








TO OUE SUBSCRIBERS.

In compliance with the wishes of very many

of our Subsci'ibers, we have had prepared a

cover for binding the copies of The Builder

for those who may be desirous ofpreserving them

in uniform Volumes. These may be had on

application at the office, at the price of Two

Shillings; or our Publisher will undertake to

get sets bound at a charge of Three Shillings

per Volume.

THE BUILDEK,
NO. XX.VIII.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 6, 1844.

With the opening year, we may be expected

to announce our future intended course of pro-

ceeding
;
and although only a child of a year’s

growth, and as may be supposed by some, still

swaddled about, yet would we, like the swathed

Horus of the Etesian-wind-filled Nile, if not

worshipped as of mythological power, yet be

deemed an infant of athletic promise, and

perhaps ere long, like the giant babe of Irish

faery-land, able to discuss with unbroken teeth

such puerile baken-meats as may have been

seasoned by a few grid-irons, worked up amid

their component leaven, or by other like gen-

tle condiments.

Long, long before our birth-day, had com-

plaint been made of the urgent necessity on

the part of the professions of architecture and

building, of a sound, just, and cleanly vehicle

for reviews, correspondence, and papers upon

those subjects. We hope to see our columns

become such a vehicle. W e are sure the prince

with the noble, the architect with the workman,

alike appreciates the value of all practical

matters relating to architecture and engineer-

ing
;
and by opening our pages according to

this standard, we think the gentleman will not

disdain to contribute, nor the workman be

afraid to appear there in print. Hitherto the

periodical literature of architecture has been

lightly deemed of
;
for its comparatively con-

fined circulation has not returned the outlay

requisite for the employment of high talent

:

hence it has assumed a lowness of style, a

coarseness of diction, a kind of any-thing-arian

conscience
;

and, if it needed rightful vigour,

it has made up by nerve of reproachful tongue

for its puny-mindedness
;
from this cause almost

every architect of ability has hung aloof, and has

taken no part in it, conscious that he could not

join therein without reaping a certain portion

of disrepute.

But from the measures which we have taken

for the avoidance of scandal in the literature

of architecture, we trust an altered state of

things will immediately commence.

We are determined that the balance of

justice shall hang conspicuously over all our

columns : facts shall be recorded, but no dis-

torted opinions shall be ventured
;
good and

natural taste shall be asserted
;
practical sound-

ness shall everywhere drive out speculative

pretence
;
genius we are determined to foster;

but neither the malignant cunning of a de-

praved mind, nor the pithless or unballasted

flights of an imagination sublimated or dis-

tilled through the alembic of insanity, shall

ever have place with us.

Our reviews of new works shall, to the best

of our ability, record their beauties and re-

cuiniiicnd their good maxima
j
and where we

shall have occasion of disapproval, we trust

that in putting the student upon his guard

against pernicious doctrines, we shall not, like

the copper-smith, be ambitious of finishing off

our work with marks of the hammer. Under

such a determination we hope surely that

authors and publishers feeling confidence in

our fairness, will early send us copies of their

productions, accompanied by such wood blocks

as may be proper for giving our subscribers a

just idea of the value of the works so reviewed

by us.

And we make promise that in commencing

a series of retrospective reviews of literary and

graphic works on architecture, we shall direct

the mind of the student to a ready course of

technical knowledge, and lead him at once to

the cream of those vast stores of information

which lie scattered in the many volumes of our

noble art. Finding more trouble in thesearch for

and correct re-printing of one page ofold litera-

ture than in the writing of ten of original

matter, we trust that whenever we quote from

other works, this will not be esteemed as occur-

ring from plagiaristic idleness, but from the

desire of not doing again, perhaps badly, that

which has already been done well, and of

leaving the due honour to the first who

broached the subject. And we invite all who

are acquainted with curious and valuable

works and graphic illustrations of architecture,

to favour us with a knowledge of them, in order

that their merits may be duly known through-

out the scientific world.

With regard to the correspondence which

will in future be admitted in our pages, we beg

to say we desire to be select, select as to its

propriety. If a workman address us or any

correspondent, his address may have as much

propriety as that of the finished gentleman
;
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born with equal cleanliness, one needs not to

differ from the other in the essential quality of

propriety, though they may in the degree of

particular learning—the operative man being

most learned in operative knowledge, and

the gentleman-born holding the superiority in

book-learning and speculative science.

Upon the subject of papers relating to ar-

chitecture, both constructive and decorative,

we have the brightest promise. Assistance

of a very superior kind will be given to us

;

and but few months, or even weeks, will be re-

quired for marshalling our forces. Through
society finding our integrity of purpose, we
have every prospect of the portfolios of the

antiquary, the architect, and the scientific and

practical man, being opened
;

and we little

doubt that from their vast stores, we shall have

the power of selecting those gems of art and

science after which the zealous of our profes-

sion thirst.

Declaring thus openly our sentiments and

intentions, we have an assured hope that our

views will be approved of by most of our readers,

and will be seconded earnestly by very many of

them holding rank in architecture, engineering,

practical science, biography, archaeology,

topography, and the fine arts generally.

!

CLEANLINESS AMONG THE POOR.

The Edinburgh Weekly Chronicle thus gra-

phically describes the difficulties that lie in the

way of personal cleanliness among the poorer

classes :

—

“ Bathing is at once a luxury, and a remedy

for disease. One would think it a very easy

matter to get the body immersed in hot, cold,

or tepid water, and so it ought to be, but as

matters stand, it is very difficult; so difficult,

indeed, that it is practised only by few, and by

these but seldom. In the summer season, no

doubt, many bathe in the sea and in rivers

b it, in general only a few plunges in the year

are enjoyed in this way by such as enjoy the

advantage at all. The great bulk of the popu-

lation go unwashed, hands and face excepted,

from year’s end to year’s end. And no won-

der; "think of the obstacles! A man be-

I grimed with toil, or greasy with accumulated

perspiration, feeling a desire to have a clean

|

skin, begins to think of how he may accomplish

I the simple process of getting himself washed.

Pent up by his occupation in the midst of a

i
town, perhaps miles away from the sea, or any

j

stream affording a sufficient depth of water, he

can only on rare occasions find time to go

j

the necessary distance. And when he does

so, his difficulties are not at an end. He finds

j

that the river banks are claimed as private

property, and he is prohibited, under heavy

penalties, from setting foot there. He may
i, - —i_ ii.n nmin/imn* flhfirp ^ and snap his

There are no
seek the sounding shore,”

fingers at landed proprietors.
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white boards prohibiting trespassers, and
threatening prosecution—no spring guns and
man traps within the tide mark of the sea.

But there he finds other obstacles and annoy-
ances. He does not choose to violate decency

by denuding himself in sight of others, parti-

cularly females, and yet it is difficult for him to

find a secluded spot, or to catch a moment in

which there is not somebody in the way.
Patiently does he loiter along the beach or
rest him on

“
‘ A glutty stane,

Green wi' the dew o’ the jaupin’ main,’

in the hopes of seeing the coast clear of
strollers, but in vain. One troop of ladies, or
of ‘bairns’ women’ with flocks of children,

succeeds another almost without intermission,

and he may wait hours before he finds an in-

terval in which no gentle parasol-bearer or
little gatherer of shells is within eye shot. At
length, the wished-for opportunity occurs.

Hurriedly and apprehensively, like one about
to commit some horrid crime, does he strip and
get into the water. But ten to one but he has
half a mile to wade among stones and sear-

wreck before he can get deeper than the knee
;

and long before he get into deep water, his

feet are bleeding— his legs gartered with
tangle, and his teeth chattering with cold.

The ablution performed—out he comes faster

than he went in, in spite of stones and sea-

weed—but, perhaps, only to find that his

clothes have been floated away or stolen, or to

shock and put to flight some of the fair prome-
naders.

“ Such are a few of the disagreeables of sea-

bathing for the million. No doubt, bathing-
boxes are to be had at some favoured spots,

from which a plunge can be effected comfortably
and decently, but they are not to be found at

every man’s door, nor is the use of them to be
had at a price which poor people can often afford

to pay.
“ If the difficulties of cold-bathing are great,

what must we say of warm-bathing? Why,
so far is the luxury of the warm-bath out of
reach of the working-classes, that we are con-
vinced two-thirds of them toil from the cradle
to the grave without ever enjoying it. It is a

costly luxury, the price in private establish-

ments being usually from a shilling to half-a-

crown, and few mechanics can afford to part

even with a shilling as often as the bath would
do them good. As to attempting to procure
the warm-bath at home, it is never thought of,

except when disease makes it necessary, and
for the sufficient reason that it is not an easy
matter to accomplish. A small-limbed child

may be bathed without much trouble—bating a
little squalling

;
and many a cold, we believe, is

cured in this way among the children of the

poorer classes
;

but when full-grown people
are to be immersed under the domestic roof,

what a job it is ! A birth in the poor man’s
house is nothing to it. How the children

stare at the mysterious preparations ! the
largest tub is brought out— all the pots and
kettles are put in requisition, and anxious pre-

caution taken against deluging the floor. Then,
the preparations being completed, and the
gaping urchins sent off, the operation com-
mences. But it is easier commenced than
finished. Perhaps a six-foot man has to get
himself crammed into a tub, already nearly full

of half-scalding water, and not big enough, at

any rate, to hold half his bulk, though he
should coil himself up like a serpent. Then,
what splashing, what knocking of knees and
elbows, till John Meiklejohn jumps out, partly

unwetted and partly par-boiled—declaring he
will never again try the hot-bath at home,
though his rheumatisms should stick to him
all his days. The mistress, too, declares,

that so long as there is any virtue in doctors’

drugs, she will have no more such doings in

her house; and to crown the whole, the tenant
of the house below comes up, and complains
that she has had a spate of water sent down
on her.”

The following observations are from the
Aberdeen Herald :

—

“ To obviate the former class of these diffi-

culties, which exist in this town as well as in

Edinburgh, and to put an end to what people
residing or walking near the Wellington-bridge
roust regard as a nuisance—open bathing by
grown-up lads,— it may be necessary for the

Bathing Committee, after effecting their

primary object, to make some arrangement for

a swimming-bath in the river. An awning or

shed, with sideboards, and a bottom sunk to

the proper depth, is all that is necessary, and
the admission might be by season tickets, sold

at a cheap rate. Perhaps, some individual

might be induced to get up such a bath as a

private speculation. Besides promoting de-

cency, it would be exceedingly advantageous

in affording boys and young men a safe oppor-

tunity of learning the useful and healthy art of

swimming.

“ Some objections have, we understand,

been taken to the use of engine-water for the

hot baths, and indeed, to the plan of having
baths in different parts of the city. It is

argued that the engine-water will not be pro-

cured at the times when it is most required

—

and that, perhaps
,
the saving of expense, is,

after all, not worth considering. These ob-

jections, we have no doubt, will be duly

weighed by the Committee
;

but for our own
part, we are inclined to think that they are not

very insuperable. Taking into account the im-

mense quantity of hot water that is thrown out

from some ofthe public works, and the high tem-

perature at which the boilers must be kept up
till the very moment of stopping, it will not

be difficult, we think, to make arrangements
for the convenience of all classes. The water

can easily be tested, and its purity established

beyond the cavils of ignorance or prejudice;

and as to the saving of expense, we believe it

will be found, on inquiry, to be so very great

as to shew that the scheme of cheap baths

—

baths at a penny or twopence—are impracti-

cable unless engine-water be used.

“The objections to the plan of having the

baths in different quarters of the city are ex-

ceedingly futile, and must not be listened to.

It is said that, keeping up separate establish-

ments will entail too much expense, and that

one grand place in the centre of the city

would he both more attractive and more eco-

nomical. We do not admit the truth of either

assertions. Each establishment—if there is

to be more than one—will be large enough to

give ample employment to an old couple or

two in cleaning out the baths, washing towels,

&c.
;
and, if a certain amount of work has to

be done, there will be little more expense in

doing it at two, three, or four places, than at

one. Then, again, we have no faith in the

attractiveness of a large central establishment.

The novelty of the thing might cause a run to

it for a time, but it would fall off, and the

people would sink into their old Mrs. M'Clarty

notions of staying away, because * they could

not befashed to go to a distance .’ It is utility

and not show that we want in our public

baths
;
and we are anxious to bring them as

near as possible to every man’s door, and

make the rate of charge exceedingly low, so

that no one may have a shadow of excuse for

not using them. There is an ample sea-beach

here for bathing in the summer, but how
many, even of the middle and upper classes,

neglect to avail themselves of it, just because
‘ they cannot be fashed ’ to go so far.”

MOON’S PATENT CHIMNEYS.

At this season, when the fire-side is so

essential to comfort, a notice of any improve-

ment in the construction of chimneys may not

be considered out of place.

We have recently observed the enrolment of

a patent taken out by Mr. Moon for flues of a

circular form, and although we are perfectly

aware that the same form has been patented

many times before our publication was in ex-

istence, we do not think that any other plans

have embraced the important principle of bond-

ing in the materials with the general work, a

desideratum of such importance, that the

absence of such mode of construction has been

fatal to the general adoption of the subjects of

previous patents.

We consider the matter of so much conse-

quence, that we have exemplified it by the an-

nexed illustrations of the main features of the

patent, in which it will be observed that al-

though bricks of various forms are requisite for

effecting the improvement, yet we believe they

will be found simplified to the greatest possible

extent.

It is evident that in the construction of ordi-

nary rectangular flues there are no fixed prin-

ciples used in forming their most important
parts, viz. their throats and gatherings. It is

universally known that flues are mostly worked
14 in. by 9 in., with a half-brick division

between flue and flue, but at their diversions or
gatherings the flues are mostly crippled and
diminished, whereas in the method set forth

these irregularities are entirely obviated, as

every flue is so perfectly complete in itself that

in a series of flues, each may be carried up or
taken down without interference with, or
injury to, any adjacent flue.

Mr. Moon seems to have considered the whole
subject-matter of chimneys, and has applied
remedies for their present numerous defects

;
he

has commenced (as all should) at the founda-
tion

;
he gives us a bar of a peculiar formation,

in fact it is an iron girder upon a small scale,

this bar is furnished with hooks for a soot
cloth, and has dowells to receive two bearing-

bars which are also provided with hooks for a

soot bag
;
these bearing-bars are destined to

receive the moulded throat-lumps, which form
the contraction with a most perfect and gra-

dual receptacle for the smoke on its first emis-
sion, very different from the presentgatherings,
which are in most instances extremely irregular

and leave far too much space for cold air; on
these throat lumps commences a cylindrical

flue, each course of which is formed of four

bricks consisting of bonders and stretchers

alternately, by which is effected a most perfect

union with the general work, as well as a dimi-
nution in the number of vertical joints, for the

bonding courses are without any external ver-

tical joint. Now as the present old description

of flue requires seven bricks to each course, it

will be seen that the number of bricks used in

Mr. Moon’s flues is numerically only four-

sevenths as many, and we may add that the

old form could only be tolerated as allowing

just sufficient space for the poor sweeper to

exercise his miserable and degraded occupa-
tion

;
but, thanks to a more enlightened age,

such a provision is no longer necessary. The
best form for strength and emission of smoke
is now the principal object.

We have now arrived with Mr. Moon as

high as the chimney-shaft, and to this ad-

junct of a building, so important both with
respect to appearance and safety from effects of
wind, we find much consideration has been
given

;
instead of connecting the flues, by

which a large surface is presented to the wind,

every flue of the shaft is perfectly distinct, so
as to allow the wind to pass freely between
shaft and shaft, the forms of which are various.

We have shewn in the engravings those which
maybe thoughtdesirable; theyare in their plans,

or horizontal sections, octagonal, hexagonal
and circular, while some of them are of a
square form, with their angles merely taken
off. It may be observed those of the hexa-
gonal plan require only three bricks to a
course, or twelve bricks to a lineal foot in

altitude, the present rectangular flue requiring

twenty-eight bricks, which shews sufficient

practical advantage, independently of ex-

ternal form. In addition to all these nume-
rous advantages, Mr. Moon has constructed a
metallic cap, and if it effect the objects for

which it is designed, those who think proper
to avail themselves of its use will have no
smoky chimneys in future. This cap differs en-

tirely from every other kind now in use
;

it will

not present an unsightly appearance either in

its application to new or to old shafts
;
the

substantial material of which it is made will

render it free from the objections arising from
the great reverberation of sound so generally

complained of, and which so frequently com-
pels the removal of the present unsubstantial

and unsightly contrivances made of thin sheets

of iron, zinc, or tin, in the shape of funnels,

cowls, and other external addenda to chimneys,
none of which can be very suitably added to

buildings, and which, from their fragile nature,

often need renewal, attended by consi-

derable expense and inconvenience, besides

the frequency of the removal of such contri-

vances by the action of wind or by sweeping-

machines.

This subject being one of considerable im-

portance in building, we shall on a future

occasion again recur to it.
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MOON’S PATENT CHIMNEYS.

Shaft and Cap.

Stretcher Bricks. Section of Cap, Ring, and
Domical Top.

Octagonal Shaft.

Plan of Chimney-bar and Bearing-bars.
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—

From, a Manuscript in the hand-writing

ofKing Henry the Sueth,

Meeting of the Epiphany-Chapter of
the Freemasons of the Church, will take

place on Tuesday, the 9th January, at eight o’clock

in the evening.

to the editor of “the builder.”

Sir,—Having just met with the subjoined
very minute detailed list of the Grand-masters
of the English Freemasons, permit me through
one of your columns to ask, as I take a great
interest in all historical and other matters re-

lating to Freemasonry, upon what authority

such a catalogue rests, how are the dates au-
thenticated, and where lie the records con-
firming so circumstantial a document ?

I am, Sir, your very humble servant,

a ^Freemason of Hie ©fiurcf).

A.D.

597 Austin the Monk.
680 Bennet, Abbot of Wirral.
858 St. Swithin.

872 King Alfred.

900 Ethred, Prince of Mercia.
928 Athelstane.

957 Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury.
1041 Edward the Confessor.

1066 Gondulph, Bishop of Rochester.
1100 Henry 1.

1135 Gilbert de Clare, Marquis of Pembroke.
1155 The Grand Master of the Templars.
1199 Peter de Colechurch.
1216 Peter de Rupibus, Bishop of Winchester.
1272 Walter Giffard, Archbishop of York.
1307 Walter Stapleton, Bishop of Exeter.

1327 Edward III.

1357 William a Wykeham, Bishop of Winchester.
1375 Simon Langham, Abbot of Westminster.
1377 William a Wykeham, again.

1400 Thomas Fitz Allen, Earl of Surrey.
1413 Henry Chichely, Archbishop of Canterbury.
1443 William Waynfleet, Bishop of Winchester.
1471 Richard Beauchamp, Bishop of Salisbury.

1500 The Grand Master of the Order of St. John.
Henry VII. Patron.

1502 Henry VII.
1515 Cardinal Wolsey.

1530 Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex.
1543 John Touchett, Lord Audley.
1549 Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset.
1552 John Poynet, Bishop of Winchester.
1560 Sir Thomas Sackville.

1567 Sir Thomas Gresham, in the South.
Francis Russell, Earl of Bedford, in the

North.

1580 Charles Howard, Earl of Effingham.
1588 George Hastings, Earl of Huntingdon.
1603 King James I., Patron.

Inigo Jones, Grand Master.

1618 William Herbert, Earl of Pembroke.
1625 King Charles I.

1630 Henry Danvers, Earl of Danby.
1633 Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel.
1635 Francis l ussell, Earl of Bedford.
1636 Inigo Jems, again.

1643 Henry Jem yn, Earl of St. Albans.
1666 Thomas S; vage, Earl of Rivers.

1674 George Vill'ers, Duke of Buckingham.
1679 Henry Bennett, Earl of Arlington.
1685 Sir Christopht r Wren.
1698 Charles Lenox, Duke of Richmond.

Sir Christopher Wren, again.
1717 Anthony Sayer, Esq.
1718 George Payne, Esq.
1719 Dr. Desaguliers.

1720 George Payne, Esq., again.

1721 John, Duke of Montagu.
1722 Philip, Duke of Wharton.
1723 The Duke of Buccleugh.
1724 The Duke of Richmond.
1725 The Earl of Abercorn.
1726 William O’Brian, Earl of Inchiquin.
1727 Lord Coleraine.

1728 Lord Kingston.
1729 Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk.

1731

Lord Lovel.

A.D.

1732 Anthony Brown, Viscount Montacute.

1733 The Earl of Strathmore.

1734 The Earl of Crawford.

1735 Thomas Thynne, Viscount Weymouth.
1736 John Campbell, Earl of Loudon.

1738 H. Brydges, Marquis of Carnarvon.

1739 Lord Raymond.
1740 The Earl of Kinton.

1741 The Earl of Morton.
1742 John Ward, Lord Dudley and Ward.
1745 James, Lord Cranstown.

1747 Lord Byron.

1752 John, Lord Carysfort.

1754 Marquis of Carnarvon, again.

1757 Sholto, Lord Aberdour.

1762 Washington Shirley, Earl Ferrers.

1764 Lord Blaney.

1767 Henry, Duke of Beaufort.

1772 Robert Edward, LordPetre.

1777 George, Duke of Manchester.

1782 H.R.H. Frederick, Duke of Cumberland.

1790 H.R.H. George, Prince of Wales.

1813 H.R.H. Augustus Frederic, Duke of Sussex,

at the Union.
1843 The Earl of Zetland, Acting.

APPOINTMENT OF OFFICERS IN THE
SURVEYORS’ DEPARTMENT OF THE
COMMISSIONERS OF SEWERS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—The advertisement in your paper of Satur-

day relative to the Appointment of Officers in the

Surveyor*’ Department of the Commissioners of

Sewers, &c., induces me to trouble you with a few

observations.

You are perhaps not aware that the Commis-
sion for Westminster, &c., extends to the parish

of Hampton, embracing all the land affected by the

tide or by outrageous waters from the uplands, ex-

cepting, indeed, that portion of the river Brent

which was interfered with by the execution of the

Grand Junction Canal as permitted by the Act esta-

blishing the Company, and the parish of Chiswick,

which is not noticed in the commission.

The difficulties and expense which the commis-

sioners have had to contend with in consequence of

the extension of the town, have arisen from the de-

ficiency or inapplicability of the powers to prevent

improperly constructed sewers, and from inattention

to the prospective wants of the public on ground yet

unbuilt upon. Previously to the year 1806, there

only one surveyor, with no clerks of the works or

other assistance; there was no descriptive plan

shewing the district upon which the commissioners

exercised their jurisdiction till that made by Mr.
Potter in IS 16, and this shewed only the main lines

of drainages. The establishment was, in 1807, in-

creased, and there has been a vast extension of the

brick sewers, and many of the watercourses have

been corrected and improved by inverted brick

arches, the outlay since the year 1824 has exceeded

500,0001. expended by the public, and a very much
larger sum by individuals.

When it is considered that the commissioners

have of late never exerted their authority or super-

vision beyond the border of the Counties Creek
district, which includes only a small portion of the

parish of Fulham, and hardly any of Hammersmith,

it must be admitted that the additional officers ad-

vertised for are essentially requisite, and that the

attainments of a practical architect, versed in engi-

neering, are called for, as well as those of an honest

clerk of the works, whose labours should be ex-

tended with assiduity over the distant district at

least.

It may be pardonable to mention that the aid of the

first of these officers should be applied to the pro-

spective improvement of the existing sewerages, and

in calculations as to the future demands of the whole

of the districts now surveyed by the commissioners,

those lying beyond them, and also those into which

the commission does not at present extend. In

looking at the condition of this populous and
wealthy metropolis, and its noble river, polluted

as they are by sullage waters, we must not cast

away the hope that the views of one of our most
enlightened builders, Mr. Thomas Cubitt, and of

several of the commissioners, will be entertained,

so far at least as that the practicability of conduct-

ing all the sullage waters of the north side of the

river eastward and westward by deep tunnels, with-

out interfering with it, shall be seriously and fully

considered. The proposition being that all the

present sewers shall discharge themselves into deep
under-ground courses tunnelled through the blue

clay stratum till they reach the flat lands eastward

and westward, when they shall issue into deeper

reservoirs, from which, by engine work, they may
be elevated so as to be capable of distribution for

agricultural purposes, and the redundancy, if any,

carried forward, so far as not to be likely to conta-
minate the waters.

It may be supposed that this plan is too visionary

to be carried into execution, and that the expense,
even if it were practicable, would be too enormous
to be tolerated. A little reflection may probably
induce us to think that neither of these circum-
stances really attends the idea.

The superficies drained, whether of land, streets,

or houses, is easily ascertained. On the northern
side of the Thames the largest surface is that of the
lands having a current into the Fleet river ; the
dimensions of the arched sewer at Blackfriars’ -bridge
have always been found adequate, and there is no
floodgate or flap against the entrance of the tide

which flows into it. The next largest surface, east-

ward of the summit of Hyde-park, &c., is drained

by the King’s Scholars’-pond Sewer, which is of

moderate capacity and unequal current, and issuing

into the Thames, being ponded up every tide. Let
us suppose that this last-mentioned sewer is inter-

cepted where it crosses Piccadilly, and by some
judicious contrivance made to pass its contents into

a new deep sewer tunnelled through the blue clay,

and which deep sewer shall receive all the other

sewers it shall meet in its eastward course to be con-
tinued under Piccadilly, the Haymarket, and Charing-
cross, where it shall be, at least as to the extrados

of its arch, not less than twenty feet below lowest

water-mark
; at this point it should receive another

sewer constructed in some proper line so as to be
calculated to convey all the waters of the low lands

of Westminster, Pimlico, and Chelsea.

From this point, with increased dimensions, but
with a duly regulated current, this main and tun-
nelled sewer should proceed eastward, still through
the blue clay, parallel to the river, avoiding St.

Paul’s, and whether under houses or not, to Aid-
gate, thence under Whitechapel-road to Mile-eDd,
and so onward to Plaistow Meads, passing under
the Poplar canal and the river Lea. In the neigh-

bourhood of Plaistow, deep, spacious, and sub-
stantial reservoirs should be formed, capable of re-

ceiving the contents of this main sewer, and from
which, by the operation of powerful engines, the

same may be elevated and distributed either in the

shape of liquid or as compressed manwe upon the

lands, the liquid portion being delivered into chan-

nels formed at such an elevation as would irrigate

the meadows and at length communicate with the

river, should any surplus water remain unused.

It is conceived that the branch sewer which would
enter at Charing Cross would be capable of relieving

all the district east of the Counties Creek, lying below
high water, and perhaps be equal to take a portion

of the Counties Creek sewer and of the Ranelagh
in the event of an overflow, which the sewer about
to be described as running westward could afford a

discharge for, viz.

That of a new sewer, to commence at Knights-
bridge, and thence to run westward at a moderate
depth below the surface, but still with an increasing

current, till it reached some selected spot, probably
about Brook Green, whence its contents might be
capable of distribution over the low lands, or even
the upper agricultural lands northward and westward
of the reservoirs, which should be formed similar

but of less capacity than those described to be exe-

cuted in the neighbourhood of Plastow.

A map has been prepared by Messrs. Milner and
Braithwaite, the engineers, shewing all the deep
wells in the vicinity of the metropolis, and which
very distinctly describes the strata which would be to

be intersected by theformation of these sewers, and of

course facilitate the operation by the information it

will afford, and by the avoidance of the reservoirs

which are in existence.

It is a matter of tolerably easy calculation, as to

what the magnitude of these sewers, and as to what
their currents, as they proceed, should be, for it is

obvious that if the blue clay is everywhere deep

enough to admit of a rapid current, the amplitude of

the sewer itself may be less in proportion than it

would be were the current sluggish
; information,

however, is not at this moment at hand, but the

matter is open for the commissioners of the four

divisions, namely, the commissioners for West-
minster, for Finsbury, the City, and the Tower
Hamlets, to exert their faculties, and for their

officers to enter upon the consideration of the im-

portance and value of the improvement.

With regard to the expense, the present moment
is favourable for the borrowing of money, as is

evidenced by the high price of the public funds. An
issue of a special parliamentary loan, secured upon
the rates of the above-mentioned metropolitan dis-

tricts, would in all probability be cheerfully met, the

property assessable is so ample. Besides, the labour

of the country is now little employed, and nothing

is required but what our national resources furnish.

The property of individuals and the public comfort

will be so greatly benefited by the plan, that an
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annual tax will be amply available to discharge the

amount borrowed in annual payments, as that of

the Bayswater Tunnel Sewer has been, until the

whole loan shall vanish, leaving London in posses-

sion of cloaca maxima superior in extent and im-

portance to the boasted constructions of Rome.

An Old Commissioner for Westminster.

The Bayswater Tunnel Sewer is about half a

mile, say 2,640 feet, it cost 6,300/., or about

21. 8s. 4d. per foot; the eastern line of sewer may
be computed at eight miles, or say 43,040 feet,

which at 10/. per foot would be 430,400/.; the

double of this sum will doubtless effect the object

of a perfect drainage without issue into the Thames,

except as above attempted to be described.

INTERMENTS IN TOWNS.

It appears that Mr. Chadwick, the secretary

of the Poor Law Commissioners, has, at the

request of Sir James Graham, been inquiring;

into the subject of interments in towns, and

the report upon the matter has this week been

published. From this we conclude that the

Government contemplate some legislative

measure with a view to mitigate those evils

which unquestionably exist, and remove the

danger which results from the dead and the

living being crowded together within a few

yards of each other, as in most towns of conse-

quence is found to be the practice. There is

no doubt, as Mr. Chadwick states, that emana-
tions from human remains are likely to produce

fatal diseases, and depress the general health

of those exposed to them. This has been

shewn repeatedly by high medical authority.

Instances of proof have been again and again

pointed out
;
and it is impossible to tell to what

extent disease and death have been spread

abroad from the system of burial in the edifice

in which hundreds weekly, perhaps daily, as-

semble—from the practice of using in tombs
in which openings are left, wooden coffins only,

which necessarily in a few years decay, and
the air is impregnated with unhealthy effluvia

—and from the constant up-turning of the

soil, which, in a populous parish and a

church-yard of limited extent, is little more
than one mass of human remains. Besides,

not only is the health of the people in-

jured, but their feelings are often shocked, as

we have lately heard in several disgusting

instances in the metropolis, by the unavoid-

able disturbance of the sanctuary of the dead,

long ere they have lost the marks and traces of

humanity by crumbling again to their native

dust. On these grounds, and looking to the

importance and intricacy of the subject, the

interests that maybe brought into conflict, and
the difficulties which have generally met
private companies in the attempts to remedy
the evils, we agree with Mr. Chadwick, that

“the practice of interments in towns in burial-

places amidst the habitations of the living, and

the practice of interment in churches, ought
for the future, and without any exception of

places or acceptation of persons, to be entirely

prohibited and that instead of the work
being left to private associations, national ce-

meteries of a suitable description “ ought to

be provided and maintained.”

The mode in which it is proposed to effect

this object is by providing for the expense of

establishing national cemeteries by means of

loans to be spread over a period of years
;
the

burial fees and existing duties being collected

and formed into a general fund, from which
these loans should be repaid, and the compen-
sation drawn which may be awarded to inte-

rests disturbed by the new arrangement. This
seems practicable and fair, and thus far we
are disposed to acquiesce in the plan.

But then come suggestions, some of which
we are sure are repugnant to the general

feeling of the community, and others are unne-
cessary and unjust. Here is one

—

“ That for the avoidance of the pain and
moral and physical evil arising from the pro-

longed retention of the bodv in the rooms
occupied by the living, and at the same time

to carry outsuch arrangements as may remove
the painful apprehensions of premature inter-

ments, institutions of houses for the imme-
diate reception, and respectful and appropriate

care of the dead, under superior and responsi-

ble officers, should he provided in every town
for the use of all the classes of the community.”

If it be meant by this that on the death of a
person the body shall be laid hold of by a

government officer, and snatched away from
the sorrowing survivors to be deposited in a

dead-house, under the care of parties whom
the relatives neither appointed nor can con-

trol, then we say it is astonishing how any man
could seriously propose such a violation of the

settled habits and natural feelings of the

people. An awful sanctity surrounds every

thing connected with the dead
;
and those who

have lost some cherished object—a child, a

wife, a husband, or a father—know with what
melancholy tenderness they have day by day
visited and watched the loved remains till they

were reluctantly yielded to the grave. This

may be a weak feeling, but it is interwoven

with the finest sensibilities of our nature, and

we are quite sure that Sir James Graham will

not attempt to violate it, by asking Parliament

to enforce a regulation upon the whole com-
munity, which would only be justifiable, if

justifiable at all, in extreme cases of cholera

and fever.

Not content with interfering with the feel-

ings of the people, Mr. Chadwick proposes to

cut up root and branch the trade of the under-

takers. He next suggests

—

“ That for the abatement of oppressive

charges for funereal materials, decorations, and
services, provision should be made (in confor-

mity with successful examples abroad), by the

officers having charge of the national ceme-

teries, for the supply of the requisite materials

and services, securing to all classes, but espe-

cially to the poor, the means of respectable in-

terment, at reduced and moderate prices, suit-

able to the station of the deceased and condition

of the survivors.”

It is calculated that in England nearly five

millions is paid annually for funerals. All this

Mr. Chadwick proposes to take out of the

regular currents of trade, and give to his

officers of the cemeteries, thus seriously and
unjustly injuring a large and most respectable

class of tradesmen, amongst whom the natural

course of competition prevents that “ extor-

tion ” which is alleged as the ground of inter-

ference.

We regret that these and other objectionable

propositions should be linked to the report, be-

cause they will excite a feeling against an

alteration which is much needed, and if well

and discreetly made, would be widely beneficial.

It was a matter which required to be treated

with great caution and delicacy
;
and to connect

with it matters which would be regarded as an

outrage on the living and an impertinent inter-

ference with trade, was most unnecessary and
impolitic.

SCIENCE IN LANCASHIRE.

Tiie northern counties of England have

been much noted for men of mathematical

ability and general scientific information : even

among the humbler classes of society the

science of mathematics, and in particular that

of pure geometry, seems to have been culti-

vated with the greatest success. The follow-

ing extract which appears in the Manchester

Courier of the 9th December, from a letter on

this subject by George Harvey, Esq., F.R.S.,

to the British Association on its first meeting

at York, will be read with interest.

“ It was my intention,” says Mr. Harvey,
“ had I been enabled to enjoy the privilege of

attending at York, to have drawn the attention

of the meeting to the very remarkable circum-

stance of the geometrical analysis of the an-

cients having been cultivated with eminent

success in the northern counties of England,

and particularly in Lancashire. The proofs

of this may be gathered from a variety of

periodical works devoted almost exclusively to

this lofty and abstract pursuit. I have now
before me several beautiful specimens of the

geometry of the Greeks, produced by me in

what, for distinction sake, we call the inferior

conditions of life. The phenomenon (for such

it truly is) has long appeared to me a remark-

able one and deserving of an attentive consider-

ation. Playfair, in one of his admirable

papers in the Edinburgh Reviciv, expressed a

fear that the increasing ta-te tor analytical

science would at length drive the ancient geo-

metry from its favoured retreat in the British

Isles
;
but at the time he made this despond-

ing remark, the professor seemed not to be
aware, that there existed a devoted band of
men in the north, resolutely bound to

the pure and ancient forms of geometry,
who, in the midst of the tumults of steam-en-
gines, cultivated it with unyielding ardour,
preserved the sacred fire under circumstances
which seem, from their nature, most calculated

to extinguish it. In many modern publications,
and occasionally in the senate-house, problems
proposed to the candidates for honours at Cam-
bridge, questions are to be met with derived
from this humble but honourable source. The
true cause of this remarkable phenomenon I

have not been able clearly to trace. A taste

for pure geometry, something like that for en-
tomology among the weavers of Spitalfields,

may have been transmitted from father to son
;

but who was the distinguished individual first

to create it, in the peculiar race of men here
adverted to, seems not to be known. Sur-

rounded by machinery, with the rich elements

of mechanics in their most attractive forms, we
should have imagined that a taste for mechan-
ical combinations would have exclusively pre-

vailed
;

and that inquiries locked up in the

deep and to them unapproachable recesses of

Plato, Pappus, Appolonius, and Euclid, would
have met with but few cultivators. On the

contrary, Porisms and Lori, sections of ratio

and of space, inclinations and tangencies,

—

subjects confined among the ancients to the

very greatest minds,— were here familiar to

men whose condition in life was, to say the

least, most unpropitious for the successful

prosecution of such elevated and profound pur-

suits.”

In consequence of the poverty of several

individuals of this humble class, residing in

the neighbourhood of Manchester, who have

distinguished themselves by their devotion to

science, a meeting of persons favourable to the

formation of a society for the relief and en-

couragement of scientific men in humble life,

was lately held in that town under the presi-

dency of the mayor, and was attended by
many influential gentlemen. Resolutions for

the formation and support of such a society

were adopted, and the proceedings, which
were reported in the Manchester Courier

,
of

the 9th Dec., are of considerable interest.

Among other remarkable cases mentioned
at the meeting are those of James Crowtlier,

of Salford, formerly a weaver, who has dis-

tinguished himself as a botanist, and John
Butterworth, of Haggate, near Royton, also

formerly a weaver, who has acquired much
celebrity in the neighbourhood by his success-

ful cultivation of several branches of the ma-

thematics, and especially that of pure geome-

try. These men are now, in their old age,

much distressed by poverty and sickness.

Many interesting details were given in the

course of the meeting respecting their scientific

pursuits and progress. It appears that But-

terworth, from the commencement of the 19th

century up to the present time, has been a

regular contributor to several of the mathema-

tical publications of the day. Hundreds of

his solutions have been inserted in the Ladies’

and Gentlemen’s Diaries, in the Mathematical

Companion, and in Leyhourn’s Repository, in

which may be found the names of many of the

most eminent mathematicians of the present

day. It is to be hoped that in this university

a few may be disposed to render assistance to

these humble cultivators of science.

Tunnelling the Tyne.—An ingenious plan

has been suggested of crossing the Tyne by passing

through a tunnel under the river, on the principle of

the centrifugal railway. The carriages would descend

by their own gravity into the tunnel from one side,

and rise up on the other by the momentum acquired

in the descent. It is proposed to construct the

tunnel of metallic tubing, and lay it just within the

bed of the river, so as not to form an obstacle to

the navigation ;
the tunnel to be constructed of

such a bore, as to obviate the possibility of the car-

riages getting misplaced in their passage. Railway

carriages and vehicles of all kinds, as well as pas-

sengers, would thus be safely and rapidly translerred

from one side to the other. It is considered, that

with the present low price of iron, three tunnels

might be cheaply constructed, all starting from the

station of the Brandling Junction Railway ,
one pro-

ceeding in the direction of Nevill-street, the other

in that of the Castle-garth, and the third going

towards the station of the Newcastle and North-

Shields Railway.—Newcastle Journal.
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THE DUTCH CHURCH, AUSTIN FRIARS.

This church stands upon the spot where in

1252 Humfrey Bohun, Earl of Hereford and

Essex, built at his proper cost a church and

conventual buildings for the reception of a

superior and brethren of the order of Augus-

tine friars. Hence it obtained its title of “ The
Augustine Priory of London and the site

and vicinity of that religious establishment still

are, and probably will continue to be, known by

the appellation of Austin Friars. The history

of the friarial institution in question is in com-

plexion and events similar to those of the more
celebrated abbeys

;
it had during the interim

between the dissolution and surrender (30th

Henry VIII.) greatly extended its possessions,

and had become to the citizens an object of

especial veneration and regard, its prior hav-

ing the rank and privileges of an alderman,

and joining as such on public occasions and

processions, with the single distinction of his

civic costume being made in fashion to assimilate

with his ecclesiastical vestments. After the

surrender, the site, buildings, and lands, or the

greater part of them (for we shall see presently

there must have been some reservation with

respect to a portion of the church itself), were

granted to William Powlett, or Paulet, after-

wards created Earl of Wilts and Marquis of

Winchester. Great and Little Winchester-

streets, in the city of London, and several

others in that immediate neighbourhood, are

built on the ground which formed the gardens

of the first Lord Winchester, originally those

«
K
P

ihe early date referred to there has

the A ngmtine Priory,

^^x.^th''<the early date

-V^ijuiich upon this spot, for although
*

•'1 converted the greater part of the hui Id -

t^gT'td domestic uses, there was still a portion

of the older church reserved for public wor-

ship. The first Lord Winchester appears to

have proceeded cautiously, if not reluctantly, in

the work of demolition
;
but his son and suc-

cessor, with less compunction, sold for 100/.

the sacred pavement, and nearly the whole of the

fine old monuments which covered the host of

il/ustrious dead with whose remains the church

and cloisters were crowded
;

and he further,

for its price, stripped the roofs of their leaden

covering, replacing it by tiles. The citizens

feeling themselves outraged by this proce-

dure, turned their attention to the preservation

of the church, and in a petition, still extant,

dated August 4th, 1600, signed by the mayor

and principal civic residents, they solicited

the Marquis of Winchester to atone in some

measure by subscribing 50/. or 60/. towards

repairing the remaining fabric, but this was

refused. Hence, it seems the forbearance of

Lord Winchester from altogether rasing the

fabric was not voluntary, the Crown having, it

would also appear, a reserved power over part

of the ancient church
;
and this was eventually

exercised by granting permission to the Dutch

congregation in London to use it for their

meeting and “preaching place.” During the

short reign of Edward VI., the grant was
confirmed by letters patent, in which it is de-

nominated a free gift, for the use of those of

the Dutch or German nations who had fled

hither on account of religion. This immunity
has always been respected and acknowledged
by the succeeding monarchs, and in the hands

of the descendants of this respectable body, now
much augmented by widely-extended and more
stable commercial relations, it still remains.

It is an old custom for the Dutch congrega-

tion to present an address to each Bishop of

London and Lord Mayor, upon their installa-

tion
;
and upon such occasions the party ad-

dressed receives the more substantial compli-
ment of a piece of plate.

We shall in another number recur to this

interesting subject, and shall illustrate it, as

well by engravings as by an architectural de-

scription of the church in its existing state.

ON BREAST-SUMMERS IN BUILDING;
How Abuse in the Frequent Use of them has In-

creased in Modern Times; OftheirInconvenience

;

Some Thoughts and Suggestions for Preventing
the Evils Resulting from the Use of them ; and
Some Further Suggestions for Superseding on
many Occasions the Use of them altogether.

Viewed as a principle of construction, the

use of breast-summers is wholly inadmissible :

for the superincumbent weight upheld by them
acts upon them by direct cross-strain, a test to

which no materials whatever should be put in

a building formed upon a correct principle of
construction.

It has been stated that from the shrinkage
of the wood, the brickwork over a breast-

summer usually cracks, falls, and becomes
disjointed. But it must be admitted, that

sometimes, though this be the case, a timber

breast-summer is not itself defective further

than happens from its shrinkage and yielding
;

for its fibrous nature imparts to it such tough-

ness, that it will rarely break : but the incon-

venience of leading to the disruption and dis-

tortion of the superincumbent wall is suffi-

cient cause for its rejection.

At the present day it is in vain to argue with

a trader, that his house of business would
appear more respectable and elegant were it

made with a due regard both to real strength

and to strength of appearance: seeking only

to expose his goods, and to undersell his

neighbour, he little cares whether the fabric of

his house be injured, or whether it be made in

itself mean, provided his darling object be
attained.

To such an extent is the description of

house-breaking caused by cutting away the

bottoms of houses for the imaginary necessary
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purposes of trade, that many a trader not

worth a shilling, will involve himself to the ex-

tent of several hundreds of pounds in putting

in a breast-summer, and destroying all the

stability of a good house, for the reinstatement

of the damage to which he would be unable to

pay.

Besides the shrinkage and deflexure of wood
breast-summers, their liability to rot and to

burn must be added
;
and if they be made of

cast-iron, though they will not shrink or rot,

yet when fire happens, they are (though said

to be fire-proof) still more disastrous and less

certain than those which are of wood.
Breast-summers of stone could hardly under

any circumstances be relied upon.

The growth of the evil admission of breast-

summers, of ‘wood or of iron, has even lately

extended largely into public buildings
;
hence

we see the backs of porticos, raised upon high

basements, fractured and sinking; and we
observe them in many other situations, where

a Wren, or other constructor who never lost

sight of science, would have shuddered to use

them.
The inconveniences resulting from the frac-

ture of brickwork over breast-summers, for a

long while caused the author very serious

trouble : in all the examples where he used

them, he had the timber cambered consider-

ably, so as to counteract any of the effects of

ordinary sinking; but this did not prevent

fracture of the walling over the ends of the

timber: it was a long while before it occurred

to him, that this destructive effect was caused

almost wholly by the shrinkage of the timber.

In forty instances where he used timber

window-heads over the windows of printing-

offices and manufactories, he found thirty-two

instances of fracture: but in all these instances

will also become level, leaving a small trian-

gular crevice between it and the end of the

timber, which, when shrinkage has ceased, may
be stopped by a wedge : and thus the shrinkage

of timber will cause the courses of the

brickwork to settle level, instead of causing

them to fracture, sink, and become distorted.

But as the author conceives that the use of

breast-summers is scarcely honourable in archi-

tecture, under any circumstances, and under any

form, and of any materials, he recommends the

discarding of them altogether upon every pos-

sible occasion
;
there can rarely be any plea for

the use of them besides absolute necessity, or
the modern false taste of supporting a heavy up-
ward mass of fabric upon scarcely any thing
apparent.

The author has lately used, for the reception
of walls which could only admit supports at
their ends, a kind of breast-summers (or rather
arches) composed of brickwork, with stone
abutments, and the whole contained within
two long hoops of wrought-iron : and this has
proved successful

;
for provided the hoops be

Elevation.

P. P. &c. Story-posts of iron to be first let into the old brick-work.
H. Hoop of wrought-iron, welded completely and inserted in the brick-work, no more of the old work being re-

moved than will be sufficient to admit the iron. When the hoop is inserted on one side of the wall, a second

similar hoop is to be cut out for and inserted on the other side of the wall.

C. &c. Cradle-bars of wrought-iron which arc to be cut out for and inserted within the hoops.

S. Skew-back of stone which is next to be inserted within the hoops.

s. Another skew-back of stone which is next to be inserted within the hoops.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, C, &c. The order in which the old brick-work is to be gradually removed, and to be replaced by a well-bonded

arch of brick-work set in Parker’s cement.
V. &c. Vacancy which may be eventually left between the hoops and the cradle-bars.

The old work between the story-posts is not to be removed till after all the other processes are complete.

If this mode be adopted in new work, much of the trouble and caution will be unnecessary.

The two hoops should be pitched over, to prevent corrosion : and some cross ties may be used, in order to prevent the two
hoops from moving further apart.

the posts between the windows were framed in

one length from one window-head to another,

and were braced or trussed between, so that

though the brickwork became fractured out-

wardly, after the flaws were carefully stopped,

no further inconvenience was suffered: in

some of these instances it is true that the

fracture was scarcely discernible
;

but the

author has seen instances of heavy timber
window-heads tier above tier, which have
collectively so shrunk, that the brickwork over

the upper windows sunk and fractured two and
a half inches.

Influenced by
the injury and dis-

figurement caused

to brickwork by
the shrinkage of

breast - summers,
the author has

lately thought of a

method of coun-
teracting it : it is a—i. Breast-summer or window-

simply to slant off head of timber.

c—d. Part of ditto slanted off.
the ends of a tim-

e_f_ A plate> or several bar8 o:

her breast-summer wrought-iron, laid upon the

or of a window- slanted part of the timber,
. . , and resting also upon the
head, as much as brick pier,

the quantity which g—A. Part of the brick-work, which

it m-iv hp pvnppfpd throughout the whole heightn may ue expected
of tbe work is t0 be laid t0

to shrink
;
and to the same slope as the timber,

place a plate of^0^ 1 The slant must increase with
* ... , the height and number of the
wrought-iron (or breast-summers or window-
several bars of heads : otherwise the upper

wrought-iron) out m°" 'h“
or level upon the

slanting part of the wood, and resting upon the

brick pier at the end of the timber
;
and to build

the brickwork over the breast-summer or win-

dow-head of the

same form as the
,
—sc-

upper side of the

timber, that is, out

of level for about
two or three feet

next the ends of
the wood.

,
°.^ec *‘ a—b. The thickest part of a timber

this seeming mal- breast-summer or window-

formation is, that head when so shrunk that d

whpn thp wood ande are level,wnen tne w °?a c_d S]anted part of the timber,
has shrunk to its e_y. Plate or bars of wrought-iron

Smallest dimen- become level by the shrinkage

, , r of the timber, and leaving a
slons, the top 01 vacancy above the timber,

the breast-sum- g—h. Courses of the brickwork

mer or window- become also level,

head may be exactly level with the top of the

pier; and the iron upon which part of the

brickwork will be supported having moved

like a floating bridge with the fall of the tide,

completely welded together, and be sufficiently

strong, and the arch be bonded so closely as to

admit of no settlement, neither expansion nor

sinking to any sensible degree can take place :

this trial proving successful, he has since em-
ployed the same means in an old building

;

whereby much of the trouble, expense, and in-

convenience of shoring were saved. In adopt-

ing this method in old buildings, success will

depend upon tbe care and address with which

the work is performed.*

The author also suggests the following

* The author lately adopted this mode successfully at the

premises of Messrs. Rivir.gton, St. Paul’s Churchyard, Lon-

don
;
part of a back-front was to be removed, and though

this was so ruinous as to be almost ready to fall, the new
work was inserted with only the use of half the usual quan-

tity of shoring : and the operation caused no damage what-

ever to the work above.

P. P. Story-posts of iron to be first inserted.

S. 8. Skew-backs of stone to be in succession inserted.
, , ,. at once.

A. Arch which is to be formed piecemeal, only a small part of the old work being remo

G. Gothic arch, which may on some occasions be preferred to the one last describea.
afterwardi set.

w. &c. The old wall upon tvhmh tbe etch i. to fir.t marked out, and into »h.ch the arch 1. to be atterw.ro.

p. p. Minor story-posts of iron, which maybe afterwards inserted if required.

a. b. c. Arched work instead of a breast-summer formed as described in $ 54.2.

T. t. Wrought-iron tie, to prevent the arch and the story-posts from expanding.
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method, which he believes may with good suc-

cess be adopted upon many occasions, both in

new and in old buildings
;
and he intends to put

it into practice upon an early occasion : this is

by supporting all the chief super-incumbent
weight by a strong arch of brickwork, or of

masonry, semi-circular or Gothic as the case

may require (but the latter always if the work
is to be covered with stucco, and is in old build-

ings); in this, as in the last-described method,
shoring is nearly if not entirely superseded

;

and if address and care be used, no fracture will

occur. The mode to be adopted, is first to fix

the story-posts of iron
;
then to proceed to mark

out the great arch, which may be inserted bit

by bit (without endangering the fabric), till the

whole is complete.* The tie across may be

made very light, according to circumstances,

and sometimes so as merely to be sufficient to

hold the story-posts from being driven apart

;

and in lieu of a breast-summer, may be inserted

one or several such assemblages of work as are

described in § 542. —From Decline of Excel-

lence in the Structure and Science of Modern
English Building. By Alfred Bartholomew,
Esq., F.S.A., Architect, Professor of Carpentry
to the Free-Masons of the Church.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.
The Times newspaper has published the

subjoined remarks upon this structure :

—

The late state of Westminster-bridge has
excited, not without reason, a good deal of

interest in the public. That interest has

almost terminated in alarm and the apprehen-
sion of the destruction of the edifice, from the

rumours that have arisen about what is going
on, and the somewhat tremendous appearance
of the excavations into the very body of the

fabric, which have been partly seen through
the hoarding by which the footpath is con-
fined, and at the ends of the hoarding at those

points where the foot passengers cross from
one side of the foot pavement of the bridge to

the other. To attach blame to any person or
persons to whom the reparation of the bridge
has been intrusted, would be invidious, and,

as far as we can at present judge, unjust. It

would require a very complete knowledge of
engineering and of the science of bridge-

building, together with a very minute inspec-

tion of all that has been done and is still being
done at this bridge, to enable any one to give
a decisive opinion of the labours of Messrs.

Walker and Burges
;
and it would be apiece

of very impertinent presumption on the part of
anybody not practically and intimately ac-

quainted with all the details and difficulties of
the proceedings and processes either to con-

demn or praise. As far as we can form an
opinion, these gentlemen have done all in their

power to remedy the defects of a bridge,

which, we believe, it is admitted was from the

time of its original construction by Label ye,
nearly 100 years ago, understood to be defec-

tive in its foundation, or at least so balanced
on its foundation, as to be extremely suscepti-

ble of danger from any alterations in the bed
of the river, or from any cause by which an
alteration could be effected upon its pressure.

The report presented by Messrs. Walker and
Burges to the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons last summer, and which is reprinted

below, will explain what it was the business of
these gentlemen to perform, and also some
other matters by which the public may partly

judge of what will be thestate and appearance of
the bridge when the repairs shall be complete,

and the whole of what has been proposed
carried out.

In the mean time, a few words as to what
was, until Saturday last, the state and situation

of that part of the bridge by which the alarm
has been caused will be of interest. The pier,

called, we believe, the “ seventeen-feet east

pier,” has been repaired and widened. Its

pressure on the bed of the river was found to

be at the rate of five tons and a half to a

square foot, and it was found that the timbers

of the original caisson, which were very much
decayed, had been on the edges of the stone

work of the pier forced out of their horizontal

position, and bent and broken upwards by the

enormous weight. The engineers, amongst

* The author has several times adopted the method above
stated of inserting an arch in an old wall without shoring,

and he has done so lately at his own residence. Since writing

the above, he has been told that the same method was pur-
sued in an alteration to a new church by the Regent's-park,
London

;
but this method, so simple and obvious, he never

heard of before he practised it himself,

other means to remedy this defect, enclosed
the whole of the lower portion of the pier

with sheet piling, driven seven feet into the

clay of the bed of the river, and made water-

tight by the closeness of the piles one to the

other. Between the piles and the pier stone-

work closely cemented was introduced, and
the work was submitted to the judgment of

those who were considered competent to form
an opinion, and who gave an opinion that the

means |adopted were the best that were avail-

able. Nevertheless, the pier began or continued

to sink, and danger was apprehended for the

fate of the arch which it supported. The
plan adopted to prevent such a catastrophe,

and which it is hoped will prove effectual, was
this :—the pavement of the bridge was taken
up, and the immense mass of Kentish rag-

stone, cement, &c., composing a concrete, and
weighing upon the pier 2,400 tons, was re-

moved from the spandril of the arch. Since

this has been done, the pier has remained
firm, and the settling of the foundation appears

to have ceased. The concrete has since been
removed from the spandrils of all the arches,

and, in the place of a solid mass, brick arches

have been substituted between the spandrils,

by which nearly a third of the weight of the

bridge will be removed, and the consequent
pressure of the piers on the clay bed of the

river relieved. The enormous weight of the

balustrades and the heavy recesses will be

removed, by which a further reduction of
weight will be obtained, and the future pro-

jected ornamental alterations facilitated. This
will, of course, be a work of some time

;
but

if the bridge be ultimately rendered secure and
more sightly than at present, nobody will be
much inclined to find fault with what is a tem-
porary yet necessary obstruction to passengers.

The following is the

“ Report to thk Speaker, by Messrs.
Walker and Burges, on the Altera-
tions proposed by Mr. Barry.
Sir,—As that portion of Mr. Barry’s report

to his Royal Highness Prince Albert (on the

decorations, additions, and local improvements
connected with the new Houses of Parliament)
which refers to Westminster-bridge may natu-

rally lead to the opinion that our plans, made
under the direction of the bridge Commis-
sioners, were confined to the repairing and
extending of the foundations, for our superin-

tendence of which he kindly compliments us
;

we consider it therefore a duty to prevent such
a mistake, by stating, that the designs, esti-

mates, and the original contract with Mr.
Cubitt, included the repair of every part of the

bridge, the * removal of the present steep and
dangerous acclivities,’ and the ‘ lowering of the

parapet and road-way to the lowest possible

level’ that appeared at the time to be consistent

with the safety of the present arches. The
second contract with Mr. Cubitt is for length-

ening the piers, which are being carried to

above high-water level, to receive arches for

widening the bridge 12 feet. It will then be
of the same width as London-bridge. All, in

fact, that we have done to Blackfriars-bridge

is designed and contracted for* to be done to

this bridge, with the very important addition

of the preparation for widening. The steepest

part of Westminster-bridge roadway will,

when the designs are executed, be as easy as

that of Blackfriars-bridge. That which rises

1 in 14 will be reduced to 1 in 24, and even
this rise will be for only a limited length.

“ To secure the foundations, which were in

danger of being undermined by the scour con-
sequent on the removal of Old London-bridge,
has been the first object. The supposed diffi-

culty of doing so effectually was increased by
the opinion entertained by Labelye, the origi-

nal engineer, and others since his time, that,

owing to quicksands, coffer-dams could not be
applied

;
and the Commissioners have been

desirous of removing all doubt on this point
before proceeding with the spandrils, road-

way, or parapet. Five out of the seven coffer-

dams have been built; so far, we have been
completely successful : and while the water
was excluded, all the work which was re-

quired in repairing and lengthening the piers

to above high-water has been done
; 7 out of

the 13 arches have also been repaired, as the

coffer-dams gave facility for the scaffolding

necessary for doing this. Thus far, therefore,

“ * The Commissioners have power to suspendor supersede
the contract in respect of any works not commenced."

our design proposed to, and approved by, the

Commissioners, corresponds with, and has
anticipated, Mr. Barry’s; but the idea of
taking down the present semi-circular, for the

purpose of substituting pointed arches upon
the same foundations, is not ours

;
and we beg

to state shortly why we do not concur in the

expediency of this proposal.

“ Mr. Barry’s first argument for this change
is, ‘ that the pointed arch will enable the road
to be lowered, by materially reducing the

thickness of the crown of the arches within

what is considered necessary for arches of a
circular form.’ Now, we consider that the

whole thickness of the stone-work and cover-

ing of the present centre arch may be reduced
to about seven feet, which is the same thick-

ness as Mr. Barry’s ribs, arch, and covering,

measured upon his section
;
so that, even sup-

posing the principle he states, of the pointed
arch requiring less thickness than the circular

arch, to be correct, he obtains no reduction in

thickness, and only lowers the road way, by lower-

ingthe soffitof the arch. Thegenerallyapproved
theory of arches is, however, directly at vari-

ance with Mr. Barry’s. In Pratt's Mathema-
tical Principles of Mechanical Philosophy—
considered a standard work, and, as we are
informed, a text-book at Cambridge—the

theory is so clearly explained, that we give it

in his own words:—‘A pointed arch,’ he
says, ‘ must have a great pressure on its

crown, to prevent its falling, because it may be
considered as consisting of two extreme por-

tions of a very large circular arch brought
together, so that the pressure on the crown
must at least equal the pressure of the portion

of the circular arch which is removed. Flying
buttresses always have a great pressure upon
their highest part. The pointed arch will

sustain almost any weight on its crown, pro-

vided the lower stones do not give way, and,

consequently, the Gothic arch is stronger for

lofty buildings than the circular
;
but the cir-

cular arch is far better adapted than the

Gothic arch for bridges, since the pressure of
weights passing over may act upon any part of
the arch, not only on the crown.’ Mr. YVhe-
well comes, in different words, to the same
conclusion; and the same can be deduced from
Attwood, though not so clearly expressed.

These are no mean authorities; indeed, we
do not know an exception in any author,

British or foreign, to the opinion, that the

pointed arch requires a greater thickness of
material at the crown than the circular arch to

keep it from rising
;
and ifso, the substitution

of the pointed arch should, in place of allowing

a reduction, demand an addition to the least

thickness required for the present arches.

Add to theory, the experience of every

modern engineer of this or other countries, as

shewn in their bridges of any considerable

size: for we are not aware of any example of
a pointed arch for a bridge of any magnitude
in the works of Smeaton, Rennie, Telford,

Perronet, or indeed ot any other.
“ Mr. Barry’s second argument for substi-

tuting the pointed arch, is ‘ the elevation of its

springing above the level of high-water, by
which the water-way of the bridge will be the

same at all times of tide, in place of being

contracted by the present spandrils at high-

water nearly equal to 1 -20th of its sectional

area, occasioning currents, with a fall, and
sometimes danger to craft in passing through
the bridge under the influence of high winds.’

Mr. Barry appears here_ to have stated ‘ sec-

tional area,’ when he must have meant * width
or chord;’ for we find that in the section of
his scheme, the contraction of the middle arch

by the spandrils is about 1 -20th of the width
at the level of Trinity high water; but as

the contraction is only a few feet in depth
before the arch falls into the vertical line of
the pier, the diminution of sectional area is

not 1 -20th
,
nor more than 1-1 20th, and this at

high water only
;
and even this small diminu-

tion is in effect reduced practically to nothing
as respects the current, when it is considered

that the greatest velocity does not take place
until half ebb, by which time the water has
sunk below the level of the spandril. It is, we
think, therefore evident, that the proposed
alteration will not produce any useful effect

upon the currents or the falls. When the bed
of the river under the arches is lowered (which
also is part of the contract), and the coffer-

dams removed, the present current through the

bridge will be materially lessened. Some
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practical good would be effected by the higher
point of springing of the pointed arches, in

giving more head-room for craft near to the
piers; and as the Westminster-bridge arches
have less space for navigation than any of the
four city bridges, any increaseof accommodation
is desirable

;
unfortunately, however, while an

addition is thus made for one-fourth of the
width of the arch near the springing, a portion
is taken away from the height of the remaining
three-fourths, nearest the crown, where it is of
the greatest importance

;
this diminution varies

from 18 inches to 30 inches, so that the centre
arch will not then have more height for naviga-
tion than the two arches adjoining the centre
arch now have

;
and when we inform you that at

high water of good tides the centre arch is the
only one which some of the steamers can con-
veniently pass under, we think you will allow
with us, that the proposed lowering will, in
such cases, be rather a practical evil, as it will

take from the convenience of what is now the
least convenient bridge for navigation, to say
nothing of the liability to the ribs being in-

jured by masts and chimneys striking them.
“ The ‘ artistic ’ point of view is the last

insisted on by Mr. Barry
;
and on this, what

we may say is with a due respect to his better
judgment and taste in matters of architecture.
The contract with Mr. Cubitt does not alter the
present elevation below the crown of the
arches

;
but, as you are aware, we have long

since suggested that a new elevation for the
bridge after the Norman style would be a great
improvement. In this, however, we would
not propose to reduce the magnitude of the
features of the bridge, considering, that simple
boldness and strength are essential qualities in

a bridge over the river Thames, in London
;

and if so, that it is scarcely fair to reduce the
parts of the bridge because those of the elegant
florid edifice which is now being erected near
it, are small. For palace architecture, the
latter may be the best, and we do not venture
an opinion as to the effect of Mr. Barry’s great
work, in which our professional employment
was confined to the construction of the coffer-
dam and the river wall; but for a bridge, parti-
cularly in a city, with constant and heavy rough
trade under and over it, the style of architec-
ture ought, we conceive, to be more masculine.
May not the new Houses be better displayed
thus, than by accordance of style ? The beauty
of the detail of the new Houses is very' great

;

the length 800 feet, without at present any
striking feature or variety, also great

;
but we

submit, whether an additional 800 feet of ac-
cording composition and style, of still lower
elevation, would not rather tend to render the
ensemble dull and flat than effective? The
style of the new buildings must stop some-
where. Can it do so better than at the bridge,
which, as we have already said, appears to re-

quire a character different from the Houses of
Parliament? If both faces of the arches are
proposed by Mr. Barry to be alike, would there
not be a want of accordance between the north
face of the bridge and the buildings and man-
sions near to it, which there is, we presume,
no intention of altering? Is a continuance of
the same style required for so great a length as
the Houses and the bridge together, although
the ‘ pointed ’ may be the prevailing character
of the building ? Does not precedent reply to

this in the negative, and prove it, by the fact
that the periods of the original erection and of
the additions that have from time to time been
made to some of our finest buildings may be
discovered by the style; the Saxon, the Nor-
man, the pointed, and varieties of each being
found in the same building, and yet the ensem-
ble not inharmonious. We hope, therefore,
that the superstructure of the bridge, though it

may be different in style from the Houses of
Parliament, may not be discordant.

“ Westminster-bridge has been where it is,

and as it is, for a century; it was there when
the designs for the new Houses were made,
and we never beard that to pull down West-
minster-bridge to nearly low water was to be
a necessary accompaniment to the adoption of
any of the designs. If you and the other
Commissioners had known that such alterations
were contemplated, you would not, we are
sure, have allowed the works to have pro-
ceeded as they have done, until nearly two-
thirds of the whole to above high water had
been completed, including the renewal or
repair of the arch stones.

“We may name here an objection to the

form which Mr. Barry has proposed for the
arches, as tending to lessen the stability of the
bridge. Labelye considered that by adopting
the semi-circular arch, which presses verti-

cally upon its piers, each pier might be
considered an abutment, so that if one arch
were to give way, the piers would support all

the others. From the greater height at which
the proposed pointed arches spring from the
piers, and their greater lateral pressure or
thrust upon the piers, the above would not be
the case. On the contrary, the failure of one
arch would, we conceive, cause the destruction
of all the piers and arches. This consideration
is not to be disregarded in a bridge the piers
of which have been so badly founded, that to

support them has been a constant expense, and
is at this moment a source of considerable
anxiety, although the works we have in hand,
if as successful as hitherto, will render the
piers much more secure than they have ever
been

;
we hope perfectly so.

“ On the whole, therefore, we have reason
to be pleased that Mr. Barry approves the
various improvements in the bridge which the
Commissioners have contemplated, and with
one exception, contracted for. The only
addition he makes to them is the substitution
of the pointed arch, which, for the reasons
stated, we cannot advise. We agree to the
advantage, in point of taste and utility, of
keeping the roadway of the bridge low

;
we

have designed doing this as far as can be done,
having regard to the funds of the Commis-
sioners, and therefore without disturbing the-

present arches. There is a wav by which the
height of the roadway might be reduced below
what either Mr. Barry or we have yet pro-

posed, at one-fourth of the expense of his plan
(which would, we think, much exceed his

estimate), and without lowering the soffit of
the arch, or diminishing in any way the con-
venience of navigation

;
but we avoid entering

upon, or committing ourselves to this, until we
have considered the subject more in detail, and
understand it to be the wish of the Commis-
sioners that we should do so

;
for the works

we have[already recommended may go as far as

their unassisted funds would justify.
“ We have the honour to be, Sir,

“ Your obedient servants,
“ Walker and Burges.

“The Right Hon. Charles S. Lefevre,
Speaker of the House of Commons,
Chairman of the Commissioners of
Westminster-bridge.”

In our next number we shall give Mr.
Barry’s reply, and shall ourselves make some
observations to the purpose.

THE TOWER OF LONDON.
Extensive alterations and improvements

are to be made at the Tower, which was recently

visited by the Duke of Wellington in his ca-

pacity of its chief officer, or constable, prepa-
ratory to their commencement. His Grace
made a minute survey of the buildings and
localities, attended by Captain Erlington.
The two archways contiguous to the Salt

Tower, at the eastern extremity, near the St.

Catherine’s Dock, and the houses extending in a

northerly direction opposite to what are called

the Irish barracks, are to be pulled down, in order
to widen the thoroughfare for foot passengers
and carriages. The tenements to the west-
ward, now occupied by some of the warders
and resident clerks of the Ordnance Depart-
ment, and which are situate in the rear of the

Small Armoury, are likewise to be razed. On
their site are to be erected barracks of suffi-

cient magnitude to accommodate one thousand
men

;
the Map Tower is to be converted into

officers’ barracks. The Beauchamp Tower,
or State Prison, which is at present the mess-
room of the officers of the battalion of Guards
on Tower duty, is to constitute the new Small

Armoury, to be placed in charge of the war-

ders, and to be opened to the public. The
men’s barracks will form the northern side of

a new square, and face the White Tower
;
the

eastern side will consist of the officers’ bar-

racks in rear of the Irish barracks. The in-

tervening space is to be made into an esplanade

for the recreation of the troops. The moat
having been drained and levelled to low water
mark, is to be planted with trees and ever-

greens (which latter are to be trained up the

walls of the fortress to conceal them from the

eye), and used for pleasure grounds and the

occasional exercise of the men.

THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.

The following are said to be the heads of
the information contained in the last report
sent in by Mr. Tite, the architect of the new
Koya! Exchange, to the Joint Grand Commit-
tee for Gresham Affairs :

—

It states that, with respect to the external
works, the grasshopper vane, repaired and re-
gilt, was deposited in its place on the 8th of
December last

;
that the tower was completed to

the cleaning down of the stonework, a process
which will be effected as the scaffold is being
removed. At the west fi^ade the columns and
architraves of the great Venetian windows
have been set, and the carved shields and fes-
toons over the opening and over the whole of
the central arch have been finished.

As to the internal works, the report touches
first upon the basement, and states that the
vaults over the basement have been completed,
with the exception of an arch which is to be
formed under the staircase leading to Lloyd’s.
In the London Assurance portion of the build-
ing, on the one-pair floor, the whole of the
fire-proof arches have been turned, and the
joists and partitions in the western end are in
their places. In other parts the plates are laid.
On the two-pair floor the joists have been laid
all through. The roof has been nearly com-
pleted, both plumbers’ and slaters’ work being
almost wholly finished.

In the Royal Exchange ground-floor the
fire-proof arches have been turned throughout,
and the joists and partitions have been nearly
all deposited in their places. In the two-pair
floor the joists have been all laid and the quar-
tering is in a forward state. The leadwork to

the roof of the portico has been within a third
completed, and this department will require
very little more labour generally.

In the unappropriated room on the one-pair
floor the fire-proof arches have been com-
pleted as well as the joists and partitions. In
the two-pair floor similar progress has been
made.

In Lloyd’s room on the one-pair floor all the
fire-proof arches have been turned. The read-
ing-room and other rooms on each side of the
tower remain in the same condition in which
they were represented to be at the time the last

report was made. In the roof the plumbers’
and slaters’ work is throughout exceedingly
forward, and but little remains to complete that
portion of the work.

With regard to the sculpture, Mr. Tite ex-
presses his satisfaction at heing able to report
that every figure has been transfererd from the
model to the stone, and that a month's labour
will complete the work, so as that it will be
ready for hoisting within that period. When
the sculpture shall have reached its appropriate
position, the finishing touches will be given to

it by the sculptor. Judging from its present
advanced state, the architect entertains no hesi-

tation in assuring the committee, that if neces-
sary, it could all be in its place and completely
finished within two months from the stated

date.

The dials and hands of the clock have been
prepared, and will be placed as soon as the

scaffold has been sufficiently removed to enable
the men to place them with safety. The ma-
chinery of the clock is very nearly completed,
and the only thing remaining unsettled is the

arrangement with respect to the actual tunes

of the chimes. Upon that subject Mr. Tite

had consulted Professor Taylor, the Gresham
Lecturer on music, and he hoped that before

the next meeting of the committee he should

be prepared to report the result. The moulds

for some of the bells have been prepared, and
in the course of a month several of the bells

will be cast. Mr. Tite concludes with con-

gratulating the committee, at the close of the

third year of the work, on the generally

favourable state of the seasons throughout the

whole period. The mildness of last winter,

and the unusually fine spring which followed,

were greatly in favour of building operations,

and though the early part of the summer was

wet, yet since August up to the present time

scarcely a day has been lost by interruption

from the weather. He could see nothing at

present, unless some unusually severe weather

should occur after Christmas, to prevent the

realization of his hopes that the contract

would be completed within the time originally

agreed upon.
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FIRES IN LONDON, 1843.

At a meeting of the directors of the prin-

cipal insurance companies composing the com-
mittee of the London Fire Establishment,

which was held at the chief station in Watling-

street, Mr. Braidwood, the superintendent of

the brigade force, made his annual report of

the fires that have occurred in the metropolis

and its suburds during the past year. The
report, which is extremely voluminous and
interesting, commences by stating that the

fires in 1843 as compared with the previous

year have decreased by twenty
;
the average,

however, for the last ten years shews an in-

crease of 62. The number of fires and
alarms which have happened from January 1

to December 31, 1843, at which the engines

of the establishment have been called into

operation, amounts to 901 . It further mentions
that the fires by which premises were totally

destroyed numbers 29, buildings considerably

damaged 231, ditto slightly 489, chimnies

83, and false alarms 79« Total 901. It also

appears that large fires, providentially, have
not been so extensive and numerous as those

that have occurred in previous years. Mr.
Braidwood observes, that the following were
attended with the most serious loss of pro-

perty :—On the night of the 16th January,

the two large floor-cloth manufactories of

Messrs. J. Rolls and Gunstone, situated in the

Old Kent-road, were totally consumed, to-

gether with two dwelling-houses. It will be
recollected that some surprise was manifested

at the great height which the fire attained,

which he attributes to the factories being almost

entirely composed of wood, and the great

delay that arose in getting a supply of water
after several of the engines had arrived. The
next took place on the 10th of July at Mark’s,
the extensive marine-store dealers, in Leices-

ter-place, Greenwich, and the great fire at

Topping’s Wharf, on the morning of the 19th

of the same month, which, it will be remem-
bered, destroyed four warehouses, besides St.

Olave’s Church, and Watson’s Telegraph.
The extent of this conflagration he accounts
for by the fire breaking out in an oil ware-
house having no party-walls, and an ineffi-

ciency of water. It will be recollected, that

the church was sacrificed in order to preserve

property which otherwise would have been
destroyed to the amount of 400,000/. The
report thus details the fires that occurred :

—

“ At the turpentine distillery, Rotherhithe, in

January
;

at the Golden Lion, Bexley-heath,

in June
;
on the 16th of July, at Pinchin and

Johnson’s oil-works, St Georges-in-the-East

;

at Newberry’s the chymist’s, in Fetter-lane,

where five lives were lost, on the 19th of

August; the three that followed in rapid suc-

cession on the night of the 14th and morning
of the 15th of September, at Limehouse,
Wapping, and Westminster; the fatal fire in

St. Martin’s-court in October—three lives

lost; and, lastly, those at the candle manufac-
tory in Paradise-street Lambeth, and Bramah’s
engineering factory at Pimlico, during the

last month.” Of the 29 large fires which are

noticed at the commencement of the report,

the number of buildings consumed thereby
amounts to 40. Further on it mentions the

different trades at which fires have occurred

and their causes. There are a great number
of them, however, marked unknown, and it is

too strongly believed that the principal part of

them have been occasioned by incendiaries.

280 in private houses, chiefly caused by bed
and window-curtains igniting through neglect

of domestics, 59 lodging-houses, 30 licensed

victuallers, 23 coffee-shops, 20 woollen and silk

mercers, 23 sale shops, 20 cabinet-makers, 5
public buildings, 10 bakers, 7 lucifer manufac-
tories, and three ships. A large number,
however, are described to have originated in

offices, sheds, &c. The chief causes are stated

to be carelessness of servants, and defects in

stoves and flues. The number of fires that

have taken place since the formation of the

establishment in 1832 up to the present time
amounts to 6,523. The report then concludes
by observing that the most valuable assistance

has been, on all occasions, rendered by the
police at the above conflagrations.

Kegworth.—The spire of the beautiful church
at this town having been recently repaired, the

newly-gilded vane was placed upon its summit on
Monday last. The height of the spire is fifty-three

yards .—Nottingham Journal.

DR. SOUTHEY’S MONUMENT.

In consequence of a desire which has heen
generally expressed that a public testimony of

respect to the late poet laureate should be
placed in the church of Crosthwaite, near
Keswick, in which parish he had spent the

greater portion of his life, a meeting was held

at Keswick, on the 31st of last October, when
various resolutions, for the purpose of carry-

ing the above purpose into effect, were unani-

mously agreed to. The first of these resolu-

tions was, “ That in accordance with what ap-

pears to be a general wish, a tablet, with a

medallion of Mr. Southey, in white marble, be
adopted as the monument to be erected; and
that Win. Wordsworth, Esq., poet laureate, be
requested to write the inscription.”

With this request Mr. Wordsworth cheer-

fully complied, and having been favoured with

a copy of the inscription, we lay it before our
readers, for their gratification :

—

“ Sacred to the memory of Robert Southey,

whose Mortal Remains are interred in the

neighbouring Churchyard. He was born at

Bristol, October 4, 1774, and died after a resi-

dence of nearly 40 years at Greta Hall, in this

parish, March 21, 1843.

“ Ye torrents, foaming down the rocky steeps,

Ye lakes, wherein the spirit of water sleeps,

Ye vales and hills, whose beauty hither drew
The poet’s steps, and fixed him here on you
His eyes have closed

;
and ye, loved books, no

more
Shall Southey feed upon your precious lore,

To works that ne’er shall forfeit their renown,

Adding immortal labours of his own :

Whether he traced historic truth with zeal

For the state’s guidance, or the Church’s weal

;

Or fancy, disciplined by studious art,

Informed his pen, or wisdom of the heart,

Or judgments sanctioned in the patriot’s mind
By reverence for the rights of all mankind

;

Large were his aims, yet in no human breast

Could private feelings find a holier nest,

His joys, his griefs, have vanished like a cloud

From Skiddaw’s top; but he to Heaven was
vowed

Through a long life, and calmed by Christian

faith

In his pure soul the fear of change and death.”

OXFORD SUMMER CIRCUIT.

EVANS V. OAKLEY, AND OTHERS.
Salop, Aug. 10.—A surveyor of highways

is not authorized to pull down fences erected

within fifteen feet of the centre of the road,

unless they be erected also on the highway.

It appeared from the evidence that the

close in question was situate in the township of

Stoney Stretton, on a road leading from Edge
to Westbury. The road was a mere county

lane, almost covered with grass. Parallel with,

and adjoining the road, was a strip of waste

ground lying three-quarters of a yard above

the level of the highway, and bounded on the

other side by a fence which divided the wastes

from the other land belonging to the plaintiff.

About eighteen years ago, this strip of waste

land was made the subject of negotiation be-

tween the parish and the plaintiff, and it was
actually enclosed and used as the parish pound
for three years, but no conveyance was ever

executed, as the money agreed upon was not

paid. Subsequently, therefore, the plaintiff

took possession of the land—pulled down the

pound, and erected on the waste land a fence of

posts and rails for the purpose of separating

it from the road, having at the same time

thrown down the fence which had previously

divided the waste from his adjoining field. It

was admitted that for sixty years back the

waste was not known as a road on which
people had travelled. Opposite to the place

in question, the road was fourteen or fifteen

feet wide, which was rather under than the

average breadth of the whole road. The
width of the part enclosed was seventeen feet.

The defendant Oakley was surveyor of the

highways, and by his direction, the other de-

fendant, one Phillips, pulled down the fences

which the plaintiff had erected on the waste.

On behalf of the plaintiff it was urged that

the surveyor was only required to maintain a

waste of twenty feet for the cartway when the

ground between the fences including it would
permit; and submitted, that as the fence

pulled down by the defendants was not erected

on the highway, although within ten feet of its

centre, the provisions of the statute did not

apply,—Lowen v. Kay 4 b. & c., p. 3, was pre-
cisely in point. There the question arose
upon the 64th sec. of the statute 13 Geo. 3,

c. 78, the provisions of which were almost
identical with the terms of the 69th section of
the present Highway Act, and the Court of
B. R. held that unless the fence were on the
highway, the party erecting it is not guilty
of any offence against the statute, nor was the
surveyor authorised to remove it.

Maude, J.— I cannot distinguish this case
from Lowen v. Kay. Two things must concur
to bring a fence erected under circumstances
like the present within the provisions of the
statute. The fence must be within fifteen feet

of the centre of the road, and it must be
erected on the carriage highway.

—

J. P

Verdict for the plaintiff, with damages and
costs against the surveyor.

CHURCH EXTENSION.

A meeting of the Incorporated Society for

Promoting the Enlargement, Building, and
Repairing of Churches and Chapels was held
at their chambers in St. Martin’s-place on
Monday last, the Lord Bishop of London in

the chair. There were also present the Lord
Bishop of Llandaff, Sir R. H. Inglis, baronet,
M P.

;
the Revs. Dr. Spry, H. H. Norris,

J. Jennings, and B. Harrison; Messrs. N.
Connop, J. S. Salt, Benjamin Harrison, S. B.
Brooke, Wm. Davis, E. L. Badeley, &c. The
reports of the sub-committee having been read,
the board examined the cases referred to their

consideration, and finally voted grants of
money towards building additional churches or
chapels at New Swindon, Wilts, the principal
station of the Great Western Railway; at

Norland, in the parish of Kensington, Middle-
sex

;
at West Hide, in the parish of Rick-

mansworth, Herts; and at Yeovil, Somerset;
also towards enlarging and rebuilding existing

churches at Bevingdon, Herts, and St. Alk-
mund’s, Derby; also towards enlarging and
otherwise increasing the accommodation in the

churches of Burlescombe, Devon, and Stoke
Golding, Leicestershire. The population of
these parishes is 43,231 persons, and the ac-

commodation now provided in nine churches
is 7,467 seats (being for less than one-sixth of
the whole number), including 1,955 free seats,

or one free sitting for 22 persons. The addi-
tional church room to be obtained by the

execution of the works in aid of which
grants are now voted by the society is 3,916
sittings, 2,716 of which will be free.

One of the parishes assisted has, at present,

church accommodation for less than one-sixth
of its population, which is 17,000 souls;
another, with 9,000 inhabitants, possesses

church room for about one-twentieth of that

number
;
and a third, with a population of 7,000

persons, can accommodate barely one-sixth.

The requisite certificates of the completion of
five additional churches, of the rebuilding,

with enlargement, reseating, &c., of three
other churches, were examined and approved,
and orders were issued for the trustees to pay
over to the treasurer the sum granted by the

society in each case, in order that he may
remit the same to the respective applicants.

The population of these 13 places is 26,875
persons, and, before it was determined that the

works now completed should be executed, the

church accommodation provided in these

parishes was 5,854 sittings, including 1,367
free seats. One of the parishes, with a popu-
lation of upwards of 6,000 persons, had accom-
modation for about one-ninth of the number,
and five others, each with a population of
about 2,500 persons, possessed church room
for from one-fourth to one-eighth. With the
aid of the society’s grants 3,015 additional

seats are now provided at these places, 2,523
of which are free. Since the last meeting, the

committee have received intimation that appli-

cations will be made for their assistance

towards the erection of churches in six popu-
lous parishes, and towards rebuilding, enlarg-

ing, and otherwise increasing the accommo-
dation in the churches of seven other places,

as soon as the requisite plans, specifications,

and other documents can be prepared for

their inspection. In addition to which, the

plans, &c., relating to six applications are now
under the consideration of the sub-committee,
preparatory to their being referred (if approved)
to the general board.
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THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY.
The following letter has been addressed to

the editor of the Hull Packet:—
“ Sin,—As a lover of ecclesiastical architec-

ture, it was with feelings of regret that I saw
mentioned in your columns the present dilapi-
dated state of the church of the Holv Trinity,
Hull.

J

“ Nothing, surely, can be a greater sign of
the religious degeneracy of our times, than the
almost universal neglect into which our
churches had fallen previous to the great
movement which has of late been made in
favour of Christian architecture. Those glo-
rious structures (beautifully styled by Coleridge
“ Petrefactions of our religion ”) which, in
their faded magnificence, bear testimony to the
faithfulness of former generations, in raising
temples worthy the honour of the High and
Holy One who inhabiteth eternity, exclaim no
less eloquently, through the decay into which
they have wilfully been permitted to fall,

against the faithlessness of this degenerate age.
“ It is, therefore, with feelings of no com-

mon interest that I would congratulate the in-
habitants of Hull on the noble efforts they are
making towards the restoration of the church
of the Holy Trinity (knowing, as I do, the
architectural merit it possesses) to its pristine
beauty. But, at the same time, I would wish
to remind them that, although the fiame of
church-building zeal— but lately so nearly ex-
tinguished—has in some measure been re-
kindled, there is, it is to be much regretted,
much of zeal without knowledge abroad
among us. Without wishing to dispute the
talent and ability of the architects they have
selected, I would merely suggest the advantage
of subjecting their plan for the approval of
one of the architectural societies, either the
Yorkshire or Cambridge Camden Society.
I bus acting upon the principle that ‘ in the
multitude of counsellors there is safety,’ they
would be sure of procuring the best advice this
age could afford them in the restoration of
their church

;
at the same time ensuring that

sacramentality of design which is the distin-
guishing mark of true Christian architecture.
The design of Messrs. Lockwood and Allom,

which I saw in this year’s exhibition at the
Royal Academy, appeared, to me highly com-
mendable

;
but I cannot conceive, whoever

the chosen architect may be, that he could
fairly scruple to offer his plan for the criti-
cisms of an architectural society. Wishing
the good people of Hull success in their pious
undertaking, and thanking you for the space
I have occupied in your columns,

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
An Ecclesiologist.

London, Dec. 19, 1843.

Change of value in Agricultural and
Manufacturing Produce.—A quantity of agri-
cultural produce which, in 1G94 was worth .£100,
would, at the present price, be worth £243 ; while
a quantity of manufactured goods, which, in 1694
was worth £100, would now only be worth £40 -

so that a quantity of agricultural produce which, in
169L would have exchanged for £100 value of
manufactures, would, at the present relative value,
command the same quantity that would, at that
period, have sold for £600. Or, a quantity of
manufactures which, in 1694, would have exchanged
for £100 value of agricultural produce, would, at
the present relative value, command only the
quantity which would then have been worth
£16. 9s. 2d. It may be curious and interesting to
examine a few of the articles separately.

Butter and cheese have risen in price during that
period 193 per cent.

Corn, flour, &c., have risen 161 per cent.
Cows have risen in price 209 per cent.
Horses have risen in price 267 per cent.
Wool has risen in price 169 per cent.
While cotton manufactures have fallen in price

during that period 73 per cent.
Coals have fallen in price 60 per cent.
Iron and steel have fallen in price 45 per cent.
Linen manufactures have fallen in price 36 per

cent.
e

And, what is very curious, while wool has risen
169 per cent., woollen manufactures have fallen 10
per cent, in price. It must be remarked that these
calculations are in no way disturbed by any changes
in the value of money during the interval

;
for,

whatever change in this respect has taken place,
refers as much to one class of articles as to the
other. The comparison is equally true, whatever
changes have taken place in the value of our cur-
rency.

(ffomeponunice.

“ To whatever extent the physical strength and
probable duration of the working man’s life are

diminished by noxious agencies, to the same extent

so much productive power is lost
;
and in the case

of destitute widowhood and orphanage, burdens are

created, and cast either on the industrious survivors

belonging to the family, or on the contributors to

the poor’s rates, during the whole period of the

failure of such ability.”

—

Mr. Chadwick
,
in Gen.

Law Rept.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—Although the doctrine of the Poor Law

Commissioners is not always to be received as

gospel, I think no one can dispute the truth of the

above remark, and as it appears to bear upon a

subject I have long wished to see brought prominently
before the public, and which is noticed in p. 513 of
The Builder (viz. Public Baths), I have thought
proper to prefix it to these remarks, hoping that

you will persevere in impressing upon the minds of
‘‘our pastors and masters ” the necessity for such
establishments until public baths are to be found
throughout the length and breadth of the land.

In your article on Public Baths, I see that the

working men of Edinburgh and of the metropolis
are seeking to provide baths, but upon what prin-

ciple is not stated. It seems therefore in this re-

spect, as in most others, the working bees, alias the

great multitude, are to be the pioneers in

all that tends to improve the condition of the

human race. From the present state of
things one would almost imagine cleanliness

and healthfulness to be a crime in all except
those of patrician blood. The unwashed may cer-

tainly walk soberly and steadily in fresh health-

giving fields and breathe the pure air provided alike

for rich and poor (that is, if he can find time to do
so, and then he must beware of trespassing and
have the fearofthe law before his eyes) ;

he must be
very careful not to refresh his dust-begrimed and
toil-worn limbs in a bath prepared for him and to

which he is invited by nature, for he has been most
probably forewarned by a large board painted in
staring characters that “ all persons fishing or
bathing in this water will be prosecuted as the law
directs.” Now, Sir, it appears to me that if the
laws and decencies of civilized life, ownership of
the soil, See. forbid the free use of those blessings
provided by a God of Love for all his creatures,
that they ought surely to provide an equivalent for
the benefits of which they deprive them. This, I

conceive, society fails of doing so long as any and
every man has not an opportunity of effecting

something more towards cleanliness and healthful-
ness (which are nearly allied) than by mere face-
washing perhaps once a week, which I am sorry to

see is the case too frequently in our manufacturing
towns ; and even in those towns where swimming-
baths are provided, they are in the hands of pri-
vate speculators, who of course require payment
from all those who may be disposed to bathe, such
sum being much more than a large majority of
people can afford to pay oftener than once a week.
People who can only avail themselves of the bath
once a week, soon learn to do without it altogether.
Now it either is or is not the duty of a govern-

ment to be watchful as to every thing that may tend
to the benefit or injury of those placed under its

charge. That it is the duty of our rulers thus “ to
be found watching,” cannot, I think, be denied,
and if the truth of Mr. Chadwick’s remarks be ad-
mitted, 1 beg to submit that the question of public
baths and gymnasia is one which ought to engage
the most serious attention of those placed in autho-
rity over us. What, I would ask (in connection
with proper bathing places), can be better calculated
to raise up

“ A bold peasantry, their country’s pride,”
than the seting apart of a few acres of land as gym-
nasia, not only in every large town, where there
should be several, but in every village ? here all

kinds of athletic games should be encouraged, and
prizes might be given occasionally as at our agricul-
tural meetings. The nations of old appear in their
most high and palmy days to have been aware
of the great advantages and happiness which a
healthy high-spirited nation, not enervated by luxury,
so derives. I twas in the gymnasia ofthe Greeks when
Greece was Greece

, that the young were instructed
in the arts of peace and war, and in all accomplish-
ments calculated to make them useful citizens, and
we are told that “ as long as they were protected by
the state, the sciences and the arts were cultivated
with great zeal.” The baths of Diocletian, Titus,
Agrippa, Nero, Domitian, and others, bear testi-

mony as to the great care taken by the ancient
Romans to provide both for the minds and body of
even the populace. They are described as having
stood among extensive gardens and walks contain-
ing large halls for swimming and bathing, some for
conversation, others for various athletic and manly
exercises, some for the declamation of poets,

lectures of philosophers, &c., and for every species
of polite and manly amusement. The Therm®
were, at an immense expense, constructed chiefly for
the use of the plebeian class. “ For, supposing
each cell of Diocletian’s baths large enough to con-
tain six people, yet even at that moderate compu-
tation 18,000 persons might be bathing at the same
time.

Even the savage tribes of America, as we are in-
formed by Messrs. Lewis and Clarke, make use of
the vapour-bath, which they greatly esteem for all
kinds of disease. Where must the labouring poor
in England go for a vapour-bath ? Now, Sir, it

appears to me that the great mass of the people
should not only have opportunities of healthful ex-
ercise, but should also be induced to make use of
them. In order to this, might not every town con-
taining above a certain number of inhabitants,
say 5,000, be compelled to provide bathing ac-
commodation for a certain proportion of its popu-
lation free of charge? in connection with which
there might be private baths, for which remunera-
tion might be required ; these, as bathing became
general, would probably pay the expenses required
in keeping up the public swimming-baths. Many
different modes of carrying out the principle might
be suggested, and trusting that some of your cor-
respondents, who are much more capable than my-
self of doing so, will take up the subject.—Yours,
Leamington, December 23, 1843. Norman.

LONDON, ITS SIZE AND POPULATION.

Sir,—

P

erhaps there is no way of really giving
the mind a full comprehension of the size of any
place better than the comparing such a plaoe with
others well known.
Most persons are acquainted with some of the

following towns and cities, viz., Lincoln, Warwick,
Dover, Boston, Winchester, Salisbury, Colchester,
Yarmouth, Durham, Gloucester, Ipswich, Stafford,

Hereford, Rochester, Doncaster, Carlisle, Canter-
bury, Wakefield, Hertford, Bedford, Bridgwater,
Chesterfield, Darlington, Cirencester, Bury St. Ed-
munds, Devises, Dartmouth, Beverley, and Gran-
tham. Now we all know what a vast overgrown
town is Manchester, but perhaps few would suppose
that the whole of the population of the above cities

and towns would be required to make another
Manchester. If to the foregoing places, the last

excepted, be added Gainsborough, Peterborough,
Dartford, Huntingdon, Shaftsbury, Ely, Stamford,
and Lichfield (so gigantic has been the stride which
the metropolis has made between the years 1831
and 1841, that a population equal to the thirty-
seven towns named above has been joined to it

within that short period, during which time London
has increased nearly 400,000. If this calculation

be extended, by adding to these thirty-seven towns
the following great and important places, viz.

Liverpool, Bristol, Birmingham, Nottingham, New-
castle, Brighton, Bath, Leicester, Cambridge,
Chester, Halifax, Derby, Huddersfield, Norwich,
Northampton, York, Exeter, Lancaster, Worces-
ter, Ramsgate, Plymouth, Scarborough, Taunton,
Leamington, Newark, Mansfield, Whitby, Kidder-
minster, Sheffield, Tunbridge, Leeds, and Shrews-
bury, making altogether sixty-nine of the principle
cities and towns of England

;
yet so immense, so

almost inconceivable is the population of the me-
tropolis, that the whole of these places joined to-

gether would not make another London, for these
sixty-nine towns make 1,873,189, when added
together, whilst the metropolis alone is 1,873,676,
leaving an overplus of 487 souls in favour of Lon-
don. It would also require 534 towns as large as

Huntingdon to make another metropolis.

So rapid is the growth of this queen of cities,

that a population equal to that of Salisbury is

added to its numbers every three months, but so

overwhelmingly large is this Leviathan of towns,

that this constant and progressive increase (astound-

ing as the fact may appear) is scarcely perceived,

for it is almost like throwing a bucket of water

into the ocean. Such is London—the city of the

world.

N.B.—These calculations are based upon the last

census. J. R. W.
16, Norton-street, 1st Jan. 1844.

SWISS COTTAGES V. NORMAN.

Sir,—Your correspondent, “ Norman,” very

justly calls the attention of your readers in general

to the design for a Swiss cottage, given in page

471 of The Builder, from the pencil of ” P. T.”
After quoting from an article in the Architectural

Magazine on the subject of Swiss cottages by
Karle Phusin, and comparing the description

therein given with the design of *‘P. T.” and

making a few remarks on the discrepancy of the

two authorities
;
he concludes by expressing a hope

that some of your readers, who have had opportu-

nities of judging of the comparative correctness of

Karle Phusin’s description and of” P.T.’s” design,

will favour him by giving judgment in the case.

I have waited with all patience and respect the
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appearance of a letter in your columns from some

one of your correspondents more worthy of attention

than myself on the subject, but as I do not find that

such letter has as yet appeared, I will beg your

patience for a few moments to the following re-

marks, which are drawn from notes made during a

summer’s pilgrimage through the greater part of

Switzerland ;
which pilgrimage was made as much

with the view of visiting the rustic cottages and

chalets of the boors, as of beholding the vast

natural beauties of this most interesting country.

I passed much of my time in observing the

peculiar construction of their roofs, and the clever

mode of framing their houses generally
;
and cer-

tainly, in my judgment, the design of “ P- T.” as

much resembles a Swiss cottage, as the towering

chaco of a Belgian officer resembles the hat of a

cardinal, the only resemblance in either case being

that they are intended to answer the same purpose.

In the case of the design versus the Swiss cottage,

each is intended as an habitation for man ; and in

the hat case, each is intended as a covering for the

head of man,

—

mais a nos movtons.

The roofs of (genuine) Swiss cottages are inva-

riably extremely flat, with their eaves projecting in

the proportion of one-fifth or even one-fourth of

the entire height of the walls. The walls are fre-

quently of stone or rubble-work to the height of

the lower story, above which they are formed of

2 or 3 inch plank fastened by spikes to the uprights

of the partition, and are dovetailed together at the

angles of the building. The principals of the roof rest

on the story-posts, which are framed and dowelled

into them. The parts of the principals projecting

with the eaves are strutted with grotesque brackets

to the joists of the floor below, which project in

the form of corbels to receive their thrust. Thus,

when the tie-beam is fixed, the whole building from

the first-floor inclusive forms a truss, or rather a

mass of trusses. One reason for the great strength

given to these roofs is, that the winter winds blow

very violently in these districts, as also the fall of

snow is extremely great in that season. Now, in

the first place to meet the first difficulty, namely, the

probable enlevement of the roof, huge stones are

placed on planks on the outside of the tiles, to give

as much resistance as possible to the lifting power
of the winds

;
and secondly, as the snow rests on

the roofs to the thickness of many feet, the weight

thereof, added to that of the stones before men-
tioned, makes it imperative that great strength

should be studied in the formation of the roofs, to

prevent the crushing powers of the combined weight.

I am, Sir, your constant reader,

Baumeister.

Norwich, December 30, 1843.

THE LEICESTER MEMORIAL.
Sir,—It is most desirable that in all competi-

tions of a public character, honour, plain-dealing,

and impartiality in the judges should generate and

justify perfect confidence amongst the competitors.

These premises being conceded, can all be true

that I have heard on the subject of the proceedings

in the matter of this memorial ?

Can it be true, that, although Wednesday, the

20th ult., was named in the advertisement as the

last day for the reception of designs, some one or

more were actually received and allowed to be in

time on Friday or Saturday, the 22nd or 23rd ? If

so, is this fair towards those, who, like myself, were

much pressed for time, and hurried to complete our

plans within the time prescribed ?

Can it be true that one of the candidates (or

perhaps more) personally paraded bis designs to

many of his friends amongst the subscribers and
committee? If so, what secrecy or safeguard is

there in the mottoes ? It would be more straight-

forward at once to throw the matter open, and let

the luckiest canvasser carry the day, than to induce

those who either cannot, or will not, exert such

undue influence, to enter into the lists with those

who can and will.

Can it be true that a room has been taken in

Norwich, in which all the designs have been ar-

ranged for public exhibition previous to the deci-

sion of the committee? If so, is it keeping good

faith with those competitors who sent in their de-

signs to a committee ? I, for one, should decidedly

object to such an exhibition at any time had I been

consulted, and more especially to its taking place

previously to the decision, and therefore subject to

the “ pressure from without” of private friend-

ship.

Can it be true that a certain design having been

injured in the journey, the designer and an assistant

artist have been allowed to restore and beautify it in

the very room where all the designs have been set

out for exhibition ? If so, whose design may they

not, at least in part, adopt ?

If these things be true, and I do not suggest

them unadvisedly, what man of character would in

future engage in competitions where superior talent

is not his only rival ? and if irregularity is to ride

paramount, and rules to be set at nought, what con-

fidence can any have in the honour, integrity, or

impartiality of a committee who infringe the rules

which they themselves have framed, and by which
they are pledged to the public to abide ?

Should ray suppositions be false, I shall look

anxiously for some denial of them in your columns,
since it is a matter of much interest to many.

Trusting that you will give insertion to this letter,

I remain, Sir, your constant subscriber and well-

wisher, A Competitor.
London, January 1, 1844.

VALUATION OF PROPERTY.
Sir,—If it lies in your power, I shall esteem it as a

great favour if you will furnish me (through the me-
dium of your valuable publication) with a little infor-

mation on the correct system to be pursued in the

valuation of property, both leasehold and freehold.

From the nature of my profession, I am some-
times called upon to give a valuation of property,

and, I must confess to you, that although up to the

present time I have managed the matter pretty well,

I am by no means satisfied with my present know-
ledge on the subject of valuation. I have oftentimes

inquired of those who from theirage and the nature of

their calling, I took it fcrr granted knew all about it,

but I found to my surprise, when I put the question

to them, that they knew little more than myself. I

found that their system, if it may be so called,

amounted to little more than what is called a good
guess. If you know of any publication which fully

enters into the detail of the matter (you will see by
this remark that I do not want merely a set of

tables calculated in a way no one knows except the

person who framed them), I shall be glad to pur-

chase it
;

if you do not, perhaps yourself, or some
of your talented correspondents, will be so kind as

to throw a little light upon the subject. I have no
apology to make for troubling you with this

letter other than this, that I have read your truly

interesting and valuable publication from its com-
mencement. Wishing you much success now that

we have entered upon another year, I remain,

Your obedient servant,

Birmingham, Jan. 1, 1844. J. C. S.

[The subject of valuation is in a great mea-
sure kept secret by those engaged in profitable

practice : Inwood’s tables are those most used

in London. To be a good valuer requires great

experience and local knowledge, an intimate

acquaintance with interest
,
reversions, lease-

holds, and all the diversified cases which come
before such a practitioner; the rental, real or
estimated, is the foundation-work of every such
calculation

;
then follows the discretion in

assuming a per-centage of returns; and the

number of years’ purchase, whether for the

ground, the buildings, or reversionary interest,

or improvements, must depend upon circum-

stances, and can only be learned by practice

and ability—out of one valuation many ques-

tions often arise, and no rule can be given.

—

Ed.]

carpenters’ and joiners’ work.
Sir,—As one of many who would wish to have

a work of general information on carpenters’ and

joiners’ work, those that are already published being

very expensive, I would suggest to the proprietors

of The Builder whether it would not fully

answer their purpose to get up such a work, as good

and as cheap as possible, to be issued weekly. The
want of it is greatly felt by the majority of the

trade, and the small portion of work that falls to

the lot of too many (I am sorry to say), myself

among the number, renders it impossible to provide

ourselves with one.

Several of my acquaintance have regretted that

you have not issued an engraved frontispiece to the

first volume of The Builder ; we would willingly

pay sixpence if it could be got up for so small a

I would also wish to ask if there is any possibility

of obtaining work through the advertising columns

of The Builder, as unless I thought there was a

good prospect of it, I could not afford to do so.

Heartily wishing you all the success possible for

your very excellent Builder,
I remain, Sir, yours, &c., N. H.

[We recommend the works of Tredgold

and Nicholson, and do not think them more
expensive than any workman may easily pur-

chase. Many who have advertised in our

columns have reaped speedy benefit.—

E

d.]

Sir,—Will you have the kindness to inform me
in your next whether there is any duty on building

materials used in building or making additions to a

church or burial-ground.

I remain, Sir, yours, obediently,

An Inquirer.

[The government return the duty upon the

materials used in the building ofnew churches

under her Majesty’s Commissioners, but such
duty forms a portion of the Commissioners’
fund, and is not usually given up to the under-

takers of any separate work, though some-
times upon petition to the Treasury, it has

been so remitted, as in the case of St.

Pancras New Church.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—

W

ill you have the goodness to inform me
in your next number where very fine steel pens may
be obtained for the purpose of sketching profiles of

cornices, capitals of columns, and other fine work
in architectural drawing, crow-quills being too

thick, and being also very troublesome on account

of requiring continually to he mended.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

John Wadge.
77, Great Russell-street, Dec. 30, 1843.

[We have been so much troubled ourselves

for some time past by not obtaining either

drawing-pencils or sketching-pens to our
mind, that gladly would we be ourselves in-

formed where those indispensable implements

of superior quality are to be obtained.—

E

d.]

Sir,—

I

shall feel obliged if you can inform me
in your next Builder what the difference of price

is between brickwork and that of ashler or free-

stone in or near London.
I am, Sir, yours very truly,

Liverpool, 2nd Dec. 1843. J. M.
[This question cannot be answered without

it is accompanied by an account of the descrip-

tions of the kinds of brick and stone which
would be paralleled with each other.—

E

d.]

Statues for the City of London.

—

The bronze equestrian statue of the Duke of

Wellington, to be placed opposite to the en-

trance to the new Royal Exchange, is proceed-

ing rapidly towards completion, under the di-

rection of Mr. Weeks (the successor to the

late Sir F. Cbantrey), to whom it is intrusted.

The statue of William IV., from the design

of S. Nixson, to be placed at the junction of

Gracechurch-street and King William-street,

will be shortly raised upon its pedestal. The
figure is colossal, being upwards of 14 feet in

height. It is executed in Devonshire granite,

and will cost when completed 2,200£, which
sum was voted by the corporation of the city

of London for that purpose. His Majesty is

represented in the costume of a high admiral.

Upon the pedestal (a round one), is sculptured

a wreath of laurel, in the centre of which an

appropriate inscription will be engraved. A
statue by Nixson is likewise in a forward state,

of John Carpenter, the town clerk in the reign

of Henry V 1., founder of the City of London
Schools, and executor to the celebrated

Richard Whittington. This statue is six feet

high, and will be executed in Rock Abbey
stone, similar to that used by Bailey, Ros6i,

Westmacott, and others, for the friezes and
pediments in front of Buckingham Palace. It

is to be placed upon the first landing of the

City of London Schools, and exactly opposite

the principal entrance. There is further, in

the same atelier
,
in active preparation, as'atue

of Sir John Crosby, to be placed in Crosby Hall,

Bishopsgate-street. The model exhibits the

knightinthe “winged” armour of the period,

examples of which may be met with in the

Tower, &c., and of this particular suit at the

tomb of the knight himself, in the church of

St. Helen’s, close by the hall of which he was
the possessor.

Leamington Church.—Notwithstanding the

result of the Yestry meeting held some days since,

and at which a rate towards the erection of an en-

larged Bell Tower was disapproved of by a section

of the parishioners, we are led to understand that

so strong a feeling in favour of that object is preva-

lent amongst the friends of the Church, in this town

and neighbourhood, that the required sum of .£700

will be raised without difficulty by voluntary con-

tributions. We really hope that the expectations

which certain sanguine promoters of the good work

have formed in this respect may be fully realized

previous to our next publication .—Leamington

Courier.

NormanTower,BurySt. Edmunds.—Wehave
much pleasure in announcing that his Royal Highness

Prince Albert has been pleased to direct his name to

be added to the subscription list for the restoration

of the Norman Tower, for the sum of .£20. Lord

Manners, too, has expressed his auxious desire for

the preservation of this fine edifice, and sent a

donation of £20 .—Bury Post.
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In compliance ivith the wishes of very many
of our Subscribers, ice have had prepared a
cover for binding the copies of The Builder
for those who may be desirous ofpreserving them
in uniform Volumes. These may be had on
application at the office, at the price of Two
Shillings; or our Publisher will undertake to

get sets bound at a charge of Three Shillings

per Volume.

KTO. XX.X2E.

SATURDAY. JANUARY 13, 1844.

EFORE we proceed

further in the year,

we take the opportu-

nity of directing the

attention of our cor-

respondents to the

nature of the co-ope-

ration on their part

— whichwe should most
esteem. We need hardly repeat that the vitality

of “ The Builder ” depends upon its being en-

tirely practical. We do not desire to have our
pages occupied by wire-drawn arguments upon
alleged taste, the truth whereof no one can
determine, and which, after all, however spi-

ritual they may seem, are nothing but the

operation of peculiar and grosser appetite for

quarrelling about trifles for which the greater

part of mankind have fortunately no relish.

Our endeavour is to be useful, and we desire

to be usefully supported, believing firmly that

such conduct on our part will be as well

received by the learned as by the practical

man
;
for both these classes dislike equally im-

pertinent or useless, disquisitions, which not

only in their composition consume time, but,

what is still worse, consume reprehensibly the

time of many readers, the aggregate of which
profitably employed might produce works of

art, charity, and saleable value. We have
inadvertently admitted in our columns one or

two communications of this kind, and we
find the better spirit of our correspondents,

who desire writing of a higher character, has
been somewhat offended thereby; we shall

therefore take especial care to prevent a repe-

tition of the occurrence.

We desire to be informed of, and to convey
to our readers, all useful inventions on archi-

tectural construction
;

drawings and descrip-

tions of such subjects will always be acceptable
to us.

Papers upon discoveries of architectural an-

tiquities we shall ever welcome.

All manner of good delineations, of genuine
architectural ornaments, will also be highly
prized

;
but we hope that in order to render of

sterling value the publication of such repre-

sentations, they will always be accompanied by
6uch accurate plans, sections, profiles, and
olher details, as will enable workmen to re-

produce them with exactness.

And we recommend for the furtherance of
architectural practical science, that compliance
be given by our correspondents as far as pos-
sible to the following regulation of the “ Free-
masons of the Church,” viz.:—

.

“ That in all delineations from existing buildings,
the artists and contributors are requested to repre-
sent exactly the jointing of the masonry and other
materials, and all other marks, indications, and pe-

culiarities of construction
; and also to represent and

describe all marks of failure or decay
; to describe

accurately the nature of the materials
; and also to

obtain from documents, and from the neighbouring
clergy and other competent persons, all informa-
tion relative to the origin, decay, repair, and other
historical particulars connected with the subjects
delineated : and it is recommended and hoped that
all who shall favour the interests of the college, will
put themselves in correspondence with such anti-
quaries, keepers of records, and others, as can fur-
nish them with the requisite information.’'

And further,

“ That the college adopt in admeasurements a
duodecimal numeration, and that the words

‘
feet ’

and ' inches ’

be written in full, or their contrac-
tions ft. and ins.; or that over feet be set the mark
(°) over inches the mark (') and over twelfths of
inches the mark

(
,/)”

We shall on another and early occasion give
some additional directions of the same Free-
masons, for a modified heraldic mode of repre-

senting in prints and cameo drawings, by va-

rious positions of lines, &c., the colours of
stained glass, Mosaics, and other subjects, a
compliance with which we shall beg to recom-
mend, as an easy and certain mode of impart-
ing to workmen the most intricate patterns of
party-coloured designs, without the expense of
colouring such patterns.

We should also gladly be the vehicle of
conveyance to our subscribers, of accurate in-

formation relative to local stone-quarries, and
building materials generally; and it would
give us great pleasure, if we could obtain a
monthly supply of the prices of the various

merchantable articles which are used in archi-

tecture.

NEW ROMAN CATHOLIC CHAPEL AT
LAMBETH.

This building, which is situated adjoining
the Westminster- road, opposite the Blind
Asylum and Bethlehem Hospital, is pro-
gressing The foundation-stone was laid

in April, 1840, on which occasion the
church was dedicated to St. George, the tutelar

saint of England. It is the largest edifice

devoted to the Roman Catholic worship that
has been constructed since the Reformation,
when Henry VIII. destroyed and reduced the
majority of the Roman Catholic establishments.

Its external dimensions are 250 feet long by 84
feet broad. The height of the tower at the west
end of the edifice is at present about 60 feet,
but when completed its extreme elevation will,
it is stated, be 330 feet ahove the ground*
level. The tower, which is of brick-
work, with dressings of Caen stone, con-
tains a belfry with space for a peal of
eight bells. On each side of the tower are
double belfry windows, ornamented with mitres
and other decorations; and when funds shall
so admit, the walls, it is stated, are to be orna-
mented by 100 statues of Romish saints and
martyrs. The tower will be surmounted by a
spire, terminated by a large cross. The inte-
rior height of the church, from floor to ceiling,
is ahout 57 feet. The length of the nave in
the clear is 160 feet, by 72 feet broad; the
chancel is 40 feet long by 26 feet broad.
Adjoining the chancel, on each side, are two
small chapels for altars, over which are to be
placed stained-glass windows. The chancel
window measures 30 feet by 18 feet, and is to
be filled with stained glass of various colours,
containing a representation of the root of
Jesse, or the genealogy of Christ, the gift of
the Earl of Shrewsbury, and will cost 500/.
The chapel contains in all 28 windows. The
roof is supported by two rows of stone pillars,
consisting of eight in each row. The pillars
are 18 feet in height, and will be finished by
capitals carved with foliage. The floor of the
nave and aisles will be covered with red and
blue Staffordshire tiles, each tile measuring
six inches square. The chancel and side
chapels are to be paved with encaustic tiles cast
in different shapes and of various colours. At
the south-west corner of the south aisle will be
placed a large baptismal font carved in Caen
stone. The interior of the chapel is not ob-

structed by galleries
;
the only projections are

be organ-loft and the two small galleries for
the choir over the two side doorways at the east
end. No pews or closed seats will be allowed
but open benches will be placed down the aisles
constructed with low backs, so as to afford an
unobstructed view of the interior. The seats
will yield accommodation for 3,000 per-
SO

m.
S
', ^e

rvi
)are cost ot erecting the chanel

rf 40 000/^fr h
Ut U iS exPected t,lat a sum

ot 40,000/. will be necessary to complete all
the contemplated works. At the east end of the
chapel is a sacristy, and adjoining at the north-
east corner are cloisters, which connect the
edifice with a presbytery, containing a dining-
room, and affording accommodation for several
priests. Abutting on this is a convent for the
bisters of Mercy, and a school for 300 children
1 he convent is fitted up with kitchens, a refec-
tory, dormitories, a small chapel with a belfry
and will furnish an abode for thirteen Sisters of
Mercy. The convent, with its accompanying
buildings, will cost 7,000/. A considerable
time must elapse before the great tower and
spire will be completed. The subscriptions
towards this undertaking have, for the most
part, been raised in the provinces through the
exertions of the Rev. Mr. Doyle, who is the
officiating priest. The Earl of Shrewsbury
and the late Mr. Benjamin George Hodges have
been the principal contributors. A consider-
able sum has also been subscribed by the poorer
classes inhabiting the parish of St. George.
The names of the King of Sardinia, the Kin-
of Bohemia, and other foreign potentates also
appear in the list of contributors. A liberal
donation is expected from Louis Philippe, the
King of the French.

We are not particularly pleased with the
architecture of this chapel and of its adjoining
buildings : its exterior being composed prin-
cipally of a coarse brown-coloured brick, with
some admixture of dark stone, the whole pile
has a dingy appearance: the effeminate late
Edwardine architecture, the last branch of
that which is denominated by Rickman “ Deco-
rated," has been chosen. Well -selected speci-
mens of the architecture of this period have
frequently very great elegancies, but the style
IS rather disagreeable than otherwise, when
applied on a large scale, as in this case

: the
whole pile has an ill-proportioned squat ap-
pearance of seeming assimilation with the ex-
tended flat marsh upon which it is founded.
Most of the windows of the chapel partake of
this same character of extended squatness •

and in vain do you even search for that lofty
character, that heavenward carrying away of
the mind which overcomes you while viewin-
such fabrics as Westminster Abbey. We
approve, however, of the diversifying of the
window-tracery, though some of the patterns
which are adopted we think stiff and inelegant,
as are some of those after which the pierced
parapet is formed.
Many parts of this pile are tin-masonic

,
as,

for instance, its buttresses project very sud-
denly at their first or lower tablings, and have
those tablings very flat. We shall not go now
minutely into the philosophy of the subject,
but content ourselves on the present occasion
by saying this is unscientific and is without
precedent, except in very inferior examples
built by the unskilful, or in good examples
which have been corrupted by being ignorantly
restored. Again, we disapprove of the roof of
this chapel as formed in violation of sound
principles : but allowing it in its imperfect
structure to partake, in some slight respect, of
the nature of a vault, even here, in violation of
prudence, the pinnacles remain for future addi-
tion

;
whereas the address of thegenuineold free-

masons was shewn by pinnacles and every other
ounce weight of intended abutment, being fixed
before vault or roof of any kind was erected

;

so that they contrived to do with half the
abutment and half the strength of vaulting
which moderns require. If the roof of the
fabric stand firmly without the pinnacles, they
are entirely useless in the design, and are
therefore un-masonic, for no initiated free-

mason ever designed pinnacles and other great
members of architecture which were not me-
chanically and constructively necessary. If,

on the contrary, the pinnacles are essential to

the architecture, no initiated mason would have
been imprudent enough to have laid a stick of
the rooi-work before the top-stone of every
pinnacle was set.

We also object to the metal-work surmount-
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ing the eastern roofs of the chapel, as being

alike bad in superficial and constructive taste

— in superficial taste, because it is mean and

flimsy in appearance, not elegant in design,

and having some resemblance to the chevaux

de frieze of a prison-wall—but in constructive

taste, as being not only useless, but pernicious

in operation, for, being of metal, its weight is

considerable, and its mechanical effect is to

expand the feet of the roof, already sufficiently

suspicious : the eye connects this useless and

disagreeable out-work with the bell-spire of

the convent, which, though heavy enough for

its size, being all covered with metal, never-

theless has a singularly thin, sharp-pointed,

and unreal appearance.

We do not approve in a work pretending to

architecture, that the conventual buildings

should have many of their parts seemingly

made ugly and irregular for self-willedness

alone : the portions of the buildings which

back upon the Westminster-road, one of the

greatest thoroughfares in the world, seem to

have been set up in this improper spirit. All

the chimney-shafts of the domestic buildings,

though not' built without considerable expense,

are short and inelegant, and are not in accord-

ance with fine old exemplars
;
and, moreover,

being in the neighbourhood of much loftier

erections, are the more likely on that account

to smoke.

We make these observations from the great

pretensions of the work in question, that our

Anglo-Catholic churches may be freed from

some heresies of construction.

It is a singular circumstance that when the

Anglo-Catholic church had been corrupted by

heresy, the science of Anglo-Catholic archi-

tecture corrupted too. It is also a singular

circumstance, that with the cleansed Anglo-

Catholic church began the restoration of

Anglo-Catholic architecture
;

and if its deep

science could not revive all at once, the merit

of revival rests with the Anglo-Catholics,

whether in literature and graphic art, or in

ecclesiastical work. Lately, indeed, with the

Anglo- Romanists some of the outward deco-

rative forms of Catholic architecture have

been attempted and partially restored, but we

shall he able, hereafter, to prove satisfac-

torily that none of the buildings of the Roman-

ists have been reared after the genuine masonic

art of our forefathers, for indeedthevareall built

in violation of the sublime secret science of the

Freemasons, and compared with their works

are all child’s play. And there is also another

remarkable fact, that of those of the modern

Anglican church, who are become somewhat

unruly, and aie suspected of heresy, their ar-

chitecture also is unsound and unworthy of

the science of the age.

We have so much to say on these heads, that

we shall take an early opportunity of entering

into the subject fully.

LIST OF DISTRICT SURVEYORS.

[*** If any of the District Surveyors discover errors

herein, their emendations are solicited, to the enda cor-

rect reprint hereof may he made as soon as possible .]

IN THE CITY OF I.ONDON.

North District.

Ward of Basrishaw . . . .
"1

— Bishopsgatc within 1

— Ditto without
1

— Broad Street .. '.James Mountague, Guildhall.

— Coleman-street . . I Appointed

— Cornhill . . • 1

— Cripplegate within I

— Ditto without J

West District.

St. Martin’s-le-Grand
Ward of Alderagate within .

.

— Ditto without
— Cheap
— Farringdon without

St. Bartholomew the Great.

.

Ditto the Less ..

Inner Temple.

.

Middle Temple within the

City
Sergeants’-Inn, Fleet-street

Ditto Chancery-lane
Clifford’s-Inn

Barnard’s Inn
Thavie’s Inn . . .. •

Staple Inn within the City .

.

Furnival’s Inn ditto..

South District.

Ward of Bread-street
— Bridge
— Candlewick..
— Castle Baynard
— Cordwainers
— Dowgate . . • •

— Farringdon within.

.

— Queenhithe
— Vintry
— Walbrook .

.

Bridewell Precinct

Eastern District.

John Stevens, No. 6, Cle-

ment’s Inn, Strand. Ap-

pointed 2nd May, 1843.

in the tower hamlets

—

continued.

Christchurch, Spitalfields

St. Paul, Shadwell .

.

Mile-end New Town

St. John, Wapping .

.

Hamlet of Ratcliff .

.

St. Katherine Precinct
St. Anne’s, Limehouse
St. Ann’s, Blackwall
Mile-end Old Town .

.

Hackney, St. John .

.

Bethnal Green

St. Mary, Stratford, Bow
Poplar

Leadenhall-st. App. 1843.

fCharles Hill, 6, Scot’s-place,
•• Islington, and 4, Brick-
•

' \ lane, Spitalfields. Appoint-
•• ed l6th January, 1816.

.

.

"] J. Davies, Devonshire-square,
. . Bishopsgate-street. Ap-
.. I pointed 11th July, 1839.

r

George Smith, Frederick-

place. Old Jewry. Ap-
pointed

::J

J
Edmund Woodthorpe, 30,

). Jewin-street. Appointed
May 4th, 1841.

Ward of Lime-street

— Tower
— Aldgate
— Portsoken .

.

— Billingsgate

— Langboume

IN THE CITY OF WESTMINSTER.

St. Margaret and St. John 1 William Pilkington, Sec

the Evangelist .. • • > land-yard. Appointed

St. James’s ..

St. George, Hanover-square

St. Martin’s-in-the-Ficlds

.

St. Ann’s, Soho

("James Gray Mayhew, 1

^ gyle-street. Appointed

(

F.dward Martin Foxhall, 18,

South Audley-stroet. Ap-
pointed 12th May, 1825.

f Henry Edward Kendall, Suf-

j folk-street, Pall-Mall East.

Appointed

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The first meeting of the season was held on

Tuesday evening, the 9th inst. During the

recess several alterations have been made in

the rooms of the society
;
along the sides of the

gallery have been placed some handsome cast-

iron open-work shelves and brackets, cast and

presented by Messrs. Ransome and May, of

Ipswich, for supporting a series of busts oi

eminent engineers and scientific men. 1 lie

theatre, which was formerly oppressively hot,

and but dimly lighted, has now two gaslights

placed near the ceiling, which throw a power-

ful light into all parts of the room. The pro-

ducts of combustion are carried off by the

open-jointed telescopic tubes which have been

applied by Professor Faraday to lighthouse

lanterns, and were described by him at a meet-

ing of the Institution last year. This system

of lighting and ventilation, which was, we

understand, designed by Mr. Manby, the secre-

tary, appeared to be perfectly under control,

and was very satisfactory in its effects. Several

very interesting papers were read, and the

meeting adjourned to January 16th, when it

was announced that the annual meeting would

be held for the election of the council and

officers.

Duty on Materials—By a recent order of the

Lords of theTreasury, foreign deals are allowed to be

removed from the bonding premises, for the purpose

of being sawn for exportation, under certain specific

regulations.

St. Paul’s, Covent-garden -j Edward charles Hakewill.
St. Clement Danes, within

^ Craig’s-court. Appointed

j

January, 1843.

OLBOI

Sami. Angell, Southampton-
street. Appointed 14th

April, 1831.

St. John
St. Olave
St. Thomas

fThomas Henry Wyatt, 75,

Great Russell-street. Ap-
pointed 12th April, 1832.

r Late J. B. Bunning, now
•
• l vacant.

("J. H. Good, jun., “5, Hatton
Garden. Appointed —
To Bow, 1st Nov. 1838.

To Poplar, 1 1th July, 1 839.

IN SOUTHWARK AND SURREY.

Robt. Hesketh, 13, Arundel-
street. Strand. Appointed

St. George
St. Saviour’s
Christchurch

Bermondsey, St, Mary
Rothcrhithe, ditto ..

division

"1 Robt. H
I- street,

J 1842.

David Roper, jun., Stamford-

street, Blackfriars’-road.

Appointed

William Crawford Stow, 122,

Long-lane, Bermondsey.
Appointed July, 1843.

rWilliam Rogers, 5, Pratt-
Lambeth, St. Mary, southern! street, Lambeth. Appointed

Ditto, northern division

Newington, St. Mary

July, 1843.

r George Porter, Fort-pli

Appointed

street. Appointed 14th

April, 1831.

Rolls Liberty..

St. Gilcs-in-the-Fields

St. George Bloomsbury

St. Pancras .

.

Paddington

St. Mary-le-bone

"f
f Geo.

.. -< Ha
V 121

"f

Westminster
St. Mary-le-Strand ditto

St. Mary-le-Strand withi

The Duchy of Lancaster

Savoy Precinct

IN THE HOLBORN DIVISION.

Saffron-hill Liberty . . . . ") Sami. Angell, Southampton-

Hatton-garden Liberty

F.ly Rents

St. Andrew, Holbom, above")

the Bars . '

• j-Late Donaldson, now vacant,
St. Georec the Martyr .

. j

George Pownal, 7, Bedford-

row. Appointed lGth Janu-
ary, 1840.

Henry Baker, 25, Grafton-

street, Fitzroy-square. Ap-
pointed 7th July, 1825.

Geo. Gutch, Bridge-house,
Harrow-road. Appointed
2th May, 1825.

John White, upper end o#

Devonshire-place, New-rd.
Appointed 2nd July, 1807.

IN THE FINSBURY DIVISION.

C Richard Cromwell Carpenter,

St. Luke’s, 01 1-street . . J gq, Guild ford-street. Ap-
Glasshouse-yard Liberty .. ^ pointed 4th April, 1837-

("Robert Sibley, 39, Great

St. John and St.James, Clerk- J Ormond-street. Appointed
enwell •• • 1

6

th April, 1829.

f George Edwards, Duncan-
St. Sepulchre without ..J place, City-road. Ap-
St. Mary, Islington .. •• pointed 15th July, 1802.

IN THE KENSINGTON DIVISION.

j" Samuel Beachcroft, Cadogan-

St. Luke, Chelsea . . - . "1 place. Appointed 12th May,
k 1825.

IN THE TOWER HAMLETS.

I

Henry J. Flower, 6, Cam-
bridge-terrace, Regent’s-

park. Appointed 10th No-
vember, 1836. Office, 23,

Princes-square, and 14,

North-buildings, Finsbury-

Circus.

("Matthew Wharton, 29. Spital-

St. Leonard, Shoreditch . . J square. Appointed 15th

Norton Fol gate Liberty .

.

July, 1802.

fWm. Grellier, 20, Worm-
wood-street, Bishopsgate.

I A
St. Mary, Whitechapel

Appointed 1st Nov. 1838.

PROPOSED ENLARGEMENT OF SPRING-

FIELD GAOL, NEAR CHELMSFORD.

At the Essex Quarter Sessions the report

of the committee appointed to consider what

alterations were necessary in the gaol at

Springfield, was read. It detailed the various

proceedings of the committee, and stated that

at their request Mr. Hopper had attended them

with a plan and estimate ;
Mr. Tower had pro-

duced a plan for rendering the old gaol more

fit for prisoners, and Mr. Bowyer Smyth and

Mr. Lewis had also produced plans. The

committee deemed it inexpedient to incur any

expense on the old gaol, or any expense in the

alteration of Springfield gaol, unless it were

made to accommodate 500, and Mr. Hopper

produced a plan for that purpose. Major Jebb

was consulted on it, and at the last meeting the

committee resolved to recommend to the court

the adoption of the plan marked A which was

attached to the report. This plan provides for

an alteration of two of the radii for the intro-

duction of the separate system, provision for

the debtors and females, and the consequent

abolition of the old gaol, the removal of the

governor’s house, and the improvement of the

chapel. The cost is estimated at 30,000/.

Mr. Disney said, he rose for the purpose of

distinctly moving that the court should adopt

this report and the plan attached to it, and

carry them into effect as soon as they conve-

niently could. In April, 1843, the committee

of visiting magistrates, at the instigation of

the inspectors of gaols, took into their grave

consideration the state of the prison, the

buildings included, at Springfield, and they

reported that

—

« In obedience to the order of the court of

the last quarter session, they have proceeded

to consider the defects of the prison, as

pointed out in the inspectors’ reports, and have

satisfied themselves of its insufficiency to pro-

vide for the number confined there, with due

attention to the order and discipline of the

prison ;
and in proof of the correctness of this

opinion they beg to adduce the statement ot

Mr. Neale, the governor—viz. that on the 7th

of February there were 318 prisoners, and

only 218 single cells; that on the same day

there were 20 prisoners standing in the body

of the chapel on the floor; and that on another

occasion, since the last quarter sessions—viz.

the 14th of February—three hundred and



fifty-eight prisoners were in confinement in

Springfield gaol.”

The court received that report
;
there was a

long and interesting discussion on it; and in

July, 1843, they came to a resolution that such
report was well founded. It was then resolved
that the visiting magistrates of the several
gaols, in order that on this great question there
should be an enlarged investigation, and the
whole of the other magistrates were invited
to join them, should form an open committee,
to revise that plan and carry it into effect, the
necessity having been found. The court
adopted the suggestion of a rev. baronet, that
the plan should give way till this day—that
they should take six months to consider the
question

;
and the proposition was produced

now for their consideration. The committee
took great pains with the matter— they met
many times, they had the attendance of Mr.
Hopper and Major Jebb—several of the ma-
gistrates sent plans, so that the whole thing
was well considered, and the plan finally

adopted was this, by which two of the existing
radii should be extended, that there should be
parallel buildings on one side of each of these
openings, and a vast hall in the middle, similar
to the plan at Pentonville

;
that the chapel

should be enlarged; that accommodation
should be made for the debtors and for women

;

that there should be a walking yard, and that
the separate system should be adopted. He
thought they should first settle the question
whether the separate system should be adopted
or not; if they were to reject it, he considered
they would fall into that which had so bad
an effect on the moral habits of the country.
There were gentlemen present who had given
the money part of the question their attentive

consideration, and they were prepared to tell

them, that it would be beneficial even in the

f

iecuniary effect attached to it. He should
eave that to them

;
but he thought if they

were to enlarge the gaol, and enlarge it they
must, it should be done now. As to expense,
if they shewed that the building would not ex-
ceed the sum talked of—if they shewed that
for about 30,000/. they could have every class
of prisoners under lhe same regulations, that
they could have the debtors and women under
better management and control, without injury
to their health, it was not only then a duty
incumbent on them to give the public, for
whom they were trustees, the benefit of that
system, but he thought they would also find it

their duty for the credit of such a county as
this. This plan was formed by their own
surveyor to keep down the expense, under the
assistance of Major Jebb, who took great pains
to make out and save all that could be saved,
so that the full and entire effect should be good
and lasting. And they would be pleased to
recollect that this was not anew system, but it

was recommended by that great’ man, John
Howard, who suggested that every man should
be kept separate from the time he was taken
till the time he was set at liberty. They had
tried classification, which would not do ;” then
the silent system, which was attended with a
severity that never would be practised here.
Therefore they must resort to the system of
separation, which they might do with so much
good effect. There was one thing connected
with this so important, that they would excuse
his making two or three observations on it. It

had been the system to commit prisoners to the
first gaol delivery, whether it were assizes or
sessions, and this was done on the sound prin-
ciple that men should be incarcerated as short
a time as possible before trial. Now at the
late special commission, the learned judge
complained in Kent, that the magistrates of
this county had done wrong in sending prisoners
to be tried at the assize, instead of passing
them over to the session

;
but he (Mr. D.) did

not think that need affect their practice,
because it was stated they meant to have a
clause by which the judge at the special com-
mission might try only those who were triable

at the assize. Thus the magistrates might
still commit as they did before.

Mr.W

.

Luard seconded the motion. Should
the court adopt it, he was aware they would
be laying a considerable burden on the rate-

payers of the county, and he could only regret
that they should be under that necessity.
There were two points with which the court
was acquainted—first, that it was the intention
to remove the old gaol, and remove the debtors
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and females to Springfield

;
and secondly, to

make there such preparations as would enable
them to carry out the separate system. To do
that, the committee recommended that a plan
should be laid before the court, which had
been done, and he found the estimate would be
about 30,000/.

;
Major Jebb said it might be

done for less, and it was not likely it would
exceed that. Now, he found that a farthing
rate produced upwards of 1

,
000/., and it would

therefore require a rate of thirty farthings, or
7£d. to raise the amount proposed to be laid
out. In point of fact the rate-payers for
every 100 /. would have to pay 2s. Id. to every
farthing rate that was raised. ' Whether it was
desirable to do the whole of this at one time,
or part now and part a year hence, would be
for the court to consider. That part was de-
sirable to be done immediately, he thought
there could be no doubt; but as to the other
part, the court would come to a decision and
use their own judgment on it.

Mr. W. Cotton moved as an amendment to
Mr. Disney’s motion

—

“ That so much of the report as relates to
the removal of the female prisoners and debtors
to Springfield, and the enlargement of the
gaol for that purpose,—the building of a o-0 -

vernor’s and chaplain’s house, and the altera-
tion of the centre building, be adopted, and
the further consideration of the other recom-
mendations in the report be postponed.”
Mr. Leake begged to second the amend-

ment.

The chairman then put Mr. Cotton’s mo-
tion, when there appeared

—

For it 20
Against it jg

Majority 4
Mr. Cotton then moved that it be referred

to the committee who had taken so much pains
with the matter, to be carried out. (Cries of“ No, no,” from members of the committee.)

After some conversation, a committee, con-
sisting of the visiting magistrates, the chair-
man of the session, the county members, Mr.
Disney, Sir J. P. Wood, and Mr. Croft, was
appointed to carry out the plan.

MONUMENT AT ST. REMI.

TO THE EDITOR OF “THE BUILDER.”

Sir,—

A

bout a mile from the modern town of

St. Remi, not far from Arles, in the South of

France, stands the monument of which I

herewith send a representation. It occupies

a delightful situation at the foot of some fine

limestone rocks of the principality of Baux,
and the ground slopes from them into a fertile

plain, which the eye entirely commands. The
monument consists of a square plinth elevated

on two stages, and supporting a pedestal filled

with sculpture representing equestrian combats.

Above these rises a square edifice with a three-

quarter column at each angle, or perhaps

rather more than three-quarters of the column
are exposed. The architrave has hardly any

projection before the face of the work,
so that the columns standing out beyond

it for half their diameter do not appear

to contribute materially to its support.

i ms peculiarity was perhaps the result of
judgment, and not of carelessness or igno-

rance, as it tends to preserve the general
pyramidal form of the monument, and the
effect of the whole monument is very fine,

though thus singularly obtained. Above this

division of the edifice is a circular temple of
six columns, by a conical or funnel-shaped
roof

;
within the peristylium are two statues,

one male, the other female. Upon this an-

cient work of art is the inscription which
follows, viz.: “SEXLMIVLIEICF PARENTIBUS-
sveis.” But these letters do not help us to the

dateofthe monument; they merelyshew that the

erection was an act of filial gratitude
(parenti-

bus suets). It probably belongs to the 2nd cen-

tury. I should be glad to have from your cor-

respondents further information on this inter-

esting subject.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

An Amateur.
York, Dec. 10th, 1843.

Monument at St. Remi.
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WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.

To the report which we inserted in our last

number, we add Mr. Barry’s reply and report,

as under :

—

“ TO THE EDITOR OP THE ‘TIMES.’

« Sir, As, in the statement respecting

Westminster-bridge, inserted in your paper of

Tuesday last, you have appended a report from

Messrs. Walker and Burges to the Speaker of

the House of Commons, animadverting upon

the suggestions which I ventured to offer in a

report to the Commissioners for the encourage-

ment of the Fine Arts, relative to the propriety

of rebuilding the superstructure of that bridge,

I trust you will do me the justice to publish the

subjoined letter, which I addressed to the

Speaker in consequence.
“ It may be proper to observe, that since

those communications were made to the

Speaker, it has become notorious that the

system pursued by Messrs. Walker and Burges

for securing the foundation of the piers has

failed, and the bridge is consequently in such a

critical state as to cause an order to be given

by the Commissioners to suspend all further

works for the present. From what I have

seen of the recent alarming dislocations of the

present structure, it is now, in my opinion, no

longer a question as to the propriety of re-

building the superstructure alone, but the en-

tire bridge.

“Your early insertion of this communica-

tion will oblige, Sir, your obedient servant,

“ Charles Barry.”
“ Great George-street, Westminster,

Dec. 28.”

LETTER FROM MR. BARRY TO THE SPEAKER,
IN ANSWER TO A REPORT OF MESSRS. WAL-
KER AND BURGES UPON THE PROPOSED
ALTERATIONS.

32, Great George street, July 10, 1843.

Sir,—As Messrs. Walker and Burges have

thought proper to print and publish a letter,

addressed to you as chairman of the Commis-
sioners of Westminster-bridge, relative to the

suggestions I ventured to offer for the improve-

ment in that bridge, in a report which I made
to the Fine Arts Commissioners, of the 22nd of

February last, I feel called upon to address to

you a few observations, for the information of

the board over which you preside, chiefly with

the view of removing several misconstructions

which that letter is calculated to occasion.

Westminster-bridge has long been con-

sidered extremely inconvenient, as well as

unsightly, and, from its proximity to the new
Houses of Parliament, is generally felt to have

a most injurious effect upon the appearance of

that building. As a remedy for these defects,

the main objects to be attained are obviously

to lower the roadway, to increase the water-

way and head-room under the arches, and to

reduce the mass of the bridge to the greatest

practicable extent. In order to accomplish

these objects in the most effectual manner, it

appears to me to be necessary to re-build the

bridge
;
but as the Commissioners were incur-

ring a large outlay in securing and extending

the foundations, I recommended in my report

above alluded to that the re-building should be

confined to the superstructure.

Previously to noticing the several points of

Messrs. Walker and Burges’s letter, I would
beg to observe that the suggestions contained

in my report were offered merely as hints for

the consideration of the Fine Arts Commis-
sioners, and not as mature opinions founded
upon a careful practical investigation with

reference to execution, in which I stated most
distinctly I did not wish to be engaged. I pre-

sumed that if the Fine Arts Commissioners
deemed those suggestions worthy of attention,

they would refer them to the Commissioners of

the bridge, by whom they would he duly con-

sidered, and, if approved, carried into effect by
their own officers.

I now proceed to notice the several obser-

vations of Messrs. Walker and Burges upon
the suggestions contained in my report. With
reference to those upon the relative properties

of circular and pointed arches, and to the

authorities which they quote in depreciation of

the pointed arch as applied to bridge-building,

I beg to state, that the hypothesis in which
those authorities are said to concur, namely,

that a pointed arch requires a greater pressure

than a circular arch at the crown, is at direct

variance with the opinion of Professor Mose-
ley, of King’s College, one of the highest

authorities in such matters, who, in a letter to

me upon that subject, states, “ that a pointed

arch does not necessarily require a great pres-

sure, or indeed any pressure, upon its crown,

to prevent it from falling, and that the reason-

ing upon which an opposite conclusion is

founded in Messrs. Walker and Burges’s re-

port is erroneous.” But theory and practice

confirm me in the opinion which I have ad-

vanced in my report, that a pointed arch re-

quires less thickness at the crown than is

usually considered necessary for a circular arch.

As, however, it might possibly be inferred from

the observations of Messrs. Walker and

Burges that the arch which I have proposed is

not strong enough for its purpose, although

they do not attempt to prove that such is the

case, I have thought it right to enter into a

careful investigation of its properties; from

which I am fully convinced that I have not

carried the principle which I have advocated

far enough
;
and that, considering the insigni-

ficant span of even the largest of the proposed

arches, it would be no great effort of engineer-

ing science to reduce the thickness of its

crown to nearly one-half of what is proposed

by Messrs. Walker and Burges
;
by which

means the lowering of the roadway over the

centre arch might be carried to the extent of

six feet six inches, instead of three feet six

inches, even without reducing the clear height

of the centre arch as I have proposed, if such

reduction were deemed to be an objection of

any importance. In this opinion I am con-

firmed by the examples of numerous stone

bridges, both in this and other countries, and

also by the judgment of several eminent engi-

neers and mathematicians of the present day.

With reference to the loss of waterway
which I stated was occasioned b}' the haunches

or spandrils of the present arches at high-

water, I ought perhaps to have explained that

I referred to such portion only of the water-

way as is affected by those obstructions, which

might, however, I think, have been inferred.

With regard to the removal of these obstruc-

tions, I do not agree with Messrs. Walker and
Burges in thinking that it would be unproduc-

tive of any useful effect upon the “ currents

and fulls
;

” and I consider the arguments in

support of their opinion to be fallacious, inas-

much as they are founded upon the assumed
level of high-water according to Trinity stan-

dard; whereas the present ordinary spring-

tides, as they must be well aware, rise consi-

derably above that level
;
on one extraordinary

occasion recently as much as 3 feet 6 inches.

That some practical good would be effected in

giving more head-room for craft near to the

piers, by raising the springings of the arches

according to my suggestion, Messrs. Walker
and Burges admit

;
and I conceive that this

advantage alone ought to be a sufficient induce-

ment to remove the present arches and to

substitute others of more convenient form
;

but when it is considered that the opportunity

would be thereby afforded of lowering the

roadway to nearly double the extent proposed

by Messrs. Walker and Burges, without pro-

ducing the slightest injury to the navigation of

the river, the advantage as regards the conve-

nience of the public is so much enhanced,

that the propriety of re-building the super-

structure cannot, I think, be doubted. With
respect to my proposition of lowering the

centre arch 18 inches, which it appears

Messrs. Walker and Burges consider will

be “ rather a practical evil,” as affecting the

navigation of the river, it is necessary that I

should call your attention to the clear height

of the middle openings of some of the bridges

above Westminster-bridge, as they have done

to those only which are below that bridge.

While the clear height of the centre arch of

Westminster-bridge is 26 feet above Trinity

standard of high-water, the centie openings of

the modern bridges at Vauxhall and Hammer-
smith are of the respective heights of 25 feet

4 inches, and 16 feet 1 inch, to say nothing of

those at Battersea and Putney-bridges, which

are much less, but which I admit are extremely

inconvenient. As the largest steamers which
pass up the river are those which ply between

London-bridge and Richmond, and as their

funnels are jointed, so as to allow of their

passing even under Putney-bridge, the height

of the centre opening of which is only 11 feet

2 inches above high water, it cannot be ima-

gined that the lowering of the centre arch of
Westminster-bridge to the extent which I have
proposed can really be an objection of any im-

portance as regards the navigation of the river,

while the great object that would be thereby

gained by a further depression of the road-

way, to the extent of 18 inches, reducing its

inclination to 1 in 40, instead of 1 in 24, as

proposed by Messrs. Walker and Burges,

would be of the greatest advantage to the

traffic over the bridge, as well as to the effect

of the new Houses of Parliament when viewed
from it

;
a point, which I submit, ought not to

be disregarded.

Messrs. Walker and Burges state in their

letter, as an objection to the form of arch
which I have proposed, that the failure of one
arch would cause the destruction of all the

piers and arches
;
a consideration which they

say is not to be disregarded in a bridge the

piers of which have been so badly founded,

that to support them has been a constant ex-

pense, and is at this moment a source of con-

siderable anxiety; although they further state

that the works they have in hand, if as suc-

cessful as hitherto, will render the piers much
more secure than they have ever been, they

hope perfectly so. The part of this objection

which is founded upon the lateral thrust of

arches will apply with equal force to all arches

i

of a segmental or elliptical form, which are

generally adopted in modern bridges, and even

to semicircular arches, of the lateral thrust of

which I will not affect to suppose Messrs.

Walker and Burges to be ignorant, although

in the allusion which they make to Labelye’s

opinion upon that subject, they leave it to be

so inferred. With regard to the other part of

the objection—namely, the failure of the foun-

dations, it may surely be assumed that Messrs.

Walker and Burges would not have recom-
mended the very serious outlay which is now
being incurred in securing them, if they con-

ceived there was any risk whatever of their

ultimate failure
;
but if a possible failure is,

notwithstanding, to be taken into considera-

tion, can a more powerful argument be ad-

vanced in favour of a new superstructure than

that the weight upon the piers might thereby

be reduced at least one-third ?

To Messrs. Walker and Burges’s design for

a new superstructure I object, principally be-

cause it does not accomplish the main objects

for which a new superstructure is, in my
opinion, desirable, namely, the reduction of the

mass of the bridge and the lowering of the

roadway to the utmost practicable extent

;

neither does it afford any improvement what-

ever in respect of the navigation of the river;

the accomplishment of which object is, in my
opinion, of far greater importance, both for

the sake of public convenience and architec-

tural effect, than the style of architecture to be

adopted.

As to the principles which Messrs. Walker
and Burges consider should govern the nature

of a design for a bridge over the Thames in

London, I entirely disagree with them. I con-

ceive that the height of the opposite shores

and buildings upon them should mainly deter-

mine the ajsthetical character of the design.

If, as in Waterloo-bridge, where the shores are

high, one being naturally so, and the other

raised, and the roadway is level, where the

superstructure of a great public building like

Somerset- house is wholly above the level of

the roadway, and where the bridge groups

with the substructure of such an important

building, the character of the design cannot be

too bold and massive; but if, as at West-

minster, where the shores are low, and the

bridge must in consequence group with the

superstructure of an extensive work like that

of the new Houses of Parliament, and where

the parapet must, in consequence of the height

required for the centre arch, assume a curve

line, which is an element rather of elegance

than of boldness, the character of the bridge

should be light and graceful.

Upon the taste of Messrs. Walker and

Burges’s design for a new superstructure in

what they term the “ Norman style,” 1 forbear

to offer any criticisms in detail, as the condi-

tions which should be observed in a bridge

are, in my opinion, wholly at variance with the

essential characteristics of that style
;
nor do

I consider it worth while to make any remarks

upon their observations relative to points of

taste, including those especially which refer

to harmony and contrast between the bridge,



the new Houses of Parliament, and the neigh-
bouring buildings, as they seem to me to

furnish their own comment.

I'» conclusion, I beg to add that I still re-

main in the same opinion as I expressed in

mv report to the Fine Arts Commission, as to

tie necessity of a new superstructure to West-
minster-bridge upon the principles therein
advocated

;
and as a favourable opportunity is

row afforded of carrying into effect that great
public improvement, at an outlay moderate
when compared with its importance, I trust

the commissioners will not be indisposed to
take my recommendation upon this subject
into their most serious consideration.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

Charles Barry.
The Right Hon. Charles S. Lefevre,
Speaker of the House of Commons,
Chairman of the Commissioners ofWestmin8ter-bridge.

P.S.—To shew the effect of the further
reduction of the height of the bridge, which I

have stated in this letter to be practicable, and
to exhibit several modifications of my original
design, partly with a view to economy, 1 for-
ward to you the accompanying drawing for
the consideration of the board.

Want of space compels us to postpone till

next week our own remarks.

COLLIERY ENGINEERING — ITS RISE
AND PROGRESS.

BY MATTHIAS DUNN, ESd., C.E.

(Read at the Newcastle Mechanics’ Institute.)

Having had the honour of being elected

one of your vice-presidents, and having ob-

served the great loss which the society sustains

because of the want of scientific papers or

lectures, whereby an impetus may be given,

and the latent talent which exists among your
body drawn out

;
I am induced to volunteer

some observations upon the subject of colliery

engineering, founded chiefly upon my own
professional experience, both in this and other

districts of the country, during the last forty

years, coupled with traditionary and parole in-

formation as to the more early periods.

FIRST ERA.

STATE OF THE COAL-TRADE AT THE CLOSE
OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY AND
THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY.

The only districts in the north of England
from whence coal was shipped at this period,
were the rivers Tyne, Wear, and Blyth. In
the year 1699, the Tyne had two-thirds of the
whole trade, employing about four hundred
keels, and vending 300,000 chaldrons per
annum. The over-sea trade, it is said, em-
ployed 900,000 tons of shipping. Sunderland,
during fifty years preceding—viz., from about
1654, had risen into considerable importance.
The districts then yielding the principal supply
of Tyne coal were Ravensworth, and the nu-
merous collieries delivering into keels at
Derwenthaugh—viz., Pontop Pike, Marley
Hill, Tanfield Moor, Garesfield, Gibside,
Axwell, Blaydon Main, and the neighbourhood
of Winlayton. Further west again were
Grand Lease, (Stella,) Chopvvell, Hedley,
Wvlam, Throckley, Walbottle, Denton, Ben-
well, Fenham, &e., above bridge; and below
bridge were Felling, Gateshead, Hewortb,
Byker, Jesmond, Heaton, St. Lawrence,
Benton, &c.

;
Hedley Fell was working in

1727, the coal being led down to Stella; in
1755, Jesmond colliery was laid in—it was at
that time drained by two pumping engines.
The river Wear was supplied from the col-
lieries of the Lambton and Tempest estates

;

the districts up Chester Burn, Chattershaugh,
I* atfield, Birlley, &c., all delivered into keels
in the neighbourhood—the staiths extending
from Cox green to Chattershaugh. From the
then state of the trade, it was necessary to
hold, from time to time, large stocks of coals,
and to be ready to give quick despatch, to suit
tides and other emergencies

;
hence those ex-

tensive erections called staiths, many of which
remain to the present day. The skale of keel
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dues on the Tyne was fixed in 1710 as
follows :—A vessel above Ouseburn, per tide,

6s. 4d.
;
below Ouseburn, 6s. 8d.

;
Shawdon’s

Hole, 7s. 6d.
;

Saint Anthony’s 7s. 8d.
;
Win-

colmlee, 9s.; Jarrow and Howden, 11s. 8d.

;

Shields, 13s. 4d. The coals were all brought
from above bridge, or from the shore near
Newcastle. Notwithstanding the great dis-
tances from which the coals in those days were
brought, the waggon-ways were all of wood,
and even the wheels of the waggons were of
the same material. The waggon-ways were
constructed of a double tier of rails (the top
one always of oak or beech, as best consti-
tuted to stand the alternations of wet and dry)
and laid upon wooden sleepers, to which they
were pinned with wood. These waggon-
ways were most rudely constructed, being laid
nearly according to the undulations of the
surface

;
for the idea of inclined planes had

not at this period entered into the head of
man. In 1745 the cost of a yard of wooden-
way was 4s. 2d.—viz., two yards of oak rails,

Is. 2d.; three sleepers, 2s. 6d.
;

pins, Id.;
laying, 3d.

;
filling and ballasting, 2d. The

cost of a twenty-boll waggon in 1723 (then a
good deal used) was 7 l- Is. 2d. The waggons
were governed by convoys, bearing upon a
single wheel

;
and, in order to prevent the

wear of the wheels, which were extremely ex-
pensive to maintain, they were studded thick
with nails, driven up to the heads

;
but the

wear was proportionably great upon the breasts
of the convoys, which was a source of great
labour and expense

;
the breaking of the

waggons down the many rude steeps was at-

tended with continual loss of life, both to man
and horse. Cast-iron rails for waggon-ways
were introduced in 1767 at Colebrook Dale.
In 177b, Mr. Curr invented his underground
tramways. The coals were drawn from the
mines by horse machines, called gins—the
earliest construction (though, perhaps, it was
an improvement on one still earlier) being
called a cog and rang gin, the horse wheel be-
ing vertical and toothed

;
it turned a hori-

zontal shaft, lying over the pit, to which the
ropes were attached. This machine was then
but of recent introduction, the more ebb pits
being wrought by hand windlasses or jack-
rolls. In 1746, the price of drawing by gins,
with a sixteen-peck corf, for thirty fathoms,
was lOd. per four tons and three-quarters, and
Id. for every five fathoms of additional depth.
The whim-gin was an improvement upon the
complex combination of the cog and rung, and
has universally superseded it.

The drainage of the mines at the time we are
speaking of mainly depended upon day-levels
or adits

;
sometimes it was effected by means of

horses and chain-pumps, and, in certain situa-

tions, where advantage could be taken of a
running stream, or of water from a higher
altitude, a water-wheel was employed—parts
of Heaton and Jesmond, for instance, were
won by means of a water-wheel, wrought by
the stream of the adjoining burn. In 1690,
Mr. Bald writes, that water-wheels and chains
of buckets were commonly employed to drain
collieries in Scotland. The axle of the wheel
(he says) extended across the pit-mouth, and
small wheels were fixed upon the axle, to re-
ceive endless chains of two or three tiers,

which reached down to the coal
;
to these

chains were attached a number of oblong
wooden buckets or troughs, in horizontal posi-
tion, which circulated continually with the
chains, ascending on one side and descending
on the other, alternately full and empty, dis-

charging as they turned over the wheel on the
great axletree. A smaller machine of the
sort was occasionally worked by horses, as

well as by windmills. The steam-engine for
draining mines was introduced early in the
last century

;
the first was erected at Oxclose,

the second at Norwood, near Ravensworth,
and the third at Byker, in 1714; in 1720, it

had come into general use. It was invented or
introduced by the son of a Swedish nobleman,
who taught mathematics in Newcastle. The
art of self-government was not then discovered

;

the engine was wrought by the alternate
opening and shutting of cocks by an attendant

;

but about four years afterwards (in 1718) a
person of the name of Beighten invented the
means of producing the desired effect from the
machine itself. These engines were on New-
comen’s principle—an open-topped cylinder,

the vacuum being created underneath thepiston
by injecting cold water into the cylinder, and
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realizing an effective pressure of from 41b. to
51b. per inch on the safety-valve. Mr. W.
Brown, of Throckley, a celebrated viewer of
that day (according to a manuscript in my
possession), was remarkably conspicuous in
the introduction of the steam-engine to this
colliery district; in 1756, upon getting the ma-
nagement of Throckley colliery, he built one

o
0,T~then a great rarity; iu 1757, one at

Birtley North Side, one at Lambton, and one
atByker; in 1758, two at Walker, and one at
Bells Close; in 1759, one at Heworth

;
in

1760, two at Shire Moor, and one at Hartley;
in 1762, one at Oxclose, one at Beamish, and
one at Benwell (which had not only three
boilers, but twenty-four inch wooden pumps
formed of staves eighteen-inch diameter)

;
in

1764, one at North Biddick, one at Low Fell,
and three in Scotland—viz., one at Borrows-
towness, one at Pittenvveen in Fifeshire, and
one near Muselburgh; in 1766, one at Lambton;
in 1772, one atFatfield; in 1775, two at Wil-
lington, and one at Washington, with its house
contrived to take in a second; in 1776, one at
Felling. The present Allerdeen engine, at
Ravensworth, was built about 1750, up to
which period scarcely any pumps exceeded
eight-inch or nine-inch diameter, and scarcely
any engine had more than a single hay-stack
boiler.

T he coals in the early period of mining were
invariably drawn in corves or baskets

;
the

trams had broad wooden wheels
;

the tramways
were constructed of three planks, the upper
one forming an elevated ledge, for the guidance
of the tram. Horses were as yet scarcely in-

troduced under-ground
;
but when they were,

the roads were constructed in the same manner
as those above-ground, the rollies carrying two
or three corves each. Screens were not at this

time invented. All the produce of the mines
was sold, save what was consumed by the en-
gines and workmen. The first screen is said to

have been introduced by Mr. W. Brown, at

Willington Colliery, about the year 1740. The
coal prices did not exceed 10s. per Newcastle
chaldron; yet from the lowness of wages, and
the cheapness of materials, collieries were pro-

ductive of profit, and after the introduction of
steam-engines, became objects of general at-
tention. Hewers’ wages were from Is. 6d. to
Is. lOd. per day, and those of other workmen
in proportion. In 1744, Friar’s Goose coals
sold for 11s. per chaldron, and the cost of a
chaldron waggon was 9/. In 1745, the hewing
price ofLumleyMain coal was Id. per peck, or
Is. 9d. per four tons and three-quarters—the
twelve-peck corf was used, for the convenience
of drawing with gins

;
the Byker Main coal

(twenty-peck corf), Is. 6d. per four tons and
three-quarters—putting, lOd.

The art of ventilation was little known,
especially the underground furnace; but the
working of the coal was confined to the
seams at shallow depths, and in which inflam-

mable air existed in any small degree
;

still,

because of the ignorance of ventilation, explo-
sions were frequently happening, even in those
days, and gradually called into existence air-

tubes, ventilating furnaces, &c. In 1732 fire

lamps or furnaces were first known at Fatfield

Colliery, where many serious explosions took
place. In 1756, the first air-tube was built at

North Biddick Colliery, Mr. William Allison
being then the viewer. The cost of boring in

1746 was 5s. per fathom for the first five

fathoms, and 5s. per fathom extra every suc-

cessive five fathoms; a three-inch hole cost

26/. for thirty-one fathoms. Blasting by gun-
powder was then in its infancy—many pits and
drifts having been executed simply by the hack
and the wedge. Whilst the steam-engine was
imperfectly understood, the collieries in opera-

tion were necessarily those whose seams were
lying a short way from the surface, and not

burthened with any considerable quantities of

water—for the only pumps in use were bored

from solid wood, and the diameter was conse-

quently confined to eight or ten inches
;

the

joints were spigot and faucet, and there was a

difficulty in keeping them tight when the pres-

sure exceeded twenty-five fathoms. As no

means were devised of stopping backshaft

water, the only relief that could be made avail-

able was by means of off-take drifts—the en-

gine-pits being, where practicable, sunk con-

venient for such purposes.^ The coal keels or

barges on the Tyne and Wear were nearly of

the same construction as at present
;
but their

rig, not only at the time fust mentioned, but
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for many years afterwards, consisted of a lug-

sail, and the coals were carried in bulk in the

hold -not piled up, as at present, by means of

timberings— the collier vessels being of much
smaller burthen than at present, and their port-

holes proportionably low. Round ropes were

universal in the north of England — chains

never having found the favour which they have

enjoyed throughout Scotland, Wales, and other

coal districts. Women were employed under-

ground, but not generally, nor in great num-
bers; but about the pit-heaps and staiths much
of the labour was performed by them, both in

cleaning the coals, and barrowing them from

the depdts or staiths into the keels; their stan-

dard price for such work was one penny to

three-halfpence per ton.

During this epoch—it being considered that

where the coal lay beyond the depth of sixty

fathoms it was next to inaccessible—there was
great eagerness to monopolise those districts

lying within the known powers of winning.

The “ Grand Allies,” consisting of the

Ravensworth, Strathmore, and Wortley fami-

lies, under the advice of their far-seeing

agents, leased many of the available tracts of

coal; but improvements of the steam-engine

and application of cast-iron to the various pur-

poses of mining, produced a new era, paving

the way to the opening of those extensive and

valuable collieries below Newcastle-bridge, in

theWallsend seam, and the deeper collieries

upon the river Wear—whilst the monopolists

were saddled with long and costly leases, of

which they were not able to rid themselves for

many years afterwards. Notwithstanding the

limited powers of production then known, so

confined was the application of coal to the pur-

poses of life, that the trade could always be

overdone, and the sale constantly demanded a

similar artificial restriction to that which now
prevails— for, even early in the seventeenth

century, when not more than a dozen collieries

supplied the Newcastle trade, the owners were
obliged to buy each other out of the market, or

use other expedients for curtailing the over

supply. The winters were then much longer
and more severe than now-a-days—so that,

for the period of six or eight weeks, about
Christmas, every branch of the trade pits,

keels, and ships all settled at rest—the people

at the respective markets being obliged to lay

in beforehand suitable stocks of coals where-

upon to work during the winter months.

Previous to the year 1765, the art of venti'a-

tion had not progressed further than to produce

a good current along the Hank of the working

places, leaving the internal parts of the waste

in a state of stagnation, which often produced

explosions. This mode of airing continued to

he practised in the collieries of the river Wear
long after the coursing system was adopted

upon Tyne, being maintained at a much less

expense— the additional charge being thought

unnecessary. Mr. Spedding has been said to

be the inventor of the coursing system, but ac-

cording to a record in my possession, it was
first put in practice at Walker Colliery, by

Valentine Carter and W. Morris, who had

been sent for from the river Wear after an ex-

plosion. They ventilated all the wastes by

coursing the air alternately up and down a pair

of boards
;
and the system was constantly pur-

sued afterwards in the Tyne Collieries.

OF BEAUTY OF OUTLINE IN BUILDINGS.

Of the Inferiority of the Modems, compared in

this respect with the Ancient Masters ; and of

the Inutility of Decoration, without Goodness

of Outline.

That for which the ancient masters are

so eminently superior to the modern architects,

is elegance of outline : almost every one of

the old buildings, however exceptionable

point of details, has a grand, a neat, and a

picturesque outline. The Gothic steeples of

all countries, the dome of Saint Paul’s, and

tjv^,b ell- towers of Wren, and numerous other

/ fcuil4il»$s, both in England and abroad,

yfhetdicf:. viewed from afar or near, all

i have otWn£j\ universally an imposing and

1 q\. : >
pgrWa|>le' apfleu ranee ;

their considerate ar-

hkec-ts sg at once to have designed the

fard shell of the building so as to

contain amply all the internal requisites, with-

out unsightly additions
;
or, if from any neces-

sity enlargement of the pile afterwards be-

came necessary, the picturesque massing and

grouping together of the buildings were never

lost sight of.

But what is the mode now pursued ? In

most instances very different. A debased ex-

terior copy of some old building is made on a

small scale, in base materials ; this pretended

economical crust, in nine cases out of ten,

is discovered eventually to be neither high

enough, long enough, nor broad enough, to

contain properly all the accommodations and

internal details of the building: hence are

added the external incumbrances of lantern-

lights, ugly dormers, chimneys, and other de-

forming excrescences, for which modern
buildings are so celebrated.

Nature always contrives to place every

necessary apparatus within the compass of the

general outline, but most modern buildings

exhibit the same contrivance as birds would
if their giblets, being omitted within, were
afterwards skewered upon their backs.

If a building at a distance appear ugly, t is

in vain that it have delicate enrichments, md
that it be composed of rich materials

; it

cannot please either the vulgar or the tasteful,

nor can the scientific give it commendation.
The qualities of form and outline stand

apart from all the petty quarrels about ordert

and styles, by which unskilful professors have
pestered and lowered a once noble art.

The most picturesque edifices of all coun-
tries have a wonderful similarity in their out-

line. The most perfect architectural composi-
tion is that which forms one immense pyramid
of decoration consisting of many minor sub-
servient pyramidal masses :—such are the

celebrated Indo-moslem Tombs of Akbar at

Secundra, Shere Sha at Sosseram, Humaioon
at Delhi, and the Taj Mahal at Agra : such
are St. Paul’s Cathedral, the steeples of St.

Mary-le-bow, St. Bride’s, and those of all the

others of Wren’s churches.

The same principle is to be found governing all Gothic steeples.
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The same delicate and refined principle

While upon the subject of outline, the
author cannot refrain from contradicting-, as
far as in him lies, the opinion put forth with re-
gard to spires by Mr. Britton, in his exquisite
work upon “The History and Antiquities of
the Cathedral Church of Salisbury,”

(p. 74).
“Although this spire is an object 'of popular
and scientific curiosity, it cannot be properly
regarded as beautiful or elegant, either in itself,
or as a member of the edifice to which it be-
longs. A may-pole or a poplar tree, a pyramid
or a plain single column, can never satisfy the
eye of an artist, or be viewed with pleasure by
the man of taste. Either may be a beautiful
accessory, or be pleasing in association with
other forms. The tall thin spire is also far
from being an elegant object. Divest it of its
ornamental bands, crockets, and pinnacles,
it will be tasteless and formal, as we may see
exemplified in the pitiful obelisk in the centre
of Queen-square, Bath; but associate it with
proportionate pinnacles, or other appropriate
forms, and, like the spire of St. Mary’s Church
in Oxford, and that of the south-western tower
of Peterborough Cathedral, we are then
gratified.”

Very odd reasoning this, and quite at va-
riance with the in-born feelings of nearly every
native of Christian lands. The author' would
have deemed it unnecessary to refute such a
passage if it had been put forth by any other
than an antiquarian gentleman to whose taste
and perseverance we owe so much.
By the denuding process mentioned by Mr.

Britton, every thing accounted beautiful 'in the
world might be rendered both uncouth and
uglv : thus, take away the features of the
finest head and face, you have remaining a raw
skull : take away the sauce garniture and
cookery of a feast, and you leave but crude
flesh, raw vegetables, and a few other things
equally untempting.

The builders of the Christian steeples, those
outward beacons of a religious country, so
caught from the true sublime one of the chords
holding mastership over the human heart and
feelings, that the toitering child and the snowy-
headed old man, the religionist and the scoffer,
the churchman and the sectarian, alike pay the
tribute of admiration to the beauty of form of
the church spires built by our forefathers on
principles the mechanism of which, perhaps,
they cannot understand, and from feelings,
which though some of them cannot possess,
yet cannot but revere.

But the truth is, the myriads of these glorious
outward church adornments, which told at
every step the alien as he came to Europe, in
this land Christ is great, now deemed useless
though sublime, employed industriously and

Gothic turrets and Moslem minarets.

Shaking Minarets of the Mosque
at Ahmedabad.

profitably that portion of our Christian popu-
lation which from the want of employment
now begs or tenants the workhouse and the
gaol.

No object exists more sublime than the
steeple of St. Peters Church at Caen, unless
it be that of St. Michael’s Church at Coventry
—none more sublime than St. Michael’s, unless
it be that of Louth—none more sublime than
Louth, unless it be that of Chichester Cathe-
dral—none more sublime than the steeple of
Chichester Cathedral, unless it be that of
Antwerp Cathedral—none more so than Ant-
werp steeple, unless it be that of Strasbourg
Cathedral—none more so than Strasbourg
steeple, unless it be that of Freibourg in the
Breisgau—none more sublime than Freibourg
steeple, unless it be that of Salisbury Cathe-
dral, which, tapering up to heaven in beauteous
proportion till it seems more lofty than it

really is, appears as though it had drawn down
the very angels to work over its grand and
feeling simplicity the gems and embroidery of
Paradise itself; and, indeed, the most gorgeous
of the English florid works of architecture
always retain such a peculiar character of
sacredness that they always unfold a truly reli-

gious appearance.

The pyramid is Nature’s own form
;
her

mountains, the grandest of earthly masses,
diminish to heaven

;
architectural science re-

quires that a building to endure should end in
a pointed summit: a mere heap of sand will
by its own gravity assume a pyramidal form,
and so endure for thousands of years, and
long outlive a wall of granite reared perpen-
dicularly.

The feeling of love for the scientific and
picturesque form of the pyramid is so inherent
in man, that any modern steeple which is

erected, is immediately universally condemned
if its outline be not strictly pyramidal, and the
most illiterate, who knows not why he con-
demns it, is strictly correct in his condemna-
tion.

A pyramidal outline is of such importance,
that if even a dome do not conform to it, un-
graceful clumsiness, and disgust to every class

of beholders, are the sure results. In this

may be seen the wonderful art of Wren, in

proportioning the dome of St. Paul’s Cathe-
dral. The cupola is placed a great distance
within the tambour, so as at once to suit the
particular scheme of its construction, and to

form a pyramid. De Quincy says it appears
very harmonious notwithstanding this pecu-
liarity

;
but the truth is, that the perfection of

its form emanates from this diminution.
Indeed, many of the modern cupolas, built by
Sir John Soane and others, being almost as

large in diameter as their tambours, shew as
little mastery of the picturesque as of con-
struction, and, violating the principles of
natural taste, have become so unpopular, as to
have obtained for themselves the cognomen of
Pepper-boxes ;” and the same title but too

often applies to bad copies of the ogive domes
of King’s College Chapel, from their not being
built with the graceful and spiring elegance of
their prototypes.

The principle of the picturesque in architec-
ture absolutely requires that if a mass have not
a plain square outline, it should appear to be
hewn out of an exact pyramidal or conical
block.

The principle appears to have been first dis-
covered in Egypt, and to have spread over all
nations, from China to the farthest extremity of
Europe.
The same principle pervades the Egyptian

pyramid, the Egyptian needle, and those vast
moles of masonry which ascend to an enor-
mous elevation before the Egyptian temples :

it pervades the Grecian and the Roman tem-
ple, the Athenian choragic monument, the pa-
goda of China, the mysterious edifices of
Mexico, the temple of ancient Hindostan, the
mosque and the tomb of the Moslem, and the
Christian steeple.

I he Greeks, whose several states were in-
considerable, and therefore incapable of raising
such ample funds as powerful kingdoms like
ancient Egypt or modern Britain, never erected
buildings which were not small and low

;
most

of their edifices, therefore, not breaking above
the general altitude of their dwellings, they did
not require that strict attention to perfect py-
ramidal outline which was always attended to

in the lofty buildings of other nations. They
made no advances whatever in the more lofty
departments of science which were requisite,
and which were of necessity called into use in
the construction of such gigantic edifices: they
contented themselves with a mere triangular

facade.

Both Greeks and Romans, however, appear
to have been well aware of the upward diminu-
tion requisite in order to correct the otherwise
overhanging appearance of the upper part of a
building, whether from optical illusion or from
the projection of a cornice

;
hence, we find

many of their finest edifices were formed with
the plain faces of their architraves receding, as
if to continue the upward diminution of their

columns. But the proper display of sculpture
in the frieze of an order in general forbade that

member to recede, except in small buildings,

such as the choragic monuments of Lysicrates

and Thrasyllus, which were fully taken into the

eye at one view. Of the following ancient

buildings the faces of the architraves recede :

at Athens, the Parthenon, the temples of
Theseus and Erectheus, and the arch of
Adrian; at Salonica, the “Incantada;” at

Rome, the external and internal orders of the

Pantheon, the temples of Jupiter-Tonans, the

frontispiece of Nero, the reputed temple of

Pallas in the forum of Nerva, the arch of Con-
stantine, and the Ionic and Composite orders

of the Coliseum
;

at Tivoli, the reputed Tem-
ple of Vesta: all these examples shew the

possession of the same knowledge, but different

degrees of skill in making use of it; and there

is at Agrigentum a remarkable monument,
shewn by Mr. Wilkins in his “ Magna Gr«cia,”

the order, entablature, and other members of

which, all converge upwardly in a very peculiar
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manner, not altogether unlike some of the

spires of Norman architecture, as at Rochester

Cathedral. This structure is reputed to be the

tomb of Theron, tyrant of Agrigentum.

In buildings to be viewed from a great dis-

tance, the great art consists in making them
appear pleasing from every point of view.

Wren was in this as great a master as in

geometry and construction
;

not only' do his

steeples bear the test of a front view, but when
viewed diagonally and in various other way's

they still conform to pyramidal outlines,

whether passed down their utmost breadth, or

through the distended open parts of them which

appear in a side view.

Diagonal Outline of the Spire of St. Dunstan’s in

the East, London.

IIow ill the moderns have succeeded in

steeple- building by piling one discordant heap
upon another, may be gathered from the

almost universal contempt with which the

architect, the architectural critic, and the public

in general, view our modern steeples
;

to raise

upon each other, to coarse broken outlines,

imitations of delicate small works of ancient

architecture which stood on the ground, cannot

satisfy the mind or the eye
;
these things all

require to be designed on purpose
;
the higher

the stages of the work ascend, they are more
and more restricted in general magnitude by

the outlines of the pyramid, yet from their

superior altitude they require to be designed

in a larger and simpler style, otherwise, not

being read by the eye, they become confused,

and thence tasteless. The steeple of the new
church at Shadwell, from being formed with a

good outline, has received almost general

praise, although its details are coarse and its

materials are mean and fragile
; the easy

labour of drawing two pencil boundary lines,

meeting at its summit, gained for its designer

this praise, and saved him from the reprehen-

sion given to many works, the details of which
would rank higher if placed in proper situa-

tions. The author always knew that good
steeples were formed on this principle, and he
has been much pleased by finding the boundary
lines remaining in pencil upon ancient draw-
ings of them .—Essay on tlie Decline of Ex-
cellence in Modern English Buildings. By
Alfred Bartholomew, F.S.A.

Antwerp and London.—In 1342, when the

disputes between the Archduke Maximilian and the

bourgeoisie of Bruges ended in his blockading

Sluys, and thus striking a fatal blow at the pros-

perity of a city that had been the great depot for

the productions of the north and south of Europe,

its trade was transferred to Antwerp, which had
long been a formidable rival

;
and this, added to its

previous advantages, gave it a preponderance in

the scale of commerce, and it became the warehouse

of the civilized world, where merchants from all

lands congregated to buy and sell. To accommo-
date these visitors in the transaction of their busi-

ness, “the Bourse” was constructed in 1531,

which building furnished Gresham with his idea for

the Exchange in London, which was originally

styled “ Britain’s Bourse.” In the same manner
the ancient processions of the trades of Antwerp
furnished us with the prototypes of much of the

pageantry formerly exhibited in the early mayoralty
processions of London ; for the similarity between

them is too striking to be the result of accident.

—

Fairholt’s Lord Mayor's Pageants .

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS, &c.

The following are extracts from the 20th

Report of her Majesty’s Commissioners of

Woods, Forests, Land Revenues, &c., being

the 14th annual report :

—

HYDE PARK AND VICTORIA PARK.

The report also contains a schedule of pro-

perty purchased under the authority of the

act of 5 Victoria, sess. 2, cap. 19, to empower
the Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Woods,
&c., “to form a new opening from the Knights-

bridge-road into Hyde Park, and a new open-

ing from High-street, Kensington, into an in-

tended new road across the Palace-green

the total purchase-money for which property

amounts to 1,080/.; and a schedule of property

purchased under the authority of the act 5 Vic-

toria, sess. 2, cap. 20, to extend an act passed in

the 4th and 5th years of her present Majesty,

for enabling Her Majesty’s Commissioners of

Woods, &c., to purchase certain lands for

Victoria Park.

NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
In the appendix will be found a report from

Mr. Barry of the progress made, up to the

present time, in the erection of the new
Houses of Parliament. The following is that

gentleman’s report:

—

“ Architect's Report as to the Present State

of the Building.

“ The curtain portions of the river front and

a considerable portion of the north and south

fronts are carried up to their full height in

readiness for the roofs. The central portion

of the river front and the wings of the build-

ing are a little above the same level, and pro-

bably will attain their full height in about four

months from this time. Considerable progress

is made with the superstructure of the western

portion of the south front, the Victoria tower,

the Royal Gallery, the House of Lords, the

central tower and adjoining corridors, and the

west front towards New Palace-yard, all which
portions of the building are upon an average

about 15 feet above the level of the Trinity

standard of high-water.

“The stone continues to be supplied in

great abundance from the neighbourhood of

Austin, in Yorkshire, for the external masonry,

and there is no deficiency of supply of a stone

which has recently been employed, from Caen,

in Normandy, for the internal masonry. The
contractors have increased their number of

hands at the quarry to about 300 men, and

have provided additional tackle, horses, &c.,

by which and other arrangements the supply

of stone for the future will be even still more
certain and abundant than it has hitherto been.

The work executed and the contractors’ ar-

rangements for the progress of it at the build-

ing still continue to merit my entire approba-

tion. “Charles Barry.
“ Westminster, August 12, 1843.”

METROPOLIS IMPROVEMENTS.
In our last report we stated the progress

which had been made in purchasing the in-

terests in the property in the several lines of

improvement authorized to be made under the

Acts 3 & 4 Victoria, c. 87, and 4 Victoria,

c. 12
;
and we have now to state that on those

several lines, up to the 5th of January last,

we have completed purchases to the amount in

the whole of 300,755/. 5s. 8d., and have con-

tracted for further purchases to the amount in

the whole of 194,041/. 13s. 6d.
;

viz. :

—

1. In the line from Oxford-street to Holborn
we have completed purchases to the amount of

166,851/. 12s. 10d., and we have contracted for

further purchases to the amountof 15,906/. 15s.

2. In the line from Bow-street to Charlotte-

street, Bloomsbury, we have completed pur-

chases to the amount of 35,464/. 11s., and have

contracted for further purchases to the amount
of 26,485/.

3. In the line from the London Docks to

Spitalfields Church we have completed pur-

chases to the amount of 44,157/. 16s., and have

contracted for further purchases to the amount
of 71,102/. 18s. 6d.

4. In the line from Coven try-street to Long-
acre tve have completed purchases to the

amount of 54,281/. 5s. 10d., and have con-

tracted for further purchases to the amount of

78 ,477/-

5. In the line from East Smithfield to Rose-

mary-lane we have not completed any purchase,

but we have contracted for purchases to the

amount of 2,670/.

A statement is appended to the report shew-

ing our receipt and expenditure in respect of

monies applicable to these improvements, by

which it appears, that of the sum of 500,000/.,

mentioned in our last report to have been bor-

rowed of the Equitable Assurance Company
for the purposes of these improvements, upon

tne security of certain portions of the land

revenue of the Crown in the county of Middle-

sex, there remained a balance of 166,918/.

Is. lOd. on the 5th of January last.

THE PARKS. KENSINGTON, REGENT’s-
PARK, &C.

It having been deemed expedient that the

Crown should possess the freehold of the pro-

perty to a certain distance immediately eastward

and westward of the new entrance from the

Knightsbridge-road into Hyde-park (nowcalled

the Albert Gate), for the purpose ofobtaining and

exercising a controlling power as to the style

and character of the buildings to be erected on

the ground adjacent to that new entrance, we
have to report, that agreements have been en-

tered into for such intended purchases, and for

letting to Mr. T. Cubitt the disposable build-

ing-ground eastward and westward of the new
entrance.

We have also to report that, under the

powers given by the same Act, we have agreed

for the purchase of the three houses in the

High-street at Kensington, required for open-

ing the intended new communication between
Kensington and Bayswater; Avhich not only

forms an essential part of the plan for letting

for villas the site of the late Royal kitchen-

garden at Kensington, but will be a great ac-

commodation to the rapidly increasing popula-

tion in that district.

In furtherance of that plan, a new sewer for

the drainage of the intended houses has been

nearly completed
;
but, owing probably to a

very great suspension of building speculations

which bus existed during the past year, we
have as yet agreed to let only two out of the

thirty-three sites designed for new buildings

to be erected on this ground.

It was mentioned in our last report, that

the A’alue of this ground to be let on building

leases would be sufficient to form a fund for

acquiring and establishing a new kitchen gar-

den, to be attached to Windsor Castle, as well

as for the improvement of other royal kitchen-

gardens
;
and that approved plans for forming

such new kitchen-garden on part of the

Crown’s estate at Frogmore were then in pro-

gress.

Under the Act which authorized these ar-

rangements, the monies required for “ forming,
improving, laying out, planting, and enclosing

this new royal kitchen-garden, and in erecting,

making, and completing all requisite houses,

buildings, walls, sewers, drains, and other

works connected therewith,” have in the mean
time been defrayed out of the land revenues of

the Crown, as the funds to arise from the

value of the late kitchen-garden at Kensington
hav'e not, for the reasons before mentioned,

yet become available for this service.

The new bridges for connecting the Regent’s

Park with that portion of the Primrose-hill

estate which, under the authority of the 5th

& 6th of Victoria, c. 78, we had lately pur-

chased from the provost and fellows of Eton
College, having been completed and open to

the public since the date of our last report, we
are now in negotiation with the lessee of the

college, with a view to the purchase of his

interest, which will not expire till the year

1859; and if we fail in obtaining such terms

as shall appear to be reasonable, it is our in-

tention to avail ourselves of the powers of the

Act in question, to have the value assessed by
a jury.

Since the passing of the Act of 4th & 5th

Victoria, cap. 27, which vested in us all the

requisite powers for acquiring the lands in-

tended to form a new park in the eastern part

of the metropolis, we have agreed for the pur-

chase of the freehold interests in 101 acres

out of 290 acres comprised in the plan, and
authorized by the said Act to be purchased for

forming such new park; and having given the

proper notice to all the parties whose lands or

interests will be required, we are proceeding as

expeditiously as possible to complete the pur-

chases of all the still outstanding freehold in-

terests, before we begin to deal with those of

lessees, sub-lessees, or occupiers; and for the

present the monies set apart for this service

remain invested in Exchequer- bills.
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The payments into the Exchequer out of the

“ Growing produce,” or surplus yearly rents,
arising from the land revenues of the Crown,
amounted within the year ended 5th January
1843, to the sum of 133,000/.

The balances of the different accounts stand-
ing in our names, and in the hands of re-
ceivers, deputy-surveyors, and other officers,
on the 5th of January, 1843, amounted to

94,207/. i5s. 8d. Lincoln,
A. Milne,
Charles Gore,

Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Woods,
Forests, &c.

Office of Woods, &c., Aug. 21, 1843.

VICTORIA RAILWAY- STATION, MAN-
CHESTER.

The Victoria station of the Manchester and
Leeds and Liverpool and Manchester Railways
at the junction in Manchester just opened, is

the largest in the kingdom. It covers a dis-
tance from Hunt’s Bank to the Ducie Bridge of
852 feet, with an average width of 130 feet;
having five main lines of rails from end to end,
three of which are appropriated for the main
lines, and two are sidings. In addition to this
there are other sidings, which may hereafter
be used for goods; and the departure lines for
the two railways are also sidings, on the south
side of the other rails. To the length of 700
feet from Great Ducie street, the station is

covered in with an iron roofing, erected in three
compartments, the centre one being 59 feet 6
inches span; that on the north side, 28 feet;
and that on the south side, 26 feet 3 inches.
This roofing, with a length of 700 feet, and an
entire width of about 114 feet, forms the largest
extent of railway roofing in the kingdom, being
little short of 80,000 square feet of iron roofing.
This immense roof is supported by the north
boundary wall of the station, and by a num-
ber of iron columns

;
and the south side is pro-

tected by a similar wall, forming also a retain-
ing wall for the approach road from Hunt’s
Bank. The walls bounding this approach road
are surmounted by ornamental cast-iron rail-
ing, instead of stone parapets. The cotip d' ceil
of this splendid avenue, viewed from either
end, is very striking. The interior of the roof
is not left bare, as in some railway stations

;

but beneath the slates the whole has been
boarded, and the joints of the boards covered
with laths. During the day, the station is well
lighted by skylights in the’ roof

; and, during
the night, by a series of gas lamps, fitted with
burners for the new light, formed by a radiating
combination of the fiat flame burners, invented
by Messrs. Hall, of King-street. The sky-
lights are glazed with Chance’s patent glass,

which is a strong, thick, and cheap glass, in
panes of about four feet in length by one in

width, two of which in length include the ex-
tent of the skylights from the ridge downwards.
The gas lights consist of a number of radiating
tubes, like the spokes of a carriage wheel, per-
forated with orifices for the flat flame burners.
Of these lights there are 15 within the covered
station, a large one opposite each booking-
office, and several others round the boundary
wall down to Hunt’s Bank. Connected with
them is an arrangement of the utmost import-
ance for such establishments as railways. One
central tap at the station regulates and adjusts
all the lights there, both along the railway and
approaches, and also within the several booking
offices, waiting and refreshment rooms. When
a train is arriving or departing, the fullest illu-

minating power is required and used; but, in

the intervals between that and the next depar-
ture or arrival, the smallest modicum of light is

sufficient, and a single turn of the tap will re-
duce all the lights to any required degree. This
will, of course, be the means of considerable
saving in the consumption of gas. E\ ery care
has been taken to provide ample accommoda-
tion for the great traffic which must come on
the line. Altogether, it is computed the com-
pany possess at the goods’ station, Oldham-
road, not less than eight acres of land, all appli-
cable to the purposes of the goods’ traffic. At
and around the Victoria station, notwithstand-
ing its centrality, the company possess no less
than about thirteen acres.

At the official inspection of the station and
extensive line, General Pasley and the directors
were conveyed in two carriages, which, from
their novelty, may not be unworthy of notice.
Both these carriages are constructed from

designs of Mr. Houldsworth, the chairman of
the directors, and are intended chiefly for sum-
mer use. The Tourist forms one apartment,
with a high dais occupying the centre third of
the floor from end to end. On this dais are
placed at intervals two seats, backed by others,
in all 16 on the dais. On the lower floor there
are five seats on each side, which turn up, and
then leave a passage all round. Four other
seats are in the corners, making a total of 14
on the lower floor, the occupants of which,
when seated, do not at all obstruct the view of
those seated on the dais. The carriage is thus
capable ot containing 30 passengers. Besides
the windows at the side, there are wooden
slides in the coving of the roof, which, when
drawn down, open with gauze ventilators,
which let in the air, without admitting those
draughts which are sometimes so injurious in
the second-class carriages. For this applica-
tion of wire-gauze we believe a patent has been
obtained. 'The dais is fitted up with carpets,
&c., and each end of the Tourist is lined with
looking-glass, and has small ventilators for
winter use. The other carriage, named the
Gondola, is somewhat different in construction.
It has open ends, like “ stand-ups,” from which
doors open into a small but elegant saloon,
each side of which is occupied by a sofa,
covered with crimson velvet, and capable of
seating six persons. There is a let-down seat
within each door, so that this little centre will
seat a party of 14, who may have greater free-
dom of movement than in the ordinary railway
carriages, and may from time to time walk out
into the air, either in front or rear. The junc-
tion or extension line of the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway, from Ordsall-lane to
Hunt s Bank (through Salford), to connect
with the Manchester and Leeds extension, will
be completed in March next.

USE OF IRON IN SHIP-BUILDING.

Among the new employments found for iron
must be mentioned ship-building. Iron was
first used about the year 1810 for the con-
struction of vessels employed in canal and
river navigation. After this, the next employ-
ment of this material occurred in 1820, when
a steam vessel, called Aaron Manby, was con-
structed at the Horseley iron-works, and made
the voyage between the capitals of England
and Fiance without unloading any part of her
cargo

;
this vessel is still in good condition,

although twenty-two years old, never having
required any repairs to her hull. In 1825, a
small iron steam-boat was placed on the river
Shannon, where she is now employed, in good
condition. In 1832, the Elburkah—an iron
steam-vessel built by Messrs. Macgregor, Laird,
and Co., in Liverpool, made the voyage from
that port to the coast of Africa, and twice as-
cended the river Niger. This successful ex-
periment led to the construction of many other
iron steam-vessels. One builder, Mr. John
Laird, of Birkenhead, near Liverpool, has
built forty-five iron vessels, of the aggregate
burden of 12,600 tons. The total number
launched since 1830 is said to exceed 150.
The largest iron vessel yet finished, and in use,
is the Guadaloupe, a steam-frigate of 788 tons,
carrying sixty-eight pounders, and belonging
to the Mexican government; but her dimen-
sions are insignificant when compared with
those of the Great Britain, now building, and
nearly finished, at Bristol. The length of this
yessei, from her figure head to her traffrail, is

330 feet; the breadth of beam 51 feet; the
depth of her hold 31 feet; her draught of
water, when loaded, is calculated to be 16 feet;
and her burden 3,500 tons. The engines will
have a force equal to that of 1,000 horses, and
will be used to keep in action, as the means
of propulsion, an Archimedean screw. The
draught of water will be seen to exceed that of
a first-rate West-1 ndiaman. At present, this
vessel can only be considered as an experiment;
and should it fail, an abundance of ridicule
will no doubt be cast upon the proprietors by
men whose genius would hardly have sufficed
for the invention of a wherry. A great part
of the steam navy of the East-Tndia Com-
pany consists of iron vessels, twenty-five of
which are now in use in India, among
which are the Nemesis, the Ariadne, and
the Medusa—names well known to the
British public, from the conspicuous part
which the vessels performed in the war with
China. The advantages of iron over timber

for naval architecture are-the absence of
wear and tear” in the hull, no necessity for

caulking or coppering, no possibility of injurvrom dry rot, greater lightness, and increased
capacity; and, what is of even far more im-
portance, greater safety. This last point has
sometimes been questioned, but not by any one
having knowledge on the subject. When a
timber built ship takes the ground with any
violent shock, the whole framework of the
vessel is strained, and in a measure dislocated,
so that by the mere buffetting of the waves,
She will in all probability soon be made a com-
plete wreck; but when an iron-huilt vessel
strikes, however violent the blow, it is only the
part that is brought into collision with the
rocks that will be injured. The plan of build-
ing; these ships in water-tight compartments
then proves its efficacy

;
for, should the injury

amount even to the tearing away of the plates,
the resulting mischief will only be to fill with
water that particular compartment of the
vessel to which the injury has occurred, so that
the ship will be scarcely less buoyant than
before

;
and experience has shewn that damage

of this kind is easily repaired. The first cost
of iron vessels is somewhat, but not much, less
than that of the timber-built vessels

;
their

comparative cheapness results from the greater
durability. After years of constant emplov-
ment, they are found to be as sound and as
clean as when first built. Their weight, upon
which depends the displacement of water, is as
a general rule three-filths the weight of wooden
vessels of the same capacity. The weight of
metal used in proportion to the burden of the
ships varies of course with the size. A sea-
going iron steam-vessel will take from nine to
twelve cwt. of iron per ton register. Boats
intended for river traffic, which do not require
an equal degree of strength, of course take a
less weight of metal. The bui lding of iron,

ships is last becoming an important branch of
national industry

;
it is one which our mineral

riches, and our great mechanical skill, will
secure to us as a virtual monopoly.

—

Porter’s
Progress of the Nation.

THE NORTHEN COAL TRADE.

In 1770 there were only 13 collieries on the
Tyne, and in 1808 there were upwards of 30.
In 1828 the number was increased to 41 on
the Tyne, and to 18 on the Wear, making in
all 59. The estimated powers of working
possessed by these collieries—that is, the quan-
tity of coals they are able to raise in a year

—

are calculated by the late Mr. Buddie, the
most accurate and experienced viewer ever-

known in the trade, at 5,887,522 tons. In.

1836 the number of collieries was again,
augmented on both rivers, and their powers of
working extended to 8,133,922 tons yearly,,

being an increase in seven years of 2,236,400-
tons, or nearly 38. per cent. In addition to.

this there were in that year new collieries

already shipping coals, but not in the regular-

tion, capable of producing another million of
tons, which swells the increase per cent, to

nearly 55, or considerably more than half.

Still the Tees is not included. From the year
1826, when coals first began to be shipped on
the Tees, up to 1835, the quantity increased,,

year by year, from 18,581 to 357,7^6 tons,,

conveyed along the Stockton and Darlington,

Railway alone. But in 1836 the Clarence*

Railway was in operation, and we may assume-
the powers on the Tees in that year to have-

exceeded 500,000 tons. Thus, then, from 182G
to 1836, the aggregate capabilities of the

whole district has sprung from 5,941,812 (in-

cluding the Tees) to 9,623,922, shewing an in-

crease of 3,682,130 tons, or fully 62£ per cent.

Taking the next septennial period, from 1836

to 1843, the ratio is equally progressive.

Hartlepool, in the interval has become a great

and flourishing port; and all the collieries

shipping there, with the exception of Thorniey,

are creations belonging to this cycle. Lord

Londonderry’s own snug little harbour of

Seaham has grown into magnitude, and tripled

its trade within the time. Two joint-stock

companies have, during the while, been foimed,.

each with a capital of nearly 500,000/. sterling,

and which have sunk nearly the whole of their

funds in exploring new coal-fields. More-

over, on the Blyth, the Tyne, the Wear, and

the Tees, multitudinous fresh winnings have-

been made by private individuals and compa-



nies, whilst an entirely new district around

Warkworth has been ca'lled into existence. In

the same period, or nearly so, seven additional

public railways, for the’ conveyance of coal,

have been opened in the county of Durham
alone. The impulse, has, in truth, been

attended with amazing consequences. T he

region of developed coal-fields has been ex-

tended in every direction, until it describes a

vast circuit, stretching from the Coquet, in

the remote north, to the sterile waste of

Cockfield Fell in the far west, sweeping round

Midrlleham on the extreme south till stopped

by the German Ocean on the east. We cannot

estimate the increase of powers thus obtained

at less than 3,000,000 of tons yearly, so that

the aggregate capabilities of the district may
be now assumed at upwards of 12,500,000 tons

per annum, being much more than double the

quantity that could have been raised in 1828.

—

Newcastle Advei'tiser.

PRESERVATION OF CHURCH ORGANS.

To those who take an interest in the means

of obtaining church music, the subjoined letter

to the editor of the Hereford Times may be

interesting:

—

“ Sir,— It is to be feared that though the

repairs of the Cathedral are progressing with

certainty, they are also an exemplification of

the saying— sloto and sure. But though the slow

and sure is a vexatiously dull pace, irritating

the temper and exhausting patience, it is much
better than a more rapid one, when the latter

cannot be adopted safely. Considering that it

appears by no means certain that the restora-

tion of the Cathedral will be so far completed

as to admit of the erection of the organ and

the celebration of the Triennial Musical Festival

within its walls in 1846, it becomes a matter of

extreme importance to save that valuable in-

strument from inevitable ruin. An organ is

always better circumstanced in churches where
divine service is solemnized daily, and not

merely on the first day of the week. I am of

course supposing that the organ is regularly

played on everv day, except on Ash Wednesday
and in Passion Week. But if the organ used

for divine service daily is better circumstanced

than that which is used but weekly, what shall

be said of one which is not even used once a

month or once a year? What shall be said of

an organ which has been removed under the

inspection of a competent person, but which

has been treated like mere lumber and rubhish ?

The matter is too serious to treat with levity

or indifference. A plain question is at issue.

Shall the cathedral organ exist, or shall it not?

The dean and chapter are the persons who
have to decide its fate. Let them at once send

for an organ-builder of well-known and justly-

merited celebrity (I care not whether it be

Mr. Hill, or Messrs. Gray and Davison, but it

should be one of these), who should, under his

personal inspection, see the organ placed in

the Shire Hall. As for the expense, I have to

observe that any expense is better than the de-

struction of a valuable instrument. A stitch

in time saves nine. I hope it will do so now.

Let the organ be erected in the Shire Hall;

let Mr. Smith exhibit its powers once a week
in public, as Mr. Stimpson does those of the

Birmingham organ, and let the price of admis-

sion be the same. This, with the exhibition

of the instrument to Mr. Smith’s friends, and

such others as he may admit at any time he

may think fit, will save a noble instrument

from the calamity which otherwise awaits it.

“ An Admirer of Oi.d Organs.”

Superficial Measurement of the great
Wellington Group.—Bronze casting :—Drapery,

128 feet
;
head of horse, 25 feet ;

neck, 120 feet

;

hand, 12 feet; hind quarter, 291 feet ; fore quarter,

2G1 feet; hat, 26 feet; body of duke, 150 feet.

Of the colossal head of his grace, cast from a

cannon taken at Waterloo, we have not the dimen-

sions, nor of the limbs from the foot to the knee;

but it will appear from the above to be little less

than 1,100 feet

!

Royal Exchange Clock.— Mr. Dent, the

well-known chronometer maker in the Strand, has

obtained the contract for making the Royal Ex-

change clock. His tender was for 800/., but it

having been ascertained by the committee that he

could not execute it with chimes, quarters, &c., as

wanted, for that sum, they have agreed to allow him

500/. more, making together 1,300/., and out of this

it is supposed Mr. Dent can scarcely clear himself.

WILTS HILARY SESSIONS.

Coleshill Bridge.—The County Surveyor
reported that he had examined this bridge,

and he estimated that the cost of repairing and
widening the old biidge would be 250/. The
expense of building a new bridge at a different

point of the stream, with the approaches,

would be 450/. Looking to the future expenses

of repairs, &c., and to the accommodation of

the public, he would recommend the build-

ing the new bridge.

The Earl of Radnor stated that the Berk-
shire magistrates had appointed a committee

to confer with the magistrates of Wilts, with

authority to decide on building a new bridge,

or to repair the old, as might be thought best.

The Clerk of the Peace stated that the ap-

proaches to the bridge would be liable to be

repaired by the parties who repaired the

present road,—the Commissioners.

It was then agreed on the motion of Lord
Radnor that the present committee be requested

to meet the magistrates of Berks to ascertain

what place will be most convenient to build the

bridge.

Boreham Bridge.—The committee ap-

pointed at the last sessions reported that they

had examined the bridge and the evidence

bearingon the question, and that in theiropinion

the county is liable to repair the bridge. The
bridge was now in a very dilapidated state, and

they recommended that the county surveyor be

directed to examine it and take the usual neces-

sary steps for its repair.

ASSESSED TAXES CASES.

Determined by the Judges on Appeal.

May 18, 1841.

Windows—Bakehouse.

A bakehouse in a back yard and disjoinedfrom the

dwelling-house, and having no communication

with it, is not a manufactory within the 48 Geo.

3, c. 55, and 50 Geo. 3, c. 104, and is liablefor
its windows.

At a meeting of the commissioners held at the

Red Lion Inn, in Dorking, on Monday, the 28th of

September, 1840 (48 Geo. 3, c. 55, schedule A.,

rule 3), John Brown, of Dorking, baker, appealed

against two windows in a bakehouse, which bake-

house is situated in his back yard, and is disjoined

from his dwelling-house, and has no communication

therewith. Mr. Brown is by trade a bread-baker,

and claimed to be exempted from such windows on

the ground of his bakehouse be;ng what he con-

sidered a manufactory, and exempt by the 8th

section of 50 Geo. 3, c. 104. The commissioners

relieved the appellant for the windows in question :

with which decision the surveyor was dissatisfied,

and requested a case thereon for the opinion of her

Majesty's judges. He referred to case 191, and

submitted that, under the circumstances stated, the

bakehouse in question was not such a manufac-

tory as the law contemplated to relieve. The cases

of Thomas Rose and John Saunders being similar

cases to the above, the surveyor demanded ths

judges’ opinion on their cases also.

W Ceawford, l Commissionera .

E. Kerrick, J

We are of opinion, that the determination of the

commissioners is wrong.

J. Patteson. T. Coltman. W. Wightman.

Windows—Solicitor’s offices.

Appellant (a solicitor) residing elsewhere, occupied

premises as offices, underletting a part to his

clerk, who lived there. A door ivas in front of
the premises, opening into a passage common to

master and clerk, the offices being on one side,

and the rooms on the other : Held, not exempt

for the windows, the offices and clerk's pre-

misesforming but one house, and being inhabited

in the night-time.

At a meeting of the commissioners of assessed

taxes, held at the Wynnstay Arms Inn, in Llan-

fyllin, on the 11th of September, 1840, for the

purpose of hearing appeals against the first assess-

ments, for the year ending 5th April, 1841, (48 Geo. 3,

c. 55, sch. (A) ; 57 Geo. 3, o. 25, s. 1 ; 5 Geo. 4,

c. 44, s. 1) ;—Mr. T. Lloyd Royle, of Llanfyllin

aforesaid, solicitor, appealed against an assessment

for fifteen windows.

The appellant stated that the windows are charged

for premises occupied by him as offices ;
that he is

the tenant, and underlets a part of the said premises

to his clerk, which he (his clerk) occupies as his

dwelling-house. That there is a door in front of

the premises which opens into a passage common to

both, and the appellant’s offices are through a door

on the right hand, and his clerk’s dwelling through

a door on the left hand of the said passage, he

therefore contends that his offices are exempt, as

they are separated from his clerk’s dwelling by the

passage before stated ;
and as he resides in another

house, upon which the windows are duly charged,

we the commissioners relieved the appellant, but the

surveyor demanded a case, urging that the passage

before mentioned is not any thoroughfare, for in-

stead of leading through the premises, it leads up
stairs, and that upon the passage (which is nothing

more than a front entrance to the house) there is

only one door, and that in the front, which is some-
times closed by day, and always by night, and then

shuts all as in one dwelling ; he therefore submitted

that the appellant could not be exempted under the

Act of 5 Geo. 4, c. 44, s. 4, in consequence of a

part thereof being occupied as a dwelling-house.

Edward Foulkes, T . . „
T t- >- Commissioners.
John Davies, J

We are of opinion that the determination of the

commissioners is wrong.

J. Patteson. J. Gurney. T. Coltman.

Windows—Attorney’s office.

Appellant lived in a house, three rooms of which she

let as offices to an attorney, who lived elsewhere;

there teas one front door only to the tohole house.

Held, not exemptfor the zoindows of the rooms let as

offices, they being part of an inhabited dwelling

-

hoiwe.

At a meeting of the commissioners of land and as-

sessed taxes, acting for the division of the town of

Cambridge, on Monday, the 9th day of November,
1840, the following case was heard and determined

(48 Geo. 3, c. 55, sch. A.) : Mrs. Ann Peed, of this

town, appealed against five windows in her dwelling-

house. Appellant being sworn, states, “she occu-

pies a house containing eight rooms, including a

kitchen under ground
;
there are fifteen windows, in-

cluding the kitchen window. Appellant lets three of

the rooms to Mr. A. Peed, an attorney, in which there

are five windows, which Mr. Peed uses exclusively

as offices, his dwelling-house being in another

part of the town
;
there is one front door communi-

cating with all the rooms in the house. Mr. Peed’s
dwelling-house is in Trinity parish, and is duly as-

sessed. Appellant contends she is not liable for five

windows in Mr. Peed’s offices.”

The surveyor contended that as the offices formed

a part of the dwelling-house, and had communication
therewith, the appellant had no ground for claiming

any exemption from the five windows in the rooms so

used or occupied, and produced cases 506, 507, and
508, in support of his opinion.

The commissioners, notwithstanding, were of opi-

nion that as Mr. Peed occupied a dwelling -house as

stated, and was duly assessed for the same, the ap-

pellant was not liable, and relieved her from the five

windows. The surveyor being dissatisfied, requested

a case for the opinion of her Majesty’s judges, which
we sign accordingly.

}
C°“0»«rS .

We are of opinion that the determination of the

commissioners is wrong.
J. Patteson. T. Coltman. J. Gurney.

Windows—Shop.
A shop window on the left side of a baker's house, and

looking on a carriage way running into an inn yard,

such way being also a public loay to the bakehouse

and to the back premises of an adjoining house :

—

Held, exempt as a shop window under the 4 Geo- 4,

c. 11
,
s. 1 .

At a meeting of the commissioners, held at the Red
Lion Inn, in Dorking, on Monday, the 28th day of

September, 1840, (48 Geo. 3, c. 55, sch. (A) ;—John
Sanders, of Dorking, baker, appealed against the

charge for a shop window on the lelt side of his shop.

The bow window (chargeable as two from its size)

in the street front of the same shop was previously

allowed him by the surveyor, and had not been as-

sessed. The window in question is situated on the

left side of the house, and looks on a carriage way
running into an inn yard, and which way is also a
public way to the bakehouse of the appellant, and
also to the back premises of another adjoining house.
The surveyor submitted thatundersuch circumstances

the side window in question did not come within the

meaning of the act 4 Geo. 4, c. 11, s. 1 ;
but the com-

missioners being of a different opinion, relieved the

appellant ;
whereupon the surveyor requested a case

for the opinion of Her Majesty’s judges.
W. Crawford, i r. . - „
Edward Kerrick, }

Comm.ss.oners,

We are of opinion, that the determination of the
commissioners is right.

J. Patteson. J. Gurney. T. Coltman.

Exchange Bazaar.—A society is in the course

of formation on the Surrey side of the water,

having for its object the raising capital of 1,000/.,

in small shares, in order to establish a bazaar for

the mutual exchange of goods for provisions and

other necessaries on equitable terms, chiefly for the

purpose of enabling small tradesmen to find a fair

market for their goods. The whole, in fact, is in

some respects on the principle of the Labour Ex-
change formerly established in Theobald’s-road, but

some defects in which are proposed to be remedied,

and every objection removed. Preliminary meetings

are at piesent being held in Stamford-street, and

shortly a public meeting will be called, with a view

to put the proposed plans in operation.
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MEASURING ROUND TIMBER.
Sir,—On page 559 of your last volume, a cor-

lespondent subscribing himself “ L.” complains of

what he terms “ a curious discrepancy in two ways
of measuring a stick of round timber,” and ex-

presses a wish “ to see it explained.” He instances

a piece 80 feet long, 6 inches diameter at one end,
and 6 feet at the other, and informs us that “ the

contents, taking the centre of the length for the

quarter girth, will be found to be 52] "22050080,”
but that if the piece be cut into three pieces of 35
feet, 10 feet, and 35 feet long respectively, and each
piece be measured separately in the same manner,
their contents added together will be found to be
624"5597643390548525. Permit me to inform him
that the discrepancy between the two operations

(for they are not different methods) arises from the

simple fact of their being both of them wrong
;
and

that the difference between their results proves them
to be so ; for had they been correct, it is self-evident

that the sum of the contents of the parts must be
equal to the contents of the whole. It is absurd
to “ take the centre of the length for the quarter

girth. If “ L.” was computing the superficies of a
triangle, he might measure at the centre for a multi-

plier of the length with propriety, but the mensu-
ration of the “ stick of round timber ” is a cubical

affair, and, to do it properly and scientifically, he
must consider it (what in its geometrical capacity

it is) the frustrum of a cone, and proceed as

follows, viz. : find the mean area (not by girthing it

in the centre, but) by adding together the squares of

the two diameters, and the product of the two, and
multiply their sum by "2618, the one-third of *7854
(which is the area of a circle whose diameter is 1),
then multiply the main area thus found by the

length, and the product is the contents of the frus-

trum.

Or the mean area may be found, by adding
together tha areas of the two ends, and the mean
proportional between them, which is the square root
of their product, and divide their sum by 3.

Measured in this way, the contents of the piece
given is 822*052 feet, or 822 feet 89*856 inches
cubic ; and if the three divisions he names are each
measured in the same way, ” L.” will find that no
discrepancy exists between the sum of their results

and the contents I have given.

Though the question seems of a rather whimsical
character, yet as it belongs to the important subject

of timber surveying, on which a great many errone-

ous notions prevail, I deem it not undeserving of
notice in a publication for builders

;
perhaps you

will agree with me, and give insertion to this reply

in the columns of your next. Should “ L.” wish
to see the solution at length, I shall be happy to fur-

nish it. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Liverpool, 9th Jan. 1844. S. Huggins.

architects’ commission.
Sir,—You will oblige an early subscriber, an

architect, by inquiring through the medium of
your paper, whether an architect’s commission of

2-J per cent, can be substantiated for a series of
drawings, and a report describing the same, with
estimate of the probable expense. Any subscriber

or correspondent having, in the course of his pro-
fessional career, had the unpleasant necessity en-

forced on him of establishing his just claim by
recourse to litigation, will confer an obligation by
asserting the result thereof, by which an immense
benefit may be derived, not only by myself, but by
almost every member of the profession.

I remain, Sir, yours faithfully,

A Subscriber.
The drawings consist of four elevations, two sec-

tions, and plans of four stories
;
the estimate was

.£2 , 000 .

[We think that within the charge of 2£ per

cent, should be included the making" a detailed

specification of the work.—

E

d.]

THE LEICESTER MONUMENT.
Sir,—The chairman of the committee having

informed the competitors of the result of this com-
petition, in a circular expressed in terms of courtesy

and fair dealing, and giving the name of the suc-

cessful candidate, I would suggest that your corre-

spondent in last week’s paper should plainly state

whether his remarks apply to the design No. 40,

stated to be the one selected.

Another Competitor.
London, January 10, 1844.

BLUE LIAS LIME.
Sir,—I shall be glad to be informed, through the

medium of your valuable magazine, whether blue

lias lime can be obtained any where in Yorkshire or

on any of the rivers which branch from the Humber
convenient for shipment

;
or if not, where the stone

can be procured.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Bridlington, Jan. 6th, 1844. Inquirer.

fHisrellawa.

Mr. Joseph’s Statue of Sir David
Wilkie.—A private view was afforded to

the friends of Mr. Joseph, to several of the
nobility and persons of distinction, and to those

more immediately connected with the Fine Arts,
of the statue, just finished, of the late Sir
David Wilkie, by Mr. Joseph, now placed in

the National Gallery, in Trafalgar-square, and
open to public view. The statue is a repre
sentation of the late eminent artist in an atti-

tude of contemplation : in the right hand,
which crosses the heart, is a pencil, -whilst the

left holds a portfolio of designs or drawings.
The figure is in a modern costume, the angles

of which are kept down
;
and the whole is

rendered classical in its appearance by a cloak,

or robe, which falls in broad folds over the

shoulders. The likeness is correct
;

it may be
somewhat idealized and flattered, but not
beyond what is allowable, or at least what
every sculptor allows himself. The figure is

dignified and simple
;

it is happily free from
any exaggerations, neither is it made up of
littlenesses, or frittered into detached portions.

The drapery of the gown, or robe, is very good.
The statue is placed upon an elegant and massy
pedestal of polished veined marble in a shallow
recess, upon one side of which, covered by
plate-glass, is preserved a favourite palette of
the deceased painter, and forms not only an
elegant ornament to the National Gallery, but
a proof that sculpture in this country is by no
means on the decline. It is one of the best, if

not the best, statue which Mr. Joseph has pro-

duced.

Artesian Well.—An artesian well has

been recently completed at the Middlesex
Pauper Lunatic Asylum at Hanwell, under
the superintendence ofMr.F.Bullen, of London,
which, from the quantity and the quality of

the water which it yields, as well as the height

to which the water rises, may be reckoned as

one of the most powerful in the kingdom.
The shaft to a depth of 31 feet is 10 feet in

diameter, and thence to a further depth of 200

feet is six feet in diameter, making 231 feet.

At that point a small auger was driven below
into a sand stratum, strongly charged with

water, through which it was found necessary

to force cast-iron cylinders into the clay

beneath a depth of 12 feet. The whole of the

shaft is constructed of brickwork in cement,

and the cylinders are also lined with the same
material. At the depth of 243 feet a guide

rope was inserted, and secured with brick-

work, and the boring commenced with pipes

of 14 inches internal diameter, which are car-

ried down into the flints immediately over-

laying the chalk, a depth of 290 feet, whence
the water now rises and overflows the surface

at the ratio of 100 gallons per minute, and at

26 feet above the surface at the ratio of 23

gallons per minute. The following is a de-

scription of the strata through which the well

has been sunk and bored, with the exception

of a few veins of septasia:—vegetable soil,

lft. 6in.
;
gravel, 7ft-

J
sand, 2ft. Gin.

;
gravel

and sand, 9ft.; brick clay, 2ft.; blue or

London clay, 169ft.; indurated mud, sand,

and clay, with pieces of wood and shells em-

bedded, 24ft.
;
pebbles and shells, 3ft.

;
plastic

clay, 29ft.; sand, 2ft.; plastic clay, 4ft.
;

in-

durated mud, sand, and clay, 8ft.
;
dark brown

clay, 9ft.; green sand and clay, 7ft-
]
oyster

bed, 2ft. 9in.
;
pebbles and yellow clay, 2ft.

3in.; bed of flint stones into which the bore is

carried, 3ft. The temperature of the water as

it overflows the surface is 55 deg. of Fahrenheit.

Health of Towns.— Sir H. De La
Beche, one of the Commissioners appointed

by Government to ascertain the best mode of

improving the health of towns, paid an official

visit to Bath during the week before last,

accompanied by Mr. Hobhouse, the Secretary

to the Commission. The several registrars of

births, deaths, and marriages, within the

borough, are busily engaged under the Com-
missioner’s direction, in preparing well-ar-

ranged statistical tables from July 1842 to July

1843, in order that the sanatory regulations of

that city may be duly brought before the Com-
mission.

Salisbury Railway.—It is now stated that

the proposed line is to be carried out solely by the

South-Western Railway, irrespective of any local

shareholders. The bill will be applied for early in

the session.

Railways orossing Common Roads.

—

A few days since, the gates across the railway
at Beeston station were not open when the
first train from Derby came down the line, and
the morning being very dark, the engineer did
not see the obstruction, nor abate the speed of
the train, which was then going very fast; the
consequence was, that the engine knocked the
gate all to pieces

;
and the force with which

some part of it was thrown back, dashed to
the ground the palings which enclose the station-
house, breaking off the bars like so many
matches. Fortunately the extent of the
damage done is confined to the gate and
paling; but this should be one more warning of
the culpable inhumanity of railways passing
common roads : the bare necessity of the re-

moval of gates and barriers from across a
railway insures, notwithstanding all possible
care, the frequent occurrence of accident

;

and we dread to contemplate the cruel loss of
life which will sooner or later ensue from the

possibility of persons while going along a
common road being cut down by a tornado of
railway vehicles.

Projected Railway between Maryport
and Whitehaven.—A new railway has been
projected, and will be brought before Parliament in

the ensuing session, for constructing a line between
Maryport and Whitehaven, in Cumberland. This
forms a portion of the great north line from Lan-
caster, before the public a few years ago, which was.

to cross Morecombe Bay, but did not at that time

meet the requisite support of capitalists, probubly

from a fear of the embankment in the sea across the

bay from Lancaster to Ulverstone. It has now as-

sumed a more practicable shape, being confined to

a single line of rails along the coast from White-
haven to Maryport, where it will unite with the

railway to Carlisle, and thence to Newcastle-on-

Tyne, and when completed, there will then be a

continuous line of railway from Whitehaven to

Tynemouth, Shields, Sunderland, Hartlepool, Stock-

ton, and all places in connection with the railways

in the county of Durham. The country has been

examined, and the line pointed out, by Mr. George
Stephenson, and his oldest assistant, Mr. John
Dixon, formerly resident engineer of the Stockton

and Darlington Railway, and afterwards, for several

years, of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway,

has been to Whitehaven preparing the necessary

plans and sections for depositing with the clerk of

the peace for the county of Cumberland. The
present project meets with the approbation and
support of the Earl of Lonsdale, through whose
property the line runs for many miles, so that there

is little doubt but ere long this projected line will

be added to the existing railway communications in

the kingdom.

Central Line of Railway into Scotland.
—A report on a central line of railway to Scotland,

by Messrs. Johnson and Wood, has been addressed

to the directors of the Newcastle and Carlisle

Railway Company. The line proposed is to take a

central route, commencing at the Rose Hill station

of the above-named line, and proceed by Gilsland,

Askerton Castle, Cumcrook, New Castletown,

Shields, Hawick, Melrose, and Galashields to Edin-

burgh, at about an equal distance from the pro-

posed Caledonian line on the west, and the Great

North British on the east. The proposal of this

line appears to be brought forward not from any

spirit of opposition, but to endeavour to shew that

the central line will prove of equal accommodation

to the public at less expense than the other two

lines, and in the working an annual saving of

227,333 1. will be effected, paying 5 per cent, on

the capital expended, and opening a line of commu-
nication through a mineral, manufacturing, and

agricultural country, whose resources have never

yet been developed.

Railway Junction.—At the meeting of the

Hull and Selby Railway shareholders, the terms of

junction with the Manchester and Leeds line were

agreed to, so that it only remains to be carried out

under the sanction of Parliament for the benefit of

the general body. The principle of amalgamation,

which at the present moment is the great feature in

the railway world, will tend to consolidate interests,

and destroy the evil of competitive management, if

properly regulated with the view to public conve-

nience as well as individual benefit.

Steam Theatre.—A great theatre is about to

be erected at Brussels, in which the machinery of

the scenes and decorations is to be moved by steam,

with little or no aid from manual labour. The gra-

dations of day and night, the effects of storm, moon-

light, conflagration—even the movements of the

clouds—are to be effected by optical illusions and

the various combinations and contrivances of the

ingenious mechanic.
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Passenger Duties on Railways.—From a

return made to the House of Commons in the course

of last session, it appears that the railroads in Eng-
land and Wales, 56 in number, have paid in the

year ending January 5, 1843, no less than

152,663/. 13s. Ofd., as passenger duty. The amaz-
ing increase of railway traffic within the last ten

years may be gathered from the fact, that in the

year ending January, 1833, the whole sum paid to

Government as passenger duty was 639/. 16s. lOd.

The amount paid in the year ending January, 1842,

was 148,204/. 13s. 10£d. In Scotland, in the

year ending January last, 20 railroads paid

15,125/. Is. 6Jd.,beingan increase of 3,468/. Os. lid.

over the preceding year. The gross amount paid

by all the railroads in the kingdom during the last

year was 167,788/. 14s. 7^d. The amount paid in

the previous year was 159,861/. 14s. 6d., shewing
an increase in 1843 of 7,927/. Os. ljd. The ten

railroads having termini in London paid 82,447/.

4s. 5d. ; the three largest amounts being paid by the

London and Birmingham, the Great Western, and
the South-Western, which paid respectively

25,940/. 14s. Id., 25,801/. 5s. 2d., and 12,043/.

19s. 7d., or more than two-fifths of the whole
amount.

Steam Plough on Lochar Moss.—This
machine, which has occupied so much public atten-

tion in Dumfries for twelve months past, is now
completed, under Mr. W. J. Curtis's management,
and fully realizes all that was expected from it.

The plough, governed by the peculiar apparatus

invented by Mr. Curtis, turns over the soil in the

most perfect manner; and the ploughman or steers-

man, seated on the plough, draws a furrow so

straight, that no ploughman on the most favourable

soil could surpass it. The moss is exceedingly soft,

and full of holes and hillocks alternately; but not-

withstanding this, the plough passes over the surface

as majestically as a ship through the water. This re-

sult is likewise due to an improvement made in the

figure of the plough by Mr. Curtis. A beautiful

contrivance, also the invention of Mr. Curtis, is

employed for. reeling the wire rope upon the drum,
by which the rope, although weighing on the aggre-

gate upwards of a ton weight, is coiled up as evenly

and easily as a skein of silk for a lady’s work-box.
The next step in the progress of reclaiming moss
lands, viz., laying the subsoil upon the surface of
the ploughed and levelled moss—an idea due to the
intelligence of Mr. Curtis—will be next proceeded
with

;
when the county of Dumfries, as well as the

kingdom generally, will have reason to congratulate

itself upon one of the most beneficent and useful

applications of mechanics to the wants of society

which the history of science can furnish.

—

Corre-

spondent of the Dumfries Herald.

Substitute for Steam. — La Reforme an-

nounces that an operative at Ruel has discovered a

substitute for steam. The experiment is to be made
in a few days on the Versailles railroad, “ Figure

to yourself,” says the Reforme ,

11 an enormous
wheel, five yards in diameter, between the spokes

of which you place a horse with his rider. This
large wheel being fixed on four ordinary wheels,

placed on the rails of a railroad, it is sufficient to

turn the large wheel to make the carriage alvance.

But what motive force does the inventor employ ?

It is the horse placed in the interior of the wheel,

and yoked, by means of two bars of iron placed

perpendicularly under the axle. The horse, by
drawing, causes the wheel to turn in the same man-
ner as a mouse or a squirrel in a cage. In order

to permit the horse to enter into this singular

wheel, it has been found necessary to dig an ex-

cavation near the station of the railroad, into which
the horse is let down. The inventor pretends that

he can modify his wheel so as to admit three horses,

and that, in this case, the heaviest train may be

propelled along a railroad with a velocity more
rapid than that caused by steam.”

Acts of Parliament.—By a return made dur-
ing the session, it appears that from the year 1834
to 1842, both inclusive, no fewer than 2,451 Acts
of Parliament were passed, of which 913 were
public Acts, and 1,538 local, personal, and private.

Last year was the largest number, there being 123
public Acts, and 172 local, personal, and private.

Of the Acts passed in the session of 1842, one
related to Scotland, seven to Great Britain, fifty-

three to Great Britain and Ireland, and twenty-one
to Ireland, of the public Acts ;

whilst twenty-one of

the others related to Scotland, fwenty-seven to

Great Britain and Ireland, and eight to Ireland.

More Acts were passed in 1842 than in any other

session since the year 1834 ; there were 294.

London Dock Company.—At the last half-

yearly meeting of the proprietors of this company,
held at the Dock-office, New Bank-buildings, it

appeared that the revenue of the company for the

last half-year, including wharfage and other dues,

amounted to 197,168/. 15s. 7d.
;
and the expendi-

ture 108,568/. 9s. 5d., a dividend of two per cent,

was declared.

Ancient and Present State of the City
of London.

—

We quote the following interesting

passage from Mr. Macaulay’s writings, on the sub-
ject of the present state of the city of London,
compared with its former state:—“ The city, pro-
perly so called, now consists, in a great measure, of

immense warehouses and counting-houses, which
are frequented by traders and their clerks during
the day, and left in almost total solitude during the

night. It was then (in former days), closely in-

habited by 300,000 persons, to whom it was not

merely a place of business, but a place of constant

residence. This great capital had as complete a

civil and military organization as if it had been an
independent republic. Each citizen had his com-
pany, and the companies, which now seem to exist

only for the sake of epicures and antiquaries, were
then formidable brotherhoods, the members of which
were almost as closely bound together as the mem-
bers of a Highland clan. How valuable these arti-

ficial ties were, the numerous and valuable legacies

anciently bequeathed by citizens to their corpora-

tions abundantly prove. The municipal offices were
filled by the most opulent and respectable merchants
in the kingdom. The pomp of the magistracy of

the capital was inferior only to that which sur-

rounded the person of the sovereign. The Lon-
doners loved their city with that patriotic love which
is found only in small communities like those of

ancient Greece, or like those which arose in Italy

in the middle ages. The numbers, the intelligence,

the wealth of the citizens, the democratical form of

their local government, and their vicinity to the

Court and Parliament, made them one of the most
formidable bodies in the kingdom.”

Church Extension.—On Monday, the 8th

inst., the venerable Archdeacon Sinclair laid the

first stone of the new church of St. John’s, Ken-
sington. The site of the church is on an eminence
opposite to Notting-hill, where the “ Hippodrome”
was projected some time since, and commauds a

view of the whole surrounding country. The build-

ing will be in the Pointed style of architecture, and
if the funds prove sufficient, will include a tower
surmounted by aspire. Provision will be made for

the accommodation of 1,500 persons. On Sunday
last the archdeacon opened for divine service the

new National School-rooms in the potteries of Ken-
sington, preparatory to the erection of anothe.

church for the north-western portion of the parish

Moliere.

—

The monument erected to Moliere,

in the Rue de Richelieu, is to be inaugurated, the
15th inst., under the uspices of M. de Rambuteau,
Prefect of the Department of the Seine. Four
speeches are to be delivered on the occasion, the

first by M. de Rambuteau, the second by M.
Etienne, in the name of the French Academy, the

third by M. Samson, as representative of the actors

of the French Theatre, and the last by M. F.

Arago, the president of the committee of subscrip-

tion to the monument. All the members of the

Institute, the municipal councillors of Paris, and
deputations from all the dramatic and literary

societies and institutions are to attend at the cere-

mony.

Fictitious Bronzes.—All the. deceptions prac-

tised on the public, in connection with the fine arts,

are far surpassed by a new invention of forming
figures, groupes &c., in zinc, which, being bronzed

have all the appearance of real bronzes, while the

malleability of the material renders their formation

so easy, that a figure thus produced would cost but

fifty shillings, while one cast in brass would cost

thirty guineas. Several collectors, both here and
in Glasgow, Dublin, Liverpool, and Manchester,

and, indeed, in most of the provincial towns, have

been deceived by these counterfeits, which have

such a genuiue appearance, that they can only be
known by their lightness and the ease with which
they can be bent.

Public Schools.—At the Committee meetiug

of the Huntingdonshire Education Board, on Tues-

day last, grants were made in aid of building schools

in the following places :—Abbotesly, 30/.
;
Great

Stukely, 20/. ;
King’s Ripton, 30/. ;

Great Ged-
ding (for a Sunday School), 5/. A committee was
appointed to prepare a form of questions to be sent

to the different clergy having schools in connection

with the Board, respecting the average attendance

and state of their schools. The secretaries were

also requested to apply to those members of the

Board who have received assistance towards the

erection of schools and masters’ houses to report

to the Board for its future guidance whether the

buildings were completed for the estimated sum, or

if not, to what extent and for what reasons the

estimate was exceeded.

Public Health.—It appears that on account

of a want of proper draining at Kentish Town, an

alarming epidemic prevails there. It was stated

last week, at a meeting of the St. Pancras board of

directors and guardians, that in one street alone

there were no less than thirteen families some por-

tion of whom are suffering from fever.

Munificent Beciuest.—Dr. Beckwith, senior

physician of York, recently deceased, has be-

queathed his ample fortune in aid of the various

charities and public institutions in this city. Dur-
ing his lifetime he made the generous donation of

2,000/. to the funds of Dame Middleton’s Hospital

in Skeldergate
,
and by his will he has bequeathed

more than 40,000/.

Yorkshire Philosophical Society ;£l 0,000
York Dispensary 2,000
Parishes of St. Mary, Bishophill Senior,

and Bishophill Junior, St. Mary, St.

Martin-le-Grand, each 200/., the in-

terest to be applied to the purchase of

coals at Christmas 600
Wilberforce School for the Blind 5,000
Church of England Sunday Schools in

York 1,000
Blue Coat Boys’ School 2,000
Grey Coat Girls’ School 2,000
Infant School out of Skeldergate Postern 1,000
Dean and Chapter of York for a

nexv peal of bells, and the re-
mainder to repair the Chapter-
house 5,000

York Charity Trustees, in augmentation
of St. Thomas’ Hospital, out of Mick-
legate-bar 2,000

For the foundation of a peniten-
tiary in York 5,000
Some of the above charities, which have legacies

under 5,000/., are appointed residuary legatees of

the testator’s personal estate, from which it is pro-

bable they will derive further considerable benefit.

Condition of the Labouring Classes in

England and other Countries of Eukope.
—We are on the whole induced to think, tl»t the

labouring classes of this island, though ttey have
their grievances and distress, some produced by
their own improvidence, some by the errors of their

rulers, are cn the whole better off as to physical

comforts than the inhabitants of any equally exten-

sive district of the whole world. ?or this very

reason suffering is more acutely felt and more
loudly bewailed here than elsewhere. The distress

which has lately been experienced in the northern

part of Germany, one of the best governed and
most prosperous regions of Europe, surpasses, if we
have been rightly informed, any thing which has of

late years been known among us. In Norway and
Sweden the peasantry are constantly compelled to

mix bean flour with their bread ; and even this ex-

pedient has not alvvays preserved whole families and
neighbourhoods from perishing together by famine.

The rate of subsistence to which the labouring

classes are reduced in the kingdom of the Nether-
lands is miserably low, and very far inferior to the

English paupers. No distress which the people
here have endured for centuries approaches to that

which has been felt by the French in our own time.

The beginning of the year 1817 was a time of great

distress in this island. But the state of the lowest
classes here was luxury compared with that of the

people of France. We find in “ Majendie’s
Journal de Physiologie Experimentale,” a paper on
a point of physiology connected with the distress of

that season. It appears that the inhabitants of six

departments were reduced first to oat-meal and
potatoes, and at lust to nettles, bean-stalks, and
other kinds of herbage fit only for cattle

;
that

when the next harvest enabled them to eat barley

bread, many of them died from intemperate indul-

gence in what they thought an exquisite repast

;

and that a dropsy of a peculiar description was pro-

duced by the hard fare of the year. A surgeon
dissected six of these, and found the stomach
shrunk, and filled with the unwholesome aliments

which hunger had driven man to share with
beasts.

—

Essays by the Riyht Hon. T. B. Macaulay.

Adhesiveness of Timber.—At one of the

sectional meetings of the British Association, Mr.
Eaton Hodgkinson read a table of different species

of wood, and the power which they possess to re-

sist a force tending to crush them. The. following

are a few of the principal woods, and number of

pounds which they would sustain on the square

inch, without sinking under the pressure. The
weight was applied in all instances in the direction

of the fibres. Yellow pine, 5,375 lbs. ;
cedar,

5,671 lbs.
; red deal, 5,748 lbs.

;
poplar, not quite

dry, 4,307 lbs.; green larch, wet, 2,301 lbs.;

green larch, dry, 5,368 lbs.
;

plum tree, green,

5,364 lbs.; beech, rather green, 7,733 lbs;

beech, dry, 9,363 lbs, ; dry ash, 9,363 lbs. ;

English oak, 5,364 lbs.
;

Spanish mahogany,
5,198 lbs.

;
elm, 10,331 lbs.

; box, from 9,365 to

10,000 lbs.
;
kingwood, 12,645 lbs.

Cost of Funerals.—It is estimated that the

probable annual expense of the total number of

funerals in England and Wales, is 4,871,493/.,

taking the average expenses of the funerals of the

gentry at 100/. for adults, and 30/. for children
;

tradesmen of the first class at 50/. and 17/.; of the

second and lower classes, 27/. 10s. and 7/. 15s.;

artisans, &c., 5/. and 1/. 10.; and paupers, 13s.
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TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

In compliance with the wishes of very many

of our Subscribers, we have had prepared a

cover for binding the copies of The Builder

for those who may be desirous ofpreserving them

in uniform Volumes. These may be had on

application at the office, at the price of Two
Shillings; or our Publisher will undertake to

have sets bound at a charge of Three Shillings

per Volume.

We also take this opportunity to inform our

Subscribers that, with a view to the additional

embellishment of the Volume just completed

,

we have had printed an ornamental Title page,

which may be had gratis, on application ut the

Office, by all those who would like to substi-

tute it for that issued with the Index at the

close of the year.

SATURDAY. JANUARY 20, 1844.

INCE our last

publication, so

many subjects

of grave im-

portance have

pressed upon us,

that we had at

first some diffi-

culty in determining

which we should

earliest grapple with
;

but during the week,

we were appealed to

for aid in the cause of

the widow ofa deceased

member of the archi-

tectural art, and this at

once determined us in making selection of the

subject for our opening-address.

We greatly regret, at present, those devoted

to architecture have, for an old-age of need, less

chance of asylum than perhaps persons of any

other profession in existence; and probably

their widows may be worse off than the relicts

of any other class of men devoted to learning,

arts, or commerce.

For members of almost every branch and
“ art and mystery ” of the building-trade, and

fortheir widows and families, there are alms and

almshouses, coals and clothing; for builders

generally, there is a “ Benevolent Institution

but for architects, surveyors, and architectural-

draughtsmen, and for their families, there exists

little beyond the tender mercies of the work-

house : indeed, as if to satirize this state of

things, some few years ago, a crack-brained

man used to wander about the metropolis,

leaving at architects’ offices his address-card,

upon which was written “ Mr. Fisher, Architect,

Wapping- Workhouse.”

So small being, indeed, the provision for de-

cayed members of this profession, what, in truth,

is there left for them in place of the amenities

of respectable life, but the rudeness, the

jail-like provision, with which paupers-born

are dissatisfied? What for the comfortable

chamber, but the huge night-warehouse in

such establishments denominated a dormitory?

What for the couch of luxury, but the niggard

pallet, shared perhaps with the disgusting,

perhaps with the felonious? What for the

meditative quiet of the library, rich in the lore

of delighting art, but the noisy assembly-room

of coarse ignorance ? Could the man nursed

from childhood upon the treasured volumes of

graphic art, or could his faithful partner,

chosen for her elegant acquirements, find re-

pose in the unfurnished apartment? Could

they rest there exposed to the gaze of a hundred

observers ? Could they slumber on the same

mattress with the repulsive?

The eleemosynary resources which have ex-

isted in the architectural profession, are of the

smallest and least effective nature. The frail

architectural institutions which have from time

to time succeeded each other, seem to have

taken no heed of this pressing matter, and fail-

ing in the initiative branches of the art, as in

this necessary feature of every fraternity, they

have expired after a few lingering years of

half-dead existence.

But one of the prominent features of the ar-

chitectural “ College of the Freemasons of

the Church,” which will, no doubt, invigorate

it, and cause it to outlive every other architec-

tural institution, is the law by which

“ One-fifth part of the ordinary revenues of the

college shall be laid out and invested in the names
of trustees in some or one of the public stocks or

funds of Great Britain, or at interest upon govern-

ment securities, so as to form, with such particular

donations as shall otherwise be made, a permanent
principal fund, to be denominated the “ Charitable

Fund;” but no distribution of the interest, divi-

dends, and revenue to arise therefrom, shall be made
(except for the endowment of almshouses founded
in connection with the college,) until such perma-
nent principal fund shall consist of, or be equal to

3,000/. 3 per cent. Consolidated Bank Annuities,

when the council shall prepare and present for con-

sideration at some chapter of the College, a scheme
for the application of the revenue arising there-

from.”

Such a regulation, we are convinced, will

cause more useful results from this institution

than have emanated from any other architec-

tural society in existence
;
and were there not

the high scientific inducements of this frater-

nity to extend its influence, we are bound to

say that this would be sufficient for every

respectable member of the profession becom-

ing enrolled with such a brotherhood.

But the particular case in behalf of which

our aid has been sought, is that of the relict of

the late Mr. Maddox, who recently died in ex-

treme old age, even three years beyond four-

score, he leaving, without provision, after such

a lengthened life, devoted to the teaching of

architectural drawing, a widow considerably

younger than himself. It was intended

that this appeal should be confined to the

pupils of the late master, but as application

was made to us, without indeed our having had

the benefit of the deceased one’s instruction,

we take occasion to remind those concerned

in architecture, that it is possible for a man’s

instructing to be more beneficial to others than

to his own family.
£5 .

REGISTRY FOR MASTERS AND
WORKMEN.

Shortly after the commencement of The
Builder, it was announced that a Registry of

vacant situations, and of persons seeking em-

ployment, would be kept at our publishing

office. This plan was accordingly adopted
;

and the very numerous applications on the part

of masters and of workmen furnished abundant

evidence of its great utility to both. Circum-

stances, however, occurred, which rendered it

inconvenient to continue this accommodation
;

but, in consequence of the numerous solicita-

tions which have been made at the office of

The Builder by those who have experienced

the advantages arising from this description of

Registry, the proprietors have been induced to

accede to the wishes of their numerous sub-
scribers; and arrangements have accordingly

been entered into by which such Registry wil.

be re-commenced on Monday next, the 22nd
instant.

This Registry will embrace the names of
masters and workmen in all trades connected
with building—namely, Clerks of the Works,
Foremen, Carpenters, Bricklayers, Plasterers,

Masons, Slaters, Plumbers, Painters, &c. &c.
and will be open for gratuitous inspection, or
insertion of names, &c., to all persons re-

quiring workmen, or seeking employment. As
this Registry will be kept by our publisher, and
no charge whatever made, or gratuity in any
shape accepted, it is hoped that all parties

communicating by post will be careful to state

precisely the description of situation or work-
man required, with the necessary references as

to character and ability, &c.

The time of the publisher being wholly

occupied on the day of publication, viz.

Friday, it will be obvious to our friends

that no application whatever should be made,
or can meet with attention, on that day.

THE “ TIMES,” MR. BOWEN, AND JOINT-
STOCK BUILDING-SOCIETIES.

“ We have before us a very successful expose
of ‘ A Joint-stock Building Society Bubble—
by John Bowen.’ The society in question is

located at Bridgewater, and calls itself the
‘ Bridgewater Accumulating Fund and Build-
ing Society.’ Mr. Bowen has an indubitable

nose for a job, and shakes his victim merci-
lessly. There is no mistake about it.

“ The primary design of this society professes
to be semi-charitable— so verv knowing and
refined are we become in the art of humbug;
it is to enable persons who want capital to

borrow money at an easy rate. A person who
wants money is invited to buy one, two, or
more shares in this concern, lie gives up the
premium which would fall to him in course of
time, if he waited, for the sake of so much
ready money, with which the society supplies

him instead
;
and he simply clears off his debt

to the society by the monthly payment of his

shares, spreading over a period of ten years,

which is the calculated time of the duration of
the society. A tabular explanation is given,

and it is proved arithmetically how very ad-
vantageous such a plan as the proposed one
must be to the borrower.

“ Very fair and very good
;
but now we come

to the lender. The society consists of two
sides, borrowers and lenders

;
it doe3 not pro-

fess to trade with its money
;
so all the advan-

tage that it gives is simply derived from the

money as it passes, within itself, from one side

of the society to the other. Accordingly, if the

borrowerisbenefited, it must be at the expense of
the lender. Oh! no, the “BridgewaterAccumu-
lating Fund Society ” comes to a very different

conclusion. While this plan is so advantageous

to the borrower, it is still more so to the lender.

It is calculated that the member who keeps his

share to the last receives for his 60/. share

120/.; thus doubling his money in the course

of ten years. The Bridgewater Society thus

by the most curious luck and skill that were
ever known, both lends its money at the easiest

rate, and also receives the most enormous in-

terest for it at the same time. This is a most
wonderful result, and cannot be accounted for

on any other supposition, except that money
actually multiplies in its passage from one hand

to another, and that the relation of borrower

and lender is a creative one. As Mr. Bowen
says, ‘If any given number of men, by the

mere process of borrowing and lending among
themselves, can actually contrive so to double

their common stock, there is an end to all the

financial difficulties of the state, i he whole

national debt may at once be brought under

the operation of this doubling process
;
for if

500 men can produce this result on their com-

mon stock, why not 5,000 or 50,000 ?’

“ With this extraordinary combination of ad-

vantages the Bridgewater Society putls itself

off in its prospectus. I o the pool borrower

it is a kind oi friendly chaiitabie c.ub
;

to the
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rich capitalist it ‘ offers a very beneficial in-

vestment—a more advantageous investment
than either the public funds or any other of
the ordinary securities.’

“ And now comes the question, how such a
self-evident mare’s nest and 8wind ling ./e/o de
se as this,—how a statement that contradicts
itself and cuts its own throat before you touch
it, can get even an outside and surface to pass
itself with ? Mr. Bowen has gone into this point
very accurately, and makes the hedgehog unrol
itself.

“This is done, then, by a sort of legerdemain
and sleight-of-hand movement. One set of
figures appears in one part, and this re-appears
in another with just a little alteration that

would hardly be observed by a superficial eye,

but which, when it runs up and is multiplied
by four or five shares, makes all the difference.

Thus they coolly start with telling the borrow-
ing member of the society that he pays for his

ready money by a deduction, ‘ averaging, ac-
cording to the experience of similar societies,

from. 50/. to 65/. per share.’ Now, everyone
must see, that where the borrowed sums are as
small as these are here, the difference between
tbe 50/. and 65/. must make all the difference
as to the advantageousness of the terms to the
borrower. Multiply 15/. per share by four or
five shares, and you will find the amount make
a good hole in two or three hundred pounds.
Now, when they come to their explanatory
table, which they mean to catch the eye of the
needy borrowing man, they of course take
their smallest deduction,— 50/. Mr. Bowen
simply takes their highest— 65/., and this makes
all the difference. For, whereas their table
shews that a man can borrow 350/. of them,
and repay the same at an interest of only 70/.,
Mr. Bowen’s shews that his 350/. will cost him
an interest of 300/. ! The difference between
the 50/. and the 65/. to begin with, makes the
difference between 70/. and the 300/. in the
event. And so far from Mr. Bowen’s scale of
deduction being too high a one, he declares it

is frequently a full 10/. higher in such so-
cieties.

“But the terms on which the society lends
its money speak for themselves, and make
the principle of the whole apparent :

—

“ ‘ As the association is from time to time in

a position to make advances, notice thereof
will be given to all the members

;
and those of

them who are desirous of receiving their shares
for any of the purposes contemplated by the
association, will then state the largest amount
they will deduct from the final value; in other
words, for how much less tha7i 120/. they will,

in consideration of an immediate advance, sell

to the association the ultimate value of each
share

;
and if more than one member require

an advance, that member wbo will consent to

the largest deduction—that is, to receive the

smallest sum, will be entitled to priority.’
“

‘ Can any thing,’ remarks Mr. Bowen,
‘ more detestable in principle, more degrading
to our common nature, be presented to the
world than this nefarious scheme for trans-

ferring the little savings of the frugal poor into

the pockets of ravenous capitalists? Here
are the inexperienced, the sanguine, and the

needy encouraged to bid one against another!
Advantages are taken of the pressing neces-

sities which sometimes induce men to submit
to a ruinous loss for a present accommodation,
and thus a bonus is wrung from the very reck-
lessness of despair! Ignorance, misfortune,
and distress, are converted into a Joint-stock
Bank, for the benefit of speculating share-
holders, under the base pretence of * opening a
channel for the fruits of industrious labour and
of affording a rich reward to economy and
prudence.’ ”

Lately has appeared, from the pen of Count
de St. Priest, an interesting work, illustrated

by numerous large and beautifully coloured
plates, upon American antiquities : it describes

the wonderful monuments of architecture
which nations long since extinct have left

behind them, in the remains of Xochicalco,
Mitla, Palanca, and other places.

A work on the Egyptian Museum at Rome
will shortly appear: the execution of the plates

has been intrusted to the architectural en-

graver, Troiani, to whom a sum of eight thou-

sand crowns has been allowed for the purpose
;

the letter-press will be from the pen of Barna-
bite P. Ungarelli.

CHANTREY’S STATUE OF GEORGE IY.

This statue, which was originally intended
to surmount the marble arch in front of

Buckingham Palace, but which has been
placed on the pedestal at the north-east corner
of Trafalgar-square, is now uncovered, and
attracts a great deal of attention. The like-

ness is at once characteristic and elegant, as

all Chantrey’s are; the rider is well seated in

the saddle, and has an air of dignified ease;

the left hand holding the bridle loosely, and
the right gracefully holding a baton, which
rests on the thigh. The drapery is the con-

ventional compromise between modern and
classic dress, by means of which Sir Francis

Chantrey got rid of thealleged difficulty of treat-

ing in sculpture the modern costume
;
and covers

the upper part of the figure, on which it hangs in

lightand graceful folds, thatleavesufficiently ex-

pressed the form beneath
;
and the lower limbs

are clothed in a sort of close pantaloons. The
thin and close covering of the legs gives them
a naked and unfinished appearance, which is

increased by the absence of stirrups. The
horse stands firmly in an attitude of rest, all

four feet being planted on the ground, and seems
by far too unimpassioned for a public work of

the kind. Tbe head is small and animated in

expression, the neck arched, the chest ample,

the limbs muscular and finely formed, the hind-

quarters are spare, and seem somewhat small

compared with the full development of the

fore-part. We do not question the correct-

ness of the animal's proportions
;

Chantrey
would scarcely be wrong in so important a

point. Perhaps, however, the form of a horse

of the Arab breed is not so well suited to sculp-

ture as that of the Flemish breed which figures

in the battle-pieces of Rubens
;

this is the type

of the horses in equestrian statues, including

that on which Charles I. is seated at Charing-

cross. In modelling the horse standing upon
all four legs, Chantrey has made an innovation

on the old custom of representing horses in

statues either curvetting or ambling. On the

whole, we do not think this fine statue will add

to the reputation of the great artist. The
raising of the man upon the huge quiet horse,

and building him up as it were firmly upon the

four sound legs, has, we think, more the ap-

pearance of exhibition than of high art, which
delights in seizing, and with one jet of bronze
to render eternal as it were the graceful and
rapid action of the great.

LEICESTER MEMORIAL.

On Thursday, the 11th inst., the committee
met to decide upon the adoption of a design

for the Memorial to Lord Leicester. There
were 76 plans and models exhibited. One, No.
40, was chosen, subject to certain arrangements
with the architect, Mr. Donthorne, of Han-
over-street, London. We subjoin a description

of the design :

—

No. 40.—“ To him whose pride it was to ren-

der the Farmer independent.”
This design is composed of a pedestal, on
which is erected a fluted column, surmounted
by a wheat-sheaf. Three sides of the pedestal

are bas-reliefs : one representing the late

Earl granting a lease to a tenant; the second
representing the Holkham sheep-shearing,

through which the great stimulus was first given

to agriculture
;
the third to indicate irrigation.

The fourth side of the pedestal is left for the

inscription. The four corners of the pedestal

shew the means by which cultivation and pro-

duction were improved and increased by the

late earl. At the first corner, an ox, with the

inscription under it, “Breeding in all its

branches.” At the second corner Southdown
sheep, with the inscription under them, “ Small
in size, but great in value.” The third corner,

the plough, with the inscription, “ Live and
let live.” The fourth corner, the drill, with

the inscription, “ The improvement of agri-

culture.”

The Minister of Public Instruction has just

succeeded, after considerable opposition on the

ground of expense, in obtaining from the

Chamber of Deputies a vote for the removal
of the Bibliothegue de Sainte-Genevihve, at Paris,

from the fine but ruinous gallery which it oc-

cupied over the College Henri IV. to a new
building to be erected for its reception. The
sum demanded was about seventy-five thousand
pounds sterling.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE OXFORD
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

Ax the meeting held Nov. 29th,

Dr. Richards, the rector of Exeter Col-*

lege, read a paper on the history and origin of
Rural Deaneries in England, and on some of
the duties of the office of rural dean, with
especial reference to the deanery of Woodstock,
of which an account is about to be published
by the society in their “ Guide to the Architec-
tural Antiquities in the Neighbourhood of Ox-
ford.” He shewed that the office of rural

dean was in use in England in the eleventh

century, and in the Christian church as early
as the sixth century

;
that the probable origin

of the name was that this officer originally

presided over ten parishes, although in the
subsequent increase of parishes, and the union
of two or three deaneries into one, this origin

has been almost forgotten. One great use of
the office at the present day is to prevent
further mischief being done to our churches;
and as no alteration can be made without the

consent of the ordinary, the rural dean may, by
an appeal to him, prevent the introduction of
galleries, the conversion of open benches into

close pews, the removal of screens, and the per-

formance of other injuries
;
but that for the

restoration of our churches to a decent state

where the mischief has been already perpe-
trated, he must rely rather on persuasion, re-

peated admonitions, and appeals to the better

feelings of the parties interested, than on the

expensive processes of ecclesiastical law. In
his own deanery, great credit is due to the in-

cumbent and parishioners of Steeple Aston for

the very beautiful restoration of their church.
The manner in which it has been effected was
also very creditable to Mr. Plowman, the ar-

chitect. Much credit is also due to the incum-
bent of Cassington, for his zealous efforts to

effect the same object, though he had been but
ill-seconded in general by the parishioners.

The churches in this deanery are not generally

what would be called fine churches, although

perhaps Kidlington, Handborough, and Stan-

ton Harcourt, might deserve that distinction,

but almost all of them are ancient, and possess

features of interest, and are worthy the atten-

tion of the architectural student.

CEMETERY AT OXFORD.

At a meeting held at Oxford on the 2nd
January, the Rev. Dr. Buckland, Canon of

Christ Church, begged to call the attention of

the meeting to Mr. Chadwick’s Report on In-

terments in Towns, full of most frightful and
curious details. He cited also Mr. Chadwick’s

account of the parish of St. Margaret, in

Leicester, in which is a population of 22,000

persons, whose average age of death, in 1840,

was, in the whole parish, at 18 years. In the

different streets of this parish the average

being as follows :

—

Years of Age.

In streets drained, but not perfectly, at 23J
In streets partially drained, at 17£

In streets entirely undrained, at .... 13£

The inhabitants of all this parish are chiefly

stocking-weavers. The fact of the average

duration of human life in the tainted air of one

undrained street being only 13£ years, was

quite appalling. His (Dr. Buckland’s) atten-

tion had been called that morning, by a magis-

trate of Oxford, to a certain foul drain, in nar-

row parts of this city, that may, in unhealthy

seasons, become the source of pestilence and

death. He considered facts of this kind to be

very pertinent to the business of the present

meeting, inasmuch as the pestilential effects of

putrid air, from the decomposition of bodies

in over-crowded cemeteries, had been recently

demonstrated, by inquiries made by commis-

sioners appointed to report on the sanatory

condition of the labouring population, and on

the health of towns
;
who further state, that

“ the occurrence of fever is frequently con-

nected with near proximity even to a small

amount of decomposing organic matter.” He
was therefore gratified at the prospect of wit-

nessing the removal to an appropriate spot

without the city of those occasional sources of

contamination to the air, and injury to the

living, which may sometimes arise from the

putrid bodies of the dead. The example of

all large cities on the Continent, and of the

most populous towns in England, has shewn

the expediency and facility of providing a



common cemetery for the inhabitants, occa-
sionally divided by a wall, or a deep trench,

into compartments assigned to different sec-

tions of the inhabitants. The difficulty and
expenses of procuring one fit place fora ceme-
tery are usually great, and must be proportion-

ally greater if more than one were required
;

and this difficulty is magnified in Oxford by the
great scarcity of freehold property in its en-

virons. The decomposition of dead bodies was
usually completed before the entire decay of
the wood in which they are enclosed

;
so that

the miasmata that escaped slowly from the
crevices of the coffin ascend gradually upwards,
and are imperceptibly mixed with the atmo-
sphere. If interments are made in clay, the

impermeability of this earth to water and air

retards the decay both of coffins and the bodies

enclosed in them to a length of time incon-

venient in a cemetery destined to be the dor-
mitory of successive generations, and in which
it is therefore desirable that our bodies should
as speedily as possible return to their dust,

when the spirit has returned to God who gave
it. Under these circumstances, Dr. Buckland
rejoiced to hear that a negotiation had been
opened between the authorities of the city and
New College for the exchange of some land
which may be convenient for a cemetery on the

north of Oxford.

LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTE,
BRECON.

mr. Thomas’s lecture on sculpture.

Mr. Thomas having apologized for the
seeming presumption of one so young in years

venturing publicly to discourse upon 60 dis-

tinguished a subject, commenced his lecture by
remarking that the art was coeval with the ex
istence of mankind in a state of society, and
that our knowledge of their history and insti-

tutions is principally derived from hierogly-

phical sculpture
;
but that, having now become

the object of national attention in England, it

is making rapid advances to attainable per-

fection. He was surprised that many should
think sculpture alone serviceable as an orna-
ment, and not choose to acknowledge the
moral benefit it conferred upon mankind

;
as,

by so doing, they must think that sense, genius,
and talent were given to man by chance and
perished with him as did the instinct of brute

animals. He thought it was a precious gift

bestowed by the Wisdom of Providence for

the purpose of continuing the glorious intellect

with which man is distinguished. He also

thought that the art had an effect in harmo-
nizing the manners and softening the temper;
and, although those who were devoted to the
luxury, and pleasures, and grosser enjoyments
of this life, could not, properly, appreciate
those impressions, yet, the professors of sculp-

ture returned from their studios to society, with
manners polished, and hearts more disposed
to feel and reverberate the endearments of
social life and reciprocal benevolence. It was
an art designed by the All-wise Being to per-
petuate the pride of man’s reason, and to ex-
cite laudable emulation in others. He thought,
that as man’s imagination is so unbounded, it

seemed to instance more clearly than his reason
the knowledge of his immortality. Such being
the case, those who excited the imagination to

noble thoughts—the painter, the poet, or the
sculptor, who, by their works, tended to raise

man to a higher state of being, were, them-
selves, of a more exalted nature, and held in-

tercourse with more exalted powers, and ought
to be distinguishedly placed amongst the bene-
factors of the human race. He instanced
many who sought to depress man into a state

of debasement, by levelling him with the in-

ferior animals, but was indignant at their pre-
sumption

;
and said it was the duty and interest

of all, who attempted the moralization of man,
to shew him that he is of more dignity than to
rank with brutes, and that being designed by
Providence for future happiness, it was his duty
to cultivate virtue, truth, and honour. He
then proceeded to say, that having shewn the
moral benefits conferred by the arts, he begged
to recommend the study of drawing to all, as it

was not only a graceful and agreeable employ-
ment, but one of actual utility

;
for it fre-

quently occurs, that in our descriptions of things
we find words inadequate to convey a correct
idea, when a few strokes of the pencil would
elucidate the whole at a glance. He instanced
many who had travelled far and long, who had
viewed dangers and seen wonders, to bring
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home journals, and after all, the best part of
the story is untold

;
and all for want of a

pennyworth of Indian ink, properly distributed
over a few scraps of paper. He afterwards
proceeded to compare the effect of the different
liberal arts upon the human passions, and first

cited the opinion of a writer of much credit,

to the effect, that a sculptor, to become a
worthy one, must possess many liberal arts,

and be also a curious artificer, whereby he
becomes superior to those possessed of but one.
This being the case, when so many influences
were wanted, he would not hesitate in affirming
that the works of an Angelo were equal in

merit to the Iliad of Homer—the Eneid of
Virgil—the historical writings of a Thucydides
and a Livy—the orations of Demosthenes and
Tully—the Paradise Lost of Milton—the
Macbeth of Shakespear—or the Messiah of
Handel. He then spoke in high and flowing
terms of poetry, andproceeded in a strain of elo-

quence to illustrate its charms and its beauties
—its tendency to support virtue and good
actions—its captivating powers, and its plea-
sant illusions

;
and yet, with all these graces,

he proved that his own favourite art had one
transcendent advantage—and that is, that it

gratifies the sight—the most pleasant sense we
possess, for we see that which is only described
by the poet. He for some time proceeded with
the argument, and concluded by putting the
subject to the judgment of the audience, by
asking who would not prefer seeing the Alex-
ander of Apelles, in the character of Jupiter,
to reading Shakespear’s beautiful description of
Denmark’s King ? After giving some interest-

ing anecdotes of the influence of sculpture on
Julius Caesar, Publius Scipio, and Quintus
Fabius, which tended to prove the vast supe-
riority of the art, that it had an enchantment
which kindles in the human heart higher feel-

ings—feelings which fully corroborate its

kindred to Heaven,—he proceeded to go
through a regular analysis of the pro-
cesses used in the mechanical part of sculp-

ture, and the clear and concise manner in

which they were elucidated, proved that

the lecturer was quite at home with the
subject. Mechanical aid is brought to

bear upon the marble, and the province of the
master-mind is chiefly to execute in clay or
wax a model of the intended work

;
and after

the pointer has completed his labours, to bring
the resources of his mind and genius into plav
for the production of these wonderful spe-

cimens, which exalt his labours to such a high
rank, and which, said he, “ forms the true
aristocracy of nature, for ‘ Lord ’ can be
stamped on any clay, but inspiration only on
the finest metal.” The spectator, contem-
plating this wonder, rising as if reluctantly

from a shapeless mass, through the enchanting
wand of a magician, cannot help involuntarily

exclaiming, as the illustrious Michael Angelo
did to his Moses, “ Speak, speak, if thou
canst.”

He then entered into a comparison between
sculpture and its sister art— painting. He
next gave the history of sculpture from its

earliest period to the present day, reviewing
in succession the wonderful works given to

the world by the Egyptians, and the sculptors

of Greece and Italy, concluding with a tribute

to the departed genius of our most celebrated

modern artists— Canova and Chantrey. He
likewise interspersed this historical sketch
with reflections on the influence which the fine ,

arts had upon the glory of the great nations

who cherished them.

He then thoughtitnot out of place to mention
the high estimation in which some of the cele-

brated painters were held by the Emperor
Charles V. and Francis I. of France, and
related some very pleasing anecdotes in proof
of the same. He afterwards alluded to the

quality called genius, and hoped none would
think application was unnecessary, because
they fancied they possessed this intuitive ex-

cellence
;
and enumerated all the studies and

qualifications the student must go through, and
be possessed of, before he can properly carry

out the minutiaj of the conceptions of his

brain
;
and in support of his assertion quoted

the great Michael Angelo, who encourages
every student to soar as high as his compe-
titors, and obtain that fame which cannot be
purchased by the riches of Mexico and Peru.
For this purpose the splendid works of the

ancients should be resorted to, and after be-

coming conversant with those specimens of
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dignified inhumanity, the student will be able to
form a style peculiar to himself. He then pro-
ceeded to give a detailed account of the Royal
Academy of London, which was highly enter-
taining, and proved it to be a well-regulated
institution, and greatly conducive to the pro-
motion of art in Great Britain. He apologized
for treating the subject in such a general
manner, and would have kept himself more
particularly to sculpture, had he not thoughtthe
plan he had adopted would be more interesting
to the generality of his audience. He con-
cluded with fervent wishes that the principality
may also become famous in future awe9 for its
encouragement of arts which have so pleasing
an influence on society.

The lecturer then sat down, after occupying
the attention of his audience for the space of
nearly one hour and a half, having been fre-
quently interrupted by bursts of applause,
which were renewed at the conclusion.

GOTHIC WOOD CARVING.

Plan.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—I beg your acceptance of the above

sketch, which I trust you will deem worthy of
a corner in your excellent paper

;
it is one of

the panels in the pulpit of the Priory Church,
Brecon, and is valuable as an interesting relic

of that beautiful style of wood carving so much
in practice with our ancestors in church deco-

ration, but which, it is to be greatly lamented,

occurs so rarely in the present day. It is

worked in Ij inch stufF, and lined with green

cloth, which as a ground forms a pleasing con-
trast to the rich colour of the oak.

Trusting that the style may speedily be re-

vived, I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

J. L. T.
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ROYAL ACADEMY PRIZES.

The President and Council of the Royal
Academy have announced the following pre-
miums for distribution on the 10th of Decem-
ber next, viz. :—Gold medal and the discourses

of the Presidents Reynolds and West, for the

best historical picture in oil colours, subject,
“ Themistocles taking refuge at the Court of
Admetus;” the picture to consist of at least

three figures
;
size of the cloth to be a common

hall-length
;
the principal figure to be not less

than two feet in height. Gold medal and the

discourses of the Presidents Reynolds and
West for the best composition in sculpture,

subject, “The Combat of the Centaurs and
Lapilhse,” in alto-relievo; the principal figure

to be not less than two feet in height. Gold
medal and the discourses of the Presidents
Reynolds and West, for the best finished designs
in architecture; subject, design for a metropo-
litan Music-hall and Royal Academy of Music;
the whole comprised in one general and
regular composition

;
the designs to be as large

as an entire sheet of double-elephant will admit,
and to consist of plan, elevation, section, and a
perspective view. A number of silver medals
will be given for the best drawings and models
of academy figures, done in the Royal Academy,
and for the best accurate finished drawings of
the portion of Greenwich Hospital by Inigo
Jones, done from actual measurement, carefully
finished and washed, as large as a whole sheet
of double-elephant will admit, with a rough
outline giving the dimensions, attested to be
their own performance by any one of the
academicians, or any other professor of repu-
tation resident in London. The first medal in

each class will be accompanied by a copy of the
lectures of Professors Barry, Opie, and Fuseli,

handsomely bound. Three silver medals will

also he given for the best drawings
;
and three

silver medals for the best models of a statue or
group in the Antique Academy, to be selected
and set out by the keeper for this purpose.
The first medal in each class will be accompa-
nied by copies of the lectures of Professors
Fuseli and Opie, handsomely bound. Two
silver medals for the best copies made in the
School of Painting, between the time of its

opening after the exhibition and the 1st of
November; the first medal to be accompanied
by the lectures of Professors Barry, Opie, and
Fuseli, unless the student to whom the pre-

mium may be adjudged shall have before ac-

quired them in the Academy. A silver medal
tvill also be given for the best metal die to be
cut in steel, from the head of the Belvedere
Apollo in the Royal Academy

;
the size to be

not less than one inch and a quarter in diameter,
to be accompanied with an impression in M’ax.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.
The first meeting of the members of the

above society, for the present year, was held
on the lOtb January, in the theatre of the in-

stitution, John-street, Adelphi. Dr. Roget,
V.P., F.R.S., in the chair.

The secretary (Mr. Whishaw) commenced
the proceedings by reading an interesting
paper on the very important subject of cleans-
ing the streets of the metropolis. The paper,
after dwelling upon the importance in a sana-
tary point of view of keeping the streets and
public thoroughfares in a state of cleanliness
and comfort, proceeded to describe the me-
chanical operations and advantages of the
newly-invented street-sweeping and cleansing
machines, lately introduced by Messrs. Whit-
worth and Co., and now daily employed on
the wooden pavement at the West-end, under
contract with the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests, and also in Cheapside and the
neighbourhood, under contract with the civic

authorities. (A very unique model of the
machine Mas placed upon the table.)

Mr. Croucher called the attention o£*rtbe
members to a neM'ly-invented machine for
similar purposes, M'hich, he stated, M-ould be
brought before the notice of the public in a
few days, and M’hich, he had no doubt, M'ould
be found equally efficient, and could be worked
M’ith a considerable reduction both in labour
and cost; it would sweep both longitudinally
and transversely, M’hich must be of consider-
able advantage to Mood pavimr, whilst it
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M’ag

equally applicable to Macadamised or storfe

pavement.

Mr. Thompson then exhibited his newly-
invented apparatus for the preservation of life

from fire, the simplicity of which, as a means
of escape, added to its cheapness, placed it

M'ithin the reach of every housekeeper, and
which, from its being deposited at the various
station-houses, might always be advantageously
used by the police.

Mr. Whishaw lastly read a paper on the
construction of wooden railways, as being
principally applicable as feeders to the great
lines of railway. The chief recommendation
of the proposed system was that these lines

could be constructed at a considerably less cost

than the iron rails hitherto in use. It was
stated that a trial line had lately been laid

down near Vauxhall-bridge, and that the ex-

periments which had been made upon it had
been most successful. In consequence of this,

it was now proposed that the branch raihvay
from the Woking Station, on the South-
Western Railway, to Guildford, should be con-
structed on this principle.

Votes of thanks were unanimously awarded
to the authors of the above-named papers and
inventions, M’ith the exception of a person of
the name of Mr. Higgins, who appeared in

every instance to place himself in collision

with all the other members present.

PRIVATE CHAPEL AT WINDSOR.
The Queen’s neM’ private chapel at Wind-

sor, consecrated December 19th by the Bishop
of Oxford, in the presence of her Majesty,
Prince Albert, the Duchess of Kent, and
many members of the royal household, has
been fitted up in an apartment adjoining St.

George’s Hall, occasionally also used as a

chapel in the reigns of George IV. and Wil-
liam IV. Its extent is about forty feet from
north to south, and about thirty feet from east

to M est
;
the flat ceiling of the fabric, which

is in the form left by Sir Jeffrey Wyatville, is

enriched M’ith Gothic mouldings and other
decorations. Pendent from the centre of this

ceiling is a massive Gothic chandelier for eight
lights, of elaborate M’orkmanship, and gilt.

The pulpit of carved Mainscot is in two stories,

the lower one having flying-buttresses and
pinnacles: at the angles of its cornice are
figures of saints; the reading-desk is in ac-

cordance with the pulpit; at thw eouth-west
angle of the chapei, opposite the pulpit, is

placed her Majesty’s closet, in dimensions
about eighteen feet long and thirteen feet M’ide

;

it is approached from the corridor and private

apartments, through the vestibule at the top of
the visitors’ staircase, at an elevation of ten feet

from the floor of the chapel. Behind this

apartment is a large Gothic window receiving

a subdued light from an outer M’indow, and
glazed with stained glass, containing the arms
of the Queen and Prince Albert, the garter M’ith

its motto, red and M’hite roses, the thistle, the
shamrock, and other insignia and decorations.

Thejcominunion-table is of carved M’ainscot
;
the

window behind the communion-table, and two
other windows at the sides of it, are filled M’ith

stained glass of a dark orange colour. On the
floor of the chapel, around the south, east, and
west sides of it, are seven pews, with fronts of
carved M’ainscot, affording accommodation for

fifty or sixty persons; of these seven peM’s,

three are for members of the royal household
in attendance upon the Queen and Prince
Albert, and the remaining four are for the

royal domestics
;
besides these, six M’ainscot

seats are placed on the floor opposite the com-
munion-table, for upu’ards of forty servants in

livery.

The chapel is warmed by hot air, conveyed
from the basement of the castle. In a recess
behind the screen on the north side of the
chapel, has been erected King George the
Third’s favourite organ, formerly in the private

chapel at Buckingham House, and built by
Samuel Green about the year 1770, M’ith

one row of keys, and six stops now increased

to ten.

Piccadilly Improvements.—The Commis-
sioners of the Woods and Forests, on the meeting
of Parliament, intend to apply for a bill to carry
into effect the long-projected improvements in the

above street. Government, we understand, has
offered to pay the whole expense of widening the

street from the mansion formerly the Marquis of

Hertford’s, where the road is only 31 feet wide, to

Hamilton-place, taking the ground from the Green-
park, and making the whole of a uniform width of

70 feet; and the parishes of St. Martin and St.

George are to keep it in repair.—Standard.

ETON COLLEGE IMPROVEMENTS.

The architectural improvements now in

progress at the College are of a very important
character, and seem to bid fair to render this

ancient seat of learning as celebrated for its

external beauty as its classical renown. Two
very spacious and elegant houses, in the Eliza-
bethan style of architecture, are in the course
of erection on the site of the mean pile of
houses recently razed opposite to the principal

entrance to the College. These houses are
already sufficiently advanced to enable some
opinion to be formed of their external character.
We understand that another building, precisely
similar in the style of its architecture, will be
erected close by in the course of the ensuing
summer. The whole are being built by the
College. There has also recently been built at

the northern end of the long-walk wall, a
gateway and a lodge, thus effecting an im-
provement on the old dead wall which previ-

ously existed at this spot. But it has been
generally remarked that it is not clear u’hat it

is a lodge to. As a lodge it seems misplaced
;

indeed, it has more the appearance of the grille

of a cloister. It has a small tower which is

octagonal, u’hile every other of the College is

square. The lodge runs into, rather than up
to, the tower of the head master’s chambers, at

a very unusual angle, and with a most unpleas-

ing effect. The architect appeared anxious
to interfere with this portion of the ancient
edifice as little as possible, and has therefore

reduced the height of the lodge before it

reached the tower. There are great general
improvements, however, whatever in some
cases may be their defects. We hear that

there is a plan in contemplation for materially

altering the u’hole front of this building, so as

to harmonize M’ith the simple character of the

Long Chamber and the Lower School. A sana-
torium for tbe exclusive u«e of the Etonians,

at Eton-M’ick, about a mile from the College,

is now nearly completed, and also a handsome
and spacious hexagonal building, in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the College, intended for u mathe-
matical school, and occasionally for the delivery

of lectures. In all the extensive improvements
now being effected and contemplated, every
possible precaution will be taken to secure an
effectual drainage and a thorough ventilation

of the premises, thus being the means of mate-
rially contributing to the general healthfulness

and salubrity of tbe College.

TOMB OF NAPOLEON.
It is the intention of the French govern-

ment to surround the tomb of Napoleon M’ith

a pavement, constructed on the same plan as

the famous pavement of the Duomo of Siena,

which was designed by Domenico Beccafumi,
and executed under his direction, between
1520 and 1550. The construction of this

pavement resembles the manufacture called

pietra-dura, a kind of mosaic, in M’hich the

figures are composed of pieces of white, black,

and grey marble, artificially put together in

their natural shades, so as to produce the effect

of chiaroscuro. In this material, which, from
its gravity and durability, is peculiarly fitted

for the architectural decoration of a building

devoted to solemn purposes, Beccafumi exe-
cuted those sublime groups from the Old Tes-
tament, which are well knovn by the fine old

M’ood-cuts and engravings M’hich exist of them.
The original cartoons are preserved at Siena.

Few, however, have seen the M’hole of the

pavement displayed at once; it is, or M’as till

lately, boarded over to preserve it from injury,

and only one or two compartments removed
from time to time, to gratify travellers and
amateurs. We are not aware that any imita-

tion on a large scale of this colossal M’ork has

ever been attempted
;
the idea, therefore, of

surrounding the tomb of Napoleon with a

pavement on which the memorable events of

his life are to be represented in this grand and
imperishable style, appears to us magnificent

in taste and spirit. The execution of this

national work is confided to M. Henri de Tri-

queti, the sculptor—an excellent choice—both

as regards the talent of the artist and the par-

ticular direction of that talent. The charac-

teristics required in such a M’ork belong to

sculpture rather than to painting, and those

works of M. de Triqueti, already before the

public, display such a profound knowledge of

art in the abstract, and in his own particular

province of art, such a degree of grandeur and
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severity and purity of taste, a9 to give earnest

of his success, it is not often that an artist

in the prime of life, and animated by very noble

views in his own art, and a deep feeling of

the moral responsibility attached to the gift of
surpassing genius, has been afforded such
ample space in which to embody his concep-
tion of the beautiful and the true. The con-
templated pavement, as far as we can under-
stand, will form a circular frieze or band round
the tomb, about 8 feet in width, and about 220
feet in its extreme length. On this area the
figures will be represented in marbles of dif-

ferent shades, as in the pavement at Siena.

The adaptation of the treatment of the subject
proposed to the especial locality, the applica-

tion of a material so novel, presents difficulties

to alarm the most sanguine and enthusiastic

temperament
;
but the result, if successful, will

be glorious, and form an era in the history of
modern art. The composition and arrange-
ment must have the simple severity of a bas-
relief

;
and, from the immense scale of the

figures, will require the utmost correctness as
well as largeness of style. Beccafumi was
assisted in the execution of his great work by
two able sculptors

;
but the designs were en-

tirely his own. We may return again to the
consideration of this famous pavement, and
the imitation of it, or, rather, adoption of the
same material by M. de Triqueti. The con-
templated decoration of our Parliament House
renders every suggestion of the kind at this

moment particularly interesting and important.—Atheneeum.

PORCELAIN TOWER AT NANKING.

A British officer obtained some particulars

and a printed paper from a person in charge of

the above edifice, which, being translated, has

recently arrived in England, from which we
are enabled to give a brief description of it.

It exhibits, in a striking but melancholy

manner, the gross incredulity and superstition

of the Chinese. Subjoined is an extract from

the literal translation:—
“ After the removal of the imperial residence

from Nanking to Pekin, this temple was
erected by the bounty of the Emperor Yunglo.
The work of erection occupied a period of
nineteen years. The building consists of nine
stories of variegated porcelain, and its height is

about 350 feet, with a pineapple of gilt copper
at the summit. Above each of the roofs is the
head of a dragon, from which, supported by
iron rods, hang eight bells, and below, at right
angles, are eighty bells, making in all 152. On
the outside of the nine stages there are 128
lamps

;
and below, in the centre of the octa-

gonal hall, twelve porcelain lamps. Above
they illuminate the thirty-three heavens, and
below they enlighten both the good and the
bad among men. On the top are two copper
boilers, weighing 1,200 lbs. and a dish of
600 lbs. weight, placed there in order con-
stantly to avert human calamities.

“ This pagoda has been the glory of the ages
since Yunglo rebuilt and beautified it; and, as
a monument of imperial gratitude, it is called
the ‘ 1 emple of Gratitude.' The expense of
its erection was 2,485,484 Chinese ounces of
silver, equivalent to 150,000/. sterling.

“There are in this pagoda, as a charm
against malignant influences, one carhuncle;
as a preservative from water, one pearl

;
from

fire, one pearl; from wind, one pearl
;
from

dust, one pearl
;
with several Chinese transla-

tions of Sanscrit books relating to Buddha
and Buddhism.”

Lecompte, in his journey through China,
says, “ The wall at the bottom i9 at least twelve
feet thick. The staircase is narrow and
troublesome, the steps being very high

;
the

ceiling of each room is beautified with paint-
ings, and the walls of the upper rooms have
several niches full of carved idols. There are se-
veral priests or bonzes attached to the building
to keep it in order, and illuminate it on festival
occasions. This is effected by means of lan-
terns made of thin oyster-shells, used by the
Chinese instead of glass. These are placed at
each of the eight angles, on every story, and
the effect of the subdued light on the highly
reflective surface to the tower is very striking
and beautiful.”

THE IRON TRADE.
Birmingham, Thursday, January 11.—The

usual ironmasters’ quarterly meetings have
taken place during the present week at Wal-
sall, Wolverhampton, and in this town. The
assemblage in our Town-hall to-day was
numerous, the great majority of the most ex-

tensive ironmasters from the surrounding dis-

tricts and many from Wales being present.

During the last week it was reported that an

attempt would be made to effect a reduction ot

theprice of iron
;
aud yesterday, at an adjourned

meeting of masters held at Wolverhampton,
in accordance with this prediction, a gentle-

man from London, largely interested in the

iron trade, moved that bar- iron be reduced at

the rate of 10s. per ton. The motion found a
seconder, and that was all, for upon its being

put to the meeting, the proposed resolution

was, with the exception of its authors, rejected

by the entire assembly. The prices, there-

fore, remain the same as last quarter—bar-

iron from 51. 10s. to 61. per ton
;
pigs, accord-

ing to their quality, from 21 15s. to 31. 5s.

;

hoops, 61. 10s.
;

and sheets, 71. to 7/. 10s.

Many of the most extensive works are in full

employment, and altogether the trade presents a

more cheering appearance than was antici-

pated about a month ago.

It is to be regretted, however, that a great
proportion of the mining and iron workmen in

the Staffordshire fields are joining the Northern
Union for the obtainment of a higher rate of
wages and the reduction of the time of work.
This is the more to be regretted, as during the

present year the masters in these districts,

upon the first symptom of improved trade,

generously came forward, and raised the

amount of remuneration for some descriptions

of labour 6d. per day. At the present time
there are delegates from the neighbourhood of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne prowling about Stafford-

shire, and daily and nightly employed in en-

listing recruits into the Union. 6d. is paid

upon the receipt of the admission, and 2d. per
week as a subscription to the Union.
A circumstance in connection with the

Northern Union has recently occurred, and is

worthy of note. It has been the immemorial
custom in the Siaffordshire iron-coal districts

fora fortnight’s notice to be given, either by

masters or men, previous to the termination of

an engagement. Within these two or three

weeks a number of nwn refused to work in a

pit belonging to Messrs. Williams, Darlaston,

because one of the men employed on the same
works was not a member of ihe Union Messrs.

Williams retained the non unionist
;

the

consequence was, all the rest loft work.
Three of the ringleaders were apprehended,
and committed to Stafford Gaol. An attempt
is now being made to set aside the conviction

as bad in law; and should the judges refuse

to commit, the consequences will be very

serious in the Staffordshire iron districts.

PATENTS RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE,
ENGINEERING, See.

Granted between the 24 ih November and the

23/A December, 1843.

[six months for enrolment.]

‘William Irving, of Regent-street, Lambeth, en-
gineer, for improved machinery and apparatus for
cutting and carving substances to be applied for in-
laying and other purposes. Nov. 25.

Edward Tann the elder, Edward Tann the
younger, and John Tann, of Minerva-terrace,
Hackney-road, iron safe manufacturers, for certain
improvements in locks and latches, and in iron
rooms, doors, safes, chests, and other repositories.

Nov. 25.

Alexander Vivian, of Gwennap, Cornwall, gentle-
man, for an improved apparatus for dressing ores.
Nov. 25.

Joseph Rock, jun., of Birmingham, factor, for
certain improvements in locks and latches. Nov. 25.

Thomas Drayton, of Brighton, gentleman, for
improvements in coating glass with silver for look-
ing-glasses and other uses. Nov. 25.

John Hick, of Bolton-le-moors, Lancaster, en-
gineer, for certain improvements in steam-engines,
and an apparatus to be connected therewith, for

driving machinery, part of which improvements are
applicable to forcing, lifting, and measuring water.

Dec. 5.

Joseph Robinson, of Old Jewry, solicitor, for

certain improvements in the construction and mode
of working engines by the agency of air or gases,

for obtaining or reproducing motive power. (Being
a communication.) Dec. 5.

William Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engi-

neer, for improvements in extracting certain metals

from ores and other compounds of these metals, some
part or parts of which improvements are also ap-
plicable to obtaining another product or other pro-
ducts from such ores or compounds. (Being a

communication.) Dec. 5.

Lawrence Holker Potts, of Greenwich, doctor of

medicine, for certain improvements in the construc-
tion of piers, embankments, breakwaters, and other

similar structures. Dec. 5.

Joseph Bishop, of Poland-street, Westminster,
jeweller, for improvements in paving roads, streets,

and other places. Dec. 8.

William Baddeley, of Lombard-street, civil en-
gineer, for certain improvements in rotary engines.
(Being a communication.) Dei:. 8.

Henry Purser Vaile, of Blackfri irs’-road, gen-
tleman, for improvements in manufacturing metal
combined wiffi other matters, for covering floors and
other surfaces. Dec. 13.

William Young, of Queen-street, Cheapside,
lamp-maker, for improvements in the manufacture
of lamps and gas-burners. Dec. 13.

Thomas Murray Gladstone, of New Swan
Garden Iron Works, Wolverhampton, for certain

improvements in machines for cutting or shearing

iron or other metals. Dec. 28.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &c.

Registered under 5th Sf 6lh Vic., cap. 65.

Date of Register,

1843.

No. in

Register.
Proprietor’s Name. Address. Subject.

Nov. 27. 73 Alexander Milner. 50, Garden-st., Sheffield. Ventilating drawer for per-

forated ventilating hearth-

plates.

- 28. 75 Thomas Walker. Wednesbury. Bar-iron for bolt nuts.

- 29. 78 Frederick Finlay. 34, Bloomsbury-square. Cast-ironfire-proofstrong-

room.

Dec. 5. 84 Henry Cobby. General Steam Naviga-

tion Company’s Office,

Kingston-upon-Hull.

Apparatus for causing the

paddle-wheels of a steam-

vessel to revolve in a con-

trary direction to each

other, and thereby to turn

the vessel round.

- 7. 85 John Richardson. 62, Edgware-road. Improved Chimney-cowl.

- 13. 90 William Middleton. Birmingham. Wheel for railway-carriages

- - 91 Jeakes and Willis. Great Russell-st. Blooms-
bury.

Improved Roasting-jack.

— 14. 93 John Middleton. Birmingham. Wheel for railway-carriages

— 23. 97 James Boyd. 78, Welbeck-st., Caven-

dish-square, London.

The Himalaya Funnel for

the cure of smoky chim-

neys.
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GROUND PLAN.

A. A. Lobbies.

B 1 B 2 B 3. Living-rooms.

C. C. C. Open staircases, with closets under.
D. D. D. Pantries.

E. E. E. Sculleries.

F. F. F. Sinks.

G. Ash-bin and privies.

H. Washing-trough.

I. I. Yards.

K. Play -ground.

L. School-room.

SCHOOL AND COTTAGES.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ THE BUILDER.”

Sir,—Observing in your publication re-

marks upon Cottage Economy, and being
anxious to contribute my mite towards the
furtherance of a knowledge of the subject, I

inclose sketches illustrative of the general
external character and internal arrangement of
some cottages, with a school, to which is at-

tached the house of a school-mistress, which
I have lately erected in the village of Bourton,
near Shrivenham, Berks, upon the estate of
Henry Tucker, Esq., and which I am enabled
to say meet, in all points of economy, the
wishes of their inhabitants, and I may add that

to “ cottage comforts ” some little attention

has been paid in order to revive, even in this

the true spirit of by-gone

f ach provided with a lobby,

ery ,
a pantry, an open

fj a 'effliSpt under the stairs
;
on the

-
>; <?lmm1)^r-;nov»^Sie^^irt) large comfortable bed-

7m mi^^V^^mise is a more spacious i

uwelling,- viuJA^ree bed-rooms. The school

lobbies, one of which is

available to the house, the other is used as a
general depository for cloaks, hats, &c.

;
the

timbers of the roof are entirely exposed with
circular framed ribs, and boarded under the

slates
;

in the gabel over the larger end window
is formed a cross in stained glass

;
the windows

are otherwise of ground glass
;
the walls are

constructed of a hard l ime-stone, their dressings

being of Bath stone.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

T. W. 6rdish.
Bourton Village, Dec. 11, 1843.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.

The following letter upon this subject has
been addressed to the editor of the Times :

—

“ Sir,—The public, and especially the in-

habitants of different localities where metropo-
litan improvements are in progress, have just

cause of complaint. The modus operandi is

as follows :—They pull down one house here,

and another there, in places unconnected with

each other. The Act of Parliament directing

these improvementspassed in August, 1840, yet

they have not built one house, nor cleared a

spot that one might be built. This is very in-

jurious to the inhabitants of the locality, who

not only sustain great inconvenience, but
serious loss. Every house untenanted dimi-

nishes the number of the customers to the

tradesmen in the vicinity, whilst the public

lose the amount of the rents of those houses,

which, if received, would go in part liquida-

tion of the improvements.

“At the end of Plumtree-street twenty
houses have been pulled down for twelve
months. All the houses in Broad-street re-

quired have been settled with some time, yet

these are lying empty. No cause is assigned

for delay, yet individuals applying for the terms
of rebuilding obtain no answer.

“ The means bv which these improvements
are to be carried out is by a heavy tax on coals,

therefore these delays and losses will be seri-

ously felt by the public at large.

“ The last paragraph under the head of
‘ metropolitan improvements * states that they

have commenced pulling down houses oppo-

site St. Andrew-street, St. Giles’s. Why com-
mence there until they have finished the upper
end of St. Martin’s-lane, or Plumtree-street?

“In addition to the losses sustained by the

obstructions caused by pulling down, by the

departure of customers to other places, the
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parish authorities have been forced to levy an
additional penny in the pound on the poor-

rates, the number of inhabitants who pay
being in this neighbourhood so much dimi-

nished.
“ On reference to the books of the parishes

of St. Giles and Bloomsbury, I find that the

estimated loss of rental is 15,000/.; this is cal-

culated by the rates, which are much less than

the sums paid by occupants. At a rough cal-

culation the real loss is 25,000/. Any pa-

rishioner may ascertain the truth of this

statement by examining the books, open for in-

spection at the vestry of St. Giles’s.

“ I remain, Sir, your very humble servant,

“An O ld Inhabitant of St. George’s,
Bloomsbury.

“ Bloomsbury, January 4.”

We beg to remind “An Old Inhabitant of

St. George’s, Bloomsbury,” of the benefit to

the rating of this particular district which will

be occasioned by the breaking up of such a

horrid accumulation of filth and poverty.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.

Instead of our own observations, which

require illustrative cuts that could not be

executed in time to appear in our present

number, we this week insert the following

communication from a correspondent :

—

to the editor of the builder.

Sir,—At a time when a warfare of opinion

is waging upon the reparation and embellish-

ment of Westminster-bridge, between those

eminent gentlemen of their respective profes-

sions, Messrs. Walker and Burges, the civil-

engineers, and Mr. Barry, the celebrated ar-

chitect, it is with every sense of deference and
respect to those gentleman, and with no dis-

paragement to the plan of either, that I beg,

through the medium of your highly valuable

and instructive publication, to submit to the

public the accompanying design, which as a

practical man, I have for some time past con-

templated as a desideratum in this (almost

national) improvement.

Although this project does not participate in

the features of either of the above parties’ de-

signs, in my opinion it more than embraces the

desired objects of both
;
for whilst its character

in artistical effect somewhat assimilates with the

style of the new Houses of Parliament (though

in a far less elaborate degree), it, at the same
time, not only affords a greater water-way, but

considerably reduces the present steep road-

way. This suggestion presented itself some

time since, when it may be remembered that

one of the piers on the Middlesex side of the

bridge sunk suddenly several inches, and this,

I believe, after the execution of the work by

Messrs. Walker and Burges to the foundations

of the piers, rendering them, as they state,

much more secure than they had ever been

before.

During the formation of the Thames Tunnel

an opportunity was afforded of witnessing the

substrata of the bed of the river, in which there

is a considerable vein of silt, or quicksand, and

which proved the greatest enemy (with the

exception of the water), that that intrepid en-

gineer, Sir I. M. Brunei, had to cope with, and

which vein extends below as far as the Nore,

and, there is but little doubt, as far up the

river. With this impression, and the know-

ledge of Labeyle’s
(caison-constructed) piers, it

occurred at the time that the ballast-dredging

machine completed cutting the low-water

channel for the steam-boats (nearly fronting

the pier which sank) at this period, that

having tapped the strata of silt or quicksand,

there is but little doubt that its exit from under

the caison caused the sudden settlement which

occurred.

Upon examining the costly and stupendous

barriers of the coffer-dams which Messrs.

Walker and Burges so ably and substantially

erected around each of these piers, that with

this bulwark, had they been applied only to

every other pier, and had those been under-

pinned (despite of the caison) progressively

to the whole depth required, so as to obtain a

sound and substantial foundation on such a

stratum as might be relied upon for carrying

the most massive erection. Having by these

means strengthened and lengthened the piers

for the requisite additional width, it is

presumed by the increased wqter-way thus

gained (*. e. by the removal of the interme-

diate piers), that the springing of the arch,

which is described of Tudor form, might, for

additional strength and security, spring from a
little above the low-water mark, so that the

largest or centre arch would in its span be
about 140 feet, with a rise not exceeding that

of the present centre arch, which is proposed to

be united with that of the adjoining one on the

Surrey side, so as to embrace more of the
actual current as it at present ebbs and flows.

For the practical execution of these works,
without interfering with the traffic during the
progress of the proposed alterations, it was
intended to relieve the bridge throughout of
the present balustrading, and to extend over
one side of the bridge a footpath 6 feet wide,
supported by cantilivers of timber, which might
be buried in the roading, and, if necessary,
might be strutted from the piers and spandrils.
By this addition, a space equal to the present
width of roadway might be retained during
the progress of the works; and as soon as the
alternate piers were extended to the additional
width and length required, and the present
portion underpinned to the depth of the pro-
posed addition, and carried up as high as the
springing, so much of the arches of the present
bridge might be removed as the width of
roadway would admit. The arches are proposed
to be composed of cast-iron perforated Gothic
ribs, five feet apart, cast with flanges and fillets

to secure cast-iron plates behind them, to form
the sinking of the panels in the spandrils, and
fair soffits to the arches, which would shew
upon every rib archivolt-mouldings traversing
longitudinally from springing to springing.

Stone relieving-arches might, for additional
security, be constructed between the iron ribs,

avoiding the braces and iron-work throughout,
and turned upon sand cores, so as to allow of
any action in the iron-work by expansion and
contraction. By this design it is proposed
to widen the bridge to the total width of 60
feet; and the additional width is proposed
to be made wholly upon the lower side

,

as I deem
the present bridge to be already too near to the
new Houses of Parliament, and by following
this plan, the line of the present approaches on
either side of the bridge would be better con-
formed to.

When the above works should be completed
to the height of the intended roadway, a
similar temporarily-constructed footpath might
be applied, and the rest of the present bridge
be so far removed, as to complete the remaining
portion of this proposed re-construction, even
to the balustrading or parapet, which might
be either of plain masonry or of cast-iron in

ornamental or perforated Gothic panels; the

opposite side might then be similarly com-
pleted, and the intermediate piers removed.

It may be seen by this arrangement, that on
the score of economy, a considerable saving
would have been gained by the requisition of
only eight of those expensive items in engi-
neering works, called coffer-dams, instead of the

fifteen required in the paj'lial, and since proved
abortive, reparation of the present defective

and incompetent bridge. With every apology
for this lengthened trespass on the pages of
your instructive work, and with a view that it

may bring forth a more eligible design, I re-

main, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Practical Observer.
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the centres for the hollows, and the more pro-

minent parts of the moulding- are set out with
the same radius at the points of the triangles

;

or, in other words, four circles are encircled

within a circle, and by omitting each alternate

one the figure is formed. From the equilateral

triangle are readily produced the hexagon and
duodecagon

;
and the rose windows of the

churches and cathedrals of France, many
nearly fifty feet in diameter, and exhibiting a
great variety of figures in their designs, are

among the most beautiful examples which can

be cited of the early and later application of
the equilateral triangle to the figures of archi-

tecture. From the trefoil, sexfoil, and their

multiples, as shewn at St. Denis, proceeded
the flowing tracery, simply produced by omis-

sion of portions of the regular geometrical
figure, that which remained being so combined
that the manner of its setting out was con-

cealed, probably for the purpose of exciting

wonder in the spectator, and thereby adding
to that air of mystery which the craft delighted

to spread around them. The system depending
on the equilateral triangle for its variety of
form continued in use till the beginning of the

15th century in France, when it underwent a
great and important change by the introduc-

tion of the isosceles triangle, and its compound
the pentagon. A pupil of Alexander de Berne-
val, architect to the church of St. Ouen at

Rouen, proved that these figures could furnish

novelties in design, and that all beauty was not
confined to the long used favourite triangle.

We can well imagine how displeasing this in-

novation must have been to the whole fraternity

of masons; their mystery was invaded, and
their very prejudices would lead them to doubt
the practicability of any new thing. The result

seems to have been fatal to the ingenious arti-

ficer. Dora. Pommeraye, in his History of
the Abbey of St. Ouen, mentions that the

master was so incensed at the clergy preferring

the northern rose window of the transept exe-

cuted by his pupil, where this innovation was
first introduced, to that of the south, of his

own execution, upon the ancient triangular

system, that, in a fit of jealousy, he killed his

rival, and was himself condemned to be

hanged.

“ To the common observer this theory may
appear fanciful, but the writer does not
hesitate to assert that the boldest mouldings,
and the most delicate tracery, where gently

flowing lines seem the result of a sportive

fancy only, equally emanate from the same
sources, and that it is to the neglect of the ap-

plication of the rules of geometry tiiat we may
attribute the defects and failures wherever an

imitation of this early style has been attempted

in the present day, which neglect has been
greatly fostered by the too prevailing opinion

that all the beauty we admire is produced by
art alone unaided by the science of geometry,

the time devoted to line and rule being con-

sidered lost. The beautiful tracery, called by
some, par excellence

,
the decorated English,

cannot accurately be displayed without a know-
ledge of these principles. Many examples
have been tested to prove this fact. On some
future occasion this subject may form a por-

tion of a more compendious essay, “ On the

first principles of Gothic architecture,” if not

taken up by more able hands.
“ This church at different periods has

undergone various alterations
;

but the plan

remains as the result of one design. The foun-

dation walls of the tower are the most ancient;

they are arched on the north and south sides, as

well as towards the nave, forming a vestibule

to the church, an arrangement not commonly
found, but in this instance adding much to the

beauty of the interior. The upper part of the

tower is more modern, and once was sur-

mounted by a lofty spire
;
the flying buttresses

contrived to steady the work, have their mould-
ings in a style as late as the time of Edward
the Third, and may be attributed to Johannes

Lumbarde.
“ The windows which light the side aisles of

the nave are not all placed in the middle or

opposite the main arches, and those which
terminate the east ends of the two aisles are

walled up. The outer walls of the church are

two feet four inches in thickness
;
the buttresses

attached to them are not of a strength to resist

the thrust of a vaulted roof. Those of the

chancel are of much greater solidity, and are

calculated to bear up against a groined vault,

which, without doubt, it once had, and which

iLitrrature.

Illustrations of Stone Church ,
Kent. JFith an

flistorical Account by Edward Cresy,
Architect, F.S.A. Published for the Topo-
graphical Society, by H. Hooper, Pall-mall

East, 1810; fol. 16 pp., 17 plates, 13 wood-
engravings.

This work, elucidated by copies of beau-

tiful drawings, the work of Mr. Cresy, the ac-

complished Professor of Pointed Architecture

to the College of the “Freemasons of the

Church,” and other members of the Topo-
graphical Society, we most particularly recom-

mend to the student, the educated architect,

and the antiquary, on account of its exact

graphic merits, the beauty and elegance of the
subjects which form the prototypes of its

illustrations, and beyond even those high
merits, for the clear and admirable historical

and descriptive matter which it contains. The
work, though small or thin, is all pith, and
gladly should we, if decently we might, quote
every word of its text; from it we indeed
draw copiously, knowing its sterling merit, and
that it is one of those compressed works out
of which not only the juvenile learner, but the

hoary practitioner, may acquire largely due in-

formation relative to his craft. It is in verity

a true masonic work of the highest class, as

may be seen by the columnar diagram here
given, which we have had engraved after the
one inserted in the work itself.

Home, was one of their commanderies esta-

blished, which formed their principal resting-

place when they visited their possessions in

this part of the county, situated in the mid-

dle of the beautiful valley of Holmsdale, and

watered bv the clear and pellucid Darent
;
sur-

rounded by meadows and rich lands, few situa-

tions could vie with it either for fertility or

beauty. That this establishment was upon an

extensive scale may be inferred from walls built

of flint, six feet in thickness, extending as far

as South Darent, being discovered by the

writer when superintending the construction

of the present iron bridge. Similar walls have

also been traced along the banks of the river in

many places.
“ In the 12th century the knowledge of

geometrv was revived by the monk Athelard

or Adhelard, who, after travelling through

Spain and Egypt, translated, about 1 130, tbe

books of Euclid from the Arabic into Latin.

This science was ardently taken up by the

learned men who immediately followed, par-

ticularly by Grostete, Bishop of Lincoln, and

others employed on the great buildings in

England as well as on those of the Continent.
“ The abbey church of St. Denis near

Paris, commenced by Eudes Clement in 1229,

and finished by Matthieu of Vendome about

1281, the fine chapel at Vincennes, and the

Sainte Chapelle at Paris, built from the designs

of Pierre de Montereau, who died in 1266, are

early examples of the change that architecture

underwent after the revival of tbe study of

geometry; and Eudes de Montreul, who ac-

companied St. Louis to the Holy Land, left

many similar works.
“ Salisbury, Lincoln, Westminster, Winches-

ter, and other buildings of this time, no longer

exhibited the round arch or features bor-

rowed by the Normans from Roman construc-

tions, but a new style altogether, having prin-

ciples essentially geometrical; and it is in vain

that we attempt to imitate the tracery or

mouldings belonging to this style correctly,

unless we consider them to emanate from some
simple figure. However numerous the mould-

ings, they never appear confused, which en-

tirely arises from the order observed in their

arrangement
;

this may be better expressed by

the subjoined diagram, taken from the mould-

ings which form the trefoil arches round

the chancel of Stone Church. The points of

intersection of the two equilateral triangles are

“ Stone Church is dedicated to St. Mary, and
anciently paid ninepence Chrism rent to the

mother church of the diocese; and in the 15th

of King Edward the First, was valued at thirty

marcs, and the vicarage at seven marcs.

“ It is not improbable that, during the life

of the first rector, all the works in this church
which bear the marks of the 13th century were
executed, and that the previous church men-
tioned in the Domesday survey, resembled
others erected by the Saxons. These Saxon
churches differed little from those of Nor-
mandy, and some time after the Conquest,
religious edifices were constructed in a similar

manner to those erected previous to the inva-

sion by the Normans.

“ At Mapplescumbe are the ruins of one of
these early churches, having its east end termi-

nated semicircularly. Its total internal length

is 53 feet, and breadth 22 feet, the walls being
three feet thick. At South Darenth, now a

hamlet, though formerly a parish, paying nine-

pence Chrism rent, are the walls of a similar

church, now converted into a malthouse; a few
years ago, another, with a singular tower,
partly constructed with Roman bricks, re-

mained in a field at St. Margaret's at Hills,

but of which the plough has now destroyed
every vestige.

“ In the reign of Richard the First, or about
the latter end of the 12th century, the parish

churches throughout the kingdom underwent
a general reconstruction. Anew style was in-

troduced, and a decoration, not before indulged
in, everywhere displayed itself. It being
adopted simultaneously throughout Christian
Europe has occasioned its introduction to be
attributed to the Crusaders, who possessed Pales-
tine from the years 1095 tol291. Among those
enthusiastic warriors, the most distinguished
for science were the Knights Hospitallers of
St. John of Jerusalem, and possessing 19,000
manors in Europe, could easily have carried
any improvement wherever their influence ex-
tended. They were established about 1101,
and held considerable lands in the adjoining
parishes to Stone. On an estate given to them
by Robert Basinge about 1118, at Sutton-at-

“ Stone is a small village on the high road from
London to Dover, seventeen miles from the

metropolis, bounded on the north by the river

Thames ;—it is in the hundred of Axtane and
diocese of Rochester.
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arch adopted instead, is singular, and cannot be
accounted for unless we suppose that from the
descendants of the Mahomedans, already esta-
blished there, they acquired this new feature in
construction.”

We feel heartily indebted to the gentlemen
who have combined to furnish the drawings,
and who have executed the engravings for this

sterling volume, among which we find the
names of W. S. Wilkinson, J. Johnson,
Bailey, S. Beilin, Owen Jones, G. Hawkins,
jun., and Edwin Nash.

With them we know it was a labour of love.
It contains fine exemplars of windows, columns,
archivolts, spandrils, and other sculptures

;
and

many of its elegant details, being of that
peculiar character of genius-begotten inven-
tions, which, amid the involutions of any de-
gree ofantiquity, still remain fresh and removed
from and far above the common and vulgar,

are particularly worthy of re-appearing in

modern fabrics of the highest class. No ar-

chitectural, topographical, or antiquarian
library should be without this intrinsic book.
Its sixteen pages of quiet, manly literature

will teach truthfully more of genuine architec-
ture than a hundred times as much of quar-
relsome controversial diction, which, indeed,
instead of leaving on the mind an impress of
architecture, writes there only a sense of corn-

motive irritation.
’

-p

CHURCH BUILDING INTELLIGENCE.

Worcester Diocesan Church Building So-
ciety.—A quarterly meeting of the committee
of this society was held on Wednesday after-

noon, the 10th inst., at the Guildhall, the Lord
Bishop of the Diocese in the chair, when the
following grants were made for the building,
enlarging, and repairing of churches in the
diocese of Worcester:— 150/. towards the
erection of the new chapel at Barnard’s Green;
80/. towards the erection of a new church at

Trimpley, near Kidderminster; 10/. (second
grant) towards the enlargement of Broughton
Hacketi Church; and 40/. for repairing Beoley
Church. The 100/. granted at a former meet-
ing towards the erection of the new chapel at

Whittington, near this city, was directed to be
paid, the building being now completed

;
and

after the secretaries’ report, which was of a
very satisfactory nature, had been read, and
other business of a routine character trans-

acted, the meeting broke up, first voting the
usual thanks to the right rev. chairman and
secretaries.

Kingston Church.—The progress made in

rebuilding this church is surprising. The
contractor and builder, Mr. Nicholson, of
Wandsworth, began taking down the old
parish church on the 10th July, 1843, and in-

tends the new erection to be ready for conse-
cration by the 10th of next March; therefore,

excepting the time employed in taking down
and removing the old materials and remains,
little more than six months will be required by
him to rebuild and finish the present hand-
some and substantial large parish church, al-

though the terms of contract allowed him ten

months.

New Church at Lynn.—The committee for

building the new church appear to be unde-
cided where that building shall be placed, a
meeting was held last week, when it was
agreed that the committee should view the
site offered to them by the corporation, as also

some others, and determine thereupon.

The Warden and Fellows of Winchester
College, Oxford, have contributed 200/. to-

wards the erection of a new tower for the new
parish church of Portsea.
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of ornamental turrets, the combination of
which, at the south end, produces a striking
and beautiful effect. The interior possesses
an air of neatness in strict conformity with the
character of the exterior. At each end is a
gallery supported by projecting trusses, richly
ornamented. The ceiling is divided into panels,
with enriched centre pieces, and pendants at
the intersection of the moulded ribs. A power-
ful organ, built by Bewsher and Flteetwood, of
this town, occupies the centre of the northern
gallery. Immediately in front of the organ
gallery and choir, the pulpit has been erected.
The chapel is lighted with the Bude light, by
means of a large chandelier suspended from
the centre pendant in the ceiling. The ex-
treme length of the building is eighty feet

;
and

it is caculated to accommodate between 8U0
and 1,000 persons. Underneath the chapel is

a spacious school-room, capable of containing
about 600 children

;
also an excellent and con-

venient lecture-room, 47 feet by 39, which will

hold 400 people, besides committee and retiring
rooms. The whole has been erected under the
superintendence of Mr. W. H. Gee, architect,
of Castle-street

;
and the total cost of the work

will be about 8,500.

—

Liverpool Journal.

Northjleet— Curious Discovery.—On Thurs-
day, 11th inst., some workmen whilst trench-
ing at Perry-street, Northfieet, dug up a leaden
seal, once attached to a Papal Bull, on the one
side was the name of the Pope JOHANNES,
PP. XXIII., in Roman characters, and on the
reverse the heads of Paul and Peter, rudely
designed and coarsely executed, above them,
S.P.A.S.P.E. The two S’s stood for Sanctus
Paulus et Sanctus Petrus. The seal is now in

the possession of that erudite member of the

Numismatic Society, W. Crafter, Esq., of the

Fort, Gravesend. It is about the size of a
twopenny piece, is in beautiful preservation,

and has a slit in the centre by which it was ap-

pended to the original instrument, now entirely

lost. The term Papal Bull was taken from the

seals, but was not contined to deeds of Popes,

and was derived from bulla— a metal orna-

mented cross. It may be observed that to seal

with metal was reckoned an illustrious privi-

lege, consequently the Roman Pontiffs seals

or hulls were commonly affixed to their more
solemn public instruments impressed in lead,

sometimes in gold. These seals varied in form
till Urban II., about 1088, since which time
they have been as we have described above.

Du Cange says that the leaden seals, with the

Pope’s name only, are as old as Silvester; but
the images of Peter and Paul not earlier than
Adrian IV., who lived in 1 153, some say, com-
menced with Paschal II. Brief was the term
applied to the Papal acts sealed with wax, with

the impress of a circle called the Fisherman’s
Ring.

Ancient Church Roofs. — A fine carved

timber roof has been lately discovered in the

Castle Cary Church, with its bosses, purlins,

and principals all moulded, and spandrills

filled with elegant tracery. It has been con-

cealed by a fiat lath and plaster ceiling for

many years. Another roof of carved timber

has been lately discovered in Kelvedon Church,
Essex, also with its bosses, purlins, and prin-

cipals all moulded, and spandrils filled with

elegant open tracery. This was also concealed

by a fiat lath and plaster ceiling for, perhaps,

nearly two centuries

.

A very handsome altar-cloth has been pre-

sented to Morwenstow Church, by a lady of

Devonshire. It was received on Christmas-

day, during the offertory, by one of the church-

wardens, and delivered by him in the chancel,

with the alms, to the vicar, who laid it rever-

ently on the altar.

must have remained when Wiltshire’s chantry
was thrown out, as the flying buttress span-
ning the whole addition was apparently intro-
duced to supply the use of that necessarily
removed.

“ Roman tiles 12 inches long, and two inches
thick, are seen bedded in various parts of the
walls, which are rubble, and generally com-
posed of flint.

“ The three main arches on each side that
separate the side aisles from the nave are light
and well proportioned, and set out with great
regularity. Their extent, comprising the entire
of the cluster pillars, is 40 feet 6 inches, and
their height from the pavement to the top of
the mouldings 27 feet; each of these divisions
is thus formed of a double square. The pillars

are arranged with great regularity, and their
lightness is equal to many of the classic age,
being nine and a half diameters in height, and
placed at six and a half diameters apart. In-
cluding capital and base, their height is 16 feet

7 inches.

“ The arch of the tower is of a different cha-
racter, and belongs to a later period. The
capitals are enriched with the oak leaf, and the
mouldings are not so elegantly formed.

“ Around the outer walls under the range of
windows, a dado or series of arches similar to

those of the chancel, perhaps rested upon the
seat or plinth which projecls so considerably,
and was contrived for the purpose of supporting
them.

“ The main arches are of Reygate stone, or
some similar, and the variety of mouldings
into which they are cut, proves that there was
no poverty of invention in the architect, and
that he could preserve symmetry without
adopting strict uniformity. Each pair of
arches corresponds in design, and the two
eastern ones have in their soffits that elegant
enrichment, the quatrefoil or dog’s tooth. The
four small columns of the cluster pillars are
of Bethersden or Petworth marble

;
the cap-

itals with their enrichments, as well as the
hands and bases, together with the larger
column in the centre, are of the same stone as
the arches The modern pews, pulpit, &e. are
omitted, as they take away from the view of
the lower part of the chancel, and destroy the
fine proportions of the church.

“ 1 he windows walled up at the east end of
the side aisles, and once glazed as well as the
present with coloured glass, produced a rich-

ness difficult to describe and rarely imitated in

modern days. There is a fashion in glazing
which appertains to the era of Henry the
Third and bis successor’s reign, some fine ex-
amples of which are to be seen at Canterburv
Cathedral and York Minster, and it would be
well, in the introduction of this material, at all

times that the style of architecture to which it

is applied was considered.
“Shields and coats of arms are of a more

recent introduction into windows. The early
English, composed of small pieces of glass,

resembled mosaic, and was comprised in

quatre-foils or circles, one above the other,
within a border of scroll work. Armorial
bearings, whenever introduced, are always
rich, and accompanied with a great variety of
design.

“ The polished Petworth marble columns
had their delicately carved capitals above those
of the nave, and when sustaining the cross
springers of the vault, would have left nothing
wanting to render this chancel a beautiful
model of the early pointed style.

“ The present windows are not of good pro-
portions, and admit too great a body of light.

They are the work perhaps of Johannes Sore-
well, who died in 1439, and were certainly
commenced sometime after the time of Johan-
nes Lumbarde, who died in 1408.

“ The curious and enriched portal bears a
great resemblance to many in Sicily erected by
the Normans soon after the year 1072, when
they settled themselves in that island, where
they usually adopted the pointed arch upon
which to display their favourite mouldings.
In Girgenti and its neighbourhood abound ex-
amples in which the zig-zag in all its variety of
form are in conjunction with the purest orna-
ments of classic Greece. The opinion of the
present inhabitants is, that these Norman por-
tals are of Caen stone, and were executed in
Normandy and brought by the invaders from
their native shores. But that a portion of the
semicircle should be omitted, and the pointed

Opening of the New Baptist Chapel, Myrtle-

street.—On Wednesday, the new Baptist

Chapel, erected at the corner of Hope and
Myrtle-streets, was opened for public worship
for the first time. This chapel has been built,

as most of the public are aware, for the con-

gregation who have been worshipping, for the

last forty years, under the pastoral care of the

Rev. James Lister, in the building, at the

corner of Lime and Elliot-streets, which build-

ing is now about to be removed by the corpo-
ration, in order to widen the approaches from
Ranelagh place to the new Assize Courts.

The new Chapel is built in the Gothic style of

architecture, and is surmounted by a number

New District-Surveyor.—Jan. 18.—

•

This day, Mr. George Legg, of Gray’s-Inn-

place, who for many years superintended the

Clerkenwell district for the late Mr. Beazeley,

was elected and sworn in district-surveyor for

St. Andrew’s- above-Bars, St. George the

Martyr, and the Liberty of the Rolls.

The Italian architect Can ina has lately pub-

lished a work on the construction of the most

ancient Christian churches, which is spoken of

highly; it contains fifty-seven engravings on

copper, and one hundred and forty-seven tolio

pages of letter-press.
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York and Scarbro’ Railway.—The plans

and other documents being now completed and
deposited, we are enabled to describe generally
the course of the line, and to mention a few
particulars. The line commences by a junc-
tion with the York and North Midland Rail-

way, near York city walls, and passing a little

to the right of the workshops of the North of
England Railway Company, crosses the river

Ouse, and then approaches the village of
Clifton, near Mr. Robert Bellerby’s stack-yard,

where a station will be probably made for the

convenience of market passengers. From
Clifton the line passes across Bootham Stray
and Strensall Common, leaving the villages of
Haxby and Strensall a little to the left, and
crossing the Foss nearly midway between
them. The line, which is nearly straight as

far as Strensall, now bends towards the east,

and after crossing the Y ork and Scarborough
road, between Barton-hill Inn and Spittal Inn,
passes below the village of Crambe, and winds
along the left bank of the Derwent, as far as

Hutton Ambo, where the line crosses the river

and runs along the right-hand side of the
valley to Malton. In the parish of Crambe
another line is laid down on the plan, for a

short distance, called the tunnel line. This
line would have the effect of shortening the
route, but this advantage would be much more
than overbalanced by a long tunnel through
Whitwell-hill. At Malton the line closely

skirts the river, crossing the Scar borough-road,
near the end of Norton Bridge. At Norton it

leaves the river to the left, and passes a little

to the left of Rillington, near which a branch
to join the Whitby and Pickering Railway at

Pickering is intended to commence. Passing
a little to the left of Scampston, the line again
crosses the Scarborough-road, and passes along
the Hat ground within a short distance of the
villages ofHeslerton, Sherbourn, Ganton, and
Staxton. At Staxton the line turns to the east,

and leaving the village of Seamer on the left,

runs along the bottom of the valley, and ter-

minates in a field, a few hundred yards from
the end of Newborough-street and the prin-
cipal hotels of Scarborough! The length of
the main line is about forty-one and a half
miles—the Pickering branch being about six

and a half miles. The estimated cost of the
whole is 260,000/.

—

Hull Packet.

Railway Reform.— Influential parties in the
city are forming a society to carry out the

plans of the author of the pamphlet on Rail-

way Reform. As all matters relating to rail-

ways must possess some interest for your town
and neighbourhood, I am glad to be able to

give you information of the plans which “The
Railway Reform Association ” have in view.
They are as follows :

—

“First.—To induce the Government to pur-
chase for the State all the railway property in

the kingdom at its fair market value, the share-
holders to be paid in 3 per cent, consols.

“ Second.—The consolidation of all the rail-

ways under one general management.
“Third.—The adoption of the following

uniform scale of fares :—
“Mail trains, travelling at the rate of35 miles

per hour—2d. per mile.
“ Passenger trains, first division (travelling

at the rate of 25 miles per hour), first class,

for every 2 miles, one penny
;
second class, for

every 3 miles, one penny. Second division

(travelling at the rate of 15 miles per hour),
first class, for every 6 miles, one penny

;
se-

cond class, for every 8 miles, one penny.
“ The charges for merchandize, cattle, car-

riages, horses, &c., to be reduced to a rate not
exceeding one-sixth of the present average
rates.”

The association are taking active steps to

bring their plan before Parliament in the
course of the ensuing session, and they thus
enumerate the advantages which they allege

would be derived from the adoption of the
system of railway reform they recommend.
“ Its adoption,” they say, “would give a great
stimulus to trade and commere—reduce the
price of the necessaries of life—save the
public five millions in direct taxation—enable
the Government to carry out completely Mr.
Rowland Hill’s plan of Post-office reform

—

and, above all, confer an inestimable benefit on
the poor, who are, under the present system,
deprived of the advantages of railway travel-

ling by the prohibitory charges.”

—

London
Correspondent of the Hants Independent.

Improvement in the Value of Railway Pro-
perty.—The comparative want of profitable

employment for capital in trade and manu-
factures, and the small rate of interest offered

by the government securities at the present

high prices, combined with other causes, have
for some time had the effect of directing the

public to railway property as the most eligible

and favourite investment for their money
;
and

the consequence has been a general improve-
ment in the value of this description of pro-

perty. The London and Birmingham Rail-

way shares were in January, 1843, 202 per
share, and in the last week in December, they
were done at 241—shewing an increase in

value of 38/. per share
;
the Liverpool and

Manchester were in January, 1843, 190, in the

last week in December 228—shewing an in-

creased value of 38/. per share
;

in February,

1843, the Grand Junction shares were 192,

and in the last week of December 227— in-

creased value 35/.
;
the London and South-

Western were in January, 1843, 62, and last

week of December 75£—increased value 13/.

10s.; the Manchester and Bolton were in

February 50, and in December 86i—increased
value 36/. 10s.

;
the Manchester and Leeds

were in February 66, and on the 30th of De-
cember 100i—increased value 34/. 10s.; the

Midland Counties in February 60, in Decem-
ber 86—increased value26/.

;
the North Union

in October were at 70, and in December 95£

—

increased value 35/. 10s. The York and North
Midland have increased in value to the amount
of 39/. 10s. per share since February, having
been then 93, and since (in November) 132^.

The Great Western increased 14/. 5s. per share
in value between the middle of October and
the end of December, the prices of the two
periods being 85^ and 99£. Another cause of
this improved aspect is of course the increased

traffic on the different lines, and the diminished

expenditure in keeping them in repair. For
instance, in the year ending last July the result

of the traffic on the London and Birmingham
line was an increase of 16,367/• as compared
with the previous year; on the Great Western
the increase gave a result of 19,557/.; the

Manchester and Leeds 12,565/.; the London
and South-Western 7 >768/.; the Grand Junc-
tion 6,S99/; the North Midland 6,483/.; the

Glasgow and Greenock 2,283/.
;
the Man-

chester, Bolton, and Bury 4,008/.; and the
Liverpool and Manchester, 1,113/.

Atmospheric Traction on Railways.—The
principle of atmospheric traction, successfully

brought into operation on the Dalkeith branch
of the Dublin and Kingstown Railway, is

likely to be brought into extensive use upon
short lines. Among others in which it is said

it might be profitably employed are the Black-
wall and Greenwich Railways

;
and one of the

projected lines to Gravesend and Rochester,
under the superintendence of Mr. Brunei, is

started on the understanding that the line will

be worked by atmospheric traction.

Croydon and Epsom Railway.—It appears
from a series of resolutions advertised in the
daily papers, that a strong opposition has been
raised by the Croydon landholders, including

the most wealthy proprietors, against the pro-
posed Croydon branch to Epsom; and from
the determined course which these parties have
taken, a most formidable array in Parliament
may be expected when the competing lines

bring forward their respective cases. The
route by the Southampton line is stated to

have the preference, and little or no opposition

is anticipated in that quarter.

Hastmys, Rye, and Tenterden Railway.—The
Mayor of Tenterden, in compliance with a

very numerously signed requisition, convened
a public meeting at the Town-hall for yesterday,

at 12 o’clock, and invited the provisional com-
mittee to attend.

Railway JVell-drains.—Wells are now being
sunk in various parts of the embankment at

Mountnessing, on the Eastern Counties Rail-

way, to carry oft' the springs, and provide

against any disposition in the materials to slip.

The number of presents this Christmas pas-

sing to their various destinations has been very

large. So considerable were they in amount
and bulk one day last week, that a special train

was run on the London and Birmingham Rail-

way for their conveyance into the country. On
the day in question, upwards of 6,000 barrels

of oysters were transmitted by the train.

Upwards of 400 horses, purchased by dealers
at the Christmas shows, were forwarded by
railway from York last week to London and
other southern destinations.

The extension line of the Manchester and
Leeds Railway, from Collyhurst to the new
Victoria Station at Hunt’s Bank, was opened
last week.

An atmospheric railway between Margate
and Ramsgate is in contemplation.

Glass windows have been introduced in the
second-class carriages of the Glasgow and
Greenock railway.

The railroad from Naples to Caresta was
opened on the llth ult.

The following are the receipts of railways
for the past week—that is to say, up to the
date to which the respective returns are
made :

—

Birmingham and Derby
£.

1,170
s.

17

d.

9

Birmingham and Gloucester 1,650 18 10

Eastern Counties 3,359 4 8
Edinburgh and Glasgow 2,068 17 2

Great Western 10,205 15 4
Grand Junction 6,218 13 6
Glasgow, Paisley, and Ayr 1,548 4 4
Great North of England 1,141 14 6
London and Birmingham 12,322 12 3
London and South-Western 4,847 18 0

London and Blackwall 636 10 0

London and Greenwich 665 16 4

London and Brighton 2,062 9 5

London and Croydon 208 0 10
Liverpool and Manchester 4,206 4 3
Manchester, Leeds, & Hull, asso-

ciated 5,095 6 8

Midland Counties 2,178 7 9

Manchester and Birmingham 2,528 8 9

North Midland 3,407 14 5

Newcastle and Carlisle 1,127 17 3

Paris and Rouen 2,892 0 0

Paris and Orleans 3,782 10 7
South-Eastern and Dover 2,248 13 4

Sheffield and Manchester 669 15 1

York and North Midland 1,269 10 2

Scotch Settlers in England and English
in Scotland.—The English residing in Scotland
are in more striking quantity in proportion to the
Scottish population, than are the Scotch residing in
England. For our small population of 2,620,184
to contain 37,796 persons of English birth, is very
remarkable. It could not have been believed upon
any but statistical evidence, that 15 per thousand
of the inhabitants of Scotland are English, while
only six per thousand of the population of England
are from Scotland—a difference as five in two.
There is actually a sixteenth of the whole popula-
tion of Scotland of English or Irish birth. This
shews that Scotland, while sending off adventurers
to every other part of the world, receives also a
number of adventurers from the two other king-
doms. Of the English in Scotland, nearly one-
fourth are in Edinburghshire, and somewhat less
than another fourth are in Lanarkshire. We trust
that none of these results can be the subject of in-
vidious or jealous feeling in any quarter. The Irish

are acknowledged to be a useful, though occasionally
unruly, set of people amongst us. The Scotch in
England are, we believe, generally appreciated for
their steady conduct in affairs which require thought
and powers of management. We only speak a
general sentiment when we remark, that the English
settlers in our northern regions are generally held
in esteem. They are for the most part tradesmen
engaged in lines of business hitherto little known
in Scotland

;
a considerable class are teachers

;

there is also a large number of working men of
superior skill. Any one who casts his eye along
one of the principal streets of the New Town of
Edinburgh will remark the surprising number of
shops occupied by persons with English names. As
far as we are aware, these intrusions amongst us are
regarded with any thing but a hostile feeling.

—

Chambers's Journal.

The large work on the Etruscan Museum
Gregorianum, published at the expense of the
Pope, has appeared in two volumes folio, conj
taining upwards of two hundred plates.

Government Female School of Df.sign.

—

It is stated that the wood-engraving branch of this

school has been abandoned. On the re-opening of
the school after the Christmas holidays, the teacher

was dismissed, and the pupils told they were to dis-

continue their studies.



COURT OF QUEEN’S BENCH.
(Sittings in Banco.)

THE aUEEN V. THE COMMISSIONERS FOR BUILD-
ING NEW CHURCHES.

Thursday, Jan. 11.—Mr. Kelly said he was
instructed to apply for a rule calling upon the com-
missioners to shew cause why a mandamus should
not be directed to them, commanding them to ap-
propriate convenient pews and sittings in the new
district church of Highgate for the master and go-
vernors of Sir Roger Cholmondely’s Free Grammar
School at Highgate, and for their families. This insti-

tution was created by letters patent granted by
Queen Elizabeth, and consisted of a free school for
forty scholars, and some fifty or sixty other boys,
besides a master and six governors. Before the
year 1830 the institution was possessed of a chapel,
which would contain 700 persons, and there was, of
course, ample accommodation for all the persons in

any way connected with the school
;
but at that

period there ware some proceedings in Chancery,
which ended in a scheme being agreed to and sanc-
tioned by the Lord Chancellor, and an Act of Par-
liament was passed to carry that scheme into effect.

Under that Act of Parliament the chapel was
pulled down, and the school had to contribute
2,000/. towards building anew church at Highgate,
which was to be erected

;
but it was enacted that

the master and governors and their families, and
the scholars, were to have pews and sittings in the
church. The commissioners had appropriated a
pew containing eight sittings for the master and his
family, but only twelve sittings for the governors
and their families. He had to urge that this was
not a compliance with the Act of Parliament, and
therefore this rule was applied for.

Rule granted.

ASSESSED TAXES CASES.
Determined by the Judges on Appeal.

May 18, 1841.

Windows—Attorney’s Office.

A house with fourteen rooms, nine used by appel-
lant (aii attorney residing in a separate house
connected with the other by a covered way),
solely as offices in hisprofession, one not tised at
all, and the otherfour used and slept in by his
servant and his servant’s wife andfamily, is not
exemptfor itswindoivs under the 5 Geo 4, c. 44,
s. 4, as persons inhabited therein in the night-
time, and the covered way formed a communi-
cation with another house.

At a meeting of the commissioners of assessed

taxes, acting for the Holborn division, holden at

their board-room in Red Lion-square on the 23rd
of October, 1840, for the purpose of hearing ap-
peals against the first assessments (48 Geo. 3, c. 55,
sch. (A.); 57 Geo. 3, c. 25, ss. 1, 2; 5 Geo. 4,

c. 44, s. 4) ;—Edwin Ward Scadding, of No. 2,

Gordon-street, in the parish of St. Pancras, within
the said division, attorney-at-law, appealed against

a charge from thirty to fifty-three windows made on
Nos. 2 and 3, Gordon-street.

The appellant states that he resides at No. 2,

which is charged to the window duties. That No. 3
contains fourteen rooms, nine of which are used by
him as offices for the purpose of his profession only,
one is not used at all, and his man-servant uses the
other four—namely, the kitchen, wash-house, and
two attics, for the purpose of taking care of the
premises. The servant and his family, consisting
of a wife and two children, sleep in the attics of
No. 3 ; but throughout the day he is employed,
and attends at the house of No. 2, and takes all his

meals there, his wife and family remaining at No. 3,
in the kitchen.

The servant’s wife and family are not subject to

the control of the appellant. For the purposes of
ingress and egress, from and to the street, they use
the area-gate, and not the general entrance to the
premises. There is a covered way from No. 3 to

No. 2, across the yard or garden of No. 3, for the
appellant’s own private use, with a distinct and
separate door at each end, and distinct locks and
keys

; the business entrance is at the front door of
No. 3. The two houses are separately assessed in
the parish rate-books.

The appellant contended that either the twenty-
three windows, or at least the windows of that part
of No. 3 which is used for the purpose of his pro-
fession, should not be added in charge with those
of No. 2, inasmuch as the statute 5 Geo. 4, c. 44,
s. 4, intended to exempt from the duties “

all and
every person and persons for and in respect of any
house, tenement, or building, or part of a house,
tenement, or building, which should be used by such
person or persons as offices or counting-houses, for

the purposes of exercising or carrying on any pro-
fession, vocation, business, or calling by which
such person or persons shall seek a livelihood or
profit, no person inhabiting, dwelling, or abiding
therein except in the day-time, only for the purpose
of such profession, vocation, business, or calling,
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such person residing in a distinct and separate
dwelling-house charged to the said duties.” The
appellant contended that the word “therein”
refers to the house or part of a house (as the case
may be) used for the purposes specified, and that he
is at least entitled to exemption in respect of the
windows of the rooms used for the purposes of his
business only.

The commissioners relieved the appellant in re-
spect of the twenty-three windows so charged on
No. 3.

The surveyor for the crown being dissatisfied

with such determination, contending that the con-
stant residence of the servant’s wife and family
precludes the exemption sought by the appellant,

the words in the 4th clause of the said Act being
as follows :

—“ No person inhabiting, dwelling, or
abiding therein except in the day-time only,” and
further contending that the communication across
the yard or garden unites the two houses, and is

not such a distinct and separate house as by the
provisions of the said Act is contemplated

;
and in

support thereof refers to the case No. 1255, and
also to Nos. 400 and 507, decided by her Majesty's
judges, demanded a case for the opinion of her Ma-
jesty’s judges, which we have accordingly stated.

J. Mansfield, 1 n
J. H.Mann, j

Commissioners.

We are of opinion that the determination of the
commissioners is wrong.

J. Patteson. J. Gurney. T. Coltman.

Windows—Surgery.

The windows of a surgery wherein drugs were ex-
posed for sale, being a distinct building, and
not under the same roof as the dwelling-house,
though adjoining it and internally communicat-
ing with it, and hiddenfrom the road by a wall,
and not having appellant’s name on the door :

—

Held, liable to duty.

At a meeting of the commissioners of assessed

taxes, held at the Ship Inn, at Banwell, on the 31st
day of August, 1840 (48 Geo. 3, c. 55 ; 4 Geo. 4,

c. 11, s. 1), Mr. Samuel Parsley, of Worle, in the

county of Somerset, surgeon, appealed against a

charge for thirteen windows. The appellant ad-
mitted his liability to twelve windows, but con-
tended that the other window was exempt, being
the window of a surgery wherein drugs were ex-
posed for sale, such surgery being a separate and
distinct building, and not under the same roof as

the dwelling-house, though adjoining thereto.

On the part of the Crown the surveyor contended
that inasmuch as there was an internal communica-
tion from the appellant’s dwelling-house into his

surgery, and the surgery, though fronting the same
way as the dwelling-house, fronted the court of the

appellant, and was not visible from the public road,

from which it was hid by the court wall, and in-

asmuch as the appellant’s name was noton the door
of his house or surgery, such window was liable to

duty.

The appellant, in answer to the surveyor, stated

that the court was the only front of his house and
entrance to his premises

;
that his surgery window

was so situated as to be necessarily seen by every

person going to his house or surgery. The commis-
sioners relieved the appellant

;
but the surveyor

being dissatisfied therewith, demanded a case for the

opinion of her Majesty’s judges, which we state and
sign accordingly.

J. Edgar,
H. Symons, ^Commissioners.
Heberden F. Emery, J

We are of opinion, that the determination of the

commissioners is wrong.

J. Patteson. J. Gurney. T. Coltman.

(CorirsyonCfurr.

postage charges for unstamped copies of
“the builder.”

Sir,—A friend of mine to whom I have sent

The Builder desires me to discontinue the same
on account of what I consider an overcharge of

postage. He states that during the last six months
he has been charged 4s. for postage

;
the post-

master demanding 2d. and sometimes fid. for a

single paper, and stating, as a reason ’for so doing,

that they were over weight. Now, as such an extra

expense is calculated to injure the sale of your work,

as well as to become an annoyance to your country

readers, I have thought fit to acquaint you thereof,

and if it is an imposition practised by the post-

master, it ought to be exposed.

Most of the copies have had the. common post

stamp appended by myself to them ; for two or three

Id. each has been prepaid, and the others stamped

with the news stamp, when I could conveniently get

them from your office
;
but, supposing the penny-post

stamp equivalent to the newspaper stamp, and that

it would clear further charge for postage, I did not
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hesitate in taking the unstamped edition. As such
impression prevails with many other persons, it
would be well if that question could be set right.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
London, January, 1844. E. W. B.

[The cheapest and safest plan to adopt
would be to purchase a stamped copy, which
may be procured at any newsvender’s, and to
be careful in folding the stamp outside

;
the

paper will be then transmitted free of charge.
If the paper does not bear a news stamp, it

must be prepaid by postage stamps affixed to
it, equal to the weight of the paper, according
to the post-office regulations; and if the full
amount of stamps are not affixed, a double
charge may be made for the difference. Thus
the postage of a single paper will sometimes
amount to 4d. or6d. when not prepaid to the
full weight; whereas a copy of the stamped
edition will cost only one penny extra, and no
postmaster can make a charge for delivering it,

unless any matter beyond the name and
address be written on the envelope, or upon
the paper.—

E

d.]

THE ROYAL EXCHANGE.
Sir,— I have always held that no person has

a right to take up the time of a public journalist
unless the subject he writes upon be of a public
nature

; I therefore, as you have courted communi-
cations, beg to address you upon the subject of the
New Royal Exchange, which, if you view it as I

do, you will oblige by inserting at your own conve-
nience.

Having dispassionately surveyed that building, I

am sorry to find it laid out quite contrary to the
rules of architecture. For who but a city committee
of taste, who generally spoil every thing they under-
take, would have thought of selecting a plan whose
sides are at obtuse angles with the front, and thereby
sacrificing the beauty of a building (erected to stand
as long as the city retains its present elevated situa-

tion), for the purpose of making its 6ides range
with two streets, the existence of whose houses
cannot be much more than half a century.

And, instead of the powers that will then be in

existence being able to throw it open to the public
view, they will be compelled to inclose it as now,
to hide, if possible, a little of its deformity.
What would have been said, aye 1 and what

would the architect himself have said, of Sir Chris-
topher Wren, had he erected the north and south
sides of St. Paul’s in a line with Cheapside and
Watling-street ? and the buildings both stand
in a similar manner.
Would not that noble edifice, which is now the

pride of the nation (like some others of our
national buildings), have been its disgrace, and have
been far beneath the talents of that great man ?

I should not have intruded, but think it the duty
ofevery professional man to point out the defects of
those buildings which are erected as an ornament
as well as for utility, that they may be a beacon
for those who follow after.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant.

J. C., Architect, &c.

2, Albany-road, Barnsbury Park, Islington.

MEASUREMENT OF HEIGHTS.
Sir,—As you so readily inserted my last

communication respecting the measuring of
distances, I beg leave to trouble you with
another on the measurement of heights.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

N. H.
Kennawhere, 11th January, 1844,

Suppose the height of the tower A C is

required, and you have no other instrument

than a foot rule or small scale.

Measure a part of the tower accurately from

A to B, which suppose 8 feet, then stand back

at any convenient distance with the rule or

scale in your hand in a perpendicular position,

and observe how much of the scale the space

A B occupies, which suppose one division, or

one inch upon your scale, and suppose the

whole tower occupies 7 inchest of your scale,

then you have the proportion of A B to the

whole height, which would bea56 feet.



ARCHITECTURAL GLOSSARY.

Sir —Allow me to suggest to your notice, the

propriety of devoting a portion of your valuable

paper to the production of a glossary of terms

connected with building and architecture, the

compilation of which, while it would afford

an opportunity to young aspirants after fame

of distinguishing themselves, would be highly

useful to the building-art in general, and,

at the same time, supply iu the form of a com-

plete and accurate glossary of the present style of

art, a want which has been long felt.

I would, with all deference, propose the follow-

ing method of procedure :—Let a notice of your

intentions appear in some future number of The
Builder, with a request to correspondents willing

to assist you, to forward definitions of such words as

begin with the letters Ab on or before that day

month, the following words in each letter respec-

tively to be sent at least one fortnight before their

probable appearance in The Builder ;
these

notes would come under your searching inspection,

and all approved definitions, or compilations of

such, inserted, with the cuts necessary for illus-

trating the terms.

I have to observe that no notices of competitions

for designs have had place in The Builder for

some time past ;
even one for two cemetery chapels

in London, which was advertised in your own

paper, had no notice taken of it. Was it a neglect,

or is that part of your proposed arrangement

thrown aside ? I should hope not, as such notices

could scarcely fail to produce many useful and in-

structive, though probably humiliating lessons to

Tyros in the art, while it would be an obvious ladder

for the ascent of ability.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Glasgow, Jan. 14, 1844. Poz.

[We beg to inform our correspondent that

the formation of an architectural glossary

which he thinks so desirable, has been under-

taken by the Freemasons of the Church : at

the formation of the institution, the following

declaration was made :

—

“ As a first labour of the College, it is pro-

posed that the present unsatisfactory division

and nomenclature of Pointed Architecture shall

be remedied, and that all the publications of

the society upon that subject shall be issued

according to such classification and nomen-
clature. Not indeed that the perfecting of so

desirable a project can be expected at once

;

but such a nomenclature can be laid down as

shall immediately distinguish the different

members of the art, which are as numerous as

those of heraldry
;
and these can be super-

seded by more primitive or more simple and

energetic terms, as they shall be recovered

from ancient contracts and other documents,

or shall be invented by more judicious and

mature consideration. Bat, to prevent doubt

or future mistake, it is proposed that a cut of

each intended object shall be executed, and

that a reference shall be made to where ex-

emplars of it are to be found, and also to its

chronology.”

No doubt the College will add to the nomen-
clature of Gothic architecture, all that is pre-

viously known on building generally. The
institution would, we judge, willingly profit by

any suggestions which may be conveyed

through our columns. The other subjects

mentioned by our correspondent will receive

due attention.—

E

d.]

THE LEICESTER MEMORIAL.
Sir,—

I

n answer to your correspondent, “ An-
other Competitor,” who asks in your publication

of to day, whether “ my remarks apply to the

design No. 40, stated to be the one selected?” I

reply that in my letter of the 1st January I speci-

fically alluded to the author of the design selected,

when I wrote, “ Can it be true that one of the

candidates (or perhaps more) personally paraded

his designs to many of hisfriends ?”

I now ask again, did not the successful candidate

exhibit four designs ?

Did he not take two of these designs with him
into Norfolk, some day in the week preceding that

which was declared to be the last for the receiving

of the designs
;
and then and there exhibit his

drawings to many persons previously to their being

sent in to the c immittee ? In fact, did he not can-

vassfor those two designs ?

Lastly, was not one of those very designs, so ex-

hibited, the successful one?

I assert that the facts are as here stated, and if

so, any candidate so canvassing ought, in my
opinion, to be disqualified from competing, if

honour and straightforward dealing are to be at

all considered as directing the fiat of the judges.

For myself, 1 do not complain of any neglect of

my desigu, which is most probably inferior in merit

to the one selected; but this I do say, that I too

had many friends amongst those interested (as sub-

scribers), and, moreover, of much influence, but not

one of these was even aware of my intention to

compete. I should have scorned to use so unfair

an advantage against my less fortunate brethren.

I am well aware, Mr. Editor, of the little weight

attached in general (and frequently most properly)

to an anonymous assertion. At the same time, I

am also fully aware of the folly of running a

Quixotic tilt against abuses such as that which I am
here endeavouring to expose. I can, therefore, only

retire from the presence of the committee with the

feeling that I have been unfairly treated in common
with many others ;

and whilst I utterly disclaim

every feeling of personal anger, I, as one possessing

a high esteem for the character of the late Lord
Leicester during his lifetime, cannot but feel sincere

sorrow that chicanery and want of candour should

be mixed up with the very first act connected with

the lasting memory of this fine old English gentle-

man. “ A Competitor,”
And, above all, a lover of fair play.

London, January 13, 1844.

NORMAN COTTAGE.

Sir,—In a recent number of your very impor-

tant paper, you published a design for a Norman
cottage, together with some others. Novelty and

singularity combined must certainly have prompted

the designer in his choice of style, and it is a very

good precedent of the indiscriminate use of a pecu-

liar style or order, without any regard to the appli-

cability of the same in execution. Where novelty

is governed by a refined taste, and in the hands of a

skilful artist, much that is beautiful is likely to be

the result. Why should every sense of propriety

be sacrificed merely for the untutored mind to revel

amid whim and caprice ?

Norman architecture has always possessed the

admiration of antiquarians and the disciples of our

mystic art, but they have never thought that it was

applicable to any other than ecclesiastical build-

ings. The general character of its masses, the form,

and, compared with more recent styles, the frequent

rudeness and heaviness of its details, afford, iu my
opinion, a complete barrier to its use for domestic

buildings.

In our modern villa residences lightness and

beauty are now looked upon as decidedly requisite

;

but in vain do we search for them in the massy

cylindrical columns, or columnar piers of the nave,

or the smaller ones of the triforium, in a Norman

edifice. Grandeur and solemnity are the sources of

our pleasure in viewing these buildings, but turn

from such substantial piles to a residence where

every part must be suitable to the purpose for which

it is built, namely, ‘‘to a pretty villa residence.”

Is it not necessary to design according to the mate-

rial to be used ? for capital cannot be lavished and

squandered away merely to give the elevation a good

look, while, as in the Norman style, the interior

fittings must of necessity be poor and unmeaning.

It is, I think, quite a mistaken idea for students in

architecture to attempt to design buildings, which

answers to the proverb of mere “ castles in the air.

Architects are not merely called upon to design, but

to superintend the carrying out of those designs.

Hoping that my attempt to shew style is of all im-

portance in designing even the smallest building,

will meet your approval,

I am, Sir, your well-wisher,

Jan. 2, 1844. H. Vernon.

[We insert this letter in order to conclude

the series upon the subject. We in general

desire correspondence of a more practical

nature, but may hereafter ourselves shew

wherefore Norman architecture was supplanted

by succeeding styles.—

E

d.]

ARCHITECTS’ COMMISSION.

Sir,—In answer to your correspondent upon

this matter, I beg to intimate to him that some

years ago I had the unpleasant task of proceeding

at law to recover compensation for designing and

estimating the cost of buildings to a considerable

extent, which were not carried into effect in conse-

quence of the inability of the parties concerned to

provide the funds, and to which I was an utter

stranger until after the builder’s tender was ac-

cepted, but then discovered the difficulty of obtain-

ing a verdict for the amount of my bill, calculated

at a per-centage on the amount of tl e estimate,

although much under that stated by your corre-

spondent. From the experience I have subsequently

had, I can advise that if he intends proceeding at

law, the charges that he will be able to substantiate

will be a fair remuneration for the time engaged in

the business, with incidental expenses, if any, added

thereto ; of course the skill of the work will be consi-

dered. I should say 40/. would be a fair charge, and

there can be no doubt he will have the assistance of

his brother architects whom he may subpoeua to give

evidence in support of his claim, provided the

designs are properly executed. Proceeding for a

per-centage will be a failure, and but for occupying

too great a space in your journal, I could satisfac-

torily explain that a per-centage, scarcely in any

case, is a proper criterion for charging
;
hence the

difficulty of proving the custom. I remember a

survey on which 1 was engaged, where the bills were

referred to a Master-in-Chancery, that the account,

calculated by a commission on the amount, was

returned with instructions that it might be made
out according to the number of days engaged in the

business, with the travelling and incidental expenses

added, and when sent in in that form, amounted to

some 40/. more, and was allowed.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

An Architect.

P.S.—In proceeding at law to recover for pro-

fessional services, the items must be so set forth in

the bill that they can be substantiated by the evi-

dence
;

and in the case of your correspondent,

should there be special attendance, or other extra

trouble in the course of the business, he may re-

cover for them beyond the designs and estimate;

in fact, the great point is to make out the bill pro-

perly.

SCARFING OF TIMBER.

Sir,—If you or any of your readers would favour

us in The Builder with the best mode of scarfing

beams, it would greatly oblige yours,

A Well-wisher.

[We intend in the course of the year to give

some representations of timber joints, and

shall be happy to receive communications on

the subject; in the meanwhile we beg to refer

our correspondent to “ Tredgold s Carpentry.”

—Ed.]

TIMBER VALUATION.

Sir,—

I

shall feel obliged if you, or any of your

correspondents, can inform me in your next number

of The Builder, if there is any work published on

the valuation of the different kinds of standing

timber, and where any such work can be obtained.

Your well-wisher and subscriber,

Duffield, near Derby. D- D.

Centum

Tenders for completing the works of three

houses in Secforde-street, and a workshop in Sutton-

street, Clerkenwell, under the superintendence of

Messrs. Reed and Son :

—

Hawke £787
Vigers 760

Arding and Son 737

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
Enlargement of Suffolk Lunatic Asylum.

—Specifications, &c.—Dr. Kirkman, the Asy-

lum ; J. H. Borton, Clerk of the Peace, Bury St.

Edmunds. January 22, 1844.

Workhouse Alterations, St. Luke, Mid-

dlesex.—Plans, &c., at Workhouse.—J. Parson,

Vestry Clerk. Feb. 7, 1844.

Paving and keeping in repair Foot and Carriage-

way Pavements, Goodman’s Fields.—Mr. Sim-

monds, Surveyor, 7, Great Alie-street. Jan. 26,

1844.

Altering East Suffolk County Hall and
Courts of Justice, Ipswich.—Plans, &c., for

inspection.—Mr. Whiting, Surveyor, &c., County

Hall, Ipswich ;
J. H. Borton, Clerk of the Peace,

Bury St. Edmunds. January 29, and February

12, 1844.

NOTICES.

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

As the contributions to the illustrations of The

Builder are daily becoming more and morefre-

quent, it would be well if our correspondents would

send new draughts of size convenientfor insertion

either as one, two, or three column blocks. This,

at the same time that it would spare considerable

trouble to the draughtsman, would tend greatly to

insure the accuracy, and, consequently, the utility

of such contributions.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
“ W. W.’s request cannot be attended to quite

so soon as he mentions, but as soon as we can find

time to make the survey, the description askedfor

shall be given.

We shall take an opportunity of seeing Mr.

Fletcher’s handrails.

THE BUILDER.
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TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

In compliance with the wishes of very many
of our Subscribers

,
ice have had prepared a

cover for binding the copies of The Builder
for those who may be desirous ofpreserving them
in uniform Volumes. These may be had on
application at the office,

at the price of Two
Shillings ; or our Publisher will undertake to

have sets bound at a charge of Three Shillings

per Volume.

We also take this opportunity to inform our
Subscribers that, with a view to the additional

embellishment of the Volume just completed
,

we have had printed an ornamental Title-page,

which may be had gratis, on application at the

Office.

NO. X.X.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 27, 1844.

HILE stating

to our readers

that we have

in hand many
subjects for fu-

ture appear-

ance in our co-

lumns, few, we
imagine, will think any

thing more pertinent to

the present juncture could

be chosen (especially as

we have promised it), than

the consideration of

Safestminster ©rrtrge.

We shall first briefly

discuss the taste of alter,

ing the external features

of this public work, and

then proceed to examine

the scientific matters which have been broached

upon the subject, the differing opinions rela-

tive to which have become matter of public

notoriety.

Relative to the taste of making any ap-

parent alteration in the external features of
the bridge, we must declare ourselves not

merely sceptical, not merely doubtful whether
there be good taste in altering the outward
dress of such a work, but we boldly go further,

and, on the score of taste, openly declare all

such alterations to be bad in principle, palpably

against good taste, and altogether condemn-
able.*

* It is to be deeply lamented, that from Blackfriars’-bridge
haying been constructed at a time when a flat roadway over a
bridge was not deemed of advantage sufficient to 'lead to
raising the abutments much above a low shore, with the at-
tendant expense and disadvantage of that, the unrivalled
bridge seems doomed at no distant period to be either de-
stroyed, or to be totally ruined in appearance. Within the
author’s short memory, the transcendantly elegant ap-
proaches of this bridge have been most wretchedly muti-
lated in order to lessen the acclivity, but this improvement
is so trifling and ideal, that besides the loss of beauty, it may
be doubted whether any one has yet felt any relief in the
transit of the bridge : a large mound of earth has been ac-
cumulated at each end of the bridge, in the once-bcautiful
squares, which have also from additions and stuccoings
Bhared in the general wreck. In the memory of the author,
Blackfnars’ -bridge, with its approaches, and the fine streets
leading to it, had no parallel in the world: this it does not
appear will be long the case

;
the desire to he doing seems

rapidly fermenting the destruction of Mylne’s delightful
work : first its balustrades are giving place under the plain
parapet mania ; next its columns will be removed in order to
widen the roadway, in passing over which many thousand
times the author never once saw obstructed

;
and in the end,

the city of London will have a costly but ugly production’
which even its maker would be unable to recognize.” “ The
citizens of London should be proud of every one of their fine
public works, duly considering how scarce in architecture are
both taste and structural excellence combined, and how few
modem works, alleged to possess these properties, maintain
their rank for even ten or twenty years. The citizens should
remember, that they owe to their posterity unpolluted, the
architectural beauties which they have received from their
fathers. The citizens know well what enormous sums they
have in modem times spent, but how few pieces of architec-
ture they have produced. This should lead them to value
those works which they have inherited freely.”—Bartholo-
mew’s Essay on the Decline of Excellence in the Structure,
$c., ofModern English Buildings.

We have such a rooted dislike to the mutila-

tion of original designs, that we can very rarely

forgivethe makingany alteration from theinten-

tions of him who generally must know most con-
cerning the propriety of his own work. Much
as we admire the talent shewn by the artist in

his original designs, we like not the alterations

which were made by Inigo Jones to old St.

Paul’s, how great soever may be our reverence

for the grandeur and gusto of the portico itself,

which he added to the ancient work of Pointed

Architecture. We like not the deviations from
Chambers’s great design made for the build-

ings of Somerset Place, by forming King’s
College, in the eastern wing of that fine col-

lection of edifices, in a style and of a form
differing from the original conception, and
against conformity with the buildings of the

western wing, with which they should have
corresponded.

We worship not the alterations made either

within or without St. Margaret’s Church,
Westminster; so zealous and jealous are we
on this subject, that we see with pain the fine

transeptal doors of New St. Paul’s clouted over
lately with some mean plank-work

;
and would

not have the authorities rest till that and every
other inroad, however small, shall, as profa-

nation, be eradicated from the sacred fabric

—

that this fine structure may remain in its in-

tegrity, the gem of Protestant Churches,—an
honour to the nation and its pure religion ,—of all

the cathedrals in the world by an especial divine

favourpermitted to be the only one, which, like

the vesture of Christ, was ever wrought in one
texture throughout.

The alteration of an architectural work is in-

deed laying the destroying axe at its root: when
a fabric is made parcel-wise of different tastes,

men soon grow tired of it; and if not a very great

work, it is then soon succeeded by a new erec-

tion all in one style. Francis Milizia, the

Italian physician, author of the “Memorials
of Ancient and Modern Architects,’’ indeed

wrote well when he declared “ these pre-
tended CORRECTIONS ARE THE WORK OF A
madman. Edifices should be left as

ORIGINALLY BUILT, WHATEVER BE THEIR
TASTE, OR THEIR WANT OF TASTE : THEY
SERVE AS HISTORIES, AND ENABLE US TO
COMPARE AND PURIFY MORE AND MORE THE
TASTES OF SUCCEEDING TIMES.*”

Making such declarations, it is scarcely ne-

cessary for us to add that so long as the pre-

sent Westminster-bridge shall stand, we alike

deprecate the masking of it either in the

Norman style, or as though it were an edifice

of Pointed Architecture. If its acclivities are

to be reduced, if its burthens are to be eased,

if its piers are to be lengthened, if its roadway
is to be rendered more ample, we yet trust, that

as far as architectural appearance is concerned,

the whole will be done, preserving it as the de-

sign ofLabeyle,—its piers, cornices, balustrades,

alcoves, pedestals, and other visible component

parts, being restored exactly as when the work
was first executed, except only in the altera-

tions necessarily resulting from the required

improvement of its traffic-way.

The architect whose work, under the plea

of improvement, is mutilated by a successor, is

always amply revenged by that successor’s

works being destroyed in a similar way; and

often in his lifetime, like the man of sin, dis-

placed from his office, he ceases to be overseer,

another takes his bishopric, and his children beg

their bread. Through following the mutilation-

* Tomo i. p. 116. Questc pretese corrczioni fanno rabbia.
Si debbono lascia gli edifizj come sono stati architettati

da’ loro Autori, di qualunque gusto sieno, o di disgusto

:

servono di storia, e di confronto, e per depurare sempre piu
il gusto de’ posteri.

system, we have scarcely one-tenth part so
many architectural works approaching perfec-
tion as we otherwise should have. Half the
restorations now being effected, at so much
cost, to our churches and other ancient build-
ings, consist in the removal of the interpola-
tions which have, in a wrongful spirit, been
unfeelingly made to them.

Before we go into an examination of the
statements which have been put forth relative
to the construction and proposed scientific im-
provements of Westminster-bridge, we shall
enter a little into the rationale of bridge-arches,
after which we shall proceed to examine the
different proposals for altering the work.

Abstractly considered, the catenary, or
natural curvature which a pendant chain as-

sumes by its own weight, is the true form for
an arch : in such an arch of suspension, it is

evident that the various parts of the chain so
act upon each other, that the quantum of gra-
vity with which one part acts on the other parts,

produces, when the whole chain has fallen to a
state of rest, the catenarian or chain curve

;
and

it should be equally evident that, were the

catenary composed of several cords or strands

in their curvature parallel to each other, the

tension would be fair and just throughout;

and lines drawn in different places at right
angles to the curve, would shew the joints of
blocks, which, being hung upon a string,

would exactly fit the curvature of thecatenary.

If, then, such a model be inverted, it will

form a true catenarian masonry arch, wherein
the just tension of the pendant catenarian

arch is changed into compression, fairly and
justly extended over the surface of every

joint in the work, without any tendency to

split the blocks by any partial or angular

meeting of the surfaces of the

voussoirs or blocks. But an

arch so formed, though nearly

such as often has been con-

structed, is very far from being

thoroughly scientific, for it is

by no means economical.

Nature, in forming pendant

things, as icicles, the tails of ani-

mals, vegetable twigs, and other

like matters, graduates them in

dimension and strength
;

thus,

in the tail of an animal, the

second of the vertebra* has to

sustain the first, the third has

to sustain the second and first,

and so on till the eighth has

to carry all the others. If,

however, Nature had made a

tail equally thick all over, it is
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evident that besides the great

waste of material which

would be caused by making

the lowest of the vertebra

of the same size and weight

as the eighth, the eighth would

have to carry all that additional

weight, and would therefore

be much weaker for the pur-

pose. Thus, there may be eases

in which materials more than

threefold would be consumed
;

and the eighth of the vertebra

having consequently more than

threefold burthen to sustain, the

effective strength thus result-

ing from the materials would

be less than a ninth part of that

which it naturally should be.

e

7

6

5

3

1

1

Hence, in suspension-bridges, the chains

ought to be thinner in their middle than at

the suspension-towers, as practised in Dredge’s

mode. Great consumption of metal is thus

saved, the chains are much more safe and

much less likely to break near the suspension-

towers, lighter suspension-towers are sufficient,

and the foundation of the work is safer, from

being much less tried by burthen.

The same rule applies to masonry bridges

of the catenarian form, by merely changing

the tension of the catenary into the pressure

of the voussoirs upon each other
;

in which

case the surfaces of the arch-joints should

continually increase in dimension as they re-

cede from the vertex of the arch, so that there

may be the same pressure upon every inch of

joint-surface throughout the work.

But now comes the burthen of the bridge
;

I and ruinous theories
;
for, abstractly, no bridge

and upon that subject we boldly say that many I ought to have on its piers and arches any bur-

bridges have been formed upon false, wasteful,
|

then whatever other than the mere materials

requisite for catenarian construction, with the

simple addition of its roadway and traffic.

It is that burthen which costs money,—it is

that burthen which occasions excess of dimen-

sion in the piers,—and finally, it is that bur-

then which causes ruin to the work by sinking

in its foundation.

The practical man may start at this decla-

ration against burthen, but we say the catena-

rian vertebra ought to be split apart or dis-

tended, so as to form the line of roadway above

and the arch curvature below.

William Edwards, theWelsh country mason,

a hundred years ago, made considerable ap-

proaches to this perfection of construction, in

his bridge of Pont-y-Pridd, over the Taff, the

arch of which, though rising only thirty-five feet,

has a span of one hundred and forty feet. This

bridge is only eleven feet wide
;

it is, indeed,

a stiffened stone rope, proportioned like two

animal tails, united at their inferior ends, and

distended at their other ends to the forms of

the arch and roadway.

As bridges have mostly parallel sides, the

increase of the surfaces of the voussoirs being

restricted that way, the raising of the spandrils

to the form of the roadway is the more readily

managed.

But great art is requisite in forming the

masonry-joints of such a work
;
and this, we

believe, has never yet been perfectly effected :

on a future occasion, however, we may go a

little into the subject.

The ancient Freemasons appear to have been

intimately acquainted with the catenarian prin-

ciple of construction, as we shall also take

occasion hereafter to shew. They found that

they could nearlyimitate the form of the chain-

curve, by drawing, with little trouble, with the

compasses, a pointed arch
;

but, knowing that

a weight appended from the centre of the

catenary [C in the annexed diagram]
draws it

still more nearly into the form of the pointed

arch : when they reversed the curvature and put

it into absolute work, they added to the vertex

of the arch a weight, which they usually carved

into the form of an ornamental boss.

Want of space compels us here to break off

the subject, which we shall resume in our next

number.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.

Some statements having lately appeared re-

lative to the present condition of Westminster-
bridge calculated to induce doubts of its safety,

we have ascertained the real and actual condi-
tion of the structure in question.

It appears that after the steps which Mr.
Walker had taken to improve and secure the
foundations of the bridge, the sixth arch on
the Surrey side was observed to settle, both in

its pier and its superstructure; and this sink-

ing continued from time to time during the
space of nearly eight months, when it at last

ceased, and for the last three months has re-

mained stationary without any further altera-

tion of its level.

Upon an investigation into the extent to

which this settlement had gone, and of the

causes which led to it, it was found that the
pier itself had sunk bodily about nine inches,

and that even the new extension of the pier,

which was founded upon concrete carried down
to the level of the blue clay, had participated

in the settlement, without, however, affecting

the solidity of the pier itself, or, as far as it

can be ascertained, of the piling with which it

was surrounded, which latter, it seems, still re-

mains perfect and uninjured.

The consequences of such settlement were,

that four of the larger masonry courses or arch

stones fell some four inches, so that they pro-

jected slightly below the curve line described

by the under surface of the arch itself.

The steps taken to remedy these evils have

been to lower the roadway over the bridge

generally, more especially over that part which
had given way

;
the superincumbent load on

which was further lightened to the extent of

2,000 tons, by removing the solid superstruc-

ture and substituting in its place a series of

hollow brick arches.

The injury done to the arch itself was

repaired by withdrawing the stones or courses

which had become displaced, and replacing

them with others
;

in fact, re-keying the arch

by stones adjusted to the altered level occa-

sioned by the settlement of the sunken piers.

That these steps have been perfectly effica-

cious, is proved by the fact that no further

settlement has taken place within these last

three months, the foundations of the piers

having become completely settled and station-

ary. The masonry remains perfectly solid,

and although the bridge has been opened now
upwards of four weeks, and the traffic over it

has been immense, not the slightest vibration

or alteration of level can be detected
;
and for

any thing at present apparent, the bridge is

more firm and solid than ever, and will most

likely (if permitted) remain in its present state

for ages.

It should here also be remarked that the

sinking was almost entirely confined to this one

pier (the sixth from the Surrey side)
;
and that

the reason so little has been done in the repair

of the bridge since Christmas is, that the Com-
missioners have adopted the recommendation of

the engineer to suspend the works during the

winter months.
When the works which are now contem-

plated shall be finished, it is clear that the

public will derive great advantage from them,
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inasmuch as the general level of the roadway
will be reduced 3 feet 6 inches in the centre,

and proportionably at the approaches, which
will thus eventually become much easier, and
the steepness which is now so much felt and
complained of will then be removed, or at least

be greatly modified.— Times
,
23rd January.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ THE BUILDER.”
Sir,—Having carefully examined the design of

“ A Practical Observer ” in last week's number
of your useful publication, I beg to observe that

great credit is due to him for the proposal which he
has submitted, as well for its elegance as for its sta-

bility
;
and it is to be observed that its practical

construction rises above that of the design by Mr.
Barry, whose pointed arches, though small, justly

brought forth the strictures of Messrs. Walker and
Burgess, they each having a tendency by their

thrust to throw weight and resistance towards the

adjoining arches, and as Messrs. W. and B. have

asserted, should “ one give way the rest must fol-

low but the form selected by your correspondent
removes this objection, by partakingof the properties

of the ellipsis which concentrates the weight upon
the piers. As your correspondent seems to have
omitted the mention of this great advantage of his

design, it deserves to be noticed.

1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Civil Engineer,
of the Great Western Railway.

SEWERS OF WESTMINSTER AND PART
OF MIDDLESEX.

{From a Coirespondeni.)

At a meeting of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, held on Monday, the

22nd inst., Mr. Donaldson, V.P., who was in

the chair, called the attention of the meeting to

a recent examination, which had taken place

at the Court of Sewers for Westminster, &c., of

candidates for the new appointments of Assist-

ant Surveyor and Clerk of the Works; out of

above thirty candidates for the former appoint-

ment, only six were found efficient men, and not

one of them was an architect or surveyor, but

all were engineers. Mr. Donaldson, in alluding

to the fact, impressed upon the minds of mem-
bers of the rising generation the necessity of

fully qualifying themselves for all the classes

of appointments within the sphere of their pro-

fessional practice. He inculcated the necessity

of their studying mathematics, mechanics, and

natural philosophy, in addition to the usual

routine of the architect’s office, as otherwise

they would fall short of the requirements of

the present age. If they wished to maintain

their position they must not be merely equal

to the expectations of society, but should be

in advance of them.

The following are the questions which were
submitted for solution to the candidates :

—

For the situation of Assistant Surveyor.

1. What are the distinctive differences
between Dorking Lime, Aberthawor Blue Lias
lime, and Sbeppy cement, and the causes of
those differences ?

2. For what constructive purposes is each
best adapted ?

3. Which is the best process for slaking re-
spectively Dorking lime and Aberthaw lime?

4. What is the best proportion of sand to
these limes to make good mortar?

5. How is cement most beneficially used,
whether with or without sand, or in what pro-
portions ?

6. Which are the best bricks to be used for
the London sewers, in economical and practical
points of view ?

7- Which is the best form for the bottom of
a sewer ?

8. Which is the best mode of laying the
bricks of the bottom of a sewer ?

9. Imagine a trench which is to be cut for a
sewer 25 feet deep, the upper 5 feet loose
earth, the next 6 feet hard gravel, and the
remaining 14 feet loose sand or silt, how should
it be effected, what precautions should be taken,
and how should the lower part of the sewer be
laid in the runningsand?

10. Imagine a sewer in an upper level, which
is to be discharged laterally into one 18 feet

lower, how should it be done? Give a sketch,
plan, and section. The average depth of water
in the upper sewer being 2 feet, and the hori-
zontal distance from the end of this sewer to

the side of the lower one 50 feet.

11. A sewer is to be carried through two
streets 15 feet wide, the one with houses on one
side only, the other with houses on both sides.

Make sketches of the best mode of shoring up
the houses. The trench required being 6 feet

wide and 15 feet deep.

12. In what part of a column of water flow-
ing down a sewer is the velocity the greatest,
and where is it the least?

13. When two forces act on the same point
in different directions, how can their equivalent
be represented ?

14. What is the difference between the angle
of incidence and the angle of reflection ?

15. What is the pressure of the atmosphere
on a square inch ?

16. Suppose a very flat district, at a distance
from an outlet, to he drained so as to reduce
the water in the district to be drained as low
as possible, and to take the greatest advantage
when the tide is down. The water free from
deposit. Should the bottom of the new drain
be level, or have a fall, and to what extent?
State the reasons.

Valves.

17- What is the pressure upon a valve,

3 feet high and 2 feet wide, the top of which
is 3 feet under the surface of the water,—and
of a valve 2 feet high and 3 feet wide, under the
like conditions ?

18. What, is the pressure of water on a cir-

cular valve 4 feet in diameter, the top being
5 feet under the surface of the water? What
power would raise such a valve (sliding) sup-
posing both the faces of iron? If of iron,

what t hickness would be sufficient ? If of
elm, what thickness?

19. Give the sketch of a valve and hinges
for excluding the tidal water, the rise being
20 feet above the top of the valve.

20. What “by theory” is the velocity of
water through a pipe, or other opening, 1 foot

in diameter, the top of the opening being 3
feet 6 inches under the surface? What pro-

portion of this ought to be deducted on ac-

count of friction, viscidity, &c.— 1st, supposing
an iron pipe—2nd, supposing a brick drain.

The Questions for solution by Candidates

for the situation of Clerk of the IVorks
,
were

the same as the first nine and the eleventh of

the preceding series, together with the fol-

lowing :

—

What is the strongest form for a drain,

supposing it pressed equally in all directions?

12. Give the quantity and price of 20 feet

run of a full-sized sewer, as per section given

herewith, having a central granite keel stone

to the invert, 9 inches deep, 8 inches wide at

top, and 9$ inches wide at the bottom, instead

of the central courses being in brickwork
;
the

brickwork being valued, inclusive of all

charges, at per rod 11/. 2s. 4d., the granite to

be valued according to its cubical quantity, at

per foot cube 4s. 9^d.

13. Put the quantities and money to two
bills for 20 feet run of sewer each, as per
drawings Nos. 1 and 2.

P.S. The Candidates were required not to

have any communication with each other, nor
to leave the Court-house until they had deli-

vered up to the Surveyor this paper, with their

respective answers signed by themselves, and
were allowed three hours for their solutions.

In the letter on Sewers by “An Old Com-
missioner,” inserted in your paper of January 6,

it was erroneously stated that a map was being

prepared by Messrs. Milner and Braithwaite,

which is not the case, as the map is in pre-

paration for private purposes by Mr. Frederick

Braithwaite, engineer, 1, Bath-place, New
Road, who will no doubt be happy to forward

a communication on the subject, should the

Editor deem it interesting, when the map is

complete. X.
London, Jan. 25th, 1844.

Signsof Improvement.—

I

n Lancaster, seventy-

one new houses have just been completed, or are in

the course of erection.

LIGHTNING-CONDUCTORS AT STRAS-
BURG CATHEDRAL, — THEIR COST
AND EFFECTS.

BY M. A. FARGEAUD.*
Scarcely was Franklin’s invention known

in Europe, when the idea occurred at Stras-
burg of protecting the cathedral with a light-
ning-conductor. It was not, however, until
1780 that a definite proposition was made to
the magistrates of the city by Barbier de
Tinan, commissary of war. His project,
which had been submitted to the examination
of Franklin himself, was approved of, in all its

details, by the Academy of Sciences. But this
proposition was not followed out; the expense
was feared.

Forty-seven years afterwards Professor
Meunier recalled the attention of the authori-
ties and the learned men of Strasburg to this
subject

;
in his memoir he reverted to the

visit which M. Gay-Lussac had just paid to the
cathedral, and the wish which the illustrious

academician had expressed, eventually to see
this monument protected from the effects of
lightning by a properly arranged conductor.
An inconceivable opposition had just pre-
vented the erection of a lightning-conductor
on the theatre

;
the demand of M. Meunier

was therefore ineffectual.

Such was the state of things when, on the
14th of August, 1833, about 4 p.m., a most
violent storm burst over the city

;
the tower

was struck three times within a siugle quarter
of an hour; the third stroke illuminated
almost the whole of the building for a few
moments : the lead, the copper, the iron, the
mortar, the very pavement itself, were burned
or melted in several places; the hammers were
soldered to several bells, and were not de-

tached without considerable difficulty. The
repairs, which this terrible explosion had
rendered necessary, cost several thousand
francs. Serious accidents might have attended
the fall of the fragments of stone, which were
driven even into the neighbouring streets.

Destruction like this, and the fear which was
its natural consequence, were more than suffi-

cient to rouse anew the solicitude of the ad-
ministration. A commission was named by
the mayor, Frederick of Turckeim, to settle

these three leading questions :

—

1st. Is it right [convenable Fr.] to place the
lightning-conductor on the tower of the cathe-
dral ?

2nd. What particular arrangements should
be adopted in adjusting it?

3rd. What will be the expense ?

This commission, which was organized two
months after the event, was composed of MM.
Lacombe, Husson, Voltz, Meunier, Herren-
schneider, Fargeaud, and the architects, Spin-

dlerand Fries; it was proved by documents that

for thirty years the mean expense for repairing
the damage by lightning was 1,000 francs

(forty-two guineas) per annum. But in the

period preceding this, the existence of one
part of the monument had been several times

threatened. In 1759, for example, on the 27th
of July, a lightning-flash burned all the wood-
work of the roof of the church

;
the same year,

in the month of October, the lightning struck

the upper part of the tower three times during

the same storm, and almost entirely destroyed

one of the pillars of the lanthorn, &c.

I was instructed by my colleagues to draw
out a summary of our discussions

;
my report

was signed, and was addressed to the mayor,

December 11th, 1833; the administration

caused it to be printed, but they did not carry

into effect the propositions which were laid

down in it. Probably things would have once

more remained in this condition, had not an

explosion, more terrible even than that which

we have just described, occurred on the 19th

July in the following summer, most opportunely

to call us to order. One of the four turrets

was cut, as it were, through the middle
;
enor-

mous stones were displaced
;
numerous frag-

ments were transported to considerable dis-

tances : it was very evident that we ought to

set to work, and so at last we did.

Our colleagues, to whom M. Diebold was

joined, were desirous that M. Fries, the archi-

tect, and myself should undertake the details of

the operation. Some modifications of the

original project were easily adopted, and the

apparatus was ready for action by the summer

* Translated by Charles Walker, Esq., for the Electricn

Magazine ,
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of 1835. The following is a brief description

of it:

—

The cathedral, as a whole, is protected by
three vertical rods, placed on the summit of

the pyramid, on the guard-house, which occu-

pies one end of the platform, and finally, above

the choir, beside the telegraph. The con-

ductors, which proceed from the base of these

apparatus, communicate with the earth by three

wells, about ten metres (eleven yards) deep.

One of these wells was dug at the very foot

of the nave and the tower, beside the Place du
Chateau, at the bottom of the passage which
separates the walls of the temple from the shops,

that hide the lower part. The shop which is

nearest to this first well is that of M. Rhein,
the tinman.
The second well is placed, symmetrically,

on the opposite side, towards the Place du
D6me

;
the third is behind the choir, also on

the side of the Place du D6me, and near the

vestry, distant, therefore, from the other two
by almost the whole length of the building.

The three wells are also isolated from the

public way
;
and each contains about one metre

(a yard +) of water in the most unfavourable
weather.
The conductor that protects the telegraph is

composed of a brass rope, which, after being
bent in various ways, arrives near the mouth
of the vestry-well. This rope is then con-
tinued by a stout copper bar, terminating, at

the bottom of the well, in the shape of a goose’s
foot.

The conical rod which surmounts the apex
of the pyramid, and which constitutes the prin-

cipal conductor, is at least one metre fifty cen-

timetres (five feet) high. It seemed to me
useless to elongate this rod for no other pur-
pose than to attain or exceed the height of the

highest pyramid of Egypt, as some amateurs
ardently desired. The essential point was to

fix it firmly on the narrow space from the
middle of which it was to be elevated: its

base was five or six centimetres (two to two
and a quarter inches) thick. From this point
proceeded four conductors formed of rectan-
gular bars of iron, about fifty-five millimetres
(two inches) wide, and fifteen (half an inch)

thick. These conductors pass between the
four arms of the cross, and bend, according to

circumstances, in order to follow the form of
the crown of the lanthorn, and to arrive at the

summit of the eight spiral staircases
;
they

then descend in the intervals which corre-

spond to the four turrets
;
on arriving at the

upper level of the edifice, they are united by a
circle which goes entirely round it, and are

completely associated one with the other.

From this metallic girdle, it was thought
sufficient to carry two conductors down the

length of the turrets on the north and on the

east, that is to say, on the right and on the left

of the immense copper roof of the nave'
towards which the lightning is always directed.

One of these conductors —that on the north
turret—descends, almost in a direct line, from
the summit of the pyramid to the well of the

Place du D6me, where it terminates by a bar
of copper, the thickness and width of which
correspond with those of the iron bars.

The second conductor descends on the side

of the east turret, touches the corner of the
ridge of the nave, and is bent in order to reach
the well of the Place du Chateau, behind the

tinman’s shop. By an excess of caution, we
thought we had better protect the guard-house
on the platform by a separate lightning-rod,
the conductor of which is connected, at the

mouth of the well, with the conductor that

descends from the east turret.

The conductor of the tower, and those of the
telegraph, are united by a long bar of iron,

which follows the whole length of the ridge of
the nave. All the other large metallic surfaces
are also connected together, and with the
general system of these conductors. The ex-

pense of the erection amounted to about 15,000
francs (625/.), not including, I believe, the
three wells, which were constructed by the

workmen attached to the monument.
During the last seven years, it does not

appear that any Hash of lightning, properly so
called, has struck either the building or the
conductors. It almost seems that storms had
become less frequent and less intense over
Strasburg

;
but on Monday, July 10th, 1843, a

very violent storm burst over the town, and
the lightning twice struck the cathedral, or
rather the conductor.

Some individuals pretend to have seen a
globe of fire enveloping the upper conductors
of the lightning-rod, and gliding rapidly along
their surface

;
but the man employed at the

telegraph, who was better placed than any one
else at that moment, assures us that he could
only distinguish a luminous train rushing along
the conductors from the top of the pyramid to

the platform where the conductor became in-

visible to him.

At the same moment some remarkable phe-
nomena occurred in M. Rhein’s, the tinman’s
shop, the position of which I have mentioned
above. Seven or eight persons were assem-
bled there: a considerable number of tin and
zinc vessels were ranged on the sides; long
bars of iron were resting, in an upright posi-

tion, against the wall, in the corner which was
nearest to one of the conductors. At the

moment of the explosion, they thought they
saw the lightning enter by the door, which
opens on the Place, pass between the legs of
the persons who were present, without, how-
ever, wounding any one, and burst in a great

flame against the bars of iron, going thus

directly towards one of the wells. This ex-

plosion was accompanied with a noise similar

to that which would be produced on striking

one of the bars with a great hammer. A
minute after this first explosion another
thunder-stroke occurred

;
the electric matter

again entered the same shop
;
but this time

they were not aware of the direction in which
it came.
Some workmen of the cathedral were, at the

same moment, very near the shed which
shelters the mouth of the well. One of them,
of an advanced age, accustomed, so to speak,

to this kind of observation, distinctly observed

on the pavement of the little yard behind M.
Rhein’s workshop, luminous trains similar to

those which he often remembers to have seen

passing along the walls of the tower. Although
he was very near, he did not feel any shock

;

he could distinguish neither their direction nor
their form.

This, then, is the phenomenon which pro-

duced 90 lively an emotion in the neighbour-
hood of the cathedral.

What could be the cause of this deviation,

partial no doubt, but, however, in some de-

gree contrary to laws?
In the evening, after the storm, and espe-

cially on the following day, workmen de-

scended in our presence into all the wells.

M. Klotz, the architect, and M. Wagner, a
clever locksmith, who constructed the light-

ning-rod, examined all the conductors from
below upward to the summit of the pyramid,
even to the apex. I did not feel myself called

upon to follow these gentlemen to the limits of
their aerial peregrination

;
but I went high

enough to be convinced with them that all the

conductors were sound at the points of junc-
tion, as well as elsewhere. It was impossible

to discover along their whole extent the least

trace of the passage of the lightning. So far

as the monument is concerned, it was not

touched,— not a single piece of stone or mortar
was detached.

However, the electric matter evidently ar-

rived by the summit of the apparatus, and the

quantity must have been very great. In fact,

the platinum cone, which was eight centime-

tres (three inches) long, and about one (two-

fifths of an inch) thick at its base, was melted
towards the point, to a length of five or six

millimetres (a quarter of an inch). The metal
sank down on one side, and ran like wax which
had been softened at the fire. The part thus

rounded, presented, on the first day, the ap-

pearance of a small and very brilliant convex
mirror. This point, together with the portion

of the copper rod which supported it, has been
taken down, and it will be preserved in the

archives of the cathedral.

My colleague, M. Finck, professor of ma-
thematics, warned by the first explosion, im-

mediately looked towards the summit of the

tower. He saw the second flash of lightning

arrive horizontally, in order to reach the point

of the lightning-rod. The zigzags of this lu-

minous line were not very distinct, and its

length appeared to him about fifty metres (fifty-

five yards). The cathedral was quite separate

from the clouds
;
no light was observed either

on the conductors, or on the body of the rod,

the point of which had just received the fluid

in so evident a manner.
Thus, then, the electric fluid struck the

lightning-rod at its extremity, certainly in the
second explosion, very probably in the first,

which was much more powerful. Having ar-

rived there, it had two paths to pursue, in

order to reach the earth
;
one would have con-

ducted it, almost in a straight line, into the
first well of the Place du DAme, with or with-
out luminous appearances; the second path,

longer but quite as continuous, would have led

it on the opposite side into the well of the
Place du Chateau. In fact, on this side it is

that a considerable number of persons profess

to have seen brushes of light upon the con-
ductors. There it is that the extraordinary
deviation, which I have pointed out, took
place.

A particular circumstance seems to us

readily to explain the choice of the conductor,

if indeed there was no division, and especially

the deviation. Behind the workshop of the

tinman, on the same side as the two conductors,

which unite at the mouth of the well, was col-

lected a large quantity of lead and iron, weigh-
ing about 2,000 kilogrammes (two tons), taken
from the small roofs of the nave, which, at the

present time, were being covered with copper.

These pieces of metal were heaped one against

the other, like a pile of wood, and presented

an apparent volume of about two cubic metres,

(six and a half cubic feet).

Very probably some of the sheets of lead

touched the conductor
;
but it was impossible

for us to verify this fact. On our arrival, the

workmen had already removed a considerable

portion in order to clear the mouth of the

well. Admitting the contact, we see that this

great surface of extraneous metal had the

power of drawing off a portion of the current

from its principal direction, and directing it

towards the most vicinal exterior conductors.

The masses of tin, zinc, or iron, which crowded
the workshop and the loft above, certainly

favoured this deviation.

If contact did not take place, we must sup-

pose that, at the moment before the explosion,

all the conductors vicinal to the lightning-rod,

but not connected with it, were electrized by
induction. When the explosion took place, a

true return shock must have been produced in

a locality prepared, so to speak, in the best

possible manner for a phenomenon of this

kind. Further, while attaching some degree
of importance to the direction of the fluid, we
need not trouble ourselves about the direction

in which some persons say they saw it travel

;

we know how very easy it is to be deceived in

this point.

If, in reference to certain electric sparks, I

have been induced to enter into lengthened

detail, it is, first, because it seems to me that

we have yet much to learn respecting thunder;

it is also to shew that the lightning-rod acted

with success, and that the only members of the

Commission yet alive, M. Fries and myself,

have not to reproach ourselves with negligence

in the arrangement of the different parts of the

protecting apparatus. I am very desirous that

M. Arago, who has rendered so much service

to electro-meteorology, should take some in-

terest in this long recital.

Enlargement of the London Docks.

—

The extensive alterations making in this great

emporium of shipping, wealth, and the pro-

duce of all parts of the globe, are proceeding

rapidly. The splendid entrance will soon be

finished, as the foundation is now nearly com-
pleted, and workmen are busily engaged in

pulling down the building recently occupied by

the government emigration agent, Lieutenant

James Sedgwick Lean, of the royal navy, to

make way for the improvements. The old

entrance and the store shops on the southern

side will be levelled to the ground as soon as

the new buildings are so far advanced as to

permit of their being demolished; on whose

site will be erected a most commodious range

of warehouses. The building for the com-
missioners, committee-room, and superinten-

dent’s offices are to be on a very large 6cale,

and, when finished, the London Dock will be

one of the finest commercial buildings in the

world.

Portsea Island Union Workhouse.—The
tender accepted by the board of guardians amount-

ing to 16,780/. has fallen into the hands of that

spirited contractor, Mr. Nicholson, of Wandsworth.
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CITY IMPROVEMENTS.

At a meeting of the Common Council on

the 18th instant,

Mr. R. L. Jones (the chairman of the Lon-
don-bridge Approaches Committee) brought

up a report from that committee, “ On the

state of the funds connected with the ap-

proaches to London-bridge, and for authoriz-

ing the raising of the sum of 50,000/. for com-
pleting the same; and for the completion of

the improvement by the removal of the west

block of Bank-buildings, in the vicinity of the

Royal Exchange;” and said his object at pre-

sent was to point out the necessity of imme-
diately empowering the committee to direct the

Controller to serve certain parties with notices

with respect to premises which were required

for the further improvement of the city of

London, as the Act which gave the committee

power would expire in August, and if imme-
diate measures were not adopted, it would be

necessary to apply again to Parliament. (Hear,

hear.) He thought it was due to the commit-

tee to state, that, after a period of 20 years

during which it had existed, and expended
upwards of two millions of money in the erec-

tion of the bridge and the formation of its ap-

proaches, the present was the first time it had

come to the Court to state any deficiency in its

estimates. (Cheers.) He felt pride in assert-

ing such a fact, the more so as he was able to

shew, he trusted to the satisfaction of the

Court, that no blame was imputable to the

committee. What were the facts of the case?

After the committee had finished the various

streets which it had been intrusted with the

power to form, and which constituted so noble

a mass of improvements, it considered that a

surplus would remain sufficient to carry out

the great object of making a street from the

Bank to the Post-office. The conduct of the

Bank of England was, he regretted to say, in

direct contrast to the liberality which there

had been reason to expect from such a body,

and which the Governor and Deputy-Governor
several years ago had given the committee
every ground for supposing would have been
exercised. (Hear, hear.) It was natural to

suppose that the promise then held out that

improvements which in so many respects bene-

fited that building would, to a certain extent,

receive its patronage and assistance; but, in-

stead of helping the corporation in promoting
the grand design which the committee was
labouring to carry out, every thing had been

done by the establishment to which he alluded

to shew their indifference to the exertions

which had been made. (Hear.) The com-
mittee had been called upon from all quarters

of the city to extend to them the vast advan-

tages which had been already completed. The
law expenses in investments became greater

than had been calculated upon, and the interest

upon the sums required to complete the pur-

chases which were indispensable in effecting

the improvements was what the committee had
never been subjected to upon former occasions.

(Hear, hear.) The necessity for improvement
became every day more and more apparent.

The largest item in the report related to the

block of Bank-buildings, the freeholders of

which were the Governors and Company of

the Bank of England, who had repudiated by
their illiberality the evidence of the former
Governor and Deputy-Governor, Mr. Curtis

and Sir J. Reid, before the House of Commons’
Committee. That committee pressed upon
these gentlemen the necessity which existed

for giving up that block of buildings, as no
buildings were to be erected on the site, and
the Bank would be itself thrown open to public

view by so splendid an improvement. Their
answer was, that they could not think of re-

commending such a gift, as the Bank would be
put to a very large expense in throwing open
Bartholomew-lane and Threadneedle-street,

but they would be liberal in their views with

the corporation upon the subject. Now, the

Bank had made no improvements in Bartho-
lomew-lane or Threadneedle-street, and their

liberal views amounted to an evasion of every

thing like liberality. (Hear, hear.) He felt

that the Court were determined to do justice

to the labours, and instructions, and integrity

of the committee. (Loud cheers from all

parts of the Court.) (A general cry was then
raised of “ Move that the report be re-

ceived.”)

Sir J. Duke called the attention of the

chairman to the state of the eastern end of the

Royal Exchange, and asked whether it was
likely that the improvement which the public

had frequently called for, in the throwing back
of the houses in Freeman’s-court, would be

effected? (Hear.)

Mr. Jones said he regretted that the ground
in the spot described was unfortunately out of

the hands of the corporation. In fact, the

ground was never in their hands. Morden
College had a clause giving that institution a

right of pre-emption, and it had been appro-

priated accordingly. It would be, indeed, a

most important addition to the splendid im-

provement of the Royal Exchange; but the

committee congratulated itself upon what it

had already accomplished, and would not relax

its exertion to gain every possible advantage.

(Hear, hear.) He would venture to say that

the ground at the eastern end of the building

would be made a fine pathway 47 feet in width.

(Hear, hear.)

Alderman Humphery said, that every one in

the city would be delighted to see the block of

houses at the eastern end of the building re-

moved, and he thought the committee might
beneficially make the experiment of applying

to the Commissioners for the Improvement of

the Metropolis, who were about to wait upon
her Majesty, and were to meet on Wednesday
next to sign their report, to represent the fact

alluded to in the proper quarter. (Hear.) A
sum of money was about to be raised by a tax

of 6d. per ton upon coals, and, as the city

would be very large contributors, they had a

right to expect a share of the advantages.

(Hear.)

The report was then received and unani-

mously agreed to, and ordered to be printed.

DESTRUCTION BY FIRE OF KING WIL-
LIAM’S COLLEGE, ISLE OF MAN.

It is our painful duty, on the present occa-

sion, to record the total destruction by fire of

this beautiful, modern, and extensive edifice.

The origin of the fire is as yet unknown, but
it is ascertained to have broken out in the
western wing, either in the class-rooms of the
English department or in the boys’ dining-room
immediately below. Shortly after 2 o’clock

the first alarm was given
;
but for many hours

after this there was no fire-engine, ladder, or

supply of water that could be used with any
effect; and the flames, having thus unchecked
progress, rapidly spread through the corridors

and the entire of the vast building, including

the class-rooms, the dwelling-house of the

Rev. Mr. Dixon, the principal, the beautiful

chapel, and the great tower, which, with the

exception of the apartments of the Rev. Mr.
Cumming, the vice-principal, situated in the

eastern wing, were totally destroyed. The
first alarm was given by two boys who were
sick of the measles, separated from the other

boys, and sleeping immediately over the

English class-rooms, who, having experienced

a strong smell of fire, gave the alarm to the

principal and vice-principal, who, with their

families, servants, and about 50 boys boarding

at the College, were aroused from their slum-

bers, although, we understand, some of the

servants and children of the Rev. Mr. Dixon
escaped with difficulty.

His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor,

the Clerk of the Rolls, the High Bailiff, and
nearly all the respectable inhabitants of Castle-

town and the neighbourhood, were shortly on
the spot

;
also the company of the 6th Foot,

presently stationed at Castletown, headed by

their captain
;
and every thing that could be

done was adopted
;
but in the absence of an

engine for several hours— the essential requi-

site being wanted the devouring element

spread with uncontrolled fury, and every thing

that could be done was to secure as much of

the furniture, books, and other property as

possible
;
but even here the want of ladders,

whereby an entrance might have been effected

into the upper stories, without traversing the

corridors of the building, was severely felt, and

much valuable property has consequently been

lost, that otherwise might have been saved.

The greater part of the private library of the

principal, a portion of the wines, and some
articles of furniture in the front rooms, were
saved by great exertions

;
but the very valu-

able library of the College, containing many
works of great value, and a curious collection

of Bibles, from tL. '.ime of Coverdale, in

upwards of 50 different languages, many unique
MSS. relating to Manx ecclesiastical' affairs,

and the very valuable military models and
plans, maps, mathematical and other instru-
ments, many of which cannot be replaced
without much labour and expense, belonging
to Mr. Browne, the professor of English and
Modern Literature, were completely destroyed.

i he building, we understand, was insured
in the Sun-office for 2,000/., and Mr. Dixon’s
property for 2,200/.

; but the loss to the build-
ing alone cannot be under 4,000/. Mr. Cum-
ming, it appears, was uninsured. We have
not been able to learn precisely, but have been
given to understand, that the principal’s policy
is for his own property and “goods in trust,”
which, we suppose, will include the property
of the servants, the boys, and that of the other
masters in the class-rooms, in which case, if

the sum were insufficient to cover the entire

loss, some compensation would be awarded
;

the servants can especially ill afford to lose

their all.

We cannot conclude these remarks without
adverting to the obvious fact, that had there

been an efficient fire-engine on the premises,
or even in Castletown, the building could
easily have been saved ;

instead of losing

4,000/. the Sun-office would probably not have
lost 200/.

;
and at an expense of a few hundred

pounds they might, as they ought even for

their own interest, furnish an efficient engine
to each of the four towns. This office draws
large sums annually from this island, and we
must say the paltry garden engine they have
stationed in Douglas, and its slovenly and in-

efficient management, are any thing but

creditable to an office of such respectability.

The inhabitants of the four towns ought to

bestir themselves in the matter; they have a

practical example that in cases of fire they are

absolutely without protection. Probably the

other offices who do business in the island

would contribute, and the inhabitants them-

selves might do something. What is 1 00/.

laid out in such an investment, to avoid being-

exposed to such serious calamities ?

King William’s College was a modern erec-

tion. The first stone was laid by the late

Lieutenant-Governor Smelt, on the 23rd of
April, 1830, and it was opened in the summer
of 1833. The building is partly in the early

English and partly in the Elizabethan style,

forming a spacious and cruciform structure,

210 feet in length from east to west, and 135

feet from north to south
;
from the intersection

rises the embattled tower, 115 feet high,

strengthened with buttresses, and surmounted
by an octagonal turret, intended for an obser-

vatory, having in each of its sides an elegant

and lofty window, and crowned with a parapet.

The edifice cost about 6,000/., of which 2,000/.

was from the accumulated fund from property

granted by Bishop Barrow in 1668, for the

education of young men for the ministry in

the Manx Church. From subscriptions raised

chiefly in the island, 2,000/. was obtained, and

the remaining 2,000/. was supplied by mort-

gaging the funds. The original draught of

the design was furnished by Messrs. Hanson

and Welsh, architects; but the execution of

the works, including the alterations and addi-

tions and the design for the great tower—

a

beautiful specimen of masonry -were under

the direction of Mr. Welsh. The contractor

was the late Mr. Fitzsimmons, who, it is said,

lost 1,500/. by the contract. The property is

vested in the hands of trustees, who are the

Lieutenant-Governor, the Lord Bishop, the

Clerk of the Rolls, the Archdeacon, Deemster

Christian, one Vicar-General, and the At-

torney-General. The present number of

boarders, we learn, was with the principal 37,

with the vice principal 11, and the entire

number attending the seminary, besides day

pupils, 110.

—

Morning Herald.

Naphtha, and the Fire Offices.—The Im-

perial and other fire offices have issued a notice to

their agents that naphtha or liquid gas lamps, re-

cently introduced into manufactories and other pre-

mises, are attended with considerable hazard, and

that in effecting all future insurances on such pre-

mises, a warranty must be given that these lamps

are not used therein ;
and the agents are required

to decline all insurances of premises lighted with

them .— Carlisle Patriot.
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DESIGN FOR A MANSION IN THE PLAIN
GRECIAN IONIC STYLE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—

N

oticing in an early part of your
valuable magazine an article headed “ On
Seeing Employment,” and wishing myself,

solely- Wife j»*iimose of improvement in

lfra^Ufcal to get employed as an

ilrot^huiman under some builder
1

1
y' eng^g&d''*Hi London, I have been

of “ A. B.” to send the

^e^gf^Ao you for insertion in

..^sjVyspecimen of my work in

S-/

drawing and designing, and to obtain the be-
nefit of your kind advice on the subject.

I have been brought up to the study of ar-

chitecture, and am well experienced in measur-
ing, framing estimates, geometry, all kinds of
architectural drawing, as well as sketching
from nature

; but my object is to get employed
in a builder’s establishment, that I mav improve
my knowledge of the working part of the pro-
fession

;
and I have no doubt, with the acquire-

ments I possess, and salary being a secon-

dary consideration, such a situation is attain-

able.

The estimated cost of the above house, built

of brick and cement, would be from 1,800/.

to 2,000/.

There would be a kitchen, cellars, a pantry,

a scullery, and other offices in a basement
story, underneath the housekeeper’s apart-

ments breakfast-room and back-stairs; and a
stone staircase leading to them from the ground-
floor at letter A, and also a back entrance
leading to them from outside at letter B.

The principal staircase I propose shall be
lighted bv an ornamented cupola in the roof,

with side-lights adapted for shewing to advan-

tage pictures hung around the gallery on the

chamber-story.

PLAN_OF THE CHAMBER-STORY.
10 5 o

Scale. piii|i.iuj_

PLAN OF THE GROUND-STORY.
10 20 30 40 50
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Trusting you will find room in The

Builder to insert this design, which I have
drawn to small scales for the purpose, I re-

main, Sir, your very obedient servant,

January 10th, 1844. Acanthus.

[We think this design not discreditable to

our correspondent. We should have, however,
preferred it if it had contained on its ground
story fewer and better apartments. A prin-

cipal staircase, practice shews, is best removed
to an external wall, leaving quite free the

space up to it, as by such a disposition, en-

tanglement with all doorways is avoided.

Thus would be obtained a much handsomer
hall, which could be lighted by a well-bole in

its ceiling, leaving around it, on the one-pair
story, a broad gallery. A butler’s pantry near
the dining-room is required; but a portion of
the housekeeper’s room (which is over large
for the scale of the other apartments) might
be cut off for that purpose; and at the same
time a passage might be obtained to the ad-
joining bed-room, which could then be very
properly assigned for use to a man-servant

;
or

these three apartments could be arranged so as

to be opposite the three windows.
We should have avoided all irregularity in

the rooms caused by cutting off their corners
;

deeming one of the requisites of a perfect
plan to lie in making every apartment regular,

even though the general form of the whole
building be not so. The elevations we should
re-arrange, avoiding the receding of the enta-

blature over the principal entrance, and the
forming of central piers in the different com-
ponent masses of the design, which we hold to

be against one of the elementary principles of
taste, a chapter upon which head we propose
giving hereafter. We should have avoided
the introduction of a large Venetian window
to an apartment so small as the dressing-room
over the entrance-hall, and also as not being an
article of very good taste, though now so often

used. Moreover, we should have omitted the

two blanked sashed-windows which fiank it,

perfect architectural design not allowing any
parts for mere shew, but requiring the whole
work to come together elegantly with every
requisite, and without any such sacrifice. The
chimney-shafts we should, both for effect and
just operation, have liked better if they had
not been paneled, but formed in some way
with detached flues. We should be happy to

receive another design from our obliging cor-

respondent.

—

Ed.]

VAULTING OF KING’S COLLEGE
CHAPEL, CAMBRIDGE.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ THE BUILDER.”
Sir,—In the article on King’s College

Chapel, which appeared in The Builder for

Dec. 9, it is asserted that the great key-stones
of the roof “ may actually be removed without
endangering the safety of the vaulting.”

It is scarcely feasible that the building
would have been encumbered with those
immense additional weights, had there not
been an absolute necessity for their insertion

;

that such a necessity existed, will, I trust, be
sufficiently proved by the following explanation
of the principles on which the roof is con-
structed :

—

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 represents a projection upon a hori-

zontal plane of one compartment of the roof

included between the four buttressesfg h k; and

Fig. 2 represents the projection of half this

compartment upon the vertical plane of one of

the windows on the south side
;
the same letters

in the two figures refer to the same points.

The rib b c runs from the east to the west

end of the chapel, the stones which form it lie

in the same horizontal line, and at a greater

elevation from the ground, than any other part

of the roof
;
K is the central stone of the com-

partment, and is the upper part of one of the

ornamented drops seen from below hanging

from the roof of the interior. The stones in

flKd lie in an arch of which K is the keystone

;

it is clear that the tendency of this arch is to

sink at the crown, K, and thrust down the walls

at a and d. I shall proceed, then, to explain

how the stones in this arch are supported
;

and also the stones in the rib be; and in the

course of the explanation it will be seen that

I shew how every stone in the compartment

fg h k is supported.

On examining the rorf carefully, it will be
found that the stones are placed in semi-arches
in vertical planes through the buttresses

;
the

spring of all the semi-arches in the spaced a
being atf and their crowns or key-stones in

the courses b K or K a; this is best seen in

Fig. 2. Now, any stone S in the arch aK d is

b r

Fig. 2.

the key-stone of the two semi-arches S f and

S g ;
and the thrust of the stones in K S is pro-

pagated down the semi-arches Sf and Sg, and

ultimately acts upon the buttresses at f and g ;

the same is true of every stone in K a
;
likewise

on the other side of be the stones in Iv d are

supported by the semi-arches of which they

are the key-stones, and which spring from the

buttresses h and k. Again, any stone r in Kb

is the key-stone of two semi-arches r k and r f,
and is held in its place by the thrust
in the stones in K r

;

and this thrust is
propagated down the semi-arches, r k and r f,and acts ultimately upon the buttresses k andf\
the masonry of the rib b c is sufficiently heavy
to prevent these seini-arches from sinking by
their key-stone rising. It will be clearly seen,
then, how every stone in b c and a K d is sup-
poited; it will also be seen that every other
stone in the roof is sustained by being a member
of a semi-arch springing from one of the
buttresses, and having its key-stone in 4 c or
a Iv d. The pressure of the compartments
fg li k upon the buttresses acts obliquely

: for
instance, that on / will act downwards in
a line whose projection on the hori-
zontal plane will lie towards
the south-east. But the
compartment east off g h k
will press upon the but-
tress f in a line whose
horizontal projection lies to-

wards thesouth-west; and, con-
sequently the resultant of these
pressures will actin aline whose
horizontal projection runs due
south. Let /' F be this line

(Fig. 3) ;
this figure repre-

sents one of the buttresses.

The dimensions of the but-

tress are so arranged that f F
shall lie within the masonry
and pass into the foundation

within the foot of the buttress.

Fig. 3.

The resultant pressure of the roof on the
walls at each of the four angles of the whole
building acts obliquely, consequently instead of
buttresses of the ordinary form at these four

angles, towers crowned with lofty turrets are

erected, of such a weight as to deflect the line

of pressure of the roof, and cause it to pass
into the ground through the masonry.*

Mr. Bland, in his work on piers, arches,

&c., speaking of this building says, “ the key-
stone, which is of great weight, is placed in

the centre of every four buttresses, and is most
essential, not only as a wedge, but from its great
weight, locking up, as it were, the lighter

parts of the roof in perfect safety against be-

ing displaced by the fortuitous pressure of any
person’s foot.”

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. J. Hutt.
Cambridge, January 16, 1844.

PUBLIC BATHS AT NEWARK.

We are glad to announce that the little town
of Newark is about to have erected in it public

baths for the accommodation of all who may
be desirous of availing themselves of the

healthiness of bathing. The site chosen for

the baths is within the walls of the ancient and

venerable castle. To those who are unac-

quainted with Newark, it may not perhaps

be uninteresting to add, that the Castle stood

three sieges, and was the last of the king’s

fortresses in the north to surrender, and sur-

rendered then only by the express command
of his Majesty Charles the First, in 1646.

It is recorded that one Lord Ballasyse, the

heroic governor of Newark Castle, communi-
cating the king’s orders for surrendering the

Castle and town of Newark, Major Smith (a

brave officer) urged the governor with tears to

trust to God and Sally (the name of a famous

piece of ordnance in the Castle), rather than

think of yielding the town to the Parliamentary

forces; and also that the citizens, with the

mayor at their head, beseeched the governor

on their knees to disobey the king’s orders for

surrendering the Castle. The Crown having

agreed to grant a lease of the Castle and Bow-

ling Green, for the purpose before mentioned,

in consideration of the lessees laying out a

certain sum, the expense is proposed to be

defrayed by subscriptions in shures of 5/. each,

to be transferrable. We hope shortly to

witness the commencement of the baths and

their erection, considering, as we do, that such

will be an improvement as well as an advantage

to the town, which, in point of situation, with

land and water carriage to all parts ot the

kingdom, excellent roads and well-supplied

markets, yields to none in the realm .— ( from

a Correspondent to the Nottingham Journal.)

* Pratt’s Mathematical Principles of Mechanical Philo-

sophy.
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Ecclesiastical Edifices of the Olden Time : a
Series of Etchings, with Ground Plans and
Facsimiles of Hollar's Views of the Ca-

thedral and Conventual Churches
,
Monas-

teries, Abbeys, Priories, and other Eccle-

siastical Edifices of England and Wales.

By John Coney, in 2 vols. folio. London :

James Bohn, 12, King William-street,

Strand, 1842.

This work, consisting of a profusion of

beautiful and boldly-executed etchings, the

work of the late M r. Coney, is one of tne finest

architectural productions which ever issued

from the press. It is particularly valuable to

all who have the care of designing architec-

tural works, and from the large scale of the

plates, their details may be easily seen, and

when the sections of Gothic mouldings in their

various styles come to be properly understood,

the plates of these fine volumes will afford

nearly enough information upon their subjects.

The following list of the edifices delineated

in this work will afford valuable knowledge to

those who desire to know where information

upon them is to be found :

—

VOL. i.

Dunstable Priory, Bedfordshire, 1 plate.

Burnham Abbey, Bucks, 1 plate.

Ely Cathedral, 4 plates.

Thorney Abbey, Cambridge, 1 plate.

Chester Cathedral, 2 plates.

Carlisle Cathedral, 1 plate.

St. Bees Priory, Cumberland, 1 plate.

Calder Abbey, Cumberland, 1 plate.

Holm Cultram Abbey, Cumberland, 1 plate.

Lanercnst Priory, Cumberland, 1 plate.

Exeter Cathedral, 3 plates.

Tavistock Priory, Devon, 1 plate.

Crediton Collegiate Church, Devon, 1 plate.

Sherborne Minster, Dorset, 1 plate.

Wimburn Minster, Dorset, 1 plate.

Durham Cathedral, 3 plates.

Gateshead Monastery, Durham, 1 plate.

Finchale Priory, Durham, 1 plate.

St. John’s Abbey, Colchester, 1 plate.

St. Botolph’s Priory, Colchester, 1 plate.

Tiltey Abbey, Essex, 1 plate.

Waltham Abbey, Essex, 2 plates.

Chiche Abbey, Essex, 1 plate.

Gloucester Cathedral, 4 plates.

Tewksbury Abbey, 3 plates.

Lanthony Priory Gloucester, 1 plate.

C : rencester Abbey, Gloucester, 1 plate.

Winchester Cathedral, 4 plates.

Hospital of St. Cross, Hants, 2 plates.

Netley Abbey, Hants, 1 plate.

Rumsey Nunnery, Hants, 1 plate.

Beaulieu Abbey, Hants, 1 plate.

Christ Church Priory, Hants,
1
plate.

Hereford Cathedral, 4 plates.

Blaekfriars’ Monastery and Cross, Here-
ford, 1 plate.

Bromyard Collegiate Church, Hereford-
shire, 1 plate.

Collegiate Church of Leominster, Hereford-
shire,

1 plate.

St. Alban’s Abbey, 3 plates.

Canterbury Cathedral, 4 plates.

St. Augustine’s Monastery, Canterbury, 3
plates.

Rochester Cathedral, 3 plates.

Mailing Nunnery, Kent, 1 plate.

Furness Abbey, Lancashire, 1 plate.

Cartmell Priory, Lancashire, 1 plate.

Leicester Abbey, 1 plate.

Ulverscroft Priory, Leicestershire, 1 plate.

Lincoln Cathedral, 5 plates.

Sempringham Priory, Lincolnshire, 1 plate.

Barlinir’s Abbey, Lincolnshire, 1 plate.

Bourn Abbey, Lincolnshire, 1 plate.

Thornham Abbey, Lincolnshire, 1 plate.

Crovland Abbey, Lincolnshire, 1 plate.

Westminster Abbey, 4 plates.

Temple Church, London, 1 plate.

Knights Hospitallers’ Priory, Clerken-
well, 1 plate.

St. Bartholomew’s Priory, London, 1 plate.

Austin Friars’ Monastery, London, 1 plate.

St, Saviour’s Church, Southwark, 1 plate.

Tin tern Abbey, Monmouthshire, 1 plate.

Lantony Priory, Monmouthshire, 1 plate.

Collegiate Church of Higham Ferrers,

1 plate.

Hexham Abbey, 1 plate.

Seals of Monasteries of the Benedictine
Order, 27 plates.

VOL. II.

Wymondham Abbey, Norfolk, 1 plate.

Norwich Cathedral, 2 plates.

Binham Priory, Norfolk, 1 plate.

Castle-Acre Priory, Norfolk, 1 plate.

Walsingham Priory, Norfolk, 1 plate.

Gray Friars’ Monastery, Lynn Regis, Nor-
folk, 1 plate.

Peterborough Cathedral, 4 plates.

Collegiate Church of Irthlingborough,
Northamptonshire, 1 plate.

Lindisfarne Monastery, Northumberland, 1

plate.

Brinkburn Priory, Northumberland, 1 plate.

Tynemouth Priory, 1 plate.

Collegiate Church of Southwell, Notting-

hamshire, 2 plates.

Newstead Abbey, Nottinghamshire, 1 plate.

Oxford Cathedral, 3 plates.

Shrewsbury Abbey, Shropshire, 1 plate.

Wenlock Abbey, Shropshire, 1 plate.

Buildwas Abbey, Shropshire, 1 plate.

Haghmon Abbey, Shropshire, 1 plate.

Hales-Owen Abbey, Shropshire, 1 plate.

Bristol Cathedral, Somersetshire, 3 plates.

Wells Cathedral, Somersetshire, 5 plates.

Bath Abbey, Somersetshire, 3 plates.

Glastonbury Monastery and Abbey, with

views of Glastonbury, Somersetshire, 4 plates.

Litchfield Cathedral, Staffordshire, 3 plates.

Dudley Priory, Staffordshire, 1 plate.

Abbey Tower, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk,

1 plate.

Butley Priory, Suffolk, 1 plate.

Chichester Cathedral, Sussex, 4 plates.

Battle Abbey, Sussex, 1 plate.

Boxgrave Priory, Sussex, 1 plate.

Bayham Abbey, Sussex, 1 plate.

Collegiate Church, Bosham, Sussex, 1 plate.

Salisbury Cathedral, Wiltshire, 5 plates.

Malmesbury Monastery, Wiltshire, 3 plates.

Worcester Cathedral, 3 plates.

Evesham Abbey, Worcester, l plate.

Pershore Monastery, Worcestershire, 1 plate

(containing some most remarkable buttresses).

Priory of Great Malvern, Worcestershire,

1 plate.

York Minster, 6 plates.

Grey Friars’ l ower, Richmond, Yorkshire,

1 plate.

St. Agatha’s Monastery, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

St Mary’s Abbey, York, 1 plate.

Whitby Abbey, Yorkshire, 2 plates.

Selby Abbey, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

Fountain’s Abbey, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

Byland Abbey, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

Rivaux Abbey, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

Kirkstall Abbey, Yorkshire, 2 plates.

Bolton Priory, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

Ripon Cathedral, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

Kirkham Priory, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

Gisburn Priory, Yorkshire, 2 plates.

Bridlington Priory, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

Coverham Abbey, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

Old Malton Priory Church, Yorkshire, 1

plate.

Egliston Abbey, Yorkshire, 1 plate.

Beverley Minster, Yorkshire, 2 plates.

Collegiate Church of Howden, Yorkshire,

1 plate.

Costumes of religious bodies, 1G plates.

Arms of religious houses, 2 plates, 126 sub-

jects.

The seals, arms, and costumes of the reli-

gious houses which are given in this work are

particularly interesting.

e.

THE FOREST OF DEAN.

Although this noble domain forms part of
the southern boundary of Herefordshire, and
is in fact within a few hours’ ride of most
parts of it, it is, we believe, in a measure an
“ unknown land” to many of our readers.

Nominally belonging to the Crown, it is in

reality (adopting the words of one of the

Forest Commissioners) “ public property,”

and its surface is, for the most part, devoted to

the rearing of oak timber for the “ wooden
walls of Old England.”

Interested as all must be and are in it, we
may well spare a little space for some scattered

notices, as well of this romantic region as of
its inhabitants.

From north to south it extends no less than

eight miles, and about the same distance from

east to west, its boundary forming a circuit of
upwards of thirty miles, and the heights within

it vary from a hundred to nearly a thousand

feet. The noble timber on its surface is rivalled

in value by its mineral wealth in coal and iron
ore. One of the numerous seams of coal (the

Coleford High Delf), of which only a com-
paratively small part lias yet been worked,
extends over no less than sixteen thousand
acres

;
this forms part of the lowest series, the

middle series extending over seven thousand.

The different seams of coal vary in thickness
from one or two to six feet, and in some places
attain, for a limited area, eight, ten, or even
twelve feet, but are then subject to “ faults,”

which either diminish or wholly destroy them.

In the solitudes of the forest the bittern and
the other rarer British birds still find a secure
asylum, having seldom other companions than
the deer. In some pares a considerable dis-

tance might be traversed without meeting any
human being or approaching any habitation,

the interior being nearly uninhabited.
Nor does its assimilation to the wilds of

Canada end here, for, like them, the forest has
its “ Sqatter;” and it i9 to its internal govern-
ment with regard to this race of intruders that

we mean chiefly to confine the present notice.

As early as the reign of Charles II. the

attention of the legislature was attracted to

the keeping the forest in all its integrity, for

in the twentieth year of the reign of that

monarch an Act was passed rendering invalid

all future grants of land within its boundary.
This Act had in later years an effect which
was not contemplated at its enactment, it being
held, as regarded the vast extent of encroach-

ments which still continued to be made round
the boundary of the forest, that the property
being in the Crown, the ostensible owner could
not recover, even from a stranger, if he once
got out of possession. Thus “ possession,”

which is popularly held as “ nine points of the

law,” was, with regard to what was called
“ Forest land,” the law itself—it was, in fact,

“ the law.”

In this extraordinary state, and shut out
from all legal protection, matters remained till

1838, when the Crown wholly gave up its title

to about fifteen hundred acres, encroached upon
in the period between the passing of the Act of
Charles II. and the year 1787- It also aban-

doned its title to a tract of about six hundred
acres, encroached upon subsequent to the last-

named period, on favourable conditions, pro-
portionate to the length of occupation of its

numerous possessors, leaving about twenty-
three thousand acres devoted to public uses, of
which by much the larger portion is under en-

closure for timber.

The anomalous state of the population can-

not be said to have ended with the setting at

rest the feuds regarding the right of property,

nearly all the tract within the Forest boundary
being extra-parochial, and county rates, there-

fore, never collected, no constables appointed,

and the destitute poor, sick, maimed, and aged
left unprovided for.

It was in July, 1842, that provision was first

made in the latter respect, an Act being then

passed by which the Poor Laws were for the

first time extended over this vast tract of land

to a most industrious and deserving population,

nearly ten thousand in number.

INCORPORATED SOCIETY FOR BUILD-
ING, ENLARGING, &c., CHURCHES AND
CHAPELS.
On Monday last, a meeting of this society

was held at their chambers in St. Martin’s-

place, Trafalgar-square. His Grace the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury was in the chair. There
was also a very good attendance of members,
amongst whom were the Lord Bishops of Lon-
don and Landaff, Sir R. H. Inglis, Bart., M.P.,
the Very Rev. the Dean of Chichester; the

Rev. Drs. Spry, J. Jennings, and Benjamin
Harrison

;
and Messrs. James Cocks, N. Con-

nop, J. S. Salt, W. Davis, E. Baddeley, Powell,

and W. Cotton.

After some preliminary business, grants of

money were voted towards building churches

at Seacroft, in the parish of Whitehurst, Y ork-

shire; at the Link, in the parish of Leigh,

Worcestershire; at Blaydon, in the parish of

Ryton and Winlaton, Durham
;

at Thorpe
Acre, Peterborough

;
at Great Wysley, in the

parish of Cannock, Staffordshire, and at The
Groves, in the parish of Sutton, near Hull,

Yorkshire; also, towards enlarging, by re-

building, the church at Bidnath, Staffordshire;

and towards enlarging and otherwise increas-
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jpg’ the accommodation in existing churches at

Usk, Monmouthshire; Hunmanby, Yorkshire;
Spirnall, Warwickshire; Lewes, St. Ann;
Buckley, in the parish of Hawarden, and Stoke
St. Gregory, Somersetshire.

The above-named 11 parishes contain a po-
pulation of 34,831 souls, and possess church
accommodation in 17 churches and chapels
for only 7,611 persons, including 2,149 free
sea's, to which provision of church accommo-
dation 3,826 sittings will be added, by the
erection of the seven new churches, and the
rebuilding, enlarging, and otherwise increas-
ing the sittings in several existing churches
and chapels

;
of this additional accommo-

dation 2,942 will be free and unappropriated
sittings.

The committee next examined the certifi-

cates relating to the completion of three new
churches and chapels, and of the increase of
accommodation in seven existing churches and
chapels

;
and orders was issued for the trus-

tees to pay over to the treasurer the sum awarded
in each case.

It should be remarked here that the popula-
tion of the 10 parishes just alluded to is 85,1 15
persons, for whom church accommodation to

the extent of only 7,729 sittings was provided
previously to the execution of the works now
certified as completed; of that number not
more than 2,580 were free

;
the number of

seats added to the church room before pro-
vided is 3,796, of these 2,560 are free and un-
appropriated.

Since the committee last met the society has
lost a valuable officer in the late Rev. Mr.
Rodber, M.A., who had been for many years
the secretary to the institution.

The Rev. Thomas Bowdler has been ap-
pointed to succeed him.

CHURCH BUILDTNG INTELLIGENCE.

Heversham Church .—This fine old structure
has been just repaired and restored by means
of the liberal contributions of the principal
persons connected with the parish. A dread-
ful conflagration in the beginning of the reign
of James I. destroyed the north aisle, and did
much damage to the nave and south aisle.

The north aisle was consequently rebuilt in a
style unsuitable to the original plan, and both
this and the patchwork which they made of
the rest was covered with a thick coat of white-
wash. This has all been removed, the walls
stone-finished, capitals added to the rude
columns of the north aisle in proportion to
their diameters, the square windows in the
north clerestory replaced by new after the
model and originals in the south. The beau
tiful south arcade of the nave, which is of the
12th century, has been restored, and the bold
and elegant works of the chancel, which is of
the 15th century, have been laid open in the
original rich colour of native stone. The front
of the gallery at the west-end has been brought
into harmony with the rest of the building.
But, above all, the large east-window, which
is one of no common elegance, and a most in-
teresting specimen of the transition from the
decorated to the perpendicular style, has been
filled with stained glass of wonderful richness
and beauty, [so as quite to match the best an-
cient specimens], by Mr. Warrington, of Lon-
don. The five lower bays contain the figures
of our Lord and the Evangelists, under rich
canopies. In the compartments above are the
figures of St. Peter and St. Paul, and in the
central that of the Virgin Mary, to whom the
church is dedicated. The rest contain various
most appropriate emblems. The effect of the
whole is very striking; and the beauty and
simplicity of the figures, and the harmony of
the colouring, by which the richness of it is

at once sobered down, and yet displayed to the
utmost advantage, cannot be appreciated but by
an eye-witness. Mr. Warrington may well be
proud of his work. 'I he fine old chancel,
with its roof, recalling forcibly to mind, on a
small scale, that of the nave of Ely Cathedral,
is now filled with a mellow light, which adds
a deep solemnity to its architectural features.
Thus, this church has become one of the most
interesting objects of our neighbourhood, and
doubtless will attractthe notice of many of our
summer visitants, and tell them that the north
will not quietly yield to the south the palm of
good taste and good spirit.

THE BUILDER.
RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE. ABERGAVENNY IRON TRADE.

Hull and Beverley Railway .—An application
will, it is said, be made in the session of 1845,
under the auspices of the Manchester, Leeds,
and Hull Associated Company, for an Act to
make a railway from Hull to Beverley.

Glass windows have been introduced in the
second-class carriages of the North Midland,
and the Glasgow and Greenock Railway, as

had previously been done on the Manchester
and Leeds, and on all the Belgian lines. We
should like to see the same thing done on the
London and Birmingham, the Midland Counties
and the Hull and Selby lines.

GERMAN RAILWAYS.
The following table of the German rail-

way's now open is taken from the Allgemeine
Zeitung. It gives the length in miles of each,
with the number of passengers for the month
of September, and for the first nine months of
the year :

—

Name.

Linz—Budweis
Linz—Gmunden
Ferdinand’s North Road
Vienna—Glognitz ....

Munich—Augsburg. . .

.

Nurnburg—Furth ....

Frankfort—Wiesbaden
Carlsrhue—Manheim .

.

Hamburg—Bergedorf .

.

Berlin—Anhalt
Berlin—Potsdam
Berlin—Stettin

Berlin—Frankfort ....

Breslau—Oppeln
Leipzig—Altenburg. . .

.

Leipzig—Dresden ....

Magdeburg—Leipzig .

.

Magdeburg — Halber-
stadt

Brunswick— Oschersle-

ben
Dusseldorf—Elberfeld.

.

Cologne—Aachen ....

Length1 . Passen. Passen. in

in Sept. 9 months.

77* 2,195 13,104
42* 16,994 105,720
187* 68,705 502,112
46 166,543 1,025,353
37* 23,876 159,285

3* 42,761 322,709
2G£ 100,902 614,342
42* 90,452 606,847
10 23,438 163,109

93* 37,430 262,146
16 45,905 359,393
82* 29,542 170,241

49* 23,965 189,479

49* 25,170 181,544
24 23,008 130,972

71* 47,835 315,913
67* 73,391 478,904

35* 19,563 59,542

59 37,492 253,864
16 33,415 212,403
43 33,953 217,843

Total length, 1,083 miles.

The following railways are in progress :

—

From Carlsrhue to Kehl, to be finished in

April
;
also one from Kehl to Basle. When

this is completed, there will be a direct com-
munication from Ostend to Switzerland.
From Stettiu to Stargard.
From Berlin to Hamburgh.
From Frankfort on the Oder to Breslau in

Silesia.

From Oppeln in Silesia to the Austrian fron-
tier

;
and another in continuation to Olmutz in

Moravia.
From Frankfort to Posen.
From Posen to Konigsberg—a distance ex-

ceeding 200 miles.

The whole of these lines will extend to a
length of 700 or 800 miles.

A line through Wirtemherg and Bavaria.
One from Bavaria to Dresden.
Lines from the French territory to the Maine,

from Cassel to Berlin, and from Berlin to

Dresden.
These will extend to a further length of 800

or 1,000 miles. The surveys have been made,
and it is supposed that they will all be finished

in six or eight years, if not earlier.

It may not perhaps be out of place here to

remark some peculiarities in the German rail-

ways :

—

1st. A great number of them have been
undertaken either directly at the expense of
the state, or upon security being given by the
state for 3 per cent, interest on the capital in-

vested. To prevent jobbing in railway shares,

in most German states a law has been enacted
that 10 per cent, of the sum must be paid forth-

with after subscribing. Yet so great seems
the spirit of speculation to be, that some months
ago, when the railway from Dresden to

was resolved upon, 5,000,000 dollars (nearly

900,0007.) were subscribed in two days.

2nd. German railways pay better than the
English ones. It is said that two yield 15 per
cent, clear profit, some others from ^ to 10 per
cent., and none has begun with less than 4 per
cent. This may be owing to the rates of Ger-
man railways being proportionally lower than
those of Britain, and the want of good means
of communication otherwise.

3rd. The propensity to travel for amusement
is greater among the Germans than among
any other people.

Notwithstanding the daily reports which
appear of the progressive improvement going
on in the northern manufacturing districts, we
are notable to add that the cheering influence
nas iiad any effect upon the demand for iron,
which branch of trade remains, we regret to
understand, in an almost torpid state. A few
months back, it is true, a slight improvement
was perceptible, which, in accordance with
former experience of recovery from a state of
depression, was put down as a commencement
of better times

;
visions of prosperity, at no

very distant period, once more flitted across
the minds of many individuals inhabiting the
vast iron district, and dependent upon its pro-
gress for a subsistence

; but visions have
vanished, and despair again broods over the
district. Yet, from being situated in a position
which has enabled us to watch for a great
number of years the progress and vicissitudes
of the iron-trade, during which period two or
three depressions have occurred, whilst on the
other hand the most unexampled prosperity
has followed, we are not amongst those who
would despond and not hope to see even in

this important branch of our manufactures an
improvement of a permanent nature, and that
too very shortly. It is an established and well-

known fact that the iron-trade generally ranks
amongst the last to feel the effect of depression,
which was evinced prior to the stagnation at

present existing, from the circumstance that

during the year 1839 and part of 1840, when
the cotton and woollen branches were suffering

to an unknown extent, the mineral district

was in its best days, and the supply of iron

was nothing like equal to the demand. Again
it has, in most instances, proved that the first-

named branches, after recovery from inaction,

have been for several months, and in one or
more periods for a year or so, participating

in returned prosperity, whilst the iron trade

has remained depressed, and has further re-

quired longer time to enter within the pale of
improvement. Our hopes are grounded on
the above facts, and we firmly believe the an-

ticipation would, in all probability, be much
sooner realized, did Government, by making
reasonable treaties with foreign Powers, in-

duce them to rescind their lately made tariffs,

which have, in some measure, tended to lay

prostrate one of the most vital and important
manufacturing commodities of this great em-
pire .—Hereford Times.

SCIENCE OF ANCIENT ARCHES, AND
DEFECTS OF MODERN ARCHES.

Of the Faulty Modern English Method of covering

over the External Apertures of Edifices ,
and of

the Destruction of Property to which this Fault

Leads.

Another cause of the vast inferiority of

modern English edifices, particularly of private

edifices, is the modern method of covering over

their external apertures; the author sometimes
goes through the streets of London, and
becomes worked up into a fit of melancholy
nervousness, at observing such a multitude of

structures, literally dropping to pieces from
fractures in the arches or other coverings of

their external openings : whether built by

common bricklayers, or by masons, or by sur-

veyors, by jobbing speculators, or by wealthy

bankers, little difference is to be found. As a

professional man, the author feels humbled

and more sunk into littleness. An incredible

number of our edifices are in this condition
;

nor indeed is the difference very great, where

pier is erected over pier, and window over

window, a property of construction often lost

sight of.

If those who have the conducting of our

buildings will not take other and more proper

means, one could almost wish resort were had,

to the old-fashioned unsightly method, of sup-

porting the window-arches by wooden frame-

work
;

for however settled and out of level

may be the brickwork of old houses with ex-

ternal wooden frames, their arches are com-

paratively seldom fractured or dropped.

But perhaps the most scandalous instance of

modern ignorance, or culpable imprudence,
“

' the covering

over of the aper-

turesofstruetures,

wise good,

with an arrangement of bricks, possessing none

of the properties of an arch. Some call the

11111®=
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brickwork so placed, a French arch; the

author is unacquainted with any name for it;

and were he disposed to give it one, it might be
no-arch or flaw-wall.

Almost all our new buildings, which are in-

tended to have their sins hidden by external

plaster, are endowed with this kind of mal-

formation
;
even over Venetian windows eight

or ten feet wide, the same silly freak is repeated
;

sometimes these pieces of brickwork, are set in

Parker’s cement, but are even then little better.

The truth is, they are un-geometrically absurd
;

they depend upon nothing but the tenacity of

the cement, or the violent friction of the bricks

one against another; even if they otherwise

escape fracture, the slightest settlement at the

foundation is sufficient to destroy the whole of
them in a building.

When the author was a youth, he first ob-

served a whole row of houses being erected,

with fifty of these sham arches
;
he imagined

at the time, that they might he some new scien-

tific discovery in construction
;
but passing the

same houses a year afterwards, he found that

thirty of them were hideously cracked and
displaced, although they had been coloured to

appear like cut radiated gauged arches.

When a review is taken of the works of the

Egyptians and Greeks, and of the care which
they exhibit in the spanning of apertures with
masses of solid material next to eternal,—when
we behold the advances in science exhibited

by the architecture of the Romans, and behold
that after two thousand years arches of even
contemptible materials are still firm and free

from flaw,—and again when we lose ourselves

in admiration of the still more economical,
safe, and tasteful arches of the middle ages,

—

we find that down to our own times, anxious
care if not refined science of the very first

quality which the respective ages afforded,

always presided in its most advanced state over
the practice of building, and that it ever em-
ployed a chief part of its ability in covering
over the apertures of buildings

;
we thence

become the more surprised that at the present
day, England, London its capital, the capital

of the world’s wealth, should be the seat of
the most reckless modes of structure, caused
by the corruption and inattention which have
at once taken possession of the whole building

art, and particularly in the use of pseudo-

arches
;
a fact too the more remarkable, from

England at the present day possessing literary

and graphic works upon architecture, an im-

measurable deal more illustrious than were
possessed by any former age, or are now
possessed by any other nation.

In order to exhibit the more visibly ancient

care and modern inferiority in this particular,

the author brings together a few of the modes
followed in times past, the meanest of which
is as honourable as the frequent abuse where-
of he complains is dishonourable,— an abuse
which has rendered the church, the palace,

the hospital, the public hall, and many other
public buildings, crazy alike with the meanest
and most obscure private dwelling.

B. Lower part of the Vaulting, formed of three courses of
Travertine stone Voussoirs, joggled together.

C. View of one of the stone Voussoirs, drawn to a larger

D. D. Joggles in the form of wedges, rising from the upper
tide of one Voussoir into the under side of the Voussoir
immediately above it, so as to prevent one archstone
from sliding upon another.

The first example here given is from a
Roman sepulchre upon the Appian Way, and
exhibits not only archstones of a proper
wedge shape, but with a curious invention, the

CUriOUS D, D. Plugs

/ 7

result of great care and skill, by which one
course of the vaulting is prevented from
sliding upon another: it much resembles the

joggle-joints made use of in the pendent parts

of a modern stone architrave.

The second example is No. 2 .

taken from the abutments
of an arch over the door-

way of another Roman se-

pulchre, also upon the

Appian Way, and exhibits

even an advance in care
and skill.

The third example (pro-

bably of later date), is B. Counter-abutment,

perhaps the earliest exist- c - Wedge-shaped

ing instance of 0 «m-i

-

—
but excellent

mode of pre-

venting the

Voussoirs of
level stone ar-

chitraves or
lintels from settling downwardly, which be
came prevalent in various parts' of Europe
during the middle ages : it is from Diocletian’s
palace at Spalatro, in Dalmatia, which has so
often been referred to as exhibiting some
germs of the peculiar ornaments which after-

wards became prevalent in the Romanesque,
Norman, or Byzantine style of architecture

;

and the gradual western spread of this same
method, till it at length reached England,
seems almost to furnish another argument for

the Oriental origin of some particular parts at

least of Gothic architecture.

The fourth ex- No. 4.

ample is taken from
the lower story of
the reputed tomb of
Theodoric, at Ra-
venna, and exhibits

a semi circular arch
with its Voussoirs joggled or refracted as

those of the third example.

The fifth

example is

taken from
the upper part

of the reputed
tomb of Theodoric, at Ravenna, and is similar

to the third example, but displays double pre-

caution.
No. 6.

7
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The sixth example is taken from the
Transom of the Norman work of the Western
doorway of Rochester Cathedral.

No. 7 .

The seventh example is from the mantel of
a fire-place in Edlingham Castle, Northumber-
land.

No. 8.

The eighth example is from the mantel of a
fire-place in Conisborough Castle, Kent, and
is exactly similar to that at Diocletian’s Palace
shewn in the third example.*

No. 9 .mm i/m///
The ninth example from the Gate of the

Alhambra is copied from the magnificent
Spanish Work published at Madrid, a.d. 1804,
entitled “ Antigiiedades Arabes de Espagiia."
There is even below this arch another of the
Moresco horse-shoe shape : and Mr. Murphy
gives two instances of the same kind of con-
struction in the first plate of his superb work
on the Church of Batalah.
The tenth and eleventh examples are from

* The immediately preceding three specimens were kindly
communicated to the author by W. Twopenny, Esq., the
eminent architectural antiquary.

the fifth chapter of the fourth book of Sebas-
tian Serlio’s No. 10 .

“ Opere d' Ar-
chitettura,” and
are both very
excellent : the

following is their

author’s descrip-

tion of them
(with the ancient

orthography pre-

served ) :

—

“ Et perche
la maggior parte

de’ supercilij, o architraui che dir uogliamo,
che sono posti sopra aleune porte, ouero bot-

teghe, per la larghezza dell’ apelura se la

pictra non h di buonissima grossezza non puo
resistere al peso, & per questo in processo di

tempo si uiene a No. 11 .

rompere, si come
in moltissimi
luoghi si puo
uedere

;
si potra

per gran distan-

tia che si sia, pur
che le spalle dalle

bande siano forti,

far tal cosa di

pezzi, nel modo
qui disotto in due
modi designato, che indubitamente tal opera
sara fortissima but experience will withhold
the reader from following Serlio’s further ob-
servation, “& quanto il carico disoprasara piu
grande 1’ opera andera a maggior perpetuita.”

The twelfth example is taken from Mylne’s
work of Blackfriars’ Bridge, London, and
exhibits an excel-
lent and economical
piece of construc-
tion more applicable
to ordinary cases than
any of the preceding
examples : in this ex-
ample the joggles con-
sist each of a cubic
foot of hard stone. In
small works copper
plugs would be more
proper, from requiring
the removal of less of the substance of the
arch-stones in order to admit the joggles.

It is hardly necessary to observe that what-
ever ingenuity is displayed by each of the above
examples, the Gothic architects made still

greater advances in the science of constructing
arches, for their pointed arches, as has been
already observed, were formed without any
of their parts being in jeopardy, and that
they therefore needed no other means for pre-
venting their voussoirs slipping from each
other; whereas the pseudo-arches have none of
their parts which are out of jeopardy. An-
other excellence of the pointed arches is, that
they may be formed well of such small stones
as to be scarcely either curved or wedged in

form
;
and it is probable that the workman, by

narrowly observing the natural inaccuracy and
oblique angles of the blocks of stone as roughly
quarried, was enabled to shape them to his pur-
pose without any waste whatever; whereas
whoever knows any thing of modern masonry,
is well aware of the enormous consumption
both ot material and labour necessary for the
production of the stones of a modern arch, or
of even a piece of plain square masonry.
There is yet another method of forming

arches which is indeed still practised in ma-
sonry: it consists in joining by an elbow to
each voussoir a portion of the neighbouring
horizontal course of the work. At first sight
this method appears to

be more excellent than
any other

;
but observa-

tion upon its practical

effect will tend con-
siderably to lower that

high estimate; as the

angle of the elbow will

not yield, irregular settlement will cause the
horizontal parts to fracture from the radial

parts of the voussoirs
;
specimens of this mode

of fracture are to be seen at the “ London In-
stitution,” Moorfields, which stands on a foun-
dation so swampy, that its side colonnades and
portals have settled away from the main build-

ing, although they have been once rebuilt on
the same account. In the northern gate of

St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, London, there
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are examples of the same kind of fracture

;

and even at the side of the north portal of St.

Paul’s Cathedral there are in the small aper-
tures which light the crypt, some specimens of
similar rupture

;
in the last case the arches

have above them an altitude of one hundred
feet of solid masonry, and a quick sand below
them. It must be confessed that the rustic

channels of arches wrought in this form have a
beautiful effect.

When a moderate estimate is made of the
number of arches and pseudo-arches in the
metropolis, which are broken from careless-

ness and inattention in their structure, it appears
that there cannot be less than 500,000 of them :

many of them from immediate fracture require
repair as soon as formed, many more of them
lead sooner or later to very extensive general
repairs of the buildings which they should
have upheld; but even considering that in

their broken condition they on an average go
twenty years before they are repaired, so that
only 25,000 of them are repaired in any one
year, and that they lead to an expense of only
ten shillings each for their repair, it appears
that the sum of 12,500/. is annually spent in

the mere repair of that work which without
one shilling further outlay at first, but by the
mere exercise of common discretion, might
have been wholly saved : such an outlay, well
applied, might annually enrich the metropolis
with an additional church such as the beautiful
little new structure at Forty Hill, near Enfield,

but something larger
;
and a hundred years of

such judicious useful and tasteful economy,
might double the churches of the metropolis.*
But without instances be given, few will

believe that the mischiefs of this fault are such
as the author represents, and the evil may
consequently perhaps be perpetuated, the
author feels himself compelled to arm his

observations with real facts: with great plea-
sure he would have concealed these instances,
but concealing them, the mischief would become
greater and greater; whereas in performing
the unpleasant duty of directing attention to

them, he fiatters himself that no repetition of
such severity will require to be made : and in
order to shew that the fault is rather the
result of general bad system than of individual
incapacity, the instances given are as much
varied as possible, and are by men of all de-
grees of repute, and they are ‘confined to only
a few instances of Public Buildings.

First, then, the New Palace at Pimlico con-
tains many broken window-heads, both in the
original building, and in the subsequent addi-
tions to it

;
secondly, St. Bartholomew’s

Hospital, London, possesses only about fifty of
them, while a plastered metropolitan hospital,
erected only a few years ago, contains more
than fourscore of them

;
thirdly, of the twenty-

four doorways and lower windows of the new
church at Bryanston-square, London, eighteen
of them have their stone architrave-lintels

broken
;
fourthly, of the ten lower windows

of St. Mark’s Church, at Clerkenwell, notone
of their heads has escaped fracture

;
fifthly,

of sixty windows of the new buildings in the
Middle Temple, London, fifteen are broken

;

and sixthly, of seventy-one stone window-heads

* For those who are curious to know how such a calcula-
tion could be formed, the following particulars are subjoined
of the fractured window-heads in some of the streets in which
the author reckoned their number: these include only such
as are in the principal fronts of the houses from the ground
upwards; to them must therefore be added those in the
basement stories, in the backs, in the interior, and in the
other parts of the houses :

—

Battle Bridge 22
Bagnigge Wells Road 83
New Road ]yi
Great Surrey Street 240
Westminster Road 108
Circus, St. George’s Fields . . . . . . 20
Skinner Street 33
Holborn 175
High-sireet, St. Giles’s 13
Broad-street, St. Giles’s 36
Tottenham Court Road 92
Compton Street, Burton Crescent, contain-

ing only thirty-five houses . . . . 45
Regent-street, although coloured and re-

paired on an average every three years . . 250
Total taken on the same day in only thirteen streets, 1288.
From the above, it appears that in those streets which are
the newest, and arc covered with stucco, and have their con-
stantly-recurring fractures stopped the oftenest, there is a
far greater proportion of fracture than is to be found in older
streets, however ill-built they may he

;
thus Tottenham-

court-road, which is principally of naked brick-work, and is

one of the very meanest-built in the metropolis, does not
contain two-fifths of the fractures subsisting in Regent-
street between its periodical whitewashings, although in

number of houses thev are not greatly different : taking into
account the more frequent repairs of Regent-street, the
balance of superiority will be seven-fold against it. although
it is all pretended to be architecture. These mischiefs are
independent of those resulting from the shrinking and sub-
sidence of breast-summers, which have in some cases crippled
the whole walls.

to the new Westminster Hospital, sixty-one are
fractured. It is useless to pursue the inquiry
any farther; of modern private building, it is

sufficient to say, that in the new houses alone
which have within the last four or five years
sprung up in the neighbourhood of the new
London Bridge, there are already one hundred
and fifty fractured window- heads, some of
them in desperate condition, although most of
these houses are built at great expense.
The author has had the flat external arches

of various brick buildings erected under his

direction prevented from fracturing or drop-
ping by means of cradle-bars of wrought-iron
placed invisibly

below the arch-
soffits, especially

where he has sus-

pected any uncer-
tainty of foundation

;
and in all the buildings

in which he has made the application, not the
slightest symptom of defect has occurred

;
em-

boldened by this success, he feels greatly dis-
posed to follow the same method, in all brick
buildings whatsoever. The universal fractur-
ing of modern buildings is certainly an un-
adulterated disgrace to us as a profession.
Gauged arches, that is, arches of cut and

rubbed bricks, are of all things used in build-
ing the least capable of duration, and of the
resistance of fracture : made of the softest,

and therefore of the worst possible bricks, the
soffit or under-side of the arch being usually

a. Cross lines merely drawn on the surface of the arch,

only four inches thick, the bricks carelessly

jarred away except in front, and the joints not
half filled with mortar, and that mortar of no
durable quality, they hardly bear their own
weight : they should upon every possible occa-
sion be discarded. But not so those arches
which are used in the counties where the best

white bricks are made: they are as excellent

and commendable in every respect as those of
London are bad and absurd

;
the arches alluded

to are composed of very long, hard, and fine

white bricks, burnt of a wedge-shape; these

are not shattered by the process of cutting, and
require little besides grinding to a perfect

surface; they do not lose their hard outward
crust for a porous texture, while, from their

considerable length and wedge-like upward
increase, they never from any ordinary circum-
stance slip or fracture; and in colour, and per-

fection of surface and joint, they almost re-

semble the finest marble, while they are in this

climate more durable than marble. Surely, if

the same method were universally adopted, less

first cost would be incurred than by the use of

the present pieces of mutilated brickwork mis-

named gauged arches.

It would be well, if in an amended Building
Act, the external apertures ot buildings were
required (with some exceptions) to be made of

long wedges of white or yellow brick, or of

the substance of clinkers, or of that of Malm
paving-bricks. And external arches would be
still more secure from fracture and settlement

if two copper plugs were inserted in every
arch-joint.— From Essay on the Decline of
Excellence

,
S>c., of Modern English Buildings.

By Alfred Bartholomew, Esq., F.A.S., Archi-
tect, Secretary to the Free-Masons of the

Church.

Houses Abroad as Well as at Home
Fall.—According to a letter in the Journal de

Francfort from Meurs, in Prussia, a short time ago,

a house which was being built about a quarter of a

league from the town suddenly fell down while the

workmen were putting on the framework of the

roof. Thirteen men were at the time employed

as masons and carpenters about the building, and

all of them were buried in the ruins. A thousand

men came from all parts to aid in their release, but,

although these all laboured incessantly, it was not

until twelve hours afterwards that the tenth and last

dead body was recovered from the fatal pile. Five

of these were fathers of families, and have left

widows, with, between them, 25 children. The

other three were not dead, but so dreadfully injured

that little hopes are entertained of their recovery.

MONUMENT TO THE REV. DR. WATTS.

Ox the 13th inst. a public meeting was held
at the King’s Head, Poultry, for the purpose
of considering and adopting measures for ereet-
ing a public monument to the memory of the
late Dr. Isaac Watts, in the new cemetery at
Abney Park, Newington, the suggestion hav-
ing arisen from the circumstance of the house
at Newington which this eminent divine occu-
pied for some years immediately previous to
his decease (Nov. 20, 1748) having lately been
taken down for the purposes of the cemetery.
Mr. W. Alers Hankey, the banker, presided,
and in stating the object of the meeting, ex-
pressed his conviction that the design of erect-
ing a suitable monument to the memory of the
late Dr. Watts, would, even at this distant
day, be hailed with sincere approbation by, and
receive the cordial support of, the religious
public of every denomination, the episcopalian
as well as the dissenter. It were needless at this

day to expatiate on the piety, the learning, the
talents, and the zeal of this truly eminent man,
seeing that his works were still universally
read and admired, and that they were even at

this time looked upon as the best and most
engaging media through which religious and
moral instruction of the highest order could be
imparted to the mind of youth. His religious

poetry, especially, from its pleasing simplicity,

at once attracted the attention of the youthful
mind, and, once read, became indelibly fixed

in his memory and thoughts, and indeed often
served as a moral guide to his actions in after-

life. After some further observations, the

chairman concluded by expressing his cordial

concurrence in the object of the meeting, and
recommending its immediate adoption. The
Rev. Dr. Freeman, Rev. Messrs. Sharman
and Smith, Dr. Kemps, and others then ad-

dressed the meeting. Resolutions were agreed
to, and a committee was appointed to carry

into effect the proposed design. A subscrip-

tion in aid was commenced, and, after a vote

of thanks to the chairman, the meeting sepa-

rated.

BAIL COURT.
(In Banco

,
before Mr. Justice Williams.)

ST. MAGNUS CHURCH, LONDON-BRIDGE.
THE QUEEN V. THE CORPORATION OF LONDON.

Mr. Kelly applied to the Court for a rule, calling

upon the Mayor, commonalty, and citizens of the

city of London, to shew cause why a mandamus
should not issue, commanding them to pay to the

parish officers of St. Magnus, London-bridge, and
St. Margaret, New Fish-street, the arrears of an
annuity of 8/., which are payable to those parishes,

and which are charged upon what are called the

Bridge-house Estates. It appeared from the state-

ment of the learned counsel, that in the great fire of

1666 the church of St. Magnus was destroyed, and

that the church of St. Margaret, which was then

close to that of St. Magnus, shared the same fate.

Instead of the two churches which had been de-

stroyed one was built
;
the two parishes were united

by Act of Parliament, and the new church became
the parish church of the united parishes. This was

the state of affairs until the second year of the

reign of George III., when it became necessary to

improve the approaches to old London-bridge as

well as the bridge itself, and to make a new footway

on a level with the new balustrade. The church at

that time had two towers at the north and south

ends, and also a piece of land, which was used for

interment. For the purposes of the proposed im-

provements it became necessary to take the land and

the two towers, as well as a passage under one of

them, and for the injury done and loss sustained by

the parish, the Act of Parliament provided that the

corporation should pay them for ever an annuity of

13/., to be charged upon all the manors, lands, tene-

ments, &c., of the corporation, commonly called

the Bridge-house Estates. Of the sum thus awarded

by the Act, 51. were to be paid to the rector, and

about this there was no question at present. The

remaining 8/. were to be paid to the churchwardens

for the sustentation of the works and ornaments of

the church. The first payment of the annuity was

appointed by the Act for Michaelmas, 1762, and

the annuity had been regularly paid from that period

until 1832, when the officers of the corporation re-

fused to pay the annuity any longer, for considera-

tions arising out of the following circumstances :

Under the Acts of Parliament for the building of

new London-bridge, it became necessary to take a

part of the new churchyard for the purposes of the

new approaches, and the corporation were obliged

to provide the parish with other ground instead.

Several “ sub-arrangements” were made, with a
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Improvements of the Mint in the
Borough.—The long contemplated improve-
ments in that densely populated locale—the

Mint in Southwark, are now, it would seem, at

once to take place. The same plan for a new
street, which was approved of at a meeting
held at the Town Hall, on September 17, 1840,
designed by Mr. Attiscocks, the surveyor, is

to undergo little or no modification or altera-

tion. It runs in a slightly curved line from
Blackman-street, St. George the Martyr, and
joins Charlotte-street, Christchurch, thus cut-

ting through the very heart of the miserable
dens and those hotbeds of crime in the Borough
Mint. The line will intersect Harrow-street,
Red-cross-street, Duke-street, and King-street,

embracing Mint-square, and widening Queen-
street, Southwark Bridge-road, to upwards of
three times its present width. After crossing

the Southwark Bridge-road it leaves a portion

on the north of Norfolk-street standing, and
quitting it at Paviour’s-alley, intersects

Prince’s-street and crosses Gravel-lane into

Charlotte-street, only a corner of which will

have to come down. The whole extent is a
little more than 6,600 yards. A question na-

turally suggests itself—beneficial as the vast

improvements at present proceeding must be
allowed to be,—what is to become of the poor
who have so long inhabited St. Giles’s, the Mint,
and other localities which are now daily being
razed to the ground ?

The results of the last journey made by the

celebrated archaeologist, Karl Ottfrird Mtlller,

are in course of publication at Frankfort-on-
the-Maine. The first part, which is already

published, contains The Antiquarian Collections

of Athens

;

the second will comprise in it the

architecture and sculpture of that city; and the

third will contain an account of the author’s

travels in the Morea and Rumelia.

The Lords of the Admiralty have pur-

chased the working model from which the

statue of Lord Nelson upon the column in Tra-
falgar-square was executed. The model is

five feet ten inches high, and is to be placed

in a niche in the vestibule of the Admiralty,
immediately facing the principal entrance to

that building.

New Square at Pimlico.—There is a
new square in course of being laid out and
planted in the Belgrave-road, to be called

Warwick-square, which will be the most ex-

tensive square on the Grosvenor estate. Where
the Lock Hospital formerly stood there are

erected several splendid mansions.

Road-Surveyors’ Title of Dignity.—A gay

young lady from a neighbouring village, being on

board of a steam-boat on the Clyde, was courting

distinction among a party by a display of flippant

volubility, intended to indicate to them her superior

status and accomplishments. On her ever and anon
remarking “ My father did this,” " My father did

that,” one of the party, a stranger, in innocent ad-

miration, asked, 11 Pray, what is your father?” To
which this fair pretender to excellence, after a little

hesitation, replied, “ He is a-a-a-highwayman."
Road-surveyor is the term that would have been

employed by a plain person on that occasion.

—

Glasgow Paper.

A Hint to Gas Companies.—At Sheffield, the

charge is 4s. 2d. per 1,000 feet; Leeds, 6s. 8d.
;

Liverpool, 6s. ; Cheltenham, Glasgow, and Brad-

ford, 7s. ; Paisley and Newcastle, 7s. 6d. The
effect which lowering the price of an article like gas

has upon its consumption was, perhaps, never

better exemplified than in the statistics of Man-
chester, when, in 1833, the charge was 10s. 6d. per

1,000 feet, the profits then were 8,292/. ;
in 1834

it was 10s. 3d., the profits 10,191/. ; in 1835, 10s.,

profits 13,510/.; in 1836, 9s., profits, 16,196/.;

in 1837, 8s. 6d., profits 18,712/.; in 1838 it was

again lowered to 8s., and the profits realized

19,376/.
;

in 1839 the price was 7s. 6d., the profits

24,658/.; the last reduction, in 1840, to 7s., and

the profits increased to 24,738/. ; in 1841, to

29,694/. ; and in 1842, to 34,232/. These facts

speak for themselves.

Railway Traffic.—The last weekly returns

of 42 railways, 1,544 miles in length, will be of

interest:—Number of passengers on 29 railways,

300,153. The receipts for passengers on 42 rail-

ways, 58,660/.
;

ditto for goods on 37 railways,

21,776/.; total, 80,436/. This is an average of

65/. per mile per week. We have not received

the traffic returns this week of the following rail-

ways :—Dundee and Arbroath and Brandling Junc-

tion.

—

Railway Magazine

The Island of Lewis.—Mr. James Matheson,
M.P., has purchased from the family of Seaforth

the princely property of the Lewis, one of the

largest islands in the Hebrides, with a population

of about 15,000, and included in the county of

Ross. The purchase-money was 190,000/. Mr.
Matheson and his lady are at present on a tour in

Italy
; but improvements will soon be commenced,

for the new proprietor intends, we understand, to

devote a further sum of 40,000/. or 50,000/.

towards establishing a regular steam communica-
tion with the island, forming roads, and otherwise

improving his extensive territory. — Inverness

Courier.

A deputation of the Metropolitan Association for

Improving the Dwellings of the Industrious Classes,

consisting of Mr. J. D. Powles, Dr. Southwood
Smith, M.D., Mr. W. A. Wilkinson, the Rev. W.
W. Champneys, Mr. F. A. M'Geachy, M.P., Mr.
John Dnnlop, Mr. P. F. Gibson, Mr. J. W. Tottie,

and Mr. Charles GattifF, had an interview with Sir

Robert Peel on the 23rd instant, at his official resi-

dence in Downing-street.

CcnOna.

Tenders delivered for the new Union House a

Portsea, Hants.— — Livesey, Esq., Architect.

—

January 11, 1844.

Hendy .£19,930
Hicks 19,780
Wells and Co 19,591

Kirk (Lincoln) 19,300
Ploughman and Luck 18,994

Hill (Arundel) 18,500
Absalom (Portsea) 17,980

King and Voller (Portsea) .... 17,800
Digglc 16,990

Nicholson (Wandsworth) 16,780

Mr. Nicholson’s Tender was accepted.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
Keeping in repair for three years, at asum to be

paid annually, all Pumps, Drains, Water-closets,

Troughs, Cisterns, Glass Windows, Locks, &c., of

Plomesgate Union Workhouse, Wickham Market.

— Specification at the Clerk’s Office.—J. Dallenger,

Clerk to Board of Guardians. Jan. 29.

Constructing various Stations at Gateshead and
other places, Newcastle and Darlington Junction

Railway.—Plans, &c., after 1st of February, at

Railway Office, York.—Further particulars on ap-

plication to Mr. Andrews, Architect, York.—G.
Hudson, Esq., Chairman. Feb. 13.

Building a County Lunatic Asylum at
Littlemore, Oxford.—Plans, &c., at Mr. R.
Clarke’s, Architect, Clinton-street, Nottingham, or

at the Office of the Clerk of the Peace, Oxford.

—

J. M. Davenport, Clerk of the Peace. February

22, 1844.

Bridlington Piers and Harbour.—Erec-

tion of a new south pier, removal of present pier,

and other works for enlargement of Harbour.

—

Plans and Specifications at Mr. Sidney Taylor,

Solicitor, Bridlington, after Jan. 1, 1844. March
I, 1844.

Altering East Suffolk County Hall and
Courts of Justice, Ipswich.

—

Plans, &c., for

inspection on application to Mr. Whiting, Surveyor,

&c., County Hall, Ipswich, on Monday Jan. 29;
J. H. Borton, Clerk of the Peace, Bury St. Ed-
munds. February 12, 1844.

Workhouse Alterations, St. Luke, Mid-
dlesex.—Plans, &c., at Workhouse.—J. Parson,

Vestry Clerk. Feb. 7, 1844.

NOTICES.

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
As the contributiotis to the illustrations ofThe

Builder are daily becoming more and morefre-

quent, it ivould be tvell if our correspondents would

send new draughts of size convenientfor insertion

either as one, two, or three column blocks. This,

at the same time that it would spare considerable

trouble to the draughtsman, would tend greatly to

insure the accuracy, and, consequently, the utility

of such contributions.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
We beg to inform “ C. D.” that his design for

a school is engraved, and will appear in our next.

We think the letter of “ A Third Competitor ”

cannot be inserted without publishing a libel.

“ A Constant Reader’s ” request will be attended

to in our next.

We beg to thank “ J. H. P.” for his poetical

contribution, but think it not sufficiently architec-

turalfor our publication.

THE BUILDER.
view to carrying this arrangement into effect, but

the learned counsel said that he thought it unne-

cessary to enter into the details of those transactions

upon the present occasion. In part-performance

of the liability which was imposed upon the corpo-

ration for the benefit of the parish, the corporation

assigned for the use of the parish the very piece of

ground which the corporation itself had upon the

former occasion taken from the parish. The land

was taken possession of by the parish officers, and

the corporation allege as an excuse for the non-pay-

ment of the 8/. a year, that as the parish had now-

got the land in reference to which the corporation

had been obliged to pay the annuity, they would no
longer be compelled to pay the annuity itself.

Mr. Justice Williams inquired how it was that

the parish authorities had for so long a time ac-

quiesced in the refusal of the corporation ?

Mr. Kelly said that there had not been any ac-

quiescence in fact. It was very difficult to compel

such a body as the corporation of London to comply
with any request. There had, in fact, been a great

number of applications to the corporation, and
several attempts to induce them peaceably to pay

the arrears, as the sum in question was so small and
the costs of proceeding at law so great, that nothing

but an imperative sense of duty could induce the

parish authorities to adopt legal proceedings. The
negotiations had been for a longtime going on, and
it was only very lately that such a refusal had been

given as would support an application like the pre-

sent. The claim was at last brought before the

Committee of the Bridge-house Estates, and they

came to a resolution not to pay the money
;
but

even if the officers of the parish had been guilty of

laches, he (Mr. Kelly) submitted that it was not

the neglect of one or two sets of churchwardens
which could have the effect of taking away the rights

of the parish. The money was due to the public

of the parish, and was applicable to public parochial

purposes, and a fresh instalment became due every

year. There was, therefore, no laches in fact, and
even if there had been, the laches could not preju-

dice the rights of the parish.

The application was granted.

irHisn-ilnura.
Fine Arts.—A paragraph found its way

into circulation a few days ago, respecting

some additions which have recently been made
to the Print-room of the British Museum. As
some inaccuracies were contained in the para-

graph alluded to, it may be as well to lay

before the public a more correct statement of

the circumstances. Since the appointment of

Mr. Josd to the keepership of the collection of

prints and drawings in the British Museum,
not onlv have great and very important addi-

tions been made to it, but the whole has lately

been removed to a room built expressly for the

purpose, and nearly all the prints and drawings
have been arranged and placed in magnificent

portfolios. The more recent acquisitions

alluded to above, are a most perfect collection

of the works of Raffaelle Morghen, consisting

of the various etchings, unfinished and finished

proofs, which he retained for his own use, and
which, after his decease, passed into the pos-

session of Signor Bardi, of Florence. From
him they were purchased by Messrs. Colnaghi
and Co., of Pa l Mall East (not Messrs. Col-

naghi and Puckle, of Cockspur street, as erro-

neously stated), and sold by them to the

Trustees of the British Museum for \,5T5l.
The etchings by Rembrandt, recently pur-
chased from Messrs. Smith, of Lisle-street,

consisted chiefly of prints of somewhat minor
importance, but still available for all urtistical

purposes. These have been added to a second
collection of that artist’s works, which has
lately been judiciously formed in order to

obviate any possibility of injury happening to

the magnificent collection of Rembrandt’s etch-

ings already there, which has, under Mr.
Jose’s auspices, become, instead of the third

or fourth, undoubtedly the first collection in

Europe. But among the prints furnished by
Messrs. Smith are some of very considerable
importance, of which may be mentioned unique
and undescribed early states of Rembrandt’s
portraits of Coppnoll the writing-master, of
Vander Linden, and some of his landscapes,

together with many very important prints by
early German and Dutch masters, several

curious early mezzotints, and some fine en-

gravings by Faithorn and Hollar .—Morning
Herald.

Sir Thomas G. Cullum, Bart., purchased the
estate of Hanstead Lodge, near Bury, on Saturday
week, for 10,650/., it being just a century that day
since it passed out of the hands of his ancestors.

—

Maidstone Journal.
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E E M I N G
that scarcely

of greater im-

portance can

be any subject

of architec-

ture, whether simply

practical or simply deco-

rative (which indeed we

hold to be inseparable,

and into the discussion of

which we shall by-and-by

enter, fearless of being tri-

umphant), we resume our

last week’s paper upon

(HSBcstmfaster ISrihge.

Before going further, we beg to say, fanciful

theories have retarded infinitely the science of

arches; most of those broached have in suc-

cession been given up, though very artificial,

yet as very untenable
;
very few of them have

effected even partially that which they pur-

ported to perform, while the greater part of
them have violated that great object of science,

TO DO THINGS WISELY WITH THE LEAST
REQUISITE MEANS.

In the pendant catenarian construction,

every link or vertebra is strained by the weigh
of all the others beneath it in the series

;
am

in the inverted masonry catenary, every voussoij

is compressed by the weight of all the voussoiri

above it. Therefore, all arches whatever,

whether of masonry or brickwork, have their

voussoirs compressed in this manner, though
from their imperfect design and formation,

gravity deranges their component parts, dis-

torts their curves, and brings them to ruin. All

the theories on the equilibrium of arches, by
which an attempt is made to balance the vous-

soirs by causing them to slide together on their

arch-joints towards a centre, are erroneous
;
no

such effect evertakes place in arches, unless they

be in jeopardy, ill at ease in their parts, settling

through defective foundation, or from some other

cause tending to [bring them to a state of ruin.

On the contrary, great address has been often

used to prevent utterly such sliding, as in the

case of Blackfriars’-

bridge,where the vous-

soirs are joggled by a

cubicfootof hardstone

being let into each

arch-joint. In all

arches of brickwork

set in Parker’s, or any

other quickly-setting

cement (which mode of practice we, for various

reasons, deprecate, except in arches formed in

old work), no sliding to a centre can take place

without such crisping cements fracturing, as,

indeed, they do, simply from the curvature of

an arch altering in form, through the work set-

tling to a state of rest. If, then, pains and ex-

pense be employed in the endeavour to effect

the equilibrium of an arch, by causing its vous-

soirs to slide upon each other, and equal pains

and expense be resorted to for preventing them

from so sliding, it must be evident that such

pains and expense neutralize each other
;
and it

will be fortunate if they leave the arch as well

off as it would have been without their use, and

with no weakness caused by casting extra bur-

then upon the foundation.

But what says Dr. Robison on this very

subject ?

—

“ This much will serve, we hope, to give the

reader a clear notion of this celebrated theory of the

equilibrium of arches, one of the most delicate and
important applications of mathematical science.

Volumes have been written on the subject, and it

still occupies the attention of mathematicians. But
we beg leave to say, with great deference to the

eminent persons who have prosecuted this theory,

that their speculations have been of little service,

and are little attended to by the practitioner. Nay,
we may add, that Sir Christopher Wren, perhaps
the most accomplished architect that Europe has
seen, seems to have thought it of little value : for,

among the fragments which have been preserved of

his studies, there are to be seen some imperfect dis-

sertations on this very subject, in which he takes no
notice of this theory, and considers the balance
of arches in ciuite another way. These are

collected by the author of the Account of Sir

Christopher Wren’s family. This man’s great

sagacity, and his great experience in building, and
still more his experience in the repairs of old and
crazy fabrics, had shewn him many things very in-

consistent with this theory, which appears so spe-

cious and safe. The general facts which occur in

the failure of old arches are highly instructive, and
deserve the most careful attention of the engineer

;

for it is in this state that their defects, and the pro-

cess of nature in their destruction, are most dis-

tinctly seen. We venture to affirm, that a very

great majority of these facts are irreconcilable to

the theory. The way in which circular arches com-
monly fail, is by the sinking of the crown and the

rising of the flanks. It will be found by calcula-

tion, that in most of the cases it ought to have been
just the contrary. But the clearest proof is, that

arches very rarely fail where their load differs most
remarkably from that which this theory allows.

Semicircular arches have stood the power of ages,

as may be seen in the bridges of ancient Rome, and
in the numerous arcades which the ancient inhabi-

tants have erected. Now all arches which spring

perpendicularly from the horizontal line, require by
this theory, a load of infinite height

; and, even to

a considerable distance from the springing of the

arch, the load necessary for the theoretical equili-

brium is many times greater than what is ever laid

on those parts
;
yet a failure in the immediate

neighbourhood of the spring of an arch is a most
rare phenomenon, if it ever was observed. Here is

a most remarkable deviation from the theory
;

for,

as is already observed, the load is frequently not the

fourth part of what the theory requires."

“ Many other facts might be adduced which shew
great deviations from the legitimate results of the

theory. We hope to be excused, therefore, by the

mathematicians for doubting of the justness of this

theory. We do not think it erroneous, but defec-

tive, leaving out circumstances which we apprehend

to be of great importance ;
and we imagine that the

defects have arisen from the very anxiety of the

mathematicians to make it perfect. The arch-stones

are supposed to be perfectly smooth or polished,

and not to be connected by any cement, and there-

fore to sustain each other merely by the equilibrium

i of their vertical pressure. The theory insures this

equilibrium, and this only, leaving unnoticed any
other causes of mutual action.”—System of Me-
chanical Philosophy, Brewster's Edition, Edin-
burgh, a.d. 1822.

After very mature consideration of the sub-
ject, we have come to the conclusion, that
drift is the active force in arches and vaults

;

the exercise of this principle lies in the avoid-
ance of all cross strain and the pressing of
every stone to its neighbours : by this free-
masonic principle stand all the buildings of
Pointed Architecture which approach perfec-
tion. Drift commences at the summit of
every vault and pinnacle, and is carried through
every stone of afabric till itreachesthe ground
at the feet of the buttresses, walls, and
columns.

All the address of a master is called forth
to cause the drift or gravitation of materials
to operate exactly at right-angles to each stone
which receives pressure. Hence the bed-
jointing of each course in a work should be
formed exactly at right-angles to the direction

of the active drift, in order that, as in the sus-

pension-catenary, the risk lies in failure

through the tension of the chains, so in the

catenarian masonry arch, the risk may be
CONCENTRATED SOLELY IN THE FRANGI-
bility OF THE materials, no failure occur-

ring till they become pulverized.

Our deductions from these theories, and
their application to the subject engaging our

attention, will be given in our next.

MEETING OF THE MASTER CARPENTERS'
SOCIETY.

A meeting of the Master Carpenters was
held on Wednesday evening last, at the Free-
masons’ Tavern, Great Queen Street, being the

first of the new year, for the purpose, among
other matters, of appointing a committee to

watch in its progress through Parliament

the proposed New Metropolitan Build-

ing Act, and to give notice of a

proposed amendment in the Rules of the So-

ciety for the election of members.

The minutes of the last meeting having been

read by the secretary, and unanimously con-

firmed, Mr. Biers, the chairman, pro-

posed the confirmation of the election of a

member that took place at the last meeting,

which was seconded by Mr. Knight, and

carried without opposition.

Mr. Biers then said he thought

there ought to be some alteration in

the laws of the society for the election of

members
;

for the delay he considered too

great from the time they were proposed to

the time they were admitted as members of the

society. He had two new members to pro-

pose at the present meeting; and, according to

the regulation then in existence, it would be

four months before those two gentlemen could

sit as members, although there could be no

objection made to their joining the society.

This delay was too great; and what he would

suggest as an amendment was, that it should

be sufficient for any eligible person wishing to

become a member, to write to the secretary,

signifyingsuch his desire, and that his name be-

ing written in the circular to the members, if any

oneof the societyknew any reason w'hyhe should

not be admitted a member, he might oppose

his election; and thus, by such an arrangement,

two months would be saved.
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After some remarks from Mr. Stephens and

Mr. Harris, as to the proceedings requisite for

altering their present laws, notice was

given that the motion for amending

the laws of the society, respecting the

election of new members, would be brought

on at the next meeting.

The chairman then nominated Messrs. Crow

and C. Harbert as candidates for election at the

next meeting, and was therein seconded by Mr.

Knight.

Upon inquiry, the average price of the best

Crown Mem el fir was quoted at 90s. per

load, and the best 12 feet 3 inch Christiana

yellow deals 36f. per hundred.

The chairman proceeded to inform the meet-

ing that the bill which was brought into Par-

liament last year, was entirely laid aside, and

a new one was in preparation for introduction

this session. He had received a letter from

Lord Lincoln (who had so kindly brought

their objections to the late bill under

the consideration of the government),

stating that the new bill was much altered in

form and substance
;
that he would have sent

a copy of it, but it was not yet out of the

printer’s bands. He then read the following

letter :

—

Whitehall Place, Dec. 25, 1843.

Sir,—The bill, which I hope to introduce

very soon after the meeting of Parliament, for

the regulation of buildings in the metropolis,

will be a good deal altered in substance, and
still more in form, from that which was printed

at the end of last session, after being “amended
in Committee.”

I will send you a copy of the bill as soon as

it is printed
;
and in the mean time, I beg leave

to express my thanks to you, and the other

members of the Master Carpenters’ Society, for

the assurance of your readiness to consider its

provisions in a fair and candid spirit—a course

which my past experience would lead me fully

to anticipate from you.

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

H. Biers, Esq. (Signed) Lincoln.

Mr. Biers, in continuation, said they had

only to work with a single impulse for the

benefit of the community. All the suggestions

which they had made to the crown surveyors had

been attended to
;
and the crown solicitors said

that the refereesshould be paid outof the county

rate instead of by fees. Referees will be of

very great assistance, that is, if care be taken to

appoint proper persons. It appeared to him

(Mr. B.) probable that the referees were to be

selected from architects. He would suggest

the propriety of their getting the word

“ architect” struck out, and replaced by the

words, “ from competent persons.” Under

these circumstances he begged to leave in

the hands of the meeting the appointment of a

committee to watch the bill through parliament.

Mr. Knight proposed the following gentle-

men as the committee :—Messrs. Biers, Lever,

Sparkes, C. W. Knight, Stephens, Harris,

Higgs, Grissell,Peto, W. Cubitt, Burstall, sen.,

Allen, Lawrence, Stokes, and Lock, which was

seconded by Mr. Burstall, jun., and carried

unanimously.

The other business being concluded, the

second meeting-dav was named for two

months hence.

Nf.w Field of Coal.—For some time

back, workmen belonging to the Duke of

ave been employed boring for coal

,
in the immediate vicinity of the

Station, on the Edinburgh and
ulway. Their labours have been

nthe discovery of a seam of coal of

//able thickness, and which it is un-

xtends to upwards of 3,000 acres.

_

is been burned in a small gas-work,

fromthe quality of the litrht it is evident

it mu* W a first-rate household coal .—Scotch

Reformers' Gazette.

DR. KEENAN’S LECTURE.
THE HUMAN BODY A GALVANIC BATTERY.

Great excitement having been evinced in

consequence of the first of a series of lectures,

now delivering by Dr. Keenan at the Royal
Polytechnic Institution, on the function of the

lungs being considered as a galvanic battery,

we cannot refrain from furnishing our scientific

readers with some of the prominent ideas of
the lecturer, as being new and original. That in

order to prove the human body is an electro-

motive machine, propelled by the lungs (like a
steam-engine), it was to be remembered, 1st,

That in all chemical actions electricity is

evolved
;
2nd, That the chemical action which

takes place in the lungs by the union of the

oxygen of the air with the carbon and hydrogen
of the blood, is highly fitted for the extrication

of electricity, which accordingly takes place

in great abundance
;
and 3rd, That the electric

fluid is an adequate cause of motion, being

proved to be so by the fact that thereby respi-

ration is re-established in a drowned person

after it has wholly ceased, whilst the limbs,

and even the trunk, are by it put in motion
after life is gone,—phenomena which, to the

same extent, cannot be produced by any other

known agent. It was to be observed that all

living and moving bodies agree in two essential

particulars, viz., in requiring a stream of air

and a supply of food
;
the use of food being

twofold; 1st, To sustain the formation of the

body, and 2nd, To supply the blood with

carbon and hydrogen for the purpose of gene-

rating, with the oxygen of the air, the mov-
ing power of the lungs. Dr. Keenan then

gave several instances to prove that exhaus-

tion from want of food arises more from
the deficiency of moving power than from

loss of substance, and that, consequently,

food is required to supply the former rather

than the latter; that the constitution of our

food is of two kinds—one consisting princi-

pally of the oxydisable materials, viz. carbon

and hydrogen for producing with oxygen the

moving power, and might hence be called the

respiratory food, whilst the other is mainly of

nitrogen and the salts, and is the plastic mate-

rial for composing the animal body. So long

as food was supposed to be for nutrition alone,

it was not easy to perceive what became of it

;

because the body did not continue to increase

although a man continued to eat. To account

for this paradox, an hypothesis was adopted

which has no foundation in nature, viz. that

there is a constant removal of old and a con-

stant deposition of new particles, so that the

whole of the body was renewed every seven

years. The reasons given to shew this idea

is a fallacy would take more room than can be

given to this article
;
and we shall, therefore,

content ourselves by stating the arguments of

the Doctor, who remarked, that when a fat man
takes a fever, and becomes emaciated, his

emaciation is no proof of the real staminal

parts of his body having changed
;
because

fat is no part of the body, as such, but is

merely a depository of digested food (charcoal

and hydrogen) which, in the absence of eating,

the constitution gives up to the air, to combine

with the oxygen for the production of force

to keep the blood in circulation, and to maintain

other natural actions. Neither is there any
proof in the famous experiment of feeding

animals on madder; for although in time

the dyed textures of the animal become white,

this is to be attributed to the absorption of

this colouring matter as a foreign material,

and not to the removal of the coloured textures

themselves. Neither are experiments made
upon starved animals of any value, because it

is easy to shew that certain changes must have

then taken place, which could not have oc-

curred if the animals had been naturally fed.

To us appeared to be of great importance the

remarks to the following effect:—Why man
breathes differently from a fish, is a question

not yet answered by comparative anatomists.

Why does a man in the process of breathing

expend so much of the force generated in

breathing? Is the maximum force produced
by combining the carbon and hydrogen with

oxygen in a vacuum ? If so, why should not

the conditions of the maximum effect be

realized by practical engineers, who, in pro-

ducing the greatest heat from the least inflam-

mable matter, might, in imitation of nature,

effect it in a vacuum like the thoracic, and not

only so, but bring the inflammahle matter and

air (as in breathing) in contact through a
great number of capillary tubes.

Dr. Keenan concluded his address, which
lasted for an hour an,d a quarter, and of which
this is but an abstract report, by repeated
applaudissements from a crowded and scientific

audience; and, in conclusion, we may declare

we never recollect having heard a more inge-

nious and extraordinary lecture. The course

will be continued this evening at eight o’clock,

and at the same hour on the evenings of the

following four Saturdays.

MR. GODWIN’S LECTURE ON ARCHI-
TECTURE.

On Thursday, Jan. 25, George Godwin,
Esq., F.R.S. and S.A., delivered a lecture in

the theatre of the Western Literary Society,

on the progress of architecture, from the

earliest times that present any evidence of the

efforts of man having been directed to the con-

struction of edifices for domestic or sacred

purposes. The lecturer prefaced his view of
the course of architecture downwards by some
observations on its paramount interest as a fine

art—as affording us the landmarks of history,

and incontrovertible evidence of the degree of

refinement and intellectual culture existing

among nations that, even thousands of years

ago, have been merged in the inevitable tide of

the perpetually progressive change to which
the surface of the globe is subject. The his-

torian, amid thd gloom and desolation of re-

gions that have Once been famous, finds nothing

now there to trim his lamp by save those mo-
numents which their inhabitants have set up
as if to compete with time: to these, therefore,

must all turn who would consider the state

of the earlier races of mankind, for thus have

they described themselves in imperishable

characters of stone. The lecturer alluded to

the primitive state of man as pastoral and
dwelling in tents, and as living in caves. After

sustenance, the next care of every animal is

shelter
;
and in the barbarous state, but one

remove from beasts of prey, caves and tents

served as shelter from the rays of the sun and

the inclemency of the weather. The latter of

these habitations is that to which mankind has

most tenaciously clung
;
since dwellers in tents

have existed in all countries, and still inhabit

large tracts of country, and are now the same
as they were thousands of years ago. Those,
on the contrary, who dwelt in caves or “ in the

rock,” aimed at something beyond the rude
burrow, and attempted architectural embellish-

ment : the banks of the Nile present examples
of their efforts to this end in the excavations

found there. Rocks were hollowed for habi-

tations and the exercise of sacred mysteries

;

many such dwellings and temples yet remain,

showing us that men inhabited the “ living

rock,” and also found sepulture therein.

Having touched upon many of the records in

Scripture bearing upon his subject, Mr.
Godwin spoke of the Druidical remains in

Britain, and the various absurd theories ad-

duced to account for such an assemblage of

huge stones, which, it is not difficult to shew,

attest in themselves that their arrangement is

in nowise owing to chance, since those which

are placed horizontally upon others, are hol-

lowed to receive the tops of the latter in such

a manner as at once to proclaim human agency.

Altars were the first and simplest attempts at

construction. They were formed of a few
stones piled together; they were afterwards

more elaborately constructed, and at length

covered in by edifices upon which every mag-
nificence was lavished, figuring in history as

the great temples of the world. Besides Stone-

henge, remarkable Druidical remains exist, as

at Urswick and other places, which are, with

much probability, supposed to have been places

appointed for the periodical assemblages of the

people on occasions of great religious festivals.

In South America relics very similar in

arrangement and construction are found* It

has been a matter of question as to how such

immense blocks of stone could be moved into

and adjusted in the positions they occupy. This

is accounted for, most probably, by supposing

that a mound of earth was formed, to the top

of which they were gradually moved, and thence

tilted over to their intended site. Of the many
extraordinary edifices mentioned in sacred

history, there are but few of them of which we
can have any just conception. It has been

remarked by more than one writer, that the

abodes of the living have been destroyed,
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while the resting-places of the dead in so many
cases remain perfect: of these the most re-
markable are the Pyramids of Egypt, which,
in size, are proportionate to the length of the
reign of the king whom they were intended to
entomb. Of the base of the great pyramid
some idea may be formed from Lincoln’s-Inn-
Fields, the area of which is about equal to the
site of the pyramid of Cheops. Mr. Godwin
closed his lecture with a detailed description of
Egyptian architectural remains, and on Thurs-
day the 6th of Februaiy the subject will be
concluded with an account of modern architec-
ture. He has contrived to render the subject
deeply interesting and popular.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.

Jan. 11.—Henry Hadlam, Esq., V.P., in
the chair.

Albert Way, Esq., director, exhibited a rub-
bing from a very fine foreign sepulchral brass,
now in the hands of Mr. Pratt of Bond-street.
It came from a family chapel in Germany or
Flanders, and represents Ludovic Corteville
and his lady.

Mr. Doubleday, of the British Museum,
exhibited a small oval seal (in sulphur) in-
scribed S. Mag’ri Simonis Langeton, and bear-
ing a finely-executed head, which may be sup-
posed to be the portrait of its owner, Simon
Langeton, Archdeacon of Canterbury, and
brother to the Archbishop, Stephen Langton.
He founded a hospital for poor priests at Can-
terbury circ. 1243.

Mr. Doubleday also exhibited plaster casts
of the seal of King Charles the Second for
the counties of Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke. The obverse has the King’s effigy
on horseback, and the legend carolus ii.dei
GRACIA MAO. BRITTANIA3 FRANCIA2ET H1BER-
ni^e rex fidei defensor. The obverse
has the arms of France and England quarterly,
quartering Scotland and Ireland; supporters,
the dragon and the spotted panther. Above
the shield a crown, and below a plume of three
ostrich feathers, and the mdtto ich dien.
Legend, sig. pro canceuaria pro coaiita-
TIDUS CARMARTHEN CARDIGAN KT PKN-
BROCK.
Two coloured drawings were exhibited by

Mr. W. Beak, of Roman tesselated pavements,
the one preserved in the park of Earl Bathurst,
the other in the garden of Mr. Brewin of
Cirencester.

J. Y. Akerman, Esq., F.S.A., communicated
a note in illustration of a representation of the
head of St. John the Baptist on a leaden ouche
or ornament found at Abbeville

;
he noticed

the analogy between the figure of the head and
that on the coins of King John, and gave in-
stances of the veneration in which the head of
the saint was held in the middle ages.

Sir Henry Ellis read a very interesting re-
port of the seizure and examination of a Jesuit
under the disguise of a Puritan in the reign of
Elizabeth, singularly illustrative of the Ma-
chiavellic doctrines and practices of that order,
and the activity of the Jesuit missionaries in
England at that time.

He then concluded the reading of the trans-
lation, by George Stephens, Esq., (author of
the Translation of Frithiof’s Saga from the
Swedish,) of “ The King of Birds, or the Lay
of the Phoenix

;
an Anglo-Saxon song of the

Tenth or Eleventh century, translated into the
metre and alliteration of the original;” fol-
lowed by a description, by the same gentleman,
of an English medical manuscript, apparently
of the end of the fourteenth century, preserved
at Stockholm.

Jan. 18.— Lord Viscount Mahon, M.P., in
the chair.

John Brodrick Bergne, Esq., was elected a
Fellow of the Society.

Albert Way, Esq., director, exhibited a com-
bination of several prints from Mr. J. G.
Nichols’s “ Specimens of Encaustic Tiles ’’

shewing the effect of the wall-tiles with which
the church of Great Malvern was formerly
ornamented, in the manner of wainscoting
•nd many of which still remain in the pave-
ment. They are rendered more interesting by
bearing a date, the 26th Henry VI.
W. R. Hamilton, Esq., V.P., made a com-

munication relative to various ancient weapons
found in the bed of the Thames, immediately
above Kingston, seven feet below a bed of

gravel. They were chiefly of brass metal and
cast, and therefore supposed to be Roman.
Mr. Way contributed some further obser-

vations on the leaden ornament bearing the
head of John the Baptist, exhibited at the pre-
vious meeting of the society. It appears that
the head of John the Baptist was preserved
among the relics at Amiens, and that it was a
favourite object of pilgrimage; and Mr. Way
gave strong reasons for believing that these
leaden ouches, which rudely represent the
feretrary, or keeper of the shrine, exhibiting
the head, attended by his two acolytes, were
given to pilgrims, who carried them about
their persons as amulets to preserve them from
the disease of epilepsy, or the falling evil (le
mol de Saint Jean, or morbus Sancli Johannis),
which that saint was believed to have the power
of curing.

1 homas Wright, Esq., F.S.A., communi-
cated a mediseval list of engraved gems, with
descriptions of the magical virtues they were
believed to possess

;
and an introductory essay

on the excavations and researches for antiqui-
ties by the monks in the middle ages. The
Anglo-Saxons appear to have been "assiduous
in opening ancient tombs, and digging amono-
ruins, and in this manner they collected toge"
ther great numbers of Roman articles. The
ancient Christian rituals contain forms for
blessing vases and other vessels dug up from
the earth, in order to render them fit for
Christian use. A curious account is given in
the early lives of the Abbots of St. Alban’s, 'of
the extensive excavations made by two abbots
in the tenth century among the ruins of Veru-
lamium, and of the numerous curiosities they
found. Among these curiosities there were
many engraved stones. There were numerous
collections of engraved gems in the middle
ages, and many instances were cited. The
virtues attributed to these articles are strange
enough. One is stated to have the quality of
rendering the bearer liable to be frequently
invited out to dinner, and to be much feasted';
another to make the bearer invisible

;
and so

on with the rest.

Jan. 25.— Henry Hallam, Esq. V.P.
Mons. Edouard Frere, of Rouen, and Mons.

L^chaude d’Anisy, of Caen (the associate of
the late Marquis de St. Marie in “ Recherches— • i.ii.i ic in iictuci tuts
sur le Domesday d’Angleterre,”) were elected
Foreign Members of the Society.

The Directors exhibited a large plate,
printed in chromo-lithography, for Mons.
Dusommerad’s Histoire des Arts du Moyen
Age, of the enamelled tablet of Geoffrey le
Bel (Plantagenet), at Mans (which was 'en-
graved in a smaller scale by the late C. A.
Stothard.)

Mr. Rogers exhibited an Etruscan instru-
ment of bronze in the form of a small pair of
fire- tongs, fitted with two little wheels.

Albert Way, Esq., Director, exhibited a
deed nowin the possession of Richard Almack,
Esq., of Long Melford, being a lease of the
Earl of Bedford, in the year 1570 to Sir
William Cecil, afterwards Lord Burghley,
of a pasture at the east end of Covent Garden,
on the site of which Lord Burghley afterwards
erected his town mansion. Mr. Way made
some remarks upon the description of the
boundaries of the land, in which mud walls
and “ stulps, or rails,” are mentioned.

Sir Henry Ellis, Secretary, communicated
three historical documents: 1. A note of the
good uses to which the Companies of London
applied their grants of Chantry Lands, which
it appears they purchased of the Crown to the
extent of 18,714/. 2. A letter written in 1588
by William Benett, priest, to the Earl of
Arundel, begging his forgiveness for the “ false
charge ” against the Earl which had been
extorted from him, to the effect that the Earl
had ordered a mass of the Holy Ghost for the
good success of the Spanish fleet, and offering
to deny the same at all hazards. 3. A state-
ment of Affairs Ecclesiastical in Guernsey and
Jersey in the time of James the First, describ-
ing the innovation of the Book of Common
Prayer which had taken place upon the influx
of French Protestants who came to the channel
islands after the massacre of St. Bartholomew,
and substituted a Book of Discipline of their
own. The memoir proceeded to recommend
a restoration of the liturgy, and the appoint-
ment of a Dean of Jersey, both which prayers
were shortly after granted.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

Jan. 24.—T. L. Donaldson, V.P., in the
chair—A communication was read from Dr.
Bromet, relative to the New Bridge lately
erected over the Biver Moine, at Cliaton, near
Nantes, in Britanny.—The river runs in a
deep ravine, is at all times shallow and conse-
quently unnavigable, and is seldom frozen.
In the design of the structure, it was necessary
for the architect to consider it less as a bridge
than as a viaduct for the more easy passage of
the ravine. The length of the bridge between the
abutments is about 350 English feet, the width
of the carriage-road and two footways toge-
ther, 2y feet, making the entire width," includ-
og the thickness of the parapet walls, 30 feet.
The arches are fifteen in number, of 10 feet 4
inches span, and of a semicircular form
(eight being land arches), the whole supported
by fourteen lofty piers, and a long abutment at
either end, following the slope of the banks or
sides of the ravine; the springing line of the
arches is about 33 feet 3 inches above the
bed of the river. The total height, from the
bed of the river to the top of the parapets is
about 54 feet 3 inches. The foundations of the
piers of the seven principal arches are carried
about 6 feet 9 inches below the bed. The
piers and abutments are founded on the dark-
coloured granitic rock, of which the banks are
composed, which being too coarse for architec-
tural purposes, the superstructure has been
built of a white granite, found in the vicinity.
J he stones are all of a large size, well squared
and dressed, and closely jointed with fine white
mortar. The piers, at their lower extremities
present faces of 5 feet, with returns or sides of
30 feet in extent. The chief peculiarity of the
construction consists in each of these piers, at
the height of about 13 feet from the bed of the
river, being pierced with an arched aperture,
of a pointed form, 14 feet in width; these
arches having the same springing line as the
semicircular arches, and intersecting the cylin-
drical intradoses of the semicircular arches,
and thereby forming a series of groined vault-
ings, which, when viewed longitudinally, from
under either of the abutment arches, produces
an effect somewhat similar to that of the nave
of a Gothic church.

Mr. R. W. Billings read a paper, descriptive
or some peculiarities in the arrangement of the
plan and in the construction of the church of
St. Peter and St. Paul at Kettering, in North-
amptonshire, and exhibited numerous diagrams
in illustration thereof, and of the forms of the
doors and windows, and the principles on which
the tracery and ornaments had been designed.
He likewise noticed the unusual height of the"
spire as compared with the body of the church
by which the importance of the latter (really of
large dimensions) is much diminished

;
a cir-

cumstance not uncommon in the churches of
this district.

New Street to the Links.—On Friday week
a meeting of the committee appointed to consider
this subject was held in the Town-hall, when a
lithographic sketch of the proposed street, from the
design of Mr. Abernethy, civil engineer, was sub-
mitted to the meeting, and warmly approved of by
all the gentlemen present. It is proposed by Mr.
Abernethy that the approach to the Links shall
commence at the south-east corner of Castle-street,
from whence, by a circular sweep under the terrace
in front of the Barracks, the new road shall cross
Commerce-street and the Canal, and run in a direct
line to the Links. We were happy to see so
numerous an attendance of gentlemen anxious
to promote this very desirable improvement. It is
admitted that our Links form a place of jiublic
resort and recreation the most extensive and agree-
able, perhaps, to be found in the neighbourhood of
any large town in the kingdom

;
and nothing is

wanting but a good road to render it available to all
classes of the citizens. We would, therefore, urge
upon the committee the importance of immediate
exertion to procure the necessary funds. If each
member of the committee (as suggested by Mr.
James Hadden, Jun.) were to obtain subscriptions,
from amongst his own circle of friends, to the
extent of 10/., the plan would speedily be carried
into execution

;
and we would hope that, if the

gentlemen who have undertaken this duty would
make an effort, the requisite sum might be raised in
a few weeks. The citizens, we trust, will come
forward generally and generously. — Aberdeen
Herald.
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THE PERMANENT HOUSES AND HUTS OF THE
ESQUIMAUX.*

By Richard King, M.D. Read before the Society.

Of the arts and manufactures of the Esqui-

maux, the houses, from their construction, and

the variety of the material of which they are

composed', display, perhaps, the greatest inge-

nuity. This race of fishermen inhabit the

northern coast of America, from Prince Wil-

liam’s Sound on the Pacific, to Labrador on the

Atlantic
;
and although their hunting-grounds

extend about a degree of latitude inland, their

dwellings are almost invariably raised near the

sea-shore, and are either permanent or tempo-

rary, the character of them depending upon the

locality and the material at the workman’s dis-

posal. But even those who have fixed dwell-

ings leave them in the summer for tents suited

to their migratory habits. The Esquimaux of

Greenland inhabit a low hut, built with stones

two or three yards high, with a flat roof of

wood covered with turf, and the same plentiful

material is crammed between the stones form-

ing the walls. It has neither door nor chimney,

the use of both being supplied by a vaulted

passage, made of stone and earth, two or three

fathoms long, entering through the middle of

the house. The floor is divided into several

departments, resembling horses’ stalls, by skins

reaching from the posts that support the roof

to the wall. Each family has its separate room,

and each room in front a window formed of

seal- skin parchment, which is white and trans-

parent. The ceiling and walls are lined with

seal skins, which once formed the covering of

their boats, but rendered by age useless for

that purpose. In the room beneath the window,
attached to the whole length of the wall, is a

deal bench raised half a yard from the ground,

and reserved, as we do best rooms, for visitors.

A similar bench is attached to the back wall of

the room as sleeping places for the family, the

bedding consisting of rein-deer skins. These
benches are also used as sofas by day, the

women sitting in the rear cross-legged like

tailors, and the men in the ordinary sitting

position.

In Gilbert’s Sound, instead of the walls being

formed of stone, John Davis informs us that

they are made of wood
;
while at Regent’s Bay,

according to Sir John Ross, who obtained his

information from hearsay, stone-built houses

are again used, and the roof, instead of being

flat, is arched, and the floor sunk three feet in

the earth, a description which exactly answers

for the habitations of the Esquimaux of Labra-

dor.

From the Coppermine river along the coast

westward, and thence to Prince William’s

Sound, the winter houses are built of drift

wood, which is found along the whole route

in more or less abundance. At Norton Sound,

a sloping roof without any side walls is the

fashion, and instead of raised benches, the

floor is formed of logs, the entrance being at one

end, with a fireplace just within it, and a small

hole to let the smoke out. From Norton Sound
to Point Barrow, the houses vary in their con-

struction according to the nature of the ground
and the taste of the inhabitants. Some are

wholly above ground, some have the roof

scarcely raised above it, and others resemble

those of the natives of Norton and Prince
William’s Sounds

;
but they all agree in being

constructed with drift wood covered with peat,

and in having the light admitted through a

hole in the roof, covered with the intestines of

sea animals, for a window. They are said by

those who have seen them, to be very comfort-

able abodes, and now and then of considerable

size. One, situated between the Mackenzie
and Coppermine rivers, was in the interior

found to be a square of 2^ feet, having the log

roof supported on two strong ridge poles, two
feetapart, and resting on four upright posts. The
floor in the centre, formed of split logs, dressed

and laid with great care, was surrounded by a

raised border about three feet wide, intended

for seats. The walls, three feet high, were
inclined outwards for the convenience of lean-

ing the back against them, and the ascent to the

door, which was on the south side, was formed
of logs. The outside, covered with earth, had

* The author of the above interesting communication was
one of the party who went out in the Arctic Land Expedition,
under direction of the British Government, in search of

Captain Sir John Ross. The information it contains there-

fore is valuable, as being the result of personal observation

and inquiry.

nearly an hemispherical form, and around its

base were arranged the skulls of twenty-one

whales. There was a square hole in the roof,

and the centre log of the floor had a basin-

shaped cavity, one foot in diameter, probably

intended for a lamp.
The most extraordinary permanent edifices

of the Esquimaux are those constructed of the

hones of whales, walruses, and other animals.

Sir Martin Frobisher first makes mention of

this kind of dwelling as existing at Labrador,

and Sir Edward Parry and Captain Lyon after-

wards found the same style of house adopted

by the natives of Melville Peninsula and of

Igloolik. They are built circular, and of a

dome-like form
;
the lower part or foundation

being of stones, and the rest of bones gradually

inclining inwards and meeting at the top. The
crevices as well as the whole of the outside

are then covered with turf, which with the

additional coating of snow in the winter serves

most effectually to exclude the cold air. It is

about 17 or 18 feet at its base, and about 9 feet

in height. The entrance is towards the south,

and consists of a passage ten feet long, and not

more than two feet in height and breadth
;

it

is built of flat slabs of stone, and has the

same external covering as that of the hut.

The beds are raised by stones two feet from
the ground, and occupy about one-third of the

apartment at the inner end. Near the huts

when they were discovered were large tumuli,

which had been formerly dwellings, but which

were then solid moss-covered mounds.
Although during winter the Esquimaux

generally occupy permanent dwellings, it not

unfrequently happens, from scarcity of provi-

sion, or some other calamity, that it is neces-

saryforthembeforespring arrives to seek anew
home. When we consider the low temperature

of the country which many of the communities

inhabit; that in many parts it is destitute of wood
even for fuel

;
that the fixed habitations being

cemented together by frost cannot be removed,

and that the summer tents from their construc-

tion are not calculated to withstand the cold,

we are at first led to suppose that, if driven

at the inclement season from his accustomed
haunts, death must soon close the suffer-

ings of the poor inhabitants of the Pole.

But this is far from being the case, for these

ingenious people have learnt to convert snow
into building materials, by which means they

can raise an establishment for their families in

a few hours ; an establishment which, from

the purity of the material of which it is com-

posed, the elegance of its construction, and the

translucency of its walls, gives it an appear-

ance far superior to a marble building. “ One
may survey it,” says Sir J. Franklin, “with
feelings somewhat akin to those produced by

the contemplation of a Grecian temple reared

by Phidias
;
both are triumphs of art, inimi-

table of their kind.”

Having selected a spot where the snow is

sufficiently compact, they commence by tracing

out a circle of from eight to fifteen feet in

diameter, proportioned to the number of occu-

pants the hut is to contain. They then pre-

pare a number of oblong slabs of snow of six

or seven inches thick and about two feet in

length, which are tenacious enough to admit of

being moved without breaking or even losing

the sharpness of their angles. These slabs,

which have a slight degree of curvature corre-

sponding with the circular foundation, are

piled upon each other exactly like courses of

hewn stone, and care is taken to make them

fit closely to each other by running a knife

adroitly along the under part and sides, and to

cut them so as to give the wall a slight inclina-

tion inwards. Tier after tier is thus laid on

by one man standing within the wall, who is

supplied with material by one or more assist-

ants from without. But for the better conve-

nience of transmitting this supply to the work-

man, when the wall has attained a height of

five or six feet, a hole is cut on the south side

close to the ground. Thus they continue la-

bouring till they have brought the sides nearly

to meet in a perfect and well-constructed dome,

sometimes nine or ten feet high in the centre;

and this they take particular care in finishing,

by fitting the last block or key-stone very nicely

in the centre, dropping it into its place from

the outside, though it is still done by the man
within. The people outside are in the mean-

time occupied in throwing up snow with the

snow-shovel, and in stuffing in little wedges of

snow where holes have been accidentally left.

The builder next proceeds to let himself out

by enlarging the hole on the south side into

the form of a Gothic arch, intended as a door-

way, three feet high and two feet and a half

wide at the bottom
;

communicating with
which he constructs two passages, each from
ten to twelve feet long and from four to five

feet in height, the lowest being that next the

hut. The roofs of these passages are some-
times arched, but more generally made flat by
slabs laid on horizontally. In first digging the

snow for building the hut, the workmen take

it principally from the part where the passages

are to be made, which purposely brings the floor

of the latter considerably lower than that of

the hut, but in no part do they dig till the bare

ground appears.

The work just described completes the walls

of a hut, if a single apartment only be required^

but if, on account of relationship, or from any
other cause, several families are to reside

under one roof, the passages are made common
to all, and the first apartment, in that case

made smaller, forms a kind of ante-chamber,

from which the entrance is through an arched

doorway, five feet high, into the inhabited

apartments. When there are three of these,

which is generally the case, the whole building,

with its adjacent passages, forms a tolerably

regular cross.

For the admission of light into the huts, a

round hole is cut on one side of the roof of

each apartment, and a circular plate of fresh-

water ice, three or four inches thick and two
feet in diameter, let into it. The light is soft

and pleasant, like that transmitted through

ground glass, and is quite sufficient for every

purpose. If fresh-water ice is not within

reach, melted snow is poured into a vessel and

thus frozen into a transparent plate.

When after some time these edifices become

surrounded by drift, it is only by the windows

that they can be recognized as human habita-

tions, and but for them one might walk com-

pletely over them without suspec/ing the little

hive of human beings that is comfortably esta-

blished below. This, however, is not always

done with impunity when the thawing with-

in has too much weakened the roofs, in which
case a leg sometimes makes its way through,

to the no small terror of the inmates.

The next thing to be done is to raise a bank
of snow two feet six inches high, all round the

interior of each apartment, except on the side

next the door. This bank, which is neatly

squared off, forms their beds and fire-place, the

former occupying the sides, and the latter the

end opposite the door. The passage left open

up to the fire-place is between three and four

feet wide. The beds are arranged by first

covering the snow with a quantity of small

stones, over which are laid their paddles, tent-

poles, and some blades of whalebone. Above
these they place a number of pieces of net-

work, made of thin slips of whalebone, and

lastly a quantity of twigs of birch. Their

deer skins, which are very numerous, can now
be spread without risk of their touching the

snow
;
and such a bed is capable of affording

not merely comfort but luxurious repose, in

spite of the rigour of the climate.

With the lamps lighted and the hut full of

people and dogs, a thermometer placed on the

net over the fire indicates a temperature of

38°, when removed two or three feet from this

situation it falls to 32°, and placed close to the

wall stands at 23°, the temperature of the open

air at the time being 25° below zero. A greater

degree of warmth than this produces ex-

treme inconvenience by the dropping from the

roofs. This they endeavour to obviate by ap-

plying a little piece of snow to the place from

which the drop proceeds, and this adhering is

for a short time an effectual remedy; but for

several weeks in the spring, when the weather

is too warm for these edifices, and still too

cold for tents, they suffer much on this account.

The interior appearance of these habitations

is rendered more beautiful when they are

situated on the ice, which, being cleared of the

snow, presents a flooring of that splendid blue,

which is perhaps one of the richest colours in

nature.

If it should happen that the family is in >

creased by births or by the system of adoption

in use amongst them, they have to enlarge

their buildings, which they effect by adding

another apartment, or by building a more

roomy house over the old one, and as it were
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concentric with it
;
and when completed the

old one is removed from within.

As the spring advances the snow walls melt
and freeze alternately, forming innumerable
icicles, which reflect the light like radiant

diamonds. Although this is very beautiful, it

is a source of great trouble to the poor inhabit-

ants, whose lungs become affected from re-

peated colds and coughs. For this reason,

although the houses are formed of snow, cool-

ness is the object always kept in view
;
and

from the inexhaustible building materials

always at hand, but little time and labour are

required to effect any alterations or additions

that may be requisite to effect the purpose. Sir

John Ross relates a case of a native of Boothia
who had closed in his roof within 45 minutes.

Equal in beauty to the snow-houses are

those constructed of fresh-water ice. When
this is the material employed, it is collected in

large transparent slabs, which are arranged in

somewhat an octagonal form, and plastered

together with snow. The roofs of some are
formed of walrus skins, and others have the
regular dome-tops of snow. These dwellings
are so transparent that even at some paces dis-

tance it is possible to distinguish those who
stand within them, yet they are so completely
air-tight as to be perfectly warm. A passage
of the same pure material forms the entry to

the hut.

PROJECTED JUNCTION OF THE RED SEA
AND THE MEDITERRANEAN BY A SHIP-
CANAL THROUGH THE ISTHMUS OF
SUEZ.

This important project is attracting consi-
derable attention in the commercial, political,

and scientific circles. Several pamphlets have
been recently put forth to shew its practicabi-
lity; but that which affords the most detailed
and comprehensive view of the subject in all

its bearings, is one from the pen of Mr. Arthur
Anderson, of the Peninsular and Oriental
Steam Company, of the contents of which may
be reduced the following analysis :—Mr. An-
derson, it appears, visited Egypt about two years

: since, when he effected some important ar-
rangements with the Pacha, relative to the
transit of the communications with India; and,
as would appear from one part of his pamphlet,

1 he must have acquired some share of Mehemet
i Ali’s confidence, having been recently intrusted
. with a communication on behalf of the Pacha
; to Sir Robert Peel, the nature of which, how-
: ever, does not transpire.

During his stay in Egypt, Mr. Anderson de-
voted much attention to investigate the feasi-

bility of improving the communications with
I India, via the Red Sea, by re-opening the an-
• cient canal, said to have once joined the Red
: Sea and the Mediterranean.

He obtained much valuable information on
the subject from M. Linant, of Cairo, a French

• civil engineer, holding the important office of
• chief surveyor of roads and bridges to the
Pacha, who had shortly previous made an ela-
borate survey of the isthmus with a view to
ascertain the practicability of making a canal

1 through it; and of which, from the extract of
his report, given in the pamphlet, there would

i appear to be little doubt.
Mr. Anderson is not, however, satisfied with

1 this part of the subject merely, but examines
I the whole question under the following
i heads :

—

1. Its physical practicability.

2. Political arrangements necessary to its

. accomplishment.
3. Financial considerations.
4. Advantages or disadvantages of navigat-

iing by the canal route, as compared with that
via the Cape of Good Hope.

5. General observations on its political, com-
mercial, and moral utility.

Under the first head it is shewn by M.
.Linant s report, that in consequence of the
IRed Sea being 32 feet higher than the level of
1 the Mediterranean, the nature of the soil—

a

iconsiderable part of the bed of the ancient
;canal remaining—together with a chain of
'lakes lying in the proposed track, the excava-
tion of a canal of sufficient depth and width to
ladmit vessels of large burden to pass from one
ssea to the other may easily be effected

;
and

(that, once opened, a salt-water river would be
fformed, flowing continually from the Red Sea
)to the Mediterranean, at a velocity of from
ithree to four miles an hour. M. Linant esti-

mates the whole expense of making this canal,

including a pier or breakwater at its em-
bouchure in the Mediterranean, at only

175,000/., which Mr. Anderson considers much
below the outlay that would be required.

This is a point, however, of no great import-
ance, as it is subsequently shewn that the canal,

if opened so as to admit a general intercourse

through it, would, at a moderate toll, yield a
revenue sufficient to repay the outlay of several

millions.

Under the second head, Mr. Anderson con-
siders it doubtful whether Mehemet Ali would
be induced to enter upon such undertaking,

except through the intervention of som^ of the

leading European powers, and under such
guarantees from them as would secure to his

descendants a permanent benefit from the tolls

of the canal. He then shews the interest which
each of the European powers would have in

promoting the object.

Under the head of “ Financial considera-
tions,” he shews, from the value of the trade

with the East, and the tonnage of shipping re-

quired to carry it on, together with the ad-
vantage to be gained by the shorter route,

that, estimating only one-fourth of the trade
to pass through the canal, and at a very mo-
derate toll, it would yield a revenue of 200,000/.
per annum—equal to five per cent, on a capital

of four millions, whereas M. Linant’s estimate
of the required outlay is only 175,000/.

Mr. Anderson, under the fourth head, enters
into a detailed comparison of the advantages
or difficulties of navigating by the proposed
canal and the Red Sea, as contrasted with the
present route vid the Cape of Good Hope, and
also points out some obvious and most im-
portant advantages which the canal would
afford to steam navigation with India, &c.

;

and he concludes with some general observa-
tions as to its utility in a political point of view,
as well as in promoting the interests of com-
merce and civilization throughout the East,
which every one must concur in.

The object of his publication Mr. Anderson
states to be to draw the attention of the public
and the government to the expediency of having
the surveys already made verified by British
engineers of such eminence as to settle the
question of the physical practicability of mak-
ing the canal, and particularly of constructing
a harbour at its entrance in the Mediterranean

;

and also to ascertain by what means and to

what extent the Pacha of Egypt would be in-

duced to undertake or co-operate in it: two
points which Mr. Anderson considers must
precede any other proceedings, and ought to

be taken up by, or under the auspices of, go-
vernment, under whose notice, it appears, he
some time since brought the matter.

The time chosen for calling public attention

to it is opportune. The new relations esta-

blished with China—the increasing develop-

ment of the resources of our vast Indian
empire, and the growing importance of our
Australasian colonies, all tend to enhance the
importance of so improved a route for oriental

commerce; and when the immense influence

which it would exercise in civilizing the East is

also considered, its accomplishment would, no
doubt, be one of the most splendid as well as

most useful achievements of modern enterprise.

—Morning Herald.

PRESTON INSTITUTION FOR THE DIF-
FUSION OF KNOWLEDGE.

PROPOSED NEW BUILDING.
The present establishment, in Cannon-

street, comprising the usual objects of a Me-
chanics’ Institution, was founded in the year
1828. It now possesses a valuable library of

of more than 3,300 volumes, in different

branches of literature and science, besides

philosophical instruments, works of art, a

numerous collection of natural curiosities,

and other articles, forming a museum well

worthy of inspection
;

but the entire pro-

perty of the institution being crowded toge-

ther in one room, of very inadequate size,

which is also at the same time necessarily used
by the members for reading, the utility and
interest of the whole are consequently much
diminished. The only other room in the

present building is fitted up as a lecture-room,

being also used by different classes of the

members in their meetings for mutual instruc-

tion, and it is much too small for either of

those purposes. This want of accommodation,
in every department, not only forms a bar to

the increase of the library and museum, but
many of the working-classes, for whom the
institution was principally intended, are thereby
prevented from availing themselves of the
benefits which it might otherwise afford, and for
which there is now an increasing desire.

A proposal was very recently made to the
committee by several musical amateurs, mem-
bers of this institution, and others, for the
formation of a choral class, in connection with
the institution

;
they undertaking to provide

music and instruments at their own expense,
upon condition that any additions made by
them to the property of the institution, should
only circulate amongst those who are or who
should become members of such choral class, as
well as members of the institution. The com-
mittee having deemedit expedient to accept this

offer, the choral class has been formed upon
those terms, and upwards of fifty names are
already entered as having joined it, being also
members of the institution.

It is proposed that the intended new build-
ing shall comprise suitable apartments for a
library, a museum, a reading-room, a lecture-

hall, and class-rooms, in accordance with the
original objects of the institution

;
and also a

music-hall, wherein sacred music and miscel-

laneous concerts may be performed every week,
as for some time past has been the case at

similar institutions in Liverpool, Manchester,
and other large towns

;
and which is found to

engage the attention of great numbers of both
sexes in innocent recreation, who might other-

wise have been induced to spend their evenings
at public-houses, or in still worse places.

The funds at present applicable to the pur-

chase of land, and the erection of a new build-

ing, have arisen from the surplus receipts at

an exhibition in the Corn-Exchange four years

ago; and a legacy of 100/. (minus duty) from
the late Mr. Hamer Hargraves, amounting,
together with the interest allowed by the

bankers, to nearly 400/.
;
exclusive of the

profits of the late ball, not yet ascertained;

and about 45/. collected within the few last

weeks amongst the working-classes, of which
a separate account is kept under the designa-
tion of “ The Operative Building Fund,” and
which is expected to be considerably increased
within a short time. These resources are,

however, very insufficient for the providing
and fitting up of a suitable building to com-
prise all the above-mentioned desirable objects,

upon an adequate scale, with a view to the
numerous and increasing population of Preston.

Contributions are, therefore, respectfully soli-

cited from the public at large, and especially

from the wealthier and middle classes of inha-

bitants and others, who are interested in the

town and neighbourhood of Preston.

The present funds are placed in the bank of
Messrs. Lawe, Hudson, and Lawe, in the names
of the following trustees, viz. :—R. W. Hop-
kins, Esq., John Addison, Esq., Thomas Ger-

man, Esq., John Paley, Esq., George Jackson,
Esq., Charles Buck, Esq., and B. F. Allen,

Esq.; and all future subscriptions will be

placed to the same account.

Contributions may be paid or remitted to

Robert Lawe, Esq., Treasurer of the Institu-

tion, at the above bank
;
Mr. J. R. Allen, Se-

cretary
;
or any of the members of the com-

mittee.

Moliere’s Monument — An Awkward
Blunder.—The National notices a fault of ortho-

graphy on the monument of Moliere, which was only

perceived after its inauguration. The figure placed

to the left of the fountain, and representing a muse,

holds in its hands a list of Moliere’s comedies, on
which the Avare is written with two rr’s. “ What,”
asks the National, * ‘ can the Committeeof Surveillance

say for itself ? It cannot plead want of time nor want

of spectacles. The word is written in black capital

letters on a white marble, as clearly and visibly as

possible. The committee consisted of 20 members,

some filling the highest offices in the Administra-

tion, and the others occupying seats in the Academy

or belonging to the French Theatre. One would

naturally suppose those gentlemen to be competent

judges. If they did not sin through ignorance of

grammar, how have they accomplished their mis-

sion ? Wliat did they oversee ? A fault of ortho-

graphy on a literary monument, between the hands

of a muse and by the side of Moliere ! A fault of

orthography saluted by all the learned bodies in

Paris ! Such a mistake is certainly calculated to

rejoice critics ;
and the epigrams to which it gives

rise are assuredly well-merited.
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TO THE EDITOR OP THE BUILDER.

Sir,—Having a short time ago sent you for

insertion in The Builder, a sketch of a Saxon

font, 1 beg now to forward you a perspective

view and a ground-plan of the church in which

it is placed, from my own sketch and actual

measurement; and if you can find room in an

early Number for them, and the interesting

particulars I have gathered respecting the first

erection of the church, you would greatly

oblige, Sir, your most obedient servant,

J. L. T.

Berkelev-place, Brecon, December, 1843.

North.

GROUND-PLAN.

St. John the Evangelist’s, formerly from its

cross aisles and chapels called Ecclesia Sanctaj

Crucis, and sometimes the Church of the Holy

Rood, stands upon a hill above the river

Howden. It is certainly most romantically

situated on the verge of a thick wood inter-

sected with delightful walks, below which the

murmuring stream, bursting over many natural

and artificial falls, hides itself in the thick and

ample foliage, and here and there reveals itself

again with increased force and beauty; and

being surrounded by a chain of stupendous

mountains, amongst which are prominently

seen the celebrated Brecknock Beacons, it

forms upon the whole a picture on which the

eye would dwell long with interest and admi-

ration. The church formerly, like the precinct

of the priory, was surrounded by a lofty and

strong embattled wall, still remaining on the

western side. Some suppose it was built, and

others think it was only repaired, by Ber-

nard Newmarch, the Norman conqueror of

Brecknockshire, who entered the county in

the year of our Lord 1092, and, by the superior

discipline of his Norman soldiers, prevailed

against the sturdy bravery of the Welsh, under

their king, the courageous but unfortunate

Bleddin ap Meenarch, who opposing him,

PRIORIAL CHURCH OF THE HOLY CROSS, BRECON.

South'
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was slain gallantly defending his life, his

liberty, and his country against a horde
of robbers, who had no pretence for hosti-
lities except a savage and unjustifiable love
of plunder, and no argument but the sword
to support them. However, as regards the
church, it is probable there was one here before
the conqueror’s time, from the above-mentioned
Saxon font, and some slight remains in the
present building of the architecture of that
age

;
but it is certain he so far improved and

enlarged it, and caused it to be dedicated to
the honour of St. John the Evangelist, that he
may very properly be called its founder.
Since his days it has undergone so many
changes, in consequence of the injuries of
time and unavoidable dilapidations during the
lapse of nearly eight hundred years, and the
“beautifications” (to use a Gothic term to de-
scribe a Gothic act) the interior has lately re-
ceived, that little of its original form remains

;

and at present it has a venerable, though
rather a motley, appearance to the eye of the
man of taste.

The outward walls of the nave beneath the
tiles are what is termed embattled

,
and within

runs a putter to carry off the water. The
windows are the “ pointed” of the 15th cen-
tury, and divided at their tops by ramifications

;

the western one only excepted, which has a
circle near the top, within which are quatre foils

conjoined at the centre. The aisles, which appear
to have been added subsequently to the erection
of the most ancient part of the fabric, have
windows of a later date. The arch of the
north eastern door is of the same date as the
windows in the nave. Proceeding eastward a

different style prevails; so that it appears from
the long lancet windows divided on the inside

by slender clustered columns, and externally by
narrow compartments, that the chancel and
cross aisles, on the junction of which is placed
the tower or steeple—a building of the same
age—are of much higher antiquity.

At first the structure was perfectly cruciform,
as there formerly stood a chapel on the site,

marked on the plan by dotted lines, out of
the ruins of which the two small chapels were
built some three centuries ago. To describe
the interior of the church in its present state,

I begin at the western end, near which is the
beautiful circular stone font before-mentioned.
The nave of the church, which is very lofty,

is in length from the western end to the
entrance into the chancel, one hundred and
thirty-seven feet. On each side are the aisles

divided from the nave by lofty pointed arches
on round piers. It is intersected by two cross
aisles, or transepts, forming the Chapel of the
Men of Battle and the chapel of the Norman or
Red-haired Race, in the vernacular, Capel
Cochiaid

;
they are each about 40 feet in length

by 30 feet.

The chancel is 64 feet in length by 30 feet

in breadth
;
and here time and his apparent

adversary (though frequently too powerful co-
adjutor), innovation

,
have failed in their at-

tempts to efface more than a portion of the an-
cient magnificence of the Brecknock Priory
Church. On each side are rows of light and
beautiful clustered columns, broken off just
above the corbels, though they shew parts of the
ribs springing to support the roof

;
these were,

doubtless, continued originally throughout the
nave

;
for though the ceiling which preceded

the present one was of early date, I should not
suppose it was coeval with the foundation of
the fabric.

Those who have seen structures of the same
description as Westminster Abbey, know how
to appreciate the grandeur and sublimity of
this style of architecture

;
and admitting the

varied excellences of the different classic styles—the elegance of the Grecian, and the boldness
of the Roman—yet what is so strangely called
the Gothic arch, has something peculiarly at
trading in its sweeping curve and finely- pointed
termination. The long rows of slender columns,
shooting loftily up and at once bursting in the
richest and most fanciful foliage, or mingling
in the labyrinth of the intersecting groin, and
all the varied details appertaining to this most
interesting style, naturally and forcibly elevate
the human mind, tend to impress the soul
with devotion, and powerfully assist and pro-
mote religious awe and holy rapture, when

—

“ Through the long-drawn aisle and fretted vault
The pealing anthem swells the note of praise.”

J. L. T.

DESIGN FOR AN INFANTS’ SCHOOL.

ELEVATION OF THE SCHOOL ENTRANCE FRONT.

Dwelling.

LONGITUDINAL ELEVATION.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

In the ground-plan, A, is the school-room;

B, a lobby open at the sides and front; E, par-

lour
;
D, bed-room

;
F, kitchen

;
and G, a wash-

house, communicating with a small yard at

the back
;
H H, are passages

;
C is a com-

mittee-room, which might also be used in the

day time as a repository for books, &c. The
school-room would accommodate 330 children,

and be kept at a proper temperature by two

stoves in the centre
;
the ventilation would be

ensured by the top sashes being made to swing

on pivots
;
no ceiling would be necessary. If

intended to be used also as a Sunday school,

a moveable partition may be constructed so as

effectually to divide it when requisite into two

separate rooms.

In the elevations I have endeavoured to

unite economy with propriety. The dwelling-

house ought in the design to form a feature

distinct from the school. The pilasters, plinth,

entablature, chimney-shafts, and the dressings

to the doors and windows should be of cement

jointed, the other parts might be of brick. A
wall may surround the play-grounds; their size

depending on the plot of ground intended for

the site. The building ought to be at some

distance from the footpath, and should be

surrounded by an iron railing, with piers and

gates. C. D.

London, January 2, 1844.
,

[We do not approve of the mass of building

containing the porch being set before the end

of the school-room, finished with a pediment,

which latter it would partly conceal in every

view; the flank of the school-room containing

six bays and six windows, we hold would be

improved by continuing the roof of the school-

room quite over the porch, so as that an unob-

scured pediment might then be formed over the

end elevation of the whole building
;
and also

that the flank elevation might contain seven

bays and seven windows, and two closets might
then be formed at the sides of the porch. We
do not particularly like the dwelling-house as

attached to the main building, making the latter

merely as an irregular wing, without being pic-

turesque, although uniformity has been sacri-

ficed. We do not approve of a public building

being unsubstantially decorated with cement;

but prefer the adoption of a style of architec-

ture which can be executed with a moderate

proportion of dressed stone, or with moulded

brick. We do not think strict economy has

been followed in making the dwelling, which

consists of small apartments, one of them only

14 feet by 9 feet, in a building, of the same alti-

tude as the school-room, which is 66 feet long

and 33 feet wide. By the adoption of domestic

Gothic architecture in school-buildings, all

these sacrifices and anomalies may be effectually

evaded, and the feelings of most people be

better consulted. Nor is there any reason why
school-buildings should be of the very latest

kind of the Gothic, or of the latest Tudor .style,

from whence “the vital spark ” ol architecture

“had fled,” but the more ancient and more

scientific style, of assimilation with the parish

churches, may be successfully adopted.

—

Ed.}
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New Experiments on Building Materials,
in

Reference to their Conducting Rower,
Dry-

ness, and Resistance to the Progress of Fire ;

as read before the Chemical Society of

London. By John Hutchinson, M.R.C.S.

F.S.S. London: Taylor and Walton,

Upper Gower-street, 1843, 8vo. p.p. 48.

1 lithograph.

The author of this tract sets out with de-

claring that “ having been, for some time past,

engaged in the study of Medical Police, or

Public Hygiene, I found upon following out

one of the branches of that science (the sec-

tion of warming) a great want of information

respecting the relative conducting power of

the various materials used in building. 1

therefore conceived it absolutely necessary to

examine this subject, as it appeared to me im-

possible, or at least unwise, to put forth rules

to the public for the best mode of warming

buildings, with a view both to economy and

safety, until I ascertained the natural relative

power of the different substances used in

their construction for confining heat or per-

mitting its escape. Hence I instituted an ex-

tensive series of experiments for that object,

which I now venture to lay before this society,

with a few remarks relating thereto.

“ To be brief, I may therefore say that the

present memoir is an inquiry into the relative

power of conducting caloric, of all or most of

those materials used in the construction of our

habitations, whether private or public, together

with their relative specific heat.

“ The substances which I have examined
are the following, viz :

—

“ Of Woods.—Oak, beech, and fir.

“ Of Bricks.—Common or Cowley stock

brick, facing or malm brick, and fire brick.

“ Of Compositions.—Asphalt, hair and

lime, lath and plaster, Roman cement, plaster

and sand, plaster of Paris, and Keene’s cement.
“ Of Rocks.— Slate, Yorkshire flag stone,

Leunelle marble, Napoleon marble, Portland

stone, Bath stone, chalk, and three specimens

of the stones used in building the new Houses

of Parliament, namely, Norfal, Bolsover, and

Painswick.
“ Of Metals.—Lead.
“ The annexed table No. II.* will shew the

times of the passage of caloric as to velocity

through the various substances. It is here

designated the ‘ resistance to the passage of

heat inwards,’ in contradistinction to another

class of experiments, of heat passing outwards,

established by the laws of cooling. In the

last column of Table II., the mean time of

every 10 degrees rise, is calculated. It will be

here observed, that the resistance afforded to

the passage of heat for the first degree, i. e.,

from 55 to 56°, is 71"-5, and the first ten

degrees only 82w*58, and the two following ten

degrees progressively less
;

it is not until the

100° that the time materially increases, and

from thence it-continues to increase up to 200°.

“ ON THE RELATIVE DRYNESS OP BUILDING
MATERIALS.

“ This portion of the present memoir has

been added after the foregoing experiments

were read before the Chemical Society. Find-

ing the subject of the natural absorbing power
of these substances for water easily obtained,

and believing also the inquiry to be of no less

importance as regards Hygiene than that of

their conducting power for heat, is the reason

I assign for subjoining this matter, as it may
thereby enable builders to correct, in a great

measure, Jhe evil attending that dampness
natural to certain localities, which affects the

foundations of buildings, to the great inconve-

nience of their proprietors.
“ Eight other substances have also been

added to twenty-two of the materials before

examined. I am indebted to the kindness of

my friend, Mr. Robert Robinson, of New-
castle-upon-Tyne, for forwarding to me some
different specimens of flag stone now much
used in that town, which has been so remark-
ably altered of late years; some of them will

be seen by the table to resist the passing of mois-

ture most completely
;
also a specimen of Maul-

mien teak, a wood which is now rapidly com-
ing into use from the many advantages it pos-

sesses over oak, especially that of its not de-

stroying iron. A specimen has also been for-

* We have not space for the insertion of these valuable
tables,
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warded to me of Messrs. Mann & Co.’s ‘ Patent

stucco paint cement,’ which, I understand, is

extensively employed by engineers and con-

ductors of public works, from its property of

resisting the transmission of moisture in ex-

posed and damp situations. It also adheres

with great firmness to any smooth surface, and

hence is well adapted to encase hrick houses.

I am told the principal ingredients used in its

composition are linseed oil, resin, and a sand

stone, of the oolite kind, from Rouen.

“ Five hundred grains of each of these

materials were reduced to coarse fragments of

uniform size, and laid between thick cloths,

perfectly saturated with water, for a given

number of hours, and afterwards weighed
;
the

increase of their weight signifying the quantity

of water absorbed by each substance. In the

following table the substances are ranged in

gradation
;
the dryest, or that which absorbs

least water, placed first, and that which absorbs

most water at the bottom of the list, with the

others arranged between in their respective

order. The first column gives the absorption

by equal weights, and the second column the

absorption by equal bulks
;

and the third

column the specific gravity, or their relative

weight as compared with water.

TABLE X,

Absorption of Moisture, by Weight.

Name of Substance.

Absorp-
tion of

moisture
by

weight.

Absorp-
tion of

moisture
by

bulk.

Specific

gravity.

Aberdeen Granite .

.

200 5-416 2-708

Napoleon Marble .

.

3'00 9-85 3-284

Oarrara White do. .

.

3T0 8-42 2-717

Shetland Flag Stone 3-25 8-74 2-691

Caithness ditto .... 3-27 8-62 2-638

Slate . 350 97-58 2-788

Leunelle Marble .

.

4-00 10-71 2-678

Asphalt 500 12-86 2-572

Carrara hard Marble 8-50 23-09 2-717

Mann & Co.’s Stucco 16-00 35-56 2-223

Arbroth Flag Stone 20-50 50-77 2-477

Hewithburn ditto .

.

23-00 56-85 2-45[2

32-00 70-43 2-201

Norfal 33-50 74-33 2-219

Portland 34-25 73-87 2-157

Yorkshire Flag .... 40-00 94-40 2-360

Bolsover 40-10 86-77 2-164

Painswick 58-00 129-80 2-238

Bath Stone 78-00 144-12 1-858

Maulmien Teak .... 82-50 61-85 •7498

Stock Brick 109-00 199-57 1-831

Hair and Lime .... 109-12 184-52 1-691

Malm Brick 116-50 186-63 1-602

Keene’s Cement. . .

.

126-50 155-59 1-230

Chalk 133-50 206-79 1-549

Roman Cement .... 133-56 208-35 1-560

Plaster and Sand .

.

147-00 192-27 1-308

Beech Wood 185-50 138 04 •7442

Plaster of Paris .... 187-50 220-50 1-176

Oak 224-75 128-04 •5697

Fir Wood 622-75 265-41 •4262

“ PRAOTIOAL DEDUCTIONS.
“ Asphalt stands as the best composition for

resisting moisture
;

it is a slow conductor of

heat, and hence is well adapted for flooring, as

in cells of prisons, where economy of heat and

dryness, the most important advantages, are

obtained. Slate will be seen to stand as a very

dry substance, but from its quick conducting

power (Table IX.)* it is very unfavourable to

flooring where warmth is required ;
but when

the one property is sought for and not the other,

as preventing the ascent of moisture up the

walls of houses, it is well calculated to be use-

ful, by forming a layer in the wall a few inches

above the ground. The absorbing power of

common brick appears very great, being more
than £ of its own weight; whereas Mann &
Co.’s cement is not greater than of its own
weight, and hence more than six times

better adapted to resist moisture than brick

;

therefore the advantage to be derived by cover-

ing brick houses in exposed situations with

this substance is considerable, while Roman
cement resists moisture even worse than brick.

I wish it to be borne in mind that I only speak

of this stucco as regards its power of resisting

the transmission of water, being the only pro-

perty of it which I have examined.
“ Keene’s cement and plaster of Paris stand

as the warmest substances, therefore are well

adapted to line rooms with
;
while hair and

lime is a remarkably quick conductor, and

therefore a cold substance for that purpose. I

would also draw attention to the fact that

plaster and sand and plaster of Paris (particu-

larly the latter) are admirably calculated to

resist the action of fire
;
while we know, on the

other hand, that lath and plaster is about the

most combustible material in a house. I can

most confidently recommend plaster of Paris

and plaster and sand to be employed in sur-

rounding iron chests, or other places which

contain valuable property, intended to be pro-

tected from fire. If an iron chest be surrounded

with six or eight inches in thickness of this

substance, I believe it will perfectly preserve

papers, &c., from any destroying heat in the

midst of the burning of our ordinary dwelling-

houses. I may also point out that Yorkshire

flag stone is a very quick conductor, and there-

fore ill adapted for warm flooring
;
also that

lead which forms the covering of roofs is a

remarkably quick conductor, and therefore a

great waste of heat is experienced where such

covering exists
;
hence the third back rooms

on ground floors in our London houses are

found to be so cold
;
a vast quantity of heat

escapes through the leaden roof and" through

three of the surrounding walls, which are

generally external, and so thin as to allow of a

free escape of heat. Such places should be

lined with slow conductors if warmth is sought

for. Touching the practical utility of the

specific heat experiments, 1 may point out that

fire-brick absorbs a great quantity of heat, and

therefore is well adapted to form the backs of

our fire-grates; whereas, with iron backs, there

is an enormous waste of fuel and heat, at the

same time the fire requires constant stirring,

and a quick supply of coal to keep it in
;

yet,

curious to remark, we never enter a house,

even of the highest order, where iron backs to

fire-grates are not universally to be seen

;

while a back formed of a composition, as that

of fire-brick, which can be as easily moulded

into any desirable shape, would save fuel,

thoroughly warm any apartment, require less

stirring, and not go out so soon.

“ There certainly exists in the present day

a most extraordinary inattention to the econo-

mizing of artificial heat generated in the

fire-grates of our dwellings in this country
;

the whole of this error proceeds from the total

inattention of architects and builders to the

subject of the difference of conduction of heat

by different materials, which, I consider, is one

of the most important points to study before an

architect attempts to construct a dwelling.

According to Depretz, iron is more than twice

as quick a conductor as lead, and, according

to these experiments, lead is more than eight

times as quick a conductor as fire-brick, bear-

ing the relation of 1888 to 223
;
and the differ-

ence of the relative absorbing power for heat,

viz., that heat which is required to bring them
to the same temperature, is in the relation of

•0392 to '1917, the fire-brick retaining nearly

seven times more heat than the lead. If to

this we add the great escape of heat by the

chimney, well might it be said that ‘ not more
than a fiftieth portion of the heat generated was

rendered available for warming apartments at

the period Franklin visited England.’ Rum-
ford estimated the loss of heat and fuel to be

more than 44 ,
and the lowest estimate is that

of •£. A due consideration of conduction, in

relation to this most necessary part of our

habitations, would, in a great measure, con-

tribute to produce that which is sought for by

every Englishman, ‘ a cheerful fireside.’

“ VVith regard to the specimens of wood I

have examined, it is worth observing that

Maulmien teak absorbs much less water than

oak wood, in the proportion of 82 to 224, be-

ing nearly one-third less; (?) and as the density

of woods in their ordinary state bears a strict

relation to their porosity or proportion of air

within their pores, connecting with this, the

fact that iron, protected from contact with the

atmosphere and water (being compounds of

oxygen), the better it is preserved, may very

possibly be the reason assignable for the truth

why iron is preserved considerably longer in

Maulmien teak than in oak; the relation of

absorption of water with the teak and oak

(omitting the decimals) is as 82 of the former

to 224 of the latter. The density of all these

specimens of wood is here calculated from the

state in which they naturally exist, that is, as

dry as could be obtained, yet containing an

unknown quantity of air and moisture. Mr.

Parnell observes, ‘when wood, rendered per-

fectly dry by the aid of heat, is exposed at
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common temperatures to the atmosphere in its

[ordinary state of humidity, it re-absorbs a cer-
tain proportion of water, varying according
to the compactness of the wood, and to the
uantity of deliquescent saline matters present.’
n reference to these two assigned reasons that

[govern the absorption ofwater by woods, [ would
draw attention again to the Maulmien teak in

comparison with the beech wood
;
the relative

specific gravity or density of the former to the
latter is as 7442 to 7498, being A ery nearly
equal, yet the absorbing power of the two is

very different, being in the proportion of 82 to

185. These facts render it incumbent on me
to recommend it to the attention of ship-
builders.

“ By Table X. it will he observed that the
two kinds of flag stone, termed Shetland and
Caithness, absorb very little moisture. Having
been previously informed of this property, I was
desirous of examining them, and certainly they
maintain the character determined from the
observation of practical men. Their conduct-
ing power for heat, I had not an opportunity of
calculating, but if I might venture an opinion,
I suspect they would range like Yorkshire flag
stone

;
if so, they are quick conductors, or

cold materials for flagging rooms where warmth
is required

;
nevertheless, they will be found as

valuable materials for arresting the ascent of
(moisture in the walls of houses

;
and speaking

from memory, I believe the Caithness flag has
thus been employed in the North of England
with great success.

“ The Carrara marbles mentioned are those
generally employed in constructing mantel-
pieces

;
it is curious to observe, though their

density is the same, yet the harder specimen
labsorbed more than twice as much Avater as
the softer marble.

“ Portland stone, Bath stone, and the stones
(employed in erecting the new Houses of Par-
liament, may be considered as spongy mate-
rials for absorbing water; their relative con-
ducting power may be referred to in the first

column in Table IX. It will also be seen that
(Napoleon marble is a Avarraer material than
common brick. I mention this to correct the
general opinion that brick is a slow conductor,
(and therefore a greater thickness of that mate-
rial should be used in forming the Avails of our
houses

;
hence it is that the brick walls so often

neither afford protection from the cold of
winter nor the heat of summer.

“ It will be observed that the specific heats
have been compared with water as 1; therefore,
if we reflect upon the capacity of Avater for
[absorbing heat, it very much exceeds all the
substances with which it is compared. Water,
therefore, becomes a reservoir for heat upon
the surface of the globe; islands being sur-
rounded by this reservoir, are preserved of a
more equable temperature than main lands.
It was the knovvledge of this Avhich led Cook
to the conclusion that there must be a vast
continent at the South Pole. That great
current, universally bearing in one direction
from south to north, the ‘ Gulf Stream,’ trans-
plants an enormous quantity of heat from the
Equator toAvards the North Pole, running at
the rate of four miles per hour, and retaining
for a thousand miles, from the Straits of
Bahama, a temperature of ten degrees warmer
than the air, and maintains an open sea, in the
meridian of East Greenland and Spitzbergen,
moderating the cold of all the lands in that
inhospitable region. What has thus been
going on for ages in the great scale of nature,
is noAV made applicable in miniature, Avhere
water is used to Avarm the different apartments
in our habitations, receiving a great amount of
heat at a given point, and circulating through
our chambers in pipes, yielding hack that heat
to the surrounding medium.

“ In reference to the conducting power of
malm and stock brick, it will be seen that
stock brick is placed twelfth in the scale, and
malm brick the sixteenth

;
it is, therefore, so

much colder as a shield from the Aveather.
From this circumstance I would remark, that
when this brick (malm) is used to case a build-
ing (as is now commonly done), the walls
should be constructed proportionably thicker,
or Ave render the house so much colder. The
absorbing power also of this brick for heat is

very low, being placed third in the scale in
Table IX. (third column); therefore Ave may
conclude that malm brick is more a substance
to please the eye for building than useful as a
protection against the escape of heat

;
and

Avhat applies to the escape of heat will bear a
similar relation to the protection against the
cold of our climate.
“ It is curious to observe bow Ioav in the

scale hair and lime is placed, both as to the
conduction and capacity for heat. If lead Avere
omitted from the table it AA'ould stand nearly as the
quickest conductor and the lowest specific heat,
proving that the compound is ill adapted to

line our rooms, as far as concerns the preserva-
tion of heat. The best property of Roman
cement, from these tables, certainly appears to
be that of its sIoav conducting power, and there-
fore it is much better adapted to encase brick
houses than malm brick

;
and as far as regards

their relative absorbing power for moisture, the
difference is not very great, being in the rela-
tion of (omitting the decimals) 133 of the
former to 116 of the latter. But in this humid
climate, the absorption of moisture is a most
important consideration for all who erect
habitations with a view of combining comfort
Avith the order of architecture. Too often is

it to be seen that the former, not to say yields
to, but is totally neglected for the sake of the
latter. One of the great exciting causes of
rheumatism, that most common disease, is, I

believe, most generally produced by the ill-

constructed order of our habitations. Were
air visible, we should wonder at witnessing the
cascade (if I may be alloA\red to use this term)
that is maintained betAveen the Avindows and
doors towards the fire-place, in the midst of
Avhich we are compelled to exist, and when ex-
periencing this we draw towards the very part
of the room where the current is strongest—

•

to that imaginary circle Avhich encompasses
the fire,—here the evil is increased.”

The above copious extracts from this small
tract Avill give some idea of the valuable prac-
tical philosophy relating to architecture
contained in its few pages

;
but much greater

promise is held out by the author in his con-
cluding observations, Avhich are as follow:—

“ With these remarks I leave the subject for
the present, intending to enter more into it in
a Avork which will shortly appear on the ‘ Con-
struction, Warming, and Ventilating of Public
and Private Buildings;’ a topic Avhich has
lately engaged much of the public attention,
and on Avhich many revived theories have been
brought to the test of experiment as newly
discovered

;
but Avhich, it Avill be obvious from

a perusal of the work in question, are, in point
of fact, some of very ancient date, and not one
of recent invention, more especially those now
in use in the ventilation of public buildings.”

We doubt not the author’s numerous, ex-
pensive, and toilsome experiments will prove a
successful addition to the knowledge of prac-
tical architecture. We therefore recommend
an attentive perusal of this work, AArhich,
though small, is a condensation of a great
deal of scientific work

;
and no doubt he who

does peruse it will desire anxiously to see
forthcoming Mr. Hutchinson’s other works.

F-

HOSPITAL OF ST. CROSS, WINCHESTER.

Ip tiie Hospital of St. Cross is reformed at all,

it must be by the pressure from Avithout. Public
opinion must be brought to bear upon it, and
public spirit and public honesty be set in array
against the present monstrous mode of apply-
ing its revenues. We have fortunately a
parallel case in our own city

;
and the success

which attended the exertions of those public-

spirited individuals who rescued the manage-
ment of St. John’s Hospital and other charities

from the old corrupt Corporation of Win-
chester, should stimulate others to do likewise.
St. John’s Hospital, like the Hospital of St.

Cross, once maintained but six old Avomen, with
but an indifferent alloAvance; Avhile its revenues
were expended for the benefit of its managers
—the mayor and aldermen of Winchester.
Suits in Chancery Avere commenced against
the corporation, notwithstanding that they
Avere appointed, by the testaments of the en-
doAvers, the managers and controllers of the
charities through all time, just as is the present
Bishop of Winchester the controller, the re-

sponsible controller, of St. Cross. Those suits

were, after much A^exatious opposition and
delay, successful against the corrupt trustees,

and the control they had abused Avas taken
from them and given to others nominated by
the Lord Chancellor. And Avhat is the result ?

TAventy-six persons are noAV comfortably
lodged and fed

;
a neAv alms-house is built

;
the revenues are rapidly increasing; the
charity is noAV a far more valuable one than is
St. Cross under its present mismanagement

;

and all this good has been effected by the dis-
interested and philanthropic exertions of a feAv
men Avho sought no other reAvard than the ap-
proval of their oavo consciences, and the appro-
bation of all honest men. A similar course
would be, Ave think, successful in the case of
St. Cross

;
and in these times of reform and

improvement, Avhen associations are formed for
the carrying out of almost every conceivable
mode for benefiting the poor, and removing
the plague-spots of ignorance and pauperism
from the land, surely there are those Avho will
lend a hand to such a noble and desirable ob-
ject. The preachers of that faith of which
the noble master of St. Cross is also a teacher,
tell us from their pulpits that “ he Avho giveth
to the poor lendeth to the Lord.” What he
does and deserves Avho taketh from the poor
Ave may imagine. But surely a gift to the
poor which promises a more abundant return
can hardly be found, than Avould a mite contri-
buted to a fund for instituting suits in Chancery
for the restoration of the funds of St. Cross
Hospital to their original uses and intentions.
We have merely thrown this out as a hint
Avhich we hope Avill be acted on. We can see no
reason why the Hospital of St. Cross should be
exempted from the poAver which has searched
and reformed other public charities. WeknoAv
that no charitable institution ever needed it

more, and Ave hope yet to see it Avhat it ought
to be—an extensive asylum for the poor and
destitute

;
a means of assistance to the hungry

and thirsty wayfarer and Avanderer.

—

Hants
Independent .

'

STATUE OF THE QUEEN AT EDINBURGH.

The magnificent statue of Queen Victoria,
executed by our celebrated sculptor, Mr. Steele,

and which workmen have been employed for
some time past in erecting on the top of the
grand portico of the Royal Institution Build-
ings immediately behind the apex, Avas opened
to public vieAv on the evening of Tuesday, and
in the course of Wednesday Avas eagerly gazed
upon by numerous groups passing along the
fine promenade of Prince’s-street. It called
forth general admiration, although there were
not Avanting individuals to make objections in

reference to various supposed faults in the
design, which, hoAvever, none of these hvper-
critics could very satisfactorily explain. As
Ave have said, the statue Avas the subject of
general admiration. Our Most G acious So-
vereign is here represented wearing a simple
coronet, but in her robes of state, which are
draped in such a way as to give a general idea
of Britannia, as seen on the coins of the realm,
while the bust and features most strikingly re-
semble those of the Queen. The neck and
head are truly graceful, and the tout ensemble
is classical and commanding. The height of
the statue and base is 18 feet, while the length
of the base (the floAving robes reposing upon it)

is about 20 feet. Her Majesty is here repre-

sented in a sitting posture, her left hand lean-

ing on the orb, while from her right hand,
covered by the drapery, appears the point of

the sceptre, resting on the arm. The Queen
is looking up Hanover-street, towards the

statue of George IV., her royal uncle, in the

centre of George-street. The statue adds
greatly to the architectural magnificence of the

Royal Institution Buildings
;
and, when vieAved

from the Avest, forms a fine leading point for

the Scott Monument, and other interesting

objects in the vista. It is creditable to the

institution, and Avill no doubt serve to extend
the fame of the clever sculptor.— Caledonian

Mercury.

Monument to Dr. Harvey, Folkestone.—
It is in contemplation to erect a monument
by subscription to the memory of the celebrated

Doctor Harvey, the discoverer of the circulation

of the blood, &c. ; and several respectable in-

habitants are actively engaged in collecting funds

in order to raise a memento to their illustrious

townsman. Dr. Harvey was born in Folkestone,

and it is intended to erect the monument on the

spot of his birth-place.

A Royal Composer.—A portion of the musical

service at St. George’s Chapel, Windsor, on

Sunday last, was the composition of Prince Albert.
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Extension of the Eastern- Counties' Railway

to Ipswich .—There now appears every proba-

bility of the Eastern-Counties’ Railway being

extended to Ipswich, every preparation having

been made for the introduction of the bill for

that purpose into the House of Commons.

The opposition of the Eastern-Counties’

Company has so far subsided that, we under-

stand, they are very desirous to promote the

extension, and the bill is now intrusted to the

care of the Parliamentary agent they had re-

tained for the Hadleigh line. The applications

for shares have been very numerous, consi-

derably exceeding the number at the disposal

of the committee, so that the apprehensions of

the Railway Times and Bury Tost upon this

subject may be allayed. As a portion of the

extension from Colchester, we shall be happy
to see the work commenced, and we conti-

dently expect that it will ultimately become
the main line to Norwich. Considering that

the Northern and Eastern Extension, by which
it is now proposed to connect Norwich with

the metropolis, will be at least 15 miles longer

than the route by way of Ipswich, we think

we may entertain an expectation that the

citizens of Norwich will regard with favour
an extension of the Norwich and Brandon
Railway from East Harling to Stowmarket.
Indeed, as the principal railway traffic from
Norwich must be towards London, the saving

of 15 miles in distance must be of some
moment. We observe that a meeting is to be

held at Bury next Wednesday, to consider the
course to be pursued in consequence of the

abandonment of the Hadleigh line by the

railway company. Mr. Eagle has addressed a

letter to the local papers, in which he suggests

that exertions be made to induce the Parlia-

ment to institute a deliberate inquiry into the

merits of the variety of different plans pro-
posed, before they allow any bill whatever to

pass upon the subject. Mr. Eagle here refers

to the Northern and Eastern extension, and
the Hadleigh and Bury branch

;
but we must

remind him that Parliament has already pro-

nounced upon the expediency of a railway via

Ipswich to Norwich; which resolution, we sup-

pose, will have some weight with the committee
on the Ipswich bill. It may therefore be as-

sumed that the main line to Norwich will in

no case be made by way of Bury. We hope,

therefore, the meeting on Wednesday will see

that their interest lies in supporting the

Ipswich line, as well as in proposing a branch
to Cambridge. Under such circumstances, we
see no reason why the town should lose the

benefits of its market, for it will still remain the

centre of a large district. With regard to the

Harwich extension, we understand no arrange-

ment has been come to between the competing
interests of Mr. Locke’s line, supported by Mr.
Attwood, and Mr. Braithwaite’s line. The
plans and sections of the former prove that the

ground has been most judiciously chosen, as

for ten miles there is no cutting or embanking
to the amount of four feet. 'There is a plan

for a floating harbour with extensive quays and
jetty. The execution of such a work would
be of the highest importance to that town.

—

Ipswich Journal.

South-Eastern Railway .—The Dover ter-

minus buildings of this railway are progress-

ing rapidly, and when finished (which will be
right early), they will present a magnificent
appearance, and afford the most ample accom-
modation for its traffic. Abbott’s Cliff Tunnel
is now completed, and the permanent rails

are now laid throughout. The line will

be opened for general traffic in a few weeks.
These prospects are highly gratifying to the

good people of this town and neighbourhood.
The importance of the London and Dover
Railway to this locality in particular, and to

the nation generally, we have constantly main-
tained

;
and we trust the auspicious day of its

completion will be celebrated in a manner be-

fitting the occasion. Let there be then a con-
centration of those who represent the interests

of Dover and the out-ports, to meet the
chairman, the directors, the engineers, and the
other gentlemen who have brought this hercu-
lean undertaking to a close. Let there be a
gathering together of the leading men of
Dover, Deal, Folkestone, Canterbury, Sand-
wich, and the other neighbouring places, as

well as those of Boulogne, Calais, and Ostend;

so that a general expression of respect and
gratitude may be unanimously given by
England and France to these indefatigable

and enterprising spirits, who have so ably con-

quered those formidable obstacles which have
been strewed in their path while constructing

this noble highway to the Continent, which
will be the means of uniting the metropolis

of England and France in a closer bond of

union and intercourse than has hitherto ex-

isted .—Dover Chronicle.

On Saturday week, the proposed branch line

to Maidstone, from the South-Eastern Railway,

was commenced.

West- London Railway .—At a special ge-

neral meeting of this railway-company, held

on Tuesday week, at their offices, Abchurch-
lane, Mr. Robert Gunton in the chair, to con-

sider the expediency of extending the railway

to the river Thames, and of applying to Par-

liament for an act or acts to enable them to

proceed with the necessary works, the report

of Mr. Robert Stephenson was read, and a

series of resolutions moved by Mr. White-
church, authorizing the directors to proceed as

above, were carried, only two hands being held

up for an amendment to adjourn for a fort-

night, moved by Mr. White.

Manchester aiid Bolton Railway.—On Friday
week a special general meeting of the Manches-
ter, Bolton, and Bury Canal Navigation and
Railway Company was held at the Clarendon-

rooms, South John-street, Liverpool. It was
numerously attended. James Brancker, Esq.,

presided. The 11th half-yearly report was
read, and also the receipts and disbursements

on the railway and the canal, for the half-

year ending the 31st of December, from which
it appeared that the railway receipts had
amounted to 21,042/. 11s., and the disburse-

ments to 8,084/. 10s. Id., leaving the railway

surplus 12,957/. lid. The canal receipts had
been 6,987/. 6^d., and the disbursements

2,957/. 8s. 10£d., leaving the canal surplus

4,029/. 11s. 8d., which, added to the railway

surplus, and deducting 554/. 4s. 3d. for interest,

rents, and commission, left a net profit for the

half-year of 1 1,432/. 8s. 4d. To this was added
1,736/. 6s. 4d. for half-year’s dividend, and the
balance from 30th June, making the disposable

net proceeds 13,168/. 14s. 8d. A dividend of
21. per share would amount to 12,402/., leaving

on hand, including the dividend on the 120
shares held by the company, a surplus of
1,006/. 14s. 8d.

;
and the committee had accord-

ingly directed a dividend of 21. per share to be
paid to the proprietors on the 1st of February.
In the course of the proceedings, the chairman
stated incidentally that the committee had that

morning borrowed 20,000/. at 3^ per cent. The
agreement of the company with the Liverpool
and Manchester Railway Company, giving the

latter an interest in the line of the former, was
approved and confirmed

;
as was the agreement

with the Manchester, Bury, and Rossendale
Railway Company; and the committee of

management were authorized to carry it into

effect, and for that purpose to obtain parlia-

mentary powers to raise any sum not exceed-

ing 100,000/. Thanks were then voted to the

directors and the chairman, and the meeting
separated.

Taff Vale Railway.—The adjourned meet-

ing was held at the Cardiff Arms, Newport,
on Tuesday week, Sir John Guest, Bart., in the

chair. The committee of investigation ap-

pointed at a previous meeting, having gone into

a detailed examination of the proposed agree-

ment to lease the docks to the Marquis of

Bute, stated that they were of opinion that a

permanent arrangement with the Marquis of

Bute for the docks would be an object of the

greatest importance to the railway
;

and
strongly recommended to the shareholders, as

the most effectual means of carrying out that

object, that an Act of Parliament be obtained

to enable the railway company to take a lease

of the Bute Docks and the adjacent conve-

niences from the Marquis of Bute ;
and the

committee also recommended that in case such

an arrangement be made between the Marquis
of Bute and the railway company, that the

terms and period upon which such lease should

be held, be printed and airculated among the

shareholders at least one month prior to a

meeting of the proprietors, to be called for the

purpose of ratifying or rejecting such arrange-

ments. The report having been received,

thanks were voted to the committee for their

services
;
and it being resolved that the former

agreement made with the Marquis of Bute
was in its present form ineligible, it was deter-

mined that the directors should be empowered
to take measures under the notice already

given for applying to Parliament for a bill, in

conformity with the recommendation of the

committee .—Bath Herald.

IFhitby and Pickering Railway .—A special

general meeting of this company was held at

Whitby, on Wednesday week, for the purpose
of authorizing the committee to give their

formal assent to the notice served upon their

treasurer by the York and North-Midland
Railway Company, with reference to the ter-

minus of their line at Pickering. The oppor-
tunity of the meeting was taken by the direc-

tors to obtain from the shareholders authority

to negotiate with the York and North-Midland
Railway Company for the sale to them of the

Whitby and Pickering Railway, as to which
some preliminary steps had been taken by the

directors, a deputation from whom had had an
interview with Mr. Hudson on the subject.

The Cornwall Railway.—Pursuant to ad-

vertisement, a public meeting of the share-

holders and others interested in the construc-

tion of a railway through Cornwall, was held

on Friday «’eek, in the Town-hall, Truro,
“ for the purpose of receiving a report from the

provisional committee, and devising such plans

as may be needful for the carrying out this

important measure.”

Railway Law .—It is, we are informed, the

intention of her Majesty’s Government, imme-
diately after the meeting of Parliament, to

propose that a select committee be appointed

to consider the standing orders relating to

railways, and whether any and what changes
ought to be made in those standing orders

;

and likewise to consider whether any and what
new provisions for the advantage of the

public, and the improvement of the railway

system, ought to be introduced into such rail-

way bills as may come before the House
during the present or future sessions, and to

report their opinion thereon to the House.

—

Times.

English Workmen on French Railways.

—

A correspondent, who states that a great
number of workmen have been induced to

come over to France from England in the ex-

pectation of obtaining employment on the
Rouen and Havre Railroad, requests us to

announce, in the hope of preventing a further

influx, that “ in consequence of some difficulty

in procuring land,&c., the works on the said

line cannot be proceeded with to any great ex-

tent for some weeks to come; and, further,

that although there are many men fully em-
ployed, yet hundreds are actually starving from
want of work.” He adds, “ During the last

fortnight the Rev. Mr. Tucker, with means
benevolently furnished by Messrs. Mackenzie
and Brassey, the contractors of the railroad,

has supplied with food and other means of
support upwards of 120 men, who have been
wandering about the streets of Rouen without

bread or any prospect of employment for some
time to come.”

—

Galignani.

At a meeting of the Oxford Parish Burial-

ground Committee, held on Friday week last

at the Archdeacon’s-rooms, Christ Church, the

report of the sub-committee was delivered in

and adopted, recommending—
1. The purchase of three burial-grounds on

different sides of Oxford, for the use respec-

tively of the parishes nearest them
;
consider-

ing the many evils which might result from
funeral trains being made to pass out by one
road, the injury to property lying on the sides

of that road, the great inconvenience likely to

arise on occasional days of busy traffic, the in-

terruption to vehicles passing, and the unseem-
liness of all that would take place amid such

scenes, not to mention the great advantage and
comfort to the attendants on the funeral pro-

cessions—the aged and infirm, for example

—

of not being compelled to extend their walk
through the length of the city under such cir-

cumstances.
2. That such burial-grounds should be pur-

chased by subscription.

3. That these burial-grounds should be a

provision for all persons, being placed precisely

on the same footing as the existing church-

yards.
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Restoration of Redcliffe Church, Bristol
A meeting of the subscribers to the fund for
the restoration of this noble fabric was held
on Thursday week, when the right worshipful
the Mayor of Bristol presided. The report of
the committee was read by Mr. Procter,
churchwarden, from which it appeared that
although in consequence of the general pres-
sure of the times, and more particularly the
prevalence of local distress, the committee
did not think it prudent to make a very urgent
appeal to the liberality of the public, ‘yet the
sum obtained, almost voluntarily, was 4

,
700 /.

This is far short of the amount required, but
the gentlemen present expressed themselves so
anxious for the preservation of the church,
that they resolved to recommend to the sub-
scribers generally, to allow the money to be
expended in putting the church into substantial
repair, if sufficient should not be raised to
carry out the magnificent plans contemplated
last year. We understand that the project of
erecting a spire on the present tower is aban-
doned.

—

Bath Herald.

Alnwick.—It is contemplated to erect a
new church at Alnwick, Northumberland.
A memorial to his Grace the Duke of Northum-
berland, patron of the living, is now in course
of signature, stating that the parish of A In wick,
with a population of nearly 7,000, contains
only one church, which is insufficient for the
wants of the parish, and requesting his grace’s
consideration and assistance with the view to
the erection of a new church.
New Church, Lynn.—At a meeting of the

committee, held at the Town-hall on Saturday
last, it was resolved that the new church should
be erected on a part of Allen’s Close, being
the ground offered for that purpose by the cor-
poration.

Llandisilto.—The Marquis of Anglesey has
granted two acres of land in a romantic and
beautiful situation, as a site for a new church
at Llandisilio, towards the funds for meeting
which 360/. have been subscribed.

PATENTS RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE,
ENGINEERING, &c.

Granted between 23th December, 1843, and
the 25th of January

, 1844.

[six months for enrolment.]
Thomas Murray Gladstone, of the Swan Garden

iron works, Wolverhampton, ironmaster, forcer-
tain improvements in machines for cutting or shear-
ing iron or other metals, which improvements are
applicable to other like purposes.—Sealed Dec. 28
1843.

George Benjamin Thorneycroft, of Wolver-
hampton, ironmaster, for a machine for rolling,
squeezing, or compressing puddled balls of iron, and
also for crushing or grinding other substances.

—

Sealed Dec. 28, 1843.
Edward Budd, of Haford Copper Works, Swan-

sea, Glamorgan, copper-merchant, and William
Morgan, of the same place, refiner of copper, forim-
provements in treating or reducing copper ores,
and in the construction of furnaces for treating
such ores, part of which improvements are appli-
cable to other ores.—Sealed Dec. 28, 1843.

William Longmaid, of the borough of Plymouth,
accountant, for an improvement in the manufac-
ture of copper, tin, zinc, and peroxide of iron.

—

Sealed Jan. 1, 1844.

Robert Foulerton, of the Jamaica Coffee-house,
Cornhill, master mariner, for certain improved ma-
chinery for moving vessels and other floating appa-
ratus.—Sealed Jan. 13, 1844.
Anthony Movilton de Glimes, of Panton-street,

Haymarket, gentleman, for certain improvements
in apparatus for propelling vessels on water, and
also in machinery capable of communicating manual
power to work the same, which machinery is also
applicable to raising heavy bodies and exerting
power for various other purposes.—Sealed Jan. 13,
1844.

Henry Bessemer, of Baxter-house, St. Pancras,
angineer, for a new pigment or paint, and the
method of preparing the same

;
part of which

method is also applicable to the preparing and
treating of oils, turpentine, varnishes, aud gold-
size, when employed to fix metallic powders, and
metal leaf, or as a means of protecting the same.

—

sealed Jan. 13, 1844.
Charles Cameron, of Liverpool, chemist, for im-

irovements in extinguishing fires in buildings.

—

sealed Jan. 16, 1844.
Benjamin Cheverton, of Pratt-street, Camden

fown, sculptor in ivory, for improvements in ma-

chinery for cutting wood and other materials.

—

Sealed Jan. 16, 1844.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane,

civil-engineer, for improvements in machinery or
apparatus for facilitating the tracing and copying of
designs, drawings, and etchings of all kinds, either
of the original size or upon an enlarged or reduced
scale.—Sealed Jan. 16, 1844.

William Basford, of Burslem, Staffordshire,
brick and tile manufacturer, for certain improve-
ments in the mode of manufacturing bricks, tiles,

quarries, and certain other articles made or com-
posed of brick-earth, and of burning and firing the
same, and certain articles of pottery and earthen-
ware.—Sealed Jan. 20, 1844.

Samuel Wright, of Shelton, Staffordshire, for a
manufacture of ornamental tiles, bricks, and quar-
ries for floors, pavements, and other purposes, be-
ing an extension of former letters patent for the
term of seven years, from the 26th instant.

—

Sealed Jan. 23, 1844.
Henry Davies, of Norbury, Staffordshire, en-

gineer, for certain improvements in the construc-
tion of vessels for conveying goods or passengers
on water

; also certain improved arrangements of
machinery for communicating motion to such
vessels.—Sealed Jan. 25, 1844.

SCOTCH PATENTS.
Granted between the 28 th November and the

12th of January, 1844.

Arthur Wall, of Bisterne-place, Poplar in the
county of Middlesex, surgeon, for certain improve-
ments in the manufacture of iron.—Sealed Nov.
28, 1843.

John George Bodmer, of Manchester, in the
county of Lancaster, engineer, for certain improve-
ments in grates, furnaces, and boilers, and also in
the manufacturing of iron or other metals.

—

Sealed Nov. 29, 1843.

Thomas Drayton, of Brighton, in the county of
Sussex, gentleman, for improvements in coating
glass with silver for looking-glasses, and other
uses.—Sealed Dec. 4, 1843.

Francis Higginson, of the city of Rochester, in
the county of Kent, lieutenant in her Majesty’s
royal navy, for certain improvements in fastenings
for parts of ships and other vessels, which improve-
ments are also applicable to other building pur-
poses.—Sealed Dec. 14, 1843.

John Hick, of Bolton-le-Moors, in the county of
Lancaster, engineer, for certain improvements in

steam-engines, and in apparatus to be connected
therewith for driving machinery, part of which im-
provements are applicable to forcing, lifting, and
measuring water.—Sealed Dec. 15, 1843.

Henry Austin, of 87, Hatton-garden, in the
county of Middlesex, civil-engineer, for a new
method of gluing or cementing certain materials
for building and other purposes.—Sealed Dec. 26,
1843.

Charlton James Wollaston, of Welling, in the

county of Kent, gentleman, for improvements in

machinery for cutting marble and stone.—Sealed
Dec. 26, 1843. (Communication.)

Margaret Henrietta Marshall, of Manchester, in

the county of Lancaster, for a certain improved
plastic composition, applicable to the fine arts and
to useful and ornamental purposes.—Sealed Jan. 5,

1844.

Charles Townsend Christian, of St. Martin’s-

place, St. Martin’s-lane, in the county of Middlesex,
East-India army agent, for improvements in the

construction of steam-engines.—Sealed Jan. 12,

1844. (Communication.)

IRISH PATENTS.
Granted between the 25 th October and the

27th December, 1843.

John Wood, of Parkfield, Birkenhead, in the

county of Chester, merchant, for certain improve-
ments in machinery or apparatus for affording addi-

tional or artificial buoyancy to sea-going or other

vessels, or for lessening their draught of water, and
which said improvements are also applicable to

raising vessels, or other heavy bodies, and for se-

curing and supporting the same.—Sealed Oct. 25,
1843.

Ernst Lentz, ofEastcheap, in the city of London,
gentleman, for improvements in machinery for

raising and forcing water and other fluids, which
machinery, when worked by steam or water, may
be employed for driving machinery.—Sealed Oct.

25, 1843.

Alfred Jeffery, of Lloyd-street, Pentonville, in

the county of Middlesex, gentleman, for a new
method of preparing masts, spars, and other wood,
for ship-building and other purposes, and also a

new method of defending the sheathing of ships,

and protecting their sides and bottoms.—Sealed

Nov. 7, 1843.

Charlton James Wollaston, of Welling, in the

county of Kent, gentleman, for improvements in

machinery for cutting marble and stone.—Sealed

Nov. 7, 1843.

Nicholas Troughton, of Swansea, in the county
ot Glamorgan, South Wales, gentleman, for im-
provements in dressing ores requiring washing.—
Sealed Nov. 29, 1843.

6

William Wylam, of the borough and county of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, for an artificial composition,
which, if variously modified, may be applied in pre-
paring fuel from coal and other substances, or as a
cement, or as a substitute for stone, or as a coating
*° r ™ctals and other substances.—Sealed Dec. 27,

tformponncnce.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.
SlIG— The writer of the letter in your last Num-

ber, signed “ A. Civil Engineer of the Great Western
Railway ” (although he leaves us in ignorance of
his status, whether engineer-in-chief, or a resident
engineer s assistant's assistant), appears to me to
have failed in his attempt to give support to the
design which accompanied the letter of “ A Prac-
tical Observer” in The Builder of the previous
week. lh® artistical effect of the design is a mere
matter of taste, and may please some persons

; but
the point to which I would draw your attention, is
the fallacy of the supposition, that a pier, incapable
of supporting an arch of 70 feet span with its super-
incumbent weight, would be equal to the support of
one of 140 feet span as proposed.

In a case like the present, when the state of the
work is such that Messrs. Walker and Burgess say,
“ To support the piers has been a constant expense,
and is at this moment a source of considerable
anxiety;” and Mr. Barry—“ It is now, in my
opinion, no longer a question as to the propriety of
rebuilding the superstructure alone, but the entire
bridge,” every other consideration must give way
to the all-important one, the foundations. Let the
bridge be reconstructed as it may, whether in the
Tudor, Norman, or any other style, it must be sup-
ported by one of two methods : the first, by massive
piers, each of sufficient strength and bearing to sup-
port half of the weight and thrust of the two ad-
joining arches. If this principle be adopted, which
“ A Civil Engineer of the Great Western Railway”
(following in Messrs. Burgess and Walker’s wake)
recommends, then it is manifest that, instead of

throwing two arches Into one, and thus doubling
the pressure upon piers acknowledged to be incom-
petent to bear their present load, the correct system
of procedure would be to increase their number,
and reduce the span of arches, inconveniently narrow
as they are.

The second method above referred to, is to con-
struct the arches of such a form as to enable them
to transmit their thrusts from one to another until
they terminate in the abutments, which might be
made sufficiently massive, without any interference
with the waterway. Thus, the piers being relieved,
might be “ few and far between ;” while, as relates
to the lowering of the roadway, the height of head-
way for vessels, and the amount of clear waterway,
the public convenience could be consulted to a far

greater extent than by the former system.
The particular form of the arches I speak of, I

must decline entering upon at present
; but, Sir,

one tiling I trust, when Westminster-bridge becomes
in such a state that all doubt of the advisability of
removing it is cleared away, and that 6uch ere long
will prove the case (especially if the proposed
Thames embankment is carried into execution),
notwithstanding the paragraph in the Times of the

23rd instant, I for one feel confident
;
then, Sir, I

do trust, that the commissioners (acting upon the
system pursued in the case of the Houses of Parlia-

ment) will at once call forth the energies of the en-
gineering profession, by throwing the matter open
to competition, without even a restriction as to style.

Should this be done, I feel assured, so great has
been the advance within a few years in the principles

of bridge-architecture, that a design may be
selected, to which, in point of beauty in outline,

stability, united with economy of construction, and
public convenience, even the Waterloo and new
London bridges, fine structures as they are, must
yield precedence.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

London, January 30, 1844. B.

Sir,—Two letters have been lately published in

the Times journal, the one from Messrs. Walker
and Burgess, and the other from Mr. Barry, on the

subject of Westminster-bridge. The former gentle-

men insist in their letter that “ in a bridge con-

structed with semicircular arches, any one of the

arches may fall without endangering the others,

because a semicircular arch has no lateral thrust

;

and the latter gentleman declares that a pointed

Gothic arch requires “ less weight on its crown to

keep its haunches in their places than any other

form of arch in use.”

Most men acknowledge that our progress in en-

gineering and architecture has of late been very

rapid, but I think few were aware that the disco-
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veries above named had been made ;
and I am sure

it would be highly instructive to the profession

generally to know from such high authorities as the

gentlemen referred to, upon what principles the truth

of either of the propositions can be made to appear.

Surely it has been well said that “ when a man has

got the name of being an early riser he may lie in

his bed all day.”

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Builder.

January 26, 1844.

Dear Sir,—It affords me much pleasure to see

the steady improvement that is taking place in your

journal, the last numbers of which are filled with

most interesting matter. My object in writing is

to forward to you, with the hope that it may in

some measure meet the wishes of your correspondent

“ A Well-wisher,” a paper which I put together

some years ago connected with the subject of

scarfing. I have not now leisure to revise or re-

write, and must therefore give it you “ with all its

imperfections,” leaving you at liberty to hew or

prune as you may find expedient. I need hardly

say that the examples are not original, but selected.

I am glad to find that your views coincide with

my own respecting the absence of any provision for

the wants of decayed members of the architectural

profession—that is, as a distinct body. I have long

regretted the non-existence of such an institution ;

and it was in a great measure for the purpose of

setting on foot a fund of the nature referred to

(Leader No. 50) for one of the classes you mention,

namely “ Architectural Draughtsmen,” that the

society with which I am connected was first insti-

tuted ;
although, what with the “ higher grounds”

talked of by some, and the jocosities of others, and

my failing to impress the majority with an equal

conviction of the importance of the subject, that

department has been materially modified, and

become a subordinate feature. I hope, however,

that the good intentions of the “ College of the

Freemasons of the Church ” may be realized, and

that the architectural profession will eventually no

longer stand alone unprovided, but possess a haven

of refuge for those of its members who, though well

doing, may, notwithstanding, be unfortunate.

I remain, obediently yours,

James Wylson,
Hon. Sec., B. A. A. D.

33, Southampton-street, Strand,

January 27, 1844.

[We have placed in the hands of our en-

graver the twenty-seven diagrams kindly trans-

mitted to us by our correspondent, and his

article will appear as soon as his illustrations

are ready.—

E

d.]

MEASURING ROUND TIMBER.

Sir,—I beg to call the attention of your readers

to a blunder of my townsman in No. 49, which is

the finding of the cube contents of a piece of round

timber, being 6 inches diameter at one end and 6

feet diameter at the other, and 80 feet long.

I must call his attention back to the first part of

mathematics, and remind him that although trian-

gulation cannot be applied to cube measure, its

principles are the same. Lay down a triangle of

the dimensions given, agreeably to the rules of

geometry, and he can with precision find the mean

diameter therefrom, at 40 feet length, being

equidistant, viz., 3 feet 3 inches ;
the area of this

being 8 29578750 X 80 = 663-663 cube feet, being

less by 159 feet. If he takes them separately,

the mean diameter of the thicker part being

4.332 = 18-7489, and its area 14-7253 X 40 =
589-010, contents; the mean diameter of the

thinner part being D55 2 = 2-40, and its area

1-8849 X 40 = 75-390 solid contents.

589-010

Total contents 664-400 taken together.

The difference of both ways being one half foot, is

accounted for by not extending the decimals.

I trust the above demonstration will prevent

many (there are too many) from committing such

gross mistakes ;
as also that of dividing by 4 for the

square. 1 am, Sir, yours very truly,

Liverpool, 17th January, 1844. J. M.

COPYRIGHT OF DESIGNS.

Sir,—If an architect design a building for a

certain purpose on a plan not usual, can he prevent

anypersonfromerecting asimilar building, and adopt-

ing the same principle of construction without his

permission ? The building in question is composed

of a series of arches to make it fire-proof, and to

be applied to a purpose of which I believe there

is no existing example. By publishing the

design in the shape of a book, and entering it at

Stationers’ Hall, would that give him any protec-

tion ?

Any remarks you may be pleased to make will be

thankfully received by one of your subscribers.

January 20, 1844. B.

ifHtacrUanfa.

Islington Literaryand Scientific Society.

—The annual meeting of the proprietors was held

in the theatre of the institution on Thursday week,

Charles Woodward, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

The annual report announced, as in past years, an

increase of members and attractions ; 630 members

were enrolled on its books at Christmas
;

and

the library now contains 5,600 volumes.

Earthguake.—At Comrie, on the 14th inst.,

at half-past twelve, noon, a smart shock of perpen-

dicular earthquake was felt. At five minutes past

one a second shock occurred, which, although

rather less, continued longer. There were three

slight sounds heard preceding the first-mentioned

shock, two betwixt the shocks, and one about a

quarter of an hour after the last, and two during

the following night. The momentum of the shocks

was nothing to the momentum of the great shocks

of 1839 and 1841. Still they were severer than

any shock since that time. The accompanying

sound was very loud on the present occasion.

—

Westmorelatid Gazette.

Improvement of the Metropolis.—The

commission for improving the Metropolis, and

providing increased facilities of communication

within it, had a meeting on Wednesday week at the

office in Whitehall-place. The commissioners

present were the Earl of Lincoln, the Right Hon.

J. C. Herries, the Lord Mayor, Sir R. H. Inglis,

Mr. Alderman Humphery, Mr. H. T. Hope, Mr.

A. Milne, the Hon. Charles Gore, Sir Robert

Smirke, and Mr. Charles Barry.

Leeds.—A project exists for the erection of a

public building in Leeds on a scale much more

capacious than any that at present exists. The

principal room is to seat three thousand persons,

and the edifice is to consist of an hotel of a very

superior kind (resembling some of the hotels in

Manchester and Liverpool), a masonic lodge, and a

picture-gallery, with other accommodations appli-

cable to public purposes.

Mr. James Matheson, M.P. for Ashburton, has

just purchased the noble mansion in Cleveland-row,

adjoining Sutherland House, so long the town resi-

dence of the Earl of Durham. The house will be

thoroughly repaired and embellished previous to the

return of the honourable member from the Conti-

nent.

The Old Bridge, Bath.—We understand the

committee are about to recommend the adoption of

an entirely new bridge, which will afford the pas-

sengers a roadway of 40 feet, and a clear water-

course of 110 feet. The bridge will, it is proposed,

be of one arch, and made of cast iron.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,
To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, Feb. 3.—Asiatic, 14, Grafton-place,

2 p.m.
;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-strcet,

8 P.M.

Monday, 5.

—

Entomological, 17, Old Bond-

street, 8 p.m.; British Architects, 16, Lower Gros-

venor-street, 8 p.m.
;

Chemical, Society of Arts,

Adelphi, 8 p.m. : Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 6.

—

Linnean, Soho-square, 8 p.m. ;

Civil Engineers.—25, Great George-street, 8 p.m. ;

Wednesday, 7 .— Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 P.M.

Thursday, 8.

—

Royal, SomersetHouse, 8£ p.m.
;

Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m.; RoyalSociety

of Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-place, 4 p.m. ;

Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

Friday, 9.

—

Astronomical, Somerset House,

8 p.m. (anniversary) ;
Royal Institution, Albe-

raarle- street, 85 p.m. ;
Philological, 49, Pall Mall,

8 P.M.

Saturday, 10. — Royal Botanic, Regent's-

park, 4 p.m.; Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 P.M.

The Oxford Society, for the study of Gothic

Architecture commenced their meetings for the

present term on Wednesday last, and will continue

them on Wednesday, Feb. 14 and 28, and March

13, 8 p.m.

Linncean Society.—Library open on Monday,

Tuesday, and Thursday, and the Museum on Wed-

nesday and Friday, from 12 o’clock to 4 in the

afternoon.

Geological Society.—Library and Museums

are open every day from 11 till 5.

Royal Asiatic Society.— Museum is open

every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, from 11

till 4.

Civil Engineers.—Library open from 9 a.m.

to 9 p.m.

London Institution.—Lectures will be deli-

vered every Monday and Thursday evening, at 7

o'clock, until May 6.

CrnUrr#.

Tenders for the Monumental Chambers at the

Cemetery, Kensal-green.—Mr. Griffith, Architect.

Messrs. Piper (Bishopsgate-street)^6,841

Mr. Stephens (Charlotte-street,

Portland-place) 6,814

Mr. Lander (Kensal-green) .... 5,671

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

Building Sewers in Cree-Church-lane, King-

street, Duke-street, and Great Duke’s-place,

City.—Plan and Specification at Sewers’ Office,

Guildhall, daily from ten till four o’clock.—Joseph

Daw, Principal Clerk. Feb. 13, 1844.

Building Three Rooms of Large Dimen-

sions, Lambeth.—Plans and Specifications at 96,

Westminster Bridge-road.

Formation of Reservoirs and laying down

Iron Conduit, with other masonry work connected

therewith, Bradford Waterworks.—Plans, &c., to

be seen, and further information had, at the Office of

Messrs. Leather and Son, Civil Engineers, Leeds;

John Thompson, Law Clerk to the Company.

Feb. 13, 1844.

Works Reguired for the New Fish Mar-
ket, Great Yarmouth.—Plans, &c., to be seen

on application to Mr. A. T. Tillett, Architect, King-

street, Great Yarmouth ;
Town Clerk. Feb. 21,

1844.

Constructing various Stations at Gateshead

and other places, Newcastle and Darlington Junction

Railway.—Plans, &c. (
at Railway Office, York.—

Further particulars on application to Mr. Andrews,

Architect, York.—G. Hudson, Esq., Chairman.

Feb. 13.

Building a County Lunatic Asylum at

Littlemore, Oxford.—Plans, &c., at Mr. R.

Clarke’s, Architect, Clinton-street, Nottingham, or

at the Office of the Clerk of the Peace, Oxford.—

J. M. Davenport, Clerk of the Peace. February

22, 1844.

Bridlington Piers and Harbour. Erec-

tion of a new south pier, removal of present pier,

and other works for enlargement of Harbour.

Plans and Specifications at the Office of Mr. Sidney

Taylor, Solicitor, Bridlington. March 1, 1844.

Altering East Suffolk County Hall and

Courts of Justice, Ipswich.—Plans, &c., for

inspection on application to Mr. Whiting, Surveyor,

&c., County Hall, Ipswich, on Monday Jan. 29 ;

J. H. Borton, Clerk of the Peace, Bury St. Ed-

munds. February 12, 1844.

Workhouse Alterations, St. Luke, Mid-

dlesex.—Plans, &c., at Workhouse.—J. Parson,

Vestry Clerk. Feb. 7, 1844.

COMPETITION.

Premium of 20 guineas for the best plans and

estimates for erection of a new gaol, Banbury.—

All information may be obtained on application to

the Town Clerk. March 1, 1844.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Periodical Literature—A Bird-of-Pas-

sage.— The letter of our droll and industrious

correspojident, “ J. R. W.,” dated from Norton-

street, the 1st of January last, and which appeared

in our No. XLVI1I., has, it seems, migrated won-

derfully. Going northwards (diverging a little to

the west), it stopped at Manchester, as a half-way

house ; from thence, having shaken off all that re-

lated not to Manchester, it took its course still

further northwards, and in a week or two arrived

opposite the Orkneys. Having then, some how or

other, flown into Cornwall (land of granite, tin,

and savoury pilchards)
,
it on Thursday morning

last alighted from the Cornwall Gazette, and or

that morning reappeared with the *• Times” in

London.

The appearance of several articles of corre-

spondence, which we had intended to insert in our

present Number, we havebeen reluctantly compellei

to postponefrom want of space.

We have several fine specimens of the details 0
,

Gothic architecture ready for early insertion, ant

have others progressing for our intended extensivi

treatment of the subject.

Sir,—I wish you could inform me, through you:

paper, of the best book on agriculture, and th

best book of designs for farms, 8fc., fitted fo,

New Zealand, and where I could obtain them.

I am, Sir, yours, Sfc.,

A Subscriber.

[ Few architectural books of the kind mentioned

by our correspondent havebeen published. Perhapi

though many of the designs contained in it are ver

exceptionable, Loudon's Cyclopedia of Cottage an

Villa Architecture contains most information upo

the subject.—Ed.]



URSUING
the subject

of Bridge-

arches, and

recurringto

that which
terminated our last week’s

disquisition, it will be re-

membered we stated Drift to be the active
force in arches and vaults.—This drift

commencing at the crown of an arch, gradu-
ally reaches the base of the work supporting

the superstructure.

But at first sight, a portion of this drift may
seem to have an opposite course when an arch
has been carried up so far as that its component
voussoirs have a tendency to fall over from
their beds.

But this is fallacious; for if a voussoir V
have a tendency to leave its arch-bed B, and

have a drift away from its supporting pier

iequal to a ton weight, the voussoir v on the op-

posite side of the vertex of the arch will have a

counter-tendency to leave its bed b, and will

iso neutralize the contending forces, and in

reflect restore to the arch-bed B its ton of

iidrift; and gravitation will go on (while the

foundation of the work remains secure and

iunflinching, and while the crown of the arch

:is prevented from either rising or falling)

precisely as though no counter-drift existed.

< We now proceed to our deductions from
THESE THEORIES.

i 1st. Drift is the active force in arches.

2ndly. The action of the drift com-

mences from the vertex of an arch, and con-

tinues from thence to the foundation of the

work.

3rdly. Provision should be made for prevent-

ing fracture by reason of drift, through the

increase of pressure as the work recedes from

(he vertex downwardly.

4thly. The provision for preventing fracture

from the increase of drift must be made by

uhe arch-joints of the voussoirs increasing in

ifuperficial extent as they recede from the

vertex of the work
;
or if such an increase of

die surfaces of their arch-joints be not adopted,

(the voussoirs should be made of materials in-

lereasing in firmness and ability to resist com-

pression continually more and more as they

viverge from the vertex of the work.

5thly. If any circumstances prevent the pure

kdoption of one or the other of the above-

eientioned provisions against failure from drift,

eiey may be combined
;
as, for instance, if ne-

cessity exist for restricting the bulk of any part

of the work, harder materials may be used, or

if it be necessary to amplify the bulk of the

work, softer and lighter material may be

used.

6thly. The whole structure of a bridge

should be catenarian.

7thly. The catenary must, at its crown or

key, commence with strength sufficient to resist

the pressure and concussion of the traffic, and
of the roadway and parapets.

Sthly. The depth of the key-stone must
depend upon the nature of such traffic, &c.

9thly. A key-stone being the part of an arch

most in jeopardy, requires on that account the

greater care to prevent it from falling through
;

but pure natural catenarian construction re-

quires that a key-stone should have less depth

than any other part of the arch, and therefore

such- key-stone having little wedge-like upward
increase, thence two antagonistic principles

clash with each other.

lOthly. In order to obtain an upward in-

crease, or enlarged extrados to the key-stone and
neighbouring parts of an arch, without violat-

ing the natural graduated catenarian principle

by unduly burthening the voussoirs in the

neighbourhood of the key-stone, such key-

stone and neighbouring voussoirs may be made
of lighter materials, so as to present, by an

tended surface, as much resistance against

crushing, though of a softer nature.

Hthly. Again, if the foundation of an arch
be uncertain, and therefore likely to settle from
the weight of the work or any other cause, the

catenary should commence at its crown or key
with an increase of depth, in order that the

upward or extrados al increase of the vous
soirs may makeup for the increase ofjeopardy

and liability to derangement on account of such

uncertainty of the foundation : here again

antagonistic principles exist, since the weak-

ness of the foundation requires a diminution of

weight, rather than an increase of weight;

therefore, in such case, if a masonry bridge be

adopted, the lightest kind of stone should be

selected, so that provision against the derange-

ment of the voussoirs may be made by increase

of their depth, without increasing, but if pos-

sible rather diminishing, their weight.

12thly. The depth or strength of the key-

stone being settled, the strength of all the

other parts of the catenary from thence take

an increasing sequence, as stated 4th
ly and

5thly.

EMIGRATION.

(To be resumed in our next.)

The New Royai. Exohange.

—

Instruc-

tions have been given by the Committee
superintending the erection of the New Royal
Exchange, to sell the triangular block of build-
ings facing Cornhill and Threadneedle-street,

known as Bank-buildings, and which is to be
taken down for the purpose of forming the
western approach to the New Royal Exchange
and the site for the Wellington Statue. The
buildings to be sold comprise the premises
occupied for many years by the Sun Fire Office,

the house where Messrs. Ladhroke & Co., the

bankers, carried on the business of the esta-

blishment, and several residences adjoining.

The sale is announced to take place by auction,

by Messrs. Pullen & Son, on the 19th instant.,

and appears to include a vast quantity of
useful materials for building purposes. It is

fully expected that the New Exchange will be
opened in June.

Thkre can never be a happy industry at
home, nor a just empire abroad, when, to re-
lieve the country from its burthens or its
troubles, expatriation is brought forward and
supported as a forced necessity— it only leaves
evils as they are

; takes the sluggish ease of
an assumption that they are incurable; and
establishes thereupon that feeling of neglect-
ing troubles which will assuredly cause them
to grow to evils of greater magnitude.
The proprietor is led to this remark and the

following observations, by a letter from Mr.
Smith, of Greenwich, on the subject of Emi-
gration.

When expatriation is suggested and be-
comes almost universally adopted as the last

hope of the country for relief from the dis-

tresses and troubles of its inhabitants, then is

it indeed a sad state of things. It is a sad re-
flection upon a nation where the inhabitants of
such nation are many, and a bodily-active and
mind-energetic race, and where the chief
features of the moving activity of its influ-

ential mind are prudence and wisdom to pro-
vide for the improvements of the enjoyments
of this life, and every contributive for the in-

dulgence and information of the intellectual

faculties
;

it is indeed a sad reflection that such
prudence and wisdom should overlook the
simple care and knowledge of providing all
things, those which are most essential for the
real comfort and happiness of the most needy,
and for their means of existence in their own
land.

The prudence and wisdom of goodness of
intention could never thus perplex the nation,
could never thus invert the true welfare of the
community,—it must have been produced, by
the unseen or unimpeded agency of cunning
prudence and wisdom of evil design. But the
evil-designing cannot perplex affairs beyond
the skill of infinite wisdom and goodness to
unravel,—Almighty God rules, and will guide
the simple-minded, acting in subordination to
his will, to arrest the last effects of the malice
of the evil-minded in the midst of their career
for expected triumph. In all cases where and
it evil is the design, or is the unseen tendency
arising from thoughtless design, this will be
accomplished. For the last pass is come

—

(to adopt the truthful perception of The League
paper), “ the last act of the drama ” is truly
arrived when, without providing honest reme-
dial measures, we are losing all confidence in
the will and ability of the many to incline to
and to provide what is just and good at home
—we become placed in the position of being
forced to expatriate our fellow-countrymen
from their homes—to the, perhaps, greater
miseries of distant shores.

Every one who is industrious may or ought
to gain subsistence in his own country—where
agriculture, the arts, manufactures, and com-
merce are encouraged. And what is to pre-
vent their proper and fruitful encouragement
in England, or in Great Britain and Ireland ?

whereby the strength and prosperity of our
nation would depend upon the number of its

inhabitants, instead of depopulating and loosing

the sinews of the glory of our country by forced

expatriation.

Emigration is good when adopted as of free

choice, and not as of forced necessity. When
in such necessity our fellow-countrymen have
to run from one distress to another, perhaps
greater, as being in a distant land, not cared

for, and not able to help themselves, we only

by placing them in this position establish at

the moment a separation in heart from us for

ever, as sending them an encumbrance to other

lands, to relieve our own
;
or we introduce into

a colony the seed of dissatisfactions, dissen-

sions, and disunion—and thus generate, with its

first establishment as a colonial British pos-

session, the germ of its dissolution or separa-

tion in disgust from the parent nation whose

population it comprises.

Emigration is good when we extend the in-

fluence of Britain’s disposition of peace and

good-will to all mankind by her well-affec-

tioned and enterprising sons in distant colonies.

But above all, it is essential with the distressed
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and needy, before we encourage the emigration

of our fellow-countrymen, that they should

not have to run from one distress to another,

but that they should be cared for when they

arrive in distant colonies, and find ample com-

pensation for leaving a distant home, by the

pre-induced and prepared happy employment

and reward of toil which they seek, and thereby

have occasion to feel ample cause ever to have

and grow upon an affectionate and grateful

remembrance of those of the nation they have

left.

Plans for emigration promoted and instigated

and provided for as described, would be indeed

a blessing to our country ;
it would afford a

means of permanent employment and improved

condition ;
but until we shall have commenced

with and established the right concern and

care for our poor, the working classes at

home, emigration will only be an unmanage-

able trouble to us, increasing our distresses for

the time present, and a curse to us as a nation,

increasing our perplexities with the time to

come.

Agriculture, arts, manufactures, and trade

at home are the first essentials and the only

sources of legitimate wealth, of employment

and consequent relief to the distresses of the

poor, the working classes. Commerce with

other nations is only an adjunctive means

which gives the value of steady increase to

this employment, when and as the honest and

solid worth of the home industry shall have

been duly cared for. If it be so cared for,

—

flourishing as a populous kingdom, we can then

afford to buy freely of the industrial products

of other nations, and extend our own happy

but not avaricious wealth, by interchange of

products of our industry, creating with

other nations the due appreciation and fruitful

and sterling value of our own.

The community may obscure or veil their

power to do the good that is needful by the

mere will to do it, and thus tolerate and per-

petuate evil, enjoying their will to do good,

alike in its perception and deception.

There is a power for the community lodged

in the government and the governing institu-

tions of our country, to foster, to create anew

when decayed, and to cherish the vigorous

energies of our home trade and manufactures.

A parent of a family would check all inju-

rious or licentious freedom in one child, which

was either hurtful to such child or tending to

injure or destroy the welfare of any of his

other children. So will the parental power of

the state guard and protect the proper and

wholesome freedom of all individuals and

classes for whose welfare and guardianship it

is appointed to protect, so that the freedom

given to one individual or class of individuals

should not be exercised to the injury of any

one member or body of members of the com-

munity.

Arts and manufactures, trade and commerce,

are inseparably connected with freedom
;
but

it is only a just and wholesome freedom based

upon just laws of mutual benevolence, based

upon those “ eternal principles of justice which

unite the wise, the learned, and the good of

every name and denomination, and insure the

final triumph of whatever is consistent in good-

ness with these principles.” It is only with

this wholesome freedom that a country

flourishes in blessings to itself and the means

of blessing other nations
;

but with unre-

strained hurtful liberty, it soon falls to decay.

The very rivalship of injurious competition

engenders animosities and injuries from one

portion of a trading interest against the other

of its own class—but to such a pitch has it now

run, that the manufacturing interest is

not content with rivalling prejudicially

the manufacturing interest, but sets it-

self against whatever interest shall interfere

with its money-gains, even against its best

friends, the agriculturists, setting with this in-

terest, one against the other, with a reckless

spirit of general ruin.

Artists, manufacturers, and merchants duly

encouraged are the life and soul of a commer-

cial and enterprising— of a happily civilized

country. It is on these the agriculture of all

nations, but especially the agriculture of our

own nation, depends. In vain will the farmer

raise his corn, or fatten his cattle, if there be

^.Ot manufacturers willing to buy, and the many
|

sufficient to consume the product of their in-

dustry and labour.

But if our merchants be encouraged by the

government of the country, merely to suit the

supposed money advantages of the manufac-

turers, to procure, as in substitution for that

which the agriculturists of our country have

produced, the corn and cattle from abroad, then

is the freedom given to arts, manufactures,

trade, and commerce made tyranny—then as-

suredly will our country sink to decay.

Under the mutually advantageous desires of

a people, and the genial desires and encourage-

ment of a duly bounded free country—agri-

culture is carried to the highest pitch, farmers

are wealthy, peasants abound and have abun-

dant work; all are employed, and all are happy.

The farmer finds a ready market for all his

cattle, corn, and wool, and the peasant goes

cheerfully to his labours in the field, while his

wife and children sing (perhaps it may be again

as it was in former days) over the spinning-

wheel. “ The pastures are clothed with flocks,

the valleys also are covered with corn, and the

little hills rejoice on every side.”

In this state of things, the wealthy and happy

mind of manufacturing towns and districts of

this should-be happy island would be amongst

the first, with merry bells of joyous hearts

(thus set at ease and ‘made content), to rejoice

at the welfare of others; but, most assuredly,

by their striving to effect the realization of this

attainable welfare of the agriculturalists, will

they accomplish their own happy and life-

stirring employment, and their own endurable

and lastingly substantial welfare, with happy

hours of rest for enjoying the fruits of their

labour, either in the town or the suburban

country, when their daily labour is done.

As the farmer depends upon the manu-

facturer for consuming the product of his

labour and risk, so does the manufacturer

depend upon the agriculturalist to consume

or purchase for fancy or for use whatever may

be produced by the’ industrious enterprise of

manufacture.—All beyond the support at home
(such as the home consumption) should only be

looked upon as secondary in and for certainty

of dependence
;

it should be regarded as an

adventurous speculation, subject to all the

chances of adventitious causes, which produce

a casual demand that can never be reckoned

upon as certain, or of sure continuance

;

whereas, to a certain extent, if agriculture at

home be duly encouraged and flourishing, the

manufacturer always reckons upon a certain

amount of demand for his product, probably

increasing annually, as confidence and mutual

prosperity shall exist andincrease amongstman-

kind .—Provident Philanthropist.

DESCRIPTION OF MR. CROGGON’S
PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING.

This material for roofing is a composition

of hair and hemp, felted together and

thoroughly saturated with pure mineral as-

phalte
;

it is a perfect non-conductor of heat

and cold, and consequently keeps a building

both warm and cool. It is portable, for being

flexible, it is easily packed, and it is not liable

to damage. It is so light, that timbers

little stronger than sufficient to carry

themselves will support it; nor is it appli-

cable only to the roofs, but also to the sides

of buildings. The following is the mode of

application :— Cover the roof or building with

thin (say £ inch) close boarding, where practi-

cable, not running horizontally, but the reverse

way
;
securely nail the “ material,” each sheet

lapping about 1 h inch, with copper nails
;
then

pay it over, while hot, with a mixture of coal-

tar andlime (about 6 lbs. of the latter to 2 gallons

of the former). When this has become

hard, it is advisable to give it a second coat,

and the roof is complete. The price of the

material is one penny per foot superficial
;

it i*

in all cases 32 inches wide, but can be fur-

nished of any length. As a protective mate-

rial to plants Dr. Lindley has pronounced it

most efficient.

The “ Dry Hair Felt” is a very desirable

material to prevent the escape of beat from

boilers and steam pipes, where heat has to be

conveyed from one part of premises to another.

As a preventive to sound it is a most effectual

barrier, by lining the partitions of rooms

with it .—From a Correspondent.

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

Jan. 17-—J- S. Bowerbank, Esq., F.R.S.,

in the chair.—The secretary, Mr. John Quekett,

made some observations upon the structure of

some human bones which had been discovered

in a bog about ten feet below the surface.

When first taken up they were as black as

ebony, but on drying, the colour had changed

to a dark brown
;

the specific gravity was

exactly twice that of water. The most re-

markable circumstance connected with these

bones, was the fact of the earthy matter not

only having penetrated into the Haversian

canals, but had made its way from them through

the cunaliculi into the osseous corpuscles. The
specimens exhibited had been boiled in Canada
balsam, to render them very transparent, and to

shew the great contrast between tt»e corpuscles

which had been filled with earthy matter and

those which were still empty. The same fact

had been noticed by Mr. lnce in the bones of a

mummy. The author stated that he had not

been able to succeed in filling the corpuscles

with injection.

Mr. Dalrymple alluded to a portion of a skull

of a Peruvian, in the Haversian canals of

which he had seen not only a single vessel

running in the canal, but a number of capil-

laries ou the walls of the canals. Dr. Good-

fellow mentioned that he had seen the osseous

corpuscles artificially filled by Mr. Tomes.

Mr. Quekett then made another communi-

cation on the arrangement of the blood-vessels

in the lower part of the lung of the cameleon,

which were so precisely like those in the air-

bladder of the eel, that it left no doubt on his

mind of the respiratory function of that organ.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

Jan. 19.—On Friday evening, Mr. Brande

gave a very instructive lecture “ On Fermenta-

tion.” The lecturer, after some successful ex-

periments, shewing the changes produced by

chemical action, directed particular attention

to the fact, that the presence of a body which

could have of itself no apparent action, is yet

found to exercise a most decided influence. A
portion of chlorate of potash was heated by an

argand lamp in a glass retort, and by the side

of it was placed, in a retort of exactly the same

size, exposed to exactly the same heat, some

chlorate of potash mixed with a small portion

of oxide of manganese; after a few minutes, the

chloride of potash mixed with the oxide of

manganese was observed to be suffering decom-

position, evolving large quantities of oxygen

gas, while the other suffered no change. The

oxide of manganese was entirely unchanged,

and even oxide of copper, or any metallic

oxide, could be substituted for it. Again, pla-

tinum resisted nitric acid
;

it could be boiled in

it without change. Silver was, on the contrary,

dissolved. Yet, on submitting an alloy of these

two metals to the action of the acid, the plati-

num might be supposed still to escape action,

but it was not so. The chemical action com-

menced in the silver extended^ to the

platinum
;
both were dissolved. These re-

sults were precisely identical with fermenta-

tion, the action of neither was at the present

moment known, and the application of abstruse

chemical terms did not advance the knowledge.

Experiments had, however, proved that no body,

unless it contained nitrogen in its composition,

could produce this result. On mixing a small

quantity of balm or yeast with a solution of

sugar and water, the following changes could

be traced :—sugar consisted of three atoms of

carbon, three of hydrogen, three of oxygen

;

a proportion of carbon would, under the influ-

ence of the yeast, unite with oxygen, forming

carbonic acid’, and the remaining proportions

would be so arranged as to form alcohol. In

the manufacture of wine, yeast was not required,

as the sugar of the grape contained this prin-

ciple, yet the grapes could be dried into raisins

without change; but that arose from the total

imperviousness of the skin of the grape to air.

Drying could be effected, for water could pass,

but no air; allow even fora moment the en-

trance of air, and the change into vinous fer-

mentation would inevitably result. There was

a peculiarly instructive experiment of Liebig

upon this point : he introduced into a vessel

holding a solution of sugar and water, a smaller

one with a false bottom (covered with muslin),

and he placed in the smaller one some yeast;
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and it was shewn that the fermenting- action

had commenced in the smaller vessel, while in

the larger, or outer one, although there was a
free communication through the gauze, the

action had not commenced, nor would it till the

particles became sufficiently reduced to pass

through the gauze. The presence of kreosote
turpentine would 6top the action of yeast

;

boiling might be regarded in the light of delay-

ing it, for after some lime the action could not

be perceived. It might to many appear strange

to hear that sugar consisted but of charcoal
and water, yet he could shew it by experiment.

The lecturer poured some oil of vitrol into

syrup
;
steam was evolved, and a large pasty

mass of charcoal formed. The lecturer, in

conclusion called attention to a very ingenious
plan for brewing, suggested by Sir Thomas
Marrable, by which the elaborate apparatus
now employed was completely dispensed with.

The malt and hops were boiled together, as at

present; when it had cooled to about 90°, it

was mixed with the yeast, and poured at once
into the cask. The cask was fitted with a bent
tube, connected with a basin of water, to pre-

vent the access of air, while it allowed a free
exit to the carbonic acid so formed. The cask
required to be kept at a temperature of 60° or
70° for five weeks, and a very excellent beer
was produced

;
the uppermost and the lowest

strata were to be rejected as containing impu-
rities.

ON “SCARFING” OR LENGTHENING
OF TIMBERS.

BY MR. JAMES WYLSON.

When beams or other timbers employed in

carpentry are required to be of length greater

than can be obtained in the balk, it is necessary

to adopt artificial means of lengthening

them, or so connecting together as many
pieces of timber lengthwise as will make
out the extent required, and which result

is obtained by means of the method called

scarfing. “ Scarfing ” may, therefore,

be termed the art of uniting two or more

pieces of timber endwise, so as to make them

like one piece, nearly so in appearance, and, if

possible, perfectly so with respect to strength.

Of the various methods in use, there are

some in which there is no expenditure of the

length of the timbers that are to be united, the

pieces being joined end to end
;

in others

some sacrifice takes place in this particular

from the pieces lapped together. They might
also be classified as those which with regard to

strain longitudinally and transversely depend
for strength of connection, entirelyonbolts

;
and

those which in reference to the strain length-

wise have, from being so formed as to clasp

together, some independent security in them-
selves. The clasping, or as it is technically

termed, indenting, necessarily reduces the

depths of the timbers more than a single lap-

joint does
;
and consequently weakens them in

a proportionate degree
;
the practice, therefore,

in regard to beams, is less available where
there is a weight to be sustained, and less

necessary where a tendency to extension is

least required to be guarded against, than when
the chief or entire purpose is to furnish a tie

between two given points—in which case it is

recommendable.

Before entering into a detailed description of
the variety of scarfs herein exhibited, we must
make mention of another and simple method
of lengthening timbers, called fishing, and
which, though inferior in appearance, is

perhaps the most efficient in point of strength;
and is very convenient for temporary pur-
poses. It consists in abutting against each
other the ends of two pieces of timber, and
applying to the joint, instead of the plates of
iron employed in superior scarfing, two pieces

of timber, one on the top and the other below,
and bolting the whole together (see fig. 1

.) This

joint, like most simple inodes of scarfing,

depending altogether for strength as a tie upon
bolts, may be improved by indenting the pieces

Fig. 2.

together, as shewn by fig. 2, or by introducing

Fig. 3.

keys, as in fig. 3: either of these methods gives
resistance to the strain which affects the beam
lengthwise, in addition to that of the bolts

;
but

at the same time it must be observed, that as the
two main timbers are weakened in the same
ratio that they have in the indents been de-
creased in their depth

;
therefore consideration

has to be made when adopting this mode of
connecting timbers lengthwise, whether oppo-
sition to the strain above noticed, or to the
cross ones of compression and extension which
simultaneously proceed from loading, is most
to be provided : in other words, whether the
compound beam is to be a tie or a support

;
and

as the strain i n the former is trifling in comparison
with that in the latter, there will be no doubt as
to the method which should be adopted; the
use of one indented piece only (the under one)
is a good compromise where objection to
the reduction of strength is not great; since
it assists the bolts in holding together the
lower half of the main abutting joint. These
remarks are equally applicable to scarf-joints.

i
c?--

•; *ET7
Fig. 4.

Figs. 4,5, and 6 are modes of scarfing which
may be adopted when none of the length of
either of the pieces can be spared. The first

may be used as a tie, without plates or bolts,

where little strength is required :—

a

is a key
tightened by wedges at bed and e, which
cause the ends of the timbers to abut closely
together. It may be here stated as applying
to this and all other cases of wedging in scarf-
joints, that the wedges ought to be driven in
only just sufficient to bring the abutting sur-
faces to bear properly on each other. It is a
very good practice to place a piece of thin
sheet-lead, or, what is better, plate-iron,
between the surfaces, in a joint where two
timbers, meeting together, the grain of the
wood in one is made to abut against that of the
other, to prevent them from penetrating each
other

;
this of course only applies to abutting

joints; under this denomination those at a in
Figs. 4, 5, 6, 22, 23, and 24 would come were

Fig. 23.

Fig. 24.

the beams loaded above. The second of the

examples in question (fig. 5) shews a method of

lengthening with an intermediate strengthenino-
piece indented flush into the others by steps*,
and all three secured together by means of an
iron plate and bolts

;
this is a very good scarf

for a bearing-beam, but lengthwise' its strength
entirely depends on the bolts

;
in this respect,

however, it may be considerably amended by
turning in the ends of the plates (supposing it
to have two, one at top and another at bottom),
as in Fig. 7, &c., and which may be regarded
as a good practice generally. The third ex-
ample being indented, is a fair tie-joint, and if
the ends of the connecting piece be splayed
inwardly, as shewn at b, it will be also effective
under a weight.

Fig. 7 B.

Fig. 7 shews A, the side, and B, the top, of
a joint which is very good for purposes where
bolts are not intended to be used, and where
much strength is not needed; the joint a
(fig. A) is made just sufficiently easy to allow
the wedges fair scope for bringing tlie parts at
b (fig. B; close together.

Fig. 10.

Figs. 8, 9, and 10 are the most simple of
those methods, in which sacrifice is made
of length of timber equal to that of the

scarf; and they may be considered very good
joints where the resistance offered by the bolts

to the strain which tends to separate the

timbers, aided by the degree of connection

afforded by turning in the ends of the plates, is

deemed equal to the requirements of the case.

Fig. 11.
“

Fig. 11 may be considered as an improve-
ment on fig. 8, if the strain is lengthwise; hut

not so under a cross strain, the depths of the

timbers being reduced by the indents.

g-
Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. The same remarks apply to this

(with reference to fig. 10) as to the preceding,

the only difference being that the tie is formed

by means of keys instead of by tablings.

(To be continued.)

Colouring.—Nature employs but two metals,

iron and copper, for colouring the whole creation.

All her variety results from the varied combination

of three colours—red, yellow, and azure. What a

harmony there is in the rainbow 1 Take away but

one of its principal colours— the red, for instance,

and the harmony is gone. The ancient painters, for

a long time, employed only these primitive colours ;

the moderns make use of a considerable number.

But with these three, and the addition of black and

white, eight hundred and nineteen different combi-

nations may be produced. Hence Apelles and

Protogenes might have been as good colourists as

Titian and Correggio .—Magazine of Science.
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LIVERPOOL DOCKS.

Considerable discussion occupied the

Council for a long time on Monday and

Tuesday, last week, as to the propriety of

affording increased dock accommodation. The
debate was opened on Monday by Mr. Moore,

the chairman of the Dock Committee, who
moved a resolution to the effect that “ the

proceedings and resolutions of the Dock Com-
mittee, from the 28th of September to the 24th

inst., so far as the same related to extending

dock accommodation, be confirmed
;
that the

Dock Committee be authorized to prepare and
present a bill for carrying the same resolutions

into effect, laying before the trustees the plans

as soon as they shall have been printed and

prepared, the Dock Committee having full

authority to proceed with the bill, the Dock
Solicitor conferring with the Town Clerk on
the same subject, and settling the same with

him, subject to the approbation of the trustees
;

and that the Dock Committee be authorized to

affix the seal of the trustees, preparatory to the

bill being brought in.”—Mr. Nicol, the deputy

chairman of the Dock Committee, seconded
the motion.—Mr. Alderman Evans opposed it,

in a speech of about an hour and a half’s dura-

tion, and the debate was then adjourned.—Mr.
Aspinall re-opened it on Tuesday morning,
after which Messrs. Hodgson, Parker, Isaac

Holmes, Bushell, and Aikin addressed the

Council. All parties seemed to unite in think-

ing that this was the most important and
momentous question which had ever been
agitated in Liverpool, involving, as it does,

the outlay of upwards of a million of money.
Two amendments were moved, one by Mr.
Aikin and the other by Mr. Turner. The first

was to the effect that it was unadvisable to

proceed further with the dock bills, until the

plans of the proposed new docks be prepared
and approved of. The second was to the effect

that negotiations be entered into with the Har-
rington Dock Committee for the purchase of

land for a s.eam dock to the extent of 40,000
yards. The first amendment was lost by a
majority of 33 to 14; and the second by a
majority of 34 to 13. The original motion
was carried by a large majority.

URNS LATELY FOUND IN LANCASHIRE.

Mr. Studley Martin states that, being on a

visit to the Rev. William Thursby, at Or-
merod House, I went to see the spot on the

moors dividing Lancashire from Yorkshire,

about four miles east of Burnley, where Mr.
Spenser discovered some lime ago four urns,

which he gave up to Mr. Parker, of Cuerden
;

and on my way over Worsthorn Moor, I no-

ticed a collection of stones, scarcely raised

above the turf, which struck me as worth in-

vestigation—evidently not got together for

lime burning, clearing the land, or any build-

ing purpose. On the 17th of April, 1843, I

therefore, assisted by a man with a spade and
pick, and accompanied by Mr. John Hardy
Thursby, examined the centre of the heap.
The stones were rough, irregular, and moss-
grown. Upon clearing them away, some
rather fine sand appeared, and about a yard
below the original surface, covered by a stone,

was an urn containing ashes and fragments of
partially burnt bones, pronounced, from rough-
ness, where the muscles had been inserted, to

be those of a muscular man. The upper part
of the urn, which was five inches in diameter
at the bottom, eight and a half at the widest
part of the top, and eleven and three-quarters

high, contained either charred substance or
peat, and sand or earth, with which the ashes
were mixed, probably filled in upon them, and
was moist, I fancy, more so than if it had been
dry when originaily deposited. The stone was
not wrought, and without any inscription or
mark. The urn was exactly in the centre of
the heap, which formed a circle, extending
east and west about eight yards in diameter,

and six north and south. On the turf is dis-

cernible a circle about eighty yards in dia-

meter east and west, and sixty north and
south—the centre of which the urn also formed.
Round the urn was a sort of wall of stone,

filled up with peat or clay. The cardinal
points were marked by larger stones. The
whole of the stone-enclosed space has been
examined, but without further results. The
spot, on Worsthorn Moor, about three miles

east of Burnley, is on the north side, and
about two hundred yards from the summit of a

hill, called Smallshaw, and is at the junction of

two scarcely defined paths, one leading from
Worsthorn Quarry, over the moors, in the

direction of Mr. Spenser’s urns, which were
found on the further side of a hill, to the east,

and separated by a ravine from Smallshaw
;
the

other from a hill to the north, between which
and the stones is a gully called Thornden, with

a stream flowing into one of the Calders. Dr.

Whitaker, in his “ History of Whalley,” men-
tions, under “ Clioigers,” Roman coins having
been discovered in this district in 1695, and
given by a Townley, of Townley, to Thoresby
—a tumulus, at Lawhouse, destroyed in 1763

—

another opened in 1766 containing a rude urn

—appearances of entrenchments at Redlees

—

all immediately in the neighbourhood of my
discovery. He also mentions Briercliffe as

remarkable for some Roman remains, and
thought a chain of small Roman posts, subor-

dinate to the station of Castercliff (the castea

aestioaeof Colunio), extended on the elevated

grounds of Briercliffe, Worsthorn, and Ex-
twistle, commanding the great inclined planes

intersected by the deep ravines of Thornden,
Swinden, and Thurstin, one of which was in

the middle of Worsthorn Moor. This is also

near the stones. The other barrows he men-
tions are not now easily to be found. The urn
is without inscription

;
but on the upper part

had rude marks. It was entire when dis-

covered
;
but several portions crumbled off the

top in my hands. I left it at Ormerod. Con-
jecturing it not to be Roman, I was on the look-

out on the moors for any traces of serpent

circles Dracontia, &c., but in vain. The Or-
merods, whose heiress is Mrs. Thursby (with

her sister, the Hon. Mrs. Yorke Scarlett), in-

termarried with the family of Edmund Spenser,

which the Gentleman's Magazine shews to have
sprung from Hurstwood, now belonging to the

Ormerod estate, and between it and Worst-
horn. The writer of the communication re-

specting Espenser, is Mr. Spenser, of Halifax,

who discovered the first-named urns.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Railway Docks at Hull.—At the meeting of

the Hull Dock Company last week, the chair-

man stated that a representation had been

made by gentlemen connected with the Leeds
and Manchester and Hull and Selby Railway
Companies of the inadequacy of the dock
accommodation in the vicinity of the railway

terminus for large quantities of salt and coal

that were expected to be shipped from the port

for exportation, and that the same parties had

made the suggestion that a small dock might
be formed upon the ground of H. Broadley,

Esq., of about 720 feet by 120, capable of ac-

commodating some 14 or 15 vessels, which
would have the effect of materially relieving

the Humber Dock from the pressure of

shipping, and where the articles referred to

could be delivered from the railway waggons
at once into the ships’ holds. It was necessary,

however, that power should be delegated to a

committee to entertain the proposal, and con-

sider of the necessary steps to be taken, in the

event of a successful negotiation with the asso-

ciated railway companies. A resolution was
passed accordingly, empowering the committee

to take the proposition of the railway com-
panies into their immediate consideration. We
understand that the railway companies have

contracted with one house for carrying and
delivering at Hull, in the course of the present

year, upwards of 20,000 tons of salt. This is

quite a new article of traffic on the Manchester
and Hull Railways, and will add to their reve-

nues some 12,000/. or 15,000/. per annum.

Blackburn and Preston Railway.—We are

enabled to state, that there is no longer any
obstacle to the carrying out the project of a

railway from this town to join the North Union
line at Farrington, near Preston, and we are

also glad to be informed that the line, as ori-

ginally struck out and surveyed by Mr. Col-

lister, the engineer, has been altered for a

better one, Mr. Fielden having, with his usual

liberality, granted leave for the line to take a

more convenient course through his estate at

Wilton. This amended line has, we under-

stand, been recommended by the eminent rail-

way engineer, Mr. Locke, after a careful per-

sonal examination.

London and Chatham, and Chatham and
Portsmouth Junction Railway.—The directors

of the Croydon and South-Eastern Railways
have united to form this line, which, by ar-

rangements with the Brighton and South-
Western Railways, is to connect Chatham,
Rochester, Strood, Gravesend, &c., with the
metropolis, as well as with Brighton and the
coast of Sussex, and with Southampton and
the west of England

;
uniting, at the same

time, the two naval arsenals of Chatham and
Portsmouth. This line will also be guaranteed
four per cent, on the capital by the South-
Eastern and Croydon Companies.

Brighton and Chichester Railway.—A com-
pany has been firmed, under the auspices of
the London and Brighton Company, for con-
necting Brighton and Chichester by means of
a railway, to commence by a junction with the

Brighton Branch at Shoreham. Arundel,
Bognor, Littlehampton, and Worthing will

thus have the advantage of railway communi-
cation with London. The Brighton Company
offer to lease the line for ten years from its

completion, at a rent of 12,000/. per annum,
being four per cent, on the estimated cost,

dividing the net profits equally between them-
selves and the proprietors of the projected

railway. The line will be twenty-three miles

long, over a country described as remarkably
level.

Brighton
, Lewes, and Hastings Railway.

—

This company is brought forward with a gua-
rantee by the Brighten Company similar to

that offered to the Brighton and Chichester

line. Hastings, St. Leonard’s, Eastbourne,

Hailsham, and Lewes, are the principal places

to be connected with each other, as well as

with London and Brighton. The length of

the line is about thirty-one miles, making the

total distance of Hastings from London eighty-

one miles; the capital required is 475,000/.

Hastings, Rye, and Tenterden Railway.

—

This railway will be twenty-five miles in

length, and is intended to connect Hastings,

St. Leonard’s, Rye, and Tenterden, with the

South-Eastern line at Headcorn. A single

line of rails will be sufficient, and the cost, it is

stated, will not exceed 400,000/. The South-
Eastern Railway Company guarantee a return

on the capital similar to that offered by the

Brighton Railway to their Hastings branch.

Harrogate and Knaresborough Railway to

the York and North- Midland Line.—We
understand that such is the favourable opinion

entertained by the public of this proposed

railway, and the anxiety evinced to obtain

shares therein, that the provisional committee
have received applications for upwards of

24,000 shares
;
and, having only 6,000 shares

at their disposal, they have been under the

necessity of refusing in toto a great number,
and in many instances have been compelled to

cut down the amount of shares allotted to

highly respectable parties, in order to meet the

wishes of such an unprecedented number of

applications.

—

Leeds Mercury.

North British Railway.—Mr. Hudson, the

indefatigable chairman of the York and North-
Midland Railway, accompanied bv Mr. Ste-

phenson, the engineer, are engaged in a care-

ful personal examination of the line of the

North British Railway, between Edinburgh
and Berwick. So far as their tour along the

line has proceeded, both gentlemen have ex-

pressed their satisfaction with the route chosen

by the Edinburgh engineers, as well as with

the estimated cost of construction.

Stansted Mountfitchet.—The works of the

Northern and Eastern Railway Extension are

proceeding with great rapidity in this parish,

and the adjoining ones of Elsenham and Birch-

anger
;
but as yet nothing is doing upon the

property of Mr. Maitland, here, through whose

land it will pass to the extent of a mile. The
operations have caused a considerable influx of

railway labourers into the parish, all of whom,
at present, have conducted themselves with

great propriety.

French Railways.—An attempt was made by
M. Muret de Boret and M. De la Roche
Jaquelin to extract from the Minister of

Public Works an idea of his intentions rela-

tive to the great new lines of railroad which
have been some time projected, and on which

speculators are in doubt whether the Govern-

ment means to execute them itself, or deliver

them over to joint-stock companies.
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Dreadful Occident on the Sheffield and Man-

chester Railway.—On Friday, the 26th ult., a
frightful accident occurred at Dinting viaduct,

now in course of erection across Dinting Vale,
a short distance from the present Cilossop

station on the Sheffield and Manchester line.

The viaduct is of great height, vying with that

at Broadbottom, and comprises three stone
arches, raised from massive abutments or
pillars. Our informant happened to be pro-
ceeding from the Glossop railway station,

outside the coach, when the appalling event
took place. He states that one of the three
arches, partly formed with stone, and resting
on the centres and other supports, suddenly
moved and oscillated, when, in a moment after-

wards, the ponderous erection fell to the earth,
carrying with it the immensely large stones
already laid towards forming the arch, and
producing a fearful sound, resembling the
discharge of artillery guns. On the highest
part of the centres, when they fell, stood two

|

workmen, who were precipitated among the
heavy stones, timber, and mortar. One of them
was found to have sustained a compound frac-
ture of the elbow joint, with internal injuries,
which brought on collapse, and in a few
minutes the poor fellow ceased to exist. His
fellow-sufferer was not so severely injured

;

fracture of the ribs had occurred, but with care
and attention he is likely to recover. When
our informant left, the cause of the accident
had not been clearly ascertained. It was said
that the centres, or timber supports of the arch,
were not new and sound, but had been used on
another part of the line, and had been here
most improperly introduced. On this very im-
portant point no dou 't an investigation will be
immediately entered upon, and the truth
el ic ited.—Manchester 7'imes.

Advantages of Loiv Fares on Railways.

—

The report of the North Shields Railway pre-
sents some curious particulars in respect of
third-class passengers. The directors, with a
view of restoring the former position of the
railway, which had been greatly depressed,
resolved on re-establishing third-class car-
riages at lower fares, and with more frequent
trains. The result has been that in the half-
year ending the 31st of December last, the
number of passengers was 487,064 as compared
with 381,522 passengers in the corresponding
six months of the previous year, being an in-
crease of 105,542, the increase in money being
347/. 3s. 6d. A very gratifying fact is also
mentioned in the report—namely, that “ the
passengers carried since the opening of the
railway amount, on the 3 1st of December, to
the very great number of 3,369,491, and no
accident to the life or limb of any passenger
has ever occurred.”

Statistics of Railway Traffic in 1843.—An
interesting table, prepared from the returns of
the past year, appears in the Railway Maga-
zine. We have not room for the table, but
quote the following results :

—“ The number of
passengers was 17,255,085 during the past
year, upon thirty railways

;
the total traffic re-

ceipts upon forty-four railways for the year,
being 4,827,6551. ;

making an average earning
of 3,0767 per mile per annum, which is at the
rate of 59 1. per mile per week. If we deduct
40 per cent. 1,931,062/., from the total receipts,
as working expenses, we shall have, less the
passenger duty to Government, (5 per cent, on
passenger receipts,) 179,662/., and income-tax,
81,509/., leaving the clear sum of 2,635,462/.,
to pay an average dividend per cent, of 4/.
18s. lOfd. upon the actual amount of capital
already expended as per last reports, namely,
56,135,134/

; which, of course, entirely ex-
cludes nominal capital and preference advan-
tages. The traffic receipts for 1843 exceed
those of 1842 by at least 470,000/., shewing an
increased average traffic of more than 9,000/.
per u eek in favour of 1843, which is, perhaps,

; a promising argument of railway prosperity,
; and may in some measure account for the
!
great desire the public have shewn lately for

1 railway investments, in consequence of which,
1 and the state of the money-market, railway
! shares have risen to an astonishing price.”

A deputation, consisting of Mr. Glyn, Chair-
1 man of the London and Birmingham Railway
' Company

;
Mr. Baxendale, and several other

I
gentlemen connected with railways, had an

i interview with the Right Hon. W. E. Glad-
t stone on Monday last, at the office of the Board
1 of Trade.

RAILWAY ACTS.

Mr. Gladstone, as President of the Board
of Trade, proposed to the House of Commons
on Monday last the appointment of a select
committee to consider the standing orders
relating to railways, and the course which it

might be expedient for Parliament to take with
respect to applications for newlines or for new
powers in relation to old lines. He intimated
that it might be fittingto reduce the amount of
deposit now required by the standing orders

;

and, having regard to the growing importance
ofthe subject, he suggested that future railway
bills should be referred to the Board of Trade
before the introduction of them into the
House of Commons. His present motion
would not include any inquiry into the checks
which it might be desirable to provide against
the alleged abuses of existing railways. There
were indications of a disposition to apply for
competing lines; but such lines would not
produce all those advantages to the public
which are considered as attaching to competi-
tion in other matters

;
and he was not without

hope that such advantages might be obtained
from the good sense of the existing companies,
without any unlimited encouragement to com-
peting lines. The object he chiefly desired
was, a reasonable arrangement for passengers
of the third class, which he thought there was
a disposition to concede, and which he believed
would be attainable without breaking down
the fair principle of the general charges.

Mr. Labouchere wished to make the terms
of the reference to the committee a little more
extensive, lest the committee should find itself
wholly precluded from entering upon an inquiry
into the arrangements of railway companies
not seeking any further aid from Parliament.
He could not think that competition was useless
to the public in railway undertakings, and illus-

trated his opinion by the fact that parcels from
Bath, of which it might be supposed that the
Great Western Railway would have the entire
monopoly, are frequently earned by the South-
ampton line.

Mr. Gladstone said, that when a certain pro-
gress had been made by the committee, such
additional references as should then appear ex-
pedient might be added by new instructions
from the House.

Mr. Roebuck was solicitous that nothing
should be done that could fetter the House in
examining and dealing with a subject so ma-
terial to the public welfare. He insisted on
the usefulness of rivalry by competing lines

;

and on the principle that Parliament, after pass-
ing an act of monopoly, had aright to interfere

if that monopoly were not used as Parliament
had expected it should be. The hardships
now imposed upon third-class passengers on
the Great Western line were an exemplification

of this grievance. Having these views of the
subject, he wished that there should be nothing
to narrow the scope of the committee.

Mr. C. Russell (chairman of the Great
Western Railway Company) gave some expla-
nations respecting the accommodation of third-

class passengers on that line, and stated that
most of the companies were at this moment
carrying this class at a positive loss.

Mr. Wallace contended for good accommo-
dation to third-class passengers, and against
the discretionary power of directors to raise

fares.

Sir R. Peel enforced the principle, that there
was a great distinction between parties coming
for new enactments, and parties having invested
their capital on the faith of enactments already
existing. There might, indeed, be cases where
Parliament would have a right to control even
companies long since founded and seeking no
new powers; but he would caution the House
to pause in such interference. They ought not
to interpose merely because some railways
produced profits larger than had been expected

;

the Legislature which should do that would be
equally bound to compensate those lines which
had been productive of a loss. But, undoubt-
edly, the Legislature would do quite fairly in

checking abuse by authorizing lines that would
have a competing effect

;
and that power of Par-

liament, and that probability of competition,

constituted the true control on the existing

bodies, who, he trusted, would see, in particular,

that it was their interest to make fit provision

for the third-class passengers.

Mr. S. Wortley was desirous of giving the
widest possible scope to the inquiries of the
committee.

Mr. P. Stewart trusted that, even if these in-
quiries should be limited in the beginning for
the sake of convenience and despatch, the sub-
ject would afterwards receive a wider consider-
ation.

Colonel Sibthorp enlarged upon the evil
which railroads had produced in displacing the
employments of those who were connected with
the old roads and modes of travelling. He did
not care how soon he saw all these railway
schemes bankrupt. J
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ords from Mr ‘ Plumptre and
Mr. F . French, the motion was agreed to.

THE CANAL OF ALEXANDRIA.

The Canopic mouth (of the Nile) is long
since closed up by the mud of ./Ethiopia, and
the Arab conquerors of Egypt were obliged to
form a canal to connect this seaport with the
river. Under the Mamelukes this canal had
also become choked up, and her communica-
tion with the great vivifying stream thus ceas-
ing* Alexandria languished—while Rosetta,
like a. vampire, fed on her decay, and, notwith-
standing her shallow waters, swelled suddenly
to importance. When Mehemet Ali rose to
power, his clear intellect at once comprehended
the importance of the ancientemporium. Alex-
andria was then become a mere harbour for
pirates—the desert and the sea were gradually
encroaching on its boundaries—but the Pasha
ordered the desert to bring forth corn, and the
sea to retire, and the mandate of this Albanian
Canute was no idle word— it acted like an in-
cantation to the old Egyptian spirit of great
works. Up rose a stately city, containing
60,000 inhabitants, and so suddenly yawned the
canal, which was to connect the new city with
the Nile, and enable it to fulfil its destinies, of
becoming the emporium of three quarters of
the globe. In the greatness and the cruelty of
its accomplishment, this canal may vie with the
gigantic labours of the Pharaohs. Three
hundred thousand people were swept from the
villages of the Delta, and heaped like a ridge
along the destined banks of that fatal canal.
They had only provisions for one month, and
implements they had few or none; but the
Pasha’s command was urgent—the men worked
with all the energy of despair, and stabbed
into the ground as if it were their enemy;
children carried away the soil in little handfuls;
nursing mothers laid their infants on the
shelterless banks

;
the scourge kept them to

the work, and mingled blood with their milk,
if they attempted to nourish their offspring.

Famine soon made its appearance, and they
say it was a fearful sight, to see that great
multitude convulsively working against time.
As a dying horse bites the ground in his

agony, they tore up that great grave—30,000
people perished, but the grim contract was
completed, and in six weeks the waters of
the Nile were led to Alexandria. The canal is

forty-eight miles in length, ninety feet in

breadth, and eighteen in depth
;

it was finished

altogether in ten months, with the exception

of the lock which should have connected it

with the river; the Bey who had charge of
this department lost his contract and his head.

—From “ Episodes of Eastern Travel in

the Dublin University Magazine.

Good and Bad Roads.—The following table

will shew the occupiers of land, who by their teams

and in their gigs are the most frequent travellers

along the cross roads, how very expensive bad
roads are to them, and how much it is their interest

to endeavour to improve them, to which frequent

gates are the greatest obstacles. Force required to

draw a loaded cart, weighing 1 ,000 lbs. :

—

Turnpike road hard and dry 205 lbs

Ditto dirty 39

Hard compact loam 53
Ordinary bye-road 106

Turnpike road newly gravelled .... 143

Loose sandy road 204

From this it appears that there is more than three

times as much force required in draught on a

middling bye-road as on a hard turnpike road. No
farmer makes money now-a-days by cart horses

;

he ought not, therefore, to wish to keep more than

necessary
;
and good roads enable him to turn the

keep of a cart horse into the more profitable

animal, a cow or some sheep .—Berks Chronicle.
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KING’S LANGLEY PRIORY, HERTS.

This priory was founded by King Edward

the Second, who, by letters patent, dated at his

palace at Langley, granted to the fraternity of

Friars Preachers, a garden and other lands

lying contiguous to the parish church
;
and by

other letters patent dated at York, granted to

them seventy marks, wherewith they might

build themselves a house in his park of Lang-

ley, for the daily celebration of mass for the

soul of himself and his ancestors.

King Edward the Third, also in further

testimony of his affection to the foundation of

his royal father, gave them a mazer cup called

Edward, and thirty-nine other mazer cups,

with a particular injunction that they should

WOODS, FORESTS, AND METROPOLITAN
IMPROVEMENTS REPORT.

The following is an abstract of the

twentieth Report of the Commissioners of her

Majesty’s Woods, Forests, Land Revenues,
Works, and Buildings. By the fourteenth

annual Report of the said Commissioners, it

appears that the leases of Crown property in

England and Wales granted in the year ending

the 5th of January, 1843, amounted in annual

value to 3,692/. 7s. 4d. ;
the yearly rents re-

served to 3J12/. 7s. 3d. The proceeds of the

sales by public auction of the land revenues of

the Crown in England, between the 5th of

January, 1842, and the 5th of January, 1843,

produced 2,085/. Sixty-six sales of lands and
remises by private contract yielded 15,183/.

3s. 5d. The appendix contains an accouni

of land-tax redeemed by the Crown up to the

5th January, 1843, which amounted to 6,144/.

Os. 7d., in extinction of which there was
transferred to the Commissioners for the Re-
duction of the National Debt, in the Three per

Cent. Consolidated Bank Annuities, 194,850/.

Os. 6jd. ; Reduced Bank Annuities, 30,430/.

3s. lOd.
;

total, 225,280/. 9s. 10*d. The
amount paid for the purchase of property on be-

half of the Crown was 30,760/. 1,080/. was paid

for the purchase of property for the purpose of

forming a new opening from Knightsbridge-
road into Hyde-park, and a new opening from

High-street, Kensington, into an intended new

never be alienated from this religious house.

Upon the dissolution, the revenues of this

priory, then valued at the sum of 122/. 4s.,

were surrendered to the Crown.
King Philip and Queen Mary, in 1557, gave

and restored to this priory all the houses and

grounds, &c., but in the first of Elizabeth,

A.D. 1559, this priory, with the appurtenances,

reverted again to the Crown, and in the 42nd
year of her reign, 1 600, gave to Martin, Bishop

of Ely, the rectory of King’s Langley, with

the rights, &c., &c., late parcel of the posses-

sions of the dissolved priory.

Edmund de Langley, the fifth son of King
Edward the Third, who married Isabel, second

daughter of Don Pedro, King of Castile and

road across the Palace-green. The re-

ports contain an account of the particulars

of some purchases which have been made for

the improvement of the Crown property in the

Phcenix-park, near Dublin. The Commis-
sioners have also purchased some property

lying to the south of Holyrood Palace, Edin-

burgh. The purchases alluded to were com-

pleted for the sum of 580/. The sum of 71 U.

has been paid for the purchase of some premises

adjoining the ancient ruins of the Abbey of

Arbroath. The tenement in question is built

against the walls of the abbey, and, it is said,

would have interfered with the preservation of

the ruins. For Holyhead-road 12,697/. 12s.

lOd. has been received, and 11,285/. 9s. 7d.

expended. For the metropolitan improve-

ments, purchases to the amount of 300,755/.

5s. 8d. have been made
;

and contracts for

further purchases have been made to the

amount of 194,641/. 13s. 6d., viz. :—in the line

of Oxford-street to Holborn purchases have

been completed to the amount of 166,851/.

12s. 10d., and contracts to the amount of

15,906/. 15s. In the line from Bow-street

to Charlotte-street, Bloomsbury, the purcha-

ses amount to 35,464/. 1 Is. : contracts, 26,485/.

In a line from the London Docks to Spital-

fields Church purchases, 44,157/. 16s.
;

con-

tracts, 71,102/. 18s. 6d. From Coventry-street

to Long-acre, purchases 54,281/. 5s. lOd.

;

contracts, 78,477/- From East Smithfield to

Rosemary-lane no purchases have been com-

Leon, was buried, according to his own desire,

in this priory of the Preaching Friars, in the

third year of Henry the Fourth, from whence
his tomb was removed into the parish church

at the time of the dissolution, and now stands

at the N.E. corner of the chancel within the

communion-rails, covered with a slab of Pur-

beck marble.

Notwithstanding the present insignificance

of the village where the remains of this priory

are situate, it could at one time boast of a

palace erected by Henry the Third. Of this

once magnificent structure (covering three

acres of land), however, but very few vestiges

can now be traced .—(From a Correspondent

at King's Langley.)

pleted, but contracts have been made to the

amount of 2,670/. For the purpose of these

improvements the sum of 500,000/. has been

borrowed from the Equitable Assurance Com-
pany. Three houses have been purchased in

High-street, Kensington, which were required

for opening the intended new communication

between Kensington and Bayswater, which not

only forms an essential part of the plan for

letting for villas the site of the Royal kitchen-

garden at Kensington, but will be a great

accommodation to the rapidly increased and

increasing population of that district. In

order to form a new park in the eastern part

of the metropolis, the freehold interest in 101

out of 290 acres has been purchased. The
following items of expenditure are to be found

in the reports :—Amounts paid for purchases

at Charing-cross and in the Strand, 874,010/.

2s.
;
in Downing-street, 67,293/. 6s. 5d. ;

King-

street, 17,028/. 10s.; Bedford-street, 7,325/

;

York-street, Tavistock-street, Long-acre,

29,403/. 1 0s. ;
Piccadilly, 2,130/. 17s. 6. Pay-

ments made for the exhumation of bodies from

St. Martins’s churchyard, 2,523/. 3s. Id. The
receipts arising from the woods, forests, and

land revenues of the Crown in the year ended

5th of January, 1843, including “produce of

the land revenue,” the “ Royal gardens, parks,

forests, and woodlands,” “ extraordinary

receipts,” “public works and buildings,” and

“ Holyhead Harbour and Roads,” were

754,213/. 16s. 6£d.
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INFERIORITY OF MODERN ENGLISH

BRICKWORK.
It is a remarkable fact, that in proportion

as the manufacture and burning of bricks have
improved, and while the use of stone-lime has
become more general, the workmanship of
much of our modern English brickwork has

debased in quality more than the materials of
the work have improved. The author is

obliged to confess, that although he has taken
yery great pains to procure complete sound-
ness in the execution of brickwork, he has
almost wholly failed: his idea of sound-
ness is nothing more than that the work
should be composed of good materials

correctly bonded in every part, should be
thoroughly cemented together, and that as few
broken bricks as possible should be used in the
work.

An idea is prevalent that great care and ex-
actness in the choice of the materials of brick-

work, and in the workmanship of it, are too
burthensomely expensive to be borne in ordi

nary buildings. No idea could be more erro-

neous, for bad materials will not support much
more than their own weight; and though bad
brickwork may even cost only 10/. per rod, a
much larger bulk of it is required for support-
ing the same weight, and for keeping out the
weather equally well, than for the same pur-
pose would be required of brickwork of a
better quality

;
while the carriage and the ex-

cise duty are as costly, and the mortar and
workmanship of it are as expensive and some-
times more so.

It will be found that for the performance of
a certain quantity of duty, malm paving-bricks
set in the best stone-lime mortar, will (besides
their superior duration) be cheaper than the

Worst descriptions of place-bricks. It is use-
less to plead that of itself, circumstances apart,

such a wall is too thick or too thin
;
for suffi-

ciency of substance depends entirely upon the

purpose for which work is required. If he
who built Salisbury spire found out the art of
so disposing the materials of it as to make a
thickness of 7 inches of stone last 500 years
and still to remain, it is in vain to say that a
wall 9 inches thick will not serve for such or
such a purpose : the masonry of Gothic edifices

is but rarely in its particles so sound as excel-
lent brickwork; and yet frequently, though
you cannot get a builder to double the strength
of his walls by careful workmanship, he very
often advises you to double the thickness of
them in situations where weight and bulk are
positive evils.

When you deduct from brickwork in ordi-
nary buildings the loss of strength occasioned
by badness of material, by disconnection of the
bond, by small pieces being inserted where
whole bricks should have been used, and by
the weakness which is the result of the work
not being duly cemented, you will find that the
useful part of common work (if indeed it

possess any such) executed at 10/. per rod,
really costs 50/. or more per rod : and then
when it is considered in a vast number of our
erections, that from one pier not being set
over another, a large portion of such piers, in-

stead of supporting tiie superincumbent weight,
acts as ruinous burthens upon the remaining
parts of the pier, it will be found that the

quantity of effective brickwork is often so re-

duced, as to cost more than 100/. per rod
;
and

indeed it is almost a mistake to say that any of
it is effective while in jeopardy from defective
nature and mal-construction. In this view of
the subject, brickwork is somewhat different

from timber-work
;

for the nice calculator of
interest is frequently satisfied, provided he can
save by the use of low-priced and bad timber
present outlay more than enough to counter-
balance the expense of subsequent repairs, and
perhaps he may on some special occasions be
right, though, nationally considered, the use of
bad timber is a disgrace.

English Bond of Brickwork.

Plans of the
lit Course.

mmi
i

,

,
1

Plans of the
2nd Course.

Sections.

Work one
Brick
thick.

Work one
Brick

and a-half

thick.

Work two
Bricks
thick.

It is universally admitted that English-bond
is the mode in which brickwork can be put
together with the greatest strength,—for in no
part of such work, when properly done, does
joint come over joint, and it does not require
small pieces of brick to fill up the work

;
more-

over it may and ought to be done entirely with
whole bricks, except the “closers’’ near its

angles, requisite in order to adjust properly the
bond. Whereas Flemish-bond requires of
necessity, through its whole structure, a multi-

tude of small pieces, and possesses the addi-

tional inconvenience of having throughout its

structure a series of coffers (filled with un-
bonded work) which extend perpendicularly
from the base to the summit of the work.

Flemish-Bond of Brickwork.

1st Course. 2nd Course.

It is customary to consider Flemish-bond as

indispensable for the external facing of even
the commonest descriptions of buildings

;
hen«e

there is license given for the most defective

workmanship
;

for as in general bricklayers

use for all work out of sight the English-bond,

they make the insides of external walls of
English-bond and the outsides of them of
Flemish-bond, and thus much irregularity and
breach in the bonding of the work ensue. In
order to avoid this evil, the author, for some
considerable time past, has had all his external
walls, except those of principal fronts, executed
entirely within and without in English-bond

;

and he would have adopted the same mode of
structure even in principal fronts, had he not
been restrained by the fear of increasing the
proportion in the quantity of facing-bricks,

which are in general much softer and inferior in

goodness to the description of grey-stock
bricks which he in general uses : and this im-
perfection of the ordinary facing-bricks has
almost induced him to lay aside altogether the
ordinary facing-bricks, and to make his walls
only of moderate thickness, but within and
without entirely of the very best malm paving-
bricks, a description of material which he be-

lieves to be the most excellent for walls
;
and

this would remove altogether the imperfection
of softness and the want of tie, in the ordinary
facings of brickwork

;
for by the ordinary

mode of carrying into the body of the work
the “ headers ” of but every alternate course,
only £th part of the superficial extent of

Section from
a to b.

Brickwork Faced with Malm Stocks.

at l) at

Plan of the
1 st Course.

r^n t >i

Section from
c to rf.

the facings can be tied into the work
; and

when it is considered how many of the
“ headers ” break off while the workman is

laying them, how many he omits from careless-

ness or fraud, and how many of them are short

when used, it will be found that only about

-g... me exiKia or tne work
is bonded,—and in common bad ordinary work,
the tie may be reduced to ^th

;
and the author

has seen work in which it was reduced to less
than ^lo-th of the superficial extent, and acted
rather as a burthen than a support to the brick-
work, But if a wall be built wholly of malm
paving-bricks, the facing, if the work be in
Flemish-bond, will have -i-rd of its superficial
extent bonded in, and if of English-bond, h of
its superficial extent will be bonded.

By the ordinary mode FTFTi
of bonding in only the
“ headers ” of each alter- 7; T[—
nate course, two-thirds of Malm stock

-
facingTTn

the extent offacing through- Flemish-bond,

out the work are separated
‘ T

fe
from the back-work by a body of the wall,

series of perpendicular
joints extending from the r
base to the summit of the
work. See section from c „ .

j Facings of English-
10 “• hnnrl.

a!

The author believes that if the favour in
which Flemish-bond facings are held be not
altogether a prejudice, the superior soundness
of facings of English-bond ought to prevent
the use of Flemish-bond in most cases where
it is now adopted.

It is of the greatest importance to reduce
brickwork to the smallest possible dimensions

;

for besides the saving of the carriage and
duty of the materials, the foundation is thereby
disburdened of a crushing heap. In many
parts of structures their grace and conve-
nience depend solely upon the ability to i educe
the bulk of their substantial component parts;
and, moreover, every proprietor has a natural
inherent feeling against the occupation of the
site of his habitation, by an useless bulk of
materials

;
and the disparity in favour of the

quantity of permanent strength to be produced
out of a given sum of money, by the use of
good materials and good workmanship, should
for ever, with the wise and truly economical,
banish inferiority. The wonder with which
mankind in general view a small quantity of
materials reared by delicate art, should be
sufficient inducement for the architectural
practitioner to take some pains in this

respect.

The author has sometimes, under peculiar
circumstances, run up to a considerable height
walls in their principal parts no thicker than
nine inches, and has been cautioned against
this

;
but he has found, although he could not

get the brickwork executed to his satisfaction,

these walls, from even the moderate care which
has been used in their formation, have re-
mained without flaw, while walls much thicker,

raised by those who gave him their advice,

have in a few months cracked and fallen to

ruin, because they were worse constructed,
and were reared contrary to all static prin-

ciple.

Of how much importance it is to reduce the
bulk of the component materials of an edifice

to the smallest bulk which safety will allow,
is the circumstance of the fondness with which
so many persons view the adoption of small
coarse and proportionless pillars of iron, in

preference to the most beautiful piers and
columns of either Grecian or even Pointed
Architecture.

Only practically convince the public that

economical soundness, internal capacity, and
duration, may be obtained by the proper use of

proper materials, and the coarse and slovenly

workman will in vain attempt to defraud his

employer by the sale of large quantities of

worthless materials,—the brickmaker will find

a mode of protecting his goods, while crude,

from the injuries of inclement weather, and
he will so well burn his bricks, that no more
soft ones will be in the market than can be

used for mere purposes of bulk and weight, or

for the repairs of old and inferior buildings,

the great duration of which is of little conse-

quence.

The author is the more earnest in these re-

marks, since he finds it difficult to disabuse

one class of employers from the ill advice

which they receive from inferior tradesmen,

who, unable to perform any thing well, find

more pecuniary profit result trom the sale of a

large quantity of bad materials and bad work-

manship, than from the performance of a

moderate quantity of excellent work.
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Perhaps no other description of work exe-

cuted at the present day in England, calls tor

such asperity of condemnation as much of our

London brickwork : where it is to be exposed

to view, it is too often bad enough
;
but where

it is to be concealed, as is so often the case, by

vicious plaster finery, one-half the expense <>t

which might have made it work indeed, no pen

can describe adequately its abominations, its

pseudo-arches, its want of bond, its shattered

condition, its internal uncemented state, and

its general badness of materials.—From Bar-

tholomew's “ Essay on the Decline of Science,

S)-c. in Modern English Buildings.”

Uitrrature.

Fisher's Colonial Magazine.—No. I.—New
Series.

A new issue of this valuable periodical has

been commenced, with a reduction of price

from half-a-crown to a shilling per monthly

number, so as to suit the purses of every grade,

whether colonists, emigrants, or home readers.

Among the many articles of interest contained

in this periodical which we recommend to our

subscribers, the article entitled “ On the Use

and the Practicability of the Construction of a

Canal or other Communication from the

Atlantic to the Pacific/’ will be of very great

interest. The following are remarks con-

tained in the paper in question :
—

“ Were we about to offer our sentiments on

the formation of a canal of even larger extent

than any now existing, either for internal com-

munication, or between rivers, lakes, channels,

or even seas, we might call to our aid a toler-

able quantum of resolution ;
but, when on the

brink of considering the feasibility of uniting

two vast oceans, and that by crossing through

a portion of the most stupendous range of

mountains on our earth, we become sensible of

our relative pigmy weakness in attempting,

perhaps rashly attempting, to modify,by human

art, the vast ‘works of an all-intelligent, all-

powerful, and beneficent Creator.

« The idea of a communication between the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans is not a new or

recent one. It did not escape the keen imagi-

nation of Columbus, the last days of whose

eventful, ever-active, and vastly-useful life,

were devoted to the deep contemplation of the

work. Ilis great mind did not rest satisfied,

as well it might have been, with discovering

for his fellow-men a new and mighty continent;

but, like all master-minds born to improve

their species, an achievement gained, was to

him the foundation upon which he lifted him-

self towards the accomplishment of others.

But he had already done more than is com-

monly allotted to man, and, unfortunately for

mankind, the great design was left by him for

the precarious accomplishment of subsequent

ages. After his death, the scheme had attrac-

tions for the bold and during aspirations of the

early Spaniards, to whose habits of enterprising

adventure, the vastness and sublimity of the

project were congenial; but nothing was

effected. We are not surprised at little having

been done in later times, during the dominion

in South America of the Spanish government

;

for what could be expected from the dullest

political and scientific apathy, but a stagnation

of all that is good and profitable to man in his

social condition? Beyond a solitary survey,

made by order of the’ government, it would

seem, solely and only for the embellishment of

the archives of the city of Guatimala, and

which was, in truth, most religiously confined

to its musty dormitory until the South Ame-
ricans cast off their galling yoke, the matter

was hardly thought of. Since the achievement

of their freedom, however, the republics of

Venezuela and New Granada, and of Central

America, have not been idle ;
amid their young

flutterings for stability of government, they

have found time to do much, by investigation,

towards removing the imagined obstacles in

the way of the accomplishment of the under-

taking, having bestowed much pains in pro-

curing those exact surveys, and other data,

which are essential to a careful and accurate

consideration of its accomplishment.
“ We have thus seen that the New World is

in itself naturally of a form eminently favour-

able to commercial enterprise
;

but, it is clearly

also susceptible of great artificial improve-

ment, and particularly and prominently so as

respects the subject of our present article
;
a

subject affecting not only that vast hemisphere

itself, but of immeasurable account to the

other quarters of the globe. Were a water-

communication, by means of a canal for ships,

effected across theTstbmus of Darien, through

Central America, or even Mexico, it is obvious

that the harshest features of our present navi-

gation would be softened down, and that also

vast countries abounding in natural resources

and wealth would be soon quickened into

active commercial life. Instead of the now
precarious and perilous voyage by the Cape of

Good Hope to the East Indies and China, and

their neighbouring islands, and also Australia,

a safe one, occupying much less time, could be

effected
;

not, however, because of there being

any great difference of direct distance, but on

account of extremely advantageous winds,

tides, and weather. In place of the still more

hazardous and trying route round Cape Horn,

through icy seas, and along inhospitable coasts,

to the western shores of America—every day

rising in commercial and political consequence

—and the islands of the Pacific, now assuming

a prominent importance, and also to the whale

fisheries in that ocean, an opening through the

continent of America, would furnish both a

fearless and an infinitely shorter voyage than

that so frequently ruinously disastrous one.

In short, a glance over the map of the world

will make it evident, better than any description

that can be given, that the execution of this

great work would send over our globe a flood

of commercial light, the effects of which would

benefit not only Europe, but every part ot the

habitable earth. It would most emphatically

and decidedly advantage those magnificent

countries through which it would pass
;
Europe

and North America, unquestionably so, in an

eminent degree
;
Asia would be vastly bene-

fited by it, and even dormant Africa would feel

its awakening, enlivening influence.

“ The much agitated question of the prac-

ticability of a communication between the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, is now no longer

a matter of speculation
;

if any seeming ground

for doubt was ever involved in it, such has

been now quite dissipated, for competent men,

from actual survey, have confirmed what has

been always our opinion, the admissibility of

its accomplishment, and not only at one, but at

several places—although the work has certainly

appeared to us to be one of great difficulty,

and also of distant and very uncertain fulfil-

ment
;
necessarily difficult, from the very great

magnitude of the work, and remote and pre-

carious from paucity of inhabitants, and want

of sufficient capital and enterprise in the states

immediately concerned in bringing about its

execution but now that other governments

seem to be taking up the matter, we may look

for the early fruition of this unspeakable benefit

to commerce and civilization.

“ As many as four places have been sup-

posed eligible for effecting this junction. It

has been proposed that the Gulf of Mexico
should be united to the Gulf of Tehuantepec,

in the Pacific, by means of a canal, which

should join the sources of the river Chimilapa

to those of the Rio del Passo. The distance,

however, being as great as thirty-eight leagues,

added to other unfavourable local circum-

stances, renders this plan by no means an ad-

visable one
;
and then, its being so much to the

north, would also detract from its merit;

besides, its realization is of more moment to

the state of Mexico than to the general in-

terests of the whole commercial world. The
second plan proposes a line of communication

across Central America by passing from the

Atlantic up the river San Juan, into the lake

of Nicaragua, and thence by a canal to the

Pacific. This project has great recommenda-

tions, and, we think, is even preferable to any

other, which we shall endeavour to make ap-

parent, after having stated the merits of the

two most popular ones; the third and fourth

plans, which contemplate a passage through

the Isthmus of Panama, and have occupied

more attention than any of the others : an ac-

count of the features, both topographical and

statistical of the locality, is essential to an

explanation ot the subject.

“ The Isthmus of Panama, a name which

must not be confounded with a province having

the same designation in New Granada, is that

remarkable ligature, neck, or link of land,

more properly speaking, which connects the

continents of' North and South America. It

is sometimes also called the Isthmus of Darien,

a name which is, however, now much out of

use, and ought to be expunged on that account

from geographical works. It extends from

about the meridian of 77° to that of 81° west

of Greenwich. Its breadth at the narrowest

part, which is opposite the city of Panama,
which is situated on the Pacific Ocean, is not

less than thirty miles
;
and it swells out more

or less at either extremity, where it blends

with the parent continental portions of the

New World. The continuity of the great

Andesian chain of mountains, which, for the

most part, traverses the whole continent of

America, is twice interrupted, if not entirely

broken, within the limits above defined. The
northern Cordillera exhibits the first indication

of depression in the province of Nicaragua

;

but it again rears itself in the province of Ve-

ragua, where it expands and forms into a very

fine table-land. In the eastern part of the

last-named province it breaks into detached

mountains of considerable elevation, and of a

most abrupt and rugged formation, until, still

further to the east, numerous conical hills

make their appearance, raised not more than

three or four hundred feet high, and having

their bases skirted by extensive plains and

savannas. These finally disappear, and the

country becomes almost uninterruptedly level,

until the conical mountains again thicken, and,

becoming connected, form a small Cordillera,

which runs from about opposite Porto-Bello

on the Atlantic side to the Bay of Mandingo

on the Pacific, and in the country of that name
to the north-east, where the second break

occurs. The land there continues low for a

considerable distance, and abounds in rivers

—

those on the north side flowing to the Gulf of

Uraha, or Darien, and those on the south to

that of San Miguel, beyond which point the

Cordillera again rises itself on an extended

scale, and enters South America. The gene-

ral bearing of the mountains in the vicinity of

Panama is north-east and south-west. 1 hey

vary elsewhere, and appear to have a relation

to the line of coast, although their course is

not always parallel to it. Their height is not

considerable; near Panama, their elevation is

not more than 1,000 to 1,100 feet; east of

Porto-Bello, however, they are considerably

higher, and are generally covered with that

dense and almost impenetrable forestand vege-

tation, which can only grow on a soil of great

depth and amazing fertility, under the prolific

action of great heat and moisture.

“ The present very limited communication

across the isthmus is maintained chiefly by two

lines of road, one from Panama to Porto-

Bello, and another equally from Panama by

way of the town of Cruces to Gorgona, down
the river Chagres to the seaport of the same

name, at its mouth. There are some others in

use, but little known, and, under the Spaniards,

their improvement and multiplication were

much discouraged. The present roads are

exceedingly bad, and they traverse a moun-
tainous part of the country. That between

Panama and Porto-Bello is infinitely the worst

of the two principal ones, being in many places

almost impassable in the rainy season, from

the steepness of the ascents and descents.

But the roads to Cruces and Gorgona also lead

across a mountainous country, and are ex-

tremely difficult in bad weather—a consider-

able part of the latter, indeed, being merely

the bed of what is in winter a large stream.

“ The Isthmus of Panama is divided into

two provinces, namely, Panama, which includes

Darien and Veragua; these again are divided

into cantons, each having a certain number of

parishes. By a census taken in 1822, the

following was the state of the population in

the two provinces :—that of Panama contained

66,188, and that of Veragua 35,367 inhabi-

tants— making the population of the whole

isthmus, for that year, 101,550, an amount

which has not since materially altered. The
people are composed of white and coloured, as

in the other parts of South and Central

America, and are given up to indolence and

want of industry, although strong and endur-

ing under occasional fatigue; they are, in point

of civilization, less advanced than their neigh-

bours of the same continent. The extreme

fertility of the soil, together with their great

destitution of moral enlightenment, are the

chief causes of their general indolence, as, in

the absence of the good impulses of civilization,

a man can there, notwithstanding, for a small

expenditure of desultory labour, procure a
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sufficient subsistence for himself and family.
They are, however, like other persons, quite
susceptible of steadily practising habits of in-
dustry, when proper incentives and sufficient
stimulants are powerful enough to call forth
their energies. There are within the province
several regiments of militia, formed of the
lower classes of people and Indians, and there
are also excellent workmen in felling timber
and clearing ground, and not inapt in acquir-
ing any mechanical trade or art. They are,
moreover, exceedingly simple in their habits,
and are easily maintained, so that, in the pro-
jected work of a communication between the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, some workmen
may be obtained at a tolerably moderate rate
of wages—a circumstance of much importance
in assisting the success of the undertaking,
which we will here state must be principally
the work of foreign labourers, as we shall ex-
plain in its proper place.

“The site of Panama, the capital of the
Isthmus, has been once changed. The old
city stood about three miles east from the
present situation. The name is supposed to
k.e derived from the Indian word panama,
signifying “ much fish,” from its great abun-
dance along the coast. The first city was
originaPy a village inhabited by Indians, at
the invasion by the Spaniards in 1515. The
present c'ty of Panama is situated in latitude
8° 57' nonh, and longitude 79° 30' west from
Greenwich, on a rocky tongue of land, shaped
nearly like ». spear-head, and extending a con-
siderable way into the sea. Its harbour is

protected by \ number of islands lying at a
distance from t’ne main-land, and some of which
are of considerable size, and highly cultivated.
Its anchorage is good, and it has a plentiful
supply of water and provisions. Its great ad-
vantages in regard to situation will, no doubt,
be one day turned to great commercial profit.
1 he population amounts, according to some,
to not more than 12,000, but others make it to
contain nearer 25,000 inhabitants, which seems
the more probable estimate. It is tolerably
healthy, notwithstanding its high temperature,
if we except during the months of August and
September, when its increased warmth engen-
ders frightful epedemics.

“ Panama is protected by some fortifications,
and is divided into the high and low towns, the
last, called Varal, being the most densely
peopled. Its streets are nairow, dark, and
filthy. The houses, for the most part, are
built of wood, and covered with a thatch

;
they

are of three stories high in general, and are
much neglected in their interior arrangements.
It has a large open square, but, through the
inattention of the authorities, this is overgrown
with weeds, and encumbered with the fallen
ruins of a great many buildings, and particu-
larly of the college of Jesuits. Here is a
college, in which are professorships for Spanish
and Latin grammar, philosophy, theology, and
public and canon law. The churches and con-
vents, which are still numerous, are built of
stone : the cathedral and the hospital are very
fine buildings. The roadstead of Panama is

extensive, but rendered dangerous by the pre-
vailing north winds, which are violent. There
is so little depth of water along the shore, that
goods can only be landed at one place, and that
by using flat-bottomed boats and piraguas.
Hence large vessels are obliged to come to at
the islands Perico and Flaminco, two miles
out; but nevertheless there is a good deal of
traffic carried on, principally with the English
at Jamaica and the United States of America.
The annual exportation of pearls alone amounts
to 40,000 dollars. A good deal of commercial
spirit is manifest; the stores for ships’-goods
are spacious, and well filled with merchandise.
Every year there is a well-frequented fair.
English fashions and customs have the ascend-
ant; and even the cuisine of Old England is
allowed supremacy. The women wear no head-
covering, and parade statelily with their long
black tresses flowing down their shoulders.
The environs of the city are planted with
bananas, oranges, figs, and limes; and the
tamarind and cocoa-nut trees are beautifully
conspicuous in their majestic height. Our
readers will remember that Panama was a most
flourishing port w'hen the commerce of South
America with Spain was carried on by means

1 °f the galleons; it was then the entrepot of the
commerce of America, Asia, and Europe. Its

i importance since then has greatly decreased.
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“ Porto-Bello is situated in latitude 9° 35'

35" north, and longitude 77° 45' west, close to
the sea, at the foot of immense mountains
which surround the whole of the port. It is,

from its situation, most unhealthy, for the heat
is exceedingly oppressive; and the town being
encompassed by mountains, the freshness of the
sea-breezes cannot gain admittance as a relief;
while the country being uncleared of wood,
and there being a great deal of, nay, almost
constant rain and damp, the uninviting fea-
tures of the place are rendered most repulsive,
although some 2,000 mortals contrive to exist
in it. Chagres and Porto-Bello are the only
towns or villages on the Atlantic shore of the
isthmus. About nine miles east from Chagres
is the Bay of Simon, also called Navy Bay,
which is large and spacious, being as much as
three miles wide at the entrance. The other
towns of Panama are of trifling importance.
Gatun is a small hamlet; Gorgona is somewhat
larger, and is a point at which passengers
going to Panama frequently land. Cruces,
however, is of more consequence—it is the
place to which goods are always conveyed. It
is agreeably situated on a fine open plain, upon
the left or southern bank of the river Chagres,
about thirty-four miles from its mouth, and
eight hours’ journey on mule-back from
Panama. The inhabitants of these places are,
for the most part, owners of canoes or mules
for the purposes of transport, or are store-
keepers for taking charge of the custody of
goods and merchandise

;
or logas, that is, per-

sons employed in working canoes. Cruces
and Gorgona are also places of resort in the
dry season, or summer, as watering-places for
the inhabitants of Panama

;
for they are con-

sidered extremely salubrious, a reputation like-
wise enjoyed by the town of Chorrera, situated
upon the river of that name.

“ The, at present, very limited trade on the
Atlantic shore of the isthmus is maintained
with Jamaica by a British man-of-war, which
sails monthly for the purpose of conveying
letters and specie; with Carthagena, by govern-
ment vessels, twice a month, and also with the
same place and a few other points by private
trading-vessels, which bring freight to Chagres,
and there exchange or sell it. Its commerce
on the Pacific is, however, more extensive, em-
bracing all parts of the coast, both north and
south, which find it their interest, to communi-
cate with Europe by this way. Specie is con-
veyed across the isthmus to be embarked at
Chagres at an expense of ten dollars and two
rials for every 5,000 dollars; besides which,
there is a transit duty of three per cent, on
silver and one per cent, on gold. In return,
goods are brought to Panama, where they are
lodged in the custom-house immediately on
their arrival. When for exportation, they pay
a duty of two per cent., but if for home con-
sumption, one is imposed according to the
nature of each particular article. Limited as
the trade of the isthmus is, it is yet somewhat
improving. The receipts of the treasury of the
government of Panama in the year 1827, we
are assured by good authority, amounted in
round numbers to 250,000 dollars, of which
was left a balance in the public chest of nearly
3,000 dollars, after providing for all the exi-
gencies of the state

;
and there is reason to

suppose that since that period the finances of
the territory have improved. The receipts are
not one-third, it is true, of what they were in the
year 1812, when Panama was a colony of Spain

;

but this we are not surprised at when we con-
sider the grinding, exclusive system of dealing
which was universally adopted by that unfor-
tunate government. It is important to mention,
that by the last arrangement affecting the terri-

torial distribution of this country, it became
the north-western boundary of New Granada,
one of the three republics into which Colombia
was divided in the year 1832.
“Now, in considering the merits of the

Isthmus of Panama as a point at which to
attempt the junction of the two oceans, we
must not allow our judgment to be led aside by
a circumstance which is no doubt calculated to

render us liable to be warped from an impartial
view of the matter; we mean this : the isthmus
presents the narrowest barrier to the meeting
of the two mighty waters, whose conjunctive
commercial assistance we are so anxious for.
That is not all,—not only its form, but its pecu-
liarly convenient position with respect to the
civilized world, seems to draw us, as it were, in-

stinctively towards it, as to a place which nature

has formed and destined expressly for the great
purpose of aiding man in beneficial intercourse
with his fellow-man, and has therefore, it
would appear, legibly written in its lineaments
a powerful appeal to him to model it to his
necessities. The land retiring on either side
seems only the more to woo on the embrace,
while even its stern hills stoop in encouraging
aid of the longed-for union. Nature, however,
does not send things out of her laboratory so
nicely adjusted to our hand, but has wisely left
much to give play to our mental exercise and
industrial perseverance; and has taught us,
and that too frequently by dear-bought expe-
rience, that the most encouraging appearances
are but the meretricious lures of empty insub-
stantiality. But, reader, a canal across the
Isthmus of Panama could be effected—we
mean a ship canal—yet in the present social
condition of that country such an undertaking
is altogether impracticable, as we shall en-
deavour to explain in a future number of this
magazine.”

The above extracts, upon so important a
subject, are of the more interest from the
proposed Central American communication,
being only part of a general system of conti-
nental isolation which is proposed to take
place simultaneously by separating the Ame-
ricas, uniting the Mediterranean with the
great Indian Ocean, and the dismemberment
of Spain from the rest of Europe

;
to the end that

as anordonnanceseems to have gone out to An-
glicise the greater part of the world, in order
that one religion, one tongue, one body of litera-
ture, one civilization may pervade the whole, so
one bond of union may girdle the entire body
and all its members, by means of easy and rapid
communications, where formerly months, and
at one time even years, were expended in once
effecting intercourse.

Ae.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Feb. 6. — The President in the Chair.
—The first paper read was by Mr. S. B.
Moody. It described a water-wheel, con-
structed by Mr. W. Fairbairn, from the de-
signs of Mr. B. Albano, and erected at the
b lax-mills in Lombardy. The chief peculiari-
ties of this wheel consisted in the introduction
of the tension principle for the arms, and the
ventilation principle for the buckets.

The use of wrought-iron bars as arms and
braces on the tendon principle diminished the
weight, as fewer centres and arms were re-
quired, and consequently a lighter shaft could
also be employed

;
repairs were less frequent,

and also were not so expensive as with cast-
iron arms.

In the old form of the buckets, the air enter-
ing with the water, prevented them from
filling; but by this introduction of an inner
sheathing, forming a space between it and the
sole plate, the air was permitted to pass off
freely, and the buckets, being thus ventilated,
were enabled to be more completely filled, and
the effective power of the wheel was increased.

Mr. Albano explained its construction, and
stated that its speed was about six feet per
second, and that the useful effect obtained was
equal to 6-10ths of the power expended, which
was higher than many of the best wheels had
attained. He then described a very ingenious
adaptation of the balance weight governor for

the penstock, for regulating the flow of the

water to the wheel.

A description of a water meter, by Mr. P.
Carmichael, was then read. The mode of
operation of this meter, which was attached to

the feed pumps of three steam boilers supply-

ing an eighty-horse engine, was thus described:

As the water proceeds through the discharge

valve the float sinks until it comes in contact

with a detent, or catch, attached to a rod which

is suspended from a lever. This moves round

a spanner and pendulum until it passes the

centre of gravity, when the pendulum falls and

strikes a spanner, which shuts the discharge

valve and opens the inlet valve from the reser-

voir to the closed box which supplies the

boiler. A dial, the hand of which was acted

upon by the spanner, indicates the number of

times of the emptying of the reservoir, and it

was stated t hat the action of the machine was

very correct.

Dr. Roth’s automaton calculator was ex-

hibited, and its action explained by Mr.
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Wertheimber. He gave a short review of the

various attempts at constructing calculating

machines, noticing the Roman Abacus, the

calculating boxes of the Chinese and Russians;

the several classes of instruments invented by

Napier in 1617, by Perraultand others in 1720,

and subsequently, the slide rule, invented by

Michael Scheft'elt of Ulm, in 1699; the more

important machines attempted by Pascal, in

1640, by Moreland, in 1673, by Gersten and by

Leibnitz, which were submitted to the Royal

Society of London and the Academie de

Science in Paris. He then mentioned the

machine of Mr. Babbage, upon which upwards

of 20,000/. had been expended before the pro-

ject was abandoned, and the finished part,

which formed tables of progression up to five

figures, was consigned to the Museum of King’s

College, London.
Dr. Roth’s machine appeared very simple,

and its results, which were severely tested,

were very accurate
;

it performed all the

operations in arithmetic from simple addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division of

numbers, or of pounds, shillings, and pence,

to vulgar and decimal fractions, involution and

evolution, and arithmetical and geometrical

progression, with surprising rapidity; it ap-

peared particularly adapted for checking long

calculations of quantities, for contractors, for

the merchant’s counting-house, or for govern-

ment offices.

The same principle had been adopted as

counters for rotary or reciprocating machines,

and they appeared, from the compactness of

their form and their regularity of action, to be

well adapted for the purpose.

A collection of specimens were exhibited of

a new material for architectural decoration. It

was termed the “ Cannabic composition,” and

was stated to be composed of hemp, with a re-

sinous mixture, which, after a careful prepara-

tion in sheets, was forced by powerful presses

into metal moulds, producing very sharp orna-

ments, in high relief. The detail of this me-
chanical arrangement was promised by Mr. B.

Albano, C. E., on a future occasion. The orna-

ments were stated to be so hard, as to bear a

blow of a hammer
;
they were very light and

elastic, resisting the action of heat or cold, and

of water, without change of form. Mr. Pon-

sonby, agent, of the Regent Circus, Piccadilly,

explained that the specimens were capable of

being bronzed, gilt, or painted, so as to produce

an excellent effect for ceilings, and other inter-

nal decorations; and it was stated that the

price was from ten to twenty per cent, below

that of any other material in use for a similar

purpose.
The monthly ballot for members took place,

and the following gentlemen were elected :

—

Messrs. S. Robinson and J. Fowler as mem-
bers; Messrs. R. Cowen, B. H. Blyth, J.

Wilson, J. Ilouldsworth, A. J. Robertson, J.

T. Blackburn, TEneas Coffey, J. G. C. Cur-

tis, and G. Nasmyth, as associates.

The following papers were announced to be

read at the meeting of February 13th :
—

No. 659. “ Results of experiments on a

vessel called the * Liverpool Screw,’ fitted with

Grantham’s patent engine and screw propel-

ler.” By J. Grantham, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

No. 598. “ Description of a Bridge across

the river Shannon at Portumna.” By T.

Rhodes, M. Inst. C.E.
No. 608. “ Description of an hydraulic

traversing frame at the Bristol terminus of the

Great Western Railway.” By A. J. Dodson,

Assoc. Inst. C.E.

British Museum.—By a Parliamentary return,

the annual estimated charge for the British Museum
to Lady-day next, is stated to be 34,975/. The

return embraces nine divisions, including the

number of persons who have visited the institution

for the last six years. From Christmas, 1836, to

Christmas, 1837, the number was 321,151 ; from

Christmas, 1837, to Christmas, 1838, the number

was 266,008
;
to 1839, 280,850 ;

to 1840, 247,929 ;

to 1841, 19,374(?) ;
anil to Christmas, 1842, 547,718.

No fewer than 5,627 visits by artists were made in

the year 1842 to the galleries of sculpture, and

8,781 to the print-room. It is stated in respect to

the reading-room, that “ the number of books

returned to the shelves of the general library from

the reading-room is 142,178 ; to the Royal library,

22,408 ; to the closets where they are kept for the

use of readers from day to day, 78,470
;
to the

shelves of the reading-rooms, about 116,400;

altogether, 359,457 volumes—on an average, 1,230

a day. The number of readers is 71,494.”

THE BUILDER.
PROJECTIONS IN BUILDING.

Queen-Square.—On Saturday, Jan. 20,

several gentlemen, residents in the neighbour-

hood of Eaton-square, attended at this court,

anxious to hear the proceedings in a complaint

laid by Mr. Foxall, the district surveyor of St.

George’s, Hanover-square, against Charles

James Freake, an extensive builder, for having

added to the side front of Lord Denbigh’s

house, in Elizabeth-street, Eaton-square, a

projection of thirty-three feet in length, and

seven feet in breadth, the same not being an

open portico.

An application having been made to defer

the proceedings until the arrival of Mr. Bodkin,

the barrister,

Mr. Foxall said it would be unnecessary, as

in consequence of a recent decision at quarter

sessions, he felt it would be useless to go on

with the case. The magistrate would remember
having, about a month since, convicted a

medical gentleman of the name of Griffiths, on

his (Mr. Foxall’s) complaint of a similar

offence to the present. Mr. Griffiths gave

notice of appeal, and the case came on by

special appointment on last Monday at sessions,

when the chairman got up and quashed the

conviction. He did this in so sudden, so posi-

tive, and so determined a way, that he (Mr.

Foxall) felt that it would be an absolute waste

of time to proceed upon this, which precisely

resembled the former complaint, and he was

more particularly brought to this conclusion

by the conviction in the former case having

been quashed, although the court had said the

magistrate was right in the view he had taken

of the matter.

The complaint was then withdrawn.

©ormpontiencp*

MANUFACTURING encaustic and ornamental
TILES BY MEANS OF MACHINERY.

Sir,—Some little time since being engaged in

arranging machinery for a particular purpose, it

occurred to me that I might with some alterations

apply its principles for the purpose of making orna-

mental tiles and slabs of various kinds.

With this view, 1 devoted what little time I

could to the consideration of the subject, aDd have

every reason to believe that ornamental tiles may be

much reduced in price, as well as improved in

appearance, by the use of such a machine ; which

will be the means of extending the practical appli-

cation and ofmore frequently introducing this species

of architectural embellishment.

The patterns for the most simple of these kinds of

tiles are first of all to be drawn on wood, of the

size required, and are then to be cut out in the usual

way, from which wood-patterns casts are to be

taken either in good plaster of Paris or by

means of the electrotype, which is perhaps

the best method ; by this operation a matrix

will be obtained from which to take the working

casts, in some hard, close-grained metal—as iron,

which should be afterwards case-hardened.

These moulds are then to be fixed in the

frame of the machine, and made to operate on the

various earths and clays prepared for that purpose,

and so imprint upon them the different devises

required, which of course may be varied according

to the order or wish of the architect.

A machine of the kind now under notice will also

make tiles with alto or basso relievo, and conse-

quently the manufacture may be extended to the

production of slabs and plates with ornaments in full

relief, for the purpose of filling up the faces of sunk

panels or other plain surfaces which occur in every

kind of architecture. For this purpose casts may
be taken from Gothic tracery, monumental brasses,

and the ornaments both of the Greek and Roman
styles of architecture.

Among coloured things, for instance, a vast

variety of very elegant embellishments may be

obtained by imitating the scrolls and figures

on the beautiful Etruscan vases and other orna-

ments so common now in every museum in this

country ; as also the frescoes, or rather paintings of

the ancient Egyptians.

Gothic ornaments and tracery of the most

elaborate styles, if not too deeply cut, may
be introduced, which if made of well prepared

earths, and carefully baked, will be as hard and

durable as stone-work itself, and as they may
be made much cheaper than stone can be chiselled,

ample means will be afforded for architects to decorate

their designs for the interior of buildings, in the

most minute and elaborate manner.

As the potters’ art is now well understood, the

variety of different coloured earths, &c., in use is very

great, so that almost any wished-for effect may be

ultimately produced, by judiciously blending and

working party-coloured patterns.

I was much struck a little time since with the

beauty of some Oriental perforated tiles, said to have

been brought from the neighbourhood of Cabul,

which if imitated and improved upon, will, I have

no doubt, become in a little time a valuable acqui-

sition to our architectural decorators’ stock of

standard ornaments.

As the operations of the machine now under

notice are quick and precise, the first cost of all

kinds of ornaments produced by it will be much
reduced in price, compared with similar things

now known to the profession.

I am, Sir, yours very truly,

Joseph Lockwood, Engineer, &c.

52, Lime-street, City.

LONDON, ITS SIZE, AND POPULATION.

Sir,—Your remarks in the last number relative

to my letter on this subject, which appeared in

No. 48, have surprised me much, and no doubt

others have been astonished by these comparisons,

or they would not have been copied so frequently

and in such distant places.

I take the liberty of writing to you to say th»t I

was much hurt to see “ London ” so mutilated by

the Times on Thursday last, in their extract of this

subject from a Cornwall newspaper. They have

only made the slight mistake of more than 332,000

souls, which, of course, makes their notice of

“ London” untrue and ridiculous.

I beg to say that the remarks upon “ Iondon ’

that you thought worthy of a place in your interest-

ing work, were true to the letter, and I oan prove

them by the last published government census.

With a hearty wish for your success in your

arduous undertaking, I remain, Sir, your most

obedient servant,

J. Rawsqn Walker.

P.S.—Would there be any harm in mentioning

this great mistake of the Times i» your next num-

ber, because any one taking up that article, and

comparing it with the last census, would, of course,

say the whole was false together ?

16, Norton-street, Portland-place.

MONUMENT AT ST. REMI.

Sir,—In your Number dated Jan. 13 appears a

representation of a monument at St. Remi : I am
not presuming to give any information upon the

matter. It is stated by “Amateur” that the ar-

chitrave has very little projection compared with the

advanced position of the columns. I agree with

“Amateur” in not charging the architect with

ignorance, for ignorance could not have produced

such a work ;
but I cannot conceive how the effect

can be as stated, when such a visible distortion

must be manifest. As to preserving the pyramidal

form, the principle is certainly one to be attended

to
;
but bringing the entablature a few more inches in

advance couldnothave seriouslyinjuredthepyramidal

figure, particularly when such a sacrifice is made.

I trust “ Amateur” will not consider me severe in

my observations. I make them merely because it is

an error that many country builders practise, and

one that cannot but be censured—that is, projecting

pilasters five or six inches, and the architrave, in

many instances, not more than two inches. If you

deem these few remarks worth the attention of your

readers of a certain class, I should esteem their in-

sertion a favour.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

Newport, Jan. 22, 1844. James Pickard.

PUBLIC WALKS.

Sir,—In The Builder of the 16th December,

1843, you state that there is still in the hands of

the Exchequer 9,500/. out of the 10,000/. voted by

Parliament for “ Public Walks.” 1 find from the

Hull Packet that the walk along the Humber bank

is in a very dilapidated state ;
could any part ot that

sum be obtained towards repairing it, it an applica-

tion were made by the inhabitants of Hull ? Any
information you, or any correspondent, could give

on this subject would, I have no doubt, be laid

hold of by the inhabitants of Hull, and would

greatly oblige,

A Struggler for Distinction,

Liverpool, Jan, 29, 1844. E. J. L.

“ NATIONAL MONUMENTS.”
Sir —In the year 1816 the House of Commons

voted two national monuments to commemorate the

services rendered by the army and navy. I find by

the public records, the committee of taste, appointed

by Parliament to decide upon the designs tor the

grand national monuments, held their final meeting

in March, 1817, at the house of the Earl of Aber-

deen. Mr. Wilkins’s estimate for the Waterloo

Monument was 200,000/., and that for Mr. Smirke’s

Naval Trophy was 100,000/. They were then in-

tended to be immediately begun. The situations for

placing these national monuments was Greenwich

for the navy, and Portland-place, in the circle next
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the New Road, facing the Regent’s Park, for the

army. Why there should be so great a difference
in the estimates appears somewhat strange when the
"services of one have been equal to those of
the other.” Perhaps Mr. W.* and Mr. S. (now
Sir Robert S.) can enlighten those heroes who
fought the battles of their country upon the subject,

and why they have never been commenced.
Inquirendo.

ASSISTANT SURVEYORS AND CLERKS OF WORKS.
Sir,—Allow me to suggest to your well in-

formed readers, how valuabb it would be to many
who are but just commencingthe profession, if they
would give the result of their experience in answer
to the questions contained in your last number,
which were put to the candidates for the office of
Assistant Surveyor and Clerk-of-the-Works to the
Westminster Sewerage. The want of good sound
information on these subjects is sufficiently evinced
from the fact of only six cut of about thirty candi-
dates being thought competent to be allowed to
stand.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Constant Reader.

rebuilding party-walls.
Sir,—Our Metropolitan Building Act requiring

three months’ notice to be given before you can in-
terfere with a party-wall which it may be necessary
to rebuild, I will thank you or some of your
country correspondents to explain how the law is

out of the metropolis. Should a party-wall be-
tween A and B become so bad that, in consequence of
A pulling his house down, the wall must be rebuilt,
I want to know what sort of notice, and what time
should be specified as sufficient notice, and what
power have you to compel him to admit of the
said wall being so pulled down to allow of the build-
ing of a new wall ? This is a very important ques-
tion. Though not brought before the trade that I
know of, it is important to builders and surveyors
too, who may have work a very few miles from
town, and not know how to proceed.

Yours, much obliged,
Shadwell, Feb. 7, 1844. L.
[We are not acquainted with any general

statute or practice ruling matters connected
with party-walls out of the range of the
Metropolitan Building Act. We apprehend
all such questions, in default of any local
statute, must be governed by common law, pro-
fessional opinion, agreement of the parties in-
terested, and, if necessary, by arbitration. No
doubt a general statute conferring directory
power in all such cases will ere long pass the
legislature.—

E

d.]

Sir,—Can you, or one of your correspondents,
oblige me with an economical plan of improving
the appearance of my little house, merely a work-
man’s house, with one room in front, up and down
stairs ? This room I wish to make comfortable (the
door now opening immediately to the street in this
country village.) I inclose a drawing of my house.

I wish to have some kind of double door or
portico, so as to make the front down-stairs room
comfortable as a parlour or sitting-room

;
and my

object is also to improve the appearance of the door
and bottom window, both being now very poor and
common.

Hoping to be favoured with a hint to assist me,
I am, Sir, with sincere wishes for the continued
success of your publication, yours respectfully,

A Working Man.
January 20, 1844.

If a portico be recommended for the door, I

should like it to be in wrought-iron, as, in this case,

I could make it myself ; but should require assist-

ance as regards the best material for the roof of it.

[Our correspondent, desiring to make his
house comfortable, should send a ground-plan
of it, shewing the situations of the chimney
and staircase; and should also state the aspect
of the front, and if the house be detached

;

* The late Professor of Architecture in the Royal -
Academy, since deceased,—

E

d.

by which might be seen whether it would be
advisable to design for the side of the building
a porch with an entrance on the side least per-
vious to inclement weather. The material of
the walls should be stated, and whether the
apertures are arched.— Ed.]

cabinet work.
Sir,—Having a chair to make out of old oak for

a curious advocate of the early styles, it would
greatly oblige me if you or some of your talented
correspondents could favour me with a design for
an arm-chair—an elaborate one in the Tudor or
Elizabethan style would be preferred. I regret that
your valuable publication does not oftener contain
designs for cabinet-work

;
the want of funds to

purchase works on early furniture induces me to

make this application
; and the seeing you were

kind enough to obtain a beautiful design for a
“ Young Mason,” has induced me to apply to you
in the same manner, hoping you will confer the
same favour on a constant subscriber to your
journal. Yours respectfully,

A Young Cabinet-maker.

[Those who cannot afford to purchase
Shaw’s, and other entire works upon the
subject, may obtain separate plates of them for
sixpence or a shilling each, of Evans, the
printseller, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn-
Fields, and of other dealers, who break up the
works for the convenience of such purchases.
_Ed.]

THE LONDON GAZETTES.
Sir,—Being a subscriber and admirer of The

Builder, 1 beg leave to suggest that I think it very
desirable, and would be very useful to the trade, if

you were to insert the Gazette
, especially (I am

sorry to say it) as the builders have frequently
appeared of late so prominently in it.

I am, Sir, yours, Ac.

Old Carpenter.
[We should willingly comply with “ Old

Carpenter’s” suggestion, if on compliance with
it would not follow the necessity of stamping,
as a newspaper, every copy of our publication.]

THE ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY.
Sir,—I shall feel obliged if you, or any of your

correspondents, can inform me in your next number
of The Builder the principle of the atmospheric
railway. Also, at the same time, if you know if

there is any person in London engaged in the direc-
tion or construction of such works.

Your well-wisher and subscriber, F. R.

Sir,—Being anxious to become acquainted with
land-surveying as well as ordinary surveying, I
should feel obliged by your mentioning in your
notices to correspondents the best work now pub-
lished on the above subjects.

Your constant subscriber, F. M.

iUisccllanra.

Waste Lands—Inclosure Act.— On the
motion of Lord Worsley, a very long return was
made in June last “ of the true or estimated quan-
tity in statute measure of all common or waste
lands not being held in severalty, in every parish or
tithe commutation district, so far as the same can
be ascertained from the schedules to the agreements
or awards, or from the apportionments received by
the Tithe Commissioners and also " a return of
all Acts passed since the year 1800 for the inclosure
of common or waste lands in England and Wales
not being held in severalty, distinguishingthe parishes
and counties in which the same were situated, to-
gether with the estimated number of Acts passed from
1800 to 1810, from 1810 to 1820, from 1820 to 1830,
and from 1830 to 1840.” The summary of England
shews that in the forty counties the total quantity of
land amounts to 6,718,523 acres, of which the
quantity of common or waste land is stated to be
1,358,419 acres. In Middlesex alone there are

1,321 acres of waste land. The largest quantity of
waste land is in the North Riding of Yorkshire,
there being no less than 132,815 acres of common
or waste land out of a total of 1,897,592 acres;
making a total of waste land in England and Wales
of 1 ,860,232, out of the total of 8,616,115. By
the second return it appears that from 1800 to 1810
the number of Inclosure Acts passed was 905 ;

from 1810 to 1820 the number was 741 ; from 1820
to 1830 the number was 192; and from 1830 to

1840 the number of Inclosure Acts wras 125.

The Tax upon Coals.—The merchants of the
Coal Exchange are getting up a petition to Parlia-

ment against the projected duty of 5 per cent.,

which Government intends imposing upon all sea-

borne coal that enters the port of London, for the

purpose of enabling them to carry out the proposed
metropolitan improvements, and for which a bill is

to be presented to the House this session.

J he Coal Trade, Jan. 27-—Copies of a
memorial to Sir Robert Peel agreed upon at a
numerous meeting of coal-owners of Northum-
berland and Durham, held this week, have
been circulated in the North. The document
(which is of great importance) is signed by
Mr. Robert W. Brandling, on behalf of the
representatives of 103 collieries present at the
meeting. The following is a copy of it:—
“ your memorialists believe that an effort
will be made to induce her Majesty’s Govern-
ment during the next session of Parliament to
propose an additional tax on coals imported
into the port of London, in order to defray the
expense of certain projected works on the
banks of the Thames. That your memo-
rialists contend that such a tax would be par-
tial, unjust, and highly prejudicial. That the
mining and shipping interests of the coal dis-
tricts of the north of England, so far from
being in a state to bear the smallest impost
without being greatly affected by it, are so de-
pressed that the most serious evils may be ap-
prehended, unless the extension of the coal
trade is encouraged by the removal of some
oppressive charges with which it is at present
clogged, especially the recently imposed ex-
port duty. That this depression has already
most seriously diminished the fair returns
upon the capital embarked by the coal and
shipowner, and must, at no distant period, if a
remedy is not applied, gradually increase the
hardships which it has already indicted upon
the miners and sailors, in depriving them of
that fair remuneration which they have aright
to expect as a compensation for the labour they
undergo, and the contingencies to which they
are exposed. Your memorialists, therefore,

most earnestly request the immediate and
serious attention of her Majesty’s Government
to this important subject

;
and that they may be

allowed an opportunity of proving that the
fears which actuated your memorialists when
the export duties were re-imposed have been
fully realized, and that a longer continuance
in this line of policy affecting the coal trade,

must operate destructively to the interests of
your memorialists, and the future prosperity of
the general export and import trade of this

district.” The question of the proposed new
tax excites great interest and general con-
demnation in this locality. It is probable the
proposal will be withdrawn

;
but it is certain

that the export duty on coals will be brought
before the attention of Parliament almost im-
mediately after its assembling.

Prussian Forts.—It is stated in a letter

from Berlin, that the Prussian Government
intends to enlarge several of the commercial
towns of the kingdom, and to substitute for
the fortifications which now surround them,
detached forts and towers, similar to those of
Posen and Cologne. The first towns in which
this course is to be adopted are Magdeburgh
and Stettin.

Forts of Rouen.—The Commerce says :

—

“ Rouen, as well as Paris, is to have its de-
tached forts. The preparatory plans are already
far advanced. They comprise three citadels;

one on the plateau of Bon Secotirs, another on
Mont Riboudet, and the third on the Havre
road, 600 metres from the Rouen gate ofoctroi.”

The Effect of Railways.—On Monday last»

the Saracen's Head, Friday-street, Cheapside

adjoining the church of St. Peter’s, West Cheap,
which is one of the oldest inns in the city of Lon-
don, having been built in the style of architecture

of the 15th century, with balconies in front, was

disposed of by auction, for its building materials,

when it will be pulled down, and on its site which
extends nearly to the Old Change, large Man-
chester warehouses will be erected. This inn was

extensively connected with coach proprietors and

waggon carriers down the Great Western road, the

traffic of which has been broken up by the establish-

ment of the railways. The house adjoining, No. 5,

Friday-street, which is part of the above property,

is said to have been in the occupation of Sir Chris-

topher Wren at the time of the erection of St.

Paul’s. The estate belongs to the Merchant

Tailors’ Company.

An Old Printing Office.—The printing

office established by Christopher Platin, about the

year 1530, at Antwerp, then a great commercial

emporium, has survived to our time inactive opera-

tion, through the descendants of his daughter, the

wife of John Moret, whose name the press has con-

tinued to bear. The Polyglot Bible of 1569-15/8

is an enduring monument of Platiu’s press, of

which some of the productions attest the existence

in 1555.
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Substitute for White Lead. The

great amount of mortality among painters and

manufacturers of paint, arising from the dele-

terious effluvia of white-lead, is well known,

and has frequently directed the attention of

chemists to the discovery of an innocuous

substitute. Hitherto the attempt has been

fruitless
;

at least as far as we are aware, no

other substance has taken the place of the

common pigment. It would appear, however,

from the report of the Paris Academy of

Sciences, that M. de Ruolz has at length suc-

ceeded in producing a preparation possessing

all the economical properties of white-lead,

without partaking of its offensive character.

This substance is the oxide of antimony,

which is distinguished by the following quali-

ties Its colour is very pure white, rivalling

the finest white silver
;

it is easily ground, and

forms with oil an unctuous and cohesive mix-

ture
;

compared with the white-lead of

Holland, its property of concealing is as 46 to

22, and, when mixed with other paints, it

gives a much clearer and softer tone than

white-lead. It may be obtained, according to

M. de Ruolz, from the natural sulphuret of

antimony, and at a third of the cost of drdi-

nary white paint.

Haddon Hall is a relique in the county of Derby

most interesting in point of antiquity. It was

formerly the seat of the Vernon family, and now

belongs to the Duke of Rutland, whose ancestor,

Sir John Manners, acquired it in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth by a marriage with one of the co-

heiresses of Sir George Vernon. It is situated on

an eminence above the river Wye, and consists of

two courts in an irregular form, approaching to

squares, and surrounded by suites of apartments.

This fine ancient English seat is now comparatively

deserted : its halls are silent, giving but a mournful

idea of its past scenes of revelry and antique pa-

geantry. Prince Arthur, son of Henry VII., is

said to have repeatedly visited Haddon Hall, when
Sir Harry Vernon, who was his preceptor or

governor, resided there. The chapel and the great

hall—considered to be the most ancient parts of the

edifice, having been built prior to 1452, the former

with its despoiled sacred ornaments and curious old

font, the latter with the deep-toned oaken panelling

and its elevated seats at the end, that distinctive

spot where the owners of old used to entertain in

rude hospitality at the dais the more distinguished

of their guests, for in those times the hawk and hound

afforded amusements for the day, and the riotous

fascinations of the baronial board and wine-cup

closed the day after the fatigues of the chase—the

dining-room, long gallery, state bed-room, and an-

cient state-room, were among the interesting parts

visited by her Majesty and party. The Rutland

family have not resided at Haddon since the reign

of Queen Anne, when the first Duke of Rutland

lived there occasionally in great state, and is said to

have kept Christmas with open house, in the true

style of old English hospitality.

The Hierarchy.—The bishoprics of England
and Wales are considered to have been instituted ac-

cording to the following order of time, viz. :—Lon-
don, an Archbishopric and Metropolitan of England,

founded by Lucius, thefirstChristian Kingof Britain,

A.D. 185 ;Llandaff, 185 ;
Bangor, 516 ;

St. David’s,

519. The Archbishopric of Wales from 550 to 1100,

when the Bishop submitted to the Archbishop of

Canterbury as his Metropolitan; St. Asaph, 547 ;

St. Augustine (or St. Austin) made Canterbury the

Metropolitan Archbishopric by order of Pope Gre-
gory, A.D. 596 ;

Wells, 604 ; Rochester, 634 ;

Winchester, 650 ;
Lichfield and Coventry, 656 ;

Worcester, 679; Hereford, 680; Durham, 681;
Sodor and Man, 898 ;

Exeter, 1050 ; Sherborne
(changed to Salisbury), 1056 ; York (Archbishop-
ric), 1067 ; Dorchester (changed to Lincoln), 1070 ;

Chichester, 1071 ; Thetford (changed to Norwich),

1088 ;
Bath and Wells, 1088 ; Ely, 1109 ;

Car-
lisle, 1123. The following six were founded upon
the suppression of monasteries by Henry VIII. :

—

Chester, Peterborough, Glocester, Oxford, Bristol,

and Westminster, 1538. Westminster was united
to London in 1550. Ripon, 1836.

Medal, commemorative of the Queen’s
Visit to Antwerp.—Mr. Frederick Verack ter has

caused to be struck a beautiful medal of our beloved
Queen, having her profile on the obverse, and the

arms of Antwerp on the reverse. The medal is

about the size of a crown piece. It is executed by
the unrivalled medallist, Hart, from whom we have
a bronze medal of Rubens' head, beyond all com-
petition and praise. Mr. Verackter has been archi-

vi9te of the city of Antwerp for the last 22 years,
and has, in this instance, given undoubted proofs of
his gallantry of spirit and accuracy of taste. Three
casts of this medal, one in gold, another in silver,

and another in bronze, are consigned to the Rev.
Dr. Dibdin (the particular friend of Mr. Verackter)
to be presented by him personally to her Majesty.

Mica, a Substitute for Glass.—In the

windows of the workshops at the Butterly Iron

Works, so much glass was broken by the chippings

of iron, that a substitute was sought which would

resist a moderate blow, and yet be translucent. A
quantity of the sheets of mica were procured from

Calcutta, which, when fixed into cast-iron window

frames, were found to resist the blow of a chipping

of iron driven off by the chisel with such force as

would have shivered a pane of glass. Mica possesses

both toughness and elasticity, and when a piece of

iron penetrates it, merely a hole is made large

enough to allow the piece to pass, while the other

parts remain uninjured. It is not quite so trans-

parent as glass, but it is not so much less so as to

be objectionable
;
but this circumstance is not im-

portant at Butterly, as, in consequence of the

quality of fluoric acid gas evolved from the fluate of

lime used as a flux in the blast furnaces, the glass

in the windows is speedily acted upon, and assumes

the appearance of being ground. Mica is a little

more expensive than common glass
;

but, as its

duration promises to be much longer, it must be

more economical. It can be procured of almost

any dimensions necessary for ordinary purposes, as

it has been found in Russia in masses of nearly

three feet diameter. It is susceptible of very minute

subdivision, as, according to Haiiy, it may be

divided into plates no thicker than one three-hun-

dred-thousandth part of an inch.

JCritBm.

Tenders delivered for building a house for C.

Parker, Esq., at Eton. Jno. Shaw, Esq., Archi-

tect :

—

Opened in the presence of the parties.

Burton .£3,540

Bridger and Ashby 3,750

Locke and Nesham 3,835

Winsland 3,987

Hicks 4,070

Grimsdale 4,150
T pi» 4,283

4,300

Bedborough and Jenner 4,350

Hayward and Nixon 4,363

Grissell and Peto 4,375

Baker and Son 4,590

The quantities were supplied.

Tenders for new shops in Hungerford Market,

December 6th :

—

Hayward and Nixon £4,563
Grissell and Peto -1,173

W. Rogers 3,688

Clemence 3,593

The tenders not opened in the presence of the

builders.

Tenders for the erection of a mansion at Port-

sea, from the designs and under the direction of A.

Trimer, Esq., of Adam-street, Adelphi :

—

Clements £6,279
Nicholson (Wandsworth) 5,878

Sugden 5,777
Stevenson & Co 5,675

Absalom (Portsea) 5,646

Tenders for building three rooms, of large

dimensions, Lambeth, February 7th, were opened
in the presence of the competitors :

—

Mays
Herbert

Mitchell

Cooper and Davis . . . 520
Wadey

Want ... 477
Pelbum

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
Tenders for Two Gas Tanks.—Directors of

the New Gas Company, Aberdeen. Feb. 12.

Tenders for a Hydraulic Pump and Appa-
ratus for Proving Pipes.—Directors of the New
Gas Company, Aberdeen. Feb. 19.

Tenders for Two Gas Holders.—Directors
of the New Gas Company, Aberdeen. Feb. 19.

Offers are wanted by the Aberdeen New Gas
Company for the furnishing and erection of a
Steam-engine, of a six-horse power, with Pumps
and Pipes, and connection for pumping.—Adam and
Anderson, Advocates, Aberdeen.

Contract for a large quantity of Cast-Iron
Pipes, of various Sizes.—Directors of the Aberdeen
New Gas Company. Feb. 12.

York and Scarboro’ Railway.—Tenders for

60,000 Larch and Memel Sleepers.—Secretary of

the York and North Midland Railway Company.
Feb. 21.

Parish of St. George, Hanover-Square.
—Contract for Workmen’s Tools and Hammers,
Iron Lamp Posts and Gas Fittings, and for keeping

in order the garden in Hanover-square, for one

year from the 25th March. R. Lees, Clerk, Board

Room, Mount-street. March 6.

Parish of St. George, Hanover-s<iuare.

—Contract for Masons’ and Paviors’ Work, and

supply of Guernsey Granite Chippings, and York-

shire Paving, for one year from the 25th March.

—

Mr. R. Lees, Clerk, Board Room, Mount-street.

March 6.

Contract for Peving and Cleansing the Streets

for one year from the 25th March, the United

Parishes of St. Andrew, Holborn, and St. George-

the-Martyr, Middletex also for Watering the

Streets for six months, from the 25th March.

—

Commissioners of Paving, Board Room of the

Workhouse, Gray’s- Inn-Lane. Feb. 12.

Building Sewers in Cree-Church-lane, King-

street, Duke-street, and Great Duke’s-place,

City.—Plan and Specification at Sewers’ Office,

Guildhall, daily from ten till four o’clock.—Joseph

Daw, Principal Clerk. Feb. 13, 1844.

Formation of Reservoirs and laying down

Iron Conduit, with other masonry work connected

therewith, Bradford Waterworks.— Plans, &c.. to

be seen, and further information had, at the Office of

Messrs. Leather and Son, Civil Engineers, Leeds;

John Thompson, Law Clerk to the Company.

Feb. 13, 1844.

Works Required for the New Fish Mar-
ket, Great Yarmouth.—Plans, &c., t> be seen

on application to Mr. A. T. Tillett, Architect, King-

street, Great Yarmouth
;
Town Clerk. Feb. 21,

1844.

Constructing various Stations aiGateshead
and other places, Newcastle and Darlington Junction

Railway.—Plans, &c., at Railway Office, York.

—

Further particulars on application co Mr. Andrews,

Architect, York.—G. Hudson, Esq., Chairman.

Feb. 13.

Building a County Lunatic Asylum at
Littlemore, Oxford.

—

Plans, &c., at Mr. R.

Clarke’s, Architect, Clinton-street, Nottingham, or

at the Office of the Clerk of the Peace, Oxford.

—

J. M. Davenport, Clerk of the Peace. February

22, 1844.

Bridlington Piers and Harbour.—Erec-

tion of a new south pier, removal of present pier,

and other works for enlargement of Harbour.

—

Plans and Specifications at the Office of Mr. Sidney

Taylor, Solicitor, Bridlington. March 1, 1844.

Altering East Suffolk County Hall and
Courts of Justice, Ipswich.—Plans, &c., for

inspection od application to Mr. Whiting, Surveyor,

&c., County Hall, Ipswich, on Monday Jan. 29 ;

J. H. Borton, Clerk of the Peace, Bury St. Ed-
munds. February 12, 1844.

COMPETITION.
Premium of 20 guineas for the best plans and

estimates for erection of a new gaol, Banbury.

—

All information may be obtained on application to

the Town Clerk. March 1, 1844.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We are sorry that we have not in our power
compliance with the request of “ C. D. S.”

The cutsfor the article of 11 A Constant Reader ”

having been spoiled, we must postpone its appear-

ance till next week, as we do not desire so im-

portant a question to be unduly answered.

“ J. B.” London.

—

We refer to our last year’s

volume.

Mr. Kelly’s contribution is being engraved.

We shall be happy to receive his details of Irish

and other kinds of Gothic architecture.

The MS. of “ G. R. F.” is being set up, and his

illustrations are being executed.

The designs by “2.” for a School and an

Effluvia-trap we have ordered to be engraved.

We have taken some pains to afford the infor-

mation required by “ A Working-man,” Leaming-

ton, but have not yetfully satisfied ourselves; we
hope, however, that we shall be able to give a

proper answer in our next number.

We have received copies of—
“ Payne’s Universum,” 2 Nos.

Knight’s “ Old England,” 3 Parts.

Skyring’s Price Book.

Erratum.—In the article last week upon Brecon

Priory, the river “ Honddu,” pronounced Honethee,

was misprinted Howden.
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tained, that many most important Acts relative

to buildings will be passed. We shall almost

immediately enter into the subject of the Me-
tropolitan Building Act, making such sugges-

tions as we think will have a tendency to pro-

duce the greatest public benefit and safety with

the least possible private restriction
;
upon the

general Act for the regulation of provincial

buildings we shall give our own opinions, and

as there seems one united admission that the

time has come for the adoption of such a pru-

dential and sanitary measure, we trust that the

wisest Act which could be framed will pass the

legislature.

In furtherance of an improved architectural

police, the following forty-four Requisitions

have been made by the Secretary to the Com-
mission for Inquiring into the State of Health,

Drainage, &c. in the Metropolis,

TO PAROCHIAL COMMISSIONERS FOR PAYING,
LIGHTING, AND CLEANSING.

1. Is the paving, lighting, and cleansing,
executed under authority of the 57 Geo. 3,

cap. 29, or is it under a local Act? If so, give
the date of it, and state if it supersedes any
of the powers contained in the general Act.

2. If there is a local Act, does it contain
any powers for the prevention of nuisances
from noxious trades, offensive dung-heaps,
slaughter-houses, or privies, and does it pro-
hibit the keeping of pigs ?

3. Have proceedings been taken in any in-

stance under 57 Geo. 3, cap. 29, sects. 67 and
68 ?

4. Does the local Act contain any power
over private drains or cesspools, or over the
public sewers ?

5. Do occasions frequently arise for the ex-
ercise of them ?

6. Is there any power in the local Act for
pulling down ruinous houses?

7- Is a power requisite for such a purpose?

8. Do you know of any proceedings having
been taken under 57 Geo. 3, sect. 79, for that
purpose?

9. Is there any Court Leet regularly held,

which exercises jurisdiction for any of the
above purposes ? If so, are its powers effec-

tual ?

10. What number of Commissioners are
appointed, and what is the usual number who
attend, and how frequent are the meetings ?

11. What officers are in the employ of the
Board, and at what salaries ?

12. What is the mode of making the rate,

on whom is it made, and how frequently ?

13. Is there any power of appeal from it ?

14. Are there many instances of an appeal
being made and contested ?

15. State the amount of assessable property
within the district managed by your Board.

16. What is the average annual amount of
rate in the pound, and the gross amount col-

lected ?

17. State the amount of loss on collection.

18. What are the most frequent causes of
loss?

19. State the expense of management for
the last ten years.

20. State the amount of expenditure, for the
last ten years, under the following heads :

—

21. Paving, lighting, cleansing, watering
the streets.

22. Other expenses under their several heads.

23. Has any money been borrowed under
the powers of 57 Geo. 3, or under any power
contained in any local Act? If so, state the
amount, and on what terms, and for what
purpose the money was borrowed.

24. Has any land been purchased under
under sect. 80 of that Act, for widening or
altering streets ? If so, state if the whole of
it was thrown into the streets, or if any portion

remains in the possession of the Commissioners
of Paving.

25. Have any contributions been made to

the Commissioners of Sewers in aid of the

formation of uew sewers ?
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26. Under what Commission of Sewers is
your parish ?

27 . Are there any complaints of the defec-
tive state of the sewers, or that they emit
offensive smells ?

28. In what manner are the streets, courts,
and alleys drained? Have they drains com-
municating with the sewers?

29. Is any control exercised over these
drains ? If so, state the annual expense for
the last ten years for cleansing and repairing
them. r b

30. Has any wood pavement been laid down
in your parish ? If so, have you sufficient ex-
perience to be able to state the difference in
expense of cleansing it, compared with granite
pavement and macadamized road ?

31. State the difference in expense of laying
down the above description of pavement.

32. What are the regulations for scavenging
and cleansing the streets, and how often are
they cleansed ?

33. Are the courts which are inaccessible
to carts properly cleansed, in what manner,
and how often ?

34. Are the houses generally provided with
dust-bins, or are any provided at the public
expense?

35. What other means are adopted to pre-
vent filth and refuse being thrown into the
streets ?

36. Are the poorer classes generally supplied
with water, laid on to their own houses, or by
a common stand-cock ?

37. Are there any public pumps erected and
repaired at the expense of the Board?

38. Is the water for them well adapted for

culinary and domestic purposes?

39. Are there any instances of pumps be-
coming useless from the foul state of the

water ? If so, state the cause known or sus-

pected, and how long they have been in that

state.

40. In case of fire, what time usually elapses
before a good supply of water can be brought
to bear upon the premises?

41. What is the annual amount of rewards
for the last ten years, paid to turncocks and
firemen ?

42. The same as to rewards for alarms of
fire, and what proportion has been recovered
from the occupiers of the premises ?

43. Have you any remarks to offer upon the
operation of this system of rewards ?

44. What number of engines are kept in
your parish ?

Upon the necessarily absorbing subject of

railroads, though much has been done, and
much still is doing, much yet remains to be

done
;
the Legislature is alive, and desirous of

effecting general and particular improvements,

and is, indeed, as quick to the subject as con-

tending interests will suffer
;
the notices which

have been given, and the conversations which

have already occurred in Parliament, afford a

perspective of the year’s railroad programme.

When we have disposed of the subjects of

the general and metropolitan bills relating to

buildings, drainage, and health, we shall enter

into that of fire-insurance, and the vicious and

impolitic scale of its duties, after which we

shall proceed toothers of importance, wherein

we hope for improvement.

eb.

The Mew Royal Exchange.—Prepara-

tory to the demolition of the houses forming

Bank-buildings, adjoining the New Royal

Exchange, a very extensive hoarding has been

erected, and several of the inmates have re-

moved their furniture, the sale by auction of a

portion of them having been announced for

Monday next. That part disposed of will

then be cleared away, and within a fortnight

the remaining portion will be also sold, and in

a few days afterwards the whole will be re-

moved. 'Subsequently it is intended as quickly

as possible to erect on a part of the site the

statue of the Duke of Wellington.
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ON IMPROVEMENTS CONNECTED WITH

GILDING.

BY HENRY DIRCKS, ESQ.

It is rather remarkable, considering our

national wealth, that, except in the embellish-

ment of the interiors of our public buildings

and mansions, there is a comparative dearth of

that richness and beauty of ornament which

would be afforded by the appropriate introduc-

ing of plate-glass and decorative gilding. We
may probably trace the paucity of these

luxuries, in even the residences of wealthy

private individuals, to the little excitement to

emulation that must naturally exist so long as

the expense of such ornamental work is so

considerable as to limit its universal adop-

tion. It can, however, be no matter of

doubt that the more general this art does

become, the more will the aristocracy vie with

each other to obtain, even in the less pretend-

ing country villa, or the now plain town man-

sion, the same splendour of decoration that at

present forms a principal feature in the lordly

hall.

But certainly, for gorgeous, tasteful, and

expensive decorations, most excellent specimens

are to be found in the ordinary business esta-

blishments of many tradesmen, as well in the

metropolis as in most of the principal towns in

the country
;
the plate-glass and gilt embellish-

ments in the fitting-up of many of the metro-

politan shops form, indeed, matter of daily

comment and surprise.

Gilding, to which department of the decora-

tive art we shall confine our present remarks,

affords employment to a large body of artisans.

Various and curious as are the different opera-

tions involved in applying the laminated gold

to wood, plaster, &c., we shall, instead of

entering here into detail on these, proceed to

consider, what will at present be more instruc-

tive, the causes most affecting the limitation of

this highly ornamental art; at the same time

endeavouring to shew that it is within the

•scope and province of modern science and

improvement, to enable us to obtain, at a

materially lessened cost, all the richness and

beauty attainable by judiciously introduced

gilding.

In the application of gilding and bronzing

for ornamental house-work, two very different

processes are adopted. The first requires the

employing of pure gold leaf, equal in fineness

to the VWinnr of an inch, and gives rise to the

two methods, one called oil gilding, comprising

ahout a dozen operations from first to last

;

the other known as burnished or distemper

gilding, which, performed in its best style,

occupies about half as many more processes as

the former for its completion. We may here

at once perceive that the expense of both these

processes is materially enhanced by the amount
of time consumed in their performance.

Bronzing does not strictly belong to this

division of the subject, but a bronze powder is

often employed, which is rather imitative of

gold than of antique bronze. Its use to imitate

bronze castings is well understood, by a slight

gilding of a few prominent portions, which,

tastefully applied, greatly enriches ornamental
cast-iron work, statuary, &c.

We come next to consider the procuring

of these precious materials. It may not be

generally known, thatsuch has been the encou-
ragement long given to the art of gilding in

Germany, that we were early, and have since

continued to be, extensively supplied with the

bronze powders from Germany, which still find

a good market in London, as also in Birming-
ham and other manufacturing districts en-

gaged in fabricating ornamental metal and
japan work, and similar articles of taste and
virlii. The foreign markets reap, therefore,

the benefit of both their home and foreign

trade, while we have hitherto been almost
wholly dependent on them, as much from pre-

judiceas from custom. Somuch has thisbeen the

case with our tradesmen and artists hitherto,

that it is a well-ascertained fact, that although

the English manufacture of these articles has

of late been brought to a high state of perfec-

tion, and is now even approved on the conti-

nent, in preference to their own, both for ex-

cellence and cheapness
;

yet, to accommodate

English fastidiousness, the English produce is

frequently only disposable through the medium

of the German dealer, to whom is often paid

50 per cent, and upwards over what it might

have been purchased for in the metropolis from

the manufacturer. It is almost incredible that

prejudice should so strongly warp the judgment

of many of our traders and artists ;
and it

would really appear that the fact has only to

be known, 'and exposed in all its glaring ab-

surdity, to be exploded; and that encourage-

ment given to British art and British skill, of

which we are too apt to lament the absence, or

the decline, though often on the most vague,

superficial information. Improvement in art

or science is effected by the united efforts of

many, which can only be sustained by proper

encouragement being given
;
but which cannot

be expected to result from the folly of constantly

charging on the present age the weaknesses of

the past, as if science stood still, or was cir-

cumscribed by soil or climate. What it is

possible to manufacture on the continent it is

surely possible to manufacture on our own

island
;
vet past experience has afforded the

fullest evidence, practically, of this simple fact

having long been most obstinately doubted and

disputed against the strongest evidence to the

contrary.

The creating of a new art, or the adding of

another branch to an existing one, must always

excite considerable interest. I have no hesita-

tion in pronouncing this to have been effected

in regard to painting, as a decorative art, by a

remarkable and truly beautiful and ingenious

application known as Gold Paint, of which Mr.

Henry Bessemer, of St. Pancras-road, is the

inventor and patentee, by the use of which all

the gorgeous and rich appearance of gilding is

produced with wonderful despatch, at an

amazing reduction of cost. I consider that the

gilding of the dome of St. Paul’s would cost

little less than a thousand pounds, whereas all

the brilliancy and lustre of the leaf-gold may
be obtained by employing the gold paint, as it is

very appropriately called, for an expense short

of 200/. Mr. Bessemer, who is deservedly dis-

tinguished as a bronzist, has by his highly im-

proved manufacture of bronze powder, greatly

reduced its price, yet at least one-half of that

article continues to be purchased from the

German dealers.

The introduction ofthe gold paint will now,

however, more than enable us to compete with

continental manufacturers, for we may be

well assured, that by their present means,

nothing to be compared with it for fineness and

effect can be produced in the foreign market.

The better to understand the value of the new
process, which in fact will become a new and

highly ornamental branch of painting, the

principal objections to the use of bronze powder

for such purposes may be enumerated. In

the first place, we find that when an attempt is

made to imitate gilding by bronzing cornices,

mouldings, carvings, and similar work, it

is always attended with a deadness of effect, a

want of brilliancy ;—secondly, some difficulty

is experienced in applying powder to large

fixed objects without its falling about the apart-

ment, occasioning waste, while great care is

requisite to guard against spoiling whatever of

furniture is in its neighbourhood ;—and lastly,

not the least consideration is the cost of prepar-

ing surfaces with gold size, as for gilding, which

requires the utmost management in the after-

application of the powder, to avoid its becoming

oxidized by being fixed on the surface of the var-

nish, unprotected from atmospheric influence.

The gold pigment obviates every objection that

has been raised to other methods of imitative

gilding. Its preparation involves the employ-

ment of very curious and elaborate ma-
chinery, by which an impalpable metallic

powder is produced of singular beauty.

Its application to plaster, papier mache, wood,

plain or painted frames, or whatever it is re-

quired to cover with the composition, is effected

simply by using a camel-hair pencil, which is

dipped into a little of the powder and rubbed

up in a small portion of a transparent gummy
varnish, prepared and supplied for the purpose,

by which it is made firmly to adhere to what-

ever it is laid on, after the common method of

applying paint. Thus may be seen how much
this process differs from that of bronzing,

and how successfully is avoided all waste or

risk of spoiling furniture. Ease and simplicity

of operation are likewise no small recommenda-
tion of this process, which requires no previous

ground-preparation
;
one coat will even cover

duck paint, or mark a sheet of writing-paper,

though for finer and richer work two coats

maybe applied. A magnificent effect may be

produced on massy ornamental iron-work by

first applying the gold-paint and afterwards

passing over it a thin coating of a green

coloured varnish. For all out-door work this

>aint would require to be varnished over for its

letter preservation.

Mr. Bessemer undoubtedly deserves our

esteem for the skill which he has displayed in

perfecting this ingenious invention
;
for we may

now emulate Paris and other continental cities

in their elaborate and profuse display of inter-

nal and external gilding (with no doubt equal

lustre of effect at less expense), but in an espe-

cial manner has he contributed, by this means,

to benefit a large class of the community

—

painters, in all almost every branch of the art.

At no very distant period we may, therefore,

expect to see a complete change effected in

ornamental gilding by this additional gift of

science.

77, King William-street, City.

SOCIETY OF ARTS, ADELPHI.

February 14. — George Moore, Esq.,

F.R.S. (V.P.), in the chair. J. F. Doyle,

W. A. Goodhue, W. H. Todd, andH.Yool,
Esqs., were elected members.

Mr. Heaton continued his experiments illus-

trative of the principal cause of the rocking

motion of railway engines and carriages.

The machine by which these experiments

were shewn consists of a cam ring having four

sets of cams on its periphery, viz., one set of

sixteen cams, one set ot eight cams, one set

of four cams, and one set of two cams.

When the cam ring is made to revolvo,

the cams raise a rod of iron 12 inches long,

and supported at one end by a cross bar

fixed between centres. When the rod is fixed

for the sixteen cams, it is raised | inch by each

cam, and strikes (after the manner of a forge-

hammer) 292 blows per minute, or travels at

the rate of 71 inches in a second, and no faster.

When fixed for eight cams, to raise it 14

ins. high, the rod strikes 224 blows per

minute, or travels at the rate of 1 I^-th inches

per second.

When fixed for four cams, to raise it three

inches high, the rod will strike 170 blows per

minute, or travel at the rate of 17 inches per

second. A half-pound weight being fixed close

to the end of the rod which is raised bv the

cam, two additional blows will be struck in one

minute more than when the rod is not thus

loaded, and if the half-pound weight be re-

moved, and a two-pound weight be fixed near

to the centre of the rod, so as to require the

same weight to raise it by each cam, it will

strike 233 blows in a minute, or travel at the

rate of 254th inches in one second, clearly shew-

ing that the one end of the rod working on

centres does not retard the falling of the rod

lifted by each cam.

Numerous other experiments were made

with the same machine, with modifications,

from which it appears that the small iron rod

travels as fast as a forge-hammer ordinarily

used.

That the velocity of a body falling short

distances is doubled when passing through

double the distance.

That due allowance should be made for the

momentum of the piston, piston-rod, and

slide gearing of a locomotive engine; and

shewing particularly that a great loss of power

is sustained by the wheels being heavy-sided.

Mr. Martin explained his Chirogymnast,

which is intended to prepare the hand for

playing on all sorts of musical instruments, but

in particular the piano-forte.

It consists of a board 19 inches long, 124

inches wide, and 1 inch thick, with brass

slides, pivots, buttons, straps, ladders, &c.,

fixed in different parts, containing altogether

eleven exercises.
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

February 13.—George Rennie, Esq., in

the chair.

Apaper byMr. J.Grantham described a series

of experiments on an iron vessel called the

“ Liverpool Screw.” This boat was 65 feet

long, 12 feet 6 inches beam, and had 3 feet

9 inches draught of water
;
she was propelled

by two high-pressure oscillating engines, with

cylinders 13 inches diameter and 18 inches

stroke
;
the pressure of the steam in the boiler

varied from 50 lbs. to 60 lbs. per square inch,

and it was cut off at one-fourth of the length

of the stroke, working the remainder by ex-

pansion. The nominal power was 20 horses,

but it did not really exceed 18j horses. The
cylinders were placed diagonally, with both the

piston-rods working upon the same crank, the

driving-shaft being beneath the cylinders and
running direct to the propeller, without the

intervention of either gearing or bands.

The screw-propeller was enlarged three

times, and at last was left at 5 feet 4 inches

diameter, by 20 inches in length; it was set

out with a pitch expanding from 10 to 11 feet,

on Woodcroft’s plan
;

it was made of wrought
iron, with four short arms with broad shovel

ends, whose united area was 16 square feet, 13

feet only of it being immersed, as some portion

of the arms was constantly above the water

;

the angle of the centre of the float was 45°.

The speed of the propeller was generally 95
revolutions per minute.

With these dimensions, the speed attained

was described as 10£ statute miles per hour.

The amount of “ slip” of the screw in the

water, as ascertained by Massey’s log, was
stated not to exceed 5 per cent. Several ex-
periments were detailed, which shewed that

there was not more tendency to “ list” or to

turn round by the action of the screw than
with paddle-wheels, and the vessel was said to

have excelled all the other steamers of the port
of Liverpool in towing out vesels in a rough
sea.

Designs were submitted on this principle for

a steam frigate, and for large steamers working
with oscillating cylinders direct upon the main
shaft.

In the discussion which ensued, the various

forms and modifications of screw-propellers

and their relative merits were very ably treated

by a number of speakers.

Mr. Rennie gave a sketch of the introduc-

tion of a kind of screw used by Mr. S. Brown
with his gas-engine, which was tried on the

Thames; the more successful attempt of Mr.
Smith, and the building of the Archimedes and
other vessels

;
he mentioned ulso the claim of

M. Sauvage, of Boulogne, to the invention,

and his being recently rewarded by the King
of the French. Mr. Rennie entered largely

into the theory of the forms of the propellers,

and in this he was followed by Mr. Farey, Mr.
Galloway, Mr. Samuda, and others

;
and

M. Normand, of Havre, who is celebrated for

giving such superior forms to the vessels built

by him, gave a slight sketch of the Napoleon
French frigate, in which he eulogized the en-

gines constructed by Mr. Barnes, and the

general result obtained with the vessel, but it

appeared that the speed was not superior to

what had been obtained with paddle-wheels.

A model was exhibited by permission of

Sir H. T. de la B&che from the Museum of

Economic Geology, shewing all the kinds of
valves used in the pumps for draining the

Cornish mines, and the merits and defects of
the various kinds were very ably explained
and commented upon by Mr. Jordan, under
whose directions the model was constructed.

Mr. John Taylor gave an historical sketch of
the introduction of the various improvements,
the causes which led to them, and the effects

they had produced : the length of the discus-

sion upon the screw-propeller left so little time
for the subject of the valves, that it was an-
nounced to be renewed at the next meeting,
Tuesday, Feb. 20th, when the following papers
will be read:

—

No. 598. “Description of a bridge across
the river Shannon at Portumna,” by T.
Rhodes, M. Inst. C.E.
No. 658. “ Description of a bridge over the

river Whitadder at Allanton,” by J. T. Syme.
No. 625. “ Description of acast and vvrought-

iron trussed girder for bridges, with a series

of experiments on their strength,” by F.
Nash.

ON “ SCARFING ” OR LENGTHENING
OF TIMBERS.

BY MR. JAMES WYLSON.

{Continued from page 63.)

Fig. 13 is another form of a scarf with
tablings, and is tightened by means of a pair of

\ III il

h A
fj

/ n III s

mU O' 3 ij
Fig. 13 A.

wedges
;
a (fig. B) shews a tongue which may

be formed on the extreme end of each of the

Fig. 13 B.

timbers, to resist the tendency which any force
might have to bend the parts laterally out of
their ranging position, and would be found
convenient, from keeping the timbers in right
position when in the first instance fitted

together
;
another method is shewn in B, fig. 21

.

Figs. 14 and 15 are for scarfs in tie-beams,
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Fig. 14.

r
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Fig. 15.

wherein bolts may be dispensed with unless
great strength be required

;
but the keys must

be such as can be fully depended upon, and
should therefore be of a hard, tough, and in-

compressible wood, so as to keep the tongue
which is on each end of the timber, securely
in its proper place

;
the addition of bolts

renders such scarfings of the first order; the

former of the two examples is the easier to

execute, and may perhaps be considered pre-

ferable on account of its thinest parts being
less in extent than those of the latter.

Fig. 16 is the same scarf as fig. 14, but with

Fig. 16.

the wood well tabled together instead of being

keyed.

mendable, since, if used as a tie, the oblique
pressure has a tendency to make the two ends
incline towards each other; and, if under
compression, to have a contrary effect

;
the two

latter, whichonly differ inthe modes ofaffording
them a means within themselves for resisting the
strains lengthwise, are very much superior to
the first, and are indeed very good and strong
scarfs.

Figs. 20 and 21 are good ordinary scarfs, in

principle similar to fig. 15, but inferior to the
same on account of the oblique joints

;
the clasp

of the first may be improved by the insertion
of a key

; the second may be tightened up by
wedges

;
the form shewn by B for cutting the

Fig. 21 B.

endsoftlie scarf is very convenient for fittingand

keeping the pieces immoveably in their places.

Figs. 22,23, and 24, are combinations pecu-

liarly calculated for timbers sustaining asuper-
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imposed weight. In bearing-timbers the

upper half is in a state of compression, and the

lower half in that of tension
;
and, therefore.

Figs. 17, 18, and 19 are various modifica-

tions of one description of scarf; the first,

Fig. 18.

Fig. 19.

which is very common, is not very recom-

the plain square form which in these examples

has been adopted for the abutting-jointfl, must

be the best that can be employed under such

circumstances. In the first of these scarfs the

bolts and the turned ends of the plate afford

the only check to the extending strain in the

lower half, but the deficiency is made good in

both the others by their being indented and

wedged up.

The examples for scarfing which I have

herein given (those of them having in their

formation oblique parts excepted) are generally

applicable also to the lengthening of verlicaC

and diagonal supporting-timbers, such as posts

and struts, it being only advisable to tongue

the ends of the wood as shewn by figs. 13 a, or

21 B, though the better to ensure their re-

maining in their intended positions, and which

tonguing might be introduced in the internal

tablings as well as to the outside ends, wrought-

iron collars being substituted for the upper

and lower bolts. The fished timber, fig. U
would require pieces on all the four sides.

According to Tredgold, the length of scarfs should be about—

For Oak, Ash, or Elm, without bolts .. ,

,

— Fir . . . . ditto

— Oak, Ash, or Elm, depending on bolts only ..

— Fir ,, ditto ..

— Oak and hard woods, bolts and indents combined

— Fir and soft woods .. ditto

6 times the depth of the beam.

12 ditto.

3 times the breadth.

6 ditto.

Twice the depth.

4 times ditto
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METROPOLIS IMPROVEMENTS BILL.

HODSE OF COMMONS.

Feb. 12.—The Earl of Lincoln moved the

third reading of this bill.—Mr. Hurae objected

to that part of the bill by which the Bank of

England were authorized to advance money on

the security of the new houses to be built as

part of the projected improvements in the

metropolis. The practice of such advances by

the Bank of England was contrary to every

sound principle of banking; and, if carried

out to a great extent, might not leave a single

sovereign in the bank, as was the case once.

He would ask the right hon. gentleman the

Chancellor of the Exchequer whether his at-

tention had been called to this clause?—The
Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that there

was nothing in the present bill which had not

been contained in a bill brought in two years

ago. Since that bill had been passed into a

law, a doubt arose as to the legal construction of

one clause, viz., whether the bank would be
bound to take, in repayment of the money ad-

vanced, instalments, as the money should be
raised from the rents of the houses to be
built. Legal opinions were taken on the
point, and they were considered satisfactory

;

but he thought, under all the circumstances,

that it would be the better course to come to

Parliament, and thus at once to remove every
doubt or difficulty in the matter. The whole
of the money which the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests were authorized to borrow
from the bank would be repaid in five years.

He did not see that the bank ran any risk

whatever in the transaction.—After a few
words from the Earl of Lincoln, which did
not reach the gallery, Mr. Hume said, that
very great complaints had been made of the
delays which took place between the removal
of houses and the erection of others in their

place. In some cases two years were allowed
to elapse from the removal of one set of
houses to the erection of others. Would the
noble lord the chief commissioner 9ay to what
cause those delays were to be attributed?

—

l’he Earl of Lincoln assured the hon. member
and the House that every reasonable dili-

gence was used in carrying out the con-
templated improvements. It was necessary
that houses should be removed gradually,
for if all the houses which were intended
to be removed were to be taken down and
sold at once, their materials would scarcely
fetch anything.—The bill was then read a
third time

;
and, after a short discussion rela-

tive to the advance of money by the Bank of
England for the erection of public buildings,
the bill was passed.

The Gresham Club House.—The founda-
tion-stone of the new building for the Gresham
Club was laid on Thursday, the 8th inst., by
the Lord Mayor. His lordship was attended
by the sheriffs, a committee of the members of
the club, and a number of influential citizens.
The Lord Mayor, having been received by the
committee, Mr. Flower, the architect, sub-
mitted to his lordship the plans of the build-
ing. The vice-chairman of the club (Mr. R.
P. Davis) presented to the Lord Mayor the
various coins to be deposited, and the secretary
(Mr. Best) read the scroll on which the objects
of the club were inscribed. The coins and
scroll were then placed in a leaden box, and
deposited in the aperture prepared for them in
the foundation-stone. The silver trowel was
now handed to the Lord Mayor, by the chair-
man of the committee of the club (Mr. Lamie
Murray), and the stone having been properly
placed by the builder, Mr. Cubitt, his lordship
spread the mortar upon it, and declared the
foundation-stone to have been laid. Mr. L.
Murray said he had now to thank his lordship
on the part of the members of the club for his
condescension in having on the present occa-
sion laid the foundation of an institution
which, he trusted, would be found to take its

rank amongst the many which ornamented
their noble city, founded, as they had all been,
by the perseverance and enterprise of the
citizens, amongst the foremost of whom stood
Sir Thomas Gresham, whose name the club
had honoured itself by taking. The ground
on which the building (in the Italian style) is
about to be erected adjoins the banking'house
of Messrs. Smith, Payne, and Smiths.

DESCRIPTION OF A NORMAN CASTLE
OR FORTRESS.

It consisted, with very few exceptions, of
an inclosure of from five to ten acres of land

;

and was encircled by a river or artificial canal,

called a moat, on the scarp or edge of which
was a strong wall, succeeded by another, and
between these was the first ballium, orouter court
of the castle. Within the second wall, or that

which immediately surrounded the keep or
great tower, were storehouses for the garrison,
and other offices suitable to the extent and
distinction of the fortress. In the centre of
this interior space or inclosure, was the citadel,

or master-tower, as it is more properly called,

in which resided the suzerain, or feudal chief,

but occasionally it was occupied by the deputy,
or castellan, who, for the time being, was the
representative of the baron, and had the full

exercise of his delegated authority. This
master-tower was generally built upon an arti-

ficial mound. It contained the state apart-
ments, which were in proportion to the style

and retinue of the founder, with all the other
domestic offices belonging to the strongholds
of that period. In the centre of the tower,
and descending to the lowest part of the foun-
dation, were the dungeons, in which were con-
fined the prisoners of war, the felons or male-
factors of his jurisdiction. In several instances,

access to the various compartments of the
castle was provided by secret inlets through the
centre of the walls, and by subterraneous pas-
sages made under the fosse.

In advance of the ditch or moat was the
barbican, or outer defence, with a watch-tower
that communicated with the interior by means
of a drawbridge across the moat, which
opened inwards, so as to be under the control
of the sentinel on guard. The entrance to the
ballium, or outer court, was secured by gates,
with a ponderous grating or portcullis, which
was raised or lowered by means of those iron
chains and pulleys which are still used in some
of our military fortresses, and are always met
with in the fortified cities of the Netherlands.
The walls were further protected by towers
and battlements, from which, as well as
through the numerous loopholes by which they
were perforated, arrows and other missiles
could be discharged with deadly effect ; while
through the apertures of the machicolation
above

—

“ Sudden on the assailants’ head,
Blocks of stone and molten lead,

O’er the foe descending, gushing,
Scorching as they fell, or crushing,
Helmed warriors in their fall,

Guarded each embattled wall.”

The outer walls were generally from six to
ten feet thick

;
those of Rochester Castle are

seven
;
while the walls of the keep to which all

look for retreat under desperate circumstances,
were often fifteen feet in thickness, and con-
tained in their centre many secret closets, pas-
sages, and recesses, to which none but the
castellan and his family had access. In the
castle of Glammis there is a secret chamber,
the key of which is transmitted from father to
son, and never known to more than the“ seigneur actuel” and some trustworthy offi-

cial. Before the invention of artillery, one
of these strongholds, such as we have de-
scribed, might have been considered impreg-
nable

; and when taken, the surrender was
generally in consequence of famine, revolt, or
cowardice on the part of the garrison, or of
stratagem on that of the besiegers.

Nearly all the fortresses of this class were
erected during that period that elapsed between
the reign of the Conqueror and that of Ed-
ward the Third. The Castle of Rochester
appears to have been erected soon after the
decisive battle of Hastings; and in tracing its

history and that of its founder, we shall adhere
to the general opinion, so far as that may be
found to harmonize with historical documents.
Castles built on the Norman model varied ac-
cording to the natural shape of the ground
selected for their erection. The military
baron, following the example of the Roman
general, selected that position to which nature
had given the best means of security, which
provided against sudden approach or ‘surprise,
and in cases of extremity offered some facility
for escape, of which various instances are re-
corded in history. The sites chosen were
generally on capes or promontories overlook-
ing the sea; on high banks protected by a

river, or on isolated hills, where connecting
valleys, by forming a natural fosse, would in-
terpose a chasm between the besiegers and the
besieged. These natural positions were readily
taken advantage of by the warlike baron

;

while the difficulty of access could be increased
by artificial means, such as damming up a
stream which flows through the ravine, and
thus forming a temporary lake. The situation
of Rochester Castle is partly an example of
this kind

;
the high ground on which it stands,

and its immediate access to the river, were
natural recommendations not to be lost sight
of, and which the founder took every oppor-
tunity of turning to the best account. In
castle-building, the general maxim was—

“ Where the land o’erlooks the flood,

Steep with rocks and fringed with wood
;

Where, throughout the circling year,

Wells the fountain fresh and clear
;

Scoop the dungeon, rear the wall,

Pile on high the feudal hall.”

—The Castles and Abbeys of England.

THE “NELSON MONUMENTS” OF
ENGLAND.

Among the innumerable Nelson statues
to be found in English towns, Birming-
ham possesses on its Bull-ring the smallest.
This is a statue of the great man, representing
him only the size of life. It is a perfectly
faithful copy of nature, expressing thoroughly
the simple, unassuming appearance of this
citizen hero. His lean cheeks are represented
just as they were in the man; his lank hair
falls over his forehead, and he wears the empty
sleeve of his shot-off arm. To my mind, the
whole was too faithful to nature, although it

comes from the hand of Westmacott, one of
England’s most distinguished living sculptors.

Much, too, might be said against the empty
sleeve. On right and true principles of art,

ought not the arm to have been restored ?

Were a great man, an admiral or a general, to

have both legs shot off in battle, should we put
up the mutilated trunk—« statue without legs—in the market-place? Can we not imagine
ourselves as meeting great men in a future
slate, whole and perfect? And is not this

art of sculpture in white marble a sort of
transfiguration of the human form, as it has
preceded us to Paradise? Should we not re-

present our great men, in order to make this

transfiguration more noble, hovering as it were
over us, transfigured to the highest ideal glory,
rather than cling to the historical, and there-
fore earthly truth of their sorrowful every-day
history, and to their bodies battered by the
storms of life? For the rest, this little, sor-

rowful-looking statue of Nelson, literally the
only statue which Birmingham possesses, stands
almost lost in the midst of 200,000 inhabitants.

Only imagine, one single sculpture to 200,000
living men ! In Rome, or Athens, there would
have been one to every 100, or even 50 men.
Even in Berlin, Petersburgh, and other com-
paratively modern towns, we might reckon a
statue to every 4,000 or 5,000 inhabitants

;
but

in Birmingham, as I have said, there is one to

200,000! It is a question whether, in the
whole world, there could be found another
town of the same population so monumentless

;

at any rate, thus much is certain, that even
among the manufacturing towns of England it

has in this respect no equal. Not only Liver-
pool, Manchester, and Glasgow, but Newcastle,
Bristol, and Hull have more, not to speak of
such fine cities as Dublin and Edinburgh.
Birmingham and Leeds are, I verily believe,

the most pleasureless, tasteless, and ornament-
less towns in England. On the whole, if

Birmingham, in reference to the useful arts,

may be called a Paradise, it is, in reference to

the fine arts, a complete wilderness. In the
theatre here I learnt that I could get tired even
of a play of Shakspeare .—KhoVs Travels
through England and IVlies.

Remarkable Change in Property.

—

When Lawrence Sheriff, grocer and citizen of
London, left the third part of a field of 24 acres,

in the parish of Holborn, for the endowment
of a grammar-school at Rugby, it produced no
more than 8/. a year. This field was called

Conduit-close, and was nearly half a mile from
any house. It is now covered with buildings,
and the rental exceeds 10,000/. a year. The
field has risen in value from 8/. to 10,000/. and
upwards.
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RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

London and Birmingham Railway.—Feb.

9th, at noon, the half-yearly general meeting

of the proprietors took place in the board-room

at the London terminus, Euston-grove. Mr.
G. C. Glyn, the chairman of the company,
presided, and in opening the meeting, alluded

to the proceedings in Parliament with respect

to railways, and congratulated the shareholders

on the prospect that was opened for their con-

necting the London and Birmingham line with

Lancaster and Carlisle, and in another direc-

tion with Holyhead, where a spacious harbour
was about to be formed by Government. He
said that the Birmingham line paid 7 1 ,700/.

per year to Government for duties, including

16,3001. for income-tax, and complained of the

manner in which the line was rated to local

taxes and parish rates, which had been in-

creased in the present year to the extent of

3,0007. Mr. Creed, the secretary, read the

report. The revenue account for the last half-

year, as compared with the corresponding
half-year of 1842, shewed an increase in the

traffic of 11,393/., and a decrease of 6,221/. in

the working charges. The directors had to

report that the net profits of the year 1843
being 502,484/. 0s. 5d., and the dividend
declared at the last half-yearly meeting
242,732 /. 14s., there remained a disposable
balance of 259,751/. 6s. 5d,, from which they
recommended that a dividend of 5 per cent,

be deducted, leaving 17,006/. 18s. 5d. to the
credit of the current half-year. The Warwick
and Leamington, and Northampton and Peter-
borough lines were progressing satisfactorily,

and the latter was rapidly advancing towards
completion. The directors had to apply to the
proprietors for powers to carry out the line

from Chester to Holyhead, where the Govern-
ment was about to erect a new harbour, and
thus make it the great medium of intercourse
with Ireland. Every endeavour had been made
to accommodate the public, and, in order to do
so, they had given to all passengers going and
returning by the railway on the same day, the
benefit of a reduction of one-third in their
fares, and they allowed them to compound for
two months’ fares at half-price. They had also
modified their rates to first-class passengers
riding in the company’s carriages, but travelling

with their own carriages on the train, by
charging them second-class fares. The report
was adopted, a dividend of 5 per cent, declared,
and 17s. on each of the 32/. shares of the

company. A resolution was adopted, giving
powers to the directors to provide capital for

making the proposed railway between Chester
and Holyhead, not exceeding in the whole
1,000,000/. sterling, and to take any other
measures for the interest of the company.

The Northern and Eastern Railway con-
tinues to improve, and the dividend, the net
profits return, is 5 per cent., which was the
amount declared, although the directors in
their report only recommended 4| per cent.
When the line is fully developed, the directors
say that there can be no doubt of the share-
holders receiving a dividend considerably in

excess of the 5 per cent, guaranteed by* the
Eastern Counties Company, according to the
agreement made between the two companies.

North Midland Railway.—The report de-
clares a dividend of 21. on every whole share,
of 1/. on every half-share, and 13s. 4d.on every
third-share, clear of income-tax, and then
4,956/. 3s. 4d. is left to be carried to the next
half-year's account. The net profits of the
past six months were 64,722/., shewing an in-

crease in revenue of 6,463/., and a decrease in

expenditure of 6,230/.

The York and North Midland Railway pays
a dividend of 2/. 10s. on each whole share, and
]/. 3s. on each half-share, clear of income-tax.
1 he total receipts of the half-year have been
47,594/., and the expenditure 23,218/., leaving
about 24,400/. for division amone; the share-
holders.

The Chester and Birkenhead Railway pays a
dividend of 8s. 6d. per share on the 50/. share,
and 4s. 3d. on the 25/. share

;
and this concern

is now to be amalgamated with the new project
of the Holyhead Railway. The terms on
which the amalgamation takes place are pur-
chasing the stock of the Chester and Birken-
head Company at par, and allowing the share-
holders either to take new shares in exchange,
or receive immediate payment.

South Devon Railway.—At the last meeting
held at Teignmouth, to take into consideration

the advantages of this railway, Mr. Brunei re-

marked that it appeared to the Great Western,
Bristol and Exeter, and Bristol and Gloucester
companies, that the South Devon line should

go coastways, and he thought that any other
would be injurious to Teignmouth. The
South Devon line was as little complained of

as any line he knew, and he had selected that

line which would do the least possible injury,

and which would connect the large populous
towns with the metropolis, and which had
secured the approbation of the landowners
generally. G. S. Curtis, Esq., entirely approved
of the projected line, and would support the

plan. He moved a resolution, approving of
the west line, which was seconded by — Watts,
Esq. Mr. Curtis’s resolution was put and
carried.

Committee on Railiuays .—On Saturday last,

in the House of Commons, Mr. W. E. Glad-
stone inquired of Mr. Wallace whether he
purposed persevering with his motion with
respect to the striking off the committee direc-
tors of railways and leading shareholders ?

—

Mr. Wallace said that the course he intended
to pursue was to move an instruction to the
committee, which instruction he should put on
the paper for to-night, declaring the principle
which, in his judgment, ought’to govern the
House in this matter.—Mr. Gladstone said,

under these circumstances, he should move the
appointment of the committee.—The Speaker
having read the names of the gentlemen to

serve on the committee, Captain Pechell said,

that he had received instructions from his con-
stituents to oppose the appointment of directors
on railways to serve on this committee.—After
a short discussion, the motion was put, and the
committee was appointed.

France.—The railroad question absorbs the
whole attention of the Cabinet, as the Chamber
of Deputies has so many interests at stake,
that no opinion can be formed as to the plan
which can combine the greatest number of
affirmative votes. A large portion of inde-
pendent deputies, scandalized at the jobs which
the proposed companies sought to fix the
country with, recommend the State to construct
the roads, while the Minister of Finance, who
sees that in order to do so he must come for-

ward with two instalments of the loan, is

anxious to decline the responsibility. Other
deputies, who have a direct interest in com-
panies desirous of making the roads, urge on
the Cabinet the danger and impolicy of its at-

tempting such an undertaking, while the per-
sonal friends of the ministers entreat that they
will not let slip through their hands so fertile

a source of patronage.

BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIRS.

Williaai Wallace, LL.D., Hon. M. Inst.

C.E., late Professor of Mathematics in the
University of Edinburgh, was born at Dysart,
in the county of Fife, in 1768. From birth,

fortune, or education, he derived no advan-
tages whatever, and the eminent station he
eventually occupied as a mathematician was
achieved solely by his own industry and love
of scientific knowledge, aided by natural talents

of a high order. He was appointed, at the
age of twenty-six, assistant teacher of mathe-
matics in the academy of Perth. In 1803 he
obtained a professorship in the Royal Military
College at Great Marlow (afterwards removed
to Sandhurst); and in 1819, upon the death of
Mr. Playfair, and the removal of Mr. Leslie

to the chair of Natural Philosophy, he was
elected professor of mathematics in the
University of Edinburgh.

Professor Wallace’s pursuits and studies

were chiefly connected with abstract mathe-
matics, but some of the subjects to which he
directed his attention may be here noticed, as

having more immediate reference to the objects

of this institution.

The Eidograph, an instrument for making
reduced copies of drawings, which he invented

about the year 1821, and exhibited at a meet-
ing of the institution in 1S39, is considered

superior in many respects to the Pentograpli.

It possesses greater smoothness and flexibility

of motion, and while the copies may be re-

duced (or enlarged) in any proportion, their

similarity to the original is preserved with

geometrical precision. By a particular modi-
fication, the instrument is made not only to re-
duce, but to reverse the copies, whereby it is

rendered peculiarly applicable to the purposes
of the engraver.

Among the papers which he contributed to
the “ Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh,” there is one on the subject of
curves of equilibration, which is interesting to
us on account ot its connection with the theory
of suspension-bridges. From the develop-
ment of a certain functional equation, he de-
duces series for computing the co-ordinates
of the catenary, and gives tables of the cor-
responding values of the co-ordinates so com-
puted; thus furnishing engineers with a ready
means of constructing arches having the forms
of equilibrated curves.

Professor Wallace obtained a high reputa-
tion as a mathematician, at an early age, and
during his whole life he laboured assiduously
to extend and facilitate the study of his fa-

vourite science. Besides his contributions to

the memoirs of scientific societies (chiefly the
Royal Society of Edinburgh), he was the author
of nearly the whole of the articles on pure
mathematics in the fourth and subsequent
editions of the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica,”
and likewise of the greater part of those in
Brewster’s “ Edinburgh Encyclopaedia.”

His health having given way so far as to
render him unable to discharge his duties in

the University, he resigned his chair in 1838.

During the remainder of his life, although an
invalid, his scientific ardour suffered no abate-
ment, for while confined to his chamber, he
composed the memoir on equilibrated curves,

as well as a work intituled “ Geometrical
Theorems and Analytical Formulae,” which
was published in 1839. His disposition was
amiable and benevolent

;
he was beloved by

his friends, and respected by his fellow-

citizens
;
and he died, universally regretted, at

Edinburgh, on the 28th of April, 1843, in his

seventy-fifth year.

Mr. John Buddle, M. Inst. C. E., was
born at Kyo, near Lanchester, in the county of
Durham, in 1773, and resided there nearly
twenty years, when he removed to Wallsend
with his father, who had then attained con-
siderable eminence as a colliery viewer.

The elder Mr. Buddie was a man of con-
siderable attainments in mathematics; he was
a correspondent of Hutton, Emerson, and
other eminent men, and contributed many
papers to the scientific publications of that
period. He was remarkable for the systematic
manner in which he conducted his professional

avocations; and to him we are indebted for the
introduction of iron tubbing for sinking shafts,

which, it is believed, was first used at the

Wallsend colliery.

At an early age Mr. John Buddie evinced an
attachment for active occupation, and an eager
pursuit of experimental knowledge. These
studies and pursuits were encouraged by his

father, from whom he derived nearly the whole
of his education, having only been at school
during one year, when very young. He became
very early the assistant of his father as a

colliery viewer; and on one occasion, when,
as usual in cases of emergency, the viewers of

different collieries were called together, to

consult on the means of stopping an extensive

fire of gas in the Washington pits, be suggested

the trial of a jet of water moved rapidly,

alternately, across the flame, in the same
manner as in his boyish experiments he had

cut oft' the flame of gas with a knife : the plan

was adopted, and being carried into effect by

himself, was perfectly successful.

After the death of the elder Mr. Buddie,

his son succeeded him in the management of

the Wallsend colliery, and there, in 1810, he

introduced those extensive improvements in

ventilation which have been so much imitated.

He was engaged as a viewer and consulting

engineer of a number of the principal collieries

in the North of England. His experience in

all the details of the coal trade led to his being

frequently examined as a witness in Parlia-

mentary committees; and he was also em-

ployed as consulting engineer on railways and

general engineering questions. In 1838 he

was appointed one of the Dean Forest Mining

Commissioners, and his tact and experience

materially aided in the successful completion
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of their labours. As he advanced in life, he

became the proprietor of coal-mines, as well

as of landed, shipping, and other property,

which, under prudent management, produced

a considerable income; indeed, when it is

remembered that he was a bachelor, and that

his habits were very simple, it is surprising

that he did not accumulate greater wealth.

He was very liberal, and his charities were

extensive. He took great interest in the local

scientific societies, and, even amidst his nume-

rous engagements, found time to communicate

to them some valuable papers.

To all who have visited the coal-mines of

the North of England, or have taken any in-

terest in the history of coal-mining, the name
of Mr. John Buddie is familiar.

He was active, steady, and unremitting in

the discharge of duties which were attended at

all times with much personal fatigue, and fre-

quently with imminent danger. He was ex-

tremely exact in his extensive correspondence,

and kept a diary, which may probably furnish

materials for a detailed and useful memoir.
In private life he was distinguished by many

excellent qualities and social virtues. Among
other accomplishments he was a superior musi-

cian
; and his retentive memory, and happy

mode of explaining and illustrating his subject,

rendered him as agreeable a companion as he
was a valuable friend.

His habits were extremely simple, but his

house for nearly half a century was the resort

of most of the scientific strangers who visited

the North of England, and his hospitality was
unbounded. Whether viewed in his profes-

sional or private character, he has left solid

claims to admiration and esteem, and his death
may justly be regarded as a public loss. He
died on the 10th of October, 1843, at the age
ofseventy years, and was interred in the ground
which he had given for a cemetery, and where
a church had been erected, on his estate at

Benwell, near Newcastle.

—

From the Report
of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

CLENDINNING TESTIMONIAL.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—I send you a design for a public

monument to the memory of G. Clendin-

ing, Esq. It is of the Gothic or Pointed

Architecture of the late period, which an anti-

quary with whom I have some acquaintance

informs me is now generally denominated “ the

Perpendicular style,” having been first so called

by the late Mr. Rickman, the Quaker architect

of Birmingham. Those who have not previously

applied themselves to the subject will readily

perceive that a succession of perpendicular

lines reach from the base to the summit of the

work, shewing that the appellation has not

been without reason. The steps and basement

of the structure I propose to be of granite, all

the remainder of the work to form an open

lantern of Caen stone. Within the first stage

(A), in which a statue of the deceased is

designed to stand, surrounded by an octastyle

peristylium, attached to the eight piers of the

arcade, and canopied over by a groined and

ribbed stone ceiling, of the fashion shewn by

the plan of that stage, but with the central

compartments of the groining forming a star,

left open, and without panel-work between the

stone ribs, so that light from the lantern above

may be shed over the statue.

The letters B C and D attached to the

elevations and plans exhibit the forms and

dimensfe&k ct^fhe succeeding stages of the
work. As they pr-oceed td its summit. The gene-
ral fbym/of the monument is exactly pyramidal,
as may be^een by drawing fines from its lower
stefvid the'-fiumpiif of thd^crowing finial, the

coronal' of can opv- heads spd small pinnacles

at til# b^s^of the spire-st^e, D, alone playing
lighfIy^it?KJiftt!R]iciroui<^bribing lines, thereby
giving, £3 wythe-Case of many ancient works,
more vivacity f> i the jcomposition, without
offending against unalterable rule.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

W. R.
January 10, 1844.

DESIGN FOR THE CLENDINNING TESTIMONIAL.

J.r

\

elevation.
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MONUMENT TO THE LATE DR. MALKIN

A handsome monument has just been
erected in St. James’s Church, Bury St. Ed-
munds, in honour of the late Dr. Malkin.
Soon after his decease, a number of his former
scholars at Bury, who judged that his memory
deserved well of themselves—of the school over
which he so successfully and so splendidly pre-
sided, and of the town which was so largely
benefited by his presidency, entered into a sub-
scription for the purpose of extending, by en-
during marble, the knowledge of him, and of
their feelings towards him, to generations
beyond that in which he and they should “ live,
and move, and have their being.” It was at
first intended that the subscription should be
small, and the object simple; namely, to express
on a plain tablet, and in few words, the senti-
ments which were entertained towards him :

in short, to do him honour, not by an over-
display of the sculptor’s and the penman’s arts,

but by the fact of the erection of the memorial.
When, however, this intention became known,
a sum exceeding thrice the amount at first

contemplated was brought together. This re-
sult is highly creditable to the Bury scholars
of by-gone days, inasmuch as the individual
whom they sought to honour had passed the
last fourteen years of his life, not only divested
of scholastic office, but also in distant retire-

ment. Some of his learners “ had paid the debt
of nature,” all were more or less widely dis-

persed : yet “ the love of many was not cold
manhood had not effaced the recollections of
youth

;
the world had not extinguished the

sympathies of school.

The committee, finding so large a sum at
their disposal, resolved upon improving their
object, and intrusted the fulfilment of it to

Mr. Lough, of London, a statuary of fast-

increasing reputation. There existed a bust of
Dr. Malkin, executed during his life by Chantry,
and worthy the chisel of that highly-gifted
artist; this was shewn to Mr. Lough, and upon
viewing the well-favoured, dignity-bespeaking,

and statuesque style of features there repre-
sented, he determined to introduce a medallion
likeness into the monument. This, accord-
ingly, forms a prominent portion of the work

;

and it is both beautiful as a production of art,

and faithful as a resemblance to the original.

The compartment containing the medallion
profile is separated from that bearing the in-

scription by torches just extinguished—a clas-

sical emblem of the expiration of life, and ap-
propriate in a memorial of the departed. The
inscription is as follows

—

“ In remembrance of

Benjamin Heath Malkin, LL.D.,M.A.,
Head Master of the Royal School in this town

from 1809 'to 1828,

Who died at Cowbridge, May 26, 1842, aged 72.

Erected by his pupils as a tribute of
gratitude, respect, and affection.”

This is a simple but effective record : for what
sentiments more honourable and more pleasing

than these can an instructor of youth hope, or
desire, to actuate the hearts of his former
scholars, and to embalm his memory?

PLANS OP THE DIFFERENT STAGES.

Monument to Bishop Latimer.—A mo-
nument has just been raised in the chancel of

the parish church of Thurcaston, Leicester-

shire, to the memory of the celebrated Hugh
Latimer, Bishop of Worcester. In the centre

is a concave marble slab, bearing the following

inscription :

—

“ H. S. E.
The grateful memory of

Hugh Latimer,
Lord Bishop of Worcester.

The great champion of the Protestant Faith

Was born in the parish of Thurcaston,
In the year 1470.

Pie faithfully followed in the glorious train

Of his Lord and Master,

And having joined the Noble Army of Martyrs,

Sealed the truth with his blood.

Pie was burnt at the stake in Oxford,

In the year 1555,

And then 4 lighted a candle,’ which

Shall ‘ never be put out.’

PIoc marmor ponendum curavit,

Ricardus Waterfield,

Rector de Thurcaston.
1843.”
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ON VENTILATING AND WARMING
SCHOOL-ROOMS.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ THE BUILDER.”

The properventilation and warmth of school-

rooms ranks next in importance to the suffi-

cient admission of light, both as regards the

health of the children, as well as in an economical

point of view. The ventilation of school-

rooms is a subject of the utmost moment, but

which, in very many instances, is grossly and

often totally neglected
;

the only apertures by

which a current of air can enter, or the

vitiated part escape, being by the windows and

door, a mode which, under the best circum-

stances, only very partially performs the ob-

ject, and in cold or rainy weather becomes

totally useless
;
thereby producing injurious and

unpleasant effects on the teacher and children.

It is a well-known fact that, in a school-

room occupied by a number of children, the

atmosphere becomes specifically lighter than

the surrounding parts, in consequence of the

warmth of their bodies and by the heat of the

fire, and which, therefore, has a tendency to

rise and escape through the roof, while the

cold air outside presses in to supply the defi-

ciency. All that is necessary, therefore, to be

done to insure perfect ventilation in a school-

room, is to provide apertures in the gabels

of the roof, with valves for the outlet of

vitiated air, and to cause a current of fresh

air to enter in the most agreeable way, so as to

prevent draught. This mode of ventilation is

further explained in the accompanying diagram,

which is a section of a school-room, where A
is the opening in the gabel, furnished with a
valve, having a cord for the purpose of opening
or closing it, and B the opening in the wall, so
as to admit air under the room, the floor of
which is provided with openings and valves to

supply the school-room with air to any re-

quired amount. If the floor be of asphalte,

&e., a brick flue must pass under it to the air-

valves. For warming school-rooms, common
fire-places may possess some advantages, but
these are more than counterbalanced by the
disadvantages which must always attend them;
two-thirds of the heat generated is carried up
the chimney and wasted, and the remainder
being confined to a short distance from the fire,

leaves the remote parts of the room quite cold;
added to this, a common fire consumes a great
quantity of air, thereby occasioning draughts to
enter by all the crevices, the efFeet of which be-
ing injurious to health, the trouble and annoy-
ance arising from continually stirring and sup-
plying the fire with fuel, the risk of smoky
chimneys, and the almost insurmountable diffi-

culty of avoiding them in the sudden changes
of wind and temperature, render their use,
when practicable, to be avoided, especially as
a stove answers the purpose much more effec-
tually. To warm a school-room with a stove,
if placed near a wall the flue may be carried
up in the brickwork about 3 inches square,
but if in the middle of the room, an iron pipe
must be fixed so as to communicate with the
exterior. The advantages arising from the
use of a stove are, that it requires fuel but
once a day, the fire being kept always alight

;

the small quantity of air required precludes
the possibilty of draught; the temperature, by
means of a thermometer placed against the
wall of the room, may be kept at any requisite
degree; the prime cost is less; it consumes
much less fuel than a common fire, and all

risk of accident to the children is avoided.
A small vase of water with a perforated cover
should be placed on the stove, and one of the

air-valves in the floor should be quite close to

it, the others may be equidistant between the

8toveand end walls.

This is the best and most simple mode of

ventilating and warming schools, and it be-

hoves all who have the duty of forming new
schools devolving on them, to give the proper

ventilation of the rooms their most serious

attention, as it produces not only correspond-

ing good effects on the children’s health, but

also in many other important branches.

C. D.

[Supposing our correspondent means by “ a

stove ” some kind of inclosed fire-place, as

Arnott’s, or an offset of the old German stove,

we beg to remind him of the frequent banish-

ment of all manner of iron stoves from build-

ings, from the head-ache and other inconve-

nience produced by the foul air reigning

wherever such stoves are used, often compel-

ling a recurrence to the old-fashioned, whole-

some common open grates, with all their waste

and weakness of operation. A century and a

half ago, John Evelyn recommended, even in

the heating of a green-house, the avoidance of

iron, and the use of baked earth. Perhaps
the French apparatus denominated the “ Calo-

rifhre ” (whereby a current of external air is in-

troduced through heated pipes of terra cotta),

makes the nearest approach to the wholesome-
ness of the hot-water warming-apparatus in

its best form. We very seldom suffer naturally

from head-ache, yet cannot stand against the

noxious fumes generated by any of the race of

iron pipe-stoves, Arnott’s included.

—

Ed.]

FIRES IN LONDON.

IMPORTANT EXPERIMENTS.

A great many proposals having lately been
urged upon government with the view of esta-

blishing in London, and all the large towns

throughout the provinces, a system for the

more speedy extinction of fires, viz., by attach-

ing hose or leathern pipes, with branches, to

the plugs and mains laid down in the streets,

so that the water might be thrown to a suffi-

cient altitude by its own pressure, without the

aid of fire-engines, an experiment a few days

since was made by Mr. Quick, the engineer of

the Southwark Water Company, in order to

ascertain how far it could be made applicable.

The company not having the necessary appa-

ratus to make the trial, the assistance of the

Fire Brigade was granted to carry out the ex-

periment, Mr. Braidwood, the superintendent

of the force, being present on the occasion,

the particulars of which will be found to be

highly important. The report, which is ex-

tremely voluminous, states that it took place

on the morning of Thursday last, between the

hours of 4 and 9 o’clock, Mr. Quick selecting

Old Gravel-lane, Union-street, and Tooley-
street, as the most favourable spots to carry on
the operations. During the whole period the

pressure of water at the company’s works at

Battersea was kept at 130 feet, and every ser-

vice-pipe or outlet was kept shut, so that the

trial should be fairly made. The first experi-

ment took place in Union-street, by having
lengths of riveted leathern hose (two inches

and a half in diameter and 40 feet long) at-

tached to six standcocks, placed into plugs, all

situate within the space of about 700 yards.

The water was conveyed from the head at

Battersea, through 5,300 yards of iron piping,

consisting of 4,250 yards of 20-inch main, 550
yards of 15-inch main, and 500 yards of 9-inch

main. On one standcock being opened, the jet

of water thrown from the copper branch (with

|-inch hose pipe on) reached an elevation of

50 feet, and the delivery was at the rate of 100

gallons per minute. The next object sought
was to ascertain the quantity of water that

could be obtained from the plug. The branch-

pipe for this purpose was taken off, but the

length of hose remained on. The delivery

was then found to be 260 gallons per minute,
shewing that nearly two-thirds of the water
was lost by confining it to a small jet. Had
the standcock and hose been taken away, there

,

would have been quite sufficient water to sup-
ply three fire-engines, each delivery being
equal to the discharge from the first stand-

cock. Another was then opened, and the jet

from the former was reduced to 45 feet eleva-

tion. Other two were added, and the jet of
the first was then 40 feet

;
and on three being

opened, the jet from the first rose to 35 feet.

The fourth was opened, and the jet of the first

decreased to 30 feet. The fifth was then

brought into play (viz. six in all), and the jet

from the first only measured 27 feet, fully

shewing that there was a regular gradation in

the height of the jets, according to the number
opened. The next trial was made in Tooley-
street, the standcocks being used as in the

former case. Some slight difference was ob-

served in the elevation to which the jets were
thrown, the first gaining 60 feet; and when
the whole were opened, the height was reduced

to 40 feet, the delivery of the water being at

the rate of 70 gallons per minute. Another
trial was then made in a street leading into

Tooley-street, where there was only a service-

pipe laid down, called a 5-inch main. The
first standcock threw a jet of 40 feet, and on
the others being opened, the one furthermost

from the first started only emitted a jet of 24
feet, and a delivery of 58 gallons.

COMPARATIVE TABLE of FRENCH METRES
REDUCED TO ENGLISH FEET. 1844.

(From Letarouilly.)

Metrial Measures.
English
Feet.

Metre. Met. Ft In.

I is written 3 3.37

2 .. 2.000 6 6.74

3 9 10.11

4 .. 4.000 13 1.48

5 16 4.85

6 .. 6.000 19 8.22

7 .. 7.000 22 11.59

8 26 2.96

9 .. 9.000 29 6.33

10 ..10.000 32 9.70

1 is written .. 0.100 0 3.94

2 .. 0.200 0 7.S7

3 0 11.81

.. 0.400 1 3.75

7.695 . 0.500 1

6 1 11.62

2 3.56

8 .. 0.800 2 7.50

9 2 11.43

10 3 3.37

Centimetre.

1 is written . 0.010 0 0.39
2 0 0.79
3 0 1.18

4 0 1.58

5 0 1.97

6 0 2.36

7 . 0.070 0 2.76

8 0 3.15

9 0 3.54
10 0 3.94

Millimetre.

1 is written 0 0.04

2 0 0.08

3 0 0.12

4 0 0.16

5 0 0.20

6 0 0.24

7 0 0.28

8 0 0.31

9 0 0.35

10 0 0.39

Norwich.—The erection of the observatory

on the Cathedral for the purpose of connecting
this portion of the kingdom with the great
system of triangles, which has now been carried

over nearly the entire surface of England and
Wales, afforded an opportunity for meteoro-
logical observations not to be neglected, and
accordingly a series of experiments were com-
menced by the permission of Lieut. Da Costa,

of the Royal Engineers, under the direction

and management of the Rev. A. Bath Power.
The bearings were taken of no fewer than 194
towers, but only 58 of them were identified.

Ipswich.—The usual monthly meeting of

the Dock Commissioners was held last week
at the Town-hall. The chairman read the

minutes of the committee of management, and
from them it appeared that the Charity Trustees

had been authorized to build a quay in front of

the charity land, abutting on the new channel,

under the direction of the engineer; and that

the engineer had been directed to procure

three drags and six life-lines, for the assistance

of persons who may have the misfortune to get

into the dock.
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COURT OF QUEEN’S BENCH.

CARPUE V. THE BRIGHTON RAILWAY COMPANY.
Friday, Feb. 9.—Lord Denman this morn-

ing delivered the judgment of the court in

this case. The only question remaining for

decision was whether the defendants were
entitled to notice of action under the 252nd
section of the Act. For the necessity of such

notice it was argued, that the declaration

charged the injury to have been done to the

plaintiff by the defendants’ omission to do some
of the works required by the Act, and the

dictum of Baron Parke in the case of “ Palmer
against the Grand Junction Railway” was
cited, where the notice was not thought neces-

sary
;

but that dictum was this, that if the

action was founded upon neglect in not

fencing the railway, whereby the travelling

became dangerous to those passing on it,

assuming that obligation to be the result of

the provisions of the Act, the case would have

fallen within the section requiring notice
;
but

whsn the matter was looked at and explained,

he said it appeared the action was not of that
nature, but the defendants were sued as

common carriers, and the learned judge com-
mented on the fact proved in that case, and
considered it did not come within the Act.
In deference to that dictum, leave was given to

move toenter a nonsuit, and a rule was granted
and largely discussed, but the Court was not
now called upon to consider how far that
dictum wat correct law, because the Court was
clearly of opinion that this injury hud arisen
from the defendants’ misconduct as carriers,
and not as proprietors

;
but in considering the

evidence it was impossible to exclude some
reference to the state of the railway; hence
the Court thoughtthere was no foundation for
any argument in favour of the necessity of
notice, and the plaintiff was, therefore, en-
titled to retain his verdict.

Rule discharged.

Lord Mining under his Tenant’s Premises.

HILTON V. LORD GRANVILLE.

Feb. 10.—In this case, which was argued
on Monday last, Lord Denman delivered the

judgment of the Court. This was an action

on the case for an injury done to two ancient
houses, one occupied by the plaintiff, and the

other held under him by a tenant. The decla-

ration stated, that the plaintiff was lawfully
possessed of certain houses, with the appurte-
nances, situate at Newcastle-under-Line, sup-
porting which houses were certain foundations,
which the plaintiff of right had enjoyed, and
was enjoying, for the support of his house, and
that on divers days and times, without the leave
and license of the plaintiff, the defendant, in-

tending to destroy the foundations, negligently
and improperly worked certain mines under-
ground, and dug for ores and minerals, and
that by reason thereof the foundations of the
house became and were greatly weakened, in-

jured, and damaged, and rendered unsafe and
incapable of supporting the house

;
in conse-

quence whereof the house cracked, sank in,

and was in great danger of falling down and
being destroyed, and the value of it was
reduced. The third plea to this declaration
was as to the working of the mines under-
ground

;
that, before the making of the lease

to the plaintiff, the defendant had a grant of
the right of mining from the present Queen

;

and it then proceeded to state, that from the
time whereof the memory of man was not to

the contrary, he had a right to get minerals and
dig and work such mines under the dwelling-
houses in such manner as might be expedient
for the purpose ofgetting the ore, paying to the
respective occupiers of the surface reasonable
compensation for or in respect of the use of
the surface, and without making any compen-
sation for any damage occasioned to any mes-
suages, &c., by any acts done for the purpose
of working the mines underground; and the
defendant justified that this injury arose from
the working the mines underground. These
acts were justified by prescription in the third
plea, and by custom on the fourth plea, by
which the defendant claimed a right to do
what was complained of. These pleas were
demurred to as setting forth a prescription and

custom which could not be sustained, they
being uncertain and unreasonable. The Court
made no distinction between the two pleas, for
it either the prescription or custom were bad,
the other must be so likewise

;
if one was valid,

the other must be valid. The Court also
thought the question as to the premises being
freehold or copyhold did not affect the prin-
ciple

;
if the custom prevailed to freehold

property, it must also prevail as to copyhold.
The principle on which the custom was said to
be founded was laid down in a case where it

was said that the objection to this custom, that
it was only beneficial to the lord and prejudicial
to the tenant, was of no weight, for it might
have had reasonable commencement notwith-
standing, for the lord might take less for the
land

;
but the true objection was, that it was

uncertain and unreasonable, as it might
deprive the tenant of the full benefit of the
land

;
and it was not to be supposed that any

of the tenants would have taken the land
subject to such a custom. The custom held
invalid was, that so often as the lord of the
manor sank pits on the freehold land for work-
ing the collieries, he had been accustomed to

cart the earth, &c. coming therefrom on the
land, there to remain so long as he thought fit.

ChiefJustice Willes, after pointing out the un-
reasonableness of the custom, said no custom
was more unreasonable than the present—it

might deprive the tenant of the whole benefit
from the land, because the lord might dig as
often as he pleased, and at what time of the
year he pleased

;
so that the lord might stay

upon the tenant’s land for ever. The case hail

been removed by error into this court; and
after having been argued three times, the judg-
ment against the custom was affirmed. Justice
Lee said the question was whether this was a
reasonable lex loci, and the Court held it not
to be so, as it laid a great burden on the land

;

it savoured much of arbitrary power, and
might have put it in tbe power of the lord
utterly to deprive the tenant of the benefit of
the land, there being no restriction as to time

;

and in the report it was remarked that the
custom was very unreasonable, for it laid such
a great burden on the land, without any advan-
tage to the tenant, a9 tended to destroy his

estate, and savoured much of arbitrary power
;

and what was said at the bar touching the
public utility of coal-pits could not be consi-

dered, becausethe pits mighthave been worked
without it, and to support the custom would be
to take away the whole benefit of the custom.
The words “at the will of the lord” did not
appear, but such might be understood, because
the lord sought to have the power of going
upon the land at any time. Several cases have
been cited to shew that such custom might be
valid, but they had no bearing on the point.

In one' case the plaintiff had sued in trespass
for digging and taking away his land, and the

defendant justified in one plea under a custom.
The general custom was traversed under the

special custom. The defendant pleaded that

he had made sufficient compensation. Upon
the trial at bar the jury found that the compen-
sation was insufficient. The injury to the
foundation was in no way connected with the

question. On that trial the greatest reliance
was placed on some decisions in which, the
custom being derogatory to the rights of the
tenant, the original grant could not be main-
tained. Lord Kenyon had said, if it must be
taken to import that a lord after granting
rights of common might help himself to any
portion, to the exclusion of the grantee, it was
incompatible with other eases.and could not be
supported. The defendant justified under the
usage, and assuredly whatever the lord could

reasonably be supposed to have reserved out of
his grant consistent with the grant, that usage
might be set up

;
but a claim destructive of the

grant could not be set up, it was repugnant and
absurd. The custom here pleaded had that

destructive effect, and it was too clear to admit
of any doubt. The judgment would therefore

be for the plaintiff.

The capital of Berlin is about to be enriched

with a new cathedral. The designs have been
executed by M. Stieler, after the suggestions

of the king himself. It will be in the Italian

style, and embellished with sculpture and paint-

ing. The vaults will be appropriated as a

burial-place of the reigning family of Prussia.

The estimate of the expense amounts to

38,000,000f.

ASSESSED TAXES CASES.
Determined by the Judges on Appeal.

May 18, 1841.

Windows—Shop.
A soda-water manufacturer held liable for the
window of a shop where ginger-beer, soda-water,
corks, Sfc., were exposed to sale, such shop being
party above and partly below the street, and
part of the dwelling-house.

At a meeting of the commissioners of land and
assessed tares, acting for the division of the town
of Cambridge, on the 9th day of November, 1840,
the following case was heard and determined (48
Geo. 3, c. 55).

Mr. Thomas Birch, of this town, soda-water
manufacturer, appealed against the assessor’s charge
of eight windows, and contended “ that under the
Act ot 4 Geo. 4, c. 11, s. 1, he was entitled to one
as a shop window where goods are exposed to sale,
namely, ginger-beer, soda-water, corks, &c. ; the
room is partly above the street and partly below.”
He claims the exemption as being the basement
story.

The facts of the case are these :—The party
manufactures soda-water and ginger-beer in an
underground room of his dwelling-house, which in
all similar houses is used as a kitchen or wash-
house ; he is a wholesale vender of the above
articles, and not a general retailer, but may occa-
sionally dispose of a bottle of either of the above
waters if any person happened to go to his house
and requested to be served with a draught of either
soda-water or ginger-beer

;
the selling of the corks

spoken of relates to those which are necessarily put
into the bottles. The above facts being detailed to the
commissioners, they were of opinion that the room
used as herein described did not come within the
meaning of the Act of Parliament

;
they therefore

confirmed the assessment. The appellant being
dissatisfied, demanded a case for the opinion of her
Majesty’s judges, which we sign accordingly.

Samuel Evans, 1 ~
S. Adcock, }

Commissioner,.

We are of opinion that the determination of the

commissioners is right.

J. Patteson. J. Gurney. T. Coltman.

Windows—Shop.
Two windoxos of a shop of appellant who had re-

tiredfrom business, but in which a small stock
remained, and which she continued to sell; such
shop being xised for no other purpose, no goods
being exposed for sale, and the shutters of one
of such windows being almost always kept
closed

:

—Held, liable to duty.

At a meeting of the commissioners of land and
assessed taxes, acting in and for the hundred of
Ardudwyis, held at Llanddwyive, the 21st and 22nd
days of August, 1840, for the purpose of hearing

appeals against the first assessments (48 Geo. 3, c.

55, sch. A.) :—Mrs. Margaret Griffiths, of Bar-
mouth, appealed against a charge for twelve

windows. The appellant stated that two out of

that number are shop windows, for which she

claimed exemption
;

that she had retired from
business, and discontinued shop-keeping for some
time, but there being a few trifling things of her

stock remaining, such as books, &c. she continued

to sell the same
; the room is used for no other

purpose whatever
;
that there are now no goods ex-

posed for sale in the said windows, one of which is

scarcely ever opened, the shutters thereof remaining

almost always closed. The commissioners, con-

ceiving the appellant clearly entitled to an ex-

emption for such windows, by virtue of the 1st

section of 4 Geo. 4, c. 11, allowed the appeal, and

reduced her assessment to ten windows ;
but the

surveyor having expressed himself dissatisfied with

such decision, inasmuch that the appellant had en-

tirely ceased to be a shopkeeper, that there is no ex-

ternal appearance of a shop in passing the house,

there being no goods exposed for sale in the said

windows, one of which is invariably closed, de-

manded a case for the opinion of one or more of

her Majesty’s judges, which is here stated and

signed accordingly.

Richard Davies, 1 Comm iMUraer..
David Evans, J

We are of opinion, that the determination of the

commissioners is wrong.

J. Patteson. J. Gurney. T. Coltman.

Windows—Shop.

Appellant was not brought into charge for two

windows in a shop, and claimed exemption for

one window in a room of his dwelling-house on

the firstfloor and immediately over the shop, in

which room drapery goods were kept and ex-

posedfor sale, as the 4 Geo. 4, c. 11 ,
grants ex-

emption for three:—Held, chargeablefor such

one window.

''W
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Hall, Towyn, the 31st day of August, 1840, for the

purpose of hearing appeals against the first assess-

ments (48 Geo. 3, c. 55, «ch. A.) Mr. Robert

Edwards, of Aberdovey, draper and grocer, appealed

and claimed exemption for one window in a room in

his dwelling-house in which drapery goods are kept

and exposed for sale. The appellant stated that the

shop forms a part of his dwelling-house in front,

and on the ground floor thereof ;
that there are two

windows in the same, which were allowed and not

brought into charge ; that the first section of 4 Geo.

4, c. 11
,
grants exemption for three windows in any

shop or warehouse, being parts of a dwelling-house

:

he therefore claimed exemption for one other win-

dow which is in a room on the first floor imme-

diately over the shop, wherein drapery goods are

exposed to sale. The commissioners present deem-

ing the exemption provided by the said Act to ex-

tend to and embrace this case, allowed the appeals

;

but the surveyor submitted that in order to entitle

the party to exemption for the said window, it is

necessary that the room should be on the ground cr

basement story, which it appears is not the case in

this instance, therefore not exempt from duty, and

demanded that the case be stated for the opinion of

her Majesty’s judges.

We are of opinion that the determination of the

commissioners is wrong.

J. Patteson. J. Gurney. T. Coltman.
—Justice of the Peace.

ConcsyonScncc.

MEASURING ROUND TIMBER.
Sir,—I was somewhat surprised to perceive

in your last number a correspondent, signing

himself “ J. M.,” calling the attention of your

readers to a “ blunder of his townsman,” in

reference to a letter of mine some weeks ago,

descriptive of the true method of measuring
round timber, and which was written in answer
to an inquiry in vour last volume into the cause
of a discrepancy between two methods of
doing it. He calls my attention back to the
first part of mathematics, presents us with a
very popular but very erroneous method of
solution, with his bare assertion that the result

is the content, calls it a demonstration, and
trusts it will prevent many “ committing such
gross mistakes.”

Permit me respectfully to assure him that I

have made no blunder whatever. The blun-

dering (I regret to say) is entirely with him-
self! and one of the gross mistakes of which
he warns others, he has most egregiously

committed himself. He has, in fact, fallen

into the chief of those errors out of which I

endeavoured to rescue your former corre-

spondent, and which endeavour he might have
rendered instrumental to his own enlighten-

ment, had he given it the requisite considera-

tion, and a moderate portion of his attention to

that part of mathematics to which he calls

mine.

He has escaped the error of dividing by 4
for the girth, which brings him something
nearer to the truth than your correspondent
“ L,” but the error of measuring in the centre
(which in a piece so conical is a mon-
strous one) he has retained

;
which keeps him

wide of the mark in his result nearly 159
feet.

He directs us to lay down a triangle (he
means a trapezoid) according to the rules of
geometry, and says we can, with precision,
find the mean diameter by measuring at 40
feet from the end, that is to say, in the centre.
I admit that we can do so, but it is evident, and
well known to all mathematicians, that the area
of the circle to which that diameter refers is

not the mean area, simply because “ triangula-
tion,” or the methods of superficial mensura-
tion, “ will not apply to cube measure.” The
mean diameter is an arithmetical mean between
the diameters of the extremes, whereas the
thing wanted is a geometrical mean between
the area of the extremes. It is this I have
sought, and by it obtained the true mean or
average area, ’in the method I laid down, and
which is applied below, viz. :

"tP +72 2 + (72 x 6) x *2618= 1479-6936, mean
area in inches; or 10-27565 feet x8U= 822-052
feet, contents of the piece,

Or
(6

3 x -7854) + (72a x *7854) + ^/(b 3 x*7«54)
X (7- a X -7854) =4439*0808. Then, 4439-0808

7"3= 1479-6936, mean area in inches, agree-
ing exactly with the result of the former
methods.

There is another way which might be ad-

vantageously pursued in the mensuration of

such solids, and by which a proof more
obvious to many of the truth of the former

ones, will be obtained. It is to compute the

contents of the cone of which the given solid

is a frustum, and deduct the contents of the

smaller cone bv which that cone exceeds the

frustum. The’ length of the smaller cone,

and consequently of the larger one, may be

found in the manner following, viz. :—Let

ab, dc be the section through the axis or cen-

tre of the frustum
;
extend the sides ac and

bd until they intersect at e, draw the axis fe,
and also the line^c, parallel to fh; then are

the triangles age, che equiangular, and there-

fore the side ag is to the side gc as the side

ch to the side he (Euclid, prop. 4, book VI.)

;

but the length of the three former are known
;

ag is 33 inches, gc 80 feet, ch 3 inches

;

therefore as 33 : 80 : : 3 : 7’2727 feet, length

of he, the axis of the smaller cone.

We have thus the dimensions of both cones,

the larger one being 6 feet diameter at the

base, and 87*2727 long, the smallerone 6 inches

diameter at the base, and 7*2727 long
j
and to

obtain the contents of each, we have only to

multiply the area of the base by the height, and
divide the product by 3 ;

every cone being the

third part of a cylinder of the same base and
altitude. (Euclid, prop. 10, book XII.)

Thus for the first cone

—

6 X 6 x *7854= 28-2744 feet, area of the base
;

and (28-2744 x 80) 3 = 822-52774296 feet,

contents.

For the second cone

—

6 x 6 x *7854= 28-2744 inches, or -1 9635 feet,

area of the base; and (• 19635 x7‘2727)-i-3 =
475998215, contents; leaving 822-051744745
feet for the contents of the frustum.

This is a method distinct from the others,

and yet it agrees with them in its result, within

000256, or about -rxfar °f a foot
>
and it would

agree exactly
,
but for the necessary limiting of

the places of decimals.

If I am correct, Sir, in these statements (and
that I am, no mathematician will deny), you
will admit that the error I have endeavoured
to refute is a most egregious one, and to the
interest of the merchant charging his timber
under its influence, a most fatal one. Sup-
posing the price Is. per foot, he would, in the
piece in question, lose 71. 19s.

;
and, of course,

double and quadruple that sum in the same
quantity of the more costly kinds. I should
be obliged by the insertion of this communi-
cation in your next excellent paper, and remain,
Sir, yours very respectfully,

S. Huggins.

Liverpool, February 6th, 1844.

Sir,—As a reader of The Builder, your
correspondent “ J. M.” has called my atten-

tion to a blunder committed by his townsman
in finding the contents of round timber, and
has not answered the question proposed, i. e.

why the three parts measured separately

amount to more, by the same method of

measurement, than the tree when measured in

one; but has merely cautioned me and many
others not to commit such gross mistakes, by
committing a greater one himself. Had “ J.M.”
worked his proposition rightly, he would
have found the method used by him produce
the same results

;
for I find the contents of his

two parts taken separately to be 672-007 feet

and 110-446 feet, which exceeds the whole,
viz. 663-663 feet by 119*791 feet. The dis-

crepancy arises from the area of the section in

the middle not representing the mean area
throughout the whole length. Your corre-

spondent “ L.” has measured the tree by the

customary quarter-girth method, i. e. as a
square prism, whose side is the quarter-girth

in the middle of the length
;
by comparing the

two following formula, he will seethe section

in the centre does not represent the mean area
to be multiplied by the length. Let l be the

length, C the greater quarter circumference,
C I c

and c the less, then —-p— will be the centre

quarter circumference, and —— ^
c
X l,

the solidity of the frustum of a square pyra-

mid, and P ~^
c 6

-X h the solidity, by

customary method : by using the first of these,

the tree might have been cut into any number
of lengths, and their solidities added together
would have been the exact contents of the
whole. Your correspondent “ J. M.” takes the
tree as a cylinder whose diameter is the diameter
of the section in the middle of the length of the
tree, which section does not represent the mean
area throughout. Let/ be the length as before,

C and cthe circumterence of the two ends, then

-

—

+
-

C
- X l, the solidity ofthe tree as a

o/*byy^

, , f , C5 4- 2Cc 4- ca .
frustum of a cone, and 1 1 x *i50-2625

the solidity of the tree as a cylinder.

I am, Sir, yours, 8ic.,

Newman -street, Feb. 9, 1844. R. F. P.

N.B. If you think the above remarks
worthy a place in your journal, you will oblige

by inserting them, and, perhaps, some of your

correspondents will oblige by letting me know
where I may cut a tapered plank (wAose
length is l, and breadth of the two ends B and
C) parallel to its ends, so that the two parts

may contain each the same area.

STUDY OF EUCLID.

Sir,—Having often heard the advantages of
a knowledge of Euclid insisted upoi, I have for

some weeks past given a part of iry time to tho

study of it. I have thus advanced some short
way without, I fear, reaping all the advantages

which I might had I studied with any definite

object in view besides the mere mastering of
the propositions, that is, had I known what
were the practical advantages of tho study, and
something of its application to the profession

which I am learning. If, then, Sir, either you
or any of your correspondents will be kind
enough to give me a little enlightenment upon
these heads, they will confer a favour on

Your obedient servant,

F. L, P,

P.S.—1 am well aware of its use in expand-,
ing the reasoning and calculating powers of
the mind

;
I merely wish to know how the

problems are applied in practice in architecture

and engineering.

[Proceed, and the knowledge thence result-

ing will bring the right answer.

—

Ed.]

WESTMINSTER- BRIDGE.
Sir,'—In reply to a letter signed “B.” in

your useful periodical No. 52, with all due
respect to the great or bouticing B, under
which initial I am convinced I do not address
the great Barry, the scientific Burgess, the

elaborate Basivi, the mechanical Brunei,
or the indefatigable practical praiceptor Bar-
tholomew, the skilful Braithwaite, or, in

fact, any of the eminent B.’s of the profession,

—I beg merely to state, that I am only “ an
assistant’s assistant ” to those who require aid;
with this view, 1 beg to refer that gentleman
to the original article which drew forth my
remark, in your 50th number, signed “ A Prac-
tical Observer.” By offering this assistatice

to “ B.’s ” memory, he will perceive no altera-

tion or embellishment is proposed, until the

piers were effectively constructed, or, to use his

own words, “ been underpinned (despite of the

caisson), progressively, to the whole depth re-

quired, so as to obtain a sound and substantial

foundation on such a stratum as might be relied

upon for carrying the most massive erection.”

By this reference, the great “B.” will perceive

that it was not by the “Practical Observer”
intended as “ B.” states, “ that a pier incapable

of supporting an arch of 70 feet span, with its

superincumbent weight, would be equal to the

support of one of 140 feet span, as proposed ;”

nor can I believe it to be “ in Messrs. IValker

and Burgess's wake,” that it would be necessary
to suggest, as “ B.” states, “ it is manifest that

instead of throwingtwo arches into one,” &c.,

and of course doubling the pressure (if not

of lighter construction), that “ the correct

system of procedure would be to increase their

number, and reduce the span of the arches,

inconveniently narrow as they are.” The
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advantage of rebuilding this long patched-up f

bridge, and, I may add, abortively so, is ad-
mitted

;
but the economy of doing so, by

reserving the present line of approaches, and
the ingenuity displayed by the “ Practical
Observer,” is not the less deserving of emula-
tion

;
the merit of finding fault, or submitting

other modes of remedying the present evil, is

3till open, it is hoped, not only to the great
“ B.,” but the whole alphabet of scientific men,
their assistants, and their assistants’ assistants’

best energies, so as to produce in the recon-
struction a work of art and science worthy of
this great city. With the fullest assurance of
respect to your correspondent “ B.,” I beg to

state in reply to his inquiries, that I am really

A Civil Engineer of the G. W. R.

ARCHITECTURAL VOLUTES.

Sir,—Having lately been excessively
bothered with Ionic volutes, I think it would
greatly benefit not only myself, but a large
class of architectural pupils, if you would request
some of your correspondents to furnish you
with the best methods known to them, and in
what works they may be found

;
or perhaps, if

not asking too much, you might find room to

*asert at least one or two of the best, and I

Rn quite sure it would be conferring a great
benefit on the architectural world in general,
anaon pupils in particular. I have tried Nichol-
son,but find it utterly impossible to attend to
the decimals and logarithms in scales so small
as thise to which most of our drawings are
made. I have also tried the volute inserted
in the Zivil Engineer and Architects' Journal
for this nonth, but it is so complex, and so
intolerable carelessly described, that it is im-
possible to make any thing out of it. Wishing
long life ant success to The Builder,

I am, ^ours obediently,

An Architectural Pupil.

Sir,—I should be greatly obliged if in-

formed through ths medium of your valuable
journal, which is the best method of hanging
sympathetic folding-doors; and whether the
proper apparatus is sold by any one.

I am, Sir,

Your well-wisher and constant reader,

J. W. P.

fHiocrUama.

Curious Phenomenon.—A. good many
years since a breast-wall or quay was built at

Ardentallan, in Argyleshire, for shipping stones
from a quarry at which much work has been
done. When Mr. David Smith, builder, at

Oban, was erecting the beacon of Skervuil, in

Jura Sound, for the Northern Lights’ Board,
be fitted the courses of blocks for that work
to their places on the quay, and has occa-
sionally bad upwards of 2(i)0 tons of stone
upon it at a time, without accident. The
quarry has lately been worked for the repairs
of the Caledonian Canal, and on the 23rd ult.

there were between 170 and 180 tons of dressed
stones lying upon the quay ready for shipment,
when, to the astonishment of the quarriers,
the crane upon the quay was observed to move
and shake without any visible cause, and some
openings appeared at the surface of the quay,
which were rapidly widening

;
the men on the

instant cried out for the foreman, who rushed
to the spot, and saw the quay, with its crane
and the cairn of blocks upon it, moving out-
wards from the shore, and sinking in the deep
water; and in less than two hours the whole
had proceeded seaward about 50 yards, and
settled with a depth of 11 feet water over them.
This quay was 48 yards in length, and had a
large space behind for arranging materials for
shipment. The face wall was founded one
foot under the lowest tide-mark, upon a bed of
strong blue clay, covered with a thin stratum
of gravel; and at 100 yards from the site of
the quay the water deepens to 4 fathoms. It is

remarkable, that with much heavier loads, this

breast-work should have stood so long without
any apparent failure, and after the foundation

was so much consolidated, that it should have
completely left its site andsetted in deep water.

The whole mass is now so completely absorbed
in mud and clay, that although the height of
the quarry and materials could not be less than

20 feet, it has not lessened the depth of water

at the entrance of the place.

—

Scotsman .

Destruction of Hillingdon-house.

—

Hillingdon-house, the seat of Mr. R. H.
Cox, has been destroyed by fire

;
the bare

walls alone are standing. We are happy to

learn that nearly the whole of the costly furni-

ture has been preserved, the principal portion

uninjured. The whole is deposited in an ex-

tensive green-house in the park, in the stables,

and at the houses of Mr. Mills and Mr. Gre-
ville. The valuable pictures are also safe, as

is also the extensive library, the whole of which
(seven waggon-loads) were removed to the pre-

mises of Mr. Lake, bookseller, at Uxbridge,
for the purpose of being cleaned and arranged.

The engines continued to work upon the ruins

during the night, under the directions of Ger-

rard and Bailey, two of the London Brigade,

who were despatched to Hillingdon on Sunday
evening, on the intelligence of the fire reaching

Mr. Braidwood. From an early hour of the

morning until nightfall yesterday, hundreds of

persons of all classes visited the ruins, which
still emitted volumes of smoke. No portion

of the mansion remains but the bare walls, and
some portions of the inner ones have fallen

during the night, and have forced in the roof
of the ale-cellar, which contained nearly 300/.

worth of fine ales. Some portion was destroyed

by the barrels bursting, but sixteen large double

butts were observed amongst the ruins, which
appeared to be uninjured. Beyond the ale-

cellar is the wine-cellar, which contained a

splendid stock of old wines, the whole of which
is believed to be comparatively uninjured.

All classes of persons unite in expressing a

strong and warm feeling of sympathy with
Mr. Cox and his family in consequence of the
calamity, that gentleman and his lady being
highly respected and esteemed throughout
the district for their kindness and amiable
qualities. The whole of the servants have
been great sufferers, having' lost all their
clothes, money, &c., it having been impossible to
save any of the property in tke upper rooms.
Airs. Mills has given each of the female ser-
vants 21. to enable them to obtain change of
linen, &c. Mr. Cox, with the Earl of March,
Mr. Mills, and other membeis of the family,

were about the ruins immediately after the
fire, engaged in giving directions, &c.

The New Peal of Twelve Bells for
York Minster.—A suggesthn from Hull.

—

In accordance with the munificent bequest of
the late Dr. Beckwith, of York, the Minster
Restoration Committee have directed an emi-
nent bell-founder (Mears, of London) to com-
plete a peal of twelve musica. bells

;
the tenor

bell to be 53 cwt., in the grand key of C. Mr.
Thomas Dykes, jun., of Hull, has thrown out
a suggestion on the subject, which has been
published in some of the York papers. He
says—“ It has long been my opinion that the
bells of York Minster were not in accordance
with the dignity of the capital of the largest

county in the kingdom, and of the most mag-
nificent cathedral, perhaps, in Europe. The
tenor bell of York Minster is C. Letuskeepup
the honour of the place. C is very well for the
parish church of Leeds, but not for the cathedral

of York. A peal of twelve bells in A, and the

clock bell, or ‘ Great Tom,’ in F, would be an
harmonious treat to the inhabitants of York
and the circumjacent country. The musical
effect of a deep-toned bell cannot be surpassed.

Let an inhabitant of York, whose ears have
been well saturated with the C of its minster,

go to Lincoln and catch the A as it undulates

from her Lady Tower. No words can describe

the witchery of that tone, or rather combination
of tones. Here is a fine specimen of a chord
formed by the harmonics

;
and if so in A, what

would be the effect in F ? for the deeper the

tone, the more perfect the harmonics. I should

then recommend a peal of twelve bells in A,
with a ‘ Great Tom ’ F, or rather, I would say,

a peal of thirteen bells in A, one of which
should be a half-note, as in the parish church

of Leeds, by which arrangement another

key-note is gained, and if four of the ringers

should be absent, eight might ring in the key
of E.”

Sir Walter Scott’s Monument at
Edinburgh.—On Monday last a meeting of
the contributors to the intended monument to

Sir W. Scott was held in the New Music-hall,
Edinburgh, the Lord Provost in the chair.
The chairman stated that the object of the

meeting was to increase the fund, which had
fallen short, chiefly on account of the expense
attendant upon a proper preparation of the site,
which required to be raised to a level with
Princes-street. The height of the monument
was designed to be 182 feet—the money in
hand would only raise it to the summit of the
pinnacles of the abutment towers, 102 feet-
thus leaving 80 feet of the upper part unbuilt’,

to complete which would require 3,000/. in
addition to the funds already subscribed. Sir
T. Dick Lauder then read letters of apology,
and remittances towards the object of the
meeting, from his Grace the Duke of Buc-
cleuch, 50/.; Viscount Melville, 20/.; the
Lord Advocate, 10/.

;
Mr. M. Innes, 20/.; the

Earl of Stair, 10/. 10s.; Mr. Campbell, of
Blythswood, 10/. 10s.; and from Lord J.

Stewart, Mr. G. Trail, M.P., Mr. Ramsay, of
Barnton, M.P., 8cc. Professor Wilson, in a
most eloquent speech, moved the first resolu-
tion. An enthusiastic spirit pervaded the
meeting, and there is little doubt of the neces-

sary funds being raised almost immediately.
Upwards of 500/. was subscribed before the

meeting broke up.

Canal Between the Mediterranean
and the Atlantic.—A project has been
brought forward for cutting a “ canal of the

Pyrenees, ” to connect the Mediterranean with
the Atlantic, and avoid the circuitous route by
the coast of Spain. The plan, as it at present

stands, was first matured by M. Galabert,

member of the French Chamber of Deputies.

The French legislature granted to a company
that was to carry it into execution the property

in perpetuity in the canal, with several other

advantages, but required a deposit of 3,000,OOOf.

until the act was passed. The subscriptions

were completed, and the company was in active

operation. In consequence of this deposit not
having been made, the grant has remained
subject to forfeiture; but, nevertheless, the

scheme has not been abandoned, and the

notion exists of raising capital in England.
There is no occasion to enter at present into a

subject which is so far from mature, but it is

as well to remark, that the particulars up to

the present time arc contained in a pamphlet
written by Mr. Bush.

Rapid Increase of Population in

Manchester.— It would scarcely be credited,

at the first avowal, that the population of this

town has increased more than elevenfold

within living memory, were not the fact easy

of proof. The Rev. William Turner, for-

merly of Newcastle, but now a resident of

Manchester, in speaking on a recent occasion

of the interest he took in the welfare of this

town, said that when he first knew it, it had a

population of not more than about 27,000 in-

dividuals! In the year 1778, there was a sort

of census, not an estimate, but an actual enu-

meration of the inhabitants of Manchester

and Salford, in short of all that is classed

under the general name of Manchester, and

the numbers were stated to be 27,246. By the

official census, in June, 1841, the numbers of

the same aggregation of buildings were up-

wards of 308,000, an increase of more than

eleven times that of the year 1778 .—Manchester

Guardian.

Bath.—The consecration of the cemetery

Lyncombe was solemnized last week by the

ght Rev. the Lord Bishop of Salisbury,

iture seems to have marked this secluded

e for the very purpose to which it is now

ppily dedicated. The carriage-road, diverg-

r from the public thoroughfare to Prior

irk, by a gradual and easy ascent, sheltered

majestic elms, terminates in an edifice ot

3 purely Anglo-Norman style ofarchitecture,

front' of which there is a spacious area,

mmanding one of the finest views ot the

V of Bath, embracing a coup-d ceil ot the

blic buildings, squares, parades, crescents,

d masses of building, more pertect than can

obtained from any other point. 1 he soil is

4i, but not deep, resting on a substratum ot

ambling oolite, in every respect suitable tor

cemetery .—Hath Gazette.
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Athens as it is.—We see Athens in ruins.

On the central rock of the Acropolis exist the

remains, in a mutilated state, of three temples

the Temple of Victory, the Parthenon, and

the Erectheum
;
of the Propylma in the same

place
;

at its western entrance, some walls and

a few columns are still standing
;
of the theatre

on the south side of the Acropolis, in which

the dramas of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euri-

pides were represented, some stone steps

remain. Not a vestige survives of the courts

in which Demosthenes pleaded. There is no

trace of the academic porches of Plato, or of

the Lyceum of Aristotle. The poecile of the

Stoics* has vanished ;
only a few stones of the

long walls which run along the plain and

united Athens with its harbours are yet visible.

Even nature herself appears to have undergone

a change. The source of the fountain Cal-

lirrhoe has almost failed
;

and the bed of the

Ulissus is nearly dry; the harbour of the

Pirajus is narrowed and made shallow by

mud. But while this is so, while we are

forcibly and mournfully reminded by this

spectacle of the perishable nature of the most

beautiful objects which the world has seen,

while we read in the ruins of those temples of

Athens, and in the total extinction of the

religion to which they were dedicated, an

apology on behalf of Christianity, and a refuta-

tion of paganism, more forcible and eloquent

than any of those which were composed and

presented to the Roman emperor by Aristides

and Quadaratus in this place
;
we are naturally

led by it to contrast the permanence and vitality

of the spirit and intelligence which produced

these works, of which the vestiges either exist

in a condition of ruinous decay, or have en-

tirely disappeared, with the fragility of the

material elements of which they are composed.
Not at Athens alone are we to look for Athens.

The epitaph—“Here is the heart; the spirit

is everywhere ”—may be applied to it. From
the gates of the Acropolis, as from a mother-city,

issued intellectual colonies into every region of
the world. These buildings now before us,

ruined as they are at present, have served for

two thousand years as models of the most
admired fabrics in every civilized world.

Having perished here, they survive there.

They live in them as in their legitimate off-

spring. Thus the genius which conceived and

executed these magnificent works, while the

materials on which it laboured are dissolved,

has itself proved immortal. We, therefore, at

the present time, having witnessed the fact,

have more cogent reasons for admiring the

consummate skill which created them, than

were possessed by those who saw these struc-

tures in their originality, glory, and beauty.

—

Wordsworth'& Greece.

Ancient Ruins.—We have been informed
by a gentleman who has traversed a large por-

tion of the Indian country of Northern Texas
and the country lying between Santa Fe and
the Pacific, that there are vestiges of ancient
cities and ruined castles or temples on the Rio
Puerco and on the Colorado of the West.
He says, that on one of the branches of the
Rio Puerco, a few days’ travel from Santa Fe,
there is an immense pile of ruins that appear
to belong to an ancient temple. Portions of
the wall are still standing, consisting of huge
blocks of limestone, regularly hewn, and laid

in cement. The building ocupies an extent of
more than an acre. It is two or three stories

high, has no roof, but contains many rooms,
generally of a square form, without windows,
and the lower rooms are so dark and gloomy
that they resemble caverns rather than the
apartments of an edifice built for a human
habitation. Our informant was unable to de-
scribe the style of architecture

;
but he believes

it could not have been erected by Spaniards or
Europeans, as the stones are much worn by
the rains, and indicate that the building has
stood several hundred years. From his de-
scription we are induced to believe that it re-

sembles the ruins of Palenque or Otulun. He
says there are many similar ruins on the Colo-
rado of the West, which empties into the Cali-
fornian Sea. In one of the valleys of the
Cordilleras traversed by this river, and about
400 miles from its mouth, there is a large
temple still standing, its walls and spires pre-
senting scarcely any trace of dilapidation, and
were it not for the want of a roof, it might
still be rendered habitable. Near it, scattered
along the declivity of a mountain, are the
ruins of what must have been once a large

city. The traces of a large aqueduct, part of

which is, however, in the solid rock, are still

visible. Neither the Indians residing in the

vicinity, nor the oldest Spanish settlers of the

nearest settlements, can give any account of

the origin of these buildings. They merely

know that they have stood there from the

earliest periods to which these traditions ex-

tend.— Texas Telegraph.

In the reign of Edward III., the wages paid

to a master carpenter were at the rate of 3d. a day,

other carpenters 2d. A master mason 4d. per

day, other masons, 3d.; and their servants, ljd.

a day. Tilers, 3d., and their knaves, l£d.

Plasterers and other workers of mud walls, in like

manner, without meat or drink, and this only from

Easter to Michaelmas ;
during the remainder of

the year a reduction was made, according to the

direction of the justices. These wages were in-

creased in the year 1445, reign of Henry IV., to a

master mason or carpenter, 4d. a day, or without

meat or drink, 5fd. Master tiler or slater, mason,

or mean carpenter, and other artificers concerned

in building, 3d. a day, or without meat or drink,

4 id. During the reign of Henry VII., there was

a like rate of wages, but with a slight advance ; for

instance, a master carpenter, mason, bricklayer,

master tiler, plumber, glazier, carver, and joiner,

were each allowed from Easter to Michaelmas to

receive 4d. a day, or without meat or drink, 6d.

;

but from Michaelmas to Easter they were to abate

one-penny. A master having six men under him

was allowed one penny a day extra.

CeitOrru.

Tenders delivered for erecting two houses at

Stock well Common, for F. Dansey, Esq.—William

Rogers, Esq., Architect :

—

Hayward and Nixon ,£2,754

Notley 2,496

Taylor 2,489

Gerry 2,439

Wilson 2,394

Tenders for erecting Coal Stores at Ben Jon-

son's Fields, Stepney, for the Commercial Gas
Company :

—

J. and J. Ward £419
Gerry... v 450
Cooper aud Davis 459
Ibbett 473
Kempster 480
Blackburn 499
Burtenshaw 535

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
Tenders for a Hydraulic Pump and Appa-

ratus for Prov.ng Pipes.— Directors of the New
Gas Company, .Aberdeen. Feb. 19.

Tenders for Two Gas Holders.—Directors

of the New Gas Company, Aberdeen. Feb. 19.

West Londov Railway.—Contract for Four
fixed five-ton Cranes, and three portable three or

four-ton Cranes.—Mr. John Thompson, Secretary.

Feb. 20.

Works Reuuired for the New Fish Mar-
ket, Great Yarmouth.—Plans, &c. to be seen

on application to Mr. A. T. Tillett, Architect, King-
street, Great Yarmouth; Town Clerk. Feb. 21,

1844.

York and Scarboro’ Railway.—Tenders for

60,000 Larch and Memel Sleepers.— Secretary of

the York and North Midland Railway Company.
Feb. 21.

Building a County Lunatic Asylum at
Littlemore, Oxford.—Plans, &c., at Mr. R.
Clarke’s, Architect, Clinton-street, Nottingham, or

at the Office of the Clerk of the Peace, Oxford.

—

J. M. Davenport, Clerk of the Peace. February
22, 1844.

Contract for Building an Infants’ School-
Room, near St. John's Church, Bury St. Ed-
munds.—Rev. Robert Rashdell. March 1.

Bridlington Piers and Harbour.—Erec-
tion of a new south pier, removal of present pier,

and other works for enlargement of Harbour.

—

Plans and Specifications at the Office of Mr. Sidney
Taylor, Solicitor, Bridlington. March 1, 1844.

Parish of St. George, Hanover-Square.
—Contract for Workmen’s Tools and Hammers,
Iron Lamp Posts and Gas Fittings, and for keeping
in order the garden in Hanover-square, for one
year from the 25tb March. R. Lees, Clerk, Board
Room, Mount-street. March 6.

Parish of St. George, Hanover-suuare.
—Contract for Masons’ and Paviours’ Work, and
supply of Guernsey Granite Chippings, and York-
shire Paving, for one year from the 25th March.

—

Mr. R. Lees, Clerk, Board Room, Mount-street.
March 6.

Contract for Removing presentWooden Turret,

and erecting a Stone Turret in lieu thereof, with

other works, at Preston Hospital, near Wellington,

Salop.— Plans, &c., E. Haycock, Esq., Architect,

Shrewsbury, or at Mr. Potter’s, Bridgman-place,

Walsall. March 9, 1844.

COMPETITION.
Premium of 20 guineas for the best plans and

estimates for erection of a new gaol, Banbury.

—

All information may be obtained on application to

the Town Clerk. March 1, 1844.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

“ C. H. S.
”

—

The drawing of the mantel piece

has been received, but toe request the favour of
being furnished with correct details of the carv-

ings, 8fc. on a larger scale, before our engraver can

commence.

“ I. K. L.”

—

The sketch of the window has

been received, and will appear in an early number.

The interesting communication of 11 M. R. I.

B. A.” has been received, and the diagrams have

beenplaced in the hands of our engraver.

“ A. B.”

—

We are unable, at present, to answer

the inquiries of our correspondent
,
relative to the

Clendinning Testimonial, to be erected at West-

port. Perhaps some of our friends in Ireland

can inform us whether the desigti has been seleded

and arrangements have been made for its conple-

tion, or if the timefor sending in designs has been

extended. In an announcement which appeared

at page 465 of ourfirst volume, the Is/ of January,

1844, was the day named for the purpose.

The letter of “ O. P. Q.” came too late for
answer this week.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,

To-day and during the ensuinj week.

Saturday, Feb. 17.

—

Asiatic, 14,Grafton-street,

2 p.m.
;
Westminster Medical, 32. Sackville-street,

8 P.M.

Monday, 19.—British Architects, 16, Lower

Grosvenor-street, 8 p.m. ;
Chemical, Society of

Arts, Adelphi, 8 p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-court,

Fleet-street, 8 p.m.
;

Statistical, 11, Regent-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 20.

—

Linnteau, Soho-square, 8 p.m. ;

Horticultural, 21, Regent-street, 2 p.m.; Civil

Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m. ;

Wednesday, 21.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. ;
Geological, Somerset House, 8£ p.m. ;

London Institution, Finsbury-circus, 7, p.m.

Thursday, 22.

—

Royal, Somerset House,

p.m.
;

Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m.

Royal Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-

place, 4 p.m.
;
Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m.
;
Numismatic, 41, Tavistock-street,

Covent Garden, 7 p.m.

Friday, 23.

—

Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8£ p.m. ;
Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8

p.m.

Saturday', 24. — Royal Botanic, Regent’s-

park, 4 p.m.; Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m.

British Museum.—Open to the public every

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, from 10 till 7

during May, June, July, and August, and from 10

till 4 the rest of the year ;
except the first week in

January, May, and September, Ash-Wednesday,

Good Friday, and Christmas Day, and Fast or

Thanksgiving Days. The Natural History Collec-

tions are open for study and comparison of speci-

mens, to persons having permission, on Tuesday

and Thursday from 10 till 4. The Reading Room
is open to persons having tickets of admission

every day (except Sundays, and when the Museum
is closed, as above mentioned), from 9 till 7 in

May, June, July, and August, and from 9 till 4
during the rest of the year. The Gallery of Anti-

quities is open to students having tickets every day

in the week, except Saturdays and Sundays (and

those times when the Museum is closed), at the

same hours as the Reading Room.

Roy’al College of Surgeons.—The Museum
is open to visitors on Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday, from 12 till 4, except during

the month of September ; on Friday to gentlemen

for studying in it
;
and on Saturday from 10 till 1 to

gentlemen desirous of comparing specimens with

those in the Museum. The Library is open to

members and students of the college, and visitors

having tickets of admission, daily (Sundays ex-

cepted), from the 1st of October to the 1st of April,

from 10 till 4; and from the 1st of April to the

1st of September, from 10 till half-past 5.

Linnasan Society.—Library open on Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday, and the Museum on Wed-
nesday and Friday, from 12 o’clock to 4 in the

afternoon.
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ARELY is any

work perfected

\ at first : few that

are not endued

with an extra-

ordinary quantity of that

kind of mental, nervous,

and muscular ballast, in

the short-hand of common
parlance termed simply

gravity
, could, on perusing

another iteration of such

a truism, remain without a

smile at receiving such a

lesson, or perhaps the iro-

nical ejaculation of a

__
“ thank-ye for the infor-

mation;” and yet no truism is more frequently

forgotten in the affairs of life. In almost every

business and transaction, some one forgetting

such an old saw and its rightuse, and remember-
ing not his own trespasses, for the forgiveness

of which he daily prays, begins cutting away at

his neighbour or friend, because some trivial

error may have been fallen into, some change
of plot may have become necessary. In viola-

tion of the retention ofjudgment which a good
and talented man should ever hold in all his

transactions, we have had this week sent to

us drawings of a fabric, the iron-work of which
during its construction was somewhat altered

from the original design for it, so as to run

into the mould, and be delivered perfect and

without fracture, from the volume of metal in

different parts of the work being adjusted

to cool about the same time, and so prevent

that rigidity in the thinner parts of the

work which must give way by snapping at

the parts of the work which obtain mastery

over them by their condensation as they solidify

and lose their heat. We have no objection to

insert in this periodical all obtainable infor-

mation relative to the arts connected with

architecture and building
;
and if our corre-

spondent will send us a drawing, shewing to a

larger scale sections of this work as at first

designed, and as eventually executed, with

mere plain statements of the facts, without

any observations, which we think if published

would not only be subversive of that good and

gentlemanly Freemasonry which should subsist

among all members of the building, architec-

tural, and engineering community, but a posi-

tive actionable libel—we should take pleasure

in inserting such a contribution. Every one
must admit the propriety of our correspondent’s

observations, that “ It is of the utmost import-

ance that engineers should well consider and
digest their plans before they place them in the

hands of the operative department ; as any error

or failure is generally attended with delay to the

works, additional expense to the contractor
, and

reflects any thing but credit on their skill and
professional reputation .

’ ’

But, because a professional man in making
a new design may not exactly see the end in

every minute matter; may have made a slight

oversight (as a general sometimes does at the

cost of the lives of a hundred thousand men,

and, perhaps, the glory—perhaps, the poli-

tical existence—of his nation), it does not

follow that some person connected with the
work, who possibly might have himself com-
mitted greater errors, should volunteer anony-
mously to be the accuser

;
albeit he may de-

clare, “ although the publication of such
palpable error must be very galling to the
feelings of those connected with the works,
still, for the benefit of the professional com-
munity, it is necessary it should be made
known

;
so that they may avoid the rocks

their more careless coadjutors have foundered
on.”

Now there are many modes of imparting
precept for the benefit of others without
galling any one : if contractors are to suffer

through misdirection, that error will soon be
cured

;
if they can obtain no other redress,

the courts of law are open to them, and we
opine few directors of works who are in fault,

would allow any case to go there, but would
tender such amends as an affair required.

We beg to draw our correspondent’s notice
to the following good and wholesome law of the
dfm=iWasons of CfjurrS, in which we
heartily concur :—

“ That all members of the college shall ab-
stain from personal altercation with each
other, and from all public depreciating stric-
tures, either by speech or writing, upon each
others works, knowledge, and talents; but
shall endeavour, in all possible ways, to impart
kindly and fraternally each to other whatever
knowledge they may possess,

(except in every
such secret matter as could not be divulged with-
out breach of trust,) so as to produce a kindly
community of the most advanced science,
knowledge, and experience, and in order that
the college and each professional member
may alike gain honour, strength, and revenue,
by the efforts of all unitedly tending to that
end, each member of the college always bear-
ing in mind that he is ‘ a brother of the Free-
masons of the Church ,’ and therefore of the
high calling of a Christian gentleman, which
title he would forfeit if acting otherwise.”

Such a law we are convinced will have a
great effect upon the science and conduct of
architecture and its practitioners. We believe
science works silently as galvanism, little seen,
little understood, by the multitude, yet power-
fully. Weak minds alone are afraid of its

thunders
;
but much personal unhappiness may

he caused by the snappishness and unguarded
remarks of the sour-tempered and virulent,

who are ever descending from the grand and
patriotic design of general reformation and
general good to petty waspish stinging.

We now turn to another subject, emanating
from the same cause as that to which we pri-

marily alluded, viz., the imperfection of first

workmanship.

We mean the new Bill relative to metropo-
litan improvements, lately brought by the

Earl of Lincoln and Sir Thomas Fremantle
into the House of Commons and on the second

day of this month, ordered to be printed.

We shall close this article by presenting to

our readers a copy of the Bill in question
;

but before doing so, we beg to say, after

making all due allowance for the frequently

inevitable imperfections and incompleteness of

acts and measures, resulting from official per-

sons having often over-much to do, and for the

delays arising from the jarring of contending

interests, that a necessity for a species of com-

pensation has thence arisen. We have watched

attentively for years the injury to particular

property accruing from the long precursive

rumours of intended improvements, their

partial performance, their hanging half done,

the waiting for additional powers, the stagna-

tion arising from obtaining new Acts of Par-
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liament to amend explain and enlarge former
Acts

; new applications for monetary clauses,
for the amendment of pure oversights contra-
dictions and ambiguities

;
the tenants in the

mean time leaving, leases running out, and no
one willing to tenant afresh the estate. We
have observed in one district alone dozens of
houses fall to ruin during a twelve-years’
abeyance of this kind. We know one long
court, crossing a proposed new public avenue,
where thetenants first went; then the materials
of the houses went; and, were it possible, the
very soil of the estate would go too—sportive
boys plucking away every brickbat found im-
bedded in it.

Surely wherever any corporate or other
body, by mooting any project of the kind, and
then leaving it, occasions, or has occasioned,
any such evil, there should be some power for
the redress of the pecuniary damages thence
resulting. eJp

A Bill to enlarge the Towers of an Act of the
Fourth and Fifth Years of her present
Majesty

,
empowering the Commissioners of

Her Majesty's 1Foods to raise Money for cer-
tain Improvements in the Metropolis, on the
Security of the Land Revenues of the Crown

,
within the County of Middlesex and City of
London. 7 Victoria.

Whereas, by an Act passed in the Session
of Parliamentholden in thefourth and fifth years
of the reign of her present Majesty, intituled,
“ An Act to empower the Commissioners of her
Majesty’s Woods to raise Money for certain Im-
provements in the Metropolis, on the Security
of the Land Revenues of the Crown, within
the County of Middlesex and City of London,”
it was enacted, that it should be lawful for the
Commissioners of her Majesty’s Woods,
Forests, Land Revenues, Works, and Build-
ings for the time being, and they were thereby
authorized and empowered, by and with the
consent and approbation in writing of the Lord
High Treasurer, or of the Commissioners for
executing the office of Lord High Treasurer
of the United Kingdom, or any three or more
of them, notwithstanding any provisions, re-
strictions or clauses contained in any Act or
Acts of Parliament relating to her Majesty’s
Land Revenue, from time to time to borrow
and take up at any rate of interest not exceed-
ing Five Pounds per centum per annum, and
on such terms and conditions as they should
think proper, such sum or sums of money as
the said Commissioners, with such consent and
approbation as aforesaid, should judge neces-
sary for the purpose of carrying into effect and
completing the several improvements and new
streets authorized and directed to be made by
them by the several Acts therein recited or
referred to, on mortgage of all or any part or
parts of the houses, buildings, lands, tenements
and hereditaments of or belonging to her
Majesty, her heirs and successors within the
county of Middlesex and city of London, or
either of them (other than Royal Palaces and
Parks), and for securing the repayment of the

sum or sums so to be borrowed, or any part or
parts thereof, with interest for the same, with

such consent and approbation as aforesaid, to

grant, demise or mortgage all or any part or

parts of the same houses, buildings, lands,

tenements and hereditaments respectively unto

any person or persons, body or bodies corpo-

rate, who should lend and advance such sum
or sums of money respectively, his, her or their

heirs, executors or administrators, successors

or assigns, or to whom he or they or any such

body should appoint for any term of years, so

that every such grant, mortgage or security

were made with a proviso or condition to

cease and be void when such sum or sums of

money thereby to be secured, and the interest

thereof, should be fully paid and satisfied:

And whereas doubts are entertained whether

the said retited Act extends to empower the

Governor and Company of the Bank ot Eng-

land and certain other Public Companies and

Corporations to advance and lend moneys to

the said Commissioners on the security ot the

said Land Revenues of the Crown, the said

Governor and Company of the Bank of Eng-
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land and other Public Companies and Corpo-

rations not being expressly named and em-

powered in and by the said recited Act
;
and

it would facilitate the raising of such monies

if such doubt were removed
;

1

.

Bank of England and oilier Corporations

empowered to lend on Mortgage of the Land

Revenues.—Be it therefore Enacted, by

The QUEEN’S most Excellent Majesty, by

and.with the Advice and Consent of the Lords

Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this

present Parliament assembled, and by the

Authority of the same, THAT it shall be

lawful for the Governor and Company of the

Bank of England, and for any person whom-
soever, and any bodies politic or corporate or

bompanies whatsoever, to advance and lend

from time to time to the Commissioners for the

time being of her Majesty’s Woods, Forests,

Land Revenues, Works and Buildings, any

sum or sums of money, or any part or parts of

the capital, or other monies or funds of or

belonging to such Governor or Company, per-

son or persons, bodies politic or corporate or

companies respectively, which the said Com-

missioners, by and with the consent and appro-

bation in writing of the Lord High Treasurer

or the Commissioners for executing the office

of Lord High Treasurer of the United King-

dom, or any Three or more of them, shall from

time to time judge necessary for the purpose

of carrying into effect and completing the

Several improvements and new streets autho-

rized and directed to be made by them by the

said several Acts in the said recited Act of the

fourth and fifth years of her Majesty’s reign

recited or referred to, on mortgage of all or

any part or parts of the houses, buildings, land,

tenements and hereditaments of or belonging

to her Majesty, her heirs and successors, within

the county of Middlesex and city of London,

or either of them (other than Royal Palaces

and Parks), so as that all such loans be made

with the approbation ot the said Lord High

Treasurer, or Commissioners for executing the

office of Lord High Treasurer, or any Three

or more of them, to be signified by his or

their warrant or warrants for that purpose,

notwithstanding any thing contained to the

contrary in an Act passed in the fifth

and sixth years of the reign of their late

Majesties King William and Queen Mary,
intituled, “An Act for granting to their

Majesties several Rates and Duties upon

Tonnage of Ships and Vessels, and upon Beer,

Ale and other Liquors, for securing certain

Recompenses and Advantages in the said Act

mentioned to such persons as shall voluntarily

advance the sum of One million Five hundred

thousand Pounds towards carrying on the War
against France,” or in any other Act or Acts.

2.

Commissioners of Woods Incorporated,

and Bowers of Recited Act Extended to this

Act.—And he it Enacted, That the Commis-

sioners for the time being of her Majesty’s

Woods, Forests, Land Revenues, Works and

Buildings shall be and they are hereby con-

stituted a corporation for the purposes of this

Act, as well as for the purposes of the said

recited Act of the fourth and fifth years of her

Majesty’s reign, and may have such seal as in

the said recited Act is mentioned; and that

all and singular the powers, provisions, ex-

emptions from stamp duties and enactments in

the said recited Act contained, with respect to

moneys borrowed and mortgages made under

the authority of the said recited Act, and the

application of such moneys, shall, so far as the

same are applicable, extend to all moneys to be

borrowed and mortgages to be made under

the authority of this Act; and that all sum
and sums of money which by the said recited

Act are made applicable to the repayment of

moneys burrowed on the credit of the Land
Revenues of the Crown, under the powers and

provisions of the said recited Act, and the

interest thereof, shall equally be applicable and

be applied in repayment of any sum or sums
of money which may be borrowed on the credit

of the Land Revenues of the Crown, tinder the

powers and provisions of this Act, and the in-

terest thereof.

3.

Commissioners of Woods Empowered to

Lease, notwithstanding Mortgages .—Provided

always, and be it Enacted, That it shall and
may be lawful for the Commissioners for the

time being of her Majesty’s Woods, Forests,

Land Revenues, Woiks and Buildings, in all

respects to make and grant such leases, and

agreements for leases, and to accept a sur-

render of any lease or leases granted, or to be

granted, of any hereditaments comprised in

any mortgage made, or to be made, in pur-

suance of the said recited Act passed in the

fourth and fifth years of the reign of her pre-

sent Majesty, or of this Act, and on any such

surrender to grant any other lease, or separate

leases, of the hereditaments so to be surren-

dered, for any terra which they are or may be

authorized to grant, in all respects whatsoever

as they could ' have done if such mortgage or

mortgages had not been made, and the said

last-mentioned Act and this Act had not

passed, so as the rent to be reserved in re-

spect of any hereditaments to be comprised in

any new lease to be made in pursuance of any

surrendered lease be not less in amount than

the rent which was reserved by the surrendered

lease, or when more than one lease shall be

granted of any hereditaments comprised in a

lease which shall have been surrendered, so as

the aggregate amount of rents to be reserved

by tiie separate leases shall not be less in

amount than the rent reserved by the lease so

surrendered.

4. Saving Rights of Distress, and Entry of

Mortgagees .—And be it Enacted, I hat the

person or persons, bodies or body to whom any

such mortgage as aforesaid has been or shall

be granted, shall (in respect of such leases so

to be granted, and during the continuance of

such mortgage securities) have such and the

same powers of distress, entry or otherwise,

for the recovery of the rents, by any such leases

so to be granted, reserved, and shall have the

full benefit of the covenants in such leases to

be contained, and on the part of the lessees to

be performed, as they would have had if they

had been parties to such leases, and the rents

and rights of distress and entry had been re-

served to them, and the covenants entered into

with them in all respects whatsoever, but not

so as to give any subsequent mortgagee any

right or priority over the prior mortgagee.

5. Act may be Amended or Repealed this

Session.—And be it Enacted, That this Act,

or any part thereof, may be amended or re-

pealed by any Act to be passed in the present

Session of Parliament.

THE “TIMES,” MR. BOWEN, AND JOINT-
STOCK BUILDING-SOCIETIES.

An' anonymous pamphlet, entitled, “ Build-

ing-Societies and their Traducers,” has been

published by Messrs. Whitaker & Co., of

Chancery-lane, containing a copy of the article

which appeared in the Times paper, and as in-

serted in our 50th No., with a reply thereto,

sent to the Times for insertion, but which has

not appeared in that journal. As the subject

is so important, and should be fairly stated to

the public in all its bearings, we here copy the

whole of the reply, which is as follows:

—

“ Sir,—The article which appeared in your

paper of Friday last, on the subject of these

societies, seems open to very considerable

objection. If they are contrivances of ‘ raven-

ous capitalists for transferring into their own
pockets the little savings of the frugal poor,’

so base and heartless a combination should be

opposed by every honest man, and searchingly

and truthfully investigated by every able one.

In this case, however, your notice, instead of

assisting, would prejudice the desired object,

inasmuch as the nature of a Building-Society

is so unfairly and insufficiently stated, that any

man of ordinary understanding and knowledge

of the subject would justly consider that the

conclusions arrived at from such statements

are very different from what they would, or

could have been, had the facts been more fully

and impartially disclosed. No such man,

therefore, would be deterred from becoming a

victim to the ‘ ravenous capitalists.’ If, on the

other hand, these societies may be beneficial

to a number of prudent people amongst the

middle classes (and to such only<\a they pecu-

liarly address themselves), your notice will do

harm, for it will very likely prevent many
timid and uninformed persons from joining

the societies. 1 do not pretend to determine

under which of these descriptions the Building-

Societies ought to be ranked. I have an in-

terest, however, in common with many hundreds

of others in London alone, that the question

should be rightly determined without loss of

time. Being merely a member, a shareholder

in one such society, and holding no office of

any -kind therein, being, in fact, one of the

plundered, if your statements be correct, I have

no interest or inclination whatever to attempt

bolstering up the designs of sharpers, upon

the hard-earned savings of the honest and in-

dustrious.
“ Having, however, taken considerable

trouble to inform myself of the nature and

objects of the society, both before and since

becoming a member, I must say that nothing

can be further removed from even the appear-

ance of collusion, partiality, or injustice, than

all the proceedings have uniformly been.. Of
course, notwithstanding this, I may be deceived,

and the society may be a mere job after all

;

and, if so, it would be an act of real benevo-

lence on the part of any one of the many able

actuaries or accountants in this metropolis to

step forward and demonstrate in the columns

of your extensively circulated paper, that the

objects contemplated, and the prospects held

out by these societies, are not within the com-

pass of reasonable probability. Such a pro-

ceeding would have a very different effect upon

the minds of thinking men, from what your

notice on Friday can be expected to produce.

As I have often observed much space devoted,

and great talent well applied, in your influential

paper, to the exposure of public abuses, and to

the correction of public error and prejudice, I

would earnestly solicit a thorough investigation

of this subject, so important to many of the

industrious and frugal in all parts of the king-

dom. This investigation, however, can only

proceed, or be brought to a satisfactory termi-

nation, by the whole nature and objects of the

societies being impartially stated, and then

shewing, by suitable calculations, that they

(the societies) are, as asserted or insinuated by

you, mere jobs for defrauding the credulous

and ignorant. This has not yet been proved;

until it be, there should not be any unnecessary

calling of hard names. If it be not proved, I

am afraid your notice on Friday can only be

considered as a very garbled statement, mixed

with a pretty free sprinkling of gratuitous

abuse. I have no small share of respect for

many of your sentiments and decisions, but the

mere circumstance of even your stigmatising

the societies as ‘swindling bubbles,’ ‘self-

evident mares’ nests,’ conducted by ‘ sleight-

of-hand and legerdemain,’ would not deter me,

or any reasonable man, from exercising our

own judgment on the matter, as far as you

have furnished us with the means in the article

which has occasioned this communication.
“ In reference to that article, and to my

assertion, that the nature of a Building-Society

is unfairly and insufficiently stated therein, I

beg to offer the following remarks, solely with

a view to elicit from some competent person

such a fair and candid statement and calculation

as will finally settle the question :

—

“ 1st. It appears incorrect to assert that the

society ‘ does not profess to trade with its

money, so that all the advantage it gives is

simply derived from the money, as it passes

within itself from one side of the society to the

other,’ and that ‘if the borrower is benefited,

it must be at the expense of the lender.’ As I

understand the societies, however they may
differ in some respects, they all agree in this,

that the only condition upon which they will

advance money to any member is, that he does

immediately trade with it, that is, that he does

immediately purchase some freehold, copyhold,

or long leasehold property with the money so

advanced, and deposit the title-deeds with the

society, as a security for the regular monthly

payment, for ten years, of certain sums of

money, previously agreed upon at an open

meeting of the members. Of course, if so

disposed, he may go on further to trade, by sell-

ing his property at a profit (if shrewd or lucky

enough to have' made a good purchase), or he

may retain it for his own occupation, or other-

wise remain satisfied with the success of his

first trading. Now this seems to me to be so

important a feature of the societies, that it

cannot be brought too strongly into light, in

comparison with the statement that all the

advantage they give * is simply derived from

the money passing within itself.’ Why, the

fact is just the contrary! The advantage

is derived from the money passing out of

‘itself’ into the hands, probably, of builders,

and others who, from whatever causes, may

have cheap houses to sell, and who have a

hundred ways of trading with, and turning such
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ready money to account, so as to make, no doubt,
very sufficient profits, and suit their own pur-
poses better than keeping; the houses. The
persons taken advantage of in some such transac-

tions may possibly be those whose misfortunes
compel them to dispose of their property
greatly below its value; but with this the
society has nothing to do

;
the same thing

would occur whether the purchase fall in the
way of a member of the society or any other
person

;
although it is undoubtedly by means of

6uch trading, and such advantageous purchases,
that the society expects, in an indirect way, to

realize in some degree the promised benefit to

the whole of its members.
“ Well, then as to the arranged payments,

these begin to come in to the society from the
borrower, by monthly payments, and the
society is very soon again in a condition to

supply ready money to the members, whose
observation may have been stimulated, so as
to be on the alert for a purchase, sufficiently

advantageous to warrant them in taking up
money on the terms offered by the society.
“ So that, in fact, the main principle of the

society, during the principal part of its exist-

ence, is not to have the money 1 within itself

J

or to allow it to be foolishly ‘ passing from
one side of the society to the other,’ but to cir-

culate it amongst the trading and enterprising,
not being members of the society at all, and who,
but for such means, might never have had the
opportunity of trading with and turning it to

advantage.
“2ndly- It seems very unfair to place in

juxta-position the two classes of ‘ rich capital-

ists ’ and ‘ poor borrowers,’ as the description
of persons respectively lending and borrowing
money in these societies. It is extremely
questionable whether a single member, in
several such societies I could name, can be
correctly described as belonging, in fact, to
either class. They are generally speaking all

of one, the middle class, voluntarily combined
for the purposes of profit, by means of a purely
trading principle, and apparently to the ad-
vantage of all, at least very much to the
general satisfaction, for they pay their hun-
dreds of pounds per month, with the cheerful-
ness of men who knew what they were about,
and whose minds were made up as'to the result.

“ As to the assertion that the society is a
* swindling felo de se, contradicting itself, and
cutting its own throat,’ those terms are simply
surplusage, of a rather coarse kind; at best
they only apply to what is an entirely incorrect
description of the societies in a very important
particular.

“ 3rdly. With regard to the deduction from
the ultimate value of each share, to which
parties are willing to submit, in consideration
of an immediate" ad vance,—it should, in the
first place, be considered that persons do not,
cannot

,
take up money from these societies,

for any ‘ pressing necessities
;

’ and that it

must indeed be a very singular ‘ recklessness,’
a very indescribable’ kind of ‘despair,’ that
induces a man to submit to a ‘ ruinous loss ’ in
order to buy a house that he need not buy un-
less he chooses. It should also be considered
that men are generally (when not pressed by
any urgent necessity) pretty good judges of
their own concerns, and know very well
whether or not it will suit them to submit to a
reduction of 651. or 501. for any specific pur-
chase they wish to make,—for the difference
between those two sums is not, as stated by
you, ‘ all the difference as to the advantageous-
ness of the terms to the borrower.’ The real
question with him is, whether or not the object
lor which he takes up the money is worth his
submitting to the highest deduction. If it be,
he will take up the money; if not, he will
leave it alone. Of course a man may make a
bad purchase, or an imprudent or injudicious
investment

;
but he would not be more likely to

do so iii trading with money borrowed from
the society than in trading or purchasing- under
any other circumstances. He would be rather
less likely, on account of the absolute neces-
sity of making the profits of such purchase or
investment materially assist his payments to
the society. It may be very fairly doubted
whether any of the members of these societies
are so very ‘ inexperienced, sanguine, or
needy,’ as to be induced to ‘ bid one against
another,’ for the purpose of obtaining and
laying out a sum of money upon an invest-
ment, the probable returns of which they have
not tolerably well calculated. It is altogether

a matter of business amongst them
;
there is

very little ‘ recklessness,’ * despair,’ ‘ igno-
rance,’ or ‘ misfortune ’ in the matter.

“ Lastly, the statements and calculations
published by you, by which you state Mr.
Bowen ‘ makes the hedgehog unrol itself,’ are
objectionable on two grounds. The statements
are not all true, and the calculations are far

from clear. The statement you make that ‘so
far from Mr. Bowen’s scale of deduction
being too high a one, he declares it is fre-

quently a full 10/. higher insuch societies /
’—

this is not true. It is so palpably untrue, that
it may be doubted if any society, acting regu-
larly or frequently upon such a scale of deduc-
tions, could ever have had an existence ofsuch
duration as to be worth naming. There may
certainly have been instances of speculating
borrowers consenting to submit to exorbitant
deductions, but in the general sense asserted in

the last lines quoted it is untrue.
“ The greatest deduction made in the society

to which I belong never amounted to 58/.,
and the deduction has been very regular at
from 50/. to 55/. This may be proved by a
person taking the trouble to inquire of any one
or more of the three or four hundred respect-
able men of the middle class (I am almost
certain they are not ‘ ravenous capitalists ’)

who belong to the Metropolitan Society, held
at the London Tavern. The last shares sold
were at a deduction of 51/. odd shillings.

This is of itself sufficient to disprove Mr.
Bowen’s last-quoted declaration. Information
obtained from other London societies would
further prove that such declaration is not
worthy of credit. 2ndly, with regard to the
calculations, it is not proved (and until it be
proved, it must be doubted) whether the table
of any existing society shews ‘ that a man can
borrow 350/. of them, and repay the same at
an interest of only 70/.’ Thismustbe doubted,
because any man knows he cannot borrow 350/.
for ten years without paying for it in the
course of that time 175/. at a simple interest of
51. per cent., and without being any nearer the
repayment of the principal than when he
started.

“ Whether or not the 350/. tvould cost him,
as you state Mr. Bowen shews, 300/., or what
sum it would in fact cost him, would manifestly
depend upon circumstances connected with
time and mode of payment, which you do not
touch upon. Even admitting the correctness
of such statement, whether or not such pay-
ment would be a hardship upon him, would
seem also to depend entirely upon the use he
had for the money. Neither do you attempt
to shew (what it would have been very impor-
tant to have done) that, whether at an interest

of 300/. or any other sum, the 350/. and all

interest, would not be repaid to the society in

about ten years. If it were so, and the man
then had his house, even though he paid i 0/.

a year more to the society, than he had been
previously paying for rent, he would probably
be well enough satisfied with his bargain, be
the gain to the society what it might.

“Mr. Bowen is of course here treated as a
secondary person. His pamphlet may or may
not be capable of entire refutation

;
but so far

as can be judged of it from your extracts, it is

not of that temperate and impartial character
likely to be very useful, and it would probably
without your notice have done little good or
harm : but you are responsible for the use or
abuse of very different kind of power; and it

certainly does appear to me, that in the promi-
nent notice you have taken of Bowen’s
‘ Bubble,’ you have not exercised your usual
discrimination and good judgment. You have,
in a leading article, advanced the weight of
your powerful influence in support of state-

ments, which, to say the least, are, as you have
printed them, extremely vague and unsatisfac-

tory, and, thereupon, passed a sweeping sen-

tence of condemnation on these societies. The
injustice is evident. The sentence will go forth

to thousands, who, resting satisfied with the

authority, will probably never trouble them-
selves about its justice.

“In concluding, allow me, Sir, to ask you
one question. What on earth do you suppose
Mr. Bowen could have been thinking of when
he penned the grandiloquent flourish with
which you conclude your notice ? As well as

having, as you state, ‘ an indubitable nose for

a job,’ he must also be endowed with a

vigorousness and play of fancy and imagina-
tion, the flights of which, to mere ordinary

men of business, like the bulk of those who
compose these societies, will, I should think,
be totally incomprehensible. It seems to me
to be perfectly bewildering to conceive what
in the world there can be ‘so detestable in
principle,’ ‘so degrading to our common
nature, in men adopting, for an absolutelyneces-
sary purpose, the same means as are daily
used at every sale by auction to ascertain who
is disposed to give the most for something that
is to be sold ! What other moans could, in
tact, be had recourse to, where there are
several men equally desirous of purchasing,
and differently circumstanced with regard to
what sum it will suit their purpose to bid.
There is no ‘ encouraging the needy to bid
one against another.’ They are not needy at
all ! 1 hey have a reversionary interest in 120/.,
due ten years hence, and they want its present
value, because they have an opportunity of
using it to immediate advantage. I suppose it

is not contended that they ought to have it for
nothing ! If not, I should really like to enow,
when the matter is stripped of all this non-
sense about ‘pressing necessities inducing men
to submit to ruinous loss from the recklessness
of despair,’ where exists the detestable prin-
ciple, in half a dozen men voluntarily bidding
for a sum of ready money, which they can only
obtain on condition of having- very sufficient
security to invest it upon. As they must have
this security they cannot be so very needy,
and they mostly belong to a frugal class, op-
posed to recklessness of any kind.
The legislature of this country have, at ono

time or other, unfortunately, enacted laws, the
advantage of which to the mass of the people
is extremely questionable. When not ac-
tuated, however, by the selfish influence of
powerful classes, the legislature cannot be
fairly accused of deliberately making bad and
corrupt laws. At all events I have still too
much respect for the ‘ collective wisdom,’ to
give ready credence to the assertion, that under
the specious guise of ‘ affording encouragement
and protection to certain societies, called
Building-Societies, established in different
parts of the kingdom, principally amongst the
industrious classes ’ (see 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 32),
our government has been codlly preparing a
trap ‘for transferring the little savings of the
fiugal poor into the pockets of ravenous
capitalists.’

“ I am, Sir, very respectfully,
“ Your most obedient servant,

“ A Member, op the Metropolitan
Building-Society.”

In addition to the preceding letter the
pamphlet contains some additional remarks, of
which the following are a portion :

—

“ Not more than three or four months ago,
a letter, purporting to be from Messrs. Wil-
kinson and Cobbold, was addressed to the
Times, stating, amongst other facts, that ‘ it

had been found by experience that the interest
of the borrower (for ivhom the benefit of the
act ivas chiefiy designed) was more consulted
by reducing the value of the share to 120/.,
and his monthly payments to 10s., and it had
been also found and proved by experience that
taking 50/. per share as the average premium
paid tor an immediate advance, ten years and a
half would suffice to raise the full sum of 120/.

per share
;

’ and moreover offering ‘ to shew
any person making the inquiry from fair mo-
tives, a series of calculations working out a
society upon this hypothesis for ten years and
a half, and demonstrating that at the expiration
of that period the capitalist will receive 120/.

for each share, and the borrower have his

deeds returned without further payment; ’ and
further offering to ‘ shew balance sheets of
various societies demonstrating the statement
in actual practice, and proving that where (as is

the case in most of the London societies) the

premiums paid average about 60/. per share, a
shorter period than ten years will suffice.’

Now, for any thing that appears to the con-

trary, Messrs. Wilkinsonand Cobbold, members
of the Incorporated Law Institution, London,

are as good authority as John Bowen. They
do not, it is true, draw any delusive compa-

risons, having more sound than sense, between

Building-Societies and the National Debt, and,

being practical men, their letter is very meagre

of passages about ‘ necessitous men submitting

to ruinous loss from the recklessness of

despair; ’ but, such their letter appears to

address itself very much to the real, the actual

state of the case for all that,”
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT TO THE ANNUAii

GENERAL MEETING JANUARY, 1844.

The time has again arrived when I, with

the other members of Council, have to sur-

render my trust into your hands, and to

thank you for the manner in which you have,

by your attendances and otherwise, supported

me during the year.

I have to congratulate you on the accession

to our ranks of several members, at the head

of whom stands the name of the most exalted

subject in these realms, the only honorary

member elected during the last session
;
one

who is not more distinguished by his rank than

he is by his virtues, and by the manner in

which he discharges the various duties which

his high station has assigned to him. Our
honorary member, Prince Albert, appears to

ossess extraordinary moral power, to have

een enabled to steer a straight course without

attaching himself to any political party, and

yet attaching all parties to him. Not a whisper

has, I believe, been uttered to his prejudice
;

and the way in which he is respected and
beloved by all ranks proves that the love and
attachment of the inhabitants of this country

may be easily gained by those in exalted

stations, when they really deserve it. That the

Prince should encourage and countenance the

sciences and arts, which have been mainly in-

strumental in raising this country to its present

position, was to be expected from his taste and
judgment

;
and, as it is probable this was his

motive foracceding to our wishes and becom-
ing a member, he has conferred a high compli-
ment upon the Institution, which was enhanced
by his honouring us with his company at the

conversazione last year at my house.
The election of the Duke of Buccleuch,

Hon. M. Inst. C.E., took place during the
session of 1842. His Grace’s splendid present,

named in the Report of the Council, has been
made during the last session. It is valuable,
as proving the estimation in which his Grace
holds this Institution, with the character of
which he is so well acquainted. The same
inference may be drawn from the present made
by Mons. Legrand, our honorary member, as

announced in the Report.

All those who knew the Institution in 1834-5

must remember the efficient and zealous

offices of Captain Stoddart, who discharged,

gratuitously, the duties of secretary for one
session, and are probably aware that the same
individual is the Colonel Stoddart whose
sufferings at Bokhara have excited the sympa-
thies of Europe, and to which we, who are his

friends, and have profited by his exertions,

cannot be indifferent. Dr. Woolf has been
sent out by the united exertions of a few
noblemen and gentlemen to ascertain whether
Colonel Stoddart be yet living; and if so, to

endeavour to rescue him. I felt it my duty to

attend the public meeting, and to add my name
to the list of subscribers. Captain Grover, the
zealous chairman of the committee, has been
in communication with the secretary of this

Institution, and by applying to him, gentlemen
desirous of subscribing to the expense of the
mission have the opportunity of doing so.

The last news respecting Colonel Stoddart
strengthen the hope of his being still alive

;

and should he return to England, we may
easily imagine his pleasure at finding that the
members of a society for which he laboured
actively, though but for a short period, had
taken such an interest in his fate. The last

letter I received from him was dated from
Teheran, in 183J ;

the following extract from
it may be found interesting :

—

“ The Schah takes a great interest in the
Artesian wells

;
I brought out drawings of the

tools, which I handed over to an engineer
officer from Bengal serving here

;
the tools

have been made very well, and the pipes are
about to be made. Private individuals are
also extremely anxious for the result of the
first experiment, as, wherever water can be
obtained, the soil becomes fertile, and the
revenue accruing to its proprietor is propor-
tionably increased.

“ Ten miners, to work the iron-mines of
Karadagh, are also come from England, but
they are not yet paid their expenses out; and
I fear, though iron is plentiful, and the price
of it in the Tabuez market would be clearly
reduced to one-third of its present rate, that
the non-payment system of the government will

oblige the miners to retire, at a loss to them-

selves, from the undertaking. This is the only

engineering news in the country.”

The original communications that have been

received are fewer than might have been ex-

pected, considering how many are due, the

number of individuals who are unemployed,

and the frequent applications and earnest repre-

sentations that have been made.

Want of energy to make the trial, joined to

the fear that it would be unsuccessful, is per-

haps the principal operating cause of this,

particularly with the graduates and young
engineers, who thus allow their faculties to

rust. If desirous of being employed upon a

public work, or in an office, the applicant states

that he can draw, measure, plan, and in fact do

almost anything
;
he has been probably articled

to an engineer, and although two years may
have elapsed since his pupilage expired, and he

may not have had any employment, and
although he has been some years a graduate,

it too frequently happens that he has not sent

in a paper, nor a description of any work
;
his

excuse is, “ that he was not sure what would
be acceptable,” or he had “ thought of and

commenced several subjects, none of which
pleased him ;” and it appears at last that he

has not only never sent any paper to the Insti-

tution, but he has nothing of his own drawing
or writing to shew. Such want of energy is

more apt to cause sorrow than anger, but fre-

quently gives rise to both. Let such indi-

viduals learn the efFect of a contrary conduct

from the experience of those who have usefully

employed their minds, redeemed their engage-

ment, and brought themselves into notice by
drawings and papers presented to the Institu-

tion.

I am aware that all essayists, from Johnson
downwards, have experienced and complained
of the difficulty of choosing a subject. The
printed list of subjects for Telford and Walker
premiums is intended to aid in this choice

;

but if it is found deficient, I am sure that any
further assistance will be given on application

to our secretary.

There are many works either executed or in

progress, in this country, of which the detail

of the success, or still more of the failures

(for the history of these points out the best

way to avoid them), would be very important
to have recorded, and there are plenty of
young men, unfortunately not much occupied,
who would benefit themselves, as well as the
institution, by describing them

;
but yet the

duty is omitted. Measuring and planning
executed works, is the lesson next in point of

importance to actually constructing them, for

acquiring correct knowledge. As drawing
from the living subject is the best study for

the young artist, so inspection of works in

progress and the practice of drawing and de-

scribing them correctly, is one of the most
useful employments for the young engineer.
By describing, I mean specifying and report-

ing at length on the nature, component parts,

and quality of the work
;
which most essential

part of an engineer’s employment is, however,
too frequently overlooked and undervalued by
the younger members of the profession. If
they consider what is necessary to enable them
to direct the construction of works, they will

perceive that the most correct drawing is but
one of the means employed. The facility of
describing, in language, a work and its various
processes, is with some persons more difficult

than the drawing
;
but it is essential to be

learned, if the student in engineering ever
looks forward, as he ought, to the higher
grades of employment in the profession. The
number of their future employers who can un-
derstand and appreciate drawings, however ex-
planatory and detailed, they will find to be
much less than of those who can comprehend
a well-written description or report.

Let it not be understood, however, that I

would recommend the study of the works of
others exclusively, or even principally, after a
certain degree of progress and experience.
This is an error tobecarefully guarded against,
as in most cases mental rest is more agreeable
than mental exertion. The effect of beginning
by consulting authorities, and seeing what
others have done, when a subject is proposed,
is, by falling into their track we are contented
to remain in it. The question whether there
is another way probably never presents itself to
us. If, instead of this, the first call were
made upon our own powers of invention and

construction, we should probably find our
labours rewarded beyond our previous expec-
tations, by the satisfaction of seeing that the

result of our thoughts had some sanction from
authorities

;
or even where differences existed,

or errors were apparent, we should better feel

our own inferiority, as well as the nature of the

error, and perceive therefore how they were in

future to be avoided. If we would walk alone

through the world, we should begin soon to

avoid dependence upon the support of others.

In what I have said, however, I would by no
means countenance that professional confidence

which is above being controlled and corrected

by experience, which none of us are too old to

learn from. The designing which is the result

of our own mental exertion, and to which I

have referred, is not to go far beyond the

study or the confidential friend until it has been

matured, compared with, and corrected, by
what has been recommended and done by
others.

I have been led into these remarks by an
anxious desire that the institution should con-

tain good accounts of executed works, that

members of all classes should profit by the

production of them, and that while they dis-

charge their obligation, they should enable

the Council to withdraw their names from the

list of defaulters, which it must-be the duty of

the Council soon to lay before the meeting; and
if what I have said shall tend to reduce the

list, my object will have been attained.

To this short address, I hope I may be per-

mitted to add my congratulations on the con-

tinued and accelerated march of civil en-

gineering in this country. The practice of

using steam expansively, first, I believe, ex-

plained by Watt, but for prudential reasons

not much used by him, when there was so

much to introduce
;
this and other contrivances

have tended, and are daily tending, to reduce

the cost of steam power, and to increase the

general utility of the steam-engine. For the

two new purposes to which this wonderful

machine has been applied within a quarter of

a century, viz. travelling by land and by water,

it has so triumphed beyond all calculation,

that it is difficult to set reasonable bounds that

it may not pass.

In 1825 the speed of steam-boats was esti-

mated at from six to eight miles per hour

;

had an opinion then been given that within
twenty years the speed would be more than
doubled, notwithstanding the rapid ratio of in-

crease of the resistance of the water, it would
have been received as at least wild and impro-
bable.

The increased velocity of the locomotive
engine, not having the same law of resistance

to keep it in check, lias been still greater.
The rate which was assumed in the reports for

the Liverpool and Manchester Railway in the
year 1829, was twelve miles per hour, the
speed which has lately been calculated by me
for the travelling of the Irish mails between
London and Holyhead is thirty-six miles per
hour; and, I believe, the present companies
make no objection to it. It would not be just

towards our former member Mr.Clegg, to omit
stating that the Atmospheric Railway paten-
tees, Messrs. Clegg and Samuda, consider my
calculation for the lower portion of the line

(Chester to Holyhead) as too low, if their

system be adopted. You are probably aware
that two miles of Atmospheric Railway are

laid down between Kingstown and Dalkey
(Dublin), through the exertions of our zealous
and enterprising associate Mr. Pirn, and that

carriages with loads of passengers are carried

upon it daily, although it is not yet opened to

the public. Having had occasion lately to

visit Kingstown professionally, I witnessed
with pleasure the performance of this inge-

nious invention; and without prognosticating as

to the future, I may state that the results of the

experiments are much superior to those with

locomotive engines, at a corresponding early

period of their introduction upon railways.

The interest of this session is likely to be

increased by communications on the subject of
the working of the Atmospheric Railway

;

which, whatever the ultimate results or extent

of its application may be, cannot fail to be in-

teresting to the philosopher and the engineer,

as a new application of the wonderful laws of
nature to the use of man.
The duties of the Publication-committee,

and the reasons for the restriction of their

labours, have been noticed in the report of the
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Council. You are aware that the domestic
affairs of the Institution are managed by the
House and Finance Committee, who have also
the task of examining and certifying all the
accounts, and approving the payments that are
made. The improvements in the rooms and in

the general arrangements, as also in the light-

ing and ventilating of our theatre, will have
convinced you that much time has been devoted
to these labours, for which our thanks are
justly due to these gentlemen, and particularly
to Mr. James Simpson, whose attention con-
tinues to be conspicuously useful.

Before leaving the chair I must express my
own opinion, in which I believe every member
of the Institution who has had an opportunity
of judging will agree, of the ability, zeal, and
obliging manner, in which the important duties
of secretary are discharged by Mr. Manby.

Feb. 20.

—

The President in the chair.

The discussion on the screw propeller, which
was carried to so great a length at the last
meeting, was resumed.
Mr. Grantham explained the construction

of the propeller used on board the Liverpool
Screw. It was formed of four arms, with
broad shovel-ends, set at an angle of 45°; and
from his account its action appeared to have
been very satisfactory. He also spoke very
high of Ericson’s form of propeller as better
adapted for large diameters than any other
kind. This statement was confirmed by Mr.
Braithwaite, who promised, at a future meeting,
to give the results obtained on board the
Princeton steamer, United States of America.
Several other members addressed the meeting,
and almost all in favour of the principle of
screw-propelling, which appears now to have
assumed a practically useful shape.
The discussion upon the valves of pumps

was also resumed. The resemblance between
the disc valve of Palmer and Perkins, and
that invented by Belidor was examined, and
the general feeling appeared to be that Messrs.
Palmer and Perkins’ valve would be very use-
ful in large pumps for mines through which
much sand or chips passed. The general
question of valves with large openings, with
their influence on the working of the deep
mines of Cornwall and other places, was
noticed.

The discussion occupied so much time that
no papers could be read

;
those therefore which

had been appointed for the 20th were an-
nounced for reading on the 27 th instant, viz.

No. 698. “ Description of a bridge across
the river Shannon at Portumna,” by T. Rhodes,
M.Inst. C.E.
No. 658. “ Description of the bridge over

the river Whitadder at Allanton,” by J. T.
Syme.
No. 625. “ Description of a cast and wrought

iron trussed girder for bridges, with a series
of experiments on their strength,” by F.
Nash.

ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

An article appears in the Mechanics' Maga-
zine of the 3rd instant, being a “Contribution
towards a History of Electro-Metallurgy,” by
Henry Dircks, Esq., the author of the essay
upon “ Improvements connected with Gilding,”
which appeared in our last number, and who
gives in succession the names of Mr. Henry
Bessemer, Mr. C. J. Jordan, Mr. John Dancer,
and lastly., Mr. Thomas Spencer, of Liverpool,
who tor about five years has enjoyed the dis-
tinguished honour of being considered the
discoverer, and, therefore, “ the father of
electro-metallurgy.” The introductory por-
tion of Mr. Dircks’s very able exjiosd of this
strangely successful piece of artifice, explains
in a tew words the circumstance which led to
its composition. Ho observes, that in looking
over tlie Mechanics' Magazine for several
years past, his attention was drawn to Vol. 36,
for 1842, in which appears a paper entitled
“ Books on Electro-Metallurgy ” (a review of
the works of Mr. G. Shaw and Mr. A. Smee
on that subject), and in which critique the
claims of Mr. T. Spencer to priority of inven-
tion are strongly advocated. He then proceeds
to remark, that the earliest published account
of the manipulation requisite for obtaining
casts by galvanic action is contained in the
letter of a Mr. C. J. Jordan, dated May 22,
1839, and published in the Mechanics' Maga-
zine for June 8, 1839, Both Mr, Jordan and

Mr. Spencer describe Dr. Golding Bird’s small
galvanic apparatus

;
and it appears, that in

the processes employed by each there is such
similarity, that it would not be saying too
much to assert, that if Mr. Spencer’s paper
had never been published, Mr. Jordan’s letter

would have quite as fully supplied us with all

the needful information. Mr. Jordan’s letter

is then given, and will be read with consider-
able interest by electricians, and all who are
conversant with the increasingly useful art of
electrography.

Mr. Dircks, however, has not stopped here

;

he has given verbatim a letter from Mr. John
Dancer (formerly of Liverpool, now of Man-
chester), which clearly places Mr. Spencer in

the light of borrowing assistance, which he
has never acknowledged. The modest, unas-
suming manner in which Mr. Dancer makes
his statements, in the letter from him to Mr.
Dircks, dated June 17, 1840, is very praise-
worthy. He concludes that—“ The whole of
the matter may be summed up thus: I never
did, nor ever wished to, take credit for Mr.
Spencer’s experiments

;
but if he had, as he

now states, produced compact precipitated
copper at the time when I shewed him the
piece in question, he was wrong in allowing
me to suppose otherwise

;
and that, whether he

had or not, the experiments that I tried
originated with me in the manner described

—

and this is all I have ever desired to maintain.”
The case of Mr. Thomas Spencer is briefly

this :—He read his paper, “ On Voltaic Elec-
tricity applied to the purpose of Working in

Metal,” before the Liverpool Polytechnic
Society, on the 12th of September, 1839. In
recapitulating what he has advanced, Mr.
Dircks notices, that Mr. Spencer received his

first promptings at the Liverpool meeting of the
British Association, assisted by Dr. Bird’s
ingenious galvanic apparatus—that the scien-
tific journals were discussing applications of
electricity—that the appearance of Mr. Jordan’s
letter and intercourse with Mr. Dancer alto-

gether afforded Mr. Spencer broad and suffi-

cient hints. In a note appended to the article
written by Mr. Dircks, the editor acknow-
ledges the cogency of the statements brought
forward, and expresses his surprise that not
only himself, but likewise Mr. Noad (the author
of an excellent work on electricity), should
have fallen into and perpetuated the same
error of supporting the untenable claims of
Mr. Spencer; still more, however, is it a
matter of surprise to him, that neither Mr.
Jordan, nor any of his friends, should have
before now stepped forward “ to vindicate his

claims to the promulgation of an art which
justly entitles him to take a high place amongst
the benefactors of his age and country.”

Cleansing the Streets.—The powers of
an engine for cleansing the streets, for which
a patent has been obtained, and of which all

the particulars are to be learnt at No. 3,

Trafalgar-square, were tested yesterday in the
streets in the neighbourhood of Guildhall, in

the presence of many gentlemen who were in-

vited to attend, and amongst whom were some
of the Commissioners of Sewers. The engine
could scarcely be said to have had a fair trial,

for the streets were not sufficiently muddy to

shew what might be done by it. As far as the
experiment went, it was most satisfactory

;
it

cleared away the dirt and mud with rapidity

and certainty, and surpassed all inventions of
the same sort which we have hitherto wit-
nessed. It unites simplicity, strength, con-
tinuity of work, and cheapness of construction,

and is the best thing of the sort hitherto pro-

duced. An extract from the prospectus, pub-
lished by the patentee, will explain its proper-
ties and its merits:—“The engine is simply
and effectively constructed

;
is enclosed in a

case open only at the bottum part of it, to enable
the brushes to come in contact with the street

or road, so that neither dust nor dirt can escape
from it. The mud or dirt is discharged into a

receiving truck travelling in front of the en-
gine; the truck when filled is easily detached
and drawn away to the laystall or shute;
another empty truck is instantly attached to the
engine, which proceeds on its work without the

delay of taking it from the street with the re-

ceiver when it requires to be emptied; thus
the engine remains constantly at its work.
This is a distinguished and most important
feature of this engine.”

fUteratum

1. Architectural Illustrations of Kettering
Church, Northamptonshire. The Drawings
and Descriptions by Robert William Billings;
the Engravings by George Winter. London :

l . and YV. Boone, 29, New Bond-street, for
R. YV. Billings, Manor House, Kentish
Town, and G. Winter, 5, Frederick-place,
Gray s Inn-load; 1843. Medium 4to. 20
plates, 16 pp.

2. The Architectural Antiquities ofthe County
of Durham. From Draivings by Robert
William Billings; the Engravings by J. H.
Le Keux, and George Winter. London

:

T. and W. Boone, for George Andrew,
Saddler-street, Durham, R. W. Billings’
Manor House, Kentish Town, and George
Winter, 5, Frederick-place, Gray’s Inn-road.
Parts 1 and 2, containing 4 plates each.
Medium 4to.

[first notice.]
It is not our intention to go upon the

present occasion into a review of these works
further than to recommend them for their
usefulness, as we intend reserving our critical
remarks till we have space to enlarge in a de-
tailed mannerupon every statement and graphic
representation contained in them. We shall,

therefore, confine ourselves this week within
very narrow limits, for the purpose rather of
stating our own intentions than of developing
the merits of J\lr. Billings and of his engravers.
The work on Kettering church being very

beautifully executed, is, on that account, and
from its number of illustrations, extremely
useful, though issued at a low price

;
but in

order to obtain the extended support of the
public, and by the circulation of a more nume-
rous edition obtain remuneration for the in-

evitable trouble and outlay, Mr. Billings pro-
jected the publication of a lower-priced series
of works, and in pursuance of that project has
put forth two parts of the Durham Architec-
tural Antiquities; but the lowness of charge
for this latter work, and of those which he
proposes to publish as companions to it, has, of
necessity, induced and compelled the confining
of the illustrations to pictorial representations
of the subjects delineated; which mode of
treatment, though suited to the general public
taste, is, however, insufficient for the man of
practical architecture. Feeling deeply the
loss which would ensue from the lapse of any
opportunity which the visitings of Mr. Billing’s

(who is Itinerant Delineator of Architectural,
Subjects to the Freemasons ofthe Church) afford
for the collection of the exquisite details of
Gothic architecture which lie, many of them
buried as it were, in obscure country villages,

we have given him unlimited orders to collect,

in his professional journeyings, accurate draw-
ings of windows, doors, capitals, bases, crockets,
finials, bosses, panels, fonts, and other details,

which he has undertaken himself to draw upon
the wood, so as to insure authenticity in every
desirable particular.

In order to shew the manner in which ar-

chitectural subjects will in future be treated in

The Builder, Mr. Billings has delineated
for us on the wood, the eastern window of the
chancel of Kettering church, which, though
simple in form, is of peculiarly fine and lofty

proportions; qualities rendering it a subject

much more proper for imitation than the later
“ Decorated ” examples, which are so often

low and crouching in general shape, and dry
and mean in the profiles of their mouldings

;

whereas the example in question, which we
here give, preserves the graceful loftiness of

the “ Early English ” with an union of the

geometrical animus, with lines flowing alike

in the tracery and in every moulding of the

work. The circles in the window-head are

without foliation, sub-divisions, and cusps

;

and yet so admirably are richness and simpli-

city united in the design, that no want is appa-

rent on that account. We have desired Mr.

Billings, in this, and in all the other drawings

of windows which he may send us, to add a

plan, or horizontal section, and also a vertical

section through the centre of the work, in

order to shew the peculiar construction of the

inner arch, which, being level at its crown,

and not fluing or splayed, naturally fits upon

and meets the window-jambs with an inclined

line, which may be seen in this section of our

subject running from the inner arris-moulds up

to the head-tracery; and we have further de-

sired him to afford us an elevation of the inner
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arch, wherever any peculiar development or

construction of the work ought to be shewn.

In the elevation are marked the centres from

which the curvatures of the work are struck.

Mr. Billings has also given us an enlarged sec-

tion or plan of the external parts of the

window-jamb; but we should have been bette

External Mouldingt of the Window-jamb.

pleased if the same draught had contained also

the inner mouldings of the jamb, including

those peculiar ones at its arris : we should have

liked the whole section of the mullion and the

profiles of the different parts of the tracery-

moulds, and also the section of the sill within

and without the building, so that a workman
might execute every part of the masonry cor-

rectly, without a doubt, and without a blunder.

The label, a section of which we here give,

is designed without the elegance of spirit

which dictated the rest of the invention: its

abundance of small mouldings renders it illeg-

ible to the eye, while its general shape does

not follow the beauty usually so perspicuous in

the profiles of examples of Pointed Architec-

ture. We give

it here rather for

avoidance than
imitation. When
the spirit of \
Pointed Archi
tecture reani-

mates the science

in modern times

masonically and
corporeally,
mere timid imi-

tation will be
exploded, the

errors of former
works will be

corrected with

the same anxiety
as it is not only

fair to suppose, Label moulding.

but evident and patent, the freemasons ever

strove to act in the olden times, constantly

aiming (while architecture was ordained to

advance towards its zenith) to improve upon
former endeavours.

In future draughts from buildings we should
also like represented to a scale suitable for the
carver any bosses or animal springers to the

labels; and when the styles of such ornaments
come to be properly understood, it will be
found that often such enrichments, which add
great interest to a building, may be executed at

little if any expense beyond that which would
be requisite for forming merely mitred knees
to the mouldings.
We make these observations in order as

well to shew our own views, and our intentions
and directions with regard to the delineations
in future proposed to be inserted by us, as to

afford our correspondents a just idea of how
their kind contributions in furtherance of
motives so good maybe doubly appreciated and
became ten-fold more useful to the practically
,*fr

c

hrtjec tu r

a

f, and pay thence work a revolution
/-4)y4vhtch every person concerned in the use
^-and patron age of pure architecture may derive
U '^benefit and pleasure^

f [

\Ve now proceed .tp.^say wherein our present

\ delineations- Of the- Kettering window fall short
.^of ^hrdSe^ls.nfjustjeipirement. We deem them
'-'impewgct^^ctoTfoTshewing exactly the joint-
ing of ttfe/tnasonry of the jambs mullions and
sill

;
we shotmj^i'ish the insertion of the saddle-

bars and stanchions, and the pattern of the
glazing; and, further, if there beany settle-
ments or breaches in the work, we should

CHANCEL WINDOW OF KETTERING CHURCH.

desire to have them distinctly shewn, in order
that judgment maybe formed of the causes of
such failure, and thence philosophical deduc-
tions be made for their avoidance in a shrewd
modern reproduction of the work. To these
we desire to have added the date of the subject
as far as can be authenticated, as well by
documents as by the taste of its design; also

the nature of the materials used in the work,
how they have been affected by time, and
whether they have been repaired by cements or
otherwise, or if they have been renewed;
whether the superincumbent weight has not
been, by the great head-arch, duly discharged
from the tracery and mullions. We desire to

have an account of what derangement and
fractures have occurred in the mullions and
tracery; also what effect has been produced on
the masonry by the iron -work fixed therein.

We shall take an early opportunity of shew-

ing the Free-masonic mode in which we desire

to receive from our correspondents information

and delineations of any stained glass which

they may meet with in ancient windows, or

other distinctive marks of colour in mosaics

and paintings, which in a spirit friendly to the

The mode of inserting the dimensions upon
the drawings we find imperfect, inasmuch as
their values are not given by setting over them
11Feet, Inches” or “ft. ins.," or the marks ° and
they do not, therefore, convey definitely their

meaning, which has to be only implied from
the supposition that they cannot mean any
thing else than the true one. This is not suffi-

cient
;
they should be so plainly indicated that

a youth, an amateur, or any foreigner not well
acquainted with the customary measures of
English workmen, may acquire their meaning
without any extraneous questioning. We here
add a scale which we have made for the general
elevation plan and section of the window,
which was deficient in the drawings

;
and we

at the same time beg to say this exhibits the
mode in which we wish scales to be made,
written to, and figured.
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cause of genuine architecture they may desire

to impart.



THE BUILDER.
COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A GLOSSARY

OF ARCHITECTURE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—

I

beg to inclose to you a few sugges-

tions for the formation of an architectural voca-

bulary or glossary, a branch of architectural

literature which is, perhaps, in a state more
imperfect than any other.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

G. R. F.

Adacus.—1 his word is thus defined by Mr.
Gwilt in the glossary of terms in his admirable

Encyclopaedia of Architecture:— “Abacus
(Gr. a£a£, a slab). The upper member of the

capital of a column, and serving as a crowning
both to the capital and to the whole column.
It is otherwise defined by some as a square
table, list, or plinth, in the upper part of the
capitals of columns, especially of those of the
Corinthian order, serving instead of a drip or
corona to the capital, and supporting the
nether face of the architrave, and the whole
trabeation. In the Tuscan, Doric, and ancient
Ionic orders, it is a flat square member, well-
enough resembling the original title, whence it

is called by the French taillot^Xhot is, a trencher,
and by the Italians cvedenza. In the richer
orders it parts with its original form, the four
sides or faces of it being arched or cut in-
wards, and ornamented in the middle of each
face with a rose or other flower, a fish’s tail,
&c.

; and in the Corinthian and Composite
orders it is composed of an ovolo, a fillet, and
a cavetto. The word is used by Scamozzi to
signify a concave moulding in the capital of the
1 uscan pedestal.” (p. 885.)

We find the abacus in its simplest form in
Egyptian architecture, where it is sometimes
seen as a simple cube of stone intervening
between the column and the architrave above,
in fact, it is the capital itself. Of this, which
would seem to be the earliest form of the

i 1
abacus, two specimens are

j

given by Mr. Gwilt in his
—I edition of Chambers’s Archi-

tecture, both communicated
by Mr. C. Barry : one of
these is here introduced.

The next in order appears to be that form of
abacus wherein the same square tablet being
placed above the bundle of reeds, produces
by its pressure that swelling out of the head
of the shaft from which it is not impossible
that the Greeks derived a hint for the
moulding called the echinus

;
for examples

l _/ of this kind the reader is

|

referred to page 449 of The
x Builder (No. 3/). We gene-

rally find that the over-hanging
abacus is used in Egyptian
columns where the capital has
a bulbous or cushion shape,

. but where the capital partakes
or the vase or bell shape, and is flowered, the

abacus is found to recede. (See
also p. 483 of The B UILDER.)
In the Indian early architec-

I

tore of the cavern temples,
the abacus much resembles
in its massive overhanging
character that of Egyptian
capitals.

In the Grecian Doric we behold the
abacus in its simplest and most beautiful
form, consisting of a quadrilateral figure,
which, contrasting favourably with the
circular shape of the column below, seems
to form an admirable bed for the entablature
above, whilst it is connected with the shaft

|

by the graceful outline of

-

j

the echinus. It is sometimes
-J found with a very remark-

able projection beyond the
lower diameter, which is con-
sidered as an indication of the
antiquity of the buildings in

which it is so found, as at Co-
rinth, Paestum, iEgesta, &c.

Those writers who discover for every part of
Greek architecture, a corresponding prototype
in timber construction, derive the abacus from
the intervention of a cube of wood between

fflf

the architrave and the sustaining shaft, so
placed to protect by its overhanging the
column, and to afford a broader bed for the
entablature to rest upon. But this doctrine
can hardly apply to Egyptian architecture, un-
less that can be proved throughout to be de-
rived from an imitation of the construction of
timber houses.

In Ionic and Corinthian capitals, the abacus,
losing its plain and massive character so suit-
able to the simplicity of the Doric order, becomes
in a degree assimilated to the greater richness of
the two later orders, by being moulded and
sometimes carved in imitation mostly of the
mouldings which are found in members of the
entablature belonging to the same example

;

thus in the abacus of the Tonic capitals in the
Temple of Minerva-Polias, there is a repeti-
tion of the egg-and-tongue enrichment found
above the corona of the cornice, whilst in

many of the Corinthian
examples at Rome the

abacus is either carved
with the egg-and-tongue
or egg-and-anchor or-

nament, or cut into foli-

age of various designs
having in the centre
ofeach of its incurvated

sides a flower or other enrichment. The
reputed temples of Jupiter Stator and Jupiter
Tonans afford rich examples of this kind.

In the Doric and Cori ntliian orders, the abacus
is that member of the capital which has the
greatest projection, but in the Ionic, the volutes
of necessity project beyond it, consequently
the abacus recedes, bearing therefore, in this

respect, a resemblance to its position in those
Egyptian capitals wherein heads of Isis are
introduced, and which have been considered
by some writers to furnish the origin of the
Ionic capital. In their application of the
abacus we perceive the admirable knowledge
of effect possessed hy the Greeks; in each
case usefulness is joined to beauty. In the
Doric, the ponderous form of the abacus is

evidently best fitted for the heavy weight above,
and affords a shelter to the shaft below
it; this projection and heaviness would in

the Ionic capital be fatal to the effect of
the volutes, whilst in the Corinthian capital

the abacus, by its concave form, harmonizes
with the outline of the vase, and the horns

serve to protect the grace-

ful and delicate volutes below.
In some Corinthian examples
the horns of the abacus termi-
nate in a sharp point, as in the
Temple of Vesta, at Rome;
in others, and most frequently

so, the horns are blunted, the angles being taken
off at a right-angle with the diagonal of the
square of the capital, that is at an angle of
45° from the front of the abacus. In the

Grecian examples ofthe Ionic,

and in the Roman one of the

Temple of Fortuna Virilis,

where thecolumnsat the angles

of porticos have their outer

volutes turned diagonally, so
as (instead of the ordinary

cushion pillow or drum on one side) to present
externally the same appearance on each of
the two sides meeting together at the
same angle of the building, the abacus
is partially curved like that of the Corin-
thian order, but only on the outer angle,

the rest being square, as in

f the Doric. In the Roman
1

-| Doric order (as in the Theatre
~j of Marcel lus) the square abacus
‘

of the Greeks is retained, but

ZL

surmounted by a cymu-reversa
and fillet, and this practice, so

subversive of the simplicity of

the original, is followed by
many of the modern school.

The Tuscan abacus consists of a fillet, cavetto,

and hand, according to Vig-
nola and Chambers. De-
scribing a Corinthian capital,

Vitruvius says, “ The breadth

of the abacus is so regulated

that its diagonal from angle to

angle may be twice as much
as the height of the capital,

for this gives a proper dimen-
sion to each of its faces. The fronts of the

abacus are bowed inwardly from its extreme
angles a ninth part of its breadth

;
the thickness

J
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of the abacus is the seventh part of the height of
the capital.” This description is found to agree
very nearly with the capital of the Pantheon at
Rome. The practice of modern days, of some-
times omitting the abacus altogether, cannot
be too strongly reprobated.
1 he abacus is found as a columnar crowning-

member in every period or style of Gothic archi-
tecture. Mr. Britton’s definition is as follows :

In Christian architecture, the abaci form the
bases of arches, and in shape and ornament are
greatly diversified. Mr. Rickman thinks that
the square abacus is a sure guide to distin-
guish the Norman from what he calls the earlv
English (p. 55), but several examples of Nor-
man buildings may be pointed out where the
abaci are circular and octangular.” In build-
ings which have been considered to belong to
the Anglo-Saxon period, arches frequently
spring from an impost which consists of a plain
abacus, sometimes with its under edge cham-
fered. In the Norman and later styles the
abacus is the crowning portion of the capitals
of columns or piers, and it is found in many
varieties of shape, as square, multangular, and
circular, all of which, but more usually the first,

may be seen in Norman examples; the follow-
ing is a very common
form. In the later
styles, the abaci usually
follow the plans of the
columns, whether clus-
tered, circular, or mul-
tangular. In the Norman
style we see, in its square

and simple character, a close resemblance
to the Grecian and Roman Doric abacus

;

it is also found cut into fillets. In the early
English, Decorated, and Perpendicular styles,
the abacus consists of many mouldings,
such as quarter-rounds, with deep hollows
between ogees and inverted ovolos, and
numerous fillets; the variety, in fact, is almost
infinite.

Besides the strictly architectural sense in
which we have just explained, in a very imper-
fect manner, the meaning of this tvord among
theancients,itsignifiedalsoa sideboard, in w h ich
sense it appears from Livy and Sallust to have
been borrowed by the Romans from the Asiatic
Greeks, and to have been used for holding
vases and other vessels necessary for a banquet.
From the same authors we learn that the
abacus thus applied was sometimes made of
the most rare and precious woods, covered
with gold and inlaid with ivory. From re-
mains found at Pompeii and Herculaneum, the
abacus in houses of moderate size was no more
than a marble slab or table, without feet, at-
tached to the wall, and capable of being let
down after the service, in fact, it was what we
should term a hanging-flap. To such a side-

board Horace alludes when he says

‘ Lapis albus—pocula cumciatho duo sustinet”

(that a ivhite stone supported two cups with a
cyanthus). Juvenal, in describing the abacus
of the poor poet Codrus, says, that it was orna-
mented with six little water-ewers or pitchers,

beneath it a small cantharus, and a reclining
figure of Chiron. At Pompeii was found a
slab (abacus), above which, as over a modern
dresser, are shelves to hold plates, dishes, &c.
Among mathematicians the abacus signified

a little table or hoard, rubbed with wax
and strewed over with dust or sand, on which
they drew their schemes and figures

;
in this

sense the word seems to he formed from the

Phcenician abak, dust.* The abacus, or count-

ing-board of the Greeks, was an oblong frame,
divided by several brass wires, stretched

parallel to each other, and mounted with an
equal number of little ivory balls like the

beads of a necklace, by means of which all

kinds of calculations were easily performed.
The ancient Romans had, and the Chinese now

have, similar ap-

paratus for reck-

oning with: and
at the present day
the abacus of the

ancients is made
an useful toy

whereby children

are taught to reckon, and may be found in

every toy-shop in London.

* or perhaps from finger, and

oblong ;
the idea may arise from an oblong finger-

board, which an abacus of the kind indeed is.
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THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.

The following letter, in reference to the

proposed improvements at the east end of the

building, appeared in the Times a few days

since :

—

“ Sm,— I rejoice to perceive, by the report

of the proceedings of the Court of Common
Council, that the intention of improving the

site of ground abutting eastward on the New
lloyal Exchange has not been totally aban-

doned.

“ It does appear somewhat marvellous that

disinterested persons can be found willing to

advocate the propriety of keeping up the com-

paratively few remaining houses between the

new building and Finch-lane. By slow, but

sure degrees, some of those ancient, but un-

sightly excrescences, the ‘ middle-rows ’ of

London, have ceased to exist; but, as if their

demolition had been cause of regret, certain

* men of taste ’ have stepped forward to re-

new, or rather perpetuate, the deformity*
“ The plan I would suggest is, that the city

should not only purchase the houses alluded

to, but that they should also become pro-

prietors of the houses on the east side of

Finch-lane.
“ I would then form a frontage of houses

extending over a portion or the whole of

Finch-lane. This latter purchase would most
amply repay the outlay

;
for the new street

would unquestionably become more valuable

than any other in tbe city of London. An
archway entrance into this new line of houses

might be formed towards Merchant Tailors’-

hall, and a good view of the Hall of Com-
merce obtained by carrying the frontage of
the new street in an oblique direction.

“ With respect to the value of the buildings

proposed to be removed, it is notorious that no
inconsiderable portion of them were pur-

chased for ‘ an old song ’ some five or six

years ago.”
According to public notice, the extensive

premises known as Bank-buildings, Thread-
needle-street and Cornhill, lately occupied by
the directors of the Sun Fire-office, Messrs.
Ladbroke and Sons, the bankers, the Colonial

Emigration-office, and Mr. Thomas, the bul-

lion-dealer, were brought to the hammer by
Messrs. Pullen and Son, auctioneers, of Fore-

street, by direction of the City Board of

Works, on Monday last, to make way for the

improvements that are to be made in the vici-

nity of the Royal Exchange. For the pre-

vious week a palisade had been erected round
the buildings, which had been marked out in

lots. Long before the hour of sale hundreds
of persons inspected the premises and the

building-materials, which are of excellent

quality, and brought good prices. The fixtures

are very substantial, and will be disposed of
during this week and next

;
after which this tra-

pezoidal pile will be pulled down, and on its site

will be erected the equestrian statue of the

Duke of Wellington by the late celebrated

Chantrey, which is now nearly ready to be
placed before the grand western entrance to

the new Royal Exchange.

THE PRIZE CARTOONS.
Some time since the prize cartoons were

placed in the Suffolk-street Gallery for the
purpose of having reduced drawings made of
them, in order to their being forthwith copied
in lithography. Considerable progress has
been made in the reduced representations of
these highly meritorious works; and if the
subject of the cartoons have by this time lost

some of its novelty, we fancy that its interest

will be revived by the inspection of the very
clever reduced drawings made by the Messrs.
Linnell, which are now exhibiting at the
Suffolk-street Gallery along with the original
cartoons. It is pleasing to compare these
reduced copies with the originals, which are
now hung in a light more calculated to display
their best qualities than the feeble and dungeon-
like glimmer in which they were exhibited at

Westminster Hall. The copies already finished
are those of

Caractacus led in Triumph, by Watts,
The First Trial by Jury, by Cope,
The Fight for the Beaeon, by Townshend,
St. Augustine and E.thelbert, by Horsley.

Considerable progress has also been made
in reducing the cartoon of Julius Ccesar, by
Armitage, Una and the Satyrs, by Frost, and
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Queen Eleanor, by Severn. It is intended,

we hear, to sell the set of eleven plates for five

guineas—a moderate price, considering the

great care and labour which must, from first to

last, necessarilybe expended in their execution.

It is said that the cartoons will be removed

from Suffolk-street before the end of the pre-

sent month, to make room for the pictures and

statuary which will form the approaching ex-

hibition there.

BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIRS.

Mr. John Penn, M. Inst. C.E., was born

near Taunton, in Somersetshire, in the year

1770 ,
and was apprenticed to a millwright at

Bridgewater, whence he travelled to Bristol,

and worked there as an operative. He soon

became the foreman of an important work,

when only twenty-two years of age, and was

celebrated for his theoretical and practical

knowledge of the forms of the teeth of wheels,

which branch of construction was, at that

period, only imperfectly understood by mecha-

nics. He removed to London about the year

1793, and after working at and being a foreman

in several works, he commenced business on
his own account in 1801.

His attention was at first chiefly directed to

the construction of flour-mills, in which he

made many improvements, particularly in the

substitution of metal for wood framing. In

consequence of the injudicious proceedings of

the Millwrights’ Union, he was induced to op-

pose a determined resistance to their demands,

and by the introduction of self-acting tools, and
the instructions given by him to another class

of workmen, the millwrights lost many of the

privileges they had previously enjoyed.

The tread-mills for prisons were first con-

structed at Mr. Penn’s works, and latterly he

(in conjunction with his son) manufactured

many marine engines, particularly those with

oscillating cylinders.

Mr. Penn was well versed in general science:

he was an amateur astronomer, and possessed

some valuable instruments; much of his leisure

time was devoted to horticultural pursuits,

which led to several improvements in the

methods of heating conservatories and forcing

houses.

He died suddenly on the 6th June, 1843, in

the 73rd year of his age, having enjoyed for

many years the confidence and esteem of a

large circle of friends.

Mr. David Aher, M. Inst. C.E., was born
in the year 1 780 ;

he attained very early a pro-

ficiency in physical science, and at fifteen years

of age commenced his studies as a civil en-

gineer.

In 1803, he surveyed and superintended
several of the works of the Grand Canal Com-
pany (Ireland), and subsequently directed the
collieries in the County Kilkenny and Queen’s
Count)'; an occupation for which he was well
suited, from his knowledge ofgeology, a science

at that time but little cultivated in Ireland. By
his judicious direction of borings and other
trials, discoveries were made which have proved
very valuable to the neighbouring coal-pro-

prietors. His inventions and improvements
in mining and boring machinery (which have
been generally adopted), are remarkable for the
mechanical ingenuity displayed in them, for the
simplicity of their construction, and for their

practical utility.

In the years 1810, 1811, and 1812, he was
engaged in making experiments and reports for

the commissioners appointed by government
to inquire into the nature and extent of the
“ Bogs in Ireland, and their capability of being
made available for cultivation, or other pur-
poses.”

While engaged in the direction of the col-
lieries, he laid out nearly all the new lines of
road which have been made through the county
Kilkenny and neighbourhood, and also the
Great Leinster and Munster Railway, from
Dublin to Cork, by Kilkenny, Clonmel, Cahir,
&c.

In 1840 he met with some disappointments
and losses, which weighed heavily on his.mind,
and were the principal cause of the illness

which terminated his life. He died in the
62nd year of his age, respected for his high
professional attainments and strict integrity of
character, and regretted by all who knew him.
—From the Report of the Institution of Civil

Engineers*

MONUMENT TO THE LATE THOMAS
RICKMAN, F.S.A.

Some of the friends of the late Mr. Rickman
having proposed to subscribe for the erection

of an appropriate monument over his grave, in

St. George’s church-yard, in Birmingham, it

has been thought that many others might be

willing to contribute to such an object, either

from personal regard, or as a testimony of re-

spect to the memory of one who laboured with

so much zeal, industry, and success, in the

revival of the true principles of Gothic archi-

tecture. A committee, consisting of the fol-

lowing members, has been formed, for the

purpose of carrying the object of the sub-

scribers into effect.

It is supposed that a sum not less than 250Z.

will be necessary to erect a fit and durable

monument.
Subscriptions will be received by any mem-

bers of the committee.

Lord Prudhoe, F.R.S., S.A.
;

Venerable

Archdeacon Burney, D.D., F.R.S., S.A.

;

Rev. J. H. Spry, D.D., Rector of St. Mary-le-

bone, F.S.A.
;
Rev. W. Whewell, B.D., Master

of Trinity College, Cambridge, F.R.S., S.A.

;

Rev. J. W. Whittaker, D.D., Vicar of Black-

burn
;
Rev. J. Garbett, M.A., Rector of St.

George’s, Birmingham
;

Rev. James Raine,

M.A., Vicar of Meldon, Librarian of Durham
Cathedral; Rev. R. Hussey, B.D., Christ

Church, Oxford; E. Blore, Esq., D.C.L.,

F.S.A., Manchester-square, London
;
George

Barker, Esq., F.R.S., Birmingham
;
H. Petrie,

Esq., F.S.A., Stockwell ;
W. Twopeny, Esq.,

Temple, London
;

J. J. Lightfoot, Esq., Tran-

mere Hall, Liverpool; T. Fulljames, Esq.,

Gloucester; R. C. Hussey, Esq., F.S.A., Bir-

mingham.
Subscriptions will also be received at

Bristol
,

by S. C. Fripp, Esq., Architect,

Lower College-green; Mr. Strong, Bookseller,

Clare-street.

Cambridge, Mr. Eliott Smith, Trinity-street

;

Messrs. Deighton, Booksellers
;
Mr. Steven-

son, Bookseller.

London, Literary Gazette Office, Waterloo-
street, Strand.

Oxford, Mr. J. H. Parker, Bookseller.

NAVY ESTIMATES FOR 1844-45.

NEW WORKS, IMPROVEMENTS, AND REPAIRS
IN THE DOCKYARDS.

The most important of the estimates are

those to be voted under this head, and which is

on all hands admitted to be the most judicious

and reasonable. The following are the new
works in contemplation, and the sums of money
to the commencement of which they are in-

tended to be applied :

—

At Devonport, a new steam basin, estimated

cost 400,000/., amount of money required for

the ensuing year 30,000/. For new pier and
entrance to fhe two docks, 10,000/.; for repair-

ing the north jetty and dockyard-wall, 7,000/.

—At Woolwich, a new dock, engine, and saw
mills

;
estimated cost 86,200/., amount required

for the present year, 20,000/.
;
for additional

buildings to steam-factory, 13,000/.
;
for a roof

over a slip, 6,000/.; for new boundary-wall,

&c., 3,000/.
;
to be provided in future estimates,

2,000/.— At Chatham, for re-constructing

building-slips and sea-wall, the estimates are

102,000/., of which 15,000/. are required for

the ensuing year; for building metal mills and
steam-engine and machinery for it, 13,600/.

—

At Pembroke, 25,795/. for various improve-

ments.— At Deptford, 7,000/., for a new slip.

For the works commenced and in course of

completion, the following large sums are

required :—At Portsmouth, for the new steam

basin, 30,000/. ;
60,000/. in future estimates to

complete it; for repairing sea-wall and building

slips, and constructing three new building

slips and roofs, 25,000/.; and for completion,

39,600/. in future.

For Plymouth breakwater, 15,000/.; and to

be provided in future estimates, 120,000/. For
the Marine Barracks at Woolwich, 15,000/.;

and 48,000/. in future estimates
;

4,000/. for

machinery for building and fixing engines of

steam-vessels. At Chatham, 4,000/. for clear-

ing the mud in the harbour.

For the naval establishments abroad, at

Malta, 13,000/. is required for the new dock,

and 12,000/. in future
;
and 7,000/. for erecting

a new bakery and machinery for grinding

corn
;
and 1,694/, for store and wharf for coal-

ing steamers.
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CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

All Saints, Maidstone.—The work of resto-

ration in this fine old structure is steadily pro-

gressing. Another arch, besides the elegant
screen on the north side of the altar, has been
denuded of its disfiguring whitewash. On this

screen, on the whitewash being removed, were
found traces of its having been splendidly em-
bellished with gilding and painting, the pattern
of which is sufficiently distinct to enable it to

be restored.

Eastwell.—The Earl of Winchilsea has re-

stored the parish church of Eastwell. The
church is a very ancient one, and possesses

some interesting historical associations.

Amongst others it may be mentioned that the
son of Richard, the Plantagenet, who was
killed at the battle of Bos worth Field, was
buried there.

Brandeston Church .—The President and
Scholars of St. Mary Magdalen College, in

Oxford, at a general meeting of the society on
the 3rd inst., granted a donation of 401. in aid
of the restorations now in progress there, from
designs by Mr. Blore.

It is with the most heartfelt gratification we
record the splendid donation of 2,000/., by the
Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, to-

wards the erection of churches in his diocese,
for the especial benefit of the poor.

Earl Powis has given notice of his intention
to bring forward a motion for repealing the
Act which authorizes the union of the sees of
St. Asaph and Bangor. The University of
Cambridge is about to petition for the same
object.

Establishment of Ecclesiastical Districts .

—

There are about one hundred and fifty appli-
cations to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for
England, chiefly from the northern parishes,
for the establishment and endowment of eccle-
siastical districts under Sir Robert Peel’s Act
of last session

;
not one of which is to contain

less, and many considerably more, than 2,000
souls. Taking the average (which may be
safely done) at three thousand, here are pro-
posals for at once providing- direct, authorita-
tive, independent, pastoral superintendence
for a population of 450,000 souls.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Railway at Elgin .—There is a scheme at

present in cogitation to establish a railway
communication betwixt the new harbour at

Stotfield Point and Elgin, and from the latter

place to Rothes. Tn speaking of this under-
taking, the Elgin Courant says—“ When the
proposal was made to form a company, with a
capital of 20,000/., for the purpose of building
a new harbour at Stotfield Point, the idea was
looked upon as monstrous and visionary, and
the promoters were often told that, to raise such
a capital in a poor remote district like this was
impossible

;
and yet we have seen the harbour

completed at an expense of 14,000/., for which
it yields a fair return, and now holds out every
inducement to extend its advantages to the
surrounding district. The surface of the
county betwixt Elgin and Stotfield Point pre-
sents no natural obstacle to the construction of
a nearly level railway

;
but simple as the

matter looks to one who has only to examine a
finished survey, with a previous intimate ac-

quaintance with the ground, already have
several important and undoubted improvements
been suggested on the line as surveyed. From
Elgin to Rothes the line shews itself through
the remarkable glen lying midway. Nature
has here provided an inlet to the rich and
beautiful highland strath, along a course in

which the summit level to be overcome does
not exceed three hundred feet in six miles.
From this short description of the course of
the railway, taken in conjunction with the
cheapness of labour here, the estimate of con-
struction, at less than 3,000/. per mile, will, we
feel assured, be admitted

;
and if so, will pre-

sent a marked contrast to the enormous cost
of railways in other places.”

The Sussex Railways .—Bills are about to

be introduced into Parliament to authorize the
formation of two branches of the London and
Brighton Railway, one an extension of the
Shoreham line westward to Chichester, the
other running from Brighton eastward to
Hastings.

Gravesend.—A meeting of the Town Council
took place on Tuesday last, the proceedings of
which were one continued scene of confusion
and contention. A motion for rescinding all

that has been done for the purpose of uniting
the interest of the rival pier9 was proposed, and
after a warm discussion was carried

;
but it

was then discovered to be informal, and was
consequently withdrawn. The principal apple
of discord now seems to be the proposed
Rosherville railway, which naturally excites
great alarm in the borough.

Margate.—The surveyor ofthe South-Eastern
Railway Company has been sojourning in this

town during the past week, and from his report
it is understood that there is every probability
of the railway from here to Ashford being
completed in twelve months from the present
time; operations will commence immediately
the standing crops of the ensuing season are
ofF the ground.

HaivJchurst.—On Monday last a public meet-
ing was held at Hawkhurst, to receive the

report of a committee appointed some time
since to confer with the Rye and Hastings
committee on the subject of a railroad to

Staplehurst by Hawkhurst, instead of by Rye
to Headcorn. Lord Beresford in the chair.

Raihcay Signal.—The directors of the rail-

way from Breslau to Freyburg, in Silesia, have
established in each of the carriages a signal,

by which passengers, in case of necessity, may
have the train stopped. This is done by hoist-

ing a flag through an aperture in the roof, and
this being perceived by a conductor, he orders

the stoppage of the locomotive, and proceeds
to inquire into the cause of the signal.

French Raihvays.—The second part of the
works of the railroad from Rouen to Havre,
between Barentin and Flamenville (about nine
English miles) has been contracted for (says

the Journal de Chemins de Fcr) by Messrs.
Mackenzie and Brassey, at the sum of
2,008,635f.

Uatu JntrUtgcitce.

SMITH’S PATENT WIRE ROPE.

VICE-CHANCELLOR’S COURT, Feb 10.

( Before Sir James IVigram.)

Matthews v. Smith.—Mr. J. Russell and

Mr. Willcock moved, on behalf of the defend-

ant, that an injunction which bad been

granted in this case, restraining him from as-

signing, vending, or disposing of certain pa-

tents and leasehold premises of the partner-

ship business of wire rope manufacturers (in

which he, the plaintiff, had been engaged), and

from removing the books of the firm from the

premises, might be dissolved, or that the

plaintiff might be committed for contempt.

The case has been recently before the Court,

when it appeared a bill had been filed by the

defendant praying a dissolution of partnership.

The plaintiff had also instituted a suit, the

object of which was to obtain a declaration of

the Court that the partnership was subsisting.

An injunction was also prayed by the plaintiff,

in the terms above mentioned, but requiring in

addition that the defendant might be restrained

from granting licenses to parties to vend the

patent wire rope, and also for a receiver.

With the latter part of the motion the Court
had refused to interfere, and the suit as to the

validity of the partnership is still pending.

The ground upon which the motion was now
made for dissolving the injunction, or for com-
mitment, was, the insertion by the plaintiff of

two advertisements, headed “ Wire Rope
Patent,” and warning the public that the patent

could not be parted with or disposed of, or any

business thereunder granted, without Mat-

thews's consent— and that all persons^ having

any dealings with Mr. Smith in respect to this

article, without the consent of the plaintiff,

after such notification, will do so at their peril.

It was contended, that the advertisements, re-

ferring as they did to the suit between the

parties, were an interference with the order of

the Court, and that, as their tendency was also

to interfere with and ruin the business, the

Court would interfere by acceding to the pre-

sent motion. The advertisement was a mis-

representation of the order of the Court, and,

as such, was cognizable by it*

Mr. Kenyon Parker and Mr. Grove opposed
the motion, disclaiming, on the part of the
plaintiff, any intention of giving offence to the
Court, or any design to injure the defendant,
or to ruin a business in which he had much
interest, and from which he expected to realize
a large sum. He had merely cautioned the
public against dealing with his partner alone
without his sanction.

His Honour suggested, that as the effect of
another advertisement, simply recalling those
complained ot, might probably have an affir-
mative declaration that all parties might deal
with Mr. Smith alone, it would perhaps be
better that the counsel for the parties should
agree upon the form of an advertisement, not
only recalling what had been said, but also
stating the nature of the suit pending, and
what had been done on the motion. To this

the counsel on both sides agreed; and leave
wa9 given to mention the case again, if neces-
sary, on a future day.

[This case has been before the Court on
three separate occasions, besides the one noted
above.]

Monday, Feb. 12.

( Before Sir L. Shadwell.)
Ranger v. the Great Western Rail-

way Company.—This cause was spoken to

this morning as to finally settling the minutes
of his Honour’s decree, as delivered out by the
registrar. After a lengthy and desultory dis-

cussion between the counsel.

His Honour made the following order,—viz.
“ Let the decree be drawn up according to the
minutes issued by the registrar, except that

they are to be prefaced by the following decla-

ration :—Declare that for the general purposes
of the decree the portion of the railway in the
pleadings mentioned, described as No. 1 B ex-

tension, must be considered as included in the

contract No. 1 B
;

and the line of railway

substituted for the line in the contract No 8 L,

must be considered as included in the contract

No. 8 L
;

also, that where the decree directs

the plaintiff’9 ‘ bill ’ to stand dismissed, the
word ‘bills’ is to be inserted; and that the
costs are to be paid by the plaintiff to the
defendants; and also the following direction,

that the defendants (the company) upon
reasonable notice, at all proper times and in a
proper manner, permit the plaintiff, his soli-

citor or agent, to survey and inspect the line

of railway, and the works thereon, included in

the contracts 1 B and 2 B, and the line of
railway described as 1 B extension, and the

Reading line.”

DEOXIDATIONOFMETALS—CRAUFURD’S
PATENT.

Tuesday, Feb. 13.

( Before Sir L. Shadwell.)

Pattesson v. Holland.—This is a dispute

between rival patentees of similar inventions

for protecting iron and other metals from

oxidation and corrosion, by means of a coating

of zinc, or zinc and tin. The plaintiffs’ patent

was originally granted in 1837, to Mr. W. H.

Craufurd, and subsequently to the plaintiffs,

who were formed into a company to carry it

into operation. This invention appeared simply

to consist in covering iron or certain other

netals with a coating of zinc, by means of

sal-ammoniac or muriatic acid, and sometimes

superadding a covering of tin, but producing

an electro-negative quality in the iron, which

was said to resist the chemical action of the

atmosphere. The defendant (who confessed

in Court that his invention was communicated

to Morewood, his original patentee, by one

Peter Naylor, an American) first covered the

iron with a fine coating of tin, and then added

a coating of zinc, in a manner similar to the

process of the plaintiffs. This invention,

which was also protected by a patent, granted

in 1841, was alleged by the plaintiffs to be in

effect the same as theirs, with a mere colour-

able variation
;
and they now moved i°r an

injunction to restrain the infringement. I he

defendant, by reference to the long known

process of tinning, and the description in che-

mical books of the principle of resisting oxida-

tion by a coating of metal, insisted that there

was no validity in the plaintiffs patent for a

new invention, and, moreover, that there was

no infringement. The only question was,
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whether there was such a prima facte case of

a valid patent in the plaintiffs, and an infringe-

ment by the defendants, as to justify the Court

interfering by injunction, as it appeared to he

admitted on both sides that the dispute must be

ultimately settled on a trial at law.

The Vice-Chancellor said, the only question

was, whether the Court ought to interfere by

injunction, as it was manifest that the principle

claimed by the plaintiffs’ patent was known

and published as long ago as 1807 (as appeared

from Mr. Aikin’s and Prof. Brande’s works),

and, therefore, that it was a very fit case for

the opinion of a court of law. ft was shewn

that the plaintiffs’ patent had not been brought

into active use (or had been kept in abeyance,

as it was termed) for many years
;
and though

this was no reason why the Court should not

interfere to protect the patent, yet the probable

mischief that might arise from the sale of the

defendants’ was much diminished by this cir-

cumstance—and it might, on the other hand,

be a great injury to the defendants now to in-

terfere by injunction. He thought, therefore,

the proper thing to do was, to make no order

on the motion, but to direct the plaintiffs to

bring an action to establish their patent, with

liberty to either party to apply to the Court.

SHERIFF’S COURT.—Feb. 1.

THE VALUE OF A LODGING-HOUSE.

The claimant, named Newton, landlord

under an unexpired lease of fifteen years, of

three lodging-houses in Buckeridge-street, St.

Giles’s, sought compensation at the hands of

the Crown for injury done to his leasehold

property and business. The claim set up
amounted to 1,187/. The houses were held

under lease at 60/. a-year; and it was shewn
in evidence that, some time since, they were
worth to the claimant 125/. a-year, on an im-
proved rent of 65/. annually. Valuing the

lease at ten years’ purchase, he claimed 650/.

In one of the houses he carried on the business

of a chandler, at a clear profit of 150/. a-year,

and taking it at a two years’ purchase, he
claimed 300/. The houses altogether con-
tained about fifty beds, let chiefly to night

lodgers, at 3d. a-head, or 6d. for a whole
bed. After deducting the outgoings, the beds

produced nearly 200/. a-year. There was but

one servant to attend to the beds, thirty-six of
which she made with her own hands every day,

and for doing so, and washing the bed-clothes,

and keeping the bed-rooms clean, in all the

three houses, she received sixpence a day, out

of which she had to feed and clothe herself.

Several surveyors and auctioneers were ex-

amined, who estimated the claimant’s leasehold

interest at sums varying from 500/. to 600/.

;

the value of fixtures at from 40/. to 50/.,

and the loss of business at 300/. The jury
awarded claimant 627/.—namely, for leasehold

interest 352/., for fixtures and other damages
2751.
Important Decision concerning Scotch

Glebes.—A case of considerable importance
has recently been decided in the Sheriff-court

of Fort William, involving the question

whether the parish minister has a right to cut
down the trees on his glebe. Several of the
seceding clergymen in the Highlands, answer-
ing this question in the affirmative, laid the
axe to the root of many a goodly tree, about
the time of the Secession ; among others, we
noticed, at the time, the cases of Lochbroom
and Kilmalie. The facts of the Kilmalie case
are simply these—Mr. Davidson, late minister

of that parish, maintained, in point of law, that
as a minister he was entitled to cut down every
tree on the glebe without control, up to the
moment of [his demission. The Sheriff-Sub-
stitute took a different view of the matter, on
being appealed to by Lochiel and other
heritors

;
and Mr. Davidson having appealed

to the Sheriff-Depute of Argyle (Mr. Bruce),
the decision has been affirmed against the
claim of the minister.

—

Inverness Courier.

Hungerford and Lambeth Suspension-
Bridge.— It was stated at the last half-yearly
meeting of the company, that the bridge will

be completed by Midsummer. It is contem-
plated to take a half-penny toll, that amount
including the right to return.

The great fountain now in progress at Chats-
worth is expected to play to a height of upwards
of 200 feet.

ASSESSED TAXES CASES.

Determined by the Judges on Appeal.

May 18, 1841.

Windows—Dairy.

Appellant, a farmer, who had been allowedfor

two glazed windows, one in a dairy and the

other in a cheese-room, claimed to be entitled

asfor a third dairy window, partly wire and

partly glass.—Held, not so entitled, such third

not being made wholly of glass.

At a meeting of commissioners, held 1st

September, 1840, at Brailsford, for hearing

and determining appeals against the first as-

sessments of land and assessed taxes, for the

hundred of Appletree, for the year ending 5th

April, 1841 (48 Geo. 3, c. 55, sch. (A),

exemption case 4; 57 Geo. 3, c. 25, s. 5) ;

—

William Osborne, of Sutton-on-the-Hill,

farmer, appealed against the assessment made
upon him in respect of eighteen windows. It

appeared that the appellant had been allowed

two glazed windows, the one in a dairy and
the other in a cheese-room, but he claimed to

be exempt for a third dairy window, part wire

and part glass, to which latter exemption the

commissioners considered the party entitled

;

but Mr. Clarke, the surveyor, submitted that

by the 4th section of 6 Geo. 4, c. 7, the appel-

lant had received all the benefit which that

Act allowed him, and that Case 4 of exemptions

to 48 Geo. 3, c. 55, did not apply to the third

window in dispute, as it should have been made
“ wholly without glass.” The commissioners,
however, allowed the appeal, and reduced the

assessment to seventeen windows
;
and at the

surveyor’s request this statement of facts is

given for the opinion of her Majesty’s judges.

Richard Wiicockson, of Biggin, appealed
at the same time in respect of eight windows.
He is by trade a miller, and in the occupation

of a corn-mill. He occupies land, milks five

cows, and prayed exemption for two windows,
both of glass, one in a dairy and the other in a
cheese-room. The commissioners relieved the

appellant, subject to a case demanded by the
surveyor.

Charles Ilazzlcdine, of Bradley, also ap-
peared and claimed to be exempt for two glazed
dairy and cheese-room windows, included in

the number, viz. fourteen, assessed in respect
of his dwelling-house. The appellant is a
licensed victualler, keeps seven cows, and oc-
cupies about twenty acres of land. The com-
missioners considering this to be a farm-house,
and that the party derived his livelihood prin-

cipally by farming, considered the appellant
entitled to the exemption

;
but the surveyor

contended that the house was clearly not a
farm-house {bondfide) used for the purposes of
husbandry only, to which description of houses
glazed windows could only be allowed. The
surveyor being therewith dissatisfied, de-
manded a case for the opinion of her Majesty’s
judges, which is hereby staled and signed ac-
cordingly.

Elisha Browne, of Shirstone, licensed vic-

tualler, also appealed against an assessment of
thirteen windows, and claimed an exemption
for two of them, being glazed windows, one
in a dairy, and the other in a cheese-room,
both distinct

;
from which the appellant was

relieved by the commissioners, on the same
terms and conditions as are set forth in the
foregoing case

;
with which determination the

surveyor was dissatisfied, and demanded a
case.

Mary Wheeldon, of Mugginton, also ap-
pealed against an assessment upon her for ten
windows. The appellant is a licensed vic-

tualler, keeps a dairy of cows, and occupies
land accordingly; and on that ground claimed
to have two windows, both of glass, allowed
her for a dairy and cheese-room. The com-
missioners relieved the appellant, and the sur-
veyor demanded a case.

Ann Bembridge, of Hulland Ward, also
appealed against eight windows

;
she keeps

a public-house, occupies land, milks six cows,
and makes butter and cheese. The commis-
sioners allowed the claim to exemption for two
glazed windows to a dairy and cheese-room;
but the surveyor submitted that this house was
not a farm-house {bond fide) used for the pur-
pose of husbandry only; that the appellant
therefore was not entitled to the relief granted;
and requested a case for the opinion of her

Majesty’s judges, which is stated and signed

accordingly.

Witness our hands to this and the several

other preceding cases this 15th day of January,

1841.

E. S. Chandos Pole, I

Regd. C. Pole, > Commissioners.
Roger Cox, J

We are of opinion, that the determination of

the commissioners is wrong.

J. Patteson, J. Williams, W.H. Maule,
R. M. Rolke.—Justice of the Peace

.

(fformpontjence*

warming and ventilating.
Sir,—My object in writing these remarks,

is not so much to endeavour to bring you to

coincide with my views, as to shew your

readers that when I make assertions I am
generally able to prove them, though it may be

perhaps not satisfactorily.

To the promiscuous use of stoves in warm-
ing ordinary buildings and dwelling-houses I

am decidedly opposed, and I am aware that in

many cases common grates have been substi-

tuted for them, and often at great expense
;
but

for the purpose of warming school-rooms they

are almost invaluable. In such a case, I never

knew of their being removed
;
on the contrary,

I have heard of an instance in a school-room
where the chimney-openings were bricked up,

and stoves being used, have given great satisfac-

tion. The use of the hot-water apparatus is so

costly at first, and so expensive in operation,

that economy precludes its use, or else their use

would certainly be preferable
;

consequently

there is no choice left to the architect but the use

of stoves or ofcommon grates. The principalob-

jection raised by you to the use of stoves,

seems to be the generation of noxious fumes
;

but I think you will allow that this will not

hold good, by the utter impossibility of any
being generated in a good stove, the flue of
which passing under the floor would render

leakage in that part of no consequence, and,

by combining effective ventilation, andthe pre-

caution of supplying moisture to the air by
means of water, that the bad effects, if any were
generated by such a stove, would be entirelyob-
viated. In some schools the only ventilation

afforded is by the door and a fewbroken squares
of glass

;
this, with a rusty ship’s-stove in the

centre of the school, generally red-hot, with a
longiron pipe to the ceiling, everyjoint of which
emits a deadly stream of gas, is a mode which
ought to be opposed in every possible manner,
and is certainly one which I should not ad-

vocate
;
but I contend that the numberless

disadvantages attending the use of common
grates, the ineffective manner in which they
perform their duty, and their much greater ex-

pense, afford an argument for the use of stoves

which ought not to be slightly passed over,

and I am further strengthened in my opinion

by actual observation and good authority.

I remain, yours, &c.

February 19, 1844. C. D.

[We have small faith in the economy of any
of these close stoves—descending flues are to

be mostly deprecated; nearly all the great con-
flagrations which have occurred of late years
in England have emanated from them. It little

matters whether smoke or noxious vapour
escape in a school-room or under it, since in

either case it is sure to find its way into the

school
;
but on the score of want of cleanliness

they are most to be deprecated, as the havoc
they cause that wav renders them the most ex-

pensive means of warming which could be
adopted. Much of the smoke from all stoves

and chimneys comes from them when fresh
coals are put upon the fire; and in all manner
of pipe-stoves there is on every such occasion
a great fume puffed from the stove

;
and if the

flue descend, we know from close watching,
often all the smoke for some time refuses to

be drawn into the flue, unless, indeed, the whole
front of the stove be shut in closely, so as to

prevent its being vomited into the room. With
regard to ventilation, we advise that not only
should there be louvres and valves in the roof
and ceiling, wherever practicable, but that

air-flues should be carried up in the thickness

of the walling, with valves within the building,

and external gratings to prevent their being
stopped by birds building nests within them

;

the external gratings may be made as fixed
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quatrefoils and in other forms, and we have
often so made them. We have lately observed

in one of the beautiful alcoves in the north

aisle of the nave of St. Paul’s Cathedral, a

curiously-horrible nondescript apparatus, half-

Brobdignagian - brazier, half- giant - German -

stove, placed there as a pattern, we have been

told, for twelve or more such things, to be set

in the sacred edifice, under the vain idea of

raising sensibly the temperature of the vast

body of air within the fabric
;
but instead of

doing which, will be sure to deface the marble
statuary, to soot and grime the interior of the

church, and certainly not bleach its exterior, by
the vile iron-piping so tastefully thrust through
the great window-glazing, to discharge the

smoke all about the masonry, and rebound from
every cornice and projection of the edifice.

These demi-.coal-cauldrons demi-fume-funks

seem, indeed, prepared for the festival occasion
of the recovering the Gypsies into the bosom
of the Church. Maintaining these censors
and their bituminous pit-coal incense and of the
consequently sooty windows, will only cost
about twice as much as maintaining instead
pictorial and historical Scripture subjects in

stained glass throughout the fabric.

—

Ed.]

VENTILATION.

Sir,—I know not which most superabound,
cracked arches or cracked architects and
builders. Could any man in his senses build
a house with fire-places of the mode and di-

mensions which we usually see them, and at

the same time carefully endeavour to make the
rooms as air-tight as possible, except at those
times when the doors or windows are open?

Heating and ventilating are one question

—

as well might we endeavour to sustain a man by
giving him all victuals and no drink, as to give
him all heat and no ventilation. Well may
the head-ache arise from the operation of an
Arnott’s stove; because, unfortunately, even
that most barbarous excuse for ventilation,

the chimney, is closed, that the Arnott’s
stove may be affixed to the Hue. But had
the true principles of heating an apartment
been borne in mind, then, before such a stove
had been put into operation, pipes for the ad-
mission, and pipes for the emission, of air

would have been constructed, and those pipes
would have been connected with wire-gauze
valves, &c., acting through a perforated cor-

nice, skirting, &c., according to the local cir-

cumstances of the room
;
and thus a regulated

admission of pure air, and a regulated emission
of heated and deteriorated atmosphere, would
be commanded, and Dr. Arnott’s stove have a
fair chance of its merits being judged. Colds
would be less frequent, as wholesome warm air

would be had without the catarrh-bringing
draughts attendant upon the present unscien-
tific chimneys.

The heating of a room is governed, in all

cases, by the principle of fluids finding their

level in accordance with their density or
weight. As a certain portion becomes heated,
it rises, and its place is supplied by that por-
tion which is colder, and consequently heavier.

This is carried on by the Arnott’s stove, as we
now see it employed

;
but, unfortunately,

although the air of the room may become
warmer, it also becomes impure, because the

same air again and again circulates about the

heated stove; in fact, we may say it becomes
burnt, or arid, and unfit for human respiration.

But were this mode of heating combined with
a proper system of ventilation, and that venti-

lation capable of being regulated at pleasure,

no such ill effects would arise.

The circulation of the water in the pipes, as

used in the hot-water mode of heating, is ex-

actly analogous in its operation to what we
have just said of the atmosphere, and may he
an useful comparison to those who may not
have given this subject much consideration.

Should not the many thousands of cracked
arches be so many thousand reasons why
architects and builders should alter their mode
of constructing such arches? And should not
the many thousands of zinc pipes, iron pipes,

and earthen pipes, now so awfully disfiguring

the tops, alike of the mansion and the citizen’s

dwelling, be as so many thousand loud-sound-
ing trumpets, calling with stentorian notes upon
the learned men of the 19th century to alter

their modes of heating apartments ? Finis

coronat opus. Save our houses from such 1

crowns, such finials! J. J. Edwards.
separately, more than the tree when mea-
sured in one.

P.S.—Should you see any utility in it, I

would, at an early period, send you plans for

the ventilation of apartments, schools, and
school dormitories.

February 19, 1844.

[We should be happy to receive from our
correspondent any good suggestions for the

purpose.—

E

d.]

MEASURING ROUND TIMBER.

Sir,—You did me the favour of inserting

my elucidation of the round timber measure-

ment in your last number. I know several of

your readers who do not now understand it, by

their not being acquainted with algebraic nota-

tion. I used the following mechanical method
to convince them how the discrepancy arises,

which succeeded well. Judging by analogy,

there are many others who read The Builder
for their improvement equally at a loss to un-

derstand it. I submit it to you, that if you
think it worth a place in your journal, it may be

inserted. Let the annexed figure with the

dotted lines represent the stick of

timber in question, the line bb its

centre circumference; then imagine
the butt-end of the tree to be

slipped off from the centre, similar

to a telescope, and leaving that part

a cylinder, as represented by the

lines b c, b c, whose diameter will be

the diameter in the middle of the

length of the tree, i. e. 3 feet 3
inches

;
then suppose the trunk so

slipped off to be turned round,

and the top of the tree inserted

therein
;
the tree would then be

represented by the lines cbd, dbc.
Now, from the inspection of the

figure, it is evident, to make the

tree a perfect cylinder, as per
“ J. M.’s” measurement, the cir-

cumference of the middle circle

must fit the circumference of the

inner circle, representing the top

of the tree, and the outer circle,

dd, must exactly coincide with the

middle circle
;
but the circumfer-

ence of the top of the tree is 1*5708

feet, the circumference in the centre

of the tree 10*2102 feet; I should,

therefore, have 8*6394 feet left.

The circumference of the large

end is 18*8496 feet, which is an

excess over the middle circle of

8*6394 feet also. Let the 10*2102

feet be measured from d to d on
the outer circumference, and the

1*5708 feet measured from e to f
on the middle circumference, then

imagine the component parts of

the wood giving way with each

other, so that the lines o df and

ode could be broughtround exactly

to coincide with each other on the

line o g h; by cutting out the

truncated pyramid d do, we should

then have a cylinder 80 feet long

and 3 feet 3 inches in diameter.

But then we have a pyramid left

with a base 8*6394 feet by half the

difference between the middle and

large diameters of the tree, i. e. 1 foot 4J in.

and 40 feet high, which, supposing the tree to

be measured as the cylinder is rejected, hence
the whole tree is not measured. The solid

contents of the tree, per cylindric method, is

663*663 feet as before, t he solidity of the rejected

pyramid
*6394 X 1

’375

$.C,re?
'J

3
_X 40 = 158*389 feet,

which added to 663*663 feet = 822*052 feet,

the solidity of the tree measured as the frustum

of a cone, which proves the cylindric method
docs not measure the tree truly by nearly

4th part.

Now, by cutting the tree in two on the line

bb, and measuring each part separately, and

following the same steps in each, as we have

done in the whole tree, we can easily see why
the two parts together measure more than the

tree in one
;

for, in this case, we shall have to

reject two truncated pyramids, 20 feet high

each, and whose two bases are each 4*3197

feet by *6875 feet, and united solidities only

39*59725 feet; this, taken from the former

pyramid, viz. 158*389 feet, leaves 118*79175

feet, the excess of the two parts, when measured

Measurement in two parts
| 1 10-446875

782*45475
Tree in one as before 663*663

Excess as before 118*79175

Then the contents of the two cylinders added
to the two pyramids will again equal the
frustum of the cone, 782*45475 + 39*59725=
822*052, as before.

The tree, measured by the quarter-girth
method, may be contrasted with the square
pyramid in the same manner as I have done
the cylinder with the frustum of the cone,

when your correspondent “ L.” would in-

stantly see the answer to his inquiries. Apolo-
gizing for occupying so much of your paper,

I remain, yours respectfully,

R. A. P. not R. F. P.

Newraan-street, Feb. 19,1844.

N.B. I beg to inform your tvell wisher,
“ J.W.P.” he may obtain Sympathetic
Hinges for folding-doors, either with or with-

out springs, at No. 4, Poland- street, Oxford-

street. I used somefrom there last week , which
act exceedingly well.

USELESS TROUBLE TO CONTRACTORS;

Sir,—Seeing an advertisement in five differ-

ent papers, and a notice of the same in your

useful publication, of works to a turret and other

works to be contracted for to be done at Preston

Hospital, nearWellington, T took the trouble of

going to examine the drawings, &c., expecting

to find something worth looking after; but

imagine my disappointment when I found the

turret to be about 17 feet high, 7 feet in

length on the plan, and 4 feet wide, and the

other works— a privy ! Now, whatever might

be the motive for so extensively advertising

such a concern, I do think that it is “ too bad,”

to call tradesmen from their employment, and

put them to considerable expense for so paltry

an affair, which 1 believe altogether will not

exceed 50/. ;
therefore I have taken the

liberty to send this account thereof to you as

the advocate of the rights of the trade, leaving

you to make what use you think proper of the

communication. I am, Sir, yours truly, P.

Wolverhampton, February 20, 1844.

DOUCEUR.
Sir,—Permit me to make an observation in

your publication of this week in reference to

an advertisement that appeared in your last

week’s number.
I find some person undertaking to offer a

douceur of 41. to any foreman of a good shop,

if he will undertake to rob his master once

per week for twelve months, viz., by giving the

advertiser twelve months’ work, at, of course,

30s. per week—about 10s. per week more than

his real worth.

If there is a class of individuals creeping

into employment in any shops on such disre-

putable terms, I hope the master-builders will

have an eye to such business, and discharge

any foreman who would be base enough to

commit such an indirect robbery as that pro-

posed in the advertisement of last week.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

February 20. A Builder's Foreman.

NEW CHAPELS AT THE NUNHEAD CEMETERY.

Sir,—I am desired to inform you that the

artists who have competed for the chapels at

the Nunhead Cemetery will be admitted to an

inspection of all the designs on Monday and

Tuesday next, Feb. 26 and 27 >
between the

hours of 1 1 and 5 o’clock, at this office.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. Burls, Jun., Sec.

London Cemetery Company, 15, Bridge-

street, Blackfriars.

5ir,—

W

ill any one of your numerous

ders inform me why it is that a plumber

eives more wages, and works fewer hours,

n a joiner? I have been in practice some

e as a surveyor, but never could discover

, reason for it other than custom The

mber's art does not, as appears to me,

nire more ability than the joiner s, and the

sor’s tools are certainlymueh more expensive

n thoseof the plumber. I am. Sir,

A Constant Reaper and Subscriber.
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INIGO JONES.

Sir,—In page 255 of your last year’s volume,

there appears a view of a windmill stated to

have been designed by Inigo Jones, and

erected somewhere in Warwickshire, which so

much resembles a building in America, ima-

gined to be of remote and unknown antiquity,

that my attention being called to the subject, I

have endeavoured, but vainly, to find some

account'of it in such topographies and such lives

of Inigo Jones, as I have by me. I therefore

beg, through the medium of The Builder, to

ask for some further account of the locality of

the object in question
;
the mouldings of which,

notwithstanding the fine things said of them

in the aforesaid page 255, are either very badly

drawn, or by time have been degraded, or by

injudicious renovation grossly corrupted.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

An Archaeologist.
London, Feb. 1 7> 1844.

Sir,—Will you be so kind as to inform me
by means of your valuable paper, what is a

good method of separating water from a clayey

soil, in order to put a foundation of a building

upon it
;
or of drying the soil in any way by

means of lime, coal ashes, or some such sub-

stance ? By so doing you will confer a favour

on, Your humble servant,

A Subscriber.

20, Berkeley-street, West, Hyde Park-square.

Sir,—Will you or any of your cor-

respondents be kind enough to inform

me where tools requisite for sinking or boring

an artesian well can be procured
;
also in what

work I can find the best description of the pro-

cess now in use ?

Yours obediently, S. E. A.

fHigcclliutca.

Decorations at Buckingham Palace.
—The interior of the new Chapel Royal at

Buckingham Palace is being decorated. The
carved stucco work, the mouldings and other
ornaments of the ceiling have been gilt, and
the compartments into which it is divided

painted light blue. The capitals of the columns
supporting the ceiling, and parts of the bases,

have been gilt. The front of the royal closet

has also been painted in light blue, and the

frets and other ornaments of the cornice richly

gilt. The Doric columns supporting the

royal closet have had their capitals gilt and the

shafts painted. The organ screen has also been
decorated in a similar rich and tasteful style.

The New Royal Exchange.—The sale

of the first portion of Bank-buildings, which
was commenced on Monday by Mr. Pullen, the
auctioneer, and concluded the following day,

has realized a good return, amounting to about
1,300/., the property disposed of including the

spacious banking-house and residence of

Messrs. Ladbroke and Co., and three other
houses. On Monday next the sale of the

second portion will be commenced among the

buildings to be sold, being the Sun Fire-office.

By the conditions of sale the buyer must remove
the first partin 28 days

;
the same period being

allowed for the removal of the second division.

The whoie will be cleared away bv the end of
March.

Metropolitan Improvements.— The
large space of ground in Broad-street, St.

Giles’s, which has been obtained by the re-

moval of the bouses at the north end of Mon-
mouth-street, is now open to the public, a
granite roadway having been completed and
laid down. The demolition of the houses, and
the formation of the new thoroughfare, have
added greatly to the improvement of this loca-

lity, as a very spacious thoroughfare has been
made. At the end of Belton-street, adjoining
the same spot, some houses have been cleared
away, which has considerably widened that

part, and, when paved with stone, will open
the communication from Waterloo-bridge to

St. Giles’s. In Belton-street (for the line of
this new street) nearly half the houses between
Broad-street and Long-acre are taken down
on the west side. Among the number was
the Guy Earl of Warwick public-house, which
was established a great many years ago. Upon
a site near to this house a chapel of ease to

the parish church of St. Giles-in-the-Fields
will be built.

Sir John Soane’s Bequest to Dis-

tressed Architects.—The trustees ap-

pointed by Sir John Soane will meet at the

Museum, No. 13, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, on Mon-
day, the 25th day of March, at 3 o’clock in the

afternoon precisely, to distribute the dividends

which shall have accrued during the preceding

year from the sum of 5,000/. Reduced 3 per.

fcent. Bank Annuities, invested by the late Sir

John Soane amongst distressed architects, and

the widows and children of deceased architects

left in destitute or distressed circumstances.

Forms of application may be had at the Mu-
seum, and must be filled up and delivered there

on or before Saturday, the 16th of March,

after which day no application can be received.

A New Propeller.— An invention has

been made by an ingenious mechanic of Edin-

burgh, of a new mode of creating motion to

vessels, doing away Avith paddle-wheels and

boxes, as well as the Archimedian screw. It

is a simple revolving cylinder, placed amid-

ships, which acts as a windlass, and makes a

rope of the sea
;
in fact, the velocity acquired is

in proportion to the quantity of water dis-

charged by the agency of the cylinder, through

a discharging nozzle at each side of the vessel;

and what is curious, the discharging nozzles

can be turned by a simple operation on deck, so

as to stop the vessel, make her move backward

or round as on a pivot, within her own length,

without even the knowledge of the engineer,

or the assistance of the rudder, as no stoppage

of the engine is necessary for the purpose. The
convenience is a smaller consumption of fuel,

and the capability of the broadside carrying an

entire armament.

Eolian Sea Signals.—Another method of

applying the waves of the sea has been recently

contrived, which promises more practical re-

sults than the propelling scheme. The object

is to make the breakers on a dangerous coast

serve as their own warning signals to sailors.

The inventor proposes to have hollow buoys
moored near the dangerous coast or sand bank,

to which buoys’ pipes, somewhat like organ-

pipes, are to be affixed. Metal tongues, on the

principle of accordians, are to be fitted to the

pipes, so that when the buoys are tossed up
and down by the breakers, the air may be forced

through, and cause them to utter warning
sounds, which would become louder and louder
as the sea raged more fiercely and the danger
increased.

Gothic Architectural Society op
Oxford.—The second meeting of this society

was held at its rooms on Wednesday, the 14th

inst., the Rev. the Rector of Exeter College in

the chair. Thirteen new members were ad-

mitted, and the remainder of the evening was
occupied by the reading of an interesting

paper “ On the Church of St. Peter-in-the-

East,” Oxford, by the secretary, II. Addington,
Esq., who contended that the style was Transi-
tion Norman, of about the same date as the

choir of Canterbury Cathedral, 1175—84, op-

posing the tradition of its having been built by
Grimbald, in the lime of Alfred the Great.

Yarmouth.—Mr. Hutt, of Cambridge, has

presented, through W. E. Randall, four beauti-

ful models to the Gorleston Museum, viz. :

—

Coton Font, Cambridge; circa, 1150. Font
in St. Peter’s Church, as restored by the Cam-
bridge Camden Society; style, semi-Norman

;

circa 1180. Font in St. Edward’s Church,
Cambridge, as restored by the Cambridge
Camden Society; style, perpendicular; circa

1450. Fout placed in the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, Cambridge, by the Camden Society,

1844.

National Theatre at Hanover.—At
the ensuing session of the Hanoverian estates,

the government intend asking a grant of
300.000 thalers towards building a national

theatre at Hanover. An estimate for that

purpose has been delivered by the Court archi-

tect, Mr. Laves, and the expenses calculated at

800.000 thalers. Should the grant of 300,000
be voted, the city of Hanover is to furnish

100.000 thalers, and 400,000 the king has
munificently proffered from his private purse.

The Dockyard at Deptford is to be re-

established fortlnvith for the building and re-

pairing steamers. The number of workmen to

be employed is 350.

Letters received from Varna mention the
total destruction of that city, by which a loss

of four millions of piastres has been caused.

Tenders delivered for additions and alterations

to St. Luke’s Workhouse.—Messrs. Penrice and

Plum, Architects :

—

Palmer £3,993
Camden and Hack 3,600

Stevenson 3,575

Want and Son 3,469

Thompson 3,428

Reynolds 3,400

Burtenshaw 3,375
Mitchell 3,300
Crocust 3,293
Travers and Son 3,250

Geary 3,227

Smith 3,196

Kempster 3,168

Cooper and Davis 3,163

Crook 3,159

Carter 3,115

Ward 2,972

Jay 2,889

Norris 2,577

The tenders were not opened in the presence of

the parties.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
Contract for the Erection of a new Union

Workhouse at Birchfield Wood, Sunbridge, Kent.

—Mr. Mason, Architect, 24, Lime-street, London.

Feb. 29.

Contract for 80 Fathoms of Yellow Deal Ends

for the Kensington Workhouse.—Mr. S. Coonell,

I, Canning-place, Kensington New Town. Feb.

29.

Contract for Building new Sewers in Portpool-

lane, Leather-lane, Woburn-place, and Great

Coram-street—Messrs. Stable and Lush, Hatton-

garden. March 8.

Contract for better Paving, Repairing, and

keeping in order the Stone-carriage and Footway

Pavements of the parish of St. Mary-le-Strand.

—Mr. G. Truwhitt, Clerk. March 14.

Contract for supplying her Majesty’s several

Dock-yards with 2,750 loads of English Elm
Timber, and 119 Elm Trees for Pumps.—Secretary

of the Admiralty. March 19.

Contract for Building Nine fourth-rate Houses.

—Mr. Single, 34, Coleman-street, City. March
II.

Contract for Repairing or New Paving the

Footways and Carriage-ways, as the Commissioners
may appoint, of the parish of St. John the Evan-
gelist, Westminster, for one year, from Lady-day
next.—Mr. J. R. L. Walmsley, Clerk. March 5.

Contract for the Labour and Iron Work of

Four Hundred Lineulfeetof Wharfage, commencing
at the North end of the present Wharf at Fleet-

wood.—Mr. H. Bazett Jones, Secretary. Marchl.
Contract for Building an Infants’ School-

Room, near St. John’s Church, Bury St. Ed-
munds.—Rev. Robert Rashdell. March 1.

Bridlington Piers and Harbour.—Erec-

tion of a new south pier, removal of present pier,

and other works for enlargement of Harbour.

—

Plans and Specifications at the Office of Mr. Sidney

Taylor, Solicitor, Bridlington. March 1, 1844.

Parish of St. George, Hanover-Sguare.
—Contract for Workmen’s Tools and Hammers,
Iron Lamp Posts and Gas Fittings, and for keeping

in order the garden in Hanover-square, for one
year from the 25th March. R. Lees, Clerk, Board
Room, Mount-street. March 6.

Parish of St. George, Hanover-sguare.
—Contract for Masons’ and Paviours’ Work, and
supply of Guernsey Granite Chippings, and York-
shire Paving, for one year from the 25th March.

—

Mr. R. Lees, Clerk, Board Room, Mount-street.
March 6.

Contract for Removing presentWooden Turret,

and erecting a Stone Turret in lieu thereof, with

other works, at Preston Hospital, near Wellington,

Salop.— Plans, &c., E. Haycock, Esq., Architect,

Shrewsbury, or at Mr. Potter’s, Bridgman-place,

Walsall, March 9, 1844.

COMPETITION.
Premium of 20 guineas for the best plans and

estimates for erection of a new gaol, Banbury.

—

All information may be obtained on application to

the Town Clerk. March 1, 1844.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We should be happy to have any contributions

from our correspondent at Gorey, whose drawings
are well made out. In the present state of archi-

tectural knowledge, delineations of subjects of
Pointed Architecture will be most esteemed. His
drawings of the school are being engraved.

“ C. K. S. X.”

—

The design for the Clendin-

ning Testimonial was made by a working-mason.
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amounting- to only a hundred tons, the struc-

ture would be ready to fall
;
but if fifty tons of

the work in jeopardy were added to the pier,

the work to be sustained would be only fifty

tons, and the sustaining abutment would
become one hundred and fifty tons, without

SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1844.

i
GAIN resuming

the subject of

Bridges, we come

to matters no less

t important than

those of which

we have already

treated. We had arrived

in our 53rd Number (p- 61)

at the key-stone, and there

gave some rules upon the

matter : we now proceed

in our theories by stating

—

13thly. The bridge-

builder’s most scientific

address is shewn by in-

creasing the abutment,

and diminishing the work

hanging in jeopardy, to the utmost limits, with-

out burthening the foundation.

14thly. Hence those who buoy up a key-stone

by an increase of extraneous abutment, though

they succeed, do so at great extra expense of

material; the weight of which on weak foun-

dations would cause failure through sinking,

and even, though at present successful, lead to

ultimate failure through any accidental de-

rangement of the foundation.

15thly. The relative increase of abutment,

and the diminution of parts in jeopardy, should

therefore be effected within the arch itself,

without any increase of material.

I6thly. All the parts of an arch which

would not fall off their beds if the remainder

of the arch were removed, form abutment.

17thly. High Gothic or Pointed arches, may

be so formed as to be all abutment and to have

none of their own parts in jeopardy.

18thly. Circular Segmental arches, flat Cate-

narian arches, and flat Two-centred Pointed

arches, may be so formed as to have all their

parts in jeopardy, and to have none of their

parts forming abutment.

19thly. Higher Catenarian arches, Elliptical

arches, and Four-centred or Tudor Pointed

arches, may be so made that a portion of their

work may form abutment, the remainder hang-

ing in jeopardy; they all approach excellence,

as their parts in jeopardy diminish, and those

forming abutment increase.

20thly. In all bridges, consisting of a series

of arches, the quantity of work in jeopardy

may be greatly diminished by causing some of

the voussoirs which would fall over from their

beds on one side of a pier to be counter-balanced

by being tied by metal (as iron or copper) to

those of the arch on the other side of such pier

;

so that if the activeforce of the parts of an

arch in jeopardy, amounting to a hundred tons,

were sustained by a strength in the pier

one ounce-weight being added to the work
except from the gravity of the ties. But in such
case a great diminution of the sustaining parts

of the structure might be

with safety made, thence

rendering thework at once

cheaper, lighter, and more
secure.

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION.

dr. keenan’s lectures.

On Saturday, Feb. 17, Dr. Keenan delivered

his fourth lecture at the above institution.

The subject of this lecture was “ the adaptation

of the constitution to particular climates and
occupations.” The lecturer began by observ-

ing that when rain was coming on, particularly

after long droughts, many persons felt a great

reduction of strength and spirits, and at the

same time it might be observed that the fire

upon the hearth burned less briskly
;

the

latter fact was clearly attributable to the less

rapid combination of air with the fuel
;
and

since it was previously proved that the move-

ments of the animal machine resulted from the

combination of air with respiratory food, such

as butter, wine, &c., the diminished strength
of body would be expected h priori to be
contemporaneous with diminished combus-
tion, as in this state of the weather the air had
a diminished affinity with the elements of food.
These, consequently, accumulated in the sys-

tem, and assumed the form of fat
;
so that the

act of growing fat is the act of storing up in

the body what, in a favourable condition of the
atmosphere, would be oxydized for the produc-
tion of strength

;
and here the lecturer called

the attention of the audieuce to the fact, that
the force which actuated the electro-magnetic

machine on the table before him resulted from
vital air combining with zinc, that whatever
increased combination increased the force of
that machine, and whatever diminished the
one diminished the other also

;
accordingly, if

a person in Lincolnshire, where the situation is

low, damp, swampy, and which therefore tends

to induce a permanent state of the air, analo-

gous to that which in Paris precedes rain,

finds himself getting fat, and at the same
time languid and spiritless, if he knew the
true function of the lungs he would say to him-
self, “ I am not to eat my food to be accumu-
lated in my body for the sake of bulk.— I am
not to carry about with me a portable pantry. I

shall seek an air that by chemically combining
with my butter and beer, shall result in electro-

energy ;” and, accordingly, he would betake
himself to the Welsh mountains, or to Paris,

or still better, to some of the mountains of
Switzerland. Here that which in a stagnant
and damp air accumulated in the form of fat,

would be used as material actuating both body
and mind. Effects similar to those of Paris
and the Switzerland mountains may be felt at

Brighton, or, in a word, any where where the
air is dry and in brisk motion.

Last Saturday Dr. Keenan resumed his

course of lectures at this institution. He
commenced by observing that the object of the

present lecture was to trace the influence of
physical causes on the moral and intellectual

faculties, as well as on taste. From what
had been said in the preceding lectures, he
trusted he might assume as proved, that the

strength or energy of the human body was to

be measured by the quantity of air that the act

of breathing could force into chemical combi-
nation with digested food (in the form of venous
blood). To illustrate this he referred to the

galvanic pile upon the table, which he said

was proportionable to the metal of the battery.

That that energy might be used for any given

purpose, but then it could not, at the same time
be used for any other. In like manner, the’
electro-energy generated in the breathing,
which confers strength or vital cohesion on the
textures of the body, energy on the muscles
for the purpose of locomotion, and on the
brain the power to sustain thought and feeling,
it predominantly expended on one of these
departments of the animal machine, shall
necessarily be defective in others. Hence it
was that an athletic youth, coming from the
country, with great muscular power, to com-
mence his collegiate studies, often exhibited
before the end of his course, as great a reduc-
tion in the firmness of his bodily textures and
of his strength in enduring fatigue, as he ex-
hibited an increase of the vigour and perfec-
tion of the cerebral actions involved in the
development of thought. If by literary ambi-
tion, or the stimulus of parents or teachers,
such a youth should long sustain the disturb-
ance of his nervous energy, by keeping it con-
stantly on the brain, the declining vigour of
his other organs will warn him, though often
too late, of his fatal mistake

; and in this way
scrofula, whether in the form of consumption,
king’s evil, white swelling of the knee-joint,
inflamed eyes, or by other developments, is

often produced. The lecturer then remarked,
that among those who approached so near the
truth as to know that the human body is actu-
ated by electricity, almost all considered the
brain as the organ of its production

; this,

however, was a grave mistake, and quite un-
supported by the facts of science

;
for the pro-

duction of electricity for the purposes of
motion implied the expenditure of materials,
and while these materials were to be found
exactly of the kind required in food and air,

they were not to be found in cerebral matter.
The mistake is dangerous, if carried out, in its

consequences
;

for if a weak boy, of a flaxy
fibre, that is, of too little energy, were to be
treated upon this principle, we ought to exer-
cise the brain, and as far as possible sustain it

in action, in order that it might manufacture
strength for the enfeebled body

; but the facts
of the case would shew such procedure a good
way of weakening further, instead of confer-
ring strength. On the contrary, let but the exact
way in which strength is generated be under-
stood, viz., by the action of air on digested
food—that the quantity of strength is propor-
tioned to the available quantity of breathing—
that the brain, instead of generating, receives
its energy from the lungs, and we shall be in
the sure track for finding improvement. For
this purpose, by proper exercise, we should en-
large the thorax, select a food easy of diges-
tion, that is, easily disposed to combine with
air, and an air which from its dryness and brisk
motion is disposed to combine with all the
motor food instead of leaving a residue in the
blood assuming the form of bilious accumula-
tion.

Dr. Keenan then proceeded to shew the
effects of different climates on the moral and
intellectual faculties. He appealed to the au-
dience whether they had never felt when the
digestion was going on badly, when rain was
coming on, &c., less intensity in their kindly
affections? What tvas thus transiently felt

under such circumstances in good air was more
or less induced permanently where the air is

always bad; in this case though there is ex-

perienced a reduction of sentiment, there is

not a proportionate reduction of thought, on
the contrary, there is a greater disposition to

think in a certain manner when the emotional
part of the brain is sluggish and inactive. In

this case there is a tendency to a continuity of
feeble, timid, and apprehensive thought, just

in the same proportion that the function of the

spinal marrow is reduced
;
so that the effect of

watery, stagnant air, is to induce a balance in

favour of the thinking part of the brain, while

it acts against our emotional or sentimental

nature. Hence the cautious thoughtfulness

that characterizes the inhabitants of humid

atmospheres, and the rash and precipitous

character that characterizes those who live in

atmospheres where, from the dryness of the air,

there is more electrical excitement. T he dif-

ference of the sparks drawn from the electri-

fying machine in France and Flanders points

outthereal cause of the inhabitants of the for-

mer being agile and emotional, and the latter

being sedative and thoughtful. The effects of

wine compared with those of tea and coffee

were exactly analogous to those of a dry and
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moist climate. Wine, and a dry, brisk, sunny air,

inducing a balance in favour ot the back of the

head—while tea and coffee, and a damp air, de-

termined a balance in favour of the forehead.

Was this the reason why so much coffee was

used in France and so much spirits in the Low
Countries?

Dr. Keenan here concluded his discourse,

and is this evening to give his last lecture,

to which we look forward with great

interest, as he is to give his opinion on the

causes of consumption (a malady unfortunately

so prevalent in this country), and its most

rational remedies and preventives.

ROYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY.

On Monday evening, 19th February, the

Right Hon. Lord Ashley, the president, took

the chair at the meeting of the members, sup-

ported by the Hon. P. Bouverie, Mr. Charles

Hindlcy, M.P., Mr. R. A. Slaney, M.P., Rev.

J. Milman, Professor Pryme, Dr. Guy, Dr.

King, Mr. T. Tooke, F.R.S., Mr. B. B. Cab-

hell, F.R.S., and other members of the society.

Mr. Fletcher read an interesting paper, pre-

pared at the request of the society, on the sta-

tistics of the metropolis and its suburbs, de-

scriptive of its present boundaries, its popula-

tion, its limits of local government, geogra-

phical position, and statistical peculiarities,

with the view of gathering useful information,

for the purpose of aiding the sanatory and

other inquiries which are now being instituted

into the present state of the metropolis. The
paper, after stating that the City within the

walls contained 70 parishes, and the City

without the walls 11, occupying an area of 600

acres, proceeded to shew that, although it was
the grand arena of commerce, upwards of one-

twentieth of its population were resident with-

out its walls, and that, as far as house occupa-

tion goes, it mansions at night time are half

deserted. Southwark, although occupying 600

acres, containing nearly 100,000 inhabitants,

was without the privilege of citizenship. After

describing the geographical position and sta-

tistical peculiarities of Westminster, Maryle-

bone, and the suburban districts, the remain-

ing portion of the paper was devoted to an

analysis of the present state of the endowed,

voluntary, and assessed charities of London,

from which it appeared that the funds of the

corporation charities alone amount annually

to 220,870/., the general assessed charities to

77.000/., and the endowed parochial charities

of the City and the rest of the metropolis to

97,000/. per annum, the total annual revenue

of the metropolitan endowed charities being

400,000/. The assessed charities by poor-rates

were 551,202/. per annum. A discussion en-

sued upon the facts contained in the latter

portion of the paper
;
and it was suggested with

applause that a committee of the members of

the society should be formed to enter upon an

investigation of this subject, with the view of

furnishing authentic information as to the

agency which is employed and the use which
is made of these enormous revenues.

INSTITUTE OF THE FINE ARTS.

A general meeting of this body was held at

Osborne’s Hotel, Adelphi, on Saturday evening

last—Thomas Wyse, Esq., M.P., in the chair.

The main objects of the formation of this in-

stitute are to unite, by intellectual and social

means, the interests of artists, and to attempt

to establish a free and liberal intercourse be-

tween the patrons and lovers of art and its

professors. The meeting on Saturday was
numerously attended. The minutes of the last

general meeting, held 27th January last, having
been read and confirmed, Mr. Fahey, the se-

cretary, read the draft of a petition proposed

to be presented to parliament by the institute,

praying for the establishment in London, at

the public expense, of a “ Hall of Sculpture,”

which should comprise the finest casts procur-

able of all the most beautiful pieces of sculp-

ture in the world. It is proposed that this

hall should be open during the day to the

public, and in the evening to artists for the

purposes of study. The meeting, having ap-

proved of and adopted this petition, was ad-

dressed by Mr. Wyse, in an eloquent speech,

on the importance of the cultivation of the fine

arts, and the influence they exercise on the

best interests of society. Mr. Charles Mackay
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then read a paper complimentary to the genius

of Theodore Von Holst, an English artist of

great ability, who died a few years ago. A
paper, drawn up by Mr. Heaphy, on the prac-

ticability of keeping frescoes damp for several

days, was also read, after which the meeting

separated. The secretary announced that the

next meeting would be held in March, at the

rooms of thejlnstitute, No. 7, Newman-street,

for the election of a new council and other

officers.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

Feb. 19.—T. L. Donaldson, V.P., in the

chair.

Drawings by F. Catherwood, Esq., of the

architectural antiquities discovered in the ruined

cities of Central America, were exhibited and

described. The drawings exhibited tend to

prove that a higher degree of civilization ex-

isted anciently on the American continent than

historians have been willing to concede. One

of the most singular facts necessary to be kept

in mind, when considering the arts of this

people, is, that they' had no knowledge of the

use of iron tools, hut used copper instruments

hardened by the admixture of tin or some other

available metal, and with such tools their build-

ings of stone and sculptures in granite were

worked. 'The Indians, besides a perfect know-

ledge of stone-cutting and laying stone, were

well acquainted with various kinds of mortar,

stuccoes, and cements
;
and large masses of

excellent concrete are found in many of their

buildings. T hey were, in fact, so far as the

mechanical part went, accomplished masons.

Their painting is superior both to their archi-

tecture and sculpture, and in nowise interior to

that of the Egyptians, and they went even a

step beyond them in the blending of colours
;

approaching more nearly to the paintings

found at Pompeii and Herculaneum. In one

of the rooms of a large building are paintings

covering the entire walls, from the floor to the

ceiling. The figures are not more than from 6 to

8 inches in height, but most interesting subjects

are represented, abounding with life, anima-

tion, and nature. Mr. Catherwood noticed the

peculiar style of the buildings of Central

America and Yucatan. The pervading type

of the architecture consists in first constructing

mounds or terraces (called by the Indians teo-

calli), and on these placing the sacred edifices

and palaces. These leocalli are found in great

numbers; they are frequently of large dimen-

sions, of a pyramidal form, but do not termi-

nate in a point like the Egyptian structures.

They have on their summits platforms of suffi-

cient extent for the temples, which contained

the statues of the deities, and in front was

conspicuously seen the sacrificial stone or altar,

convex on its upper surface, so as to raise the

chest of the human victim. The buildings are

generally long, low, arched, and of a single

story, a mode of construction frequently

adopted by the Spaniards, on account of the

shocks of earthquake to which many parts of

the country are exposed. Another, and not

less distinguishing feature, is the arched rooms

found in almost all these buildings. These
arches invariably consist of stones overlaying

each other from opposite walls, until the last

meet over the centre of the room ;
or,

what is still more commonly the case, when
the last stones approach within about 12 inches

of each other, a flat stone is laid on the top,

covered either with solid masonry or concrete :

the joints of these stones are all horizontal. The
roofs have a slight inclination, to throw off the

rain, and are cemented. This form of arch

appears at first sight original, and is so as

regards the Indians, but the same principle

was adopted in the earliest times in the Old

World, and would probably suggest itself to

any people requiring stone roofs over spaces

too wide to be covered by flat stones. As
regards analogies in architectural ornaments,

the same argument may apply. That most

frequently met with, and perfectly alike in

Greece and in Yucatan, is one likely to be

found wherever rope-making is understood

—

and what people so barbarous as to be unac-

quainted with this simple and primitive pro-

cess? Other ornaments, offering remarkable

coincidences of form, might be adduced, but

the same reasoning will apply to them all.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Feb. 27.—The President in the Chair.

The discussion on the subject of screw pro-

pellers was continued ;
the main dimensions

of the Princeton United States steam frigate

were given . she is 164 feet long, 30 feet beam,

22 feet 6 inches deep in the hold, draws 17

feet 6 inches water, and the propeller makes
32 revolutions per minute. The engines have

two semicylindrical steam cylinders or chests

containing vibrating pistons or flaps, with

cranks upon the ends of their suspending

pivots, both these are coupled by connecting

rods to a main crank on the driving-shaft : the

lengths of these cranks are so proportioned,

that their alternate vibrations produce a rotary

motion of the main crank, and thus act di-

rectly upon the propeller without theiuterven-

tion of band or gearing. This principle was

some years since tried successfully by Captain

Ericson in a tug-boat on the Thames, named
the Robert Stockton, after the projector, who
has been the means of introducing the system

into the American Navy, and now commands
the Princeton. It was mentioned that re-

cently, on being examined at Marseilles, the

cast-iron propeller of the Napoleon, French

steamer, was found to be much affected by the

galvanic action of the copper sheathing in the

salt water, and was fast turning into a sub-

stance resembling plumbago, which was so soft

as to be cut easily with a knife.

Some very interesting remarks were also

made on the state of the metal guns recovered

from the Royal George by General Pasley; but

it appeared from very careful examination of

the effect of salt water alone upon cast-iron,

without the contact of other metals to produce

galvanic action, that good hard grey cast-iron

might be used for piles or other hydraulic

works with great advantage
;
and instances

were given of cast-iron, which exhibited no

appearance of change after sixteen years’ im-

mersion in salt water and silt.

A further discussion also occurred on the

subject of valves for pumps
;
and then a paper

was read giving a description by Mr. Rhodes,

M. Inst. C. E., of a bridge built of cast-iron

girders upon timber piles, having a swivel

bridge at one extremity, with an opening of

40 feet span, through which the navigation of

the river was carried on. The total length of

the bridge, exclusive of the width of Hayes
Island, was stated to be 558 feet 6 inches : it

stretches across the river Shannon at Por-

tumna by thirteeen openings of 20 feet each,

from the Tipperary shore to Hayes Island,

which is in the centre of the river, and thence

by twelve openings of a similar span, and a

swivel bridge of 40 feet span, to the Galway
shore. The construction, which was executed

from the designs of Mr. Rhodes, under the

direction of the Commissioners of the Public

Works for Ireland, was minutely described,

and was illustrated by some elaborate draw-

ings, shewing every detail of the works, which
were stated to have cost 24,131/.

The following papers were announced to bo

read at the meeting of March 5th, when the

monthly ballot for members would take

place :

—

No. 658, “Description of the Bridge over

the river Whitadder, at Allanton,” by J. T.

Syme.

No. 625, “ Description of a cast and wrought

iron trussed girder for Bridges, with a series

of experiments on their strength,” by F. Nash.

No. 666, “ Account of the building of the

Wellington Bridge over the river Ouse at

Leeds,” by J. Timperley.

The Bank of England has just published an

engraving of peculiar interest to the city, from

a picture presented to them by the late re-

spected Jeremiah Harman. The painting is by

Marlow, and represents the Bank of England,

Royal Exchange, and adjacent buildings, as

they existed in 1790. The proceeds from the

sale of the engraving, which is by Mr. Kernot,

are to be given to the Widows’ Fund of the

Bank of England. A value as an historical

record is given to it by the circumstance that

in a short time not one' of the buildings repre-

sented, excepting a small portion of Cornhill,

shewn in the back-ground, will be in existence.
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DESCRIPTION OF A CAST AND WROUGHT
IRON TRUSSED-GIRDER BRIDGE ON
THE LINE OF THE BISHOP AUCKLAND
ANDWEARDALE RAILWAY.

BY JOHN STOREY.

(Read before the Institution of Civil Engineers,

January 9.)

The author states, that his attention ha9
been long directed to the expensive construc-

tion of the brick and stone bridges, usually

erected over and on the line of railways, and
the apparent vvant of durability in the timber
bridges, which have in some instances been
substituted

;
as well as to the cast-iron bridges,

which have generally been constructed in

situations where the height between the top of
the rails and the level of the roads which they
span was so limited, as not to admit of a stone
or a brick arch. In the latter cases, cast-iron

girders have been employed, but their great
weight has rendered them expensive, and has
obliged the abutment piers for supporting them
to be very substantial.

In order to obviate these objections, the
author has introduced combinations of cast and
wrought-iron in forms, which he contends may
be advantageously adopted for occupation-
bridges, or even for carrying the railway, and
that they may be constructed at a less cost than
stone, brick, or even timber bridges.

These bridges consist of longitudinal and
segmental girders of cast-iron abutting against
each other at the ends, secured together by
bolts and nuts through the flanges, and rest-

ing on masonry-abutments : a system of
wrought-iron tie-trussing is then applied, and
struts are placed at certain distances where
they are requisite. As many of these prin-
cipal trusses are used as the strength of the
bridge demands, and they are connected by
tfupsverse braces and distance pieces of cast-

ij'PPi thus prevepting undue outward pressure;
sockets are cast upon the girders to receive
the timber-joists, qnd the platform is covered
with Duntzic deal planking spiked to the
joists. The wrought-iron struts at the top
clasp the girders, to which they are also firmly
bolted, and their lower extremities pass through
the truss, so that on the nuts being screwed

pp, the truss is brought to its proper degree of
tppsjon, and being made sufficiently strong to

bear the weight calculated for the bridge, in-

dependent pf the segmental girders, the weight
gnd strain are brought upon the abutments in

the mpst favourable mapner.
Bridges thus constructed do not require any

centering for their erection, as each side rpay
be put together near the spot, and by means of
purchases, may be lifted entire on to the abut-
ments, or the whole bridge may be put
together before the earth is excavated from
between the abutments, excepting only as much
as is necessary for receiving the trussing.

The dimensions are given of occupation
bridges, calculated to bear 8 tons, which is

stated to be a greater weight than is required
by the landowners. The total weight of cast
and wrought iron in an oblique bridge of a
span of 86 feet 3 inches and 11 feet wide, is

11 tons 7 cwt., and that of a square bridge of
106 feet 6 inches span and 11 feet wide, is

14f tons: their total cost, including exca-
vating the ground, the masonry, stone penning
on the sides of the excavations beneath the
bridge, the timber-work, and the painting, was,
for the former 280/., and for the latter 342/.
These sums are stated to be much less than
the expense of similar bridges of stone or
even of timber.

A design is given of a stronger kind of
bridge of similar construction for carrying
two lines of railway. The span is 90 feet and
the width 22 feet, between the side railings

:

the weight is 43 tons, and the total cost, in-

cluding the masonry, is estimated not to ex-
ceed 1,200/. It is calculated to bear about
50 tons, which is as much as could be brought
upon it by any passing train.

The author proposes to adapt this system of
construction to bridges for crossing rivers, &c.,
in order that by the lightness of the piers, and
their having to bear only a vertical thrust, the
water-way may be less impeded than it is at
present by the usual heavy stone structures.
A design is also submitted for a bridge, to

consist of parallel cast-iron girders, trussed
with wrought-iron bars, in such a manner as to
convert the depth of the girder into a strut,
the weight of the passing load being entirely
resisted by the tensile strain of the bars.

The author does not claim the introduction
of wrought-iron trussing for cast-iron girders,
as he is well aware of its being constantly
practised, but he believes that it has not been
commonly done to the extent which he pro-
poses

;
and being satisfied of the practical

utility of the system, he was desirous of bring-
ing it more prominently under the notice of
engineers through the medium of the Institu-

tion, and also of inviting discussion upon the
plan, one great merit of which is, that it uses
a material produced in this country, better
and cheaper than elsewhere, and assists one of
its staple manufactures, which is at this

moment much depressed.

The communication was accompanied by
five drawings of bridges, fully illustrating in

detail the various modes of construction
treated of.

THE NEW METHOD OF CLOSING THE
PNEUMATIC TUBE OF ATMOSPHERIC
RAILWAYS.

BY M. HALLETTE.

( Communicated to the French Academy.)
In the system adopted by MM. Clegg and

Samuda, this closing, as every one knows, is

accomplished by means of a long band of
leather, furnished with short iron tongues,
which is free on one side and fixed by the
other to the edge of the longitudinal opening
that allows the passage of the rod by which the
piston is united to the first waggon of the train.

Being raised for a moment by a lever in the
interior, so as to allow the passage of this rod,
the band immediately falls again

;
a lever, the

motion of which is connected with that of the

piston, immediately afterwards presses itagainst
the opening, and an unctuous substance further
contributes towards rendering the adhesion
more complete. But, independently of the
unctuous body’s appearing readily to undergo
alteration by contact with the air, the leather
band must gradually lose its suppleness, and
tend, in places, to rise a little, after the passage
of the compressing lever

;
it is therefore desir-

able that the closing of the longitudinal fissure,

instead of being due to the action of a transient
effort, should result from a constant action ex-

ercised in each point of the fissure. M. Hallette

appears to have accomplished this, by availing

himself of the elasticity of air.

For this purpose, he has arranged on the
upper surface of the pneumatic tube, and bodily

connected with it, two longitudinal semi-
cylinders, or rather two gutters placed length-
wise, with their concave parts facing. Each of
these gutters contains a gullet of elastic ma-
terial, perfectly impervious both to air and
to water. When the two gullets are sufficiently

inflated with air, they touch each other by one
part of their surface

;
they act as do the lips of

the human mouth, and thus entirely intercept

communication between the interior of the

pneumatic tube and the exterior air. When
the piston moves, the rod, which connects it

with the train, slides between the two tubes,

which unite again immediately after its pas-

sage. This rod, the horizontal section of which
is a meniscus, and which hence penetrates,

like a wredge, between the two gullets, acts

upon them with scarcely any friction. How-
ever, in order to ensure their durability, M.
Hallette has thought it advisable to protect

them with leather at the parts by which they
come in contact.

M. Hallette points out all the advantages for

internal navigation, which may be derived from
atmospheric propulsion, as perfected by himself.

While developing M. Hallette’s ideas, M.
Arago remarked that a system of pneumatic
tubes, fixed along the walls of the quay of the

Seine, would cost much less in construction

than a tow-path, and that the employment of
steam for moving the boats would, in many
respects, possess special advantages over the

employment of horses.

This communication was illustrated by a

small model.

Cambridge Philosophical Society.

—

At a meeting of this society, on Monday week,
the Master of Trinity, President, in the chair,

a paper was read by Professor De Morgan, on
diverging series, and a paper by Professor
Miller, on the restoration of the standard of
weight.

Mr. Dawson, Royal Engineering depart-
ment, has received the appointment of clerk to

the works in Van Diemen’s Land.
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LIVERPOOL DOCK COMMITTEE
PROCEEDINGS.

I he usual weekly meeting of the Dock
Committee was held at the Revenue-buildings,
on Thursday, Mr. Alderman Bramley-Moore
in the chair. The following members were
present: Messrs. Nicol, Barclay, Holt,
Holmes, Middleton, Smith, Molyneux, Trot-
man, Aikin, Tobin, Sandbach, Bold, Royden,
Kendall, and Ripley.

A letter was read from Mr. William Brown,
signed on behalf of several commercial
gentlemen, in which the Dock Committee
were called upon to complete the shed, covering
over the whole space from V ictoriato Waterloo
Docks, with the view of rendering additional

accommodation to the New York packet ships.
Upon the motion of Mr. Nicol, it was resolved
to increase the shed covering as it had been
originally intended between the docks in
question.

Messrs. Furnis and Hilton were declared
the contractors for the completion of the shed
at the King’s Dock for the use of the Custom-
house.

The sub-committee recommended the erec-
tion of a building for the tide-waiters at the
north-western corner of the Prince’s Dock, the
situation of their present house, beyond the
graving docks, being exceedingly incon-
venient. The cost of the new building waa
estimated at 700 /, ;

and the tide-waiters had
intimated their willingness to pay a rent which
would amply cover the original outlay for the
construction. The sub-cominittee were au-
thorized to carry out the plan.

The sub-committee reported that, after
mature consideration, they could not recom-
mend the board to accept of the proposal of
the Steam Tug Company to tow out the life-
boats for the sum of 1,000/. a vear, and that,
they would prefer the procuring of a steam-
boat for the dock trust. Some discussion en-
sued, at the close of which the subject was
referred back, with liberty to the sub-committee
to negotiate with the Steam Tug Company, and
to bring the result before the general meeting.

Upon the motion of Mr. Bold, seconded bv
Mr. Ripley, it was ordered that a new bridge,
the cost of which was estimated at 2,000/., be
erected at the north end of the George’s
Dock. Mr. Aikin wished it to be distinctly
borne in mind that this bridge ivas about to be
erected in order to afford accommodation to
the public, and that its erection would not add
any thing to the revenues of the dock trust.
A document was then read, by which it
appeared that the probable net income from
the warehouses round the Albert Dock would
amount to 38,000/., and from the warehouses
and dock 51,400/. This document was ordered
to be inserted in the proceedings

; and after the
transaction of some financial business, tho
committee adjourned.

EFFLUVIA-TRAP FOR DRAINS.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ THE BUILDER.’*

Sir,—I forward a section or diagram of an
effluvia-trap for drains and sewers, which I

acknowledge I have often seen executed. If

any of your numerous correspondents would
have the kindness to forward a sketch of one

or more through the medium of your journal,

upon abetter principle, effectually to prevent the

escape of stench, I shall feel greatly obliged.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

Brecon, 1844. 2.
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CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Chester Diocesan Church Building Society.

.—The annual meeting: of the Chester Diocesan

Church- Building: Society was held on Monday

week at the Blue Coat Hospital, and was

attended by a large number of the clergy of

the Church of England. Amongst those

present were the Rev. Chancellor Raikes, the

Rev. Rector Brooks, the Rev. Rector Camp-

bell, the Rev. Dr. Tattershall, the Rev. Dr.

Byrth, the lion, and Rev. Horace Powys, the

Rev. Messrs. Nolan, Parry, Ewbank, May,
1

Gunning, Bold, North, Higgins, Stewart,

Jones, Hesketh, Marshall, &c. &c. About

half-past ten o’clock the chair was taken by the

Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Chester. His

lordship briefly opened the proceedings, and

the Rev. C. Lawrence, one of the secretaries,

then read the report, from which it appeared

that the sum of 1,640/. had been granted to

two localities during the year. The incumbent

of Oldham had, a second time, brought the

necessities of his cure under consideration,

by stating that there existed a population of

60,000 souls, with church accommodation only

for 7,500, and accordingly grants of 500/. had

been made to each of the three prospective

churches that were to be erected in Oldham.

The committee had also acceded to an applica-

tion made by the incumbent of Bleakley, to

enlarge and refit an old church upon an ex-

tensive plan, and so as to render it capable of

affording a large number of free sittings.

These formed the grants of the year. The
committee, after pressing upon all the friends

of the Church the duty of co-operating in a duty

so obvious and excellent, stated that they in-

tended to hold their quarterly meetings in

Liverpool in future, and that at those meetings

applications for aid would be received. The
appeal which the Bishop had made to the

clergy during the past year, had resulted in the

collection of a sum of 2,000/. and upwards,

which would recruit the resources of the

society. The report concluded by stating that

a benevolent individual had tendered a sum of

500/. to the society, provided a further sum of

5,000/. should be raised from the public
;
but

that as only 1,000/. of the 5,000/. had been col-

lected, the offer could not, as yet, be accepted.

The treasurer then read a statement of the

accounts, from which it appeared that the

receipts for the year, including a balance from

the previous one, bad been 8,949/.; that there

was a balance of 7,741/.*, that the outstanding

accounts were 5,100/., and that there was an

available surplus of 2,659/. for the liabilities of

the society. The report was adopted upon the

motion of the Rev. Rector Brooks. The
officers for the ensuing year were then ap-

pointed, after which the Rev. Chancellor

Raikes proposed a resolution (which was
adopted neni. con.) to the effect, that the

meeting considered that it would be a reason-

able enlargement of the society’s sphere of

usefulness if it were permitted to make grants

or the restoration of old churches, where the

additional accommodation gained should be

equivalent to the building of a new church,

but that the sum granted should never exceed

the one-fourth of the total expense. Upon the

motion of the venerable Archdeacon Rushton,
the meeting passed a vote of thanks to the

Bishop, which his lordship acknowledged, and
the meeting then formed itself into a com-
mittee for educational purposes.

—

Liverpool
Journal.

Church Extension.—A meeting of the In-

corporated Society for Promoting the Enlarge-
ment, Building, and Repairing of Churches
and Chapels, was held at their chambers in

St. Martin’s-place, on Monday week, the Lord
Bishop of London in the chair. There were
also present the Bishops of Bangor, Llandaff,

Norwich, Hereford, and Lichfield
;

the Revs,

the Dean of Chichester, Dr. Spry, Dr. Shep-
herd, J. Jennings, H. H. Norris, B. Harrison

;

Messrs. F. H. Dickinson, M.P., Edward
Badeley, William Davis, Newell, Connop,
J. S. Salt, William Cotton. The reports of the

sub-committee having been read by the Rev.
Mr. Bowdler, the secretary, the meeting pro-

ceeded to examine the cases referred to their

consideration, and finally voted various grants

of money towards building additional churches
or chapels. The population of the parishes

now assisted is 273,994 souls, and the accom-
modation provided for them in 40 churches
and chapels is 40,824 sittings, of which 9,334
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are free

;
by the erection of seven additional

churches, the rebuilding of one existing

church, and the enlargement, &c., of seven

others, it is intended to add 4,333 seats to this

insufficientprovision of church-room, including

free-sittings for 4,195 persons. Certificates of

the completion of new churches, and the en-

largement, &c., of existing churches in several

parishes were examined and approved, and

orders were issued to the treasurer to pay the

amount of the grant awarded in each case.

The population of these parishes is 46,595

persons, for whom church accommodation to

the extent of 4,684 sittings only were provided

previously to the execution of the works

towards which the society’s grants were voted,

and including only 1,374 free-sittings; 2,537

seats are now added to that number, 2,157 of

which are free. Since the last meeting, forms

of application for aid from this society have

been issued to eighteen applicants, to enable

them to submit their cases to the consideration

of the board, and five of these applications are

for assistance towards building additional

churches in populous places. The treasurer

reported that a legacy of 300/., free of duty,

has been bequeathed to this society by the late

Mr. James Hui'st, of Stamford-baron, North-

amptonshire.

New Stained Glass Window
,
Bishopstone

Church—Avery beautiful stained glass window,

by Mr. Warrington, of London, has just been

erected in Bishopstone church, at the cost of

the rector of the parish. The window is of

the style called decorated. In the upper part,

containing the tracery, are the emblems of the

four Evangelists, as described in Revelations,

chap. iv. v. 6, viz., the angel, lion, calf, and

eagle, bearing scrolls inscribed “ Holy, Holy,

Holy, Lord God Almighty, which was, and is,

and is to come ;” and in the centre the Holy
Lamb and banner, inscribed “ Ecce Agnus
Dei.” The principal openings consist of in-

tersections of colours, interlaced and inter-

mixed with quaint foliage, after the practice

and style of the fourteenth century. In the

midst are medallion subjects of the principal

events of the life of our Loi'd, formed by the

various shapes caused by the general pattern

and designs. The subjects in the centre open-
ing are the Baptism, Crucifixion, and Resur-
rection

;
those of the side openings, the Agony

in the Garden, the Adoration of the Magi, the

Rebuke of Peter for drawing his sword, and
the Last Supper. There is a calm and sub-

dued tone of colouring through the whole of

this window, assimilating it as nearly as is pos-

sible to the best specimens of the ancients, in

whose finest works we shall observe that how-
ever deep and rich in hue, the ruby is the only

colour allowed to show itself in unclouded
brilliancy. This observation has been care-

fully attended to in the present instance, and
the effect is chaste and solemn, gaining more
and more upon the eye as we become accus-

tomed to it, instead of being tawdry and flaunt-

ing, first dazzling, then distressing the beholder

by its glitter.

—

Hereford Times.

Chichester Cathedral.—A new window has
just been put up in the cathedral church of
the diocese of Chichester, the expense of

which has been defrayed by subscription. The
three ancient quatrefoils in the central light

are occupied by designs representing the ap-

pearance of the burning bush to Moses, the
Baptism of Christ, and the Descent of the
Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost. The
Resurrection occupies the northern side light,

and the Ascension the southern. Emblems of
the four evangelists are placed in the upper
and in the lower parts of the side lights.

Opening of Tickton Church.—This neat
structure was opened on Tuesday last, when,
the day being fine, a considerable number of
persons from Beverley and the neighbourhood
were present. The prayers were read in a very
impressive manner by the Rev. C. Gerrad,
M.A., after which the Rev. J. King, M.A., of
Hull, preached an appropriate sermon, which
was listened to with marked attention. The
choir of singers belonging to the minster were
in attendance and sung with great effect.

—

Hull
Packet.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert has sent
a donation of 10/., the Earl of Ripon 10/., the
Earl of Eldon 20/., to the committee for the
restoration of the Round Church at Cambridge.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

The South-Eastern Railway.—The follow-

ing is the official report from Major-General

Pasley, Inspector-General of Railways, to the

Board of Trade, as to the safety and stability

of the South-Eastern Railway :

—

Board of Trade, Whitehall, Feb. 1.

My Lords,—On Tuesday, the 30th, and
yesterday the 31st ult., I inspected with great

attention the extension of the South-Eastern
Railway from Folkestone to Dover, which,

combined with my previous inspections of the

tunnels, viaducts, and sea-walls of this portion

of railway whilst in progress, enables me to

make a most favourable report of the whole
of the great works comprising it, which are

highly creditable to Mr. Cubitt, the engineer-

in-chief, and to his assistants.

The extraordinary and novel character of

this portion of railway, which has been partly

conducted along the bottom of a lofty range of

chalk cliffs, with the sea either near to or bor-

dering upon part of the line, whilst the rest of

it has been led through tunnels cut in the same
high ground, induced many persons to believe

that it would be either impossible to complete

this portion of railway according toMr.Cubitt’s

original plan, or that, if finished, it would be
liable to be overwhelmed by the fall of the cliffs

above it, or to be destroyed by the irruptions

of the sea.

Having examined the whole of the ground

above the railway with the greatest attention,

in order to discover the unsound parts of the

chalk cliff, if any, which may be known by
cracks at the surface, I am of opinion that

there is not the smallest ground for apprehen-

sion in respect to the first alleged source of

danger, because the two tunnels cut through

the chalk have been formed in the soundest

parts of it, with a considerable height or thick-

ness of solid chalk, not only above, but between

them and the sea, so that few and very small

portions of unsound chalk which I observed at

the extreme summit of the cliffe, 300 or 400
feet above those tunnels, can do no possible

harm in falling, as the fragments will slide

along the surface of the solid chalk below them,
and then roll over into the sea, which has in

fact occurred on two or three occasions,

since these tunnels were formed, without

doing the slightest injury. But opposite

to the open parts of the railway all the un-
sound portions of the chalk have been removed
with the greatest care, and the surface cut to

slopes more or less regular, according to cir-

cumstances, having a base nowhere less than

three-fourths of their height, and in many parts

much flatter
;
whilst the earth, which in some

few places may be as much as ten feet in thick-

ness over the chalk, has been cut to a slope of

two to one, and is every where of sound quality.

In this essential process immense masses of

chalk were thrown down, partly by the skilful

use of gunpowder, by which the company was
supposed to have saved about 7,000/., and partly

by the labour of workmen continually em-
ployed

;
so that there is not a single crack now

to be seen at or near the summit
;
and the

stability of sound chalk, even when standing

perpendicularly, or nearly so, is well known, of

which a considerable part of the town of Dover
itself, lying immediately under part of the same
range of high chalk cliffs, from which no slips

have taken place or been apprehended, is a

striking example.

In respect to the second alleged cause of

danger, the two short portions of railway

formed along the beach, each bounded by pro-

jecting head-lands of chalk, have been pro-

tected, one by a massy concrete sea-wall, simi-

lar to that of Brighton, with foundations of

brick and cement, and substantial counterforts,

and the other by a strong timber viaduct on

piles driven into the solid chalk below, both of

which are of a sufficient height above high

water to prevent them from being injured by

the sea, at the same time that the tides have no

tendency to wash away the beach in those small

portions of the coast.

Upon the whole I have great pleasure in

assuring your lordships, not only that the rail-

way itself is in a perfectly safe and efficient

state, but that no part of the works are ex-

posed to the smallest danger, either from the

irruptions of the sea or from the fall of the

cliffs
;
though it was natural for the public to
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have their doubts, in the first instance, as to the

success of so very arduous an undertaking-

.

As every thing necessary for the public

safety lias already been done, for I repeatedly

passed over both lines of railway at full speed

on a special engine, or in the carriage attached

to it, I beg leave to recommend that your lord-

ships will be pleased to authorize the directors

of the South-Eastern Railway Company to

open their line to Dover as soon as they shall

have erected a temporary station for the ac-

commodation of passengers, as they propose,

at that place, and which will probably be
finished in a few days.

I have, &c.,

C. W. Paslby, Major-General,
Inspector- General of Railways.

The Lords of the Committee of Privy

Council for Trade, &c.

Whitehaven and Maryport Railway.—Com-
panies for making branch lines of communica-
tion between towns, or from populous districts

in connection with some leading railways, are

forming to an astonishing extent in all parts of

the kingdom
;
and few of them but what hold

out the most promising prospects to the in-

vestor, and the certainty of becoming of great

public utility. Among these is a proposed line,

twelve miles in length, commencing at a most
eligible spot between Tangier-street and the

North Pier at Whitehaven, near the harbour,

proceeding through Harrington, Workington,
and the much-frequented watering-place of

Flimby, and terminating by joining the Mary-
port and Carlisle Railway at the Maryport
station. The importance of Whitehaven as a

seaport is generally known, and its harbour,

upon which upwards of 150,000/. have been
expended within the last twenty years, is,

undoubtedly, the finest on the western coast.

The formation of this line will place this

populous and improving town in immediate
connection with all the great lines of railway

in the north, and place it within a seventeen
hours’ journey from London, causing increased

commerce to flow into it from Scotland, Liver-

pool, and Ireland. The line selected is highly

favourable, and can be completed for 8,000/.

per mile, requiring a capital of 100,000/., to be
divided into shares of 20/. each

;
and, from a

moderate calculation of the expected traffic, a

clear annual revenue is expected of 11,815/.,

or certainly full 10 per cent, on the capital in-

vested. An important meeting took place at

the Savings’ Bank, Whitehaven, on Monday
last, for taking the necessary steps for the for-

mation of this line, at which the two members
for that division of the county, Lord Lowther,
and most of the influential gentry of the neigh-

bourhood attended. The proceedings were
carried on in the most unanimous spirit, all

present agreeing in the necessity of the pro-

posed line, to place the town and harbour of

Whitehaven in a position to compete with

other large towns in the north of England.

—

Lord Lowther stated that their representative,

Mr. Attwood, who had intended to be present,

but was prevented from urgent business in

London, had authorized him to state, that in

case the resolutions were adopted, and the

undertaking commenced, he would take shares

to the amount of 5,(J00/. for himself, and 5,000/.

for his son. The resolutions for forming the

provisional committee, and giving the neces-

sary authority to apply to Parliament, were
agreed to unanimously, after which a book was
opened for receiving the names of subscribers,

and in a very short time shares to the amount
of 45,000/. were agreed to be taken.

Railway Passenger Duly.—The Brandling
Junction Railway has petitioned the House of

Commons in substance as follows :
—“ That the

railway of your petitioners connects the

populous towns of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and
Gateshead with South Shields, and the exten-

sive port of Sunderland, anil has afforded

great accommodation to the inhabitants of

those places, and particularly to the trading

and working classes. That a large proportion

of the passengers, conveyed upon the said

railway, are carried for considerably less than

Id. a mile, and that the profits of the said rail-

way yield a very inadequate return upon the

capital your petitioners have invested therein.

Your petitioners, therefore, pray that your
honourable House will be pleased to repeal

the duty upon all fares not exceeding Id. a

mile, and thereby give some encouragement to

railway companies that afford accommodation
to the public at so low a rate of charge.”

Rival Railwaysfrom Gravesend to Rochester
and Chatham.—In addition to the two rival

railways to Rochester, the one starting from
Gravesend and the other from Rosherville, a
third line was introduced to public attention

on Feb. 16th, at the meeting of the Thames
and Medway Canal. This is proposed to consist

of one line of rails, to be laid on the banks of
the canal

;
and as the 170

,
000 /. expenditure on

the canal was for works available to a railway,

only 65,000/. are estimated as necessary for the

proposed line, as well as for the required
carriages, engines, stock, &c. The capital is

to be raised in shares, to be offered, in the

first instance, to the shareholders in the canal,

and if not all taken by them, the residue are

to be allotted amongst the public generally.

The navigation of the canal will not be
affected

;
and it is stated that their act of incor-

poration will enable the company to construct

the railway, but that an Act must be applied

for in the session of 1845, for obtaining the

necessary funds. As it is scarcely probable
that Parliament will authorize the formation of

more than one line of railway between
Gravesend and Chatham, a warm contest

between the several parties maybe expected.

Railway Property.—The increased amount
of capital invested in the railway companies, is

now estimated to be nearly 80,000,000/.
sterling

;
a return, computed by a competent

authority, gives the following facts, as ex-

hibiting the enormous increase since 1842 in

the value of this species of national property.

In October of that year, on the shares of
seventy-three lines, the loss, by their being
at a discount, was computed at 2,052,696/.

;
in

April, 1843, the profits in premium on eighty-

one lines was 3,050,770/.; but in October,

1843, the profits in premiums exceeded the

discounts by 13,748,139/., and adding the reco-

very of the discounts of 1842 to the latter sum,
an increase in the value of railway share pro-
perty of not less than 15,796,183/. is shewn to

have occurred, and in so short a time too.

Never in the history of securities of an equal

amount has such a rise as this been known,
although mines, at one time, had a tolerable,

but, unfortunately, a very illusive hold on the

public mind.

Scotch Mineral Railways.—The shares of

these railways aie extremely dull of sale. A
strong feeling prevails among many of the

shareholders in favour of an amalgamation,
and it was hoped that an amicable adjustment

of the differences existing between the different

companies would have been obtained
;
instead

of this, however, there is a prospect of a keen
Parliamentary contest, which will, of course,

be attended with a large expenditure of

money. The only sales have been a few
Wishaw and Coltness at 25/., and Garnkirk at

28/.; the Ballochney Company have declared

a half-yearly dividend of 30s.
;
and the Monk-

land and Kirkintilloch, of 15s. per share; the

Wishaw and Coltness have declared 12s. 6d.

for the year; the Garnkirk Railway directors

propose to divide 5 per cent.

Extraordinary Speed by Railway. — The
special train which left Southampton on
Thursday week, with the mail-bags brought
by the Avon, started from thence at eight

minutes past two, and arrived at Nine Elms at

forty-eight minutes past three. Thus, deduct-

ing eight minutes for stoppage, the distance

was run in one hour and forty-eight minutes !

The engine, the Lark, is a new one, constructed

by Mr. J. V. Gooch, of Nine Elms, and it

was driven on this occasion by Mr. W.
Waylor, superintendent of the locomotive de-

partment at the Southampton station.

Nottingham
, Newark,

and Lincoln Ruilivay.

—We are given to understand, that the

directors of the Midland Counties Railway
have ordered a survey, under the superin-

tendence of Mr. R. Stephenson, of a line of

railway from Nottingham to Newark and
Lincoln, joining the Midland Counties line at

Nottingham. A prospectus, detailing the result

of the survey, with the estimate and expected

traffic, will shortly be published. The shares

are to be 25/. each.

—

Derby Mercury.

Salisbury Junction Railioay.—A petition is

about to be presented to the House of

Commons, signed by the residents in this city

and its vicinity, praying that the Bill just

brought in for making a railroad from Bishop-

stoke to Salisbury may be passed in that

House.

Lincoln and Wakefield Railway.—The above
line, fifty-four miles in length, is another of
the numerous proposals for uniting important
and populous districts, and placing within their
power all the benefits of cheap and rapid com-
munication

; it is intended to connect the
great agricultural districts of Lincolnshire
and the towns of Gainsborough, Lincoln, and
Doncaster, with Wakefield, the great market
for the manufacturing districts of Yorkshire
and Lancashire, and with all the towns border-
ing on the Manchester and Leeds Railway.
This line of country has never possessed the
advantages of railway communication, and the
present undertaking is intended to remove
many of the difficulties with which home-grown
corn has had to contend, in maintaining its

ground against the introduction of foreign
grain, while the districts through which it

will pass offer a cheap and rapid means of
carriage for salt, stone, lime, coal, &c.—to a
very large extent to the agricultural districts,

hitherto only obtained by a long, circuitous,

and tedious route—and, more than probable,
effecting a reduction of 50 per cent, in their
cost, with a corresponding increase in con-
sumption. The passenger traffic at present
existing between the towns of Lincoln and
Wakefield is extensive, in proportion to the
large and increasing population, and it is only
likely that the same results will follow in this

case as in every other where a railway has been
established. From a careful survey of the
line, the engineer has reported favourably of
the undertaking, and which is estimated to be
completed for 750,000/., or about 14,000/. per
mile

;
and the gradients being of an easy

character, offers important facilities for the

economical working of the large goods’ traffic,

which it is confidently anticipated will flow

upon the line
;
and for the furtherance of this

object, arrangements will be entered into with
the Manchester and Leeds Company for work-
ing the Lincoln line in conjunction with their

own.

Wooden Railways.—A bill is at present

before Parliament, which has for its object the

laying down of a wooden railway, upon
Prosser’s principle, from Guildford to Woking.
In the opinion of many engineers, wood, be-
sides being very much cheaper than iron, is, in

the way it is here intended to use it, more
durable.

Thetford.—On Monday last a petition was
forwarded to Parliament, signed by a great
number of the inhabitants of Thetford, re-

questing that the intended railroad between
London and Norwich may pass through that

place.

Share Jobbing in Germany.—It is stated

that a law will shortly be promulgated at

Berlin, to prevent the extensive gambling
transactions in railroad shares, at present

carried on to an incredible extent in that city.

The Exchange of Berlin is the greatest mart
of all Germany for these sort of transactions,

and some wealthy speculators there have
formed a joint-stock company, and, by their

capital and quantities of shares generally at

their disposal, influence the prices just as suit

their views and interests, by either buying or

selling largely
;
these operations have ruined

numbers of those who could not withstand

these large fluctuations. Shopkeepers, artisans,

military men, and even ladies, have imbibed

the railroad shares mania speculation.

The railway between Cologne and Bonne
has just been opened to the public.

Hereford and Gloucester Canal.

—

We heartily congratulate the inhabitants of

the city and county, on the steady and satisfac-

tory progress which this important under-

taking is making under the skilful engineering

of Mr. Stephen Ballard. On Monday last the

Canal was opened to Westhide, and on Mon-

day week (the 26th inst.), it will be opened to

the Wharf, at Withington, about three and a

half miles from this city. On the occasion,

the Canal Committee will move along the line

from Ashperton to Withington, when many

boats laden with coal, timber, salt, &c. Sic.,

will arrive at Withington. On referring to

our advertising columns it will be seen that the

event will be celebrated by a dinner, to which

the engineer, Mr. Stephen Ballard, has been

specially invited. We have no doubt there will

be a large party to meet the respected guest and

to do honour to the event.—Hereford Times.
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DESIGN FOR SCHOOLS.

REFERENCES.

n a. Lobbies.

I b. School-rooms.

d d ISrTith cellar, beneath them). Four, five, or sis chamber, and a cloakroom

m ay be formed in the upper story.

(&<fc ^^
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sin,— I herewith forward a design for

schools, with a residence in the centre for the

master and governess, hoping you may deem

it worthy of a place in your paper. The pro-

posed fabric is so arranged that it can be occu-

pied by separate families if so required
;

itjean

be built with brickwork, havng its exterior walls

faced with Suffolk bricks, and the cornice and

other mouldings run in cement; or it may be

of ordinary brickwork, all stuccoed exter-

nally.

I repeat, what I stated in a former commu-

nication, that I feel deeply interested in the

success of your valuable publication, and

confident that if your numerous and respectable

correspondents, (many of whom possess talent

and genius) unite hand and heart, their con-

tributions will enhance its value.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

Brecon, Jan. 21, 1844. 2.

[We should have so placed the wings of the

building containing the school-rooms as that

the chimneys, if only one to each room, should

fall exactly in the centres of the walls against

which they would be built. T he domestic

arrangement we should have so contrived that

the master and mistress if of different families

might live separately. In each of the ends of

the school-room we should have placed three

windows, or one window consisting of one or

three bays, lights, or days. The principal ex-

ternal cornice we should have made lighter.

Ed.]

NEW METHODS OF GILDING AND
SILVERING BY IMMERSION.

BY M. A. LEVOL.

At the present time, when great attention is

being directed to the processes of gilding by the

moist method, it seemed to me not without in-

terest to publish an account of some new

methods for gilding or silvering by immersion,

more especially on account of the facility of

their execution.

Gilding on Silver.—Silver is very easily gilt

by means of the neutral protochloride of gold,

to which an aqueous solution of sulphocyanide

of potassium has been added until the disap-

pearance of the precipitate which at first

formed. The liquor thus obtained should pos-

sess a slightly acid reaction, and if it has lost

it, by too considerable an addition of sulpho-

• cykaidet'it should be again restored by a few

f <?, ----^Tops.-otl{|drochloric acid. In order to gild,

Iho- wfeU-cIeansed silver is immersed in this

liquor- tfeaHv boiling and moderately concen-

trated. In 4&ck state it is kept, adding from

time to fiRra hot water to replace that which

erap'orai(&-7ln this manner the inconveniences

wmcEwtuW result from too great an accumu-

aagriiaa

lation of the hydrochloric acid, the presence

of which is nevertheless useful in preventing

the formation of an auriferous precipitate,

which would otherwise take place at the high

temperature employed, were the alkali predo-

minant, are obviated.

Gilding and Silvering on Copper, Brass,

and Bronze.—A solution of cyanide of gold,

and that of cyanide of silver in cyanide of po-

tassium, has been recommended for gilding and

silvering under the influence of electric forces.

I have found that the same solutions, when at

a temperature near their boiling point, may
also be employed for gilding and silvering by

immersion. Their preparation would be some-

what expensive were it necessary to obtain them

chemically pure
;
but this would not offer the

least advantage, and the operation may be sim-

plified and rendered much less expensive by

treating either the chloride of gold or the

nitrate of silver (both should be neutral) with

an excess of cyanide of potassium so as to ob-

tain the soluble double cyanides.

Silver cannot be gilt by this process, but it

will be seen above that the sulphocyanide of

gold and of potassium gilds this metal extremely

well.

p. The solution of cyanide of copper in cyanide

of potassium does not copper silver even in

contact with zinc
;

but it coppers this last

metal perfectly, and in a very solid manner.

I may observe in conclusion, that these pro-

cesses, so advantageous from their always suc-

ceeding, and requiring but a few minutes for

every preparation, unfortunately do not allow

but of the application of a very thin layer of

the precipitated metal. This inconvenience is

common to all the processes by immersion.

—

Polytechnic Review.

THE DRAINAGE OF THE LAKE OF
HAARLEM.

The determined industry, the phlegmatic

perseverance, of the inhabitants of the United

States of Holland have been exhibited to

Europe by the laborious undertakings which,

on every side of Holland, present themselves.

Nearly a seventh part of this land has been

rescued from the sea; and wherever the travel-

ler is placed he recognizes the marvellous

barriers that have been formed to prevent its

encroachments: he sees an artificial coast,

formed from the granite rocks of Norway,

dykes, buttresses, constructed with a solidity

which seems to promise to resist even time

itself. Amongst the objects which have long

occupied the attention of the Hollander has

been the drainage of the lake of Haarlem, and

the conversion of its bed into cultivated land
;

various projects have at various times been con-

ceived, have been discussed, and, from various

reasons, abandoned. A plan, which was con-

sidered feasible, was laid before the States

General in April, 1838, and great hopes were

entertained that the idea which was suggested

was one which might easily be carried into

execution. After, however, due and careful

deliberation, it was abandoned, in consequence

of the rejection of a bill brought before the

second chamber. At length the government

has undertaken the great work, and every

prospect is entertained of the successful issue

of the enterprise. A vote has been obtained

from the chamber of 4,533,333 dollars, but this

sum will be by no means adequate to the ex-

penditure that must necessarily be made. It

has been ascertained by calculations founded

upon the profit obtained by other drainages in

Holland, that so large an interest will be re-

turned that a loan of much greater extent may
very safely be advanced. The lake of Haarlem
is calculated to be about fourteen English miles

in its greatest length, and as many in breadth.

About 70,000 acres are covered by it, and it

has been asserted that every year nearly 250

acres are encroached upon. The depth of the

water has been variously estimated, but is sup-

posed to be upon an average twelve feet and

three-quarters, and the mass about thirteen and

three-quarter millions of cubic roods of water.

The manner in which it has been decided to

carry out the drainage is as follows:

—

A channel is to be formed one hundred and

forty-three feet and a half in width, supported

on each side by an enormous dyke
;
into this is

to be poured, by means of six steam-engines,

each of two hundred horse power, the whole of

the water contained in the Haarlem Meer, and

three sluices are to conduct it into the German
and the Zuyder sea. It is expected that this

undertaking, commenced in May, 1840, will be

completed in the course of the present year. It

is understood that it will be requisite that every

spring the power either of steam-engines or

water-mills should be called into action, to pre-

serve the rescued land from fresh inundation.

Of what Holland is capable an idea may be

formed from the recollection that large tracts

of land are below the level of the sea, and that

not only the safety, but absolutely the existence

of the country is dependent upon the dykes,

which have been at various times raised up.

Near the great dyke of the Helder is the

Beemster Polder, a tract of land of upwards of

8,000 acres, over which water rolled uninter-

ruptedly, and where now there exists a healthy,

industrious population of 3,000 souls.

—

Poly-

technic Review.

Mr. Burgess, the partner of James Walker

Esq., engineer, has been at Dover, preparing

the plans and specifications for the intended

improvements to the outer harbour, and it is

reported that tenders for the execution of the

work will be advertised for immediately.
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DOVER HARBOUR.

Copy of a letter to the Editor of the Dover

Chronicle.

Sir,—Although I consider it an almost

hopeless task further to endeavour to convince

Mr. H. Humphreys, and the disciples of the

detached breakwater system, of the error of

their often-refuted theories (having unanswer-
ably proved that the only safe method of pre-

venting the travelling shingle from obstructing

the harbour’s mouth, was effectually arresting

its passage by an extensive pier projected from
the Stone-head,—see my printed Dover Refuge
Harbour Report), yet I must not permit Mr.
Humphreys’ letter in your journal of Saturday

last to remain wholly unnoticed, lest it should

be supposed that the new data of the South-

Eastern Railway “ dike ” here, which he
affects to argue from, really afforded some ac-

cidental support to his notions. Before, how-
ever, observing upon the substance of Mr.
Humphreys’ letter, I must remind him, and
other detached breakwater speculators, of the

great presumption of their theories, after a

Government Commission has decided that even

the eminent Mr. Cubitt’s breakwater plan for

our proposed Harbour of Refuge was defective,

so far as it was designed to be a detached

work
;
and it will be seen, by reference to the

Commissioners’ report on that plan, that Mr.
Cubitt afterwards subscribed to the propriety

of their view, in favour of a work united to the

shore. But Mr. Humphreys, and men of his

school,—men who,

“ Convinced against their will,

Are of the same opinion still,”

are not easily satisfied of their errors
;
though

the most eminent engineers decide against

them, they will still be found dogmatically pro-

pagating their fallacies, and endeavouring to

mislead superficial inquirers. As to Mr.
H umphreys’ letter, I find it full of absolute

absurdities. First, he speaks of the South-
Eastern Railway “ dike” and works, as tend-

ing in their construction to aid the passage of

the travelling shingle towards the harbour’s

mouth ! and advises other alterations to a

similar end!! But I believe Mr. Humphreys
would find, if he were to ask Mr. Cubitt, that

the very opposite effect to that supposed by

Mr. Humphreys to be designed by those works,

was intended by Mr. Cubitt
;
for assuredly that

gentleman knows that the existence of his

“ dike,” even for the few years it may be sup-

posed, from the perishable nature of its ties

and other materials of its construction, to be

intended to stand, mainly depends upon its not

aiding the passage of the travelling shingle, but

detaining it in front to prevent the sapping by

the sea of its insecure foundation
;
an expec-

tation, however, doomed to be disappointed,

since groins and shingle traps of any descrip-

tion can only be effective where shingle travels,

which, it having nearly ceased to do at this

port, (there being but little more shingle to

come from between the Shakspeare Cliff" and
the South-Eastern Railway “ dike,” the sup-

ply being wholly cut off by the falls of the

Rounddown and other cliffs,) the effect will be

the continued deepening of the shore from the

Shakspeare Cliff to the mouth of the harbour,

and consequent incursions of the sea wherever
the shore is not protected by wharfs, as at the

South-Eastern Railway’s eastern mouth of the

Shakspeare tunnel, and along the entire line of

viaduct adjoining it. I venture to predict that

the consequence of the omission of a proper

wharf at this part of the South-Eastern Rail-

way works will be, that, in less than twenty

years, the line of old Folkstone road, imme-
diately behind the viaduct, will not be in ex-

istence from incursions of the sea
;
leaving

it to be conjectured what will hence be the

fate of the eastern mouth of the Shakspeare
tunnel and of the viaduct, the foundation

of which will soon be laid bare, and its timbers

be continually worn by the fretting, through the

operations of the waves, of the portions of

falling cliff behind it, to say nothing of the

ravages of the worm. But to return to Mr.
Humphreys’ letter. I find next to the part I

have observed upon, various prescriptions to

benefit the present incurable harbour. (The
great duke calls Mr. Humphreys, and men of

his grade, “ harbour- doctors,” quacks, of

course
;
but able, duly-qualified physicians at

the same time have given it over.) On these

prescriptions I shall offer no comment; the

day is past for the least attention to be paid to

them, wiser heads having advised (in the
Government report on Mr. Cubitt’s detached
breakwater plan for a harbour of refuge at

Dover) a course somewhat at variance with
Mr. Humphreys’ assertion, “ that as easily may
you prevent the tide from setting up the

channel, as to stay the beach from coming
from the westward to the harbour’s mouth.”
Nous verrons. Let Mr. Humphreys survey
the shore from the harbour to the falls at the

Rounddown, &c., and inquire what has been
their effect in “ staying the beach,” before he
again hazards such absurd assertions.

I am, Sir, yours, very faithfully,

James Steward.
East Cliff, Feb. 14, 1844.

DOVER LANDING-JETTY.

WE are authentically informed that the

Postmaster-General intends to send a mail
from this port to Calais daily, and to limit the

time within which it shall be transmitted, to

three hours, instead of, as at present, six hours
and a half; and that it is the opinion of the

authorities connected with the Packets here,

that the required service cannot be performed
regularly and certainly, unless by means of a

Jetty, from which the mails can be shipped at

all times of the tide, and in any weather. We
have no doubt that the Jetty Committee, with
their usual vigilance and ta«t, have already
directed application to be made to the Govern-
ment for aid towards the formation of the

Jetty, should it be found impracticable to raise

all the required capital in shares, and at all

events an additional large source of revenue
(not noticed in the prospectus) is thus opened

;

for we have no doubt that the greater facility of

shipping the mails from the Jetty, rather than

from boats, independent of the practicability

of the former when the latter is impossible,

will induce the Government to pay a consider-

able annual sum for the use of it. At present,

the cost of the boats performing the service is

between 200/. and 300/., and when the duty by
the intended new arrangement is made more
frequent as well as more difficult, we may well

expect the Government will adequately remu-
nerate it. The certainty of a daily opportunity

of transit to the Continent by the fast Govern-
ment Packets, at a regular fixed hour, will, no
doubt, make passengers give a preference to

this as their port of departure
;
and thus again

the prospect of revenue held out in the pro-

spectus of the Jetty Committee, is improved
and confirmed.

—

Dover Chronicle.

MONUMENT TO BISHOP FARRAR.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—Perhaps you may find space in The
Builder for a short notice of this beautiful

and appropriate work of art, executed by

J.E. Thomas, Esq., F.S.A., lately erected to

the memory of our martyred prelate in St.

Peter’s Church, Carmarthen, bearing the fol-

lowing inscription

:

Sacred
to the memory of

Robert Farrar, D.D.
Bishop of St. David’s,

Burnt in the market-place of Carmarthen,

30th March, 1555,

for adhering to the Protestant religion.

“ The righteous shall be in

everlasting remembrance.”
This monument

was erected A.D. 1843,

as a tribute of pious respect to the

memory of the martyred Bishop

of this Diocese.

At a time like the present, when the beauti-

ful simplicity which regulated our holy religion

at the reformation is so powerfully assailed,

this, and other public testimonials of similar

nature, commemorating the worth of the suf-

fering supporters of the truth, seem to be in-

duced by a providential influence, and will

doubtless be beneficial in their effects.

I am, Sir, your very humble servant,

Brecon, 27th Feb. 1844. J. T. L.

[We should like to publish, in a two-column

block, a view of this work of art, to form one of

a series of Bishops’ monuments.

—

Ed.]

FIFIELD CHURCH, WILTS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Dear Sir,—I beg to forward you two
sketches, which perhaps you may feel disposed

to give in The Builder, viz., an ornamental
stone cross from the east gabel of Fifield Church,
Wiltshire, and a small view of the whole
church, copied from a sketch taken on the spot

by myself. Fifield, or Fyfield, is a very small

village, situated on a slight ascent about

twelve miles from Salisbury, on the edge of a

valley of pasture-land, which extends for two
or three miles in a western direction. The
village itself does not consist ofmore than about

half-a-dozen houses, including the parsonage
;

the church, therefore, is the only object of any
interest which it contains

;
and even this,

without either tower or belfry to remind us

of its sacred purpose, is so simply constructed,

that scarcely is it distinguished from one of the

neighbouring barns by any external features

except a cock on the western gabel, and on the

eastern one the cross which 1 sepd you, Tlje

church is, indeed, built of stone, with a pointed

arch over the principal and only door-way of

the fabric, in which respect it does not differ

from many barns in Wiltshire. Indeed, I think

I saw last month some barns more elegant in

construction than this, and, from the durability

of the stone which abounds there, as complete as

when they were first erected, some of them pro-

bably not constructed later than the middle of

the 15th century. It is, perhaps, remarkable that

the cross should be so neatly and elegantly sculp-

tured when the rest of the church is rude and

bare of ornament
;
but we can appreciate the

feeling which told them that in this case they

were working on peculiarly holy ground, and

that the symbol raised to assemble masters and

labourers from the adjoining hills for purposes

of devotion, should claim the touch of an

artistic chisel, if even the roof were left without

a spire, and the mouldings void of decoration.*

I am, dear Sir, yours most respectfully,

Great Newport- street, Feb. 19, 1844.

[This idea is excellent; often may twenty

shillings bestowed with taste give a small

building a superior aspect; in the same way

that something of no greater price may indeli-

bly mark the gentleman amid disguise, while

the utmost profusion of dizening, whether on

the person or on an edifice, violating taste, only

removes either object from approving estima-

tion. This kind of abridgement according to

necessity is well expressed in the German no\ el

of “ The Family of Halden,” where Hennig
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IMPROVEMENTS IN BLOCKS, SHEAVES, &c.

The immense destruction of hempen rope, tackle falls, &c.,

in the naval and mercantile marine, together with the nume-
rous accidents, in consequence of the splitting of wooden blocks,

from “ choaking,” and other causes, induced Mr. A. Smith (in-

ventor of the improved revolving iron shutters, door springs, and
a number of other things for builders, &c.) to turn his attention

to, and thoroughly investigate, the causes, with a view to remedy-
ing the evils.

The improvements made and suggested by him to the Admi-
ralty Board, are partly explained in the following letter, ad-

dressed to the Hon. Sidney Herbert, M.P., Secretary to the Ad-
miralty, &c., &c. :

—

“ Iron- Works, Princes-street, Leicester-square.
“ Sir,—I have to request that you will be pleased to lay before

the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty the accompanying
improvements in the construction of sheaves for ships’ blocks,

and stroppings for same, as also thimbles for ropes. The sec-

tional sketches annexed, figs. I, 2, 3, with the accompanying
specimens, from No. 1 to 6, will make the improvements apparent.

The two pieces of hempen rope having been working the same
length of time and with the same quantity of weight suspended,

the one over the ordinary wooden fiat grooved sheave, figs. 1 and

2, and the other on the improved semicircular grooved iron

sheave, fig. 3, fully demonstrate that a tackle fall, rove into a set

of blocks with the improved sheaves, will ensure the rope’s lasting

considerably longer, and retaining its natural round form, instead

of being compelled to take the flat distorted form of the groove
in the ordinary wooden sheave, which is the case when a rope
gets wet, and is under a strain tending not only to weaken the

rope, but to choak and split the block. The improved iron

sheaves are not heavier than the ordinary wooden ones of equal
strength, are cheaper in the first cost, will last much longer, and
are not liable to warp. The improved thimbles are stamped out

to the form of the rope, and allow of it retaining its natural

strength. The patent wire rope stroppings for blocks are stronger,

lighter, and cheaper than hempen. I shall be much gratified if

their Lordships will be pleased to allow a deposit in their Lord-
ships’ model room, in Somerset House, of the accompanying
specimens of my patent wire rope stroppings for blocks of from
five to fifteen inches (such as I am about to supply for the use of
her Majesty’s ship Penelope, pursuant to their Lordships’ demand
to fit that ship), and which are numbered from 5 to 15 ;

also a
block, two sheaves, and two thimbles of my improved construc-
tion, together with fitted specimens of my patent wire-rope.

“ l am, &c., “ Andrew Smith.
“ September 28, 1842.”
Their Lordships examined, and highly approved of, the several

improvements, and have most extensively adopted them.
Subsequently, Mr. Smith proposed an important improvement

in blocks, substituting metal for wood, and introducing the im-
proved semicircular grooved metal sheave, &c., models of which
were laid before their Lordships, who were pleased to order the
same for her Majesty’s yacht, Victoria and Albert, which vessel
was entirely fitted with the patent wire-rope, screw lanyards,
thimbles, &c. The improved metal'blocks, being formed without
joining, and in one piece, will not split. The hook or eye is

fastened, or made to swivel, in the shoulder of the block, re-
quiring neither strap nor iron binding, which are so objectionable,
yet absolutely necessary, in common wooden blocks

;
the straps

are objectionable, as they become destroyed, in a short time,
from exposure to the atmosphere, absorbing and retaining mois-
ture, particularly in the splice at the lower part of the block, W
which becomes imperceptibly, but quickly, destroyed, while the

“

other parts are comparatively sound and uninjured
;
thus it often

happens, when tackle, after lying past some time unused, is

again applied to raising heavy weights, though far below the
weight they should bear with safety, the strap suddenly breaks
(generally at or in the splice—sometimes in the throat of seizing),
and the extent of accident depends upon the circumstances
under which it took place. The improved metal blocks, being
rounded off (having no sharp edges), do not injure the spars or
gear, which is a great objection in iron-bound wood blocks, and
cannot be obviated. The shell of the improved block, being
hollow, as it were, with ribs, or strengthening pieces, placed
vertically, and across them on each side, to support the pin upon
which the sheave rotates, gives the greatest quan- ] 6 6-7
tity of strength with the least weight—in fact, -

these blocks are, for the same size, not heavier
than iron-bound wood blocks, while they possess
about four times the strength, and will, doubtless, '

last more than four times as long, and, when worn
out, they are worth near two-thirds of their first

value. Under these circumstances, the expense,
which at first is little more, will be very consider-
ably less, than common blocks

;
besides the advantages, Sic.,

already named, there are others of minor importance, too nume-
rous to cite.

Fig.i

Fig 2

Fig*

(with his master) being hotly pressed by the

Croats, at the moment of action, cried

“Amen! ” there not being time, as he relates,

to repeat the whole petition. Often, from the

expenditure of a million sterling in modern
buildings, the artist is not furnished with one

example for his pencil, while in old fabrics,

though there may be nothing else, some
chimney-piece, some doorway, some font, or

other object of art which never cost five pounds,

may furnish him with a beautiful subject.

Money is powerful, but science and taste are

enchanters.—

E

d.]

THE CAMPHINE LIGHT.

Amongst the many improved lamps, the

Camphine, which has been just introduced, is

beyond all comparison the principal. The
Argand, by which a stream of air was directed

upon the interior, as well as the exterior, of

the wick, was a stride in advance of its pre-

decessors
; the recent contrivance, by which

in the Solar lamp the stream of external air is

poured immediately on the ignited portion of
the wick, instead of being supplied from below,
was an improvement of the Argand

;
but su-

perior as is the Solar to the common forms of
lamps, it has its defects. The capillary attrac-

tion, from the glutinousness of the oil, is com-
paratively feeble

;
and, unless the reservoir is

kept well filled, the light will become dim.
The combustion of the oil is imperfect, and
carbonaceous matter accumulates on the wick,
which renders snuffing now and then impera-
tive. Above all, the Solar requires, as all

other lamps do, a nicety of attention, that
domestics can rarely be persuaded to give.

There is another evil attendant on burning oil,

that by no contrivance can be got rid of—the
disagreeable nature of the oil itself. Let the
utmost care be employed, accidents will happen
in using it, and clothes and carpets, to say
nothing of hands, will suffer from the contact.
From all these drawbacks the Camphine lamp
is free. From the manner in which the burner
is contrived, and from the extreme liquidity of
the fluid employed, the combustion is so per-
fect, that the wick, after ten or twelve hours’
consecutive burning, is scarcely if at all charred.
Then, by reason of the same liquidity, the ca-

pillary attraction is so active, that a flame of
undiminished brightness will remain until the
wick itself is actually dry ! The reservoir once
filled, there is no necessity in the course of
sixteen hours for any additional supply. The
flame of the Solar is much more intense than
that of the Argand

;
but the flame of the Cam-

phiue is absolutely dazzling—whiter than the
best gas, while it has not that disagreeable
flickering that all lights are liable to; by the
light of the Camphine, colours may be dis-

tinguished ns readily as by daylight. English’s
Patent Camphine (for which her Majesty’s
Letters Patent have been granted) is in itself

so far from being injurious, that, if accidentally
spilt on the most delicate tissue, instead of
soiling, should there be any spot of grease on
the garment, it will effectually remove it. The
trimming is a task in which the most delicate
fingers may be employed

;
it is unaccompanied

by the slightest smell in lighting, which is in-
stantaneously effected

;
and as little is any

smell perceptible on its being extinguished,
which also is the work of a moment. The
Camphine lamp requires but one act of atten-
tion—that is, to cut the edge of the wick even
with the edge of the tube, and leave it so.
With this one care the lamp never goes wrong,
never intermits, but shines on, from sunset to
morning, with an even, steady, pure, and beau-
tiful light.—Hull Packet.

Electricity at Breakfast.—In fact,
startling as it may seem, it is beyond contra-
diction certain, that the largest charge of the
largest Leyden battery does not equal in quan-
tity the electricity which passes between the
tongue and a silver spoon, during the simple
act of eating an egg. Indeed, if the quantity
developed in the latter case were free to assume
the form of the electricity obtained from fric-
tion, the result would be a lightning-flash of no
small power. The chemical action of a grain
of water upon four grains of zinc can evolve
electricity equal in quantity to that of a power-
ful thunder-storm.

—

Electricity
, by Dr. Lard-

ner and C. V. Walker,

Infirmary for Children of Foreign-
ers.—A committee is about to be formed,
with a view to the foundation of an infirmary
tor the children of distressed foreigners. In
aid of this laudable purpose, large suras have
already been contributed both by the English
and the resident foreigners. Contributions
have also been received from foreigners of the
highest rank residing on the Continent, A

house will be taken and fitted up, with a view
to the immediate relief of some of these unfor-
tunate children, until sufficient funds have
been collected to build a hospital.

Artesian Wells.—A question is mooted
whether the boring of Artasian wells in the
neighbourhood of Charing-cross will have the
effect of draining the supply of water from the
upper level springs of the metropolis.
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HABITABLE REPAIR.

COURT OF EXCHEQUER—SATURDAY, FEB. 17.

(Sittings in Banco.)
Hart u. Windsor.—The question for the

Court was, whether a rule for a new trial

should be made absolute or discharged.

The action was brought to recover the

amount of one quarter’s rent for a house and
premises in the Wandsworth-road. The
defence was, that the house was so infested

with noxious and disgusting insects, called

bugs, as to render it altogether uninhabitable.

The case was tried before Mr. Baron Rolfe at

the Nisi Prius sittings in the last term, when
the jury returned a verdict in favour of the

defendant on that plea. In the course of the

trial it was proved that the house in question

was situated in Spring-gardens, Wandsworth-
road, and had been let for the term of three

years to the defendant, at an annual rent of 50/.

A few days prior to the family entering upon its

occupation, they discovered that there were bugs
in two of the rooms, whereupon they caused
such means to be applied as they conceived
to be of a nature calculated to get rid of them.

In this attempt, however, they were not suc-

cessful
;
for on the first night of the family

endeavouring to sleep in the house, not a single

person was able to obtain the slightest rest, in

consequence of the numberless visitations of
these insects. On the following morning it

was found that the sheets between which the

defendant and his wife had tried to repose,

presented a mass of “ bug carcases and bug’s
blood.” In the course of the succeeding day
the “ army ” increased, and as day followed

upon day, for several days the “ force of occu-
pation” had become so alarmingly extensive

as to render it a matter of absolute impossi-

bility that human beings 'could continue to

remain in the house. The defendant therefore

sent an intimation as to the state of the dwell-

ing. A series of communications ensued
between the parties, the landlord offering to

endeavour to rid the house of its “ insec-

torial ” inhabitants. To this proposition the

defendant, it appeared, was willing to accede,
provided he was also allowed a quarter’s rent,

to cover the expenses he would necessarily

be put to in procuring another residence for

his family, whilst the proposed “siege” was
being laid and carried on. The landlord, how-
ever, declined to make the required allowance,

and, upon the quarter having expired, the

defendant refused to pay the rent, in conse-

quence of having been compelled to quit, upon
the ground that the house was not in an habit-

able condition. The matter subsequently came
before the full Court, on a motion to set aside

that verdict for a new trial, and on the ground
that the terms of the contract set out in the

lease did not necessarily imply that the house

was to be put in an habitable condition by the

landlord. There was another ground. The
lease set forth that some garden ground was
let to the defendant, as well as the house, and
the question was raised whether, even though
there had been an implied contract as to the

reasonably habitable condition of the house,
the tenant had the power or authority to

abandon or give up the possession of both.

On behalf of the defendants it was contended,
principally upon the authority of Smith and
Marrable, that the landlord was bound to put

his house in a reasonably tenan table and habit-

able condition.

The Court now decided that, according to

all the old authorities, a landlord was not hound
to put his house in such a state of habitable

repair as was contemplated in the present case.

Their lordships, therefore, were of opinion
that the rule should be made absolute. It

would, however, be well that in all future

leases this condition should be expressed.

Rule for a new trial absolute.

Government Contraot for New
Steam-vessels.—A circular has been issued

by the Lords of the Admiralty to the chief of

our engineers, to send in, on or before the 5th of

this month, tenders for four new steamers, two
of the first and two of the second class. The
weight of the machinery, inclusive of the boilers

filled with water, is to be 350 tons for the first

class, and 300 tons for the second. The first

class coal-chambers are to be capable of holding

400 tons, and for the second 350, taking each
ton at 48 cubic feet.

Conreyonljfiirf.

ARCHITECTURAL VOLUTES.

Sir,—In your last number, “ An Architec-
tural Pupil” desires to be informed of the

best methods of striking out the Ionic volute,

and in what works they are laid down, com-
plaining of being “excessively bothered”
with those he has tried. He says it would
not only be a great benefit to himself, but
thinks it would be conferring one on the archi-

tectural world in general, and on pupils in par-

ticular, if his request were complied with. Now,
Sir, I think it would be conferring a greater

benefit upon him, and upon architectural stu-

dents in general, to advise him not to be
bothered with any ; to commit them in fact to

the winds, and confine himself to those means
with which nature has gifted him, I mean his

eye and hand; at the same time exerting his

best endeavours to educate that eye for this

and other purposes of design to the percep-
tion, and his mental eye to the conception and
combination of the beautiful in nature and art.

The means to which I allude of course include

the study of the best ancient and modern ex-

amples.

I am aware, Sir, that I shall startle many,
but I speak from some years’ experience of
architectural designing and drawing, and am
persuaded that my advice is well founded, for

that which I recommend will not only he a

quicker and less embarrassing way of working,
but he in itselfa training of the eye, both bodily

and mental, to the quick discernment and ap-

preciation of the qualities of those forms pre-

sented to it, and also of his hand to an accurate

and ready delineation : and if he possess any
talent (which I think he does from his ex-

pressed anxiety for information), he will be
astonished at the facility of handling, and
quickness of eye, which a little practice will

give him.

Let us consider, for a moment, the nature of

geometrical rule in relation to the design of a

volute. The rules usually given render the

delineation mechanical, without giving any
guarantee for its pleasing the eye

;
but the

object of tbe volute, and of other ornaments
in architecture, is to give pleasure to the sense

of sight. It is, therefore, the eye that should

guide in their formation
;
and the eye and

hand are found capable of giving to them all

that beauty of effect of which they are sus-

ceptible.

The eye revels in the beauty of a volute,

without inquiring if the square of one radius

is equal to the product of the two adjoining

ones, as one of the rules requires. The rules,

as I observed before, are mechanical

;

whereas
there can be no mechanical rule binding in the

case. The rules usually laid down may be
very useful to the mason or the carver when
not guided by the architect, but the architect

has but little to do with them ;* his profession

is one of the arts of design, and his province

is to design according to the principles of

beauty recognized by his eye. He is not only

a superintendent of builders, but an artist

;

and

this constitutes the main difference between

him and the practical builder.

The preceding remarks I have intended

should apply to the detail or full-size working-

drawings for the mason and carver; and until

I read the letter of “ An Architectural Pupil,”

I had no idea that any were so preposterous as

to attempt to apply rules in the drawing of

volutes of the usually small scale of elevations

and sections. When I first commenced the

study of architecture I followed the rules (and

many of them I tried) in the study of the

volute at large ; but L soon discarded them all,

and in the delineation of the largest Ionic

capitals, modillions, or trusses, I should now
use only those means which I above recom-

mend.

It should, however, be observed, that when
a volute exceeds a certain size, say, for a

column beyond 18 inches diameter, the eye

cannot so well operate upon it, or guide the

hand in its formation. To meet this difficulty

* [We are sorry to find our clever correspondent

say any thing which might lead some to imagine an

architect is not required to be thoroughly practical

:

no man can take a first station as an architect

without possessing artistic fancy, and more science

in the various arts applied to architecture than any

workman,—

E

d.]

I should draw one, by the eye and hand, of a
convenient size, and at the same time an
aliquot part of the intended one

; suppose I
had to draw a volute for a column of 3 feet
diameter, I should design one for a shaft of 9
inches, or one-fourth part of the other. I
would draw out this volute with great exact-
ness, with very fine and distinct lines, and then
by ordinates, trace it four times enlarged each
way, to another sheet

;
but as volutes of the

larger size are seldom required, the use of the
best rules in their formation needs not to be
much opposed.

The chief advantage of what I have pro-
posed, consists not so much in the escape from
the “ excessive bother ” of the rules, as in

the exercise which it gives to the eye and hand,
so requisite, so essential, indeed, to the

draughtsman, and which will tell so advantage-
ously in the whole of his study and practice of
architectural design. The man that can only
produce a beautiful curve line by means of the

compass and a given rule, may be a very clever

mechanic, but he is no architect. Again, when
he takes up a rule laid down by another, and
knows nothing of its principles (which is too

often the case), what guarantee is there for the

production of that which he should always seek

—a curve of the greatest possible grace and
beauty ?

Whilst tolerably confident of the truth of

what I have advanced, I should still recom-

mend the architectural student not to be ignorant

of the various methods, or at least of the best

methods, laid down for striking out the volute;

for, as much importance is often attached to

such things by workmen, he might suffer in

their estimation if found ignorant of them
;

and as there are many that (notwithstanding

the advantages attendant on the contrary mode
of procedure) will, from natural timidity and
nervousness of hand, still prefer and adhere to

the practice of drawing by rules, and with the

compass, I trust that the remarks I have made
will not prevent any of your able correspon-

dents from complying with the wish of “ An
Architectural Pupil.”

For myself I shall only observe, in reference

to the rules, that a volute being a geometrical

spiral, cannot be correctly struck with the

compass from any series or arrangement of

centres whatever : no portion, however small,

of such a curve will coincide with the circle,

it being generated by a constantly decreasing

radius round a fixed centre. The Archimedian
spiral is generated by a radius decreasing with

an equal motion
;
the logarithmic spiral by a

radius decreasing in geometrical ratio. It is

evident, however, that there are infinite

varieties of species, differing from each other

according to the ratio in which the radius de-

creases. A spiral might be struck out with a

string for a radius, and that radius made to

diminish by coiling round a small cylindrical

centre, or (for a decreasing diminution) round

a conical one, properly proportioned to the in-

tended volute.

Were I asked which of the methods I have

seen I considered the best for practice, I

should give the preference to that laid down

for the logarithmic spiral in Nicholson s

Dictionary, and another for the versed sinic

spiral (I forget where it is found). The former

is the one I alluded to above, and has the radii

decreasing towards the centre in geometrical

proportion
;
and their lengths are easily found

from a table of logarithms : the latter has the

various points of the curve, obtained from

versed sines. In most other methods we aie

furnished only with the centres of the different

quadrants or segments of which the volute is

composed ;
but in the two I have mentioned,

we have points in the circumference or spiral

itself, and can of course more speedily judge

of the result.

VIany volutes that I have seen, drawn from

en centres, have an appearance perceptibly

lty : often I have seen the capital wear a

loping appearance, owing to the commence-

nt of the spiral falling too suddenly from

: horizontal line. To appear well, the

rizontal part of the list ought o e, i

tion from the curve.

I mentioned, as a means of training the eye

for the delineation of volutes bv hand, the

study of the best ancient and modern exam-

ples, I would here take the opportunity also
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been settled for, and which have been vacated,

is very considerable, and that the amount of

rates paid by your petitioners is thereby greatly

increased.
“ Your petitioners therefore humbly pray

that such relief may be granted as to the

wisdom of your honourable House may seem
meet, in order that the improvements above to

be effected may be carried out with due celerity,

and also that those who live in and by the

locality may not incur ruin.

“And your petitioners further humbly pray

that your honourable House will be pleased to

direct that the said Commissioners of Woods
and Forests will immediately select any part

of their extensive plan for the improvement of

the parishes of St. Giles‘s-in-the-Fields, and
St. George’s, Bloomsbury, and finish the por-

tion so selected before they proceed to disturb

what yet remains of the population of those

districts.

“ And your petitioners shall ever pray.”

The following account will afford a just

idea of the great delay which has occurred in

carrying forward the improvements in our

neighbourhood, and will shew how ruinous
that delay must be to the remaining inhabit-

ants.

commenced and finished in six different places,
each separately, and that in accordance with
the plan and Act.

1. The widening of Plumtree-street.

2. Forming a street from Broad-street to
Longacre, viz., the widening of Bowl-yard,
Bel ton-street, and Hanover-street.

3. Museum-street, from the corner of Hart-
street to Holborn.

4. High-street to Charlotte-street.

5. Charlotte-street to Museum-street.
6. Widening of King-street.
Feeling obliged to you for having broached

the subject, I beg to subscribe myself, Sir,

Your very devoted humble servant,

A Plumber or Plumtree-street.
Bloomsbury, 27th February, 1844.

[We should be most particularly obliged by
receiving from our correspondents accounts
of cases, whether settled by private contract,
arbitration, or verdict, of compensation for
property taken for forming public improve-
ments, railways, docks, &c.—

E

d.]

works less time than a joiner. Let him answer
these questions :—Which is the more healthy?
Does not a plumber lose more time than a
joiner, by his repeated attacks of rheumatism
and asthma, brought on by damps, and his ex-
posure to the vapours of the metals, which his

business subjects him to ? How many journey-
men plumbers have you seen above 50 years of
age capable of work ? When answering these
simple questions, you will find the custom (as

you term it) by no means a bad one.

Yours truly,

A Master Plumber.

ONE-HORSE SAW-MILL.
Sir,—Would you or any of your correspondents

oblige a constant subscriber by informing me whether
or not it is practicable to construct a saw-mill to

work with one horse, and if it is, on what principle.

The greatest power I should want to obtain
would be to saw 11 inch deal planks.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

London. H. P. W.

ifHteirrUanra.

wellinoton City Statue.—A meeting
of the committee for the erection of this
tribute from the city to the Duke of Wel-
lington, in grateful acknowledgment of his

grace’s civic services, took place at the
Mansion-house last week. A letter from Mr.
Trevillian, of the Treasury, was read, in which
their lordships sanctioned the appropriation of
the surplus metal of guns placed at the dis-

posal of Sir Francis Chantrey, to execute big

statue, one moiety to the Nelson colun\n lq
Trafalgar-square, and the other to the great
Wellington statue now casting by Mr. Wyatt,
for the west end of the metropolis. The quan-
tity is above eight tons. It was moved by Sir
Peter Laurie, and seconded by Sir James Duke,
that the committee had mucli pleasure in com-
plying with the Treasury minute, which, after
considerable discussion, was unanimously
agreed to. It was then moved by Mr. Jerdan,
and seconded by Mr. Francis, that a letter

should be written to the executors of Sir F.
Chantrey, requesting them to have the statue
ready for inauguration on the 18th of June
next, the anniversary of Waterloo, whjch wag
also carried unanimously.

The New Royal Exchange,—On Mon-
day, Mr, Pullen commenced the sale by
auction of the second portion of Bank-build-
ings, which will comprise the Sun Fire-office,
the secretary’s residence, and two other houses.
1 he disposal of the materials took place in the
large room of the Sun Fire-office, and it was
crowded throughout the entire proceedings,
The competition was very animated, the lots
put up being principally purchased by private
individuals, and not by the trade, as many of
the articles consisted of excellent mahogany
counters, desks, &c. The day’s sale produced
about300/., making 1,600/. for what has already
been disposed of. The sale was concluded on
Wednesday, and the attendance of buyers was
as numerous as at the commencement. The
bricks of the Sun Fire-office produced nearly
400/.

;
and the entire sale realized 2,820/.

Improvements in IIungerford Market.—Extensive alterations are now in course of
execution beneath the covered portion of this
market. The market-sheds which ran from
north to south on each side the middle colon-
nade, have in part been pulled down, and in
their place has been erected framework for a
double row of shops with fronts east and west,
and occupying the space hitherto taken up by
the sheds and stalls just referred to. Some of
the new shops, it is said, will vie in appearance
with those of Covent-garden Market, and
besides being appropriated for the sale of choice
fruits and vegetables, there will be some of
them fitted for what is termed the “ fancy ” por-
tion of butchers’ and cheesemongers’ trades.

The Wilkie Statue.—The following in-
scription, proposed by Lord Mahon, is to be
placed upon the statue to Sir David Wilkie, in
the vestibule of the National Gallery:—“Sir
David Wilkie, R.A., born 1785, died 1st June,
1841—a life too short for friendship, not for
fame.”

of recommending to the student the keeping

by him, for constant reference, a pattern

volute, by the most approved rules accurately

drawn to a large scale. With this he may con-

stantly compare his drawings made by hand,

and be enabled to judge of the improvement he

is making.
I have extended this letter far beyond what

I at first intended, but the interesting nature of

the subject must be my apology.

I remain, Sir, yours very respectfully,

S. Huggins.
Liverpool, February 20, 1844.

Sir,—

A

s I have no doubt you are a votary

to the opinions (which, indeed, are but the

record of facts) inserted in No. 51 of your

publication, upon “ Modern Arches,” taken

from the “ Essay on the Decline of Excellence

in the Structure and in the Scietice of Modern
English Buildings,” otherwise I doubt if you
would have inserted them in The Builder, I

wish you would just take an arch look at the
“flaw-tcalls,” which in spite of prudence and
decency are being formed in the new houses

which are now in course of erection in the in-

tended street between Holborn-bridge and

Chick-lane. I myself have attempted to reason

with the Paddies who were setting them up, but

the only reply I could obtain was, “ Faith, they
can never go, being joined for ever, and pur-

gatory through and through, with cement,
carted from Broken Wharf be me own self.”

I am, Sir, with the most profound respect,

your sincere friend,

Francis Frangible.
Farringdon- street, 26th February, 1844.

[Francis Frangible, of Farringdon-street, is

a funny fellow. According to his request, we
have looked at the fabrics in question

;
and had

we not conceived from his letter too high an
idea of his honesty and solidity of judgment,
we might have imagined the “ flaw-walls ”

ip question to be Mr. Frangible’s own work-
manship.

—

Ed.]

DELAYS IN FORMING PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS.
Sir,—Observing in your last Saturday’s

number some very proper remarks relative to

the ruinous consequences of leaving in a state

of abeyance public improvements when partly

done, 1 send for insertion in your next number
a copy of the petition of thirty-eight inha-
bitants of the parishes of St. Giles’s-in-the-

Fields and St. George’s, Bloomsbury, lately

presented to the House of Commons on the
same subject, which was in the following
words, viz. :

—

“ That your petitioners view with the
greatest concern the delay made in carrying
into effect the several improvements contem-
plated under the provisions of an Act passed
in the fourth and fifth years of the reign of her
present Majesty, intituled, ‘ An Act to em-
power the Commissioners of her Majesty’s
Woods to raise money for certain improve-
ments in the metropolis, on the security of the
land revenues of the Crown, within the county
of Middlesex and city of London.’

“ That a Bill is now in progress before your
honourable House to enlarge the powers
granted by the above-named Act of Parlia-
ment, which is to empower the governor and
company of the Bank of England to advance
and lend moneys to her Majesty’s Commis-
sioners of Woods, Forests, Land Revenues,
Works and Buildings, on the security of the
land revenues of the Crown.

“ That your petitioners are tradesmen, de-
pending upon the custom of the surrounding
neighbourhood—that they have expended con-
siderable sums in the purchase of leases, and
bestowed much time and industry in promoting
and improving their several establishments.

“ That the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests, in carrying out the provisions of the
Act already' named, have, as it appears to your
petitioners, shewn greater alacrity in removing
houses than in providing for the erection of
new buildings

;
a vast number of houses having

been pulled down without one spot being abso-
lutely cleared for rebuilding; nor, as far as
your petitioners perceive, have any prepara-
tions been made for restoring the neighbour-
hood

;
on the contrary, the commissioners

continue to pull down a few houses here and
there over a large district. The result is that
your petitioners’ customers are driven away,
and trade nearly annihilated.

“ lhat the number of houses that have

plumbers’ and joiners’ wages.
Sir,—In your last, “ A Surveyor, and Con-

stant Reader” of your useful work, wishes to

know why a plumber has more wages, and

The Admiralty intend that Portsmouth
dock-yard shall in future be lighted with gas,
and the sum of 240/ is this year inserted in the
Navy Estimates to cover the expense,
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Silbury Hill.—Silbury Hill is the largest

artificial mound in Europe. It is not so large

as the rtiound of Alyattes in Asia Minor,
which Herodotus has described, and a modern
traveller has ridden round. It is of greater
dimensions than the second pyramid of Egypt.
Stukeley is too ardent in the contemplation of
this wonder of his own land, when he says,
“ l have no scruple to affirm it is the most
magnificent mausoleum in the world, without
excepting the Egyptian pyramids.” But an
artificial hill which covers 5 acres and 34
perches

;
which at the circumference of the

base measures 2,027 feet
;
whose diameter at

top is 120 feet
;

its sloping height 316 feet, and
its perpendicular height 107 feet, is indeed a
stupendous monument of human labour, of
which the world can shew very few such ex-
amples. There can be no doubt whatever that

the hill is entirely artificial. The great earth-

works of a modern railway are the results of
labour, assisted by science and stimulated by
capital, employing itself for profit

;
but Silbury

Ilill in all likelihood was a gigantic effort of
what has been called hero-worship, a labour
for no direct or immediate utility, but to pre-
serve the memory of some ruler, or lawgiver,
or warrior, or priest. Multitudes lent their
aid in the formation, and shouted or wept
around it, when it had settled down into
solidity under the dews and winds, and its

slopes were covered with ever-springing grass.
If it were a component part of the temple at

Abury, it is still to be regarded, even more than
the gathering together of the stone circles and
avenues of that temple, as the work of great
masses of the people labouring for some
elevating and heart-stirring purpose. Their
worship might be blind, cruel, guided by crafty
men who governed them by terror or by delu-
sion. But these enduring monuments shew
the existence of some great and powerful im-
pulses which led the people to achieve mighty
things. There was a higher principle at work
amongst them, however abused and perverted,
than that of individual selfishness. The social
principle was built upon some sort of reverence,
whether of man, or of beings held to preside
over the destinies of man.

—

Old England.

Important Meeting at Birkenhead.
•—On Saturday evening last, a meeting of the
rate-payers of Birkenhead and Claughton-
cum-Grange, was held, in pursuance of public
notice, at the Town-hall, in the former place,
for the purpose of the bill for authorizing the
purchase of the Monks’ Ferry, and the bill for

the construction of the Birkenhead docks,
being submitted for consideration. The at-

tendance was numerous, including most of the
influential gentlemen of the township and
neighbourhood. On the motion of J. S. Jack-
son, Esq., John Deane Case, Esq., was called
to the chair. The following resolutions, pro-
posed by Mr. Wm. Jackson, were carried,
without a dissentient voice:—“That this
meeting fully concur in the view taken re-

specting the purchase of the Monks’ Ferry
property, and approve of the commissioners
purchasing the same, and sanction their appli-
cation to parliament for the necessary power,
and to raise the money to pay for it

;
and that

the act now presented be approved of.”

—

“ That this meeting approve of the steps taken
by the projectors of the Birkenhead docks, and
approve of the plans as prepared by Mr. Ren-
dall

;
and that the commissioners be authorized

to petition parliament on behalf of the town-
ship in favour of the same, and that the bill

now presented be approved of.” Thanks were
then voted to the chairman, and the meeting
separated.

—

Liverpool Journal.

TurnpikeTrusts.—In the House of Com-
mons, February 1 2th, Lord Ebrington, pursuant
to notice, asked the Home Secretary, whether
it was the intention of her Majesty’s govern-
ment to introduce any measure, or the same
measure which had been already proposed.

—

Sir J. Graham (Dorchester) said that a com-
mission had been appointed to inquire into and
report upon the subject of the administration
of turnpike trusts in England. The commis-
sioners had fully investigated the matter, and he
expected that their report would be ready in a
very short time; but before introducing any
measure of the kind, he wished to have the ad-
vantage of receiving their report

New Market.—The subject of a New
Corn Market at Colchester is to be taken into
consideration at a public meeting this day.

The Druid’s Stone.—While toiling along
these wild wastes (in Portugal), I observed a
little way to my left a pile of stones of rather
a singular appearance, and rode up to it. It

was a Druidical altar, and the most perfect and
beautiful one of the kind which I had ever
seen. It was circular, and consisted of stones
immensely large and heavy at the bottom,
which towards the top became thinner and
thinner, having been fashioned by the hand of
art to something of the shape of scollop shells.

These were surmounted by a very large flat

stone, which slanted down towards the south,

where was a door. Three or four individuals

might have taken shelter within the interior, in

wl'.ich was growing a small thorn tree. I

gazed with reverence and awe upon the pile

where the first colonies of Europe offered

their worship to the Unknown God. The tem-
ples of the mighty and skilful Roman, com-
paratively of modern date, have crumbled to

dust in its neighbourhood. The churches of
the Arian Goth, his successor in power, have
sunk beneath the earth, and are not to be
found

;
and the mosques of the Moor, the con-

queror of the Goth, where and what are they?
Upon the rock, masses of hoary and vanishing

ruin. Not so the Druid’s stone
;
there it stands

on the hill of winds, as strong and as freshly

new as the day, perhaps 30 centuries back,

when it was first raised by means which are a

mystery. Earthquakes have heaved it, but its

copestone has not fallen
;

rain floods have
deluged it, but failed to sweep it from its

station
;

the burning sun has flashed upon it,

but neither split nor crumbled it; and Time,
stern old Time, has rubbed it with his iron

tooth, and with what effect, let those who view
it declare. There it stands, and he who wishes
to study the literature, the learning, and the

history of the ancient Celtjand Cymbrian, may
gaze on its broad covering, and glean from that

blank stone the whole known amount. The
Roman has left behind him his deathless

writings, his history, and his songs
;
the Goth

his liturgy, his traditions, and the germs of

noble institutions
;
the Moor his chivalry, his

discoveries in medicine, and the foundations of
modern commerce : and where is the memorial
of the Druidic races? Yonder; that pile of

eternal stone !

—

Borrow's Bible in Spain.

Opening of the Tame Valley Canal.

—

Wednesday week being the day fixed for open-

ing the Tame Valley Canal, the committee,

accompanied by some of the proprietors, the

company’s engineer, their treasurer, solicitor,

clerk, and other officers, proceeded from this

town in two boats along the improved line of

canal to the point of junction with the Tame
Valley Canal at Tipton, where they found the

contractors, and many boats laden with coal,

iron, and ironstone. The Tame Valley Canal
unites at this point with the Walsall Canal, and
passes from thence through Tipton, West
Bromwich, Perry Barr, Witton, and Aston, to

Salford Bridge, into another canal of the

company, called the Fazeley Canal. The
committee then proceeded to open the Tame
Valley Canal, passing into it from the Walsall

Canal, followed by the contractors and their

friends, and the trading boats, with flags, ban-

ners, and a band of music, amidst the shouts

and loud greetings of a large assemblage of the

neighbouring population. By means of this

very valuable and important communication,
coal, iron, and merchandize of all kinds will be

conveyed at a reduced cost both in tonnage
and haulage from the South Staffordshire

mineral district to the lower part of the town
of Birmingham, and the large and populous

agricultural district on the line and in the

neighbourhood of the Tame Valley Canal

;

also, by the route of the Fazeley, Coventry,

Oxford, and Grand Junction Canals, to Faze-

ley, Tamworth, Coventry, Northampton, Ban-
bury, Oxford, and other markets in the midland

counties, as likewise to the metropolis. The
works of the Tame Valley Canal have been

executed in the most substantial manner, un-

der the superintendence of the company’s
talented engineers .—Birmingham Gazette.

At a meeting of a Board of Directors of the

Dock Company on Monday week, it was re-

solved to carry into execution the wishes of

the Great Britain Steam Ship Company, in the

removal of obstacles preventing her floating

into Cumberland Basin
;
the latter company

giving an indemnity for loss. Repairs to be com-

pleted by the 19th of March .—Bristol Paper.

Wages in Paris.—The wages of the work"
men in Paris are much lower than in London.
The class of labourers to whom my observa-
tions hitherto have chiefly referred, namely

—

stone-masons, paviours, hodmen, &c. do not
earn, even in the finest weather and longest
days, more than from two francs and a half to
three francs and a half; or from two shillings
and a penny to two shillings and elevenpence
per day. I he wages of mechanics and artisans
are a little better, though, in different trades,
the amount of earnings varies considerably.
Carpenters average four francs a day; uphol-
sterers, from three to four francs

;
hatters, from

four to five francs
;

tailors, from three to five
francs, according to the nature of the work and
the abilities cf the workmen

;
watchmakers

earn from three to four francs, or from half-a-
crown to four and twopence; and jewellers do
the same. Those workmen who receive the
best wages are marble-cutters and stone-cutters,
their daily earnings averaging from five to six
francs, or from four and twopence to five

shillings. Next to them are the printers, whose
wages average from four to five francs. The
worst-paid workmen in Paris are the shoe-
makers. Their wages vary from two francs to

two and a half francs per day, or from ten shil-

lings to twelve and sixpence per week. They
are, in fact, no better paid for their labour than
the hodmen who work at new buildings, or the
paviours who toil in the streets. The exceed-
ing lowness of the wages which the shoemakers
receive in Paris, and, indeed, in all parts of
France, accounts for the very great cheapness
of French boots and shoes as compared with
those which are made in England. Boots, as
good as those which cost twenty-eight or thirty
shillings here, can be procured in Paris for

fourteen or fifteen shillings. And yet, low as

is the rate of wages in Paris, compared with
wkat our operatives receive in London, the

working classes in that city may live more
comfortably on their earnings, provided they
are economical, than the same classes can on
their wages in London .—Paris and its People.

Photogenic Lithography.—From Rome
we learn that a copper-plate engraver, Signor
Lanzaruolo, has discovered a method of fixing

on the lithographic stone the images obtained
by the daguerreotype

;
so that a large number

of impressions can be taken on the instant. The
artist has presented to the Pope proofs of
several of the monuments of the eternal city,

rendered by this process, which are said to bo

excellent. Letters from the same city men-
tion a report, that though full of strangers,

including many of our own sight-loving public,

there would be no carnival this year in the

papal city.

—

Athenaeum.

Sir W. Ross, painter to her Majesty the

Queen of England, has arrived at Brussels.

The artist went, on the 17th, to the Palace of

Lacken, where he obtained the honour of a

first sitting of the Queen, whose portrait in

miniature, and that of the young Princess

Charlotte, he is to paint for the Queen of

England.

The celebrated historical painter and direc-

tor of the Academy of Arts at Florence, Pro-

fessor Pietro Benvenuti, died in that city the

week before last, after a long and painful

illness, at the age of 75.

A lecture on the principles and practice of

sculpture, with illustrations, was delivered by

Mr. Keyworth, sculptor, before the Literary

and Philosophical Society of Hull, on Tuesday

night week, and was greatly applauded.

During the last few days, Mr. Francis, the

sculptor, has been at Windsor, taking Prince

Albert’s directions for a statue of the late Duke
of Saxe Gotha.

Sunderland Piers.—Excavating opera-

tions have commenced near to the head of the

south pier at this port, which we understand are

intended for the formation of a slip wash for the

surge of the tide, in order to prevent the heavy

swell to which the harbour is now subject.

Sunderland Herald.

Northumberland House is undergoing a

course of re-embellishment, preparatory to the

arrival of the Duke and Duchess from Alnwick

Castle for the season.

The President of the Royal Society ap-

pointed the 2nd, 16th, and 30th of the present

month, for his soirees to the Fellows of that

learned body.
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The Uses of a Town Cross.—Towns

are places where travellers rest,— all men are

travellers, or may be, or should be. It would

add much to general accommodation, if in the

centre of our provincial towns were to be a

pedestal or monument, whereon should appear

various local information
;
on each of four

faces the distances to other towns, as is done at

Dereham, in Norfolk ;
also the means of tra-

velling, whether by coach or railway
;

the

time of arrival and departure, and the fares.

—

Bury and Suffolk Herald.

The new Royal Academician, elected in

place of Mr. Thomson, is Mr. J. P. Knight.

iCurrent iJrirts of Jttrtalo.

London
,
February 16, 1844.

£. s. d. £. 8. d.

Spelter—Foreign, ton 0 0 0 to 22 0 0

„ For delivery 0 0 0 — 21 0 0

Zinc—English sheet . . 0 0 0 — 30 0 0

Quicksilver per lb. 0 4 6

Iron—English bar, &c. per ton 5 0 0

,, Nail rods 0 0 0 — 6 0 0

„ Hoops 7 5 0- 7 '10 0

„ Sheets 0 0 0— 8 0 0

,,
Cargo in Wales 0 0 0 — 4 5 0

„ Pig, No.l,Wales 0 0 0— 3 5 0

„ No.l, Clyde 0 0 0— 2 2 0

„ For., Swedish .. 10 0 0 — 10 5 0

Russian, gond .. . ...16 10 0

5 0
0 0

0 9f
0 8 }

0 0

0 0

0 0

10 0

12 0

0 0

8 0

15 0

15 0

10 0

10 0
15 0

10 0

„ „ Gourieff -

„ „ Archangel
Steel—Swedish keg p. ton 18

„ „ Faggot 0 0 0 19

Copper—English sheathing. . lb. . . 0

„ Old per lb. 0

,, Cake, per ton 0 0 0— 88

„ Tile 0 0 0— 86

„ S. American 0 0 0 — 77
Tin—

E

nglish, blocks, &c. cwt 3

,, ,, bars....O 0 0 — 3

„ Foreign, Banca. . 0 0 0 — 3

„ „ Straits . . 0 0 0 — 3

,, ,, Peruvian 0 0 0— 3
Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 4 0 — 1

„ „ No. IX 1 10 0—1
„ wasters 3s. per box less

Lead—

S

heetmilled p. ton 17

„ Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19

„ Red 21

„ White 23

Pig-Lead—

E

nglish.... 0 0 0— 16

„ Spanish.... 0 0 0 — 16

,,
American.. 0 0 0 —

The Iron Trade.—To gratify our readers,

we give them the particulars of the expenses

incurred in producing one ton of No. 2 bar-

iron (say merchant bars) from the ore, which,
we trust, will be found to approximate as near

to truth as is necessary to form an idea:

—

Coal, the price of which varies ac-

cording to circumstances from 3s.

6d. to 4s. per ton—Quantity re-

quired to make one ton of bar iron

through all its processes, is about
six tons—at, say 3s. 9d. per ton.. £1

Quantity of ironstone required to

produce one ton of bar-iron is

about three and a half tons, which,
ready for being put into the blast-

furnace, cannot costless than 11s.

per ton 1 18
Limestone—at least 0 2
The amount paid in wages to the

fireman, together with the ex-

penses for oils, tallows, and all

other necessaries, cannot be rated

at less than 1 15
Expenses incurred in transit to the

nearest seaport varies according
to distance, but, with agents’ sala-

ries, poor-rate, rents, and other
incidental expenses, cannot be
rated at less, per ton, than 0 5

2 6

Making a total of £5 3 6
Present price of bar-iron at Cardiff

or Newport—say 4 0 0

Leaving the manufacturer at a loss,

on every ton made, of £\ 3 6
— Swansea Journal.

The market for metals has at length im-
proved to some degree, but the great article of

British iron does not yet participate in the ad-

vance, although an attempt has been made to

obtain 4/. 5s. per ton for bars in Wales.
British copper is in greater demand

;
and a

public sale of eighty-four slabs of Banca tin

produced 66s. per cwt. The price of spelter

is 21/. 10s. for delivery
;
and Spanish lead is in

small supply, and readily saleable at 16/. 10s.

per ton .—Midland Counties Herald.

February 23.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Spelter—

F

oreign, ton 22 5 0 to 22 10 0

„ For delivery 0 0 0— 21 0 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet . . 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver per lb. 0 4 6
Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c. per ton 5 0 0

„ Nail rods .... 0 0 0 — 6 0 0

„ Hoops ...... 7 5 0— 7 10 0

„ Sheets 0 0 0 — 8 0 0

„ Cargo in Wales 0 0 0— 4 5 0

„ Pig,No.l,Wales 0 0 0— 3 5 0

,, No. 1. Clyde 0 0 0— 2 5 0

„ For Swedish.. 10 5 0 — 10 10 0

„ Russian, 16 10 0

„ „ psi

„ „ Gourieff

„ „ Archangel
Steel—

S

wedish keg ..per ton 18 5 0

„ „ Faggot 0 0 0tol9 0 0

Copper—

E

nglish sheating. .lb 0 0 9f

„ Old per lb. 0 0 8£

„ Cake p. ton . . 0 0 0 to 88 0 0

„ Tile 0 0 0— 86 0 0

,, S. American 0 0 0 — 77 0 0
Tin—

E

nglish blocks, &c. cwt. 3 10 0

„ „ bars .. 0 0 0— 3 12 0

„ Foreign, Banca. . 3 6 0— 3 7 0

„ „ Straits . . 0 0 0 — 3 4 0

„ ,, Peruvian 0 0 0 — 3 0 0

Tin plates, No.IC.p. box 14 3 — 18 0

„ No. IX I 10 0— 1 14 0

„ wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—

S

heetmilled p. ton 17 15 0

„ Shot, patent .. 0 0 0— 1915 0

„ Red 21 10 0

„ White 23 10 0
Pig-Lead—

E

nglish ..16 15 0 to 17 0 0

,, Spanish .. 0 0 0— 16 10 0

,, American 16 0 0— 6 15 0

STenacie.

Tenders delivered for building Coach-house and

Stables, for Thomas Allen, Esq., of Blackheath.

—

A. Trimer, Esq., of Adam-street, Architect:

—

Whitewood (of Greenwich) .... £454 0 0

Clemence (Villiers-street) 453 10 0

Sugden (Bermondsey) 449 12 0

Opened in the presence of the parties.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For Erecting a new Workhouse at Arctid, near

Sandbach, Congleton Union.—Plans, &c., at the

Offices of the Clerks of the Union at Congleton,
and Mr. Henry Bowman, Architect, 47, Princess-

street, Manchester ;
W. and J. Latham, Clerks.

March 9.

For Excavating, Puddling, and Building a Gas
Pit, at No. 5, Gas Station, near Gaythorne, Hulme.
Plans, &c., at Mr. Shorland’s Office, Town-hall,
Manchester

;
T. Wroe, Gas Office. March 4.

For Erecting a Master’s House, Boundary-walls,
&c., in connection with St. Peter’s National and
Sunday Schools, Union-street, Oldham.—Plans,

&c., at Messrs. Butterworth and Whitaker, Archi-
tects, Cross-street, Manchester. March 7.

For Sewering, Paving, &c., several streets in

Chorlton-upon-Medlock.—Plans, &c.,at Langtry’s,

Surveyor, Town-hall, Chorlton-on-Medlock
; J.

Heron, Town Clerk, 21, Princess-street, Man-
chester. March 4.

For Erecting and completing Buildings and other
Works for Station at Halifax, Manchester, Leeds,
and Hull Railway.—Plans, &c., at Engineer’s
Offices, Palatine-buildings, Manchester. March 11.

Contract for the Erection of a Town House
and Outbuildings on the Charity Farm at Thrigby,
near Great Yarmouth.—Mr. A. J. Tillett, Archi-
tect, King-street, Great Yarmouth. March 11.

Contract for Erecting a School-house at Hol-
loway, Bath.—Mr. G. P. Manners, Bath. March
2 .

Contract for Building a Lock-up-House at

Tonbridge, Kent.—Mr. H. A. Wildes, Maidstone.
March 11.

Contract for the Erection of a Chapel, and also

additional Buildings for female patients, and other

alterations to the Kent County Lunatic Asylum.

—

Mr. G. Poynder, Clerk, Asylum, Maidstone.

March 18.

Contract for Building Sewers in Cursitor-

street, Graystock-place, Dean-street, Cock -lane,

Seacoal-lane, and other places contiguous.—Mr.
Jos. Daw, Sewers Office, Guildhall. March 12.

Contract for the Execution of the several

Works necessary to be done in the Re-building of

Brent Bridge, and repairing Finchley Bridge, Hen-
don.—Clerk of the Peace, Sessions House, Clerken-

well-green. March 26.

Contract for Building new Sewers in Portpool-

lane, Leather-lane, Wobum-place, and Great

Coram-street—Messrs. Stable and Lush, Hatton-

garden. March 8.

Contract for better Paving, Repairing, and
keeping in order the Stone-carriage and Footway
Pavements of the parish of St. Mary-le-Strand.

—Mr. G. Truwhitt, Clerk. March 14.

Contract for supplying her Majesty’s several

Dock-yards with 2,750 loads of English Elm
Timber, and 119 Elm Trees for Pumps.—Secretary

of the Admiralty. March 19.

Contract for Building Nine fourth-rate Houses.

—Mr. Single, 34, Coleman-street, City. March
11 .

Contract for Repairing or New Paving the

Footways and Carriage-ways, as the Commissioners

may appoint, of the parish of St. John the Evan-
gelist, Westminster, for one year, from Lady-day
next.—Mr. J. R. L. Walmsley, Clerk. March 5.

Parish of St. George, Hanover-Sguare.
—Contract for Workmen’s Tools and Hammers,
Iron Lamp Posts and Gas Fittings, and for keeping

in order the garden in Hanover-square, for one

year from the 25th March. R. Lees, Clerk, Board

Room, Mount-street. March 6.

Parish of St. George, Hanover-sguare.
—Contract for Masons’ and Paviours’ Work, and

supply of Guernsey Granite Chippings, and York-

shire Paving, for one year from the 25th March.

—

Mr. R. Lees, Clerk, Board Room, Mount-street.

March 6.

Contract for Removing presentWooden Turret,

and erecting a Stone Turret in lieu thereof, with

other works, at Preston Hospital, near Wellington,

Salop.— Plans, &c., E. Haycock, Esq., Architect,

Shrewsbury, or at Mr. Potter's, Bridgman-place,

Walsall. March 9, 1844.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We have received the communications of 11 C.
S.,” “ Alpha,” “ L. O. G.,” “ Censorius,” [who
assumes a Latin signature to an English letter

swarming with grammatical errors, though on a
good subject,'] and of 11 One of the London
Beavers.”

We have received
“ A History of British Fossil Mammalia and

Birds,” by Richard Owen, F.R.S., part I.

“ Geology: Introductory, Descriptive, and
Practical, by David Thomas Ansted, M.A.,F.R.S.,
part I.

“ Illustrations of Baptismal Fonts.” Van
Voorst. Parts II.

,
III.

,
IV.

“ Ion.”

—

The work, we are informed, is at

present out ofprint. The price was 1/. Is.

“ T. M. C ,”—Thepresent price of the work is

8/. 8s., and is to be obtained at No. 106, Great
Russell-street, Bloomsbury.

The fresh communication of “ G. R. F.” upon
“ Annulets” we have received, and have put in

hand its requisite illustrations.

The article “ Echinus,” from “ G. R. F.,”
will appear in our next Number, if our engraver
complete his work in time.

“ J. L. T.”

—

The beautiful example of a Welsh
font has been received. With the other details of
it, we should like to have a plan or horizontal sec-

tion of its basin.

We have received “ Specimens . of . Decora-
tions . in . the . Italian . Style . Selected .

from . the . Designs . of . Raffaello . in .

the . Vatican . Palace . at . Rome.”
We have received the draivings of the Arbroath

Infirmary, but cannot insert them till we have a
description of the building, and the names and
purposes of the different wards.

We have received the drawings of the proposed
Hythe Pier, and those for Scrolls and Curtail-

steps, and intend to have them engraved.

Errata.—

N

o. LV., page 95, first column,
line 22, for “ Censor ” read Censer.

In page 23, first column, line 31, for frustrum
readfrustum.
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AKING up for

the fifth time the

;

important sub-

^ ject of 33n&ge=

intillring, we
must conclude

what we have to

say at present

arches before we re-

to piers andabut-

21stly. Every bed-joint

throughout bridge-work

generally should be form-

ed at right-angles to the

course of the active drift

^
1 or pressure, so that no

fracture or displacing of

the materials may occur

from irregular or askew

gravitation
;

thence the

arch-joints, instead of

being straight inclined planes, will assume

a curved form, which will not only effec-

tuate correct gravitation of the materials.

utterly prevented by each stone in the work
being plugged with copper, or other proper

metal, to all the other stones which adjoin such

stone. In the present state of architectural

taste, we might not admire the appearance of

arch-joints being so curved, but this may be

only first prejudice, since if, by the nature of

science, they should be so required for perfect

operation, we should soon, becoming accus-

tomed to such form, cease to dislike them, and
even admire their prominent display, in the

same manner as we do the flowing curvatures of
nature. The pinning up tightly the key-stone,

and plugging it to the adjoining stones, will

in this, as in all other cases, be a matter of
some difficulty, but may be partly effected by
the key being horizontally somewhat wedge-
shaped, so as to drive forward till tight, and
by being then run with lead.

22ndly. The spandrils of the arch should

form part of the Catenarian construction, the

extrados itself being the immediate bed of the

road way.

23rdly. The mere paving or other roadway,

and its traffic, should be the only burthen upon
the arches and piers of a bridge, except the

unavoidable weight of the parapets and their

adjuncts.

24thly. In order to distend upwardly the

spandrils of the arch, so that the extrados may
form the bed of the roadway without any more
burthen, they should be made of lighter mate-

rials, so as to afford the requisite quantity of

resistance to fracture, without any increase of

weight.

25thly. Solid arch-spandrils, formed of

materials graduated in lightness in proportion

to the excess of length required in order to

occasion the extrados of the voussoirs to reach

up to the under side of the roadway without

more burthen, will be more economical and
more certain in operation than open spandrils

formed of harder and heavier materials, on
account of the difficulty and perhaps impossi-

bility of forming tunneled or other open span-

drils, without casting weight irregularly upon
some parts of the work, instead of diffus-

ing it uniformly over the whole of every

skewed surface and bed-joint of the work; so

that although it is necessary that all the ex-

ternal work of a bridge should be of such

materials as will resist the effects of moisture,

air, and time, there may be cases in which the

arches or their spandrils, or some other parts

of them, maybe better formed of light tophus,

or even chalk, than of the hardest granite.

26thly. Having now arrived at the piers of

the work, our chief theory thereon is, that they

should commence in bulk of the utmost united

substance of the spandrils of the two arches to

be supported.

27thly. If any reduction of this bulk occur,

harder materials must be chosen, as, for in-

stance, if the inclined bed-line of each span-

dril be 10 feet long, the head of the pier should

be 20 feet wide, if the pier be of the same
kind of mate-

rials as the

arches
;
but if

it be desirable

(as it may) to

reduce the piers

to only 10 feet wide, the material of the piers

should be twice as capable of resisting fracture

as that of the arches.

28thly. It may be taken

as a general rule that for

reducing bridge-piers to the

smallest practicable bulk,

and thence leave the great-

est amount of water-way,

they should be built of the hardest, most com-
pact, and least bulky materials

;
but that from

the use of light materials for arches result the

advantages of greater depth of key-stone and
spandril, whereby the voussoirs at the vertex

of the work are less likely to slip through, and

mere lumber is rendered unnecessary for filling

out the haunches of the work for supporting

the roadway.

29thly. The piers, instead of being perpen-

dicular, should increase downwardly, so that

there may be the same amount of pressure on

every foot of the work down to near the foun-
dation; but in order to prevent obstruction to

the water-way under the arches, the piers may
be made with small increase of width till near
i he foundation, but with greater increase of
length the way of the stream, so as to make
up for restriction of width.

30thly. Unless the foundation of a bridge
be solid sure rock, there should be a sudden
increase or spread of the work according to

circumstances, so that every foot of the bed or
foundation of the work (instead of being onlv
as capable of resisting pressure as well as any
course of the masonry of the pier) may be
even three or four times as capable of resisting
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pressure
;
so that notwithstanding theaccident

and vicissitude to which a foundation under
water are liable, there may be if possible a
certain assurance of the

work standing.

In our next we shall

go into the theory of the

Land-abutments.

METROPOLITAN BUILDING-ACT.

House of Lords

—

The Earl of Lincoln
said he rose for the purpose of bringing in
a bill for regulating the construction and
the use of buildings in the metropolis
and its neighbourhood. It would not be
necessary for him to enter at length into
the subject, as the contents of the voluminous
reports which had been laid on the table of the
house in reference to it must be fresh in the re-
collection of the House, and it would be,
therefore, useless on that occasion to go into
any recapitulation of them. He should merely
state that the report of the committee which
sat in 1840 recommended a measure for the
regulation of buildings in large towns, which
was not only essential, but of primary im-
portance. The first bill on that subject was
brought forward in 1841 by a noble lord a
member of the other House, who was then.
Secretary of State for the Home Department,
but it did not pass in consequence of the dis-
solution of Parliament in that year. In 1842
it was again introduced in the House of Lords,
but before the second reading in the House of
Commons it was referred, by the unanimous
assent of all parties, to a committee up-stairs,
which sat during the session without coming to
any practical result, and at the end of the
session the committee reported the evidence
without any decision upon it. At the desire of
his right honourable friend the Secretary of
State for the Home Department, he (the Earl
of Lincoln) looked through that evidence, with
a view to the preparation of a measure on the
subject for the session of 1843. He consulted
several architects and surveyors on the subject,
and he found that a general measure on the
subject would embrace very complicated details,
from the circumstances connected with the
various towns that should be included, some of
them, such as Liverpool, having local acts for
regulating those matters, and others, such as
Manchester, having no regulation upon that
subject. Seeing this, it was evident that if the
difficulties were overcome, that branch of
the subject would afford an ample basis for a
legislative measure in itself, and consequently
the bill of last session was brought forward
with respect to the metropolis alone

; but in
consequence of the great number of other
measures which were also before the house,
it was found impossible to proceed with
it. He did not regret that it had been so,
for he had frequent opportunities during
the recess of introducing alterations and im-
provements into that measure, and he hoped
that they were such as would make the mea-
sure efficient and useful to the public. Without
trespassing further on the attention of the
House, he would state the leading provisions
of the bill which he was going to bring in.

The house was aware that the present Act for
regulating buildings was introduced in the
reign of George the Third, about seventy
years ago, and many of its details were of
course inapplicable to the present condition of
the metropolis. He, therefore, proposed' to

repeal that Act [hear]. The existing act con-
tained provisions for the prevention of fire, and
he (Lord Lincoln) intended, in the course of

the present session, to bring in a separate mea-
sure on the subject of the prevention of fire in

the metropolis, rather than to mix up provi-

sions for the prevention of fires with his pre-

sent bill. It was unnecessary for him to

trouble the house with technical details, which

would be disagreeable and unintelligible to the

House; such details, for instance, as affected

party-walls, and the various classes of build-

ings'. All he felt necessary to state was that the

bill hud been framed with the greatest care,

and after consulting men the best qualified to

give information on the subject, and be hoped

it was one which would be palatable to all
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concerned, as far as it was possible in a bill

which, to a certain extent, placed restrictions

on the free will of individuals. In the bill of

Vast year provisions were introduced for the

purpose of regulating; and improving drainage.

He proposed to omit those clauses from this

bill, as the subject of drainage and a proper

supply of water to large towns and populous

places was under the consideration of a com-
mission which, he hoped, would before long,

lay a report on the table of the house that

would enable him to deal with the subject

separately. All he proposed, therefore, in this

measure was, such a provision on the subject

of drainage as was indispensable for the pur-

poses of the bilh ’There were also provisions

for the purpose of preventing, as far as possi-

ble, the crowded and confined character of

streets and lanes, which had heretofore, in

btimerous instances, produced so much disease

amongst the poorer classes of the community
in crowded districts; in fact, to so great an

extent had the evil gone, that in some crowded

streets fever continued without intermission

from one end of the year to the other. He
proposed that in future there should be certain

widths as regarded streets and alleys, and as

far as was practicable he proposed to re-

gulate the use of buildings for habitations,

prohibiting the use of cellars for that pur-

pose where it was possible. There was also

a clause in the bill to prohibit the carrying on

of any dangerous trade or business in crowded

neighbourhoods, and another provision to pre-

vent the practice of any business which might

be noxious to the public health in close and

crowded districts. The House was aware that

under the present Building-Act there was a

power to appoint district-surveyors, and it was

not proposed to interfere with that power, or

to interfere with the power of magistrates to

appoint them. He should remark that in some
cases great abuses had arisen from the appoint-

ment of incompetent persons to that office. He
proposed to have district-surveyors appointed

by the magistrates, such surveyors not to be

under thirty years of age, and not to be magis-

trates
;
and he also proposed that the appoint-

ment of surveyors should be confirmed by the

Secretary of State, so as to secure the services

of a superior class of officers. Although he

objected to making new officers, yet he felt

that it was absolutely necessary, to prevent

excessive litigation, that official referees should

be appointed to determine disputes, and he,

therefore, proposed to appoint them by this

measure. There was a provision for extending

the operation of the Act round the metropolis
;

but not further than twelve miles from Charing-

cross. There was also another provision, new
to this bill, and which was not in the bill of

last year ;
it was one for vesting the power of

deciding on the report of the official referee in

the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, in

cases where any exceptions were taken to his

reports. He earnestly hoped, though the bill

was of a technical nature, and therefore not of

a nature to command the attention of the

House, that it would receive its best consider-

ation.

Leave was then given to bring in the bill.

THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.

A very splendid entertainment was given

on Wednesday week, at Mercers’ Hall, by the

Mercers’ Company to the Gresham Committee,

in congratulation of the approaching period to

their labours by the completion of the civic

edifice, which is to be opened in the course

of the next three months.
Mr. Watney, the Master of the Mercers’

Company, was in the chair. Amongst the

company were Alderman Humphery, Sir

Chapman Marshall, Mr. R. L. Jones, the

Chairman of the Gresham Committee; Mr.
Tite, the architect of the New Royal Ex-
change; Mr. Palmer, Mr. Westmacott, the

sculptor, &c.

In the course of the evening, Mr. Tite men-
tioned that he felt the highest gratification in

stating that the works would be completely

finished within the specified time. He ex-

pressed his gratitude for the great liberality

they had exercised in giving additional beauty

to the portico by employing Mr. Westmacott
to make the ornamental sculpture for the pedi-

ment—a task which had been performed by
that gentleman with remarkable classical taste.

He trusted that the building which was so near

completion would fully answer all the purposes

for which it was raised, and that the prosperity

of the great city for which such exertions were

made, and such an expenditure was incurred,

would increase in proportion to the magnifi-

cent improvements now so rapidly advancing.

Mr. Westmacott, in returning thanks for the

warm manner in which he was received by the

company, said he felt much pride in informing

them that the sculpture of the pediment had

been seen by some of the highest personages

in the realm, and that he had been honoured

bv their approbation of the mode in which it

had been executed. Prince Albert had come

upon him unawares while he was at work in

his apron, and emphatically pointed out the

figures and decorations which His Royal

Highness considered to deserve more especial

notice. The Duke of Cambridge had also

honoured him with a visit, and added to the

gratification which he felt by an approval ex-

pressed in terms which nobody could mistake

;

and the greatest man in England, the Duke of

Wellington, did not withhold his tribute of

unaffected congratulation.

Mr. R. L. Jones took occasion to congratu-

late the city of London upon the splendid

manner in which the Royal Exchange had

arisen out of its ashes to claim comparison with

the most famous buildings in the metropolis.

In a few days the unsightly obstruction which

the public had so long desired to see levelled to

the ground would wholly disappear, and the

figure of the hero of a hundred battles would

appear before the edifice which might be con-

sidered as the type of the commercial great-

ness attributable in no small degree to his

militaiy skill and wisdom.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

Jan. 8. C. Barry, Esq., R.A. V.P. in the

chair.

A communication was read from W.M. Hig-

gins, Esq., “ On the recent restoration of the

spire of St. Stephen, at Vienna.” It proceeded

to state, that the ancient church of St. Stephen

is supposed to have been founded, in the year

1144, by Heinrich Jasomirgott, afterwards the

first Duke of Austria, one of the twenty- three

children of Agneseus, to whom the Kloster-

nenburgh owes its foundation. The church

seems to have been several times injured by

fire, and in 1519 by severe earthquakes, which

did great injury to the buildings in Vienna

and the vicinity,’ and on these occasions to have

been partly rebuilt, and much enlarged. The
tower, as built or restored in 1519, in process

of time, deviated out of the perpendicular to a

considerable extent. An iron bar was carried

through it as an axis for the support of the

spire, which, having a considerable tendency to

vibrate, might be considered as an element of

destruction, rather than of strength
;
conse-

quently the thin wall of the lower portion of

the spire was reduced almost to a ruin, and at

length became in such a dangerous condition

as to require rebuilding. The removal of the

old spire was commenced in August, 1839,

and in the following spring all the condemned

part had been removed. The mode of con-

struction adopted in the restoration was novel

and ingenious
;
the slight masonry of the spire

being supported by means of a framing of

vertical iron ribs, fastened, at their lower ex-

tremities, to a cast-iron plate or base, and

united to each other at intervals by horizontal

rings of rolled iron. These rings are made to

project from the inner surface, so as to admit

of a person ascending, with the assistance of

ladders, to the top of the spire. All the wrought

and rolled iron employed in the construction of

this iron skeleton, the weight of which was

only 123 cwt.
,
was prepared in the government

works at Neuberg, in Styria. T he cast-iron

plates or rings 'were furnished from the

government iron works at Mariezell. In

the autumn of 1842, when the whole of the

masonry of the spire had been completed, the

upper portion, consisting entirely of iron-work,

was fixed. This also was attached to a strong

cast-iron circular plate, similar in construction

to that below. This portion of the framing,

with the other iron- work employed in the spire,

weighed about 80 cwt., so that the entire weight

of iron was about 203 cwt. The new portion

of the spire was connected to the old by means

of an arrangement of iron-work, very appro-

ly called “ anchor-fastenings.” T'priately called “ anchor-fastenings.” The por-

tion of the spire restored (viz. from the gallery

of the tower to the top of the cross) is about

182 feet, the cost thereof being about 130,000

gulden, of which sum 15,500 gulden were ex-

pended in taking down the old spire, and in

the construction of the necessary scaffolding.

Objections have been raised at Vienna to the

extensive use of wrought iron in tbe recon-

struction, from an apprehension of injury arising

from the dilatation of the metal under changes of

temperature ; it appears, however, from care-

ful experiments made, that the expansion of a

bar of wrought-iron 40 feet in length, under an

alteration of 40° Reaumur, is not more than

three lines, even in a horizontal position, and

would be less in a vertical position, in conse-

quence of the pressure of the upper parts on

the lower; and the opposite effect would in-

crease with the diminution of temperature, the

effect being still less when a number of pieces

are united, forming a system (as in the iron

work of the spire), than when the same length

is in a single piece. It further appears that

Bolinger, the mechanical engineer, found the

dilatation of one of the iron ribs, between the

temperature of summer and winter, to be only

one line, and that of the iron framework, when

completed and exposed to the direct rays of

the sun before it was covered by the masonry,

to be imperceptible.

Jan. 22. T. L. Donaldson, Esq., in the chair.

Mr. Poynter made some remarks on a plan

and section of the transept of Minchinhampton

Church, in Gloucestershire, presented by

Messrs. Foster and Son, of Bristol. The tran-

sept was, he said, a very curious one of the

fourteenth century, and it was most remarkable

that the roof, although supported by stone

joists, was built as if it were of timber. The
transept was not large, being 29 It. long and

15 ft. wide, and the roof was carried by six stone

ribs
;
the height to the crown of the arch being

32 ft. The appearance was very irregular, the

windows also being narrow. The roof was

originally covered with slabs of stone, but is

now tiled.

Feb. 5. W. Tite, V.P., in the chair.

A paper was read by Mr. J. J. Scoles, on

the pyramids at Abou-Roash, and those to the

southward, including those in the Faiyoum, and

on an arched tomb existing in the vicinity of

Gizeh, shewn in the third volume of Col.V yse’s

work. There appeared to be thirty-nine

pyramids in Middle and Lower Egypt, all of

which have been explored by Mr. Perring, at

the expense of Col. Vyse. They are situated

on the western side of the Nile, chiefly on the

Desert Hills, occupying a space, measuring

from north to south, ot fifty-three English miles.

The principal pyramids alluded to are distin-

guished by the names of Gizeh, Saccara,

Dashoor, and Meydoon, and have a remarkable

correspondence in their general arrangements,

their sides being placed true to the cardinal

points, with one exception, the entrances being

on the north side, and having inclined passages

leading to various apartments; which passages,

to a considerable way down, have been filled up

with solid blocks of stone or granite to the

exact size of the apertures. Four of these

pyramids are constructed of crude or un-

burned bricks, formed of loam, Nile earth,

and chopped straw. In making the excava-

tions necessary to elucidate their construction,

Mr. Perring discovered that the foundation of

some of the pyramids was formed by levelling

the stony surface of the desert with fine sand,

confined’ by stone walls surrounding the base,

and on the sand was built the pyramid. Wood,
forming the ceiling of one of the sepulchral

chambers, and consisting of oak, larch, and

cedar, was found in the interior ot a pyramid

at Saccara in a wonderful state of preservation.

The walls of some of these sepulchral cham-

bers were lined with a bluish green porcelain;

and remains of colouring, gilding, and other

embellishments, shewed the magnificence of

the builders of these mausolea. The arched

tomb near Gizeh was constructed of stone

beautifully worked, and the joints were scarcely

perceptible. From hieroglyphics inscribed on

this monument, it appears to have been con-

structed in the reign of Psammetichus II.

about 600 years before Christ, and is probabl.

one of the oldest stone arches known
;
but Mi

Scoles seemed to have some doubt as to tht

high antiquity of this and other similar arches

from the circumstance that the arch was no!

used by the Greeks, and also that it was little

used by the Egyptians at a later period.
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Feb. 14.—The Rev. the Rector of Exeter
College in the chair.

A volume entitled, “ Remarks on Wayside
Chapels,” by J. C. Buckler and C. Buckler,
Esqs., was received from the authors

;
and the

following books were reported as added to the
library: Gothische Rosetten aus der Kirche
zu Doberan, 4to. Rostock, 1838. L’Architec-
ture Gothique sur les bords du Rhin, de la
Lahn et du Mein, par L. Lange, folio, Franc-
fort, 1833. Stained Glass of the new Church
of Notre Dame at Munich, large coloured

?843
S

’
by F ‘ H ' E“Sert

>
royal folio. Munich,

A paper was read by Henry Addington, Esq.,
of Lincoln College, on the church of St. Peter-
in-the-East, Oxford. 1 his church is well
known to have been currently attributed to
Grimbald, in the time of Alfred

;
but Mr. A.

shewed, by comparison with other buildings,
that the oldest parts of the present structure,
comprising the crypt and the chancel, are late
Norman or transition work, of about the same
age as the choir of Canterbury, the erection of
which, in 1175-84, is recorded by Gervase.
The Lady-Chapel, on the north side, was built
bv St. Edmund of Abingdon, the founder of
St. Edmund Hall, about A.D. 1240, and is in
the early English style; the arches on the
north side of the nave appear to he of the same
age. The windows of the north aisle are good
Decorated work, with flowingtracery approach-
ing to Flamboyant. The tower is also of the
fourteenth century, with an added parapet
of the fifteenth. A fine perpendicular win-
dow at the north end of the Lady-Chapel
was inserted by Vincent Wyking, Vicar, in
1433; another fine window of the same style
and the porch, are probably of the same
period

;
the room over the porch has a stone

vaulted roof of not very common construction.
The present state of the church and church-
yard is worthy of praise and imitation.

Feb. 28. The Rev. the Rector of Exeter
College in the chair.

(L A K. Howman, Esq., Bnlliol College;
the Rev. W. Fletcher, M.A., Brasenose Col-
lege; W. Feelham, Esq., St. John's College •

the Rev. E. R. Dukes, M.A., Christ Church
;W. H. Milman, Esq., Christ Church; \V. E.

Buckley, Esq., M. A., Brasenose College; the
Rev. J. H. Brooks, M.A., Brasenose College;
Alexander King, Esq., Oriel College, were
admitted members.
Drawings of a Lettern in Blythburgh Church,

Norfolk; a Poors’ Box in Cawslon Church,
Norfolk

;
and a singular early English Piscina

across an angle in Blyford Church, Norfolk,
were presented by the Rev. R. M. White, D.D.’
Magdalene College.

Engravings on wood of the Church and
School of Garsington, Oxfordshire (the wood
blocks), were presented by the Rev. the Presi-
dent of Trinity College.
A letter was read by the chairman from the

Rev. G. Costar, Archdeacon of New Bruns-
wick, acknowledging a present of the publica-
tions of the Society, and expressing a warm
interest in its proceedings. The chairman
took this opportunity again to call the atten-
tion of the society to the subject of designs for
wooden churches for the colonies.
A communication from C. Winston, Esq.,

was read by Mr. Parker on the subject of the
chapel at Rozel, in the island of Jersey, a small
and interesting early structure, which had
long been desecrated, and has lately been re-
stored with much care and skill by the pro-
prietor, Mr. Lempriere, under the direction of
Mr. Winston

; a number of drawings illustrat-
ing the chapel in various stages of the work
were handed round the room.

Mr. Parker also read a description of Bes-
selsleigh Church, Berks, a small oblong struc-
ture, mostly of Decorated work, with a good
east window, having a cinque-foiled inner arch;
and a bell-gabel for two bells at the west end.
I his paper was also illustrated by drawings.
A drawing of a rood-screen i'n Swardeston

Church, near Norwich, was presented by W.
H. Stanton, Esq., Exeter College, and a short
account of it read. This rood loft is connected
Avith the roof by a boardeu partition, which
appears to he contemporary with it; other in-
stances of the same arrangement were men-
tioned.

The chairman called the attention of the
meeting to “ The British Archaeological Asso-

111
ciation,” lately established in London, and re-
commended it to the notice of the members as
likely to be an useful central means of commu-
nication for all the local societies.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

March 5.—The President in the Chair.
3 he first paper read was a description by

Mr. J. T. Syme, of the bridge over the river
Whitadder, at Allanton. This bridge, which
was executed at the expense of Miss Boswall,
of Blackadder, from the designs of Messrs.
Stevenson and Sons of Edinburgh, consists of
two arches of 75 feet span each, with a versed
sine of 11 feet 6 inches, the centre pier being
32 feet 1 inch long, and 10 feet in breadth,
making the distance between the faces of the
abutments 160 feet

;
it was constructed of soft

red sandstone, and the abutments were built up
solid, the greater part of the masonry being
ashlar; the total cost of the bridge was stated
to be 6,058/.

An account of the building of Wellington-
bridge, over the river Aire, at Leeds, by Mr. J.
Timperley, was also read. This bridge was
executed from the designs of the late Mr.
Rennie, about twenty years since; it crosses
the river where it is 100 feet wide and 6 feet
deep; it consists of a segmental arch of 100
feet span, with a versed sine of 15 feet, con-
structed of stone from the quarries of Bramley
Fall, which are about 4 miles from the bridge :

the abutments are built in radiating courses
except the external faces, which are horizontal,
the whole being well bonded together

;
the

total quantity of masonry is 80,000 cubic feet.
1 he method of forming the foundations, as well
as of the coffer-dams and centre, was given in
detail, and it was stated that the total cost of
the bridge was only 7,250/.

Mr. G. Rennie made some clear and concise
remarks on the ancient arches, of which traces
have been discovered by the recent researches
of travellers

; alluding to Perring’s account
of ancient arches discovered at Thebes, the
bricks of which bore the name of Sesostris,
which would carry back the knowledge of the
arch to a period of upwards of three thousand
years. He noticed also the size of the stone
lintel among the Greeks

;
the Etruscan arches,

found in Italy; and also the more modern but
very bold arches still remaining in Italy,
Portugal, and Spain.
A paper by Mr. F. Nash was then read, de-

scribing a new kind of girder, composed of a
number of diagonal bars of wrought iron
abutting against each other, with cast-iron
transoms; these latter supporting the pressure,
and the former the tension. This mode of
construction has been recently introduced in
France for bridges

; and the paper, after de-
scribing a number of preliminary experiments
on small girders, gave the details of the proofs
to which four girders placed side by side, with
a bearing of 74 feet 8 inches, had been sub-
jected by order of Monsieur Teste, the Minister
of Public Works, Paris. From this it ap-
peared that with a load of 62 tons, the deflexion
in the centre was ly^ inch, and that the girders
resumed their original position on the weight
being removed, after bearing it for a month.
In order to test the effect of a sudden shock,
a cart, loaded with 4A tons of iron, was caused
to break down s iddenly in the centre of the
bridge without producing any prejudicial effect
beyond crushing the flooring planks. The
weight of these four girders was stated to be
20* tons.

The following papers were announced to be
read at the next meeting, when the discussion
on arches will be resumed :

—
No. 663. “ Account of Pulteney Town and

Harbour (Wick, Caithness), from their founda-
tion in 1803 to the year 1844,” by J. Bremner,
M. Inst.

No. 662. “Description of casks used in
floating large stones to sea,” by J. Bremner,
M. Tnst., C.E.

No. 631. “ Description of the formation of
the town lands of Musselburgh,” by James
Hay.
1 he monthly ballot for members took place,

when the following candidates were elected :

—

Messrs. J. O. Buller, C. M. Herbert, O. Dadian,
J. Abernethy, A. Slate, G. K. Pollock, J. H.
Pepper, J. S. Atkinson, and W. Langdon, as

Associates.
|

LINCOLN TOPOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.
On Tuesday evening-, the monthly meeting

Mason' F
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eem asons’ Hall, RichardMason, Esq., V.P., in the chair. Mr. \V. ANicholson read an interesting paper, deserib-
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leet, and the wails are of rough stone, tilled inaround with concrete
;

the appearances weresuch as to forbid the notion that it had been
built roi a passage of communication, according
to common tradition

;
nor did he think it wafa sewer; the work was evidently of the Roman

period, and it was probably a subterranean
aqueduct, resembling that at Tusculum. An
interesting discussion followed

;
Mr E J

V\ llson inclined to the opinion that it was theRoman sewer. The direction of the southern
blanch, as far as it had been traced, leads
towards the north-western tower of the cathe-
dral, but it goes neither in the direction of the
hypocaust which was found near the Chancery

cloisters

001^^ tesselated Pavement now in the

WORKMAN’S HOUSE.

In the last number of the Westminster Re-view are the following remarks :

“ Self-taught architects appear to have retro-
graded, and lost the little taste they once pns-
sessed for it is rare that we find one of them

To the
b
n

lnstruc l'°u, a chi in ney
in the old English style, which prevailed
in country places, and especially in Kent acentury ago.

“ But we despair of nothing; and we havebeen much gratified at observing the encou-agement given to a very meritorious weekly
publication addressed to this class, called TheBuilder, and eminently calculated to promote
a 'bterests of working-men, as connectedw h the improvement of their habitations. I„

a late number of this publication we noticed
the following communication, to which wo give
insertion here, from, probably, the samemotives which influenced tile editor.'’

(Here is inserted a copy of our corresDDn-dent’s letter and sketch.)
conespon-

ritv M
e

,h

ma
i,

y Sm '' e at
,

thi’ sketch
’ a majo-rity of the houses in the United Kingdom are

fourth-rate tenements, somewhat like thea love, and in Ireland often worse,—the room
up-stairs, and the staircase itself, beinv gene-
ral y wanting ,n an Irish cabin. It will bewell for British architecture and for the Britishpeop e when every working-man begins to think,
like the correspondent of The Builder, of themeans of improving his little cot, and to putby something of Ins earnings towards the

mi, tee
- h° pe that if the Com-

mittee of Council for Education cannot bemade to perceive the importance of architec-
tural manuals for schools, filled with suitable
designs for habitations of farmers, tradesmen,and working men, the subject will be taken up
v

.

e jesting Commission for promoting taste
in the Fine Arts.” 6

M e have ourselves just received the sub-
joined sketch and remarks upon the samt
subject:

—

Sir —One of your correspondents applied
lor a design for the improvement of his little
cottage. 1 inclose one, which I hope will meet
with his approbation.

(j. g.

[We do not
perceive that

our corre-

spondent has
furnished any
hints for the

double door or
portico re-

quested by
“A Working-
man.” YVe
shall abstain

from all criti-

cal remarks
.... we receive

the planai the

house.—

E

d.]
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March 6.—Benjamin Rotch, Esq., V.P.,

in the chair.

The Chairman described Ellis’s improved

turn-table and weighing-machine.

The great objection to placing turn-tables of

the ordinary construction on the mainline of a

railway, is that, by the nature of their con-

struction, they are rapidly destroyed by the

frequent passage of heavy trains over them,

besides the injury done to the carriages, and

the unpleasant motion and noise caused to the

passengers.

Mr. Ellis has constructed a turn-table which,

when not in use for turning engines or car-

riages, rests firmly on the curb, and thus

allows the train to pass rapidly over them with-

out injuring either the table itself, or engines,

or carriages.

The iron pintle of the table on which it

turns, being kept well oiled, works with a loose

collar round it in a vertical iron case, which

case is supported and kept in its central position

by two cross arms of cast-iron at right-angles

to each other, and attached to the curb
;
the

lower end of the pintle passes through the

bottom of the case, below which is a stirrup

attached to a cross lever passing at one end

through a chase in the circular masonry or

brickwork supporting the table
;
attached to

the external end of the long lever is a second

lever, working in a vertical direction, and con-

nected with a third, or handle lever, by which

the table is put in motion or fixed as required.

When the table is to be put in motion, the stirrup

is raised by means of the system of levers, and

the pintle, resting in a conical cup attached to

the stirrup, causes the table to be raised from

its bearing on the curb.

The table is converted into a weighing ma-

chine by attaching a steel-yard to the external

end of the cross-stirrup lever.

The Secretary read an account of the result

of the experiment lately made in Regent and

Oxford Streets, as to daily cleansing the streets

of the metropolis, from which it appears that

—

The experiment was commenced on the

2nd of January, in the present year, and was

continued until the 20th of the same month,

inclusive, being nineteen days: 35 men, and

3-89 boys were, on an average, daily employed,

at the rate of twelve hours a day.

The average area of surface, swept by Whit-

worth’s machines, amounted to 1841 super-

ficial yards, and the quantity of soil slop, &c.

removed by the machines, averaged rather

more than three loads per day, or at the rate

of one load for 613 superficial yards swept by

the machine.

The average cost per day was at the rate of

8/. 13s. 9£d.

The total area kept continually clean during

the 19 days of experiment amounted to 27,000

superficial yards
;
and, taking the boys at 2

to a man, the average area kept clean con-

tinually by each man, with the occasional aid

of the machines at night, was equal to 730

superficial yards .
t

The expense per house for effecting this

desirable object was found to be at the rate of

Is. 2d. per week; but it is evident, that if a

complete system of cleansing the metropolitan

streets daily were carried into efFect, the cost

would be materially reduced, as a large pro-

portion of the mud collected during the ex-

periment was transferred from the adjacent

macadamized roads.

The Secretary read a short paper on Rob-
son’s patent signal lights, which are of three

colours, viz., white, red, and green, the com-
position being contained in paper cases at-

tached to small wooden handles.

Ignition is produced by means of a small

glass globule of sulphuric acid, placed in an

aperture in the handle, immediately above

which is placed a small cake of oxymuriate of

potash, divided from the globule by means of a

small tin slide. In the aperture, works a

wooden screw
;
and when the slide has been

withdrawn, the screw is turned against the

glass globule so as to break it, and the acid

and oxymuriate of potash being brought into

contact, the fire is communicated to the top of

the charge by means of a quick match cased

through the centre.

The practical application of these lights to an

universal system of numerical signals proposed

by Mr. Whishaw, the Secretary, was shewn at

the back of the Society’s repository.

To give notice, a projectile light is used, from

which various balls are thrown up a consider-

able height above the operator; and for parti-

cular signals, cases containing the three differ-

ent colours are used.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.

Feb 1.—Thomas Amyot, Esq., in the chair.

Albert Way, Esq., Director, exhibited some

specimens of Egyptian hieroglyphics, printed

from a set of moveable types (upwards of three

hundred in number) by the house of Didot of

1

Mr' C. J. Richardson exhibited drawings of

a stone rood-screen, with an hour-glass and

frame still attached to the pulpit, in Compton

Bassett church, Wilts. The screen is a beau-

tiful specimen of the late Perpendicular Gothic.

They were accompanied by a drawing of the

font at Yatesbury church, in the same county,

a curious and rich specimen of the ornamental

style of the end of the twelfth century.

Mr. Way exhibited a rubbing of a fine and

instrumental monumental brass from the church

of Allhallows, Barking.

Mr. C. R. Smith communicated a drawing

and description of an early monumental slab

of granite, found on the cliff of Carnsew, in

Cornwall. It bears an inscription, slightly

damaged, which is as follows, and appears to

commemorate two persons :

—

HTC
GEMV
REQVIEVIT

CVNA1DO
HIO
TUMVLO
IACIT
VIXIT AN
NOS

XXXIII.

Dr. Bromet exhibited some drawings of

Newark Priory, in Surrey, and a few antiqui-

ties lately discovered there
;

among which

were an inscribed thumb-ring, the matrix of a

seal, and two enamelled armorial badges, sup-

posed to have been worn by the retainers of the

personages whose arms they bear.

Sir Henry Ellis read extracts from the

minutes of the privy council, from the 32nd to

the 34th Henry VIII.

Feb. 15. Lord Viscount Mahon, V.P., in

the chair.

Albert Way, Esq., Director, exhibited a

rubbing of a commemorative engraved slab,

representing St. Louis, King of France, and

two of his serjeants-at-arms, formerly placed

in the monastery of Sainte Catharine du Val at

Paris, founded by those officers in pursuance of

a vow made by them at the battle of Bovines

in 1214. It was removed at the revolution, and

is preserved in the royal catacombs at St. Denis.

It is richly gilded and painted; its date the

earlier part of the 15th century. Engraved by

Lenoir, in Musee des Monumens Franjais, vol.

i., p.29.

Two long spoon-shaped instruments, and two

thin plates, all of gold, were exhibited. They

were brought from South America, and used, it

is believed, for ornament in the hair.

Albin Martin, Esq., of Silton, Dorsetshire,

exhibited to the society, through the medium

of Mr. Kempe, some articles of antiquity, and

original drawings by his own hand of fresco

paintings; the latter preserved in the Museo

Borbonico at Naples. We describe them in

the order as exhibited.

No. 1 of this collection is a head sculpture

in Rosso Anticho, from the remains of the

Temple of Apollo at Cuma?. It represents

the bearded Bacchus, the mode of displaying

this divinity as conqueror of the East. 1 he

countenance is youthful, the hair disposed

round the forehead in curls somewhat resem-

bling a wreath of roses, and a straight lock of

hair is dependent on each side of the head.

The eyes are hollowed out, probably for the

reception of jewels.

No. 2 is an elegantly-formed bronze vase,

brought from Pompeii; it has evidently been

cracked by the action of intense heat, and is

covered with crystals of blue sulphate of

copper. Mr. Kempe remarked that the sul-

phureous exhalations which arose from the

earth and pervaded the atmosphere at the time

of the tremendous eruption of Vesuvius, which

destroyed Herculaneum and Pompeii, in the

79th year of the Christian era, were so power-

ful that they suffocated the elder Pliny on the

sea-shore at Stabia, supposed to have been at

Castella Mare, about four miles from Pompeii.

No. 3 is a copy of a group of divinities from

a fresco painting, taken from an apartment in

Herculaneum
;

it represents Hercules, Flora,

Tellus, and other mythological characters.

No. 4 is a copy of a fresco from Pompeii,

representing a satyr dancing with a goat
;

a very expressive and humorous composi-

tion.

No. 5. Another fresco from Pompeii, repre-

senting Atalanta, from the well-known group

of Meleager, Atalanta, and attendants.

No. 6 is from a fresco painting at Pompeii,

representing Justice. The figure has all the

simple grandeur of attitude which the late Mrs.

Siddons could so well portray.

Nos. 7 and 8 are ornamental borders from

chambers in Pompeii.

No. 8 is a careful drawing of the remains of

the temple of Venus at Baiai. The structure

is of Roman brick
;
this was formerly covered

with white marble.

No. 9 is a view of the Street of the Tombs

at Puzzuoli. They were seated on a branch

of the Appian Way, and were buried at a re-

mote period by one of those convulsions of

the earth so prevalent in this volcanic district.

The tombs, which are larger than those of

Pompeii, were, at subsequent times, dug out

and rifled of their contents. They have now

the appearance of caverns on either side a

hollow way. The drawings of Mr. Albin

Martin display considerable power as an artist,

combined with the strictest truth.

Sir Henry Ellis communicated from the

Cottonian MSS. a project for amending the

sewerage of the city of London, from the

waters near St. Agnes le Clere, dated 20th

April, 1605.

Thomas Bateman, jun., Esq., of Bakewell,

communicated a description of several barrows

in Derbyshire, opened by him during the

summer of 1843, accompanied with numerous

drawings of the relics discovered in them. It

was found that most of them had been opened

before.

Feb. 22.—Mr. Hamilton in the chair.

William Staunton, Esq., of Longbridge-

house, near Warwick, exhibited an original

appointment by Letters Patent of the Duke of

Somerset as Protector of Edward the Sixth.

It is of a different date to those before known
;

and is signed by all the Privy Council, but ap-

pears never to have received the great seal. It

is supposed to have been preserved among the

muniments of the Griffin family, descended

from the Attorney- general of that period.

John Gough Nichols, Esq., F.S.A., com-

municated a paper on the ancient Amity sub-

sisting between the Companies of Goldsmiths

and Fishmongers of London, and their conse-

quent participation of coat-armour. This latter

circumstance, which is mentioned by Stowe in

connection with the former, seems scarcely to

have been understood by him, inasmuch as

there is no community in the arms of the Com-
panies, and he offers no other explanation of it.

Mr. Nichols points out several private coats,

principally of citizens, and some certainly

Fishmongers, in which fish are found as charges

in combination with the leopard’s head of the

Goldsmiths, and he therefore concludes that

the participation took place in those private

coats. The circumstance occurred at an early

period, probably in the reign of Edward II.,

and therefore long before the incorporated

College of Heralds could legislate on blazon.

Smokeless Steam Coal Company.

The prospectus of a company under this title

has been issued, in which it is stated that upon

estimates and calculations made, the net profits

to the company will yield annually upwards of

50 per cent, on the shares. We must confess

we are somewhat dubious on this point, while

the prospectus appears to us to require some

elucidation. It is under such circumstances

that we are induced to defer any observations

until our next, while we shall, in the mean

time, have an opportunity of satisfying our-

selves on one or two points. The collieries

extend over a tract of 1,300 acres, and have, it

is stated, considerable advantages and facilities

of shipment.



LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES *

Lecture II.

Sbleuoia, as was observed before, was built

by Seleucus, one of Alexander’s great captains,

forty miles above Babylon, at the confluence

of the Euphrates with the Tigris, by a canal.

According to Pliny (Nat. Hist. B. vi. c. 26),
it once contained 600,000 inhabitants, all

the commerce and wealth of Babylon had
flowed into it, and the soil around it was
thought the most fertile in the world.

Seleucia, when an independent Greek repub-
lic, had its senate of 300 nobles. It was
sacked and fired by the Romans, a.d. 165,

when 300,000 inhabitants were put to the

sword. Of its present appearance, Captain
Mignan furnishes us with an account. He
says :

—“ Time, violence, and repeated inunda-
tions have levelled every thing. I looked in
vain for monuments, pillars, aqueducts, and
buildings. Bricks of every kind, mixed up
with layers of straw, varnished tiles, and
pottery of every colour (but chiefly blue),
stones, shells, and a variety of vitreous and
nitrous substances

;
these, and these alone,

comprise what remains of the once magnifi-
cent Seleucia. There is not a single entire
building, nothing but a small remnant of a
wall and a few portions of decayed brickwork
is left to mark the foot of the spoiler, and bid
us mourn in silence and solitude over fallen and
departed grandeur.”
One cause of the decay of Seleucia is

ascribed by Pliny to the Parthians, who, in
order to destroy it, imitated the plan of the
Greeks, who built Seleucia to injure Babylon

;

the Parthians, therefore, built the city of
Ctesiphon, within a few miles of Seleucia, in
order to dispeople and impoverish it. Captain
Mignan describes a very magnificent ruin
called “ Taukkesra,” or the arch of Chosroes.
" The full extent of the eastern face is 300 feet

;

it is divided by a high semi-circular arch,
supported by walls 16 feet thick, the arch itself
making a span of 86 feet, and rising to the
height of 103 feet. The front of the building
is ornamented and surmounted by four rows of
small arched recesses, resembling in form the
large one. The style and execution of these
are most delicate, evincing a fertile invention
and great experience in the architectural art.”
M. de Broses, a celebrated antiquary, supposes
that Ctesiphon is the place where stood Calneh,
mentioned in Genesis x. 10, as formerly part
of Nimrod’s kingdom. The natives of the
country assert that the ruins are of the age of
Nimrod. The riches contained in this vene-
rable pile appear to have been immense

:

Gibbon, in his “ Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire,” (vol. ix. c. 51), describes
the sack of Ctesiphon by the Saracens, a.d.
63/, in the time of Caliph Omar, successor to
Mahomet, in the followingwords:—“Thecapital
was taken by assault, and the tumultuous resist-
ance of the people gave a keener edge to the
sabres of the Moslems, who shouted with reli-
gious transport, ‘ This is the white palace of
Chosroes, this is the promise of the apostle of
God.’ The poor robbers of the desert were
suddenly enriched beyond the measure of their
hope or knowledge. Each chamber revealed
new treasure, by art secreted or ostentatiously
displayed. The gold and silver, the various
wardrobes and costly furniture, surpassed the
estimate of numbers and even of fancy itself.

The sack of Ctesiphon was followed by its

desertion and decay.”
The last two places have been noticed out

of chronological order, but as they arose from
the ruin of Babylon, it appeared best to speak
of them immediately after the account of that
proud city.

Nineveh, the celebrated capital of Assyria,
was founded by Ninus (the husband of the
famous Semiramis), who after his death
received divine honours as the Jupiter of the
Assyrians and the Hercules of the Chaldeans.
Some writers suppose that Nimrod built
Nineveh, as they read the 11th verse of Gen.
x. thus, “ Out of that land he” (i. e. Nimrod,
mentioned in the three preceding verses) “ went
forth into Asshur” (or Assyria) “and built
Nineveh.” This city was built on the banks of

* Resumed from page 495, Vol. I.
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the Tigris*, and, according to the relation of
Diodorus, was 15 miles long, 9 miles broad, and
60 miles in circumference. It was surrounded
by walls 100 feet high, broad enough for three
chariots abreast, and defended by 1,500 towers,
each 200 feet high. It rivalled Babylon in
splendour and magnificence, as well as in
extent, to which we may be easily reconciled
by the knowledge that at the present day,
within the inclosure of most of the great cities
of the East, lie vacant spaces for gardens or
for pasture, as was implied of Nineveh from
the Scripture mention, that in it there was
“ also much cattle.” (Jonah iv. 11.) The kings
of Assyria or of Nineveh were noted for their
luxury and extravagance, but little worth
knowing is recorded of them from the time of
Ninyas (the son of Ninus) until the reign of
Sardanapalus, the fortieth and last monarch.
Before his time, Jonah the prophet was sent to
warn the wicked city (whose inhabitants copied
the evil habits of their kings) that it should be
destroyed in forty days; but upon their repent-
ing and humbling themselves in sackcloth and
ashes, from “ the greatest of them even unto
the least of them,” the city was spared. Jonah
is believed to have lived between 810 and 785
b.c. This repentance appears not to have
lasted long, for we find the prophets Zephaniah
and Nahum foretelling the city’s ultimate
destruction. The former inspired writer, who
flourished in the time of Josiah, about 630 b.o.,

thus predicts: “The Lord will stretch out his
hand against the north, and destroy Assyria,
and will make Nineveh a desolation, and dry
like a wilderness

;
and flocks shall lie down in

the midst of her, all the beasts of the nations;
both the cormorant and the bittern shall lodge
in the upper lintels of it, their voice shall sing
in the windows, desolation shall be in the
thresholds; for he shall uncover the cedar-
work ” (ch. ii. 13, 14). The whole book of the
prophet Nahum is a “burden” against Nine-
veh, of which he says, “ It shall come to pass
that all they that look upon thee shall flee from
thee, and sav Nineveh is laid waste ” (ch. iii.

v. 7-) Beleses, the Babylonian high priest,
and Arbaces, the Median, conspired against
Sardanapalus, and besieged him for two years
in his capital, when, despairing of success, that
monarch made an immense pile in his palace
and set fire to it, consuming himself, his wives,
and his treasures. Diodorus says, “ there was
a prophecy handed down by tradition from
their ancestors, that no one should ever take
Nineveh by force till the river had first become
an enemy to the city; but it came to pass in

the third year that the Tigris being increased
by most violent showers of rain of long con-
tinuance, overflowed a part of the city, and
threw down about twenty furlongs of the wall.
Then the king thinking that the oracle was
accomplished, and that the river was now evi-

dently become an enemy to the city, gave up
all hope of saving himself.” Two verses in the
prophecy of Nahum are very striking with
reference to this fact: “But with an over-
whelming flood He ” (the Lord) “ will make an
utter end of the place thereof, and darkness
shall pursue his enemies ” (ch. i. v. 8) ;

and
again, “ The gates of the rivers shall be opened,
and the palace dissolved.” (ch. ii. v. 6.) We
learn also from Diodorus that “ the Medians,
under Arbaces, being informed by some
deserters of the drunkenness and negligence
which prevailed in the camp of the Assyrians,
assaulted them unexpectedly in the night, and
became masters of their camp.” The prophet
Nahum had foretold, “ For while they be
folden together as thorns, and while they are
drunken as drunkards, they shall be devoured
as stubble fully dry.” (i. 10.) In the destruc-

tion of Nineveh vengeance was taken of the
Assyrians for their captivity and cruel treat-

ment of the ten tribes of Israel. Of the pre-

sent state of that once unrivalled city, modern
travellers of different ages inform us. Lucian,
a native of Samosata, a town upon the Eu-
phrates, who flourished in the second century,

affirms that Nineveh was utterly perished, and
that there was no footstep of it remaining.
Benjamin of Tudela, who wrote his “Itine-
rary” in 1173, says that Nineveh is laid waste.

Haiton, the Armenian, who wrote in the year

1300, says, “ The city of Nineveh is at present
totally in ruins. But by the remains which are

still to be seen, one may be fully satisfied that

* Lord Byron, in his drama “ Sardanapalus,” has fol-

lowed the mistake of some of the early historians, in placing
Nineveh on the Euphrates.
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it was one of the greatest cities of the world.”
And Tavernier affirms that the ancient city
Nineveh is now a heap of rubbish only, for a
league along the river, full of vaults and
caverns.” (vol. ii. b. 2, s. 4.) The town of
Mousoul, on the western bank of the Tigris,
is supposed to be on the site of Nineveh, but
its remains are literally no more than mounds
ot earth, extending over several miles

;
one of

, H8 feet hi&h , 1,850 feet long, and
1,147 feet broad, as measured by Mr. Rich.

G. R. F.
( To be continued.)

RAILWAY BUSINESS IN THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS.

Thursday, February 29 .

Railways.—Two petitions were presented
from merchants and others interested in the
conveyance of goods by railway, for securing
a free competition in the carriage of goods.—
To lie on the table.

On the motion of Col. Sibthorp, a return
was ordered—“ Of all moneys to be raised
under the sanction of the acts whereby railroad
companies had been incorporated, between
the 1st day of January, 1826, and the 1st day
of January, 1844; distinguishing the sums to
be raised by loan or mortgage, and stating the
several acts under which the said several sums
are to be raised.”

South Devon Railway.—A bill “ for making
a railway from Exeter to Plymouth, to be
called ‘the South Devon Railway,’” was pre-
sented, read a first time, and ordered to be read
a second time.

Manchester and Birmingham (Macclesfield
and Poynton Branches.)—A bill for “ enabling
the Manchester and Birmingham Railway
Company to vary the line of their branch-rail-
way to Macclesfield, and to make another
branch therefrom, and for amending the former
acts relating to the said company,” was pre-
sented, read a first time, and ordered to be read
a second time.

Bolton and Preston Railway.—A bill “ to
effectuate the sale, by the Bolton and Preston
Railway Company, of their railway, and other
property and effects, to the North Union Rail-
way Company, to incorporate with such last-

mentioned company the proprietors of the
Bolton and Preston Railway, and to consoli-
date shares and stock,” was presented, read a
first time, and ordered to be read a second
time.

Edinburgh and Glasgoiv Railway.—A bill

“to authorize an extension of the Edinburgh
and Glasgow Railway, and to amend and en-
large the provisions of the acts relating to such
railway,” was presented, read a first time, and
ordered to be read a second time.

Leeds and Bradford Railway A bill “ for
making a railway from Leeds to Bradford, with
a branch to the North Midland Railway,” was
presented, read a first time, and ordered to be
read a second time.

Sheffield,
Ashton-under- Lyne, and Manches-

ter Railway.—The standing orders committee
reported a resolution, “ That in the case of the

Sheffield, Ashton-under-Lyne, and Manchester
Railway petition, the standing orders ought to

be dispensed with
;
that the parties be per-

mitted to proceed with their bill on deposit-

ing in the Private Bill Office amended plans

and sections, excluding from the limits of the

deviation the particular portions of land not

numbered, and rectifying the sectional error,

so that the levels of two turnpike-roads and
two public carriage-roads crossed by the rail-

way between No. 130 on the plan and the termi-

nation of the railway at the collieries, be not

affected; and that the committee on the bill do

examine, in the first place, how far such order

has been complied with, and do report the

same to the house on the report of the bill.”

Resolution agreed to.

Newbury, Basingstoke, London, and South-

ampton Railway.—The standing orders com-

mittee reported “That in the case of the New-
bury, Basingstoke, London, and Southampton

Railway petition, the standing orders ought to

be dispensed with
;
that the parties be permitted

to proceed with their bill.” Resolution agreed

to.
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GRESHAM CLUB-HOUSE.
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON.

HENRY FLOWER, ESQ., ARCHITECT.

The idea for the elevation of the east end

of this building was suggested by the recollec-

tion of the pontifical palace at Florence,

although possibly, on comparing the two, little

less than the “ artistical feeling” would be

recognized. The same innocent piracy may be

seen on comparing the centre of the front

elevation with a sketch, taken from the bridge

of St. Marc at Venice, of a palazza in that city.

The face of the work will be composed of

Roman cement.
The basement-plan shews the kitchen, which

is arched over, to prevent the heat from affect-

ing the temperature of the morning-room
above, and is ventilated by means of flues

peculiarly constructed for that purpose, by

forming the chimney-flues of iron, 1 ft. 6 in.

square, and leaving a space of about 4 inches

immediately around them, so that the heat

from the fire rarities the outer space or cham-
ber, and causes at once a rapid and perfect ven-

tilation both of heat and smell.

The dishes are conveyed from the kitchen

to the waiters’ room above by means of
“ lifts,” in which latter apartment they are

. , examined and adjusted previous to being taken

to the table. The “lift” is opposite the desk
' of the clepk, who is accountable for every thing

that leaves'the kitchen, and who is telegraphed

by me^ns $ffa speaking tube from the waiters’

room. The.spiled plates are returned down the

side “ lift/^flianded into the scullery, through
pie^ w^itdow, washed, and placed in a hot

i

_Xfv - '"-closet und*r the window, accessible from both

-vi -reiJy for the epicurean routine. The
” various receptacles for ice, vegetables, fish,
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cold moat, &c., are precisely on the principle
rendered so perfect by the experience of Mons.
Loyez, the ingenious “chef” of the kitchen
of the Reform Club, and are far more admi-
rable in their minutiae than can be described.
Were it not for occupying too much space,
particulars might he afforded from our esti-

mable friend, that would be of great value to

such of our subscribers as put faith in the
minor comforts of domestic arrangement, a

copious collection of which have been gathered
by the architect, with illustrations and their
“ wherefores.”

The ground-story consists of the coffee-room,
morning-room, &c., as seen by the plans, re-

ference to which may he made for the parti-

culars of the rooms above, all of which are
shewn, except thoseon the two-pairstory, which
comprise the smoking-room, the billiard-room,
bath-rooms, and servants’ dormitories. The
washing-rooms or dressing-rooms, also the
water-closets, are off the half-space of each
landing, forming a mezzanine-story, to which

NEW PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PRESTON.

In consequence of the increase of the num-
ber of scholars in the grammar-school, in this

town, which now exceeds a hundred, the pro-
prietors of the building in which the school is

held, at a late meeting, resolved to make an
addition to it, by putting out a transept on the
west side. The new room will communicate
by an arch with the present school-room, and
will he appropriated to the accommodation of
the elder scholars, for whose use there will be
a number of private studies. The building
will front to Cross-street, and will be of stone,
in a style of architecture harmonizing with the
present school. The upper row of windows
will resemble those of Heaton College, Oxford.
It has been a subject of regret, that the valuable
library, of upwards of 5,000 volumes, be-
queathed to the Aldermen of this borough, by
the late Dr. Shepherd, should remain in a
room in an unsuitable part of the town. There
is now a fair prospect of improvement in this

respect, the proprietors of the school-buildings
having agreed to erect rooms for the reception
of this library; the books to remain under the
control of the Aldermen, and the right of ad-
mission to be vested in them, exactly as at

present. The design for the library is in a
corresponding style of architecture, the prin-
cipal window being of the decorated character,
and resembling the beautiful example in the
ancient school at Coventry. At the same
meeting, the gentlemen present expressed a
desire to build, along with these erections,
museums, and a lecture theatre, for the Literary
and Philosophical Society, and thus to fill up
the whole frontage from the present grammar-
school to Winckley-square. An elevation and
ground plan, which were submitted to them,
met with so much approbation, that no less

than fifteen hundred pounds were subscribed
for this purpose, at the meeting, in shares of
100/. each. This subscription, though begun
at a meeting of the proprietors of the school
only, is quite a distinct matter from the pro-
prietorship of the school, and open to others;
and since the meeting, further subscriptions
have been received. From two to three thou-
sand pounds will be required for this building,

hot and cold water are laid on, as well as to

the baths on the two- pair story, so that a bath
may be obtained in a very few minutes.

The amount of the estimate, exclusive of
the fittings, is 8,000/.; the works are being
executed by Messrs. William Cubitt and Co.,
who have undertaken to have the roof on early

in May, and the building completed in Sep-
tember; so that there is every prospect of its

being occupied in October.

The architect has just received a number of
Roman coins, found on the level of. the base-

ment, which, on being cleaned, have proved to

be of silver, some bearing the inscription of
Caesar. They were all embedded in corrosion, as

if they had been subjected to great heat
;
besides

half-a-dozen which have been cleaned with
vitriol, the architect has received some forty or
fifty “ en masse,” resembling a lump of ore,

except that on their surfaces the head and su-

perscription are partially visible.

March 4, 1844. X. X. X.

and no doubt is entertained by the projectors
that the subscription list will be filled up. The
proposed lecture theatre and museums bear
some resemblance to the new hall and library

now building for Lincoln’s-inn, but, of course,
upon a smaller scale. The theatre will have
two fronts, one to Winckley-square and one to

Cross-street. A plan, prepared by Mr. Park,
the corporation steward, for the enlargement
of Avenham-walk, by the purchase of the late

Mr. Starkie’s field, and the formation of a
street on each side, with small gardens in front,

after the manner of Bushell place, was also

submitted to the meeting, and much admired.
In the year 1840, parliament voted 10,000/. for

encouraging the formation of public walks in

populous towns. Only two places, Dundee
and Arbroath, have, as yet, availed themselves
of any part of this fund, and the remainder
lies in the Exchequer, until called for. An
application is intended to be made on behalf of
Preston

;
if it should be successful, and this

plan carried into execution, a great ornament
will be added to the town, and one of the finest

walks will have, in the new buildings, one of
the finest terminations. The walk would also

greatly increase the value of the adjoining
lands, which belong to Goosnargh Hospital on
the one side, and to Mrs. Cross on the other.

Two other mansions are about to be erected
on the south side of Winckley-square, which
will fill the whole vacant land remaining on
that side. Another projected public under-
taking, worthy of support, and one which we
trust soon to see accomplished, is a new build-

ing for the Institution for the Diffusion of

Knowledge. Another, perhaps as much wanted,
is a covered market.

ENGLISH DOORWAYS.—No. I.

We have for some time past turned our
attention to collecting delineations of ancient

doorways, and have in hand some very beau-

tiful examples, especially of that class of them
which, thcugh rich in carving and free fancy,

are fast disappearing for the effectation of
“ Improvements.” We mean the oaken portals

which were principally the production of the

seventeenth century. We are acquainted with
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two hundred, at least, of beautiful examplara,
all different from each other, of this class of
artistic works, of which fine specimens are to be
found in Leadenhall-street, Crosby-square, Ab-
church-lane, Charterhouse-square, St. John’s-
square St. James’s-walk and Red Lion-street
Clerkenwell, Bloomsbury-square, Carey-street,
St. Martin’s-lane, Queen-square Westminster;
and in many other parts of the metropolis,
as Bermondsey and Goodmansfields, and par-
ticularly at the Ancient Halls of the City Com-
panies

;
also in the old suburban villages, as

at Highgate, Hampstead, Kensington, Cam-
berwell, Deptford, and Greenwich. The
example we have here given is of masonry,
and is from Stone Church, Kent, some
account of which will be found in our
review of Mr. Cresy’s work upon that church,
in No. 50, page 32, of our magazine, to which
we subjoin the following particulars taken
from the same excellent work:—

“ The present example is almost unique in
England, and it has been supposed does not
occupy its original position. Between the two
next buttresses eastward, the jambs of a door-
way still remain worked into the wall, and
which may have been the situation of an
original round arch which conducted into the
church mentioned in the Domesday survey.

“ Some change or alteration from the original
position of the stones is inferred by the imper-
fect mitre in the outer ring of the arch, as well
as from there being eight roses on the west and
only seven on the east side above the springing.
The clear width is 3 feet 4 inches, and its total

internal height 7 feet 3 inches, and is executed
in free or Revgate stone, very much resembling
the Caen. The shafts of the columns which
were detached are gone. A small expenditure
upon this beautiful fragment would restore it

to its original perfection
;
and, if not taken in

hand speedily, and rescued from the devouring
hand of time, the amateur of all that, belongs

to works of the eleventh centurv will have to

deplore the annihilation of one of the finest

specimens of the Pointed arch executed in this

country
;
an example too, which shews the

application of Norman enrichments to the new
style, “Novum genus asd'ificandi,” us it i9

called by William of Malmesbury, who lived in

the reign of Henry the First.”

DOORWAY OF STONE CHURCH, KENT.

Our next subject will be from Barber-Sur-

geons’ Hall, Monkwell Street, in the City of

London, of which we have a beautiful cut

already executed
;
as our subjects are fast dis-

appearing before the pitiless hand of reno-

vation, we shall produce those earliest which

are most likely to he soonest destroyed : one of

our artists is now delineating the bold portals

of Montague House, which will, in a few

months, be no more, in order that their sites

may be occupied by the intended new fa9ade

of the British Musuem. 1Hle-
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LAYING THE FOUNDATION STONE OF

THE NEW BONDED WAREHOUSES,
PRESTON.
In the month of November last, four plots

of land, on the New Quay, and about fifty yards

from the river, were sold by the corporation,

for the erection of warehouses for the bonding

of foreign produce imported into Preston.

The purchasers of these plots were Mr. Aider-

man German, Mr. Alderman Haydock, Mr.

Turner, coal-merchant, and Mr. Bond, con-

tractor. These warehouses will be built of

brick (with stone basements, carried to a

height of seven feet above the roadway); fire-

proof throughout, and finished according to the

regulations, required by the customs, of full

privileged ports. The buildings will be each

five stories high, and occupy a surface of sixty

feet by thirty-six. They are likely to be com-

pleted in the course of the autumn.

Thursday week was fixed upon to lay the

foundation stone of the new buildings, and

about one o’clock, a pretty numerous company
had assembled to witness the ceremony- Among
those present were the Worshipful the Mayor,
Mr. Alderman German, Mr. Alderman Hay-
dock, John Bairstow, Esq., Mr. Smith, Mr.
Cummings, Mr. James German, Mr. Park, Mr.
Leach, Mr. Turner, Mr. G. Smith, Mr. Tuach,
&c. &c. A number of ladies also were in at-

tendance. Several flags fluttered from the

temporary erection on the quay, among whicli

was a very handsome one, belonging to Mr.
Bond, bearing the inscription, “ Success to the

Ribble.” Shortly before two o’clock, the

stone was hoisted in the bed, when, after three

cheers had been given, the mayor addressed
the ladies and gentlemen assembled. He said

that, having been requested by the proprietors

of the warehouses to lay the first stone, he had
great pleasure in complying with that request.

They learnt, from history, that Preston had
been a port in ancient times; and, according to

tradition, the chief magistrate of the town was,
in those days, called the Portreeve. In pro-
cess of time, the channel of the river became
filled up

;
the port business was much impeded,

and the importance of the town, in a commer-
cial sense, was much reduced. Owing to the
efforts of the Ribble Navigation Company the

impediments had been in a great measure re-

moved, and the commerce of the port had been
increased, and already gave promise of being

large and of great usefulness to the town. Her
Majesty’s Government, considering these cir-

cumstances, had renewed the privileges formerly
enjoyed by the town of being a port, and ex-

tended them. In return for this consideration

upon the part of Government, it was intended
to call the new buildings, the “ Victoria
Warehouses.” Considering the means Preston
now enjoyed of rapid communication with the
south of England, and the probability there
was of these advantages being extended to the
north and east, and of their having a branch
railway to the very spot upon which they were
standing, he thought they would be able to see,

in a short time, commodities from every part of
the world brought into this port. He had been
accustomed from his youth to look upon the
verdant plain near them, as so eligible a spot
for the recreation of his townsmen, that at first

it was with feelings of regret that he looked
upon a prospect of its being covered with
buildings

;
but he hoped that the increased

labour and energy which would be called
into existence by such a change, would
be attended with increased wealth and pros-
perity, and he would then have no reason to
regret the change. They would have the
means to form public walks, and to further im-
provements in other parts of the town. The
company he was sure would join him in wish-
ing every prosperity to the Ribble Navigation
Company, to the Victoria Warehouses, and the
spirited proprietors.

The mayor then called for three cheers for
the new undertaking, which were most heartily
given.

In a cavity in the stone was deposited a
bottle, containing copies of the last week’s
Preston newspapers, and coins of the present
year. A plate bearing the following inscrip-
tion (which was read by Mr. Tuach) was then
placed upon it:

—

“The Foundation Stone of these Ware-
houses, to be built for Mr. Alderman German,
Mr. Alderman Haydock, Mr. Councillor

Turner, and Mr. Bond, was laid on Thursday,

the 29rti February, 1844, by the worshipful the

Mayor of the borough, John Addison, Esq.

“ Eras. W. Tuach, Architect.

“ William Bond, 1 Conlractors .’>

“ Thomas Whittaker,/

His worship then spread the mortar, the

stone was lowered, and having struck it three

times with the mallet, he drank “ Success to

the Victoria Warehouses, and the healths of

the proprietors,” in a tankard of spiced wine,

and the principal gentlemen present also

partook of it, pledging the same toast. Mi -

.

Alderman Haydock then proposed three cheers

for the mayor, for his kindness in at once ac-

ceding to the wish of the proprietors to lay the

first stone of the bonded warehouses. The
proposition was responded to with the utmost

enthusiasm, and the company then dispersed.

THE TIMBER TRADE.

The state of the timber trade, at the present

time, affords an illustration of the advantages

resulting from a reduced scale of the duties

upon important articles of consumption espe-

cially, and the following remarks, from the

circular of Messrs. Chaloner and Fleming, of

Liverpool, will forcibly illustrate this :

—

“ In conformity with the practice usual at

this period, we proceed to take a review of the

timber trade for the past year, and we do so

with much pleasure, as evidencing a greatly

improved state of the general state of the

country, and refuting in a marked degree the

anticipations of evil that prevailed with those

opposed to the Government measure for the

reduction of the duties. This year has, in

fact, been the first of the operation of the new
tariff, and has proved the principle of affording

to consumers, at low prices, an article so

essential as timber, it has shewn by an ex-

panded consumption the powerful stimulus

that has thus been given to the trade, when
taken in connection with the improved state of

the manufacturing districts. With the very

untoward circumstance abroad of an unusual

and excessively high price of timber, what
would have been the portion of consumers had
they been obliged to add thereto the late exist-

ing high duties ? It is only reasonable to con-

clude that, with an import fully averaging that

of the four years previous to that ending

February, 1843 (which was the year of the

change, and which was scarcely more than

half an import, as explained in our last annual

report), we should hardly have been in the

favourable position that we now hold, with a

light stock to meet an expected animated
spring demand. The consumption will be

found, as regards the main articles of import,

to have exceeded, with one exception, any
previous year since 1838, and bids fair to pro-

gress in a ratio far exceeding the most sanguine
expectations of the supporters of the measure,
if it be not checked by too great an advance
in prices previous to the new import. These
remarks apply particularly to colonial timber,

which, in this locality, receives the estimation
it deserves, and which is gradually superseding
the use of Baltic.”

Why should delays arise in the reduction of

the duties upon tea, tobacco, and wool, when
such favourable results are here shewn?

—

London Journal of Commerce.

New Invention.—A Mr. Pauling, of Man-
chester (well known as an extensive and suc-

cessful contractor for railway works, and who
completed the Manchester and Birmingham
Station, in Manchester, and who is now en-

gaged in completing the Junction Railway to

Hunt’s Bank, for the Liverpool and Manches-
ter Station), is now engaged in erecting ma-
chinery on a very extensive scale, for the pur-

pose of executing almost every description of
joiner’s work

;
the special objects being to

effect the most difficult parts, such as mortising
and the making of sash-frames, &c. Report
says, that this enterprising gentleman has suc-

ceeded, and that the work thus finished is

incomparable
;

in other terras, that it is not
possible for mere handicraft labour to vie with
the work finished by this new invention. The
works are on a very extensive scale, and, if

fully employed, will of necessity revolutionize

this branch of the building business.

—

Preston
Chronicle.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Dalton Netv Church.—The new edifice in-

tended for a place of worship for the inhabit-

ants of the villages of Newbarns, Howcat,
Barrow, and the adjoining hamlets, has, at

length, been completed, and was opened for

Divine service, the other week, by the Rev.

John Baldwin. The congregation was so

great that numbers could not find space within

the building. Although some might be at-

tracted there by the novelty of the occurrence,

yet we are certain that the little temple, humble
though it be, will continually be filled, at times

of its sacred services, with single-hearted and

devout worshippers. At the present time ser-

vice is performed under a licence. It is

contemplated that a school should be taught

therein.

St. Stephen's and All-Martyr's Church

,

Leverbridge.—This beautiful and singular new
church, built of terra cotta, in the decorated

English style of architecture, was opened for

divine service on Sunday last. The chancel,

where the material is left in its original co-

lour, is highly decorated, and has a very pleas-

ing appearance. The ends and back panels of

the open seats, the mouldings, and letters in

the cornice, the gallery front, and parts of the

pulpit and desk, &c., are made of terra cotta,

and shew how extensively applicable the ma-
terial is for ornamental work. The stained

glass in the small windows and in the chancel

is by Willement; that in the transept and

west window by Wailes. Mr. Sharp, of Lan-
caster, is the architect.

—

Dolton Chronicle.

Bury Parish Church.—Richard Walker,
Esq., the highly respected member for Bury,

and his brother, Oliver Ormerod Walker, Esq.,

have, in the most liberal manner, presented

two new bells to the churchwardens of the

parish church, which, with the six old bells,

will make a fine peal of eight. The new bells

are to be cast by Messrs. Mears of White-

chapel. Thomas Norris, Esq., of Redvales,

who laid the first stone of the new steeple now
in the course of erection, has presented a clock

to the parishioners.

—

Preston Chronicle.

St. Nicholas Church, Dublin.—A copy of
the correspondence which took place between
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for Ireland

and the Dean and Chapter of St. Patrick’s

Cathedral, Dublin, in reference to pulling

down the Church of St. Nicholas Within, in

that city, was moved for by Mr. Grogan, and
ordered by the House of Commons to be

printed, 23rd February, 1844.

His Grace the Duke of Cleveland is going
to erect a suitable parsonage-house in the

township of Forest and Frith, near Middleton-

in-Teesdale, where his Grace maintains a resi-

dent minister for the spiritual benefit of the

people in that retired district.

The Roman Catholic chapel at Lincoln is

undergoing an extensive embellishment and
repair, in order to be fitted for the reception of
the High Sheriff of the county, who will go in

state to mass on the Assize Sunday.

Cost ofDrainTii.es.—The cost inLincoln-

shireof making drain-tiles 13^ inches long, 4£
inches wide, and 4 inches high, outside dimen-
sions when burnt is, for digging, wheeling,

turning, and grinding the clay, 3s.
;

in all

8s. Gd., exclusive of coals and leading. In
1831 one million and a half of these tiles were
supplied to one landowner, who was charged
22s. 6d. per 1,000 for them by the maker.
When the expense of Is. for grinding is added
to 2s. 6d., for moulding, making in all only

3s. 6d., the slight advantage of machinery now
in use to effect these processes will appear.

Where its application actually does reduce the

cost, it can only be by reducing the 3s. 6d.

paid for moulding and grinding, for the other

charges remain the same. Few use a bottom
or the sole. There are tile-works now con-

structing where it is proposed to take the clay

as soon as dug, at any season of the year,

pulverize it without adding water, and mould
it into tiles, all by one operation by pressure

;

and at one quarter of an inch thick the tiles

are of a sufficient strength
;
they have inward

projections to dispense with the use of tile

soles. Pipe-tiles, and those of other shapes,

as well as sewer-tiles, are to be produced of

equal comparative strength.

—

Anonymous.



RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Railway to Lincoln .— It seems now almost
certain that we shall have a railway to Lin-
coln

;
the only thing- that can prevent it is the

squabble between the rival engineers, Messrs.
Rendell and Walker, and surely the public will
have sense and spirit enough to prevent these
gentlemen from injuring them. Both gentle-
men have numerous powerful friends. Mr.
Walker is, we understand, supported by Earl
Winchilsea, Earl Ripon, Mr. Christopher,
Mr. Chaplin, and others in this neighbour-
hood

;
Mr. Rendell is said to have the support

of the Duke of Rutland, Marquis of Exeter,
Earls Fitzwilliam and Yarborough, Lord
Worsley and others. Both gentlemen are san-
guine of the success of the scheme. Mr. Ren-
dell proposes to commence near Cambridge,
where the railway is to connect itself with
London, through the medium of the Northern
and Eastern Railway, and passing northward
in connection with the towns of Cambridge,
Huntingdon, Peterborough, Stamford, Market
Deeping, Spalding, Bourn, Sleaford, Lincoln,
Gainsborough, Doncaster, and Thorne, termi-
nate in Yorkshire, at the place most convenient
to unite with the several railways formed there.—Boston Herald, Feb. 20.

Oldham and Saddleworth Railway.—Many
of the principal inhabitants of Oldham, Lees,
and Saddleworth have commenced proceedings
to obtain an extension of the Oldham branch
railway, to Greenacre’s Moor, Lees, and
Saddleworth. It is understood that the Man-
chester and Leeds Railway Company are giv-
ing every encouragement to the undertaking,
and it is probable an Act of Parliament will
be procured as early as possible to form that
part of the line from Greenacre’s Moor to
Saddlesworth. The remainder of the line, from
the present Oldham station to Greenacre’s
Moor, is to be constructed in a few months.
When the Bury and Middleton Railway is
finished, there will be a direct railway commu-
nication from the westerly to the easterly
parts of Lancashire, as well as to Saddleworth
and Ashton-under- Lyne.— Preston Chronicle,
March 2.

Caledonian Railway and Lancaster Cunal
Company.—We understand that one of the
good effects to arise from the arrangement
between the provisional directors of the in-
tended Caledonian Railway and the Lancaster
Canal Company, will be to save nearly all the
expense of a new viaduct bridge over the
Lune. The respective levels of the canal and
railway are such, that by arching over the
canal, on the present aqueduct, the two lines
of rails may be laid upon those arches, leaving
sufficient space for the passage of boats on the
canal underneath, as usual. By adopting this
plan, also, the large claim for compensation
made by the owners of the Skerton fishery is

completely avoided.

The Projected Railwayfrom Lincoln to Gains-
borough .—Every preparation is being made
for commencing this important project. Mr.
Stephenson, the eminent engineer, is engaged
to superintend the work, if the projectors suc-
ceed (as there is no doubt they will) in obtain-
ing an Act of Parliament. As a feeder to the
Hull Railway, and eventually part of a direct
line from London vid Cambridge, Peterborough,
and Lincoln to Hull and to York, such a line
must be highly advantageous to this neighbour-
hood.

York— Cambridge Raihvay .—A great sen-
sation is created in the railway-market on
account of the almost certainty of this railway
being established. It will give a much easier
communication with the North, and will be of
infinite service to the fine agricultural country
through which it will pass, it will render the
Blisworth and Peterborough line of very little

service to the London and Birmingham Com-
pany, either as a protective line or as a source
of profit.

Birmingham and Derby Railway.—hi the
Birmingham and Derby Railway meeting,
Colonel Blane announced his intention of op-
posing in Parliament the Midland Railways
Amalgamation Bill, unless better terms were
granted to the Derby Company. The meeting
was not remarkable for much else than the
declaration of an increased dividend.

A line of railway is projected from Paris to

Strasburg.

THE BUILDER.
The Lancaster and Carlisle Raihvay Bill was

read a second time in the House of Commons
on Tuesday week, and ordered to be com-
mitted. The committee to whom it is referred
are Mr. Greene, Mr. Wilson Patten, Col. Low-
ther, and the Hon. C. W. J. Howard.

London and Birmingham Railway.—The
present marketable value of the London and
Birmingham Railway is 9,693,750/.

Railway reformers talk a great deal of the
comparatively low rate of fares in England and
in Belgium, in utter forgetfulness that the
whole system of railway management in the
two countries is entirely different; had we
waited in England until the Belgium system
was adopted by the state, we should have been
as backward as France or Ireland are now in
railway speculation, and there is just as much
difference in the English and Belgian prices
of every commodity as there is in their re-
spective rates of railway fares.

llaU) Entrlligntrf.

REMOVAL OF PARTY-WALL.
VICE-CHANCELLOR’S COURT, March 2.

(Before Sir L. Shadwell.)
Djsdai.e v. Dawson.—This suit has arisen

out of a dispute between the proprietors of two
rival hotels (the Privateer and the Rum
Puncheon) in West-street, Gravesend, with re-
gard to the right to pull down and rebuild a
certain foundation wall situate between the
sites of the two houses, adjoining each other,
and which has already been the subject of cross-
actions at law now pending. It appeared that
a foundation wall raised to a level with the
ground-floor, and extending about 20 feet from
the front line towards the back of the two
houses, formed more or less the basis of
support to each house on the side of contact.
1 he plaintiff who was the proprietor of the
Privateer, alleged that this foundation wall
was formed of two parallel walls, one of four-
teen and the other of nine inches thick; that a
partition wall was raised between the two
houses which rested partly upon each foundation
wall, and that as the joists of the ground
flooring of each house rested entirely on the
fourteen-inch foundation wall, to the full ex-
tent of its width, the defendant had no right to

remove any portion of it, and, therefore, the
bill was filed originally to prevent him from
doing so

;
but as the defendant had since pulled

down the whole of the partition wall, and the
nine-inch foundation wall, and some portion of
the fourteen-inch wall, an injunction was now
asked to restrain him from building on the
foundation wall of fourteen inches or on the
site of it, which the plaintiff wholly claimed.
The defendant insisted that the fourteen-inch
wall was an ancient foundation wall common
to both houses

;
that the Privateer rested upon

it in an irregular slanting direction; and that
what was termed a partition wall by the plain-

tiff was the west wall of the Rum Puncheon,
and rested on the remaining average of seven
inches, and had no other foundation than the
old fourteen-inch foundation wall, the nine-
inch wall being a mere buttress wall, which
belonged entirely to the defendant. The ques-
tion was, whether an injunction should issue to

restrain the building up of the wall till the

actions at law had been decided ?

Mr. Bethell with Mr. Shapter moved for the
injunction, and Mr. Cooper and Mr. Cooke
appeared for the defendant.

The Vice-Chancellor observed upon the
difficulty of forming any opinion upon the con-
flicting evidence before him, and, as the matter
was already pending before a common law
tribunal, he thought it better to grant no in-

junction, but let the motion stand over, with
liberty to the parties to proceed with the actions

at law, the defendant undertaking not to re-

build the wall otherwise than by reinstating the

wall he had taken down as it originally stood.

Masters and Servants.—A bill has just

been introduced into the House of Commons
for enlarging the powers of Justices in deter-

mining complaints between masters, servants,

aud artificers, and for the more effectual re-

covery of wages before Justices. It chiefly

extends the provisions of the acts 20 George
II., c. 19; 31 George II., c. 2 ;

6 George III.,

c. 25; and 4 George IV., c. 34. The bill is

under the care of Mr. W. Miles, Mr. Robert
Palmer, and Mr; H. Gaily Knight.
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PATENTS RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE,

ENGINEERING, &c.

Granted between 27 th January and Uth of
February, 1844.

[six months for enrolment.]
Robert Johnstone, of Baker-street, Middle-

sex, gent., for improvements in the construc-
tion of lamps for the combustion of naphtha,
turpentine, and other resinous oils. Jan. 27.

Henry Vernon Physick, of Bath, civil en-
gineer, lor certain improvements applicable
to machinery for driving piles. Jan. 30.

Ezra Washington Burrows, of Swinton-
street, St. Pancras, civil engineer, for certain
improvements in the construction of engines
for producing and communicating motive
power by the elastic force of steam, or by
manual or animal labour. Jan. 30.

George Miller Clark, of Albany-street, Re-
gent s-park, tallow-chandler, for improvements
in night-lights, and in apparatus used there-
with. Jan. 30.

William Lucas Sargent, of Birmingham, for
improvements in the manufacture of barrels
for fire-arms—being partly a communication.
Jan. 30.

Baptiste Buret, of Leicester-square, mer-
chant, and Francois Marius David, of the same
place, manufacturers of gas apparatus, for im-
provements in the manufacture of gas. Jan. 30.

William Fletcher, of Moreton-house, Buck-
ingham, clerk, for certain improvements in
the construction of locks and latches applicable
for doors and other purposes. Jan. 30.

James Silcock, of Birmingham, engineer, for
certain improvements in planes. Jan. 31.

Robert Hodgson, of Princes- street, Clap-
ham-road, Surrey, engineer, for improvements
in propelling vessels, and in the machinery for
working the same. Feb. 2.

Thomas Southall, of Kidderminster, druggist,
and Charles Crudgington, of the same place,
banker, for improvements in the manufacture
of iron and steel. Feb. 8.

James Johnston, of Willow-park, Greenock,
Esq., for improvements in steam-boilers. Feb.8.

George Straker, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
ship-owner, for a certain improvement, or cer-
tain improvements in ships’ windlasses. Feb.8.
Edwin Sheppard, of Manchester, foreman in

the works of Messrs. G. C. Pauling and Co.,
contractors and builders, for certain improve-
ments in machinery or apparatus for planing,
sawing, and cutting wood and other substances.
Feb. 8.

William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane,
civil-engineer, for a new or improved system or
apparatus for obtaining and applying motive
power for propelling on railways or water, and
for raising heavy bodies, applicable also to
various other purposes where power is required.
—(Being a communication). Feb. 8.

Joseph Gibson, jun., of Birmingham, japan-
ner, for improvements in ornamenting glass.

Henry Hawes Fox, of Northwoods, Glouces-
ter, doctor of medicine, for an improved mode
of constructing fire-proof floors, ceilings, and
roofs. Feb. 10.

William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane,
civil-engineer, for an improvement'or improve-
ments in furnaces. (Being a communication.)
Feb. 12.

Job Haines, of Tipton, Stafford, coal-master,

and Richard Haines, of the same place, coal-

master, for an improved method or methods of

making or manufacturing links for the con-

struction of flat chains, used for mining and
other purposes. Feb. 13.

Bennet Woodcroft, of Manchester, con-

sulting-engineer, for improvements in pro-

pelling vessels. Feb. 13.

Elijah Galloway, of Union-place, City-road,

civil-engineer, for certain combinations of

materials to be used as a substitute for canvas,

and other surfaces employed as grounds for

painting, and some of which combinations are

applicable to other purposes. Feb. 14.

Samuel Dobree,of Putney, Surrey, Esq., for

certain improvements in the manufacture of

fuel. (Being a communication.) Feb. 17*

John Lionel Hood, of Old Broad-street,

gentleman, for an improved composition, or
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mixture of metals, applicable to the manufac-

ture of sheathing for Ships and other vessels,

bolts, nails, or other fastenings. (Being a com-

munication.) Feb. 17*

John Kibble, of Glasgow, gentleman, for im-

provements in transmitting power in working

machinery where endless belts, chains, or

straps, are or may be used. Feb. 17-

William Losh, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

Esq., for improvements in the manufacture of

metal chains for mining and other purposes

Feb. 17-

Alfred Jeffery, of Brunton Works, Lime-

house, for improvements in treating wood, and

certain other substances required to be exposed

to water. Feb. 19.

Alexander Parkes, of Birmingham, artist,

for improvements in the manufacture of cer-

tain alloys, or combinations of metals, and in

depositing certain metals. Feb. 21.

Ezra Jenks Coates, of Bread-street, Cheap-

side, merchant, for improvements in the forging

of bolts, spikes, and nails. Feb. 21.

Henry Charles Howells, of Hay, gentleman,

for improvements in the fastenings of parts of

bedsteads and other frames. (Being a commu
nication.) Feb. 21.

Thomas Liddell, of Newcastle, engineer, for

improvements in apparatus for preventing ex-

plosion in steam-boilers. Feb. 21.

William Rouse, of Great Barton, Bury St.

Edmunds, wheelwright, for certain improve-

ments in carriages, and in parts of carriages,

applicable to various purposes. Feb. 24.

Gaspare Conti, of Jaraes-streef, Bucking-

ham-gate, gentleman, for improvements in

hydraulic machinery, to be used as a motive

power. Feb. 24.

John Aitken, of Surrey-square, for improve-

ments in atmospheric railways. Feb. 24.

Archibald Trail, of Great Russell-street,

Bloomsbury, for an improvement in the manu-

facture of sails for ships and other vessels.

Feb. 24.

SCOTCH PATENTS.

Granted between the 22nd January and the

22nd of February, 1844.

Thomas Southall, of Kidderminster, Wor-

cestershire, druggist, and Charles Crudgington,

of the same place, banker, for improvements

in the manufacture of iron and steel. Jan 25.

William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane,

civil-engineer, for a new or improved system

of machinery, or apparatus for obtaining and

applying motive power for propelling on

railways or water, and for raising heavy

bodies, applicable also to various other pur-

poses, where power is required. (Being a

communication from abroad.) Feb. 5.

Philip Walther, of Angel-court, Throg-
morton-street, London, merchant, for certain

improvements in the construction of steam-

engines. (Being a communication from

abroad.) Feb. 5.

John Kibble, of Glasgow, gent., for im-

provements in transmitting power in working
machinery where endless belts, chains, or

6traps are or may be used. Feb. 12.

Hugh Inglis, of Kilmarnock, Ayr, mechanic,

for improvements upon locomotive steam-

engines, whereby a saving of fuel will be

effected, which improvements are applicable to

steam-vessels and other purposes, and to the

increasing the adhesion of the wheels of rail-

way-engines, carriages, and tenders, upon the

lines of rail when the same are in a moist state.

Feb. 13.

Ezra Jenks Coates, of Bread-street, Cheap-
side, London, merchant, for improvements in

the forging of bolts, spikes, and nails. (Being

a communication from abroad.) Feb. 15.

©orrfepoiiBrnrc.

MEASURING ROUND TIMBER.

Sir,—

I

f the subject of measuring round

timber has not already measured the extent of

your patience, time, and paper, I beg to offer

a few remarks thereon
;
and, if you think they'

will be useful, perhaps you will give them a

place in your valuable and, I hope, widely

circulated journal. Although the subject has

been treated at some length by two of your

correspondents, and correctly so too, as far as

a frustum of a cone is considered
;

yet, in my

opinion, they have left your correspondent

“ L.,” p. 559 in your last volume, and who

first proposed the question, as much in the dark

as he was before. Now, it is well known to all

men in any wise acquainted with measuring

round timber, that the quarter-girth does not

give the true content, but that it is a country

custom, and has been found quite near enough

for buying and selling, as it gives a little to the

purchaser for loss in bad knots, sap, and other

defects, to say nothing of the loss in shrinking

after being cut down and lying some time ex-

posed to the weather; in fact, I believe mea-

suring round timber by the quarter-girth, or

what is called forest-measure, is the custom in

all parts of the kingdom, London excepted

It also seems nearly the mean between the

true aiea and the inscribed square; for in-

stance, suppose a tree 3 teet6 inches diameter

,

the side of the square equal to the full area

will be about 3 feet 1 inch 3 parts, the quarter-

girth 2 feet 9 inches, and the inscribed square

2 feet 5 inches 8 parts. This proves the prac-

tice to be a good one
;
the outside cants in

many, very many, cases are not worth the saw-

ng. But true or false is not the question,

t is the content quar.er-girth ot a supposed

conical tree 8 feet long, 6 leet diameter at one

end, and 6 inches at the other.

Now, were I called on to measure such a

tree, 1 should consider it an equilateral rec-

tangular prismoid, and proceed as follows :

first, by finding the quarter-girth of both ends

and the middle; then to the area of the great

and less ends aad four times the area of the

middle section, one-sixth ot which will be the

mean area, multiplied by the length will be the

content quarter-girth. The same rule will also

Ft. Ins . Pts.

Thus, area of great end .... 22 2 9

Do. less end .... 0 I 10

Four times the middle section 26 1 5

i 48 6 0

Mean area 8 1 0
10

80 10 0

8

Content quarter-girth 646 8 0

As the frustum of a cone

Area of great end 28 3 6

Do. less end 0 4
Four times the middle section 33 2 4

ff
61 8 2

Mean area 10 3 4
10

102 9 4
8

butt-end of an elm tree 3 feet 6 inches

diameter at both ends, and 15 feet long,—the

content, according to the London practice :

Quarter-girth.

Extraordinary Rope.—We are informed

by Mr. J. T. Tregellas, of Truro, the agent

for Cornwall for the patent wire-rope, that Mr.
Andrew Smith, the patentee at Mill-wall, near

London, has just completed a galvanized wire-

rope of the astonishing length of 123 miles,

which is intended for electrical communication
on one of the railroads. We presume this

may be confidently designated the longest rope
in the world .— West Briton.

Ft. Ins. Ft. Ins. Pts.

3 6 2 9 0

3 6 2 9 0

1 9 2 0 9

10 6 5 6 0

12 3 area. 7 6 9 area.

5 5

61 3 37 9 9

3 3

183 9 113 5 3

True content Ft. In.. Pts.

Half circumference 5 6 0

Do. diameter .... 1 9 0

9 7 6 area.

5

48 1

True content 822 2 8

Now, this same frustum, according to the

London practice, which does not admit of

either tapes or strings, but according to which

round timber is measured the same as square

timber, that is, by taking the diameter by the

callipers in different places as may be agreed

on by the buyer and seller, then by adding them
up and taking the mean, which is the side of

the square in all cases, conical or cylindrical
;

consequently ihe content of this supposed

frustum of a cone would be S45 feet, i. e.

3 ft. 3 in. x 3 ft. 3 in. x 80 ft. = 845 ft. Now
this does not seem much above the true con-

tent of the above frustum; but, suppose the

144 4 6

Thus you have 144 feet 4 inches 6 parts=

113 feet 5 inches 3 parts, and 183 feet 9inches.

So much for custom, which no theory is

able to break down, at least in buying timber.

I am, Sir, your well-wisher,

J. H. F.

Brook-street, West-square, Lambeth.

[We insert the above letter, in order to com-

plete the series, although we have received a

letter signed “ An Old Balk," deprecating the

subject as “ too elementary.” One thing we
apprehend has been proved—there are persons

who either do not know how to measure the

frustum of a cone, or the foundation of the

custom in buying and selling timber.—

E

d.]

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.
Sir,—In the table which you did me the

honour to insert in last week’s paper, an

omission occurred in one ofthe columns, wherei n

it should have been mentioned that 33, of the

169 houses which have been settled for, are

not yet pulled down, although, strange to say,

that some of those houses were among the first

settled for. I conceive that the commissioners

are bound to explain how this has happened.

The Earl of Lincoln has twice offered in

Parliament an explanation of the causes of

delay which have been complained of. On the

third reading of the Bill for enabling the Bank
of England to lend money by mortgage on the

houses to be built—in answer to Mr. Hume,
he said, “he could assure the hou. member and

the House that every reasonable diligence was

used in carrying out the contemplated im-

provements. It was necessary that houses

which were to be removed should be so gra-

dually, for if all the houses wiiich were intended

to be removed were to be taken down and sold

at once, their materials would scarcely fetch

any thing; he was quite aware of the inconve-

nience complained of by the hon. member, but

he could assure him it was not the fault of the

Woods and Forests. In many parts the pur-

chase of the land had not been completed till a

short time since, and it was, therefore, impossi-

ble to take any steps. He had no doubt, how-

ever, that ultimately the constituents of the

hon. member for Finsbury would be benefited
;

for the rating on the houses, instead of being,

as it was at present £35,000, would amount to

£46,000.”
His Lordship surely does not mean to say

that he could obtain a better price for the

materials of houses pulled down in Il vde-street,

Belton-street, and Leicester-square, at one and

the same time, than if the houses had been

pulled down all in one line.

On the first reading of the Building Bill, the

subject of the delays was again mooted by Mr.

Duncombe, when Lord Lincoln said that “ he

was quite aware of the inconvenience to which

the hon. member had adverted, but it was one

which it was impossible altogether to avoid,

and he could assure the hon. member that it

was not caused by any want of diligence in



the office over which he presided. There were
many things to be done, such as the preparation
of proper sewers and other improvements, be-
fore the rebuilding of the houses could be com-
menced, but when completed it would be found
that the individual rating in the parishes
alluded to would be diminished.” Which, in my
opinion, he failed to prove, for any one may
still observe the six points where they have
commenced pulling down houses, without com-
pletely clearing any one site for rebuilding.
With reference to 'the purchase of land not
being completed, &c., I beg to state that their
bill enables them to take any property which
may be required; and in cases of a defective
title, they are empowered to have the property
valued, the amount placed in the Bank of Eng-
land, and then proceed to pull down the house
or houses forthwith.
As to the delay arising from the making of

new sewers, this delay is yet to come, for there
is not an inch of ground moved for that pur-
pose in this neighbourhood.
The Commissioners of Woods and Forests

will require to make, at their own expense, a
sewer from Oxford-street to Holborn, and
another from Broad-street to Long-acre

;
but,

as there exists one in Plumtree-street at present,
the Commissioners of Sewers for Westminster
have agreed to make a new one at their own ex-
pense, whenever they are called upon to do so.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Plumber op Plumtree-Street.
Bloomsbury, 6th March, 1844.

P.S—Information regarding the amount of
compensation awarded, I shall be most happy
to send you when the purchases are completed.

ST. PAUL*S AND WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
Sir,—Parliament being now assembled, I

beg to suggest, through the medium of your
valuable paper, the propriety of convening a
public meeting, for the purpose of considering
the steps which it may be advisable to take in
reference to the present disgraceful condition
of the Cathedral Church of St. Paul, and the
Abbey Church of St. Peter, Westminster, in
order to effect, if possible, the following im-
portant objects:—

1st. The abolition of fees.

2ndlv. To obtain in these churches increased
and belter accommodation for the poor in the
cities of London and Westminster. And,

3rdly. To get the Pagan monuments, which
disfigure and profane these holy temples, re-
moved to some other more appropriate recep-
tacle. I am, Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

An Englishman.
[We do not undertake to be answerable for

each of the opinions here expressed.

—

Ed.]

MIDDLESEX CHURCHES.
Sir,—While the Camden Society take care

of the Cambridge Churches, and the Oxford
Gothic Society of the Oxford Churches, can
nothing he done to preserve our fine, yet un-
known, Middlesex churches from churchwarden
domination, and the reign of painted deal and
whitewash ? Few persons are acquainted with
the still handsome churches within the im-
mediate neighbourhood of London, although
barbarously mutilated. Look at Harmonds-
worth Church, with its fine row of Norman
arches dividing the nave from the aisles, though
every moulding is stopped with whitewash. Who
ever heard of such a place, and who that has
seen it inside, with the whitewashed columns,
and every outside piece of stonework removed
or covered with beastly stucco, but must in-
deed grieve and lament that ignorance should
have power thus to abuse man’s noblest works ?

Look at Harlington again
;

its tower still older,
and which has been beautified only last year
with whitewash. Look at Hayes, and mourn
for departed greatness and its clerestory : and at
Heston, whose beauty, indeed, still remains less
injured than most. Need I mention more, to
shew that while we look farther for beauty,
we neglect that which lies almost at one’s own
door? If more names were wanted, Hillingdon,
Harroiv, Northold, Isleivorth, &c., might he
mentioned. Can nothing be done to save
these churches from ruin? Will no one at-
tempt their delineation ? Will none of your
Middlesex readers send you something con-
nected with them ? Our churches have in-

deed been neglected
;
and, worse still, injured
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and spoiled : this must no longer be so. We
must stop farther desecration, by boorish
churchwardens, neglectful parsons, and nig-
gardly vestries, of those works, which our fore-
fathers of blessed memory raised to the glory of
the One Supreme. Yours truly,

Southall. j. pi.

I will just mention, that, among the things
not destroyed, are the lych-gates at Hayes and
Heston.

[We have had some trouble in unravelling
the sublimities of our zealous correspondent,
and indeed have been obliged to change the
positions of some of his words in order to
render the phraseology readable; still, from
the nature of our correspondent’s hand-writ-
ing, we cannot warrant that our printer will
give every word correctly as intended. We
have small love for white-wash, yet are obliged
to confess our belief that had not many subjects
of carving been obscured by it, long ago they
would either have been hacked away or pur-
loined.

—

Ed.]

FOREIGN MEASURES.
Sir,— I should esteem it a favour if you or

one of your readers would inform me in the
following matter. I find in all foreign works
(French?) on architecture that 1 possess, the
scales to which the drawings are made are invari-
ably i n pieds ormetres. I amdesirous of knowing
what proportion the scales of pieds or metres
bear to the scale of English feet which we
commonly use. I am led to think more upon
this point, on account of the very clever draw-
ings exhibited lately by Professor Cockerill, in
his Lectures at the Royal Academv, all drawn
to the same scale, a system which I think can-
not be too much admired or practised.
Your answer to the above will much oblige,

Sir, your obedient servant,
27th February, 1844. L. O. G.
[Our correspondent will find in our 54th

Number, page 80, a Comparative Table of
French Metres and English Feet; for feet of
different nations we refer him to any ordinary
Cyclopaedia.— Ed.]

ittigrellaiu*.

Death of a Distinguished Mathema-
tician.— Trinity College, Cambridge,
Feb. 29.—The following letter has just been
received :

—“ Duncan F. Gregory, Esq., M.A.,
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, died
here this morning at five o’clock. Canaan
Lodge, Edinburgh, Feb. 23, 1 844.” This loss

is felt by the university in general, and by the
deceased gentleman’s own college in particular.

He died in his 3 1 st year, of a lingering illness,

which he bore to the last with manly fortitude

and Christian resignation. lie went off in a
calm slumber, apparently, to those who
watched him, without a struggle. Mr. Gregory
was one of the moderators of the Mathematical
Honour Examination in 1842, and one of the

examiners in 1843. He was the author of a
very able work on Differential Calculus, and
had got half-way through another on Geometry
of Three Dimensions, the sheets having been
printed as he proceeded. He was the chief

projector of the “ Cambridge Mathematical
Journal,” a work which already enjoys a
European reputation, and was its principal

contributor till his death. His family, for

scientific attainments, was one of the most
illustrious in Europe; and James and David
Gregory, in bygone years, shed no ordinary

lustre in this respect on the land of their birth.

Doctor Gregory, an eminent physician of
Edinburgh, now dead some years, and father

to the recently deceased Fellow of Trinity,

was the author of the “ Conspectus Medicinae,”

and several first-rate medical works. His son

inherited his amiable and estimable personal

qualities, and was universally beloved and re

spected .—Morning Herald.

Geological.—We are informed that Mr.
Hutton has completed his survey of the strata

of North Derbyshire coal-field, with a coloured

map, 12 by 10 feet, illustrating the various

phenomena, particularly the great denudation

extending from near Dronfield through Whit-
tington Brimington, Calow, to near Chester-

field. The map is deposited in Mount St.

Mary’s College, near Eckington. It enume-
rates twenty-two oolite or gritstone rocks, and
twenty-one thick and thinner coals.
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The Queen’s Visit to France.—The
Commerce announces, that subsequently to the

of the Queen of England to the Chateau
a tin, the king commissioned several artists
to decorate a gallery, to which His Majesty
had given the name of “ Victoria and Prince
Albert Gallery.” The arrival of the British
fleet in the road of Treport, the landing, entry
into Eu, the dinners, concerts, visits to the
church and forest, and the re-embarkation,
form the subjects of as many pictures, which
are to figure in the English gallery, with the
busts, portraits, and statues of the principal
personages who accompanied the young Queen.
The object of the King’s visit to Eu was to
ascertain the progress made in the decoration
of the new gallery.

Botanical Society of London.—The
ordinary meeting of this society was held on
Friday evening, March 1, at the society’s
rooms, No. 20, Bedford-street, Covent Garden,
J. E. Gray, Esq., F.R.S., president in the
chair. Various donations to the library and
herbarium were announced. The continuation
of the paper commenced at the last meeting,
being “A Synoptical View of the British
Fruticors Rubi, are ranged in Groups, with
explanatory Remarks.” The paper was ac-
companied by drawings and numerous speci-
mens.

The Screw Propeller.—A trial of speed
between her Majesty’s steamers Prometheus
and Rattler was made in the Thames, on Sa-
turday fortnight, over a measured distance,
the former being fitted with paddles, the latter

with a screw propeller, when the latter was
proved to have the advantage over her oppo-
nent of nearly half a knot an hour.

The New Barracks at Fulwood.—

•

These new barracks begin to form a conspicu-
ous feature of the locality in which they are
placed, and to present an imposing appearance
from various points of view. The infantry
range is now nearly ready for roofing, and the
cavalry range will very shortly be put in pro-
gress. There is a large accumulation of ma-
terial on the ground intended for the erection
of the officers’ quarters, which will be begun
as soon as the weather permits. The place
altogether has an exceedingly stirring and
cheerful appearance, being crowded with busy
workshops of all sorts .—Preston Chronicle.

The Wood Pavement in Cheapsidr.

—

The paving committee, in their report, having
recommended that the paving of Cheapside
should be forthwith commenced, orders have
been given to Mr. L. Stevens to complete the
street with wood according to Perring’s safety

system, of which a specimen was laid down
last year westward of Bow Church Tower, in

Cheapside. The work was commenced on
Monday last.

Discovery of a Seam of Coal.—It is

rumoured, that the gentlemen now surveying
the new line of railway' from Lancaster to

Carlisle some days ago, discovered a seam of

coal, four feet in thickness, three-quarters of

a mile from Crooklands, in the direction of

Burton-in-Kendal. It is supposed by some to

be the terminus of a seam which runs through
that part of the country extending from the

Ingleton coal-fields.

The City Statue.—The equestrian statue

in bronze of the Duke of Wellington, by

Chantrey, is nearly completed
;
and it will be

erected on the space now clearing in front of

the Royal Exchange, in time for inauguration

on the next anniversary of the battle of

Waterloo. It is cast from the cannon taken in

the Duke’s campaigns; and the surplus gun-

metal thus appropriated, amounting to eight

tons, has been divided between the Nelson

Memorial and the other equestrian statue of

Wellington which Mr. M. C. Wyatt is making

for the west end of London.

Lord Montagu has transmitted 20/., and

Messrs. Coutts 20/., to complete the Scott mo-

nument at Edinburgh
;
and Sir 1 homas M.

Brisbane, Lord Murray, and Sir A. Ferguson,

have repeated their former subscriptions.

The Commissioners of Woods and Forests

have purchased, for the sum ot 580/., the old

buildings on the south side of Holvrood House,

and have appointed Mr. Donald Horne, their

agent in Scotland, vice Mr. Roderick Mac-

kenzie, deceased.
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A Munificent Endowment.—A few days

since Mr. L. Moses, of the firm of Moses and

Levy, in Aldgate, presented to the treasury of

the Jewish Orphan School, Leman-street, Good-

man’s- fields, a check for 2,000/., which he

ordered to be appropriated to the purchasing

a plot of ground for the purpose of building

thereon an asylum for the above institution (it

being now confined to the limits of a private

house)
;

at the same time expressing his desire

that the building should be erected at his sole

expense, and he would give a further sum for

its completion, should it be required. This

benevolent gentleman ashorttime since erected,

at his own expense, a number of almshouses in

the Globe-road, Mile-end, for aged and de-

cayed tradesmen of the Jewish persuasion, to

whom he allows a certain sum of money

weekly.

The opening of the Gloucester and Hereford

canal to Withington took place on Monday
week. A procession of boats left Ledbury at

nine o’clock, and a large number ot other

craft followed during the day. The procession

reached the present terminus at half-past two

o’clock, when the spectators were estimated at

1300 ;
in fact, the event was considered as one

of the utmost importance and interest. On
landing, Mr. Ballard, the engineer, the com-

mittee, and the visitors, formed a procession

to Hereford, on arriving at which they alighted

at the hotel, where, at five o’clock, a com-

pany amounting to about 200, and comprising

many of the county gentlemen, sat down to an

elegant repast provided in honour of the guest,

Mr. Ballard.

Current Drtrrs of iHctals.

London, March 1, 1844.

£. . d. £. 8. d.

Spelter.—

F

oreign ton .

.

22 17 6 to 23 0 0

,, For delivery.

.

0 0 0— 21 0 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver 0 4 6

Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c.. . . ton. 5 0 0

,, Nail rods 0 0 0— 5 15 0

,, Hoops 7 5 0— 7 10 0

,, Sheets 0 0 0— 8 0 0

,, Cargo in Wales .. 4 5 0 — 4 10 0

,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 3 5 0— 3 10 0

„ No. 1, Clyde 0 0 0— 2 5 0

,,
For., Swedish ...

.

0 0 0 — 10 5 0

,,
Russian, ccnd. ..

.

16 10 0

it ,, PSI • • • •

,, ,,
Gourieff

,,
Archangel

Steel—

S

wedish keg .... • P ton 18 0 0

„ m Faggot.. 0 0 0— 18 10 0

Copper—

E

nglish sheathing, per lb. — 0 0 9}

,, Old 0 0 8*

,, Cake p. ton. . .

.

87 0 0 — 88 0 0

„ Tile 85 0 0— 86 0 0

,, S. American .. 76 0 0 — 78 0 0

Tin—

E

nglish, blocks, &c. cwt. 3 13 0

,, ,, bars .... 0 0 0- 3 14 0

,, Foreign, Banca .... 3 8 0- 3 10 0

,, ,, Straits. . .

.

0 0 0 — 3 6 0

,, ,,
Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 5 0- 1 9 0

„ „ No. IX 1 11 0- 1 15 0

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—

S

heet milled .... . per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0--19 15 0

„ Red 21 10 0

,, White 23 10 0
Pig-Lead—

E

nglish .... 0 0 0- 17 0 0

,, Spanish .... 0 0 0--16 10 0

,, American .

.

16 5 0--16 10 0

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For the Erection of a Lock-up House, at Brid-

lington, in the East Riding of the county of York.

—Mr. G. Leeman, Clerk of the Peace, Beverley.

April 6.

For Sundry Artificers’ Work, Building Addi-

tions to a Farm-house, at Farnham Saint Martin,

near Bury St. Edmunds.—Mr. Burrell, on the

premises. March 14.

For the Erection of a Covered Market in Market-

street, Blackpool.—Mr. Tauch, Preston. March

12 .

For Erecting and completing Buildings and other

Works for Station at Halifax, Manchester, Leeds,

and Hull Railway.—Plans, &c., at Engineer’s

Offices, Palatine-buildings, Manchester. March 11.

Contract for the Erection of a Town House

and Outbuildings on the Charity Farm at Thrigby,

near Great Yarmouth.—Mr. A. J. Tillett, Archi-

tect, King-street, Great Yarmouth. March 11.

Contract for Building a Lock-up-House at

Tonbridge, Kent.—Mr. H. A. Wildes, Maidstone.

March 11.

Contract for Building Nine fourth-rate Houses.

-Mr. Single, 34, Coleman-street, City. March

11 .

Contract for Building Sewers in Cursitor-

street, Graystock-place, Dean-street, Cock- lane,

Seacoal-lane, and other places contiguous.—Mr.

Jos. Daw, Sewers Office, Guildhall. March 12.

Contract for better Paving, Repairing, and

keeping in order the Stone-carriage and Footway

Pavements of the parish of St. Mary-le-Strand.

•Mr. G. Truwhitt, Clerk. March 14.

Contract for the Erection of a Chapel, and also

additional Buildings for female patients, and other

alterations to the Kent County Lunatic Asylum.

—

Mr. G. Poynder, Clerk, Asylum, Maidstone.

March 18.

Contract for supplying her Majesty’s several

Dock-yards with 2,750 loads of English Elm
Timber, and 119 Elm Trees for Pumps.—Secretary

of the Admiralty. March 19.

Contract for the Execution of the several

Works necessary to be done in the Re-building of

Brent Bridge, and repairing Finchley Bridge, Hen.

don.—Clerk of the Peace, Sessions House, Clerken

well-green. March 26.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,

To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, March 9.

—

RoyalBotanic,Regent’s-

park, 4 p.m.
;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m.

Monday, 11. — Geographical, 3, Waterloo-

place, 8j p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 12. —Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners-street, 8£ p.m. ;
Civil Engineers

,

25, Great

George-street, 8 p.m.; Zoological, 57, Pall Mall,

8 -jp.m.
;
jfrcr jHasoits of tf)c €fjuvcf),8p.M.

Wednesday, 13.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. ;
Graphic, Thatched House Tavern, 8 p.m. ;

Pharmaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 p.m. ;

Ethnological, 8 p.m.

Thursday, 14.— Royal, Somerset House, 8$

p.m.
;

Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m.;

Royal Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-

place, 4 p.m.; Medico -Botanical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m.

Friday, 15.

—

Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8* p.m.
;

Statistical, 11, Regent-street,

8 p.m.
;

(anniversary).

Saturday, 16. — Asiatic, 14, Grafton- street,

2 p.m.
;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 P.M.

Civil Engineers.—Library open from 9 a.m.

to 9 p.m.

Society of Arts.—Open every week-day except

Wednesday, between 10 and 2. Admission by

members’ tickets.

Tenders delivered for repairs, &c.,to the Royal

Mail Public-house, Upper-street, Islington, belong-

ing to Mr. Phelps, February 26.

Glenn £295
Dove 280
James 278

Mr. Dove allowed an abatement of 10/. for old

materials, leaving his tender 270/.

Tenders delivered for some alterations to be

made at the Brighton Railway Terminus.—Mr. D.

Mocatta, Architect.

Wisden £544 0 0

Satching and Son 490 0 0

Fabian 485 0 0
King and Co 522 5 0

Mr. Fabian’s tender was accepted.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

To our correspondent who asks which timbers of

a roof are eonsidered as “ Framed ”

—

we answer
,

all trussed-work, consisting of Tie-beams, Prin-

cipals, King-posts, (or Queen-posts, as the case may
be) and struts, are considered as “ framed-truss,”

and are usually paid for at a particular price

agreed upon. Purlins, which ought not on any

account to be framed into the Principals, may or

may not, according to agreement, be included in

one price with the common-rafters ; if any of the

common-rafters beframed to avoid chimneys or

for other purposes, they may in strictness be taken

as “ framed but as some small portion of timber,

whether injoists, ceiling-joists, or rafters, generally

must be trimmed, all such may, in strictness, be

taken asframed, yet are mostly measured in with

and paid for as “ joists, rafters, quarters, &c.,”

without framing being particularized : binding-

joists, framed into Tie-beams, we should take as

“ framed,” as we also should ceiling-joists if re-

prehensibly framed into Tie-beams or Binding -

joists, instead of being secured below them. We
do not approve of the method of generalizing the

price of roof-work, and taking it at so much per
” square” of 100 superficialfeet, but always cube

the timber and charge accordingly.

We have received the letters of “ Tantalus,”
“ W. Brien,” “ J. S. D.” and of “ B. C. E.,”

whom we refer to page 5G1 of Vol. I.

A View of the Isleworth School, and an Eleva-

tion of the New Depot of the Religious Tract

Society have come to hand; and we await the receipt

of plans and descriptions of them.
“ J. B. S.,” Leamington.

—

It is certainly a re-

markable fact, that so little has been written on

the subject of wood-carving u ith the exception of
a short treatise by Robert Folkstone Williams,

Esq., published in 1835, and that very imperfect

as regards the practical part, and often inaccurate

in its descriptions, we are not aware of the ex-

istence of any work on the subject in the English

language; there is an Italian one, to which

we may make some future reference. We can only

refer “ J. B. S.” to Mr. W. G. Rogers, of 3,

Great Newport-street, London, who will no doubt

feel pleasure in answering his questions, and
advising him how to proceed in his pursuit. In

the mean time we do not believe that matured age

is a barrier to theprivilege of studying at Somerset

House.

We have received the \lh part of Knight’s
“ Old England.” Also
“ Hypotrachelium,” and Lecture on Grecian

Architecture, by “ G. R. F.”

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Hill Street, facing Richmond Bridge, and

77, Regent’s Quadrant, London.

JOHN P. HOPE, SURVEYOR, AUC-
TIONEER, APPRAISER, and HOUSE and ES-

TATE AGENT, begs most respectfully to acquaint his

friends and the public generally, that he has commenced busi-

ness as above ;
and will be most happy to superintend tne

erection, alteration, or repairs of buddings for noblemen

and gentlemen; the measuring and valuing work tor

builders, &c. ; also to seU, by auction, landed and house-

hold property, building materials, household furniture, «c.

J. P. H. confidently hopes, by blending his experience in

the building department, &c. (derived from twenty years

practice therein, including bis having acted as clerk ot the

works of the Wesleyan Theological Institution, Richmond),

with prompt attention and moderate charges, he shall obtain

a share of public patronage and support, which he now

earnestly solicits, and which it will be his constant study to

dC
p.S.

e

'An APPRENTICE WANTED, who will be treated

ruary 28th, 1844.

Lithography. — drawings of

every description executed on Stone and Zinc, and

printed in a superior manner, at CLERK and Co.’s GENE-
RAL LITHOGRAPHIC ESTABLISHMENT, 202, HIGH
HOLBORN (nearly opposite Southampton-strcct.) Maps,

Plans of Railways and Estates, Circular Letters, and Fac-

similes of any original, with the greatest expedition.

Mortgage and annuity office,
No. 123, CHANCERY LANE.—Persons requiring

LOANS, by way of Mortgage or otherwise upon any avail-

able security, mav at all times procure an advance to the ex-

tent of from 1 00 /.' to 200 ,000 /., or so much as the property

will bear, by applying to Mr. Bray, Surveyor, Land and

Estate Agent, at the Offices as above, where a registry tor

the Sale of Estates, Houses, Land, Life Interests, and Re-

versions, is kept for inspection.
, ,

Particulars and Plans of Property intended for Sale are

requested to be forwarded.

All communications for Money a:

fidential.—Letters pre-paid.

e considered strictly c

S E

By fficr fHajcsty’s Kasai ttettevs Patent.

ECURITY AGAINST FIRE.—To AR-
CHITECTS, BUILDERS, ENGINEERS, and

others.— Her Majesty’s Letters Patent having been granted

to EBENEZEll TIMM1S, of Birmingham, for improve-

ments in apparatus used in arresting the progress of and ex-

tinguishing fire, the attention of the public generally is

respectfully solicited to this important INVENTION, which

is at once simple, practicable, and most efficient, by the use

of which fire in any situation can at once be arrested in its

progress, and extinguished with certainty, even by the

members of a resident family, and in a space of time shorter

than is usually necessary to spread an alarm. The Patentee

is now in town, and will explain his plans and shew a work-

ing model to any person calling upon him, from 2 till 5 each

day, at 7, Farrin’gdon-strcet. Licenses granted.

Royal Adelaide gallery,
LOWTHER ARCADE, STRAND.—Under the espe-

cial Patronage of her Most Gracious Majesty. Open daily

from 11 to’s o’clock, and from 7 to half-past 10 every

eve ing. Morning Attractions. — A continued series of

Scientific Experiments, Musical Performances, Exhibitions,

a selection from 3,000 Models of Machinery, Philosophical

Apparatus, Mechanical Inventions, &c., demonstrated and

explained
;
Glass-working, Philosophical Lectures, Hydro-

Oxvgen Gas Microscope, Monck Mason’s AERIAL MA-
CHINE, worked by propulsive machinery, and explained in

a lecture on the Aerial Navigation; ELECTRICAL EELS,
Performances of the Infant 'Thalia and Adelaide Wizard,

Bunsen’s CARBON BATTERY, Dissolving Views, Laugh-

ing Gas, Sculptures, Paintings, Me. Evening Recreations,

in addition to Morning Attractions. PROMENADE CON-
CERTS, Vocal and Instrumental, Mons. L. Z. Remy, Con-

ductor.—Admission, One Shilling.
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saying- that the measure as a whole is calcu-

lated to effect much good. It is true, that in

some of its details it is inferior both to the

present Building-Act and to the one proposed

last year
;
but then it is in many particulars

very much superior to both of them; and we
hope that no unflinching obstinacy from any
quarter will defeat the consummation of a
measure calculated, when improved, corrected,

AVING receiv-

ed, through the

favour of the

Right Honour-

able the Earl of

Lincoln, sooner

than we expect-

ed, a copy of the

Bill now before

the House of Commons,
for the proposed New
Metropolitan Building-

Act, we have, from

the urgent importance

of the subject to all

builders, architects, pro-

prietors, and inhabitants,

of not only London and its

vicinity, but also to very

many persons throughout

the empire at large,

been compelled to lay

aside many subjects, and

to postpone the appear-

ance of numerous valua-

ble articles already set up in type. We made
various calculations of the extent of space

which would be required for containing the

whole of this most voluminous Bill, with the

requisite annotations thereon. At first we en-

deavoured to arrange the whole within the

extent of oneNumber of our periodical, with a

Supplement, but we soon found, that even with

the use of almost the smallest readable type,

there was little hope of compressing the whole

Bill within less than the extent of two Numbers;
we have, therefore, been obliged not only to

give a double Number, but also to add a Supple-

ment, or we should otherwise not have had any
space left for subjects of general interest. It

has, indeed, required very great exertion to

lay before our readers, upon notice so short,

such an extent of technical matter; and we
trust such of them as may be less interested

in the measure will nevertheless bear with the

suppression of other matter, which has this

week of necessity resulted from our prompt at-

tention to a subject of such great and absorb-

ing importance to the metropolis, and which,
if once brought to any near approach to per-

fection, will no doubt form the model for

enactments as nearly as practicable similar

thereto, to be extended to every principal town
throughout the three kingdoms.

In the notes, parallel with the clauses of the

body of the proposed Act, will be found nu-

merous critical observations. We have set up
more than three dense columns of similar

notes, applicable to the voluminous schedules

appended to the Bill, in which indeed lie more
of the nerves and sinews of the proposed Act
than in its great body of clauses

;
but, to our

extreme regret, although we this week reach

twelve columns beyond the extent of a double

Number, we have been unable to find room for

these exact and important observations; we
shall, therefore, be compelled to give them in

our next publication, with such further re-

marks as a week’s additional deliberation will

produce.

In the meanwhile, we have no hesitation in

and modified, to effect so much sterling

benefit.

Building-Acts seem to have been the terror

of lawyers
;
and, perhaps, the present existing

metropolitan statute is, though of so much
importance, less understood by members of the

legal profession than almost any other parlia-

mentary enactment
;
notwithstanding also, per-

haps, this public statute is of such general con-

cern, and is in parts difficultto expound, there are

in law books fewer reports of cases decided
upon points relative to it than upon any unim-
portant Act. Men of the law, indeed, appear

always to have grown fidgety and inattentive

under building technicalities. Hence has arisen

that whenever any proposal for a new Metro-
politan Building-Act has appeared, there has

not in general been apparent that verbal nicety,

that freedom from ambiguity, that terseness of

expression, that absolute barrier against even
torturing the language into any signification

other than the one plainly and even palpably

intended to be conveyed by the words which
should be found in every good and carefully

framed statute, and in which labour few
besides lawyers are indeed commonly adept.

bejvplea.

A Committee of the Society of Master
Carpenters is summoned for Monday next,

at 12 o’clock, to take into consideration the

several clauses in the New Metropolitan Build-

ings Bill.

DESCRIPTION OF A CAST-IRON BRIDGE,
COMPLETED IN THE YEAR 1S40, FOR
CARRYING THE BIRMINGHAM AND
GLOUCESTER RAILWAY OVER THE
RIVER AVON, NEAR TEWKESBURY.

BY CAPTAIN W. S. MOORSOM.
(Read before the Institution of Civil Engineers,

January 9.)

This bridge is situated about seven miles
north of Tewkesbury: the approaches to it

are formed on embankments about 25 feet

high, crossing the valley nearly at right angles.

In the construction it was desirable to provide
for the effect of considerable floods, by aiding
the egress of the water, and also to avoid any
interference with the navigation of the river

;

a greater width of water-way was therefore

given, than at first view may appear necessary.

The bridge consists of three segmental
arches, each of 57 feet span, with a versed

sine of 5 feet 2 inches
;
the length between

the centres of the piers being 66 feet 6 inches
;

the total width between the abutments 190 feet

6 inches
;
and the breadth of the cutwaters 8

feet 6 inches each, leaving a clear water-way
of 173 feet 6 inches.

The principal novelty in the work is the
method of constructing the two piers. They
are formed externally of cast-iron plates or
caissons, filled for the first 12 feet from the

bottom with solid masonry and concrete
;
upon

this is built hollow masonry to support the

cap-plates, carrying eight pillars on each pier,

with an entablature for receiving the ends of

the arches, which, with the caps, pillars, and
entablatures, are of cast-iron. The abutments
at either end are of masonry.

The caissons are, at the bottom, 41 feet 6

inches long, and 16 feet wide, with semicircu-

lar ends, tapering upwards for 12 feet, on all

sides, to 34 feet 6 inches long, by 8 feet 6

inches wide, from whence they rise perpendi-

cularly for the remaining 8 feet 9 inches.

They are constructed of cast-iron flanehed

plates, | inch thick, screwed together by bolts,

and the joints made with iron cement. The
total weight of each caisson is about 28 tons.
The bottom of the river, at the site of each

pier, having been prepared by a scoop dredger,
worked from a platform erected upon piles,
the lower row of plates for the caisson was
put together and suspended in the water by
iron rods while the other rows were added,
gradually lowering the whole as the work pro-
ceeded, until the bottom rested on the bed of
the river

;
a quantity of clay was then thrown

round the outside, which formed a joint so
impervious to water, that with two pumps,
each of 5£ inches square, the caisson was
emptied in six hours, and was afterwards kept
dry by one pump, which was worked occasion-
ally during the subsequent excavations within-
side the caisson.

The dimensions of the cast-iron work of the
arches, and the masonry of the abutments, are
given in detail, with an account of the methods
of construction followed, and of the materials
employed.

It is stated that these iron caissons, which
are proposed by Mr. Ward of Falmouth, the
resident engineer, were found to be cheaper
than having coffer-dams and stone piers. The
total cost of the bridge, including iron-work,
painting, masonry, subsequent repairs to the
walls, and superintendence during construc-
tion, being 10,192^., and the weight of cast
and wrought iron employed was about 520
tons.

The partial failure of an arch in one of the
abutments is described, and the supposed
reasons for the sinking are given, with the
means which were adopted for replacing those
stones which had been displaced, and it is

stated that no sinking has since occurred.
The paper was illustrated by eighteen re-

markably well-executed drawings by Mr. But-
terton.

Captain Moorsom said that there were a
few interesting particulars relative to the
bridge, beyond those which were given in the
paper. Mr. Murchison shewed, in his work
on the Geology of the Silurian districts, that
the deposits of gravel of the Lickey range of
the hills nearer to Birmingham, and that of
the Avon near Pershore, were, geologically
speaking, identical

;
but Captain Moorsom

found that, as regarded the engineer’s opera-
tions, they differed in character.

The gravel in the neighbourhood of Bir-
mingham was remarkable for the rounded
character of the stones composing it, whereas
that which was found in the neighbourhood of
this bridge consisted almost entirely of angular
stones, which were used without any admix-
ture of sand, for making concrete, which was
found to become most compact when the stones
were perfectly clean; but the Birmingham
gravel required a certain proportion of sand
with it, to make compact concrete.

In excavating for the foundations of the
abutments, several bones of deer and a human
skull were found, at depths from 10 to 14 feet

below the level of the bottom of the river.

The circumstances attaching to the partial

failure of the small southern abutment arch
were peculiar. It had been supposed to arise

from expansion of the iron-work taking place

all in one direction, but after watching the arch
for six months, he thought such an opinion

was to a great extent unfounded
;
and he con-

ceived it to have arisen partly from the abut-

ment wall having slightly sunk at the back,

owing to the great quantity of rain which fell

at that period affecting the spongy soil upon
which it was built.

For seven months, the valley of the Avon, at

the spot in question, was (with a very few days’

intermission) under water, immediately after

the walls had been built, and before the bridge

was nearly completed. An amount of sinkage,

which was scarcely perceptible in the back of

the foundation of the wall, would have the

effect of displacing the stones of the arch to

the extent of some inches, and it was to this

cause that he attributed the separation of the

arch stones. As soon as the settlement ap-

peared to have ceased, the defective stones

were taken out and replaced, without inter-

rupting the passage of the trains.

The north-eastern wing wall also failed

from the same cause, viz., the spongy nature

of the soil when it was thoroughly saturated

with water
;
and if this had been foreseen,

prevention would have been easy, by placing
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a firmer and more extended base of concrete

under the footings of the wall.

He thought that the method of forming the

piers was as good and as cheap as any known
mode that could have been adopted

;
but if he

had to build another bridge of the same dimen-
sions, and under similar circumstances, he

would not use cast-iron, but would construct it

of timber, not on account of any engineering

difficulty, but simply because a timber struc-

ture would be very much cheaper, and equally

serviceable for the purposes of the railway,

taking into account comparative durability as

well as present cost.

ON THE PROGRESS MADE IN THE APPLI-
CATION OF ELECTRICITY AS A MOTIVE-
POWER.
W. R. Grove, Esq., submitted a communi-

cation to the Royal Institution, on the 9th ult.,

the subjects of which were— 1, a brief summary
of the laws of the electro-magnetic force; 2,

a description of the chief modifications of the

engines to which that force has hitherto been

applied
; 3, the commercial statistics of its

application
; 4, the purposes for which this

power is available. In dealing with the first

of these subjects, Mr. Grove exhibited, by

many illustrative and successful experiments,

the well-known re-actions of iron and other

m fetal s on each other, when exposed to the in-

fluence of an electric current. The actual

application of these familiar phenomena was

then shewn in the working models of several

machines, which were set in action by the

nitric acid (or Grove’s) battery, invented by

Mr. Grove, and described by him four years

ago at the Royal Institution.
' These machines

may be divided into three classes ;
first, those

acting by the immediate deflecting force, as

shewn in the galvanometer, Barlow’s wheel,

&c. ; secondly, those on what is called the sus-

pension principle. In these, two powerful

electro-magnets are fixed contiguous to the

periphery of a wheel, and in the line of its

diameter, plates of soft iron being fastened on

this periphery at short and equal intervals.

The electro-magnets are so arranged as to lose

their attractive power as soon as they have

drawn through a given space each plate of iron,

necessarily presented to them by the revolu-

tion of the wheel, hut are immediately after-

wards re-invested with this power, in order to

operate on the next plate. By these means

the wheel is kept in constant rotation on its

axis. The remaining class of electrically-

driven machines are applications of the prin-

ciple of Ritchie’s revolving magnet. In these,

an electro-magnet, balanced on a pivot, so as

to rotate in a horizontal plane, is arranged

between the poles of a permanent magnet.

Hence, the alternate attractions of the opposite

magnetic poles, combined with its own mo-

mentum, cause the electro-magnet to continue

rapidly revolving. Having noticed machines,

on these various principles, by H. Fox Talbot,

Esq., Mr. Hill, of Swansea, and Professor

Wheatstone, Mr. Grove proceeded to his third

subject—the commercial statistics of electro-

magnetic power. It appears, by the experi-

ments of Dr. Botto, that the consumption of

45 lbs. of zinc will produce an effect equivalent

to a single horse power for twenty-four hours.

The cost of the metal, at 3d. the pound, would

amount to 11s. 3d. About 50j lbs. of the

nitric acid of commerce would be required to

dissolve the metal in the most economical and

effective manner. The charge of this, at 6d. the

pound, would be 1/. 5s. 6d. The whole ex-

pense, therefore, of obtaining the effect of a

1-horsc power by an electro-motive apparatus,

would be U. 16s. 9d. In this calculation the

cost of the requisite sulphuric acid is assumed

to be fully covered by the value of the salts of

zinc produced in the operation. The same
amount of power produced by a steam-engine

would not cost more than a few shillings. Mr.
Grove explained that this comparative costli-

ness of the electro-magnetic machines resulted

from the sources of their force, zinc and acid

being manufactured, and, consequently, costly

articles
;
whereas, coal and water, the elements

of the steam-engine’s force, were raw mate-

rials, supplied at once from the earth. Mr.

Grove took this occasion to observe, that the

experiments of Botto, just alluded to, were

made with his (Grove’s) battery
;
and that

upon the cost of the constituents of this, the

calculations were founded. At first sight, this

battery would appear a dear form, from the

expense of the nitric acid ;
but a little consi-

deration proves the contrary of this. Com-
pare it, for example, with a battery merely

charged with dilute sulphuric acid (the cheapest

possible electrolyte), to perform an equivalent

of work (as the decomposition of a given

quantity of water), a series of three cells of

the ordinary battery is necessary
;
hence the

consumption of three equivalents of zinc, and

three of sulphuric acid. But the intensity of

the Grove’s battery is such, that the same re-

sistance can be overcome by one cell, consum-

ing only one equivalent of zinc, one of sul-

phuric acid, and one- third of nitric (there being

in this acid three available equivalents ot

oxygen). Independently of this smaller con-

sumption, Grove’s battery has the advantage of

occupying only one-sixteenth of the space of

the other constructions. In concluding his

communication, Mr. Grove mentioned the two

well-known applications of electric power

the electric telegraph and the electric clock.

To neither of these can steam, or, indeed, any

known force, be so applicable as that which

travels with a greater velocity than light

itself.

ON THE LIGHT THROWN ON GEOLOGY
BY SUBMARINE RESEARCHES.

The following interesting lecture was de-

livered by Professor Forbes at the meeting of

the Royal Institution on the 23rd February

Having alluded to the researches of two

Italian naturalists, Donali and Soldani, who
dredged the Adriatic about the middle of the

last century, Prof. Forbes entered on the im-

portant inferences which he had derived from

similar investigations in the Irish Channel, and

in the Archipelago. His first conclusion was,

that marine animals and plants are grouped,

according to their species, at particular depths

in the sea, each species having a range of

depth appropriated to itself. Prof. Forbes

illustrated this assertion by a diagram, indi-

cating the plants and animals respectively ,n *

habitiug what he termed the littoral zone,

which extends immediately from the coast

—

the laminarian zone, where the broad-leaved

fuci are most abundant—the coralline
,
in which

there is an assemblage of mollusca, especially

bivalves and corals, and the deep sea coral, so

called because in it only we find examples of

large corals on the British shores. Prof.

Forbes next alluded to the fact of the number

of species diminishing according to depth, so

that by gaining an accurate knowledge of the

Fauna and Flora, appropriated to various sea-

bottoms, the naturalist can infer their depth

no plants are found below 100 fathoms, and

the probable zero of animal life is at 300 fa-

thoms. Sedimentary deposits below this depth

are consequently destitute of organic matter.

This circumstance bids the geologist to be

cautious in inferring that any stratum was

formed before the creation of animals, on no

other account than that it is devoid ot organic

remains : he should rather conclude from such

deficiency, that the stratum was deposited in

very deep water.—Prof. Forbes next remarked

that British species are found throughout the

zones of depth in the Mediterranean Sea
;
but

that in that sea, the proportion of northern

testacea in the lower zones greatly exceeds

that in the upper, so that there is a repre-

sentation of climates, or parallels of latitude,

in depth. The fourth proposition advanced

by the Professor, was, that all varieties of sea-

bottom are not equally capable of maintaining

animal life. The sandy parts are usually the

desert ones. Hence the scarcity of fossils, in

sand-stone : though traces of worms (which

inhabit the sand) are found in ancient sand-

stones. As each animal is not able to live,

except on its own locality, those marine ani-

mals, as the scallop, which are gregarious, de-

teriorating the ground when they increase

beyond a certain extent, die
;
then the place

becomes silted up, the ground changes, and

another race occupies it. This fact explains

the phenomena of distribution of organic re-

mains in rocks,— *• e. their being grouped to-

gether in separate strata, fossilliferous strata

alternating with those which are free from

organic remains.—Prof. Forbes proceeded to

observe, that such animals as are common to

many zones of depth, are those which have

the greatest horizontal range in space, and

are generally those which are present in the

tertiary deposits ;
and thus it is that the most

generally distributed fossils are such as are

found in the greatest number of formations
}

because these are necessarily the most inde-

pendent of destroying influences. But, on the

other hand, as the elevation or depression of

strata to a very small extent would destroy the

species peculiar to any zone, or to the zone

above or beneath it, it becomes an important

inquiry how this destruction is compensated.

In dealing with this question, Prof. Forbes

announced a most important law in zoology,

one altogether new to ourselves—viz. That

the mollusca migrate. He discovered by his

own observation, that this is the case even

with the limpets, the most fixed of all species.

This migration occurs in their egg-state, when
the ova are strung together, and floated over

the ocean, from shore to shore. In the larva

state they are swimmers. In fact, they com-

mence their life in a form closely analogous

to that which is permanent among the ptero-

pods. But, though in this state they can live

in any zone, they cannot arrive at perfection

except in the peculiar zone to which they are

adapted. This accounts for the very imperfect

shells of prematurely dying mollusca being

found at a low depth. Professor Forbes con-

cluded his communication by noticing its bear-

ings on the views of the most eminent geolo-

gists of our time. 1st. With regard to Mr.

Lyell’s principle of distinguishing tertiary

strata by the per-centage of recent species in

each. This is confirmed by Prof. Forbes’s

investigations; only in using Mr. Lyell’s cri-

terion, the element of depth, which gives cli-

matal character in living animals, must be

taken into account. 2nd. Prof. Forbes next

noticed that Sir II. De la Beebe had hypo-

thetically anticipated, what his researches

established, the representations of climates and

depth, ten years ago. 3rd. He lastly ascribed

to Viscount d’Archiac and M. de Verneuil,

the credit of having announced (what he had

observed and mentioned in the course of his

communication) that species which are found

in a great number of localities, and in very

distant countries, are always those which have

lived during the formation of several succes-

sive systems.

ARTESIAN FOUNTAINS.

The announcement of an intention to sink

an artesian well in the neighbourhood of Tra-

falgar-square has frightened many wise heads

into the supposition that such an operation

would dry up the neighbouring ordinary wells.

This arises from the distinction between an

ordinary well and an artesian fountain (as it

ought properly to be called) being apparently

either unknown or not understood. Such foun-

tains derive their name from having been

first bored for in the province of Artois, in

France
;
and the conditions essential to con-

stitute such a fountain are, that the waters shall

be forced up to the surface by the pressure

from beneath, which is not the case in ordinary

wells, from which the waters are pumped up,

or drawn up by buckets, &c.

Tertiary basins (geologically speaking), such

as London and Paris are situated in, are con-

sidered the most favourable for piercing for

artesian fountains ;
and to reach such, it is

not only necessary to go below the bed of water

which supplies the ordinary wells, but also

that, by means of a tube or other conveyance,

the superficial beds of water should not mingle

with those which are brought up from below

to the surface. The means taken to effect this

would require a lengthened description : the

accidents to which even metal tubes are liable,

from being subjected to the enormous pressure

sometimes met with, were well illustrated in

the case of the celebrated artesian fountain of

Paris. The principle upon which artesian

fountains are pierced for is the stratified depo-

sition of the beds and the alternation of per-

meable and impermeable strata in any given

place. The ordinary wells of London are all

derived from above the London clay
;
the allu-

vium covering the surface of which is full of

water, from the impermeable nature of the sub-

stratum of clay. The quantity of water is so

great, that many large distilleries, sugar-

houses, and some of the breweries, are supplied

with this water. The water of the London
clay itself is impure, and contains salts. Such

are the saline springs of Bagnigge Wells, St.
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George’s Fields, Kilburn, and, it is believed,

of Epsom.
Whenever a well is sunk above the London

clay, the immediate rise of the water has some
effect in depressing for a time that of the

neighbouring wells
;
but this is only temporary,

for there is no pressure from below. These
are not artesian fountains. The latter foun-

tains must be sought for (supposing, to avoid
expense, that the uppermost beds were taken)
in the alternating sands and clays of the plastic

clay formation, or to be more certain of a
plentiful supply, in the chalk itself : in either

they could have no possible effect whatsoever
on any neighbouring wells.

An account is given in Conybeare and
Phillips’s “ Outlines of the Geology of Eng-
land and Wales” of a well sunk at Messrs.
Liptrap and Smith’s distillery, one mile east

of London, in which the alluvium, London
clay, and plastic clay were traversed, and 160
feet of the chalk

;
the land-springs supplying

the London wells were met with at a depth of
29 feet

;
two beds of the London clay yielded

water; a good spring was met with in the
lower sandy beds of the plastic clay, and a
spring was me^with in the chalk at a depth of
123 feet (in the chalk). The lower beds of the
chalk formation and every fissure in them are,

with very few exceptions, completely filled

with water.

As the chalk and plastic clay are in the
neighbourhood of Trafalgar-square at a lower
level than the higher districts which supply
those formations with water, so not only may a

powerful fountain be anticipated in such a
quarter, but also a rise which will be especially

well adapted for ornamental purposes, and that
without having any connection whatever with
neighbouring wells .—Literary Gazette.

HEW ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The new society, called the “ British

Archaeological Association for the encourage-
ment and prosecution of researches into

the arts and monuments of the early and
middle ages, particularly in England,” it is

to be under the direction of a central committee
resident in London

;
and among its patrons

are already ranked—the Marquess of North-
ampton, President of the Royal Society

;
the

Earl of Aberdeen, K.T. President of the Society

of Antiquaries ;
the Earl of Powis

;
Lord Albert

Conyngham
;

the Lord Bishops of Durham,
Salisbury, Norwich, and Lichfield

;
Lord Stan-

ley, of Alderley ;
Sir E. H. Alderson, Baron of

the Exchequer
;
Mr. Hallam, and Mr. W. R.

Hamilton, Vice-Presidents of the Society of

Antiquaries. The members of the committee,

as at present arranged, are T. Amyot, Esq.,

F,R.S., Treas. S.A.
;

C. F. Barnwell, M.A.,
j\R.S., F.S.A., late of the British Museum

;

Edward Blore, D.C.L., F.S.A.; W. Bromet,
M.D., F.S.A.

;
the Rev. J. B. Deane, M.A.,

F.S.A.; C. L- Eastlake, R.A.,F.R.S., F.S.A.;
Sir H. Ellis, F.R.S., Sec. S.A.

;
E. Hawkins,

F.R.S., F.S.A., Keeper of the Antiquities,

Brit. Mus.; T. W. King, Esq,, F.S.A., Rouge
Dragon Pursuivant; Sir F. Madden, K.H.,
F. R.S., F.S.A., Keeper of the MSS., Brit,

Mus,; T, J. Pettigrew, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A.,
Treasurer

;
Ambrose Poynter, Esq., Hon, Sec.

R. I. Brit. Arch
;

C. Roach Smith, Esq.,

F.S.A., Honorary Secretary
;

T. Stapleton,

Esq., F.S.A.; Albert Way, Esq., M.A., Dir.

S.A.
;
Sir R. Westmacott, R.A-, F,S.A.

,
Pro-

fessor of Sculpture, R. Acad.; C. Winston,
Esq.; and Thomas Wright, Esq., M.A., F.S.A.,
Corresponding Member of the Institute of
France, &c.

The want of such an active institution of
this kind has long been a reproach to the
country, and caused the irreparable los6 of
many a precious relic of antiquity. Its pro-
fessed objects are “ to investigate, preserve,
and illustrate all ancient monuments of the
history, manners, customs, and arts of our fore-

fathers, and, in furtherance of the principles
with which the Society of Antiquaries of Lon-
don was established, to render available the
researches of a numerous class of lovers of
antiquity who are unconnected with that insti-

tution.” The means proposed are, “ 1. By
holding communication with correspondents
throughout the kingdom, and with provincial
antiquarian societies

;
as well as by direct inter-

course with the Comite des Arts et Monuments
of the Ministry of Public Instruction in France,

and with other similar associations on the Con-
tinent instituted for the advancement of anti-
quarian science. 2. By holding frequent and
regular meetings for the consideration and dis-
cussion of communications received from cor-
respondents and any other persons. 3. By
promoting careful observation and preservation
of antiquities discovered in the progress of
public works, such as railways, sewers, founda-
tions of buildings, &c. 4. By encouraging in-
dividuals or associations in making researches
and excavations, and affording them suggestions
and co-operation. 5. By opposing and pre-
venting, as far as may be practicable, all injuries
with which ancient national monuments of
every description may from time to time be
threatened. 6. By using every endeavour to

spread abroad a correct taste for archaeology,
and a just appreciation of monuments of ancient
art, so as ultimately to secure a general interest
in their preservation. 7- By collecting accurate
drawings, plans, and descriptions of ancient
national monuments, and, by means of corre-
spondents, preserving authentic memorials of all

antiquities which may from time to time be
brought to light. 8. By establishing a journal
devoted exclusively to the objects of the asso-
ciation, as a means of spreading antiquarian in-

formation and maintaining a constant com-
munication with all persons interested in such
pursuits. 9. By taking every occasion which
may present itself to solicit the attention of the
government to the conservation of our national
monuments, and to the other objects of the
association.”— Exertions are being made to
issue the first No. of the British Archceological
Quarterly Journal

,
which will be a record of

all the proceedings, towards the end of March.
No fixed plan of pecuniary consideration has
as yet been arranged. On the contrary, it is

at present voluntary; but we understand it is 1

proposed to hold, at appointed times, an His-
torical Congress, something after the manner
of the British Association, on which occasion
we presume there will be some call for the
“ sinews of war.” It is proposed that the assem-
blage should be made at some place remark-
able for its historical monuments, and other
objects of antiquity

;
and we believe that Can-

terbury or Winchester will be fixed upon for

the present year.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF NEW.
CASTLE.

The thirty-first anniversary of this so-

ciety was lately held, on which occasion the

chair was taken by John Clayton, Esq., when
the usual statement of accounts was read,

after which the report of the council was read

to the meeting. It stated that further delay

had been experienced in the appearance of the

Pipe Rolls, but it was expected that members
who had subscribed to the work would shortly

receive their copies. The memorial presented

to the Town Council respecting the Brand
manuscripts remained unanswered. Success-

ful operations had been carried on in exploring

Roman stations at Risingham and Walwick
Chesters : Mr, Shanks had enriched the so-

ciety’s collection with various objects of anti-

quity found at the former place, and Mr. Clay-
ton had contributed to the ‘ Transactions ’ an
account of his discoveries at the latter. The
council having found that there were sufficient

papers, with those contributed during the past

year, to form a concluding part to Vol. III. of
the ‘ Transactions,’ have determined to print

them, and an interesting part will be published.

Great attention has been paid to the elucida-

tion of the discoveries mentioned above, by
plates, &c. By the efforts of sundry indivi-

dual members, several gentlemen have joined

the society, but such exertions must still be
kept up in order to secure such a fund as will

enable the society to carry on the measures for

which it was originally formed. The follow-

ing gentlemen have become members during
the year: namely, P. H. Howard, Esq., M.P.,
Corby Castle; Win. Sydney Gibson, Esq.,

Newcastle
;
the Rev. W. F. Raymond, Arch-

deacon of Northumberland
;
Dr. Besley, Vicar

of Long Benton
;
Rev. Edward Hussey Adam-

son, incumbent of St. Alban’s
;
H. lngledew,

Esq., Newcastle; J. Straker, Esq., Point
Pleasant; Geo. Walker, Esq., architect, New-
castle. Whilst these acquisitions have been

made, however, the society have to lament the

deaths of Messrs. Buddie and Hewitson, and
the resignation of Christopher Blackett, Esq.

At this meeting Charles Roach Smith, Esq.
was elected an honorary, and Mr. Ions Hewit-
son an ordinary member. The various pre-
set9 received during the year were laid upon
the table for the inspection of the members,
and the following gentlemen were chosen offi-
cers lor the ensuing year, namely, President,
bir J. E. Swinburne, Bart., F.S.A.: Vice-
Presidents, C W. Bigge, Esq., Sir 0. Monck,
Bart.

; and the Rev. J. Hodgson : Secretaries,
John Adamson Esq., F.S.A.

; and Henry
Tnrner, Esq.: Council, J. H. Hinde, Esq,
M.P.

;
John Clayton, Esq.

;
John Fenwick,

Esq.; Rev. James Raine
; Dr. Headlam R

R. Dees, Esq.
;

H. G. Potter, Esq.
; Dr!

Charlton; E. Charnley, Esq.; W. Dickson*
Esq.

; Thomas Bell, Esq.
;
and M. A. Richard-

son, Esq.

YORKSHIRE LAND DRAINAGE ASSOCI-
ATION.

Thr application of capital to the general and
complete drainage of land, as a means of in-
vestment—while it would confer the greatest
benefit to the farmer, as well as the landholder
himself—has, among all the various specula-
tions which have been brought before the
public during the past twenty years, been com-
pletely lost sight of; to induce, however,
capitalists to embark property in this useful
and (certain to be) lucrative employment, the
attention of the legislature was called to the
subject, and, by an Act of Parliament, 3 & 4
Viet., cap. 55, power is given to the owners of
settled estates to defray the expenses of drain-
ing the same by way of mortgage, and to charge
all or any part of the lands so drained with
payment to any persons willing to advance the
capital necessary for the purpose, either as a
rent charge, or by equal yearly instalments, of
not less than twelve or more than eighteen
years.

This Aot embraces in its enactments most
clearly the objects sought to be attained by an
association on the principles of one which' has
just been formed under the above title, which
while it numbers among the names upon the
provisional committee and among its patrons
some of the first in the kingdom as farming
landholders, enters upon the proposed under-
taking with a spirit commensurate with its im-
portance. The proposed capital is 500,000/.
in shares of 2 51. each; and at the present
moment, when agricultural improvement is of
such urgent necessity, there is little doubt the
association will be properly supported

; popu-
lous as England is, and extensive as are her
towns and villages, compared with other por-
tions of the globe, there is vast room for im-
provement in agricultural pursuits, and the
consequent investment qf capital. It is calcu-
lated that by proper management the soil of
this country could be made to produce four
times the amount of food at present raised
from It; and, though this will in a great
measure depend upon chemistry, as applied to
agriculture, still a thorough principle of
drainage must in all cases be carried out before
chemical effects can be properly developed.
Under such circumstances, we hail with much,
gratification the establishment of such an
association, the results of whose operations, we
have no doubt, will tend to secure an increase
of production, and, consequently, lessen much
of the present misery in the agricultural dis-

tricts, and counterbalance the general depres-
sion which prevails in that branch of industry.
As this association will in all cases proceed on
the most recent improvements, and carry on
all its undertakings on the most scientific

principles extant, further openings will doubt-
less be made for the production of many ar-

ticles of manufacture for drainage, as well as

other purposes of agriculture. Ainslie’s

patent tile machine, the Marquis of Tweed-
dale’s, and various others, have been followed

by Watson’s patent draining process, which
has been so successfully applied in cuttings

and embankments on railroads and canals; and
the operations of this association will tend to

call into activity many other inventions, which,

from the want of a stimulus, have hitherto

lain dormant. The safety of such a specula-

tion cannot be better shewn than by quoting

the words of Lord Stanley (no mean authority

on the subject) at a meeting ot the Royal

Agricultural Society of England, held at

Liverpool, in July, 1841—he says
}
“There
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was no bank in the country, no commercial

speculation, no investment, so safe, so sure,

so profitable, as that in which even borrowed

capital may be engaged by investing it under

the ground of your own soil.” There is no

doubt, under good management, the return for

capital embarked will be ample, and secure the

support of permanent investors—a society of

a speculative character being wbat the pro-

moters most strongly desire to avoid.

In two pamphlets published by J. H. Char-

nock, Esq., a member of the Yorkshire Agri-

cultural Society, the subject is most ably dis-

cussed, and the objects of the association clearly

pointed out; these latter are—1. To provide

the requisite amount of money for either

owner or occupier, or the two jointly, to

thoroughly drain their land, they repaying the

same with interest, by half-yearly instalments,

during a certain period to be fixed, either at a

rate per cent, ora charge per acre, to be deter-

mined by competent parties, in proportion to

the benefit the land has obtained from the

operation of the association
;

2. To make tiles

or other articles for the purposes of drainage,

on the most approved plan, and in the cheapest

and most approved localities, to enable them
to be supplied at the lowest price

;
and 3. To

take on suitable leases any land considered
worth the operation, thoroughly drain it, and
relet it. In the discussion of the subject, the

author shews, that as the increase of pro-

duce— at the most, three crops—will pay for

the cost of perfect drainage, it follows that in

three years there would, by this system, be put
into the occupier’s pocket the total sum which,
under other circumstances, he would have to

disburse during, perhaps, fifteen years—thus

supplying him with extra capital
;
and, as this

must tend to give a large increase of employ-
ment in the whole of the agricultural districts,

it will improve the moral and social condition
of the labourer, render him contented, induce
others to follow his example, feel that his con-
dition is not uncared for by his employers

—

and render the advantages which we possess,

beyond all other countries, in capital, and its

practically scientific application, subservient
to the general good of the community.

Nature the Architect of Society.

—

Human society is not like a piece of mechanism
which may be safely taken to pieces, and put

together by the hands of an ordinary artist.

It is the work of nature, and not of man
;
and

has received, from the hands of its author,

an organioation that cannot be destroyed

without danger to its existence, and certain

properties and powers that cannot be altered

or suspended by those who may have been
entrusted with its management. By studying
these properties, and directing these powers, it

may be modified and altered to a considerable

extent. But they may be allowed to develope
themselves by theij internal energy, and to

familiarize themselves with their new channel
of exertion. A child cannot be stretched out
by engines to the stature of a man, nor a man
compelled, in a morning, to excel in all the

exercises of an athlete. Those into whose
hands the destines of a great nation are com-
mitted, should bestow on its reformation at

least as much patient observauce and as much
tender precaution as are displayed by a skilful

gardener in his treatment of a sickly plant.

He pi ops up those branches that are weak or
overloaded, and gradually prunes and reduces
those that are too luxuriant

;
he cuts away

what is absolutely rotten and distempered
;
he

stirs the earth about the root, and sprinkles it

with water, and waits for the coming spring :

he trains the young branches to the right hand
or to the left

;
and leads it, by a gradual and

spontaneous progress, to expand or exalt itself,

season after season, in the direction which he
had previously determined; and thus, in the
course of a few summers, he brings it, without
injury or compulsion, into that form and pro-
portion which could not with safety have been
imposed upon it in a shorter time. The re-

formers of France applied no such gentle soli-

citations, and could not wait for the effects of
any such preparatory measures, or voluntary
developments. They forcibly broke over its

lofty boughs, and endeavoured to straighten
its crooked joints by violence : they tortured it

into symmetry in vain, and shed its life blood
on the eajth, in the middle of its scattered
branches .—Lord Jeffrey.

DESCRIPTION OF CHESTER.

T his is not only the cityof singular walks, but

of singularities of all kinds. A German would

notice one in particular in the Cathedral.

Here, to his astonishment, he is led to the

tomb of one of his German sovereigns, the

Emperor Henry IV. The Chester people,

who have invented such singular streets and
walks, have firmly made up their minds, that

this famous German emperor, of whose death

we tell quite a different story, tired of the

troubles of his own kingdom, came over to

Chester. Here the people received him and

kept him till his death, then buried him in

their Cathedral, and erected a monument to

his memory. I told my guide that I very

much doubted the truth of his tale. He replied

that there were some people in Chester who
doubted it : “but,” said he, “ I have no doubt

on the subject, else why should they print it in

the books?” This imperial monument is quite

different from and more ornamental than the

other monuments, and in order that there

should be no mistake, the inscription confirms

the popular legend. I can understand how a

people, in its tales and legeuds, can fall into

historical errors; but how such a mistake
should have come into the daylight of one of

the most famous cathedrals, and appear there

cut in stone and iron, is incomprehensible. It

is known that this unhappy emperor died on
the 7th of August, 1106, at Liege, after he had
been deprived of the crown by his son, Henry
V. Obbert, the Bishop of Liege, at first per-

mitted him to be buried in the Cathedral, but

afterwards, as he was excommunicated, he had
him dug np, at the command of the papal

legatee, and thrown, uninterred, on a little

island in the Maas. On this island, so runs

runs the tale, a pious monk night and day sang

penitential psalms for the Emperor’s soul.

Henry V. had the body brought to Spiers,

where it was buried in St. Mary’s Church
;
but

the fanatical Bishop of Spiers would not let it

rest there. He removed it from the church,
and had it placed in an unconsecrated chapel,

where the bones of the unhappy emperor lay

five years above ground. Then the bar of ex-

communication having been removed, he was
solemnly interred in the Cathedral. There, as

we know, he did not rest, for at the end of the

last century but one, when the French laid

waste the Palatinate, the bones of the emperor
were again scattered. They have, however,
been long since restored, and a monument
erected over them, which is, however, scarcely

so splendid as that which the English have
raised to the duplicate of our emperor. There
is, however, generally some truth in every

legend, and the question therefore arises, what
the ti Hth is in this remarkable Chester story.

It is possible, 1st, that the emperor, after his

dethronement and the ill-treatment he received

at the hands of his son, fled from Liege, down
the Mass, to England, and that the person who
died at Liege was not the emperor: or, 2d,

that a stranger and imposter, profiting by the

stormy life and obscure death of the emperor,
went over to England, and there gained com-
passion and support by representing himself as

the unfortunate sovereign. As neither of these

hypothesis can be proved, the question remains,
who that Henry IV. was who was honoured in

Chester with the title of emperor of Germany,
and whence it came that he was confounded
with this emperor. Historians have as yet

been as little able to solve this question, as to

say who was the man with the iron mask.

—

Kohl.

The House of Sir Christopher Wren.
—In Friday-street, Cheapside, a short time
ago, stood the house which was in the occupa-
tion of Sir Christopher Wren, the eminent
architect, during the erection of St. Paul’s

Cathedral, and which adjoined the church of
St. Matthew, Friday-street. In the course of
pulling down the building, which was sold a
few days ago, and which is now nearly levelled

with the ground; several silver and copper
coins were found in the joists of the flooring

by some of the workmen. The silver coins
were of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, some
being in good preservation* The copper coins

were of an earlier period. The foundation
walls are of extraordinary thickness, a portion

of which formed part of the Saracen’s Head,
which is also taken down.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Bury St. Edmund's.—A meeting of some of

the principal inhabitants of St. Mary’s parish

in this town, convened by a friendly circular

from the rev. incumbent, was held at the

vestry of the church on Monday. The rev.

gentleman stated that the repairs of the outer

roof had been now completed, and that the

condition of the principals, &c., had been

throughout ascertained to be fully as bad as

Mr. Cottingham had represented those which

he had examined. The object of the meeting

now was to consider certain alterations and

processes of restoration of the interior of this

beautiful edifice submitted by the architect,

Mr. Cottingham, which were explained by Mr.

Eyre. The rev. incumbent stated that the

propositions embraced, first, the restoration and

cleaning of the roof
;
secondly, the repair, or

rather restoration of the great west window,

which was in an absolutely dangerous condi-

tion from injury and decay, the stone-work
being broken and split in every direction

;

thirdly, the reparation of the roof of the south

aisle, which has been discovered to be in a bad
state

;
fourthly, the removal of the organ gal-

lery within the west porch, the organ to be

placed on the ground-floor next the tower, and
the vacant space thus obtained so advanta-

geously to the representation of the fair pro-

portions of the building, to be filled up with

seats for the poor. It was calculated that

about 160 free sittings would be thus obtained.

It was also proposed that the pulpit should be

placed at the east end of the nave on one side,

and the reading-desk on the other. Two very

beautiful plans of pulpit and reading-desk

drawn by Mr. Cottingham were exhibited,

which received general approbation. Refer-

ence was made to some proposed and much to

be desired repairs and alterations in the chan-

cel, for which also some beautiful plans were
submitted. The cost of the whole was esti-

mated at about 1,800/. For the above-men-
tioned restoration and repairs of roof and west
window, removal of organ and gallery, and
substitution of free sittings, with repair of
south aisle, about 1,300/. will be required. The
rev. incumbent has already received of free-

will offerings nearly 900/. It was thought,
therefore, that these necessary repairs should
be proceeded with forthwith, in the confident

hope that the additional 500/. required will be
soon obtained by an appeal to the public. The
alterations and repairs of the chancel, together
with new pulpit and desk, which would cost

about 400/. additional, will be contingent upon
the subscriptions. Mr. J. H. F. Oakes has
undertaken, at a cost, if required, of 250/., to

replace the present inappropriate circular

window over the east end of the nave, with a
new rose window of stained glass, an admir-
able plan of which has also been made by Mr.
Cottingham.

IFoolpit Church .—The open roof of this fine

ecclesiastical structure has recently undergone
complete restoration, and is now finished, with
its appropriate niches and figures, in a style

which it is hoped will afford an example to be
followed in the many structures of Suffolk,

where restoration is so much needed. The
tout ensemble is fine. The clerestory is divided

by the roof into ten bays by eleven pairs of
principal frames and trusses. These frames
are formed of three stories of half arches or

spandrils, supporting horizontal timbers or

hammer beams. The ends of these beams are

finished with the figures of angels. The bays

are highly ornamented with star Tudor mould-
ings. The cornice is charged with figures of

angels also, and bosses. The compartments
are divided by Tudor mouldings. This work
has been completed by Mr. H. Ringham, of

Ipswich, whose talent in ecclesiastical carving,

though highly appreciated in the locality, is

not so extensively known as it deserves to be.

In case all our readers may not fully under-

stand the meaning of an “ open roof,” such

roofs being mostly, though not altogether, con-

fined to Suffolk and Norfolk, we add a slight

description. An “ open roof” is a timber roof,

without tie beams, the outward thrust or pres-

sure being counteracted by the skilful arrange-

ment of the internal frame-work, such as the

roofs of Westminster Hall, the Hall of Eltham>
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and Crosby Hall. Many of these roofs adorn
the Churches of Suffolk, as for instance St.

Mary’s, Bury (now in progress of restoration),

St. Margaret’s, St. Mary Key, and St. Mary
Stoke, Ipswich; Hadleigh, Framlingham,
Stonham, Ixworth, Rattlesden, Tostock, Roug-
ham, Tuddenham near Ipswich, Wetherden,
&e. Several of these roofs now mentioned
have also been repaired by Mr. Ringham, to

the great benefit of the structures, and to the

satisfaction of those who reverence antiquity.
•

—

Gentleman's Magazine.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

House of Commons, Monday, March 4.

—

Second Report of Select Committee (1st

March) considered; Resolution of Committee
read, as follow:—

1. That in each case where bills are now
pending to authorize the construction of new
lines of railway, competing with one another,
such hills be respectively referred to one com-
mittee.

2. That the committees for the consideration
of such bills be specially constituted.

3. That bills now pending to authorize the
construction of new lines of railway, which
will compete with existing railways, be in like

manner referred to committees specially con-
stituted.

4. That such committees be composed of
five members, to he nominated by the com-
mittee of selection, who shall sign a declara-
tion that their constituents have no local

interest, and that they themselves have no per-
sonal interest in the bill or bills referred to

them, and that they will not vote on any ques-
tion which may arise without having duly heard
and attended to the evidence relating thereto

;

and that three shall be a quorum.
5. That a select committee be appointed, to

consider which of the pending railway bills

shall be deemed competing bills, according to
the foregoing resolutions.

6. That such select committee be composed
of five members, of whom three shall be a
quorum, and that the committee have power to
send for persons, papers, and records.

7* That such of the standing orders as relate
to the composition of the committees on
private bills, and the orders consequent thereon,
be suspended, so far as regards competing
railway bills pending in the course of the pre-
sent session.

First resolution read a second time
; motion

made, and question proposed—“ That this

house doth agree with the committee in the
said resolution;”—Debate arising; motion
made, and question put, “ That the debate be
now adjourned.” The House divided—Ayes,
3; Noes 200.

Gravesend, Tilbury, and Eastern- Counties
Junction Railway Company.—This company
has for itsobject,the most ready communication
between London and Gravesend, which is pro-
posed to be effected by a line from Romford to
Tilbury Fort—the company availing them-
selves of the Act of Parliament already obtained
for the Thames Haven line, and making a
branch line from Ockendon to the Thames,
crossing by way of steam ferry. The time,
we are told, to accomplish this would not ex-
ceed one hour, or, as the table states, giving the
widest limit, one hour and a quarter, while that
required by taking the Surrey and Kent lines
would require two hours, and thus a saving of
three-eighths in time would be effected. There
can be no question but that the traffic between
Chatham, Gravesend, and London is very
large, and, with the facilities afforded by rail-

way communication, this may be expected to
be increased to avast extent.

'

It is stated, that
the whole of the works are ready to be con-
tracted for within the subscribed capital, and
that the line will be completed in eighteen
months. One-fourth of the shares have been
taken up, and interest at the rate of 5 per
cent, per annum will be allowed on deposits,
or payments on shares. The prospectus states,
that a dividend of 10 per cent, may be calcu-
lated upon.

Projected Railroadfrom Paris to Boulogne
and Calais.— J he following are the chief con-
ditions of the Railroad Bill presented to the
Chamber of Deputies by M. Dumon, the
Minister for Public Works, for constructing a
railroad from Paris to the Belgian frontier,

with branches to Calais, Boulogne, and Dun-
kirk. The branches to Calais and Dunkirk
are to commence between Douai and Lille, and
to proceed to Calais through Hazebrouck and
St. Omer, and to Dunkirk through Hazebrouck
and to the west of Cassel. The line to Bou-
logne is to commence at Amiens, and to pro-
ceed through Abbeville and Etaples. A sum
of 15,000,000f. is allocated for the construc-
tion of the branches to Calais and Dunkirk,
and the term of the lease to a public company,
should any offer, is to be 23 years from the
date of the fixing of the rails. An additional
article stipulates that after the receipt of six
per cent, for interest, and two per cent, for a
sinking fund, the surplus of revenue shall be
equally divided between the company and the
government. In case that within two months
from the passing of the bill no company shall
have complied with the conditions proposed,
the minister is authorized to complete the
road at the expense of the government. Credits
for that purpose are provided in the bill.

There is to be a diminution of 2c. in the tariff
of merchandise. There are to be three classes
of carriages—the first at 10c., the second at
7c. 0*005, the third at 5c. 0*005. The third
class is to be covered and closed with curtains.
The government is to become the proprietor of
the railroad at the conclusion of the lease. The
goverment is likewise to be at liberty to pur-
chase the railroad from the company contract-
ing at the conclusion of the 12 years from the
granting of the lease. The terms of purchase
are to be the same as those prescribed in the
Orleans Railroad Bill, with this difference,
that the premiums to be added to the dividend,
of which the annuity to be paid to the com-
pany is to be composed, is to be reduced one-
half.

e'otxrsyonOrnce.

METHOD OF GUTTING A TAPERED PLANK.
Sir,—Your correspondent “ R. A. P.,” in

No. 54, desires to be informed where he may
cut a tapered plank, the length of which is l,

and the breadth of the two ends B and C paral-
lel to the ends, so that the two parts shall be
equal in area. As many cases may occur
where such a division of a similar superficies
is required, and in other branches of building
as well as joinery, you will perhaps insert this
reply in your next. It may appear strange to
many that a question seemingly 60 simple can-
not be solved but by an algebraic equation of
two unknown quantities; but such I believe is

the fact.

I have, however, subjoined another method,
that is sufficiently correct for practical pur-
poses, and more readily applied. But first for
the equation : let the plank be represented by
the annexed trapezoid or tapering superficies,

1>

y

l is the length, B the width of the broad end,
C of the narrow end; let y represent the
length of the cross-cut, and x its distance from
the broad end. Let it first be granted (I need

not prove it) that A~L .

C
x l = area of the

whole plank, we have then given for the

1st equationJLltj'x -r=— C
x (l—x).

2nd equation X x= C
. x l by

the question, to find the value of x and y.

To proceed with the first equation. Taking
away the denominators on both sides, that is

to say, multiplying both sides by 2, and then
multiplying the two terms on each side to-

gether, we have

B x 4- xy= ly -|- C l—xy—C x,

and B x 2x y -\- C x = ly Cl by trans-
position.

And by dividing both sides by B + 2y -f C,
we have x = ly -j- C /

B+2y + C.

For the second equation, after multiplying

the terms on each side together, and then mul-
tiplying both sides by 4, we have

2Bx + 2xy=B/x Cl
And by dividing both sides by 2 B -j- 2 y, we
have x = B / + C /

2 B -J- 2y
Thus arises a new equation, viz.—

•

_J y + c± B / + c /

4 C1 ,
*+2y+C-2B+2y

to find the value of y.
By multiplying both sides by the denomi-

nators successively, we bring both sides to
whole terms; and after expunging those quan-
tities that are common to both sides, and have
like signs, we have 2 / y*= BJ

l + C 2
1, and

therefore y —<f + C2 /

We have thus <
21 ).

gf+yi
)
= width

21

the plank at the cross-cut, and ^

—

2B + 2 y
the distance of the cross-cut from the broad
end.

To apply this, let l be 8*4, or 100 inches, B
12 inches, C 8 inches, and we have
./(I44 X 100) + (64 x 100)\ — / |a| —v V

_

200 / v
10*198039 inches, the width of the cross-cut.

AnA (\2 X 100) + (8 x 100)_ 2000

24 -f- 20*396078 44 396078
“

45*0490243 inches distance from the broad end.
To prove this

(12-f-8)-f-2x 100= 1000 in. con t.ofwhole plank.

(12 4-10*198039)-=- 2 X 45*0490243=499*999999
= 500 inches, the area of one of the parts.

For the other method alluded to above, let

a b d c in the annexed diagram be the given

plank
; draw the lines cf and d i at right angles

with the ends
;
draw the line g k parallel to

the ends, and midway between them
;
draw

ge and k l parallel to h /and m i; then it is

easily proved that the triangle aeg is equal to

the triangle gh c, and consequently the area of
the plank on the left ofg k exceeds that on the
right, by the two oblongs e fh g, i l k m, so
that by adding one of them (which is half the
length of the plank, by half the difference in
the width of the ends) to g k d c, it is rendered
equal to the other. Let the plank be of the
dimensions supposed before, then the area of
the oblong is 50 inches

;
to add this to g k d c,

consider what number multiplied by g k will

produce 50 ;
now,g k being 10, will require 5

;

move the rule, therefore, 2& inches nearer to

the broad end, for the average width, and then
find a number which, multiplied by this in-

creased width, will produce 50, and at that

distance from g k, towards a b, make the cross-

cut, which will divide the plank into equal

parts, very nearly. The exactness may be in-

creased to any degree by moving the rule for

the more correct average width indicated by
the last number found, and then finding a new
multiplier, and so on.

I remain, Sir, yours most respectfully,

S. Huggins.
Liverpool, February 29, 1844.

The Ancient Roman Wall of London.
—While making excavations for a sewer in

Duke-street, Houndsditch, a few days ago, the

workmen discovered the foundation of the

ancient Roman wall, which it was known near

this spot took its course from the Minories to

the street denominated “ London-wall.” It

was found at about 8 feet from the surface, and

was between four and five feet in width. Many
of thehousesin Bevis-marks (which isadjoimng

Duke-street) are built upon this wall. It was

observed that outside the wall, abuting upon

Houndsditch, there was a depth of made earth

of about 14 or 15 feet, shewing that the spot

had been filled up at some early period, while

within the wall the native earth was at a depth

of between two and three feet, below which is a

bed of sand. At the depth where it is neces-

sary to build the sewer, water is abundant, and

the men are now employed in pumping it up.
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FONT IN ST. MARY'S CHURCH, BRECON.

ELEVATION.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ THE BUILDER.' ,

Sir,—The obliging readiness with which

you have inserted many little previous contri-

butions from me to your useful magazine, has

induced me to send you sketches of a font in

St. Mary’s Church, Brecon. It is, doubtless,

an early production, as the style of the work

seems somewhat of the “ Decorated period

though I must confess myself not antiquary

enough to determine precisely the date of its

execution. It is elaborately ornamented, and

its carving is very boldly and accurately

chiselled
;

the effect of its design is cer-

tainly very pleasing, and well worthy of being

re-produced in modern works intended for the

same purpose. Indeed, if many of our little

obscure country churches were resorted to,

and their beautiful architectural details pro-

perly surveyed, often would as much instruc-

tion be afforded to the man of letters, to the

student, and to the professor, as results from

even the contemplation of the prouder concep-

tions Q^tte genius of our ancestors. Perhaps,

SUS-* tumble village church, unknown and

:tY "' unnoticed, -some pure remain of Saxon or of

£ v
~ British architecture may be concealed, by its

'.V. . obscurity secured from even the intrusion of

,<v the longlp^ antiquary. In Wales there are

many sequestered spots, which are little else

r
.than jliiapj^ated ruins, and though possessing

** '-* Tew architectural minutiae worthy of notice,

are still not devoid of interest, when con-

nected with their associations of the past

;

and were there to arise, in some of the moun-

tain fastnesses of the principality, another

Walter Scott—that far-famed magician of

the North—and to breathe the life of his

genius through the ivy-dad sanctuaries of our

forefathers, and the thousand legends with

which they are associated, in conjunction with

PLAN OF THE SHAFT.

some stirring passages of history, to-day as

freshly primitive, as in the days of

“ High-born Hoel’s harp,

And soft Llewellyn’s lay

those deserted walls would be invested

with a new and indefinable interest
;
and

these humble relics of devo-

tion, containing the ashes of

many an illustrious personage,

seated as they are amidst the

sublimest display of nature,

would become as deservedly

celebrated, and be sought for

by as many pilgrims, as Ben-
Loraond.

The shaft of the font, from »

,, , ,
.

’ ,, MOULDINGS AT A.
the lower necking- mould (Half the size of
shewn at B to the square the original.)

plinth, is formed of wood
;
therefore an after-

production, probablyaccording to

the taste of some country reno-
vator. It appears to me very
probable, that the font was origi-

nally fixed in the wall, as there

are some fragments of a mould-
ing in the back-ground, carved
out of the same stone, which
seem to have been flush with the
face of a wall, forming a sort of
label, butting up against the font,

leaving exposed three whole sides

and two half sides of the octa-

gonal basin. The bowl, within
which a metal basin is inserted

with a rim, is sunk to the depth
of eight inches. I cannot dis-

cover any water-drain, therefore

I should suppose it always con-
tained a moveable basin of some
kind or other. The church in

which it is placed is little bet-

ter than a barn, with the excep-
tion of a very fine old tower, a
sketch ofwhich I propose to send
you at my first leisure. It is above a hundred
feet high, and is supported at three of its

angles by but

tresses, and at

the fourth is an
octagonal tur-

ret. It is coped
by very fine

moulded bat-

tlements. The
inhabitants de-

sire to build

a new church
in the same
style as the tow-

er when they
have sufficient

funds; but I am
fearful it will

be a long time

in hand, al-

thoughdesigns
have been fur-

nished, and I think were some years ago
partly approved of. There is some very good

MOULDINGS AT B.

(One-fourth the size of the original.)

Gothic wood-carving also in the church, espe-

cially the sounding-board of the pulpit, which
is rather a singular piece of workmanship.

I am, Sir, yours, &c., J. L. T.

[W e should most particularly like to publish

all procurable examples ofcarving, more especi-

ally cusps, spandrils, bosse, corbeilles, crockets,

finials, capitals, panels, battlements, cornices,

string-moulds, canopy-work, and coat-armoury.

Our modern Gothic structures are deficient

from the want of correct and tasteful carving

more than from any other cause.—

E

d.]

u
FINIALS ABOVE THE ARCHES.

(Half the size of the original.)

SMALL
PINNACLES.

(Half the size of
the original.)
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SCHOOL AT GOREY, IN IRELAND.

section. (At the Line 0 P on the Ground-Plan .)

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—The number of designs for schools in

The Builder sufficiently indicates that the
“ schoolmaster is abroad.”
Under such circumstances it may not be

thought amiss to offer the annexed sketches for
insertion in your really useful paper.
The drawings consist of a ground-plan, front

elevation, and section of a school built about
two years ago in this town, at the expense of
Stephen Ram, Esq.
The central portions of the building, including

the offices (facing the inner yard), are for the
master’s and mistress’s use

;
the wings, which

are spacious, are thus arranged : on the left

side (see ground plan), are the girls’ school

and infants’ school : the wing on the

right is chiefly occupied as the boys’ school,

the small room adjoining (next the front) being

an office or committee-room. At the further

end, from the front of each school, is con-

structed a deal platform, ascended by steps,

which admits of the children to sit on
;
under

each platform is space sufficiently large for

hanging the cloaks and caps of the children.

The wings have no intermediate floors between

the ground and the roof
;
the middle compart-

ment of the windows in all the school-rooms

is hung on centres adjusted by lines that

regulate the admission of air, and afford ample

means of ventilation.

The master’s and mistress’s sleeping apart-

ments are on the one-pair story (for which see

section), are spacious, their floorings being car-

ried over the arcade. The floors of the school-

rooms are tiled, and have each a stove
;
the build-

ing is separated from the high-road by a hand-

some iron-railing, let into a cut-stone granite

the chimney-caps (to a larger scale.)

plinth, in the centre of which is the entrance

gate, with cut granite piers, inclosing an appro-

priate space having walks and plots studded

with shrubs.

To your English readers, much of the walling

will appear very thick, but it must be taken

into account that the building is constructed

with “ rubble stone the reveals of windows,

and doors, arches, piers of arcade, breasts ol

chimneys, and chimney-shafts are of brick

only; the window-sills, key-stones, string-

course of plinth, bases, and caps of the arcade

piers, and chimney caps are of
*•

„
The works are substantially built, the entire

costbein,; a trifle under 1,200/.-Yours, &c.

Gorey 22nd Feb., 1844. John Kelly.
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Cowes, Isle of Wight.—Osborne House,

the seat of Lady Isabella Blackford, has been

taken for her Majesty, with an option to pur-

chase, if approved of. The royal household

are expected down in May, but considerable ad-

ditions must be made to the building before it

can accommodate a very large establishment.

It is beautifully situate in a fine park, with

abundance of noble timber. The views are

extensive and of varied beauty, though cer-

tainly not equal to Norris Castle, which com-
mands Southampton water and the roadstead

of Cowes, while Osborne takes a more easterly

view, taking in Portsmouth, Spithead, &c., but

is shut out by the high grounds of Norris from

the views westward. The mansion has, on the

ground-floor, drawing-room, dining-room, and
library, with two ante-rooms and hall. First-

floor.—Five bed-rooms and two dressing-

rooms. Second-floor.—Nine rooms. Offices,

housekeepers’-rooms, servants’- hall, laundry,

kitchen, with beds for maidservants
;

three

beds for men over the stables. There is plenty

of extra accommodation to be had in the

neighbourhood. When the Duchess of Kent
had Norris, Osborne Villa and another house
or two were taken for Sir John Conroy and
other parts of the establishment. There are

also ten new villas nearly finished in East
Cowes-park. Osborne- park and wood, with
gardens, &c., contain 346 acres, the whole of

which is freehold. The farm adjoining is

copyhold, and contains 424 acres. The park
runs down to the water. The landing and
bathing is good, and strictly private. It joins

the grounds of Norris, being directly to the

south-east of that estate.—Sun.

Chelmsford Improvements. — The
western entrance to this town, which has up
to this time profited but little by the large

sums expended in buildings in our vicinity, is

about to share in the erection of additional

houses. A large and elevated piece of ground,
purchased at the sale of the Mildmay estate,

by gentlemen connected with the railway com-
pany, is now being laid out for building pur-

poses, and, we hear, is to be designated Prim-
rose-hill. A bridge across the river, in

connection with the road upon which the land

above alluded to abuts, would open a most de-

sirable communication with Writtle, and tend

materially to enhance the value of property on
both sides of the water.

The Fortifications of Paris.—The Rd-
forme ofthe 8th inst. states that orders have been

given to complete the works ofthe fortification of

Paris as quickly as possible. The troops of

the garrison are to be employed for that pur-

pose, and a number of labourers have been

sent from the departments to assist. Several

detachments of labourers had likewise arrived

at Paris from Germany and Belgium.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert presided

on the 8th inst. at a meeting of the Commis-
sion for promoting and encouraging the Fine
Arts in the rebuilding the Palace of West-
minster.

St. James’s Palace.—The noble suite of

apartments forming the state-rooms of St.

James’s Palace have been completely and

splendidly furnished and embellished. The

appearance of the the throne-room is truly

magnificent. The hangings of the throne are

composed of rich crimson silk velvet, superbly

embroidered, and decorated with gold lace.

The window-curtains and draperies in the

Queen's closet and the throne-room are made

of tissu de verre, a splendid damask, recently

invented. The draperies are very tastefully

designed, and arranged and interspersed with

crimson velvet. The seats are covered with

crimson velvet, and trimmed with gold lace.

The throne, the throne-chair, and stool, and

all the richly carved window-cornices, mould-

ings, picture and glass frames, the pier tables,

sofas, and chairs, and the general furniture,

have been newly gilt. The floors throughout

the state apartments are covered with carpets

of the Wilton manufacture, having the arms of

England appropriately placed at their corners.

Mr. Taplin, who has recently been ap-

pointed to the chief direction of the engineers’

department of Portsmouth dockyard, with an

increase of salary, has invented an ingenious

machine for testing the strength of canvas (it

is an improvement on the one for testing the

strength of wire-rope), and the Admiralty
have directed that all which is received into

store shall be tried. The machine can pro-

duce a strain of 600 lbs. weight, and scarcely

any slip of canvas can bear a strain of more
than 500 lbs. The machine is something in

principle resembling steelyards. The contrac-

tor who undertook to clear the mast-pond in

the dock-yard has concluded his work. Seve-

ral thousand tons of soil and rubbish have been
removed to the Government ground at Haslar.

Mr. Rolte, who has taken the contract for ex-

cavating at the north end of the yard, has four

rails on which the carts travel to the lighters

which receive the rubbish he removes, and he
has a steam-tug to tow them away when full to

the Ordnance ground, near Priddy’s Hard.

In consequence of a recent reduction of ton-

nage on tiles and quarries of every description

passing along the line of the Staffordshire and
Worcestershire Canal, the markets for these

articles at Stourport, Worcester, Gloucester,

Bristol, and all intermediate places on the
Severn and in South Wales, are become acces-

sible.— Worcester Journal.

Duty on Paper.—The publishers of Edin-
burgh have, within these few days, despatched
a petition to the House of Commons, praying
for the removal of the excise duties on paper

;

and we understand that the principal paper-

makers in Mid Lothian have prepared and sent

off a petition of similar import.— Witness.

In the United Kingdom, a sum of upwards
of 20,000,000/. is annually expended in the con-
sumption of gas; and, in London alone, the

sum paid to the several gas companies has
exceeded 2,000,000/. annually.

Devon.—Fossil Remains.—The work-

men lately employed in the brick-field, in

Barbican-lane, Barnstaple, while at work, ex-

cavating the clay at a depth of fifteen or six-

teen feet below the surface, struck upon a

hard substance, which was at first taken for the

trunk of a small tree petrified, but, on exami-

nation proved to be the tusk of a fossil elephant,

or horn of some other antediluvian animal.

When it was first hit upon, the workmen un-

fortunately split it in pieces with their pick-

axes in attempting to get it up
;
and, on leaving

the field for dinner, shortly after, some boys
who were near, completed the work of destruc-

tion, and carried away a great portion of it in

fragments
;
but, on its being made known to

the proprietor of the field, Mr. E. R. Roberts,

a more diligent search was made, and the re-

mainder of the tusk traced, and taken up. It

was lying on the lower gravel bed, with a
superincumbent stratum of four or five feet of
the blue clay, above which is about six feet of

the yellow plastic clay, with several feet of
coarse gravel and soil above. The tusk must
have been of large dimensions, about eighteen

inches in circumference, and from four Jto

seven feet in length. It has the shape, grain,

and markings of ivory, but the colour and
consistence are those of horn, and it retains a
considerable degree of elasticity. The frag-

ments, which are in the possession of a gentle-

man in this town, weigh more than 201b.
;
and

it is supposed that more than that quantity
besides was carried away in the first instance,

which is to be regretted, as, if attention had
been called to it before it was destroyed, it

might have been taken up entire. This is, we
believe, almost the only instance of antedilu-

vian animal remains having been found in this

neighbourhood. Nothing else has been dis-

covered in the brick-field; and from the
nature of the ground, great difficulty would be
experienced in continuing the search, as im-
mediately on reaching the gravel beneath, the
water comes up, and stops all progress, and
the clay is consequently not worked to the
bottom of the bed .— West Briton.

Bells in France.—The Archbishop of
Bordeaux has published a long and interesting
pastoral letter on church bells, from which we
extract the following passage “ There is a
diocese in France, that of Belley, in which
upwards of 200 steeples have been rebuilt or
newly constructed, and provided with bells of
all sizes; there is not a village in Lorraine
that has not recovered its former peal of bells,
and in the towers of the cathedrals of Paris,
Lyons, Rheims, Poiters, Strasbourg, Nancy,
Rouen, Amiens, Sens, and Vendome are still

to be seen the celebrated bourdons which added
so much to their renown. The steeples of the
cathedrals of Nantes, Chartres, and Rodez
have been lately furnished with peals of bells
far superior to those of which they had been
despoiled. One of the new bells of Rodez
weighs 17,0001b., and that about to be cast for
Notre Dame de la Garde, of Marseilles, will
weigh 22,0001b.

A BILL FOR BETTER REGULATING THE BUILDINGS OF THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICTS,

AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DRAINAGE THEREOF.

{Prepared and brought in by the Earl of Lincoln and Sir James Graham.)

[Note.—The words printed in Italics in the body of the Clauses, are proposed to be inserted in

the Committee.]
Whereas by the several Acts mentioned in Schedule (A.) to this Act annexed, provisions are made for

regulating the construction of buildings in the metropolis, and the neighbourhood thereof, within certain
limits therein set forth : but forasmuch as buildings have since been extended in nearly continuous lines or
streets far beyond such limits, so that they do not now include all the places to which the provisions of such
Acts, according to the purposes thereof, ought to apply

;
and moreover such provisions require alteration and

amendment
;

it is expedient to extend such limits, and otherwise to amend such Acts.
And forasmuch as in many parts of the metropolis and the neighbourhood thereof the drainage of the

houses is so imperfect as to endanger the health of the inhabitants, it is expedient to make provision for
facilitating and promoting the improvement of such drainage.

.

*^ nc* *orasmuch as by reason of the narrowness of streets, lanes, and alleys, and the want of a thoroughfare
P‘act

s
’ t

l

ie ve“tilation of crowded neighbourhoods is often impeded, and the health of the
inhabitants thereby endangered, and from the close contiguity of the opposite houses, the risk of accident by
nre is extended

;
it is expedient to make provision with regard to the streets and other ways of the metropolis,

for securing a sufficient width thereof.
v ’

„ a
^Mings and parts of buildings unfit for dwellings are used for that purpose,

n o er builaings fit for dwellings are improperly used, whereby disease is lostered and propagated
;

it is
expedient to discourage and prohibit such use thereof.

' °

And forasmuch as by the carrying on in populous neighbourhoods of certain works, in which materials ofan explosive or inflammable kind are used, the risk of accidents arising from such works is much increased
;

l is expe lent o regulate, not only the construction of the buildings in which such dangerous works are
iCarnea on, but also to provide for the same being carried on in buildings at safe distances from other build-
ngs which are used either for habitation or for trade in populous neighbourhoods.

CRITICAL NOTES
BY

ALFRED BARTHOLOMEW, Esa.

Architect, F.S.A.

The literal signification of the words “ buildings
unfitfor dwellings are usedfor thatpurpose ” is not very
clear

;
the sense would be more apparent if the words

ran “ buildings unfit for the purposes of human habi-
tation are used as human dwelling-houses.”

The words “ it is expedient to make provision for
the adoption of all such expedients ” require alteration.
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And forasmuch as by the carrying on of certain works of a noisome kind, or in which deleterious mate-

rials are used, or deleterious products are created, the health and comfort of the inhabitants are extensively
impaired and endangered

;
it is expedient to make provision for the adoption of all such expedients as either

have been or shall be devised for carryingon such businesses, so as to render them as little noisome or deleterious
as possible to the inhabitants of the neighbourhood

;
and if there be no such expedients, or if such expedients

be not available in a sufficient degree, then for the carrying on of such noisome and unwholesome businesses
at safer distances from other buildings used for habitation.

And forasmuch as great diversity of practice has obtained among the officers appointed in pursuance of
the said Acts to superintend the execution thereof in the several districts to which such Acts apply, and the
means at present provided for determining the numerous matters in question which constantly arise, tend to

promote such diversity, to increase the expense, and to retard the operations of persons engaged in building

;

it is expedient to make further provision for regulating the office of surveyor of such several districts, and to

provide for the appointment of officers to superintend the execution of this Act throughout all the districts to

which it is to apply
;
and also to determine sundry matters in question incident thereto, as well as to exercise

in certain cases, and under certain checks and control, a discretion in the relaxation of the fixed rules, where
the strict observance thereof is impracticable, or would defeat the object of this Act, or would needlessly

affect, with injury, the course and operation of this branch of business.

General Provisions—Operation of Act.

1. Now for all the several purposes above-mentioned, and for the purpose of consolidating the provisions

of the law relating to the construction and the use of buildings in the metropolis and its neighbourhood; be

it enacted, by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual

and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, that

with regard to this Act generally, so far as relates to the operation thereof in reference to time, it shall come
into operation at the following times

;
(that is to say) as to the buildings, streets, and other such matters,

on the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and forty-five, and as to the districts and the officers

to be appointed in pursuance hereof, on the first day of September next
;
and that on the said first day of

January all the Acts mentioned in the Schedule (A.) hereunto annexed, except so far as in the said Schedule

is provided, shall be and are hereby repealed.

2. And be it declared, with regard to this Act generally, so far as relates to the construction of certain

terms and expressions used therein, that the following terms and expressions are intended to have the mean-

ings hereby assigned to them respectively, so far as such meanings are not excluded by the context, or by the

nature of the subject-matter ;
that is to say,—the word “ street ” to include every square, circus, crescent,

street, road, place, row, mews, lane, or place along which carriages can pass
;
and that, whether there be or

be not, in addition to the carriage-way, a footway paved or otherwise : the word “ alley ” to include any

court, alley, passage, or other public place, which can be used as a footway only: the word “square,” as

applied to any area of building, to contain one hundred superficial feet : the word “ floor ” to mean the hori-

zontal platform forming the base of any story, and to include the timber or bricks, or any other substance

which constitutes such platform : the word “ story ” to include the full thickness of such floor, as well as the

space between the upper surface of one floor and the under surface of the floor next above it
;

or if there

be no floor, then the space between the surface of the ground and the under surface of the floor next above it

:

the term “ external wall ” to comprise all outer walls of buildings now or hereafter to be built, which shall

stand wholly upon groundof the owner of such buildings, and shall not be used or intended to be used as party-

walls under the definition hereinafter contained,whether the same shall adjoin or not to other outer or to party-

walls : the term “ party-walls ” to comprise all walls which shall be used or built in order to be used as a

separation of two or more buildings for the occupation of different families, or actually occupied by different

families, and also all walls which shall stand upon ground not wholly belonging to the same owner-

ship or occupation: the term “already built,” used in reference to buildings, to apply to

buildings built before the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and forty-five, or commenced before

that day, and covered in and rendered fit for use within twelve months thereafter
;
and used in reference to

streets and alleys, to apply to all streets and alleys made or laid out before that day, and which shall be

formed and rendered fit tor use within twelve months thereafter : the term “hereafter to be built,” used in

reference to buildings, to apply to all buildings to be built or commenced after the first day of January, one

thousand eight hundred and forty -five, or which, being commenced, shall not be covered in within twelve months

thereafter • and used in reference to streets ami alleys, to apply to all streets or alleys laid out before the said

first day of January, or which being laid out shall not be rendered, fit for use within twelve months thereafter :

the word “ owner ” to apply to every person in possession or receipt, either of the whole or of any part of the

rents or profits of any ground or tenement, or in the occupation of such ground or tenement, other than a tenant

from year to year, or a tenant at will : the term “ official referees ” to mean the persons appointed iu pursuance

of this Act to be official referees of metropolitan buildings: the word “surveyor” to apply to all surveyors

to be appointed in pursuance of this Act, or whose appointment is confirmed by this Act
; and

also to all deputy or assistant surveyors to be appointed under this Act : the words “the surveyor,”

used without any addition, to mean the surveyor in whose district the buildings, street or alley or

other subject-matter shall be, or any deputy or assistant surveyor duly acting in his behalf: the

word “ month ” to mean a calendar month : the expression “ the commissioners of works and

buildings ” to mean the Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Woods, Forests, Land Revenues, Works and

Buildings : the expression “ justice of the peace” to mean a justice of the peace for the county, division, or

liberty within which the building or other subject-matter, or any part thereof, is situate
;
unless it be situate

within the city of London or the liberties thereof, in reference to which any matter or thing elsewhere re-

quired or authorized to be done either by one or by two or more justices of the peace, may be done either by

the Lord Mayor of the city of London, or by any one, two or more justices of the peace for the said city
;

or unless the subject-matter be situate in the district of any police court of the metropolis, in reference to

which any matter or thing elsewhere required or authorized to be done by two or more justices may be done

by one magistrate : and, generally, whensoever the name of an officer having local jurisdiction in respect of

his office is referred to, without mention of the locality to which the jurisdiction extends, such reference is

to be understood to indicate the officer having jurisdiction in that place, within which is situate

the building or other subject-matter, or any part thereof to which such reference applies : and

subject as aforesaid to the context, and to the nature of the subject-matter, words importing the singular

number are to be understood to apply to a plurality of persons or things
;
and words importing the masculine

gender are to be understood to apply to persons of the feminine gender
;
and words importing an individual,

are to be understood to apply to a corporation or company, or other body of persons.

Extent of Operation of Act.

3. And be it enacted, with regard to this Act generally, so far as relates to the operation thereof in reference

to localities, that the operation of this Act shall extend to all places within the following limits
;
(that is to

say) to all such places lying on the north side or left bank of the river Thames as are within the exterior

boundaries of the parishes of Fulham, Kensington, Paddington, Hampstead, Hornsey, Tottenham, Saint

Pancras, Islington, Stoke Newington, Hackney, Stratford, Bromley, Poplar, and Shadwell ;
and to such

part of the parish of Chelsea as lies north of the said parish of Kensington
;
and to all such parts and places

lying on the south side or right bank of the said river as are within the exterior boundaries of the parishes of

Woolwich Charlton, Greenwich, Deptford, Lee, Lewisham, Camberwell, Lambeth, Streatham, Tooting, and

Wandsworth
;
and to all places lying within two hundred yards from the exterior boundaries of the district

hereby defined.
Power to Extend the Limits of Act.

4 . And forasmuch as, partly by the rapid increase of population in the neighbourhoods of the district to

which" this Act is to apply, and partly by the tendency of this Act to induce building speculation in such neigh-

bourhoods in order to evade the provisions thereof, the evils which have arisen in the districts not now sub-

ject to regulation, will in all probability arise in such neighbourhoods
;

it is expedient to make provision for

the prevention of such evils
;
and if they should arise, for the remedy thereof, now for those purposes, be it

enacted, with regard to this Act generally, so far as relates to the application thereof to other parts and places

in the neighbourhood of the districts appointed by this Act, whether such districts immediately adjoin such

parts or places or not, that if, from the growing increase of the population or otherwise it shall appear to

her Majesty in Council to be expedient that the provisions of this Act should be extended to any place within

twelve miles of Charing. cross, in the city of Westminster, then it shall be lawful for her Majesty in Council

to direct, by order in Council, that at or from a time to be named in such order, the provisions of this Act

shall apply to such places
;
and, at or from such time, all such provisions of whatever nature, whether penal

or otherwise, so far as they shall be capable of application to such places, shall be and are hereby declared to

apply thereto, as if such places were expressly named herein.

Regulation of Buildings—Rates of Buildings, and Thicknesses of Wallsand Footings, and Rules

concerning Buildings.

5 . And now generally, for the purpose of regulating the building and the rebuilding upon sites of

former buildings, and the enlarging and altering of all buildings, of what nature soever, within the limits

aforesaid • be it enacted, with regard to every such building hereafter to be built (except the buildings com-

prised in Schedule (B.) hereto annexed), so far as relates to building the same, and with recard to every such

building, either already or hereafter built (except the said buildings comprised in the said Schedule (B.) ), so

far as relates to the rebuilding, and the enlarging or altering the same, and that whether such buildings be

built or rebuilt on old or new foundations, or partly on old and partly on new foundations,

that every such building shall be built, rebuilt, enlarged or altered in reference to the walls,

The sentence “ timber or bricks, or any other sub-
stance which constitutes such platform ” has no just
agreement of number : this ungrammatical defect
may be obviated by making the words run “ timber

or bricks, or any other substance CONSTITUTING such
platform ."

The phraseology “ belonging to the same owner-
ship or occupation ” requires amendment.

The sentence seems to have been intended to run
thus—“ Or in the occupation of such ground or tene-
ment other than ” as “ a tenant from year to year

,

or" other than as “ a tenant -at-will."

The word “ district," as here used, would be well

altered.

We think the Council would be so delicate in the

use of this power that the provision would conse-

quently become obsolete. We think a matter so

strictly penal as a Building-Act should depend alone

upon particular statutary enactment.

St. Paul’s Cathedral is nearer the centre of the

metropolis and the villages immediately adjacent to it.

We therefore think it the vertex from which the ad-

measurement in question should be taken.
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whether external or party-walls, and to the fences and the party fence walls, and to the

number and height of the stories or rooms therein, and to the chimneys, and to the roofs, and to the

timbers, and to the drains, and to the projections, and to any other parts or appendages of every such build-

ing, in the manner and of the materials
,
and in every other respect in conformity with the several particulars,

rules and directions which are specified and set forth in the several Schedules (C.), (D.), (E.), (F.), (G.),

(H.), (K.), to this Act annexed, according to the classes of buildings, and the rates of such classes to

which such buildings are by the Schedule (C.) declared to belong
;

subject nevertheless to any other rules

and directions in this Act contained in the same behalf
;
and subject in every case of doubt, difference or

dissatisfaction in respect thereof, either between any parties concerned or between any party concerned and
the surveyor of the district, to the determination of the official referees, upon a reference of the matter in

question, according to the provisions of this Act in that behalf.

Buildings under Supervision of Official Referees.

6. And be it enacted, with regard to all buildings of the sixth rate of the first or dwelling-house class,

and to all buildings of the sixth rate of the second or warehouse class, and to all buildings of the third or

public buildings class (except the buildings hereinbefore excepted), so far as relates to the supervision

thereof, that, subject to the provisions in the Schedule (C.) and elsewhere in this Act made in respect thereof,

every such building shall be built under the special supervision of the official referees, according to the

provisions of this Act in that behalf, as well as under the ordinary supervision of the surveyor
; and if any

difference arise as to whether any such building be liable to such special supervision, the same shall be
determined by the official referees

;
subject nevertheless to an appeal, at the instance of any party interested,

to the Commissioners of Works and Buildings, whose decision in the matter shall be final.

Special Supervision of exempted Buildings.

7. And whereas, by several Acts now in force, certain buildings and structures have been exempted from
the operation of the Act mentioned in the Schedule (A.) hereto annexed, for the regulation of buildings and
party-walls within the cities of London and Westminster, and the liberties thereof, and other the parishes

and places therein mentioned
;
but forasmuch as provision is hereby made for the supervision of buildings of

whatever kind, with a view to the public security, insomuch that the reasons whereon such exemptions were
made do not now apply ; it is expedient to repeal such exemptions, and to make provision for such special

supervision of such buildings as the nature thereof shall require
;
now for that purpose, be it enacted, with

regard to the buildings hereinbefore exempted and comprised in Schedule (B.), so far as relates to the
supervision thereof, that, notwithstanding any thing contained to the contrary in any Act or Acts now in

force, every such building or other structure shall be subject to special supervision by the official referees,

according to the provisions of this Act in that behalf.

Buildings not within Rates.
8. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard to any building of whatever kind, which is not

hereby expressly assigned to any class or rate of a class, so far as relates to the application of this Act
thereto, that if any party be desirous of erecting any building which does not come within any one of the
said classes, or of any rate of such classes, then such building shall be built in accordance to such class and
rate as shall be directed by the surveyor, subject, as in other cases of doubt, difference or dissatisfaction, to
an appeal to the official referees.

Modification of Building Contracts—Reference to Official Referees.
9. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard to any building of whatever class, so far as relates

to the modification of any written contract or agreement now in force for erecting or altering such building,
other than a contract or agreement in the nature of a building lease, that it shall not be lawful to execute such
contract otherwise than in conformity with tbe provisions of this Act ;

but it shall be lawful for either party,
and he is hereby entitled to deviate from such contract, so far as any part thereof may remain to be executed
after this Act shall have come inco operation

;
and the alterations rendered necessary by

this Act shall be performed as if this Act had been in force when this contract was entered into
; and

that if the parties thereto shall disagree about the difference of the costs and expenses of the works when
performed according to the provisions of this Act, and the works as stipulated for in such contract, then,
upon notice being given in writing by one party to the other, it shall be lawful for either party, and he is

hereby entitled, to refer the matter to the surveyor, who shall determine the same, subject to appeal as
aforesaid to the official referees

;
and the award of such official referees shall be final and binding on all the

parties, and in all respects as if such award had formed part of the contract
;
and the costs of the reference

shall be borne by all, or any, or either of the parties, in such manner and proportion as the surveyor, or, in
case of appeal, as the official referees, shall appoint.

Modification of Building Leases.

10. Provided also, and be it enacted, with regard to any building of whatever class, so far as relates to the
modification of any lease, or agreement for a lease, being of the nature of a building lease, whereby any per-
son may be bound to erect buildings, that notwithstanding anything herein contained, it shall be the duty of
such person, and he is hereby required to erect every building agreed to be built by such lease or agreement,
according to the conditions rendered necessary by this Act, in the same or like manner as if this Act had been
passed and in operation at the time of making such lease or agreement, without the lessee or tenant being
entitled to any compensation, whether by payment of money or reduction of rent or otherwise.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings empowered to modify Rules generally—Report of Official
Referees—Extent of Modification—Representation by Parties—Order thereupon— Costs of
Application.
11 . And, for the purpose of preventing the express provisions of this Act from hindering the adoption of

improvements, and of providing for the adoption of expedients better adapted to accomplish the purposes
thereof

; be it enacted, with regard to every building, of whatever class, so far as relates to the modification
of any rules hereby prescribed, that if, in the opinion of the official referees, the rules by this Act imposed
shall be inapplicable, or will defeat the objects of this Act, and that by the adoption of any modification of
the rules hereby prescribed, its objects will be attained either better or as effectually, it shail be the duty of
such official referees to report their opinion thereon, stating the grounds of such their opinion, to the Com-
missioners of Works and Buildings

; and that, if on the investigation thereof it shall appear to the said
commissioners that such opinion is well founded, then it shall be lawful for the said commissioners or any two
of them to direct that such modification may be made as will, in their opinion, give effect to the purposes of
this Act ;

and that although such official referees shall be of opinion that such modifications are not requi-
site or admissible, yet if any party interested present to the official referees a representation, setting forth
the grounds whereon such modification is claimed, it shall be the duty of the official referees, and they are
hereby required to report such representation, as well as their opinion thereon to the said commissioners,
with the grounds of such their report and opinion

; and that thereupon, if the said commissioners think fit, it
shall be lawful for them or any two of them to direct the official referees to make such order in the matter as
may appear to them to be requisite

; and that, with regard to such application, so far as relates to the pay-
ment of the costs thereof, it shall be lawful for the said commissioners to direct such official referees to make
such order relative to the costs of such reference to them, as to the said commissioners shall seem fit.

Power to modify provisions of the Act as to. existing Buildings, to be rebuilt.
12 . And be it enacted, with regard to buddings already built, so far as relates to the rebuilding thereof

in conformity with this Act, in respect of the required area, or in any other respect than the required height
and thickness of walls, that if a full compliance with the provisions of this Act be attended by extreme loss
and inconvenience, then, subject to the report of the official referees, and to the consent of the commissioners
of works and buildings, and such terms as the said commissioners may impose in that behalf, it shall be Jaw-
fui for the parties concerned to rebuild such buildings on the site of the old buildings as near as may be prac-

thikn
bUt S° that

’ nevertheless »
both the PartX walls and the external walls be of the required height and

BUILDERS.
Works to be Executed—Notice to Surveyors—201. Penaltyfor Neglect to give Notice, SfC.—20/. Penalty

jor not givingfresh A olices Penalty for Beginning without Notice, or refusal to admit Surveyor.

13.

And be it enacted, with regard to the works to be executed in pursuance of this Act, so far as relates
to the supervision thereof by the surveyors, that two days before the following acts or events, that is to say,—
before any building shall be begun to be built

;
and also, before any addition or alteration which by this Act

is placed under the supervision of the surveyor, shall be made to any building
;
and also, before any party-

wall, external wall, chimney-stack, or flues shall be begun to be built, pulled down, rebuilt, cut into, or
altered; and also before any opening shall be made in any party-wall, and also, before any othermatter or thing shall be done which by this Act is placed under the supervision of the surveyor

;
it shall bethe duty of the builder (by which term is to be understood, both in this provision and elsewhere

throughout this Act, the master-builder or any other person employed to execute any work, or if there
be no master-builder or other person so employed, then the owner of the building or other person for whom

°rder such
.

work is to be done), and he is hereby required to give to the surveyor, at his office,

a*
c®*n

t

th
t

e
,

teyms specked m the form (Number One) contained in the schedule of notices annexed to this

fnv
eff£Ct

,
:
and.^hat if any builder neglect to give such notice, or begin to build, or do

rinva tk.n
tfun&s aforesaid, before such notice, or before the expiration of such period of twodays, then, m every such case, the party offending shall forfeit for every such default, and pay to such

[For continuation see Supplement.]

The words, we think, should run—“ IJTien ” such
contract was entered into."

We think this provision too arbitrary to become
part of an English statute

;
it ought without doubt

to be altered so as to be equitable to all parties con-
cerned therein.

We think it possible that much good might arise
from the exercise of such a provision, but fear a
practical effect, more injurious and evasive than good,
would be the result; we fear it would lead to the
commissioners and official referees being much
troubled by applications from interested parties, to
render inoperative the wholesome provisions of the
Act. If such powers become statutary, we think it

should also be enacted that the commissioners shall
publish an account of every such case of deviation, in
order that well-known rules of practice may speedily
grow up and be rightly ordered as directory prece-
dents.

The last observations apply to this clause.

We apprehend the words are intended to run thus :

“ shall for each and every such default forfeit andpay
to such surveyor.”
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^rentiers.

Tenders delivered for twenty small Houses and
large Coal Store, for Coles Child, Esq., at East
Greenwich.—R. P. Brown, Esq., Architect. Feb.

HOUSES. STORE.
Gerrard £615
Clark & Co 516
Brighton 638
Emmans 470
J. & T. Ward 485
Burch 546
Brookin 560
Wallora 455
Cooper ... 3,111 460
Brewer & Co ... 3,014 463
Kcmpster 495
Jay 483
Mason 448
Gerry 463
Smith 467
Robins 550
Wade (accepted). . ,.... 2,858 400
The Tenders were cipened in the presence of

parties.

Tenders delivered for building Schools in

Chequer-alley, Bunhill-row, for William Greig,
Esq., City-road.—William Lovell, Esq., Architect,

Swinton-street. March 11 :

—

Starkey .£625
J. & T. Ward 624
Lawrence & Sons 622
Winsland (accepted) 597

Each party taken their own quantities.

The Tenders were opened in the presence of the

parties.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
Contract for the Erection of a Chapel, and also

additional Buildings for female patients, and other

alterations to the Kent County Lunatic Asylum.

—

Mr. G. Poynder, Clerk, Asylum, Maidstone.
March 18.

Contract for supplying her Majesty's several

Dock-yards with 2,750 loads of English Elm
Timber, and 119 Elm Trees for Pumps.—Secretary
of the Admiralty. March 19.

Contract for the Execution of the several
Works necessary to be done in the Rebuilding of
Brent Bridge, and repairing Finchley Bridge, Hen-
don.—Clerk of the Peace, Sessions House, Clerken-
well-green. March 26.

For the Erection of a Lock-up House, at Brid-
lington, in the East Riding of the county of York.
—Mr. G. Leeman, Clerk of the Peace, Beverley.

April 6.

For the Erection of a Lock-up House, at How-
den, in the East Riding of the County of York.

—

Mr. G. Leeman, Clerk of the Peace, Beverley.
April 6.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TUFNELL PARK.

Building ground This Estate,
consisting of about 100 acres, and situnte on the east

side of Maiden Lane, about one-third of a mile north of
the Camden Road Villas, on the road towards Highgate,
possessing fine and commanding views of the surrounding
country, has been laid out with Roads, Plantations, &c., ana
is to be LET on LEASE (in Plots as shewn on the Plans)
for 99 years, for the Erection of single or double detached
Villas of a superior class.

N.B.—From the Holloway Road, the Brecknock Arms,
and Kentish Town, Omnibuses arc constantly running to
all parts of London.

For Terms and further Particulars, apply to Messrs.
Allen and Holmes, 31, Bedford-row; at the Office of John
Shaw, Esq., Architect, Christ’s Hospital; or Messrs. Woolcott
and Son, Builders, on the Estate, and at No. 54, Doughty-st.

R. GRAYSON’S ARCHITECTURAL
SCHOOL OF DESIGN established above Fifty

Years.—CIVIL ENGINEERS, MILLWRIGHTS, and
Others taught the principles of MACHINERY and PRAC-
TICAL PERSPECTIVE. The selection of models and
casts accompanying the diagrams which are introduced at this

Academy will be found of great utility to the Student in elu-
cidating the several Mechanical and Practical Sciences.
Morning classes from 9 to 2; evening from 6 till 9, five

nights in the week. For terms apply at 1, Banner-street,
Finsbury-square

;
if by letter, post-paid.

TT T. CHURCH
0

'is* desirous of calling
|Xi • the attention of ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, I

BUILDERS, and the Public to his LITHOGRAPHIC AND
GENERAL PRINTING OFFICE, 58, WATLING-
STREET, CITY. Drawings of Machinery, Railway, Canal,

i

and Estate Plans, executed with the greatest accuracy and
elegance ; a combination of qualities difficult to obtain, as

many Printers are entirely ignorant of the nature of the
drawings committed to their care for the purpose of being
lithographed. H. T. Church having, besides a ten years’

experience of the business, had the advantage of three years’

observation in the office of an eminent Surveyor, is parti-

cularly fitted for the superintendence of drawings, &c., which
require to be lithographed with great accuracy. Circular
Letters, Fac-similcs, Bill-heads, Cards, Labels, Gum Tickets,

and every description of Printing in demand in the commer-
cial and manufacturing world executed with punctuality and
elegance, and on the lowest remunerating terms.

H. T. Church will wait upon gentlemen in any part of
London for the purpose of giving estimates or receiving

orders. Country orders instantly attended to, if accom-
panied by a London reference.

Hill Street, facing Richmond Bridge, and
77, Regent’s Quadrant, London.

JOHN P. HOPE, SURVEYOR, Auc-
tioneer, APPRAISER, and HOUSE and ES-

TATE AGENT, begs most respectfully to acquaint his
friends and the public generally, that he has commenced busi-
ness as above; and will be most happy to superintend the
erection, alteration, or repairs of buildings for noblemen
and gentlemen; the measuring and valuing work for
builders, &c.

;
also to sell, by auction, landed and house-

hold property, building materials, household furniture, &c.
J. P. H. confidently hopes, by blending his experience in

the building department, &c. (derived from twenty years’
practics therein, including his having acted as clerk of the
works of the Wesleyan Theological Institution, Richmond),
with prompt attention and moderate charges, he shall obtain
a share of public patronage and support, which he now
earnestly solicits, and which it will be his constant study to
deserve.

P.S. An APPRENTICE WANTED, who will be treated
as one of the family.

Residence, Victoria Place, Richmond Hill, Surrey, Feb-
ruary 28th, 1844.

ANTI-DRY-ROT COMPANY.KYAN’S PATEN T.—EXTRACTS
from recent TESTIMONIALS :—

From the Engineers’ Office, Great Western Railway,
August 31st, 1843.

Dear Sir,

—

I have sent you by the carrier a section from
the centre of one of our longitudinal timbers of the perma-
nent way

;
it was Kyanized and laid on the line about six

years ago, and you will perceive it is as sound as the day on
which it was first put down : it is not singular with us, but
in all my examinations I have found it equally sound. I

think this simple fact will be highly interesting to you.
I would remark that the pickling having been entirely

under my management, I was very particular in having the
strength of the solution maintained. Upon first immersion
the strength was 1 in 14, at a temperature of 62 degrees, and
the time of immersion for seven-inch timber was eight days

;

during this time the solution was kept of a uniform strength
by pumping. In this way I have pickled upwards ol 40,000
loads of timber, and the quantity of sublimate consumed
comes out at about l$lbs. to the load.

Yours truly, J. HAMMOND.
T. Thompson, Esq.

From E. H. & G. Enderby, Great St. Helens, London,
November 1 0th, 1843.

Sir,—

I

n reply to your queries respecting our ship the
Samuel Enderby, that was built at the Isle of Wight in

1834, and wholly saturated with Kyan’s preparation, we have
pleasure in stating that the ship returned from her third
voyage to the South Seas on the 1st of July last in a most
perfect condition. We invited the officers oi the naval de-
partment to inspect her, to afford them the opportunity of
judging of her condition.
With respect to the crew we have only to repeat what we

hove before stated, that they have on each voyage enjoyed
unusually good hejlth.

We are, Sir, your obedient servants,

E. H. & G. ENDERBY.
To the Secretary of Kyau’s Anti-Dry-Rot Company.

From Earl Manvers, Thoresby Park, September :2nd, 1843.
Sir,—

I

n reply to yours dated 31st ult., in which you state

an individual has lately taken an unwarrantable liberty with
my name, by asserting in several periodicals that I have
impugned Kyan’s process, and as the Directors of the
Company you represent are pleased to attach some import-
ance to my denial of that gratuitous statement, I derive much
pleasure in acquainting them through you that after eight

years’ very extensive experience of its effects, my early im-
pression in favour of that discovery has been abundantly con-
firmed, and desire to express my unqualified approbation of

Kyan’s Patent as a Preservative of Timber of every descrip-

tion. MANVERS.
Taswell Thompson, Esq., Secretary to Kyan’s Anti-Dry-

Rot Company.

ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS,
2s. per foot super. — CHARLES LONG having

greatly improved his machinery for ornamenting glass, is
enabled to offer handsome patterns at 2s. per foot super,
glass included. 100 feet can be executed and delivered in
two days. Address to Charles Long, House Decorator, &c.,
1, King-street, Portmsn-square. For Cash only.

GREAT BRITAIN MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

14, WATERLOO PLACE, LONDON.
directors.

The Chisholm, Chairman.
William Morley, Esq., Deputy Chairman.

James John Kinloch, Esq.
Henry Lawson, Esq.
Robert Power, Esq.
The Rev. F. W. Johnson

Vickery, A.M.

John Brightman, Esq.
Francis Brodigan, Esq.
James William Deacon, Esq.
Jonathan Duncan Dow, Esq.
Alexander Robert Irvine, Esq.
John Inglis Jerdein, Esq.

AUDITORS.
C. B. Rule, Esq. T. C. Simmons, Esq.

George Thomas, Esq.
physician.

John Clendinning, M.D., 16, Wimpole Street.

SOLICITOR.
Walter Prideaux, Esq., Goldsmiths’ Hall.

BANKERS.
Union Bank of London.

ADVANTAGES OF THIS INSTITUTION.
The whole of the Profits divided annually among the

Holders of Policies on which five Annual Premiums shall
have been paid.

Credit given for half the amount of the first five Annual
Premiums, by which means Assurances may he effected
and loans for short periods secured with the least possible
present outlay, and after payment of the arrears, the
Policy-holder will become entitled to participate in the
entire Profit of this Institution, precisely in the same manner
as if he had paid the whole amount of his Premiums in
advance in the usual way.
Thus, for example—a person in the twenty- fifth year of his

age, instead of paying 21. 6s. per annum for an Assurance of
100/., would be required to pay 1/. 3s. only during the first

five years, when, on payment of the arrears of Premium,
amounting to 5/. 15s., his share of the Profits would be such
as to reduce his future Annual Premiums to very little more
than the half Premium of 1/. 3s. originally paid by him. The
GREAT BRITAIN is the only Mutual Assurance Society
in which this very great accommodation is given to the
Assured.

Credit allowed for the first five Annual Premiums, on satis-

factory security being given for the payment of the same at

the expiration of five years,

Transfers of Policies effected and registered (without
charge) at the Office.

Claims on Policies not subject to be litigated or disputed,

except with the sanction, in each case, of a General Meeting
of the Assured, to be specially convened on the occasion.

Holders of Policies of ^1,000 entitled (after payment of

five Annual Premiums) to attend and vote at all General
Meetings of the Assured, who will have the superintendence
and control of the funds and affairs of the Society.

Full particulars are detailed in the Prospectus, which,
with every requisite information, may be obtained by appli-

cation to

A. R. IRVINE, Managing Director.

FREEMASONS’ AND GENERAL LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY.

11, WATERLOO PLACE, PALL-MALL, LONDON.

BUSINESS transacted in all the branches
and for all objects of Life Assurance, Endowments,

and Annuities, and to secure contingent Reversions, &c.
Loans granted. Information and Prospectuses furnished by

JOSEPH BERRIDGE, Secretary.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, &c. &c., for Pictures

Glazing, &c. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon 2s. 3d.

LINSEED OIL, ditto 2s. 9d.

SHEET LEAD, in sheets, ner cwt 18s. 6d.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE 19s. 6d.

WHITE LEAD ditto .. .. 26s. Od.

Colours, Pipe, Brushes, &c. &c., equally low, and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying

to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-strect, Leicester-square, London.
PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND

CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted Crown,
flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,
shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30

of Best and Seconds quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-

ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having

to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a

list of dimensions to R. Cogan, will receive by return of

post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown
Sheet-Glass and Sheet-Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for if

required.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than

is kept by any other House in London.
COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or

superior appearance is required
;
a light 6 feet 6 in. long, with

openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, and may be had from Is. 3d.

per foot.

Also may be had,

COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,
Which effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a

more brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than

any other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS and others supplied with Lists of n early 100

Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-

dom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-

plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering

Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, &c. &c.,

of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-

cation.

French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,
and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed bis Show Rooms for the above

articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal

Discount to Bazaar Keepers and others.

W EESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY,

OFFICE, 49, PARLIAMENT STREET, WESTMINSTER.
Directors.

H. Edgeworth Bicknell, Esq.
William Cabell, Esq.,

T. Somers Cocks, Jun., Esq.
George Henry Drew, Esq.
William Evans, Esq.
William Freeman, Esq.
Francis Fuller, Esq.
Joseph H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician.
William Richard Basham, M.D.

James Hunt, Esq.
J. Arscott Lethbridge, Esq.
Edmund Lucas, Esq.
George Kcnnet Pollock, Esq.
James Lys Seager, Esq.
John Bazley White, Esq.
Joseph Carter Wood, Esq.

SurgeoJis.

Alfred Leggatt, Esq.
;
George D. Pollock, Esq.

Bankers.
Messrs. Cocks, Biddulpb, and Co.

Solicitors.

Messrs. J. L. Bicknell and J. C. Lethbridge.

The attention of the unassured portion of the community
cannot be too pointedly drawn to the unusual advantages

offered to the Public by this Society over those of many
others, as it enables all classes to effect life assurances in the

manner most convenient to themselves, and amongst other

of its popular features that of allowing the Assured (by Table

2) to leave half the Annual Premiums unpaid for seven

years, will not be found undeserving public attention.

Immediate and deferred Annuities, and every description

of Life Assurance business undertaken by this Society.

Prospectuses, and all other requisite information will bo

furnished on application to the Secretary, or the Country

Agents of the Society.
EDWARD T. RICHARDSON, Secretary.

f OYAL ADELAIDE GALLERY,
ii, LOWTHER ARCADE, STRAND.—Under the espe-

Patronagc of her Most Gracious Majesty. Open daily

a ll to 5 o’clock, and from 7 to half-past 10 every

ling. Morning Attractions. — A continued senes ot

mtific Experiments, Musical Performances, Exhibitions,

lection from 3,000 Models of Machinery, Philosophical

laratus, Mechanical Inventions, &c., demonstrated and

lained
;
Glass-working, Philosophical

,

Lec
f“%>

:gen Gas Microscope, Monck Mason s AERIAL MA-

INE, worked by propulsive machinery, and explained in

ctureon the Aerial Navigation; ELKCTRICAL EELS,

formanccs of the Infant Thalia and Adelaide Wizard,

lsen’s CARBON BATTERY, Dissolving Views, Laugh-

Gas, Sculptures. Paintings, &c.
con’

ddition to Morning Attractions. PROMENADL CON-

RTS, Vocal and Instrumental, Mans. L. Z. Kemy, GQh-

tor.—Admission, One Shilling.
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PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS-

a A LWAY8 ON SALE, a LARGE AS-
O SORTMENT of DRY PREPARED FLOOR-

g g IMG BOARDS aod MATCHED BOARDING of all

m 2 aorta, planed to a parallel width and thickness, from 4
** £ inch to li inch thick. Rough Boarding for Flats.

5 TIMBER, DEALS, OAK PLANKS, SCANTLINGS,
SASH CILLS, &c.

Apply at W. CLEAVE’S Timber Yard, Smith-street,

Westminster.

Patronized by Her Majesty’* Stationery Office.

H. MORRELL'S
REGISTRATION INK,

M ANDFACTOBED FOB

THE USE OF REGISTRARS OF BIRTHS, DEATHS,
AND MARRIAGES,

And warranted made with Galls.

This Ink has received its present reputation from the results

of Chemical Tests, made under Authority.

SOLD WHOLSSALE AT THE MANUFACTORY,

149, FLEET STREET, LONDON:
And may be had Retail of all the principal Stationers and

Booksellers in Town and Country.

HER MAJESTY’S DOCK-YARDS.

SIR W. BURNETT’S PATENT having
undergone nine years’ trial in ALL CLIMATES, is

now in daily extensive operation in the above national esta-

blishments, as well as by many public companies and pri-

vate individuals.

This PROCESS preserves TIMBER from DRY-ROT,
and, when desired, renders it uninflammable.

It is cheap, innoxious, and easy of application.

It may be used in ordinary wooden tanks, and does not,

therefore, require hydraulic machines, except for the sake of

expedition.
It seasons the greenest wood in a very short time, and

renders the commonest domestic Timber equal to the best

foreign.

CANVAS, CORDAGE, COTTON, and WOOLLEN, are

not only preserved from ROT, MILDEW, and the AT-
TACKS or MOTHS, but are unchanged in colour, and ren-

dered even stronger than before.

Numerous specimens and testimonials may be leen, and
every information upon its objects and application will be
given at the Company’s offices, No. 53, KING WILLIAM
STREET, LONDON BRIDGE.

BUNNETT AND CORPE,
ENGINEERS,

26, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON,

REVOLVING IRON SAFETY SHUTTERS,

METALLIC SASH-BARS, MOULDINGS, ETC., IN
BRASS, ZINC, OR COPPER,

FOR

SHOP FRONTS, WINDOWS, SKYLIGHTS, &c.

STALL-BOARD PLATES MADE AND ENGRAVED,
And all kinds of Metal Work executed to any Design.

Estimates given for Patent Iron Shutters, Metallic Shop
Fronts, Sashes, &c., Glazed complete, with best Plate Glass,

in any part of the kingdom.

METALS ROLLED OR DRAWN FOR THE TRADE.

CAUTION.
PATENT REVOLVING IRON SHUTTERS.

BUNNETT AND CORPE, 26, Lombard
Street, London, beg to inform the Nobility,

Gentry, Architects, Builders, and the Public, that there is

not, nor ever has been, any other PATENT for REVOLV-
ING IRON SHUTTERS, than the one granted to Mr.
Bunnett in 1836, and since so extensively and successfully

introduced by Bunnett and Corpe, in London, and in the
principal Towns throughout the Kingdom.

For their great superiority over every other Iron Shutter,
Messrs. Bunnett and Corpe can with pleasure refer to all the
principal Architects and Builders, as well as to many No-
blemen, Gentlemen, Bankers, and first-rate Trading Firms
in London and elsewhere. Messrs. Bunnett and Corpe con-
sider this Caution necessary, in consequence of Mr. Andrew
Smith’s Advertisement in last week's “ Builder.” The only
revolving Iron Shutter put up by Mr. Smith, in London (an
attempt to evade B.and C.’s Patent), was at Mr. Garratt’s
American Stores, Oxford Street ; this Shutter proving a de-
cided failure, it was taken down and replaced by one of

BUNNETT and CORPE’S PATENT, and may now be
seen at their Manufactory at Deptford, with many other of

Mr. Smith’s Panelled Shutters, for which BUNNETT and
CORPE’S PATENT REVOLVING IRON SHUTTERS
have been substituted.

A SMITH, BUILDERS’ MACHINIST,
• ENGINEER, &c., No. 69, Princes-street, Leices-

ter-square, London, PATENTEE and MANUFATURER
of the IMPROVED REVOLVING IRON SHUTTERS.
The attention of Architects and Builders is particularly

directed to the above, they being VASTLY SUPERIOR to

(and possessing NUMEROUS and IMPORTANT advan-
tages over) OTHER REVOLVING IRON SHUTTERS.
Any information will he given at the MANUFACTORY,
where Models of the above and other INVENTIONS most
extensively used in Buildings, may be seen, amongst which

The Invisible Weather-tight Fastenings and Cill-bars,

for French Casements.
Double Action Door Springs, for Banking-house and

other swing doors.

Improved Cramps for laying Floors.

Copper Wire Rope Lightning Conductors for the protec-
tion of Churches, Towers, Chimney-shafts, and all high
buildings, &c.

Metallic Wire Lines for hanging Sashes, Shutters, &c.
Manufactory for Iron Suspension, Sliding, and other

Doors, Strong Rooms, Plain and Ornamental Palisading,
Gates, and Columns,—Also, Metal Sashes, Shop-fronts,
Stall-board Plates, Brass butt, and other Hinges.

Buildings heated and ventilated on approved plans.
Estimates given for the Improved Iron Shutters, Brass,

and other metal Sashes (glazed if required). Galvanized
Iron and Zinc Skylights, and every description of wrought
and cast-iron work.

VALENCIA SLATE.—THE ATTEN-
TION of BUILDERS is requested to the new mode

in which this material is prepared for the market. Prices,

for the various thicknesses from half-inch to six inches, with

each face and the edges accurately dressed by machinery,

will be found extremely moderate, and may be obtained by
application at Freeman’s Wharf, Millbank-street, where a

large Stock may be seen.

I
NCORRODIBLE IRON AND WIRE
FENCES.—J. PORTER, Grove Iron Fence Works,

Southwark, xnd 77, Comhill, in addition to his usual strong

iron fences, is prepared to supply all kinds of IRON FENCE,
garden wire work, cast and wrought iron balcony, and every

description of iron work connected with his business, GAL-
VANIZED upon M. Sorel’s well-established principle, by
which means not only is their durability secured, but their

disfigurement from rust prevented. Galvanized iron build-

ings, roofs. See., fixed in any part of the kingdom, or prepared

for shipment to the East or West Indies, Sic. Hurdles, six

feet long, five rails, 3s. 6d. each; other sizes in proportion.

The trade supplied.

R HENLY & Co., WHOLESALE
• IRONMONGERS, and MANUFACTURERS of

KITCHEN-RANGES, STOVES, &c., 196, Blackfriars-

road, and 11 7, Union-street, Borough.
Strong Self-acting Kitchen-Ranges, with back Boiler

and Oven, and Wrought Bars :

—

3 ft. 3ft. 3 in. 3 ft. 6 in. 3ft. gin. 4 ft.

31. 6s. 31. 13s. 3 1. lGs. 4 1. 4/. 10s.

Henly’s Patent Improved, with back Boiler and Wrought
Iron Oven:

—

3ft. 3ft. 3in. 3ft. 6 in. 3ft. in. 4ft.

hi. 5 1. 158. 61. 5s. 6/. 10s. 71.

Best Register Stoves, at 8d., 9d., and lOd. per inch.

Do. Elliptic do., at 3Jd., and 4d. do.

All Goods are warranted and delivered free within 6 mile

of London.

COLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES.—
Sole Manufactory, 64, Bridge-road, Lambeth, where

a great variety are always on view, for church, park, coach-

house, and all other doors and gates, of large or small

dimensions, a gate of a ton in weight moving with these

hinges os easily as a wicket ; they are also admirably
adapted for drawing-rooms, being highly ornamental, and

folding-doors fitted with them may be removed and replaced

in an instant. Rising and spring hinges, with very superior

fastenings, for exterior gates, at moderate prices. To be

seen at Chas. Collinge and Co.’s patent axletrce, sugar mill,

and spherical hinge manufactory, 64, Bridge-road, Lambeth.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

TH E follow ing ARTICLES ar REDUCED
PRICES at COTTAM and HALLEN’S, 2, WINS-

LEY-STREET, OXFORD-STREET, and CORNWALL-
ROAD, LAMBETH.

Rain, Under-ground, and Hot-water Pipe, Eave Gutter-

ag. Air Bricks, Sash Weights, Stable Fitments, consisting

_f Mangers, Ramps, Cills, Hay-racks, Capping for Wooden
Mangers, Stable Grates and Frames, and Pumps, &c. &c.
&c.
Columns, Girders, Iron Doors, Palisading, Gates, Veran-

dahs, Sky-lights, Sashes, Greenhouses, Roofs, &c., and
every description of Wrought and Cast Iron Work (both

plain and ornamental) used for Buildings and other pur-

poses.
Elliptic, Register, Hot-Air, Ornamental, and Bright

Stoves, Kitchen Ranges, and Smoke Jacks on the best and
most approved principle, and an extensive assortment of

Furnishing Ironmongery.
Buildings heated either with Cottam’s Patent (of which

above 1,500 are now in use) or Rogers’s Improved Conical

Boilers.

Estimates sent by post.

Show Rooms at their Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street,

Oxford Street.

DAY’S PATENT WINDGUARD, for

Ventilating Churches, Hospitals, Factories, Theatres,
Club-houses, Breweries, Malt-houses, Shops, Counting-
houses, School-rooms, Smoking-rooms, Bed-rooms, Nur-
series, Kitchens, Larders, Dairies, Stables, and all Buildings

requiring Ventilation ; as well as Ships, Mines, Tunnels, cue.

Sic.
;
also, for Preventing Down Draft ; and is guaranteed

to Cure all Smoky Chimneys caused by Wind; and entirely

supersedes the use of Revolving Cowls, or anything moveable
or unsightly on the tops of Chimneys or Ventilators.

The object of this Invention is to create a draft where
otherwise it would not exist, by the spontaneous action of

the external air.

The Windguard forms a pleasing octagonal pillar, and by
its peculiar construction to carry out the principle, which
consists of the wind giving a disposition for a vacuum within,

which causes a continual upward current, and can be regu-
lated at pleasure.

The Windguard applied to Ships and Steam Vessels in the

form of a Skylight, prevents rain or the sea entering within,
however boisterous the weather may be, thereby affording

excellent Ventilation, as well as Light.

The Windguard applied to the Tops of Chimneys prevents
all annoyance from Smoke, and agreeably Ventilates the

room when fires are not required. This is a most simple and
effectual way of Ventilating Bed-rooms, Nurseries, Smoking-
rooms, Offices, &c. ; causing the air of the apartment to be
at all times as pleasant as can be desired, and may be regu-
lated by a valve at pleasure.

The Windguard is simple in its application, reasonable in

price, ornamental in appearance; no machinery or anything
moveable in it, therefore, cannot get out of order ; free from
noise or any unpleasantness whatever; not liable to choke up
with soot, and no obstacle to the machines used for sweeping
chimneys.
The Windguard having been applied, with much success,

to the chimneys of Windsor Castle, Buckingham Palace, and
Claremont, also to several of the Club-houses, as well as to

the mansions of many noblemen and gentlemen, it is with
great confidence recommended for the cure of smoky chim-
neys generally, and may be had of all respectable ironmongers
in Town and Country, and may be seen daily in operation at

The Patent Ventilating Works, Commercial Road, Pimlico
;

where also may be seen Mr. G. T. Day’s plans (illustrating

tbe different applications of his Patent ARCHI.MEDIAN
VENTILATOR and his PORTABLE WATER APPARA-
TUS) for effectually Ventilating, Warming, and Cooling the
Air of Buildings, Ships, &c. & c. By the use of these inven-

tions many thousand feet or any quantity of pure warm or
cold air can be guaranteed to be continually exchanged per
minute, day and night, winter and summer ; thereby en-
suring, at ail times, free ventilation to the rooms and pas-
sages of buildings, &c., from the basement to the roof. The
size of the apparatus depends on the nature and use of the
buildings and its occupants,

JOHN’S & Co.’s PATENT STUCCO
PAINT CEMENT and PATENT STUCCO PAINT.

—The prospectus, containing a full account of these most
valuable materials, and instructions to the workmen how to

use them, accompanied also by testimonials from Architects,

Engineers, and Builders, not only in London, but in every
part of the kingdom, who have found out and know how to

appreciate their extraordinary qualities, may be obtained
free, on application to the following Architectural Book-
sellers :

—

Mr. John Weale, No. 69, High Holborn.
Mr. J. Taylor, No. 1, Wellington-street, Waterloo-bridge.
Mr. Reid, Charing-cross. Also,
At The Builder Office, York-street, Covent Garden.
And of Messrs. Mann & Co., Sole Agents for the Patentees,
Maiden-lane, Queen-street, Cheapside.

BASTENNE BITUMEN COMPANY,
Offices, 31, Poultry. The Directors of this Company

beg leave to call the attention of ARCHITECTS, BUILD-
ERS, and others, to the very beneficial results attendant on
the use of BITUMEN in the erection of buildings, &c. Its

application as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful.

It is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-

ticularlv where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN.

Scale of prices per foot square

—

1 inch thick 8d.

1 inch thick 7d.

4 inch thick 6d.

Works not measuring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra.

Roofing executed at od. and yd. per foot square.

Concrete is charged in addition according to the thickness

when required.

Carriage and men’s time are charged extra when works
are executed beyond three miles from the General Post-

Bitumen £6 per ton, without grit.

Bitumen £3 per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONE, Sec.

MARTIN’S CEMENT.
IMPORTANT TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

AMONGST the variety of compositions
offered to the notice of the Profession and the Trade gene-

rally, for internal Works, there are none to equal MAR-
TIN’S IMPROVED PATENT FIRE-PROOF and OR-
NAMENTAL CEMENT. This superior article is allowed

by eminent Builders and Architects to possess the desiderata

of hardness and durability, is a preventive against fire,

damp, and vermin, and does not emit SALT; when painted

never PEELS, but shews a plain, clear, and perfect surface,

not to be surpassed in beauty by any material now jn use.

It is suitable for Stucco on Walls, or Lath, Mouldings, Ar-
chitraves, Skirtings, Sic.., not yielding to heat, quite im-
perishable, worked to the same advantage as Wood, and at

a considerably less cost.

For Paving it is excellent, with an appearance of stone,

and much less expensive; the quality being so superior, lias

induced the Government to adopt it in several of their Public

Works.
Applications to STEVENS & SON, 186, DRURY- LANE,

the Sole Manufacturers, who can with confidence recommend
it to their extensive connection and the Public generally ; their

long experience with the manufacture of Plaster and Cements
will be a guarantee to tbe Trade of the superiority
“ MARTIN’S CEMENT” possesses over all others.

ENCAUSTIC TILES.

I
^NCAUSTTC or OLD ENGLISH
J PAVING TILES, for CHURCHES, HALLS, &c.,

sold by WYATT, PARKER, & Co., Albion Wharf, Holland-
tr. et, Surrey foot of Blackfriars-bridge.

These T iles are copies of the hest examples which have
been discovered in the ancient religious edifices of this coun-
try, and more particularly from those at Great Malvern,
Romscy, Canterbury, Westminster, Winchester, Salisbury,
Worcester, Rochester, and York.
They are made from the famous red Staffordshire Clay, and

are less porous than those anciently used, and may be had
either entirely Glazed on the surface, or only partially so, or
wholly free from glaze.

The * artially Glazed Tiles, or those having the Ornament
alone Glazed, possess a sparkling brilliancy of colour equal
to the best enamelled Mosaic, but are not so well adapted to

situations where they would be subject to rough usage, as

the unglazcd Tiles, which, after many years’ wear, when
washed with water, and a little sand and pumice, present the
same beautiful, chaste, and fresh appearance, as when first

laid down, and are also less expensive.
W. P. & Co., have also Tiles to work with the above,

which are without ornament, and are used to form Borders,
or to relieve elaborate masses of Encaustic Pavement.
These Tiles may be had of Black, Red, and Buff colours,

and with those of a right-angled-triangle shape, an almost
innumerable variety of designs may be formed. These
latter Tiles are cheaper than good Portland Stone Pavement,
are much less porous, and will bear a pressure of Forty Tons.

MOREWOOD’S PATENT GALVAN-
IZED TINNED PLATES, HOOPING, WIRE-

WORK, &c.—This material, possessing the strength
and lightness of Tin or Iron Plates, combined with
durability, is not liable to rust or corrode from ex-
posure to wet and moisture, nor to be rent by expan-
sion or contraction, caused by sudden changes of tem-
perature, which objection applies to both Zinc and Lead,
neither can it melt and run down as these metals do in case
of fire ; neither is it, like Zinc, liable to combustion

;
hence it

is admirably adapted for Roofing, Gutters, Spouting, Chim-
ney Tops, Sic. in any climate, but more particularly where
there is great variation in the temperature, and as such
is a matter of importance and economy to all persons in-

terested in our colonial possessions.
As regards the expense of this and other Metallic Coverings,

it will be found that the same strength does not cost more
than two-thirds that of Zinc, which is the cheapest Metallic
Roofing, as regards first cost, at present in use ; and that,

in consequence of the continual repairs which are required to
keep Lead or Zinc Roofing in order, this would be far
cheaper than either, even if the first cost were much greater.

The material being strong, and at the same time exceed-
ingly light, and the sheets being fastened together, tend to

strengthen the building, instead of requiring any support
themselves. It is therefore scarcely necessary to add, that
the timber required is only of the very slightest description.

The Plates may be obtained of any size up to 6 feet by
2 feet 6 inches.

Specimens of the Galvanized Tinned Plates, corrugated
and plain, and other articles, as Baths, Chimney Tops, &c.
&c., may be seen and had of S, HOLLAND, 34, GRACE-
CHURCH-STREET.
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surveyor, treble the amount of the fees which such surveyor would have been entitled to receive for his

trouble in inspecting the same, and shall also forfeit for every such default a sum not exceeding twenty

pounds ;
and that if, for any period exceeding three months, any builder having duly begun any building,

requiring compliance with the provisions of this Act, shall suspend the progress of such building, and shall

again go on with the same ;
or if, during the progress thereof, the builder be changed ;

then, in any such

case, two days before such builder or other such person shall enter upon the performance of the work, it

shall be the duty of such builder to give notice to the surveyor
;
which notices must be iu the terms specified

in the forms (numbers two and three) contained in the Schedule of Notices annexed to this Act, or to the like

effect ; and must be given to the surveyor, or left at the surveyor’s office, in like manner as is required upon

beginning any new building
;
and that if any builder make default or neglect to give or leave such notice, he

shall forfeit for every such offence a sum not exceeding twenty pounds
;
and that if any such building, chimney,

or wall be begun to be built, pulled down, rebuilt, cut into, or altered as aforesaid, or be proceeded with after

any suspension of the progress thereof before such notice has been given
;
or if such surveyor or the official

referees be refused admittance to inspect the same premises, then such building or work shall be liable to be

abated as a nuisance under the provisions herein contained.

BUILDINGS GENERALLY.
Supervision of Works—Notice of Irregularities to Builders and others—To cut into Works—Amend-

ment qf Works—Proceedings thereon by Official Referees— Costs.

14. And be it enacted, with regard to such buildings and works, so far as relates to the supervision

thereof, that if in building, pulling down, rebuilding, cutting into or altering any part of any building, or

party-wall or external wall, or chimney-stack or flue, any work, or any other thing be done contrary to or not

conformably with the rules and directions of this Act
;
then forthwith it shall be the duty of the surveyor and

he is hereby required to give forty-eight hours’ notice to the builder to amend any such irregularity which lie

shall deem to have been committed
;
and, after the expiration of such notice, to proceed to inspect the

work
;
and that, if the work be so far advanced that he cannot ascertain Avhether the irregularity has been

committed or not, or exists or not, then it shall be lawful for him and he is hereby empowered to order any

work to be cut into, laid open or pulled down, which shall in his opinion prevent his ascertaining whether any

such irregularity exists or not
;
and that if, within forty-eight hours, the builder to whom any such notice

shall have been given, refuse or fail to amend any irregular work, or any builder refuse, when ordered by

the surveyor, to cut into, lay open or pull down any work which shall in his opinion prevent his ascertaining

whether such irregular work exists or not, then, as soon as conveniently shall be, it shall be the duty of the

surveyor to give information thereof to the official referees
;
and that upon the receipt of such information,

it shall be the duty of such official referees, and they are hereby required to proceed to hear the matter, and

if any breach of the rules, regulations and directions of this Act be found to have beeu committed, or if

there appear good reason to suppose auy such breach has been committed and is concealed, then it shall be

lawful for the official referees, or any two of them, and they are hereby authorized to direct by their award
that such building, party-wall, external wall, chimney-stack, flue or other thing, or such part thereof as

they shall deem necessary, to be amended, removed, cut into, laid open, or pulled down
;
and that all the

costs, charges and expenses of the said work, and of the said application to the official referees shall be borne

by such party or parties as the official referees shall determine.

Special Supervision of highest-rate Buildings—Penally—Notice to Official Referees—Survey—Ap-
proval—Disapproval—Amendment ofDefects—Notice of Completion—New Survey— Certificate—
Prohibition of Use—Penalty.

15. And now, for the purpose of making provision for the supervision of buildings of the sixth rate of

the first or dwelling-house class, and of the sixth rate of the second or warehouse class, and of all buildings

of the third or public building class (except the buildings hereinbefore excepted)
;
be it enacted, with regard

to every such building, so far as relates to the special supervision thereof, that when all the walls of any
such building shall have been built to their full height, and all the timbers of the floors, roofs and partitions

shall have been fixed, it shall be the duty of the architect or builder, and he is hereby required, to give

notice thereof to the official referees
;
and if the official referees be of opinion that such building is subject

to the special supervision herein provided, then within seven days after such notice it shall be their duty to

survey the said building
;
and that, if they approve of the same, then within seven days after such survey,

to certify such approval under their hands to the architect or builder
;

or that if any part of the

walls, timbers, roof or internal supports appear to such official referees defective, insufficient or insecure, then,

within the said seven days after such survey, they are hereby required to give to such architect or builder

notice of such parts as shall so appear to them defective, insufficient or insecure, which notice must be in

writing
;
and that, upon the receipt of such notice, it shall be the duty of the said architect or builder, and

he is hereby required to amend and strengthen such defective, insufficient or insecure parts ;
and that, until

the official referees shall be satisfied, and shall have certified in writing their approval as aforesaid, it shall

not be lawful to cover up any such parts
;
and that, upon completion of every such building, it shall be

the duty of the architect or builder to give fresh notice to the official referees
;
and that, thereupon, or within

seven days after such notice, it shall be the duty of the official referees to survey the same
;
and that, if upon

such survey it shall appear that such building has been built sufficiently strong, then it shall be their duty to

certify accordingly, which certificate must be under their hands and the seal of office of registrar of metro-

politan buildings ; and that until such certificate shall have been made, it shall not be lawful to use such

building for any purpose whatever, without the express authority in writing of the official referees, under their

hands and the seal of office of the registrar of metropolitan buildings
;
and that, if before the certificate of

satisfaction shall have been made, any such building subject to special supervision shall be used for any

purpose, without such express authority in writing, then, on conviction thereof before two justices of the peace,

the owner or occupier of such building shall forfeit for such offence a sum not less than five pounds, nor exceeding

five hundred pounds, for every day during which such building shall be so used without having obtained

such certificate of satisfaction, or such express authority as aforesaid
;
and one half thereof shall go to the

person giving information, and the other half to the poor of the parish in which such building shall be situate.

Special Supervision of Buildings in Schedule (B)—Survey by Official Referees—Occasional Inspection

—Notice of Deficiencies—Amendment of Defects—Apj)roval by Official Referees—Notice oj Com-

pletion—New Survey— Certificate—Prohibition of Use—Penally.

16. And be it enacted, with regard to the buildings comprised in Schedule (B), to this Act annexed, so

far as relates to the supervision thereof, that before the builder begin to build the same, it shall be the duty

of such architect or builder, and he is hereby required to give notice thereof to the official referees, and also,

at the same time, to transmit the plans thereof for their inspection
;
and that forthwith thereupon it shall be

the duty of the official referees, and they are hereby required to proceed to survey the situation of the intended

building, with a view to ascertain whether such building can be erected on such situation with due regard to

the security of the public
;
and that from time to time, during the progress of such building, it shall be the

duty of such official referees, and they are hereby directed to inspect the same, with a view to ascertain the

sufficiency thereof
;
and that if such building or any part thereof appear to such official referees defective,

insufficient or insecure, then they are hereby required to give to such architect or builder notice of such parts

as shall so appear to them defective, insufficient or insecure, which notice must be in writing
;
and that, upon

the receipt of such notice, it shall be the duty of the said architect or builder, and he is hereby required to

amend and strengthen such defective, insufficient or insecure parts
;
and that, until the official referees shall

be satisfied, and shall have certified in writing their approval as aforesaid, it shall not be lawful to cover up
any such parts

;
and that, upon completion of every such building, it shall be the duty of the architect or

builder to give fresh notice to the official referees
;
and that thereupon, or within seven days after such notice,

it shall be the duty of the official referees to survey the same ; and that if upon such survey it shall appear

that 9uch building has been built sufficiently strong, then it shall be their duty to certify accordingly, which

certificate must be under their hands and the seal of office of registrar of metropolitan buildings; and that,

until such certificate shall have been made, it shall not be lawful to use such building for auy purpose what-

ever, without the express authority in writing of the official referees, under their hands and the seal of office

of the registrar of metropolitan buildings
;
and that if, before the certificate of satisfaction shall have been

made, any such building subject to special supervision shall be used for any purpose, without such express

authority in writing, then, on conviction thereof before two justices of the peace, the owner or occupier of

such building shall forfeit for such offence a sum not less than five pounds, nor exceeding one hundred pounds,

for every day during which such building shall be so used without having obtained such certificate of satis-

faction, or such express authority as aforesaid ; and one half thereof shall go to the person giving in-

formation, and the other half to the poor of the parish in which such building shall be situate.

Entry on Premises—Refusal to permit Insj)ection—Forcible Entry.

17. And be it enacted, with regard to buildings and works, so far as relates to the entry thereon for the

supervision thereof, that, at all times during the progress of any operations in respect thereof within the

meaning of this Act, it shall be lawful for the surveyor, and for the official referees, and they are hereby re-

spectively authorized to enter upon the premises upon which such operations have been commenced; and that

if any person refuse to admit the surveyor, or the official referees authorized under this Act, at any

reasonable hours, from time to time to inspect any building in course of construction, demolition, alteration

or re-construction, then in every such case, on conviction thereof, the party offending shall forfeit for every

such offence a sum not exceeding twenty pounds
;
and such building or work shall be liable to be abated as a

nuisance under the provisions herein contained in that behalf
;
and that if the surveyor or the official referees

The words “ or such other person " seem to be in-

serted without due relation to the context.

The word “ SUCH,” before the words “ building

,

chimney or wall,' 1 docs not seem to have due relation

to the context.

We apprehend the word “ such ” should precede

the words ‘ ‘ builder refuses tohen orderid by the sur-

veyor."

The words ought to be “shall he amended, re-

moved, cut into, laid open, or pulled down."

The words “ architect or builder" arc not suffi-

ciently definite. .

This clause and the sixteenth clause, disposing ol

very great power, which none but great masters of

architectural construction arc justly entitled to exer-

cise, would become extremely tyrannical, vexatious,

and ruinous, in the custody of incompetent persons ;

we think the powers proposed to be delegated ought

to be more clearly defined. We think society would be

injured by an architect of great and original genius

having the designs of his works interfered with by

an official referee of less knowledge, ability, and

genius : it is true, the men would find their just

level in the end, but probably not before ruinous

expense or mischief had been incurred.
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be refused admittance from time to time, at any reasonable hour, to make inspection of any work, then for

that purpose it shall be lawful for such surveyor or for such official referees, and they are hereby empowered,

by and with the aid of a peace officer, to enter upon the ground, building and premises where the same

shall be.

All Buildings not according to this Act declared a Nuisance—Summons before Justices—Recognizances

to pulldown and amend—Imprisonment—Removal of Buildings declared Nuisances—Expenses.

18. And for the purpose of more effectually enforcing the observance of the provisions of this Act, be it

enacted, with regard to any buildings, drains, timber buildings, chimneys and flues, party-walls, party fence-

walls, external walls and projections, and every other part of every building of every class, or rate of any

class, which shall be hereafter built, rebuilt, enlarged or altered within the limits of this Act, contrary to the

provisions hereof, so far as relates to the removal thereof, that if the same be not built, rebuilt, enlarged or

altered in the manner and of the materials and in every other respect according to, and in conformity with,

the several rules and directions which are in this Act particularly specified
;
and if any person build or begin

to build, or cause the building or beginning to build, or alter, or cause to be altered, or use or

cause to be used any part of any ground or building, projection, drain or other thing contrary there-

unto ;
and if, in either of such cases, it so appear by the certificate of the official referees

;
then the

said building, projection, drain or other thing, or such part thereof so irregularly built or begun to be

built, or so irregularly altered or begun to be altered, or so used* shall be deemed a nuisance; and that

thereupon it shall be the duty of the surveyor, and he is hereby directed to summon the builder before any

two justices of the peace
;
and that thereupon it shall be the duty of such builder, as such justices shall re-

quire, and he is hereby required to enter into a recognizance in such sum as the said justices shall appoint,

for abating and taking down the same within such convenient time as the said justices shall respectively ap-

point, or otherwise for amending the same according to such rules and directions as are herein contained,

and also for paying the costs, charges and expenses incurred by the surveyor in laying the information and obtain-

ing theconviction, including such compensation for the surveyor’s loss of time as the said justices shall think fit

;

and that if the party so required fail to enter into such recognizance, then it shall be lawful for either of such

justices or any justice, and they are hereby required to commit such builder to the common gaol of the city,

county or liberty where the offence shall be committed, there to remain without bail or mainprize until he

shall have abated or demolished or otherwise amended such irregular building, or such nuisance shall be

abated or demolished by order of such justices respectively (which order the said justices are hereby em-

powered to make), and until the costs, charges and expenses thereof, and of all operations and proceedings

in relation thereto, shall have been paid : and further, that if application be made to any two or more justices,

then, thereupon, it shall be their duty, and they are hereby empowered to order the surveyor or any other

person to abate or demolish such nuisance, and to order the persons authorized by them so to abate or de-

molish the same, to sell and dispose of the materials thereof, and, out of the moneys arising by such sale, to

pay to themselves, and all persons by them employed for such purpose, the reasonable charges for abating or

demolishing such nuisance, and also such costs and expenses as aforesaid, and to pay the surplus moneys
arising by such sale (if any) to the owner of the building

;
and that if the moneys arising by such sale he not

sufficient to pay such charges, then such owner, or, if there be no owner, then it shall be the duty of the oc-

cupier to make good the deficiency ;
and if he fail, then he shall be liable to the same remedies for the reco-

very thereof as are by this Act provided concerning the expense of taking down ruinous buildings, and put-

ting up hoards for the safety of passengers.

PARTY WALLS—PARTY FENCES—INTERMIXED BUILDINGS.

Fifty Shillings Penalty on Workmen offending—Imprisonment.

19. And be it enacted, with regard to any building or work, so far as relates to the non-observance of

the provisions of this Act in that behalf by workmen and others, that if any workman, labourer, servant or

other person employed in any building, or in the alteration, fitting up or decoration of any building, wilfully,

carelessly or negligently, and without the direction, privity or consent of the person causing such work to be

done, do any thing in or about such buildiDg contrary to the rules and directions of this Act, then upon con-

viction thereof before any two justices of the peace, upon the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses

(which oath the said justices and every such justice is hereby empowered and required to administer), every

such offender shall be liable to forfeit for every such offence a sum not exceeding fifty shillings
;
and that if

any such forfeiture be not paid upon or immediately after such conviction, then it shall be the duty of any

such justice to whom application shall be made, to commit the offenders by warrant under the hand and seal

of such justices to the common gaol for any term not exceeding one month, at the discretion of such justices.

Execution of Works.

20. And forasmuch as, from time to time, occasion hath arisen and will hereafter arise, to execute the

following works in relation to adjoining buildings and premises, parted by the same party-wall or party fence-

wall, but belonging to different owners, or occupied by different persons, or to buildings intermixed, belonging

to different owners, or occupied by different persons
;
namely—the reparation of the party-walls by which such

premises shall be parted ;
the pulling down and rebuilding of such party-walls

;
the raising of such party-

walls
;
the reparation of party fence-walls ;

the rebuilding of such party fence-walls
;
the raising of such

party fence-walls; the pulling down timber partitions parting the buildings of different owners, or

occupied by different persons, and in lieu thereof to build proper party-walls
;

the pulling down
buildings built over public ways, or having rooms or stories, the property of different persons, or occupied

by different persons, lying intermixed, for the purpose of building proper party-wadis or party-arches

;

and generally the performance of other necessary works incident to the connection of such party-walls or

party fence-walls with the premises adjoining : it is expedient to make provision, as well for facilitating the

execution of such works by any such owner desirous to execute the same—who is herein denominated the
“ building-owner;” as for protecting the interests of the owner of the adjoining premises—who is herein

denominated the “ adjoining owner ;” now for that purpose, be it enacted, with regard to all premises parted

by a party-wall or party fence-wall, or parted by timber partitions, and with regard to all intermixed pro-

perties not so parted, so far as relates to the execution of any such works by any owner of any such premises,

that if the adjoining owner shall have consented thereto, or if, without such consent, the required notice of

such work shall have been given by or on the part of the building-owner to such adjoining owner, then, sub-

ject to such modification as shall be made by virtue of the provision in that behalf
;
and subject to the provi-

sion for supplying the want of consent of the owners
; and subject moreover to the respective conditions

hereby prescribed, with regard to such works respectively, as well as to the payment of the costs of such
works, and to the sanction or to the award of the surveyors or of the official referees, as hereby prescribed in

reference thereto, it shall be lawful for every such building- owner and he is hereby authorized or required to

execute such works.
Consent of, or Notice to, adjoining Owner.

21. And be it enacted, with regard to such works, so far as relates to the notice thereof, that unless the
adjoining owner consent thereto, it shall not be lawful for the “ building-owner ” to execute such works, until

he have given notice thereof to such “ adjoining owner ;” and every such notice, with regard to the pulling
down, rebuilding or repairing of party-walls or party fence-walls, must be given one month, at the least,

before the survey of the work is to be made, and six months, at the least, before the work i3 to be com-
menced

;
and every such notice, with regard to the pulling down and rebuilding intermixed walls and timber

partitions, must be given six months, at the least, before such work is to be commenced
; and every such

notice must be in the form or to the effect of the notice (number eight) for that purpose contained in the
schedule of notices hereunto annexed.

Modification of Work to suit adjoining Owner—Delay of Operations—Application to Official Referees
—Authority to Build.

22. And be it enacted, with regard to every such work, so far as regards the modification thereof, in order
to render it suitable to the premises or to the convenience of the adjoining owner or his teoant, That if the
adjoining owner desire that any modification be made in the work so as to render it suitable to his premises,
or if he desire that the work be delayed, so as to cause it to be executed at a more seasonable or a more conve-
nient time in reference to the business or to the family or domestic arrangements of such adjoining owner or his
tenants, then, within seven days after the receipt of notice thereof, it shall be the duty of the building-owner,
and he is hereby required to signify his consent to or dissent from such modification or delay

;
and that if the

building owner do not within such seven days signify his consent to such mollification or delay, then it shall
be lawful for the adjoiuing owner, and he is hereby entitled, to require the building-owner to delay the work
until the decision of the official nferees shall have determined thereon

;
and that if within seven days thereafter

application be made in writing to the official referees, and notice thereof be given to the building-owner, then
it shall be the duty of the building-owner to delay the same till the decision of such official referees shall have
been siven thereon

;
and that if, within the period of six months from the date of the first notice, such

adjoining owner do not make any objection or any requisition in conformity with this enactment, then, subject
to the provisions of this Act with regard to such works, it shall be lawful for the building-owner and he is
hereby authorized to proceed to execute the same.

Supplying Want of Consent of adjoining Owners—Notice of Inspection by Surveyor—Notice to Parties—Confirmation by Official Referees—Proceedings on Appeal against Certificate—Notice by Official
Referees—Survey—Award— Works Authorized.

23. And be it enacted, with regard to any such works hereby authorized to be done in relation to party-
walls, party-arches, party fence-walls, or other such structures, belonging to the owners of adjoining buildings

We think it would be burthensome to the surveyors

and official referees, if refused admission to premises,

to require the aid of a peace officer unless violence be

used towards them.

The clause would run better if written—
'*

PuH* ng down of timber-partitions whichpart
buildings which are the property of different owners, or
which are occupied by different persons, for the purpose
of building in lieu thereofproper party-walls."
The words should be—“ The pulling down of

buildings."
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or parting: adjoining premises, so far as relates to supplying the want of consent of the adjoining owners that
if the adjoining premises be unoccupied, or if the owner thereof cannot be found, or if the owner although
found, cannot, by reason of legal disability or otherwise, consent to the work, or if the owner will notconsent thereto, or if differences arise amongst the parties concerned, then the notice required to be given in
respect of such work must be served both on the surveyor and on the official referees, in addition to such other
parties entitled to notice under this Act upon whom such notice can be served

;
and that forthwith on the receipt

of such notice it shall be the duty of the surveyor and he is hereby required to give notice to the parties by whom
such work is to be executed, and to any one or more surveyors or other agents by them appointed, as to the
day and hour when he will view the premises

; and at such time the surveyor of the district is hereby autho-
rized to proceed to inspect such premises accordingly, and to certify to the official referees, first, whether
such works ought to be done or not

;
and secondly, if the same ought to be done, whether it ought to be done

in the proposed manner
;
and thirdly, the site whereon the party-wall should be built

;
and with regard to

intermixed buildings, what party-arches may be necessary over or under any rooms of such buildings so
intended to be rebuilt

;
and fourthly, the quantity of the soil or ground or other parts of the premises (ifany) necessary to be laid to or taken from the house of the person desirous to rebuild, to the house of the

person permitting him to erect a party-wali or party-arch; and fifthly, the compensation (if any) which
should be made and paid by the building-owner, df either or auy of the premises affected thereby, to the
adjoining owner, m lieu of the lessening either of the said buildings by such party, wall or party-arch, or asa satisfaction for such other injury (if any) as shall be done or occasioned thereby to any of the said parties •

and that upon the receipt of such certificate, it shall be the duty of the official referees, and they are hereby
required, to cause notice thereof to be given to the parties or to such of them as are known

;
and that ifwithin seven days after such notice to the parties, the certificate be not appealed against, and if the official

referees be of opinion that the work is proper to be done, and the compensation is fair, then it shall be lawful
for the official referees to confirm such certificate, and to authorize the building-owner to proceed with theworks, as if the consent of the adjoining owner had been obtained : and that if any party concerned shall
appeal against the certificate of the surveyor as to the work to be done, or as to the compensation, or as toany other matter referred to in such certificate, in pursuance of the above provisions, then it shall be the duty
of the official referees, and they are hereby required to appoint onoof their number to survey the building in
question

;
and that for that purpose it shall be the duty of the official referee so appointed, and he is herebylequiredto give notice to the parties, and to any one or more surveyors or other agents by them appointed,

as to the time when he will view the premises
; aod that at such time it shall be the duty of such referee, andhe is hereby authorized to view such premises accordingly, and to inquire into the matters appealed against
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cial/eferees his opinion thereon
;
and that upon such certificate being made, it shallbe lawful for the official referees to make their award, thereby either confirming, or reversing, or modifying

as to them the case may seem to require, the certificate of the surveyor, and appointing by whom and inwhat proportions the expenses of the surveys and of the reports thereon are to be paid
;
and such award shall

be final and conclusive
;
and with regard to any works by such award authorized, so far as relates to theproceedings of the building-owner that if upon the making of the award, the periods of the notices by thisAct prescribed with regard to works of that nature, have elapsed, then immediately upon the making of the
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Reparation and Rebuilding at joint Expense.
24. And be it enacted, with regard to any party-wall, party-arch or external wall used wholly or in part
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sielatf to reparation and rebuilding thereof, at the joint expose of theowners of the buildings parted thereby, that if such party structure be so defective or so far out of repair asto render It necessary to pull down and rebuild the same, or any part thereof, then, on notice being given bythe owner of one of the buildings to the adjoining owner, it shall be lawful for the building-owner to require asurvey, certificate, and award authorizing the execution of such reparation or rebuilding, according to theprovisions hereinbefore contained in that behalf.

Rebuilding of Party-walls.
25. And be it enacted, with regard to party-walls, so far as relates to the rebuilding thereof, at the
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; but upon condition that he dopay all the costs and charges thereof, and also all the expenses incidental to the execution of the work,
including therein the fees and expenses of the survey, and the fees of the surveyors and in respect of any
services performed by the official referees.
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Rebuilding a Parly-wall—Building of an external Wall against a Party-wall.
26- Aad b

f.

il enacted, with regard to any party wall so far as the rebuilding thereof; that if the owner of
one of the buildings parted by such party-wall rebuild such building of a higher rate, and do not pull down
such party-wall and build a proper wall in lieu thereof, then it shall be his duty, and he is hereby required, to
build up an external wall against such party-wall.

Damage arising from Erection of external Wall against a Party-wall—Cutting into Footings and
Chimneys.

27. And be it enacted, with regard to an external wall built against a party-wall, so far as relates to the
operations incident thereto, and to the making good any damage occasioned thereby, that if it be necessary
to excavate or dig out the ground against the wall of any adjoining building, for the purpose of erecting l
wall theieoo, then it shall be lawful for the building-owner and he is hereby entitled so to do : but upon con-
dition that the said building- owner do, at his own costs, shore up and underpin such wall, or such part
thereof, to its full thickness, and to the full depth of such excavation, with good sound stock-bricks and
tiles or slates bedded in cement

;
such underpinning to be done in a workmanlike and substantial manner

;and that if, for the purpose of erecting such external wall, it be necessary to cut away part of the footings of
such party-wall on the side next to the wall so to be built, and any part of the breasts and chimney-shafts
belonging to the building about to be rebuilt, as shall project beyond the perpendicular face of such party-
wall, in the lowest floor thereof, then, on giving notice of such intention in writing to the owner of the
adjoining budding, at least one month before commencing operations

;
and on the expiration of such notice,

it shall be lawful for the building-owner and he is hereby authorized to cut away such portion of the footings,
breasts and chimney-shafts aforesaid

;
but so that the same be done, and the brick-work where cut be againmade good in cement, under the superintendence and to the satisfaction of the surveyor.

oo tj
Mfkiny good such Damage—Survey—Damagefrom Carelessness—Rebuilding.
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official referees, whose award shall be final.
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Raising of Buildings—Future Building,—Existing Buildings—Chimneys of adjoining Buildings—
. .

Cse of raised Buildings.
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The words “for the building-owner to require a

survey” are not sufficiently definite, notwithstanding

explanation of § 2.

Stone ought to be permitted to be used as well as

“stock-bricks and tiles or slates,” and the word
“ cement ” is too indefinite—any mortar is a cement.

The word “ chimney ” ought to be placed before

the word “ breasts.”

A party-wall may be “ ruinous ” or even “ dan-

gerous ” without it becoming necessary to take down

and rebuild such party-wall : this provision, if strictly

enacted and strictly enforced, might become vexa-

tious and burthensome in expense. A party-wall may

be dangerous, and yet be so underpinned and repaired,

as to be as sound and effective as a new one.
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•with regard to buildings already built, so far as relates to the raising thereof, that, although the walls of

such buildings be not of the thicknesses prescribed by this Act, it, in the opinion of the surveyor such walls

be sufficiently secure to allow of the raising thereof, then it shall be lawful to raise any such building already

built to an additional height, not exceeding ten feet
;
and with regard to any building adjoining one which

shall be raised, so far as relates to the raising of the chimneys thereof, that if any building be raised, it shall

be the duty of the owner of such building, and he is hereby required to build up, at his own expense, the

rmrtv.walls between his own and any adjoining building, and all flues and chimney-stacks belonging thereto
;

and with regard to any building raised, so far as relates to the use thereof by the adjoining owner, that if at

any time the owner of any such adjoining building make use of any portion of the part raised of such party-

wall it shall be lawful for the owner of the premises so first raised, to claim, and he is hereby entitled to

recover the cost of a proportionate part of the portion which shall be so used, together with the cost of such

parts of the chimney-stacks as belong thereto.

Repairing and Rebuilding of Party Fence-walls—Deficient Party Fence-wall.

31. And be it enacted, with regard to party fence-walls, so far as relates to the reparation and rebuilding

thereof, that it shall be lawful for the owner of any of the premises parted thereby to repair, pull down, and

rebuild the same ;
and if the wall be below the height of nine feet from the ground on either side, then either

to raise it to that height, or to pull it down and to rebuild it to that height
;
but upon condition that he do

pav all the expenses thereof
;
and that if a building be to be erected against such party fence-wall, and such

wa’ll be not conformable to the requisites prescribed for a proper party-wall for a building of that class and

rate, then it shall be lawful for the building-owner, and he is hereby entitled to pull down such party fence-

wall
;
but upon condition that he do pay all the expenses thereof

;
aud also that he do make good every

damage which shall accrue to such adjoining premises by such rebuilding.

Pulling doicnparty T'imber Partitions.

32. And be it enacted ,with regard to the party timber partitions of existing buildings belonging to different

owners, so far as relates to the pulling down thereof, and any wall under or over the same, that if one of the

buildings be rebuilt, or if one of the fronts ofsuch buildings be taken down to the height of one story, or for a

space equal to one-fourth ofsuch front from the level of the second floor upwards, then, without the consent

of the adjoining owner, but upon giving the requisite notice, it shall be the duty of the building-owner, and

he is hereby required, to pull down such timber partitions, and the walls under or over the same, and in lieu

thereof to build a proper party-wall
;
and that at the expense of the owners of all the premises parted thereby.

Pulling down Intermixed Buildings.

33. And be enacted, with regard to buildings built over public ways, or having rooms or stories, the pro-

perty of different persons, lying intermixed (except inns of court hereinafter provided for), so far as relates to

the pulling down and laying the parts thereof to each other, that if aparty-wall or party-arch cannot be built

without pulling down such buildings, and so laying parts thereof to each other, and if, in default of the con-

sent of all proper parties, the official referees authorize such works, then it shall be lawful for the owner of

either of the said buildings to execute the same
;
but so that the party-walls or party. arches be conformable

to the provisions of this Act, and the directions of the said official referees in their award made in that behalf.

Exceptions of Inns of Court, &fc.

34. And be it enacted, with regard to the rooms or chambers in the inns of court, (that is to say) in

Serjeants’ Inn, Chancery-lane, or in any of the four inns of court, or in any of the inns of Chancery, or any

other inns set apart for the study or practice of the law, so far as relates to the building of party -walls, that

the walls or division between the several rooms and chambers in such inns, belonging to and communicating

with each separate and distinct staircase, shall be deemed to be party-walls withiu the meaning of this Act,

and as such must be built in conformity with the regulations and clauses herein contained relating to

party-walls.

Power of Entry on Premises to effect Works— Opening Doors and Removal of Goods—Continuance of

Entry—Penalty for Hindrance.

35. And for the purpose of facilitating and regulating the execution of any works authorized by this Act,

or by any award, in pursuance thereof, in respect of any party-wall or party-arch, parting the buildings or

grounds belonging to different owners, or in the occupation of different persons, or in respect of intermixed

buildings ;
be it enacted, with regard to any such works, so far as relates to the power to enter the adjoining

premises in order to execute the same, that if such work have been duly authorized, either by the consent of

the parties competent to give such consent, or by the award or certificate of the official referees, then, at any

time between the hours of six in the morning and seven in the afternoon (Sundays excepted), it shall be

lawful for the building-owner, or any other person acting in his behalf, accompanied by a constable or other

officer of the peace, and they are hereby respectively empowered, to enter on the premises of the adjoining

owner, so far as may be necessary for executing such work
;
and that if the outer-door of such building be

shut, and being thereunto required, the person therein refuse to open the same, or if such building be empty

and unoccupied, then it shall be lawful to break open such outer-door
;
and if any goods, furniture, or other

thing obstruct the building of such intended party-wall or party-arch, or the pulling down any wall, partition,

or other thing necessary to be pulled down and removed in order to the building such intended party-wall or

party arch, then to remove such goods, furniture and things to some other part of the same premises, or if

there be no room on the premises sufficient for that purpose, to remove them to any other place of safe cus-

tody ; and that from and after such entry, and at all usual times of working, it shall be lawful for the builder

employed to erect such intended party-wall or party-arch, and for his servants and all others employed by

him, to enter into and upon the premises, and abide therein the usual times ofworking, as well for the shoring

up of the said building so broke into and entered upon, and for takiug down and removing any party-wall,

partition, wainscot, or other thing necessary to be taken down and removed for the purpose aforesaid, as to

build such intended party-wall or party-arch
;
aud that if in any mauner any such owner or other person

hinder or obstruct any workman employed for any of the purposes aforesaid, or wilfully damage or injure the

said works, then every such person so offending shall forfeit for every such offence a sum not exceeding ten

pounds.

Stopping of Openings in external Walls abutting on other Premises—Stoppage thereof— Costs of
stopping up— Certificate of Official Referee—Recovery of Costs.

36. And now, for the purpose of further protecting the interests of adjoining owners, be it enacted, with
regard to external walls adjoining the ground or building of another owner, so far as relates to the making
of openings therein, that if, without the consent in writing of the owner of such ground or building, any
opening be made in any such wall, then it shall be lawful for such owner, and he is hereby entitled, to require

the owner of the premises in which such opening shall be made to stop up the same with brick-work
;
and

that if, within one month after such notice such stoppage be not effected, then it shall be lawful for such
owner, and he is hereby entitled, either by himself or his workmen, with tools, implements and materials, to

cause such openings so to be stopped, and he is also hereby entitled to be repaid the costs thereof ; aud with
regard to such costs, so far as relates to the adjustment thereof, that if such owner refuse to make payment
thereof, or if there be any dispute as to the amount thereof, then, ou application for the purpose to the
official referees, by either of the parties concerned, it shall be lawful for the person by whom they have been
incurred, and lie is hereby entitled, to refer the matter of such dispute to the official referees, and to hear
their determination thereon

;
and that it shall be the duty of such official referees to give to the applicant a

certificate in relation thereto
;
and that if any party liable to pay any sum of money under such certificate

fail to do so, then it shall be lawful for the party entitled to such costs to recover the same, in the manner
hereinafter provided for the recovery of the costs, charges and expenses of executing any works in pursuance
of this Act.

Building of Party-walls next vacant Ground—Consent of adjoining Owner.

37.

And be it enacted, with regard to walls, so far as relates to the building thereof on vacant ground
at the line of junction of premises belonging to different owners or in different occupations, that one month
before the owner of any piece of vacant ground, or ground not hitherto built upon, shall build any building
adjoining to another piece of vacant ground, or ground not hitherto built upon, or build a fence-wall for
such piece of ground, it shall be his duty, and he is hereby required to give to the owner or occupier of such
adjoining vacant ground a notice, which must be in writing, and must set forth his desire to build a party-
wall or party fence-wall, and describe the thicknesses and dimensions of such desired party-wall or party
fence-wall

;
and that if such adjoining owner shall signify his consent in writing, then the same must be

built partly on the ground of one of the said owners or occupiers, and partly on the ground of the other
owner, which last- mentioned part is to be paid for as is hereinafter directed by such other owner or occu-
pier

;
but if he do not signify such consent, then it shall be the duty of the building-owner to build an external

wall for such building, and fence-wall for such ground entirely upon his own ground.

Building of Chimney-breasts, &fc. in new Party-wallfor adjoining owner—Instructions by adjoining
Owner—Reimbursement of Expenses.

3S. And be it enacted, with regard to any new pnrty-wall, built on the line of junction of premises belong-

ing to different owners, so far as relates to the providing of chimney-breasts and other accommodation for

the adj°hdng owner
,
that when the owner of any piece of vacant ground shall have obtained the consent of

the adjo'n *n" owner to build a party-wall on the line ofjunction of their respective premises, then, ten days at

the least beforc beginning to build such party-wall, it shall be the duty of the building-owner to give the ad-

joining o* ner n°t*ce thereof
;
and that if in due time the adjoining owner shall give instructions in writing

It is presumed that “ if one of the fronts of" an v

“ such building ”
is the meaning intended to be con-

veyed.

So “ brokEK into" is presumed to have been in-

tended.
This clause leaves undefined the ultimate fate of

such “ goods, furniture, or other things" as may be
removed “ to any other place of safe custody” for the

purpose of performing the work.

If any external wall in question with any opening
therein be of stone, it would be unreasonable to re-

quire brick-work alone to be used.
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chimney-jambs, breasts and flues of chimneys, in all such parts of such party-wall as shall be by such
structions required, and to leave such recesses in every such wall as may be so required

;
but so that they

be conformable with the directions of this Act concerning party-walls and chimneys
;
and that thereupon it

shall be lawful for the building-owner to claim, and he is hereby entitled to recover from the adjoining owner
all the expenses of constructing such chimney-jambs, breasts and flues of chimneys and recesses, as provided
by this Act in that behalf. r

RUINOUS BUILDINGS.
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Repairing and Rebuilding—Application to Official Referees—Survey—Notice to Lord Mayor tec and
to Overseers—Erection of Hoards, and Notice to Parties—Repairs—Appeal against Survey— De
molition. ^

, „
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;
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There do not appear to be here any provisions for
the expenses of surveying.
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in the same manner as such penalty

;
provided always, that if the occupier of such building be not bound by

virtue of any lease or other instrument to repair, reinstate or secure the premises, then such occupier is

hereby entitled to retain out of the rent payable in respect of such premises, all such penalties, costs,

charges and expenses attendant upon or arising out of the taking down or securing, or the repairing or

rebuilding the same, as in the case of any other works, the costs of which he is hereby required to pay in the

first instance. „ _
Injury by the Fall of Chimneys

,
eye.

—

Compensation.

43. And be it enacted, with regard to adjoining buildings, so far as relates to the making good any

damage" arising from the falling down of parts thereof (except any such part of a party-wall as shall belong

to and be used conjointly by the owners or occupiers of the buildings parted thereby), that if at any time any

injury or damage be caused to any part of an adjoining building, or to the internal decorations and furniture

in such building, by the falling down from any other building of any chimney-shaft, chimney pot, parapet,

coping or other thing, then it shall be the duty of the owner of the building from which such part shall fall,

and he is hereby bound and required to reimburse the expense to which the oivner or occupier may be put in

making good such injury or damage, in like manner as herein directed concerning the reimbursement of the

expenses of ruinous party-walls
;
and such costs shall be recoverable in the manner hereinafter directed for

the recovery of the costs and expenses of executing works in pursuance of this Act.

Court ofMayor and Aldermen.

44 . And be it enacted, that all the powers and authorities by this Act vested in the mayor and aldermen

of the city of London, may be lawfully exercised by the court of mayor and aldermen of the said city, to be

holden in the outer chamber of the Guildhall of the said city, according to the custom of the said city.

EXPENSES OF WORKS.

Repayment of Expenses of Works in certain cases—Recovery ofExpensefrom adjoining Oioners—

Delay of Payment.

45. And, for the purpose of reimbursing any building-owner for the expense of works incurred in respect

of any party- structure ;
be it enacted, with regard to the following works, so far as relates to the reimburse-

ment’ by the adjoining owner, of expenses incurred by the building-owner, in respect of any party-structure,

built to part the buildings or premises belonging to other owners from the buildings or premises belonging to

himself; that is to say—first, with regard to any party-wall hereafter built on the line of junc-

tion of any two buildings
;

and, second, with regard to any party-wall hereafter built on the

line of junction of any building and any vacant ground, or of vacant premises, belonging to

different owners or occupiers
;

and, third, with regard to a ruinous and defective party- wall pulled

down and rebuilt, either with the consent of the adjoining owner, or in pursuance of the condemnation

thereof, according to this Act, except a party-wall condemned on account of the injury done thereto

by any building-owner, and the expenses of which and of other incidental works the official referees shall

have awarded tobepaid by such building-owner, by virtue of the provision in that behalf
;
and, fourth, with

regard to one or more timber partitions between any two or more buildings pulled down, and a party-wall

built in lieu thereof
;
and, fifth, with regard to a new party-wall or party-arch built in lieu of any party-wall

or party -arch between intermixed properties pulled down, either with the consent of the adjoining owner, or

in pursuance of the condemnation of such party-wall or party-arch
;
and, sixth, with regard to any party-

wall built on the site of a party-fence or party fence-wall, and used otherwise than as a party fence- wall by

the person who shall not have built the same ;
and, seventh, with regard to every other case of reimburse-

ment in respect of any party-structure
;
that if the party-structure be built in the manner, and of the mate-

rials, and of the thicknesses of such structure as required by this Act in reference thereto, then it shall be

lawful for the building-owner at whose expense such work shall have been executed, to claim, and he is hereby

entitled to be paid and to recover from the owner of any adjoining building or ground, the following compen-
sations

;
that is to say,—if a new party-wall or party-arch built on the line of junction by one owner, be made

use of, either wholly or partially, by the adjoining owner, then a sum of money proportionate to the value

ofsomuchof such party -structure so made use of
;
and if chimney-jambs, chimney-breasts and flues have

been set up in any party-wall in pursuance of the instructions of the owner of any vacant ground adjoining

to the same, then a sum equal to the value thereof ; and if an unsound party-wall or other party-structure

be pulled down and rebuilt, then a sum of money equal to a proper proportion of the value of the new party-

structure, deduction being made for a due proportion of the old materials, and also a proportionate part of all

expenses which shall be necessary for pulling down the old party-structure, in lieu of which such new party-

structure shall be built ; and if a party-wall be built in lieu of a timber partition or other party structure,

and be made use of by the adjoining owner, then a sum of money proportionate to the value of so much of

such new party-wail as shall be so made use of ; and also a proportionate part of all expenses

which shall be necessary for pulling down the old timber partition or other party-structure
;

and if a party-wall or party-arch already built, or hereafter rebuilt, be used by an adjoining

owner, then a sum of money proportionate to the value of so much of such party -structure, as the

adjoining owner shall use, deduction being made, where proper, for the value of old materials
;
and, in every

case, the whole of the reasonable expenses of the shoring up the adjoining building, and of removing any

goods, furniture or other things therein, and of pulling down any wainscot or partition thereof ; and also

such surveyors’ fees and any other fees payable in respect of any acts performed by the official referees ; and
also, such other costs (if any) as may have been awarded by the official referees as aforesaid, in any of the

cases hereby provided for
;
and until such expenses shall be so paid, every person at whose expense such party

-

structure shall have been built is hereby entitled to and shall be possessed of the sole property thereof, and of

the ground whereon it stands, and the same shall be vested entirely in the person at whose expense such party-

structure shall have been built.

Recovery of Costs of Buildings—Account—Data of Account—Examination of Accounts by Official

Referees—Disapproval—Approval and Demand of Payment—Recovery of Amount.
46. And be it enacted, with regard to the costs of all the works which shall be executed under this Act,

incurred either by an owner or by an occupier, on behalf of the owner of adjoining premises, or on behalf of the

owner of the same premises, so far as relates to the recovery thereof, that within twenty-one days after the

completion of the work, it shall be the duty of the person by whom such expense shall have been incurred, to

deliver to the adjoining owner of the building or premises in respect of which such expense shall have been
incurred, an account in writing of the expenses of the work, including all preliminary and incidental operations ;

and also if the work shall have been executed by the authority of the official referees, by virtue of the power hereby
provided for supplying the want of consent of owners, then a copy of such account shall also be delivered to

the official referees at their office ;
and that every such account must contain a true account,—First, Of the

number of rods and parts of rods of brick-work, and of all digging, and of concrete, stone-work and other

requisite materials, and of the labour required in executing so much of the work as the owner of the adjoining
building shall be liable to pay, and of the respective prices thereof: and, Secondly, Of any deduction which
such adjoining owner shall be entitled to make therefrom on account of the old materials of so much of the
wall or other structure pulled down, which shall have belonged to him : and also a true account of the
expenses of all other preliminary and incidental operations

; and that all such works must be estimated
and valued, in every such account, at such rates and prices as shall from time to time be fixed by
the official referees

;
and that if within ten days from the delivery of such account, any party dis-

satisfied with the proportion of the amount thereof charged to him, appeal to the official referees,
then upon the receipt thereof, or if, in cases of want of due consent as aforesaid, such account be
delivered to the official referees as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of the official referees to examine such
account, and to certify whether they approve or disapprove of the items thereof, and whether the rates and
prices are duly charged, and whether the proportion of the account charged to the party appealing be duly
charged, and also to appoint how and by whom the expenses of such examination are to be borne, and also
to appoint the time or times at which the amount of such account, and of such expenses payable by any
party, are to be paid ; and that if they certify their disapproval, or that the charges are not duly made, or
the amount fairly apportioned with regard to the party appealing, then before any demand be made or any
proceedings be taken thereon, the account must be amended, and again examined by the official referees, and
certified as aforesaid; and that if the official referees certify their approval, then at the time or times
appointed by the said official referees, it shall be lawful for the person entitled to such costs and expenses
to demand the amount thereof ; and that if within ten days after the delivering of such account to the party
liable to pay the same, such party do not either appeal against such account or pay the same

;
or if, within

ten days after the demand thereof, in conformity with the certificate of the official referees, the amount
thereof, together with the costs of the examination of the account as the official referees shall certify, be not
paid

;
then it shall be lawful for the person entitled thereto to recover the same, or so much thereof as shall

be then due, by the summary proceeding hereby provided.

Reimbursement of Costs of Works to Occupiers—Discharge and Repayment.
47. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard to works executed under this Act, so far as relates

to the reimbursement to the occupier of any costs by him paid in respect thereof, that, unless there be some
express agreement to the contrary between the parties, it shall be lawful for such occupier and he is hereby
entitled to deduct from the rents due or becoming due from him to his lessor or landlord, the amount of
any such costs, charges and expenses payable by his lessor or landlord, and the costs,
charges and expenses of any distress and sale made on him through the default of his lessor or
landlord

;
and that the receipt for such payment shall be a sufficient discharge to any occupier for so much

money as he shall have so paid, or which shall have been so levied on his goods and chattels in pursuance of
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this Act, and shall be allowed by such lessor or landlord in part or full payment (as the case may be) of the
rent due to him by such occupier.

Recovery of Expenses of Buildings—Differences—Determination by Official Referees—Charges
Receipt of Rents—Recovery of Rents—Priority of Right—Limitation of Distress—Continuance
of Distress until Payment made.
48. And be it enacted, with regard to the costs and all other expenses of pulling down, securing,

repairing and rebuilding party-structures, or other parts of buildings, according to the provisions of this
Act, so far as relates to the recovery thereof, amongst the several owners of the premises, that when such
costs and expenses shall have been ascertained and paid by the owner upon whom the payment thereof shall
have first fallen, then as to any building or tenement held under any lease, or agreement for a lease, or other
agreement for the occupation thereof, made before the coming into operation of this Act, it shall be lawful for
such owner, and he is hereby entitled to recover the same from the persons now bound or liable by law, or by
any existing contract, to maintain and repair such buildings, in respect of which such costs and expenses
shall have been incurred

; but if any dispute or difference arise as to the persons so bound or liable, then
every such dispute or difference shall be referred to the official referees

;
and that thereupon such official

referees shall ascertain and determine the persons bound or liable to pay such costs and expenses, and also in
what proportions such costs and expenses are to be paid by the parties liable to pay the same, and their
decision shall be final

;
and that as to any building or tenement held under any lease or agreement for a

lease, or other agreement for the occupation thereof, made after the coming into operation of this Act, all
such costs and expenses shall be charged upon the building or tenement in r-spect of which such costs and
expenses shall have been incurred

;
and that in default of such costs and expenses being duly paid, it shall

be lawful for the party to whom the same shall be payable, and he is hereby entitled to receive from the
occupier thereof the rents and profits of such building or tenement

; and for that purpose to give notice to
such occupier to pay over to him such rents and profits

;
and that thereupon if such occupier fail to pay such

rent and profits accordingly, then it shall be lawful for the person to whom such costs and expenses shall be
payable to recover the same by the summary proceeding hereby provided, in such proportions and at such
times as shall be appointed by the award of the said official referees in that behalf

;
and that after such

notice shall be given, and before such costs and expenses shall be paid, it shall not be lawful for any person
otherwise entitled to receive such rents and profits, and he is hereby disabled to bring any action or take any
proceeding at law or in equity to recover such rents or profits

;
provided always, that if on the hearing

of the application for the warrant to levy such costs and expenses by distress according to the provision of
this Act in that behalf, the owner shew that he is not bound to pay, in respect of such building or tenement
any rent or profit, or that the amount of the rent or profit payable by him is not sufficient, then it shall not
be lawful to issue such warrant, if there be no rent due or accruing

;
or if there be rent due or accruing,

then to the extent only of the amount of such rent
;
and that if such costs and expenses or any part thereof

remain unpaid, and if the same or any future owner be or become liable to pay rent in respect of such
building or tenement, then from time to time, until the same be paid, it shall be lawful to levy the same by
distress, according to the provisions in that behalf, upon the same or any such future occupier.

Official Referees to determine Contributions—Proportional Contributions—Recovery of Excess paid by
any Contributor.

49. And be it enacted, with regard to such costs and expenses of works executed under this Act, so far as
relates to contribution thereto by persons bound or liable to make contribution, that for the purpose of ena-
bling the party upon whom the payment of such costs and expenses shall fall, either in the first instance or
subsequently, to obtain contribution from others interested in like degree, it shall be lawful for every such
person, whether he be freeholder, copyholder, leaseholder, mortgagee in possession, and whatever may be his
interest or the degree of such his interest, and whether he hold in his own right, or in right of others, and
whatever may be the kinds and degrees of their respective interests, and he is hereby entitled, to a contribu-
tion from every other person having as owner an interest in the premises, of whatever kind or degree

;
which

contribution is to be computed, according to the amount of his interest, in proportion to that of other persons
interested, so far as such persons may be known, or can be reached by process of law or equity

;
that it shall

be lawful for any party so interested, and he is hereby entitled, to require the official referees to settle and de-
termine the same by their award, and their decision shall be final; and that if the person upon whom the
payment of such costs and expenses shall have fallen, have paid, in respect of the interest of another or
others, either unknown or who could not be reached by process of any court of law or equity, more than his
own just proportion, then, on the production of such award, duly made, signed and sealed, it shall be lawful
for such person to have and exercise against other parties against whom such award shall be made, and he is
hereby entitled to the like remedies, to compel payment of money, as are hereby given for compelling the first
payment of such costs and charges of such expenses.

STREETS AND ALLEYS.

Width thereof—Penalties.

50. And now, for the purpose of making provision concerning streets and other ways of the metropolis
;

be it enacted, with regard to such streets and other ways, so far as relates to securing a sufficient width
thereof, that, from the passing of this Act, all the conditions, l-egulations and directions contained in the
Schedule (I.) to this Act annexed, shall be duly observed and performed

; and that if any person offend in
respect thereof, he shall be liable to all the penalties and forfeitures by this Act imposed in respect of any
buildings either built contrary thereto, or without due notice to the surveyor appointed in pursuance of this
Act to inspect such buildings.

BUILDINGS—USE THEREOF.

Use and Occupation of Cellars or Rooms unfitfor Dwellings—Noxious Uses—Penalty.
51. And now, for the purpose of discouraging and prohibiting the use of buildings unfit for dwellings,

and the improper use of other buildings
;
be it enacted, with regard to every building of the first or dwelling-

house class, whether already or hereafter built, so far as relates to the use and occupation thereof, or of any
room or cellar thereof, that it shall not be lawful to let separately to hire any such room or cellar not con-
structed according to the rules specified in the Schedule (I.) to this Act annexed, as a dwelling, nor to occupy
or suffer it to be occupied as such, nor to let, hire, occupy, or suffer to be occupied, any such room of less
dimensions than one square, or built underground, for any purpose (except for a ware-room or store-room)

;

and further, with regard to every building of the first or dwelling-house class, so far as relates to the use and
occupation thereof, that it shall not be lawful to use or to suffer any part thereof to be used as a pig-sty,
dog-kennel, or for any other noxious purpose

;
aud that if any person wilfully let, or suffer to be occupied, or

used, in manner aforesaid, any underground cellar or room contrary to the provisions of this Act, or any
other part of such building, contrary to the provisions of this Act, then, on conviction thereof, before two
justices of the peace, such person shall be liable to forfeit, for every day that such cellar or room shall be so
occupied, a sum not exceeding twenty shillings

;
and the half of such penalty shall go to the person who shall

sue for the same, and the other half to the poor of the parish in which such unlawfully occupied or used cellar
or room shall be situate.

Buildings near dangerous Businesses as to Fire—Distance from Buildings—New Businesses—Prohibi-
tion after Thirty Years—Fifty Pounds Penalty and Costs—Costs—Distress or Imprisonment.

52. And now, for the purpose of making provision, concerning businesses dangerous in respect of fire or
explosion ; be it enacted, with regard to the following businesses, (that is to say) : the manufacture of gun-
powder or of detonating powder or of matches ignitable by friction or otherwise, or other substances liable to
sudden explosion, inflammation or ignition, or capable of causing sudden explosion, inflammation or ignition,
or of vitriol, or of turpentine, or of naphtha, or of varnish, or of fireworks, or painted table-covers, and any
other business dangerous, on account of the liability of the materials employed therein to cause fire or
explosion on matters coming in contact therewith, so far as relates to the erection of buildings in the neigh-
bourhood of the place where any such business is carried on, and so far as relates to the carrying on of any
such business in the neighbourhood of public ways or buildings, that it shall not be lawful hereafter to erect
any building, of any class, nearer than fifty feet to any building which shall be in use for any such dangerous
business

;
and that it shall not be lawful for any person to establish or newly carry on any such business,

either in any building or vault or in the open air, at a less distance than forty feet from auy public way, or
than fifty feet from any other building, or any vacant ground belonging to any other person than his
landlord

;
and that if any such business be now carried on in any situation within such distances, then, from

the expiration of the period of thirty years next after the passing of this Act, it shall not be lawful to continue
to carry on such business in such situations

; and that if any person erect any building in the neighbourhood
of any such business contrary to this Act, then, on conviction thereof before two justices, he shall forfeit the sum

fifty pounds ;
or if any person establish anew any such business, or carry on auy such business contrary to

this Act, then, on conviction thereof before two justices such person shall be liable to forfeit for every day during
which such building shall remain near to such dangerous business, or during which such business shall be so
carried on, a sum, not exceeding_///7i/ pounds, as the saidjustices shall determine

;
and that it shall be lawful for

the justices also to award to the prosecutor such costs as shall be deemed reasonable
;
and that if the offender

either fail or refuse to pay such penalty and costs immediately after such conviction, then they may be
levied by distress of the goods and chattels of the person convicted

;
or if there be no such distress, then

such person shall be committed to the common gaol or house of correction for any time not exceeding six
months, at the discretion of such justices ; and that by warrant under the hands and seals of two or more
justices of the peace.

The proposal to give power to the official referees
to award, in cases of dispute, the costs of party -walls,
and other matters done under the present Act, and
to determine who are the parties liable for the same,
is excellent

;
as many cases of dispute relative to bear-

ing the expense of new party-walls erected under the
present Act are still likely to arise, from the difficulty
of awarding to the several parties interested their
just proportions of such expenses.

We imagine “ disabled from bringwG any action
and from taking any proceeding ” to be intended.

“ Future occupier ” we presume to be meant,
otherwise there will be no congruity with the closing
words of the clause, “ any such future occupier.”

The general purport of this proposed regulation is
excellent; but we fear, that out of the very justice
intended to be applied by it to reach all the several
interests of complicated cases, great litigation and its
attendant expenses will arise.

We apprehend the words “ like degree ” are not
proper for expressing the several liabilities of the
parties interested

;
as, for instance, one man may

have taken of a freeholder a piece of ground at 3 1.

rent, and may have underlet it to a third person at
10/. rent; he again may have underlet the same
ground at 20 /. rent to a fourth party, who is a
builder, and who has laid out 500/. upon the ground

;

this party may have underlet the estate again to a
fifth at 70/. rent

;
this fifth party, finding the estate

unprofitable, may have underlet it again to a sixth at
a reduced rent of 50/.

;
this sixth party may have so

increased the buildings that the estate has become
worth a 100 /. per annum : in the mean while some of
the parties may have become insolvent, some may
have been made bankrupts, some may have died,
some may have become insane, and some may have
left children minors. Under such a complication, an
arbitrator would have to exercise great care and
ability in dividing the several interests according to
term, rent, value, and legal liability, which if “ like”
would form another miracle.

The expression should be “ Nearer than fifty feet

from any building,” or “Nearer to any building than

fifty feet,” the words “ from such building” being

then merely understood.

We cannot see any reason why fire-work ma-
nufactories and other places of dangerous
fabrications should be legalized or in any way
countenanced for thirty years in any situation what-

ever contiguous to human habitations or to public

ways.
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Buildings near dangerous and various Trades a, regards Health-Distance from Building,-New
Easinesses—Prohibition after Thirty Years—Fifty Pounds Penalty and Costs-D,stress or Imjpn-

53. Ami now for the purpose of making provision concerning businesses offensive or noxious, be it

enacted, with regard to the following trades or businesses; that is to say, blood-boiler, bone-boiler, fell-

monger slaughterer of cattle, sheep or horses, soap-boiler, tallow-melter, tripe-boiler, and any other business

offensive or noxious, so far as relates to the erection of buildings iu the neighbourhood of any such business,

and so far as relates to the carrying on of any such business in the neighbourhood of any public way, or of

other buildings of the first or dwelling-house class, that it shall not be lawful hereafter to erect any buildings of

the first or dwelling-house class nearer than feet to any building which shall be in use for any such offensive

or noxious business ;
and that it shall not be lawful for any person to establish or newly carry on any such

business cither in any building or vault or in the open air, at a less distance thanforty feet from any public

wav, or than fifty feet from any other such buildings of the first or dwelling-house class ;
and that if any

such business be now carried on in any situation within such distances, then, from the expiration of the

period of thirty years next after the passing of this Act, it shall cease to be lawful to continue to carry on

such business in such situation ;
and that if any person erect any building in the neighbourhood of any such

business, contrary to this Act, then, on conviction thereof before two justices, he shall forfeit the sum offifty

pounds • or if any uerson establish anew any such business, or carry on any such business contrary to this

Act, then, on conviction thereof before two justices, such person is hereby made liable to forfeit for every day

during which such building shall remain near to such dangerous business, or during which such business

shall be carried on, a sum not exceeding fifty pounds, as the said justices shall determine ;
and that it shall

be lawful for the justices also to award to the prosecutor such costs as shall be deemed reasonable
;

anil that

if the offender cither fail or refuse to pay such penalty and costs immediately after such conviction,

then they may be levied by distress of the goods and chattels of the person convicted
;
or if there be no such

distress, then such person shall be committed to the common gaol or house of correction for any time not

exceeding six months, at the discretion of such justices, and that by warrant under the hands and seals of

two or more justices of the peace.

Use of Means to mitigate Noxiousness of Trades—Adoption of Means to mitigate after Conviction.

54. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard to any such offensive or noxioxis business, whether

such trade or business be now carried on at a less distance thanforty feet from any public way, or than fifty

feet from any other building, or be hereafter carried on at a greater distance, yet so as to cause danger or

annoyance, so far as relates to the mitigation of any penalty or punishment for unlawfully carrying on

thereof, that if any party charged with carrying on such business shew that in carrying on such business all

the means then known to be available for mitigating the effect of such business in any such respect have been

adopted, then it shall be lawful for such justices to receive evidence thereof, and according to such evidence

to mitigate the penalty as to them shall seem fit
:
provided further, with regard to such offensive or noxious

business, so far as relates to the adoption of means to mitigate the injurious effects thereof, that if it shall

appear to such justices that the party carrying on any such business shall have made due endeavours to carry

on the same with a view to mitigate so far as possible the effects of such business, then although he hath not

adopted all or the best means available for the purpose, vet it shall be lawful for such justices assembled, and

they are hereby empowered, to suspend the execution of their order or determination, upon condition that,

within a reasonable time to be named, the party convicted do adopt such other or better means as to the

said court shall seem fit, or before passing final sentence and without consulting the prosecutor, to make

such order touching the carrying on of such business as shall be by the said court thought expedient for

preventing the nuisance in future.

Conviction and Appeal as to certain Trades not sjjccified—Recognizances—Sessions—Proceedings.

55. Aud be it enacted, with regard to any business not hereinbefore enumerated by name as offensive,

noxious or dangerous, or which shall not have been adjudged by any of her Majesty’s superior courts of law

at Westminster to be nuisances, and with regard to any building erected or continued within any such dis-

tance as aforesaid from any such business dangerous, noxious or offensive, so far as relates to a conviction

in respect of any such business, and to an appeal from such conviction, that if any person be dissatisfied with

the decision of such justices, and if, within two days after such decision, notice be given by or on behalf of

such person of his intention to appeal, and if he enter into recognizance to the party appealed against, with

two sufficient securities conditioned to try such appeal, and to abide the order of the court, and pay to the

party appealed against, such costs (if any) as shall he awarded against him, then it shall be lawful for such

party so dissatisfied to appeal against such conviction to the justices of the peace at their general quarter

sessions of the peace, to be holden within four months after such conviction, for the place in which such pre-

mises shall be situate
;
and that if the premises be situate within the city of London, and liberties thereof,

then the appeal must be to the quarter sessions thereof, or if the premises be situate iu the counties of West-

minster, Kent, or Surrey, or in the city and liberties of Westminster, or in the liberties of her Majesty’s

Tower of London, then to the quarter sessions thereof respectively, as the case shall be
;

anil that if, within

the above-mentioned period, such appellant shall have entered into such recognizance as herein required, then

shall be lawful for such justices, and they are hereby empowered, to proceed to hear and examine, on oath,

into the causes and matters of such appeal (which oath they are hereby empowered to administer), and to

determine the same, and to award such costs to be paid by the said parties as they think proper
;
and the

order, judgment, and determination of the said justices in their respective sessions shall be binding and con-

clusive upon all parties.

Appeals to Quarter Sessionsfor Surrey and Kent— To Sessions at Southwark—To Sessions at

Greenwich—Further Meetings—Adjournments.

5f>. And be it enacted, with regard to any appeal in respect of a conviction for carrying on any such dan-

gerous, offensive, or noxious business, so far as relates to the place where such appeal is to be heard, that if

the appeal be to the general quarter sessions of the peace for the county of Surrey or the county of

Kent, then the jury (if any) to be impanneled, in pursuance of this Act, and all parties required to attend

the quarter sessions for the said counties pursuant to such application, shall be impanneled and required to

attend at some general or special adjournment of the said quarter sessions to be held within six weeks next

after the original sessions ;
and that if the matter relate to the county of Surrey, then such adjournment

shall be to some convenient place in the borough of Southwark in the said county
;
and that if the matter

relate to the county of Kent, then such adjournment shall be to some convenient place in the borough of

Greenwich in the said county ; and such times and places shall be appointed by the justices of the said

counties respectively assembled at such original sessions ; and that, from time to time, every further meeting

of the said sessions, for any thing to be done upon such application, shall be appointed at or within the space

of three weeks from the last meeting ;
and that, from time to time, it shall be lawful for the justices of the

peace for the said counties of Surrey and Kent respectively, aud they respectively are hereby empowered and

required to make such adjournment and hold such sessions as there shall be occasion.

Common Laic and Statutory Remedies not affected.

5 7. Provided always, and be it declared, with regard to any business which is contrary to any existing

Act of Parliament, or otherwise contrary to law, so far as relates to the operation of this Act in that behalf,

that, notwithstanding any thing in this Act contained, this Act shall not be deemed to authorize any person

to carry on any such business either within such limits or otherwise, or any business which it is unlawful to

carry on, within any limits or in any manner contrary to any public, local or private Act of Parliament, or

otherwise contrary to law
;
nor to affect, abridge or restrain the right, the duty or the power of any person,

whether private person or public officer, to prosecute, either civilly or criminally, any person who shall carry

on, within the limits of this Act, any offensive, noxious or dangerous business.

Regulation or Removal of Trades deemed Nuisances ly Purchase—Memorial to Queen in Council—
Orderfor Removal—Compensation—4 Viet. c. — Unlawful to continue such Trades after Purchase.

58. And further, for the regulation or removal of any offensive, noxious or dangerous business now
carried on

;
be it enacted, with regard to any such business, so far as relates to the purchase thereof or of the

premises wherein it shall be carried on, that if two-thirds iu number of the inhabitant householders of any

parish or place in which such business shall be carried on, present a memorial to her Majesty in Council,

praying the removal of such business from that place or neighbourhood, and thereby engaging to provide

compensation to the persons carrying on the same, either at the expense of the memorialists, or by means of

a rate to be levied on the inhabitants of the said parish or place, or such part thereof as may be affected by

such business, then it shall be lawful for her Majesty to refer the matter to the Lords of the Committee of

Privy Council for Trade, to consider the character of such business, whether it be offensive, noxious or dan-

gerous
;
and if it appear to be so, and that there are no means of rendering it otherwise by the adoption of

methods available, without unreasonable sacrifice on the part of the person by whom it is carried on, then it

shall fag lawful for her Majesty, by Order in Council, to direct that the removal of such business may be pur-

cha^ip.erlfi^^^l^’^Kftnse of the memorialists or by means of a rate, as to her Majesty shall seern fit ;
and

a 1^ dir-;£h nf the county or other proper person in the place or liberty in which such business is

cariffiT^pf? ^^rajlh.a jyry according to the provisions of an Act made and passed in the fourth year of the

^ji^'3r:k^‘piUseht Majesty, intituled, “ An Act to enable her Majesty’s Commissioners of Woods to make
<^n§i^t^.tfro^tjdveu'Gi r street to Long acre, and for other Improvements in the Metropolis,” to determine

qepaid to the party carrying on such business for the removal thereof, and to the owner

> apiitpbgjApiHi'bf tire -pretfrises for the restriction of the use of his buildings for such purpose
;
and that if, within

s^^thjyreyllUct of such jury shall be given, and judgment thereon, the inhabitants of such place or

Haaiwa

We think no person, who lias recently or within

twenty years set up any such noxious or dangerous

establishment, should virtually be allowed to injure

neighbouring property and estates, by depriving

their owners of their undoubted and, as we imagine,

indefeasible right to build and dwell in peace and

health on their own freeholds. We think no such dan-

gerous nuisances ought to remain within the verge of

habitable property, but should alone be suffered to exist

on detached estates, the confines of which are suffi-

ciently remote from the danger and nuisance to pre-

vent the public, and all neighbours and neighbouring

property from being injured or annoyed.

These endeavours “ to mitigate the injurious effects

will come too late after the explosion of the remain-

ing premises where fire-works are made or sold, which

have not already exploded and destroyed their in-

mates, and the neighbouring buildings and their

inmates. If any “ vested rights" prevent the instant

removal of these horrible and culpable nuisances,

they ought at once to be bought up at the public ex-

pense, and all such abominations be immediately

banished to desert spots.

We think in a “Building-Act” which is to be
general, and is also intended to be lasting, the pro-
visions of the Act referred to ought to be copied
verbatim, to avoid the trouble and annoyance of extra-
neous reference.



neighbourhood pay such compensation, then, within three months from the receipt or tender of such
sation, it shall cease to be lawful for the party carrying on such business to continue the same, and for'anvowner or occupier thereof either to carry on or to permit to be carried on such business in the same™ anvpart of the same premises. 1 “uy

Fundsfor defraying Compensation—By a Rate.
. .

59 - And °e
^

enacted with regard to the funds for defraying such compensation, so far as relates to theraising thereof, that if her Majesty shall by such order direct the compensation to be paid by means of a ratethen it shall be awful for the overseers of the parish or place to raise such sum as shSll be necessary, as partof the poor s -rate on the inhabitants of such parish or place, or such part thereof affected by thebusiness
P

asshaU be appointed by such order in Council, to defray such compensation, in pursuance of their memorial
aforesaid ; and that thereupon such rate may be levied and recovered accordingly.

SURVEYORS, THEIR DISTRICTS AND DUTIES.

Appointment of Districts.
And now, for the purpose of dividing the district to which this Act is to apply into several smaller

districts, for the convenient execution therein of this Act, and for appointing competed surveyors for superin-
tending the same in each such district, and for regulating the duties of their office

j
be it enaited, with regard

to such districts, so far as relates to the appointment and alteration thereof, that at any time after this Act
shall come into operation, and from time to time, it shall be lawful for the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of the
city of London, with reference to the city of London, and the liberties thereof, and for the justices of thepeace for the county of Middlesex, the county of Surrey, the county of Kent, the city and liberties of West-
minster, and the liberty of her Majesty’s Tower of London, in their general quarter sessions respectively
or any adjournment thereof, with reference to their respective counties, city and liberties, and they, respec-
tively, are hereby empowered, but subject, nevertheless, to the consent of her Majesty’s Principal Secre-
tary of State for the Home Department, to appoint the districts to which the respective places within
their jurisdiction shall belong for the purposes of this Act, and to unite, enlarge and alter such districts for
the more convenient distribution of the business.

Appointment of Surveyors.

...
A
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be i<: e"a
f
te<J’'yith regard to the surveyors to be assigned to such districts for the purposes of

this Act, so far as relates to their appointment, that at any time after this Act shall come into operation, and
from time to time, it shall be lawful for the said Lord Mayor and aldermen of the city of London, with refer-
ence to the city of London and the liberties thereof, and for the said justices of the peace in their general
quarter sessions respectively, or any adjournment thereof, with reference to their respective counties, and
they are hereby required, but subject, nevertheless, to the consent of her Majesty’s Principal Secretary of
tate for the Home Department, to nominate and appoint, as surveyors, such and so many discreet persons

of the full age of thirty years, and properly educated and skilled in the art and practice of building, as they
the said Lord Mayor and aldermen and the said justices shall think fit.

3

Tenure of Office.

.. . JJJ*. ,

d oe it enacted, with regard to such surveyors, so far as relates to the tenure of their office, that
it slifdl be lawful for every such surveyor and he is hereby entitled to hold such his office of surveyor during
the pleasure only of the said Lord Mayor and aldermen and of the said justices respectively.

Functions generally.

if

b
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enacte<1
> Wltl1 regard to such surveyors, so far as relates to their functions generally, that

f
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SUf surv/y°r ’ andhe is J«*eby required, to see that all the rules and directions
of this Act are well and truly observed in and throughout his district ; and for that purpose to proceed fromtime to time in due course, upon the receipt of any notice, or if from ignorance or neglect, or from any other
circumstance, notice of any work intended to be done have not been given, then, upon such work being ob-served by or being made known to him, to inspect the works intended to be done, or which shall have beencommenced • and to cause all the rules and directions of this Act in respect thereof to be strictly observed •

and also to attend and perform every thing required of him by this Act, whether with or without notice
; and

also to inspect ruinous buildings and projections in danger at all times when needful, and to take all necessarv
measures thereupon

; and also to survey all buildings built, rebuilt, enlarged, or altered by or under thesuperintendence of a district surveyor within any other district to which he shall be appointed by the official
referees for that purpose

;
and also to cause a book for registering all notices, informations, and complaints,
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1 his office, and to enter in such book every notice, information, or complaint which

snail be delivered or made to him, and any proceeding thereon by him taken.

Qualifications and Disqualifications.
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be enacted, with regard to such surveyors, so far as relates to their qualifications and to their

disqualifications, that at the time of his appointment, every such person appointed to be a surveyor must be
of the full age of thirty years

;
and that during the time that any such person shall act as a justice of the

peace for the county in which his district shall be situated, it shall not be lawful for him, and he is hereby

Act
Uahfied t0 h°ld thC °ffiCC °f R surveyor or of dePuty or an assistant surveyor for any district under this

Continuance ofpresent Surveyors, 14 Geo. 3, c. 78. (1774.)
65. And be it enacted, with regard to the siuweyors who, at the time of this Act coming into operation,

shall have been appointed under the Act of the fourteenth year of the reign of King George the Third, men.
tioned in the schedule (A.), hereto annexed, so far as relates to their continuance in office, and the aiiplication
of this Act to them, that it shall be lawful for them, and they are hereby entitled, to continue to be the
surveyors for the purposes of this Act, and for the districts assigned to them at the time this Act shall come
into operation, until they shall be removed

; and to act in all respects as if they had been appointed under
this Act

;
and that every provision in this Act applicable to district surveyors, so far as relates to the

exercise of the office of surveyor, and to their remuneration in that behalf, shall apply to them.

Declaration of Official Fidelity.
66. And be it enacted, with regard to every surveyor hereafter appointed, so far as relates to making a

declaration of official fidelity, that, before any such surveyor shall act in pursuance of this Act, it shall be his
duty, and he is hereby required to make a declaration of official fidelity, which must be administered by the
said Lord Mayor and aldermen in their court of aldermen, or by the said justices of the peace in their
respective general quarter sessions, and must be in the form or to the effect following ; that is to say,—“ I,
A. B., being one of the surveyors appointed in pursuance of an Act made and passed in the year of
the reign of her present Majesty, intituled, ‘ An Act for regulating the Construction and the Use of Build-
ings in the Metropolis and its Neighbourhood, and commonly called the Metropolitan Buildings Act,’ do
solemnly declare, that I will diligently, faithfully and impartially perform the duties of my office, and to the
utmost of my power, skill, and ability, endeavour to cause the several provisions of the said Act to be
strictly observed, and that without favour or affection, prejudice or malice to any person whomsoever.”

Regulation of Duties— Offices—Attendance—Return of Name and Residence.

,
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reSard t0 the surveyors, so far as relates to the regulation of their official

duties, that it shall be the duty of every surveyor for the city of London and the liberties thereof, and he ishereby required, to have an office, at his own expense, in such public situation as shall be approved by the LordMayor and aldermen
; and that it shall be the duty of every other surveyor, and he is hereby required to have

an office, at his own expense, in some central part of the district to which he shall be appointed, asshaU be approved by the justices of the peace in quarter sessions, within whose jurisdiction he shall act •

and that it shall be the duty of every such surveyor, or some other person in his behalf, and he is herebv re-
quired to attend at his office every day (Sundays, Christmas-day and Good Friday excepted) from ten of the
clock in the morning till four of the clock in the afternoon

;
and that immediately upon his appointment, and

irom time to time, upon every change of his residence, or of his place of business, or oftener if required, it
shall be the duty of every surveyor, and he is hereby required, to make a return to the registrar of metro-
politan buildings, and to the overseers of the poor of every parish or place within his district, of his name
and place of abode and the place where such office shall be.

Surveyorpro tempore—Duty of Deputy—Fees.
68. And be it enacted, with regard to such surveyor, so far as relates to the appointment of u deputy or

substitute in certain cases, that if any surveyor shall be prevented by illness, or any other unavoidable cir-
cumstances, from attending to the duties of his office, then forthwith it shall be his duty and he is hereby re-
quired, but subject to the previous consent and approval of the official referees, to appoint some other surveyor
as his deputy to perform all such his duties for so long a time as he shall be so prevented from executing them

:

and that thereupon, during such time as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of such deputy surveyor, and he is
hereby required to perform all the duties of such surveyor, and that in all respects as if he were the surveyor
appointed or confirmed under this Act

; and that it shall be lawfful for such deputy surveyor, and he
is hereby entitled to reoeive the fees payable in respect of the services so performed by him in 6uch
district.

j

Vacancies— Occasional Services—Fees therefor.

69. And be it enacted, with regard to such surveyors, so far as relates to the filling up of vacancies, that
if any vacancy shall happen through the death of any surveyor, then, within one month thereafter, it shall
be the duty of the Lord Mayor and aldermen or the justices of the peace, and they are hereby respectively

j

The words should run, “ disqualifiedfrom holding:'

If the proposed Act be intended to go down to pos-

terity, for the words “ Her present Majesty" should

be substituted “ Her Majesty Queen Victoria."

The words might run, “ It shall he the duty of
every such surveyor, and such surveyor or some other

person on his behalf shall attend at his office every

day," &c.
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vpvnr for the vacant district • or if no district surveyor can be spared from his own district, to appoint some

other Jompetent^^person for that purpose : and that every such sVveyor is hereby entitled to receive the fees

payable in respect of the services so performed by him in such vacant district.

Regulation of Business—Assistant Surveyors—Duties of Assistants—Fees.

70 And be it enacted, with regard to the surveyors, so far as relates to the regulation of their business,

that if it shall appear to the official referees that the district appointed for any surveyor is too extensive for

the prompt discharge of his functions, then it shall be their duty to represent such their opinion to the Lord

Mayor and aldermen of the city of London, or to the justices of the peace with whom the appointment of a

surveyor for that district may rest ;
and for that purpose to transmit with their letter of representation a

transcript of their “ Register of Notices,” with the results
;
and that if at any time it appear to such official

referees, that on account of the pressure of business in any district, or on any other account, the surveyor of

that district cannot discharge his duties promptly, as regards the builders and others engaged in building

operations, and efficiently as regards the purposes of this Act, then it shall be lawful for such official referees,

and they are hereby empowered, to appoint any other district surveyor to assist the surveyor of such district in

the performance of his duties
;
or if no district surveyor can be spared from his own district, then to appoint

some other competent person to give such assistance ;
and that with regard to all buildings surveyed by such

assistant surveyor, and all other acts done by him, it shall be the duty of such assistant surveyor to make

returns, and to act in all respects as if he had been appointed by the said Lord Mayor and aldermen, or by the

said justices, to be the surveyor of such district
;
and that every such person shall be entitled to receive the

fees payable in respect of the services so performed by him.

Superintendence of Surveyors.

71 . And be it enacted, with regard to such surveyors, so far as relates to the supervision of buildings,

built, rebuilt, enlarged or altered by or under his professional superintendence, that it shall not be lawful for

any such surveyor to survey any such building for the purposes of this Act ;
but that such building must be

surveyed by another district surveyor, or by another surveyor to be appointed by the official referees for that

purpose.

Surveyor's Fees—Refusal of Payment—Fees to be paid onlyfor Work done agreeably to Act-
Refunding Fees.

72. And be it enacted, with regard to such surveyors, so far as relates to their remuneration, that upon

the expiration of one month after the roof of any building erected and surveyed under this Act, shall have

been covered in, and all the walls thereof have been built to their full heights, and the principal timbers and

floors shall have been fixed in their places, and upon the expiration of fourteen days after the

completion of any addition, alteration and repair, and upon the expiration of fourteen days

after each special service shall have been performed, and upon delivering to the owner of the build-

ing an account of the fees incurred, and upon tendering a receipt, signed with his Christian and surname, and

stating the amount of such account and the work done, it shall be lawful for the surveyor, and he is hereby

entitled to receive for his time and trouble and expenses in causing the rules, regulations, and directions of

this Act to be observed, the several fees specified in the Schedule of Fees (L.), hereunto annexed
;
and that

if, on tender of such receipt, any owner or occupier who shall become liable to pay any such fee shall refuse

to pay the same, then, upon application to any justice of the peace, it shall be lawful for such justice, and he

is hereby required to issue his warrant to levy the amount of such fee by distress and sale of the goods and

chattels of the party so refusing, in like manner as poor’s rates are by law recoverable
;
provided always,

that if the work in respect of which such fee shall become payable have not been done in every respect

agreeably to the directions of this Act, then it shall not be lawful for any surveyor to receive such fee
;
and

that if he shall so receive it, then, upon application to the official referees by any party interested in the

building in respect of which such work shall have been executed, and upon its appearing that such fee has

been received wrongfully, it shall be the duty of such official referees, and they are hereby required to order

the said surveyor to refund such fees.

We think this needs 9ome restriction, or persons
may be found to evade the statute in some trifle,

for the purpose of avoiding payment of the fees.

Surveyor’s Returns—Inspection of Returns—Authentication and Effect of Returns.

73. And be it enacted, with regard to such surveyors, so far as relates to a return of the business done

by them, and to the inspection thereof, that, within seven days after the first day of every month, it shall be

the duty of every surveyor, and he is hereby required to make a return to the registrar of metropolitan

buildings, enumerating therein the number and nature of all the several works executed within the previous

month under his supervision, and the fees paid to him for the same, and also a copy of the list or register of

notices served upon him, with the results thereof, and to keep in his office a copy of such return
;
and that if

any person shall apply to inspect the same, then on the payment of one shilling, it shall be open for in-

spection, at all reasonable times
;
and with regard to such return, so far as relates to the authentication and

effect thereof, that every such return must be signed by such surveyor, and if so signed, it shall be deemed to

be a certificate that all the works enumerated therein have been done in all respects agreeebly to this Act,

according to the best of his knowledge and belief, and that they have been duly surveyed by him
; but no

such return shall be any protection from, or hindrance to, any future proceedings in respect of works not

executed according to the provisions of this Act, though the same may have been done before the making
of such return.

Penaltyfor Extortion
,
Negligence, or Unfaithfulness—Incapacitation of Surveyors.

74. And be it enacted, with regard to every surveyor, so far as relates to the discharge of his duties,

that if any surveyor receive any higher fee than he shall be entitled to under this Act, or if in his capacity of

surveyor he receive a fee for any act or omission in respect of which he is not entitled to receive any remu-
neration, or if he refuse to refund any fee wrongfully received by him, in respect whereof the official referees

shall have made an order to that effect, or if at any time he wilfully neglect his duty, or behave himself neg-
ligently or unfaithfully in the discharge thereof, and if, upon complaint thereof, such conduct be made to ap-

pear to the Lord Mayor and aldermen of the 9aidcity of London, or the court of quarter sessions having juris-

diction over the district for which he shall act for the time being, then it shall be lawful for the said

Lord Mayor and aldermen, or the said court of quarter sessions, as the case may be, and they are hereby
respectively required, either to fine every such surveyor in such sum of money not exceeding fifty pounds as

they shall think fit, or to discharge him forthwith from his said office
;
and that if for any such cause

such surveyor be discharged, he shall be incapable of being again appointed a surveyor for the purposes of

this Act.

OFFICIAL REFEREES.

The words should run, “ deemed to be a certificate

of all the works enumerated therein done in all respects
agreeably to this Act, and of such loorks as have been
done contrary thereto, rad of the proceedings ivhich
have been taken therein

Appointment of Two Official Referees— Tenure of Office.

75. And now, for the purpose of providing for the appointment of competent official referees to super-
intend the execution of this Act throughout all the districts to which it is applicable, and also to determine
sundry matters in question incident thereto, as well as to exercise, in certain cases, a discretion in the relax-
ation of the fixed rules and directions of this Act, where the strict observance thereof is impracticable, or
would defeat the object of this Act, or would needlessly affect, with injury, the course and operation of this
branch of business

;
be it enacted, with regard to the official referees, so far as relates to their appointment,

to their qualifications and to the tenure of their office, that it shall be lawful for her Majesty’s Principal
Secretary of State acting for the Home Department, and he is hereby empowered to appoint two persons,
being architects, to be official referees of metropolitan buildings, and from time to time, as he shall think
proper, to remove such official referees, and in their place to appoint other persons so qualified.

Their Functions generally.

7 fi. And be it enacted, with regard to such official referees, so far as relates to their functions generally,
that it shall be the duty of such official referees, and they are hereby required to superintend the execution
of this Act, by the several district surveyors already existing, or hereby authorized to be appointed, and to
perform the several matters to them respectively assigned by the provisions of this Act, and to determine all

questions referred to them, whether expressly by this Act, or at the instance of any one or more of the parties
concerned.

Matters ofReference— One Referee may act.

77. And be it enacted, with regard to the official referees, so far as relates to their jurisdiction, that if

any doubt, difference or dissatisfaction, in respect of any matter within the limits of this Act, arise between
any parties concerned, or between any party and any surveyor, or between any two surveyors, as to any act
done or to be done in pursuance of this Act

;
or as to the effect of the provisions thereof in any case

; or as
to the mode in which the provisions and directions of this Act are or ought to be carried into effect ; and
particularly as to whether the requirements implied in terms of qualification, applied to sites, to soils, to
materials or to workmanship or otherwise, and denoting good, sound, fit, proper or sufficient, are fulfilled in
certain cases

; or as to the district in which any building, matter or thing is to be deemed to be situate,
especially in cases where such building, matter or thing is partly in one district and partly in another

; or as
to the expenses to be borne by the respective owners of premises parted by the same party-walls, or the pro-
portions thereof; or as to the proportions of the expense to be borne by the occupier, or by the owners of
premises, in respect of any work executed, or any other matter whatever; then it shall be lawful for
any party concerned, and he is hereby entitled, to require the official referees to determine such matter, but
so that such requisition be made in writing, and that it set forth, either generally or otherwise, the matters

We do not think two Official Referees sufficient to

perform the business.
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in respect of which the determination of the official referees is required

;
aud that the determination of such

referees, or of one of such referees, with the assent of the registrar of metropolitan buildings, as to all or
any of the points in difference on which such referees shall make their award, and as to the costs, charges
and expenses of such reference, shall be binding on all parties to such reference.

Award and Powers of Referees—Legal Effect ofAwards—Effect as to Persons.
18. And be it enacted, with regard to the official referees, so far as relates to their authority in respect

of any reference to them, and to the effect of their award upon the rights and interests of the owners and
occupiers of property, that it shall be lawful for such referees and they are hereby empowered to exercise all
such powers as arbitrators as they would have had in case they had been appointed under an order of her
Majesty’s Court of Queen’s Bench at Westminster

;
and that if such award be given in writing, and be

sealed by the official seal of the registrar of metropolitan buildings, it shall be as effectual as if made under
an order of reference by such court, and shall be enforced by the said court in all respects as if made under
an order of such court

;
and that it shall be binding and conclusive against every person, body politic and

corporate, including the Queen’s Majesty, her heirs and successors, claiming any estate, right, title, trust
use or interest in, to or out of the said premises or any part thereof, either in possession, reversion*
remainder, or expectancy, and against every other person whomsoever.

Effect of Awards as Evidence.
79. And be it enacted, with regard to such award, so far as relates to the effect thereof as evidence of the

matter thereof, that if on the trial or hearing of any cause or matter in any court of law or equity or clse-
here, any copy of an award, signed and sealed with the seal of the said registrar, be produced, then it shall
be the duty of all judges, justices, and others, and they are hereby required to receive the same as primd
facie evidence of the matters therein contained.

Declaration of Official Fidelity.
80. And be it enacted, with regard to the official referees, so far as relates to the declaration of official

fidelity, that before any official referee shall act in pursuance of his appointment, it shall be his duty and he
is hereby required to take the following declaration, to be administered by the Chief Baron or any other of
the barons of her Majesty’s Court of Exchequer

; that is to say “ I, A B, do solemnly declare, that I will
diligently, faithfully, and impartially execute the duties of an official referee in relation to matters arising
under the provisions of the Act made and passed in the year of the reign of her present Majesty in-
tituled ‘ An Act for regulating the Construction and the Use of Buildings in the Metropolis and its Neigh-
bourhood, and commonly called ‘ The Metropolitan Buildings Act.’ ”

Regulation of Business of the Official Referees— Official Referees may delegate Powers
and revoke them.

81. And be it enacted, with regard to such official referees, so far as relates to the regulation of the
business of their office, that when any matter is by this Act required, directed or permitted to be done by the
official referees, the same maybe done by any one of them, with the assent of the registrar of metropolitan
buildings, unless express provision to the contrary be made, and if done by any one of them with such assent,
it shall be as valid and effectual as if done by all of them

;
and that, subject to such restrictions and regula-

tions as may be made in that behalf by the Commissioners of Works and Buildings, it shall be lawful for the
official referees to appoint any one of their number, under their hands and the seal of the registrar of metro-
politan buildings, to make any inquiry or any survey which shall appear to them either necessary or expedient
in order to enable them to determine any matters in reference.

We apprehend the words should run, " make the
following declaration.” See also ante, “ her Majesty
Queen Victoria.” The same observations apply to
S HI 1

REGISTRAR OF METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS.

Appointment of Register—Tenure of Office—Rules of Office—Seal of Office— Use of Seal of Office-
Report of Objections by Registrar—Authority of Commissioners of Woods—Interim Registrar.

82.

And, for the purpose of duly recording relaxations of the requisitions of this Act, made in pursuance
of the provisions hereof in that behalf, and of providing for the revision from time to time both of suchrelax-
ations and requisitions, and of providing against the partial exercise of the powers of this Act, and for the
more effectually providing for the due recording of the acts of the official referees, and for exercising a due
control thereon

;
be it enacted that it shall be lawful for the Commissioners of Works and Buildings, and

they arc hereby authorized and required to appoint a registrar of metropolitan buildings
; and that such

registrar shall hold his office during the pleasure of the said commissioners
;
and that, subject to the provi-

sions of this Act, it shall be lawful for the said Commissioners to make rules for regu-
lating the execution of the duties of the office of the said registrar

; and that it shall be the duty of
such registrar to keep a seal, and to affix such seal to all documents made by the said official referees, and
required to be sealed

;
and to keep all the documents and records relating to the business of their office, and

to register the same : provided always, with regard to such registrar, so far as relates to the affixing the seal
of office to any document, that if it shall appear to the said registrar that any such documents are contrary to
law, or not complete in any of the requisite forms, or beyond the competence of the said official referees, either
with regard to the provisions of this Act or any rules or regulations prescribed for their guidance, by the said
Commissioners of Works and Buildings, then it shall be the duty of the said| registrar fo refuse to affix the
seal

;
and that thereafter, if the said official referees shall so require, it shall be his duty, aud he is hereby

required to report the matter aud the particular grounds and reasons for his refusal to the said commission-
ers

;
and that upon the receipt ofsuch report it shall be lawful for the said Commissioners to authorize the

said registrar to affix the seal or to confirm his refusal
;
provided always, with regard to such office of regis-

trar, so far as relates to the execution of his duties in certain events, that if such registrar be ill or otherwise
unable to discharge the duties of his said office, or if he be absent, then it shall be lawful for the said commis-
sioners of works and buildings to appoint some other person to act in his behalf, and to assign to such person
such part of the remuneration of the said registrar, or otherwise to remunerate him as the Lords of the Trea-
sury shall appoint in that behalf.

Declaration of Official Fidelity.

83. And be it enacted, with regard to the registrar, so far as relates to the declaration of official
fidelity, that before any registrar shall act in pursuance of his appointment, it shall be his duty and he is

hereby required to take the following declaration, to be administered by the chief baron, or any other of the
barons of her Majesty’s Court of Exchequer; that is to say,—“ I, A. B., do solemnly declare, that I will
diligently, faithfully, and impartially execute the duties of registrar in relation to matters arising under the
provisions of an Act made and passed in the year of the reign of her present Majesty, intituled,
1 An Act for regulating the construction and the use of buildings in the metropolis and its neighbourhood,’ and
commonly called * The Metropolitan Buildings Act.’ ”

Custody and Inspection of Records of Official Referees— Copies of Awards—Authentication of Copy

,

and Fees therefor.
84. And be it enacted, with regard to such awards, certificate and other records of the said official

referees, so far as relates to the custody and the inspection thereof, that all such awards, certificate, and other
documents relating to the business of their office shall be kept in the office of the registrar of metropolitan
buildings

;
and that if, for the purpose of evidence or otherwise, any party require a copy of such award, then,

on payment of the expense thereof, and of such fees as may be appointed in that behalf, it shall be lawful for
such party, and he is hereby entitled to demand from the registrar an inspection thereof, or a copy thereof or
extract therefrom

;
and that, on such payment and demand, it shall be the duty of such registrar, and he is

hereby required to give, under his hand and seal of office, a copy of any such award, or any other document,
to the person so demanding the same.

Office of Registrar, and Regulation of Business.
85. And be it enacted, with regard to the x-egistrar of metropolitan buildings, so far as relates to his

office or place of business, and to the l'egulation of the business thereof, that it shall be lawful for the com-
missioners of works and buildings, and they are hereby required to appoint, in some central and convenient
situation within the city of London or the city of Westminster, an office for carrying on the business of the
registrar of metropolitan buildings, and i-egistering all documents relating to such business

; and in such
office to keep a register of all matters refei'red to the official referees, and otherwise of all matters which shall
come under their cognizance in pursuance of this Act

;
and also to keep and preserve all documents con-

nected with the duties of official referees
;
and also to receive all notices requiring any act to be done by them,

and to file and number them in the order in which they are received.

Registration ofAwards, Sfc.

m
86. And be it enacted, with regard to all the awards and certificates, and all documents relating to the

business of the official referees, so far as relates to the registration thereof, that the same shall be registered
not only chronologically in the order in which they are received, but according to the subject-matters thereof,
and also according to the order of and in relation to the provisions of this Act.

Remuneration of Official Referees and Registrar—Quarterly Payments.
87. And be it enacted, with regard to such official referees and registrar, so far as relates to their re-

muneration, that it shall be lawful for her Majesty to grant to each of such official iTfei'ees and the said
registrar a salary not exceeding one thousand pounds by the year, in four equal quarterly payments

; and that
if any such official referee or such registrar shall be appointed, or shall die, resign, or be removed from office,

in the interval between two quarterly days of payment, then he shall be entitled to a proportionate part of the
salary for the period of such interval during which he shall hold such appointment.

This and the following provision are most excellent.

We think as the "Registrar” is to be a kind of

judge, and would to some knowledge of building

require to have added the legal knowledge of a bar-

rister, that for proper remuneration, and for insuring

the employment of a respectable and impartial person,

his salary should be 1,500/. per annum.
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OFFICIAL REFEREES—REGISTRAR.

Fundsfor defraying Expenses of the Official Referees and Registrar—Nature of Levy.

88. And forasmuch as the services of such official referees and of such registrar will be employed chiefly

on behalf of the localities comprised within the limits of this Act, it is expedient to provide for the payment

of a portion of their salaries by means of a county rate, or by a rate in the nature of a county rate on such

localities in proportion to the assessed value of inhabited houses and buildings therein, or as near thereto as

may be • now-, for that purpose, be it enacted, with regard to such official referees and registrar, so far as

relates to the payment of a portion of their salaries out of local funds, that it shall be lawful for the Lord

Mayor and aldermen of the city of London, and they are hereby required, to direct the chamberlain of the

said city, and for the justices of the peace for the several counties of Middlesex, Surrey, and Kent, and they

are hereby respectively required to direct the treasurer of such respective counties to pay half-yearly to or

into the hands of the cashier of the commissioners of works and buildings, on account of the said official

referees and of the said registrar, the several sums of money hereafter mentioned, as and by way of contri-

bution to such salaries
;
that is to say,—the city of London, and the liberties and the suburbs thereof, the

sum of 100/.
;
the county of Middlesex, 1,000/,; the county of Surrey, 320/.; the county of Kent, 80/.

;

and to cause the same to be levied by a rate upon the several parishes and places within the limits of this

Act, in such amounts as to such justices may seem proper, having regard to the assessed Talue of the

inhabited houses and the buildings in such places respectively, in addition to the county rate in respect

thereof; and that for the purpose of levying such sums, they shall be deemed to be part of the county rate,

and leviable by all the ways and means by which a county rate is leviable, and subject in all respects to the

legal incidents of a county rate.

Payments oj Official Referees and Registrar out of the Consolidated Fund.

89. And be it enacted further, with regard to the official referees and registrar, so far as relates to the

payment of the balance of their salaries, that such balance shall be payable and paid out of the Consolidated

Fund of the United Kingdom.
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.

Fees of Office, and Application thereof—Balance to Consolidated Fund—Regulations as to Receipt,

Custody, and Accounts.

90. And be it enacted, with regard to the fees payable to the registrar, so far as relates to the appoint-

ment thereof, and to the application thereof, that from time to time it shall be lawful for the Commissioners

of the Treasury to appoint such fees to be paid in respect of the services to be performed by the said official

referees or by the said registrar, as shall be deemed requisite to defray the expenses of the said office or

incident to such services, and the salaries or other remuneration of any persons employed under the registrar

in the execution of this Act, with the sanction of the Commissioners of the Treasury, and which are not

otherwise provided for by this Act ;
and that the balance, if any, shall be carried to the Consolidated Fund of

the United Kingdom, and be paid accordingly into the receipt of her Majesty’s Exchequer at Westminster

;

and that it shall be lawful for the Commissioners of the Treasury to regulate the manner in which such fees

are to be received, and in which they are to be kept, and in which they arc to be accounted for.

Informalities in Distress—Actionfor Damages.

91. And now, for the purpose of regulating sundry legal proceedings, be it enacted, with regard to any

distress for any sum of money to be recovered by virtue of this Act, so far as relates to the remedying of any

damage occasioned by any irregularity therein or in reference thereto, that notwithstanding there be any

defect of form in the proceedings relative to any such distress, neither the distress itself shall be deemed

unlawful, nor shall the party making the same be deemed a trespasser ab initio ;
but that if any irregularity

be committed by any party, then, subject to the conditions in this Act prescribed with regard to actions

brought for any thing done in pursuance thereof, it shall be lawful for the person aggrieved by such irregu-

larity and he is’hereby entitled to recover full satisfaction for the special damage only ;
and that by action on

the case, and not by any other action whatsoever.

Tender of Amends—Payment of Compensation into Court.

92. And be it enacted, with regard to any action for any irregularity or other proceeding, so far as

relates to the tender of amends or payment of money into court in respect thereof, that if, before such action be

brought, the party who committed or caused to be committed any such irregularity or wrongful proceeding, make

or cause to be made tender of sufficient amends, then the plaintiff
1

shall not be entitled to recover in such ac-

tion
;
and that although such tender shall not have been made, yet if at any time before issue joined the court in

which such action shall be depending, or a judge of any of the superior courts grant leave, then it shall be

lawful for the defendant to pay into court any sum of money, by way of compensation or amends, in such

manner and under such regulations, as to the payment of costs and the form of pleading, as is and are cus-

tomary and in force in the said superior courts.

Recovery of Money under Awards—Distress—Imprisonment.

93. And be it enacted, with regard to every sum of money by this Act, or by any award or certificate or

other proceeding in pursuance of this Act, charged upon any person in respect of any work done in pursu-

ance or in accordance with this Act, so far as relates to the recovery of such sum of money, that it shall be

lawful for the party claiming the same to proceed in a summary way before any two justices of the peace, or

if the matter arise within the district of the metropolitan police, then before any police magistrate having

jurisdiction within that district ;
and that, on proof of such sum of money being still due, it shall be lawful

for such justices or such police magistrate, and they respectively are hereby required to issue a warrant to

levy the amount thereof, and also the costs of the proceeding to be levied by distress of the goods and chattels

of the person in default ;
and if such person have no goods and chattels whereon to distrain, or if such goods

and chattels be insufficient for that purpose, then it shall be lawful for such justices or police magistrate, or

for any other justice or police magistrate, to commit the person in default until the amount of such sum so

due, and of such costs, shall have been fully paid.

Prosecution of Offences—Complaint—Summons—Distress—Imprisonment.

94. And be it enacted, with regard to all offences against the provisions of this Act for which no other

proceeding is provided, so far as relates to the prosecution thereof, that it shall be lawful to proceed by com-

plaint before any one justice of the peace
;
and that it shall be lawful for such justice to summon the party

against whom such complaint shall be made
;
and that on conviction of the offender before two justices, or

before any police magistrate, it shall be the duty of such justices or magistrate, and they are hereby required,

to cause the amount of the penalty hereby imposed in respect of such offence, and of the costs of any such

proceeding in respect of such offence, to be levied by distress of the goods and chattels of the offender
; or if

he have no goods and chattels whereon to distrain, or if they be insufficient for that purpose, then it shall

be lawful for such justices or magistrate, or for any other justice or magistrate, and they are hereby em-
powered, either on failure of such distress or in the first instance, to commit the offender till he shall have

paid the full amount of such penalty and such costs.

Removal of Orders, Sfc. into Superior Courts— Certiorari.

95. And be it enacted, with regard to every order which shall be made by virtue of or under this Act,

and to any other proceeding to be had touching the conviction of any offender against this Act (except pro-

ceedings touching the conviction of any' offender for carrying on a trade or business offensive, noxious or dan-

gerous contrary to this Act, otherwise than those hereinbefore specified), that it shall not be lawful for any

person to remove such order or other proceeding by certiorari, or any other writ or process whatsoever, into

any of her Majesty's courts of record at Westminster
; and every such order and other proceeding is hereby

declared not to be so removable.

Limitation of Actionsfor Penalties.

96. And be it enacted, with regard to every penalty or forfeiture incurred under this Act, so far as relates

to the limitation of proceedings for the recovery thereof, that if, within six calendar months next after such

penalty or forfeiture shall have been incurred, an action or prosecution be not brought or commenced against

the person liable in respect thereof, then thereafter it shall not be lawful for any person to bring such action

or commence such proceeding in respect of such penalty or forfeiture.

Recovery of Penalties—Appropriation.

97. And be it enacted, with regard to every such penalty or forfeiture, so far as relates to the recovery

and the appropriation thereof, that it shall be lawful for any party to sue or proceed for the same
;
and that if

such penalty be not otherwise specifically appropriated, then the person so suing or proceeding shall be enti-

tled to receive the amount thereof for his own benefit.

Regulation of Actions against Persons acting unde)' this Act—Limitation ofAction—Notice of
Action— Venue in London—Venue in Middlesex—Plea and Evidence—Verdict— Costs.

98. And, for regulating proceedings against persons acting in pursuance of this Act ; be it enacted, with

regard to any action or suit against any person in respect of any act or thing done or intended to be done in

pursuance of this Act, so far as relates to the limitation thereof, and to the notification thereof to the offend-

ing party, and to the venue thereof, and to the pleadings therein, and to the evidence of the matters
thereof, and to the verdict therein, and to the judgment of the court thereon, and to the costs of such action,

and to the recovery of such costs, that, after the expiration of six months next after the fact

committed, it shall not be lawful to bring any such action or suit against any person in respect of any
such act

;
and that if twenty-one days at the least before the commencement of the action or suit,

notice in writing of an intention to briDg such action op suit be not given to every person against whom

We do not think the partition of expenses as here

contemplated would be equable.

The words should run, 11 in pursuance of or in

accordance with this Act."

SCHEDULES TO WHICH THE FOREGO-
ING ACT REFERS.

Schedule (A).—This schedule contains merely a de-

scription of the Acts and parts of Acts repealed by

this Act.

Schedule (B ).— {See § 5 & 7 .'—Containing List of

Buildings, of whatever Class, exempted from Ordinary

Supervision, and placed under Special Supervision.

All bridges or structures wholly underground, and em-
bankment walls, and retaining walls, and wharf or quay
walls: and her Majesty’s royal palaces, and any build-

ing being In the possession of her Majesty, her heirs and

successors, or employed for her Majesty’s use or service :

and the offices and buildings of the Governor and Cora-
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such action or suit shall be brought, then it shall not be lawful for any person to bring any such
action or suit against any person in respect of any such act

; and that if the cause or matter of anv
such action or suit arise within the said city of London or the liberties thereof, then such action or
suit must be laid in the city of London, and not elsewhere

;
and that if the cause of any action or suit arise

in any part of the limits aforesaid, out of the said city of London and liberties thereof, then it must be laid
and tried in the county of Middlesex, and not elsewhere

;
and that in every such action or suit it shall be

lawful for the defendant, and he is hereby entitled, to plead the general issue ; and at the trial to be had
thereof, to give this Act and the special matter in evidence, and to prove that the matter or thing for which
such action or suit is brought was done in pursuance and by the authority of this Act

;
and that if, upon the

trial of such action, it appear that the said matter or thing has been so done in pursuance of this Act, or if it
appear that such action or suit was brought before the expiration of twentv-one days after such notice given
ns aforesaid, or if it appear that sufficient satisfaction was made or tendered before such action was brought
or if upon plea of payment of money into court, it shall appear that the plaintiff has not sustained damages
to a greater amount than the sum paid into court, or if any such action or suit be not commenced within the
time herein for that purpose limited, or if it be laid in any other county or place than as aforesaid, then and
in every such case it shall be the duty of the jury, and they are hereby required to find for the defendant

;
and

that if a verdict be found for the defendant, or if the plaintiff in any such action or suit become non-suited
or discontinue or sufFer a discontinuance of any such action or suit, or if judgment be given for the defendant
therein, on demurrer or by default or otherwise, then the defendant shall be entitled to have judgment to re-
cover full costs of suit, aud to such remedy for recovering the same as any defendant shall have by law.

Costs ofActions.
99. And further, for the prevention of vexatious litigation, be it enacted, with regard to every action in

respect of any matter or thing done or intended to be done in pursuance of this Act, so far as relates to the
costs of such action, that if the defendant apply to the superior court at Westminster in which such action is
pending, or to any judge of any of the said courts, then it shall be lawful for such court or any such judge to
require the plaintiff to give such security as such court or judge shall think fit, for the payment of all costs,
charges and expenses incurred or to be incurred in and about the said action, and which shall be or become
payable by him on the taxation thereof by the proper officer.

Prosecutionsfor preventing Neglect or Evasion of this Act—Notice of Action.

.

10°- And be it enacted, with regard to any penalty or forfeiture incurred by any default in complying
with the provisions of this Act, so far as relates to proceedings for the recovery thereof, that at any time
within three months after such penalty or forfeiture shall have been incurred, it shall be lawful for any sur-
veyor appointed or confirmed by virtue of this Act, and all other persons, and they are hereby entitled to
commence and prosecute proceedings for the recovery thereof, or for the recovery of the expenses of pulling
down or altering of any building against any owner, occupier, builder, workmen, or other person, or for any
default made in complying with the provisions of this Act

;
provided always, that if such proceedings be

taken by auy person, except one of the surveyors, or except the official referees, then notice of the intention
to commence such proceedings must be given at the office of the surveyor of the district, and at the office of
the registrar of metropolitan buildings.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Notifications Married Female—Infant

,
Idiot or Lunatic—Owner unknown—Building unoccupied—

Immediate Landlord—Part Ownership—Service of Notices—Damages arisingfrom defective Service.
101. And be it enacted, with regard to notices by this Act required, so far as relates to the service

thereof upon the owner or occupier of any building or ground, that every such notice must be given as follows,
that is to say—If such owner be a married female, other than a cestuique trust in regard to such property,
then such notice must be given to the husband of such married female

;
or if such owner be an infant, idiot

oi lunatic, or cestuique trust, then such notice must be given to the guardian, trustee or committee of such
infant, idiot or lunatic, or cestuique trust

;
or if such owner, husband, trustee, guardian or committee is

not known or cannot be found, then such notice must be given to the occupier of such building, fence or
ground to which it shall relate

; or if such building or ground be unoccupied, then such notice must be
affixed to some conspicuous part of such building, fence or ground, at a height of not more than nine feet
from the ground : and if the person in the occupation of any building or premises, ground or tenement, iu
respect of which notice is to be given, allege that he is not the owner thereof, then such notice must be given
to the immediate landlord of such occupier, and it shall be the duty of such occupier, aud he is hereby required
to inform any person by whom such notice shall be required to be given, or any other person applying on his
behalf, of the name, place of residence, or place of business of such owner or landlord, or of his agent or
other person by whom the rent of such building, premises, ground or tenement shall be received

;
and if such

owner or landlord be not in receipt of the whole of the rents or profits of such building, premises, ground or tene-
ment

; and it any notice shall be served upou such owdci- or landlord, then, immediately upon the receipt
thereof, it shall be his duty and he is hereby required to transmit to his immediate landlord or his agent,
aud also to any other person having an interest in such building or premises, ground or tenement, or in
receipt of the rents or profits thereof under the same immediate landlord, or to the agent of such person, a
copy of such notice

: provided always, with regard to every such notice, so far as relates to the service thereof
upon auy such owner, that if it be served upon the immediate landlord of the occupier or upon his agent, by
or on behalf of the person by whom it is hereby required to be served in the first instance, then, although it

may not be served by such immediate landlord upon any other landlord or owner, such service is to be deemed
to be sufficient service

;
but nevertheless, if any owner suffer damage by the failure of any other person, being

either the occupier or any person holding under such owner, to serve such notice, then such owmer shall be
entitled to recover the amount thereof against such person by whom such damage shall have been occasioned

;

and that every notice served under this clause, on any person, must contain a copy of the provisions, so far
as they require him to transmit the same to his immediate landlord, or the agent of such landlord.

Mode of Service upon Occupier.
102. And be it enacted, with regard to notices by this Act required, so far as relates to the mode of

service thereof upon the occupier of any building or ground, that if such notice be intended for the occupier
of any building or ground, then it must be given either personally or by leaving the same with some inmate
at the premises, or it must be affixed as aforesaid.

Mode of Service upon Owners, by delivery—Effect of Notice.
103. And be it enacted further, with regard to all such notices, so far as relates to the mode of service

thereof upon owners by delivery, that every such notice (except such notice as may, according to the provision
in that behalf, be sent by post), must be given either personally or by leaving the same with some inmate at
the usual place of abode of such party, or if that be not known, then at his last known place of abode

;
and

that every such notice, when so given to such persons respectively as aforesaid, or left at the last known
place of their respective abodes, or when so affixed as aforesaid, according to the cases hereinbefore
mentioned, is hereby declared to have the same effects and consequences as if given to the actual owner.

Mode of Service upon Owners, by transmission.
104. And be it enacted further, with regard to notices, so far as relates to the mode of service thereof by

transmission, that if any owner, upon whom the same is required to be served, be not within the limits of
this Act, or have not, within the limits of this Act, any agent acting in his behalf in the matter of the
premises to which the notice refers, then it shall be lawful to give notice by post-letter, duly registered
according to the practice for the time being, adopted with regard to letters transmitted by post; but so that,
nevertheless, such letter be posted in such time as will afford to the person addressed, after the receipt of
such letter, the full period of notice required in the case.

' **ug«*uu aireauy erected, and which
now form the edifice called The Bank of England,” and
any offices and buildings hereafter to be erected for
the use of the said governor and company, either on the
site of, or in addition to, and in connection with, the said
edifice ; and the warehouses of or belonging to the
saint Katharine Dock Company, and situate in the
parish of Saint Botolph-without-Aldgate, and in the pre-
cinct of Saint Katharine, near the Tower of London, in
the county of Middlesex: and the warehouses and
buildings of or belonging to the London Dock Company,
comprehended within the wall of the said company, as
set lorth in an Act passed in the ninth year of the reign
of Ins late Majesty King George the Fourth : and the
several warehouses and buildings of or belonging to tho
Last and West India Dock Company, established by an
Act made in the first year of the reign of her present
Majesty : and the buildings erected, or to be erected
by the London and Birmingham Railway Company esta-
blished and incorporated by an Act passed in the third
year of the reign of his late Majesty King William the
Fourth, within and in connection with the works of their
railway, by virtue of the several Acts relating thereto :

and the erections and buildings authorized by an Act
passed in the ninth year of the reign of his late Majesty
King George the Fourth, for the purposesof a market in
Covent Garden : and any other buildings exempted by any
Act of Parliament from the operation of the Act passed
in the reign of his late Majesty King George the Third,
and hereby repealed.

Schedule (C).—Paut I.

—

(See § 5.)—Rules for de-
termining the Classes and Rates to which Buildings
are to be deemed to belong for the purposes of this
Act, and the Thicknesses of the Walls of Buildings of
6uch Rates.

Classes of Buildings.—For the purposes of
this Act, all buildings of whatever kind, subject to the
provisions thereof, are to be deemed to belong to one or
other of the following three classes

;
that is to say,

—

First Class.—If a building be built originally as a
dwelling-house, to be occupied, or intended to be occu-
pied, as such,—then it is to be deemed to belong to the
first, or dwelling-house class.

Second Class.—If a building be built originally as a
warehouse, storehouse, granary, brewery, distiller}-, ma-
nufactory, or workshop, or be occupied or intended to be
occupied as such, or for a similar purpose,— then it is

to be deemed to belong to the second or warehouse
class.

Third Class.—If a building be built originally as a
church, chapel, or other place of public worship, college,
hall, hospital, theatre, public concert-room, public ball-
room, public .lecture-room, public exhibition-room, or
occupied or intended to be occupied as such, or for a
similar purpose, or otherwise used or intended to be used,
either occasionally or constantly, for the assemblage of
persons in large numbers, whether for public worship,
business, instruction, debate, diversion, or resort,—then
it is to be deemed to belong to the third or public
building class.

Alteration of Class.—And if any room, whether con-
structed within any other building or not, and whether
included in the aforesaid classes or not, be used at any
time for the public, or general congregation of persons,—then the building containing such room is to be deemed
a building of the third or public building class. Or if

a building originally built, or subsequently altered, so as
to bring it within any one class, be subsequently con-
verted into or used as a building of another class,—then
it is to be deemed to belong to such other class

;
and, as

to it, all the conditions prescribed with regard to build-
ings of the same rate of such other class must be fulfilled,

as if it had been originally built of such class; subject,

nevertheless, to such modifications as shall be sanctioned
by the official referees on a special supervision thereof.

Rates of Buildings.— And the buildings included

in the said classes are to be deemed to belong to the rates

of those classes, according to the conditions of height,

area, and number of stories set forth in the following

tables
;
which conditions are to be determined according

to the following rules :

Rule for ascertaining Height.—The height of every

building is to be ascertained by measuring from the sur-

face of the first or lowest floor of the building, up to the

underside of the ceiling of the topmost story, at the

highest part thereof, whether such story be within the

roof or not. And if there be no ceiling made, or in-

tended to be made to the topmost story,—then by mea-
suring from the surface of such first or lowest floor of the

building up to the underside of any tie-beam, collar-

beam, or other substitute for a tie-beam of the highest

roof.

Noticesfor Surveyors and Official Referees.
105. And be it enacted, with regard to notices, so far as relates to the service thereof upon the sur-

veyors and upon the official referees, that if the notice relate to the surveyor, then such notice must be
served at the office of the surveyor

;
and that if the notice relate to the official referees or any of them,

then such notice must be left at the office of the registrar of metropolitan buildings.

Consents by Incapacitated Persons.
106. And be it enacted, with regard to consents by this Act required to be given by the owner or occu-

pier of any building or ground, so far as relates to the making thereof on behalf of incapacitated persons,
that if such owner or occupier be a married female, not being a cestuique trust in regard to the property to

which such consent relates, then such consent must be given by the husband of such married female; or
that if such owner or occupier be an infant, idiot or lunatic, or cestuique trust, then such consent must be
given by the guardian, trustee or committee of such infant, idiot or lunatic, or cestuique trust ; or that if

such owner or occupier, husband, trustee, guardian or committee be not known or caunot be found, then
such consent must be given by the official referees.

Exemptionfrom Stamp Duly.
107. And be it enacted, with regard to the following documents, so far as relates to the payment of

stamp-duty in respect thereof, that every certificate and every award required to be made or signed by the
surveyor or the official referee, shall be and is hereby exempted from stamp-duty.

_

108. And be it enacted, that this Act shall be deemed to be a public Act, and shall be judicially taken
notice of as such by all judges, justices and other persons whomsoever, without specially pleading the same.

109. And be it enacted, that this Act may be amended or repealed by any Act to be passed in this pre-
sent session of Parliament.

Rule for ascertaining Area.—And the area of every

building is to be determined by the number of squares

contained in the surface of any floor which shall contain

the greatest number of squares at or above the principal

entrance to such building; including in such surface the

area of all the external walls and such portions of the

party-walls as belong to such building, but excluding

from such surface the area of any attached office, area,

balcony, or open portico.

Rule for ascertaining Slones.— And the stories of

every building are to be counted from the foundation

upwards. And if the space between the top of the foot-

ings and the level of the first floor do not exceed five feet,

then the story nearest the foundation is to be considered

the lowest or first story
;
but ifsuch space exceed live feet,

then such space is to be considered to contain the lowest

or first story
;
and in that case the top of the footing is

to be considered the level of the first floor.

Rule for ascertaining Thickness of Walls.—And the

thickness of every wall, and of the footing thereof, is to

be ascertained by measuring only the thickness of which

such walls or footings shall have been originally built.
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144 SUPPLEMENT TO
SCHEDULE (C).—PART II.—(See § 5.)

Conditions for determining the Rotes to which Buildings of the First or Dwelling-House Class are to be deemed to belong, and the Thickness of the External and of

the Part; Walls thereof.

In reference to

Height.

In reference to

Area.

In reference to

StorieB.
Kate of Building.

Requisite Thickness of External Walls of

each Rate of the First Class.

Requisite Thickness of Party Walls of each
Rate of the First Class.

1. If the building be in

height not more
than 22 feet,

• - If the building do
not cover more than
4 squares.

- - If the building do
not contain in height

more than 2 stories,

- - It is to be of the

First or Lowest Rate

of this Class.

- - And the thickness of the external walls

must be, at the least, 84 inches from the top

of the footing to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must

be, at the least, 134 inches from the top of

the footing to the top of the wall.

2. If more than 22, and
not more than 33
feet,

- - or if it cover more
than 4, and less than

5 squares,

- or if it contain

three stories,

- - It is to be of the

Second Rate.

- - And the thickness of the external walls
must be, at the least, 13j inches from the top

of the footing to the under-side of the gutter-

plate
;
and at the least 84 inches from the

under- side of the plate to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must

be, at the least, 174 inches from the top of the

footing to the under-side of the second floor;

and at the least 134 inches from the under-

side of the second floor to the top of the wall.

3. If more than 33, and
not more than 47

feet.

- - or if it cover more
than 6, and less than

8 squares,

- - or if it contain

four stories,

- - It is to be of the

Third Rate.

- - And the thickness of the external walls

must be, at the least, 174 inches from the top
of the footing to the under-side of the second
floor; and, at the least, 134 inches from the
under-side of the second floor to the under-
side of the gutter-plate, and, at the least, 84
inches from the under-side of the gutter-plate

to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must

be, at the least, 174 inches from the top of

the footing to the under-side of the third

floor; and, at the least, 134 inches from the

under-side of the third floor to the top of the

wall.

4. If more than 47, and
not more than 65

feet,

- - or if it cover more
than 8, and less than
10 squares,

- - or if it contain
five stories,

- - It is to be of the

Fourth Rate.

- - And the thickness of the external walls

must be, at the least, 174 inches from the top
of the footing to the under-side of the third

floor; and, at the least, 134 inches from the

under-side of the third floor to the under-side
of the gutter-plate, and, at the least, 84 inches

from the under-side of the gutter-plate to the

top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must

be, at the least, 22 inches from the top of the

footing to the under-side of the second floor;

and, at the least, 174 inches from the under-

side of the second floor to the under-side of

the fifth floor, and at the least 134 inches from

the under-side of the fifth floor to the top of

the wall.

5. If more than 65, and
not more than 82
feet,

- - or if it cover more
than 10, and less than
12 squares,

- - or if it contain
six stories,

- - It is to be of the
Fifth Rate.

- - And the thickness of the external walls
must be, at the least, 22 inches lrorn the top

of the footing to the under-side of the second
floor; and, at the least, 174 inches from the
under-side of the second floor to the under-
side of the fourth floor ; and, at the least, 134
inches from the under-side of the fourth floor

to the under-side of the gutter-plate ; and, at

the least, 84 inches from the under-side of the

gutter-plate to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must

be, at the least, 22 inches from the top of the

footing to the under-side of the third floor;

and, at the least, 174 inches from the under-

side of the third floor to the top of the wall.

6. If more than 32 feet, - - or if it cover more
than 12 squares,

- - or if it contain

more than six stories,

- - It is to be of the

Sixth Rate, and of the
Third Class.

- - And the thickness of the external walls

must be, at the least, 4 inches greater than
is hereby required for walls of the fifth rate.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must

be, at ihe least, four inches greater than is

hereby required for walls of the fifth rate.
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SCHEDULE (C).—PART III—(See § 5.)

Conditions for determining tbe Rates to which Buildings of the Second or Warehouse Class are to be deemed to belong, and the Thickness of the External and of

the Party Walls thereof

In reference to

Height.
In reference to

Area.
In reference to

Stories.
Rate of Building.

Requisite Thickness of the External Walls
of each Rate of the Second Class.

Requisite Thickness of the Party-Walls
of each Rate of the Second Class.

1. If the building be in - - If the building do - - If the building do - - It is to be of the - - And the thickness of the party-walls must
be, at the least, 13* inches from the top of
the footing to the top of the wall.

height not more not cover more than not contain in heighfFirst or Lowest Rate must be, at the least, 84 inches from the top
of the footing to the top of the wall.than 12 feet, o squares, more thun one story, of this Class.

2. If more than 12, and
not more than 22
feet,

- - or if it cover more
than 6, and less than
10 squares,

- - or if it contain
two stories,

- - It is to be of the
Second Rate.

- - And the thickness of the external walls
must be, at the least, 134 inches from the top
of the footing to the under-side of the gutter-
plate ; and, at the least, 84 inches from the
under-side of the gutter-plate to the top of
the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must
•be, at the least, 1 74 inches from the top of
the footing to the under-side of the second
floor, and 134 inches from the under-side of
the second floor to the top of the wall.

3. If more than 22, and
not more than 30
feet,

- - or if it cover more
than 10, and less than
IS squares,

- - or if it contain
three stories,

- - It is to be of the
Third Rate.

- - And the thickness of the external walls
must be, at the least, 174 inches from the top
of the footing to the under-side af the second
floor; and, at the least, 134 inches from the
under-side of the second floor to the under-
side of the gutter-plate

; and, at the least, 84
inches from the under-side of the gutter-plate
to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must
be, at the least, 174 inches from the top of the
footing to the under-side of the third floor,
and, at the least, 134 inches from the under-
side of the third floor to the top of the wall.

4. If more than 30, and
not more than 50
feet,

- - or if it cover more
than 18, and less than
26 squares,

- - or if it contain
five stories,

- - It is to be of the
Fourth Rate.

- - And the thickness of the external walls
must be, at the least, 174 inches from the top
of the footing to the under-side of the third
floor; and, at the least, 134 inches from the
under-side of the third floor to the under-side
of the gutter-plate; and, at the least, 84
inches from the under-side of the gutter-plate
to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must
be, at the least, 22 inches from the top of the
footing to the under-side of the second floor,

and, at the least, 174 inches from the under-
side of the second floor to the under-side of
the fifth floor, and at the least, 134 inches
from the under-side of the fifth floor to the
top of the wall.

5. If more than 50, and
not more than 65
feet,

- - or if it cover more
than 26, and less than
35 squares,

- - or if it contain
six stories,

- - It is to be of the
Fifth Rate.

- - And the thickness of the external walls
must be, at the least, 22 inches from the top
of the footing to the under-side of the second
floor; and, at the least, 174 inches from the
under-side of the second floor to the under-
side of the fourth floor; and, at the least, 134
inches from the under-side of the fourth floor

to the under-side of the gutter-plate
;
and, at

the least, 8.4 inches from the under- side of
the gutter-plate to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must
be, at the least, 22 inches from the top of the
footings to the under-side of the third floor

;

and, at the least, 174 inches from the under-
side of the third floor to the top of the wall.

6. If more than 65 feet - - or if it cover more
than 36 squares,

- - or if it contain
more than six stories,

- - It is to be of the
Sixth Rate, and of the
Third Class.

- - And the thickness of the walls must be,
at the least, 4 inches thicker than is hereby
required for walls of the fifth rate.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must
be, at the least, 4 inches thicker than is hereby
required for walls of the fifth rate.
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The measurements of stories given in the accompanying illustrations are intended merely to show what heights of stories may be introduced into

the height to which each rate of building is limited.
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SECOND, OR WAREHOUSE CLASS—Continued.

External Walls.

Schedule (C).— Part IV.— Rules concerning
Buildings of tbe Second or Warehouse Class.

Warehouses, 8fc.—With regard to any building of the
second class (except stables, coach-houses, and har-
ness-rooms) hereafter built or re-built, in reference to
the area thereof within the said party-walls: If such
building exceed 35 squares, then it must have for every
35 squares thereof party-walls

;
unless such portions of

such building as shall be thought necessary by the offi-

cial referees be built fire-proof.

Openings in Party-walls.—And with regard to build-
ings of the second class, in reference to the openings
in such party-walls;—such openings must not be wider
than six feel, and not higher than eight feet

;
and the

floor thereof must be composed of brick or stone, and
the piers thereof must be composed of brick, and must
be at least 14 inches wide, and must project at least one
foot six inches from the face of such party-wall

;
and the

brick arches or stone landings thereof must extend the
entire width and depth of such opening, above and below
the same

;
and every such opening must have two strong

wrought-iron single or folding doors, which must be
fixed in wrought-iron frames, and be not less than one-
fourth of an inch thick in the panels thereof; and each
of such doors must be distant from the other not less
than four feet.

Fire-proof Part of Buildings.—And with regard to
such second class buildings so built in part fire-proof,
in reference to the construction and materials of such
fire-proof part,—it must be built of such materials and
in such manner as shall be approved by the official re-
ferees. And such buildings must be so built as that
every single part not built fire-proof must not exceed
35 squares.

Stables.—And with regard to .my buildings intended
for stables, including coach-houses and harness-rooms,
which shall be hereafter built, in reference to the area
thereof, within the same walls,—no portion thereof
must contain within its walls, whether party-walls or ex-
ternal walls, more than 25 squares, nor must any en-
largement be made at any time hereafter to any building
for stables already built, or which shall be hereafter
built, so that any portion of the same when enlarged,
including coach-houses and harness-rooms, shall contain
more than 25 squares as aforesaid.

Schedule (C).—Part V.—Requisites for deter-
mining the Rate to which any Building of the Third
Class is to be deemed to belong.
If any building of the third or public building class

correspond in form or structure or disposition with a
dwelling-house,—then the rate thereof is to be deter-
mined by the- same rules as the rales of the first or
dwelling-house class. But if it correspond in form or
structure or disposition with a warehouse, or any building
of the second class,—then the rate thereof is to be deter”
mined by the same rules as the rates of the second or
warehouse class. And further, with regard to the walls
of such public buildings of whatever rate,—the width of
the footings thereof and the thicknesses thereof are to
be at the least four inches more than is hereby required

m P
a

.

rt^ ° r externa * wa *ls of the same rate, unless the
official referees, on special supervision thereof, shall
otherwise appoint.

Schedule (C).

—

Part VI.—Rules concerning attached

and detached and insulated Buildings, as to the Rates

and Walls thereof.

Buildings and Offices.—With regard to buildings or

offices now built or hereafter to be built (except green-

houses, vineries, aviaries, or such like buildings,—and
that, whether the same be attached to or detached from

the buildings to which they belong),—every such build-

ing is to be deemed, in respect of the external walls there-

of, and all other requisites, as a building of the rate to

which it would belong if it had been built separately;

but the party-walls, if any, must be of the rale of the

house to which the building or office is attached, or of the

rate of the building of the highest rate attached to such
party-wall on either side.

Greenhouses, 8fc.—And with regard to greenhouses
for plants, vineries, aviaries, or such like buildings,

—

subject to any law in force applicable to such buildings,

and subject to the rights of the owner or occupier of the

adjoining property,— any such building may be built, as

to the party-walls, if any, according to the rules of this

Act prescribed regarding party-walls
;
but in other re-

spects, whether the same be attached or detached from
any building of whatever class, such building must be
bu ilt in such manner only, and of such materials only, as

shall be approved by the official referees.

Insulated Buildings.—And with regard to buildings

of the first or dwelling-house class, and of the second or
warehouse class, which shall be insulated,—every such
building must be distant from any public street or alley

one-third of its height at the least
;
and if the building do

not exceed 21 feet in height,—theu it must be so dis-

tant at the least eight feet
;
and it must be distant from

any other building, or from ground not in the same pos-
session or occupation therewith, or connected therewith
only by a fence or fence-wall, not less than its full

height; or if the building do not exceed 30 feet in height,
—then it must be so distant at the least 30 feet; and if

such building be so distant from a public street or alley,

and from any other building or ground not in the same
possession or occupation therewith,—then such building

is not to be liable in respect of the dimensions and mate-
rials thereof to the rules and directions of this Act.

Insulated Buildings afterwards divided.—Provided
always, that if any such building be hereafter divided
into two or more distinct buildings, and the several parts
of such buildings so divided be not at the aforesaid dis-
tance from each other, and from other buildings and
ground, then such several parts must have such external
walls, and be separated from each other by such party-
walls, as are herein prescribed for the rates to which
such several parts, if adjoining, would belong

;
and must

be built in every other respect as is herein required for
buildings of the rates to which such several parts when so
divided shall belong. And the external walls of the
several parts of such building must be built in the man-
ner, and of the materials, arid at the least of the several
heights and thicknesses herein prescribed for external
walls of the rates such several parts shall be of when so
divided. And if such requisites be not observed, then
such several parts of such buildings in respect of which
they are not so observed, shall be deemed a public nui-

sance, and as such be taken down, according to the pro

visions of this Act in that behalf.

Toll-houses, 8(c.—Andwith regard to certain buildings

which shall be built for the purposes of trade or the col-

lection of toll, if such buildings be situate fifteen feet

at the least from any other building, and do not cover an

area of more than one and a half squares, and the height

thereof do not exceed twelve feet from the ground to the

highest point of the roof, then every such building may
be enclosed with any materials whatsoever

;
but the roof

thereof must be covered as herein directed with regard
to roofs, and the chimney and flue (if any) must be built

as herein directed with regard to chimneys and flues.

Schedule (D).

—

Part I.— Rules concerning Walls, of

whatever kind.

Foundations.—With regard to the foundations of

walls, in reference to the construction and materials

thereof,—every such foundation must consist either of a

natural solid stratum, or be formed of a bed of con-

crete
;
which concrete must be composed of stone-lime,

mixed with Thames ballast, or broken stone or flint, or

sharp clear gravel, or burnt clay, in the proportion of at

least one bushel of stone-lime to eight bushels of such

other materials; and must be at least 18 inches thick,

and 12 inches wider than the bottom of the footing; or

must be composed of such other materials and be formed
in such other manner as the official referees shall license

or appoint.

Footings.—With regard to footings of walls, in re-

ference to the materials thereof, to the construction there-

of, to the width thereof, to the height thereof above the

foundation, and to the depth below the surface :
—

Materials.— 1. In reference to the materials thereof

:

—Every footing must be built, either of stone, of good
sound stock-bricks, or of good sound stock-bricks and
stone, and laid in good mortar or cement.

Construction.—2. In reference to the construction

thereof The footing of every wall, whether external or
party (except external and party-walls of the first and
second rates), and that whether the footing be built of
brick-work, or of brick and stone work, must be built in

two double courses at the least. The footing of every

party-wall for a building of the first rate, or of external

or party-walls for buildings of the second rate, whether

such footing be built of brick-work, or brick and stone

work, must be built in one double and one single course

at the least. The footings of external walls f6r a build-

ing of the first rate, whether such footings be built of

brick-work, or of brick and stone work, must be built

in two single courses at the least.

Width.—3. In reference to the width thereof at the

foundation:—The bottom of the footing of every wall

must be at the least nine inches wider than the wall

standing thereon
;
and whether such footing be built of

brick-work, or of brick and stone work, it must diminish

equally on each side by two inches at the least in each
successive single or double course from the bottom.

Height.— I. In reference to the height above the foun-
dalion :—Tiie footing of every wall, whether party or

external (except the footings of the external walls and
pat ty- walls of the first and second rates), must be at the

least twelve inches high above the foundation. The footing
of the party-walls of the first rate, and of external and
party-walls of the second rates, must be at the least nine

inches high above the foundation. The focting of ex-
ternal walls of the first rate must be at the least six

inches high above the foundation.

Depth below Ground.—5. In reference to the depth
thereof below the surface of the lowest ground or area
adjoining : — The top of the footing of every external

wall and party-wall must be at the least three inches be-
low such surface.

Depth below lowest Floor.—6. In reference to the

depth thereof below the surface of the lowest floor ad-
joining or intended to adjoin thereto :—The top of the

footing of every external wall and party- wall must be at

the least nine inches below such surface.

Walls generally.—With regard to every party-wall,

external wall, or internal wall of every building of the

first or dwelling-house class hereafter built, and of
every addition to such building, whether already built or

hereafter built,—the two courses of brick-work immedi-
ately below the level of the bottom of the paving, or of
the limbers of the lowest or first floor, must be of good
sound bricks, laid in good cement.

Schedule (D).

—

Part II.

—

External Walls.

Matenals.—And with regard to external walls of
buildings (except those parts thereof in which it may
be required to fix plates, lintels, bonds, corbels, and
wood-bricks, ends of joists, girders, heads and sills of
partitions, breastsummers, and story-posts, and except
openings for doors and windows, shop-fronts and door-
cases to warehouses),—every such wall must be built

solid, and of good sound bricks or good sound stone, or
of good sound bricks and stone, properly bonded, and
set in good and well-compounded mortar or cement.
Nevertheless, in such walls, in every story above the

level of the floor of the third floor, recesses may be
formed; so that such recesses be arched over the full

thickness of the wall
;
and so that the back thereof be of

the thickness of at least eight inches and a half
;
and so

that the stability of the wall be not endangered thereby.

Height. — And with regard to external walls, in refe-

rence to the height thereof,— if an external wall adjoin
a gutter,—then such external wall must be carried up and
remain one foot at the least above the highest part of
such gutter. And if the roof overhang the wall,— then
such wall must be carried up its full thickness to the
underside of the plate of the roof.

Wood and Iron.—And with regard to such excepted
parts of external walls,— they may be of such wood and
it on as shall be necessary. And every plate, lintel,

bond, corbel, and wood-brick, and all ends of joists, gir-

ders, and heads and sills of partitions, must be fixed ut a
distance from the external face of the wall of four

iuches at the least. And the frames of doors and win-
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dows must be fixed in reyeals at a distance from the
external face of the wall of four inches at the least.

And such wood and iron work as shall be required
for breastsumiucrs, girders, and story-posts (which must
be only in the lowest and second stories), must be
fixed at a distance from the external face of the wall of
two inches at the least

;
and must not exceed a height of

15 feet from the public foot pavement or footway in

front of the building to the underside of the breaslsum-
mer or girder. And shop-fronts must be fixed in such
manner as is herein specially directed. And the tiers of
door-cases to warehouses must be fixed in the openings
left in such walls, at a distance from the external face of
the wall of two inches at the least.

Breastsummcrs.~-With regard to every breastsummer
fixed to carry any front wall of a building,—if such
breastsummer have a bearing at one end upon a party-
wall,— then it must be laid upon a template or corbel of
stone or iron, which template or corbel must be tailed
through such wall at least two-thirds of the thickness
thereof; and the end of such breastsummer must not be
fixed into, and must not have its bearing solely on such
party-wall, but must be supported by a sufficient pier
built of brick or stone, or an irou column, or iron or
timber story-post fixed on a solid foundation. And if any
such breastsummer have its bearing at each end upon a
party wall,—then it must be supported by at least two
sufficient piers built of brick or stone, or by iron co-
lumns or iron or timber story-posts fixed on solid founda-
tions. And every such breastsummer must be of such
scantlings, and fixed and supported in such manner as
shall be satisfactory to the surveyor.

Materials to be used in Repairs.—And with regard to
old external walls or other external inclosures of any
building already built, in reference to materials to be
used in the repair thereof : If any such wall or inclo-

suro be not built of the materials required by this Act
for external walls orother external inclosures hereafter to

be built,—then every part of such wall or other external
inclosurc (except the inclosure of roofs, and the Hats,
gutters, dormers, turrets, lantern-lights, and other erec-
tions thereon), may be at all times thereafter repaired
with materials of the same sort as those of which such ex-
ternal wall or inclosurc has been already built.

Materials to he used in Rebuilding.—But if any such
external wall or inclosure be at any time hereafter taken
down or otherwise demolished for the height of ono
story, or for a space equal to one-fourth of the surface
thereof,—then every part thereof, not built in the man-
ner and of the several materials by this Act directed for
external walls, must be taken down; and the same must
be rebuilt in such manner, and of such materials, and
in all respects as by this Act directed for external walls
hereafter to be built, according to the class and rate of
the building to which such external wall or inclosure shall
belong.

External Wall used as a Party-wall.— And with re-

gard to external walls to be used as party-walls to any
building adjoining thereto (except an attached building,
or office as is hereinbefore described) : If the external
wall of any building have not such footings, or be not of
such heights and thicknesses, or be not built in such
manner and of such materials as are herein directed for

party-walls of buildings of the highest rate to which such
wall shall adjoin,—then such external wall must not be
used as a party-wall for any such building; but there
must be a distinct external wall, built as herein described

for external walls, of the rate to which it shall belong.

Schedule (D).

—

Part III.

—

Party-walls.

Division of Buildings.—And with regard to walls

used to divide single buildings into two or more : If it

be intended to divide any building into two or more dis-

tinct parts, then every wall for that purpose must be

built as a party-wall, in the manner and of the materials,

and of the several heights and thicknesses for party-walls

of the highest rate of building to which such party-wall

shall belong or adjoin, as prescribed in reference to the

thicknesses of party-walls in Schedule (B). And if any

building already built, or which shall be hereafter built,

be converted, used, or occupied as two or more separate

buildings, each having a separate entrance and staircase,

and each being separately rated to the poor,— then every

such building shall be deemed to be two or more separate

houses, and must be divided from each other by a party-

wall or party-arch or arches, built in the manner and of

the materials required for party-walls or for party-arches

for the class and rate to which the largest of the build-

ings so divided shall belong.

Site of Walls.—With regard to party-walls, in refer-

ence to the site thereof : If the buildings be of equal

rate, then such party-wall must be built on the line of
junction of such buildings, one-half on the ground of one

owner belonging to one of such buildings, and one-half

on the ground of the other owner belonging to the other

of such buildings. If such buildings be of different rates,

then such wall must be built on the line of junction thereof,

as follows: that is to say, so much thereof as shall be

required for the building of the higher rate, on the

ground of the owner of such building, and so much
thereof as shall be required for the building of the lower

rate, on the ground of the owner of such building of the

lower rate. And if such building of the lower rate be
thereafter enlarged or altered, so asto become a building

of a higher rate, then the owner of such first-mentioned

building of the higher rate, for the time being, shall be
entitled to receive from the owner of such building of the

lower rate such sum of money as shall be a sufficient

compensation for the ground occupied by that portion of

the party-wall which, according to the rate of the build-

ing enlarged, ought to have been built by its owner on his

own ground.

Construction and Materials.—And with regard to

party-walls, in reference to the materials thereof (except

flues and those parts thereof in which it may be required

to fix iron-work, and the following iron or timber, viz., the

sides of story-posts, the ends of girders, and breastsum-

mers and trimming joists, and principal timbers of roofs,
,

and heads and sills of partitions and wood-bricks)

:

Every part of such party-wall must be built solid, and of
good sound bricks, or good sound stone, or good sound
bricks or stone, properly bonded and set in good and
well-compounded mortar or cement. And as to the said
timber or iron, in reference to the position thereof, the
sides of story-posts, not exceeding fifteen feet in height
above the pavement of the street in front thereof, theends
of girders, breastsumraers, trimming joists, principal
timbers of roofs, and heads and sills of partitions, the
ends of such timbers and wood-bricks must be fixed at
a distance of four inches at the least from the centre of
such party-wall. But if theends of timbers be carried on
iron shoes or stone corbels, then such iron shoes or stone
corbels may be built into the wall at least two-thirds of
the thickness of such wall. And the top of every such
party-wall must be finished with one course of sound
stock-bricks, set on edge with good cement, or a coping
of any other waterproof and fireproof covering.

Height.—And with regard to party-walls, in reference
to the height thereof: If a party-wall adjoin to any roof,
—then such party-wall must be carried up and remain
one foot six inches at the least above the part where the
party-wall and roof adjoin, measured at a right angle
with the back of the rafters of such roof. And if any
party-wall adjoin a gutter, then such party-wall must be
carried up, and remain two feet at the least above the
highest part of any such gutter. If there be fixed within
five feet of a party-wall, upon the flat or roof of the build-
ing, any turret, dormer, lantern-light, or other erection,

—

then every such party-wall must be carried up next to
every such turret, dormer, lantern-light, or other erection,
and must extend one foot six inches higher, and one foot
six inches wider than any such erection on each side
thereof.

Openings in Party-walls.—And for the purpose of
regulating the making of openings through any party-wall
between one dwelling-house and another, whereby two
or more dwelling-houses shall be united. With regard
to any dwelling-houses which when so united will contain
more than twelve squares, and the external and party-
walls of which arc such as are herein prescribed for
buildings of the fifth rate of the first class, if such dwell-
ing-houses shall be and continue to be in the same occu-
pation, and if the poor-rates in respect thereof shall be
paid by the same person,—then upon its being declared
by the official referees that in their opinion the stability
of any or either of such dwelling-houses will not be en-
dangered by making such openings, they may be be made
accordingly.

Recesses and Chases.—And further, with regard to any
party-wall, as to recesses, and to chases in such wall :

In every story above the level of the floor of the third
story, recesses may be formed, so that such recesses be
arched over, and so that the back thereof be not nearer
than seven inches to the centreofthc party wall, and so that
the stability of such party-wall be not endangered there-
by. If any chases be required for the insertion of ends of
walls, of piers, of chimney-jambs, of withes of flues, of
metal pipes, or of iron story-posts,—then every chase
for any such purpose must not be left or cut nearer than
four inches at the least to the centre of a party-wall, and
at the distance of nine inches at the least from any front
or back wall, and at the distance of seven feet six inches
at the least from each other on the same side of the wall,
and must not be formed wider than nine inches. And if

any hole or cavity be left or made for the insertion of
templates, or of landings, or of stone steps, or of corbels,

or of iron shoes, or of ends of girders, or of ends of
breastsummers, or of ends of trimming joists, or of heads
and sills of partitions, or of ends of principal timbers of
roofs,— then such hole or cavity must not be left or cut

deeper than two-thirds of the thickness of such wall; and
on such insertion being made, such hole or cavity must
again be made good.

Schedule (D).

—

Part IV.

—

Party-walls and Party-
Arches BETWEEN INTERMIXED PROPERTY.

And with regard to any building already built, having
rooms or floors, the property of different owners, which lie

intermixed, without being separated by anv party-wall or
party-arch or stone floor : If either of such houses shall

be altogether or in part rebuilt, to the extent of one-fourth
of the cubical contents thereof,—then such intermixed
properties must be separated from each other as fol-

lows :—If they adjoin vertically,—then so far as they ad-
join vertically, they must be separated by a party-wall.

If they adjoin horizontally,—then so far as they adjoin
horizontally, they must be separated either by a floor

formed of brick, tile, stone, or other proper and sufficient

incombustible materials, subject to the consent of the

official referees, or by a floor formed of iron girders and
brick arches or stone landings, or tiles, or by a party-arch

or party-arches of brick or stone, of the thickness of nine
inches at the least, if the span do not exceed nine feet, and
thirteen inches at the least if the span exceed nine feet;

and such floor or party-arch or party-arches must be
built with sufficient abutments and in a sufficient manner.

Schedule (D).— Part V.—Buildings over Public

Ways.
And with regard to buildings extending over any pub-

lic way, as to the part thereof which extends over such

way, so far as relates to the separation of such part from

such public way : If such part be rebuilt,—then it must
be separated from such public way, cither by a floor or

arch formed of brick or stone, or of other incombustible

materials, subject to the consent of the official referees,

or by a floor formed of iron girders and brick arches or

stone landings, or by an arch formed of brick and stone
;

which arch, if the span thereof do not exceed nine feet,

must be of the thickness of nine inches at the least, and

which, if the span exceed nine l’cet, must be of the thick-

ness of thirteen inches at the least. And such floor or

arch, with its abutments, must be built in such manner as

shall be approved of by the surveyor; but there must not

be formed over such public way any ceiling of lath and

plaster, or of lath and cement.

Schedule (D).— Part VI. — Party Fence-
Walls.

And with regard to party fence-walls, in reference to
the thickness thereof, and to the height thereof: The foot-
ing of every party fence-wall must be six inches high at
the least, and nine inches wider at the least than the
wall immediately above it

;
and the top thereof must be

in depth three inches at the least below thesurface of the
ground adjoining; and every such footing must be built
in two courses at the least. And the thickness of every
such party fence-wall must be in every part thereof one-
twelfth at the least of the whole height of the wall, mea-
sured from the top of the footing to the top of the wall,
and including any coping upon the wall

;
or if the wall

be less than Si feet high, then such thickness thereof
must be Si inches at the least. And every party fence-
wall, less than nine feet above the ground on cither side
thereof, may be raised to that height by the owner of the
ground, on the side on which it is less than that height

;

but upon condition that he do pay all the costs and
charges of so raising it.

Schedule (E).— (See §5.)—Rules concerning Exter-
nal Projections.

Projections from Walls of Buildings.—And with
regard to all buildings, in reference to projections there-
from (except the porticoes of churches, chapels, theatres,
or other public buildings, but including steps, cellar-
doors, and area inclosures): The walls of all such build-
ings must be set back, so that all projections therefrom,
and also all steps, cellar-doors, and area inclosures, shall
only overhang or occupy theground of the owner of such
building, without overhanging or incroaching upon any
public way.

Porticoes projected over Public Ways.—And with
regard to the porticoes of any church, chapel, theatre,
or other public building of the third class : If the build-
ing of the same shall have been previously sanctioned by
the official referees, by writing under their hands, and if

objection be not made by any party interested within one
month thereafter, and if upon such objection or appeal,
her Majesty’s principal Secretary of State acting for the

Home department do not decide in favour thereof, then
such projections may be built over the foot pavement of
any street or alley which shall be fifty feet wide at the

least (notwithstanding any Act heretofore passed to the

contrary).

Projections from Face-walls, See.—And further, with

regard to buildings, in reference to projections there-

from : As to copings, parapets, cornices to overhanging

roofs, blocking-courses, cornices, piers, columns, pilasters

and entablatures, facias, door and window dressings, or

other architectural decorations, forming part of an ex-

ternal wall, all such projections may project bejond the

general line of fronts in any street or alley, but must be
built of the same materials as are by this Act directed to

be used for building the external walls to which such
projections belong. And as to all balconies, verandahs
of light open iron-work, porches, porlicoes,$hop-fronts,

open inclosures of open areas, and steps and water-pipes,

and to all other projections from external walls, not
forming part thereof, every such projection (except such
part of shop-fronts, and the frames and sashes of the

windows and doors, in reference to the necessary wood-
work thereof', may project beyond the general line of
fronts in any street or alley, but must be built of brick,

tile, stone, artificial stone, slate, cement, or metal, cr

other proper and sufficient fire-proof materials.

Projections from insulated Buildings.—Provided al -

ways, with regard to any insulated buildings, that if the

projections be at the least 10 feet from any public way,

and if they be at least 20 feet from any other building

not in the same occupation, then such projections arc ex-

cepted from the rules and directions of this Act.

Wooden Shop-Fronts and Shutters.—And with re-

gard to shop-fronts and their entablatures, their shut-

ters and pilasters and stall-boards, made of wood :

If the street or alley in which such front is situate be of

less width than 30 feet,—then no part of such shop-

front must be higher, in any part thereof, than 15 feet
;

nor must any part, except the cornice, project more

than five inches
;

nor must the cornice project more

than 13 inches. If the street or alley be of a greater

width than 30 feet,—then no part of such shop-front

must be higher in any part thereof than 15 feet; nor

must any part except the cornice project more than 10

inches; nor must the cornice project more than IS

inches. And the width of such street or alley must be

ascertained by measuring the same, as hereinafter

directed with regard to the streets and alleys. And the

wood- work of such shop-front must not be fixed nearer

than 44 inches to the centre line of a party-wall. And

with regard to such wood-work; if it be put up at such

distance of 44- inches, then a pier or corbel built of

stone or of brick orother incombustible materia 1

,
and of

the width of 4 J inches at the least, must be fixed against

such wood-work, so as to be as high as such wood-

work, and so as to project one inch at the least in front

of the face thereof. And the height of every shop-front

must be ascertained by measuring from the level ot the

public foot-pavement in front of the building. And

every sign or notice-board fixed against or upon any

part of any house must be so fixed that the top shall be

within IS feet at the most above the level of the street

Projections beyond the general Line ofBuildings and

from other external Walls.—hoi willi regard to butld-

'ings already bailt or hereafter to be rebuilt, as to bow

windows or other projections of any kind : Such pro-

jections must neither he built will! nor added to any

building on any face of an external wall thereof, so as

to extend beyond tbe general line of the fronts of the

houses (which general line may be determmed by the

surveyor), except so far as is hereinbefore provided w. h

regard to porticoes projected over public \\a.\s, and with

regard to projections from face-walls and shop-fronts;
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nor so as to overhang the ground belonging to any other

owner
;

nor so as to obstruct the light and air, or be

otherwise injurious to the owners or occupiers of the

buildings adjoining thereto, on any side thereof.

Schedule (F).—{See § 5.)—Rules concerning Chim-

neys hereafter built or rebuilt.

Construction.—With regard to chimneys and chimney-

stacks, in reference to the construction thereof : The

foundations and footings of every such chimney and

chimney-stack must be built similar to those of the wall

in or adjoining to which it shall be. And the brick-work

of every flue in any party-wall must be built from the

foundation of such wall, of the full thickness required

for such flue
;
so that the brick-work of such flue shall

not in any part thereof oversail or overhang any part of

such party-wall. And every stack containing two or

more flues (except angle chimneys) must be built from

the foundation to the top thereof, without any corbelling

over, whereby any upper part of the brick-work of such

stack shall oversail or overhang any lower part of the

brick-work on the front thereof. Nevertheless, with re-

gard to buildings of the fourth, fifth, and sixth rates,

the jambs, breast, and flue of any single chimney may
be built upon brick, stone, or iron corbels, above the

ceiling of the third story of every such building. And
with regard to buildings of the second and third rates,

the jambs, breast, and flue in any single chimney

may be built upon brick, stone, or iron corbels, above

the ceiling of the second floor of every such building.

But the projection both of such jambs and breast must

not in any case *xceed nine inches before the face of

the wall or stack to which the same shall adjoin. And
with regard to angle chimneys, such chimneys may be

built in the internal angle of any building, so that the

width of the breast thereof do not exceed five feet

;

and so that it be properly supported on iron girders,

with brick arches, or on strong stone landings, not less

than four inches thick, and tailed at least nine inches

into each wall forming such angle.

Dimensions and Materials.—And with regard to chim-
neys, in reference to the dimensions of the jambs there-

of : The jambs of every chimney must not be less than

inches wide on each side of such opening. And
with regard to chimneys and flues, in reference to the

thickness of the brick-work thereof: The breast of

every chimney, and the front, back, withe, or partition

of every flue, must be at least 4£ inches of good sound
bricks, properly bonded, and the joints of the work filled

in with good mortar or cement, .and all the inside thereof,

and also the outside or face thereof, next the interior of
any building, must be rendered or pargetted.

Timber or Wood-work.—And with regard to chimneys,
in reference to timber : No timber must be placed over
any opening for supporting the breast of any chimney;
but there must be anarch of brick or stone over the open-
ing of every such chimney, to support the breast thereof:

and an iron bar or bars built into the jambs at least nine

inches on each side where required to tie in the abut-

ment. And as to any timber or wood-work, in reference

to the fixing thereof in or against any wall containing

flues against any chimney-breast or chimney -jamb,— if

timber or wood-work be affixed to the front of any jamb
or mantle, or to the front or back of any chimney or flue,

—then it must be fixed by iron nails or holdfasts, or other

iron fastenings, which must not be driven nearer than

four inches of any flue or the opening of any chimney,
and such timber or wood-work must not be nearer than

nine inches to the opening of any chimney.

Slabs.—And a slab or slabs of brick, tile, stone, slate,

marble, or iron, at least IS inches longer than the open-
ing of every chimney when finished, and IS inches in

front of the arch over the same, must be laid before the

opening of every chimney. And in every floor, except
the lowest or first floor, such slab or slabs must be
laid wholly on brick or stone, or on iron trimmers, of at

least the same breadth and length
;
and in the lowest or

first floor, they may be laid on a brick fender, or bedded
on the solid ground.

Backs.—And as to the back of every chimney-opening
of every building (except backs of chimneys in the first

floor of buildings of the first, second, and third rates),

—every such back, in the lowest or first floor, must be at

least 13 inches thick from the hearth to the height of 18
inches above the mantel, and in every other floor, at the

least 8J inches thick. And as to the backs of chimney-
openings in the first floor of buildings of the first, se-

cond, and third rates,—such backs must beat the least

8i inches thick : Provided always, That if the chimney
be built against an adjoining wall, not being a party-

wall,—then the back of every chimney-opening maybe
inches less than the several thicknesses above described.

Backs of Chimney -openings.—And as to backs of all

chimney-openings,— if two chimneys be built back to

back,— then the thickness between the same must be at

the least of the thickness hereinbefore described for the

back of one chimney -opening.
Angles of Flues.—And as to all flues, in reference to

the angles thereof,—if any flue be built with sufficient

openings in it of not less size than nine inches square,
and proper close iron doors and frames inserted in such
openings, so that every part of such flue may be swept by
machinery,—then every angle in such flue may be of any
degree. But if it be not so built,—then every su h angle
must be 135 degrees at least. And every salient or project-

ing angle within a flue must be rounded off four inches at

the least, and protected by a rounded stone or iron bar.

Close Fires.—And as to every oven, furnace, cokel or
close fire, used for the purpose of trade or manufacture,
it must be six inches at the least distant from any parly-
wall, and not upon nor within a distance of two feet of
any timber or wood -work. And the floor on or above
which such oven, furnace, cokel, or close fire shall be
built or fixed, must be formed and paved under and for
a distance of two feet all round the same, with stone,
brick, tile, or slate at least two inches thick, or other
proper incombustible materials, except iron.

Chimney Shafts.—Aud as to chimney shafts or flues :

Every chimney shaft or flue hereafter built, raised, or

repaired, must be carried up in brick or stone work all

round, at least four inches thick, to a height of not less

than three feet above the highest part of such portion of

the roof, flat, or gutter adjoining thereto, measured at

the point ofjunction. And as to any chimney shaft (ex-

cept that of a steam-engine, brewery, distillery, or

manufactory),— the brick or stone work of such shaft or

flue must not be built higher than eight feet above the

slope, flat, orgutterof the roof which it adjoins, unless it

be built of increased thickness, or be built with and

bonded to another chimney shaft, or otherwise secured

to the satisfaction of the surveyor. And as to the chim-

ney shaft for any steam-engine, brewery, distillery, or

manufactory,—such shaft may be erected of any height,

so that it be of such additional strength and dimensions,

and built in such manner as shall be satisfactory to the

official referees.

Chimney-pots ,
Tubes, Sfc.—And as to earthen or metal

chimney-pots, tubes, funnels, or cowls of any description

whatever, if any such pot, tube, funnel, or cowl be fixed

so as that the lop of it be higher than six feet above the

brick or stone work of the flue on which the same shall

be placed, then the same must be so fixed to the satis-

faction of the surveyor, and must be fixed two feet at the

least into the brick or stone-work of the flue on which it

shall be placed.

Smoke Pipes.— And as to any metal or other pipe or

funnel for conveying smoke or steam, in reference to the

position thereof, such pipe or funnel must not be fixed

against or in front of any face of any building in any

street or alley, nor on the inside of any building nearer

than 14 inches to any timber or other combustible ma-
terial.

Cuttings into Chimneys.—And as to every chimney-

shaft, jamb, breast, or flue already built, or which shall

be hereafter built, in reference to cutting the same, no

such erection shall be cut into for any other purpose than

the repair thereof, or for the formation of soot-doors, or

for letting in, removing, or altering stove-pipes or smoke-

jacks, except as directed for building an external wall

against an old sound party- wall.

Schedule (G).

—

{See § 5.1— Rules concerning Roof
Coverings.

Materials.—With regard to roof coverings, in refe-

rence to the materials thereof, if the external parts ofany

roof, flat or gutter, of any building, or of any projection

therefrom, and of any turret, dormer, lantern-light, and

other erection on the roof orflat of any building, be here-

after built or rebuilt, stripped, ripped, or uncovered,

then every such part (except the door-frames and doors,

window-frames and sashes of such turrets, dormers, lan-

tern-lights, or other erections), must be covered with

slates, tiles, metal, glass, artificial stone, or cement, and

such excepted parts may be made of such wood as shall

be necessary.

Rain Water Pipes.—And with regard to the roof, flat

and gutter, of anv building, and of any projection there-

from, and also balconies, verandahs, and shop fronts, they

must be so constructed, and so supplied with metal gutters

and pipes, as to prevent the water therefrom dropping on

to any public way.

Schedule (H).— (
See § 5.) — Rules concerning

Drains to Buildings hereafter built.

Drains into Sewers.—With regard to the drains of

buildings of any class, and of every addition thereto,

before the several walls of such building shall have been

built the height of 10 feet from their foundations, the

drains thereof must have been properly built and made
good (that is to say), if there be in the front of the build-

ing, and within 30 feet therefrom, a common sewer into

which it is lawful and practicable to drain, then into such

common sewer; and if there be not in such situation and
within such distance any such common sewer, then into

cesspools, so as to render in either case such drains

available for the drainage of the lowest floor of such

building, or addition thereto, and also of its areas, water-

closets, privies, and offices (if any). And the inside of

the main drains under and from every building for carry-

ing off soil must be of or equal to an area at least nine

inches in diameter. And every such drain must be laid

to a fall or current of at least half an inch to lOfeet, and
so as that the whole of every such drain within the walls

of such building shall be wholly covered over under the

lowest floor, and independently thereof. And every such

drain within the walls of such building must be built and
covered over with brick, stone, or slate set in cement, so

as to render the drain air-tight. And of every such drain,

two-thirds at the least of the lowest part of the inside

thereof must be rendered with cement. And every part

of such drain outside the walls of every building must
be built of brick, stone, or slate, set in mortar or

cement.

Cesspools and Privies.—And with regard to cess-

pools and privies: If there be a common sewer in front

and within 30 feet of any house, then a cesspool must
not be made for the reception ofdrainage from such house,

unless there be, or shall be built, a good and sufficient

drain from such cesspool to such common sewer. And
every cesspool for the reception of drainage or for any
privj or water-closet which shall hereafter be built, must

be steined with brick-work all round, at least eight and a

half inches thick, and must be properly domed over at

the top, and of at least three feet diameter in the clear,

and five feet deep below the bottom of the drains at the

entrance thereto. And if any cesspool be built under a
house,—then such cesspool must be built air-tight. And
every privy built in the yard or area of any building, or

under any street or alley, must have a door, and be other-

wise properly inclosed, screened, and fenced from
public view.

Schedule (I).

—

{See § 5.)—Rules concerning Streets

and Alleys hereafter formed.
Width.—With regard to every such street or alley, in

reference to the width thereof: ^Every street or alley

must be of at least the following width, in every part

thereof respectively; that is to say,— every street must

be of the width of 30 feet at the least
;

every alley

must be of the width of 20 feet at the least.

Entrances to Alleys.—And with regard to every alley

in reference to the entrance thereof : Every alley must

have either two entrances thereto, each being at least 20
feet wide, and open from the ground upwards, or one

entrance thereto, being 30 feet wide, and open from the

ground upwards.
Measurement of Width.—And with regard both to

streets and alleys, the aforesaid width is to be ascer-

tained by measuring (at right angles to the course

thereof) such width only as shall be given up to or used

by the public, or shall be paved or lighted at the public

expense.

Schedule (K).—(See § 5.)—Rules concerning dwell-

ing-houses hereafter built or rebuilt, with regard to

back-yards and areas, and rooms underground, and

in the roof.

Back-yards.—With regard to back-yards or open

spaces attached to dwelling houses : Every house

hereafter built must have an inclosed back-yard or open

space of at least one square, exclusive of any building

thereon. And if any house already built be hereafter

rebuilt,—then, unless all the rooms of such house above

such level can be lighted and ventilated from the street,

or from an area of the extent of at least three-quarters

of a square, into which the owner of the house to be

rebuilt shall be entitled to open windows for every room

adjoining thereto, there must be from above such level

of the floor of the third story an open space of at least

three-quarters of a square.

Underground Rooms.—And with regard to the lower

rooms or cellars of buildings hereafter to be built or re-

built : If any such room or cellar be used or intended to

be used as a separate dwelling,— then the floor thereof

must not be below the surface or level of the ground im-

mediately adjoining thereto, unless it have an area, fire-

place, and window as described for rooms and cellars of

existing buildings let separately and used as a separate

dwelling, and unless it be properly drained. And with

regard to every room or cellar in any existing building

used or intended to be used as a separate dwelling;— the

area of such room must contain at least one square. And

there must be an area not less than three feel wide in

every part, from six inches below the floor of such room

or cellar to the surface or level of the ground adjoining

to the front, back, or external side thereof, and extending

the full length of such side. And such area, to the extent

of at least live feet long and two feet six inches wide,

must be in front of the window of such room or cellar,

and must be open, or covered only with open irou

gratings. And there must be made for every under-

ground room a fire-place, at least three feet high, and

at least two feet six inches wide, with proper flue

therefrom. And there must be a window-opening at least

four feet high, and at least three feet wide in the clear of

the reveals
;
which window-opening must be fitted with

a frame filled in with glazed sashes, of which at least one-

half must be made to open for ventilation,

Attic Rooms.—And with regard to rooms in the roof of

any building hereafter built or rebuilt, in reference to the

number of floors of rooms in the roof, and to the height

of such rooms
;
— there must not be more than one floor

of such rooms, and such rooms must not be of a less

height than seven feet, except the sloping part, if any, of

such roof, which sloping part must not begin at less thau

three feet six inches above the floor, nor extend more

than three feet six inches on the ceiling of such room.

Rooms in other Parts.—And with regard to rooms in

other parts of the building, in reference to the height

thereof,— every room used or intended to be used as a

separate dwelling must be of at least the height of seven

feet from the floor to the ceiling.

For every attached or detached building, distinctly

rated (except such building built at the same time as the

building to which they are attached, and carried up and

covered in, within twenty-one days after such building

shall have been covered in, within the meaning of this

Act), such fee as is hereby imposed in respect of buildings

of the same rale.
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Feefor Additions, or Alterations, or Repairs.—For
every addition, alteration, or repair made to any building
which shall involve the execution of works subject to the’
regulations of this Act, the following fees

;
that is to

say,

—

£ s d
If the building be of the 1st or lowest rate 0 10 o'

Ditto 2nd rate . ..0150
Ditto 3rd ditto ... 1 5 o
Ditto 4th ditto ... 1 10 0
Ditto 5th ditto ... 1 15 o
Ditto 6th ditto ... 2 10 0

Fees for Special Duties.—For the following special
duties performed by any surveyor, according to the enact-
ments of this Act; that is to say,

—

For attendingto the cutting away ofchimney-
breasts for external walls,— ,£ s

If the building be of the 1 st or lowest rate 1 1

Ditto 2nd rate ... 2 2
Ditto 3rd ditto ... 2 2
Ditto 4th ditto ... 2 2
Ditto 5th ditto ... 2 2
Ditto 6th ditto ... 3 3

For condemning party fence-walls . . . 1 l
For the inspection and removal of projec-

tions, &c. in imminent danger, and ruinous
buildings 0 10

For surveying party-walls not kept in repair,
and consenting to notice of repair being
sorved 0 10

For inspecting arches or stone floors over £ <, j
public ways . . .

For measuring widths of streets, &c. . . . 0 10 OFor inspecting formation of openings in
party-walls

0 10 0For inspecting drains and cesspools . . .0100*or inspecting chimney-shafts, pots, funnels,
“C. above certain heights . . 0 10 O

.h

c

rrix b-d"-
01 not co“ prehcn'i,!d

•“ft-*** °J
d* 1 rifcre“ sh*». 1>J writing under

their bands, order and appoint, with the consent ofthe commissioners of works and buildings.

Section
of the
Act.

SCHEDULE (M).—METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT.
Summary or PnocRnnreos to be taken or observed before and after Notices in relation to Buildings.

Stages of Proceeding.

20,21 ,

24,25

As to pulling down rooms in inter-
mixed property, and repairing or
rebuilding party fence-walls.

In the same case

In the same case

WORKS GENERALLY.
Before commencing the operations
specified in this section.

Before resuming operations, after
being suspended for a period ex
ceeding three months.

On change of Architect, Master
Builder, or other Superintendent.

On the occurrence of any irregula-
rity in building operations.

As to openings hereafter made ...

external walls abutting on adjoin-
ing ground or buildings.

SPECIAL SUPERVISION.
On completion of the carcase of a
building subject to special super-
vision.

On completion of amendments, or
the entire completion of a build-
ing, subject to special super-
vision.

PARTY-WALLS, &C.
Before survey, repair or pulling
down of a party-wall, party-arch,
or party fence-wall.

In the same case

In the same case

With reference to
whom taken.

To the District Sur
veyor.

Steps to be taken,

j

By whom taken.

Two days’ notice to Bv the Builder. Sei
be given.

,
Definition, $ 13.

Two days’ notice to By the Builder. See To the District Sur-be given. Definition, § 13.
|

veyor.

Two days’ notice to By the Builder. See
;

To the District Sur-be given. Definition, § 13.
48 hours’ notice to be By the District Sur-

given.
Notice to stop up
within one month.

Notice for inspection
thereof.

Notice relative
thereto.

As to pulling down a timber parti-
tion, and erecting or raising a
party-wall.

Excavation against existing party-
wall for a deeper story, and for the
erection of an external wall.

Building a party-wall on line of
junction of two pieces of vacant
ground.

In the same case

MODIFICATION'S.
Modification of intended work to
suit adjoining owner.

In the same case .

,

In the same case

One month before
survey, and six
months’ notice be-
fore operations.

Notice for survey • •

Appointment of sur-
vey.

Notice of intention
to build a party-
wall, or as directed
by Official Re-
ferees.

Notice for inspection
thereof.

Appointment of s
vey.

Six months’ notice of
intention to build
or raise a party-
wall.

One month’s notice
of intention to cut
away footings or
breast or shaft of
a party-wall.

One month’s notice
for consent of ad
joining Owner.

Notice of consent ..

Seven days’ notice
for consent.

Application for de-
cision.

Notice of application

veyor.
By adjoining Owner

By the Architect or
Builder.

By the Architect or
Builder.

By the Building
Owner. See Defi-
nition, § 13.

By the Building
Owner. See Defi-
nition, 5 13.

By the District Sur-
veyor.

To Owner of exter
nal wall.

Building

Building

To the adjoining

To the District Sur-
veyor and Official
Referees.

To the Owners and
Agents, &c.

To the adjoining
Owner and District
Surveyor, § 20

To the District Sur-
veyor and the Offi-

cial Referees.
By the District Sur- i To the Owners and
veyor.

1 Agents, &c.

To the
Owner.

the Building
wner.

the Building
wner.

the Building
wner.

the adjoining
wner.

By the adjoining
Owner.

By the adjoining
Owner. „

By the adjoining To ....
Owner. Owner.

adjoining

To the adjoining
Owner.

To the
Owner.

adjoining

Building

Building

To the Official Re-
ferees.

Building

Form of Notice
to be given.

See Form No. 1

See Form No. 2

See Form No. 3

See Form No. 4

See Form No. 5

See Form No. (J

See Form No. 7

See Form No. 8

See Form No 9

See Form No. 10

See Form No. 11

See Form No. 12

See Form No. 13

See Form No. 14

See Form No. 15

See Form No. 16

See Form No. 17

See Form No. 18

See Form No. 19

Place of Notice.

At the District Sur-
veyor’s office.

At the District Sur-
veyor’s office.

At the District Sur-
veyor's office.

At the Builder's office

According to 5 101
Ac.

At the Official Re-
ferees’ office.

At the Official Re-
ferees’ office.

According to § 101,
dec.

At the District Sur-
veyor’s and Official
Referees’ offices.

To Building and ad-
joining Owners and
Agents.

According to § 101,
Ac.

Subsequent Proceedings.

£20 penalty for neglect. Existing
buildings rltered, &c. without nt£
lice, to be abated as a nuisance.

*20 penalty for neglect.

£20 penalty for neglect.

Proceedings by Surveyor or Official
Referees.

To be stopped up.

of use of irregular buildings of

SVS"
pen,ltrof&1°

Survey and certificate.

Inspection by Surveyor.
§ 23.

At the District Sur-
veyor's and Official
Referees’ offices.

To Building and ad-
joining Owners and
Agents.

According to § 101
dec.

According to § 101
&c.

According to § 101
die.

According to § 101
Sec.

Inspection by Surveyor, and report
to Official Referees.

Inspection by Surveyor, and report
to Official Referees.

Erection of wall.

At the Official Re-
ferees’ office.

I

rerees omce.
See Form No. 20 According to § 101

I

Tomd.i
bLsS"' “d ,e[,ort

Erection of wall, or raising of wall

Execution of operations.

Execution of operations.

Erection of wall.

If consent not given, commence-
ment of works must be delayed for
decision of Official Referees.

Delay in commencing operations.

Ditto ditto

Schedule (M).

FORMS OF NOTICES AS TO WORKS.
Metropolitan Buildings Act, Yict., c,

s. 13, 1844.

1 .—Notice by the Builder to the District Surveyor,
days before commencing operations.

I do hereby give you notice, that I intend to (I)
and that C. D., of is to be the

of the works to be executed and
the said works will be begun on the day of

Dated this day 0 f

(Signature.)

[ ** Certain penalties are attached to neglect in n-ii

this notice.]
B fa

(1) Describing the erection or intended operation in iceterms, and Whether it relate to any of the folio
matters :

—

“
f

The erection of any building ;’’

or, “ The making of any addition to or alteration ir
building

or, ” The building, pulling down, rebuilding, cu
into, or altering anv party-wall, external
chimney-stack, or flue

;’’

0r’

t-u
™?king of "any opening in any party-w

or, 1 he doing of “ any other matter or thing by
Act placed under the supervision of the
veyor."

(2) Insert “ architect,’’ or » builder," or other sup,
tendent to have charge of the works

.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Yict., c.

s. 13, 1844.
*• Notice by the Builder to the District Surveyor,

two days before resuming operations.
I do hereby give you notice, that I intend to re-corn-

mence the (1) and that C. D., of
is to be the (2) 0 f the works to be
resumed

;
and that the said works will be continued on

the day of
Dated this day of

r* * r. .

(Signature.)
L * Certain penalties are attached to neglect in giving

this notice.]
00

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

s. 13, 1844.
3* Notice by the Builder to the District Surveyor, as

to Change of Builder.
I do hereby give you notice, that, with reference to

the works specified in my notice of
,ast E. F. (2) is to be
placed in charge of the said works, instead of C. D.,

the (2) mentioned in the
said notice.

Dated this day of

(Signature.)

(1) Describing in general terms the works referred to in
notice No. 1, and which works may have been sus-
pended three months.

(2) Insert " architect," or “ builder,” or other superin-
tendent to have charge of the works.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

s. 14, 1844.

4.—Notice by the District Surveyor to the Builder, as
to any thing done in the Erection of any Building
not conformably to the Act.

I do hereby give you notice, that the (1)
now in progress (2) situate in (3)

is not conformable to the statute in the portions
thereof under mentioned

;
and I require you, within

forty-eight hours from the date hereof, to amend the
same.

Dated this day of at the hour of
by the clock.

Note.—Irregularities referred to.

(Signature.)

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. , *. 36, 1844.

5.—Notice by an Owner or Occupier to an adjoining

Owner or Occupier, to stop up an Opening in an
External Wall abutting on his Premises.

Ido hereby give you notice, That if within one month
from the date hereof you do not stop up the opening

(1) Insert “ building,” or " alterations,” or “ building ope-
rations," as the case may be.

(2) Insert “ under your superintendence," or “ in the build-
ing belonging to you," as the case may be.

(3) Insert the situation, as the case may be.
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made in lie citereal wall ol jeer premises situate in (1)

and which abuts on my(2)

I shall, at your expense, cause the same to be stopped

up, conformably to the statute.

Dated this ^ay of

(Signature.)

FORMS OF NOTICES AS TO SPECIAL
SUPERVISION.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. , s. 15,

1S44.

6.—Notice by an Architect or Builder to the Official

Referees, as to Completion of the Carcase of a

Building subject to special Supervision.

I do hereby give you notice, that the building now

erecting under my superintendence in (1)

being a building of the (3)
a
9.

having been completed to the full height of the walls

thereof, and the timbers, floors, roofs, and partitions be-

ing fixed, I require you, in accordance with the statute,

should you be of opinion that the building is subject to

special supervision, to survey the same, and to certify

accordingly.

Dated this day of
(Signature.)

r* * Penalties, varying from £5 to .£500 per day,

attach to the use of any such building without its being

certified subsequent to notice as above and following.

J

Vict., c.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.

1544.

Metropolitan Buildings Act.

s. 20 and 23, 18+4.

10.—Notice, in the same case, by the District Surveyor

to the Building Owner and adjoining Owner, and

such one or more Surveyors and Agents by them

appointed,

j surveyor of the district, do hereby

give you notice, that, in pursuance of an application

made to the official referees and to me in that behalf, it is

my intention to proceed to view the premises (1)
J

situate in for lhe purpose

of certifying the condition of the (2)

and Whether any part thereof is so far out of repair as

to require to be either wholly or in part repaired, or pulled

down and rebuilt; and such surrey I do intend to make

on the day of next, at by the

clock in the noon, in the presence of any one or

more surveyors or agents, on behalf of the building

owner and the adjoining owner.

(Signature.)

against the existing party-wall by which our premises are

parted, situate >
ai,d to cut

away such portion of the footings, or chimney-breast, or

shaft, iu such party-wall as will be necessary for that

purpose.

Dated this day of

(Signature.)

T.—Notice by an Architect or Builder to the Official

Referees, as to Completion of Amendments, and of

Buildings subject to special Supervision.

I do hereby give you notice, that the building now

erecting under my superintendence in(l)

being a building of the(3) and having

been completed in pursuance of your survey and notice

subsequent, I require you, in accordance with the sta-

tute, to survey the same, and to certify accordingly.

Dated this day of
(Signature.)

r* * This notice will be used both with reference to

the completion of amendments and to the entire comple-

tion of a building.]

Metropolitan Buildings Act, \ict., c. »

s. 32, 33, 1844.

U.—Notice to be given, one month before survey, and

six months before commencing operations, by an

Owner to an adjoining Owner.

I do hereby give you notice, that I intend to (3)

and that I intend to have such (4)

surveyed conformably to ihe statute
;
and

that I have given notice to the district surveyor, and to the

official referees, to survey the premises, and to certify

accordingly.

Dated ibis daj o'
(Signature.)

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

s. 37, 1844.

16.—Notice of Desire to build a Party-wall on the Line

of Junction of Two Pieces of vacant Ground.

I do hereby give you notice, that I desire to build

partly on my land or ground, adjoining your vacant ground,

and partly on your vacant ground, on the line of junction

of the said premises (1) which will be of

the under-noted thicknesses and dimensions
;
and should

you consent thereto, I require you to signify such consent

in writing on or before the day of

next.

Dated this day of
(Signature.)

Note of the Thickness and Dimensions.

Vict., c

FORMS OF NOTICES AS TO PARTY-WALLS, &c.

, s. 20, 21,Metropolitan Buildings Act, V
23, 24, 25, 1834.

g Notice to be given (one month before survey,

'and six months before commencing operations) by

an Owner or Occupier, to an adjoining Owner

or Occupier, that the Party-wall, or Party-arch,

or Party-fence-wall is out of Repair.

I do hereby give you notice, that I apprehend that

^/.ja or some part thereof,

o!i thc’linc of junction between my(5) situate,

&c., and the (5)

thereto adjoining, situate on the side

thereof is so far out of rcpair(G) as to render it neces-

sary to V) swell wall or some part thereof; and that I in-

tend to have such wall surveyed, pursuant to the statute;

and also, that I have given notice to the surveyor of

»,ie district, and to the official referees, to survey ihe pre-

mises, for die purpose of certifying the condition of such

wall and whether the whole or any part thereof ought to

be repaired or pulled down and rebuilt, and to certify

accordingly.

Dated this day of
(Signature.)

Metropolitan Buildings Act,
s. 32, 33, 1844.

12 .—Notice in the same case to the Surveyor and

Official Referees.

I do hereby give you notice, that I intend to (3)

and that I require a survey thereof to be

made, pursuant to the statute, and that in presence of

such one or more surveyors or agents appointed by me as

undermentioned, or by C.D., the owner of the adjoining

property, for the purpose of certifying whether the whole

or any part (5)
ought to be pulled

down and rebuilt; and I do hereby also intimate that 1

have served a notice on C D. to the like effect.

Dated this day of
(Signature.)

Names and Addresses ofone or more Surveyors

or Agents for Building-Owner.

Metropolitan Be '.dlngs^Act, Vict., c.

a—Notice in ihe same :se, to the Surveyor and Official

leferees.

I do hereby give yc.. notice, that I apprehend that

tke
’ or some part thereof, on the.

line of junction between my (5) situate

in and the (5)

thereto adjoining, situate on the side

thereof, is so far out of repair (6)

as to render it necessary to repair or pull down and re-

build such wall, or some part thereof; and that I require

a survey thereof to be made, pursuant to Hie statute, and

that in presence of such one or more surveyors or agents

appointed by me, ns undermentioned, or by C.D., the

owner of the adjoining property, for the purpose of cer-

tifying the condition of such wall, and whether the whole

or any part thereof ought to be repaired, or pulled down

and rebuilt; and I do hereby also intimate that I have

served a notice on C.D. to the like effect.

Dated this day of
(Signature.)

Names and Addresses of one or more Surveyors

oi- Agents of a Building Owner.

(1) Specifs/ the situation.

(2) Insert •* ground” or “ building adjoining.

(3) Insert “ sixth rate of first class,” or “ sixth rate of se-

cond class,’ ’ or “ of the third class,” os the case maybe.

(4) Insert “ party-wall," or “ party-arch,” or “ party-
HI KMC pc.,-- -

fence-wail,” as the case may be.

(5) Insert “ house,” or “ building,’ “ ground,”

case may oe.

(6) Insert when required “ or has been rendered dangerous

and ruinous by cutting away footings,” or “ breasts," or

“ chimney-shafts.”

(7) Insert “ repair,”

case may be.

“pulldown and rebuild,”

Vict., c.

Metropolitan Buildings Act,
s. 37, 1844.

17 —Notice of Consent to the building of a Parly wall

on the Line of Junction of Two Pieces of vacant

Ground.
I do hereby give you notice, that I consent to the

building of a (1) Parl]y “JT laml

or ground, adjoining your vacant ground, on the line of

junction of the said premises, which I require to be of

the undermentioned thicknesses and dimensions, and

other particulars.

Dated this day
.

(Signature.)

Note of the Thickness and Dimensions,

and other Particulars.

FORMS OF NOTICES AS TO MODIFICATION

OF INTENDED BUILDING OPERATIONS.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. , s. 22,

] 8+4.

,o —Requisition to a Buildiny Owner by an adjoining
i , * j ~ji t

:

—. n TIV...L /»„ h,c

Vict., c.Metropolitan Buildings Act,
s. 32, 33, 1844.

!3. Notice in the same case by the District Surveyor to

the Building Owner and adjoining Owner, and such

one or more Surveyors and Agents by them ap-

pointed.

I surveyor of the district, do hereby

give you notice, that in pursuance of an application made

to the official referees and to me in that behalf, it is my

intention to proceed to view the premises (1

)

situate in for the purpose of

certifying whether any part of such (5)

require to be (6) ;
and such survey I do

intend to make on the day of

next . ai by the clock in the noon,

in the presence of any one or more surveyors or agents

whom the parties concerned shall appoint for that pur-

pose.

Dated this day ot

(Signature.)

• — acquisition lO a Duautiiy ••a

Owner . as to Modification of intended Work on his

behalf.
.

.

I do hereby give you notice, that I require you to(2)

the works specified iu your notice of

the day of in conse-

quence of the inconvenience and loss that would arise to

me if the same were executed at the time proposed by

you and if you do not consent hereto, or dissent there-

from, within days, then, in pursuance of the

statute, you arc hereby required to delay your intended

operations until the official referees shall have deter-

mined thereon.

Dated this day of

(Signature.)

Note of Modifications.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

s. 32, 1844.

H.—Notice to be given six months before commencing

operations by an Owner to an adjoining Owner.

I do hereby give you notice, that I intend to (7)
pursuant

to the statute.

Dated this day of

(Signature.)

Vict., c.Metropolitan Buildings Act,
s. 27, 1844.

15 —Notice of Intention to build an external Wall

against an existing Parly-wall, andfor that purpose

to cut away Footings, Breast, and Shaft of an ex-

isling Party-wall.

I do hereby give you notice, that it is my intention,

one mouth after the dale hereof, to build an external wall

(1) Designated by number e

(2) Insert “party-wall,” <

wall,” as the case may be.

• other name.
“ party-arch,” or party fence-

fo whether it be
(3) Specify the kind of operation,

tended,— _ „ „
•
‘ To raise a party fence-wall

;

or, “ To repair or rebuild a party fence-wall

;

or, “To pull down and rebuild rooms in intermixed pro

perty, &c.
and specifying the situation, eye.

(4) Insert “party fence-wall," or, “rooms in intermixed

property.”

(5) Specify the kind ofoperation intended.

(61 Insert “raked,” or “repaired,” or “ pulled down and

rebuilt

o whether it be ii

(7) Specify the kind of operation,

tenied
To pun down a timber partition, and instead thereof

to build a party-wall,” where no survey is required ,-

or, “ To raise a party-wall.”

Vict.,Metropolitan Buildings Act,
s. 22, 1844.

19. —Notice by an adjoining Owner to the Official

Referees as to the Modification of intended Works of

a Building Owner.

I do hereby give you notice, that C. D., of

having specified in his notice of the day of

certain works to be executed subsequent to

the day of next; and I having

served upon him a requisition iu reference to the (3)

of the works so intended by him, in conse-

quence of the inconvenience and loss that would arise to

me if the same were executed at the time proposed by

him, and he not having attended thereto; it is my desire

that a survey be made in pursuance of the statute, with

reference to such works, and the notices referred to.

Dated this day of W .

(Signature.)

Note of Modifications.

Vict.,Metropolitan Buildings Act,

1 S44.

20. — Notice by an adjoining Owner to a Building

Owner as to Application to the Official Referees for

Survey of intended Works with reference to ihe Mo-

dification or Delay thereof.

I do hereby give you notice, that, in consequence of

your not consenting to the (5) of the works

intended by you, as specified in my requisition of the

day of last, I have applied to the

official referees for a survey of the premises, pursuant to

the statute.

Dated this day of (6)
(Signature.)

party-fence wa 1
'.

' " exter-

: delay until the

‘ delay until

(1) Insert “ party-wall,' <

nal wall,” us the case may be.

(2) Insert “ modify as under-noted,” or

day of as the case may

(3) Insert “ modification as under-noted, or

the day ,” as the case may be.

(4) Within seven days after the previous requisition.

(5) Insert “ modification ” or “ delay,” as the case may be.

(6) Within seven days after the previous requisition.

London: Printed by Charles Wyman, of 49, Co-
ming-street, PentonviUe, in the County of Middlesex

Printer, at the Printing-Office of J. & H. Cent, 23

7-1 & 73, Great Queen-street, Lmcoln’s-Inn 1' telda, in

Parish of St. Gilcs-in-the- Fields, in the same Countj

and published by the said Charles W y.man, at the Offlci

of “The Builder,” 2, Vork-slrect Covent-Oarden

in the Parish of St. Paul, Covent-gardeu, in the sau

County.—Saturday, March lGth, 1844.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 23, 1844.

VERY exer-

tion was made

by us last week

to circulate

amongoursub-

scribers, not

only a copy entire of the

proposed new Building-

Act, but also to append

thereto such critical re-

marks as we could obtain

upon notice so short
;
but

notwithstanding our ut-

most endeavours we found

that we should be com-

pelled either to reset a con-

siderable part of the work

(including the schedules of the Bill), already

in type, which would have occasioned a whole

day’s delay, or otherwise that we should pub-

lish with the omission of the notes prepared for

us relative to the schedules. We in this num-

ber give all those notes, with some additions

which the increased time has enabled us to

procure; and we trust that, although they are

not set against the text of the Bill, such precise

explanations have been added to them, that no

person will find any difficulty in understanding

clearly how they relate to the parts of the

Bill of which they treat. We have ourselves

had opportunity in the interval from our last

publication of reviewing the measure generally:

we therefore ask the attention of our readers

while we make a few observations upon the

chief differences which are contemplated be-

tween the proposed Building-Act and the

present statute.

1st. Power to be

given to the council
to extend theoperation of

the proposed Act “ to
ANY PLACE WITHIN
TWELVE MILES OF
Charing-cross."

2nd. The extending of

the powers of the Act
“ TO ALL PLACES LYING
WITHIN TWO HUNDRED
YARDS FROM THE DIS-

TRICT HEREBY DE-
FINED."

3rd. The dividing pub-
lic places into the two
ranks of streets and
alleys.

Some clear definition

ought to be given ho%v ad-

measurement would be

made
,

whether by the

roads or by the compasses
upon a map also, if this

be carried, whether a
town or other place,

partly within the tv;elve

miles, is to be wholly in-

cluded or wholly ex-

cluded.

No provision whatever
is made for the counties

of Essex and Hertford
to bear any portion of
the expense ofthe Official

Referees and Registrar

-

of- metropolitan - build-

ings, norfor increasing,

according to extent of
land, the number of Offi-

cial Refei'ees, nor Jor
altering th< scale of con-

tributionaccording to the

increase in somecounties.

In this case the dis-

trict-surveyors should be

sworn in accordingly,

otherwise they might be

required toperform duty
inparishesforwhich they
have not been sworn in

to act.

Commissioners for
Paving having the power
of making public places
either foot-ways or car-

riage-ways, the restric-

tion in this case would
rest with them.

4th. The appointment
of A REGISTRAR - OF
METROPOLITAN - BUILD-
INGS, besides Official Re-
ferees.

5th. Thegivingpowers

to dispense on cer-

tain occasions with the

strict letter of the pro-

posed Act.

6th. Final appeal to

the Commissioners of

Works aud Buildings.

7th. Giving power to

the Official Referees to

assess the liabilities of

all persons interested in

party-walls.

8th. Dividing build-

ings into three classes,

viz :—Dwelling - houses,

Warehouses, and Public

buildings—the subdivi-

sion of each class into

six rates.

9th. The forbidding

of projections of any
kind over public ways.

10th. Some restric-

tions as to drainage.

11th. The forbidding
District - Surveyors to

survey officially any
buildings erected by
themselves.

This would tend to

make the District- Sur-
veyors in some sort the

creatures of the Re-
ferees, by their being

induced to court employ-

ment in other districts.

We do not think the

Bill contains sufficient

definition as to what kind

of person the Registrar

should be; and we have
heard some fears ex-

pressed that if an archi-

tect be appointed, he will

often be wrong in legal

points; and ifa barrister

be selectedfor the office,

he will improperly have

the power of defeating

the wisest decisions of
theReferees.

We doubt whether less

thanseven Referees could

by anypossibility execute
the multitudinous duties

which are projected for
them;andwe think unless

something could be done

to lessen thefrequency of
appeal to them, grievous

delays must arise from
the impossibility of two
persons exercising such

onerous duties
,
and hav-

ing to attend to such a

multitudeqfapplications.
We should envy not the

District-surveyors under
such appeals, nor the

Referees in being so often

applied to. The giving

these latter officers fixed
salaries would be most

dignified, but would open
them to a frightfully

voluminous correspond-

ence and official labour

through which Jew men
could go.

This might effectmuch

good, but would raise

with some persons an
infinitude of expecta-

tions that the wholesome
provisions of the Act
may beevadedbypetition,

favouritism, or adroit

shewing ; and to the pre-

sent vulgar idea, that a

guinea may go a great

way in rendering an
irregular building strict-

ly conformable to statute,

would be added less fa-
vourable opinions.

We think such a pro-
vision would burthen

that body with duties

which it would not be

able to perform.

We think that rules

might be drawn up under
the sanction of the Offi-

cial Rqferees and regis-

trar, by which the dis-

trict - surveyors might
settle the liabilities of
all persons concerned in

the expense of party-

walls, they being allowed

certainfeesfor thatpur-
pose.

We refer in these

matters to Mr. Bartho-
lomew’s Notes.

We think this would
be extremely vexatious,

and would have the effect,

it is true, of preserving

many antiquities, but

would also prevent im-
provements being made,

by proprietors giving to

their buildings a doom-
time duration in ordei'

to preserve their rights

acquired often before a

place became public.

These are generally

wholesome. We refer

to Mr. Bartholomew's
notes on the subject. We

12th. The requiring

of open areas behind

buildings.

13th. Altering the

mode of procedure in

matters relating to party-

walls.

14th. Altering the fees

of the District-Surveyors

to a scale rather lower

than the present fees

settled seventy years ago,

but the granting of some
extra fees.

think in certain cases
drains larger than men-
tioned in the Bill should
be required.

We think more exact
definitions ought to be

made as to the liability

of tenants, whether they

are to escape repairing

dilapidationsupon party
walls; and whether a
ground-landlord, who is

to receive benefit from
the building of a new
party-wall near the end

of a lease, should not

contribute the greater

portion of the expense.

We lately had a case

wherein the ground-
landlord, three years be-

fore the end of a lease,

rebuilt the next house,

which caused the con-

demnation of the party

-

wall; and although the

house had been well and
constantly keptrepaired,

all the remaining im-

proved rent of 34/. per
annum was absorbed by
the expense of the new
party-wall, which was
required for the land-

lord's benefit when he
rebuilt the adjoining

house.

W e have some doubt as to the efficient opera-

tion of the proposed office of Registrar-of-

Metropolitan-Buildings
;
and this brings us to

put forth some ideas which we have long

cherished, viz. the urgent necessity for the

relief of the other courts by the establishment of

& Court of 8rrf)ttccture.

Whoever has had any thing to do as a wit-

ness, a plaintiff, a defendant, an attorney, or in

anyothercapacity,with anycaseatlawconnected

with building, knows how grievous iu such an

affair in an ordinary court. It is true some

of the judges and some barristers have turned

their attention to, and have studied a little of,

the subject; but the proceedings are usually

such as to disgust nearly all parties concerned,

while the virtual denial of justice, through the

enormityofexpenses, causes the bitterest regret,

however grievous may have been a case,

that it was not abandoned rather than have

followed proceedings, which soon caused the

amount of the original matter of dispute to

become a mere “ Vanishing-point,” compared

to the expense which the costs subtend in the

“ Line-of-heights.”

Most of such cases, after wituesses and all

other parties have waited several days in court,

are after all put off to arbitration, because their

technicalities are so indistinctly understood

that judges, jury, barristers, and all, desire to

have them referred. Now, this reference is

usually to a barrister, who is attended by two

other barristers, all of whom are nearly equally

uninformed on the technicalities of the question

in dispute, and who, after hammering away for

many days or nights at an enormous expense,

for witnesses and attorneys summoned to teach
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and give them a slight elementary glimmering

of the case, in due time an award is made

which we have continually observed is pretty

nearly as though the vulgar method of

“toss-up” were resorted to, unless, in-

deed, the more equitable mode of halving the

difference have been chosen. In the mean-

while each respectable witness of nice con-

science has been proved by the brazen per-

verter of truth, hired to make wrong prevail,

to be a very questionable person, a mere hire-

ling who will say any thing. Hence it is com-

monly said that a surveyor, to be a good wit-

ness, must be a hard swearer, and if he be also

a hard drinker, whose courage can be alco-

holized above proof so as to resist attack, he is

the man to employ.

At first, forjudges, should be chosen those

who, however ill-educated to the subject they

may be, are still the best acquainted with it

that could be selected from the bar, and who
have a good knowledge of general law; in a

few years a set of barristers would arise who
would have become intimately acquainted with

architectural jurisprudence, and then judges of

the requisite information could be chosen.

Disputes relative to dilapidations, questions

of price, whether upon contracts, or with master

and man, or in whatever other way, could be

discussed; all matters under the Building-Act
could be justly, and with due solemnity, ad-

judicated at a moderate expense. At present

many of the most respectable and conscientious

professional men have great unwillingness to

appear as witnesses in court, and ifthey be con-

sulted upon valuations or other matters,

make a stipulation that they shall not be called

to give evidence in court
;
hence, with some

exceptions, the court-business is done by the

dregs of the profession
;
and it is not always

without truth that the pure barrister, who has

been hired for five guineas to make falsehood

prevail in court (as in the case of the Swiss

ruffian who murdered Lord William Russell,

when knowing who was the guilty party, a fee

caused the advocate to endeavour to fix the

guilt upon a person whom he knew to be inno-

cent), charges six surveyors with being easily

procured to outswear six others, the verv six

having been, by his own advice, sought out for

that purpose, twelve others not being produced

because of their own conscience they would

have sworn the reverse.

In disputes between master-builders, the

jury should be composed wholly of master-

builders; if between master-builders and ordi-

nary persons, the jury might be composed of
half builders and half respectable housekeepers

of another class. In disputes between work-
man and master, the jury should be one-third

masters and one-third workmen of the same
trade, and the remainder of another class. In
disputes between workman and workman, the

jury should be half men of the same trade, the

remainder indifferent persons not of the same
trade. In all instances a majority of two-
thirds might decide the case.

A certain number of experienced surveyors
should also be attached as officers to the court,

who simply by a judge’s order should tax and
allow definitively the amount of any bill for

Builder’s-work performed in any part of the

empire.
bejlflea.

..*5pPOSED NEW BUILDING-ACT.

ThwCosi.MiTTKE of the Master Cahpen-
TERs-^ill again meet upon the above at the

Freemasons’ Tavern, on Monday next, at 4
o’cloek.

y.-u

CRITICAL NOTES UPON THE SCHEDULES
OF THE PROPOSED NEW BUILDING-
ACT.

BY ALFRED BARTHOLOMEW, ESQ.

Schedule (C) p. 143.—There does not appear
to be any provision for measuring the heights of

buildings, in case they have no ceiling, or no tie-

beam or collar-beam or other substitute for a tie-

beam.
Any additional depth to which it may be necessary

to carry down the walls of a building in order to

arrive at a secure foundation, ought to be clearly ex-
cluded from the admeasurement of stories, and if the

party-walls and other walls be carried down to dif-

ferent levels, as is sometimes necessary, clear defini-

tion ought to be provided for such cases.

We think the official referees ought to have a dis-

cretionary power relative to permitting addition to the

thickness of walls, otherwise cases of excessive hard-
ship and vexation will arise.

We think the Bill is by no means clear as to the

mode ofdetermining theratesofbuildings. The present

Act is much more definite. The Bill does not appear
to state if a particular rate is to be restricted by
height, area, and number of stories, or by only one or

two of such conditions
;

in stating the number of

stories, the words “ and no more ” seem to be

omitted.

We think all party-walls would be more efficient

against fire, more durable, and far superior in

every way, if allowed to be built half a brick thinner

than set down in the Bill, but rigidly exacted to be of

hard stock brick-work, and with no bond and plates

of wood on any account allowed thereon. A wall

so built has a far greater provision of incombus-
tible material; chains of vat-hooping orotherwrought-
iron may be carried close to flues without danger

;

the work is thus at first tied together better than
if by timber, the ruin of walls by rot is avoided, and
walls so constructed remain little injured, though the

rest of a fabric be consumed ;
whereas, party-walls as

at present formed often have to be rebuilt, in conse-

quence of their bond-timber and wooden plates being

consumed
;
and with all possible care on the part of

the district-surveyor, still there may often be cases

in which a party-wall a brick and a half thick will

only have four inches of brick-work between timber
and timber, which, in case of rot or fire, would leave

a party-wall standing in part or wholly upon only
one-third of its thickness.

The term gutter-plate as applied to buildingsis very

indefinite, such an article being rarely found in a good
building; the wretched modern mode of forming
valley-roofs set upon internal gutter-plates ought to

be discouraged in all possible ways.
We think the requiring parapets 12j inches thick

to buildings of the sixth rate, would be vexatious.
The true art of rendering buildings secure does not
lie in thickening their upper work, but in increasing
the strength of the lower work in proportion to alti-

tude ; hence, in ancient buildings, as the spire of

Salisbury Cathedral, the thickness of the work for

many feet down is not equal to one brick. All

buildings should, have their gutters not lying

within the compass of the walls, but if possible

without them, so that defective gutters may not rot
any timber

;
the thicker the parapet, the more diffi-

culty exists in effecting this wholesome caution.

We do not approve of the new method of denomi-
nating the smallest buildings of the first rate, but in

this we would desire the old method of calling the
largest buildings the first rate, and so prevent the
confusion of ideas which must for a long time other-
wise result.

Pages 144, 145, 146.—The sections of the walls
we consider are drawn to too small a scale

; the
dimensions upon them have, in no case, the clear and
necessary expression of “feet” and “inches;”
the marks ' and ", in some cases placed over
the dimensions, we hold to be indefinite, and in

the manner here used ought to be entirely abolished,

for which there arc certain mathematical reasons.

We think the height of openings in party-walls
ought not to be confined to 8 feet, and that sills or
paving of iron and some other substances ought to

be allowed.

Whether piers must be on one or both faces of a
party-wall does not appear. Piers ought not to be
required to be wider than 13 ins. or 13i ins., on account
of making sound work with ordinary stock-bricks

; in

every case throughout the Bill where brickwork is

required to be 14 inches wide or thick, the same
amendment ought to be made.

In all cases where stone lintels are used, the
weight above ought to be discharged from the lintel,

to prevent inevitable fracture, as is to be seen to a
horrible extent in modern buildings. The falling into
this debased practice is one reason why expensive
modern buildings are in so fractured a state, while
from the pursuit of an opposite course, cheap ancient
buildings of Pointed Architecture are often so sound,
however light they may be.

We think the use of limestone- masonry in connec-
tion with iron doors should be forbidden except in

fire-proof buildings, since such masonry is far less
secure than common brickwork.
We think the relaxation in favour of fire-proof

second-class buildings ought to be extended to all

fire-proof buildings whatever.

We think it would be grossly vexatious to prevent
a gentleman from building a stable-building containing
more than twenty-five squares.

Buildings and Offices.—We think the words “or
such like buildings ” too indefinite. It is not clear
whether the party-walls are to be suitable for the
rate inclusive or exclusive of such additions, thus

leaving the old ambiguity or loophole of the present
Act.

The words “ one-third of its height” are not so
clearly expressed with regard to the context, as to
prevent doubt.

Toll-houses, Sfc.—We do not think the terms “ one
and a half squares" particularly elegant; we never
heard of a man being “ one and a half rogues.”

Schedule (D).—We thiuk that provided there be
belowground and below floorings the statute quantity
of footing, an architect or builder ought to be allowed
to form the remainder of the footings as plinths, or in
any manner which he may desire, otherwise useless
oppression may arise.

We object to the requirement to lay the two
courses of brickwork in cement as here stated

;
if a

quickly crisping cement be intended, the motives which
we suppose have led to this proposed requirement, we
believe to be fallacies. Parker’s cement, which we
suppose to be intended, does not prevent the rise of
damp, while it is frequently not half so good as stone
lime-mortar, being dead before it is used, and rotten
when used ; and, if quick and good, fractures from its

unbending natureiinmediately with theslightestsettle-
ment. We therefore deem its use in foundations and
for setting arches to be altogether erroneous and
against cautious and truthful practice

; ancient build-
ings of very inferior materials, by their science, hold
statically together unfracturcd, while modern edifices
nre very frequently fractured in spite of such practice
and the use of superior materials. Very many of the
fractured modern arches are set in Parker’s cement

;

no sound ancient arch is set in any such material.
We think as in doubtful foundations the base

of a wall cannot be spread too much, that footings
should be allowed to spread in any way the architect
or builder may choose, provided such be not less than
prescribed by statute

;
this wholesome discretion

would in many cases be interfered with if the footings
“ must ” be “ double ;” and it would be ridiculous to
prevent an architect from making a footing in one
course of masonry a foot thick if he so desire.

Wood and Iron .—We think that no plate or bond of
wood ought to be allowed to extend into a wall so much
as half thi thickness ofsuch wall, and that in walls not
exceeding 13 inches in thickness, the wooden platesand
bond inserted therein ought to be restricted to 4 ins.

We think that more exact definitions are required
respecting the ranges of windows of printing-offices
and workshops.
Page 147. — Breast-summers. — The compound

term Breast-summer is here restored to its

correct orthography, but ought to be separated
into its elements and to be re-united only by a
hyphen.

After the words 11 solely on such party-wall,” and
also after the words “ story-posts fixed on solid foun-
dations,” should follow the words, “ unless the
PORTIONS OF SUCH PARTY-WALL, WHICH SHALL
BEAR THE SAID BREAST-SUMMER BE OF STONE-
MASONRY SATISFACTORY TO THE SURVEYOR.”
We should like to see timber breast-summers su-

perseded by arches and work of wrought-iron, which
would render buildings handsomer and more secure.
The two huge ruinous cracks which are found over
most shop-fronts, like the deep lines in an aged man’s

face, and the opening and dropping of the parapet,

which are like the wrinkles in a man’s forehead,
result from the shrinkage and giving way of timber
breast-summers. There is no security against damage
by fire, from the use of cast-iron breast-summers,
since by fire and water cast-iron almost invariably
breaks and ruins all above, while walls built upon
timber breast-summers remain little damaged by fire.

We think, for uniformity of practice, some scale of
scantlings ought to be fixed in proportion to length of
bearing and weight to be supported.

Materials to be used in Repairs.—We think pitch
and other inflammable materialsoughttobe forbidden.

Materials to be used in Rebuilding.—The words
“ one fourth of the surface thereof” do not
clearly express whether of one story or if the
whole inclosure be intended.

External Walls used as Party-walls. — We
think that permission ought to be allowed for
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footings of the proper kind to be under-pinned to a
wall, otherwise fit to remain.

Division of Buildings .—The words “ every soch
BUILDING shall be deemed to be two or more separate

houses, and must be divided from each other” re-

quire to be altered grammatically.
Site of Walls .—Where the buildings are of different

rates the wording should run “ so much of the
breadth orthickness thereof otherwise, as one
building being higher than the other, and requiring the

whole thickness of the wall abovethe roof of the other,

such wording could not possibly be complied with.

Construction and Materials. — We think no
bricks of quality inferior to properly burnt
stock -bricks ought to be suffered to be used,

but that allowance should be given for the erection of

walls to the smallest rate of buildings only one brick

thick, provided no bond and plates of timber be
allowed therein.

We think it would be absurd to prevent iron-work
from going all through a party-wall, unless incase
the owner of an adjoining house already built will

not allow such iron to be so carried through or
beyond the centre of the wall : this restriction would
be altogether against strength and soundness.

Height.—We think that for two or three feet back
from a public way, a party-wall should be allowed to

be only twelve inches high above a gutter.

We also think if a turret or other erection upon the
roof ef a building be of incombustible materials, that
such erection, which may often be for useful or for

ornamental purposes, as for instance a chimney-
shaft, a bell cover, or a Gothic spire or pinnacle or
flying-buttress, then should there be no requirement
of the extension of a party-wall opposite the same.

Recesses and Chases .—We presume the words should
run “ not nearer than,” &c., “ from the centre of
the party -well,” and the words “ seven feet six inches

at the least from each other,” do not agree with
the preceding words, “ every chase.” We think
that for the words “ ivider than nine inches,” should
be substituted tue words “ wider than fourteen
inches.”
We think that no timber ought to go beyond the

centre of any party-wall.

Part IV. p. 147.—The words “ Either of such
houses ” do not relate properly to the foregoing words,
” any building.”

Part V.—We think grievous trouble would arise

to all parties from recurrence to the Official Referees
in all such cases.

Part VI.—Party fence-walls.—We think it would
be absurd to require that in case neighbours, in order
to avoid mutual annoyance from each other’s work-
men or otherwise, agree to build a fence-wall of great
height, as, for instance, 24 feet, that they should be
compelled to make the top of the wall 2 feet thick

;

this would be against discreet building, in which by
gradual diminution each particle of the lower material,

should if possible, be no more crushed than those at
the upper part of a wall.

Schedule (E.) p. J47.—The utterly forbidding of
cornices and other decorations to private buildings to

project over public ways, would be fatal to architec-

ture, and would have the effect of deterring, on that
account, many persons from altering or rebuilding the
fronts of their houses ; it would be quite sufficient to

forbid the dripping of water or other liquids from
such projections upon any public way.

Wooden Shop-fronts and Shutters.—The expression
should run 11 inches from the centre.” Whether
highest or lowest part of the foot-pavement should
be expressed. We think if the clause with regard to

notice-boards be allowed at all, the restriction with
regard to altitude would be uselessly vexatious.

Projections beyond the general line, Ufc.—We think
verandahs, balconies, cornices, and decorations ought
to be allowed to project, provided they cause no public

or private injury, and are made of incombustible
materials, and to the satisfaction of the Surveyor
or Official Referees.

Schedule (F.) p. 148.

—

Chimneys.—The plural

word chimneys ^s (like that of moneys) misspelled
throughout the Bill, in defiance of that rule of English
orthography which requires if a word end with y,
preceded by a vowel, they shall be retained. We are
particular in this, because we think architectural no-
menclature and orthography ought to be as soon as
possible corrected.

The provisions restricting and forbidding the projec-
tion of flues would be so vexatious and useless, would
so deform principal rooms by irregular and needless

projections as to become virtually impracticable, and
lead to the immediate repeal of the Bill, if passed
into a law; the party-walls being stronger as they
advance towards the ground, and the chimneys grow-
ing lighter as they proceed upwardly, by the increase

in the number of flues and chimney-openings, the
fears of want of sufficient support below are altogether
unfounded ; the constant finding of the finest build-

ings several centuries old unfractured and unflinching,

although from their first erection they have had
chimneys corbelled out, even externally from the face
of the walling, shews how needless would such pre-
vention be.

We are not sure that the orthography of “ withe, ”

is correct. The dimension 4$ inches should be 4
inches, in order to suit the size of which bricks fre-

quently are.

We think the words “ where required ” ought to be
omitted as evasive from before the words 11

to tie in

the abutments ” “ four inches from.”
Slabs .—We should like all slabs to be at least 2 feet

wide; the word 11 wide” seems to be omitted in the
description.

Backs,—The word “ story ” ought to be substituted

for the word “floor.” There does not appear to

be any restriction in the proposed Act to prevent

chimney-openings from being carried to or beyond

the centres of party-walls.

Angles of Flues.—We little approve of the relaxation

in the matter of flues, by which soot may be collected

in horizontal and flat flues, and an addition to the

execrable nuisance of soot-doors be induced.

Close Fires.—The words should run “ two feet

from.” We do not perceive any restriction to pre-

vent ovens from being built upon wooden supports,

while iron is expressly forbidden for their supporting

and surrounding floors.

Chimney -shafts. — The restrictions relative to

chimney-shafts ought to be expunged, as tending to

injure the operation and beauty of chimneys, and to

interfere with the right method of carrying them up
in the ancient style as lofty detached shafts

; but the

Surveyor ought to be allowed to require, if he deem
necessary for safety, that such detached shafts should

have the body of their component work set in some
cement, approved of by him.

Chimney-Pots.—We lately had a case in which a

zinc smoke-funnel so fixed was blown down in a

storm, carrying with it, attached thereto, a lump of

4 cwt. of brickwork, and piercing through a neigh-

bouring roof, broke a strong carpenter's bench quite

across, escaping, by only a few inches, the man who
was there at work.

Smoke Pipes.—“ Fourteen inches

”

from “any
timbers.”

Schedule (G.) p. 148.

—

Rain Water Pipes.—The
use of baked earthen pipes which do not corrode (as
those made at Vauxhall) ought to be allowed.

Schedule (H.) p. 148.—Drains. —The word
“ must” ought not to apply in any case to the use of
cesspools

; but nothing should restrict the formation
of drains, though the common sewer be more than 30
feet distant.

The terms “ Equal to an area of at least 9 inches
diameter,” are not sufficiently definite, the quadrature
of the circle being a matter of difficulty

;
but some

definite quantity as, for instance, 72 superficial inches,
ought to be substituted.

The words should run—“ And two- thirds at least
of the lower halfof every such drain,” See.

Cesspools.—We do not know why the steining of
cesspools should be more than of halt-brick work, un-
less their internal diameter exceed 3 feet 6 inches.

Schedule (K) p. 148.—Back yards.—After the
word “ street,” should follow the word “ alley.”
The words “ shall be entitled to open windows ” are

not sufficiently clear and cautious.

We do not know how it will be possible to carry
forward the provisions of this schedule relative to the
dimensions of back-yards, and think they must be
confined to building-sites not already covered. In all

other cases we think open space must be purchased at
the public expense. The parable of Nathan and the
ewe lamb should be remembered.

IONIC VOLUTES.
To describe an Ionic Volute.—Divide the

height O P into seven equal parts, and upon

the third division take C as a centre, and de-

scribe a circle whose diameter shall equal one
of the parts, draw the square A BED, and in

that square draw another, whose angle shall

touch the sides of the former square in the

centre. Divide C 1 and C 2. each into three

equal parts at 9, 5, 10, and 6; divide C 10 into

two equal parts at x, if the volute is to be on
the right hand side (but if on the left, divide
C 9), from x, draw the perpendicular line,

cutting the side of the inner square at F

;

from F make F G and F H each equal to I 7,
or I 2 ;

join G K and H K, draw 5, 4,9, 8,

10, 11, and G, 7 ,
parallel to the perpendicular

side of the square, cutting G K and H K at

4, 8, 3, 7, 11
;
then 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., and on to

Scale.

Q It

S

12, are the centres. Begin at 1, with the

radius 1 N describe the quadrant N M of the

volute
;
on 2, with the radius 2 M, describe the

quadrant M L, and so on in this manner with

all the quadrants until you touch the eye at B,

and it will be one side of the fillet. Divide

the thickness of the list N n at the top into

twelve equal parts by means of the scale

Q R S ;
begin at S, and with any openings of

the compass run it twelves times from S to R,

make R Q equal to the thickness of the list at

N n, join Q S, draw a 11, b 10, See. &c.

parallel to Q R, make the thickness of the

list at M m, equal to a 11, and LI, equal to

b 10, &c. ;
at the beginningof every quadrant

join n in, and bisect it by a perpendicular meet-

ing the eye at u, a little within the first centre
;

set the same small distance within all the other

centres and describe the inside of the list, it

will end in a point with the outside at B.

From “Another Architectural Pupil.’
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RAILWAY BUSINESS IN THE HOUSE OF

COMMONS.
Thursday, March 14.

Leeds and Bradford Railway Bill.— Peti-

tions against, from John Gott, Esq., George
Hirst, George Baron, Esq.; SirSandford Gra-
ham, Bart., inhabitants of Adwalton, Armley,
Thornton, Pudsey, Gildersome, Southowram,
Leicester Dyke, Low Moor, Bramley, Bowling,
Shebdin, Leeds, Queen’s Head, Drighlington,
Bradford, Holbeck, Booth Town, East Bur-
ley, Ovendon, Great Horton, Northowram,
Benjamin Gaskell, Esq.; Thomas Haigh, Rev.
Godfrey Wright, trustees of the Brandling
estates, Clayton, Wortley, Farnley, Robert
Pemberton Milnes,Esq., andLeedsWaterworks
Company; referred to the committee on the
bill

;
counsel ordered.

York and Scarborough Raihvay Bill.—Pe-
titions in favour, from Scarborough and Filey

;

to lie on the table.

South- Eastern Railway Bill.—“ To enable
the South-Eastern Railway Company to com-
plete and maintain a branch railway and ap-
proach to the harbour of Folkestone, and to

construct other works in connection with the
said harbour; and also to effect certain altera-

tions and extensions of the works of the Maid-
stone Branch of the said South-Eastern Rail-
way, and to amend the acts relating to the said
company;” presented and read the first time;
to be read a second time.

Leeds and Selby Railway Purchase (TVb. 2)
Bill—“ For vesting the Leeds and Selby Rail-
way in the York and North Midland Railway
Company, and for enabling that company to

raise a further sum of money to complete the
purchase of such railway,” presented and read
a first time

;
to be read a second time.

Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway Bill.—Pe-
titions against, from Edinburgh, Leith, and
Newhaven Railway Company

;
Edinburgh and

Glasgow Union Canal Company
;
provost, ma-

gistrates, and town council of Linlithgow

;

and Thomas Sprot
;
referred to the committee

on the bill; counsel ordered.

Lancaster and Carlisle Raihvay Bill.—Re-
ported

;
report to lie on the table, and to be

printed.

Slamannan Junction Railway Bill.—Petition

of the Edinburgh and Glasgow Union Canal
Company, against; referred to the committee
on the bill

;
counsel ordered.

Maryport and Carlisle Raihvay Bill.—“ To
amend the acts relating to the Maryport and
Carlisle Railway, and for making certain ex-
tensions and branches connected therewith.”
Presented and read a first time; to be read a
second time.

Salisbury Branch Railway Bill.— Petition
from Blandford, in favour; to lie on the table.

Chester and Holyhead Railway Bill.— “ For
making a railway from Chester to Holyhead,”
presented and read a first time

;
to be read a

second time.

Manchester and Leeds (Bury Branch) Rail-
way Bill.— Petition of the Earl of Derby, the
Earl of Wilton, and others, against; referred
to the committee on the bill

;
counsel ordered.

Railways. — Petition of Pickford and Co.,
and others interested in the conveyance of
goods by railway, for securing a free competi-
tion in the carriage of goods; referred to the
select committee on railways.

London Bridge Railways.— Petition of the
London and Greenwich Railway Company,
complaining of the arrangements and charges
of the South-Eastern and the Croydon Rail-
way Companies

; referred to the select com-
mitlee on railways.

Blackburn and Preston Railway.—Report
(13th March) from select committee on stand-
ing orders, read

;
bill ordered to be brought

in by Mr. Wilson Patten, Mr. William Feilden,
and Sir Hesketh Fleetwood.

North British Ruihvay Bill. — Petitions
against; from the Edinburgh and Dalkeith
Railway Company, and William Henry Miller,
Esq.; referred to the committee on the bill;
counsel ordered.

Eastern Union Railway Bill.—“ For making
a railway from Colchester to Ipswich

;
” pre-

sented and read a first time
;
to be read a second

time.

Garnkirk, Glasgow, and Coatbridge Railway
Bill.— Petitions complaining of non-com-
pliance with the standing orders, from Rosina
Smith and George Smith, and John Leadbetter;
referred to the select committee on petitions for

private bills.

Friday, March 15.

South-Eastern and Hastings Railway Bill.

—

Motion made and question proposed, “ That
the bill be now read a second time.” Amend-
ment proposed to leave out the word “ now,”
and at the end of the question to add the words
“ upon this day six months.” Question pro-
posed, “ that the word ‘ now ’ stand part of
the question.” Amendment, by leave, with-
drawn

;
main question put, and agreed to. Bill

read a second time and committed, and refer-

red to the committee of selection.

Leeds and Bradford Railway Bill.—Peti-
tions against— Of the Bradford Gas Light
Company; owners, lessees, or occupiers of
property on the line; Bradford Waterworks
Company; Leeds Gas Light Company; com-
pany of proprietors of the canal navigation
from Leeds to Liverpool; Mary Ann Duffield;

Ellis Cunliffe Lister Kaye, Esq.; Thomas
Wilcock and others, owners, lessees, or occu-
piers of lands, tenements, and property on the
line

;
inhabitants of Sowerby

;
Skircoat

;
Stan-

ningley; Warley; Birkenshaw; Oakenshaw;
Tong; Cleckheaton

;
Batley; Shelf; Wibsey;

Clayton-heights; Liversedge; Gomersal
;
Bir-

stal
;
Heckmondwike

;
Calverley and Farsley;

Burley; Yeadon; Armley; Rawdon
;
Eccles-

hill; Ilorsforth
;
Guiseley

;
Bramley; Edward

Lambert; Joshua Bower and others, owners,
lessees, or occupiers of lands, tenements, and
property on the line

;
occupiers of mills, manu-

factories, and other works; George Heaps,
sen., and others, owners, lessees, or occupiers
of lands, tenements, and property on the line;

subscribers to a company for forming a direct
line of railway communication between Leeds
and Bradford

;
and company of proprietors of

the Bradford Canal Navigation
; referred to

the committee on the bill
;
counsel ordered.

York and Scarborough Railway Bill.—Peti-
tions against— Of Earl Fitzwilliam

;
and Wil-

liam St. Quintin
;

referred to the committee on
the bill

;
counsel ordered.

Manchester, Bury, and Rossendale Railway
Bill.—Petition against—Of William Cooper;
trustees of Radcliffe turnpike-roads; inhabi-
tants of Bolton

;
and, company of proprietors

of the Manchester, Bolton, and Bury Canal
Navigation and Railway; referred to the com-
mittee on the bill

;
counsel ordered.

Blackburn and Preston Railway Bill.
“ For making a railway from the town of
Blackburn to the North Union Railway, in

the township of Farrington, all in the county
of Lancaster,” presented, and read first time’
to be read a second time.

Midland Railivays Consolidation Bill.—Pe-
titionsa<rainst—OfCharles Collins Blane, Esq.;
John Edward Phillips, and Francis Sherritf-
owners of coal mines in the valley of the
Erewash

;
William Jessop, Esq.; Chailes

Frederick Younge, and John Newton Mappin
;

and shareholders in the Midland Counties
Railway Company; referred to the committee
on the bill; counsel ordered.

Manchester and Leeds Raihvay (Bury
Branch) Bill.— Petitions against—Of the com-
pany of proprietors of the Rochdale Canal

;

trustees of the road from Castleton to Great
Heaton; and company of proprietors of the
Manchester, Bolton, and Bury Canal Naviga-
tion and Railway

;
referred to the committee

on the bill
;
counsel ordered.

Ashton, Staleybridge, and Liverpool Junction
Raihvay Bill.—Read second time, and com-
mitted, and referred to the committee of selec-
tion.

Standing Orders Committee— Resolutions
reported :

—

“ 1. That, in the case of the Delabole and
Rock Railway petition, the standing orders
ought to be dispensed with

;
that the parties

be permitted to proceed with their bill, and
that they produce and prove the original con-
tract before the committee on the bill, and
that the said committee do report to the House

how far such order has been complied with, on
the report of the bill.

“ 2. That, in the cases of the Barnsley
Junction Railway, the standing orders ought to
be dispensed with.
“ 3. That in the case of the Gravesend,

Rochester, and Chatham Railway petition,
the standing orders ought not to be dispensed
with.

“ 4. That, in the case of the Gravesend
Railway petition, the standing orders ought
not to be dispensed with.

First resolution agreed to. Report to lie on
the table.

Delubote and Rock Railway.—Report from
select committee on standing orders (this day)
read

;
hill ordered to be brought in by Sir John

Yarde Buller, Mr. Pendarves, and Mr. Tre-
lawny.

London and South-Western Raihvay (No. 1.)—Report from select committee on standing
orders (13th March) read; bill ordered to be
brought in by Mr. Kemble and Sir John East-
hope.

Great Western Railway Bill.—Reported

;

report to lie on the table, and to be printed.

Defeat of the Barnsley Junction Railway.

—

In the House of Commons’ committee, on
Thursday, the Barnsley Junction Railway
Bill was thrown out on the standing orders.
This will be severe blow to the Manchester and
Sheffield Railway Company, the chairman of
which had boasted that the Barnsley Junction
would enable the Manchester and Sheffield

Company to divert the traffic from Manchester
and Leeds Railway, and to make the Sheffield

line the true Manchester and Lieds. Of course,
in proportion to the defeat o.i the part of the
Manchester and Sheffield is .'he triumph to the
Manchester and Leeds. It is said that the
Sheffield Company are not likely to be more
successful with their C/iesterfield branch, in

opposition to the North Midland.

—

Herald,
March 1 8.

Whitehaven and Maryport Railway Bill,

—

“ for making a railway from the town and port
of Whitehaven to the town and port of Mary-
port, in the county of Cumberland,” presented
and read a first time.

Northern and Eastern Railway (Newport
Deviations) Bill,—“ to enable the Northern
and Eastern Railway Company to make cer-
tain deviations in the line of their railway,
between Bishops Stortford and Newport, arid

to alter and amend the Acts relating to the
said railway,” presented, and read a first time.

Brighton and Chichester Railway.— Petition
for Bill reported, and Bill ordered to be
brought in by Mr. John Abel Smith and
Captain Pechell.

Colchester and Harwich Railway (No. 2).

—

Petition for Bill reported, and Bill ordered to
be brought in by Sir Henry Smyth and Major
Beresford.

Harrogate and Knaresborough Raihvay.

—

Petition for bill reported, and bill ordered to
be brought in by Mr. Lawson and Mr. Ferrand.

Newbury
,
Basingstoke, l.ondon and South-

ampton Railway Bill.— Read a second time,
and committed, and referred to the committee
of selection.

Sheffield, Ashton-under- Lyne, andManchester
Raihvay BUI.—Read a second time, and com-
mitted, and referred to the committee of selec-
tion.

Eastern Counties Raihvay (Brandon and
Peterborough Extension) Bill.—“ To enable
the Eastern Counties Railway Company to
make a railway from the Northern and
Eastern Railway at Newport, by Cambridge
to Ely, and from thence eastward to Brandon
and westward to Peterborough,” presented and
read a first time.

Newbury and Great Western Railway Bill.—
Read a second time and committed, and referred
to the committee of selection.

Slamannan Junction Railway Bill.—Read a
second time and committed, and referred to the
committee of selection.

North British Raihvay Bill.—Read a second
time and committed, and referred to the com-
mittee of selection.

Brighton, Lewes, and Hastings Railway .

—

Petition for bill reported, and bill ordered to
be brought in by Mr. Darby and Lord Alfred
Hervey.
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LECTURE ON ARTIFICIAL LIGHT.

A very interesting' and instructive lecture
upon artificial light was delivered, on the
11th inst., by Dr. Ryan, at the Polytechnic
Institution, to a numerous and highly respect-

able auditory. The lecturer introduced the

subject by pointing out the importance of arti-

ficial light, and endeavouring to trace its pro-

bable origin to the observation of the inflam-

mable nature of the fatty portions of animals
sacrificed on the altars of the ancients. The
attention of the audience was next directed to

the nature of common coal-gas, burnt under
ordinary circumstances, as well as to the
sources from which the gas is obtained. The
mode of obtaining and purifying it was simply
yet comprehensively explained by Dr. Ryan,
and very clearly illustrated by some cleverly-

executed models. He next adverted to the
theory of combustion, as exemplified in the
common candle, and thence glanced at the
recent introduction into more general use of
turpentine-naphtha, or what is becoming known
to the public under the name of “ camphine.”
Turpentine-naphtha and coal-tar naphtha have
not hitherto been brought into general use from
me great difficulty of producing a perfect
combustion of these highly inflammable hydro-
carbons, and the danger to be apprehended
from the employment of them as a means of
artificial light. Various means have been de-
vised -and patented for their perfect combustion.
A few years since a mode of burning them, by
a strong pressure of atmospheric air through
the centre of the flame, as well as by throwing
atmospheric air, previously heated in its

passage, near the flame of the lamp, upon the
material used, and which air became mixed
with and supported the combustion of the
vapour by which the flame of the lamp was
fed. This invention was rather cumbrous, as
it required apparatus for supplying the air. It
was, however, deemed a very valuable one, and
was sold for 20,000/. Since such 6ale the
public have not heard any thing of the inven-
tion. Another mode recently patented of
burning these oils is, by allowing them to flow
from a small perpendicular tube and fall upon
a cone which is made red-hot by the flame
which proceeds from the orifices at its mouth.
The practicability of this lamp does not appear
to have been made apparent to the public. The
two lamps alluded to were of course wickless.
The one alluded to by Dr Rvan, and burning a
camphoreted turpentine-naphtha under the
name of “camphine,” is a wick lamp, in

which proper combustion is obtained by pre-
venting, as far as possible, the production of
vapour, both from the wick and the turpentine,
and by placing immediately over the flame
what is called a “breaker.” This is a cir-
cular piece of copper or brass, and causes the
air drawn up the centre to impinge upon the
latter, and gives it the form of a cup or daisy.
This “ breaker ” is an old invention, and was,
we believe, applied to gas and oil some years
ago; nor is its application to the turpentine
lamp altogether novel. It has been for a con-
siderable time past, it is stated, in use in the
United States. The production of vapour is

prevented in the “camphine” lamp by the use
of wood or cork as a non-conductor of heat,
and the cutting off the communication between
the wick and air-tube and the reservoir of
turpentine. But with this “ button ” or
“ breaker,” the camphine lamp gives a flame
of only an inch and a half, or at the utmost
two inches in height; and it is doubted
whether coal-tar naphtha, a much more inflam-
mable material, could be continuously burned
for several hours without smoke by any of the
lamps known under the name of camphine
lamps. The use of these hydro-carbons is yet
in its infancy, but we have seen both of
them burned in a common portable lamp,
with an Argand flame of eight and ten
inches in height, and with perfect com-
bustion. Another lamp noticed by Dr. Ryan
was a French one, called, as we understood,
the hydrogen water lamp, which burns the
vapour of water and naphtha. This is a small
portable lamp, and when once lighted the
heat of the burner raises sufficient vapour to
sustain the flame. A mode of artificial illu-

mination on a larger scale, after the mode of
the little lamp just noticed, was next explained
to the auditory; it was that patented by M.
Pelletan. This gentleman employs turpentine-

naphtha and water as his agents for the pro-

duction of carburetted hydrogen, and by a
simple and extremely ingenious apparatus con-
veys the vapour to any part of a building ex-
actly in the same manner as gas is distributed.

A number of large Argand burners and two
Bude or Boccius’ burners (we did not notice
which), for the purpose of shewing the Pelle-

tan light, were fitted up in the theatre in which
the lecture was delivered; the light produced
from this peculiar mode of combining turpen-
tine and water is very cheap, but on the other
hand it is extremely low in illuminating power.
The second portion of the lecture was devoted
to the various conditions which are necessary
to the complete combustion of carburetted
hydrogen. The necessity of having solid

matter in contact with the flame was explained—first, by the experiment of burning hydro-
gen in its pure state, when we have flame
merely without light

;
secondly, by introducing

a piece of lime into the flame of hydrogen in

combination with oxygen, and producing the
beautiful light known as the Drummond or
lime light; and, thirdly, by burning phos-
phorus in a confined vessel filled with oxygen
gas, and the consequent incandescence of a

portion of phosphoric acid. The precipitation

of carbon in light-giving flames was also

pointed out. It was observed by the lecturer

that the carbon being immediately burned to

whiteness by the heat of the flame, produces
the same conditions as those resulting from the
incandescence of lime or phosphoric acid, as

shewn in the preceding experiments. The
lecturer touched upon tbe difference between
the lamps of the ancients and moderns, and
pointed out the improvements resulting from
the experiments of Gurney— first, in the pro-
duction of the “ Bude ” light, properly so
called

;
and secondly, in that of the atmosphe-

ric Bude light. He also explained the nature
of the Boccius light, and observed that the

arrangement both of the atmospheric “ Bude”
and of the “ Boccius ” lights are in some
degree similar, the burners being simply rings
of metal perforated, and these become so
heated as to produce exactly the proper amount
of temperature necessary for the complete
combustion of the gas. The absence of light

when the charcoal is not precipitated was shewn
by burning common coal gas, first in an ordi-

nary Argand burner, and next by mixing it in

a copper chimney with a quantity of atmo-
spheric air, owing to which admixture the char-
coal was burned without being precipitated.

The lecture, of which the preceding is a mere
outline, was extremely and deservedly well

received.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

March 20.—Benjamin Bond Cabbell, Esq.,
V.P., in the chair.

The Secretary read a paper on “ Messrs.
Forresters’ improved double cylinder direct

action marine engine,” as fitted in the Helen
MacGregor Hull and Hamburgh steamer.
The subject was illustrated by models and
diagrams.

The collective power of the engines is of 220
horses, and her tonnage 573. The cylinders

are each of 42 inches diameter; length of
stroke 54 inches; diameter of air pump 33*

inches
;
length of stroke 28J inches

;
capacity

of condenser, including passage to air-pump,
44 cubic feet; ditto of hot-well, 36 cubic feet;

paddle-wheel
23-J- feet diameter to outside of

floats; number of revolutions 23£ per minute;
average pressure of steam in cylinder 3f lb.

The engine consists of two inverted cylin-

ders placed “ athwart ships,” with their stuff-

ing boxes below them
;

the whole being sup-

ported upon wrought-iron columns resting on
the foundation-plate, and passing through
suitable bosses on the sides of the cylinders to

the entablature plate and crank pedestals.

The advantages of this arrangement are,

that all the working parts are within the reach

of the engineer from the lower floor of the

engine, whereby the expense of attendance is

materially reduced.
The elevated position of the cylinders ob-

viates the danger sometimes arising from
water running over into the cylinders as ordi-

narily placed.

All the moving parts are below the water-

line, so that they are out of the reach of shot.

And lastly, the reduction of weight and space

is very considerable, a saving in length of 25

feet for the engine and boiler-room (the tubu-
lar boiler) having been effected.

The Secretary next read a paper on
“ Wright’s Improved Barometer,” which con-
sists of a straight inverted tube with the cistern
at the bottom, and the scale and vernier at top,
so rar similar to the ordinary pediment baro-
meter. 1 he area of the cistern is 50 times
that of the tube, so that a fall of one inch in
the tube will give a rise of Tyh inch in the
cistern

; the divisions on the scale are, accord-
ingly, made -^th less than an inch, and the
10th each -^th less than a tenth. Thus a
large tube may be used, and the sliding scale
dispensed with, and a more accurate result
obtained by one observation only.

As mercury is found to expand for every
degree of Fahrenheit the ^r^th part of its

volume at 32°, the expansion of a column 30
inches long from 32° to 100° will at this rate
amount to *205 inch. If the horizontal line
opposite 30 inches in the scale of the ordinary
barometer be raised -205 inch at one end, it

will form an inclined line, representing the ex-
pansion of a column of mercury 30 inches
long from 32° to 100°, the lower point being
that at 32° and the upper that at 100°, this line
being divided in 68 parts, or intersecting lines
(being the number between 32° and 100°),
which lines will indicate the expansion of a
30-inch column for all the degrees between
32° and 100°. This inclined line is transferred
to the scale, and all the other inches and tenths
are calculated in the same manner.

Models and drawings of Edge’s Water
Meter were next introduced to the notice of
the society, and an account of one of these
machines was read by the secretary.

The meter consists of a rectangular box 14
inches long, 13 inches wide, and 12 inches
high, divided into two chambers by a partition,

in the top of which is an aperture, which forms
a communication between the two chambers.
A four-way cock is fixed in the partition, the

larger end of which opens into one chamber
and tbe smaller end into the other; the water
is conducted to and from this cock by means
of tubes passing through one of the chambers.
Parallel with the centre of the cock is a spindle
working in upright standards. The spindle
carries a driver which acts upon projections on
the plug of the cock

;
and also carries a metal

cylinder hermetically sealed, in which is a
heavy ball, less in diameter than the cylinder
itself, so that it may freely roll within it.

In the upper part of one of the chambers
there is a float working upon an axis, which
carries a pendent arm, having upon its end a
friction-pulley.

As the float rises and falls by the action
of the water, the arm vibrates, and, acting

alternately on the inner sides of two teeth

of the spindle, causes the lower end of
the cylinder to be raised, and thus the bar rolls

to the opposite end of the cylinder, which by
its weight moves the spindle suddenly round,
and causes a change of inlet and outlet by the

motion communicated to the plug of the cock.

Upon the axis are two teeth working into a

crown wheel, so that the vibration of the axis

gives rotary motion to the upright spindle,

which is connected with a counting apparatus

also of an improved description.

The secretary read a short paper on his

proposition for rendering paper-hangings in-

tellectually useful, by introducing historical,

biographical, chronological and other informa-

tion, in such way as to form part of the pattern,

or where required especially for use, without

regard to ornament, the writing to be inserted

in panelled patterns. Several designs were

hung up in the society’s meeting-room to illus-

trate the subject.

Mr. YVhishaw proposes three different ways

of effecting this desirable object : first, by

cutting the inscriptions (likely to be exten-

sively used) on wooden blocks, as the ordinary

patterns; secondly, by intioducing movable

types introduced into a frame so arranged as

to form a substitute for one ot the numerous

blocks usually required; thirdly, to print all

the pattern in the ordinary way, excepting

such spaces as are required for the inscriptions,

which may be inserted by hand, to suit the

particular taste of individuals.

This latter method is much less trouble-

some than persons unacquainted with the

process might be led to suppose.
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FLAUNDEN OLD CHURCH, HERTS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—Your kindness in giving place to my
formercommunication(the Priory) in your most

valuable paper (The Builder), has induced

me to send you the inclosed sketch and descrip-

tion of an old church, which, until within a few

months back, was standing near the little vil-

lage of Flaunden in this county
;
should you

deem them worthy to be recorded in your

paper, I beg your acceptance of them, and with

hearty wishes for the welfare of The Builder,

Believe me, &c. A Subscriber.

King’s Langley, Herts, March 9th, 1844.

The village (to which the old church above

delineated belonged, and of which but a very

small portion now remains to mark its spot, the

greater portion of it having been taken down
shorly after the erection of the present new
church, a neat early Gothic building, situated

at an easy distance from the village), lies at

the south-west extremity of the parish of Hemel
Hempsted, in this county, of whichit isahamlet.

The church stood atabouta milefrom thevillage,

in a beautiful valley, watered by a fine trout-

stream, called the Chesham River. The interior

of the church contained no monuments of the

dead, consequently afforded but little or nothing

to gratify the curiosity of the antiquary; yet,

when considered as a feature of a landscape, in

combination with the beautifully wooded country

by which it was surrounded, it had a most
picturesque effect. For many years it was
inhabited by three or four poor families. It

was dedicated to St. Mary Magdalen, and was
an appendant to the church of Hemel Hemp-
sted, by the vicar of which the cure was con-

stantly supplied. In the year 1477, the inhabi-

tants of this ville were empowered by bull of

Pope Sextus the Fourth to bury their dead

within the precincts of this church, by reason of

its distance from the mother-church of Hemp-
sted.

KING’S COLLEGE VAULTING.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—I must respectfully beg to dissent

from the statement urged by your correspon-
dent, Mr. Hutt, relative to the vaulting of
King’s College Chapel, although a much
clearer and mathematically deduced supposi-
tion is to be found in “ Pratt’s Mechanical
Philosophy.”

The annexed perspective sketch of one
''severely ” will shew that the rib d Ka is not
a row of key-stones, but rather an abutment
similar to f

;

that the key-stones (?), if any,
would be in the placed marked by the middle

or lower cross-band. We are also well aware
how stonework can be coved, or made to over-
hang, as in the early cyclopaean arches, and the

internal crowning members of a few of the
Greek hypethral temples

;
probably a better

known illustration would be a geometrical stair-

case, the under side of the winders of which
may not unfrequently be' found of the same
contour as the roof of King’s Chapel, which
tends to the conjecture that this fan-vaulting

is constructed on the same principle, the
thickness of wall and weight of parapet and
pinancles preventing the fall.

If we take a “ retrospective review” of the
introduction of stone-vaulting, we find that it

was formed by arches, springing from corbels

in the side walls between the windows, and
composed of plain ribscalled “ cross-springers,”
with a key-stone in the centre; the interstices

were filled up with some lighter materials.

That the principle of their construction
became better known and practised about the
reign of Edward III. is apparent, by their being
formed of pendant semi-cones, covered with

foliated panel work, called fun-tracery,

from the design resembling a fan spread
open.

What architect ever considered that
an arch or vault consisted of a series

of key-stones ? Many voussoirs, but
one key-stone, as its name seems to im-

ply, which having been inserted in a
circular aperture, could be removed as

stated in your number of December 9.

For instance, we see shafts and holes
for various purposes left in parts of
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vaults in nearly every street in our crowded
towns, still the pavement is not rendered inse-

cure; and as frequently does an aperture (to

use a bull) form the apex of a dome.
Yours respectfully, W. W.

[We do not believe that the vaulting of

King’s College Chapel is formed in any such
manner as our correspondent imagines

;
if it

had been so formed, it would long since have
fallen, from the pressure in every joint of the

work being false. Admirable as is the work of

King’s College vaulting, with the pressure

operating at right-angles to each of its compo-
nent stones, still the soffit of the vaulting has in

places opened at its keel-rib or summit by the

dropping of the work, so as to hold at the upper
angles of the voussoirs. A work so thin as the

King’s College Chapel vaulting, if it had been
only corbelled over throughout the work, would
on the removal of the scatfolding immediately
after its erection, have pulverized itself in

every part: the pressure being askew in every
joint, all the angles of the stones would have
“ spaulched” olf, and their total ruin would
have ensued. Our correspondent is entirely

mistaken on the subject of the corbels, for

these were formed in early times in order to

increase the weight of the abutment, and pre-

serve it from being cut into (and weakened)
for receiving the vaulting,—to diminish the

span,—and to lighten the work in jeopardy.

Many architects and mathematicians consider

an arch to consist of a series of key-stones,

and the term so applied is not worth question-

ing; an arch is finally locked by what is vul-

garly termed “ the key-stone,” yet removal of

any one voussoir would sufficiently unlock
an arch to cause its ruin. We are certain

(although now the work is old perhaps the great

bosses of King’s College Chapel vaulting

might be removed without the vaulting falling

into immediate ruin), that ultimately such would
be the case, and that if the vaulting had been
originally built without them, the work would
have become crippled instantly on the removal
of the centering. Holes left in ordinary coal-

vaults in no way apply to the case, for these have
usually circular rims worked round them

;
and

leaving out the crown of a dome, which is the

mischievous part of the work, is the mode which
has been practised by the most skilful artists.

Study, observation, mathematics, and practical

experience will cause our correspondent to

reverse most of his present opinions. The
MATERIALS OP NO VAULTED EDIFICE WILL
STAND AS THE ARCHITECT DESIRES THEY
SHOULD, UNLESS, IF THEY WERE ALL SUS-

PENDED IN AN INVERTED POSITION, THEY
WOULD RETAIN EVERY CURVATURE, FORM,
AND POSITION UNALTERED (MERE INVERSION
excepted). Of this, however, more hereafter.

—Ed.]

DESCRIPTION OF A WROUGHT-IRON
LATTICE BRIDGE, LATELY ERECTED ON
THE LINE OF THE DUBLIN AND DROG-
HEDA RAILWAY.

BY G. W. HEMANS.
(Read before the Institution of Civil Engineers,

January 9.)

This kind of bridge is stated to have been
first used in America, where timber being so

abundant, the lattice sides are formed of that

material, and consist simply of planks three

inches thick, crossed so as to form deep beams,
and secured with oak trenails at all the inter-

sections.

The bridge described in this communication,

is situated about three miles from Dublin, over

an excavation of 36 feet in depth
;

its span is

84 feet in the clear, and the two lattice beams
are set on edge parallel to each other, resting

at either end on plain stone abutments built

in the slope. These beams are 10 feet in depth,

and are formed by a series of flat bars of

wrought-iron, 2J inches wide and % inch thick,

crossing each other at an angle of 45°. At a

height of 5 feet 6 inches above the bottom

edge, transverse bearers are placed, formed of

3 inch angle-iron, 6 inches deep, and set 2 feet

apart, similar to the cross-ties now used for

the decks of iron steam-vessels, and upon these

the planking for the roadway is fastened.

The account of the mode of construction,

and of the raising and fixing the lattice-beams,

by Messrs. Perry, of Dublin, the contractors,

is given in detail.

The author states that some deflection or

sagging of the lattices was expected, and

was provided for by constructing each of

them with a camber or gradual
curve from the ends, amounting
to 12 inches in the centre

;
but that

far from such being the case, they

did not sink even when heavy
weights passed over them.
The total cost of the bridge,

including the masonry of the abut-

ments, was 510/.

The paper is illustrated by a

drawing (No. 3408), shewing the

elevation and the details of the

construction of the bridge.

Major-General Paslev had seen

and approved of the bridge
;

it ap-

peared to be on a good principle,

and was well constructed. He
understood that it had been Mr.
Macneill’s intention to have a mo-
del made of a viaduct of 230 feet

in length, with a central span
of 140 feet, which he had de-

signed for carrying the Dublin
and Drogheda Railway across the

Royal Canal in an oblique direc-

tion, but he now considered that

the bridge which had been de-

scribed was better than a model
;

and as it had borne, with only

a slight deflection, a loaded wag-
gon weighing 22 tons, and all

other tests to which it had been
submitted, he had decided upon
building the larger bridge upon
the same principle.

Captain Moorsom thought that

the bridge was too expensive, and
that if the lattice sides had been
8 feet 6 inches in depth, they
would have been quite strong

enough. In the timber bridges
of the same construction in Ame-
rica, any tendency to either flexi-

bility or buckling was obviated by
placing several ranges of lattices

side by side, and the custom of
roofing the timber bridges of
that country also gave additional

strength laterally. The timber
bridges on this principle which
he had constructed on the Bir-

mingham and Gloucester Railway
(one of which was 160 feet span,

and the others between 90 and 120
feet span), varied in cost from 4/.

to nearly 6/. per running foot, ac-

cording to the span, the larger

spansbeing proportionally less ex-

pensive than the smaller. Mate-
rials and labour were dear at the

time of constructing the bridges

alluded to.

It was stated that the original

inventor of the lattice bridge was
the late Mr. Smart, by whom it

was patented. It is mentioned in

Dr. Gregory’s “ Mathematics for

Practical Men,” p. 231.

NARROW WINDOWS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—

I

send you the annexed
sketch of a window designed for

a small church, the form of the

upper light, and the way the stone

sill terminates, being, I believe,

without a precedent.

The part b, b, b, b, is one solid

stone checked, so as to be on a line

with the face of the wall
;
the cross

is formed in a panel, the centre

narrow space being cut through

and communicating with a flue

ending at the window-board or

flag in the interior, for the pur-

pose of ventilation. The admis-

sion of air is regulated by means

of a lid fixed in the window-flag

insid e.)

The hood-moulding projects

before the face of the octagonal

champhered head (same as jambs),

see x ,r, about 5 inches.

Your obedient, J. K.L.
Gorey, 3rd February, 1844.

[We think this window would

better suit a lodge than a church.

—Ed.]

DESIGN FOR A NARROW WINDOW.

ELEVATION.

Wins. o
Scale. i , i . I
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March 12.—The President in the chair.

The discussion upon the knowledge of the
properties of the arch possessed by the an-
cients was renewed on the presentation by Mr.
Page of drawings of two arches standing near
some cyclopaean remains at Cape Crio(Cnidus).
There was no positive evidence of the date of
these arches

;
but from their being built

without mortar, and the massiveness of their
construction, it was agreed that they were
probably of the same period as the cyelopzean
works among which they were situated.

The failure of the Pont de Boverie at Lifege,
which sunk so much and cracked on the piers
to such an extent as to oblige it to be taken
down, was fully explained by Mr. Rennie, who
presented a drawing of it.

Mr. B- Green also exhibited a design for the
proposed stone bridge of eight circular arches
for connecting Gateshead with Newcastle-upon-
Tyne at a high level. He also exhibited some
beautiful specimens of ornamental bricks made
by Mr. Barnes, of Newcastle.

The first paper read was an “ Account of
the harbour of Pulteney Town” (Wick, Caith-
ness, N. B.)

This harbour was designed by Mr. Tel-
ford for the British Fisheries Society in
1803, and the first part of the works
executed between 1805 and 1811 by Mr.
Burn, at the expense of 16,400/. The suc-
cess of the herring-fishery, and the consequent
increase of the shipping frequenting the port,
rendered a more extensive harbour essential,
and in 1823 other plans, which received the
approval of Mr. Telford, were carried into
effect by Mr. Bremner.
The various extensions of the works were

given in great detail, with the ingenious
methods employed in their execution

;
as also

the account of the devastation caused by the
sudden inroad of the sea upon the unfinished
work of the pier, when 100 feet in length of
the pier-head was swept away in one tide,
besides the occurrence of much damage to the
other parts ot the works. The ruined works were
secured for the remainder of that year by bind-
ing them together with chain-cables, and in the
succeeding summer the works were completed
and have stood securely ever since. Some in-
teresting observations were made as to the
relative action of the waves upon long and
short slopes of the sea faces of piers, and the
author’s experience evidently leads him to
prefer a slope of about one to one for works
which are exposed to a heavy sea.

The various ingenious methods adopted by
the author for conquering the difficulties before
him excited great interest, which was kept up
by the next paper, also by Mr. Bremner. It
was a description of casks used in fioating
large stones for building sea-walls in deep
water.

These casks, which were strongly built of
fir staves hooped externally with iron and
supported inside by radiating bars like the
spokes of a wheel, were used instead of crane-
barges for conveying stones of from 30 to 40
tons weight forsecurintr the foot of the sea-walls
of Banff harbour, which had failed.

Two of these casks, of 445 feet cube each,
were used to convey stones of 30 tons weight,
by passing the two chain-cables which were
wound round them through the eves of the
lewises, which were fixed in the stone at low
water; at which time the chains being hauled
down tight, when th*- tide flowed, the buoyancy
of the ca*-ks floated the stones, and thev were
towed by a hoat over the place where the stone
was intended to be deposited

;
the lashing being

cut away the casks were let go, and the stone
fell into its seat. This method was found to
succeed perfectly in weather that would have
destroyed any crane barges, and the works of
Banff harbour were thus secured from further
degradation, and were subsequently entirely
restored at a comparatively small cost.

A model of Farum’s railway switch was
exhibited, and its self acting motion in guiding
the carriages into the sidings or on the main
lines, as required, was shown by the inventor.
These switches were stated to have been used
on the Grand Junction Railway for some con-
siderable time. The drawings and enlarged
diagrams gave fully the details of the method
of working.

March 19.—The President in the chair.

In the recapitulation of the conversation of
the meeting of March 12, there were read some
interesting remarks by Colonel Leafe on the
knowledge possessed by the Greeks of the
properties of the arch. He contended that

numerous examples still existed of their having
used it; but from the solidity of their construc-

tion, the nature of the materials they employed,
and the architectural character of the edifices,

which were chiefly temples, the arch was evi-

dently less employed than among the Romans,
who used different and less solid materials.

A description was then read of “The For-
mation of the Town-lands of Musselburgh, on
the Frith of Forth,” by Mr. James Hay. This
was a curious instance of an extensive tract, of
nearly four hundred acres of land, being
formed by an alluvial deposit in about three
hundred years. The river Esk, when swollen
by rain, is stated to bring down quantities of
the detritus from the hills, which with the soil

washed from the banks of the low lands is

arrested when it meets the tide, and is thrown
upon the beach : this being mingled with large
boulder-stones, becomes fixed, and the sand is

blown over it by the heavy north winds to

which the shore is exposed, and thus this

large tract has been formed. The diagrams
shewed the several lines of high water at

various dates, and that nearly the entire town
is built upon land thus recovered from the sea
without the aid of art.

The next paper read was a description of an
hydraulic traversing-frame at the Bristol
terminus of the Great Western Railway, by
Mr. A. J. Dodson, Assoc. Inst. C.E. The
action of this machine, the object of which is

to transport the railway carriages from the
arrival side of the terminus to the departure
side, or to any one of several intermediate
lines, was thus described:—An opening being
made in the train, the apparatus is pushed on
to the line of rails, and the carriage required
to be moved is run over it, when the frame is

quite down, it being then sufficiently low to
allow the carriages to pass freely over. As
soon as the carriage is brought directly over
the apparatus, a man works a pump acting
upon four hydraulic presses, which raise the
frame until both sides are in contact with the
axles of the carriage-wheels, and raise the
flanges of the wheels clear of the rails : the
whole apparatus, with the carriage suspended
upon it, is then easily transported to any of
the lines of rails, when by unscrewing a
stopper which allows the water to flow back
from the presses into its cistern, the carriage is

lowered on to the rails, and the apparatus is

rolled over ready for recommencing the opera-
tion, the whole transit not having occupied
more than one minute and a half. The action
of the apparatus, which was made by Mr.
Napier, York-road, was stated to be very satis-

factory, and its cost to have been about 220/.

An account was then read of the landslip
in the Ashlev cutting on the Great Western
Railway, by Mr. J. G. Thomson, Grad. Inst
C.E.

The following papers were announced to be
read at the meeting of March 26:

—

No. 668. “ On Railway Cuttings and Em-
bankments, with an account of some slips in

the London clay,” by C. H. Gregory, Grad.
Inst. C.E.

No. 661. “ Account of the Railway from
Amsterdam to Rotterdam, and of the princi-

pal works upon it,” by Le Chevalier F. W.
Conrad, M. Inst. C.E., translated from the
French by the Secretary.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES*

The cutting, which was described, is situated
about five miles on the London side of Bath;
it was made through a mass of detritus from
the neighbouring high lands, consistingof sand,
oolithic gravel, vegetable matter, and stones of
the great oolite, lying upon the blue lias clay
and marl. The whole district was extraordi-
narily full of water, and appeared to have
defied all attempts to drain it. This accumu-
lation of water softened the clay, turning por-
tions into soft silt, and when, by cutting away
a portion of the foot, which was situated on a
slope, the support was taken away, the whole
mass was set in motion, and every attempt to
arrest it was fruitless. The details of the
attempts at driving water-headings, sinking
pits, which collapsed, and were obliged to be
filled up with stones and faggots, and all the
other engineering devices which were adopted,
were given with great minuteness, and
being aided by some well-executed drawings,
gave an interesting account of a good speci-
men of one of the difficulties to be encountered
bv the railway engineer in the ordinary course
ot his labours. The paper was an example of
that which has been so frequently insisted upon
at the meetings of the Institution, viz. the
advantage to the civil engineer of a knowledge
of geology, by which his progress would be
safely made under such circumstances.

Lecture II.

Tyre.—There are few cities more cele-

brated in history than Tyre, and seldom has
any one place excited so much controversy
concerning its situation. Of its antiquity and
greatness there is, however, no doubt Bishop
Newton says—“ It w'as, as is well known, the
most celebrated place in the world for its trade
and navigation, the seat of commerce, and the
centre of riches.” The prophet Isaiah says—

•

“ Is this your joyous city, whose antiquity is

of ancient days ?” (xxiii. 7*) And in ’the

Book of Joshua we find it spoken of as “ the
strong city Tyre.” (ch.xix. v. 29.) Tyre was
a colony or off-shoot of Sidon, the ancient
capital of the Canaanites, which probably owed
its origin as well as its name to Sidon, the
eldest son of Canaan. (Gen. x. 15.) By its

position on the sea-coast, its capability of be-
coming a leading maritime nation was evident.
The soil around it was not inviting for the pur-
poses of agriculture, but near at hand were the
inexhaustible forests of Lebanon, from which
the Tyrians built their vessels; and the daring
and hardy sailors soon pushed their discoveries

beyond the pillars of Hercules, founding colo-

nies as they traversed the seas—in particular,

Carthage and Cadiz may be mentioned.
Quintus Curtius says of Tyre—“ Colonise
certe ejus pene orbe to to diffusse sunt.” By
this adventurous spirit, the Tyrians became the
carriers of the world

;
they made Tvre the

dep6t for the merchandize of every quarter of
the globe: her ships increased in number; her
harbour was excellent, formed by an island in
front

;
and wealth continued to pour in upon

her.

The description in Ezekiel conveys a high
notion of the prosperity of this great com-
mercial people:—“O thou that art situate
at the entry of the sea, which art a merchant
of the people for many isles, Thus saith the
Lord God: O Tyrus, thou hast said, I am of
perfect beauty. Thy borders are in the midst
of the seas, thy builders have perfected thy
beauty. They have made all thy ship-boards
of fir-trees of Senir

;
they have taken cedars

from Lebanon to make masts for thee. Of
the oaks of Bashan have they made thine oars,
the company of the Ashurites have made thy
benches of ivory, brought out of the isles of
Chittim. Fine linen with broidered work
from Egypt was that which thou spreadest
forth to be thy sail.” (ch. xxvii. v. 3 to 7.)
The prophet next describes the mercenary
troops which they employed to protect their
city, because the natives were all engaged in
maritime pursuits, and then be continues—
“ Tarshish was thy merchant by reason of the
multitude of all kind of riches

; with silver,
iron, tin, and lead, they traded in thy fairs.”
(v. 12.)

^

It we admit Cadiz to be the Scripture
Tarshish, the Tartessus and Gades of the
ancients, we shall perceive how well situated
it was for the purpose of facilitating the trade
of Tyre with the countries of the north,
abounding with the articles enumerated in the
verse just quoted. ’There is every reason to
believe that the tin was supplied from our
Cornwall.
The prophet then proceeds to mention

places which trafficked with Tyre in their
respective products, as in sla'ves, (“ per-
sons of men,”) brass, ivory and ebony, horses
and mules

; Syria supplied fine linen, emeralds,
coral, and agate

;
the land of Judah contributed

wheat, honey, oil, and balm
;
Damascus sent

wine and wool; Arabia traded in sheep and
goats, spices, gold, and precious stones. The
prophet Zechariah, speaking of this city, says—“ And Tyrus did build herself a strong hold,
and heaped up silver as the dust, and fine gold

* Continued from p. 113,
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as the mire of the streets.” (ch. ix. v. 3.) But
her riches only served to make her proud and
to exult in the misfortunes of her neighbours

;

accordingly we find the prophet Ezekiel thus

instructed :
—“ Son of man, because that Tyros

hath said against J erusalem, Aha, she is broken
that was the gates of the people; she is turned

unto me : l shall be replenished, now she is

laid waste: Therefore thus saith the Lord
God, Behold, I am against thee, O Tyrus, and
will cause many nations to come up against

thee, as the sea causeth his waves to come up.”

(“ This,” says Archbishop Newcome, “is one
of the most beautiful and expressive images
which occur in the magnificent prophecy here
recorded.”) “ And they shall destroy the walls

of Tyrus, and break down her towers, I will

also scrape her dust from her, and make her
like the top of a rock.” (ch. xxvi. v. 2, 3, 4.)

And again, “ I will make thee like the top of a

rock, thoushalt be a place to spread nets upon,
thou shalt be built no more.” (v. 14.) It is

then expressly foretold that Nebuchadrezzar,
King of Babylon, should come up against it

with a large army. This prediction was ful-

filled
;
but the place was so strong, and the

besieged defended their city with such skill,

that the Babylonian army lay encamped before

it for thirteen years. St. Jerome states that

when the Tyrians saw that the city was about
to be taken, they conveyed away all their va-

luable property on board their ships and sailed

away, so that Nebuchadrezzar found nothing
in t’ne deserted city to reward him for his long
siege. This disappointment is expressly

allude! to in Ezekiel :
—“Son of man, Nebu-

chadrezzar, King of Babylon, caused his army
to serve a great service against Tyrus

;
every

head was made bald and every shoulder was
peeled

;
yet had he no wages, nor his army for

Tyrus, for the service that he had served
against it.” (ch. xxix. v. 18.) His recom-
pense was Egypt. Tyre was taken 573 B.C.

;

and some writers, and among them St. Jerome,
imagine that the inhabitants fled to Carthage,
which they had founded, while Dean Prideaux
supposes that they took refuge on the island

close at hand, and built the new city which
was afterwards destroyed by Alexander the
Great. It must soon have exhibited signs of
activity, as it appears to have risen rapidly into

a flourishing city. Its situation was more
favourable than the ancient city, from its in-

sular position, and from its being also well

fortified. The sea between the island and the
continent formed two capacious harbours.

When the Macedonian hero came before the

city, he found that it was likely to withstand
all his efforts to take it so long as it main-
tained its insular form, and was supported by
a numerous fleet. He, therefore, formed and
carried into effect the vast idea of uniting the
island to the mainland by means of a mole.
Quintus Curtius calls the sea a very deep one,
but Arrian says its depth was only three
fathoms. Alexander formed his mole with
incredible labour and diligence, notwithstand-
ing the desperate opposition of the Tyrians,
and for the materials he employed the stones
of old Tyre (“ magna vis saxorum ad manum
erat, Tyro vetere praebente.” Qu. Cur.), and
with these he built a causeway 200 feet wide,
extending from the continent to the city. A
passage in Ezekiel appears to foretell this re-

markable fact. “ And they shall break down thy
walls and destroy toy pleasant houses, and they
shall lay thy stones and thy timher and thy dust

in the midst of the water.” (ch. xxvi. v. 12.)

Alexander captured the city, employing fire,

after seven months’ resistance. (332 b.c.) Ze-
chariah, at chapter ix. v. 4, had predicted, “ Be-
hold the Lord will cast her out, and he will smite
her power in the sea, and she shall be devoured
with fire.” The prophet Amos also thus
foretells, “I will send a fire on the wall of
Tyrus, which shall devour the palaces thereof.”
(ch. i. v. 10.) The conqueror behaved with
great cruelty to the inhabitants, slew 8,000
in the storming, crucified 2,000 of them, and
9old 30,000 into slavery

;
which was a retribu-

tion
;
since the Tyrians had sold some of the

captive Israelites; and the prophet Joel had
foretold that their recompense should return
upon their own head. (ch. iii. v. 7.) “ Because
e have taken my silver and my gold, and
ave carried into your temples my goodly

pleasant things. The children also of Judah
and the children of Jerusalem have ye sold
unto the Grecians, that ye might remove them
far from their border.” The 28th chapter of

Ezekiel gives a glowing description of the

magnificence of Tyre, and Strabo and Arrian
speak of the beauty and prodigious height of

the houses
;
the walls were 150 cubits high;

here were two famous temples to Jupiter and
Hercules.

Its present forlorn appearance is a sad

contrast to its ancient splendour. Bruce
says, “ Passing by Tyre, from curiosity only,

I came to be a sorrowful witness of the truth

of that prophecy, that Tyre, the queen of

nations, should be a rock for fishers to dry
their net9 on,—two wretched fishermen with

miserable nets had just given over their occu-

pation.” All modern travellers agree in their

account of its desolate state.

G. R. F.

(To be concluded in our next.)

THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.
At the meeting of the Corporation of Lon-

don for improving the approaches to London-
bridge, held on tbe 12th instant, the deputation

appointed to confer with the Commissioners of

Metropolitan Improvements, on the question of

obtaining further space at the east end of the

New Royal Exchange, made their report.

The deputation consisted of Mr. R. L. Jones,
the chairman of the Royal Exchange Commit-
tee; Mr. W. Lawrence, and Mr. R. Taylor,
attended hy Mr. Tyrrell, the Remembrancer

;

and Mr. Tite, the architect of the new building.

It appeared that the deputation had had
several interviews with the Commissioners,
and that they submitted their plans or sugges-
tions for these improvements.
The first suggestion was to make an opening

into Finch-lane, the same in character as that

which was made in Fleet-street, called St.

Bride’s-passage, but wider, the width of the
Finch-lane opening being proposed at 60 feet

from house to house, and 30 feet between the
shops.

The second suggestion proposed the same
opening, but included the widening of the

main street at the east end of the Exchange to

60 feet, instead of 46 feet 6 inches as at present.

The third plan proposed the taking down of
Finch-lane altogether, and the construction of

a new street 70 feet wide at the east end of the

Exchange in its place. All the plans contained

a suggestion for widening Threadneedle-street

from the Royal Exchange up to Merchant
Tailors’ Hall.

The application on the part of the Corpora-
tion was supported by a memorial from the

merchants, bankers, brokers, and traders of the

city. This memorial was signed by all the first

names in the city.

In opposition to further improvements in

this quarter, Magdalen College appeared by
their steward, Mr. Blagrove, and Mr. Sheriff

Moon, their tenant.

The Commissioners, it appeared, determined
that a more extended space at the east end of

the New Royal Exchange would greatly con-

duce to the effect of the building, and the con-

venience of those who are to frequent it
;
but

that, looking to the numerous and important

claims upon anv funds which might be pro-

vided by the Legislature for improvements in

the metropolis, they could not feel justified in

recommending to her Majesty or to Parliament

that any advance of money from public re-

sources, or from local taxation, should be made
for this purpose.

Singular Discovery of Copper Ore.

—

It is a well-known fact that copper mining in

Cornwall is of comparatively recent origin,

and that the mines in this county were, at no
very remote period, worked only for tin, the

copper ore being considered as useless, and,

consequently, thrown aside. A singular con-

firmation of this lately occurred in widening
the road in the neighbourhood of Chacewater.

Captain Davies, the contractor, in removing
the old hedges, perceived among the stones of

which they were composed a considerable num-
ber that contained copper, and has actually

selected from them several tons of copper ore.

These stones had, no doubt, been raised by
miners in search of tin, at a period when their

value was not known, and used as materials for

constructing the hedges in which they were

found. Capt. Davies, in contracting for the

job, had been so fortunate as to secure the

stones of the old hedges, and is, consequently,

a considerable gainer by the discovery.

—

fV°st

Briton.

ANDREW CROSSE, THE ELECTRICIAN.

If, when you come to the village of King-
ston, about three miles and a half from Taun-
ton, you turn upon your right into a dark and
narrow lane, you will soon find yourself climb-
ing with toil a difficult and very steep hill

;
the

road is rough, and the edges meeting overhead
give it an aspect of profoundest gloom. But
by day, in the summer time, it is deliciously
cool and shady, and a very wilderness of wild-
flowers—the foxglove, the woodbine, the dog-
rose, the ragged-robin, decorate the banks and
make the hedges fragrant. By night—for many
times have we dared the descent when the out-
line of the hand could not be traced if held
before the eyes—this lane is enlivened by the
songs of many nightingales, and the glow-
worms light up their love-torches on every
green slope. Having conquered’this hill, a turn
off the road on your left conducts you to a park
adorned with fine beeches, on one side of
which you behold a sheet of water, with a
shrubbery in the back ground, whose very
aspect invites you to trespass in it. All this

you see as you walk under houghs that over-
shadow the road

;
and if you are a stranger to

the place and its owner, you will wonder what
can be the meaning of the mast-like poles fixed

at the top of the very loftiest of the trees, by
which a line (so it appears) is carried round
the park till it is lost in the shrubbery. A little

further onward and you see a small village

green, with a very old tree in the centre, sur-

rounded by a few cottages; before you the

road winds about the shoulder of a steep, amid
a bit of gorse brake; the breeze blows upon
you from a distant channel, which you smell,

though you cannot see it from the spot, and
you have the light buoyant feeling of being

upon a high hill. Step boldly over the mossy
lawn, you will scarcely disturb the rabbits that

are feeding and sporting there in conscious

security. Knock fearlessly at the door; the

votaries of science are always welcome there.

Your name? your station ? your calling? your

property ? 'Trouble not yourself about any
of these things, nor hope thus to commend
yourselves to the inmates. You are a man

,

you have a mind, you venerate science, even if

you know little of it
;

these are your passports

into that mansion. Are you a stranger? You
will not long be so :

“ One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.”

In ten minutes you feel as if you had been ac-

quainted with your kind and generous host for

twenty years. Have you walked thither? he
sets before you a profuse luncheon and his

choicest cider. Such cider ! bright, sparkling,

luscious! The gods would have preferred it

to their nectar, especially if they had toiled

up that steep hill on a hot summer day.

Your generous entertainer attracts you to

gaze as much as you politely may. Probably
you have seen his portrait in the Polytechnic

Institution, and you recognize the likeness.

He is nowin his velvet jacket, his laboratory

costume; his frame is made for activity; light,

but muscular, having not an ounce of superflu-

ous fat, with a trifling stoop at the shoulders;

his face, too, is thin and long, with a fine fore-

head, grey eyes, bushy brows, a well-shaped

nose, and a pointed chin. Its expression is

highly intellectual, with an air of seeming

melancholy, which is in fact one of thought;

but a lengthened gaze discovers in it a lurking

propensity for fun, which continually peeps

out at the corners of his eyes and in the curls

of his lips. His hair is brown, partially silvered

by age, which is betrayed only there, for his

gait and countenance have all the liveliness and

energy of youth
;

his step is springy, his voice

cheerful, his aspect that of one who enjoys

good health and its attendant good spirits.

Such, dimly outlined we must confess, is the

personal appearance of Andrew Crosse.

Had you never before heard that name, or if

you had not known that you were about to

visit one who had distinguished himself in the

pursuits of science, you would then discover,

if you had the eye of an observer, that you

are in the company of a man of genius ;
that

you are conversing with one who has thought

for himself, and refused to subject his mind to

the chains of authority, and to bow before the

dicta of schools.

The presence of genius you discover in

Andrew Crosse, before you have conversed

with him a quarter of an hour. The talk of

most men, even of those who are reputed wise
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of witty, is merely a repetition of that which
you have heard in substance, if not in form,

from other men fifty times before, and read as

often. But Mr. Crosse’s talk is his own.
You may differ from his opinions, you may

question his accuracy, you may contest his ar-

guments, you may smile sometimes at views
that may seem to you visionary and wild,

because they are different from your habitual

trains of thinking, and therefore startle you
;

but you cannot complain that thev are com-
mon-place

;
they are not echoes of the voices

of others, not gems in a new setting, stolen
from books old or new. Fools may deride
them as being strange

;
wise men know their

worth; fools have laughed before, when the
better taught have struck the hill-side, assert-

ing that rich ore was hidden in the stones the
fools had called rubbish, and scarcely have
they ceased their gibes when they have beheld
the metal elaborated and glittering in their

hands.

Everyman has his hobby; the saying is an
old one, but it means nothing more than this,

that every man has some preponderating taste

which governs its pursuits, and the gratifica-

tion of which engrosses the largest share of
its attention. Happy it is when that hobby is

not only a harmless one, but ennobles the rider,

and brings with it blessings to mankind. Mr.
Crosse’s hobby is the science of electricity

;

to that he has directed the studious reflection

and the industrious labours of a life. No
branch of science is unknown to him, but elec-

tricity has been his especial pursuit; and if he
has not spun so many pretty theories about it

as other philosophers, he has advanced the
practical, experimental investigation of it

much further than ever it was carried before.
As this is the theme on which his thoughts
most dwell, it is that of which his mind is the
most full. Touch that chord and see how he
will discourse! As he describes to you all those
wonders, not imaginations of a dreamer, but
realities, which he has himself seen, and proved
by producing, his face i9 lighted up

;
his eyes

are fixed upon the ceiling; present things
seem to have disappeared from him, lost in the
greater vividness of the ideas which his full

mind throngs before him
;
he pours out his

words in an unfailing stream
;
but, though he

has a command of epithets, he finds language
inadequate to express his conceptions of the
might of that mysterious element which, though
so very mighty that it could annihilate a world
as easily as it lifis a feather, he has summoned
from its throne, compelled into his presence,
guided with his hand, and made to do his bid-

ding !—thus surpassing the fabled feats of the
enchanters of old.

Before you visit the hall where this mighty
ower is at work night and day, obedient to
is command, and daily shewing itself in some

new shape (a very Proteus), yet unable to
escape from the potent spell of the magician
by whom it is compelled, you would like to

stroll with your distinguished host into the
plantations and gardens. Step through the
window into the lawn, and follow him.

But, beware !—you are no longer in the
company of a sage philosopher, but of a man
(we might almost say of a boy) full of fun and
frolic, and laugh and joke! That roguish
twinkle of the eye, and half-suppressed curl of
the lip, betoken mischief. Look at him !—
there is not a trace of the student in his
manner or in his talk. Can this be he whom
ue heard but two minutes since discoursing,
M’ith the rapture almost of inspiration, of the
mysteries ot science? He is as merry now as
a child at play. What a glorious laugh a
real, honest, hearty laugh—not a stifled titter,
a3 if he were ashamed to be natural. What a
step and jump, as though age had been worsted
in wrestling with him, and had succeeded only
in frosting his hair with its breath in the
struggle! It is an almost universal notion
that wise men must be grave, and a philo-
sopher is always associated in our thoughts
with a solemn phiz, a staid demeanour, eyes
that cannot twinkle, a mouth never M'reathed
with smiles, a chest never convulsed with
laughter,—as a jestless, dull, phlegmatic
mortal, who deems fun a sin, and votes frolic
a degradation. But this is a very great mis-
take indeed, as all who have read the biogra-
phies of dead philosophers, and all Mho have
had the pleasure of knowing any living ones,
will testify. It is your false philosopher, your
would-be sage, your fellow of “shame,'” as

Carlyle terras them, who cannot afford to he
unwise.
Not such is Andrew Crosse, as you will find

ere you have M-alked with him in his grounds
for five minutes. What buoyancy of spirits !

what light, cheerful, pleasant talk about field

sports, country rambles, rifle-shot9, planting,

pruning, farming, trees, flowers ! He will

lead you a pretty dance when once he has got
you fairly under his guidance, his bright eye
all the while twinkling merry malice. He will

shew you banks were wild strawberries ripen,

in such multitudes, and so large and richly

flavoured, that you may feast as in a garden,
and you are startled by the whirr of a pheasant
rising from betueen your very feet, and almost
making you roll down the slope in your sudden
fright; you will visit his M-ell-stocked and
well-trained gardens, and, if you please, pass
an hour at the fish-ponds, with certainty of
something better than a nibble, for the perch
there are abundant and greedy, and you are
sure of sport; or taking your gun, or his, for

you are heartily M'elcome to any thing he can
supply, you may walk round the park and
shoot the rabbits as they run from their feed-

ing places to their holes, and soon bag as

many as you can conveniently carry. And if

you area good shot, you may venture a small
wager with your host which shall bag the most
from an equal number of shots; but be warned
by us, and lot the bet be a small one, for he is

a capital shot and the chances are against you.
Nor will this walk be without profit to your

mind as well as to your body. You will not
only have breathed fresh pure air, and
healthily used your limbs, though at the ex-

pense of a hole or two in your fine town-made
coat, but you M'ill have gathered a vast deal of
information from your companion, who is in-

timately versed in all rural subjects. It is the
prerogative of intellect to find in every thing,
however humble or common, food for medita-
tion, and a theme for intelligent discourse.
Whatever attracts your attention is sure to

elicit from Mr. Crosse some instructive re-
mark

;
and it is worthy of note that his re-

marks are almost entirely the result, not of his
reading, but of his observation. He is not a
bookworm; he is essentially an observer; he
is not stored with the ideas of other men, but
he is rich in ideas of his own. Like all who
have looked closely into nature, he is an
humble-minded man

;
you discover it in every

thing he says and does. He has learned by
years of study the last, most difficult of all

lessons, not to know. He rates himself much
lower than any other person rates him—

a

rare phenomenon! nor is this humility of
mind assumed

;
he has not a spark of affecta-

tion
;
the conviction is in him, and it shews

itself.— The Critic.

BUILDINGS' REGULATIONS BILL.

House of Lords, March 12.—The Marquis
of Normanby said, he observed that a Bill had
been introduced into the other House for the
better regulation of new buildings. It was, how-
ever, entirely confined to the metropolitan dis-
tricts. Hecould notsee anygood reason for thus
circumscribing its operation. He thought that
it ought to be extended to other places

;
and

he M'ould put it to his noble friend opposite
whether it was not desirable that its provisions
should be so extended ? There was one part
of the Bill which would be of very great use
to the metropolis. He alluded to the forma-
tion of cellars, except under certain regulations.
But, looking to different parts of the country,
that provision might be introduced with even
greater advantage in a variety of places. He
could name towns where actually one-half of
the inhabitants lived in these miserable cellars.
He M’ished to know whether his noble friend
Mfas prepared to extend the provisions of the
Bill to other localities, or would merely confine
it to the metropolis? There was another point
connected with this subject on which he wished
for information. Many propositions had been
made for the construction of parks for the
health and recreation of the working classes.
For the benefit of the great mass of the people
in the east end of the metropolis a tract of land,
denominated Victoria Park, had been selected.
He understood that the works there were sus-
pended. Perhaps his noble friend was not able
at that moment to state the cause of the sus-
pension, but M'ould be prepared to do so at a
future day. All he should now ask was, what

progress had been made in the formation of
that park ?

The Duke of Buccleuch said, that he was
not at present prepared to answer the last

question of the noble marquis. Respecting
his first question he M’ished to observe, that in

many of the large towns throughout the coun-
try there were local acts for regulating build-
ings which it might not be judicious to inter-
fere with by any general measure, without at

least very great consideration. It was pro-
posed that the present measure should be
passed this session, after having been M’ell con-
sidered in both Houses, and the true meaning
of the several clauses made plain. The small
towns M'ould then have an opportunity of con-
sidering it, and of seeing what portions of it

could be made applicable to them, with a view
to further legislation on the subject next ses-
sion. For these reasons the government were
not prepared to recommend that the present
Bill should be extended.
The Marquis of Normanby put it to the

government whether it M’ould not be desirable
to extend the provisions of that part of the
Bill M'hich referred to cellars now actually
occupied to the suburbs of the metropolis, and
other parts of the country. The parties oc-
cupying them were charged enormous rents,
which they were obliged to pay, in order that
they might reside in the district where their
occupation called them.
The Marquis of Salisbury admitted the evil

of having persons huddled together, but did
not think the suggestion of the noble maiquis
would diminish the expense to those part :es,as
they would have to pay still higher ren.’s per-
haps for new abodes.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Manchester and Sheffield Railway.—Parties
have been employed during the past week for
the purpose of ascertaining the number of
population in the townships through M'hich the
above line of railway passes from Manchester
to Staleybridge

;
the following is the result :

—

From Manchester to Staleybridge, exclusive of
both towns, 65,361 ;

inclusive of both, 384,692;
opulation of the township through M’hich the
ranch line will pass from the railway to

Staleybridge, including Ashton-town, and ex-
clusive of Staleybridge, 58,205. The town of
Staleybridge contains a population of 21,000,
and the town of Ashton-under-Lyne 22,686.
Warwick and Leamington Railway.—The

branch railway between Warwick and
Coventry, it is now stated, will certainly not be
opened before the end of the year

;
but M e are

assured, upon good authority, that the division
contracted for nearest Leamington, extending
to Kenihvorth-common, M’ill be completed in
May next, and that the portion of the line
nearest Coventry M’ill also be perfected by the
same early period.

Ayrshire, Dumfries, and Carlisle Railway.
—We are rejoiced to find that at length a pro-
mising movement is being made to have a
communication from the south with the western
metropolis of Scotland, by a railway via Car-
lisle, Dumfries, and Ayr, which cannot fail to
secure very great advantage, provided that
connection takes place upon the coast, thus
taking advantage of the rich mineral resources
of the interior, and also of traffic on the entire
line from Ayr to Glasgow.

—

Ayr Advertiser.
The Cornwall Railway.—Our readers will

have observed last M'eek, with much satisfac-
tion, that the question of a railway through
Cornwall is so seriously entertained by the
Great Western Railway Company, that it M'as
mentioned by the chairman, in very encourag-
ing terms, at the general half-yearly meeting
of the proprietors. Such a notice is practi-
cally an announcement of the undertaking to
capitalists, and a recommendation of it to their
consideration and support. With such a sanc-
tion, the Cornwall Railway is no longer a pro-
ject, but a fact; and as such it will be contem-
plated by those on whose assistance we must
in a great measure depend. At the same time,
our friends in Cornwall must remember that it

is their own concern
;
and though it is true

that they M’ill require help from beyond the
1 amar, yet the more they do for themselves,
the more independent will be the position they
M'ill be able to assume in meeting of the great
companies. The railway will come through
Cornwall; of that we have no doubt; but if

we do >vhat we can and ought, we shall be able
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to make terms— if we go to sleep, we shall

have to submit to terms dictated by others.

Therefore, instead of regarding the declaration

of the chairman of the Great Western as a
motive for relaxing our exertions, it ought ra-

ther to be received as a stimulus to renewed
efforts, that in the zeal we display, and the

capital we raise, we may give to the companies
and capitalists to the eastward a just sense of
the importance of the countv, and entitle our-
selves to that due share of influence which it

is desirable that the Cornish directors and
shareholders should possess .— Cornwall Ga-
zette.

Bristol and Exeter Railway .—At the gene-
ral meeting of the proprietors of the Bristol

and Exeter Railway Company, held at the

White Hart, Bristol—Mr. Ricketts, the Chair-
man of the Directors, presiding, supported by
Mr. Divett, M.P., Mr. Brunei, C.E., and a

large number of proprietors from the West of
England,— Mr. Badham, the secretary, read
the Directors’ Report, which announced that

the amount of fixed rent and share of toll

which the Great Western Railway Company
bad stated to be due to the Bristol and Exeter
Railway Company for the past half-year was
25,555/.; the share of toll on 197,030 pas-

sengers, conveyed 5,023,370 miles being 5,232/.

;

and 462/. on 14,060 tons of goods, conveyed
443,714 miles

;
making a total of 31 ,249/. The

gross earnings on the line for the half-year, as
fai as Beambridge, had been 56,543/. The
further claims of the Company on the Great
Western Company had been referred to arbi-
tration. The state of the works was exceed-
ingly satisfactory, and the whole line to Exeter
might bt confidently expected to be ready for
public traffic in the month of May next.

Newcastle-upon- Tyne and Carlisle Railway.
•—We understand that the directors of the

Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Carlisle Railway
Company have contracted for 1,000 tons of
malleable iron rails at the low rate of 51. 7s. per
ton, to enable them to double the remainder of
their line. This great improvement is to be
completed before the 1st of July .next, at which
time it is intended the railway from Darling-
ton to Gateshead will be opened, and which
will join the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway at

Redheugh, a little to the west of Gateshead. An
uninterrupted railway communication will thus

be formed from London to the city of Carlisle,

a distance of about 350 miles, which, it is ex-

pected, will be performed in sixteen hours. To
meet the additional traffic which this communi-
cation will bring upon the Newcastle and Car-
lisle Railway, and to prevent the least interrup-

tion in the regular running of the trains,

renders it absolutely necessary to make the

line double throughout. We also learn that

the spirited coach proprietors, Messrs. Dunn,
Croal, and Co., have advertised to start on the
6th of July two additional coaches between
Carlisle and Glasgow for the accommodation
of the increased number of passengers, and
which coaches will arrive and depart so as to
suit the trains of the Newcastle and Carlisle

Railway Company .—Neivcastle Advertiser.

TViTeefield and Lincoln Railivay. — We
understand that the share list of this line is

fast approaching its completion, 13,000 shares
having been already applied for, the total

number being only 15,000, and the project has
not yet been twenty-one days before the public.

The people of Lincolnshire are eager in their

support of this line, both the corn-merchant
and wool-dealer perceiving the importance of
connecting themselves with their best markets
—viz., Wakefield, Bradford, Halifax, Hudders-
field, and Rochdale. We observe our contem-
porary of the Leeds Mercury is taking infinite

pains to bolster up the project of a branch
from Gainsborough to Swinton. This scheme,
if ever carried out (of which by the way there

are very great doubts), can have no possible

chance of competing with the Wakefield line,

even for the Manchester traffic from Lincoln-
shire

;
for, although in actual distance a few

miles nearer, from the miserable gradients on
the Sheffield line, it has been declared by the

engineer appointed to report upon the subject,

to be seven miles further from Manchester, on
account of those gradients, than by the Wake-
field line.— JVakefield Journal.

The Sussex Railways.—The Hastings Rail-

way Bill has passed the standing orders
;
and

as there is no opposition to the Chichester Bill,

it will pass on Friday, to which day it has been
adjourned, in consequence of the unavoidable

absence of one of the witnesses, all the others

having been examined. We shall, when these

railways are made, have a continuous line of

railway extending upwards of 60 miles along
the coast. Chichester, Worthing, and all the

towns along the coast of western Sussex, have
sent petitions to the House of Commons, very
numerously and respectably signed, in favour

of the Chichester Railway; and we suppose
that Brighton, Lewes, and the towns in East

Sussex, will follow the laudable example which
has been set them. The government must, we
presume, be desirous of seeing these railwavs

made; but we have not heard whether any
application has been made to the Board of

Trade upon the subject.—Brighton Gazette.

Merchant Company.—A special meeting, at

the request of the Edinburgh and Glasgow
Railway Company, was held to consider the

propriety of petitioning Parliament in favour

of the extension of the railway from the present

terminus to the North Bridge. A petition,

which had been prepared by the master and
assistants, was laid on the table, and its adop-

tion moved by Mr. Robert Cadell, who, at the

same time, urged the propriety of the company,
at an early day, also petitioning in favour of
the proposed railway to Berwick. Mr. Philip

moved as an amendment, that unless the

running of Sabbath trains were prohibited, the

company should not petition in favour of the

bill. The amendment was npgatived, and the

original motion carried .—Edinburgh /Fitness.

French Railways.—The following are the

principal conditions of the bills for establish-

ing railroads from Paris to the Belgian fron-

tier, with a branch line to the coast opposite

England
;
and for executing another from Or-

leans to Vierzon, both of which were presented

on Thursday week by the Minister of Public

Works in the Chamber of Deputies. The
English lines are to run by Calais, Dunkirk,
and Boulogne. Those to Calais and Dunkirk
are to join the Belgian line between Douai and
Lille, passing in the former case by Haze-
brouk and St. Omer

;
and, in the other, by

Hazebrouk and the west of Cassel. The
branch line to Boulogne will quit the main

line at Amiens, and run by Abbeville and

Etaples. A sum of l5,OOO,0OOfr. is granted

for the Calais and Dunkirk lines, 2,000,000fr.

of which is to be paid from the estimates of

1844; and 6,000,000fr. from those of 1845.

The Minister of Public Works is to grant a

lease not exceeding twenty-eight years for the

Belgian line, and the branch lines by Calais

and Dunkirk
;
and a lease not exceeding thir-

ty-five years for the Orleans and Vierzon line.

Should the companies, accepted by the Minister,

fail to comply with the conditions and clauses

of the bill within the space of two months, he

is authorized to get the lines executed himself

at the cost of the state, 44,000,000fr. being

allowed for such works, of which 10,000,000fr.

are to be paid out of the estimates of 1844, and

20,000,000fr. out of those of 1845. In case

the lines are made by companies, the Minister

is authorized to lease out the working of the

lines, for a period not exceeding twelve years,

the lines falling gratuitously into the posses-

sion of the state at the end of that period.

An article stipulates, that after taking oft' 6

per cent, interest, and 2 percent, for the sink-

ing fund, the profits are to be divided equally

between the companies aud the state. There'

are to be three classes of carriages on the

Belgian line
;
the first at 10c., the second at

7c. 0. 005, and the third, which are to be co-

vered and curtained, 5c. 0. 005, per kilometre,

or quarter of a league. The state is to have

the faculty of redeeming the lease of twelve

years
;
the purchase to be made according to

the conditions established for the Orleans rail-

road, with this difference, that the premiums
which are to be added to the net dividend de-

clared to compose the annuity, which in such

cases are to be paid to the company, are to be

reduced to half.

Royal Society. — The lucrative and

honourable appointment of Assistant Secre-

tary, vacant by the death of the late Mr. Robert-

son, has been filled up by Mr. Weld, the late

Secretary of the Statistical Society. '1 his latter

situation has heen filled by the appointment of

Dr. Richard King, the celebrated Polar travel-

ler.

(ffcrmpontintre.

PROPOSED NEW BUILDING-ACT.
Sir,—As you are reviewing the new Build-

ing-Act, I send you the following hints for
your consideration.

1 hat the gulley-holes and sink-stones
to drains in houses and also in yards
should be properly trapped to prevent the
stench rising out of them, as it will be use-
less to make drains perfect if stench he
allowed to escape from these places. With
regard to houses already erected, I think the
district-surveyor should have power also to
order all existing sink-stones to be trapped, on
receiving a written complaint from the tenant
that they are an annoyance.
That privies should not be allowed in any

dwelling at all, nor in any yards within, sav at

least, 10 feet from the external wall of a bouse.
Yours obediently, B.

P.S.—Sign-boards are only limited as to

height, so that they may be continued the
whole length of a street, from house to house,
without any space between them.

font in st. mary’s church, brf.con.
Sir,—The exquisitely beautiful fout in St.

Mary’s Church, Brecon, the drawings of which
you published la^t week, I think must certainly

haie been “ a Piscina," which opinion, I think,

is confirmed by the minute particulars of your
correspondent “ J. L. T.,” who describes the

want of an original shaft of stone, the appear-

ance ofthe bowl, only wrought half round, having

been originally fixed in a wall, the wall itself

having appearances of “a moulding in the back-

ground,” which I should think is the arch usual-

ly above “ a Fiscina.” I have little doubt that a
water-drain is covered over by the metal lining

of the bowl, which being only 8 inches deep, is

too shallow for immersion. I should like very

much to see a drawing of one of the crockets,

also sections of the arch-moulds and of the

tablings of the small pinnacles; I think then

workmen might reproduce this beautiful ex-

ample. I should indeed like to possess a cast

of one side of the bowl, as I think the half-

figures, arches, and other decorations exceed-

ingly fine.

I am, Sir, vour very humble servant,

Capequery, March 18, 1844. a F.A.S.

SMALL HOUSE PORTICO.

Sir,—

W

ill any of your numerous corre-

spondents favour me with a plan for a portico?

Something neat is required, with square

columns, to rise about five steps
;
the width of

the hall about five feet.

Your obedient servant,

A Working Man.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,

To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, March 23. — Royal Botanic,

Regent’s- park, 4 p.m. ;
Westminster Medical, 32,

Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

Monday, 25. — Geographical, 3, Waterloo-

place, 8£ p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 p.m.

Tuesday, 2G. — Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners-street, 81- p.m. ;
Zoological, 57, Pall

Mall, p.m. ;
Civil Engineers, 25, Great George-

street, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 27. — Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m.; Pharmaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square,

9 p.m.

Thursday, 28.— Royal, Somerset House, 8|

p.m. ;
Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m. ;

Royal Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-

place, 4 p.m.; Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m. ;
Numismatic, 41, Tavistock-street,

Covent Garden, 7 p.m.

Friday, 29.

—

Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8J p.m.

Saturday, 30.— iFree=/Ha5ons of tf)t (fffntrrfb

Adjournment of Our Lady’s Chapter for delivery of

the inaugural address upon the foundation, 8 p.m. ;

Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street, 8 p.m. ;

Chemical, Society of Arts, Adelpbi, 8 p.m. (anni-

versary).

Society of Arts.—Open every week-day except

Wednesday, between 10 and 2. Admission by

members’ tickets. . .

The meetings of the following Societies are con-

tinued throughout the year, on the regular days

Horticultural, Zoological, Entomological,

Botanical, Royal Botanic, and Pharmaceu-

tical.
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NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

Contract for the Execution of the several

Works necessary to be done in the Rebuilding of

Brent Bridge, and repairing Finchley Bridge, Hen-
don.—Clerk of the Peace, Sessions House, Clerken-

well-green. March 26.

For the Erection of a Lock-up House, at Brid-

lington, in the East Riding of the county of York.
—Mr. G. Leeman, Clerk of the Peace, Beverley.

April 6.

For the Erection of a Lock-up House, at How-
den, in the East Riding of the County of York.

—

Mr. G. Leeman, Clerk of the Peace, Beverley.

April 6.

Cambridge.—For the several works to be exe-

cuted at the corner of St. John’s and Bridge-streets.

Mr. Clemence, Surveyor, Chesterton-road. The
day for receiving Tenders not fixed.

Coventry.—For making Drains in South St.

Nicholas-street, King-street, and Town Wall-street.

Mr. T. H. Prosser, Surveyor. March 27.

Coventry.—For taking down several tenements

and apartments in Cook-street College, Cook-street,

and erecting five messuages and tenements on the

site.—Dewes and Sons, Coventry. April 2.

Erecting a new School-house and Build-
ings, St. Augustine, Bristol.— Plans, &c., at

Messrs. T. Foster and Son, Architects, Park-street,

Bristol. April 8, 1844.

For Concreting the Foundations of Buildings to

be erected for Messrs Moses and Son, Aldgate.

—

Mr. J. D. Hopkins, Architect, 25, Bedford-square.

March 26.

For purchase of the old brick building, situate on

the west side of Bethnal-green, used as a Station-

house.—R. Burlton, 18, Bethnal-green. March
25.

For putting up Pipes, Boilers, &c., for heating

the new Prison, Belfast, and for supplying 700
locks.— Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr. Lanyon,
Belfast

;
John Coates, Carrickfergus. April 10.

For works required in the enlargement of the

Liverpool Workhouse.—N. Litherland, Secretary.

April 16.

PREMIUM.
£150 for the best design, plans, and estimates

for a Pauper Lunatic Asylum, Derby (unless the

person furnishing the same be employed to super-
intend the execution of the works) ; £100 for the
second best design, and £50 for that which may
be considered next in merit.—Mr. Barber, Derby.
April 20.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We should be happy to receivefrom our corre-

spondent any good illustrations of “ the gradations

of the styles in Gothic Architecture in and about
Cambridge.”

We have received the letter of a Constant Sub-
scriber, “ X.”

We have received the communication of 11 P. A.
R." relative to cutting tapered planks.

ADVERTISEMENTS,

PUBLICATION.

TO RAILWAY CONTRACTORS.—
The First Number of THE RAILWAY CHRONI-

CLE will appear on the 20th of April. A detailed Prospectus

will be ready on the 30th instant, and will be sent free, by
post, to all who furnish their address to the Office, 14, Wel-
lington-street North, Strand, London.

SALES BY AUCTION.

TO BUILDERS, HOUSE-DECORATORS, PAPER-
HANGERS, AND OTHERS.

M ESSRS. CAFE & SON have received
directions from Messrs. Harwood and Co. to SELL

by AUCTION on the premises. No. 60, St. Martin’s Lane,

on Wednesday, March 2'th, and following day, at 12 o’clock,

eachday.the well manufactured, modem, and elegant STOCK
of PAPER HANGINGS, comprising about 6,000 pieces,

may be viewed on Sunday, preceding the sale. Catalogues

may be had on the premises and of Messrs. Cafe & Son,
Great Marlborougli-street.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS, CABI-
NET-MAKERS, COACH-BUILDERS, CARPEN-

TERS, BUILDERS, &c. On the Premises, Vork-

street, Blackfriars-road, by order of the Proprietor retiring,

all the remaining STOCK IN TRADE, of Mr. Johi Cox,

Mahogany and Timber-merchant, which will be sold, IVI I'H-

OUT RESERVE, by SKEEN and LEARY, on Tuesday,

April 2, at eleven o’clock precisely. This very excellent and
well-seasoned stock, consists ofSPANISH and HONDURAS
MAHOGANY, in logs, planks, boards, ntd veneers;

African-wood, Rosewood, Zebra-wood, Satin-wood ; New
South Wales Cedar, Rosewood, Satin-wood, Tulip-wood, and
Holly veneers ; Ebony, Kingwood, America! ash, prime dry

Panel-board, Pit and Frame Saws, Screws, and Crow-bars,

Transoms, Copper and Settings, Brewing Implements,
Turning Lathe, and all utensils in trade. To be viewed two
days previous to, and on the morning of sale. Catalogues

to be had on the premises, and of Skeen and Leary, brokers,

75, Old Broad-street.

Mortgage and annuity office,
No. 123, CHANCF.RY LANE.—Persons requiring

LOANS, by way of Mortgage or otherwise upon any avail-

able security, may at all times procure an advance to the ex-
tent of from 100/. to 200,000/., or so much as the property
will bear, by applying to Mr. Bray, Surveyor, Land and
Estate Agent, at the Offices as above, where a registry for

the Sale of Estates, Houses, Land, Life Interests, and Re-
versions, is kept for inspection.

Particulars and Plans of Property intended for Sale are

requested to be forwarded.
All communications for Money are considered strictly con-

fidential.—Letters pre-paid.

Current ©rices of iittetals.

London ,
March 8, 1844.

£. s. d. £. 8. d.

Spelter.—

F

oreign ton .

.

0 0 0 to 23 0 0

,, For delivery.

.

0 0 0 — 21 0 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver 0 4 6

Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c.. . . . per ton. 5 0 0

,,
Nail rods 5 15 0— 6 0 0

,, Hoops 7 5 0 — 7 10 0

,, Sheets 0 0 0— 8 0 0

,, Cargo in Wales .. 0 0 0 — 4 10 0

,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 3 0 0— 3 10 0

,, No. 1, Clyde 2 6 0— 2 0 0

,, For., Swedish .... 1 0 0— 10 10 0

,, Russian, ccnd 16 10 0

Steel—Swedish keg . . . . ... p . ton 18 0 0

,, ,, Faggot.. 0 0 0— 18 10 0
Copper—English sheathing, per lb. — 0 0 n

„ Old 0 0 8*

,, Cake p. ton. . .

.

87 0 0— 88 0 0

„ Tile 80 0 0— 85 0 0

,, S. American .. 76 0 0— 78 0 0

Tin—English, blocks, &c. cwt. 3 13 0

,, ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 14 0

,,
Foreign, Banca .... 3 8 0 — 3 10 0

,, tt Straits.... 3 5 0— 3 6 0

,, ,, Peruvian.. 0 0 0 — 3 0 0
Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 5 0 — 1 9 0

„ „ No. IX 1 11 0— 1 15 0

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—Sheet milled . per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

„ Red 21 10 0

,, White 23 10 0
Pig-Lead—English .... 0 0 0 — 17 0 0

, t Spanish .... 0 0 0 — 16 10 0

,, American .. 16 5 0— 16 10 0

The market for metals is without material change,

but the quotation of bar-iron is 5s. per ton higher

from Wales .—Midland Counties Herald.

March 15, 1844.

£? s. d. £ s. d.

Spelter—

F

oreign, ton . . 0 0 0 to 23 0 0

,, For delivery . . 0 0 0 — 21 0 0
Zinc—

E

nglish sheet . . .

.

, 0 0 0 — 30 0 0
Quicksilver lb. 0 4 6
Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c..

.

5 0 0

,, Nail rods 0 0 0 — 5 15 0

,, Hoops 7 5 0 — 7 10 0

,, Sheets 0 0 0 — 8 0 0

Iron—

C

argo in Wales .

.

0 0 0 — 4 10 0

,, Pig. No. 1, Wales 3 0 0 — 3 10 0

,, No. 1, Clyde 0 0 0 — 2 10 0

,, For., Swedish . . .

.

0 0 0 — 10 5 0
16 10

Steel—Swedish keg . . .

.

18 10 0

1. Faggot. . 0 0 0 — 18 10 0

Copper—English sheathing per lb. — 0 0 9*

„ Old ditto. — 0 0 84

,, Cake per ton.

.

85 0 0 — 86 0 0

„
‘

Tile 83 0 0 — 84 0 0

,, S. American.. 0 0 0 — 77 0 0
Tin—English, blocks, &c. cwt. 3 13 0

, , , ,
bars .... 0 0 0 — 3 14 6

,, Foreign, Banca. . .

.

3 6 0 — 3 8 0

,, ,, Straits .

.

0 0 0 — 3 4 0

,, ,, Peruvian.. 0 0 0 — 3 0 0
Tin plates, No. IC. per box 1 5 0 — 1 9 0

„ ,, No. IX 1 11 0 — 1 15 0

,, wasters 3s. per box less.

Lead—Sheet milled .... . ton — 17 15 0
,, Shot, patent . 0 0 0 — 19 15 0
„ Red . .

— 21 10 0
„ White . .

— 23 10 0
Pig-Lead—English. . , 0 0 0 — 17 0 0

ii Spanish . . .

.

0 0 0 — 16 10 0

ii American. . 16 5 0 — 16 10 0

The market for metals is advancing— British

copper, Spanish lead, and spelter, being all ad-
vancing in price. The public sales of East India
tin realised an advance of about 5 per cent. Bar-
iron is now quoted at the advanced price of 41. 15s.

per ton for cargoes in Wales
; but this price is not

yet freely paid, the stocks being not yet sufficiently

reduced .—Midland Counties Herald.

ERRATA.
Page 109, 3rd col. 10th line, for House of

Lords read House of Commons.
Page 115, 2nd col. 4th line from bottom, for

effectation read effectuation.

Page 126, 3rd col. 6th line from bottom, for

Bosse read Bosses.

Page 115, 3rd col. 1st line, for exAmplars read
exBmplars.

Page 150, col. 4, Tenders, for “ Each party
taken their own quantities,” read “ The parties

having taken their own quantities.”

“ An Auctioneer’s Clerk Desirous of Im-
proving Himself.”— We are not aware ofthe ex-
istence of any one workpublished containing expla-
nations of the different manners in which builders'

work is usually done, the trade names, Sfc., the

close study of “ which would enable a person pos-
sessing a knowledge of mensuration, fyc., but ivith-

out any practical knowledge of building, to survey,
and with the assistance only of a builder’s price-

book, to value any repairs or building-work, whe-
ther bricklaying, carpentry

,
painting, Sfc.” This

knowledge requires articles or apprenticeship and
long study. Nicholson’s, Gwilt’s, and Bartholo-
mew’s works will acquaint our correspondent with
some of the information required by him ; and in

the latter two he willfind catalogues of books, some
of which he may like to see, which he can do at

the British Museum. If our correspondent read
French, he may consult Rondelet’s work with ad-
vantage.

“ A Lover of Antiquities.”—The method
of taking reversed fac- similes from monumental
brasses is by procuring large paper and laying it

over the work, then rubbing it all over with cord-
wainer’s heel-ball ; the paper yielding at the en-
graved depths leaves those parts of the subject
light, and the pressure upon the broadflat parts
of the metal causes them to be dark.

“ A Working-Bricklayer.”—To thepatterns
for chimney-shafts, relative to which our opinion
is asked, we see no objection, whether they be
executed in brick or stone. The designs sent to

us marked A and B are conformable to existing

examples ; the others have been lessfrequently ex-
ecuted, and requiring sharp arrises, would lead to

more work and be less durable. We see no ob-

jection to all the four pattens being used in the
same building.

A subscriber wishes to know whether any one of
our correspondents has a perfect copy of 11 Gwilt’s
Encyclopedia of Architecture” to dispose of at
a reduced price, and the price required for the
same.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COMPANY.

“ CLARIDGE’S PATENT,’*
ESTABLISHED 1838.

This ASPHALTE is a Bituminous Limestone, obtained
from an inexhaustible Mine at Pyrimont, in the Jura Moun-

Previously to its introduction into this country, in 1838,

the Material had been used for many years in France, and
from its great utility was extensively patronized by the Go-
vernment of that Country.
Among the various uses to which it can be applied, the

following may be enumerated •— For Foot- Pavements, public
and other; in the Carriage Approach to Mansions, Garden-
walks, and Terraces; the flooring of Kiichens and other
basement offices ; also of Coach Houses and Stables, Dog
Kennels, Barn Floors, Cow Houses, Piggeries, Poultry
Houses, Tun Rooms, and Makings. For Roofing, Covering
of Railroad and other Arches, the Lining of underground
Cellars near Rivers to prevent the ingress of the Tides

; also

in Covering the ground-line of Walls, to prevent damp rising,

(this application of the Asphalte of Seyssel is particularly

recommended by the Commissioners on the Fine Arts,

thereby rendering the hasement stories in the worst situations

both dry and warm. It is an excellent Cement, as applied

to Docks, Breakwaters, or Walls built for resistance to the
encroachments of the Sea. For lining of Tanks, Fish-Ponds,
and other Hydraulic purposes.

I. FARRELL, Secretary,
Seyssel Asphalte Company’s Works,

“ Claridge’s Patent,”
Stangate Depot, London.

TO MERCHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND COLONIAL
AGENTS.—The DIRECTORS of the SEYSSEL AS-
PHALTE COMPANY are prepared to execute orders for
the immediate Shipment of this Material, which for the
convenience of transport is manufactured in blocks weighing
each about 1 cwt. The blocks are of two kinds, the one
(impervious to damps and vermin) for pavement and floors,

generally, the other for covering of roofs, terraces, vaults,

and arches, where it is desirable to keep wet from percolating
or damp from rising, as a cement for brickwork, for lining of
tanks, reservoirs, &c.

The material is perfectly free from smell, and unaffected by
change of temperature. Unlike gas tar, bitumen, and other
spurious compositions, it does not injure the general cargo of
the vessel by the unpleasant effluvia arising from those com-
positions, nor does it become heated and adhere to the vessel
or cargo.

Testimonials of its efficacy, full instructions for use, and
samples of the material as it should appear when laid down
are sent with each order to guide the workman in its appli-

cation.

Country Architects and Builders continued to be appointed
for the Sale and application of the Asphalte of Seyssel
Mastic. Applications to be addressed to the Secretary as
above

.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 30 , 1844 .

N pursuance

of our i

tention to

follow the

considera-

tion of the

Metropolitan Building-

Act by that of the pro-

posed general Act rela-

tive to the Health of

Towns throughout the

three kingdoms, or Eng-

land an(l Wales at least,

§\ we this week enter a little

into that subject.

In the propounding of

any such extensive mea-

sure, fears are apt to he

generated in the minds of many persons, of

the enactment of unnecessary interferences

leading to great vexation, trouble, delay, ex-

pense, and private inconvenience: and cer-

tainly statutes purporting to be merely sana-

tory are too apt to be afflicted by some one

at least of such drawbacks upon their useful-

ness. Very great caution, therefore, ought to

be used in the framing of any legislative mea-

sure of the kind, that when enacted, a fair

chance may be provided of the long exist-

ence of such measure; and so do away with

one of the curses of modern legislation, con-

stant wavering—hasty and perpetual alteration

—uncertainty, by the leaving of cramp-corners

—and which faults are sure to produce a violent

desire for change before better schemes are

provided
;

the end of which is, that English

law, which each English subject is supposed,

and that penally, to understand, vexes the most

astute jurisconsults; and after a man of inces-

sant industry and shrewdness has passed the

greater part of his life in becoming learned

upon one branch of English law, he finds sud-

denly all his lore, all his industry, all the

cramping down of his mind to the contracted

subtleties of technical language, profit nothing,

and that his occupation has gone; the traps

hich he had mastered are withdrawn
;
and

the legal pit-falls he had learned to avoid no

longer require the pilotage of the black-letter-

mind of the wrinkle- browed civilian.

Many persons will think no measure of the

kind is indeed necessary; perhaps with most

small English towns which are clean and

healthy, no such statutory interference would

be of any value, were not some other measures

of good account to be united with such general

enactment.

But turning to the statistics of any great

town, such for instance as Liverpool, few per-

sons would for a moment hesitate in admitting

such a measure to be most imperatively called

for by the exigencies of the case.

The following quotations are from a pamphlet

“ On the Physical Causes of the high rate of

Mortality in Liverpool, read before the Literary

and Philosophical Society of Liverpool, by

W. H. Duncan, M.D.,” and some time since

published by that society.

Table of the relative Mortality of Seven of
the principal Towns, calculated on the ave-
rage of 1838-39-40.

Towns. Population in 1841. Deaths.

Metropolis 1,870,727 1 in 37-38
Birmingham 138,187
Leeds 168.667
Sheffield 85,293 „ 32-92
Bristol 64,298 „ 32-38
Manchester (Union) .

.

192,408 „ 29-64
Liverpool (Parish) .... 223,054 28-75

“ This table makes Liverpool the most un-
healthy town of the series.

Table shewing the average Age of Deaths.

Average Age at Death.

26£ years.

21 i,

20 „
19 »
17

Metropolis, i. e., Kensington,
Strand, Whitechapel, and
Bethnal Unions

Leeds
Manchester
Bolton

The average duration of life in London,
as taken from these examples, is therefore 56
per cent, more than in Liverpool.

“ Table of average Age of Death in Profes-
sions and Trades.

Average Age at Death.

Towns. Gentry anc
professional

men.
Tradesmen.

Labourers,

&c.

General
average.

Kendal .

.

45 years. 39 years. 34 years. 36 years.
Bath
Four Me-
tropolitan

55 „ 37 ,, 25 „ 31 „

Unions.

.

44 „ 28 ,, 22 ,,

Leeds 44 ,,

Bolton .... 34 „ 18 „
Manchester 38 20 „
Liverpool 35 „ 22 ,. 15 ., 17 ..

“ The population of the parish of Liverpool,
by the census of 1841, amounted to 223,654;
of whom about 160,000 may be estimated to

belong to the working clashes
;
and of these, it

is well known that a large proportion inhabit
courts and cellars, and the remainder live in

houses or rooms to the front of the street. As
some members present may not he acquainted
with the character and construction of the

courts in which so many of their townsmen
reside, I may state shortly that they consist

usually of two rows of houses placed opposite

to each other, with an intervening space of

from 9 to 15 feet., and having two to six or

eight houses in each row. The court commu-
nicates with the street by a passage or archway
about 3 feet wide—in the older courts built up
overhead

;
and the further end being also in

many instances closed by a high wall, or by the

back or side of an adjoining building; the

court forms, in fact, a cul desac with a narrow
opening. Such an arrangement almost bids

defiance to the entrance of air, and renders its

free circulation through a court a matter of

impossibility.
* * The bouses themselves

are three stories high, contain three rooms of

about 10 or 1 1 feet square, and being built back

to back with the houses of adjoining courts,

there is of course no thorough draught. An
enumeration of the court and cellar popula-

tion of the borough was made two years ago,

under the authority of the Town Council,

when it appeared that there were in the parish

of Liverpool, 1,982 courts containing 10,692

houses, and 55,534 inhabitants. That is to say,

more than one-fourth of the whole parochial

population, or more than one-third of the work-

ing classes, were resident in couits. With re-

gard to the character of these courts, it ap-

pears from the report of the Corporation sur-

veyors, that 629, or nearly one-third, were
closed at both ends

; 875, or less than one-half,

were open at one end; and only 478, or less

than one-fourth, open at both ends.

“The cellars are 10 or 12 feet square;

generally flagged, but frequently having only

the bare earth for a floor, and sometimes less

than 6 feet high. There is frequently no
window, so that the light and air can gain

access to the cellar only by the door, the top of

which is often not higher than the level of the

street. In such cellars ventilation is out of the

question. They are of course dark
;
and from

the defective drainage they are also very gene-

rally damp. There is sometimes a back

cellar used as a sleeping apartment— having no

* Mr. Chadwick gives 20 as the average for Manchester,

as in the preceding Table, but the data only give 18.

direct communication with the external atmo-
sphere, and deriving its scanty supply of light
and air solely from the front apartment.

“ The enumeration already alluded to shewed
that there were in the twelve wards forming
the parish of Liverpool, 6,294 inhabited
cellars, containing 20,168 inhabitants, exclu-
sive of the inhabited cellars in courts (of which
there were 621, containing probably 2,000 inha-
bitants.) * * Of the entire nurnberof cellars,
1,617 have the back apartment 1 have men-
tioned, while of 5,297, whose measurements are
given, 1,771, or one-third, are 5 to 6 feet deep;
2,324 are from 4 to 5 feet, and 1,202, from
3 to 4 feet below the level of the street

; 5,273,
or more than five-sixths, have no windows to
the front

;
and 2,429, or about 44 per cent.,

are reported as being either damp or wet.
“ The streets inhabited chiefly by the work-

ing classes are on an average perhaps about
8 yards in width

;
they seldom exceed 10, and

sometimes are not more 5 yards across. Each
house is usually occupied by two or more
families, exclusive of the cellar, and most of
the densely peopled lodging-houses are situated
in the streets. As a general rule, the houses
have no thorough draught, from being fre-

quently built up against the houses in the
courts behind.

Upon this subject a writer in the Polytechnic
Magazine of January last declares

—

“ These disclosures have astounded us. If
they had been brought from amongst the
savage tribes of America, we should not have
given them credit, because we have the evi-

dence of witnesses to prove that the un-
civilized man has often a very quick perception
of what is unhealthy, and avoids it; but to

think that the surveyors of the Corporation of
Liverpool, the second town in the empire,
should in the 19th century have had it in their

power to lay before the public a catalogue of
such hideous elements of misery, is indeed
startling;—there must be an end put to the
“ laissez faire ” system, and that right soon.

“The average density of the population of

England and Wales is 275 inhabitants to the

square mile, while that of the twenty-one prin-

cipal towns is 5,045 inhabitants to the square
mile. The following table exhibits the com-
parative density both over the whole area, and
the area actually built upon of our five most
populous towns.

Town,.
Inhabitants to the square mile.

Of the total area. Of the builded area.

Leeds 20,892 87,256
Metropolis 27,423 50,000
Birmingham 33,669 40.000

M anchester(town ship

,

83,224 100.000

Liverpool (parish). . .

.

100,899 138,224

“ We learn from this table that when com-
pared with London, the population of Liver-

pool is nearly four times denser, if we take

the whole area built and unbuilt into account,

and that the actual built area of Liverpool has

a population two and a half times more crowded
than the corresponding area of the metropolis.

This is no doubt a strange fact, but when we
come to examine the comparative density of

the population in different districts of Liver-

pool, we shall find cause for more surprise.

“Dr. Duncan states that there is a district

containing about 12,000 inhabitants crowded

together upon a surface of 105,000 square

yards, which gives a ratio of 460,000 inhabitants

to the square mile. This occurs in Exchange

Ward, in the immediate vicinity of the Town
Hall, the Exchange, and the s'plendid offices

of the Liverpool merchants; and he further

states that that portion of the district hounded

by Addison-street and Great Crosshall-street

contained, in 1841,811 houses, and 7,938 in-

habitants on an area of about 49,000 square

yards, giving a ratio of 657,963 inhabitants to

the square mile!—a proportion, perhaps, un-

paralleled in the world for its density. In order

to enable our readers to form an estimate

of what the condition of the poor in this

district must be, we shall compare it with

London. The present population of the metro-

polis is about 1,900,000, and every square mile

of building contains 50,000 people. Those

who are accustomed to walk our streets see no

evidence of under-population, but the con-

trary. Now, by the census ot 1841, the popu-

lation of Great Britain and Ireland amounted

to above 26 millions and a halt, and if we

could suppose 25 millions of these crowded

into the present houses of London, we should
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have our whole population reduced to a similar

condition to that of the inhabitants of the

district in Liverpool alluded to.

“ In certain localities the crowding of the

population is even greater than this. One in-

stance out of a number of others is given of a

court in Crosbie-street, containing 118 inhabit-

ants on an area of 150 square yards, or about

one square yard and a quarter to each. The
average of inhabitants is nearly seven to each
house, while in the court alluded to it is fifteen

to each, and Dr. Duncan states that there are

fentire streets where the average is nearly as

high. If we descend into these abodes of all

wretchedness, the cellars, we find that when
the families are shut up for the night, thirty in-

dividuals are furnished with a supply of air

sufficient only for the wants of seven. This
part of the subject might be illustrated to a
greater extent had we space for the purpose.

“ The whole of the cellar population of the

parish (upwards of 20,000) are absolutely with-

out any place of deposit for their refuse matter.

Of the front houses inhabited by the working
classes, a large proportion are in a similar

predicament. ‘ In 26 streets, containing 1,200
houses, not less than 804 or two-thirds, were
without either yard, privy, or ash-pit.’ Even
where such conveniences exist, they are said

to be ‘ in an abominably filthy and ruinous con-
dition.’ They are generally so full before they
are emptied, that the filth ‘is deposited in the

corners of the court, in the entries or back
passages adjoining it, or in thestreet itself.’ Dr.
Duncan further states : ‘ I do not know of a
single court in Liverpool, which communicates
with the street or sewer by a covered drain,’

the consequence of which is, that the fluid

contents of the overflowing ash-pits and
privies, ‘spread a layer of abomination over
the entire surface of the court.’ In some in-

stances the same filthy fluid ‘ oozes through
into the neighbouring cellars (inhabited re-
member), filling them with its pestilential

vapours, and rendering it necessary to dig wells
to receive it.’ One of these wells four feet

deep, filled with this stinking fluid, was found
in one cellar under the bed where the family
slept.”

Out of 57 i miles of streets, Dr. Duncan
calculates that not more than 25J miles are

sewered wholly or partially, there being still

32 miles without drainage of any kind. Let
us see how these 25J miles of sewers are

divided. There are 20 miles of streets in-

habited by the working classes, and of these

only 4 miles are drained by sewers
;
while of

the 37 £ miles of streets inhabited by other
classes, 21 £ miles are so drained. The element
of deficient drainage also bears most heavily on
the poorer classes. Such details as these shew
the value of statistical inquiries, and that sana-
tory legislation is imperiously called for. We
shall recur again to this important subject.

_
NEW BUILDINGS BILL.

A Committee of the Master Carpen-
ters will meet at the Freemasons’ Tavern,

on Wednesday next, to take into further

consideration the several enactments in the

above-mentioned Bill.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

March 18.—E. B. Lamb in the chair.
A communication was read from C. Parker,

containing some observations connected with
Hampton Court Bridge, and the adjacent parts
of the river Thames. It appears, that as late

as the year 1750 there was no communication
between Hampton Court and the opposite bank
except byr a ferry

;
for we learn, by an Act of

Parliament about that date, that J. ‘Clark, who
possessed the manor of East Moulsey (from the
reign of Charles the Second), was empowered
to erect a bridge across the river, from East
Moulsey to Hampton Court. The bridge was
erected from the designs of S. Stephens, by B.
Ludgator, and was opened in December, 1753.
That bridge, however

;
did not remain up long,

for having been built too slight to stand, or to

resist the concussion of the passing craft, it

was subsequently taken down. On its removal,
the present bridge was erected, and although
it has been repaired several times, the original

form of its construction is still preserved. It

is built of oak, supported by ten piers of the

same material; the length is about 350 feet,

and the breadth 18 feet. In 1841, it appeared

that material alterations had been made in the

current of the river, by the construction of

Moulsey Lock, about the year 1817, and subse-

quently (about 1833) the construction of two

wooden embankments, projecting from the

north bank of the river, by which the width of

the stream was reduced one-half. These ob-

structions had caused such an alteration in the

direction of the current and the rapidity of the

stream, as to occasion not only a disruption of

the banks and the bed of the river, but like-

wise much injury to the bridge itself, from the

craft bein<>- frequently driven with violence

against the piers. Extensive repairs were in

consequence found necessary. The main piles

were strengthened with additional ones, the

decayed portions being removed, and the

whole bound together with wrought-iron chain-

bars. Proper precautions were taken to retain

the chalk in the piers, and the gravel of the

platform was reduced in thickness 18 inches,

in order to lighten the superincumbent weight

;

and the structure, though still presenting a

somewhat disjointed and sunken appearance,

is now firm and compact.

A paper was likewise read by Mr. F. J.

Francis, “On the Chancel of Ringwood
Church, Hants.”—This chancel, fifty feet long

and twenty-two feet broad, is (as appeared

from the drawings exhibited) a fine specimen

of the early Pointed style
;
and although, like

the rest of the church, it has suffered from
continued neglect, spoliation, and bad taste,

enough remains to prove that the ancient

builders had bestowed on it no ordinary portion

of ingenuity and skill. The peculiar feature

is the number of windows which it contains,

there being a series of eight lofty, narrow
lancet windows on each side, with deep splays,

some of which bear traces of painted decora-

tions, with a fine triple lancet at the east end,

making a total of nineteen. The peculiar

features of the style are well carried out in all

the details. The capitals and bases of the slender

Purbeck pillars, which separate the splays of

the window at the east end are in the purest
taste; indications of similar pillars are to be
found between the windows on the north and
south sides.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

March 26.—The President in the chair.

The paper read was by Mr. C. H. Gregory,
engineer of the London and Croydon Railway;
it treated of “ Railway cuttings and embank-
ments, with an account of some ‘slips’ in the

London clay.” An outline was given of the

general principles which regulate the forma-
tion of railway cuttings and embankments,
illustrating the manner in which these works
are affected by the geological character of the

earths employed, or that were cut through.

The paper then gave a detailed history of
some heavy slips in the London clay, which
had occurred, under the observation of the

author, on the London and Croydon Railway,
and described the means adopted for clearing

the railway from the immense masses of clay

with which it was covered, to a depth of from
.ten to twelve feet, and for enabling the pas-

senger-trains to run without hindrance, during
the time of repairing the damage.

The cause of these slips was then fully con-
sidered, and it appeared evident that in nearly
every case they proceeded from the combined
action of air and water; the latter entering, in

the rainy seasons, by the cracks formed by the
drying action of the former, until the mass of
upper yellow clay being detached, moved by
its own weight, and sliding upon the blue clay,

the surface of which was rendered semi-fluid

by the percolated water, was precipitated into

the cutting.

The means adopted for preventing the re-

currence of such events were fully considered,

particularly the introduction of gravel but-
tresses and revetments through and at the foot
of the slips, a system which had been perfectly

successful.

In the discussion which ensued, the means
adopted were generally approved of; many in-

stances were given of the use of similar gravel
buttresses on other railways; the importance
of extensive surface-drainage, and of freeing

from water the slopes and embankments, was
insisted on; the interesting question of the
“ creep,” or presumed rising of the floor ofold
mines, was examined, and it was contended
that, in almost all cases, it was the roof, or
upper rocks, that sunk down. The case of the
village of Wallsend was instanced, which place
had been sunk vertically between sixteen and
twenty-four inches, in consequence of the ex-
cavation of the coal from beneath it, by the
mines under the direction of the late Mr.
Buddie.
The further discussion of the question was

adjourned until the next meeting, April 2nd,
when the monthly ballot for members was
announced to take place, and the following
papers will be read:

—

No. 661. “Account of the Railway from
Amsterdam to Rotterdam, and of the principal
works upon it,” by Le Chevalier F. W. Conrad,
M. Inst. C. E., translated from the French by
C. Manby, secretary.

No. 660. “ Description of the Piling Ma-
chine, used at Montrose Harbour Works,” by
G. T. Page, Assoc. Inst. C. E.
No. 673. “ Account of a series of experi-

ments on the comparative strength of solid

and hollow axles,” by C. Geach.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

March 15.—Lord Prudhoe, president, in

the chair.

Mr. Cowper “ On Signals and Telegraphs.”
The object of his communication was to ex-
hibit the method of holding intercourse at a
distance, by means of conventional symbols,
whether on land or at sea. The lecturer dis-

tinguished telegraphs (consisting of machinery,
more or less complicated) from signals, which
are simple constructions, as beacons, flags, &c.
Having noticed the allusions to beacons by the
sacred writers, many centuries before the Chris-
tian era, Mr. Cowper proceeded to describe the
present improved state of the methods of dis-

tant communication. Signals—Thesecomprise,
1st. The method, now brought to great per-
fection, of signalling letters, words, or entire
sentences, &c., by means of a series of flags of
different patterns, as used by the Royal Navy
or by merchant vessels; 2nd. Homographs, or
manual telegraphs, consisting of discs of
basket-work, held in different positions, or, as

is practised on railroads, the human arm ex-
tended in various attitudes; 3rd. A plan in-

vented by Mr. Cowper’s son to give notice to

the driver of a locomotive engine of his

approach to a station, or an accident in foggy
weather; this consists of a small case of gun-
powder in which is inserted a kind of lucifer

match
;

this is fastened to the rail at the spot
where the alarm is to be given, and as the
wheel of the engine goes over it, it explodes,
and the driver instantly shuts off the steam.
The lecturer noticed that the explosion,
though not loud when compared with the noise
of the train, attracted attention by the difference

of the sound. Mechanical Telegraphs—Mr.
Cowper gave a history of these curious arrange-
ments, beginning with the telegraph invented
by Hook in the seventeenth century, and then
proceeded to exhibit models of the construc-
tion of Mr. R. L. Edgeworth—of the shuttle

telegraph, used by the government for many
years, till superseded by the invention of Sir
H. Popham, the present Semaphore. This
instrument was compared with theT telegraph,
long used by the French. Electrical Tele-

graphs—Mr. Cowper concluded by exhibiting
working models of the forms of these instru-

ments, now used on the different railroads

—

and a magnetic electric machine, superseding
the necessity of a galvanic battery

;
and lastly,

a machine by Professor Wheatstone, for mak-
ing the telegraph print on paper the message
which it delivers.

Aberdeen Harbour.— We understand
that the working plans of the Harbour im-
provements, with the relative specifications
and other documents, are now in a state of
great forwardness. From the extent and va-
riety ot the contemplated works, much time
and labour have been expended in making out
the necessary details

;
and we are happy to

learn that matters are now bo far advanced,
that there is every prospect of contracts being
advertised for in the course of the ensuing
month.

—

Aberdeen Herald.
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STATISTICAL SOCIETY.

March 18.—Thomas Tooke, Esq., V.P.,in
the chair.

The subject of the evening was “ The Metro-
polis, its Boundaries, Extent, and Divisions

for Social Government, with especial reference

to its means of Sewerage;” being a continua-

tion of the paper read at the ordinary meeting
of the 19th of February, by J. Fletcher, Esq.,

lion. Sec. &c.—According to Mr. Fletcher,

the objects of municipal government in London,
as elsewhere in England, are, 1. Police and
justice

;
2. Public works and buildings

;
and

3. Public instruction and charity.

1. The criminal justice and police of the

metropolis are virtually in the hands of the

central government, which issues the commis-
sion for holding the Central Criminal Court,
and the commissions of the peace for West-
minster, the Tower, Middlesex, Surrey, and
Kent, appoints the police magistrates, and has

the direct management of the police force,

through the agency of the commissioners in

Whitehall-place. The only exception is the

City, which has the management of its own
police, and an elective magistracy, who take an
inferior part in the business of the Central

Criminal Court. The jurisdiction of the
Central Criminal Court comprises the whole
of the metropolis, as now defined, together
with the remainder of Middlesex, the parishes

of Richmond and Mortlake, in Surrey, and a
considerable tract in Essex

;
that of the several

courts of general or quarter sessions is conter-
minous with the counties or liberties for which
they are held

;
and that of the several police

courts extends through the districts hereafter
described, which have been severally assigned
to them

;
in the City by the Court of Aider-

men, and without its limit by the Queen in

Council. For administrative purposes of
police, the metropolis is subdivided into dis-

tricts, indicated by the letters of the alphabet;
in the City by the commissioners under the

Court of Aldermen, and elsewhere by the com-
missioners under the Secretary of State for the

Home Department. The courts at Westminster
are the courts of civil jurisdiction most resorted

to
;
those of the City have no authority beyond

its limits
;
the several small debt courts are

likewise confined, by their several Acts of
Parliament, within specific bounds; but the

county courts have a more general application,

and those of Middlesex are now held in several

places, with an enlarged jurisdiction, and im-

proved process.

2. Nearly the whole of the public works
are in the hands of local, if not of represen-

tative, authorities. The drainage is divided

among commissions of sewers, issued by the
Crown, like commissions of the peace

;
the

streets and roads are in the charge of the
parish vestries, local boards and trusts, and the

commissioners of the metropolitan roads
;
the

supply of water and of gas by the several com-
panies is also a matter of territorial division

Under monopoly conventions
; districts for the

inspection of buildings in course of erection are

appointed by the magistrates
;
but such works

as markets, exchanges, approaches, bridges,

cemeteries, the river navigation, &c., in the
i hands of the corporation, of companies, and of
large proprietors, have, of course, no reference

i to municipal divisions.

3. Public instruction, except of paupers, is

i not a matter of municipal provision; but the
division of the metropolis for poor-law admi-
nistration, with which that for the registration

' of births, deaths, and marriages coincides, is

one of paramount importance. Its largest

charitable endowments are irrespective of loca-

lity
;
but a great amount of gifts is devoted to

I the relief of the poor in particular parishes
and places. Owing to the number of parishes
[having local Acts for the management of their
i poor, and other causes, however, the metropo-
ilitan system of parochial relief is on no gene-
ral and well-organized plan, and the districts

i in use are irregular in the extreme.
For the purposes of drainage, the metropolis

• is placed under the jurisdiction of seven dif-

ferent Sewer Commissions. The sums ex-
pended give the nearest approximation to

I the yearly income of these commissions, which
'generally make their levies at intervals of
i several years, so that the returns of any one
year afford but very imperfect data for esti-

i mating their average income. The direct

taxation for sewers thus appears to be little if

any thing short of 100,000/. per annum.
Every portion of the metropolis is necessa-

rily included under some trust for the purposes

of paving, lighting, and cleansing; but of the

limits assigned to such trusts as are not paro-

chial, we are without any information what-

ever. Their income and expenditure are

equally unknown. Some idea of the vast sums
which annually pass through their hands may
be formed from the cost of paving, cleansing,

and lighting in the city alone, for which the

sum raised by rates in the year ended Sep-

tember, 1842, was 35,098/. 2s. 6d.
;
and the

sum expended 41,945/. 6s. 7d. Supposing that

the average expenditure on these objects in

the rest of the metropolis were only one-half

what it is in the city, in proportion to the

population, it would amount to no less than

329,500/., making a total in the metropolis of

about 371,500/.
;
and it may safely be estimated

at 400,000/.

The subject of drainage occupied a large

portion of the paper, but we can only record

the following—

“

The whole of the ancient

statutes of sewers provide merely an open sur-

face drainage, and until lately there were still

some doubts whether these statutes give to the

Commissioners power to make even a new
open drain. But with regard to the covered
sewers which are now a necessary part of the

economy of all large towns, as they were in the

civilized ages of autiquity, they give no express

powers whatever
;
and local acts having but

partially supplied the deficiency, the Commis-
sioners of Sewers in the greater part of the me-
tropolis have to the present day no power what-
ever to make a new covered sewer. Incredible

as it may appear, it is not to the present day a

recognized purpose of several of the principal

Boards of Commissioners to protect the public

health by the covering of the sewers, from the
noisome effluvia of a city’s drainage, but only
to effect the mechanical transmission of the
surplus fluids to the Thames.”
The metropolis is supplied with water by

nine principal and two smaller companies. By
supposing the water rental in 1843 to bear the
same proportion to the population of the me
tmpolis in 1841, that the water rental of 1833

did to its population in 1831, Mr. Fletcher

finds the probable amount of last year’s water

rental to have been 344,238/.

THE IRON AND METALTRADES’ PENSION
SOCIETY.

The celebration of the first festival in com-

memoration of this useful and benevolent

institution took place on the 19th instant

at the London Tavern, Bishopsgate-street.

The chair was taken by Mr. R. W. Kennard,

one of the Vice-Presidents, who was sup-

ported by nearly a hundred of the most opulent

and influential members of the trades. Every

thing was in the best style. The entertain-

ment supplied was more than ordinarily liberal,

and the amount of subscriptions and donations

more than usually large for a society in a state

of creation, and certainly not vet matured.

The chairman was a contributor of 100/. to the

funds, and by his impressive and business-like

address to the company on proposing the toast,

“ Success to the Institution,” caused many of

his auditors to subscribe largely. One feature

of independence distinguishes this society: it

can support itself, and it intends to support

itself, solely by the contributions of members

of the trades for the benefit of the aged and
decayed of which it is instituted, and will not

accept contributions from strangers, Last

evening several checks from benevolent per-

sons not connected with the trades of iron,

hardware, and metal, were returned. This is,

perhaps, as it should be, and it calls impera-

tively on all members of these trades to become
subscribers, and shews their sense of inde-

pendence, benevolence, and honour, The usual

loyal and appropriate toasts were drunk with

cheers, and the health of the chairman with

more than usual demonstrations of good feel-

ing. Mr. Toole assisted as toast-master.

Messrs. Hobbs, Chapman, and Hawkins, added

their vocal talents to the festivity, which was
kept up till a late hour,

WELBY PUGIN AND THE “BRISTOL AND
WEST OF ENGLAND ARCHAEOLOGICAL
MAGAZINE.”
“Mr. Wei, by Pugin has made his name

pretty generally known, by becoming a convert
to the Romish church, and thereby obtaining
the lucrative position of architect in ordinary
to the Romish superstition in these islands.
Possessed of much cleverness, and assisted
into notice by the reputation of his father, he
has contrived to escape the evil consequences
that, in worldly matters, so often attend those
who make change in their religious creed

;

and cannot, however sincere he may be in his
new religious professions, adduce in proof of
his sincerity the worldly sacrifices to which, for
conscience’ sake, he has submitted.

“ put with his religious opinions we have
nothing to do, and shall content ourselves by
supposing him sincere, and leaving his adopted
mother to rejoice over the son she has acquired.
What we have to consider, is, the amount of
value to be attached to his writings

;
and here

we must observe, that he possesses the repu-
tation, among Protestants as well as Roman-
ists, of having originated a new and consistent
theory respecting “ The true principles of
Pointed or Christian architecture;” he thus
entitles it, though the theory is equally appli-

cable to every congruous and fully developed
style.

“ ‘ The two great rules for design,’ he says,
‘ are these : 1st. That there should be no
features about a building which are not neces-
sary for convenience, construction, or pro-
priety; 2nd. That all ornament should consist
of enrichment of the essential construction of
the building.’ This we quote from the open-
ing paragraph of the first lecture; the follow-
ing is from the concluding paragraph of the
last. ‘ Truth is only gradually developed in
the mind, and is the result of long experience
and deep investigation. Having, as I conceive,
discovered the true principles of Pointed ar-

chitecture, I am anxious to explain to others
the errors and misconceptions into which I

have fallen,’— he admits having, in the early
pc. i..d of his professional career, fallen into
most of the faults he reprobates,—‘ that they,
profiting by my experience, may henceforward
strive to revive the glorious works of Christian
art in all the ancient and consistent prin-.

ciples.’

“In the first of the passages quoted he ex-
plains the discovery of the true principles of
architectural design, and in the last he claims
the discovery as his own. The correctness of
the principles he lays down we do not wish to
dispute

;
but to the honour of having been the

first to promulgate them, we shall soon shew
that he has no claim. The perception of the
truth, as is the case with many discoveries,
may have occurred to more persons than one,
without one borrowing from the other; the
time was ripe for such a discovery

;
many had

been travelling on the road that led to it : but
in such case we usually accord the honours to
the first that makes the announcement to the
world. In the present instance such an an-
nouncement was made so long before the
appearance of Pugin’s book, and in works so
familiar to architectural readers, that it is im-
possible to suppose that Lb mother-wit alono
brought him to the conclusions he sets forth in
his treatises. Pugin’s lectures were published
in 1841. In a volume entitled ‘Specifications

for Practical Architecture,’ by Alfred Bartho-
lomew, architect, published in the previous
year, the author sets down the principle con-
tained in Pugin’s ‘two great rules’ con-
stantly and clearly. Take for example the
following, from the Preface :

—

“ ‘ Pure taste in architecture has, in alt past
ages, been purely structural

;
and a departure

from this wisdom is the true cause of the taste

(or, to speak more properly, the want of taste)

in modern architecture being so variable, so

capricious, so much quarreled about, and so

short-lived.
* * * *

“ ‘ In Pointed Architecture, all is structural,

from the boss which confirms the arch-ribs

(radiating from it, as the spokes radiate from

the nave of a wheel), to the wall-buttress,

which receives the energy of the vaulting,

most artfully conducted down the vaulting-

ribs, through the flying-buttress, and in-

noxiously dissipated on the ground itself; all

is structural, from the rudder-like pinnacle,
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which suddenly diverges into the substance of

the wall-buttress the drift of the vaulting, to

the triforiura-arcade, which bestows econo-

mical use and elegance to the interior of the

fabric, while it relieves from unnecessary
weight the great columns supporting the cleres-

tory, the energy of the vaulting having passed

over its head to without the building.

“ ‘ The modern man of taste would imitate

the groined vaults of Pointed Architecture,

merely because they are groined
,
but the Free-

mason groined them because lie would so relieve

from thrust the window-heads, voids, and other

weak parts of a fabric .’

“ But Mr. Bartholomew neither is, nor
assumes to be, the discoverer of this truth. It

has by many of late years been laid down with
more or less distinctness : but we believe that

the person who may most fairly claim the merit
of having first pointed out the true principles

of architecture, by attaching all importance to

constructive arrangement and limiting the
application of ornament to the ‘decoration of
construction,’ is the French architect, Durand,
So long ago as 1819, he published his ‘ Precis

des Le9ons d’Architecture,’ which are founded
altogether on this theory: we shall translate

from his works a few passages, which will

make this sufficiently plain :

—

“ Whether,’ he says, ‘we ask the decision
of reason, or examine the great monuments of
the art, it is evident that to please is not the
end of architecture

;
architectural decoration

has never been its object.’

Again :

“
‘ We are far from thinking that architec-

ture is not capable of exciting pleasurable
emotion

; we say, on the contrary, that it is

impossible it should not please, whilst treated
in accordance with the true principles. Does
not nature connect a gratification with the
fulfilment of our wants

;
and are not our most

lively pleasures the satisfaction of our most
imperious necessities ? How then can archi-
tecture which satisfies so great a number of
our wants, an art to which all other arts owe
their existence, fail to be a source of pleasure?
“‘No doubt the grandeur, tbe magnificence,

the variety, the picturesqueness, and the cha-
racter which we observe in buildings, are so
many beauties, so many causes of pleasurable

emotion. But is there any necessity for run-

ning after these? If an edifice is arranged in

a manner suitable to the purpose to which it is

destined, will it not be sensibly different from
a building destined to a different use? Will
it not have a marked character, and what is

more, the proper character? If the different

parts of this fabric, intended for different uses,

are arranged in the manner proper to each,
will they not necessarily differ from each other?
Will not variety constitute one of the charac-
teristics of the whole ? If the disposition of
all parts be made in the most economical, that
is to say, in the simplest form, will not its

grandeur, its magnificence be enhanced, because
then the eye will embrace at once the greatest
number of its parts ? Where then is the ne-
cessity of running after these partial beauties?
“

‘ It is then with the arrangement only that
the architect should concern himself,—even if

he regard decoration as all in all, and make it

his sole study to please the eye; because that
decoration cannot be called beautiful, cannot
give rise to any real pleasure, which does not
result from an arrangement the least wasteful
and the most convenient.’*

“ It is plain then that Welby Pugin is not the
Columbus, nor even the Vespucci, who has led
us to the comprehension of the true principles
of Gothic architecture.

“In his condemnation of the pseudo-Gothic
of the day, he writes sensibly and well

;
and

we can almost sympathise with his enthusiasm
i n behalf of the old English styles, when prac-
tised upon sound principles. It would be well
if he confined himself to this, and did not
break out of his province to take part in church
controversy, to lament over the ‘lamentable
schism ’ from which he has so lately been
himself delivered, and to trace the decline of
Christian art to ‘ the dark times of Pagan and
Protestant ascendancy.’ He has grown tender,
indeed, in his comments on the schism, being
filled with a most Catholic hope that all the

Pope’s stray sheep will shortly come bleating

back to that pasture which he himself has

found so fat; in the meanwhile it is gratifying

to him to observe that even Protestants are

beginning to build good churches
;
and with-

out any Catholic qualms of conscience, he is

ready to lend his professional advice and
assistance towards the erection of such edifices,

from the full conviction, no doubt, that though
the costs may be defrayed by heretics, the

buildings themselves will ere long be made
available to the purposes of the true faith.

“The attempt to connect the decline of Gothic
art with the introduction of Protestantism is

absurd, and leads the writer into many incon-

sistent statements. If the one were a conse-

quence of the other,—if the want of con-

sistent principles, justly complained of in the

architecture of the last three centuries, re-

sulted from the want of consistent principles

in the Protestant religion,—how is it that the

art declined at once in countries that threw off,

and in those that retained, the papal yoke?
How is it that England, the stronghold of the

new heresy, according to Mr. Pugin’s own con-

fession, was the last in which the ‘ true prin-

ciples ’ were entirely lost sight of? If

it be answered that the virus of the

Reformation had affected all the states

of Europe, though it became established

as a chronic disease only in a few; let

us ask, then, how it was that Christian archi-

tecture was never fully developed in Italy, the

head-quarters of Romanism, and, least of all,

within the papal territories? The holy fathers

themselves were the great patrons of those to

whom we owe the revival of Pagan art.

Has not the desecration of churches been
carried forward almost as much by Roman
Catholics as even by the Puritans? We have the

testimony of Pugin himself to the well-known
fact, that the sacred structures of this country
retain more of their ancient character, have
suffered less from the introduction of Pagan
art, than those of any other. We seldom find,

in England, that injury has been carried on in

our ancient churches to such a reckless extent,

as is admitted in the following, which we
4uute fruin the ‘Apology:’ ‘Modern Catholic
ecclesiastics, in France and Belgium, have not
only taken out the stained glass, but the mul-
lions and tracery also, by way of lighting the
church.’ Where can we meet with a Gothic
church upon the Continent, undeformed bv the
introduction of Pagan art, in the forms of
altars, screens, baldacchini, coffered ceilings,

and other incongruities?
“ Finally, let us ask, if Protestantism and

true principles of art be inconsistent with each
other, how is it that Protestant England, and
the Protestants of England, have led the way
in the revival of Gothic art?”

THE NEW PNEUMATIC ENGINE.

At the soirie of the Marquis of North-
ampton on Saturday week, Mr. Reinagle re-

produced, in a more complete form, his metallic
model for the air power, as intended to be
applied to locomotive carriages, whether for
railway uses or for common roads. It appeared
from that gentleman’s statement that the scale
and proportions of his model would not allow,
without a monstrous appearance, the air-balls,

and especially the three-trigger valves, such as
used for air-guns, to be shewn in conjunction
with the other parts. In the course of the
numerous anxious investigations, it was under-
stood that the carriage engine, with all its ad-
juncts completely fitted, would be ready for the
next soiree, when another form for locomotion,
using the Archimedean screw to work against
the atmosphere, was promised for exhibition,
and, if we mistake not, means are to be em-
ployed to prove by demonstration the combined
power and economy of the moving agent (com-
pressed air) which many persons could not
sufficiently comprehend by the explanations
offered. The model of this pneumatic engine
certainly has taken its full share of attention,

and has provoked learned mathematical and
pneumatical discussions, in which, on Saturday,
some warmth was displayed both pro and con.
Mr. Oliver Byrne was most active in defending
Mr. Reinagle’s principles against what he
termed the old-fashioned doctrine “ that it

costs as much to produce power as the power
imparted.” Mr. Reinagle was strenuous in

his endeavours to convince his dubious audi-
ence—for several attacked his assertions—that

his discoveries “ had completely overturned
that doctrine, the very extinguisher of genius,
and the bar to all attempts to overrule long-
established error.” He demonstrated by ex-
ample the immense difference there was by his

invention between all beam action steam power,
and his faculty to fit several beams, carrying
the moving power at the extremity of each
beam, working upon the principle of a high-
pressure engine; that is to say, by injections of
compressed air, by trigger movement, to raise

one series of lifting air-vessels arranged along
a cross bar uniting the four, five, or six beams,
and at the same moment discharging similar
air in similar quantities, to depress the lower
valves of the opposite lower range of air-

vessels. This action, he contended, brought
the beam movement to a mere see-saw, without
the smallest strain. Thus, if four beams be
twenty feet in length, and the communication
of power is placed on each side of the axis, at

four equal distances, driving down wheels to

move machinery or work water-pumps for

mines, he converts this power at the end of
each beam into eight times the first power,
because it works agreeably with the known
laws of leverage. At the next conversazione
when the complete model is submitted, we will

further enter on the assertion of the inventor,

that he can make engines of any amount of
horse-power

;
for he, no doubt, will be again

called upon to further explain by model the

assertion he has confidently put forward in an
assembly ofscientific individuals, connected with
the first learned bodies in the world, that he can
produce the enormous leviathan moving power
equal to 320,000 horses. It is but due to the

inventor to say he had many attentive listeners,

and that, from his explanations, they were,
with one or two exceptions, favourable to his

views, and thought it probable and possible to

bring his engine to operate with success.

GRAMMAR-SCHOOLS.
There are few counties in Great Britain

which have so many endowed grammar-schools
as Westmorland to boast of; and taking a
radius of twenty miles round Kendal there is

no district of equal circumference, and where
there is only an agricultural population, which
contains so many free schools where youth
may receive the best instruction at so cheap a
rate, in many cases at no expense to their
parents, when residing within a short distance
therefrom. We may enumerate Kendal, Sed-
bergh, Grayrigg, Hawkshead, Heversham,
Burton, Cartmel, Lancaster, Giggleswick, and
in some measure Ivirkby Lonsdale. And how
are many of these schools conducted? At
Burton the endowment is entirely lost for want
of a master, because one set of householders,
in whom the right of appointment is vested,

wish there should be (the visitor at their head)
one description of master put into the school
contrary to the provisions in the will by which
it is endowed, and the other set wish to adhere
to the letter of the endowment : but it would
be invidious and censorious to specify and
enumerate the different cases of mismanagement
or bad government of those schools, many of
which have rich exhibitions for supporting
youths at the English Universities who have
been educated at these schools, either from the
negligence, immoral conduct, inebriety, inca-

pacity, or age of the persons holding the situa-

tion of master, or from any other infirmity or
cause. The object of the present paragraph
is to bring under public notice the powers of
trustees and visitors, contained in the Act 3 &
4 Victoria, cap. 77, intituled “ An Act for im-
proving the condition and extending the bene-
fits of grammar-schools.” By section first,

Courts of Equity are empowered, whenever a
question comes before them, to make decrees
or orders extending the system of education
and the right of admission into any school, and
to establish schemes for the application of its

revenues, having due regard to the intentions
of the founder. By section 17, stating it is

expedient to provide for the more easy removal
of unfit and improper masters, “ it is declared
and enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Court of Chancery to empower the person or
persons having powers of visitation in respect
of the discipline of any school, or who shall

be specially appointed to exercise the same
under that Act, and the governors, or either of
them, after such inquiries, and hv such mode
of proceeding as the Court shall direct, to re-

move any master of any grammar-school who
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has been negligent in the discharge of his

duties, or who is unfit or incompetent to dis-

charge them properly and efficiently, either

from immoral conduct, incapacity, age, in from
any other infirmity or cause whatsoever.” Sec-
tion 18th gives power to assign retiring pen-
sion, when incompetency of the master shall

be from age or other infirmity, but not from
immoral conduct or incapacity. The 3rd sec-

tion of the above Act relates to the qualification

of master required by the words of endowment.
The 4th section—the Court not to lower the
standard of admission when Greek and Latin
are to be taught. The 5th section empowers
the Court to dispense with the qualification

required by any provision or statute for the
master, in order to carry into effect more effi-

ciently the intention of endowment deed. By
!

the 6th section, the qualification of new school-
master, and right of appointment, is regulated.
There is no doubt it would be salutary to put
the enactments of this statute in force as re-

1 gards some schools in Westmorland; but the
above extracts will suffice for the present to

draw the attention of the public to the powers
I therein contained. In a short time it may be
I necessary to advert again to this Act more

|

specially and directly.— (Vest/norland Gazette.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Wikefield and Lincoln Railway. — The
;

Wakefield and Lincoln line has been taken up
! with great spirit at Lincoln and its neighbour-

I

hood, and of the capital of 756,000/., shares to
I the amount of 350,000/. have been applied for

by the gentlemen of the county, the provi-
sional committee having determined to give the
preference to applicants locally interested, pro-
vided that they are responsible parties. The
Lancashire and London capitalists have sent
claims for more shares than will remain after
the Lincolnshire demand is satisfied. Every

I thing would thus seem to look well for the

j

success of the project; which, when carried
I into execution, must prove by far the most im-

portant line for the agricultural districts of
I

England of which the country can boast;

|

carrying, as it must, the produce of Lincoln-

|

shire, North Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, and
Huntingdonshire, to the great markets of con-
sumption lying between Wakefield and Man-
chester, embracing the entirecotton and woollen

I

manufacturing towns, with a population of
near 2,800,600, all of whom have to be fed

j

from other parts. So cheap is the transit of
corn from Hamburgh (notwithstanding the
assertions of the hon. member for Stockport
and his broad-brimmed brother Bright to the
contrary), that a contract might be made, not,
as they say, for 8s. per quarter charged as
freight from Hamburgh to Hull, but for half
that rate per quarter, front Hamburgh to any
town between Wakefield and Manchester, in-
cluding Leeds, Wakefield, Bradford, Dews-
bury, Huddersfield, Brighouse, Elland, Halifax,
Hebden Bridge, Todmorden, Barnsley, Roch-

j

dale, Bury, Oldham, Manchester, Ashton,

;

Stalybridge, Stockport, and their very popu-
lous parishes and townships. In fact, without

j

the Lincoln and Wakefield Railway, the cost
i and time of transit from Lynn, Yarmouth, and
|

the other shipping places in Norfolk, as well
as Boston, Wisbech, Spalding, and the other
great shipping places in Lincolnshire, from

I

which their supplies are now drawn, are
actually more than from Hamburgh or Dantzic,
by an average of 36 per cent., which would
have been proved before the House of
Commons, had Mr. Cobden’s committee been
granted.

IVisbech.—The directors of the London and
Birmingham and the Eastern Counties Com-
panies had a meeting on Thursday last, for the
purpose of carrying out a railway from the
line at Ely to Lincoln, via Wisbech and
Boston; it is said Mr. Stephenson is to be the
engineer. This line, of course, will be opposed
to Mr. Walker's line from Cambridge to Lin-
coln and York.

—

Boston Herald.

Manchester, Leeds, and Hull Railway.—On
and after the 11th of April there will be
two mails per day between Manchester and
Leeds, and two between Manchester and Hull.
As has always been the case with this com-
pany, the terms were settled between the Post-
master-General and the railway without having
recourse to arbitration.

South Devon Railway.—We understand that
Mr. Walker, the eminent engineer, who is

specially appointed by the Lords of the Admi-
ralty to report on the proposed coast line of
the South Devon Railway, has arrived in this

city (Exeter). He commences this morning
an examination of the Exeter Canal, and will

proceed with all possible despatch minutely to

survey the banks of the Exe, the sea-shore to

Teignmouth, and the banks of the Teign. His
report, it is understood, will be of the most
accurate description, so as finally to settle the

question whether or not Mr. Brunei’s line is

one which ought to be adopted, either as

regards the public safety or causing any impedi-
ments to navigation. We hear Mr. Brunei
has been at Dawlish and Teignmouth during
the last week, making the most rigid scrutiny
into the feasibility of his proposed line of rail-

way, so as to be prepared to rebut any argu-
ments which may be advanced against it.

—

Trewman's Flying Post.

Bristol and Exeter Railway.—A large and
influential meeting of the city and county
gentlemen was held at the Guildhall, Exeter,
on Saturday week, to consider the propriety of
adopting some course to celebrate the comple-
tion and opening of the Bristol and Exeter
Railway. The High Sheriff of Devon was in

the chair, and it was unanimously resolved
that a public banquet should be given to the
directors of the Bristol and Exeter and the
Great Western Railways, the members and
Recorder of Exeter, the Lord Lieutenant, the
High Sheriff and members of the county of
Devon, &c., on that occasion. A considerable
amount was raised at the meeting for carrying
the same into effect, and subscription lists are

opened at the different banks in Exeter.

—

IFestern Luminary.

New Raihvay.—A railway is about to be
proposed from Southampton, through the New
Forest, between Ringwood and Christchurch
to Lytchett, which is immediately at the back
of Poole Harbour; from this point it will be
continued to Dorchester, thence to the River
Yeo, and extending to Bridgwater. This will

be effectually opening up the benefits of rail-

way communication to the counties of Dorset

and Somerset. The saving to persons residing

inland upon coal, and other articles of con-

sumption which are sea-borne, will be very

considerable. We are happy to hear that the

landowners on the line are generally favour-

able, and as both the South-Western and
Bristol and Exeter lines will be fed by the

proposed junction, we should not anticipate

any opposition in these quarters.

—

Somerset

Gazette, March 23.

Competing Lines of Railway.—In the Lords
on Friday week, the Earl Fitzwilliam recom-
mended to government to issue a commission
to take surveys of railways generally through-

out the country, and fix the points from which
it was for the interest of the whole commu-
nity that railways should run, leaving to pri-

vate enterprise the execution of the lines thus

declared by government to be of the greatest

public utility. The Duke of Wellington pro-

mised to mention the recommendation in the

proper quarter.

Manchester and Leeds and Hull and Selby

Amalgamation Bill.—This bill was thrown out

in the standing orders committee of the House
of Commons, in consequeuce of the required

preliminary notices not having been given. As
each company, however, has the power of

leasing to the other, the arrangement will be

carried out, notwithstanding the rejection of

the bill, the terms of the lease of the Hull and

Selby being 16f per cent, of net profits, ex-

clusive of any additional capital for branches,

which is to be shared as original stock.

Lancaster and Carlisle Ruihvay.—This bill

has passed through committee of the House
of Commons without opposition, and there is

now no impediment to its being the law of the

land soon after Easter. The contracts for the

whole of the works, including all extras, and

also for the iron, have been concluded with

eminent contractors, within Mr. Locke’s esti-

mates
;
the whole to be completed in two years.

— ancaster Guardian.

Dublin and Drogheda Railway.—The first

experimenial trip, which took place upon this

line on the 26th instant was successful. No
accident occurred.

Ashton Branch Railway.—The branch line
now making from the Sheffield Railway to
Ashton progresses rapidly under the able su-
perintendence of the Messrs. Fowler, the con-
tractors. Of the 12 arches which are to be
built near and across the Dukinfield road, the
walls of 11 are partially erected. Yesterday
the first stone was laid of the 26 arches in-
tended to be erected over the canal and the
river Tame. Upwards of 300 men are em-
ployed on the works.

Raihvay to Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Car-
lisle.—The railway from Darlington to Gates-
head will be opened by the 1st of July, and
which will join the Newcastle and Carlisle
Railway at Redheugh, a little to the west of
Gateshead. An uninterrupted railway com-
munication will thus be formed from London
to the city of Carlisle, a distance of about 350
miles, which it is expected will be performed
in 16 hours

—

Hull Packet.

Salisbury Raihvay.—The threatened oppo-
sition to the details of the bill for this under-
taking, in committee, has been abandoned, and
the measure is proceeding through the neces-
sary stages with the utmost expedition. It is

in contemplation to have a station at Dean,
and another at Romsey. The terminus will,

it is thought, be advanced quite into the city.

—

Bath Herald.

Railways to Scotland.—The Directors of the
Liverpool and Manchester, Grand Junction,
and Newcastle and Carlisle Railways either
have memorialized, or are about to memo-
rialize, the Board of Trade for the purpose of
having an inspection of the different projected
lines of railway into Scotland. The object is

to fix on that line likely to be most conducive
to the general interests of the public.

—

Preston
Chronicle.

The Bill for a Raihvay from. Blackivull to

Stratford.—Petitions in favour of the above
undertaking have been signed within the last

few days by most of the respectable inhabitants

of Stratford and its vicinity. It is generally
anticipated that the proposed bill will be
passed the present session of Parliament.

On Tuesday the directors were engaged in
measuring the ground at Poulton, preparatory
to the projected railway from Marlborough to
Southampton.

Railways in India.—A recent number of the
Calcutta Englishman, in an interesting article,

inviting the attention of its readers to the con-
sideration of the progress of public works in

India, places before them as the first and most
important subject that of “ railway communi-
cation considered in a military as well as a com-
mercial point of view;” and refers to a care-

fully compiled railway map published as a sup-
plement sheet of the Englishman. The writer
proposes, in a series of successive papers, to

give the grounds for the adoption of the lines

of railway laid down in the map, and invites

information from all parts respecting local

circumstances which may be supposed to affect

particular districts. We believe that this im-

portant subject has been already examined and
reported upon by one of the first engineers in

this country; and we rejoice to see it again

brought under public attention, convinced, as

we are, that no measure can ever be proposed

so eminently calculated to promote the perma-
nent interests of India as the establishment of

railways.

The Iron Trade. — We are gratified to

find that the iron trade is participating in the

general improvement which has visited our
manufacturing interests. The consumption,

we understand, was never greater than at the

present moment, the majority of our iron-

founders being very fully employed, and

although the present make of pig-iron in Scot-

land cannot be estimated at less than 6,006 tons

per week, there is no accumulation of stock in

the hands of either makers or consumers. Very

extensive purchases have, we know, been made

during- the last few days, and the price ot I iron

has advanced to 50s. per ton at the Brooraielaw.

The manufacturers, however, are not disposed

to contract extensivelyat this price, anticipating

a further rise before long, in which they are

borne out by the opinion of parties who are

conversant with the stale and prospects ot this

most important branch of manufacture.—Glas-

gow Chronicle.
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PROPOSED LANDING-PIER AT HYTHE,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—The accompanying; design was

thought worthy of the award offered to archi-

tects and civil engineers by the “ Hythe Pier

Committee” in October, 1843 (though want of

funds occasioned it to be laid aside, and a more

economical design to be adopted), and which is

proposed to be carried out in the form of a

Head

;

under such circumstances we do not

hesitate to transmit it to you for insertion

in your much-read publication, if space allow.

Having been fully occupied ever since, we are

only able to lay them before you at the present

time
;
and not wishing to trespass too much on

your pages, we shall only give a brief descrip-

tion of the proposed pier.

It will be observed, on referring to the

isometrical view, that an inclined plane is

formed at each approach, both from the sea

and land
;
the former is similar to the sea

approach of the Ryde pier, devised by Thomas

Hellyer, Esq. The latter was designed (as

also the former) so as to decrease the expense,

which a greater artificial embankment or

mound would have caused to be incurred if

proposed in our design. The inclined plane

is only for barrows, &c.
;
and for passengers on

the other side, the descent is, as may be seen,

gained by steps.

The total length of the pier from the

gates to the extreme point was designed

to be 2,200 feet, divided into twenty-

two bays, the distance from centre of

pile to centre of pile being 20 feet. The

length may appear unnecessarily great, but

is not so, it being the wish of the committee,

as it is quite desirable that it should be, that at

the pier-head there should never be less, at low

spring tides, than 4 feet depth of water
;
and

to gain this important advantage, the length

before stated is required.

The dimensions of the piles, and the scant-

lings, &c., of the materials requisite for their

construction, we do not here give, as they are

marked on the draught forwarded to you.

The isometrical view shews a portion of the

pier as finished, and a portion exhibiting the

constructive part.

We are, Mr. Editor, your well-wishers,

John Elliott and Edward Blake.

LIFE IN THE OREGON TERRITORY.

The following extracts, from the interesting

travels of an American, Mr. Farnham, present

lively pictures of the Hudson's Bay Company’s

chief post, and of American squatters:

—

“FORT VANCOUVER, OCTOBER, 1839.

“ The first day of the winter months came

with bright skies over the beautiful valleys of

Oregon. The herds of California cattle were

lowing on the meadows, and the flocks of sheep

from the Downs of England were scampering

and bleating around their shepherds on the

plain
;
and the plane of the carpenter, the adze

of the cooper, the hammer of the tinman, and

the anvil of the blacksmith within the pickets,

were all awake when I arose to breakfast for

the last time at Fort Vancouver. The beauty

of the day, and the busy hum of life around

me, accorded well with the feelings ofjoy with

which I made preparations to return to my
family and home. And yet when I met at the

table Dr. M'Laughlin, Mr. Douglass, and

others with whom I had passed many pleasant

hours, and from whom 1 had received many
kindnesses, a sense of sorrow mingled strongly

with the delight which the occasion naturally

inspired. I was to leave Vancouver for the

Sandwich Islands, and see them no more. And
I confess that it has seldom been my lot in life

to have felt so deeply pained at parting with

those whom I had known so little time.

“ Fort Vancouver is the depOt to which are

brought the furs collected west of the Rocky
Mountains, and from which they are shipped

to England
;
and also the place at which all the

goods for the trade are landed
;
and from

which they are distributed to the various posts

of that territory by vessels, batteaux or pack
animals, as the various routes permit. It was
established by Governor Simpson in 1824, as

the great centre of all commercial operations

in Oregon
;

is situated in a beautiful plain on

the north bank of the Columbia, 90 miles from
the sea, in latitude 45£ deg. north, and in lon-

gitude 122 deg. west
;
stands 400 yards from

the waterside. The noble river before it is

1670 yards wide, and from five to seven fathoms

in depth; the whole surrounding country is an

uninterrupted forest of pine, cedar and fir, &c.,

interspersed here and there with small open

spots
;

all overlooked by the vast snowy pyra-

mids of the President’s Range, 35 miles in the

east.

“ The fort itself is an oblong square, 250

yards in length, by 150 in breadth, enclosed by
pickets 20 feet in height. The area within is

divided into two courts, around which are

arranged 35 wooden buildings, used as officers’

dwellings, lodging apartments for clerks, store-

houses for furs, goods, and grains
;
and as

workshops for carpenters, blacksmiths, coopers,

tinners, wheelrights, &c. One building, near

the rear gate, is occupied as a school-house,

and a brick structure as a powder magazine.
The wooden buildings are constructed in the

following manner : Posts are raised at con-

venient intervals, with grooves in the facing

sides. In these grooves planks are inserted

horizontally, and the w'alls are complete.

Rafters raised upon plates, in the usual way,

and covered with boards, form the roofs.

“ Six hundred yards below the fort, and on
the bank of the river, is a village of 53 wooden
houses, generally constructed like those with-

in the pickets. In these live the company’s
servants. Among them is a hospital, in which
those of them who become diseased are hu-

manely treated. Back and a little east of the

fort is a barn containing a mammoth threshing

machine; and near thio are a number of lonB
sheds, used for storing grain in the sheaf.

And behold the Vancouver farm, stretching up

and down the river—3000 acres, fenced into

beautiful fields—sprinkled with dairy houses,

and herdsmen and shepherds’ cottages ! A
busy place is this. The farmer on horseback

at break of day, summons 100 half-breeds and

Iroquois Indians from their cabins to the

fields. Twenty or thirty ploughs tear open the

generous soil
;
the sowers follow with their

seed—and pressing on them came a dozen

harrows to cover it. And then 30 or 40 acres

are planted in a day, till the immense farm is

under crop. The season passes on teeming

with daily industry, until the harvest waves on

all those fields. And then sickle and hoe

glisten in tireless activity to gather in the rich

reward of this toil the food of 700 people at

this post, and of thousands more at the posts

on the deserts in the east and north. The saw

mill, too, is a scene of constant toil. Thirty

or forty Sandwich Islanders are felling the

pines and dragging them to the mill : sets of

hands are plving two gangs of saws by night

and day. Three thousand feet of lumber per

day—900,000 feet per annum—constantly being

shipped to foreign ports.

“ The grist mill is not idle. It must furnish

bread stuff for the posts, and the Russian mar-

ket in the north-west. And its deep music is

heard daily and nightly throughout half the

year.

“ But we will enter the fort. The black-

smith is repairing ploughshares, harrow-teeth,

chains, and mill-irons
;

the tinman is making

cups for the Indians, and camp kettles, &c.;

the wheelwright is making waggons, and the

wood parts of ploughs and harrows ;
the car-

penter is repairing houses and building new

ones
;
the cooper is making barrels for pick-

ling salmon and packing furs
;
the clerks are

posting books and preparing the annual re-

turns to the board in London
;
the salesmen

are receiving beaver and dealing out goods.

But hear the voices of those children from the

school-house! They are the half-breed off-

spring of the gentlemen and servants of the

company ;
educated at the company s expense,

preparatory to being apprenticed to trades in

Canada. They learn the English language,

writing, arithmetic, and geography. The gar-

dener, too, is singing out his honest satisfac-

tion, as he surveys from the northern gate ten
acres of apple trees laden with fruit—his
bowers of grape vines—his beds of vegetables
and flowers. The bell rings for dinner

;
we

will see the ‘ Hall’ and its convivialities.

“The dining hall is a spacious room on the
second floor, ceiled with pine above and at the
sides. In the south-west corner of it is a large
close stove, sending out sufficient caloric to

make it comfortable.

“ At the end of a table twenty feet in length
stands Governor M'Laughlin—directing guests
and gentlemen from neighbouring posts to
their places

;
and chief traders, traders, the

physician, clerks, and the farmer slide respect-

fully to their places, at distances from the

governor corresponding to the dignity of their

rank in the service. Thanks are given to

God, and all are seated. Roast beef and pork,
boiled mutton, baked salmon, boiled ham

;

beets, carrots, turnips, cabbage, and potatoes,

and wheaten bread, are tastefully distributed

over the table among a dinner set of elegant

Queen’s ware, burnished witli glittering

glasses and decanters of various coloured

Italian wines. Course after course goes round,

and the governor fills to his guests and friends
;

and each gentleman in turn vies with him in

diffusing around the board a most generous

allowance of viands, wines, and warm fellow

feeling. The cloth and wines are removed
together, cigars are lighted, and a strolling

smoke about the premises, enlivened by a

courteous discussion of some mooted point in

natural history or politics, closes the cere-

monies of the dinner hour at Fort Vancouver.

“ AMERICAN SQUATTERS IN OREGON.

“ It was dark when I arrived at the level

country; and emerging suddenly in sight of a

fire, my Indians cried ‘ Boston ! Boston !
’ and

turned the canoe to let me speak to a fellow

countryman. He was sitting in the drizzling

rain, by a large log fire,—a stalwart, six-foot

Kentucky trapper. After long service in the

American fur companies, among the Rocky
Mountains, he had come down to the Willa-

mette, accompanied by an Indian woman and

his child, selected a place to build his home,

made an ‘ improvement,’ sold it, and was now
commencing another. He entered my canoe,

and steered across the river to a Mr. Johnson’s.

‘ I’m sorry I can’t keep you,’ said he, * but I

reckon you’ll sleep better under shingles, than

this stormy sky. Johnson will be glad to see

you. He’s got a good shantee, and something

for you to eat.’ We soon crossed the stream,

and crossed the cabin of Mr. Johnson. It was

a hewn log structure, about twenty feet square,

with a mud chimney, hearth, and fire-place.

The furniture consisted of one chair, a number

of wooden benches, a rude bedstead covered

with flag mats, and several sheet-iron kettles,

earthen plates, knives and forks, tin pint cups,

an Indian wife, and a brace of brown boys.

I passed the night pleasantly with Mr.

Johnson; and in the morning rose early to go

to the methodist episcopal mission, twelve

miles above. But the old hunter detained me

to breakfast; and afterwards insisted that 1

should view his premises, while his boys should

gather the horses to convey me on my way.

And a sight of fenced fields, many acres of

wheat and oat stubble, potatoe fields, and

garden vegetables of all descriptions, and a

barn well stored with the gathered harvest,

compensated me for the delay. Adjoining Mr.

Johnson’s farm were four others, on all of

which there were from fifty to a hundred acies

under cultivation, and substantial log-houses

and barns. One of these belonged to 1 homas

M‘Kay, son of M‘Kay who figured with Mr.

Astor in the doings of the Pacific Fur Com-

pany. After surveying these marks of civil;-

zation, I found a Dr. Bailey waning with his

horses to convey me to lus honne. We acco

ingly mounted, bade adieu to the old trapper

Hudson Bay, and other parts of the
[

lozeo

north, and went to view M'Kay s nidi. A

srist mill in Oregon 1
We found him work

fng at his dam. Near by lay French
^

burr

atones, and some portions

well-fashioned iron-work.
excellent

mill-house was shingled; and an excellent

structure u was. The whole expense of the

a Cr’ee or Chippeivay Indian
;
and M Kay is a
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strange compound of the two races. The
contour of his frame and features is Scotch

;

his manners and intellections strongly tinctured

with the Indian. He has been in the service

of the fur companies all his life, save some
six or seven years past

;
and by his daring en-

terprise, and courage in battle, has rendered
himself the terror of the Oregon Indians.”

BIOGRAPHY OF FOUNDERS, ARCHITECTS,
AND BUILDERS.

No. I.—Edward Colston.
At the age of 40 years he became a very

eminent East-India merchant, prior to the in-

corporation of the East-India Company, and
had 40 sail of ships of his own, with immense
riches flowing upon him. He still remained
uniform in his charitable disposition, distri-

buting many thousand pounds to various cha-
rities in and about London, besides private
gifts in many parts of the kingdom. In the
year 1708 he instituted a very magnificent
school in St. Augustine’s-back, in Bristol,

which cost him 11,000/. in the building, and
endowed the same with between 1,700/. and
1,800/. per annum forever. He likewise gave
10/. for apprenticing every boy, and for 12
years after his death 10/. to put them into busi-
ness. It has been frequently reported that his
private charities far exceeded those in public.
I have heard that one of his ships trading to
the East Indies had been missing upwards of
three years, and was supposed to be destroyed
at sea, but at length she arrived, richly laden.
When his principal clerk brought him the re-
port of her arrival, and of the riches on board,
he said as she was totally given up for lost, he
would by no means claim any right to her;
therefore he ordered the ship and merchandise
to be sold, and the produce thereof to heap-
plied towards the relief of the needy, which
directions were immediately carried into exe-
cution. Another singular instance of his
tender consciousness for charity was at the a^e
of 40, when he entertained some thoughts "of
changing his condition. He paid his addresses
to a lady; but being very timorous l^et tic

should be hindered in his pious and charitabh
designs, he was determined to make a Christian
trial of her temper and disposition, and there-
fore one morning filled his pockets full of gold
and silver, in order that if any object presented
itself in the course of their tour over London-
bridge, he might satisfy his intentions. While
they were walking near St. Magnus’ Church, a
woman in extreme misery, with twins in her
lap, sat begging, and, as he and his intended
lady were arm-in-arm, he beheld the wretched
object, put his hand in his pocket, and took
out a handful of gold and silver, casting it into
the poor woman's lap. The lady being greatly
alarmed at such profuse generosity, coloured
prodigiously; so that when they were gon
little further towards the bridge-foot, she
turned to him and said, “ Sir, do you know
what you did a few minutes ago ?” “ Madam,”
replied Mr. Colston, “ I never let my right
hand know what my left hand doeth.'” He
then took his leave of her, and for this reason
never married to the day of his death,
although he lived to the age of 85.—Bristol
Journal.

Embankment of the River Thames.

—

Her Majesty’s Commissioners of Sewers for
the limits extending from East Moulsev, in
Surrey, to Ravensborne, in Kent, have issued
their warrant to theseveral occupiers of wharves
and premises on the southern shore of the
river 1 hames, to the following effect :— “ That
whereas the wall or bank of the river Thames’
within the parish of St. Saviour, in the borough
of Southwark, in the county of Surrey, is by
reason ot the high tides become defective, and
ot insufficient height to resist the waters from
overflowing the dwellings of the inhabitants,
and the low grounds and places thereto ad-
joining within the said parish, to the great
detriment and loss of the owners and occupiers
thereof, &c.” It is then ordered that the se-
veral resident tenants on Bankside shall raise
the embankment 18 inches eastward and west-
ward. It is much to he regretted that the
embankment as proposed long since was so
precipitately abandoned, particularly as the
expense will fall very heavily on those whar-
ngers who hold their premises on lease only.

^a
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CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

St. Andrew's Church, Plymouth.—On Tues-
day last, between 12 and 1 o’clock, a mural
monument fell from its position near the south-
eastern angle of the church, strewing- the pews
and floor in its vicinity with its fragments, the
noble piece of sculpture being broken into “ a
thousand” pieces. No indication of its inse-

curity had been perceptible. The tablet set
forth that “ Near this place is interred the body
of Edmund Lechmere, formerly commander
of H.M.S. Lynn, and late of the Lvnn frigate,

of 32 guns, on board of which he departed
this life, 16th of January, 1703, from wounds
which he received on the 15th in an engage-
ment with a French privateer, of 46 guns, from
whom he protected a large fleet of merchant
ships all into safety, and by bravery gave the
enemy battle, and forced him to bear away with
very much damage. He was, in the beginning
of the action, wounded in both knees, and
afterwards received a musket-shot through his

body, yet neither discouraged him from prose-
cuting the enemy with the utmost vigour.”

Stained Glass.—The painted window of the
eastern aisle of the Church of St. Magdalene,
was on Sunday submitted to the view of the
congregation. The whole area of the window
is occupied by appropriate configurations, exe-
cuted by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle, worked in

stained glass of every variety of brilliant and
subdued tone of colour. The subjects repre-
sented are those of our Saviour, Mary Magda-
lene, the Four Evangelists, and the Seraphim.
The effect is exceedingly impressive. Every
subordinate portion of the window is tastefully
decorated with consistent embellishments, and
the whole confers a strikingly pleasing effect
on this beautiful fabric.— Taunton Courier.

Thame
, Oxfordshire.—The parish church

is about to be re-pewed, the necessary funds to

defray the expense, having been raised by
voluntary subscriptions amongst the inhabi-
tants. On either side of the pews, which will

be placed in the centre, there will be free
sittings for between 300 and 400 persons more
than at present.

Brierc/iffe , near Burnley R. Townlev
Parker , Lsq., of Cuerden Hall, has, with his
wonted liberality, given a very eligible plot of
land for the site of a parsonage-house in con-
nection with St. James’s Church, Brierclitfe,
near Burnley. He has also given stone from
one of his quarries for the building of the
house.— Preston Chronicle.
We have pleasure in stating that her Majesty

the Queen Dowager lias recently forwarded to
the incumbent of Stoke Saint Gregory the
sum of 20/. towards the handsome church of
that parish.— Taunton Courier.

St. John's Church, Bridgwater.—This edi-
fice will be completed in a few weeks.

Trafalgar-square.—

T

he works within
the inclosure of Trufalgar-square are proceed-
ing rapidly towards completion, Mr. Barry,
the architect, having devoted much of his time
of late for the purpose of causing the whole to
be thrown open to the public during the sum-
mer months. The Artesian well is likewise
fast advancing, the bore having been already
sunk a considerable depth. The basins of the
fountains will be 83 feet in diameter, and are
to be covered with Maude’s patent Portland stone
cement, which has been found to resist the
action of the atmosphere and of water as lone
as most descriptions of stone, while it possesses
and retains the colour of that material. The
pavement of the inner court of the quadrangle
is to be laid out in somewhat of a tessellated
style, the darker parts being composed of
asphalte, and relieved by the introduction of
ornamental work in the Portland stone cement.
The whole space to be covered is about 1 8,000
feet.

—

Globe.

Statue of the Duke of Gordon.—Pre-
parations were commenced on Wednesday
last tor erecting in Castle-street the statue of
the Duke of Gordon. An immense block of
Peterhead granite, from the Stirlinghill
quarries, weighing 10 tons, was brought to the
intended site on the above day, and workmen
are now busily employed upon* it. This block
forms the pedestal upon which the figure will
stand. We understand it will take a month to
complete the preliminaries for the erection of
the statue on the pedestal, when it will be inau-
gurated with all due honours. — Aberdeen
Herald.

<!ToiTf0j)onticncf*

NEW BUILDING-ACT.
Sir,—May I draw your attention to the

“ Bill for better regulating the Buildings of
the Metropolitan Districts, and to provide for
the better drainage thereof ” (dated 1st March,
1844), in which some of the proposed enact-
ments are rather droll

;
some are exceedingly

unjust (in proposing to deprive persons of their
property without compensation)

;
some are

exceedingly arbitrary (in proposing to drive
the poorfrom their houses); andas the Bill gene-
rally (if carried into law) will arm the district-

surveyors with an almost unlimited power of
annoyance to the public ?

The first clause I allude to is No. 5, which
refers to Schedule (C) part 1, in which it treats
of the “ Rule for ascertaining Stories;” but
before giving it, I may perhaps be allowed to
digress a little to explain that the customary
mode of describing the stories of buildings for
nearly the last two centuries has been as fol-

lows (which you are well aware of):
Cellar-story, or basement.
Ground-story.
One- pair-story,

Two-pair-story,
Three pair, and so on, the top story being

called the attic. The one-pair, or first floor,

having been so denominated from being the
first floor above the general or ground level.

But in the “ Rule for ascertaining Stories ”

it is proposed, that “if the space between the
top of the footings and the level of the first

floor do not exceed 5 feet, then, the story
nearest the foundation is to be considered the
lowest or first story

;
but if such space exceed 5

feet, then such space is to be considered to con-
tain the lowest or first story; and in that case
the top of the footings is to be considered the
level of the first floor!”

So that instead of going up to the one-pair
floor as heretofore, it w ill be going doom to the
firstflonr! This will be rather amusing, if carried
into law.

But in some cases, the lowest story is not to
be called the first story! as in the event of the
foundation being bad, or if from any other
cause the space between “ the top of the foot-
ings and the level of the first floor exceeds 5
feet, then such space is to be considered to con-
tain the lowest or first story !” So that the first

floor will be no floor at all, and will commence
two stories below the ground level; the ground
floor will be the three-pair; and persons living
on the present one-pair, or drawing-room
floor, will be up four-pair of stairs!

In clauses 15 and 16, are penalties proposed
to be inflicted on parties using buildings before
they have been certified; in some cases ranging
from 51. to 100/. per day, and in others from
100/. to 500/. per day!

In clause 50, it is proposed to secure a suffi-
cient width of streets and other ways, accord-
ing to the “ conditions, regulations, and direc-
tions, in Schedule (I.), which is proposed
to be enacted that every street must be
of the width of 30 feet at the least;
the effect of which will be, in a street
20 feet wide, that when a house is burnt or
pulled down, it cannot be rebuilt without
setiing it back 10 feet, to give the enacted
width of 30 feet. The property thus cut off,

is to be given up to the public without compen-
sation or remuneration ! and where property is

shallow, it cannot be rebuilt as a dwelling-
house, if the rooms are less than 100 feet
superficial

;
so that in such cases the property

will be completely destroyed, and persons de-
pending entirely on the rental of such premises
(which is not an unusual case), will be left

destitute.

The effect of such an enactment, after a
time, would also be curious, as it would make
straight streets under 30 feet wide completely
zigzag

; as on rebuilding premises after fire
or otherwise, which generally occurs first on
one side of the street and then on the other,
the houses so rebuilt, would be set back 30 feet
from the house opposite, thus sacrificing
property without benefiting the public, and
making a series of nuisance-corners down
every street.

The provision in this clause, that all courts,
alleys, passages, or other such public places, on
rebuilding, must be at least 20 feet in width,
with an entrance at each end of the same
width, open from the ground upwards, or one
entrance 30 feet wide open from the ground
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Upwards, will, in the case of fire, destroy a
vast amount of property, and render it imprac-
ticable to rebuild in most of the courts and
alleys of London.

Clause 51 proposes to enact that for discou-

raging, and prohibiting, the use of buildings
unfit for dwellings, &c. &c.

;
it shall not be

lawful to occupy buildings
,
or let or suffer them,

to be occupied, as dwellings, if the rooms are

of less dimensions than one square, or 100
superficial feet

!

The effect of this clause would be to deprive
the chief part of the poor of London of their

habitations, and to send them from the vicinity

of their employment, to the distant suburbs, to

seek the shelter that is denied them in the

town; i. e. if there be sufficient houses of the

qualified description to receive them, which I

question.

And to give an instance of the destructive

effect of the Act in the ward of Tower alone,

which may be taken as a fair sample of the

other parts of the city, I have ascertained
that there would be upwards of 170 houses in

alleys, courts, &c., chiefly of the poor, which
could not be rebuilt. And under the restrictive

clause of occupancy, I am of opinion that the

poor tenants of one-half of the above number
of houses would be turned into the street!

Such would be the mild effect of the proposed
measure.
And if I might venture to suggest such a

thing on behalf of the poor working man, I

would say a house with small rooms, was better

than no house at all —than one three or four
miles from his work—or even than one of
the modern palaces, called union houses.

I have thus, Sir, endeavoured to draw your
attention to some few of the severe enactments
proposed by this Bill, which will destroy a vast

amount of property, be a dreadful annoyance
to the public, and crush the poor mechanic or
labourer, by turning him out of bis house.

And as this will be the case with thousands in

this great metropolis and its suburbs, the fol-

lowing question will necessarily arise,—where
are they to go? and what is to become of them?
It is not likely that they will he allowed to

occupy a superior class of houses, and as persons
cannot be compelled to erect houses for them,
what is to become of them ?

There are many other parts of the Bill

which are exceedingly objectionable, but which
are of minor importance to those referred to;

but I trust that the public journals will join

in endeavouring to draw the attention of the
public to this measure, so that it may not pass
into law, without due consideration and re-

vision. I am, Sir, faithfully yours,

George Aitchison.
Muscovy-court, Trinity-square.

NEW BUILDING- ACT.
Sir,—I cannot conceive why, in the pro-

posed new Buildings’ Bill, the district-sur-

veyors’ fees for most buildings, and particularly

for small houses, should be considerably less

than the fee9 are under the present Act,
although great additional duties and respon-

sibilities are proposed to be cast upon the

surveyors, and notwithstanding the legislature,

seventy years ago, at the then scale of money
and price of living, deemed the fees then
granted not too much. It would seem to me
as though the framers of the Bill desire either

to court the favour of that class of small spe-

culative builders who, by their numerous
evasions, cause district-surveyors the most
trouble, or else to induce, by incompetent re-

muneration, neglect on the part of the officers

under the new Act.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

One who desires every Man to be
Fairly Paid.

DISGRACEFUL PRACTICES OP SHAM SUR-
VEYORS.

Sir,—

I

wish proceedings could be taken by
respectable surveyors to put a stop to the ne-
farious practices of certain unauthorized
surveyors. I am now somewhat reluctantly

compelled to allude to an advertisement lately

exhibited in your respectable and valuable pe-
riodical, with reference to these self styled

surveyors undertaking the usual business of
surveyors “for nothing,”— at least for “no
charge if not approved of.”

Of course you are well aware that the mem-
bers of our body have, by their friends, to be
educated at a vast outlay of capital

;
notwith-

standing all this, there are some individuals
who perhaps have only been at surveyors as
office fags, or perhaps in the offices of
builders in the same capacity,and whomaylearn
just sufficient, when combined with their natural
impudence, to make themselves very mis-
chievous and annoying to the regular professor,
and possessing this quack knowledge, or rather
ignorance, fancy themselves adept in the busi-

ness
;
although, not always appearing openly, yet

sufficiently so to cause some poor creatures to be
gulled and caught in the net spread for them

;

and in some shape or other, for a time, carry
on their assumed calling, notwithstanding ail

the efforts of the regular professional to disco-

ver and expose them
;
such persons in the end

bring disgrace on the very name of the profes-

sion, and much prejudice to the business of the
honest surveyor.

I have neard of two instances lately, when
two public edifices were advertised, and that
the builders were to meet to appoint their sur-

vey or to take outquantities
;
and as this branch of

the profession needs a man of the greatest
practical knowledge, and well-known standing,
it of course requires the builders to pause ere
they risk perhaps fortune itself in the handsofone
of these quacks, nevertheless I have heard that
in the first case, when the regular body of
respectable builders met, that seven voted for

one respectable surveyor, and eight voted for

another, when about fourteen builders (at least

so they called themselves) started up and voted
for a man whom none of the respectable builders
knew, or indeed ever heard of, yet of course
the majority out-voted the others. What was
the consequence? The quantities were sup-
plied, and pretty quantities they were; for
almost all the respectable builders declined ten-
dering, and the one who succeeded threw up his
contract, being frightened and rendered timid by
the unknown and unusual way in which these
quantities were gut up. Thesecond instance only
occurred last week, when the same party came
again with his friendly army; but I am thank-
ful to hear he was smelt out, and deservedly
rejected, and, I trust, will be marked for the
future. How a man, lodging in an upper
story, and that in a questionable neighbour-
hood over the water, can be supposed to be
responsible to the builders for his errors (if he
make any), I know not. I would suggest that

when this or any other touter comes in, to the
prejudice of the regular man of business, that
all builders wishing to tender should make a

deposit of five guineas, and 1 am sure this

would soon scatter entirely this mischievous
class.

I deem it essential to the benefit of the pro-
fession, whether of builder or surveyor, to put
a stop to the fraudulent practice of sham sur-
veyors, of which I am assured you will see the
propriety, and instead of your affording aid
and assistance, will persist, in not encou-
raging any such nefarious advertisements, un-
less with proper name and address, as your
journal exists for the good of the profes-

sional and artisan. I think you will see the
justice of my remarks, for I am well assured a
paltry love of gain will never meet with your
approval, or of that of the public; and if you
would only refuse to take in any of their dis-

graceful and prejudicialadvertisements.thatthis

“Broker-alley” system would soon be at an
end.

You will sav, perhaps, that the public benefits

by competition among all trades : this may be,

but it cannot be so by a profession, where time
alone is the only article that can be brought to

market. Nevertheless, if competition must be
resorted to, let it be done in an open and
straightforward way, with real name and ad-

dress, quite undisguised, and not bnsedon deceit

and perhaps fraud. Let any man who chooses
to do work for nothing, if not approved, do it

openly, so that he may be known by the regular
man of business, who may by chance be pitted

against him.

From a subscriber since you first began,
Z.

EXPRESSION OF CHARACTER IN BUILDINGS.

Sir,—Will you permit me to add the follow-

ing remarks upon a late original design in

The Builder, viz. a “ D sign for Schools,”

p. 102, to the judicious, but necessarily limited

observations of your own which accompanied
it? They are dictated I trust solely by a

desire to expose error in principle, and not

from any pleasure in discovering it in the
works of an individual.

It an architectural fa9ade is to express the
purpose or destination of the building, or (in
other words) to possess a character in harmony
with its inteuded uses, then is there an error
of some magnitude in the design to which 1
have called attention,— I mean in its general
arrangement; for by this arrangement such an
expression could not be given to the exterior,
or at least could not lie given to the parts so as
truly to characterize the whole. It is called a
“Design for Schools,” but is in reality, a
design for a dwelling-house, with school-rooms
attached. The principal feature in the design,
and the part in which architectural embellish-
ment (which is the languagj of the art) is

chiefly employed, is a dwelling-house. What
character is the designer to give it ? Is it that
of a domestic building? If he does he is not
in that particular incorrect; and if he does he
falsely characterizes the general design. I call
the dwelling-house the principal feature in the
design, for it i9 not only the centre, but it is

of superior elevation, being two stories in
height, while the school-room9 are but wings,
and of one story, occupying, in fact, the relative
position of the offices in a domestic establish-
ment. No appropriateness, therefore, of style,

orexterior embellishment applied to the school-
rooms, could produce an effect that would cha-
racterize the whole composition, or repair the
fault of the general arrangement.
The error, therefore, consists in giving that

part of the building which is unessential, or at

least of a subordinate purpose, the place of
principal in the composition, and the essential
or principal parts in regard to the destination
of the edifice the place subordinate; but in

the design in question the dwelling-house is

not only made to occupy a position too promi-
nent, but it is of dimensions disproportionate
to the other and more important parts of the
building:—supposing the scale 30 feet to the
inch (for that given with the drawings is evi-

dently an error of the printer), the domestic part
of the building contains 5,600 superficial feet

of flooring, while the two school-rooms
together contain but 4,080 feet, or there-
abouts !

I wish it to be understood that I am not
charging these errors upon this design, as pre-
sentingasolitary instance of their commission,
or as the only one in mv mind’s eye in which
they exist; I merely point to it as an illustra-

tion of my remarks; but which, however, its

appearance in The Builder suggested.
There are other designs, and executed ones
too, in which such mistakes may be 6een, and
their name is legion !

Whilst upon the subject of expression of
character in buildings, 1 would just remark
upon the too frequent absence of it, even
where the error I pointed out in the general
arrangement does not exist to militate against
its introduction.

Most of the other qualities requisite in a
building, all understand, and intuitively per-
ceive the importance of, and when not biassed
by opposing circumstances, endeavour to

the best of their ability to obtain. All

builders know, for instance, that a structure

should be solid, that is to say, have a certain

quantity of material, arranged on such princi-

ples as will insure the needful degree of

strength. That it should also be commodious,
conforming in its plan (if a public building) to

the operations of the institution, or, if a

domestic one, to the wants and habits of its

inmates. Most builders are aware that it should

have all its parts arranged with regularity and
proportion to each other; that the height

should be proportioned to the horizontal

dimensions; that length should be extended

with due reference to breadth, and the aper-

tures be proportioned to the piers. These

qualities are exceedingly important, but they

are at the same time comparatively mechanical.

An edifice may possess all the requisites of

solidity, convenience, order, and adaptation to

its uses, and yet, without expression of cha-

racter, be no effort of artistic design, properly

so called. It is but a dull and lifeless mass

until the Genius of Architecture breathe into it

this soul of the art—until it receives in the style

and decoration of the parts, both interior and

exterior, a character analogous to its uses and

destination, and express such uses and desti-

nation as distinctly as the language possessed

by the art can utter it. It should in fact so
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unfold itself to the sense of sight, that a

stranger on beholding it would have excited

in his breast emotions similar to, or at least in

harmony with those which would arise from a

contemplation of the object or end of its erec-

tion. “ To the informed spectator,” to

borrow the language of an eloquent work of

recent publication, “ a piece of genuine archi-

tecture is a creature, imbued with a species of

life; breathing, as it were, the sentiment of its

original and peculiar purpose, and promulgat-

ing, in the symbolic eloquence of its particular

form and style, the idea of its designer.”

But to what extent do these principles

govern at present, in the practice of design?
Do not a majority of the buildings around us

testify to the most striking indifference, not to

say ignorance, of them, on the part of their

designers? Whilst some present a monoto-
nous mass of brick or stone, without grace

or beauty, others disgust us with a random
variety of unmeaning or conflicting ornaments,

and it is difficult to say which offend most.

How few of our various public buildings, from
the prison to the palace, from the church to the

theatre, possess those qualities with respect to

style and decoration befitting their respective

characters ! The primary source of architec-

tural utterance is found in analogy and associ-

ation. But in reference to many of the edifices

in question, I may ask, have the dictates of
analogy and association been at all consulted?
Are the sculptured emblems which, when pro-

perly used, constitute the figurative language
of architecture, so selected and arranged as

truly to characterize the buildings they are
meant to embellish ? Have we not in some
instances theatres that might be mistaken for

churches, chapels for ball-rooms ? Or, revers-

ing Shakspeare, gorgeous temples and solemn
palaces ? gaiety for solemnity, severity for rich-

ness ? and other expressions of sentiment
equally incongruous, equally ill-adapted to the
conveyance of a true impression of the build-
ing. But I have gone as far as my time, and I

fear your space, will allow me, and shall there-
fore conclude by expressing a hope that to the
removal of these, as well as the grosser errors

in architectural practice, The Builder may
be enabled to exert an influence.

I remain, Sir, yours very truly,

S. Huggins.
Liverpool, 22nd March, 1844.

FONT IN ST. MARY’S CHURCH, BRECON.

Sir, — I think your correspondent “a
F.A.S.” is mistaken in his observations on
the Font in Brecon Church. All the commu-
nications of “ J. L. T.” are detailed in that

spirit which, if followed up by your numerous
friends in the country, must gradually bring to

light many interesting particulars of bygone
architectural days.

That the font “must certainly have been a

piscina ” can be easily ascertained by a line

from “J. L. T.” If a piscina, it must have
been placed in the south wall ofthe chancel, con-
venient to the altar.

Even if the metal lining were removed, and
a water-drain found, it would not indicate a
piscina, as the drain is common to the piscina
and font, though always found in the former
In Ireland I have met with several examples
of ancient piscinas

;
one very fine one at the

old ruined abbey of Mucross, near Killarney,
the bottom or bowl part of which bears a close
resemblance to the one furnished by your cor-

respondent “ W . H. J.” in Number 40.

Two things in these matters may be taken as

granted : one is, ihe piscina being placed in the
chancel; the other, the font being always found
in all ancient churches near the western
doorway.

Therefore, a word or two from your obliging
correspondent “ J. L. T.” as to the “where-
abouts ” of the “moulding in the background,”
which “ a F. A. S.” takes to be “ the arch
usually above a piscina,” would throw much
light on the subject. I am further inclined to

agree with “ J. L. T.” by the position of the
figures sculptured at the base of the bowl, by
the outstretched hand and finger, as if point-
ing to the first ceremony or religious rite

adopted by all Christians.

I am, Si:*, your obedient servant,

Gorey, March 25, 1844. J. K L.

CLENDINNING TESTIMONIAL.
Sir,—I should be obliged by any of your

correspondents informing me of the result of

the competition in the matter of the Clendin-

ning Testimonial, or if a decision has been come
to. An unusually long period having elapsed

since the day named as the last for receiving

designs, and hearing no intelligence of them, I

begin to fear that I have not only lost my time

and trouble, but my drawings also.

I am, Sir, your constant reader,

An Architect and Competitor.

March 23, 1844.

Sir,—Having some months ago seen in

your valuable paper an advertisement for de-

signs for a testimonial to G. Clendinning, Esq.,

all designs to be sent by January 1, and 201.

for the one selected, I submitted a design

myself, since which time I have never
heard any thing further about it, although
I requested if my design was not approved
of to have it back. Now, Mr. Editor, I

do think, after parties have devoted their

talents and time, these drawings ought in

common honesty to be returned
;
indeed, there

is a suspicion attached to the affair, and the

sooner it is removed the better.

By inserting the above, you will greatly

oblige a constant subscriber,

Joseph Holmes.

3, We9t-place, Dulwich.

(AVe have not received any information upon
the subject of our correspondents’ inquiries.

—

Ed.]

jraisjccllanca.

A New Constant Battery. — M. le

Prience Pierre Bagration has invented a new
and simple constant galvanic battery, the par-

ticulars of which have been communicated by

M. Jacobi to the Academy of Sciences at St.

Petersburgh. Its elements are zinc, copper,

and sal ammoniac ; common earth saturated

with the latter acting as a porous diaphragm.

A plate of copper and a plate of zinc, placed

at a distance the one from the other in a flower-

pot, or any other water-tight vessel, filled with

earth saturated with a concentrated solution of
sal ammoniac, form a voltaic pair, whose action
will, after a short time, continue constant, and
be maintained for whole months, and, to every
appearance, for years; the only care necessary
being from time to time to remoisten the earth
and renew the zinc. Before putting the copper
plate into the earth, it should be plunged for

some minutes into a solution of sal ammoniac,
and then left to dry, until it receive a greenish
coating. This operation renders the effect of
the battery much more prompt; and in regard
to it, brass may be preferable to copper. The
plates should not be too near to each other,
nor too small, because the earth opposes great
resistance to the current. This form of battery
is susceptible of many applications, but it will

chiefly be useful where a constant and pro-
longed action, rather than energetic effect, is

required—as, for example, in the reduction of
metals, chemical decomposition, &c. It may
be extended, however, to any quantity or in-

tensity. Whenever a series of numerous ele-

ments be used, the vessels should be well insu-
lated. M. Jacobi has had one of these sal-

ammoniac batteries of twenty-four elements in

action for six weeks, without the necessity of
making the least change in it.

Curious Manorial Rights.—At Rapley
Castle, in Yorkshire, the seat of Sir William
Ingleby, there is in the great staircase in

elegant Venetian window, in the divisions of
which, on stained glass, are a series of escut-
cheons, displaying the principal quarterings
and intermarriages of the Ingleby family since
their setting at Ripley, during a course of 430
years. In one of the chambers of the tower is

the following sentence, carved on the frieze of
the wainscot:—“ In the yiere of owre Ld.
MDLV. was this bowse bulded by Sir Wyllyam
Tngilby, Knight; Philip and Marie reigning at

the time.” John Pallisser of Bristbwaite,
formerly held his lands of the manor of Ripley
by the payment of a red rose at Midsummer,
and by carrying the boar’s head to the lord’s

table all the twelve days of Christmas.

Most Important Discovery.—We re-

joice to announce the most important discovery

which has probably ever yet been made in the

records and literature of ancient Egypt. Every

reader is acquainted with the history of the

celebrated Rosetta Stone, and the happy sur-

mise of Dr. Young, that the trilingual inscrip-

tions on that interesting monument were three

versions of the same subject. Following out

this idea, mutilated as all the Egyptian part of

the stone is, he found that what remained and
could be deciphered was identical with the
Greek text. Hence our grand key to the
translation of the hieroglyphic characters and
hieratic writings found among the relics of
Egypt, on rocks, on the walls of buildings of
every kind, on mummy-cases, and on papyri

;

and it is evident that whatever could extend or
add to this key must be of the utmost value.
It was interpreted that the Rosetta inscription
had also been set up in other temples : and the
learned expressed a hope that in the course of
time one or more of them might reward the
research of zealous antiquaries. That hope
has been fulfilled. Dr. Lepsius has discovered
another copy of the Rosetta inscription at
Meroe ! The hieroglyphic portion is un-
usually perfect, and so we are informed is the
other Egyptian writing. Now, then, the three
legends may he considered throughout; and
we hesitate not to say that this is likely to

create a great revolution, by the vast accession
to our means of knowledge, in the literature

and history of the country so truly called the
cradle of mankind. It is a gratifying circum-
stance that the noble expedition of the King
of Prussia should have met with this return.
Copies of the inscriptions have, we understand,
been made for Berlin

;
but the main fact was

communicated by letter to his Excellency the
Chevalier Bunsen, the Prussian minister in

London. We believe that Dr. Lepsius is di-

rected completely to explore all this upper
division of the country, and will not revisit

Cairo till that is accomplished, probably about
April. After some repose the expedition will

proceed to Syria to examine the Egyptian in-

scriptions there
;
and from what has already

transpired, there can be no doubt but that an
extraordinary new light will be thrown over
the old world by this royally liberal, auspi-
cious, and fortunate effort .—Literary Gazette ,

Napoleon’s Tomb.—The model of Napo-
leon’s tomb is completed. It is formed of 12
pilasters, with an open work between each,
edged with a circular gallery. This gallery
communicates with two staircases to the vault
below, giving a passage from the church near
the choir to the crypt. Twelve figures of Vic-
tory, each with a crown in the hand, decorate
the “pourtour ” of the crypt. These statues, of
gigantic proportions, are placed in front of the
pilasters. Above reigns a wide frieze, orna-.

mented with allegories and Lassi relievi. The
sarcophagus which is to inclose the imperial
coffin does not rise above the level of the
ground. This measure was adopted, in order
not to take away anything from the general
harmony of the architecture of the dome, and
to preserve all the historical appearance of the
time of Louis XIV. A railing is placed
round the monument, to enable the public to
look at it without going too close. The Com-
mission has decided that no other inscription
is to be placed on the monument than the name
of “ Napoleon.” The emperor’s sword, hat,

imperial crown, iron crown, and the decoration
of the Legion of Honour which he wore at St.

Helena are to be placed on the tomb.— Galig-

nani’s Messenger.

Ice-ITouses.—The following is said to be
the course of the Eastern ice-merchants in

building ice-houses:—“They are built above
ground in any location. A rough structure,

twenty feet square and fifteen feet high, double
throughout, and filled in to the thickness of
nine inches with broken charcoal, chaff, or
saw-dust, built in the open air, will keep ice

securely. The ice should be separated from
the building on the inside, by a layer of chaff,

saw-dust, or hay, and the place of entrance
should be at the top. With this trifling trouble,

families everywhere may have the luxury of ice

in hot weather—a luxury for which the rich
are willing to pay great sums in cities, but
which the poor in the country might have, but
will not take the trouble.”
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City Antiquities.— In Cateaton-street,

on the east side of Milk-street, Cheapside,

where the ground has been excavated a con-

siderable depth for the purpose of making a

foundation for some warehouses which are

now in course of erection, the workmen have

discovered a large quantity of Roman earthen-

ware, consisting ofjugs, &c., aud many ancient

coins. On Wednesday week, on coming to

a cesspool, which was under the surface about
fifteen feet, a hen’s egg was found quite perfect,
which must have been there 200 or 300 years.
A few days ago much curiosity was excited, in

consequence of the workmen meeting with
several piles of wood, which are fixed in the
earth at a depth of about ten feet from the sur-

face. There were two sets of piles, at about
six feet from each other. In each set there
are nine piles (forming a square) each pile

being about five feet high. Upon these piles

were several trunks of trees, which have been
removed. They are supposed to have been
placed there at a period long before the fire of
London, as the transverse pieces of wood have
no appearance of the action of fire upon them.
Many antiquitarians have been to view the
spot, and have had a draught and plan of this

mode of building of former times. It was
thought by Mr. Hawke, the builder, that a
cesspool might have been under, and that the
piles were to support some large structure

;
but

which was not the case. There formerly stood
here an ancient public-house, called the Paul’s
Head. Some months ago the remains of a
garden were found close by, while excavating
for a sewer. Very extensive remains of
foundation walls have been dug up, which
were composed and cemented together in

the most solid manner. The material con-
sisted of cliff, flint and chalk, and sand-
stone, and so firmly united, that the pickaxe
could not penetrate, and, in order to break
the walls into pieces, the wedge was
applied. Upon these walls the houses, which
have been recently pulled down, were built.

They have been entirely removed, in order to

make a foundation sufficiently firm for the
houses now being erected.

Kino William’s College.—We have
much pleasure in stating that active measures
are now taking for the restoration of this

building. The necessary timber has been pur-
chased, a cargo forwarded to Derby Haven,
and workmen are employed in clearing the
ruins. Advantage will be taken of this oppor-
tunity to introduce numerous improvements in

the structure, more especially in the chapel, the

great resonance in which, in its former state,

was a subject of general complaint. We un-
derstand that the sum insured has been re-

ceived, which, together with the amount of
nearly 700/. already subscribed in the island

(to which the munificent donation of 300/. was
contributed by our excellent bishop), will, we
hope, far in enabling the trustees to replace
the college on a much superior footing to its

former condition. One suggestion has, we
hear, been thrown out, which will, we hope, be
acted upon—namely, that the building be di-

vided into three or more separate parts, having
only one communication on each floor, to be
closed by an iron door. This would on any
similar occasion effectually cut off the pro-
gress of the flames, and thus guard, as far as

human means can, against a similar calamity.

Had such been the case at the late fire, the
destruction would have been confined to the

j

wing where it originated. It is fully expected
that every thing will be ready for the reception
of the students after the midsummer vacation.

—Mona Herald.

The Queen’s New Summer-House.

—

Six of the frescoes, which have been some time
in progress, to decorate the new summer temple
in Buckingham Palace gardens, are completed.
The poem illustrated is the Masque of Comus.
The eight artists charged with their execution

are Messrs. Eastlake, Leslie, Stanfield,

Maclise, Etty, Uwins, and Sir William Ross.

The building is a rustic octagon, standing on
the top of an artificial hill.

Mr. James Fillans, the sculptor, has just

completed his bust of Professor Wilson. It

is an admirable likeness. It is to be cut in

marble for the friends and admirers of the pro-
fessor in his native town of Paisley.

City of London School.—The corpora-
tion having devoted the fine of 400/. paid some
years ago by Mr. Thomas Tegg, the bookseller
and publisher, to be excused from serving the
office of sheriff, towards the establishment of
an exhibition to one of the universities for the
benefit of pupils of the above school, Mr. Tegg
has manifested his approval of such an appro-
priation by recently making the important ad-
dition to this fund of 100/.; and in return for
so distinguished an act of liberality, the com-
mittee of the school have agreed that the exhi-
bition shall in future be designated “TheTego-

Scholarship or Exhibition.” Mr. Tegg has
also accompanied his gift with a number of
valuable books for the library of the school.
The corporation has lately caused one of the
principal windows in the building to be en-
riched by the insertion in stained glass of the
armorial bearings of the following benefactors
of the school—viz., The corporation of Lon-
don, Dr. Conquest, the late Sir James Shaw,
Bart., Mr. Tegg, and Mr. W. S. Hale, the
chairman of the select committee. In addi-

tion to which a statue will shortly be put
up, which is in preparation by Mr. S. Nixon,
of the original founder of the establishment,
John Carpenter, town-clerk of London in the
reign of Henry VI., and one of the executors
of the famous Sir Richard Whittington.

Projected Improvements at Dover.

—

We understand that the Earl of Guilford, the
noble proprietor of Frith Farm, near the
Castle, is about to apply to Parliament for a
private Act to enable him to let a portion of the
valley on lease for building purposes

;
and that

plans for the erection of splendid terraces, said
to be equal in design and magnitude to any in
the kingdom, have been prepared, as also for

detached villas; altogether, nearly 1,500 resi-

dences are contemplated to be formed on this

delightful spot. It is also, we believe, part
of the plan to make another outlet from
the town, into the Deal-road, past the

Castle Jetty, by which the Castle-hill

may be avoided, and the distance to Deal con-
siderably lessened. We hope to see the plans
of the noble Earl carried out, as we feel con-
vinced it will prove a good speculation .—Dover
Telegraph.

Gigantic Shed.—Messrs. Ainsworth and
Co. are now erecting a new power-loom shed,

and, as we are informed, it is the largest in the

world
;

it will not be uninteresting to give a

few of the particulars respecting it. The shed
is 350 feet in length, by 137 in breadth, divided

into 36 bays. The roof is supported by 352
columns. It is calculated to contain 1,650

looms, and when complete the number of hands
actually employed in the room will be 855.

The production of the looms will average per
week 13,200 pieces, 20 yards each, or 3 1-5

pieces per minute. This applies to the weav- i

ing shed alone, independent of the spinning

and other departments .—Preston Guardian.

Copper Balloon.—A curious experiments
about to be made on air-balloons, which is

likely to excite the curiosity of the public. A
balloon, composed of copper, is so far com-
pleted, that it is now exhibited to the public.

This immense globe is formed of sheets of

copper, united and soldered. The object

proposed by this experiment is to resolve the

problem of the employment of metals in the

construction of balloons
;

it is expected by this

experiment to advance the question of aerial

navigation. When it shall have been ascer-

tained that solid metallic envelopes may be

substituted for light silk, it is considered it will

be a step towards the application of locomo-

tives in the shape of balloons.

The Ulverstone Copper Ore Mining
Company.—This company, whose works are

now in full operation at Cockley Beck, in

Leathwaite, for the purpose of obtaining this

valuable mineral, have now, we learn, every

chance of ultimate success, several large pieces

having been already taken out. The works
lie directly on the opposite side of the “Old
Man” to those of the Coniston Company, and

it is supposed by eminent geologists that the

interior of this large mountain abounds with

inexhaustible veins of this material.—Preston

Chronicle.

Mr. Baily has received a commission for a

statue in marble of his late Royal Highness the

Duke of Sussex, for the Masonic Hall, at the

Freemasons’ Tavern.

Steam-boat Ventilation.—One of the
Addiscombe Professors, Lieut. Cook, R.N.
F.R.S., has invented a method of ventilating
steam-boats, which promises fair to add mate-
rially to the comfort of passengers by these
vessels. Those who have merely crossed the
Channel, especially by night in boisterous
weather, are well aware of the impurity of the
air which passengers, however delicate, are
under the disagreeable necessity of inhaling,
and which of itself is quite enough to produce
sickness; but in a hot climate, the evil is of
still greater magnitude. Even in large steam-
boats, invalid passengers have been fairly
driven upon deck in the night from the lower
cabins, finding it impossible to remain in such
an atmosphere. The evil being universally
admitted, it remains to be seen how far the
remedy will be applied, should it in practice
prove as efficient as in principle it appears to
be sound. A cylinder—in which a solid piston
moves air-tight—has two valves at each end

;

through one, opening inwards, fresh air is

admitted into a vacuum
;
which is, by the next

action of the piston, forced through the other
valve at the same end, opening outwards into
tubes, and by these conveyed to every cabin
upon each deck

;
while the hot, or foul air, is at

the same time drawn off from these cabins into a
vacuum above the piston, through a valve open-
ing inwards, from whence it is finally ejected
through the fourth valve, opening outwards
into the open air. The effect produced will,

of course, depend upon the size of the
cylinder, and this upon the size of the vessel.

One 2 feet in diameter—the piston having a
two-feet stroke—with tubes and valves suffi-

ciently large, would force in about 100 cubic
feet, or above 600 gallons, of fresh air (drawing
off the same quantity of impure air) every
minute! Large steam-boats might have two
cylinders. The machinery may, in an instant,

be disconnected, so as to cease from acting.
The fresh air would be conveyed in a regular
stream, and not be intermitting in its effect.

Westminster Bridge.—A beautiful de-

sign by Mr. Barry, for an iron bridge on the
site of the present bridge, has been published.
It consists of five elliptical arches, is of a light
and graceful structure, and is at lea«t 14 feet
lower than that now in use. The plan for this

new structure is proposed in consequence of
the unsafe and unsatisfactory state of the foun-
dation of the existing bridge, as well as to im-
prove the navigation of the river, and facilitate

traffic by lowering the carriage-way. It is

said that an iron bridge of this description

could be constructed for less than double the

amount that would be required to repair and
render secure the present unseemly structure.

The cost has been estimated at 185,000/., in-

cluding the expenses for erecting a temporary
wooden bridge

;
and it is understood that this

sum might be raised, for the most part, if not

wholly, upon the security of the income from
the property belonging to the Bridge Com-
mission.

—

Globe.

Active preparations are going forward at

Waltham, for the erection of a more commo-
dious national school and house for the master.

The first stone will be laid in a few days. This
is a praiseworthy undertaking, and will be a

credit to the parish, an honour to its founder,

and an example worthy of imitation to all the

villages around .—Nottingham Journal
,
March

1 5th.

There was found lately on clearing the canal

at Rheims, a medal of Julia, the mother of

Alexander Severus. She was assassinated at

the same time as her son, A.D. 235. The head

is well preserved.

The longest canal communication in the

world extends from St. Petersburgh to the

frontiers of China, over a space of 4,472 miles.

It was commenced by Peter the Great.

Printing in Manchester.—In 1598 the

first printing press was erected in Manches-

ter: in 1844 there are, it is estimated, upwards

of 500.

Of the the total number of dwelling-houses

in Ireland, namely, 1,328,839, 1,024,575 are

mud cabins.

A marble statue of Sir Astley Cooper, of co-

lossal dimensions, is nearly ready for St. Paul s

Cathedral.
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Tenders delivered for taking down the present

and rebuilding a new Bridge over the river Brent

;

also for underpinning the piers and sundry repairs

to Finchley- bridge, both in the parish of Hendon.

—Mr. Moseley, County Surveyor. March 26,

1844 : BRENT BRIDGE. FINCHLEY.

Hardy
Pratt

Johnson . . .

.

G. Smith ....

Tenders delivered for a small house, with smith’s

shop adjoining, for Mr. Violet, in Paradise-street,

Stockwell.—Mr. Rogers, Architect.

Freemantle £420
Hill 225
Enkins 210

Mr. Eakins’ estimate was accepted.

. £2,298 0 0 £225 0 0

2,299 0 0 250 0 0

10 0
, 2,810 0 0 186 0 0

, 2,898 0 0 167 0 0

2,993 0 0 180 0 0

2,998 0 0 177 0 0

3,049 8 7 450 0 0

3,150 0 0 207 0 0

. 3,377 0 0 263 10 0

CuiTfut Driers of metals.
March 22,

,

1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Spelter.—Foreign ton .

.

22 10 0 to 23 0 0

„ For delivery.

.

21 0 0— 21 5 0

Zinc—English sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0
Quicksilver 0 4 6

Iron—English bar, &c... . . per ton. 5 5 0

,, Nail rods 0 0 0— 6 0 0

,, Hoops 0 0 0— 7 15 0

,, Sheets 0 0 0— 8 5 0

,, Cargo in Wales .. 4 15 0— 5 0 0

,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 3 0 0— 3 5 0

,, No. 1, Clyde 2 8 0— 2 10 0

,, For., Swedish ...

.

9 10 0— 10 0 0

,
Russian, ccnd 16 10 0

Steel—Swedish keg 18 10 0

»» m Faggot.. 0 0 0— 19 0 0

Copper—English sheathing, per lb. — 0 0 n
„ Old 0 0 8£

,,
Cake p. ton. . .

.

0 0 0 — 85 0 0

„ Tile 0 0 0— 83 0 0

,, S. American .

.

75 0 0— 77 0 0

Tin—English, blocks, &c. cwt 3 13 0

,, ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 14 6

,, Foreign, Banca .... 0 0 0— 3 8 0

,, ,, Straits. . .

.

0 0 0— 3 6 0

,, ,, Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 5 0— 1 8 0

„ „ No. IX 1 11 0— 1 14 0

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—Sheet milled . per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0 — 19 15 0

„ Red 21 10 0

„ White 23 10 0

Pig-Lead—English .... 0 0 0— 17 0 0

,,
Spanish .... 0 0 0— 16 10 0

,, American .. 0 0 0— 16 5 0

The market for metals improves, and iron is now
firm at 4/. 15s. per ton in Wales, with the proba-

bility of higher rates, the stocks being rapidly re-

duced. Spelter, copper, and tin fully maintain the

preceding rates.

—

Midland Counties Herald.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
“ Cetera Desiderantur.”

—

We have seen

thejocose subject before in print. We should

prefer his monument.
We cannot answer our correspondent who de-

sires to know the name of the person who drew up

the proposed new Building Act.

We have received the letter of “ C. F.”
“ Ein Zimmermann ” is not correct. The word

“ Summer” is an English word of very great

antiquity.

ERRATA.
Page 125, column 2, correct the diagram as here

shewn. For the following

T>\

.

yj

Also in the third line of the second column, for

BIX Cl read B / + C l.

Page 151, 3rd col. 14th line from bottom, for

expense read expanse.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,
To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, March 30.—.-^rCfs/HasonS of tf)e

tfffjtircf). Adjournment of Our Lady’s Chapter for

delivery of the inaugural address upon the founda-

tion, 8 p.m. ;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m.
;
Chemical, Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. (anniversary).

Monday, April 1.

—

Entomological, 17, Old
Bond-street, 8 p.m. ;

United Service Institution,

Middle Scotland-yard, 9 p.m. ;
Chemical, Society

of Arts,- Adelphi, 8 p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-court,

Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 2. — Linneean, Soho-square, 8 p.m. ;

Horticultural, 21, Regent- street, 3 p.m.; Civil

Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 3.— Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. ; Geological, Somerset House, 8^ p.m.

Thursday, 4.— Zoological, 57, Pall Mall,

3 P.M.

Saturday, 6. — Westminster Medical, 32,

Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

The meetings of the following Societies are con-

tinued throughout the year, on the regular days :

—

Horticultural, Zoological, Entomological,
Botanical, Royal Botanic, and Pharmaceu-
tical.

Meetings of tfje .^freemasons of tfie Cfnivrlj.

a.d. 1844.

14th Epiphany Chapter— 9th Jan.

15th Candlemas Chapter 13th Feb.

16th Our Lady’s Chapter

St. Mark’s Chapter

12th March.

17 th 16th April.

18th St. Philip’s Chapter

St. John’s Chapter

( Elect Council, Treasurer,

and Collector.)

14th May.
19th 11th June.

20th St. James’s Chapter

St. Bartholomew's Chapter

9th July.

21st 13th August.

22nd St. Michael’s Chapter .... 10th Sept.

23rd St. Luke's Chapter

All Saints’ Chapter

8th Oct.

24th 12th Nov.

2nd Festival of Foundation,

Advent Sunday

1st Dec.

25 th Advent Chapter
( Elect Officers, and add By-

laws to General La u>8.)

10th Dec.

ADVEnXZSEniEHTS.

A COPY of each PROVINCIAL PAPER
throughout England, and a variety of Irish. Scotch,

German, West-lndia, and other papers, are regularly filed

with the agent, Mr. Deacon, 3, Walhrook (opposite the

church door), for the inspection of those who favour him
with their advertisements, and which may also be perused
in the Coffee and Dinine-room on the ground-floor, by
taking refreshments. The literary, scientific, and amusing
periodicals of the day may also he seen. Cup of Coffee 3d.,

Mutton Chop 5d., Hump Steak 8d. Burton and Pale Ale,

Stout, tic.

Hydropathic establishment,
MALVERN WELLS, WORCESTERSHIRE.—

Dr. KING, author of “ Observations on Hydropathy,” a

Second Edition of which, much enlarged and improved, is

preparing for the press, having recently returned from
Grafenberg, has selected this beautiful and salubrious spot

as peculiarly eligible for carrying out, with the grandest re-

sults, the operations of the Water Cure. The accommoda-
tions are of the most cheerful and best description.

O FFICE for PATENTS of INVEN-
TION and REGISTRATION of DESIGNS, No. )4,

Lincoln's-inn-fields.

INVENTORS and CAPITALISTS are informed that all

business relating to the securing and disposing of BRITISH
and FOREIGN PATENTS, Preparation of Specifications,

and Drawings of Inventions, is transacted with care, econo-

my, and dispatch.
REGISTRATION OF DESIGNS.

Under the new Act, 6 & 7 Vic., c. 65, ARTICLES of

UTILITY, whether in METAL or other Substances, may
be PROTECTED for the THREE YEARS, at a small ex-

pense.

Ornamental Designs may also be registered under the Act
5 and 6 Vic., c. 100.

A Prospectus, with full particulars as to the course to be

pursued, and the expense, &e. of being protected, either by
Letters Patent or the Designs Acts, may be had gratis, upon
application, personally, or by letter, to Mr. Alexander Prince,

at the office, 14, Lincoln’s-inn-fields.

Hill Street, facing Richmond Bridge, and

77, Regent’s Quadrant, London.

JOHN P. HOPE, SURVEYOR, AUC-
TIONEER, APPRAISER, and HOUSE and ES-

TATE AGENT, begs most respectfully to acquaint bis

friends and the public generally, that lie has commenced busi-

ness as above; and will be most happy to superintend the

erection, alteration, or repairs of huildings for noblemen
and gentlemen; the measuring and valuing work for

builders, tic . ;
also to sell, by auction, landed and house-

hold property, building materials, household furniture, tee.

J. P. H. confi.ien'ly hopes, by blending bis experience in

the building department, &c. (derived from twenty years’

practice therein, including his having acted as clerk of the

works of the Wesleyan Theological Institution, Richmond),

with prompt attention and moderate charges, lie shall obtain

a share of public patronage and support, which he now

earnestly solicits, and which it will be his constant study to

deserve.
,

P.S. An APPRENTICE WANTED, who will be treated

PUBLICATIONS.

TO RAILWAY ENGINEERS.—
The First Number of THE RAILWAY CHRONI-

CLE will appear on the 20th of April. A detailed Prospectus

will he sent free, by post, to all who furnish their address to

the Oflice, 14, Wellington-street North, Strand, London.

Now publishing in Monthly Parts, Sixpence each,

THE ADVOCATE
op THE

INDUSTRIOUS CLASSES;
on,

EVERY MAN

OWN LANDLORD.
Containing 40 pages of closely printed Letter-press, and a

beautiful Steel Engraving.

London: J. and F. TALLIS, 3, Jewin-street. City; 287,

Bradford-street, Birmingham
;

and 65, Christian-street,

Liverpool.

On March 30th, price 3s. 6d., No. I. of a Series of

O RIGINAL GEOMETRIC DIAPER
DESIGNS,
For the use of

DECORATORS, CARPET, DAMASK, AND SIIAWL WEAVERS,
CALICO PRINTERS, STAINED GLASS

MANUFACTURERS, &C.,
accompanied by

AN ESSAY ON ORNAMENTAL DESIGN.
By D. R. HAY,

Decorative Painter to the Queen.
Author of " Proportion, or the Geometric Principle of

Beauiy Analysed “ The Natural Principles and Analogy of

the Harmony of Form “ The Laws of Harmonious Colour-

ing, adapted to Decoration,” &c. &c.

Loudon: D. Bogue, 86, Fleet Street, and J. Menzies,
Edinburgh.

C HEAP PAPER-HANGING S—
BOYLF. & Co.. PAPER-STAINERS and HOUSE

PAINTERS. 41, LUDGATE-HILL, respectfully incite the

attention of hotel proprietors, builders, and the public, to

their large stock of Paper-hangings. Bed-room, and parlour-

papers, id. to 3d., oaks, granites, and marbles, lid. to 3d.,

and satins, 4 id. to 6d., flocks, fld. per yard. Ladies and

gentlemen visiting London will find this establishment un-

equalled in cheapness and manufacture. Estimates given on

the most liberal terms. Patterns sent to all parts of the

country.

O RNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS,
2s. per foot super. — CHARLES LONG having

greatly improved bis machinery for ornamenting glass, is

enabled to offer haudsome patterns at 2s. per foot super,

glass included. 100 feet can be executed and delivered in

two days. Address if Charles Long. House Decorator, &c.,

1, King-street, Portmsn-square. For Cash only.

..ATNTRHS. BUILDERS, and OTHERS
jL SUPPLIED with everv article in the COLOUR
TRADE at WHOLESALE PRICES.

LINSEED OIL, per gallon .. •• 2s. Od.

BOILED ditto, ditro 3s. Od.

TURPS, ditto 2s. 6d.

Bc«t PUTTY, per cwt. .. .. ••

Genuine WHITE LEAD, warranted, per cwt. 26s. 6d.

SECOND ditto 24s - °“-

THIRD ditto 22s - od -

At J. II. SIMPSON’S COLOUR WAREHOUSE, 54,

London-road, Southwark.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, tic. tic., for Pictures

Glazing, &c. tic., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon 3d.

LINSEED OIL, ditto 2s - 9"-

SHEET LEAD, in sheet-, "er cwt 18s. 6d.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE 1

^
s

‘ j'

WHITE LEAD ditto .. .. 26s. Od.

Colours, Pipe, Brushes, &c. &c., equally low and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying

to R. COGAN. 5. Princes-street, Leicester-square I ondon.

PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME ^AND
CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted ^rown,

flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,

shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30

of Best and Seconds quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-

ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having

to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a

list ot dimensions to R. Cogan, will receive by return of

post the lowest prices for all qualities and size* of Cr°w ii

Sheei-Glass and Sheet-Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for if

"nursbbvmen. market gardeners, and
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than

is kepi bv anv other House in London.

COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decided Iv great, and is generally used where strength or

superior appearance is required ;
a light 6 feet 6 in. long, with

openings of anv width, needs only one lap. 1 his Class is

considerably stouterthan Crown, and may be had from Is. 3d.

per foot. “
, ,

Also may be had.

COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,

Which effects a great savin* in the consumption, produces a

brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100

Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-

1

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS. MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-

plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering

Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, & c. &c.,

ot all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-

cation. _ ,,,
French Table Flowers, China Vases, bancy Glass Ware,

and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed his Show Rooms for the above

articles, begs to invite tl.e inspection of the Public. A liberal

Discount to Bazaar Keepers and others.
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UESTIONING
not that our

readers, both in

town and coun-

try, will con-

sider a general

Parliamentary enactment

for promoting the health

of towns in the same im-

portant light in which

we ourselves do, we this

week continue the subject

by giving the Parliamen-

tary

Report of the Select Committee appointed to con-
sider the expediency offraming some Legis-

lative Enactments {due respect being paid to

the Rights of the Clergy) to remedy the Evils
arising from the Interment of Bodies within
the precincts of large Towns

,
or of places

densely peopled.

Your committee have deemed it expedient,
in the inquiries which they have made regard-
ing the important question, how far the health
of the population might be effected by inter-

ment taking place within towns or densely-
peopled places, to consider the subject under
the following heads :

—

1. Whether the custom of interments within
the precincts of large towns or populous places

be injurious to the health of the community.

2. In the event of the injury being proved,
what remedies could be suggested.

3. In what manner the remedies ought to be
applied, 60 as not to interfere with vested
rights.

I. In reference to the first subject of inquiry,
how far the present custom of interment in

populous places be injurious to the health of
the people, your committee have received evi-

dence from persons in every class of life. That
of some of the sextons and grave-diggers in

this metropolis exhibits a loathsome picture of
the unseemly and demoralizing practices which
result from the crowded condition of the exist-

ing grave-yards—practices which could scarcely
have been thought possible in the present state
of society. Your committee have also obtained
the evidence of men of a superior education
and acknowledged ability

;
of gentlemen at the

head of the medical and surgical professions
;

of clergymen and high dignitaries of the

church; and, after a long and patient investi-

gation, your committee cannot arrive at any
other conclusion, than that the nuisance of in-

terments in large towns, and the injury arising
to the health of the community from the prac-
tice, are fully proved.

Your committee refer to the following ex-
tracts, among many other portions of the evi-

dence taken in support of their conclusion, as

to the evils of the practice :

—

'I he Rev. J . Russell, D.D., “ It is sickening

;

it is horrible.” Sir James Fellowes, M.D., “It
becomes a serious question, with an increased
and increasing population, upon what rational
grounds such an objectionable feature can be
longer continued without danger to the public
health.”—James Copland, Esq., M.D., F.R.S.,
Censor of the Royal College of Physicians,
“ I believe that the health of large towns is

influenced by four or five particular circum-
stances; the first, and probably the most im-
portant, is the burial of the dead in large towns.
In considering the burials in large towns, we

have to consider not only the exhalation of the
gases and the emanations of the dead into the
air, but the effect that it has on the sub-soil or
the water drunk by the inhabitants.”

Sir Benjamin C. Brodie, when asked whether
he considered the crowded state of the church-
yards as one cause of fever or disease in the
metropolis, answers, “ I have always con-
sidered that as one cause.” “ My opinion is,

that the interments in the interior of this town
must be injurious to the health of the town.”
And W. F. Chambers, Esq., M.D., in his

letter to the chairman, which will be found in

the Appendix, states, “ 1 have no doubt that
the fevers which are called typhus, even in this

cleanly quarter of London (Brook-street), owe
their origin to the escape of putrid miasma. I

should presume that over-crowded burying-
grounds would supply such effluvia most abun-
dantly.”

George Alfred Walker, Esq., surgeon, of
Drury-lane, who has considered the subject
with great attention and ability, gives the same
testimony, and the whole mass of evidence
taken before the committee leads to the same
result; it has, therefore, not been deemed
requisite to give in detail further extracts on
this part of the subject.

The chief part of the evidence given before
your committee has been in reference to the
metropolis; but the evidence received from
some intelligent persons, in regard to other
large towns, and the mass of correspondence
from the mayors, or other official gentlemen,
communicated from nearly every large and
populous place in the United Kingdom, some
portions of which correspondence are inserted
in the Appendix, sufficiently prove, to the satis-

faction of your committee, that the evils of
interment in towns and populous places have
grown to such a height, that no time ought to
be lost by the Legislature in applying a remedy.
That this custom has desecrated the repose of
the dead and injured the health and feelings of
the living cannot be denied

;
it has also ex-

hibited the singular instance of the most
wealthy, moral, and civilized community in

the world tolerating a practice and an abuse
which has been corrected for years by nearly
all other civilized nations in every part of the

globe.

II. The next question, how to remedy the

nuisance proved to exist, would resolve itself

into a recommendation that such legislative

enactments should be framed as would prevent
the interment of the dead in or near the habita-

tions of the living. Your committee, however,
cannot but foresee that some obstacles must be
overcome in effecting this change; besides which
an increase of expenditure must be incurred.

These difficulties, which your committee trust

will be overcome, appear to arise from the

following causes :

—

The rapid and extraordinary extension of
buildings in various parts of the kingdom,
which might approximate them to places of

interment when a certain distance was fixed,

and might render the necessity of their removal
more frequent than at first sight would appear
probable.

The outlay requisite to purchase sites for

the purposes of interment near large towns
must in all cases be considerable, the circum-

jacent land bearing an increased value in pro-

portion to the extent and population of a town.
The additional charge for removing the re-

mains of the poor to some distance from their

dwellings, and the necessity of having an offi-

ciating minister at the place of interment, and
the consequent increase of expense or incon-

venience to the parish or the incumbent, are

not to be overlooked.

Although at the first glance these difficulties

appear of moment, on consideration they lose

much of their importance. The boundaries

or limits of towns may be determined, and the

How of human dwellings is more likely to run

in any other course than that which leads to the

vicinity of a grave- yard or cemetery. Some
additional expenses also must necessarily be in-

curred, but these will be in an insignificant

proportion when compared to the great benefit

that will arise to the health and enjoyment of

the community by a change in the present

system of interment. The Bishop ot London
says, “ I am sure that the clergy, generally

speaking, would be willing to make some sa-

crifice for the sake of effecting so great an

improvement as is contemplated.” His lord-
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ship says, “ With respect to interments under
churches, I consider it altogether an objection-
able plan.”

The difficulty that was suggested in the
committee, arising from the occasional neces-
sity of burying persons of all religious per-
suasions in the same inclosed ground, if a
removal of interments from towns took place,
seems obviated by the Bishop of London in the
following questions and answers :

—

Assuming that a piece of land for a cemetery
was purchased by a parish, or by a parochial
union of parishes, for the purpose of inter-
ment, and assuming that this piece of ground
was purchased by a penny rate, or a rate to a
certain amount raised upon the parish at large,
would there be any objection to a portion of
this ground being set apart for dissenters, or
for people of any other religious denomination,
with this money so raised F—I do not see any
objection to having a part unconsecrated, if
any person should prefer being buried in such
ground

;
of course it would not be for members

of our church
;
the clergy would be desirous

that such persons should be buried in a dif-
ferent part. It would be impossible, unless
you set apart one for one, and another for
another

;
you must have a part consecrated

and a part unconsecrated in the cemetery for
the interment of those not in the communion
of the Church of England.

Your lordship sees no objection to the prin-
ciple, supposing the money to be obtained by a
rate levied upon the parish, to its being ap-
plied in that manner?— I should say not; I

see no objection in principle. I do not suffer
my objections to interfere with public mea-
sures.

Although the evidence, and especially that
of a documentary kind, before your committee,
tends to shew that the grievance in question is

felt even in many of the smaller towns
;
yet in

a question of so great importance, and in-

volving so many feelings and interests, it ap-
pears desirable to proceed cautiously and by
degrees. With this view your committee re-

commend that legislation be, in the first in-

stance, confined to towns of the largest size,

and tli at legislation with respect to the others,
if felt needful or desirable, be postponed until
a subsequent session.

III. In directing their attention to the third
and last subject of their inquiry (the manner
in which the removal of places of interment
from populous towns may be effected without
interfering with vested rights), particular at-

tention ought to be paid to the peculiar situa-

tion of the parochial clergy, whose chief
source of income, in some cases, is derived
from fees received from interments. Of these
fees it would be great injustice to deprive the

parties. The effects of the contemplated
change on the emoluments of the parish clerks

is also, in the opinion of your committee, a
matter to be taken into consideration. The
only means, therefore, of removing the evils

arising from the present mode of interment in

towns, seems to be to grant a power in

parishes, where an additional fund is required,

to raise a rate sufficient to cover all the in-

creased expenses which may he incurred under
the proposed system.

It appears difficult to carry into execution

any of the provisions recommended here

without the assistance of some central and
superintending authority to be established for

that purpose.

In conclusion, your committee cannot but be

of opinion that a legislative enactment, pro-

hibiting interments in towns and their vicinity,

is required for the welfare of the community,

and that it is desirable such enactment should

emanate from the government.

Your committee will conclude their report

with the following resolutions to which they

have agreed.

Resolved, that it is the opinion of this com-

mittee :

—

1. That the practice of interment within

the precincts of large towns is injurious to the

health of the inhabitants thereof, and fre-

quently offensive to public decency.

2.

-That in order to prevent or to diminish

the evil of this practice, it is expedient to pass

an Act of Parliament.

3. That legislation upon the subject be, in

the first instance, confined to the metropolis and

to certain other towns or places the popula-
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tion of which respectively at the last census

exceeded 50,000.

4. That burials be absolutely prohibited,

after a certain date, within the limits of such

towns or places, except in the case of family

vaults already existing, the same partaking of

the nature of private property, and being of

limited extent.

5. That certain exceptions, as applying to

eminent public characters, be likewise ad-

mitted with regard to Westminster Abbey and

to St. Paul’s.

6. That certain exceptions be likewise ad-

mitted with regard to some cemeteries of

recent construction, according to special local

circumstances, to be hereafter determined.

7. That within the dates which may be

specified, the parochial authorities in such

towns or places be empowered and required to

impose a rate for the purpose of forming ceme-
teries at a certain distance from the same.

8. That a power be given to the parochial

authorities of two or more parishes or town-

ships of the same town to combine, if they

think proper, for the same cemetery.

9. That a minimum of distance be fixed for

such cemeteries, from the same motive that

leads to their establishment—the public health
;

and that a maximum of distance be likewise

fixed, so as to secure the lower classes, as far

as possible, from the hardship of loss of time,

or weariness in proceeding to a great distance

to attend the funerals of their relatives.

10. That the parochial authorities be re-

sponsible for the due and decent administra-

tion of each burial within the new cemeteries,

in the same manner as they are now within

present churchyards
;
and that, on the other

hand, they be entitled to the same amount of

fees on each burial as they at present receive.

11. That due provision be made for the

perpetual possession by the parishes or town-
ships of the ground on which the cemeteries

shall be made.
12. That due space be reserved, without

consecration, and within the limits of the in-

tended cemeteries, for the separate burials of
such persons or classes of persons as may be
desirous of such separation.

83. That no fees from any such burials in

unconsecrated ground be payable to any minis-

ters of the Church of England.
14. That, subject to the conditions ex-

pressed in the 10th and 13th resolutions, ar-

rangements be made to equalize as far as pos-

sible the total amount of fees payable on
burials within the same cemetery, whether in

the consecrated or the unconsecrated ground.
15. That considering the difficulty of fixing

the same date for the prohibition of burials

within the limits of different towns, or the

same distance, for the construction of the new
cemeteries, and the importance of having re-

ference to various local circumstances, it does
not appear desirable to observe in all cases an
uniform rule in these respects; but that the
time and manner of applying the principles

set forth in the foregoing resolutions should be
entrusted either to some department of the
government, or to a board of superintendence,
to be constituted by the Act of Parliament.

16. That the duty of framing and introduc-
ing a Bill on the principles set forth in the
foregoing resolutions, would be most efficiently

discharged by her Majesty’s government, and
that it is earnestly recommended to them by
the committee.

B'e shall next week continue the same
subject. -p

Improvements at Windsor.—The Crown
has lately determined to sell the whole of the
ground lately occupied by the Lower Royal
Mews, for the site of 12 or 14 large mansions
which are to be erected in conformity with
plans approved by the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests. The Commissioners
have also recently purchased several houses in

Thames-street, preparatory to their being
taken down for the purpose of widening the
carriage-way, and thus effecting a very great
improvement in this portion of the town.

The Cartoons of Raphael.—There is

at present an artist busily occupied, by order of
the King of Prussia, at Hampton-court, copy-
ing- upon the most elaborate scale these wonders
of art.

NEW BUILDINGS’ BILL.

A meeting of the Master Carpenters was

held on Wednesday week, at which was a

very full attendance, for the purpose, among

other matters, of receiving the report of the

committee upon the above-mentioned Bill. The

chairbeing taken by Mr. II. Biers, the president,

and the ordinary business of the society being

disposed of, five new members were proposed

and elected, viz. Mr. Crowe, of Mount-street,

Grosvenor-square
;
Mr. Charles Harbert, of

Clipstone-street
;

Mr. E. W. Burgess, of

Wardour-street
;

Mr. E. W. Gooch, of Nor-

folk-crescent; and Mr. Thos. Rider, Jun., of

Union-street, Borough.

Mr. Higgs gave notice that at the next

meeting he should propose Mr. Timson, of the

Hampstead-road, for election.

The Chairman then stated that the com-

mittee upon the New Buildings’-Bill had met

several times, but had not yet been able fully

to complete the report they were so anxious to

present to the meeting.

The Chairman here entered into a statement

of the leading features of the proposed Bill,

which, however, it is not necessary for us to

give, as we have since been favoured (exclu-

sively) with a copy of the report itself.

The Report of the Committee appointed by the

Society of Master Carpenters ,
to investigate

and superintend the Progress of the proposed

New Building-Act through Parliament.

Your committee beg to report that ac-

cording to your directions they have fully

considered the several clauses, schedules,

and other matters contained in the proposed
“ New Buildings' Bill;" and they have much
pleasure in stating that the present pro-

posed Bill is a great improvement in many of

its provisions upon the several Bills that have
been brought under public notice for the

three years past.

But although very considerably improved,
and especially upon the Bill proposed in the

last session of Parliament, yet much still

remains to be done to it in alteration, addi-

tion, and abstraction. And here your com-
mittee would urge, that although the public

generally consider a “ Buildings' Bill ” as

merely interfering with the rights and costs

of the builder only, that this is a most
erroneous opinion, as it is the public gene-
rally, and individually, at whose expense
and inconvenience any unnecessary provi-

sions must be borne; and when it is con-

sidered that under the extended limits of the

“New Buildings’ Bill” the dwellings of

between two and three millions of inhabitants

will be regulated, it must be obvious to all that

the residents within the control of its proposed
power have much more to do with its provi-

sions than they may imagine.

The Bill now comprises within its limits all

such places lying on the north side or left

bank of the river Thames as are within the
exterior boundaries of the parishes of F ulham,
Kensington, Paddington, Hampstead, Hornsey,
Tottenham, Saint Pancras, Islington, Stoke
Newington, Hackney, Stratford, Bromley,
Poplar, and Shadwell

;
and to such part of the

parish of Chelsea as lies north of the said

parish of Kensington.

And to all such parts and places lying on
the south side or right hank of the said river

as are within the exterior boundaries of the

parishes of Woolwich, Charlton, Greenwich,
Deptford, Lee, Lewisham, Camberwell, Lam-
beth, Streathain, Tooting, and Wandsworth.

And to all places lying within two hundred
yards from the exterior boundaries of the dis-

trict hereby defined, with power to be given to her
Majesty in Council for further extending its

provisions to twelve miles from Charing-
cross.

The Bill is drawn up in two parts
;
the first

part detailing generally its several provisions,

and the second part containing schedules ofthe
matters referred to in the first part of the Bill.

Your committee, in accordance with this

arrangement, report, firstly, upon the general
part of the Bill, and, secondly, upon its sche-

dules, and will then attach an appendix shew-
ing such parts of the Bill as in their opinion
required to be altered, added to, or amended.

Your committee would call your attention to

the alteration in the names of the rates of the

buildings; the Bill calling a fourth-rate house
of the present Act a first-rate house, and a
first-rate house, under the old Act, is therein
called of the fifth-rate. The reason for

this alteration is supposed to be that

houses above 82 feet high, and covering a
superficies of more than twelve squares, and
warehouses above 65feetin height, and extend-
ing more than thirty-five squares, will be (and
perhaps properly so) under special supervision.

Your committee think that this alteration in

the names of the rates ought not to be carried

out, but that the rates ought to be left as in the

old Act, both as regards correct defini-

tion, and as preventing the innumerable mis-

takes which would inevitably occur, if the new
designations were to pass into law. The new
rates requiring special supervision, might be
called “ An extra rate,” and “ A special
RATE.”

Your committee represent that the Act is

proposed to be superintended and carried out

by district surveyors as at present, but of
course with an addition to their number, and also

by “ referees,” and a “ registrar,” and
“deputy registrar,” with power of appeal
to the Commissioners of Works and Buildings
to modify where necessary the strict letter of

the Act. Upon these appointments your com-
mittee give hereafter in this report further

observations.

Y our committee are of opinion that where a

party-wall is required to be rebuilt, and the

consent of an adjoining owner cannot be ob-

tained, that permission to a certain extent ought
to be given to build a portion of the party-wall

upon the soil of the owner withholding his con-

sent, but under the direction therein of the

referees.

Your committee are desirous that a better

definition of the general line of buildings

be given, than that at present set forth, for

the prevention of projections and encroach-
ments, and which, although not positively

over the public way, yet when carried out as

they are in many places by building over or
upon the front gardens of houses, as in the line

of the Neiv-road, the City-road, and many
other places, are very objectionable, prevent-

ing that free current of light and air in-

tended hy the first builders
;
and, further, if

these encroachments are to be permitted, or
any other additions or projections suffered

to be erected, they ought only to be done by
the written permission of every person inte-

rested in the line of houses which may be
affected by such erection.

Your committee further notice that a
minimum width is proposed for all new streets,

whatever may be the respective rates of
houses, viz. 30 feet; but your committee think
that this provision might be greatly improved
by regulating the widths of streets by the

number of stories above the footways.

Your committee are of opinion that the time
to be given in the notices of works about to

be done under this Act is much too long, and
would he of great inconvenience to parties

about to build, rebuild, or alter edifices

;

they therefore recommend an alteration there

in.

Your committee particularly call your atten-

tion to the 51st sec. of the Bill, as from its

ambiguity it is likely to affect to a very serious

extent the owners of all or nearly all third and
fourth rate houses already built.
Your committee agree upon the principle

of every dwelling-room having a window and
a fire-place

;
but so many thousand houses

having been built under the existing Act, by
the provisions of which it was impracticable to

make the back rooms of many third and all
fourth rate houses of a superficies of one
square, it would be exceedingly unjust so to

restrict parties who have built according to Act
of Parliament for three-quarters of a century,
from either letting or occupying such parts of
such houses already built

;
they therefore

recommend this clause to be most materially

revised, in order to prevent so much injustice

as would be caused by its enactment.
And here your committee beg further to

observe that in the smaller description of resi-

dences, even under the proposed Bill, it
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would be difficult to make the back rooms of

such houses with a “ square ” of flooring'.

Your committee beg- to call your attention to

the fees about to he established, and although

your committee do not find fault with the scale

of fees as regards the different rates of build-

ings, your committee must call to your serious

consideration that there are many additional

fees inserted in this Act which are not to be

found in the old Act.

Your committee would next bring under
your consideration the office and appointment

of “ official referees and, with regard to

their appointment, your committee consider

that if “ competent persons ” were appointed,

much good would arise, as a court of appeal

would then be open to the public, and the

judges would be much better able to deal with

the matters brought under their consideration

than any court as at present constituted, and
which officers could, if so thinking fit, attend to

view the subject matter of dispute; at the

same time your committee think that not less

than three referees ought to be appointed.

Your committee observe that the referees

would not be bound to certify a building under

their supervision within a given time, although

a large penalty would prevent such building

from being used previous to granting such

certificate.

Your committee also call your attention to

section 82, which section relates to the ap-

pointment of an officer termed a “ registrar.”
Your committee having very fully considered

the nature of the duties of the office, concur
in the utility of the appointment.

Your committee have to suggest that addi-

tional provision be made that, upon further ex-

tension of the limits of the proposed Act,

equable contribution be made by all districts

within such limits towards the expenses of the

referees and other new officers proposed to be

created.

Your committee would also advise an altera-

tion in the 97th section, for as it at present

stands, an information may be laid by a com-
mon informer. This appears to be highly ob-

jectionable
;
and they submit that any infor-

mation laid under this Act ought to be by the

district surveyor, and that a moiety of every

penalty which might be inflicted, should be

paid over to the poor of the parish.

Your committee also suggest that power
ought to be given to the referees to take evi-

dence upon oath.

Your committee having brought the first

part of the Bill generally under your notice,

now particularly request your attention to the

part of it which is set out in the several sche-

dules.

Schedule A. repeals the 14th Geo. 3, cap.

78, commonly called the “ Building Act,” with

the exception of such clauses thereof as relate

to dangers byfire.
It wholly repeals the 50th Geo. 3, cap. 75,

being an Act passed to permit roofs to be

covered by patent tessera.

Jt partially repeals the 4 & 5 of Will. 4,

cap. 35, and the 3 & 4 of Viet. cap. 85, which

Acts are better known as the Chimney Sweepers'

Acts.

And here your committee would express

their opinion that numerous fires, and also the

wearing away of flues, would be very greatly

diminished, if the legislature would permit

climbing boys, say of not less than fourteen

years of age, and duly licensed, to sweep

chimneys as formerly, instead of the very im-

perfect method ofcleansing them by machinery.

Your committee call your attention particu-

larly to schedule C. parts 2 and 3. These set

out the class and also the rates of buildings, the

names of which have been most inconveniently

reversed; that which is called a fifth rate in

the schedule is in the old Act called a first
rate, and the smallest or lowest rate is desig-

nated by this Bill a first rate. This ought,

for the purpose of preventing confusion of

ideas, and also that the several rates may be

called by their proper names, to be reversed,

and with the addition of the extra rate before

referred to.

This schedule gives greater extent of

superficial measure to the several rates, as

compared with the existing Building-Act, and
is so far an improvement; but your com-
mittee consider it desirable to recommend a

still further extension in the superficial

measure. This schedule also regulates the

rate by the height, and also by the number of

stories. Your committee observe that the
party-walls in all the rates have been increased
in thickness, as compared with the old Act; and
although in some instances they concur in such
additional thickness, yet in several instances

they consider it desirable that the thickness
set out should be altered from the present pro-
posal, as involving unnecessary expense without
corresponding advantage.

Your committee would particularly impress
that schedule C. part 2, might be very

greatly improved by two intermediate rates
being introduced to follow the second and third

rates (in this schedule); for although in the

suburban districts the increased superficies is,

and no doubt will be, considered a desirable im-

provement
;
yet in the metropolis and other

crowded neighbourhoods, a smaller space must
be made to suffice, so that an additional story

will be a very necessary accommodation.
Your committee think that this ought to be

permitted, provided the superficial measure of
the building does not exceed four squares

and a half; and that the walls of this descrip-

tion of buildings might be permitted half a

brick less, than if the whole extent of the su-

perficies were taken, as set out in the schedule
to houses, with the number of stories.

Your committee request your particular

attention to this suggestion, as they consider the

subject of much importance where space may
be valuable, or not easily or cheaply to be ob-

tained.

Scnedule C. part 4, your committee con-
sider may be improved by making the openings
in party-walls a foot wider and a foot higher,
and taking out entirely the provision as to the
piers proposed to be built at the sides of open-
ings.

Your committee call your particular atten-

tion to the alteration in the regulations of
additional buildings; under the present Act
the whole of the walls must be of the thick-

ness of the rate of the principal building to

which any such additional building may
happen to be attached. Under the regulations
in the proposed Bill, an additional building
(when considered for the purpose of ascertain-
ing the thickness of the external walls) would
be rated as a separate building, and whatever
might be the rate of the principal building, the

external walls of the addition would only have
to be built of such thickness as such addition

might rate in itself. This is agreatimprovement
upon the old Act, but the provision ought to

extend to the party-walls of such addi-
tions.

Your committee also call your attention to

the regulations as to greenhouses, aviaries, and
other such buildings. Your committee think

that these trifling additions do not require the

superintendence of the official “referees."
In schedule D. part 1, your committee re-

commend that the regulations relating to

“foundations,” being the first paragraph
; and

also the last one, relating to “ walls generally,"

be entirely taken out as quite unnecessary
;

and at part 2, the regulation as to breast-

summers ought also to be omitted, as this may
lead to much litigation between builders and
surveyors, and unnecessary interference.

In part 3 of this schedule, provision is

made, in case of alteration of an adjoining build-

ing from a smaller rate to a larger rate, that the

value of the extra site is to be paid for by the

owner increasing the rate; a provision ought
also to be made for the payment of any addi-

tional thickness that may be occupied in the

party-wall.

In this part (3) of schedule (D.), provi-

sion is made, subject to the decision of the

“referees," to permit two houses of the highest

rate to have an opening or communication be-

tween such two houses. This is a very beneficial

arrangement, but it ought injustice to be per-

mitted to every rate from the highest to the

lowest.

Schedule E. relates to regulations regard-

ing projections
;

but your committee must
confess that they really cannot understand how
this schedule can be carried out, for while

permission is given at one part of the schedule

to form any projection, if made of incom-

bustible materials, another part of this sche-

dule prohibits any projection beyond the

“ generul line of fronts.” The heights of shop-

fronts and sign-boards are also regulated by

this schedule, which, in the opinion of your

committee, might be improved by allowing

addition to the heights respectively.

Schedule F. regulates the construction of
chimney-breasts in party-walls, and prohibits
their oversailing, except under certain
regulations as regards the projections of
chimney-breasts in the upper stories, or
dressing-rooms, of the better description of
houses, and in all other, and even in these,
prohibits an oversailing of chimney-breasts
sidewise

;

permission for oversailing ought to
be inserted in this schedule (the salient angles
being regulated at 135 degrees, as in the former
part of the Bill), as such permission would be
a great saving both in space and cost, and
could not be of any possible detriment either
to strength or construction.

Upon the regulations in sewers, as in sche-
dule II, your committee think that wherever a
sewer is built in the public way in front of
any house, that it ought to be made imperative
for the owner to lay into or communicate the
drains and cesspools of the house with such
sewer, whatever maybe the distance from such
house to such sewer. This regulation would
prevent many of the surreptitious and imper-
fect drainages which at present exist, and
would greatly promote the health of the tenants
and locality, by an additional quantity of water
being forced through such sewers.

Schedule I. would be greatly improved by
regulating the width of streets by the number
of the stories of the houses to be built in such
street.

Your committee having given the regu-
lation regarding the area of rooms their very
serious and deliberate consideration, and
although they very fully concur in the advan-
tages of a large room over a small one, yet

they feel that in preventing the occupation of

a room otherwise fitted for a dwelling, solely

because it does not contain (perhaps within a

small quantity) a superficies of 100 feet, that

in thousands of instances great injustice will

be done to persons who have built under the

restrictions of the existing Act, they recom-
mend that the superficial quantity be not the

test, but that if otherwise fitted that such rooms
shall be permitted for occupation.

And here your committee cannot but suggest
that, in carrying out this Act and its sanatory

regulations, a great boon would be granted
to the poor especially, if permission were given
for abetter ventilation by apertures and lights,

free of window-duty, and which, in the opinion
of vour committee, ought to be allowed when
light and ventilation are required

;
the parts

so lighted and ventilated not being used for

dwelling or sleeping therein.

Your committee must now call your atten-

tion to schedule L., which contains the list of
fees proposed in future to be paid for the

several duties to be performed under this Act.

Y our committeedo notobject tothe feeschurged

in the first six rates of buildings, but to the fee

for inspecting and reporting to the official

referees upon party-walls, they cannot so

readily assent, and your committee do not

clearly understand the duties for which this fee

is to be demanded. Additions to principal

buildings will under the proposed Bill be ex-

empted from fees, if covered in within a certain

period after the principal building. Y our com-

mittee consider the word “ repairs ” ought to

be taken out of this schedule as too indefinite,

and leading to an interference by the district

surveyor, and a consequent fee, where the

legislature did not intend any superintendence

by that officer.

In the scale of fees for special duties, many
of them being provided for in the fees in

alterations and in rebuilding, your committee

recommend that some be expunged and others

abated. And in this recommendation your

committee feel satisfied that the present district

surveyors, a highly respectable body of public

officers, have no desire whatever for either

duplicate fees for the same service, or an addi-

tional fee for any trifling service that may be

incidentally performed.

Your committee have thus generally re-

ported upon the several parts of this very im-

portant proposed Act of Parliament, and

having given the same their most deliberate

and serious attention, hope that the Soci ety

of Master Carpenters will feel satisfied

that although perhaps inadequately, yet they

have, to the best of their judgment, brought

forward the most material parts ot the pro-

posed Bill for the better consideration of the

society
;
and they beg further to state that in

the various recommendatiops, either in abate-
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mentoraddition,theirsoleobjectis,andhasbeen,

for the public benefit, and that alone; and they

cannot close this report without congratulating;

the society that although their opposition to the

various Bills introduced into Parliament since

1840, and up to the introduction of this Bill,

has been most constant and determined, and

which opposition at one time was considered as

emanating from private or interested motives,

yet this society have been able at all times to

give such reasons for all the alterations that

they have from time to time recommended, as

to make it clear to the promoters of the several

Bills, and especially to the noble lord under

whose superintendence through Parliament the

one before us now is, that this society have been
actuated by but one motive, which was, to obtain

a really useful, good, and practicable Buildings’

Bill, and which your committee think they may
now say is likely to be passed.

The Bill being drawn in two parts, one part

necessarily referring to the other, has occa-

sioned your committee repetition in several

of the observations they have had to make.
Your committee, although unwilling to trouble

you, did not think that without thus fully

setting forth, and repeating in some instances

that which they otherwise would have avoided,

that they could make themselves clearly under-

stood.

In conclusion, your committee have ap-

pended to this report extracts from the pro-

posed Bill, with such emendations therein as

have occurred to them in going through the

several provisions and enactments
;
and which

emendations your committee hope will be
satisfactory to the society, and which they also

hope may be made in the Bill previously to

the same being passed into law.

(Signed) H. Biers, President.

We shall in our next number give the

appendix to this report.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Apbii. 2.—-The President in the chair.

The discussion on the subject of slips in

cuttings and embankments of railways was re-

newed, and was extended to such a length as to

prevent any papers from being read.

Some interesting observations were made by
Sir H. T. Delabeehe, the Rev. Mr. Clutter-

buck, and several members, on the geological

features of the slips, whether occurring natur-

ally in cliffs, as at the back of the Isle of
Wight, or in the artificial cuttings of railways.

It was contended that in both cases the reduc-

tion of the lower and softer beds to the state of

mud by percolated water, rendered them inca-

pable of bearing the weight of the superin-

cumbent strata, and that the mass when
saturated slid down by its own gravity; but
that slips in railway work were accelerated by
the vibration caused by the passage of the
trains. The vibration of the air from the
discharge of a gun had been known to cause
an avalanche

;
and the cases were almost

analogous. More attention, both to surface
and bottom drainage of the slopes, was much
insisted upon, and it was urged that the back
drains so close to the top of the cuttings were
prejudicial

;
that in dry seasons the bottoms

cracked, the rain found its way through, and it

had been frequently noticed that the slips com-
menced at a few feet below the level of these
drains.

Tiie dry shafts, which had been sunk in the
slopes of the Eastern Counties Railway by Mr.
John Braithwaite, with the concurrence of Sir
T. Delabeehe, were instanced as very success-
ful in rendering wet and treacherous strata
comparatively dry and secure.
An interesting section was exhibited of the

embankment at Hanwell, on the Great
Western Railway: thisembankment, which was
of gravel, was 54 feet high

;
it was laid in a

marshy valley traversed by the river Brent
; the

London clay, upon which it was laid, inclined
towards the river; and at one of the numerous
fissures, with which that stratum abounds, a
subsidence occurred, squeezing up at the same
time on the lower side to as great an extent as
the embankment sunk, which was stated to be
nearly as much in one year as the entire mass
ot the embankment. This subsidence was
stopped by loading; the foot of the slope, and
thus restoring equilibrium, and it was stated to
be at present quite secure.

It was urged that in the earthwork of canals,

where there was no vibration, the slips gene-

rally occurred in the first few months after the

formation of the embankments
; but that on

railways they occurred quite as frequently

after the lapse of several years. It appeared

therefrom that much was due to vibration.

The monthly ballot took place, when the

following candidates were elected : — Messrs.

A. S. Jee, as member; Adolphe du Bois de
Ferrieres, J. H. Tasker, B. Snow, A. Coldinge,

andT. Hughes, as associates.

The following papers were announced to be
read at the meeting of April 16th, there not

being any meeting on Easter Tuesday, the 9th

instant :

—

No. 661. “ Account of the Railway from
Amsterdam to Rotterdam, and of the principal

Works upon it,” by Le Chevalier F. W.
Conrad, M. Inst. C.E., translated from the

French, by C. Manby, secretary.

No. 662. “ Description of the Piling Ma-
chine, used at Montrose Harbour Works,” by
J. Milne, communicated by G. T. Page, Assoc.

Inst. C.E.

No. 673. “ Account of a series of Experi-
mentson SolidandHollow Axles,” by C.Geach.

DANLEY’S PATENT CHIMNEY-BAR.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE BUILDER.
Sir,— I beg leave to send you a rough sketch

of my newly-patented Chimney-bar, which if

you think worthy of notice, the insertion of it

will oblige me. I have also other inventions

that may be considered applicable to your
columns.

This bar forms no impediment to the smoke
passing up the Hue

;
for, instead of there being

inches, it will be seen there is but f of an

inch of work. The bar is fed with pure atmo-
sphere, so that it may be introduced into apart-

ments in cold weather for respiration. As
soon as I have specified, I will forward you
a treatise of my invention for the better for-

mation and safe construction of flues and
chimneys. I have had thirty-six years’ prac-
tical experience in their construction

;
and have

long considered an alteration requisite
;
as it

has ever been my opinion that chimney-build-
ing is the most defective part of house archi-

tecture. Y'our obedient servant,

William Danley.
Frederick-street, St. John’s Wood-road.

W2

EXPLANATION.

No. 1. Front elevation of the bar as fixed in

brickwork.

No. 2. Plan of ditto, as laid on the chimney-
jambs.

No. 3. Internal elevation next the fire; the
aperture is a thin plate perforated with holes

;

the bar is bollow and forms a hot-air chamber,
which passes through the aperture and feeds
the flue with an ascending current of warm
air, which will always prevent apartments from
being fouled by smoke.

No. 4. Section in the centre of the bar.

No. 5. Section of the bar at its ends.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.

Feb. 29.—T. Amyot, Esq., treasurer, in the

chair.

A paper was read by T. J. Pettigrew', Esq.,
F.R.S., and F.S.A., containing remarks on the
extracts from the old English medical manu-
script at Stockholm, communicated by George
Stephens, Esq., and which Mr. Pettigrew illus-

trated by extracts from several similar manu-
scripts preserved in the British Museum. He
stated that English treatises on medicine, or
rather collections of medical receipts, are com-
mon in manuscripts of the fourteenth and
fifteenth century. They were chiefly founded
upon the popular Latin poem of the “ School
of Salerno,” the Regimen Sanilatis, composed
in the eleventh century. The Stockholm poem
relates chiefly to the virtues of herbs, which
had so large a share in the common medicine
of tbe dav, and which, in order to be effective,

w'ere to be gathered under certain influences of
the planets. Belief in the particular effects of
certain positions of the celestial bodies, not
only in the cure, but also in the production of
diseases was very prevalent, and so continues
in many parts of the world, particularly in the
East. A certain knowledge of astronomy, or
rather of astrology, was necessary to the physi-
cian, because he was guided by it in the time and
manner of letting blood, and other operations.

Evil spirits were believed also to exercise an ex-

tensive agency in producing diseases, and various

methods were employed to drive them away
from the patient. Betonv, goldflower, pimper-
nelle, motherwort, vervain, henbane, and other
plants, were very efficient for this purpose.
Some of the remedies are of a singular nature.

For dropsy, thrice-three earth-worms with
their heads cutoff, immersed in holy water in

which sugar or liquorice is to be dissolved, are
recommended to be taken daily for nine days.

Numerical and other charms are very common
in these treatises. Charms were particularly

employed against venom, tooth-ache, jaundice,

hemorrhage, fevers, epilepsy, &c.
;
and Mr.

Pettigrew accounts for their being in many
cases efficacious through the influence exerted

by the mind over the functions of the body,
and this efficacy was of course in proportion to

the ignorance of the age in which they were
used.

March 14.—Lord Viscount Mahon, V.P.
The following gentlemen were elected fel-

lows of the society: Dr. Barnett, M.D., of
Chesham-place

;
James Dearden, of the Or-

chard, Rochdale, Esq., formerly of St. John’s
College, Cambridge, and barrister-at-law; the
Rev. Abraham Hume, of Liverpool; and
James Nicholson, Esq., of Thelwall Hall, near
Warrington.

It was announced that tbe second volume of
the “ Great Rolls of the Exchequer of Nor-
mandy,” edited for the society by Thomas
Stapleton, Esq., F.S.A., and which completes
the work, is now ready for delivery.

Mr. E. B. Price exhibited rubbings of two
remarkable sepulchral brasses.

Albin Martin, Esq., exhibited a collection

of glass vessels popularly called lachrymatories,

discovered in the Elysian fields near Naples,

and several ancient lamps of terra cotta from
a burial-place in the neighbourhood of Cumae.
Also sketches in oil of the following classic

localities : the plain in which Pompeii and
Stabia were situated

;
Puzzuoli, the ancient

Puteoli, where St. Paul landed on his way to

Rome, after his shipwreck at Melita; the site

of the villa of Lucullus; view of the Lago
d’ Agnano, near the Lucrine Lake, still remark-
able for its warm sulphureous baths. The ex-

hibition was accompanied by a paper by A. J.

Kempe, Esq., F.S.A., shewing that the vessels

in form of a tear were, probably, genuine tear

bottles, and that the practice of depositing

lamps in tombs were continued by the Romans
after Christianity had been embraced, and
burning of the dead disused.

March 21.—Mr. Amyot in the chair.

Among the presents received was a handsome
work on the ancient architecture and monu-
ments of Saxony, entitled, “ Denkmale der

Baukunst des Mittelalters in Sachsen.” It was
accompanied with a letter from the author, Dr.

L. Puttrich, stating that, having studied what
has been published with regard to similar

remains in England, he had observed a great

correspondency with those of Germany. His
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volumes consist of numerous plates in litho-

graphy.
Edward Blore, Esc/., F.S.A., presented ex-

terior and interior views of the ancient refec-

tory at Great Malvern, which appears to have

been wholly constructed of wood, including the

windows, which were square-headed, but had

very elegant tracery. The roof was high

pitched, and handsomely ornamented. This

very curious structure was wantonly demolished

in 1841 by a speculative tradesman, and it is

believed no other representations of it than

Mr. Blore’s have been preserved.

J. A. Cahusac, Esq., exhibited some anti-

quities found at Stony Stratford, consisting of

three spears, an arrow-head, and two Roman
coins, one of them of the Emperor Constantine.

H. C. Harford, Esq., communicated an ac-

count of some ruins, supposed to be Roman,
excavated at Preston, near Weymouth

;
and

exhibited several of the remains found there,

consisting of great iron bars, swords, &c.

John Gough Nichols, Esq., F.S.A., commu-
nicated some remarks on a patent appointing

Edward Duke of Somerset, Governor of King
Edward the Sixth, Protector of the Realm, and
Lieutenant and Captain-general of the Wars.
This important document, which is now in the

possession of William Staunton, Esq., of Long-
bridge House, near Warwick, bears the sign-

manual ofthekingaudofsixty-two otherpersons;
and Mr. Nichols shewed that it received thesigna-

tures of the peers in the House of Lords on the

last day of the first session of King Edward’s
Parliament. It appears never to have passed the

great seal, its progress having been stayed

after the breaking up of the Parliament. Its

most remarkable feature is a clause declaring
the tenure of the duke’s high office to be ter-

minable at the king’s pleasure, expressed in

writing under the great seal
;

whilst in the

patent under which the office was actually held,

and which is printed in Burnet’s “ History of
the Reformation,’’ the terra of the duke’s

regency was to be commensurate with the
king’s minority, which the late king’s will had
fixed at the age of eighteen.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE CITY.

Those who have been absent from the “ City

end” of this great metropolis for a series of

years will be somewhat startled if they have
occasion to pay a visit to that part of London.
“ Stands the City where it did ?” may perhaps

be their exclamation of astonishment on con-

templating the march of improvement which
is now so rapidly approaching its climacteric

point. To say nothing of the immense advan-

tages obtained some years back by the removal
of old London-bridge and its contiguous abomi-
nations, the abolition of Crooked-lane and the

purlieus of the once famous “Boar’s Head
Tavern,” and the opening of a new bridge
across “ Old Father Thames,” with handsome
and spacious approaches, it is only necessary
to make a circuit of half a mile round the

Royal Exchange, in order to be made in some
degree acquainted with the reforms effected

from time to time in that important commer-
cial locality. Some of our more elderly readers

may perhaps have a faint recollection of old

Princes-street, on the west side of the Bank of
England, which some fifteen years ago was not

wider, if we rightly remember, than Finch-
lane is at present. Now, on the other hand,
we have a fine wide street, which, continued

by Moorgate-street, forms one grand and di-

rect line of communication from the Mansion-
house to Islington. On the eastern side of the

Bank, Bartholomew-lane has been latterly most
conveniently widened, and the old ruined
tower which formerly reared its head at the

north-western corner, flanked by a boot-

maker’s stall (for it could hardly be dignified

by the term “shop”), has given place to a
handsome facade of buildings, which very
worthily hold up their heads by the side of the

New Royal Exchange. Going still further

it will be found that the old and ugly little

church of St. Benet Fink is now on its last

legs, and on the eve of final extinction. The
unsightly heap of bricks aud mortar yclept

“Bank-buildings” is already levelled with the

ground, and the elegant portico of the new
Exchange may now be viewed to some advan-
tage. By the encroachment of this edifice, two
very ancient city thoroughfares, “ Castle-alley”

and “ Bank-street,” have been utterly annihi-

lated, but, of course, without any disadvantage

to the public. The alley of “ chop and steak ”

houses, cigar-shops, &c., which formerly ran
along the east side of the old Exchange, has

also been destroyed, although Finch-lane still

remains intact and unimproved. In Thread-
needle-street the increased width of the

thoroughfare will shortly be carried out along

its whole length by the removal of the houses

and shops in front of Merchant Tailors’-hall

;

and the “ Hall of Commerce ” (as it is termed)

has been erected, since 1842, upon the site for-

merly occupied by the old French Protestant

church—as ugly a building, perhaps, as archi-

tect ever devised. It had stood, however, for

nearly three hundred years, and some curious

antiquarian discoveries were made beneath the

foundations when it was pulled down by Mr.
Moxhay.— Times.

RAILWAY BUSINESS IN THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS.

Tuesday, March 26.

Maryport and Carlisle Railway Bill.—Read
a second time and committed, and referred to

the committee of selection.

Brighton and Chichester Railway Bill.

—

Motion made and question proposed “That
the Bill be now read a second time;” amend-
ment proposed, to leave out the word “ now,”
aud at the end of the question to add the words
“ upon this day six months question put

“That the word ‘now’ do stand part of the

question:”—The house divided; ayes, 99;
noes 48 ;— main question put, and agreed to.

—

Bill read a second time and committed, and re-

ferred to the committee of selection.

Stratford ( Eastern Counties) and Thames
Junction Railway Bill. — Motion made and
question proposed, “That the Bill be now
read a second time ;” amendment proposed, to

leave out the wcrl “now,” and at the end of

the question to add the words “ upon this day
six months ;” question proposed, “ That the

word ‘now’ stand part of the question;”

amendment, by leave, withdrawn
;
main ques-

tion put and agreed to.—Bill read a second
time and committed, and referred to the com-
mittee of selection.

Colchester and Harwich Railway (No. 2)

Bill.—Read a second time and committed,

and referred to the committee of selection.

Manchester and Birmingham Railway

(Macclesfield and Poynton Branches) (No. 2)
Bill.—Reported

;
report to lie on the table,

and to be printed.

Norwich and Brandon Railway Bill.—Re-
port considered

;
amendments agreed to

;
Bill

to be engrossed.

York and Scarborough Railway Bill.—Re-
port considered

;
amendments agreed to; Bill

to be engrossed.

Midland Railivays Consolidation Bill.—Re-
ported

;
l'eport to lie on the table, and to be

printed.

Furness Railway Bill—Reported ;
report

to lie on the table, and to bo printed.

Guildford Junction Railway Bill.—Report

considered
;
amendments agreed to

;
Bill to be

engrossed.
Brighton

,
Laves, and Hastings Railway Bill.

—Read a second time and committed, and re-

ferred to the committee of selection.

Gravesend, Rochester, and Chatham Rail-

way.— Petitions for leave to proceed
;
ot James

Pim, and members of the provisional com-

mittee for constructing the Gravesend, Ro-
chester, and Chatham Railway

;
to lie on the

table, and to be printed.

London and South Western Railway (No. 1)

Bill.—Read a second time and committed, and

referred to the committee of selection.

COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A GLOSSARY
OF ARCHITECTURE.—No. II.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—

H

aving in a late number of The

Builder considered the word Abacus, it is

now proposed to define the moulding called

Echinus.

Professor Hosking thus explains the word :

“Echinus (Gr. txiv°£> an a moulding of

eccentric curve, which, when it is carved,

being generally cut into the forms of eggs and

anchors alternating, the moulding is called by

the name of the more conspicuous,” Mr. Gwilt

defines it as “the same as the ovolo or quarter-

round, though the moulding is only properly

so called when carved with eggs and anchors.

It is the shell or husk of the chestnut, though
the ornament does not seem to bear much
resemblance to it.” (Encycloptedia, p. 968.)

The learned Evelyn’s quaint description may
be welcome :

“ It is, indeed, a quarter-round,

and sometimes more, swelling above the cinc-

tures, and commonly next to the abacus carved

with ovals and darts (by our workmen called

eggs and ankers as little politely), which is

frequently shut up with a smaller ovolo of
beads and chaplets, or like ornament; but so
adorned, it commonly runs under the Ionic
voluta, and that of the Composita, and next
the Doric abacus, as in that singular example
of the Trajan column, it creeps under the plinth

of the capital. Such as pretend to etymologies
for every thing they hear, will have it Ixlvoc
iragd rb %xtivt

or avvsx£iv ictvrbv, because of a
kind ofself-contraction ;

others more rationally,

from the resemblance of roughness in the carv-

ing, kx'LVOV rpaxartpog, as bristling with darts

like a hedge-hog, or rather the thorny husk of a

chestnut, which being opened discovers a kind

of oval-figured kernel, which dented a little

at the top the Latins call Decacuminata Ova.”

To these definitions we may add that the word
is Latin, but derived from the Greek, “ qui

terrestris est, et erinaceus etiam appellatur, et

marinus, a spinis quibus l^erai.” (Lex. Schre-

velii.) The primary meaning of echinus is

a sea-urchin which is armed with prickles.

Secondly, it is put for the rough prickly shell

of chestnuts, and lastly, for the chestnut itself,

from a resemblance of whose contour the

moulding under consideration derives its name.

In Roman architecture this moulding is called

an ovolo, from ovum (Latin) an egg, to which

in shape it is somewhat like, more especially

when carved. We shall first consider the

moulding as it is found in Grecian architec-

ture, to which alone the term echinus is strictly

applicable.

In the best examples with which we are ac-

quainted, as, for instance, in the Parthenon
and Theseura, the echinus has nearly the same
projection as the abacus (it is actually the same
in the temple of Apollo Epicurius at Bassae),

and we shall find that the sharper is its out-

line, that is, the more it is remote from the

quarter-round, the more it is held in estima-

tion
;
and that as it approaches the ovolo in

form so it may be traced to belong to a de-

clining period, or one nearer to the time of the

Roman use of the Doric order. If we grant

for a moment that timber construction afforded

the first hints for architectural composition,

and that the origin of the abacus may be

traced to the intervention of a cube of wood

between the column and its entablature

;

where will the advocates of this system find

the prototype of the echinus ? To the Greeks

we must look for the adoption of this beautiful

moulding, which connects in such a happy

manner the square abacus with the circular

shaft
;
and truly may it be said to be their own

invention, even if we are compelled to admit

that some slight hint for it is to be found

among the heavy capitals of Egypt. Professor

Hosking has well observed: “ Greek architec-

ture is distinguished for nothing more than for

the grace and beauty of its mouldings; and it

may be remarked of them generally that they

are eccentric and not regular curves. I hey

must be drawn, for they cannot be described or

struck
;
so that though they be called circular

or elliptical, it is seldom that they are really

so
;
not but that they may be, but if they are,

it is considerably the result of chance, not ot

design. Hence all attempts to give rules for

striking mouldings are worse than useless for

they are injurious
;
the hand alone, directed by

good taste, can adapt them to their purpose,

and give them the spirit and feeling which

render them effective and pleasing. ’ (treatise

on Architecture, p. 38.)*

In those buildings which belong to the best

awe of Grecian art, the hays ot Pericles and

Ilfs chief architects, Callicrates and Ictinus,

as seen at Athens, Bassae, Sunimn, Ihoncus,

* We do not believe this to be borne out by

example ;
on the contrary, we think the Greeks

had a rule for every thing in their architecture the

discovery of which was directed by.gemus, but its

practice mechanical.—

E

d.
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Eleusis, Rhamnus, and elsewhere, we shall

find that the echinus has its lower part either

very slightly curved (No. 1 illustration) or else

perfectly straight

;

whilst in buildings of later

date, and of equivocal taste, we find that the

moulding nearly resembles an elongated or

ovate quarter-round, as in the Agora at

Athens (No. 2 illustration), and in a build-

ing at Cadachio (No. 3). Professor Donald-

son has drawn notice to the general prin-

ciple which “ directed the Greeks in the

Composition of their Doric capitals. From
the necking to the abacus the outline is that of

a cyma-reversa, having a projection that varied
according to the era, or style of art peculiar
to the country

;
the existing Attic examples

being but slightly projecting, while the im-
mense abacus of the orders now remaining at

Corinth, Piestum, and in Sicily, gives a bolder
profileto the capital.” Someideamay be formed
of the vast proportions of the temple of Jupiter
at Agrigentum, when we find that the echinus
of each column is formed of two stones, each
weighing 2l£ tons, held together by plugs or
dowels by the centre stone of the abacus, which
is in three pieces. (See No. 4.) In the capitals

generally undercut, so as to form that remark-
able moulding called the hawks’-beak or birds’-

beak moulding. (See No. 5, from the Parthe-

No. 6.

anchor ornament is introduced in the echinus,
which partakes of the sharp outline described
above. The proportionate depth of the abacus
and echinus to each other is not always the
same

;
but as a general rule it may be held

that the former member should have the
greatest depth. In the Parthenon the relation
in this respect is as 11 to 9 ;

at Sunium and at
Bassre as 7 to 6 ;

at Thoricus as 6 to 5 ;
at

Eleusis as 12 to 9.+

In the temple of Hercules, at Agrigentum,
the echinus is deeper than the abacus

;
and in

the temple of Jupiter, at the same place, it is

considerably so, as seen in the cut above. This
moulding, besides its place under the abacus,
is likewise seen in various parts of the enta-
blature. In Doric structures the echinus is

f The pure Grecian method of proportioning the
abacus and echinus to each other, whatever their
profile, was to render them symmetrical visually
by striking a circular line from the lower edge of
the abacus, as at C No. 1 and c No. 2, the upper
edge of the abacus and the lower edge of the echinus
being both found in the circular curve-line. In
No. 5 this symmetry is twice repeated in the same
antse-capital, the circular curves being struck from
D and d. See notes to Bartholomew’s “ Speci-
fications” on this subject. Where the visual
breadth of the abacus is less than that of the echinus,
as in the examples No. 3 and 4, the effect is pecu-
liarly disagreeable, from the want of symmetry

;

that of Agrigentum, however large, being much too

I
small to be proportionate.

—

Ed.

found in the upper part or crown-moulding
of the cornice, having only a fillet above it, as
in the Parthenon. In the Grecian Ionic it is

found in the cornice, and it also forms one of
the mouldings which divide the architrave from
the frieze, as in the temple on the Ilissus

;
and

this moulding, which is left plain in the last-

named example, is enriched in others, as in the
temple of Minerva-Polias.

In all cases where an ovolo is employed, it

should be placed above the eye
;
and the most

judicious use of it appears to’be where it has a
fiat member above as well as below, and thus
we generally find it placed under a fillet and
above a fascia.

J

Vignola, in his design for a Tuscan profile,

makes the crowning member of the entabla-
ture a deep ovolo, a practice which cannot be
defended. This moulding enters very largely
into the composition of Gothic architecture.
In the next paper we shall consider the word
annulet as in immediate connection with
capitals of columns, and the two important
members which have been noticed.

G. R. F.

THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.
With the promptitude and punctuality that

have attended all the proceedings connected
with this great work, the mass of Bank-build-
ings which concealed the principal or west
front, have been removed within a short month,
and the portico in all its splendid proportions
is now exhibited. We understand that this

portico is the largest by far in London, and
that it is only second to the portico of the Pan-
theon at Rome and the Madeleine at Paris. It

consists in front of eight Corinthian columns,
the extreme breadth being 90 feet, and the
height to the apex of the pediment 70 feet. At
the meeting of the Joint Gresham Committee
which took place on Saturday last, this feeling
was exhibited by the most liberal suggestion
for further decorations in sculpture at the ex-
pense of the committee

;
and it was resolved,

that in addition to the sculpture on the pedi-
ment, the interior should be decorated by a
statue of our gracious Queen Victoria, and that
inasmuch as the statue of the munificent foun-
der, Sir Thomas Gresham, in the old Exchange,
was destroyed by fire, a new one should be pro-
vided and placed in the niche of the tower over
the great eastern entrance. Other suggestions
for further decorations were referred to a sub?
committee for consideration. The place pf the
statue of the Duke of Wellington in front of
the portico of the Exchange is also determined
upon, and it will be about thirty yards back
from the corner of Prince’s-street,’ and in the
centre of the area created by the destruction of
Bank-buildings. In reflecting on these great
changes, it is rather curious to recur to the
state of things which existed on this spot not
more than eighty years ago

;
at that time,

though Cornhill was abroad street, the houses
on the site (subsequently occupied by Bank-
buildings) came up to a point, and Thread-
needle-street is marked in “Gwynn’s Plan ” as
only 14 feet 9 inches wide. The Bank of
England was first built in 1732; it consisted
then of what is now only the centre of the
present building, but the proprietors soon after
began to acquire ground and premises both
east and west. Eastward, they quicklv bought
the property up to Bartholomew-lane

;
but,

westward, they were stopped by the church of
St. Christopher Le Stocks, which stood until

after the riots in 1780, when, from a conviction
of the danger of a lofty tower overlooking the
Bank, an act was obtained for taking it down,
and soon after that time all the principal front
of the Bank was arranged and completed bv Sir
Robert Taylor up to the corner of Prince’s-
street, then a crooked and narrow street leading
to Coleman-street. Bank-buildings, just pulled
down, were built by the Bank, under the ad-
vice of the same architect, in the place of a
mass of old houses, placed there after the fire

of London, and which were bought by the
directors for the purpose of the improvement.
Names of streets appear to have been improved
as well as streets themselves

;
for in the “ Plan

of Gwynn ” before referred to, the continuation
of Broad-street westward into Threadneedle-
street is marked with the elegant name of
“ Pig-street,” a name which was abandoned
about the date of these improvements.— Times.

+ Where the ovolo is placed below the eye, it is

reversed, and becomes, as in some bases, a peculiar

kind of “ torus.”

—

Ed,
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goo®.”

—

From a Manuscript in the hand-

writing of King Henry the Sixth.

An adjournment of the 16th, or “ <©ur

3Lafcj)’fi Chapter,” was held on Saturday even-

ing, the 30th March, at which was a very
numerous attendance. The Rev. George
Pocock, B.C.L., was called to the chair, and
though many were absent, attending the soiree

of the Marquis of Northampton, President of

the Royal Society, we recognized many well-

known to us, among whom were the Rev. T.
M. Fallow; Messrs. Stothard

; Geo. Aitchison,

Sen.; Geo. Aitchison, Jun.
;
V. Bartholomew;

W. P. Griffith, F.S.A.; Papineau, Sen.;

Papineau, Jun.
;
Moon, Barr, Thomas, Archer,

Perry, East, C. H. Smith, T. Deighton, Nunn,
W. G. Rogers, W. II. Rogers, Finn,
Staples, A. Bartholomew, F.S.A.

; G. P.

Pocock, Fisk, Houle, Cull, Winterbottom,
Springbett, and many others.

The tables were spread with the effects of
the college, and the rooms were hung with
various architectural subjects, among which
were rubbings from ancient monumental
brasses, and two from very beautiful modern
ones by Mr. Archer.
Mr. William Gibbs Rogers exhibited two

boldly and exquisitely carved specimens of
fruit and flowers, previously to their being
placed in the School of Design at Edinburgh

;

and an elaborately chased “ benitier ” of bronze,
with, rising from the bowl of it, a figure of our
Saviour, an Italian work of the early part of the

17th century; also a richly-carved royal trophy
in the style of Grinling Gibbons, 5 feet high
and 4 feet wide, and of such extraordinary re-

lief as to project nearly a foot, consisting
of the point lace neckcloth of Charles the
First, elegantly grouped with the sword and
sceptre of England, pearls, crowns, and other
insignia of royalty; flowers and musical in-

struments also forming an important feature

in the composition, and on each side pendent
groups of dead game, of remarkable lightness

and fidelity. There were also on the table

fourteen groups of figures of mediaeval German
carving, forming a series of the “ Via Crucis,”
and some specimens of German Gothic tracery
with inter-penetrating mouldings, and five

large ancient alms-dishes of laton, furnished

by Mr. W. G. Rogers.
Mr. A. Bartholomew exhibited, for future

explanation, a scientific catenary composed of
spring weighing machines, by which mav be
indicated the strain on every suspension link,

and also the effects of pressure on different

parts of arches, whether suspended or inverted,

and of masonry. He also exhibited an imple-
ment. madet'ff the vertebras of four oxtails, by
Wliiea tue 9urvatures of the arch ribs of

groined vaults and buttress-steeples (like St.
Dunstan’s-in-the-East) may be trulv formed
according to the weight of the boss," spire, or
other surmounting mass.

Mr. G. Aitchison, jun., presented a rubbing
from an ancient monumental brass in Alhal-
low’s Barking Church, near the Tower of
London.

William Thomas, Esq., of Baker-street,
Portman-square, was elected Professor of
Fresco Painting to the College.
The election of new members, and the other

ordinary business of the meeting being con-
cluded, the special business of the evening was
proceeded with, when Mr. Alfred Bartholomew,
the secretary, delivered from a beautiful carved
oak “ Letterne,” the property of Mr. W. G.
Rogers, around which appears in raised letters
the inscription, “ Kccctbe tottfj RfRekness tfie

engrafted SBorti,”

THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS.
The Sixteenth Chapter of this institution

being adjourned to this evening, for the special
purpose of our members hearing an inaugural
statement of the actual condition and prospects of
the foundation of the College, it has devolved on
me, ©cntlcniCJI, to address you upon a subject so
interesting to our mutual profession and bonded
union

; one which we have had great trust, and still

have, will become important to ourselves, and to
all persons whose interest is concerned in the right
conduct of practical architecture : and, indeed, who
is there not so concerned ? for even foxes who have
holes, and birds who have nests, possess some know-
ledge of architecture

; and have not many species
of that which we esteem the lower animal kingdom
unerring rules of architectural beauty and construc-
tion implanted by Almighty and Omniscient Wis-
dom, from which we may well copy, whether for
the high branch of abstract taste—or the still higher
one ot fitness

—

that exact adaptation to purpose,
that economy of material, and production of the
greatest strength

; to which few human architects
have ever arrived, and perhaps none ?

And here I would make the customary deferen-
tial excuses and lamentations, that, one more com-
petent was not appointed to now address you ; but
instead of doing so, I shall rather thank you for
the high honour which I have received by being
chosen to deliver to an audience so numerous, so
respectable, so scientific, the inaugural address of the
College, and I shall bring before you matter which,
if it sparkle not, shall contain and yield some reflec-

tion of the sterling integrity of purpose, the pathos
of architectural zeal, with which the spirits of the

respected friends around me are radiant.

In taking the portion of time which we have, to

found deliberately all our laws, and in avoiding all

precipitancy, we have insured the future well-being

of the College.

Let the impatient remember, that though Nelson
was an hour or more before he returned a shot, re-

solving, though attacked, to order all well for a
victory before he entered into vindictive conflict,

yet did conquer through such well-set deliberation
;

whereas, had he entered into combat unprepared,

he would himself, though so often before a con-
queror, have been conquered.

©entlnitcit,—Sixteen months ago our friends met
here, and this collegewasfounded: sixteenmonthsago

we were bonded together into a fraternity, which, I

have confident hope, will long survive the mural
fabrications of even its discreetest members

;
and

trust when the statically-poised dome is rent, and
pulverized, and fallen,—when the masonic column
lies prostrate and shivered,—when the arch, thrown
out of equilibrium, is a fractured and severed ruin,

—

the College of the Freemasons of the Church, poised

upon truthfulness, erected upon science, and depend-

ing upon the equilibrium of nature’s philosophy,

and through orthodox practice fused and run through

every of its corporate members, from the crown
of the head to the sole of the foot, shall flourish,

and as old Time grows more and more hoary, still

be green, and spreading more widely, and bearing

more fruitage, and cheering more the heart of fabri-

cating science, and shedding the cheerfulness of its

countenance into all lands, wherever Anglo-Saxon

perseverance shall courier Anglian merchandise,

and literature, and civilization.

I hardly think it possible that in an assembly in-

formed so well, knowing so intimately where have

lain the corruptions, the grievances, and the dis-

orders of our art, and which knows so well what

have been our efforts, what are our views and in-

tentions, one can be found to doubt the persevering

truth of that which I have stated.

If, in times most generally accounted barbarous,

and of little general science, existed suchacommunity

in our art, that from Russia to Ireland, from

Norway to Spain, architecture, like the grass of the

field, sprang up, and throve, and year by year grew

with the same family impress, little altered by cli-

mate,—why should we doubt, when literature has
gone out into all lands like the solar rays from
which nothing under heaven is hidden,—when
science, in its expanse unmeasured, has stretched
from the palace to the cottage, from the garden to
the desert, from the rivulet to the ocean, from the
quiet wild-flower-grown byway, to the tornadoed
railroad,—why should we doubt, with these advan-
tages which this age (call it an iron one if you
please) alone has possessed, why should we doubt
such should occur ?

Possibly some member’s friend, with whose in-
troduction we may be this evening honoured, may
tbink that in meeting here for the hearing of an
inaugural address sixteen months after the actual
foundation of the institution, that sixteen months
or nearly so have been expended idly. Not so.
Sixteen months of collegiate industry have been
passed; and within those sixteen months, by knit-
ting together a strong and fervent esprit de corps,
by founding good laws, and ordering every thing on
firm, just, and extended principles, more has been
effected than all other architectural societies have
performed from their first existence.

The constant endeavour with our sturdy-hearted
members has been to plan, to form, to build, and to
solidify every thing preliminary, in such wise, that
no future subversion shall possibly take place

; that
the good intentions of our founders may never
(come what else may) be subverted : that all may,
with the greatest minuteness, be so provided for the
governance of the College, that no ill-informed or
mischievous, or egotistical, or quarrelsome mar-plot,
shall hereafter prevail against the sober, and proper,
and wise, and fundamental principles of the institu-

tion. If, then, ©cntlcnten, sixteen months have
been consumed in the perfecting of such design in
its most minute details, I trust those sixteen months
will not be accounted as lost. In fact, I may say,
that there are certain things to which this founda-
tion has set its hand which no other society has
even mentally weighed, much less had the boldness
to put into operation.

As a few strangers are among us, I may be ex-
cused for entering into some details which are to
all others of my auditors sufficiently well known.

I 11 this college we are of five grades,—architec-
tural-fellows, architectural-associates, clerical-fel-

lows, lay-fellows, and honorary-fellows. This sub-
division, or rather union of classes, has been
broached for the purpose of bringing under one
comprehensive union, the various persons who
operate either in architectural fabrication or
towards it.

In calling for contributions, the strictest economy
has been exercised, and yet not without the laying
down of some regula of splendour.
The beautiful illuminated vellum diplomas which

lie on the table before you, designed by our talented
member and illuminator, Mr. W. H. Rogers, perhaps
vie in beauty with the admission documents of
all other societies

; and by examining the laws of
the College, it will be found that while rigid economy
has been consulted, something of splendour has beeu
worked out.

In fixing the amounts of contributions, the great-

est consideration has been exercised in settling them
at 1/. 11s. 6d. per annum, or 12 guineas for life,

from architectural fellows, and at 1/. Is., or 7
guineas for life, from all other contributing mem-
bers, the extremes of meanness and of wasteful

profusion have been avoided
;

these contributions

being within the means of the many, and beyond
the means of only the few.

We have laid down very orderly rules for our
chapters and other meetings, for our members'

literary and graphic contributions, for our council,

for the ultimate obtaining of a charter, and for the

appointment of professors and officers to the College.

One part of the mechanism of the institution I

think calculated to cause it to work as it should, is

thedescription ofofficers denominated Correspondent-

Delineators, whose duty consists in transmitting to

us draughts and descriptions of architectural sub-

jects at a distance from the metropolis, and thus

enable us to collect, from local eye-witnesses, every

information which we may require from a distance :

this will in some manner re-create the wonderful

community of the old freemasonry, which seemed

like electricity to pervade all lands and all architec-

ture. All competent persons who may desire to

join our fraternity will be received among us in

this capacity, without any contribution further than

their correspondence and delineations, and will

have granted to them the St. George illuminated

diploma.

By the appointing of so numerous a body of

scientific gentlemen, each in his office, we doubt

not that we shall obtain the best scientific informa-

tion upon the various subjects connected with prac-

tical architecture ;
and by this subdivision (for we

have small faith in the man of Pantechnicon know-

ledge, who is often a man nearly approaching to

Pantechnicon ignorance), we hope that every

thing will be done well ; for even in the Russian
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horn-band, where each man has only to produce

one sound, its note is purer and better than the

artificially produced notes of any pan-phonic instru-

ment which has ever been brought into use.

And even should any of our scientific officers be

ignorant of all other things besides his particular

art, to us as a collegiate architectural body it would

matter little, provided he give us the fruit of the

particular gift or talent for which we have elected

him for our service.

If it be asked why, when there were already so

many societies in existence devoted to architecture,

the foundation of tf»c (Tollfge of tfjc .-jfreemasons
Of tfje CTljurcf) was undertaken ? Let me answer

to such as may not be intimately acquainted with

the state of architecture in England, its tone—the

bearing and frame of architectural society,—that

had those institutions promoted to the proper and

legitimate purpose the objects of their foundation,

this association would never have been framed.

£llow me, Gentlemen, to say, that those who have

promoted the formation of this institution, bore

mentally and enwombed in their imagination this

society long before any of the existing architectural

societies were even thought of: those who have

framed this institution, and have accreted it into

promising growth which will doubtlessly flourish,

have besides original ideas of greater compass than

those which have led to the formation of any of the

existing and defunct societies, have had the benefit

of the experience of their languishment, disease,

and failure. We have, therefore, the advantage of

original conception purified by such experience ; we
have amalgamated with our freemasonic body the

result of bygone experience ;
we have had the advan-

tage of much advice
;
and I may say that we have

succeeded in uniting in one body a larger and more
intelligent and respectable body of scientific

persons than ever before were linked in one asso-

ciation of the same nature.

We have one other advantage :—for many years

past not only have professional persons hinted and

even loudly contended that some great cause exists

requiring the formation of such an association, but
they and the whole public have agreed that architec-

ture has been in a fallen state, and requires rege-

nerating ; and all in concert have complained that

such societies as have been founded have failed

of their objects : hence we have not only apology
for this foundation, but we have been positively

called into existence by the circumstances of the

times, by the community of mind operating

to that end, and fortuitously drawn out, and as it

were crystallized together : and may such crystalliza-

tion be shining, and reflect purely and in native

brilliancy all the beauty of the design, and of the

talent and ability and mental illumination with

which, Gentlemen, I know you as a body and as

scientific individuals to be gifted. It would be in-

vidious in me on the present occasion to attempt

particularizing the cases in which other societies and

institutions have failed; but, Gentlemen, I shall

deem it to be my duty, and I know I shall be

seconded by friends so sterling in such resolve, to

undo the evil offices which have been performed by
others towards our noble art of architecture

:

where science has been trampled upon, we shall

water the plant, and make it spring up many-fold
;

where poison has been disseminated, we shall

confine it within the moderate bounds of medi-
cating utility

;
where lude excision has been un-

dertaken, we shall exercise such nurturing and such
gentle pruning as may tend to wholesome fruitage,

and not destroy.

In a word, the office of the .-fFrfniMSOns Of tfje

<iTf)urcf) will ever be to admire and endeavour to

imitate, at humble distance, the constructive wisdom
of the arrfjilrrt of tf)C 5iillibcvsr, who while plan-

ning the entirety of the heavens’ starry frame, has
not forgotten the articulation of the limbs of the

microscopic insect, nor has thrown away one par-
ticle of creation’s mass.

By the institution of the class of i3»'fljitectuval

&530ftates, we hope the greatest results.

We do not propose such grade for the teaching

of old practitioners (though none of us profess to

be too old to learn, on the contrary, all confessing

ourselves to be mere pupils), but to imbue the rising

members of the profession with principles tvhich

shall stand the test of time, that sturdiest ofphi-
losophers, and to provide for such adolescent archi-

tects, canons by which the powers of their mind
directed aright and assisted orthodoxly, they may,
by a moderate age, acquire all the learning which
the experienced architectural practitioner has to

impart.

tsenius, we cannot pretend to provide for the

man by nature dull
;
but we can* teach the

DULLEST TO PROFIT BY THE CANONS OF ARCHI-
TECTURAL TRUTH, WITH WHICH GOD HAS STORED
SOME FEW MINDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE
many

; and when we look at the countless works
of antiquity, and find so many thousands of them
approaching the perfection which genius, ©otJ'S
gift, alone pan impart, we see that genius must

have been more common (which is a thing we deny)

or that through community of imparting knowledge,

persons of inferior ability were able to profit,

and were led according to the rules which (JSeiUUS

can impart and order in herpaths, which though
SEEMINGLY ECCENTRIC, LIKE THOSE OF THE
BLAZING COMET, ARE IN LIKE MANNER NATURAL
AND ORDERLY.
We have laid down methods for numeration in

architecture,—for the distinguishing of colours in

cameo drawings and engravings, by which draughts

of coloured glass and mosaics, can be printed in

the cheapest possible manner, and be circulated

among even workmen of means the most contracted,

and thus found again good taste with the multitude

who must ever, like the herbage of the fields, form

the chief covering of the globe. We have begun

the completion of the nomenclature of architecture,

rendered necessary by the fact of there not being

previously a distinct name for one thing in twenty

in Gothic architecture,—a whole line of words being

often necessary to distinguish some small article.

We have undertaken the subdivision and classifica-

tion of the present ill-arranged subdivisions of

Pointed Architecture, so as to improve and facilitate

the means of its knowledge and practice. Much
of this is already done, and much more have we in

hand
;
and if any of greater impatience than industry,

knowing not how slowly have the grand improve-

ments in art and science taken place, should grow

weary under any assumed undue delay in our open

appearance, my short answer is—I know we have

already ventured farther, and have done more

towards regenerating, and ordering, and bonding

architecture under scientific limits, than any other

architectural society which has existed S in TC tf)£

ttrrlinc anil total tirreasr of tfjr jfrceittasons of

tfjr Olilfll time, whose name is so great, but whose

toorfc, living in every vault, and pinnacle, and but-

tress, and tower, and spire, in all Christian lands,

is so muef) greater still.

And here I might be asked by some who know not

the true signification of the term Jf recmasoni'l*.

why we have assumed such a title ? To that my
answer is, we have a right so to do ;

as architec-

tural constructors in durable stone fabric, maSOUS

hie are. and not men of lath and plaster; free, I

trust we shall be, to leap over by scientific impetus

the old hedges of unarchitectural ignorance, which

had impounded the art, and left us no freedom of

scientific and architectural action ; and if we must

be emparked, let us know no pale but that of

science—let us fear no straying but that of the over-

leaping of the walls of integrity, sterling purpose,

and scientific impetus.

We do not desire to destroy existing architec-

tural institutions, but when they are purged aud

set upon a right footing, to unite all, and so to bind

up one powerful weapon against future corruption

and subversion.

Some might ask, why we have adjoined to the

architectural department those of f lettral anil lap

fdlotos ? My answer is, the day being past when ex-

traneous lay interference in architecture can be pre-

vented
; we, therefore, finding that public amalgama-

tion has so occurred with the profession of architec-

ture that it cannot be removed or prevented, are

obliged for patronage and for power so to continue

it, endeavouring to educate the public to good taste

and deferential reliance upon due scientific abilities:

although the Grecian temple and the Gothic cathe-

dral were alike the result of high professional

talent and taste, with which no public had ever any

hand, and we could easily prove thatfrom the hour

when public interference with the management and
details of architecture first began, then commenced
the contempt of that public Jor the very works of
that architecture with which it had had so much
hand; the very coarsest and grossest of the
HACKNEY, SCRIBBLING BABBILARDS OF THE DAY,
WHO UPHOLD SUCH LAY INTERFERENCE IN ARCHI-
TECTURE, GENERALLY CONFINING THEIR ADMIRA-
TION TO ANCIENT EDIFICES BUILT ALONE BY
SCIENTIFIC MEN, IN WHICH IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO

SAY WHETHER MOST ABOUNDS TASTE OR SCIENCE,

THOSE COMPANIONS INSEPARABLE IN EVERY EX-
AMPLE OF GENUINE ARCHITECTURE.

Why we have blended the ffergg with us I think

can need no questioning. While the clergy must
have so much to do with church architecture, their

exclusion would be vain ;
therefore it must be for

the interest of all, that clergy and laity should go
hand in hand with each other, and so profiting

mutually, and partaking of the same imbuing of

taste and science, the fabrication of sound edifices

may rightly progress.

Some may think we have affected some state, and

may possibly incur the ridicule of mankind thereby ;

but I think no state greater than the importance of

the occasion requires has been assumed. Some may
think there is of the ridiculous in setting up to reform

that which many attempting have failed of doing.

But if such feelings and motives, or rather such

paralysis, were to prevail, and to prevent the free

and powerful action of those who desire to better

any thing which has fallen into a state of irregu-

larity, then would little be done to regenerate things

so fallen.

I can, and I trust my friends here assembled can,

bear to stoop to conquer—can bear to undergo that

necessary preliminary to heroism which lies in under-

taking something, the engaging in which borders

in the minds of quiet, ordinary people, upon the

ridiculous.

We have drawn together the elite of architectural

science, having around us perhaps the best in each

department : we have become fenced in and bul-

warked by a firm esprit de corps, for the wane of

which other architectural societies have failed, for

they indeed have never been nurtured as brother-

hoods.

We have been by fortuitous circumstances

placed in a situation for the diffusion of our labours,

opinions, and knowledge, to all branches of the

building community : we have the means of herald-

ing into all countries the fruits of our science, re-

search, and perseverance.

It is matter of proud feeling and high congratu-

lation to our fraternity, that while not asking for

membership with strangers so long as we have been

engaged as lawgivers, our numbers have increased,

and considerable revenue has been secured, while if

so much as one original member has left us, it

would be impossible to find a second who has.

It will be in after-life matter of some gratification

to me that our friends have built up and nestled the

College under this roof. I have firm confidence that,

as it is growing strong on the wing, it will ere long

take bolder flight and build its own nest. Till then

I shall be proud of its still finding here an abiding

place.

But I am warned by the lateness of the hour to

desist from following a theme in which, were it pos-

sible that I could be eloquent, the subject of my
present address would surely have power to make
me so, for the time would fail in the endeavour to

speak adequately of our beloved art.

I must, therefore, conclude, thanking you for the

patient hearing with which you have honoured me

;

and trusting that as the time has arrived when,

fully formed, the College will commence openly its

operations, that something worthier, contributed by

our scientific members, will, on the next occasion,

arrest your attention—whether it be graphic or

whether it be literary.

The next meeting will be that of the 17th,

or Saint Mark’s Chapter, on Tuesday evening,

the 16th instant.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Restoration of St. Olave's Church .—The re-

storation of St. Olave’s Church, which was so

severely injured by the destructive fire at Top-
ping’s wharf, in the autumn of last year, is

rapidly advancing. The slating of the new
roof was completed on Saturday week, and
the reparation of the tower is progressing

briskly. The fittings of the interior are also

in a forward state. The Ionic columns, a

considerable portion of the side galleries, and
the entire of the communion, including the

statues of Moses and Aaron, and the tables of

the decalogue, are in tolerable preservation.

Whether the bells will be recast or not is

at present undecided. It is stated that Mr.

Allen, the architect, intends so far to complete

the building as to have the sacred pile ready

for public service by the ensuing Midsummer,
if not at an earlier period. We have in hand
some interesting illustrations of this beautiful

work of Flitcroft, who for many years assisted

Sir Christopher Wren.

The site for a new church to be erected in

Belton-street, Long-Acre, has been marked
out, the tower of which will be built upon the

exact area where stood the public-house the

Guy, Earl of Warwick, which existed for

about two hundred years. The sacred

edifice, which will be called “ Christ Church,

St. Giles-in-the-Fields,” will be constructed

with Caen stone and Kentish rags, and will be

made capable of containing about 1,000 per-

sons, all the sittings being free. There will be

galleries
;
and the interior of the edifice will be

50 feet wide by 70 long. The cost of it will

be rather more than 4,000/., a portion of which
isprovided from the Metropolis Churches Fund,
but the greater part has been raised by volun-

tary contributions from the principal inhabi-

tants. A sum will also be subscribed for the

endowment of the church. Adjoining this

building will be some spacious houses, erected

according to the plans of the Commissioners

of the Woods and Forests, which, when com-

pleted, will make a very great improvement in

this part of the metropolis.
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RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.St. Mary de Crypt Church, Gloucester. -

—

The restoration of this beautiful church is

proceeding, under the superintendence of
Messrs. Daukes and Hamilton, most satisfac-

torily. The sedilia in the south side of the
chancel, and the sepulchre and abbots’ seat
on the north, which are of exquisite work-
manship, have been completely restored. The
canopies on each side of the altar have been
re-erected, and are choice specimens of
the architectural skill of the early part of the
fifteenth century. The stone altar-table
which had been buried, but was recently
discovered in an unmutilated state, has been
placed in its original position. It is a slab of
Forest stone, 10 feet 1J inches in length by 3
feet inches in breadth, and stands on five

massive legs. The restoration and extension
of this church have been undertaken by the
rector, the Rev. A. Sayers, entirely on his own
responsibility. The subscriptions already re-
ceived or promised do not amount to more than
400/.; while the lowest estimate of the pro-
jected improvements is 1,100/.

New Church at Hollinwood.—The sub-
scriptions recently raised with the view of
defraying the cost of repairing the roof of
St. Martin’s Church, Hollinwood, have been
converted into a fund for the purpose of
erecting an entirely new church at that place.
Several liberal donations have been presented
to effect that object, which has met with
the most encouraging countenance from the
Venerable the Archdeacon of Manchester.
At a recent meeting of the seat-holders and
other parties interested in the present church,
it was determined to take prompt measures to
secure the building of a new church, with
adequate accommodation for the poor.

The Committee of the Birmingham Church
Building Society have decided immediately to
commence the fifth church, to be named St.
Andrew’s, on a site liberally presented to them
by Messrs. E. and C. Robins, in an elevated
situation on their estate, adjoining Watery-
lane. The land on which St. Matthew’s
Church, parsonage, and schools are erected,
was also presented by the same gentlemen.

Contracts for newseating with carved oak, and
new flooring and plastering the parish church
of Tavistock, Devon, have been entered into,

and will be proceeded with immediately. The
seats are to be all open benches, with carved
ends. The altar, pulpit, and reading-desks
are to be of Caen stone, beautifully carved.
The money was raised by public subscription,
amounting to about 3,000/.

Wiltshire.—The parish church of Marston
Maisey is in such a dilapidated state, that it is

proposed to take it down and rebuild the same
upon a larger scale. It is in contemplation to

erect a district church at Chittoe, in the parish
of Allcannings, and another at Zeals, in the
parish of Mere. The parish church of
Melksham will probably be enlarged.

Runcorn Parish Church is about to be re-
built in the early English style, with a tower
and spire, at an expense of 6,000/.

Thk Chief Tempi.e of Hymen at
Gretna Green.—

I

n front of the building
there is a grass lawn, green and pleasing to

the eye, garnished in divers places with trees

and evergreens of less size
; and a carriage

drive of 200 yards long, more or less, leads

from the entrance gate near the Green up to

the door. Moreover, an adjoining field has
been taken in and added to the grounds, that
nothing might be Avanting, round about. Avhich
run some shady and labyrinthine Avalks,

Avhere lovers may saunter at will in the cool of
the evening; and many stately trees growing
thereby spread their nervous limbs abroad
over head, whereon any who have too hastily
done a rash act may go and hang themselves
up at pleasure. In fine, the place is altogether
tastefully laid out, with care both for joyous
pastime and pleasant recreation.

Ancient Relic.—Mr. T. Walsh, Limerick,
has got a curious and rare specimen of the
gold pin or bodkin which the Irish chieftains

of old wore in front of their dress. It was
found in the crevice of a rock at Currigaholt
Castle, on Tuesday, Avhere a few natives were
burning sea-weed. It is fully seven inches
long, and is of the purest gold, weighing over
two ounces.— CorIf Examiner,

Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway Extension
Rill.—A good deal of interest has been excited

during the last few days, both in Edinburgh
and GlasgOAv, regarding certain clauses in their

new bill (the 36th and 37th), Avhich give the

above company the very questionable power of

opening and inspecting parcels sent along their

line. If we are not much mistaken, how-
ever, the public have little to fear on this score,

for we have reason to believe that these clauses

were withdrawn from the bill by the promoters,

e\ren before general attention was called to

them in the prominent manner in which they

have recently been noticed. At a meeting of the

Glasgow Town Council, held on the 7th cur-

rent, at which the propriety of petitioning for

the bill was considered, a letter Avas read from
the law agent of the company, stating “ that
he had advices from London, announcing that
in consequence of some doubts having been
expressed, the clauses 36 and 37 of the Edin-
burgh and GlasgOAv Railway Extension Bill
had been Avithdrawn from the bill for the pre-
sent, and referred to the select railway com-
mittee.” The council accordingly, on the dis-
tinct understanding that these objectionable
clauses were withdrawn, agreed to petition in
faArour of the bill. A day or two afterwards a
second communication Avas received from the
same gentleman, on the part of the company,
stating that the clauses “ had been withdrawn
absolutely from the bill, because the subject
had been taken up by the select committee,
now sitting on railways in general, who are to
consider and report to the House of Commons
Avhether any and what clauses ought in future
to be inserted in railway bills, for the protec-
tion of the company against frauds, having
regard, however, to the interests of the carriers
and of the public.” We are, therefore, to
believe that these special clauses do not now
exist in the bill referred to

;
but at any rate it

would not perhaps be too much to ask a distinct

declaration upon the point from the railway
authorities, especially as the public mind, botli

here and in Edinburgh, is much excited on the
point.

—

Glasgow Herald.

Railway to Scotland.—A prospectus for the
continuation of the Lancaster and Carlisle
Railway to Glasgow and Edinburgh, along the
valleys of the Annan and Clyde, by Lockerby,
Lymington, and Lanark, has at length made
its appearance, which is without exception the
most satisfactory document of the kind that
ever came under our notice, and cannot fail to

ensure its success. Among the provisional
committee are the names of Lord Belhaven, the
Marquis of Queensberry, the Earl of Cath-
cart, Lord Abercrombv, Lord Elphinstone,
Sir William Jardine, Sir W. C. Anstruther,
Sir Frederick Pollock, and a host of the most
influential landowners along the line

;
and

what is, perhaps, of still more consequence,
the undertaking is supported by the Directors
of the Grand Junction, the North Union, the
Lancaster and Preston, the Manchester and
Bolton, and other railway companies, by whom
one-third of the capital is to be provided.
The total cost is estimated at 1,800,000/., and
in the present state of the money market, and
the almost certainty of its proving a profitable

line—the committee estimate it at eight per
cent.—not a doubt is entertained but the whole
capital will be speedily subscribed. We fully

expect to see the work undertaken and com-
pleted in a very short period.

Important Railway Communication.—The
importance of railway communication from the
British to the Bristol Channels, and the desir-

ableness of a junction between the South-
Western and Bristol and Exeter Railways,
haA'e been felt by the public. Both these ob-
jects are now likely to be attained. A railway
is about to be proposed from Southampton,
through the New Forest, between Ringwood
and Christchurch to Lytchett, Avhich is imme-
diately at the back of Pool Harbour; from
this point it will be continued to Dorchester,
thence to the river Yeo, and extending to

Bridgwater. It is not yet decided whether
there shall be one or two companies, but this

will be known in a tveek or two.

—

Sherborne

Journal,

Bristol and Gloucester Railway.—The usual
half-yearly meeting of the proprietors of this
railway was held on Thursday week. Great
satisfaction Avas expressed at the report of. the
directors, and at the advantageous position in
Avhick the company is placed. The minimum
receipts upon the line, when it shall have been
completed, are calculated at a sum Avhick Avill
give 10 per cent, interest to the shareholders
tor their money, rendering this line one of the
most prosperous in the kingdom. The report
contains the gratifying announcement to the
proprietors that no further calls Avill be neces-
sary, as there are sufficient funds in hand to
finish the line. From the engineer’s report it
appears that the Avhole of the permanent-way
is laid upon the extension-line, and the entire
line, it is now said, will be opened in three
months from this time. The delay beyond
the period originally contemplated is caused
by the unfinished state of the line, belonging
to the Great Western Company, between
Stone-house and Gloucester. The meeting
unanimously empowered the directors to sub-
scribe an additional 10,000/. towards the pro-
jected South Devon Railway

—

Bristol Journal.

North British Railway Bill.—On Thursday
week, the committee of the House of Com-
mons met to consider this Bill—SirC. Lemon
as chairman. There Avere present— Mr.
Macaulay, Mr. Ellice, Mr. Pringle, Sir A. L.
Hay, Mr. Duncan, Mr. Stafford O’Brien, Mr.
Foster, &c. Mr. Talbot opened the case for
the company, and stated that the opposition to
the measure arose from certain proprietors of
lands through which the railway Avould pass.
On Friday, the Lord Provost, Mr. J. F. Mac-
farlane, Mr. H. F. Cadell (Cockenzie), and
Mr. Miller, the engineer, Avere examined in

favour of the Bill.

Strasburgh Railroad.—The Council of Ad-
ministration of this railroad has been finally

constituted, and has presented to the Minister
of Public Works a tender for the immediate
execution of the Avorks. The council includes
Mr. Charles B. BaldAvin, member of the British
Parliament. Alderman W. Thompson, M.P.,
is President of the London Committee.

Exeter and Crediton Railway.—A meeting
Avas held in Exeter on Wednesday week, to
form a company for a railway from Crediton,
to unite Avith the Bristol and Exeter Raihvay
near CoAvley Bridge. The meeting was at-

tended by a deputation from the Bristol and
Exeter Company.

St. Helen's Railway.—We learn, from good
authority, that the amalgamation of the St.

Helen’s Raihvay and the Sankey Canal is hoav
settled, and the tAvo companies are Avorking in

concert until an Act of Parliament be obtained.

—Liverpool Courier.

The Great Western Raihvay Company have
bought four acres of land adjoining the rail-

Avay, in the parish of Standish, a feAV miles

beloAV Gloucester
;
with the vieAV, as is sur-

mised, of making a large station there, should

a line be carried onward across the Severn to

South Wales.

—

Bristol Journal.

Erection of a Roman Villa.—A sito

has been selected for the house Avhich his

Majesty the King of Bavaria has ordered to be

built strictly after the model of the ancient

Romans, and for that purpose an architect and

a painter have been sent to Naples to examine

and to study all the particulars and minutiae of

the best preserved priv ate buildings at Pompeii

and Herculaneum. The extensive collection

of ancient utensils and furniture which his

Majesty at various times received as presents

from the King of Naples Avill be sufficient to

furnish the house.

Singular Discovery of Ancient Coins.

—On Wednesday Aveek, as some men Avere

employed diggingnear the railway at Chelten-

ham, they discovered, at about 40 feet beloAV

the surface of the earth, a small earthen urn,

of remarkable texture, upon which Avare carved

some beautiful specimens of ancient Roman
architecture, and upon being opened it Avas

found to contain a number ot ancient gold and

silver coins; amongst others were a few of silver

of the reign of Tiberius Cjesar, in high state of

preservation.
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PATENTS RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE,

ENGINEERING, &c.

Granted between 26th February and 28 th of

March, 1844.

[six months for enrolment.]

William Clegg Gover, of Chester-square,

Middlesex, gentleman, for a method of casting

off the sash-lines and weights from the win-

dow sashes, and oftaking out the window-sashes

from theirframes withoutremovingthe beads.

—

March 1 ;
two months.

Joseph Crawhall, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
rope manufacturer, for improvements in ma-
chinery for manufacturing ropes and cordage.

—March 2.

John Stevellv, of Belfast, professor of natural

philosophy, for improvements in steam-engines.

March 2.

Samuel Atkinson, of Manchester-street,

Gray’s-inn-road, Middlesex, turner, for im-
provements in the construction of wheels for

carriages.—March 4.

Bernard Peard Walker, of North-street,

Wolverhampton, clerk, for improvements in

machinery for making nails.—March 6.

William Henry Barlow, of Leicester, civil-

engineer, for improvements in the construction

of keys, wedges, or fastenings, for engineering
purposes.—March 6.

William Fairbairn, of Manchester, en-

gineer, for certain improvements in machinery
used for propelling vessels by steam.—March 7-

Alexander Angus Croll, of Brick-lane,

Middlesex, superintendent of the gas works,
and William Richards of the same place, me-
chanical inspector, for improvements in the
manufacture of gas for the purpose of illumi-

nation, and in apparatus used when trans-

mitting and measuring gas.—March 7-

Charles Harrison, manager of the Coed
Talon and Leeswood Iron Works, Flintshire,

for certain improvements in the manufacture of
cast-iron pipes, and other iron castings.

—

March 14.

William Godfrey Kneller, of Wimbledon,
Surrey, chemist, for improvements in the pre-

paration of zinc, and in combinations of zinc,

with other metallic bodies.—March 14.

Henry Pershouse Parkes, of Dudley, Wor-
cester, manufacturer of chain cables, for im-
provements in the manufacture of flat pit

chains.—March 14.

John Browne, Esq. of New Bond-street,

Middlesex, for improvements in urinary
utensils.—March 14.

Moses Poole, of Lincoln’s-inn, Middlesex,
gentleman, for improvements in steam-engines,
steam-boilers, and furnaces or fireplaces. (A
communication.)—March 14,

Emanuel Wharton, of Birmingham, en-
gineer, for improvements in steam-engines,
which are in whole or in part applicable to

other motive engines, and to machines for

raising or impelling fluids.—March 14.

Hugh Inglis, of Kilmarnock, Scotland, me-
chanic, for improvements upon locomotive
steam-engines, whereby a saving of fuel will

be effected, which improvements are appli-
cable to steam-vessels and other purposes, and
to the increasing the adhesion of the wheels of
railway engines, carriages, and tenders upon
the lines of rail, when the same are in a moist
state.—March 19.

John Butt, of Maldon, Essex, draper, for

improvements in candlesticks.—March 22.

John Harcourt Quincey, of Old-street, City-
road, gentleman, and John Johnson, of Cur-
sitor-street, lamp-maker, for improvements in

the manufacture of lamps, and shades for
lamps and other lights. (Partly a communica-
tion.)—March 25.

James Hardy, of Birmingham, Warwick,
gentleman, for improvements in the process of
welding tubes, pipes, or hollow rods of
malleable iron by machinery.—March 28.

Joseph Maudslay, of the firm of Messrs.
Maudslay, Son, and Field, of Lambeth,
Surrey, engineer, for improvements in steam-
engines.—March 28.

A meteorological observatory has been
erected on Vesuvius

;
it is in the form of a

onoo
r

’ an<* stan ^ s a little above the Hermitage,
2082 leet above the level of the sea.

Cormpounence*

SHAM SURVEYORS.
Sir,— I agree with your correspondent

“ Z.” that it is quite time that sham surveyors

were held up to public censure, and prevented

from committing depredations on the public. A
few months since it came out in evidence, in the

Court of Queen’s Bench, that one of these

sham surveyors claimed a commission from a

stove-maker of only twenty per cent. If his

client were plucked in the same way all through

his house, the fellow had a fine picking.

Your constant reader,

A SMITH.

Sir,—By way of comment on the remarks of
c< Z.” as to the “ disgraceful practices of sham
surveyors,” published in your last Number, I,

in common with every member of our pro-

fession, must disapprove of any one engaging

to work for “ no charge if not approved but,

I think, as regards those surveyors who profess

to take out quantities for builders, from archi-

tects’ designs, that their charge for so doing is

decidedly too much; and, I am induced to be-

lieve, that if those gentlemen were more
moderate in their demands, the profession

would still retain its former respectability. To
illustrate this, I will mention a case which oc-

curred in mv own practice: I was engaged a

short time since as architect to a house which
cost nearly 2,000/.; I named a respectable sur-

veyor to take the quantities from the drawings,

and the builders written to approved of him
;

the quantities were furnished, and the builder

whose tender was the lowest paid this surveyor

2\ per cent, on the amount. Two or three

other similar instances have also occurred
;
and

looking to the fact of the architect having much
trouble in preparing the designs, much anxiety

in superintending the work during its progress,

as well as the responsibility, and, remembering
the pay he receives, I think the surveyor is

much too well paid. I have no desire to un-

derrate the value of these gentlemen’s services,

but, I think, their fee should bear a better
proportion to that of the architect. I quite

disapprove of the system adopted by some ar-

chitects of supplying the builders with their

own quantities, because I think the architect

should not receive a fee from the builder; but,

I must confess, that on the next occasion that
I require quantities to be taken from my
designs, I shall hesitate in consenting to so

large a commission being paid as that which I

have adverted to, and which is called the
“ usual charge.” Your obedient servant,

April 1, 1844. A.

FONT IN ST. Mary’s CHURCH, BRECON.

Sir,

—

I have read both your correspondents’

letters on the above subject, and have much
pleasure in forwarding, to the best of my
ability, the information required. “ The
moulding in the hack-ground ” is formed
thus, but is very much muti-

lated. I left out the fragment
in my sketch, as it certainly, in

the present detached situation

of the font, does not add to the

beauty of the composition. I

mentioned in my description,

that a metal basin is inserted

in the bowl, which might be
removed as occasion required,

and which, therefore, pre-

cludes the necessity of a water-

drain, whether the bowl was originally sup-

ported by a shaft or fixed in the wall. I men-
tion this because your correspondents seem to

fancy that the bowl is lined with metal. I

have no means of informing “ J. K. L.” of its

original position, as I fancy the style of the

font to be much earlier than any part of the

church, which I believe to be built in the last

period of the Pointed mode, perhaps as late as

the reign of Edward VI. or of one of his

sisters.

I apprehend its present position, near the

western door of the church, is no criterion of
its nature, as “ J. K. L.” seems to think; be-

cause even if it were originally a piscina, it

has been used as a font for perhaps centuries,

and might therefore have been removed to its

present situation. I think “ a F. S. A.,” in

bis conjectures respecting what I termed “ a
moulding in the back-ground,” and which he
has construed into a portion of the arch above

a piscina, misunderstood my meaning; if he
will recollect, I believe I said it butted up
against the side of the bowl, as if it were the

portion of a string-moulding in a wall, the

font having three whole sides and two half-

sides exposed, and perhaps taking the charac-

ter of a corbel. This is merely a supposition

of mine, and, from my incompetency to form

an opinion on the subject, very liable to be in-

correct.

I think I neglected to tell you, that the left

hand of each figure underneath the bowl, hid

by the face, clasps an open book upon the

breast, as if indicating, while pointing to the

water above, that the holy origin of baptism is

found in the Book of Books.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Berkeley-place, Brecknock. J. L. T.

RAVAGES OF WORMS IN TIMBER.

Sir,—In the article from Mr. James Steward,

of Dover, I find a fear expressed of the timbers

suffering from the ravages of the worm. Pro-

vided piles were used of a description of wood
grown in the West Indies, which I believe is

called mora or green heart, that difficulty I

feel assured would be obviated
;
for I have

known the same used at Liverpool some years

back, and last year I observed it, and it had
entirely resisted the worm. Curiosity caused

me to make some inquiry of the nature of the

wood while there, and I found the proper-

ties quite understood ;
as such, it rather asto-

nishes me that the same has not been applied to

the purposes alluded to. The only reason I

can account for it is the material not being

known, or the difficulty of obtaining it
;
pro-

bably you will inform me through your valuable

periodical the reasonable cause.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

A Correspondent.

London, 11th March, 1844.

Artists’ Benevolent Institution.

—

The annual celebration of the festival for the

support of the funds of the Artists’ General

Benevolent Institution took place on Saturday,

in the great room of the Freemasons’ Tavern,

Queen-street, Long Acre, on which occasion

upwards of 150 persons, connected with the

fine arts and literature, sat down to a more
than usually excellent banquet, prepared by
Mr. Bacon, the proprietor of that well-known
place of good cheer and conviviality. The
chair was taken shortly after six o’clock by
Sir Robert H. Inglis, M.P., who was supported
on his immediate right and left by several of
the most eminent patrons of the institution.

The musical arrangements were under the

direction of Mr. T. Cooke, who presided at the

piano-forte, assisted by Messrs. Hobbs and
Hawkins, of the Chapel Royal, Mr. Bradbury,
and several pupils of Mr. Cooke. This part

of the arrangements was very good, and was a
principal feature of the evening. The chair-

man, during the course of the proceedings,

proposed, in the usual manner, the healths of
the Queen, of the Queen Dowager, Prince
Albert, and of the other members of the Royal
Family, which were drunk with the usual

lively displays of good feeling and loyalty. A
long list of other toasts was then drunk, and
responded to with cheers. Several gentlemen
addressed the company, in brief speeches, in

advocacy of the cause of the meeting
;
and the

result of their appeals and that of the chair-

man was a contribution and subscription of
upwards of 500/. Amongst the principal con-

tributors to which amount were—the British

Institution, 50/.
;

the Duke of Sutherland,
10/. It's.

;
the Duke of Northumberland,

10/. 10s.
;
Sir J. Swinborne, 10/. 10s.; Sir R.

Inglis, 10/. 10s.; Lady Chantrey, 20/.; Mr.
Jones Lloyd, 10/.; Mr. Tomlin, 10/.; Sir G.
Hayter, 10/. ;

Mr. Dickinson, 10/.
;
Baron

Rothschild, 10/. Sir Martin Shee, 5/.; Mr.
Phillips, R.A., 5/.

;
Mr. G. Jones, R.A. 5/.;

Sir W. Ross, R. A. 51 . ;
Mr. B. Cabbell, 51.;

Mr. Munn, 5/.; Mr. R. Cooke, R.A., 51.;

Mr. T. H. Pulbut, 51.; Mr. N. Walford, 51.,

&c. The company separated shortly before

eleven o’clock.

Rf.dcliff Bells.—The seventh bell of this

fine peal, which fell in November last, has been

replaced.
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Metropolitan Improvements. — The
site of the contemplated Thames embankment
on the Middlesex side of the river is under-
going a minute survey, and when carried into
effect will be one of the greatest ornaments of
the metropolis. A line of quays, similar to

those on the banks of the Seine in Paris, is

proposed to be carried from Whitehall to

Blackfriars-bridge upon arches, so as not to

interfere with the navigation of the river, and
the numerous coal-barges approaching the
wharves. At Pimlico the houses are now nearly
all pulled down, and workmen are busily en-
gaged in razing them for the new road, which
"'ill join the Vauxhall-road, and materially
widen the vicinity of Buckingham-palace. The
“ rookery ” which has existed for so many
centuriesin Westminster, Tothill-street, York -

street, and Castle-lane, is all to come down to
make way for the improvements. The widen-
ing of Piccadilly, by taking in a small portion
of the Green-park, will commence this month.
The new street leading from Coven try- street

across Leicester-square to Long-acre is in an
advanced state, as all the old buildings are
pulled down, and. workmen are laying the foun-
dations of the new houses. The new street
from Waterloo-bridge, across High-street,
Bloomsbury, to Tottenham-court-road, is pro-
ceeding rapidly, and several hundred houses
have been pulled down in the neighbourhood
of St. Giles’s.

Extensive Improvements at Eton
Coli.eoe.— Eton, March 26.—At a recent
meeting of old Etonians it was agreed that
extensive alterations and additional buildings
should be made in Eton College, for the ac-
commodation of the scholars on the foundation,
at the estimated cost of 23,000/. It was pro-
posed to erect the new building on the site of
the coach-houses and stables of the Provost
and Fellows, to alter and improve the present
long chamber, to form proper sewers, and
provide an apparatus for warming with hot
water the apartments in which the scholars
will be lodged. It is also intended to form on
the ground-door of the new buildings, which
from lodal circumstances cannot be applied to

the accommodation of the scholars, one large
room for the reception of the library of the
school, to which his late Majesty George IV.
was a liberal contributor, which room may be
used as an examination room for the Newcastle
Scholarship, and for the prizes given by his
Royal Highness Prince Albert for proficiency
in modern languages, and also rooms in which
the different masters for modern languages and
mathematics may receive their pupils. There
will also be two rooms appropriated in the
tower for the use of the upper boys in the
evening. Estimates from 15 competitors were
sent in to Mr. Shaw, the architect, by whom
they were opened at Christ's Hospital on Mon-
day last, and afterwards forwarded to Eton,
and at a special meeting held at the College on
the same day it was settled that Mr. Burton’s
tender should be accepted. These important
and extensive works will be commenced forth-
with, under the superintendence of Mr. Shaw
and Mr. Harrison, the architect and surveyor
of the college.

Tyndall’s Park.—We understand that
the whole of Tyndall’s park, and the adjacent
field, is to be let for building; If the plans
are carried out, the contemplated buildings
will form one of the most ornamental parts of
the city. They are laid out in squares, ter-

races, &c., and reflect great credit upon the
taste of Mr. Dyer, the architect, to whom the
disposal of the ground has been confided. A
number of workmen have for some time past
been employed in the construction of the
sewers and drainage. It cannot but excite
regret that this beautiful spot, so much resorted
to for healthful recreation, is to be covered
with houses, though it is only to be wondered
at that such appropriation, so much more pro-
fitable than grazing-land, has not been before
carried out, as was intended some twenty years
ago. There cannot be a doubt that the land
will fetch a high price .—Bristol Journal.
Submarine Plough.—A submarine plough

for removing sand-banks in shallow waters is

said to have been constructed by Dr. Eddy, of
Cincinnati, somewhat on the principle of the
Archimedian screw, boring up the sand at one
end, and passing it through the screw to be
discharged at the other extremity.

Smoke.—In the voluminous report on smoke,
lately made in the House of Commons, by a

select committee, some curious facts are men-
tioned

;
for example, Mr. Chandler, camellia-

grower at Wandsworth, states that on account

of the great increase of chimneys from manu-
factories in that vicinity, plants which formerly

might be handled without any bad effect, now
soil the hands to the greatest extent. Among
other plants which formerly flourished, but will

not now grow in the neighbourhood of the
metropolis, are China roses, rhododendron
hirsutum, rhododendron virginium, and many
others of the prettiest varieties, now quite ex-
tinct. Mr. Anderson, the curator of the Physic
Gardens at Chelsea, testifies to the noxious
effects of what he calls the “ bitter smoke ”

upon the trees of that establishment, particu-
larly on evergreens, and on two magnificent
cedars which have so long been an ornament
to the gardens, and form a very conspicuous
object from the river. It appears that the
sooty particles are attracted to and attached by
the resinous exudations of the leaves, while the
large surface of the foliage above prevents
their being washed away by the rains, so that

the functional action of the leaves is disturbed,
if not entirely destroyed.

Death of Thorwaldsen, the Eminent
Sculptor. — Copenhagen, March 25th.

—

Albert Thorwaldsen, the greatest artist of
the day, is no more. Yesterday evening
he went, as was his custom, to tile theatre.

Before the commencement of the performance
he suddenly fell back in his seat, and he was
carried out, and soon after breathed his last.

He was born on the 19th of November, 1770,
and was consequently in his 74th year. To
the last day of his life he preserved his activity

and cheerfulness of spirits, and he was engaged
on some important works, among which may
be mentioned the colossal statue of Hercules
for the Palace of Christianburgh. On Satur-
day, the 30th of March, the mortal remains of
the great master were interred in the Holm
church. All he died possessed of he has be-
queathed to the Thorwaldsen Museum

;
but,

with the exception of his works of art, his

property is not so great as was imagined. He
had been workingon the bust of Luther upon
the day of his death.

Public Expenditure.—The Royal Pa-
laces and Houses of Parliament.—On
Saturday week was issued the estimate of
money required for public works and build-

ings, for the year ending the 31st March, 1845.
For public buildings and royal palaces the
sum required is 112,190/.; for the temporary
Houses of Parliament, 5,420/,

;
for the new

Houses of Parliament (beyond the sum voted),

60,000/.; for Trafalgar-square, 7, (| 00/.
;

for

Holyhead roads, &c., 4,169/.; for the Caledo-
nian canal, 50,000/.

;
for public buildings in

Ireland, 26,871/.
;
and for Kingston harbour,

8,000/.
;
making, in the aggregate, 273,645/.

The actual decrease, compared with 1843, is

stated to be 42,626/. Among the items for

services executed in 1843-4, and not provided

for, is one of 1,500/. for the Queen’s Prison,

for furniture of some offices, and for furniture

and bedding for the poor prisoners.

The Royal Academy of Fine Arts at Munich
is about, for the first time in the last six years,

to have an exhibition, commencing on the 25th
of August; for which government has placed

at its disposal the new palace just completed in

front of the Glyptothek. The works of

foreigners are to be received on the same terms

as those of the national artists
;
and the academy

has undertaken to invite individually the lead-

ing artists of all countries to contribute their

works, undertaking to pay all expenses of trans-

mission and return.

—

Athenaeum.

Physicians’ Hall. — We observe that

within the last few days workmen have been
busily engaged in the demolition of the Phy-
sicians’ Hall, George-street, preparatory to the

;

erection of thesplendid edifice which is intended

to be raised on its site for the office of the Com-
mercial Bank. We understand that a new '

hall for the Royal College of Physicians is to

be built in the centre of the eastern division of

Queen-street.

—

Edinburgh Observer.

The foundation stone of the New Market-
house, Ruperra-street, Newport, was laid on
the 26th ult.

Death of a Celebrated German Ar-
tist.—The Journal des D'ebals announces the

death, at Munich, on the 18th ult., of M. Jean
Baptiste Stiglmayer, director of the Royal
Foundery of Munich, in the 52nd year of his

age. “ This distinguished engraver, painter,
and sculptor carried the art of casting metals
to the highest point it had ever reached in
Germany. 1 he monuments of colossal gran-
deur for which the Germans are indebted to
him amount in number to 193, amongst which
figure in the first rank the equestrian statues of
Maximilian I. of Bavaria, and the Electors, his
predecessors, which have been all gilt; the
obelisk erected at Munich, in commemoration
of 30,000 Bavarians killed in Russia. [“ The
inscription on this monument goes further,”
says our Paris letter, “ for it states that the
men whose deaths it commemorates ‘ fell in
defence of their native land (vaderland)V At
Guntzburg (and I suppose they are to be found
in nearly all the other towns of Bavaria) the
churches contain tablets to the memory of the
Bavarian soldiers who fell in the battles against
the French, which preceded the capture of
Paris in 1814!”]; the statues of Schiller, Jean
Richter, Mozart, Beethoven, Bolivar (for Bo-
livia), and last, the statue of Goethe, who was
the intimate friend of Stiglmayer, and at the
execution of which the latter, although ill,

worked with so much ardour, that two hours
after the cast was terminated, and even before
the mould was broken, he expired in the arms
of his assistants. Some months previously,

M. Stiglmayer, although he then enjoyed ex-
cellent health, had a sudden presentiment of
his approaching death. From that moment he
occupied himself night and day in preparing
instructions for the execution in bronze of the
statue of Bavaria, of which the celebrated

sculptor, Schwanthaler, is now composing the
model, a monument which is to be sixty-eight

feet high, and which, after the famous Colossus
of Rhodes, will be the largest piece of sculp-

ture which ever existed. Fortunately, the in-

structions given by M. Stiglmayer have been
committed to writing. They are most com-
plete, and will be of the utmost utility to the
artist to whom shall be intrusted the most
gigantic operation of casting in bronze this

immense monument.”

—

Times.

Discoveries in Egypt.—I learned from
Selim Pacha, the governor of Upper Egypt,
who received us in a most friendly way atSiut,

that, a few months before quarries of alabaster

had been discovered a short distance off in the

direction of the eastern mountains, the exca-
vation of which had been committed to him hy
Mohammed Ali

;
and I heard from his drago-

man, that there was an inscription to he found
on them. I accordingly set off, on a hot ride,

to the place appointed, the next morning, and
found there a little colony, in all thirty-one

people, in the solitary, desert burning cave.

Behind the tent of the overseer, I discovered

the remains of an inscription, recently much
longer, but still containing the name and title

of the wife, so much honoured by the

Egyptians, of the first Amasis, the founder of

the eighteenth dynasty which drove out the

Hvksos, engraved in clear, sharply cut

hieroglyphics. These are the first alabaster

quarries whose age can be proved by an in-

scription : upwards of 300 blocks, the largest

eight feet long, two thick, have been cut out

during the last four months. The Pacha in-

formed me, by his dragoman, that I might

have, on my return, a slab of the best quality,

of whatever size I chose to fix on, as a testi-

mony of his joy at our visit. The quarries as

yet found lie ail between Berseh and Gauata

;

one would, therefore, feel inclined to think El

Bosra the old Alabastron, if one could recon-

cile with it the passage in Ptolemy; at any

rate, Alabastron can have nothing to do with

the ruins in the valley of El Amazna, with

which the description in Ptolemy as little

agrees.— Correspondent of the Athenaeum.

Briokmaking.—The newly-patented brick-

machine, invented by Mr. VV. Hodson, ot this

town, for making and compressing (when in a

wet state) bricks of every description for build-

ing purposes, is of very simple construction,

and produces a compressed stock brick with

the same number of hands as is employed when

in making the common stock brick. I he ma-

chine is worked by hand-labour, and not sus-

ceptible of derangement .—Hull Packet,
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Antediluvian Remains in France.

—

The construction of railroads promises to

afford an inexhaustible source of valuable

geological discoveries. Wherever the en-

gineers have opened trenches, numerous re-

mains of antediluvian animals have been

found. Their number is often so great in dif-

ferent parts that it vies with that of the round

pebbles among which they are lying. At

Perrigny, near Dijon, it was deemed necessary

to cut the road across a small hill,, where

bones of bears, elephants, rhinoceroses, jackals,

wolves, horses, &c. were so multiplied that it is

doubtful that our burying- grounds can con-

tain so large a quantity ot human remains.

Among them were fragments and stumps of

elephant’s teeth of so enormous a size that the

imagination is actually terrified at the idea of

the stature of the animals to which those

frightful arms belonged.

—

Moniteur.

The late Fire at Bramah’s Pimlico.

—

We are happy to observe that the premises

appear from the road to be quite reinstated,

and we are informed that advantage has been

taken of the opportunity afforded (by the recent

fire) for greatly improving the buildings, &c.,

for the more efficiently carrying on the busi-

ness of the proprietor, Mr. Charles Robinson.

Hampton Court Palace. *— Wolsey’s

splendid hall, or, as Evelyn termed it, “ the

moste magnificente roome,” is once again un-

dergoing repair. The roof is about to be again

gilded, and the spirit of renovation hovers over

the venerable remains of the work of him whose
blighted ambition has left a name to point a

moral and adorn a tale.

(Current jirirrs of jttrtals.

March 29 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Spelter.—

F

oreign ton .

.

0 0 0 to 22 10 0

,, For delivery.

.

21 5 0 — 21 10 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver 0 4 6

Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c... . per ton. 5 15 0

,, Nail rods 0 0 0— 6 5 0

,, Hoops 7 15 0 — 8 0 0

,, Sheets 8 10 0— 8 15 0

,,
Cargo in Wales .. 0 0 0— 5 0 0

,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 3 5 0— 3 10 0

,, No. 1, Clyde 2 10 0— 2 12 6

,, For., Swedish .... 9 5 0— 9 10 0

, Russian, ccnd.. .. 16 10 0

Steel—

S

wedish keg .... 18 10 0

>f
Faggot.. 0 0 0— 19 0 0

Copper—

E

nglish sheathing, per lb. — 0 0 9*

,, Old 0 0 8

,,
Cake p. ton. . .

.

0 0 0 — 84 0 0

„ Tile 82 0 0— 83 0 0

,, S. American .. 72 0 0— 75 0 0

Tin—

E

nglish, blocks, &c. ewt 3 13 6

,, ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 14 6

,, Foreign, Banca .... 3 5 6— 3 8 0

,, ,, Straits.... 0 0 0— 3 4 0

,, ,, Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 5 0— 1 8 0

„ „ No. IX 1 11 0— 1 14 0

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—Sheet milled .... . per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

„ Red 21 10 0

,, White 23 10 0

Pig-Lead—English .... 0 0 0— 17 0 0

,, Spanish .... 0 0 0 — 16 10 0

,, American .

.

0 0 0— 16 b 0

ERRATA.
In the 20th line of the 3rd column, page 171,

for “ If he does be is not, read “ If he does not

he is.”

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
We have had the truss and scarfing of the

roof over the Princess’s Theatre engraved, and
will insert them in our next, if our correspondent

willfavour us with an account of the clear span
of the roof and the scantlings of its timbers.

“ Polyglot ” may send us any communication he
likes towards an Architectural Glossary: a hint,

a

scarce word, an old reading, may be of service.

We have not received the commmiicalion of
“ Philo.”

To “ W. W. W.’s ” “ anxious inquiries ” rela-

tive to our progress in collecting specimens of
Gothic architectural details, we beg to reply that

besides laying down general measures for their

collection, we have at present in hand twenty-five
such subjects.

To “ A Member of the Wooden Truss
Society,”—we beg to say that we have seen the

trusses in question lately applied between the hip-

rafters of two houses in the Westminster and

Borough Road, opposite the Queen’s Bench Prison.

We did not measure them, but were told they were

90feet long, with beams 2 feet 4 inches deep, in

several layers, joined in their length with iron

plates in their scarfings, and with only two iron

queen-suspenders in the length. If any corre-

spondent willfurnish us with a draught of them,

with the scantlings and full particulars of them

and their iron-work, we shall with pleasure insert

them in The Builder.

“ A Catholic Architect,” who craves advice upon

the use of cowls, we refer to our advertisements.

The Irish Antiquities in our next.

We are sorry to say any thing disagreeable to

our correspondent, Mr. Chase-Mortise, but we

think “ the less of his company the better,” be-

lieving that he has cracked a great many ceilings

in otherwise very good houses. When we come to

treat more at large upon carpentry ,
he willfind

we have reasons enough against him.

To the appeal of “ One cautious in his p’s and

q’s,” we beg to say the compound word, or appel-

lation, should always be written Breast-summer,

from “ Breast,” signifying a hanging-work of

masonry or brickwork, as the front of a chimney,

termed a “ chimney-breast,” and “ Summer,” an

old English ivord signifying a beam of burthen,

frequently called also “ Summer-tree,” equivalent

to the modern term “ Girder,” which term not

expressing the office of such a beam, ought to be

exploded, and the old word 11 Summer ” should be

restored. The term “ Bressummer ” is a gross

corruption.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,
To-day and during the earning week.

Saturday, April 6.— Westminster Medical, 32,

Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

Monday, 8 .—Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 9. — Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners-street, 85 p.m. ;
Zoological, 57, Pall

Mall, 8# p.m.

Wednesday, 10.— Graphic, Thatched House

Tavern, 8 p.m.
;
Pharmaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-

square, 9 p.m. ; Ethnological, 8 p.m.

Friday, 12. — Astronomical, Somerset House,

8 p.m.
;

Botanical, 20 Bedford-street, Covent

Garden, 8 p.m.

Saturday 13.

—

Royal Botanic, Regent’s-park,

4 p.m. ;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 p.m.

British Museum.—Open to the public every

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, from 10 till 7

during May, June, July, and August, and from 10

till 4 the rest of the year ; except the first week in

January, May, and September, Ash-Wednesday,

Good Friday, and Christmas Day, and Fast or

Thanksgiving Days. The Natural History Collec-

tions are open for study and comparison of speci-

mens, to persons having permission, on Tuesday

and Thursday from 10 till 4. The Reading Room
is open to persons having tickets of admission

every day (except Sundays, and when the Museum
is closed, as above mentioned), from 9 till 7 in

May, June, July, and August, and from 9 till 4

during the rest of the year. The Gallery of Anti-

quities is open to students having tickets every day

in the week, except Saturdays and Sundays (and

those times when the Museum is closed), at the

same hours as the Reading Room.

Royal College of Surgeons.—The Museum
is open to visitors on Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday, from 12 till 4, except during

the month of September ; on Friday to gentlemen

for studying in it
;
and on Saturday from 10 till 1 to

gentlemen desirous of comparing specimens with

those in the Museum. The Library is open to

members and students of the college, and visitors

having tickets of admission, daily (Sundays ex-

cepted), from the 1st of October to the 1st of April,

from 10 till 4 ;
and from the 1st of April to the

1st of September, from 10 till half-past 5.

Linnasan Society.—Library open on Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday, and the Museum on Wed-
nesday and Friday, from 12 o’clock to 4 in the

afternoon.

Geological Society.—Library and Museums
are open every day from 11 till 5.

Royal Asiatic Society.— Museum is open
every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, from 11

till 4.

United Service Institution.—Museum open

all the year, from 11 till 5 in summer, and from 11

till 4 in winter. Admission by members’ tickets.

London Institution.—Lectures will be deli-

vered every Monday and Thursday evening, at 7

o’clock, until May 6.

Botanical Society.—Herbarium open every

Wednesday and Friday evening, from 7 till 10 (ex-

cept September).

Civil Engineers.—Library open from 9 a.m.

to 9 P.M.

Entomological Society.—Museum open every

Tuesday from 1 till 7.

Society of Arts.—Open every week-day except

Wednesday, between 10 and 2. Admission by

members’ tickets.

The meetings of the following Societies are con-

tinued throughout the year, on the regular days :

—

Horticultural, Zoological, Entomological,
Botanical, Royal Botanic, and Pharmaceu-
tical.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For executing certain extensive Additions and

Alterations of County Gaol and Penitentiary at

Gloucester, and of the several Houses of Correction

at Horsley, Lawfords-gate, Littledean, and North-

leach, in said county.—Plans, Sec., at the Office of

the County Surveyor, in Barton-street, Gloucester.

April 8.

Erecting a new School-house and Build-
ings, St. Augustine, Bristol.—Plans, &c., at

Messrs. T. Foster and Son, Architects, Park-street,

Bristol. April 8, 1844.

For Erecting a Gasholder, 80 feet in diameter.

—

Plans, &c., Commercial Gas Light and Coke Com-
pany’s Offices, Stepney; farther particulars Mr. T.

Mercer, Engineer on the Works. April 10.

For putting up Pipes, Boilers, Sec., for heating

the new Prison, Belfast, and for supplying 700

locks.—Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr Lanyou,

Belfast
;
John Coates, Carrickfergus. April 10.

For works required in the enlargement of the

Liverpool Workhouse.—Day for sending in Con-

tracts, &c., postponed sine die.

For making certain Repairs on the Church of

Bethelvie.—Plan, &c., J. Smith, Esq., Architect,

Aberdeen. April 17.

For Erecting a Church at New Radford, near

Nottingham.—Plans, &c., II. J. Stevens, Esq.,

Architect, 16, Full-street, Derby.

For executing extensive Additions and Repairs to

the Manse of Mortlach, and for Erecting new

Offices there.—Plans, Sec., at the Manse. Farther

particulars T. M'Kenzie, Esq., Architect, Elgin.

April 1 7

.

Cambridge.—For the several works to be exe-

cuted at the corner of St. John’s and Bridge- streets.

Mr. Clemence, Surveyor, Chesterton-road. The
day for receiving Tenders not fixed.

PREMIUM.
£150 for the best design, plans, and estimates

for a Pauper Lunatic Asylum, Derby (unless the

person furnishing the same be employed to super-

intend the execution of the works) ; ,£100 for the

second best design, and £50 for that which may
be considered next in merit.—Mr. Barber, Derby.

April 20.

ASVSR.TXSEnZSXO’TS.

E. WOLFF & SON’S
NEWLY-INVENTED

MATHEMATICAL PENCILS,

MATHEMATICIANS, ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, &c.

Manufactured of Extra Hard Lead, and Warranted to

retain a very Fine Point.

E. WOLFF 8e SON, inintroducing their Extra Hard Lead
Fencils for Mathematical and Architectural purposes, beg to

draw attention to the advantages resulting from their adop-

tion in preference to the ordinary Pencils. They are made
of six distinct sizes, by which means they can be fitted to all

instruments, and are so constructed that each Pencil may be

cut in halves without waste, thus making two Pencils, each

of a length the most convenient for use, and obviating the

difficulties existing with respect to the ordinary pencil.

E. Wolff & Son have also half-round Pencils suitable

for the Spring Bow Instrument, thus preventing the neces-

sity of dividing the Pencil down the centre. They are also

manufactured of extremely hard Lead, of the finest quality,

which will retain a very fine point, and give a clear, even, and
distinct line. Price Is, per dozen.

PATTERN OF SIZES.

| round 1 2 3 4 5 6

%* May hd had of most respectable Stationers and Instru-

ment Makers, and of the Manufacturers, 23, Church-street,

Spitalfields, London.

Drawing Pencils of every description for Architects and
Engineers.

A Sample of each Size will he sent by Post to any part of

the Kingdom on receipt of Postage Stamps equal to the

amount.
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WO. LXII.

SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1844.

ERTA INLY
some most re-

markable sta-

tistical & other

evidences have

been elicited by

the inquiries

which have been

made, and from

which we have quoted

largely in our last two

numbers
;
but before we our-

selves enter minutely on the

policy and details of any gene-

ral sanatory enactment for

the principal populous towns

throughout the kingdom, we
shall lay before our readers the first general

Report of the Select Committee appointed to

Inquire into the Circumstances affecting the

Health of the Inhabitants of Large Towns
and Populous Districts, $c.

Your committee have inquired carefully
into the matters submitted to them, and find

that sanatory regulations in many of the prin-
cipal towns of the realm are most imperfect
and neglected, and that hence result great
evils, suffering, and expense, to large bodies
of the community. They have proposed
several remedies; viz. general Acts to facili-

tate regulations in building, sewerage, and
local improvements, applicable to populous
districts

;
also the establishment of boards of

health and local inspectors, and have made
other suggestions detailed in their report.

Before entering into the result of their in-

quiries, your committee venture to lay before
the house a few preliminary observations re-

specting the important subject which has
been intrusted to their consideration.
By reference to the population returns, it

appears that, from the beginning of the present
century, the whole population of Great Britain
has increased at the rate of nearly sixteen per
cent, every ten years; from 1801 to 1811,
thence to 1821, and again to 1831

;
and there

is every reason to believe about the same rate
of increase will be found to have taken place
next year, when the next decennial return
will be made. Whilst, however, such has
been the increase in the population of the
kingdom at large, reference to the same re-
turns shews, that the augmentation of num-
bers in the great towns of the realm has been
much more rapid : thus, whilst the increase of
population in England and Wales, in thirty
years, from 1801 to 1831, has been something-

more than forty-seven per cent., the actual
increase in the number of inhabitants of five

of our most important provincial towns has
very nearly doubled that rate

;
being

Manchester 109 per cent.
Glasgow 108 —
Birmingham 73 —
Leeds 99 —
Liverpool 100 —

giving an average increase of almost ninety-
eight per cent, in five cities, whose united
population in 1831 amounted to 844,700, and
at the present time may be calculated at
nut less than 1,126,000. Far the larger por-
tion of this vast body of persons are engaged
constantly in occupations connected with manu-
factures or commerce.

In many other of our large towns the in-
crease in numbers has been of a like nature,
and though not so rapid in several of them,
yet, from a document lately laid before Par-
liament, and compiled by authority, it appears
that on a comparison of a large rural district
with various provincial and other towns

(within or contiguous to it), the increase in
population in the former, during ten years
(1821 to 1831), was eleven per cent., and in
the latter thirty-one per cent., shewing that
the numbers in towns augmented almost three
times as fast as in the country.

By reference to the Population Returns, we
find that the proportion of the humbler classes
occupied as manufacturers or workmen, and
living in towns, is, as compared with the la-

bourers in rural districts, completely changed.

It appears, by returns laid before the house,
that the latter class was to the former, in

1790, about two to one
;
and now the town

workmen and manufacturers, instead of being
one-half, are nearly double the number of
rural labourers.

It must be evident, that owing to this rapid
increase in the population of great towns, the
proportion of the humbler classes, of those
with little leisure for education or improve-
ment, will be augmented, as the more wealthy
and educated gradually withdraw themselves
from these close and crowded communities

;

which thus more and more stand in need of
some superintending paternal care.
The difference in the proportion of numbers

entirely occupied in labour is very different in
different places. An account laid before vour
committee, and to which they believe due re-
liance may be given, states this proportion
to vary from sixty-four per cent, in the borough
of Manchester, to seventy-four in Salford,
eighty-one in Ashton, and ninety-four in
Duckinfield.

Your committee venture to remark, that the
great towns of the realm may be divided into
classes differing from each other in various
circumstances, yet all requiring, more or less,
the enforcement of sanatory regulations calcu-
lated for the benefit of their inhabitants. As,

1. The metropolis.
2. Manufacturing towns.
3. Populous seaport towns.
4. Great watering-places.
5. County and other considerable inland

towns not being the seats of particular manu-
factures.

Besides these different classes of towns,
there are various places, especially in the
mining districts, in which a vast population of
the working classes are spread irregularly
over the face of the country, in some spots
closely packed together, and in others dis-
persed in groups of dwellings more or less
distinct from each other.

Your committee have only been able to
inquire into the state of a portion of these
towns; to have done more would have occu-
pied them many months; but have thought
they best fulfilled the trust committed to them,
by confining their investigation to the condi-
tion of certain populous towns, or sometimes
parts of towns, which might be considered
samples of others similarly situated. They
have especially directed their attention to loca-

lities in which the working and poorer
classes chiefly reside, with a view, if evils are
found to exist there within reach of legislative

remedy, to make such suggestions of improve-
ment as may appear practicable.

Before giving the result of their inquiries,
and any abstract of the evidence adduced be-
fore them, they would say that considerable
differences in the average state of the dwell-
ings of the working classes, as might be ex-
pected, will be found to exist in different

districts, arising sometimes from local causes,
as the nature of the soil or situation, or the
vicinity of a stream

;
and in others from the

customs of the place, the nature of the occu-
pations of the people, efficient or neglected
municipal regulations.

Notwithstanding considerable allowance is

to be made for these circumstances, your com-
mittee think it may be laid down as a general
position, that persons of the same class, and
engaged in the same sort of occupations in dif-

ferent populous towns, are subject, more or less,

to the same evils (which are hereafter spoken to

in evidence), that their health and comfort are
affected by the same causes, and that the re-

medies suggested by your committee would be
applicable to improve the condition of all or
most of them.
Your committee, therefore, believe that the

account given of the state of certain districts

inhabited by the working classes in Manches-
ter would be applicable to other great towns,

in which the people are chiefly employed in the
cotton manufacture

;
that the same might be

said ot Leeds, with respect to those busied in
the woollen fabrics, and such a general resem-
blance will be found in towns similarly situ-
ated, that the same suggestions which would be
applicable to one might, with some variation,
be beneficially extended to all.

By the report lately laid before Parliament,
it appears that the mortality and diseases of
cities vary greatly, and of parts of the same
city. Thus, the annual mortality of White-
chapel is shewn to be nearly four per cent,
whilst that of Hackney, Camberwell, and St!
George’s, Hanover-square, is less than half
that amount, and is found, from a “ comparison
of the several districts, that, cceleris paribus,
the mortality increases as the density of the
population increases, and where the density of
the population is the same, that the rate of
mortality depends upon the efficiency of the
ventilation and of the means which are em-
ployed for the removal of impurities.”
Your committee now proceed to give an ab-

stract of the principal points in the evidence
submitted to them. They have made inquiries
into the state of the dwellings of the poorer
classes in various parts of the metropolis, in
Dublin, Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester,
Leeds, Bradford, Hull, Birmingham, Coven-
try, and several other large towns, and though
there is a great difference in many of the cases
examined, they would state, as a general re-
sult, that evils of a most extensive and afflicting
nature are found to prevail, affecting the health
and comfort of vast bodies of their fellow-sub-
jects, and which might be removed or much
lessened by due sanatory regulations.

Evidence has been laid before them, depict-
ing the miserably-neglected condition of the
abodes of multitudes of the working classes in
Bethnal Green, Whitechapel, portions of Wap-
ping, Ratcliffe Highway, the parish of Stepney,
and other districts in the east of London

;
an

account of which has already been laid before
Parliament in a “ Report to the Poor Law
Commissioners on the prevalence of certain
physical causes of fever in the metropolis,
which might be removed by certain sanatory
regulations ;” and which is printed in the
Fourth Annual Report of the Poor Law Com-
missioners.

The same remarks apply, though with some-
what diminished force, to various other districts
of London inhabited by the poorer classes, es-
pecially parts of the Holborn Union, of St.
Olave’s, and St. George’s Union, Southwark,
and to portions of Lambeth, Bermondsey,
Walworth, Peckham, Vauxhall, and several
other places.

The prevalence of fever and other disorders
in these districts is attributed, in great mea-
sure, to the neglected state of the different
localities, and is detailed in Dr. Arnott’s
evidence, p. 33, applicable more especially to
the crowded eastern parts of London, viz.:

1. Houses and courts and alleys without
privies, without covered drains, and with only
open surface gutters, so ill-made that the fluid

in many places was stagnant.

2. Large open ditches containing stagnant
liquid filth.

3. Houses dirty beyond description, as if

never washed or swept, and extremely crowded
with inhabitants. “Heaps of refuse and rub-
bish, vegetable and animal remains, at the
bottoms of close courts, and in corners.”

In answer to the question, “ Do you feel any
doubt that the cases of fever and ill-health you
noticed arose from some of those causes?” the
answer of Dr. Arnott is, “ I have not the

slightest doubt of it.” Reference was then
made by the committee to the Report to the

Poor Law Commissioners before alluded to,

and the question is asked, “ You state reme-
dially at the top of page 14?” “ We have no
doubt that by proper sanatory police regula-

tions, such as a board of health might decide

upon, the typhoid fevers of London and other

places might be made to disappear
;
and we

think the remedial measures would cost loss

than it now costs to parishes and public cha-

ities to take care of the sick, and to provide

for the helpless orphans and widows ot those

who die.” “ Is that your confirmed opinion?”
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most melancholy description, has been laid

before your committee, shewing the neglected

and imperfect state of the sewerage, paving,

and cleansing in many parts of London in-

habited chiefly by the' working classes; and

similar evidence applies with more or less

force to many other great towns, the state of

\vhich has been investigated, as ^Dublin, Glas-

gow, Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Bradford,

&c.
Your committee do not wish to go here into

details as to the miserable and neglected state

of the dwellings of the poorer classes in va-

rious districts of the metropolis and other large

towns, but refer to the evidence for that pur-

pose, in which statements of the most melan-

choly and appalling nature will be found. It

will there be seen, that the sewerage, draining,

and cleansing is (in many places inhabited by

dense masses of the working classes) greatly

neglected
;
that the most necessary precau-

tions to preserve their health in many cases

appear to have been forgotten
;

that, in con-

sequence, fevers and other disorders of a con-

tagious and fatal nature are shewn to prevail

to a very alarming extent, causing wide-spread

misery among the families of the sufferers,

often entailing weakness and prostration ot

strength among the survivors
;
and becoming

the source of great expense to the parishes

and more opulent classes.

On these points your committee would refer

to the evidence of Dr. Arnott, Dr. Southwood
Smith, Mr. F. Moseley, and Messrs. J. Miller,

Wagstaffe, Evans, .T. Clarke, J. Wood Wilkes,

E. White, Walker, &c. Many details will be

found in the testimony of these gentlemen

well worthy the attention of the legislature, and

exemplifying the severe and extensive evils

borne by the humbler classes from neglect of

proper sanatory regulations and precautions.

Your committee would also refer to the

valuable report of Dr. Arnott and Dr. Kay on

the sanatory state of the labouring classes

before alluded to, the substance of which has

been verified before them on examination.

They cannot refrain from quoting a few lines

from a paper laid before them by Dr. South-

wood Smith, whose valuable evidence on the

state of several districts of the east of London

will be found well worth perusal. It is headed,

“ Abstract of a Report on the Prevalence of

Fever in Twenty Metropolitan Unions, during

the year 1838,” and is printed in the appendix.

Dr. Smith (who has personally inspected the

districts alluded to) shews by returns stated,

that in 20 metropolitan unions, giving nearly

14,000 cases of fever, above 9,000 were
“ afforded by seven of the unions only, namely,

Whitechapel, Lambeth, Stepney, St. George-

the-Martyr, Bethnal-green, Holborn, and St.

George-in-the-East.” These are at once the

most populous and the poorest districts
;
and

it is here that fever is “ constantly committing

its ravages. It is utterly impossible for any

description to convey to the mind an adequate

conception of the filthy and poisonous condi-

tion in which large portions of all these dis-

tricts constantly remain.”

(To be continued.)
*

The Ancient Roman Wall.—In the

course of excavations which are making ad-

joining Sir J. Cass’s charity, to the east of St.

Botolph’s, Aldgate, the workmen came on the
foundation of the ancient Roman wall, at a

depth from the surface of about 16 feet, which
was of the usual strength and width. The
portion discovered was built upon a solid brick
foundation, strongly cemented together. The
bricks were in a condition apparently as per-
fect as when they were originally laid down.
A short time ago another part of the same
wall was discovered, at a similar depth, in

Duke-street, Houndsditcb, from which it

appears that it passes across the lower end of
Houndsditch, under the burial ground of the

church of St. Botolph. A quantity of fused
metal, which is supposed to have been melted
in the fire of London, was discovered among
the earth. There was a depth of made earth
of from 15 to 20 feet, which was of a fine

loamy quality. It is supposed that when the
Tower ditch was excavated that a large quantity
of the soil was brought there. The same sort
of soil is found in many other parts adjoining
London-wall, leading to the site where Win-
chester-house formerly stood. The ground is

being dug for a sewer, and there is a depth of
about 20 feet of made earth,

BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION OF AGED
AND INFIRM CARPENTERS.

The half-vearly meeting of the subscribers

and friends to the Benevolent Institution for

the Relief of Aged and Infirm Carpenters was

held at Radley's Hotel, Bridge-street, Black-

friars, on Monday, April 8, 1844, Thomas

Grissell, Esq., vice-president, in the chair.

The minutes of the last annual meeting

havinc been confirmed, Mr. W. Wood, the

secretary, read the report, which stated that the

institution was in a prosperous condition,

having at the present at the banker’s 131/. 10s.,

and in the treasurer’s hands 35/. 10s., being an

increase on the funds of upwards of 30/. within

the last six months. Mr. Shunell, Jun. moved

that it be received and adopted, which being

seconded by Mr. Munyard, was carried.

Mr. T. W. Tomkins moved a vote of thanks

to Messrs. J. Holtezaffell, J. Buck, Moseley &

Son, Huntsman, and Cox, toolmakers, for their

kind support of the institution, and that they

be requested to urge others to do likewise

;

carried.

Mr. W. Wood was then elected one of the

directors in the room of Mr. Burrill, deceased.

Mr. W. Wood having addressed the meeting

in a feeling manner, proposed an active canvass

for increasing the funds of the institution

;

which proposal Mr. H. T. Munyard seconded,

and added there was only one thing that the

directors had in view in not calling meetings

oftener, and that was the expense attending

such meetings. Carried.

Resolved unanimously, that the directors do

form themselves into missionaries, and call

meetings in various parts of London, at least

once a month.

The chairman, in putting the motion, said

that as the subscribers had found fault with

the expense, they might put his name down for

51. towards that object.

Mr. Shunell, Jun., moved, and Mr. T. W.'Tom-

kins seconded, that a vote of thanks be given

to Thomas Grissell, Esq., for his kindness in

taking the chair on this occasion.

The meeting then separated.

APPENDIX TO THE REPORT OF THE COM-
MITTEE TO THE SOCIETY OF MASTER
CARPENTERS.

Alterations recommended by the Committee to

be made in the Neiv Buildings' Bill.

Page 16, sec. 21, line 31.—Instead of the

word “six” the word 11 three” to be inserted.

Page 17, sec. 22, line 14; and page 19, sec.

25, line 14.—The same alteration.

Page 20, sec. 27, line 2.—After the word
“operations” an insertion of the words

“or sooner, with the consent of the adjoining

owner.”
Page 24, sec. 37, line 33.—At the conclusion

of this section, the addition of “ or on so much
of the adjoining land as may be directed by the

official referees.” This would prevent a liti-

gious withholding of permission to build or

rebuild.

Page 27, sec. 42, line 43.—The words “be
deemed by the surveyor to

” ought to be taken

out, leaving to be proved the danger of falling.

Page 34, sec. 51, line 33.—The word “
first ”

ought to be altered to “fifth

P

Page 34, sec. 51, line 34. — The words
“ already built or ” ought to be taken out, and
the words “ to be ” inserted between “ here-

after” and the word “built.”

Page 3i, sec. 51, line 37.—Schedule I. ought
to be K.

Page 34, sec. 51, lines 38,42.—From the

word “nor” to the word “room” ought to

be taken entirely out, or very great injustice

will be done to owners and occupiers of

thousands of houses of all rates and classes,

but most especially of the third and fourth

rates under the present Act, and with but very

problematical benefit to the parties occupying

rooms, although the area thereof may be a ;

little more or less than one square.

Page 46, sec. 7 5, line 26.—This section re-

lates to the appointment of referees, and the <

committee think that the word “ two ” ought to r

be taken out, and the words “ not less than

three ” be inserted; they would also suggest

that after the words “ being architects ” that the i

words “ or other competent persons ” ought to i

be inserted, by this insertion extending the i

appointment of the Home Secretary to all

persons who may, from their practical know-

ledge, be competent to fill the office.

Page 54, sec. 97, line 13.—The committee

object generally to informations by common in-

formers
;
they therefore suggest that the words

“ anyparty” be taken out, and at that place be i

inserted the words “ the surveyor of the dis-

trict.”

Page 54,sec. 97, line 15.—The word “sur-

veyor” be inserted for the word “person.”

Page 54, sec. 97, line 16.—The words “ the

amount” to be taken out, and instead thereof'

the words “ a moiety ” be inserted, and, at the

end of the section, the following words to be

added, “ and the other moiety to the poor of the

parish in which the offence is committed.”

Page 58, sec. 97, line 16.—Power ought to'

be given to the official referees to take evidence

upon oath.

appendix, no. 2.

The Schedules or Second Part of the proposed

Bill

.

Schedule A.

—

Bottom line—3 & 4 \ ict.,

ch. 85, 1840.—This provision or enactment

i

ought to be relaxed so far as to permit boys

duly licensed, and not less than 14 years of age,:

to cleanse chimneys, by climbing, as formerly;

the sweeping by machinery being, in many

cases, very imperfect and likely to cause much
damage to the flues.

Schedule C. Part 1.—The committee

strongly recommend that the names of the rates

be reversed, and that the fifth rate in the sche-

dule be called a first rate, especially as no pos-

sible good can be obtained by thus calling

things out of their proper names.
They also recommend an extension of the

several superficies, as

1st. from 4 squares to 4* squares.

2nd.
,,

6 „ 7 „
3rd. „ 8 „ 10 „
4th. .„ 10 „ „ 12 „
5th. .„ 12 „ „ 15 „

so two intermediate rates between the

second or third, and the third and fourth, so as

to permit an addition story to each of these

rates, provided the dwelling does not cover

more than squares. If the limit of 4 squares

was to remain, it would be difficult to arrange

the back apartment of a dwelling so as to have

a square of flooring.

Schedule C. Part 2 .—Party Walls .

—

The committee recommend that the party wall

of the highest rate be reduced half a brick in

the second story, and half a brick in the part

above the gutter-plate.

In the next rate ( designated the fourth), but

which ought to be called the second rate, they

recommend the reduction of half a brick in

the first and fourth stories.

In the third rate
,
properly so called, they

recommend a reduction of half a brick in the

second story, and also in the part above the

gutter-plate.

In thefourth rate (miscalled the second rate),

they recommend a reduction of half a brick in

all the stories.

In the fifth rate (miscalled the first rate),

they recommend in both the stories a reduc-

tion of half a brick.

In the external walls, they agree in the

thicknesses as set out, but with the same ojec-

tion as to the misnomer in the respective

rates.

Schedule C. Part 3.—The committee

agree in the several thicknesses, both as tc

external and party walls, but cannot agree tc

the misnaming the several rates.

Schedule C. Part 4.— Openings in party-

walls.—For the words “ six” and “ eight,

”

youi

committee recommend the words “seven” ant

“nine.” And they strongly recommend thai

the regulation regarding the piers proposed t(

be built at the openings in party-walls, be en

tirelv taken out, as an useless provision, and foi

the words “four feet” be inserted the words

|
“ one foot”
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Schedule C. Part ±.—Buildings and Of-

fices. The words “ now built or” should bo

taken out, as it is impossible to deal with

buildings already built. The word “ external

ought also to be taken out, and also all that

part of the second paragraph from and after

the word “ separately” to the end.

Schedule D.

—

Foundations.—The whole

of this ought to be taken out, as compelling the

builder to go to an unnecessary expense, espe-

cially in the smaller description of houses
;
and

the same in the bottom regulation of Walls

generally.—And here it may be remarked, bow

could this enactment be carried out in houses

already built f Also, with regard to Breast-

summers, surely a builder ought to be left to

his own discretion in determining their scant-

lings, and also the method of fixing them;

this is a partial return to the objections in the

proposed Act of last session.

Schedule D. Part 3,

—

Site of Walls,

To this part of the Schedule ought to be added

the words “ and also for the additional brick-

work.”

Openings in Party-walls.— The privilege of

making openings through party-walls ought,

in justice, to be extended to all persons subject

to the permission of the referees. 1 he com-

mittee, therefore, recommend the taking out

all the words from “ 'with regard” to the words

“first class.”

Schedule E.—In the Projections.-—One of

the regulations permits projections, if built of

incombustible materials, while in a further re-

gulation nothing is to project beyond the gene-

ral line of building.

These regulations ought to be much better

defined, as, in fact, one contradicts another.

No projection ought to be permitted, (shop-

fronts or architectural decorations excepted,)

beyond the general line of fronts.

The heights of shop-fronts and sign-boards

might be improved by an additional three feet

being added to the respective heights.

Schedule F .—Rules Concerning Chimneys.

Chimneys ought to be permitted to over-

sail sidewise, such oversailing to be restiicted

to an angle of about 135 degrees : no danger

whatever could arise by this permission.

Chimney Tubes—if inserted one foot into

the chimney-shaft, are quite as secure as if in-

serted two feet. The word “ two ” might

then be altered to “ one.”

Schedule 1 .— Rules Concerning Streets and

Alleys.—The width of every street upon any

new site ought to be regulated by the number

of stories of which the houses in such street are

intended to be built. Thirty feet is much too

little in a street, the houses of which are three,

four, or five stories high above the footway.

Schedule K.— Under-ground Rooms .

—

The committee cannot clearly understand that

bv this schedule only under-ground rooms are

intended, nor if this be intended only to apply

to such under-ground rooms, or to any other,

whether let separately or not.

Your committee strongly recommend that

the area of a room be not made to govern or

restrict its use and occupation
;
but that every

room having sufficient light and a chimney, be

permitted to be occupied, even if not containing

a square of flooring. Your committee beg to

repeat and impress that if this become a law,

thousands of houses, or parts of such houses,

would be put out of use as dwellings, although

built and controlled as to area by an Act of

Parliament of nearly three-quarters of a cen-

tury standing.

Schedule L.— Fees Payable to Surveyors.

—The fees in this schedule are fixed fees, to

be paid upon the respective rates of buildings.

They are, in four of the rates, similar to the

fees ‘under the old Act, but with this difference,

that under that Act the fees were not fixed at

the respective sums, but they were not to be

exceeded, although they might be diminished,

and which was often the case.

The committee have no objection to the scale

of the first six fees
;
but to the seventh fee,

“ that for inspecting and reporting to the

official referees upon party- walls,” they cannot

submit, the more especially as this fee will be

included in the district tees.

To New Buildings.— To Alterations or to

Rebuilding.—The committee consider that if

an additional building be covered in within one

jnonth instead of twenty-one days alter the

principal building, that such buildings ought

then to be free from additional fees.

The word repairs, in this schedule, ought

to be taken out, as repairs, generally speaking,

are not intended to be surveyed by the district

surveyor.

In this schedule (L .)
the Feesfor Special Duties

appear in several of them as exceedingly ob-

jectionable, inasmuch as they are included in

the alterations and rebuilding of new houses on

old foundations.

The whole of the fees “ for attending to the

cutting away Chimney -breasts for External

Walls.”—These fees are included in the fees

receivable for the new house about to be built

against such “ external wall.”

The fee for condemning party-fence-walls

would be amply paid for by a tee ot ten shillings

instead of a guinea.

The fee for inspecting arches or stone floors

over public ways is also included in the fees tor

building the dwelling-house, and ought not

to remain in the schedule.

For Measuring the Width of Streets.—This

is a fee for a trifling incidental service, and

although only ten shillings, yet it is not set

out whether it is to be a charge upon every

house in the street; if so, in a street of fifty or

sixty houses, your committee must say that the

work for which this fee is provided is much

overpaid
;
but if it is to be distributed among

all the houses, it would be of no very great

consequence, amounting only to two-pence or

or two-pence-halfpenny each house.

Feefor Inspecting Openings in Party-walls.

—

This fee is also paid either at the first forma-

tion of the wall, or if at any future period, it

would be payable under the scale of fees for

alterations and additions.

Fees for Drains and Cesspools. — As these

would be for surveys incidental with the foun-

dations of the new buildings, no fees ought to

be payable for so small an addition to the duty

of the district surveyor.

Fees for Inspecting Chimney-pots,
8>c., above

a certain height .—As this duty is of so very

indefinite a character, and the
.

fee might

become a very oppressive and unjust charge,

having been in no previous instance levied

upon the public, your committee would strongly

recommend that it be expunged.

Fees for Special Services, not expressly pro-

vided for .—Your committee think it is hardly

possible that, following out the fees as set

forth in this schedule, there ore any duties,

however small, that have not been fully pro-

vided for
;
they therefore recommend that this

proviso be taken out altogether.

Schedule M. relates to forms of notices,

See., and to which it will be unnecessary to

call your attention, these being merely such

as the several parties, surveyors, builders,

referees, owners and others, are to have served

upon them previous to any of the provisions in

the Act being put in operation.

Your committee having thus brought under

your notice the most material parts of this

important proposed enactment, recommend to

your serious consideration its several provi-

sions, together with the amendments recom-

mended in this report.

(Signed) II. Biers, President.

March, 1844.

The Manchester Gas Works.— These

works, at the present moment, are no doubt

the most extensive in the kingdom ;
what they

are destined to become in a few years more,

should the demand continue to increase as it

has done for the last three or four years, it

would be a hard guess. Some idea may be

formed of their magnitude when it is stated

that there is now 1,100,000 cubic feet of

gasometer space, and the directors have just

completed contract for an additional gasometer,

to contain 200,000 feet, so that when this is in

operation, which will be during the presenitvear,

there will be gasometer room for 1,300,0UU

cubic feet.—Westmoreland Paper.

A Costi.y Window.—Messrs. Kendall,

Milne, and Falkner, the eminent haber-

dashers, at the Bazaar, Deansgate, Manches-

ter, have just had a window completed ot

costly description. It is 42 ft. long, and 12 ”•

high, and contains upwards ot 650 ft. of the

best plate glass, and its entire cost is said to

exceed 500 1,

ON THE INFLUENCE OF ATMOSPHERIC
ATR IN EFFECTING CHANGES IN OR-
GANIC AND INORGANIC BODIES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESO., PROFESSOR OF
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

No. I.

A correct knowledge of Nature enables

men to think and speak with mathematical
precision, to demonstrate truths, and to impart
instruction to others: it enlarges their mental
capacities and powers, excites and directs their

inquiries, and regulates their acts and determi-

nations. Without that necessary knowledge of

Nature which strictly appertains to his profession,

the civil engineer finds insurmountable obsta-

cles in the way of his inventions and disco-

veries; the architect finds his stately building

totter to its fall, or exhibit premature decay
;

and the youthful aspirant to professional fame

performs his Sisyphus-like task until his young
hopes withering by repeated disappointments,

be sinks unnoticed, and unknown, into the

stream of oblivion. In this varied and highly

intellectual pursuit, each of them must bear in

mind, that there are natural obstacles to be over-

come, temperature and association tobe guarded

against, and that the varied material of the

earth is called into requisition on all occasions,

and under varied forms and combinations
;

it is

therefore essentially necessary thatm ineralooy
take a prominent position in the education of

youth, embracing metallurgy, or a know-

ledge of the metals; petralogy, or the

knowledge of rocks and stones; and such por-

tions of geology as embrace the earths, in

their varied chemical and mechanical combi-

nations, passing by the numerous absurd specu-

lations and unmeaning phrases of the latter

branch of mineralogy

;

and confining their

studies to the several conditions under which
mineral bodies and mineral beds exist,— to the

affinities of bodies,—their powers of oohesion,

elasticity, or expansion,—and to the manifest

and demonstrable causes which compel them
to change in their character and individuality.

To assist the aspiring mind, and to awaken
inquiry, by holding up the mirror of nature—to

teach the youthful student to avoid the shoals

of induction and false philosophy—and to divest

science of its forbidding features, its technN
calities, and its mysticisms, will be my object

in this and the succeeding articles which I

purpose laying before the enlightened and
studious readers of The Builder.
The atmosphere, the ocean, and the earth,

are the three grand divisions of this planetary

body, mutually united and uniting with each

other, and increasing and diminishing in the

sum of their respective volumes perpetually,

forming one vast laboratory, in which nature

operates immenseanalyse9,assolutions, precipi-

tations, and combinations, in and by which

organic bodies are generated, elements and

elementary compounds are elaborated, and the

phenomena of the fossil and mineral kingdoms
are produced. Each of these grand divisions

is a chaos of contending elements and elemen-

tary bodies, of conflicting and discordant mate-

rial, indeterminate in their mixtures, quantities,

and qualities, conflicting in their local motions,

but united by one general base, and by the

general motions which embrace within their

revolutions all the lesser systems.

To the conjoint elements of the air and

waters the varied and complicated phenomena

of the latter owe their origin
;

to the conjoint

action of the air, the waters, and the gaseous,

aqueous, and consolidated matters generated

within the waters, the varied and still more

beautiful phenomena of the earth owe their

origin, birth, and being: again, to the action

and re-action of these mechanical combina-

tions, each is indebted for its peculiar phe-

nomena. Upon the surface of the earth as

within the waters, the powers of atmospheric

action are palpably manifest to all men as

being derived from the sun, and communicated

to the earth, by whieh the atmospheric

volumes are enabled to combine with the

compounds termed earth, being the co-operative

causes of generation and multiplication of

animal and vegetable species, and of fossil and

mineral bodies, in their almost endless diversity

of character, form, and composition, it is by

atmospheric action generally manifest over the

whole earth that general results are produced,

and by local action or temperature that local

results are produced.

The local effects of temperature are strikingly

manifest in the production of the animals and
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vegetables of the ocean and of the earth

;
and to

this cause is chiefly to be ascribed the multi-

plication of the varied chains of animal and
vegetable existence, the continued spontaneous
production of species, their gradual or sudden
changes, and the sudden and total extinction of
many peculiar and extensive tribes and families.

Thus the oak, the monarch of the British forests,

transplanted to the rank soil of Bengal, dege-
nerates into a miserable stunted shrub, and the
giant banyan of that country, a forest of itself,

when introduced intoour greenhouses, becomes
the ornament of a garden-pot. Again, the
vine loses its fruitfulness in the one country,
the mango, the tamarind, and the plantain,
cannot exist in the other. Again, even under
the same latitudes, a similar diversity prevails.
Excess of heat, without moisture, causes the
earth to lie bare and desolate, and to remain
desert for ages

;
excess of heat and moisture

produces rank fertility inimical to humanity,
but favourable to the generation and multipli-
cation of immense varieties of animal and
vegetable species : moisture, without heat, is

entirely wanting in the power to generate life.

The same law governs the distribution of
animal species

; the marked effect of tempera-
ture, dip, and inclination, is manifest in and
throughout the ocean : thus* the lime-secret-
ing polypes can only exist within or near the
tropics, and species become more beautiful and
moreabundantas they approach towards the sur-
face waters. Within the seas, disposed under the
northern and southern hemispheres, the poly-
pes are generally wholly divested of their cal-
careous covering, and all kinds of molluscous
animals are less supplied with this material,
the pearl oyster, and many other species,
wholly disappear, and those which remain
appear to be shorn of their fair proportions.
Every region boasts its peculiar organic phe-
nomena : it is the same on dry land

;
the

lamina loves its Peruvian heights; monkeys,
elephants, buffaloes, rhinoseruses, hyaenas, all
have their climates marked out— all exist by
sufferance of temperature and association
alone, the boundary of their existence being
fixed and permanent.

This law of nature is carried into and directs
the formation of the fossil and mineral king-
doms—the preservation, change, or destruction
of the one, and the generation of the other,
depending upon temperature and association

;

the nature of the fossil beds is determined by
the nature of species locally disposed, or of
motions locally manifest

;
and the nature of the

fossil bed and of atmospheric action, locally
exercised, determines the after changes of the
fossil into the mineral aggregate : thus to the
varied phenomena of life we are indebted for
the equally varied fossil formations, and conse-
quently for those peculiar earths, mineral
bodies, and gaseous products, which, in totality,
form the superficial crust -of the earth. But
although the coral formations of tropical seas
have no analogy in northern seas, the forests of
India and South America have no analogy to
the forests of Europe

;
still, formations analo-

gous to the one and the other, are to be found
in the lands of the north, and constituting its

elevated and inhabitable parts.

Lands disposed within the tropics abound
with gems, precious stones, the most valued
metalline bodies, and the most highly crystal-
line rocks : but, as we approach the polar
circles, these phenomena either wholly dis-
appear, assume a marked character of climate
and association, or else they exist as unerring
witnesses of causes of effects no longer mani-
fest in these latitudes. Silicates are common
to all countries, but local temperature and as-
sociation are co-operative causes of species
being produced

; thus also ofthe phenomena of
common flints in this country, of the jaspers of
%ypt, the bole of Turkov, the porcelain clay of
China, the diamonds of Peru, the East Indies,
Borneo, and Malacca

;
the gold of Africa, the’

quicksilver of Spain, the platina of the Oral
Mountains, and ofOrientaland Occidental gems.
In all warm latitudes the act of change is so
exceedingly strongly marked and well defined,
that it appears a matter of wonder, modern
men of science should be entirely ignorant of
these changes : all rocks, stones, and earths,
subject to atmospheric action, undergo changes
in conformity to the nature of their material,
and the force of heat alone, or heat and
moisture acting upon them : while fos-
silizing, we behold organic bodies go through
the process of oxidating, which process con-

sists in the fixation and absorption of
vital air by combustible bodies, and the
decomposition of atmospheric air by these
bodies. The vital air is the body acting, the
fossil or combustible body is the patient acted
upon, and having the capacity to receive, and by
the force of affinity and cohesion to retain,
this elastic gaseous element in certain propor-
tions, to fix it, and to cause it to assume a
solid form

;
the vital air thus precipitated im-

parting its calorific power to the compound
with which it unites; and thus distributed, the
calorific passes into the latent form

;
saturated

joerstfwith oxygen, thefossil body beingin change
a thing of another nature, having undergone
a re-arrangement of its atomic particles. But
this change is far from being permanent, for
local influences cause further changes, by which
its primary organic form and qualities become
wholly obliterated as they pass by transition into
the mineral kingdom : thus silicious bodies,
consisting of two or more earthy constituents,
under certain atmospheric influences, give up
those compounds, or otherwise a further remo-
dification of their atomic constituents takes
place : the common flints and pebbles of this

country, if exposed to local tropical influences,
would soon become things of another name;
for, hereexposedin the beds of shallow streams,
the grosser earths are in the course of time
abstracted from the silica, or silica-aluminous
base, and the silicic base is gradually converted
into pure crystalline quartz, amethyst quartz,
topaz, agates of varieties, and other beautiful
products, known and valued as precious stones.
Exposed upon the surface soil to direct atmo-
spheric action, the changes are in conformity
to the nature of the action exercised upon
them; thus the coarse siliceous pebble becomes
converted into carnelion, the siliceous sands
and aggregates become transparent or crystal-
line—as jacinth, carbuncle, and garnet

;
or

having an aluminous base, as sapphire, ruby,
emerald, crysophrase, &c. : thus every region
has its peculiar mineral products, the nature of
the compound being determined by local tem-
perature and association. The most beautiful
marbles are the oriental and occidental, the
most sonorous siennites, marbles, and por-
phyries, are found in the rainless regions of
Egypt; and even in the mild temperature of
Italy, the ignorant quarrymen, taught by expe-
rience, are guided in their choice of quarries
by the peculiar dip and inclination of the beds,
a southern aspect being always found to de-
velop the most valued kinds of marble.

As regards the metals, although generated
in many regions of the earth by electro-che-
mical action within the lower beds, yet it is

apparently palpable that the causes of effects
may in numerous instances be ascribed to the
immediate action of the sun upon the earth. In
temperate or cold countries metals are generated
within the bowels of the earth, embracing in
local extent the several beds in which their
elements exist; but in Asia, in Africa, and
other portions of the globe, they are almost
invariably found superficially disposed

;
and

where generating, as in the deserts, they are
generated on the surface so fast as the inflam-
mable bodies of which they are compounded
become saturated with oxygen. Gold is most
abundant in hot regions within the tropics, and
is generally found united with iron, emery
and aluminous earths, or gypsum—the latter
being in Western Africa converted into red
marble. Elevated regions are always more
abundantly supplied with metallic veins than
plains, because the conditions of their
generation are internal heat constantly sup-
ported, and supporting electro-chemical action;
it is therefore requisite that the lands be
drained of their superfluous waters, which,
where present in quantities, form weak solu-
tions with the acids, and thereby destroy their
chemical powers. The metalliferous regions
are therefore disposed in the high lands of
South America, India, and Birmah, or in low
lands, where rains are infrequent and the
atmospheric heat very great.

It is not denied that orient gems and gold
are found disposed within the soils of Europe,
and that even in the British strata we find the
most beautiful crystalline products, and the
precious metals : thus the elevated regions of
Scotland are analogous in composition and
character to the Ghauts or hill regions of
Northern India, the one and the other abound-
ing with cairn, gorums, agates, cornelians, &c.
The Wicklow mountains also contain gold, and

marbles are very abundantly diffused over the
United Kingdom

;
gold is also found in

Germany, and silver in Spain : these are facts
well known

;
but, still, the question re-

mains unanswered as to whether the causes of
effects thus manifest to us exist in the present
day. Geologists will tell you that the causes
which produced crystalline rocks, gems, and
gold, do not exist at present in our northern
hemisphere, and that the causes of the pheno-
mena of crystalline rocks have ceased from
over the whole earth. Is this the fact? Most
assuredly it is not; else why those local dispo-
sitions of peculiar species? Why this uninter-
rupted disposition of sedimentary beds scattered
over the surface soil, which include and pass
into crystalline bodies ? Why should the most
beautiful mineral productions be confined to
the superficial beds of the earth ? Why should
bodies and aggregates of bodies become more
highly crystalline as they approach or cover
the surface of warm and tropical regions?
Can the geologist, rooted to his native soil, to
bygone prejudices and fashionable theories,
explain why beautiful marbles, sonorous
granites and porphyries, basalts and siennites,
are never found disposed in the lowest beds ?

The singular simplicity of elements and com-
position of bodies composing the lowest beds
has long attracted the attention of men of
science, and it gave the first intimation of the
progressive development of species, therein
being little or no trace of animal or vegetable
organization, so palpably manifest in almost all

the superficial beds of the earth.

Granted that many highly crystalline rocks
are often found disposed in the lower beds, and
that granite often forms the basis of mountains,
still it will be found that the chemical cha-
racters of granite are identified with the
chemical constituents of sand, simple in the
lowest beds, more complex, and branching
into numerous varieties, as they are disposed
on or near the surface or in the bosoms of
mountain

;
in Ceylon, Borneo, Madagascar,

Africa, and many parts of Asia, the rocks of
the upper series are so exceedingly confused in
their mechanical mixtures, that it is an utter
impossibility to classify them, and in all these
regions they may be observed in various stages
of formation, as influenced by atmospheric heat
and atmospheric heat conjoined with water

;

atmospheric air enters largely into the compo-
sition of them all. On the other hand, many
of the crystalline and metalline phenomena of
European strata bear evidence in their internal
structure, and the configuration of their
organic remains, of having been once disposed
beneath the tropics. Many of the beds of the
British strata are palpably wholly composed
of animal exuviaa, peculiar to warm and tran-
quil seas, and of species analogous to those
now living and generating in the Pacific,
Southern, and Indian Oceans

;
others are

found of this material united in variable pro-
portions with the animal and vegetable pro-
ducts of a like warm climate, the reliquaj of
rhinoceruses, tapirs, lizards, hyaenas, elephants,
intermingling with arborescent ferns, giant
reeds, palms, and grasses

;
the one and the

other existing by sufferance of climate and
association only. Is this disposition of organic
remains ascribed to the carrying powers of
water ? If so, we turn from them to still

stronger testimonials, to still more undeniable
proofs of change, and changes which have
taken place in the earth’s plane of revolution

—

to hill and hill ranges of chalk formed of the
bodies and comminated particles of organic
bodies, to the vast limestone ranges abounding
with madripores, to shell marbles and varieties
of earths formed even within the polar circle.
It is therefore evident that local influences
ever determine local results

;
that the causes

in active operation in one portion of the globe
produce certain effects peculiar to the temper-
ature of that portion, the sum of action and
the qualities of matter determining the result;
that the like cause produces the like effect

;
that

in local transitions, causes and effects modify
and in general change

; many causes cease to
exist in one region, and make their appearance,
being re-generated, in another.

It is to atmospheric action, locally or gener-
ally exhibited, that we are indebted for many
singular and apparently inexplicable phe-
nomena

;
rocks are the products of slow com-

bustion, or rather they are oxydated bodies,
their oxygen being abstracted from water or
atmospheric air

;
the bases of all rocks, and
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many of their compounds, are combustible,

being organic products, but these combustible

properties are negatived in these permanent

combinations with oxygen. A mass of mixed

organic matter nosooner becomesexposed to at-

mospheric action within or near the tropics, than
it commences a series of changes in conformity
to the nature of its material, the gelatinous
parts of the oceanic animals unite with oxygen
in definite proportions, and become silica

;

silica is therefore the animal matter found in

all species united with oxygen, in definite pro-
portions of each

;
lime in like manner becomes

oxydated or saturated per se with oxygen, being
exhibited in its calcareous state ‘

r bodies
united by the common base silica, or aluinine,
or both in union, remain united and enter into

the more consolidated state in consequence of
their absorbing and fixing oxygen

;
and every

body, according to its homogeneous or mixed
qualities, has peculiar powers of its own, all

differing from each other in the quantity of
oxygen they absorb, the rapidity with which
they absorb it, and the proportion of caloric
which they disengage from the oxygen ab-
sorbed. All rocks are therefore results of
slow or rapid oxydation, or otherwise they are
formed by the force of cohesion, the abstraction

of oxygen, and lateral pressure
;
no crystalline

rock can possibly beformed by the heat offusion.
Kerman found 32-42 grains of fixed air in 100
grains of marble; and the experiments of Dr.
Priestley demonstrated the presence of fixed

air in many mineral bodies. Thus, from7ounces
of whiting, the most simple form of calcareous
matter, he expelled 630 ounce-measures of air;

from 3^ ounces of lime fallen in the air, he ex-
pelled 375 ounce-measures, of which about
one-fifth was fixed air. These and innumerable
experiments made in later times demonstrate
that atmospheric air is the co-operative
cause, and an essential ingredient of all rocks,
stones, minerals, and earths, and that in its

fixed state it constitutes a vast portion of this

planetary body. The effect of an intense at-

mospheric heat upon a fossil bed is to oxidise
the alkalies and alkaline earths exposed to its

continuous influence, to convert clays by
abstracting their hydrogen, into rock, and to

render rock more opaque and sonorous by the
gradual re-arrangement of its particles. The
action of the atmosphere in this country has
the effect of destroying rock by corroding its

surface, or abstracting its oxygen from some
one component of the rock

;
the action of the

atmosphere in Upper Egypt is to form rock, to

preserve it when formed, and in the slow pro-
gress of time to render it harder and more
sonorous. Thus the ancient monuments of this

country are preserved uninjured through a

long succession of ages; but not so in Lower
Egypt when exposed to the sea-breeze

;
here

corrosion takes place, and all monumental
stones suffer desquamation more or less. The
white marbles on the heights of South America,
although partially affected by running streams,
are preserved from desquamation otherwise by
atmospheric influences. A few hundred years
pass away, and castles, palaces, and cathedrals
built in this country moulder into dust.

Chemists are gradually, but unwillingly,

acknowledging these truths, are gradually
enlarging their conceptions of the organic
origin of all inorganic bodies formed
from, and perpetually united and uniting with,
atmospheric air, and the luminous caloric and
electric fluids which pervade and traverse it

continually. It is everywhere present: the
mine is no sooner opened, than, following the
steps of the miner, it acts, and is immediately
re-acted upon by the mineral substances com-
posing the bed

;
interchanges of elementary

constituents take place, its oxygen combines in

variable proportions with the metals and semi-
metals

;
and inflammable gases, held in mere

mechanical union, are liberated and unite with
its volumes : thus in numerous decompositions
and re-combinations new results are generated,
and former things are destroyed. It is from
this admission of the atmospheric volumes
that the choke-damp and explosive mixtures
are liberated. Without atmospheric air the
miner could not live—its presence and search-
ing action too often bring destruction and de-

solation to wives and families. In vegetable
earth atmospheric air is invariably present in

its unfixed state
;
but when this earth passes

into the state of clay, air enters into chemical
combination with the plastic mass in its fixed

state, changing with the changing mass, the
excess being carried off with the hydrogen. In
the first stage it rapidly corrodes and decom-
poses all animal and vegetable remains, causing
them to pass into the state of earth

;
in the

latter state its powers are strikingly manifest
in the preservation of organic matter, and in

causing it to assume the mineralized form.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

April 3.—William Pole, Esq. V.P., in the
chair.

The secretary read a paper by Mr. C.
Tetley, on certain phenomena of steam, and
on his plan of economising fuel in the boilers
of locomotive engines.

The evaporating power of a boiler, says
Mr. Tetley, is dependant chiefly on three
causes:—1, The amount of boiler surface ex-
posed to the reception of heat

; 2 (and very
materially), on the shape of the boiler

;
and, 3,

on the intensity of the heat. The heat de-
rived from that part of the boiler immediately
over and about the fire he calls (according to
usage) “ radiating heat ;” while the heat de-
rived from the tubes or flues he calls “ carried
heat.” After detailing a very elaborate theory
of certain phenomena of steam, he describes
his improvement in boilers, for the rapid
evaporation of water and for the economy of
fuel, which consists of a division of the boiler
into two or more compartments of different
heating temperatures, having channels for
feeding the compartments with water from that
of those containing water of a lower tempera-
ture.

The first partition is placed vertically over
the water space at the back of the boiler, the
top of which reaches somewhat above the
water line, and the bottom below the level of
the fire-bars, but leaving a passage for the
water beneath it.

The second partition reaches from the
bottom of the tubular part of the boiler to a
little above the level of the fire-box, and is

removed but a short distance from the first

partition. The third partition is placed in the
middle of the tubular boiler, and, as the first,

runs up, above the water level.

A communication is formed for a supply of
water, by a pipe running from the compartment
nearest ihe chimney-box into the middle com-
partment, the top of the pipe being just under
the top water level, and the bottom of the pipe
entering the middle compartment at or near
the bottom of the boiler.

On evaporation taking place, the steam dif-

fuses itself over the top of the partitions, thus
maintaining the same pressure on the surface
of all the water.

Evaporation commences in the compartment
over the fire-box, and the water converted
into steam is reinstated by the surface water
from the second or middle compartments,
which is delivered almost or entirely at the
evaporating point.

In like manner the middle compartment is

kept continually fed from the top layer of
water in the third compartment, which is sup-
plied by a pump in the usual way.

By this arrangement, a saving of fuel, equal
to about 21 per cent., is obtained—the preven-
tion of a deposit of sediment is effected—the
steam is got up more rapidly; and the action
of a float for regulating a feed apparatus is

rendered much more certain.

Mr. Wroughton explained his self-acting

glass ventilator, which consists of a mahogany
vertical frame, 17 inches high and 14 inches
wide, standing on a platform, 14 inches long
and 18 inches wide. In the frame is fixed a

plate of glass, in which are ten horizontal

apertures, each 2J inches long and J inch wide.
On the internal side of the glass are four ver-

tical brass slides, in which work as many
pieces of glass fixed in a brass case as there are

apertures in the plate, but somewhat larger, in

order entirely to cover them when necessary.

The two sets of glass covers are suspended
from a small brass beam working on a pivot at-

tached to the glass.

A small ivory piston, working with a nut and
screw, in a glass bent tube, is attached to one
set of glass covers. The glass tube contains a

column of mercury altogether about 12 inches

in length, but divided at top into two arms,
over which are two vertically placed glass tubes
about 10 inches in length, and bent over at the
top and returning down to the bottom of and
close to the first tubes; these tubes are filled
wiln spirits of wine, which, when expanded by
heat, acts in conjunction with the mercury
(with which it is in contact), and elevates and de-
presses the glass covers so as to admit fresh
air in proportion to the amount required to
keep the temperature of the apartment at a
fixed point, which is ascertained by a scale
marked on the glass plate.

The society’s repository was lighted for
two hours and a half with six of Young’s Vesta
Lamps, at a cost of 9d. for a pint and a half of
highly rectified spirits of turpentine. Two
additional lamps would have rendered the
lighting complete.

Several specimens of Messrs. Wood and
Co.’s stamped wood, in imitation of rich carv-
ing, were placed in the Repository, as also one
of Mr. Varley’s singlelever stage microscopes.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

The Lancaster and Carlisle Railway. —
On Monday last, the surveyors and their

assistants commenced marking out the line,

which, in all probability, will be that adopt-

ed for the continuation of the railway from

Lancaster to Carlisle. They started from
the engine-house, and the route staked out

is directly across the turnpike-road, thence

behind Greenfield, and above the Bath Houses.

The canal will be crossed at some distance

from the aqueduct bridge
;

and a slanting

bridge is to be built over the Lune, commenc-
ing about the Ladies’-walk, and to come out

near Skirton Mill. It will then be carried

through a portion of Slyne, and will be about

half a mile from Kendal. The statement, that

it was intended to take the line through the

Kendal Fields, and then to cross the Lune near

the Ford, is wholly without foundation. The
bill has passed the House of Commons, and is

now only waiting the sanction of the House
of Lords, which will not be obtained until after

the Easter recess, when the works will be im-
mediately proceeded with. Mr. Locke and Mr.
Errington are now in London, expediting the
undertaking as much as possible .—Lancaster
Guardian.

Atmospheric Railway.—The Journal des
Debats publishes an analysis of the report of
M. Mallet, the celebrated engineer, who was
sent specially by the French government to

study the system of atmospheric railroads at

Dublin, and who states the advantage of that

system to be, all danger of accidents from fire

is avoided, an almost impossibility of the car-

riage running off the road, and the utter impos-
sibility of a collision between two trains. All

the objections raised against the atmospheric

system have been examined by M. Mallet, and
this distinguished mathematician asserts that

none of them are insurmountable
;
but one of

the principal advantages of this system consists

in its preventing the necessity of levelling the

soil according to the present method. M.
Mallet has likewise made a comparative cal-

culation of the expense of the two systems, and
he demonstrates that the atmospheric plan

offers an economy of 140,000 f. a league, or

2,0001. British per mile. M. Mallet concludes

his report by recommending the government
to make a trial of the atmospheric system,

which the Journal des Debats believes will be

carried into effect.

Athens, a city not much larger than Liver-

pool or Bristol, and all whose inhabitants

might have been lost in Syracuse, produced,

within the short period of two centuries,

reckoning from the battle of Marathon, a

greater number of exquisite models in war,

philosophy, patriotism, eloquence and poetry
;

in the semi-mechanical arts, which always

accompany or follow them, sculpture and

painting
;

’ and in the first of the mechanical,

architecture,—than all the remainder of the

universe in six thousand years.

—

f}
r
alter Sa-

vage Landor.
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COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A GLOSSARY
OF ARCHITECTURE.—No. III.

Annulkt.—Having noticed the signification

of the abacus and echinus, two of the leading

features of a Grecian Doric capital, we proceed

to 'define the meaning of the word annulet,

which is so closely connected with the above-

named members. Mr. Gwilt’s definition is,

—

“ Annulet (Lat. annulus), a small fillet,

whose horizontal section is circular. The
neck, or under side of the Doric capital, is

decorated with thin fillets, listels, or bands,

whose number varies in different exam-
ples. Thus, in the Doric of the Theatre of

Marcell us, at Rome, there are three, whilst in

the great temple at Paestum, they are four

in number, and in other cases as many as five

are used.”—

(

Encyclo . p. S93.)

In attempting to illustrate this member,
which is well expressed by its name annulus

,

being the diminutive of annus, a ring or circle,

we must look to Egypt for its origin, for we
shall find no corresponding feature in the

timber construction, to which some writers

would refer us for every detail of architecture.

In an Egyptian column composed, to appear-

ance, of a certain number of reeds tied together

near their tops by a filleting of willow or cane

passing two or three times round the clustered

shaft, we shall not hesitate to recognize the

origin of the annulets in a Grecian Doric
column, and that such an opinion is not an
assumption, we have only to look ar a granite

column now in the British Museum. A sketch

of that column, whereof I do not recollect that

any other writer has even taken notice, was
given in No. 37 of The Builder (p. 449),

and to illustrate the present argument, the head

of the column is again introduced, No. 1.

No. 1.

This column is very slender in its proportions
;

but in columns of more massive dimensions,
more especially where the capital is bulbous,

as No. 2
;
the same arrangement of rings may

be seen round the neck of the shaft, exactly
like the hoops of a meal-barrel

;
and I con-

ceive that the drawing together very tightly of
these bands below, with the pressure of the
heavy square tile above produces that swelling
out of the part between, which, it is just pos-
sible, gave to the Greeks a hint for the echi-
nus moulding, an opinion which will obtain
by an attentive observation of several speci-
mens of Egyptian capitals, wherein the oval
shape of the lower part of the capitals is too
obvious to escape notice.

The annulets in Grecian Doric columns vary
as well in their profile as in their number.
Some examples may be interesting, to shew
h e exhaustless genius of the Greeks, even in

THE BUILDER.
details the most minute, and that although the

general principles of art in their Doric order

are the same, yet that they could produce great

variety in their details. In the Parthenon,

that best and purest of all examples, we find,

under the echinus of the capitals in the por-

ticos, five rings, placed on a slope, continued,

as it were, from the lower link of the echinus,

as shewn in No. 3 ;
and in the columns of the

pronaos of the same edifice, there are but

three rings. In the Temple of Theseus, the

profile of the annulets is somewhat similar to

that of the Parthenon
;
the rings are four in

number, and the under side of the lower arris

of each ring is slightly undercut; No 4 is the

section of these annulets of their full size. In
the example from the portico at Athens, pre-
sumed to belong to the Agora, or market-
place we see (No. 5) how widely the artist

departed from the graceful and flowing out-

line of earlier patterns
;

this, of the age of
Augustus, is one of the latest known examples
of Grecian Doric, yet in many points it cannot
be safely recommended for modern imitation.

In the Temple of Apollo Epicurius, at

Bassee, a building of the pure age of Greek
art, the annulets are four in number, re-

sembling in their contour those in the Par-
thenon, excepting that the second and third

rings recede a little from a line drawn from
the first to the fourth. At Rhamnus, where
are two temples, at Sunium, and in the Dode-
castyle portico of Ceres at Eleusis, the rings

are three in number, profiled like the best

examples .at Athens
;
at iEgesta and Selinus

they are three in number; at the Temple of

Jupiter Olympius, at Agrigentum, of Apollo
in the Isle of Delos, and in . the portico of

Philip, at the same place, at Corinth (where
the annulets have a great projection and are

very deeply undercut), in the Hypsethral Tem-
ple at Psestum, in the Temple of Diana, in the

Propylaea at Elensis, in the Propylrea at

Athens (an excellent example), and at Thori-

cus the rings are four in number. At the

latter place, the annulets are remarkable, and
probably singular in their way, as shewn by

the annulets of a small column found in the

Temple of Ceres at Eleusis, and supposed to

have belonged to an upper range of columns.
No. 8 is from the Temple at Cadachio, and

presents a very unusual arrangement. At

No. 9.

No, 9 is sheivn a capital from the Pseudo-
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dipteral Temple at Paestum, in which many

peculiarities are observable; the immense

6ize and projection of the abacus seem to crush

the echinus, which has beneath it two rings,

under which the flutings curl in the form of

leaves. At Selinus, Mr. Woods noticed some

remarkable features in the capitals :
—“ The

shape of these capitals is very peculiar
;

T have

seen nothing like them in Greece, except a

fragment on a very small scale which I noticed

at Corfu. The common Grecian Doric capi-

tals in the best examples form a sort of ogee,

and we find this curve at the third temple,

but in the great temple, and in two of the

three smaller ones, a deep hollow inter-

rupts the flow of the lines.” These capitals

were each cut out of a block of stone thirteen

feet square.

In the two colossal Doric columns at Rome,
erected in honour of Trajan and Antoninus, a

carved bead and a fillet are placed beneath the

echinus, which in these two columns is also

enriched with the egg-and-anchor ornament,
the only ancient instances, I believe, in which
that member is found enriched in its position
under an abacus/ Sir C. Wren carved the
echinus of his famous monument on Fish-
Btreet-hill, London, in the same way. In the
Tuscan capital, but one fillet is placed beneath
the ovolo, and in the Roman Doric usually
adopted, three fillets are found, as shewn by

TIMBER SCARFING.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—Permit me to submit to you a sketch
of a roof-truss at the Princess’s Theatre to

the tie-beams of which I more particularly wish
to call the attention of your readers. As timbers
of the required length were not obtainable in

London, 1 had them sawn in halves, each half

figure No. 10; these, like the annulets of the

No. 10.

columns of the Agora, appear to surround the
neck of the shaft, instead of being placed on a
slope continued from the echinus, as in the
best Greek examples. It would appear, there-
fore, as if those who sought to improve (as
they thought) 'the contour of Doric capitals,

were content to take for their patterns exam-
ples of the latest and most debased period of
Greek art, but it is difficult to conceive how
any one, with the least pretension to taste, can
prefer the vertical stiffness of the fillets in

Roman and modern Doric capitals before the
easy flowing of the annulets in the more
antique examples, wherein the graceful sweep
of the echinus gradually dies against the shaft
of the column, a practice never lost sight of;

although, as we have seen, the detail may be
carried out with slight deviations. In the
next paper, the word “ Hypotrachelium ” will

be defined, which will conclude the de-
scription of a capital as far as the Grecian
Doric order is concerned. G. R. F.

extending to its required length, scarfed and
bolted with oak keys through both flitches, to

prevent expansion. This mode of scarfing I

consider preferable to any in Mr. Wylson’s
paper on the same subject.

Wishing you to make all allowance for im-
perfection, I am, Sir,

A Practical Carpenter.
March 22, 1844.

( The Heading-Joints to a larger scale.)

scantlings of the timbers.

,
Ins. Ins.

Tie-beams 14 by 11
Principals 15 — 10
Crown-piece 14 — 10
Upper principals to king-posts . . 9 — 10
Oak king-posts (in shaft) 8 — 10
Struts to ditto 5 — 10
Oak principal queen-post fin shaft) 12 — 10
Oak minor queen-post (in shaft) 7 — 10

Ins. Ins.

Relieving principals 8 — 10

Struts to ditto 7 — 10

Straining-sills 8 — 10

Purlins 8 — 6

Hips and ridges 14 — 3
Rafters 6 — 2£
Extreme length of tie-beams 68 feet.

Span, clear of walls, 63 feet.

CROSS, BISHOPSTONE CHURCH, WILTS;
GARGOYLE, ST. PETER’S CHURCH,
SHAFTSBURY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,— Your acceptance of my last contribu-

tion to your pages has induced me to forward
for insertion in your useful periodical two more
architectural details from

The first is a stone cross on
the eastern gabel of Bishop-
stone Church, Wilts, which
is a gem of the fifteenth

century, lately brought into
public notice, on account of
the beautiful window, de-
signed by Mr. Willement,
placed in its south transept,

to the memory of the Rev.— Montgomery. Now that

the temporary prejudice

against the use of such a Christian emblem has

disappeared, this might be employed in any

ecclesiastical building with better effect than

many which I have lately observed, so crowded

with enrichment as to lose their original and

obvious simplicity of form. If your numerous

correspondents would make a point of each

sending you the outline of at least one archi-

tectural beauty (as a cross, a crocket, a boss,

a finial, &c.) from every village church that

might come beneath their notice, I imagine
that with the least possible trouble a collection

might soon be formed both interesting and
valuable; and The Builder, in addition to

the authority of practical weight which it at

present possesses, would acquire the features of

a “ museum,” from which the architectural

designer, the sculptor, the wood-carver, &c.,

might always glean hints for the improvement
of their details.

My second
sketch repre-
sents what I

take to be a
“Gar goyle ”

from the an-
cient Church
of St. Peter,

Shaftsbury and
which 1 merely
send you as a

bold and spirit-

ed specimen of

the grotesque, worth preserving, however its

applicability to buildings of the present age
may be contested by some.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

Great Newport-street,
March 25, 1844.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.

The following is the first report of the com-
missioners appointed by her Majesty to in-

quire into and consider the most effectual

means of improving the metropolis, and of pro-
viding increased facilities of communication
within the same :

—

TO THE queen’s MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.
We, the Commissioners appointed by war-

rant under your Majesty’s sign manual, bearing
date the 23rd of November, 1842, “ to inquire
into and consider the most effectual means of
improving the metropolis, and of providing in-

creased facilities of communication within the
same,” having held our first meeting on Thurs-
day, the 9th of February following, at the office

of your Majesty’s Commissioners of Woods,
&c., in Whitehall-place, and having continued
our sittings from time to time up to the present
date, humbly beg leave to lay before your
Majesty this first report of our proceedings.
We have commenced these proceedings with

a deep sense of the importance of the trust

reposed in us, and at the same time with a
conviction of its difficulties,—difficulties be-
longing not only to the extent, but to the nature
of the inquiries which we are instructed to

pursue.

The point to which in every kingdom a
native looks with pride, and a foreigner with
curiosity, is undoubtedly its metropolis. Other
cities may be the especial depositories of learn-

ing, of science, of the arts, of manufactures, or
of commerce, but the foreigner expects to find

these all more or less represented in the chief

city of the kingdom
;
and no enlightened native

considers his acquaintance with his country
complete till he has visited her capital.

London, as the chief city of England, from
the period of its occupation by the Romans,
has been gradually augmented in population

and extent until it has attained to a magnitude
exceeding that of any other European capital,

and surpassing, in the number of its inhabi-

tants, many of the smaller European states.

With the increase of its limits, there has been

a corresponding, perhaps more than corre-

sponding, accumulation of wealth. It has be-

come the central point of the commerce of the

world
;

and, owing to its position in that

respect, as well as to its being the seat of go-

vernment and legislation of this vast empire,

there have arisen, and become established

within it, classes of interests—municipal, com-

mercial, and professional—associated and re-

presented in various ways (in accordance with

our popular institutions), the magnitude and

weight of which are without example in any

other great city'. These necessarily exercise,

in their several spheres, an extensive influence

on the public opinion; and as those influences

are infinitely various, and often conflicting in

their tendencies, they would present thegreatest

difficulties to the labours ot this or any other

commission that might be required to devise or

to adopt any one general and systematic scheme

for the re-construction of those parts of the

capital of which the existing imperfections or

deformities appear to call for removal or cure.

And, even when confined to the task of select-

ing the most useful and practicable from the

numerous plans for local improvements which

have been referred by your Majesty’s com-

mands to this commission, in addition to which
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many others have since been presented for our

consideration, the difficulties arising from the

same cause are by no means inconsiderable.

It is, however, our duty to pursue the latter

course, and after bestowing upon these nu-

merous proposals and plans our most deliberate

consideration, and after carefully weighing,

not only the intrinsic merits and comparative

advantages of each, but also the difficulties and
the cost of carrying it into execution, to lay

before your Majesty our humble recommenda-
tion of those which to us appear to be the most
worthy of adoption.

We are instructed by the terms of your Ma-
jesty’s warrant under which we are appointed

with respect to the general class of improve-
ments which should chiefly occupy our atten-

tion, viz. those of which the object is to pro-

vide “ increased facilities of communication
within the metropolis.” This description of

improvement is, perhaps, at the same time the

most useful and the most difficult. It neces-

sarily involves the invasion of private rights,

and often, to a great extent, of private com-
forts, bv the compulsory acquisition of pro-

perty for which the pecuniary indemnities may
not always be an adequate compensation. It

also unavoidably requires some outlay of the

the public money. But recent experience

has fully demonstrated how extensive have
been the advantages of such changes to the

community in general, and how much exceed-

ing the sacrifices made to obtain them. The
general acquiescence in the acknowledgment
of these useful consequences is in nothing
more manifest than in the demand created, by
what has already been effected, for further im-
provements of the same description. The
plans before us are many in number, some
being the suggestions of individuals, others

emanating from district, parochial, or other

public bodies. They are, as might naturally

be expected, not unfrequently conflicting in

their objects
;

but they are all entitled to that

careful consideration which they will not fail

to receive from us under the authority of your
Majesty’s warrant. We must, however, at the

same time observe, that they present collec-

tively designs for such a vast field of alter-

ation, and would require the application of

such enormous sums of money, that all hope

of effecting, even with the most liberal dis-

position of Parliament, any considerable por-

tion of them within any reasonable time must
be abandoned. The utmost attention will be

required in selecting such of them as may ap-

pear to possess the highest claims, and to be

at the same time within the limits of practical,

and not too expensive execution.

The plans of Sir Christopher Wren and of

Sir John Evelyn for the restoration of London
after the great fire are familiar to all who are

acquainted with its history. The object of

those plans was to effect a recast of the city

under circumstances unusually favourable to

the success of such an undertaking. But the

fate of these attempts bears witness to the truth

of the preceding observations, concerning the

difficulty of effecting great and systematic

changes in such a metropolis. They were
thwarted by public bodies and individual in-

terests. Although some improvements were
undoubtedly made, the event itself appears to

have had comparatively little influence upon
the improvement of London, except that of

accelerating probably the current westward of

the nobility and the wealthier classes of the

community, whose dwellings had fallen a prey
to that calamity. Many of these erected edi-

fices on the northern shore of the river,

between Blackfriars and Westminster-bridges,
upon the site of the present “ Strand,” and in

the localities of Westminster and Soho, which
in turn were abandoned for other and more
eligible districts, in which few vestiges of their

original appropriation remained at the com-
mencement of the present century.

The vast and densely peopled space com-
prising the cities of London and Westminster,
with the adjacent parliamentary boroughs and
suburban districts, all now blended together
under the common term of “ the metropolis of
the British empire,” has been undergoing,
however, between the commencement of the

current century and the present time, more ex-
tensive and rapid changes than at any former
period of its history since the great fire of
London.
Ot these it might be difficult to say whether

the most remarkable were those which con-

sisted in the great extension of its limits by the

addition of new buildings in all directions, or

those which appear in the shape of improve-

ments in the more ancient portions of it, by

the alteration and re-construction of consider-

able districts.

The former of these have been effected en-

tirely by private resources, or by the spirit of

enterprise of individuals or associated bodies,

which in the east has supplied the increasing

wants of commerce, by the construction of

splendid docks and warehouses, together with

spacious lines of communication and corre-

sponding habitations, in the vicinity of the port

of London; and has ministered in other direc-

tions—more especially in the west and in the

north—to the demands of expanding wealth

and luxury, by the formation of new ranges of

habitations, which in extent and beauty are not

inferior to the capitals of many' of the secon-

dary states of Europe.

But with respect to the changes under the

second head—the improvement of the more
ancient portions of the metropolis, — these

were not of a character to be accomplished,

upon any extensive scale, by private means,
nor without the intervention of the state and
the authority of Parliament. They were,

moreover, in every sense proper subjects for

public aid, as they were not designed solely, or

even especially, for the benefit and enjoyment
of the more opulent inhabitants, but for the

advantage and gratification of every class of

the community. It is to this description of

metropolitan improvement, andto the numerous
plans which have recently been under the con-

sideration of the government and of Parlia-

ment with relation to it, that the attention of

this commission should, as we have already

observed, be chiefly, if not entirely directed.

The immediate objects of these plans of

improvement are, the accommodation of the

public, by the amendment of inconvenient

thoroughfares, the opening of new lines of

communication, the substitution of spacious

and handsome streets for tortuous, unsightly,

and intricate lanes and alleys, inadequate for

the traffic passing through them, and, in many
instances, injurious to the health of those who
inhabit them, by reason of deficient drainage

and imperfect circulation of air. To such a

city as London, with its immense wealth, its

commercial circulation, its retail traffic, its me-
chanical industry, and its manufactures, far

surpassing in these particulars every other

capital in Europe, all such increased facilities

for social and commercial intercourse must be

matter of interest and advantage to every por-

tion of its dense and varied population.

The constantly-growing necessity for some
improvements of this description has at all

times led to occasional and partial adoptions of

them. On the part of the corporation of Lon-
don, improvements of a highly convenient and
beneficial character were made at former

periods
;
but the first attempt to accomplish an

extensive renovation of a considerable portion

of the metropolis upon a great scale and a sys-

tematic plan, was made upon the suggestions

and designs of the late Mr. Nash, under the

immediate auspices of his late Majesty George
IV. (then Prince Regent), and, under the

authority of his government, carried into effect

as a part of the ordinary management of the

Crown property; and although the extensive

improvements of a different character in

Regent-street, at Charing Cross, and in the

Strand, involved the purchase of private pro-

perty to some extent, and necessarily, there-

fore, became subjects for especial legislative

provision, yet they were devised in the same
department, in connection with the property of

the Crown, paid for out of its revenues, and
involved in their accomplishment the sacrifice

of a large portion of its estate.

We think it quite sufficient to advert to these

circumstances to account for the locality in

which these great improvements originated,

especially when it is added that the Crown had,
at. that time, no estate at the eastern extremity
of the town to which it could extend the same
liberal policy'. But they have proved the

means of suggesting similar improvements on
an extensive scale in other parts of the metro-
polis, so that both in themselves, and by their

example, they have added greatly to the em-
bellishment and to the substantial comforts of

the town : and to the diffusion through all

classes of society of that earnest feeling for

measures of this nature which is now admitted

to prevail.

The considerations which governed those

improvements from their commencement to

their completion are set forth in documents

already before Parliament and the public, and
stated with a detail to which it would be im-

possible to do justice by any recapitulation in

the present report. No one, we conceive, can

read the reports of Mr. Nash upon the forma-

tion of the Regent’s Park and Regent-street,

and survey not only the immediate site of these

improvements, but the improved condition of

all property in the vicinity', without feeling

how completely time has given confirmation to

his opinions and justified his views, and with-

out finding embodied in those opinions and
those views nearly every principle which
should govern the conduct of similar under-

takings.

The facilities of which the government had

thus availed itself, in devising and effecting

these extensive undertakings on the estate of

the Crown, were followed by the adoption of a

system of improvement, upon a similar scale,

by the corporation of London, with the aid of

Parliament. Commencing with the removal

of old London-bridge, and the substitution of

the present structure, a series of improvements

has been effected, and others are yet in pro-

gress, which reflect great credit on that body
for the zeal with which they have been under-

taken and the manner in which they have been

conducted. Further plans, on a very extensive

scale, for the continuation and extension of

these improvements east of Temple-bar, have

been recently prepared by the corporation,

submitted to this commission, and will receive

its early consideration.

The improvements now in progress in other

parts of the metropolis, together with those

which have been sanctioned by Parliament,

though not yet commenced, may be shortly

enumerated. Of the class first mentioned plans

have been laid before us by the Commissioners
of your Majesty’s Woods, &c., who are them-
selves members of this commission, and under
whom, by virtue of powers given, and with

funds provided by Parliament, communications
in the undermentioned lines of thoroughfare
are now in progress of execution

;
viz.

—

1. From the end of Oxford-street, at its

junction with Tottenham Court road, to

Holborn, at its junction with Southampton-
street.

2. From Hanover-street, Long-acre, at its

junction with Bow-street, through Belton-
street to Charlotte-street, Bloomsbury.

3. From the east end of Coventry-street,

through Leicester-square, to the western ter-

mination of Long-acre
;
and

4. From East Smithfield, near the entrance
to the London Docks, through Leman-street
to Spitalfields.

By the improvements of which the expe-
diency has been recognized by Parliament,
but which are not yet begun, it i< proposed to

open new lines of thoroughfare in the follow-

ing directions
;

viz. :

—

1. From Farringdon-street West to Clerken-
well.

2. From Westminster-bridge to Southwark
;

and,

3. From the neighbourhood of the Houses
of Parliament to that of Belgrave-square.

Of these, however, the first is the only under-
taking of which the details have been defi-

nitively sanctioned; the lines of the remaining
two have yet to be arranged, and will, we pre-

sume, be brought under the consideration of

the commission.

To defray the expense of these improvements,
the committee of the House of Commons by
which they were recommended submitted, in

the first instance, that they might be provided

for without any sensible addition to the local

burdens of the inhabitants of London and its

vicinity, by charging them upon existing funds

assigned to the corporation of London for im-

proving the approaches to London-bridge,
inasmuch as the duty of 8d. per ton upon coal

imported into London, which constitutes by
far the larger portion of those funds, having
proved much more productive than had been
anticipated when they were thus appropriated,

the charge upon them would be liquidated at

an earlier period than had been contemplated;
viz. in the year 1858, instead of the year 1862.

The committee therefore recommended that in
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gation of the river must be difficult at certain
states of the tide.

lieu of allowing the appropriated funds to cease
when the first incumbrance upon them should
be paid off, they should be continued positively
until the year last mentioned, and that such
further sum as could be raised upon the credit
of their surplus produce within that period
should be made available to these new improve-
ments. The committee having, however, been
subsequently induced to recommend for early
adoption some other plans, the cost of which
could not be brought within the compass of
that arrangement, they ultimately recommended
to Parliament the extension of the several
duties composing the fund in question for four
years, viz. until the 5th of July, 1862, a
recommendation which Parliament adopted.
By means of the resources thus created, pro-
vision was made for the final cost of the four
first-mentioned plans. But with regard to the
three last enumerated, the sums applicable to
them are only to be advanced in aid of monies
to be provided by other parties, and on the
express condition that they should be completed
by those parties with that assistance. Upon
that principle 25,000/. is to be assigned to the
Clerkenwell line, 30,000/. to the proposed com-
munication between Southwark and West-
minster-bridge, and 39,000/. to the proposed
improvements in Westminster.

It may be proper, however, that we should
here observe, that as the nature of these im-
provements involves not only the ultimate cost
thus to be provided for, but also an interme-
diate outlay of very large sums for the pur-
chase of existing interests, a part only of
which will be hereafter recovered by the dis-
posal of new sites for building, the Commis-
sioners of Moods, &c., were authorized by
Parliament to raise the sums required for
these advances on the credit of the land reve-
nues of the Crown, without which measures
the works could not have been executed.

The purchases authorized by Parliament out
of monies, part of those revenues for the for-
mation of a park, to be called “ Victoria
1 ark, in the neighbourhood of Hackney and
Bethnal-green, are now in progress, in con-
formity with a plan which is annexed to the
eighteenth report of the said Com missioners to
her Majesty and Parliament. From the pecu-
liar nature of the occupancy of much of this
ground, which is held by market-gardeners, the
purchases and clearings of the respective pro-
perties have been necessarily dependent upon
seasons, but the formation of the park, we are
informed, will be begun in the course of the
present year.

EMBANKMENT OF THE THAMES.
Upon a careful review of the many subjects

of improvement for which plans had already
been before the public, or were subsequently
submitted to us, we considered an embankment
of the river Thames to have the first claim to
our attention.

For a considerable period the condition of a
large portion of the river in its passage through
the metropolis has been the subject of obser-
vation and complaint

;
and although measures

have at different times been submitted to Par-
liament, having its improvements for their
object, yet nothing of a comprehensive nature
has been effected.

The causes of the great change which has
taken place in the bed of the river Thames, in
that portion of its course which lies between
London and Westminster-bridges, may be
shortly stated. Among the first, if not the
very first, of these in recent times, may be con-
sidered the removal of old London-bridge—

a

measure, no doubt ultimately beneficial to the
interests of the river as a whole, but prejudi-
cial for a time to the navigation immediately
above it.

The operation of this change upon the con-
dition of the river, and especially in the por-
tions between the bridges, though great, and,
as already observed, no doubt the immediate
cause of the present embarrassment expe-
rienced in the navigation, has been uniform in
its effects, and consistent in its character. It
has produced, as was anticipated, a higher rise
and lower fall of the tide than heretofore, and
is producing, as was also to be expected, a
general, though not uniform, lowering of the
level of the riverbed.

While the first of these consequences, how-
ever, has been immediate and manifest, the
second, it is obvious, if left to the operation of
natural causes, must necessarily be the work
of time

;
and hence, in the interval, the navi-

The shoals and irregularities, however
which constitute the greater portion of this
difficulty, are, in the evidence before us,
attributed to other causes. We are referred to*

a want of uniformity in the bends and curves
of the river, to the disproportion between the
breadth and volume of its waters, and probably
to the varying nature of the material forming
its bed, as natural agents in working out
these results, and, as artificial causes, to pro-
jections and recesses in the shores, irregular
dredging, and other evils alleged to have
arisen from imperfect conservancy.

The conservancy of the river Thames is a
privilege and a trust vested in the corporation
of London by very ancient charters, confirmed
and renewed at various periods. The exact
extent of the rights and of the duties thereby
assigned to that body have been the subjects
of much diversity of opinion, and of dispute
and controversy both in and out of Parliament,
strongly shewing the necessity for some legal
decision, or legislative adjustment, upon a
matter of so much practical importance. Upon
these points, however, it does not appear to us
that it is within the province of this commis-
sion to express an opinion

;
we therefore con-

ceive that we shall sufficiently discharge our
duty under this head, by soliciting the atten-
tion of your Majesty to the information fur-
nished on this subject (extracts of which are
annexed to this report) by the Commissioners
on Municipal Corporations, by the committee
of Parliament on the port of London, and by
the City of London Navigation Committee.

Under the authority of the corporation of
London, and, on some occasions, under special
authorities obtained from Parliament, the
river has been extensively, though not syste-
matically embanked, and its water-way irre-
gularly contracted, as will be seen by a plan,
annexed to this report, of that portion of the
river which flows immediately through the
centre of the metropolis.

Other embankments we find are in progress
at the present time, under licences granted bv
the corporation, of which embankments plan’s
are also appended.
The effect of these partial and occasional

embankments has been from time to time to
alter the currents of the river, and to impair
its navigable channel.
The embankments constructed under the

authority of Parliament are few. The first

of these was projected by Sir Christopher
Wren immediately after the fire of London.
The object of this embankment was “to make
a commodious quay on the whole bank of the
river from Blackfriars to the Tower;” and
under the authority of the Act of Charles II.
for rebuilding the city, and a subsequent Act
of the same reign, it was partially carried into
effect.

Under the first of these acts no house, out-
house, or other building whatsoever, was to be
erected from Tower-wharf to Temple-stairs,
within 40 feet of the river, cranes and sheds
for present use only excepted.
Although few traces of such a way are at

present to be found, yet a portion of it, from
the Tower to Castle Baynard, was actually
executed. Encroachments, however, were sub-
sequently made upon it from time to time, and
in the year 1821, “notwithstanding a very
decided opposition to the measure in both
Houses of Parliament, on the part of the cor-
poration of London, and the inhabitants of
Upper Thamos-street and its vicinity,” the Act
in question was repealed.
No further plan for regulating or improving

the banks of the river was entertained till the
year 1767, when a measure was submitted to
the corporation of London for raising 300,000/.
for the completion of Blackfriars-bridge by
embanking the north side of the river between
Paul’s Wharf and Milford-lane, upon a line
extending about half a mile in length. Arrange-
ments were subsequently entered into with the
societies of the Middle and Inner Temple, and
other parties, by which this embankment ulti-

mately included the frontage of the Temple-
gardens.

The terms in which this proposal was sub-
mitted to the corporation would apply with
very little variation to many parts of the river
at the present day; and considering that a
century at least had then elapsed since any
measure has been attempted for the “ regula-

tion and improvement ” of its shores, and that
another century has very nearly arrived at its
completion, the statement is not undeserving
of attention. “ The wharfs,” it is observed,
‘ within those limits, by their different and
very unequal encroachments, not only form
an irregular and disagreeable outline, but afford
the owners of some an undue preference and
advantage over others; at the same time that
the reflected set of the tides, both ebb and flood,
throws the force of the stream upon the Surrey
shore, opposite to Blackfriars, and of conse-
quence slackens the current on the London
side; this, together with the large sewers
that empty themselves in the neighbourhood,
occasions a constant accumulation of sand
mud, and rubbish, which not only destroys
great part of the navigation at low water, but
renders the wharfs inaccessible by the loaded
craft, even at high water, unless at spring tides

;
the mud and filth thus accumulated, notwith-
standing the frequent expense the wharfingers
ai e at to clear it away, is, when not covered
with water, extremely offensive, and in summer
time often dangerous to the health of the
neighbouring inhabitants.”—The corporation
of London, it is presumed, acquiesced in the
correctness of these statements, inasmuch as
they adopted the plan

;
and powers were sub-

sequently given by Parliament for carrying it

into effect.

The next embankment of importance took
place at Durham-yard and the places adjacent,
now known as the site of the Adelphi-terrace,
and the buildings connected therewith. In
the years 1768, 1769, and 1770> Messrs. Adam
and other parties applied to the corporation of
London for their consent to this embankment,
but without effect. The Court of Common
Council not concurring, the parties applied to
Parliament for an Act enabling them to effect
a large embankment in that vicinity, not in
the lines originally proposed, which Act was
subsequently obtained, notwithstanding the
most decided opposition on the part of the
corporation in every stage of the bill, and
notwithstanding that the clauses subjecting
the ground to be gained from the river to the
acknowledgment originally offered to the cor-
poration were not inserted in the Act.

Within a comparative!} recent period, further
embankments, upon a scale of considerable
magnitude, have been effected in the same
portion of the river. We refer especially to
the embankment which forms a part of the
present site ol Hungerford-market, and which
was sanctioned by the legislature in connection
with that measure

;
and to the projection de-

vised tor the enlargement and rebuilding of
the palace at Westminster for the accommo-
dation of the new Houses of Parliament.

“ During the last fifty years,” it appears,
“numerous grants have been made, under the
sanction of the corporation, for embankments
in various parts of the Thames, throughout
the jurisdiction ofthecity of London, by which
the general line of the river, to a certain ex-
tent,” is alleged to have “ been regulated and
improved.” It was not, however, until within
the last fifteen vears, and under an order of
the common council, that the balance of mo-
nies received on this account, and for other

accommodations on the river, after deducting
the expenses applicable thereto, were brought
in aid of the conservancy.

The insufficiency of the funds strictly appli-

cable to the purposes of the conservancy
appears to have long formed a subject of com-
plaint on the part of the corporation, and we
presume, that to this, among other causes, is

to be attributed the fact that, as far back as

there is any evidence of the defective con-

dition of the river, previously to the year 1840,

there is no trace of any measure for a general

and systematic improvement of the navigation,

or regulation of its banks, having originated

with that body.

Of the attempts made in Parliament to apply

a partial remedy to this state of things, men-
tion will be made hereafter. They failed, as it

appears to the commission, from causes which

need not any longer operate :—In the first in-

stance (in 1825), under an apprehension that

the removal of old London-bridge was too

recent to admit of any accurate opinion being

formed as to its effects
;
in the second (in 1840),

from the indefinite character of the measures

proposed, and from the opposition of the

wharfingers, and others in trade, to the plan
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upon which those measures were to have been

founded. , . • iqoi
The first of these plans bore date ini

18-Ji

and was projected by Sir F. Trench. Its ob-

ject was to embank a portion of the nort
J

,er

shore of the river between London and West-

minster bridges, and to make it available as a

public thoroughfare. The proceedings conse-

quent upon that plan, including the formation

of a public company to carry it into effect, are

detailed at some length in his “ Collection ol

Papers relating to the Thames Quay, pub-

lished in 1827.

Sir Frederick Trench, and the other pro-

moters of the undertaking, after memorial-

izing the corporation as to its rights of con-

servancy, and the Crown as to its rights over

the soil,’ petitioned Parliament for a Bill on

the 15th of February, 1825. On the 18th of

the following month the question, that leave

be given for its introduction, was carried by a

majority of 40 in a house consisting of 1JU

members. It was suggested, however, that the

information then possessed, as to the effect

which the removal of the bridge might pro-

duce, was too imperfect for immediate legisla-

tion, and after a petition against the measure,

presented on the 15th of April, it appears to

have been dropped.

On the 23rd of March, 1840, the corporation

of London applied to Parliament for power to

embank both sides of the river between Lon-

don and V auxhall bridges. Adverting to the

proceedings in 1835 before the select com-

mittee on the building of the new Houses of

Parliament, to the embankment immediately

consequent upon those proceedings, and to the

expediency of the continuation of an embank-

ment at Westminster for the improvement of

the navigation of the river, it was the object

of the application in 1840 to shew that, upon

considerations irrespective of the navigation,

an embankment so continued would be bene-

ficial to the metropolis at large, and as such

deserving: the aid of Parliament. On the 3 th

of the same month a select committee was

appointed, “ to report its opinions and obser-

vations thereupon to the House, together

with the best means of carrying the same into

effect.”

The plan which formed the basis of this pe-

tition had been prepared by Mr. Walker, under

the direction of the corporation, and embraced

the embankment on both sides of the river,

between London and Vauxhall bridges. On

referring to the copy of this plan appended to

our report, it will be found to differ from the

later suggestion of the same gentleman, in in-

cluding in the embankment on the Surrey

shore two arches of Waterloo-bridge, and m
other particulars of minor interest and im-

portance, which it is not essential to specify.

The committee suspended its sittings on the

29th of July, 1840, without bringing its inqui-

ries to a close. It reported that “ several pe-

titions both for and against the measure having

been referred to the committee of the House,

and many witnesses, both for and against the

intended plan, being proposed to be examined,

it was obliged, by the near approach of the

prorogation of Parliament, to conclude the in-

quiry without the examination of many plans

for the embankment of the river, or the con-

sideration of any plan for the improvement of

the navigation without any alteration of the

present lines of shore ;
and that upon the

general subject, therefore, of the improvement

of the navigation, with or without any embank-

ment, in the present state of the inquiry, it

gave no opinion.” From that period all

further notice of the subject ceased in Parlia-

ment.

In July, 1841, Sir Frederick Trench ad-

dressed a letter to Viscount Duncannon, then

Chief Commissioner of your Majesty’s Woods,

&c., stating the means by which the plan ot

Mr. Walker and his own might, in his opinion,

be combined. At that period, however, a

general survey of the river was understood to

be in progress, from Putney to Gravesend,

under the direction of Mr. Walker, on the part

of the corporation, Captain Bullock, with the

sanction of the Admiralty, Mr. Saunders, the

water-bailiff to the city, and Mr. Leach, the

clerk of the works to the Navigation Com-

mittee. The reports and plans, the result ol

this survey, together with a report from certain

members of that committee, were laid before a

common council holden on the 20th of Jan.,

1842, and subsequently printed for the use of

the court. On application to the Navigation

Committee we were furnished with copies of

these documents.

Upon the appointment of this commission,

Sir Frederick Trench addressed a letter to

our chairman, expressing his desire to lay

before us his plan for “ a railroad between

Dowgate-dock and Hungerford- market, with a

second line from Hungerford to Westminster-

bridge.” His object, as stated in that letter,

was “ to connect this plan with the erection ot

an embankment for the improvement ot the

navigation of the river, and combining these

with the removal of existing nuisances to

confer immense advantages upon the inhabit-

ants of the metropolis, not only without any

demand upon the public purse, but so as to pro-

duce a large surplus after defraying the whole

expense of the embankment proposed by Mr.

Walker.”

In compliance with his desire, the commis-

sion requested the attendance of Sir 1- . 1 rench,

and examined him at some length as to the

objects and al'leged advantages ot Ins plan, its

practicability, and its probable expense. In

doing this, it was necessary to assume the adop-

tion of the principle of Mr. Walker s plan of

embankment, Sir F. Trench’s calculations

and arrangements having been adapted to that

plan.

pi,AN OF Sin. FREDERICK TRENCH.

The plan of Sir F. Trench is explained in

a statement addressed to the commission at

the commencement of his evidence. Referring

to the terraces at Nice and Genoa, he observes,

“ Between those terraces and that which I

propose, there would be this difference that,

instead of a promenade, the top of the colon-

nade along the north bank of the Thames

would be occupied by that which would be the

source of all the profit which I anticipate,

namely, a railway of communication. Mr.

Walker’s line of embankment is before the

commission. My proposal is to adopt that

line, with some trifling alterations, and on it

to erect a terrace, supported by columns, upon

which a railroad shall be constructed. 1 sup-

pose the columns to be 14 feet high, and a

covered promenade under the terrace of that

height. Between this covered walk and the

river there may he a trottoir, with steps de-

scending into the river where required. On

the other side will be a passage for carriages

and horses
;
and commercial operations may

be carried on under the covered way. Wag-

gons can back to the river between the columns;

machinery can lift the coals from the barges,

which will be moored in deep water at the

bank
;
and the occasional interruption to pas-

sengers along the promenade will not be one

tithe as much as that which occurs every hour

of the day from the traffic of omnibuses m
Cheapside and the Poultry.” The proposition

of Sir F. Trench thus contemplated uninter-

rupted lines of communication, both for foot

passengers and the ordinary traffic of a rail-

way, extending from Westminster-bndge to

Dowgate-dock—the former at an elevation ot

4 feet, the latter at an elevation of 18 feet

above Trinity high-water datum, without tra-

versing the roadways of the respective bridges,

without hindrance' to the trade of the river

shore, and without prejudice to the navigation.

Practical difficulties, it appeared to the com-

mission, presented themselves to the execution

of this plan, and these were not lessened by

Sir Frederick Trench’s assumption of Mr.

Walker’s line and principle of embankment

for its basis. Of Mr. Walker’s plan, as ex-

plained in his evidence before the select com-

mittee of 1840 (to which only Sir Frederick

Trench could be referring in his address to

the commission), the line of the embankment

was the only point to be positively fixed upon.

The execution of it was to be left to the

voluntary determination of individual proprie-

tors, anil its projector could assign no definite

or even probable time for its completion.

Assuming the commission, however contrary

to Mr. Walker’s design, to be prepared to

recommend the compulsion and expense in-

evitably associated with any other course or

proceeding, the proposal of Sir Frederick

Trench to carry his railway under Blackfriars-

bridge suggested the first difficulty. The em-

bankment of Mr. Walker was to include only

the northernmost, and consequently the lowest

of its arches on the Middlesex shore, the

centre of which above Trinity high water datum

is only 16 feet 6 inches. Allowing some pro-

vision to be made against the occasional occur-

rence of higher tides, it would be necessary,

therefore, in the construction of the embank-

ment, to abridge this headway by at least three

feet (Mr. Walker had taken four), leaving a

disposable elevation, for the colonnade,

together with the traffic upon the roadways

beneath and above it, of something between

12 and 13 feet.

As the average height of the embankment

and colonnade would, according to the proposal

of Sir F. Trench, be 18 feet, it became evident

that even the line of the railway on the colon-

nade, independently ol the space required lor

the carriages intended to be moved upon it,

could not bo made to pass under the arch with-

out amaterial deviation from the height assigned

to it. It was manifest, indeed, that unless

the line of the railway were actually brought

down to the same level as that ol the road upon

the embankment itself, the traffic upon it

could not be carried under the bridge; and

further, that in order to effect this object, a

gradual depression of the railway, occupying

on either side of the arch a space of 1,000 feet,

must be resorted to. Such was, in fact, the

proposal ultimately made by the projectors for

overcoming this difficulty.

But it was obvious that, by these depressions

of the upper line, the continuity of the lower

roadway must be destroyed, and the advantages

of a promenade as well as of a carriage-way

be thereby excluded. The use of the embank-

ment for the purposes of trade would also be

taken away within a considerable space adja.

cent to the bridge
;

and this circumstance

created an objection of so much the greater

importance, as the business transacted at that

part of the river is considerable.

These difficulties, inseparable from the adop-

tion of the first arch of the bridge for the pur-

poses of this plan, led to the suggestion by its

promoters of substituting the second arch for

the same object. This would not, indeed, have

been in accordance with the plan of Mr.

Walker, upon which that of Sir F- Trench

professed to be grafted, hut it was observed,

in reply to that objection, that “the line of

that embankment might be the best for Mr.

Walker’s plan, but not for an embankment

with a railway.”

Little doubt, we conceive, can exist, that

whether for the railway, the continuance of a

public promenade, or the important interests

of the trade in this locality, the second arch

of B 1 aek friars-bri dge would in all respects

suggest the less objectionable expedient ;
it

would give additional headway, and if a line

of solid embankment were adopted, offer less

interruption to all those purposes to which

wharfage is generally applied. But interests

of much greater importance, as it appears to

us, intervene to determine this part ot the

question. The width of the river at Black-

friars-bridge is only 978 feet
;
the deductions

from its waterway for an embankment includ-

ing one arch only, and for piers, may be taken

at”270 feet; its navigable channel, conse-

quently, would remain little more than 700 feet.

It would be impossible, therefore, we conceive,

at this point, to project any solid embankment

into the river beyond the arch in question,

with a due regard to the interests of the navi-

gation.

A further difficulty opposed to the plan of

Sir F. Trench we have, perhaps, in some

measure anticipated, when we referred to the

uncertainty attending the completion of that

of Mr. Walker. Mr. Walker’s plan com-

prised recesses of considerable width, lo

carry a railway across these, at an elevation of

18 feet, might of course be practicable
;
but it

is obvious that a public promenade of the cha-

racter, in the direction, and upon the level

proposed by Sir Frederick Trench for his quay,

would be adverse to all the objects for which

these recesses were designed
;
and that, if the

two are to form part of the same measure, the

embankment throughout its whole line must be

completed in the first instance.

Having pointed out these preliminary, and,

as it appears to us, insuperable objections to

the plan of Sir Frederick Trench, we deem it

to be superfluous to advert to minor difficul-

ties affecting the expediency, the utility, or the

financial details of his suggestion, combined

with those of Sir Frederick Smith and Mr,
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Bidder. The evidence relating thereto is an-

nexed to this report, and estimates will be

found in the appendix. These will, no doubt,

be perused with the attention which they de-

serve, and with that which is due to Sir Fre-

derick Trench as the early proposer and per-

severing promoter, through a long period, of

an embankment of the river.

(To be continued.)

CTormponSenre.

SHAM SURVEYORS.
Sir,—I have observed in your last week’s

number of The Builder an article under the

head of “ Disgraceful Practices of Sham Sur-

veyors,” signed “ Z.” From having been

brought up to the profession and practising in

it, I have ventured to correct some of your

correspondent’s statements. I am well aware

there are many persons practising as surveyors

who have not the least pretension to the name
of surveyor, and have not been in any way
educated or brought up to the profession. I

have endeavoured to shun such men, and have

always been at a loss to know upon what capa-

bilities persons who commence business as

auctioneers attach to their calling that of sur-

veyor. I believe there are some few excep-

tions
;
such as where auctioneers are qualified

and have had professional tuition, and can

claim to be surveyors
;
but unfortunately on

every auctioneer’s card, will be found the

word surveyor, and perhaps many of them may
have been brought up as farmers, greengrocers,

milkmen, &c., and in a variety of businesses

quite contrary to that of a profession so intricate

as that of a surveyor. It is of this class of

surveyors the profession have most to com-
plain.

Your correspondent is most decidedly wrong-

in his remarks on the very useful (and as may
be termed the professional) body of builders’

clerks, the major part of whom are men of

respectable families, and have been regularly

educated and brought up to the profession,

both as architects and surveyors, and at great

cost to their friends, though by some unfore-

seen occurrence or for want of sufficient in-
,

terest to get their abilities put forward in the 1

world, they are obliged to seek employment in

builders’ offices, and doubtless have been found

by builders a very useful body of men. Gene-

rally they are persons who derive much
practical knowledge (in addition to the theory

they have before acquired) from the diversity of

business, and in the superintendence of works

connected with first-rate men as architects,

surveyors and engineers. I do not think the

profession has a right to complain of this

class of men, unless they will for the future

object to take any pupil who would be bound

not to act in the capacity of clerk to a builder,

which would be quite impossible.

I have known instances of men who have

turned surveyors from some separate trade

connected with the building business, such as

masons, plumbers, and bricklayers, and have

presumed to take off quantities for builders,

and have through some interested friend been

put forward to the detriment of the surveyor of

long-standing. I boldly say it is such men as

these that the profession and the respectable

builder have to exclaim against. Trusting the

time will arrive when such nefarious practi-

tioners will cease to exist, I am, Sir,

April 1, 1844. A.

METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS REGULATION BILL.

Sir,—Verily, we poor men engaged in build-

ing must be a strange race, if it be absolutely

necessary to consider and punish us as common
felons. It would seem to be quite enough to

visit us with penalties varying from fifty shillings

up to twenty pounds for peccadillos
;

but it

seems that we are capable of crimes so enor-

mous as to require a little severer castiga-

tion: and two justices of the peace, whether
they be Solons or Sir Andrew Aguecbeeks,
are to have power to fine us from 51. to 100/.

a day for one kind of offence, and from 51. to

500/. a day for another kind of offence
;
and

further, if this mild and fatherly correction

should not be enough to bring us to our senses,

or should we be so poor that the seizure of all

our sticks will not raise money enough to liqui-

date these merciful visitations, we arc to be

thumb-screwed a little more by imprisonment

ip the “ common gaol or house of correction
”

for three months or six months, according as

we shall be more or less wicked, or more or

less poor, and all this at a time when “ hu-

manity ” is the watchword of the day. It is
I

very difficult to conjecture in what school the

concocter of the bill has been bred; but it;

requires no lantern to find out it was notin the

school of lovingkindness. It is to be hoped

this loathsome blot will be wiped away, and
,

such penalties only enacted as, while they

ensure obedience to the law, will breathe some- .

what of the spirit of Christianity. There is
|

indeed some consolation for builders. If they i

are to bo curbed in with bit and bridle by dis- ,

trict surveyors, thesesame gentlemen are shewn
!

not to be a whit more trustworthy, but are to

be themselves curbed in by the official referees,

and to be subject to correction, fine, and dis-

missal. They will have a nice life of it, and I

fancy that the official referees will find them-

selves not quite in a bed of clover, at least as

far as work goes. But they are to be well

paid, and rightly so, if the payment were all

righteous
;
but why the district surveyor is to

be paid ten shillings for measuring the width

of a street, and which fee he may demand and

get from every house in every street, young or

old, I am quite at a loss to conceive. Nor can

1 readily conjecture why justices (who may be

fathers or uncles of district surveyors) are to

have power to order the district surveyors to

be paid for loss of time, or why district sur-

veyors and official referees are to be empowered
to assess their own charges. (See clauses 14,

18, 40, 46.) I can suppose that some stripling

in legislaturemay have vanity enough to fancy

himself wiser than his forefathers, and set

down a new order of rating, and a new enu-

meration of the stories of a building
;
and 1

can laugh at his sapient folly. But when I

see the meditated destruction of an enormous
amount of house property, which has not only

grown up under the fostering care of a solemn
Act of Parliament, but which has also been
stunted in its growth by that act of the legis-

lature which compelled builders not to make
fourth-rate houses of more than 350 super-

ficial feet, and as a necessary consequence, not

to make the back rooms 100 feet superficial,

I can scarcely suppose that I live in a land

where justice has a local habitation. I must
hope that this cruel wrong will not be persisted

in. This is too serious for a smile
;
but we

may indulge in a little mirth over clause 49,

of which the indefiniteness is so perfectly ridi-

culous, that truly our worthy friend “ Punch ”

must have tried his very funniest hand at it

:

“ Sometimes to sense, sometimes to nonsense lean-

Ilowever, Sir, as a whole, the Bill is a very

great step in advance of all late attempts, and

if it be made just, if it be made merciful, and

if it be made easily comprehensible, as with

some correction it may be, the metropolis will

owe some thanks to its promoters.

I am, Sir, your much obliged servant,

April 9, 1844. Brickbat.

CUTTING A TAPERED PLANK.
Sir,—

Y

our correspondent, S. Iluggins, says

he believes this question, though seemingly

simple, cannot be solved but by an algebraic

equation of two unknown quantities, I beg to

submit the following solution without assuming

any quantity, but by simply working the given

quantities :
—

Let the annexed figure, d ef g, represent the

plank whose length, o i, is equal to /, breadth,

f g, equal to B,and de equal to c by the ques-

tion
;
produce g d andf e till they meet in h,

and draw h i. Then, by similar triangles,

B—c: /:: c:—— or the length h o required
B—

c

to complete the triangle/ h g, for which put

p. .

Then will^
c= the area of the triangle

d h e.

And B ~j~-_ /= the area of the plank, for

which put a.

Then ~ = the area of each piece.

Euclid 6 and 19,
P-2

: /P : : :

P + -P-

And 2
V/ o2 4- p— the distance from the
v 1

c

point h, where the plank must be cut.

• 3 v/Ps 4- — P — jJ= the distance to be
v

c

measured from the narrow end.

And l + p—V P+ -P= dis,ance t0 be

measured from the wide end.

And p : c : : V f + ~ p the width of

the plank where cut.

=iv7T^=vc i + ^
c=p^ p

width of the plank where cut.

ra , cl
But p -

B—

c

V or c / c l — the

B—c c B —c B
distance to be measured from the narrow end,

from which we have the following rule —

Divide the product of the length and narro

end by the difference between the two end ’

and call it a certain sum
;
then the area of the

plank multiplied by this certain sum and

divided by the narrow end, added to the square

of the certain sum, and from the square

root of the sum last found, subtract the certain

sum
;
the remainder is the distance to be mea-

sured from the narrow end, and the square

root of the sum last found multiplied by the

narrow end and divided by the certain sum, the

quotient will be the width of the plank where

cut
;
or, Geometrically—

Let the figure, as before, represent the

plank, divide the length in two equal parts by

the line m n, and through m and n draw the

lines a b, /c /, parallel to h i
;
now as the triangle

dam equals the triangle g bm, and the triangle

ken equals the triangle // n, it is clear it the

two triangles were cut off the larger trapezoid

m ng f, and put on the smaller one den m,

and the plank cut on the line n m, the two

areas would be equal
;

it is therefore evident,

to answer the conditions of the question, the

areas of the two triangles must be taken from

the larger trapezoid m ngf from its narrow

end, and parallel to m n
;
to do which complete,

the parallelogram dame ,
which will equal the

area of the two triangles g b m, lnf,
make mp

equal m c
,
and describe the semicircle a sp,

cutting m n produced in bisect m p by the

line <7 r, then it is evident, if the line q r equals

the line u m. a line drawn through p would

answer the condition of the question ;
make

m (equal to q r, and describe tl.e sem.arele

Is u through^the points t and s, bisect n m by

another line q r, and make ml equal to it and

repeat the operation until the line ? » shall

coincide with the middle of m #, then a 1me

drawn through u, parallel tom » will be the

nlace where the plank must be cut.

For? r X m » = the area of the trapezoid

And by Euclid—2nd and 14th.

„T!'= qrxmu,
and max m c, or (mp)= m s’;

hence jr X m it=m a X m c, <d'
'

I remain yours, &c, * ,A * xv *
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CHIMNEYS AND OLIM B1 NO-BOYS.

Sir,—In the report of the Master Carpen-

ters on the proposed new Building-Act, it is

suggested that “ the wearing away of tines

would be greatly diminished if the legislature

would permit climbing-boys, say of not less

than fourteen years of age, and duly licensed,

to sweep chimneys as formerly, instead of the

very imperfect method of cleansing them by
machinery.”
Now, it does appear to me that boys of the

age of fourteen could never ascend the existing

old flues 14 inches by 9 inches, to say nothing

of many only 9 inches by 9 inches. The next
question to be considered would be, what size

flues should be made in order to admit climbing-

boys of that age. But I trust and hope the

legislature will never permit the revival of an

occupation so inhuman and degrading. Surely

some plan may be adopted for the future con-

struction of that portion of building which
will admit of machine-cleansing, and that the

legislature will give the subject their considera-

tion in framing the new Act. Humanitus.

Sir,—

P

erhaps you or any of your scientific

readers would inform me of the best mode of

building a brick column. I want to form an
Ionic colonade in the interior of a church,
which is to support the roof

;
the diameter of

the columns is two feet. Hoping this is not
too great a trespass on your columns,

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Waterford, April 5th, 1844. J.T.

Current ©iters of petals.
April 4, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Spelter.—

F

oreign ton .

.

0 0 0 to 23 0 0

,, For delivery.

.

21 5 0— 21 10 0
Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0
Quicksilver 0 4 6
Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c...

.

. per ton 5 10 0
,, Nail rods 0 0 0— 6 0 0
,, Hoops 7 15 0 — 8 0 0
,, Sheets 8 10 0— 8 15 0

,, Cargo in Wales .

.

0 0 0— 5 0 0

,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 0 0 0— 3 5 0

„ No. 1, Clyde 0 0 0— 2 10 0

,, For., Swedish .... 10 5 0— 10 10 0

,, Russian, ccnd 16 10 0

Steel

—

Swedish keg . . . . . F1. ton 18 10 0

„ ,, Faggot.. 0 0 0— 19 0 0
Copper

—

English sheathing, per lb. — 0 0 9i
„ Old 0 0 8

,, Cake p. ton. . .

.

0 0 0— 84 0 0

„ Tile 0 0 0— 82 0 0

,, S. American .

.

0 0 0— 75 0 0
Tin

—

English, blocks, &c. cwt. 3 13 0

,, ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 14 0

,, Foreign, Banca .... 0 0 0— 3 8 0

,, ,, Straits. . .

.

0 0 0— 3 4 0

,, ,, Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 5 0— 1 10 0

„ „ No. IX 1 11 0— 1 16 0

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead

—

Sheet milled
.
per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

,, Red 21 10 0

,, White 23 10 0
Pig-Lead

—

English .... 0 0 0— 17 0 0

,, Spanish .... 0 0 0— 16 10 0

ii American .. 0 0 0— 16 5 0

Bishop Farrar's Monument.—The sub-
scribers are respectfully informed that this

monument has been erected in St. Peter’s

Church, Carmarthen, as intended, and the ex-

penses paid by the original proposer. That
gentleman also begs leave to acquaint the
piously and generously disposed subscribers

that by reason of the talented and judicious

execution of the work by the sculptor, no
further funds are required, and therefore they
may please to receive back their subscriptions

on applying to the bankers to whom such sub-

scriptions were origit ally paid.— Lansdown-
parade, Cheltenham, April 10 .—Morning Post.

New Cathomo Chapel.—The ceremony
of laying the foundation stone of a new Catho-
lic Chapel took place in the retired village of
Blackbrook, near St. Helen’s, on Monday
last. The church will be in the style of
Catholic architecture of the fourteenth cen-
tury. It will consist of a nave 75 feet by
24, a chancel 30 feet by 18, with a chantry
chapel, sacristy, and porch, and will be sur-
mounted by a bell gable over the east end
of the nave. The design is by Mr. Hadfield, and
the decorative part will be executed by Mr.
Bulwer.

arntDrre.
Tenders delivered for building a pair of Cottages

at Brentwood, Essex, for Ammon Moult, Esq.,

James Edmeston, Esq., Architect, April 8, 1844.

Winter (Brentwood) £1,548 0 0

White (ditto) 1,530 0 0

Ashmote (Ilford) 1,496 0 0
Curtis and Sons (Stratford). .. . 1,448 0 0

Hill (Brentwood) 1,278 15 8

Norris (Hackney) 1,247 0 0
Opened in the presence of the parties.

Tenders delivered for a house at the same place,

for Mr. Thompson, same Architect.

Winter (Brentwood) .£1,445
White (ditto) 1,442

Norris (Hackney) 1,127
Curtis and Son (Stratford) .... 1,094

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For works required in the enlargement of the

Liverpool Workhouse.—Day for sending in Con-
tracts, &c., postponed sine die.

For making certain Repairs on the Church of

Bethelvie.—Plan, &c., J. Smith, Esq., Architect,

Aberdeen. April 17.

For Erecting a Church at New Radford, near
Nottingham.—Plans, &c., H. J. Stevens, Esq.,

Architect, 16, Full-street, Derby.
For executing extensive Additions and Repairs to

the Manse of Mortlach, and for Erecting new
Offices there.—Plans, &c., at the Manse. Farther

particulars T. M‘Kenzie, Esq., Architect, Elgin.

April 17.

Cambridge.—For the several works to be exe-

cuted at the corner of St. John’s and Bridge-streets.

Mr. Clemence, Surveyor, Chesterton-road. The
day for receiving Tenders not fixed.

For certain alterations about to be made at the

Bath Gaol.—Plans, &c., at the Gaol; P. George,
Esq., Town Clerk, Guildhall, Bath. April 20.

For Paving with Wood a portion of St. Andrew's-
street, Cambridge, containing 352 superficial yards

or thereabouts.—F. Randall, Clerk to Commis-
sioners. April 23.

PREMIUM.
£150 for the best design, plans, and estimates

for a Pauper Lunatic Asylum, Derby (unless the
person furnishing the same be employed to super-
intend the execution of the works) ; .£100 for the
second best design, and ,£50 for that which may
be considered next in merit.—Mr. Barber, Derby.
April 20.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,
To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday April 13.

—

Royal Botanic, Regent’s-
park, 4 p.m.

;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m.

Monday, 15.

—

Statistical, 11, Regent-street,

8 p.m.
;
British Architects, 16, Lower Grosvenor-

street, 8 p.m.
; United Service Institution, Middle

Scotland-yard, 9 p.m. ; Chemical, Society of Arts,
Adelphi, 8 p.m. ; Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 16.— IflSOItS of If)e GTfjurcfj,

St. Mark’s Chapter, 8 p.m. ; Linna-an, Soho-
square, 8 p.m.

;
Horticultural, 21, Regent- street,

3 p.m.
;

Civil Engineers, 25, Great George-street,

8 p.m.

Wednesday, 17. — Society of Arts, Adelphi,
8 p.m. (anniversary)

;
Geological, Somerset House,

85 p.m. ; Microscopical, 21, Regent- street, 8 p.m.
Thursday, 18.— Royal, Somerset House, 8£

p.m. ; Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m.
Friday, 19.

—

Royal Institution, Albemarle-
street, 85 p.m.

Saturday, 20. — Westminster Medical, 32,
Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

;
Asiatic, 14, Grafton-

street, 2 p.m.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
“ Aqua.”—We do not know of any premium

haviny been offered.
“ H. Y.” we recommend to make a selection

of particular printsfrom the collection of Evans,
Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn-Fie/ds . We do
not know any cheap work of the kind. Shaw's
are the proper works, but from the cost of their
execution and their necessarily limited circulation,
they cannot be low-priced.

“ Mr. Bare-faced Tenon ” is an obtrusive fel-
low. We cannot suffer him to enter our house,
but shall confine him to our stables, or certainly
not let him approach nearer than the side garden-
gate.

We have received the letter of “ L. Law.”
“ An Architect,” 25 th March.— Good or bad

the window possesses originality, and if it had been
an old work, would have found admirers on that
account. Its author promises to become, by send-
ing us delineations of local architectural antiqui-
ties, a valuable correspondent.

We have receivedthe contribution of tl Restorer,”
and intend paying a visit to St. Helen’s.

We should be obliged by all correspondents who
transmit to us algebraical subjects, sending us also

their realnames and addresses, in order that as their

manuscripts are not alivays quite clear, they may
have proofs transmitted to them for their own
correction.

Ti e should like to be made acquainted with the

name of our correspondent at King’s Langley, in

order that we may write to him privately

.

“ G. Morriss .”— We have no such intention.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

GREAVE’S LIAS CEMENT is particu-
larly recommended as being manufactured entirely

from BLUE LIAS STONE—does not vegetate—never cracks
—is a better colourfresembling stone) than anyHoman cement,
hardens by exposure to the atmosphere ; and will set as hard
as stone under water, possessing advantages over any other
light cement, being cheaper—more easily worked — carrying
as much sand, and well adapted, from its quick-setting quality,
for any description of modelling or casting, however elabo-
rate. Sold in casks, of five bushels each, at 10s. fid., or Is. 6d.
per bushel

; 2s. fid. allowed for casks if returned in good
L

H.' HOULDER, Agent, BLUE LIAS LIME WHARF,
2, South Wharf, Paddington.

N.B.—Warwickshire Blue Stone for Floors and Hearths,
Diamond Paving for Halls, and every description of Marble
in Slab.

Patronized by Her Majesty's Stationery Office.

H. MORRELL'S
REGISTRATION INK,

MANUFACTURED FOR
THE USE OF REGISTRARS OF BIRTHS, DEATHS,

AND MARRIAGES,
And Warranted made with Galls.

This Ink has received its present reputation from the results
of Chemical Tests, made under Authority.

SOLD WHOLESALE AT THE MANUFACTORY,
149, FLEET STREET, LONDON :

And may be had Retail of all the principal Stationers and
Booksellers in Town and Country.

*»* Observe, each Bottle is sealed with the Maker’s Name
and Address.

RNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS,
2s. per foot super. — CHARLES LONG having

greatly improved his machinery for ornamenting glass, is

enabled to ofTer handsome patterns at 2s. per foot super,
glass included. 1 00 feet can be executed and delivered in
two days. Address to Charles Long, House Decorator, &c,,
1, King-street, Portman-square. For Cash only.

ATENT TESSELATED, VARIE-
GATED, ORNAMENTED MARBLE AND PLAIN

PAVING TILES, Manufactured by SAMUEL MAYER,
Burslem, Staffordshire. Specimens and prices may be
obtained at Mr. Charles Long’s, No. 1, King-street, Port-
man-square, and also at the Manufactory.

R
rnrttv nnmuuius.

CHAT ER solicits the attention of
• BUILDERS, SURVEYORS, and others to his

extensive assortment of Paper-hangings which he has con-
stantly on Sale at very reduced prices, adapted to the deco-
ration of Bed-rooms, Parlours, and Drawing-rooms. Also
his imitations of Marbles, Granites, and Oak Papers for
Halls and Staircases.

Patterns sent to any part of Town or Country for inspec-
tion, and estimates given free of ckarge.

45, Tottenham Court-road.

LUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, &c. &c., for Pictures
Glazing, &c. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TIIUDfl n— n ~ ,TURPS, per gallon 2s. 3d.
LINSEED OiL, ditto 2s. 9d.
SHEET LEAD, in sheets, per cwt 18s. fid.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE IQs. fid.

WHITE LEAD ditto .. .. 26s. Od.
Colours, Pipe, Brushes, &c. &c., equally low, and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying
to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester-squnre, London.
PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND

CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted Crown,
flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,
shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30
of Best and Seconds quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-
ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having
to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a
list of dimensions to R. Cogan, will receive by return of
post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown
Sheet-Glass and Sheet-Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for if

required.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety
of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than
is kept by anv other House in London.
COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or
superior appearance is required ; a light 6 feet 6 in. long, with
openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, andmaybe had from Is. 3d.

per foot,

Also may be had,
COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,

Which effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a
more brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than
any other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS. FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100
Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-
dom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-
plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering
Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, &c. &c.,
of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-
cation.

French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,
and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed bis Show Rooms for the above
articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal
Discount to Bazaar keepers and others.
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IELDING to

the necessity of

the case, we this

week postpone

our own obser-

vations which

we have in rea-

diness upon the same im-

portant subject; profiting

indeed in maturity of

thought by greater extent

of time for consideration

of matters so vital
; we,

therefore, in order that all

our readers may become

fairly acquainted with and

be able to judge accurately

j in the matter, continue

Report of the Select Committee appointed to

Inquire into the Circumstances affecting the

Health of the Inhabitants of Large Towns

and Populous Districts, Sfc.

The returns shew that out of 5,692 cases of

typhus in all the 20 unions, 4,002 were yielded

by the seven unions specified as pre-eminently

malarian districts.

Dr. Smith continues :
“ It appears that out

of 77>000 persons who have received parochial

relief, 14,000 have been attacked with fever;

one-fifth part of the whole; and that 1,300

have died. It should be borne in mind that

there is no disease which brings so much
affliction on a poor man’s family as fever; it

commonly attacks the heads of the family,

upon whose daily labour the subsistence of the

family depends.” The present returns afford

melancholy evidence of the pauperising in-

fluence of this wide-spreading and mortal

disease. They shew that while one-fifth of

the whole pauper population in the year in

question was attacked with fever, in Bethnal-

green the proportion was one-third, in White-

chapel it was nearly one-half, and in St.

George-the-Martyr it was 1,276 out of 1,467.

“ Placing out of consideration (continues

our benevolent informant) the suffering of the

individual attacked with fever, which however

is one of the most painful maladies to which
the human being is subject; placing out of

view also the distress brought upon all the

members of the family of the sick, it is plain

that this disease is one of the main causes of

pressure upon the poor-rates. That pressure

must continue, and the same large sums of

money must be expended year after year for

the support of families afflicted with fever, as

long as those dreadful sources of fever which
encompass the habitations of the poor are

allowed to remain. They would not, they

could not be allowed to remain, if their nature

were really understood, and if the ease with

which the most urgent of them might be re-

moved were known.
“ But there do not appear to be any practi-

cable means of removing them without legis-

lative interference
;
and if the care of the

public health be a part of the duty of the

legislature
;

if in the metropolis unions, which
alone include a population of 851,000 souls, it

be certain that conditions exist which are ab-

solutely incompatible with the public health,

and which conditions are to a very consider-

able extent removable
;
and if it shall be found

that similar conditions exist in all the large

towns in Great Britain, here would seem to

be a proper and legitimate field for the exercise

of legislative wisdom and power.”

The prevalence of fevers and other diseases

arising from neglect of due sanatory regula-

tions, iB by no means confined to the populous

districts of the metropolis above described

;

but the same causes appear to produce the

same effects, in a greater or less degree, in all

our great towns. In some of them these evils,

and the misery consequent upon them, is much
increased by peculiar faults in the form and
construction of the humble dwellings of the

poorer classes. This seems owing to the want
of all proper regulations in any general Build-

ing Act, applicable to the poorer class of houses

in these crowded districts, for preserving due
space and ventilation.

Thus in Liverpool there are upwards of

7,800 inhabited cellars, occupied by upwards
of 39,000 persons, being one-fifth of all the

working classes in that great town
;
and an

account of undoubted veracity states, “ that

the great proportion of these inhabited cellars

were dark, damp, confined, ill-ventilated, and
dirty.”

In Manchester also, nearly 15,000 persons,

being almost 12 per cent, of the working popu-

lation, live in cellars
;
and in the adjacent

town of Salford, 3,300. Such a habitation

must almost necessarily be unhealthy, as it

implies the impracticability of proper drainage

and ventilation.

Another form of construction of houses for

the working classes, which your committee
considers highly injurious to the health of the

inmates, prevails extensively in many large

towns, and especially in Liverpool
;

viz. the

position of rows of small houses in close

courts, built up at the sides and end, and
having only one entrance, frequently under a
narrow archway.
The evils arising from this cause are much

increased when it is found, as in Liverpool,

that it is combined with another error in the

construction of rows of these houses, viz. that

they are placed back to back, so as to exclude

the possibility of thorough ventilation.

It has been stated to your committee, that

there are in Liverpool about 2,400 courts,

chiefly of this construction, containing an
estimated population of about 86,000 of the

working classes, in addition to 38,000 living

in cellars. Independent of this faulty con-
struction, so injurious to the health of the in-

habitants, the state of most of these courts is

described as almost utterly neglected, with no
underground sewers, and no attention to

cleansing, with no inspection of any kind,

and the surface gutters frequently almost

choked with filth.

These courts are thus described by Dr. Dun-
can, an intelligent physician resident at Liver-

pool:—“Very few have an entrance wider

than four feet, and that is by an archway built

over it; the width is from 9 to 15 feet be-

tween the rows; there is one only six feet.

The backs of the houses in one court are built

against the backs of houses in another court

;

at the further end there is generally an ash

pit between two privies : they are in the most
abominable state of filth.”

It is scarcely possible to conceive any con-

struction more prejudicial to the health of the

inhabitants.

“ The stench arising from these causes is

such, in some of the courts, as to render it

almost impossible to remain for any time in

them.”
The great mortality of Liverpool is noticed,

and a question is asked, “ Do you know whe-
ther fevers have prevailed in Liverpool?” to

which the answer is, “ Yes, fever is the great

complaint of these people.”
“ Does that arise in any measure from the

want of ventilation and cleanliness in these

dwellings ?—A. There can be no doubt of

that
;

I found fever most prevalent in those

districts where there is most neglect of clean-

liness and ventilation.”
“ Can you give any facts with respect to any

particular localities where fever has been for a

length of time, or where it frequently prevails ?

—A. I can state the average number of cases

of fever attended annually by the dispensaries,

and the proportion of those occurring in

courts; the average number during the last

five years was upwards of 5,000, exclusive of

the cases occurring among the members of

clubs and friendly societies, of which there are

many in Liverpool
;

that is about one in 35 in

all classes of the population
;
that in the courts

is about two-fifths, and between one-half and

one-quarter in the cellars.”

Again, it is said, “ The proportion of cases

of fever occurring among the inhabitants of

cellars is about 35 per cent, more than it ought
to be, calculating the proportion of the inha-
bitants of the cellars to the whole population

;

the mortality of Liverpool was last year one in

It appears that this kind of property is con-
stantly increasing

;
is a very profitable and

tempting investment; is the cause of great
cost to the community, but contributes but little

to the parochial burthens, as it is stated there
are 16,800 cottages in the parish of Liverpool
assessed under 12/. per annum, and of that
number only 900 contribute to the rates, and
their contribution is 700/. on a levy of 10,000/.
Your committee would pause, from the sad

statements they have been obliged to make, to

observe, that it is painful to contemplate, in
the midst of what appears an opulent, spirited,

and flourishing community, such a vast multi-

tude of our poor fellow-subjects, the instru-

ments by whose hands these riches were
created, condemned, for no fault of their own,
to the evils so justly complained of, and placed
in situations where it is almost impracticable

for them to preserve health or decency of de-

portment, or to keep themselves and their

children from moral and physical contamina-
tion

;
to require them to be clean, sober,

cheerful, contented, under such circumstances

would be a vain and unreasonable expectation.

There is no Building Act to enforce the

dwellings of these workmen being properly

constructed; no Draining Act to enforce their

being efficiently drained
;
no general or local

regulation to enforce the commonest provisions

for cleanliness and comfort.

It appears to your committee, that where
such evils are found to follow from the neglect

or inability in these respects of local authori-

ties, that it is the duty of the legislature to take

efficient steps to protect so numerous and
valuable a portion of the community.
These evils, arising from the malconstruc-

tion and crowded state of their dwellings ; the

absence of a good system of sewerage, and all

adequate inspection and cleansing of the courts

and alleys in which they reside, are found to

exist in like manner in many parts of the metro-
polis, in Manchester, Leeds, Bradford,
Glasgow, anil other large towns.

Thus, in Manchester, the capital as it may
be called of the cotton trade, with a population
of not less than 240,000, nearly 15,000 of the
poorer inhabitants, constantly inhabit cellars.

Though the habitations of the working classes

are described as better than those of Liverpool,

the want of proper building regulations, and
any effectual sewerage and cleansing, as appli-

cable to the localities inhabited by the work-
men, is most justly complained of.

Your committee would here beg to quote a

few lines from an able letter written by J.

Roberton, Esq., an eminent surgeon, residing

in Manchester, to the chairman. After advert-

ing to the former disgraceful state of the streets

and drains, he bears testimony to the zeal of

the authorities in carrying on salutaay improve-

ments in these respects, “ especially when it is

known that no street can be paved and sewered
without the consent of the owners of property,

unless a certain large proportion of the land

on either side is built upon. Owing to this

cause, several important streets remain to this

hour disgraceful nuisances.

“ Manchester,” contiues the writer, “ has no

Building Act, and hence, with the exception of

certain central streets, over which the Police

Act gives the commissioners power, each pro-

prietor builds as he pleases. New cottages,

with or without cellars, huddled together, row
behind row, may be seen springing up in many
parts. With such proceedings as these the

authorities cannot interfere. A cottage row

may be badly drained, the streets may be full

of pits, brimful of stagnant water, the recep-

tacles of dead dogs and cats, yet no one may
find fault.

“ The number of cellar-residences you have

probably learned, from the papers published by

the Manchester Statistical Society, is very

great in all quarters of the town; and even in

Hulme, a large portion of which consists of

cottages recently erected, the same practice is

continued. That it is an evil must be obvious,

on the slightest consideration; for how can a

hole underground, of from 12 to 15 feet square,

admit of ventilation, so as to fit it for a human

habitation?” “ We have no authorized in-

spector of dwellings and streets.

After remarking that, when well fed, the
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families of working; people maintain their
health in a surprising; manner, even in cellars

and other close dwellings, he states, “ That in

1833, 1834, 1835, 1836 (years of prosperity),

the number of fever-cases admitted into the
Manchester House of Recovery, amounted to

only 421 per annum
;
whilst, in two pinching

years, 1838 and 1839, the number admitted
was 1,207 per annum.”

“ It is,” adds this benevolent gentleman,
“ in such a depressed state of the manufac-
turing districts as at present exists, that un-
paved and badly sewered streets, narrow alleys,

close unventilated courts and cellars, exhibit
their malign influence in augmenting the
sufferings which that greatest of all physical
evils, want of sufficient food, inflicts on young
and old in large towns, but especially on the

young.”

“Manchester,” he adds, “has no public
park, or other ground where the population
can walk and breathe the fresh air, and, in this

respect, is disgracefully defective, more so,

perhaps, than any town in the empire.”

Your committee have dwelt longer on the
state of Manchester and Liverpool than they
should otherwise have done, because these
great towns are so much supported by and
connected with the cotton manufacture, which
employs a greater amount of capital and work-
men than any other in this empire, or, perhaps,
in fttoy other quarter of the globe, and which
*« rapidly increasing in importance, and the
toumber of persons occupied in it is constantly
augmenting.

It seems alike a matter of duty and policy
in the Legislature to take care that the indus-
trious classes, by whose hands the great riches
derived from this trade are chiefly formed,
should be protected from evils (such as have
been described) by the Government and the
more opulent ranks, who owe so much to their
Unwearied exertions.

If from the great towns connected with the
cotton trade your committee turn their atten-
tion to those where the population is chiefly
employed in the woollen manufactures (the
second in point qf extent), they regret to have
to report, that the evidence adduced before
them shews nearly the same neglect as to any
effective regulations to provide for the comfort
or insure the health of the labouring commu-
nity.

Thus, in Leeds, with a population of above
80,000 persons, the state of the streets, courts,

and dwellings inhabited by the working-classes
appears greatly neglected; paving, sewerage,
and cleansing (as applicable to the health and
comfort of these workmen) seem seldom
thought of, and never enforced.

The Report of the Statistical Committee of
the Town Council of Leeds, giving a detailed
account of the state of the town, has been fully
confirmed by Dr. Williamson, a physician
long resident in Leeds, and well acquainted
with the facts

; the details are given in evidence,
p. 96, &c. A few extracts will give a sample
of the rest.

Referring to the condition of one ward (a
populous district) the question is put, “ All the
streets and dwellings in this ward are stated
to be more or less deficient in sewerage, un-
paved, full of holes, with deep channels formed
by the rain intersecting the roads, and annoy-
ing the passengers, sometimes rendered unte-
nantable by the overflowing of sewers and other
more offensive drains, with ash-holes, 8cc. ex-
posed to public view, and never emptied

;
or

being wholly wanting, as is frequently the case,
the refuse is accumulated in cellars, piled
against the walls, or thrown into the streets •

is that an accurate description?—A. It is an
accurate description of the condition of the
streets.”

Referring to one neglected and filthy locality,
the witness says, “ From that yard I have
reason to know cases of malignant fever are
continually sent to our Fever Hospital.” The
district called the North East Ward (in which
out of 16,269 inhabitants, 15,399 are of the
working-classes) is thus described: As con-
taining numerous streets, “ having dangerous
excavations, bad drainage, little or no sewerage,
here and there pieces of stagnant water, ash-
holes exposed, out-oflices, without doors or
seats, very unsafe,” See.

(To be continued in our next.)

THE BUILDER.
BUILDERS’ FOREMEN’S INSTITUTION.

A general meeting of the members of this

institution, Mr. Allard, president, in the chair,

took place on Wednesday evening last, for the
purpose of considering the report of the com-
mittee appointed to inquire into the best means
of forming an asylum for ill, aged, and infirm
members. It also being the quarterly-meet-
ing, the business more immediately connected
with the evening was the election of president,

vice-president, secretary, &c., for the ensuing
six months. There was a very full attendance of
members, whose number now amounts to up-
wards of sixty of the principal foremen of the
builders of the metropolis.

The Secretary having read the minutes of
the last meeting, which were confirmed, Mr.
Trow was unanimously elected a member.
Mr. Kimberley was elected president by the

casting vote of the chairman.
Mr. Smith was elected vice-president.

Mr. Rowe was re-elected as secretary.

A managing committee of three members
was then elected.

Mr. Stephens then proposed that the recom-
mendation of the committee be received, and
that a committee be appointed to form an asy-
lum for its aged and infirm members.

After some remarks from the members, a
high eulogium was passed on the committee
who drew up the report. A committee was ap-
pointed accordingly.

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

SEVENTEENTH (ST. Mark's) CHAPTER.
April 16.—The Rev. George Pocock,

B.C.L., one of the Chaplains, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read
and confirmed.

It was ordered, that the subject of a letter

from Mr. R. Hopton, of Leamington Priors,
be referred to, and be at the next Chapter re-

ported on by a deputation consisting of the
following members :

—

Rev. F. P. Pocock, (Latin Secretary)

;

Messrs. A. Bartholomew, (English Secretary);
W. P. Griffith, (Baptistereographer)

; G.
Aitchison, sen., (CEementarius)

;
R. Cull, (Pro-

fessor of Architectural Acoustics)
;
G. Perry;

F.East; A. A. Winterbottom
;
H. Smith, (Pro-

fessor of Hydraulics); and J. W. Archer,
(Monumental Brassier).

William Franck Elliott, Esq., of No. 15,
New Cavendish-street, and of Taunton, in the
county of Somerset, was elected a Lay-Fel-
low.

William Papineau, Esq., (Professor of Ar-
chitectural Chemistry), presented to the Mu-
seum a stone tablet, bearing a Chinese inscrip-
tion, brought from Chusan.

J. W. Archer, Esq., presented to the Library
a Tract intituled “ Remarks on the Value of
Decorative Church Architecture.”

James Wilson, Esq., F.S.A., Architectural
Fellow and Correspondent Delineator for the
county of Somerset, presented the following
lithographic prints of edifices designed and
erected by himself :

—

View of Cheltenham Proprietary College.
View of St. Stephen’s Church, Bath.
View of Holy Trinity Church, Milton, near

Gravesend, Kent.
It was ordered, “ That in case of application

being made to any member of the College for
information relative to the means of joining
the College, the English Secretary shall be
empowered to send to any applicant a minute
of the laws concerning the admission of mem-
bers.”

Mr. Joseph Jopling, architect, exhibited
his apparatus for generating lines by simple
continuous motion, and is to explain his in-
vention on Tuesday evening, the 30th instant.
Mr. W.P. Griffith, F.S.A., presented two

rubbings from a curious sepulchral-brass, en-
graved on both sides, in the parish church of
St. Margaret, Rochester, to the memory of
Thomas Cod, Vicar of that church, who died
A.D. 1465.

Mr. W. G. Rogers exhibited two magnifi-
cent drops, 7 feet high, and 1 foot 8 inches
wide, consisting of fruit, corn, fish, and other
subjects, carved by him for the Earl of Oxford,
in the style of Grinling Gibbons, embossed
11 inches with a free and perfect imitation of
nature. Also three masterly specimens of
grotesque paneling of the sixteenth century,
3 feet long and 11 inches wide, apparently

from the designs of Giovanni-da-Udine (the :

pupil of Raffaello), who was employed in i

decorating the Loggia and other parts of the c

Vatican; and who, with the exception of I

Morto-da-Feltro, was the first who attempted 1

that style, which, in his time, had been but t

recently discovered in the subterraneous 5

chambers at Rome, Puteoli, and Cumea, it t

being nothing unusual for Raffaello himself,
,

Udine, Clovio, Romano, Parmigiano, and other •

artists, to design subjects both for sculpture and I

wood carving; many noble families of Italy i

still boasting of marriage-chests originally ex- •

ecuted under the superintendence of some or •

one of the above masters
;
but a specimen i

being no where found more beautiful than the i

one in the collection of the Earl of Cadogan,
,

who possesses two pillars from the bedstead of
Pope Leo the Tenth, the composition of which
is attributed to Giovanni-da-Udine.

Mr.W .H.Rogers presented abeautiful origi-
nal drawing of grotesque ornaments, formerly
in the museum of Count Caylus, and attributed
to Giovanni Nanni, or Ricamatori, commonly
called da Udine.

Mr. T. Whilmshurst presented a lithogra-
phic interior view of Plymouth Church, and
also exhibited a quatre-feuille painted window,
1 ft. 7in. diameter, of the Flight into Egypt

;

also drawings of stained-glass windows, exe-
cuted by him, viz. :

—
For the altar of St. Botolph’s, Bishops-

gate, London (the Ascension).

For Penzance Church,
For Plymouth Church,
For Radcliffe Chapel, Lancashire (Christ

bearing the Cross).

I. J. Thomas, Esq., of No. 1, Berkley-
place, Brecon, was elected Correspondent-De-
lineator for South Wales.

Applications to become members were re-

ceived from nine gentlemen.

Adjourned till Tuesday evening, the 30th
instant.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

April 16.—William Cubitt, Vice-Presi-
dent, in the Chair.

The first paper read was an account of the
railway from Amsterdam to Rotterdam, by the
Chevalier F. W. Conrad, M. Inst. C. E., trans-
lated from the French by C. Manby, SeC. Inst.
C. E.

This railway, which is the first which has
been constructed in Holland, was commenced
under adverse circumstances, and the works
languished until the appointment of the author
as engineer director, when it appears that
although from the defective state of the law of
expropriation, great difficulty was experienced
in obtaining possession of the land for the rail-

way, the works were carried forward so
vigorously, that the four divisions of the rail-

way, extending from Amsterdam to the Hague,
were completed between March 1839, and
December 1843, leaving only the fifth division
between the Hague and Rotterdam to finish
the line, and of that, the works were proceed-
ing rapidly. The length of the line, when the
whole is finished, will be about 32* English
miles, and the cost of the single line of rails

laid is about 1,475/. per mile.

The detail was given of all the conditions of
the contracts, the prices and quantities of ma-
terials, the methods of execution, the forms and
dimensions of the buildings, and of the bridges,
some of which are of cast-iron of large sizes,

and very ingeniously contrived for opening for
the facility of the navigation. The iron beams
of one of these bridges were 73 feet long, cast

in one piece. Other bridges of timber, on the
American trellis-work principle, and of very
large space, were also described.

The mode of construction of the permanent
earth-work was then described. Almost the
whole line, being through marshy ground, was
laid upon fascines, and in some places it was
carried entirely by these means through water
of considerable depth.

An ingenious mode of cutting off the heads of
the piles under water was then described, and it

was thought that its simplicity would induce
its introduction into English engineering
works.

All the other particulars of the railway-

works were given in the most minute detail,
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with tabular statements of the number of pas-

sengers conveyed, the receipts, the number of

miles traversed by the locomotive engines, and

the paper was illustrated by a large collection

of maps, sections of the line, and drawings of

the construction of all the bridges and other

works of the line.

The paper is a valuable addition to the

effects of the institution, and reflected the

highest credit upon its author, for the skill

displayed in the conduct of the works, and for

the able and candid manner in which he has

described it.

A description was then read of the mode
adopted at the Montrose Harbour for driving

piles by steam power. This machine, which
could not be well understood without a draw-
ing, was described by Mr. James Milne, who
had used it, and was the author of the paper,

as being very efficacious, and having done its

work rapidly and well. In the discussion

which ensued, Mr. Rendel, under whose direc-

tions it had been used, approved fully of it, and
it appeared to be the unanimous opinion that it

was generally applicable to engineering work,
particularly as piles can be driven either very

rapidly with a light ram in sand or in silty

ground, or with a heavy ram and a low fall in

hard ground, and that the pile-heads would be
rarely injured by it.

The papers announced to be read at the

meeting of April 21, were :

—

No. 678. “Account of a series of Experiments
on the comparative strength of Solid and
Hollow Axles,” by C. Geach.
No. G67 . “ An account of the Scaffolding

used in erecting the Nelson Column, Trafalgar-

square,” by T. Grissel, Assoc. Inst. C.E.
No, G80. “Description of the system of

Scaffolding employed at Paris for the repairs of
Public Buildings, Obelisks, Chimneys, &c.,

and of the Machine for raising Building Mate-
rials, in use at the Houses of Parliament and
other Buildings,” by Pierre Journit.

No. 577- “ Description of the Method em-
ployed for Repairing a Chimney, 120 feet high,

at Messrs. Cowper’s Cotton-mills, Glasgow,”
by J. Colthurst, Grad. Inst. C.E.

ELEMENTARY ESSAY ON MORTAR
AND CEMENTS.

BY JAMES WYLSON, HON. SEC. B.A.A.D.

Definitions.— 1. Mortar, is the compound
employed to unite the masonry or brickwork of

buildings erected in dry situations into a hard,

compact, and tenacious mass—its ordinary

constituents being lime and sand, and the

former essential in all cases. Cement is a

composition similar to mortar, which is adapted

for and used in the construction ofsuch works as

are wholly and constantly wet or damp, or are

so circumstanced as to be alternately moist and
dry. These names and definitions would be
sufficiently distinctive were there not some
other terms unavoidably in use, which, if no
reference were here made to them, would seem
vague and even somewhat conflicting in their

meaning, and, perhaps, tend to perplex.

Mortar and Cement are the proper denomina-
tions of two separate classes

;
but among the

limes employed in composing the former, there

are some which, though they do not possess

the peculiar attribute of the cement-stones so

strongly as to be qualified for fulfilling their

use, unaided by the admixture of other ingre-

dients, yet have that property to so important

a degree, when so combined, as fully to justify

the distinctions of Common lime and Water-
lime

,
as well as the consequent ones of Common

mortar and Aquatic or Hydraulic mortar. The
phrase Water-cement is also used, and might
appear ambiguous, were it not explained that

besides the way in which the term “ cement ”

is applied in reference to subaqueous construc-

tion, it is the designation given to a number of
compositions for uniting substances whicb,
though accessaries in architecture, are merely
decorative, or of a character too delicate to

be classed with building-materials. The
meaning of this nomenclature being thus pre-

liminarily indicated, the reader can proceed
without further guidance.

2. As the ingredients in these compositions

are exceedingly various, both as to kind and
quality, and their different properties involve

a diversity of proportions, it is absolutely ne-

cessary that we be familiar with them before

undertaking to practise their use
;

however

subordinate and unimportant the daily seeing

them mixed up by unskilful labourers may
make the subject appear.

3. Lime is the product obtained by the calci-

nation of calcareous substances, namely, such
as contain calx

,
or lime—combined with car-

bonic acid
;
and which abound in a variety of

forms in the earth’s crust as well as on its sur-

face—including marble, alabaster, many build-

ing-stones, basalt, spar, chalk, shells, coral,

&c. These, however, do not afford an equal
supply of lime, neither is that which is ob-

tained from them of an identical nature : lime-

stones, for example, are seldom pure, that is,

composed solely of lime, but usually contain

one or more foreign matters, such as granules

ofquartz
,
silica, silex , argil oralumina, magnesia,

manganese
,
iron, bitumen, &c.; and how far the

limestones are suited to the purposes of the

builder depends upon the presence or absence,

and the relative proportions, of these adjuncts,

in the various combinations in which they
occur. Limes which contain silica are fre-

quently termed silicious\ when comprising
si lex or flinty sand, silty

,
sandy, or arenaceous ;

magnesia, magnesian; manganese, manga-
nesian ; bitumen, bituminous ; alumina, clayey,

argillaceous, or ahiminous; and iron, ferru-
ginous. The most pure generally burn to the

whitest lime, and are suitable only for mortar
;

the argillo-ferruginous kinds are dark when
burnt, and are those possessing the invaluable

property of hardening under water.

4. Limestone may readily be distinguished
from sandstone, and othernon-calcareousrocks,
by placing a small piece in a glass, covering it

with water, and adding a little of almost any acid
;

the latter combines with the lime and expels
the carbonic acid, causing it to rise to the sur-

face, more or less briskly, in bubbles of effer-

vescence : this is a ready and unfailing test.

It may also be scratched with an iron point.

5. Burning.

—

Limes are not efficacious in

their natural state, but must be burnt to render
them available for the composition of mortar

;

and they are of a very infusible nature; the
purpose of the calcination is to dispel the
carbonic acid associated with the lime

;
for

the reason that the latter will not combine with
water if the former is present. To effect this

separation thoroughly—on which the goodness
of the lime so much depends—requires a red

heat; for although the greater portion of the

acid is readily expelled, its disengagement
being facilitated by the earthy matters contained

in the limestone, the latest lingering remains
are tenacious and not easily evolved. The
more compact limestones of course require the

longer continuation of the burning. When the

acid has been slowly driven off’, the limestone

or chalk has lost about -jjths, or 44 per cent, of
its weight, and, whatever may have been its

colour before burning, has changed more or

less to a dun or buff hue with that operation.

Attempts have been made to form a cement
by burning old mortar, but without any success.

It is understood that the goodness of lime does
not depend on the hardness of the stone from
which it is obtained, a3 was long supposed.

As the disunion of the acid begins on the ex-

terior of the lumps of limestone, gradually

progressing to the centre, it is evident that they
should be as small as is compatible with the

cost of fuel and of breaking them into smaller

fragments. Manganese gives to lime a brown
colour when burnt: a deep brown or red colour

before, and a yellowish hue after burning,

generally denotes the presence of iron
;

sili-

cious limestone gives a buff colour; silex

renders it, before burning, sufficiently hard
to scratch glass, and prevents its effervesc-

ing freely on the application of acid. This
substance is so far changed in its nature

by calcination as to dissolve in acids, which
it does not before undergoing that operation.

Magnesia also causes lime to effervesce, but

very slowly, and gives to the acid a milky
appearance; in hot acid, however, it effervesces

as vigorously as common limestone. Some of

these substances combine with the lime in

burning, and thus give to it properties which
it had not before that operation.

G. An easy test whereby to judge at the kiln

whether lime is sufficiently burnt, is to with-

draw some from the midst, and drop a piece

about the size of a pea into a glass contain-

ing some dilute muriatic acid— if perfectly

calcined there can be no effervescence, but if

not, it is sure to present that phenomenon in

some degree.

7* The white, granular, or statuary marble

furnishes, when sufficiently calcined, the purest
lime ot all the calcareous stones, containing
sometimes only a very little silicious earth

;
on

analyzation it has been found to contain 64 per
cent, of lime, 33 of carbonic acid, and 3 of
water. It is this which the chemist employs
when a lime of superior purity is required;
although the lime is but rarely made use of in
the arts, because the stone falls into a granular
powder when heated, thus rendering the ordi-
nary lime-kiln unsuitable for its due prepara-
tion

;
a paste made of it and placed in a humid

situation will not harden. Plymouth marble
is also very pure, and, indeed," furnishes lime
almost identical with that of common chalk-
like the statuary, ii is not at all adapted for a
water cement; but for the construction as well
as finishing of common buildings, in dry situa-
tions, it is sufficiently good. The plentiful
shell-marble of Derbyshire affords lime of a
very superior description for common mortar;
but compared with the Barrow lime of Leioea-
tershire, it is inferior for subaqueous pm>
poses

;
it is of a good colour, slakes well,

and does not discolour masonry. In some
places on the Continent, where marble is

abundant, it is extensively used for lime, and
its quality is said to be excellent,

8. Gypsum (the sulphate of lime in che-
mistry), or, as it is more generally called,

Plaster of Paris, is a species of alabaster,

dug at the village of Montmartre, near tb,a^

city, and, indeed, abounding in its vicinity
;

rt

is used there to a considerable extent as lime
mortar; but for building it is much inferior-

to the latter, being liable to decay with age^
and its durability depending on its total ex-
emption from damp; it is also rather plentiful

in our own country in Nottinghamshire, Staf-

fordshire, Derbyshire, and other parts
;
and

it has been stated that the best and most ex-
pensive that is used in Paris is from Newark,
in the first-mentioned county. Its principal

use for buildings is in interior plastering,

with its moulded work and enrichments.
Immediately before use it is reduced to a ttyiij

paste with water, and it seta and hardens, yery
quickly, slightly swelling at the sar^e. time;
if made too thin, however, it is apt to continue!
of a light and friable structure.

9. It is rendered fit for the purposes to
which it is applied by calcination, and
grinding or pounding. Its quality is said to be
judged of by taking up a handful, the good
being known by its retaining the impression of
the fingers, and the bad by running through
them like fine sand. It is only acted on by
sulphuric acid, in its natural 6tate.

10. There is a very superior and valuable
species of gypsum used in the island of Mi-
norca, called Gueksh

;
with which partitions

of stones, on edge, and only 3 or 4 inches
thick, are built, so powerful is its cementing
property. Like plaster of Paris, however,
it must not be exposed to wet, which soon
softens it to a pulp. For use, the powder is

mixed with water to a fluid state. It sets almost
instantly, and acquires a hardness like that of
marble.

11. The Iventish-rag, Portland, Purbeck,
Painswick, and Bath stones, all afford lime of
very good quality

;
those which are hardest

and most durable as building-stones, furnish-

ing limes of relative corresponding value in

these respects. Kentish-rag, which is the

hardest, supplies, when properly calcined, a

lime approaching in quality the Barrow lime.

12. Oolite is one of the purer sorts of lime,

and therefore white when burnt. Its natural

formation is an aggregate of small round
grains resembling the eggs of fish, and from
which appearance originates its name.

13. Grey limestone is of a slightly scaly

tendency, but compact, hard, and rather diffi-

cult to quarry : it takes considerable time

and quantity of fuel in burning, and becomes

a white lime : the darkest calcines whitest. It

contains very little foreign matter, and not ex-

ceeding five per cent, of clay and sand.

14. Svvinestones (called by the French Pierre

Puante, and by the Germans Slinfc-stein,) are

so denominated on account of the fetid odour

they emit on being rubbed against any hard

body, and which is compared to that of a pig-

sty, Harrowgate- water, or rotten eggs: it is

attributed to the presence of sulphur of hydro-

gen. These stones, which include the different

black marbles, may be deprived of their car-

bonic acid at a lower beat, and in a shorter
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time, or with the consumption of less fuel than

any other carbonate of lime. When burnt, the

colouring' matter has entirely departed, leaving

a snow-white and perfectly caustic lime, of an

open and friable structure, more so than that

produced by any other compact limestone, and

which falls down into an almost impalpable

powder, either with slaking, or if left exposed

to the air. These remarks apply generally to

the bituminous limestones, which may be con-

sidered as identical, but for the fetid smell

above referred to. These stones are of a dark

hue, varying from brown to a duskiness almost

black.

15. Magnesian limestone is, in its structure,

a concretion of small crystals, having the ap-

pearance of fine sandstone, and consisting of

about two-fifth parts magnesia and three-fifth

arts lime : its usual colour is a pale yellowish

rown, occasionally approaching red.

16. Basaltic rocks are found by chemists to

contain the same components as the best

hydraulic cements
;

it is therefore reasonably

supposed that they would, on calcination, afford

cements of very good quality. The Giant’s

Causeway, on the coast of Antrim, in Ireland,

is the most famous : the Calton-hill of Edin-

burgh is almost an entire mass of it. The
celebrated Tarras stone of Germany, so much
used by the Dutch in their great water-dykes,

is a species of cellular basalt.

17* Stone limes of almost any kind are

durable and excellent, if properly burnt and
used immediately

;
or, failing the latter, kept

very close. Those should be selected which
slake most readily, accompanied with the

greatest heat
;

also which dissolve in distilled

vinegar with the slightest effervescence, and
leaving behind the least residue of insoluble

matter. Many stone limes, however, are apt

to stain the masonry with which they are

brought into contact, rendering them some-
what unsuitable for superior ashlar-work, if

the first cleanness of the work weigh much
with the architect.

18. Although chalk lime is unquestionably
inferior to that produced from limestone; there

are, nevertheless, vast quantities of it made,
and it is extensively employed even where the

other is not difficult to obtain. In the south-

eastern parts of the kingdom it is the principal

kind in use
;
and in London large quantities of it

are consumed in every possible description of

building, and by the most eminent architects

and engineers. Unfortunately it is seldom
sufficiently burnt, which indeed is said to

be a general fault with the lime-trade in

this country
;
probably owing to the high cost

of fuel in some parts
;
and from this circum-

stance it often presents the disadvantage of

containing, after slaking, small unburnt, or
superficiallv-burnt lumps, or “ cores,” which
are, without difficulty, pounded down with the

spade in making mortar, although they ought
to be scrupulously excluded, being; manifestly

quite unsuitable and injurious. The common
white chalk is composed of very pure calca-

reous matter; therefore, though furnishing a
good white lime very suitable for ordinary
building as well as for interior finishings, not
at all adapted for water-cement. It is soft,

porous, and easily quarried
;

it contains about

53 per cent, of lime, 2 of alumina, 42 of acid,

and 3 of water. The Sussex Clunch-lime ob-
tained in the neighbourhood of Lewes, the
Berryton grey lime procured near Petersfield

in Hampshire, the grey lime of Guildford,
Dorking and Merstham in Surrey, of Purfleet,

and of Hailing in Kent, the extensive quarries
of which supply the London market, are all

of chalks, but distinguished from the preceding
by their dark shade, and by their possessing
the essential properties of water-cements

;
they

are harder than the common chalk : their pro-
portion of clay varies from about 5 to 25 per
cent

;
in the Dorking lime it is ascertained to

be about -j^th of the whole; and the others of
that district differ very little from it : they are
all, after burning, of a pale brownish-yellow
colour.

19. Shell lime, which i3 said to be the most
extensively used in America for architectural

purposes, is in England scarcely known. This
may be owing in a measure to the circumstance
of shells requiring to be more highly calcined
than common limestone, and which probably
is in consequence of their being purer car-
bonate of lime; but the chief reason of its

being so little known among us, no doubt, is the
abundance in which limestone and chalk are

found. It has been ascertained that the lime

of cockles, &c. is the worst of all for hydraulic

cements, for although it has the property of

rapidly hardening it soon decomposes under

water
;
yet, it is said, a good cement may be

produced by tempering, with water, powdered
oyster-shells and about -j-th of clay, forming

the mixture into small lumps, letting these dry

in the air, and then burning them for about

96 hours. The lime of oyster-shells is also

said to endure fire well, and has been suggested

as suitable for such purposes as the setting of

furnaces, ovens, &c.

20.

The substance of the Coral islands

and reefs, is lime, but whether experiments

have been made on that product, inquiring its

adaptation to building-purposes, or whether it

has actually been made available in that way
the writer is at present unaware.

(To be continued in our next.)

PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESd., PROFESSOR OF
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

Upon the surface of the earth, in the valleys,

upon the mountains, plains, in the air, and
in the waters, man finds abundant evidence of

a beginning of things, of a time or times

when the phenomena before him were not : he
beholds that beginning in generation, regenera-

tion, decay, and death
;
in the gradual develop-

ment of capacities and powers, quantities and
qualities

;
in the simple and complex structure

of the organic body
;
and in the characteristic

marks noted in each succeeding stratum. In and
throughout the earth there is not a rock, stone,

or mineral aggregate, which does not attest the

gradual and progressive development of general
orders, and species, the consequent gradual
development of these earths, fossils, and species.

United or disintegrated, as calcareous matter,

clay, vegetable earth—or beds of mixed qualities,

as rocks, stones, or minerals—we behold the

same material varying in its unions, but definite

in its nature, or the subject of change produced
by local or general influence. In the living

fountain, we see the earths generate; in the
fossil kingdom, we see the earths thus elabo-

rated, preserved in the characteristic form of
the animal or vegetable; in the mineral king-
dom, we behold the vegetable body, and acknow-
ledge it in change and decomposition.
To have a correct understanding of natural

phenomena, is a means whereby we are en-

abled to render nature more immediately sub-

servient to our wants and purposes, and to apply
its varied products to practical purposes. It is

not sufficient that we become acquainted with
the names, and are therefore enabled to classify

rocks
;

it is not sufficient that we know what
they are resolvable into by the tortuous means
of fire, their expanding, contracting, or absorb-
ing powers, their weight, and density: we
must go still further, we must study the laws
of Nature and her modus operandi

,
physical con-

dition, and the changes likely to be undergone by
materials when used for architectural purposes.
It is from a want of this knowledge that men
unite, in buildings proposed to immortalize
themselves, the elements of destruction

;
from

generalizing, without the appliances of sterling

science, architects fall into the common error

of using materials containing within themselves
the elements of dissolution, or dispose them in

places equally inimical to their continuance.
Why do buildings so soon fall into decay in this

country? Why but from the use of ill-made

cements and the use of ill-chosen materials, the
want of knowledge of locality in which such
buildings are disposed, and of the bed on which
they rest ?

The difficulty of mastering the technical
phrases of geology, of attaining a knowledge
of its fundamental principles, and still more
of reconciling its endless contradictions and
palpable absurdities, has determined many
practical men against the study of this science.

It is indeed to be lamented that the many
crude and ridiculous speculations of modern
geologists should render this fair and beautiful

field of Nature unapproachable by common
observation, and inutile to the practical appli-

ances of life. The operations of Nature are
simple, whether we consider them in life, or
consequent of living action : the laws which
regulate change, and by which the varied
phenomena of the earth are produced, being
brought into existence, still continue to exist

in place and disposition
;
and it is not because

the closet speculator cannot see them in opera-

tion, that we are bound to discredit their exist-

ence in the present day. Rocks, stones,

minerals, and earths are still forming in every

region of the earth, not at all times palpably

manifest to observation, but still, ever demon-
strable from existing causes; and the having

correct ideas of the nature, origin, and pro-

perties of these bodies, brings with it a know-
ledge of the conditions under which they con-

tinue to exist, and the purposes to which they

ought to be applied.

The substances of which the earth’s strata

are principally composed are siliceous, cal-

careous, bituminous, and argillaceous earths.

Of these, silica is the most abundant, and the

first or primary material of this earth, com-
posing in entirety the lowest beds, as pure
sands or sandstone, in which all traces of

organic species are entirely obliterated, and
forming the exclusive or mixed material of

every stratum disposed on or near its surface.

Upon this general, nay, universal, siliceous

base, we find the calcareous masses and lime-

stones locally disposed
;

the several varieties

being distinguished by their uniformity of

character and composition, by the nature of

their earths, and by their organic remains.

The third story of this beautiful fabric is com-
posed of argillaceous and bituminous beds,

homogeneous, or of mixed qualities, crowning
the preceding beds, or variably blended with

them
;

the crowning deposits forming terra

firma, and all the singular and varied phe-

nomena produced under atmospheric influ-

ences. The silica generated within the waters

is the primary material in the sequence of

events; but inasmuch as this particular earth

is still producing, both within the waters and
upon the earth, so it must be borne in mind
that, besides being primary, it is secondary,

recent, and still producing
;

in like manner
with calx rocks and calcareous bodies and
beds, calx is a secondary and still existing effect

of the continuance of existing causes. The
same remarks apply to bituminous, argilla-

ceous, and other rocks.

Petralogy, or the knowledge of rocks and
stones which occur in large masses, embraces
in the order of their development, according to

my system, as derived from observation of
natural phenomena,—-

1. Siliceous rocks.

2. Calx rocks.

3. Carboniferous rocks.

4. Magnesian rocks.

5. Argillaceous rocks.

6. Composite, or aggregated rocks.

7. Siderous rocks, or those in which iron
predominates.

8. Diarautonic rocks, in which the substances
are equally blended.

9. Anomalous rocks, presenting unusual
combinations and singularities.

10. Transition rocks.

11. Decomposed rocks.
12. Volcanic rocks.

Under these several heads are embraced the
endless varieties produced by the accidental
union of one with another.

Professor Brande, in his first of ten lectures

on agricultural chemistry, delivered in Ja-
nuary last at the Royal Institution, gravely
informs the student, that originally the surface
of the earth was composed of hard rocks,

which by the influence of moisture, or other
agents, have gradually become disintegrated,

and fitted to the growth of plants. This sin-

gular theory, which at once places the origin

of rocks beyond the discovery of man, is not
only inconsistent with observation and the rules

of analysis, but actually reverses the natural

order of events. Rocks are compound bodies,

simple in their mixtures, as quartz, limestone,
and slate

;
and compound when two or more

minerals enter into their composition, as

gneis, granite, siennite, porphyry, &c. : they
are results of agglutination, being held together
by one or more mineral bodi es, which form their

common bases or cement; silica and alumina,

together or separate, being the cementing bases

of most of the rocks of the earth. They are

sometimes formed from the decomposed rocks
and soils of ancient lands, but primarily they
are formed and are still forming by the aggluti-

nation of parts of calcareous, siliceous, and alu-

minous beds
;
the nature of the earths deter-

mining the composition and material of these

rocks, and the peculiar structure they assume
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depends upon the local influences to which the

changing masses may be subject. The coral

polypes, buildingtheir stupendous edifices within

the waters of tropical seas, consolidate as they

form the outer or barrier reef, as limestone

rock; every succeeding generation of these

minute existences contributing, during life and

in death, by the addition of its organic body,

to the increase of the general mass. Other

species decompose and fill up the valleys and

troughs with ocean marls, uniting with shell-

fish and the relics of the myriads of the deep

thus locally disposed. These submarine moun-
tain ranges of limestone, embracing in their

consolidated state the reliquse of countless

species, are analogous to many of the limestone

ranges composing the British strata, the latter

having manifestly been produced under the

same influences. From this one fact we learn

that limestone forms, under certain conditions,

in sea-water; and that so long as these condi-

tions exist, and itmaintainsits local position and

influences, so long will it maintain its aggre-

gated masses unimpaired : but, although this

is one Cause of a manifest Effect, we must not

thence infer that it is the sole cause, for there is

no other class of rock which forms under such a

varietyof aspects. The calcareous masses, when
abstracted from the element which gave them
being, and exposed to the local action of in-

tense atmospheric heat, change according to

the accident of association, becoming con-

verted into sulphate of lime or gypsum, carbo-

nate of lime or common brown limestone, and,

with the addition of water, into marbles of

varieties. A dry heat, and the saline waters

of the ocean are, therefore, both favourable for

forming limestone rock; heat and moisture are

favourable for the generation of marbles, and

under these influences the finest marbles of the

world are produced. In acquiring this know-
ledge we are, therefore, enabled to apply it to

practical purposes in those regions where it is

formed, with the surety that the same causes

which produced it, will, so long as they con-

tinue in action, preserve it from the ravages

of time. The ancient Egyptians used lime-

stone largely in the building of their mighty
pyramids, in their palaces and temples

;
and

the catacombs are invariably formed in this

material, the hills bounding the upper portion of

this country being wholly calcareous. They
are still, many of them, in their several stages

of transition from a soft carbonate, resembling

chalk, to the most ponderous brown limestone

rock
;
and the beds in which the catacombs

are disposed are, even now, where sealed from

atmospheric influences, in this condition, being

of a dazzling whiteness, uniform in composi-

tion and character, and hardening by long ex-

posure to the atmosphere. As we approach the

northern hemisphere we still find that the cal-

careous beds pass, by gradual transition, into

limestone, embracing numerous varieties
;
but

the conditions of change now vary, the change

being effected by chemical action generated

within the lower beds, and all kinds corroding

on exposure to atmospheric air. In the Bri-

tish strata we find numerous species of calca-

reous rocks, many of which have been formed

by causes now no longer in existence in this

country
;
but few of them, without the influ-

ence of the atmosphere for any considerable

length of time, can wisely be applied to build-

ings which it is proposed shall laugh to scorn

the ravages of Time, and those few are confined

to those compound rocks termed magnesian

limestone. The presence of calcareous matter

in any considerable quantity is to be deprecated,

for it is readily affected by the atmosphere,

and, in decomposing, causes rocks which con-

tain felspar and mica to decompose also, by
setting free the alkalies.

Linnaaus,in his classfication of stones, speaks

of calx or the earth of lime as originating from

animal bodies, and by the presence of calx

in polypes, he defined the divisions of the

animal and vegetable kingdoms. In the state

of nature, calx is whitish, absorbent, farina-

ceous when dry, penetrating, and effervescing

with acids
;

it is elaborated in the living sys-

tem of numerous genera of the ocean, and be-

comes a portion of the animal frame-work of

many creatures of dry land, being abstracted

from the earth, or entering the system through

the medium of their food or drink. It is an

elementary compound, generated by the direct

action of light and heat, and mechanically

uniting with the albumen and gelatine that

form the basis or cement of the animal frame.

It is a distinguished characteristic of animal

life, being exclusively of animal nature, and

is always found united with mucilage, gelatine,

albumen, and other parts of the organic frame,

forming bones, shelly coverings, and, in coral

formations, stony concretions, resembling, in

appearance and mechanical and vital action,

fungi and other vegetable species of dry land;

it is secreted in the stony madrepores much in

the same manner as the constituents of the

blood are generated in the higher orders of

animals. Every limestone, chalk, oolite, mar-

ble, and other calcareous bed, owes its origin

to this one common formation
;
many of them,

as the mummellite hills of Egypt, and the shell

limestones and marbles of this country, being

wholly composed of tribes and families in aggre-

gated masses; and although entire decomposi-

tion has obliterated all organic traces, still we
have the certain facts before us, to identify the

one and the other proceeding from the same
source.

Having marked out to the student in natural

philosophy the origin of limestone and of cal-

careous beds, I now direct his attention to that

very important class of rocks and earths deno-

minated siliceous, and previous to giving their

practical application, must draw his attention

to their origin, and of the changes consequent

on climate and association.

Sii-icon is a compound of 8 parts of oxygen
combined with 8 parts of the earth silicium

,
to

form 16 parts of oxide of silicium, or silica.

Sir Humphry Davy’s experiments demonstrate

that it is composed of a combustible body
united with oxygen

;
for on bringing the vapour

of potassium in contact with pure silicic acid

heated to whiteness, a silicate of potassa re-

sulted, through which was diffused the silicic

acid in the form of black particles like plum-
bago. Thomson, Berzelius, and others, con-

ceive it to be a non-metallic body. Berzelius

tells us that if presented to water while in its

nascent state, silicic acid is dissolved in large

quantity
;
and on evaporating the solution

gently, a bulky gelatinous hydrate separates,

which is partially decomposed by a moderate
temperature, but does not part with all its

water at a red heat. In its chemical relations

it manifests all the properties of an acid, and

displaces carbonic acid by the aid of heat from

the alkalies. Silica may be said to be the first

generated product of all the earths composing

this planetary body, the elementary constituents

composing its basis being generated in and

throughout the great scale of life, from ani-

malcule to the most complicated structure of

man. It is almost the sole constituent of gela-

tinous animals, and a component part of the

consolidated texture of all others, and is pri-

marily manifest in the slime of oceanic animals

and plants
;

it is elaborated by naked polypiters

in a state of purity, is found as crystalline

spicula in sponge, translucent as water in

hyalonemide, and in tropical reeds and other

land vegetable species.

Sands, which are thus produced by decom-

position of the organic body, or by transition

of the aggregate particles or entire bodies,

are hyaline, without moisture, scintillant,

of the same permanent hardness, and, united

with other earths, fusible into glass : it accretes

as

Sandstone.—In and throughout the ocean

waters, the elaborated and elaboratory matter

which forms the basis of silica is exceedingly

abundant, generating and elaborating within

the living system of animals and vegetables.

The nature, form, and composition of the

inorganic compound depends, of necessity, on

the nature of the material of the compounds

which form the animal or vegetable body, or

otherwise on the nature and qualities of bodies

with which it unites in the fossil and mineral

kingdoms. In the lower depths of tropical

regions, or in temperatures where naked poly-

pifers and cold-blooded animals can exist,

sands only are formed, unless other material is

carried into these depths by the force of run-

ning streams, and these sands are of homo-

geneous qualities : thus, the lower depths are

ever found to be composed of siliceous bodies,

and sands and sandstone form the natural

basis of all the undisturbed strata covering the

superficies of the earth. The presence of iron,

such as is manifest in the red sands and sand-

stones said to constitute the primary beds of

the British strata, is demonstrable proof that

these sands are of secondary qualities
;
for iron

is not a primary product, but is elaborated
within the system of animals of red blood,
and is secreted in shallow, warm, and tranquil
regions. Entering into the organic structure of
many species, it is a secondary result. Mol-
lusca and polypifers locate in groups and
families in the various regions of the deep,
and their nature and combined qualities, when
the deposits are exclusively local, ever deter-
mine the nature and qualities of the sand.
Thus, for instance, along the shores of the
Red Sea, where the deposits, forming sea-
beaches, are exclusively oceanic, various loca-
lities present varying phenomena of sands :

some are formed entirely of young mollusca,

almost invisibly minute in their particles

;

others are blended with the bodies, and frag-

ments of bodies, of larger shell-fish, forming
sands and pebbles

;
others are united with

radiati, broken coral, and calcareous matter,

varying in its mixtures—the accident of local

disposition and of local union determining the

result. In the decomposition of larger mol-

lusca, the combined elements very often sepa-

rate
;
the carbon and calx being carried away

by occasional washings, the cartilaginous and

outer epidermis separating as they mineralize

into sands or siliceous bodies. This change is

within the observation of all who choose to

throw a common oyster-shell upon the earth,

and leave it exposed to the action of the atmo-

sphere for a season.

In general, the result depends upon the sum
of local influences of heat and moisture.

Within rainless regions, the larger mollusca

thrown upon the shores, seldom decompose if

thrown above the ordinary action of the waves
;

but they gradually consolidate, or rather be-

come oxydated, the mechanical combination of

their elements and atmospheric air being pro-

ductive of the result. As they silicify, so the

organic matter gradually disappears, the more
delicate portions of the shell fall away, the pro-

tuberances separate, and in a very short time

the main trunk of the animal becomes what is

termed a petrifaction. If the shell become
buried in moist sand it soon decomposes, and
becomes one with the mass

;
if embedded in

ocean marl, it also generally decomposes,

unless arrested by local changes, the bed of

marl being, by the circumstance of gradual

change, abstracted from the dominion and influ-

ence of the waters. The shores of the British

Isles can give little idea of the transformations

taking place in distant lands, in composition

and character widely dissimilar. Everywhere
around England we behold the wreck of an-

cient strata: beds which have, age upon age, re*

sisted the changing hand of time, washed by

the ocean waves are rent asunder, their lighter

particles being carried far into the bosom of

the deep, their heavier aggregates remaining

as barriers to further encroachments, or as

warning to the inhabitants of the cliffs. Not so

in other, and vastly more extensive, regions of

the earth : it is true, the destroying hand is

everywhere manifest, but the creative power is

more sensibly and extensively exhibited
;
for

the one locality, for the one solitary island, de-

stroyed by the waters, thousands of miles are

gradually abstracted from their dominion, and

instead of the commingled phenomena of these,

the older strata, which tell us of epochs of

time, of revolutions and changes by flood or

fire, we have phenomena peculiar to the wa-

ters above, and are enabled to mark their tran-

sitions into the fossil and mineral kingdoms.

Each region on the earth, or within the

waters, varies in its capacities and in its ten-

dency to generation, and maintains in its ge-

nerations living creatures, having phenomena

peculiar to itself, and common to all, the Causes

of Effects, are therefore numerous. Every

species propagates its kind, but the accidents of

change of food, temperature, and association,

may cause a change ot organization. I he

like accidents of change are equally manifest

in inorganic bodies, the mechanical or chemi-

cal union of one day giving place to^ the me-

chanical union of another day; the final dis-

appearance of one mechanical mixture, causing

another compound to make its appearance :

but in all these changes, common to inorganic

matter, we have not yet been enabled to note

with correctness, how far silica changes in de-

composition, and if it does so, under what cir-

cumstances this change takes place.

(To he continued in our next.)
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RUINS OF CLONATTON CHURCH, NEAR GOEIY, IRELAND.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir, At a distance of one mile from this
town stand the remains of the little church of
Clonatton, by its lonely situation, in the midst of
large hawthorn hedges, hidden and unheeded

;

nothing now remains besides parts of the north
and south walls, and a small portion of the west-
ern end of the fabric. The annexed sketch is a

representation of its appearance at the present

time. The ivy running over its masonry, though
adding to its venerable appearance, has been
the active agent of gradual destruction to its

walls.

To the casual observer this little church
presents nothing besides two walls and the now
scarcely traceable foundations of its chancel.

EWSPAPKK Elevation of part of Door-Jamb and part ofsurmounting *

ittcrn _

is, however, a rich treat to be found

wish to take a retrospective review

of the arts at a remote period in

as at the heads of many of the

grares that surround the walls of this

little spot are the scattered remains of
the cut-stone dressings of an entrance doorway.

For the pages of The Builder, I have made
out the subjoined sketches of some portions

of this doorway. The arch, which is in the

Norman style, is a very curious example, and

taking into account the nature of the material

from which it is wrought (Mica slate), shews very

considerable skill in the workmen of that day.

Of its period of erection I could learn no

trace. One small window alone is to be seen

Plan of the Door-Jambs.

Section shewing the
Joints of the Arch-
Stones at a and b.

Soffit of the Arch-
Stones a and b.

IS ins. C 0

Scale. I
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in the south side. The ivy with which the

north side of the church is so overgrown may
perhaps conceal a similar one.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Gorey,2Gth March, 1844. J. K. L.

Tiie New Bridge at Bath.—The Town
Council, by an overwhelming majority, have
acquiesced in the recommendation of the com-
mittee for the erection of an entirely new
structure. The new bridge will be of iron, of
one span, and there will be a footpath on each
side of it. Among the proposals sent in to

the committee, in addition to the successful
one of Messrs. Armstrong and Manners, were
—for one arch, Mr. Lamb, 6,000/. ;

Mr. Bell,

7,040/. if of stone, 0,700/. if of iron
;
Messrs.

Birch, 3,555/.; Mr. Barry, Taunton, 3,689/.
For two arches— Mr. Lamb, 5,250/.; Mr. Bell,

7,808/. if of stone, 8,099/. if of iron
;
Messrs.

Birch, 3,000/.; Mr. Barry, 3,439/.; Mr. Man-
ners, 3,220/. Mr. Gravett, for a straight
bridge, supported on iron breast-summers,
4.000G
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LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES .*

Conclusion of Lecture II.

Of Persbpolis, the ancient capital of

Persia, but few ruins remain to attest its former
magnificence. It was set on fire by Alexander
the Great in one of his drunken fits, and never
recovered its ancient splendour. A magnifi-
cent terrace supported an immense number of
columns, whence it was called the Palace of
Forty Pillars. “ On ascending the platform
on which the Palace of Forty Pillars once
stood,” says Sir R. Ker Porter, “ nothing can
be more striking than the view of its ruins, so
vast and magnificent, so fallen, mutilated, and
silent,—the court of Cyrus, the pavilion of
Alexander’s triumph, and the memorial of the

wantonness of his power.” Again, Sir R.
Ker Porter says, “ On drawing near the

Chehel-Minar, the eye is riveted by the

grandeur and beautiful decorations of the flight

of steps which lead up to them. This superb
approach consists of a double staircase, pro-
jecting considerably before the northern face of
the terrace, the whole length of which is

212 feet; at each extremity, east and west,
rises another range of steps

;
and again, about

the middle, projecting from it 18 feet, appear
two smaller flights rising from the same point.

Here the extent of the range, including a
landing-place of 20 feet, amounts to 86. The
ascent, like that of the great entrance from the
plain, is extremely gradual

;
each flight con-

taining only 32 steps (none exceeding 4 inches
in height), in breadth 14 inches, and in length
16 feet. The whole front of the advanced
range is covered with sculpture. The eye at

first roves over it lost and bewildered by the
multitude of figures.” Among the sculptures,
figures of bulls (some of the capitals are formed
of bulls kneeling), and of lions, are of fre-

quent occurrence, and the lotus flower is often

introduced.

In some magnificent portals or doorways
yet standing, the large, overhanging, hollow
cornice, is too strikingly like that in Egyp-
tian temples to pass unnoticed; and Mr.
Gwilt observes that “the similarity between
them points to the conjecture that, though
neither might have been borrowed from the
other, they are not many removes from one
common parent.” And again :

“ No person
can look at the style of composition and de-
tails of Persepolis without a conviction of
some intimate connection between the archi-

tects of Persia and those of Egypt.” (En-
cyclopaedia of Architecture.)

Ecbatana was the capital of ancient Media,
and was eight leagues in circumference, and
surrounded by seven walls in the form of an
amphitheatre, the battlements of which were
painted in various colours, and covered with
silver and gold. It was here that Tobit re-

sided with his family after the death of his

parents, (ch. xiv. v. 12.) Josephus tells us
(Antiq. b. x. ch. xi. s. 7) of the prophet
Daniel that he “ built a tower at Ecbatana in

Media; it was a most elegant building, and
wonderfully made, and it is still remaining, and
preserved to this day

;
and to such as see it, it

appears to have been lately built, and to have
been no older than that very day when 'any one
looks upon it, ic is so fresh, flourishing, and
beautiful.” It was at Ecbatana that Hephaes-
tion, the favourite friend of Alexander, died,

and it was here that Cyrus was buried

:

“ The eagle child of victory, the great, the wise,
the just,

Assyria’s fam’d and conquering sword, and
Media's regal strength.”

Some writers, however, place his tomb at

Pasargada, where the kings of Persia were
always crowned.

Susa, the capital of the Persian empire,
when Persia and Media were united, was 120
furlongs in extent. The treasures of the kings
of Persia were kept there, and the royal palace
was built with white marble, and its pillars

were covered with gold and precious stones.
It was usual with the kings of Persia, from the
time of Cyrus, to spend the summer at Ecba-
tana, and the winter at Susa, because the cli-

mate was warmer there than at any other royal
residence. It derived its name from the quan-
tities of lilies which grew there

—

susan being
the Hebrew for lily. This city is the

* Continued from p. 159.

Shushan of the English translation of the

Scriptures* : it was here that Daniel had his

vision of the kingdoms (ch.viii.), and we find

it frequently alluded to in Nehemiah
;
but in

the Book of Esther we shall find some account
of the magnificence of the palace, “ where
were white, green, and blue hangings, fastened

with cords of fine linen and purple to silver

rings and pillars of marble
;
the beds were of

gold and silver, upon a pavement of red, and
blue, and white, and black marble.” (ch. i.v.6.)

The King Ahasuerus, mentioned in the Book
of Esther, is supposed, by Archbishop Usher,
to be Darius Iiystaspes, whilst the learned

Scaliger thinks that Xerxes was meant; and
Josephus states that it was Artaxerxes Longi-
manus—an opinion followed by Dean Prideaux,

Bishop Tomline, and others.

There is much to interest the antiquary in

various parts of Asia, as at Petra, the capital

of Idumea, where the sculptured rocks are

very remarkable. India demands a lecture for

the examination of its truly astonishing works
of art—works whose history is lost amid the

darkness of superstition. We propose at some
future day to devote a little time to the consi-

deration of the excavated temples of India; at

present we propose to refresh our sight with
the purer treasures of classical architecture,

and to bask in the sunny climes of Greece, as
a relief from the gloom and darkness of long-

forgotten ages. G. R. F.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.

f

THAMES EMBANKMENT.
The Plans of Mr. John Martin.

The plans of Mr. Martin for improving
the navigation of the river, and for divert-
ing the sewerage from its shores, have been for

many years before the public, and we thought
it due to the exertions of that gentleman in

aid of an undoubted public good, to comply
with a request which he preferred to the com-
mission, through its chairman, to be examined

;

and we accordingly requested his attendance.

The principal features of Mr. Martin’s plan,

as applied to the part of the river under consi-

deration by the commission, viz. between
Vauxhall and London bridges, are the diver-

sion of the sewerage from the river, and the
application of it as a manure

;
and in connection

with this object, an embankment of the river,

and upon it a promenade.
The improvement in the sewerage heproposes

to effect by uniting the present sewers with
main trunks, or intercepting sewers, running
parallel with and contiguous to the present
bank of the river; and the space between the

present wharfs and the embankment he pro-
poses to fill up with solid matter, having large

chambers and openings three-quarters of a
mile apart, from which chambers the contents

of the sewers should be raised by steam-
engines, and conveyed in pipes to certain re-

ceptacles in the country, and be there distri-

buted in a liquid state for agricultural purposes.

The value of this as a manure, the importance
of so using it in a commercial point of view,

and the injurious effects of its discharge into

the river, are fully illustrated in Mr. Martin’s
description. Should the expense of this dis-

posal of the sewerage operate to the present
abandonment of his proposition, he would
nevertheless recommend the adoption of the
intercepting sewers, with their chambers and

* [Nehemiah, ch. i., v. 1 ; Daniel, ch. viii.,

v. 2.] The city of Shushan, or Susan

—

[Canticles, ch. ii., v. 1].—Lily.

So little is known of the ancient pronunciation

of the Hebrew letters, that modern Jews scattered

in various nations, pronounce them very differently
;

whether the letter lif should be denominated shin or

sin, and should have the power of sh or $ simply, is

very doubtful. The difference between ?V and P,
supposed to be sh and s, but confused with each

other by different authorities, and by which the

Ephraimites were detected (Judges, ch. xii., v. 6)

when asked to say but said D^OD, in the

English translation of the Scriptures S/ubboleth

and Sibboleth
;
hence in the Vulgate they are trans-

lated Scibboleth and Sibboleth
;
in Bishop Scio’s

Spanish translation they are spelled as in the Vul-

gate, but from the peculiar Spanish sound of sc,

Shibboleth becomes as though written in English

S’thibboleth ;
in Diodati’s Italian translation they

are spelled Scibbolet and Sibbolet, altering again

with the Italian pronunciation.

t Continued from page 197,

openings, which might be allowed to discharge
their contents into the river, until his more
comprehensive plan could be carried into
effect.

In providing for the sewerage and the em-
bankment, Mr. Martin also proposes that a
public walk should be obtained along the em-
bankment quay, where there is sufficient width,
or where any undue abutment into the river
presents an extraordinary obstacle that the
walk should pass behind or through it, or
through the basement of any building which
should form such abutment; and if a carriage-
drive is insisted on, that the road should be
much wider, and that inclined planes, rising
about 1 inch in 30, should be substituted
wherever stairs are now proposed.
Mr. Martin recommends the erection of

colonnaded wharfs upon the quay, at intervals
where the traffic is great, as between Black-
friars and London bridges, to afford additional
room for the landing of merchandize

;
and over

this line of colonnaded wharfs, heproposes the
public walk to be continued.

“ To render the depth of the river at [low-
water equal, and to preserve the bottom from
uneven wear,” Mr. Martin recommends the
construction of subweirs across the river from
shore to shore, by means of piles with beams
pinned down upon them—about 100 feet of the
middle being lower than the rest of the weir,
which should be made to slope to the shore
until it meets mean low-water mark. By
placing the weirs at distances of a quarter of a
mile, the fall would, in Mr. Martin’s opinion,
“ be gradually and regularly distributed from
Westminster to London bridge.”

Of the plans and drawings laid before us by
Mr. Martin, we have selected such as we think
essential to a clear understanding of his views,
and the statement which he addressed to the
commission is printed in our minutes of evi-

dence.

Of Mr. Martin’s plan for an embankment
with a public terrace, the claims were not con-
sidered equal to those of other plans prepared
for the same objects and lying at the same time
before us; and we felt, therefore, at a very
early period of our proceedings, that we should
not be justified in making it the subject of
further inquiry.

The plans to which our attention has been
directed, as appearing to exhibit in their details

the best mode of effecting an embankment of
the Thames, were three in number, viz. :

A plan prepared by Mr. Walker.
A plan prepared by Mr. Page, the acting

engineer of the Thames tunnel
;
and

A plan founded upon the suggestions of a
member of the commission.
These will be occasionally referred to as

plans A, B, and C, respectively.

The commission proceeded, in the first place,

to examine Mr. Walker and Mr. Page in re-

ference to the objects, advantages, practica-
bility, and expense of their respective plans.

The official opinion of Captain Beaufort, and
the professional opinions of Mr. Hartley, Mr.
Cubitt, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Rendel.Mr. Macneil,
Mr. Rennie, and Mr. Giles, were subsequently
obtained

;
first, as to those leading and general

points which appeared to apply to all the plans
;

and, secondly, as to the relative merits of the

three.

Of these opinions, a portion, it is to be ob-
served, was collected by the commission in the

usual form of oral evidence. It occurred to

us, however, subsequently, that all the essen-

tial questions in an inquiry of this nature

might be more effectively condensed, and cir-

culated in writing (an arrangement which was
subsequently found conducive also to the parties

consulted), and the remainder, therefore, were
collected in that form.

Copies of these questions were also ad-

dressed to Sir Isambnrd Brunei, and Mr. J. K.

Brunei, and Mr. Donkin; but considerations

of health in the first case, and professional

engagements and want of time in the other

two, deprived the commission of the assistance

of these gentlemen.
In addition to the eminent civil engineers

above adverted to, we had occasion to examine,

upon separate and distinct portions of the in-

quiry, Mr. J. W. Higgins, a surveyor exten-

sively employed in London, and ordinarily

referred to by the corporation for valuations,

in cases of embankment upon the river
;
Mr.

R. L. Jones, the chairman of the London-

bridge Improvements Committee, a gentlemaa
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possessing- great information on many of the

subjects involved in these inquiries
;

and

Captain Maughan, the dockmaster of the

London Docks, whose connection with a large

commercial body interested in the navigation

of the pool, added to his practical acquaintance

with the wants and habits of the river gene-

rally, made his evidence especially desirable.

Messrs. Hay, Peache, and Lucey, barge-owners

and lightermen, and Messrs. Tayler, Harvey,

and Pocock, coal-merchants, or general

wharfingers, in the line between Westminster
and Blackfriars’-bridges, were,examined prin-

cipally on points not touched upon by the

Select Committee of 1840, and upon the

probable influence of any measure of embank-
ment upon their respective interests.

On the feelings and opinions of the trade, as

a body, it appeared to us to be more consonant

to the convenience of the parties to be con-

sulted, more conducive to a right understand-

ing of the measures contemplated, and more
likely to result in a well-considered judgment
upon these measures, if our chairman were to

address himself to one of its members in behalf

of the whole
;
to inclose for their consideration

copies and detailed descriptions of the plans
;

and to express the desire of the commission
to have a deliberate opinion from all parties

concerned as to the principle upon which, and
the mode in which (consistently with the per-

manent interests of the river), an embankment
might be effected in nearest accordance with
their own views and wishes. A letter was
accordingly addressed, and plans transmitted,

to Mr. Tayler, of the firm of Dalgleish and
Tayler, extensive coal-merchants and wharf-
ingers in Scotland-yard

;
and in the appendix a

copy of that letter is inserted, as well as of
Mr. Tayler’s reply.

In addition to these various sources of infor-

mation on the subject before us, we were
favoured with the written opinions of Mr.
William Cubitt and Captain Maughan, subse-
quently to, and in extension of their respective
oral examinations; a “Memorandum upon
Estuaries and their Tides,” contributed by Sir
Henry Thomas de la Beche

;
and, finally, with

three letters, and various tables and statements,
prepared by Mr. Page, accompanied by sections

of the several bridges, and of the river, pre-

senting a large body of valuable matter not
bearing exclusively on the local topics and in-

terests more immediately involved in these

inquiries, but on the general question of

embankment in tidal rivers. With these we
have inserted in the appendix, papers, the

result of inquiries made under our direction as

to the frontages and occupations of the wharfs
on the Middlesex side, with the number of
barges and other craft in front of each at

certain periods of the inquiry
;
and also as to

the heights above Trinity datum of the nearest

line of communication parallel with the river

between Blackfriars’-bridge and Whitehall,
shewing the great irregularity in the level of
that leading thoroughfare.

The Plan of Mr. Walker.
Plan A.—The plan of Mr. Walker, referred

to in a former part of this report, originally

comprised an embankment on both sides of
the river, between London and Vauxhall
bridges. In his evidence before the commis-
sion as to the relative expediency of embank-
ing the Surrey and Middlesex sides of the
Thames respectively, Mr. Walker stated his

attention to have been principally given to the
northern 6ide of the river, adding it to be his

own opinion (in which, indeed, almost all the
authorities subsequently consulted appeared to

concur), that “ it would be better to establish
a principle, and to shew its working in a por-
tion of the river in the first instance,” and to
make the first embankment on the northern
shore. The course of inquiry, therefore, pur-
sued in his examination by the commission,
had reference principally to these considera-
tions.

The line9 of Mr. Walker’s plan are those
shewn upon plan A in the appendix. It con-
templated the formation of quays along the
greater portion of the line, at a level of 3 feet
6 inches or 4 feet above Trinity standard

;

these quays to become, upon terms to be
settled, the property of the respective parties
owning the present wharfs, of which the em-
bankment was, in fact, to be considered an
extension.

A continuous solid embankment, however,
haying been deemed impracticable throughout

the whole line, Mr. Walker’s plan suggested

four exceptions, viz.: one at Northumberland-

wharf
;
a second above Waterloo-bridge, ter-

minating at the bridge-stairs; a third above

the Temple-gardens ;
and a fourth commenc-

ing at Whitefriars’-dock, and terminating at

the Bridge-stairs, Blackfriars. At these places

he proposed to leave recesses (shewn on the

plan), varying from 400 to 800 feet in width

respectively, and bearing together a proportion

of about one-third to the rest of the embank-

ment.
“ As the deepening of the navigable channel

might tend to draw down the ground of the

respective wharfs into the river, it was pro-

posed, where required, to support the same by

close piling in the line of the embankment,

the top of this piling not to be above the level

of the ground where it is driven.’ The main

body of this embankment Mr.Walker proposed

to construct of materials to be obtained from

the bed of the river; the embankment-wall,

excepting at Somerset-house where the wall

was to be faced with stone, being of brick,

with stone dressings only.

Of Mr. Walker’s plan, a roadway formed no

essential feature. In the event of a terrace or

a railway being thought desirable, he proposed

that it should be at least 50 feet in width
;

that,

commencing in the neighbourhood of White-

hall, it should be carried over both the embank-

ment and recesses, upon flat arches of 100 feet

span, at such an elevation generally above the

river as would enable the public in the use of

it to communicate with Hungerford, Waterloo,

and Blackfriars’-bridges, at the level of their

respective roadways. YVith the last-mentioned

of these bridges it would end.

Assuming, therefore, the height of Mr.
Walker’s embankment, throughout, to be, at

high water, four feet above Trinity datum, the

elevation of the roadway of this terrace above

it would vary at different places; at its com-

mencement at Whitehall it would be from five

to six feet, at Hungerford and Blackfriars’-

bridges 27 feet, and at Waterloo-bridge 37 feet

above the same standard. To a spectator from
the river, it would in each case present, with

the addition of its balustrades, an elevation

about three feet higher.

As the fall of the tide would, throughout the

whole line of the embankment, produce, to the

eye, a corresponding addition to its base, the

river front of the terrace and embankment toge-

ther would, at times of ordinary low water, have

gained an apparent addition to its height of

about 16 feet; making its extreme elevation

above low water, with the balustrades, about

56 feet.

The estimated expense of Mr. Walker’s em-
bankment, as stated to the select committee of

1840, assuming it to be carried to the Horse-

ferry-road, was 300,000/. In his evidence

before the commission no proportion of this

amount was assigned to the shorter distance

since contemplated
;
but it is probable that,

upon the embankment above Westminster-

bridge, a small portion only of that amount
would have been expended.
The erection of a terrace (if it were desired)

as a separate superstructure, with its piers,

arches, and roadway together, would, in Mr.
Walker’s opinion, involve a further expense of

about 400,000/.
;
making the estimated cost,

therefore, of the terrace and embankment com-
bined, between 600,000/. and 700

,
000/.

The plan of Mr. Walker, as we have

already stated, excited considerable opposition

in Parliament in the session of 1840, from the

wharfingers and others interested in the trade

of this locality. It was then directed exclu-

sively to the principle of a solid embankment,
subject to the exceptions already referred to,

as to recesses in certain portions of the line.

The objections urged against it at that period

had reference to its alleged interference with

the river frontage, of which, though a large

portion, in the opinion of the commission,

might, undoubtedly, have been improved by
the adoption of such a measure

;
yet a still

larger had been appropriated to purposes

dependent upon its proximity to the water
side, and adapted principally to the habits of
the coal-trade.

These objections, it should be stated,

though the objections of a majority of the

parties affected, were not universal. It was
alleged hy Mr. Walker that many wharfingers
were desirous of availing themselves of the privi-

lege to embank, upon the terms then proposed

by the city, viz.—the payment of Id. per

annum for every square foot of ground ac-

quired from the river.

It was objected, however, that assuming

this to be permitted, a measure so partial in

its operation could not fail to be injurious

to a large body of the trade, by creating

recesses of indefinite width, uncertain as to

the time of their existence, and in the mean-

time favouring the accumulation of mud.
The evidence of Mr. Walker upon all these

points, together with the evidence of those

who, on these and other grounds, were op-

posed to the principle of his embankment,
has been before the public now for a period

exceeding three years, in the report of the

select committee already referred to. No
doubt, it appears to us, can exist, upon a

perusal of that evidence, that it exhibits a

manifest preponderance of feeling on the part

of the trade adverse to the plan before that

committee.
The object of the commission, therefore, in

calling Mr. Walker before them, was not to

re-open the discussion of 1840, but, looking to

the result of that discussion, his subsequent

survey of the river in 1841, and the pro-^

bability, from these and other causes, of

his having communicated with parties in-

terested in the northern shore of tbe

river within the intervening period, to ascer-

tain whether he had seen reason to alter his

opinions or to modify his plan, and especially

whether he were prepared to bring the question

again under their consideration in a shape that

might justify them in recommending its adop-

tion.

From our examination of Mr. Walker on

these points, his views appeared to have un-

dergone no change
;
and with reference to the

concurrence which his suggestions were now
likely to receive on the part o/ wharfingers

and others interested in the line, we found him
unprepared to inform us either as to the ex-

tent to which such concurrence might be de-

pended upon, or to which the commission

might reasonably consider itself entitled in re-

viving the consideration of his plan. One of

three alternatives appeared to us to be inevit-

able
;
either that such concurrence should be

obtained in the first instance, and throughout
the whole line, or that considerable sums of

money must be expended in compensations
;

or, assuming the impossibility of the first of

these alternatives, and the inexpediency of the

second, that the embankment must proceed in

small and sometimes widely detached portions

of the whole line.

The latter of these alternatives would justify

a revival of all the objections to the proposed

embankment of 1840, and render the execution

of a terrace or river road utterly impracti-

cable.

We are not unmindful that Mr. Walker has

endeavoured to provide against these contin-

gencies by recesses sufficient in extent, and so

arranged in regard to locality as to meet the

wants of a large body of the trade
;

but we
cannot but remark, at the same time, that these

recesses stood in Mr. Walker’s plan of 1840
;

that he could then give no definite assurance

as to the time by which they would be com-
pleted, or the period for which they might be

available; and that, upon being questioned by
ourselves, as to the grounds upon which he
had determined the proportions of his recesses

to those of his solid embankments, he admitted

that “ he had calculated upon the feeling of

individual proprietors in the line, of which,

however, he knew little.”

In stating to the commission the origin and
purposes of*his survey of 1841, Mr. Walker
observed, “The great object of the city in that

survey, as it appears to me, has been to deter-

mine a river line, to which parties making ap-

plications might, but beyond which they must
not, extend their premises

;
and, to shew how

the navigable part of the river may be deepened
and improved, without injuring the berths for

barges where parties do not wish an extension

of solid wharf, which is in no instance pro-
posed to be compulsory.”
Upon being questioned by the commission,

whether that opinion should be understood
as applying to the plan under consideration,

he replied:

“ I have stated that at present there is no
intention of any thing compulsory, so far as I

am aware of. I am not sure that it would not

be expedient for a considerable time to leave
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it to be optional. I think if the measures
were now intended to be compulsory, there
would be demands from the owners on the
banks of the river for compensation

;
whereas,

if the thing were left to work its own way for

a time, parties would be allowed to carry out
and extend their premises

;
some in the shape

of recesses or docks, and some in the shape of
embankment, the property being then con-
sidered theirs in fee. In that way, portions
being taken in different parts all along the
river, if it should be desirable afterwards to be
made compulsory upon the minority, the ma-
jority of owners and occupiers agreeing in the

plan
;
or if they got to be all unanimous, there

would be an excellent standard along the whole
course of the river on which to value the land,

or to pay for damages, if any were done.”
The commission, upon this, observed, “ Then,
the embankment would take place at separate
intervals?” To this observation Mr. Walker
answered, “ Yes.”
The amount of monies to be paid as com-

pensation under such circumstances, or of
other monies to be raised in consideration of
the land embanked, are subjects, therefore,
into which it would be obviously impossible for
this commission to enter with any certainty or
profit. According to Mr. Higgins, who was
examined before the committee of 1840, and
whose views, like those of Mr. Walker, would
appear to have undergone little alteration sub-
sequently, a revenue of about3,600/. per annum
might be realized if the embankment were
complete

;
but “ he had taken what would be

gained by the embankment
;

in no case what
would be otherwise lost.” He had made no
separate estimate of the amount to be ex-

pended in compensations, and his estimate of
the revenue was admitted to be irrespective of
any outlay of the kind.
The advantages of Mr. Walker’s plan for a

solid embankment, if it were complete, would
undoubtedly consist in its simplicity of out-
line, its freedom from details, and its entire

exemption from restrictions and regulation of
any kindfor its after-management. In making
this observation, we desire to apply it either to

a solid embankment throughout, or to the em-
bankment with recesses to which Mr. Walker’s
proposal is at present limited; for, although
the objections, on the score of the accumula-
tion of mud in these recesses, and of the in-

sufficiency of the ordinary traffic of the river

for its dispersion, pervade the whole of the

evidence taken by the commission, yet the ge-
neral tendency of that evidence is to shew,
that, if they were judiciously constructed in

the first instance, a moderate application of
artificial means, such in fact as is at present re-

sorted to in the best constructed wharfs on
the river, might answer everynecessarypurpose.

(To be continued in our next.)

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

New Church of St. Nicholas, East Grafton.
—On Thursday last, the Lord Bishop of the

diocese consecrated the new church of St. Ni-
cholas, at East Grafton, in the parish of Great
Bedwyn. This church was commenced on the
11th of April, 1842, and is designed in the

Norman style, the details being correctly

and successfully carried out by the architect,

Mr. Benjamin Ferrey, and executed in Bath
stone by Mr. Lloyd, of Great Bedwyn. Among
many presents from different individuals are
some richly-stained windows, and a pavement
of encaustic tiles in the chancel, given by the

Marquess of Ailesbury. The windows were
the production of Mr. Willement, who also de-
signed the arrangement of the pavement, and
executed the ornamental painting of the chan-
cel. The font, copied from that still existing

in Welford Church, in the county of Berks, is

beautifully executed in Painswick stone, and
was universally admired. It was a gift from
the vicar’s children, as were the books from
Dr. Merriraan, and the splendid altar-cloth

from the Countess Bruce.

New Church, Porlsea.—The ceremony of
consecrating the new church of St. Mary’s,
Buckland, the parish church of Portsea, took
place on Thursday, by the Bishop of Winches-
ter. The church will in future be opened on all

occasions for Divine service, and is capable of
accommodating 2,000 persons. The old edi-

fice could only give room for about 600. The
fund for building this church has been raised
by subscription.

New Church in the Parish of Kingsclere .

—

It is proposed to build a new church on the
northern part of the common, in this parish,

where five acres of land have been set apart
for that purpose, under the late Act of Parlia-

ment, for the proposed inclosure.

Neiv Catholic Chapel and Monastery—The
foundation-stone of a Catholic chapel and
monastery, were on Thursday week laid by Mr.
V. Gandolfi, of the firm of Gandolfi and Co.,
silk-merchants, Thrograorton-street, on the

estate of Mr. T. Hornyold, Blackmoor Park,
Worcestershire. The buildings, which will be
erected at the sole expense of Mr. V. Gandolfi,

are expected to be completed in the course of
three years, at an expense of 10,000/.

The subscription for enlarging the parish

church of Meiksham already amounts to up-
wards of 1,000/.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

South Wales Railway.—Measures are being
taken to carry into effect a railway in connec-
tion with both the Great Western and Bir-

mingham Railways with South Wales, and
its terminus will be Fishguard, from whence
an easy and short passage may be secured to

the south of Ireland. The following circu-

lar has just been published, and we find that

on the 22nd of March last a meeting of the

members of parliament and other gentlemen
connected with Wales was held, among whom
were JLord James Stuart, president

;
Sir J. J.

Guest, Bart.
;
O. Morgan, D.S. Davies, D.

Morris, and Frederick Gower, Esqrs.
;
Mr.

Brunei, Mr. Russell, the chairman of the

Great Western Railway, &c. The estimate
of the cost of the whole line will be 2,500,000/.

;

and we have every reason to believe that

Government will give every assistance to the

furtherance of this great undertaking. The
intended line is as follows:

—

Gloucester to Stonehouse 7 miles.

Stonehouse to Swansea 89 —
Swansea to Carmarthen 24 —
Carmarthen to Fishguard 35 —
London to Fishguard 255 —

and will pass within a short distance of Car-
marthen. The interests concerned in so im-

portant a measure may thus he briefly enu-
merated:—Those of the government and other

persons connected with the Forest of Dean.
Also those of the great iron, copper, tin-plate

works and collieries at Newport, Cardiff, Swan-
sea, Llanelly, and the whole of the manufactur-

ingand agricultural interests of South Wales, by
the facility of communication it opens with the

manufacturing districts of England; and like-

wise the interests connected with the south of

Ireland, by effecting a communication between
that country and London in less than fifteen

hours, thus bringing the important districts

of Wexford, Waterford, Cork, Kilkenny,
Tipperary, Limerick, the Shannon, and many
others, within an easy distance of the whole of

England. The country has been carefully sur-

veyed as far as a preliminary investigation will

admit of it, and it is beyond all doubt that an ex-

cellent line may be obtained at a moderate cost

of construction.

—

Camarthen Journal.

The Great Westernand South-Western Rail-

ways.—The Committee of the House of Com-
mons, appointed to determine on the merits of

two lines of railway proposed by the Great

Western and South-Western Companies to

the town of Newbury, in Berkshire, have come
to the determination of granting the line from

Basingstoke to Newbury, which was the one

proposed by the South-Western Railway Com-
pany, and rejecting the line proposed by the

Great Western Railway Company from Read-
ing to Newbury.

Railway to Tavistock.—Measures are being

adopted for the purpose of constructing a rail-

way from Plymouth to Tavistock. Pre-

liminary meetings have taken place in Tavis-

stock. 'It is proposed to raise the required

capital in shares of 25/. each.

The Great Western Railway Company have

now in contemplation to make a branch

line to extend to Frome and Warminster,

embracing the towns of Meiksham, Bradford,

and Trowbridge. A line for the latter was

provided for in the first Act.

Rating of Railways to the Poor Rate .

—

A case of considerable interest came before
the Lewes Quarter Sessions, on Wednesday
week, being an appeal by the Brighton Rail-
way Company, against a rate made by the
overseers of Cuckfield, in Sussex, in 1843;
there were appeals against the rates in four
other parishes, but as all parties wished the
affair definitively settled, the five parishesjoined,
and agreed to abide by the decision on this
one case.—Mr. Cobbett and Mr. Roupell ap-
peared for the company, and Mr. Creasy and
Mr. Wyatt for the parish.—The ground of
appeal was “ that the company were rated
and assessed at a rate higher than they ought
to be,” the rateable value charged upon them
by the parish being 1,864/. 5s.—producing a
rate of 139/. 1 6s. 4gd.

;
while Mr. Cobbett con-

tended that the real rateable value, according
to correct calculation, was 293/. for that por-
tion of the line situate in Cuckfield parish.

—

After several surveyors and engineers had
been examined on behalf of the rate, and the
accountant, resident engineer, and carriage-
builder of the company on their behalf, the
rate was confirmed—The trial lasted upwards
of eight hours, and the greatest interest appear-
ed to have been excited as to the result.

Railway Returns.—A return, just obtained

by the hon. and gallant member for Lincoln,

Col. W. Sibthorp, of all moneys to be raised

under the sanction of the acts whereby railroad

companies have been incorporated between the

1st of January, 1826, and the 1st of January,

1844, gives some interesting particulars, shew-
ing the immense resources of the country, as

regards the obtaining of vast capital for public

purposes. Taking some of the more impor-

tant lines of railroad established within the

last ten years, we find the following results are

obtained :—The gross total sum to be raised

according to Acts of Parliament by the Ar-
broath and Forfar Railway Company amount-

ed to 160,000/.
;
the Birmingham and Derby

Junction Railway Company was altogether em-

powered to raise 1,200,000/.
;
the Birmingham

and Glocester, 1,413,741/.; the Bristol and
Exeter, 2,000,000/.

;
the Bristol and Glouces-

tershire, 876,000/.
;
the Whitstable and Canter-

bury (a tram-road), 80,000/.
;
the Cheltenham

and Great Western, 2,000,000/.; the Chester
and Birkenhead, 499,999/.; the Chester and
Crewe, 458,333/. ;

the Clarence, 799,645/. ;
the

Dublin and Drogheda, 600,000/.
;
the Eastern

Counties, 2,533,333 /. ;
the Edinburgh and

Glasgow, 1,500,000/.; the Glasgow, Paisley,

and Ayr, 1 ,249,900/. ;
the Leinster and Mun-

ster, 1,065,000/.; the Great North of Eng-
land, 1,730,000/.; the Great Western,

4,999,999/.
;
the Liverpool and Manchester,

1,832,375/.; the Birmingham and London,

5,500,000/.; the Blackwall, 1,066,000/.; the

Brighton and London, 2,820,000/. ;
the Croy-

don, altogether, 921,333/. (the original esti-

mate of Mr. Gibbs, the engineer, having been

only 140,000/.!); the Greenwich, 993,333/. (or

nearly double the original capital of 533,000/.)

the South-Western 2,540,000/. ;
the Leeds and

Manchester, 3,429,000/. ;
the Manchester and

Birmingham, 2,800,000/.
;
the Grand Junction,

800,000/.
;
the Midland Counties, 1,866,333/.

;

the Newcastle and Carlisle, 1,050,000/.; the

Northern and Eastern, 1,631,288/.; the North-

Midland, 3,400,000/. ;
the South-Eastern and

Dover, 3,630,277/. ;
the Sheffield and Man-

chester, 1,533,000/.; and the York and North

M i dl and, 68 1 ,666/. The above are only a fraction

of the whole, but even these will serve to prove

the astonishing monetary power and resources

of the British empire. It should be stated that

the sums in question include both the capital

in joint-stock, and the amounts raised by loan

or mortgage. In some instances (and the

Greenwich and Croydon lines may be named

amongst others) the original estimates have

been enormously exceeded ;
the latter insig-

nificant line, which is only 10£ miles in length,

having already cost the proprietors nearly a

million sterling (or 100,000/. per mile), w are-

as the originally proposed capital amounted to

140,000/.

ects of Railways on Foreign Commerce.

. extraordinary effects of the increased

ty of transit secured by the railroad

/ not only as merely shortening the dis-

from town to town, but even on our

ercial relations with the continent, are

exemplified in some alterations which

iout being made in the conveyance of a
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staple commodity of one of the midland

counties—viz. salt. The saliferous district of

Cheshire, Nantvvich, Droitwich, &c., produces

more of this necessary article than any other salt

mines, we believe, in the world, and it has

hitherto been principally exported from Liver-

pool, continental vessels coming in ballast for

the purpose. By the now full development of

the railways through the midland and northern

counties, arrangements are being made to

transmit the salt by canal to Manchester,

and thence by the Manchester and Leeds,

Leeds and Selby, and Selby and Hull Rail-

ways, to the latter place for shipment, thus

not only shortening the time to the Baltic

about one-half, but the great probability is,

that vessels which now come in ballast, owing

to the length of the voyage round the Channel,

will, in future, bring cargoes of grain, and

thus cause an interchange of two great ne-

cessary commodities. One large wholesale

house at Liverpool has already an establish-

ment at Hull, and 300 waggons are building

expressly for the purpose. It is also proba-

ble that Welsh slates, and other articles of

commerce, will find their way across the

island for shipment from our eastern ports.

ifforrfflpon&ence*

a height of thirty feet upon the stones below,

and received a severe internal injury; he, also,

is the recipient of their bounty to the amount
of his weekly earnings. I leave you and your

numerous readers to form your own opinion

upon the above; at the same time I think you

will agree with me when I say that such well-

timed generosity has now rarely to be recorded.

I am, Sir, your constant reader,

W. Bowack, Foreman of the Works.

April 9th, 1844.

Sir,—

A

s the acquisition of useful know-
ledge is at all times both highly desirable and
pleasant to all those who are anxious to obtain

a more perfect knowledge of the different

trades, which they, in the order of Providence,

may be called to fulfil, and, however, simple
may be the knowledge communicated, yet it

is received by such with pleasure and delight,

as it puts them in a position to become more
useful members of society, and renders them
capable of performing higher uses to their

fellow men. With this desire I would, through
the medium of your excellent paper, make
the following inquiry :

—

What is the difference between that system

of lines as practised by those of “ the old school,”

in gettingoutthe wreathed partofahand-railand
that system which is coming into more general
practice, and known by the name of the “ square

cut.” And whether the work published by Mr.
Weale, of Holborn, is an elucidation of the

said “square cut?” If you, or any one
of your able correspondents, would favour me
with a solution of the above questions, you
would greatly oblige,

Your obedient servant, J. P.

bloxham’s gothic architecture.
Sir,— I am exceedingly gratified at seeing

that Mr. Bloxham has published another edi-

tion of his work on Gothic Architecture, but

at the same time I think that if Mr. B. had
published a supplement containing the additional

information in a separate volume, it would have
been a method better than the one followed,

since those who possess the old edition must
either go without the additional information or

buy the new edition. I trust he will remedy the

detect by publishing a supplement, for 1 am sure

it will meet with a very extensive sale. Hoping
you will be good enough to insert this in your
valuable publication,

I am, Sir,

A Possessor of the Old Edition.

Saturday, April 13th, 1844.

GREAT MALVERN ABBEY.
Sir,—

W

ill you permit me to correct a slight

misconception in your last Number? In your

report of the meeting of the Society of Anti-

quaries, of March 21, it is stated that drawings

of the ancient Refectory, at Great Malvern,

were presented by Edward Blore, Esq,
;
that

the structure had been demolished in 1841,

and it was believed that no other representa-

tions of this building, but those of Mr. Blore,

had been preserved; such, however, is not the

case. In the summer of 1836 I visited this

neighbourhood with my friend Edward Black-

burne, Esq., architect, author of a “ History of

Crosby Hall,” a work on Pointed English

Architecture, and restorer of a portion of

Crosby Hall, &c. We examined this very in-

teresting building, and took sketches and mea-

surements of it. It was certainly a very

singular and interesting example of English

carpentry
;
the framing of the roofs and elegant

wooden tracery of the windows were very re-

markable. Mr. Rickman, in his work on the

Architecture of England, thus speaks of this

erection as the Barn of Malvern :
—“ Near it

(Malvern Abbey) is the Abbey-Barn, a very

interesting piece of wood-work, evidently of

Decorated character, with some very good

moulded-work in oak for windows, and tracery-

piercings of a bold style in the principals of the

roof.”

I am more inclined to coincide with Mr.

Rickman in his opinion, that it was used for

that purpose, than as a refectory, as supposed

by my namesake.
Begging you will excuse this intrusion on

your notice,

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

8. Michael’s-place, John Blore.
Brompton-square, April 9th, 1844.

[We should like to publish the decorative

carpentry of this building.—

E

d.]

Sir,—

I

most respectfully beg leave, through

means of your publication, of making more
generally known the following acts of well-

timed generosity to the labouring poor, now
very rarely to be met with.

At the New Conservative Club-House, now
in progress of erection in St. James’s-street,

a bricklayer’s labourer of the name of McCarty,
in the month of October last, fell from one of

the scaffolds and was killed on the spot; upon

the members of the club being made acquainted

with the circumstances of the case, and that

he was the only support of a widowed mother,

they immediately subscribed a fund, and

granted her a pension of eight shillings a week
during her life-time. In the early part of

January of the present year, another labourer

fell backwards from a’ ladder, and was very

seriously hurt by falling upon some iron gir-

ders that were at the foot of the ladder; he was

thereby disabled for twelve weeks, during

which time he was paid by the club eighteen

shillings per week, being his full wages, till

again enabled to resume his work. Last week,

a labourer, while assisting to erect a scaffold

to the ceiling of the grand staircase, fell from

SMITH’S PATENT WEATHER -TIGHT
FASTENINGS AND SILL-BARS FOR
FRENCH-CASEMENTS; IMPROVED RE-
VOLVING IRON SHUTTERS ; &c.

The diagrams annexed, numbered from 1 to

5, represent an efficient means of excluding the

weather from casements, being simple in con-

struction, and easy of application.

Fig. 1 represents, to a scale of one-half the

full size, a short length of the meeting-stvles,

with a fastening thereto applied, and exhibits

the appearance when the casements are closed ;

the brass face-plates and lever with ornamental
knobs only being seen.

Fig. 2 is a section of meeting-styles taken
above the lock, which is shewn as being mor-
tised into a right-hand style, and through which
passes the lever-spindle, communicating a

threefold motion to the bolt, the case of which
is let into a groove ploughed out of the rebate,

Fig. 1.

along the whole height of the style, and is I holt, by simply turning the lever-handle into

fastened with screws through its flanges. The
|
the position shewn by the figure, is projected

Fig. 2.

up, down, and forward at the same time, thus
|

their whole height, and securely bolting the

ploughing and tonguing the styles together
|
casements at top and bottom.
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Fig-. 3 is a section of a right-hand hanging-

etyle, and the containing frame, and is a very

simple mode of hanging casements. By the
above arrangement, the casements are rendered
weather-tight in all their vertical joints, besides
being- effectually fastened, without presenting
toe projections of the Espagnolette bolt,

rig. 4 is a section of a sill and casement

Fig. 4.

bottom-rail, to which is applied the patent
weather-bar, the action of which is apparent.
The casement is shewn as shut, the tongue
which passes under and raises the hinged-flap
keeps it close to the face-plate, which is

screwed to the bottom-rail, while the casement
is closed

;
but so soon as the casement com-

mences opening, the flap drops gradually till

the point of the tongue has passed from under
it, when it is relieved and drops into its seat,
where it is protected from being trodden up or
raised by accident : thus three joints are formed
impervious to weather,

b ig. 5 is another description of weather-bar,

Fig. 5.

the peculiarity of which consists in the arrange-
ment of the hinges of the flap, which is so
hung that the greater the pressure of wind or

water against it, the firmer will be the joint,
bigs. 6 and 7 illustrate an important im-
provement in the construction of revolving

Fig. 7. Fig. 6.

iron shutters, consisting in the substitution of I which fig. 7 is an edge-view, in place of the
a chain of the form shewn by fig. 6, and of

j

hinge usually applied to revolving shutters'

i
Fig. 9.

such hinge being represented by figs. 8 and 9,

by a comparison of which the efficient opera-

tion of the chain will be apparent.

The advantages sought by the use of
chains to be gained without increase of cost,
over hinges, are, four times the strength, four
ttmcs the working-surface, the requirement

Fig. 8.

of less room, greater security
,

non-liability

to derangement, and fourfold duration.
Those interested in the application of iron

shutters, casement-fastenings, sill-bars, &c.,

would do well to inspect the numerous and
interesting models of them at the patentee’s

works, and will then be able to judge how
nearly these desiderata are accomplished.

Greenavich Hospital.—A considerable

number of workmen are employed Avithin the

boundary-wall of Greemvich Hospital, laying

down iron piping, for the purpose of more
speedily extinguishing fire, should it at any
time break out in that national edifice, Avithout
the aid of fire-engines. The principle is

similar to that Avhich has been for some time
urged upon the government, and tried in the
streets of the metropolis. The Avater is con-
veyed in pipesof nine-inches bore,laidfrom the
capacious reservoir in the domain of her Royal
Highness the Princess Sophia, immediately
above the Observatory. Thence it passes
along the declivity, supplies the Naval School,
crosses the Woohvich-road, and enters the
Hospital at the Avestern-gate. The piping is

to be laid throughout the Avhole of the exterior,
and it is calculated upon hydrostatic principles

that the pressure of Avater Avill be sufficient’

Avithout the aid of machinery, to force its way
through lengths of leathern hose sufficient to

reach the highest part of the building. It has

been proved by recent experiments made in

town, that, though A\rater be conveyed through

5,300 yards of iron piping, consisting of 4,220

yards of 20-inch main, 550 yards of 15-inch

main, and 500 yards of 9-inch main, the force

Avas sufficient to drive it through two lengths

of 40-feet hose to a height of GO feet, giving a

delivery of 100 gallons per minute. At Green-

Avich Hospital it is intended to erect stand-

cocks so as to command every portion of the

extensive pile, and from the diameter of the

piping and the height of the fall, there can be

no question but that the plan, Avhen tried upon
a large scale, Avill prove eminently successful.

The men are Avorking long hours, in order to

complete the work as soon as possible,
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Library of Sir Christopher Wren.-
“ To be Sold by Auction, by Mess . Cock and

Langford, in y
e Great Piazza, Covent Garden,

this and v° following evening, ‘ The curious and

entire Libraries of y
e ingenious Architect, Sir

Christopher Wren, Knt. and Christo-

pher Wren, Esq. his son, late of Hampton

Court: both deceased. Consisting of great

variety of Books of Architecture, Antiquities

Histories,
&c. in Greek, Latin, French, and

English
;

together with some few lots of

Prints. The said books may be viewed at

Mr. Cock’s in y
e great Piazza aforesaid, till

y° time of sale, which will begin each evening

at 5 o’clock precisely. Catalogues of which

may be bad gratis at y
e place of sale afore-

“ Note.—The Curious collection of Coins

and Medals, Bronzes, Marble, and other An-

tiquities, will shortly be exhibited to Publick

Sale, timely notice of which will be given in

this Paper.”

—

Daily Advertiser of Oct. 2b,

1748.

Tenders delivered for Hildenboro’ Parsonage,

near Tonbridge.—Ewan Christian, Esq., Architect.

April 4 :

—

Howard and Son (Newington) .£1,333

Mair (West Mailing). M10

Kempster (Boro’) 1,290

Chalklin (Tonbridge) 1,195

Cobb (Maidstone) 1,156

Fall of a New Building, and Loss of

Lives. — A serious accident occurred on

Thursday week at Hull. The Hull I’ lax and

Cotton Company are building some new offices

for clerks and book-keepers, adjoining their

present entrance office. The offices are built

over a reservoir or drain. The accident oc-

curred in striking some wedges from an arch

over the reservoir, when the arch fell with a

great crash, and at the time of the accident

four men were at work underneath the arch,

two of whom were killed, the other two fortu-

nately escaping with only a few contusions.

Tenders delivered for the erection of five Houses

at Brixton Hill, for J. Blackett, Esq.—Mr. J. W.

Griffith, Architect :

—

Bartlett £2,730

Hellis 2 .

1

23

Trevers and Son 2,098

Notley 1,940

Tenders delivered for the alterations to a House

in the Old Kent-road, for Mr. B. Cowell.—April

13 :

—

Crawley

Dean l^ 3

Wadey 192

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,
To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, April 20.—Westminster Medical,

32, Sackville-street, 8 p.m. ;
Asiatic, 14, Grafton-

street, 2 p.m.

Monday, 22.

—

Geographical, 3, Waterloo -place,

8£ p.m.
;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 23.—Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners-street, 8* p.m.; Zoological, 57, Pall

Mall, 83 p.m. ;
Civil Engineers, 25, Great George-

street, 8 p.m. ;
Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m.

(anniversary). .

Wednesday, 24.— Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. ;
Pharmaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square,

9

Thursday, 25 . — Royal, Somerset House, 8£

p.m.
;
Royal Society ofLiterature, 4, St. Martin’s-

place, 4 p.m.; Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m. ;
Numismatic, 41, Tavistock-street,

Covent Garden, 7 p.m. ;
London Institution, Fins-

bury-circus, 7 p.m. (anniversary).

Friday, 26. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8£ p.m. ;
Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8

p.m.
. ,

Saturday 27. — Royal Botanic, Regent s-

park, 4 p.m.
;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m.

Indian Rubber Pavement at the Admi-

KALTY —That portion of the Indian rubber

pavement which has been laid down in the

forecourt of the Admiralty, at Whitehall, has

been tested by three heavily laden coal wag-

gons, each carrying seven tons, being driven

over it, when the pavement became consider-

ably depressed, but, from the elasticity of its

nature, resumed its former appearance as soon

as the wheels passed.

Edinburgh Public Baths.—Royal Do-

nation.—The directors have just received by

letter a donation of 100/. from his Royal

Highness Prince Albert, who has also inti-

mated that “ he feels most happy to contribute

that sum to the effecting of so very praise-

worthy an object.”

ffiurrent prirrs of jHrtnls.

April 16, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Spelter.—

F

oreign ton . . 0 0 0 to 23 0 0

,,
For delivery. . 0 0 0— 22 5 0

Zinc—English sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver Per lb. 0 4 6

Iron—English bar, Sec rer ton 5 15 0

,, NaU rods 0 00— 6 5 0

Hoops 7 15 0 8 0 0

Sheets 8 10 0— 8 15 0

Cargo in Wales .. 5 5 0 — 5 10 0

Pig, No. 1, Wales 0 0 0— 3 15 0
” No. 1, Clyde 0 0 0— 3 2 0

,,
For.

,
Swedish ... . 9 15 0— 10 0 0

,,
Russian, 16 10 0

Steel—

S

wedish keg, p. ton 18 10 0— 19 0 0

M ,,
Faggot.. 19 0 0— 19 10 0

Copper—English sheathing, per lb. — 0 0 9i

t
Old ditto. 0 0 84

Cake p. ton. .. . 0 0 0— 84 10 0
” TUe 0 0 0— 83 0 0

,,
S. American .. 0 00— 75 0 0

Tin—

E

nglish, blocks, &c. cwt 3 13 0

, ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 14 6
’’

Foreign, Banca ... . 0 0 0— 3 10 0

,,
Straits.. .. 0 0 0— 3 6 0

’’

,,
Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 5 0—1 8 0

„ „ No. IX 1 11 0— 1 14 0

,,
wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—

S

heet milled per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

;; Red... 21 10 0

„ White 23 10 0

Pig-Lead—

E

nglish .... 0 00 17 0 0

Spanish .... 0 0 0 — 16 10 0

,,
American .. 0 0 0— 16 5 0

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the erection of a New School at Harriet-

sham, Kent.—Messrs. WhichCord and Walker,

Architects, Maidstone. April 22.

For building Sewers in Moor-lane, Cripplegate,

and Great St. Helen’s, City.—Plans, &c., Sewers

Office, Guildhall. April 23.

For Paving with Wood a portion of St. Andrew’s-

street, Cambridge, containing 352 superficial yards

or thereabouts.—F. Randall, Clerk to Commis-

sioners. April 23.

For building an Infant-School at Greenwich.

R. S. Martyr, Esq., Architect, George-street,

Greenwich. April 25.

For making a Navigable Cut of about 660 yards

from the Ozier Bed Reach to Newhithe, on the

River Medway, Kent.—Messrs. Hoar, Beale, and

Hoar, Solicitors, Maidstone; Messrs. Whichcord

and Walker, Architects, Maidstone. April 27.

For the several Repairs to the Barber's Hall and

Buildings adjoining Monkwell-street, City. Speci-

fication at the Hall. Further particulars of Messrs.

Closs and Son, Surveyors, &c., 33, Clement’s-lane,

City. April 30, 1844.

For building a House, Shed, Cellarage, and

Vaulting.—Mr. Bellingham, near the bridge, Great

Cambridge-street, Haggerstone. Mr. Catling,

Architect. May 2.

For erection of a new Union Workhouse at

Highland’s Farm, in the parish of Cuckfield, Sus-

sex.—Particulars, Plans, &c. , of Mr. T. Wisden,

Hampton-place, Western-road, Brighton. May 10.

Cambridge.—For the several works to be exe-

cuted at the corner of St. John’s and Bridge-streets.

Mr. Clemence, Surveyor, Chesterton-road. The

day for receiving Tenders not fixed.

For Erecting a Church at New Radford, near

Nottingham.— Plans, &c., H. J. Stevens, Esq.,

Architect, 16, Full-street, Derby.

British Museum.—Open to the public evsry

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, from 10 till 7

during May, June, July, and August, and from 10

till 4 the rest of the year ;
except the first week in

January, May, and September, Ash-Wednesday,

Good Friday, and Christmas Day, and fast or

Thanksgiving Days. The Natural History Collec-

tions are open for study and comparison of speci-

mens, to persons having permission, or Tuesday

and Thursday from 10 till 4. The Realing Room

is open to persons having tickets of admission

every day (except Sundays, and when che Museum

is closed, as above mentioned), from 9 till 7 in

May, June, July, and August, and from 9 till 4

during the rest of the year. The Gallery oj Anti-

quities is open to students having tickets every day

in the week, except Saturdays and Sundays (and

those times when the Museum is closed), at the

same hours as the Reading Room.

Royal College of Surgeons.—The Museum

is open to visitors on Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-

day, and Thursday, from 12 till 4, except during

the month of September ;
on Friday to gentlemen

for studying in it
;
and on Saturday from 10 till 1 to

gentlemen desirous of comparing specimens with

those in the Museum. The Library is open to

members and students of the college, and visitors

having tickets of admission, daily (Sundays ex-

cepted), from the 1st of October to the 1st of April,

from 10 till 4; and from the 1st of April to the

1st of September, from 10 till half-past 5.

Geological Society.—Library and Museums

are open every day from 11 till 5.

Royal Asiatic Society.— Museum is open

every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, from 11

till 4.

United Service Institution.—Museum open

all the year, from 11 till 5 in summer, and from 11

till 4 in winter. Admission by members’ tickets.
_

London Institution.—Lectures will be deli-

vered every Monday and Thursday evening, at 7

o’clock, until May 6.

SHORT and MAHONY, Brokers,

1, Newman'8-court, Comhill.

For works required in the enlargement of the

Liverpool Workhouse.—Day for sending in Con-

tracts, See., postponed sine die.

ABVEB.TIS3SME1MTS.

ERRATUM.

Page 181, 2nd column, line 1, for

in some copies, read “ groined.”

1 grained,’

TO BUILDERS, &c.

RATN WATER PIPES, EAVE GUT-
TERINGS, SASH WEIGHTS, Air Bricks, Coal

Plates, Stable Drain Grates, Bell Traps, and the usual cast-

ings for buildings, always ready, and supplied in large or

small quantities. Prices in accordance with the present low

price of iron, at JOHN YOUNG, Junior’s, Wholesale Iron-

monger, 18, Blandford-strcet, Manchester-square, leading

from Baker-street, Portman-square, where prices may be had

on application, or sent postage free.

ZING DOOR AND WINDOW PLATES.

HEWETSON from having had consi-

• dcrable experience in the manufacturing of this a.

tide, is now enabled to offar to the public the best DOOR

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We have received the communication relative to

brick columns, which will appear in our next.

Also the Bishop of Kildare's Seal, and the

figure of the first Bishop of Ferns, which are in

the hands of our engraver

.

Also the beautiful interior view of the Chancel

of Brecon Priory Church.

We have received the plans and description of

Arbroath Infirmary, but should like to be informed

in English words of the meaning of the word
11 Sarking.”

Through want of time and space we must dqfer

till next week answering our other numerous cor-

respondents.

tide, IS HOW CIlllUICU to oil.. VO ...O ,"-".-0 t».o ----- - o

and WINDOW PLATES which can be made, especially i_

the engraving part, either plain or ornamental, at moderate

prices, for a good article. Apply at the Zinc Manufactory,

57, Cannon Street, near London Bridge.

Royal Adelaide gallery,
LOWTHER ARCADE, STRAND.—Under the espe-

tial Patronage of her Most Gracious Majesty. Open daily

from 11 to 5 o’clock, and from 7 to half-past 10 every

evci.ing. Morning Attractions. — A continued series of

Scientific Experiments, Musical Performances, Exhibitions,

a selection from 3,000 Models of Machinery, Philosophical

Apparatus, Mechanical Inventions, &c., demonstrated and

explained; Glass-working, Philosophical Lectures Hydro-

Oxvgen Gas Microscope, Monck Mason s AERIAL MA-
CHINE. worked by propulsive machinery, and explained in

a lecture on the Aerial Navigation; ELECTRICAL EELS,

Performances of the Infant Thalia and Adelaide Wizard,

Bunsen’s CARBON BATTERY, Dissolving Views, Laugh-

ing Gas, Sculptures, Paintings, &c. Evening Recreations,

in addition to Morning Attractions. PROMENADE CON-

CERTS, Vocal and Instrumental, Mons. L. Z. Remy, Co r

ductor.—Admission, One Shilling.
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N1TING the

several de-

tached por-

tions of the

important
parliament-

ary docu-

ment which
we have given in our last

three numbers, our read-

ers will have a pretty cor-

rect idea of the state of

the great towns in gene-

ral throughout the king-

dom, and will become
quite adept on the sub-

ject, by adding to the

information already ac-

quired, the rest of the

Report of the Select Committee appointed to

Inquire into the Circumstances affecting the

Health of the Inhabitants of Large Towns
and Populous Districts, Sfc.

Similar or worse accounts are given of
various other districts, detailing the evils
arising from houses built in close courts, often
back to back, frequently with no thorough
draught of air, without any conveniences for
cleanliness or decency, with no effective

drainage, inspection, or system of paving or
cleansing.

The general conclusion of the Town Council
is :

“ That the greater part of the town is in a
most filthy condition, which demands an imme-
diate remedy, a remedy which does not seem
attainable under any local Act now existing,

but calls for an especial enactment, which is

doubtless required (they say) not only by
Leeds, but more or less by every town in the
empire.”

After referring to the evils constantly arising
from the bad construction and position of their
dwellings, the witness is asked: “Would it

not then he of the first consequence to the
welfare of the working classes, that there
should he some general regulation laid down,
either in a general Building Act or some Act
generally applicable, not for interfering with
the ordinary construction of houses, but for
preventing their being built in such a form and
manner as experience has shewn is highly
detrimental to the health of the poorer inhabit-
ants ?”—To which Dr. Williamson replies:
“The working classes are now exposed to the
cupidity and defective arrangements of their
landlords, and they appear to me to require
the protection of some such general enactment
to remedy the evils.” The necessity and
practicability of such a remedy is spoken to

by several other witnesses and experienced
builders.

The witness having stated that Leeds had
doubled its population within 30 years, is

asked, “ During that time it appears from the
report which you have confirmed, that no due
provision and regulation has been made with
respect to drainage, sewerage, and cleansing,
ventilation, and building, and for the supply of
water for this vast community?— Certainlynot.”
And the witness then expresses his opinion of
the necessity of legislative assistance.

Your committee have inquired into the state
of several other densely-peopled towns, and
refer to the evidence given respecting them,
not thinking it necessary to enter into detail

more than by stating, that they all appear to

stand in need, more or less, of measures calcu-
lated to enforce sanatory regulations for the
benefit of the humbler classes.

Your committee are, however, happy to

remark, that the great town of Birmingham,
inhabited by so many industrious mechanics,

so long celebrated for their skill and inge-
nuity, appears to form rather a favourable con-
trast, in several particulars, with the state of
other large towns.

The nature of the employment generally
appears not injurious to heaith

;
the general

,

custom of each family living in a separate
dwelling is conducive to comfort and cleanli-

ness
;
and the good site of the town, and the

dry and absorbent nature of the soil, are very
great natural advantages. Still there are many
regulations of great consequence to the health
and comfort of the inhabitants, which appear
neglected, to some of which your committee
will advert in the remedies they recommend.
Some sanatory regulations respecting the com-
mon lodging-houses appear absolutely neces-
sary for the safety of the community.

In addition to their inquiry into the state of
many of the large towns of England, your
committee also directed their attention to the
condition of Dublin and Glasgow. With
respect to the former, although many improve-
ments may be made, and additional sanatory
regulations are absolutely necessary, they do
not think it necessary to do more than direct
attention to the able evidence of Dr. Maunsell
respecting it, containing many valuable sugges-
tions.

With regard to Glasgow, however, they are
sorry to observe that the details are of a most
melancholy and afflicting nature. An intelli-

gent witness, who has had every means of
knowledge, states, “ that penury, dirt, misery,
drunkenness, disease, and crime culminate in

Glasgow to a pitch unparalleled in Great
Britain.” And in another place, “ I did not
believe, until I visited the wynds of Glasgow,
that so large an amount of filth, crime, misery,
and disease existed in one spot in any civilized
country.”

The witness was accompanied bv the magis-
trates and heads of the police, and describes
the want of ventilation, sewerage, cleansing,
and attention to the health of the poorer in-

habitants in the lower parts of the town, as
most grievous in its effects. The result is

summed up in the following terms :
—“ Such

being the state of things in large districts of
Glasgow, it is not surprising that the number
of persons who died last year was 10

,270 , being
at the rate of one in 24-^ to the whole popu-
lation, or that out of that number 2,180 died
of typhus fever, which never leaves Glasgow.”
These melancholy details, which can scarcely
be read without shuddering, are amply con-
firmed by Dr. Cowan, a physician resident in

the town, whose work, called “ Vital Statis-

tics,” has been laid before your committee,
and its general accuracy proved. It is there

stated, and confirmed in evidence, that the rate
of mortality in Glasgow has increased most
rapidly, and is thus given in round numbers ;

1821, '1 in 39; 1831, 1 in 30
;
1835, 1 in 29;

1838, 1 in 26; thus shewing the frightful in-

crease from 1 in 39 to 1 in 26 in 17 years.

And, again, it is shewn that the mortality in

children under ten years of age has risen from
1 in 75 in 1821, to 1 in 48 in 1832. “ Fever,
it is stated, has been gradually increasing in

the city of Glasgow, and its victims consti-

tute within a fraction of 55 out of every 100
patients treated in our hospitals.” “ This in-

crease has been during a period of great pros-

perity.” The report quoted goes on to say,
“ We may safely assume that the 12,895 indi-

viduals treated in the fever hospitals during
the last seven years, all, with few exceptions,

depending on their daily labour, and extending
the benefit of that labour to others, were out

of employment for a period of six weeks.”
Dr. Cowan adds, “ The mortality bill of

1837 exhibits a rate of mortality inferring an
intensity of misery and suffering unequalled in

Britain, and not surpassed in any town we are

acquainted with on the continent of Europe.”
Remedial measures are suggested in the fol-

lowing words :
“ A few thousand pounds judi-

ciously expended in opening up the districts

most densely populated, and in other obvious

ways, would greatly tend to alleviate the pres-

sure of our heaviest municipal tax, the fever

tax.”

Your committee would now turn from the

melancholy details, a portion of which they

have thought it right to insert in their report,

and would state generally, that although the

main evils complained of, and proved before

them, appear to arise from the want of any re-

gulations as to buildings and ventilation, and

the deficiency in sewerage, cleansing, and
other sanatory provisions, yet there appears to
be some important improvement necessary,
referable to especial sources of illness in cer-
tain districts, as particularly, 1st, The existence
of burial-places in the midst of populous
neighbourhoods.

2nd, Local nuisances from some noxious
business, affecting the health of the vicinity.

3rd, I he neglected and dangerous state of
low lodging-houses, frequented by a wretched
and migratory population, who often carry
fever and other disorders into distant districts.

Independent of the physical evils to the
working classes arising from the causes before
adverted to, your committee are desirous to
express the strong opinion they entertain, con-
firmed by the testimony of many of the wit-
nesses examined, that the dirt, damp, and dis-
comfort so frequently found in and about the
habitations of the poorer people in these great
towns, has a most pernicious and powerful
effect on their moral feelings, induces habits
of recklessness and disregard of cleanliness,
and all proper pride in personal appearance,
and thereby takes away a strong and useful
stimulus to industry and exertion.

The wife, hopeless of being able to make
his home comfortable to her husband, aban-
dons all endeavours for the purpose

;
neglect

leads to neglect, recrimination follows reproof,
and their children are brought up amidst dirt
and wretchedness, with the example of constant
domestic disputes before them. Nor can it be
doubtful to those who trace the effects of such
causes, that the humbler classes are often in-

duced or driven by the want of comfort at

home, and by the gloomy prospect around
them, to have recourse to dram-drinking, the
fertile parent of innumerable ills.

Your committee have thus laid before the
bouse an imperfect abstract of the facts proved
before them in evidence, shewing the neglect
of due sanatory regulations applicable to im-
prove the health and increase the comfort of
great bodies of the poorer classes.

They have traced a few of the more promi-
nent evils which appear to spring from this

neglect, and have endeavoured to shew the ill

effects produced by these causes in degrading
the character of their humbler fellow-subjects,
in producing crime, disease, and discontent,
and in counteracting in great measure (as
regards the younger portion of the population)
those moral and religious impressions which
they might otherwise receive from education
where it is afforded to them.
The cost to the country, arising from these

combined causes, it might be difficult to esti-

mate with exactness, but there can be no doubt
that it is enormous. Thus it is estimated that

every person in the Fever Hospital (12,895 in

seven years) in Glasgow loses six weeks em-
ployment, which, calculated at 7s. 6d. per
week, would amount to 29,004/. lost to the
community, besides the cost of attendance and
support; this has been calculated, where the

patient recovers, at 1/. per case, and adds here

12,895/. to the account of loss; chiefly owing
to the want of proper sanatory regulations.

In proportion as the working classes in these

great cities (rapidly increasing every year) and
their children are injuriously affected in their

physical condition and their moral characters

by the causes alluded to, just in that proportion

will their value to the community be dimi-

nished, and their cost to the kingdom increased.

The property which the country has in their

useful labours will be so far lessened, and the

unproductive outlay necessary to maintain and
restrain them so far augmented.

This consideration will not be thought be-

yond the province of your committee, when it

is remembered that in the remedies they pro-

pose some outlay of expense must necessarily

occur
;

yet, on reflection, it is hoped that they

will be justified in the conclusion they have

come to, that ultimately a great saving to the

community will thereby take place
;
and even

were that not the case, that some such mea-

sures are urgently called for, as claims of hu-

manity and justice to great multitudes of our

fellow-men, and as necessary not less for the

welfare of the poor than the safety of property

and the security of the rich.

REMEDIES.

The remedies which your committee would

propose in order to carry out the spirit of

“ Sanatory regulations for the benefit ot the

health of the inhabitants of the great towns of
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the realm)” are several
;
some of a prospec-

tive, and others of a retrospective operation.

The first measure they recommend is, a

general Building Act, applicable to towns now,

or at any future time, comprising a certain

amount of population
;

laying down regula-

tions respecting the construction of certain

rates of houses (well understood among
builders) which are fitted for the dwellings of

the working classes.

The regulations would he framed so as to

interfere no farther with every one’s right to

manage his own property than was necessary

to protect the health of the community
;
nor

would they extend beyond what the necessity

of that urgent duty of Government justified.

Such regulations would fall strictly under that

rule of public law universally acknowledged,

which lays down as a maxim, “ Sic utere tuo

ut non alicnum Icedas”

These regulations would forbid and prevent

such forms of construction specified, as expe-

rience and undoubted testimony shew to be in-

consistent with health. These would embrace,

1. Cellar dwellings, unless with areas in

front and back, and with sewers below the

level of the floors.

2. Rows of houses erected in close courts,

built up at the end.

3. Rows of dwellings built back to back, so

as to prevent any thorough ventilation.

These regulations so far would be of a pre-

ventive character, and would not otherwise in-

terfere with the discretion of builders.

There are, however, a few other rules which
ought to be introduced into such an Act

;
one

of the most important is, to require that before

and behind every row of houses of this de-

scription a certain space should be left open,

proportioned to the height of the houses.

What this proportion should be would
be matter of consideration. Experienced
builders, who have given evidence before

your committee (and who are unanimous
in opinion as to the necessity of such a

provision), differ slightly as to details, one pro-

posing the space in front should be the height

of the houses themselves, whilst another thinks

two-thirds might be sufficient; and, in like

measure, with regard to the space necessary to

be left open at the back of these small houses.

Some provisions have likewise been sug-

gested as proper to be inserted in a Building

Act, which might insure to these humble
classes of houses such conveniences as are ab-

solutely necessary for health and decency, and

such receptacles for refuse, ashes, &c., as

cannot be dispensed with consistent with

cleanliness and comfort. There should also

be a sufficient underground drain communi-
cating with the common sewer.

Some other beneficial provisions may pro-

bably be sanctioned as proper for a general

Building Act; but these are the only new pro-

visions which appear to your committee essen-

tially necessary for the welfare of the working
classes.

Regulations as to the thickness of party-

walls, to hinder the spread of fires, and others

to prevent overhanging projections and dan-

gerous chimneys, are now in the Building Act
applicable to the metropolis, and probably in

some provincial Acts, and would of course be
necessary.

In these suggestions your committee have
kept in view the policy of interfering as little

as possible with private property, and no
farther than the strict necessity of the case

justified.

There is in the evidence abundant proof of
the absolute want of some such provisions,

and of the wide-spread evils and misery result-

ing from their neglect. They are in the
nature strictly of sanatory regulations, and are
only the fulfilment of one of the first duties of
a humane government, to protect those who
cannot protect themselves.

It is matter of deep regret to your committee
that some such Act as they suggest did not
engage the attention of Parliament at the
beginning of the century, before our great
towns were so densely populated, and so many
dwellings for the working classes had been
built in contravention of the proposed rules;

had such been the case, they cannot doubt but
much of the discomfort aud suft'erings which
have been detailed before them would have
been prevented.
Your committee are informed that some

years since a general Building Act, which

would probably have contained some regula-

tions like those they recommend, was under

the consideration of the government; but,

amid the changes which subsequently took

place, was laid aside.

The obvious necessity of some such enact-

ment, arising from the evils detailed before

your committee, might perhaps justify them in

simply but earnestly recommending it to the

consideration of Parliament
;
but feeling, as

they do, the great importance of its speedy

adoption for the benefit of a rapidly increasing

and valuable class of their humbler fellow-

subjects, they are induced to consider and reply

to some objections which might be brought

against it.

It may be said, that such regulations as have

been spoken of, forbidding buildings being

erected in certain forms considered prejudicial

to health, is an interference with private pro-

perty. This is doubtless the case, but appears

to be amply justified on the plea of the

general good
;
and the same necessity is con-

stantly held to justify similar interference, in

various Acts of" Parliament for the construc-

tion of roads, railways, canals, and in the en-

forcement of regulations regarding police,

quarantine, &c.

A more serious objection is, that such regu-

lations, by throwing some difficulties in the

way of erecting closely-packed dwellings for

the working classes, would render them dearer

than at present, and increase the difficulty

which they often find to procure habitations in

populous cities. With respect to such part of

the proposed regulations as would insure a

better arrangement of dwellings on the same

space (as by insuring courts and streets to be

open at each end), this objection would not

apply. But undoubtedly the effect of some of

the rules suggested for a Building Act would

be to improve the dwellings of the working

classes, but at a greater cost than before.

The evidence, however, of experienced

builders leads your committee to believe that

this cost would not be very materially in-

creased by prospective regulations of the

nature described. The cost of a little increased

space of ground before it is built upon, and
before additional value is given to it by the

proximity of manufactories, shops, roads, and

streets, is very different and much less than

afterwards
;

but the rules suggested would

apply to it when open, and thus comparatively

of less cost.

The outlay on the houses themselves in

construction and materials (which are the

main points of cost) might be the same,

whether there are 20 or 15 on the same
number of square yards

;
yet the effect on the

health and comfort of the inmates would be

very different in one case from the other.

Still it must be admitted, that if a larger space

of ground is required for a given number of

dwellings, and they are constructed in a better

and more costly manner, and have appendant

to them some conveniences which they are now
without, that the rent to be paid for them
must be somewhat higher; but your com-
mittee assert with confidence, that this

addition will be amply compensated to

the working classes by the additional

convenience and comfort they will enjoy, and
that they will gain in freedom from disease,

which now so frequently attacks them and

their children, a saving greatly exceeding their

outlay. The chief property of these persons

is their labour. The evidence shews how often

this is interrupted by fevers and other disor-

ders, arising from the causes adverted to. Re-
gulations, therefore, which may protect them
from theseevils, and allow them the uninterrupt-

ed advantage of the Avages derived from their

labour, Avould more than make up to them
some augmentation of rent.

It must be borne in mind that Avithout some
such improvement in the construction of his

dwelling, and the conveniences appendant to

it, as are suggested, it is almost impossible for

a working man’s home to be made comforta-

ble, or to have any attractions for him, or that

he can in any way make the most of his daily

earnings, and he is thereby driven to drinking

as a resource, as it is stated by many witnesses

examined.

Another remedial measure, Avhich appears to

your committee absolutely necessary to facili-

tate proper sanatory regulations in great

towns, is a general Act for the sewerage of

these densely-peopled communities.

At present these Acts are partial in their

operation and extent, varying in their pro-

visions, and very defective in the powers they

give.

A reference to the evidence collected by
your committee will shew how great has been

the neglect of the seAverage and drainage in

some of the most densely-peopled parts of

London, and the large provincial towns, and

how much misery and disease have been entail-

ed on the poorer classes of inhabitants in con-

sequence. It cannot be denied, however, that

considerable attention has been directed to

this point within the last twelve years, and that

great improA-ements have been effected during

that period; still the Avant of any general

system of operation, and the defective powers

possessed by the commissioners, both in the

metropolis and country towns, in Avhich they

have been established by local Acts, have al-

together prevented the extension and con-

struction of seAvers, upon a scale commensu-
rate Avith the increase of population. Your
committee cannot help repeating their con-

viction, that, in addition to the physical evils

Avhich this Avant of the means of carrying off

the refuse and impurities from their dwellings

entails upon the poorer classes, it is impossi-

ble to deny, from the evidence before them,

that their moral habits are affected by the

same causes. That a constant residence in a

tainted and polluted atmosphere, Avhilst it

predisposes them to disease, and renders them
less able to repel its attacks, also produces a

degradation of moral character, an indifference

to the common decencies of life, and an utter

recklessness of all those comforts Avhich per-

sons in their station might be expected to

enjoy.

The effect of this utter prostration of

energy, and of all the better feelings of the

mind, has been to reduce multitudes, Avho

might otherwise have passed Avith credit

through their humble spheres, to have recourse

to ardent spirits as a desperate alleviation of

their Avretchedness
;
and your committee need

hardly point out, hoAV surely this irresistible

temptation leads, step by step, to habitual

dissipation and debauchery.
Your committee are perfectly aAvare, that

Avherever large masses of the labouring orders

are collected together in toAvns, it is almost
hopeless to enforce that strict attention to

household cleanliness which is maintained
amongst those of the same rank in rural dis-

tricts
;
but it is for this very reason, and to

counteract this unfortunate tendency to neg-
lect of cleanliness and comfort, that your com-
mittee deem it essential that every practicable

means should be adopted to provide, at all

events, against the worst of the evils detailed

in evidence before them, and due sanatory
regulations, to place the poorer classes in a

condition to avail themselves, by a little

exertion, of those conveniences Avhich expe-
rience has proved necessary to remove the
accumulated impurities of large towns.

In pursuance of these principles, and Avith

the vieAv of affording to the poorer classes

congregated in towns some protection from
the evils to Avhich, from the confined nature
of their dAvellings, and the cupidity of specula-

tors, they are frequently exposed, your com-
mittee are of opinion that it Avould be advisa-

ble to establish, in every toAvn containing a
population of a certain amount, a Board of
Health, Avhose duty it should be to examine
into such circumstances and occurrences within
their district as are prejudicial to the general
health of the inhabitants

;
to call the attention

of the Commissioners of SeAvers, and any other
local authorities that might be concerned, to

such nuisances, and to devise and suggest
remedies. They should report their proceed-
ings annually to the Central Board of Health,
if such a board be constituted, and if not, to

the Secretary of State for the Home Depart-
ment, for presentation to Parliament, by
Avhich means publicity Avould be insured to

their proceedings, and much useful informa-
tion collected and diffused. These Boards of
Health might he appointed by the Boards of

Guardians, or by the Town Councils in cor-
porate toAvns, or directed by the rate-payers.

It is obvious that a portion of such Boards
should always consist of members of the

medical profession, and your committee are

inclined to think, that a class of persons pe-
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culiarly pointed out by the nature of their
avocations for a duty of this sort, are the
practitioners attached to the Poor Law
Unions, who, being in the daily habit of visit-

ing the most destitute and neglected portion of
the community, must become acquainted with
the condition of the localities in which they
reside, and with the prevalence of those disor-
ders which result from the absence of public
sanatory regulations.

Such Boards of Health would probably
each have a clerk (paid for his services),
whose duty it would be to make minutes of the
proceedings, and give such returns, in a short
tabular form, as might be useful for reference,
and important as affording easy information on
a subject of such vital interest to the people.
The principal duty and object of these

Boards of Health would be precautionary and
preventive

;
to turn the public attention to the

causes of illness, and to suggest means by
which the sources of contagion might be re-
moved

;
and in this way your committee believe

a great saving of expense would take place
eventually, and that the necessary outlay would
be compensated by the diminution, not only of
suffering, but of actual cost to the community.

Your committee have next to suggest that
facilities be afforded for the establishment in

towns and newly-extended suburbs of an
administrative authority for drainage and
sewerage, without the necessity of incurring
the expense and delay of a local Act.
This desirable object might be effected by

passing an Act for this country, framed upon
similar principles to the 9 Geo. 4. c. 82, which
is restricted to Ireland, and by which, on the
requisition of twenty-one householders, a public
meeting may be called of all the inhabitants of
houses rated at 51. and upwards; this meeting
is empowered to decide upon the appointment
of commissioners in whom are vested the
necessary powers for the cleansing, draining,
paving, and lighting of the town. This Act
has been already adopted in about sixty towns
with general satisfaction. Your committee
think it would be a good arrangement that
these rates should be borne by the landlord,
and that some facilities for that purpose should
be given.

Your committee have been informed that
doubts exist as to the powers possessed by some
Commissioners of Sewers of constructing new
sewers, they therefore recommend that the
continuance of these doubts be obviated; and
also that some additional powers, which appear
absolutely necessary for remedying the evils

which they have stated, be granted to existing

Commissions of Sewers, as well as to those

which may hereafter be constituted.

1 . That of enforcing adequate sewerage for

pows or streets of houses which may hereafter

be erected
;
the expense of construction to be

mainly charged upon the proprietors of the
houses, while that of future repairs will fall

ppon the general rate of the district.

2. That of enforcing a communication
between private dwellings and the adjacent
main sewer, at the expense of the proprietors
of those dwellings, and the repairs to be placed
under the superintendence of the officers em-
ployed by the Commissioners of Sewers.

3. That of prohibiting the sinking of cess-
pools below the level of the main sewer, and
any other similar powers which may be deemed
necessary for the public benefit.

Your committee believe it would also be of
the greatest advantage to the inhabitants of
great towns if an inspector was appointed to

enforce the due execution of sanatory regula-
tions. They think such an officer should
(whether appointed by the rate-payers, or the
guardians of the poor whom they have chosen)
have the power of proceeding by indictment
to abate nuisances, an old remedy of the
English law, which, though somewhat in

disuse, it seems quite necessary to revive and
extend, to prevent and put down injury to

multitudes. At present, for want of some such
guardian of public rights, they are continually
encroached upon, and nuisances injurious to

the health, comfort, and property of the
people (especially of the humbler classes) are
shewn by the evidence adduced before the
committee to be constantly increasing. It

would be the duty of such an officer to prevent
any encroachment on or diversion of highways,
or open spaces of ground in the enjoyment of
the public.

should report from time to time the state of
his district to the Board of Health, constituted
as before suggested.

Your committee have thus given an outline
of the principal remedial measures they pro-
pose. They have been obliged to detail' these
at considerable length, which is perhaps in-

separable from the magnitude and importance
of the subject.

Before, however, they conclude their report,
they would state that there are several points
of the utmost consequence to the health of the
inhabitants of our great towns, which they
content themselves with barely enumerating,
because they feel assured that if the remedial
suggestions they have made were acted upon,
these matters would immediately be attended
to.

Thus, if the legislative enactments suggested
were passed, if Boards of Health and district

inspectors were appointed, there can be little

doubt that these subjects would soon attract the
attention their importance deserves, and if

legislative aid were wanted, it would in such
case be promptly afforded.

1. The custom of continuing burying-
grounds, crowded with constant additions of
corpses, in the midst of populous cities, is

spoken of by several witnesses as most inju-
rious to health.

2. The importance of an ample and due sup-
ply of water within the reach and means of the
humbler classes has been made evident to all

who have attended to the subject, and appears
lamentably deficient in several populous and
increasing communities.

3. The augmentation of buildings in the
vicinities of these crowded cities seems to call

for provisions to insure some open spaces
being preserved, calculated for public walks,
essential to the health and comfort of the
poorer classes. This was adverted to and
recommended by the report of a former com-
mittee

;
it presses more and more as the popu-

lation of these great towns rapidly increases,
and many witnesses have spoken of the grow-
ing necessity for some such provision.

4. Some inspection and power of regulation
of the humbler class of lodging-houses seems
absolutely necessary for the health of the
people. They are shewn, by evidence before
your committee, to be now utterly neglected

;

that there are many in all our great towns
habitually in a filthy condition, the abode of
fever and other contagious disorders, destitute

of all sanatory regulations, and inhabited from
time to time by a migratory and shifting popu-
lation. Thus the diseases which are frequently
taken in these dirty and ill-ventilated places
are spread about the country, to the manifest
danger of the people.

5. Wherever local circumstances give the
power to establish public bathing places for
the use of the poorer classes, such a step would
be highly beneficial, and the cost in manufac-
turing towns, where many steam-engines are
employed, would not, it appears, be consider-
able.

Y our committee have now nearly completed
their outline of the sanatory regulations they
recommend to the consideration of Parliament
to prevent as far as practicable the recurrence
and increase of circumstances highly injurious
to the health and comfort of the inhabitants of
our great towns and populous districts.

They cannot, however, conclude the task
assigned to them, without endeavouring to
suggest some method by which the existing
evils may be somewhat removed, and the extent
of suffering diminished.

It will be evident to any one who has con-
sidered this report, or looked into the evidence
on which it is founded, that much of the un-
healthiness of particular groups of dwellings,
and sometimes of a whole district, arises from
the want of some local improvement, in the
removal of some obstruction to ventilation or
drainage.

Thus, in some of the crowded and un-
healthy places described, the opening of a
fresh thoroughfare, giving light and air, would
not only remove or abate the evil, but would
give additional value to the property through
which it passed.

Sometimes taking down a single house
which blocked up the end of a street, or of one
of those miserable courts described in the
evidence, would greatly benefit all the others

near, and add to their worth much more than
Your committee think that the inspector

j

their fair share of the cost of the whole im-

provement; or the case may be that the addi-
tional value given to the dwellings in the im-
mediate vicinity of the proposed sanatory
improvement would very nearly, if fairly
estimated, cover the expense, requiring a small
proportion only to be made up from some other
tund.

This supposition may be varied in other
nays, and is applicable to other improvements
of almost any description, by which additional
value is given, in different proportions, to pri-
vate property, and at the same time the salu-
brity of the vicinity is increased.

Yet at present, however necessary for health
or beneficial to private property such improve-
ments may be, they cannot be effected, unless
in each spot there be a special Act of Parlia-
ment for the purpose, which is the case in
very few places. Where, however, such an
Act exists, it is generally applicable only to
particular improvements specified in the Bill;
it only extends to cases where some fund
already exists for defraying the expenses, and
it gives no power of assessing the whole dis-
trict benefited, or of appointing apportioned
to decide in what proportions the immediate
vicinity is augmented in value, and ought to
be assessed in consequence. Thus, a single
obstinate and unreasonable proprietor may
and frequently does, prevent an improvement
beneficial to a whole neighbourhood, and even
to himself; but if all the persons interested
be willing to concur in the improvement, there
are frequently legal disabilities which prevent
their consent being available, as leases, entails,
&c. Sometimes the power of exchange or
sale, or long leases of a small portion of a
settled property, would facilitate an improve-
ment widely beneficial, but this now requires
in each case a separate Act of Parliament.

Viewing, therefore, the necessity and ad-
vantage of such local improvements, and the
difficulties which now prevent them, your com-
mittee beg to recommend the introduction of
a general Act (extending to all towns above a
certain population) to facilitate such improve-
ments. They venture to suggest that such an
Act should contain provisions calculated to
obviate the difficulties pointed out; that it
should lay down well-considered regulations
as to the forms of proceeding; should enable
willing 'parties to carry out beneficial altera-
tions; should empower a certain majority
(perhaps two-thirds) of the rate-payers of any
district to adopt the provisions of the Act, and.
bind the minority; empower them to choose
trustees or commissioners to fulfil the enact.,
ments, raise rates, purohase property, com-„l Pm
improvements, &c. e

Your committee cannot but wi*A that such
an Ace. so essential to the welfare of these
densely-peopled districts, should contain
clauses to facilitate the commencement of
public improvements necessary for health at
the suggestion of the Board of Health, and
tor this purpose that, under due provisions, the
Board should have the power of ordering
surveys and estimates to a limited amount.
X our committee also think that wherever the
government, individuals, or any public body
shall bo willing to provide a certain proportion
(us one-fourth or one-third) of the estimate of
any such improvement, that there should be a
power to enable such commissioners to raise a
rate for the remainder. In this way they
believe many spirited and benevolent persons
would generously come forward to assist and
stimulate such beneficial public improvements,
which without some such facilities and provi-
sions will never be made.
How far it might be advisable to enable the

Lords of her Majesty’s Treasury, in certain
urgent cases, to advance on good security
loans of Exchequer Bills to facilitate such
improvements, your committee will not under-
take to determine.

\ our committee have thus ventured to re-
commend legislative measures to assist in the
necessary work of laying down and enforcing
sanatory regulations for the benefit of the in-

habitants of the large towns of this realm.
They cannot conclude this report, which they

submit to the consideration of the House,
without most earnestly recommending all those

who, by fortune, station, or trust, are placed in

a position to assist in carrying out these views,

to exert themselves to the utmost, and without

delay, in aiding the improvement suggested in

their several towns and neighbourhoods.

Whilst your committee is earnestly desirous
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legislative aid should be given, they are yet

aware, that with zeal, energy, and perseverance

much might be done, even with the present

imperfect powers, by individual and combined

exertion, to lay the foundation of measures

which would afterwards be extended and per-

fected to the permanent benefit of the com-

munity.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

April 23.—The President in the chair.

The first paper read was by Mr. C. Geach,

who had promised, at a meeting of the Insti-

tution in February, 1843, to give the results of

more extended comparative trials of the

strength of solid and hollow axles. The re-

sult of the present experiments was as decidedly

in favour of the solid axles as the former ones

had been in favour of the hollow ones, so that

as far as the practical utility of the examination

extended the results were useless.

A paper was then read by Mr. Glynn rela-

tive to the fracture of railway axles, which he

attributed to the constant succession of blows

received by the axle in travelling. The action

was stated to be similar to that of an axle laid

on the edge of an anvil and subjected to a

series of smart blows of a hammer while in

constant rotation. The fractures presented

the appearance of a clear annular cleft all

round for a depth of half an inch in the body,

the centre part being crystallized and reduced

so much as to be unable to bear the weight
and the portion to which the axle was sub-

jected by the pressure of the break on one of

its ends. These observations had induced the

Railway Company to apply the power of the

break to both wheels simultaneously, thus

avoiding the torsional strain.
“ An Account of the Scaffolding used in

erecting the Nelson Column, Trafalgar-
square,” by Mr. T. Grissell, was then read.

This scaffolding which was first used in

London for the erection of the fa9ade of the

London and Birmingham Railway Station, by
Messrs. Cubitt, then by Messrs. Grissel and
Peto at the Reform Club House, and also at

Woolwich in forming the New Graving Dock,
was composed of sills, uprights, crossheads,

longitudinal timbers, braces, and struts, all of

whole timber. The upright timbers were
slightly tenoned into the horizontal timbers

and the junctions secured by iron dugs driven

into the timbers diagonally across the joints,

which were preferable to bolts or spikes, as

they could be more easily withdrawn and the

timber was not injured. It was stated that

with this scaffolding and the travelling machine
at its summit, one mason could set as much
work in one day as was formerly done in three

days by the old system, even with the aid of six

labourers, who are now dispensed with. The
base of the scaffold was 96 feet square exclu-

sive of the raking braces
;
the height of each

stage varied from 21 feet to 48 feet, the total

quantity of timber used in its erection was
7,700 cubic feet, and its cost was 2401. for

labour in erecting. It was recommended that

the plan adopted at Liverpool of bonding
timber upon dry land instead of allowing it to

float in timber ponds should be made use of in

London, as by that means there would be less

decay and the timber would be better seasoned,
and the Kyanizing process would not be so

much required.

A paper by Mr. Pierre Journet was then
read, describing the scaffolding employed
by him for the construction and repair of
columns, obelisks, and chimneys of great
height, at Paris

;
and also the machine used

for raising building-materials at the Houses of
Parliament, the mansions at Albert-gate,
Hyde-park, &c.

The scaffolding consisted of a simple com-
bination of a number of brackets, fixed at

regular distances of about 5 feet apart, verti-

cally upon girdles of chains and screws, braced
tightly round the column under repair

;
upon

these brackets the platforms were laid, and as

the workmen proceeded upwards the lower
brackets were alternately raised to the plat-

forms above, where the workmen stood. The
progress thus made in forming and in taking
down a scaffold was stated to be very rapid,
with corresponding economy of time and ex-
pense. No poles or cord were used, and no
waste of material occurred. By these means
the obelisk of Luxor, at Paris, was repaired
in a very short period and at a very small cost.

The machine for raising building-materials

consisted of an endless chain of square open

links, the lower end revolving round a driven

wheel, and the upper end around a corre-

sponding wheel fixed upon the scaffold at the

height of the building. The hods, buckets,

and baskets were each furnished with a hook,

by which they were suspended on the rising

side of the chain, and when they arrived at the

necessary height they were taken off by labour-

ers, and carried to the spot where the materials

were to be used; when empty they were hung

upon the descending side of the chain, and

lowered to be again filled. Messrs. Grissell

and Peto, who had used these machines,

expressed themselves much pleased at the

economy they effected, which would induce

them to employ them more extensively with

engine power for the erection of the Victoria

Tower at the new Houses of Parliament.

The following papers were announced to be

read at the meeting of Tuesday, April 30

No. 577. “ Description of the method em-

ployed for repairing a chimney 120 feet high,

at Messrs. Coopers Cotton-mills, Glasgow,”

by J. Colthurst, Grad. Inst. C.E.

No. 679. “ Experimental researches into the

properties of the iron ores of Samakoff, in

Turkey, and the hsematile ores of Cumber-

land, with a view to determine the best means

for reducing them into the cast and malleable

state,” by W. Fairbairn, M. Inst. C.E.

No. 675. “ Description of a pair of iron

lock-gates, constructed in 1843 for the entrance

of the wet dock at Montrose,” by J. Leslie,

M. Inst. C.E.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

ANNUAL ELECTION.
April 17.—The following is a list of the

officers for the year ensuing :

—

PRESIDENT.
His Royal Highness Prince Albert, K.G.,

F.R.S., &'c. &c.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.
Honorary.—Hugh, Duke of Northumber-

land, K.G., F.R.S., and F.S.A. ;
George

Granville Leveson, Duke of Sutherland, K.G.

;

Walter Francis Montague Douglas, Duke of

Buccleuch, K.G. K.T., and F.R.S.
;
Bernard

Edward, Duke of Norfolk, K.G., F.R.S. , &c.

&c.
;
Spencer Joshua, Marquis ofNorthampton,

President of the Royal Society, &c. &c.

;

Charles, Earl of Romney; William, Earl of

Radnor, F.S.A.
;
Philip Henry, Earl Stan-

hope, F.R.S., and F.S.A.; John, Earl of

Shrewsbury, F.S.A.
;

Dudley, Earl of Har-
rowby, D.C.L., and F.S.A.

;
William, Earl of

Dartmouth, F.R.S., and F.S.A.
;

William,

Earl of Lonsdale, F.R.S
;
Charles Callis, Lord

Western
;
W. Tooke, Esq., F.R.S.

;
Thomas

Hoblyn, Esq., F.R.S.; Richard Twining, Esq.,

F.R.S.; Benjamin Rotch, Esq.; Joseph

Hume, Esq., M.P., F.R.S.; Benjamin Bond
Cabbell, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A., &c.; William
Hughes Hughes, Esq., F.S.A., and F.L.S.;

William Pole, Esq., F.R.S. &c.
;
P. M. Roget,

Esq., M.D., Sec. R.S., &c.
;
David Pollock,

Esq., F.R.S., &c.
;

William Henry Bodkin,
Esq., M.P.

;
John Ashton Yates, Esq.; Sir

John Josiah Guest, Bart., M.P.

CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES.
Accounts.—Henry Robarts, Esq.; Joseph

Payne, Esq.

Agriculture.—Layton Cooke, Esq.
;

G.

Aikin, Esq.
Fine Arts.—George Bailey, Esq.

;
James

Savage, Esq.

Chemistry.—Arthur Aikin, Esq.
;
Edward

Solly, jun., Esq.
Colonies and Trade.—Hollis Solly, Esq.

;

P. Vaughan, Esq.
Correspondence and Papers.—Richard Hors-

man Solly, Esq.
;
E. Bramah, Esq.

Manufactures.—John Bethell, Esq.; G. T.
Kemp, Esq.

Mechanics. — Charles Iloltzapffel, Esq.

;

Joseph Woods, Esq.
Miscellaneous Matters.— Edward Binyon,

Esq.
;
Thomas Webster, Esq.

Secretary.—Francis Whishaw, Esq.
His Royal Highness the President was

elected a Trustee of Sir John Soane’s Mu-
seum in place of his late Royal Highness the
Duke of Sussex.

P. M. Roget, Esq., M.D., in the chair.

The secretary read a letter from Major
Parlly (who was last year rewarded by the

society for his plan for a floating breakwater)

as to the natural breakwater of the port of

Pisa, shewing that the principle of construct-

ing these important works as laid down by the

major is perfectly correct. The following is a

literal translation of a description of the port

of Pisa, from Claudius Rutilius, an ancient

writer and member of an illustrious family at

Rome :

—

“ The harbour is celebrated as the empo-

rium of Pisa, and for its marine riches; the

appearance of the place is remarkable, for the

coast is an open one, and exposed to every

wind. There are no promontories to protect

it from storms, but a long sea-weed rises from

the bottom of the sea, which defends it without

injuring the vessels which pass over and

through it, and yet is sufficient, by rising and

falling with the waves, to abate their fury, and

to prevent their rolling in from the sea in dan-

gerous masses.”
The secretary next read a paper on Mr.

Sholl’s portable barrel-hive, introducing the

subject with quotations from the 4th Georgic of

Virgil as to the management of bees.

Mr. Sholl’s cottager’s-hive may be thus de-

scribed : the stand is of wood, consisting of five

pieces, which are so arranged, that they may
be taken to pieces readily if required, and put

away in the hire if necessary to send it to a

distance.

A common American flour-barrel forms the

outworks of the hive
;
the pavilion is formed

of wood, and may be either square or circular,

and is placed at the bottom of the barrel. It

is furnished with a wire-gauze door fixed in the

bottom, which furnishes the purposes of a

ventilator
;
two cross-bars are fixed at the top

of the pavilion, to which the inhabitants

attach the comb. The entrance to the pavilion

is circular, and towards the top a metal tube is

carried through the wall of the house or barrel,

and is furnished with a sliding shield, also of

metal, to keep them in when necessary. This

slide is perforated so as to assist the ventilation.

The pavilion, which can be removed from the

house or barrel at pleasure, stands upon four

legs, for the purpose of fully ventilating the

space between the outer walls of the house or

barrel and the pavilion
;
towards the bottom of

the barrel is another aperture, furnished with

wire-gauze for the sake of ventilation.

On the top of the pavilion is a folding par-

tition by which it is entirely covered
;

this

partition contains six or any greater number
of apertures that may be required, to each of

which is a plug of wood with a tin cover;

each plug is attached to a string which is se-

cured to the side of the barrel, so that when
the plugs are removed from the apertures they

may not be lost. The use of these apertures

is to admit the bees when necessary from the

pavilion into the surplus cases above
;
a small

window is fixed in the partition to ascertain

the state of the bees at any time. These
cases, six or more in number, are also con-

structed of wood, nearly fitting the sides of the

barrel or house
;

each case is of segmental

form, and open at bottom to admit the bees,

and, further, is lighted by a small window in

the top. When the bees have filled the pavi-

lion with honey as far as possible, admission is

afforded to them to one or more of the surplus

cases or additional apartments in which they

deposit new comb.
The pavilion remains undisturbed, so far as

removing honey is concerned, the additional

apartments being supplied for that purpose.

When a case is ascertained to be filled with

honey it is removed to a distance from the

barrel, carefully turned on one side, and the

bees returning to the pavilion, the apartment

may be entirely cleared of the honey accumu-

lated, and another case may be immediately in-

serted in its place.

It is readily ascertained which surplus apart-

ment is occupied by the bees, as the admission

plug from the pavilion will be found placed on

the top of it.

The cover or roof of the bee-house or

barrel is hung with common hinges, and se-

cured either by a common lock or a padlock.

The French Government are about to build

three steam-packets, of 150-horse power each,

to ply between Calais and Dover, with the

view of expediting the communication be-

tween the two countries, now that the railway

from London to Dover is complete, and that

from Paris to Calais is in active progress.
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THE ART-UNION OF LONDON.

The annual meeting of the subscribers to

receive the committee’s report, and distribute

the amount subscribed for the purchase of

works of art, was appointed for Tuesday week
at Drury-lane Theatre, and all the elaborate

arrangements consequent on the largeness of

the body were made. On Monday week, how-
ever, the following letter was received at the

office in Trafalgar-square :

—

“ Treasury, April 12, 1844.
“ Sirs,—I am commanded by the Lords

Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury to
acquaint you that an institution called the Art-
Union of London, having for its object the
chance distribution of prizes of works of art,

has been brought under the notice of their
lordships, and that they are advised that it

is illegal; and I am also to acquaint you that
the further continuance of the same will render
all parties engaged in it liable to prosecution.

“ I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

“ W. R. Reynolds.
“ To G. Godwin and Lewis Pococlc, Esqs.,

4, Trafalgar-square, Charing-cross.”

The committee immediately met, and a
memorial was addressed to Sir Robert Peel, as
First Lord of the Treasury, setting forth the
nature of the association, the sum of money
which through its means had been expended
since its establishment in the promotion of the
fine arts—the fact that the arrangements for
the distribution were complete

;
and that if

stopped at this moment great loss would be
occasioned to many artists, and praying that
assurance might be given that no legal pro-
ceedings would be commenced with the sanc-
tion of the government in the event of the
general meeting being held as already ar-
ranged. The memorial was accompanied by a
letter from the honorary secretaries, soliciting
the serious attention of the right hon. baronet,
and asking for an interview. Sir George Clerk’
Bart., on the part of Sir Robert Peel, having
appointed to receive the committee yesterday,
Mr. George Godwin and Mr. Lewis Pocock,
honorary secretaries, with Mr. Dickson, Mr.
Gaskoin, Mr. W. Donaldson, Mr. Noble, Mr.
A. Tooke, Mr. Troughton, Mr. Morant, Mr.
Atkinson, Mr. Morris, Mr. Hayward, Mr.
Collard, and other members of the committee,
attended at Downing-street.

Sir George Clerk said Sir Robert Peel had
placed the memorial in his hands, and that he
should be happy to hear any observations which
might be offered.

Mr. George Godwin, on the part of the
commi ttee, then made the following statement

:

-The Art- Union of London, since its esta-
blishment in 1837 (in consequence of the
opinion published in a report of a committee
ot the House of Commons on arts and manu-
factures in 1837), has distributed about 36,000/.,
independently of the present year’s receipts,m the purchase and preparation of works of
art, and has put into operation painters,
sculptors, engravers, metal-die sinkers, mo-
dellers, and artists in bronze (a branch of art
up to this time much neglected in England), to
say nothing of the branches of industry en-
couraged by it, as paper-makers, printers,
frame and glass-makers, &c. As an instance
of the magnitude of their operations in this
latter respect, Mr. Godwin stated, that 300,000
sheets of paper had been used for the series of
outline designs about to be distributed to the
subscribers of the present year. The associa-
tion had correspondents not merely throughout
the United Kingdom, but in our Indian pos-
sessions, Nova Scotia, Hobart Town, Mexico,
and New \ ork. Mr. Godwin contended that
to bind together a large number of individuals
by a common interest—an interest in the arts
ot peace was of itself an important result
tending to good. A reserved fund had been
put by without interfering with the subscribers’
rights, and promised to produce speedily per-
manent funds for the advancement of the
higher branches of art. The society had now
been in operation for eight years, increasing
in usefulness, and the committee were con-
firmed in their views ofits legality by numerous
facts. Her Majesty the Queen was patron of
more than one such association, and his Royal I

Highness Prince Albert had very recently ex-

pressed to the committee of the Art-Union of

London, through Mr. Eastlake, R.A., his ap-
probation of its objects. Among the vice-pre-
sidents of the Irish Art-Union were several of
the judges; his Excellency Earl De Grey was
a subscriber. The committee of the Edin-
burgh Society included numerous advocates,
and, in addition to these points, the High Chan-
cellor of Ireland, Sir E. Sugden, Mr. Fitzroy
Kelly, Mr. C. Clarke, and others had stated
their opinions that the Art-Unions, properly
so called, were strictly legal. The committee
now found themselves with 14,000/. in their
hands—a large increase over the subscription
of any former year, on the very eve of the dis-
tribution. All the elaborate arrangements
consequent on the largeness of the body acted
for had been made

;
artists had filled the ex-

hibitions about to be opened with their works,
and, in the majority of cases, looked to the
funds of the association for a return for their
skill and labour. The effect on these of sud-
denly preventing the application of the funds
provided for their encouragement would be
disastrous in the extreme, nor was it simply as
concerned the funds of the Art-Union of
London that the artists would be affected

;
he

would speak within compass if he said that
40,000/. or 50,000/. were in the hands of com-
mittees throughout the kingdom to be applied
in the way alluded to

;
the point then was,

whether, without their entering into the ques-
tion of legality, the committee might proceed
with the distribution, and wind up the pro-
ceedings of the year. He would maintain
that the Art-Union of London was not en-
couraged through the spirit of gambling; and
would prove it, by shewing that with the ex-
ception of his Royal Highness the President,
and men known to be patrons of art and above
suspicion, the subscription was uniformly of
one guinea, for which every man had his worth
in the shape of engravings, the printed re-
port, admission to the exhibition and other
pleasurable and wholesome excitements. If
they were prompted by a spirit of gaming,
they would be found risking their five guineas
or their ten guineas. The chance of obtain-
ing a prize was too remote to be a leading
motive. For the opinion entertained of the
association by the artists, he would appeal to
resolutions of confidence passed at a large
meeting of artists, held at the Freemasons’
Tavern last year, and to the fact that Sir
Martin Archer Shee, the present respected
President of the Royal Academy, had been a
subscriber from the foundation of the society,
and had been found at all times ready to give
them his advice. The exhibition of prizes
would, he was sure, seem to Sir George Clerk
who he was satisfied regarded the Fine Arts’
as important civilising agents, to be of great
service. Last year, the exhibition was open
four weeks, part of the time to the public
without any limitation, and was visited by
about 200,000 persons. The fear of the print-
sellers that the Art-Union of London inter-
fered with their trade, and which had led to
the present steps on the part of the govern-
ment, Mr. Godwin could not think well-
founded. Prints had been distributed by the
society in quarters where prints had never
before been seen

; the taste thus inculcated
would make buyers

;
when one print was hung

up another was speedily required. That the
printsellers themselves were favourable to the
Art-Union was proved by the fact that they
attended the committee of that association
before transmitting the memorial, and stated
that they had specially excepted it in their
prayer. The question then was, are the
efforts now making by the committees of Art-
Unions throughout the kingdom to be stopped.
If the government think that speculators avail
themselves of the existence of Art-Unions to
injure legitimate trade, will her Majesty’s mi-
nisters bring in a short Bill to place them on a
more assured and permanent footing? The
immediate point, however, continued Mr. God-
win, is, can the committee of the London Art-
Union complete their arrangements on Tues-
day, as announced, or must the artists of the
United Kingdom suffer the sudden deprivation
of the means of remuneration which had been
offered them, and for which they had been at
work all the past year? The question was
one of great importance, and he trusted they
might receive such an assurance as should
enable them satisfactorily to keep faith with

the public, and avoid the threatened injury to
a large body of meritorious men.

Mr. Dickson, Mr. Hayward, and others,
followed in confirmation of Mr. Godwin’s
statement.

Sir G. Clerk, who had received the depu ta'
turn with great courtesy, said that the atten
tion of the Commissioners of the Treasury
having been directed to the subject, they had
submitted a case to the Attorney and Solicitor
General, and that in their opinion, the whole
of the associations referred to were illegal
and that it was thought due to the committee
to give them early intimation of the fact. Sir
Robert Peel could not interfere in the matter •

all he could do was to inform them of the law!He (Sir George Clerk) was himself a sub!
scnber, and so were many others connected
with the government

; still, for the Treasury to
give any sanction to further proceedings,
although he fully admitted the difficulty of the
position in which the committee found them-
selves, and the loss which would result to
artists if the proceedings were stopped, was
quite out of the question. If the opinions of
the gentlemen were such as were stated, they
could of course act on them if they pleased.
The most prudent course, he thought, would
be to postpone the meeting, giving the sub-
scribers notice to that effect, and suspend pro-
ceedings until it could be ascertained whether
or not the legislature would protect that and
similar societies.

The deputation then withdrew.

The committee have determined to postpone
the meeting for the present, and it remains to
be seen what steps will be taken by the artists
out of doors to strengthen the hands of the
committee. Whatever may be the result, the
rise and progress of this association will form
a most extraordinary page in the history of
the arts.

RAILWAY BUSINESS IN THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS.

Monday, April 15.

Ncivquay Harbour and Railway {re-com-
mitted) Bill.—Reported; report to lie on the
table, and to be printed, together with the re-
port of 29th March.

Manchester and Leeds and Heywood Branch
Railway Bill.—Read a third time, and passed.

Furness Railway Bill.—Queen’s consent
signified

;
read a third time, and passed.

Tuesday, April 16.

Eastern Counties Railway Bill.—Read a
third time, and passed.

Eastern Counties Railway (Brandon and
Peterborough Extension) £///.—Report con-
sidered

;
motion made, and question proposed,

“ That the amendments made by the commit-
tee to the Bill be now read a second time
debate arising, debate adjourned till Thurs-
day.

Leeds and Bradford Railway Bill.— Re-
ported

;
report to lie on the table, and to be

printed.

Yarmouth and Norwich Railway Bill.—Re-
port considered

; motion made, and question
proposed, “ That the amendments made by
the committee to the Bill be now read a second
time debate arising, debate adjourned till

Thursday.

South-Eastern
,
Canterbury

, Ramsgate, and
Margate Railway Bill.—Read a third time, and
passed.

Manchester and Birmingham Railway {Mac-
clesfield and Poynton Branches

) {No. 2 ) Bill.

—

Queen’s consent signified; read a third time,
and passed.

Manchester, Bury, and Rossendale Railway,
and Manchester and Leeds Railway {Bury
Branch) Bill.—Ordered, that Mr. Cowper do
make the report from the committee to whom
the Manchester, Bury, and Rossendale Rail-

way, and Manchester and Leeds Railway
(Bury Branch) Bills, were referred; and that

such report be made to-morrow.

North British Railway Bill.—Report con-
sidered

;
motion made, and question proposed,

“ That the amendments made by the commit-
tee to the Bill be now read a second time
debate arising, debate adjourned till Thursday.
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VIEW OF STOKB-GOLDING CHURCH.

And “ Historical account of the Church of
Saint Margaret, Sloke-Golding, Leicester-

shire.'" By Thomas Larkins Walker,
Architect, of Nuneaton, 6 plates. London :

John Weale, 1844.

The view of this church, which was sent to

us last year by a correspondent, has been en-

graved some months, and though inaccurate in

perspective and some other particulars, we this

week insert it as it is, in order that we may
have the opportunity of cautioning our corre-

spondents relative to the precision which it is

necessary to observe in architectural delinea-

tions.

We are so overrun this week with important

matters of immediate interest, that we have

with difficulty found space for the subjoined

extracts relative to Stoke-Golding, from

Nichols’s Topography of Leicestershire, re-

serving, till our next number, all remarks
upon the church itself, and our Review of

Walker’s excellent work upon the same
has been issued since our view
as engraved.

(From a Correspondent.)

Stoke, in an old subsidy roll of the year 1505,

(which was in Mr. Burton’s possession) called

Stoke Mansfield, is now called Stoke Golding.

It is bounded by Dadlington on the north, by
Barwell on the east, by Wykin on the south,

and Higham on the west. This is one of the

townships which pay suit and service to the

court of Hinckley, of which parish it was
formerly a chapelry, and may still be said to

form a part, though the inhabitants have all

the privileges of a distinct parish
;
and the

chapel, when rebuilt in the reign of King
Edward III., was regularly declared to be a

distinct church
;
but the rectory is still annexed

to the vicarage of Hinckley. In the Itinerary of

1280, Stoke, Higham, and Upton, answered
collectively as one viil.

In 1293, Nicholas de Warwick and Joan
his wife gave this manor to Alice, widow of

William de Hinckley, in exchange for the

manor of Fulbroke, co. Warwick.

In 1297, it was found that Edmund, Earl of

Lancaster, the king’s brother, at the time of

his death, held divers lands at Stoke.

In 1342, Thomas Nevile, by fine, entailed

the manor of Stoke on the heirs of his body
lawfully begotten

;
and for default, on his

brother Henry, and the heirs male of his

body lawfully begotten
;
and for default, on

John, the son of Cicely Simond, and the heirs

male of his body lawfully begotten
;
and for

default, on Thomas, the brother of the said

John, and the heirs male of his body lawfully

begotten
;
and for default, on Thomas, the son

of John Woodford, and the heirs male of his

body lawfully begotten.

In 1346, Robert Champaigne, Giles Meig-
nell, John Marshall, and John Bare (on the

aid then granted for knighting Edward of

Woodstock, the king’s eldest son) were as-

sessed 20s. for half a knight’s fee in Upton and
Stoke, parcel of the honours of Leicester and
Win ton.

In 1361, it was found that Henry Planta-

genet, Duke of Lancaster, died seised of one
knight’s fee in Stoke, which Ralph Champaigne
then held ; also of one knight’s fee in Sapcoat,
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Stoke, and Upton, which Ralph Basset then
held.

In a book of fifteenths and tenths granted
by the laity in 1416, Stoke was rated at 1/. 5s.,

and in the subsidy of 1445, at the same sum
;

but an abatement was then made of 5s.

In 1427, it was found that Joan (who was
the wife of Roger Swillington, Knight) died
seised of two messuages and one virgate and
a half of land, with the appurtenances, in

Stoke, held of Sir Reginald de Grey, Lord of
Ruthin.

In 1429, it was foundthat Margaret (daughter
of Roger Swillington, Knight, and wife of
John Gra, Knight, died seised of two
messuages, and two virgates and a half of land,

with the appurtenances, in Stoke, held of
Reginald de Grey, of Ruthin, Knight.

In 1433, Baldwin Bugg, Esq., released all

his right in all his lands and tenements in

Stoke to Thomas Crull.

In 1474, it was found that Margaret (wife of
Thomas Everingham, Kt.) died seised of the
manor of Stoke, held of the king as of his

duchy of Lancaster.
In 1506, it was found that — Turvile died

seised of the manor of Stoke, held of the king
as of the honour of Leicester.

“ This manor containeth thirty-two yard
lands

;
whereof twenty-three and three-

quarters was the antient inheritance of Rafe,
Lord of Basset, of Sapcote, in the time of
King Edward the First, who held the same of
John, Lord Hastings (whose issue was after

Earl of Pembroke), as of his manor of
Dadlington. From Basset (by an heir general)
it came to Moton, and in like manner from
Moton to Harrington, all which did appear for
the said land at the Court Baron of the said
manor of Dadlington, and performed the suits

and services for the same, as it appeared to be
proved by divers antient court rolls belonging
to the said manor; and also by inquisitions
and records. The other eight yard lands and
a quarter (as it appeareth by an inquisition
taken 24 Hen. VI., after the death of Reginald
Moton) was some time the inheritance of Sir

Roger de Stoke, Kt., who gave it in frank
marriage to Sir Robert de Champaigne, Kt.,

with Margaret his daughter; which Robert
was descended from the antient Earls of
Champaigne, one of the peers of France, whose
lineal ancestor being a cadet of the said earl’s

house, coming into England with King William
the Conqueror, received from him great lands

and possessions in this shire and in the coun-
ties of Northampton, Oxford, Lincoln, and
Salop. The heir general of Champaigne was
married to Tourvile, from whom (by alienation

made) it came to Sir John Harrington, Kt.,

Lord Harrington, of Exton, who being after-

wards seised of the whole lordship, inclosed it,

and soon after sold it to the several tenants;

the deed tending to the uses of the fine and
recovery bearing date June 1, 3 Jac. I., wherein
there is mention of a messuage and several

closes to be settled for the use of William
Cart.”

Nov. 3, 1604, Sir John Harrington sold to

Oliver Hendman, of Stoke Golding, for 28/.,

two closes in Stoke, called “ the Gulden,” lying

together, between Hinckley-field and Oulden-
lane, warranted from any incumbrance done
or committed by the said Lord Harrington
or Sir James Harrington, Kt., deceased, father

of Sir John Harrington, Kt., his grandfather,

or Sir Robert Moulton, Kt., his great grand-
father, or Henry Turvile, of Aston Flamvile,
Esq. [Stoke Golding had recently been in-

closed.]

Thomas Hendman died July 20, 1618, seised

of a capital messuage, two bovates of land, con-
taining 76 acres, at Stoke Golding, 10 acres of
which, called Turvile’s land, part of Turvile’s

manor, and 31 acres, called Harrington’s lands,

part of Upton manor.
Francis Brokesby died, Dec. 5, 1633, seised

of six closes of pasture, &c., at Stoke Golding,
one part held of the king as Earl of Leicester,

the rest of the manor of Hinckley.
In 1655, there was collected in Stoke Gold-

ing, for the relief of the poor Protestants of
Piedmont, the sum of 21. 6s. 6d.

In 1703, Francis Brokesby owned and lived

on his estate at Stoke, of a capital messuage
and 100 acres of land, who gave it to his only
son Richard, who died without issue, and left
it to his three sisters

;
and they, in 1730, con-

veyed it to Andrew Noel, of Burbage, Esq.,
for 1,786/. He died in 1736, and gave it to his
nephew, James Wigley, Esq., of Scraptoft,
M.P., for the borough of Leicester, who died
in 1765, and left it by will to Thomas Boothby,
jun., Esq., of Marston, and to the Rev. Henry
Wigley, then Vicar of Scraptoft, to be sold,
and the money arising to be applied in
making such additions, alterations, and im-
provements about his mansion at Scrap-
tott, as they should seem necessary or conve-
nient; and in case there should be afterwards
any surplus remaining, it was to be laid out in
buying some useful furniture, to go along with
and to be used in his said mansion-house.
And his heir-at-law, Edward Hartopp Wig-
ley, Esq., of Little Dalby, in 1799 sold the
same estate in five lots for upwards of 3,000/.,
when a moiety of the whole was purchased by
William Brown, Esq., of Hinckley.

In 1775, sixteen freeholders polled for Stoke.
In this village, in 1790, there were 70 fami-

lies.

By the return made to Parliament in 1801,
it appeared that Stoke contained 82 houses,
inhabited by 87 families, 194 males 193 females,
in all 387; of whom 58 were chiefly employed
in agriculture, and 79 in trade, manufactures,
&c.

In the field still known by the name of
“ Crown Hill” (three acres of which were
owned in 1810 by William Sheen of Stoke),
close to the north-west end of the village,

there have been dug up many human skeletons;
which are very common on breaking fresh
ground.
A tradition remains that the crown was

secreted on this hill (which is but just without
the town), and that it was found afterwards by
Sir Reginald Bray.

Stoke consists of about 1200 acres of land
;

no great part of which is ploughed, but chiefly

used in dairying and feeding cattle.

CROSS ON THE
SOUTH-EAST

GABEL,

CROSS ON THE NORTH-

EAST GABEL.

DECORATIVE WORKS OF ART
Sent in, pursuant to the notices issued by her

Majesty's Commissioners on the Fine Arts, now
Exhibiting in King-street, St. James’s-street,
Westminster.

We have taken a view of these works, but
must defer till next week entei'ing into any
detailed account of them.

The number of subjects, according to the
official catalogue, is 170

,
but some specimens

have been since added to the collection.

We have heard complaints uttered that from
some cause many of the most able artists, de-
signers, and workers of these matters of art,

have abstained from contributing, while others

of eminence who have sent, have either sub-

mitted inferior specimens, or such as are little, if

at all, applicable to the pile of buildings proposed

to be decorated. This, we have been told, has

mainly arisen from such parties having been

straitly importuned to contribute, lest an exhi-

bition from which so much was expected should

be entirely bare of worthy specimens. In the

collection there are some exemplars for iron-

work
;

but, taking these as a whole, they do

little credit to the state of English art in that

department.

Perhaps while Britain affords such a won-

derful proficiency in the mining, manufacture,

and general application of iron, there is less

general art, properly so called, in its formation,

an in the case of any other material which

manipulated
;
the peculiar facilities of mould-

g, forging, and otherwise working this metal,

Lve rendered it one of the most useful gene-

lly applied, and indeed necessary materials,

hich can subserve the purposes of man’s wants,

ence it is of the first importance that good

ste be bestowed in forming the prototypes

om which such prodigious numbers of copies

av be made, as in the case of stoves, ten-

rs, and the innumerable articles which

e of every-day use, which instead of being

•er done with a profusion of tawdry taste-

3s decoration, as is mostly the case at

•esent, may be fashioned so that any one of

icency of feeling may choose them, and not
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be offended by their vulgarity. We have
often been importuned by gentlemen and ladies

to attend them to the Carron and other ware-

houses to choose stoves, but have nearly as

often returned without choosing any of the

patterns which we have been shewn, the parties

instead being willing to pay five times as much
for plainer and neater articles of good quality,

though, in fact, scarcely after any design, and
with little elegance beyond those of the mate-
rial and its polish

;
on some occasions we have

found, after all the patterns have been looked
over, only one neat one has been found,

the purchase of which has been determined
upon as a pis alter

,
however inappropriate it

might happen to be for the particular building
within which it was to be fixed. Now, if the

vulgarity were to be discharged from all such
articles, with few exceptions less work, both
in the formation of the models and in the
articles as executed, would be required.

W e have been told by the venders of these

things, that if by chance any article happen
to come into the market which makes some
approach to neat elegance of design, such is

the natural inclination of mankind towards
good taste, that many thousand copies of such
articles are always immediately sold, and their

manufacture continues for years a source of
profitable merchandizing. We shall not this

week say more upon this particular subject.

There are, in the collection, specimens of
stained glass, mosaics, parquettes, encaustic

tile pavements, and a variety of other things
into which we shall go at some length next
number.

Having, as we hinted above, listened to

great complaints upon the subject of the spe-
cimens of carving, which are indeed compa-
ratively few, and many of which are not
applicable to the style of the building, we now
only state that we have heard that Mr. Rogers,
the eminent and natural carver (like Wille-
ment) did not at first intend contributing, but
being pressed so to do, sent works of art

carved in wood to the value of upwards of
800/., which, though few of them are in the
Gothic style, are many of them brilliant, and
such specimens as would do honour to any age;
but on visiting the collection we were surprised

to find only few of his subjects exhibited and
none of them catalogued; on inquiry, we
were told that many of the extraordinary
works of this accomplished architectural artist

were absolutely placed down in a dark cellar

beneath the building
;
and we were facetiously

told by a dry cicerone, they are there preserved
like gooseberrys underground, to be brought
up as rare phenomena out of season. We are
sorry for this, for we suppose that among the
subjects must be some applicable to Pointed
Architecture, in which style we know Mr.
Rogers to be as eminent in correctness, ele-

gance, and high finish as he is for his master-
touch in the vivifying of dry wood into fruit,

flowers, tendril, joint and muscle, and as
heretofore was his great predecessor, Grinling
Gibbons.

The specimens are in general well-placed
for view, though no doubt some, as must
necessarily be the case, are in inferior situa-
tions. But (during this brilliant weather at

least) the light from the great roof-lantern
so overpowers the stained glass and some other
of the specimens, that scarcely can any idea
be drawn, even by analogy, of the effect'which
these subjects would produce, if fixed to situa-
tions in the Houses of Parliament, with
the subduing of illumination caused by wire
guards, and the weather-soils over mullioned
windows.—We trust, in justice to the con-
tributors of this exhibition, this matter of
complaint will be remedied.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.

On the 23rd instant, being St. George’s day
(the anniversary of the society), the following
gentlemen were elected officers' for the year en-
suing :

—

George, Earl of Aberdeen, K.T., F.R.S., Presi-
dent.

Thomas Amyot, Esq., F.R.S., Treasurer.
Nicholas Carlisle, Esq., K.H., D.C.L., F.R.S.,

Secretary.

Sir Henry Ellis, Knt., K.H., B.C.L., F.R.S.,
Secretary.

Hudson Gurney, Esq., F.R.S., V.P.
Henry Hallam, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., V.P.
William Richard Hamilton, Esq., F.R.S., V.P.

Philip, Viscount Mahon, V.P.

Capt. Wm. H. Smyth, R.N., K.S.F., D.C.L.,

F.R.S.
Thomas Stapleton, Esq.

Albert Way, Esq., M.A., Director.

Charles F. Barnwell, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.

Beriah Botfield, Esq.

Richard Aldworth Neville Griffin, Lord Bray-

brooke.

William Bromet, M.D.
Sir Stephen R. Glynne, Bart.

Thomas W. King, Esq.

Rev. Samuel Roffy Maitland, M.A., F.R.S.

Thomas Joseph Pettigrew, Esq., F.R.S.

Charles Roach Smith, Esq.

The fellows of the society afterwards cele-

brated the anniversary by dining together at

the Freemasons’ Tavern, Viscount Mahon, in

the chair.

ELEMENTARY ESSAY ON MORTAR
AND CEMENTS*

BY JAMES WYLSON, HON. SEC. B.A.A.D.

21. Quick-lime and Slaked-lime.—The
term quick-lime is applied after calcination,

and before the lime has been subjected to any
other agency. The operation it undergoes

preparatory to making mortar is termed slaking

or slacking (i.e. loosening its fixed causticity)

:

this consists in throwing over the heap a quan-

tity of cold water, which, if it has been pro-

perly burnt, it absorbs quickly in abundance,
causing it soon to become very hot, to crack

into pieces with some noise, to puff up and
exhale a large quantity of slightly-caustic

vapour, consisting of part of the water and a
small portion of lime—then falling into a dry

and nearly impalpable powder, in which the

remainder of the water has intimately com-
bined with the lime, forming what is called

hydrate of lime, or in plain, practical parlance,

slaked lime. A degree of discreet practical

tact is necessary to be exercised in this pro-

cess
;
for if too little water be used, the de-

sired result is not produced, and if too much,
the lime is swelled and rendered liable to con-

tinue light and porous and of a pulverulent

tendency. The slaking gives an increase of
about one-fourth on the previous weight, and
which it would take a red heat to separate.

Good common lime, properly calcined and
fresh from the kiln, begins to slake the instant

that water is thrown on it, greatly augment-
ing in volume, sometimes indeed so much
as, when slaked to a paste, to have three times
the bulk that it had in the state of quick-lime;

if over burnt, however, it slakes slowly. Limes
of poor quality neither slake so quickly, give
out so great a heat, nor swell so much; which
is the case also with those limes that are of
an hydraulic character; for these, and such
other limes as do not slake readily, there
is a practice of reducing the lumps by grind-

ing or pounding previous to slaking. Before
making mortar, it is usual to screen the lime, if

it is of the chalk kind, for the purpose of
keeping back such pieces as are imperfectly
burnt, and consequently have not been reduced
to powder by the slaking, as these would other-

wise injure the quality of the mortar. This
method is evidently preferable to grinding, which
is instead adopted in composing some mortars and
cements: screening is not usually necessary
with stone-lime. There is another mode of
slaking often adopted in winter, which is, by
totally immersing the lime in a large vat of
water; when, the lime-water being drained off',the
slaked lime remains in the condition of a paste

;

and the sand being wet with rain, as we may
assume it to be frequently in that season, no
further addition of water is required in making
the mortar; but both ingredients are in a
ready state for amalgamation. In the summer
season this method is not so suitable, the
sand being then, in general, too hot and
absorbent: this process may better be observed
towards hydraulic limes than with common
white limes.f

22. Quick-lime should be used as soon as

possible; but if not intended for immediate
use, ought to be put into water-proof casks
soon after being burnt

;
for, when it becomes

cold, it begins to re-absorb carbonic acid, en-
larges in bulk, and by falling asunder, and
eventually approaching nearly its original
state of chalk or carbonate of lime, or rather

* Continued from p. 201 .

t A burning sun was considered by the Roman masons to
be as hurtful to mortar as the action of frost.

that of the dust of limestone.* Chalk-lime
has a greater avidity than stone-lime for car-

bonic-acid, and the white limes recover it most
rapidly, being therefore the most speedily in-

jured in quality by exposure. Magnesian-lime,
being one of the slowest in this re-absorption,

retains its causticitymuch longer; Argillaceous-

lime possesses a similar property. Workmen
heap the slaked-lime together and cover it

with sand, to preserve it as far as possible, when
not required for instant use. Lime is sold in

London by the hundred, which signifies 100

pecks or 25 bushels.

(To he continued in our next.)

VISIT OF PRINCE ALBERT AND THE COM-
MISSIONERS OF FINE ARTS TO THE
NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

On the afternoon of last Saturday, at four

o’clock, his Royal Highness Prince Albert left

Gwydyr House, Whitehall, where the Com-
missioners of Fine Arts, of which his Royal
Highness is chairman, sit, and proceeded to

the new Houses of Parliament. The Prince
was accompanied by Viscount Palmerston,

Lord Colborne, Mr. Gaily Knight, Mr. Hallam,
and Mr. Wyse, members of the commission.
Upon his Royal Highness’s arrival, he was
received by Mr. Barry, the architect, and Mr.
Grissell.

The visit was understood to be a formal one,

suggested for the purpose of ascertaining the

progress made in the erection of the new
houses of legislature; and by inspection of the

various compartments to form an opinion as to

which of them were best suited for the dis-

playing of frescos, statues, and other works of

art.

His Royal Highness and the other com-
missioners first proceeded to the terrace, and
inspected the elevation of the river front, and
the carvings thereon

;
after which they directed

their steps to the Victoria Tower, which is

now 30 feet high. Subsequently to inspecting

this tower, the majestic beauty of which called

forth the admiration of the Prince, the party

proceeded up a temporary staircase, erected

where the grand staircase will be, which her

Majesty will ascend on the occasion of the
opening of Parliament, to the guard-room,
and from thence to the robing-room, where
Mr. Barry produced his plans, and explained
the different arrangements of that part of the
works. The great point of interest at this

portion of the buildings was the Victoria
Gallery, through which the Queen will pass in

procession from the Royal robing rooms to the
House of Lords. This gallery is to be devoted
to the reception of statues and busts of all the
great literary, naval, and military men of by-
gone times

;
and the walls will be covered

with fresco paintings. A considerable time
was spent in this part of the building, and his

Royal Highness paid the most marked atten-

tion to the architect’s explanations of his future
intentions.

The parties afterwards directed their atten-
tion to the royal porch or entry to the House
of Lords, in which a temporary scaffolding had
been erected in order that his Royal Highness,
and the rest of the commissioners, might in-

spect the interior of the House of Peers. The
stone-work and elaborate carving of the inte-

rior elicited unqualified expressions of praise
from the Prince and the other commissioners.
This building has reached an altitude of
60 feet, and the main windows on both sides
are fixed. It was explained to his Royal
Highness that the lower parts of the walls, to

the height of about 20 feet, are to be lined with
enriched carved oak wainscoting, the upper
part of the walls being coated with freestone
from Caen, in Normandy, having enriched
corbels, supporting niches, in which are to be
placed marble statues of the Kings and
Queens of England.

His Royal H ighness, desirous of ascertaining
the effect that would be produced by a statue
in one of the niches, had one of the masons
placed therein, and was pleased at the result.

It was stated that the greater part of the
works of the new House of Peers was of suffi-

cient height to receive the roof, which, we un-
derstand, is composed of wrought and cast
iron, and is in a state of great forwardness,

* This re-absorption is said to have been first discovered
by Dr. Higgins.
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and is proposed to be covered with cast-iron

galvanised plates.

The Prince and his party next inspected the
lobby, which is even in a more forward state

than the house itself, the whole of it being
embellished with carvings in stone of the
richest description, and it will be finished with-
out plaster or cement of any kind being used.

The central hall was the next object of
attraction. This hall intervenes between the

two Houses of Parliament, and will be made
the ventilator for the entire building, by means
of a tower, 300 feet in height, which will be
above the ascent of smoke, and consequently
will furnish fresh and pure air throughout the
entire erection.

The party proceeded from the central hall to

the front building, intended for the parlia-
mentary libraries and committee-rooms, the
ublic halls of which were minutely inspected,
n one of the halls a considerable preparation
had been made for the reception of works of
art, the walls being lined with stone filled with
niches and ready to receive statues.

The Prince and his party did not visit the
other parts of the building, including the
House of Commons, clock-tower, &c. ;

but it

was explained to his Royal Highness that this

portion of the works was also in a state of
great forwardness, and most parts were from
18 to 20 feet high. It was also stated that
there were 700 men constantly at work.

His Royal Highness and the other commis-
sioners subsequently visited the model-rooms,
which are under the direction of Messrs.
Thomas and Dighton. After inspecting models
of the interior of the House of Lords, they
proceeded to Mr. Barry’s offices, where the de-
tails and drawings were laid before the Prince,
and explained by the architect.

WESTMINSTER LITERARY AND SCIEN-
TIFIC INSTITUTION.

On the 18th inst., being the seventh anni-
versary of the establishment of the institution,

a very numerous and respectable company
assembled in the new lecture theatre. Great
Smith-street, Westminster, to hear the cus-
tomary address. It was read by the secretary,

and dwelt upon the gratifying fact of the great
increase of the members, and the general pros-

perity of the society. The library, it appears,

now contains 4,000 volumes on subjects of
science and of general literature. This address,

which chiefly consisted of general reflections

on the usefulness of the establishment of
literary and scientific institutions, being con-
cluded, a lecture, illustrating the usual method
of obtaining artificial light, was delivered by
Dr. Ryan. In a lucid and interesting manner
the lecturer drew attention to the nature of the
compound by which light is produced, which is

one and the same in all instances, beingnothing
else than the union of carbon with hydrogen
gas. He then explained the conditions neces-
sary to form the combustion, and in the course
of this portion of his lecture referred to and
clearly illustrated the different kinds of light
now in use, and compared them one with
another as regards their distinctions and relative

advantages. In this way the Argand principle,

the Drummond, the Bude, the Boccius lights,

and Farraday’s beautiful and useful apparatus
for the descent of the products of combustion,
were brought respectively under review. The
lecture was much applauded.

HUNGERFORD SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

Casual spectators, unacquainted with the
art of building suspension-bridges, when they
only observe two large masses of masonry
erected about 100 yards from each bank of the
1 hames, with no communication either from
the shore or with each other, can little imagine
that the structure is so near its completion that
during the present summer the public will be
enabled to cross from Hungerford-market to
Belvedere-road, Lambeth, for the small toll of
one farthing each. To the curious this bridge
is worth notice, as being the only one in the
metropolis dedicated to foot passengers alone,
and erected on the principle of suspension. The
entire length of the bridge suspended on chains
will be 1.342 feet 6 inches

;
that is, the centre

span or arch, 676 feet 6 inches; those on the
side, 333 feet each. The width between the
chains will be L4 feet, and of the clear pathway

13 feet; the height of the flooring above high
water (Trinity standard), in the centre 31 feet

6 inches, at each pier 28 feet 6 inches, and at

each abutment 22 feet 6 inches
;
the height of

each pier above the flooring 55 feet 3 inches;
the number of main plates which form the
chain is 2,500, about 24 feet each in length.
The total weight of iron is between 700 and
800 tons, and the estimated cost, including
the approaches, is 1 10,000/. It will be seen,
that its centre span alone is nearly 100 feet

greater than the entire of the deservedly-cele-

brated Menai-bridge, which is 579 feet 10
inches. It is likewise 274 feet greater than
the centre span of Hammersmith-bridge, which
is 402 feet 3 inches

;
and above three times as

great as the centre arch of Southwark-bridge,
at present the largest in London. Indeed,
with the exception of the wire-bridge at Fri-
bourg, in Switzerland, which is 870 feet, it

will be by far the largest in existence
;
and

will, with the Thames Tunnel, the block-
machinery at Portsmouth, the Great Western
Railway, &c. &c., assist to hand down to pos-
terity the enterprising spirit and genius of a
Brunei.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

St. Martin's Church
, Canterbury.—Exten-

sive repairs, amounting indeed to a complete
renovation ofthe ancient church of St. Martin,
near this city, are now going on, the old fabric
having become dilapidated and insecure. The
expense is to be defrayed by a subscription, the
Rev. Mr. Chesshyre being the principal contri-
butor. The church has long been an object
of great interest as traditionally the first

Christian temple erected in England. Its
origin is assigned by some to the Roman sol-
diery under the first conquerors of Britain, and
it is recorded by Bede that St. Augustine and
his fellow-labourers resorted hither to their
devotions, on their first arrival, by license of
L ing Ethelbert at the instance of his pious
Queen Bertha. It is a plain structure, built
in part of Roman bricks, but from its associa-
tions an object of much interest to visitors.
An ornamental 3ume cross about two teet long
was some time since found here, bearing an
inscription in the centre which it has puzzled
the local antiquaries to decipher, and which
still remains a mystery.

Additional churches are to be erected at

Henbury, in the parish of Prestbury, Cheshire
;

North Brent Tor, in the parish of Lamerton,
Devon

;
Shortley-bridge, in the parish of

Lanchester, Durham
;

Zeals, in the parish of

Mere, Wilts
;
Heaton Norris, in the parish of

Manchester; Morpeth, Northumberland
; Mid-

d'eton, Sussex
;
YVhitstable, Kent; Swanmore,

parish of Droxford, Hants
;
Essington, parish

of Bushbury, Staffordshire
;
Chittoe, parish of

Bishop’s Cannings, Wilts
;
Coton in the Elms,

parish of Lullington, Derbyshire
;
and Ison-

green, parish of Lenton, Nottingham.

The churches at the following places are to

be rebuilt, namely, at Garforth, near Leeds
;

Letterston, near Haverfordwest
;
and Aspley

Guise, near Woburn.

The churches at Wylye, near Heytesbury
;

Duddington, near Stamford; Boyton, near
Oldham

;
Thame, Oxon

;
Semley, near Shaftes-

bury
;
Llanfihangel, Uwchgwili, near Aber-

guili, Carmarthen
;
and Dalbury, near Derby,

are to be enlarged.

Her Majesty the Queen Dowager has graci-

ously bestowed 30/. upon the Holme Cultram
Churches, Cumberland.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

South Devon Railway.—There have been
two or three preparatory meetings relative to

the formation of a railroad from Tavistock to

Plymouth, to unite at the latter place with that

from Exeter
;

it will have the support of his

Grace the Duke of Bedford, Sir A. Buller, and
other influential persons

;
the former nobleman

has promised a donation of 2,000/., the ground
for the terminus, and the road where it passes

through his property: an example which it is

expected will be followed by other public-

spirited proprietors. It is proposed to raise

the required capital of 150,000/. in 6,000 shares

of 25/. each
;

partly by tontine investments,

and partly by the issue of shares.

Opening of the Bristol and Exeter Railway.
—On Wednesday (says the Exeter Gazette)
there was a meeting of the active and intelli-
gent committee, which was attended by a depu-
tation from the Bristol and Exeter railway
direction, consisting of some of the directors,
and Mr. Badham, the secretary. It has been
determined that the entertainment shall consist

.

an elegant dejeuner-il-la-fourchette, to be
given to the numerous distinguished guests
who have been invited, at two o’clock on the
day of opening, in the spacious shed which
has been lately erected at the terminus in this
city, which measures 160 feet by 90, and the
use of which has been kindly afforded by the
directors of the Great Western Railway. It
has also been determined that each subscriber
of one guinea to the celebration fund shall
have the privilege of purchasing a ticket for
himself at the price of 10s., and two for his
friends, at the rate of 10s. each for gentlemen,
and 5s. each for ladies

;
and that no ticket will

be procurable under any other circumstances,
with the exception of 'the guests who have
been specially invited, and the shareholders of
the line, who will receive invitations from the
directors.

Lynn and Ely Railway.—This undertaking
progresses favourably : the proposed line hao
been carefully inspected by Mr. Rastrick, the
engineer, who in every respect confirms the
opinion entertained by the projectors of its

eligibility in regard to purchase of land and
total absence of difficulties in construction.
On the other hand, the details of present traffic

from Lynn, and the amount of income to be
derived therefrom, have been most rigidly
scrutinized by men of business, not the origi-
nators of the scheme, extremely cautious in
judgment, and determined not to be satisfied

by mere conjecture
;
the result is a firm con-

viction in their minds that a high rate of in-
terest will accrue to those who eventually
become shareholders. A requisition to the
High Sheriff for a county meeting, on the sub-
ject, is in course of signature—at which many
influential landed proprietors have promised
to attend.— Cambridge Advertiser.

English and Bristol Channel Railway .

—

This long desired project is about to be carried
out. We understand the line projected will

commence at Bridgwater, proceeding to Lang-
port, thence to Uchester, following the Yeo
to its source, thence to Dorchester, after which
it will follow the River Froome to Wareham,
terminating on the Hamworthy side of Poole.
This scheme is wholly independent of a line of
railway projected from Southampton to Dor-
chester,— it is probable, however, that a junc-
tion between the South-Western and Channel
Railways may ultimately be effected from
Salisbury. We have reason to believe that a
prospectus of the Channel Railway will very
shortly appear.

—

Sherborne Journal.

Southampton and Dorchester Railway.—Sir

I. Brunei last week visited Weymouth, being
on his survey of this projected line of railroad.

His opinion is unqualifiedly decisive as to the

judiciousness of the undertaking, which will

be proceeded with as soon as the preliminary
arrangements will permit; and further, that a

railroad will be forthwith laid down from
Bridgwater to Weymouth; thus completing

an uninterrupted transit from the Northern and
Midland Counties to the Channel Islands and

South of France, and also forming a connecting

and direct line, so long the great desideratum

between the two channels.

Birmingham and Gloucester Railway.—The
directors of this company have instructed their

engineer, Mr. Stephenson, to make the neces-

sary surveys, with the view of affording a com-
munication by railway to the district situate

between Warwick, Leamington, Rugby, and

Oxford, by way of Banbury.

Chester and Holyhead Railway.—On Friday

week, at a special meeting of the directors, the

bill now before Parliament for a railway from

Chester to Holyhead, a clause in which em-

powers the London and Birmingham Railway

to subscribe to the line to the extent of one

million sterling, was unanimously approved.

Newcastle and Darlington Junction Raihvay.

—The Durham branch of this railway is now

opened to the public. There is therefore now

only about four miles of coach road between

Gateshead and London, and the entire line, it

is expected, will be opened on the 18th June.
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The Electrical Telegraph.—This is a very

ingenious contrivance or invention of Mr. Bain,

by means of which communication can be made

almost instantaneously at a distance of many
miles from one terminus to another. A sheet

or plate of zinc is placed at one terminus, and

a sheet or plate of copper at another; the

connection between them is by a copper wire.

A voltaic battery is thus created, the electric

currents being produced by the earth and this

simple apparatus. The currents are constant,

the variations during eighteen months being

found to be very small. The mechanical

part of the apparatus consists of a clock at each

terminus, with an index and figures marked
on a circular plate from 1 to 9 ;

these figures

point out certain letters, or words, or sentences,

in a vocabulary, and by these means intelli-

gence of various events can be communicated

from one terminus to another. The electric

fluid operates upon these clocks so as to stop

the index at the required figures
;
the clocks

themselves being put and kept in motion by

weights. There are some other minuter and

more delicate details in the construction of

these engines, by means of which the accuracy

is better secured than in former inventions,

and there is a contrivance by means of which

the numbers are printed, without loss of time,

on a paper attached to a cylinder or drum.

The telegraph has been at work at the ter-

minus of the South-Western Railway, the plate

of zinc being at Nine Elms, and the plate of

copper at Wimbledon, a distance of six miles.

The results have proved highly satisfactory,

and established the rapidity and accuracy of

communication, and the simplicity of the means
by which it is accomplished.

Railways in Prussia. — The Hamburgh
papers of the 1 3th instant contain the follow-

ing singular notification, copied from the

Prussian Gazette :

—

“ The Prussian Minister of Finance has

issued a notice to the following effect:

—

“‘The constantly increasing number and
extent of the projects for constructing iron

railways, which have been eagerly brought
forward of late, begin already to have a perni-
cious innuenceOu uOimm.Lu cf»u mauuiadiurea,
by withdrawing from them the capital neces-

sary to carry them on, and employing it in

dealing in railroad shares. But these dis-

advantages must be more visible, and in many
cases, undoubtedly ruinous, if besides the rail-

roads already approved, or especially recom-
mended by the provincial assemblies, all or the

greater part of these projects should be carried

simultaneously into execution, since they

would require enormous sums of money, and a

much greater amount of labour than can be
spared from manufacturing industry. It seems,

therefore, the more necessary to check these

numerous extensive projects, as they are often

used to carry on improper intrigues and to pro-

mote ruinous gambling in the shares. The
Minister announces that he is authorised to

state, that (with the exception of cases for

which the most urgent reasons shall appear)
no further permission for the construction of

iron railways will be granted for several years

to come, and he warns all persons to avoid

purchasing shares in such unauthorised pro-

jects.’
”

Atmospheric Railways. — The British and
Foreign Review says—“ The Atmospheric
Railway is no longer an experiment, but an
established means of transit, tested and proved
by repeated trials, and by the opinions of the

most eminent engineers, English and Conti-
nental, who have witnessed and watched its

success, and expressed their opinions satisfac-

torily upon the subject. Amongst the opinions
expressed by the most eminent of our engineers,

is that of Mr. Brunei. The prospectus of a
Gravesend and Chatham Company, which has
recently appeared, contains a recommendation
of the committee, founded upon the opinion
of their engineer, I.K. Brunei, Esq., to adopt
the atmospheric system. The prospectus states

that ‘ The committee, having made a satisfac-

tory inquiry as to the decided economy with
which the Dublin and Kingstown Extension
Railway is now being worked as an atmo-
spheric line, and their engineer having satisfied

himselfas to the advantages this plan of motive
power affords, recommend its adoption on the
proposed line of communication, both as a
means of keeping the capital within a very
moderate compass, and increasing the profits

by a reduced charge of working.’ ”

Rival Railways.—Lines of railway are pro-

jected by the Great Western Company, from
Oxford to Banbury, and from that town a rail-

way is projected to Worcester. In opposition

to this movement, the London and Birmingham
Company are projecting railways from Ayles-

bury to Oxford, and from Oxford to Leaming-

ton, by Banhury.

A railroad, to cross the river Severn near

Purton, and to proceed from Stonehouse, on

the Great Western line, through the Forest of

Dean, to Monmouth, thence down the valley

of Usk, beyond Brecon, and afterwards by

the river Towy to Carmarthen, is confidently

talked of.

—

Gloucester Journal.

<JTorrf0ponlicnc£*

MORTARS AND CEMF.NT9.

Sir,—In Mr. Wylson’s Essay on Mortars

and Cements, he states in the last paragragh

that he is not aware of the Coral Islands being

used as lime. I beg to refer him to John
Williams’s “ Narrative of a Residence in the

South Seas,” and I believe, also, Ellis’s “ Poly-

nesian Researches,” for information on this

subject, when he will find that Mr. Williams

has used it for building and plastering. I

have not either of the works by me, or I would

send you the passages.

While on the subject of cements, in a

Builders’ Dictionary of 1734, 1 find the follow-

ing article on cement, which may be new to

many of your readers :

—

“ Cement, in architecture, is a strong sort of

mortar used to bind or fix bricks or stones

together for some kind of mouldings
;
or in

cementing a block of bricks (as they call it)

for the carving of capitals, scrolls, or the

like.
“ It is of two sorts

;
one called hot cement ,

and the other cold cement, because the hot

cement is made and used with fire, and the cold

cement is made and used without fire.

“ To make the hot cement, take half a pound

of bees’-wax, an ounce of fine brick-dust, an

ounce of chalk-dust or powdered chalk
;

sift

OOtn ttie OriCK-UUSt auU _K*.1U tl.iuugli a fino

hair sieve (the brick and chalk may be beat in

a mortar before it is sifted). Let all these be
boiled together in a pipkin or other earthen
vessel for about a quarter of an hour, keeping
it continually stirring with a piece of iron or
lath, then take it off and let it stand for four
or five minutes, and it is fit for use.

“ The bricks which are to be cemented with
this kind of cement must be made hot by the

fire before the cement is spread on them, and
after that, be rubbed to and fro one upon
another, after the same manner joiners do,

when they glue two boards together.
“ The cold cement is less used : and is

accounted a secret known but to few brick-

layers. It is made in the following manner :

“ Take a pound of old Cheshire cheese, pare
off the rind and throw it by, then cut or grate

the cheese very small, put it into a pot with a
quart of cow’s milk, let it stand all night, and
in the morning take the whites of 24 or 30
eggs, and a pound of the best unslacked or
quick lime, and beat it in a mortar to a very
fine powder, sift it in a fine hair sieve, put the

cheese and milk to it in a pan or bowl, and stir

them well together with a trowel or such-iike

thing, breaking the knobs of the cheese, if

there be any, then add the whites of eggs, and
temper all well together, aud it will be fit for

use.
“ This cement will be of a white colour

;

but if you will have it of the colour of brick,

put into it either some very fine brick-dust or
some almegram, but not too much, but just

enough to give it a colour.”

I remain, Sir, yours truly,

Marylebone, April 22, 1844. B. E. N.

RAVAGES OF THE WORM IN TIMBER.
Sir,— In your paper of the 6th instant, I

see a letter from “ A Correspondent,” calling

attention to a description of wood grown in

the West Indies, which he says resists the

ravages of the worm. The value of such a
wood for piling and dock-gates would be im-
mense, and your correspondent’s statement
should be corroborated if possible. I have
myself made some inquiry on the subject, and
learn that a quantity of this timber came into

London a year or two ago. Perhaps some of

your subscribers may have used it, and if so, a

communication through your journal would be
welcome to myself and other parties who have
not seen any of the timber used.

Ought not our government to import a
quantity of such a wood, which for their own
works, and for the trade, would be so valuable

;

and which would benefit our West India

Islands, at present said to be so much de-

pressed ?

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

London, 12th April, 1844. G. H.

TIMBER SCARFING.—ROOF TRUSS OF PRIN-
CESS’S THEATRE.

Sir,—Will your correspondent, a “ Practi-

cal Carpenter,” complete his description of this

roof-truss by answering the following ques-

tions :

—

What are the lengths of the timbers out of

which he formed his tie-beams ?

Are the flitches secured together by any
means other than those shewn in the sketch?
What is the length of the scarfing ?

What is the distance between the trusses?

and
What iron work is attached to the kings,

queens, and principals?

I am, Sir, A Constant Reader.

METHOD OF BUILDING A BRICK COLUMN.

Sir,—In answer to “ J. T.,” 1 beg to send

you a plan of the best and most substantial

method of building a brick column of two feet

diameter. Each course is so arranged that no

two bricks or joints will fall on each other,

which is the very spirit of all brick bond
;
the

dark space in the centre may either be filled up
or left open

;
I should prefer the latter mode.

The pieces of brick which must be cut off

from each end of the stretchers, will serve to

fill up the small equilateral spaces, so that abso-

lutely there is no waste material whatever.

Then as to the method of “ carrying it up,”
I have found the following the most easy, as

also the most accurate : Get a cylindrical rod of
iron, about half an inch diameter, also, a piece

of wood cut to the proper length for a trammel
,

half an inch thick, and IJ inch wide, bore a

hole in one end, the same diameter as the rod,

over which slip the trammel
;
then fix the iron

rod perpendicular in the axis of the column,
quite firmly at the bottom and top. The tram-
mel will serve as a guide to the workman in

carrying up the brickwork
;

at the same time
the proper entasis could be given to the column
by shortening the trammel regularly.

If you think the above description worthy of
insertion in The Builder, you will much
oblige, Sir, your obedient servant,

John Phillips.
[If our correspondent will furnish us with

the improved theory of brick bond relative to

which he has written, it shall be inserted if we
find it meretorious.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—Will you, if convenient, inform me
whether a person holding the lease of two ad-

joining houses, and underleasing a portion of
one to another person, can, without notice,

build upon the yard, leaving only a passage for

passing by, the light of the rooms of course

being very much hindered by such building?
By answering the above you will much oblige,

Sir, your obedient servant,

A Constant Subscriber.
Hackney, April 24, 1844.

[No person can, without being subject to

action, build so as to injure any light of any
adjoining premises which has been enjoyed
20 years, nor can any person injure in such
way his lessee’s light, without incurring similar

liability.

—

Ed.]
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COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A GLOSSARY

OF ARCHITECTURE.—No. IV.

Hypotrachelium.

—

We find the meaning
of this word thus given by Mr. Gwilt: “ Hy-
potrachelium (Gr. 'Yirb, under

,
and TpaxT]\og,

the neck ) ;
the slenderest part of the shaft of

a column, being that immediately below the
neck of a capital.” (Encyl. p. 987-) As this

definition is not sufficiently explicit, we subjoin
that of Professor Hosking :

—“ Hypotrachc-
lium (Gr. inrb, upon, and rpaxtjXog, the neck),
the part forming the junction of the shaft with
the capital of a column

;
the neck of the

capital itself. In some styles it is a projecting
fillet or moulding, and in others, as the Doric,
it is composed of a channel or groove, and
sometimes of more than one.” It would
appear, therefore, that under this term, which
we shall, for convenience, translate as necking,
is included all that portion of the upper part
of a column which is contained between the
lowest annulet and the junction of the capital
to the shaft. In some columns this joint is so
fine as to be scarcely discernible, as in the
temple of Minerva at Sunium, in the temple of
Jupiter Nemmus, in the Agora at Athens (the
only good feature in the capital), and in the
principal temples at Agrigentum. In other
temples, again, the joining shews a slight sink-
ing or groove, as in the Parthenon (No. J),

• LLL-J_iL_j
No. I.

and in the Propylma at Eleusis, and at Rham-

|

nus. The joint in the columns of the Propy-
ltea at Athens resembles No. 2, whilst in those

— /

No. 2.

|

of the temple of Theseus the sinking has a
B double chamfer (No. 3). In the columns of

No. 3.

No. 4.

three gro oves, divided by fillets (No. 4), which

No. 5.

No. 6.

No. 6 is seen the necking of a column belong-
ing to the great Hexastyle temple at Psestum,
which consists of two grooves cut in the form
of beads, and agreeing with the flutes of the
shaft. At No. 7 is seen the profile of the

grooves to the columns of the temple of Apollo
at Bassee. These, which are of the full size,

are from Mr. Donaldson’s illustrations of that

building. In allusion to examples like those
last given, the Earl of Aberdeen observes :

—

“ There are other signs which mark the anti-

quity of columns, one of which are the three
grooves sometimes found at the hypotrache-
lium or necking of the shaft. Although these

do not occur in every example of the earliest

temples, they are never to be discerned in

those of later date, and when inserted, may
invariably be considered as the work of a

remote date.” (Enquiry, p. 154.) Judging,
therefore, by the examples of the Parthenon
and Theseum, and other works of good
design, we may conclude that the architects of

the best era of Athenian taste, the days of

Pericles, did not consider it as an improve-
ment to their columns to make the hypotrache-
lium a prominent feature, as important, in fact,

as the annulets, as seen at Corinth and Selinus.

The temple at Corinth, there is every reason
to believe, is the oldest Doric edifice extant.

I know that it is usual in describing a capital

to include in it the necking; and in orders,

whex-e the flutings of the shaft are carried no
higher than the necking, this description is

just
;
but as no one would di'eam of reckoning

the flutings as part of a capital, I consider that

in a Grecian Doric column we should hold

that the capital in truth terminates with the

annulets, although, for convenience sake in
execution, the upper part of the column is cut
out of a block with a continuation of the
flutings. In the Grecian Ionic and Corinthian
oi’ders, and in all the Roman orders, the necking,
which is often called the astragal, invariably*
consists of a torus, or bead, above a fillet, and
in al. these orders the flutings as invariably
stop under the neckings. In the temple of
JNIinerva-Polias at Athens, the necking is
placed at some distance below the volutes (the
bead of this necking is carved), diffeiing in
this respect from the capitals of the Uissus
and of Asiatic-Ionic examples, where the
shafts run up to an astragal beneath the
moulded echinus between the volutes

; such
capitals, therefore, may be said to be deficient
in hypotrachelia. It has been ascertained that
the capitals of the columns at Agrigentum and
at Thoricus were joined to the shafts by cedar
plugs, through which passed cylindrical wooden
pins, no cement being used. Mr. Hosking
calls the space in Doric and Ionic columns,
between the mass of the capitals and the hypo-
trachelium, by the term trachelium, or neck,
and this distinction seems to be a just one.

Apothesis (from curb, and Osoiq, thesis,
position) signifies divergence, and is the term
which should be applied to that curve or hol-
low which unites the shaft of a column to the
fillet or annulet in the necks of columns, in
contradistinction to the word

—

Apophyoe, which implies recession (from
euro, far, far off, and 4>uy»), Gr., fuga, Lat.
flight), and which is understood to apply only
to the curve found at the lower diameter of all
columns which have moulded bases. Mr.
Gwilt thus defines this word :

—“ Apophyge
Gr., signifying flight). That part of a column
between the upper fillet, or annulet, on the base
and the cylindrical part of the shaft of a
column, usually moulded into a hollow or
cavetto, out of which the column seems as it

were to fly or escape upwards. The French
call it conge

,

as it were, leave to go.” (Encyc.
p. 894.) A Grecian Doric column, therefore,
is the only one in which an agophyge

A

common with the other orders, the apothesis
or cavetto at the upper diameter of the shaft.

The two hollows we are speaking of are
always repeated at the two extremities of the
pilasters of all the Roman orders, but are never
found in such positions in the anti; of the

Grecian Doric
;

and only the apophyge, or

lower hollow, is found in the antae and pilasters

of the pure Grecian Ionic and Corinthian

orders, G. R. F.

fMisrrllanra.

The Royal Exchange.—There is pro-

digious competition, we are informed, among
our sculptors for shares in the allotment of

the additional 10,000/. for statuary to adorn

the Royal Exchange. Noticing which, we
would inquire if the City Wellington Statue,

now complete in the studio of the late Sir

F. Chantrey, is to be placed, as it ought to be,

on its pedestal in this locality, on the 18th of

June, the anniversary of Waterloo?

—

Lite-

rary Gazette.

Hereford Canal.—Sums amounting to

a much larger total than is required to com-

plete the Canal have been tendered in loan

to the Company. On Thursday week the able

engineer, Mr. Stephen Ballard, commenced the

work from Withington to Hereford, and by

this time next year we hope to see it com-

pleted to the bottom of Ilolmer-lane
;

by

autumn twelvemonths we anticipate the com-
pletion of the entire line to Hereford, and

also a glorious gathering in this city to cele-

brate an event fraught with interest to the

city and county.

—

Here/oi'd Times.

The Stone Pier at Greenwich.—Con-

siderable alarm has been excited on the stone

pier in consequence of a further portion of

the structure having given way.

On Dartford Heath are clearly developed

the tracing of a Roman encampment, which

hitherto has escaped the notice of the military

Kentish historians .—Dover Chronicle.

* With the single exception of the Choragic Monument of

Lysicratcs, where the necking is a plain groove, which some

writers, and among them Athenian Stuart, think was in-

tended to be “ filled with an astragal or collanno of bronze ;

whilst other writers consider that the artist only followed the

practice observed in Doric capitals.
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Bad Ventilation of Places of Wor-
SHIP .—Few spectacles are perhaps more

melancholy than those presented in cases such

as these. The congregation is not unfrequent-

ly placed in an atmosphere of extreme im-

purity, poisonous in its tendency, arresting or

interfering with some of the most important

functions of life to such an extent, that they

are occasionally suspended for a time, when

a temporary death or fainting takes place.

But what must the state of the mind have

been, and how far was it beneficially occupied,

in the devotional exercises in which it was

previously engaged. The power of the clergy-

man is often reduced, as well as the attention

of the congregation. Too often he does not

recognise the darkness of the physical atmos-

phere that at times oppresses all his labours,

and counteracts or diminishes his usefulness,

as much by the power with which it subdues

his own energies, as by the careless indif-

ference which it encourages in hiscongregation.

At the very moment that he may be descant-

ing on the pernicious influence of vice, and

pointing out the purifying power of that

moral atmosphere which should surround

the heart, how often are his labours shorn

of their power by the physical poison that

sometimes paralyzes the best intentions, the

indications of which are manifest on the

application of the most ordinary tests, and

whose influence might be counteracted by

means equally simple and efficacious.

—

Reid

on Ventilation.

Age and Extraordinary Size of an
Oak.—At about six miles W.S.W. of Saintes

(in the Lower Charente), near the road to

Cozes, stands an old oak tree, in the large

court of a modern mansion, which still pro-

mises to live many centuries, if the axe of some
Vandal does not cut it down. The following

are the proportions of this king of the forests

of France, and probably of all Europe :

—

Diameter of the trunk at the

ground from 9 to 10 yards

Diameter at the height of a man . . 6| to 7£

cipal branches
l
'77~

l to 2

Diameter of the whole head . . . . 40 to 43
The height of the trunk . . . . 8

The general height of the tree . . 22

A room has been cut out of the dead wood
of the interior of the trunk, measuring from
9 to 12 feet in diameter and 9 feet high, and
with a circular seat cut out of the solid

wood. A round table is put in the middle
when it is wan ted, round which twelve guests can
sit. A door and a window admit daylight into

this new sort of dining-room, which is adorned
by a living carpet of ferns, fungi, lichens, &c.
Upon a plate of wood taken from the trunk,
about the height of the door, 200 concentric
and annual rings have been counted, whence
it results, in taking a horizontal radius from
the exterior circumference to the centre of the
oak. that there must have been from 1800
to 2000 of these rings, which makes its age
nearly 2000 years.

—

A/males de la Societe

d'Agriculture de la Rochelle.

Bridgewater Canal.—Preparations are
making for carrying on an extensive trade
in salt between the mines, at Northwich, in

Cheshire, aud the port of Hull, through the
medium of the Manchester and Leeds, the
Leeds and Selby, and the Selby and Hull
railways. This communication, it is said, is

to be completed by converting the Duke of
Bridgewater’s canal, which was constructed
about the year 17^0, under the direction of
Mr. Brindley, the engineer, into a line of
railway from the salt mines to Manchester,
to join the railways passing eastwards and
communicating with the German Ocean.

—

Leeds Mercury.

At a meeting of the Five Districts Societies
of St. Marvlebone, held at the Court-house,Wednesday, April 24, present, the Rev.Dr. Spry,
in the chair, the reports from the several
districts were read, from which it appeared
that, during the past year, 3,801 persons had
been relieved by their visitations, and the sums
distributed amounted to 1,395/. 0s. l£d.

Trafalgar-square.—

T

he whole of the
terrace-walks within the area of the above
promenade are completed, and this square will
be opened to the public on Monday next.

—

Globe.
* 3
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Spelter.—

F

oreign ton .

.

22 15 0 to 23 0 0

,,
For delivery.

.

0 0 0— 22 5 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver .
per lb. 0 4

Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c... . per ton 6 0 0

,,
Nail rods 0 0 0— 6 15 0

,,
Hoops 0 0 0— 8 0 0

,,
Sheets 0 0 0— 9 0 0

,,
Cargo in Wales .. 5 5 0— 5 10 0

,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 3 15 0— 4 0 0

,
No. 1, Clyde 3 5 0— 3 10 0

,, For., Swedish .... 9 15 0 — 10 0 0

,, Russian, ccnd. ..

.

0

Steel—

S

wedishkeg, p. ton 18 10 0— 19 0 0

,, ,,
Faggot.. 0 0 0— 19 0 0

Copper—

E

nglish sheathing, per lb. — 0 0 n
,, Old 84

,, Cake p. ton. . .

.

0 0 0— 84 10 0

„ Tile 0 0 0— 83 0 0

,, S. American .. 0 0 0— 75 0 0

Tin—

E

nglish, blocks, &c. cwt 3 13 0

,, ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 14 6

,,
Foreign, Banca ...

.

0 0 0— 3 10 0

,, „ Straits.... 0 0 0— 3 6 0

,, ,,
Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 6 0— 1 10 0

„ „ No. IX 1 12 0— 1 16 0

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—

S

heet milled .... . per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

„ Red 21 10 0

,, White 23 10 0

Pig-Lead—

E

nglish .... 0 0 0— 17 0 0

,,
Spanish . . .

.

0 0 0— 16 10 0

American .. 0 0 0— 16 5 0

SHORT and MAHONY, Brokers,

1, Newman’s-court, Comhill.

JTenUere.

Tenders delivered for Houses to be built in

Grove-street, South Hackney, for Mr. Parr.— Mr.

Parkinson, Architect. April 18, 1844.

Hancock . .. .£1,324 0 0

Nicholson ... 1,236 0 0
XI

1(1

Ryder and Son ....

Norris ... 1,197 0 0
Hort

Tenders delivered for an Hotel to be built at

Hockly Spa, near Southend, for James Fawcett,

Esq.—John Lockyer, Esq., Architect.

Joseph Wilson 0

Mr. Stevenson 1,882 0 0
Mr. Cumming 1,903 0 0

Mr. Matthews 1,989 0 0

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For the erection of a Bridge at Hilton, in the

parish of Woofield, Salop, and also for lowering

and improving the upper part of Hilton Hill.

—

Plans, &c., at Mr. Stokes, Shipley. May 8.

For the erection of a Theatre at Wolverhampton,
—Drawings, &c., at the Peacock Inn, Wolverhamp-
ton. Mr. Tichbome, Wolverhampton. May 6.

For re-building the Western Pier of the Humber
Dock Basin, and the removal of the present Pier

included, or to be provided for in a separate tender,

as may be most convenient.—Secretary to the Dock
Company at Kingston-upon-Hull. Plans, &c., at

Mr. Michael Lane’s, Engineer, Castle-street, Hull.

May 20.

For Warming and Ventilating the new Work-
house at Aylesbury.—The Guardians of Aylesbury
Union, Bucks. Plans of the Building at the Office

of Messrs. Savage and Foden, Architects, 31,

Essex-street, Strand. May 1.

For works required in the enlargement of the

Reigate Union Workhouse at Redhill.— Plans, &c.,

at the Board-room. Mr. Thomas Hart, Clerk to

the Guardians. May 6.

For repairs and alterations of the Branch Bank,
Aylesbury.—G. H. Taylor, Esq., Architect, 22,

Parliament-street, Westminster, and 22, Queen-
street, City

;
or at the Branch Bank, Aylesbury.

April 29.

For altering and completely finishing the car-

casses of two Houses in Middleton-road, Queen’s-
road, Dalston.—Mr. James Clark, 4, Richmond-
Terrace, Queen’s-road, Dalston.

For building an Union House, at Lock’s Bottom,
Farnborough, Kent.—Mr. Henry Nottingham,
Clerk to the Guardians, Keston, Kent. Plans, &c.,

at Messrs. Savage and Foden’s, Architects, 31,

Essex-street, Strand. May 10.

For the erection of a Cast-iron Bridge, with

brick piers and approaches, at Somersham, Hants.

G. Thomson, Esq., Somersham. April 29.

For Bricklayer’s and Mason’s Work in making

certain alterations in the front of the Ipswic

Savings’ Bank.—Mr. J. M. Clark, Architect

Brook-street. April 30.

For the erection of an Iron Bridge of one arch,

of one hundred and ten feet span, intended to be

built over the river Avon, at Bath.—P. George,

Esq., Town Clerk, Bath.—Drawings, &c., at G.P.

Manners, Esq., Architect, No. 1, Oxford-row,

Bath. May 31.

For the several Repairs to the Barber’s Hall and

Buildings adjoining Monkwell-street, City.—Speci-

fication at the Hall. Further particulars of Messrs.

Closs and Son, Surveyors, &c., 33, Clement’s-lane,

City. April 30, 1844.

For building a House, Shed, Cellarage, and

Vaulting.—Mr. Bellingham, near the bridge, Great

Cambridge-street, Haggerstone. Mr. Catling,

Architect. May 2.

For erection of a new Union Workhouse at

Highland's Farm, in the parish of Cuckfield, Sus-

sex.—Particulars, Plans, &c., of Mr. T. Wisden,

Hampton-place, Western-road, Brighton. May 10.

ERRATA.
In the diagrams from No. 1 to 5 inclusive, in-

serted last week, illustrating Smith’s Weather-tight

Sill-bars, Fastenings, Revolving Shutters, 8cc., the

engraver neglected to reverse the subjects on the

wood-blocks, so that right and left hand are

changed.

Page 205, 2nd column, line 15 from bottom,

after “ The difference,” add “ is unknown.”

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
“ Your Reader from the First.”

—

We refer to

page 71.
“ Mr. Charles Newnham.”

—

We have not so

much fear as our correspondent on the subject of

the proposed new Building-Act. Among many
complaints made by him, we do not think valid

his objection to having slabs 18 inches wider than

chimney-openings ; this requirement ivould be

not burthensome, and would be serviceable.

Indeed, rue think a chimney-slab cannot,for safety,

be too large. Whether chimneys be worn or not

by machines (which we think does not necessarily

follow), humanity requires that chimney-climb-

ing be forbidden, and that if a few chimney-

sweeps may at present be compelled to seek

other employment, that is not a sufficient

reason for perpetuating any thing so abomin-

able. We think it much less humane to force

young parish apprentices up narrow ,
sooty, and

sometimes burning chimneys, than to leave “ to

starve,” as our correspondent says, such few
chimney-sweeps, if there be any, which we doubt,

who prefer starving to obtaining a livelihood in

some calling more wholesome and cleanly. With
I some of the other matters of our correspondent’s

letter we agree.

We have under consideration “ Hints for a

Design for a Cemetery Cathedral,” the Cambridge

Font-cover, and the Grecian Designfor a School.

We have received the beautiful window of
Thornburg Church, and will publish it as it is if

our correspondent cannot procure draughts of its

jambs, mullions, label, saddle-bars, Sfc.

Our two correspondents' questions relative to

“ Tudor ” Arches, will be answered in our next.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,
To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, April 27.

—

RoyalBotanic, Regent’s-
park, 4 p.m. ; Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m.

Monday, 29.

—

British Architects, 16, Lower
Grosvenor-street, 8 p.m. ;

Medical, Bolt-court,

Fleet-street, 8 p.m.
;

Zoological

,

57, Pall Mall,

3 p.m. (anniversary.)

Tuesday, 30. — Civil Engineers, 25, Great

George-street, 8 p.m. ; .-ffirE^/HaSOns of tf)e

djurefj. adjournment of the 17th Chapter, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, May 1.

—

Society ofArts, Adelphi,

8 p.m.
;

Geological, Somerset House, 8£ p.m. ;

Horticultural, 21, Regent- street, 3 p.m. (anniver-

sary)
;
Royal Institution, Albemarle-street, 8£ p.m.

(anniversary).

Thursday, 2. — Royal, Somerset House, 8£
p.m.; Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m.

Friday, 3. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8-J- p.m.
;

Botanical, 20 Bedford-street,

Covent Garden, 8 p.m.

ADVEH.TISEMENTS.

Brewing and washing coppers
and COPPER WARES of all descriptions, 92 and 93,

Houndsditch.—LAVER and SON, Manufacturers of Stills,

Sugar Pans, Dyers’ and Melters’ Coppers; also every variety

of minor Utensils for Chemists, Confectioners, Victualers,

Varnish Makers, &c., at prices that cannot fail to give satis-

faction. Copper Work made to drawing, or repaired. Price

of Brewing Coppers Is. id. per lb. ;
W ashing Coppers Is. 2d.

per lb.
;
with suitable allowance to the Trades.

Improved Green-house Boilers and Steam Apparatus in

general.
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NO. IXV,

SATURDAY, MAY A, 1844.

EVERITY of

criticism it is not

our intention to

indulge in upon

the present occa-

sion; though from

the frequent views

which we have taken in

our repeated attendances

in the exhibition-room in

St. James’s-street, West-

minster, we this week

commence a tolerably ini

nutely detailed review of

the

DECORATIVE WORKS
OF ART

Sent in, pursuant to the

notices issued by her Ma-
jesty's Commissioners on

the Fine Arts, now pub-

\ \licly Exhibiting.

The following works were sent in by Mr.

W. G. Rogers :

—

A carving in oak of a stand for an oriental

bloodstone cannon mounted in gold, for her

Majesty the Queen Adelaide.

A magnificent chimney-fratne, executed for

W. Beaumont, Esq., M.P., composed of boldly-

carved fruit and flowers, boys, birds, &c.

A royal trophy, in the style of Gibbons, re-

presenting the point-lace neckcloth of Charles

the First, sword, sceptre, emblems of the

chase, &c.

A carved oak lectern, with black letter in-

scription.

Figure of Mary in carved pear-tree wood.

Three panels of Gothic tracery.

Four flower brackets.

Eight scroll brackets.

A richly carved Venetian boss.

A finial.

A hanging niche, exhibited by permission

of G. Simes, Esq.

A Gothic frame, exhibited by permission of

Norman Wilkinson, Esq.

Two fine groups of fruit and flowers, and
one in porcelain (an extraordinary specimen
of ornamental china never before attempted in

this country).

A three-light girandole in wrought-iron,

executed for Sir W. James, M.P.
All these works are, in their several styles,

very admirable and many of them shew design

of a character wonderfully fine.

I. Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords, by Thomas Legg,—The
centre panels contain the emblems of the three
kingdoms, and two shields, on which are
placed the arms of the cities of London and
Westminster. At the bottom of the upper
panels are ranged the crowns of the peers in

the proper order of precedency, and in the
heads of the end panels the arch-bishop and
bishop’s mitres. The royal arms and sup-

porters are placed on the principal centre
panel, and on either side the arms of England,
Scotland, and Ireland. On the small shields

at the top of the door are arranged the arms
borne by successive monarehs, &c., from the

time of Edward the Confessor.

The general design is neither rich nor ori-

ginal, but the specimen or work is cleanly
carved.

3. Design for the principal door of the House
of Lords, by William Ollett.

This composition is rich, but the figures

which decorate it are too short; its frame-
work, composed of arms, would give interest

and variety to the composition.

5. Design for a door for the House of Lords,
by John Steel.—This design is divided into six

panels, surrounded by twelve figures, emble-
matical of the twelve months of the year,
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placed in niches with canopies and brackets,
Britannia being the surmounting figure in the
centre above. In the centre two panels are
urns containing corn, fruit, and flowers. In
the four other panels are different shields, re-

presenting the rise and progress of Great
Britain.

This is in a mixed style which ought to be
entirely reprehended.

7. Design for the principal door of the
House of Lords, representing the Barons de-
manding the Charter of Liberties from King
John, by William Freeman, junior.

A fair design, though not entirely happy.
9. Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords, by Samuel Pratt, junior.

A rich design, but too much in the French
flamboyant style; over-done with ornament;
the carved specimen of which is not sufficiently

finished. The pure English style is in detail

beyond comparison superior to Continental
Gothic.

11.

Design for the principal door of the
House of Lords, by S. A. Nash.—In this de-
sign red lines shew the extent of each leaf of
a pair of folding doors, similar in arrange-
ment, the head of the arch being left fixed.

In one door is represented a portrait statue of
King Henry III. (from his effigy in West-
minster Abbey), the monarch under whom the
first traces of the present constitution of a
Parliament appeared. In the corresponding
situation it is proposed to place the resem-
blance of the reigning sovereign. The subject
of the sculpture proposed for the head of the
arch is the memorable event in the history of
English constitutional government, which took
place in Westminster Hall on the 3rd May,
1253, when the peers obtained from Henry III.

a fresh and most solemn confirmation of liberty

for his subjects.

This composition has much beauty, and
would, with some alteration, serve for one of
the doors. The sculpture in the head of the
doorway would have a very fine effect.

13. Design for the principal door of the
House of Lords, by John Thomas.—This de-
sign is divided into four panels

;
the figures in

these panels, under canopies, are the patron
saints of the four divisions of the United
Kingdom. Under these, in a band forming
the centre style, is the name of each figure,

and corresponding division, such as “St.
George for England,” &c.

;
the lower panels

are filled in with the heraldic devices of bear-

ings, helmets, crests, and mottoes proper to

each
;
the whole resting on a plinth, with the

motto of “ O Lord, preserve the Queen.”
The tracery above the canopies is enriched
with the roses of Lancaster and York united,

having the thistle and shamrock on each side;

the door is intended to open in the centre, the

joint being concealed by an enriched buttress,

which forms the centre ornament.
This is another good design with a decora-

tive effect more perpendicular than the last.

15. Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords, by John Wolstenholme.

—

The ornaments and mouldings in this design

have been selected from some of the ancient

specimens of art in the cathedrals of York and
Beverley.

A good design, plainer than the preceding
specimens, but the lower part of the design is

too much separated from the upper work. The
carved specimen is cleanly executed.

17* Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords, by Francis William Browne.
—The emblems are chiefly confined to the

peerage.
This has some clever design and carving,

but is too much broken into circles to appear
elegant; it might be used for one of the doors
of the edifice.

19. Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords, by William Thomas.—The
subject of the drawing is intended to repre-

sent the laws that have governed at different

periods. In the four principal panels are bas-

reliefs under the general heads of—The
Divine Law, The Law of Superstition, The
Law of Force, and Justice Revived. In the

first is represented the Lawgiving by Moses,

the Justice of Solomon, and the Death of

Ananias; in the second, the Trial by Ordeal,
j

the Inquisition, and the Martyrdom by Fire
;

in the third, “ the Strongest shall be Right,”

Trial by Tournament, and Trial by Combat;
and in the fourth, the Reformation, the Good
Samaritan, and the Trial by Jury; these are

surmounted by appropriate figures, and in the
centre (on the buttress) is the figure of Justice.

This is good, but its effect is injured by the
figures being storied in three tiers, and by the
lower panels being draped in the late style,
which peculiarity, though often to be found,
nevertheless exhibits decline of art.

21. Design for the principal door of the
House ot Lords, by Henry Ringham.—In this
design, the doors being folding, the left hand
style of the specimen is larger on that account

;

the extreme thickness of this door would be
eight inches.

The specimen is very cleanly and freely
carved, but the style of the design is too much
in the continental manner of thistle crocket-
work

;
some of the arches of the tracery-work

are too much depressed, while others are of fair

proportions
;

the work has consequently a
mixed effect, which offends.

23. Specimen of carved work, relating to
design No. 51, by John Lees. This shews
ability.

24. Design for the principal door of the
House of Lords, by James Rattee.

This design contains good work, but all its

subdivisions are too stumpy, and break up the
character of aspiring Pointed Architecture.

26. Design for the principal door of the
House of Lords, by William Allan.—The
first panels below represent a priest, a soldier,

and an agriculturist, a lawyer, a sailor, and a
merchant, in the costumes of the twelfth cen-
tury. The centre panels represent Cranmer
receiving the Bible from Henry VIII., and
King John signing Magna Ch'arta, in the
costumes of the respective periods. The top
panels represent David I., King of Scotland,
administering justice, and St. Patrick sum-
moned before the king and princes of Tara for

lighting the paschal fire. The centre figure
represents Britannia, those on the left Henry
III. and Henry VII., and those on the right a
bishop in the costume of the eleventh century
and Robert Fitzwalter.

Parts of this design are good, although it

has the defect of being storied with pictorial

subjects, and some of its details inferior and
faulty.

28. Specimens of carved work, relating to
design No. 56, by Peter Cummins. These
would serve to produce variety in the carvings.

29. Specimen of carved work, being a com-
partment of the design No. 53, by John Black.
Cleanly carved.

30. Design for the principal door of the
House of Lords, by Colling and Vincent.

This, for a plain design, is good, and the
carved specimen accompanying it has great
merit, and is cleanly performed.

32. Specimen of carved work, relating to
design No. 48, by Stephen Prebble. Cleanly
carved, but the figure too short.

33. Design for the principal door of the
House of Lords, by Colling and Vincent.

Richer than the last, but not so pleasing, on
account of a stumpy effect, produced by the
nature of its subdivisions.

34. Design for the principal door of the
House of Lords, by R. B. Boyle. We entirely

disapprove of this design.

36. Design for the principal door of the
House of Lords, by Samuel Nixon.

37. Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords, by Samuel Nixon.— Repre-
senting— 1. Alfred the Great receiving an il-

luminated Missal, as a reward for learning

to read, from his mother Osburgha. 2. Alfred
at the battle of Aston. 3. The first flotilla

defeating a Danish squadron. 4. Alfred scolded
by the neatherd's wife for letting her cakes

burn. 5. Alfred dividing his only meal with
the pilgrim. 6. Alfred comforted in his ad-

versity by the vision of St. Cuthbert. Alfred

in the Danish camp. 8. The meeting of Alfred

with his trusty followers at Egbert’s stone.

9. Baptism of Guthrum previous to his signing

a treaty, Alfred standing sponsor. JO. Alfred

releasing the wife and children of Hastings,

his most powerful enemy. 11. Trial by jury.

12. The assembly of the Witan, or first

Parliament.

This, though storied, is in many respects

a good design
;
but its architectural details are

not in good taste, the tracery work of it having

a crouching, broken, and scattered effect.

38. Specimen of carved work relating to

design No. 37, by Samuel Nixon. 1'he work-

manship is clean and good.

39. Design for a Gothic door, by William
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Steel.—Ornamented on the top with the royal

arms, surmounted by the rose, thistle, and

shamrock
;
on the right side a figure of her

Majesty, in a niche with canopy and bracket,

on the sides of which are the allegorical figures

of Justice and Plenty
;
and on the left side of

the door a figure of' Egbert, the first king'of

England, in a niche with canopy and bracket,

at the sides of which are the allegorical figures

of Discord and Suffering.

This would form one fair specimen among a

variety, though it has rather a disagreeable

dodging effect, produced by the mixture of

large and small figures in the same range.

41. Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords, by Thomas Drew. Apparently

sent in joke.

44. Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords, by Henry Ringham.—This
design is for folding doors, the extreme thick-

ness would be nine inches. Has merit
;
the

figures are in two stories
;
but the carving is

of less value.

45. Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords, by Samuel Pratt, Jun. In

many respects a good design.

47. Specimen of carved work, relating to

design No. 41, by Thomas Drew. From its

style altogether inadmissible.

48. Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords. (In the angle near the end
of the screen.) By Stephen Prebble.—The
panel at the head contains the Queen’s arms,

the figure beneath on the right is intended to

represent King Alfred, that on the left Lycur-
gus, the celebrated legislator of Lacedrcmon.
In the bottom panel, on the right, is the T udor
rose, the emblem of the union of the rival

Houses of York and Lancaster, and on the

left a portcullis, the arms of Westminster.
49. Design for the principal door of the

House of Lords, by Benjamin Baker.
This is accompanied by good carving, but

its style entirely out of the taste of the build-

ing.

(To be continued.)

PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF THE
WINDOW DUTIES.

On Saturday the 27th April, at 2 o’clock, a

deputation from the Metropolitan Improve-

ment Society, headed by Dr. Southwood Smith,

and from the Master Carpenters’ Society,

headed bv Mr. Biers, had an interview with

the Chancellor of the Exchequer on the subject

of the window duties. The two deputations

were introduced by Mr. H. G. Knight.

Dr. Southwood Smith explained the object

for which the interview had been desired.

The attention of the medical profession and the

public, as well as her Majesty’s Sanatory Com-
missioners of Inquiry, had of late been much
directed to the close connection of fever,

scrofula, and other diseases with the defective

ventilation of houses. Air and light were as

essential to a healthful condition of animal

life as food. The purity of the air breathed

in towns, it had been shewn, was greatly im-

paired by the want of perfect drainage, but

this evil was further aggravated by the want

of a sufficient number of openings in the walls

of inferior houses, which would allow injurious

gases to escape, and the pure air and light of

heaven to gain admission. This defect, it

appears, is occasioned by the existing mode
of assessing houses to the window-duties, the

tendency of which is to discourage ventila-

tion, by causing houses to be built with the

minimun of untaxable windows allowed by the

law, and by inducing the occupiers of lodging-

houses and others to block out as much light

as they can possibly do without.

Mr. J. Foynbee said, that as one of the sur-

geons of the St. George’s Dispensary, he had
been led by the frequency of scrofula cases

among his patients to investigate the causes of

that disease, and he had no hesitation in saying

that the chief causes is the repeated respira-

tion of the same atmosphere in ill-ventilated

and over-crowded apartments. Low diet, bad

clothing, and want of personal cleanliness

are accessories only. He has often succeeded

in hastening the cure and preventing the fur-

ther spread of disease among the families he
visited by simply introducing in their close

rooms ventilators of perforated zinc plates.
f

J’he proper place for the?e ventilator? >v?w in

the upper part of the window ;
but he had often

found windows stopped up to avoid the window

tax, and the landlord usually objected to

making any new opening in the walls lest his

assessment should be raised.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer inquired

whether the gentlemen composing the deputa-

tions had compared the comparative mortality

of towns abroad with that of towns at home,

and if they could undertake to prove that there

is less mortality in countries where the

window-tax is unknown, as in Ireland for

example, than in Great Britain ?

Dr. Southwood Smith replied, that no such

comparison had been made, because it would

not be a fair one. The mortality of towns

is the aggregate result of many influences.

One source of disease is impure air, and

that might be produced from various causes,

all of which should, if possible, be removed.

Mr. W. E. Hickson said, that if only one

predisposing cause of disease can be re-

moved, it is surely the duty of the Le-

gislature not to neglect it. Scrofula, which

had been alluded to, prevails to frightful

extent among the children received into the

London Union; many of them are the most

piteous objects that cam be imagined, and

have immediately on their admission to be

sent to some sea-bathing infirmary. The
present application is for the same object

as that of one in 1834 to Lord Althorp, when
that noble Lord was Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer. Lord Althorp then promised, that

although he could not part with the window
duties, he would abate the evils they occa-

sioned. An Act was accordingly passed, 4th

and 5th William IV., chapter 54, which

allowed new windows to he opened free of

duty; but it had since been rendered nu-

gatory by the strict interpretation given to

the words “ duly assessed on the 5th of April,

1835.” The lawyers had proved that no one

was duly assessed in 1835 !

The Chancellor of the Exchequer observed,

that it could not have been the intention of the

legislature to allow the benefit of the Act to

those who had evaded payment of the duties.

Mr. Biers said the case was not one of

evasion, as the public could not fairly be

assumed to be the proper judges of the validity

of assessments. Occupiers of houses paid the

duties demanded, and it was the business oi

the assessor to examine every house, and assess

each to the right amount. In his own case a

mistake had been made prior to 1835 of one

window, upon which it was decided that he

had not been duly assessed, although the mis-

take had been made, not by him, but by the

assessor. With regard to the ventilation of

houses, he would say, as a practical builder,

that but for the tax, he should never erect a

house without introducing perhaps four lancet-

shaped windows in those parts of a basement

where light and air were now excluded, to

avoid the additional duty of 8s. 3d. upon each

opening.

Mr. G. Knight laid before the Chancellor of

the Exchequer the draught of a short bill, em-
bodying the views of the societies represented

by the two deputations. It proposed, not to

repeal the window duties, but to amend the

4th & 5th of William IV., chapter 54, by

enacting that no existing assessment should be

raised from any cause whatever, that all new
windows should be free from charge, and that

in newly-built houses only a fixed and defined

number of windows should become liable to

the tax, allowing an unlimited number of un-

taxed openings for light and air. The rule

proposed was, that one window only should be

chargeable in every 300 feet of flooring on

each story; but this was a matter of detail,

there were, perhaps, other and equally simple

means of effecting the object if the govern-

ment would adopt the principle of the measure

recommended.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that

if builders would make it their business to

study the subject of ventilation, he entertained

no doubt that they would find it possible to

ventilate houses without any alteration of the

window duties. Scrofula, he could bear witness

himself, existed in the cottages of the peasan-

try, which were exempt from window duties.

It was easy to propose an alteration in any tax,

but difficult to foresee the new evils to which

the alteration might give rise. The new mode
of assessment proposed might be open to many

objections, but if the bill were left with him, he

certainly should be willing to give it his con-

sideration.

Mr. Goulburn was assisted during the con-

ference by one of the Commissioners of Stamps

and Taxes, who seemed altogether opposed to

the object, and said that perforated plates of

zinc for ventilation might be introduced in

external walls free of duty.

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE SEVENTEENTH CHAPTER.

Aprii. 30.—The Rev. F. P. Pocock, B.A.,

in the chair.

Mr. Alfred Joseph Stothard presented a

lithographic copy (one of the only twelve

printed) of a drawing from a distemper paint-

ing found about the year 1825, on removing

some walling on the north side of the chancel

of East Burgholt Church, Suffolk.

Specimens were presented of Maud’s Patent

Portland Stone Cement (for internal and ex-

ternal stucco, water works, and underpinning),

shewing different compositions with sand, and

the fractures of brickwork without breaking

the cement.

Mr. Frederick Godden, of No. 23, Little

St. Thomas Apostle, in the city of London,

was elected an architectural associate.

A model, in cork, was exhibited, made by

Mr. Joseph Jopling, jun., to a scale of 20 feet

to an inch, of the remains of the Cistercian

Abbey of Furness; and Mr. Charles Jopling

presented a drawing shewing to a scale of one

inch to a foot profiles of nine beautiful speci-

mens of base-mouldings, taken by himself

from the same abbey. The same gentleman

also presented a large lithographic outline

elevation of the exquisite, richly-canopied

sedilia, lavatory or piscina, &c., of the church

of the same abbey.

Mr. Joseph Jopling, sen., explained the use

of his apparatus of double-cranks for gene-

rating curved lines by simple continuous

motion, and created much interest by the

seeming promise of usefulness and invention.

Mr. William Gibbs Rogers exhibited a

model in terracotta 14 inches high, by Rys-

brach, being the original, from which was exe-

cuted the monument in Westminster Abbey
to the memory of the poet Gay.

Mr. William Harry Rogers exhibited a very

elaborate specimen, only 5 inches high, of

ancient wrought-iron, in the form of pierced

canopy- work and tracery, found at Warwick,
suggested to have probably formed part of a lock.

(We shall next week give an engraving of this.)

Mr. G. Aitchison, sen., exhibited a very

beautiful illuminated vellum deed of the early

part of the seventeenth century.

Mr. Alfred Bartholomew exhibited a draw-

ing of the western gateway of St. Bartholo-

mew’s Hospital, Smithfield, and presented

proof impressions of an interior view of St.

Olave’s Church, Tooley-street, as it lately

appeared after its roof was burnt off. A view

of the principal external doorway next Monk-
well-street, in the city of London, of Barber-

Surgeons’ Hall. Also a view of St. Stephen’s

New Church, Hull, and an account of its con-

secration.

Notice was given that the subject of Chapter-

vestments would be taken into consideration at

the next meeting.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.

March 28.—Henry Hallam, Esq., V.P.
Samuel Birch, Esq., Assistant Keeper of

the Antiquities in the British Museum, and

one of the Secretaries to the English Section

of the Archaeological Institute at Rome, was

elected a Fellow of the Society.

James Dearden, Esq., F.S.A., presented

two impressions of a representation of an

ancient British ornament, described as acollar,

discovered in Lancashire in 1831. It mea-

sures in diameter 5£ inches, the weight is lib.

4| oz.
;
one half is of a square form, enriched

with zigzag lines, the other is formed of a

number of twisted and engraved ornaments,

separated from each other by small rings, pre-

cisely similar to the bronze ornament found in

Worcestershire, and exhibited by Jabez Allies,

Esq., F.S.A., on Dec. 14, 1843. This last is

evidently the half of an ornament identical in

design and purpose with that discovered jq

Lancashire.
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The Lord Stanley of Alderley, F.S.A., ex-

hibited an ancient ornament, apparently in-

tended as a kind of necklace, formed of several

pieces of jet or cannel coal, discovered near
Holyhead Mountain, in Anglesea, in 1828. It

is formed of several pieces, gradually narrow-
ing towards the two extremities, attached toge-

ther by means of numerous small holes drilled

through the inner edges, and entirely through
the breadth of some pieces. The portions of
greatest width, towards the centre of the neck-
lace, measure 2\ inches by about 5-8ths in

breadth, and 2-5ths in thickness. A represen-

tation of a similar ornament, formed of amber,
and found in a barrow at Kington Deverill in

Wiltshire, is given by Sir Richard Colt Hoare,
Ancient Wilts, vol. 1. pi. 3, p.46. This neck-
lace was accompanied by another, formed of

oblong beads, of a form slightly tapering from
the middle, and measuring in length from J in.

to 1$ in.
;

also a small conical button, similar

in form to some of bone which are represented

in the same work, vol. 1. pi. 12, p. 103; and a
small triangular ornament, all formed of the
same light and slightly inflammable substance,

either coal or jet. Some portion of these neck-
ornaments appear to be deficient, and their entire

length cannot be ascertained. They were de-

posited in a cavity of the rock, probably se-

pulchral, in which two urns were found, which,
on exposure to the air, fell quickly to pieces.

Charles Roach Smith, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited

a jug, communicated by Thomas Neale, Esq.,

being a specimen of Flemish ware, of a greyish-

white colour, stamped with ornamental designs,

and of elegant fashion. It was found at Butley
Priory, Norfolk, and is now preserved in the
Chelmsford and Essex Museum. Its date is

of the close of the sixteenth century. A repre-
sentation, drawn by John Adey Repton, Esq.,

F. S.A., accompanied this exhibition.

Mr. B. Hertz, of Great Malborough-street,
exhibited a series of ancient keys formed of
bronze, some of which bear a remarkable re-

semblance to the ring-keys and patented inven-

tions of modern times.

Albert Way, Esq., director, exhibited a

variety of antiquities communicated by Mr. W.
G. Rogers, of Great Newport-street, consisting

of German carvings in oak, forming various

groups illustrative of the “Via Crucis;” an

Italian holy-water vessel of bronze; and a

candlestick of copper, elaborately enriched

with silver ornaments, described as having

been brought from the Alhambra, and similar

to one which was formerly at Strawberry Hill.

It was announced that Charles Frederick

Rarnwell, Esq., M.A.; Beriah Botfield, Esq.,

M.P.; Richard Lord Braybrooke, and the

Rev. Samuel Roffey Maitland, M.A., had been
appointed auditors of the accounts of the

society for the year ending Dec. 31, 1843.

April 18.—W, R. Hamilton, Esq., V.P.
John Barrow, Esq,, of the Admiralty, author

of “ Travels in Norway and Iceland,” &c., was
elected fellow.

Among the presents received was a copy of
“ Iconographie Chretienne, Histoire de Dieu,”

by M. Didron, Paris, 1843, 4to. This work
forms the commencement of an elaborate

: treatise illustrative of the symbolism of

Christian art, and exhibits the varieties of

distinctive conventional representation adopted
by the artists of the middle ages in regard to

each of the three persons of the Trinity. The
volume is profusely illustrated with wood-cuts.

The Lord Stanley of Alderley, F.S.A., ex-

hibited a British sepulchral urn, containing

I fragments of burned bones, found in digging

i for gravel, in the township of Over Alderley,
i Cheshire, near the Macclesfield-road, and
; adjacent to a supposed ancient line of com-
i munication. The form is remarkable, on
i account of the small perforated handles or
i ears, placed at intervals around the upper part,

; as if for suspension. Another urn, found near
i the same spot, is represented in “ Ormerod’s

II) History of Cheshire.”

Albert Way, Esq., director, exhibited va-

u rious Roman remains communicated by the

k central committee of the British Archaeolo-

{
gical Association. They were found on an

i elevated spot, about three miles south of
( Chesterford, and submitted for examination by
I
I Mr. Joseph Clarke, of Saffron Walden. They
c consist of paterae and small vessels of red
v ware, some of which are plain, and others or-

n nainented with foliage; with the potter’s

o mark upon one of them, OF • VERI (officind

Veri). Also a remarkable vessel of thin glass

inches high, and 2f inches wide, which
holds about half a pint, and is embossed on
its surface so as to resemble the cone of the
fir; a glass lachrymatory; ornaments of
bronze, fashioned as lions’ faces, and appa-
rently intended as the heads of nails

;
portions

of various glass vessels, and of a very large

amphora; with a coin of Trajan. Numerous
fragments of pottery and glass were found
in different parts of the hill.

Charles Roach Smith, Esq., F.S.A., ex-
hibited a circular leaden fibula, purchased in

London by Mr. B. Nightingale, and resem-
bling at first sight the Roman medallions which
occasionally are found mounted in gold
borders. It measures in diameter two inches

;

a bust, with a rudely shaped and crested

helmet appears on the obverse, and the re-

mains of fastenings on the inner side shew
that it was destined to be used as a brooch.
Adjoining the bust are seen certain letters, ex-
plained by Mr. Smith as indicating the name
of Vitalianus, the Gothic chieftain, who, at the
head of 60,000 barbarians, waged war during
six years with Anastasius.

Sir Gore Ouseley, Bart., F.S.A., communi-
cated in a letter to the president, observations
on the identity of the Fitz-Robert, one of the
barons who compelled King John to sign
Magna Charta, suggesting that, according to

the practice of adopting a surname formed by
prefixing Fitz to the Christian name of the
father, he was probably the John Fitz-Robert,
son of Robert Fitz-Roger, whose chief seat
was at Clavering, in Essex. A pedigree was
annexed shewing the descent, drawn from the
Close Rolls, and Baker’s History of Nor-
thamptonshire, parish of Aynhoe.

Evelyn Philip Shirley, Esq., M.P., commu-
nicated, by the hands of Sir Frederic Madden,
F.S.A., a charter of the thirteenth century,
preserved amongst the muniments of the Lech-
mere family, being a confirmation from Ralph
de Mortuo Mari of a grant of land in Wrib-
benhall, co. Worcester. The peculiarities

consist in its being signed with a cross by each
of the persons who make and confirm the

grant, a practice of rare occurrence
;
and in

the mode ofappending the seal, by a thin label,

not from the foot, as usual, but from the

middle of it. No similar instance of this

mode of attaching the seal has hitherto been
noticed in England

;
an instance in some de-

gree similar occurs in the collection of charters

at the Hotel de Soubise, Paris.

John Bidwell, Esq., F.S. A., exhibited a

curious signet ring of fine gold, found at

Thetford, in Suffolk, in 1823, accompanied by
some observations in a letter from Albert

Way, Esq., director. The ring bears, as the
chief device, an eagle displayed

;
on the inner

side is engraved a bird, with the wings closed,

and intended, as Mr. Hudson Gurney supposed,

to represent a raven
;
a conjecture which, with

various other considerations, led him to appro-

priate the ring to Sir Rhys ap Thomas, the

adherent of Henry VII. This device may,
however, represent a falcon. A ducal crown
is placed over the head of the bird, and, from
the design of this ornament, and general

fashion of the ring, Mr. Way is disposed to

consider it a relic of the earlier part of the

fourteenth century. It is very similar to in-

scribed signet rings discovered on the field of
Cressy. No satisfactory appropriation of these

devices, which appear to be heraldic, has been
hitherto proposed. The ring was evidently a
love-token, as appears by the legend inscribed

both externally and on the inner side, deus
ME OUROYE DE VOUS SEU1R A GREE—COM
moun couer desire, God work for me to

make my suit welcome to you, as my heart

desires. Ovroye is the optative either of ovrer
,

corrupted from operari, or ouvrii', apertre;

the word occurs often in either sense in early

tales of romance. The verb sevir, written by
Joinville sivve, signifies to follow, as in Anglo-
Norman sevei' or sevyr, to sue; but it may
also imply to render service. This interesting

ring weighs 5 dwts. 10 grs., and appears to

have been partially enamelled.

Albert Way, Esq., director, communicated
a letter from Charles Tucker, Esq., of Harp-
ford, Devon, descriptive of the curious cathe-

dral of Albi, department of Tarn, in the south

of France, according to observations made
during a recent journey. This noble structure

is little known, it lies remote from any great

route, about nine posts north of Toulouse. It
is constructed with brick; the first stone was
laid by Bp. Bernard, August 15, 1282, and the
church was consecrated in 1480. The tower
at the west end was elevated by Louis d’Am-
boise, in 1475, to the height of 290 feet, and
its construction is remarkable. In the interior
of the church the elaborate screen and in-
closure of the choir are richly sculptured, but
the most striking feature of interest consists
in the profusion of paintings in fresco, which
lecorate the walls of the cathedral, and, by
their freshness of colouring, afford a striking
proof of the durability of that kind of decora-
tion. The earliest are of the fourteenth
century. The stone-work of the choir, con-
structed under Cardinal Louis d’Ambroise, by
a company of itinerant masons from Strasburg,
is most elaborate, and enriched with a profusion
of statues and delicate tabernacle-work. This
cathedral was condemned by the Directory, and
preserved by stratagem, being one of the few
existing monuments of architecture which es-
caped with comparatively little injury, although
the painted glass, the numerous and splendid
sepulchral brasses, the rich screens of iron-
work, and other decorations were destroyed.
Edward Blore, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited two

sketches representingtheancient Refectory (as
supposed) of Great Malvern Priory, now wholly
demolished. These sketches were made in 1837.
The exterior had been much disguised by re-
cent repairs, and the building, on account of
its unattractive external aspect, had been little

noticed; it had the ordinary appearance of a
barn, and was usually filled with the produce
of the farm to which it was attached. The
chief feature of interest was the beautiful roof,
as shewn in the interior view, which formed a
very interesting illustration of the domestic
architecture of the fourteenth century. Two
years subsequently the whole building was
wantonly destroyed, merely to make way for
a poultry-yard and some out-buildings. It con-
sisted of a hall, with the usual partition, and
two doors at one extremity, adjoining the
butteries

;
the general character of the con-

otruction and ornaments shewed that it was
built in the early part of the reign of Edward
III. It was constructed entirely of timber,
which appeared in very sound state

; the hall
was divided into four bays, by three principals,
with intermediate subordinate principals to
give support to the purlins. In each bay, ex-
cept in that which contained a plain door of
entrance, were two tiers of square-headed tra-
eeried windows, the pattern of the tracery
being varied, as usual in works of that period.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY,
The meetings of the society during the pre-

sent term, held at the Society’s Room, near
Lincoln College, are Wednesday, May 1,
Wednesday, May 15, and Wednesday, May 29,
at eight o’clock in the evening.
The more active assistance of the members

of the society is earnestly requested in pre-
paring the third part of the Guide to the Ar-
chitectural Antiquities in the Neighbourhood
of Oxford.
Any notes, ground plans, or measurements

;

drawings or sketches, either of whole build-
ings, of parts, or details

;
or historical notices,

either from books or from MSS., with accurate
references to the authorities, will be thankfully
received by the Secretaries.

The third part will comprise the Deanery of
Cuddesden, which contains the following
parishes, here arranged for convenience in
rides :

—

Ride 1.—Marston, Elsfield, Woodeaton,
Noke, Beckley, Stanton St. John’s, Holton,
Waterperry, Waterstock, Albury, Rycote,
Forest Hill, Haddington.
Ride 2.—Wheatley, Cuddesden, Milton,

Haseley, Newington, Drayton, Stadhampton,
Chislehampton, Garsington, Horsepath.
Ride 3.— Iffiey, Sandford, Nuneham, Cul-

ham, Clifton Hampden, Dorchester, War-
borough, Benson, Marsh Baldon, Toot Baldon,

Cowley, St. Bartholomew’s.

India-rubber Matting for Churches.
—The government have ordered the new
Garrison Church at Portsmouth to be covered

with this extraordinary manufacture to prevent

the soldiers suffering from rheumatism, &c.,

brought on by sitting with their feet on the

cold stones,
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ELEMENTARY ESSAY ON MORTAR
AND CEMENTS.*

BY JAMES WYLSON, HON. SEC. B.A.A.D.

23.

Sand is a non-calcareous ingredient

which, as it forms an essential and highly

important part in the composition of mortar

demands very attentive consideration. The

kind employed in London for the best works is

the Thames river sand, which is regarded as

the best that can be obtained in the south of

England
;

but local circumstances are so

various that differents sorts are brought into

use
;
the leading requisites, however, are their

being sharp and clean. River sand obtains

general preference, but it can only be its ready

cleanness, with perhaps its good average size,

that entitles it to this estimation, since the

rolling motion to which it is subject in the

current of the stream must necessarily impair

its sharpness. The same applies to beach

sand,+ along with an objection of a different

kind, viz. the strongly hygrometric principle

it has from the sea-water, and which would

deter mortar from drying properly
;

this

saline impregnation can be removed, however,

by thorough washing in fresh water. Pit-

sandf is generally found mixed with impuri-

ties, which preventing the perfecting indura-

tion of mortar, should be carefully removed
by washing, until the water used becomes
clear. Clean quarry and drift sand have been
recommended as the best, and probably with
justice, being generally hard, quartoze, flat-

faced, and sharp-angled. Common road-
drift, which is used to a considerable ex-

tent about town, is said to have an attraction

for moisture
;
but it is allowed that mortar

made with it is well adapted for work that is

much subject to heat, as the brickwork about
coppers, ovens, &c. These circumstances may,
perhaps, be both referred to the likelihood of
its comprising some portion of the vegetable

matter employed in the composition for plas-

tering the insides of chimney-flues. It is

allowed that sands from about chalybeate

springs give an extraordinary degree of hard-

ness to mortar: they are yellow in colour

from the intermixture of ochre. As a general

rule, those sands should be chosen which
are freest from alkaline salt, calx, clay, gypsum,
or other soft matter that can be washed away.

24. Sand is sold in London by the load of

one cubic yard
;
the yard measure is a wooden

box, open at top and bottom, and commonly in

two pieces in the height, the one being rebated
into the other. Sand compresses into a smaller
space with wetting, therefore the measure con-
tains more in that condition than when dry.

25. Mortar.—With regard to the best
proportion of sand in mortar, it must be
premised, that as it does not shrink in drying,
and lime does so in a very considerable
degree, as well as being liable to crack, the
more sand preponderates in the composition, the
less will be the settlement in the work in drying,
and the greater the resistance against pressure.

On the other hand, if there be too small a
proportion of lime, the mortar will be what
workmen call “ short;” that is, the particles of
sand not being all united by cementing matter,
it will necessarily have a tendency to crumble
away. Viewing these facts, it becomes mani-
fest that the lime should be just sufficient

to unite the particles, and no more. If we
imagine a piece of hardened mortar, divested
of the sand, it ought to appear like a
piece of honeycomb; and this consideration
suggests, that to render the lime as much as
possible effectual as a cementitious agent, it

ought first to be reduced with water to the
state of a stiff and perfectly homogeneous paste,
then mixed with the sand, and thoroughly
beaten until again of uniform consistency; also,

that to obtain this matrix of a nearly equal
substance throughout, the sand had better be a
due admixture of small and large grit than en-
tirely of similar size. These principles being
stated, some observations may be made respect-

* Continued from p. 218.

t The ancient writer Pliny speaks of river and sea sand as
round-grained, and of pit-sand as sharp

;
and leads us to

understand that while four part3 of the latter were given to
one part of lime, only three parta of the former were allowed
o the like quantity.

ing proportions, which have obtained approba-

tion. 150 pecks, or 37 i striked bushels of

chalk-lime are frequently given to 2 loads, or

60 striked bushels of sand, which is so much as

5 to 8; while sometimes 20 bushels of stone-

lime are considered sufficient for 2 J loads or /5

bushels of sand, or so little as 5 to 18f. Look-

ing at these proportions, it does not appear

that their vast difference is justified by a cor-

responding disparity between the qualities of

stone and chalk limes
;
and if we alter the for-

mer figures to 5 to 10, and the latter to 5 to 15,

that is, 1 to 2 for common chalk-lime and 1 to 3

for stone-lime, we come to a more feasible rule,

and one which is sanctioned by practice. The
sand may consist of grains, one-half about 1-lfith

and the remainder l-30th of an inch in size, re-

gulated by means of sieves. Of course, the pro-

portion of the lime is in some measure depend-

ant on the size of the other ingredient, as well

as on its own quality. The proportion of sand

with Dorking grey chalk-lime, which forms

the basis of such excellent cements, issometimes

so much as 3J to 1 ;
and when it is of a coarse

gravelly description, for filling-in the interior

of thick walls, even 4 to 1 is not considered

excessive. The distinctions of face and backing

mortar, filling-in mortar, &c., referring to the

relative proportions of lime and sand, are fre-

quently observed in large works, though little

to be commended.

26. The hydrate of lime in mortar is believed

to have a chemical attraction for the sand, in-

ducing the formation of a coating of lime

around the grains, which, if it is not decompo-
sable by the carbonic acid of the atmosphere,

assists the mechanical combination of the in-

gredients in forming a hard composition

around the masonry or brickwork. This indu-

ration is further promoted by the lime con-

tinuing to abstract carbonic acid from the air,

at the same time parting with the water if ap-

plied in the slaking, until at length, when the

water is wholly displaced by the acid, the mor-
tar acquires its greatest solidity, becoming fre-

quently harder and stronger than the bricks or

stones which it was employed to unite.

27 • The mortar uoed at the new British

Museum is composed of one part Dorking
lime, and three parts Thames sand

;
a piece of

brickwork there, of one year’s standing, had
to be taken down for an alteration, and was
found so indurated as to be extremely difficult

to separate even with the proper tools.

28. Water.—Rain-water is considered the

best for making mortar; river-water the next

to it, land-water third, and spring- water last, of

the fresh description. Sea-water is unsuitable

either for slaking or mixing, as it prevents the

mortar from becoming perfectly dry
;
yet it is

not considered very objectionable for works
exposed to the action of the tides. In making
mortar, a degree of caution is necessary to be
observed in adding the water, as a very small

quantity will, as the workmen say, drown it,

when it has received sufficient.

29. Mortar being of such high importance
ought not to be left to the unguided con-

trol of ignorant persons; but its compo-
sition should, on the contrary, be directed by
some one well skilled in the nature and due
treatment of its various constituent elements.

It should be made with the smallest quantity of
water that will reduce it to a proper consis-

tency; and a mortar-mill is superior to manual
labour, for rendering it perfectly uniform.
It should always be prepared under cover, to

shelter it from sun and rain : if it has been kept
for some time before using, it should then be
well beaten up, and no more water added, un-

less absolutely necessary. It was an ancient

practice, and one the efficacy of which has

been confirmed by modern usage, always to

beat mortar well with a heavy pestle before

using it, although, through the introduction of
the mill, this has greatly fallen into desuetude.

It is tound, however, that mortars made with
common white lime are improved by itin a much
greater degree than those made with the ar-

gillo-ferruginous kinds; which is explained
by the general opinion, that part of the lime

combines with the clay in the process of calci-

nation. The effect of beating is to rub off

from the granules of sand the coating of sili-

cious lime which forms on them, through the

chemical affinity alluded to in article 25, and to

diffuse it throughout the mass, thereby increas-

ing and hastening its disposition to consolidate.

It also serves to thoroughly incorporate the

ingredients, besides preparing the mortar for

receiving more sand, and proportionately en-

hancing its good quality and diminishing its

price, the sand being obviously the cheaper
ingredient. Age rather benefits than injures mor-
tar, if it be composed of good ingredients, in

just proportions, and kept covered up
;
but its

good quality is much injured by long exposure to

the action of the atmosphere before being used.

The old practice was always to make it some
considerable time before use

;
but Dr. Higgins

started the new theory that it ought to be used

immediately; and unless it can be perfectly

fortified against the atmosphere, his injunction

had best be complied with ;
for mortar is

dependant for its excellence on its slow absorp-

tion of carbonic-acid.

30. During hotseasons, bricks and stone both

being dry and very absorbent, should be per-

fectly soaked at the time of building, to pre-

vent their too quickly imbibing the moisture

of the mortar, for a rapid desiccation in the

latter deprives it of a large portion of its

strength
;

in fact, renders it more liable to

crack, and more or less pulverulent as the lime

happens to be more or less hydraulic. Mortar,

therefore, combines and indurates best when
allowed to dry slowly, and produces the great-

est hardness, when used of a stiff clayey con-

sistency, ductile, but firm. If it sets without

cracking, it will probably always stand well

afterwards.

31. Common mortar will never set under

water, but in process of time will decompose;
therefore it ought never to be used where it

would besubjecttosuch influence, either directly

or indirectly, as in the backing of wharf-walls,

and the like situations, unless incorporated

with a water-cement, or some other ingredient

having the power of transfusing through it

that necessary property : indeed, it is best, in

works of any consequence, to use, for those

parts that are to be open to the common vicissi-

tudes of the weather, such limes as are of a

hydraulic character, and which must prove

ultimately a thrifty precaution, since common
mortars are liable to decay on the face of

work, and thus require re-pointing.

32. Cements.—Water cements, or hydrau-
lic mortars, are indispensable for such works
as are erected in wet or damp situations, or

are peculiarly exposed to the weather, besides

being eminently calculated for enhancing the

durability of ordinary buildings
;

their impor-
tance, therefore, renders it at once evident that

a familiar acquaintance with their varied nature

and treatment is absolutely necessary to those

engaged in the construction of bridges, docks,
or any similar works, and indeed to every archi-

tect and builder, so frequent are the occasions

on which their use is more or less requi-

site.

33. The Roman Cement, now holding so

high a place among our building-materials,

and which is so essential in our archi-

tectural economy, was discovered in 1796,
by Mr. Parker, who obtained a patent for

fourteen years, and realized by it an ample
fortune. It was then known as Parker’s pa-

tent cement, and was sold by Charles Wyatt
and Co., of Bankside, at 5s. 6d. per bushel.

Mr. James Wyatt, the eminent architect, in-

troduced it to public notice. It is used in

forming different parts of artificial masonry,
such as balusters, chimney-pots, copings, bas-

reliefs, &c., and being of a decidedly hydraulic

character, it has entirely superseded the puzzo-
lana and tarras (hereafter noticed), so long

and extensively used in forming our water-

cements.
34. It was originally wholly manufactured

from stones brought by dredging-vessels from
the shores of the Island of Sheppy, in Kent,

where they were found, having fallen from the

cliffs of blue or London clay overhanging the

beach; but the operations by which Nature
affords the supply are ton tardy for the de-

mand
;
and these stones are now, from their

scarcity and the reduced price of the cement,
seldom to be gathered in such quantity as to

afford remuneration for the search. It has

been found that these balls or cement-stones,

or, as they are denominated, septaria, be-

long to the upper and lower lias beds, and
also exist in all deposits of bluish slaty clay;

they are found in several of the strata of blue

clay in the district, called, by geologists, the

London basin, and may be seen in the low South-
end cliff at the mouth of the Thames; appear-

ing in a compressed spheroidal form, and in

indistinct layers, but separated and insufficient
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to conjoin and form uninterrupted strata
;
they

are strictly argillo-ferruginous lime-stones.

No others, however, are equal to those from
Sheppy

;
and so great is the demand, that much

of what is made and sold as Roman cement, at

half the original price of that article, is very
little entitled to the name

;
although it can still

be had as good as ever at the original patentee’s,

but at a more expensive rate. As originally

made, it might be used during a sharp frost,

which would not be safely practicable with the

generality now made. The greater part of that

now used is from Harwich, and when
burnt by itself being much darker than the
genuine cement, is frequently, by the manufac-
turers, depreciated in quality by the admix-
ture of Swalecliff and other light-coloured
stones, which render judgment of it by colour
almost impossible. The Swalecliff stone, while
it gives it the property of setting quickly, like

Sheppy cement, is said to make it very
liable to give way afterwards. On being any-
lized, the Harwich cement was found to con-
tain carbonate of lime 70 ,

aluminous earth 24,
and iron 6 per cent. A bushel of the stone
broken small, ready for burning, weighed
1181bs., when burnt, 821bs., and when ground,
88. 10 bushels of stone produce about 11 of
cement, exclusive of waste : the best, when
mixed up ready for use, is of a dusky-green
colour, and being so dark, requires frequent
colouring. Lime-stones are found in small
quantity in the marshes of Essex, near Steeple,
affording a cement which is stated to be little

inferior to that of the Sheppy stones.

35. An excellent mortar is composed of one
part Harwich cement, one part ground quick-
lime, and one part sand

;
these ingredients are

well mixed through a sieve
; and the mortar is

made in a mortar- mill, ifconveniently it may, the
water being added gradually until the whole
is perfectly incorporated, and a due pasty con-
sistency is obtained. It is easy to work, and
slower in setting than cement made without
lime

;
but it becomes very hard in a few days,

and soon acquires great strength.

(To be continued in our next.)

POPULAR OUTLINE OF THE QUADRA-
TURE OF THE CIRCLE.

BY OLIVER BYRNE,
Late Profeasor of Mathematics to the College for

Civil Engineers ; author of “ The New and Im-
proved Sgslem of Logarithms “ The Doctrine
ofProportion “ The Practical, Complete, and
Correct Gager “ The Elements of Euclid by
Colours;’’ “A Practical Treatise on Spherical
Trigonometry .

’

'

The quadrature of the circle cannot be at
variance with the strict character of a pub-
lication like I he Builder, a3 its chief
designs are to spread information and discuss
difficulties, which are interesting to all general
readers of subjects of architecture and its kin-
dred arts and sciences.

However, the few remarks here offered are
given more with a view to gratify curiosity,
than to afford any additional information on a
subject so much discussed by the scientific
of all ages, and long since proved to the satis-
faction of reasonable rnen to present im-
possibilities, which, as such, it would be

i

ridiculous with any existing method to attempt

j

to overcome. The exact ratio which the

|

diameter of a circle bears to its circumference
has never been determined. This celebrated
problem, called squaring the circle, has for
ages exercised the abilities of the greatest
mathematicians. Many persons of eminence
have at various times laid claim to the honour

|

of having achieved the task, but their errors

.

have been soon detected : among these were

I

Longomontanus, and our own countryman
Hobbs; the latter steadfastly insisted that

j

he had done so, nor would he hear any de-
monstration to the contrary. The world

|

always contains a great number of such men
as Hobbs, who not only deceive the mass
of mankind for a while, but very often impose

i upon themselves.

Though the problem is apparently very
simple, yet its solution defies the art of analy-

i sis, and is now generally considered an im-
possibility; and indeed the consideration is

justly formed, if the attempt be made by any
method known at present.
But although the exact relation between

the diameter and circumference cannot be
expressed in known possible quantities, an
approximation to the truth may be made to

anv assigned degree of exactness. In this

manner the problem was solved by Archimedes,
who, about two thousand years ago, discover-

ed that the diameter is to the circumference

as 7 is to 22, nearly. The proportion of

Vieta is that of 113 to 355, which is more
exact than that of ^ to 22, for it is true to

six decimal places. It was derived from the

pretended quadrature of Van Eick. This
proportion is readily retained in the memory;
for, if we set down two units, two threes, and

two fives, and divide the digits into two
thus:—113 : 355 is the ratio.

But the first person who ascertained the

ratio to any degree of exactness was Ludolph
Van Ceulen,a Dutchman, whopublisheditinhis

book de Circula et Adscriptis. He found that

if the diameter of a circle be 1, the circum-
ference will be 3*1415926535897932384626433
83279502884 nearly

;
which is exactly true

to 36 places of decimals
;
and was effected by

means of the continual bisection of an arc of

a circle, a method so exceedingly tedious and
laborious, that its accomplishment would
occupy a considerableportion of a man’s life.

This achievement was at the time so much
applauded, that its result was carved in figures

as above on Van Ceulen’s tombstone.
The industrious Ahraham Sharp (amanuen-

sis to Newton) extended the calculation to

upwards of seventy places of decimals. Mr.
Machin, who was Professor of Geometry in

Gresham College, London, calculated the quad-
rature of the circle true to a hundred places of
decimals; it is needless to give the figures, as

they are merely a continuation of those ob-
tained by Van Ceulen. Mons. de Lagney,
Euler, and others, have continued it still

further; but should we attempt to give an
account of all the mathematicians who laboured
at this celebrated problem, we should very far

exceed our proper limits. Among the anc ents
were Archimedes, Thales, Anaxagoras, Philo,
Brayson, Antiphon, Plauto, Appollonis
Ptolemy, Vteta, and many ottiers. With all

the late improvements in science to assist

them, we find among the moderns the names
of Newton, Cavaler:es, Dr. Willis, Mr. Huy-
gens, Mr. J. Gregory, Mr. Edmond Hally, &e.

;

but in this learned age, and in the enliuhtened
United Slates, we have a Mr. Young, who,
according to his own account, has proved all

former mathematicians in error; we believe

there is one exception, Mr. Hall, of King’s
College, « homMr. Young allows to behis equal.

Though the equality of curves to straight lines

is a subject that many of the first-rate mathe-
maticians among the ancients were very solici-

tous about, yet nothing very considerable was
done until the year 1657, when two Irishmen,

Mr. Neil and Lord Brounker, independently of

each other, demonstrated the quadrature of
some curves. Soon after this, Sir Christopher
Wren and Mr. Huygens contested as to the

priority of having found the quadrature of a
eycloial space.

But the first who brought quadrature under
an analytical calculus was Mercator, in 1688,
when he published a demonstration of Broun-
ker’s quadrature of the Hyperbola. It is

curious to see how great men will sometimes
descend from their justly-acquired dignity:

we find Dr. Wallis taking praise to himself for

dressing up Brounker’s continued fractions;

and even Newton could not be satisfied with
his great improvement on Mercator, but claimed
the whole discovery.

The same magnitude may be expressed by
several different series. If the diameter of a
circle be one, its circumference will be an
infinite series of fractions, each numerator
being always four, the denominators in the

natural series of uneven numbers
;

and all

these terms to infinity, alternately too great

and too little. Newton and Leibnitz gave

two other series, apparently very simple, and
many more might be added, but they are of a

similar nature. Could any of these series be

summed, the quadrature of the circle would be

found; but this has not yet been done, nor is it

at all probable it ever will be so. Even from
what has been said we learn one great philo-

sophical fact, i. e., that the extent of our know-
ledge comes not only short of the reality of

things, but even of the extent of our own ideas.

We have the ideas of a square, of a circle, and of

equality, and yet perhaps shall never be able to

find a square equal to a circle. But while we
assert the uselessness of all attempts hitherto
made, let us not be understood to mean that a
method will not yet be invented which may set
the matter satisfactorily at rest for ever

;
a new

relation of quantities may be discovered, im-
mense improvements will probably be made
in the summation of infinite series, or even a
new system of notation may yet be invented,
that will render this ratio determinate and
finite : for it is impossible even to conceive the
limits to which science, in its vast advance-
ments, may extend. However, if the exact
ratio could be obtained, it would be a sort of
mathematical triumph rather than a real good,
for any one ratio which we have given is

sufficiently accurate for all piactical purposes.
To use the words of the justly-celebrated
Charles, afterwards Dr. Hutton, whose opi-
nions we greatly respect: “Although a space
be not quadruple by the methods yet known, it

does not therefore follow that its quadrature is

impossible, or that some method may not here-
after be discovered by which it may be squared.”

“ All the methods used by geometers before
Archimedes were insufficient for the quadra-
ture of any curved space whatever

;
but were

they therefore to infer that no curve could by
any mean's be squared ? What has since been
done abundantly shews the imprudence and
falsehood of the assertion. Archimedes dis-

covered a method by which he squared the

parabole
;
and (says the doctor) by the lately

discovered method of Auctions we can find as

many quadrable curves as we please. But
whilst I am urging the possibility of the quad-
rature of any space, I am not ignorant of the

pretensions of several people to prove the im-

possibility of that of the circle in particular.

There are attempts to demonstrate this im-

possibility in the Leipsic acts as well as in our
Philosophical transactions

;
but these demon-

strations are far from being sufficiently general

to afford any conviction of it.” It may here
be remarked, that Des Cartes, in particular,

insisted on the impossibilitv, on the ground
that a right line and a circle, being of different
natures, mere can be no strict proportion
between them.

In conclusion we may add, who can prove
that even the root of two, or anv other number
whose root in the present scale is an infinite

series, may not he a terminable quantity in

some scale whose root is a square number, for
such it mu9t be? It is true we have not vet
found the area of a circle, the diagonal of a
square, or the root of 2, &o., infinite terms, vet
for each of these we can assign infinite series,

whose laws of progression are visible, which
are more than the ancients could do, or perhaps
expected could he done, if they ever at all

thought of such ihinas. And I have no doubt
that hereafter will be discovered a method
of squaring any figure whatever, which is the
chief problem in geometry.

Royal Palaces, Gardens, &c.—Of an
account of the royal palaces, gardens, parks,

&c., from the year 1838 to 1842, both inclusive,

the following are the results:—In the year

1842-43, the sums received were as follows

—

viz. from Hyde, St. James’s, and the Green
parks, 1,089/.; from Kensington gardens, 70/.;

Regent’s park, 996/.; Greenwich park, 6/.;

Kew gardens, 1,118/.
;
Old deer park at Kew,

1,170/,
;

Richmond park, 726/. ;
Hampton

court and Bushey parks,??//; Windsor Great

park, 5,330/.; New Royal kitchen gardens at

Frogmore, 73/.; the Phcenix park in Dublin,

1
,
720 /., and the sum of 2,000/., being a portion

of the purchase-money received from Prince

Albert, for the stock of the Norfolk and

Flemish farms (purchased on behalf of

the Crown in 1837, of the executors of

King William IV., being part of his late

Majesty’s private property). Thus, the total

amount received was about 14,298/. The
account “in detail” shews this revenue to

arise principally from the sale of decayed

timber, loppings of trees, &c., the sale of hay,

bark, stock, garden produce, and old materials ;

the rent of grass-lands, chairs, and free-board

rents; subscriptions for keys ot the pleasure-

grounds, &c. The sum oi 1,170/. is paid by

the King of Hanover for the rent of the old

Deer Park and Kew
;
and the sum of 800/. is

annually allowed from the Lord Steward’s

department towards the expenses of the very

valuable Botanical Garden at Kew.
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ISLEWORTH PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS.
(From a Correspondent.')

At the time of the introduction of the

national system of education, in the year 1814,

a considerable sum of money was expended in

the enlargement of the original building, which

was so old and inconvenient, and at last be-

came so unsafe, that it was considered in the

year 1840 indispensably necessary to rebuild

the whole
;
and, in the following year, the

erection of the present schools took place, on

the old site, from a design by Mr. C. F.

Maltby, architect.

The new school-house is of the late Gothic
character, built of brick, with Bath stone
mouldings, and contains a boys’ school-room
40 feet by 20 feet, and a girls’ school-room
30 feet by 20 feet, with coved ceilings

;
a

committee-room
;
retiring-rooms for the master

and the mistress
;
and store-rooms. The lower

story of the building is formed with cloisters,

comprising play-grounds for boys and girls,

washing-rooms, &c. There is also an engine-
house attached to the building.

The cost, exclusive of fittings, amounted to

the sum of 1,242/. 6s. 7d.

The Right Hon. Lord Prudhoe on the occa-
sion of his marriage with Lady E. Grosvenor,
presented the trustees with an excellent clock
for the school-turret.

[We should have liked this design better if

its style had been of Pointed Architecture of
an earlier date, and if it had not contained the
error of possessing no centre aperture either in

its front or flank. This fault, which is fatal to

first-class architecture, appears to be gaining
ground; such an abuse is but very rarely to be
found in any of the multitudinous works of
Palladio, Jones, Wren, Hawksmoor, Van-
borough, Flitcroft, Gibbs, Chambers, Stuart,

Wyatt, Taylor, Soane, Smirk, Burton, or
Barry

;
and if to be found in any of

their works, not often in any which have not
been erected in their early career, or in

which theyhavenot been trammelled by circum-
stances

;
it is against the eternal and im-

mutable laws of taste. We only know one
strictly necessary case of the application of
a central mass, viz. in the triforium-arcade of
a church, where a columnar weight is fre-

quently placed immediately over the apex of
each great nave and choir arch, to perform the
same office as the boss in vaultings, viz. to

prevent the upper arched-work from ascending,

by the falling inwardly of the haunches and
work immediately above them. This fault is

au undeniable element of barbarism,—

E

d.]



MONUMENT AT ST. REMI.

DETAILS OF THE LOWER ARCADE AND ADJOINING
WORK.
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PLAN OF ONE QUARTER OF THE BUILDING (taken

at a in the above Illustration).

THE BUILDER.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—I beg to forward to you some details of
the Monument at St. Remi, in France (a general
representation of which appears in your No.
49, page 15, this year), which are copied by me
from some excellent drawings of the monument
which I have

;
besides these 1 have some others

of the same subject, which are very interesting.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

C. J. Richardson.

Brompton-crescent, March, 1844.

fLitcrature*

“ Historical account of the Church of
Saint Margaret, Stoke-Golding, Leicester-

shire.'" By Thomas Larkins Walker,
Architect, of Nuneaton, 6 plates. London :

John Weale, 1844.

( Continued from p. 217.)

The Church dedicated to St. Margaret
consists of a nave, a south and a north aisle, a
north and a south chancel, in each of which
is a piscina.

“ Some, I hear, would have the first founder
of this church to be the abbot of Lira, in

Normandy, and the prior of Hinckley, who
was belonging to the said abbot, and had to

their use the tithes of this town. 1 will not
deny but that they might be special bene-
factors

;
but, out of all doubt, Sir Robert de

Champaigne was the principal agent, and
chief in the foundation. And sure I am (by
whomsoever it was founded) it is a worthy
piece of work, neatly built, with cut and
chased stones, freizes, and architectry, with
fair and large windows equalizing some cathe-
dral churches

;
the battlements are of a fine

kind of fret-work, garnished with many high
and curious cut pinnacles. It hath a fair and
high spire steeple; the top whereof was
shaken down in that general earthquake which
happened in the year 1580.”

—

Barton MS.
The steeple (containing four bells) whic his

at the wp?t end, 30 yards high, io oupportcvl Oy
6trong abutments.

The south side and east end of the church
have been by the architect finely ornamented in

the windows and on the roof (which is well

leaded), which gives it a pleasing and solemn
appearance; but, if it had been raised higher,

it would have been more majestic. Compared
with the steeple, and the ground it stands

upon, it is rather low, but yet makes a good
appearance.

The view of the chancel from the east

bears the character of gravity and veneration
;

on the north it is finished in a plainer manner,
and supported by strong abutments of good
stone and mortar, which appear hardened by
standing in the air; at least the corroding hand
of Time has made but little impression on
them in five centuries.

In the south side wall remains an arch of an

old monument.
A small gallery, at the west end of the north

side of the church, was erected about twenty-

five years ago.

Within are five arches, supported by beautiful

clustered pillars, terminated by handsome
groups of flowers intermixed with grotesque

faces, &c.

On the outside of the church, on a buttress

the second from the east, on the north side :

—

T. 1620. C.

On a beam at the west end of the nave, over

the belfry door :

—

1620.

On another beam, at the west end of the

nave:— W.W. C.W.
1668.

On another beam :
—

A ° D. MDCXC.
D. NATH. BROKESBY PRIUS ....
The town-chest is marked :

—

“ Stocke Chest,

C. 1636. W.”
W.B. T.O.

The king’s arms were new painted in 1783;
John Hayfield, churchwarden.
An octagon font, with rude figures on seven

of the sides, expressive of the seven deadly

sins, but almost obliterated, the eighth plain.

Here is an old dial, dated 1620, from which

the hand has long been broken off.

The communion plate has the following in-

scriptions :

—

“ Hanc laginam, una cum patina Basilius
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Firebrace miles, in usum ecclesiae de Stoke-
Golding in agro Leicester, D.D. anno Dom.
1689.”

“ Hunc calicem cum operculo Henricus
Firebrace miles, in usum ecclesiae de Stoke-

1689*”g
a^r° Deicester, D.D. anno Dom.

“ B.F. anno Dora. 1689, ecclesiae de Stoke*
Golding.”

“ II.F . anno Dom. 1689, ecclesiae de Stoke-
Golding.”

The statue of St. Margaret stood formerly
in the south chancel, painted and gilt; but in
1642 the pedestal only remained. Her figure
yet stands in the west window of the steeple.

In 1619 this church contained the following
arms, (Plate CXX. fig. 5—13)

Or, on a fess gules, three plates.— Colvile.
Gules, a fess dancette between ten crosslets

Or.

—

Engaine.
Argent, two bars and a canton Gales.

—

Boyes.
Argent, a plain cross Gules.

—

St. George.
Or a fess Azure, from which a lion naissant

Gules
Gules, three lions passant guardant, or a

label of France.

—

Earls of Lancaster.
Gules, a I ion rampant argent.

—

Moubray.
Or, a fret sable.

—

Champaine.
These arms are in several of the windows,

and the fretty cut on the pinnacles of the steeple.

The lead on the chancel of this church was
recast, and several pieces of new timber put
into the roof, by the Rev. Dr. Staunton, rector,

in May, 1808.
There now remains (1810) several fragments

of old painted glass, the most perfect of which
are two small heads of Apostles

;
and the

patron, St. Margaret, in the north windows of
the north chancel.

—

From “ The History and
Antiquities of the County of Leicester." By
John Nichols, F.S.A.

;
London, Edinburgh,

and Perth. Yol 4, part 2, containing Spark-
enhoe Hundred.

(To be continued.)

SEAL OF WILLIAM, BISHOP OF KILDARE.

Sir,—I have copied the annexed drawing
from a work lately published in Ireland. Its
insertion in The Builder mightinduce others
to direct their attention to collecting similar
interesting remains of former days.
The centre figure represents the Virgin and

child
;
the figures on each 6ide are the patron

saints of Ireland, Patrick and Brigid
;

the
lower figure in the nich is said to represent
St. Conlaith, the first Bishop of Kildare.
One of the shields bears the arms of France
and England quarterly. What is remarkable
the shield on the left, (“ two keys in saltier, in

chief a royal crown,”) constitutes the arms
anciently and still borne by the Archbishops
of York.
The inscription reads as follows :

—

“ Sigillum Willmi dei gracia Kyldarens essi.”

Ware thinks this 6eal belonged to William,
Archdeacon of Kildare, “ who was appointed
to this see by the provision of Pope Eugene
IV. in 1432.”

The design and execution of the seal shew,
in my opinion, considerable taste and ability in

the artists of that remote period.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Gorey, April 11, 1844. J. K. L.
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PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF

ROCKS AND STONES.*

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ., PROFESSOR OF

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

I shall hereafter have occasion to speak of

alumine and potash, as being the character-

istics of the soils produced under direct

atmospheric influences, the vegetable soils,

acted upon by the atmosphere
;
or of the ocean

waters, generating the one or the other, and

not of necessity in oceanic aggregates, as is

demonstrated by the aggregate masses of

Drimary qualities, such as sands, sandstone,

imestone, marls, species of porphyry, siennite,

&c., but accidentally blended with many of the

primary masses, by the carrying or percolating

action of the waters. The sands of those vast

desert regions which have been unaffected by

these causes are wholly free from alumine or

potash
;

and where the silifications, termed

Egyptian jaspers, but which are common to

the northern boundaries of Africa and Asia,

having traces of potash in their composition :

this is always produced by accidental mixture,

from causes as above stated. In the older soils

of Europe, the subtle distinctions of genera-

tion, reproduction, and change, lie more imme-
diately beneath the surface discoveries of

scientific men, nor can they be appreciated as

truths, other than by travel and observation.

Much of the strata and masses of rock of Great
Britain is wholly free from these products, and
it is always found that they are disposed in

what i9 termed secondary formations, disap-

pearing as the lower beds become more homo-
geneous in their qualities. The lowest red

sandstones, termed primary, consist of quartz
only, but the secondary beds consist generally

of quartz, felspar, clay, mica, and carbonate of
lime

;
yet, notwithstanding this manifest differ-

ence in the composition of the upper and lower
beds, it is far from being a demonstrable truth

that they were formed under different epochs
;

for the ocean bed is the general recipient of

all matters carried therein by rivers and moving
bodies of water, and thus the lower beds, an-

ciently a9 in ihe present epochs, were very

often of mixed qualities, the beds of sand

becoming the recipients of numerous com-
pounds deposited therein. In proof of this, we
have only to look at those regions where the

ocean becomes the depository of mighty rivers

;

and here, in the season of floods, the earths are

carried down into and are distributed over thou-

sands of square miles of the ocean bed Thus,

the vast quantities of timber and carbonaceous

matters deposited in one locality give birth to

the mineral coal, in its varieties of marl and

clay, all of which are contemporaneously pro-

ducing and produced
;
and were the sea sud-

denly thrown off these regions, the multiplicity

of phenomena would rather puzzle a modern
geologist, who looks for an epoch of time in

every variety of consolidated matter. Even in

this country the existence of bones of extinct

animals, and the vast heaps of fossilized or

mineralized plants, while they are the unerring

evidence of tropical influences, cannot be con-

sidered undeniable evidence of their having
succeeded the coral formations and other

phenomena generated under the like tempera-

ture, for the one and the other, united and
uniting together, contemporaneously exist,

and are generating or produced at the present

day.

The act of cohesion of particles and aggre-

gates, whereby they become one consolidated

mass, is observable in all countries, and is not
confined to the compound silica alone; for

alumine, iron, and other neutral bodies, under
certain forms, possess the like powers, and,
regardless of the laws of affinity, silica, like

water, is capable of embracing within its vo-

lumes, numerous compound bodies without any
immediate changes taking place in their

atomic constituents, and having assumed the

consolidated state, it possesses greater power
of resistance to atmospheric action than any
other earth. To effect sensible changes within

its prescribed medium, it is absolutely neces-

sary that other elemental compounds be

blended with it, or that it be acted upon by
chemical affinities, otherwise, it remains con-

stant to the form assumed through a series of
generations; in fact, so long as it is preserved
from chemical action. Silicified rocks main-
tain their individuality; but strata, varying from

• Continued from page 2 1

each other in ingredients, but having the

common basis or cement, very readily unite as

one whole : thus, granite is often observed to run

into gneiss, and even into crystalline limestone.

Again, pebbles and smaller aggregates, united

with calcareous matter and some iron, readily

unite as the calcareous matter becomes silici-

fied. In the Nubian deserts, vast aggre-

gate masses of this kind may be observed in

all their stages of transition into species of

jasper, the general chain of effects being pal-

pablv manifest to the senses. Changes like

these are common in this country in beds of

earth or clay containing lime or iron
;
these

latter are the conductors of electric matter

into the otherwise almost impervious clay
;
and

the electric matter, abstracting the hydrogen

from the clay, causes it to indurate as a sili-

ceous body, or as clay-slate, the lime becoming

converted into calc spar, which sometimes

embraces portions of the earths affected by

this action, or otherwise, varieties of iron-

stone, pyrites, &c.

It is a maxim laid down by modern geologists

“ that science must study the laws of pheno-

mena only, and never their mode of produc-

tion.” The absurdity of this dogma is self-

evident, when we reflect that the laws which

govern change extend to the very fountain-

head from whence all human knowledge is

derived
;
the matter and the action, and the

local affections generated by local action, being

indivisible, and producing the ultimate result

or phenomena. The architect builds, but his

labours are in vain, the material decomposes,

and the stately fabric falls ;
he would ascertain

the causes of decay, and he finds by the aid of

chemistry that the decomposition of rocks is

effected according to the chemical and me-

chanical conditions to which they are exposed
;

that these chemical affections depend upon the

nature of their elementary compounds, and of

the cement which binds them together; and

that the mechanical effects are produced by

rain9, winds, heat, cold, gaseous exhalations,

&c., of the nature of all which influences he

inusi acquire some dcg»rv« of Unmvlodgo ere

he can proceed to apply a remedy. Again,

chemistry leads him to pursue his inquiries

still further, and to endeavour to understand

under what conditions rocks were formed
;
he

cannot stop at the knowledge that they consist

of various undecompounded bodies chemically

and mechanically united
;
but he would know

why some are composed of quartz or silicious

grains, as the sandstones, others of quartz and

felspar, of quartz, felspar, and mica, and of

hornblende, as trachyte, siennite, and granite;

others of oviform bodies cemented by calca-

reous matter as the oolites, and others of earths,

lamellated as the shales and clays : he is, there-

fore, of necessity led on to study their mode of

production. Thus it is, in the absence of

formation, the present geological fabric is built

upon the various speculations of inductive

science.

Lord Bacon observes of the chemists of his

day, “ that they amend some things, but cause

little advancement.” The same remarks apply

to chemists and geologists of the present day.

The builder will find little to interest him in

the mysticisms of this science, which are wholly

inapplicable to practical purposes. Geologists

tell him that all crystalline rocks are primary

products existing prior to sands, pebbles, clays,

_

and earths, these latter being produced by the
(' decomposition of rocks. There are few, I

believe, who have had occasion to use the

almost indefinitely varied material of these

consolidated substances, who are not capable of

disproving this assumption, for a very exten-

sive class of the crystalline rocks exhibit by

the nature of their calcareous, siliceous, and
argillaceous earths, their organic origin, and
the laws by and under which they were pro-

duced. The limestone series embrace within

their composition species identified with or

analogous to existing species of the ocean, and
sometimes the reliquie of land animals; in

some species these animals, previous to the

aggregate mass crystallizing, have wholly de-

composed, but the elementary constituents

remain, and furnish equally decisive proof of

their primary origin. Again, we observe

ocean marles, madrepore structures, and beds

of mollusca, continually passing through these

changes, the organic body decomposing, and
the earths produced by this decomposition

consolidating into limestone rock. Again, in

the crystalline structure of granite we do not

readily perceive traces of organic species, but

microscopical observations have recently as-

sured us that many of these crystalline bodies

are wholly composed of infusoria. The sands

upon the shores of this country, uniting with

the shelly coverings of mollusca, may be often

observed agglutinating together, and these sands

are chiefly silica, the animal and vegetable

matters uniting with them are chiefly silica, and

this particular earth forms the general cement

of the whole body; at first simple agglutina-

tion onlv, takes place; by degrees the union

becomes more peifect, but the shells yet

preserve their primary condition, they at

length silicify or change in their nature
;
and,

when the change is complete, we have a sili-

ceous aggregate mass. But the change does

not rest here, the aggregate gradually crystal-

lizes, and the bodies forming that aggregate

crystallize independently of each other; for the

crystalline result varies in nature and qualities

in many bodies thus united together, although

the entire mass is ever governed in disposition

and crystalline structure by the force of lateral

pressure of the surrounding particles. Much
of the strata of this country is composed of

siliceous pebbles, and a great portion of those

pebbles and petrified organic bodies, which,

under the form of common flint, maintain the

form characteristic of the species to which they

belong, as sea-eggs, mussels, limpets, and other

Crustacea and mollusca; the bones, teeth, and

vertebrze of fishes
;
the bones and fragments

of land animals, and portions or entire trunks

of trees : but uniting with these fossils are

vast numbers of pebbles of the same siliceous

nature, and by microscopical observation and

analysis betoken the one common origin

:

yet men of science, while they embrace the

former as fossils, designate the remainder,

which are in general no other than the frag-

ments or particles of the like organic species,

as mineral bodies derived from the disinte-

grated rock. Again, clays exhibit innumerable

traces of organization
;

we find aluminous

clay producing from the union of the sea-water

with matters deposited by running streams,

which are chiefly vegetable earth. Again,

subject to change produced by change of tem-

perature, we see them pass into the state of

clay-slate, or uniting with metallic matters

becoming crystalline, and assuming the varied

forms ot rock.

(To be continued in our next.)

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.*

THAMES EMBANKMENT.
The objections to the plan, however, on other

grounds are not so easily disposed of. Accord-
ing to the evidence before the commission,

the abstraction of the tidal water from a

navigable river is in principle objectionable,

inasmuch as it diminishes the efficacy of the

scour. Various opinions were offered as to

the degree to which this objection would
apply to Mr. Walker’s embankment. Mr.
Hartley was of opinion that it would be con-

siderable
;
and, with Mr. Giles, that its effects,

if not felt in the Pool itself, would be more
or less injurious in the district of the river

below the Pool : Mr. Rennie, that it would
operate both in the Pool and in the river

below the Pool. The general tendency of

these opinions, indeed, in reference to the

plan immediately before us, was that, assuming
the navigable current to be improved by ju-

dicious dredging, and a uniform course and
increased velocity to be given to its channel,

the loss would, in great measure, be com-
pensated. But these opinions were given in

reference only to a small portion of the river,

irrespectively of any system for its general

management, and, of course, without con-

templating that extension of its present plans

which this commission may feel it right to

recommend hereafter.

It was objected as to the recesses, that in

proportion as they were favourable to the

trade, they would become injurious to the

navigation. Mr. Hartley was of opinion that

they would abstract from the full force of the

tidal current, and in a limited or proportionate

degree affect both the tide and the scour:

Mr. Cubitt, that an embankment so formed
would not be continuous enough above low-

water mark to form a good and efficient tide to

the river : Mr. Gordon, that by causing eddies,

* Continued from p. 207.



they would disturb the current of the main
stream, and prevent the establishment of any
uniform regimen for the river: Mr. Rennie,
that they would have a strong tendency to

interrupt the free flow of the tide. Mr. Rendel,
speaking in his evidence of these recesses,

observes, “ I cannot imagine any arrangement
which would be more likely to make the bed
of the river worse than it is at present. If

there were a series of long embankments, and
a series of long recesses, they would, instead of
giving a uniform velocity to the stream, make
it more irregular than it is at present.” On
the other hand, Captain Beaufort was of
opinion that, practically, they would have no
effect on the scour of the river, and Mr. Mac-
neil and Mr. Giles that “ embankments, with
occasional recesses,” would conduce to its

“ improvement,” and to the “ benefit of the
navigation.”

The mode of levelling these recesses pro-
posed by Mr. Walker, and of providing them
with permanent foundations, is fully explained
in his evidence. The objections on this head
took a wider range, though intrinsically of
less importance, than those above adverted to,

inasmuch as they involved the use and the
construction of these receptacles for trade.

Of the persons in trade examined by the
commission in reference to the dwarf piling
proposed by Mr. Walker, Mr. Hay (a lighter-

man) was of opinion that it would be injurious
to the craft. The answers of Messrs. Pocock
and Peache (the first a coal, and the second a
timber merchant) were not adverse: Mr. Lucey
(a lighterman) gave no decided opinion

;
Mr.

Tayler (a coal merchant) and Mr. Harvey (a
wharfinger), both of them occupiers of exten-
sive river frontages, were generally in favour
of its adoption. The opinions of these
witnesses, it is right to observe, were given
in evidence, and without any previous reference
to plans, sections, or other sources of inform-
ation. Mr. Tayler and Mr. Harvey appear to
have formed the most correct conception of
the course proposed to be pursued.
Of the professional witnesses consulted, the

attention of the majority appears to have
been directed to the effect of this dwarf piling
upon the navigation, in connection with the
recesses : of those who expressed their opi-

nions with immediate reference to the
use or convenience of it to the trade, Mr.
Cubitt thought that dwarf piling would be
inconvenient, as forming a step or threshold
under water, and Mr. Rendel, that barges
would be liable to ground upon, and be en-
dangered by it. These opinions, it should be
observed, were given, not in evidence, but
upon a deliberate examination of the sections
which accompanied Mr. Walker’s plan.

The objections of the trade to the general
principle of a solid embankment, whether
with or without recesses, have already been
adverted to in the history of the proceedings
upon Mr. Walker’s plan before the select cora-
mitteeof 1840. Ofthe witnesses intradeexamin-
ed by the commission, Mr. Harvey objected to a
olid embankment, that it would prevent him
from getting his barges to the warehouses;
that he should have to carry all his goods
twice

;
that his craft, by being exposed to the

swell of the steamers, without proper moorings
in the stream, would be subject to increased
wear and tear; and that any measure which
deprived him of his accustomed means of ac-

cess would be attended with additional ex-
ense in the landing and warehousing of
is goods. Mr. Pocock attached no great

importance to the wear and tear apprehended
by Mr. Harvey

;
but in every other respect

concurred in his objections. It was suggested,
and assented to by these gentlemen, that piles
driven out in the main stream might diminish
the difficulty as to moorings, assuming the
extent of these to be eqivalent to the accommo-
dations of their present frontages (in many
cases usurped); but this equivalent would
have involved a projection into the navigable
waterway of 160 feet in the one case, and from
180 to 1 90 feet in the other, and, allowing
for the depth of the solid embankment pro-
posed in this particular locality (viz., in the
neighqourhood of Whitefriars), would have
carried the piling, on the northern shore alone,
very nearly into the present centre of the
river.

The opinions of the lightermen consulted
on the last-inentioned of these points had re-

ference principally to the exigencies of their
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own calling. Assuming a solid embankment
to be constructed throughout the whole line,

they were agreed that, with the additional
velocity to be given to the stream in heavy
frosts, and with a channel loaded with ice,

the craft would drift at the mercy of the
current, and that no system of piling would
avail for their security.

The professional opinions consulted by the
commission were very nearly in accordance
with each other on both of these points.

On that of the wharfage, Captain Beaufort,
Mr. Hartley, Mr. Rendel, Mr. Macneil, and
Mr. Giles were of opinion that continuous
lines of solid embankment shown upon the
plans could not be made consistently with the
interests of the trade or the convenience of the

public; Mr. Rennie, on the other hand, that
the two objects were conjointly practicable;

Mr. Gordon—that, “ after a serious inter-

ference with, and breaking up of, existing

arrangements, the trade would be ultimately

great gainers by a solid embankment.”

On that of the river—Mr. Hartley thought,
that “ to force all the craft to moor in the

navigable stream would be a source of in-

convenience to the trade, and of obstruction

to the navigation Mr. Gordon,—that “ as

in the present system of traffic on the Thames,
the bights or bays are indispensable as places
of rest and refuge, the solid embankments of
plan A would tend to injure the trade;” Mr.
Rendel,—that “ if the Thames were embanked
with a solid embankment, according to the

plan suggested, the wharfingers would find

it absolutely necessary for their own protection

not to moor out into the stream ;” that “ as

the object of making a solid embankment
would be to give the Thames such a uniform
velocity as would keep open its channel, that

velocity would prevent the use of the then
shores by those barges

;
that the strongest

run of the tide could not be taken at less than
three miles an hour, and that three miles an
hour would be quite enough to prevent the

mooring of those craft along the shore ;” that

the utmost extent to which such a course

would be practicable would be “ a couple of

barges in length,” and that guard piles carried

out to an extent to meet the requisites of the

trade “ would not continue a week.” The
opinions of Captain Beaufort, Mr. Cubitt, Mr.
Macneil, Mr. Rennie, and Mr. Giles were
addressed rather to the question of recesses,

and their convenience to the trade as shelter

from the open tideway, than to the positive

difficulties and disadvantages connected with

solid projections.

The foregoing, we think, may be referred

to as a faithful summary of the opinions

whether for or against the adoption of Mr.
Walker’s plan, having reference exclusively

to its own merits. Its relative advantages

and disadvantages, with reference to other

plans, will be referred to hereafter.

Refuge Harbours.—In the early part of

the present week, her Majesty’s steamer, the

Blazer, Captain Washington, appeared off

here, taking soundings, and placing buoys

with flags on them at certain points, to

ascertain the capability, it is said, of our

bay for the site of a harbour of refuge. On
Thursday the Blazer went down as far as

Dungeness, and yesterday morning she re-

sumed her survey of Dover Bay. It is con-

fidently anticipated that the present members
of the Commission (who, by the way, we have

heard are all to be here next week) will, like

their predecessors, recommend Dover as the

most eligible site for the erection of the first

refuge harbour on these shores. That sitie

qua non to a harbour of refuge—commanding
and efficient fortifications—are already in ex-

istence here
;
and the ample depth of water,

its local advantages of position at the very

point in the Channel to avert the dangers

of the Goodwin Sands, its proximity to the

Continent, and its natural defences, must point

it out as a spot eminently fitted by nature

as a haven of shelter from the storm, or as

a defence from the assaults of hostile fleets.

—

Dover Chronicle.

Tndia-rubber Horse Shoes.—A sample

of an India-rubber horse-shoe has been sub-

mitted to the Horse Guards, and approved of.

It is intended to test immediately its capability

and durability for that purpose.
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railway intelligence.

Birmingham and Derby Junction Railway —A special meeting; was held at Birmingham
on the J 7th ult. to take into consideration the
Bill for the amalgamation of the North Mid-
land Midland Counties, and Birmingham and
Derby Railway Companies. Mr. Beale pre-
sided, and after stating the result of the North
Midland and Midland Counties meeting, con-
cluded by proposing the approval of the Bill,
the clauses of which had been read over

;
and

which was seconded by Sir Oswald Mosley, and
adopted. Mr. Kahrs, of Derby, opposed the
resolution, contending that the Birmingham
and Derby Company had been unfairly dealt
with in the arrangement for the amalgamation
of the three lines. While the traffic of the
Birmingham and Derby was increasing, that
of the North Midland was going on but slowly,
and that of the Midland Counties scarcely at
all, comparing the traffic of the present with
that of the past year; while the returns of the
Midland Counties were much less than ever,
the Birmingham and Derby shewed an in-
crease of 16 per cent. The formation of the
new lines, more particularly that from London
to York, led him to take this view, and to
entertain strong apprehensions on the subject.
It had been assumed that the Bill for that line
would not pass. He was of opinion that it

would
; and, if so, it would seriously affect

their interests. He contended that these new
lines would affect the three Companies, if

united
;

but that it would not, if unamalga-
mated, affect the returns of the Birmingham
and Derby, who, he thought, had been sacri-

ficed to their more powerful rivals. He
concluded by proposing an amendment for

protecting the Derby Junction, in the event
ofthe Cambridge and York line being carried
out, by a reference to the Board of Trade,
and to determine whether in that event better
terms should not be given to the Birmingham
and Derby Company. The Chairman thought
that Mr. Kahr’g opposition was ill-timed.

He should have opposed the Bill at the special
meeting lately held to consider it. He, the
chairman, had no apprehension as to the Cam-
bridge and York line, for he contended that
the prospect of returns from it were such as to

prevent any body of capitalists from entertaining
it. If the Birmingham and Derby Company
remained distinct, they would not derive that
benefit which would accrue to them from the
projected line from Rugby to Oxford, but
would diminish one of their largest sources

of income. The amendment was then put,

and negatived by a majority of fifteen to three.

Lieut-Col. Blane then proposed another re-

solution, to the effect that it was inexpedient

for the proprietors to proceed further with
the Bill, their interests not having been suf-

ficiently considered. This resolution was
negatived; as was also another, proposed by
Mr. Kahrs, to modify the clause which pro-

vides that the Chairman of the Board of
Directors shall preside at general meetings.

Railroad from Lynn to Ely.—The greatest

activity prevails relative to this important

undertaking. Shares are being taken beyond

the most sanguine expectations: indeed it

is confidently believed they will soon be at

a premium. During the past week a meeting

was convened by the Sheriff of Norfolk, to

take the line into consideration, which was

attended by a large and respectable assembly.

Railway.— It is not yet fully determined

at what point the terminus of the railway

shall be established in Peterborough. There

seems to be a general feeling that, as Butt’s

close cannot be obtained, a spot should be

selected near the private residence of Dr.

Schrimshire, kindly offered by Mr. Gates,

the lessee of the property.

Railioay from Stafford to Shrevsbury.—

Captain Huish, Mr. Errington, and Mr. Swift,

on behalf of the Grand Junction Company,

attended a public meeting at Shrewsbury, on

Wednesday, to explain and support the scheme

for a “Shrewsbury and Stafford Railway.

Resolutions in favour of the project were

unanimously agreed to.

It is said that the shares in the proposed

railway from Wolverhampton to Shrewsbury

are all taken; and that, the funds beinp; now

subscribed, the necessary application to Parlia-

ment will be made immediately.— fVorcester

Journal.
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Bristol and Exeter Railway.-Exeter must

now be considered a railway town as a loco-

motive eneine has this week, for the first time

made its appearance within that ancient capital

of the West of England. On the 17th ult. the

first complete passage of an engine from the

present terminus of the railway at Beambridge

to the new station at Exeter took place, the

engine conveying Mr. Brunei, the engineer in

chief, Mr. Fripp, one of the Directors, and

several of the assistant engineers, with Mr.

Hennett. the contractor for the permanent

way, on whose account the engine was en-

gaged for the conveyance of timber and other

materials down the line. The arrival of the

engine was hailed with much interest by the

Exonions, hundreds of whom were assembled

to witness this novel visiter. In a few days

this will become an ordinary sight, and there

will then (with the exception of a slight break

between Bristol and Gloucester, which will be

completed in the course of a few weeks) be

an unbroken railway communication from

Exeter to Newcastle-on-Tyne, a distance of

upwards of 300 miles.

Pontop and South Shields Railway.—

A

special general meeting of the shareholders

was held at the offices, Guildhall-buildings,

for the purpose of having laid before them

the draft of a Bill now before Parliament,

for enabling the company to widen a part

of the railway, to make branches there-

from, and for other purposes. The meeting,

a mere formal one for the purpose of com-

plying with the standing orders of the House

of Lords, was very thinly attended—not more

than a dozen shareholders being present.

Mr. Rennie was in the chair. The Bill,

which is for widening a portion of the line,

about five miles in extent, lying between the

Durham Junction Railway and the Brandling

Junction Railway, and intended to form part

of the proposed line of railway between New-
castle and the Great North of England Railway,

was unanimously approved of, and the meeting

separated.

New Railway.—

A

direct northern railway,

from London to York, by Lincoln, having in

view the connection of the north of England

and Scotland, by York, with the metropolis,

has been recently started. This line is

proposed to commence from King’s-cross,

and to proceed through Chipping-Barnet,

Biggleswade, St. Neot's, Huntingdon, and

Peterborough, to Lincoln, and thence by

Gainsborough, Thorne, Snaith, and Selby, to

York. The capital required is 4,000,000/.,

in 100/. shares. Among the advantages

which it is stated this route would pos-

sess are—that the distance between London

and York would be 39 miles less than by the

existing railways; that it would reduce the

distance between London and Edinburgh 39

miles; and that it would be the nearest way to

Leeds, Selby, Hull, Halifax, Bradford, Hud-

dersfield, Wakefield, Pontefract, and Sheffield.

Proposed Railway from Oxford to Wolver-

hampton.—We have received information,

from a source on which we have reason to

place every reliance, to the effect that the

projected railway from Oxford to Wolver-

hampton is progressing prosperously; that

negotiations are now on foot with other rail-

way companies, and that in a very short time a

detailed prospectus, with the names of a most

influential provisional committee, will be

issued.— Worcester Journal.

The Kent Railivay.—This project as origi-

nally started in 1836 has beenrevived. Theline

is proposed to go from London to Ramsgate,

Margate, and Deal, passing through or near the

towns of Deptford, Greenwich, Woolwich,

Erith, Darttord, Greenhithe, Gravesend,

Strood, Rochester, Chatham, Brompton,

Milton, Sittingbourn, Faversham, Canterbury,

Whitstable, Herne Bay, Sandwich, and Deal.

The capital required 2,000,000/., to be

raised by the issue of 100,000 shares of 20/.

each.

The Mayor of Banbury has received from

Charles A. Saunders, Esq., Secretary of the

Great Western Railway, a letter, intimating

that it is the intention of that company to

extend the Oxford Railway to Banbury, and

that it is in contemplation of other parties to

make a line from Banbury towards Worcester

and Wolverhampton, as proposed by Mr. Elgie

at the late meetings in this city, Kidderminster,

Evesham, &c .— Worcester Journal.

Railway Openings.—In May, no fewer than

four new railways will be opened for public

traffic. The first in point of importance will

be the Bristol and Exeter Railway. By this

opening the public will be put in possession of

an uninterrupted communication westward of

194 miles, 118 of which belong to the Great

Western Proper, the remaining 76 miles being

the length of the newly-opened line from

Bristol to Exeter.—The Norwich and Yar-

mouth Railway, twenty and a half miles in

length.—The Liverpool and Manchester Ex-
tension Railway, through Salford, to join the

Manchester and Leeds Railway.—The West
London Railway, which will form a West End
terminus to the Great Western and London
and Birmingham Railways, and will no doubt

prove a welcome acquisition to the public,

since it is calculated in the latter case, that a

passenger wishing to go to Chelsea, Hammer-
smith, or Knight'sbridge, will save nearly one

hour and a half, over the usual route to Euston-

square, and thence by omnibus. It is proposed

that the same carriage which brings a party,

either from Birmingham or Bristol, shall con-

vey him on to the West London Terminus.

Railway Capital.—The extent of railways

already constructed and in operation in the

United Kingdom is 2,000 miles
;

the sum
which has already been actually expended in

their formation is no less than 7^,000,000/.

sterling
;
the projects now before Parliament

will, if sanctioned, add nearly another 1,000

miles to the existing length of our railways,

and were the cost of their construction to be

equal to the rate of executing the existing

lines, almostmother 40,000,OOO/.sterling would be

added to railway investments; but as the cost

will not reach that rate, to add another

30,000,000/. sterling to railway stock will be

probably a more truthful calculation. Thus in

a few years the enormous sum of 109,000,000/.

of money will have been invested by the

English capitalists in the construction of rail-

ways at home, besides a very considerable sum
which has been sent out of the country to

assist in the formation of foreign railways.

Railway over the Menai Bridge.— This
bridge will be made the means of transit over

the Straits, in the projected line of railway

from Chester to Holyhead, for the express

purpose of fully testing its capabilities, and
also of ascertaining how far the ordinary !

traffic conducted over it may, or may not, be

impeded or injured by such means; and that

in case reasonable fears should then exist

of its durability as a medium of railway transit,

or experience should shew that such transit

is injurious to the trade now carried over it,

a new bridge will be erected.

—

Carnarvon
Herald.

The Great North of England Railway Com-
pany have recently made an offer to the Dar-

lington and Newcastle Junction Company
(whose line is about to be opened) to contract

for supplying locomotive power and carriages

of all descriptions for each train at Is. 3d.

a mile. By this estimate, ten third-class pas-

sengers, charged at the rate of ljd. a

mile, as on the London and Birmingham and
other railways, would pay the expenses of a

whole train,* capable of conveying several

hundred passengers!

Atmospheric Spring for Railivay Carriages.

—This much-approved method of giving

elasticity to railway carriages is now in con-

stant operation on the Stockton and Darlington

Railway, and is universally admired for its

superiority over the ordinary spring now in

use. The motion given to the carriage is per-

fectly smooth, easy, and free from the un-

pleasant sensation caused by the harshness of

the steel spring
;
and the lateral motion, which

in most carriages is so very disagreeable, is

entirely removed.

—

Durham Advertiser.

The Sheffield and Manchester Railway
Company have purchased the Huddersfield

Canal, and intend to apply to Parliament for a

direct line between Huddersfield and Man-
chester, by way of Saddleworth, Ashton, &c.,

to be carried as far as practicable alongside

the canal.

Railway Returns.—Total amount received

for traffic on the London and Birmingham
Railway for the week ending April 20,

19,095/. 2s. 9d.
;

Birmingham and Derby
Junction, April 20, 1,360/. 18s. 1 Od.

;
Grand

Junction, April 13, 7,607/. 0s. 9d.
;
Birming-

ham and Gloucester, April 19, 2,143/. 10s. 8d.

;

Great Western, April 14, 15,624/. Is. lOd.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Bardsley New Church.—This structure,

from its elevated site, may now be seen for

many miles in every direction. It is a most

beautiful specimen of the Norman architecture

of the twelfth century. The whole design and

execution reflect the highest credit on the

architects, Messrs. Starkie and Cuffley. It

is cruciform in figure, the transepts contri-

buting greatly both to the external and in-

ternal elegance of the whole structure, which

is in a light and chaste style. The stone-work

of the transepts and vestry is complete, and

ready for the internal finishing, which will be

commenced next week. The tower is raised

to the level of the roof of the church, and will

be completed next month. The first stone

was laid on Whit-Friday last year, by Jonah

Harrop, Esq., of Bardsley House, and dedi-

cated to the Holy Trinity. The presentation

is in the hands' of the trustees of Hulme’s
Charities, who have given the land and con-

tributed munificently to the building and en-

dowment of the church. A parsonage and

Sunday schools will be erected in the field

adjacent to the burial ground, which is in a

spacious plot of land of a gravelly soil.

—

Manchester Advertiser.

Tamworth.—Among the curious specimens

of ancient ecclesiastical architecture still re-

maining in this country, is the winding stair-

case at Tamworth Church. This staircase

has one centre newel running perpendicularly

to the top of the church, into which a double

staircase is so ingeniously laid, that two

persons may walk from the bottom to the top

of the church abreast, without seeing each

other until they arrive at the top. This

spiral staircase is almost unique in England.

—

Church Intelligencer.

Bury Parish Church.—The erection of a

new tower to the parish church of Bury is

proceeding in a satisfactory manner. It is

now considerably higher than the pediment

(gabel) of the body of the church. The
lovers of steeple music will be glad to

learn that the old peal of six bells is to be

superseded by an excellent peal of eight bells.

Birmingham.—The bishop of the diocese

has presented a donation of 20/. towards the

Queen’s College and Collegiate Chapel in tblq

town. The foundation-stone will be laid early

in May.

The parish church of Broad Chalke, near

Salisbury, an ancient structure, being the

mother church of the Chalke deanery, is in a

sad state of dilapidation. It is proposed, as

soon as the necessary funds can he raised, to

entirely new roof and repew the same. The
amount required is about 1,400/. The sub-

scriptions of benevolent individuals, aided by
the various church societies and the liberality

of the patrons of the living, amount to 1 ,100/.,

leaving a deficiency of 300/.

Mrs. Lawrence, of Studley Fark, in addi-

tion to former liberal donations, has just

presented 1,000/. to the Ripon Diocesan

Church Building Society.

Her Majesty the Queen Dowager has gra-

ciously bestowed 30/. upon the Holme Cultram
Church, Cumberland.

Gothic Tracery, &c.—At the last weekly
conversazione of the Royal Society in Albe-
marle-street, some very curious and elaborate

specimens of carved Gothic tracery, executed

by a newly-invented machine, for which Mr.
T. Pratt, of New Bond-street, has obtained a

patent, were exhibited, and excited a great

deal of attention. The specimens are remark-
able for their finish, as well as the beauty of

their designs, and they can be produced with a

rapidity and at a rate of remuneration which
will put it in the power of most persons to

have carved doors, pieces of furniture, &c.

For the fitting up of cathedrals, churches, and
public buildings, the employment of this ma-
chine will obtain at a tenth part of the usual

expense better carving than can be procured

by other means without incredible labour and

great waste of time. The carvings for the

church at Camberwell are being cut by this

instrument.

—

Morning paper.

Chatham Dockyard.—An order has been

received to light this establishment with gas,



PATENTS RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE,
ENGINEERING, &c.

Granted between 26th February and 28th of
March, 1844.

[six months for enrolment.]

John Robert Dicksee, of Old Compton-
street, Soho-square, artist, for improvements in

the manufacture of mosaics. March 30.

William Croskill, of the Iron Works, Bever-
ley, for improvements in machinery for making
wheels for carriages. March 30.

Henry Clayton, of Upper Park-place, Dorset-
square, Regent’s-park, plumber and machinist,
for improvements in the manufacture of tiles,

drain pipes, or tubes and bricks. March 30.

Frederick Brown, of Luton, Bedford, iron-

monger, for improvements in stoves. April 10.

James Murray, of Garnkirk Coal Company,
Scotland, for a new method of using and
applying artificial gas made from coal, oil, or
other substances, for lighting and ventilating
caverns, pits, or mines, or other pits where
minerals or metals are worked or extracted.
April 10. (Four months.)

John Aitken, of Surrey-square, for improve-
ments in water machines, or engines and
steam-engines, and the mode of traction on, or
in canals or other waters or ways. April 10.

George William Lenox, and John Jones, of
Billiter-square, London, merchants, for im-
provements in the manufacture of sheaves and
shells for blocks, and of bolt rings or washers,
for the purposes of shipwrights and engineers.
April 10.

James Kennedy, of the firm of Bury, Curtis,
and Kennedy, of Liverpool, engineer, and
Thomas Vernon, of the same place, iron ship
builder, for certain improvements in the build-
ing or construction of iron and other vessels
for navigation on water. April 15.

John Lawson, of Leeds, engineer, and
Thomas Robinson, of the same place, flax-

dresser, for certain improvements in machinery
for heckling, dressing, combing, and cleaning
flax, wool, silk, and other fibrous substances.
April 16.

Edgar Heale, of Brixton, gent., for certain
improvements in the construction of carriages
for the conveyance of passengers on roads and
railways. April 18.

Donald Grant, of Greenwich, Esq., for im-
provements applicable to the ventilation of
apartments in which gas and other combustible
matters are consumed by ignition. April 18.

John Bailey Denton, of Gray’s-Inn-square,
land-agent, for improvements in machinery
for moulding or shaping clay and other plastic

substances, for draining and other purposes.
April 18.

Joseph Woods, of Barge-yard Chambers,
Bucklersbury, gent., for improvements in re-

gulating the power and velocity of machines
for communicating power, being a communica-
tion. April 18.

William Hodson, of New King-street,

Kingston-upon-Hull, estate-agent, for a ma-
chine for making and compressing bricks, tiles,

square pavers, and ornamental bricks. April 18.

Peter Lear, of Boston, Suffolk, of the State
of Massachussets, America, gent., for certain

i new and useful improvements in machinery for

j

propelling vessels through the water. April 23.

William Taylor, of Birmingham, door-
spring manufacturer, for improvements in the
manufacture of axle-pulleys, and in pegs or pins
for hanging hats or other garments. April 24.

Charles Harrison, manager of the Coel
Talon and Leswood Iron Works, Flintshire,

for certain improvements in the manufacture
of cast-iron pipes and other castings. March
26.

Elisha Haydon Collier, Esq., of Golds-
worthy Terrace, Rotherhithe, Surrey, civil

engineer, for certain improvements in the con-
!

struction of furnaces and flues. March 27.

Joseph Dickinson Stagg, of Middleton, in

Teesdale, Durham, Manager of Smelting
Works, for a new and improved plan for col-

lecting, condensing, and purifying the fumes
1 of lead, copper, and other ores and metals, also

the particles of such ores and metalsarising, or
I] produced from the roasting, smelting, or manu-

i factoring thereof, and also the noxious smoke,

|j
phases, salts, and acids, soluble £,nd absorbable
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in water generated in treating and working
such ores and metals. March 30.

William Edward Newton, 66, Chancery-
lane, Middlesex, civil engineer, for an improve-
ment or improvements in furnaces, being a
communication. April 4.

John Stevelly, of Belfast, Ireland, professor

of natural philosophy, for improvements in

steam-engines. ApriflO.

Thomas Nash, of Paul’s Cray, Kent, paper-
maker, and Francis Pirie, of Watling-street,

London, paper-maker, for certain improvements
in the manufacture of paper, and in the ma-
chinery to be used therein. April 11.

C'onTsyouacnrf.

ALTERATIONS AT THE CARLTON CLUB-HOUSE.

Sir,—Not having seen in your valuable
publication an account of a most important
competition now in progress, viz. for altering
or rebuilding the Carlton Club-House in Pall-

mall, I beg to send you an account. On the
16th of March last there was a general meeting
of the Club, when it was determined to make
extensive alterations and additions to the Club
House, and to call upon fourteen of the first

architects in London to furnish designs. The
meeting then proceeded to name the architects
who were to compete. The architects so
named were :

—

Mr. Barry, Great George-street
; Mr. Syd-

ney Smirke, Berkeley-square
; Mr. Basevi,

Saville-row; Mr. Hardwick, Russell-square

;

Mr. Cockerell, the Bank; Mr. D. Burton,
Spring-gardens

;
Messrs. Lee and Bury, Gol-

den-square
; Mr. Pugin, Chelsea

;
Mr. Railton,

Carlton-chambers; Mr. Blore, Manchester-
square

;
Mr. Matthew Wyatt, sen.

;
Mr. Salvin,

Saville-row
;

Mr. Poynter, Poet’s-corner,
Westminster; Mr. Hopper, Connaught-ter-
race.

On the 19th a letter was sent to each of the
above gentlemen, stating that at a general
meeting of the Carlton Club, held on the 16th
March, it was resolved that extensive alterations
and additions should be tnado to the present
Club House, and that the limited number of
fourteen eminent architects should be invited

to furnish plans, elevations, &c., that a
premium of 200/. should be awarded to the
most approved plan in case it should not be
adopted by the Club, and that a sum of 100/.

should be awarded to the second best plan in

case the first should be adopted. The plans
to be sent in to Mr. Jephson, the Secretary of
the Club, on or before the 1st of May. The
name of the architect not to be affixed to the
plans, but a mark or motto to be attached,
&c. &c.

The committee also issued instructions as to

the nature of the design, accommodation re-

quired, &c.
The designs, in accordance with the resolu-

tion, were sent in this day, and as it is im-
portant that The Builder should contain all

information interesting to the profession, per-
haps you will think this letter worthy of in-

sertion.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Subscriber from the First.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHEOLOGISTS AND AR-
CHITECTS, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

Sir,—You will doubtless be glad to hear
of the formation of a Society in Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, entitled “ The Society of Archaeo-
logists and Architects, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,”
to have for its objects the accumulation of
architectural detail, historical data, and an-
tiquarian information respecting the ancient
buildings (especially ecclesiastical) in the north

of England, and eventually the publication of
the results of its labours. Thus, by being put

in possession of a multitude of examples, the

architect will be enabled to furnish designs

for modern erections, accoi'ding to the best

models of antiquity, which in these matters

(at least) appear to be our only true guide

Each member is expected, at least once
in three months, to produce and present to

the Society a drawing or drawings of the

whole or of part of an ancient building,

together with any deductions, opinions, in-

ferences, and historical data which he may
have collected respecting it. The drawings
and MSS. are intended to circulate among
the members for their mutual use

;
and when

the Spciety becomes powerful and rich enough,
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they will be published, each member being
entitled to a copy, and a certain number
printed for general sale. When any expenses
occur, each member will pay a moiety. Any
person residing in the counties of Northum-
berland, Durham, Cumberland, and West-
moreland is eligible as a member, provided
he possess a taste for such subjects, is able
to engage in them, and the majority of the
members are agreeable, when his admission
is proposed.

The necessity of such an institution is ap-
parent. Besides the value of a society pro-
fessing a determination to do what they can
for its professed objects

;
besyond, the great

value attachable to the results of its labour,
such labour is the more incumbent when we
witness the almost daily remorseless demolition
of so many of our venerable remains, by
the utilitarian rage, when to a person of taste
their very age (if even there were no higher
motive) should preserve them from destruc-
tion. Although we have had but one meeting,
considerable interest is excited, and many are
applying for membership. A large field is

open for our exertion
;
perhaps there does not

exist one finer than that to which our labours
are more particularly to be directed.

I have sanguine hopes of its ultimate utility

both to its members and to the public.

G. B. Richardson, Hon. Sec.
and Treasurer.

Grey-street, Newcastle.

[We have not this week time to make any
observations upon the formation of this society.

—Ed.]
TIMBER SCARFING.

Sir,—I should like to know from your cor-
respondent, “ A Practical Carpenter,” whether
he means the scarf he has contributed in page
193 of The Builder (and which he says he
considers preferable to any of those in Mr.
Wylson’s paper on scarfing) to be equally ap-
plicable to timbers in tension and in compres-
sion, and ifplaced in any position ; as it appears
important to arrive at such a form of scarf as

should not only be the best of its kind, but
suitable under all circumstances.

It appears to me that the scarf fig. 18, page
75, is better than that above referred to, inas-
much as three keys form a greater obstacle than
one to prevent the parts from sliding on each
other, and the small end abutments would not
be so liable to be broken off. I submit, how-
ever, to his superior judgment.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Carpenter.
Holloway, April 18, 1844.

iHiarrUtmea.

Rochester Bridge.—On Friday, April
19, the annual meeting of the Commonalty of
Rochester-bridge was held as usual within the
castle of that city. On the business of the
day being commenced, the annual statement
was read by the clerk, George Essell, Esq.,
from which it appeared that the rents, divi-

dends, &c., of the corporation of the bridge

for the past year amounted to near 5,000/., out
of which, after paying the current expenses of

repairs of the fabric, &c., and the purchase of
some property near the bridge, a sum of nearly

3,500/. had been invested in the public funds.

The present funded capital belonging to the

trust amounts to about 72,000/. On the subject

of a new bridge, the wardens informed the

meeting, that they had taken means to obtain

an estimate from their surveyor, and some
friendly discussion arose among the gentlemen
present, when the general feeling appeared to

be that the time for undertaking a new bridge

has not yet arrived, and the wardens assured

the meeting that a work of such magnitude
would not be attempted until ample means
have been provided without rendering the con-

tributing parishes liable to be burdened in the

slightest degree.

The New Corn Exchange, Colchester.
—At a meeting held on Saturday fortnight, to

decide on the site of the new corn exchange, it

was determined to adopt the spot recommended
by the committee, which comprises the site of

St. Peter’s Vicarage, enlarged by the addition

of other ground, and which altogether affords

a space about one-third larger than the present-

corn-exchange,
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Cottage-Allotments.— Mr. Colman, the

celebrated American agriculturist, who is now

on a tour through Europe, speaking on the

advantages resulting from cottage-allotments,

8avs 1 have treated largely on the subject

of allotments, as presenting one of the first and

most efficient means of bettering the condition

of the agricultural labourer. My own convic-

tions are strong on this point
;
and they are

sustained and strengthened by the testimony of

many men of large experience and shrewd ob-

servation. The labourer finds in an allotment

a means of turning his spare hours to advan-

tage, and in a mode of labour which, from its

very character, being in the association of his

wife and children, under his own control and

management, and for his own immediate and

personal benefit, becomes a pleasure instead of

a toil. He finds it the means of eking out

his scanty wages, of providing, to a degree, for

an occasion of sickness, or other suspension of

his employment and wages. He is enabled to

bring from this source many rare comforts to

his own frugal table
;
and has himself, if he

is a man of feeling—and why should be not be ?

—an opportunity of enjoying one of the richest

of all pleasures, that of making a small con-

tribution to relieve an unfortunate or a sick

neighbour. It presents a good school of in-

dustry for his children, under his own imme-

diate inspection. It quickens his own intelli-

gence, in making agricultural experiments

upon a small and useful scale
;
and rouses a

spirit of wholesome emulation, in his crops,

even with the master farmers. It removes

him from strong temptations to gambling, low

dissipation, and intemperance. It gives him

an interest in the soil
;

it attaches him to his

home; it involves him in all the risks of the

public safety, and makes him the friend of

public peace and order. It gives him the

spirit of a man, raising him above the sense of

slavish dependence, and the dread of becoming

a pensioner on public charity. In so doing, it

at once exalts him in the community
;
induces

a most wholesome self-respect; inspires a just

regard for the rights of property
;

attaches

him the more strongly to his superior, who
thus shews his willingness that he should walk

erect instead of keeping him upon the ground

with his foot upon his neck ;
and presents in-

numerable, constant, and powerful motives to

improvement and good conduct.

The Wellington Statue in the City.

—At the last meeting of the Royal Exchange
Committee, on the subject of placing the statue

of his Grace the Duke of Wellington, by Sir

Francis Chan trey, the trustees, Mr. John

Masterman and Sir Peter Laurie, and the

executors, Mr. Turner, R.A., and Mr. Jones,

discussed, at cons derable length, the question

as to the most eligible position of the equestrian

figure on the spot selected in front of the

Royal Exchange. Upon that occasion Sir

Peter Laurie stated, that Sir Francis Chantry
always expressed a wish that the statue should

face the south, in order that it might have the

advantage of the sun, for which purpose the

eminent sculptor suggested the removal of the

ugly upper story of the Mansion House, which

was accordingly taken down, to the manifest

improvement of that edifice. Mr. Jones con-

firmed the statement, as to the opinion and

wish of Sir Francis Chantry. The committee,

however, came to the resolution that, as the

front of the Royal Exchange faced the west,

it would, notwithstanding the impression upon
the mind of so high an authority, be prepos-

terous to turn the face of the statue away from

that direction, and they accordingly agreed

unanimously that the duke should front Cheap-
side. Mr. Turner, the other executor, in-

formed the committee that the statue and

pedestal had long been completed, and be
trusted that by the 18th of June, the anniver-

sary of the baitle of Waterloo, the public would

have a complete opportunity of judging of the

merits of the performance. The committee

seemed to entertain no doubt that on the anni-

versary of the memorable event the statue

would be erected.

Caution to Surveyors of the High-
avays.— On Friday week, at Chandos House,

Mr. William Wyatt, Surveyor of the Highways
of Dunkerton, was fined 10s. and costs, for

using his own team for repairing the parish

highways without having first obtained from
two justices a license authorizing him so to do.

Public Walks.—

A

grant of 5,000/., being

the first grant from the fund of 10,000/. voted

by Parliament for the purpose of providing

public walks for the use of inhabitants of large

towns, has been allotted to Oldham
;
a com-

munication having been received to that effect,

a short time ago, from Sir Thomas Freemantle,

on behalf of Government. The appropriation

of the funds is in the hands of the Commis-

sioners of Woods and Forest, upon whom a

deputation of the Oldham Police Commis-

sioners waited some time ago on the subject,

accompanied by their law clerk, Mr. Kay

Clegg. It is understood that additional funds

will be required to carry into effect the highly

desirable object in view
;
and measures are to

be taken forthwith to promote the design.—

Manchester Guardian.

New Almshouses at Maidstone.—

A

desirable site near College-lane has been se-

lected for the almshouses directed to be built

and endowed by the will of the late Philip

Corrall, Esq. The erection will be of stone,

and of a substantial nature.

Window Glass.—By the new scale of duties

the Chancellor of the Exchequer proposes to

reduce the duty upon white glass which isat pre-

sent 2d. per lb., to the same as that upon green-

bottle glass, which is only three farthings per lb.

We understand that at a meeting of the iron

tr^de, held on the 17th ult., it was unanimously

resolved, unasked, to advance the wages of the

colliers and miners in the Monkland district

fid. per day, on condition of the absurd re-

striction by the miners to two-thirds of their

out-put being given up .— Glasgoiv Argus.

$Timt>er0«

Tenders delivered for painting, decorating, and

generally repairing the Hall of the Worshipful

Company of Saddlers, in Cheapside.— Samuel

Angell, Esq., Architect. April 30.

Battam and Craske ^399
George Cooke 404

Bishop ' 427

Taylor 462
Larke 492

Sairs 510

Burton 534

Tenders delivered for the first pair of a series

of seven pairs of Cottages to be built at East Brixton

for Mr. Thomas Bull.—Mr. John Thomas, Archi-

tect. April 30, 1844.

Cooper and Davies ^1,050
Bennett and Seaborne 1,000

Jacob 985

Crawley... 976

Reynolds 950

Tichey and Simpson 915

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For the erection of a Bridge at Hilton, in the

parish of Woofield, Salop, and also for lowering

and improving the upper part of Hilton Hill.

—

Plans, &c., at Mr. Stokes, Shipley. May 8.

For the erection of a Theatre at Wolverhampton,

—Drawings, &c., at the Peacock Inn, Wolverhamp-

ton. Mr. Tichbome, Wolverhampton. May 6.

For re-building the Western Pier of the Humber
Dock Basin, and the removal of the present Pier

included, or to be provided for in a separate tender,

as may be most convenient.— Secretary to the Dock
Company at Kingston-upon-Hull. Plans, &c., at

Mr. Michael Lane’s, Engineer, Castle-street, Hull.

May 20.

For works required in the enlargement of the

Reigate Union Workhouse atRedhill.—Plans, &c.,

at the Board-room. Mr. Thomas Hart, Clerk to

the Guardians. May 6.

For repairs and alterations of the Branch Bank,

Aylesbury.—G. H. Taylor, Esq., Architect, 22,

Parliament-street, Westminster, and 22, Queen-

street, City
;
or at the Branch Bank, Aylesbury.

April 29.

For altering and completely finishing the car-

casses of two Houses in Middleton-road, Queen’s-

road, Dalston.—Mr. James Clark, 4, Richmond-

Terrace, Queen’s-road, Dalston.

For building an Union House, at Lock’s Bottom,

Farnborough, Kent.—Mr. Henry Nottingham,

Clerk to the Guardians, Keston, Kent. Plans, &c.,

at Messrs. Savage and Foden’s, Architects, 31,

Essex-street, Strand. May 10.

For making a plan and taking levels of all the

drains in the town of Kingston-upoi -Hull, and the

Lordship of Myton.—Further particulars of Mr.
R. Witty, Surveyor, 11, Sykes-street, Hull. May
22 .

For the alterations and repairs of Wicken Church.

—Plans, &c., Mr. W. N. Young, Surveyor, Mil-

denhall. May 6.

For building a new Church at West Lydford,

Somerset.— Plans, &c., Mr. Phipps, Shepton

Mallet. May 10.

For erection of a new Union Workhouse at

Highland’s Farm, in the parish of Cuckfield, Sus-

sex.—Particulars, Plans, &c. ,
of Mr. T. Wisden,

Hampton-place, Western-road, Brighton. May 10.

For erecting a bridge over the Waveney, between

Diss and Stoston.—Plans, &c., from 1st to 8thinst.,

at Mr. Farrow’s, Diss; from 8th to 15th at Suffolk

Hotel, Ipswich; and from 15th to 22nd at Royal

Hotel, Norwich; Clare Algar, Secretary, Auctioneer

and Land Surveyor, Diss. May 23.

For the erection of an Iron Bridge of one arch

,

of one hundred and ten feet span, intended to be

built over the river Avon, at Bath.—P. George,

Esq., Town Clerk, Bath.—Drawings, &c., at G.P.

Manners, Esq., Architect, No. 1, Oxford-row,

Bath. May 31.

For the executing of certain works for the im-

provement of Aberdeen Harbour.—Plans, &c.,Mr.

Abemethy, 69, Waterloo-quay, Aberdeen. June

20 .

Current Hrires of ifttetale.
April 30, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Spelter.—

F

oreign ton .

.

22 15 0 to 23 0 0

,,
For delivery.

.

0 0 0— 22 0 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver 0 4 6

Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c... . per ton 6 0 0

,, Nail rods 0 0 0— 6 15 0

,, Hoops 0 0 0— 8 6 0

,,
Sheets 0 0 0— 9 0 0

,, Cargo in Wales .. 0 0 0— 5 10 0

,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 0 0 0— 4 0 0

,
No. 1, Clyde 0 0 0— 3 10 0

,, For., Swedish ...

.

9. 15 0— 10 0 0

,, Russian, ccnd. ..

.

16 10 0

Steel—

S

wedishkeg, p. ton 18 10 0— 19 0 0

,, .. Faggot.. 0 0 0— 19 0 0

Copper—

E

nglish sheathing, per lb.— 0 0 9i

,, Old 0 0 84

,, Cake p. ton. ..

.

0 0 0— 84 10 0

,, Tile 0 0 0— 83 0 0

,, S. American .. 0 0 0— 75 0 0

Tin—

E

nelish, blocks, &c. cwt 3 13 0

,, ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 14 6

,, Foreign, Banca .... 0 0 0— 3 10 0

,, ,,
Straits.... 0 0 0— 3 4 0

, , , ,
Peruvian .

.

0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 7 0 — 1 11 0

„ „ No. IX 1 13 0— 1 17 0

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—Sheet milled .... . per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

„ Red 21 10 0

,, White 23 10 0

Pig-Lead—English .... 0 0 0— 17 0 0

,,
Spanish .... 0 0 0 — 16 10 0

,,
American .. 0 0 0- 16 5 0

SHORT and MAHONY, Brokers,

1, Neivman’8-court, Comhill.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We have received, and haveput in the engraver'

s

hands, the drawings of the French Church. A his-

torical memoir relating to its congregation and

establishment would be acceptable.

We are afraid the sketches of Repton Church

crypt are too rough and inexact to be executed by

our engraver, who found great difficulty in doing

so with our correspondent’s last conitnunication

which is ready for insertion; but if fur-

nished with all the exact dimensions, and with

true sections of the mouldings and details of the

work, with the jointing of the masonry in the

walls, columns, arches, and vaultiugs clearly ex-

pressed, we should take pleasure in having the

subject fully illustrated; perhaps on digging,

complete base-mouldings to every part of the

structure might be found. The details of the

doorway
,
its construction and jointing, should also

be given, as should, ifpossible, the thickness of the

materials of the vaulting. Perhaps the joints of

the vaulting might, to a certain extent, be shewn

on the plan, unless indeed there be a pavement

worth representing

.

We have received the letter of 1 ' A Pupil.”

We have received the block plans of Widington

and Newport Churches, with an accompanying

letter, but are unable to give any reply this week.

We have received the description of the " Great

Britain Steam-ship,” which will appear in our

next.

The drawings of Hand-railScrolls, Sfc., will be

inserted in our next, as will the article upon Gothic

arches, for which we could not find room in this

number.
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LASS -STAIN.
ING is an art of

so much import-

ance to architec-

ture that we this

week go into a

detailed account

of the specimens now ex-

hibiting gratis, with the

other works of art, at the

Bazaar, in St. James’s-street;

but, as wc propose at some

future occasion to resume

the subject generally, we

shall, at present, leave the

reader to gather something

of our opinions from the ob-

servations which we have

appended to the description

of the several designs no-

ticed by us.

We must again state, that we think justice

has not by any means been done to these speci-

mens of glass-staining, by the mode in which

they are exhibited, as during the greater part

of the day the strong glow of light which is

upon them most effectually prevents the be-

holder from having any thing like a correct im-

pression ofthatwhich these works would produce

when placed in the several windows of the

Houses of Parliament; though we do not in-

tend to plead altogether inexperience on the

subject, yet, we admit, we were at first in some
sort deceived, and by no means gave their

several artists all the credit which they de-

serve
;
but, on repeating our visit at about five

o’clock in the afternoon, when the sun had left

the great skylight and was externally glowing
upon the stained-glass itself, we then could see
many of the subjects exhibited are of very con-
siderable merit; and, when subdued by the ne-
cessary wire-guards, by the moderate quantity
of aperture in which it is presumed they would
be placed, and bv the duskiness which would
mostly come over them, if there be now much
of vulgar glare and ill-assorted colouring, such
disagreement and overpowering vulgarity, we
imagine, would mostly disappear.
As we suppose a vast quantity of stained-

glass will be used, we think many of those who
have sent designs and specimens should be em-
ployed, choosing the best for cote-armoury, or-
namental work, figures, and other departments,
and preventing that monopoly which must end
in much of the work being done in an inferior
way, notwithstanding the application by the
fortunate chosen to other competitors to do
part of their work.
Most of their architectural adjuncts are in

inferior taste; we know that it is not the
glass-stainer’s business to design these things,
and that it belongs properly to the architect.
We are aware that much of the pictorial ar-
chitecture, which was introduced into the fine
old stained-glass, was very execrable in design

;

but that forms no reason why the architecture
introduced into a fine palatial edifice, built all

at once, should have any such anomalous
marks of inferiority.

In the windows of the magnificent West-
minster Palace of Legislature, there is room
enough, besides mere pictures of sovereigns
and their arms, for all manner of subjects of
the history of England and its church; and
we hope to see such an application of the
triumphs of pictorial skill, which delights in
producing effects in various ways, each the
best in its kind, by the heavenly severity of
unbedaubed sculpture, by the subdued modesty
of good painting, and by the permeable glow
of the glass-stainer’s matchless art.

We now proceed to our review of the sub-
jects of stained-glass among the other

DECORATIVE WORKS OF ART
Sent in, pursuant to the notices issued by her

Majesty’s Commissioners on the Fine Arts, now
publicly Exhibiting.

58. Design for a stained-glass window, bv
John Summers.—The upper lights are occu-
pied by figures under canopies taken from
Henry VII. ’s Chapel in Westminster Abbey;
in the centre lights are placed Edward III.
and his wife Philippa; on the right of the
Queen is John of Eltham, and on the left
of the King is the Earl of Warwick. The
lower lights are occupied by Edward the Black
Prince and the Princess,with the young Prince,
afterwards Richard II. On the left of the
Princess is Sir Guy de Bryan, and on the
right of the Prince is Sir Oliver de Ingham.
A storied design of figures, with the further

disadvantage of the figures being set upon
pavements in perspective, though the figures,
some of them at least, are above the eye

;
the

large figures surmounted in the head tracery
by very small ones, and these again by orna-
mental subjects too small to be read.

59. Design for a stained-glass window, re-
presenting Henry III. and his Queen, and
Edward I. and his Queen, in the costume of
their several reigns, with their heraldic in-
signia and badges, by Ward and Nixon.—

A

good design.

60. Design for a stained-glass window, by
C. E. Gwilt.—The figures are those of the
first eight kings after the Norman conquest,
and the general design and ornaments are
intended to be of coeval date and style with
the new Palace.
An excellent, chaste, and elegant design,

though the figures are left uncoloured
;

the
pedestals and canopy-work being drawn in
elevation, are wholly free from anomalous
perspective.

61. Design for a stained-glass window, re-
presenting the arms of British sovereigns and
of illustrious individuals of the corresponding
periods from the Saxon Heptarchy to the
present time, by Spence and Co.
A rich design, but the largeness of the es-

cutcheons and the smallness of its figures dis-
agreeable.

62. Design for a stained-glass window, by
Charles Clutterbuck.—Intended as one of a
series to represent the wars of the Houses of
York and Lancaster.
Two fine historical subjects treated in a

painter-like style, more agreeable than a
monotonous repetition of scroll-work and
shields.

63. Design for a stained-glass window, by
Daniel Higgins.—The figures represented are,
Princess Mary, Henry VIII., Prince Edward,
and Princess Elizabeth, forming the family
group of Henry VIII. The upper part of the
window commences with a Gothic screen en-
riched with the royal arms, with strings of
shields relating to Henry VIII., and finishes
with the roses of York and Lancaster.
Has the merit of containing one story of

picture, but its upper work not happily
managed nor in pure taste.

64. Design for a stained-glass window, re-
presenting Henry VII. and Elizabeth of York
after marriage, by Robert Morrow.
An unfinished sketch of considerable merit.
65. Design for a stained-glass window, by

J. Hedgeland.—This design supposes the
window to contain, in the lower compartments,
whole length figures representing the sovereigns
of England, in regular succession from the
reign of King Alfred

;
the upper compart-

ments and the tracery openings being appro-
priated to the reception of devices, armorial
bearings, mottos, &c., appertaining respec-
tively to the monarchs represented immediately
underneath.

A very meritorious design of one story of
figures which, however, have the common
fault of being too stumpy.

66. Design for a stained-glass window, by
Ballantine and Allan.—Meritorious, with good
colouring, and the architecture in elevation in-
stead of anomalous perspective.

67 . Design for a stained-glass window for
the House of Peers, by Cobbett and Son.

—

1 be four upper openings contain the arms and
badges of the Tudor family. The four lower
openings contain portraits of Henry VII.,

fj.<nry VIII., Edwwrd VI., and Queen Eliza-
belh, surrounded by similar arms and badges.
Every part of the design has reference to the
came subject.

A work of great merit, though the medallions
of sovereigns, being finished in the modern
miniature style, clash with the ancient insignia
surroundingthem.

f°r a stained-glass window, by
V\ llham Warrington.—This design contains
the armorial bearings, consisting of escut-
cheons, supporters, badges, collars of SS., and
suns and roses of the following monarchs :

-
Henry IV., Henry V., Henry VI., Edward
IV., Edward V., Richard III., Henry VII.
(empaled with those of Elizabeth of ‘York)*
and Henry VIII. An excellent design.

69. Design for a stained-glass window, by
James Warrington.—In the four principal
openings are the arms of Henry V., Henry
VI., Henry VII., and Henry VI II., enclosed
by the garter, and surrounded by helmet, crest,
and lamberquin. In the lower openings are
the supportersof each monarch, holdingbanners
emblazoned with his livery colours, and charged
wilh his different badges.' Of great merit.

70. Design for a stained-glass window, re-
presenting the badges of the four orders of
British knighthood, with the arms of the
founders, &c., by Henry Pether. Avery rough
unfinished sketch, of ability.

71. Design for a stained-glass window, by
Edward Corbould.—Edward I. entering West-
minster, after having vanquished the Welch,
in 1282. A painter-like window of very great
merit.

72. Design for a stained-glass window, by
Edward Baillie.— I he upper large openings
contain portraits of four Kings of England,
Henry V., VI., VII, and VIII. Over each
are his arms and supporters, and under each is
a medallion on which is either a subject or a
figure illustrative of the period. The four
lower openings contain portraits of four queens
regnant of England. On the left, Queen Mary,
with her arras and supporters. The medallion
underneath represents the same queen and her
royal consort, Philip of Spain. Next is
Queen Elizabeth, with arms and supporters.
The medallion contains her initials, with the
date of her coronation and demise, with titles
in a label, as in the others. The third is
Queen Anne, with arms and supporters, initials
and titles. The fourth is her most gracious
Majesty Queen Victoria, with the arms of the
United Kingdom. The subject on the me-
dallion is intended to represent the signing
of the treaty between the British and Chinese
officers.

The observations upon No. 67 apply also
to this design.

73. Design for a stained-glass window for
the House of Peers, by Cobbett and Son.—
The four large upper compartments contain
portraits of her Majesty and Prince Albert on
pedestals with canopies above. Her Majesty
in her coronation robes

;
the Prince in the

robes of the Order of the Garter. The four
lower compartments are filled with the subject
of King John ratifying the great charter of
England.
A fine composition, but its several subjects

each more complete than the whole.
74. Design for a stained-glass window, by

J. A. Gibbs.—The four small openings at the
top of the drawing represent the badges of the
bouses of York and Lancaster. The large
left-hand opening represents the red dragon
(being the cognizance of the Ear! of Rich-
mond) overcoming that of Richard III. The
right-hand large opening illustrates that curious
verse :

—
“ The cat, the rat, and Lovell the dog,

Rule all England under a hog

alluding to the names of Ratcliffe, the king’s
minion, and Catesby, his spy, and to the king’s
cognizance, which was a boar. The four
lo wer openings combine the battle of Bosworth
Field. The arms a»

-e those of the principal

personages engaged on that memorable day.

A good subject of the storied kind.

75. Design for a stained-glass window for

the House of Lords, by Chance, Brothers, and
Co.— The design exhibits four memhers of the

House, a bishop, a warrior, a judge, and a
statesman. The allegorical figures above
(Piety, Valour, Justice, and Prudence) refer

t<> the characters beneath, each standing on
his coat of arms proper. In I he upper part

of the window are placed the arms of her
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Majesty Queen Victoria, and those of his

Royal Highness Prince Albert, together with

those of London and Westminster, with

emblems of the three kingdoms.

A good storied window of figures and

pedestals in elevation, with minute back-

grounds
;
but all the canopy-work and archi-

tectural decorations replete with elaborate

Continental impurities.

76. Design of a complete window intended

to represent Edward III. and his Queen

Philippa. Beneath them, Edward the Black

Prince and William of Wykeham. The four

side compartments contain the various arms,

badges, mottos, &c., by Thomas Wilmshurst.

—An excellent window, but perhaps requiring

more depth of colour, light, and shade.

77. Design for a stained-glass window, re-

presenting Henry VIII. delivering the first

English translation of the Bible to Cranmer,

for the use of the people. In the upper com-

partments are the arms of Henry VIII. and

Queen Anne Boleyn, and on either side are

the arms of the principal ecclesiastical and

lay peers who supported the Reformation.

The various badges, &c., of the king are like-

wise introduced, by John Gregory Crace. A
well-designed window, but out of taste for the

building

164. Specimen of stained-glass, relating to

the design No. 63, by Daniel Higgins. Well

painted in a subdued style, yet with some lights

too predominant.

TENTH EXHIBITION OF THE NEW SOCIETY
OF PAINTERS IN WATER-COLOURS.

110. Specimen of stained-glass, relating to

the design No. 65, by J. Hedgeland.—A good

figure, with rich though not quite harmonious

colouring.

111. Specimen of stained-glass, a compart-

ment of the design No. 71 >
by G. Hoadley.

The figure, placed in an artistic manner, less

stifflv than glassy pictures usually are, but its

glare requiring to be subdued.

112. Specimen of stained -glass, relating to

the design No. 59, by Ward and Nixon.

Figure with arms and helmet richly painted,

but spoiled in the exhibition by counter light.

1 if. Specimen of stained-glass, representing

a compartment of the design No. 68, by Wm.
Warrington.—A good subject, perhaps over

dark, and with its leadwork over thick.

118. Specimen of stained-glass, representing

a compartment of the design No. 73, bv Cob-

bett and Son.—Contrasting, by its over-clean

lightness, with the last.

129. Specimen of stained-glass, a portion of

the design No. 77, by J. G. Crace.—Coat-

armoury very good.

130. Specimen of stained-glass, a portion ot

the design No. 61, by Spence and Co.-Some
good drawing and colouring, but wanting in

the breadth and depth suitable for the work.

131. Specimen of stained-glass, a compart-

ment of the design No. 62, representing the

Earl of Richmond receiving the Crown on

Bosworth Field, by Charles Clutterbuck—

Well drawn, but its colouring poor and dis-

cordant.

132. Specimen of stained-glass, representing

Henry VII., a compartment of the design

No. 74, by J. A. Gibbs.—Good in colouring

and drawing, though requiring depth in its

accessories.

134. Specimen of stained-glass, a portion of

the design No. 72, by Edward Baillie.—A very

beautiful subject.

135. Specimen of stained-glass, relating to

the design No. 49, by Robert Morrow.—Well

drawn and beautifully finished, yet so almost

totally shadeless, as to be a mere ghost, though

shedding a glow around.

136. Specimen of stained-glass, relating to

the design No. 66, by Ballantine and Allan.

—

A beautifully-painted subject, fine in colour,

yet requiring more depth about the canopy-

work.
137. Specimen of stained-glass, relating to

the design No. 76, containing the arms of

Edward II I., by Thomas Wilmshurst.—Arms
and varied forms, devices, bordering, and

colouring, successfully worked
;
very suitable

for some of the windows.

141. Specimen of stained-glass, relating to

the design No. 75, by Chance and Co.— Well

painted though with over-short figures, with

the injurious effect of an over-blaze of light in

parts, and some want of harmony by the inju-

dicious introduction of pink.

142. Specimen of stained-glass, relating to

the design No. 69, by James Warrington—
Very agreeable.

162. Specimen of stained-glass, a portion

of the design No. 58, by John Summers.—

A

well-painted figure of the Black Prince, but

with light and shade capable of improvement.

Additional Designs and Specimens of Stained-

Glass.

Near No. 77- A good design of intricate

varied forms and colouring, by Whilmshurst,

in the style of the glass at \ ork Minstei.

The martyrdom of St. Alban, an obituary

window, by C. Clutterbuck ;
rather drolly

devoted to the memory of the late estimable

Archdeacon Watson.

Next No. 110. Window of Braxted Church,

Essex, by W. Warrington, consisting of varied

decorations and medallions of small pictorial

subjects in the revived style of imperfect art

which, as painting and glass-staining advanced,

our ancestors superseded by grand, eftective,

and speaking subjects, visible all over the

largest building, a mode directly in the teeth

of the wretched modern precepts of those who

unable to draw figures in any way fit to be seen,

attempt to humbug people with the idea that

while a Te Deum is scrawled in characters

6 inches high, which those who have not

Prayer-books cannot read, 3 inches of altitude

will suffice for representing in a coarse way the

Saviour in a manner which requires the ascent

of a ladder for the eye to make out at all.

Next No. 111. Window by Ward and

Nixon, in a good style, consisting of cote-

armory, well bordered with the leaves and

flowers of roses.

Design by Warrington for a hall-window of

Brazen-nose College, Oxford, consisting of

armorial insignia, &c.

Next No. 112. A good window, by Whilms-

hurst, of varied subjects, fit for some parts of

the Houses.

Drawing of a chancel-window of St. Pet-

rock’s Church, Padstow, Cornwall, by War-

rington. A good subject, of Christ and the

Evangelists, surmounted by high canopy-work,

instead of storying one set of figures over an-

other.

Next No. 118. Design of the altar-window

of St. Peter’s Church, Stepney, but with stories

of small subjects in medallions, instead of the

effective grandeur of one subject, or one story

of figures.

A piece, by Wilmshurst, in the style of the

glass at York Minster
;
good.

Emblems of St. Mark and St. Johu, by E.

Baillie, with borders
;
not in first-rate style.

Earnest the Pious, Duke of Brunswick, by

E. Baillie; a fine, rich, and elaborately-painted

Two fair specimens of general ornamental

work, by Baillie and by Whilmshurst.^

Ascent of Calvary, painted for the Charter-

house, by C. Clutterbuck. The effect spoiled

by the counterglow of the skylights. Not a

happy subject; we presume the figure of

Christ is unfinished, its face and bands being

in mere outline, and the drapery almost with-

out a shade, except from the accidental dis-

agreement in the different portions of glass

of which the mere shape is made up, like a

patchwork garment not in wear.

St. George
;
a fair subject, by W . Miller

.

Moses, by Whilmshurst. A fine and effective

window, though, perhaps, in too smooth a

style of painting, except it be intended to be

set almost close to the eye. •

Near No. 130. Arms and badges, by J.

Hedgeland.—Fairly painted, yet from the dis-

agreement of yellow and pink not happy in

C

°Near No. 130. No. 2, by E. Baillie.—Re-

quires more depth.

Near No. 137. Queen Elizabeth, by Robert

Morrow.—A magnificent horror, in spite of

elaborate work, mimickry of carving, hooped

washing-tub like petticoat, pinking, jewelry,

sceptre, orb, lace, and sovereignty, which render

the English female Solon in appearance the

ugliest, the stumpiest, and most graceless of

old washer women. .

Near No. 142. Arms of Henry V III., rich

bordering, by G. Hoadley, shewing ability to

execute design.

A Gothic interior, by Spence and Co.; a

style applicable to some parts of the work.

Lion’s head, by D. Higgins
;
well painted.

Two subjects of ornamental borders, by G.

Hoadley, of merit.

1

* (To be continued.)

We have visited the annual display of this

rising society at its gallery, No. 53, Fall Mall,

and have been much gratified by the evidences of

artistic ability and execution
;
the collection con-

tains many subjects of very considerable rank.

We have, indeed, heard that it does not con-

tain such eminently beautiful pictures as were

in its last year’s exhibition ;
we hardly know

how this can be, but we are quite sure that

taken as a whole it is superior, and contains

fewer bad drawings, while some are really of

surpassing merit. As a minute detail of sub-

jects of general pictorial art would be totally

unsuited to the nature of our columns, we are

obliged to confine ourselves pretty nearly to

such as relate to architecture, among which

will be found many of very great value ;
and

scarcely one of which we shall make mention

would not be satisfactory, if taken home and

honourably placed in quietude, apart from the

disgusting glare, clashing, and confusion,

which are the almost necessary concommitants

of a public exhibition-room, the worst possible

of all situations fordoing justice to the merits

of all pictures, except such as are merely

painted for the purpose of eclipsing others.

No. 4. South front of Hampton Court Pa-

lace, David Cox, Jun.—A good architectural

subject of the reign of William III.

No. 15. Schloss Elz, near the Moselle, W.
Robertson.—A very fine drawing of a rock-

fortress.

No. 16. In the Gardens, Haddon Hall, Da-

vid Cox, Jun.—A terrace-staircase subject,

prettily delineated.
.

No. 19. Part of Bolsover Castle, David

Cox, Jun.—An architectural subject, shewing

a doorway with a curved pediment.

No. 29. In Brittany, R. K. Penson.—A good

drawing of old buildings.

No. 31. At Aylesford Priory, Kent, E. H.
1MJ. Ol. Al Ayt'J'v.u * j 1

7

Wehnert.—A good ancient architectural sub-

ject of chimneys.
.

No. 34. St. Edmund’s Chapel, Westminster

Abbey, W. N. Hardwick.—Abeautiful drawing.

No. 45. Buildings at Dinan, Brittany, Wil-

liam Oliver.—An architectural subject of con-

siderable beauty ^

No. 46. Cathedral, Aix-la-Chapelle, west

entrance, James Fahey.—A curious subject

of buildings, not architectural, yet affording

some hints.

No. 53. At Cologne, G. Howse.—A beau-

tiful drawing of architecture, water and ship-

ping. _ _ _

No. 84. A halt in the Nubian Desert, Hen-

ry Warren.—A superb drawing, broad, glow-

ing, and natural.

No. 85. Old houses at Tilf, near Liege, W.
Robertson—A very interesting sketch.

No. 91. At Bacharach, James Fahey—

A

good sketch of old buildings.

No. 125.— Exterior of Anne Boleyn s apart-

ments, Hever Castle, David Cox, Jun.—A good

drawing of rather anomalous architecture, with

a three-storied stack of bay-vyindows in a

corner, and open only on two sides, and with

chimneys of an inferior character.

No. 133. Gateway at Allington Castle, Kent,

E. H. Wehnert.—A good drawing.

No. 136. —Alfred H. Taylor.—Rich,

broad, and glowing.
. a

No. 146. A pic-nic, Powis Castle, David

Cox, Jun.—A rich and superb drawing of

architecture and figures.

No. 151. Staircase at “the Hotel of the

Carp,” Bacharach, G. Howse—A good sketch

of a curious subject.

No. 178. At Mayence, G. Howse.—A good

drawing.
No. 213. At Quimperle, Brittany, William

Oliver—A good subject of ancient domestic

architecture, treated in a painter-like style.

No. 217. The studio of Leonardo da Vinci, in

the palace of Francis the First. John Chase—
A superb drawing of the peculiar architectural

subject, decked in every part with the elaborate

hard carving of the style.

No. 231. The tomb of the poet Gower—bt.

Mary Overies, Southwark, J. W. Archer. A
good sketch of an interesting subject.

No. 288. Buildings at Lamballe, Brittany,

William Oliver—A very beautiful drawing.

No. 316. Perdita and Flonzel, E. H. Y\ ed-

nert—A capital drawing.
c

No. 321. In Boulogne Cathedral, 1. &•

Boys—A small but good drawing.
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May 1.—T. Winkworth, Esq., in the chair.

The secretary read a paper on the reformed
Bystem of laying out and constructing railways,

with a view to extending the benefits of the

railway system to every part of the United
Kingdom.

In 1839 Mr. Wishaw laid his plan of work-
ing single lines before the Institution of Civil

Engineers, and in 1840, after completing a de-

tailed survey of all the railways in the United
Kingdom, and making practical experiments
to the extent of 15,000 miles as to the work-
ing of the trains on all the British railways at

that time open to the public, revised and cor-

rected his plans, and then made it public in

the “ Railways of Great Britain and Ireland.”
Since that period the single way has made

considerable progress, and engineers who
scouted the idea of carrying on a large amount
of traffic by the reciprocating system, are now
laying out some of the principal lines on this

system in a modified form, and it is understood
that the great Holyhead line is to be con-
structed on this principle.

The mode of working a railway by this plan
with any amount of traffic, may be thus de-

scribed :

—

The distances between the terminal and the
nearest principal intermediate station, and be-

tween the two principal intermediate stations,

are 20 miles respectively, which distances are
made up of two engine-runs of equal length
meeting together at the half-way stations.

To illustrate the mode of exchanging the
trains which takes place at the exchange
stations nearly simultaneously every hour, we
need only describe this process between one of
the terminal stations and the first principal
intermediate station.

An engine (No. 1) starts from terminal
station A, and another (No. 2) from the first

principal intermediate station D, as the clock
strikes eight, at an average speed of 25 miles
an hour, including stoppages; the engines
No.l and No. 2 will arrive by 24 minutes after

eight.

At the exchange station C, where each
engine-run is furnished with a large twin-
table, capable of holding the engine and tender
together, an engine (No. 3) is already on the
up-line, ready to proceed with the up-train, and
another (No. 4) on the down line, ready to pro-
ceed with the down-train.
The engines Nos. 1 and 2 which have just

arrived are turned. into the engine sheds on
either side, and the engines Nos. 3 and 4 are
connected with the up and down-trains re-

spectively, and proceed forward precisely at

8 hours 30 minutes, there being six minutes
(for the sake of example) allowed for the ex-
change for attaching or detaching carriages,
&c., and for receiving and disembarking pas-
sengers.

At 8 hours 54 minutes, engine No. 3 will
arrive with the up-train at the arrival platform
of the terminal station A, where the passengers
and luggage will be dispatched by omnibusses,
&c.

In the meantime the nine o’clock down-train
is preparing to start with engine No. 5, which
has its steam up, and is waiting for the nine
o’clock bell to be rung, or bugle-sounded. The
clocks at each station throughout are required
to be of uniform construction, and by first-rate

i makers, and regulated twice in 24 hours by
means of the electro-galvanic telegraph, which

i is considered a necessary appendage to all

i main lines of railway.

At 24 minutes past nine, engine No. 5 will
arrive with the second down-train at exchange

: station C, and engine No. 6 will also arrive
i within a minute before or after with a second
up-train at the same station as on the first ex-
change

;
so, again, engines Nos. 1 and 2 are

i ready to proceed on the signal being given at
9 hours 30 minutes with the up and down-
trains respectively

;
engines Nos. 5 and 6

are turned into the engine-sheds as before, and
prepared to make the next exchange at 9
hours 54 minutes; engine No. 1 arrives at
the terminal station A, as before, and engine

' No. 3 is again ready to start with the ten
i o'clock train, and so the reciprocating process
is continued throughout the 24 hours at each

i of the intermediate exchange stations.

Intervals of one hour each for the starting
1 of the trains, and also ten-mile runs are taken,
i merely for the sake of easy illustration, but

intervals of 90 minutes, which would give 16
daily trains, and longer runs, according to each
particular case, would answer equally well.

The estimated cost of construction of a line

60 miles in length, taking the prices through-
out on a liberal scale, is, including stations,

furnishings, plants, &c. :

—

Total cost of constructing
the railway and stations .£824,787 8 2

Total cost of furnishing

the railway and stations 101,320 0 0

£926,107 8 2
Or, altogether, at the average rate of only

15,435/. 2s. 5d. per mile.

The annual revenue, with the amount of
traffic, would amount to 324,339/. Is. 4d.

; and
the annual expenses, including fund for depre-
ciation of locomotives and stock, &c., and in-

terest on loans, &c., 115,879/. 18s.

Thus the disbursements would amount, on
an average, to 35’7'21. per cent, on the gross
revenue.

The English railways at present
in operation extend to .... 1,608 miles.

The Scotch, 219 „
The Irish, 80 „

Making a total of 1,907 „
If the reciprocating plan had been adopted,

the total cost of all the British railways at

present open to the public would only have
been 29,434,345/., instead of considerably more
than double that amount.

In 1841, Mr. Whishaw laid down on his

railway-map the lines requiring to complete
the system throughout England, Scotland, and
Ireland

;
from which it appears that

In England there remained to be
constructed 1833 miles.

In Scotland, 210 „
In Ireland, 931 ,,

Making altogether ...... 2974 „

Which, if executed on the reciprocating
system, would not exceed 45,903,690/., instead

of 91,807,380/. if the ordinary double way be
adopted.

The latter part of this paper was devoted to

a consideration of the atmospheric system of
railways, giving an account of its progress
from the publication of Mr. Ballence’s plan
in 1824 to the present time.

The next paper read was by Mr. Galt, who
has lately been examined before a committee
of the House of Commons on his plan for

railway reform.

The value, says Mr. Galt, of all the railway
property in the United Kingdom is estimated

at 93,000,000/., the price at which it could

be purchased would pay 41. 7s. per cent.

;

and as government could borrow money at
little more than 3 per cent., there would be
a clear profit of 1,165,000/. per annum, to be
applied by government to meet the loss which
would be incurred by a reduction of fares.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

April 30.—The President in the chair.

“A Description of the method employed for

Repairing a Chimney 120 feet high, at Messrs.

Cowper’s Cotton Mills, Glasgow,” by Joseph
Colthurst, was read. The means adopted
were thus described :—the workman was pro-
vided with a broad leathern belt, to which was
attached a strong spring-hook

;
staple-shaped

ladder-irons, with flat gagged ends, were
driven into the joints above each other, at in-

tervals of 15 inches, by the man standing
in them in succession as he ascended, until he
reached the top

;
his safety was secured by

fixing the spring-hook into the ladder-iron im-

mediately opposite his waist, which enabled

him to use both his hands when working, as

rope was also passed round his waist and
down inside the ladder-irons, to support him
in case one of the irons broke or drew out

;
he

thus succeeded in removing some ornamental
plates of iron which had been loosened by a

storm. In descending, the workmen took the

ladder-irons out one after the other, the whole
operation being performed in two days and a

half. The total cost, including a bonus of 51. to

the workman, was only 13/.

The first part of a paper by Mr. W. Fair-

bairn, on the reduction of the magnetic ores of
Samakoff (Turkey) was read; it commenced
with reviewing the few attempts which had
been made towards improving the method of
treating the richer iron ores both of England
and of foreign countries, the great English
iron makers having restricted themselves to
using the lean carbonates of iron, on account
of the facilities they offered for working; the
great advantages which might have resulted,
both in the quantity and the quality of the
metal produced from rich ores, have thus been
neglected.

It is stated that Mr. Dhannes Dadian, an
active and enterprising Armenian in the service
of the Sublime Porte, brought to this country
specimens of the magnetic iron ore and of
bituminous coal found in the district of Sam-
akoflf, in Turkey. He bad them analyzed at
Paris and in England, and found that the ore
was nearly a pure oxide of iron, containing
about 63 per cent, of metal; that it was free
from sulphur, arsenic, or other deleterious
matters

;
and that there was mixed with it

about 12 percent, of silicious earth.
The ore was described as being found in the

form of a fine sand covering extensive plains,

where it had been deposited to the depth of
several feet, probably by the action of water
upon the mountains around, where a similar
ore existed in considerable masses. In conse-
quence of the favourable report of the assayists,

and acting on the advice of Mr. Fairbairn,
Mr. Dhannes Dadian determined to persevere
in his projects, and his attention being directed
to the process invented by Mr. Clay for produc-
ing malleable iron direct from the ore, as
described in a paper read at the Institution of
Civil Engineers, February 14, 1843, hesecured
that gentleman’s services to conduct some ex-
periments, and subsequently engaged him to

proceed to Turkey to prosecute the working of
the iron ore on an extensive scale.

Mr. Clay’s report, and that of Mr. League,
were fully given

;
they contained details of the

various ingenious modes employed to work the
ore, which, being in the state of a fine sand,
either fell unmelted through the fire into the
bottom of the furnace, or was blown out of the
furnace-top by the force of the blast; at length
Mr. Clay, thinking that if the ore could be deox-
adized by a previous operation, it would be in a
fitter state for fusion in the blast furnace, sub-
mitted it to a partial process, as far as causing
it to form into lumps; in that form it was
easily fused, and produced cast-iron of a pecu-
liarly ductile fluid, and yet strong character,
of which specimens were exhibited. The
success of this plan was considered so com-
plete, that the preparations were immediately
commenced for erecting works in Turkey on
a large scale.

Incidental to the subject of the glassy scoria?

of the iron furnaces, Mr. Clay mentioned that
he had studied carefully the composition of
crown-glass; he believes that he was the first

to point out the true atomic character of glass,

that its quality dependes on the ingredients
being compounded in certain definite atomic
proportions, and that crown-glass is quinqui-
silicate of lime and soda. He arrived at these
conclusions in the year 1835 ;

and, at the works
of Messrs. Chance at Birmingham, it was
found, that on following the rules he laid down,
the production of a constant quality of glass

was inevitable. He then treated of the pro-

duction of optical lenses and of the make of

bottle-glass. The paper then returned to the

forms of the furnaces proposed for working
the Turkish iron ore; the various modes of
treating it, and the nature of the flukes, &c.,

concluding the first part of the paper, with the

details of the experiments made upon it at

Manchester and at the Backbarrow works.
The following papers were announced to

be read :

—

No. 679. (Second part.) “ On the relative

strength and other properties of cast-iron from

the Turkish and hoematile ores,” by W. Fair-

bairn, M. Inst. C.E.
No. 675. “ Description of a pair of iron

Lock-gates, constructed in 1843, for the en-

trance of the west dock at Montrose,” by

J. Leslie, M. Inst. C.E.
No. 678 .

“ Description of a coffer-dam used

for closing the end of the Building-slip at her

Majesty’s Dockyard, Woolwich,” by B.

Snow, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

No. 670. “Account of the plan adopted by

William Preston White, for raising the
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Innisfail steamer, sunk in the river Lee, near

Cork (Ireland),” by G. P. White, Assoc. Inst.

C.E.

May 7.—The President in the chair.

The second part of Mr. Fairbairn’s paper

which remained unfinished from the last meet-

ing was read. It noticed the remarkable rich-

ness and purity of the iron ores of the East,

and the superior quality of the Damascus steel

produced from iron made apparently in the

rudest and most primitive manner
;

it was re-

markable that up to the present time there

had been but little change in the manner of

manufacturing charcoal-iron even in England.

This might be accounted for by the small

quantity of wood charcoal used for smelting

iron, but it appeared that, with the exception of

that which was sent into Staffordshire and

South Wales, for mingling with the lean ores

of the coal measures, but little of the haema-

tite or rich ores of Lancashire, Cumberland,
Cornwall, or Devonshire was used, although

in richness and in quality of metal they equalled

those of foreign countries.

The paper then entered at length upon the

experiments on the transverse strength of the

Turkish iron, and also of the iron from other

rich ores presenting the results in a tabular

form mingled with those which had been re-

ported on previous occasions in the Trans-

actions of the Philosophical Society of Man-
chester, and in the reports of the British

Association. These tables were arranged so

as to afford the means of comparison of the

strength and Other qualities of various irons,

and also for practical purposes, to furnish a

guide for selecting such irons as by proper
mixture of the different kinds would enable

unerring results to be arrived at by the founder
when engaged in producing castings for the

engineer, the architect, or for various purposes
in the arts or in constructions. Simple rules

were also given for finding the breaking
weight of beams cast from the fifty-two kinds
of iron which had been experimented upon.
The importance of the subject of the paper,

the novelty of the application of Mr. Clay’s

system, and the unwearied attention of Mr.
Fairbairn, together with Mr. Hodgkinson, in

the numerous experiments they had made,
were fully appreciated by the meeting, and it

was announced that the valuable tables would
speedily be published entire in the minutes of

proceedings of the Institution.

A specimen of steel made from the Turkish
ore, and a knife manufactured from it by
Mr. Durham, of Regent-street, were exhibited

and were much admired.

A letter was read from Dr. Schafhaeutl,

drawing attention to some experiments made
by Sir David Brewsteron the prismatic colours

generated in homogeneous bodies when pres-

sure was applied to them. These experiments

were recorded in the Philosophical Tranac-
tions for 1816; they furnished a method of
rendering visible and of measuring the me-
chanical changes which take place during the
compression, dilitation, or bending of trans-

parent bodies. He also stated that the tints

produced by polarized light were correct

measures of the compressing and dilating

forces, and by employing transparent gums of
different elasticities, the changes which oc-

curred in bodies before they were either

broken or crushed could be ascertained, and
that, forming models of arches of simple re-

fracting substances, such as gum, copal, &c.,

giving ditferent degrees of roughness to the
touching surfaces of the voussoirs, and ex-

posing the model to polarized light, the results

of any degree of friction at the joints would
be readily observed.

It was stated that similar experiments had
been tried by Mr. Bist, at Paris, almost simul-
taneously with Dr. Brewster, and that, without
doubt, this had materially assisted Dr. Robison
in his valuable treatise on the strength of
materials.

A description of the iron dock-gates at

Montrose harbour, by Mr. James Leslie,

M. Inst. C.E., was then read. These gates
were described in great detail, giving all the

dimensions of the several parts, which were
fully shewn by some elaborate drawings.

Their framing is of cast-iron, covered on
both sides with wrought-iron plates 4 inch and

re- inch thick, riveted on so as to be water-
tight, and to render the gates buoyant and
partly to compensate for the weight of metal

in them, which is about 87 tons. The gates

are 55 feet wide and 22 feet 6 inches deep,

and are entirely composed of iron, except their

bottom bars and the false mitres, which are

of oak. The sluice-valves are of iron, with-

out any brass on their faces, but their backs are

covered with zinc plates, and the bolts had zinc

nuts screwed over the iron ones, in order to

check the oxydation of the iron by the galvanic

action of the two metals.

A general account of Montrose Harbour

was given, and it appeared that although there

had existed some doubt as to the successful

formation of a harbour in such bad ground,

being entirely sand and gravel, which stands

full of water to within a few feet of the surface,

the work having been submitted to Mr. Walker,

president of the institution, and having his ap-

proval, had been satisfactorily executed, and

stands well.

A model of the large swinging-jib crane

used by the contractors at Granton Pier, Edin-

burgh, and a drawing of the mode of raising

the stand-pipe at the East London Water-
works, by Mr. Wicksteed, were exhibited.

The following candidates were balloted for

and elected :—Messrs. H. Clutton, S. Hocking,
C. Ower, T. Brunton, and G. Evans, as asso-

ciates.

The following papers were announced to be

read at the meeting of May 14th.

No. 681. “ Account of the atmospheric rail-

way,” by J. Samuda, Assoc. Inst. C. E.
No. 678. “ Description of a coffer-dam used

for closing the ends of building-slips of her

Majesty’s Dockyard, Woolwich,” by B. Snow,
Assoc. Inst. C. E.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

May 1.—The Rev. the Master of University

College in the chair.

The following new members were admitted :

—T. A. Bowden, Esq., Magdalene Hall
;
G.

Blomfield, Esq., Exeter College
;
Mr. Mar-

getts, Church Decorator, St. John’s-street.

The following presents were received :

—

The Journal of the British Archaeological

Association, No. 1, by the committee of the

Association.

Rubbings of brasses from Roydon Church,
Essex, by Rev. H. S. Burr, Christ Church.

Drawings from the Churches of Chittle-

hampton, Devon; and Allington, Newton
Tony, and Cholderton, Wilts, by Rev. W.
Grey, Magdalene Hall.

Architectural Nomenclature of the Middle

Ages, by Robert Willis, M.A., F.R.S., &c.,

Jacksonian Professor in the University of

Cambridge, by the author.

Lithographic Views of Churches near

Tamworth, by Rev. J. Hanburv, Thatcham,
Berks.
The report of the proceedings of the society

during the past term was laid on the table.

The chairman again recommended the

British Archaeological Association to the

notice of the members, and Mr. Parker ob-

served that its object is to have members
enrolled in every county or, if possible, in

every parish, so that no modern improvements
or alterations could be made, or any antiqua-

rian discoveries could possibly take place,

without the knowledge of the central com-
mittee in London. The secretaries of the

Oxford Society are authorized to receive the

names of those who are willing to join the

association.

Mr. Burr, in presenting his rubbings of

brasses, regretted that some delay had occurred
which rendered him unable to add a rubbing
of a fine brass which he had lately copied

from the Cathedral of Seville, but which he
trusted would soon arrive.

A paper was read by J. E. Millard, Esq., of

Magdalene College, on monuments and grave-

stones, recommending the revival of flat

monumental stones, or of coped stones, orna-
mented with crosses of various forms, with
inscriptions if necessary, or with emblems ex-

pressing the profession or employment of the

deceased, according to the ancient custom.
The average cost of an ornamented coped
stone is estimated, by a person well versed in

such matters, at four pounds, while that of a

common head-stone is usually three guineas,

and even a small brass would cost ten pounds.
The paper was illustrated by a number of
drawings of stone coffin-lids, and flat grave-

stones, ornamented with a great variety of

devices, of which, however, the cross generally
formed the leading feature, and of a curious
boss in the cloisters of Norwich Cathedral, on
which a funeral is represented, with eleven
monks surrounding a stone coffin in the act

of lowering the lid.

The chairman observed, that the adoption of
these flat grave-stones, though very desirable,

would be attended with much inconvenience in
crowded church-yards, and that their use must
necessarily be almost confined to the top of
brick graves

;
but wherever their use is practi-

cable, they are infinitely preferable to the
modern tombs with which our church-yards are
disfigured. He thought, however, that head-
stones, made ornamental according to such
designs as those furnished by Mr. Paget and
Mr. Armstrong, would often be found more
convenient than flat stones.

A member observed, that for the graves of
the poor, which Mr. Millard appeared to have
chiefly in view, the simple wooden cross at the
head, with the name or initials and the date, a
custom scarcely yet obsolete, was preferable to

any memorial of greater pretension, or of a

more lasting material.

ELEMENTARY ESSAY ON MORTAR
AND CEMENTS.

BY JAMES WYLSON, HON. SEC. B.A.A.D.

(Continuedfrom p. 227.)

36. These nodular cement-stones are out-

wardly something like a bulbous root, that

is, composed of concentric hollow spheres

or layers
;
the latter are imperfectly defined,

but peel away gradually with the action of the

atmosphere, being clayey and slightly slaty in

texture. The nucleus of the stone is of a more
compact formation, though frequently inter-

sected by fissures filled with glistening calca-

reous laminae, dividing it into nearly cubical

fragments. The cement is made by subjecting

the best of them broken into small pieces and

separated by alternate strata of small coal, in

a proportion of about eight to one, to a strong

red heat for from thirty to forty hours, in a kiln

kept in constant operation, after which they are

ground to powder in a mill. The cement being

liable to lose its adhesive power by exposure
to the air, is then immediately packed in

casks, air and water tight; when only part

of a cask is used, the remainder should be

repacked in a smaller one, to keep it in good
condition, although it would take many months
to render it altogether useless. Good cement,

when perfectly burnt, is light in weight and
of a light-brown colour

;
when imperfectly

roasted, it is heavy and dark
;

if overdone,

black, with carbonized particles interspersed.

Some makers mix the scoria of copper with

the burnt stone before grinding, and which,

being principally composed of oxide and sul-

phuret of iron, is a very good addition, if intro-

duced in due moderation.

37. It is supposed that the principal part of

the lime in the cement combines with the

ferruginous clay during the burning, leaving

but a small portion to assume the state of

hydrate on being wetted, and to return to

the state of carbonate by reabsorption of car-

bonic acid from the atmosphere ;
and therefore

it seems that it undergoes much less change

than common mortar is subject to. Cement
is not considered good unless it rise to a high

temperature when mixed, although this princi-

ple never exists in it to such a degree as would
be the case if water were thrown on it im-

mediately after burning, but previous to the

stones being ground, cause it to fall down into

powder, as in the case of common line.

38. Roman cement is chiefly valuable for its

property of resisting the action of water
;

it

does not stand heat well,—indeed, a moderate

degree soon destroys all its tenacity. It is

used for all building, whether of masonry or

bricklayer’s work, subject to be wet or damp,
constantly or only occasionally. It is also, on

account of its property of setting quickly and

being incompressible (unless under a load that

would crush the bricks or stones themselves),

admirably calculated for carrying up such

slender piers or other parts as would be in dan-

ger of derangement from the weight of the

superimposed work, if constructed with com-
mon slowly-binding mortar

;
as well as for the

joints of old work, and a variety of purposes

demanding especial care. It may be used either

by itself, as in water-cisterns and tanks, casting

small ornaments, &c., or with a considerable
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mixture of sand, and even with yellow chalk-

lime, furnishing still a water-cement of good
quality at a cost materially lower. In such

aquatic operations as are executed by tide-

work, that is, at low-water only, it is often

used alone; but in dry situations, one part of

cement and two of sand are common
;
and in

stuccoing, even one to three may be sufficient;

but how much sand may be added necessarily

depends on the quality of the cement, and it

is a general rule that that is the best which
hardens with the largest proportion of sand :

such as will not take from l£ to 2, and retain

a strong cohesive power, cannot be considered

good. This part of the subject is very im-
portant to observe, not only in an economical
point of view, but in reference to the increased

facility in working which is obtained by the

addition of sand
;
for as by itself it sets rapidly,

and only a small quantity may on that account
be prepared for use at one time, the workman
has the less difficulty to contend with in floating

an extent of surface, in proportion as it is

combined with more sand. It is not at all

elastic, and therefore when worked it should
not be disturbed

;
nor ought it to be applied

where there is any liability to warp or change
in any way. Contradictory statements are made
relative to its admitting of being laid on in

more than one coat, some averring that if

hatched over like the pricking-up coat of com-
mon plaster-work, another and another being
added, will perfectly combine together; but its

decided rejection of wet seems an overpower-
ing argument against this supposition, seeing

that the inward evaporation from the coat last

applied not being absorbed by the previous one,

must necessarily form a separating medium :

thus, a second coat may be considered as little

better than hung upon the first by means of
the keys formed by the hatching; and the con-
clusion is, that its adhesion can in no case be
complete to any surface which is of a nature
similarly unfavourable to a previous coat of
itself.

39. Preparatory to stuccoing, brickwork
should be cleaned and damped over, the latter

to prevent its too much absorbing the mois-
ture, and giving it thereby a porousness of

structure unfavourable to the perfect exclusion

of wet; also to facilitate its adhesion. It is

said that if the sand happen to be moist previous

to mixing, the cement must be used immedi-
ately. With the genuine cement, in conse-

quence of its setting so quickly, a skilful work-
man alone can produce good work

;
and the

hand-float requires to be used with great care.

40. The Lias Limes are obtained from a

dark-blue or dove-coloured stone, of an earthy

or slaty structure, very abundant at Barrow-
on-Soar, in Leicestershire; Watchet and
Bath, Somersetshire

;
Lyme Regis, Dorset-

shire
;
and Aberthaw, Glamorganshire. Those

of Lyme Regis and Aberthaw are used in

London
;
the latter is somewhat the better in

quality and burning: by exposure to the

weather they assume outwardly a liver-brown-

ish hue; when burnt, they are buff. They are

j

extensively employed for outside stuccoing,
I and are the only kind of stone-lime much used

for that purpose, for which they are by some
esteemed superior to the Roman cement, being
less liable to blister and crack

;
and from

their resemblance to building-stone when
finished, not requiring to be coloured. The
proportions commonly used in stuccoing are

three parts coarse sharp sand to one part lime

for a first coat, and two of fine sand to one of

[

lime for finishing : the lime should be care-

fully screened. Lias lime being considerable

dearer than the Dorking grey chalk lime,

partly owing to the greater quantity of fuel

|

and longer time required in its burning, is not
much employed about town in forming water-

|

cement; the chalk lime aforesaid generally

j

answering that purpose sufficiently well,

I

although not quite so strong: it is argillo-

ferruginous in its nature. The proportion
of clay in those of Watchet, Bath, and Aber-

|l thaw, is, according to one authority, about
11^ per cent.; in that of Barrow, the average

1 of three analyses gave about 14f ; that is

ji -j^ths nearly, but as high as -frths has been
stated. These limes are said to continue a

I long time good if kept in close casks
;
and

|

especially if slaked to powder and closely pack-

j

; ed : they are superior to all the five calcareous
I stones mentioned in article 11. TheAtheneeum

Club-house, Charing-cross Hospital, and the

Blind Asylum in St. George’s Fields, were
built with lias stone-lime.

41. The hydraulic limes obtained in the
vicinity of Strasburg are said to form cement
of excellent quality.

42. Water-cements may be formed artifi-

cially by calcining together the different in-

gredients which compose natural substances of

known hydraulic character; theiefore, where
these cannot be procured naturally, there can
seldom be much difficulty in obtaining satisfac-

tory substitutes, even superior in quality to the

others, according as they are regulated with
more or less precision in the relative propor-

tions of their essential components, and with

the omission of such as are not necessary. 53
per cent, by weight of carbonate of lime, 18
of protoxide of iron, and 29 of silica and
alumina in equal parts, have been stated as

affording the desired result; about 30 per
cent, of slaked lime, mixed with the other two
ingredients after their calcination, serving
if deemed more expedient, instead of the quan-
tity of carbonate above mentioned. Berg-
man, a Swedish chemist, who is considered to

have been the first to give an analysis of a
hydraulic limestone, found that of Lena, in

Sweden, to contain 90 per cent, of lime, 4 of
clay, and 6 of oxide of manganese; and he
was of opinion that the latter gave the hydraulic
character to the lime, and was necessary in all

water-cements. Guyton de Morveau, a French
chemist, was the first to make an artificial

hydraulic lime
;
and he composed it by cal-

cining together pulverized lime, clay, and
black oxide of manganese, in proportions cor-

responding with the Lena limestone, agreeably
to Bergman’s analysis. He also attributed to

the manganese the merit of affording the
aquatic property. This, indeed, was in ac-
cordance with the opinion that at one time
prevailed; but which, however, gave way to

the one permanently established, that it is clay
which is essential, and that manganese is in-

different, although a little of the latter, added
to mortar, makes it harden under water

;
as is

also the case with iron. The hydraulic lime-
stones or marls of Senonches and St. Cathe-
rine’s, near Rouen, on being analyzed, were
found to contain 68 per cent, of carbonate of
lime, 12 of alumina, 6 of sand, 2 of oxide of
iron, and 12 of water.

43. But it is not only by the method above
indicated that water-cements can be factitiously

obtained; for many of excellent quality are

formed by mixing with common mortar a selec-

tion from a large variety of non-calcareous

substances, very diversified in their natures yet

affording to the mortar the property of indu-

rating under water : wood and coal ashes and
cinders, coal-dust, tile and brick-dust, pounded
tiles and clinkers, burnt clay, pounded pottery,

forge-scales, roasted iron-ore, pumice-stone,

basalts, powdered quick-lime, and others, of

which there will he occasion to treat, are put

in requisition for this purpose.

( To be continued.)

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE METROPOLIS.

Kensington.—Her Majesty’s Commission-
ers of Woods and Forests have decided upon
the plans to be carried into effect for the forma-
tion of a new avenue, to be called the Queen’s-
road, extending from the Uxbridge road to

High-street, Kensington, being the site of
the late Royal Kitchen-gardens. Twenty-
one detached villas, have already been com-
menced upon either side, and each of these

will be surrounded by nearly an acre of gar-

den ground. Various designs for the villas,

gates, and lodges, have been submitted to the

Commissioners, and those of Messrs. Wyatt
and Brandon, Mr. Owen Jones, and Mr. Ken-
dall have been decided upon. In the plans

selected, all of which are in the Italian

mode, are designs for mansions to be built

of stone, and some of them contain upwards of

40 rooms, and in most are apartments en suite

upwards of 100 feet in length. The greater

portion of these structures are already se-

cured by aristocratic and wealthy families

;

and Mr. Blashfield, the lessee under the

Crown, has undertaken to have them finished

during the coming summer. The villas upon
the east side command a view of Kensington-

gardens. The road will be upwards of a mile

in length, and 70 feet wide, and will connect

the two great western roads. The govern-
ment, police, lighting, sewerage, and indeed
the entire management, is to be under the
control of the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests, who are about to build two lodge
entrances, and to select and pay liveried gate-
keepers and other subordinates, to render the
undertaking as complete as possible.

St. Giles-in-the-Fields.—The locality
called the Rookery, which is situate on the
line of the new street that is to connect
Oxford-street and Holborn, near Southampton-
street, and which for many years has been the
resort of the abandoned of both sexes, is about
to be removed for the improvements in this

neighbourhood. Sixty houses, forming Buck-
eridge-street on the north, and Church-street
on the west, have been sold by private contract
(it not being thought advisable to dispose of
them by auction, in consequence of their low
value), and several men are now employed in

their removal. The purchaser of the property,
which belonged to Colonel Buckeridge, has
great difficulty in getting rid of the inmates,
and in some of the houses, though the roofs

have been taken off, they still remain. The
occupants of the different premises to be
cleared away have received notice from the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests to quit,

so that in a short time a wide area of ground
will be open for the erection of the new build-

ings, including the large stone-yard in George-
street, which belonged to the parish of St.

Giles-in-the-Fields, which was sold a few days

ago, and the station-house of the E division, in

the room of which the Commissioners of the

Metropolitan Police have purchased three

houses in Clerk’s-buildings, Broad-street, St.

Giles’s, behind which cells are being erected.

Trafalgar-square.—Several men have
been this week engaged in sculpturing the

basement of the Nelson pillar ; and there ap-

pears to be little doubt but that orders have
been given to complete this national memorial
as speedily as possible. The small portion of

the promenade laid down in cement was
scarcely completed on the day of admission of
the public, and was consequently not set.

Much of it is therefore broken, the portion
being that placed between the bitumen, some
of which is also broken away. Sticks, stones,
umbrellas, and, in some cases, hammers have
been employed by the public to test the soli-

dity of the works,—all these attempts would
probably have been successfully resisted had
full time been allowed for the cement and bitu-

men properly to harden. The damage done
will have to be repaired by the laying down of
blocks of the like material sufficiently har-

dened at the manufactory of the patentee
without allowing it to he subjected to the
<l practical experimentalism ” of the public.

It is said to be in contemplation to remove
the turrets from the top of the National
Gallery, and it is further said to be the inten-

tion of the commissioners to order the prepa-
ration of another statue to be placed on the

north-west pedestal in the square, instead of

removing that of George III., as previously

contemplated.

Eton College.— It has been notified to

the authorities of the college that his Royal
Highness Prince Albert will lay the foundation-

stone of the extensive new buildings which are

to be erected forthwith, at an expense of

26,000/., immediately contiguous to the an-

cient edifice, in that portion of the premises

known as Weston’s yard. The precise period

for the laying of the’foundation-stone is not yet

determined upon. It is expected, however, to

take place about the middle of next month.

The statue of the late Duke of Gordon has

been placed on its pedestal, in Castle-street,

Aberdeen. The statue is by Campbell, and

is 11 feet 3 inches in height; including the

base and pedestal, the height, in all, is 21 feet

6 inches.

Wood Paving.—As an instance of despatch

with which wood-paving may be laid down, the

Metropolitan Company received orders, late

on the evening of last Saturday week, to pave

2700 yards at the Bricklayers’ Arms terminus,

which they completed on Tuesday night.

Above two thousand pictures, many of them

of singular merit, have been rejected at the

Royal Academy, owing to want of space.
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INTERIOR VIEW OF ST. OLAVE'S CHURCH, SOUTHWARK, AFTER THE LATE FIRE.

We this week present our readers with a

view of the interior of this beautiful work of
the architect, Flitcroft, as it appeared after the

fire. This sketch shews the fine effect of the

l\
T TTwctmr*.which * s no £reat altitude, as seen

_
‘ * ’

' froVrt th^'confmed space of the church when
ft?,foiof was burnt off, the walls, tower, and
cwlonpadtf producing something of the appear-

sjthff”a of /a classical atrium or uncovered
JjmrtijtB5^ /1/ he tower itself is of considerable

\ttlv tfrttHoriginality, in a fine and simple

itecture, and perhaps is Flitcroft’s

of design.

aaaTi.Tu

The roof, which was finished ^vith a fine

ornamental groined ceiling, is now being re-

stored. The whole of this church was finished

in a very high style, and when perfectly re-

stored, for which sufficient details and infor-

mation remain, we trust will long escape such
another misfortune, and as long laugh to scorn

those ignorant people scarcely half skin-deep
in knowledge of Gothic architecture, who, in

their rash, unscientific, and ill-regulated

minds, denounce many of our finest ecclesias-

tical buildings, Pagan,' though containing deco-

tions much in the style of those edifices in

which Christ’s apostles and Constantine and
the fathers all worshipped. Between them and
the freemasons lies this difference, the free-

masons united the best science of the Egyptians,
Greeks, and Romans, with their own wonderful
shrewdness, whereas these modern critics throw
overboard the architectural science of all

the three. We have in hand some exceed-
ingly interesting further illustrations of this

most valuable example of metropolitan church
architecture, with which we are sure our readers

will be much pleased,
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TETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ., PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continuedfrom p. 230.)

All kinds of rock decompose under atmo-

spheric influences, the chemical and mecha-

nical causes of decomposition varying in every

region of the earth
;

all kinds of rock are pro-

duced by chemical and mechanical action.

The evidence of their decomposition is con-

tinually before our eyes and requires no de-

monstration
;
but the forming action being

local and not general, depending upon long

and continuous atmospheric heat in particular

regions, or taking place chemically within the

bowels of the earth, is of necessity inaccessible

to most men, and, therefore, requires demon-

strable evidence to support it, until the truth

becomes firmly established upon the conjoint

evidence of observing men. Marbles form in

most countries, being calcareous matter ce-

mented together by siliceous, calcareous, or

argillaceous earth
;
porphyry, siennite, gniess,

granites of varieties are produced under a con-

tinuous atmospheric heat, or byelectro-chemical

action, when the matter is disposed within the

bowels of the earth or in mountainous districts.

Slate rocks are produced from the induration

of clay by mechanical pressure and cohesion,

and by chemical change in the disposition of

the particles of which they are composed. The
stratified nature of these and also many of the

crystalline rocks is another demonstrable proof

that they are formed by sedimentary deposi-

tion of the earths.

Let any one examine the various stone

quarries of this- country, and he will most
assuredly discover rock in almost every stage

of formation, geologists will say in almost

every stage of decomposition, but admitting

this assertion, it gives a most decided negative

to their notions of the primary nature of

rocks. Again, the continued action of the

atmosphere is evidently a condition of their

assuming the perfect state of solidity, for many
species degenerate as we dip into the earth,

first losing their hardness, and eventually

passing by transition into earths and clavs.

The lodging of water within the earth favours

the conglomeration of silica and the generation

of siliceous aggregates
;
and, uniting with the

acids and salts abstracted by them from the

mineral beds through which they percolate, or

are conveyed by fissures and veins, they become

the active agents of generation of various mineral

bodies; thus sparry quartz is almost universally

disposed in veins, and is the first crystalline

product manifest in clay beds and in cavernous

apertures of the earth
;
nay, sparry concre-

tions are continually forming before our eyes,

and walls and roofs of deserted mines soon

become covered with them. The causes of

effects manifest as quartz are therefore palpably

existing in the present day, even in this country.

In the vast expanse of this planet, forming

the middle regions of the earth, the sands, peb-

bles, marls, and clays, are palpably produced by

organic action, and the consequent changes of

matter as it enters the fossil and mineral

kingdom
;

in one region we find extensive

ranges of carbonate of lime formed and still

forming, intersected by vast ranges of sands,

the causes of their production being still in

active operation
;
in another we observe these

primary earths covered with thick deposits of
vegetable earth

;
in neither the one nor the

other do we evidence their origin as proceed-
ing from the decomposition of rocks, for in the
first instance no species other than limestone
rock is yet called into being, in the second,
the very nature of the soil proclaims its origin,

as the extent and magnitude of the tropical

vegetation bears evidence of its continuous

increase.

As atmospheric and chemical influences and
also mechanical action determine the nature,

character, and qualities of rocks, so they also

determine the changes they undergo after their

primary formation from the earths aggregated

by sedimentary deposition or elaborated by
organic species. The sands which contributed

to fill up the ancient canal of the Ptolemies,

connecting the Red Sea with the Nile, have

become agglutinated into very hard sandstone,

which now conceals the original bed
;
on the

other hand, the temple of Denderah, being

built of a species of sandstone uniting with

much lime, is rapidly decomposing
;
the nature

of the cement which binds the sands together

in one coherent mass always determines its

powers of resistance to atmospheric influences.

In many parts of Asia and Africa, in Australia,

and South America, porphyry, basalt, siennite,

marbles, and varieties of crystalline rock form
under long-continued atmospheric influences,

and are apparently indestructible; in other

regions of the globe they rapidly decay when
they become exposed to atmospheric influences,

or to the mechanical action of the winds and
rains. The traveller, as he stands in the midst
of the ruins of the magnificent temple at

Luxor, observes that many of the granites and
calcareous stones have rather improved their

condition by age, becoming harder and more so-

norous; others having a natural cement inimical

to their preservation, have suffered partial or

entire decomposition
;
the celebrated obelisks

were very recently in a beautiful state of pre-

servation, preserving the same, and most pro-

bably a higher state of finish than when turned
out of the hand of the sculptor: gothic barba-

rism, led on by men of science, caused the

removal of one of these obelisks to Paris, and
its appearance among them was regarded as a

national triumph. What is it now? a monu-
ment of the folly ofthe times in which we live, a

reproach to civilized people, who for the sake
of a childish triumph of national vanity, have

broken the charm attached to it while sur-

rounded by historical associations and revered

relief of antiquity. In a few years, unless art

can contend successfully against Time, this

monument will be laid low in the dust.

On the shores of Great Britain the action of

rolling beaches is exemplified in the waste and
in the rounding of pebbles, and by giving them
polished surfaces. Men seeing, and under-

standing these phenomena, can y their notions

abroad, and wherever similar appearances

present themselves, they suppose and maintain

that the same causes have produced them

;

thus the first false link in the chain of induc-

tion being formed, they proceed to build their

edifice thereon, cementing it together with

theoretic fallacies and idle imaginings. In

arid regions, where rains never fall, where
the abrasion of waters has never taken place,

the like phenomena arc to be observed, vast

plains being covered with rounded pebbles and

polished surfaces
;
but here we have other causes

of effects dissimilar to those observable in

British strata; numerous species of mollusca

in the act of silicifying lose their asperities,

and become highly polished stones ;
echini,

turtles’ eggs, and other rounded bodies pre-

serve their outer configuration through suc-

cessive changes, and even aggregate masses,

on consolidating into porphyritic and jasper

bodies, assume that high polish which it is

almost beyond the reach of art to imitate.

Again, upon examining the crystalline rocks

in this country, geologists find quartz to be

the sole constituent of some species, and the

chief ingredient of others; from these rocks

they demonstrate the primary existence of

quartz, and witnessing the corroding influences

palpably manifest in this country and the

mountainous districts of the Continent, they

readily embrace the notions of M. Saussure and

other geologists of the last century, contend-

ing for the generation of sands and pebbles by

the desquamation of rocks ;
but the manifest

phenomena of other regions carry us beyond

the narrow boundaries prescribed by geology,

developing the origin of quartz and ot quartzose

aggregates, as well as the origin of the earths

from which, in aggregate, they are produced.

It has been observed by practical men that

all species of rock belonging to this country

exhibit greater durability as they approach

the crystalline structure, but much depends

upon the nature of the earth which forms the

cement of the crystalline particles as well as
upon the nature of the local influences exer-
cised upon it. Geologists speak of mosses and
other vegetable species decomposing the rock
on which they grow, and deriving therefrom
the material of their organic structure

;
but

the innumerable facts observable around us
testify otherwise, for the rock or stone is

no sooner covered with vegetation than the
corrosion previously carried on over its ex-
posed surface ceases, and ages may elapse
without further sensible change. There is a
proof of this adduced by the committee ap-
pointed to select the building material of the
two Houses of Parliament

;
they found the

frustra of columns and other blocks of stone
that were quarried at the time of the erection
of St. Paul’s Cathedral, now lying in the
island of Portland, near the quarries from
whence they were obtained, coated entirely

with lichens, and thus hermetically sealed
from the atmosphere, presenting the same
freshness as when first put out of hand, even
to the chisel-marks, while the same stone
forming the exterior of the cathedral exhibits

in some places a considerable extent of decom-
position.

The calcareous marles of all countries are
dissimilar in their qualities, although the
varieties have a close relationship to the mate-
rial of the rocks and beds which overlie them;
but these rocks, as I have previously observed,

do not decompose until they become exposed
to a humid atmosphere, or to the action of
running streams. Thus, in the mountains of

Abyssinia, of Lebanon and Arabia, there is a

waste proportionable to the violence of the

rains and running streams. Again, exposed

to the action of the ocean waves, and even to

the ocean breeze, the crystalline rock decom-

poses or corrodes; and monuments erected near

the sea-coast, whatever may be the nature of

their material, always suffer more or less from

these causes, even in tho*e regions that are

most favourable for the forming of rock.

Pompey’s Pillar, standing near the old port of

Alexandria, corrodes seaward, although com-
posed of porphyry the most durable of all

varieties of rock. Cleopatra’s Needle exhibits

the same effects, being corroded seaward, and
maintaining its freshness of appearance on the

two sides exposed to the hot, drying winds of
the desert. The same phenomena may he ob-

served in forts disposed near the sea-coast in all

regions, the saline waters being inimical to most
species of rock. In like manner, the rank soils

forming deltas in tropical climates are equally

unfavourable to every kind of stone, nay, even to

the formation of stone, for the nitrous earths

rapidly devour them all, and the rank luxuri-

ance of these climates is such, that a village

or town is no sooner deserted, than the very

stones appear to vegetate, the pepul and other

trees of rapid growth springing up from the

crevices, and as their roots enlarge, the stones

give wav, splitting downwards, until the whole

fabric is levelled to the dust. Even bricks in

Bengal soon share the same fate, the nitrous

salts being a component of them all.

The common gravel of England possesses

neither beauty nor variety, its aggregates being

generally of the nature of petrifactions or

flints. The stones of the Isle of Wight con-

sist in bulk of aggregate of echini radiati, and

the bodies or portions of bodies of varieties of

species common to tropical seas, and of neces-

sity produced under the same influences, being

all of them in the silicified or mineralized state,

and much of the British strata is composed of

the like material, embracing the reliquie of

gigantic lizards and other extinct oceanic

animals, together with the reliquae of ele-

phants, rhinoceruses, hippopotami, and other

land animals, which can only exist and propa-

gate in their generations under the conditions

of a climate found within the tropics. The

causes of these effects, which excite our

wonder and stimulate our inquiries, I shall not

under this head attempt to explain, but let us

suppose another great change in the axis ot

rotation of the earth, whereby England is once

more disposed beneath tropical influences; the

sure and certain results would be an immediate

change of action, and in the atomic disposition

of many bodies: the clay beds would indurate

into schistus or slate of varieties; the coaise

Gravels of this country would in numerous in-

stances become converted into siliceous ana

aluminous gems; nay, the very rocks, in which

the living principle exists, directing their
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changes and preserving their entirety, would

change in themselves and become the produc-

tive sources of changes in the various mineral

bodies composing their veins, or filling up their

fractures. Again, its chalk beds would be con-

verted into marble—its indurated limestones

would assume the crystalline texture—its clays

would concrete into nodules of quartz, mica,

felspar, and other compounds, and its verdant

forests would disappear, giving place to trees,

plants, and grasses of another nature, and of a

nobler growth.

( To be continued .)

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.
(Continued from p. 231.)

THE PLAN OF MR. PAGE.

The principles of Mr. Page’s plan are dis-

tinct in character from those of Mr. Walker,

and, in some respects, opposed to them. It

proposes an embankment with side channels,

the embankment of itself forming a continuous

public terrace. Assuming every abstraction of

tidal water from a navigable river to be in-

jurious to the navigation below the locality of

the embankment, by depriving a portion of the

river of its scour, Mr. Page proposes, first, to

avoid encroaching upon the capacity of the

river for the reception of its tidal waters, and

to make the prevention of encroachments at

any future period, as far as practicable, a lead-

ing feature. Secondly, to leave to the wharf-

ingers and others interested in the trade of the

locality the possession of their present accom-

modations on the river shore ;
and, thirdly, to

provide increased facilities of communication

between the east and west ends of town by a

public road constructed in the river.

The details of a plan professing to be founded

upon these principles must, it is obvious, be far

more extensive and complicated in their cha-

racter than those of any plan based upon an

alternation of solid embankments and recesses

only. A river-wall interposed between the

navigable channel and the shore must have

openings to afford facilities of intercourse be-

tween the two; the position of these openings

would form one subject for inquiry—their

width, another—the facilities of access at dif-

ferent states of the tide, another. These

openings could, of course, be passable only by

bridges
;
and those bridges, in accordance with

one of the leading principles of Mr. Page’s

plan, should be of sufficient width and height

to admit of the accustomed traffic of any locality

at any state of the tide. On the other hand,

Mr. Page’s terrace was to pass under the re-

spective bridges which connect the Middlesex

and Surrey shores of the river
;
and hence it

would appear impossible entirely to satisfy one

of these conditions without conflicting, in some
measure, with the other.

Another point, the importance of which

was not to be overlooked, was the convertibi-

lity of these side channels into docks or float-

ing basins. The treatment of this question

involved the discussion of locks, their position,

their capabilities, their size, and their proba-

ble cost. The relative advantages of tidal-

docks and floating basins, in reference to the

trade and the navigable interests of the river
;

the supervision necessary to the regulation of

either; their respective 'tendencies to silt, and

the facilities for cleansing and keeping them
free from mud, furnished further subject for

inquiry, and, the commissioners are compelled

to add, for much conflicting opinion.

Of the plan before the commission a copy

will be found inserted in the appendix, to-

gether with a statement of its objects and

alleged advantages, drawn up by Mr. Page at

our suggestion. As its features were compara-
tively new, ; nd as we had not before us,

as in the consideration of Mr. Walker’s plan,

a body of existing evidence to refer to, we
were induced by these and the causes pre-

viously mentioned to examine Mr. Page at

great length, and to enter minutely into

detail on matters some of them exclusively

technical in their character, and to which
therefore it is scarcely necessary to refer in

this report, except as to their relative im-

portance to, and bearing upon the main sub-

ject of inquiry.

Looking to the principles which Mr. Page
assumes as forming the basis of bis plan, its

consideration may be divided, as stated by him-
self, under three heads

;
viz.

—

1.

As any embankment constructed upon

these principles may affect the Thames as a

navigable river.

2. As it may affect the wharfingers and

other proprietors on its banks
;
and

3. As it may improve the means of com-

munication in the metropolis by opening new
facilities for traffic, and for promoting gene-

rally the health and convenience of the

public.

The first of these considerations opened

of itself an extensive field of inquiry, and

involved a class of interests not so much con-

nected with the locality immediately concerned

as with the Pool and lower portions of the

river. We trust that the magnitude and im-

portance of these interests have not been

forgotten.

The abstraction of the tidal water from a

river, wherever an embankment is projected

upon its shores, and the prejudicial conse-

quences necessarily arising trom that abstrac-

tion, are topics upon which, of course, this

commission can be competent to express an

opinion only upon the evidence before it. The
expediency of maintaining, .f not increasing

the volume of tidal water in the higher portions

of the Thames, is stated by Mr. Page to have

suggested a leading feature of his plan, and

many of the letters and papers already referred

to as inserted in the appendix to this report

are addressed to this interesting but necessarily

difficult branch of the inquiry. Of the sound-

ness of the principle which it is the object of

these papers to enforce, and looking to the

embankment of the locality under consideration

as part only of a larger system of improve-

ment, which is at this moment professed to be

in operation in various parts of the river, of

its great practical value, we can entertain no

doubt whatever; and, if the evidence before

us is not altogether so coricurrent as might

have been desired as to its application to that

particular locality, irrespective of other por-

tions of the river, yet the very conflict of

opinions has had its use in impressing upon
us the necessity of caution.

The plan under consideration was, of course,

open to little positive objection on this head.

Captain Maughan, indeed, considered even Mr.

Page’s embankment as involving prima facie

a violation of his own principle, inasmuch as

it would displace by its own bulk a portion

of that water, and, pro tanto, abstract it from

the scour of the river below. In the letter,

however, addressed by Captain Maughan to

the chairman of the commission, he observes,

that, assuming the water in the side channels
“ to pass in and out with the tide, Mr. Page’s

plan, compared with the other plans, would
curtail in a lessened degree the tidal water

:

while one of his propositions being to remove
the mud-banks and other inequalities of the

river above low-water mark, it is probable

that the cubic spaces so gained would equal

those lost by the terraces, and that thus the

river below would sustain no injury.”

Its merits, therefore, are to be tested, in

the first instance, with reference to the trade

of the river shore. The principle objection

to which it is obnoxious may perhaps be best

stated in the words of Mr. Harvey, a general

wharfinger, in considerable trade, occupying

the Grand Junction Wharf, Whitefriars :

—

“ I consider that any obstruction, whether

by wall or otherwise, which would prevent me
from getting my barge into the stream, at any

time while she was afloat, would be a dis-

advantage. The embankment itself would be

an obstruction
;
wherever a barge lies now,

whether we want to go up or down, we have

only to put her astern and get into the stream.

If there is a flood-gate, and we have to go
out at one particular 6pot, we must accom-

modate the other craft, so as to come out at

that particular place. At present it requires a

good deal of contrivance to place a large barge

alongside of our wharf
;
and, if the room were

much lessened, it would be almost imprac-

ticable.” To a question whether his objec-

tions were confined to the inconvenience of

access, he replied, “ The inconvenience of

access is one point. Then it shortens my
water-way. If the embankment take place

outside what we consider our present water-

way, I could not of course complain, except

as to the impediment of access.” Mr. Pocock,

the owner of an extensive coal-wharf in the

same neighbourhood, concurred in these

objections of Mr. Harvey. The outer pile

of Mr, Harvey’s wharf was stated to be 160

feet—that of Mr. Pocock’s wharf to be from
180 to 190 feet from the shore; the space

assigned to these wharfs, upon Mr. Page’s

plan, was about 140 feet; the space usually

granted by the city, according to Mr. Richard

Lambert Jones, from 70 to 100 feet.

A further reference, however, to the evi-

dence of Mr. Jones on this point may help

to clear up much of this difficulty. In refer-

ence to Mr. Page’s plan, he observes, “ I dare

say the coal merchants would say, at first

starting, that there is not sufficient room for

them; fori know enough of the applications

by the various coal merchants to the corpora-

tion of London to put piles in, and to have

what they called floating craft; but we never

can confine them to that; though they may
ask for one pile, they will carry it fur-

ther out. We confine them that they shall

not come out more than five or six craft into

the river
;
and they will take the liberty of

having seven or eight; that is, they make the

warehouses for coals on the river, instead of

having them on the land, as they are at Liver-

pool and other outports
;

it is the cheapest

warehouse they can get.”

Mr. Tayler, on the other hand, of the firm of

Dalgeish andTayler, coal merchants and general

wharfingers in Scotland-yard, to a question as

to the bearing of this plan of embankment on
their interests as wharfingers, replied, “ I

should rather have the river (speaking of it

as merely connected with our business) as it is.

It would give us a great deal more trouble

getting out and in of this dock
;

it would

impede our business a little, but 1 think not to a

material degree.” These gentlemen are the oc-

cupiers of two wharfs adjoining to each offier,

at which the average number of these barges

is about 30, the mooring room at one of them

alone being sufficient for 53.

Of the professional opinions obtained by the

commission upon this part of tAe question

there were none addressed directly to the

reasonable sufficiency of Mr. Page’s inner

water-way. No doubt, however, as to its

sufficiency is expressed by these gentlemen in

the discussion of any portions of Mr. Page’s

plan, or of the modifications of which it was

represented to be susceptible
;
and the com-

mission think it will be clear, from the general

tenor of their evidence, that no such doubt was

entertained.

The evidence of these gentlemen as to the

merits of the plan under consideration, as it

would affect the wharfingers and other pro-

prietors on the bank of the river, involved

questions of detail upon which it was neces-

sarily difficult for the commission to obtain, or

indeed for them to give, direct and unqualified

answers. Having no personal interests to

serve, the tendency of their evidence was

rather to suggest alterations than to take

objections, upon all the really practical parts

of the inquiry. The reply of Captain Maughan
to one of the questions affords an illustration of

this statement:—“Mr. Page’s plan,” he

observes, “ admits of two modes of application,

—either with open entrances (or entrances

open only during particular periods of the tide),

or locks, which would make his side channels

floating basins
;
but the object of it, I under-

stand, is to leave the wharfs as they are at

present, and otherwise to meet the exigencies

of the trade, whichever mode of entrance may
be more convenient ;” and the bulk of the

evidence on this point is accordingly associated

with one or other of the modes of application

above adverted to.

Firf.-proof Architecture, Glaston-
bury.—The kitchen is a very curious example

of domestic architecture, of comparatively

recent date; the following story is told of its

origin:—Henry VIII. one day said to the

abbot, who had offended him, but professedly

in reproof of the sensual indulgences which he

appeared to believe disgraced the monastery,

that he would burn the kitchen ;
upon which

the abbot haughtily replied that he would

build such a kitchen that not all the wood in

the royal forest should be sufficient to carry the

threat into execution
;
forthwith he built the

existing structure.— Knight's “ Old England.”

The British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science will assemble in York on the

26th, 27th, 28th, and 30th of September, and

on the 1st and 2nd of October next.
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HEIGHTS ABOVE TRINITY DATUM BE-
TWEEN BLACKFRIARS’-BRIDGE AND
WHITEHALL.

At the several Points undermentioned of the

nearest line of Communication parallel with
the River ; including Chatham-place, Black-
friars, and the east end of Whitehall-place,

at their respectivejunctions with the River

:

taken by direction of the Commission, July,
1843.

(From the Report of the Commissioners for the

Improvement of the Metropolis.)

Ft. In.

Chatham -place. Pavement at the top of the

Bridge Stairs 16 8

Fleet-street. East end of. Centre of roadway 15 11

,, Opposite St. Bride's Church. . 21 2

„ ,, Crown-court 27 5

„ ,, Water-lane 30 7

,, ,, St. Dunstan’s-court 34 1

,, ,, Fetter-lane 38 4

ii St. Dunstan’s Church 38 6

,i n Chancery-lane 36 6

,, At Temple Bar 35 3

The Strand. St. Clement's Church (east end) 30 9

,, Opposite Arundel-street .... 34 8

,, ,, Norfolk-street .... 36 7

,i ,, Surrey-street 37 2

,, ,, Somerset House. ... 39 3

,, i, Wellington-street . . 37 3

i, ,, Exeter-street 36 7

,, ,i Southampton - street 35 1

,, ,, Agar-street 35 0

i, ,, Hungerford Market 28 11

,, ,, Morlev’s Hotel (west

angle) 19 9

Statue of Charles the First 13 0
Whitehall, Opposite Craig's-court 6 2

,, ,, Scotland-yard 4 5

Whitehall-place (west end) 4 8

Whitehall-place (east end) 5 10

COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A GLOSSARY
OF ARCHITECTURE.—No. V.

To the note in which the symmetry of the

antse-capital of the Parthenon Doric is touched
upon, we might have added, “ There is another
and more general visual symmetry in the

parts of this capital, arising from the abacus,
and the mouldings beneath it being visually

equal to the great face beneath them, as ex-

hibited by the circular curve struck from the

centre E. In this case the Greeks, who studied

visual symmetry, have not taken into account
the small ogee crowning the abacus, as the

shade-line beneath it forms to the eye the visi-

ble line of partition, and the enriched bead
which is separated from the enriched echinus

by a very broad sunk fillets, is added to the

lower portion and discarded from the upper
part of the capital.

carved with enrichment, it would, by its shades,

have been distinctly visible, and would have
been taken into the admeasurement with the

abacus and other mouldings. If also the en-
richedbead had been intended to be so included
with the other mouldings, there would have
been no deep, wide, shady division between it

and the enriched echinus.

—

Ed.

Architect.—Preferring generally to illus-

trate in the words of others rather than in my
own, the meaning of terms selected by me, I

do not think that I can choose better for the
readers of The Builder than the following
passage from “ Three Lectures on Architec-
ture in England,” by the Rev. Henry Rose,
rector of Brington, a little work full of sound
sense and judicious observations.

“ The word architect is of Greek derivation,

and is compounded of two Greek words,
dpx.bg, chief, and tsktojv, artificer or work-
man

;
the word dfxireicTw v, therefore, signifies

a chief or head workman in any kind of art;

but by custom it has long since been referred

to the art of building only, perhaps ever since

it has been anglicized into the word architect,

and adopted into our language. The original
word occurs once, and only once, in the Greek
text of the New Testament,* where the trans-

lators have very properly rendered it by the
corresponding compound English word master-
builder

;
I say properly, because it is quite

clear from the context, that no other art but
that of building can be alluded to in that
passage. Perhaps the word architect was not
then in use, and to have translated the word
dpx*.TtKTuv only into architect would have been
no translation at all, at least to the unlearned.
In all other passages in Scripture in which
allusion is made to builders and building,
another word is used which has only that one
meaning. Let it be remembered then that the
word architect literally signifies, not merely
an artificer of any kind, but a chief, head, or
master artificer, *. e. one who is a perfect
master of his art whatever it may be, one who
is not employed in the mechanical part of his

calling, but who is so much the head over
others employed in the same as to furnish de-
signs and superintend their execution. If,

then, the word architect be referred to the art
of building only, it must mean a master-builder,
one who is master of the art of building, and
not a builder only, so that every builder is not
an architect :f and as architecture is the work
of an architect, every building is not neces-
sarily architecture

;
indeed, nothing deserves

this honourable appellation but what is really

good, i. e. the production of one who is a

master of the art. This distinction between
architecture and building should never be lost

sight of; that it has been is the great mis-
fortune of this building-age, wherein many
builders have imagined themselves to be archi-

tects, and have been employed in that capacity,

and architects have too frequently been occu-
pied in the lower walks of the art, instead of
confining themselves to their peculiar province
—design. J Builders and architects should go
hand in hand, but never encroach on each
other’s provinces. A builder should direct the

construction of the edifice, he should take care

that the foundations are sufficient to support
the walls intended to be raised upon them, and
the walls again should be able to sustain the
roof, and resist the outward thrust; he should
take care that the whole edifice is fitly framed
together, and souud in every part. But the
architect has a much higher path to pursue,
his work is soraethingover and above this, which
is the mechanical part of his profession; he
has to design and plan, he has to consider
dimensions, proportions, decorations; he aims
to produce some appropriate effect, for archi-

tecture is quite capable of this, and is found to

affect the imagination much in the same way
as poetry, sculpture, painting, do, and as music
also does.”**

* “ According to the grace of God which is given unto me,
as a wise master-builder, I have laid the foundation,
and another buildeth thcreou.”—

1

Corinthians, iii. 10.

f Would that this profound truth were impressed on the
hearts of our builders with the weight it deserves ! we should
not then see the dreadful things which are daily passed ofF

under the much-abused title of architecture.

t [The usual English denomination of an archi-

tect at the time of the translation of the Bible

seems to have been “ deviser of buildings.”

—

Ed.]

** [This gentleman seems to have fallen into the

mistake common to many unprofessional, and to

some professional, persons, of imagining that it is

not the architect’s business to provide for every

thing the most minute with regard to the foundation

and every other part of the construction of an
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To the above definition, the more valuable as
coming from an unprofessional person, a few
illustrations may be permitted from one who is
m the profession, to which he feels it an
honour to belong,—a profession which he en-
tered, not with a view to sordid gain or perish-
able reward, but with an onward gaze to that
enduring fame which attends a zealous endea-
vour to uphold the character of the profession
as an artist and a gentleman. And, first, it
may seem strange that it should be thought
necessary to lay down the pronunciation of the
word

;
but the writer has heard, as doubtless

many have, persons, who although not classi-
cally educated would yet be considered as far
from illiterate, pronounce the first syllable of
the word as in arch-bishop.

In ancient times it would appear that less
distinctions existed between the terms applied
to the liberal professions and the mechanical
arts (as we now consider them), than are given
by us, and that a term was used for the archi-
tect or designer not very unlike that given to
the workman or artizan. Thus in Lucian the
Greek word bunausos, mechanic, was applied
not less to Phidias or Polycletus than to the
common mason

;
and so also Plutarch, in his

life of Pericles, classes together a number of
arts, with no distinction between theliberal pro-
fessions and the mechanical arts. In Homer
architects are only called Akroveg, workmen,
whilst Plato terms them arkitectones, or chief-
workmen, and Thucydides gives them a similar
appellation, tectonarkoi, which is only reversing
Plato’s expression, and Xenophon calls them
phil-oiko-domoi

,

which may be rendered friends
of house-building. But although in the demo-
cratic states of Greece few distinctions were
allowed but such as grew out of political or
military employments, yet we have abundant
proofs that architects who distinguished them-
selves by their genius and skill were honour-
ed in the estimation of their countrymen, as was
Byzes, of Naxos, to whom a statue was voted
for his invention of a peculiar kind of roof;
and Plato tells us that the pay of an architect
was from 22 to 26 times that of a common
builder. In Holy Writ we find honourable
mention of two persons who are expressly styled
“ architects ” by Josephus, viz. Bezaleel and
Aholiab, men chosen of illustrious lineage, the
latter being of the tribe of Dan, and the former
the grandson of Miriam, the prophetess, which
fact we learn from Josephus (Antiq. B. iii.,

c. 6, s. 1), who expressly states that she was
the wife of Hur, who is recorded in Exodus as

the grandfather of Bezaleel (ch. xxxi. v. 2).
We find the Almighty himself vouchsafing to

declare of Bezaleel, “ I have filled him with
the spirit of God, in wisdom, and in under-
standing, and in knowledge, and in all manner
of workmanship, to devise cunning works, to

work in gold, and in silver, and in brass, and
in cutting of stones to set them, and in

carving of timber, to work in all manner
of workmanship.” (v. 3, 4,5.) Should it not,

therefore, be a warning to architects of all

times that nothing sordid, or mean, or selfish,

should be allowed to belong to that profession
which the Great Designer of all things thus

honoured with his especial favour in the per-

sons of Bezaleel and Aholiab?
The vast and varied amount of knowledge

which was expected in an architect proves the

estimation in which the profession was held

by the ancients. Pythius, the famous archi-

tect of the Ionic temple of Minerva, Polias,

at Priene, who, in the time of Alexander the

Great, wrote a treatise on Architecture, re-

quired therein that an architect should possess

edifice. From the minds of men having been over-

taken with this fatal error, have arisen in modern
times the many failures in construction and the

many failures in taste : thence so many modern

works of so-called tasteful architecture are now
being lashed by Welby Pugin with severity of

criticism, because they violate structural principles,

though no one has ever departed more widely than

himself from the great Free-masonic structural

truths, which threw a halo of wisdom over the

works of the middle-ages. It will be our duty, at

no great length of time hereafter, to separate the

wheat from the chaff, the mushroom from the

paddock -stool, the solid from the hollow, the philo-

sophical from the ignorant, the historical from the

false, the doctrinal from the dogmatical, grouped in

so motley a way in the unhappy works of that un-

happy author, who has not written a single page

which, if he could become a man of deep study, he

would not suppress at any cost.

—

Ed.]
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a more profound knowledge of each particular

science than was necessary for a man who only

exercised one of those sciences. Tt is not sur-

prising, therefore, that Plato declared it to be

a rarity to find a good architect in Greece.

Vitruvius, however, in quoting this assertion,

observes with great justness, that “ It is even

rare, in the course of a century, to find a man
superlatively excellent in any profession

;
why

then is it expected that an architect should

equal Apelles in painting, Myron and Poly-

cletus in sculpture, Hippocrates in medicine,

Aristoxenus in music, or Aristarchus in purity

of language ?”

Vitruvius, with that more moderate view

which is taken in modern days, adds, “ If an

architect be sufficiently master in all the arts

connected with his profession, to judge per-

fectly of the merit of their productions, it is

the most that should be insisted upon.”

Again, we learn from Cassiodorus, who gives

a letter from the Emperor Theodosius ad-

dressed to his architect, Symmachus, on the

proposed erection of a splendid palace, how
much was looked for in an architect, and also

the respect in which he was held by the great

and powerful. “ What employment more
honourable, what function more glorious, than

this which places you within the reach of

transmitting to the most distant ages edifices

which will ensure you the admiration of poste-

rity! For you are required to direct the mason,
sculptor of marble, founder of bronze, work-
men in stucco and plaster, and painter in

mosaic. You are required to teach them that

of which they are ignorant, and to resolve the

difficulties which this army of men who work
under your guidance propose to you, and who
are to have recourse to your enlightened judg-

ment. Behold, then, how much knowledge
he ought to have who has so many to instruct.

But you will also gather the fruits of their

labours
;
and the success of their works, which

you shall have well conducted, will make your
eulogy, and will become your most flatter-

ing recompense. For this reason we wish,

whatever you may be charged to build, be

done with so much intelligence and solidity,

that only in the freshness of their date

may the new differ from the ancient erections.

That will be possible to you, if a base cupidity

never incline you to deprive the workmen of

a part of our bounty. It is easy to make
yourself obeyed if they receive an honest and
competent salary, without fraud or reserve. A
generous hand animates the genius of the arts

;

and all the ardour of the artist is directed to

his work, when he is not distracted by care

for a subsistence. Further, consider what the

distinctions are with which you are decorated:

you walk immediately before our person, in

the midst of a numerous retinue, having the

golden rod in bund, a prerogative which, by
your approaching so near to us, announces that

it is to you that we have confided the execution

of our palace.”

Vitruvius among ancient writers, and of

moderns, Alberti, Vasari, Chambers, Laugier,

and many other excellent authors, have dwelt

largely on the qualifications required in archi-

tects, and not only in the intellectual endow-
ments, but on the moral qualities in which
they should abound: and, as it might be expect-

ed, honour and probity rank foremost in the

catalogue. Vitruvius says that an architect

ought to be a model for all virtues, and that

honour and not sordid interest should be the

object of his proceedings. Laugier observes

that when an architect suffers the desire to

enrich himself to prevail, all sentiments of

honour are perverted. And one of our latest

writers has wisely said, “Good architecture

can alone result from mutual confidence;

—

confidence on the part of the patron that he
is employing a man of skill and integrity,

who, he is sure, will be of benefit to him

;

and confidence on the part of the professor,

that his pains, judgment, and labour will be
appreciated according to their worth and
honesty: architecture so practised is above
most arts and professions; practised otherwise,

it becomes the most injurious, the most extra-

vagant, and the lowest of trades.” (Specifica-

tions for Practical Architecture, by A. Bar-
tholomew, architect: a work which, notwith-

standing that the title is somewhat discouraging
to unprofessional readers, contains in its first

portions most excellent matter of general in-

terest on the past and present state, and future

prospects, of architecture ;
and it is only ne-

cessary', in support of this opinion, to quote

the words of the best living judge of such

matters—“ This is one of the most valuable

works to the English practical architect that

has ever appeared.”—Gwilt’s Encyc.)

The word is very similar in many languages;

architector and architectus in Latin, arcliitecte

in French, and architetto in Italian, all derived

from the Greek. In the German, the word

used is ban-meister, which we may clearly

trace to the Greek /3uvavaoQ, banausos, a

mechanic or artificer, and /ifcwp, whence our

master; the German term, therefore, has the

same meaning as architect in the New Tes-

tament, where it is translated as master-

builder. The word has been well rendered

chief constructor by Mr. Bartholomew in the

work alluded to above. G. It. F.

THE EGYPTIAN-HALL, MANSION-HOUSE.

The splendid banquetting-room at the Man-

sion-house, known as the Egyptian- hall, has

recently been repaired and decorated. The

walls and ceilings are finished off in a delicate

fawn colour, the chasteness of which is con-

siderably heightened by being what is techni-

cally called flatted, which, by preventing the dis-

agreeable appearance of gloss adds much to the

purity of the style and colour. Various orna-

ments and decorations attached to the walls

and ceilings, as also the statues occupying the

series of niches on that side of the hall which

is opposite the grand entrance, are picked out

in a suitable tint, to afford a relief to the gene-

ral colour. The most striking alteration that

has been made is in the appearance of the

double row of lofty columns and pilasters

which extend from one end of the hall to the

other, and the entablature and curved roof by

which they are surmounted. The length of

the hall being about 90 feet, and its breadth 60,

there are 10 of those columns and pilasters on

each side, standing out about 10 feet from

the walls. The whole of the shafts have

been recut and the arrises of the fillets and

sweep of the flutes made perfectly true, thus

removing many blemishes and irregularities

which before disfigured them. Instead of their

former colour, which was an imitation of

Sienna marble, they are now painted French

white, a change which contributes wonderfully

to the improvement of the general aspect of

the room
;
while the effect of this delicate

colour is considerably heightened by the whole

of the fillets of the shafts, together with the

fillets and smaller toruses in the basis and the

capitals of the columns and pilasters, being

gilt in pure gold. The several enriched mem-
bers in the entablature, and particularly the

cornice, with the enrichments on the modil-

lions, and rosettes on the soffites, have also, for

the first time, been heightened up in gold, and

now present a peculiarly elegant appearance.

The concave ceiling, which extends the whole

length of the hall and across from one row of

columns to the other, is divided into 45 square

compartments, or coffers, each containing a

large rosette. In each of these coffers there

has been added an enriched moulding of egg
and tongue, corresponding in form and

pattern with a similar ornament in the en-

tablature; besides which, there has been

placed along the centre of the margins divid-

ing the coffers bold wreaths composed of the

laurel leaf, with bands at their intersections.

These additional ornaments have entirely re-

lieved the ceiling of the plainness which
formerly characterized it, and, together with

rosettes, being all heightened in gold, make it

harmonize with the colouring and enrichments

of the entablature and columns. The whole

of the works have been excuted according to

designs and specifications prepared by Mr.
Bunning, the present architect and surveyor of

the corporation. The contractor was Mr.

Taylor, who during the last mayoralty fulfilled

a contract admirably for extensive repairs and

decorations in other parts of the Mansion-

house. The amount of the late contract was

merely 1,400/., and, notwithstanding the extent

and variety of the works, the amount has not

been exceeded by the addition of the slightest

sum for “extras,” a circumstance which

speaks much for the professional accuracy and

judgment of the gentleman who designed and

executed them.

—

Times.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Croydon Railway.— Opening of the Brick-

layers' Arms Station .—This morning, May 1,

the terminus was opened, despite the lamentable

accident which happened so recently. Every
thing is again restored, and the greatest pains

have been taken to render safety doubly secure

by cross braces and struts to the roofs, &c.

The whole of the platforms, passages, and

waiting-rooms, to the extent of at least 40,000

feet, have been laid by the Seyssel Asphalte

Company', and present a remarkably even sur-

face, and is indeed so close a resemblance to a

light-coloured slate, that until the spectator’s

attention is drawn to the tablets inserted here

and there in the asphalte, he is left in surprise

as to the manner by which so large a surface

could be so uniformly laid down. There is

also the flat roof of the colonnade, laid

with the same material in lieu of lead. It

contains five thousand feet, and is free from
those rolls which are necessary to secure the

joints of that metal. The fa9ade of the ter-

minus is a very novel one, and reflects great

credit upon Mr. Lewis Cubitt, the architect,

and the whole of the works, which have been

entrusted to Messrs. Grissell and Peto, are

finished in the best possible manner .—Railway

Times.

Branch Railway to Worcester .—A communi-
cation has been received by M. Pierpoint, Esq.,

from the office of the Lords of the Committee
of Privy Council for Trade, fixing by their

award in writing that the terminus of a branch

line of railway to connect the city of Worces-

ter with the main line of the Birmingham and

Gloucester Railway shall be in the angular

spot of ground to the westward of the Bath

road, where the Albion Inn is now situated;

from whence the Branch line shall pass to the

westward of the said road, and cross over it by

a bridge near Duck-brook. Another branch

diverging from the main branch is to be carried

so as to communicate with the Severn to the

southward of the canal basins. The branch is

to pass entirely to the southward of Mr.
Berkeley’s property, unless the company can

obtain the consent of that gentleman to allow

it to pass through any part thereof; and the

junction with the main line is to be to the

southward of the Spetchley station, but as near

to it as is consistent with the proviso respecting

Mr. Berkeley’s property.— Worcestei' Journal.

Aberdeen Railway.—All differences being

adjusted by the rival projectors, a prospectus

has been by them jointly issued. From this

we learn that the total length of the line is to

be 66 miles, including branches. Commencing
at the harbour and wet docks in the centre of

Aberdeen, it proceeds by the villages of Cove,

Portlethen, Skateraw, and others, to the

county town of Stonehaven
;

thence through
the fertile district of the Mearns, near to the

villages of Drumlithie, Auchinblae, and Lau-
rencekirk, by Marykirk, to Brechin, and having

a branch to the docks at Montrose. From
Brechin it is proposed that the line shall be

continued to Friockheim on the one hand,

forming there a junction with the railways

already finished to Arbroath and Dundee, and
the Edinburgh and Northern, through Fife;

and, on the other hand, to be continued to

Forfar, where it will meet the Northern Junc-

tion Railway from Perth, through Strathmore,

thus connecting it with the Scottish central

line.

Railway to Dorchester .—A meeting on the

subject of forming a railway between this

town and Dorchester is to take place at

Matcham’s Royal Hotel on Thursday next.

The proposed plan will take in the towns of

Poole and Weymouth, bringing them into im-

mediate communication with Dorchester and
Southampton. At the same time the Salisbury

branch will be within about eight miles. It is

the intention at present to make the terminus at

Hill. Mr. Brunei is likely to be the engineer.

—Salisbury Journal.

Toff Vale Railway.—On Thursday week
the Branch Railway from the Lantwit Col-

liery, projected and completed by Thomas
Powell, Esq., to the main line of the Taff

Vale Railway at Merthyr, was opened. The
occasion was one of great rejoicing along

the line, flags and banners placed at intervals

greeted the engine on its way, and with the

roar of small artillery welcomed this new
acquisition to the Taff Vale Railway.
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The Great Western Railway Company pro-

pose making- a railway from Thingley, near
Corsham, through Melksham (with a branch
to Devizes) to Staverton factory, Trowbridge
and Bradford, thence to Dilton’s Marsh and
Westbury to Warminster (with a branch to
Frome), and through Heytesbury and other
places to Salisbury.

A petition to the House of Commons against
the passing of the Newbury and Basingstoke
Branch Railway Bill, now before Parliament,
is in the course of signature in Newbury and
the neighbourhood.

CoitcsponBciirf.

“great Britain” steam-ship.
Sir,—In consequence of the blunder of the

sapient builders of the above “ gem of the sea ”

(which, as all gems should be, is safely box'd
up), owing to the want of foresight, or perhaps,
boy-like, “ having an eye bigger than the
belly,” such is the fate of this splendid speci-
men of naval architecture, which has been
honoured by his Royal Highness Prince Al-
bert’s admiration and approval. The above
Goliath of the sea rests in the basin of the
Bristol float, where its exit is denied in the
eleventh hour by its bulk, being far beyond the
emboucheur, as will be seen by the following
dimensions, which may for accuracy be relied
uPon * ft. ins.

Draft of water 11 9
Breadth at the line of floatation 43 5
Breadth of the lock on the water-line.. 44 3£
Breadth of ship 5 feet above water-line 48 9
Breadth of lock at coping 7 feet above

water-line 44 10

J

The computed weight of the ship is 1,000 tons,
and the height required to be lifted from 4 | to
5 feet; even then the coping-stones must be
removed. The widening of the lock would
cost about 10

,
00 (U., the expense of which the

Bristol Dock Company will not incur, and it

is currently reported the Great Western Steam
Navigation Company have not the means. By
the above statement the ship is 3 ft. lOf ins.
wider than the lock. To obviate this great error,
why not have recourse to the plan of raising
vessels by the air-tight flexible cases (Austin’s
patent), exceeding in power 1,400 tons, under
her bottom from end to end, and thereby se-
curely lifting her without the least straining or
injuring the vessel? 1 have been an eye-witness

I

of their capability on other vessels.

I am, Sir, &c. Vulcan.

ALTERATIONS at THE CARLTON CLUB-HOUSE.
Sir,—Your correspondent in last week’s

Builder has not mentioned that out of the
number of architects who were invited to send
designs for altering the Carlton Club, a very
large number, including most of those whose
names are familiar to the public, declined the
invitation, so that the competition, whether
of merit or of interest, lies, in reality, among
6ome four or five of them.
A select trio constitute the committee to

decide, and the name of one of these is, at
any rate, well known in matters of taste con-
nected with architectural pursuits.

A great increase in all respects on the present
dimensions of the building, so as to render it a
worthy neighbour to its great political opponent,
seems to be a very main feature in the con-
ditions imposed

;
and we may hope that no

parsimonious restriction of funds will cramp
the abilities of the architect (whoever may
be chosen for that office), as was the case
with the present building, now about to be
“reformed.” Your obedient servant,
May 6th, 1844. X.

Sir,—

I

n continuance of the information
sent you last week relative to this competition,
I have to inform you, for insertion in The
Builder, that designs were sent in by the
following eminent architects :

—

Mr. Sydney Smirke, Bcrkeley-square.
Mr. Basevi, Saville-row.

Messrs. Lee and Bury, Golden-square.
Mr. Railton, Carlton-chambers.
Mr. Salvin, Saville-row.

Mr. Hopper, Connaught-terrace.

The other architects written to declined send-
i ing in designs for various reasons.

I he committee are now investigating the
( designs, to enable them to draw up a recom=
1 mendatory report for presentation to the gene-

ral meeting of the club next week, when it is

presumed some decision will be made; in the
interim the drawings are open for the inspec-
tion of the members from 2 until 6 o’clock every
day.

After the decision of the club, I will en-
deavour to send you a slight description of the
several designs.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Subscriber from the first.

VENTILATION OF CHURCHES.
Sir,— I am glad that you have alluded to

the “ Bad Ventilation” of Churches, for I

am sure that they would be more frequented
but for their too often tainted atmosphere,
not to mention that hebetude of mind which
your extract from Dr. Reid’s work on Ven-
tilation has so well pointed out; the drowsiness
and sleep which ve have all so often ex-
perienced, when listening even to a short and
good sermon, is no doubt owing to our brains
being supplied with blood in an insufficient-

ly purified state.

The same want of ventilation is but too
common in our houses, especially in summer,
when the currents produced by fires no longer
ventilate them; and when it is customary
with our good (?) housewives to stop up the
chimneys even of bed-rooms, and the chambers
of the sick, though a fire, on the contrary,
would be there serviceable.

Indeed, John Bull has yet to learn that
fresh air is a pabulum of life more necessary
than food

;
and trusting, therefore, that this

subject will be again adverted to in your
pages, I will no further now intrude on them
by denouncing as very badly ventilated the
church at Axminster, in Devonshire

;
where,

one day last summer, it gave me pain to see
so many around me, who, to my medical eye,
appeared to be on the verge of apoplexy.

Yours, &c., Plantagenkt.

Sir,—

W

ill you be so kind as to inform me
through your paper who was the architect of
St. Paul’s Church, Wilton-place, and where
the hat-pegs there used are to be purchased ?

I should also esteem it a favour if you would
inform me what is the proper name for the
room situated between the shop and what
would in any other house be called the first-

floor
;
examples of the above may be seen over

the shops of the Regent-circus, at Piccadilly,

also over Messrs. Fortnnm and Mason’s shop,
in Ficcadilly, and also at the Athenamm Club,
at the corner of Pall Mall and Waterloo-
place; by answering the above you will confer
a favour on Your humble servant,

A Subscriber.

[The architect is Mr. Cundy. We cannot
ourselves give the information required relative

to the hat-pegs. The English name for the
place mentioned by our correspondent is “ half-

story,

"

but the terms most frequently used are

the Italian one, “ mezzanine ,” which means the

same thing, and the French one “entre-sol."

Intermediate rooms of this denomination
ought never to be used except where some
small apartments, requiring only a moderate
altitude, are on the same story with very lofty I

ones. The schemes resorted to for lighting

such apartments, when they appear in classical

architecture, are mostly ruinous to the good
aspect of a design.

—

Ed.]

ROOFING OF THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
Sir,—Can you, or any of your correspond-

ents, describe by drawing, if possible, the iron
roofing of the Houses of Parliament, and the
manner in which the galvanized plates are
applied for covering, and the probable cost
thereof? this information would much oblige

Cheltenham, May 6. a Subscriber.

Government Trigonometrical Survey.
—Worksop.—On Prospect Hill, about one
mile from Worksop, on the Doncaster Road,
an observatory from 45 to 50 feet high, con-

structed of larch poles, has recently been
erected by the officers and surveyors engaged
on the Trigonometrical Survey of the Northern
Counties of England. The object is to obtain

a sight of Sutton-in-Ashfield, near Mansfield,

where an erection of the same description has

recently been constructed, also to complete a

number of lines running into Lincolnshire and
other places.

iftltaceUanra.

Cast-iron Lighthouse.— The attention
of the curious for some time past has been
directed to an immense iron building which,
lor the last two or three months, has been
progressing at the establishment of Messrs.
Cottam and Hallen, ironfounders, of the
Gornwall-road, Lambeth. It is to be a light-
house made entirely of cast-iron, one of the
first that has ever been constructed. It is
composed of 130 iron plates averaging 8 feet
by 6

, and an inch and a quarter thick. These
plates, ten of which make a circumference, are
connected together by wrought-iron bolts,
screws, and sheet-iron, the interstices being
filled up with cement. Its diameter at the
base is 24 feet, gradually decreasing to a width
of 14 at the top, where it is surmounted by a
gallery 20 feet wide, which is encircled by iron
railings 4 feet high. In the centre of this
gallery is the lantern, surmounted by a cone
8 feet high, and which is also made of cast-
iron. Tts total altitude is 137 feet. The top
of the building is gained by a staircase of iron
fixed to the sides. The structure is divided
into nine chambers, the floors and ceilings of
which are made of sheet-iron fastened to the
sides, and to a cast-iron pillar which goes to
the top of the building. It is lighted by
windows 18 inches square, and glazed with
strong plate-glass. Its total weight is about
300 tons. It is to be fixed on one of the
Bermuda islands, on a rock 250 feet high,
consequently its total height from the sea to

the top of the lantern will be 387 feet. Such
a building as this has been for a long time a
great desideratum in these islands, for during
the winter, which begins in November and
ends in April, these islands are subject to

severe north-west gales, which frequently dis-

mast ships crossing these latitudes
;

indeed,
there is scarcely a winter passes without 18 or
20 vessels being driven in by stress of weather,
or forced on the rocks, which run out many
miles to north and north-west.

Buried Treasure.—In a field at Croal-
chapel, near Closeburn limekilns, while a man
named Wightman was engaged in ploughing a
piece of ground, which, till last year, had not
been previously turned up, having formed part
of Barnmoor Wood, he came upon a large
number of old silver coins, of Edward I. of
England, and of the Roberts and Davids of
Scotland. It was considered that not fewer
than 10,000 pieces were found. The discoverer
of the treasure, however, was not sufficiently

selfish to conceal his prize
;
but having given

notice of the circumstance to some of his

neighbours, crowds immediately assembled, of
men, women, and children, from all parts of
the neighbourhood, and numbers of the thrifty

housewives were seen literally carrying away
the money in lapfuls.

—

Dumfries Standard.

Roman Coins found at Rayne.—Mr.
Goss lately found on his premises at Rayne the

following Roman coins:—A Vespasian, small

silver; a Trajan, ditto
;

ditto, large brass
;
an

Antoninus, small silver; one, ditto, illegible;

a fragment, ditto, ditto
;
a Julia, small plated

;

two others, ditto, illegible
;
two others, large

brass, ditto.—The most recent would appear
to be thatof Antoninus, who died A.D. 202, so

that probably these coins have lain in the earth

upwards of 1,600 years.

—

Chelmsford Chronicle.

The foundation-stone of a new church for

the townships of Great Wyley and Cheslyn

Hay, in the parish of Cannock, was laid on
Tuesday week. The ceremony was performed

by the Bev. W. Gresley, Prebendary of Lich-

field, in the presence of several of the neigh-

bouring clergy and gentry, and a large con-

course of spectators. The church will be built

entirely of stone, in the early English style,

leaving the tower and south aisle to be erected

at some future period.

National Schools, Sutton-in-Ashfield.

—His Grace the Duke of Portland has sub-

scribed the sum of one hundred pounds to the

fund for the erection of national schools in this

populous place.

The Marquis of Abercorn has granted an

appropriate site to Mr. Colquhoun, the en-

gineer, for gas works, in order that the town

of Strabane may be lighted with gas; and his

lordship has also given an annual donation

towards the expense,
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Phknomkna op Sound.—Many remarkable

sounds in nature are produced by repeated

reflection from surfaces. In some situations

the sound of a cascade is concentrated by

the surface of a neighbouring cave, so that a

person accidentally entering it is startled at

the uproar. In the gardens of Les Rochas,

once the well-known residence of Madame

de Sevigne, is a remarkable echo, which il-

lustrates
0
finely the conducting and reverbe-

rating power of a flat surface. The Chateau

des Rochas is situated not far from the in-

teresting and ancient town of Vitre. A broad

gravel walk on a dead flat conducts through

the garden to the house. In the centre of

this, on a particular spot, the listener is placed

at the distance of about ten or twelve yards

from another person, who, similarly placed,

addresses him in a low, and, in the common
acceptation of the term, inaudible whisper,

when “Lo! what myriads rise!” for imme-

diately, from thousands and tens of thousands

of invisible tongues starting from the earth

beneath, or as if every pebble were gifted with

powers of speech, the sentence is repeated with

a slight hissing sound, not unlike the whirling

of small shot passing through the air. On re-

moving from this spot, however trifling the

distance, the intensity of the repetition is

sensibly diminished, and within a few feet

ceases to be heard. Under the idea that the

ground was hollow beneath, the soil has been

dug up to a considerable depth, but without

discovering any clue to the solution of the

mystery. On looking round for any external

cause, the observer who has supplied this de-

scription, says, “ I felt inclined to attribute

the phenomenon to the reflecting powers of a

semicircular low garden wall, a few yards in

the rear of the listener, and in front of the

speaker, although there was no apparent con-

nection between the transmission of sound

from the gravel walk and this wall, i he

gardener, however, to whom I suggested this,

assured me that I was wrong, since within his

memory the wall had been taken down and

rebuilt, and that in the interim there was no

perceptible alteration in the unaccountable

evolution of these singular sounds.”

GTeiitJent.

Tenders delivered for new Schools in. Bunhill-

ow.—J. Griffith, Esq., Architect. May 3.

Grimsdell

Haines and Co

Tenders delivered to the Town Council of

Northampton, on Tuesday, April 30, for building a

new Town Gaol :

—

Wilson (Birmingham)

Ireson (Northampton)

Masters and Mott (ditto
y

. . .

Kirk (Sleaford)

Wykes (Leicester) ....... ... 13,518

Tenders delivered for the erection of warehouses,

Friday- street, City, the 9th inst., at 11 o’clock in

the forenoon.

York—The Great Clock Bell.—

A

second meeting of the churchwardens ot the

several parishes in York was held at St. Peter s

School Room, on Wednesday evening week.

It was stated by W. Oldfield, Esq., who occu-

pied the chair, that the two gas companies

had expressed their readiness to contribute

to the fund, and that the sum which they

intended each to give was ten guineas. Mr.

John Robinson, of Stouegate, read a letter

which he had received from J. B. Rudd, Esq.,

of Guisbro’, in which that gentleman inti-

mated his intention of subscribing 51. in case

the weight of the bell should not be less than

eight tons, and 1/. for every additional cwt.

which the bell shall weigh above eight tons.

Mr. Rudd also suggested that the question

as to the name of the bell should be at once

settled by calling it “ St. Peter,” after the

minster. Mr. White suggested ,the propriety

of steps being taken to secure an arrangement

for the bell, when erected, being thrown open

to the inspection of the public, free of expense.

There was a strong feeling on this subject,

and he felt sure that many persons would be

deterred from subscribing, if they thought

that the bell was to be shut up and inaccessible,

except by payment of fees to the vergers at the

cathedral. The meeting adjourned.

Mansfield
17,650

Bridger
17,480

17,390

17,373

17,147

Piper

16,515

Our correspondent who wishes to shade the base

of a column correctly
,
willfind it quite a mathe-

matical affair, and not one of guess. The forms

of all shadows depend upon the shapes of the ob-

jects intercepting light and of those receiving it.

We refer our correspondent to Gwilt’s and Nichol-

son’s works, and to the study of nature, whose

parallel rays are partly ousted by one object, and

partly received by another, hence shadows of par-

ticularforms are said to fall, though the proper

phrase would be to say “ they are left.”

We are requested to state that Messrs. Burton’s

estimatefor the repair of Sadlers’ Hall was 427/.

and not 534/.

(ffunrnt IPricf# of jfHetate*

May 7, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Spelter.—Foreign ton .

.

0 0 0 to 23 0 0

,, For delivery.

.

21 15 0— 22 0 0

Zinc—English sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver 0 4 6

Iron—English bar, &c... . per ton 6 10 0

0 0 0— 7 0 0

,, Hoops 8 0 0— 8 10 0

,,
Sheets 9 5 0— 9 10 0

,,
Cargo in Wales .. 0 0 0 — 5 15 0

,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 4 0 0— 4 5 0

,,
No. 1, Clyde 3 8 0— 3 10 0

,, For., Swedish ...

.

0 0 0— 10 10 0

,, Russian, ccnd. ..

.

16 10 0

Steel—

S

wedishkeg, p. ton 0 0 0— 19 0 0

„ » Faggot.. 0 0 0— 19 10 0

Mozart’s Monument.—A Vienna journal

mentions a circumstance which reflects great

honour on the celebrated singer, Madame
Hasselt Barth. That lady has recently erected,

at her own expense, a monument over the too

long neglected grave of Mozart. On a table

of grey marble are inscribed, in letters of gold,

“ Jung, gross, spat, erkannt, nie erreicht,”

(young, great, late acknowledged, never

equalled). This inscription, briefly character-

ising the talent of Mozart, is surmounted by a

medallion head of the great composer. It

may be mentioned that the hitherto unauthen-

ticated dates of Mozart's death and burial are

now verified beyond doubt. The uncertainty

which prevailed respecting the place of his in-

terment is now also removed. His grave was
supposed to be in the Matzlemdorfer church-

yard; but it is now certain that his ashes re-

pose in the St. Marxer burial-place .—Foreign

Quarterly Revieiv .
1

Copper—

E

nglish sheithing, per lb. — 0 0

t> Old ditto. 0 0

,, Cake p. ton.. . . 0 0 0— 83 0

M Tile 0 00— 82 0

,, S. American .. 75 0 0— 76 0

Tin

—

English, blocks, &c. cwt 3 13

, , , ,
bars .... 0 0 0— 3 14

,, Foreign, Banca .... 0 0 0— 3 8

,,
Straits.... 0 0 0— 3 4

M M Peruvian . . 0 0 0— 3 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 8 0— 1 12

„ „ No. IX 1 14 0— 1 18

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—

S

heet milled per ton 17 15

Shot, patent

„ Red

„ White

Pig-Lead—

E

nglish .

.

,,
Spanish .

.

,,
American

0 0 0— 19 15
21 10

23 10

0 0— 17 0

0 0— 16 10

0 0— 16 5

SHORT and MAHONY, Brokers,

1, Newman’s-court, Comhill.

It ivould be impossiblefor our engraver to exe-

cute properly the architectural details of the

Tipperary Church from the sketches sent to its,

they not being made out with sufficient exact-

Bishop Ridley’s Seal by all means.

We are unable this week to answer our other

correspondents, and have, through want of space,

reluctantly been compelled to omit several valuable

articles which are set up ready for insertion.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For painting Braintree Union Workhouse.—Mr.

Poole, Workhouse. May 13.

For the works required at Mutford Bridge.—

Plans, &c., Mr. George Thompson, County Sur-

veyor
;

J. H. Borton, Bury St. Edmunds. May
15.

For building and finishing Hotel opposite Rail-

way Station, Nottingham.—Plans, &c., Mr. Winter,

Surveyor. May 15.

For re-building the Western Pier of the Humber

Dock Basin, and the removal of the present Pier

included, or to be provided for in a separate tender,

as may be most convenient.—Secretary to the Pock

Company at Kingston-upon-Hull. Plans, &c., at

Mr. Michael Lane’s, Engineer, Castle-street, Hull.

May 20.

For making a plan and taking levels of all the

drains in the town of Kingston-upon-Hull, and the

Lordship of Myton.—Further particulars of Mr.

R. Witty, Surveyor, 11, Sykes-street, Hull. May

22 .

For erecting a bridge over theWaveney ,
between

Diss and Stoston.—Plans. &c., from 1st to 8th inst.,

at Mr. Farrow’s, Diss ;
from 8th to 15th at Suffolk

Hotel, Ipswich; and from 15th to 22nd at Royal

Hotel, Norwich; Clare Algar, Secretary. Auctioneer

and Land Surveyor, Diss. May 23.

For the erection of an Iron Bridge of one arch,

of one hundred and ten feet span, intended to be

built over the river Avon, at Bath.—P. George,

Esq., Town Clerk, Bath.—Drawings, &c., at G.P.

Manners, Esq., Architect, No. 1, Oxford-row,

Bath. May 31.

For enlarging, straightening, and improving the

course of the rivers Devon and Smite, and the Car-

dyke, in the parishes of Hawton, Farndon, &c. &c.,

in the counties of Nottingham and Leicester, and for

the erection of, building, enlarging, &c., the several

bridges connected with the above works.—Specifi-

cations, &c., Mr. Talents, Newark. June 1.

For the executing of certain works for the im-

provement of Aberdeen Harbour.—Plans, &c.,Mr.

Abernethy, 69, Waterloo-quay, Aberdeen. June

20 .

PREMIUM.
i?50 for the selected plan, elevation, and estimate

for the erection of two Chapels and an entrance-

lodge, with gateway, on the eastern side of South-

ampton Cemetery.—Plan and section of ground

Mr. Doswell, Albion-place, Southampton ;
C. E.

Deacon, Secretary. May 22.

Page 224, col.

•Warwick” read “ Norwich.’

Page 229, col. 3, line 35, for

‘remain.”

ERRATA.

3, line 42 from bottom,

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We have transmitted to the patenteesfor expla-

nation the letter of our Newcastle correspondent.

We have only stated the endeavour. The coit

will be given best by the makers, who, we hope,

will satisfy our correspondent.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,

To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, May 11.—Royal Botanic, Regent’s-

park, 4 p.m. ;
Asiatic, 14, Grafton-street, 2 p.m.

(anniversary.)

Monday, 13. — Geographical, 3, Waterloo-

place, 8J p.m.
;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 14. — Civil Engineers, 25, Great

George-street, 8 p.m.
;
Medical and Chirurgical,

53, Berners-street, 84 p.m. ;
Zoological, 57, Pull

Mall, 8£ p.m. ; ree=i*flasons of tfje ©liurcfi,

18th Chapter, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 15.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi, 8,

p.m. ;
Geological, Somerset House, 8£ p.m. ;

Microscopical
, 21, Regent-street, 8 p.m.

Thursday, 16. — Royal, Somerset House, 8i

p.m. ;
Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m.

Friday, 17. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8$ p.m.
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A N T I P P E
would most pro-

bably have
scolded us for

continuing; this

week the sub-

ject of the Ex-

hibition of the

Works of Art; but with

even more probability

would she have scolded us

for omitting to do so, if

her husband had chanced

to be an architectural

decorator, or an embosser

of leather, instead of the

sagest of Grecian philo-

sophers, as a Frenchman

once told us, through

being the son of a “ sage-femme.’’' However,

we this week continue our review, reserving

for the present our more general and closing

remarks.

The exhibition contains many specimens of

paving, in various styles, and of various mate-

rials, most of the patterns which might be used

with propriety in the proposed work are of

encaustic tiles, the majority of the others are,

more or less, out of the right character, and

only shew (for this case) variety of material and

dexterity of workmanship.

82. Designs for ornamental pavement
;
the

first representing the arms of the barons pre-

sent at the granting of Magna Charta; the

second representing the arms of her Majesty’s

Commissioners on the Fine Arts; by Richard

Prosser.—This contains some good armorial

picturing.

86. Design for ornamental pavement, by

C. Burton.—Not exactly in the right taste.

Good mosaic, but not in character.

89. (Repeated.) Designs for mosaic pave-

ment, by Owen Jones.—This pavement is sup-

posed to be formed partly of encaustic tiles

and partly of pieces of porcelain of various

colours, proposed to be executed according to

ithe patent process of Mr. Prosser, of Birming-

ham.
Rather in the Moresco style.

92. Design for an ornamental pavement,

shewing the application of some of the speci-

mens exhibited by Messrs. Singer and Co., by

Henry Pether.—The vacant space in the cen-

tre of the design is left for the pedestal of a

statue of her Majesty. The adjacent diaper is

composed of encaustic tiles. The design con-

sists of an interweaving of the ribbons of the

four principal orders of knighthood with their

fegends, surrounding the respective badges

:‘)f the orders. No. 116 a is a specimen of

i.his part of the design. The eight circu-

lar panels, bearing the arms and emblems of

i,he kingdom, might also be formed of encaus-

cic tiles, but are capable of being wrought in

mosaic-work formed of small tesserse, which

would be preferable, as calculated to last for

;iges. The space between this portion and the

general border is proposed to be all mosaic, of

nhe Gothic or Tudor foliage : one of the leaves

>f the full size is wrought in the slab No. 116

b. The border is intended to receive the

Tudor badges, or similar enrichments, with

the arms of her Majesty and of his Royal High-

ness Prince Albert. The outer margin is pro-

posed to be of British marble, and the shields

(for arms), of mosaic or encaustic tiles, are

calculated to conceal the juncture of the

slabs.

Not altogether happy—best in some of the

detached parts.

113. (Repeated.) Seventeen specimens of

ornamental inlaid and tesselated pavement.

113 a. corresponding designs, by Samuel

Mayer.—Among these are good and effec-

tive patterns
;

in some cases, however, the

jointing is imperfect; some specimens, with

patterns in lines, producing the effect of

shading, might be used for a portion of the

work. The marbled specimens not so good.

114. (Repeated.) Five specimens of en-

caustic tiles for pavement. 114 a. Designs for

ornamental tiles, by Copeland and Garrett.

—

Some of these are good and appropriate.

1 15. (Repeated.) Six specimens of orna-

mental pavement, composed of encaustic or in-

laid tiles, with examples of glazed and un-

glazed grounds
;
manufactured in the plastic

state under Wright’s prolonged patent. 115a.
Design for an ornamental pavement, by Min-
ton and Co.—These are of various merit

;

some of the tiles with writing are very good.

116. (Repeated.) Eleven specimens of or-

namental pavement, by A. Singer and Co.

—

Among these are some good subjects, with

effective colouring
;
some of them of tesseras

are imperfectly jointed, and the forms broken.

119. (Repeated.) Thirteen specimens of

ornamental and inlaid pavement. 119 a. De-
sign for ornamental tiles, by H. and R. Hay-
wood.—Some of the patterns are effective,

though with the slippery inconvenience of high

glaze.

120. (Repeated.) Five specimens of orna-

mental pavement. 120 a. Design for orna-

mental tiles, by Chamberlain and Co.—Many
of these are excellent, and quite applicable.

We presume the colours may be made and

varied in any manner which the architect may
desire.

121. Specimen of inlaid pavement, composed

of serpentine stone, found entirely in the county

of Cornwall
;

by Thomas Jago.—Doubtful,

though might be introduced in part of the

work.

123. Specimen of ornamental pavement
;
by

Thomas Grimsley.—Arms in yellow in a broad

style, upon an Indian-red ground, extremely
effective.

124. (Repeated.) Specimens of mosiac pave-

ment, composed of Derbyshire and Stafford-

shire marbles. The specimen of mosaic work,

above No. 124, representing a portrait of her

Majesty, is partly composed of foreign marbles
;

by William Milnes.—Might be introduced in

part, if the materials be of approved hardness.

125. Specimen of composition pavement, in

imitation of those found in Pompeii; by Pater-

son and Son.—Disagreeable in effect.

126. (Repeated.) Specimens of painted de-

corations and painted hangings, by F. and J.

Crace.— Containing arms and legends, and

might, under Mr. Barry’s direction, be partly

used.

133. Specimen of tesselated wood pavement,

by Crannis and Kemp.—This affords a fair-

example of work, though not in suitable style,

and the wood has greatly shrunk.

138. Specimen of inlaid flooring, by Austin

and Rammel.—This is a mode of forming

decorative floors which appears to be appli
cable.

rr

139. Specimens of the material (proposed
to be employed for the designs, No. 89)
manufactured by Messrs. Minton and Co.
under Prosser’s patent, and put together by
Messrs. Parker, Wyatt, and Co., by Owen
Jones.—These are good.

143. (Repeated.) Specimen of decorative
painting, adapted for stained-glass, by William
Warrington.—In the surface-style of work,
rather flat and tawdry; one specimen, inpale, as
at the south end of the Savoy Chapel, ex-
tremely disagreeable to look at.

146. (Repeated.) Specimens of decorative
painting, by John Goodison.—A large arabesque
in the illuminated style, with a blue ground.—
Inadmissible.

147- A panel painted in Fresco, containing
the figure of Henry VII., with the supporters
and peculiar badges of that king, by F. and J.

Crace.—A mixture of portrait and surface-
painting, without depth, and with harsh out-
lines.

148. Specimen of decorative painting, by
James West.— In the Byzantine mosaic style

of painting, with gilding, harsh blackoutlines,

and little shading, to be all done, except the

outlines, by very inferior artists.

149. Specimen of decorative painting, by
Thomas Clark.— Scroll-work and foliage; in

spite of some gothic forms, not adapted to the

place.

150. Specimen of decorative painting, by
J. H. Lloyd.—Perhaps adapted to some part of

the work, yet replete with the unnatural stiff-

ness and other defects of inferior art now being

attempted to be fixed upon architectural deco-

ration.

151. (Repeated.) Specimens of decorative
painting, by Leonard William Collman.—

A

style of work which, under the direction of
the architect, and from his designs, would be
appropriate.

152. (Repeated.) Specimens of decorative
painting, by W. B. Simpson.—Though in form
of ornament unsuited to the building, yet in
management of colour, gilding, and workman-
ship, very effective and beautiful.

154 (Repeated.) Three specimens of de-
corative painting, executed by the students of
the School of Design, under the direction of
Mr. Wilson.—Though not pure in design, yet,

with alterations, suitable for the work.
156. Specimen of decorative painting, by F.

and J. Crace.—An emblazoned panel, illustrat-

ing the foundation of the Order of the Garter.
The border is formed by a series of coats of
arms of the twenty-six first knights. In the
centre of the panel is the patron St. George
conquering the dragon

;
above him is the badge

of the sun issuing from a cloud, adopted after

the battle of Crecy.

Not pure in design, yet, being rich and mag-
nificent, would be suitable, under the chasten-
ing of the architect.

157. Specimen in the style of ancient deco-
rative painting, by Coulton and Elliott.—Of
very considerable beauty; the quiet green-
grounded work, slightly heightened with gold,

is chaste, elegant, tasteful, and appropriate.

158. Specimen of decorative painting and
writing.—A piece of trivial and childish

waggery, idle, ugly, and though not original,

from its absurdity bordering upon the blas-

phemous.
159. Specimen of ornamental pavement, by

H. F. Vaile.—Partly admissible, but orna-

mental designs very far from pure.

160. Specimen of green slate unpolished

pavement, ornamented with inlaid mosaic tiles,

160 a. Corresponding design, by W. North.

—

Good, and, under the architect’s approbation,

applicable.

165. Specimen of inlaid flooring, by Samuel

Pratt, Jun.—Good work, but patterns out of

taste.

166. Specimens of inlaid flooring, by An-
thony Binns.—Some very good work.
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DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF THE

RAFFAELLO TAPESTRIES,

Executed at Brussels in 1 51 7» by order of Pope

J^eo X. From the celebrated Cartoons at

tit Hampton Court. Noio exhibiting at the

Gallery
,
No. 213, Piccadilly.

While the public attention has of late been

ho much directed to architectural decoration,

we cannot do better than to say a few words

on the subject of the celebrated Raffaello

Tapestries.

Perhaps no other mode of decorating the

walls of buildings yields such beauty and mag-
nificence, or affords a greater opportunity of

bringing out the skill of eminent artists. It is

true, that while some of the paintings of the old

masters, through a happy union of materials and

execution, have by time become rather per-

fected than injured, others have miserably

faded. So in tapestries, when they become
venerable, like these, the same vicissitudes

must be expected : the effect of centuries of

dust and damp must be reckoned upon. T hese,

however, are no more faded than might have

been expected under the most fortunate cir-

cumstances. No doubt their lights must have

become somewhat deadened, and in some por-

tions of the dark tones, the colour seems to

have chipped off, leaving the thread light, as

though not worked in-grain
;
and we were in-

formed of the curious circumstance, that the dis •

tances in the pictures, which are perhaps now
over-vivid for such subdued parts of an effect, had

entirelydisappeared from the tapestries, through

being packed up in cases during ten years, and
only slowly returned to view after exposure to

the light.

These works, which are exciting compara-
tively little notice in this vast metropolis, where
so many rivals claim attention, on the first

day of their exhibition at Manchester, caused

so much excitement among the manufac-

turers, that no less than 800 persons visited

them
;
and at Liverpool their exhibition-room

was almost equally thronged.

This exhibition consists of seven magnificent

pieces of tapestry, forming part of the set of ten,

resented by Pope Leo the Tenth to King
lenry the Eighth.

When Leo was embellishing the galleries

and walls of the Vatican, he commissioned

Raffaello D’U rhino to furnish designs for a

series of tapestries from scriptural subjects
;

and to this circumstance the world is indebted

for the celebrated cartoons of that master,

which were designed by him expressly and

entirely for this purpose. Leo caused two sets

of the tapestries to be executed at Brussels,

which were done from the instructions of

Raffaello himself, and under the constant su-

perintendence of his talented pupils, Bernard
Von Orlay and Michael Coxis.

One set continues to adorn the walls of the

Vatican after having been twice carried away
among the most valuable spoils which the for-

tune of war put into the hands of the con-

querors :—the first time at the sack of Rome
by Bourbon’s army in 1526, after which they

were restored during the Pontificate of Julius

the Third by the Duke of Montmorenci :—they

were carried away the second time on the

invasion of Italy by the French in 1798, and
were restored bv purchase to 1814.

The other set, of which the present exhibi-

tion forms a portion, having been presented as

before mentioned, remained in the possession

of the Crown of England until the death of
Charles the First, and were considered as some
of the most valuable ornaments of the royal

palace at Whitehall. They were sold in the

time of Cromwell to the Spanish ambassador,
Don Alonzo de Cardenas, and by him carried

to Spain
;
they were afterwards in possession

of the Duke of Alva’s family until 1823, when
they became the property of Mr. Tupper, the

British consul, who brought them back to

England
;
and from him they passed into the

hands of the late proprietor.

From these circumstances, the authenticity

of which is well attested, they possess a value

and interest altogether different from, and
superior to any other works of the kind in

existence, with the exception of the duplicate

series at Rome. They are remarkable for

being finished representations of the original

designs of Raffaello,
and for the singular

fidelity with which the spirit and expression

of the immortal artist are carried out. They
$re also very valuable to the lovers of the

arts, as serving to correct the errors that were

committed by Cooke when he repaired the car-

toons by order of King William the Third,

which had been cut into strips, and defaced

and otherwise injured by the use made of them
as patterns for the tapestry, and moreover some
of the pieces had been lost. These tapestries

claim the merit of shewing the designs of

Raffaello in their perfect state.

Nine only of these are in existence—seven

corresponding to the Cartoons at Hampton
Court, and two others, namely, the Stoning

of St. Stephen, and the Conversion of St. Paul,

of which the Cartoons are irretrievably lost.

They are all in an excellent and equal state

of preservation, the colours having suffered

comparatively little from the lapse of nearly

330 years. It has been found impossible to

obtain in London, at the present season, a

gallery of sufficient height and size to exhibit

these tapestries at the distances from which
they should be viewed, as, although their details

are finished with the nicest accuracy, and bear

the closest inspection, the effect of the whole
is best felt and understood from a distance:

and two of the pieces, viz. the Death of

Ananias, and Paul preaching at Athens, are

of necessity excluded from want of room.

No. 1. Christ's Charge to St. Peter.—Di-

mensions, 18 feet 7 inches wide, 12 feet 8 inches

high.

The locality is the Lake or Sea of Tiberias

—

numerous buildings (part of the city of Ti-

berias) form a beautiful back landscape. The
figure of Christ in this tapestry is undoubtedly

one of the most noble representations of our

Saviour that was ever conceived and executed.

His air of Divine composure and calm dignity

contrast finely with the fervent devotion of the

kneeling St. Peter, who is listening to the

command of his master, “Feed my sheep.”

St. James and St. John are the two next
figures, the latter strikingly characterized by
an expression of affectionate attention : the

figure further back in profile is St. Andrew,
and is of finished elegance. Behind St.

Andrew is St. Thomas, with a book in his

hand; this figure is marked by an inquiring

position. The heads of all the Apostles are

finely diversified, and many nice distinctions

and gradatVbhs of character are portrayed.

The graceful draperies are elaborately and
beautifully wrought, and the colours harmo-
niously blended.

In comparing the tapestries with the Car-

toons, it will be observed that they are exactly

reversed in position. In the latter, all the

figures are left-handed, in order to render the

tapestry perfect and right-handed
;

and the

figures, &c. on the right side of the one are

on the left of the other.

No. 2. St. Paul and St. Barnabas at Lystra.

—Dimensions, 19 feet 4 inches wide, 13 feet

high.

On the right, St. Paul and St. Barnabas are

standing beneath a portico—the former indig-

nantly forbidding the sacrifice: “Sirs! why
do ye these things?” averting his head and
rending his clothes

;
St. Barnabas, with clasped

hands, implores Heaven to stop the profana-

tion. The sacrificial group is of especial force

and beauty. The Priest of Jupiter, of Hercu-
lean proportions, is raising an axe to strike

down one of the oxen. A young man, sup-

posed to be Timothy, is endeavouring to arrest

his arm. Another priest, of strongly-deve-

loped muscular powers, is bringing in a ram.
On the foreground appears the cripple, who
has just been restored, clasping his hands in

the eagerness ofgratitudeand joy— his crutches
lie useless at his feet, and an old man raises

his garment with a look of astonishment at the

restored limb. In the background is the Fo-
rum of Lystra, with several temples, and a
statue of Mercury.

This subject is an instance of the consum-
mate skill of Raffaello in bringing together a
variety of circumstances, so as to make his

story perfectly intelligible. The figures and
heads, as well as the grouping and drawing,
are perfect. The whole is full of movement,
interest, and dramatic effect, and the spirit and
power with which all these are expressed in

the tapestry are most wonderful.

No. 3. The Beautiful Gate of the Temple .

—

Dimensions, 18 feet 4 inches wide, 13 feet

high.

The magnificent composition before us offers

great scope for display and contrast, The

architectural details are expressed with singu-

lar accuracy and effect in this tapestry, while
the expression and character of the actors in

this wonder-stirring scene are vividly por-

trayed. To appreciate the great merit with

which the architectural part is executed, it is

desirable to view this subject from as great a

distance as the limits of the gallery will allow.

The figure of St. Peter, who is holding by
the hand a miserably deformed cripple, is one

of much dignity and grace, mingled with full

confidence in the power by which he speaks

the words “ Rise up and walk.” The expres-

sive and well-formed head and neck, and finely

delineated hand and foot, are severally studies

in themselves. The beloved disciple’s coun-

tenance expresses benevolence and deep com-
passion. The misery and distortion of

the cripples are made as striking as pos-

sible, to contrast with the elegant and graceful

figures abounding in this tapestry. The young
female on the right, who is carrying an offering

to the . temple (and leading a child with

another pair of doves), is considered a model
of feminine beauty. Immediately over the

cripple is a fine Jewish head strongly express-

ing doubt and incredulity : between him and
St. John is another of much dignity and lofty

sentiment. In the cartoon, probably from
having been rubbed and effaced, the deep

wrinkles in his forehead have been converted

into a fillet, which is decidedly injurious to the

expression—this alteration is further proved

by a sketch from the original, drawn by
Antonio, now in the British Museum, which is

perfectly free from fillet or other covering.

The figures between St. John and the beautiful

female, another female on the other side, with

a splendid head-dress, and carrying an infant,

and the figures between the columns, are all

most worthy of observation, for the diversity

of character and expression they offer. On
the whole it may be considered that as this is

one of the most striking of the invaluable de-

signs of Raffaello, so is it also one of the

most effective of the tapestries, when viewed

in proper light and from a right distance.

No. 4. The Miraculous Draught of Fishes.

—Dimensions 14 feet 6 inches wide, 12 feet

9 inches high.

With this subject Raffaello commenced his

great undertaking of a series of cartoon draw-
ings, illustrative of some of the principal

events recorded in the New Testament, for the

execution of these tapestries.

The locality js the lake of Gennesareth,

where “ as the people pressed upon him to

hear his words,” our Saviour entered into the

boat of one of the fishermen, and “ prayed him
to thrust out a little from the land.”

The point of time is that when having, in

obedience to the Divine command, let down
their nets, although they had “ toiled all the

night and had taken nothing,” they inclosed

such a “ multitude of fishes that the nets began

to break
;

” and Peter, awe-struck and terrified

at the presence of a Being of supernatural

power, falls on his knees exclaiming, “ Depart

from me, for I am a sinful man, O Lord !”

Throughout the whole of this composition

nothing is tame or weak.
In the action and form of our Saviour we

discover the usual felicity of the artist’s genius.

The Divine composure ot Omnipoience, the

simple and graceful posture, the countenance

radiant with benignity, the hand which wielded

the elements raised in accordance with his

words, contrast finely with the merely human
character of his companions. The head is in

the most graceful style of manly beauty
;

so

meekly grand, so benevolent, and yet so full

of power.
In the air and attitude of St. Peter, is de-

noted that precipitate temperament which

caused him to place himself foremost on all

occasions. His countenance expresses min-

gled wonder, humility, and awe. There is

also a striking difference between the rough

hardy fisherman, the man of toilsome occupa-

tion, and the same person when represented as

the inspired apostle, full of dignity and grace.

(See the Beautiful Gate.)

The third figure is St. Andrew, the brother

of St. Peter; his attitude is finely conceived

and skilfully expressed
;

the entire figure is

evidently actuated by an instantaneous and

powerful impulse of awe and deference
;
the

head and beard are finely proportioned.

In the second boat are the two sons of

Zebedee, Jaroes and John, both still engaged



in securing the unexpected prize
;

they are

nearly divested of clothing, and in positions

favourable to the display of muscular strength.

The last in the group is Zebedee, who is de-

picted as a fisherman, attentive only to the

management of his little vessel. On the shore
may be seen distant groups of people, part of

those who had thronged together to hear the

words of our Saviour.

No. 5. The Stoning of St. Stephen.—Dimen-
sions, 13 feet wide, 12 feet 10 inches high.

The admirers of RafFaello will not fail to

estimate as precious relics, the work now before
us, and the next tapestry in this collection, the
Conversion of St. Paul, of which the cartoon
drawings are unfortunately lost, and no other
representations remain but the duplicate tapes-

tries in the Vatican.

As a work of art this composition unites a
variety of excellences, and the first glance is

sufficient to declare it the work of Raffaello.

The peculiar attitudes are so chosen, as to dis-

play, in the most striking manner, his vast

knowledge in anatomical science. With in-

tuitive and never-failing skill he has seized the
leading points of the subject, at the precise
moment best suited for representation

;
he has

worked up the tragic scene in accordance with
the text of Scripture; and has portrayed the
characters with so much strength of feeling,

and disposed of them in the grouping so effec-

tively, that the spectator is at once master of
the whole subject.

The holy martyr is on his knees; a more
perfect picture of calm submission, and entire

resignation cannot be conceived. There is

nothing like fear, or pain, or anger. “ Lord,
lay not this sin to their charge!”
The contrast between him and the savage

and enraged actors in this scene of cruelty is

very forcible. In the stupendous figure which
is represented in a stooping posture, picking
up a large stone, the drawing and the strength
are alike wonderful. Another individual in

this group cannot fail to arrest especial atten-
tion, by his fine attitude, muscular develop-
ment, and powerful action

;
he is grasping a

large piece of rock, and in the act of hurling it

on the devoted head of the martyr,- with such
well-directed aim, as to make the beholder
shudder. The drawing of this splendid figure

is exquisite. Saul, seated, with the clothes

lying at his feet, is on the right side of the

picture.

The beautiful group at the top of this tapes-

try increases our admiration of the artist, who,
with so much skill and tact, could combine
such variety of subject and expression.

No. 6. The Conversion of Saint Paul.

—

Dimensions, 18 feet 3 inches wide, 13 feet high.
As before stated, there is no cartoon of this

i subject remaining. The tapestry before us
iis replete with life and energy. The appalling
ffiash of heavenly light, the determined leader
'struck to the earth, the terror and dismay of
the troopers and followers, are presented to

the eye in a manner and with a spirit truly

surprising
;
the Scripture narrative is embodied

with astonishing vigour and effect.

The lofty walls and towers, battlements and
iturrets, of the city of Damascus, occupy the
back-ground. Great care and skill have been
^exercised in depicting the gorgeous dress,
military trappings, and peculiar ornaments of
ithe prostrate chief, as well as the warlike
accoutrements, &c. worn by his followers

;

(not merely for their great beauty, but also as

illustrative of Asiatic costume and peculia-
rities, one of these may be mentioned : the
itail of the grey horse is brown, which is in

accordance with the custom frequently prac-
tised in Asia, of dying the tails of horses.
'There is much beauty in the two figures who
rare seizing the horse of Saul, and in the
[spirited delineation of the affrighted animal.
The sublime group at the top is in Raffaello’s

nest manner—the figure of our Saviour is

executed with remarkable vigour, and is full of
eignity and majesty

;
the colours of the drape-

ries are arranged with the most signal propriety
rand judgment

;
and the subject before us proves

nhe power of tapestry to convey in the most
striking manner the vivid imaginings of the
innunortal artist.

No. 7- Elymas struck with Blindness .

—

•Dimensions, 19 feet 10 inches wide, 13 feet

The scene lies in Paphos, a city of Cyprus.
The Proconsul, Sergius Paulus, is seated in I
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the Hall of Justice surrounded by his officers.

The commanding figure of St. Paul, de-
nouncing vengeance on the sorcerer, his fine

outstretched arm carrying with it the force ot

an electric shock on the crouching form of
Elyma3, “blind to his fingers’ ends,” and
groping his way, may well be cited as a
triumph of consummate skill.

This composition is especially remarkable
for concentration of effect. The figures are
portrayed with such extraordinary truth to

nature, that they appear almost to breathe and
think. On the right of Elymas is an individual

whose desire to satisfy his doubts is expressed
in the most lively manner: a female richly

attired, supposed to be the wife of Elymas, is

indignantly pointing to the Apostle as the
author of the catastrophe. The Roman magis-
trate, who becamea convert, is here represented
with all the dignity of state

;
his countenance

and person evince strong emotion.
In the cartoon for this subject at Hampton-

Court, four feet in length of thedrawinghas been
lost. It contained the part of the building on the
right of St. Paul, in which is a niche holding
a statue and a fine bas-relief. The tapestry
exhibits the whole as designed by Raffaello.

The two following tapestries are necessarily

excluded from this exhibition from want of
j

room.

No. 8. The Death of Ananias.— Dimen-
sions, 19 feet wide, 13 feet high.
The first glance at this awfully grand com-

position conveys the lively impression of a re-

cent catastrophe which is still in the act of
completion.

The writhing form ofAnanias, with distorted
limbs and death-stricken countenance, lies on
the foreground. The agony is verging to the
last point, and the spectator almost expects to

see the body, which is partly upheld by the
left arm with the wrist bent nearly double by
the weight, fall prostrate. The anatomical
proportions of this figure are portrayed in the
tapestry with amazing force.

Intense emotion is exhibited by two persons
immediately in front of Ananias. The coun-
tenance and outstretched hands of the male
figure denote the instant of the event, and ex-
press a perfect concentration of horror. It is

supposed to be Barnabas, who had recently be-

come a convert. The female, who is of great
beauty, appears to be preparing to escape from
the dreadful scene, and at the same time un-
able to withdraw her eyes from it; further on,
on the same side, may be seen St. John, as-

sisted by his brother St. James, distributing

relief to the necessitous. On the left of the

falling Ananias is a most expressive and highly-

finished figure. It is that of a Jew, with a
turban on his head, bending over the sufferer.

From head to foot this figure indicates powerful
feeling. Another is pointing to the Apostles
as the authors of this event. On the extreme
left is a female figure engaged in counting
money, supposed to be Sapphira,

In the centre of the picture, nine of the

Apostles stand together on a raised platform :

St. Peter in the middle is in the act of speak-

ing. The firm attitude, the severe look, the

hand pointed towards the culprit, denote the

terrible result of the words “ Thou hast not
lied unto men, but unto God !” The whole
group on the platform is of extraordinary
merit; several of the figures are little inferior

in interest and dignity to St. Peter himself.

The greatest writers and critics of the fine

arts, Vasari, Lanzi, and others, have lingered

over the duplicate tapestry on this subject at

Rome, and declare it to contain the highest

qualities of the great designer.

No. 9. St. Paul preaching at Athens.— Di-

mensions, 15 feet 2 inches wide, 12 feet 6 in.

high.

This splendid composition is not surpassed

by any of its predecessors in force of expres-

sion and beauty of execution.

St. Paul, of imposing dimensions, is standing
on elevated steps preaching to the Athenians
in the Areopagus. We at once recognize in

him the great Apostle of the Gentiles.

Directly in front of St. Paul are four very

remarkable personages. Nothing can be
imagined more highly intellectual than this

group of thinking figures, each so absorbed in

attention, and yet so varied and individualized.

The Stoic, with folded arms, and cloak muffled

round him (as if retiring within himself for

meditation), appears to think from head to
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foot. The Cynic is resting with both hands on
his crutch, his severe countenance and im-
patient gesture, shewn by the raised heel and
bent knee, indicate his disapprobation of the
speaker and his doctrine. The disciple of Epi-
curus is distinctly characterized in the mild,
placid countenance of the third figure. It ex-
presses attention, without deep interest or con-
viction, and that habitual, easy acquiescence,
which was their first principle. The next is
probably the head of a philosopher of some
other sect. The finger on his mouth is ex-
pressive of caution and prudence. The space
between the last-mentioned character and the
Apostle is filled by a group of persons of various
ages, who appear to be discussing some one of
the novel doctrines they have just heard. Be-
hind St. Paul are three “individuals of character
quite distinct from the philosophical group

;

the figure in the red cap is supposed to be a
likeness of Leo the Tenth. The one in the
sitting posture leaning with his hands on his
stick, is designed and executed with much
care and force. In the cartoon, as it is at
present, this head, and that of the young Greek
immediately over the head of the Cynic, have
suffered considerably from repairs. There is
much simple dignity in the standing figure,

between the one leaning on his stick and that
representing Leo the Tenth. On the extreme
left, in the foreground, are two figures of great
interest and beauty. They represent Dionysius
and Damuris, who are recorded by the sacred
historian as converts on this occasion. These
heads are exquisite for drawing and graceful
expression; the hands and general figures ap-
pear to partake in the eager satisfaction with
which they listen to the apostle’s words.
No one of Raffaello’s designs has furnished

more subjects for artistical study than the one
under consideration.

Their proprietor has offered, for the sum of
6,000/., to restore these genuine works to the
British Crown, whose property they formerly
were, and whose they ought undoubtedly to be’;

but we understand this offer has been most un-
accountably rejected.

The nation still possesses the original
bull, sent by the Pope, constituting Henry
VIII. Defender of the Faith, and we lately
saw it at the Rolls’ House, Chancery-lane

; it

is in fine preservation, and its seal consists of a
beautiful pendent medal of gold, struck on
purpose for the occasion, and so large, that its

bullion alone is worth about eight guineas.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

May 14. — William Cubitt, V.P., in the
chair.

The paper read was an account by Mr. J.

Samuda, Assoc. Inst. C. E., of the Atmospheric
Railway. It commenced with the general
principles of the system, describing it as a
system of working railways, in which the
moving power is communicated by means of
a continuous pipe or main laid between the

rails, and for exhaustion divided by valves into

suitable lengths. A partial vacuum is formed
in the pipe by air-pumps, worked by machinery,
at intervals along the line. Along the upper
side of the main is a continuous aperture, which
is covered by a leather valve, guarded above

and below with iron plates, hinged on one
side to the pipe, and falling into a groove con-

taining a mixture of wax and tallow on the

opposite side, so as to close the aperture. A
piston is attached at some distance, in front of

and beneath the leading carriage of the train,

and, by means of a packing of leather, fits

within the main pipe, so as to be nearly air-tight.

When a vacuum is formed in the main in front

of the piston, and in the direction in which the

train is to travel, the air, impinging on the other

side of the piston, carries it forward with a

velocity due to its pressure upon the area of

the piston, which being attached to the leading

carriage, carries the train forward with it; the

valve which covers the continuous opening

along the main is opened by a frame and

wheels, which precede the carriage, and it is

closed and sealed down as the train proceeds,

by a heater, which slightly melts the wax and

tallow as it passes over it.

The details of all these parts of the con-

trivance were then given, and were illustiated

by a series of drawings. The paper then pro-

ceeded to notice the early attempts at using the

pressure of the atmosphere for conveying
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goods and passengers ;

the proposals of Med-
hurst in 1810, of Vallance (of Brighton), and

others. It appeared that the first intentions

were, to have exhausted cylinders of consider-

able area, within which the carriages should

travel
;
but as it naturally was objected that

the passengers might not approve of this mode
of conveyance through a continuous tunnel,

means were devised for connecting the piston

within the tube with the carriages travelling

upon the rails outside it; and, after numerous
attempts, Messrs. Clegg and Samuda succeeded

in the system described, and which, after being

tried for some time, imperfectly, at Wormwood
Scrubs, has been carried out practicably on the

line from Kingstown to Dalkey, near Dublin,

a distance of
1 J miles, up a series of inclines

averaging 1 in 115.

It appeared that most of the previous at-

tempts had failed chiefly because the continu-

ous valve was defective, and that Mr. Clegg
suggested the use of wax and tallow, which
had proved so successful as a means of her-

metically sealing up the opening caused by the

passage of each train.

The manner of applying the power was then

examined, and the adaptation of the electric

telegraph, for giving the signals of the time for
;

starting the engines at periods along the line,

was shewn. The accumulation ot power in

the main, from forming a vacuum previously to

the arrival of the train at each division, was
shewn to he in proportion to the degree of

vacuum which was formed.

The friction of the various working parts

was stated to be very small, and that on the

Kingstown and Dalkey line it was scarcely ap-

preciable.

The leakage of the valve, &c. was then ex-

amined, and it was argued, that the power lost

by leakage was inversely as the speed of the

trains, for the faster the piston passed along,

the less time the pipe would be under ex-

haustion, and consequently the less time would
the leakage exist. Experiments upon the

15 in. main, on the Dalkey line, shewed that

five horses’ power would be required to over-

come the leakage of three miles of railway.

The system was stated to be peculiarly ap-

plicable to such steep inclines as, with loco-

motive engines, would be called bad gradients;

for so long as the steepness of the inclines was
not too great for the trains to descend without

the use of the break, no power was lost, and

the cost of working was no greater than on a

dead level, for the whole of the additional

power required to overcome gravity, while

ascending the incline, was restored in descend-

ing, particularly when the planes were of great

length, and at a convenient inclination
;
in which

latter case, there would be a slight saving in

working an undulating line.

The safety from collision between the trains

was much argued upon, and it was stated to be
impossible for the trains to approach nearer

than three miles to each other, unless at the
stations especially appointed for the purpose.
Single lines of railway could therefore be
worked with safety.

The cost of working was then fully exa-

mined, and, taking for data the results of the
expenses on the Dalkey line, and supposing the
system to be adapted to a line of 112 miles
long, similar to the London and Birmingham
Railway, on which the cost of working with
locomotives was stated to be :

—

Per train per mile, for haulage .... 15d.

Ditto for maintenance 8|d.

The cost of working the atmospheric appa-
ratus would be :

—

Per train per mile, for haulage .... 5-j^d.
Ditto for maintenance 5-j-^d.

with the additional advantage of travelling at

a mean speed of 50 miles per hour, instead of
between 20 and 25 miles per hour, as with the
locomotive system.

The discussion of the paper, and upon the
merits of the system, was commenced, but as

the interest of it would be lost by giving it in
a disjointed form, it is reserved until after the
meeting of Tuesday, the 21st inst., when the
discussion will be renewed.
The papers announced to be read at the

meeting of May 21st were :

—

No. 670. “ Account of the plan adopted by
William Preston White for raising the Innis-
fail steamer, sunk in the river Lee, near Cork
(Ireland),” by G. P. White, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

No. 552. “ Essay upon the causes of pre-

venting and method of determining the amount
of priming in Steam Boilers,” by R. Pollock.

No. 678 .
“ Description of a Coffer-dam used

for closing the end of the Building-slips at

H.M.’s Dockyard, Woolwich,” by B. Snow,

Assoc. Inst. C.E.

COOKE'S ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH FOR THE
SAFE WORKING OF SINGLE LINES OF
RAILWAY.
The extraordinary saving in the formation of

railways where a double line can be dispensed

with, and safety and punctuality secured by

only a “ single line,” with tidings at proper in-

tervals, renders the full elucidation of the

powers of this invention of the utmost impor-

tance, not only to projectors and engineers of

proposed new lines, but to the public at large.

W. F. Cooke, Esq., having been requested by

several gentlemen connected with railways to

give them an opportunity of inspecting the

apparatus, previous to its being sent to its des-

tination, the Norwich and Yarmouth Railway,

it was exhibited in operation at the Society of

Arts, Mr. Cooke attending to give any expla-

nation required. The principle on which this

form of telegraph is constructed is founded on
Oersted’s celebrated discovery, that a magnetic

compass needlemay, through the agencyof a vol-

taic current, be invested with an artificial pola-

rity; and that a magnetic needle placed parallel,

and near to a conducting wire, will, during the

transmission of the current, stand at right an-

gles to the disc. The apparatus for carrying

out this principle consists of a handsome po-

lished mahogany case, precisely similar to a

modern cheffioneer, the lower part containing

the batteries, the upper five dials with mag-
netic pointers in the centre of each, as follows,

with a handle to each :

—

Up.|Down.jUp.|Down. Up.jDown. Up.lDown.

Norwich. Brandon
Junction.

Brandall. Reedham.

Up

j

Down-

Yarmouth.

Above this is a case of smaller dimensions, con-
taining the “ Speaking Telegraph,” having a
dial, with the letters of the alphabet, numerals,
&c., with two magnetic pointers, shandies, and
a variety of conventual signals, &c\, together
forming an elegant structure of cabinet-work,

about five feet six inches in height
;

the
pointers are suspended vertically, on an
axis moving freely through the face of the

dial
;

behind is another magnetic pointer,

so that they move together on the same axis
;

the conducting wire is coiled many times lon-

gitudinally round a frame in which the magnet
moves, to subject the magnet to the multiplied

deflecting force of the voltaic current, and the

magnet’s motion is limited on both sides by
stops. The motion of the handle either right

or left completes the circuit of the conducting
wire with the voltaic battery, and deflects the
needle in the same direction. The length of
the Norwich and Yarmouth line is 20£ miles,

with two intermediate sidings at Reedham
and Brundall. The conducting wires extend
along the whole line, suspended in the air on
wooden standards nine feet high; strong posts

of timber are firmly fixed in the ground every
quarter of a mile, from which the wires are
strained, and between every two “ straining

posts” are placed seven others, 55 yards apart,

for supports. There are a number of winding
apparatus on each straining post and at all

the wires, and carefully insulated bv being
attached to non-conductors, of earthenware,
and covered with boxes with holes for the clear

passage of each wire, as, if not perfectly insu-

lated in wet weather, the dampness of the wood
in connection with the fire would conduct the

electric current into the earth. The experi-

ments at the Society of Arts were highly
interesting and satisfactory to all who have
witnessed them. Six telegraphs were station-

ed in distant parts of the Society’s rooms in

the Adelphi, and the correspondence kept up
was perfect and rapid. General Pasley has
carefully investigated its action, and approves
of it in every respect, and took notes of the
number of signals, &c. it passes in a minute.
The Lords of the Admiralty also honoured
Mr. Cooke with a visit last week, and ex-

pressed their high satisfaction at the result

of all the experiments exhibited at the Adelphi,
as well as on the Great Western from Padding-
ton to Slough.

COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A GLOSSARY
OF ARCHITECTURE.—No. VI.

Exchange.—The place in which mer-
chants, brokers, and others meet to transact

business.

The interest which is taken by the public
in the New Royal Exchange induces me to

submit to the readers of the Builder a few
observations on the subject.

In the time of Henry the Eighth, and long
afterwards, such a building was called the

Burse. This word, as well as purse, is evi-

dently derived from the Greek fivpcra, bursa,

which comes from a Hebrew word, signifying

a skin or hide, the substantive of a verb which
means to sever, because the skin is separated

from the body- The word is found in many
languages : in Latin bursa stands for an ox-

hide, as well as for a. purse, which, like bottles,

were anciently of leather, made of course from
skins.*

When Dido obtained her territory in Car-
thage, by inclosing a space of ground by means
of a bull’s hide cut into small thongs, she built

in the midst a citadel, which she called B yrsa,
to commemorate the exploit.

Devenere locos, ubi nunc ingentia cernes

Moenia, surgentemque novse Carthaginis arcem
;

Mercatique solum, facti de nomine Byrsam,
Taurino quantum possent circumdare tergo.

Virgil, JEn. I. 365.

Hence the name was given to the place in

which merchants were accustomed to meet,

which in Paris is called la Bourse Royale,
whilst in Italian the term, Borsa de ’ Mercanti,

implies the spot

“Where merchants most do congregate.”

In our language the treasurer of Colleges at

the Universities is called a Bursar; and we say

to disburse, to reimburse.

Mr. Gwilt, in his Encyclopaedia of Archi-
tecture (p. 799), observes that “the Exchange
at Amsterdam seems for a long time to have
prevailed as the model for all others. It was
commenced in 1608, and finished in 1613, and
its architect was Cornelius Bankers de Ry.
It is about 271 feet long, and about 152 feet

wide. The' whole edifice is supported on three

large arcades, under which flow as many canals.

On the ground floor is a portico surrounding a

court, above which are halls supported on 46
piers. The divisions are numbered and assign-

ed each to a particular nation, or class of
merchants. In the court, and within the en-

closure, is the place of meeting for mercantile

affairs.”

The first Royal Exchange in London, how-
ever, was commenced in the year 1566 by Sir

Thomas Gresham, son of Sir Richard Gresham,
called “ the King’s Merchant,” who had en-

deavoured, but in vain, to erect a suitable

building for the merchants, hitherto accus-

tomed to meet in the open air. In the year

1571, Queen Elizabeth went from the house

of Sir Thomas Gresham to visit the new
“Burse;” and “after that she had viewed
every part thereof above the ground, especially

the Pawne, which was richlie furnished with

all sortes of the finest wares in the city, she

caused the same to be proclaimed the Royall

Exchange, and so to be called from thenceforth,

and not otherwise.” The building of Sir

Thomas Gresham was almost entirely con-

sumed in the great fire in 1666, and the new
structure was from the designs of one of the

city surveyors, Mr. Edward Jerman, and not,

as has been supposed, from those of Sir

Christopher Wren. The new Exchange was
opened in 1669; it was considerably repaired

in 1767, and again in 1820, when the stone tower

was rebuilt, from the design of Mr. George
Smith. A second time has the ’Change been

destroyed by fire, and again it has arisen from
its ashes. The new building, which is familiar

to most persons, is designed by Mr. William
Tite, and is rapidly approaching its completion.

Its portico is a copy of the famous entrance

to the Pantheon at Rome.
Mr. Gwilt considers the Bourse of Paris

an admirable model, both in distribution and
design, and describing it, says—“ The edifice

in question was begun in 18(18, under the de-

signs of Brogniart, and completed by Labarre

at a much protracted period. The general

* Thus, in the New Testament, when we read of the dan-

ger of putting new wine into oid bottles (Luke v. 37). we
must understand that the bottles were made of skins, just as

in the present day in Italy and other warm countries, wine is

kept in bottles of skins.
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form on the plan is a parallelogram of 212 feet

by 126 feet. It is surrounded by an unbroken
peristyle of 66 Corinthian columns, supporting
an entablature and attic. The peristyle forms
a covered gallery, to which the ascent is by a
flight of steps extending the whole width of
the western front. The intercolumniations on
the walls are filled in with two tiers, one above
the other, of arched windows, separated by a
Doric entablature, and surmounted by a deco-
rated frieze. The roof is formed entirely of
iron and copper. In the centre of the paral-

lelogram is the salle de la bourse, or great, hall,

116 feet long and 76 feet broad, wherein the
merchants and brokers assemble. The Doric
order is that used, with arcades round the sides,

and between the arcades are inscribed the
names of the principal mercantile cities in the
world. The ceiling is formed by a cove, and
in the centre a large skylight serves for light-

ing the great hall just described. It is rich in

sculpture, and decorated with monochrome
paintings, to imitate bassi-relievi, 16 in the
whole, that is, five on each long, and three on
each short, side. They are all allegorical.

The hall conveniently contains 2,000 persons.”
Sir Christopher Wren was of opinion that

an exchange should be formed upon the model
of the forum of the ancients, and it is supposed
that the basilicas of the Romans were used for

such a purpose. G. R. F.

THAMES EMBANKMENT.

As the commissioners “ for the improve-
ment of the metropolis,” in spite of the rebuff
administered by government to their proposi-
tion of an additional coal-tax for defraying the
expense of the Thames embankment, have
manifested some intention of persevering in

that notable project, we recur to their report
for the purpose of enabling those of our
readers who cannot afford time to examine it

for themselves, to judge how far the resolu-
tions of the commissioners respecting the

I

generalquestion oftheThamesembankment,and
l the particular plan selected by them, are con-
i slstent with the evidence collected in that

voluminous document.
At the close of the report we find the fol-

I lowing passage :

—

“We have observed with great satisfaction

the almost unanimous concurrence in opinion
i upon all the main topics to which our inquiries

were directed among the scientific and profes-
sional gentlemen thus consulted; and it was

1 with a corresponding confidence that we finally

i came to the following resolutions :

—

“ 1. That it appears to the commission that
I the present state of the river Thames above
I London-bridge is such as to render highly ex-

j

pedient the adoption of some proceedings for
remedying the existing defects, and for pre-

i venting the further deterioration of the navi-

i

gation.

“2. That for securing these important ob-
jects, an embankment of the river would be the
most effective measure.

“ 3. That though a general embankment
between Vauxhall and London bridges appears

i to be highly expedient, yet that it is most
ii urgently required on that portion of the Mid-

i dlesex, or left bank of the river, which lies

I between Westminster and Blackfriars bridges.
“ 4. That such an embankment might be

ii advantageously combined with the formation
i of a carriage and foot-line of communication
I between Scotland-yard and Blackfriars-bridge,
' whereby the great objects of public recreation
; and health would be promoted, and consider-
: able relief be given to the existing insufficient
t thoroughfares between the eastern and western
( districts of the metropolis.

“ 5. That by the adoption of the general

[
principles of embankment presented in the

|

plan of Mr. Page, or plan B (with certain
r modifications which have been suggested, and
r others which may be suggested hereafter),
t there is reason to expect that the great public
t benefit of the improvement of the river, and
t the obtaining a new line of communication,
ii may be acquired without detriment to the trade
in now conducted on the Middlesex shore.”

The mention of plan B in the foregoing
r resolutions requires a few words by way of
e explanation. It may be necessary to remind
o our readers, that the inquiry upon which the
n report was founded was chiefly directed to
tl three distinct plans for the embankment of the

Thames, designated by the letters A, B, C.
The first of these was proposed by Mr. Walker,

the second by Mr. Page, and the third by Mr.
Barry, a member of the commission. Plan A
contemplated the formation of a continuous
line of quays along the Middlesex shore, at

the elevation of four feet above high-water
mark, with occasional recesses for the ac-

commodation of trade, occupying about one-

third of the whole length of the line. Upon
this, if deemed expedient, might be construct-

ed a roadway on arches of 100 feet span,

crossing the recesses, and accommodating its

level to that of the bridges which it was in-

tended to intersect.

In plan B (the one adopted by the com-
missioners) a very different arrangement is

proposed. Its author, Mr. Page (who, by
the bye, was acting engineer in the Thames
Tunnel), apparently ambitious of producing
as useful a work above the surface of the
river as his predecessor had made beneath
it, has devised a novel and ingenious mode
of perambulating the Thames by means of
a detached quay, running nearly parallel to

the shore, between which and itself a channel
is to be left open for the purposes of trade.

The quay is to be reserved for the accommoda-
tion of the traffic which is expected to be
diverted thither from the other thoroughfares
of the metropolis, while access to the wharfs
on shore will be obtained only through flood-

gates, established at stated intervals, in the

quay itself.

In plan C, to which a very moderate space
is assigned in the report, an attempt is made
to combine the respective advantages of plans
A and B, by constructing a line of solid em-
bankment with narrow slips, extending in

shore for the reception of barges.

Let us now proceed to consider how far the
report of the commissioners as to “ the almost
unanimous concurrence in opinion upon all

the main topics, among the scientific and pro-
fessional gentlemen who were consulted,” is

borne out by their respective evidence. And
first, with regard to the question of the neces-
sity and expediency of any general embankment
at all, we are sorely baffled in our attempts to

discover this unanimity of sentiment. On
referring to the tabular appendix before men-
tioned, we find that, out of the eight “ scien-

tific and professional gentlemen ” consulted,

two, viz. Mr. Hartley and Mr. Rennie, do not

think an embankment necessary at all. The
former states it as his opinion, that the object

intended may be accomplished “ by dredging,

at a much less expense than by a general em-
bankment;” and the latter, that “ the object

cannot be better accomplished than by a well-

organized system of dredging.” Mr. Macneil
speaks of dredging in conjunction with walls

and embankments
,
but says not a word about

the necessity of a general embankment. Mr.
Rendel, though on the whole favourable to an
embankment, “ does not think it expedient to

embank the Surrey side, and disapproves the

plans submitted, as each carries the embank-
ment too far.” He is of opinion, that, “ con-

currently with any plan of embankment, it will

be absolutely necessary to dredge the bed
of the river to its proper depth aud width.”
Now considering the very great import-

ance attached by these gentlemen to an
uniform system of dredging, we are sur-

prised to find that remedy entirely thrown
overboard in the report, or rather treated as a

positive evil. Either the authorities in ques-

tion are good for nothing, or they are very

cavalierly treated by the commissioners. As
to their unanimity, it is pretty clear on which
side that lies. Of the other four gentlemen
who are decidedly favourable to a general

embankment, Captain Beaufort, hvdrographer
to the Admiralty, says little or nothing. Mr.
Cubitt says, that “ a continuous embankment
is not absolutely necessary all along both sides

of the Thames; . . . nor is it necessary

to execute all parts at the same time.” On
the other hand, Mr. Gordon says, “ that em-
bankments on both sides are highly expedient,

and should be earned out as part of the same
plan, and at the same time.” And Mr. Giles,

in a still more positive tone, pronounces the

embankment “ equally necessary on both sides

of the river, and” that it “ should be executed
at one and the same time.”

So much for the “ almost unanimous con-

currence of the scientific and professional

gentlemen ” as to the question of a general
embankment. Equally discordant are their
opinions upon the next and most important
resolution—the particular* plan adopted by the
Committee.

The evidence as to the relative merits of the
respective plans A, B, and C, is classed under
the foliowing heads :

—

1. As to the effect of each upon the naviga-
tion of the river.

2. As to the trade upon the shores.
3. As to the facilities for traffic by land.
4. As to the accumulation of mud.
5. As to the sewerage.

The questions relating to the first head are
evidently proposed with a view to elicit as little

information as possible respecting plan B
since, with one exception, they have reference'
only to plans A and C. The answers, however,
are very different from what the nature of the
questions would have led one to expect. The
questions amount to this—whether the opera-
tion of plans A and C upon the tidal water of
the river would be injurious to the navigation ?

The answers are five to three to the effect that
it would not. Of the other three, only one,
that of Mr. Rennie, is decidedly adverse.

The questions involved under the second
head are such as can only be satisfactorily an-
swered by persons practically acquainted with
the necessities of the trade, and the solution
must therefore be sought in another part of
the report, where the evidence of those wit-

nesses is given at length. The answers of the
scientific and professional gentlemen are as

follows :—Captain Beaufort, hydrographer to

the Admiralty, and Mr. Giles, are in favour of
plan A. The rest are all in favour of plan B,
though differing materially as to its applica-

tion.

Of the wharfingers and lightermen examined
on this branch of the subject, the majority are
decidedly adverse to the side channel pro-
posed in plan B, which they consider would
encroach seriously upon their present accom-
modation.

The questions under the third head, which
relate to the facilities for land communication
afforded by the respective plans, are met with a
similar diversity of opinion. The general ques-
tion, it should be observed, is put directly as

to A and C, but only indirectly as to B. Of
the answers, four are in favour of plan A,
three are adverse, and the other equally in

favour of all.

On the tendency of each plan to favour the
accumulation of mud, which forms the topic

of the fourth head, the answers are by no
means so unanimous as represented in the

report. Of the eight authorities above men-
tioned, Captain Beaufort, Mr. Cubitt, and
Mr. L. Gordon think the same objection ap-

plicable to all the plans, but in the greatest

degree to plan C. Mr. Macneil is of opinion

that the docks or channels in plan B would
have a greater tendency to “ silt up ” than the

recesses in plan A; but that in both cases the

mud may be easily removed. Mr. Rendel, on
the other hand, holds that the channels in plan

B will “ silt up ” the least of the two, but they

will require artificial means to keep them clear.

Mr. Hartley and Mr. Rennie incline to plan B
;

while Mr. Giles thinks that both the recesses

of plan A and the channels of plan B will be

kept clear by the wash of steam-boats and other

artificial applications. All doubt upon this

point, however, is removed from our minds by

the evidence of Mr. Walker, who adduces the

most conclusive proofs that no considerable

accumulation of mud would take place in the

recesses of plan A, and mentions the circum-

stance that several parties who had objected

to the embankment for the new Houses of

Parliament on this very score have withdrawn

their objections, because they could not sub-

stantiate damages.

As the question of sewage is but little affected

by any of the proposed plans, we shall cite no

evidence on that head. Enough has been said,

we think, to shew that, considering the great

diversity of sentiment which prevails as to the

general expediency, the details, and the conse-

quences of an embankment, as regards the

navigation, the trade, and, above all, the safety

of the bridges, the Commissioners would act

wisely in turning their attention to improve-

ments of a more practical and less questionable

character.— Times.
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF ST. OLAVE’S CHURCH, SOUTHWARK.
{Reducedfrom the Architect's original drawing in the Royal Library at the British Museum.')

wnv

ST. OLAVE’S CHURCH, SOUTHWARK.
The following; interesting- particulars rela-

tive to the appointment of the architect, and

the building- and cost of the church, were read

by Mr. Alfred Bartholomew, at the last meet-

ing of the Freemasons of the Church. We
intend in our next number to present our read-

ers with an elevation and plans of the spire

of the church as designed to have been built,

and some further interesting particulars relat-

ing to the church.

Air. Bartholomew stated, that in the Royal
Library, in the British Museum, are preserved

the original drawings made by the architect for

the fabric, a reduced copy of one of which we
give this week.

The former old church having, it appears,

partly fallen, application was made to the

legislature, and from the original document,
which still exists in Mr. Corner’s possession,

Mr. Bartholomew read the following form of
application :

—

“To the Honble. the Commons of Great Britain

in Parliament assembled. — The humble
petition of Philip Ayscough, Clerk, Rector,

Edmund Brown, Daniel Alexander, and
William Lessoe, churchwardens of the

parish of St. Olave, in the city of London
and borough of Southwark, in the county of

Surrey, and other inhabitants of the said

parish, whose namesare hereunto subscribed.
,V> 1* \ weth That the church of the said

jpai^sh-js a very ancient fabrick, and that con-

/-'sl^ferable sums of money have been laid out in

repairing and supporting the same, notwith-

standing
j

which part thereof is lately fallen

down, jfnd the remaining part, which is now
standing; is in a very ruinous condition, aud

the opinion of able workmen, who have sur-

veyed the same, is absolutely necessary to he
rebuilt.

Therefore your petitioners humbly pray this

honble. House, that leave may be given to

bring in a Bill to enable the parishioners

of the said parish to rebuild the said

church in such manner as to this honble.
House shall seem meet.

And your petitioners shall ever pray, &c.”
(Followed by 76 signatures.)

An Act of Parliament for the rebuilding of
this church having been obtained, appointing
trustees, the work was proceeded with, and
in the original minute-book of the church-trust,

are the following entries :

—

“ July 6, 1737-—The said trustees took into

consid“ the business of a surveyor to the in-

tended new church, upon which Mr. Fleetcraft

and Mr. Porter attended, and they were sepa-

rately called in, and being asked sev 1 questions
ah* the business of a surveyor, and what they
intended to do under the character and deno-
mination of a surveyor, Mr. Fleetcraft in-

formed the said trustees of his intention and
design, and that he would perform his business
as a surveyor for 41. per c 4

. Mr. Porter also

informed the sd trustees to the same purpose,
and offered to pform the same at 21. per cent.

;

but the same being debated, as well in regard
to the difference of price and the proposals of
the said surveyors as also of the prov d

ability of Mr. Fleetcraft, a previous question
was putt, whether the sd trustees shod at this

time proceed to the choice of a surveyor.

Ordered, that the sd trustees do proceed to ;

choice.

It was mooved, that the sd trustees put up
Mr. Fleetcraft and Mr. Porter separately, to be

surveyor of the new church, and, upon majo-

rity of hands held up, the choice fell upon Mr.
Fleetcraft. The said trustees, after the said

choice was over, informed Mr. Fleetcraft, that

as they chose him their surveyor, they hoped
he would abate somewhat of his proposall.

He replied thathewouldcontractfor no less than
41. p. c 4

.; but in regard to the parish he wod be
obliged to make a deduction of an half p. c4

.

Ordered accordingly.

Aug. 17, 1737.—This day Mr. Fleetcraft

attended with a ground plan, and also a plan

of the church and steeple, and also a view of
the inside and outside of the east end, but the

said trustees came to no resolution.

Sept. 14.—Mr. Fleetcraft’s clerk attended at

this meeting with several drawings, intended
for the rebuilding of the church, \\

h the said
trustees having viewed, and maturely con-
sidered, do approve of, as the drawings for

the rebuilding the same.”
About this time it seems Mr. Dance the

elder, who was architect of the city “ Mansion
House,” and who had been employed to give
evidence in Parliament relative to the ne-
cessity of rebuilding the church, applied for

payment; and that the men of St. Olave’s were
economical, will be further seen by the follow-

ing entry :

—

“ Sept. 28th, 1737.—Reported that Mr.Danse
had sent a letter to the treasurer that he made
a demand of 5 guineas for his attend0* at the

House of Lords, and had sent a letter for the

purpose, which was read
;
and upon debating

the same, it was agreed that he should have 3
guineas.”

Then occurs the following rather summary-
minute :

—

“ Ordered, that the monuments of the church
and tombstones in the church-yard he adver-

tised in the Daily Advertiser and Daily Ga-
zetteer, that unless the owners come to take

them down within a month, they will be pulled

down and sold to the best bidder.” But,

12 Oct.—No advertisement had been made,
because the east end was too ruinous for work-
men to safely go there.

At length the design for the church ap-

proached completion, as will be seen by the

following minutes :
—

“9th NoVi 1737-—Mr. Flitoroft {for the

first time spelled correctly) attended with the

plans, elevations, and sections of the designs
for St. Olave’s Church, which were approved
of by the trustees, as also an alteration pro-

posed to be made in the front, by introducing
two height of windows instead of the large

windows proposed in the said drawing, which
drawings were all signed by the trustees.”

These are the very drawings with one tier

of windows, and all signed, which are now at

the British Museum
;

however, by another
minute of the same day,

“Mr. Flitoroft was desired to draw and de-

(iver copies of the said drawings to Mr. Iiucks

treasurer).”

The drawings being perfected, the following
minutes of further proceedings occur:

—

“ Dec. 7, 1737.—This day ^lr. Fleeteroft again
attended with the copies of sev1 elevations for

rebuilding the church approved off and agreed

with the last meeting, and the commee then

desired the said Mr. Fleetcroft to make esti-

mates of the particular charges of the ses 1

kinds of work to be performed by the sev 1

workmen, and what the said church and steeple

may be built for, and also such other directions

for the use of the materialls of the old church,

the better to enable the commee to contract

and agree with workmen for the purpose; and
at the same time left the said copies in the

hands of Mr. Hucks, the treasurer, for the

perusall of the said committee.
Jan. 18th, 1737.—This day Mr. Flitcraft

attended the trustees, and that the alteration

of the roof and of the ceiling, as the same is

now laid before them, were approved off
;
and,

at the same time, produced and read over the

generall measures, and also the particulr of

the masons work, bricklayers work, and
carpenters work, intended for the building of
the new church, which were in like manner
approved off.”

After this tenders for the execution of the

work were obtained; and the little coquettings

with the tradesmen who offered their services,

are not without affording amusement, as will

be seen by the next extracts :
—

“ Feb. 1st, 1737*—This dayMr.Dunn for him-

self, and Mr. Townsend the mason, Mr. Devall,

and Mr. Horsenaile, masons, and also Mr.
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White Mr. Cole and Mr. Pratt, bricklayers,

attended with their sev1 proposalls
;
and upon

reading the masons proposalls in their sev 1

turns,

Mr. Dunn’s amounted to .. .£2513 0 0

Mr. Horsenail's ,, to .. 2470 0 0

Mr. Devall’s „ to . . 2450 0 0

But Mr. Horsenail and Mr. Devall’s being the

two lowest, and so near each other, they were

severally called in, and ask’d if they would

lessen their proposalls, and then they were

desired to withdraw to consider thereof
;
upon

which Mr. Horsenail and Mr. Devall withdrew,

and signed a further proposall which amounted

to 2425/.
;

but even that was objected to as

being too large a sum for the intended busi-

ness, and they were then informed by Mr.

Fleetcro/t that the masons work may be com-

pleated for the sum of 2277 /• ;
and if they thought

proper to contract for that sum, they were at

liberty to renew their proposall
;
and being

again called in, Mr. Devall and Mr. Horsenail

agreed to perform the business for the sum
of 2277/., and both signed their proposals

accordingly.

After which Mr. Cole, Mr. Pratt, and Mr.

White, the bricklayers, proposalls were re-

spectively read, and the amount of

Mr. Cole’s Proposal was £1030
Mr. Pratt's ,, ,,

940

Mr. White „ 905

Mr. White being called in, acquainted the

trustees that Mr. Pratt was intended to be con-

cerned with him, and they both agreed to

perforin the bricklayers work for 905/., and

signed their proposalls accordingly.
“ Feb. 15th, 1737-—The following tenders

were received for the carpenters work :

—

Mr. Barnard £8G3
— Phillips . . . . . . • • 855
— Pultney 800
— Spencer 640
— Tull 967
— Taylor 650
— Marquand 580
— Martyr 582

Whereupon Mr. Marquand was declared to

have the contracts, and signed his proposal.”

The chief works- thus contracted for pro-

gressed till the approach of winter, when, as

usual with our prudent ancestors, they were

suspended, as appears by the following entry:—
“Nov. 2nd, 1738.—Ordered that the masons

and bricklayers work be, on act*1 of the

season, suspended till spring.
’

In the mean while, as this was, in those good

old times of sound work, a comparatively cheap

church, we find

—

“ Jan. 31st, 1738.—Mr. Flitcroft proposed tor

the approbation of the trustees, that the fronts

of the galleries of the church should be wrought

in deal, which would be cheaper than having

them wrought in plain wainscot. Upon de-

bating the same, it was ordered that the

galleries be wrought in deal.”

And this was perhaps the first occasion of using

deal in metropolitan church-work. Wren’s

joiners’ work seeming to be all of “ Right

wainscot;” nevertheless, though at that time so

comparatively dear a commodity, iron was not

spared in the building, as appears by the next

extract :

—

“ Sept. 26, 1739.—Mr. Hucks reports that

there has been 168 dozen & 5 new cramps,

weight 23c. 2q. 181bs
,
delivered and made use

of withe the walls of the new church and tower,

besides several dozens of old cramps. Screw

bolts, 4c. Oq. 1 71bs. Wall hooks, 3qrs. 151bs.

Three chain-bans and rings in the tower, 23c.

lq. 181b., all which cost 7 5/. 19s. 76.”

Then costly chandeliers were ordered, and

how cautious were the trustees not to be

cheated, is shewn by the following entries

“ The commissioners agreed with Mr. Bright-

head, of St. Margaret’s Hill, for the making,

within 2 months, of two brass branches, as at

Christ Church, Newgate-street, at 35/. each,

and the treasurer, or some other person, to see

that the same weigh 2c. 3q. Olbs., within 141bs.

each before they be laquered.

24 0ctr.-The treasurer was requested by

the trustees to get some judicious person to

assist him in looking upon the branches, to see

that the same are finished in a workmanlike

manner, and that the said branches be every

way finished according to contract.”

But what would a modern radical parish

say to the outlay, then so large, for a chancel-

table, or for iron pew-hinges, as next ap-

pears :—

•

“ It was reported that the communion table

was purchased of Mr. Horsenail for 16

guineas, including the iron-work, polishing,

and fixing.

Apl. 4, 1739.—90 pairs of pew hinges were
ordered to be made, at 2s. 3d., and screws 3s.,

a gross.”

And, on the same day was made relative

to the wood-carving, the following interesting

minute :

—

“Mr. Boson, the carver, also attended with

his proposall for performing the carved work
of the church, and produced a specimen of a

cherub’s head, &c.
;
which proposall being read

over, it was ordered that the said Mr. Boson
perform the said work for 50/., according to

his propsall, and that the same be entered in

the book of the contracts.”

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

18th (st. Philip’s) chapter.

May 14.—The Rev. S. Pocock, LL.B., in

the chair.

The report of the deputation appointed to

consider the subject-matter relating to Mr.

Hopton’s letter was received, and is to the fol-

lowing effect, viz.:

—

“ That it is inexpedient to make any new
order or law, either to admit or to exclude

from membership with the college any builder;

but that in case any applicant for admission to

become a lay-fellow of the college be a builder,

whether he shall be admitted or not shall be

left, in the ordinary manner, to the discretion

of the members, who shall, in such case,

ballot.”

Specimens were received of Martin’s cement,

in the forms of mouldings and flat work.

The Rev. Thomas Fallow and the Rev.

Henry Fybbe were elected chaplains.

On the same evening, Mr. J. A. Stolhard

was directed to engrave the common seal,

which consists of a hand, or margin, in the

form of the Vescica Piscis, bearing as a legend,

the college motto, which is taken from the

Te Deum, and is as follows :?
—

" Htt per orbeilT

terravuiu saiirta ronfitetur ccrtcsia ” Within

this a Cathedral front, with three spires, each

thrice banded, the letters p CD appearing on

the field at the sides of its principal spire
;
be-

low the building, the Christian emblem ot a

Cross-Calvary, indicative of a cathedral-plan,

and surrounded by the three triple symbols of

the rose, thistle, and shamrock,—the style of the

design and inscription being of the early deco-

rated character of the time of Edward the

First, when Pointed-architecture was more

elegant and scientific than at any other period.

It was announced that the seal would be

finished within a month, when it will be affixed

to the illuminated election-diplomas, which are

otherwise ready for distribution.

Among the exhibitions were a beautiful and

delicately-pierced carving of a net, fishes, prim-

roses, &c., by Mr.W.Gibbs Rogers
;
and a cross,

with the symbols of the Evangelists in its four

arms, and the sacred monogram in its centre, the

work of Mr. Walter Chamberlaine, of Worces-

ter, a member, being the result ot the first at-

tempt to produce the effect of the enamel of

the middle-ages.

Mr. Alfred Bartholomew presented a tracing

from the architect’s original longitudinal sec-

tion of St. Olave’s Church, Tooley-street, and

he also read an authentic memoir of Henry

Flitcroft, the architect of the fabric, drawn

up by George Corner, Esq., F.S.A., vestry-

clerk of the parish, principally from particulars

furnished to him by the solicitor of the de-

ceased architect’s family.

ORNAMENTAL IRON-WORK,
No. I.

Having already noticed the great want

of good design in articles of iron-work,

and having already intimated our intention,

we this week give, of the full size of the

original, an exact elevation and two plans

of the extraordinary specimen of iron-work

found at Norwich, and mentioned in page 224,

No. 65. The work, which now bears some marks

of being battered by time, has a continental ap-

pearance, and is formed of double plating,

with a delicacy of workmanship, the imitation

of which would puzzle a modern maker of

chimney-bars or horse-shoes. Now the opePat*
ing of all this is very simple, and we doubt not
its performance occasioned its artist very little

trouble, and consumed comparatively little of
his time. It is design which is required; and
to the extent which our modern machinery and
tools, whether for large or small work, are supe-
rior to any in use when this subject was fabri-
cating just to such an extent ought workman-
ship to be better made in modern times.

The fine old gates, replete with leaf, scroll,

and cote-amory, remaining at the fine old
half-deserted mansion of Enfield and other
places, and the magnificent internal gates of
St. Paul’s cathedral (of which more hereafter),

shew what hammer, punch, and file can do
with iron, all which articles we have now in

improved forms
;

while the superior durabi-

lity of cast-iron peculiarly fits it for the facile

process of moulding, in which, we are sure,

that with proper encouragement and direction,

our workmen are more able than ever.

The needed thing in the varied departments

of the iron manufacture is the employment
of superior taste, so that vulgarity may be

expunged, and usefulness and beauty fostered.

Men of fortune might so obtain a large in-

crease of wealth, with the satisfaction of being

patriotically beneficial.

ANCIENT IRON-WORK FOUND AT NORWICH.

ELEVATION.

LOWER PLAN.
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ELEMENTARY ESSAY ON MORTAR
AND CEMENTS.

BY JAMES WYLSON, HON. SEC. B.A.A.D.

{Continuedfrom p. 239.)

44. Pozzolana is a porous, nearly non-

calcareous, substance, which gives to mortar

made of common white lime the property of

hardening to an extraordinary degree and of

setting in water
;

also of not settling, it is said,

while hardening. It was discovered by the

Romans, whether fortuitously or by experi-

ment is unknown, in the vicinity of Puteoli, a
town in the Bay of Baiae, not far from Mount
Vesuvius, and is considered a volcanic lava.

It was used by that people in making their

aquatic cements, not only for their villas in that

town, some of which stood in the water, but
wherever water-cement was necessary

;
and

the essential requisites for which they found it

to possess in the highest degree. Vitruvius
terms it pulvis puteolamus

;
but Puteoli is now

called Pozzuoli, and hence, by an easy transi-

tion, the material itself has acquired the name
of pozzolana; it is a concretion, cellular and
slightly cohesive in texture, and of a rusty

colour. An analysis produced 56 per cent, of
silica, 20 of iron, 19 of alumina, and 5 of
lime. The only process required, preparatory
to mixing it with the mortar, is pounding and
sifting. There is a Roman pozzolana which
is superior to the Neapolitan, as it will make
into a proper cement with lime alone; while
with the other a proportion of sand is necessary.
The Neapolitan effervesces slightly with acid,

which the Roman does not; and therefore it

probably contains more lime, to the exclusion

of a corresponding quantity of some other in-

gredient more virtual in a water cement. Poz-
zolana was long extensively used in this

country in composing hydraulic mortars
;
but

the necessity was completely obviated by the
discovery of our Roman cement.

45. Tarras is a bluish basalt much resem-
bling pozzolana in its structure, and is equal to
it in its hydraulic properties. It is quarried at

Andernach, in the neighbourhood of Cologne,
on the Rhine, for the purpose of making mill-
stones

;
and the fragments which accumulate in

forming these are sent to Holland, where they
are ground to powder, and used on a vast scale
in composing the cements for the dykes and
other water-buildings. The Dutch are said to

have been the first who used it in this way
; and

they must have found it a most valuable acqui-
sition. Large quantities were imported here
and employed for similar purposes, until the
discovery of the Roman cement happily ren-
dered foreign aid in this important particular
no longer indispensable. The Dutch and
Germans call it trass

;
in this country it is

commonly styled Dutch tarras. It has been
stated to be inferior to the pozzolana, in regard
that cements made with it do not set so firmly
when exposed to the action of the air as they
do under water

;
also that they are liable to

decay, either so circumstanced or alternately
wet and dry—being excellent only if always
under water. But there is reason to suppose
the specimens used in the instances upon
which this opinion was founded, must have
been impure, or in some other respect imper-
fect

;
for in Germany and the north of France,

as well as in Holland, it is considered to be
equal to the best Italian pozzolana, whether in
a wet, damp, dry, or inclement situation

;
and

the Dutch at least must, from their extensive
experience, be well qualified to judge. Still, as
there is, unavoidably, much opportunity for
adulterating a commodity of this nature in the
course of transmission, it is not improbable that
in general, by the time it came to market in
this country, it might hardly be fit to support
the high reputation it obtained on the Conti-
nent. Another disadvantage attributed to it,

is a troublesome growth from the joints, pro-
duced by a chemical action among the ingre-
dients, and which sometimes projects so as to

require being cut away.

46. Tarras maybe mixed either with common
or water limes, but the proportions that are
adopted in the two cases are different. When
common white lime is employed, equal parts of
it and the tarras compose the mixture; the
former being in the state of quick-lime ground.
These should first be thoroughly mixed, then,
with a very small quantity of water, beaten to

the consistency of paste. When a hydraulic
lime is used, two parts slaked in powder, one
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part tarras, and three parts sand, are the in-

gredients and their proportions: the latter is

considerably the cheaper of the two, and is

little if at all inferior to the other as a water
cement.

47. Rowley Rao, a non-calcareous stone,

the essential ingredients of which seem to be
oxide of iron and burnt clay, is very similar

and little if any thing inferior to tarras in the
power of giving to mortar made of white lime
the property of setting under water.

48. Arenk is the name given to a fossil

sand accidentally discovered by the proprietors
of some mills situated on the river Isle, in the
department of the Gironde, which gives to

mortar made with common white lime not only
great durability, but the quality of settingunder
water : it requires no preparation, but is only
used instead of ordinary sand.

49. M. Vicat, a good authorityon the subject

of calcareous cements, especially on that part
which relates to artificial hydraulic limes, and
who established a manufactory at Paris for

making the latter on a large scale, chiefly from
lime and clay, states the proportions of clay
to be added to one part of lime as varying so
widely as from about -p^th to -g-th's

;
the

lesser quantity being given to such as are
naturally hydraulic in the greater degree, and
therefore already possessing a certain portion
of clay. The due allowance to the best car-
bonate, however, he states at £th : when the
larger proportion is incorporated with the
lime, it does not slake, but still pulverizes
easily and hardens readily under water. It

has to be remembered, on this head, that all

clays are not identical, and that the finest and
softest are the most suitable.

50. There are several methods employed at

the manufactory mentioned : one, the superior
but more expensive, is formed by burning
together slaked lime of a rich quality with its

due proportion of clay. In another, which is

also of a satisfactory character, chalk, or some
other calcareous substance which can be
bruised down with facility, is reduced to a
paste with water, and being amalgamated with
the clay as intimately as it is susceptible of, is

then subjected to the calcination. By this
mode an important saving is effected in
the burning alone, although the hydraulic
lime which it affords is in quality rather
inferior; but the course usually adopted
is to burn together four parts of very rich
slaked lime, or seven parts of carbonate, with
one of dry clay; the lime being, when this
formula is followed, free in itself from the
latter ingredient.

51. Artificial pozzolana is also manufactured
in various ways at the establishment referred
to : the best is composed by strewing pulverized
clay, psammite, or arene, in a layer of (as de-
duced from the French measure) rather better
than one-third of an inch in thickness upon an
iron plate, at a heat somewhat under forging
temperature, and continually stirring it thereon
with an iron rod, until the calcination is uniform
throughout, which takes from five to twenty-
five minutes, according to the material. The
still brown clays, which do not contain lime,
and which calcine to a brick red, are rather
better than the white or pipe clays in which
silica prevails, and that change to a light pink.
1 he pozzolana obtained from the former, when
mixed with an equal quantity of lime, sets hard
in about three hours; a similar combination
with the latter takes double the time to set and
does not become so enduring. Those clays
which are fine and soft to the touch, consisting
chiefly of silica and alumina, and that contain
the least carbonate of lime, but are more or
less ferruginous, afford by the above method
pozzolanas of excellent quality, which acquire
in water the hardness of brick.

52. There is an artificial puzzolana, or rather
water-lime, made by burning one part slaked
lime with three parts clay for some hours at a
red heat, and then covering it over in the kiln
with sand or earth, and leaving it there to cool

;

after which it is kept in close casks till wanted.
53. Frost’s Artificial Pozzolana (pa-

tented 3rd April, 1823) is carbonate of lime,
calcined at a heat not higher than the tem-
perature at which cast-iron softens, and cooled
without the access of atmospheric air or mois-
ture : this has the property of setting under
water.

54. It is considered, and probably with good
reason, that a very good and quick-settiDg

water-lime may be made of five parts chalk
and two parts common clay. Most clays
contain a metallic oxide, which will give
the hydraulic property to common limes.
It is stated that a good hydraulic lime may
be composed of pure limestone and one-sixth
of clay, by the process specified in article 18,
in reference to ovster-lime.

55. The ash mortar, celebrated under the
name of Cendree dk Tournay in France,
so highly esteemed as a water-cement and
extensively used in the Low Countries, is pro-
cured from the kilns in the Scheldt district,

the lime from which contains a considerable
portion of ferruginous clay, and is burnt with
pit-coal of a slaty description, abounding in
argillaceous schist impregnated with iron.
When the main part of the burnt lime has
been withdrawn from the kiln, the ashes of the
fuel are found to be mingled with a remnant of
lime-dust, averaging in its proportion 25 per
cent. This mixture, when equalized, is taken
about a bushel at a time, and water thrown on
it just enough to slake the lime: when the whole
has been treated thus it is thrown for several
weeks into a pit and is covered with moist
earth

;
then on being removed, it is put into a

wooden vat, or trough, and beaten with an iron
pestle until it becomes of a pasty consistency

;

after which it is spread out for a day or two in

the shade, and is then again beaten up. These
modes of treatment are continued alternately
until the mortar acquires a degree of stiffness
just proper for use. ltadheresfirmly with either
masonry or brickwork, quickly forming a very
compact mass, and in the course of 24 hours
indurates like stone : it may be subjected to
water almost instantly, and will endure the
action of the most turbulent streams.

56. In London there is a blue mortar made
of Dorking lime and cinders, which it is

thought might be rendered, in quality, nearly
equal to the Cendree de Tournay, by bestow-
ing on it similar careful preparation : it

is used about work much exposed to wea-
ther. A mortar, composed of two parts of
newly-slaked lime and three of wood-ashes,
is said to be, for withstanding the effects of
alternate dryness and moisture, superior to
tarras mortar, although under water very infe-
rior to it: it is best when kept for some time,
and frequently well-beaten before used. There is

an African maltha, orstucco, of some celebrity,
which is composed by mixing three parts sifte'd

lime-powder, two parts wood-ashes, and one
part sand, with a little water; and after beat-
ing it up, adding a little oil and again beating
the composition : this is repeated alternately
for three or four days, until the composition
is of the consistency proper for use : it is ap-
plied in the usual ivay, and shortly acquires
the hardness of stone.

^7- Forge-scales and common lime, in equal
quantities, make a water-cement that is very
good for small works

; the former should be
pounded, and the latter, in a state of hydrate,
in fine powder. Forge-ashes, also, with lime,
make a very useful cement for securing the
joints of buildings against the weather, and for
similar purposes, although not capable of re-
sisting the continual action of water. Mortar
composed of iron scales two parts, argillaceous
lime two parts, and sand one part, or an equal
portion of each, if pure carbonate of lime be
used, is said to be quite equal to tarras mor-
tar

; 3£ lbs. of sulphate of iron, incorpo-
rated with mortar, composed of one bushel of
lime, and half a bushel of fine gravel sand, is

said to render it equal to Roman cement.
Plaster of Paris, mixed with iron-rust in the
proportion of one-tenth, atfords a water cement
which immediately sets very hard; plaster
and iron-filings also make a good cement.
Oxide of iron, in almost any form, especially
when not completely oxidized, not only en-
hances the peculiar property of mortars made
with the brown and yellow limes, but gives
tenacity and the property of hardening under
water to those made of the common white
kinds. Grey oxidized forge-scales are said
to be, when pulverized and sifted, equal to
pozzolana.

58. Common mortar, composed of lime and
sand, and mortar in which there i3 burnt clay,
are said to be much enhanced by the addition
of boiled potatoes. The incorporating of vege-
table matter certainly seems opposed to the or-
thodoxy of mortar-making

;
but it must be ad-

mitted thatthis objection is met, in a measure,



by the approved formula for compounding the

pargetting for chimney-flues.

59. The inferior water-cements are very ser-

viceable for bedding brick—or flag—paving in

damp situations.

60. An excellent cement for outside plaster-

ing is formed by slaking 100 parts of quick-

lime in water just sufficient for that purpose,

then reducing it to the substance of cream
;

also diluting five parts of either white or co-

loured clay to a like consistency, and, after a

while, mixing it carefully with the other. After

remaining in the tub for twenty-four hours,

during which it is frequently stirred, it is co-

loured by an addition of two parts of yellow

ochre : this is a very tenacious coating, and one
that resists to a high degree the action of

wind and rain. Another facing for houses is

composed of limestone and road-dust, or sand,

reduced to powder and heated in an oven,

and one-fourth part of tar, pitch, or rosin,

added while the other ingredients are hot.

61. Bailey’s Cement, for stuccoing, con-

sists of three parts Dorking lime, and one
part clean, fine, river sand, and is kept mixed
dry, in air-tight casks, till used, when it is

made into mortar, and applied and finished in

the usual manner, the walls being prepared

for it by a thick wash of the same material.

62. Rough-oast is a cheap substitute for

outside stuccoing, in which the smoothing
operation, called floating, as well as the ash-

laring, or lining, to imitate masonry, are dis-

pensed with.* It is executed by first giving the

works a coat of hair-mortar, sufficiently rough
on its face to receive when dry another coat of

the same. The second is laid on tolerably evenly,

and is immediately covered with the third coat,

or rough-cast, which is composed of clean,

fine gravel, the largest stones scarcely so big

as a pea, mixed in a trough with lime and
water to a semi-fluid consistency, and with
a tool similar to a dust shovel dashed upon
the work, so as to adhere firmly to the second
coat, while still soft; when dry, it is generally

teinted with a stone-coloured wash, which
gives it an uniform and finished appearance.

t

63. Atkinson’s Cement is, in quality,

similar to Roman cement, but of better

colour. It is often preferred for ornamental
work in dry situations

;
but being more ab-

sorbent, is inferior for construction'; it does

not set so quickly as the Roman cement.

(To be continued in our next.)

PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESa., PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continuedfrom p. 242.)

Siliceous Rocks.

Quartzose Rocks;—consisting of silica

only, or uniting in their semi-crystalline struc-

ture small quantities of other earths and
mineral aggregates, as plates of mica, felspar,

metalline bodies, &c.

Hornblende Rocks, consisting chiefly of
silica, iron, magnesia, and lime

;
the union of

quartz and horneblende produces varieties, the
introduction of schorl, garnet, and mica is

productive of other varieties
;
these rocks are

generally laminated.

Felspathio Rocks: quartz, embracing
potash and alumina, and sometimes lime and
metalline earths; they are of innumerable
varieties.

Granite;—said to be a corruption of gera-
nites, a term applied by Pliny to a stone of the
colour of a stork’s neck, and originating with
Italian antiquaries.

Of the varieties of rocks distinguished from
each other by the peculiarity of their compo-
sition and character, none lay higher claims
to our admiration than this very extensive
class, or are more really deserving of notice :

the hardest and most ponderable rooks we

* [Some old specimens of rough-cast are to be
found, rusticated by smooth channelings, so as to

resemble rustic masonry, some examples of which
are to be seen at Highgate.—

E

d.]

+ [Rough-cast, having projecting surfaces, which
retain wet, is the least estimable kind of stucco,

though if made with hydraulic lime, and afterwards

trowelled smooth, it would perhaps, from its stony
nature, be one of the best.

—

Ed.]
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are acquainted with, they are at the same
time capable of receiving the highest and

most exquisite polish, and are therefore equally

desirable for the exterior of buildings, for

casing canals, for bridges, lighthouses, temples,

palaces, and prisons, and for the wear and tear

of machinery, as they are for the ornamental

interior of public and even private edifices of

magnitude. In their natural state granites

constitute the bases, and very often the chief

material of many elevated portions of the

earth, being the most common matrix of the

metals, and of some of the precious stones. In

its simple primary state it is chiefly quartzose

uniting with iron, magnesia, and lime, and

consisting of parts variably disposed, without

any determinate order, silica forming the com-

mon bases of the whole aggregate mass,—the

earths of which it is composed, and from which

it is produced, being exclusively oceanic. In

the changes produced by local influences, we
observe the fossil bed consisting of the oceanic

animal and vegetable reliquae, or the earths

produced by their decomposition gradually

assuming its determinate form, the shelly

coverings of the mollusca silicify—veins of

quartz intersect the calcareous mass— by

degrees the whole becomes cemented toge-

ther, the common flinty bodies assume the

crystalline form, the cementing material is

embraced in the crystalline or granular struc-

ture, and the ultimate result is granite. In all

these changes, we observe that the several

aggregate bodies pass through slow and pro-

gressive stages of change, the act of silicifying,

or, as it is universally but most erroneously

termed, petrifying, being gradual, and depend-
ing on the conditions to which it is exposed,

and the final act of crystallization being pro-

duced by the gradual displacement of calcareous

and other earthy matters. All siliceous bodies,

such as flints and other common stones, gradu-

ally assume the crystalline form, under certain

conditions of atmospheric heat and moisture,

unless prevented from doing so by being united

with some earthy compound inimical to further

change; and so far from lateral pressure

being necessary to produce crystalline bodies, as

is generally affirmed by geologists, and weakly
demonstrated by the experiments of Sir John
Hall, it is absolutely necessary for the right de-

velopment of the regular crystalline structure,

that there be a perfect freedom from lateral

pressure which is palpably manifest in the act

of crystallization of rocks, for invariably, in the

first instance, the matter is simply cemented

together, and in this state it is enabled to resist

the pressure of surrounding bodies, the earth

or earths being held in union by the onecommon
basis. When we examine a mass of matter

thus agglutinated together, it conveys no idea

of any further change, but all bodies, organic

and inorganic, are the subjects of unintermit-

ting change in the disposition of their quantities

and qualities, and although there is an apparent

vis inertia, or state of absolute rest, in rocks

and stones, and consolidated beds of the earth,

all of them in reality are the subjects of in-

cessant change
;
thus the simply agglutinated

mass goes on changing, some of its elementary

constituents being abstracted, and the vacancy

thus produced being filled up as it takes place

by the expanding body, which, divested of its

impure mixtures, assumes another form.

The largest aggregate masses of the earth

are governed in their combinations and changes

by the same laws that govern the disposition

of the smallest particles of matter, and every

atom, being a component part of a large con-

solidated body, must have room to change its

place and disposition, to act and to be acted

upon
;
otherwise, like sandstone, it continues

a mere heterogeneous mass of particles me-
chanically united and readily separated from

each other. The crystalline texture ofgranite

depends upon these conditions, and the more
room the siliceous aggregates have to expand,

the larger is the crystal, and consequently the

coarser the granite. The same law is ob-

servable in crystalline carbonates ofliine; they

generally form (or, as is palpably manifest by

their disposition and qualities, they have been

formed in preceding epochs) upon or near the

surface of the earth, and previous to assuming

the crystalline state were permeable to all fluid

bodies, and, becoming the recipients of par-

ticular fluids, crystallized by expansion of

their atomic particles.

Geologists inform us that granite is primary

rock, formed of matter once in a state of

fusion; and this unphilosophical notion is

made the basis of modern systems of geology
;

but the very confused and uncertain nature and
disposition of the material is of itself sufficient

to compel us to negative this supposition, in-

dependently of facts derived from travel and
observation in various parts of the earth. It

passes by transition into all kinds of rock and
under all circumstances its elementary consti-
tuents are identified with the varied beds of
the earth, from which, by cohesion and subse-
quent crystallization, it is even now being pro-
duced. The substances of which the strata
are principally composed are siliceous, calca-
reous, and argillaceous earths, the two first

being chiefly produced within the ocean, being
the resolution of oceanic animal and vegetable
bodies; the latter is produced by the resolution

of animals and vegetables of terra jirma
united in variable proportions of each; all

these several beds exhibit more or less or-

ganic remains of species allied or analogous to

those now existing, and by their union with
each other produce the varied phenomena; the

agglutination of calcareous matters causing them
to pass into limestone, of clay into slate, and
of siliceous matters in sandstones

;
the further

change or crystallization producing peculiar

results, as marbles, jaspers, granites, &c. The
organic remains entombed at various depths,

and very often disposed in groups and families,

demonstrate that the strata were deposited

over each other at distant intervals of time,

and that each stratum in which they occur and

under which they were formed was once the

uppermost stratum of the globe, there being a

manifest period of time in which species have

uninterruptedly lived and propagated their

kind
;
the materials of such strata could not

therefore have been suddenly brought together.

Again, they everywhere manifest conversion

of calcareous animals into simple carbonate of

lime, the conversion of vegetable bodies into

vegetable earths and their transition into clays

and shales, demonstrates that organic matter

ever ultimately assumes form in which

all traces of its original bodies are for ever

obliterated. The absence of organic re-

mains ir. granite cannot therefore be adduced

as evidence of its primary nature, any more
than limestone or slate recently formed and
still forming from calx and clays.

Simple granite, according to geologists, con-

sists of felspar and quartz, the component
parts varying in their predomination

;
but, the

presence of the former, which is a combina-

tion of silica, potash, andalumina, and sometimes

lime, demonstrates, that it is a secondary pro-

duct, the alumina and potash being derived

from terra jirma ; whereas hornblende, which

often replaces the felspar, is strictly oceanic, and

therefore, as regards precedence of origin, is

assuredly a primary product.

True granite consists of quartz, felspar, and

mica, the latter being composed of the like

ingredients of felspar, together with oxides of

iron and manganese, and very indeterminate

in its mixtures. Besides these ingredients

true granite is sometimes mixed with other

minerals as shorl, hornblende, crystals of

garnet, steatite, and alumine : the felspar is

often flesh-coloured, the quartz generally white,

and rarely greenish
;
it is found in innumerable

varieties of hardness, proportion, distribution,

and colour of parts. It takes a very high

polish, and for this reason has always been

employed in architecture and other economical

uses. Of these compounds quartz is invariably

the first to assume the crystalline texture, and

in doing so occasion the changes in the enve-

loped ingredients. Granite, in fact, is no other

than conglomerate massesof earth which, united

in the first instance by simple cohesion of parts,

are more durably united by time and the accident

of change, the' particles and aggregates of

which tbeyr are composed undergoing a simul-

taneous and progressive change from their

petrefactive state to the crystalline structure,

and their crystalline nature and composition

depending upon the nature and composition ot

the primary beds. All granites are produced

by sedimentary or mechanical deposition, the

material of which they are composed being

derived from organic depositions locally accu-

mulating within the ocean. A depositioni of

pure sands, when no longer disturbed by the

tidal action, and preserved from further change

of position as a portion of terra jirma

becomes of necessity, in its whole aggregate

mass, the subject of change when acted
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upon by the atmosphere, or by chemical in-

gredients held in solution by the waters which

it may contain, and the nature of the action

determines the result, thus in some instances it

remains in its granular state, but assumes a

milky whiteness
;
in others it puts forth crystals

from dark granular masses; in others it assumes

entirely the crystalline structure. Sometimes
these granular bodies are simple, united by the

force of cohesion with some common basis or

cement, and the whole body is then denomi-

nated sandstone
;

at other times, it assumes in

aggregate the crystalline structure, and is then

known as quartzose rock. Much of the ancient

strata exhibits this purity of composition, being

wholly composed of pure siliceous bodies, as

sands, sandstone, or quartzose rocks, and
aggregate masses, and all these several beds
owe their origin to the one common mechanical
action of sedimentary deposition, their homo-
geneous nature obliterating all traces, if they
ever had any, of stratification. The ejected

material of volcanoes has never been known
to assume the quartzose structure, nor can we
rationally attribute the origin of this material

to volcanic causes, for although bodies in cool-

ing down very often assume the crystalline

structure, it is not in the nature of silica so to

do unless acted upon by those chemical agents
which have the power to direct its movements.
Thus in metalline beds siliceous bodies are

converted into quartz by the same chemical
agents, which, by their action, generate the
metals, although these agents do not, of them-
selves, unite with the body. Again, as a bed
of clay' contracts and opens into fissures, by
the gradual loss of its moisture, so silica sepa-
rating from the clay, assumes the quartzose
form, its crystals increasing in size by constant
depositions of silicic acid, in the same manner
as stalectites increase in cavernous appertures
of the earth. Again, flints, as we behold them,
are solid bodies, but all of them contain earths
in variable proportions, and therefore when
these flints become exposed to long continuous
tropical heat, united with moisture, chemical
action is produced within the stone, gradually
extending from the exterior to the circum-
ference, the earths or metalline bodies are ab-
stracted, or the latter, chemically acting with
the silica, causes it to assume the quartzose
form

;
these, and innumerable other means,

may he adduced whereby nature forms quartz,
which is the chief ingredient of almost all the
crystalline rocks.

( To be continued.)

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.
(Continued from p. 242.)

To the inquiries of the commission as to

the best mode of improving the navigation of
the river, with reference to the trade of the
locality, and assuming proximate uniformity
of width to be desirable for such improve-
ments, Mr. Hartley observes, “ I am of opi-
nion, that approximate uniformity of width
is desirable for the purpose mentioned, and
I conceive this may be obtained without in-

jury to the trade of the locality, by leaving
open the spaces between the embankment and
the shore for the use of those now occupying
the margin of the river.” Mr. Gordon—that
“as in order to regulate the river, it should
be brought to approximate uniformity of
width, the best mode of accomplishing this,
with reference to the convenience of trade,
would be the principle of the plan B, whereby
the present river fronts remain intact, and,
all things considered, the craft would have
better and safer accommodation than at pre-
sent.” Mr. Rendel—that “ the local trade
would be best consulted by leaving the space
between the wharf and the embankment open
to the tidal flow and ebb.” And Mr. Macneil—that “ the best mode of accomplishing
the object, having reference to the trade of
the same localities, will be to construct a
wharf wall sufficiently wide to form a thorough-
fare upon it, and at such a distance from
the shore as to allow barges and other craft
to ply to the different wharfs, as at present
upon the principle of plan B.” In Mr. Cu-
bitt’s judgment, on the other hand, “ the
better mode would be to construct the
shores of the river with strong walls, and to
form floating docks between such walls and
the present shores, and wharfs for the ac-
conimodation of the trade.” The opinions
of Captain Beaufort, Mr. Rennie, and Mr.

I

Giles are not directly expressed on the point,

and are consequently not available.

To a subsequent question, whether the prin-

ciple of plan B would be better carried out by the

substitution of locks and floating basins for

tidal docks or side channels, as originally

proposed, the replies of Mr. Cubitt, Mr.
Rendel, Mr. Rennie, and Mr. Giles, were
in the affirmative; of Mr. Hartley, Mr. Gordon,
and Mr. Macneil, in the negative. In the

series of questions submitted to the Hydro-
Grapher to the Admiralty this question was
inadvertently admitted.

We think it right, in reference to this point
of our inquiries, to advert to the distinct and
practical testimony of Captain Maughan.
“ Side channels,” he observes, “ admitting the
rise and fall of the tide, would, in my opinion,

be preferable to docks. The former appear to

possess advantages over the latter plan, viz.

access for the barges at all times of the tide

(at least as long as there is water inside the
terraces), the saving of a very considerable
expense in constructing locks, double lock
gates, &c., as also the usual cost of main-
tenance, and of the establishments for working
them. Locks would also very much encroach
upon the side channels, and, if many of them
should be required for the admission of barges,
the annual cost would be very heavy indeed.”
He adds, “If the side channels were con-

verted into floating basins, the abstraction of
tidal water would of course be equal to the
cubic contents of these docks

;
and so far as

the navigation is concerned, this modification
of Mr. Page’s plan would be as injurious as a
solid embankment.”
The next in the series of considerations con-

nected with Mr. Page’s plan are the alleged
difficulties of entrance to these side channels
from the river. The number, position, and
dimensions rf these, it is obvious, might be
modified at almost any period previously to the

commencement of the works, and we confined
ourselves, therefore, to points less susceptible
of modification. Mr. Hay, a lighterman, ob-
serves, “ I think Mr. Page’s plan is the best I

have seen, and if a project of that kind is to
be executed, I have never seen any plan equal
to it; but if the river is narrowed, the tide will
go up with greater velocity. We have great
difficulty, now, in bringing up with our craft.

Now we can bring up to the wharfs, and bring
up in a recess, and get out of the way

;
but I

doubt whether we can ever bring up at all

when the tide is running so hard as it would.
Still Mr. Page’s plan is a very excellent one

;

I have seen nothing equal to it, if these diffi-

culties of getting in at the openings can be
done away with.” On being further ques-
tioned whether his objections would equally
apply to open entrances, he replied, “ If there
is a plan intended to be carried into effect on
the river, there cannot be a better; but I fear
when we come to the openings the tide

will carry us by.” Mr. Lucey, also a lighter-
man apprehended no difficulty whatever

;
re-

ferring to the entrances of London and St.

Katherine’s Docks, he depended upon the
eddy to assist him, and gave his reasons for
that dependence. Mr. Tayler thought there
would be no difficulty “ unless the speed of
the tide were very much increased. In the
flow of the tide it would then require some
very experienced bargemen to bring up, and
ring-bolts or piles must be resorted to for the
purpose.” Assuming an increase of 15 per
cent, upon a velocity of three miles an hour,
he anticipated no difficulty whatever. Mr.
Harvey had conversed with intelligent lighter-
men, and inferred, from the same causes, that
admission would be more difficult. Mr. Pocock
adverted to the increase of existing difficulties

since the removal of Old London Bridge, and
was also of that opinion, attaching little im-
portance to the drift or eddy anticipated by
Mr. Lucey; and Mr. Peache, referring to the
fact that a great portion of the craft were
worked by only one man, considered that there
would be difficulty, in such cases, in getting in
without further assistance.

On this point it is observed by Captain
Beaufort, “ the entrance to the docks in plan
B would be often difficult when the tide might
be strong; and, if these entrances were con-
verted into locks, great inconvenience would
probably arise from several barges arriving at
the same time. At the docks which are used
bv large vessels, specific times of ihe tide are
selected for letting vessels in, and they are

then attended by a sufficient number of men
to overcome all difficulties; whereas a barge
is moved about the river by a single man, who
would be quite incapable of conducting her
into a narrow gate or lock.”

Looking to this question as one having rather
a practical than scientific bearing, the opi-

nions of the engineers consulted were, per-
haps, not unexpectedly discordant. Mr.
Hartley and Mr. Cubitt disapproving of the
particular entrances shewn in plan B, were
nevertheless of opinion that there would be
no difficulty in designing entrances such as

should afford entire protection against strong
currents and high winds

;
the first, however, saw

no necesssity for locks, the second admitted
locks in deep recesses. Mr. Gordon also was of
opinion that there would be no difficulty,

thought the gates in the plan “judiciously
placed,” land recommended the addition of
others. Mr. Rennie, observing that “ all the
entrances to the various docks at present on
the river are occasionally affected by currents
and high winds,” assumed that “a careful
observation of the prevailing winds would
determine their position;” Mr. Giles, that
“ they would be affected by the same causes,
but that these would not impose greater diffi-

culties than exist at the entrances of the various
docks on the river, and which might, by the
means resorted to in these cases, be over-
come.”—On the other hand, Mr. Macneil
was of opinion, that “ these entrances would
impose difficulties and obstructions such as

do not now exist at the entrances to the various
docks or wharfs on the river; and Mr. Rendel,
“ that they would be difficult, if not dangerous,
except for an hour and a half, at most, before

and after high and low water.”

The experience of Captain Maughan may
here be again of service in elucidating a
practical question. To questions whether the

entrances should be at right angles with the
stream, he replied “ As regards facility of
entrance, I think that is of very little import-

ance. The craft will have to stop outside

first of all, and, if there is no tide, which I

apprehend there will not be, close to the

embankment wall, they will go in as they like
;

I do not think the stream will run rapidly
close to the terrace, so as to prevent the easy
ingress of barges.” He apprehended no diffi-

culty in getting in, no pressure of the tide

upon the vessels at the entrances. In his

letter he observes, “ The difficulties which
have been raised about entrances at right
angles I confess I cannot understand

;
they

appear to me very much exaggerated. With
a floating platform or dumb-lighter, and piles

driven down at proper distances to check the
barges, any lighterman could pass in his craft,

even should the stream run up rapidly outside,

but which I very much doubt its doing, as

stated in my evidence.”
The discussion of these entrances, without

reference to the principle involved in the one
or other of the modes of appropriation already
suggested, involved a further consideration of
some difficulty. The sufficiency of their width
was generally admitted, but their height above
high-water mark, assuming moveable bridges
to be dispensed with, afforded subject for

much difference of opinion. Mr. Tayler and
Mr. Pocock considered, as coal-merchants, that

from six to eight feet headway would be suffi-

cient for their purposes
;
but for straw barges,

and other descriptions of craft engaged in

similar traffic, and, in short, for general uses,

Mr. Hay regarded, 10; Mr. Lucey, 11 ;
Mr.

Peache, 12; Mr. Tayler, 14 or 15; and Mr.
Harvey, 30 feet, as the smallest allowable

reservation. The diversity of opinion upon
such a point, between parties whose interests

and daily habits should make them conversant
with these details, is sufficient, we think, to

justify a doubt as to the reasonableness of
some of these requisitions.

As the object of any measure for the im-
provement of the river should be obviously
to get rid of the mud at present accumulated
upon its shores, the attention both of Mr.
Walker and Mr. Page had, of course, been
directed to these points: Mr. Walker trusted
chiefly to the inclination of his recesses to-

wards the river, and to the tide in cleansing
them

;
Mr. Page, to an inclination to be ar-

tificially given in the first instance, and to the
subsequent operation of culverts and sluices.

The relative advantages of, and objections

to, Mr. Walker’s recesses in regard to this



question have been already stated in referring

to his plan. The tendency to such an accumu-
lation in the side channels of Mr. Page, and
the efficacy of the means devised for its pre-

vention or removal, gave occasion to much
diversity of opinion, and incidentally involved

the discussion of a point already adverted to,

viz. the relative merits of open docks and
floating basins. Upon the former of these

points, it is observed by Mr. Cubitt, “ I think

the docks proposed by plan B, with single

pairs of gates only at their entrances, and sub-

ject to be filled up and emptied at every tide,

for the purposes either of navigation or scour-

ing, would be very subject to silt up with mud.”
—Mr. Gordon’s opinion was to the same effect,

though qualified
;

Mr. Macneil’s, that they
would have a greater tendency to silt than the

recesses of Plan A
;
Captain Beaufort’s, that

the tendency would be at least as great
;
Mr.

Hartley’s and Mr. Rendel’s, that it would be
less. Captain Beaufort and Mr. Cubitt were of

opinion that, by the conversion of these docks
into floating basins, the evil would be dimi-

nished
;
and all concurred in stating that either

by the means immediately recommended, or
other artificial resources, they might be ren-

dered practically unobjectionable.

The necessity of resorting to these means,
however, even upon the simplified basis of side

channels, as originally proposed, implied at the

same time a necessity for supervision, and this

supervision an expense, to which any modifica-

tion of the plan in the shape of floating basins

with lock entrances, would of course involve

some addition. Assuming, therefore, the plan
B to give to the wharfingers in common the
use of large reservoirs of water, and to require
the supervision of officers whose duty it would
be to regulate the scour, and the ingress and
egress of craft at particular states of the tide,

we submitted to the professional gentlemen
consulted, whether this supervision, ifrestricted

within proper limits, would entail any serious

expense, or offer any obstruciion to the trade,

or injuriously affect the interests, or trench
upon the convenience ef the owners or occu-
piers of the adjoining property. We sub-
mitted, at the same time, a second question,
viz., whether it would give them ftny advantages
which they do not possess at present?

Tn reply to the first of these inquiries, Mr.
Rennie answered simply, and generally, in the
affirmative; Mr. Giles, “ that it would become
an objectionable restriction upon the freedom
of the navigation of the river;” and Mr. Ren-
del, “ that the interests and views of the nu-
merous owners and occupiers of wharfs would
make the supervision and police of such docks
difficult and expensive; that supposing the en-

trances to be made sufficiently commodious
and numerous, and the docks kept clear of
mud, the owners of the wharfs would have no
reasonable ground of complaint.” Captain
Beaufort, Mr. Hartley, Mr. Cubitt, Mr. Giles,

and Mr. Macneil, were of opinion that the

supervision need entail upon the parties affected

no injury, serious trouble, or expense, or none,
at least, for which its advantages would not
afford ample compensation

;
and concurred

* with Mr. Rendel, that the conversion of the
side channels into floating hasins, notwithstand-
ing its attendant increase of expense, would
give them a positive accession of advantages.

The remaining considerations connected
with the plans before the Commission involve
a discussion of their relative claims to adoption.
With the plans of Mr. Walker and Mr. Page
a terrace and public thoroughfare are undoubt-
edly consistent. In both plans the sewage is

treated upon the same principle— viz. by ex-
tending the sewers to the outer line of the
embankment, and connecting it with the river
under low-water mark.

Public Walks, Birmingham.—At the
meeting of the Town Council, Alderman
Cutler gave notice of a motion for the next
meeting, that a communication be opened with
the Commissioners of Woods and Forests,
with a view to obtain from them a grant of
money, for providing public walks for the
inhabitants of the borough.

Leamington.—The opening of the new
Proprietary College is expected to take place
immediately on the termination of the ensuing
Midsqmrner vacation,

THE BUILDER.
CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

St. Stephen's Church
,

Bristol.— Interesting

Discovery. — The interior of this edifice,

agreeably to modern fashion, is being re-

modelled, and the high mahogany pews, which
were built in 1733, are to be succeeded by
more spacious and airy sittings. On removing
the mahogany wainscoting on the north side of

the church, lately, the workmen discovered a
beautiful ancient monument in high preserva-

tion. It is a raised tabular cenotaph, faced

with shields, and interspersed with effigies of

different characters. On the table are two
cumbent figures of exquisite workmanship;
the male is clad in short or three-quarter tunic,

fitting close to the body, and reaching half

down the thighs
;
the legs are bare and feet

unshod
;
the tunic is buttoned in front and se-

cured by a studded belt or baldric, to which is

attached a sheath for a small sword or dirk
;

there is no helmet or covering to the head, but

the hair is cushioned up like a small wig; a

slight moustache passes from the upper to the
lower lip, and what in modern parlance is styled

a fnvori, is on the chin
;
the countenance is

impressive, and the age may be supposed
under fifty. The female is a very elegant

figure with beautiful and regular features, the

costume is decidedly that of a person of dis-

tinction
;
the head is enveloped in deep fillets,

which form three sides of a square, and such
as were in fashion in the fourteenth century;
a long flowing robe or manteau is beneath the
figure which is clothed in a long close-fitting

dress, the hands, which are quite perfect, are
raised over the breast in the attitude of prayer

;

the hands of the male figure are gone, but

their position must have been the same. The
head of each figure rests upon a cushion, and
the feet are supported by some animal em-
blematical of affection and faithfulness: the
whole is surmounted by a Gothic canopy or
festoon. The rumour of the discovery soon
spread, and numbers visited the shrine, and
conjecture, of course, became busy in naming
to whom the monument belonged. Several
suggested that it might be that of John Ship-
ward, who erected the tower in 1470, and
whose effigy and that of his wife were cut in

painted glass in the great west window, now
destroyed. No doubt the right owner will be

discovered by the researches of antiquaries,

and, whoever may be proved to have a title to

the distinction, we trust that it will never again

be condemned to obscurity to suit the conve-

nience or economy of churchwardens and
vestrymen.

—

Bristol Gazette.

New Church of St. Alkmund.—On Monday
week last, the ceremony of laying the founda-

tion or corner stone of the intended new
Church of St. Alkmund, Derby, took place.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Eastern Counties' Railicay Extensions.—
The Railway Times, \n noticing the extensions
of the Eastern Counties’ Railway, says—“ The
original line to Colchester, of 51 miles, has
cost the proprietors 2,850,000/. Look at all

their extensions and leases as purchases, and
observe only how much cheaper than this they
have acquired valuable new lines and branches.
The above gives a rate of about 56,000/. per
mile. In acquiringthe Northern and Eastern
Railway of 37 miles, at a rent of 5 per cent, on
970,000/., the rate of purchase does not exceed
26,200/. per mile

;
the Harwich on lease, 18 miles

at 4 per cent, on 210,000/., gives a rate of about
11,660/. per mile; the extension to Peter
borough and Brandon, 73 miles, at 5 per cent.,

on 850,600/., gives a rate of 11,643/. per mile.
Add the capital of the whole of these three
new lines together, 2,030,000/., and divide
them by the aggregate mileage, 128 miles, and
the result is 15,870/. per mile. If the Eastern
Counties’ Company could make half-a-dozen
more such bargains, their proprietors ought to

rejoice.”

Railways in Denmark.—Tn the island of
Seeland, a railway is to be laid down from
Copenhagen to Elsinore, a distance of thirteen

leagues. Another line, crossing the island at

its widest part, will run from Copenhagen to

Corsoer, on the Grand Belt, passing by Roths-
child, Ringsted, and Slagelse, a distance of
about thirty-one leagues. By means of this

line, all the letters between the capital and the

rest of the kingdom will be despatched, as well
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as the correspondence between Denmark and
the continent of Europe, during the season
when the steam-navigation of the Baltic is

suspended. It is in contemplation to lay down
six lines of railway in the Duchy of Holstein,
branching from the great line between Kiel
and Altona. By this means, a complete com-
munication will be effected between all the
principal cities of Holstein, and between the
North Sea and the Baltic.

fflon-rspouoenre.

THE PROPOSED NEW BUILDING- A CT.
Sir,—Can you or any of your readers in-

form me what is doing with regard to the pro-
posed New Building-Act, and whether it is

likely to pass the Legislature this session ?

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

Blackheath, May 13. A Landlord.

Sir,— I have been looking for these two
weeks past for the appearance of the very ex-

cellent report by the Builders’ Society relative

to the above bill, and respectfully beg to

inquire why it is that such a document should
not already have found its way into the very

instructive pagesof your journal.

A Constant Reader.

[We have not received a copy of this re-

port.

—

Ed.]

EGYPTIAN HALL, MANSION-HOUSE.
Sir,—

I

have been much edified by the

description copied from a morning paper of the
“ improvements” just made at the Egyptian
Hall, in the citv, by means of erasing the for-

mer marbled-work, and by repainting that

great and magnificent apartment just as any
common painter would have painted any com-
mon room. Surely the architectural world
must be delighted to hear of the patronage of

a “ design ” for rendering lean the flutings of

interior Corinthian columns, by re-working
them, and of the merit of superseding, in

the smoke-dried heart of the city, sienna

by French-white and delicate fawn-colour.
No doubt the economists who have been terri-

fied by City jobbing and extravagance will hear
with great satisfaction that a room in the

“Mansion-house” has been whitened without
extra charge; but joking apart, I think it due
to the public that public journalists should not

occupy their readers’ time by such twaddle
;
and

I hope your own reception of such into your
columns was rather intended as a quiz than

with a conamore desire to waste money by wishy-
washyicising our public buildings. Perhaps,

however, I may be myself mistaken, and may
not see that this seemingly frivolous affair is

intended as a serious Cilyquiz upon the national

idea of ornamenting the Houses of Parliament

in a very different manner, and I may therefore

be altogether wrong in being exceedingly dis-

gusted at finding that while this vulgar whiting

and buffing has been transacted, a more sub-

stantial extravagance has been fallen into, by

adding the enrichment of “ egg-and- tongue"

around the coffered-work of that vaulted ceiling

which before, in its happy medium of decora-

tion, combined great richness and elegant sim-

plicity, so as to render it one of the very finest

and noblest in Europe, and the admiration of

the world, and requiring nothing but the with-

holding from it of all audacious hands.

I suggest that a penny subscription be raised

in the city for making this ceiling again just

as it was, and that the citizens in future employ

themselves in repairing and increasing their

fine buildings, instead of adding to them that

which they do not require, or in diminishing

their number.
I am, Sir, your humble servant,

Vandyck Brown.

Painter-Stainers’ Hall, May 13.

Sir,—You will greatly oblige me if you will

inform me where I can obtain a work on

statues, with the different monastic dresses,

and with figures and dresses of different saints

and apostles. Also, armour figures, and, it

possible, the prices.—I am, Sir, &c.,

A Constant Subscriber.

[We have not time at present to give any

list, as it would entail upon us some consider-

able trouble; perhaps our correspondents will

lighten that charge.—

E

d,]
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Westminster-bridge. — From some re-

turns relating to the money expended, and to

be expended on Westminster-bridge, and the

probable cost for the completion of the repairs

thereof, &c., recently moved for by Sir R. H.
Inglis, Bart., M.P., it appears that the gross

total amount of the suras expended on the

bridge for repairs, alterations, professional and
other services, from the 5th of April, 1810, to

the 5th of April, 1838, a period of 28 years,

is 83,097/. 6s. 9d., of which 31,944/. was for

repairs and alterations in the structure and
foundation of the bridge, and 26,014/. for light-

ing, watching, watering, and maintaining the

roadway on the same. Law expenses, &c. con-

sumed a sum of 1,923/. 18s. 6d., whilst salaries

and allowances swept away 12,787/. 12s. 7d.

The total amount ofthe costs for the repairs and
alterations of this bridge (including the sums
already expended, or now due), since the 5th of

April, 1838, is 82,661/., which is about as great

a sura as the amount of money disbursed during
the 28 preceding years. Of this large sum,
58,321/. was for the costa of erecting coffer-

dams, securing foundations, and restoring piers

and arch-stones; 12,109/. for the costs of elon-

gating the piers, in order to receive a widened
superstructure; and 5,2321. for the costs of the

works lately executed in lightening the super-

structure in consequence of the recent sinking.

The total amount which will be required to

defray the probable cost of the further works
and services is stated at 52,879/.— of which
23,579 /. is for the repairs of foundations and
arches, 5,900/. for the elongation of the piers,

20,100/. for repairs and alterations of the su-

perstructure, and 3,300/. for miscellaneous ser-

vices. The total income of the Commissioners
of Westminster-bridge, arising from property
belonging to the commission, amounts to the
sum of 7,464/. 11s. 8d. It appears that, in

order to widen the superstructure or roadway
of the bridge 12 feet, making the whole width
of the carriage-way and footpaths 53 feet 6 in.

(the same as London-bridge), an extra sum
of 49,000/. would be required, in addition to

the 20,100/. above mentioned.

A self-acting ventilator for theatres and other
places of public resort, intended to admit pre-

cisely such a quantity of external air as will

purify the internal atmosphere, and bring it

down to a determined point, was submitted to

his Royal Highness Prince Albert by Mr.
Thomas Wroughton, at Gwydyr House, on
Friday, the 10th inst.

The Cathedral of Durham is now open to

visitors seven hours a day, without any fee

being required. Those who wish to see our
cathedrals (if not our parish churches) con-
stantly open, will be glad to hear of this com-
mencement.

Effectual Method of Preserving Iron
from Rust.— Heat the iron to redness, just
perceptible in the dark, then cool it in tallow.

The exterior of that magnificent building,
Castle Highclere, the princely domain of the
Right Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon, is now
quite completed, the lofty tower of which is

seen from almost all points.

The buildings formerly occupied as a nun-
nery at Coxside, Plymouth, are about to be
converted into a soap manufactory.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We have received and put in hand the details

,

8{c. of Rockhampton Church
, but should be

obliged bg the addition of correct sections, 8fc. of
one quarter of the quatre-foil ornament on the
head of thefont, also sections of the mouldings of
the piscina and door.

The Seal has duly come to hand, and will
be returned when engraved.

Having been told several letters sent to us on the
subject of the proposed Building-Act have neither
been published nor acknowledged, we have looked
carefully over our correspondence, andfound none
such have been received, with the exception of one,
intimating that, as the,district-surveyors are hand-
somely paidfor seeing every brick laid, they ought,
ifthey desire any work to be openedfor inspection,
to pay the expense thereof themselves, since
such could only be requisite through their neglect.
This letter was suppressed, as we imagined it could
only be sent out of jocularity. But if any bona
fide letters on this important subject are sent to
us, we shall take care that they are inserted.

[advertisement.]

AN ADDRESS TO THE CARPENTERS OF
LONDON.

The Committee, encouraged by the strong

assurances of support they have received, and
animated by the hope that the patronage they
have already secured is only the prelude to the

sanction of the whole trade, again venture to

call the attention of the journeymen carpenters

of London to the importance of providing an
asylum for those who, by age or infirmity, are

unable to maintain themselves by labour.

The numerous institutions of this description

which have arisen, and are rising up on every
side, afford a strong proof of the estimation in

which such establishments are held by the
higher as well as the humbler classes of society,

since both are united in their promotion
; and

it is not too much to expect that when the

working classes perceive that those whom
fortune or superior abilities have placed above
them are anxious for their welfare, and
willingly co operate with them in acts of
charity, sentiments of respect and gratitude will

arise, and that good-feeling prevail, which
should ever exist amongst the various classes of

a civilized community. The object of the in-

stitution, for which the support of the master
and journeymen carpenters is respectfully

solicited, is to provide for the humble but
honest workman a peaceful home aud a slender

maintenance in his declining years. Is there
a heart not wholly dead to the sacred calls

of charity, to whom the appeal for assistance

can be made in vain ? Is there a working-man
who can behold his companions around him
sinking into age and indigence, and yet refuse

to contribute a trifle, (and no more than a
trifle is required), to promote their comfort?
It is believed that few will refuse to respond
to this call among the journeymen carpenters
of London.

But time hastens away, and those who
desire to take a part in this good work should
at once come forward

;
for where is there

a man, however elevated his station in trade,
or however bright his prospects, that may
not by adverse circumstances hereafter be glad
to partake of those advantages which the
institution will afford? And those who never
need such assistance will never know enjoy-
ment higher and purer than flows from the
recollection of acts of mercy, benevolence, and
charity.

CTutrrnt Pricrs of ittrtalu.

May 14, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.
Spelter.—Foreign ton . . 0 0 0 to 23 0 0

,, For delivery. . 0 0 0— 22 0 0

Zinc—English sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0
Quicksilver per lb. 0 4 6
Iron—English bar, &c.per ton 6 5 0— 6 10 0

,, Nail rods 0 0 0— 7 0 0
,, Hoops 8 0 0— 8 10 0
,, Sheets 9 5 0— 9 10 0
,, Cargo in Wales .. 0 0 0— 5 15 0
,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 4 0 0—4 5 0
,, No. 1, Clyde 3 7 0— 3 10 0
,, For., Swedish .... 0 0 0— 10 10 0
,, Russian, ccnd 10 0

Stbel—

S

wedish keg, p. ton 0 0 0— 18 10 0

»> »» Faggot.. 0 0 0—19 0 0

Copper

—

English sheathing, per lb. — 0 0 9$
„ Old . . ditto. 0 0 8*
,, Cake p. ton. . .

.

0 0 0— 83 0 0
,, Tile 0 0 0— 82 0 0

,, S. American .

.

75 0 0— 76 0 0

Tin

—

English, blocks, &c. cwt. 3 15 0
,, ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 16 0

,, Foreign, Banca .... 0 0 0— 3 7 0
,, ,, Straits.... 0 0 0— 3 4 0

>, ,, Peruvian.. 0 0 0—3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 8 0— 1 12 0

„ „ No. IX
,, wasters 3s. p. box less

1 14 0— 1 18 0

Lead—Sheet milled per ton 1

7

15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0
Red 21 10 0

„ White 23 10 0
Pig-Lead—English .. 0 0 0—17 0 0

,, Spanish .... 0 0 0 — 16 10 0
,, American .. 0 0 0— 16 5 0

SHORT and MAHONY, Brokers,

1, Newman’s-court, Comhill.

CrnSfre.

Tenders delivered for building House, Ware-
house, and Vaulting for Mr. John Bellingham,
Haggerstone-bridge. May 9.

Kebbell (Dalston) j£
J
l,968

W. H. Little (Kingsland) 1,791
Thos. Burtenshaw 1,725
Norris (Hackney) 1,697
Dean 1,695
Jas. & Thos. Ward 1,677
Drewitt (Mile-end) 1,667
Cooper and Davis 1,660
Plaskell and Shelton 1,632
Pegram (Dalston) 1,590
John Wood (Finsbury) 1,558
Crook (Hackney) 1,543
Kempster (Borough) 1,429

Mr. Wood’s Tender was accepted.

Tenders delivered for painting, &c., the Work-
house of St. Martin’s in the Fields. May 13, 1844.

S. Roper (Wardour-street) ^856 0#.

Simmons (St. Martin’s- lane) 805 0
Jones and Richardson (Salisbury-

wharf) 800 10
Clements (Villiers-street) 661 0
Laing (ditto) 639 0

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For re-building the Western Pier of the Humber

Dock Basin, and the removal of the present Pier

included, or to be provided for in a separate tender,

as may be most convenient.—Secretary to the Dock
Company at Kingston-upon-Hull. Plans, &c., at

Mr. Michael Lane’s, Engineer, Castle-street, Hull.

May 20.

For making a plan and taking levels of all the

drains in the town of Kingston-upor.-Hull, and the

Lordship of Myton.—Further particulars of Mr.
R. Witty, Surveyor, 11, Sykes-street, Hull. May
22 .

For erecting a bridge over the Waveney, between

Diss and Stoston.—Plans. &c., from 1st to 8th inst.,

at Mr. Farrow’s, Diss; from 8th to 15th at Suffolk

Hotel, Ipswich
;
and from 15th to 22nd at Royal

Hotel, Norwich; Clare Algar, Secretary, Auctioneer

and Land Surveyor, Diss. May 23.

For the erection of an Iron Bridge of one arch,

of one hundred and ten feet span, intended to be
built over the river Avon, at Bath.—P. George,

Esq., Town Clerk, Bath.—Drawings, &c., at G.P.
Manners, Esq., Architect, No. 1, Oxford-row,
Bath. May 31.

For enlarging, straightening, anl improving the

course of the rivers Devon and Smite, and the Car-

dyke, in the parishes of Hawton, Farndon, &c. &c.,

in the counties of Nottingham and Leicester, and for

the erection of, building, enlarging, &c., the several

bridges connected with the above works.—Specifi-

cations, &c., Mr. Talents, Newark. June 1.

For the executing of certain works for the im-
provement of Aberdeen Harbour.—Plans, &c.,Mr.
Abernethy, 69, Waterloo-quay, Aberdeen. June
20 .

PREMIUM.
j£50 for the selected plan, elevation, and estimate

for the erection of two Chapels and an entrance-

lodge, with gateway, on the eastern side of South-

ampton Cemetery.—Plan and section of ground
Mr. Doswell, Albion-place, Southampton

; C. E.

Deacon, Secretary. May 22.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,
To-day and during the ensuing week.

Monday, 20. — Statistical, 11, Regent-street,

8 p.m.
;
British Architects, 16, Lower Grosvenor-

street, 8 p.m.
;
United Service Institution, Middle

Scotland-yard, 9 p.m. ; Chemical, Society of Arts,

Adelphi, 8 p.m.
;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 21. — Civil Engineers, 25, Great

George-street,8 p.m. ;
Pharmaceutical, 17, Blooma-

bury-square, 9 p.m. (anniversary.)

Wednesday, 22.

—

Society of Arts
,
Adelphi, 8

p.m.
;

Pharmaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square,

9 p.m.
; Ethnological, 8 p.m.

Thursday, 23. — Royal, Somerset House, 8^
p.m. ; Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m.;

Royal Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin's-
place, 4 p.m.; Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m. ; Numismatic, 41, Tavistock-street,

7 p.m.; Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8 p.m.
(anniversary.)

Friday, 24. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-
street, 8J p.m. ;

Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8
p.m. ; Linncean, Soho-square, 8 p.m. (anniversary).

Saturday, 25.—Royal Botanic, Regent’s-park,
4 P.M,
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fanciful, and more original; mouldings were

richer,more curious, and more elegant indesign
;

arches were loftier, tracery was more geometrical

and varied, and construction more daring, yet

more scientific.

NO. X.XVIXI.

SATURDAY, MAY 25, 1844.

LOUSLY
were it to be

wished thatin

ai'chite cture

some stand-

ard of taste

could period-

ically in modern times be

so promulgated among the

public, that whatever should

be done in innocence of

heart by various designers

and practitioners should be

accepted, and become pro-

fessionally and historically

legitimate and commendable

—the one method or style

of the day, as heretofore

the Egyptian in the best

days of Egypt, the Grecian when Pericles

flourished, the Roman in the Augustan age or

shortly afterwards, and the Gothic or Pointed

in the mean time of the three Edwards.

What an end would then be put, what a

quietus to the incessant babbling which is at

present held upon architectural taste ! How
much abstinence from nonsense! What a

surceasing from tongue-active idleness ! But

devoutly as all this were to be wished, it is at

present hopeless.

In viewing the works of art sent in for the

decoration of the Houses of Parliament, we

think most have arrived at very nearly the same

general conclusions. Those usually accounted

of the greatest wisdom and of the most deli-

cate taste in such matters, are so nearly agreed

as to the propriety of finishing the new West-

minster Palace all in one style, that it becomes

almost idle to propose any other. Viewing

this as a settled point, a grand sweep is made

of nearly two-thirds of the specimens now

exhibiting.

We ourselves, amid all the turmoil—all the

discussion—all the fury— all the gall—all the

milk, and all the milk-and-water, which have

been so plenteously poured out upon the sub-

ject, viewing the building as a magnificent

structure, one of the largest in the world, and,

from its nature and purpose, likely to become

one of the most celebrated which was ever

erected, deem that not the slightest innovation

whatever should be made or even broached in

its carving, glass-work, paving, or painting

—

homogeneous in its walls, homogeneous would

we have it in all the rest; and we have a very

low idea of the taste of all who should attempt

to make in it the slightest innovation. Hence,

we should finish the structure (and we imagine

such a resolution must be already come to), and

should carve, glaze, pave, paint, and gild, all

in one style.

How few then, indeed, of the exhibited spe-

cimens are suitable for the work.

Perhaps we might express some regret that

the particular period of the style of Pointed

Architecture chosen for the Houses of Parlia-

ment, is not that of the latter part of the reign

of Edward the First, when capitals, crockets,

finials, and other carvings were freer, more

We think that if there ever really were any

project to call for Designs for the doors and

other works, no idea more ridiculous could

have been entertained
;

all this is the archi-

tect’s business, and his alone. The carver’s

office is to execute with curious and delicate

exactness the architect’s inventions
;
or if he

give any of his own, they must be directed

congruously by the master- eye and the master-

hand of the designer of the whole fabric.

We therefore think the chief information

to be found by the exhibition of these speci-

mens is, who is indeed fl carver ; who can slain

glass ; who can make tessera, or encaustic tiles,

or parquettcs ; who can paint, who can gild—
in such manner, wider the architect's direc-

tion, that the building can befinish^properly.

As we hinted formerly, we think, in glass-

work, the perspective of buildings should be

but sparingly used
;
representations of pave-

ments in false perspective, placed many feet

above the eye, and which could not in reality

be seen, unless tilted forward, so as for the

persons and objects represented upon them

to fall off, should be totally avoided
;

and,

perspective be confined to the relative

sizes of figures and detached objects, of

curved forms, in which perspective anomalies

cannot be detected.

Parts of the windows, and some of them

wholly, we should have to consist of scroll-

work, flowers, or armoury; many of the windows

we should have speakingly resplendent with

scenes from the History and Church of

England, avoiding as much as possible the

injury to effect, which the mullions and

transoms unskillfully managed would pro-

duce.

We see no reason why portraits of the

sovereigns and other eminent national persons

should not be admitted as far as possible

;

nor do we think any important historical

matter of the realm should be omitted; as in

the masonic sculptures the same taste will

pervade, so do we think in the glass-staining,

carving, and painting, the like subjects may be

continued.

In the scroll-work or other wall- decorations,

we have no doubt that the good taste of

Mr. Barry will “ give the right about” to all

anomalous Byzantine or other inferior or im-

pure works, though such may be seen in

such-and-such buildings or in such-and-such

manuscripts, and that they will be with him of

no avail, his own natural taste being the sure

guide; a better cultivation of taste in the de-

corative painting of Gothic edifices ought to

be encouraged, if such mode of embellishment

be intended to be carried forward generally.

With regard to floorings, we imagine plain

oak, parquettes of different kinds, encaustic

tiles, marble, stone of various colours, and

tesserae of various sorts, will be used. For all

these, among the specimens are good exam-

ples, though, as we have before said, all

should in the matter in question be submitted

to the architect’s control.

We have gone already into greater length

than we intended, and yet have much to say,

and, moreover, having received numerous

letters upon the subject, which we have not

time to go into this week, we must deter till

next number the closing of our remarks upon

this matter, so very important to architecture.

BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The Central Committee of this Associa-
tion have issued their first Quarterly Journal,
from which we learn the following particulars
of the principal matters of antiquarian interest

which have hitherto been laid before it:—
A letter from the Rev. W. L. Giradot,

curate of Godshill, in the Isle of Wight,
respecting some paintings recently found on
the walls of the church of Godshill. The
subject is that of the Saviour on the cross,

which, Mr. Giradot imagines, is placed against
a shrub or tree.

A letter from the Rev. W. Dyke, curate
of Cradley, Herefordshire, concerning the site

of St. Michael’s chapel, Great Malvern. Some
small remains of this chapel, which was pro-
bably the oratory of St. Werstan, who first

made the settlement on the Malvern Hills,

adjoining the position subsequently occupied
by the priory, still exist within a walled garden
in the upper part of the village.

A letter from the Rev. John L. Petit, on
some peculiarities of Church Architecture in

Wiltshire and Gloucestershire.

Mr. W. H. Rolfe, of Sandwich, forwarded

for inspection some minute pieces of worked
gold, found on the sea-shore, under the cliff

opposite the Infirmary at Margate. The frag-

ments appear to be portions of coins and
ornaments. One is evidently part of a half-

noble of one of the Edwards or Henrys,

another resembles the loops attached to Ro-
man and early French gold coins, for the

purpose of wearing them as decorations of

the person.

Mr. C. Roach Smith informed the Committee
that Mr. Joseph Clarke, of Saffron Walden,

had recently visited Wootton, in Northampton-
shire, for the purpose of obtaining authentic

information respecting a discovery of coins,

reported to have been made at that village

about a year since. Mr. Clarke’s visit proved

successful, and although many of the coins

had been dispersed since the discovery took

place, he succeeded in obtaining the remainder

(615) for examination. They were deposited

in an urn
;
the mouth protruded from the side

of a bank in which it had been buried, and

had been noticed for years by labourers going

to and from their work. The coins, all of

small brass, are as follows

Reverses. Total.

Gallienus 29 . .. 66
. . . 16

Posthumus . . . 16 .... : .. 25
Victorinus . . . 12 . .. 212

Tetricus Pater . 9 ... 117

. .. 46

Claudius II. 24 . .. 63
6

Aurelianus . . . 10 . .. 15

. .. IS

Probus 16 . .. 28

Numerianus 1

615

Among these coins not a single new variety

occurs, and but very few rare reverses. They
afford, however, another example to those

noted in many similar discoveries, of the usual

occurrence of this and other series ot coins

in conformity with their accepted degrees of

rarity.

A note from the Ven. Archdeacon Hill,

giving an account of the discovery at Bon-

church, Isle of Wight, of some urns con-

taining burnt bones and ashes. These re-

mains were found by the Rev. James White,

during excavations for building a cottage, at

a distance of about 600 yards from the sea.

Mr. Thomas Charles, of Maidstone, com-

municated a notice of researches now under

prosecution by himself and Mr. C. T. Smythe,

which he hopes will be of interest to the

antiquary, as they may furnish particulars

respecting the discovery of a Roman building

on the banks of the Medway, close to Maid-

stone. The excavations, as tar as they have

yet proceeded, have disclosed walls, pavements,

of a coarse kind, fresco paintings, &c.

Mr. Fitch, of Ipswich, forwarded for ex-

hibition an aureu3 of Vespasian, found at Hel-

mingham, county of Suffolk. The reverse

exhibits the Emperor, crowned by Victory;

in the exergue, COS’ VIII.

Mr. C. R. Smith exhibited drawings, exe-

cuted by Mr. Kennett Martin, of Ramsgate,

shewing the positions of two human skeletons,
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and also of some urns, which, a few years

since, were discovered during the excavations

for the foundations of a house on the Western

Cliff, near Ramsgate. The skeletons were

deposited in a horizontal position, at a con-

siderable distance from each other, in a basin-

shaped grave, dug out of the solid chalk, and

filled in with chalk rubble. This grave

appears to have been of more extensive di-

mensions than would have been absolutely

hecessary for two corpses. In a recent dis-

covery of skeletons at Stowting, in the same
county, it was noticed that in a grave scooped
out of the chalk soil, which was capacious

enough for seven or eight bodies, only one
skeleton was discovered. The urns were
found arranged in groups on either side of,

end a few feet from the grave. Some of them
contained burnt bones, and with them was
found a bronze fibula and a patera of the well-

known red Roman pottery, with the ivy-leaf

pattern on the rim. These sepulchral inter-

ments, although so contiguous to each other,

would appear to belong to different times.

The urns are unquestionably Roman, and
their contents warrant their being referred

to the Romano-British epoch, but the skeletons

would appear to indicate a burial of a later

period.

Mr. Martin also contributed 'a sketch of

the excavations which uncovered part of the

remains of the ancient pier of Ramsgate,
With the depth in feet, the nature of the soil,

the specimens of coins, and other objects found.

At the depth of from seven to eight feet,

coins of the Henrys and Edwards were met
with

;
three or four feet lower, large flints

and bricks (presumed to be Roman); at the
depth of from sixteen to twenty feet, piles

of wood sunk in the solid chalk were dis-

covered, and among them Roman coins in small
brass, of the Constantine family.

Mr. C. R. Smith informed the Committee
that in consequence of a communication from
Mr. W. Bland, of Hartlip, in Kent, he (Mr. S.)
had visited the village of Stowting, in the
same county, and inspected some ancient re-

mains recently discovered in cutting a new
road up the hill leading towards the common.
They consist of long swords, spears, and
javelin-heads, knives, and bosses of shields,

of iron; circular gilt brooches, set with
coloured glass and vitrified pastes; buckles
of bronze, silvered

;
beads of glass, amber,

and coloured clay; a thin copper basin, and
three coins of Pius, Plautilla, and Valens.
These objects were found deposited by the

sides of about thirty skeletons, at from two
to four feet deep, in the chalk of which
the hill is composed. The graves in which
the skeletons were found were filled in

with mould. One of the bosses, like a
specimen noticed in Douglas’s Nenia Bri-
tannica, is ornamented on the top with a
thin plate of silver, and the tops of the nails

or rivets, which fastened the boss to the
shield, are also silvered. Since Mr. Smith’s
visit, an urn has been found and some other
objects, of the whole of which careful drawings
will be made by the Rev. Frederick Wrench,
who has promised to forward them, as soon
as the excavations are completed, for the in-

spection of the Committee.

The village of Stowting is situated in a
secluded nook in the chalk-hills called the
Back-Bone of Kent, about two miles from
JLyminge, and seven from Folkstone. In a
field below the hill where the antiquities
before mentioned were discovered, two skele-
tons were dug up, many years since, together
with iron weapons

;
and in a field called Ten-

acre Field some hundreds of large brass Roman
coins were ploughed up. Five of these, now
in the possession of Mr. Andrews, the pro-
prietor of the field, are of Hadrianus, Aure-
lius, Faustina Junior, Commodus, and Severus.
Coins are often found in the adjacent fields,

and in the village. Two small brass coins
of Carausius and Licinius, picked up in a
locality termed the Market-place, are in the
possession of the Rev. F. Wrench. On the
hills are barrows, some of which seem to
have been partially excavated.

Mr. John G. Waller made three communi-
cations. The first related to the state of the
monument of Brian Roclift', in Cowthorpe
Church, twelve miles distant from York,
which records the founder and builder of the
church,/undator et constructor hujus ecclesicc
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tocius opens usque ad consummacionem. He is

represented with his lady holding a model of

the church between them
;
over their heads are

canopies and heraldic decorations. “ I found
this interesting memorial in a most disgraceful

state of neglect; thecanopies much mutilated,

many fragments with escocheons of arms, and
the whole of the inscription, in the parish

chest, liable to constant spoliation : added to

this, a large stone was placed upon the figures.

Surely a monument like this, a record of a

benefaction and an event (for so we may call

the erection of the church), deserves to be
rescued from a lot but too common to such re-

mains. The history of Brian Rocliff is found
in the very interesting volume published by
the Camden Society, “ The Plumpton Corre-
spondence.”

The second communication of Mr. Waller
was a notice respecting some effigies of wood,
at Little Horkesley, in Essex, which when Mr.
Waller visited the church about six years ago
were placed near the porch. They represent

two knights and a lady, apparently of the early

part of the fourteenth century. Mr. Waller
states that he was informed they had been re-

cently displaced from their proper position in

the church, and were then, with unbecoming
neglect, put out of sight in a corner near the

porch.

The third communication described not the
destruction of a monument only, but that of a
church and its monuments. Mr. Waller states :

“ About five years ago I visited the ruins of
Quarendon chapel, in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of Aylesbury, county of Bucks : I

found the walls in good condition as far as re-

gards stability, and only suffering from neglect
and wanton injury. The interior presented all

the pillars and arches supporting them in good
condition, save the injury caused by the

visitors cutting their names thereon, and
every thing shewing how little share time had
had in the work of demolition.” This matter
has, however, been long since made known
(See the “ Gentleman’s Magazine,” for Dec.
1817, where exterior and interior views of the
chapel were given.)
Mr. Way reported that the monumental

brass of Sir John Felbrigg, the founder of
Playford Church, Suffolk, had been torn up,

and, at the time when he visited the church,
not many years since, was in the church chest.

By a subsequent communication from Mr. D. E.
Davy, of Ufford, it appears that this interest-

ing memorial has been affixed to a stone in the
chancel, but many portions are now defective.

Dr. J. Jacob, of Uxbridge, announced that

he proposes to publish a new series of the

monumental brasses of England.
Mr. William Sidney Gibson, of Newcastle,

communicated to the committee, that the cor-

poration of that city propose to demolish an
interesting example of ecclesiastical architec-

ture, the ancient church of the Hospital of the

Blessed Virgin, on the wreck of which a
grammar-school was founded by Queen Eliza-
beth. Mr. Gibson promises a detailed descrip-
tion of this curious structure, the preservation
of which for the purposes of public worship
in a populous city, where increased church
accommodation must be highly desirable,

could not fail, at a period when much attention

has been given in Newcastle to architectural

decoration, to benefit and gratify the public.

It also appears that this venerable monument
interferes with no local convenience, and that
persons who take an interest in its preserva-
tion would gladly contribute.

The Archasological Journal, in addition to

the preceding report, contains brief articles on
Numismatics, by Mr. C. R. Smith

;
on Painted

Glass, by C. Winston, Esq.; on Anglo-Saxon
Architecture, with numerous wood-cuts, by
T. Wright, Esq.; on Bell Turrets, with en-
gravings, by the Rev. J. L. Pettit

;
on the

Medieval Antiquities of Anglesey, bv the Rev.
H. L. Jones

;
on the hom-shaped head-dress

in the reign of Edward I., by T. Wright,
Esq.

;
on the Cross-legged Effigies commonly

attributed to Templars, by Watson S. Walford,
Esq.

;
a Catalogue of the Emblems of Saints,

by the Rev. C. Hart
;
Early English Receipts

for Painting, Gilding, &c., communicated by
Mr. Wright; a Review, with wood-cuts, of
M. Didron’s Iconographie Chretienne, &c.
The members of the association now amount

to about 660, including ten bishops and ten
deans. We are enabled to announce that the
general meeting is definitively fixed to take

place at Canterbury (with the sanction of the
dean and chapter) about the middle of July,
and that it is proposed to proceed at that time
with the excavations commenced last year, by
private parties, at the Roman town, or fortress,

of Richborough.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

May 15.—The Rev. the Rector of Exeter
College in the chair.

The following new members were admitted :—Rev. J. S. Smith, Great Wilbraham, New-
market; R. Oldham, Esq., Wadham College;
Rev. John Griffiths, Ch. Ch.; C. S. P. Hunter,
Esq., St. John’s; E. Palmer, Esq., Balliol.

The following presents were received :
—

Transactions of the Exeter Diocesan Archi-
tectural Society, part II. by the society; De-
sign for a Wooden Cross of Gothic character
at the head of a grave, by J. E. Millard, Esq.,

Magdalene College; Tracing of a head in

stained-glass from Dorchester Church, Oxford-
shire, by the Rev. W. Grey, Magdalene Hall

;

and a Rubbing of a Brass of Sir Roger dc
Northwold (a cross-legged knight) and Boon,
his wife, from Minster Church, in the Isle of
Sheppey, by G. S. Master, Esq., Brasenose
College.

A paper was read by the Rev. W. Grey, of
Magdalene Hall, on Garsington Church, Ox-
fordshire, illustrated by a number of drawings.
The tower of this church is of transition

Norman character, with more of the Early
English features than Norman

;
the pillars and

arches on the north side of the nave are of the

same period, though perhaps more decidedly
Early English. The rest of the church is

decorated, late in the style, but very plain,

without even cusps to the chancel windows
;

the side windows of the aisles are square-
headed, with good segmental heads inside

;
the

east window of the south aisle is good Deco-
rated, with flowing tracery. The south porch
is open timber-work of the Perpendicular style.

The clerestory windows are small foliated

circles, with four-centred arches inside
;

the
roofs are of later character, having been rebuilt

in the time of Charles II., when several but-

tresses were also added. On both sides of the

chancel, under the westernmost windows, are
low side-openings, which retain the old iron-

work, and have evidently been glazed, though
long blocked up within to accommodate modern
pews. The circumstance of these openings
being found on both sides of the chancel, and
having been originally glazed, contradicts

most of the theories that have been stated

respecting the use of them. None of those

mentioned at a recent meeting of the society

seem to agree with these examples, still less

will the name of Lychnoscope apply to them.
A set of Drawings of St. Bartholomew’s

Chapel on Cowley Marsh, with an accurate

calculation of the cost of building a fac-simile

of it, was laid on the table. Also a design by
Mr. Cranston for a wooden Church, according

to the suggestion of the Bishop of Newfound-
land.

Middle Level Drainage and Naviga-
tion.—The parliamentary estimates of the

promoters of this Bill amount to 226,473/.

A report and estimates have lately been made
by Sir John Rennie, Mr. Cubitt, Mr. Rendall,

and Mr. Giles, of the same works, on behalf

of the opponents to the measure, which
amount to the enormous sum of 492,897/.

When this scheme was first projected, its

authors guaranteed that the entire cost of

the new works should not exceed 173,000/.

The sum of 492,897/- is independent of any
works which may be considered necessary

for the regulation of the supply of fresh water

at Stanground Sluice, the preservation of the

navigation between Peterborough, Wisbeach,
Lynn, the Wisbeach canal, the towns of Up-
well and Outwell,and the security of Marshland
and the adjoining district.

An ancient fresco painting has been disco-

vered in Rotherham Church, Yorkshire.
Over the point of an arch is a half length

figure of the Saviour, surrounded by a great

number of figures, with their hands clasped in

a devotional attitude. From this description

we think the subject is most probably the Last

Judgment. The figures were about four feet

in height, and each is distinctly marked by a

broad black outline.
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lRCHITECTURAL exhibition at the
ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS, TRAFALGAR-
SQUARE, WESTMINSTER.
The seventy-sixth exhibition of the Royal

icademy contains in its architectural room
nly two hundred and eighteen works of art

;

if these sixty-three are as obviously discon-

ected from architecture as any subjects of art

oula be
;
and if an examination more rigid

till were gone into, it could be shewn that the

oom contains scarcely more than a hundred

ubjects strictly architectural. With such a

iminution in quantity does not follow a like

iminution in quality
;
and though for some

ears past many of the most eminent archi-

ects have almost abstained from exhibiting

iere, still, upon the present occasion, if there

e fewer absolutely good subjects than usual,

here are fewer which are common-place or of

eprehensible design.

Artists, architects, and the public generally,

lave for some time past had their eyes gradu-

lly opening to the truth that good architec-

ure, and drawing good for a Royal Academy
Architectural Exhibition, are very different

hings
;
and it is now pretty generally admitted,

hat the dashing slices of colour, which are

ust sufficient to outvie a neighbouring picture,

.nd the fitness, and the patient mathematical,

lotanical, and sculptural perfections, which
iharacterize good architectural design, are

'ery different things.

In the present exhibition are fewer Norman
lubjects and projects for buildings of an impure

>r anomalous character; there are fewer that

:ontain those piece-meal blemishes of various

cinds, which for some years past have not only

lervaded private and ordinary buildings, but

jaringly have become fashionable even in

>uildings of a public character. Wo observe

nnong the designs comparatively few with in-

jongruous one-sided masses, which, because

nany ancient buildings which have grown up
lit-by-bit have been so successfully managed

jy the artists who had to alter and enlarge

;hem, and have been, as it were, so set about

with beauties as though the hand of “wisdom”
were laid upon them behind and before, that

>uch anomalies are scarcely noticed, and such

buildings appear beautiful, in spite of that

which would otherwise have appeared intoler-

ible, there not being a single example of any
great building throughout the world, whether

Indian, Egyptian, Grecian, Roman, Moresco,

ir Gothic, which was designed to be irregular;

such an idea being against nature, who de-

ightsin regularity
;
animals deformed, being so

aione through some accidental circumstances,

xnd the planets returning habitually to the

same points in their paths in revolutions of time

exactly the same to a moment.
We shall defer till next week going into the

separate merits of these architectural drawings.

ELEMENTARY ESSAY ON MORTAR
AND CEMENTS.

BY JAMES WYLSON, HON. SEC. B.A.A.D.

(Continuedfrom p. 255.)

G4. Beavan’s Mortar, or Building Ce-

ment, is composed of marble, flint, chalk, and

lime, in equal portions; the first two being

pulverized. All except the lime are mixed
together and sifted very fine; then the latter,

which has been slaked for three months, added,

with just water enough to form the mixture

into a thin paste. This, when used for stucco-

ing, is spread as thinly as possible and made
smooth over a rough preparatory ground

;
and

it is susceptible of a high polish by means of

Venetian talc.

65. Hamelein’s Patent Mastic, for coat-

ing and ornamenting buildings, is said to con-

sist of Portland stone, pounded and mixed
with oil

;
the latter is used instead of water :

it is susceptible of an arris and smooth-

ness equal to marble. A method of using

t, extensively practised about town, is first

:o work the surfaces, projections, mould-
ings, &c., roughly in Roman cement, and
then finish them with the mastic, about ^th of

an inch thick. Great nicety and experience

ire necessary to lay it properly and make it

attach firmly, but the thinner the coating is

idle better, and it should never exceed Jth of

an inch
;

the more extravagantly thick it is

iaid on, the more certain it is to fall off, The

front of the Union Club-house in Trafalgar

Square was stuccoed with it.*

66. Dr. Higgins’s Cement consists of

1 lb. pure stone lime, or a very little more
chalk lime, 1 lb. bone-ash, 4 lbs. sand -^th,

and 3 lbs. ditto -A,-th, of an inch in size; the

sand is mixed and spread out flat, about six

inches deep, on a hard wooden bench, and

wetted with lime-water : the lime is then

added in successive portions, mixing and
beating them well together

;
after which the

bone-ash, which gives tenacity and prevents

cracks in drying, is added in like manner.

The inventor says this cement is, when dry,

as hard as Portland stone
;

it dries quickly, and

must therefore be used with expedition
;

it is

intended for building, plastering, stuccoing,

&c., and is applicable besides for forming

artificial stones in moulds, with flints, hard

stones, brick, &c. It is unfortunate that the

above proportions have been stated by weight,

as both lime and sand are variable in that

respect, and their relative properties necessarily

contingent on the same.

67* The cement for the Eddystone Light-

house was composed of equal measures of

slaked Welsh lias lime and pozzolaua, both

in fine powder
;
it was heated until it possessed

its greatest degree of tenacity and toughness,

and was used stiff for the horizontal thorough

joints, as well as for the facings of the

vertical ones, and in grout for the intenal

parts of the latter.

68. The cement used for the piers of the

new London Bridge was made of one part

Welsh lias lime, two parts Neapolitan pozzo-

lana, and two parts Thames sand.

69. The cement in the I ondon Docks was for

the depth of one and a half or two bricks com-
posed of four parts lias lime, one of pozzolana,

one ofcalcined iron-stone, and six of river sand.

70. In reference to the building of ovens,

&c., it has already been stated that Roman
cement does not at all endure fire, and hardly

even a moderate heat; also that oyster-lime,

as well as mortar made with road-drift, are

considered suitable for such purposes : but,

perhaps, there is nothing better than the

Windsor Loam whereof fire-bricks are made,
and which is very generally used for build-

ing those parts of furnaces and other similar

works that are exposed to flame or to intense

heat
;

it is reduced to a proper consistency with

water, and laid extending about 2 inches into

the joints, the remaining portion of the work
being constructed with good ordinary mortar.

71. Parget, or Pargetting, is the name
given to a composition for plastering the

interior of brick or stone flues; and con-

sists of mortar mixed with horse or cow
dung, the latter being preferred and most

usually adopted
;

and is very suitable for

that purpose, as it stands the heat well. It

is usual to include in building contracts the

“coring out” of the flues when the building is

completed
;
which signifies removing the mortar

and rubbish, which fall into and adhere in

them, out of reach, while the brickwork is

being carried up. This was, previous to the

passing of the new prohibitory Act, generally

done by a climbing-boy. Common mortar,

mixed with bullock’s hair, and called hair-

mortar, is sometimes used for the above pur-

pose, but cannot be so sound or good, as the

soundness of the mortar must be impaired by

the heat, and it may be considered as chiefly

held together by the hair with which it ismixed.

72. Grout, is mortar or cement in a liquid

state, frequently used to insure the complete

filling up of the internal joints of brick or

rubble walls, the outside joints on both faces

being in carrying up the work stopped with stiff

mortar. It is sometimes considered advisable

to grout every course, but in ordinary cases

* [We believe this mode ot working mastic

insures its most rapid falling off, from the dampness

of the under-coating disagreeing with the oil of the

mastic ;
and the thirstiness of Parker’s cement and

lime which we have instantly found destroy the

cohesiveness of mastic ;
in many buildings in and

about London the mastic cement in two or three

years has fallen into a frightful state of decomposi-

tion. At the Pavilion at Brighton, the under part

of the mastic was found most destroyed. External

bleaching, and the parching away of its oil under-

neath, in a very short time prove mastic to be of all

stuccos the least enduring
;

for these reasons we

have long since ceased from using it, except for

repairing internal plastering which is intended to

be immediately painted with oil colour. Ed.]

about every fifth course of brickwork is suffi-

cient: its effect is obviously to form the work
into a solid mass, by filling up all those inter-

stices which unavoidably occur in constructing
the masonry with stiff mortar. It is often
merely mortar or cement diluted

;
but greater

economy may be observed without detriment
to the work, from five to seven parts of sand
being generally considered admissible. When
made of mortar, however, it should be made
of such as has been kept for a considerable time
and well beaten, and then it will set perfectly
in a few days

;
for if composed of mortar that

has been newly made, it will take a long time
to harden, and perhaps will never thoroughly
set. The approved method is to mix the mate-
rials dry, dilute and incorporate them well on
the spot, and pour the grout immediately into

the work. What is termed hot-lime grout
consists of slaked lime and water only. It need
scarcely be remarked that the practice of
grouting is beneficial to an important degree

;

indeed, its omission in any building of conse-

quence would be highly reprehensible, since

the walls cannot be perfectly solid without it.

Where cement is used instead of mortar, the

same material is used in a liquid state as grout.

73. “ Concrete ” (Fr. Beton) is a kind of
artificial rock, composed of large gravel, sand,

and lime, a substratum of which is formed
preparatory to receiving the footings of build-

ings, where the ground is of an unsound and
treacherous nature : it is a most valuable

expedient, and is fast superseding the use of

piles and planking, and, indeed, all old

methods of obtaining a foundation by factL

tious means. The concrete about London
is usually composed of Thames ballast,

limited in coarseness to the bulk of a hen’s

egg, the larger stones being reduced to that

standard; but large flinty gravel, in admixture

with clean, sharp sand, frequently occurs in

natural strata, in proportions adapted for im-

mediate use. The broken granite which Is

used for macadamizing roads has also been

used with advantage.

74. Its most approved component proportions

are, fresh well-burnt lime and sand, in the rela-

tive quantities that are allowed in making good
mortar, with stone in quantity equal to twice

that of the sand
;
that is to say, one of lime to

six of the other materials when chalk-lime is

used, and one to nine for stone-lime : the latter

ought always to be used in ordinary cases
;

and blue lias stone-lime, in the proportion of
one to six, is the best for works subject to the

action of water. It must be observed, however,
that with regard to concrete, a remark applies

similar to that which was made in article 24,

in reference to the composition of mortar, viz
,

that the more incondensible material abounds
in the mass, if properly cemented together

,
the

greater stability will be produced, and the less

costly xvill it be.

75. The usual mode of concreting is to grind

the lime to powder, without slaking; mix it

well with the stones and sand, dry, beside the

spot where the concrete is to be formed ;
add

just sufficient water to give to the mixture the

semi-fluid consistency of mortar
;
precipitate

it immediately into the trenches from a height

of about ten feet; puddle it quickly to a level,

and then leave it totally undisturbed until hard,

and ready to receive the footings of the super-

structure. To disturb it after it had begun to

set (which it does speedily), would be to mate-

rially impair its solidity; and it should be

borne in mind, that when a great depth of it

is required, it will be incomparably better if

the whole mass can be made at one operation,

than if done in successive strata, as the union

of these can never be perfect. There is a dimi-

nution of bulk, averaging about a tenth, in wet-

ting the materials, and there is an expansion

in setting and hardening, perhaps sufficient to

restore that loss.

76. The name of Pebble Mortar is some-

times given to a mixture similar to concrete,

which is occasionally used for filling-in, at in-

tervals, the heart of thick stone or brick walls,

or large masses of masonry. It may consist

of four parts sand, fine and coarse in equal

quantities, eight parts small clean pebbles, tour

parts slaked lime, and one part pozzolana or

tarras: it is very excellent for the purpose,

and, with proper hydraulic materials, is well

adapted for sea breast-works, &c., being done

with a casing, after the fashion practised by

the Romans: it may be considered analogous

to grout, and identical with concrete.
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77- Lime is extensively employed for other

purposes connected with buildings, besides

those which have been here treated of— interior,

plain, and ornamental stuccoing, and white-

washing, for example; but as the intention of

the present paper is only to illustrate its use

in construction, and its application in fortify-

ing the exterior of work against the weather,

it is deemed unnecessary to extend it to those

particulars.

78. The practical knowledge of the proper-

ties of calcareous substances, and necessarily

that of lime-burning, is unquestionably of very
high antiquity; for although they appear to

have been unknown to the Egyptians and early

Greeks, we have, besides the testimony in the

sacred writings, the evidence afforded by those

remains popularly believed to be the ruins of

the Tower of Babel, as well as by parts of

those of Babylon and Nineveh, to refer us to

much earlier times
;
and the specimens handed

down to us may be judged of by their appa-
rently imperishable stability. But it is to the

magnificent works of the ancient Romans we
must turn, to see fully the capabilities they

afford
;
for not only in the buildings of that

people, but in their great military roads and
ways, their lime-mortar still manifests an emi-
nent and scarcely unitable skill. It is from
them that we have inherited this important

branch of knowledge; for, until the Roman
suhjugation

,
it was unknown to the primitive

inhabitants of our island, even on those shores

where the near vicinage of the European con-
tinent, and their consequent superior civiliza-

tion, might have induced an acquaintance with
it. It was they who opened the still unex-
hausted lime-quarries of Tadcaster, in York-
shire, the calcarice

,
as they called them

;
and

some ancient works in this country still exist to

testify, together, excellence in British materials

and Roman workmanship—where the mortar
has exceeded even the bricks in hardness, and
remains, to all appearance, proof against the
ravages of Time. It is to them, also, that we
are indebted for the invaluable ingredient called

pozzolana, which was so indispensable in the
composition of our aquatic mortars prior to

the discovery of the Anglo-Roman Cement, it

being in some way similar to that in which,
within the last half century, Mr. Parker, by
reflective sagacity and experiment, firstrevealed

the latent powers of the latter estimable mate-
rial, that they discovered the highly hydraulic

properties of the former. Fortunately, we
have the writings of scientific men who flou-

rished coevally with those skilful practitioners,

to indicate the course of our own endeavours.
On the subject of mortar, Vitruvius informs
us, that one part of lime to three of sand was
considered the best proportion

;
which corre-

sponds with the approved practice about Lon-
don at the present day, in regard to stone-
lime. Their water-cement consisted of one
part lime and two parts puzzolana. Ac-
cording to Pliny, there were failures in some
of the buildings of his time, in consequence
of a deficiency of lime in their mortar: it ap-
pears by him that the mixture of tile-dust in

the latter was practised in those days, as is now
sometimes the case

;
he states that the addition

of one-third of that ingredient greatly improved
its quality. We also learn from him that there
was a Roman law regarding mortar, which
enjoined, that after mixing the ingredients with
a small quantity of water, they should, before
being put to use, be kept in a covered pit for

three years. The custom was then, just before
using, to beat it for a length of time, until of a
thoroughly uniform consistency

;
the efficacy of

which is satisfactorily proved by modern prac-
tice. Pliny distinctly states that while the
above-mentioned law was in force, the buildings
were not liable to crack. The Romans prac-
tised a method of building corresponding in

materials with our concrete : it consisted in

packing pebbles and fragments of stone, not
bigger than a man's closed hand, into a casing
of wood, and running the interstices full with
hot lime grout. For stucco-work or plastering,
the Greek and Roman architects had certain
calcareous compositions denominated Maltha
(Ma\0u); that of the former is said to have
consisted of lime, sand, and milk. 'The Roman,
we are informed by Pliny, was fresh-burnt
lime, slaked with wine, and beaten in a mortar
with hog’s lard and figs; a tenacious compound,
acquiring a hardness like marble. Another
was composed of fine slaked lime, bullock’s
blood, and powdered forge-scales : before

with oil to assist the adhesion of the stucco.

Although so much has been attained, architec-

turally, about London, since the discovery of

Roman cement, the practice of stuccoing ex-

ternally is by no means one of modern intro-

duction, and not only thus far is the Temple of

Jupiter Olympius at Agrigentum a proof, but

on comparison we find that the ancients possess

a palpable advantage in the three grand essen-

tials of appearance, hardness, and durability.

In the instance quoted, the coating is like a fine

white marble. Ancient Alexandrian as well as

Roman remains also afford examples of this

practice, and almost impenetrable in their

hardness. Of the condition of the building art

in our own country, in the early portion of last

century, we may approach a conclusion when
we read in Batty Langley on Bricklaying, that

equalparts of lime and sand ivere usedfor inside

and 2 to 1 for outside work.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Tavistock Railway .—The intended line of

this railway, as laid down in the prospectus

issued by the company, is from Tavistock on
the high ground above Abbey-bridge, passing

just above Ash, in the parish of Whitchurch,
crossing the Old Plymouth-road and the New-
road, with the valley of the Walkham, about

midway between the two-mile stone and Bed-
ford-bridge, across the Old Wheal Franco
mine, in front of the Roborough Inn, and
crossing Harrowbeer and the Dartmoor-road,
approaching near to the Plymouth and Dart-

moor line, which it leaves a little to the left,

and continues its course to Crabtree, where it

meets the South Devon line about two miles

from Plymouth, on the London-road. It is to

be a subject of future consideration whether
the company shall proceed on the South Devon
line to Eldad, or cross it at Crabtree, and have
a distinct terminus of their own in Plymouth.
The receipts, on the usual principle of calcula-

tion that the facilities of the railway will

double the traffic between Tavistock and Ply-
mouth, are expected to realize 2602. a week,
which, allowing 104/. per week as the expense
for working the road, will be sufficient for a

dividend of 5£ per cent, on the contemplated
outlay of 150,000/. The length of the road
will not exceed fifteen miles, even should it be
decided to make the terminus in Plymouth,
and not more than thirteen, if the line termi-

nates at Crabtree. The Duke of Bedford has
offered land for the Tavistock terminus and its

approaches, together with so much of his

property as the line will pass over; and in

addition to this, a donation of 1,000/.
;
and

Sir R. Lopes and other landowners are stated

to have pledged themselves to afford every
facility to the work.

Railwayfrom Oxford to Banbury and Rug-
by A meeting took place at the Angel Hotel,

Banbury, on Tuesday week last, for the pur-

pose of hearing the statements of Mr. Barlow,
director, Mr. Brunei, engineer, and Mr. Saun-
ders, secretary, to the Great Western Rail-

road relative to the proposed line from Oxford
to Rugby through Banbury. The chair was
taken by Dr. Marsham, warden of Merton
College. After hearing and questioning the

gentlemen connected with the Great Western,
the meeting being perfectly satisfied with their

statements, it was agreed that the proposed line

to Rugby vid Banbury, was the most eligible

one for the city of Oxford.

Cambridge and York Railway.—The pro-
moters of a line of railway from Cambridge
to York, through Lincoln, have given up that

project, in consequence of the indisposition

of the Northern and Eastern Railway Company
to act with them, and the same parties are

now proposing a line of railway direct from
London to York, passing nearly along the
line of the great north road, by Biggleswade,
Stamford, Grantham, &c., but not by Lincoln.

Raihvay Communication .—It is in con-
templation to construct a railway to connect
the towns of Poole, Blandford, Ilchester,

Langport, and Bridgewater, to be called the

English and Bristol Channels Junction Rail-

way.

Atmospheric Railways in Ireland.—A com-
pany, called the Grand Canal Atmospheric

Railway Company, has been formed for laying

down a line of atmospheric railway from

Dublin to Sallins, in the first instance; and

for its general introduction afterwards to the

south and west of Ireland. They have con-
cluded their arrangements with the directors
of the Grand Canal Company, as to the terms
on which they are to be permitted to avail

themselves of the facilities which the canal
affords. The arrangement is not merely from
Dublin to Sallins, but embraces any further
portions of the banks which may be found
desirable for future extensions. It is said
that the terms are one-tenth of the gross
receipts of the railway, for such portions of it

as may be constructed along the canal, and an
annual sum of 250/. as an acknowledgment of
the canal company’s rights. There is also a
separate arrangement made for the transfer of
the canal company's establishment at Porto-
bello to the railway company, for their station,

for which it would be admirably adapted,
there being an excellent spacious hotel and
extensive offices at Portobello. The pro-
spectus is expected to appear in a few days.
A deputation has been appointed to proceed
to London forthwith, to enter into communi-
cation with the Board of Trade upon the

subject.

—

Herald.

Great Western Railioay.—The competition

between the Great Western and South- VV'estern

companies is likely to increase very materially

the facilities of railway travelling. A very im-
portant branch, connecting the two lines, is

now projected by the Great Western Company;
and at a meeting, held at Devizes last Saturday,
the details were explained. The line is to

commence between Chippenham and Corsham,
at a place called Thingley, pass through
Melksham (with a diverging line to Devizes),

Staverton, Trowbridge, by Warminster, West-
bury Leigh, and along the vale of Willey to

Salisbury, where a south-western branch is to

terminate. The distance is 52 miles, the esti-

mated cost about 10,000/. a mile, and the

Great Western Company offer to take a
quarter, a half, or the whole of the shares, or
any other part, after local parties have sub-
scribed, and to guarantee 3\ per cent, to the
shareholders.

Railwayover the Menai Straits.—We noticed

the project of carrying the Chester and Holy-
head Railway over the Menai bridge; but we
now learn that the landed proprietors in the

vicinity oppose the railway, and it is therefore

probable the passage across the straits will

have to be made at the Britannia rock, and
will involve, at least, two arches of 350 feet

span. This will be the most gigantic railway
work ever undertaken .—Birmingham Journal.

A local committee has been formed, and
vigorous steps have been taken, with a view to

obtain an Act in the next session of Parliament,
for the formation of a branch railway from
the Great Western line, at or near Bath, to

Salisbury. There will then be two important
termini, one from the South-Western, and
the other from the Great Western Railways.

Leeds and Thirsk Railivay .—The prospectus

for this projected line has been issued, but
we cannot believe that it is seriously intended
to carry out the formation of the line.— York-
shire Gazette.

The Lincoln Railways .—The understand-
ing between the Manchester and Leeds Rail-
way Company and the Eastern Counties Com-
pany, to co-operate, and to make their lines

meet in Lincolnshire, has been broken off.

The capital of British railways now exceeds
sixty millions sterling, and yields a revenue of

six millions per annum.

The Cheltenham and Great Western Rail-

way Bill has received the Royal assent.

Llamburg is fast rising up from the ashes

of 1842. Notwithstanding the vast number of

buildings that have been erected, great activity

is still prevailing in various parts of the city,

and houses are rearing their heads where, but

a few days before, nothing was to be seen but

the remnants of former habitations.
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ST. OLAVE’S CHURCH, SOUTHWARK.

(Continuedfrom p. 253.)

The plan of the body of this church is a pa-

rallelogram, divided into nave and aisles; the

columns, which separate from each other

these three compartments, are fluted, of the

Ionic order, in each range four in number,

and, with their square wainscoted pedestals,

are all of Portland stone, and have diago-

nally-voluted capitals, bearing in each curved

recess of their abaci a beautiful rose, carved

after nature, instead of conventionally ;
against

the eastern and western walls of the body of the

church are also four pilasters, fluted, diago-

nally-voluted, and otherwise corresponding

with the columns themselves. The column-

capitals, which were much damaged by the

late fire, have been renewed
;

the western

pilasters as yet remain in a very mutilated

state, and their capitals are entirely destroyed.

Behind each of the Ionic columns is a small

pilaster, attached to its shaft, and reaching only

up to the underside of the gallery.

The nave is prolonged eastwardly by a very

beautiful apsis, containing the altar-compart-

ment, which is a semi-circular tribune.

At the west end of the nave lies the tower

of the church, north and south of which ad-

join the great staircases ascending to the

church-galleries.

Behind, or on the north side of the church,

lies the parish cemetery, and there was, till

lately, another cemetery, granted to the parish

in the reign of Henry VIII., which has,

however, been taken, under several acts of Par-

liament, for the site of the railroad-station.

At the north side of the altar is a small

robing-room.
Over the Ionic columns ranges an enriched

entablature, consisting of architrave, frieze,

and cornice
;
the architrave in three faces, its

lower face surmounted by a small pater-noster,

its middle one by a small enriched ogee, and

the whole architrave crowned by a much larger

enriched ogee, filleted above. The soffit of the

architrave is in each inter-column ornamented

with a central circular coffer, flowered with a

patera, the remainder of the soffit filled up on

each side by a leafy pillowed panel,' conforming

endwise to the circular coffer. The frieze

is plain, unbroken, and without the winged

cherub over each column shewn in the original

design ;
the cornice consists of a plain cavetto,

surmounted by an enriched ogee and dentils,

its corona bearing an enriched ogee, filleted

above, supporting a plain cyma-recta.

The entablature continues all round the in-

terior of the fabric, including the altar apsis
;

hut, except the west end of the body of the

church, where only a string-course, enriched

with a Vitruvian scroll, ranges with the Ionic

cornice.

The nave of the church is continued up-

wardly from the stone Ionic columns by car-

pentery, its outside perpendicular part being

covered with lead, and the clere-story roof

itself, as well as the roofs over the galleries

and staircases, are slated.

Over the whole nave of the church extends

a most beautiful groined ceiling of five divi-

sions, very highly finished.

More than half the light within the church

is admitted through ten elere-storial windows,

one in the perpendicular side of each com-

partment of the groining.

The five groined compartments of the ceil-

ing over the nave are separated from each

other by archivolts, rising from enriched con-

soles (which are not in the original design),

with an acanthus-leaf in front, and surmounted

by an enriched impost, which is continued

along the sides and west end of the clere-story.

These archivolts have their soffits enriched by

double scroll-work foliage and husks, the sum-

mit of each archivolt being distinguished by a

patera; the groin-points are enriched by a

bead divided by long rolls and three husks

alternating, and the centre of each groin,

where the beaded groin-points cross each other,

is marked by a very large flower.

Each of the four compartments of each

groin is divided into two panels by a curious

raised bolection roll-moulding, enriched by a

volved riband, alternating with peculiar

oblique-shaped lozenge-flowers.

In the restoration of the church, some dis-

tance within each of these bolections has

been formed a sunk panel, bearing close to its

margin a Grecian enriched bead.

Though we have a rooted dislike to im-

provements, by other hands, upon architects’

original designs, we are obliged to confess

this paneling has a good effect.

Before the fire, the west end of the clere-

story was ornamented in stucco, with a relief

of the angelic choir, below which was a de-

corative relief, containing musical instruments

and other work : this should have been re-

stored.

Over each gallery answering to the five in-

ter-columns, the ceiling is divided into five

compartments by bands or beams which spring

from and agree with the corona ;
the corona-

soffit, on the four sides surrounding each

gallery-ceiling is beautifully and very boldly

and effectively enriched with the simplest

form of the fret-ornament, but the soffit

of the four beams on each side, separating

the ceiling into compartments, is enriched

with this fret-ornament twice repeated side

by side.

The great Ionic entablature is continued all

round the four sides of each gallery-ceiling,

but round the other sides of the five compart-

ments themselves, only the corona and crown-

mouldings are continued.

Within each of the ten compartments of

the ceilings over the galleries, a sunk panel,

surrounded by an enriched Grecian bead, has

been added in the restoration, as in the com-

partments of the groined ceiling over the nave

of the church.

The plastering, which was very choice, and

a late instance of the fine ornamental stucco-

work done by hand, was performed by Mr.

Batson, who signed a contract (which still

exists among the parish documents) for the

sum of £295. Other tenders for the work had

been received, viz. from

—

Mr. Fairbrother, for ........ ^200 0 0

— Yoade 340 2 5

— Warrall 348 0 0

— Wilton 354 0 0

— Weston 359 0 0

— Farnley 374 0 0

but after some inquiry and consideration, the

lowest tender was declined.

The galleries have very beautiful fronts, ap-

pearing to be supported upon plain architraves,

beaded below, and divided by an ogee into two

faces, crowned bv a plain cornice, which is sup-

ported by an ovolo between two fillets, crowned

by a dripped and scaped corona, surmounted by

a cyma-recta; in Flitcroft’s original design,

these gallery fronts are shewn with each in-

ter-columnar length divided into six panels,

with five cherubim between them
;
but in the

execution of the work, this arrangement was

improved upon in simplicity and boldness by

dividing each compartment into only four

panels, separated by a peculiar kind of termi-

nal attic pilasters, three in number, with trini-

tarian allusion to the Three that bear record

in heaven, each carved with the figure of a

cherub, with wings folded in front, something

like those over the stalls in St. Paul s Cathe-

dral, though inferior in design and delicacy of

workmanship. At the feet of these pilasters

ranges all round the gallery-fronts ti peculiar

torus-moulding, wrought in the fashion of

primrose-flowers within small circular compart-

ments
;
and under each cherub is a carved tail-

piece of foliage, in the form of a rich husk.

The gallery-fronts are finished upwardly by

an impost mitred over the cherubim, eoronaed

and surmounted by a small egg-and-tongue

moulding, filleted, and in the bed-moulding of

which is an enriched ogee, also filleted above.

Where the pew-divisions in the galleries rise

above the gallery-fronts, that which would

otherwise have been a deformity is rendered

an elegance, by these pew-divisions being ter-

minated towards the nave by beautiful scroll

brackets carved with primroses and other orna-

ments. The pewings in the galleries were

principally of deal, but all finished with broad

wainscot cappings.
.

The western gallery, which is being restored,

had a centre part somewhat advanced, sup-

ported by two wainscot fluted Doric columns.

Instead of being paneled, this centre com-

partment of the gallery-front was decorated by

turned balusters, in the centre of which was

placed a dial surrounded by some carved-

work Over each Doric column was an attic

pilaster, paneled and carved with a shell and

pendent husks.

The wings of the western gallery-front were

only divided each into three panels, by two ter-

minal attic pilasters bearing angels, as the others.

The pulpit was a very elegant piece of de-

sign, very beautifully executed in very beau-

tiful materials, and was, like most of the

pulpits in the city of London, replete with
symbolical carving and marquetry.
The altar-apsis is separated from the nave

by two fluted Ionic pilasters on each side, from
which spring two archivolts, enriched like the

others
;
and at the back of the apsis are two

other fluted Ionic pilasters, surmounted by
another enriched archivolt of less compass,

which cuts geometrically into the domed ceil-

ing : between these pilasters are the Decalogue
and altar-window.

The ceiling of the altar-apsis, which was ap-

parently not much damaged, however, has

required to be restored ;
it was a semi-dome,

forming a rich piece of gilt coffered-work : three

ranges of octagonal panels, eleven each, with

small diagonal lozenge-panels between them,

and half-lozenge-panels next the inclosing bor-

ders of the work, each coffer containing a roset,

formed the decorations of the Domed work.

The altar is very beautifully finished, and
we hope hereafter to give some of its details,

as well as the gallery-cherubim and other de-

corations.

The two tables of the Decalogue are set

within one beautifully-designed and richly-

carved frame, surmounted by a gilt stellar

crown, with gilt palm-branch mantlings, and

carved and gilt scroll foliage in the spandrils

between the arched heads of the tables and

their inclosing frame. At the sides of the de-

calogue are the Dominical Prayer and the

Creed in oval frames, enriched with eggs-and-

tongues, and mantled nearly all round by palm-

branches ascending from below.

Above these are statues of Moses and Aaron,

in circular niches, within square architraves

scrolled at top, between the turns of which,

over each niche, is a cherub and a pendent gar-

land.

Around the altar-tribune, at the level of the

gallery-imposts, is carried a string or impost,

with its ovolo enriched with shells instead of

eggs, and beneath this, immediately under each

niche, are two enriched and gilt consoles, be-

tween which are pendent garlands consisting

of the sacramental emblems of corn, vine-

leaves, and grapes.

The whole of the exterior of the tower and

of the southern and western fronts of the

church are of fine Portland stone.

The back or north side of the church nextthe

cemetery nearly resembles the southern front,

but between the window-architraves, cornice,

parapet-coping, and projecting quoins, the wall

is faced with fine red brick, which being re-

stored and pointed with very dark blue mortar,

instead of white mortar, has a very good effect,

though little seen by the public.

The tower was substantially constructed

with vaultings under the ringing-loft and over

the bell-chamber, so as to be capable of bear-

ing the spire, as originally designed by the

architect, and we hope to see money raised

for the completion of the fabric, the more espe-

cially as since the raising of the new structure

of London-bridge and the hemming in of

lofty warehouses, this beautiful church has

been, as it were, trampled down into a hole,

and, moreover, as much difficulty does not

seem to have been created in the raising of

money for an enlarged organ and for a stained

altar-window—little, indeed, to be commended.

It would seem that, besides the one design

for the steeple, something cheaper must have

been projected by Flitcroft, for in a Minute,

June 4th, 1740, relating to paying the archi-

tect his account, appears the following :

« For Designing and Estimating the new

church, with proposalls for the severall artifi-

cers, and assisting the Trustees to make their

Contracts; making all the necessary drawings

and Conducting the Works, with measuring the

extra works, and Examining their accounts

;

ffor making models of the Root and Ceiling,

and the Alter End of the Church, patternsi of

moulding for the plaistering, Designs for the

Steeple, Consisting of Elevations, Plans and

Sections, with the Estimate ot the Char^^
each, one of about £1050, the other £650,

as the scaffolds were then up.

We think every church requires, as a bea-

con, to be made the loftiest, as well as the

best, house in the parish.
,

In the accounts for building the church

will be found considerable expense gone to
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for removing; a high chimney-stack, which
interfered with the view of the new tower.

Now other buildings so completely interfere

with the view of the church, its steeple should

he raised proudly above them; this the occasion

demand.
In the original design, as already noticed,

the architect proposed only one tier of Hank-
windows, and all the attic pedestals, as well as

the apex of the pediment over the western
entrance, were designed to be crowned by
vases : a compartment of this we give to shew
Flitcroft’s first intention.

The restoration of the church under the
superintendence of George Allen, Esq., ar-

chitect, of Tooley-street, has been contracted
for by Messrs. Rider and Son, of Union-street,
Southwark, for the sum of 4,618/.; beyond which
are to be some extra charges, sanctioned by
the committee having the direction of the

work
;
by agreement, the church is to be com-

pleted by Midsummer next, but is not expect-

ed to be opened till two months after that

time.

A stained-glass window will be inserted in

the altar, which Mr. Collins, of the Strand, has

contracted to execute for the sum of 160/.

Under the direction and superintendence of
Dr. Gauntlett, the organist, a new organ isbeing

built by Mr. Henry Lincoln, who has contract-

ed to supply it for the sum of 495/.; it is to

contain upwards of two thousand pipes, and
is to consist of a grand-organ, a pedal-organ,
and a swell-organ.

A vestry has lately been erected at the south

side of the church
;
for this we are sorry, as it

hides the east end, which, with its window
rustications and other work, was picturesque,

and gave the church a loftier appearance,
hemmed in as it is by warehouses.

(To be continued.)

ARCHITECTURAL ABUSES.

No. I.

—

Norman Architecture.
For many years past has the architectural

world flowed with precept and criticism, which,
had such precept and criticism been all sound and
tending to the right end, they should most cer-

tainly have banished every abuse, have produced
a code of just architectural canons, and have
raised a modern school of English architec-

ture which should have been honourable in

our time, enduring in fame, and would have

gradually wrought throughout the world a be-

neficial change, to be remembered as the truth-

ful Anglo mode of architecture of the nine-

teenth century.

But after deluge upon deluge of precept,

canon, denunciation, strait-lacing, loquations

upon taste, discourses upon decoration, long-

headed searchings into constructive princi-

ples, every thing of this kind seems thrown
overboard

;
the vessel of Architecture may

pilot itself
;
as for an architectural compass

to steer by, who ever heard of such a

thing, except in the hands of plodding
fools? in fact, architectural lawfulness now
consists in the lawlessness of every man
doing that which is right in his own eyes

—

whatsoever his soul lusteth after, without re-

straint of architectural Decalogue or other
statute. Is there a mean and corrupt emana-
tion of good old architecture? Adopt it. Was
there in any age of building a certain style

universally condemned for containing abuses?
Regardless of future fame, and of thebusy hands
of the next who have to do with the same edi-

fice, who, under the plea of correction, will

pull the work all in tatters, copy it without a

sin omitted, but with many added. Is there

a mode of roofing over edifices at which the

prudent shake their heads? Leap into the

gulf of imprudence, and batter your walls with

those timbers which ought to hold them toge-

ther. In fine, is there any thing which a

foolish man not a builder would be laughed at

for doing? Do it,—do it with a good heart

!

We have addressed ourselves so far to that

class of persons upon whom good advice is lost,

or who, if any thing of doubtful policy chance
to come from a wise instructor, out of per-

verseness avoid it, for fear it should be good,

though the like coming from a fool would be

admired and adopted as the profundity of ex-

cellence.

Knowing that the enemies of orthodox
architecture are legion, and that an ignoble

army of martvrs is warring against, and annihi-

lating the funds of the church and public,

while we, if not single-handed, cannot wield so
many weapons, we shall endeavour to imitate

that noble conqueror, the Duke of Wellington,
at the battle of Waterloo, who, attacked by a

larger army, contented himself with beating off

and destroying the assailants singly, till, long
persevering, he at length saw the vantage-
time. So we, attacking singly the abuses of
architecture, as they chance to assail, shall be
content to annihilate them one by one, and
when we have reduced them, and have the

residue ready for striking on the hip, we shall

bring out our reserves, and, like Wellington,
exclaim, “ Up guards

,
and at ’em!”

The first abuse which we have the courage
to attack is the re-introduction of NORMAN
ARCHITECTURE.

Perhaps the whole history of architecture

does not contain any thing else so scandalous
and silly as the re-introduction of this species

of Romanesque building.

In the twelfth century, a mighty stride was
made in the construction of architecture

;
this

was the almost simultaneous use all over Eu-
rope, of the pointed arch. We do not, on the
present occasion, mean to hazard any opinion
as to who invented the pointed arch, and
where it was first used, or to enlarge upon
its taste, but merely to speak as to its intro-

duction, which was a mighty stride in architec-

ture, and changed the whole face of it.

Certain it is, that after the pointed arch
came into use, it was universally adopted

;
few

years were required for the entire explosion

of the use of semicircular Norman or Roman-
esque arches—and when once pointed arches

came into use, no return was ever made to the

employment of Romanesque arches durjng the

whole time that Pointed architecture flourished;

nor could any such return have taken place

without a violation of that common sense,

which, along with refined intellect, shews
itself to the philosophical inquirer, amid all

the seeming wildness of the inventions of

Pointed Architecture. After the discovery of

the properties of the pointed arch, in which
are omitted the crown-work of Roman and
Romanesque arches, which, banging in jeo-

pardy, made constant war upon the abutments,
endeavouring to overthrow them, no return to

the former immature style of building could

possibly take place till the foundation of the

advanced art of architecture was sapped
;
and

this was actually the case.

It is the duty of an architect, as it is of

every wise man, to effect the most with the

least means: he, therefore, who returns to

the use of the Norman style is extremely
blameworthy, for he wastes a vast quantity of
material in the larger and heavier abutments
which his arches require. His work is far less
safe, and is calculated to be far less durable.
At first, when the Freemasons came to adopt
the pointed arch, they were so delighted with
its economy, its comparative safety, and the
wonderful loftiness which it enabled an edifice
to assume with a given outlay, that the charm
occasioned them to be over-daring. Edifices
of a wonderful thinness, and often of a nature
wonderfully aspiring, were piled aloft; but ex-
perience proved that sometimes they were
over-confident in an art which as yet required
the practiced experience to be obtained alone
by the actual fabrication of many exemplars.
Hence, in many of the very early specimens
of Pointed Architecture, the abutments, being
scarcely a tithe of that which they were in
Norman Architecture, the slender sustaining
masses were thrust out of perpendicular, and
during the very progress of the work remedies
had to be applied for preventing further settle-

ment and derangement of the masses of the
buildings then rising.

In the vaunted Temple-church, London,
which is an early, very immature specimen of
Pointed Architecture, with the Freemason ic ma-
gical system of vaulting and abutment but little

developed, the vaulting over the central avenue
being wider than those over the aisles, and
springing immediately from the slender, de-
tached columns, has obtained the mastery, and,
expanding, has thrust over the supporting co-

lumns
;
while the vaults over the north and

south aisles of the fabric have, by the pressure,

collapsed from their summits, and become nar-

rower at their feet, being unable to move the

ponderous buttressed flank-walls of the church,
Those who have praised this Temple-church,

and have recommended it as a model proper for

modern imitation, are ignorant of architectural

construction
;
their advice is pernicious, and, if

followed, would lead to squandering and
similar failure.

In the fully-developed Pointed Church archi-
tecture, the central avenue was lightly carried
up as the clere-story, and instead of the energy
of the central vaulting being discharged against
the vaultings of the aisles, so as to make them
collapse, the pressure of the central vaulting
was carried above the aisles, and continued,
without mischief, down to the solid work of the
wall-piers and buttresses, the pinnacles rising

above the impinging-places of the pressure, di-

verging it within the heart of this solid abutment.

CHANCEL OF BARFRESTON CHURCH, KENT,
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The example which we exhibit with this

article is from Barfreston Church, Kent, copied

from a drawing1 byWm.Twopenny, Esq., and is

introduced for the purpose ot shewing the ulti-

mate condition into which Norman architec-

ture must fall. However strongly built, and

with whatever expense of abutment, time is

sure to bring all Norman edifices into the

same falling, settled, and decrepit state in

which Pointed Architecture, which is erected

with flimsy and insufficient abutment surely

come9.

In this specimen will be seen where the

abutments have given way, how they have

been forced over by the injurious arch-crowns

pendent in jeopardy; and in addition will be

observed where occur the cracks in the arches.

Now these are precisely at the places where

the Freemasons, after they had acquired a

right knowledge of the use of pointed arches,

would have left off carrying up an arch any

further, for the portions of these Romanesque
semicircular arches which remain below the

fractured arch-crowns comparatively sound,

are just such portions of the arched-work as

would, if brought so as to meet together, form

pointed arches
;
the decrepitude of age which

had fallen upon innumerable buildings at the

time no doubt taught the Freemasons, as soon

as pointed arches came into use, how much
lighter, cheaper, sounder, and more durable

than semicircular arches they were; and what

a culpable folly it would have been to return

to the use of Romanesque arches at the

expense of soundness, wisdom, and cost vastly

increased.

Lately, a semicircular vault of a church fell,

and slew the clergyman
;
now, if the vaulting

over that building had been aFreemasonic vault

of Pointed Architecture, aspiring loftily,

—

though thin,—broad, yet scarcely leaving its

bed,—with scarcely any part of it so tilted as to

slide from its seat under the shock of an earth-

quake,—and restrained with the economical

refinement of abutment which in the glorious

day8 of Pointed Architecture was perfected,

—

no such accident could have occurred.

There is at present afloat a most irrational

and false idea that Norman architecture is

cheap. Norman architecture is not cheap,

but dear
;

it is considered to be cheap, because

it may be made plain, coarse, and rude; but

the ancients made it not plain, nor in their

idea either coarse or rude, but adorned it with

all the curious entail (much of it deduced

from Grecian and Byzantine architecture) of

which they were capable.

A small compliment is it to the builders of

the so-called Norman architecture to copy

from them the by-gone science of which they

would never again themselves have made use

after the discovery and development of Point-

ed Architecture, retaining that which they

would not have retained, unless it be possible

to imagine they would have become fools, and

stripped it of the zig-zag, fillet, chevron,

flower-work, hatching, scroll, and other de-

corations, of which even the Pointed archi-

tects continued to make use for some time

after that discovery with which they became
so much enraptured.

We can feel as keenly as any one the sub-

limity of effect produced by the contrasting of

its broad and massive piers and other parts, with

rich carvings of a primitive aspect
;
but legi-

timate architecture requires something more
;

it must be built with the most advanced
science of the time, or it becomes an affair of

the profligate spendthrift, and is the only thing

of the day of stark folly.

The Cambridge Camden Society, in foster-

ing the Norman style of architecture, has given

a blow to its reputation, which, if it had not

sinned too deeply in other respects, it could

never survive. Cambridge, celebrated for its

mathematical knowledge, has received an un-

dutiful and unfilial blow, from the pupils of its

University, so long famed for science, by pro-

mulgating such a Cimmerian darkness of igno-

rance in this as well as so many other subjects

of architecture, a circumstance totally unpa-

ralleled in the history of architecture, and
academic daring.

Intoxicated by the shallowness of knowledge,
evinced in the publications of this frivolous

society, in the most culpable ignorance, have
these semi-skin-deep triflers sent Norman de-

signs to New Zealand, while at home, in their

very Cambridge, verily in their little pet the

Round Church, the walls were thrust over by the

weight of the crowns of the Romanesque arches

operating against them ;
and though, too, over

their very heads, some of the arch-stones were

loose and falling out, a thing never seen in

true-pointed arches, which generally remain up

and tight, and very often halves of them so re-

main when the other part of the work has been

wrenched away.

Very long the Government Church Com-
missioners refused to admit or to sanction any

design for a church in the Norman style
;

but,

first, the Incorporated Society for the Promotion

of the Building and Enlarging of Churches

and Chapels gave way, under evil advice, that

society having never been half so prudent as

the Government Commissioners
;
and at length

the Commission itself relaxed into the same

imprudence.
This abuse, which is disgraceful to the

nineteenth century, must, with many other

subjects of complaint, be remedied.

Those who erect modern Norman churches,

waste one-third of the outlay, make them sen-

sitive to the slightest settlement, retreneh

their duration one-half, and render them rude,

bald, shabby, and unworthy of the refinement

and philosophy of the age. a

PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ., PROFESSOR

OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

{Continuedfrom p. 256.)

In those regions ofthe waters which are undis-

turbed by tidal action, and in the absence of

the requisite degree of heat, are favourable to

the accumulation of sands, these pure and un-

mixed beds are forming in the present day; but

the conditions under which they were primarily

formed onlv exist now in a modified form, for

we can hardly conceive any portion of the

ocean wholly free from lime, magnesia, and
other compounds, which, uniting with the sands,

form so extensive and indefinable a class of

rocks and mineral beds as is known to us in

the present day. Many of the ancient beds of

sand, sandstone, and quartzose rocks, were

therefore produced from causes differing from

those existing in the present day, the waters

were then pure, being in parts and primarily

entirelyfree from other earths exceptsilica, and

this notion is further strengthened by the ap-

pearance of the lower beds of the earth, as

well as some of the quartzose rocks, all of

them so far as our discoveries have extended,

being of homogeneous qualities, all traces

of organic remains having disappeared.

From these primary bodies formed and still

forming within the waters, and changing in

form and combination within and upon the

earth, we turn to the next stage of combina-
tion and the results produced by the intro-

duction of other matters. In those aqueous

regions which, like the Red Sea, the Per-

sian Gulf, and parts of the Great Pacific and
Southern Oceans, are still unaffected by the

tidal action of rivers, and the consequent depo-

sition of vegetable earths and animal matters

from these rivers, the sands and larger aggre-

gate bodies covering the plains of the deep or

forming hill and mountain masses are united

in variable proportions with marine earths

only, such as lime and magnesia, iron and
animal matters, the sand9 vary in their form

and qualities, being coarse or fine, free of

larger aggregates, or uniting in their composi-

tion the fragments and bodies of mollusca,

Crustacea, and other species of the deep. In

the progress of time the waters in localities

disappear, and this oceanic soil becomes the

subjectof other influences
;
and as in the former

instance ofsandsand the consequent changes pro-

duced by unity of parts, so is it with calcareous

matters ": the vast sedimentary depositions co-

here at first as a mere mass of conglomerate, but

as the body in all its parts becomes affected by

atmospheric and chemical action, so its parts

undergo a physical change, the larger aggre-

gates, having definite proportions of particular-

earths in their composition, produce in change
certain determinable results which constitute

the varieties of hornblende and hornblende

rocks, and another distinguishing characteristic

of many species of granite.

Again, turn to another region of the waters,

in which some great river discharges its

contents abstracted from the fertile soil over

which it flows: here we have mixtures of

soils, of the land and of the ocean, in some
places continuously blending together, in others,

periodically deposited; the first forming beds

of uniform composition, the latter continuous

successions of layers of earths
;

each inter-

mediate layer having composition and cha-

racter peculiar to the aqueous region in which
it is proposed, and to the animal and vegetable

species from which it is produced. In its

second stage we see it standing above the

waters as a constituent part of the dry land.

Does it continue in this its primary condition?

Most assuredly it does not—its aggregate

masses cohere, are affected by atmospheric

influences or chemical action, and these

masses, or aggregates, pass by transi-

tion into felspar or felspathic rock, or

such other forms and combinations as local

affections may determine. Thus, where there

is an excess of land vegetable and animal

matters, micaceous bodies are produced.

In all these changes and vicissitudes which
inorganic bodies undergo, we have the in-

controvertible evidence of a beginning of

things, the gradual development and increase

of organic matters
;

the gradual appearance

and increase of the beds of the earth spread

over one another, uniformly and continuing

to increase, so long as the causes which pro-

duced them continue to exist
;
and gradually or

suddenly ceasing and giving place to varieties,

or to objects and things of another form and

composition. In the after changes we see

no violence done to nature, other than that

effected by atmospheric or chemical action;

the bodies agglutinated become one perfect

result, but still, in this intimate union passing

through further changes peculiar to themselves.

Sir Richard Phillips truly observes, that “ it

is the proper object of philosophy to investi-

gate the mechanism of causes, or to determine

those proximate means or secondary causes

by which natural phenomena are produced.”

To know the nature and origin of bodies

and the conditions under which they exist,

or by which they are enabled to assume other

forms and properties, and to enter into other

combinations, is the proud aim of all our

inquiries, and the means by which we are

enabled to assert our superiority over all

created forms, and to render nature subservient

to our uses. All the elemental works on
geology teach you that granite is an igneous

product, and here all further inquiry is supposed

to cease ;
but passing by these narrow notions

as incompatible with the present age of inquiry,

my endeavour is to give a more correct, a more
rational explanation of phenomena, tracing in

the steps of nature from the beginning to the

ultimate result
;

for, inasmuch as in a particular

species of bird we can form no true conception

of the egg from whence it was produced, or on
viewing the egg, we can form no true con-

ception of the bird, other than by observation,

so it is in petralogy
;

to know and understand

the nature and origin of rock, we must by
observation observe it in all phases, from the

beginning to the ultimate result.

Although granite is one of the hardest and
most durable of all rocks, and in dry climates

may be said to be indestructible, it is never-

theless subject to disintegration in this and
many other countries, the extent of its dura-

bility depending upon its crystalline structure,

and the nature of its material. Exposed to the

action of waters, it rapidly decomposes, its

exterior surface peeling away, and the rents

and fissures continually widening, it is apt to

separate in large masses, and to assume most
extraordinary forms of large artificial structures.

At Huelgonet in Lower Brittany, and also in

the Vosges, enormous masses are seen piled

on one another, forming very singular groups;

the granites being here divided into masses by
fissures, which are filled up with granite

possessing less solidity
;

this latter is sooner

acted upon by atmospheric agency, and by
its disintegration the masses become partly

detached, and adopt various positions. This
singular appearance is often observable in the

East, in the now dried-up beds of lakes.

Sowerby makes mention of a curious kind
of granite found in the Island of Corsica,

termed orbicular granite, it has a basis of or-

dinary grey granite which, however, in most
parts exhibits a considerable portion of horn-

blende. Its particular characteristic is a
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number of bails from one to two inches in

diameter, each composed of several concentric

and perfectly parallel layers, the outermost of
which, generally white, opaque, and two or

three times thick, is composed of quartz
and felspar blended in various proportions, and
exhibiting a radiated appearance, rather con-
verging towards the centre of the ball. The
second layer, which is a greenish black colour
and about one line thick, is composed of fine

laminar hornblende, and this is surrounded by
a white generally translucent quartz layer of
about four or five lines in thickness, inclusive

of two or three very fine layers of hornblende,
that are generally seen within the substance of

this third principal layer. Each of these

layers is generally of equal thickness in the
whole of its circumference, these three parts

may be considered as the coating
;
the inte-

rior of the ball is less defined than the sur-

rounding layers; it consists of a blackish and
a whitish substance, the former surrounded by
and passing into the latter, the centre of which
is usually a dark grey spot.

The use of granite for architectural and
economical purposes was well known to

the ancient Egyptians, their most splendid

monuments, and many articles of domestic use
and ornament, being of this material, and the
fine polish still remaining on many of these
colossal remains attests a degree of skill not

to be surpassed by sculptors and lapidaries of
the present day. In Europe it is now abso-
lutely necessary for many of the economical
purposes of life, and would he very extensively

used for building and ornamental purposes
were it not for the very great expense attend-

ing its cutting and polishing. Its use is more
amply displayed in Petersburg than perhaps
any other capital in the world

;
not only are

the imperial and other palaces built of this

material, but many of the ordinary dwellings
have their lower parts lined with slabs of
it. The left bank of the great river Neva,
from the foundry to the Gulf of Cron-
stadt, and both banks of the Fonbanka and of
the Catharine Canal, are lined with high walls

constructed of such slabs, as are many bridges
over the Neva, their balustrades, &c., being
also composed of the like material. The
pillars, stairs, balconies, &c., in the palace of

Cronstadt are almost all of the finest kinds of

granite. Those employed for ornamental pur-

poses are cut and polished by lapidaries, but

others are worked by the peasantry, and are

left in their rough state. The gigantic rock-

pedestal, on which the equestrian statue of
Peter the Great stands, is one solid mass of
granite.

In this country, from being a costly mate-
rial, it is less extensively employed in orna-
mental works, still we have many splendid

specimens of British granites, as monuments,
bridges, and internal decorations

;
of these

Waterloo-bridge stands the most prominent.
Quarried in the rough, it is most extensively

used in street paving and macadamizing, the
latter plan being the most ready way conceiv-
able of converting it into mud, the granite being
first broken into small pieces, mixed with sand
and water, and then ground down to powder by
the iron-bound wheels of vehicles of every de-
scription. This theoretic fallacy is giving
way to the new fashion of wooden pavements,
which threatens to banish granite altogether

from the streets, or to confine it to their curbs
and crossings alone.

The Metropolitan Improvements.

—

The Commissioners of Woods and Forests
hive, by their auctioneer, just disposed of
some houses in High-street and Essex-street,

Whitechapel, which are upon the line of the

new street to be formed from Shoreditch
Church to the London and St. Katherine’s
Docks. Upon their removal, with the old

buildings at the back of them, there will then
be a direct opening to Spitalfields Church.
Considerable progress has been made, during
the last few weeks, with the improvements
in this neighbourhood.

City of London School.—The statue of

John Carpenter, founder of the City of London
School, which has been executed by Mr. S.

Nixon, is now fixed under the north window
of the staircase: this took place in the presence

of the Lord Mayor, members of the Common
Council, and the School Committee.

A BILL FOR THE BETTER PREVENTION
OF DAMAGE BY FIRE IN THE METRO-
POLIS AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.

[Note.—The words printed in Italics in the
body of the clauses are proposed to be in-

serted in the committee.]

Preamble.—Whereas by the several pro-
visions of an Act specified in the schedule (A.)
to this Act annexed, provision was made for

the prevention of damage by fire in the metro-
polis and the neighbourhood thereof

;

But forasmuch as many of such provisions
are now inapplicable or defective, it is expe-
dient to amend the same.

General Provisions.

—

1 . Operation ofAct.
—Certain Provisions repealed of Building Act,
14 Geo. 3, c. 78 (1774).—Now tor that purpose,
and especially with relation to the service of
water, the supply of engines, and other neces-
sary implements, and to the rewards to be
given to engineers and other persons for the

prompt service of engines
;
be it enacted, by

the Queen’s most excellent Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this

present Parliament assembled, and by the au-

thority of the same, with regard to this Act
generally, so far as relates to the operation
thereof in reference to time, that it shall come
into operation from and after the first day of
January

,
one thousand eight hundredandforty

-

five

;

and that thereupon the several provisions
set forth in the said schedule (A.) hereunto
annexed, shall be and are hereby repealed.

2. Constructionof Words.—And beitdeclared
with regard to this Act generally, so far as

relates to the construction of certain terms
and expressions used herein, that the follow-

ing terms and expressions are intended to have
the meanings hereby assigned to them respec-

tively, so far as such meanings are not ex-

cluded by the context or by the nature of the

subject matter; that is to say:—
Building.—The word “ Building ” to in-

clude all buildings of what nature and kind
soever, not excepting royal palaces and build-

ings in the possession of her Majesty, her

heirs and successors, or employed for her

Majesty’s use or service.

Parish. — The word “ Parish ” to include

all parochial districts and extra-parochial

places in which separate churchwardens, over-

seers, or constables are appointed
;
and also

where two or more parishes have been united

for ecclesiastical purposes, the word “ Parish ”

is to include such united parishes.

Churchwarden. — The words “Church-
warden and Overseers ” to apply to the over-

seers of the poor in every precinct or place

not having a churchwarden
;

and in every

extra-parochial place not having either a

churchwarden or an overseer, to apply to the

constable, if any, or in default of the constable,

to any officer performing the duties usually

performed by churchwardens, or overseers,

or constables.

The word “ Month ” to mean calendar

month.

Official Referees.—The term “ Official Re-
ferees ” to mean the persons appointed to be

official referees of metropolitan buildings in

pursuance of an Act passed in the present

session of Parliament, and commonly called
“ the Metropolitan Buildings Act.”

Justice of the Peace.—The term “ Justice

of the Peace ” to mean a justice of the peace

for the county or city within which shall arise

any suhject-matter of which a justice of the

peace is made cognizant by this Act; unless

it arise within the city of London, or the liber-

ties thereof, in reference to which any matter

or thing elsewhere required or authorized to

be done by two justices of the peace may be

done by the Lord Mayor of the city of London,

or by any two justices of the peace for the

said city.

Local Officers.—And, generally, whensoever
the name of an officer having local jurisdic-

tion in respect of his office is referred to,

without mention of the locality to which the

jurisdiction extends, such reference is to he

understood to indicate the officer having juris-

diction in that place within which the subject-

matter to which such reference applies doth

arise or is situate.

Singular and Plural numbers.—Masculine

and Feminine genders.—Individuals and Cor-

porations.—And, subject as aforesaid to the

context, and to the nature of the subject-

matter, words importing the singular number
are to be understood to apply also to a plurality
of persons or things; and words importing
the masculine gender are to be understood to
apply also to persons of the feminine gender;
and words importing an individual are to be
understood to apply also to a corporation or
company, or other body or association of
persons.

3. limits of Act.—And be it enacted, with
regard to this Act generally, so far as relates
to ihe operation thereof, in reference to lo-

calities, that the operation of this Act shall
extend to all places within the following limits;
that is to say,

—

To all such places lying on the north or
left bank of the river Thames as are
within the exterior boundaries of the
parishes of Fulham, Kensington, Padding-
ton, Hampstead, Hornsey, Tottenham,
Saint Pancras, Islington, Stoke Newing-
ton, Hackney, Stratford, Bromley, Poplar,
and Shadweil:

And to such part of the parish of Chelsea
as lies to the north of the said parish of
Kensington :

And to all such parts and places lying on
the south or right bank of the said river

as are within the exterior boundaries of

the parishes of Woolwich, Charlton,

Greenwich, Lee, Lewisham, Camberwell,
Lambeth, Streatham, Tooting, and Wands-
worth :

And to all places lying within two hundred
yards from the exterior boundaries of the

district hereby defined.

4. Power to extend the limits of Act.—Appli-

cation of Act.—And be it enacted, with regard

to this Act generally, so far as relates to the

application thereof to other parts and places

in the neighbourhood of the districts appointed

by this Act, whether such districts immedi-

ately adjoin such parts or places or not, that if,

from the growing increase of the population

or otherwise, it shall appear to her Majesty

in Council to he expedient that the provisions

of this Act should be extended to any place

within twelve miles of Charing-cross, in the

city of Westminster, then it shall be lawful for

her Majesty in Council to direct, by order in

Council, that at or from a time to be named in

such order, the provisions of thisActare toapply

to such places
;
and that at or from such time

all such provisions, of whatever nature, whether

penal or otherwise, so far as they shall be ca-

pable of application to such places, shall and

are hereby declared to apply thereto, as if

such places were expressly named herein.

Service of Water.—5. Providing andfix-

ing offire-plugs, 8>c.— Order by official referees.

— Owners of water-works to fix plugs, 8;c .

—

Refixing of plugs on the removal of pipes—
Expense of plugs and boxes.—Reference of
disputes to official referees.—Award of official

referees thereon.—Penalty for not providing

fire-plugs.—And now, for the purpose of

making provision for the service of water

for the extinction of fire : be it enacted, with

•egard to the fire-plugs, fire-cocks, and other

ipparatus for such service, so far as relates

.o the providing and fixing thereof, that if

my office for insurance against loss by fire,

>r the commissioners of the metropolitan

aolice, or the churchwardens or overseers or

constable of any parish or place, or any in-

aabitant, apply to the official referees of

Metropolitan buildings to direct such appa-

ratus to be fixed at any one point or place,

ar more, then it shall be the duty of the official

eferees, and they are hereby required, to

nquire into the matter, and to order and

nvard that the owners of water-works, the

Mains of which lie within the limits ot this

Act, do fix such apparatus at any such points

>r places as to the said official referees shall

ippear proper, having regard to the proximity

>f buildings to the mains of any such water-

works, and to the opening of streets, and to

my other circumstances which render a supply

M water necessary or expedient, or which

will render the service thereof more easy and

efficient for the purpose ;
but not so as to

require that such fire-plugs, or other such

ipparatus, shall be fixed with any less interval

than fifty yards
;
and that upon such order and

award being made, it shall be the duty of

the owners of such waterworks, and they

n-e hereby required, to provide and to fix such

apparatus, and to protect the same by proper

iron boxes, and from time to time to repair
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such apparatus and boxes; and that if the

mains or pipes be removed, or changed or

altered, then it shall be the duty of such owners

of waterworks, and they are hereby required,

to replace and fix like apparatus, in the same

or like situations, and at the same distances,

or as near as conveniently may be
;
and that

the expense of any such apparatus and boxes

(except when the same shall have been oc

casioned bv the removal of the mains and pipes,

or other act of owners of waterworks) shall be

borne by the parishes and places within which

they may be situate, out of the funds by this

Act provided for the purposes thereof
;
and

that if at any time there arise any dispute or

question as to such works, or as to the manner
in which such works shall be executed, or

as to the expense thereof, then such dispute

or question shall be referred to the official

referees
;
and that thereupon, for such purpose,

as well as for the purpose of the first inquiry

as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for them, and

they are hereby required, to make such order

and award in respect of the matter in question,

and in respect of the costs of the reference to

them, as to them shall seem fit
;
and for that

purpose to authorize such survey of the works
or place in question, and to examine witnesses

on oath or otherwise, and to require the pro-

duction of papers, as they shall think necessary,

for determining the matter in question; and
their award, duly signed and sealed, according

to the provisions in that behalf of a certain Act
passed, or to be passed, in the present session

of parliament for regulating the construction

and use of buildings in the metropolis and its

neighbourhood, shall be final
;
and that if the

owners of such waterworks fail to comply
with the provisions of this Act in this behalf,

or with such order and award, either as regards
the providing, the fixing, the protecting or the

repairing, replacing and fixing such apparatus

and protection boxes as aforesaid, then they

shall forfeit for every fire-plug and fire-cock so

wilfully omitted to be provided, placed or fixed,

or replaced and fixed, the penalty of ten pounds.

6. Service ofMainsfor extinction of Fires .

—

Penally .

—

And be it enacted, with regard to

the several waterworks, so far as relates to the

service of the mains with water for the extinc-

tion of fires, that at all times it shall be the

duty of the owners of the several waterworks,
the mains of which lie within the limits of this

Act, and they are hereby required, to keep

such mains duly charged with water
;
and that

if such owners fail so to duly charge such
mains, then, on conviction thereof, they shall

forfeit for every wilful default in that behalf a

sum not exceeding ten pounds.

7. Access to fffalerworks.—Penalty.—And
be it enacted, with regard to such several water-

works, so far as relates to access thereto, that

it shall be the duty of the owners of the several

waterworks, the mains of which lie within the

limits of this Act, and they are hereby required,

to cause duplicate keys of all the branch mains
within every parish to be deposited at the

engine-house for such parish, and at the

nearest police station
;
and that if such owners

fail so to do, then, on conviction thereof, they

shall forfeit for every wilful default in that

behalf a sum not exceeding ten pounds.

Firk-engines.— 8. Supply of Fire-engines

,

8;c. by Parishes.— Retention of old Engines .

—

Report thereonbyChurchwardens.—NoRewards
for Engines not so kept.—Sale of old Engines.
—Application of Proceeds.

—

And be it enacted,

with regard to fire-engines and implements, so
far as relates to the supply thereof, that at all

times hereafter it shall be the duty of the
churchwardens and overseers of every parish
within the limits aforesaid, and they are here-

by required, to have, and to keep in good order
and repair, and in some known and public
place within such parish, at least one large

engine and one set of scaling-ladders, and such
other implements and things as are required
and specified in the Schedule (B.) hereunto
annexed

;
in the proportion of one engine, one

set of scaling-ladders, one set of the requisite

implements, in respect of every one hundred
and fifty thousand pounds of the rental assessed

to the poor-rate of such parish
;
and that it

shall be lawful for such churchwardens and
overseers, and they are hereby authorized, to

retain and keep in repair, or purchase or
otherwise obtain, any other engine-ladders, im-
plements, or things whatsoever not conforma-
ble to the directions of this Act

;
and that

within two months after Easter in each year,

and from time to time, it shall be the duty of

the churchwardens and overseers, and they are

hereby required, to report to the petty sessions

of the’ division within which such parish shall

be situate, the state of the said engines, ladders,

and other implements and things
;
and that no

reward shall be payable under the provisions

hereinafter contained, in respect of any engine

which shall not be of the dimensions and so

provided as by this Act directed
:

provided

always, with regard to such engines, ladders,

implements, and things whatsoever, so far as

relates to the disposal of such of them as shall

not be conformable to the requisitions of this

Act, or such of them as shall exceed the num-
ber hereby required, that from time to time it

shall be lawful for the churchwardens and

overseers of every parish within the limits of

this Act, and they are hereby authorized, sub-

ject to the consent of the majority of the

parishioners in vestry assembled,—or if there

be a select vestry, then subject to the consent

duly given of such select vestry,—to make sale

and dispose of such engines, ladders, imple-

ments, and things in any way which may be

deemed proper
;
and with regard to the pro-

ceeds thereof, when so sold and disposed of,

so far as relates to the application of such pro-

ceeds, that it shall be the duty of such church-

wardens and overseers to apply the same in

the same manner as any rate levied for the

relief of the poor, or as any other fund by or

by means of which the costs of such engines

and other implements shall have been origi-

nally defrayed.

9. Preservation of Engines.— Repair of
Engine

,
Hose, Ladders, 8jc.—Penally.

—

And
be it enacted, with regard to parish-engines

and implements, so far as relates to the pre-

servation thereof, that it shall be the duty of

the churchwardens and overseers of every

parish within the limits aforesaid, and they

are hereby required, to provide one engine-

house or more, sufficient to contain as well

every such large engine as the scaling-ladders

and other implements hereinbefore required to

be kept by every such parish
;
and that if any

churchwarden or overseer of any parish neg-

lect to have and keep in good repair every

such large engine, hose, ladders, and other

implements or any of them, or to make reports

thereof as aforesaid, then he shall forfeit for

every such default a sum not exceeding ten

pounds.
10. Access to Engines.—Duplicate Keys .

—

And be it enacted, with regard to parish-

engines, so far as relates to access thereto,

that at all times it shall be the duty of the

engine-keeper in every parish, and he is here-

by required, to live within two hundred yards

of the engine-house, and to keep a key of such

engine-house
;
and that it shall be the duty of

the churchwardens and overseers, and they are

hereby required, to deposit duplicate keys of

the engine-house at the nearest police-station,

and also with every one of the four men
whose duty it shall be to work the respective

engines.

1 1
. Quarterly working ofEngines, &>c.—Re-

sidence of Engine-workers.—Quarterly Fees to

lPorkers of Engines, and to others working at

Fires.

—

And be it enacted, with regard to

parish-engines, so far as relates to the trial

and proving thereof, that it shall be the duty
of the churchwardens to employ at least four

able men to work every engine and try the

ladders and implements hereinbefore required

to be provided by the respective parishes

within the limits of this Act, once in every
three months; and that it shall be the duty of

such men, and they are hereby required, to

reside in the immediate neighbourhood of the

respective engine-houses, and to work and to

assist in working such engines and implements
on all occasions of fire within their respective

parishes; and that such persons shall be paid

by the churchwardens and overseers of their

respective parishes a quarterly fee, as specified

in the table of fees and rewards in Schedule
(C.) hereunto annexed

;
and that it shall also

be the duty of the churchwardens, in every

parish in which any fire may originate, and
they are hereby required, to pay unto as many
persons as may be required to work such en-

gines such compensation as shall be usually

paid in similar cases by the several companies
for insurance against loss by fire.

12. Reivards.—And be it enacted, with re-

gard to rewards, so far as relates to the amount
,
thereof, that the turncocks, firemen, and other

persons respectively mentioned in the Schedule

(C.) hereunto annexed, shall be paid by the

churchwardens and overseers the rewards spe-

cified in the said schedule.

13. Distribution and payment of Rewards.

—

Consent of Justices.—And be it enacted, with

regard to such rewards, so far as relates to the

distribution and payment thereof, that if a fire

happen in any parish, then, on its being proved

by the testimony of two or more credible wit-

nesses to a justice of the peace that some part

of the building in which the fire happened, or

any fixtures therein, shall have been scorched

by such fire, it shall be the duty of such justice,

and he is hereby required, to issue an order,

under his hand and seal, to the churchwardens
and overseers, directing them to pay such re-

wards as such justice shall find to be due under

the provisions of this Act; and that, thereupon,

it shall be the duty of the churchwardens and

overseers of such parish, and they are hereby

required, to pay such rewards.

14. Repayment of Rewards by Parties causing

Fires .— Proceedings of Justices.— Non-ap-
pearance of Party offending.—Distress.—And
be it enacted, with regard to such rewards, so

far as relates to the repayment thereof, that if

any fire occur in a chimney only, or be occa-

sioned by the taking fire of any chimney only,

then the occupier of any room or apartment

to which any such chimney belongs, being a

lodger or inmate to or with any tenant, renter

or holder of any building, of which such room
or apartment is part, or, if such chimney be-

long* not to any such lodger or inmate, then

the tenant, renter or occupier of the building

wherein any such fire as last mentioned first

begins, shall be liable to reimburse and pay to

the churchwarden and overseers all rewards or

other recompenses made pursuant to the direc-

tions of this Act, in respect of any such fire, or

such part of such rewards, as any justice of the

peace, upon theapplicationandcomplaintofsuch

churchwarden, and hearing the party complained

against, shall, under his hand and seal, award
and direct

;
and that, to the end that such jus-

tice may be better enabled to award and direct

what may in any such case be just and reason-

able, it shall bejawful for such justice, and he

is hereby authorized, to summon before him
the party complained against on the matter of

any such complaint, and all persons able to

give evidence touching the premises, of whom
he shall have notice or information

;
and to

examine them upon oath (which the said jus-

tice is hereby empowered and required to ad-

minister without fee or reward)
;
and that if,

on being so summoned, the party complained

against fail to appear, then it shall be lawful

for the said justice, and he is hereby autho-

rized, to proceed to examine the matter of the

complaint and such evidence as is produced
;

and thereupon to make such award and direc-

tion as shall be just and reasonable, and as if

the party making such default of appearance
had been present and had been heard in his

defence
;
and that if, within fourteen days after

demand of any sum of money so awarded and
directed to be reimbursed or repaid to any
such churchwarden and overseers, such sum
be not so reimbursed or repaid, then, on ap-

plication being made to such justice or any
justice, it shall be his duty to grant a warrant,

under his hand and seal, empowering such

churchwarden and overseers to levy every sum
awarded or other recompense so directed to be

paid, or such part thereof as shall have been

so awarded and directed, by distress and sale

of the goods and chattels of the party making
default of payment, or of any goods or chattels

found in the room or apartment to which such

chimney belongs, where such fire began, or in

any other part of any house or building whereof
such room or apartment is part.

15. Fire-Engines, fyc. to be paid for out of
Poor Rates.—Levy and Recovery of Rates.—

-

Accountability of Officers.—And be it enacted,

with regard to the funds requisite for the pur-

poses of this Act, so far as relates to the raising

thereof to defray the charges of providing and
maintaining such fire-plugs and fire-cocks, and
other apparatus for the service of water, and
such fire-engines, and other implements and
materials, and such ladders and such engine-

houses, and the payment of engine-keepers and
other persons employed to work the engines,
and the payment of the rewards directed by
this Act; that from time to time, as often as

there shall be occasion, subject to the consent

of the majority of such inhabitants as shall be
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at any vestry or any other public meeting; of
such parish duly assembled, or subject to the
consent, duly given, of any select vestry, it

shall be lawful for the churchwardens and
overseers of the poor of the several parishes
within the limits of this Act, or the major part
of them, and they are hereby authorized, to

levy, raise, or apply any rates for the purposes
of this Act; and out of the moneys tobe received
thereby, or out of the moneys to be raised or
received by any poor-rate made or to be made
for the relief of the poor of every such parish
respectively, or by any especial rate to be made
for the purpose of this Act, to pay, apply, and
dispose of such sum of money as may be requi-
site for the ends aforesaid, in like manner as

by law may be done for the maintenance and
relief of the poor

;
and that on every such espe-

cial rate which shall be so made, being allowed
and confirmed in like manner as the rates
made for the relief of the poor are or ought
to be allowed or confirmed, and subject to the
like appeal as in cases of rates made for the
relief of the poor, it shall be lawful to levy
and recover such rate in the same manner as

the rates made for the relief of the poor now
may or ought to be levied and recovered

;
and

that the said churchwardens and overseers
shall be accountable for the same, and be liable

to the like pains and commitments for not ac-
counting for the same

;
and to the like distress

and penalties for not paying the moneys by
them collected, levied, or received, and remain-
ing in their hands, in like manner as overseers
are accountable and liable in respect of moneys
collected by virtue of any rates for the relief
of the poor.

Insurances.— 16. Application ofMoney in-
sured on Houses burned. —And be it enacted,
with regard to buildings which may hereafterbe
burned down, destroyed, or danfaged by fire,

so far as relates to the application of money
insured thereon, that if any person having an
interest in or entitled unto any such building,
request that such money be laid out in rebuild-
ing or reinstating or repairing any such
building, then on such request, it shall be
lawful tor the respective governors or di-
rectors ot the several offices for insurance
against loss by fire, where such buildings are
insured, and they are hereby required, to cause
the insurance money or such part thereof as
may be requisite to be so laid out and expended

;

or if within sixty days after the claim shall be
adjusted, the person claiming such insurance
money do not give a sufficient security to the
governors or directors of the insurance office

where such buildings are insured, that such in-

surance money shall be laid out and expended
as far as the same will go, towards rebuilding,
reinstating or repairing such building; or if

within the said period of sixty days the said
insurance money be not settled and disposed of
to and amongst all the persons interested, to

the satisfaction and approbation of such gover-
nors or directors of such insurance office re-
spectively, then it shall be lawful for the re-
spective governors or directors of the several
offices for insurance against loss by fire, where
such buildings are insured, and they are hereby
authorized, to cause the insurance money or
such part thereof as may be requisite to be so
laid out and expended.

Fires through Negligence. — 17.
Punishment of Persons negligently causingfires
in the Metropolis.—Penalty.—Imprisonment of
offender.—And be it enacted, with regard to

fires caused by negligence, so far as relates to

the punishment of persons in fault, that if any
person through negligence shall fire or cause
to be fired any building within the limits of
this Act, then, on being thereof lawfully con-
victed by the oath of one or more credible
witnesses made before any two or more of her
Majesty’s justices of the peace, such person
shall forfeit a sum not exceeding ten pounds
unto the churchwardens and overseers of such
parish where such fire shall happen

;
and that

it at any time after such conviction the said
churchwardens demand such penalty, and on
such demand such person fail to pay the
amount thereof, then it shall be lawful for any
two or more of her Majesty’s justices of the
peace, by warrant under their hands and seals
respectively, to commit such person to the
common gaol or house of correction, as the
said justices shall think fit, for any time not
exceeding three months.
Offences Generally. — 18. General

Penalty.—

A

t\H be it enacted, with regard to

offences, so far as relates to the punishment of
the offender in respect thereof, that if any
person be guilty of any default in respect of
the provisions of this Act, to which no penalty
is hereinbefore affixed, then, on conviction
thereof, the offending person shall be liable to

forfeit for every such default a sum not ex-
ceeding twenty pounds.

19. Recovery of Penalties.—Appropriation
thereof.—And be it enacted, with regard to

every such penalty or forfeiture, so far as re-

lates to recovery and the appropriation thereof,

that at any time within three months after such
penalty shall have been incurred, it shall be
lawful for any party to proceed for the same

;

and that if such penalty be not otherwise spe-
cifically appropriated, then the person so pro-
ceeding shall be entitled to receive one-half of
the amount thereof for his own benefit, and
the other half shall go to the poor of the
parish in which the subject-matter of the pro-
secution shall arise or be situate.

Legal Proceedings. — 20. Recovery of
money under awards.—Distress.— Imprison-
ment.—And be it enacted, with regard to every
sum of money by this Act, or by any award or
order directed to be paid in pursuance of this

Act, so far as relates to the recovery of such
sum of money, that it shall be lawful for the
party claiming the same to proceed in a sum-
mary way before any two justices of the peace,
or if the matter arise within the district of the
metropolitan police, then before any police
magistrate having jurisdiction within that dis-

trict
;
and that, on proof of such sum of money

being still due, it shall be lawful for such jus-
tices, or such police magistrate, and they re-

spectively are hereby required, to issue a
warrant under their hands and seals to levy the
amount thereof, and also of the cost of the
proceeding, to be levied by distress of the
goods and chattels of the person in default;
and that if such person have no goods and
chattels whereon to distrain, or if such goods
and chattels be insufficient for that purpose,
then it shall be lawful for such justices or
police magistrate, or for any other justice or
police magistrate, to commit the person in de-
fault until the amount of such sum so due, and
of such costs, shall have been fully paid.

21. Prosecution of Offences.— Distress .

—

Imprisonment.—And be it enacted, with regard
to all offences against the provisions of this

Act for which no other proceeding is provided,
so far as relates to the prosecution thereof,

that it shall be lawful to proceed by complaint
before any one justice of the peace; and that
it shall be lawful for such justice to summon
the party against whom such complaint shall

be made; and that on conviction of the offender
before two justices, or before any police ma-
gistrate, it shall be the duty of such justices or
magistrate, and they are hereby required, to

issue a warrant under their hands and seals to

cause the amount of the penalty hereby im-
posed in respect of such offence, and of the

costs of any such proceeding in respect of
such offence, to be levied by distress of the
goods and chattels of the offender; and that

if such offender have no goods and chattels

whereon to distrain, or if they be insufficient

for that purpose, then it shall be lawful for

such justices or magistrate, or for any other
justice or magistrate, and they are hereby em-
powered, either on failure of such distress, or
in the first instance, to commit the offender to

the common gaol or house of correction, with
or without hard labour, for a period not ex-

ceeding three months, or until he shall have
paid the full amount of such penalty and such
costs.

22. Appeal to QuarterSessions.—Proceedings.
—And be it enacted, with regard to any convic-

tion, order, or judgment of any justices of the

peace made out of sessions by virtue of this

Act, so far as relates to any appeal therefrom,

that if any person be dissatisfied with the deci-

sion of such justices, and if, within tioo days
after such decision, notice be given to the

party appealed against, by or on behalf of such
person, of the intention to appeal, and if he
enter into a recognizance, with two sufficient

securities, conditioned to try such appeal and
to abide the order of the court, and pay to the

party appealed against such costs (if any) as

shall be awarded against him, then it shall be

lawful for such party so dissatisfied to appeal

against such conviction, order, or judgment to

the justices of the peace at their general

quarter sessions of the peace to be holden

within four months after such conviction,
order, or judgment; and that if within such
period of two days such appellant shall have
entered into a recognizance as hereinbefore
required, then it shall be lawful for such
justices, and they are hereby empowered, to
proceed to hear and determine the matter of
such appeal, and to award such costs to be
paid by either of the said parties as they think
proper; and the determination of the said
justices in their sessions shall be binding and
conclusive upon all parties.

23. Removal of Orders, Sfc. into Superior
Courts ; Certiorari.—And be it enacted, with
regard to every order which shall be made by
virtue of or under this Act, and to any other
proceeding to be had touching the conviction
of any offender against this Act, that it shall not
be lawful for any person to remove such order or
other proceeding by certiorari (or suspension
or advocation in Scotland), or any other writ

or process whatsoever, into any of her Majesty’s

superior Courts of Record
;
and every such

order and other proceeding are hereby declared
not to be so removable.

24. Distress of Churchwardens and Over-
seers.— And be it enacted, with regard to

churchwardens and overseers, so far as relates

to the levying by distress any penalty or other

sum of money payable by them under this Act,

that whenever any penalty, reward, or other

payment is by this Act made recoverable from
or against any churchwarden and overseers,

the same shall be levied and recovered by dis-

tress and sale of the goods and chattels of

such churchwarden and overseers, or any of

theYn.

25. Informalities in Distress.—Action for
Damage.—And be it enacted, with regard to

any distress for any sum of money to be reco-

vered by virtue of this Act, so far as relates to

the remedying of any damage occasioned by
any irregularity therein or in reference thereto,

that notwithstanding there be any defect of

form in the proceedings relative to any such

distress, neither the distress itself shall be

deemed unlawful, nor shall the party making
the same be deemed a trespasser ab initio

;

but that if any irregularity be committed by
any party, then, subject to the conditions in

this Act prescribed with regard to actions

brought for any thing done in pursuance
thereof, it shall be lawful for the person ag-

grieved by such irregularity, and he is hereby

entitled, to recover full satisfaction for the

special damage only; and that by action on

the case, and not by any other action what-

soever.

26. Tender of Amends.—Payment of Com-
pensation into Court.—And be it enacted, with

regard to any action for any irregularity or

other proceeding, so far as relates to the tender

of amends or payment of money into court in

respect thereof, that if, before such action be

brought, the party who committed or caused

to be committed any such irregularity or

wrongful proceeding, make or cause to be

made tender of sufficient amends, then the

plaintiff shall not be entitled to recover in such

action; and that although such tender shall

not have been made, yet if, at any lime before

issue joined, the court in which such action

shall be depending, or a judge of any of the

superior courts, grant leave, then it shall be

lawful for the defendant to pay into the court

any sum of money by way of compensation or

amends, in such manner and under such regu-

lations as to the payment of costs and the form

of pleadings as is and are customary and in

force in the said superior courts.

27- Regulation of actions against Persons

acting under this Act .— Limitation ofAction .

—

As to Notice of Action.—Venue in London.

—

Venue in Middlesex.—Plea in Evidence .—Ver-

dict.— Costs.—And, for regulating proceed-

ings against persons acting in pursuance of

this Act; be it enacted, with regard to any

action or suit against any person in respect of

any act or thing done in pursuance ot this Act,

so far as relates to the limitation thereof, and

to the notification thereof to the offending

party, and to the venue thereof, and to the

pleadings therein, and to the evidence of the

matters thereof, and to the verdict therein, and

to the judgment of the court thereon, and to

the costs of such action, and to the recovery

of such costs, that, after the expiration of six

months next after the fact committed, it shall

not be lawful to bring any such action or suit

against any person in respect of auy such act
j
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and that, if twenty-one days at the least before

the commencement of the action or suit, notice

in writing of an intention to bring such action

or suit be not given to every person against

whom such action or suit shall be brought,

then it shall not be lawful for any person to

bring any such action or suit against any per-

sons in respect of any such act; and that it the

cause or matter of any such action or suit shall

arise within the said city of London or the

liberties thereof, then such action or suit must

be laid in the city of London, and not else-

where
;
and that if the cause of any action or

suit arise in any part of the limits aforesaid,

out of the said city of London and liberties

thereof, then it must be laid and tried in the

county of Middlesex, and not elsewhere
;
and

that in every such action or suit it shall be

lawful for the defendant, and he is hereby

entitled to plead the general issue, and at the

trial to be had thereof, to give this Act and

the special matter in evidence, and to prove

that the matter or thing for which such action

or suit is brought was done in pursuance and

by the authority of this Act
;
and that if upon

the trial of such action it appear that the said

matter or thing has been so done in pursuance

of this Act, or if it appear that such action or

suit was brought before the expiration ot

twenty-one days after such notice given as

aforesaid, or if it appear that sufficient satis-

faction was made or tendered before such

action was brought, or if, upon plea of payment
of money into court, it shall appear that the

plaintiff has not sustained damages to a greater

amount than the sum paid into court, or if any

such action or suit be not commenced within

the time herein for that purpose limited, or be

laid in any other county or place than as afore-

said, then it shall be the duty of the jury and
they are hereby required to find for the de-

fendant; and that if a verdict be found for the

defendant, or if the plaintiff in any such action

or suit become nonsuited, or discontinue or

suffer a discontinuance of any such action or

suit, or if judgment be given for the defendant

therein, on demurrer or by default or other-

wise, then the defendant shall be entitled to

have judgment to recover his costs of suit, and

to such remedy for recovering the same as any

defendant shall have by law.

Accidknta i. Fires.—28. Legalproceedings

relative thereto.— General Issue and Costs .

—

Saving Contracts.— And be it enacted, with

regard to such legal proceedings on account of

accidental fires, so far as relates to the liability

thereto, to the pleadings therein, to the evi-

dence therein, and to the costs thereof, that if

any fire accidentally begin, then no action, suit

or process whatever in respect thereof shall be

had or be maintained or prosecuted against any
person in whose building or on whose estate

such fire happened, nor shall any such person

be compellable to make recompense for any
damage suffered thereby, any law, usage or

custom to the contrary notwithstanding; and

that if any action be brought, then, in such

case, it shall be lawful for the defendant and

he is hereby entitled to plead the general issue,

and at any trial to be had thereupon to give this

Act and the special matter in evidence; and if

the plaintiff become nonsuited or discontinue

his action or suit, or if a verdict pass against

him, then the defendant shall recover his costs :

provided always, that no contract or agree-

ment made between landlord and tenant shall

be hereby defeated or made void.

Miscellaneous. — 29. Exemption from
Stamp Duty.—AnAbe it enacted, with regard

to the following document, so far as relates to

the payment of stamp-duty in respect thereof,

that every award required to be made or

signed by the official referees, shall be and is

hereby exempted from stamp duty.

30. Public Act.—And be it enacted, that

this Act shall be deemed to be a public Act,

and shall be judicially taken notice of as such

by all judges, justices,and other persons whom-
soever.

31. Amendment of Act.—And be it enacted,

that this Act may he amended or repealed by

any Act to be passed in this present session of

Parliament.

The foundation stone of the new Northern
Hospital, Liverpool, was laid by the mayor, on

Wednesday week last, on the vacant piece of

land given hy the corporation for that purpose :

at the eastern end of the borough gaol, in

Great Howard-street.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Jews' Synagogue.—A synagogue, in a style

of splendour surpassing 'any thing hitherto

attempted in England, is about to be erected in

the western part of the metropolis. Sir Moses

Montefiore has contributed 5,000/. towards the

building, on the understanding that the wor-

ship is to be according to the usages of the

Spanish and Portuguese Jews. The site is

not yet determined upon, but several have been

offered upon liberal terms
;
the committee will,

however, not decide hastily, as they are deter-

mined to possess one where so splendid a

building may be an ornament to the neigh-

bourhood.

New Church and Parish at JVoolwich .

—

At the weekly meeting of the Board of Com-
missioners of the town of Woolwich, held

on Tuesday evening last, in the New Hall,

William-street, the Rev. W. Greenlaw, rector

of the parish of St. Mary, Woolwich, stated

that the ecclesiastical commissioners had deter-

mined, with his entire concurrence, to create

another parish there, which it was proposed to

call the parish of St. Thomas, and to build a

church at the end of Brewer-street, to be named

after the same saint. The proposed parish will

embruce an extensive plot of building-ground

on the western side of the existing parish,

where building is proceeding with the utmost

rapidity, and an increase of inhabitants taking

place daily.

St. Mary's Church ,
Bury.— It is proposed

by the architect to insert in the west window

of St. Mary’s, in accordance with precedents

to be found in most of our cathedrals, a series

of heraldic bearings of the nobility and gentry

connected with the town and neighbourhood in

painted glass, to he executed by Willement.

The Queen’s arms will occupy the centre

compartment, and the corporation have con-

sented to insert theirs. The Dukes of Grafton

and Norfolk, Lady Cornwallis, Lord Bristol,

Lord Calthorpe, Sir Thomas Cullum, Sir Henry
Bunhury, H. Waddington, Esq., Rev. II.

Hasted, and others, have consented to the in-

sertion of theirs at their own expense.

Queens College, Birmingham.—The cere-

mony of laying the foundation-stone of the

chapel about to be erected at Queen’s College

look place on Friday week last.

A lady has left at the chambers of the In-

corporated Society for Promoting the Enlarge-

ment and Building of Churches and Chapels,

a Bank of England note for 1,000/.

(S'orifgyomjciirr.

Sir,—I am happy to lighten your charge of

replying to “ A Constant Subscriber,” by re-

ferring him to a little book published by

Knight, 22, Ludgate-street, entitled “ His-

tory of British Costume,” containing no less

than 136 wood-cuts. For monastic dresses he

may look into thegreat work called “Dugsdale’s
“ Monasticon,” or “ Tanner’s Notitia Monas-
tica,” or more conveniently, perhaps, “ Fos-

broke’s British Monachism ;” and for the

emblems of Saints, the first number of the

“ Archaaological Journal,” to be had at Long-
man’s, in Paternoster-row.

The works of Bugdale, Tanner, and Fos-

broke are expensive, but may be consulted in

the reading-room of the British Museum.

Plantagenkt.

Sir Walter Scott’s Monument.—The
London committee lor completing this truly

national work have been compelled to appeal

to the public for assistance to finish it. The
monument consists of a Gothic shrine, from

a design by the late Mr. Kemp, inclosing a

marble statue by Mr. Steele, to the memory of

Sir Waller Scott. The committee were guided

in their adoption of the plan by the weight of

public opinion in favour of that ultimately

selected, and from which the monument is now
in course of erection in Edinburgh, the city of

Sir Walter’s birth. The greater part of the

building is already erected, but the funds

originally subscribed are found inadequate for

its completion, and although great exertions

have been made to raise the whole amount in

Edinburgh, about 1,000/. is still wanting.

Improvements at Windsor.—The Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests have recently

determined to dispose of, by public competi-

tion, the piece of ground, of nearly two acres,

which was lately occupied by the Royal Lower
Mews, for the purpose of erecting a double

line of houses of a first-rate description, ac-

cording to the plans of the commissioners.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We have this week received an unusual quantity

of correspondence, but the anxious labour in

which we have been engaged in the preparations

of our different articles, precludes us this week
from giving any answers, the more especially as

some questionsput to us would require research and
consideration.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For re-building the Western Pier of the Humber

Dock Basin, and the removal of the present Pier

included, or to be provided for in a separate tender,

as may be most convenient.—Secretary to the Dock
Company at Kingston-upon-Hull. Plans, &c., at

Mr. Michael Lane’s, Engineer, Castle-street, Hull.

May 20.

For making a plan and taking levels of all the

draius in the town of Kingston-upoi.-Hull, and the

Lordship of Myton.—Further particulars of Mr.

R. Witty, Surveyor, 11, Sykes-street, Hull. May
22 .

For erecting a bridge over the Waveney, between

Diss and Stoston.—Plans. &c., from 1st to 8thinst.,

at Mr. Farrow’s, Diss ;
from 8th to 15th at Suffolk

Hotel, Ipswich
;
and from 15th to 22nd at Royal

Hotel, Norwich; Clare Algar, Secretory, Auctioneer

and Land Surveyor, Diss. May 23.

For erecting New Schools at Wrotbam.— Plans,

&c., Messrs. Whichcord and Walker, Architects,

Maidstone. May 30.

For erecting a Cottage and Range of Offices at

Kintore.— Plan, &c., A. Abel, 54, Union-street,

Aberdeen. May 31.

For the erection of an Iron Bridge of one arch,

of one hundred and ten feet span, intended to be

built over the river Avon, at Bath.—P. George,

Esq., Town Clerk, Bath.—Drawings, &c., at G. P,

Manners, Esq., Architect, No. 1, Oxford-row.

Bath. May 31.

For enlarging, straightening, anl improving the

course of the rivers Devon and Smite, and the Car-

dyke, in the parishes of Hawton, Farndon, &c. &c.,

in the counties of Nottingham and Leicester, and for

the erection of, building, enlarging, &c., the several

bridges connected with the above works.—Specifi-

cations, &c., Mr. Talents, Newark. June 1.

For the erection of Two Shed-Buildings, to adjoin

the main building of the New Workhouse at Rye-

hill, Sussex
;

also for the erection of extensive in-

closure-fences of brick, stone, and iron palisade in

front of the Workhouse, and other necessary works.

The Guardians, Rye Union, Workhouse Tender.

June 1.

For the executing of certain works for the im-

provement of Aberdeen Harbour.—Plans, &c., Mr.
Abernethy, 69, Waterloo-quay, Aberdeen. June

20 .

PREMIUM.
,£50 for the selected plan, elevation, and estimate

for the erection of two Chapels and an entrance-

lodge, with gateway, on the eastern side of South-

ampton Cemetery.—Plan and section of ground

Mr. Doswell, Albion-place, Southampton ; C. E.

Deacon, Secretary. May 22.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,

To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, May 25.

—

Royal Botanic, Regent’s-

park, 4 p.m.

Monday, 27. — Geographical, 3, Waterloo-

place, 8i p.m. (anniversary); Medical, Bolt-

court, Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 28.

—

Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners -street, 85 p.m.; Zoological, 57, Pall

Mall, 8i p.m.

Wednesday, 29.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi, 8

p.m. ;
Geological, Somerset House, 8^ p.m.

Friday, 31. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8$ p.m.

Saturday, June 1.

—

Asiatic, 14, Grafton-

street, 2 p.m.

Civil Engineers.—Library open from 9 a.m.

to 9 P.M.

Entomological Society.—Museum open every

Tuesday from 1 till 7.

Society of Arts.—Open every week-day except

Wednesday, between 10 and 2. Admission by

members’ tickets.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 1 , 1844 .

ATURALLY
prone to es-

teem things

genuine of

their several

kinds, we
again ex-

press our ear-

nest desire that the Par-

liament houses shall be

genuinely finished. The
edifice is large, lofty,

and grand, of the first

class for situation and

purpose, and therefore

likely to influence both

nationally and privately,

the cause of architecture

for some time to come
;

for these reasons we

again return to the sub-

ject of the works of art

exhibited in St. James’s-street, which we have

so often visited, and have noticed so re-

peatedly.

With regard to carvings, which form a pro-

minent feature in the collection, we must say

those not prepared for the purpose bear the

palm for execution, which, as we have already

stated, we deem to be the fact sought to be

elicited. The Gothic works exhibited by the

two Thomases,those byNash,and some of those

by Pratt, have merit, and the artists who exe-

cuted them may fairly be entrusted with the

execution of parts of the work. The finest

piece of carving in the collection is undoubt-

edly the frame exhibited by Rogers, which was

executed by him for W. Beaumont, Esq., M.P.;

and for which he received the sum of five hun-

dred pounds
;
the grouping of the fruit, flowers

and other objects, the delicate finish, the giv-

ing life to the dead tree, the quickening up the

sapless wood, the swelling the dried ligneous

fibres into the rich pulpy fruit, must cause

every beholder at once to exclaim, this is

excelling, without looking into a glossary

to see if it be Byzantine, or Norman, or

Elizabethan, or Venetian, or Flemish, or

Louis-quartorzeine,to find whether it be lawful

or respectable, or a-la-mode, to exhibit any

emotion; whether boorishness or ignorance

will be displayed by admiration of that which

evidently cannot be admired without some anti-

quarian or other leader to direct.

With regard to glass-staining, if the quan-

i tity which will be required be any thing like

I that which we suppose it may be, twenty

glass-stainers at least should be employed.

Wellement ought, for the arms, to be em-
ployed, though not an exhibitor.

Clutterbuck, Cobbett, Hoadley, Baillie,

- Ballantine, Higgins, Allan, Warrington,

and Wilmshust may be placed among those

i who should be entrusted with the execution
i of the ornamental work and pictorial and his-

torical subjects.

Among the decorators we should include

• Messrs. Coulton and Elliot, who had the good
ataste and good sense to send in that quiet and
^appropriate green-grounded subject, No. 157.

The elaborate design for the pavements and

floors, by Mr. Owen Jones, reflects very great

credit upon him. His notion, that the repre-

sentation of things estimable should not be

trampled upon, is good, and may, to a certain

extent be acted upon
;
however, by this no-

tion what would become of monumental

brasses? Part of the work we should

compose of the materials which he pro-

poses for use; but his acquaintance with

Moresco patterns he has hardly been able to

throw off, and we doubt whether any part of

his elaborate design is altogether free from a

Moresco appearance. We, therefore, have

considerable doubt whether any part of it

would be appropriate just as it is.

Of encaustic tiles, many of those by Cham-
berlaine and Co. are good in design, and are

very proper for the work. We, however, wish

the colours of some of them were changed for

those of a richer and more recherche kind

;

the glazed brown patterns, for instance, have too

much the effect of common pan-ware to be

valued according to their cost and merits.

The Indian-red patterns, by Grimsley, are

exceedingly beautiful and appropriate
;

and

many of those by Copeland and Garrett,

Minton, Singer, and Mayer, are worthy of

being adopted.

With regard to the metal-works, there is a

clever perforated casting in a right style, by

Mapplebeck and Lowe.

We think all the stoves should be designed

on purpose, as should the fenders, fire-irons,

escutcheon-plates, hinges, locks, and other

visible metal-work.

The embossed leather decorations, by Leake
and Co., some plain, some coloured, and some
gilt, may be used for various parts of the work.
Some of the effects produced in this material,

of reliefs, flowers, and arabesques, are won-

derful
;
judging from the ancient specimens

which still remain, they would be very

durable
;
and we have little doubt that other

spectators, as well as the artists of this material,

will say, after viewing their handy-works,
“ nothing like leather.” At any rate, if carried

no further, these specimens shew how well

they are adapted for going round the doors.

This employment alone would occasion no

trifling amount of work throughout this great

national palace.

We have, in this review, endeavoured to be

as impartial as possible, and that we have been

so is attested by the numerous letters which we
have received on the subject.

If we have chanced to know any of the par-

ties who have exhibited, they have not been

praised beyond their merits, and some such we
have greatly dispraised.

NEW BUILDING-ACT.

The proposed new Building-Act, as amended
in committee, has been printed

;
it is much

improved in many respects : the rating is

nominally reversed, so as to agree with the

present Act, and all preconceived notions of

first and last
;

but some objectionable parts

still remain, and some new propositions are

inserted. The most objectionable project to

forbid chimneys to be turned away from their

bases in any way which in practice may be

found requisite (and which long and extensive

experience proves may be soundly done), is

still pertinaciously and ignorantly insisted

upon, but which, if it became law, would, from

its tyrannical nature, insure the repeal, in less

than six months, of the whole Act, within this

free empire. When we have carefully looked
over the whole Bill in its present form, we
shall give a minute critique upon it.

On Wednesday last there were meetings at

the Freemasons’ Tavern, Great Queen-street,
of the district surveyors and of the master-
carpenters relative to the Bill : with what
occurred at the former we are unacquainted

;

at the latter, Mr. Biers, the president, explained'

generally the nature of the emendations made
in the Bill, which appeared to meet with
approval, many oppressive proposals being
expunged from it; the matter was referred

back to the committee which drew up the

report, (and which had interviews with Earl
Lincoln upon the subject), in order to the

effecting of a removal of the remaining obj
jectionable parts of the Bill.

BETHLEHEM HOSPITAL, ST. GEORGE'S
FIELDS.

We have just seen a sketch for a proposed
alteration to this edifice in a manner of which
we totally disapprove

;
the change contem-

plated to be effected is by the removal of the

present cupola, and the raising above the

centre of the building a loftier lantern-cupola,

in the French style, with scroll consoles at the

bases of its supporting piers or pilasters.

Three or four years ago, the fayade of this

pile was injured exceedingly by the addition of
wings, which have a very unsatisfactory and
indeed unhappy effect. Now, to the summit
of the edifice, which is in the very simplest

style of Grecian Ionic architecture, this incon-

gruous and ill-advised addition is proposed,

and perhaps, before the damage can be
stopped, things may have advanced too far for

the prevention of this wasteful breach of pro-
priety. So it is our English architecture

suffers more from injudicious alterations by
those whose duty it is to increase the splendour
of our national works, than by all the direct

attacks of acknowledged barbarians.

THE SEVENTY-SIXTH EXHIBITION OF
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS.—SECOND NOTICE.

915. Interior— West Hill House, Hastings,
by John Hornby Maw, H.

This honorary amateur drawing is a glo-
rious one; its whole effect—deep, rich, and
brilliant—is wonderfully fine. The apartment
which it represents is handsome, and is richly
furnished in the style of the time of James the
First. Its accessaries are beautiful, the light
and shade of the female figure sitting against
the oriel window are perfect. Even the
spaniel upon the Turkey carpet is repre-
sented as spaniels are not every day shewn by
the pencil. Paper, in this superb work, to-
tally disappears. Carving, furniture, embossed
ceiling, Turkey carpet, light, shade, colour,
and execution, all combine to make this a pro-
duction which, architecturally considered, we
should prefer to any other picture in tbe
exhibition.

1055. St. Peter’s Church, Islington, as re-
cently executed from the designs and under
the superintendence of Gough and Roumieu.

This is one of Charles Barry’s inferior
works altered. The church, as originally
built, perhaps was the cheapest and most
homely structure which its architect ever
erected. The building has been enlarged, but
little improved, and in many respects injured.

The one-sided tower, surmounted by a spire,

which has been built at its north-west corner,
is a needless piece of irregularity added to a
regular design, and ought to be removed

;
it is

so mean, thin, and skewerlike, as to appeal*

ready to fall upon the beholder. Many of the

details of the new work are impure, and
are applied in an un-Freemasonic manner.

105b. Design for the Water Temple, and
Fountains for supplying the City of Pest, in

Hungary, with Water, by W. T. Clark.

In an inferiorstyle abounding with revived old
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e rrors, which should be avoided. Wethinkaman
educated to the science of architecture should

have strength of mind enough to avoid the

trumpery which from time to time arises as

fashion in architecture, as in many other

things. Pilasters and columns far down from
the entablature over them, arches intervening,

a second series of triflingly small pilasters upon
the heads of the lower and larger angle-pilas-

ters, may be found in some work or other, but

that mere circumstance, though it afford a

reason for avoidance, can give none for imita-

tion.

1075. All Saints’ Church, Tiielwall, by J. M.
Allen.

This design contains some good parts, but

portions of it are injured by the vice of placing

narrow windows in duplicate instead of large

and noble windows divided into three days or

lights.

1081. View of London, from the steeple of

St. Bride’s Church, Fleet-street, by T. Allen.

A beautiful drawing, shewing as much of

the vast city as possibly can be seen in one

view, except from the summit of St. Paul’s

cathedral.

1083. North-west view of Sbottesbrooke
Church, Berkshire, by G. Buckler.

This church, surmounted by a tower over

its central crossing, contains many genuineparts.

1106. Design for the altar window of Chi-

chester Cathedral, by W. Warrington.

Of small work, and miniature pictures, a style

which we hope soon will meet the coup de

grace, and make way for the nobler style of art.

1119. Approved design of a new Church, to

be built at Woolwich, by F. E. H. Fowler.

Of considerable beauty
;
the tower and spire

over the great crossing. We should alter the

transept, making, instead of the rose and six

narrow lancets, only one grand window of five

days
;
the convex triangular clerestorial win-

dows, divided each into three trefoils, are good,

but the aisle- windows, divided each by one mul-
lion, are to be deprecated.

1120. Western elevation of a Church, with

transepts, designed for a late competition, by

H.T. Wright.

Partly copied from Wells and Salisbury

cathedrals
;
at the crossing surmounted by a

steeple, not in good tuste, nor with a good
outline.

1121.

Design of the Holy Trinity Church,
Hull, by W. Granville.

A church containing some noble parts; the

surmounting of the great gabel by a Horizontal-

topped screen-wall, however, very unnaturally

injures the effects of the view.

1123. Design for the Bookbinders’ Alms-
houses, by W. J. Short.

We disapprove of the timber-work of this

design, as neither useful nor elegant.

1142. Holy Cross, New Church, now erect-

ing at Leeds, by J. M. Derick.

Many parts of this design are to be com-
mended : the tracery of the great five-light

west window is too un-English to please.

The clerestorial windows and the side windows
of the west front are of three lights each,

and have a better effect than windows of two
lights.

The pinnacle-shaped roof over the turret-

stairs by the porch is too much stunted. It

may be a fault that the doors of the church are

comparatively so small, but these, as at Wells
Cathedral, cause the whole building to appear
more vast.

The tower and spire, which rise from the
great crossing of the church, are copied from
St. Mary’s, at Oxford. The angular masses
serving, however, as restraining pinnacles, are
not altogether to be approved of. The heavy
pinnacles over the clerestory are against
Freemasonry, and are to be altogether con-
demned as pernicious. The ponderous bell-

turret, on the west gabel, is far too heavy

;

good Freemasons would make this as light as

possible.

1145. The Hall, near Barnstaple, as pro-
posed to be rebuilt by Robert Chichester, Esq.,
by P. Hardwick, R.A.

A quiet Elizabethan design, with an Italian

porch, surmounted by arabesque scroll-work,

mullion-shafted windows, Gothic chimneys, and
two turrets.

1149. New church, building at Surbiton,

Surrey, by Stevens and Alexander.

We shall abstain at present from all remarks

on this class of open roofs. We do not like

the same three words repeated between eighty

and ninety times over on the roof, but should

desire an instructive variety; otherwise

managed, the cost would be to no purpose.

1157. Design for Torquay Church, South

Devon, by T. Allom.

A dashing drawing, hut un-Fremasonic.

The outline of the steeple is broken and in-

ferior and unlike the ancient works ;
the lower

series of flying buttresses rising against the

octagonal lantern-stage of the tower would, by
their energy, tend to drive in the window-

jambs, against which they are pitched
;
instead

of being of use they would add weight, and

they are disagreeable in appearance. The
upper tier of dying-buttresses are pitched

against the piers of the upper lantern, which

they would tend to cripple by driving them
inwardly; while the thrust of the spire, where

it saddles upon these piers, is left unrestrained,

and would tend to drive their heads outwardly,

instead of being restrained by these flying

buttresses, which should be placed exactly

where the active forces impinge. The altar

three-sided apsis rises so high that the eastern

gabel, against which it is placed, would be con-

siderably hidden. Each severy of the cleres-

tory of the nave is divided inelegantly into

four compartments instead of into three.

Flying-buttresses are only applied in two

places of each flank of the clerestory, and

appear to be only for effect : these two impinge-

ments performing no good duty, and, indeed,

acting injuriously if there is no internal

moving force to be restrained. In some
cases the windows are needlessly divided by

central columns. This design, which is beau-

tifully drawn by a most accomplished artist,

requires in every part the chastening hand of

good Freemasonry. In ancient Pointed ar-

chitecture all is alive, all is active, nothing is

dead.

1158. Design for a chancel and east end of

a parish church, by F. E. II. Fowler.

'This has some good parts, but the rough
character of rude gothic is blended overmuch
with rich decorated

;
the crosses on the gabels

are so thin as to require to be of metal.

We think the expense of fringe-work up ridges

is ^best dispensed with; it is of no use, and
must occasion some part of the work to suffer.

1172. North-west view of Lee Church, Kent,
erected from the designs and under the super-

intendence of J. Brown.

A good church, finished partly in stone, and
partly in stucco; its duplicated windows to be

objected to, but contains very good parts: the

interior of this church has a pleasing effect.

1174. Design for the exterior of the new
church at Torquay, by J. Brown.

A design of considerable merit
;

only a

small part of the nave has duplicate windows
;

the tower at the crossing would with small

additional study be beautiful.

1180. View of the intended choristers’

school, St. Mary Magdalene College, Oxford,
by J. C. and C. Buckler.

A good drawing.

1219. Design for an extension of the

Banqueting-house, Whitehall, on the site of

Gwydyr House, appropriate for government
offices or a club establishment, by Wyatt and
Brandon.

NAWORTH CASTLE.

We disapprove entirely of this. The rustic

cinctures on the pilaster-shafts are not of the

character of Inigo’s work, which is much
purer. The rising of the five key-stones through
architrave, frieze, and partly through the cor-

ners of the window-dressings, is in a vicious

style, which is gaining ground, and which we
think it behoves all to deprecate

;
the mixture of

Venetian windows, none being in Jones’s work,
mar the design. The great receding hollow
between the Banquetting-house and its pro-

posed duplicate copv has a broken effect, and
the turretsatthesideof it appeardeformed, irre-

gular additions to the work of the chaste

English Palladio; their surmounting work
is quite foreign to the character of Inigo’s

work
;
which, though it have its entablatures

mitred over each pilaster, nevertheless has a

wonderful air of beautiful chasteuess, quietude,

and simplicity.

The melahcholy destruction of this noble

edifice by fire may be deemed a calamity not

only to the county of Cumberland, but to the

whole of England. It was by far the most
perfect of those castles in the border country,

where the tierce barons of former years lived

in feudal magnificence, and whence they were
wont to issue with a retinue of followers to

scare those with whom they might for the time

be at variance. To a lover of antiquity a visit

to this fortress was one of the most interesting

employments that a summer’s day could afford.

The times which the imagination of Sir Walter
Scott delighted to wander in, and his genius

to body forth—the days of which our ballad

minstrelsy was at once the inspiration, the

effusion, and the history, were brought more
vividly before the inind by an explanatory

ramble through Naworlh, than by any other

object in the “ North Countrie.” The contrast

of the period referred to with the present,

in point of security to person and property,

and with regard to the habits of life which
states of things differing so widely generate

and uphold, could be> nowhere more pointedly

impressed upon the attention
;

for, thanks to

the noble house of Howard, the castle, until

the fire broke out, was kept in a habitable

condition, and matters preserved to our day
pretly much as they existed two centuries ago.

Its very position upon the edge of a ravine,

overlooking a large expanse of ground; the

amazingly thick walls, to be measured not by
feet but yards; the “ secret winding passages,”

the dungeons, the portcullised gateways, the

narrow stone staircases, all spoke of a period

and a place that required watchfulness and
defence before comfort and embellishment.

Let us first describe the castle as it appeared

before this disastrous accident reduced it to

a few bare walls. It was built in a quad-
rangular form round an extensive court-yard,

just at the point where two foaming brooks

before becoming confluent swept down the

hill at the opposite sides of a precipitous rock.

It was only to be reached from the south,

and on that side it had formerly been pro-

tected/by a double mpat, whilst a barbican

defended the drawbridge. Here the principal

front extended to a length of 208 feet. This
front was guarded at each end by a lofty

battlemented tower, from a corner of which
sprang a slender watch-turret, like a feather

in a cap. The grand gateway led into the

outer court, and above it were boldly sculptured

in stone the armorial bearings of families who
possessed the castle before it came into the

hands of the Howards. To gain admission

to the great court-yard the visitor had to pass

through a low narrow archway, that pierced

the main building not quite in a line with

the grand gateway we have mentioned. Out
of this court-yard, which, from the picturesque

appearance given to it by oriel windows,
sculptured doorways, fantastic chimneys, and
thick bushes of climbing ivy, demanded some-
thing more than a passing glance, many
entrances led into the interior of the mansion.

The apartments were numerous, but our
space will not allow us to particularize more
than the principal ones. The great hall was
a noble room, 70 feet by 24, chiefly lighted by
a large bay window. The ceiling was divided

into a great number of panels, containing por-

traits of our English monarchs, from Brute to

Henry VI., all accurate likenesses no doubt.

Lord William Howard’s suit of armour hung
in the hall, and one of the two remaining suits

that were there was bestowed, through want
of an owner nearer home, upon the knight
who led Joan of Arc to the siege of Orleans.

The dining-room was lined with tapestry,

storied with faded and undecipherable designs.

Many portraits, valuable in an historical point

of view, hung high on the walls. Amongst
them were portraits of Philip, Earl of Arundel,
celebrated as the introducer of coaches into

England; three of the eighth Harry’s queens,

and that famous lady Ann Clifford, Countess of

Dorset, Pembroke, and Montgomery. With
the pride of ancient family, the genealogical
tree of the Howards, and of the previous
owners of Naworth, was reserved for the
chapel, upon the ceiling of which some quaint
old painter had depicted ideally ugly likenesses

of the persons mentioned in holy writ, care-

fully appending his name underneath, that

neither envious time norequally envious brother

•
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limners mightsteal the glory of the performance
from him :

—

“ Magister Lucas Egliement,

Pictor. m.d. xii.”

The guard-room, 116 feet long, formed a sort

of gallery in the south front. Here were depo-
sited several paintings, the refuse, for the most
part, of Castle Howard, and many pieces of
rusty armour. Some of the paintings, how-
ever, were of great excellence, and it is to be
hoped that these have been saved from the fire.

A portrait of Charles I. by Vandyke was one
of the finest we ever remember to have seen.

The King was represented in armour, lm left

arm resting on his helmet, which lay on a
table beside him, and his right hand holding a
baton. The pensiveness which was natural to

Charles sat well upon his handsome features,

and exhibited as clear a prophecy of his doom
as the most ardent physiognomist or republican
would desire. Here, also, was Raleigh, with
his olive complexion ancl hair of midnight
darkness; a painting of Lord William Russell
winding up his watch for the last time before
his execution

;
Queen Bess, with a ruff so stiff

as to lead to the belief that the three kingdoms
had been ransacked for starch to fortify its

regular folds; Arthur Lord Capel, beheaded
in 1648;—all these, with many others, hung
in the guard-room. Memorials of “ Belted
Will” were here submitted to the stranger’s
inspection. There was his cradle, and there his

military saddle, the belt that braced him in

many a tough encounter
;

the gloves that
grasped his good Bilboa. The belt was (we
hope that we might say is) a curiosity well
worth examination. It was of leather, three
or four inches broad, and covered with metal
studs arranged so as to form this couplet in

the German language :
—

“ O mensch gedenck an diesen tag
Dass Gottes starcke hand vermag.”

The distich comprehends a fine moral, and
may be thus translated

—

“ O man reflect that on this day,
God’s hand hath power to save or slay.”

This is the “ broad and studded belt” alluded
to in the “ Lay of the Last Minstrel,” from
which the Lord Warden of the Miarches de-
rived his well-known epithet. Perhaps we
may be pardoned for pausing a moment to

notice that Mr. Howard, of Corby Castle, who
wrote a large volume, containing memorials of
his family, thus alludes to the passage in the
lay already quoted :

—“ Lord William Howard
is called by Sir Walter Scott ‘ Belted Will
Howard,’ meaning, I apprehend, that he was
in the habit of wearing the baldrick, or broad
belt, which was formerly worn as a distin-

guishing badge, by persons of high station.

But this, as to him, is not at all founded in

fact, as the belt which he wears in his pictures
are particularly narrow. But the characteristic
epithet with which his name has come down to

our times is ‘ Bauld,’ meaning ‘ Bold Wyllie.’ ”
1 With submission, we think Mr. Howard is

wrong upon this point. Whatever may be the
dimensions of the Warden’s belt in his pic-
tures, the baldrick shown at Naworth was
nearly four inches broad. This cannot be
called “ narrow,” nor is it, perhaps, remark-

i able for its breadth. It is very probable,
however, from the lines in a foreign language

1 wrought upon its face, that there was some
superstition connected with the belt, such as

i being endowed with a secret potency protect-
: ing the wearer from harm, and hence the
i origin of the epithet in question. Sir Walter
1 does not tell us where he acquired his descrip-
: tion—possibly by ocular inspection. At all

1 events, we see that on this, as on other occa-
sions, the poet was minutely accurate as to

: costume.
Passing from the guard-chamber, where we

ihave been lingering so long, into one of the
(towers on the south front, a dark cavernous
(passage was entered leading to Lord William’s
(bedchamber, a small apartment containing a
(bed, such as not even a board of guardians
(would dare to give to a pauper protege. The
(room was furnished with appliances of defence,
nand means of escape to boot. The first con-
isieted in a floor formed of a composition as
chard as stone, and doors of enormous thick-
ness, secured with bars and bolts past count-
ring. The second is a secret apartment, vaulted,
uand without light, entrance to which was gained
eby removing a portion of the wainscot panelling.

3j3ut the person who inhabited these rooms was

a scholar as well as a soldier. A winding
staircase conducted from the sleeping apart-

ment to a room above, stored with books and
manuscripts, which, when we saw the place
two summers ago, were in a sad state of dis-

order. Many volumes, once there, had disap-

peared; what remained had been wofully mu-
tilated, and were in such a dirty condition that

the fingers instinctively recoiled from the ope-
ration of opening them. Curiosity in the end
overcame minor considerations. The books,
upon investigation, seemed to have been more
studied by Lord William 200 years ago than
by all his posterity since. His lordship, in

many instances, in addition to inscribing his

name on the title-page, had written a few
words in allusion to the subject. Thus, in a
copy of a work by the “ Starry Galileo,” was
written

—

” For thear glory is to change,

And thear liberty to range.”

In “ Calvin’s Institutes ” he had placed,
“ Qui sibi videtur stare, videat nc cadat;” and
in a controversial work “ Merces amoris
amor,”—a hint, we suppose, to the polemic
author.

Alongside the place of study was the place
of prayer. The oratory contained a quantity
of carved wood brought from the neighbouring
priory of Lanercost, and a confessional. Be-
fore descending from this “ peaceful citidal

”

we might have conducted the reader to the
watch-turret, thence to gaze upon an undu-
lating plain, scattered with villages and farms,
woods and pastures, that stretched away to the
border highlands. What a different prospect
from that beheld by the watchmen from this

very turret, when homestead and rick, blazing
through the gloom of night, disclosed deeds of
rapine and spoilation in the plain below, which
the castle inmates were immediately roused by
sound of horn to remedy or avenge! In those
days it was requisite that a castle should be a
man’s house, if he wished to experience the

j

truth of the proud maxim which declares every
Englishman’s house to be a castle.

The dungeons (to make a rapid transition
from airy turrets to airless dens) are formida-
ble affairs indeed. Not a ray of light was
allowed to penetrate, and rings in the wall
remained to show that my lord warden knew
how to keep a prisoner when he had caught
him.— Times.

THE ROYAL EXCHANGE.

The interesting ceremony of opening the
new Royal Exchange, it will be remembered,
was originally fixed by the Gresham Committee
to take place in the course of July, and,
although no decisive promise was made, still

there was little doubt that her Majesty and her
royal consort would honour the city of London
by opening it in person. An event, however,
of the deepest and most lively interest to the
nation at large, and which is likely to occur
about the same period, precludes the hope of
her Majesty’s presence at so early a date, in

consequence of which the ceremony will be
deferred in all probability, for as yet no day
has been named, until September. Since the

completion of the masonry of this splendid
structure, the committee have diverged from
the plans they had formerly agreed upon, and
have made several important improvements,
which when completed will render the building
far more interesting than was anticipated.

Amongst those of the most moment are the

clock, bells, and chimes. The clock, an im-
portant feature in the consideration of the com-
mittee, is being made by Mr. Dent, the eminent
chronometer-maker in the Strand. The works
are nearly completed, and for ingenuity and
correctness will surpass any other of the kind
in this country. The original intention of
having the same number of bells (eight) as

before the fire has been abandoned, and the

number increased to fifteen. The alteration

was at the suggestion of Mr. Dent, who, having
visited Brussels and other parts of the conti-

nent to obtain information as to the arrange-
ment of carillons, for which the artisans of

Flanders have acquired a well-deserved cele-

brity, was induced to recommend that number,
so that a more harmonious chime might be
gained, 15 bells giving three octaves, thereby
increasing the melody. They have been cast

by Messrs. Mears, the bell-founders in White-
chapel, and are almost ready for hanging in

the tower. The largest weighs 22 cwt., and
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the smallest 5 cwt., the whole set weighing 7
tons. The largest is also the hour bell, and
bears the following inscription :

—“ Cast for
the Royal Exchange in the year of grace 1844;
Richard Lambert Jones, chairman of the
Gresham College Committee

;
Daniel Watney,

Master of the Mercers’ Company; Ebenezer
I loLman, Assistant

;
William Tito, Architect.

Charles and George Mears, founders.” The
others only bear the words “ Royal Exchange,
1 844. As yet the whole of the tunes have not
been agreed upon, the only ones decided on
being “ God Save the Queen,” “ Rule Britan-
nia,” and an ancient madrigal. The barrel
for the chimes is completed, and appears to be
an astonishing piece of mechanism

;
it contains

upwards of 7,000 holes. The clock and chime
works will be securely protected in a separate
and well-fitted apartment in the tower, and not
exposed, as is generally the case in the me-
tropolitan steeples, to the inclemency of the
weather. The pendulum weighs 4 cwt., and
is 16 feet in length

;
each vibration being two

seconds. The roof of the arcade, or merchants’-
walk, will present a very beautiful appearance,
work-people being now busily engaged in paint-
ing it in the fresco style. The roof of the south-
ern entrance is already done, and may be seen
from Cornhill. It is alsounderstood that Lloyd’s
and other public rooms will be similarly
decorated. The sculpture executed by Mr.
Westmacott for the pediment of the grand
fayade will be erected in the course of a few
days. The foundation for the Wellington
statue has been laid, and awaits the masonry,
and nothing has as yet transpired that will

prevent the statue being raised on the 18th
of next month.— Times.

ARCHITECTURAL GEOMETRY, No. I.—
CENTRES OF TUDOR ARCHES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sin,—Will some one of your talented cor-

respondents furnish me, through the medium
of your valuable periodical, with a correct rule
for drawing the Tudor (or four-centred) arch ?

This is sufficiently easy when the height is

not limited
;
but I have bad the following pro-

position given me, which, with the slight atten-
tion I have given it, I am unable to solve :

—

D

Given .—The width at the imposts A B, the
height C D, and the angle at the vertex E I) F,
formed by the chords of the upper arcs.

Required.—The radii E 1 and E H of the
arcs forming the curve.
An early solution will oblige, Sir, yours, &c„
A Subscriber from the beginning.

[In such arches, the point of union, E, of

the two curves composing one limb of tho
arch, and the centre, I, of the smaller curve,
and the centre, H, of the larger curve must
all be in the same right line

;
otherwise the two

curves will not blend perfectly. If the situation
of the point E be not previously determined,
it may be found practically by finding a radius,

the centre of which shall be in the line A—B,
which will strike a circular curve, which shall,

at E, meet the line E—D. When this is done, a
line must be produced through the points E and
I indefinitely, and on this line will be found,
at 11, a centre for siiiking the lurger circular
curve, which shall extend from Hand blend at

E with the smaller curve properly, and without
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an angle. If sufficient dimensions be given,

the case may be argued arithmetically. The
letters F, K, and G, are repeats, and may be

dispensed with in the description. The pre-

mises are deficient
;
the smaller radius ought

to be first determined
;

this would render un-

necessary several trials in order to prevent the

curves from not blending without an angle.

—

Ed.]

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

May 21.—The President in the chair.

The discussion upon the atmospheric rail-

way was extended to such a length as to pre-

clude the reading of any papers, but as many
points, both of the theory and practice of the

system, still remained to be examined, it was
decided that the discussion should be renewed
.at the next meeting, of June 4th, after which

a full report of the proceedings will be given.

The president’s annual conversazione was
announced to take place on the evenings of

Friday, 7th, and Saturday, 8th June, to which
the members and the president’s friends were
invited, and their co-operation was requested

in procuring models, works of art, and curi-

osities for exhibition on the occasion, when a

more than usually interesting meeting was an-

ticipated.

The following papers were announced for

reading at the meeting of June the 4th, there

not being any meeting on Whit Tuesday, the

28th instant:—
No. 670.—“ Account of the plan adopted by

William Preston White, for raising the ‘ In-

nisfail ’ steamer, sunk in the river Lee, near
Cork (Ireland).” By G. P. White, Assoc.
Inst. C. E.
No. 678.—“Description of a coffer-dam used

for closing the ends of the building-slips at

H.M.’s dockyard, Woolwich.” By JB. Snow,
Assoc. Inst. C. E.

No. 683.—“ Description of the iron shed
roof at the London terminus of the Eastern
Counties Railway.” By W. Evill,jun., Grad.
Inst. C. E.

REDCLIFFE CHURCH.

The vestry of the parish of St. Mary Red-
cliffe again appeal to the public on behalf of

the beautiful fabric of which they are the pre-

sent custodians. They do not feel justified in

entering upon so great an undertaking as the

substantial repair of the church, until they
have obtained a sum sufficient to ensure the

satisfactory execution of that portion of the

work absolutely essential to the stability of
the building; and this sum they have fixed at

7,000/. The amount already raised we under-
stand to be about 5,000/., and latterly subscrip-

tions have come in but slowly. We believe

the public are not fully aware of the nature of
the demand made upon them. They do not
know that this magnificent fabric is crumbling
away with a rapidity that must soon reduce it

to ruin, if steps are not speedily taken to check
the progress of decay, and support its declining
masses. We can speak from observation, hav-
ing carefully inspected the building

;
and we

are sorry to say that the architects, Messrs.
Britton and Hosking, whose report has been
published, have not exaggerated the danger-
ous condition in which it stands. The rotten

state of the external stone-work is an evil

only of second magnitude, yet one not to

be fully appreciated without close inspection.

The crockets, finials, ball-flowers, and other
ornamental works, are crumbling away; but
however much we might regret their loss, as

the stability of the fabric is little dependant
upon them, there would be no imperative ne-
cessity for repairs on that account

;
though it

should be known that these do not wear away
by imperceptible degrees, but are constantly
falling in fragments of considerable size.

Almost the whole of the exterior surface of
the stone-work consists of a loose crust of soot
and sand, the disintegration of the stone hav-
ing taken place to a deph of from one to three
or four inches. But an evil of a much more
formidable nature exists in the declension of
the walls themselves from the perpendicular,
in their unstable foundations, and the thrust
constantly exerted by the roof to push them
outwards. The parts where this is most ob-
servable are the choir, with its south aisle, and
the south transept. The walls of the choir
(or what is called its clerestory) are supported

on the piers and arches that separate it from
its aisles, and its heavy groined roof has, of

course, a tendency to thrust them outwards
;

to this thrust of the rooof the architect had
applied the usual counteracting forces, pinna-

cles placed over those parts of the wall against

which the ribs of the groining converge, to

give the outward thrust a more downward ten-

dency, and flying buttresses supporting the

clerestory wall from that of the aisle, which
in its turn was strengthened by strong but-

tresses, in stages. We doubt whether sufficient

support was originally given to the clerestory

;

but probably little injury would have resulted,

if the stability of the outer walls and buttresses

had not materially suffered from the reprehen-

sible practice of digging graves close to their

bases. This practice has destroyed the resist-

ing power the walls would derive from founda-

tions firmly set in the earth
;
and the outward

pressure of the flying buttresses, which convey

the thrust of the roof from the wall of the

clerestory to that of the aisle, has thrown the

wall of the aisle, likewise, and its buttresses,

out of the perpendicular. The clerestory, as

we have already explained, was originally sup-

ported from the wall of the aisle
;
but as this

can now scarcely support itself, it may be
supposed it has become incapable of affording

efficient support to the other. Some bungler

has been employed to remedy this evil, and
has endeavoured to uphold the outer wall

by connecting it by iron bars with theeinner

one; thus each has now the office assigned

it of supporting the other, which, as they both

lean in the same direction, and not towards

each other, it is impossible for them to do.

The transept is in a similarly unstable state,

but in that both the walls have an inclination to

the westward. The mullions and tracery of

most of the windows are so much decayed that

it i9 with difficulty they have been held to-

gether.

On going up the tower and upon the roof of

the church, the manner in which the masonry
is crumbling away becomes more apparent
than from below. We observed one mass of
stone, weighing fifty or sixty pounds, which
had fallen very lately from the pinnacle at the
south-west corner of the church, upon the
leads of the south aisle

;
it was part of a finial,

and the iron bar in its centre, which had been
used to connect it with the rest of the stone-

work, had made, in its fall, a hole through the
leads of the size of a hen’s egg. Within the

parapet at the top of the tower was a still

larger fragment, which had likewise fallen

within the last few weeks. A member of the

vestry, who obligingly accompanied us in our
examination of the building, stated that it had
fallen since he was last up the tower, which
was not long since. In auother place we ob-

served a split down the centre of a pinnacle, a
large portion of which can scarcely fail to be de-

tached by the first frost occurring after rain,

and it will fall on the west side of the tower,

towards the street.

It will be seen from what has been said, that

the question of the restoration of Redcliffe

Church is not merely one of what would be
well in an aesthetical point of view, but, it is a
question of whether the building is to stand or
fall. And this being understood, we cannot
entertain any doubt as to the liberality with
which the dwellers in the west will come
forward to support the vestry in the exertions

they are so creditably making. Very unjust

aspersions have lately been cast upon Bristol

for its alleged illiberality, merely from the
thoughtlessness of a clever writer, who con-
sidered that she could not be wrongin abusing
a city with a bad name. Bristol has a bad name,
and though very causelessly, the sooner it is re-

trieved the better. A Bristol merchant built

Redcliffe Church
;

another rebuilt it when de-

cayed; byanotherthebeautifulchurch of St. Ste-

phen’s was erected; by another thatof St. John

;

St. Werburgh by a fifth
;
the church and convent

of St. James, too, were built by private muni-
ficence

;
and the names of Colston, and Spen-

cer, and Forster, and many others, might be
adduced to show what has been the liberality

of the wealthy merchants of Bristowe in times
past

;
whilst to this day no town is more ready

in its support of all pious and charitable pur-
poses, though it may, as yet, be behind some
others in its patronage of the tasteful arts.

We cannot believe that any real difficulty will

be experienced in repairing, in the nineteenth

century, when the wealth of ^Bristol has in-

creased twenty-fold, a church which was
erected in the fifteenth by the munificence of

one of her sons,

—

“ The mornying starre of Radcleve’s rysinge raie,

A true maune, good of mynde, and Canynge higlite.”

The object is one in which the pious, and the

useful, and the ornamental are all united
;
the

church has claims every way upon the people

of Bristol; but its claim as a temple worthy
of the holy purpose to which it is consecrated

will be sufficient, it may be hoped, to ensure it

against being allowed to perish through neg-
lect.— Great IVestern Advertiser.

SCULPTURE FOR THE NEW HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.

A considerable number of persons of the

highest rank, including the commissioners,

have visited the studio of Mr. Lough to

view two clay models about to be cast for

the above-mentioned purpose. The first is a

magnificent group, representing an incident

in the life of one of the heroic race of the

Plantagenets—we believe Edward III. The
king has spurred his charger up a steep ascent,

covered with heaps of the slain, to bestow the

honour of knighthood on a soldier who has

just taken the standard from the enemy, but

received a mortal wound in so doing. The
dying man is falling sick and faint into the

arms of a companion, and though a gleam of

joy passes across his face, it is evident that the

voice of honour is breathed into ears that are

fast becoming deaf to the pomps and glories

of the world. The majestic figure of the king

rises above the rest, his sword stretched out

across the expiring warrior, his features elate

with stern triumph, and seeming to look beyond
the “ ignorant present,” to the glorious future,

and to heed but little of the sacrifices by which
victory is to be purchased. From behind,

another wounded man, overcoming the intense

suffering visible in every feature, has dragged
himself forward to drink in, with almost en-

vious eagerness, the words that are to confer

immortal renown on his fallen comrade. The
second group, though perhaps less imposing

on a first glance, as not including so many
figures, and such variety of action and expres-

sion, affords a triumphant refutation of the

charge of “ necessary ” coldness, so often

brought against sculpture, or at least shews
that it is in the power of true genius to mould
all that is material to its purposes. A wife

has sought her husband on the field, after the

battle, and discovered his senseless remains,

—

guided, it would seem, by her recognition of
his horse, who stands in a drooping attitude

over the body of his master. The first agony
of the discovery is over, and she is leaning her

cheek in a passionate burst of grief against

the face of the poor dumb mourner, who bends

towards her in the mute sympathy which is the

only consolation for a genuine sorrow. No
one who has ever felt its power can fail to

appreciate the pathos of this exquisite per-

formance, and the sudden gush of tears which
it brought to the eyes of more than one spec-

tator was a higher compliment to the power
that produces them than any that words can

furnish .—Morning Journal.

USELESS LEARNING.
BY JOHN BYRNE,

Late Professor of Mathematics in the Columbian

College
,
Washington, United States.

“ The history of men’s follies,” says the

inimitable Fontenelle, “ makes no small part

of our learning
;
and, unhappily for us, much

of our knowledge terminates there.” But if

there be one folly greater than another, it is

the having the mind stored with a large amount
of useless learning. Yet this is the reason

why men who have spent a long apprenticeship

at college very often become useless members
of society.

The superfluities of life should follow only

after the necessaries—so it is with knowledge.

Society calls forth from the mind what she

calls forth from the soil—-useful products.

Reason should be cultivated more than me-
mory

;
nor is the bare acquisition of new ideas

of any real advantage, unless they be such as

are adapted to the circumstance of our wants

and occasions, or be capable of becoming so.

We have very few instances of men who ad-

vanced the interests of society, whether by
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machinery, manufacture, politics, or morality,

that have not been drawn out into a sphere of

active life, to perform a more or less con-

spicuous part. The chief object of an educa-

tion is to prepare us for some useful and im-
portant vocation of active life. This is the

essence of true merit—aside from this, learning

is not worthy of its name. It is all the same
to the present generation, whether the ecliptic

will coincide with the equator in two or three

millions of years — whether the Medea of

Sophocles or Ovid’s Metamorphoses best illus-

trates the doctrine of space and infinity—if the

mind of man be placed in the brain or in the

spinal marrow, or whether it be a spirit or an
assemblage of monadical particles — if the

mountains were formed at the creation, or pro-

duced by a deluge—whether the falls of Niagara
will take 16,000 or 20,000 years to work their

way into Lake Erie, or if what is called matter
has sensation, in the same manner as it has

gravitation
;
with a multitude of other ifs and

whethers. Everything now-a-days is a science;

but science is useless knowledge, unless it be-

come subservient to human purposes, and
under the direction of human reason. We
would not give a straw for all the senseless

prattle about the claims of one of the heathen
gods over another

;
nor do we care whether

Jupiter was born upon Mount Ida, or upon the

hill of Lycotus. It makes no difference to the

present inhabitants of the globe, though
Venus was lovely and Minerva wise

;
though

Janus was worshipped us the ruler of the year
and all human fortunes; though Leda brought
forth an egg only to Jupiter, or one to both
Jupiter and Pyndarus

;
and though Psyche,

the pure, devoted Psyche, was the daughter of
a king, or of Sol and Constancy, it makes no
matter: all this sort of pretented knowledge
has never advanced commerce or agriculture,

nor can it improve manufacture. Will it

aggrandize art, or enlarge science? Will it

lessen the fuel or friction of our steam-engines?
Can it harmonize society, or prevent men from
deceiving and calumniating each other? No

—

it is all useless learning. We are formed to

count, measure, and weigh, without engaging-
in a labyrinth of philosophical absurdities of
first causes, which has been so long honoured
by the name of science. In short, let us hold
in contempt all those kinds of philosophy which
do not tend to make mankind happy: which
give us false notions of our duty to ourselves

and our neighbour; which do not teach us to

regulate our conduct
;
which fill our minds with

uncouth terms, incomprehensible theories, or
ill-founded conjectures

;
which do not give us

a clearer idea of the author of nature than what
we may acquire from his works, and the won-
ders that are every day passing before our
sight. But if there be one thing to be more
dreaded than another, it is an inveterate love

for reading works of fiction, and especially for

roaming in the boundless literary deserts of
some of our trashy periodicals, with their

effeminate tales and butterfly poetry.

It is all useless learning; and the time
absorbed in weakening the mind with the paltry,

effeminate stuff, is a blot on our lives, diminish-
ing instead of lengthening. All those tender
cbarming love-tales, that suit ladies and
gentlemen of independent fortunes, who only
seek an agreeable amusement in reading, have
their day, but then vanish into utter oblivion,
like many of our metaphysical phantoms,
or the dreams of a sick man : while the fruits

of useful knowledge and industry are perma-
nent, and remain to eternity. Again, what
solid benefit does a student receive from the
majority of the public lectures at college?
Though rather opposed to the popular doc-
trine, we have very little faith in the knowledge
derived from this mode of instruction. It

certainly will not make scholars: and those
who just get a smattering of science, are pro-
verbially the worst kind of bores. Those we
encounter every day, —they know that water
will find its level

;
that the atmosphere presses

with the force of fifteen pounds on the square
inch

;
that all that is gained in power is lost

in time; and the angle of 45° is an angle of
aU-ivork with those scientific gentry. Although
not knowing the difference between discount
and interest, they will suggest several plans of
paying the national debt

;
without understand-

ing the adjustment of a sextant or theodolite,

they have many schemes to effect perpetual
motion

;
and squuring the circle is a favourite

hobby, yet not being able to distinguish be-

tween the circumscribed, inscribed, and es-

cribed circles of a triangle. Knowledge and
learning cannot be acquired without exertion.

Those who aspire to possess these distinctions

must prove, by industry and perseverance, that

that they deserve them. There are books to

be studied and experiments to be gone through
with. There are certainly great evils in the

prevalence of this college-going spirit, and, in

short, in all our lecture-mania; it begets in

the minds of its disciples a superficial, trashy

kind of accomplishments, or rather the reputa-

tion for accomplishments
;
for mankind gene-

rally are fonder of appearing to know some-
thing, than of seeking after knowledge.

The system must be faulty that dubs a man
A.B., or A.M., merely from his sitting still

and listening to a routine of discourses, which
are generally unconnected, or trivial, and often

senseless. These are facts, of course, that

almost every one knows
;
but “ nothing,” says

Montaigne, “ is so firmly believed as that which
we least know ;” for which reason Plato said,

“ that it is more easy to satisfy my hearers with

a discourse about the nature of the gods than

of men.”

We speak to the intelligent. If you wish to

benefit yourself, or the community in which
you live, measure in your mind only that know-
ledge upon which the grand pillars of society

rest for its peace and happiness. Fame sought
in this channel is lasting. Knowledge of this

kind is always in demand. It is from this

acquirement that we daily see instances of

men, who never were crowned with the lowest

collegiate honour, soar into the high heavens
of intellectual greatness, and win the esteem
and admiration of the world. Let it not be
understood that we undervalue the considera-

tion of speculative philosophy; no, but we
must distinguish between chimerical specula-

tions and demonstrable theories; the former
can never produce any thing which is not

imaginary, and which does not vanish like the

dreams of alchymy, or the idle reveries of

judicial astrology; “while the latter stands im-

mutable amidst all the ravages of time, and
ultimately must have a practical application.

For instance, the conical pendulum of Huygens
remained useless for ages, until Watt converted

it into a most efficient regulator of the steam-

engine. And, again, the accurate observations

of the longitude, which preserve navigators

from shipwreck, spring indeed from a theory

which, by a chain of truths, goes as far back

as the discoveries made in the school of Plato,

though they were afterwards buried twenty-

one centuries in perfect inutility.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Hook Church .—The small church at Hook,

near Goole, has undergone considerable re-

pairs and restorations, both internally and ex-

ternally, which have been executed in a simple,

effective, but characteristic manner, under the

direction of Messrs. Hurst and Moftatt, archi-

tects, Leeds and Doncaster. Much care aud

attention have been paid to having every part

correctly restored, an aim in which they have

been ably seconded by the Rev. J. Paley, the

incumbent; and as a whole this little edifice

may be pronounced a model of what a parish

church ought to be in a rural district.—Hull

Packet.

New Church
,
at Milton

,
near Gravesend.

—

The foundation stone of the intended Holy
Trinity Church, Milton, near Gravesend, was

laid on Tuesday, the 14th May, by the Arch-

deacon of Rochester. The church will be

built of Kentish rag-stone, with Caen-stone

dressings, in the decorated English style of the

fourteenth century, from the designs of Mr.

James Wilson, architect, of Bath. l'he plan

is that of a Latin cross, to accommodate, in

open seats, 1,000 persons, 600 of which seats

will be free. The chancel will be executed in

proportion to the church, with a large eastern

window. The tower and spire will be at the

south-west angle 130 feet in height.

The Houses of Parliament.— It ap-

pears, by a return made to the House of Com-
mons, tliat, in 1838, the Lords of the Treasury

limited Mr. Barry’s remuneration, as architect

of the Houses of Parliament, to 25,000/., to be

paid at intervals in proportion to the advance

of the works.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Railwayfrom Birmingham to Shreivsbury.

—

This long-contemplated project is, we perceive,

at length in a fair way of being carried out,

and in a manner which must prove highly

beneficial to the inhabitants of Birmingham and
the densely-populated district through which
the line is intended to pass. It was originally

contemplated that the Shropshire Railway,

communicating with the metropolis, should

fall into the Grand Junction line, either at

Wolverhampton or Stafford; but this plan

was found, on consideration, not only to be

open to many objections, but that, by its

adoption, a large portion of profitable traffic

would be lost. Under these circumstances,

it was represented by several influential

members of the Provisional Committee, con-

nected with Shropshire, Wolverhampton, and

Dudley, that by extending the line through

Coseley, Tipton, Dudley, and Oldbury, to

Birmingham, a liberal return might be ob-

tained for the capital invested, while a great

accommodation would be afforded to the im-
portant mining and manufacturing district of

the neighbourhood. In consequence of these

suggestions, several meetings of the Committee
were held, and an interview was obtained with

the chairman and directors of the London and
Birmingham Company, when Mr. Ormsby
Gore gave an outline of the plan, the mode
proposed for carrying it out, the result of

the reports of engineers, and the statement

of traffic taken by Mr. Pare
;
and when these

had been satisfactorily explained, the deputa-

tion, on the part of the committee, offered the

London and Birmingham Company the lease

of the line, on the latter guaranteeing to the

subscribers of the required capital 4 per cent,

interest, and a moiety of the surplus profits.

This proposition was at once acceded to,

and, with the powerful influence of the London
and Birmingham Company, backed by the

support of the noblemen and landed pro-

prietors of Shropshire and the district through
which the line is intended to pass, scarcely

a doubt remains that the project will be

sanctioned by the legislature, and carried out

without delay .—Birmingham Journal.

Legislation of Railways in France.-—The
National has the following :

—“ It is said that

the deputies of all shades of opinion in the

chamber have decided that the proposition

made last year by M. de Larochejacquelin, that

no members interested in any line of railroad,

either as shareholders or as directors, shall

take any part in the votes of the different

lines to be granted, is to be again brought

forward in a few days, and that all deputies

having any personal interest in railroads will

be invited to sign a declaration to this effect.”

Atmospheric Railways in Austria .—A letter

from Vienna says:—“ We are going to have

a trial of an atmospheric railroad. A company

has been formed here to construct one between

Vienna and Huttlesdorf, by Hiertzing, and

Miedburg, on the left bank of the Wein.

The expense will be 1,200,000 florins. All

the shares, each of which is 10,000 florins,

were disposed of the very day the pro-

spectus of the company was published.”

The Raihvay Record says— “We have reason

for surmising that a new move is about to be

made, more startling than any which has yet

occurred in these exciting times. What will

be thought of a new London and Birmingham

Railway, guaranteed by the GreatWestern and

Grand J unction jointly ?

The experiment of an atmospheric railway

is about to be made on a line 21 miles in length,

from Croydon to Epsom.

Several workmen are busily employed in

laking additions and alterations at the Royal

(bservatory, Greenwich, for the purpose of

militating the scientific labours of the Astro-

omer Royal.

Messrs. Bright and Sons are erecting a new

otton-mill, to be 300 feet long, 75 feet broad,

nd five stories higb, at Cronkeysbaw, near

tochdale.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—Among- the many rarities dispersed at

the Strawberry Hill sale was a very fine old

English arm-chair, lot 117, and described as

“ a most curious and finely-carved Elizabethan

arm-chair, the back pierced and ornamented with

grotesque heads : in the centre is the date

1603.”

(FORMERLY AT STRAWBERRY-HILL.)

richments gilt
;

in the back, under the carved

arch, is a coat of arms, on each side of which

are the initials P. W.

;

these, with the archi-

tectural ornaments about them, are formed of

an inlay of different coloured woods, a very

common mode of decorating all kinds of

furniture and joinery during the reigns of

Elizabeth and James I.

The arms are:—Quarterly I. and IV.

Quart., Argent and Gules, a fret or : in the

first quarter an ermine spot.

II. Argent, a chevron between three cor-

morants sable. III. Argent, two chevrons

gules
;
in a canton of the last, a mullet or

;
in

the nombrel point, a martlet for difference.

Through the kindness of a friend, I am en-

abled to inform you that these are the arms of

the Cheshire family of Warburton; and on

inspecting “ Ormerod’s History of Cheshire,”

I am inclined to believe that the chair be-

longed to Sir Peter Warburton, Kt., one

of the justices of the Court of King’s Bench,

who died in 1621, who introduced a martlet in

the centre of his shield. He was a very emi-

nent man, and an account of his legal progress

is given by Ormerod. The family of the War-
burtons were very numerous, and there were

several of the name of Peter contemporarily

with the date 1603. Their descendants still

remain at the ancient seat, Arley Hall, built

by Peter Warburton, who died in 1495.

The small collection of details will be suffi-

cient to shew the style of the ornaments : the

patterns are repeated in the chair. I have

only to add that at the Strawberry-hill auction,

the chair was sold by Mr. George Robins to

the Earl of Derby, for the sum of 21/.—I am,

Sir, yours, &c., C. J. Richardson.

22, Brompton-crescent, May, 1844.

Since I sent you the account of the old
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Elizabethan chair, I have had the honour

of receiving a note respecting it from my
friend, Mr. R. S. S. Warburton, of Arley Hall,

Cheshire. He states, “ that the coat of arms

upon it were those borne by Sir Peter War-
burton, knight, and to whom no doubt the chair

belonged.” Sir Peter was not knighted till

some time subsequently to the inscribed date,

TETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ., PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

( Continuedfrom p. 267.)

In the earliest epochs of civilization a know-
ledge of rocks was almost exclusively confined

to the architect and sculptor, and the magnifi-

cent remains of former greatness testify that

the ancients were not only well acquainted with

the several varieties adapted to architecture

and sculpture, but also with the localities

where the materials most suited to their views

were to be found, and with the conditions es-

sential to their usefulness and durability. Little

is left of Babylon commemorative of its former
renown and greatness, and the little that is left

denotes the more extensive use of sun-burnt
bricks than the treasures of the quarry so

lavishly bestowed on the perhaps equally cele-

brated city of Thebes: but even the latter,

magnificent as they are, and evidencing a de-

gree of excellence in finish not to be surpassed

in modern times, sink into comparative insig-

nificence before the architectural monuments
of the eastern peninsula. Many of these archi-

tectural remains, in addition to the stately and
primitive grandeur of the Egyptians, exhibit

in an apparent exuberance of ornament an ex-
quisitely classic style, a mathematical exactitude
not to be surpassed by Greece or Rome, and a
finish of sculpture and grouping of character
evidencing a prior and extensive acquaintance
with the arts, at a period, too, placed beyond the
records of man.

Antiquarians have surmised that the Egyp-
tians were unacquainted with the use of iron

because no iron implements have been found
in the ruins of tombs, temples, and palaces

;

but the now deserted quarries, and many of the
existing monuments, exhibit marks which
could only have been impressed upon them by
iron, and we have it on historical record that
iron was one of the earliest discoveries of man
when he entered into the social state. On the
other hand, iron is the least durable of all the
metals, and particularly so in the arid climate
of Upper Egypt, where it oxidates rapidly, and
disappears.

I have hitherto spoken almost exclusively of
granite, a term which embraces a vast variety
of rocks as it passes by transition into all other
known species, and is endlessly diversified in

composition and character; its colour is gene-
rally more or less reddish, which is the preva-
lent colour of the felspar, usually its predomi-
nant part. Sometimes the felspar is greyish
or yellowish white, approaching to the appear-
ance of quartz, and only distinguishable from
it by its peculiar fracture and lustre. Geologists

1603; he was one of the justices of the Court

of King’s Bench, purchased the manor of

Grafton, in Cheshire, and erected the Hall of

Grafton, now in’ existence
;

a view of it is

given in “ Ormerod’s History of Cheshire,”

likewise in the small book, “ Clarke’s Eliza-

bethan Architecture.” C. J. R.

have observed that the red colour appears more
frequently in the newer, while the greyish

white appears to be more characteristic of the

older formation of granite, but these distinc-

tions are arbitrary and without foundation
;
the

colour depending entirely upon the nature of its

components and upon local influence : in Nubia
granites present an endless diversity of com-
position, and every shade of colour, from the

black or greenish black siennites to the milk-

white quartz. Those kinds which contain

a large proportion of felspar, or hornblende, and
are exposed to the unintermitting and intense

tropical action of the atmosphere, generally

assume this reddish hue, but as the rock dips

into the earth, so the colour gradually dis-

appears, passing off by almost imperceptible

shades to a greyish white; or should the rock

be stratified, the change is sometimes sudden.

The same conditions under which it is formed

govern also its crystalline texture and hardness,

the rock in those regions where it is generated,

being always harder and more compact above,

than it is below the surface, although all the

numerous varieties exhibited in particular lo-

calities are all contemporaneously produced.

Again, the size of the crystal varies much
in granite

;
in some kinds we observe the

ingredients equally mixed, and the grain small,

and this kind is termed the porphyritic granite,

a material very abundant in this country, and

highly desirable for the purposes of paving

and numerous appliances of machinery, grind-

ing, &c. The Portsoy granite is a variety

in which the felspar forms the greatest part

of the mass, and which contains mica in

small groups at great distances from each

other; the quartz is disposed in such a manner,

that when the rock is cut in a certain direction,

it exhibits some resemblance to written cha-

racters, whence it derives its name of graphic

granite.

The felspar is sometimes found in the shape

of cuneform concretions, representing on their

fracture a surface comparable to the paws of

some animals, or to the petals of flowers
;

at

other times the quartz, intersecting the granite

throughout in large nodules, represents the

form and appearance of petrified mollusca,

bearing a striking similitude to some of the

shell marbles
;
the granite of which London-

bridge is composed abounds with these no-

dules. The felspar of the white granites of

Cornwall occurs in a completely disintegrated

state; cohesion is maintained in general, but

the substance is so far softened, as to yield

to the knife like steatite, but upon the whole
it is in a loose earthy state. In the working
of a tin mine in the neighbourhood of St.

Austle, the miners, laying aside the usual

mode of shafts and levels, were used to quarry

the granite out like freestone. In some kinds
the mica assumes very peculiar forms, being
in laminated plates, and irregularly disposed
in bunches within the rock. The felspar of
some species, as in the Cornish mines, passes
by incipient decomposition into porcelain earth.

Gneiss—like granite, is composed of parts
cohering together without any intermediate
cement, often in the form of crystals, and
sometimes alternating in layers of a slaty
texture resting on granite. It is essentially the
same as granite in its elementary constituents,
consisting of quartz, felspar, and mica, variably
blended with each other without determinate
order or regularity, and uniting with these com-
ponents numerous mineral beds and veins,
being the most metalliferous of all the rocks.

It is the strongly expressed opinion of
geologists that gneiss rocks derive their origin
from the more ancient granite and other crys-
talline compounds, but observation does not
tend to confirm this view, for many varieties of
gneisspass gradually into the state of granite, and
its laminated structure and horizontal position,

independent of the nature and peculiarity of its

mineral beds, point rather a modified cause,
proceeding from sedimentary deposition of
matter analogous to the granite beneath, but
uniting with it other mixed material, which
granite very often, but does not always, pos-
sess. Mr. Phillips says that as some gneiss
shews evidently a degree of wearing of the
edges and angles of the quartz and felspar, and
much more decidedly by the laminar arrange-
ment of the mica, and consequent minute
stratification of the rock, that its materials

were ready-made and crystallized when brought
together, and arranged by some mechanical
agent, principally influenced by gravitation,—in

fact, by water. But this wearing of the edges
and angles is purely imaginary, and the dis-

position of the mica, which is sometimes dis-

posed in large horizontal plates, is the very
reverse to being favourable to the supposition.

The nature of the sedimentary deposit always
determines the nature of the rock: rivers

carry into the sea-sands washed from the loose

beds of the earth, and the finer material qf the
disintegrated beds, and all these matters unite

and form vast beds, covering previous deposits

at the bottom of the waters, and suiting their

disposition to the beds beneath
;
among these

commingled matters there may be, and no
doubt often is, the disintegrated material 0?
rocks, but generally speaking it is the material
which has not yet passed into rock, subject tQ
the same conditions, and undergoing the same
change as granite, the difference being, that

gneiss is formed by continuance of deposition,

modified by place and association, of the finer

particles of matter, and in a similar manner to

the shales, which it so resembles in structure;

whereas the granites -are ruder masses, thrown
together as accidental circumstances may
determine, the one and the other being some-
times contemporaneously produced. It is

ridiculous to suppose that granite on disin-

tegration can be thus produced, for the waste
created must of necessity become united with

other matters held in suspension by the waters

of all running streams, and on deposition will

be a bed of another nature, unless we can con-

ceive the whole of the superficial beds of the

earth to have been originally granite—but this

is against reason and observation, neither can

we conceive granite decomposing and recom-

bining in its undisturbed position
;
nor could

it, under these circumstances, assume the

stratified appearance it now presents to us. It

is evidently the result of sedimentary deposition,

and, in common with all other sedimentary de-

posits, has a tendency, under favourable dispo-

sitions, to assume the form of rock, first, while

in its disintegrated state, arranging its material

within itself according to the laws of affinity,

the force of cohesion, and mechanical combina-

tion.

Such is the order of events observed by

Nature in her changes in the present era; the

sedimentary deposit no sooner becomes a por-

tion of terra firma, than it changes, in accord-

ance with its nature and to the local influences

to which it may be exposed. Sometimes we

observe the quartz crystals first make their

appearance in a rich blue unctuous marl,

felspar next appears, and mica is the last to

assume the crystalline structure. It is acknow-

ledged that fragments of granite are most

rarely discovered in it, and it is exceedingly

improbable that they have ever been discovered,
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Men go great lengths to sustain their respective

theories. It must also be borne in mind that

gneiss often exhibits a higher degree of crystal-

line structure than granite, from which it is sup-

posed to be produced; and again, this material

often alternates with hornblende slate, mica
slate, and other compounds. It alternates with

granite in the Reesengeberge and in Quito,

and in some cases graduates into the character

of granite, as on the southern declivity of the

Tiflis and Jungfrau; more frequently it ex-

changes beds with mica schist, hornblende
schist, and granular limestone and clay slate.

In some of these formations we have

evidence of periodical depositions such as now
take place within the ocean, every successive

bed marking its origin and the primary cause

of that origin. The bed of gneiss alternates

with mica schist, the continuous deposits of

the ocean are interrupted or united for a short

period with the deposits held in suspension by

rivers; this action ceases, and Nature assumes

her undisturbed process. Thus, year after

year, the bed increases in thickness over a

limited region, the sedimentary matter, singly

or conjointly produced, covering in the in-

equalities of the ocean bed on which they

repose, varying in thickness and presenting the

like extraordinary curvatures throughout their

whole thickness.

It is this sedimentary deposition simulta-

neously taking place with the chemical and
mechanical increase of limestone and calca-

reous beds, that renders the latter so remarkably
local and irregular in their occurrence, giving

them the form of large lenticular masses,

common to the Pyrenees, and enveloped on
every side by the predominant rocks of gneiss.

By the substitution of hornblende for mica,

gneiss gradually changes to hornblende schist,

the latter being of pure oceanic character, the

former being of mixed material of the ocean

and river deposits. The very numerous transi-

tions of gneiss into other rock, is proof suffi-

cient that its origin is in common with all

other kinds, and deducible from the like causes

still existing.

Mica schist is a species of gneiss not readily

distinguishable from the latter, and, in fact,

no real distinction can be made other than
that presented by chemical analysis or where
the preponderance of mica gives it a marked
character. These kinds of rock are almost

unknown in England, but in Ireland and

Scotland they are abundant, and include among
them many gradations. Gneiss is often found
porphyritic at Uurt

;
kaolin is derived from it

in the mainland of Zetland, and in Fetlar. It

forms the beautiful and picturesque region

around Loch Sunart.

Granite rocks, including gneiss, are formed
by the slow operation of natural causes, a

degree of heat far greater than that belonging
to the temperate regions of the earth being
essentially necessary to produce them

;
the

equable distribution of many of the true

granites and of gneiss, proves their common
origin, and the true mathematical and mecha-
nical combination existing primarily in the

organic frame. A bed of shell-fish, a bed of

sands and shell-fish, a bed of sands, shell-fish,

and animal and vegetable matter, of dry land,

or the communated particles of shell-fish and
marine exuviae united in the like uniform
manner, each of them is a type of the rock in

its crystalline state, the ultimate result being the
highest of a series of changes, and the after

changes depending upon the accidents of time
and circumstance, for all kinds of rock
however durable their qualities may be, are
liable to corrode and decompose as they
become exposed to atmospheric action, or to

mechanical action produced by winds, rains, &c.
Men are taught that the crystalline rocks

are produced by the heat of fusion, but the

facts collected in the present day have
weakened, and must ere long banish, notions

so erroneous and contradictory in their nature.

It is true that the material of lavas is

analogous to that of granites, and naturally so,

for the beds of the earth from which the one
and the other are produced sirailate in their

nature, and boast one common origin
;

the
earths of which they are formed composing
the interior and exterior beds being acted upon
by flood or fire as accident may determine, for
there is no one prescribed rule applicable to
natural operations. The ancient and modern
lavas are all distinguishable in the present day,
and the older streams rapidly decompose

as they become exposed to atmospheric in-

fluences.

Common gneiss, used for laying the beds of

large furnaces, is found in most of the moun-
tainous parts of Europe in innumerable varie-

ties of proportion, combination, distinguishing

colour, and hardness, being covered with argil-

laceous slate, sand, or limestone. The cele-

brated Eddystone Lighthouse is said to be a

species of gneiss, having a degree of elasticity,

and its present state of preservation is demon-
strative of its value for buildings and monu-
ments. A species of gneiss, consisting of

quartz, mica, and alumine, makes a very

superior whetstone for sharpening scythes and
other instruments, and a polishing gneiss found

in Norway and Sweden, and composed of

alumine and mica, is much used to polish steel

instruments. Steatite gneiss, consisting of

steatite and mica, is used for the walls of melt-

ing furnaces, and for the covering of houses in

Sweden, Hungary, &c.

Gneiss is the most metalliferous of all rocks,

some of the richest mines in Europe and South

America being in this formation, and in this re-

spectalso itshews itscommonorign with granite

on the one hand, and to common schistus or

slate on the other, for granite often passes into

tinstone and other metalliferous rocks, and the

close alliance of both kinds with their beds and
veinsintersectingthem is demonstrative evidence

of the common origin and contemporaneous
formation of both. The like remarks equally

apply to the schistus beds comprising so great

a portion of the carboniferous series : the con-

tinental mines in Saxony and Bohemia, and
the silver mines of Konesberg are formed in

gneiss.

Gneiss often abounds with garnets, and this

species, which is very common to Europe, is

also abundant in Upper India, and may be seen

under a variety of forms and combinations,

from the simple conglomerated mass of garnet

sands, interspersed with mica, to the most
highly finished schistose beds and rocks. The
low range of hills near Nagpoor abounds with

the most beautiful specimens of crystalline

rock, interspersed with blocks of marble,

hornblende, and other rich and ornamental
stones. Ceylon is also abundantly supplied

with this beautiful natural product, which pre-

sents a polish throughout its schistose structure

utterly unattainable by art. In all countries

its close alliance with granite, and its origin

from the one common source, are evidenced

by the same mechanical combinations of its

constituents, the same colour and compound
structure, the like divisions into mineral veins

and beds, and the like metalline bodies, the

observable difference being that some species

are evidently composed of the finer particles of

matter in which extraneous bodies are irregu-

larly distributed, manifesting periodical depo-

sition as well as local deposition, analogous to

the earth forming the delta of Egypt, which,

where undisturbed by the operations of man,
exhibits, even in its disintegrated state, a lami-

nated or schistose structure ; the other granite,

as previously observed, forming, by local depo-

sition of larger aggregates, the intermediate

species, shewing the transition of the one into

the other.

Porphyry.—A term in mineralogy applied

to a large and variedclass ofrocks falsely termed
primitive and volcanic by modern geologists,

and defined as having a compact basis, in which
are disposed granular particles, or crystals.

This base is generally siliceous, or silico-

aluminous, as compact felspar, hornstone,

pitchstone, pearlstune, claystone, or obsidian;

the inclosed grains or crystals being of quartz

or felspar. Of these varieties the pitchstone

and pearlstone porphyries appear to take pre-

cedence, in the order of production, over the

claystone and other porphyries containing pot-

ash and mica in their mechanical composition.

It is a very difficult matter for the practical

mineralogist to separate the porphyries from
other kinds of rock

;
for we observe them pass,

on the one hand, into granite, gneiss, mica,

schist, &c., and on the other, into sandstone,

pitchstone, andclay.
(To be continued.)

Opening of the Troi.lhatta Canal.

—

Gottenburo, May 11.— It is confidently as-

serted on the best authority that the king will

be present at the opening of the new Troll-

hatta Canal and Sluices; and that he will arrive

here on the 31st instant.

BUILDERS' SOCIETY.

Report of the Committee on the Metropolitan

Buildings Bill
,
as printed by order of the

House of Commons ,
March, 1844.

Your Committee would congratulate the

Society on the very much improved character

of this Bill, as compared with all those to

which your attention has been called, as they

have been severally printed by the House of

Commons during the last three years, and they

cannot but advert with satisfaction to the lucid

form and clear arrangement which pervade

the Bill as now presented.

To the general intentions and purposes of

such an Act, it is quite clear that we, as

builders, can offer no possible objection, in

so far as it tends to improve the character

of buildings generally
;
nor have we any right,

or any disposition, to interfere in the matter

further than to bring to bear upon it so much
of technical knowledge and personal expe-

rience as we may be able to command, for

the purpose of pointing out the probable prac-

tical effect of the proposed enactments, and

thereby assisting the framers of the law to

the better carrying out of their own intentions.

The leading features of the present Build-

ing Act (14 Geo. 3, c. 78) are of course gene-

rally known, it will therefore suffice for the

committee to point out the most important

points on which the proposed Bill differs from

it.

It proposes to repeal the Act 14 Geo. 3,

c. 78, except as to that part which relates

to dangers by fire.

Also, the 50th Geo. 3, c. 75, which is an

Act to legalize the use of patent tesserae as

roofing.

Also, the 3rd and 4th Will. 4, c. 35, and

3rd and 4th Vic. c. 85 (both known as Chim-
ney Sweepers Acts), so far as they relate to

the construction of flues.

The limits of its operations are much more
extensive, taking at once a circle of about

eight miles round the metropolis; but as there

is a provision for its further extension to

twelve miles from C haring-cross, it is most

probable that the rapidly increasing size of

the metropolis soon will render it desirable

that this extent should come under its control.

District surveyors are to be continued in

office, their duties being similar to those at

present imposed upon them—their numbers
being necessarily increased. All public build-

ings, however, and all private dwellings or

warehouses beyond certain limits are to be

under the control of a new body of officers

styled official referees
;
and to consist of two

architects and a registrar; the duty of this

latter officer being to judge of the legality

of all matters connected with this Act; and,

as his name implies, to keep a register of

all transactions connected therewith. The
official referees are further to be a court of

appeal, with power to settle all questions of

disputed rights, value of works, or any other

matter that may arise in relation to this Act.

From this court of second instance, however,

there is to be an appeal to the Commissioners

of Woods and Works, who have final power
of decision in such cases as may be brought

before them.
Your committee feel that this arrangement

of official referees promises fair to constitute

a ready and competent tribunal for the adjust-

ment of differences relating to questions of

building
;

not only as to the points touched

by the proposed Bill, but as to all such questions

whatever; an important benefit to the public,

and to our trade especially, which, from its

intricacy of detail and abundance of techni-

calities, offers so many difficulties to the real

investigation of the differences which arise in

reference to it, and renders a peculiar pro-

fessional education imperative for the right

understanding of them.
It appears, however, that the amount of work
which will necessarily devolve on the official

referees will render it desirable that their

number should be increased
;
which will be

obvious, if you consider the large extent

over which their services may be required,

and that under the pj-oposed arrangement

all moderately large dwelling-houses would

require their special supervision.

The official referees are to be appointed by

the Secretary of State for the Home Depart-

ment ;
the registrar by the Commissioners of

Woods and Works.
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Under the proposed Act, buildings are di-

vided into three classes :

—

1st. Dwelling-houses.

2nd. Warehouses, workshops, and similar
buildings.

3rd. Public buildings.

The two first classes are subdivided into
rates, according to the size and height, and
when in either case they exceed the limits

prescribed, they are removed into the third
class.

The two first classes are subject to the super-
vision of district surveyors, as has been the
case heretofore.

The third class are to be placed under the
special superintendence of the official referees.

By a reference to Schedule C, part II., you
will more clearly understand this arrangement,
and as it has a most important practical bear-
ing upon the questions involved, your committee
request your special attention to the schedule
as it now stands, and also to the various
modifications suggested.

The Bill proposes to make drainage impera-
tive.

The broad and important features of the
measure being thus before you, your committee
request you to refer to the Bill itself, in which
they suggest various alterations, and with re-

gard to the detailed instructions contained in

which, they have to propose certain modifica-
tions. The observations which follow will

give you the opinion of your committee on
these several matters, and the clauses to which
they immediately refer are

—

Clause 10 . . Page 8 . . Line 18

„ 14 . . „ 10 . . „ 23

,, 15 . . „ 11 . • tt 43

„ 21 . . „ 16 . . „ 30

„ 25 . . „ 19 . . „ 14

„ 42 . . „ 28 . . „ 8

„ 51 . . „ 34 . . „ 40

„ 53 . . „ 36 . . „ 40
c.. ..Part II. . . „ 64
c..,.. „ IV. . . „ 66
c..... „ VI.. . „ 67
D. ... „ I.. . „ 68
D. ... „ II.. . „ 69
D. III.. . „ 70 and 71
D. . .. „ VI. . • „ 72
E. - „ 73
F.., . . ,, . „ 73, 74, and 75
H. , .

.

. „ 76
I. ... ,, . * , 77

Clause 10.—The change proposed in the
thickness of the party-walls of the smaller-
sized houses would render it impossible to ful-

fil some engagements. As, for instance, a party
having entered into a contract to erect upon
ground a certain number of small houses, may
be prevented, by the additional room required
for the thicker walls, from placing that num-
ber of houses upon the ground

;
besides which

additional expense would be entailed upon each
house. Thus, if 100 houses are to be built,

having each 12 feet frontage, three entire

houses would be thrown out; and the probable
return of rent diminished in the proportion of
3 per cent.

Provision should, therefore, be made to com-
pensate persons under such engagements. The
party under contract would be compelled to

expend all the money and receive a smaller
return

;
whereas the ground landlord would

have a better article, and his reversion would
be improved in value.

Clause 14.—If the surveyor should be
wrong, there should be some remedy afforded
to the owner or builder, otherwise the clause
might be very oppressive.

Clause 15.— It is suggested that in this

clause the form should be, that if the official

referees do not give notice of defect within
fourteen days of the survey, then the buildings
may be used

;
but if this should be considered

objectionable, then some power should exist to

compel the attention of the official referee
; as,

otherwise, the building may be suspended indefi-

nitely, without the owner having the oppor-
tunity of knowing why, or the means of setting
the matter right.

Clause 21.—The present form in reference
to this matter is three months; and for all

practical purposes it has been found to be suf-

ficient. Much inconvenience may result from
the longer time.

Clause 42.—Your committee suggest that
the words “ to the satisfaction of the surveyor ”

should be erased; because, if he were dissatis-

fied, he has only to try the case before official

referees
; whereas now, if litigious, he might

withhold his consent and entail expense and
vexation.

The clauses affecting the size of rooms to be
used as dwellings is difficult to be dealt with,

because, although it appears probable that

some present injury might be inflicted thereby
upon parties owning houses in which there

are rooms let out in separate occupations,

yet, if a paramount necessity can be esta-

blished with reference to the question of public
health for the discontinuance of such occupa-
tion, your committee feel that it would not be-

come us, as builders, to throw any obstacle in

the way of a manifest public benefit; at the
same time, it is suggested that if there was a
discretion vested in the district surveyor, so
many circumstances, besides the mere question
of size, go to make up the comparative healthi-

ness of a dwelling-room, that much of the pri-

vate injury might be obviated by the wise use
of this discretion, and all the public mischief
avoided

; for which purpose, your committee
would suggest, that it should be allowed to the
district surveyor to license for dwelling any
room which, though not as large as required
by this Act, yet had a sufficient door and win-
dow and chimney, and was so situated in

respect of width of opposite street, or other
circumstances, as not to appear to him to be
unhealthy for such occupation.

Clause 53.—The powers given to remove
nuisances within thirty years, your committee
consider to be a question not affecting us as
builders, but of great importance to proprie-

tors of gas-works, &c., and owners of pre-
mises employed in the specified trades.

This Bill provides that noxious and offensive

trades shall not be carried on nearer than
forty feet from a public way, nor nearer than
fifty feet to any other building of the dwelling-
house class, and that all such as now are in

existence shall, at the end of thirty years, be
removed beyond the limits of this Act. Now,
although this provision affects the owners of
such properties only, yet as it is accompanied
by another which makes it illegal to construct
dwelling-houses on ground within the pre-
scribed distance from premises 90 occupied,
this would render a great injustice to the
owners of lands so adjoining.

Your committee further feel, that the prohi-

bition of offensive trades in this form is an
unnecessary interference with the vested inte-

rests of a large number of persons, and that in

the existing laws relating to nuisances, the
caution of land-holders for the protection and
improvement of their own property, and in

the efficient drainage of the larger portion of

the metropolis (and the improvement in this

respect to be anticipated from this Bill), the
public have quite a sufficient security in this

matter; at the same time, dangerous manufac-
tures and explosive trades, such as lucifer-

match making, &c., should obviously be re-

moved from populous neighbourhoods.
Schedule C, page 64.— Ii is proposed that the

superficial area of the rates should be modified
as suggested, because the sizes of the schedule,

as proposed in the Bill, would throw all mode-
rate houses into so high a class as to increase
their expense unnecessarily

;
and the same

remark applies to the thickness of party-

walls. The thickness suggested will be
amply sufficient for the weights that will have
to be sustained : and because of the small

amount of combustible material that such
houses would contain, the resistance to fire

would be complete.
The thicknessesof part) -

-walls for the several

rates are suggested as being, in the opinion of
your committee, and as the result of their ex-
perience, sufficient.

Moreover, with reference to the lower class

of buildings, it is most desirable that no un-

necessary expense should be imposed, because
if this class of dwelling is made too costly, the
effect will be to huddle together many families

into houses of somewhat larger size; whereas,
both the health and morality of the lower
classes would be improved, by facility being
afforded for the erection of such dwellings as

would accommodate the smaller number; in-

deed, as far as possible, single families in sepa-

rate tenements: besides which, the expense, if

increased, would necessarily fall eventually

upon the poor, and tend to the decrease of
their comfort in other respects.

If it should be thought that the arrangement
suggested appears to give an inefficient party-

wall to the third rate of building, while it ex-
tends the area beyond the size limited by the
existing Act for a much higher rate of build-
ing, it should be recollected that most of the
four-story houses of the present day have been
erected under such a rate as placed the upper
story in the roof

;
and the experience of the

past fifty years has shewn that the party-walls
so built have been quite a sufficient protection
against the mischiefs of fire. And although to
the area suggested this may appear thin, yet it

should be remembered that any house having
four stories, however small the area, would
come under the operation of the clause

;
and in

crowded districts more stories would be re-
quired, and thus the house would be removed
into a higher rate. And the sufficiency of this
wall will be the more apparent when it is borne
in mind that now all wood will be kept out of
party-walls of this thickness, which was not
the case under the existing Act. And further,
that this is the minimum thickness of walls.

Besides which, this rate of building will,

under the new limits of the Act, take in a very
large number of houses in the outskirts of the
town, where additional expense would be im-
portant, and where the area, from the value of
land, might be increased without much increase
of cost in this respect; which within the im-
mediate metropolis could not be the case, be-

cause of the value of the land.

It appears to your committee very undesira-
ble to adopt the change suggested of calling

the smaller houses first rates, and so upwards,
it being at variance with all practice, not only
in reference to buildings, but other matters also.

The largest vessel is called a first-rate, and
there would be an obvious absurdity in the
announcement, that a fifth-rate house in Bel-
grave-square was to be submitted to compe-
tition. The third class may be easily desig-

nated as a class by itself; the limits as to

extreme of size and height in each of the two
first classes being defined, all buildings exceed-
ing those limits would be taken out of those
classes as they now are, and would not need to

be designated by a rate under them
;
but if it

be considered imperative to place them in a
rate, then they may be called an extra rate.

Schedule 0, page 60.—No authority can
compel the shutting of these doors, but if they
are considered desirable, then it is submitted
that the size should be increased, and it is

suggested that if the opening were allowed to

be not more than 9ft. by 8ft., leaving it to the
discretion of the parties to plan the height or
width within those limits, as they pleased, much
advantage would be afforded; and further, it

is suggested that the piers should be omitted,

as they will occupy great space, impose con-
siderable additional expense, afford no impor-
tant additional security against fire, and would
also prevent the use of sliding-doors, which
under some circumstances would be a most
desirable arrangement, on account of the small

area they would occupy.
The limit as to stables appears unnecessary,

and would in some cases be vexatious.

Schedule C.—Green-houses and aviaries are

so unimportant in their character, and affect

the question of health, or risk by fire, so little,

that it is submitted they might be left alto-

gether out of the supervision, particularly

when detached from the house.

Schedule D, Part 1, page 68.— It is sub-

mitted, that if the Act provides sufficient walls,

private interest is the best security for their

being placed upon proper foundations; and as

to natural solid strata, the expression itself is

too vague to be used in an Act of Parliament
in this way.

Materials.—The word stock should be omit-

ted, being a trade name for a particular de-

scription of brick, leavingthe description—good
sound bricks.

Construction—This can only be properly

illustrated by a sketch, because a course of

bricks and a course of stone may differ very

widely, and if the width at the bottom is de-

fined, it may then be stipulated that the wall

shall not be brought into its thickness in less

than a certain height.

Width .—The increase of 9in. on a 9in. wall

is unnecessary; if it was made 4J in., and to

the thicker walls 9 in., enough would be pro-

vided
;
or it might stipulate that the footings

should spread to one-half mox-e than the net

width of the wall.

Height .—This would be unnecessary alto-

gether, being provided for in construction.
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Walls generally
,
and depth below lowest floor.

—This is an unnecessary interference, which
would not be certainly efficient for the pur-

poses proposed, and would involve vexatious

interference.

Part 2.—External Walls.—It is suggested

that recesses may be allowed to be made in all

stories that are above one story above the

ground, nor would any evil result if, in case of

building two stories only above the ground,

these should be allowed to be carried through

both stories.

Part 2.

—

Brestsummers.—The whole of this

appears objectionable, and, in the opinion of

your committee, ought to be left to the secu-

rity the public enjoy, from its being the pri-

vate interest of the parties building to make
them efficient, and particularly ought not to

be subject to the dictation of the surveyor,

who, for his own security, will be obliged

to impose an unnecessary degree of strength,

and, as before stated, it is not right that the

power of law should be given to the opinion of

an individual.

Part 2.

—

External Walls as Party Walls.

—

The provision of present Act should he con-

tinued, that if 14 in. from top to bottom and
Bound, the wall might be allowed to stand.

Part 3.

—

Party Walls—Division of Build-

ings. A.—It is suggested that this should not

have a retrospective operation.

THE BUILDER.
Part 3.

—

Site of Walls.— Provision should

be made in this for the payment of the addi-

tional brickwork as well as for the site.

Schedule D, Part 3.

—

Construction and Mate-

rials.—The object of this appears to be the

exclusion of bond timber from the centre of

party-walls
;
but the words do not clearly

convey this. Your committee are of opinion

that this regulation would be a wise one, and

they recommend that this should be made
clear. In all other respects this clause appears

unnecessary, and going into details which
would involve vexatious interference, and is

sufficiently provided for by the former pro-

visions of this schedule.

Openings in Party Walls.—This provision

should be extended to all rates of buildings,

and, under the restrictions here imposed, could

involve no public risk.

Part 6.

—

Party Fence Walls.—This is alto-

gether a matter not involving public right, and
might be well omitted.

Schedule E.—The regulation of height of

wooden shop-fronts appears unnecessary.

Schedule F. — Construction of Chimneys.

Page 73.—It is submitted that the limitation

of chimneys and chimney-backs as existing in

the present Act has been found a sufficient

security against fire, and if it be deemed im-

perative to have some more definite regulation,

there is no necessity to compel the chimneys

of the upper floors to be brought, as to their

projections and the inconvenience of it, through
the more important floors below.

Schedule E. — Slabs.—Cement should be

allowed.

Schedule H.

—

Cesspools and Privies. Page
76.—It is suggested that all this had better be

omitted, because if a sewer is within reach, it

would be in most cases better to have no cess-

pool. The whole of this clause has more the

aspect of the description of a specification

than the general provision of a legislative

enactment.

Schedule M, page 79> affords a good illus-

tration of the clear and lucid arrangement
which pervades this Bill. It is a tabular view
of the various acts to be done, notices to be
given, &c., and will be found a most useful

guide when the Bill shall become the law of

the land.

Upon the whole, your committee are of
opinion that the great amount of skill and
labour which has been called into requisition

in this matter, has produced the result which
might have been anticipated

;
and that we may

expect to have for our guidance an intelligible

and wise enactment, which cannot but be a
great advantage to all who will have so much
to do with its practical effects and operation.

Thomas Piper, Jun., lion. Sec.

Freemasons’ Tavern, April, 1844.
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(Toerrsiionlintcc.

TENDERS FOR BUILDINGS.—SCHEDULE OF
PRICES.

Sir,—At a time like the present, when the

spirit of competition is abroad, and the existing1

practices of builders appear to militate against
the great body of that community, I am desirous
of proposing the revival, in some degree, of a
practice which has now become nearly ex-

tinct. 1 allude to the practice of a schedule
of prices being furnished to contractors, in-

stead of the present uncertain and pernicious
practice of estimating.

The benefits arising from this system ap-
pear, in my mind, to be of very great impor-
tance, inasmuch as there is a possibility of
carrying it, in detail, to the advantage of all

connected with the science of building. I

would refer to the satisfaction a schedule of
prices affords in the working of the Govern-
ment establishments, such as the Ordnance, in

:

which department all the works are executed
at the rates and agreeably with the descriptions
given in the said document, subject to per-
centages over or under, as the case may be.

It may be argued, that in private practice
this regulation could not be effected, upon the

principle that no individual about to commence
building would do so without first ascertaining
the cost. We cannot surely find fault upon

j

that account, but I think that this could also

be done in a manner to give satisfaction.

I shall now enter into the details of my
plan by taking a case in this way. A gentle-
man requires a mansion to be erected. His
first step is to engage an architect to furnish the
designs for the work

;
they are approved of, and

the Individual is desirous of ascertaining the
expense.

A frequent mode of acquiring this informa-
tion is by advertisment, inviting builders to
tender for the erection of such works. Here
the spirit ol competition makes its way, and
instead of allowing a reasonable profit for the
outlay and anxiety of the builder, we find, in
most cases, quite the contrary result. My pro-
posal is, that the architect having his designs
approved of, should be empowered to hand
them over to an experienced surveyor, for
the purpose of ascertaining as nearly as pos-
sible, by estimate, the expense of the proposed
work.
This would be of course for the satisfaction

|

of the individual who is about to make an
outlay.

The description of work required in the erec-
tion of such a building can be ascertained by
the architect thereof; a schedule of such work,
with fair prices thereto attached, might he
thence framed, a general specification and the
terms of the proposed contract being attached.
Thus contractors being invited to tender
would, on examination of those prices, be en-
abled to state at how much per cent, above or
below them they were willing to execute the
work.

It would be desirable that the works should
be measured as they proceed, so that at the
end of each quarter or half year, the con-
tractor’s bills might be prepared for payment.

In order to the proper execution of the
works, it is suggested that intelligent indi-
viduals be selected to fill the situation of clerks
of works, whose duties being well known, I
shall not stop here to describe.

Such is the nature of the plan I propose.
The objects to be gained by it are these :

—

1st. The employer for whom the work is

being executed can ascertain actually the
amount of work performed as it proceeds.

2nd. By the employment of a responsible
i individual as a clerk of works, he is assured
I the work is properly executed.

3rd. The architect who has designed
and superintended the works from time to

1 time, can extend his engagements, having the
' assistance of a resident clerk of works.

4th. By this means a source of employ-
i ment would be opened for a large number

of young men of talent, who, from circum-
stances, instead of occupying the position to

i which they of right belong, are obliged to rest
contented as clerks in builders’ establishments.
I allude to the young surveyors who, for want
of interest or connection, are unable to follow

I their profession.

To the existing surveyors I see no disadvan-
tage in my plan, as the field for the extension
of their labours would be increased.

It may be argued that by this arrangement
spurious surveyors might get into the profes-
sion, but I see no difficulty in setting that
question at rest.

I would suggest that the body of respectable
surveyors form themselves into a society for
the protection of their profession, and that
they procure power, such as that enjoyed by
the Royal College of Surgeons, or other bodies
similarly constituted, that candidates be exa-
mined in open court, touching their abilities,

and be not allowed to practice as surveyors
unless found capable of bearing such examina-
tion.

To builders I would recommend the intro-

duction of this practice in consequence of the
satisfactory results to be derived from it. The
expense of the engagement of a competent
surveyor would be but trifling compared with
the present hazardous system of estimating;
which, however great the perfection to which
it has been brought, can afford no security, in

the event of circumstances occurring over
which neither the architect in making his spe-
cification, or the surveyor in framing his esti-

mate could have any control.

Builders should form themselves into a so-

ciety for the promotion of such a desirable

object, the interests and respectability of their
business require it.

I leave these few suggestions with you, and
must apologize for the length to which I have
extended this letter.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.
Brecon, May 27th, 1844. Stabilitas.

PETRALOGY.
Sir,—

I

n reading an article in last week’s
Builder entitled, “Petralogy, or the Knowledge
of Rocks and Stones,” I was surprised to find

granite described as of sedimentary origin, and
the idea of its having been produced by the
agency of fire, or “ formed of matter once in a
state of fusion” discarded, as being an un-
philosophical notion. Now I would ask the
writer how he accounts for granite being found
as at Glen Tilt, in Scotland, described by Mac
Culloch

;
where it is found intersecting diffe-

rent strata, and occasionally “ intruding itself

in tortuous veins into the beds of clay slate

and lime-stone.” Mac Culloch also describes
another instance, “ in the same district, where
the granite sends forth so many veins, as to

reticulate the lime-stone and schist, the veins
diminishing towards their termination to the
thickness of a leaf of paper or a thread.”
There are also numerous other junctions of
a similar nature, where, according to Lyell
and other eminent geologists, “large masses of
granite are found to send forth dikes and veins

into the contiguous strata, very much in the

same way as lava and volcanic matter penetrate
aqueous] deposits.”

If, therefore, granite be of sedimentary
origin and deposited by water, I should like to

see how these are to be accounted for in a
satisfactory manner. It appears to me that

some subterranean and internal power must
have been employed to heve effected such a
complicated arrangement.
The writer also says that “ Geologists

inform us that granite is primary rock,”—now
it has been discovered of late years that granite
has been produced or formed at different geo-
logical periods, some of whieh are comparative-
ly modern, therefore, the term primary or
primitive cannot be at all applied to it. For
instance the granite of Dartmoor, in Devon-
shire, which was formerly supposed to be a
primary or primitive rock, has been satis-

factorily ascertained to be newer than coal.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

May 21, 1844. J. IC. C.,—B.A.A.D.

TIIE ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS.
Sir,—In your valuablejournal several allu-

sions have been made to Messrs. Clegg and
Samuda as the inventors of the Atmospheric
Railway. Allow me, however, to state that
these parties have not the slightest claim to

the invention, and that they themselves dis-

claim it. They rest their claim entirely upon
a valve, which valve is to be found in my
specifications. Their patent was taken out
in 1839, mv patents arc dated in 1834 and
1836. The Dublin and Dalkey line has been
constructed in conformity with my specifica-

tions; and though some important details are
omitted, nothing has been done which is

not in direct violation of my legal rights

;

consequently, it becomes my duty, through
our journal, which has so great a circulation,
among practical engineers and builders, to
state that Messrs. Clegg and Samuda will
not be permitted to continue in their in-
fringement of my rights, and that any parties
connected with them will be liable with them
as parties to the infringement.

In order that the public may be on their
guard, and that these assertions may be re-
ceived with their due weight, I beg to refer to
my specifications, and also to the following ex-
tract from a letter from Mr. Clegg

a t ,

“ April, 1838.
I must be informed of all particulars.

1 our first patent, as it appears to me, is of
much more consequence than your last for im-
provements. Your patents are of that impor-
tance that nothing must be left to conjecture.

(Signed) “ Samuel Clegg.”
In conclusion, permit me to state that a true

history of the Atmospheric Railway will soon
be placed before the public, containing docu-
mentary evidences

;
a portion of them under

the hands of Messrs. Clegg and Samuda, which
will astonish those who have witnessed the pro-
ceedings of these parties, who seem to flatter
themselves that such pretended histories as
that in the “ British and Foreign Quarterly
Review ” will save them from the opprobrium
which, sooner or later, overtake all men
who endeavour to impose upon the credulity
of the public.—I am, Sir, with sentiments of
respect, your obedient servant,

Henry Pinkus.
Maddox-street, May 30, 1844.

window lights.
Sir,—

I

should feel obliged by your stating in

your next number what restrictions exist as

regards building walls near windows, the light

of which may be partially obstructed by such
walls, or in what work information on this

point may be found ?

Yours obediently
May 28th, 1844. Gnick.
[We have repeatedly answered questions

much the same as this. No window-light
rightfully held must in any way be injured by
a neighbour : twenty years’ possession gives
the right of maintaining unimpaired a right
of the kind. If such a window be through a
party-wall, by the present Metropolitan Build-
ing-Act it is necessarily sacrificed upon re-

building such wall, for by that Act no holes
are allowed in party-walls.

—

Ed.]

fHi0(TUanea.

The Trigonometrical Survey. 1—Spire
of Thaxted Church.—One of the points se-

lected for the purposes of the trigonometrical
survey of England, now in active progress,
under the superintendence of the officers of
the Royal Engineers (Sappers and Miners), is

the spire of Thaxted Church, in this county.
The church is one of considerable beauty, of a
late period of Gothic architecture

;
is built of

rubble, with stone dressings, the rubble being
coated with cement, so as to give the whole
an appearance of stone. It consists of a nave,

with a clere story, aisles, chancel, transepts

(north and south), porches, and a tower sur-

mounted by an elegant spire, nearly 200 feet

high. Around the spire is erected the scaffold-

ing supporting the platform for the purposes
of the survey, presenting a singular aspect.

The construction is firm and ingenious, every

advantage being taken of the condition of the

spire. From each of the lowest windows are

seen projecting a couple of planks laid edge-

wise, well secured at their ends at about eight

or nine inches apart, blocked together, and
forming a case for the reception of the main
scaffold poles. The plan of the spire is octan-

gular, the windows being in every other face ;

and, consequently, the plan of the scaffolding

is square. The projecting ends of the planks

are further supported by struts from the roof

of the tower; horizontal ties are fixed upon

the projecting planks, over the flying but-

tresses, and between the finials of these and

the spire. The main poles are received in the

before-mentioned cases, formed by the pro-

jecting planks, and are braced by horizontal

and diagonal ties, and firmly secured to the

spire, the whole height to the platform. The
platform is hexagonal, and is supported by the

main poles and extra struts from these. From
the lowest windows of the spire the ascent to
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the platform is by ladder. A daring fellow of

the corps of Sappers and Miners ascended the

spire, prior to the erection of the scaffold-

ing, by means of the crockets, and removed

the vane, weighing about a quarter of a hun-

dred weight.—Chelmsford Chronicle.

Iron Trade.—This branch of business ap-

pears now to have fairly recovered from the

effects of the late depression, the improvement
has been gradual, and is likely to be permanent.

The capital invested in it is enormous, and the

effects of an improved price and demand, in

the underground workmen, can scarcely be

understood by those not immediately interested

in the business. The quantity of pig-iron now
used in this country is unprecedented, and, in-

dependent of foreign demand, exceeds the

present production. Continental orders are

already coming to our manufacturers
;
during

the last month upwards of 1,300 tons of pig-

iron have been exported for France, being two

months earlier than was anticipated. The
certainty of an increased demand for home
and foreign consumption is sure to keep prices

up, and the manufacturers are sanguine of

realising 4/. per ton
;

this rate is now quoted

as their price, with one or two exceptions, and

the trade know perfectly well that the makers
who are quoting under this, have not only none

to sell, but cannot fulfil their orders for past

contracts . — Glasgow Citizen. On Saturday

last, and since the above was written, a meet-

ing was held in Glasgow, at which it was
finally arranged to give the men Is. fid. per

day extra, making their wages now 4s. a day—
an increase which is equal to 79. 6d. or 8s. per

ton on the price of iron. This, of course, will

have to be added to the present prices, there-

fore, a further rise is confidently expected.

The market was very much brisker on Mon-
day, in consequence of the news from Scot-

land, and holders are unwilling to dispose of

their stocks at present prices, having great

confidence in the market. The Acadia, which
arrived on Wednesday last, brought extensive

orders for iron, at an advance of 15s. per ton
upon the limits per the Samuel Hicks, which
sailed ten days before her, and it is expected

that the next steamer will also bring higher

rates. In tin there has also been a large

business doing at improved prices, and a fur-

ther advance of 2s. to 3s. a box is generally

expected.

The Works of Thorwaldsen.—A letter

from Rome of the 26th ult. says:—“The
spacious galleries of the Barberini palace, in

which the numerous works of art belonging

to Thorwaldsen were placed, and which were
constantly open to the public, and to the study

of artists, has been closed, and put under seal,

in virtue of authority from the testamentary
executors of the deceased sculptor. The
whole of the collection will, according to his

last will, be sent to the Thorwaldsen Museum,
at Copenhagen

;
but, before their departure,

in compliance with a clause in it, casts from
all these works will be taken, and presented

to the Kings of Wirtemburg and Bavaria, who
honoured the great artist with their esteem
and friendship.”

Weight of British Coins.—The follow-

ing is the legal current weight of the various

silver coins:—The crown, or 5s. piece, 18
pennyweights 4-4- 1 1 grains; the half-crown.

9 pennyweights 2-2-11 grains; the shilling,

3 pennyweights 1 5*3-1 1
grains; and the six-

pence, 1 pennyweight 8 grains. The gold
sovereign, 5 pennyweights 2$ grains; the gold
half-sovereign, 2 pennyweights 13 grains one-
eighth.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

(ZTcntJn’0.

Tenders delivered for a pair of detached Cot-

tages, to be built in Barnsbury-park, for R. Mat-

thews, Esq. A. Trimmer, Esq., Architect.

King and Co ^1,749

Smith 1,611

Mason 1,580

T. J. Hill 1,580

Stevens 1,570

Sugden 1,547

Glenn 1,546

Mr. Glenn’s tender was accepted.

Tenders delivered for furnishing four Houses at

Upper Clapton, for Mr. Merriman, of Marlborough.

James Edmeston, Esq., Architect. May 28, 1844.

Chivers (Bethnal-green) ;£?990 18 4

Trayhom and Pink (Clapton) .. 977 17 0

Rumens ditto 825 0 0

Hayworth (Kingsland) 791 10 0

Tenders delivered for sundry alterations to be

done at Mr. Lowe’s, 8, Nelson-terrace, Stoke New-

ington-road. May 23, 1844.

Little (Kingsland-road) ;£242 0

Hayworth, ditto.. 211 15

Kebbell (Dalston) 208 0

Smith (Watling-street) 198 0

Goulden (Dalston) 187 6

Current JJrice# of ittetale.

May 28, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Spelter.—

F

oreign ton .

.

22 15 0 to 23 0 0

,, For delivery.

.

0 0 0— 22 0 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver 0 4 6

Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c.perton 6 5 0—- 6 10 0

,, Nail rods 0 0 0— 7 0 0

,, Hoops 8 0 0— 8 10 0

,, Sheets 9 5 0— 9 10 0

,, Cargo in Wales .. 5 10 0 — 5 15 0

,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 0 0 0— 4 0 0

,, No. 1, Clyde 3 2 6— 3 5 0

,, For.
,
Swedish ...

.

9 15 0— 10 0 0

,, Russian, ccnd 16 10 0

Steel—

S

wedish keg, p. ton 17 10 0— 18 0 0

,, ,, Faggot.. 0 0 0— 18 0 0

Copper—English sheathing, per lb.— 0 0 9*

„ Old 0 0

,, Cake p. ton. ..

.

0 0 0— 83 0 0

„ Tile 0 0 0 — 82 0 0

,, S. American .. 75 0 0— 76 0 0

Tin—

E

nglish, blocki, &c. icwt. 3 13 0

,, ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 14 6

,, Foreign, Banca .... 0 0 0— 3 8 0

,, ,, Straits.... 0 0 0— 3 4 0

,, ,, Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. 1C. p. box 1 8 0— 1 12 0

„ „ No. IX 1 14 0— 1 18 0

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—Sheet milled . per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

,, Red 21 10 0

,, White 23 10 0

Pig-Lead—English «... 0 0 0— 17 0 0

„ Spanish .... 0 0 0— 16 10 0

„ American .. 0 0 0— 16 5 0

SHORT and MAHONY, Brokers,

1, Newman’8-court, Cornhill.

jP .— On further inquiry we find, the ancient

iron work, given in page 253, No. 67, was found,

some years ago, in the neighbourhood of, andfor

some time occupied a place in the museum of an

antiquary of Norwich, at the sale of whose pro-

perty it was purchased by its present possessor,

Mr. G. Isaacs, of Claremont-terrace, Pentonville.

We have received and sent to our engraver the

Tower Doorway of Thornbury Church.

“ A Student.”

—

At Weale’s, price 28s.

“ R. C. W.’g” communication relative to brac-

ing piles is received, and will appear in our next.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For enlarging, straightening, ani improving the

course of the rivers Devon and Smite, and the Car-

dyke, in the parishes of Hawton, Farndon, &c. &c.,

in the counties of Nottingham and Leicester, and for

the erection of, building, enlarging, &c., the several

bridges connected with the above works.—Specifi-

cations, &c., Mr. Talents, Newark. June 1.

For the erection of Two Shed-Buildings, to adjoin

the main building of the New Workhouse at Rye-
hill, Sussex

;
also for the erection of extensive in-

closure-fences of brick, stone, and iron palisade in

front of the Workhouse, and other necessary works.

The Guardians, Rye Union, Workhouse Tender,

June 1.

For the executing of certain works for the im-

provement of Aberdeen Harbour.—Plans, &c.,Mr.
Abemethy, 69, Waterloo-quay, Aberdeen. June
20 .

COMPETITIONS.
A Premium of 100 guineas will be given by the

commissioners appointed to erect a lunatic asylum

in the vicinity of the city of Kingston, Jamaica, to

the person who shall produce the best plan, accom-

panied by a specification, of an asylum for the re-

ception of the insane. The institution must accom-

modate 200 patients of both sexes, with the requi-

site number of officers and servants, and due

attention must be paid in the plan to the proper

classification of the patients, and the climate in

which the asylum is to be erected. The plan must

also show how an addition may be made for the ac-

commodation of 100 patients more, in the event of

such being required. The plans must also set forth

the probable cost of the building in stone, brick, and

iron. The principal portion of the building is to be

allotted to paupers, but the commissioners are de-

sirous of setting aside sufficient apartments for the

accommodation of about 25 persons in better cir-

cumstances of life, and direct the attention of com-

petitors to this arrangement. The plans must be

prepared and transmitted to William Burge, Esq.,

Q.C., 1, Paper-buildings, Temple, on or before the

22nd of August next.—Loudon, May, 1844.

The Committee of the Hardy Testimonial are

desirous of receiving designs for a plain and sub-

stantial pillar, to be erected on the summit of a high

and exposed hill, not far distant from the sea, at an

expense of from 5001. to 750/. A premium of 10

guineas will be given to the architect whose plan

shall be adopted. The designs are to be forwarded

to the hon. secretary, at Dorchester, on or before

the 14th day of June next.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,

To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, June 1.

—

Asiatic, 14, Grafton-

street, 2 p.m.

Monday, 3. — Entomological, 17, Old Bond-

street, 8 p.m. ; British Architects, 16, Lower
Grosvenor-street, 8 p.m.; United ServiceInstitution,

Middle Scotland-yard, 9 p.m.

Tuesday, 4. — Linneean, Soho-square, 8 p.m. ;

Horticultural, 21, Regent- street, 3 p.m. ;
Civil

Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 5.— Society of Arts, Adelphi, 8

P.M.

Thursday, 6. — Royal, Somerset House, 8

J

p.m. ; Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m. ;

Zoological, 57, Pall Mall, 3 p.m.

Friday, 7. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8£ p.m. ;
Botanical, 20, Bedford-street,

Covent Garden, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 8.

—

Royal Botanic, Regent’s-park,

4 P.M.

Civil Engineers.—Library open from 9 a.m.

to 9 p.m.

Entomological Society.—Museum open every

Tuesday from 1 till 7.

Society of Arts.—Open every week-day except

Wednesday, between 10 and 2. Admission by
members’ tickets.

Linnjean Society.—Library open on Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday, and the Museum on Wed-
nesday and Friday, from 12 o’clock to 4 in the

afternoon.

Geological Society.—Library and Museums
are open every day from 11 till 5.

Royal Asiatic Society.— Museum is open
every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, from 11

till 4.

United Service Institution.—Museum open
all the year, from 11 till 5 in summer, and from 11

till 4 in winter. Admission by members' tickets.

London Institution.—Lectures will be deli-

vered every Monday and Thursday evening, at 7

o’clock, until May 6.

Botanical Society.—Herbarium open every

Wednesday and Friday evening, from 7 till 10 (ex-

cept September).

Royal College ok Surgeons.—The Museum
is open to visitors on Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday, from 12 till 4, except during

the month of September ; on Friday to gentlemen
for studying in it

;
and on Saturday from 10 till 1 to

gentlemen desirous of comparing specimens with
those in the Museum. The Library is open to

members and students of the college, and visitors

having tickets of admission, daily (Sundays ex-

cepted), from the 1st of October to the 1st of April,

from 10 till 4 ;
and from the 1st of April to the

1st of September, from 10 till half-past 5.
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HE pro-

posed New
Me tropo-

litanBuild-

ing-Act, a8

U now ap-

pears amend-

ed in [committee, though

in many respects still

objectionable, is in a form

and is of a tenour so greatly

improved, that we have

confidentj^hopes the mea-
sure will be perfected as

far as human legislation

can be : the remaining ob-

jections are chiefly of a

technical nature, and lie

principallyin certain points

of minute^'practice, which, though the in-

sisting upon them by the framers and pro-

moters of the act could give them no satisfac-

tion, yet the enacting them might render an

otherwise good statute so obnoxious as to en-

danger its usefulness and permanence. We
are engaged upon a minute review of the bill

in its present form, in comparing it with the

form in which it first appeared, and in weighing

the various suggestions which have been made

upon the subject in the different reports which

have been published : all this is no small labour,

and the result of our occupation upon the sub-

ject we propose giving in our next number,

with cuts of the sections of walls, as they are

now proposed to be arranged. We advise a

temperate and close immediate view of the

details of the bill to be made by every person

likely to be affected by the enactment of such

a measure, so that if a new Building- Act be not

:

passed this year, one may he so perfected that

early in the ensuing spring it may be passed

. without the necessity for new agitation, or

further consideration of its details.

The separate bill relating to the preven-

tion of damage by fire, a copy of which we
; lately gave, is so short that it might well have

i been inserted in the same general act, nor do

i we see why it is otherwise, unless, indeed, the

government, despairing of passing any new
: Building- Act, resolved that the less intricate

matter of a Fire-hill meeting with no oppo-

sition, might without delay be passed, con-

taining any improvements which could be

isuggested.

One thing we observe in the improved

proposed Building-Act, viz., sufficient care has

mot been taken to diminish the quantity of

(combustible materials used in buildings. We
ifirmly assert good building, and a proper humane
;care of the lives and property of every human
(being within the realm, imperiously demand
hthat combustible materials shall be kept from

lall party-walls.

It is some years since we have used any

(bond-timber whatever in any building; iron

;vat-hooping is so much better a tie, is so

ereadily carried without danger near flues,

sas to be in every respect superior to

itimber. Whenever it is necessary to insert

hthe end of any timber in a party-wall, we

hshould so allow it only when covered with a

sheath of iron
;
plates in party-walls are com-

monly so broken by the occurrence of flues,

that they become useless as ties, hence we
have for a long while past mostly superseded

them by granite and other kinds of stone.

The day is not very far distant when a know-

ledge of architectural statics being duly res-

tored, a total change will come over practical

architecture, and those roofs which are now
made combustible will be no longer so,—when
vaulting and abutment are so distinctly under-

stood, that churches and other public build-

ings, improved in fabric and beauty, will

have their excellences carried down to

posterity, because they cannot be burnt.

We know there is a sad perverseness in the

human heart, by which abuses, though again

and again brought to prominent view, are still

persisted in, notwithstanding the remedy of such

abuses is again and again shewn tobringincrease

of beauty. When this is reformed, into

oblivion will fall the unstable timber

roofs, which, in defiance of science, prudence,

and a right knowledge of legitimate architec-

ture, are now so frequently set over churches

and chapels, and which, indeed, have never re-

ceived the approval ofany competent judge, but

are, from their false construction, in the very

teeth of every prudent and scientific architect

who has ever practised or laid down canons

upon the subject. Ere long a right knowledge
ot Freemasonry will cause these nuisances

to be entirely superseded by vaulting compressed

firmly in every joint, and adroitly buttressed

and pinnacled into stability
; walls of even very

small buildings will no longer be thrust over,

roof-tenons will no longer be all in a state of de-

structive strain, nor will there be that conceal-

ment or mystification of ignorance and bad

construction which is so fatally indulged in

by the modern perverters of architectural

science, who have lately gone back some
centuries in the scientific knowledge and con-

struction of roofs.

We are pained by seeing the observations re-

lative to the re-institution of the use of chimnev

climbing-boys, which will be found in the re-

port inserted in another part of our work.

W e can see no case sufficient for the re-tole-

rance of so inhuman a practice. If the present

machines used for chimney-cleaning be insuffi-

cient for the purpose, that does not, in our

opinion, afford the slightest reason for repealing

an act which has declared penal a brutal prac-

tice, the mere necessity for the forbidding of

which by statute was a disgrace to the age and

country
;
and we trust, that if there were in a

Parliament, forgetful of its public duty in a

Christian land, the bare shadow of a chance of

repeal, the whole body of the humane in these

realms would rise up in arms, to decry, with

one acclamation, a practice so savage and dis-

graceful. We have heard of such a thing as

the kidnapping of one master carpenter’s

child, and the selling of him to a chimney-

sweep. We have heard, too, of another

master carpenter, who, languishing in “ the

article of death,” recognized, in the body of a

half-roasted child, who had been forced up

that father’s kitchen-chimney on fire, which

should have cooked his sustenance,—that ille-

gitimate offspring whose neglect he was count-

ing over with his other sins.

We have had thirty years’ experience on

the subject of chimneys, and we beg to declare

our unqualified opinion, that no necessity what-
ever exists for the employment of chimney-
climbing-boys. We believe that, with proper
apparatus, chimneys can alone be properly

cleaned. The mere passing of a boy through
a flue is not the slightest guarantee that it

shall be cleansed
;
and we do not believe that,

when boys ascended chimneys, they were ever
half cleansed. We believe that the kicking
and scrambling of children through difficult
parts of flues, practically damages them an
infinite deal more than any ordinary machine

;

but even though machines may damage flues,
that only affords a reason for the improvement
of such machines, by shortening their rods, or
by other modifications. But the most power-
ful argument against such a frightful scandal
is the necessity which the continuance of
such an act would bring for an improved struc-
ture of flues themselves, by obliging them to be
made easier in their turns, and of materials better
than those used at present. Now flues, which
ought to be of the choicest work and mate-
rials, are made so unsoundly, that in many
places, particularly in their cross-withs, there is

often nearly as much mortar as brick : no
wonder then that withs should be worn away,
and smoke should penetrate from one flue to

another.

It is not our intention this week to carry
further our observations relative to the mea-
sure, but we shall give thereon amply detailed

observations in our next. -p

NEW BUILDINGS BILL.

In our last number we noticed the meeting
of the Master Carpenters which took place at
the Freemasons’ Tavern, Great Queen -street,

Lincoln’s-Inn-Fields, to receive a report, and
further to consider the amended new Build-
ings Bill; we now having received a detailed
account of the proceedings which then took
place, are enabled to lay them before our
readers. Mr. H. Biers, the president, upon
bringing up the report of the committee,
stated that the deputation appointed at a former
meeting had had an inteiview with Lord Lin-
coln, the First Commissioner of Works and
Buildings, who was assisted at the conference
by Mr. Pennethorne, one of the Crown sur-
veyors. The deputation urged upon his lord-

ship, that although the Bill formed a consider-
able improvement upon many of its predeces-
sors, yet several objections existed in the
intended new Bill. The proposed Act then
under their notice is dated 1st March, 1844,
the interview with his lordship was on the 25th
of April, since which period the Bill has gone
through a Committee of the House, and an
amended Bill has been printed, dated the 17th
inst. He (the chairman) would call the atten-
tion of the meeting more particularly to this

amended Bill and the alterations therein, as
meeting the objections urged upon his lord-
ship as to the several clauses in the former
Bill. The deputation stated the objections to

reversing the rates in the Bill, calling what is

at present a first-rate house a fifih-rate house,
and a fifth-rate house a first-rate house, a
method of description at variance with all

present practice, and likely to lead to much
inconvenience; in the amended Bill this has
been altered, and a first-rate house now re-

remains of its original designation
;
and build-

ings beyond a first-rate are now called, as
suggested by your report, an extra- rate. The
amended Bill still leaves undecided what is to

he for the future the general line of fronts, for

the regulation and restriction of projections;

this is one of the faults in the existing Act of
Parliament (14 Geo. 3, cap. J8), and ought in

anv new enactment to be defined precisely.

Your report recommended that in all new
sites for building, the width of the streets

ought to be regulated by the height of the

intended buildings
;

by the amended Bill, it

is proposed that no street shall be less than
40 feet wide, and that where houses are of
height greater than 40 feet, the street is to be
widened in proportion.

The section relative to dwelling-rooms,
which were not to be inhabited unless of an
area of 100 feet, has been altered, by taking
away the restriction as to superficial extent,

thus removing from the Bill a very objection-

able and unjust proposition, which the society

have from its first introduction opposed and
endeavoured to get expunged

; and as the
amended Bill now stands, a room may be
occupied as a dwelling apartment, if properly
lighted and ventilated, propositions with which
this society most fully concur. But upon the
subject of ventilation, he (the chairman) was
sorry to say that the government did not go
so far as he thought they should

;
and here for

a few minutes he would digress, and state that
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a deputation from this society, conjointly with

a deputation from the Metropolitan Improve-
ment Society, waited by appointment upon the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, for the purpose
of obtaining some concession in the window
duties, and more particularly in the ven-

tilation of cellars and basement stories,

especially in the houses of the poorer inha-

bitants. At that interview he (the chair-

man) took the opportunity of stating that

the very stringent way in which the win-
dow duties are levied by the several asses-

sors, under the direction of the Board of
Stamps and Taxes, almost entirely hinders

that ventilation, which ought in a great
number of instances to be permitted, and that

window-lights ought not to be assessed, unless

placed in dwelling apartments; but if purely

for ventilation, that they ought not to be
charged to the window-duties. It must be
some satisfaction to the society to hear that,

although they might not be permitted to

the full desirable extent, yet that light

and air are always permitted free of tax to

privies; and water-closets, being only an
improved description of these conveniences,
he supposed were also exempt

;
but further

than this, the chairman of the Stamps and
Taxes (who assisted the Chancellor of the

Exchequer at this conference) stated that a

frame with perforated zinc paneling would
be permitted free of duty, although fixed in

an external wall. This the society, he was
sure, would appreciate as of great moment;
and it gave him much pleasure, inasmuch as

the endeavours and suggestions of the depu-
tation had not been without a beneficial result.

That the society and the public in general
might know exactly the footing on which they
stand regarding these ventilating apertures,

he had, as directed, addressed a letter to

the chairman of Stamps and Taxes upon the
subject, the answer to which he hoped to

be ,able to lay before the society at its next
meeting.

Having laid before the meeting the result of
this communication with the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, upon the subject of ventilation,

and having stated to the society some of the

improvements which have been made in the
amended Bill as to the regulation of buildings,

it now became his duty to state, and he did it

with much regret after so much discussion had
been entertained upon the subject, that there

were still many important objections to the

present Bill, and many improvements that

might and ought to be effected in it prior to

becoming law. One improvement, and he had
most seriously considered the subject in all its

bearings, would be the repeal of the 4th & 5th

of Win. 4, cap. 35
;
and the 3rd & 4th of Viet,

cap. 85, commonly called the Chimney
Sweepers’ Bill. Persons unconnected with the
building business are unaware of the rery in-

efficient method as now adopted of sweeping
any flue, but most especially those flues built

with angles
;
and also the great damage that

is occurring to the withs of flues at their
salient angles, by the machinery now in opera-
tion. The society' would see by the drawing
which he held in his band, and which drawing
he submitted to Lord Lincoln, that these flues

must, at their salient angles, be in a very short
period of time worn away one into another, and
the damage that will be done will be irre-

parable, and the liability to damage by fire be
greatly increased. It is true that in new build-
ings this wearing away may be in a manner
prevented by iron-work fixed at the salient
angles of flues

;
yet in old houses, or houses

built previous to the passing of these Acts,
great damage must inevitably be progressing,
and no flue, whether of new or old construc-
tion, is it possible to cleanse completely by a
small round brush at the end of a stick, and
which, after a little use, becomes diminished
to less than a fourth of its original size.

The amended Bill still retains the clause
preventing the over-sailing of chimney-breasts,
which is an useless prohibition, and ought to
be expunged.
The amended Bill still retains a most objec-

tionable clause or section connected with the
appointment of a registrar, whose salary is to
be 1,000/. per annum ! but it is provided that
in case of absence, the duties are to be per-
formed by deputy, who is to be paid by part of
the salary of the registrar, or is otherwise to
be remunerated, as the Lords of the Trea-
sury shall appoint; this is so objectionable,

that although his lordship’s attention was par-

ticularly called to this subject, and precedents

were adduced to shew that where a large

salary is appropriated, and the duties of office

are permitted, nay, even sanctioned, by Act of

Parliament, to be done by deputy, that prin-

cipal office will no doubt become an absolute

sinecure.

The attention of the society is also directed

to the alterations in the fees proposed to be

paid in the various matters under this Bill, and

it is with much regret that, great fas the fees

are under the present Act, under this amended
Bill, a variety of fees not included in the fees

at present chargeable are now introduced. In

the proposed Bill an exemption is made in

any trifling addition to a principal building, if

such addition be carried up at the same
time, or within twenty-one days after the

principal building is covered in. By a most
ingenious leaving out of a few words, these

additions will all have to be paid for by addi-

tional fees
;
and although to an unprofessional

observer it will appear that but one fee,

according to the rate of the house, yet, in fact,

several fees will be payable in new buildings,

and in alterations and additions
;
nor are these

fees all defined, even in the elaborate tables as

set forth, but there appears a special table for

special fees, and which no person can com-
prehend until enlightened therein by the

official referees. As regards the fees payable

under the present Act, they amount now to

nearly 10,000/. per annum; under the new Bill,

with its extended limits, fees to the amount of

nearly 30,000/. will be payable by the public
;

for although a Building Bill is supposed only to

interest the builder, yet it is the public generally

which have to bear all its contributions, and
to share in its enactments. Much has been
done by this society in watching, in consider-

ing, in petitioning, in advising, and in shaping
into its present form the twelve or fourteen

Acts of Parliament which have been intro-

duced to the Legislature since 1841, and he
still hopes this amended Bill may, by the exer-

tions of its committee, be still further amended,
so that, without looking to the interests of
those who may be looking forward to the

various appointments under the intended Bill,

they will still work as they have heretofore

done to obtain a Bill really beneficial to the

public.

In conclusion, although he had trespassed

so much upon their attention, he could not

but congratulate the society upon the great

benefit they had done to all persons dwelling
within the limits of its operations, and to

the exertions of the society might be traced

the alterations and improvements in the
Bill. Compare the Bill brought in by Lord
Normanby in 1841 with the amended Bill,

and read the evidence, and the various peti-

tions and reports by this society, and it will be

found that although they stood almost alone

in opposition to the objectionable Bills on their

first appearance, yet they have, by exertions,

now assisted by members of both houses of
Parliament, been enabled to obtain thus far an
improvement upon all its predecessors

;
and the

committee cannot but regret that from the mul-
tiplicity of business in which the noble lord at

the head of the Woods and Forests must be en-

gaged, he must have forgotten the arrange-

ment made by him at the last interview, that,

previous to the Bill further progressing, the

deputation was to have a further interview with
his lordship and the Crown surveyors, as his

lordship was obliged to leave the meeting
before it could come to a conclusion upon the
merits of the matter. If another meeting had
been obtained, no doubt some of the objections

in the amended Bill might have been rectified,

altered, or expunged
;
but, as it is, it is to be

hoped it is not even now too late to obtain such
alteration in the Bill as an experienced and
disinterested person may think an improvement.
The chairman sat down amidst loud cheering.

Mr. W. Cubitt moved the thanks of the

society to the chairman and committee for the

great trouble they have had in the various Bills

brought before the public, and hoped that

until a good and sufficient Bill be before the

public, they would still continue their valuable

services. He then moved that the amended
Bill be referred back to the committee to re-

examine, and to report thereon.

Mr. Higgs, in seconding the motion, stated

that his only objection was, that it entailed so

large a portion of trouble, and must engage so

large a portion of the valuable time of their

excellent chairman
;
for although to all appear-

ances the various reports were the works of

the committee, yet in fact they were the sole

labours of the chairman
;
and he could con-

gratulate the society on the good fortune of

having such a president at such a time. Still

trespassing upon their worthy chairman’s time

and attention, they could not do better than to

again refer it to the committee, feeling assured

that although it must, after four years’ strict

superintendence, be exceedingly irksome, and
no doubt, from the many public as well as

private calls upon the chairman’s vigilance and
care, yet he felt convinced the matter would
still have his advice until finally completed. It

was then carried unanimously that the amended
Bill be so referred again to the committee.

After the thanks of the meeting were passed

to the chairman, the meeting adjourned until

the last Wednesday in June, unless specially

summoned previously by the chairman.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

May 29.—The Rev. the Rector of Exeter
College in the chair.

The following new members were admitted :

—Rev. R. P. Smith, Pembroke College
;
E.

J. Howard, Esq., Lincoln College
;

R. Gray,

Esq., Exeter College; Rev. Folliot Baugh,
All Souls; Alexander Joseph, Esq., Brase-

nose ;
J. G. Joyce, Esq., Magdalene Hall.

Pugin’s Glossary of Ecclesiastical Ornament
and Costume, 4to., was added to the library.

Short notes of several churches in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of Oxford, prepared for

the third part of the “ Guide,” by different

members, were read, illustrated by sketches.

Marston.—Mr. Rooke, Oriel.—The pillars

and arches are of the time of Richard I.; the

outer walls and windows of Henry VIII. The
windows are square-headed, with rather sin-

gular returns to the dripstones, inclosing in a

square form the letters I H C and I H S, and
other ornaments. The tower is also late.

Woodcaton. — Mr. Rooke, Oriel. — This
church is chiefly of the thirteenth century,

with a tower added in the fifteenth, in an un-
usual manner, being built within the original
walls of the church, standing partly on the

west wall and partly on arches, instead of being
added on the outside. It is very picturesquely
situated.

Noke.—Mr. Rooke, Oriel.—A small plain

church, of the thirteenth century, with some
alterations of a later period, which are far from
being improvements.

Cuddesden.—Mr. Rooke and Mr. Freeman.
—A cruciform church, of the end of the
twelfth century, with a tower at the intersec-
tion. The mouldings of the west doorway are
very remarkable, shewing the change from the

Norman zig-zag to the early English tooth
ornament. The pillars and arches of the nave,
walls of the aisles, and the south door, are of
the thirteenth century. The chancel has been
rebuilt in the fifteenth, and has arches in the
side walls, as if for the addition of aisles, but
these do not extend more than half through
the thickness of the wall, so that they must
have been built for ornament.

Stanton St. John's.—Mr. Freeman.—A very
interesting church, of the time of Edward I.,

and a valuable specimen of early decorated
work. A paper on this church has previously
been given to the society, with drawings, by
Mr. Simpson, of Oriel.

Elsfield.—Mr. Freeman, Trinity A small
church, of the thirteenth century, the west end
of which, with its two lancet windows, sepa-

rated by a tall buttress, supporting a bell-

turret, with small buttresses at the angles, is a
particularly good design. There is a low
side-window, in the usual situation (blocked
up), in the inside of which is an original stone

seat.

Cowley.— Mr. Millard, Magdalene. — The
chancel and walls of the nave are of the end
of the twelfth or beginning of the thirteenth

century
;
the east end has a triple lancet

;
the

side windows of the chancel are square-headed,
but the mouldings shew them to be of the
same age as the east end. There is a low
side-window. The tower is very small and
low, scarcely appearing above the roof of the

nave
;

it was added in the sixteenth century.

St. Bartholomew's Chapel.—Mr. Millard.
—
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A small but elegant building, of the latter part

of the fourteenth century, shewing the transi-

tion from the decorated to the perpendicular

styles. Drawings of the chapel are about to

be published by the society, and an accurate

estimate has been obtained of the cost of build-

ing a copy of it, which would be 280/.

ELEMENTARY ESSAY ON MORTAR
AND CEMENTS.

BY JAMES WYLSON, HON. SEC. B.A.A.D.

{Continuedfrom p. 262.)

maude’s patent Portland cement.
There has lately been introduced into

the London market, by Messrs. Maude, Son,

and Co., of Upper Ordnance Wharf, Rother-

hithe, a cement which bids fair to leave

in the rear all other competitors for dis-

tinction in that line. Though a recent in-

troduction to London, its excellence has been

successfully tested by many years’ experience

not only in and about Wakefield, where the

|

manufacture was carried on by Mr. Aspdin,

I
the inventor, but throughout the northern

counties of England, where its extensive use

is the best testimony to its superiority. The
expense of conveyance, and the comparatively

high piece of the cement itself, had, however,

deterred the proprietors hitherto from attempt-

ing its introduction into the metropolis to any

important extent
;
but the firm above named

have at length surmounted those obstacles, by

i concluding arrangements with the son of the

|

patentee, empowering them to manufacture it

in town
;
by which means the London price of

j

the article is considerably reduced, and in-

i
creased facilities are made available for its

I
most perfect preparation.

The distinguishing properties of the Port-

land cement, which, indeed, are essential to a

!

good cement, each and all of which it possesses

in an eminent degree, are

—

1st. That which is a permanent recommen-
dation, viz. a very remarkable resemblance to

Portland stone (from which circumstance it

. derives its name), and its permanently retain-

ing its resemblance to that material
;
thus ob-

viating a serious annual outlay for colouring

or painting, the necessity whereof is insepara-

ble from other cements, but which, for this, is

not only unnecessary, but would be a proceed-

ijig evincing as much bad taste as the injuriously

covering the beautiful stone itself.

2ndly, Its perfect freedom from any lia-

bility to be changed, in its substance or su-

perficially, by atmospheric influences, what-

ever the season or the climate, having none of

l those tendencies to vegitate and oxydate which

so commonly shew themselves in cements.

3rdly. The extraordinary strength of its

cementitious quality, which admits of its re-

ceiving more sand than any other cement now
i in use; and, indeed, is the circumstance ena-

I bling the proprietors to offer it in competition

i with other cements, which the cost would

i otherwise preclude.

From the ease with which it is worked,

i its extreme hardness, adhesiveness, uniformity,

i and durability, and being impervious to damp,
! it is obviously well-calculated for all the va-

i riety of uses to which cements are applied

;

and when the expense of stone ashlaring in

London is considered, the incomparable supe-

riority of its appearance over that of the ordi-

nary stuccoing, and the unquestionable imita-

tion of it which this cement affords, no doubt

can be entertained of its obtaining that de-

i cidied preference to which it is so highly

! entitled.

For carrying up any brick-work, where the

necessity for superior strength, or its imme-
diate hardening without settling, requires that

a cement superior to common lime mortar

should be used, one part of the Portland

cement of the best quality (there being two

sorts), and four parts of clean, dry river-sand,

form the admixture recommended. For stuc-

coing, one part of the best cement, and four

parts of sand, or one part of the second quality,

and three parts of sand, are proper. The ma-
terials being mixed with water to the consist-

ence of mortar, are applied immediately, and

are finished in one coat. In damp situations

a smaller proportion of sand should be em-

ployed in the admixture
;
and for building in

water, the cement should be used alone. The
building materials with which it is to be

brought into contact ought, in every case, to

be thoroughly wetted previous to its application

(especially in summer), to prevent the too rapid
absorption of moisture.

Nor is it merely for building, exterior

stuccoing, and the usual adjuncts of balusters,

chimney-pots, copings, &c., that it is suitable;

for it is also well adapted for landings and
paving, both plain and ornamental; its compact
and enduring nature, together with its uni-

formity of surface, renders it superior to York-
shire paving stone, the laminar structure of

which is exceedingly objectionable, where it

is subject to the vicissitudes of the weather,

or, being within doors, it has to be frequently

cleansed by washing; from this disadvantage

the artificial Portland cement paving is, from
the nature of the method observed in making
it, quite free. In the inclosed quadrangle of

Trafalgar-square, to which Mr. Barry has

devoted so much care and attention, the

darker asphalte paving is relieved by por-

tions executed in the Portland cement; the

lining of the basins for the fountains is

also of the same composition, the preference

being awarded to it in consequence of its

great resistance to the action of the atmosphere
and of water, and from its possessing and
retaining so eminently the texture and colour

of stone.

For friezes in bas-relief, and other similar

purposes, it is peculiarly available, on account
of the baking that is necessary in other arti-

ficial stones being dispensed with in this, thus

obviating that warped irregularity in the plain

surfaces and joints which has formed the

stumbling-block to their general application.

For sculpture generally, as applied to architec-

tural embellishments, it needs no exertion of
fancy to perceive that so felicitous a material

is not only most suitable, but that it is sugges-

tive even of a more ambitious range of design,

and presents facilities for embodying any
triumphs of conception

;
a consummation

which, however devoutly it might be wished,
was utterly unachievable in Roman cement,
as the denizens of Battle-bridge have not
yet had time to forget.

With regard to the expense of the Portland
cement, it appears, according to the statement
of the proprietors, that paving can be laid
down below the price of the commonest
Yorkshire paving-stone

;
and that, for stucco-

ing if the best cement be used with four-fifths
of sand, the composition will cost somewhat
less than that formed of equal parts of Roman
cement and sand, which is inferior in strength
and appearance, and involves the necessity
for frequent re-colouring.

In order to test the comparative strength
of the Portland and Roman cements,
Messrs. Grissell and Peto caused a series

of experiments to be made in October last,

at the new Houses of Parliament, under
their own superintendence; these experiments
and their results are exhibited in the diagrams
appended to this paper, and the tabular compa-
risons acccompanying them. The deductions
thence arrived at shew an advantage on the side
of the Portland cement, which speaks most
strongly in its favour; and which, judging
by the authority from which these contrasts
emanate, must be considered as at once authen-
tic and conclusive, establishing this to be, bQ-
yond all doubt, decidedly superior to the Roman
cement, whether as to strength, adheaion, or
the capability of receiving sand, the latter of
which properties it is shewn to possess to such
a degree as to render it actually cheaper than,

the other
;
whilst its other recommendations,

of beauty and the saving of colouring, tdojae

render it highly preferable.

Experiments at the Neiv Houses of Parliament
,
made by order of and under the superintend'

ence of Messrs. Grissell and Peto
,
October

,
1843.

Roman Cement. Portland Cement.

First Trial.

—

Half Brick Beam

,

3 courses deep, tested on third day after formation.

v-'j

i

•1

< -3 s
5

~r—

.,-uL

ROMAN OUAGE.
Weight on Beam when broken down.

C. Q. lb.

1 of sand and 1 of cement .... 2 3 11

PORTLAND GUAGE.
Weight on Beam when broken down.

C. Q. lb.

1 of sand and 1 of cement 5 2 18
2 ditto 1 ditto 4 1 14
3 ditto 1 ditto 3 1 25

Second Trial.

—

One Brick Beam, 3 courses deep, tested on the tenth day afterformation.

Elevation. Section.

Weight on Beam.

1 of sand and 1 of cement

Weight on Beam.
C. Q. lb.

1 of sand and 1 of cement . . 7 1 25
2 ditto 1 ditto . . 8 3 16
3 ditto 1 ditto ..60 0
4 ditto 1 ditto ..5 2 0

Third Trial.
ROMAN CEMENT. PORTLAND CEMENT.
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

June 4.—The President in the chair.

The applicability of the system of the pro-

pulsion of railway carriages, by the pressure of

the atmosphere upon a piston, travelling within

an exhausted main, or line of pipes, has occu-

pied a portion of three evening-meetings of

the society
;
and although much time has been

devoted to the discussion, it cannot be said

that any positive conclusion has been arrived

at. Indeed, when it is considered that the

system has only been tried upon a line pecu-

liar in its locality, in its steep .gradients, in the

engine having only to exert power in drawing
the carriages in one direction, and their de-

scending by their own gravity, and in the trains

being only required to run a distance of a mile

and three-quarters from end to end of the line,

without stopping at any intermediate station,

it may be argued, that although, as is evident

from the testimony of the several speakers, ex-

traordinary results have been obtained, it is

scarcely possible to infer what the results

would be on lines with gradients in both direc-

tions, with a great number of heavy trains at

short intervals, and under all the varied cir-

cumstances of ordinary railway traffic.

It appeared, however, to be the general
opinion, that the present system of atmospheric
propulsion, as employed on the Kingstown
and Dalkey Railway, although susceptible of

much improvement, was in a more advanced
state than the system of traction by locomotive
engines, at a corresponding period from the

date of the introduction of the several systems
upon railways.

Messrs. Clegg and Samuda, the improvers
and executers of the present atmosperic sys-

tem, detailed the progress of the improve-
ments, and in answer to questions from the

members, reiterated the information which
has been already published in the various
reports of the examinations before the com-
mittee of the House of Commons on the

Epsom Railway Bill, and which it is useless

now to repeat.

The various previous plans of Medhurst,
Vallance, and Pinkus, for somewhat similar

systems, were explained, and it was shewn that

the system had been taken up by Clegg and
Samuda where the former speculators had
abandoned it, and, as usual in sucb cases, the

practical improvers had been more successful

than the inventors.

The principal improvement was shewn to be
in the continuous valve, and the mode of

closing it by a mixture of tallow and bees’-

wax, which, under all variations of temperature
and seasons, remained unchanged, and en-

abled a good vacuum to be formed. Many
other improvements in the mechanical details

were also described at length.

Mr. Barry Gibbon, as engineer of the line,

stated his satisfaction with the manner in

which it worked. Thirty-five trains per day
had at times been conveyed without danger,
and with great regularity. The train was en-

abled to be started in one minute after the
engine commenced working to form a vacuum.
Mr. Samuda detailed the progressive trials of
the system at Wormwood Scrubbs during two
years and a half, until it was laid down at

Dalkey, where a load of fifty tons had been
propelled up gradients averaging 1 in 115, and
a maximum velocity of nearly fifty miles per
hour had been obtained, with an engine which
was stated to be of 100 horse-power, using, as a

divisor, 66,000lbs., raised one foot high in a mi-
nute. This deviation from the ordinary calcula-

tion of Boulton and Watt, who used 33,000ibs.,
was justified on the plea that steam-engines
were now made in such a superior manner,
that their effective power nearly doubled their
nominal power, and that the usual acceptation
of the term “horse-power” was no longer to

be relied upon. This position was combated by
several members, who argued that the commer-
cial question should not be mixed up with the
scientific inquiry

;
and that for the latter pur-

pose the accepted divisor of 33,0001bs., as fixed

by Boulton and Watt for the horse-power,
should have been used, when the power exerted
would have appeared nearly double what had
been quoted, which would materially affect the
question of the cost of first laying down a rail-

way and the expense of subsequent working.
In considering the comparative questions of

traction by locomotive engines, by fixed en-
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gines with ropes, and propulsion by the atmo-
sphere, it was argued that, in the two former
cases, the weight of the moving power must be
carried along the rails at a corresponding cost

and loss of power; added to which was the

loss resulting from the slip of the driving-

wheels, in the one case, and the friction of the

rope against the pullies, in the other case.

The destruction to the rails resulting from the

beat of the driving-wheels being put out of the

question. Against this it was argued, that

with the atmospheric system the whole power
of the engine must be used whether for heavy
or light trains

;
that a power capable of pump-

ing out the leakage, stated at ten horse-power
per mile, must be always provided, although it

was only exerted for a part of the length of
each section

;
and that the real power employed

at Dalkey, if calculated by the usual standard
of Boulton and Watt, was shewn by Indicator

diagrams to be nearly double what had been
stated, and that, consequently, a greater outlay

for power was required than was imagined.

The additional security in traversing the

rapid curves of the railway at high speed ap-

peared to be admitted. A curious circumstance

was mentioned which deserved more attention

;

it was, that the temperature of the air on
leaving exhausting air-pumps was increased

to upwards of 200 degrees, and that there was
a certain absorption of power consequent
upon this increase of temperature. Our limits

will not permit the whole, even of the heads
of the discussion, to be detailed, and, although
much time has been devoted to it, the question

was not fully examined, nor were all the ne-

cessary data clearly stated ;
so that for all prac-

tical purposes we shall only arrive at the com-
parative value of the new system, after it has

been applied to such a line as the Epsom,
where, under the scrutinizing care of Mr.
Cubitt, the engineer of the line, there is no
doubt of its merits being fairly tested

;
mean-

while the question remains open, and, as before,

to be discussed as the interest or prejudices of

parties may dictate.

The papers read were :—A description, by
Mr. Rankine, Assoc. Inst. C.E., of a simple
and ingenious safety drag, which has been
applied to the carriages of the Edinburgh and
Dalkeith Railway, for preventing accidents to

the carriages in case of the fracture of the

rope, by which they are drawn up the incline

plane of 1 in 30. The drag consists of two
cheeks of iron, united by rivets

;
it is attached

at the end of an iron bar, and is suspended at

the back of the carriage behind each hind
wheel

;
when a retrograde motion commences,

the drag falls beneath the wheel, and turning
over, acts as a wedge between the wheel and
the rail, and, by skidding the wheel, stops the
downward progress of the carriage.

A description was also given by Mr. G. P.
White, Assoc. Inst. C.E., of the mode of raising

the Innisfail steamer, which was sunk in the river

Lee, near Cork. It was accomplished by
making a slight coffer-dam against one side of
the vessel, and by pumping this out, the leak

was arrived at
;
which being temporarily re-

paired, the vessel was enabled to be floated,

and, at an expense of 350/., was saved from
total loss.

A description was also given by Mr. W.
Evill, Grad. Inst. C. E., of the corrugated iron
roofs over the terminus of the Eastern Counties
Railway; the drawings accompanying the de-

scription, which was necessarily of a purely
technical character, were much eulogized by
the president, and the members who examined
them.
The president renewed his invitation to his

conversazione of the 7th and 8th instant, at

which many distinguished personages may be
expected, and all models and works of art

for exhibition were requested to be sent as

quickly as possible.

Messrs. H. T. Wright, J. Reid, and J. L.
Manby were elected as associates, and the
following papers were announced to be read
at the meeting of June 11th :

—

No. 687- “ On the purification of coal gas,
and the application of the products thereby
obtained to agricultural and other purposes.”
By A. A. Croll, Assoc. Inst. C. E.
No. 688. “ On the means of rendering large

supplies of water available in cases of fire, and
on the application of manual power to the
working of fire-engines.” By J. Braidwood,
Assoc. Inst. C. E.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.

May 2.—Lord Viscount Mahon, V.P., in
the chair.

T. W. King, Esq., F.S.A. Rouge-Dragon
Pursuivant of Arms, communicated some re-

marks upon the Stall-plates of the Order of
the Garter, existing in St. George’s Chapel at

Windsor. It appears that, on an examination
made in the year 1757> there were no plates
for 146 of the ancient knights, and of those
which exist many are not contemporary with
the knights whose achievements they repre-
sent. Mr. King’s remarks tvere directed first

to the point of the shields of arms being sur-
rounded by the garter, which is not the case
in the oldest plates. The first so represented
is that of the Duke of Burgundy, K.G., from
1469 to 1477- The plate of Lord Lovell, in 1

Richard III., is the first English subject whose
arms are so encircled, and many of later date
have no garter. The fashion became preva-
lent in the reign of Henry VII., and constant
in the next reign. Mr. King remarked, se-

condly, upon the form of the helmet. The
side-standing close helmet now assigned to the
rank of esquire is found used by a peer (the
Earl of Derby) in 13 Eliz., and by two other
knights in the next reign. The barred-helmet
is first used by a baron (Lord Knollys), in

1615, and gradually became universal with
peers. This distinctive use of helmets appears,
in fact, quite a modern notion, nearly, if not
entirely, subsequent to the actual use of hel-

mets in the field of battle.

May 9.—W. R. Hamilton, Esq., V.P., in

the chair.

Extracts were read from a third letter of
William Roots, Esq., to Mr. Hamilton, dated
May 6, respecting the relics extracted from
the Thames by the ballast-heavers near Wal-
ton. Two articles recently found are, a por-

tion of a dagger or small sword, and a pocket-

piece of Charles the First and Henrietta Ma-
ria. Mr. Roots is inclined to attribute the

former to the same age as the latter, and thinks

that both are memorials of the conflict on Sur-
biton Common, in which Lord Francis Villiers

was killed, not a quarter of a mile from the

place of their discovery.

The reading of Mr. King’s paper on the
Stall-plates of the Garter was concluded. His
remarks were directed to— 3. The use of coro-
nets. Many earls and viscounts have no
coronet in the reigns of Henry VIII. and
Edward VI., and its use did not prevail until

the beginning of Elizabeth’s reign. 4. Sup-
porters. Among the privileges of the Order
of the Garter is that of using supporters, whe-
ther the knights are peers or not. Supporters
are not, however, of high antiquity. The plate

of the Marquis of Dorset (afterwards Duke of
Somerset), K.G. in 20 Henry VI., which has
supporters, is not contemporary. That of John
Lord Dinhara in 1 Henry VII. has supporters,

which (as in many other ancient achievements)
really support the helmet and crest, not the

shield. But there are only five plates with
supporters to the 29th Henry VIII., after

which time they are univeisal.

Charles M. Joplin, Esq., communicated a
memoir on the remains attributed to the Druids
in the neighbourhood of Furness, in Lanca-
shire. His descriptions were illustrated by
several drawings, which represent— 1. Various
monuments at Stone Walls, Urswick, consist-

ing of ruins of an oblong inclosure, a square
one, a third of an extraordinary wheel-like
form, and two cromlechs. 2. A temple of two
circles of stones, called Sunbrick, at Birkrigg.
3. A circular temple or camp called the Kirk,
at Kirkby Moor, accompanied by a cairn,

which, on being opened, disclosed a tomb and
a stone chest. 4. The Moot, at Aldingham,
an artificial hill now situated on the brow of a
high cliff above Morecambe Bay. 5. A Bri-
tish camp at Appleby Slack, Birkrigg; and,
6. Three stone hammers, or celts, found at

Lindale and High Haums.

May 16.—Henry Hallam, Esq., V.P., in

the chair.

The following gentlemen were elected Fel-
lows of the Society:—Charles Tucker, Esq.,

of Harpsford, county of Devon
;
Major John

Arthur Moore, of Queen Anne-street, and
Frederick William Fairholt, Esq., of Grosve-
nor Cottage, Regent’s Park.
Robert Porrett, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a

gold ring, containing a miniature painting,



supposed a contemporary portrait of Mary
Queen of Scots. It belongs to R. B. Aldersey,

Esq., of Chigwell-row, Essex; and its descent

is traced for a century and a half.

W. R. Hamilton, Esq., V.P., exhibited,

from W. Roots, Esq., two relics drawn from

the bed of the Thames just above Kingston,

one of them a spear-head.

Dawson Turner, Esq.,F.S.A., commnicated

five drawings, the subjects of which are as

follows :

—

1. An urn found at Burgh Castle, the Gario-

nonum of the Romans
;

it was exhumed on the

29th December last, in the same field, called

the Brick-kiln Field, on the eastern side of the

castle walls, as were three figured by Ives, p.

35, and was partly filled with bones, which
were accompanied by four iron nails.

2. A Pax, from the same village, carved in

front with the Holy Rood, the Blessed Mary,
and St. John.

3. A Roman sacrificial instrument, or pra>-

fericulum of brass, found at Heringfleet, in

July, 1842; it is inscribed quattenvs f.

Its length is 10J inches, and its diameter 6

inches.

4. A gun, of wrought iron, of the time of

Henry VII. or VIII., found in the sea near

Lowestoft, and now in the possession of Geo.

Edwards, Esq. Others have been found near

the same spot, and probably from the wreck

of the same vessel. Its total length is 9 feet.

5. A wooden shield, 24 inches long, and

three-quarters of an inch thick, found in the

wall of a house at Yarmouth. It is carved

with the quarterings of the Prince of Orange,

and painted in colours.

Richard Almack, Esq., F.S.A., of Melford,

communicated a letter written by Sir Thomas
Stanhope, of Shelford, county of Notts, to Lord
Burghley, in 1588, relative to the funeral of his

mother, Lady Stanhope, the widow of Sir Mi-

chael Stanhope, one of those who suffered with

the Duke of Somerset, in the reign of Edward
the Sixth. The lady was lying dead at Not-

tingham. Mr. Almack supposed this docu-

ment to be indorsed by Lord Burghley him-

self
;
but the indorsement is in the writing of

one of his secretaries.

Edward Hailstone, Esq., communicated

transcripts from the register of trials before

Major-Gen. Lambert and the Council of War
sitting in Yorkshire in the year 1647.

May 23.—W. R. Hamilton, Esq., V.P., in

the chair.

Walter Hawkins, Esq., exhibited an ancient

sword found in the bed of the river Thames, in

1739, at the building of Westminster Bridge.

It resembles the large swords of state of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The sil-

ver furniture of the sheath (itself decayed),

adheres to it by the rust, and is impressed in

several places with the motto, Id iff i and a

stag’s head. It is probable the sword itself

was a century at least older than the sheath.

Its length is 5 feet 6f inches. It has been

welded, and it may be presumed has lost some-

thing by the mending.
The Rev. J. B. Reade, of Stone, near Ayles-

bury, exhibited an impression, in tinfoil, of

a Norman font recently placed in his church

(to which it is suitable in style), after having

been long since removed from its original site,

the church of Hampstead Norris, in Berkshire.

It has been for some years in a garden of a

southern suburb of London, and was presented

to Mr. Reade by J. Y. Akermau, Esq., F.S.A.

Mr. Reade noticed a statement in “ Dr. Lips-

comb’s History of Buckinghamshire,” which

asserts that Stone Church was erected on an

artificial mound, whereas it has been ascer-

tained to be a natural sand-hill.

The Rev. John Webb, F.S.A.
,
communi-

cated a memoir upon a Preceptory of Tem-
plars (and afterwards of Hospitallers), at Gar-

way, in Herefordshire, which is neither de-

scribed nor enumerated, even in the new edition

of the Monasticon, but of which he has col-

lected many very interesting notices, both

historical and architectural. Their church (of

Norman architecture) remains, and extensive

indications of the site of their mansion, toge-

ther with a remarkable dove-cote, which is

still perfect. It is built of stone, the wall of

rubble rough-casted without and lined with

ashlar within, of circular form, measuring 17

feet 3 inches in diameter, and 16 feet in

height. There are twenty tiers or compart-

ments for the birds, forming altogether 666

holes. From the following inscription over
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the door, it is shewn to have been erected in

the year 1326.

+
A° d’n! MO CO

xxvi fact’ fuit i
d co

lumbarium per fratrem

Ricardum.
The two last lines being somewhat obscure,

from the wear of centuries. On the interior

face of the building occurs in one place the

name
GILBE
RTVS

and on other stones are carved the double

cross of the Templars, accompanied in one

instance with the letter R, of the scriptorial

form.

THOROUGH DRAINING.

Mr. J. H. Charnock, secretary to the “ York-

shire Land-draining Association,” has lately

published a pamphlet on the important subject

of Thorough Draining,— a paper read before

the Wakefield Farmers’ Club. It was truly

said by Lord Spencer, a short time ago, that

farming was yet in its infancy; and many
circumstances present themselves to the at-

tention which amply verify the assertion.

Through the operation of the several agri-

cultural associations which have been esta-

blished throughout the country, much valuable

information upon this important matter has

been extensively diffused. Much good has

been already produced, and much more will

inevitably follow, so long as scientific men
turn their attention to all the various matters

which are comprehended in the subject.

Amongst these, thorough draining has been

considered one of the most important. Mr.
Charnock has ranged himself in the ranks

of those who have devoted their attention to

supply the most efficient means for the attain-

ment of the most beneficial ends. Hi3 atten-

tion, and skill, and devotion to the subject,

will, we trust, meet with their due appre-

ciation, and his suggestions engage the atten-

tion of all who are not only labouring in the

same field as originators of improvements,

but anxious to carry into practical operation

the plans which are based on experience

and a due conviction of all needful means,

modes, and appliances. We should deem it

wrong to transcribe an undue portion of this

useful publication
;

but we confidently re-

commend it to the cultivator of the soil, with

the assurance that it is fully entitled to their

attentive perusal, merely subjoining the follow-

ing general observations :

—

“ In the first place, then, if there is one

operation more than another in which the

maxim ‘ that what is worth doing is worth

doing well,’ holds good, it is in draining

;

effective and permanent must be your work,

or it i 9 comparatively money and labour thrown

away. And for this reason, if for no other,

should it be done under the superintendence

of the landlord
;

it is in truth an owner’s work
;

it is principal invested, and cannot, except by

an occupier, be with justice treated as a mere

outlay for repair. It is a permanent improve-

ment of the fee, and if permanently and effec-

tually done, gives as surely a rental fully com-

mensurate with the outlay. At the same time,

however, rather than farm undrained land, it

is the palpable interest of the occupier himself

to undertake the work, and especially if he

previously concludes for any certainty of

tenure. But the most desirable arrangement

is, that owner and occupier should act mutually

in the matter, and as the best interests of each

are so intimately bound together, they should

mutually concur in the execution of the work.

And here I may mention the plan which is

adopted on the Greenwich Hospital estates in

Northumberland, under the superintendence

and by the advice of that eminent agriculturist

Mr. Grey, of Dilston, which I think may be

considered as perfectly equitable and unexcep-

tionable in all cases. The rule is this, if the

drainage is done during the first seven years

of the lease, the hospital pays one-third ot the

entire cost
;

if during the second seven years,

one-half the cost; and if in the last seven

years of the term, it pays two-thirds of the

cost of draining, the lease being for twenty-one

years.

“ In the second place, prior to commencing

operations, great care should be taken accu-

rately to ascertain the character of the sub-
soil—its porousness or tenacity—thereby to

regulate, as far as practicable, both the dis-

tance and depth of the drains. That of the
former should in no case, where drainage is

necessary at all, exceed ten yards
;
and where

the substratum is tenacious, it will often require

not to be more than half that distance in order
to be thoroughly effective, without which, I

repeat, it is comparatively lost labour. With
regard to the latter, if circumstances permitted,
I would never (as ageneral rule) have drains shal-

lower than two feet, but I should prefer thirty

inches or three feet, in order to admit, without
apprehension, of the subsoil plough following;

and so as to be out of the way of all damage,
under any circumstances.

“ Thirdly, I would have the drains cut with

a little more slope at the sides than is usually

practised, affording thereby the operator more
room for laying the tile and clearing the

bottom, both which are very essential, but in a

deep drain cut perpendicularly, somewhat
difficult without injury being done. And
besides, I conceive it affords a more regular

percolation into the drain, with less liability to

the washing in of the sides, or any portion of

them
;
and also because the edge is thus ren-

dered much safer and firmer for the tread of a

horse.
“ Fourthly, I would in all cases use some

porous substance, other than the earth from

the cutting of the drain, as covering over the

tile; such as broken stone, where the locality

afforded it, or burnt clay, or engine ashes (the

best of all) if obtainable; and in the absence

of all such materials, heath or ling (very good

and durable) and thorns, or brushwood, pro-

perly cut and put in
;
but in no case the soil

from the drain alone immediately over the tile.

“ Fifthly, it is desirable the drains should be

cut as near the exact width of the tile at the

bottom as practicable, otherwise, in filling up,

the tile is almost sure to get displaced, and thus

create an interruption. Much greater pains

too than are usually bestowed should be given

in the general manipulation of the work, par-

ticularly in laying the tiles firm and clean;

which would be readily acquired by the men,

without any diminution of their allotted task,

were the superintendents persons of skill and

judgment.
“ And lastly, I must ever hold the opinion,

that in all cases of ordinary levelness of surface,

the most advantageous as well as cheapest

disposition of the drains is down the furrows
;

that being usually the natural direction of the

fall, and because the surface water thereby the

more readily reaches the drain, and at the

nearest point. Not that I would continue to

retain the high ridge and furrow after the

land is drained, but in every case would work

the lands down to a suitable flatness as soon

as practicable without injury to the succeeding

crops. There are two other points which I

also consider essential
;
the one is practicable

under all circumstances, and must, therefore,

not be disregarded; it is, never to permit

one drain to enter another (and especially the

main receivers) at right angles, but to give

them such an inclination in their junction

as shall allow the water free course without

injury to the recipient drain : the other is,

perhaps, a matter ot more difficulty, but never-

theless, of great utility— I allude to the drains

being so disposed as to admit the air through-

out their entire course, in fact beneath the whole

surface of each field; the effect upon strong

tenacious clay will be to facilitate their ope-

ration most materially, and will be obvious

to every reflecting mind .”—Doncaster Gazette,

The Nelson Column.—The committee

tely assembled for the purpose of taking into

msideration the completion of the column

a manner due to the memory of the illus-

ious hero. The additional sum required for

e purpose of making lions, bas-relievos, and

eps, is between 10,000/. and 12,000/. 1 he

nnmittee have expended 20,000/., the total

nount possible to be raised by public sub-

ription, and are obliged to express a decided

>inion, that if the government do not come

rward and supply the money for finishing

,e monument, it must remain in its present

mdition, and be viewed rather as a reproach

jon the metropolis than a credit. I hey

rreed in the propriety of waiting upon Sir

obert Peel, to represent the exact state of

ie case, and to request the Minister s aid.
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INTERIOR VIEW OF THE CHANCEL OF THE PRIORIAL CHURCH, BRECON.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—Having; a short time ago sent you an

exterior view of the Priory Church of Brecon,

which appeared in page 54 of the present

volume, and as I then described the chancel
of the fabric as possessing a great degree of
architectural beauty, I now beg to send you
this view of the interior, to which I am sure

.
_ jtau will feel pleasure in giving equal publicity.
H Etfwill be plainly seen, that the roof was origi-

nally groined, or was intended to have been
so,'asa portion of the ribs appear springing
front Yhe tops of the columns. The large
©utsidk arch is one of the four upon which
the .Wwer stands, the piers of which may
he'^r/en bv referring to the plan which is

'•y
"— L already published with the exterior view'. Each

is pierced by five lancet perforations, sup-
ported by slender clustered columns, which

Inv SP

ifr&V

throw over the whole structure an airiness and
elegance. Many of the corbels are beautifully

carved into the most delicate and fanciful

foliage, curling round and recoiling from the
moulding above, as if restrained in their farther

luxuriant career, like the ivy which here and
there peeps through the windows. The end
window has a very fine appearance in the in-

terior, being formed of five lancet-lights, di-

vided by slender clustered columns, and rich

flowing mouldings.
There is not much to admire in the roof,

except the richly-gilded bosses which appear
to be deeply sunk, forming shadows which,
from the floor beneath, are very effective. In
the floor are stones of a very early date, bearing
very strange characters, now nearly obliterated.

This chancel contains also many fine monu-
ments, the most ancient of which represents the
effigy of Sir David Williams, one of the judges

of the Court of Queen’s Bench in the reign of
Elizabeth, the maternal ancestor of Col. Wood,
M.P., who has represented this county in Par-
liament for nearly forty years. This monument
is peculiarly interesting, as a relic of that

period of transition wherein the Pointed mode
(which having prevailed for so many centuries
at last dwindled into the imbecility of age), at

length, on the introduction of the architecture

of the great Italian masters, whose celebrity at

that period became a subject of great interest

in this country, mingled incongruously with,

the wrecks of another style. Within two cor-

responding arches to the right and left of the

entrance into the chancel, are two handsome
marble monuments, designed in accordance with
the character of the arches. The one on the

right is to the memory of the late Marquess
Camden, who deserves a national tribute of

respect for his munificent gift to the state. As
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I think it will not be out of place, I give the

inscription entire, as follows :

—

Sacred to the memory of

the Right Honourable

John Jeffreys Pratt,
Marquess Camden, K.G.

Who died October 8, 1840,

Aged 81 years.

During a long life passed in the

service of the public,

and in the highest offices of the state,

He contributed by voluntary donations

towards the exigencies of

his country,

366,116/. 14s. 3d.

This tablet,

to record his patriotism and virtues,

is erected by his affectionate niece,

Lady Caroline Wood.
“A good name is rather to he chosen than

great riches.”

The other memorial within the arch on the

left, records the name and virtues of his

mother, the Baroness Camden, from whom the

noble family inherited the priory. Both works

are from the chisel of John Evan Thomas,

F.S.A. There are several other finely-

wrought works, by Thomas
;
one a beautiful

monumental figure to the memory of the late

John Powell, Esq., and on the opposite side

another, commemorating the Rev. Thomas
Coke, LL.D., the celebrated missionary, and

a native of Brecon. But the work which forms

the chief attraction, and gives to this church

the greater interest and importance, is a beau-

tiful group of figures, by our immortal sculptor,

John Flaxman, R.A., to the memory of the

Rev. Thomas James, of Brecon. Svveetserenity

and spirituality pervade them
;
while a soothing

influence involuntarily attracts and fixes the

attention of the observer, and seems to extend

and enlarge his faculties, to catch, by intuition,

the contagion of virtuous tranquillity, and reach

the level of such exalted associates. These

almost breathing marbles, sculptured by such

a master-hand, have a chaste and softening

effect, when contrasted with the solemnity of

the architecture and the loneliness of a country

church, and appear to me to possess a far more

sacred character than the gorgeous effigies of

a city cathedral. We seem to fancy these

blessedspots, fixed by our forefathers in Nature’s

penetralia ages long gone by, possess a peculiar

guardian sanctity, free from the busy hum of

human life, and the fiercer passions which de-

grade humanity; fit sanctuaries, therefore, for

these productions of genius, so intimately con-

nected with the last haven of repose.

I am, Sir, vour very obedient servant,

Bcrkeley-place, Brecknock. J. L. T.

RESTORATION OF ROSSINGTON CHURCH.

The above church during the last twelve

months has been undergoing great alterations.

These having lately been completed, the sacred

edifice has been re-opened for the celebration

of divine worship. Before entering into the

details of the improvements which have been

effected in the re-building of the greater

portion of the church, we give the following

extract descriptive of its former state, taken

from “ Wainwright’s History of the Wapen-

take of Strafford and Tickhill.”

“The church,” says Wainwright, “before

it underwent the process of improvement,

was a venerable and highly interesting piece

of architecture
;
but it now exhibits an aspect

difficult to bring within the pale of technical

description. To the world a sample of taste

is left by its renovators, highly derogatory to

the chastity of their views, and inimical to

the end for which the edifice was originally

reared.

“ The era of its erection, like that of most

others, cannot be precisely ascertained. The
few remains of the original structure bespeak

an early foundation, and throw back its build-

ing to an age coeval with the reign of King

Stephen.

“The archway, under which we pass into

the chancel from the nave, presents, in its

mouldings, a genuine specimen of the Anglo-

Saxon or early Norman mode of decoration.

The inner pilaster is short, round, and massy,

and entwined with a spiral band, which is

succeeded by some ornamental tracery-work

and a number of rude devices. Above these

is placed a square abacus, whence springs a

circular arch ornamented with a chevron

border, and other Saxon embellishments.

“ The pedestal, whereon the western pi-

laster is placed, is unusually high, and cor-

responds in make with the abacus. The outer

or eastern side of the same opening shews a

face somewhat different to that of the. western,

being formed by columns taller and more
slender, but in other respects it partakes of

the same order and age.

“ The door leading into the interior of the

place from the porch wears also an antiquated

aspect. On each side are plain round pillars,

headed by square abacuses, supporting a cir-

cular arch with a billeted moulding, corre-

sponding in age with the residue of the

primeval structure.

“ The ambo or pulpit is an aged oaken box,

carved in the style which prevailed before the

reign of Henry VIII. On the upper border

is the following mutilated inscription :

—

RICARDI STANS ILE, ET UXOR IS EJUS.

“ The residue is hidden by the wall, to which
it is fastened. This venerable piece of sacred

furniture is reported to have been brought from

the desecrated church of St. Mary, in Don-
caster.

“ The tower is placed at the west end, and

is of an age subsequent to the original erection

of the church. It is divided into four parts by

embossed partitions, flanked with light but-

tresses and surmounted with eight pinnacles.

“ The fatality attendant on the alteration of

the church, in reference to its architecture,

was not less subversive of its monumental re-

mains, for not even one, of either note or anti-

quity, has escaped the fangs of modern Goths.

The injury done to the cause of truth by this

wanton demolition of ancient tomb-stones is

incalculable. To the biographer and the local

historian the preservation of monumental me-

morials is of greater moment than is generally

supposed. Not content with a bare recital of

the good deeds, &c. of the defunct, the ancient

as well as modern epitaphs often preserve,

with scrupulous accuracy, much genealogical

information, and bear forth to posterity his-

torical and biographical notices, with a fidelity

unequalled by any other documents whatever,

save testamentary writings.

“ This church is an ancient rectory, and

from its foundation has belonged to the pa-

tronage of the De Maulays, from whom it

descended to the Salveyns, of New-Biggin
;

and, in the reign of Henry VII., passed with

the manor to the burgesses of Doncaster, in a

way already noticed.

“ In its ecclesiastical character, it belongs to

the deanery of Retford, in the archdeaconry

of Nottingham
;

is a living in charge, and

valued in the king’s books at 11/. Is. 5£d.

Archiepisc. pro. syn. 4s.; Archidiac. pro.

Prox. 6s. 8d. In the age of Queen Elizabeth

it bore the estimated value of 10/., and in that

of Pope Nicholas IV. 8/. It is dedicated to

St. Michael.”

The advowson belongs to Jamcs Brown, Esq.,

of Leeds, who purchased it, along with the

estate and manor of Rossington, from the

corporation of this borough, in the year 1839.

After Mr. Brown had made his purchase, he

found the church in a very dilapidated state,

and almost unfit for the performance of public

worship. He immediately determined that it

should be entirely renovated. With this view,

upwards of twelve months ago, workmen, under

the direction of Mr. Clarke, architect, of Leeds,

commenced operations. It was then intended

to build two new transepts, to add a vestry,

to enlarge the chancel, and to raise the roof

of the body of the church. It was, however,

ascertained that the foundation would not

allow of the insistent walls being enlarged.

On this being made known to Mr. Brown,

he at once determined to re-build the whole

of the church, with the exception of the tower,

which is placed at the west end. New plans

and new contracts were accordingly made

and entered into, and hence the erection of

the present neat and chaste edifice. The

adoption of the latter, we feel confident, Mr.

Brown will never have cause to regret, since

the former plan would not, had the foundation

allowed, have rendered the building so neat
and appropriate as it now is. The present
church is built in the form of a cross, standing
east and west. The style of architecture
adopted is the early English, or general style
of the 13th century, of extreme beauty, and
highly distinguished for its chaste simplicity
and purity of design. The windows, which
are long and narrow, consist of two round
columns, with fine carved capitals and lancet
arches, enriched with plain mouldings, re-

lieved by deep narrow hollows. The columns
of the two transept Avindows are banded in

the middle. The roof is coA'ered with dark
blue slate, and the rain Avater is taken away
by square cast-metal spouts, supported by fine

carved buttresses. No alteration has as yet
taken place in the tower, and the crevices

having some years ago been pointed with lime,

in a great measure detract from the beauty
of the rest of the building. The church now
consists of a nave, a chancel, two transepts

running north and south, a vestry erected on
the north side of the chancel, and a porch
on the south side, as Avell as one under the

tower at the west end. The arch formerly

existing between the toAver and the nave,

Avhich formed the Avestern entrance, is norv

built up, Avith the exception of a small

door to obtain access to the tower. The
whole of the floor of the church has been

considerably raised. From the nave to the

chancel there are two steps, and the like num-
ber are also placed in front of the altar. The
aisles are paved with dressed flag-stone, and on

each side there is an iron grating running the

whole length, under Avhich is placed cast-metal

pipes containing water. The water in these

pipes is heated by a fire and boiler erected

underneath the vestry, Avhich will at all times

render the church Avarm and comfortable.

Underneath the Avhole of the chancel a family

vault has been formed for the interment of the

present and future lords of the manor of Ros-

sington. The Avails of the interior of the

church are plastered and pannelled, Avith a view

to keep them perfectly free in all seasons from

damp. In front of the communion table a fine

oak painted rail has been placed, covered Avith

a beautiful mahogany top. The roof is open,

and supported by pointed deal arches, also

painted oak, and resting upon some stone cor-

bels, carved after the same design as the capi-

tals over the columns in the windows. The
nave and transepts are fitted up Avith pews, with

pannelled doors, of a dark oak colour. On
each side of the altar table, which is of oak,

of rude construction, boards are to be erected,

containing in gilded letters the ten command-

ments, the Lord’s prayer, and Apostles’ creed.

The position of the several entrances is pre-

cisely the same as in the old building. '1 he

font is placed opposite to the principal entrance,

and near to the Avestern arch. “ This situa-

tion at the entrance of the sacred edifice is a

most significant and appropriate position for

the celebration of holy baptism, it being em-

blematical of that solemn sacrament by Avhich

persons are admitted members of the church of

Christ.” The tower contains three bells, Avhich

are not remarkable for that fine and clear tone

so often met Avith in village peals. The only

portions of the old building preserved in the

present one are the arch over the porch door,

and the arch leading from the nave to the

chancel. The pulpit, which noAV stands at the

north end of the south transept, has been re-

paired and made to correspond with the other por-

tion of Avood-Avork in theinterior. Thearch,the

span of which has been enlarged, between the

chancel and the nave, has been cleaned and

repaired, displaying its rich tracery and zig-zag

moulding. The arch over the entrance from

the porch has likeAvise been repaired and

cleaned, exhibiting more perceptibly its nail-

head and raven-beak moulding. The new

portion of the building has been erected ot

Mexbro’ stone, supplied by Mr. Willey, of that

village. The several contractors for the various

departments of the Avork reside at or in the

vicinity of Leeds, viz. Joiner, Mr. bhires,

Chap eltown
;
painter, Mr. Wood ;

mason, Mr.

Nettleton
;

metal-piping, &c., Mr. Nelson

,

and plumber, &c„ Mr. Richard Gott. The

architect is Mr. Clarke, of Leeds It is stated

that the cost of the alterations will not be less

than 3,0001., which sum has been entirely pro-

vided by the worthy proprietor of the estate,

James 'Brown, Esq. of Leeds . -Doncaster

Gazette,
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PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF

ROCKS AND STONES.
BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESO., PROFESSOR

OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continued,from p. 278.)

The learned Bacon truly observes that
“ they who have presumed to dogmatize on
nature, as on some well-investigated subject,

either from self-conceit or arrogance, and in

the professional style, have inflicted the greatest
injury on philosophy and learning : for they
have tended to stifle and interrupt inquiry
exactly in proportion as they have prevailed in

bringing others to their opinion
;
and their own

activity has not counterbalanced the mischief
they have occasioned by corrupting and destroy-
ing that of others.” Never were words more
truly applicable than to the plutonic geologists
of the present day, who, having no facts of
their own, presume to select those facts and
opinions of otherssuited to their own theoretical
absurdities, concealing or perverting the rest.

The facts and opinions of such men as
Saussure, De Luc, Werner, Van Boch, and
numerous other observing mineralogists, are
wholly lost sight of in the present day; base-
less imaginings supersede facts the most im-
portant, and closet philosophers now seek rather
to follow in the wake of discovery, than, by ex-
tensive travel and observation, to lead the way.
The most recent works on geology and mine-
ralogy are without exception so interwoven
with extravagant speculations and theories,
violating the natural operations of nature, that
there is not one work fit to direct the minds
of youth to the proper path of inquiry, and to
prepare it for observation.
The writer of the letter in The Builder of

last week having skimmed thesurfaceof one side
of the question, adopts the opinions of others as
his own, and were he to direct his steps abroad,
the usual consequences would follow: instead of
reviewing rocks, stones, minerals, and earths, as
a sensible mineralogist, and studying the several
causes of effects manifest to the senses, we
should hear from him, as we do from others,
that the mountains of such a district are plu-
tonic

; that their bases consist of primary
rocks; that such and such beds and formations
were of volcanic origin, and in every piece
of jasper, porphyry, granite, &c., in’ every
circular hollow in a mountain, in a plain, or in
a coral reef, he would fancy he beheld the work-
ings of volcanoes. The merest tyro in
geology may, now he has the igneous marks
pointed out, sally forth in his Quixotic voyage
of discovery, and, by a few generalizing
touches, become the fashion and the favourite
of the day; but what do we learn by these
generalizing terms, or who but geologists
would apply local phenomena to general, nay
to universal explanations?

I am asked if I can account for the filling up
of veins, and the appearance of dykes and
faults ? Most assuredly I can, without having
recourse to hypothesis, no matter whether these
veins be filled up with granite or any other
material. But those departments belong more
strictly to that part of mineralogy which em-
braces the metalline formations, and to under-
stand them rightly requires much disquisition.
To the question of the writer I will put
another. Whence come the veins of steatite,
or mineral tallow, so often found intersecting
the granites of Cornwall ? Again, whence
come the veins, lodes, faults, cross-courses,
dykes, and other curious phenomena, as faith-
fully depicted in one small piece of tinstone
as in the most magnificent mineral bed ? Are
they, the one or the other, produced by some
subterranean and internal power? Again,
whence come the veins of nature, generally
filled with quartz, and so common to granite
and to all kinds of rock ? Again, I ask, what
is granite ?

1 he material ejected from volcanoes is not
generally melted masses of earth

; it is more
usually torrents of mud, or mud and water,
ashes, fragments of rock, and other matters
similating to known strata of that locality.
When in the state of molten lava, it moves a
dense ponderous body, slowly advancing, melt-
ing small impediments, but encircling the
larger

; it flows as a stream of water would
throug-h a valley, but it does not throw out
diverging lines even in yielding masses, nor is
it known to fill up veins and fractures to that
delicate point noticed at Glen Tilt

;
nor is it

known to penetrate beds in contact in this man-
ner, nor would it do so even in the most yielding

soil. Again, when it is seen discharging rivers

of mud, sea-sand, sea-shells, and rocks, it must
be borne in mind that these materials are like to

the most recent formations, consisting some-
times of vegetable earths, sometimes of ocean
marlsand chalks, of sands common tothe shores
where the volcano is disposed, andoffragments of
rockscommonto observable strata. This, there-
fore, is but a displacement of matter, attended,

of course, with new chemical and mechanical
combinations, but still such as we know the
origin of. The molten lava never forms as

mountains, much less mountain-chains
;

it has
never been known to elevate a mountain or an
island, except piecemeal

;
for Humboldt’s ac-

count of the rise of the Jurugo is purely fabu-
lous. As it was ejected from the earliest records
of man, so is much of it unaltered in the pre-
sent day, and no two lavas are to be found
alike. The appearance of the granite in Glen
Tilt is that of a sedimentary deposit, filling-

in rents and fissures, produced by various
causes, in the limestone and clay-slate; and it

is well known that clay, as it consolidates and
imparts its moisture, separates into regular and
irregular parts, and if much silica be therein,
it exudes and fills up these divisions in the
form of quartz, and the earths, after digestion
in hot water, produced by volcanic or chemical
action, on abstraction of their moisture, have a
tendency to assume the basaltic form

;
for

basalt is no more a volcanic product than is

the muddy deposit ofsome rivers, which, treated
as above, would, under like contingencies of
climate and association, pass into the like

result.

Granite is an ever-varied and perpetually-
varying substance, and is equally varying in its

form, disposition, and external character : al-

though frequently found in continuous masses,
or aggregated, it is very often stratified, and
exhibiting in this stratified state two or more
perpendicular fronts in common with lime-
stone, and presenting the same perpendicular
front along a whole chain of hills or moun-
tains. All parts of Mont Blanc are thus
composed of vast layers of granite, perpendicu-
lar to the horizon, and directed from south-
east to north-east. The stratification is the
same near Carlsbad and Tiplitz, in several
parts of Bohemia, and also towards the Rie-
sengebirge. La Perouse describes the granite
of part of the Pyrenees as disposed in layers
and beds

;
Cronstedt and others speak of it as

existing in this state on the Kenne Kulle, in
Sweden, and Belling, in West Gothland; Pallas
followed vast and continuous layers of granite
through whole tracks of mountains in Siberia,
part of the Ural Mountains, in the neighbour-
hood of the lake Kolywan, having the appear-
ance of huge artificial structures, in which the
layers appear to be loosely piled on one
another. Professor Playfair found stratified
granite in England, at Chorley Forest, in
Leicestershire, where, particularly near Mount
Sorrel, beds of granite are seen holding the
same direction with those of the subjacent
“ horn-stone schistus;” also at Fassnet Water,
in Berwickshire, and Humboldt, Charpentier,
Von Gersdorf, and others, testify to the strati-
fied state.

Again, granite is found alternating with
gneiss, as for instance, on the Schneekoppe, the
highest point of the Reisengebirge. Again,
granite is found in some parts of Northern
India, resting on a common and extensive base
of a bluish clay

;
in Finland, micaceous

quartz and clay-slate form the base in common,
with or upon granite

;
in Nubia, it rests upon

an undisturbed calcareous basis, in the Egyp-
tian desert on clay.

Again, it passes by gradual transition into
other kinds of rock ; thus, for instance, the
greatest part of the north-east side of the chain
which separates Seleca from the county of
Glatz, between Wartha and Reachenstein, is

covered with siennite, which passes into gra-
nite; in many parts of the world it passes
into gneiss, hornblende rock, coarse sandstone,
mica-slate, steate, &c.

Granite occurs in continuous masses, form-
ing the chief component part of many moun-
tain-chains, the basis of some, the apex of
others, and disseminated or intersecting other
beds.

That granite is not the product of fusion, or
ejected from the bowels of the earth, is demon-
strated by the position, inclination, and dip
of mountain-masses; by the unbroken con-
tinuity throughout parallel ranges and groups

j

by its exact conformity to the laws of forma-
tion governing matter in its distribution in the
ocean even in the present day; by the iin-

possibilityof these continuous mountain-masses
having been once in the state of melted lava,

as demonstrated by vast mineral beds, bitumen,
sulphur, steatite, and other products which
they contain, and of which we have no analogy
in lavas

;
by their crystalline structure, their

granular composition, and in some varieties

perfect mathematical disposition of their com-
pounds, which could not have been thus exhi-
bited in the cooling down of a melted body of
earths

;
by their known progression from the

plastic state to semi-crystallization, and finally

to the highly indurated state, which latter is

only acquired by long exposure to atmospheric
air. By the numerous reasons which I have
adduced to prove the origin of the various kinds
of rock, their gradual transition into each other
exhibiting a common origin and common pro-
perties, and finally by the proofs with which I

am furnished that the volcano, however deeply
seated, is always locally disposed, and at a
comparatively small depth within the earth.

Granite, in common with other sedimentary
deposits, intersects and is intersected, covers
or is covered iu with others

;
there are no laws

of distribution other than those arising from
tidal action, sedimentary deposition, organic
aggregation, and the action of winds, of ex-

panding gases, and fire. Look for a moment
at the phenomena of the uncovered regions of
the desert, the loose masses consolidate into here
rocks, the rocks, by the expansion of atmos-
pheric heat, open into vast fissures, and the

sands, driven by the winds, cover in these

rocks and fill in their fissures. Again, in hot
and even warm regions, the thirsty soil,

parched up with drought, opens into cracks
and rents of incredible extent and depth, and
when the rains fall abundantly, the waters,

loaded with the lighter matters of the surface

soil, rush into these fissures, which thus filled

up, the lower beds become traversed with
dikes and veins of material differing from their

own in composition and character. Admit-
ting that the fiery deluge, pouring over the
rent and distorted earth, would fill up those
rents in a similar manner, still the violence
done to nature by these subterranean move-
ments must he impressed upon every bed ex-
posed to its influence.

To talk of mountain ranges being bodily
lifted up without displacement, and to assume
the exactitude of sedimentary deposition, or
of the limestone ranges which are the archi-
tectural displays of living action and local
disposition, is to talk foolishly; to talk of
those masses so contradictory in their nature,
and disposition of parts, and containing many
combustible bodies within them, being spouted
out of tbe interior of the globe by one or by a
thousand channels, is as repugnant to human
reason, as it is contrary to all our acquired
experience. The beds of this earth are locally

disposed upon or among each other; the coral
formations assume directions within the waters,
precisely similar to those limestone, chalk, and
oolite ranges we find now composing so vast a
portion of dry land

;
the valleys and troughs

of the ocean are filled up with sand-banks
taking the direction of the tides, with chalky
deposits blending with shells and other marine
exuvia, with vegetable earths, and clays carried
into them by rivers and deposited in the line of
action, and over local areas, the one deposit
covering, the one deposit blending with
the other. Again, the dry earth is

subject to like changes; the deposit of one
epoch, the hill and the mountain chain, becomes
covered with or intersected by the sedimentary
depostion of another epoch

;
the necessary,

the inevitable result is numerous changes

;

some of these unite, others exchange peculiar
irties; the lower and disintegrated beds
nesubstancesof another nature by theaddi-

tionofalumina, lime, iron, orsomeother product
derived from the overlying beds, the elevated
portions of primary matter are intersected by
beds of recent deposits, and the rents and
fissures produced by the action of heat or
running waters are again blocked up.

The material from which granite is pro-
duced is variously accumulated

;
its vast per-

pendicular face and uninterrupted duration
demonstrates an origin, gradual and progressive,
within the waters, and firmly fixed in its position
during the whole period of its accumulation:
it often assumes the conical form, and appears
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to have accumulated in heaps, and the recent

formations of the Red Sea are very often little

else than vast clumps or mounds of sand,

sea-weed, and the finer particles of young
shell-fish

;
at other times it is evidently a

sedimentary matter periodically deposited on

the continuous ocean deposit, differing in

nature from the latter by containing more
or less animal and vegetable matters of the

earth. This material is as likely to intersect

clay-slate and limestone as the two latter are

to intersect granite
;

and its peculiar dis-

position at Glen Tilt is a much greater proof

that it was in a soft and permeating aqueous

state, than that it was a burning liquified

mass, which could not by any possibility have

produced the like phenomenon, nor is there

any analogy to it in the existing lavas of the

day.

It is true, as the writer observes, that geo-

logists, changing their opinions continually,

and following instead of leading in the path

of discovery, have been compelled to acknow-
ledge different epochs of granitic formation

;

but a very slight acquaintance with the most
recent publications of the day must shew him
that the basis of all their theories rests upon
the notion of granite being a primary product,

and constituting the lower or inner portion of

the globe, surrounding the inclosed fire
;

of

this, Mr. Lyall, in the last edition of the
“ Elements of Geology,” gives his supposed

section of the earth
;

and Mr. Phillips, in

his Treatise on Mineralogy, assumes for

granted that the crystalline rocks are products

of fusion and primary formations. Dr Buck-
land, Professors Brand, Thomson, Farraday,
Sir W. Herschell, and other eminent men,
implicitly follow the same volcanic theory,

and unfortunately as unwisely make it the

basis of their respective systems.

MONUMENT IN ST. STEPHEN’S CHURCH,
BRISTOL.

This monument is a very pretty subject for

antiquarian discussion. It is older by a cen-

tury than the church ;—it has been built into

the wall probably after the erection of the

church, and it is composed of parts that do
not appear to have been originally conjoined.

Costume is not always an infallible guide in

determining the period of the erection of an
ancient monument, as it was not uncommon for

persons to be represented in the dress they

wore, though the fashion of that dress had
passed away at the time the monument was
erected. It is possible, therefore, that the

effigies now lying side by side were originally

so placed
;
though several reasons would lead

to the conclusion that the male figure formed
no part of the original monument; there may
be a difference of fifty years in the date of their

costume, as well as in that of different portions

of the architectural work.
From the manner in which this monument

is built up,—the figures being on separate slabs,

and the table-face of the tomb being without
sides or back, and disjoined from the jamb-
mouldings of the arch under which it is placed,

—it is certain that we do not see the parts in

their original connection.

The male effigy is one of the few specimens
of a figure not attired in armour. Such cum-
bent effigies have been hitherto considered as

belonging only to roval personages, with the

i exception ofecclesiastics, who have their proper
costume : but as this figure appears to be of

i about the year 1400, it may represent some
wealthy burgess of Bristol. Wealthy he must
have been, as sumptuary laws in Edward III.’s

reign imposed restrictions upon such luxuries

as armour and monumental effigies.

The female figure is habited in the costume
of Edward III.’s reign, about the year 1350.

The architecture of the monument has the

usual outline of that period—broad and low.

It consists of a flat ogee arch, tri-cusped in the

middle, with two smaller hanging cusps on each

side—the moulding a simple fillet and hollow

with square flowers at intervals. It had a

crocketted ogee canopy, and a low-crowned
buttress on each side, probably similar to the

Berkeley monuments in our cathedral. The
base is either cut away or sunk under the sur-

face, yet unopened, which is about 18 inches

beneath the floor of the church. There seems
no reason to think that the floor of the present

church has been much raised.

Under this monumental arch is no tomb, but

only the face of an altar tomb. This face is

separated by square buttresses into six very

shallow compartments, which contain mourning
figures about 18 inches high—two are male,

three female, in ordinary dress, the sixth is

much mutilated, but may represent a knight by

the conical head-dress. The square buttresses

terminate in plain shields, and at the junction

of these spring trefoiled ogee arches with

crockets and finials, forming canopies to the

figures.

We have described the arch and the altar

tomb as far as their imperfect state will permit,

and have only to add that they have been
charged with colour as well as the figures re-

cumbent on the tomb.

As the effigies of two sons of Edward III.,

one in York Cathedral, the other in West-
minster Abbey, are the only published speci-

mens of figures of the 14th century not in

armour, this male effigy deserves inquiry as

to the personage it may represent. For the

present we can only describe the figures.

They are, as was the custom in the middle

ages, in the attitude of prayer; the hands
have been placed together palm to palm, but

those of the male figure have been broken

off above the wrists. The female effigy, which
is on the inside, is partly built into the masonry
of the wall, under a rough arch of later date

than the front arch of the monument. This
is the longer figure, and appears to be that

for which the monument was erected.

The head of the male effigy is uncovered

—

the hair is parted in the middle and falls down
in a single curl over the ears—the face is not

that of a young man, though without whiskers,

and having the moustache and beard but

slightly marked. The dress consists of a

doublet, buttoned down in front, fitting close

to the body and reaching to the middle of the

thighs
;
round about the hips is an ornamented

bawdrick, from which a dagger has been

suspended on the right side. This doublet

has a small cape over the shoulder, and leaves

the neck to be covered by a loose collar
;
the

sleeves reach below the elbow, and beneath

them appears a covering for the lower arm,

towards the wrist closely buttoned. The legs

wear close-fitting hose, and the feet have

pointed sandals of similar material. This

costume belongs to the latter end of the 14th

century. The feet rest upon a lion, and the

head upon a diamond-shaped cushion with

tassels.

The head of the female effigy rests upon a

square tasselled cushion, and the feet, which

are scarcely visible, against a dog.

The head-dress consists of a netted drapery,

of square form, beneath which appears the

hair, braided each side the cheek. The hood,

or veil, falls from the back of the head, and a

wimple of linen encloses the chin and covers the

whole of the neck and shoulders, except some
strips in front of the neck. The body is ha-

bited in a surcote
;
the sleeves are tight and

close, up to the wrist
;
the hands are without

gloves or ornaments. The surcote, as far

as the hips, fits closely to the shape, but

below enlarges into numerous folds
;
the dress

is not buttoned or laced in front, but two

buckles of large size are placed low down
the waist in front. The mantle, or cloak,

is short, and stretches round the back and

shoulders, being fastened by a cordon across

the breast. This costume properly belongs to

the date 1350, whereas the costume of the

male figure appears to be later. The different

sizes of the figures and other things above

mentioned leave little doubt in the mind of the

writer that the monument is compiled of two

separate ones, which have been put together in

their present situation since the time of

Henry VIII .— Great Western Advertiser.

A circular is in private circulation, entitled

a “ Proposed Equitable Tax on the Transfer of

Real Property in place of the Income-Tax.”

The writer estimates the entire property of

England at 6,186,000,000/., and proposes that

all real property should be taxed with the

probate and legacy duty. The produce of such

duty would, he thinks, be about 12,000,000/.

annually. Were his idea adopted, he says

that Sir Robert Peel might dispense with the

Income-tax, and still have a much larger

revenue than he has at present.
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Atmospheric Railways. — Mr. Stephenson,
the celebrated engineer, was appointed by the
provisional directors of the Chester and Holy-
head Railway, to examine into the atmospheric
system, and report on its applicability to their

project. Mr. Stephenson has made his report,
and it is unfavourable. The following is a
summary of the conclusion Mr. Stephenson
has come to :

—

“ 1 st. That the atmospheric system is not
an economical mode of transmitting power,
and inferior in this respect both to locomotive
engines and stationary engines with ropes. 2nd.
That it is not calculated practically to acquire

and maintain higher velocities than are com-
prised in the present working of locomotive
engines. 3rd. That it would not, in the majo-
rity of instances, produce economy in the

original construction of railways, and in many
would most materially augment their cost.

4th. That on some short railways, where the

traffic is large, admitting of trains of moderate
weight, but requiring high velocities and fre-

quent departures, and where the face of the

country is such as to preclude the use of gra-

dients suitable for locomotive engines, the

atmospheric system would prove the most

eligible. 5th. That on short lines of railway,

say four or five miles in length, in the vicinity

of large towns, where frequent and rapid com-
munication is required between the termini

alone, the atmospheric system might be advan-

tageously applied. 6th. That on short lines,

such as Blackwall Railway, where the traffic

is chiefly derived from intermediate points,

requiring frequent stoppages between the ter-

mini, the atmospheric system is inapplicable
;

being much inferior to the plan of disconnect-

ing the carriages from a rope, for the accom-

modation of the intermediate traffic. 7th.

That on long lines of railway, the requisites of

a large traffic cannot be attained by so flexible

a system as the atmospheric, in which the

efficient operaiion of the whole depends so

completely upon the perfect performance of

each individual section of the machinery.”

We subjoin a very brief summary of Mr.
Brunei’s evidence before that committee, in

favour of the atmospheric system :—

•

“ Mr. I. K. Brunei was then examined on
the part of the promoters of the Croydon and

Epsom line. He had been consulted by the

promoters of this line, on the expediency of

laying down the atmospheric principle on the

Croydon line. He had witnessed the experi-

ments upon this principle which had been

made at Wormwood-scrubs. He made a por-

tion of those experiments himself. He thought

this line was peculiarly adapted for the atmo-

spheric principle. He thought the asmospheric

principle would enable them to run trains

more frequently and with greater rapidity.

He also thought that the expense of working

would be less than on the ordinary railway,

particularly in certain cases—such as that of

a steep gradient. Considering the gradients

which prevailed on the Croydon line, he should

say that the atmospheric principle would be

far less expensive than the ordinary locomotive

principle. That was assuming that a great

number of trains would be worked in a day.

He could not fix a maximum speed by the

atmospheric principle
;
but he would say that

a speed of sixty miles an hour could easily be

accomplished. He had himself reached that

speed with a locomotive engine.”

Railway to Rugby.—It is intended to bring

forward in the next session of Parliament the

project of a line in continuation of the Great

Western Railway, passing through Banbury to

Rugby, which for a distance of about thirty

miles from Oxford will be identical with the

line now suggested
;
and it is thereupon pro-

posed that if such a project be brought forward

and should succeed, the line from Wolver-

hampton shall merge into that line about eight

miles north-west of the town of Banbury. The

rough estimated cost of the work from V\ ol-

verhampton to this latter point, including the

branches to Stoke Works and the river Severn,

is 1,000,000/., and the rough estimated cost of

the work from the point of junction to Oxford

is 500,000/.

Arrangements have been effected by the

London and Birmingham Railway Company

with the Eastern Counties for the purchase of

their line from Ely to Peterborough.
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The Projected Tine from London to York.

—Three lines have been projected direct to

York, and all of them cross the head of the
Hull and Selby Railway. The first, Walker’s
line, was intended to commence at Cam-
bridge, and proceed to York by way of Lin-
coln. The cost of this line, which it was
proposed should join the Northern and Eastern
Counties Railway at Cambridge, was esti-

mated at 4,600,000/. This line, however,
according to the most authentic information of
which we are in possession, may be considered
abandoned. The second project sets out in
the direction of the Great North-road from
London, Barnet, Hatfield, Hertfort, St. Neot’s,
Huntingdon, Stamford, Ryhall, Corby, Grant-
ham, Newark, Gainsborongh, and Doncaster,
to York. This line would pass about thirteen
miles from Lincoln, which would be connected
with the main line by a branch railway. The
third proposed line, and the most likely to be
adopted, is that laid down by Sir John Rennie.
This line would commence near King’s-Cross
in the New-road, the most central situation in

the metropolis, both as regards the west-end
and the city, proceed through Chipping,
Barnet, Biggleswade, St. Neot’s, Huntingdon,
and Peterborough, between Market Deeping
and Stamford, a little west of Bourn, and pass
within five miles of Sleaford and Grantham to

Lincoln, and thence direct by Gainsborough,
1 home, Snaith, and Selby, to York. It is said
this line would be the nearest route to Leeds,
Selby, Hull, Halifax, Bradford, Huddersfield,
Wakefield, Pontefract, and Sheffield. It is

considered that this line may be constructed at a
moderate expense, that the fares will be propor-
tionably less, and that an ample profit M ould be
realized by the shareholders. But these are
not the only points which ought to be taken
into account

;
the probable benefits or losses

of the towns along the line or in its neighbour-
hood ought to be considered. But no doubt
the projectors of this line take care, if they be
determined to carry it out, to make such de-
viations as shall meet the wishes of the towns
on the Great North-road, and at the same time
tend to augment the profits of the shareholders.

Manchester and Leeds Railway.—It u'as

stated by Captain Laws, R.N., in his evidence
before the committee of the House of
Commons on the Hull Docks Bill, that the

warehouses of the Manchester and Leeds
Railway, at Manchester alone, comprise six

acres of flooring. In their various warehouses
along their line the company have had flour at

one time, in sacks, w'hich, when ranged
together, extended over eleven acres of ground.
—The recognizances of the engineer of the
Manchester and Leeds Railway, who, it udllbe
remembered, was indicted, and very heavily
fined, for violating the Act of Parliament, in

stopping a public road, uras on Wednesday
discharged in the Court of Exchequer. General
Pasley has certified that the road is completed,
and that it affords greater facilities to the
public than before.

The Eastern Union Railway.—The report
of the committee on this Bill was agreed to in

the House of Commons, on Tuesday week
last. Some delay has been occasioned in con-
sequence of it having been found necessary to

deviate from the proposed line at Brantham,
and the third reading will not be moved until
the proper notices have been published in the
Gazette.

The Leeds and Tliirsk Railway.—In the
committee on the Harrogate and Knaresbro’
Railway Bill, Mr. Locke, C.E., proved that
the tunnel, a mile and an eighth long, which is

proposed to be made on the Leeds and Thirsk
line, would cost more than the entire construc-
tion of the Harrogate and Knaresbro’ line.

German Railways.—A letter from Berlin
states that the responsible principals of the
company for the intended railroad from
Potsdam to Magdeburg are the Princes
Frederick, Charles, and Albert of Prussia,
and M. Jacob, a cloth-manufacturer, of
Potsdam. The cost of the road is estimated
at four millions of thalers (15,200,000f.).
I he company engage to take only five per
cent, interest for their capital, and to devote
the surplus profit to works of charity,

iron bars attached to their heads, h: at the top
of these bars, eyes are to be formed, to which
the arms, a a a a, are to be secured with bolts
and nuts. These arms will rest at bottom in
shoes, M’ith the exception of those attached to
the outer row of piles, which are intended (as
will be seen in the sketch) to be secured at
both ends, to preserve them in a perpendicu-
lar position, in ease of a general settlement.
On one side of each of the arms a feather
should be cast, to resist any tendency to
knuckle which the weight upon them might
produce. Fig. 2 sheu's the general arrange-

Rating Railways to the Poor-Rate.—The
Court of Queen’s Bench has, after deliberate
argument and much consideration, decided (in
the case of the South- Western Railway Com-
pany, Appellants

,
and the parish of Mitch eldiver.

Respondents), that railways are rateable to the
poor-rate in respect of defacto occupation

; or,
in other words, that the rate shall be assessed
on the general amount of the profits which a
railway company receives from the occupation
of its own raihvay, and to an exclusive use of
it, and not on the amount of certain tolls which
have been fixed by statute, as payable by all

carriers for the use of the railway.

Railway from Inverness to Perth
,
by Bade-

noch.—At a very numerous meeting, held at
Badenoch, last week, Major Macpherson,
Glentruira, through whose estate the projected
line of railway must pass for several miles,
publicly announced that, provided the other
proprietors in the Highland districts along the
line agree to do so, he u-illbe ready to give the
requisite ground on his property without
making any charge.

IForcester and Cardiff Junction Railivay.

—

A meeting was held at the Castle Inn,
Merthyr Tydvil, on Monday, the 27th ult.
when it u'as unanimously agreed that this rail-

way would prove of the greatest possible ad-
vantage to Merthyr, and all the towns on the
line, and also to all the country through which
it will be taken.

The opening of the West London Railway
took place on Monday week. The line com-
mences at the basin of the Kensington canal,
south of the Great Western-road, under which
it passes, from u'hence it proceeds across the
Great Western Railway at Kensall-green, and
thence passing under the Paddington Canal,
joins the London and Birmingham Railway.

Bristol and Gloucester Railway.—This line
of raihvay will be opened throughout to Glou-
cester, on Monday, the 1st July next.

The South Eastern Railway Bill was on
Friday week read a third time in the House of
Commons, and passed.

ment. The ground is to be excavated to the
depth of about 2 feet below the intended level
of the first course of stones or bricks, and the
requisite length of the piles first ascertained by
driving a common one to the greatest possible
depth. The length should be such that the tops
of them (or that part to which the iron-work is

fixed) shall be wholly above the ground-level
after the excavation

;
by this means the arms

will be fixed without difficulty : the spaces be-
tween them will then be filled up with con-
crete, forming one solid bed.—I am, Sir,

yours, &c., R, C, W.
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CHURCH-BUILDTNG INTELLIGENCE, &c.

York Minster.—The restoration of the nave

of York Minster may now be pronounced as

completed. The workmen have commenced
taking down the wall which separates the nave

from the transepts, and in a short time the

whole will be thrown open to the public. Mr.

Oliver, the bell-hanger, from the establishment

of Messrs. Mears, of London, is now engaged

in preparing the frames, in the south-west

tower, for the reception of the new peal of

bells. The repairs of the north-west tower, in

which the great clock-bell will be placed, are

likewise progressing. During the fire of 1829,

in York Minster, the monument of Archbishop

Hutton received considerable injury. The pre-

sent high sheriff (Timothy Hutton, Esq.), being

a descendant of that eminent divine, has deter-

mined to restore the monument to its original

condition at his own expense.

Vestries in Parish Churches.— The bill

before Parliament (brought in by Mr. Stafford

O’Brien and Mr. Beckett Denison) for pro-

hibiting the holding of vestries in parish

churches, provides that vestries shall not be

held in churches, but in some other convenient

place, to be named by a vestry meeting, to be

hired or rented by the parish
;
notice to be

given of time and place
;
but the bishops may

grant licenses, on cause shewn, for holding

vestry meetings in churches. All proceedings

contrary to this to be null and void. The act

is not to affect ecclesiastical law, and not to

extend to Scotland or Ireland.

New Church, Greensled Green
,
Halsted.

—

The contract has been taken by Mr. Johnstone,

from London, who is also building Trinity

Church, in the same parish. Messrs. Scott

and Moffat, of Spring-gardens, London, are

the architects for both churches.

It is intended to erect a church at Coalpit-

heath, from the design of W. Butterfield, Esq.

The style is Decorated, and the plan comprises

chancel, nave, aisles, south porch, and western

tower.

A new church is in course of erection at

Eisey, near Cricklnde, Wilts, and will soon be

ready for consecration'.'

advertisement from them to run their trains

as they did at Easter. We again applied to

them to allow our company the same privilege,

but they would not, but reminded us that

three-quarters of the money must be paid two

days before the time, and the remainder before

the trains started, which we on our parts were

prepared to do, and did do
;
but when we went

on the morning of the excursion, we found,

instead of all third-class carriages, as per

agreement, they had put cattle-trucks, and six

of their luggage-trucks
;
we protested against

them, but they paid not the least attention to

us
;

and we tried to prevent our company
using them, but it was of no use, they would

go into them, and thus, after we had got all

our company seated in the trucks and waggons,

we went to settle with them; but they started the

train, and left five of the committee behind,

who had to go by their next train, which did

not get into Brighton before one o’clock.

Therefore I wish you to set us right with the

public and the trade, as our agreement with

them was to have third-class carriages, and

nothing worse, for which we were to pay them

4s. per head, and which sum we did pay them
;

therefore, we have been most scandalously

treated by the Brighton directors.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

June 6th, 1844. Wm. Wood, Sec.

COMPETITION IN BUILDING.

Sir,—In your last week’s number I find in-

serted some remarks on the propriety of build-

ing by schedules of prices, as was formerly

done
;
which plan I believe would not have

been abandoned for the present one of compe-

tition, but for the inordinate desire of builders

to obtain too large an amount of profit.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

June 4, 1844.
'

L. O. G.

(fformpontifiue*

BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION FOR THE RELIEF

OF AGED AND INFIRM CARPENTERS.

Sir,—The above society determined on

taking a trip by railway to Brighton, in aid of

their funds, and appointed a committee to

carry the object out in March last, which

committee applied to the directors of the

Brighton Railway to know upon what terms

they would carry a number of persons to

Brighton and back on Whit-Monday. This

application took place three weeks before

Easter, when Mr. Parsons, the chairman,

wished to know how many persons we thought

would go upon the occasion
;

in answer, we
said about 500; but if the charge were low,

there was no doubt it would be 700 or 1,000.

“ Well, if you will guarantee to us 500 persons,

we will take them to Brighton and back at 4s.

each;’’ so that we should pay 100/. if only

twenty went
;
and we paid them 201. deposit

to bind the bargain a fortnight before Easter,

and they were to supply us with third-class

carriages, and nothing worse, and we thought

we had made a good job for the institution, as

nothing of the kind had ever taken place be-

fore
;
but directly we had paid them the 2CM.,

they, the directors of the Brighton Railway,

issued advertisements to run trains at the

very same fare they knew we should do
;
doing

away with all novelty for us, and doing us a

great injury, as no one would buy our tickets,

as they gave the public liberty to go by all the

trains during three days. As soon as the

committee saw that, they went to them and

complained of the breach of faith they,

the directors, had committed, when the

chairman treated us very roughly, and

said it was only an experiment
;

could

not say whether they would do so at

Whitsuntide, but if we came after Easter they

Avould let us know. We went again after

Easter, and he said he could not say any thing

about it, but at any rate they would do nothing

to injure us. Upon that assurance we pro-

ceeded, and were again surprised about a

fortnight before Whitsuntide with another

fHiacfUflitca.

Discovery of a very Valuable Pic-

ture.—A strange discovery of a valuable and

interesting picture was made in this city a few

days since, under the following singular cir-

cumstances :—Mr. Howis, portrait-painter and

picture renovator, residing in Henry-street,

had in his possession an original, and what is

considered a good portrait of Lord Chancellor

Burleigh. He offered it for sale to a gentleman

well skilled in such matters, who proposed to

purchase it, provided Mr. Howis consented to

take two old pictures he deemed little else than

lumber in exchange. This proposition was

agreed to. One of these was apparently a

portrait of a woman, about what is termed half

size, that is, 30 by 25 or 26 inches. The gen-

tleman had received this with some other pic-

tures about fourteen years ago from a friend

in Italy, but it was considered such a hor-

rible production that it had been flung aside

immediately, and remained covered with dust

up to the present time. The exchange and

bargain having been duly perfected, Mr. Howis,

in the presence of the gentleman from whom

he had the picture, rubbed some of the paint

off, and finding another coat under it, proceeded

to remove the top altogether, when it was dis-

covered, to the no small delight of the party,

that inside was a beautiful picture, which sub-

sequent inquiry and competent connoisseurs

have pronounced to be nothing less than an

undoubted original of Saint Uatharine (the

martyr), by the great Spanish master Murillo.

The gentleman who had just parted with this

gem, being fortunately a good judge, at once,

and before the artist was conjectured, proposed

to give Mr. Howis 501. His offer was ac-

cepted, and thus he once more became

possessed of what had been so long a hidden

treasure. Many gentlemen of undoubted

judgment have valued this work so high as

7001. The former ami present fortunate pro-

prietor of this gem is Thomas C. Duffy, Esq.,

of Pembroke-road.

—

Freeman's Journal.

Important Improvement in the Manu-
facture of Iron.—It is stated, in the New
York Tribune

,
that a discovery has been made

by Mr. Simeon Broadmeadow, of New York,

in the manufacture of iron, by means of which

the iron ore is by only one process converted

into wrought-iron without being first made
into pig-iron, and at a less expense than the

pig-iron can be made. The iron ore is placed
upon the floor of a reverberatory furnace, the

flame of fire passing over it, when a chemical
compound is used to unite the elements of the

iron by separating the “ slag ” entirely from
it. By this first and only operation the

wrought-iron comes out as perfect in every

respect as that by the double operation of

“ puddling ” anu piling pig-iron, and for the

purposes of manufacturing steel even surpasses

it. By this process wrought-iron of the best

quality can be produced at a cost not exceeding

25-50 dollars per ton. To make the iron ore

into balls of wrought-iron will require no
blast, nor machinery of any kind

;
the anthra-

cite or bituminous coals being used with equal

advantage in a common air-furnace, a good

draft being all that is wanting. These balls of

wrought-iron can be made with a good profit

(if the furnace is built near the mines of

mineral and coal) for 14 dollars per ton. In

the single article of railroad iron it will be

a saving of millions of dollars to the United

States
;

for, by statistical tables, we have

already sent to England for that article alone

the sum of 32,000,000 dollars. The inventor

says that with a capital of 100,000 dollars 40

tons of railroad iron can be manufactured every

24 hours.

Window Duties — Important to the

Assessed.—It has been the practice, in most

country districts, to include in the assessment

for the window duties all external openings

for the admission of light and air, whether the

same be glazed or not. It now appears from a

competent authority, that such a practice is

contrary to the intent of the Act of Parliament.

A deputation having waited on the Chancellor

of the Exchequer on the subject of those duties,

the hon. gentleman' 'declined holding out any

hopes of a modification of the duties
;
but on

its being urged by the deputation how neces-

sary free ventilation was for the promotion of

health, a Commissioner of Assessed Taxes,

who was present to assist the Chancellor, gave

it as his opinion that perforated plates of zinc

may be placed in external walls for the purpose

of ventilation, without being liable to the duty.

His opinion, if correct, is a very important one
;

and it would be worth while to bring the subject

formally before the local commissioners.

Monument to the Earl of Durham.—
Preparations have been actively entered upon

for the erection of the contemplated memorial

in honour of the late Earl of Durham, on

Pensher Hill, near the base of which runs

the great northern line of railway. 1 he design

is an approximation to the lemple ot Theseus

and is to consist of a rectangular base of solid

masonry, 97 feet long, and 54 in width, rising

10 feet' above the platform of the hill, and

surmounted by 18 lofty, open, equl-distant

columns, supporting at each end a magnificent

pediment, and on each side a broad, deep

entablature, which will serve as a promenade.

The edifice will be at least ;0 feet in height

and will be visible from a great portion of

the surrounding country. The trench for the

foundation has been dug down to the solid

limestone rock.

Westminster Improvements. — The

Lord Mayor and Aldermen, the governors of

Emanuel' Hospital, have let the

gardens at the back of that charity on build'ng

leases- and the governors of the Blackcoat

School’ have given notice to
,

the

J
enan

Palmer’s Village estate to quit, with a

to the laying out of new streets there.

Chelmsford Sewerage.—1 he committee

appointed to carry this work into effect met

on Friday week, to receive tenders for that part

intended to be completed in the present year.

There were six competitors; the difference

in the sum proposed between the highest and

lowest was nearly 100 per cent. The tender

of Messrs. Roper and Last, of Chelmsford,

was accepted, and the work is in rapid

progress.

A very large quantity of copper coins, of the

4n ofEliLbV amounting to^ Impounds

weight, were
while digging

found' lately by a labourer

in a field in the townlaod of

BriSrSSy of Ennishowen. The figures

1601 are quite legible upon them.

The total number of schools in France is

40,000, communicating instruction to about

3 000,000 of children and adults,
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Editorship.—It is not so easy to write

for a newspaper as people suppose. A man
may be a pood scholar, a profound thinker,

and a vigilant observer of passing events,

without being able to write for a newspaper.
The power of writing a leading article for

a newspaper is a tact which few possess, and
which I have known many, with all their

learning and diligence, unable to acquire.
It requires a large amount of information on
a variety of subjects, and a readiness of appli-

cation that must never be at fault, or the writer
will fail. Few remember that the editor is

always writing against time, and the inex-
orable printer must have his copy, so that
there is no time to revise and amend

;
but

as slip after slip is written, the devil snatches
it away, and one half is usually set up in

print before the other half is written. This
exacts a decision of thought and a facility

of writing which, like poetry, seems rather
a gift of nature than an acquired facility.

And as to brevity, this is the most difficult

task of all. Diffuseness in a leading article

is like water added to brandy—what it gains
in quantity it loses in quality. It is com-
paratively easy to write a long article

;
but

to be able on the instant, without previous
consideration, without having time to consult
either books, or dates, or authorities, to con-
centrate the pith and marrow of an argument
in a few sentences: to grasp, as it were in-

tuitively, the real question at issue, and to

present in a striking point of view that par-
ticular truth or illustration which the public
mind is prepared to receive, and would be
disappointed to miss,—is, in my opinion, one
of the most difficult operations of the human
mind.—Roivcroft’

s

“ Man without a Pro-
fession

Fossn, Remains in Devonshire.—There
has been dug up in Devonshire, near Barn-
staple, a fragment remarkable as being, it is

said, almost the only instance of antediluvian
animal remains having been found in that
quarter, in the shape of the tusk of a fossil

elephant, or horn of some extinct monster,
of that class. It was lying on the lower gravel
bed, with a superincumbent stratum of four
or five feet of the blue clay; above which is

about six feet of the yellow plastic clay, with
several feet of coarse gravel and soil above.
The tusk must have been of large dimensions,
about eighteen inches in circumference, and
from four to seven feet in length. It has the
shape, grain, and markings of ivory, but the
colour and consistence are those of horn,
and it contains a considerable degree of
elasticity.

Scott Monument.—Upwards of 2,000/.
have been contributed by the public since the
meeting, three months ago, in the Music-hall;
the deficit, therefore, does not now amount to
1,000/., and as subscription-lists still lie at the
banks, club-houses, and at the Royal Institu-
tion, the admirers of the genius of our illus-

trious countryman now in Edinburgh who have
not yet contributed, have still an opportunity
afforded them of assisting in completing this
national monument to his memory.

—

Edin-
burgh Post.

Iron Trade.—An enormous furnace has
been blown in at Blaenafon. The greatest
number of men they have employed are at
present fully occupied, with every prospect of
a continuance.

—

Carmarthen Journal.—We are

Curmtt prices of fittctals.

June 5, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s.

Spelter.—

F

oreign ton . . 0 0 0 to 22 15

„ For delivery. . 0 0 0— 22 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0

Quicksilver per lb. 0 4

Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c.per ton 6 5 0— 6 10

,, Nail rods 0 0 0— 7 0

,, Hoops 8 00 — 8 10

,, Sheets 9 5 0— 9 10

,, Cargo in Wales .. 5 10 0— 5 15

„ Pig, No. 1, Wales 0 0 0— 4 0

„ No. 1, Clyde 3 2 6— 3 5

,, For., Swedish ... . 9 15 0— 10 0

„ Russian, ccnd 16 10

Steel—

S

wedish keg, p. ton 17 0 0— 18 0

„ „ Faggot.. 0 0 0—18 0

Copper—

E

nglish sheathing, per lb.— 0 0

„ Old ditto. 0 0

,, Cake p. ton. .. . 0 0 0— 83 0

„ Tile 0 0 0 — 82 0

,, S. American .. 72 0 0— 75 0

Tin—

E

nglish, blocks, &c. cwt 3 13

, , ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 14

„ Foreign, Banca .... 0 0 0— 3 8

,, ,, Straits.... 0 0 0— 3 4

,, ,, Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0
Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 8 0— 112
„ „ No. IX 1 14 0— 1 18

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—

S

heet milled per ton 17 15

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0 — 19 15
.. Red 21 10

„ White 23 10

Pig-Lead—

E

nglish .... 0 0 0— 17 0

,, Spanish .... 0 0 0— 16 10

,, American .. 0 0 0— 16 5

SHORT and MAHONY, Brokers,

1, Newman’s-court, Cornhill.

0"cnDns.

Tenders delivered for building, in carcass, ten
fourth-rate Dwelling-Houses, situate in New Wes-
ton-street, Bermondsey, for Messrs. H. B. Clarke
and John Richard Harris.—Mr. G. Allen, Archi-
tect, Tooley-street, Southwark. May 24.

Smith £1,796
Tyler 1,767
Taylor and Watkins 1,737
Sugden 1,695
Shoults 1,660
Heath 1,615
Coleman 1,599
Wells 1,599
Hamden 1,558
Rider 1,464

Tenders delivered for Hotel at the Railway
Terminus, Southampton, for G. Radley, Esq.

—

F. W. Vigers, Esq., Surveyor. May 31.
Roe .£2,700 0
Grimon (Southampton) 2,480 8
Nicholson (Wandsworth) .... 2,447 0

Tenders delivered for a new Public House,
to be built at Bell Green, Sydenham.—Mr. Wm.
Smith, Royal-hill, Greenwich, Surveyor. May 28,
1844.

Livingston £711
Millar 564
Major 560
Wade 550

most happy to learn that matters proceed very
improvingiy with our manufacturing neigh-
bours, and that by every calculation we n,ay
expect a successful career in the iron trade for
three or four years, if parties do not become
too inflated with sanguine hope, and put “ too
many irons in the fire.”

—

Monmouthshire
Merlin.

The following is a copy of a joiner’s bill for
jobbing in a Roman Catholic church in Bo-
hemia. “For solidly repairing St. Joseph,
4s.; for cleansing and ornamenting the Holy
Ghost, 6d.

;
for repairing the Virgin Mary,

before and behind, 6d.
;

for turning a nose
for the devil, putting a horn upon his head,
and gluing a piece to his tail, 4s. 3d. Total

—

9s. 3d.”

Erection of an Inn at Ai.deri.ey.

—

The Manchester and Birmingham Railway
Company have determined upon building a
splendid inn on their line at the Alderley
station. The building is to be commenced
forthwith, at a cost of nearly 4,000/.

The latter tender was accepted.

Tenders delivered for two villas to be erected in
the Camden-road.—R. Pulford, architect.

Mr. Coleman £2,130
Messrs. Lawrence 2,092
Mr. Hellis 2,010
Mr. Lucas 1,708
Mr. Nicholls 1,637

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We have received four letters relative to the
drawings oj Tudor arches, but have not get been
able to go through their reasoning ; we intend
to publish such of them as we approve of.
We have received “ Remarks on the subject of

the stone altar and credence-table recently erected
in St. Sepulchre’s Church, Cambridge, and reso-
lutely opposed by the Rev. R. R. Faulkner,
Incumbent also new parts of Knight's London:
and Mr. Johns’ work on the new church at
Jerusalem.

For the names of granite-merchants in London
we refer to our advertising columns.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the necesary Iron-work of a Bridge of one
arch, 110 feet span, to be built over the river Avon,
at Bath.—Drawings, &c., Mr. Manners, Architect,
I, Oxford-row, Bath. June 25.

For building Sewers in Old Fish-street, Trinity-
lane, &c.—Plans, &c., Sewers’ Office, Guildhall.
J. Dear, Prin. Clerk. June 25.

For the excavation, masonry, and ruddling of two
Gas-holder Tanks, at the Radford Station of the
Nottingham Gas-light Company.—Drawings, &c.,
Messrs Hawkster and Jackson, Nottingham. June
14.

For building a House and Premises suitable for
a baking business, for Mr. Hobbs, Woolwich.
June 13.

For the executing of certain works for the im-
provement of Aberdeen Harbour.—Plans, &c., Mr.
Abernethy, 69, Waterloo-quay, Aberdeen. June
20 .

COMPETITIONS.
Plans, &c. are wanted for erecting a Church at

Southwall, Notts.—Further particulars, Mr. Wm.
Shaw, Southwall, Notts. The successful com-
petitor will be employed on the usual terms.

A Premium of 100 guineas will be given by the
commissioners appointed to erect a lunatic asylum
in the vicinity of the city of Kingston, Jamaica, to
the person who shall produce the best plan, accom-
panied by a specification, of an asylum for the re-

ception of the insane. The institution must accom-
modate 200 patients of both sexes, with the requi-
site number of officers and servants, and due
attention must be paid in the plan to the proper
classification of the patients, and the climate in
which the asylum is to be erected. The plan must
also show how an addition may be made for the ac-

commodation of 100 patients more, in the event of
such being required. The plans must also set farth

the probable cost of the building in stone, bricV, and
iron. The principal portion of the building is to be
allotted to paupers, but the commissioner; are de-
sirous of setting aside sufficient apartments for the

accommodation of about 25 persons in better cir-

cumstances of life, and direct the attention of com-
petitors to this arrangement. The plans must be
prepared and transmitted to William Burge, Esq.,
Q.C., 1, Paper-buildings, Temple, on or before the

22nd of August next.—Loudon, May, 1844.

The Committee of the Hardy Testimonial are
desirous of receiving designs for a plain and sub-
stantial pillar, to be erected on the summit of a high
and exposed hill, not far distant from the sea, at an
expense of from 500/. to 750/. A premium of 10
guineas will be given to the architect whose plan
shall be adopted. The designs are to be forwarded
to the hon. secretary, at Dorchester, on or before
the 14th day of June next.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,
To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, June 8.

—

Royal Botanic, Regent’s-
park, 4 p.m.

Monday, 10. — Geographical, 3, Waterloo-
place, 8£ p.m.
Tuesday, 11. — Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners-street, 8$ p.m. ; Civil Engineers, 25,
Great George-street, 8 p.m.

; Zoological

,

57, Pall
Mall, 85 p.m.

Wednesday, 12.—Society of Arts, Adelphi, 8
p.m.

;
Geological, Somerset House, 85 p.m.

;

Pharmaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 p.m.
Thursday, 13. — Royal, Somerset House, 83

p.m.; Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m.;
Royal Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin's-
place, 4 p.m.

; Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackville-
street, 8 p.m.

Friday, 14.— Astronomical, Somerset House,
8 p.m.

; Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8 p.m.
Saturday, 15. — Asiatic, 14, Grafton-street,

2 P.M.

Civil Engineers.—Library open from 9 a.m.
to 9 P.M.

Entomological Society.—Museum open every
Tuesday from 1 till 7.

Society of Arts.—Open every week-day except
Wednesday, between 10 and 2. Admission by
members' tickets.

Linn/ean Society.—Library open on Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday, and the Museum on Wed*
nesday and Friday, from 12 o’clock to 4 in the
afternoon.

Geological Society.—Library and Museums
are open every day from 11 till 5.

Royal Asiatic Society.— Museum is open
every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, from 11
till 4.

United Service Institution.—Museum open
all the year, from 11 till 5 in summer, and from 11
till 4 in winter. Admission by members’ tickets.
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ITERA-
TURE re-

quires to be

constantly

stimulated;

those who,

instead of

waiting; till

genius shall inspire them,

are obliged periodically

to bring a literary crop

from their brain, without

any fallowing interval,

V2? must of necessity some-

times fall into repetition,

sometimes savor of dry-

ness
;

it is therefore

cheering, amid the min-

gled pleasure and drud-

gery of such a pursuit,

to find any approval, any

applause; and still more cheering is it to

find such labour acknowledged to be use-

ful
;

it requires a man of some nerve, who,

careless of evil advice, while regardful of

the truth, remains unbiassed and unquailing;

he must expect, indeed as he would were

he to found a new college, or any other

useful or noble institution, to meet occasionally

with a Thersites, a Marplot, who, alike

destitute of genius and goodness of disposition,

has activity and industry enough to undo the

effect of all his ancestors’ labours of worth,

so that the world would have profited more,

except for example’s sake (the mere culprit’s

value), if his whole race had never existed
;

in the case of a new college or other noble

foundation, the offending member may be ex-

pelled, as indeed has invariably been found to

have been a providential ordinance of fixity

before the world began
;
but in the case of

the literary man, the dependence alone is to

be had in quietude, keeping from entangle-

ment, taking no revenge but that silence

which can alone stop the mouth of such a

Thersites—a line of conduct which forms the

only punishment which the worthless babil-

lard can feel.

In going through the amended proposed
I Metropolitan Building-Act, we have, amid

such drudgery, received some consolation

i by finding two-thirds at least of the obscr-

i vations which we published upon the sub-

ject have been strictly attended to, and the

i suggestions which they contained have been

: embodied in the revised Bill. We this week

;
give quotations from the Bill in its present

' form, with our own remarks
;
but as we

a have as it is, been compelled to go to great

(length, we are obliged to reserve till next

» week all observations of a general nature.

To the Bill as amended has been prefixed a

: copious table of its contents, occupying four

p
pages, under several heads, in which are stated

II the particulars of each department.

In the preamble, page 1, the words “And
fi forasmuch as many buildings and parts of

b buildings unfit for dwellings are used for that

b purpose,” are still used, though lame, and

« would, as Mr. Bartholomew suggested, be im-

p
proved by being altered to “ Buildings unfit
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for the purposes of human habitations are used

as human dwellings.”

Page 2, line 15.—The words “ It is ex-

pedient to make provision for the adoption of

all such expedients ” are still retained, and

require to be improved in form.

Page 3, line 18.—The words “ or place

along which carriages are intended to pass,”

is not sufficiently explicit
;

the kinds of car-

riages ought to be stated, and if wheel-barrows

or trucks of any kind would be considered as

coming within the meaning intended.

The word “ floor to mean the horizontal

platform,” would be of no avail, if the flooring

descended, as in the case of a theatre.

Page 4.—The sentence should run, as sug-

gested by Mr. Bartholomew, “ or in the occu-

pation of such ground or tenement, other than

as a tenant from year to year, or other than as

a tenant-at-will.”

Page 5.—“And to all places lying within

two hundred yards from the exterior bounda-

ries of the district hereby defined.” We do

not find that any provision is now made for

giving the district surveyors power to act over

this extra territory.

Power to be given to the gouncil to ex-

tend the operation of the proposed Act “ to
ANY PLAGE WITHIN TWELVE MILES OF ChAR-
ing- cross.” We must again urge that some
clear definition ought to be given how ad-

measurement would be made, whether by the

roads or by the compasses upon a map
;

also,

if this be carried, whether a town or other place,

partly within the twelve miles, is to be wholly
included or wholly excluded. And we must
again state that no provision whatever is made for

the counties of Essex and Hertford to bear any
portion of the expense of the official referees

and registrar-of metropolitan-buildings, nor

for increasing, according to extent of land,

the number of official referees, nor for altering

the scale of contribution according to the in-

crease in some counties. We must also

again urge we think the council would be so

delicate in the use of this power, that the pro-

vision would consequently become obsolete

;

and that we think a matter so strictly penal as

a Building-Act should depend alone upon
statutary enactment. St. Paul’s Cathedral, we
again repeat, is nearer the centre of the metro-

polis and the villages immediately adjacent to

it. We therefore think it the vertex from
which the admeasurement in question should

be taken.

Page 7, line 26, “ in accordance to,” should

be altered to “ in accordance with.”

The unjust clauses relative to building

contracts have been withdrawn, as Mr. Bar-

tholomew suggested, as too arbitrary to form

part of an English statute, and the following

improved form has been substituted :

—

“ Provided always, and be it enacted, with

regard to any building of whatever class, so

far as relates to the modification of any

written contract or agreement now in force

for erecting or altering such building (other

than a contract or agreement in the nature of

a building lease), that it shall not be lawful

to execute such contract otherwise than in

conformity with the provisions of this Act;

but it shall be lawful for either party, and he

is hereby entitled to deviate from such con-

tract, so far as any part thereof may remain

to be executed after this Act shall have

come into operation; and the alterations ren-

dered necessary by this Act shall be performed

as if this Act had been in force when such con-

tract was entered into
;
and that if the par-

ties thereto shall disagree about the differ-
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ence of the costs and expenses of the works
when performed according to the provisions

of this Act, and the works as stipulated for in

such contract, then upon notice being given
in writing by one party to the other, it shall

be lawful for either party, and he is hereby
entitled, to refer the matter to the surveyor,

who shall determine the same, subject to

appeal as aforesaid to the official referees

;

and the award of such official referees shall

be final and binding on all the parties, and in

all respects as if such award had formed part
of the contract; and the costs of the reference

shall be borne by all, or any, or either of the

parties, in such manner and proportion as the

surveyor, or, in case of appeal, as the official

referees shall appoint.”

“ Provided also, and be it enacted, with
regard to any building of whatever class, so
far as relates to the modification of any lease,
or agreement for a lease, being of the nature
of a building lease, whereby any person may
be bound to erect buildings, that, notwith-
standing any thing herein contained, it shall
be the duty of such person and he is hereby
required to erect every building agreed to be
built by such lease or agreement, according to

the conditions rendered necessary by this Act,
in the same or like manner as if this Act
had been passed and in operation at the time
of making such lease or agreement; and that
on the completion of such work, and on giving
fourteen days’ notice of his intention to apply
to the official referees on this behalf, it shall

be lawful for the lessee or tenant, and he is

hereby entitled, to require the official referees
to ascertain what loss, present and prospective,

has been occasioned by the observance of the
provisions of this Act, and to determine whe-
ther he is entitled to any and what compen-
sation, whether by payment of money or
reduction of rent, or both, or otherwise; and
that, on the receipt of such requisition, and
on proof of due notice thereof having been
given to the lessor or owner of the building,
it shall be the duty of such official referees,
and they are hereby required, to proceed to
ascertain if any and what loss has been so
occasioned, and to determine if any and what
compensation, as aforesaid, be due in respect
thereof, and their decision in the matter shall

be final.”

We must still exercise our fears as to some
parts of the working of the following clauses:

“ And, for the purpose of preventing the
express provisions of this Act from hindering
the adoption of improvements, and of pro-

viding for the adoption of expedients either

better or equally well adapted to accomplish
the purposes thereof

;
be it enacted, with

regard to every building, of whatever class,

so far as relates to the modification of any
rules hereby prescribed, that if, in the opinion
of the official referees, the rules by this Act
imposed shall be inapplicable, or will defeat

the objects of this Act, and that by the adop-
tion of any modification of such rules, such
objects will be attained either better or as

effectually, it shall be the duty of such official

referees to repii.t their opinion thereon, stating

the grounds of such their opinion, to the Com-
missioners of Works and Buildings

;
and

that, if on the investigation thereof it shall

appear to the said Commissioners that such

opinion is well founded, then it shall be lawful

for the said Commissioners, or any two of

them, to direct that such modification may be

made in such rules as will, in their opinion,

give effect to the purposes of this Act; and

that, although such official referees shall be

of opinion that such modifications are not

requisite or admissible, yet if any party in-

terested present to the official referees a

representation, setting forth the grounds

whereon such modification is claimed, if shall

be the duty of the official referees, and they

are hereby required to report such represen-

tation, as well as their opinion thereon, to the

said Commissioners, with the grounds of such

their report and opinion
;
and that thereupon,

if the said Commissioners think fit, it shall be

lawful for them, or any two of them, to direct

the official referees to make such order in

the matter, as may appear to them to be

requisite.”
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“ And be it enacted, with regard to buildings

already built, so far as relates to the building

thereof in conformity with this Act, in respect

of the required area, or in any other respect

than the required height and thickness of walls,

that if a full compliance with the provisions

of this Act be attended by extreme loss and

inconvenience, then, subject to the report of

the official-referees, and to the consent of the

Commissioners of Works and Buildings, and

tosuch terms as the said Commissioners may im-

pose in that behalf, it shall be lawful for the

parties concerned to rebuild such buildings on
the site of the old buildings as near as may be

practicable, but so that, nevertheless, both the

pnrty-wells and the external walls be of the

required height and thickness.”

Page 10.—And be it enacted, with regard to

such buildings and works, so far as relates to the

supervision thereof, that if in building, pulling

down, rebuilding, cutting into or altering any

part of any building, or party-wall or external-

wall, or chimney-stack or due, drains, cess-

pools, or anv work or other thing be done con-

trary to or not conformably with the rules and
directions of this Act

;
then forthwith it shall

be the duty of the surveyor and he is hereby

required to give forty-eight hours’ notice, ac-

cording to the form (No. 4.) in the Schedule of

Notices, or to the like effect to the builder,

foreman or principal workman on the premises,

to amend any such irregularity which he shall

deem to have been committed
;
and forthwith,

after the expiration of such notice, to proceed

to inspect the work.”
It would be preposterous to require forty-

eight hours’ notice to be given before

any drain or cesspool suddenly stopped,

or any chimney on fire, could be opened or

wrought upon. These words have been added
without due consideration.

Page 11.—The words “ It shall be the duty

of the architect or builder ” to give notice to

the official-referees, still remain by no means
sufficiently definite.

We must again throw out a caution as to

the mischief which, for some time to come at

least, may occur, from the vast and inquisitorial

powers which the exercise of the unconsti-

tutional provisions contained and attempted to

be wielded under the 15th and 16th clauses of

the proposed Act. Architectural construction

is now undergoing a kind of earthquake

change which will throw up to view advanced

science. It would be against all human pro-

bability to suppose that the official-referees

should be so far in advance as to the superior

economy and development of the true Free-

masonry which is working its silent course, to

be in justice set over the works of an accom-
plised architect, his superior, practising within

his district. It would indeed be unsafe, for fear

of his quiet and reputation, for any officer to

annoy such an architect
;
but we think the

exercise of the power still would tend to

abuse
;
and we deem it behoves the profession

of architects to think very serionsly of the

matter. This we know,—often those buildings

are the most broken and dangerous which
have by unskilful plodders been erected out of

a huge mountain of materials
;
because they

are not constructed as Nature ever forms her

works.
Our advice has been taken, which recom-

mended a more explicit mention of the nature

of the drawings which are proposed to be

exhibited tt> the official-referees.

The 20th clause still requires, for clearness,

a portion of it to run thus, viz. “ the pulling

down of timber partitions which are the pro-

perty of different owners, or which are occu-

pied by different persons, for the purpose of

rebuilding in lieu thereof proper party-walls.”

The 21st, 22nd, and 23rd clauses are altered

as follows :

—

“ And be it enacted, with regard to such

works, so far as relates to the notice thereof,

that unless the adjoining owner consent thereto,

it shall not be lawful for the “ building-owner”

to execute such works, until he have given

notice thereof to such “ adjoining owner ;” and

every such notice, with regard to the pulling

down, rebuilding, or repairing of party-walls

or party fence-walls, must be given one month,

at the least, before the survey of the work is to

be made, and four months, at the least, before

the work is to be commenced
;
and every such

notice, with regard to the pulling down and
rebuilding intermixed walls and timber parti-

tions, must be given four months, at the least,

before such work is to be commenced
;
and

every such notice must be in the form or to the

effect of the notice (No. 8) for that purpose

contained in the Schedule of Notices hereunto

annexed.”
“ And be it enacted, with regard to every such

work, so far as relates to the modification

thereof, in order to render it suitable to the

premises of the adjoining owner or his tenant,

that if the adjoining owner, at any time within

two months after the receipt of the said notice

from the building-owner, give notice of his

desire that'any modification be made in the work

so as to render it suitable to his premises, ac-

cording to the form (No. 18) in the Schedule of

Notices, or to the like effect, then, within seven

days after the receipt of such notice, it shall be

the duty of the building-owner, and he is

hereby required, to signify his consent to, ordis-

sent from, such modification or delay; and that

if the building-owner do not within such seven

days signify his consent to such modification,

then it shall be lawful for the adjoining owner,

and he is hereby entitled, to require the build-

ing-owner not to commence the work until the

official referees shall have determined thereon
;

and that if within seven days thereafter appli-

cation be made in writing to the official referees,

according to the form (No. 19) in the Schedule
of Notices, or to the like effect, and notice

thereof to be given to the building-owner, ac-

cording to the other form (No. 20), then,

within ten days after such application, it shall

be the duty of the official referees to signify

their decision thereon, and it shall be the duty

of the building-owner not to commence the

work till the decision of such official referees

shall have been given
;
and that if, within the

period of four months from the date of the first

notice, such adjoining owner do not make any
objection or any requisition in conformity with

this enactment, then, subject to the provisions

of this Act with regard to such works, it shall

he lawful for the building-owner, and he is

hereby authorized to proceed to execute the

same.”
“ And be it enacted, with regard to every

such work, so far as relates to the modification

thereof, in order to render it suitable to the

premises, or to the convenience of the adjoining

owner or his tenant. That if the adjoining

owner at any time within two months after

the receipt of the said notice from the building-

owner, give notice of his desire that the work
be delayed, so as to cause it to be executed

at a more seasonable or a more convenient

time in reference to the business, or to the

family or domestic arrangements of such ad-

joining owner or his tenants, according to

the form (No. 18) in the Schedule of Notices,

or to the like effect; then, within seven days

after the receipt of the notice thereof, it shall

be the duty of the building-owner, and he is

hereby required to signify his consent to, or

dissent from, such modification or delay
;
and

that, if the building-owner do not within such

seven days signify his consent to such mo-
dification or delay, then it shall be lawful

for the adjoining owner, and he is hereby

entitled, to require the building-owner to delay

the work until the official-referees shall have

determined thereon
;
and that, if within seven

days thereafter application be made in writing

to the official referees, according to the form

(No. 19) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the

like effect, and notice thereof be given to the

building-owner, according to the form (No.

20), then within ten days after such appli-

cation it shall be the duty of the official-referees

to signify their decision thereon, and it shall

be the duty of the building-owner to delay

the same till the decision of such official-

referees shall have been given
;

and that if,

within the period of four months from the

date of the first notice, such adjoining owner
do not make any objection or any requisition

in conformity with this enactment, then, subject

to the provisions of this Act with regard to

such works, it shall be lawful for the building-

owner, and he is hereby authorized, to proceed

to execute the same.”

Clause 25.—We must repeat, the terms
“ the building-owner,” are not sufficiently

explicit.

Clause 26.—“ And be it enacted, with regard

to sound party-walls, so far as relates to the

rebuilding thereof, at the expense of the

building-owner, that if the owner of one of the

buildings desire to rebuild such party-wall,

then, on giving to the adjoining owner the

required notice of four months, according to

the said form (No. 8), it shall be lawful for

such building-owner, and he is hereby entitled

to pull down and rebuild such party- wall
;
but

upon condition that he do pay all the costs and
charges thereof, and also all the expenses inci-

dental to the execution of the work, including

therein the fees and expenses of the survey,

and the fees of the surveyors, and in respect of

any services performed by the official-relerees.”

We cannot admit the principle, that al-

though a person pay all the expenses of and
attendant on rebuilding a party-wall, he
should have the unquestioned right of doing

so to the annoyance of his neighbour, the

ouster of him from occupation, and the de-

struction of any business which he may carry

on.

Clause 28.—According to our suggestion,

in the under pinning of party-walls, after the

words “ with good sound stock-brick and
tiles, or slates bedded in cement,” have been

added the words “ or with other proper and
sufficient materials.”

Clause 29.—We must again put in our

attestation of unqualified disapprobation of the

imperative condemnation and rebuilding of a

party-wall which may be alleged to have been

carelessly damaged
;

sufficient reparation or

rebuilding, as the case may need, is all that

any sensible man ought to require.

Clause 32.—“ And be it enacted, with regard

to party fence-walls, so far as relates to the

reparation and rebuilding thereof, that if the

owner of any of the premises parted thereby

give one month’s notice of his intention to the

adjoining owner to repair, pull down, and re-

build the same, it shall be lawful for him so to

do
;
and if the wall be below the height of

nine feet from the ground on either side, then

either to raise it to that height, or to pull it

down and to rebuild it to that height ; but upon
condition that he do pay all the expenses

thereof
;
and that if a building be to be erected

against such party fence-wall, and such wall

be not conformable to the requisites prescribed

for a proper party-wall for a building of that

class and rate, then it shall be lawful for the

building-owner, and he is hereby entitled to

pull down such party fence-wall
;
but upon con-

dition that he do pay all the expenses thereof;

and also that he do make good every damage
which shall accrue to such adjoining premises

by such rebuilding.”

To this clause has been added the follow-

ing:—
“ Provided always, with regard to the expense

of so pulling down such party fence-wall, and
rebuilding the same, that if thereafter the ad-

joining owner use such party-wall for any
purpose to which, if it had not been pulled

down and rebuilt, it would not have been
applicable, then to such extent as such

adjoining owner shall so use such wall, the

building-owner shall be entitled to be reim-
bursed the expenses of so pulling down and
rebuilding such wall

:
provided also, with re-

gard to any such party fence-wall, so far as

relates to the limitation of the height thereof,

that if any party desire to raise such wall so

as to screen from view any offensive object or

neighbourhood, then, on application to the

official-referees, it shall be lawful for them to

authorise such work, but not so as to obstruct the

free circulation of the air
, or to injure the pro-

perty adjoining to or in the neighbourhood of
such ivall.”

The latter exception we think very unwise.

It is well known that one neighbour annoys
another bv raising a stack of workshops or

other buildings which overlook his premises :

we were lately called in to such a case, where
the offended neighbour had a family of seven
grown-up daughters, and at all times whenever
they appeared in the garden they were subject

to observation and other annoyance; besides

which they could not without offence against

decency resort to the water-closet, which lay

at the end of the garden.
Clause 33.—“ And be it enacted, with regard

to the party timber partitions of existing

buildings belonging to different owners, so far

as relates to the pulling down thereof, and any
wall under or over the same, that if one of the

buildings be rebuilt, or if one of the fronts of

any such buildings be taken down to the

height of one story, or for a space equal to one-

fourth of such front from the level of the

second floor upwards, then, without the con-
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sent of the adjoining; owner, but upon giving

the requisite notice, according to the forms
(Nos. 11, 12, 13), in the Schedule of Notices,

or to the like effect, it shall be the duty of the

building-owner, and he is hereby required

to pull down such timber partitions, and
the walls under or over the same, and in

lieu thereof to build a proper party-wall
;
and

that at the expense of the owners of all the

premises parted thereby.”

Our suggestion has been followed, except
that we think the plural “ buildings ” before

the words “be taken down,” does not convey
the meaning intended, which we suppose to be
the front of any one building.

The 36th clause still leaves undefined the
ultimate fate of goods, &c., removed to safe

custody, for the purpose of performing work
under the Act.

In clause 37, alteration has been made as

we suggested, so that stone-walls having
window-lights made improperly in them, are
not compelled to be stopped with brick.

In clause 39, relating to building to party-

walls chimneys for adjoining owners, according
to our suggestion, the following words have
been added, after the words “ the adjoining

owner shall give instructions in writing, or by
a plan,” the words, “ and elevations or other

sufficient drawings.''

In clauses 41 and 42 provision has been,

according to our suggestions, made for deter-

mining who shall be paid first any claims upon
the proceeds of insufficient sales of the mate-
rials of ruinous buildings, and also for payment
of the expenses of surveying in case ot such
insufficiency.

(To be continued in our next.)

GRAY’S THURROCK CHURCH, ESSEX.

Some short time since architects were
invited to send in designs for the restoration

of Gray’s Thurrock Church, Essex, and it

seems a great number of designs were re-

ceived. We have seen one of these, which
is by Mr. East, who, we remember, was so

highly spoken of in all the Kentish papers

some short time since for the alterations then

making to churches in that county under his

superintendence. The competing architects

were requested to attend personally with
their designs, which request, we are informed,

was complied with, when they were told the

committee would meet the following Tuesday,
to select designs for the approval of the vestry;

on the following Friday these designs were re-

turned to the different competitors, with the

information that Mr. Eale’s design was ac-

cepted. We have ever been of opinion that

men who have studied, and are thoroughly
acquainted with it, should be employed to

make the selection
;
we have seen Mr. East’s

drawing which, being made suitable for the

very limited sum proposed for the restoration,

is, of course, in a simple and church-like

style
;
we shall say nothing of any particular

items of freemasonry which it exhibits, in-

tending by and by to take up the subject upon
i an enlarged scale; but without further re-

i mark, we shall conclude by saying we shall

rejoice to hear the committee are pleased
i with their selection.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

June 11.—The President in the chair.

The paper read was by Mr. A. Angus Croll,
\ Assoc. Inst. C. E., on the purifying of coal
gas, and the application of the products thereby

• obtained to agricultural and other purposes.
The author commenced by stating that in

.London alone the rental of the different gas-
•companies amounted to 600,000/. per annum

;

•but it appeared, however, to be capable of
nmuch greater extension than it had yet attained,
sas it might be rendered much purer by the
(removal of ammonia, which is the origin of
lithe unpleasant odours and unhealthy effluvia

•exhaled during its combustion. This desi-
rable object was now accomplished by means
tof Mi-

. Croll’s process, which was simple,
[efficacious, and highly economical

;
the process

(consisted in passing the gas through a solu-
tion of sulphuric acid of the strength of two
rand a half pounds of oil of vitriol to 100
(gallons of water, and by a continuous supply

of acid, so that the proper amount of free acid
may be always kept in the vessel, the whole of
the ammonia in the gas is abstracted, pre-

venting the corrosive effect of this impurity
on the fittings and meters through which it

was transmitted, and rendering the gas capable
of being used in dwelling-houses

;
and also

enabling the companies to use dry lime in-

stead of wet lime purifiers, without producing
any nuisance on the opening of the vessels,

by which a considerable saving is effected,

while, at the same time sulphate of ammonia
of great purity is obtained, and of such a
strength, that the evaporation of one gallon

produces eighty ounces of this valuable salt,

instead of fourteen ounces, which was the

quantity rendered under the former process.

This process has been introduced at the
Chartered, the Imperial, and the Phoenix gas

establishments, from which several tons are

produced weekly, independent of the pro-

vincial gas companies. The author concluded
his paper by shewing the great advantage to

agriculture by the application of this produce
to the land, besides its extensive application

to the arts and manufactures
;
he stated that

various experiments upon an extensive scale

had been tried with this manure, with great
success

;
one example will suffice for giving

an idea of its powers. One-half of a wheat-
field was manured with sulphate of ammonia,
at the rate of 1 J cwt. to the acre, and at a cost
of 1/. 2s., the other half with the ordinary
manure; the latter produced only 23| bushels

of corn, hut the former, under the treatment
of sulphate of ammonia, produced 32 1 bushels,

thus shewing the immense advantage derived
from its application. The author gave an
extract from the “Mark Lane Express” of the
27th May last, from which it appeared that

seeds of wheat steeped in sulphate of ammonia
on the 5th of July had, by the 10th of August,
tillered into nine, ten, and eleven stems of
nearly equal vigour, while seeds of the same
sample unprepared, sown at the same time
and in the same soil, had not tillered into

more than two, three, and four stems.

In the discussion that ensued, in which
Professor Grahame, Mr. Cooper, and many
members of the institution took part, the

advantages of the system were confirmed, and
the necessity for its extension insisted on.

The various modes of purifying gas, and the

value of the products obtained for agricultural

purposes, were canvassed at length. It was
stated that seeds steeped for 40 hours in a

solution of lib. of sulphate of ammonia to 1

gallon of water, sown in unmanured land,

produced a heavy crop, and remained green
during a dry season, when every other kind
of vegetation became yellow, and withered.

Another remarkable feature was that faded
flowers, when plunged in a weak solution of

sulphate of ammonia, were in a short time
perfectly restored and revivified, and that

plants watered with it attained extraordinary
health and beauty.

The great loss resulting from the leakage
of the gas through the joints and the pores
of the cast-iron pipes was incidentally men-
tioned, and it was stated that in some instances

it had amounted to from 25 to 75 per cent,

of the total quantity produced.

The following papers were announced to

be read at the meeting of June 18 :
—

No. 688. “ On the means of rendering large

supplies of water available in cases of fire, and
on the application of manual labour to the

working of fire-engines,” by J. Braidwood,
Assoc. Inst. C. E.
No. 692. “ On the construction and proper

proportions of boilers for the generation of

steam,” by A. Murray, Assoc. Inst. C. E.

WATERLOO-BRIDGE.

The half-yearly general meeting of the

Waterloo-bridge Company was held at the

Crown and Anchor, in the Strand, on the 6th

in'st. The Rev. Mr. Rush, the chairman of

the committee, was called on to preside. The
secretary read the report, which stated that the

tolls received during the half-year ending the

23rd of February last, amounted to 9,0S7/.

19s. lOd.
;
whilst the tolls of the corresponding

period of the preceding year amounted to

6,521/. 7s. 5d., being an increase of 2,566/., of

which increase 2,330/. 5s. 3d. arose from

horses and carriages, and 236/. from foot-
passengers. The tolls since February last, up
to the 5th inst., amounted to 261/. 5s. 9d. more
than was received in the corresponding period
of last year. The last dividend which the
managing directors were enabled to make was
11s. 4d. on each annuity, but, owing to the
improved finances of the company, after mak-
ing a further dividend of 12s. on each annuity,
there would remain at present a surplus of
1,640/. 12s. lid. The company proposed to
go to Parliament to obtain a bill to enable
them to form an embankment, or public
terrace, on the banks of the Thames, by which
means their property would be greatly im-
proved. The report was confirmed and adopted.
Mr. Romeo Coates then said that he had a
motion to make on the subject of the bridge.
Waterloo-bridge was the finest structure of
the kind in the world. As a specimen of
beautiful architecture, it stood unrivalled

;
but

it was similar to the Irishman’s benefit,

which was all loss and no gain. Twenty
years ago the proprietors might have disposed
advantageously of the bridge by means of a
public lottery, and he did not see why the same
course should not be adopted at the present
time. This was the age of speculation. Tho
bridge had cost two millions of money. Why
not dispose of it, after the example of some
west-end shop-keepers, “ at a tremendous sa-

crifice,” when they “ are selling off at less

than prime cost ?” This wealthy metropolis
contained 2,000,000 inhabitants

;
he would,

therefore, propose that the bridge should be
disposed of by means of a public lottery, and
his scheme was this—they should* issue

1,000,000 of tickets at a guinea each, and the
prizes should be limited to 50, the fortunate
holders of which should be, by the terms of
the lottery, compelled to sell the bridge to
government on the best terms they could, on
the understanding that it should be thrown
open to the public. The chairman asked Mr,
Coates if he was really serious in his motion?
Mr. Coates—Nevermore so. (Great laughter-)
The chairman reminded Mr. Coates that before
they could sell tho bridge by lottery as ho
proposed, they must first procure an Act of
Rarliament to authorize the lottery. Mr.
Coates—Oh, precisely

;
that is what I mean—

.

The chairman said the motion of the hon.
gentleman came upon the meeting by surprise,
and he thought they ought not to discuss it at
the present time. It was a very important
subject, and in order to entertain the motion,
they ought to summon a special general
assembly of proprietors for the purpose, and
so insure a very full meeting.—Mr. Coates
said he entirely agreed with the chairman

;

and in order to bring the subject fully before
the proprietors, he would cause a special

meeting to be summoned, and for this purpose
would for the present withdraw his motion,
which he had no doubt would be carried when
brought before a full meeting of proprietors.

A vote of thanks having been given to the

chairman, the meeting separated.

ART AND SCIENCE.
BY JOHN BYRNE, PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS.

Art and science are, indeed, words of fami-

liar use and great significance, yet their differ-

ence is but little understood. In the present

age, notwithstandingits improvements in know-
ledge, exists the popular prejudice of terming
almost every thing a science. It is true, if we
consult our best dictionaries for an explana-

tion, we find nothing but an abstract definition,

in which one obscure notion is substituted for

another, that rather casts obscurity than light

on the subject. I have therefore attempted to

draw a more visible parallel between art and
science. To science belong such things as

men may discover by the use of sense and

reasoning, such as the laws of nature, the

affections of bodies, the rules and criterions of

right and wrong, truth and error, the properties

of lines and numbers, &c. To art
,
on the

other hand, belong such things as mere reason

would not have attained, things which lie out

of the direct path of deduction, and which

require a peculiar cast, or turn of mind, to see

or arrive at. Or a science is a series of deduc-

tions or conclusions which every person endued

with sound faculties may, with a proper degree

of attention, see and draw
;

and a formed

science is no more than a system of such con-
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elusions, relating; to some one subject, orderly

and carefully laid down in words, comprehend-

ing the doctrine, reason, and theory of the

thing, without any immediate application

thereof to the offices of life. Thus, natural

philosophy, ethicks, logic, pure mathematics,

statics, &c., are sciences. An art is not founded

on self-evident principles or demonstrations,

but is a system or collection of rules, precepts,

inventions, or experiments, which being duly

observed, make the things a man undertakes

succeed, and render them advantageous and

agreeable. Thus, grammar, painting, poetry,

sculpture, music, anatomy, dancing, &c., are

arts.

The difference between the two may be

illustrated by that between wit and humour :

the former is a general faculty of exciting

agreeable and suprising pictures in the ima-

gination, and the latter a particular one: the

former is pure and absolute in its kind, the

latter tinged with something foreign and

complexional. In this sense an art and a

science only seem to differ as less and more

pure
;
and my parallel becomes more like

that species of mathematical lines, which con-

tinue to draw nearer and nearer to each other,

ad infinitum
,
yet never meet. But a science

is a system of deductions, made by reason

alone, undetermined by any thing foreign or

extrinsic to itself. An art
,
on the contrary, re-

quires a number of data and postulata to be

furnished from without
;
and never goes any

length, without, at every turn, needing new
ones. Nevertheless, an art appears to be a por-

tion of science or general knowledge
;

consi-

dered, not in itself, as a science, but with rela-

tion to its circumstances or appendages. In

a science, the mind looks directly backwards

and forwards to the premises and conclusions

:

in an art we look laterally to the concomitant

circumstances. A science, in fact, is to an art,

what a stream running in a direct channel,

without regard to any thing but its own pro-

gress, is to the same stream turned out of its

proper course, and disposed into cascades,

jets, cisterns, ponds, &c., in which case the

progress of the stream is not considered in re-

gard to itself, but only as it concerns the

works, every one of which modifies the course

of the stream and leads it out of its way. It

is easy to trace the course of the former

from its rise to its issue, as it flows con-

sequently; but a man, ever so well acquainted

with this, will not be able to discover that

of the latter, as it depends on the genius,

humour, and caprice of the engineer who laid

the design.

The arts which relate to the sight and
hearing, Bacon observes, “ are reputed liberal

beyond those which regard the other senses,

which are chiefly employed in matters of

luxury.” The mechanical arts are generally

practised by means of a machine, and require

more the assistance of the hand and body than

the mind. However, there is no truth more
undeniable than this, that if man were not

really and truly a free agent, there would be no
such thing as an art, at least in the sense here

understood : but art would only be a name
given to that system or series of effects to

which man is made by nature, and in her
hands, subservient; and might, with equal

reason, be attributed to such effects as any
other natural production is subservient to.

But we must not forget those enigmatical

theories, visionary speculations, and chime-
rical inventions, which are never matured into

either an art or a science; their novelties

often please, but with novelty they pass away,
and now ones succeed, “ like leaves of trees,”

though not by a similar order of nature, but

because things that become useless soon
become contemptible.

Among the scientific vagaries of the present

time, we have phrenology, phrenomagnetism,
mesmerism, clairvoyance, the homoeopathic
system, and some others : to say the least of

them, they are more adapted to catch and en-

tangle the mind, than to instruct and inform
the understanding

;
and, perhaps, without

saying the most of them, the words formerly

applied to alchymy would define any one of

them. “ It is an art without sense, the begin-

ning of which is deceit, its middle labour, and
its end beggary.” But when error has obtained

the mastery of our minds during our tender
age, we are seldom at pains to shake off its

yoke, but rather strive to subject ourselves
more to it.

Again, when we hear of a young person

knowing a great many sciences and arts, we

suspect him of understanding them very im-

perfectly, or of knowing only the elements

at most, which is in fact knowing nothing

at all. Some, it is true, have a passion for

universal knowledge, and this universal know-

ledge consists in knowing by memory a few

words upon every subject, which convey no

kind of ideas. To those that would form

a new science, or extend the boundaries of

the old, we would suggest the following rules,

which are strictly observed by mathema-

ticians :

—

1. To offer nothing but what is couched

in clear express terms
;

and to that end, to

begin with definitions.

2. To build only on evident and clear

principles : hence it is necessary to proceed

only from axioms or maxims.

3. To prove demonstratively all the con-

clusions that are drawn hence; and for this

purpose, to make use of no arguments or

proofs, but definitions already laid down,

axioms already granted, and propositions al-

ready proved; which serve as principles to

things that follow.

ENERGIATYPE.
A NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS.

(From the Athenceum.)

While pursuing some investigations, with

a view to determine the influence of the solar

rays upon precipitation, I have been led to the

discovery of a new photographic agent, which

can be employed in the preparation of paper

with a facility which no other sensitive pro-

cess possesses. Being desirous of affording all

the information I possibly can to those who
are anxious to avail themselves of the advan-

tages offered by photography, I solicit a little

space in your columns for the purpose of pub-

lishing the particulars of this new process.

All the photographic processes with which we
are at present acquainted, sufficiently sensitive

for the fixation of the images of the camera
obscura, require the most careful and precise

manipulation; consequently, those who are not

accustomed to the niceties of experimental

pursuits are frequently annoyed by failures.

The following statement will at once show the

exceeding simplicity of the new discovery.

Good letter-paper is first washed over with

the following solution :

—

A saturated solution of succinic acid 2 drachms.

Mucilage of gum arabic ,,

Water H >»

When the paper is dry, it is washed over once

with an argentine solution, consisting of one

drachm of nitrate of silver to one ounce of dis-

tilled water. The paper is allowed to dry in

the dark, and it is fit for use
;

it can be pre-

served in a portfolio, and at any time employed
in the camera. This paper is a pure white,

and it retains its colour, which is a great ad-

vantage. At present, I find it necessary to ex-

pose this prepared paper in the camera obscura

for periods, varying with the quantity of sun-

shine, from two to eight minutes, although

from some results which I have obtained, I am
satisfied that by a nice adjustment of the pro-

portions of the' materials, a much shorter ex-

posure will suffice. When the paper is re-

moved from the camera, no trace of a picture

is visible. We have then to mix together one

drachm of a saturated solution of sulphate of
iron , and two or three drachms of the mucilage

ofgum arabic. A wide flat brush saturated

with this solution is now swept over the face

of the paper rapidly and evenly. In a few
seconds, the dormant images are seen to de-

velope themselves, and with great rapidity a

pleasing negative photographic picture is pro-

duced. The iron solution is to be washed off

as soon as the best effect appears, this being

done with a soft sponge and clean water. The
drawing is then soaked for a short time in

water, and may be permanently fixed, by being

washed over with ammonia—or perhaps better

with a solution of the hyposulphite of soda,

care being taken that the salt is afterwards

well washed out of the paper. From the pic-

tures thus produced, any number of others,

correct in position and in light and shadow,
may be produced, by using the same succinated

papers in the ordinary way ;
from five to ten

minutes in sunshine producing the desired

effect.

The advantages which this process possesses

over every other must be, I think, apparent.

The papers are prepared in the most simple
manner, and may be kept ready by the tourist

until required for use ; they require no prepa-
ration previously to their being placed in the
camera, and they can be preserved until a
convenient opportunity offers for bringing out
the picture, which is done in the most simple
manner, with a material which can be any-
where procured.

Anxious to give the public the advantage of
this process during the beautiful weather of the

present season, I have not waited to perfect the
manipulatory details which are necessary for

the production of portraits. It is sufficient,

however, to say, that experiment has satisfied

me of its applicability for this purpose.

Prismatic examination has proved that the

rays effecting this chemical change are those

which I have elsewhere shown to be per-

fectly independent of solar light or heat.

I therefore propose to distinguish this process
by a name which has a general rather than

a particular application. Regarding all photo-
graphic phenomena as due to the principle

Energia, I would nevertheless wish to dis-

tinguish this very interesting process as the

Energiatype.

I enclose you a few specimens of the results

already obtained. The exceeding sensibility

of the Energiatype is best shown by an attempt

to copy engravings or leaves bv it. The three

specimens I inclose were produced by an ex-

posure of considerably less than one second.

Robert Hunt.
Falmouth, May 27, 1844.

OPEN GRATES AND STOVES.

Few circumstances, perhaps, have tended

so much, in modern times, to alter the state of

health, as affected by the internal arrangements

of dwelling-houses, as the great reduction in

the altitude of the chimney-piece, and the more
skilful disposition of the fire-place for the

economy of fuel. The practical consequence

has been, that a less amount of air is neces-

sarily forced through individual apartments,

when the coldness of the weather renders it

necessary to keep the windows shut
;

and,

above all, that the air which does pass to the

fire is, in general, below the level of the head,

and exercises, accordingly, little or no purify-

ing influence upon that portion of the atmos-

phere which is within the zone of respiration.

The cottage grate, so very generally introduced

of late years, is extremely comfortable, from
the low position of the fuel, the comparative

absence of iron, and the powerful radiating

influence of the fire-bricks that form the backs

and sides
;
but the smaller the apartment, and

the more perfect its construction, the less must
it alone be trusted to in securing ventilation.

A common fire heats an apartment, in general,

almost solely by radiation, excepting the influ-

ence of the flue upon the wall. In some few
cases, fire-places have been constructed so as

to partake in part of the character of stoves.

The peculiar advantages of a fire-place are not

merely its power of warming an apartment,

the circulation of air which it induces, its ac-

cessibility, and the influence of the light which

it evolves; but the very grateful effect which
it produces after the body has been chilled by
any special cause, whether in doors or out of

doors, stimulating it, and exciting the circula-

tion to the greatest degree which may be con-

sidered agreeable, and permitting each indi-

vidual to adjust the distance which is most
suitable to his own constitution, and the pre-

vious exposure to which he may have been

more immediately subject. The light, also, is

not to be considered a mere nominal advan-

tage, but a real and positive benefit, affecting

the whole system by its physical action, inde-

pendently of the cheerful impression which its

liveliness is calculated to excite, and which, to

many, is so engaging, that they feel as if they

were not alone when they have the company of

a glowing fire. These considerations will pro-

bably always sustain the open fire-place, in

countries where fuel can be procured with

sufficient economy
;
but its disadvantages, in

other respects, compared with the stove, are

marked, particularly its expense, its local

action, the dust it is apt to produce, and the

frequent attendance which it requires.

—

Reid on

Ventilation ,



WOOL MOSAIC.

This is the name given to a fabric produced
by a process lately invented by Messrs.

Lebenheim and Muller. The fabric has some-
what the appearance of printed velvet, but the

allocation of the different threads by which
the pattern is formed is very similar to that in

the manufacture of Florentine mosaic. Pic-

tures can be copied by the ingenious machinery
employed, and the most delicate tints of the

best German wool-work appear as if inter-

woven in the pile of the velvet, although the

process by which the effect is produced is much
more expeditious than that of weaving would
be. We cannot of course describe the mode
of working the machinery without revealing

the inventor’s secret; but it may, however, be
stated that when once the tedious task of

selecting and placing the different shades of

threads together has been accomplished so as

to complete one subject, be it a flower, a figure,

a landscape, or even an historical picture, of

each of which the persons selecting the yarns

has a copy before him, the ends of these

threads are closely placed together and then
cut even, as the surface of each subject proves.

A cotton or woollen cloth, of the same dimen-
sion, with a solution of India-rubber, is then

pressed upon the surface, and a slice cut off

;

and by means of a finishing process the wool
becomes so embedded on the India-rubber

cloth, that the two substances appear like one.

The same course of pressing an India-rubber

cloth on the surface and slicing it off is gone
through till there remains no more to be sliced

off. The applicability of the invention may
be carried on to various purposes and a vast

extent. Palaces or large mansions could be
decorated with this beautiful fabric, which for

softness of colours could not be equalled by
any tapestry, the Gobelin not excepted.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES*

Lecture III.

ON GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE—THE DORIC STYLE.

Until the time that Stuart and Revett
published their valuable work on the Antiqui-

ties of Athens, it is surprising how little was
known on the subject of Grecian architecture.

Their first volume appeared a.d. 1762, and
opinions began to waver as to the superiority

of the Roman and Italian schools, which had
prevailed through the influence of Sir Christo-

pher Wren and Inigo Jones. It was seen that

in the examples which in this volume were for

the first time presented to the public, the true

models of design were to be found, the real

proto-types of excellence
;
that here was the

pure fountain-head, whereas they had been
accustomed to drink from a polluted stream.

Stuart and Revett’s succeeding volumes served

to heighten the impression which had been made;
emulation was excited among travelling artists,

who set not up their tent, as formerly, in

Rome, as if there were nothing beyond worth
knowing, but they journeyed on among the

different islands of the Mediterranean, where
the Greeks had colonies, and thus by their

labours much information has been gained in

addition to that previously acquired, so that

we may now be said to possess a knowledge of

nearly all the existing remains of Greek tem-
ples. The many public buildings which have

been erected in England of late years in this

beautiful style form a convincing proof that it

has recovered a place for itself which it is not
likely soon to lose, especially when it is found,

by a judicious selection of examples, to be quite

as tractable as the Roman and Italian styles,

and as well adapted to domestic dwellings,

as to structures of more pretension to magnifi-

cence. Besides deriving information from
professional writers, I am not aware that I

can do better than quote occasionally the

opinions of one profoundly versed in Grecian
art, and it will be sufficient to mention the

name of Lord Aberdeen, to insure attention to

his remarks. “ All nations,” says that noble

author, “ in the most advanced state of civiliza-

tion, have been unanimous in their admiration

of Grecian architecture; and, indeed, such ad-

miration appears to have been generally con-

sidered as inseparable from the existence of real

taste and knowledge in the art.”f And again,

* Continued from p. 205.

f“An Inquiry into the Principles of Beauty in Grecian
Architecture, with an Historical View of the Rise and Progress
of the Art in Greece.” By George, Earl of Aberdeen, K.T.,
&c. Murray, 1822, (P. I >)
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“ The pleasure which is derived from surveying
the ancient models of Grecian architecture is

incalculably heightened by ideas connected
with learning, with science, and with art,

accompanied, as they ever must be, by all the
nameless charms which imagination combines
with the history of the Greeks, and which it

throws over all their productions.” (P. 4.)

As the work by Stuart treats chiefly of tem-
ples and structures which he found at Athens,
we shall commence our inquiries there first,

although some older examples are to be found
at Corinth and elsewhere

;
but the rules of the

Greek orders are so strict, especially of the

Doric, that the general resemblance between
the earliest and latest examples of Doric build-

ings is very striking. It will be necessary to

give a hasty sketch of the early history of

Athens.

The received opinion among Greek writers

of the latest period of their literature, and
repeated in modern times, is that Cecrops, an

Egyptian, a native of Sais, led a colony into

Attica, 1556 years b.c.* Mr. Mitford, in his

History of Greece, thus alludes to his arrival

:

“ He found the inhabitants rude and ignorant,

a circumstance far from adverse to his purpose
of forming a settlement. The country was
well adapted also for this purpose. On the

verge of a plain, watered by two small streams,

a haven presented itself, commodious for the

vessels of the time. Between the streams,

near their junction, about three miles from the

shore and five from the haven, a rock, rising

nearly perpendicular on all sides, had every

advantage for a fortified post. This was
afterwards the celebrated Acropolis. Cecrops
divided the territory into twelve villages, and
made this rock his residence and called it

Cecropia. It was recommended to the patron-

age of the Egyptian goddess whom the

Greeks worshipped by the name of Athena,
and by the Latins of Minerva. Herodotus,

Plato, Strabo, and Diodorus, who all tra-

velled into Egypt, agree in representing the

Athenian Minerva as the same goddess who
was peculiarly worshipped at Sais in Egypt.

Cecrops reigned fifty years, and by his

moderation and prudence he succeeded in

softening the rude manners of the native

inhabitants
;
he gave them laws and regula-

tions, and introduced the worship of those

deities which were held in adoration in Egypt.

He taught his subjects to cultivate the olive,

though the Greeks, not satisfied without pro-

curing for it a divine invention, ascribed its

origin to Minerva, who had a contest with

Neptune concerning the right of giving a

name to the capital of Cecropia. The as-

sembly of the gods settled this dispute by

promising the preference to whichever of the

two should give the most useful and necessary

present to the inhabitants of the earth. Nep-
tune struck the ground with bis trident, and
immediately a horse sprang forth

;
Minerva

produced the olive, and obtained the victory

by the unanimous voice of the gods, who
observed that the olive, which is the emblem
of peace, is to be preferred to the horse, the

symbol of war. The victorious deity called

the capital Athense, and became the tutelar

goddess of the place.” Sixteen kings succeeded

Cecrops, among whom was the celebrated

Theseus. The adventures of any man of great

strength and daring in those days were after-

wards magnified into the wonderful, and indeed

superhuman
;

accordingly, much that is re-

corded of Theseus is so extravagant, that

doubts have been entertained whether he was

more than a fabulous hero, but the fact of

his having really existed and reigned over the

Athenians seems to be generally recognized.

He appears to have rendered great services

to them, made new regulations and enacted

new laws
;

he shewed as much wisdom as

valour, and Plutarch says that he built a

council-hall and courts ot justice. He in-

stituted a great festival, called Panathenea,

the feast of all the gods. In memory of his

services and great exploits, his countrymen

erected in his honour the magnificent temple

which bears his name, and of which we shall

presently take notice.

The 17th and last king of Athens was

Codrus, who generously devoted himself to

* The latest historian of Greece, the present Bishop of

St. David’s, better known to the learned world as the pro-

foundest Greek scholar of the day, Connop Thiklwall,
considers that “ the Egyptian origin of Cecrops is extremely

doubtful.”—Hist, of Greece, vol. i., p. 67-

death to save his country; this occurred 1070
years b.c. The kingly government had
therefore lasted 486 years. On the death
of Codrus, the name of king was abolished,
and the state was governed by perpetual
archons (dp^o'*', a chief) for 317 years (that
is, from 1070 to 753 b.c);* then by archons
of ten years, which form of government lasted
69 years; and lastly the archons were chosen
yearly. It was under this democracy that
the Athenians signalized themselves by their
valour in the field, and by their munificence,
and their cultivation of the fine arts. They
were deemed so powerful by the Persians,
that Xerxes, when he invaded Greece, chiefly
directed his arms against Athens, which he
took and burnt, 480 b.c., after the inhabitants
had deserted it. But the Athenians obtained
a splendid revenge in the battles of Marathon,
Salamis, Platsea, and Mycale. The city was
rebuilt and fortified, 475 b.o., by Themistocles,
whose projects were carried into execution
by Cimon, and a new magnificent harbour
and town were built from the designs of
“ Hippodamas, a Milesian architect, the first

among the ancients who invented designs for
new cities.” (Thirlwall’s Greece, vol. ii., ch.

16.)

But it was reserved for the age of Pericles
to adorn the city of the virgin-goddess with,

the splendid edifices, whose ruins now remain
for our admiration and instruction. That
great man ( whose father was Xantippus, the
conqueror at Mycale) obtained by his address
and talents the principal share in the govern-
ment of the state for nearly forty years (he
died 429 b.c.)

;
and having great taste himself,

he was fortunate in being seconded in his

efforts to ornament his native city by obtaining
the assistance of men of talent and genius,

and particularly of the celebrated Phidias,
the greatest sculptor that ever lived. The
Parthenon, or the temple dedicated to the
virgin-goddess Minerva (the Greek word irap-
dtvog signifying a virgin), was designed by
Ictinus and Callicrates, about the year 438
b.c., whilst Phidias wrought the marble figures

into life by his magic touch. This temple,
erected upon the site of the old Hecatompedon,
destroyed by the Persians, is justly looked
upon as the finest example of the Grecian
Doric, and has excited for twenty-two cen-
turies the admiration and delight of all who
have seen it. With the words of the noble
author before quoted all will probably agree.
“ In the majestic simplicity of its general
design, the grandeur of its proportions, and
the exquisite taste and skill displayed in the

execution of its ornamental parts
;

it is un-
doubtedly the most perfect, as well as deserv-

edly the most celebrated production of Grecian
art.” (Lord Aberdeen’s Inquiry, p. 142.)

Before we proceed to a description of this

and other Doric temples, it may be as well

to make a few remarks for the better under-
standing of the orders.f

THE DORIC ORDER.

J

The Dorio, like the other orders, may be

said to consist of two great divisions or parts,

a supporting, and a supported, mass; the sup-

porting mass is the column, and the part

sustained is called the entablature. The
Grecian Doric column has no base

;
it con-

sists, therefore, of but two parts, a shaft and

a capital. In the Ionic and the Corinthian,

the only other Greek orders, bases are almost

invariably added. The entablature in all

the three orders is divided into three great

leading parts, viz., the architrave, the frieze,

and the cornice. A Doric temple is generally

placed upon a platform of two or three steps,

which gives to the structure a breadth and air

of firmness. On the upper step rest the co-

lumns
;

these (as a general rule) are always

fluted, the flutes from sixteen to twenty-four

iledon, the son of Codrus, was the first archon, and

ignity remained in his family for 200 years,

is these lectures were originally composed for non-

ssional persons, the indulgence of the reader is claimed

ic insertion of those observations which may seem too

like the mere alphabet of architecture; but it is yet

ale that among the patrons of The Builder some

be found, to whom such definitions may be welcome.

pose to give in separate papers, among other illustrations

assical architecture, the derivation and meaning of

of our architectural terms, which are too often alluded

a very loose and vague manner. Some ot these

trial notes have already appeared.

[We have to apologise to our subscribers for

natter upon the orders of architecture, and for

: errors in the wood-cutting, which appeared in

Builder at the close of last year, being at

period literally without an editor.

—

Ed.]
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in number [but twenty almost invariably], being

segments of circles, which meet in a sharp edge

or arris, which is peculiar to this order. In the

examples of the Doric at Eleusis, Rhamnus,
Sunium, and Thoricus, there is a slight fillet

between the flutings, but hardly amounting to

more than 1 - 12th of an inch. The width of a

column at bottom, called the diameter, or the

measure through, determines the other pro-

portions of the order. The height of Doric

columns varies in different examples, from

four times the lower diameter at Corinth,

to six times and a half, as in the portico of

Philip of Macedon. The purest examples

are about five diameters and a half in length.

The capital, which is usually in height rather

less than half a diameter, consists of a necking
immediately above the shaft, composed of

three or four rings or annulets which follow

the shape of the column
;
above them is the

moulding called the echinus, also circular in

plan or horizontal section, and above this the

crowning member of the capital in the shape
of a square flat tile, called the abacus, from

the Greek word a£a%, abax, signifying a cal-

culating table or board. Some writers consi-

der the hypotrachelium as part of the capital.

As the columns would be unsightly if they

were of the same thickness all the way up, the

shaft is diminished by making the upper di-

ameter about one-sixth less than its lower
diameter. In the best ancient examples, the

columns do not diminish in a line drawn at

once from the top to bottom (although often

so represented on paper), but they have a

slight curve outwards,* which is called the

entasis (from the Greek) or swelling
;

this

method, first observed and verified by Messrs.
Cockerell and Allason (it is however men-
tioned by Vitruvius), should not be imitated

in modern times, unless in works on a large

scale, and then it should not be thrust upon
one’s notice, as it too often is a deformity

instead of a beauty. The entablature va-

ries in examples from one and three-

quarters to two diameters in height, of

which about four-fifths are divided in

nearly equal proportions between the archi-

trave and frieze, and the cornice occu-

pies the remaining fifth.f The architrave, t. e,,

chief beam (compounded of the Greek word
apxog, Ol'kas, chief, and the Latin word, irabs

,

* 'fhis praetufev which adds strength to the column, is

well understood' naval architects, as applied by them to
' ship- masts of any g^eat size.

[Mr. Bartholomew discovers the same symmetry
observed, by the'ar^cients in entablatures as in Doric
capitals^ ia' the fittest Doric examples the architrave

andtViezeare equal in height, and thediagonal breadth
oTthe cornice is of the same dimension.—

E

d.]

a beam), is in the purest Doric always plain,

and it consists of but one face; it rests imme-
diately upon the columns, for which reason its

Greek name is Epistylium, from swi, upon, and
ory\o£, a column. The architrave is divided
from the frieze above it by a projecting con-
tinuous fillet, called the tmnia, which has
below it guttze, or drops, whose situations are
regulated by the triglyphs above. From the
frieze being generally ornamented with a re-

presentation of living creatures, it was called

by the Greeks the Zotiphorus, from TLSiov, an
animal,and $ipio, fero, I bear. The triglyphs,

composed of two Greek words signifying three

channels or glyphs (rpsTg, pronounced like trice,

and yXviprj, gluphe, a carving or cutting), are

the distinguishing features of the Doric order,

and, indeed, they determine the length of
the front of a building, for a triglyph must
be over the centre of a column. A space is then
set off equal in height to the triglyph, which
is called the metope; another triglyph is

drawn, then another metope, and then a
second triglyph, the centre of which is the

central line of the next column, and so on to

the number of columns required
;
thus there

will be always a triglyph over every column
and one between. This arrangement is con-
sidered to produce perfection in a temple, as

in the Parthenon, but it was departed from
where greater width was required between
the columns to admit chariots, as in the

Propyla>a. The columns at the angles of
porticos are not placed so as that the triglyphs

should be over their centres, for the triglyph

being at the extreme angle, a line let fall from
its outer edge will touch the base of the

column
; so that there is less space between

the angle columns and those next to them,
than there is between the centre columns.
The spaces between the triglyphs, called the

metopes (and originally left open, as the name
imports), are generally ornamented with
sculptures. The cornice or crowning part

of the entablature projects over it, thereby
forming a covering and protection to the work
beneath. It consists of several members, well

adapted to their situations
;

as it projects con-

siderably, the under part or soffit of the

cornice is ornamented with mutules or

rectangular blocks, from which depend
guttse or drops

;
there is a mutule over every

triglyph, and one between, over every metope.
To hide the end of the roof, the front and
opposite ends (if there are two porticos) are

carried up, and form what is called the pedi-

ment, a kind of flat gabel, a graceful finish to

the temple; the tympanum, or triangular part

which is inclosed within the cornices, is ge-

nerally filled with sculptures. Distinguishing

names are applied to the Greek temples, ac-

cording to the manner in which they are dis-

posed. When a portico consists of four

columns in front, as in the Ilissus, it is called

tetrastyle (from rerpa, four, and aruXog, a
column); if there are six columns, as in the

Theseum, it is hexastyle (a favourite arrange-
ment with the Greeks)

;
if seven columns, as

at Agrigentum, it is termed heptastyle
;

if

there are eight, as in the Parthenon, it is called

octastyle
;

if nine, it is enneastyle, as at

Pajstum; if ten, as in the temple of Jupiter
Olympius at Athens, it is termed decastyle; if

there are tw-elve, as in the temple of Ceres at

Eleusis, it is called dodecastyle. When the
columns of a temple are placed between antse

or pilasters, it is called a temple in antis; this

was probably the earliest form of building
temples.' Other names also apply to various
dispositions in the buildings. In general, in

the Greek temples the columns on the flanks are

double the number of those in the front and
one more, counting the columns at the angles
twice over: thus, if the front bad eight
columns, as in the Parthenon, there were
seventeen in each flank

;
if there were six in

front, as in the temple of Theseus, there were
thirteen on the flank, and so on.f In the temple
of Apollo at Bassse, the portico has six

columns and the flanks fifteen, counting both
angles.

As the Parthenon is generally considered
to be the most perfect Doric edifice ever de-
signed, of that structure we shall first speak
When Sir George Wheeler and Dr. Spon
visited it, a.d. 1676, the temple was entire. In
the year 1687 Athens was besieged by the

Venetians, when a shell falling on the structure,

the Parthenon was reduced to the state in

which it was seen by Stuart and Revett.

This celebrated temple had at each end a
portico of eight columns in front, and on the

sides were thirty more, making forty-six to the

colonnade which surrounded the cell of the

building. The breadth of the front of the

* [It is dangerous even merely to mention tem-
ples which have in their facades an odd number of

columns, for fear of drawing out the bad taste of the

perverse
; the prudent reader will observe this de-

formity is only to be met with in very early and
immature specimens of unknown origin.—

E

d.]

f [Mr. Bartholomew notices the same, and adds,

the Roman method was to give the flanks twice as

many columns as the front, and one less ;
thus the

flanks of the Parthenon would by the Roman
method have had fifteen columns instead of seven-

teen.—

E

d.]
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building is 101 feet,* the length 227 feet on

the upper step, and the height 65 feet. The
columns are 6 feet 1 inch in diameter, those

at the angles are 2 inches more ;t the distance

from column to column is 7 feet 11 inches.

The sculptures of the Parthenon ex-

tended to a range of 1,100 feet, consisting of

upwards of 600 figures. Behind the great

porticos there are two of smaller dimensions,

which are called the pronaos and posticus;

these inner porticos have in each six columns.

The portion of the building inclosed by the

columns was divided by a cross wall into two
parts, whereof the larger, called the cell'd, or

naos (ship), answered to our nave
;
the smaller

part, in which was the public treasury, was

called the opisthodomus. In this part, ac-

* The Parthenon was also called Hccatompedon, signify-

ing that its length was 100 feet.

f [To make them appear as large as the others,

according to the rule given by Vitruvius, who is

esteemed by the wisest modern architects, and depre-

cated by few besides the ignorant.—

E

d.]

cording to Wheeler, were six columns, but no
vestige remains of them. The cell, where
was placed the famous statue of Minerva by
Phidias, was open to the sky in the centre*

(whence such a temple was called hypasthal,

from the Greek t>7ro, under, and aiOi'jp, aether,

air), having a colonnade round it supporting a

gallery above, in which was a second row of

columns. These have all likewise disappeared,

but the circles were traced by Stuart on the

pavement whereon the lower range of columns
had stood. The sculptures in the pediment of

the eastern front represented the introduction

of Minerva among the assembled gods, giving

us an admirable idea of the mythology of the

ancients, each of the deities being distin-

guished by his or her peculiar symbols. The
metopes or spaces between the triglyphs

recorded the battles between the Centaurs

and the Lapithas, a fruitful subject of illustra-

II The late Professor Wilkins does not admit the proba-

bility of the Parthenon having been hypoithral, a mode of

construction which he considers contrary to the religious

Q
bservanccsof all nations of antiquity.

tion among poets as well as sculptors, and a
favourite theme with the Greeks, from their

famous heroes Hercules and Theseus bearing
a prominent part in the contest

;
fifteen of

these metopes are in the British Museum. The
western pediment contained a representation
of the contest between Minerva and Neptune
(in the opinions of Colonel Leake and Mr.
Cockerell, this contest was in the eastern pedi-
ment)

;
but the most celebrated sculpture is

that which represents the Panathenaic proces-
sion: this composition is 3 feet 4 inches high,
and was continued in the frieze quite round on
the outside wall of the cell of the temple.
The' figures in these groups, which occupy a
length of 520 feet, are generally allowed to be
of finer execution than those in the metopes.
“ With respect to the beauty of the basso-

relievos,” says^the great Flaxman, “ they are

as perfect nature as it is possible to put into

the compass of the marble in_ which they are
executed, and’that of the most elegant kind.”

Another sculptor, Rossi, calls them “jewels.”
G. R. F.

PLAN OF THE PARTHENON.

PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESd., PROFESSOR

OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

( Continuedfrom p. 291.)

The mountains of porphyry exhibit no

stratification, but, in common with the crys-

talline rocks, the masses, while in their

disintegrated state, appear to have been formed

by one long uninterrupted sequence of events,

the material being chiefly such as is supplied

within the ocean waters
;
consisting of granular

particles of sand, intermixed with the resolution

of asecent animals and vegetables belonging

to the ocean
;
and when uniting with these, the

animal and vegetable matters of terra firma

branching forth into varieties, as the accident

of combination may determine. But although

in mountain masses, it is presented to us only

in the compact state, and wholly devoid of

stratification
;

still, under other aspects, we find

it, in common with granite and gneiss, occa-

sionally presenting a schistose texture.

Hornstone porphyry is generally red or

green, with a splintery fracture, and inclosing

crystals of quartz and felspar : this kind ot

porphyry is very common to the deserts of

Africa, and its surface, when cut and polished

by art, presents a striking similitude to shell

marble, the crystalline change of the organic

body in decomposition obliterating the organic

figure : there are other varieties which, as Lesk
observes, are a kind of mean between siliceous

schistus and argillite. Hornstone porphyry is

distinguished by its hardness, slight transpa-

rency, and want of lustre, and much of it ap-

pears to be ill cemented together, like some
kinds of breccia. This variety belongs to the

siliceous rocks.

Felspar porphyry, the base of which is com-

monly red, compact felspar, inclosing crystals

of felspar and quartz, is analogous in mecha-
nical composition with granite and gneiss, con-

sisting of asilico-aluminous base, uniting com-

pact particles and crystals of granitic character,

sometimes containing iron and lime, and, where

hornblende is added, being known as siennitic

porphyry. When the felspar predominates,

it is utterly impossible to distinguish this kind

of porphyry from granite, and mineralogists

are very apt to confound the one with the other.

Pitchstone porphyry, as its name implies, has a

basis of this material, and is either red, green,

brown, grev, black, or yellow, of various shades,

having generally many colours at once in the

same specimen. These varieties of porphyry

are very common to the Egyptian and Arabian

deserts, and were much used by the ancient

Egyptians for tombs, and also for building

and ornamental purposes :
they differ from

hornstone in texture, being manifestly con-

glomerate masses of marine earthy bodies,

and particles of bodies cemented by silica,

and sometimes by silica and alumina con-

jointly. Clay porphyry, or the argillaceous

porphyry of Kirwan,lras generally some shade

of grey, or greenish grey, or brown, or black-

ish, or reddish brown, or isabella yellow. 'Ibis

species is allied to the argillaceous rocks, being

indurated clay, cementing or uniting in its

matrix crystalline felspar, or hornblende, and

granular particles. This porphyry is often of

very little use for building or other purposes,

for the felspar or hornblende soon moulders

and loses its lustre. The varieties of this kind

are exceedingly numerous, embracing a variety

of composition analogous to beds of common
clay, or the simplicity of composition of the

pure ocean marls. Kirwan distinguishes four

sorts of porphyries, viz. the siliceous, argilla-

ceous, muriatic, and calcareous, most of which

may be compact, schistose, or slaty. It is cer-

tain that in soils of primary and mixed quali-

ties, disposed within tropical regions, porphyry

may be observed in all its various shades of in-

duration and composition, and the stones used

by the ancients have been invariably quarried

from the oceanic strata, the same rock still exhi-

biting varying degrees of hardness, according

to the extent of exposure of its surface to at-

mospheric air. Its general composition in the

friable state is that of sands, calcareous matter,

mollusca, and other oceanic animal and vege-

table reliqiuE

;

and it is governed in its changes
by the same laws that govern the disposition

of meaner aggregates. For instance, a num-
ber of pebbles and sand particles become
united with calcareous matter lying, as it were,

held together by a portion of dry mortar; in

this state they are exposed to unceasing atmo-
spheric heat without moisture

;
the calcareous

matter silicifies, and gradually the whole is

united in one inseparable mass
;
the several

pebbles forming its component parts still con-

tinuing changing, without regard to each other,

until the end to be obtained is effected. The
same simplicity of change is observable in

vast masses of earth
;
local change in the dis-

position and association of the bodies of which

it is composed, general change produced neces-

sarily by these local changes, and under the

influence of a continuous high degree of atmo-

spheric heat. The same kind of organic

matter may undergo many changes and pro-

duce many results widely differing from each

other; they may silificy as flint, decompose as

sands, pass by transition into the mineral state

as coal, or become converted into gems. The
like versatility in nature’s operations is ob-

servable in aggregate masses
;
thus we find the

material constituent of many rocks is pre-

cisely the same, and, in numerous instances, is

so mechanically, nay, in some, mathematically

disposed, as to denote beyond the possibility of

doubt the one common origin
;
and yet how

different does it appear in the regular sequence

of events : on the one hand, we observe it

assuming the most elegant and regular crys-

talline arrangement; on the extreme of the

other, it is a mere concrete mass, without form

or order in its internal character. Carbonate
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of lime is presented to our view in upwards of

six hundred different forms, although, on

analysis, we find the same simple uncombined

material
;
how much more then must we ex-

pect variety in the mechanical and chemical

arrangements of structure of bodies contain-

ing more numerous compounds and a variety

of elementary products. In fact there is an end-

less variety constituting each division, present-

ing every shade of combination with each other;

this renders a correct classification of rocks an

impossibility, and the utmost we are enabled

to do is to mark out the type or head of each

distinguishing class, and the most commonly
known variety of each.

Uniformity of disposition, composition, and

character marks many of the sand formations

of the earth
;
when these are united by some

one common basis or cement, this uniformity

of character is still maintained in sandstone

;

if further change takes place, and the siliceous

particles thus held together assume the crystal-

line texture, we have still uniformity in the

quartz rock
;
and when, under local circum-

stances of atmospheric or aqueous action, the

quartz decomposes, we have still the same
uniform matter constituting marl or clay. It

is the same with many calcareous beds
;
they

may consist of finely comminuted particles of

mollusca and other cxuvice of the deep, or

they may consist either with these par-

ticles and aggregate bodies of myriads of

creatures, varying,from each other in organical

structure and mechanical arrangement of par-

ticles, but the same simple elements per-

vades both, and in the fossil and mineral king-

dom we acknowledge the result as one
consisting of the same common elements of

carbon and lime
;

but when matters of the

earth blend with these primary products of

the waters, when the rel:qua of animals and
vegetables containing other earths than lime,

other compounds than carbon, enter into and
become a portion of their constituent parts,

the line of distinction is removed, and variety

is characterized by the measure of each com-
pound constituting in unity the one whole.

It requires no very great stretch of learning
to discover the characteristic qualities of rock

;

the experienced architect is guided by prac-

tice, by example, as well as by the existing

monuments of the past
;
the conditions of their

existence have never hitherto been laid down
in writing, and therefore it is that the inex-

perienced man, rushing to conclusions unaided
by science, has erected monuments to his own
folly, using the material most easily quarried,

without reference to its durability or to the
local influences to which it is exposed. But it

is not the mere builder alone who generalizes

on the uses and disposition of rock
;
the man

of science generalizes also, and, following the
vicious example set by Werner, fashionably
instructs you that one small portion of the
earth, one insignificant locality scarcely per-
ceptible on the map of the globe, is a fair

sample of the whole, and that the law of pro-
duction is in like manner uniform. It is, there-

fore, the more necessary, that the architectshould
have scientific knowledge on these matters,
that he may be enabled to detect a concealed
enemy in the material he is about to employ,
because he is told that such material was em-
ployed some four or five thousand years since,

and is still existing unimpaired, some thousand
of miles distant from the spot in which he
lives.

Porphyry, under its varied forms and combi-
nations, is very abundantly distributed upon
and within the superficial crust of the earth,
forming, in many localities, hills and ranges of
hills, and sometimes entire mountains. It is

very rich in mineral veins, the clay porphyries
being the most abundantly supplied with them.
The method in use with the Italians, who work
up the pieces of the old porphyry columns
originally brought by the Romans from Egypt,
is with a brass saw without any teeth. With
this, together with emery and water, they rub
and wear the stone with unwearied patience.

Leon Battista Alberti recommends goat’s

blood to be used for tempering the chisels for

working it, but experience has proved its in-

adequacy, although by this means the
sculptors were enabled to make a flat or oval
form, but could never attain any thing like a
figure. In 1355 Cosmo de Medicis is said to
have distilled a water from certain herbs
with which his sculptor, Francesco Taddi,
gave his tools such an admirable hardness and

temper, as that he performed some fine works
with them, particularly Christ’s head in demi-

relievo, and Cosmo’s head and his duchess’s.

Even the very hair and beard, how difficult so-

ever, are here well conducted
;
and there is

nothing of the kind better in all the works of

the ancients. This account is, however, very

apocryphal, and it is more than probable that

he followed the more certain but prolonged

action of gem engraving. The French have

discovered another mode of cutting porphyry,

viz. with an iron saw without teeth, and with a

grez, a kind of freestone pulverized, and
water.

Porphyry, on accountof its hardness, is much
valued in chemistry, furnishing mortars, &c.

;

colourmen also useitas stones on which to grind

or levigate their powders, and the same quality

renders it applicable to other similar purposes.

Its capability of atttaining the most beautiful

polish has also caused it to be brought into use

and employed in architectural ornaments: thus,

in a church in Rome, there are two beautiful

columns of black porphyry
;

there are also

many monuments still existing in the Eternal
City, composed of this material, as well as
modern works of art, wrought by the Italians

from the broken pillars. The tomb of Con-
stantia is one of the most considerable pieces

now remaining entire. Apollo’s and the busts

of the twelve emperors now in the Tuilleries

are all in porphyry. Cleopatra’s needle, as it

is commonly termed, and the fellow obelisk, as

well as another obelisk near Cairo, and nume-
rous figures scattered throughout Egypt, are

wrought in this material. In the East Indies,

black porphyry was formerly very entensively

used in the architecture and architectural or-

naments of the temples; and the Chinese are
evidently Acquainted with some mode by which
they can fashion it, as it is reported to be used
there in their palaces and temples, and even for

domestic ornaments.

Pliny, speaking of the mineral excavations
taking place in his days, says, “ We hew down
mountains, and we drag them from their base
in quest of objects which may gratify our
luxury. We remove the barriers which nature
seemed to have placed between nations, and we
construct vessels exclusively adapted to the
transportation of marble.” In periods still

more remote, we find the Egyptians waging
the same mighty warfare, penetrating to the
very heart of the mountains to form a resting-

place for their dead, erecting mighty barriers

against the encroachments of the Nile, and
building pyramids of brick and stone vieing in

size with the mountains surrounding them.
Writers find it difficult to conceive what tools

the Egyptians used to fashion those mighty
porphyritic monuments, whose gem-like hard-
ness defies the best-tempered steel of our
times, and many of them doubt the existence
of steel implements at this early epoch

; but
upon diligently tracing effects to their primary
causes, we find a ready solution to the enigma.
Egyptian porphyry forms in the same manner
as Egyptian jasper, and under precisely the
same conditions, being at first simply cohe-
sive, and readily separable in its parts, but
gradually acquiring, by long continuous atmo-
spheric heat, a more perfect unity of parts, and,
in proportion to its exposed situation, a gi eater

degree of hardness. Upon examining the
quarries from whence the obelisks and pillars

were taken, we find abundant evidence, in the
chisel-marks, of iron implements having been
used, and this is also demonstrated by the
broken fragments scattered around

;
these may

also be adduced as reasonable proofs of the
porphyry having been in those early ages, and
while hidden within the earth, or shielded by
its position from the direct action of the sun,
much softer than it is in the present day.
This change in the condition of rock is com-
mon to every species

;
thus, much of the carbon-

ate of lime in the bowels of the mountains is

exceedingly soft in the present day; as for in-

stance, the inner chamber of the tomb of the
kings discovered by Belzoni

; but upon long
exposure to the atmospheric action, it becomes
highly indurated. Again, some of the huge
porphyritic bodies exhibit phases of change in

their physical condition, as they have dipped
into the earth, and the monument, or other
sculptured object, some of which we have in
the British Museum, exhibits a party-coloured
appearance, as though formed by different
kinds of rock. Again, in the gallery of Egyp-
tian antiquities, maybe observed figures sculp-

tured in breccia, which is none other than the

first passage of nature into the crystalline or
serai-crystalline form of rock

;
and here, it

may be observed, cohesion terminates, as the
sand and gravel bed dips into the bosom of the

earth.

It should be known that all varieties of rock,

while existing in their natural state, undergo
changes until they have attained perfection,

according to their nature, passing gradually
from their disintegrated form of earth to their

matured or indurated state, when they become
incapable of further change in atomic struc-

ture, and continue to exist in this state, on
sufferance of climate, or absence of corroding
or destroying causes. As the soft nodules of
silica harden into gems upon exposure to

tropical heat, so the larger siliceous mass,
termed porphyry, progresses towards the like

improved condition, the degree of hardness it

acquires depending on the nature, union, and
disposition of its material. Some of the por-
phyries are closely allied to breccia, the sands
and pebbles being cemented together by clay

;

and the highly indurated clay porphyry is the
hardest of all varieties, being in the topaz-like
state; but inasmuch as in many varieties it

contains bodies simply siliceous, or of a still

softer nature, so is it very often exceedingly
variable in this respect, even in the same piece
of rock.

The Egyptians were well acquainted with
corundum, the sapphire, the ruby, the emerald,
the topaz, emery and adamantine spar, and
also with the fact, that the pounded material of
the porphyry, as well as the sandy particles,

partook of the nature of the rock, and I am
therefore inclined to suppose that they made
free use of bodies of this nature, as the natives

of the East do in the present day. Da Costa
imagines, that by unwearied diligence and
with numbers of common tools, they rudely

hewed and broke the stone into the intended
figure, and by continued application reduced
it into regular designs. The modes of work-
ing it into figures were various, for some
appear to have been wrought with the chisel,

others with the saw, others with wheels, and
others have evidently been ground down with
emery, or some other very hard substance.

There is no doubt that much time and labour
were bestowed upon them, and time and labour
were of as little value to the rulers of Egypt in

those days as they are at present; of this we
have evidence in the multitudes employed on
the pyramids and other public works, inde-

pendent of the incessant labour of canal

difftpng.

Wallerius makes porphyrya speciesofjasper;
and, as 1 have previously observed, there is in both
an uniformity of composition and character,
and both are formed under the same influences;

the existing differences arise from the former
consisting of large ponderable masses Or bedsj

whereas the jaspers are merely small nodules.

The purple porphyry is extremely hard,

compact, and heavy, of a fine strong purple,

variegated more or less with pale red and
white, and with a small number of little black
flaky spots. Its purple is of all degrees, from
the deep tinge of the violet to a pure claret

colour. It abounds in Egypt; and the smaller

masses or nodules concreting together, pass by
transition into rose jasper : this is also another
striking proof that the one and the other claim
the same common origin.

In the above explanations on the origin of
porphyry and Egyptian jasper, I have demon-
strated the non-volcanic nature of these rocks
and stones; in the Egyptian and Nubian
deserts, where they abound, and from whence
they have been formerly quarried, in order
to administer to the grandeur and luxury of
the Romans, they are disposed in and among
pure and undisturbed oceanic beds, the jaspers

forming the surface of the valleys, from the

fossilized remains of oceanic bodies, separate-
ly, as fossilized fishes, moluscous and crusta-

ceous animals; or united in clumps or small
groups by a calcareous cement analogous to

their nature; the porphyries, on the other band,
are vast aggregate masses, composed of all

these various bodies and fragments of bodies,

presenting elevated cliffs and hills of this most
beautiful product, in conjunction with many
beautiful coloured marbles. Their laws of
formation are long continuous atmospheric
heat, exercised upon a desert or sterile soil,

pregnant with saline matters, acids, and alka-

lies in their uncombined state, and the absence
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of rain or communicating- water. The term
plutonic rocks is therefore wholly misapplied,

so far as regards volcanic influence
;
that they

bear some resemblance to lavas is very natural

to suppose, for analogous lavas are of analogous
formation

;
and the action of the fire, although

it causes a displacement and eruption of the

material, and more finely levigates the organic
remains of which it is composed, cannot alter

the character of its earths
;

still, there is no
instance on record of lava passing into the

state of porphyry, and therefore no foundation

for the geological speculations of the present
day, built upon these supposed plutonic rocks.
On the other hand, considered as one of the
first-formed rocks after limestone, and when
of purely oceanic materials, it may be con-
sidered primary

;
but considered in common

with others, as even now forming in those hot
distant climates, it is equally reasonable to

term it secondary and recent

:

the reader will

therefore bear in view these distinctions, care-
fully avoiding the common vulgar error of
generalizing on particular phenomena, for the
operations of nature, cameleon-like, indefinitely

vary.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Church of England School at Overbury.,
Gloucestershire.-— It is intended to erect a
school-house in the above parish, for educating
the children of the poor. A very convenient
site for the building has been promised on
purchase.

An additional donation of 500/. from the
Rev. Dr. Warneford has been announced sub-
sequently to laying the foundation-stone of the
chapel attached to Queen’s College, Birming-
ham.

The Bill prepared by the vicar for the new
arrangement of the parish of Leeds has re-

ceived the final consent of the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners, and will be cordially supported
by her Majesty’s Government.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Atmospheric Railway to Halifax.—Mr. G.
Buckston Browne, a civil engineer, sets forth
in a local paper, a scheme for an Atmospheric
Railway from Halifax to Bradford. It appears
that the line would be about 7J miles in length,

and that it is peculiarly adapted for the appli-

cation to the Atmospheric principle, having a
short summit level about half-way between the
two termini, at which point the entire stationary

• engine establishment would be concentrated.
The trains (adds Mr. Browne) will thus be

' drawn up to the summit, and the remainder
' of the journey be performed by gravity alone;
a single line of rails will be quite sufficient for

I'
double the amount of traffic that can be brought
upon it. He proposes to apply also Messrs.

1 Cooke and Wheatstone’s electrical telegraph,

i in connection with which, says Mr. Browne,
l the Atmospheric Railway “combines a degree
of safety, with speed, unattainable by the loco-

i motive; it admits also of being worked in

; a grest variety of ways; the trains may traverse
l the whole distance without stoppage, or they
i may stop at any point, either ascending or
descending, where it may be found profitable

jt to do so
;

and further, one very important
f advantage which this system has over the
|1 locomotive consists in the facts, that while
it the locomotive, to be worked economically,
]i requires a maximum load, and of course a
1 limited number of trains, the Atmospheric
f system admits of an unlimited number of
t trains, with very little increased cost.

Exeter and Crediton Railway.—We under-
f stand that for the twelve hundred shares in

t this undertaking there have been applications

t to the amount of five thousand. Nothing can
i more forcibly display the public confidence

li in this species of investment.

—

Exeter Gazette.

i German Railways.—The Wurzburg Ga-
i alette informs us, from Breslau, that the treaty
'f for the construction of the Thurongen rail-

r road has been signed by the governments
i interested in it, viz., Prussia, Saxe Weimer,

p and Saxe Coburg Gotha.

The York and Scarborough Railway Bill

v was read a third time, in the House of Lords,
(i on Tuesday evening week, and passed. The

jl' length of the line is about forty-two miles,

v with a branch of rather more than six miles
;

it, the estimated cost is 260,000/.

PATENTS RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE,
ENGINEERING, &c.

Granted between 21th April and 23rd of
May, 1844.

[six months for enrolment.]

Pierre Armand Lecomte de Fontainemo-
reau, of Skinner’s-place, Size-lane, merchant,
for a new mode of constructing barometers
and other pneumatic instruments, being a com-
munication. April 27.

John Dixon, of Wolverhampton, iron-master,

for improvements in heating air for blast fur-

naces, and for other uses. April 27.

Arthur Wall, of Bisterne-place, Poplar, sur-

geon, for certain improvements in the manu-
facture of steel, copper, and other metals.

April 27.

Isaiah Davies, of Birmingham, engineer, for

certain improvements in steam-engines, part

of which improvements are applicable to im-
pelling wheel carriages. April 27.

Edward Cobhold, of Melford, Suffolk, master
of arts, clerk, for improvements in the prepa-
ration of peat, rendering it applicable to several

useful purposes, particularly for fuel. April 27.

William Jeffries, of Little Sussex-place,

Hyde Park-gardens, for improvements in

sweeping chimneys, and in apparatus to prevent
chimneys from smoking. April 30.

Robert Gordon, of Heaton Foundry, Stock-
port, millwrightandengineer,for improvements
in grinding wheat and other grain, and in

dressing flour or meal, which improvements in

grindingare also applicable to grinding cements
and other substances. April 30.

William Fairbairn and John Hethrington, of
Manchester, engineers, for certain improve-
ments in stationary steam-boilers, and in the

furnaces and flues connected therewith. April
30.

Jacob Samuda, of Southwark iron works,
engineer, and Joseph D’Aguilar Samuda, of

the same place, engineer, for certain improve-
ments in the manufacture and arrangement of

parts and apparatus for the construction and
working of atmospheric railways. April 30.

John Melville, of Upper Harley-street, Esq.,

for improvements in the construction and modes
of working railroads. April 30.

James Hayman, of Mount-street, Lambeth,
corn-dealer, for an improved construction and
arrangement of certain parts of omnibuses and
other vehicles. April 30.

Robert Corden, of Nottingham, tobacco-

manufacturer, and Sidney Smith, of the same
place, engineer, for improved economical ap-

paratus for making gas for illuminations.

April 30.

William Colborne Cambridge, of Market
Lavington, Wilts, agricultural machine maker,
for certain improvements, first, in machinery
for rolling or crushing ground

;
second, for

cutting and threshing agricultural products;

and, third, an improved adaptation of horse

power to threshing-machinery, which may also

be applied to other purposes. April 30.

Charles Watterson, of the firm of Macguire,
Watterson, and Co., Manchester, soap manu-
facturers, for certain improvements in the

manufacture of soap. May 8.

Joseph Wright, of Gough-street, Gray’s-inn-

lane, coach-builder, for certain improvements
in railway and other carriages. (Being a com-
munication.) May 8.

James Grant, of Vine-street, Westminster,
gas-fitter, for improvements in the means of

ventilating buildings and other places where a

change of air is required. May 8.

William Vose Pickett, of Tottenham, Esq.,

for certain methods of preparing in metal, or

other substances, the parts and features of

architectural construction and decoration, and

for applying the same in the construction and
arrangement of houses and other buildings.

May 8.

Thomas Grimsley, of Oxford, sculptor, for

a new method of constructing a self-support-

ing fire-proof roof, and other parts of buildings,

with bricks and tiles formed from unimproved
machine. May 14. Two months.

Edward Hill, of Hart’s Hill, Worcester,

iron manufacturer, for improvements in the

manufacture of railway and other axles, shafts,

and bars. May 14.

William Walker, jun., of Brown-street,
Manchester, hydraulic engineer, for improve-
ments in warming and ventilating apartments
and buildings. May 14.

Peter Armand Lecomte de Fountaine-
moreau, of Skinner’s-place, Size-lane, London,
for a new and improved mode or method of
paving and covering roads and other ways or
surfaces, being a communication. May 15.

Henry Holmes, of Derby, cutler, for im-
provements in the manufacture of bricks,
tiles, and other plastic substances. May 15.

John M‘Intosh, of Glasgow, gentleman, for
certain improvements in revolving engines,
and an improved method of producing motive
power, and of propelling vessels. May 17.

James Pilbrow, of Tottenham, civil engi-
neer, for certain improvements in the ma-
chinery for, or a new method of propelling
carriages on railways and common roads, and
vessels on rivers and canals, &c. May 17*

Thomas Martin, of Withybush, Haverford-
west, Pembroke, for certain improvements in
the construction of slated roofs, flats or floors,

tanks, or cisterns, or reservoirs for water, and
in pipes, tubes, or channels of the same
material, for the conveyance of water. May 22.

James Petrie, of Rochdale, Lancaster, en-

gineer, for certain improvements in steam
engines. May 22.

James Bremner, of Pulteney Town, Caith-
ness, civil engineer, for certain arrangements
for constructing harbours, piers, and buildings

in water, for cleansing harbours, and for

raising sunken vessels. May 22.

John Henry Moor, of Lincoln’s-inn-fields,

gent., for certain improvements in the con-
struction of carriages generally. May 23.

Richard Wilson, of Newcastle, builder, for

improvements in the manufacture of tiles.

May 23.

John Wilkie, of Glasgow, mechanic, for im-
provements in machinery or apparatus for

working wood into the various forms required

for making doors, window-shutters, window-
sashes, mouldings, flooring, and other pur-
poses. May 23.

John Taylor, of Duke-street, A delphi, gent.,

for certain new mechanical combinations, by
means of which economy of power and of fuel

are obtained in the use of the steam-engine.
May 23.

SCOTCH PATENTS.
William Henry Barlow, of Leicester, civil-

engineer, for improvements in the construction

of keys, wedges, or fastenings for engineering

purposes. April 24.

John Dixon, of Wolverhampton, ironmaster,

for improvements in heating air for blast fur-

naces, and for other uses. April 24.

John M'Intosh, Glasgow, for certain improve-
ments in revolving machines, and an improved
method of producing motive power, and of

propelling vessels. April 30.

William Irving, of 102, Regent-street,

Lambeth, Surrey, for improved machinery and
apparatus for cutting and carving substances to

be applied for inlaying and other purposes.

May 3.

James Murray, of the Garnkirk Coal Com-
pany, in the parish of Cadder, of Lanark,

Scotland, for a new method of using and apply-

ing artificial gas made from coal, oil, or other

substances for lighting and ventilating caverns,

pits, or mines, or other pits, where minerals

or metals are worked or extracted. May 3.

James Bremner, residing at Pulteney Town,
Caithness, civil-engineer, for certain arrange-

ments for constructing harbours, piers, and

buildings in water, for cleansing harbours, and

for raising sunken vessels. May 9.

John Wilkie, of Glasgow, mechanic, for im-

provements in machinery or apparatus for

working wood into the various forms for

making doors, window-shutters, window-

sashes, mouldings, flooring, and other pur-

poses. May 16.

Bristol Docks. — The Dock Company

have requested the advice and assistance of

Mr. Brunei, respecting the extensive repairs

necessary to be effected to the narrow lock o

Cumberland Basin.



ARCHITECTURAL GEOMETRY, No. II.—
TUDOR ARCHES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

g 1R)—Beneath is a method of finding the

centres for describing the Tudor arch to any

width and height: it is not a solution of the

proposition given by a “ Subscriber from the

Beginning;” it may, however, be of service.

as follows. Join A E and E D, and bisect them;

the intersection of the bisecting line of A E
with the base A B will give the centre, I, of the

arc AE. Through E I draw the indefinite line

E H, and the intersection of the bisecting line

of E D with this indefinite line will give the

centre, H, of the arc E D.

I believe, however, the ancient Freemasons

did not work on this principle ; they did not

fix by arbitrary choice the width and height

of their arches. By a careful study of the

existing arches, it will be found that the cen-

tral points are determined by geometrical pro-

portions. The base was divided into a certain

number of parts, three, four, five, or six, or more,

the first division of which gives the centre of

the springing of the arch. The other centres

are formed on lines let fall perpendicularly on
these points from the baseline in some definite

proportion, as follows:

—

Let A B be the springing line, and C D
the height of the arch; draw B E perpendicular

to A B, and make it equal to two-thirds of

the height C D; join E D, and draw D F
perpencicular to EI); make B G and D H
each equal to B E

;
join G H, and from the

middle of G H draw a F perpendicular to

GH, meeting D F in F; then F and G are

the centres for describing the curves, and the

two arcs will meet in the line F G I, which
passes through their centres. By drawing

F J parallel to A B, and producing O C to

O, the centres for the other side of the arch

will be found by making J O equal to F O,
and A K equal to B C.— I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

Liverpool, June, 1844. H. W.

ARCHITECTURAL GEOMETRY.—No. III.

Sir,—The centres of the Tudor arch re-

quired by your correspondent will be found

— \'r
\

In the first figure the base is divided into

four parts, and the second centre, C, is three

parts distant from the base line.

In the second example, the second centre is

found by drawing the line D G through the

apex of the equilateral triangle D F E.

In the third, the distance E G is the diagonal

of the square D E : this I found from a door-

way at Croydon Palace.

The above will be sufficient to shew to

students the infinite variety of form which may
be obtained by geometrical proportion. The
old architects did not trust to the “ rule of

thumb.”—I am, Sir, yours, &c., T. L.

ARCHITECTURAL GEOMETRY.—No. IV.

Sir,—In your last number a correspondent I Tudor arch. The following is a method of

requests the solution of a problem on the
|

drawing Tudor arches fiom similar data.

A C half the width of the arch, C D height,

D F direction of the chord of the upper arch.

Produce C A indefinitely to the left, pro-

duce D F till it meets the horizontal line C A
in F. Draw A B. perpendicularly to C A,

make B K=A B. Draw K I perpendicular

to D F, then will I be the centre of a circle

to which D F forms a tangent, and the half arch

A Iv D is one of the limits of the problem,

the radius of the upper part K D being infi-

nite, and therefore the curvature is nothing

measurable.

Again, draw D L parallel to F C, and make
the angle to D M = half a right angle.

Draw A E, making an angle with CA=G
D M, bisect ED in G. Draw G 0 perpendi-

cular to FD, cutting DC produced in 0.

Join E O, cutting H C in H, thus will H and

O be the centres of an arch which is the other

limit of the problem, between which limits

an infinite number of Tudor arches may be

described, which will answer the conditions

of the problem, so that any radius less than

A Id and greater than A I will be the radius

of the lower part of the Tudor arch agreeing

with the data. The arch will be more or less

pointed as the centre of the lower portion

is chosen near to or remote from I.

The demonstration of the first limit is

apparent, but the last is not so, and it there-

fore remains to be proved that the angle A E H
is isoceles or the side H A = to the side H E,

wmmmm **&*&, &£**%**&%
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Because the angles EGO and DCF are
similar.

• •
. the angle G O E = to D F C.

.
•

. the angles F E II and H NO are similar.

Hence, the angle F E H= E GO+GOE.
.*. E GO+2GO E=HNO +NOH =

AE + HEA.
.-. J(EGO+2GOE)= £ (HAE + II

E A)=H A E=G DM.
.

•
. H AE= HEA, which proves H A

equal to H E.

There are other properties, not altogether
without interest, connected with the problem,
but I dare say the figures will satisfy your
querist. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

J. Burlison.

CTormjjonlrntce.

COMPETITION IN BUILDING.
Sir,—As there neverwas ameasure proposed

in the legislature that did not meet with oppo-
sition from some quarter or other, no mat-
ter how advantageous it might prove to the

community at large, so it would appear that

the measure I had the honour of proposing,

through the medium of your valuable publi-

cation has been opposed. I allude to the

policy of builders making their contracts by
schedule instead of by estimate.

Your correspondent, L.Q.G., appears to

treat the matter truly very summarily. Yet,
I would venture, with your permission, to

ask him a few questions upon the point, and
first, is he a private individual requiring the
services of a contractor, or builder ? if so, let

him act upon the broad principle of upright-
ness, and render to the individual he employs full

value for value received. Nothing less ; other-
wise the “ insatiable desire for gain ” must
rest at his ow n door, and not at that of his con-
tractor. Second. Is he a contractor? if so,

whether had he better work for the sake of
working, without profit, and of course to

the injury of his brethren in the business (to use
a coarse phrase, by helping to cut their
throats), which is the end of estimating, or
does he desire a remunerative rate of pay for

. the work he performs? If the former be the

I
case, the “ insatiable desire for gaining,”

;

the ruin of his business, rests at his own door,

to the loss of his capital, the waste of his

i time, and the consequent injury of his family.

If the latter be his desire, then he sureiv
i cannot be in earnest in his remarks published
in vour last.

I am willing to admit that the sins of our
'grandsires in the business have done much to

reduce the profits of the builders, but surely

their misdeeds should not be visited upon the
third and fourth generations, which have pro-
tfitted by the experience, dearly purchased, of
such mistaken policy.

It is my firm nvi . at if the old
Isy9tem of prices co ctl n

>

Iblished, no such b y schedule were re-esta-

L.O.G. would be complaints as that named by

ipays his grocer, found. I make no doubt he

ed his account • aving first carefully scrutiniz-

l of profit is laid On n Pon that a reasonable degree

'Dther branches eac^ art ’c' e > an<^ so with most

not L.O.G. iv
th0 trade, and yet I doubt

or other tra ou^ stare as much at a grocer

were he to^er as wo,, 'd the grocer at him

estimate of Sav
>
“ Will you supply to mean

what Groceries my family re-
quires by the year?” without first delivering a
ichedule of prices for each article that might
lav probability be required.

If L.O.G. be a contractor, let me earnestly,

land with a friendly spirit, recommend him
i o turn these matters carefully in bis mind,
und use bis abilities in forwarding those ob-

jieets which would prove a permanent benefit

to bis children’s children, instead of having a

jnostile effect.

I am, Sir, yours, &c
,

Brecon, 10th June, 1844. Stabilitas.

CLIMBING-BOYS.
f Sir,—T have, as a regular subscriber to

piourjournal, read with much pleasure some able

remarks in your leading article of last week
lelative to the proposed new Building Act, in

eie “re-institution of the use of climbing

>\ovs,” and bee- to direct the attention of the

nlommitt.ee of Master Carpenters, to the fact

f Mr. Seth Smith, the eminent builder of

alaton-square, so far back as the^vear 1830,
saving most effectually accomplished a me-

tallic lining for flues, which has been to my
knowledge successfully applied to new anil

old buildings, wherein the emission of smoke
through the joints of the brick-work was
completely prevented, the draught of the flue
adjusted, and the use of climbing-boys totally

superseded

;

and perhaps, Sir, in justification

of these remarks, I cannot do better than
quote from a work written by Mr. Smith, at

the above period (published by Carpenter and
Son, Old Bond Street), where the author, with
great truth, stated, “ Besides the application
of the metallic tubes to chimneys in new
houses, they may also be introduced into, and
form perfect linings to the flues of old and
imperfect chimneys in any other buildings;”
and again Mr. Smith observes, that in
“ forming a complete fire-proof lining to

chimneys, the ‘metallic lining’ has the
additional advantage of suppressing the odious,

painful, and sometimes fatal practice of climb-
ing-boys.” I am, Sir, yours obediently,

Edward Nangle.
Knightsbridge Green, June 12.

long’s patent ornamental glass.

Sir,— I expected to have seen in The
Builder, with your remarks upon the works
of art sent in for the Parliament Houses, some
account of Long’s patent glass. Having a man-
sion in the country near completion, where I

had some thoughts of adopting the article in

question, I should feel obliged by your giving
me your opinion.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

Fabricator.

[We refer our correspondent to an article upon
the subject which appeared in The Builder last

year. Long's glass is appropriate for such a
purpose, for superseding window-blinds, for lights

in doors, which through bad planning are often
rendered necessary in buildings, and for a variety

of other purposes; the patterns are numerous

;

many people admire the engine-turned specimens,
though for ourselves we prefer the less formal
patterns.—Ed.]

fHiBrcUaitra.

Public Works and Buildings.—A par-
liamentary paper, under the head of “ Mis-
cellaneous Estimates,” was issued on Satur-

day. Its title is “ Public Works and Build-

ings.” It appears from it that for public
buildings and royal palaces the estimate was,
in 1842, 106,085/.; in 1843, 105,636/., and in

1844, 112,190/. For Houses of Parliament
(temporary), in 1842, 5,395/.; in 1843, 9,590/.,

and in 1844, 5,420/. For new Houses of Par.

liam ent
,
i„ 184

3
’ 105.°0W- ;

i" 1843, Ho,0001,

and in 1844, 60,000/. For Trafagar-s9l,a
re,

in 1843, 12.000/., and in 1844, 7,000/. For
Holyhead Roads Harbour, &c., in 1842,

4,753/.; in 1843, 4,169., and in 1844, 4,164/.

For Caledonian Canal, in 1842,50,000/.; in

1843, 5,000/., and in 1 844, 50,000/. For parks,

buildings, &c., in Ireland, in 1842. 1 7 ,659/.

;

1843, 25,376/., and in 1844. 26,871/. For
Kingstown Harbour, in 1842, 10,000/.; in

1843, 10,000/, and in 1844, 8,000/. For Port

Patrick Harbour, in 1843, 4,500/. For the

Hall of General Assembly of the Church of

Scotland, Edinburgh, in 1842,1,936/. This
table of expenditure exhibits an increase in

the estimates for the present year as compared
with 1842, of 22,342/., and a decrease of

49,525/., shewing a net decrease of 27,183/.

It also exhibits an increase, in relation to

the past year, of 53,049/., and a decrease of

95,675/., shewing a net decrease of 42,626/.

It will be seen from this return that the sums

estimated for expenditure upon public build-

ings in Ireland, have, during the last two

years, considerably exceeded the estimates of

the year 1842.

The Nelson Testimonial.—The Em-
peror having ascertained that the funds for the

erection of this national tribute to our grea test

naval hero were inadequate to its completion,

immediately directe' Count OrloflF to enclose

a draught for 500/. to the Duke of Wellington,

the draught was accompanied by a letter from

the Count, written by command of his Majesty,

and expressive of the pleasure tho Emperor
felt in contributing towards the erection of a

testimonial to so great a warrior.— Times.

Byron’s Statue by Thorwaldsen.—

A

case of an extraordinary nature, and in which
the names of two of the greatest characters of
the age will figure, is about to be brought
before the London tribunals. Thorwaldsen,
as is it well known, had executed a colossal

statue of Lord Byron, which he considered as

one of his best works, and presented it to the

chapter of Westminster, on condition of its

being placed in that cathedral, beside the
monuments of other poets. The chapter at
first accepted the offer

;
but it is equally well

known that some scruples were raised after-
wards against placing the author of “ Don
Juan” in this national mausoleum; and
the case containing the marble was never
claimed by the chapter. The testamentary
executor of Thorwaldsen being informed of
this state of things, made some inquiries, and
the master-piece of Thorwaldsen was found
lying on the floor of a cellar in a state of ex-
treme deterioration, amongst the fragments of
the case, which the humidity of the place had
reduced to a state of perfect rottenness. Con-
sequently, a person duly authorized by the

executor addressed a formal reclamation to the
authorities, but when the Custom-house officers

went with him to tho cellar, it was found that

the statue had disappeared, and nothing but
fragments of the case remained behind. The
executors then addressed to the Custom-house
a demand for indemnity. This, however, was
refused, under the plea that it cannot be
answerable for goods refused by the parties to

whom they are addressed, and that.such goods
remain in their stores solely at the expense
and risk of those to whom they belong. At
this stage, in fine, the executors have resolved

on bringing an action for damages against the

Custom-house of London. The sum claimed

is 30,000/. (750,000f.), at which the statue was
valued by the artists of Rome on its being

shipped to London.

Visit op the Emperor of Russia to
the New Houses of Parliament.—His
Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia,
accompanied by Baron Brunow and suite,

arrived as early as a quarter before 11 o’clock,

and were shortly afterwards joined by His
Royal Highness Prince Albert and the Earl
of Lincoln. His Majesty took the highest
interest in the progress of the works, minutely
examining the quality of the stone and its

workmanship, and was much pleased with the
regularity and orderly procedure of the im-
mense body of masons and other workmen,
as well as with the ingenuity displayed in
moving the various materials. The Emperor
and His Royal Highness having taken a view
of the river front, ascended the temporary
staircase at the Victoria Tower, anj having

walked for a considerable distance upon the

top of the unprotected walls of the Victoria

Gallery, proceeded to examine the interior

of the new House of Lords (which is now
just ready to receive the roof), passing over

the ordinary scaffolding to the house lobby

and the central hall, whence the Royal and

distinguished visiters proceeded to the model

and sculpture rooms. His Imperial Majesty

evinced the liveliest interest in the whole of

the works, and it was exceedingly gratifying

to observe the freedom and condescension

with which His Majesty conversed with Mr.

Barry upon the design and arrangements of

the various parts. Mr. Barry had the honour

of escorting the Royal party, attended by Mr.

Grissell.

The New Commercial Banking Office.

— On Tuesday, the foundation-stone of the

buildinc- about to be erected in George-street

by the Commercial Bank of Scotland, was laid

in presence of the directors and office-bearers

of the bank, by James Wyld, Esq., of Gilston,

one of the original directors. The various

coins now in use, with some documents, were

deposited in the centre of the stone. I he

plan of this building is by Mr. David Rhina,

and reflects the greatest credit on the genius

and taste of the architect. It is in the Grecian

style of architecture; and will add another

striking and graceful feature to George-street,

where so many of our public institutions are

now concentrating .—Edinburgh 1 aper.

It is the intention of the Earl of Carlisle

to rebuild Naworth Castle in a style pf

princely magnificence.
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The Metropolitan Improvements.

—

The greater portion of the houses between

Charlotte-street, Bloomsbury, and Oxford-

street—to be removed for the formation of the

new street—have been taken down to the

foundation. Among the number is the Hare

and Hounds public-house, situate near the

station-house of the E division, which was

formerly a celebrated resort of the Londoners

in the 16th and 17th centuries. Till the reign

of Charles II. it was known by the sign of the

Beggars’ Bush, when the name became altered

in consequence of a hare having been hunted

and caught there, where it was afterwards

cooked and eaten. This locality has under-

gone many changes. There was during the

reign of Henry I. an hospital for lepers, which

was founded by Matilda, the wife of that king
;

and subsequently the scaffold was removed to

that spot from Smithfield, upon which the first

victim was Lord Cobham, the friend of Henry
V., who was hung in chains, and burnt by a

slow fire, and which scaffold was afterwards

taken to Tyburn. In a few days the site of

the above public-house will be lost, as it will be

nearly in the centre of the new street. Between
Bedford Chapel and High-street, St. Giles’s,

—which was a short time ago the parish stone-

yard—poles are erected to form the line of the

new houses, the cellars of which are now being

formed. In Belton-street, leading from High-

street to Long Acre, the new church of Christ

Church, the foundation-stone of which was
laid a few weeks ago on the east side of the

street, is in a state of great forwardness, and

but few houses remain between there and

Long Acre to be demolished. In Cranborn-
street, an entirely new pavement has been laid

down, giving the public thoroughfare all the

appearance of a street; and in a short time

houses will be erected on the opposite side, for

which the various cellars are formed.

The New Royal Exchange.—On Satur-

day afternoon much interest and curiosity

were excited in Cheapside on observing a

vehicle proceeding slowly along, with a par-

tially covered colossal figure in it, from the

studio of Westmacott, the sculptor. Many
persons, believing it to be the celebrated

statute of the Duke of Wellington intended to

be raised in front of the new Exchange,
followed it to the spot, when it proved to be

one of the figures for ornamenting the pedi-

ment of that edifice, many of which were

already within the inclosure, and some of

them elevated to their places. They are all

colossal, of Carrara marble, and emblematic

of British industry and enterprise.

Royal Institute of Architects.—The
following are the office bearers for the ensuing

year:—President, Earl de Grey; Vice-presi-

dents, Messrs. H. E. Kendall, J. B. Papworth,
and George Smith

;
Members of Council,

Messrs. W. Booth, Foxhall, George Godwin,
W. Grellier, S. Beazley, James Noble, C.

Parker, W. F. Pocock, H. Roberts, and James
Thompson; Hon. Secretaries, Messrs. A.
Poynter, and G. Bailey; Foreign Secretary,

T. L. Donaldson.

Goethe.—The statue of Goethe meets in

Frankfort with a fate to similar that of Byron
in London, which has lain in the Custom-
House for several years. The magistrates of

Frankfort did not appoint any place within

the town to erect Goethe’s statue
;

it will be

placed in a lonely alley, without the gates

of the city of his birth.

Woolwich.—Under the superintendence

of Capt. Denson, civil engineer, of her Ma-
jesty’s dock-yard, Woolwich, a considerable

enlargement of that establishment is about
to take place. For some time past much in-

convenience has been felt in consequence of
want of room by the boiler-makers belonging

to the yard.

Cornish Engines.—The number of pump-
ing-engines reported for the month of April

is 37—the quantity of coals consumed being

3,380 tons, lifting, in the aggregate, 31,000,000
tons of water 10 fathoms high. The average

duty of the whole is, therefore, 57,000,0001bs.

lifted 1 foot high by the consumption of a
bushel of coal.—Mining Journal.

The beautiful New-road, from the High-
street, Cheltenham, to the back of the College,

formed at the expense and under the direction
of the late Sir Matthew Wood, was thrown
open to the public on Thursday week.

Aorhdeacon Onslow on Pews.—The
venerable archdeacon next alluded to the

subject of selling, letting, and disposing of

pews in parish churches. He had understood

that this practice still obtained within his

archdeaconry. In addition to buying and

selling, he was informed that in some in-

stances persons had claimed certain pews

as their own property, who had not even

a residence in the parish, or were absolutely

separatists! He thought this irregularity

arose from ignorance ot the law rather than

from an intentional infraction thereof. He
was aware that in these days the existence

of pews was condemned, and the restoration

of open seats recommended ;
but he did not

entirely concur in the sentiment. Pews were

useful, as private accommodation for families,

who necessarily felt a greater comfort in

worshipping together and being united in the

house of God. Pews were also conducive

to a more undivided attention to the services.

Nevertheless, be did not approve of them

when not in keeping with the style of the

building, or when they were unsightly, or

obstructed the view ot the pulpit. But to

return to the question of right. It might be

laid down as a general rule that all pews

were the property of the parish : but the

disposal of them was left to the ordinary,

that is, the bishop, and to the churchwarden

under him. They were to be allotted to the

inhabitants according to rank and station,

and in proportion to the extent of their

families. It was also recommended that

the churchwarden should be guided by the

advice of the minister. The bishop’s au-

thority in the disposal of pews could only

be superseded by faculty or prescription.

Prescription could only be maintained by im-

memorial usage, and constant repairs by the

claimant; for if proof of repair by the parish

were adduced, the prescription would end.

A faculty appropriated a pew in respect of a

house, the occupier of which, as long as he

remained in the house, and was a member of

the church, was entitled to the pew; but on

the house being re-let, the former tenant could

have no further right. Claims were some-
times made on the plea of long possession,

without disturbance
;
but this could not be

maintained. Even the erection of a seat would

not convey a permanent right; nor would

the grant of a seat to any person and his

heirs be legal. Now, if such was the law,

it followed that the letting and selling of

pews must be a violation thereof. Such
things could only be done by Act of

Parliament. Thus, in new churches, where
large spaces were usually set apart for

the poor, the pews were permitted to be

let, in order to provide an income for the

clergyman. Churchwardens had also been

empowered to let the pews and apply the rents

for repairs in certain instances. In proprie-

tary chapels, which, as partaking of the nature

of private property, did not come within the

range of ecclesiastical laws, pews were legally

let and sold.—Address at Pershore, 21 st Mag.

The Plymouth Breakwater Light-

house is completed. The light is at an eleva-

tion of 63 feet above the level of high-water

spring tides, and appears red in all directions

seaward, and white within the line of the

breakwater. A bell is attached to the light-

house, which is to be rung at intervals in foggy

weather.

The Earl of Aberdeen has purchased Sir

William Allan’s picture of “Sir Walter

Scott dictating to his daughter in the study

at Abbotsford,” now in the exhibition of the

Royal Academy.

srrnum.

Tenders delivered for alterations &c., to the

Salisbury Vicarage.—Alfred Ainger, Esq., Archi-

tect. May 21.

Woolcott and Son

Locke and Nesham . . 895

Burton and Sons

Piper and Sons

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
The oak chest paneling is received and ordered

to be engraved. We should like to be favoured

also with sketches to a larger scale
, of the bosses,

|
crockets, spandrils, and other carving.

(fturwnt ijJrice# of Uttetala.

June 11, 1844.

£. s. d. £. 8. d.

Spelter.—

F

oreign ton . . 0 0 0 to 22 0 0

,, For delivery. . 21 10 0— 21 15 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver per lb. 0 4 6

Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c.per ton 6 5 0— 6 10 0

„ Nail rods 0 00— 7 0 0

,, Hoops 0 0 0 — 8 0 0

„ Sheets 0 0 0— 9 0 0

,, Cargo in Wales .. 0 0 0— 5 15 0

„ Pig, No. 1, Wales 3 15 0— 4 0 0

„ No. 1, Clyde 0 0 0— 3 5 0

„ For., Swedish .. .. 9 5 0— 9 10 0

,, Russian, ccnd 16 10 0

Steel—

S

wedishkeg, p. ton 0 0 0 — 17 0 0

,, ,, Faggot.. 0 0 0— 17 10 0

Copper—

E

nglish sheathing, per lb. — 0 0 94

„ Old ditto. 0 0 84

„ Cake p. ton 82 0 0— 83 0 0

„ Tile 80 0 0—81 0 0

,, S. American ..72 0 0— 74 0 0

Tin—

E

nglish, blocks, &c. cwt 3 13 0

,, ,, bars .... 0 0 0

—

3 14 6

„ Foreign, Banca ...

.

0 0 0

—

3 7 0

,, ,,
Straits. ... 0 0 0— 3 4 0

,, ,,
Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 8 0— 1 13 0

„ „ No. IX 1 14 0— 1 19 0

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—

S

heet milled per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

,, Red 2 1 10 0

„ White 23 10 0

Pig-Lead—

E

nglish .... 16 15 0— 17 0 0

,,
Spanish .... 0 0 0— 16 10 0

ff
American .. 0 0 0— 15 10 0

SHORT and MAHONY, Brokers,

1, Newman's-court, Comhill.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For Masonry and all other work (except Iron-

work) to be done in building a Bridge across the

river Avon, at Bath.—Mr. Manners, City Architect,

Bath. June 25.

For the erection of National Schools, with a re-

sidence for the master and mistress, at St. Ives,

Hunts.—J. D. Hopkins, Esq., Architect, 25,

Bedford-square, London. June 20.

For buildirg a Lock-up House, at St. Ives,

Hunts.—J. D. Hopkins, Esq., Architect, 25,

Bedford-square, London. June 20.

For certain alterations and additions in the

Parish Church of Melksham, in the county of

Wilts.—Messrs. Wyatt and Brandon, Architects,

75, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury. June 21.

For the additions and alterations to the County

Gaol, at Nottingham ;
and the Nisi Prius Court, at

the Shire Hall. (Separate Tenders.) — Messrs.

Hawksley and Jalland, Architects, Nottingham.

June 26.

For building Sewers in Old Fish-street, Trinity-

lane, and several other streets and places adjacent

thereto.—Jos. Daw, Esq., Guildhall. June 25.

For the alterations, improvements, and repairs to

the School House in Hatton Garden. — Mr.

Cooper, Architect, 1, Yerulam -buildings, Gray’s-

Inn. June 29.

For the necessary Iron-work of a Bridge of one

arch, 1 10 feet span, to be built over the river Avon,

at Bath.—Drawings, &c., Mr. Manners, Architect,

1, Oxford-row, Bath. June 25.

For the executing of certain works for the im-

provement of Aberdeen Harbour.—Plans, &c.,Mr.

Abernethy, 69, Waterloo-quay, Aberdeen. June

20 .

COMPETITIONS.
Plans, &c. are wanted for erecting a Church at

Southwall, Notts.—Further particulars, Mr. Wm.
Shaw, Southwall, Notts. The successful com-

petitor will be employed on the usual terms.

A Premium of 100 guineas will be given by the

commissioners appointed to erect a lunatic asylum

in the vicinity of the city of Kingston, Jamaica, to

the person who shall produce the best plan, accom-

panied by a specification, of an asylum for the re-

ception of the insane. The institution must accom-

I

modate 200 patients of both sexes, with the requi-
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SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1844.

OLLOWING
this week our

assigned course

of proceeding,

we again take up

the subject of

our commentary

upon the pro-

posed new Me-
tropolitanBuild-

ing-Act. We have this

moment received a copy of

the report of the Builders’

Society, but regret that

from our late reception of

it we have as yet been

unable to profit by any

suggestions which it may
contain

;
at the same time

we may say that from the

temperate and proper mode
in which that society’s

former report was worded, we have confiden t

hope not only that it may contain valuable sug-

gestions, but that their tone is such as to give

them the greater likelihood of being complied

with : though we have gone through the

schedules of the Bill as amended, we think it

better to postpone till next week the publica-

tion of our remarks on that part ofthe measure

taking, in the mean while, the opportunity for

making another review of them, so that we

may speak with still greater confidence as to

their correctness, policy, and profitable work-

ing; till then we invite all suggestions from

those who understand sufficiently practical build-

ing, and the legal working of Acts of Parlia-

ment, and who have a general acquaintance with

the subject
;

for that which one or two eyes

may fail of discovering after a strict search,

often even a casual observer fortuitously dis-

covers at once
;
one thing, indeed, has some-

what surprised us, which is, that out of the

multitude of letters sent to us, so very few

relate to a measure so important as the one in

question, as though it were generally imagined

that any change in so vital a statute must

be for the better
;
whereas the reverse is the

case, as is most amply attested by the many
unsuccessful attempts to produce a really good

statute. We are confident in stating that by

far the greater part of the evils complained of

under the present Act are purely imaginary,

arising from ignorance of its nature and pro-

visions on the part of those who make such

assertions. The chief requirements under a

new statute are suitableness to the altered

times, extended operation, oblivion of the

obsolete restrictions of the present Act, im-

I
provement where experience has shewn defects,

t the preventing of abuses, and a courting of

{
good building by wise ameliorations of those

; astringent bars in the present statute which
s almost compel a resort to technical evasions

in some cases, in order to carry forward build-

ing at all.

Clause 43 ought to contain summary power
f for the instant removal of chimney-pots, tiles,

a and other loose matters, which commonly
a after storms, and on many other occasions, are

It loose, and frequently merely lie upon the roofs

of buildings, ready with the next gust of wind
to be blown down upon passengers.

The words 11 required to require" are still

inelegantly retained in this clause.

Clause 44, for the reimbursement of the
expense of making good damage caused by the
fall of chimneys, should contain, in addition
to recovery of the value of the building and
furniture, provision for the recovery of the
value of goods or merchandize, or other
property so damaged.

The 46th clause provides for the recovery of
the reasonable expenses of shoring up adjoin-
ing buildings, but does not render such shor-
ing up imperative upon the party building

;
so

that as by common law no man is obliged to
shore up his neighbour’s building, or even to
give him notice to do so, the party building (if
he doubt the likelihood of repayment, or fear
allegation, that through unskilful shoring he
has suffered the adjoining building to fall)

may decline to shore up such building.

We think the 47th clause should not declare
it the duty of the party building to make his
claim within twenty-one days for any
portion of work to repayment for which he may
be entitled.

The wording of clause 49 has been cor-
rected as we suggested.

Clause 50.— “And be it enacted, with
regard to such costs and expenses of works
executed under this Act, so far as relates to
contribution thereto by persons bound or liable
to make contribution, that for the purpose of
enabling the party upon whom the payment
of such costs and expenses shall fall, either in
the first instance or subsequently, to obtain con-
tribution from other persons, being part owners
in like degree, it shall be lawful for every
such first-mentioned person, whether he be free-
holder, copyholder, leaseholder, mortgagee in
possession, and whatever may be his interest or
the nature and extent of such his interest, and
whether he hold in his own right, or in right
of others, and whatever may be the kinds and
degrees of their respective interests, and he is

hereby entitled to a contribution from every
other person having as owner an interest in the
premises of whatever kind or degree

;
which

contribution is to be computed, according to
the amount of his interest, in proportion to
that of other persons interested, so far as such
persons may be known, or can be reached by
process of law or equity; and that it shall be
lawful for any party so interested, and he is

hereby entitled, to require the official-referees
to settle and determine the same by their
award, and their decision shall be final

;
and

that if the person upon whom the payment of
such costs and expenses shall have fallen, have
paid, in respect of the interest of another or
others, either unknown or who could not be
reached by process of any court of law or
equity, more than his own just proportion,
then, on the production of such award, duly
made, signed, and sealed, it shall be lawful for
such person to have and exercise against other
parties against whom such award shall be made,
and he is hereby entitled to the like remedies,
to compel payment of money, as are hereby
given for compelling the first payment of such
costs and charges of such expenses.”

This clause (in the Bill before amended
numbered 49) still contains the incongruity of
setting out by laying expenses upon part owners
in like degree, and then providing for all

manner of interests
;
we think it not impro-

bable that excessive litigation would arise from
acting under this clause

;
in very many cases

no two persons would have interest in like

degree. We must refer again to Mr. Bartholo-
mew’s observations upon the subject. We think
this part of the Bill would “ router-log ” itself.

From clause 53 the minimum dimension of
inhabited rooms of one square has been ex-
punged. The forbidding rooms to be occupied
as dog-kennels requires explanation

;
is it

intended that no dog may be kept within a

house ?

We must again refer strongly to Mr. Bar
tholomew’s observations relative to the 55th
and 56th clauses.

Clause 66. And be it enacted, with regard
to such surveyors to be hereafter appointed
under this Act, except district surveyors ap-
pointed to new districts, so far as relates to
the ensuring the possession of due scientific
and practical qualifications, that it shall be
the duty of the official referees, and of the
president and vice-presidents for the time being
of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
and of the president and vice-presidents for
the time being of the Institution of Civil En-
gineers, and they are hereby authorized to
examine any persons who may present them-
selves to be examined for the purpose of ob-
taining a certificate of qualification, with the
view of becoming candidates for the office
of surveyors of metropolitan buildings of any
district within the limits of this Act, and that
for that purpose it shall be lawful for such
examiners from time to time to appoint such
times as to them may seem fit, and from time
to time to prescribe such course of examina-
tion as to them may seem fit, and that when
such rules shall have been registered by the
registrar of metropolitan buildings, they shall
continue to be in force until they shall be
amended, altered or rescinded by other rules
to be made by sucb examiners and so regis-
tered

;
and that unless one week before the

election of a surveyor for any district created
by this Act, or for any district in respect of
which the office of surveyor may become
vacant, there be produced by or on the part
of any person being candidate for the said
office, a certificate of such examiners, certi-
fying that he has been examined, and that
he was thereby found to be duly qualified
for such office, it shall not be lawful for any
justices, by this Act empowered to appoint
surveyors, to appoint such person to be such
surveyor, and that if such person be so ap-
pointed, his election to such office shall be
void.”

We hardly know what benefit could possibly
result from the president of the Royal Institute
of British Architects being an examiner, lie

being neither an architect nor a surveyor

;

Clause 54.—We think among the dangerous
businesses, floor-cloth manufactories should
be clearly expressed

;
most of those established

have been burnt, and some twice within a very
fewyears; waddingfactorieshave all been burnt;
the cotton-wool spread on strings throughout
every part of sucb buildings in a few seconds,
involving the whole in flame.

we happen to know that with the “Institute”
a knowledge of the technical niceties of the
present Building-Act does not flourish; and we
believe a worse choice of examiners could not
be made. We have all respect for the scien-
tific knowledge of the president and vice-
presidents of the Institution of Civil Engineers;
hut there again we must say their practice
leads them to any thing but a mature know-
ledge of metropolitan building-jurisprudence.
As none but a madman would choose judges
from any but those who practise at the bar,
so prudence and decency require that the ex-
aminers should be those who practise in the
department of the Building-Act. The ex-
aminers, therefore, should be the registrar,
official referees, and district-surveyors, and no
others. After the publication of the two
pamphlets, called “ Transactions of the Royal
Institute of British Architects,” in which are
promulgated roofings and foundation-works,
which have entirely broken up and gone to

utter ruin, no confidence whatever can be
placed in the astuteness of that institut(e)ioN.

While bearing every respect for its individual
members, we are compelled to say that it

would be an insult to the profession at large,

which it by no means represents, and the
confidence of which it most undoubtedly does
not possess, to give it any corporate power
over that profession. It is formed on no
broad basis, except that of a farniente, ex-
travagant expenditure

;
for these reasons we

have resisted all importunities to membership
with it. And there is an extensive belief that

the “ Institute” will in seven years be no longer
in existence; there is indeed no other instance

of a body with similar funds, and professing so

much, which has in a similar wav miscon-

ducted itself. Its proceedings and published

transactions form a bitter contrast with those

of the Institution of Civil Engineers and of the

Royal Corps of Engineers, and have humi-

liated English architecture in the face of all

Europe
;

it has been thought respectable to

join that society, but we never thought so.

In clause 71 and elsewhere our suggestion

has been followed, in so changing the words
“ her present Majesty,” that if the Act endure,

the phraseology may still be appropriate.
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Clause 77.—We must again state that we

think this clause requires some restriction

relative to the non-payment of fees to the

district surveyor, in case work be not in all

respects according to Act. We are convinced

that the worthless part of the building class

will evade the Act, continue to let the time

for remedy elapse, and then evade payment of

the fees. The parties who evade the fees are

always those who cause the district-surveyor

most trouble
;
some of the inferior class of

builders are desperate characters
;
we know a

case in which the offender stood pistol in hand,

and threatened to shoot the district-surveyor if

he did not go away.

The 78th clause, relating to the district-sur-

veyors’ return, is still defective and contradic-

tory : first, it is to contain an account of nil

works executed within the previous month
;

secondly, it is to be deemed to be a certificate

that all the works enumerated therein have

been done in all respects lawfully; and thirdly,

it is not to protect offenders from proceedings

for matters done before the making such

return. Thus the surveyor is literally to

return works improperly done, and then an

indemnity is provided for enabling prosecution.

We repeat Mr. Bartholomew’s suggestion,

that the return “ be deemed to be a certificate

of all works enumerated therein
,
done in all

respects agreeably to this Act
,
and of such

works as have been done contrary thereto,

and of the proceedings which have been taken

thereon.”

Clause 78.—We must again urge the utter

impossibility of two official referees perform-

ing the multitudinous offices proposed to be

thrown upon them
;
we are convinced that if

power to appoint more be not reserved, a new
statute must be made.

In clause 89 the words should for clearness

run, “ he is hereby required to report to the

said commission the matter and the particular

grounds and reasons for his refusal.”

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

May 31.—Professor Daubeny gave a lecture

“ On the Provisions for the Subsistence of Liv-

ing Beings evinced in the Structure of the older

Rocks, and in the phenomena which they ex-

hibit.”—He began by observing, that as the

attention of philosophers was that evening di-

rected to the moon by the eclipse, he thought

it might not be inappropriate to illustrate the

line of his argument by reference to the sup-

posed structure and condition of that satellite.

Supposing then a human being to be trans-

ported to the surface of the moon, and to

contemplate her in that condition in which

astronomers represent her to us as existing

—namely, as destitute both of seas and of an

atmosphere, with vast cup-shaped mountains,

the craters of volcanos, vomiting forth steam

and smoke, and emitting volumes of noxious

gases, would he not conceive the globe in

question abandoned to those destructive agen-

cies which he saw in such intense activity,

rather than that it was in a state of prepara-

tion for the abode of beings constituted like

himself? Yet what the moon now is, geo-

logy leads us to infer that the earth has for-

merly been
;
and from the phenomena now

presented to us by it, we may infer a train of

events to have occurred which, whilst they

must have been at the time utterly destructive

to all kinds of life, nevertheless prepared

the earth for the reception of living beings, and
Tendered it a more agreeable abode to those

which, like man, possessed a feeling of the

sublime and beautiful. The Professor then

proceeded to point out the provisions for the

future existence of living beings which were

made in those earlier stages of the history

of our globe, when it appears to have been

in a condition as chaotic as that of the moon
at present. Those ingredients of the crust

of the earth which seem designed more es-

pecially for the purposes of living beings

may be distinguished into such as minister

to some object of utility for man in particular,

and such as are essential to animals and

vegetables in general. The former class,

being commonly more or less poisonous,

occurs in veins for the most part existing in

the older rocks, being stored, as it were, out

of the way, before living beings were created.

Such are copper, tin, lead, mercury, and other

of the metals. The latter, on the contrary,

are more generally diffused through the strata

of the globe, although, for the most part, in

comparatively minute proportions. Amongst

the latter are the fixed alkalies, which are

present in all felspathic and other rocks of

igneous origin, from which they are slowly

disengaged by the action of air and water,

in proportion as they are required for the

necessities of living beings; whereas if they

had been present in a readily soluble form

in the earth, they would have been washed

into the sea before they could have been made

available for such purposes. Another essential

ingredient in the structure of animals is phos-

phoric acid, which appears peculiarly suited

for entering into the organization of a living

body, by the readiness with which it undergoes

changes in its properties, by the character of

its crystallization, and (in the case of the bono-

eaith phosphate) by the association of the

bibusic with the tribasic salt, in equal pro-

portions, which causes each to counteract

the tendency to crystallize in the other,

and thus renders it more capable of ac-

commodating itself to the delicate texture

of the animal fibre. The question then

is, whence do animals and vegetables obtain

this necessary ingredient? Professor Daubeny

and others have detected minute proportions

of it in many of the secondary rocks, but as

these are derived from more’ ancient ones, it

ought to be present likewise in them. Now
we know at least of one instance in which this

material occurs in considerable abundance in a

rock which, so far as our observations at

present extend, seems to have been formed

antecedently to animal life. This is the slate

rock of Estremadura, in Spain, where, near

the village of Logrosan, it had been pointed

out as existing many years ago. Exaggerated

reports had, however, been spread as to its

extent, for Professor Daubeny, in a visit he

paid last year to the locality, found that it

formed only one solitary vein’ generally about

ten feel wide, and extending along the surface

for about two miles. It also contains a con-

siderable per-centage of fluate of lime, and as

this ingredient appears, from recent experi-

ments of the author of this paper, to be

present generally in bones both recent and

fossil, it would seem that it was treasured up

by nature as one of the requisite materials For

the bony skeletons of animals. Provision

seems to have been also made for supplying

living beings with their volatilizable, as well as

with their fixed ingredients. The attraction

of all porous and pulverulent bodies for gases

may explain the manner in which the latter

are brought into contact with the secreting

surfaces of plants; but it must be remembered,

that of the four elements which together con-

stitute those parts of a living body which are

dissipated by heat, oxygen alone can be directly

absorbed. Of the three remaining, hydrogen

must be presented in the form of water, ni-

trogen in that of ammonia, and carbon in that

of carbonic acid. Now volcanos appear to

have been the appointed means of providing

both of the two latter in quantities sufficient

for the food of living beings, for both

ammonia and carbonic acid are evolved in

immense quantities from all volcanos, as the

Professor shewed by appealing to the case of

Vesuvius and its neighbourhood, as well as to

that of other volcanic vents. The production

of ammonia in the interior of the earth might,

he contended, be readily explained upon the

principles of that theory of volcanos which he

had for many years adopted, and which

was founded' on the great discovery of

the metallic bases of the earths and alka-

lies, which we owe to the genius of Sir

Humphrey Davy. Once admit that those

substances which we see brought up to the sur-

face, in the shape of lavas and of ejected

masses, exist in the interior of the globe, wholly

or partially, in an unoxidized condition, and

that first sea-water, and afterwards atmospheric

air, gradually find access to them through cer-

tain crevices, and all the phenomena of a vol-

canic eruption may be shewn to follow; namely,

the intense heat, the escape of muriatic acid,

the copious deposits of sulphur, the volumes of

carbonic acid, and, lastly, the salts containing

ammonia; for if nascent hydrogen, disengaged

from water decomposed by meeting with the

alkaline metals, were brought in contact with

nitrogen under a high pressure, there is every

reason to believe that ammonia would be the

result. Thus, the very agents of destruction,

which seem at first sight to be antagonist forces

to every kind of creative energy, have been,

in fact, the appointed means of supplying the

materials out of which all organized beings are '

fashioned. But though the materials for our 1

subsistence are thus provided, it does not fol-

low that man is not to exert himself in order

to obtain larger supplies than are naturally

placed before him. On the contrary, his busi-

ness is to husband his resources, and to apply

them to the best account. Alluding to a late

work of Professor Liebig’s, he contended that

this eminent chemist could not have meant to

discourage the preservation of the volatile in-

gredients of our manure-heaps, whilst insisting

on the paramount importance of supplying

those which are fixed. It is true that nothing

is lost, for the excrementitious matters which

are washed into the sea increase the luxuriance I

of the marine vegetation, which affords food

for a larger number of fishes, which again en-

courage a greater amount of sea-fowl, which
finally deposit, what had been originally derived

from the depths of the sea, on the islands of

the Pacific, as guano. Thus England con-

trives, by means of her navies, to bring back

from the opposite extremity of the globe, the

very material which she originally wasted by

the defective arrangements of her large towns.

This, however, is a very circuitous mode of

proceeding, and the true secret of all agricul-

tural improvement is, to apply the means at

our disposal, so as to produce a return for the

toil expended in the shortest possible space of

time.

June 7.—Right Hon. Sturges Bourne, V.r., J

in the chair.

Mr. Faraday, “ On recent Improvements in

the Manufacture and Silvering of Mirrors.”

—

Mr. Faraday’s subjects were: 1. The manu-

facture of plate-glass. 2. The ordinary mode
of silvering mirrors. 3. The neiv method of i

producing this result, lately invented and I

patented by Mr. Drayton.— 1. Mirrors are

made with plate-glass.
' Mr. Faraday described i

glass generally as being essentially a combina-

tion of silica with an alkaline oxide. T he

combination, however, presents the character

of a solution rather than of a definite chemical

compound, only it is difficult to affirm whether

it is the silica or the oxide which is the solvent

or the body dissolved. From this mutual
condition of the ingredients, it follows that

their product is held together by very feeble

affinities, and hence, as was afterwards shewn,

chemical re-agents will act upon these ingre-

dients with a power which they would not

have were glass a definite compound. Mr.
Faraday noticed, that as glass is not the result

of definite proportionals, there are many com-
binations of materials capable of producing a

more or less perfect result. Each manufacturer,

therefore, has his own recipe and process,

which he considers the most valuable secret of

his trade. It is, however, well known that

the flint-glass maker uses the oxides of lead

and of sodium, the bottle-glass maker lime (an

oxide of calcium), and the plate-glass maker,

in addition to soda, has recourse to arsenic.

Mr. Faraday then adverted to the corrosions

which take place in the inferior qualities of

glass, owing to the feeble affinity with which
their ingredients are held together. lie stated,

that from the surface of flint-glass a very thin

film of soluble alkali was washed off by the first

contact of liquid, leaving a fine lamina of

silica, the hard dissoluble quality of which

protected the surface which it covered. If,

however, this crust of silica chanced to be

mechanically removed, the whole of the glass

became liable to corrosion, as in ancient lachry-

matories and other glass vessels. Mr. Faraday

illustrated this by the corroded surfaces of two

bottles, one obtained from a cellar in Thread-

needle-street, where it had probably remained

from the period of the great fire of London,

another from the wreck of the Royal George.

A still more striking instance of the instability

of glass as a compound was exhibited by for-

mations in the interior of a champagne
bottle, which had been filled with diluted

sulphuric acid. In this case the acid had

separated the silica from the inner surface of

the glass, and formed a sulphate with its in-

gredient, lime. The result was, that the

bottle became incrusted internally with cones

of silica and sulphate of lime, the bases of

which, extending from within outwards, had

perforated the sides of the bottle so as to

cause the escape of the liquor it contained.
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Mr. Faraday referred to the long period of
annealing (gradual cooling) which glass had
to undergo as a necessary consequence of
glass wanting the fixity of a definite com-
pound. He concluded this part of his subject

by describing the mode of casting plates, and
the successive processes which gradually
produce the perfect polish of their surface.

2. Mr. Farady next exhibited to the audience
the mode of silvering glass plates as commonly
practised. He bade them observe that a sur-

face of tinfoil was first bathed with mercury,
and then flooded with it. That on this tinfoil

the piate of glass, having been previously

cleansed with extreme care, was so floated as

to exclude all dust or dirt; that this was ac-

complished by the intervention of in. of
mercury (afterwards pressed out by heavy
weights) between the reflecting surface of the
amalgam of the mercury and the glass

;
and

that when the glass and amalgam are closely

brought together by the exclusion of the inter-

vening fluid metal, the operation is completed.
3. The great subject of the evening was the

invention of Mr. Drayton, which entirely

dispenses with the mercury and the tin. By
than gentleman’s process, the mirror is, for

the first time, literally speaking, silvered, in-

asmuch as silver is precipitated on it from
its nitrate (lunar caustic) in the form of a

brilliant lamina. The process is this: on a

plate of glass, surrounded with an edge of

putty, is poured a solution of nitrate of silver

in water and spirit, mixed with ammonia and
the oils of cassia and of cloves. These oils

precipitate the metal in somewhat the same
manner as vegetable fibre does in the case of

marking ink— the quantity of oil influencing

the rapidity of the precipitation. Mr. Faraday
here referred to Dr. Wollaston’s method of

precipitating the phosphate of ammonia and
magnesia on the surface of a vessel containing
its solution, in order to make intelligible how
the deposit of silver was determined on the

surface of clean glass, not (as in Dr. W.’s
experiment) by mechanical causes, but by a
sort of electric affinity. This part of Mr.
Faraday’s discourse was illustrated by three

highly striking adaptations of Mr. Drayton’s
process. He first silvered a glass plate, the

surface of which was cut in a ray-like pattern.

2nd. A bottle was filled with Mr. Drayton’s

transparent solution, which afterwards ex-

hibited a cylindrical reflecting surface. And
3rd. A large cell, made of two glass plates,

was placed erect on the table, and filled with

the same clear solution. This, though per-

fectly translucent in the first instance, gradually

became opaque and reflecting; so that, before

Mr. Faraday concluded, those of his auditors

who were placed within view of it saw their

own faces, or that of their near neighbours,

gradually substituted for the faces of those

tyho were seated opposite to them.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

June 3.—T. B. Papworth, V.P., in the chair.

Mr. C. H. Smith resumed the subject com-
menced on the 29th of April “ On the Mag-
nesian Limestones, especially with reference

to those employed in the New Houses of Par-

liament.” Previously to the Commission
appointed to investigate the choice of a mate-
rial for the Houses of Parliament, the proper
selection of stone for building purposes with
regard to its quality had been strangely

neglected. Public attention was first called to

this subject by Mr. (now Sir IT.) De la Beohe
in 1835, and the inquiries originated by that

gentleman resulted in the establishment of the
Museum of Economic Geology and the Com-
mission of which Mr. Smith was a member.
On the first preparations for rebuilding the
Houses of Parliament, efforts were made by
our neighbours in Normandy for the introduc-
tion of Caen stone, and a great number of
specimens were sent, comprising stone of
every quality'-, from the best to the worst, all

passing under the same name. In selecting

the stone for the Houses of Parliament, the
Commissioners had to take into consideration
a variety of circumstances, independent of the
mere quality

;
as the situation of the quarries,

the facility of water-carriage, and the assurance
1 that the supply of stone would not fail during
I the progress of the work, and that the cost

of labour upon it should not greatly differ from
that upon the building stones in general use.

Upon comparing the produce of many quarries,

the Bolsover Moor stone appeared to the Com-
mission to be the best adapted

;
and as beds of

stone of nearly the same quality extend over
a tract of about fifteen miles from north to

south, the quarries of North Anston were
finally selected, as uniting in the greatest
degree all the conditions demanded. In this

locality an ample supply of stone lies at a
depth of from ten to fifteen feet. Eight beds
of stone, of the best quality, are found lying
nearly level, the uppermost affording blocks of
four feet thick, and the remainder from two
feet and a half to eighteen inches. The quan-
tity of stone supplied from the Norfol Quarry
at North Anston, between February 1840, and
April 1844, amounted to 7*26,893 cubic feet.

Mr. Smith made some remarks on the effect of
lichen on the surface of stone, which has been
supposed favourable to its preservation. His
own observation had led him to a different

conclusion, as he had found stone covered with
lichen reduced to powder to the depth of a
sixteenth of an inch on its removal

;
and he

suggested that the lichen had had the effect of
absorbing some of the elements of the stone.
In some specimens of magnesian limestone
the lichen appeared to have taken up the lime,
and left the magnesia. A model was exhibited,
and a description read, of M. P. Journet’s
system of scaffolding for high chimneys and
columns : also of his machine for raising
bricks and other materials.

CHURCH EXTENSION.

The meeting of the Incorporated Society
for promoting the Enlargment, Building, anil

Repairing of Churches and Chapels, for the
present month, was held at St. Murtin’s-place,
Trafalgar-square,on Monday last; his Gracethe
Archbishop of Canterbury in the chair. There
were also present the Bishops of London, Dur-
ham, Winchester, Lincoln, Gloucester, and
Bristol, Bangor, Norwich, Ripon, and Lich-
field

;
Sir R. H.Inglis, Bart., M.P.; Revs.

II. H. Norris, B. Harrison, and C.B. Dalton;
Messrs. J. S. Salt, H. J. Barchard, N. Con-
nop, W. Davis, Arthur Powell, &c. The
committee ordered the payment of several

grants to parishes where the works have been
completed, and, among other business trans-

acted at the meeting, voted new grants ofmoney
towards building eight additional churches or
chapels, re-building one, and enlarging or
otherwise increasing the accommodation in

fourteen existing churches or chapels; making
twenty-three grants in all. The new places

of worship are to be erected for districts in

the parishes of St. Michael, Lichfield; St.

Clement, Truro; Kingsclere, near Newbury,
Berks; Barnstaple; Wookey, near Wells;
Godaiming, Surrey; Windsor, Berks; and St.

Lawrence, Kent. The churches to be en-
larged, &c., are situate in the parishes of
Castle Church, Staffordshire

;
Bromsgrove,

Worcester; Wormley, near Waltham Cross,
Herts; Beoly, Worcester; Coombe Bisset,

Wilts; Ilkeston, Derby; Uppington, near
Shrewsbury; Buckfastleigh, Devon; CheeG
ham Chapelry, in the parish of Manchester

;

All Saints, Hereford
;
Penn, ne&r Wolver-

hampton
;
Llanwddyn, Montgomeryshire

;
Je-

vington, Sussex
;
Duke’s-place, London; and

Worcester (Block-house Church). Four of
the districts in which new churches are to he
erected are situate from two to two and a half
miles from the nearest church

;
and in all the

districts assisted, the bulk of the population
consists of the poorer classes of society, for

whom no provision of church accommo-
dation now exists. The twenty-three parishes
above referred to contain a population of
420,394 souls

;
they have at present church

accommodation for 58,429 persons in sixty-

seven churches and chapels, or less than one-
seventh of the whole number ;

and of that pro-
vision only 18,460 sittings are free, being one
free seat for twenty-three persons; by the

erection of the eight additional churches, and
the enlargement, &c., of the existing buildings,

6,679 seats will be added to the present insuffi-

cient provision of church room, 5,604 of which
will be free; raising the proportion of free

sittings to one seat for seventeen persons.

The importance of providing the means of at-

tending public worship for the poorer classes

is every day becoming more apparent; it

will be seen by the above statement

that more than two-thirds of the whole
additional accommodation is to be free

and unappropriated, and in several in-
stances the whole of the church will be thrown
open without reserve. The deficiency ofchurch
accommodation in particular parishes as it now
exists will be better understood when it is
stated that Ilkeston, near Nottingham, con-
tains 5,329 inhabitants, and one church with
448 seats, or for about one-thirteenth of the
population, not one of which is free. St. Cle-
ment’s parish, Truro, has a population of 3,436
souls, and sittings for one person in eleven,
with only ninety free seats. St. Michael and
St. Chad, Lichfield, contain together 5,359
inhabitants, with 950 seats in the two present
churches, 200 of which are free. Bromsgrove
has a population of nearly 10,000 persons, with
accommodation for one-seventh of that num-
ber, including only 268 free sittings

;
and

Barnstaple, with nearly 8,000 inhabitants, pos-
sesses church room for 1,458 persons, includ-
ing only 100 free seats. In these six parishes,
containing together more than 31,0u0 souls,
upwards of 27,000 persons have been hitherto
unprovided with the means of attending public
worship, while the free accommodation in the
present churches is only 658 seats.

ARCHITECTURAL GEOMETRY, No. V.—

To find the Centre for striking any
Segmental Arch.

J-'

The rule is founded on the principle that,
sis the versed sine (a ) is to the half chord (b ,

or
the right sine of half the arc), so is h to the com-

plement (c) of the diameter

;

therefore c added
to a is the whole diameter, half of which is the
radius of the curve

;
thus, if the rise of an

arch be 2 ft., and its half span 6 ft., its radius

will be 10 ft. Example—
ft. ft. ft. ft.

As 2 : 6 : : 6 : 18

_6
2)36

18 ft. complement of the diameter.

_ 2 ft. rise of arch.

2)20 ft. whole diameter.

10 ft. radius.

UlHradiu,

Wherever in the semicircle the angle d is

placed, the angle d f e is right or of 90°;

hence the rule by which in fluting columns,

if the flutes are of a semicircular plan, the

angle of a builder’s square moved round in

them will touch in succession every part of

their concave. ^

Society of Arts.—At the fifty-seventh

anniversary held in the great room of the

society, John-street, Adephi, on Monday week,
the silver medal was presented by his Royal
Highness Prince Albert, president to the so-

ciety, to A. E. Brae, Esq., of Leeds, for his

improved chimes for house clocks.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert laid the

foundation-stone of the new Hospital for con-

sumption and diseases of the chest on Wed-
nesday week, at one o’clock, on a spot at the

north side of the Fulham-road, a little west of

Pelham-crescent, Brompton.
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SOMATOLOGY, OR THE ESSENTIAL AND
CONTINGENT PROPERTIES OF MATTER.

BY ALEXANDER JAMIESON, LL.D.

The Greek and Roman languages furnish

us with many of the terms or words which we

employ in scientific discourse. Among these

mav be classed the word that we have written

as the title of this essay : it is a word purely

Greek, and signifies a discourse about matter

or bodilv substance. The Saxon language has

furnished the word body which originally

signifies stature, and our old writers define it

as implying a compound of matter and form,

but in their application of the term, they re-

strict its signification to any substance possess-

ing a definite foim, as an animal.

The word matter
,
on the other hand, both

anciently and now, comprehends, in common
parlance, any thing in which extension pre-

dominates, together with a capability of re-

sistance, without any regard being had to ex-

ternal figure. And the epithet substance

assimilates all the objects to which it is ap-

plied to particular portions of matter pre-

sented to our senses, under various appear-

ances and forms.

Hence, the terms body, matter, substance,

though usually employed as synonymous, have,

in reality, different significations : the first

implying figure
;
the second, gross mass

;
and

the third any thing not aeriform
;

yet air or

gas, or vapour is a substance, and therefore

matter, as much so as a piece of coal or a

bronze statue. Thus, a pint of water driven

off as steam from the boiler of a low-pressure

engine, fills a space capable of holding two

thousand pints, and raises the piston through

this with a force of many thousand pounds,

and immediately afterward re-appears in the

cold condenser as a pint of water which is

doubtless substance.

But it will suffice for our purpose to observe

that the words now under consideration, like

a great many others employed in treating upon
scientific subjects, are rarely confounded by
their use and application. All men speak of

bricks, lime, timber, iron, slates, stones, mar-
ble, &c., as the materials out of which houses

are built. And we talk of the finest pieces of

sculpture that represent the figures of men
and women, as marbles. No one mistakes

these marbles for the spherules of baked clay

that children play with. So also by the term

materials we understand rough, misshapen,

uncemented, unconstructed masses; but what-

ever has order and symmetrical arrangement,

that we call body

;

and the noun substance

will indicate any thing palpably gross in oppo-

sition to such things as are fluid or aeriform
;

yet we have shewn that water and vapour or

the clouds of the sk v, have substance as well

as the rockv mountains, or the people who
throng the crowded city.

We are never misunderstood when we say,

the wind blows, the rain patters, the river

rolls its waters along, the smoke rises, the

clock strikes, the engine works, the ship sails;

yet all these phrases are as metaphorical as thev

are literal. Who does not know that the

blowing is the wind, else whence the exclama-

tion, “it blows hard?” That the pattering

is the rain falling? That the declivity in its

channel causes the water in the river to roll ?

That the air raises the smoke? That the

hammer strikes the bell of the clock ?

That the engine is put in motion by some
agent foreign to itself? That the ship is

borne along on the bosom of the deep by the

wind which fills her sails?

OF BODY, THAT IS, MATTER OR SUBSTANCE.
To illustrate our notion of body, that is to

say, of matter, which is something that pos-

sesses qualities or properties discernable to

our senses, let us take a billiard-ball which has

figure and colour
;
and which may be put in

motion ; but the ball is not figure, nor is

it colour, and it is not motion, though it

mav he made to move. It is none of these

individually, and collectively they do not

constitute the matter out of which the ball

was made. The ball has something that has

figure and colour, and that may be put in

motion. This is a dictate of nature and the

belief of all mankind. But the ball is ivory:
and ivory is the tooth of an elephant, or the
tooth of an elephant is ivory. And what is

ivory? Matter; the essence of which is to-

tally unknown to us, but we have the infor-

mation of nature for the existence of those

properties in matter which our senses enable

us to discover, and upon which it is our pro-

vince to reason and speculate. The essence,

like the origin of matter, is impenetrably hid

from our view.

“ In the beginning God created the
HEAVEN AND THE EARTH.”

Here all our boasted knowledge ends, and here

our faith dates its origin. The heaven studded

with innumerable stars, each of which we may
consider the centre of a system as vast as that

to which our earth belongs! And the earth !

the habitation of rational, accountable beings,

created in the imave of God, who has assigned

it to man with all that it possesses and all that

it can produce. It is, then, with that heaven and

with this earth that natural philosophy professes

to make us better acquainted, and in propor-

tion as it augments our stock of knowledge, it

is calculated to increase our faith in that

sublime truth which could only be revealed of

old by the Creator and Governor of the Uni-

verse, and who alone knoweth the essence of

which matter hath been formed.

From an object so familiar to our view as a

billiard-ball, let us now turn our attention to

the materials composing the earth that we in-

habit, and inquire whether they have always

existed as we find them, or whether they have

undergone changes as wonderful as the ivory

ball made out of the tusk of an elephant.

Our earth has undergone vast changes on its

surface as well as in its interior mass. If the

ocean once stood at the height of fifteen thou-

sand feet above its present level, a quantity

equal in bulk to a four hundred and fortieth

part of the whole earth must have passed from
being above the level of the present sea to be

under it. And these changes may have pro-

duced great variations in the position of the

earth’s axis, which may have gone through a

long series of changes, and may have carried

the equator, and the accumulation of waters

which accompanied it, over regions from which
they are now far distant. Many facts in the

natural history of the earth and of its mineral
kingdom give countenance to these supposi-
tions

;
and if it be true that the more ancient

strata have been set on edge, and that the con-

tinents have been raised up by the action of
an expansive force in the interior of the earth,

we shall be compelled to admit the existence

of numerous agents or laws employed by the

Creator of the World in regulating the varied

phenomena of matter, as the action of impulse,

cohesion, elasticity, chemical affinity, crystalli-

zation, heat, light, magnetism, electricity,

galvanism, with the existence of a principle

more general than any of these, and connecting

all of them with that of gravitation.* Let us

call that indescribable principle the essence of

matter. We are as far from defining what
matter actually is, as we are from accounting
for Saturn’s ring, or the belts that skirt the

planet Jupiter. In fact, we know nothing of
matter but what concerns its various pro-

perties. But we have made prodigious advances
upon the scanty knowledge of the ancients,

who regarded air, fire, water, and earth as the

four primary elements of which all things
were composed, and each of which was sepa-
rate and for ever distinct from the others.

The fire burns before me
; it is nourished by

fuel
;
that fuel is coal, which takes its origin

from the vegetable kingdom. We found this

conclusion upon experiment. By distillation

coal yields a watery phlegm, volatile oil, vola-

tile alkali, and thick oil, which last, on being
rectified, produces a thin oil

;
but it is remark-

able that this last, by exposure to the air,

becomes black like animal oil. Besides, we
find traces of vegetables very abundant in the
strata of coal-fields. And it is no argument
against our theory that many of the vegetable
remains found in the coal-strata of Great
Britain belong to classes of plants which are
now found only to exist in the equatorial
regions. Thus, the Grampian Hills had for-

merly spices waving on their tops, while at

their bases the crocodile swam ;f but at the
great and universal deluge, convulsions and
dislocations changed the exterior surface of
our globe, and deposited in its bowels vast

forests of antediluvian growth, which have
become those great magazines of fuel, so con-

* Playfair’s Outlines of Natural Philosophy, vol.ii., p. 341.

t Dr. Buckland’s speech at the British Association held at
Edinburgh, September, 1834.

venient for the use of man, and in the applica-

tion of which he finds such ample scope for the

exercise of his industry and ingenuity.

Moreover, we convert coal into gas, which
is merely an accidental state of existence in

which any body may exist, according to the

degree of heat which it can imbibe. How
much further the ingenuity of man may change

the matter we call coal, it is quite impossible

to foretel; because in coal, as in all matter,

there is the existence of a principle more
general than any which chemistry hath yet

discovered, namely its essence, and which will

for ever prevent it from annihilation. But
though we cannot divine this essence or prin-

ciple of matter, for we may extend it to all

bodies, there are some kinds of matter that we
can bruise, others we can cut and divide, some
we can dissolve, and the appearance of all may
be changed in many ways; yet reduce them
as we may by divisions, subdivisions, by che-

mical experiments and mechanical contri-

vances, the particles, how minute soever, are

indestructible atoms, which occupy some space

to the exclusion of all other matter from that

individual space
;
and this occupancy of space

is the simplest and most complete idea we can
have of material existence.J

The most perfect idea we can form of atoms

is by viewing the tumultuous motion or agi-

tation of the celestial fluid, which we call air,

while the sun is above the horizon. The sky

may seem transparent and undisturbed to the

naked eye, but a good telescope will shew us

what a tumult arises in the atmosphere from
the agitation of the sun’s beams in the heat

of noon-day—not unlike what is raised in the

waters of the sea by the impetuosity of the

wind. It increases with the altitude of the sun,

and when the evening comes on, it subsides

almost into a calm.§ It may be pertinent to

our present idea of atomic existence to observe

that the Hebrew word day is derived from
a root signifying tumult, tumultuous motion;

and from the same root is derived the word
sea, evidently from its being the submissive

patient of winds, tides, currents, and caloric

action. But that the reader may not fancy we
have pressed this idea into our service, we
refer him to Parkhurst’s Hebrew Lexicon,

||

in which he will find this thought handled in

a very masterly style. Not that the learned

lexicographer introduces the various etymons
of the Hebrew word day to prove the signi-

fication that Moses attached to the root, but

to give a true and faithful exposition of its

various imports as diversified by prefixed par-

ticles and terminal adjuncts. Moses writes

that “ God said, Let there be light, and there

was light, and the light he called f day
,

;
,,

Genesis, ch. i. vv. 3, 4, 5.

Though the ancients made no experiments

to prove the relation of the atmosphere to other

matter in the universe, the definition which
Moses, guided by the spirit of inspiration,

gives of light being called day, and day signi-

fying in the Hebrew tongue the tumultuous

motion of the celestial fluid, plainly informs

us that he understood how its two great and
constituent ingredients existed as distinct sub-

stances. Modern experiments squeeze out

the heat, make its particles collapse from their

aeriform distances, and assume the state of

a tranquil fluid
;
which may then be retained

as such for ever, or may be decomposed and

rendered solid in combination with other

bodies ;Tf or it may be again set at liberty

as a light, invisible, impalpable fluid, such as

mankind breathe, and which envelopes the

earth all around to the height of many thousand

feet. Such is the effect of heat, that flame and

smoke are merely hotter air rising in the midst

of colder. Flame is coal in the form of gas,

or mineral ingredients in combustion com-
bined with the oxygen of the atmosphere.

And smoke consists of all the dust and visible

particles which are separated from the fuel,

without being burned. These minute par-

ticles are light enough to be borne aloft in a

current of heated air; but all that is visible

of smoke is in reality heavier than air, and
presently falls again, as the ashes of a volcano

fall upon the sea, or the surrounding country.

The subject in hand is finely illustrated by

viewing the clouds that float along the sides

t Arnott’s Elements of Physics, vol. i. p. 12, 5th edition.

§ Rev. Wm. Jones’s Essay on the First Principles of

Natural Philosophy, p. 241.

II
Quarto edition, 1792, pp. 312 and 313.

^ Arnott’s Physics, v. i. p- 323.
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of high mountains in horizontal strata. At a
certain temperature the water is separated
from the air, which is then too dry to have
clouds. It then becomes fog, or mist, which
when further condensed, by groups of the
moist particles uniting, forms rain

;
and rain

greatly cooled becomes snow, and at its maxi-
mum of condensation it is hard ice. Thus
we see how the atmosphere, which is often

charged with noxious exhalations from un-
healthy marshes and stagnant pools, may, in

certain regions, be too pure to admit of these

admixtures
;
yet in all its purity be as much a

subject of philosophical speculation as a mass
of ice and a stream of water.

(To be continued.)

THE WELLINGTON STATUE.

The Lord Mayor having invited the King
of Saxony on the occasion of his Majesty’s
contemplated visit to the public buildings of
the city, and his Majesty having appointed
yesterday, and at the same time expressed his

wish that ceremony should be dispensed with
as much as possible, the necessary preparations
were made in accordance with that request.

The Lord Mayor received the King, who
arrived at a little after 1 o’clock, at the great
gate of the Mansion-house, in the neighbour-
hood of which immense crowds were as-

sembled, partly congregated in consequence
of the report of his Majesty’s entrance into

the city, and partly on account of the expected
opening of the statue of the Duke ofWellington

in front of the Royal Exchange.
His Majesty having viewed the principal

rooms in the Mansion-house, and expressed
his admiration of the Egyptian-hall, the lobby,

and the far-famed convivial apartments on the
same floor, proceeded, accompanied by the
Lord Mayor and the Sheriff's, to the Old
Bailey, where he sat for a considerable time,

most attentively listening to the trial of a
prisoner for housebreaking, and seemed par-
ticularly struck with the mode in which the
business was conducted by the learned gentle-
men of the Central Criminal Court. The
length of time the King remained in the court,

which was until the conclusion of a long case,

prevented his Majesty from paying a visit to

the interior of the gaol, but he expressed great

interest in all that he witnessed.

His Majesty then returned with the Lord
Mayor to the Mansion-house, where a most
splendid dejeuner (t la fourchetle was prepared
in the long parlour, consisting of the richest

delicacies and wines of the highest order. As
his Majesty had expressed his wish that his

visit should be treated in an unceremonious
and private manner, the Lord Mayor limited

his invitations to about thirty ladies and
gentlemen.

While the King was at breakfast at the
Mansion-house, Air. John Alasterman, ALP.
for the city of London, and Sir Peter Laurie,
suddenly and most unexpectedly appeared as

a deputation from the Royal Exchange and
Gresham Trust Committee, to notify that they
were about to open the statue of the Duke of

Wellington, and to beg that his lordship would
signify to the Royal guest that they hoped
Lis Alajesty would honour them bv witnessing
the ceremony. The King upon hearing the
Duke of Wellington’s name, expressed the

most anxious desire to be present upon an occa-
sion of doing honour to so illustrious a man,
and proposed to the Lord Alayor, the Lady
Alayoress, and the ladies and gentlemen at the
table to proceed immediately to the spot on
which the statue of the Duke was to be un-
folded to the public gaze.

At this moment the streets of the immediate
neighbourhood were not only densely crowded,
but the windows and the very tops of the
houses in the adjoining parts of Cornhill,
Alansion-house-street, the Poultry, King Wil-
liam-street, and Prince’s-street, were occupied
by shouting multitudes. The King walked arm
in arm with the Lord Alayor, followed by his

lordship’s guests, through masses of people
from the gates of the Alansion-house to the en-
trance to the space assigned for the chairman
and committee,and was most warmly received.
The band struck up the national anthem as

the King of Saxony and the Lord Alayor
entered the space before the statue, and the
committee received his Alajesty with acclama-
tions. The King appeared to be overwhelmed
with astonishment at the scene which pre-

sented itself, and declared that'he never beheld
such an extraordinary multitude. The com-
mittee having walked twice round the statue,

the covering of which was removed instanta-

neously amidst cheers from all around.

His Alajesty then proceeded to take a view
of the interior of the Royal Exchange, and
we confess with regret that we never saw any
place so unfit for public exhibition. A build-

ing which under other circumstances would
deservedly have attracted admiration was
hurried through almost without notice, every
one being glad to escape with safety from the

confusion of bricks and poles, and planks and
lime-dust with which all the avenues were
plentifully strewn.

On the return of his Majesty and the Lord
Alayor towards the statue, a circle was formed
around it, and

Mr. L. Jones said he thought it necesssary,

as it naturally might be expected, that he
should state to his Alajesty on behalf of the

trustees and committee why they were as-

sembled on that day on that spot. They met
to pay a grateful tribute to one of the greatest

men ever produced by this or any other
country. It was needless for him to say that

he meant the Duke of Wellington. (Immense
cheering.) It would ill become him to say

one word about the transcendant merits of
that great man, because those merits were
known to, and acknowledged by the whole
civilized world. The citizens of London felt

it particularly incumbent upon them to erect

a statue to that illustrious person by sub-

scription; and with the aid of the government,
who had supplied the metal from the gun9
which Wellington himself had taken from the

enemy, they had succeeded in thus proving
their gratitude. This monument of a living

warrior had been framed by the hand of a

great artist, now no more
;
and it was a grati-

fying fact that it was the first equestrian bronze
statue which ever had been raised during the

life of the person represented. Never had
either king or subject the opportunity of seeing

himself so represented before. (Loud cheers.)

Independently of the vast military renown of

the Duke of Wellington, the claim of his Grace
upon the gratitude of the citizens of London,
for advancing its interests by promoting the

improvements and embellishments which the

visitors to this great city looked at with wonder,

was such that they were determined to give

effect to that feeling in a way M'hich posterity

would be well able to appreciate, and would
leave an example worthy of imitation.

Three cheers were then given for the Duke
of Wellington, and the King pulled off his hat,

and joined as heartily in the cheering as any
one in the assembled multitude.

A hearty cheer was then given for the King
of Saxony, and his Majesty returned with the

Lord Alayor, cheered all the way, to the

Mansion-house, where he sat down and finished

the repast, which had been thus rudely inter-

rupted.

His Majesty afterwards accompanied the

Lord Mayor to the Temple, and visited the

ancient church, the hall, and the library;

and at 6 o’clock the King took his leave of

the Lord Mayor, having expressed the greatest

delight at all" he had witnessed in the ancient

and hospitable city of London.— Times.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES.
Lecture III.

ON GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE—THE DORIC STYLE.

(Continuedfrom ^.301.)

The Panathenaic procession, which, with

fifteen* of the metopes formerly likewise

belonging to the Parthenon, now adorns the

British Museum, under the name of the Elgin

marbles, consists, as before observed, of many
hundred figures. Among them are several

equestrian figures, which are designed in the

most admirable manner, and are remarkable

for the varied attitudes of the horses, and for

the ease and grace of the riders. Other figures

in the procession are charioteers in their cars,

one of whom is supposed to be the victor in a

chariot-race, as a man is about to crown him.

Then follow men carrying trays, then the

sacrificers and the oxen, each Athenian colony

sending an ox to this great festival
;
females

are also present, some carrying dishes or

* The sixteenth metope in the Hritish Museum is a cast in

plaster, taken from the original, which is in the Royal

Museum at Paris
;

it is marked in red No. 9.

pateras, others bearing pitchers of water
;
two

of the young females had situations of great
importance, their office being to carry the
sacred baskets. Several gods and goddesses
are likewise introduced

;
they are seated, to

denote their dignity. These figures are all in
high relief, so that they were visible at some
distance

;
and although it is impossible now to

decide how much was the actual work of
Phidias himself, it is highly probable that they,
as well as the other sculptured decorations of the
temple, were all designed by the great master.
(Itis known that he practised theart of painting
previously to that of sculpture.) It has been
ascertained that they are as carefully finished
behind as before, and in places which could not
be visible when once they had reached their
destination

;
hence it is justly inferred that all

these sculptures had to undergo the ordeal of a
searching criticism of the public eye before
they left the aftist’s studio.

In addition to the embellishments already
described which adorned the temple, Phidias
made the celebrated statue of Alinerva, which
stood in the cell or open part of the building.
This figure, formed of ivory and gold, was
thirty-seven feet high. Pausanias says that it

stood erect; the goddess was represented
with her garments reaching to her feet,

helmeted, and with a Aledusa’s head on her
breast; in one hand she held a spear, and on
the other stood a Victory of about four cubits

high. Alonsieur Quatreinfcre de Quincy, who
bestowed great pains in investigating the
subject of ancient sculpture, has calculated

that the value of the gold employed on this

famous statue was equal to 130,000/. sterling.
“ When the question was agitated in the
assembly, whether marble or ivory should be
employed in the statue of the goddess, and
Phidias the sculptor recommended marble as

the cheaper material, the assembly on that

very ground unanimously decided for ivory.”

(Bishop Thirlwall’s Greece, vol. iii., p. 68.)

This majestic statue was in existence in the

time of Julian the Apostate, a period of 800
years after its erection

;
after that date its fate

is unknown. The indefatigable sculptor made
five other statues of the same goddess, all

colossal, one of which, the Alinerva Polias,
fifty feet high, was placed in the Acropolis,
whence the crest and helmet could be perceived
at sea at the distance of twenty-five miles,

serving as a guide to the homeward-bound
mariner as he rounded the promontory of
Sunium. The great artist and his patron
were assailed by the shafts of satire and
calumny. “ To ruin Phidias was one of the
readiest means both of hurting the feelings and
of shaking the credit of Pericles. If Phidias
could be convicted of a fraud on the public, it

would seem an unavoidable inference that

Pericles had shared the profit. The ivory

statue of the goddess in the Parthenon, which
was enriched with massy ornaments of pure
gold, appeared to offer a ground-work for a
charge which could not easily be refuted. To
give it the greater weight, a man named Meno,
who had been employed by Phidias in some of
the details of the work, was induced to seat

himself in the agora, with the ensigns of a

supplicant, and to implore pardon of the people

as the condition of revealing an offence in

which he had been an accomplice with Phidias.

He accused Phidias of having embezzled part

of the gold which he had received from the

treasury. But this charge immediately fell

to the ground through a contrivance which
Pericles had adopted for a different end. The
golden ornaments had been fixed on the statue

in such a manner that they could be taken off

without doing it any injury, and thus afforded

the means of ascertaining their exact weight.”

(Thirwall’s Greece, vol. iii., p. 86.) Another

accusation was more successful in accomplish-

ing the sculptor’s disgrace. “ Some keen

eye had observed two figures among those

with which Phidias had represented the battle

between Theseus and the Amazons on the

shield of the goddess, in which it detected the

portraits of the artist himself, as a bald old

man, and that of Pericles in all the comeliness

of his graceful person. To the religious feel-

ings of the Athenians this mode of perpetuat-

ing the memory of individuals, by connecting

their portraits with an object of public worship,

appeared to violate the sanctity of the place
;

and it was probably also viewed as an arrogant

intrusion, no less offensive to the majesty of

the commonwealth. Phidias was committed
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VIEW OF THE TEMPLE OF THESEUS.

io prison, and died there.” (Ibid.) From the

very high estimation in which the figures

called the Theseus and Ilissus, now in the

British Museum, are held by artists, it is fair

to conclude that in them we behold two of the

actual productions of Phidias, and the thir-

teenth metope in particular has been suggested
j

to be by his hand. To protect the staiue of

Minerva in the Parthenon from the effects of

eun and rain, a veil, called the peplus, was

spread over the open part of the building. It

was placed there with great solemnity at the

time of the Panathenaic festival, and was the

work of young virgins selected from the best

families of Athens, having on it embroidered

the battle of the gods and giants. In the

“ Ion ” of Euripides allusion is made to the

custom of spreading the peplus as an awning.

Ion erects a tent 100 feet square,

“ in which to feast

All Delphi, he prepares the genial board.

Then from the treas’ry of the God he takes

The consecrated tap'stry, splendid woof,

To close with graceful shade the wondrous scene,

First o’er the roof he spreads the skirted Peplus.”

Act iv.

The poet then describes the embroidery to

represent

“ The heav’ns, within whose spacious azure round

The num’rous host of stars collective shine.”

A fac-simile of the Parthenon, as far as the

architecture is concerned, has been erected at

Edinburgh, on the Calton-hill, in a situation

resembling the Athenian Acropolis. Mr.
Bankes proposed it as the model for the

Fitzwilliam Museum, at Cambridge. The
j

proportions of its Doric order are imitated in the

portico of Covent Garden Theatre.

The Temple of Theseus, which is gene-

rally reckoned to belong to the age of Pericles,

and earlier in date than the Parthenon, is one ;

of the noblest monuments of Athenian magni-
ficence, and in the time of Stuart was one of the

most perfect. “The sanctuary of jTheseus

was raised by the Athenians after the Medes
were at Marathon, when Cimon, the son of

Miltiades, expelled the people of Scyros, a re-

tribution for the death of Theseus, and carried

his bones to Athens.” (Pausanias.) “The
situation is admirable, and the building is of

pure white marble.” (Woods.) The Athenians

imagined at th^. battle of Marathon that theysaw
the ajjpAritickLdr^Theseus in complete armour
rushing before them on the enemy. “ To this

day th^ field af Marathon is said to be haunted,
as-in thejtime iof Pausanias, with spectral

wm-riofs, Hhffthe shepherds are alarmed in the
nigh.Lby'^heh- shcujfs and by the neighing of
th^ir steals.”. (.'Thirl wall’s Greece, vol. ii.,

unan inn

p. 243.) After the Median war was concluded, i

the oracle advised that the bones of Theseus,
|

who had been banished, should be brought
|

back and deposited honourably in the city,
j

Accordingly, when Cimon, the son of Miltiades,

had conquered Scyros, after a diligent search, !

he there found the remains of the hero, of
j

superior stature, with the brazen point of a '

spear and a sword lying by him
;
and having

embarked them on board his ship, he carried

them to Athens, where they were received

with splendid processions and sacrifices. Festi-

vals were instituted and games were celebrated

in honour of the event, and on this occasion,

it is supposed, happened the contest between
iEschylus and the youthful Sophocles for the

dramatic prize. Plutarch places this event at

a date which is generally considered equiva-

lent to the year 467 b.c. The Parthenon is,

by some writers, believed to have been com-
menced about 448 b.c. (the year in which
Cimon died), and to have occupied sixteen

years in its erection. In the opinion of Lord
Aberdeen, “the temple of Theseus maybe
considered as nearly coeval with the buildings

of the Acropolis, or perhaps of an origin some-
what earlier.” (Inquiry, p. 143.) The The-
seum is built of Pentelic marble, and is raised

upon two steps, being peculiar in this respect.

The portico at each end consists of six

columns in front
;

at each side are eleven

columns, not counting the angle columns of

the porticos, so that the building is surrounded
by thirty-four columns. Behind the porticos

are others, consisting of only two columns be-

tween antae
;

there are three deep recesses

which lead to the cell. There is here no divi-

sion in the internal part, where it is presumed
that the remains of Theseus were buried.

This temple is 1 04 feet long, 45 feet wide, both
dimensions being taken on the upper step, and

! 25 feet 2 inches high
;
the diameter of the

I columns is 3 feet 3 inches. The sculptures in

the metopes were representations of the ex-

;

ploits of Theseus and of the labours ofHercules,

i

who appears to have been honoured in this

temple, as well a3 Theseus his kinsman and
friend. The frieze of the wall behind the

eastern portico was adorned with a representa-

tion of a battle and victory, in which six of the

divinities are present, three of whom are

Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva; among the com-
batants is one of superior stature and dignity,

hurling at his assailants a stone of prodi-

gious size; he is supposed to be Theseus in the

act of overthrowing the Persians at Marathon.
The battle between the Centaurs and Lapithae
was sculptured on the wall behind the western
portico. The sculptures, of which there are

casts in the British Museum, are, according to

Pausanias, supposed tobe the work of the famous

Micon.

It has been discovered of late years, that

the Parthenon, and nearly all the buildings at

Athens, had colours applied to their different

enrichments, but it does not appear that the

advocates of Greek polychromy have clearly

made out that this practice belongs to the pure

age of Pericles and Phidias. It is much more
likely to have been introduced long after

their time.

The Temple at Corinth is probably the

most ancient specimen of the Doric order in

existence. It is built of a rough, porous

stone, and is supposed to have had porticos of

six columns, five of which remain in the

western front, and six are seen on one flank
;

its arrangement perhaps was similar to that

of the temple of Theseus; the columns are

5 feet 10 inches in diameter, and their shafts,

21 feet in height, are composed each of a

single stone. There is no sculpture upon the

temple, as all above the architrave has long

since disappeared. Since Stuart’s time, five of

the columns which appear in the flank in his

work have been blown into fragments by gun-

powder to assist in building the house of a

governor of Corinth. Lord Aberdeen ob-

serves, “ It has been said that this temple was
dedicated to Venus, but in fact no information

is to be obtained respecting its origin. What-
ever may have been its destination, no one can

doubt, from the appearance of the ruins alone,

that they formed part of a structure of the most
remote antiquity.” (Inquiry, p. 131.) In fact,

Lord Byron’s description almost suffices :

—

“ There is a temple in ruins stands,

Fashion'd by long forgotten hands

;

Two or three columns and many a stone,

Marble and granite with grass o’ergrown.”

Siege of Corinth, St. xviii.

By some writers the date of the building has

been ascribed to the eighth century b.c.

“ One of the noblest efforts of the genius of
Ictinus is to be seen in the temple of Apollo
Epicurius, in Arcadia. It offers many archi-

tectural peculiarities, and exhibits a greater

variety of details than are usually met with in

the Grecian temples.” (Lord Abedeen’s In-

quiry, p. 143.) “ It is situated on an elevated

part of Mount Cotylus, three or four miles

from the ruins of Phigalia, and commands one
of the most enchanting prospects which it is

possible to conceive ;— woods, hills, and
valleys, lie before it in wild confusion; the

distance is determined by the sea, and the

venerable oaks with which the temple itself

is surrounded confer an additional solemnity

and grandeur on the scene,” (Ibid. p. 145.)
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Pausanias, speaking; of this building-

,
which

is at Basste, near Phigalia, states that “ the
temple of Apollo Epicurius (the deliverer),

which, together with its roof, is of stone,
surpasses all the temples which are in Pelo-
ponnesus, with the exception of that in

Tegea, in the beauty of the stone, and har-
mony of the proportions.” “ The earliest

modern notice we have found of this monu-
ment,” says Mr. T. L. Donaldson, who has
delineated this temple with great pains in

the fourth volume (supplemental) of Stuart’s
Athens, “ is in the work of Mons. Pouqueville,
who describes the temple as having been
sought for about the year 1770, by a Mons.
Bocher, an enterprising French architect,

proceeding from Caritena, during a second
visit to the Morea, who fell a sacrifice to

his professional zeal, being murdered by the
barbarous Moreotes, near the ruins of the
temple. Our countryman Sir William Gel),
we believe, was the first who procured any
detailed account of the temple, which was
found to resemble in magnitude, and to class

with the temple of Theseus, at Athens, but
to differ from it in the proportions and
number of columns on the flanks, and in

the singular arrangement of the cella.” At-
tention being thus turned towards a monu-
ment of the age of Pericles, erected by one
of the architects of the Parthenon, architec-

tural travellers were induced to investigate

the structure more narrowly, and in 1812 a
parly was formed for the purpose of excavat-
ing, consisting of Baron Haller, Mr. C. R.
Cockerell, Mr. J. Foster, of Liverpool, Mons.
Jacques Linkh, of Stutgard, architects, Baron
Staekelberg, a superior amateur draughts-
man, Thomas Legh, Esq., M.P., and Mons.
Gropius, Austrian vice-consul and banker at

Athens, Having first conciliated Veli Pacha,
son pf the noted Ali Pacha, of Jannina, by
agreeing tp pay him half the value of the mar-
bles, the expedition proceeded to the ruins,

where they encamped and employed upwards
of one hundred labourers to clear out the in-

terior of the temple, and after three months’
exertion they were rewarded by bringing to
light the beautiful frieze in high relief that
surrounded the interior of the cell, upwards
of 100 feet long and 2 feet 11 inch in height;
it was in numerous fragments, which were
carefully reunited, representing the battles

of the Centaurs and Lapitha?, and of the
Greeks and Amazons, the favourite subjects

of the early Grecian artists.” This frieze is

now in the British Museum, and is known
as the Phigaleian Marbles

;
they were procured

for the sum of 15,000/., through the interven-
tion of Mr. Hamilton. The entrance to the
temple was facing the north, contrary to the
usual practice. The temple was 47 feet

broad, 125 feet long, and ascended by three
steps. There were six columns in each front,

and fifteen on each flank, all 3 feet 7 inches
in diameter, and 19 feet 6 inches high.
In the interior of the cell were attached
columns of the Ionic order, of a very ancient
character, (together with a single insulated

column of the Corinthian order,) over which,
on the four sides of the cell, ranged the
sculptured frieze. The columns and walls are
constructed of the hard and beautiful lime-
stone of the country, but the sculpture and
roof aie of marble. It would not appear from
Mr. Donaldson’s description that any decora-
tions existed in the pediments or metopes. “The
arrangement of the engaged columns of the
cella is very peculiar. A similar disposition
has never hitherto been found, though,
perhaps, in the temple of Apollo Didymaeus,
at Branchidfe, near Miletus, the projecting
pilasters conveyed the same effect less dis-

tinctly expressed. The spaces between the
Ionic columns seem to afford admirable situa-

tions for statues, as they would be secured by
the columns on each side, and by the soffits

above, from the occasional inclemency of even
that mild atmosphere.”

The Propyl^a, a Doric structure, formsthe
only entrance to the Acropolis ofAthens. Pausa-
nias says, “ There is only one entrance to the
Acropolis, it being in every remaining part of
its circuit a precipice, fortified with strong
walls. This entrance was fronted by a mag-
nificent building, called the Propylsea, covered
with roofs of white marble, which surpassed
for beauty all that he had before seen.” This
was begun during the administration of Peri-
cles, b.c. 437, and was finished in five years,

Mnesicles being the architect, at an expense
equivalent to 464,000/. The front of the
Propyleea consisted of six columns, and at the
back of the building was a similar portico

;

between the two was the wall, in which were
five gates: the centre reached from the plat-

form to the height of the entablature; it was
13 feet wide, and was used on solemn occa-
sions for the chariots : the road-way was be-
tween two rows of Ionic columns

;
a gate, 9

feet wide and of less height than the centre,
occupied each side, and beyond them were
two smaller doorways, which were used for

ordinary passage. On the right of the P10 -

pylaja was a building called the Temple of
Victory-without-wings. On the left was an
edifice adorned with paintings, the work of
Polygnotus, the subjects chiefly from Homer,
and it is supposed that herein stood a group
of the Graces draped, the performance of the
celebrated Socrates, who pursued his father’s

profession of a sculptor, until he devoted the
energies of his wonderful mind to the study
of philosophy.

Plutarch and Diogenes Laertius allude to

this performance. The latter says, “ More-
over, Duris says that he laboured, and that he
carved statues

;
others assert that the figures

of the Graces in the Acropolis, which are
clothed, are bv him.” The bas-reliefs, which
were on the frieze of the Temple of Victory,
were brought to England by Lord Elgin’s
agents, and are now in the British Museum.
They are brilliant specimens of the design
and execution of the best epoch of Grecian
art

;
some of which represent contests between

the Athenians and other Greeks during the
Peloponnesian war, and others the combats
between the Athenians and the Persians.
In the British Museum the former are marked
Nos. 160 and 161, and the latter are figured
Nos. 158 and 159.

Similar in plan to the building at Athens is

the Propylaja at Eleusis, and in design little

inferior to its Athenian prototype. It was

erected, together with the Temple of Ceres,
to which it served as a vestibule, and the con-
nected Temple of Diana-Propyljea, by Peri-
cles, for the solemnization of the Mysteries of
Ceres, the most sacred among the’ religious
rites of Greece. Ancient authors appear to
have been prevented from mentioning the
buiiding by the deep mystery which was cast
over the rites. Thus Pausanias pretended that
he was deterred by a vision he saw in his sleep
"Om disclosing any particulars concerning the
Eleusinium at Athens, and the superhuman
interposition forbade him to notice any object
contained within the sacred precinct of the
temple at Eleusis. The multitudes who re-
sorted to Eleusis to be initiated so contributed
to enrich the spot favoured by Ceres, that it

began to vie with Athens in splendour and
extent, and the Athenians, jealous of its rising
greatness, reduced it to the rank of one of
their demi, or borough- towns. A road, called
the Sacred Way, which can be still traced,
led from Athens to Eleusis. The Propylaea
bears a striking resemblance to that at Athens,
having at each end a portico of six columns,
five gates, and two rows of Ionic columns
within. To make the central opening large
enough to admit chariots, the usual arrange-
ment is departed from by the addition of a
triglyph in the frieze over the space between
the central columns. The pavement, the
steps, and every part of the superstructure,
were of tine Pentelic marble; the roof also
was covered with marble slabs, worked into
the shape of tiles; the joints of these tiles

were covered with others which follow the
slope of the roof, to prevent the admission
of water. This ingenious contrivance was
the invention of Bjzes of Naxos, and it was
so highly appreciated by the Greeks, that
they honoured the inventor with a statue.
The termination of the joint-tiles was formed
by an upright tile, on which was painted the
lotus. Byzes lived 580 years before the
Christian era. ’ G. R. F.

DETACHED FURNACES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—From the very many fires which have
happened (with loss of valuable property) from
the boiling over of melting-pans or pots, con-
taining combustible matter, I beg leave most
respectfully to lay before the numerous readers

of your valuable paper a plan, which I feel as-

sured will prevent all danger if carried into

effect. All stoke-holes should be kept dis-

tant from melting or boiling-houses by party-
walls; if this were done, no danger could exist,

tor the boiling-matter would not communicate
e furnace.

I am, Sir,'your humble servant,

W. Dknlky, Patentee of the

Fire-proof Tubular Flues.

REFERENCES.

A. Melting-pan or pot.

B. Furnace. C. C. Flue.

D. Patent tubes in the perpendicular flue.

E. E. Furnace-bars.

F. Dead plate. G. G. G. Bearing-bars.

H. Butting-lump, or bridge. K. Ash-pit.

L. Stoke-hole, with iron or slate doors;

which may be either arched over or covered

with iron rafters and slate slabs.

M. Iron-grating for light.
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FIRST LECTURE ON ARCHITECTURE,
BY J. L. THOMAS,

Delivered at the Literary, Scientific,
and

Mechanics’ Institute ,
Brecon.

The following is an outline report of the

lecture on architecture, delivered before the

members of the institute, by Mr. J. L. Thomas,

on Tuesday.
Mr. Thomas having introduced the inter-

esting subject of his lecture by remarking upon

its connection with the liberal arts, and its

being the only record and chronicle connecting

the infancy of the world with its present state

of adolescence, eulogised the spirit of inquiry

which, seemed to pervade all classes of society,

and th tght it would, ultimately, be productive

of the argest and most extended benefit. He
then al.uded to the origin of huilding, which

he thought little posterior to the creation of

mankind, and that man soon found it neces-

sary, in his naked and defenceless state, to

erect some habitation which, however rude

and inartificial in appearance, would serve the

purposes of shelter and defence. He thought

it probable, that if these inherent wants and

his own natural ingenuity were not sufficient

to instruct him, he might learn from the ir-

rational creation; and the swallow’s nest or the

bee’s hive may have suggested hints that were

by him adopted or improved, but being des-

titute of all elegance and proportions, could

not merit the appellation of architecture, but

are yet worthy of observation as the em-

bryo of the noble edifices which have since

adorned the civilized nations of the world.

As wealth accumulated, decoration was added

to the original objects of building, convenience

and safety
;

for, when the few wants of nature

are satisfied, and the dangers of a savage state

removed, the restless mind of man creates

artificial objects of desire, and no sooner are

the cravings of necessity silenced, than the calls

of imagination gain attention, and taste be-

comes importunate when the animal appetites

are at rest. He then proceeded to shew that

the first great efforts of the art were devoted

to religion, and that it seemed to be the pre-

vailing opinion of the earliest, and all other

nations, that the greatest human skill and

industry could not be more properly exerted

than to display the glory of the Omni-

potence! He then attempted to give an 1

idea of the size of Egyptian architecture,

as the most ancient examples of the art

extant, and described the Temple of Am-
mon, and the enthusiasm of Champollion and

Belzoni on discovering the collosal wonders

of Carnac. After mentioning many other of

the grand preductions of Egypt, and shewing

that they excited rather the astonishment

arising from magnificence of design than the

delight from delicacy of execution, he glanced

at the remains of Babylon, built by Queen
Semiramis around the remains of the famous

Tower of Babel, and enumerated her many
gorgeous works, as described by historians,

which appeared more the ideal fancy of a fairy

tale than a stern reality. Then Nineveh, whose
greatness no city has ever equalled

;
and pro-

ceeded with a slight sketch of Biblical archi-

tecture. Its first rude efforts exhibited in

altars sacred to the Deity, and monuments
commemorative of the dead, until Solomon

came and reared the temple so famous and

beautiful. The lecturer then arrived at a

period, the most interesting in the history of

art, when Cecrops emigrated from Egypt and

settled in Attica, and laid the foundation of

those arts which soon, under the fostering

hand of the Grecians, eclipsed their origin, and
assumed that symmetry and form of beauty

which excite lofty and pleasing sensations in

the beholders. He then compared the remains

of Athens with the other great existing monu-
ments of antiquity—Thebes, Babylon, Perse-

polis, and Rome—and proved the superiority,

not only in form and beauty, but in memories
and associations, of those master-works of the

city of Minerva, which still attract the atten-

tion of the scholar and the artist of every other

nation. He thought that, although men have

sometimes ventured, from motives of vanity

and caprice, to deviate from those models,

they have commonly returned to them with

the clear conviction of having lost sight

of excellence in the pursuit of innovation
;
for

the orders of architecture by the Greeks were
advanced to that degreee of perfection which
the united intellect of all the civilized world

have not since been able to surpass. He pro-

ceeded for some time with the progress of the

art in Greece, and expatiated upon the sooth-

ing and elevated effect of its general charac-

teristics
;
yet, although it originally displayed

that kind of beauty which, from the univer-

sality of its influence, appeared congenial with

the human mind, it has at various times been

lost by disuse, corrupted by vicious taste, and

mutilated by ignorance. He then touched

slightly upon the long train of disastrous ca-

sualties, which befel the works of the great

Athenian architects, the Persian invasion

under Xerxes, and its ravaging effects, their

sanguinary domestic wars, the Roman con-

quest, and the destructive barbarity of some

of the Christian emperors who imagined they

were doing a service to the Deity by destroy-

ing the noblest productions of his creatures.

Next, the formidable and barbaric inroads of

the northern savages under Alaric the Goth

and Genseric the Vandal, the irregularities

committed during the crusades and the

Turkish conquests. He mentioned this cata-

logue of disasters with the idea that it may

excite those feelings of astonishment and

gratitude, which all the lovers of the noble art

ought to feel, in the almost miraculous pre-

servation of its models—for the Parthenon

still remains though in ruins as a guide

to the admirers of the Doric. The Erech-

theum, to those of the Ionic and the Monu-

ment of Lysicrates in all its faultless elabora-

tion of style to those of the Corinthian.

He then alluded to the great encouragement

given to the arts even in little republics, as well

as in the great ruling states of Greece, and

instance the temple of Selinus, in Sicily, as an

example, and minutely described this magni-

ficent building. He thought he should be in-

vading the province of the historian by tracing

the revolutions of the progress of the art

through several centuries
;
he therefore rapidly

glanced at a few of the great Roman struc-

tures, and thought they invariably partook

more of the gorgeousness of the many nations

she was mistress of mingled together, than

the simple and severe forms of the early efforts

of Greece. Yet he did not for a moment
mean to fix the merits of one style over that of

another, as both had their own peculiar excel-

lences.

The Romans excelled in luxuriance of fancy,

and richness of style
;
but in a perfect combi-

nation throughout of the highest and purest

elements of taste, the Grecians bear away the

palm. He then went through a clear and

distinct analysis of the three Grecian and

two Italian orders, commencing with the

Tuscan, as the simplest, and that generally

noticed first by all architectural writers
;
and

after giving its general proportions, and the

characteristic features by which it may be dis-

tinguished, by pointing to large well-shaded

drawings representing the principal propor-

tions of each order, he alluded to the Trajan Pil-

lar as the best ancient example, and the Church

of St. Paul’s, Covent Carden, by Inigo Jones, as

the best modern, and described the interior

and exterior effect of that church. He then

proceeded in the same manner with the

Grecian and Roman-Doric orders
;
he noticed,

as an example of the order, the great temple

of Minerva Parthenus, and called our atten-

tion to a beautiful drawing of the front eleva-

tion restored. In giving a minute description

of the sculptures of this sumptuous edifice,

Mr. Thomas lamented the great deficiency of

our modern Grecian buildingsin thisparticular,

so different from its primary practice, when
the two arts always accompanied each other.

But in these days of calculating utility,

that which contributes more than any

thing else to dignify the science of archi-

tecture, to raise it above mere necessity,

and rank it with that of the imagination,

to indicate at once the purposes of the

structure, and appear in the most lively

manner to the passions of the spectator, is

generally entirely omitted, or it introduced at

all, on such a petty scale, and distributed here

and there with such a miserly hand, that it

cannot tell decidedly of itself, or its true im-

pressions be properly tested. In noticing the

Roman-Doric, he mentioned the monument
commemorating the great fire of London, by

Sir Christopher Wren, and afterwards entered

in a similar manner into the details of the

Ionic order, and described the Small Temple
on the Ilissus as a chaste and beautiful speci-

men, contrasting admirably with the richer

example of the Erechtheum, of which temple

he drew an interesting picture, alluding to the

many' holy objects of Athenian veneration in-

closed therein.

He next passed on to a review of the Com-
posite order, and exhibited a large drawing of

the Arch of Titus, in which structures the

Romans generally introduced the order. He
thought the subject of the drawing a most

interesting object, as connected with one of the

greatest events in history—the destruction of

Jerusalem and the dispersion of the Jews. But

important as these associations are, it is not

these alone which give to this work the interest

and importance with which the professional

man views it, but because it forms in itself a

relic of a new and important epoch, by the in-

troduction of the Arch in architecture, which,

although it may have been practised by some

of the primitive nations, was unknown in

ancient Greece. And if the Romans could

boast of no other inventions
;

if the origin of

all that was beautiful and excellent in many
other arts could not be traced to them

;
if their

poets, orators, statesmen, and soldiers were

not the greatest ever in existence
;

if they had

not by their own glorious achievements made

themselves masters of the whole habitable

globe, this one discovery in itself would be

sufficient to stamp an immortality on their

name, as it in fact forms the true basis of the

science of architecture, admitting of the ex-

tension and adaptation of its principles to

works which the Greeks, with all their genius

and taste, could not have executed. He next

adverted to the Corinthian order, its supposed

origin, characteristic distinctions and propor-

tions, which were clearly exemplified by a

drawing on a very large scale of the base, the

capital, and the entablature, copied from the

remains in the Campo Vaccino, at Rome, after

Sir William Chambers. The graceful and

elegant proportions of the order had a wonder-

fully fine effect, and the frieze was beautifully

enriched with a classic design by Mr. 1 homas.

He then compared the Grecian and Roman
practices of this order, and minutely described

the elegant monument of Lysicratis, as one of

the finest Grecian productions, but proved the

superiority of the example from the Campo
Vaccino in many minute particulars. He con-

cluded his analysis of the orders by eulogising

the liberality of the nation in procuring the

inestimable treasures of the Elgin Collection.

Mr. Thomas then apologized for the unavoid-

able technicalities of the description of his

discourse; but his object was to excite a thirst

in the workman after greater research into the

minutise of the science, until he is enabled to

execute the component parts with truth, taste,

and delicacy, without which the finest designs

will be very deficient in beauty. He encou-

raged them to surmount all difficulties in the

acquirement of such knowledge, by persevering

assiduity, for they were not only increasing the

power of the head to contrive as well as the

hand to execute, but elevating themselves

from mere mechanical drudges to somewhat of

the dignity of an artist. He then descanted

upon the merits and advantages of the institu-

tions which have been formed in almost every

town in the United Kingdom for the encourage-

ment and enlightenment of mechanics, and

strongly urged all who were in any way con-

nected with the building crafts—all who were

desirous of distinguishing themselves—of rais-

ing the character of their respective employ-

ments—of emulating the glorious works of

their predecessors—of rearing the prostrate

column, and reconstructing the shivered arch,

which had been so long a ruined mass,

on the pure and firm basis of science
;

of

acquiring those intellectual qualifications,

which are as indispensable to the working

mason as to the carpenter or any other arti-

san
;

of depending on their own resources

for the proper carrying out of their differ-

ent occupations— of restoring the dignity at-

tached to the “ masons of the olden time”

—

all who wish to gain the true ascendancy and
superiority assuredly flowing from knowledge, he

entreated to join the Mechanics’ Institution of

this town, which, if supported by the hundreds

for whose welfare it was chiefly founded, will

be enabled to carry out those principles of

teaching with a spirit and energy that will be

nobly beneficial in its results. The lecturer, in

concluding his discourse, sincerely hoped that

the patrons of the art would more extensively
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use the means so largely in their power, that

the barbaric mixtures which now so generally
reign may be entirely discarded, and some
styles adopted congenial to the history, the
climate, the habits, and surrounding aspect of
our country

;
for why should a science so

eminently adapted to continue the pride of
man’s reason, and leave indelible marks of an
enlightened and civilized age, even “ to the
wreck of matter ”—why should a science
capable of such noble and extended results be
perverted by ignorance, and made by false and
erroneous ideas of economy, merely a monu-
ment of our folly. He then went on to shew
how architecture always flourished during this

encouragement of literature, and what an
active engine it was to promote tranquillity and
civilization; and instanced the restoration of
the beautiful models of classic celebrity during
the revival of letters under Pope Leo X., and
Francis I. The erection of the sublime struc-

tures of Rome when Augustus couldcall around
those bright spirits whose genius and learning
have since been translated into every tongue.
The building of the famous and astonishing
edifices which still adorn the Athenian Acro-
polis, when Socrates and Plato and a whole
host of immortal names were protected and
encouraged by Pericles. The rearing those
mighty monuments of Luxor and Carnac,
when Sesostris, although the greatest con-
queror of the age, seemed to soar above the
prejudices of the times and to devote himself
to the enlightenment of his people, by collect-

ing his wonderful library and transcribing
over its entrance “ The health of the soul.”
It was this love of learning which was the
chief incentive to the erection of those grandest
works of human power, and which are now
invariably the only record of these remote
periods. “ Surely then, this establishes the
fact that although empires may decay, and the
manners and customs of their people be buried
in the impenetrable gloom of ages, that
although literature be lost, and languages
become unknown

;
yet the language of archi-

tecture will never die.”

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Restoration of Louth Church and Spire .

—

This splendid fabric, which for exqusite sym-
metry and beauty has been pronounced by
persons of the best taste and judgment to be
one of the finest specimens of its character and
style in the kingdom is, we are glad to find, to

be restored to a state of security and perfec-
tion. The spire (288 feet high) is at present
in a very dangerous state, and unless imme-
diately repaired, is likely to fall into ruins. Mr.
Cottinghara (so well known for his judicious
restoration of several cathedral and parish
churches) is of opinion that if steps be
promptly taken, by a moderate outlay the ravages
of time may be effectually arrested, anda rate has
been laid for that purpose. But the entire
restoration of so fine a specimen of British
ecclesiastical architecture is really an object
not merely of local but of national interest

;

and on this ground it is satisfactory to find
that a public subscription is set on foot in

order to provide the requisite funds, which the
vicar of Louth has undertaken to receive.

—

Hull Packet.

New Church at Swanmore, Droxford.—On
Tuesday week the first stone of a new church
at Swanmore, in the parish of Droxford, was
laid by the Rev. John Haygarth, rector of
Upham and Durley. The building is to be
erected in the Anglo-Norman style, bv Ben-
jamin Ferrey, Esq., of London, the architect,
the carrying out of which is intrusted to Mr.
Charles Pink, of Hambledon. The church is

to be dedicated to St. Barnabas, and will afford
accommodation for 300 sittings, 276 of which
number are to be free and unappropriated for
ever.

Chigwell.—On Sunday week last, this church
was re-opened for divine service, after having
undergone some most important repairs and
alterations. The venerable structure may now
fairly be classed as one of the greatest orna-
ments in this delightful county. The beautiful

: and newly-painted window erected over the
: altar is much admired, and reflects the highest
' credit upon the taste and liberality of Jas.

,

Weddell Bridger, Esq. of Belmont, to whom
I the parish is indebted for this munificent gift,

; as well as for many other valuable donations.
• Chelmsford Chronicle.

Balsham .—A telegraph has recently been
erected on the steeple of Balsham church, near
Linton. For some time a surveyor has .been
examining the different eminences in this part
of the country, and the above is the spot se-
lected.

The inhabitants of St. James’s parish, Bury,
have come to a resolution to raise 800/. by rate,

to defray the expense of the restoration of the
ancient bell tower of their parish.

It is said to be in contemplation to rebuild
on the same site, the chapel of Sedghill, near
Shaftesbury.

The interesting parish church of Codford,
St. Mary, Wilts (which has been enlarged by
the addition of a south aisle, and nearly re-

built), is now rapidly approaching completion.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

South-Eastern Railway.—Dover Terminus.

—We visited the other day the various works

and buildings connected with this terminus,

which is now opened
;
and must say that there

seems a disposition on the part of the Com-
pany to finish them in a manner scarcely inferior

to any on the most important lines. The
architectural character of this structure, like

all the minor stations on the line, is

strictly Italian
;
and we cannot but look upon

the general arrangement as affording every

desirable accommodation and convenience

which the public can expect. The completion

of the various apartments for the reception of

royalty, directors’ rooms, &c., comprising the

loftiest or eastern end of the establishment, is,

we understand, to be delayed for a short

period. The whole extent of the works

when completed, we understand, will cover

upwards of three and a half acres of

ground, the greater portion of which is sur-

mounted by a skilfully-constructed iron-roofed
shed, covering the area, designed for the
departure of the trains. This roof we ad-
mired very much, from its simplicity of con-
struction and extreme lightness, considering
it embraces, in two 40-feet spans, an area of
upwards of 200 yards long, by 17 yards wide.
We also inspected, with surprise and satis-

faction, the application of the Seyssel Asphalte
(Claridge’s patent)—a bituminous limestone
from the Jura mountains — for the various

platforms. On the departure platform, we
find a solid continuous foot pavement, up-
wards of 10,000 superficial feet in extent, as

smooth and even as polished slate, which it

much resembles in appearance, though it is

as warm and yielding to the foot as a flooring

of timber. In the rooms and offices this

asphalte has been used
;
and our examination

of it has convinced us that it is an excellent

material for various purposes, especially as its

quality as a non-absorbent ensures perfect

cleanliness, freedom from damp and smells,

and also secures an agreeable temperature.

We invite all those who are desirous of
having a beautiful, economical, and imperish-
able pavement, to view this. The various

offices, retiring and waiting rooms, at this

station, are large, lofty, and well-proportioned,

and command every convenience. The finish-

ings and furnishings are very substantially,

though chastely, executed. As the eastern

portion of the station (on which the tower is

to be placed) is not completed, we are un-
able to form an opinion of its entire exterior

effect .—Dover Chronicle.

Railway to Rugby .—It is intended to bring
forward in the next session of Parliament the

project of a line in continuation of the Great
Western Railway, passing through Banbury to

Rugby, which for a distance of about thirty

miles from Oxford will be identical with the

line now suggested
;

and it is there-

upon proposed that if such a project be brought
forward and should succeed, the line from
Wolverhampton shall merge into that line

about eight miles north-west of the town of

Banbury. The rough estimated cost of the

work from Wolverhampton to this latter point,

including the branches to Stoke Works and
the river Severn, is 100,000/., and the rough
estimated cost of the work from the point of

junction to Oxford is 500,000/.

The Midland Railivay.—The union of the
North Midland, the Midland Counties, and the
Birmingham and Derby Railway Companies
having been just completed by act of Parlia-
ment, the first meeting of the board of the
consolidated company, now called “The Mid-
land Railway Company,” was held at Derby
last week, when Mr. Alderman George Hud-
son, of York, was elected chairman, and John
Ellis, Esq., of Beaumont Leys, Leicester,
deputy-chairman. Mr. Hudson’s election is

a well-earned acknowledgment of the great
and unwearied exertions of that gentleman
in promoting the amalgamation of the three
companies, a union of vital importance to
their future prosperity, and which has already
improved the value of the shares between forty
and fifty per cent. Mr. Hudson now holds
the very first place amongst the long list of
railway chairmen and directors—a body of
gentlemen, it may be remarked, second to none
in the United Kingdom for enterprise and
talents—as Mr. M'Adam obtained the cog-
nomen of the “ Colossus of Railroads,” hold-
ing under his sway as chairman, in addition
to the Midland Railway, the York and North
Midland, the Leeds and Selby, the Newcastle
and Darlington, the York and Scarborough,
and the Leeds and Bradford Railways, a length
of upwards of 300 miles. The accounts of the
North Midland, the Midland Counties, and the
Birmingham and Derby Railways, will each be
kept separate to the end of the present half-

year, after which they will be thrown together.
A meeting was held on the 13th June, at
Derby, to consider the propriety of converting
the shares into stock, thus getting rid of the
halves, thirds, quarters, and other fractional

parts of a share, which embarrass the share-
holders, and increase the labour of registration.

Should the proposed plan be carried out, any
amount of stock can in future be transferred

in the same manner as in the government funds.

—Leamington Courier.

The London and York Railway.—A genera,
meeting of the provisional committee of this

scheme was held on Friday week, at the Hall
of Commerce, Threadneedle-street, the Right
lion, the Earl of Winchilsea presided. J. H.
Astell, Esq., the chairman of the acting com-
mittee, opened the business of the meeting by
stating that the committee having been
appointed upon the 17 th ult., with the view of
amalgamating the companies then before the
public—one styled the Great Northern Com-
pany, and the other, the London and York vid
Lincoln—having the same object in con-
templation, viz. of connecting the metropolis
with the city of York, and ultimately with
Edinburgh, had so far succeeded in amalga-
mating the two committees, as that hence-
forward they would work together in a harmo-
nious spirit. Mr. Pitman, the secretary, then
read the report of the committee. At the
conclusion of the report, the noble chairman
stated that he was highly satisfied with the

plans of the committee, and declared it to be
his determination, notwithstanding that one
line would be much better suited for his own
private interest, to sacrifice every personal

motive, and to give his cordial support to the

line which the engineers should recommend.
Upon the motion of Lord Howiek, who took

occasion to refer to the atmospheric principle,

the report was unanimously adopted. Upon
the motion of Lord Worsley, a committee of

direction was appointed, with full power to

take all the necessary measures to carryout

the undertaking. On the motion of Colonel

Polleston, a committee of management was
also appointed

;
and after some further business,

the meeting separated.

York and Scarborough Railway.—This rail-

way is to be constructed immediately. The
York and North Midland Company are already

advertising for tenders for the execution of the

works. The line is to be divided into four

contracts, which will be decided upon the first

week in July, and operations commenced as

soon afterwards as possible.

Rye.—

M

y. Cubitt, the engineer, has, during

the week, gone over the line of road originally

contemplated by him for connecting Rye and

Hastings with the South-Eastern Railway.

—

Dover Chronicle.

Eastern Counties Railway.—On Thursday

evening, 6th inst., in the House of Lords,

the Royal assent was given by commission

to the Eastern Counties Railway Bill.
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Hull and Beverley Railway.—We believe

We may state that this project, so important

both to' Hull and Beverley, is now determined

upon. The following memorial from the latter

town to the Directors of the Hull and Selby

Railway Company is at present in course

of signature, and has already received one

hundred names, including the principal trades-

men and capitalists in the place :

—

TO THE DIRECTORS OF THE HUI.L AND SELBY
RAILWAY COMPANY.

The memorial of the undersigned Gentry,

Bankers, Merchants, Tradesmen, and other

Inhabitants of Beverley and its neighbour-

hood.
Shewetb,—That in the opinion of your

memorialists, it would he a great advantage

to them and to the public generally, if a com-

munication were effected by a branch railway,

from a point near the Minster at Beverley, to

join the line of the Hull and Selby Railway in

the neighbourhood of Hull.

That it is the opinion of your memorialists

that the undertaking of a railway could only

be made so as to yield a remunerating return

for the capital required for its construction

by being made as a branch of the Hull and

Selby Railway, so as to be worked by their

engines and carriages, without the necessity

of incurring the great expense of a separate

establishment and station at Hull.

Your memorialists, therefore, earnestly re-

quest you us the directors of the Hull and

Selby Railway to recommend to your share-

holders to undertake, without loss ol time,

the making of such branch railway from

Beverley, to join the Hull and Selby line near

Hull, and to which undertaking your me-
morialists hereby pledge themselves to give

their hearty concurrence and support.

Cambridge Railway.—The committee assem-

bled on T uesday week, when the mayor read

communications from the London and Bir-

mingham Company, from the Eastern Counties

Company, from the Dean of Ely, the High
Sheriff, the Mayor of Wisbech, &c., expres-

sive of their readiness to give every support

tq the Eastern Counties extension line through

Cambridge. The committee adopted resolu-

tions to the effect that the communications

from the London and Birmingham and the

Eastern Counties Railway Companies having

been laid before them, the mayor be requested

to acknowledge the receipt thereof, and he

intimated that the committee would hold them-

selves in readiness to meet from time to time

for the purpose of co-operatingjn any measures

calculated to promote the object expressed in

the former resolution of the committee.

—

Cambridge Advertiser.

Hydraulic Railway.—A company is in

course of formation to construct a railway ac-

cording to Mr. Shuttleworth’s invention. The
line from Dublin to Sallins, being the first

great artery of the Dublin and Cork Railway,

is about to be established as the “ Grand Hy-
draulic Propulsion Railway;” it is 18 miles

850Jyards in length, and will be completed for

99,900/., being at the rate of 5,400/. per mile,

including purchase of land, 900/., and patent

right 200/. per mile.

The Leeds and Thirsk Railway.—In the

committee on the Harrogate and Knaresbro’
Railway Bill, Mr. Locke, C. E., proved that

the tunnel, a mile and an eighth long, which is

proposed to be made on the Leeds and Thirsk
line, would cost more than the entire con-

struction of the Harrogate and Knaresbro’
line.

JVitham and Braintree Railway.—A pre-
liminary survey has been made by Mr. Braith-
waite for a branch railway from Witham
to Braintree, and the undertaking receives
already the cordial support of the most in-

fluential parties locally interested.

Another Contemplated Railroad.—It is in

contemplation to lay down a railroad from
Bath to Weymouth

;
the projected line to be

connected with the principal intermediate

towns, and to be designated the “ South Union
Railroad.”

A railway from London to Richmond is

projected, to start from Waterloo-bridge.
The length of the line is to be ten miles

;
the

capital about half a million.

The Eastern Union Railway Bill was read a
third time and passed by the Commons on
Monday,

Splendid Railway Carriage.—The Gondola,

a most commodious and elegantly fitted-up

vehicle belonging to the Leeds and Manchester

Company, which arrived at Hull terminus on

Friday, with, as was understood, a party of

directors, excited much admiration at the costly

manner in which it is fitted up, and the

facility for comfort presented to those who
can afford to travel by such superior accom-

modation. The body of the vehicle is divided

into two compartments, each capable of receiv-

ing ten or a dozen persons, comfortably seated

on elegant sofas, covered, as is also the sides,

&c. of the compartments, with crimson silk

plush, the upper parts having curtains to

match, suspended over the plate-glass by which

the whole, including the partition and the

doors of communication, are surrounded. The
interior is six feet six inches in height, and in

the ceiling four lamps are placed, which,

lighted curiously from the roof, must con-

tribute to render the Gondola the most luxu-

rious of travelling machines. The entrances

are by open platforms at each end of the car-

riuo-ej where the occupants can at their plea-

sure enjoy all the outdoor independence of a

third-class carriage.

—

Hull Packet.

Railway Station.—The station at Peter-

borough will be on the premises of Messrs.

Weston and Pinkney, for the erection of which

arrangements are being made. The works

throughout the line are progressing, and it is

thought the rail will be opened to the public

for travelling in less than twelve months from

this time.

Tours and Nantes Railway.—The report of

the committee on the Tours and Nantes Rail-

road Bill has been distributed among the

members of the Chamber of Deputies. The
report approves of the credit of 28,800,000f.

demanded by the government, and recom-

mends the immediate execution of the mea-
sure.

Russian Railivay.—The Emperor of Russia

has it in contemplation to construct a railway

a thousand miles in length
,

thus connecting

St. Petersburg!! with Odessa and the shores of

the Black Sea. It is proposed to raise the

sum required by means of a foreign loan, the

guaranteed interest on which is not to exceed

five per cent.

A beginning has been made in the forma-

tion of the line of railway between Newport
and Ely. At Newport the making of bricks

is going on with all necessary expedition.

The works on the Norwich and Brandon
Railway were commenced on the 6th inst.

The railroad from Carlsruhe to Strasburg

was opened on the 28th of May.

CHANTREY’S EQUESTRIAN STATUE OF
THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON.

This bronze work of art commemorative of

the illustrious warrior, was, to use the French

modern term “ inaugurated,” or set on its

pedestal, on Tuesday, the 18th inst. It is a

very fine production
;

the horse, which is

perhaps a little too passive in effect, is beyond

comparison superior to the tame one by the

same artist upon which the statue of George IV.

rests in Trafalgar-square. The figure of Wel-

lington is a master-piece, and rests in its seat

with a dignity which will hand down to pos-

terity with the perfection of art the effigy of

that great and simple-minded man, who is in

manner himself so unaffected. The artist of

the statue in Trafalgar-square would have

remained unknown, if not previously cele-

brated
;

this work of the immortal Wellington

would at once have raised to immortality the

name of its artist, if he had been previously

never so obscure. This fine production is also

fortunate in being raised upon a magnificent

pedestal, consisting apparently of only nine

pieces of granite
;
the pedestals of many of

our modern statues consist merely of an

ignorant and coarse display of pretended archi-

tectural mouldings, which form a libel in con-

trast with the works of art which they support.

drOtTfSpCHUntCF.

THE NEW BUILDING-ACT.
Sir,—

Y

ou having taken so much interest,

devoted so much space in your journal to the

consideration of the new Building-Act, being I

believe anxious to make it as complete as

possible, and really a practical man, form
my excuse for troubling you with the following

few observations, hoping that you will forgive

my thus trespassing on your valuable time.

In the new Act every precaution is taken to

make drains perfect and air-tight , but not a
word is mentioned as to trapping the sink-

stones, and other necessary openings which
must be made in them, in the houses and
yards

;
consequently all this care and expense

will be useless if the stench be allowed to

escape from these places. This nuisance has

been found at times quite intolerable, and has

produced fevers. ( Vide Mr. Chadwick’s Sana-

tory Reports.) I beg also to suggest that

privies should not be erected within at least

10 feet of any dwelling.

It would be a great advantage in the smaller

classed houses if two entrances be allowed,

with separate staircases, so that the tenants

could let off" three rooms and part of the yard

quite distinct from the other three rooms, as

they would get a better class of lodgers, and
thus enable them to pay the additional rent

which houses must fetch erected under the Act,

in consequence of their extra cost; and would
also enable them to easily purchase by means
of the building societies, as shewn in a paper,
“ Small Street Houses,” which appeared iu

The Builder last year.

Have you noticed the new clause E (Mr.

Donaldson’s) inserted as to the qualifications

of district-surveyors. If I read it correctly,

the new district surveyors are to slip in without

any examination
;

only those who come in

afterwards are to undergo that process. Surely,

the first lot should be well- qualified, so that

their decisions and practice may be a good,

guide to those who may follow them. Are
those members of the Institute who have

already “ advertised for situations ” under the

new Act afraid to stand their own test? Why
should the Institute of British Architects have
the power of giving certificates ? What have
they to recommend them? They refuse tq

admit surveyors amongst them, consequeqtlj'

cannot be the best judges of the qualifications

for a district-s?*?
-peyor; besides they would

always give the preference to one of their own
body. No doubt but district surveyors should

be well-qualified, and should pass an examina-

tion as proposed in this clause, but a more
permanent and impartial court should be esta-

blished, for who can tell how long the Institute

may exist, as it only embraces a portion of the

architects, and no surveyors. 1 should suggest

that a board be appointed by the government,
paid by the successful candidate, of an archie

tect, a surveyor, and a builder, all eminent in

their several professions
; as I presume a prac-

tical surveyor is required under the new Act,
not a mere architect.

I am, Sir, yours, &c., B.

DRAINAGE AND FIRE-ESCAPES.
Sir,—You would confer a great boon to

the public, by advocating in your valuable

journal the paramount importance to the

health and comfort of families, of good drain-

age, and offire-escapes.
In my humble opinion," the district-sur-

veyors ought to be authorized by the proposed
New Building-Act to enforce these essential

comforts, at least in all future new dwellings

to be set up.

I am, Sir, yours very respectfully,

Civis.

COMPETITION IN BUILDING.
Sir,—Observing in your last number your

remarks upon the competitions of the present

day, might I call your attention and have your
opinion on the policy, justice, and satisfactory

method of receiving tenders, by accepting the

estimates of those parties whose amount in the

aggregate should form the middle sum, which
in my opinion would in a great measure do

away with the now universal system adopted
by our great builders of underletting differ-

ent works to persons of little standing and
small reputation ? Such an amount of respon-

sibility would then be attached to their per-

formances, that the public would reap the ad-
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vantage in every sense, and also give honest
tradesmen a better chance of meeting the
times, and of performing their works in the

old-fashioned substantial and effective manner.
The present evil calls loudly for remedy, as

all moral principles are set aside to gain the
ascendancy, either by goading the labourer,
using inferior materials, or obliging the manu-
facturer to take ruinous prices, which from cir-

cumstances he is often constrained to do
;
and

as to the ultimate result I will not take on me
to divine.— I have the honour to be Sir, your
humble servant, and at the same time

A Sufferer.
[Competition is in every sense to be depre-

cated as immoral : it is, without doubt, one of
those kinds of strife which is by Scripture
deprecated.

We lately knew a case in which a Dissenting
minister, whose business it is to promulgate
integrity, accepted joyfully a tender for

thoroughly painting his house, which is a large
one, and performing some other repairs to it,

for little more than 30/., maple-wood, and
wainscot-work included. Another tender was
for about the value, and amounted to double the

other: the fortunate contractor acknowledged
that he lost 40 per cent, on the prime cost.

Again, take the new churches, the parties in-

terested will say “ We are bound to have the

work performed at the lowest possible rate:
there are duties to perform,” &c. &c. &c,
“ though ivc admit we should not so proceed in
our own private affairs.” Thus it is, the same
men who would not wrong their neighbour of a

farthing, combine in the robbery by which no
church is indeed honestly obtained, most who
ever engage in building them being ruined.
The case is very common for those who set on
foot the building of a small church, to obtain
1,000/. at least of the property of the builder’s

creditors. The whole system is a foul stain

upon commissioners, bishops, clergy, church-
builders, church-subscribers, and the laity

generally. Again, the whole system of com-
petition for the designing of churches is still

worse, being, in most cases, little more than a
hoax— a scramble for a petty piece of patron-
age— in which the candidates in spite of their

goodness of disposition, become as hungry
ravens after the plunder, which turns out
nothing but trouble and vexation; the cost

with the fortunate mostly exceeding the pay-
ment, besides an infinitude of labour and
trouble. The bishops and clergy know as well

that competition leads to ruin as that sin leads

to damnation. In either case can the tempter
be excused? The Israelite if he gave was to

give a ram or a bullock without blemish
;
what

an accursed offering to the Deity must then be
a church or a chapel designed, built, and
finished in cheatery.— Ed.]

THE RAILROAD BRIDGE OF VENICE.
Sir, — In perusing some of the back

numbers of The Builder, I was surprised to

find in No. 35, a very erroneous, but luckily a
short account, of the bridge which is now
being built by the railroad company to connect
the heretofore “island city” with the main-
land. Having very lately returned from a

continental tour of some months’ duration, in

which I spent a fortnight at Venice, I have
this bridge still before me, and will endeavour
to describe the same.

It extends from Mestra to Venice, crossing
The Lagoon, which is a large shallow surround-
ing the city on all sides, and in former times a
great protection against the enemy; this lagoon
has from 2 to 5 feet of salt water, on a sandy
bottom

;
where the channels intersect it, the

depth of the water is from 40 to 50 feet. This
splendid bridge is commenced in many places,
and up to the present time (T was there last

month), there are no less than 147 arches-finished,
or nearly so, and yet there is much more to be
built before this magnificent work will be com-
pleted

;
the masonry of the arches is all stone,

and the piers placed at certain distances are of
brick faced with stone

;
the top of the arch to

the surface of the water is, I should say, about
12 feet, perhaps not so much, as I had not the
means of measuring it. No one besides those
persons who have seen it can imagine the diffi-

culties and labour required for this gigantic
work

;
every morsel of earth, stone, brick,

lime, iron, wood for framework and for the
coffer-dams, together with the fresh water for

making the cement, is brought in boats from
the mainland, a considerable distance, and yet

this has all been surmounted by the inde-
fatigable zeal, talent, and industry of a German
engineer, Milano by name, by whom the ex-
traordinary undertaking is superintended,
planned, and executed.

In your statement it is said, “ of thirty-four

arches which it is to have, twenty are already
completed, &c.” This is not giving the Conti-
nental engineer “fair play,” and as we love

doing that which is right in old England, I am
sure you will gladly correct the error, and give
the foreigner his due.

It is supposed that in addition to the bridge
being a viaduct for travellers, merchandize,
&c., it will also be an aqueduct to supply
fresh water to Venice, which up to this time
owes all its supply to a few rain-water tanks,

and to the fresh- water boats which bring the
water from the river Brenta, not a very in-

viting stream. It will indeed be a grand
triumph of art when Venice is independent of
the water-boats by fresh water carried on
arches over the sea. The railroad itself will

finally go on to Milan
;

at present it only runs
from Mestra to Padua, about one hour’s steam.
Your readers will be glad to hear that the

engines and one-half of the iron rails are of
English manufacture, this does one’s heart
good when away from England, and makes a
man proud of his dear country.—Yours, &c.,
June 17th, 1844. C. T. A.
[The proposed further communication will

oblige.—

E

d.]

iHiscrUanra.

The New Houses of Parliament.

—

The following report has been presented by
the select committee appointed to inquire into

the progress of the building of the Houses of
Parliament:—“ That the Committee have met,
and considered the subject-matter to them
referred, and have examined witnesses, and
have come to the following resolution, viz.:

—

That, considering the great inconvenience of
the present House of Lords, and that such
inconvenience will be greatly aggravated bv
the progress of the new buildings before the
commencement of the session of 1844, no delay

should take place in the building and preparing

the new House of Lords, beyond what is

absolutely required for the safety of the work
;

that the architect be directed so to conduct his

operations as to secure the occupation of the

new House of Lords, with temporary fittings,

at the commencement of the session of 1845
;

that in case the architect, in the progress of
the work of the new House of Lords, shall

find that more time will be required in con-

sequence of any apprehension of injurious

consequences to the building, he shall report

the same to the Commissioners of her Ma-
jesty’s Wood and Forests, in order that such
report may be communicated to this House in

due time
;

that it does not appear to the com-
mittee that it is advisable that any alterations

in the ventilation of the present House of

Lords, which would lead to additional expense,

should be adopted
;
and the committee have

directed the minutes of evidence taken before

them to be laid before your Lordships.”

Weymouth.— The Harbour of Refuge
Commissioners having completed a careful

survey of Weymouth Bay and Portland Roads,
and examined all those who offered themselves

and were qualified to afford the necessary in-

formation, took their departure on Wednesday,
fully impressed with the natural advantages

presented to their notice for forming a break-

water in Portland Roads, capable of affording

shelter and protection to the shipping and
maritime commerce of England, of being a

counterpoise to Cherburgh (from which we
are only distant sixty miles) and St. Malo, and
situated about midway between Portsmouth
and Plymouth. In their visit to Portland the

commissioners were forcibly struck with the

economy that would be attendant on the erec-

tion of a breakwater here—large quantities of

stone, already quarried, and now only encum-
bering the land and of no value, seeming to

invite the undertaking, and the owners would
no doubt be glad to see it removed. This
stone (the roach) being in large pieces of from

ten tons and under, is admirably adapted for

the construction of a breakwater; and we most
sincerely congratulate the town and neighbour-

hood upon the prospect of this great and im-

portant national undertaking being carried

into effect.

—

Dorset Chronicle.

Peal of Bells for York Minster.

—

In the course of a few days a very fine and
powerful peal of bells will be erected in one
of the towers of York Minster, and for melody,
richness of tone, and power it is said, they will
far surpass any other in the north of England.
They are the gift of the late Dr. Beckworth,
the eminent physician of York, who, amongst
his many charitable bequests, directed 2,000/.
to be named in his will for the purpose of
furnishing the great northern cathedral with
a suitable peal of bells. They have been cast
atj the foundry of Messrs Mears, in White-
chapel, and are twelve in number, the largest
weighing 53 cwt., and heing in note C

;
the

smallest 8 cwt., and in the whole being up-
wards of 10 tons in weight. In addition to
the above, a complete “monster” clock bell
is about being cast for the Minister at the
same foundry, which is stated to be the largest
in the world. It will be the enormous weight
of 10 tons, and in key F

;
that of the great

hell at Oxford being 7 tons
;
Great Tom of

Lincoln 5J tons; and the great bell at St.
Paul’s 5 tons. It will be paid for by public
subscription, 1,700/. being already collected.

A newly-invented compass, which has already
attracted a great deal of attention among
nautical men, was shewn on Wednesday at the
Hall of Commerce, some of the leading mer-
chants having promised to inspect it. It is

the invention of Mr. William Bush, the en-
gineer, constructed for her Majesty’s yacht the
Victoria and Albert, being the counterpart of
another meant as a present to the King of the
French, the patentee intending to proceed to

Paris with a view of submitting it to his

Majesty. The appearance of the compass is

in some respects quite different from the
common one, magnetic bars in a neat case
being attached to the framework of what we
believe is technically called the box. Upon
the lurching of the vessel these remain perpen-
dicular, and the compass itself is entirely un-
affected by local attraction. This has been
sufficiently proved by repeated trials in

Woolwich Royal Dock-yards, where thousands
of tons of iron are lying, and which never-
theless failed to disturb in any essential degree
the patent compass, while that constructed on
the ordinary principle was subjected to violent
oscillations. There have also, as we under-
stand, been several experiments on board iron
steamers, so ill adapted to the right working of
common compasses, and with thegreatestsuccess
to the new one. Of course, if the desideratum
of non-variability of the needle shall be found
to have been fully supplied (and we confess
from all we have heard and seen, despite the
fruitless efforts that have been made for more
than a century, we believe it now is), this will

have to be ranked among the great discoveries

of the age.

—

Essex Standard.

Mr. J. F. Francis, of Berkeley-square, Lon-
don, has obtained the prize of 50/. offered by the

Town Council for the best architectural design
for two chapels and an entrance-lodge for the
new Cemetery. There were twenty-five com-
petitors from various parts of the country.
The consecrated chapel is in the Norman
style

;
the chancel is semi-circular, and the

floor and walls are well adapted for monu-
mental brasses. The chapel in the unconse-

crated ground is in the early English style
;

it is smaller than the other, and is not pro-

vided with a chancel.

—

Salisbury Journal.

Amended New Buildings’-Bill. — A
meeting in committee of the Master Car-
penters was held at the Freemasons’ Tavern,
on Monday last, to consider and report upon
the above Bill. The report being agreed to,

the chairman, Mr. FI. Biers, was instructed to

arrange for a deputation to Lord Lincoln, at

the Woods and Forests, to impress upon his

lordship several other improvements, and also

to point out the objectionable parts in the

amended Bill. We shall endeavour to lay

before our readers a copy of the above report

in our next publication.

The Anniversary Dinner of the
Master Carpenters’ Society will take

place atthe West India DockTavern, Blackwall,

on Tuesday next
;
the chair will be taken at

four o’clock precisely. Visitors will he ad-

mitted at this meeting upon the introduction

of a member, and, from the position of this

society relating to the proceedings in Parlia-

ment on the “ Buildings’-Bill,” it is anticipated

that this meeting will be very fully attended.
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JTcnarrsi.

Tenders delivered for altering, dividing, and

repairing Bolton House, Russell-square, and for

building three first-rate houses on the adjoining

ground.—A. Moseley, Esq., Architect, Keppel-

street, Russell-square. June 19.

Mr. Baker j£l0,400

Mr. Jackson 9,776

Mr. Mansfield 9,340

Messrs. Grissell and Peto .... 9,130

Messrs. Pearse and Guerrier .. 8,972

Messrs. Locke and Nesham. ... 8,890

Mr. Grimsdell 8,864

Mr. Nicholson 7,790

Tenders delivered for building six houses in

London-street, Bethnal Green.—W. Howard, Esq.,

Architect. £ s. d.

Messrs. Vanderstru and Parry 1,130 14 9

Mr. Brevetor 891 18 0

Mr. Slater 816 0 0

Mr. Norris 797 0 0

Mr. Litchfield 768 0 0

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the additions and alterations to the County

Gaol, at Nottingham j
and the Nisi Prius Court, at

the Shire Hall. (Separate Tenders.) — Messrs.

Hawksley and Jalland, Architects, Nottingham.

June 26.

For building Sewers in Old Fish-street, Trinity-

lane, and several other streets and places adjacent

thereto.—Jos. Daw, Esq., Guildhall. June 25.

For the alterations, improvements, and repairs to

the School House in Hatton Garden.— Mr.

Cooper, Architect, 1, Verulam-buildings, Gray’s-

Inn. June 29.

For the necessary Iron-work of a Bridge of one

arch, 110 feet span, to be built over the river Avon,

at Bath.—Drawings, &c., Mr. Manners, Architect,

1, Oxford-row, Bath. June 25.

For a Farmstead and House, at Dullingham Ley,

for R. J. Eaton, Esq., M.P.—Mr. J. F. Clark,

Architect, Newmarket. June 26.

For the erection and completion of seven Cot-

tages, &c., in Kentish Town.—Address Black

Horse Public-house, back of Cain’s-place, Kentish

Town. June 24.

For the repairs in restoring the Tower and Spire

of Louth Church, Lincolnshire.—Mr. Cottingham,

Architect. June 24.

For building a Sewer in Haberdasher’s-Walk,

Hoxton, Myrtle-street, Hoxton Town, Hyde-place,

to end under the Regent’s Canal, near the Rose-

mary Branch-bridge, a length of 4,350 feet.

—

Messrs. Stable and Lush, Office of Sewers, Hatton-

garden. June 29.

For Bricklayers, Carpenters, Smiths, Plumbers,

and Painters and Glaziers Work for one year from

Midsummer-day next, for all such works as may be

required to be done at the Churches, Chapels, Court-

house, &c., of St. Marylebone.—C. Flood, Esq.,

Vestry Clerk. June 29.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans, &c. are wanted for erecting a Church at

Southwall, Notts.—Further particulars of Mr. Wm.
Shaw, Southwall, Notts. The successful com-
petitor will be employed on the usual terms.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
We have not at present time to measure the

altitude of St. Paul’s Cathedral, which is

variously stated, and can therefore only refer to

Pugin’s Public Buildings of London, in which it

is given at 360feetfrom the internal marble pave-

ment, andfrom thence to the foot of the western

steps 13 feet more, but somewhat less towards the

east, as the ground ascends to Panyer-alley, which

is reputed to be the highest spot within the city of
London.
We have received several complaints relative to

the competition for the designing of the church

at Southwall, but, not
,
knowing any of the parties

or any of the circumstances, we cannot at present

give any opinion.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES,
To-day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, June 22.

—

Royal Botanic, Regent’s-

park, 4 p.m.

Monday, 24. — Geographical, 3, Waterloo-

place, 8£ p.m.

Tuesday, 25.

—

Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Bcrners-street, 83 p.m. ;
Civil Engineers, 25, Great

George-street, 8 p.m. ; Zoological, 57, Pall Mall,

83 p.m.

Wednesday, 26.

—

Geological, Somerset House,

8J p.m. ;
Phannaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square,

9 P.M.
Thursday, 27. —Royal Society of Literature,

4, St. Martin’s-place, 4 p.m. ;
Medico-Botanical,

32, Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

Friday, 28.—Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8 p.m.

(ffurrntt IJrirrs of KHctale.

June 19, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Spelter.—

F

oreign ton .

.

0 0 0 to 22 0 0

„ For delivery.

.

0 0 0— 21 10 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver 0 4 6

Iron—

E

nglish bar, &c.perton 6 5 0— 6 10 0

„ Nail rods 0 0 0— 7 5 0

,, Hoops 0 0 0— 8 0 0

,, Sheets 0 0 0— 9 0 0

,, Cargo in Wales .. 5 10 0 — 5 15 0

,, Pig, No. 1, Wales 3 10 0— 4 0 0

,, No. 1, Clyde 3 5 0— 3 7 0

,, For., Swedish .. .. 9 10 0— 9 15 0

,, Russian, ccnd.. .. 16 10 0

Steel—

S

wedish keg, p. ton 16 10 0— 17 0 0

,, » Faggot.. 0 0 0— 17 10 0

Copper—

E

nglish sheathing, per lb. — 0 0 9*

„ Old 0 0 8*

,, Cake p. ton. . .

.

0 0 0— 82 0 0

„ Tile 80 0 0— 81 0 0

,, S. American .

.

72 0 0— 74 0 0

Tin—

E

nglish, blocks, &c. cwt 3 13 0

, ,, bars .... 0 0 0— 3 13 6

,, Foreign, Banca .... 3 5 0— 3 7 0

, , ,,
Straits.... 0 0 0— 3 3 6

,, ,,
Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 8 0— 1 13 0

,, ,, No. IX 1 14 0— 1 19 0

,, wasters 3s. p. box less

Lead—

S

heet milled . per ton 17 15 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

„ Red 21 10 0

,,
White 23 10 0

Pig-Lead—

E

nglish .... 16 15 0— 17 0 0

,,
Spanish .... 0 0 0— 16 10 0

fl American .. 0 0 0— 15 10 0

SHORT and MAHONY, Brokers,

1, Newman’s-court, Comhill.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

PUBLICATION.

In 1 vol. 8vo., price 8s. with coloured plates.

Asthma, its species and compli-
CATIONS, or Researches into the pathology of Dis-

ordered Respiration, with the Remedial Treatment applica-

cable to each variety ;
being a practical and theoretical review

of this malady considered in its simple form, and in con-

nection with 'Disease of the Heart, Catarrh, Indigestion,

&c. ; illustrated by cases and plates coloured from nature ;

by F. H. Ramadge, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of

Physicians, &c., London: Longman, Brown, Green, and
Longmans.

TO ENGINEERS, DRAUGHTSMEN, See.

STEPHENS’ RULING AND MECHA-
NICAL DRAWING INK, for Engineers, Artists,

and Designers. This article will be found superior to the

best Indian Ink for the above purposes. It does not smear

with India-rubber, or wash off with water. It flows freely

from the drawing-pen, and never corrodes or encrusts it. It

may be used on a plate or slab, with a camel’s hair brush,

diluting it with water, or thickening it by drying, as required.

It has the advantage of being ready for immediate use.

Sold in conical-shaped Bottles, convenient for using from

without any Stand, hv the Inventor, Henry Stephens, 54,

Stamford-strect. Blackfriars’-road, and by Booksellers and

Stationers, at 6d. each.

Tracing paper. — samples for-

warded by Post free.—AVATERLOW and SONS, 66,

LONDON-WALL, having devoted much attention to the

manufacturing of the above article, have succeeded in pro-

ducing a Paper superior to any yet introduced, combining

the great requisites of clearness and a surface warranted to

work well with pencil, ink, and colour. The following are

the cash prices :

—

Double Crown 30 by 20, 3s. per quire. . 21. 10s. per ream.

Double Dble. do. . 40 by 30, 6s. ,,
..Si. ,,

Dble.Dble.Dble.do.60by40, 13s. ,, ..111. ,,

Outsides, half-price.

Whatman’s Drawing Paper, and every article of Sta-

tionery used in the Offices of Engineers, Architects, Sur-

veyors, Builders, &c., at the lowest prices for cash.

WATERLOWand SONS. WHOLESALE STATIONERS,
66, LONDON-WALL.

ASTENNE BITUMEN COMPANY,
Oflices, 31. Poultry. The Directors of this Company

beg leave to call the attention of ARCHITECTS, BUILD-
ERS, and others, to the very beneficial results attendant on

the use of BITUMEN in the erection of buildings, &c. Its

application as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful.

It is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-

ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to

the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general

satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square :— 1 inch thick,

8d. ; j inch thick, 7d. ; 4 inch thick, 6d. Works not mea-
suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at 6d.

and yd. per foot square. Concrete is charged in addition

according to the thickness when required. Carriage and

men’s time are charged extra when works are executed

beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen

per ton, without grit. Bitumen j£S per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONE, Sec.

ANONYMOUS.— In consequence of an
Anonymous Advertisement having appeared in “The

Times’’ of this date, stating that part of Trafalgar-square

has been laid with Asphalte, the public are informed that

such is not the fact, the material laid down there being only

an imitation of Asphalte, composed of chalk, sand, and tar.

The Pavement in Whitehall (opposite the Horse Guards),

and that at the Duke of York’s column, both laid down in

1S38, are samples of works executed with the genuine Seyssel

Asphalte.

J. FARRELL, Secretary, Seyssel Asphalte Company,

14th May, 1844. “ Claridge’s Patent,” London.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COMPANY.

“CLARIDGE’S PATENT,”
ESTABLISHED 1838.

This ASPHALTE is a Bituminous Limestone, obtained

from an inexhaustible Mine at Pyrimont, in the Jura Moun-
tains.

Previously to its introduction into this country, in 1838,

the Material had been used for many years in France, and

from its great utility was extensively patronized by the Go-

vernment of that Country.
Among the various uses to which it can be applied, the

following may be enumerated :—For Foot-Pavements, public

and others
;
in the Carriage Approach to Mansions, Garden-

walks, and Terraces
;
the flooring of Kitchens and other

basement offices
;

also of Coach Houses and Stables, Dog
Kennels, Bam Floors, Cow Houses, Piggeries, Poultry

Houses, Tun Rooms, and Maltings. For Roofing, Covering

of Railroad and other Arches, the Lining of underground

Cellars near Rivers to prevent the ingress of the Tides
;
also

in Covering the ground-line of Walls, to prevent damp rising

(this application of the Asphalte of Seyssel is particularly

recommended by the Commissioners on the Fine Arts,

thereby rendering the basement stories in the worst situations

both dry and warm. It is an excellent Cement, as applied

to Docks, Breakwaters, or Walls built for resistance to the

encroachments of the Sea. For lining of Tanks, Fish-Ponds,

and other Hydraulic purposes.
I. FARRELL, Secretary,

Seyssel Asphalte Company’s Works,
“ Claridge’s Patent,”

Stangate Dep6t, London.

COMMISSIONERS OF FINE ARTS’ REPORT ON THE
MEANS OF PREVENTING DAMP IN WALLS.

TH E DIRECTORS of the SEYSELL ASPHALTE COM-
PANY have much pleasure in recommending to the notice of

Architects, Builders, and others, the application of THE
ASPHALTE OF SEYSELL as the only effectual means of

preventing DAMP rising in WALLS.
The following account of its application is extracted from

“The Appendix to the Commissioners of Fine Arts Report,

page 18.

“ In 1839 I superintended the construction of a house of

three stories on the Lac d’Enghien. The foundation of the

building is constantly in water, about 194 inches below the

level of the ground-floor. The entire horizontal surface of

the external and internal walls was covered, at the level of

the internal ground-floor, with a layer of Seyssel Asphalte,

less than half an inch thick, over which coarse sand was

spread.
“ Since the above date no trace of damp has shewn itself

round the walls of the lower story, which are for the most

part painted in oil of a gray stone colour. It is well known
that the least moisture produces round spots, darker or

lighter, on walls so painted. Yet the pavement of the floor,

resting on the soil itself, is only about 2l inches above the

external surface of the soil, and only 194, at the utmost,

above that of the sheet of water.
" The layer of Asphalte having been broken and removed,

for the purpose of inserting the sills of two doors, spots in-

dicating the presence of damp have been since remarked at

the base of the door-posts.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE. &c. &c., for Pictures,

Glazing, &c. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon 2s. 6d.

LINSEED OIL, ditto 2s. 9d.

SHEET LEAD, in sheet*, per cwt 18s. 6d.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE .. .. .. 19*-6d.

WHITE LEAD (Genuine) per cwt 27s. Od.

MILLED LEAD 18s. 6d.

Colours, Pipe, Brushes, &c. &c., equally low, and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying

to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester-square, London.

PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND
CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted Crown,

flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists ot which,

shewing the price for anv Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30

of Best and Second quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-

ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having

to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a

list ot dimensions to 11. Cogan. will receive by return of

post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown

Sheet-Glass and Sheet-Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for if

re<

N UIISERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than

is kept by anv other House in London.

COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or

superior appearance is required j
a light 6 feet 6m. long, with

openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, and may be had from Is. 3d.

r foot.
Also may be had,

DOGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,

hich effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a

ore brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than

y other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS. FITTERS, GLASS MER-
HANTS and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100

itterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-

CLOCK
S

MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
RCHITECTS, MODELLERS. AND OTHERS, sup-

ied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering

odels of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, &c. &c.
-n i.wf nf Prirp« miv be had on aopli*

French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,

and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed his Show Rooms for the above

articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal

Discount to Bazaar keepers and others.
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URSUING
thesubject

of the
amended
proposed

B uilding-

Act, we
this week give the re-

sult of our considera-

tion of the schedules as

they now appear, after

having been so mate-

rially altered, that in-

deed as the energy of

the measure lies most

materially in these sche-

dules, which are now
so changed, the Bill

makes a near approach

to a new one. We re-

commend to the build-

ing interest, and to the members of the legis-

lature who make this matter their especial

concern, still to weigh it well in every passage

and paragraph, and to consider minutely the

former and fresh reports and suggestions

which have been made upon the measure by

various bodies and competent parties
;

and

when the whole assumes a state satisfactory

to the minds of the ablest builders and archi-

tects, we then recommend that before the Bill
be sent up to the House of Lords, it be placed
in the hands of a competent barrister and a
competent architect to re-examine and polish
the whole

;
for, after the numerous alterations

which have been made in the Bill, it must of
necessity contain numerous errors, incongrui-
ties, vulnerable places, and oversights, if not
palpable contradictions. We still notice in it

many errors in grammar, many awkward and
doubtful expressions, words spelled in different

ways, or taking the plural in a manner against
decent usage and in different manners, and
many other glaring faults of grammatical con-
struction and orthography.
Now we trust that all who are not by

nature mere bores desire that a measure which
has engaged such an unusual degree of atten-

tion, relative to which an expenditure so great
has been gone to, and which is of so much public
interest, will be rendered nearly perfect, and as
far as so technical a production can be, will be
rendered elegant; that its style and orthography
may be appealed to as a standard, and not be
pointed at as authority for the old confusion in

matters of so much importance. We therefore
trust we may not be offended by seeing the mis-
spelling “ chimnies, monies, attornies, brest-

summers but that they may be written in all

cases chimneys, moneys, attorneys, breast-sum-
mers; that a proper use may be made of the
words to and from , and that the present mis-
placing of words almost general throughout the
Bill may be remedied, so as to vie with the ner-

vous propriety of old unpunctuated English,
which, somehow or other, always conveyed its

meaning without any doubt, whereas a large
portion of modern punctuated English is, from
the false position of its words, weak and open
to innumerable constructions other than the
intended meaning.

We now proceed to the reconsideration of
the schedules of the Bill.

Schedule (C), Part I.—The following are
now the proposed particulars of the second
class :—“ If a building be built originally as a

warehouse, storehouse, granary, brewery, dis-
tillery, manufactory, workshop, or stable,
or be occupied or intended to be occupied as
such, or for a similar purpose,—then it is to be
deemed to belong to the second or warehouse
class;”—in which it will be perceived that the
word stable is now included.

Rule for ascertaining height.—The follow-
ing is the original form of this proposal:

—

“ The height of every building is to be
ascertained by measuring from the surface of
the first or lowest floor of the building, up to
the underside of the ceiling of the topmost
story at the highest part thereof, whether such
story be within the roof or not:
“And if there be no ceiling made or intended

to be made to the topmost story,— then by
measuring from the surface of such first or
lowest floor of the building up to the underside
of any tie-beam, collar beam, or other sub-
stitute for a tie-beam to or within the roof
of the building, and to the highest part of such
roof, and the level of the under-side of such
tie-beam, or such substitute for a tie-beam, is

in such case to be taken to mean the ceiling of
the topmost story.”

The following words have been added to

obviate the defect pointed out by Mr. Bar-
tholomew: “ And if there be no tie-beam, collar-

beam, or other substitute for a tie-beam, to or
within the roof of any building,—then up to a
level three feet below the level of the under-
side of the ridge- piece, or substitute for a
ridge-piece, to the roof of such building.”
But we must repeat that gentleman’s obser-
vation, to the following effect:—“Any addi-
tional depth to which it may be necessary
to carry down the walls of a building, in order
to arrive at a secure foundation, ought to be
clearly excluded from the admeasurement of
stories, and if the party-walls and other walls
he carried down to different levels, as is some-
times necessary, clear definition ought to be
provided for such cases.” And that, “ The
official referees ought to have a discretionary

power relative to permitting addition to the

thickness of walls; otherwise cases of excessive
hardship and vexation will arise.”

The mode of rating buildings has been altered as follows :

—

SCHEDULE (C.)

—

Part II.—Conditions for determining the Rates to which Buildings of the First or Dwelling-house Class arc to be
deemed to belong, and the thickness of the External Walls and of the Party Walls thereof.

In reference to

Height.

1. If the build- - - Iftbebuild-'- - If thebuild-

ing be in ing cover more mg contain

height morethanlOsquares, seven stories,

than 70 feet, and not more
and not more thanl4squares

:

than 85 feet,'

it if it be in- - or if it -- or if it con-

height more cover more tain more than

than 85 feet, than!4squares, seven stories

.If more than- - or if it -- or if it con-

52 feet, and cover more
i

tain six stories,

not more,than 6 squares,;

than 70 feet, and not more!

thanlOsquares

.If more than- - or if it -- or if it con-

38 feet, and cover more tain fivestories

not more than 4 squares,

than 52 feet, and not more
than 6 squares,

Rate of
Building.

- - It is to
- - And the thickness of the external walls must . . And the thickness of the party-walls must be,

be of the first! be, at the least, 21£ inches from the top of the at the least, 21£ inches from the top of the foot-

rate of this tooting up to the under-side of the floor next buying up to the under-side of the floor next but three

class, three below the topmost floor; and, at the least, below the topmost floor; and, at the least, 17£
17s inches from the under-side of the floor next inches from the under-side of the floor next but
but three below the topmost floor, up to the under-three below the topmost floor up to the under-side

side of the floor next below the topmost floor ;'of the floor next below the topmost floor
;
and at

and, at the least, 13 inches from the under-side of the least, 13 inches from the under-side of the

the floor next below the topmost floor up to the floor next below the topmost floor up to the top

top of the wall. of the wall.

It is to - - And the thickness of the external walls must

be an extra be, at the least, 21 £ inches from the top of the

first rate of footing up to the under-side of the floor next but

this class, two below the topmost floor
;
and, at the least,

17£ inches from the under-side of the floor next

but two below the topmost floor up to the top

the wall.

And the thickness of the party-walls must be
at the least, 21* inches from the top of the footing

up to the under-side of the floor next but three

below the topmost floor; and, at the least, 17£-

inches from the under- side of the floor next but

iree below the topmost floor up to the under-side
c. mi

of thi

- It is to - - And the thickness of the external walls must

be of thebe, at the least 17i inches from the top of the

second ratejfooting up to the under-side of the floor next but

of this class, one below the topmost floor; and, at the least,

j

13 inches from the under-side of the floor next

;but one below the topmost floor up to the top of

ithe wall.

It is to!- - And the thickness of the external walls must

be of the'be, at the least, 17^ inches from the top of the

third rate of footing up to the under-side of the floor next but

this class,

4. If not more- - or if it - - or if it do - - It is to

than 38 feet, do not cover not contain be of the

jmore than 4 more than four fourth rate

'squares, stories, of this class,

of the topmost floor
;
and, at the least, 13 inches

from the under-side of the topmost floor up to the

top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must be,

at the least, 17 J inches from the top of the foot-

ing up to the under-side of the floor next but one

below the topmost floor; and, at the least, 13

inches from the under-side of the floor next but

one below the topmost floor, up to the top of the

wall.

And the thickness of the party-walls must be,

at the least, 17J inches from the top of the footing

up to the under-side of the floor next but two

below the topmost floor; and, at the least, 13

inches from the under-side of the floor next but
two below the topmost floor; and, at the least,

13 inches from the under-side of the floor next

but two below the topmost floor up to the top of two below the topmost floor up to the under-side

ot the topmost floor ;
and, at the least, 8$ inches

from the under-side of the topmost floor up to

the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the external walls must

be, at the least, 13 inches from the top of the

footing up to under-side of the floor next below

the topmost floor
;
and, at the least, 8-j inches

from the under-side of the floor next below the

topmost floor up to the top of the wall.

And the thickness of the party-walls must be

at the least, 13 inches from the top of the footing

up to the under-side of the floor next but one

below the topmost floor; and, at the least, 8

£

inches from the under-side of the floor next

but one below the topmost floor up to the

top of the wall.
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THIRD RATE. FOURTH RATE.

Tthcs

—

7

- zz ZT

b
Inches IJi hi kes

-1 2Z 12

3 3Z -

Topmost floor.

13 Inches

Floor next but
one below top-

most floor.

Wh.

Topmost floor.

flCS

fji Tnch

8 ? \lhrJ:s

8 t I nches

Floor vert but
two below top-

most floor.

lfilnches

Party. Par1
!!.

T W2
Jr. 'lies

Floor next below
topmost floor.

l/Jj/ies

Floor next but
one below top-

most floor.

Footings,Footings.

External. Par'K External. Party.

the Rates to which Buildings of the Second or Warehouse Class are to bo
SCHEDULE (C.)-Pakt IlL-CoKDtrTotjs for

\V ail» and of th
c
Party Walls thereof.

deemed to belong;, and the thickness t

Requisite thickness of the External Walls of each Rate

of the Second Class.

It is to be of
1

- - And the thickness of the external walls must be, at the

the first rate of least, 26 inches from the top of the footing up to the level of

76 feet below the topmost ceiling; and, at the least,

inches from the level of 76 feet below the topmost ceiling up

to the level of 36 feet below the topmost ceiling ; and, at the

least, 17i inches from the level of 36 feet below the topmost

ceiling up to the top of the wall.

Requisite thickness of the Party Wall of each Rate

of the Second Class.

- - It is to be of

the third rate of

- . And the thickness of the external walls must be, at the

least, 2H inches from the top of the footing up to the level
,

of 58 feet below the topmost ceiling ;
and, at the least, l/ 2

inches from the level of 58 feet below the topmost ceiling up

to the level of 22 feet below the topmost ceiling ;
and, at the

least, 13 inches from the leeel of 22 feet below the topmost

ceiling up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the external walls must be, at the

least, 17i inches from the top of the footing up to thekvel of

28 feet below the topmost ceiling ;
and, at the least, 13 inches

from the level of 28 feet below the topmost ceiling up to the

top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the external walls must be, at the

least, 13 inches from the top of the footing up to the level of 9

feet below the topmost ceiling ; and, at the least, 8 J inches

from the level of 9 feet below the topmost ceiling up to the

wall.

- - And the thicknessof the party-walls must be, at the least*

26 inches from the top of the footing to the level of 76 feet

below the topmost ceiling ;
and, at the least, 21 £ inches from i

the level of 76 feet below the topmost ceiling up to the level I

of 36 feet below the topmost ceiling ; and, at the least, 174

inches from the level of 36 feet below the topmost ceiling up

to the level of the topmost ceiling ;
and, at the least, 13 inches

from the level of the topmost ceiling up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must be, at the least,

214 inches from the top of the footing up to the level of 58

feet below the topmost ceiling
;
and, at the least, 174 inches

from the level of 58 feet below the topmost ceiling up to the

level of 22 feet below the topmost ceiling ;
and, at the least,

13 inches from the level of 22 feet below the topmost ceiling

up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must be, at the least,

174 inches from the top of the footing up to the level of 28

feet belowr the topmost ceiling ;
and, at the least, 13 inches

from the level of 28 feet below the topmost ceiling up to the

level of the topmost ceiling ;
and, at the least, 8 4 inches from

the level of the topmost ceiling up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must be, at the least,

13 inches from the top of the footing up to the level of 16

feet below the topmost ceiling
;
and, at the least, 8 4 inches

from the level of 16 feet below the topmost ceiling up to the

top of wall.
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TRANSVESE SECTIONS OF WALLS OF THE SECOND, OR WAREHOUSE, CLASS ACCORDING TO THEDESCRIPTIONS OF THEIR THICKNESSES IN SCHEDULE (C.)—PART III.
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Sc iieduIiF. (C.), Part IV.

—

Rules concern-

ing Buildings of the Second or IFirchouse
Class— 1Farchouses, 8,-c.

—“ With regard to

any building of the second class, hereafter

built or rebuilt, in reference to the area thereof

within the same enclosing-walls:

—

“ If such building exceed 35 squares, then

it must have for every 35 squares thereof

party-walls; unless the quantity exceeding 35

squares or an extent of 25 feet in length at the

least, and the whole breadth of every such

building, between every two quantities which
together may exceed 35 squares, and not

amount to 71* squares, and neither of which

must exceed 35 squares, be built and fitted

from the foundation to the highest part of the

roof, or other summit thereof, wholly fire-

proof; or otherwise, unless such portions of

such buildings as shall be thought necessary by
the official referees, upon special application, be

built in like manner fire-proof;
“ And in either such cases, no internal sepa-

ration by party-walls of the same building will

be required.”

As Mr, Bartholomew suggested, stables are

not now proposed to be confined to 25 squares,

but may be made as large as any other building

of the warehouse-class.

Openings in Party-walls.—“ And with regard

to buildings of the second class, in reference

to the openings in party-walls;

—

“ Such openings must not be made wider

than six feet, nor higher than eight feet, unless

in each case the official referees shall previously

authorize larger openings.
“ And the floor, and the jambs, and the

head of everv such opening must be composed

of brick or stone-work throughout the whole

thickness of the wall.

“ And every such opening must have a

strong wrought-iron door on each side of the

party- wall, fitted and hung to such opening

without wood-work of any kind
;

and such

doors must not be less than one-fourth of an

inch thick in the panels thereof;

“ And each of such doors must be distant

from the other not less than eighteen inches.”

Thus power is reserved to the official referees

to allow such doors to be increased in dimen-

sions
;
the doors which before were required
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been inserted. The word “ squared ought

to be removed as ridiculous ;
those stone

foundations which are of materials not squared,

but closely united at various angles, in gene-

ral are the soundest and freest from settlement.

Walls generally.—'“ With regard to every

party fence-wall, and to the external walls

and party-walls of every building hereafter

built, and of every addition to such building,

whether already built or hereafter built,—

-

Every such wall must stand equally on each

side within the top of its footing.”

Compelling the upward diminution of foot-

ings to be equal on both sides is highly

objectionable; there are many cases in which

walls, to be built substantially and effectively,

are required to be set out of perpendicular,

and with their footings more on one side than

the other.

Thicknesses of Enclosing Walls to Stories of
Buildings of whatever Rate—“ With regard to

the enclosing walls to stories of buildings of

the first and second classes,—Each of the en-

closing walls of any such story, throughout the

whole height thereof, from the top of the

footing up to the top of such story, and with

all the sets-off in addition required for such

wall, to whatever rate or whichever class it

may belong, and throughout at the least one-

third of the whole length of such wall, in piers

properly distributed, must be of the following

dimensions (unless cross or return walls,

coursed and bonded with the enclosing walls,

shall, in the opinion of the official referees,

upon special application to them in each parti-

cular case, give sufficient strength, with less

thickness in such enclosing walls)
;
that is to

say,

—

“ As to first class buildings
;
if the story be

in height more than 11 feet,—then the thick-

ness of its enclosing walls must be at the least

13 inches.

“Or if the story be in height more than 15

feet,—then the thickness of its enclosing walls

must be at the least 174 inches.

“As to second class buildings; if the story

be in height more than 9 feet,—then the

thickness of its enclosing walls must be at the

least 13 inches.
“ Or if the story be in height more than 12

feet,—then the thickness of its enclosing walls

must be at the least 174 inches.

“ Or if the story be in height more than 15

feet,—then the thickness of its enclosing walls

must be at the least 214 inches.

“ Or if the story be in height more than 18

feet—then the thickness of its enclosing walls

must be at the least 26 inches.

“ Nevertheless, any external wall of any

building of the first class in which there are

no apertures or recesses may be built of the

thickness of 13 inches, of any height not ex-

ceeding 18 feet, within any story, although the

rate of the wall may require a greater thick-

ness, if another external wall and a cross wall

of not less than 84 inches thick, coursing and
bonding with such external wall, or if two such

cross walls occur within a length of 24 feet of

such wall
;
but always upon condition that the

substructure of such wall is 4 inches thicker

at the least than such superstructure, and ver-

tically under it.

“ And also any such external wall abutted by
cross or return walls within a length of 12 feet

may be built of any thickness not less than 13

inches, notwithstanding the rate of such wall

may require a greater thickness, if not more
than one aperture or recess occur within such

length of 12 feet, and not more than one-half

the quantity in length be taken out of such
compartment of a wall by any such aperture or
recess.”

Part II .
—External Wills.— Construction

and Materials.—“ And with regard to the com-
ponent materials of external walls to buildings

of whatever class :

—

“ Every such wall must be built of sound
BRICKS, or of SQUARED STONE, Or of SUCH
bricks and stone together, laid in and
with mortar or cement in such manner as to

produce solid work; and every such wall must
be carried up of its full thickness to the under-

side of the plate under the roof.

“ Nevertheless, in such walls, besides all

requisite openings for doors and windows, re-

cesses may be formed, so that the back thereof

be of the thickness of 84 inches at the least;

and so that the stability and sufficiency of the

wall be not injuriously affected by making
such recesses.

“ And with regard to other substances than

the component materials of external walls,

“ There may be such wood and iron as shall

be necessary.
“ And every plate, lintel, bond, corbel, being

of wood, and ‘every wood-brick laid into any

external wall, and all ends of joists, of girders,

and of the heads and sills of partitions running

into any external wall, must be fixed at a dis-

tance from the external face of the wall of

four inches at the least.

“ And the frames of doors and windows

must be fixed in reveals at a distance from the

external face of the wall of four inches at the

least.

“ And shop-fronts must be fixed in such

manner as is herein specially directed.

“ And the tiers of doors-cases to ware-

houses must be fixed in the openings left in

such walls, at a distance from the external face

of the wall of two inches at the least.

“ But no timber must be laid into any ex-

ternal wall in such manner, or of such length,

as to render the part of the wall above it

wholly, or in great part, dependent upon the

wood for support, or so that any such wood
might not be withdrawn without endangering

the safety of the superincumbent structure, ex-

cept in the case of brestsummers.”

We again refer to Mr. Bartholomew’s

notes: absurd is the objection to “ opus incer-

tum ” masonry, such as most ancient Gothic

buildings are composed of, and which has in

so many thousand instances survived walls of

squared materials. We advise an hour’s two-

shilling ride to Cheshunt Church, which is of

such masonry, sound, and without a fracture.

Wood mid Iron.—“ We think thatno plate or

bond of wood ought to be allowed to extend

into a wall so much as half the thickness of

such wall, and that in walls not exceeding 13

inches in thickness, the wooden plates and

bond inserted therein ought to be restricted to

4 inches.

“,We think thatmore exact definitions are re-

quired respecting the ranges of windows of

printing-offices and workshops.”
Height and Thickness of Parapets.—“ And

with regard to external walls, in reference to

the height and thickness of any parapet

thereon :

—

“ If an externa] wall adjoin a gutter,—then

such external wall must be carried up, and

remain one foot at the least above the highest

part of such gutter.
“ And the thickness of an external wall, so

carried up above the level of the underside of

the gutter-plate, and forming a parapet, must
be at the least,

—

“ In every such wall of the extra first rate

of the first class, and in every such wall of

the first rate of the second class, 13 inches

thick
;
and

—

“In every other external wall of whatever

rate or whichever class, 84 inches thick.”

The requirement of parapets 13 inches thick

is ridiculous, tending to injure the formation

of gutters properly, and affording no advan-

tage. Nothing could be more absurd than to

compel gothic pierced parapets, carried up for

ornament, to be made expensively gouty: those

roofs last far the longest which project without

any parapets at all, the wet, in case of imperfec-

tion, falling without the building.

{To le continued.)

SOMATOLOGY, OR THE ESSENTIAL AND
CONTINGENT PROPERTIES OF MATTER.

BV ALEXANDER JAMIESON, LL.D.

{Continuedfrom p. 31 1 .)

Our organs of sense furnish us with accurate

ideas or perceptions of the various properties

which all bodies possess, whether in a state of

apparent rest or of visible motion. Thus, touch

informs us of the exterior surface of a body, its

figure, hardness, softness, or any other pro-

perty essential or contingent which it may
possess, except colour, smell, or taste. Sight,

with the intervention of light, gives us clear

perceptions of the superficial extension and
figure, apparent magnitude, colour, &c. of

bodies. Hence we may clearly understand
how observation, or that attention which we
pay to the appearances of objects that are

remarkable, or which become subjects of our
scrunity, contributes to our aid in the pursuit

of science. And things become remarkable as

they fall under our scrutiny and observation

and not by tradition
;

by their reference to

other objects, or by their comparison, simili-

tude, or contrast with each other. Our fami-

liarity from infancy with the objects around
us, and the heedless gaze we glance upon,

the material world, our daily intercourse

with the objects of which it is composed,
the knowledge we have by habit of its wonder-
ful properties, all contribute to make us in-

different observers; nor do we readily begin

to read the volume of nature to mark the

various appearances under which she pre-

sents herself to our view, to learn that there

is one set of phenomena which characterizes

the operations of our mind in its examinations

and pursuits, and another which characterizes

body, matter, or the substances composing
this fair world

;
and that these are toto coelo

different one from the other. But when we
have begun to speculate upon the material

world, we find that our souls are endowed with

powers capable of deriving pleasure from an

accumulation of intellectual knowledge, inde-

pendent of all consideration of its advantages.

Our observation becomes then profitably fixed

upon the properties of body or of matter, and
we in some measure understand by reference

to other bodies and other matter, what may be

the bulk, weight, elasticity, fluidity, &c. of

such as we wish to compare and contrast one
with another. And if these observations be

applied to what we have already said upon this

subject—that is upon body or matter— the

reader will clearly perceive what species of

discipline the mind undergoes in entering upon
the very threshold of science, and with how
much stability it must be loaded, if we may
speak figuratively, in order to exercise its

powers for the acquisition of such knowledge
as belongs to that branch of natural philosophy

which we designate somatology.

All bodies are composed of elements which
are supposed to be few in number, but, by

their combinations, capable of producing all

the varieties found in the works of nature.

The extraordinary transformations we dis-

cover excite our surprise, and prove that there

can be no absolute annihilation. We do not

refer to mere antiseptics or those substances

that resist putrefaction, or apparent dissolu-

tion by the action of the elements
;
nor do we

glance at the wreck of the antediluvian world

in coal basins, chalk-pits, and organic re-

mains of animals larger than any now existing

by as much as the lives of the patriarchs ex-

ceeded thepresent standardof life in thepropor-

tion, at least, of ten to one. The antediluvian

world was altogether, and except one family

and the animals, &c., preserved by that family,

entirely changed by a visitation the most
awful that could have visited the earth

;
but

there was no annihilation of the materials

composing the old world. Nor is there anni-

hilation now of any part of nature’s produc-

tions. Thus, grass seems to be the origin of

blood, chyle, milk, flesh, bones: and light, air,

and water are the chief nourishment of plants

that grow in the earth or vegetate in any other

circumstances. The oak is the same material

now that it was four thousand years ago. Its

essence is unchangeable. In fact, we may
thence infer that the elements of bodies are

not only few in number but unchangeable in

character, essence, or essential properties.

Men are black, copper-coloured, brown, fair:

cross the breed as you will, the elements of

the original remain unchangeable,—nature is

always herself. And this regularity, or

uniformity in the course of nature, shews that

the elementary parts of bodies are perma-
ment and unchangeable

;
for if these ele-

mentary particles which constituted an oak

some four thousand years ago had undergone
any gradual decay, the oaks of the present day

would have been formed considerably different

from those of the Patriarch’s times
;
but as we

cannot allege any difference, it would seem
that the ultimate elements of bodies have con-

tinued the same. This is equally remarkable

in the human race. Men are not more di-

vided by speech than by cast or colour and
physical organization.

We have already noticed that the ancients

confined the elements of bodies to four—fire,

air, earth, and water : but chemistry unfolds

manycombinations of air, earth, and water, into

each of which that invisible fluid heat enters,

and with which they unite in a wonderful

manner. All matter which is the object of
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our senses is continually being altered and
changed in form, or some other of its essential

or contingent properties; but never ultimately

destroyed by annihilation. For all those
changes which take place in the sensible quali-

ties of bodies, result from the action of one
species of matter upon another. Thus, the
ascension of water from the earth in the form
of vapour, by means of the sun’s influence and
other atmospheric causes; the conversion of
certain elements of air, moisture, and earth
into the structures of plants by the peculiar
organization of these bodies; the formation of
coal and other species of bitumen under the
surface of the earth by the changes which ve-

getables undergo when deprived of their vital

principles, and they have become subservient to

other agencies
;
and the liquefaction of metals

by means of fire ;—prove that the operations
of chemistry are concerned in the greater part
of the secret processes of nature as palpably
as of those which display the most useful and
agreeable results of the art of man. But che-
mistry, like nearly the whole of the other
subjects of human skill and industry, was prac-
tised as an art long before any knowledge of
its principles was attained as a science. And
our inquiries are vain when we search to dis-

cover the inventor of the first plough, the
baker of the first bread, the potter who first

turned a bowl on the wheel, or the wright who
hollowed out the first canoe. Men used their
hands for the purpose of supplying their wants
long before they were acquainted with the
laws of mechanics : and prompted by the power
of instinct or invention, while the example of
other animals favoured their imitative faculties,

they exercised many of the useful arts without
knowing on what principles they were ena-
bled to attain their ends. Yet were these ends
attained at a period very far anterior to that
in which they had any methods of recording
their acquirements

;
and more remote too, we

should suppose, than that to which the im-
mense grasp of human tradition can ex-
tend.

But what has all this to do with a discourse

i

upon somatology? Much every way. Unless men
in those remote ages had studied' the essential
and contingent properties of bodies, the arts

of metallurgy, dyeing, and pottery, which are
mentioned in the earliest literary records we
possess, would not have arrived at the excel-
lence they had reached

;
and but very few

people have been found so barbarous as not to

present some specimens of their skill in pro-
ductions allied to those arts. Nor was their

genius confined to one quadrant in the circle

of sciences; they traversed its circumference,
else whence those difficult and abstruse chemical
processes that have immortalized Egyptian
invention and Mexican skill? The grape,
eaten in its unfertnented juice, is charged with
no inebriating qualities, but its expressed juice
is rendered intoxicating; and the vine is never
mentioned in times of remote antiquity except
as the fruit which “ maketh glad the heart of
man.” Osiris or Bacchus traversed the globe
for the purpose of teaching all nations the
cultivation and use of the vine. But to illus-

trate our allusion to Egyptian invention. The
conversion of rough ore into a finely polished
metal, the application of antiseptics in the art

of embalming the dead, the whole art and
mystery of medicinal chemistry as practised
by the corporations of mummy-makers, the
manufacture of colours and of stained glass,
demonstrate a state of civilization highly con-
ducive to the comforts of man

;
for the Egyp-

tians were without doubt the first people' of
antiquity who excelled in all the arts which
arc purely scientific. As it was among the
nations of antiquity, so it is with us; some
men record the observations that fall within
their reach, others by experiments arrive at

results highly conducive to the comfort of
society; upon inquiry we find that the material
world, and the application of iis treasures to
the ease or splendour of human existence,
form the grand emporium in which every man,
as he may be prompted by inclination or
talents, is at liberty to exercise his talents and
push forward his invention to convert to public
advantage and private emolument the inex-
plicable resources which on all hands solicit

the unremitting application of his patient,
laborious industry.

Mechanical means may be employed to
reduce masses of hard substances to dust

;
the

agency of fire will convert water into steam

;

nay, even gold, which in the crucible becomes
liquid, can by intense heat be dissipated into
vapour and again collected into its original mass
without losing in weight by these most extra-
ordinary changes. In this example, the identity
of the substance we call gold is the most un-
answerable proof of the indestructibility of
matter. Our experiments must always be
limited to our apparatus. But. had we the

means of erecting apparatus sufficiently capa-
cious, we might let off in vapour all the water
in Loch Ness, or reduce to fine sand all the
Grampian Hills. Yet the vapour, though by
the laws of repulsion it was no longer water,
would still exist, and the debris of those primi-
tive rocks would be held down to the surface
of the earth by virtue of gravitation.

Thus we see that whether we assume the

veriest atom of aeriform, liquified, or gross and
hard substances, as the representative of body
and matter, all that we can do with that atom
but enables us the more accurately to define

its properties, and expatiate upon the transfor-

mations through which it can be pushed by
human ingenuity. Let the gold-beater hammer
his leaves of gold so thin that eighteen hundred
of them would not be thicker than a leaf of
this book, still it is gold! Let the chemist
with a single grain of vitriol or carmine tinge

a gallon of water, every particle of his vitriol,

every atom of his carmine, is diffused in the
water, every drop of which imbibes the die.

Let the manufacturer of gas convert the pith

of coal into an invisible aeriform fiuid, its

permanency is obvious by the light it affords,

and its soot, which is generated by the flame,

attests the indestructible quality of matter.
Let the grave absorb the noble structures that
once formed the frail tenements of immortal
spirits, still the ultimate particles of kindred
matter will serve again for new combinations,
as inexplicable to our gross senses, and incom-
prehensible to our finite understandings, as

the solution of the great problem which forms
the basis alike of revelation and of all human
knowledge; “ In the beginning God created
the heaven and the earth.”

In that heaven and this earth we behold the

greatness of Almighty Power, the infinite wis-

dom and unsearchable goodness of our com-
mon Parent. With how much humility, then,

doth it become us to talk about even the
properties of matter. Some of these properties

are essential to its existence
;
others are con-

tingent to that existence, and depend upon
various changes to which every created sub-

stance is liable, by reason of the invariable

laws of nature, or the transformations to which
it may be subjected by the ingenuity of man.
But in any and in all situations matter is body,
and body is matter; yet in geometrical lan-

guage the term body means a solid, which in

natural philosophy is defined a portion of space
or of matter limited in magnitude on all sides.

Habit has fixed upon our minds a notion of
space that supersedes definition. Body—that

is, a solid—considered in itself, may be viewed
as indifferent to motion or rest, but capable of
any sort of motion, straight or culvilinear,

speedy or slow, and of all sorts of figure, square,

round, and oval, or of any forms we may
choose to impress upon it externally. Body
then is matter, of which we know nothing
except by its properties

;
and our notions of

these properties are all simple ideas, which we
cannot divide, even in imagination, so perfectly

uniform are they, so devoid of parts. But
when we proceed to analyse these ideas, their

simplicity vanishes—each forms a nucleus of an
extensive aggregate

;
the fecundity of the

whole exceeds our furthest conceptions. For,
how many associations may we link with the

terms extension and figure ? and yet these are

but two out of a dozen of properties that we
might enumerate as essential or contingent to

all matter, solid or fluid.

Moreover, all bodies have secondary pro-
perties, which may be classed as hard, soft, and
elastic. A hard body does not yield without
breaking to any stroke or percussion, but re-

tains its figure unaltered, unless the blow or
j

percussion be so great as to overcome the

cohesion of the parts, and produce fracture or

pulverization. A soft body is that which
yields, in all its parts, to any stroke or per-

cussion, or even impression, without ability of

restoring itself to its original form. An elastic

body is that whose parts yield to any stroke, but
immediately begin to restore themselves, and

the body ultimately assumes its previous figure.
There are no bod'ies, however, with which we
are acquainted, that are perfectly hard, soft, or
elastic; but all bodies—that is to say, all
matter, or created substances—possess some
one of these properties in a greater or less
degree.

The popular distinction of matter into solids
anu fluids requires to be noticed in this place.
Philosophers define a solid as that in which
the attractive power of the particles of which
it is composed exceed their repulsive power,
and consequently they are not easily moved
among themselves : the body therefore retains
any figure with which it may be impressed.
A fluid, on the other hand, is that in which the
attractive and repulsive power of the particles
are in exact equilibrio, or in a state of
balanced rest amongst themselves, and the
body therefore yields to the slightest impres-
sion, and, like the elastic body, easily and
readily resumes its primitive form. A fluid is

any thing which cannot be grasped by the
hand like apiece of marble or the branch of a
tree.

Among the mechanics of natural history,
one of the most delicate examples we have to

offer in illustration of a fluid is the follow-
ing :

Upon the surface of smooth water, you will
see the most active little insects run their
daily course without sinking, or even wetting
their teet. Examine with a magnifying glass
the track which one of these has run on the
surface of the water, and round each foot
a pit will be observed resembling the inden-
tation which a baker makes in kneading dough.
If the feet of these insects be examined with a
microscope, they will present five or six spread-
ing hairs, ranged as the rays in which we
draw a star. When on the water, each fibre
is surrounded by a pit, much broader than the
fibre; the quantity of water displaced in the pits

is exactly equal to the weight of the insect,
which in its rapid course upon the bosom of
an Alpine spring leaves the most beautiful
tracery behind it that can be imagined, and
analogous to what may be termed the me-
chanical undulations which we trace in the
wake of a steam-vessel

;
so also a well-po-

lished needle will displace its weight of water
and swim, because its surface is so smooth
that the water does not adhere to it. The
brushy feet of the insects are in physical, but not
in mathematical contact with the water, and,
by repelling it, depress so much of it that they
are supported. But upon luke-warm water or
a glass of mixed ordinary distilled spirit
and water, none of the aqueous insects
can run

;
on these they will sink to their belly.

Into the specific law of corpuscular action,
which obtains in this case, our inquiry does not
enter. We have shewn that a fluid is matter
which yields to the slightest impression, and
we might further confirm our example by re-
reference to the whale and the minnow

;
the

fry of the minnow, not one-tenth of an inch
long, and even wonderfully smaller animals
which the microscope exhibits to our gaze,
swim about with perfect freedom in a globule
of water. The particles of fluid bodies
are spherical, and their forces are more
directed to their centres than to their surfaces,

by which means motion is allowed freely when
any force is applied from without; whereas
when these particles are at rest all their parts

are in equilibrium, in respect of each other.

The pressure however of incumbent bodies, and
containing vessels, always produces some de-
viation from the perfect equilibrium. It may
be that in fluids of one class the particles

or molecules have no mutual power, or they
may have repulsive or attractive power. Of
the first we have examples in sand and fine

powders
;
of the second are the elastic fluids,

as air; and of the third all liquids, as water,

mercury, &c. These three kinds of fluids are

obviously produced by the original differences

which exist in the primary particles of which

they are composed.

Extraordinary Circumstance.— One
mass of rock has been raised in Mr. King’s

quarry, Higher Bebbington, 40 feet long, 12

feet wide, and 3£ feet deep, making 1,680

cubic feet, or 120 tons. It is perfect, and

without stain or flaw of any kind, and is now
being cut up for use .—Halifax Guardiaii,
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MONTAGUE HOUSE.

We this week give a view of the entrance

leading from Great Russell-street, Blooms-

bury, through the screen-wall to the court-

yard of Montague House, now with the new

buildings forming the receptacle of the British

Museum. We hasten to insert a view of this

subject, as it will no doubt very soon be no

more. We have two other engravings upon

the same building ready, but on account of our

extended remarks upon the proposed N ew

Building-Act, cannot this week insert either

them, or any extended remarks.

THE WELLINGTON STATUE.

The cost of the statue and pedestal was

9,000/., the metal having been given to the

committee by the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

and valued at 1,500/., in addition to that amount.

The money was raised by a public subscription,

after a meeting held at the Mansion House.

The contract with Sir Francis Chan trey was

made in February, 1839, by the trustees, Sir

Peter Laurie, Mr. John Masterman, Mr.Arthur

K. Barclay, and Mr. R. L. Jones, the work to

be completed and fixed by 1843. Sir F. Chan-

trey, at his death, left the whole model com-

plete, and also the head of the duke the full

size. The work has since been completed by

his assistant, Mr. Weeks, under the direction of

the executors. There was much apprehension

from the delay in delivering the stones of the

the contractors, Messrs. M‘Donald
^ 4hat the statue could not have been

the anniversary of the battle of

they were not on the ground

n Saturday. Mr. Jackson, the

contractor for the Royal Exchange, then took

the work in hand, and by the most spirited ex-

ertions succeeded in getting the whole of the

pedestal fixed, and the statue in its place by the

evening of Monday. The general opinion

passed upon the pedestal during yesterday was,

that it is much too high and too plain to do

justice to the magnificent structure in the front

of which it is placed.—[Bah !]

The statue itself is 14 feet in height from

the feet of the horse to the top of the head of

the duke. The pedestal on which it stands is

of Peterhead, or the red granite of Aberdeen-

shire, with the exception of the lower course,

which is of grey granite. The pedestal is

altogether 14 feet high, so that the total height

is exactly 28 feet. The attitude of the horse

is of the quiet character which was introduced

by the great artist, and greatly resembles the

horse of the statue of George IV. in front of

the National Gallery. The costume of the

duke is generally taken from that which he

wore on the great day of W aterloo, including

his usual and remarkable military cloak.

—

Morning Herald, June 20.

ROYAL COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS.

The exhibition of works sent in, pursuant to

notices issued by Her Majesty’s Commissioners

of Fine Arts, in May and July, 1843, with a

view to assist them in the selection of persons

to be employed in the decoration oi portions of

the New Houses of Parliament, will be thrown

open to the public on Monday next, at West-

minster Hall. The subjects included in the

present exhibition, by the terms of the notices,

are limited to the following departments of

art:— 1. Models of statues of British Sovereigns

and illustrious personages, to be subsequently

executed in bronze or marble, for the decora-

tion of the New Palace. The works to be

ideal or portrait, statues, or groups
;
the sub-

jects being left to the choice of the respective

artists. The specimens, not exceeding two in

number, to be sent by each artist, may be

either prepared for the occasion, or selected

from works already executed by him within

five years
;
but the dimensions of each work

must be on the scale of an erect human figure*

not less than three nor more than six teet.

2. Specimens of fresco painting, executed on

portable frames, each specimen to be com-

posed of not less than two applications of the

superficial mortar, so as to exhibit the skill of

the artist in joining the work of two or more

days. Each exhibitor in this department is at

liberty to send a cartoon as a specimen of his

ability in design and compositisn. 1 he recep-

tion of subjects closed on the 15th inst., the

original period having been extended one week

on the petition of a large body of artists, 'lhe

work of arrangement, however, has been pro-

gressing during the last fortnight, and his

Royal Highness Prince Albert, accompanied

by the Duke of Sutherland, Lord Colborne, the

Earl of Lincoln, Viscount Palmerston, Lord

Mahon, Lord John Russell, Sir R. Inglis, and

several other commissioners, inspected the ex-

hibition on Friday week. The commissioners,

who were conducted through the hall by Mr.

Eastlake and Mr. Barry, are understood to

have expressed themselves much gratified with

the general character of the works
;
but, in the

exercise of their judgment, it was thought ad-

visable to exclude many subjects in the fresco

department, as not possessing sufficient artis-

tical merit to entitle them to a place in the

exhibition. The models for works in sculp-

ture are both numerous and interesting. 1 hese

occupy the centre of the hall, and being most

favourably placed for observation, will probably

form the most attractive feature in the forth-

coming exhibition. The frescos, with their

accompanying cartoons, are also numerous,

and it is said that some of them evince a very

satisfactory degree of talent in this interesting

branch of art. From their limited size, how-

Tii:ia
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ever, none of the subjects exceeding; eight feet

in their longest dimension, and from the large

number which it has been thought right to

exclude, the walls of the hall do not present so

well covered an appearance as on the recent
occasion of the cartoon exhibition. It is ex-

pected that her Majesty will honour the exhi-
bition with a visit previous to its being opened
to the public on Monday next.

SAFETY BEACON FOR THE GOODWIN
SANDS.

The Trinity Buoy steam-yacht, on June 20th,
towed off to its station, on the Goodwin Sands,
a stupendous safety beacon, designed and exe -

cuted, we believe, by James Walker, Esq.,
C. E., under the auspices of the Trinity Board.
The beacon is intended not only to be a guide
to mariners, but also a place of refuge for the
crews of vessels cast away on the fatal Good-
win. It will be recollected that a safety beacon,
the invention of Captain Bullock, R.N., was
placed on the Goodwin Sands some years since,

and still braves the storm. The one that has
been towed out to-day is of larger dimensions,
and will be placed on a different part of the
sands. This beacon is an experiment, and we
understand, should it succeed, it is the inten-

tion of the Trinity Board that similar fixed

erections shall supersede floating buoys. Mr.
Walker’s beacon consists of a strong iron co-
lumn, about 40 feet high, based on a circular

platform of solid masonry, the latter being up-
wards of 20 feet in diameter. The foot of the
pillar is bell-shaped, and tapers upwards to
the extent of some six or eight feet. About
the middle of the column there is a conveni-
ence resembling a vessel’s top, surrounded
with an iron railing, capable of receiving, we
should say, half-a-dozen men; and on the
summit is placed an iron basket, shaped like a
balloon, which is also constructed to contain
about a like number of persons, should they
be enabled to reach it in the case of shipwreck.
The column is tied down to the stone-work by
iron stays, and on it are fixed steps, by which
it may be ascended.
The whole of the unwieldy machine is in-

cased in a huge timber vessel, resembling a

brewer’s vat, in which it was built, for the
purpose of floating it to its station on the
sands. The sides of this wooden building are

constructed in such a way as to admit of their

being removed on the beacon settling down in
the sand. The bottom, on which the masonry
rests, will, however, remain under the beacon.
—Morning Herald.

UaU) EntrUigFnrc*

COURT OF QUEEN’S BENCH.—June 12.

(Sittings in Banco.)

THE QUEEN V. THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES RAILWAY.

This was an application by a person named
Webb, a lessee of Rye-house and farm, and of
the tolls of Rye-bridge, for a mandamus
against the defendants, to compel them to

make a road on the line of their railway of a
sufficient width, and in a manner which should
accord with the requisites of the Act under
which the company had been established. The
line of railway went across the road, which
had to be remade, and which it was contended
ought to have been made 16 feet in width, and
not less than one foot in 20 inclination.

Mr. Crowder, Mr. Kelly, and Mr. Wells
shewed cause against the rule, and contended—first, that the bridge was in fact sufficient

;

and, secondly, that the provision on which
this application was founded related solely to
roads which were public roads, and that'the
road in which Mr. Webb was interested was a
private road, and did not therefore come
within the Act.

Mr. Erie and Mr. Gray, in support of the
rule, insisted that this was a public highway,
and was consequently the proper subject of
this application. They further fcontended that
the bridge was not in the state required by the
Act.
The Court thought the question of liabilitv

which was raised on this application could not
be satisfactorily decided on affidavit, and
therefore made the rule absolute for the
mandamus, that the facts might be stated on
the return.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES.

Lecture III.

ON GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE—THE DORIC STYLE.

(Continuedfrom p. 313 .)

After passing through the Propyltea at

Eleusis, the votaries had to enter another
building, forming a second vestibule to the

grand mystic temple, and here they had to

encounter some of the appalling trials which
awaited them. In this vestibule was a move-
able floor, on which the aspirants for initiation

descended to the mysteries below. The order

in this building was the Ionic. Beyond this

vestibule was the Temple of Ceres, which was
protected by the sacred inclosure or wall. In

front was a portico of twelve columns, which
have the peculiarity, of not being fluted from
top to bottom, as Doric columns usually are,

but their shafts plain throughout their whole
height, with the exception of a part at the

top and at the bottom of each about 7 inches

high, which is fluted. Within the temple,

according to a passage in Plutarch, it is

imagined there were two ranges of columns,
with others over them. The architect of this

building was Xenocles. Little is known con-
cerning the Eleusinian rites, as the parties

initiated were obliged to contract a solemn en-

gagement to observe secrecy, and the celebra-

tion was conducted under the veil of impene-
trable mystery. Those who revealed the
nature of these mysteries were looked upon as

the most impious of wretches, as unworthy to

exist, and with whom it was not considered
safe to hold communion. Tlius Horace alludes

to the general feeling of horror expressed
against such persons,

—

“ Beneath one roof ne'er let him rest with me
Who Ceres’ mysteries reveals ;

In one frail bark ne’er let us put to sea,

Nor tempt the jarring winds with spreading
sails.”*

One of the charges brought against Socrates,

of impiety, arose from his contempt for the

mysteries of Ceres; Diagoras, the Melian philo-
sopher, on account of divulging some secrets

of the Eleusinian rites, was proscribed, and a
price was set upon his head

;
it very nearly cost

TEschylus his life for speaking too freely of
them in one of his tragedios

;
and the disgrace

of Alcibiades proceeded from the same cause.

According to rnythologic authority, when
Ceres was in search of her daughter Pro-
serpine, she was hospitably entertained at

Eleusis, at the house of Celeus, king of Attica,

to whose son, Triptolemus, she taught the art

of agriculture, and imparted a knowledge of

the holy doctrine
;

he in return instituted

* “ Vetabo, qui Cereris sacrum
Vulgflrit arcana, sub iisdem

Sit trabibus, fragilemque mecum
Solvat phaselum.”—Od. ii. lib. 3.

festivals and mysteries in her honour. The
celebration of these rites took place at night,
to add to the impressiveness of the scene, and
the aspirants were obliged to perform ablutions
and sacrifices at the river Ilissus, near Athens,
and after a year’s preparation they were
admitted to participate in the more solemn
ceremonies which took place every fifth year
at Eleusis, and which were called the greater
mysteries (gvari)pia geya\a), whereas those
observed at the Ilissus were the lesser mys-
teries (giKpa gvanjpia). They appear to have
been very similar to the rites of the Egyp-
tian goddess Isis, whence they' were most
probably derived. The emperor Hadrian in-

troduced them at Rome, where they lasted
until abolished by Theodosius the Great, after
a total duration of 1,800 years. The colossal
half-length of Geres, brought to England by
Dr. Edward Clarke, and now deposited in the
public library at Cambridge, was found near
the inner front of the second vestibule of this

temple.
In front of the Eleusinian Propylaja was

the temple of Diana- Propylaca, presenting an
arrangement in its porticos differing from any
example.? we have hitherto noticed

; instead of
columns at its angles, antcc, which are often
improperly called pilasters, terminate its fronts
— the distinction between the Greek anise and
the Roman pilasters is very great. The former
were never diminished (or so slightly as not to

appear so to the eye), and were not fluted
;

their capitals consisted of straight lines;

whereas the Roman pilasters were diminished
like their columns, frequently fluted, and their

capitals generally resembled those of the ac-

companying columns
;
and such pilasters were

often placed in situations where the Greeks
would have employed columns. The temple of
which we are speaking was small, with a front

measuring only 20 feet 10 inches on its upper
step

;
its length 39 feet 9 inches, and its

height to the top of the cornice 20 feet 6 inches

;

the building was of Pantelic marble, but with
roof-tiles of baked clay.

At Olympia, in the Peloponnesus, once ex-
isted a magnificent hexastyle temple of Jupiter,

of which the dimensions are presumed to have
been 230 feet by 95 feet. Mr. Dodwell mea-
sured a column, ofwhich the diameter was 7 feet

3 inches. Within this building was enshrined
the master-piece of Phidias, his statue of
Jupiter, of gold and ivory, 50 cubits high.

At Rhamnus, in Attia, on the sea-coast,
is a fine Doric temple of Nemesis, which
stands in a noble situation, elevated 300 feet

above the sea. Pausanius says that it was built

by Alcamenes, the pupil of Phidias. This
temple, and a smaller one adjoining it, dedi-
cated to Themis, were inclosed by a wall of
white marble, remaius of which are yet to

be traced. The temple of Nemesis had at

TEMPLE OF DIANA-PROPYLTEA, AT ELEUSIS, IN ATTICA.
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each end porticos of six columns, and flanks

containing twelve each
;
the external columns,

like those to the temple of Ceres, were only

fluted at top and bottom.* It is ascertained

that the mouldings of the cornice were

painted red, a practice adopted by the Greeks

in other temples. The details in this building

are very fine. Close to it is the small temple

which bears the name of Themis, but which is

supposed to be the original temple of Nemesis,

injured by the Persians, and the Greeks not

caring to repair a structure desecrated by

their enemies, chose rather to erect another.

The smaller building is, in fact, of an earlier

style, being one of the class called in antis,

a mode of building well known to be of great

antiquity. It is very similar to the small

temple of Diana, at Eleusis. These two

temples in antis, of Themis and Diana, would

serve as excellent models for an entrance

porch to a gentleman’s house of moderate size,

and would afford a far better protection

against sun, wind, and rain, than the lofty and

open porticos, which are frequently designed

in a way to afford no defence against the

elements.

At Sunium, which is a promontory forming

the southernmost point of Attica, are the

remains of two Doric buildings; one is a

Propylsea, the porticos of which have two

columns placed between antae. The other

building is a temple dedicated to Minerva-

Surias. The portico consisted of six co-

lumns, and ten have been ascertained on the

flanks
;

but the building is so much in

ruins that the exact number cannot be clearly

made out. The structures are of marble,

highly-finished, and belong to the best ages

of Grecian architecture. “The striking re-

mains of the temple of Minerva on the pro-

montory of Sunium are, in all probability, to be

attributed to the same authors.” (The ar-

chitects of Pericles— Lord Aberdeen’s In-

quiry, p. 143.)

At Thoricus, about eight miles to the

north of Cape Sunium, are the remains of a

singular Doric buiding, which was found half-

buried in the sand, which being cleared, a

f

iortico was discovered, having fourteen co-

umns on each front, and seven in each return
;

and as no remains of walls were discovered

within the area, it is conjectered that the

building was not a temple, but an open portico,

perhaps an agora; these columns are only

fluted at their upper and lower extremities.

Leaving Attica, we shall pass now into Sicily,

where we find the remains of one of the most

astonishing specimens of Doric architecture,

surpassing in magnitude all that we have

hithei to noticed. This is the celebrated

temple of Jupiter Olympius, at Agrigentum,
now called Girgenti, and by Virgil styled,

from a neighbouring river, Agragas. It was

the wealthiest and most powerful city ofSicily,

and, according to Diogenes Laertius, con-

tained within its territory 800,000 persons.

“ The temples of Agrigentum, numerous and

costly as they are, appear to have arisen

during little more than a single century. The
prosperity and independence of the city com-
menced with Theron, about 450 years before

Christ; after the battle of Iiimera (fought on

the same day with that of Salamis), his

thoughts were entirely turned to its decoration,

and the Carthaginian prisoners were made to

assist by their labour in the erection oftrophies

to perpetuate the glory of their conquerors.

The Agrigentines continued in this employ-

ment until a second and more successful in-

vasion of the Carthaginians found them occu-

pied in completing the temple of Jupiter

Olympius, the greatest in the island, and one
of the most stupendous monuments of ancient

times.” (Lord Aberdeen’s Inquiry, p. 134.)

We gather, from early writers, exalted notions

of the wealth and splendour of this people.

One of its merchants, named Gellias, is said to

have received, at one time in bis house 500
knights, and to have supplied them all with a

change of raiment; the daughter of another

citizen, Antisthenes, had 800 cars in her

bridal train
;
300 cars, each drawn by milk-

white horses, superbly caparisoned, accom-

panied the return of Exametus, as victor from

the Olympic games. The horses of Agrigentum
were long famous for their beauty and swift-

* It seems very reasonable to presume that this practice

arose from motives of economy, and that at a future period
the flutings were to be carried through ; the practice of the
best period thus was not lost sight of.

ness,* and it is related by Pliny and by Diodorus

(a native of the island,' whence his additional

name Siculus) that funeral honours were paid

to those horses which had been often victorious

in the Olympic games. Alluding to the pitch

of luxury and splendour of building at which

his countrymen had arrived, the famous

philosopher Empedocles (the same who threw

himself into the crater ot Mount TEcna to im-

mortalize himself) said of them, “ that they

so built as if they were to live for ever, and

they so feasted as if they were to die on the

day following.”!

The temple of Jupiter was in its proportions

truly colossal, and it ranked among ancient

Greek temples as second only to that of Diana

at Ephesus (which was 425 feet long and

220 feet in breadth)
;

it was 369 feet in length,

its breadth 182 feet, and its heigth 120 feet,

in which dimensions Mr. Cockerell is of

opinion that it exceeded the building at

Ephesus, Unlike other Doric structures, in

this temple the columns are not detached from

the walls, thus they present only the appear-

ance of half-columns; these, however, are

13 feet in diameter, so that if the columns had

been disengaged, their circumference would

have been more than 40 feet, a dimension ex-

ceeding the largest columns in Egyptian ar-

chitecture. (The Roman-Doric column erected

by Sir C. Wren, calied the Monument, is only

15 feet in diameter, though of a proportion

much loftier.) The echinus of the capitals

is formed of two large stones, each weighing

2l£tons; the triglyphs are in single stones,

each weighing 12£ tons; few of the stones

employed in the entablature weigh less than

8 tons; and a man could stand in one of the

flutings of the columns. As compared with a

modern building, we may observe that the

width of the cell is 2 feet more than the nave

of St. Paul’s, and the height exceeds it by 18

feet. The front portico, in which were seven

columns, had the battle between the Gods
and the Titans represented in the pedi-

ment, and in that of the other portico was
sculptured aVrepresentation of the siege ofTroy,

in which each hero was distinguished by the

peculiarity of his dress and arms. (Diodorus.)

In the interior was a double row of pilasters

ranging like the pillars of a cathedral, the

attic story above the pilasters was supported

by figures of the rebellious and defeated giants,

most appropriately placed there to contribute

to the glory of Olympian Jove, whose power
they had dared to oppose. The proportions

of these Titans are as vast as the other parts

of the structure: being 25 feet in height;

with heads alone 3 feet 10 inches, and chests

6 feet across.

The other temples at Agrigentum were very

numerous; in the year 1790, by Sir Richard
Colt Hoare, eleven could be traced in different

stages of dilapidation. The next in size to

that of Jupiter was one dedicated to Hercules,

which was 154 feet long, and 55 feet broad,

having six Doric fluted columns in each front,

and fourteen on each flank; the columns were

7 feet in diameter at bottom, and only 4 feet

10 inches below the capitals, shewing a very

great diminution. In this temple was the

celebrated picture of an earthly Venus by
Zeuxis, and a painting by the same artist re-

presenting the infant Hercules strangling the

serpents, which was so highly esteemed by

the painter, that, thinking no price equal to its

value, he presented it as a gift to the Agrigen-
tines. A celebrated bronze statue of Hercules
likewise adorned his temple, and was held in

the highest repute. The infamous Roman
Prtetor Verres, when he was plundering Sicily

of her statues and works of art, attempted to

carry off this statue by night, but was pre-

vented by the citizens, who rose in arms to

protect the temple.
The temple of Juno Lucina had in 1774

thirteen fluted Doric columns standing entire

on one side
;

there were formerly in all thirty-

four, each portico having six columns in front.

In this temple was placed a famous picture of
Juno, painted by Zeuxis from the choicest

beauties of the loveliest women of the city.

The temple of Concord was also hexastyle,

and in proportions similar to the temple of
Juno, and in 1790 was in tolerable preserva-

* Thus Virgil speaks of Agragas as famous for its breeding
of horses, “ magnanimum quondam generator equorum.”

t “ Agrigentinos ita tedificare, ac si perpetub victuri, ita

convivari ac si postridib morituri forent.” This expression
has also been attributed to Pliny.

tion
;

it is now converted into a church. The
temple of iEsculapius had twelve half-columns

at each side, and four columns in antis in each
front, of which two columns and one anta re-

mained in 1790. In this temple was a cele-

brated statue of Apollo, in the thigh of which
the name of the sculptor, Myron, was inserted

in letters of silver. This statue was carried to

Carthage, but restored by Scipio; and it has
been imagined by some that this statue is the
same as the Apollo Belvidere, one of the chief

ornaments of the Vatican, although Flaxman
was of opinion that that celebrated statue was
only a copy. (If so, what must the original

have been ?) Near the temple of Jupiter was
that dedicated to Castor and Pollux, also of
the Grecian-Doric order, and presumed to have
been in arrangement similar to the other hexa-
style temples, but of it only scattered fragments
remained. The temple of Vulcan was also

hexastyle, with fourteen columns on each side :

two columns only of this temple remain, and
they are much injured. In one of the five

divisions of the city, called the Rupis Athenaa
,

was a temple sacred to Jupiter and Minerva,
to which the hospitable Gellias (heretofore

noticed) “ fled for protection during the siege

of Agrigentum by Hamilcar, flattering himself
that the enemy would respect so sacred a place;

but finding that their rage for plunder knew
no restraint, he set fire to the edifice, and there

perished, with all the riches it contained. Of
this ancient structure no traces remain, except
some of the foundation stones which mark its

form and situation. Beneath the Rupus Allie-

naga was another celebrated temple, dedicated

to Ceres and Proserpine, which was so highly

venerated, that Pindar, in his Olympics, calls

Agrigentum the seat of Proserpine.” (Sir R.
C. Iloare.) Sicily is the scene of the myth of

Proserpine, being carried away by Pluto, and
the goddess, who is also called Hecate, was
much honoured in this island, of which every
foot is classic ground.
The Carthaginian general having taken

Agrigentum after an eight months’ siege,

spoiled it of all its riches, pictures, and statues,

and after sending to Carthage the most pre-

cious articles, disposed of the remainder by
public auction. Among these trophies was the

celebrated brazen Bull of Phalaris (the

tyrannus, or sovereign of Agrigentum), made
by Perillus (who was the first victim to his

own invention), which was restored to the

Agrigentines by Scipio on the fall of Carthage,

260 years afterwards.

At Selinus, or Selinuntiurn (so called from
the great quantity of parsley, otXivov), on the

southern coast of Sicily, were six magnificent

Doric temples, probably the largest ever erect-

ed in this style, and which appear to have
been overthrown by an earthquake.* One of

these is believed to have been 331 feet long
and 161 feet broad, with columns 60 feet high;

a stone, which is supposed to have formed part

of an architrave, is 40 feet long, 7 feet deep,

and 3 feet thick, and some of the columns
were found to be 12 feet in diameter, and
others 10 feet 10 inches, and 48 feet high. Near
these ruins were the remains of a hexastyle-

peripteral temple, computed to have been 186
feet long, and 76 feet broad on its upper step,

and to have had 36 columns in all, 6 feet 8
inches in diameter. Another temple, not far

from these, was 232 feet by 83 feet on its

upper step, with fluted columns, six in each
front and sixteen on the flanks. The other
three temples are supposed to have been un-
finished when they were thrown down. One
of these had porticos of seven columns in

front, with seventeen on each flank
;
another

had six columns in the porticos, and sixteen on
each flank. In the quarry, near Campo Bello,

whence it is presumed that the materials were
derived, are yet some shafts of columns, 10
feet in diameter, and one of 12 feet, still joined
to their natural bed of stone. Mr. Woods
measured one block of an architrave, 26 feet

2 inches long, 4 feet 9 inches wide, and 6 feet

10 inches high. The city was, 409 b.o., nearly
destroyed by the Carthaginians.

Syracuse once comprised within its walls

five cities (whence it was called Pentapolis),

and maintained an army of 100,000 foot and
10,000 horse, and a navy of 500 armed vessels.

It was, in 414 b.c., attacked by the Athenians,

* “ The riches of any one of the sovereigns of Europe, and
the skill of his wisest subjects, would barely suffice for the
erection of only one of the six Selinuntinc temples—the
works of a distant colony of Greece.” Dr. Memei.
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who were repulsed with the loss of their gene-
rals, Nicias and Demosthenes. The city, how-
ever, was taken by the Romans, under Marcellus,
212 b.c., after a siege of three years, and
among those who perished was the celebrated
Archimedes, a native of the town. The
Grecian Doric temple of Minerva was in the
seventh century converted into a church, and
is now the cathedral, the few ancient re-

mains of which are of excellent proportions.
Near the river Papyrus stand two gigantic
Doric columns, about 6 feet in diameter; they
have only fifteen flutings, which are not con-
tinued to the bottom. They belonged to the
temple of Jupiter Olympius, whose celebrated
statue was adorned with a golden robe, of
great weight, presented by Hiero II.; but
which was taken away by Dionysius the Elder,
with the remark, “ That it was too heavy for
summer, and too cold in winter, and that he
should provide one of woollen cloth, fit for
both seasons.”* The statue was carried to

Rome by Verres, the unscrupulous plunderer
of Sicily.

At Segeste, the ancient TEgksta, is a famous
Grecian Doric temple, almost entire, stand-
ing in a splendid situation on the brow of a
precipice. There are six columns in each
front, and fourteen at each side, making
thirty-six in all; these are about 30 feet high;
the length of the building is 190 feet, its

width 78 feet; the stones composing the
architrave are of great size, and one extends
over two columns : the date of its erection,
as well as the nature of its dedication, are
unknown. The columns, which are not fluted,

are 6 feet ^ inches in diameter at the base,
and 4 feet 11 inches below the capital.

We now quit Sicily, the land of fable and
of song, no less famous in the sweet strains
of Virgil and Ovid, than for its ancient mag-
nificence and patronage of the fine arts, and
for its rivalry with Athens, Carthage, and the
mighty Rome.

In a notice of Grecian Doric architecture we
must not omit to speak of some ancient tem-
ples in Italy, namely at P,estum, the ancient
Posidonium, so denominated from its tutelary
god Neptune, who by the Greeks was called
Hoaiiduv. From its unhealthiness, the place
had, in very early times, fallen into decay, and
Augustus visited the temples as venerable
antiquities in his day; but they were completely
forgotten, until in 1755 discovered by aii

artist ot Naples. Among the ruins, which are
very extensive, are three buildings of imposing
character; two of them are temples. The
temple of Neptune, raised on three steps, was
194 feet long and 78 feet broad, having six
fluted columns in each front, and fourteen
(including the angular ones) at each side.
The entablature and capitals were equal to

half the height of the columns, of which the
shafts only were 27 feet, the lower diameter
6 feet 10 inches, the upper diameter 4 feet 8
inches, and with twenty-four flutings; the inter-
columns are 7 feet 7 inches wide. The cell is

90 teet by 43 feet, having fourteen columns in
two rows, with shafts 16 feet 1 1 inches high, 4
feet 9 inches in diameter, and with twenty
flutings. These columns support a deep archi-
trave, on which rises another set of columns,
about 1 1 feet high. The largest stone in this
building is 13 feet 8 inches by 4 feet 8 inches
by 2 feet 3 inches. Professor Wilkins in this
temple detects a close resemblance to the
temple of Solomon (Prolusiones). The
temple of Ceres is in a lighter style than
the former building. It is 108 feet long and
48 feet broad, with the same number of columns
as in the temple of Neptune; the diameter of
the columns is at bottom 4 feet 3 inches, at top
3 feet 3 inches, and their shafts have 20 flutings.
The third building is called a Basilica, because
there is no appearance of a cell or altar. It is

170 feet long and 80 feet broad, and it is raised
on three steps, having nine columns in each
front (the only example of such arrangement),
and eighteen on each side, with the lower dia-
meter 4 feet 6 inches, and twenty flutings. Both
fronts have a vestibule, and the interior was
divided by columns. The date of these struc-
tures is unknown.

The beautiful lines by Mr. Rogers on the
temples of Piestum are tolerably familiar, and
have been often quoted

;
the following, from an

' Duat, “/Estate gravem esse aureum amiculum, hyeme
ingidum

;
laneum autem ad utrumque tempus anni aptum.’'

•—Valerius Maximus.

Oxford prize poem, are less known, but hardly
less beautiful :

—
“ Mid the deep silence of the pathless wild,

Where kindlier nature once profusely smil'd,
Th’ eternal temples stand ;—untold their age,
Untrac’d their annals in th' historic page

;

All that around them stood, now far away,
Single in ruin, mighty in decay

;

Between the mountains and the azure main,
They claim the empire of the lonely plain.

In solemn beauty, through the clear blue light
The Doric columns rear their massive height,
Emblems of strength untam’d

;
yet conquering

Time
Has mellow’d half the sternness of their prime,
And bade the lichen 'mid their ruins grown
Imbrown with darker tints the vivid stone.
Each channelled pillar of the fane appears
Unspoil'd, yet soften'd by consuming years,

So calmly awful, so serenely fair,

The gazer’s heart still mutely worships there.”

One of the most ancient Doric temples in
Greece is in the island of iEgina; this was
a hexastyle temple, dedicated to Jupiter Pan-
hellenius. “ It is said by Pausanias to have
been built by iEacus considerably before the
Trojan war; a story wholly incredible, but
which serves to prove that it had outlived all

tradition of its real origin. It is still nearly
entire.” (Lord Aberdeen’s Inquiry, p. 128.)
There were twelve columns on each flank,
making thirty-six in all, of a porous stone,
covered with a thin stucco, and the architrave
and cornice were painted in colours. Fifteen
statues, formerly belonging to this temple, are
now at Munich

; they are supposed to represent
the Greeks and Trojans contending for the
body of Patroclus (casts of them are in the
British Museum)

;
they have been restored by

Thorwaldsen. Illustrations of the Temple of
Jupiter have been published by Mr. C. R.
Cockerell, and have proved a valuable addition
to our knowledge of Doric architecture.

Despite the sarcastic allusion of Mr. YVelby
Pugin to what he is pleased to call “the
grand cab and omnibus entrance” to the
Birmingham Railway, in Euston-square, that
noble building is calculated by its colossal
proportions to convey an idea of the majestic
simplicity of Doric architecture, more than
any thing else in England; and will be a
lasting memorial of Mr. Hardwick’s skill and
taste in the eyes of all but those who are
determined only to admire one style of build-
ing, and who refuse to recognize merit in

any other. G. R. F.

PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ., PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continuedfrom p. 303.)
Granitic Porphyry.—As basalt is said to

be the base of porphyry, so the latter exhibits
itself in various stages of transition with
basaltic and other rocks. The passage of
granite to granatic porphyry is observable in

numerous varieties, and in some cases so closely
are they identified with each other, that some-
thing more than mere external observation is

necessary to determine their true character.
Dolomieu writes very pertinently on this
subject: he says, “During the great coagu-
lations to which the primitive mountains owe
their construction, it seems that there have been
substances, of which the concurrence, or the
great abundance, has impeded or prevented
the regular aggregation, in giving the paste
a tenacity, in some manner fattening it, to
make use of a term applied to mother earths,
when they refuse to crystallize. Such are
the particles of talc and of argillaceous mag-
nesian earths, when free. It seems that these
earths, naturally unctuous, have prevented the
particles from assuming the places to which
the laws of elective aggregation destined them,
in causing them to slide on one another.
I have pretty generally observed that the
superabundance of magnesian earth chiefly
raised upon the laminated texture of felspar,

causing its loss, without depriving the felspar of
the faculties of assuming the exterior forms
of its regular crystallization. This is perceived
in those felspars which constitute the large
spots in green porphyry, called serpentino

antico

;

and still more in the felspars, which,
mingled with green hornblende, formed the
granites called Egyptian greens. It frequently

happens that their compact fracture no longer

presents any indication of a laminar texture,
although they still affect the quadrangular
prismatic form, which belongs to their mode
of crystallization.

“Just as in the magma of mother waters,
reduced to a state of paste by evaporation,
there are particles which, escaping from the
vicinity of the medium in which they are
placed, aggregate and form crystals, which
are found buried in the mass

;
in the same

manner, in these kinds of magma of the great
precipitation, it is rare that some isolated
crystals are not found among them, and which
have acquired so much more bulk and regu-
larity, as they have had more facility of ag-
gregation. They are distinguished from the
paste which contains them, by their form,
their tissue, and almost always by their colours,
brighter than that of the base. Thus are
formed rocks called porphyries, which in
reality only differ from granites by their
accident of aggregation.”
Such is the opinion of this eminent man,

after careful examination of the existing
porphyritic monuments brought from Egypt,
and carefully comparing them with the rocks
common to the Alps and Appennines. Dolomieu
had no opportunity of observing them in the
act of formation

;
but his conjectures in this

respect, although not strictly in accordance
with nature, are well grounded and ably sup-
ported. The silicious rocks of the Egyptian,
Nubian, and Arabian deserts, including almost
every known variety of porphyry, are without
exception portions of the oceanic soil

;
in their

primary state we see them formed and still

forming on the shores of the Red Sea, every
locality presenting accumulated heaps or beds
in their mixtures peculiar to that locality. Some
of these vast beds are uniform in their com-
position, consisting of sea-weeds uniting with
atomic particles of oceanic bodies accumulated
in mounds of vast size, or forming the lower
beds

;
they are observed, in the first place,

constituting the ocean-beds, capping the sum-
mits of submarine hills, or covering the valleys

and troughs of the sea, their disposition being
governed by the accident of deposition and tidal
action. In the second stage of nature we find
them on the gradual retreat of the waters
composing a portion, and enlarging the do-
mains of terra firma.

Dolomieu supposes them, while in this stage
of formation, to be in a pasty state; but, in
nature they are not so, they are loose masses
of dry calcareous matter, of various salts and
earths, of bodies decomposed and decomposing,
of acids formed by the process of decay, or
previously formed, now liberated, and entering
into other combinations: they generally exist
in this state in regions where it never rains,

and where moisture is denied, thus their after-

changes are produced rather by chemical than
by mechanical action. Water is undoubtedly
the active agent of change in some aggregate
masses, as it is in the atomic disposition of
many nodulates

;
but the great masses of rocks

are more generally formed by the act of with-
drawal of hydrogen, and the substitution of
the elements of atmospheric air; and the por-
phyries form in this manner, their masses of
the earths becoming gradually oxidated, and
this oxidating principle being carried, by pro-
gression of time, into all parts of the mass,
composed as it is of conflicting material of the

alkaline earths and acids in their uncombined
state: the mineralogist will readily conceive
that, while general change is taking place

throughout the whole, local aggregations of
crystalline structure will of necessity form,
their disposition being regulated by the dispo-

sition of the earths imbibing those acids freely

passing throughout the whole. On the other
hand, as Dolomieu conjectures, the general
change often checks and diverts local change;
and the cementing matter, which is always
some neutral body, as silica, or alumine, or

both united, in variable proportions, and equally

diffused, forming the loose, friable, colourless

mass
;

otherwise speaking, the bases of the

various coloured aggregates, which are united

in the masses of amygdaloidal porphyry, gra-

dually embracing the whole, prevents further

change, and by continuous increase of oxygen,

the ponderous solid i

ty
r of the whole is pro-

duced, not immediately, but in the slow pro-

gress, apparently of ages, the causes of effects

produced continuing undisturbed during the

period of time requisite to complete the ope-

ration.

bkeucoi
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It must be distinctly understood by my
readers, that inasmuch as all organic species

of the ocean and of the earth administer to the

continual increase of the solid matter of the

planetary body; so the earths thus locally pro-

duced and accumulated by living; action, by

death and decomposition, have a tendency,

under favourable circumstances, to unite che-

mically or mechanically with each other, and

thus to assume other forms, characterized by

their varying mixtures, as rocks, stones, and

mineral bodies. It is palpably manifest that

both silica and alumine, when exposed to a

high degree of atmospheric heat, undergo nu-

merous changes in their physical condition;

that they are capable, in the absence of water,

of uniting in one general mass their atomic

and aggregate quantities, and of embracing
within their medium numerous mineral bodies,

holding them merely by the simple force of

cohesion : the same law which governs the

formation of a flint, of opal, of quartz, of

chalcedony, agate and jasper, is equally mani-

fest in the formation of the most ponderable

aggregates. The bodies and portions of

bodies of shell-fish, by after exposure to the

atmosphere, and very often within the shal-

lows, at first silicify, the calcareous cement
with which they are united, is at the same
time, on exposure to the atmosphere, equally

the subject of change, for its compounds are

various and contrary in their nature, although

every particle of the organic body may, and
does generally retain its compound qualities,

developed in the entire organic body; still,

blending with these particles, are the material

of ocean slime and of the waters, held in sus-

pension and continually deposited by them
;

and this atomic disposition of parts is generally

maintained through the series of after-changes,

to which the aggregate masses are of necessity

subject. Who then can wonder at seeing the

beautiful uniformity and almost mathematical
disposition of some varieties of rock, and of
some varieties of stone, seeing that same uni-

formity manifest in many marls, boles, and
clays?

Rock, while existing in its native state,

and under the conditions by which it was
formed, maintains its integrity of form and
composition : it has, in fact, some portion of

the v ital principle within it, action and re-action

existing within the mass; if permeable, it is

permeated by the elements of the waters, and
by mineral exudations

;
thus its accidental frac-

tures and natural hollows become filled up with

some pure body or bodies, as crystal, quartz

and metals. But this communicating action

no longer exists when the rock becomes ex-

posed, as atmospheric influences are inimical to

its preservation, for it is then w’efind it moulder
away, and sometimes almost insensibly resolve

once more into earth.
“ The best characterized porphyries,” says

Dolomieu, “easily pass to the state of granite.

It is enough that their base shews a beginning
of regular aggregation, and there are few large

masses of red porphyry among the most per-

fect in which spots are not observed, of more
than a foot in extent, where the grains of fel-

spar multiply so as to touch each other
;

little

crystals of shorl are then seen in the midst of
them, which have also profited by the local

facility' given to the aggregation, or which
perhaps has caused it by seizing the iron, the
presence of w'hich, when it is free and oxygen-
ated, so far as to assume the red colour, seems
to place an obstacle to the crystallization. Thus
also are these parts of granitic appearance dis-

coloured : one would often believe that those
large grey granitose spots which disfigure the
purple colour of the rock proceeded from
foreign substances accidentally incorporated in

paste of the porphyry, if one did not discern on
the margin of those spots that the grains be-
come gradually less distinct, and reassume the
tissue of the base, in which there is some
appearance of a solution of continuity'.

“ There are porphyries in which these spots,

which differ by their colour and texture from
the base of the rock, are so multiplied that

they resemble breccias ; they appearformed of
an infinity of similar species, which become
united by a common cement.

“ It is easy, besides, to shew that the bases
of many porphyries are only disguised granites;
and it is sufficient to take off the kind of mask
which covers them, and which depends on the
colouring substance, to behold with astonish-
ment that this base, judged to be uniform, is

itself a stone, composed of two distinct sub-

stances, which do not even always require the

power of the lens to be observable.”

Amygdalite is, strictly speaking, a variety

of porphyry; it consists of a base of earth,

oceanic, terrestrial, or mixed, and interspersed

with nodules or kernels of chalcedony, agate,

calcareous spar, zeolite, and green magnesite,

or magnesian earth, mingled with iron. It

affords valuable material for manufacturers.

In Scotland it yields agate in abundance, which
is wrought up under the name of Scotch peb-

bles, and in the rocks it sometimes alternates

in thin layers with chalcedony, cornelian, &c.

In Italy it yields chalcedonies. In the Faroe

islands, the chalcedony generally assumes the

stalactitic form, being clearly deposited by

water, and enveloping mosses and straws. The
base of the Rock of Gibraltar is amydaloidal,

embracing, in a calcareous or limestone matrix,

groups of nodules and stratified plates ofchal-

cedonic bodies. Werner considers amygdalite

as of twro formations, the base of one of which

is argillaceous, sometimes inclining to basalt,

which it generally accompanies, and sometimes

to ironstone, and a mixture of iron and clay,

which is also the chief repository of phrenite.

The other formation belongs to the floetz

horizontal or stratified rocks.

In this latter state it is forming in great

abundance in the mountains of Arabia, the

si licified nodules and lamellated plates being

first formed in the loose calcareous mass, which
eventually consolidating, encloses the whole,

forming one ponderable rock, resembling por-

phyry. It is also very abundant in the East

Indies and South America, and in the former

place passes into breccia on the one hand, and
into basalt on the other. Like basalt, it con-

tains nodules of steatite and small crystals of

ironstone, and from its coarseness of polish, it

manifests a common origin with basalt. Amyg-
dalite, with open pores, abounds in the elevated

regions of Mexico, and is the petzontli used in

building : it is of a reddish colour, and supposed

to be lava. The consideration of amygdaloid
naturally leads to the consideration of agate.

(To be continued.)

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

June 18.—The President in the chair.

A paper by Mr. Braidwood, superintendent
of the Fire Brigade, gave the results of his

experience as to the best means of rendering
large supplies of water available in cases of
fire, and on the application of manual power
to the working of fire-engines. The author
stated that if water could be obtained at an
elevation, pipes with plugs or firecocks on them
would be preferable to any mode at present in

use
;
and when this could not he obtained, and

the premises were of value, it would be ad-
visable to erect elevated tanks to be kept con-
stantly charged. When water could be obtained,
however, at not less than twelve feet below the
level of the premises, if it was not thought
prudent to erect elevated tanks, it might be
conducted beneath the surface by cast-iron
pipes, with openings for introducing the suc-
tion pipes. The system of covered tanks the
author believed to be the least advantageous
mode of suplying water, and in many cases
where the supply proceeded from large reser-
voirs, he thought it would be better to place
plugs or fire-cocks on the water-pipe. The
results of a series of experiments were given,
shewing that the idea of extinguishing fires

by jets from water-mains, without the use of
fire-engines, would not succeed. They also

proved the necessity of placing the plugs on
the mains, and not on the service-pipes, where
that could be done. The details were then
given of the mode of obtaining water from
pipes or mains, and the advantages or disad-
vantages both of the plug and fire-cock were
fully entered into. The author then stated
that the best mode of using manual power was
by applying the greatest aggregate amount
of power to the lightest and smallest machine;
that the reciprocating motion was to be pre-

ferred to the rotary
;
and that a fire-engine

with two seven-inch cylinders and eight-inch
stroke, weighing 17& cwt., was the most ad-
vantageous size that could be adopted.

In the discussion which ensued, Mr, James
Simpson approved of Mr. Braidwood’s general

views, but combated his ideas as to the disad-

vantages of sunk tanks, which he contended
had been proved in certain situations to be

essentiallv useful, and that they were provided

in many public establishments. He stated

that to the Dutch, who arrived with King
William in 1688, we are indebted for the first

organized system for extinguishing fires.

Many parts of their system still remained
;
and

in Cape Town, in 1817, he had been much
struck with the completeness of their plans.

He examined into the supplies of water for

fires, and the modes of obtaining them, and
thought that more water was wasted through
the general excitement and want of presence
of mind than was generally imagined. He
recommended the use of screw-cocks rather

than plug-cocks, as the latter were apt to

become set and to be injured, as well as having

in general too contracted a water-way. He
also disapproved of the use of jets direct

from the mains, stating them to be wasteful

and not efficient, and that in almost every case

they had failed, except under very peculiar

circumstances.

In the paper by Mr. Andrew Murray, Asso
Inst. C.E. (Royal Dockyard, Woolwich), the

author considered, in the first portion, the

quantity of atmospheric air chemically neces-

sary for the complete combustion of a given

quantity of coal, examining the proportion

necessary for the inflammable gases, and for

the solid carbon, shewing the large excess of

air that would be required if the gases were
not ignited until they had passed into the flues

of the boiler, on account of their admixture
with the carbonic acid gas generated in the

furnace. The question of the velocity with

which the products of combustion pass off was
next considered.

The practical recommendations given in the

paper were, that the supply of air should be as

free as possible
;
the entrance into the ash-pit

should not be less than one-fourth part of the

area of the fire-grate
;
the depth of the ash-pit

should be about 2-1 feet, no advantage being

found to result for the combustion ot the coal

from its being deeper
;
the space between the

fire-bars should be about inch, but that

depth should be regulated by the kind of coal

used ;
for any kind of coal it should not be

less than f inch, nor more than I inch
;
the

fire-bars were recommended to be made as

thin as was consistent with their required

strength
;
half an inch in width had been

found to be a good proportion. The space in

the furnace above the fire-bars was recom-
mended to be made large, about three cubio

feet to each superficial foot of fire-grate, when
such an amount could be obtained. The pro-

per area of the flue was next considered, with

reference to the bulk of the products of com-
bustion, and their velocity, shewing that the

area requisite for the quantity chemically re-

quired was found to be much too small, and
that in practice it should not be less than two
square inches for the products of combustion

from each pound of coal consumed in the grate

per hour.

Taking a furnace in which 131bs. of coal

were burned on each square foot of fire grate

per hour (which was stated to be a very usual

rate of combustion in steam-boilers), the area

of the flue to every superficial foot of the fire-

grate would be about 26 square inches.

The area of the chimney was recommended
to be three-fourths of that of the flue.

The mode of conducting the flue to the

chimney, and the angles formed in its passage,

were also carefully considered. The time

occupied by the gases in passing through the

flues of a boiler, from the instant of their gene-
ration to that of their reaching the chimnej',

was shewn not to be of importance, provided

that the incandescent gases were so subdivided

that all the particles were brought into contact

with the boiler, and were made to part with

their caloric, as was the object in the construc-

tion of locomotive and other tubular boilers.

The amount of heating surface recommended
was in the proportion of IS square feet to each
foot of fire-grate, when the combustion was
carried on at the rate of 13lbs. per square foot

per hour, though a larger amount might be
employed in land boilers, where there was no
objection against cooling down the products of

combustion in a greater degree, 'l he princi-

ples were stated to be applicable to all kinds

of boilers used either for land or for marine
purposes.
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IMPROVED FLUES V. CLIMBING BOYS.

Sir,—The very able and humane remarks
which appeared in your leading; article of
June 8th, with regard to chimneys, have led

me to consider how necessary it is that the
formation of flues generally should be such as

to preclude the possibility of using the living

machine for cleansing them. The usual rec-
tangular form of flue is just sufficient to allow
this inhuman and degrading practice to be ex-
ercised

;
and although most flues are at pre-

sent so constructed, legislative enactment pre-

vents the use of climbing-boys; but it is possible
that there may at some future time be a repeal
of the Act, so highly creditable to the present
age. It is therefore incumbent on those con-
nected with building to turn their serious

attention to the formation of flues, and if they
can substitute a more scientific form for the
transit of smoke, combination of strength, and
facility of cleansing by machinery, and conse-
quent safety from the effects of ignition, I

say they will act, not only from the most
humane principles, but also do that which will

add far more to the health, comfort, and safety

of the community at large, than any legisla-

tive enactment can do, as applied to so very
important a feature in our dwellings, anil

which has, I am sorry to say, received very
little attention from scientific men.

Mr. Hunt, Mr. Seth Smith, and a few
others, have,J, I believe, taken out patents for
the construction of flues of a circular form,
which most scientific men would consider
adapted to their several purposes better than a
square flue. The former flue was of brick,
and although its construction was extremely
clever, all bond was destroyed, and its interior

being glazed, there was no adhesion for the
soot, which frequently descended \en masse ;

moreover, this mode was very expensive. The
other plan was one which is alluded to in your
number dated 15th inst., in a letter signed
Edward Nangle

;
this was the application of

metallic tubes for the purposes of a lining to

the flues, also a most expensive plan, and one
that might be extremly detrimental to a build-
ing by expansion and contraction, and lead
generally to very careless workmanship. I

have given some attention to the matter, andam
of opinion that a flue should be of a circular

section and constructed of bricks, which should
be moulded to that form, and so fashioned as to

bond in perfectly with the general work; and
that the interior of the flue should not be glazed
or pargetted, but be worked as fairly as possi-
ble, and be well flushed up to prevent the escape
of smoke

;
and I really cannot imagine there

would be much more expense than on the
present plan. I hope you will excuse me for

troubling you with these observations, but feel

assured, from your observations on the subject,

that you would feel disposed to assist any of
your readers in the advocacy of those princi-

ples, which are an honour to the age in which
we live. Philanthropy.

COMPETITION.

Sir,—I observed in the The Builder of
Saturday last, some very excellent remarks
on the immoral practice of competition, and
I do hope that, you having now declared your-
self a most unqualified enemy to this vicious

system, every exerti on in your power wi 11 be used
to wipe away this stain from the “ ’scutcheon ”

of architects and builders.

The system operates as much to the injury
of the employer as the employed, by creating
a disposition on the part of the latter to take
unfair advantages of the want of judgment in

the authors of plans, to make up for deficiency

of profit, and is also a premium on dishonesty,
as the sharpest trader and the man of iio

principle generally fares best, from his deter-
mination at the outset of his contract to sub-
stitute bad materials, bad work, and, if pos-
sible, to seduce the clerk-of-works to connive
at his conduct.

The present system also widens the breach
that unfortunately has, for the last few years,
taken place between the middle and working
classes, as it gives a species of monopoly to a
few capitalists to concentrate in themselves
all the different branches of art connected with
building, and keeps the workman to his caste

or class, whatever may be his genius. A work-

man, whether a carpenter, or a joiner, a
mason, or a bricklayer, however gifted, unless
he can obtain capital to unite all these and
many other trades under the denomination of
builder, must never hope to be independent
of servitude, or become, as of old, a master.
He may become a drudge—a task-master—

a

tool of the great builder, but he will never be
the respectable, substantial master that was
commonly known forty years ago. Neither
can it be expected that the same advance
will be made in different branches of building
while this system prevails. How can a con-
tracting, competition builder feel that interest

and pride in his work which the old master
mechanics used to feel ? It is impossible

;
it

is contrary to his mode of doing business,

which is cheapness; it is sufficient for him that
the work obtains the architect’s certificate.

Moreover, the present system is the worst
possible for training youth to any one of the
building arts, as there is no emulation, nor
proper master to direct his taste and ability.

I have had great opportunities, possibly

greater than most men, of observing the changes
which have taken place during the last five-

and-twenty years amongst those whose trade
is connected with building, and the amount
of ruin and utter destitution I have witnessed
among men who were once respectable master
carpenters, bricklayers, masons, and plasterers
of the old school,—men, who have tried to

meet the new order of things, and bear up
against this accursed system, has been pitiable

in the extreme, have yet been crushed by its

harshness and knavery. Ask any commercial
traveller, who sells building-materials, to look
at his journey-book, and let him tell you how
many names he can point out of those who have
retained their business on the new system ? He
will tell you that it will be more easy to recount
those that have ended their days in a gaol,

and whose families become paupers, in the
attempt to live by “ competition ;” and he may
tell you some tales on this score not much to

the credit of members of that institution, which
you seem not to respect more than others.

Your remarks in reference to competition
for building churches are but too true. I

venture to assert that there is not a county in

England, where churches have been built on
this system, in which some have not been
cursed by' the builders, as the origin of their

ruin.

Roman Catholics are not exempt on this

score, and I do hope that Welby Pugin, who,
in good round terms, rates architects as parers-

down of tradesmen’s accounts, will lend his aid

in crushing this system, and prevent, in the

erection of Roman Catholic buildings, such
circumstances taking place as a few years ago
attended the erection of the new Roman
Catholic buildings at Bury St. Edmunds and
Hereford.

Surely no Christian would wish that the

altar of his God should be raised in envy,

malice, and all uncharitableness
;

and that
some of the earliest prayers whispered at its

foot should be a cry for bread from the wife
and children of the ruined and broken-hearted
man, who literally placed the material head
and corner-stone of the temple, and whose
distress was occasioned by the integrity with
which he fulfilled his bond.

Much of the sin lies at the door of architects,
much also at that of “ the builders” themselves:
but let both unite in getting rid of this dis-

graceful mode of transacting business, and they
will confer an incalculable benefit on the arts.

And, I am sure, when this has been effected,
that no branch of manufactures or arts will
keep pace with the advances that will then
be made in architecture, and in those arts

which it calls to its aid.

I am, Sir, yours, &c., A
London, 24th June, 1844.

DERBY LUNATIC ASYLUM.

Sir,—I perceive you have not received any
notice respecting the result of the competition
for the Derby CountyjLunatic Asylum. There
were seventy-nine designs sent in, consisting

of more than 800 drawings, some very ela-

borately got up.

The design chosen, and which it is intended
to carry into execution forthwith, was sent in

by Mr. Henry Duesbury, late of the firm of
Lee and Duesbury, 20, Golden-square, Lon-
don

;
it is certainly a very excellent plan, far

superior to all the others sent in—so much so,

that the committee did not even divide, but

were unanimous for its adoption. Messrs.
Lee and Duesbury were the successful compe-
titors for the Derby Town Ilall, which is now
finished from their designs; it has a com-
manding elevation, and the plan is very con-
venient, and well adapted to the purpose in-

tended. If a plan and elevation should be of
service to your useful publication, I will, with
pleasure, send it, to the proper scale.

It is lamentable to see the great expense
that young architects put themselves to in

competing: some of the designs sent in had
very large and elaborate drawings, executed
in the first style, by Mackenzie and other ar-

tists, framed and glazed. This would be all

very well, did it only concern themselves
;
but

this is not the case; it compels those, who
would only otherwise attend to the designing
a good building, to employ artists and make
large drawings, or they stand no chance of
attracting attention when the designs are

exhibited for approval.

With good wishes for the success of your
useful publication,

I am Sir, your obedient servant,

A Subscriber.

Derby, June 19, 1844.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &c.

Registered under 6th Of 7th Vic., cap. 65.

Date of Register,

1843.

No. in

Register.
Proprietor’s Name. Address. Subject.

April 29 173 William Glegg Glover. 8, Ckester-square, Mid-
dlesex.

Design for window-sashes.

— 30 174 Green and Bentley. 33,Compton-st., Bruns-
wick-square, London.

The Protean reflecting

oven.

May 3 177 Robert Fry. Tockington, Gloucester-

shire.

Design for the configura-

tion of a bed, or a floor

for thrashing grain and
seeds, and for breaking

stones and other matter.

— 4 178 David Middleton, Jun. Lincoln. Chimney-pot and cowl-

sweeper.

— 8 179 Isaac Luggitt. Howden, County York. Design for a new lamp for

burning spirit.

Harcourt’s sliding blind

pulley.

— 11 180 Wm. and Joseph Har-
court

209, Bristol-street, Bir-

mingham.— 181 George Thos. Caswell. Wolverhampton, Staf-

fordshire.

A double-acting pump.— 182 Vincent Price. Wardour-street, Soho. Design for a manumotive

carriage.

— 14 183 William Warne. Lark-hall-lane, Clapham. Cordwainer’s standing or

sitting machine.

— 15 184 Benjamin Ilick and Sn. Bolton, Lancashire.

19, Leather-lane, Lon-
don.

Design for a portable forge.— 185 H. Negretti. Thermo-hydrometer.
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RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

A memorial has been got up by the inhabit-

ants of Saffron Walden to the Railway Com-
pany, requesting that the station may be

placed nearer to that town than at present con-

templated.

—

Chelmsford Chronicle, June 21.

The South-Western Railway Company have

agreed to pay to the proprietors of the intended

branch line from Newbury to Basingstoke and

Southampton a net annual rent in perpetuity,

equal to per cent, on the outlay ; and also

to divide equally with the shareholders the

contemplated profits, after payment of that

rent, which, it is calculated, will raise the divi-

dends to 5 per cent. The length is something

more than fifteen miles, and 200,000 /. is the

estimated cost. The branch from the Bishop

Stoke station to Salisbury will cost 240,000/.

;

the length is twenty-one miles and fifty-seven

chains .—Wilts Independent.

Southampton and Dorchester Railway.—

A

correspondent states that Captain Moorsom is

proceeding with the utmost expedition in mak-

ing this survey, and parties under him are

actively engaged on the whole length of the

line, so that there is no doubt of its report

being made in time for the meeting at Dor-

chester on the 19th of July.

—

Salisbury Jour-

nal.

Another Contemplated Railraod.—It is in

contemplation to lay down a railroad from Bath

to Weymouth. The projected line to be con-

nected with the principal intermediate towns,

and to be designated the “ South Union Rail-

road. The scheme is said to emanate from an

influential source.— Wilts Independent.

Projected Line of Railway.—A line of rail-

way has very lately been surveyed by Mr.
Stephenson, jun., from the Serray station, on
the North of England line, to Boroughbridge,

thence by the villages of Stavelyand Furnham,
to Knaresborough, by which it is intended to

pass on the north-east of the town, through a

field called “ Hansel Pasture,” and quite as

well known by the name of the “ Cricket

Field;” thence across the Nidd, near St. Ro-

bert’s Cave, through Plumpton to Braham
Warren, where it comes in contact, in the Crim-

ple Valley, near Spofforth, with the line of

railway lately proposed from Star Beck to Bol -

ton Percy, and at that point the survey has at

present terminated. What is the ultimate ob-

ject in view is not at present perceptible ; and

whether it will turn out a mere bubble, or ter-

minate in something tangible, time only can

determine.

—

Doncaster Gazette, June 21.

Oxford.—Extension of the Great Western

Raiway.—The directors, accompanied by a

large party of their friends, went down to Ox-
ford on Monday week by a special train to

inspect the works, which they found in a very

satisfactory state. After inspecting the station

at Oxford, and the bridges at Nuneham and

Appleford, they returned to Paddington by a

special train. On the Wednesday morning
following, the line was opened for traffic, and
was found in very good order.

—

Wiltshire

Independent, J une 20.

jfHteccUania.

American Infringement of an English
Patent.—Mr. Henry Stephens (the mecha-
nical drawing-ink manufacturer, of Stamford-

street), recently obtained 2,000 dollars damages
in the United States Circuit Court, against

Messrs. D. and W. Felt, stationers, of New
York, for their infringement of the plaintiff’s

patent for making blue writing fluid for ink,

and other colouring purposes. It appeared
that the defendants did make an article similar

to, or in imitation of, that made by the plain-

tiff, and sold it as the article made by him, but

they denied that he was the first inventor of it,

or was entitled to any patent for, or monopoly
in, the article. Much evidence was adduced

for both sides, and the jury found a verdict for

the plaintiff for 2,000 dollars, liable to be in-

creased in amount by the court to 6,000

dollars.

—

Mining Journal.

A splendid church for the parish of Horn-
ingshaw, near Longsleat Park, has been in

course of erection for some months, and will

be consecrated by the Lord Bishop of Salis-

bury in a few weeks. It has been erected at

the sole expense of the Marchioness of Bath.

—

Morning Herald.

CfiiUrrsL

Tenders delivered for building in carcase a

a first-rate House, adjoining the Anti-Corn-Law

League Offices, Fleet-street.

Geo. Webb £1,120

C. Turner and Co 1,127

J. Lucas 1,139

E. Taylor 1.150

W. F. Chapman 1,209

J. Higgs and Son 1,220

Locke and Nesbam 1 ,225

Pearse and Guerrier 1,239

Slaters and Masons’ work not included in the

above.

Tenders delivered for the enlargement and im-

provement of the Wesleyan Chapel, Liverpool-

road, Islington.—Mr. John Parkinson, Architect.

Mr. Glenn £1,259
Mr. Dove 1,098

Mr. Ashby 1,067

Mr. Smith 998

Mr. Elston 860

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For erecting a Farm House, &c., at Court-y-

Graban, in the county of Radnor.—Plans, &c., Mr.

Edward Fowke, at Glanhenwye, near Hay.

For erecting a Farm House at Trehendre, in the

county of Brecon.—Plans, &c., Mr. Fowke.

For reinstating Dwelling House and Buildings at

Great Thurtow, Suffolk. — Further particulars,

Messrs. Newton and Woodrow, Land Agents,

Norwich.

For the erection of a New Church at Coton-in-

the-Elms, in the parish of Lullington.— Specifica-

tions, &c., J. Harding Esq., Rosliston, near Burton

on Trent.—Quantities, &c., Mr. H. T. Stevens,

Architect, Derby. 3rd July.

For the erection of South Hackney Church.

—

Plans &c., Mr. Hakewill, 8, Craig’s-court, Charing-

cross. 29th June.

For furnishing and setting up the necessary

Apparatus for Warming by means of Water the

Church of St. Clement Danes. — Messrs. Collier

and Steel, 9, Carey-street, Lincoln’s- Inn. 3rd

July.

For building Sewers.—Plans &c., Mr. Daw,
Sewers Office, Guildhall. 9th July.

For the erection of a Building on the premises

of the Workhouse of the parish of St. Mary,

Newington.— Plan, &c., Mr. Edmonds, Surveyor,

Bridge-street, Southwark. 15th July.

For certain alterations and additions to the

Treadwheels, and for Air Pumps to be connected

therewith, and also for certain Hand Crank Ma-
chines for hand labour at Norwich Castle.—Draw-

ings &c., at the Castle.—Further information, Mr.
Brown, County Surveyor, Norwich. 19th July.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

M ILTON next Gravesend, Western side of
Windmill-hill.— Valuable BUILDING GROUND

to be SOLD, in plots, for building second-rate houses ac-

coiding to a plan, with a frontage of 29 feet each, and run-

ning in depth from 141 feet to 173 feet. This building-

ground unites in itself what is rarely to be met with, being

lower than Windmill-hill, and sheltered from the cold east

and north-east winds, and by a brick wall (if erected) to

separate the ground from the Tivoli Gardens ; it may also be

sheltered from the north wind; and being open to the

milder breezes from the south-west, and having, with these

advantages, a considerable elevation, so as to afford de-

lightful views of the Kentish and Essex hills and surrounding

country, the situation of the ground, combined with its milu

and salubrious air, renders it worthy of attention.

For further particulars and terms apply to Mr. Edmed,
solicitor, Gravesend

;
and Mr. E. B. Garey, 24. Southamp-

ton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London, where plans of the

premises may be seen.

LITHOGRAPHY.

H T. CHURCH is desirous of calling

• the attention of ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS,
BUILDERS, and the Public to his LITHOGRAPHIC AND
GENERAL PRINTING OFFICE, 58, WATL1NG-
STREET, CITY. Drawings of Machinery, Railway, Canal,

and Estate Plans, executed with the greatest accuracy and

elegance; a combination of qualities difficult to obtain, as

many Printers are entirely ignorant of the nature of the

drawings committed to their care for the purpose of being

lithographed. H. T. Church having, besides a ten years’

experience of the business, had the advantage of three years’

observation in the office of an eminent Surveyor, is particu-

larly fitted for the superintendence of drawings, &c. which

require to be lithographed with great accuracy. Circular

Letters, Fac-similes, Bill-heads, Cards, Labels, Gum Tickets,

and every description of Printing in demand in the commer-
cial and manufacturing world executed with punctuality and

elegance, and on the lowest remunerating terms.

H. T. Church will wait upon gentlemen in any part of

London for the purpose of giving estimates or receiving

orders. Country orders instantly attended to, if accom-

panied by a London reference.

(
YOLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES.—
J Sole Manufactory, 64, Bridge-road, Lambeth, where

a great variety are always on view, for church, park, coach-

house, and all other doors and gates, of large or small

dimensions, a gate of a ton in weight moving with these

hinges as easily as a wicket
;

they are also admirably

adapted for drawing-rooms, being highly ornamental, and
folding-doors fitted with them may be removed and replaced

in an instant. Rising and spring hinges, with very superior

fastenings, for exterior gates, at moderate prices. To be
seen at Chas. Collinge and Co.’s patent axletree, sugar mill,

and spherical hinge manufactory, 64, Bridge-road, Lambeth.

ANONYMOUS.— In consequence of an
Anonymous Advertisement having appeared in “ The

Times” of this date, stating that part of Trafalgar-square

has been laid with Asphalte, the public are informed that

such is not the fact, the material laid down there being only

an imitation of Asphalte, composed of chalk, sand, and tar.

The Pavement in Whitehall (opposite the Horse Guards),

and that at the Duke of York’s column, both laid down in

1838, arc samples of works executed with the genuine Seyssel

Asphalte.
J. FARRELL, Secretary, Seyssel Asphalte Company,

14th May, 1844. “ Claridge’s Patent,” London.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COMPANY.
“ CLARIDGE’S PATENT,”

ESTABLISHED 1838.

This ASPHALTE is a Bituminous Limestone, obtained

from an inexhaustible Mine at Pyrimont, in the Jura Moun-
tains.

Previously to its introduction into this country, in 1838,

the Material had been used for many years in France, and
from its great utility was extensively patronized by the Go-
vernment of that Country.
Among the various uses to which it can be applied, the

following may be enumerated ;—For Foot- Pavements, public

and others
;

in the Carriage Approach to Mansions, Garden-
walks, and Terraces; the flooring of Kitchens and other

basement offices ;
also of Coach Houses and Stables, Dog

Kennels, Barn Floors, Cow Houses, Piggeries, Poultry

Houses, Tun Rooms, and Maltings. For Roofing, Covering

of Railroad and other Arches, the Lining of underground

Cellars near Rivers to prevent the ingress of the Tides ;
also

in Covering the ground-line of Walls, to prevent damp rising

(this application of the Asphalte of Seyssel is particularly

recommended by the Commissioners on the Fine Arts),

thereby rendering the basement stories in the worst situation*

both dry and warm. It is an excellent Cement, as applied

to Docks, Breakwaters, or Walls built for resistance to the

encroachments of the Sea. For lining of Tanks, Fish-Pond*,

and other Hydraulic purposes.
J. FARRELL, Secretary,

Seyssel Asphalte Company’s Work*,
“ Claridge’s Patent,”

Stangate Depdt, London.

COMMISSIONERS OF FINE ARTS’ REPORT ON THE
MEANS OF PREVENTING DAMP IN WALLS.
THE DIRECTORS of the SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COM-

PANY have much pleasure in recommending to the notice of

Architects, Builders, and others, the application of THE
ASPHALTE OF SEYSSEL as the only effectual means of

preventing DAMP rising in WALLS.
The following account of its application is extracted from

“The Appendix to the Commissioners of Fine Arts’ Report,”

page 18.
.

•* In 1839 I superintended the construction of a house of

three stories on the Lac d’Enghien. The foundation of the

building is constantlv in water, about 19i inches below the

level of the ground-floor. The entire horizontal surface of

the external and internal walls was covered, at the level of

the iniernal ground-floor, with a layer of Seyssel Asphalte,

less than half an inch thick, over which coarse sand was

spread.
” Since the above date no trace of damp has shewn itself

round the walls of the lower story, which are for the most

part painted in oil of a gray stone colour. It is well known
that the least moisture produces round spots, darker or

lighter, on walls so painted. Yet the pavement of the floor,

resting on the soil itself, is only about 24 inches above the

external surface of the soil, and only 194, utmost,

above that of the sheet of water.
“ The layer of Asphalte having been broken and removed,

for the purpose of inserting the sills of two doors, spots in-

dicating the presence of damp have been since remarked at

the base of the door-posts.”
_

Britannia like assurance
COMPANY, 1, Princes Street, Bank, London.

This institution is empowered by Special Act of Parliament

(IV. Viet. cap. IX.), and is so constituted as to afford the

benefits of Life Assurance in their fullest extent to Policy-

Holders, and to present greater facilities and accommodation
than are usually offered by any other Companies.

Amongst others, the following important advantages may
be enumerated :

—

A most economical set of Tables—computed expressly for

the use of this Company, from authentic and complete data,

and presenting the lowest rates of Assurance that can be

offered without compromising the safety of the institution.

DECREASING RATES OF PREMIUM.
By this Table the Policy-holder has the option of discon-

tinuing the payment of all further Premiums after twenty,
fifteen, ten, and even five years; and the Policy still

remaining in force—in the first case, for the full amount
originally assured

;
and in either of the three other cases, for

a portion of the same according to a fixed and equitable scale

endorsed upon the Policy.

Increasing Rates of Premium on a new and remarkable

plan for securing Loans or Debts ; a less immediate payment
being required on a Policy for the whole term of Life than

in any other Office.

CREDIT TABLE.
By this Table the Premiums may remain unpaid for five

years, upon satisfactory security being given for the liquida-

tion of the same at the expiration of that period.

Premiums payable either Annually, Half-yearly, or Quar-

terly, in one sum, or in a limited number of payments.

A Board of Directors in attendance daily at Two o’clocki

Age of the Assured in every case admitted in the Policy.

Medical Attendants remunerated in all cases for their

reports.

Extract from Increasing Rates of Premium, for an Assurance

of 100/. for Whole Term of Life.

Annual Premiums payable during

First Third Fourth Remain-

Age. Five Five Five Five der of

Years. Years. Years. Years. Life.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

1 5 1C 1 10 11 1 16 fi 2 3 8

I 6 4 1 12 2 1 19 l 2 7 4 2 17 6

1 16 1 2 4 4 2 14 6 3 7 3 4 3 4

50 2 16 7 3 9 4 4 5 5 5 6 3

PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.

A Liberal Commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.
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GAIN pursuing the

subject of the

proposed new
Metrop o 1 itan

Bu ilding- Ac t,

which, though no

doubt tedious enough to

our country readers, is

with the London building

world of all-absorbing in-

terest, we this week
finish our comments upon

the schedules of the Bill,

as they have been so mate-

rially altered
;

but as we
have just received some

extremelyvaluable remarks

upon the Bill, shewing on

the part of its writer a thorough competence

to undertake a criticism of the kind, we shall

still extend our remarks to nextweek, reviewing

the whole, and giving also the able report upon

itmade by the Society of Builders
;
and we doubt

not that most of our readers will still bear with

us for continuing a subject which, though dry

enough to the readers of ordinary periodicals, is

nevertheless of cardinal importance to all who
possess estates and general property; nor

should our country friends disesteem the mat-

ter as an useless taxing of their patience, for

there exists a very strong feeling, that when this

Bill is once perfected and made law within its

metropolitan range, there will be no great

slowness in extending its powers, in some

modified shape at least, if not all over the three

kingdoms, certainly to every great town within

them. We must here say we cannot but very

severely condemn the pertinacity with which

certain provisions of the measure are still

imaintained, against the wholesome advice of

ievery respectable builder, architect, and sur-

veyor, and in opposition to the matured practical

(experience of the present district-surveyors.

We have made some inquiries upon the

subject, and have been told that the deeply-

experienced respectable gentlemen who mainly

drew up the bill wholly disclaim the odium
and folly of these ridiculous and pre-

sumptuous blots upon the measure. And
yet, strange to say, these are the very mat-
ters which, to common observers, however
trivial, form the bones of contention, and
are, indeed, reasons why the measure pro-

gresses so slowly.

The following is the form of words at present
used in the Bill with regard to breast-sum-
mers and external walls and inclosures :

—

Brestsummers “ With regard to every
orestsummer fixed to carry any front wall of a
nuilding,

—

“ If such brestsummer have a bearing at one
wnd upon a party-wall,—then it must be laid

upon a template or corbel of stone or iron,
Ivhich template or corbel must be tailed through
(Ueh wall at least two-thirds of the thickness
(hereof; and the end of such brestsummer
must not be fixed into, and must not have its

(•earing solely upon such party-wall, but must
•e supported by a sufficient pier built of brick
r stone, or by an iron column, or iron or
limber story-post fixed on a solid foundation.

“ And if any such brestsummer have its

bearing at each end upon a party-wall,—then
it must be supported by at least two sufficient
piers built of brick or stone, or by iron columns,
or by iron or timber story-posts fixed on solid
foundations, and standing within and clear of
the party-walls.

“ Or any such brestsummer may bear also
upon constructed returns in the direction of
the length of the brestsummer of four inches at
the least, coursed and bonded with the sub-
stance of the party-wall or party-walls; and
such constructed returns must be increased one
inch, at the least, for every six feet in length
that the brestsummer may be otherwise unsup-
ported.
“ And if the height of the under-6ide of any

brestsummer, laid from party-wall to party-
wall to carry any external wall, exceed 15 feet
from the surface of the public foot-pavement
in front of the building— then there must be
constructed returns in the direction of the
length of the brestsummer from the inside of
each party-wall of 8$ inches at the least, and
at the least of the full thickness of such brest-
summer

;
and every such return must be in-

creased one inch at the least for every foot or
part of a foot the brestsummer may be in

height from the surface of the public foot-
pavement more than 16 feet, whether the brest-
summer be otherwise supported or not.”

Materials to be used in Repairs.—“ And
with regard to old external walls or other ex-
ternal inclosures of any building already built,
in reference to materials to be used in the re-
pair thereof :

—

“ If any such wall or inclosure be not built of
the materials required by this Act for external
walls or other external inclosures hereafter to
be built, then every part of such wall or other
external inclosure (except the inclosure of
roofs, and the flats, gutters, dormers, turrets,
lantern-lights and other erections thereon),
may be at all times thereafter repaired with
materials of the same sort as those of which
such external wall or inclosure has been
already built.”

We must still insist that we think pitch and
other inflammable materials ought to be for-
bidden.

Materials to be used in Rebuilding.—“ But if

any such external wall or inclosure be at any
time hereafter taken down or otherwise demo-
lished for the height of one story, or for a
space equal to one-fourth of the surface thereof,
then every part thereof, not built in the
manner and of the several materials hy
this Act directed for external walls, must
be taken down

;
and the same must be

rebuilt in such manner, and of such materials,
and in all respects as by this Act directed for
external walls hereafter to be built, according
to the class and rate of the building to which
such external wall or inclosure shall belong.”
We must again urge Mr. Bartholomew’s ob-

servation upon this clause: — “The words
‘ one-fourth of the surface thereof ’ do not
clearly express whether of one story, or if the
whole inclosure be intended.”

External Will used as a Party Wall.

—

“ And with regard to external walls to be
used as party-walls to any building adjoining
thereto (except an attached building or office

as is hereinbefore described);

—

“If the external wall of any building have
not such footings, or be not of such heights
and thicknesses, or be not built in such
manner and of such materials as are herein
directed for party-walls of buildings of the
highest rate to which such wall shall adjoin,

—

then such external wall must not be used as a
party-wall for any such building; but there
must be a distinct external wall built as herein
described for external walls, of the rate to

which it shall belong.”
We think that permission ought to be allowed

for footings of the proper kind to be underpinned
to a wall otherwise fit to remain.

Schedule (D.), Part II.

—

Division of
Buildings.—The grammatical alteration recom-
mended by Mr. Bartholomew has been made.
Schedule (D.), Part III.

—

Site of Walls

.

—Upon this subject Mr. Bartholomew made
the following observations:— “Where the
buildings are of different rates, the wording
should run 1 so much of the breadth or
thickness thereof; ’ otherwise, as one build-
ing being higher than the other, and requiring
the whole thickness of the wall above the roof

of the other, such wording could not possibly
be complied with.”

The clause now stands thus :

—

“ With regard to party-walls, in reference
to the site thereof;

—

“ If the buildings be of equal rate,—then
such party-wall must be built on the line of
junction of such buildings, one-half on the
ground of the owner of one of such buildings,
and one-half on the ground of the owner of
the ofher of such buildings.

“ If such buildings be of different rates,

—

then such wall must be built on the line of
junction thereof, as follows : that is to say,
one-half of the thickness of the wall required
for the building of the lower rate, on the
ground of each of the adjoining owners

;
and

the whole of the additional thickness of the
wall required for the building of the higher
rate, on the ground of the owner of such
building of the higher rate

;

“ And if such building of the lower rate
be thereafter enlarged or altered, so as to be-
come a building of a higher rate,—then the
owner of such first-mentioned building of the
higher rate, for the time being, shall be en-
titled to receive from the owner of such build-
ing of the lower rate, such sum of money as
shall be a sufficient compensation for the
ground occupied by that portion of the party-
wall, which, according to the rate of the build-
ing enlarged, ought to have been built by its

owner on his own ground, as well as the value
of so much of the wall itself as may be more
than the owner of such building of the lower
rate had already paid for.”

Construction and Materials. — The word
“ squared ” has been prefixed to “ stone :

”

this would be very oppressive.
“ And with regard to party-walls, in re-

ference to the component materials thereof;—
“ Every part of such party-wall must be

built of sound bricks or of squared stone, or
of such bricks and stone together, laid in, and
with mortar or cement, in such manner as to

produce solid work.
“ And as to the wood-work which it may be

desired to connect with the party-walls of any
building,—The bearing ends of wooden beams,
brestsummers, girders, trimming-joists, and
the ends of partition-heads and sills, and the
bearing ends of the main timbers of a roof, and
wood-bricks, may be laid into the substance of
a party-wall

;
but no such beam, brestsummer,

girder joist, partition-head or sill, nor any part
of a roof being wood, nor any wood-bricks,
must be laid or placed within four inches of
the centre of any party-wall

;
and no other

wood-work ofany kind must be laid into, placed
upon, or be run or driven into any part of the
substance of any party-wall :

—

“ But if the ends of timbers be carried on
iron shoes or stone corbels, then such iron
shoes or stone corbels must be built into the
wall at the least one-half of the thickness of
such wall.

“ And the top of every such party-wall must
be finished with one course of sound stock-
bricks, set on edge with good cement, or by a
coping of any other properly secured and suffi-

cient waterproof and fireproof covering.”

Height of Party-walls above Roof.—On this

subject Mr. Bartholomew’s observations were
as follow :

—

“We think that for two or three feet back
from a public way, a party-wall should be
allowed to be only twelve inches high above a
gutter.

“ We also think if a turret or other erection
upon the roof of a building be of incombus-
tible materials, that such erection, which may
often be for useful or for ornamental purposes,
as for instance a chimney-shaft, a bell-cover,

or a Gothic spire or pinnacle or flying-buttress,

then there should be no requirement of the

extension of a party-wall opposite the same.”
The following is now the form in the Bill :

—

“ And with regard to party-walls in re-

ference to the height thereof,

—

“ If a party-wall adjoin to any roof,—then

such party-wall must be carried up and remain
one foot six inches at the least above the part

where the party-wall and roof adjoin, mea-
sured at a right angle with the back of the

rafters of such roof.
: And if any party-wall adjoin a gutter,

—

then such party- wall must be carried up, and
remain two feet at the least above the highest

part of any such gutter.
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“ I f there be fixed within five feet of a party-

n ali, upon U»c fiat or roof of the building, any

turret^ dormer, lantern-light or other erection,

hF combustible materials,—then every such

party-wall must be carried up next to every

such turret, dormer, lantern-light or other

erection, and must extend one foot six inches

higher, and one foot six inches wider than any

such erection on each side thereof.”

Openings in Party-walls.—“And for the

purpose of regulating the making of openings

through any party-wall between one dwelling-

house and another, whereby two or more

6uch dwelling-houses shall be united

—

“ With regard to any dwelling-houses of

any rate, such dwelling-houses may be united

by means of openings in the party-walls,

—

“ But with regard to any dwelling-houses

which when so united will contain more than

fourteen squares,

—

“ If such dwelling-houses 6hall be and con-

tinue to be in the same occupation,—and if the

poor-rates in respect thereof shall be paid by

the same person,—then, upon its being de-

clared by the official referees that in their

Opinion the stability and security from fire of

any or either of such dwelling-houses will not

be endangered by making such openings, they

may be made accordingly ;
but the external

and party-walls thereof must be such as are

herein prescribed for buildings of the extra

first-rate of the first class.”

Recesses and Chaces.—“ And further, with

regard to any party-wall, as to recesses, and

as to chases in such wall,

—

“ In every story recesses may be formed, but

tonly with the consent and authority of the offi-

cial referees first had and obtained, and so that

such recesses be arched over, and so that the

back of any such reces9 be not nearer than

seven inches to the centre of the party-wall

in the. first or lowest story, nor nearer than

four inches to the centre of the party- wall in

any other story, and so that the stability and

sufficiency of such party-wall be not injuriously

affected thereby.

“If any chases be required for the insertion

of ends of walls, of piers, of chimney-jambs, of

withes of flues, of metal pipes, or of iron story

-

post3,— then every chase for any such pur-

pose must not be left or he cut nearer than

four inches at the least to the centre of a

party- wall, nor within a distance of nine inches

at the least from any front or back wall, and

no two such chases must he made within a

distance of seven feet six inches at the least

from each other on the same side of a wall,

and no such chase must be formed wider than

nine inches.”

We presume the words should run “ not

nearer than," &c., “ from the centre of the

party-wall.” We still think that for the words
“ wider than nine inches ” should he substi-

tuted the words “ wider than fourteen
INCHES.”

Part IV.

—

Parly-walls and Party-arches

"between intermixed Property.—“ And with re-

gard to ANY BUILDING ALREADY BUILT, hav-

ing rooms or floors, the property of different

owners, which lie intermixed, without being

separated by any party-wall or party-arch or

stone-floor,

—

“If either of such houses shall be al-

together rebuilt, or to the extent of one-fourth

of the cubical contents thereof,—then such

intermixed properties must be separated from
each other as follows :

“ If they adjoin vertically,—then so far as

they adjoin vertically, they must be separated

by a party-wall.
“ If they adjoin horizontally,—then so far as

they adjoin horizontally, they must be sepa-

rated either by a floor formed of brick, tile,

stone or other proper and sufficient incombus-
tible materials, subject to the consent of the

official referees, or by a floor formed of iron-

girders and brick-arches or stone-landings, or

tiles, or by a party-arch or party-arches of

brick or stone of the thickness of nine inches

at the least, if the span do not exceed nine

feet, and thirteen inches at the least if the

span exceed nine feet; and such floor or

party-arch or party-arches must be built with

sufficient abutments and in a sufficient

manner.”

We must again direct attention to the

ungrammatical incongruity in the above word-
ing, relative to which Mr. Bartholomew made
the following observations:— The words
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“ Either of such houses ” do not relate pro-

perly to the foregoing words, “ any building.”

Part V .—Buildings over Public Ways—
“ And with regard to buildings extending over

any publie way, as to the part thereof which

extends over such way, so far as relates to

the separation of such part from such public

way,

—

“ If such part be rebuilt,—then it must be

separated from such public way, either by a

floor or arch formed of brick or stone, or

of other incombustible materials, subject to the

consent of the official referees ;
or by a floor

formed of iron-girders and brick-arches or

stone-landings, or by an arch formed of brick

or of stone; which arch, if the span thereof

do not exceed nine feet, must be of the thick-

ness of nine inches at the least, and which if

the span exceed nine feet, must be of the

thickness of thirteen inches at the least.”

Relative to this clause, Mr. Bartholomew

observed—“ We think grievous trouble would

arise to all parties from recurrence to the

official referees in all such cases.” This duty,

so retained, forms another reason for in-

creasing the number of official referees. In

fire-proof buildings, vaultings over public

passages, should not be required to he thirteen

inches thick. Old firm Gothic vaults are

rarely so thick ;
the thrust of unskilfully-built

thick vaults has occasioned them to he often

superseded, in defiance of geometry and statics

by tasteless bunglers, by those gross, execrable,

and unsightly pieces of malconstruction, formed

by iron girders, bearing brick arches.

Part V.—“And such floor or arch, with

its abutments, must be built in such manner

as shall be approved of by the surveyor
;
but

there must not he formed over any public way

a ceiling of lath and plaster, or of lath and

cement.”

Part VI.

—

Party-Fence- Walls.—The for-

mer absurd paragraph has been altered as

follows:

—

“ And with regard to party-fence-walls, in

reference to the thickness thereof, and to

the height thereof,

—

“ The thickness of every such party-fence-

wall must be throughout, at the least one-

eighth of its length, and in buttress piers pro-

perly distributed, one-twelfth, at the least, of

the whole height of the wall, measured from

the top of the footing to the top of the wall,

and including any coping upon the wall
;

or

if the wall he less than 8£ feet high, then

such thickness must be in every part thereof

8* inches at the least, and the intermediate

parts of every higher wall must be at the least

8£ inches thick.

“ And every party-fence-wall, less than nine

feet above the ground on either side thereof,

may be raised to that height, by the owner of

the ground, on the side on which it is less

than that height; but upon condition that he

do pay all the costs and charges of so raising

it.”

This clause is now in a very improved form,

though its language is not sufficiently clear.

Yet if one-eighth were made one-tenth
,

it

would be still more improved, for the very

frequent recurrence of buttresses would be

troublesome, and the buttresses ought to he al-

lowed to be sloped off at top with water-tablings,

and indeed should, if of squared masonry, be

allowed to slope altogether.

Schedule (E.)—Rules concerning external

Projections.— Projections from Walls of

Buildings.—“And with regard to all build-

ings, in reference to projections therefrom

(except the porticoes of churches, chapels,

theatres or other public buildings, but includ-

ing steps, cellar doors and area inclosures),

—

The walls of all such .buildings must be set

back, so that all projection therefrom, and also

all steps, cellar doors and area mclosures,

shall only overhang or occupy the ground of

the owner of such building, without over-

hanging or enchroaching upon any public

way.”

We a^ain refer strongly to Mr. Bartholo-

mew** observations on this.
—“ The utterly for-

bidding of cornices and other decorations to

private buildings to project over public ways,

would be fatal to architecture, and would have

the effect of deterring, on that account, many
persons from altering or rebuilding the fronts

of their houses
;

it would he quite sufficient

to forbid the dripping of water or other liquids

from such projections upon any public way.”

Wooden Shop Fronts and Shutters.—“ And
with regard to shop-fronts and their entabla-

tures, their shutters and pilasters and stall-

boards, made of wood,

—

“ If the street or alley in which such front
j

is situate be of less width than 30 feet,—then

no part of such shop-front must be higher, in

any part thereof than 15 feet; nor must any 1

part, except the cornice, project from the face

of a wall, whether there be an area or not, more
j

than live inches
;
nor must the cornice project ,

therefrom more than 13 inches.
“ If the street or alley be of a greater width 1

than 30 feet,— then no part of such shop-front,
,

except the cornice, must project from the face

of a wall, whether there be an area or not,
,

more than 10 inches
;
nor must the cornice

project therefrom more than 18 inches.

“ And the width of such street or alley must ;

be ascertained by measuring the same, as here-

inafter directed with regard to the widths of I

streets and alleys.

“And the wood-work of any shop-front must I

not be fixed nearer than 4J inches to tho :

centre line of a party-wall.

“ And with regard to such wood-work; if I

it be put up at such distance of 4J inches,

—

then a pier or corbel built of stone or of brick ;

or other incombustible material, and of the

width of 4J inches at the least, must be fixed

in the line of the party-wall, so as to be as

high as such wood-work, and so as to project :

one inch at the least in front of the face

thereof.”
“ And the height of every shop-front must

be ascertained by measuringfrom the level of ,

the public foot-pavement in front of the \

building.
“ And every sign or notice-board fixed

against or upon any part of any house, or other 1

building standing close to any public way,

must be so fixed that the top shall be within

18 feet at the most above the level of such

public way.”

The expression should run, “
4J inches from

the centre." Whether the highest or lowest

part of the foot pavement should be expressed.

We think if the clause with regard to notice-

hoards be allowed at all, the restriction with

regard to altitude would be uselessly vexa-

tious.

Projections beyond the general JAne of

Buildings and from othc-r external Walls.—

“ And with regard to buildings already built

or hereafter to be rebuilt, as to how windows

or other projections of any kind,

—

“Such projections must neither be built;

with, nor be added to any building on any face

of an external wall thereof, so as to extend

beyond the general line of the fronts of tho

houses (which general line may be determined

by the surveyor), except so far as is herein-

before provided with regard to porticoes pro-

jected over public ways, and with regard to

projections from face-wall and shop-fronts
;

nor so as to overhang the ground belonging to

any other owner; nor so as to obstruct the

light and air, or to he otherwise injurious to

the owners or occupiers of the buildings

adjoining thereto, on any side thereof.”

Mr. Bartholomew stated his opinion, that

“verandahs, balconies, cornices, and decora-

tions ought to be allowed to project, provided

they cause no public or private injury, and arc

made of incombustible materials, and to the

satisfaction of the surveyor or official referees.”

Amelioration in this respect has now been

made.

Schedule (F.)—Rules concerning Chimneys

hereafter built or rebuilt.— Construction, I lie

plural word chimneys was (like that of moneys)

misspelled throughout the Bill, in defiance of

that rule of English orthography, which re-

quires if a word end with y,
preceded by a

vowel, the y shall be retained. We are par-

ticular in this, because we think architectural

nomenclature and orthography ought to be

as soon as possible corrected : the alteration

has been only partially made. The language

is now,

—

“ With regard to chimnies and chimney-

stacks, in reference to the construction there-

of,

—

“ The foundations and footings of every such

chimney and chimney-stack must be built simi-

lar to those of the wall in or adjoining to which

it shall he.

“ And the brick-work of every flue in any

j

party-wall must be built from the foundation of



such wall, of the full thickness required for

such flue; so that the brick-work of such flue

shall not in any part thereof oversail or overhang1

any part of such party-wall.
“ And every stack containing two or more

flues (except angle chimnies), must be built

from the foundation to the top thereof without

any corbelling over, whereby any upper part

of the brick-work of such stack shall oversail

or overhang any lower part of the brick-work

on the front thereof/’

Why is this ridiculous and oppressive restric-

tion against corbelling over chimneys, possess-

ing no earthly advantage, still inserted? We
must repeat Mr. Bartholomew’s observation.

—

“The provisions restricting and forbidding the

projection of flues would be so vexatious and
useless, would so deform principal rooms by
irregular and needless projections, as to become
virtually impracticable, and lead to the imme-
diate repeal of the Bill, if passed into law

;

the party-walls being stronger as they advance
towards the ground, and the chimneys growing
lighter as they proceed upwardly, by the in-

crease in the number of flues and chimney-
openings, the fears of want of sufficient support

below are altogether unfounded
;
the constant

finding of the finest buildings, several cen-

turies old, unfractured and unflinching, al-

though from their first erection they have had

chimneys corbelled out, even externally from
the face of the walling, shews how needless

would such prevention be.”
“ Nevertheless, with regard to buildings of

the first-rate and extra first rate,—the jambs,

breast, and flue of any single chimney may
be built upon brick, stone, or iron corbels,

above the ceiling of the third story of every

such building (so that a house might be

built with all single projecting chimneys!)
“ And with regard to buildings of the second

and third rates,—the jambs, breast, and flue in

any single chimney may be built upon brick,

stone, or iron corbels, above the ceiling of the

second floor of every such building.

“ But the projection both of such jambs and
breast, must notin any case exceed nine inches

before the face of the wall or stack, to which
the same shall adjoin.

“ And with regard to angle chimnies,—such

chimnies may be built in the internal angle of

any building, so that the width of the breast

thereof do not exceed five feet, and so that

it be properly supported on iron girders, with

brick arches, or on strong stone-landings,

not less than four inches thick, and tailed at

least nine inches into each of the two walls

forming such angle.”

The confining such chimneys to a width of

5 feet would be truly ridiculous
;
the building

cantod-work is one of the triumphs of science;

the diagonal arches, which, in oriental archi-

tecture, change a square plan into an octagon,

and that again into a circle, exhibit the ab-

surdity, in point of construction, of such a

restriction, which would, while useless, be such

a nuisance. The dome of St. Paul’s Cathedral

is raised from piers in a similar way,—the

“squinches,” or diagonal arches, which support

the canted sides of octagonal spires, where they

leave the perpendicular support of the square

tower below, are such pieces of construction.

The method of building chimneys upon 4-inch

landings is an execrable piece of unsafe mal-

: construction; an angle chimney with its jambs,

: each started from a single heading brick, and

;
gradually corbelled over, and firmly arched at

[ the mantel, is a sound and scientific piece of

i work, and never fails; stone landings are them-

< selves constantly breaking, and fracturing the

l ceilings below them. The enactment of such

I

provisions could only have the effect of ex-

1 iiibiting to posterity the possession of a limited

I- knowledge of construction by the present

2 generation.

Dimensions and Materials.—“ And with

r regard to chimnies, in reference to the di-

i intensions of the jambs thereof,

—

“ The jambs of every chimney must not be

1 less than 8J inches wide on each side of such

n opening.” (To angle-chimneys they should be

a allowed to be of any size, because the adjoining

v walls would alone be sufficient.)

“And with regard to chimnies and flues, in

r reference to the thickness of the brick-work

t thereof,

—

“ The breast of every chimney, and the

f front, back, withe or partition, of every flue,

n must be at the least 4 inches in thickness of

s. sound bricks, properly bonded, and the joints

u uf the work must be filled in with good mortar
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or cement, and all the inside thereof, and also

the outside or face thereof, next the interior of

any building, must be rendered or pargetted.”

Pargetting the outside of flues can have no
effect other than the creation of annoyance by
defacement, and giving secret licence to

inferior work, because such work is to be

concealed. The scandalous unsoundness of

ordinary flues arises from their being pargetted.

Many halls and other apartments are re-

quired to be finished with unplastered brick-

work or masonry.
“ And with regard to flues, in reference to

the dimensions thereof,—no flue may be used

for a smoke-flue, which is of less internal

diameter in any section than SJ inches.”

We are not sure that the orthography of
“ withv." is correct.

We think the words “ where required”

ought to be omitted, as evasive, from before

the words “ to tie in the abutments," “four
inches from.”

Slabs and Hearths.—“ And a slab or slabs

of brick, tile, stone, slate, marble or other

proper and sufficient substance, at the least 12

inches longer than the opening of every

chimney when finished, and at the least 18

inches in front of the arch over the same,

must be laid before the opening of every

chimney.
“ Anil in every floor, except the lowest or

first floor, such slab or slabs must be laid

wholly upon stone or iron bearers, or upon
brick trimmers

;
but in the lowest or first

floor, they may be laid on a brick fender, or

bedded on the solid ground ” (or upon concrete

or other solid buses, should be added).

“And the hearth of every chimney must be

laid and bedded wholly on brick or stone, or

other incombustible substance, which must
be solid for a thickness of nine inches at the

least, beneath the surface of any such hearth.”

We should like all slabs to be at least

two feet wide; the word “ wide ” seems to be
omitted in the description.

Bachs.—“And as to theback of every chim-

ney-opening of every building (except backs of

chimnies in the first floor of buildings of the

fourth rate),—every such back, in the lowest

or first floor, must be at the least 13 inches

thick from the hearth to the height of 12

inches above the mantle, and in every other

floor, at the least 8£ inches thick up to the

same relative height.

“And as to the backs of chimney-openings

in the first floor of buildings of the fourth

rate,—such backs must be at the least 8J
inches thick, to the heighth of 12 inches at

the least above the level of the mantle :

“ Provided always, that if the chimney be

built in any wall, not being a party-wall,

—

then the back of every such chimney-opening

may be 4£ inches less than the several thick-

nesses above described.”

The word “story" ought to be substituted

for the word “floor." There does not appear

to be any restriction in the proposed Act to

prevent chimney-openings from being carried

to or beyond the centres of party-walls.

Chimney-openings back to back.—“ And as

to backs of all such chimney-openings,—if two

chimnies be built back to back,—then the

thickness between the same must be at the

least of the thickness hereinbefore described

for the back of one chimney-opening.”

Angles of Flues.—We little approve of the

relaxation in the matter of flues, by which

soot may be collected in horizontal and flat

flues, and an addition to the execrable nuisance

of soot-doors be induced.

Close Fires.—

“

And as to every oven,

furnace, cokel or close fire, used for the pur-

pose of trade or manufacture,

—

it must be six

inches at the least distant from any party-wall,

and must not be upon nor within a distance of

18 inches of any timber or wood-work.”

The words every and it are not in agree-

ment. The words should run “ tieo feet

from.” We do not perceive any restriction

to prevent ovens from being built upon wooden

supports, while iron is expressly forbidden for

their supporting and surrounding floors.

“ And the floor on or above which such oven,

furnace, cokel or close fire, shall be built or

fixed, must be formed and paved under, and

for a distance of two feet all round, the same,

with stone, brick, tile or slate, at the least two

inches thick, or other proper incombustible

and non-conducting materials.”

Chimney-Pots ,
Tubes, 8>c.—“ And as to

earthen or metal chimney-pots, tubes, funnels,
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or cowls of any description whatsoever,—no
such pot, tube, funnel or cowl must be fixed
so as that the top of it be higher than four
feet above the brick or stone work of the flue
on which the same shall be placed

;
and everv

such pot, tube, funnel, or cowl must be fixed
two feet at the least into the brick or stone-
work of the flue on which it shall be placed.”
We again repeat Mr. Bartholomew’s note

upon this.—“ We lately had a case in which
a zinc smoke funnel so fixed was blown down
in a storm, carrying with it, attached thereto,
a lump of 4 cwt. of brickwork, and piercing
through a neighbouring roof, broke a strong
carpenter's bench quite across, escaping, bv
only a few inches, the man who was there
at work.”

Smoke Pipes.—“ And a9 to any metal or
other pipe or funnel for conveying smoke, heat-

ed air, or steam, in reference to the position

thereof,—such pipe or funnel must not be fixed

against or in front of any face of any building
in any street or alley, nor on the inside of any
building, nearer than 14 inches to any timber
or other combustible material.”

Should be “Fourteen inches ” from “ any
timbers."

Cuttings into Chimneys.—“ And as to every
chimney-shaft, jamb, breast or flue already

built, or which shall be hereafter built, in

reference to cutting the same,—no such erec-

tion shall be cut into for any other purpose than

the repair thereof, or for the formation of
soot-doors, or for letting in, removing, or

altering, stove-pipes or smoke-jacks, except

as directed for building an external wall against

an old sound party-wall.”

The unnecessary restrictions as to the

nature of rain-water-pipes are now removed.

Schedule (II.)—The following are now
the propositions relative to drainage of build-

ings :
—

“ Before the several walls of any such
building shall have been built to the height of

10 feet from their foundations, the drains

thereof must have been properly built and
made good (that is to say), if there be within

50 feet from any front of the building, or from
the ENCLOSURE ABOUT THE BUILDING, ft

common sewer into which it is lawful and
practicable to drain,—then into such common
sewer; and if there be not in such situation

and within such distance any such common
sewer,—then to the best outlet that can be
obtained, so as to render, in either case, such

drains available for the drainage of the lowest

floor of such building, or addition thereto, and
also of its areas, water-closets, privies, and

offices (if any).

“And the’ inside of the main drains under
and from every building for carrying off soil

must be of, or be equal to, an area at least

NINE INCHES IN DIAMETER.”
We must here repeat Mr. Bartholomew’s

observations, that, the terms ‘ Equal to an area

of at least 9 inches diameter,’ are not suffi-

ciently definite, the quadrature of the circle

being a matter of difficulty; but some definite

quantity, as, for instance, 72 superficial inches,

ought to be substituted.”
“ And every such drain must be laid to a

fall or current of, at the least, half an inch to

ten feet, and so as that the whole of every

such drain within the walls of such building

shall be wholly covered over under the lowest

floor, and independently therof.

“ And every such drain within the walls of

such building must be built and covered over

with brick, stone or slate, and so as to render

the drain air-tight.

“ And every part of such drain inside and
outside the walls of every building must be

built of brick, tile, stone or slate, set in mortar

or cement.”

Cesspools and Privies.—“And with regard to

cesspools and privies ;

—

“If there be a common sewer within 50

feet from any front of, or from the enclosure
ABOUT ANY HOUSE OR OTHER BUILDING,—
then a cesspool must not be made for the

reception of drainage from such house or

other building, unless there be, or shall be

built, a good and sufficient drain from such

cesspool to such common sewer.

The words “ enclosure about, SfC.,' here and

in the preceding instance, require to be more

definite.

“And if any cesspool be built under a

house or other building,—then such cesspool

must be built air-tight.
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“ And every privy built in the yard or area

of any building-, or under any street or

alley, must have a door, and be otherwise

properly inclosed, screened and fenced from

public view.”

Schedule (I.)—The following are now the

proposed regulations relative to the widths of

streets, &c. :
—

“ With regard to every such street or alley,

hereafter to be formed, in reference to the

width thereof ;—Every street or alley must be

of, at the least, the following width, from front

to front, in every part thereof respectively;

that is to say :

—

“ Every street must be of the width of 40
feet at the least

;
but if the buildings fronting

any street be more than 40 feet high from the

level of the street, then such street must be of

a width equal, at the least, to the height of the

buildings above such level.

“ Every alley must be of the width of 20
feet at the least; but if the buildings fronting

any alley be more than 20 feet high from the

level of the alley, then such alley must be of a

width equal, at the least, to the height of the

buildings above such level.

“ And the carriage-way of every street must
be at the least 24 feet wide.”

“ And before every row of houses there
must be a footway; and every such footway
must be at least 5 feet wide.

Entrances to Alleys.— “ And with regard to

every such alley, in reference to the entrance
thereof,—every alley must have two entrances
thereto, each being, at the least, of the full

width of the alley, and one of the two, at the
least, open from the ground upwards.”

Measurement of fVidth.—“ And with regard
both to such streets and alleys,—the aforesaid

width is to be ascertained by measuring (at

right angles to the course thereof), from front

to front of the buildings on each side of such
side of such street or alley.

S c hedule (

K

.
)—RulesconcerningDwellin

g

-

Houses hereafter built or rebuilt
,
with regard to

bacic-yards and areas, and rooms under-ground
,

and in the roof.—Back-yards.—“ With regard
to back-yards or open spaces attached to

dwelling-houses ;

—

“Every house, hereafter built, must
have an inclosed back-yard or open space of,

at the least, one square, exclusive of any build-

ing thereon.

“And if any house already built, be here-
after rebuilt,—then, unless all the rooms of
such house can be lighted and ventilated from
the street, or from an area of the extent of, at

the least, three-quarters of a square, into

which the owner of the house to be rebuilt is

entitled to open windows for every room ad-
joining thereto, there must be, above the level

of the floor of the third story, an open space
of at least three-quarters of a square.

“ And with regard to every building of the
first class :

—

“ Every such building must be built with
some roadway, either to it, or to the inclosure

about it, of such width as will admit to one
of its fronts of the access of a scavenger’s

cart, of the ordinary size of such carts.”

These restrictions, while beneficial in new
building sites (where, however, close building
is rare), would be found to practically pre-
vent improvement, by old houses being per-
petuated to avoid loss of available sites.

Loioermost Rooms.—“ And with regard to

the lowermost rooms of houses being rooms
of which the surface of the floor is more than
three feet below the surface of the footway of
the nearest street or alley, and to cellars of
buildings hereafter to be built or rebuilt ;—

“ If any such room or cellar be used or
intended to be used as a separate dwelling,

—

then the floor thereof must not be below the
surface or level of the ground immediately
adjoining thereto, unless it have an area, fire-

place and window as required for rooms and
cellars of existing buildings let separately and
used as a separate dwelling, and unless it be
properly drained.

“ And with regard to every such lowermost
room or cellar in any existing building used
or intended to be used as a separate dwell-
ing;—

“ There must be an area not less than three
feet wide in ever}’ part, from six inches below

the floor of such room or cellar to the surface

or level of the ground adjoining to the front,

back, or external side thereof, and extending
the full length of such side.

“ And such area, to the extent of at least

five feet long and two feet six inches wide,

must be in front of the window of such room
or cellar, and must be open, or covered only
with open iron gratings.

“ And there must be made for every under-
ground dwelling-room an open fire-place, with
proper flue therefrom.

“ And there roust be a window-opening of,

at the least, 9 superficial feet in area
;
which

window opening must be fitted with a frame
filled in with glazed sashes, of which, at the
least, 6 superficial feet must be made to open
ventilation.

Attic Rooms.—“ And with regard to rooms
in the roof of any building hereafter built or
rebuilt, in reference to the number of floors

“ For every attached or detached building,
distinctly rated, such fee as is hereby im-
posed in respect of additions to, or alterations

of buildings of the rate to which such at-

tached or detached buildings shall belong.”

Fees for additions and alterations.— “ For
every addition or alteration made to any build-

ing, which shall involve the execution of
works subject to the regulations of this Act,
the following fees

;
that is to say,

—

£ s. d.

If the building be of the first rate 1 15 0

Ditto . . extra first ditto 2 10 0

Ditto . . second ditto 110 0

Ditto . . third ditto 15 0

If the building be of the fourth rate,

and exceed two stories in height 0 15 0

If the building be of the fourth rate,

and do not exceed two stories in

height .. .. .. 0 10 0

“ And with regard to buildings of the ware-
house class, a further fee, to the amount of
half of the above fees respectively, according
to the rate of such building, to be paid in

respect of every additional thirty-five squares,

or portion of thirty-five squares, in any such
building.”

Feesfor special duties.—“ For the following
special duties performed by any Surveyor, ac-

cording to the enactments of this Act, where
such duties shall not be performed incidentally
to the building or rebuilding of any building
in respect of which any other fees may be pay-
able; that is to say,

—

For attending to the cutting away of chimney-
breasts for external walls,

—

£ 8. d.

If the building be of the first rate 2 2 0*
Ditto . . extra first rate 2 2 0*
Ditto . . second rate 1 „ „

Ditto . . third rate J
a

* The relative scale of these fees is no doubt erroneous,

of rooms in the roof, and to the height of such
rooms:—There must not be more than one
floor of such rooms, and such rooms must not
be of a less height than 7 feet, except the
sloping part, if any, of such roof, which slop-

ing part must not begin at less than 3 feet

6 inches above the floor, nor extend more
than 3 feet 6 inches on the ceiling of such
room.”
The restriction relative to 3 feet 6 inches

above the flooring would certainly operate de-
trimentally by occasioning the cubic contents
of attics to be diminished by their lower parts
being battened with “ ashlar quarters” to ren-
der them perpendicular.

Rooms in other Parts.—“ And with regard
to rooms in other parts of the building, in

reference to the height thereof:—Every room
used or intended to be used as a separate
dwelling must be of, at the least, the height of
7 feet from the floor to the ceiling.

If the building be of the 4th rate, and
exceed two stories in height . . 110

If the building be of the 4th rate, and
do not exceed two stories in height 0 10 6

For condemning party fence walls .. 0 10 6

For the inspection and removal of pro-

jections, &c. in imminent danger,

and ruinous buildings . . . . 0 10 0

For surveying party-walls not kept in

repair, and consenting to notice of

repair being served . . . . . . 0 10 0

For inspecting arches or stone floors

over public ways . . . . . . 0 10 0

For inspecting formation of openings

in party-walls .. .. .. 0 10 0

For inspecting chimney-shafts, pots,

funnels, &c., above certain heights 0 10 0

Feesfor Special Services not expressly pro-

videdfor.—“ For any service performed by any

Surveyor which is required by this Act, but not

comprehended under any of the foregoing

heads.

“ Such fee, not exceeding 21., as the Official

Referees shall by writing under their hands

order and appoint, with the consent of the

Commissioners of Works and Buildings.

When it is considered that the scale of these

fees is, compared with the price of the build-

ing, only about 60 per cent, of that which
the fees were at the time of the passing of

the present Building-Act, and that many new
duties are proposed to be cast upon the dis-

trict Surveyors, by which much expense in

surveying and condemning party-walls, and

other processes, are intended to be avoided,

which, indeed, renders the fees virtually less

than half that which they were made in the

year 1774, we think no reason whatever can

exist, on this head, for dissatisfaction of either

the public or the building interest. fc>.

Schedule (L.)—The following is now the List of Fees proposed to be payable to the

Surveyors.

Fees for New Buildings.—For miy building ei'ected on old or new foundations, as follows :

—

Dwelling-House
Class.

Warehouse
Class.

Public Buildings
Class.

£ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.

3 10 0 3 10 0 3 10 0
5 5 0 5 5 0
3 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0
2 10 0 2 10 0 2 10 0

2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0

I 10 0 2 2 0

f . . equal to one-
< halfofthe above
(.feesrespectively

1 10 0

3 10 0 3 10 0 3 10 0
5 5 0 5 5 0

3 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0

2 10 0 2 10 0 2 10 0

2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0

1 10 0 2 2 0 1 10 0

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
r collection for toll .. 10 6

If the building be of the 1st rate .

.

Ditto .. extra 1st ditto

Ditto . . . . 2nd ditto

Ditto . . . . 3rd ditto

If the building be of the 4th rate, and exceed two stories

in heighth

If the building be of the 4th rate, and do not exceed two\
stories in heigth . . . . . . . . . . /

And with regard to buildings of the warehouse class, a'

further fee to be paid in respect of any additional 35
squares, or portion of 35 squares, in any such build-

ing, beyond the first 35 squares
And for inspecting and reporting to the Official Referees

(s. 24) on party-walls and intermixed buildings :

—

If the building be of the 1st rate

Ditto .. extra 1st ditto .. .. ..

Ditto . . . . 2nd ditto

Ditto . . . . 3rd ditto

If the building be of the 4th rate, and exceed two stories
in height

If the building be of the 4th rate, and do not exceed two
stories in height . . . . . . . . . . j

For every insulated building

For every detached building built for the purposes of trade or collection for
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OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

The fifth annual meeting was held at

Wyatt’s Room, High-street, June 17* the

Rev. the Rector of Exeter College in the

chair.

After a few preliminary observations, the

chairman read the annual report of the com-

mittee. He congratulated the society on the

steady progress of the “ Study of Gothic

Architecture,” which is daily becoming more

general : the good effects of this are already

visible on all sides, and still greater effects

may yet be looked for. He rejoiced to observe

the formation and successful progress of simi-

lar societies in various parts of the kingdom,

and mentioned particularly the Cambridge

and the Exeter Societies as very flourishing

and efficient. The mutilation and destruction

of the remains of Gothic architecture has been

checked and well-nigh stopped, although a

few more instances may still be heard of occa-

sionally, as at Newcastle, where an ancient

church has been wantonly destroyed within

the last few weeks
;
the general indignation with

which such acts are now viewed, by all persons

who have any pretension to the rank of edu-

cated or enlightened men, is a guarantee that

they will not be frequent. There is, however,

another just ground of alarm in the mischief

which is daily perpetrated under the name of
restoration

,
which, when conducted without

sufficient knowledge, is often productive of

more injury than benefit, and should be very

closely watched. Irreparable injury is often

done by ignorant persons, under the plausible

pretext of merely scraping off the whitewash,

and still more when the decayed surface of

the stone has also to be scraped.

In this university and city, there have been

four instances of restoration within the past

year, which are deserving of praise. At St.

John’s College the chapel has been restored in

a very elaborate manner, and with good taste.

At Merton, the roof of the ante-chapel, which

was in a decayed state, has been renewed, and

the floor for the ringers in the tower removed,

throwing open a fine groined wooden ceiling,

which is a great improvement
;
but the gallery

for the ringers, which has been introduced in

the place of the old floor, would have been

better omitted. In St. Aldgate’s Church the

general effect of the exterior is pleasing, but
there might have been more accuracy in the

details; and we cannot but regret the loss of

the old library. At Holywell, though the

exterior is less striking, all the detail is admir-
able, and in the interior the good effect of open
seats is fairly seen, and the manner in which
this restoration and enlargement have been
executed is worthy not only of praise, but of

imitation. The restoration of St. Peter’s in

the East is now also in progress, and it is

hoped that the most scrupulous care will be
taken to preserve entire the character of the
building, even in its most minute details, and
that no attempts at improvement will be allowed
to interfere with the designs of the original

architects of this interesting and valuable relic

of antiquity.

The publications of the society during the
year have been: the second part of the “ Guide
to the Architectural Antiquities in the neigh-
bourhood of Oxford,” of which a third part
is now in preparation

;
several sheets of work-

ing drawings of ancient pews and pulpits,

which are found very generally useful, and are
readily purchased. Two new sheets were laid

on the table, containing the details of the
pulpits of Beaulieu, Hants, of stone, very early,

in the Decorated style. St. Giles’s, Oxford, of
wood, also in the Decorated style, but late

;

and Coombe, Oxfordshire, of stone, in the

Perpendicular style. The drawings of Shottes-

broke Church, a well-known and very perfect

specimen of the Decorated style, have been
engraved, and will be ready for publication in

a few days
;
for these drawings the society is

indebted to W. Butterfield, Esq. The draw-
ings of Minster Lovell Church, a good speci-

men of the Perpendicular style, promised at

the two last annual meetings, are still not
ready, the architect who undertook to furnish
them having failed to fulfil his engagement.
The drawings of Wilcote Church, presented
by C. Buckler, Esq., were laid on the table,

and will be engraved immediately; this is a

a small church in the Decorated style. Also
those of St. Bartholomew’s Chapel, presented
by C. Cranston, Esq.

;
this is a small but

elegant building of the period of transition

from Decorated to Perpendicular.

New editions are preparing of Stanton
llarcourt and Ilaseley: to the series in 8vo.

it is proposed to add the papers on Ewelme
and Dorchester, lately read by Mr. Addington,
for which the drawings are ready.

At the suggestion of the Bishop of New-
foundland, designs for churches to be con-
structed entirely of wood, the only material to

be obtained in that colony, have been prepared
by Mr. Cranston, under the directions of the
committee. Two of these designs are now
ready, and were laid on the table.

At the request of the Madras committee for

the erection of a church at Colabah, a design
has been prepared by Mr. Derick, under the
direction of the committee, which it is hoped
will be found well suited to the climate, while
it preserves a strictly Gothic and church-like
character. An elevation of this design has
been engraved, and copies sent for distribution

to any of our members who are interested in it.

The society has in several instances given
useful advice to persons engaged in church-
building or restoration, and have pleasure in

doing so in any case in which they may be
applied to.

A paper was read on Dorchester Church,
Oxfordshire, by Henry Addington, Esq., of
Lincoln College, illustrated by a large number
of drawings of all parts of the building, includ-

ing the original drawings by Mackenzie, for
“ Skelton’s Oxfordshire,” which were kindly
lent for the occasion by the Rev. H. Wellesley.
Mr. A. gave an outline of the early history of
Dorchester, with its bishopric and abbey,
shewing clearly that there was a Saxon church
on this site, but considers no part of the exist-

ing building earlier than the middle of the

twelfth century (unless it is a small portion of
the masonry of the tower), and the greater part

is of the time of Edward I. The two semi-

circular arches, which have been sometimes
considered as Saxon, are evidently cut through
the Norman walls, and are probably of the

time of Charles II., when the church was
repaired after the injury it had sustained in

the civil wars. As this interesting paper is to

be published, it is not necessary to attempt any
further analysis of it.

A memorial was presented to the meeting,

very numerously signed by members of the

society, suggesting that some of the rules should

be more strictly acted upon, and that others

should be altered. A special committee of

nine members was appointed to consider this

subject, and to recommend such alterations as

appeared to them to be necessary, and to report

thereon to a general meeting of the society, on
October 30th.

METROPOLIS IMPROVEMENTS.

The newline of street from Coventry-street

to Long-acre is now in a very forward state,

and so soon as the opening from Coventry-

street into Leicester-square shall be sufficiently

advanced to be seen by the public (which may
be expected in a very few days, as the buildings

are now in the hands of Messrs. Reddin and
Sons, the large contractors under the Com-
missioners of her Majesty’s Woods and Forests

for pulling down the old houses), the ground
will be advertised to be let by public tender,

immediately after which the new buildings

will be commenced. Arrangements have been

concluded with the parish authorities for the

footway and carriage paving, both of which
will be immediately commenced. The street

will be 54 feet wide in clear of the houses,

which will be of a handsome character, and
may probably be expected to be completed in

the course of about eighteen months. The

line of street from Oxford-street into Holborn
is now rapidly advancing, the well-known
rookery in St. Giles’s having nearly dis-
appeared, and the houses required for this
improvement being all down, with a very few
exceptions

;
these also are in the hands of

Messrs. Reddin, and will be very shortly cleared.
Contracts for the sewers and vaults have been
entered into with Messrs. Bennett, and Messrs.
Hayward and Mixon, respectively, and are
already commenced. Ground for a French
Protestant church has been sold and staked out,
for which a design has been made by Mr. Am-
brose Poynter, the secretary to the Royal In-
stitute of British Architects, and will be com-
menced immediately. The design only awaits
the approval of the Commissioners of her Ma-
jesty’s Woods and Forests. It is also intended
by the Commissioners of Woods and Forests
to erect three handsome houses (as a standard
for the houses generally, to be built on this
line) immediately adjoining the new church

;

which said houses will be erected from the
design and under the superintendence of Mr.
J. Pennethorne, the architect to the Commis-
sioners of her Majesty’s Woods, &c.

;
under

whom also, it may be proper to add, the whole
of these very important and extensive altera-
tions and improvements are now being carried
into effect. The line from Long-acre to

Broad-street will shortly be in a state to be
thrown open to the public, it only awaiting
the removal of the houses forming the block
between Long-acre and Castle-street, which
belong to the Mercers’ Company, and are to

be removed by them. A church is in tho
course of erection in this line, and from the
rapid manner in which the works progress,
under the direction of Mr. B. Ferry, promises
a speedy completion. The design is of the
early English character. The portion of tho
improvement at the corner of King-street, in

continuation of Great St. Andrew’s-street, is

nearly completed, the buildings being, with
only one exception, erected, those built by Mr.
Buckingham, the rope-manufacturer, being of
a very extensive, handsome, and substantial

character. The line from Spitafields Church
to the London Docks is now nearly cleared,
and contracts will very shortly be entered into
for the formation of the requisite vaults, sewers,
&c.

;
immediately after which the ground will

be advertised for tender, as in the other cases.

This line is nearly a mile and a quarter long,

and is being carried out with a view to ul-

terior continuation.— Times.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES.

Lecture III.

{Continuedfrom p. 327.)

ON GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE THE IONIC STYLE.

The second of the Grecian orders of archi-

tecture, called Ionic, is considered to be
coeval with the Doric, and it is found frequently

used in the interior of Doric buildings. “ The
earliest specimen of which any remains are to

be found is the celebrated temple of Juno at

Samos
; which in the age of Herodotus was

considered as the largest and most stupendous
edifice ever raised by Grecian art. This in-

teresting ruin, although often visited, has

never until recently received any architectural

elucidation. It was built about the GOth
Olympiad,* by Rhascus and Theodorus, two
natives of the island, and the style, possessing

many peculiarities, is such as strongly to denote
its archaic origin. Thebases of the columns are

remarkable from the number and complica-

tion of their parts
;
the shaft is not fluted, nor

is there any appearance of volutes to the

capitals.” (Lord Aberdeen’s Inquiry, p. 160.)
“ The octastyle temple of Bacchus at Teos
is a heap of ruins, but enough remains to attest

the exquisite beauty of the ancient edifice,

and fully to justify the praises lavished by-

Vitruvius on the architect, Hcrmogenes of

Alabanda.” (Ibid, p. 162.) The date of this

temple is supposed to be about 440 b.c. It

appears from Vitruvius that the architect had

prepared his materials to build this temple in

the Doric style, but changed his mind to com-

plete it in the Ionic, maintaining that the Doric

was not fit fortemples. A superb octastyle temple,

dedicated to Apollo Didymseus, near Miletus,

is supposed to have been built about 376 b.c. ;

its architects were Peonius ol Ephesus, and

* About 540 B.C.
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IONIC TEMPLE ON THE RIVER ILISSUS.
Daphnis of Miletus. (Vitruvius.) “ Three
columns entire, and a profusion of marble
fragments scattered around, are all that remain
of this once magnificent edifice; but these are
of a description amply sufficient to indicate its

former beauty and grandeur, even if they had
not been so highly extolled by the uniform
voice of antiquity.” (Inquiry, p. 169.) Another
fine Ionic building, of an exceedingly rich
character, is the temple of Minerva-Polias, at

Priene, which was dedicated by Alexander the
Great; the architect was Pytheus. At Sardis
was a temple, of which five entire columns re-

main, whose diameter is 6 feet.

But the purest and best known specimens
are to be found at Athens, where we see at
once the simplest and richest modes of employ-
ing this style, the former in the graceful little

temple on the Ilissus, and the latter in the
double temple erected in honour of the virgin-
goddess andErechtheus. Authors differ respect-
ing the name which should be assigned to the
former building. Dr. Spon supposed that it

was used for the celebration of the lesser
mysteries of Ceres, and that it was dedicated
to that goddess; to this opinion Stuart objects
that it was not large enough for the purpose,
the cell being only 15 feet 4 inches square.
From Plato we are led to believe that it was
consecrated to Panops, an Attic hero. From
Pausanius we infer that it was appropriated to

the worship of Triptolemus, who instituted

the Eleusinian rites
;

this opinion appears to
be the most generally received. Mons. le

Roy, who made numerous mistakes in his
work, calls it a temple of Diana the Hunt-
ress. Nothing can be more simple than the
design of this beautiful little building, which
is only 20 feet high to the cornice

;
from the

fewness of the mouldings, and their freedom
from enrichment, it serves as a model for most
of the Ionic porticos of the present day, as it is

admirably adapted to domestic structures. This
temple had a portico of four columns at each
end, but was without any lateral columns

;
the

columns are only 21 inches in diameter, and
are eight diameters high. The architrave has
only one face, and the frieze was probably
also plain, although Stuart considers that it

may have had an enrichment, as a fragment of
sculpture, representing several figures, was
found at Athens, which exactly fitted the space.
The cornice is composed of the fewest possible
mouldings, which throughout the building are
of the simplest character. A more enriched
example is that of the Temple of Minerva-
Polias (so called from iroXig, a city

;
thus the

goddess was emphatically the protectress of
the city, Athens), placed in the Acropolis, at a
distance of 150 feet from the Parthenon. This
temple is connected with two other buildings,
the Erechtheum and the Pandroseum

;
the

former so called, not after the sixth king of
Athens, but from an appellation of Neptune,

because it contained the salt-spring called
.'VSo \ 'Arlflrtichtheis, fabled to have been produced by

T-^4n^frident of that god
;
the other building was

U - J
•' X^a/hVl after Pandrosus, one of the daughters

:v,-a \ \ £ierops, who was favoured by Minerva,
dieeifljfee she did not indulge her curiosity (like
her^yfo sisters) in looking into the basket con-
tawijjfg the infant and deformed Erichthonius.

~ Here was placed the olive said to be produced

riU'Uft®1inerva in her contest with Neptune.

Professor Wilkins is inclined to place the
sacred olive in the pronaos leading to the
Pandroseum, and considers that the three
windows were made to afford the light and
air necessary for the tree. In the Temple
of Minerva was an ancient image of the
goddess made of wood. “ It is reported,”
8ays Pausanius, “ that this statue fell from
heaven, but I shall not discuss whether it did
60 or otherwise; Callimachus made the golden
lamp before the statue of the goddess. This
lamp being filled with oil, from that day lasts
the future year; the oil in the mean time sup-
plies the lamp, shining night and day.” The
architect of these buildings was Philocles of
Acharnai, as we learn from an inscribed marble
now in the British Museum.
W e now proceed to notice this triple-temple

more in detail, for which purpose a plan is

essential. Elevated on three steps is a portico
of six columns, leading to what is called by
Stuart the temple of Erechtheus, but which is

considered by others to be the cella of the
goddess. The columns here are 2 feet 3 inches
in diameter, 21 feet 7 inches high, including
base and capital, and are 4 feet 8 inches apart.
r

l he width of the cell is 32 feet 4 inches, and
its depth 23 feet 11 inches. In the rear of the
cell, and divided from it by a wall, is the apart-
ment which Stuart ascribes to Minerva, receiv-
ing its light from three openings, like windows
(a rare and valuable example), placed between
half-columns, and having on one side a commu-
nication with the Pandroseum, and on the
other with a noble portico of four columns in
front, having a projection of two inter-columns.
These three last-named parts are on the same
level, which is, however, about nine feet lower
than that of the hexastyle portico. The
columns of the tetrastyle are 2 feet 9 inches in

diameter, and 25 feet in height. The little

building the Pandroseum had six female
figures called Caryatides, instead of columns,
to support the entablature, and their origin has
given rise to much discussion. “ Their appel-
lation has been explained by Vitruvius, but it

is not probable that the story which would
refer their origin to the commemoration of the
captivity of the Caryan women after the des-
truction of the city, in consequence of its

desertion of the cause of the Greeks in the
Persian war, is entitled to more credit than
other traditions to be met with in the pages of
the same author respecting the invention of the
different Grecian orders. In fact, these female
figures were not represented as captives, nor, as
it would seem, with any symbols of subjection
and disgrace, which we might naturally have
expected to find had there been any foundation
for this tale of their origin. On the contrary,
in the architectural enumeration of the differ-
ent parts of the Pandroseum, contained in the
interesting inscription already mentioned, the
figures forming the portico are simply KOPAI,
or the virgins, thereby intimating that they
were native Athenians

;
and indeed, from their

appearance, there is every reason to presume
that they were intended to represent the Cane-
phorse, who were selected for the solemnities
of the Panatheneean festival from the most
distinguished families of the city.” (Lord
Aberdeen’s Inquiry, p. 190.) These korai, or
damsels, as they are termed in the inscription
before alluded to, are draped entirely, with the

exception of the arms, which are bare, and
their dress resembles that of the basket-bearers
in the procession in the frieze of the Parthe-
non

;
and so honourable was this employment,

that inscriptions, and probably statues, were
granted to the young persons who had been
selected for the office.* Stuart has given an
inscription, of which the purport is, “ The
council and the people (placed) .Apollodora,
the daughter of Apollodorus, of Gargettus,
who carried the sacred things of Minerva-
Polias.” One of these figures, which thus
appear to have been appropriate supporters of
the canopy which sheltered the sacred olive of
Minerva, is preserved in the British Museum,
together with a capital from the Erechtheum, a
base, and part of the architrave, cornice, and
four pieces of the frieze. It has been sup-
posed that these buildings were commenced
during the administration of Pericles, but that
his death put a stop to their progress. The
architecture of the temple of Minerva-Polias
has been closely imitated by Mr. Inwood in the
new church of St. Pancras, and the vestries

are fac-similes of the Pandroseum. There are
some other Ionic structures in and near Athens,
but they are of date later than those just con-
sidered, and partake strongly of the Roman
manner, which, indeed, is evident from the
title of one, the Aqueduct of Hadrian. As iu
the Doric order the distinguishing feature is

the triglyph, so in Ionic buildings, that by
which they are best recognized is the volute of
the capital, of which a trace may be seen in the
Egyptian temples, especially in such as were
dedicated to Isis. The height of Ionic columns
varies from about eight diameters and a quarter,
as in the temple on the Ilissus, to nearly nine
and a half, as in the Erechtheum, the columns
in the temple of Minerva-Polias being little

more than nine diameters high.

The Corinthian, the third of the Greek
orders, is as rich and graceful in its decora-
tions as the Doric is severe and majestic; ex-
amples, however, are not numerous at Athens.
One of the most beautiful is the Choragic
monument of Lysicrates, sometimes called the
Lanthorn of Demosthenes. This is quite a
gem in architecture. It is circular in its plan,
and on a high pedestal are ranged six columns
which are attached to the wall

;
these support

an appropriate entablature, above which rises
the roof, or cupola, of one block of marble,
the tiles of which are carved in the shape of
leaves : upon the roof was an ornament adorned
with beautiful foliage. The capitals of the
columns are among the most exquisite speci-
mens of design in existence, and they are
unique, differing very much from the examples
of the order to be found in Rome. It is a
vulgar tradition among the modern Greeks
which assigns this building to Demosthenes,
as a place which he erected for study: it was
certainly built in his time, about *330 b.c.
But the inscription on the architrave sets the
matter at rest, which imports that Lysicrates,
the son of Lysitheides, was Choragus on the
occasion oUa musical entertainment. It ap-
pears that a spirit of emulation existed among

.

* Vemadte, the Venetian engineer at the seige of Athens
in 1087, describes the Pandroseum as “ Sostenute da quattro
statue di ruarmo, quale rappresentano le Grazic chc Socrate
fece far vestire per burlarsi di quelli, chc le hanno rappresen-
tate nudo.”
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the Athenians of a certain rank to give enter-

tainments, at their own expense, to the people.

These consisted of different games, plays, and
tragedies, in which the chorus occupied a

prominent part, whence the giver of the enter-

tainment was termed Choragus. Some of the

most celebrated names in Grecian history may
be noticed as having filled this honourable
office. Lysias, the orator, the rival of Demos-
thenes, in one of his orations, enumerating
his services to the Athenians, mentions the

number of times he was a Choragus, and the

expense he was put to each time, varying from
33/. to 208/. sterling. The just Aristides was
a Choragus, and Themistocles obtained a vic-

tory on occasion of his having as a Choragus
exhibited a tragedy composed by Phrynicus.
The prize awarded to the victor was generally
a tripod, a practice which was alluded to by
Homer, Hesiod, and Pindar, Virgil and Ho-
race, as well as by prose writers.

“ It was the usual custom, and a very an-
cient one, for the victors to dedicate these
tripods to some divinity, and to place them
either in temples already built, or upon the
top of some consecrated edifice erected for

that purpose
;

thus they participated of the
sanctity of the place, and were secure from
injury and violence; to have destroyed or de-
faced them, had doubtless been esteemed an
act of sacrilege. A tripod thus dedicated was
always accompanied with an inscription

;
so

that it became a permanent, authentic, and
public monument of the victory, and of the
person who had obtained it.” (Stuart’s
Athens, vol. 1.) It is highly probable that a
Choragic tripod graced the summit of the
little building under review, since cavities

were found in the upper surface of the flower
which appear suited to receive the feet of a

tripod. On each panel, between the columns,
two tripods are represented, and on the frieze
is sculptured the story of Bacchus punishing the
Tyrrhenian pirates. A modern imitation of
this example may be seen in the turret of St.

Philip’s Chapel, Regent-street. The rest of

that building is in the Roman Doric style,

the architect, Mr. Repton, having been re-

quired by a committee to submit to this want
of unity. In the original tower of Lysicrates,
Lord Byron is said to have composed much
of his poetry. Another interesting Choragic
monument is that of Thrasyllus, on which was
placed the beautiful statue of Bacchus in

female costume, which is now in the British
Museum.
Another singular structure which may be

classed with the Corinthian order, is the marble
octagonal tower of the winds, called also the
Tower of Andronicus Cyrrhestes, who built it,

and adorned the frieze of each side with a figure

representing one of the principal eight winds.
The capitals which are supposed to belong
to the columns of this building have only one
row of the acanthus leaves, the upper range
consisting of the smooth leaves generally
termed water-leaves

,
nor are there any volutes’.

The form of this temple is imitated as the
upper stage of the steeple of St. Pancras
Church.

The remains of the temple of Jupiter Olym-
pius, at Athens, are unfortunately so few, and
those in so dilapidated a state, that we cannot
give much account of it. Pausanias says,
that it was the largest temple in Greece, and
second only to the celebrated temple of
Diana, at Ephesus. Altogether there were
one hundred and fifty columns (inside and out),

of which only sixteen remain
;
the front and

rear porticos had three rows of ten columns in

each, and the flanks had two rows oftwenty co-
lums each

;
they were more than 6£ feet in

diameter, and 60 feet high. The temple is

considered to have been 354 feet long and 171
: feet wide. From Vitruvius we learn that it

> was first projected by Pisistratus, who laid the
I foundations about 540 b.o

, but soon after his
death, the work was discontinued until the time
of Antiochus Epiphanes, at whose expense

! the building was carried on from the designs
of Cossutius, a Roman architect, who deter-
mined the magnitude of the cells, and ad-
justed the arrangement of the columns about
the dipteros, and the disposition of the archi-
traves and the other ornaments, with great skill

i and supreme science. ( Vitr. Lib. vii.) Again
the progress of the building was arrested, and
the glory of finishing the temple of Olympian

I Jove -was left to the Emperor Hadrian,
i nearly 700 years after its commencement.

The arch of Hadrian, and a portico called the
Pantheon of Hadrian, are likewise Corinthian
examples, but cannot be considered to belong
to Grecian art, since their details all partake
of the practice of the Roman architects.

Athens at one time must have been extremely
rich in temples, from the enumeration of
several, besides those noticed in various his-

torians, of which not a vestige exists. Many,
no doubt, perished in the Persian in-

vasion. The remains of a theatre, called after

Bacchus, are of great interest : it is of a semi-
circular form, and well arranged for all the
spectators to hear and see. Dramatic repre-

sentations formed the favourite amusement
of the Athenians, and one advantage in favour
of the Greek theatre over the amphitheatre of
the Romans is, that it was not polluted by
the shedding of blood, whether of victims

taken in war, or of men trained to a profes-

sion, which was one of slaughter, and in which
they were required

“ To fall with grace, with dignity—to sink

While life is gushing, and the plaudits ring

Faint and yet fainter on their failing ear,

As models for the sculptor.”

Rogers’ Italy.

At Athens not any remains by which to judge
of the domestic architecture of the Greeks are
now existing. But it appears that architectural

decoration was expressly forbidden to be em-
ployed on any but the public edifices; thus
Demosthenes mentions “ that in the best times
of Athens, while the public buildings and
the temples were rendered so magnificent and
so perfect as to leave nothing for posterity to

add, the private dwellings were invariably

simple and modest
;
and he assures us that the

policy of the state was so strictly observed in

this respect, that even the residences of Aris-
tides and Miltiades, and of the other illustrious

citizens of that age, could not be distinguished

from the houses of their neighbours.” (Lord
Aberdeen’s Inquiry, p. 37.) The notion of
Vitruvius, that the three orders borrowed their

proportions from those of a male figure, of a
matron, and of a girl, is prettily turned by the

poet :

—

“ First unadom'd,
And nobly plain, the manly Doric rose

;

Tli' Ionic then, with decent matron grace,

Her airy pillar heav’d ;
luxuriant last,

The rich Corinthian spread her wanton wreath
;

The whole so measured true, so lessen’d off

By fine proportion, that the marble pile

Form’d to repel the still or stormy waste

Of rolling ages, light as fabrics look'd

That from the magic wand aerial rise.”

Thomson.

Yet we can only look upon this opinion as a

poetical conceit. Again, in ascribing the intro-

duction of one order to Dorus, the son of

Hellen and Orseis, and of another to Ion, the

son of Xuthus (brother of Dorus), Vitruvius

would carry architecture to too early a date,

Hellen being reputed to be the son of Deuca-
lion, and Bishop Thirlwall considers “ Hellen,

iEolus, Dorus, Achmus, and Ion, to be merely
fictitious persons, representations of the races
which bore their named.” (Greece, veil. i.

p. 107.) It would seem much more consonant
to reason to look to Egypt for the prototypes
of that columnar arrangement which, advanc-
ing through progressive stages of improvement,
reached its climax of perfection in the age of
I ericles, to whom Plato ascribed the praise of
supereminence in what was wise, great, and
becoming, and who adorned his beloved city
with those glorious edifices wherein consum-
mate taste was blended with magnificence • so
that, “ notwithstanding the lapse of ages, the
injuries of barbarism, and of fanatical violence,
Athens still presents to the student the most
faultless models of ornamental architecture,
and is still, therefore, the best school for the
acquisition of the highest attributes of his
art.” (Lord Aberdeen’s Inquiry, p. 36.) In allu-
sion to an opinion expressed above, we may
again quote the noble author.

“ In thus mentioning the obligations of
Grecian architecture to the practice of Egypt,
the statement must be understood as limited to
the mere mechanism of the art, and not as in-
tended in any degree to detract from the just
claims of the Greeks to originality. If, indeed,
the discovery of all that is admirable, of all in

which its beauty and attractions consist, can
sanction such a claim, we may safely place this

art among those which they most distinguished
by the fertility of their invention, as well as

by the unparalleled beauties of their execu-
tion.” (Inquiry, p. 61.)

It would require a greater space than can be
at present afforded to notice at large the
opinion held by many writers, and which was
derived from Vitruvius, that in the hut and in

timber construction we see the origin of
Grecian architecture. At some future period
we may bring forward, inter alias

,
the argu-

ments for and against this doctrine.

In the British Museum is a bust of Pericles,

distinguished by the helmet which he usually
wore to hide some peculiar conformation of his

head. The face is full of a sweet intellectual

expression, and it is pleasing to indulge in the
idea that we behold a real portrait of that
great man, and perhaps by the very hand of
his friend Phidias.* At all events, we must look
with interest on the features of the master-
spirit of his age, wise in council, persuasive in

eloquence, equally great whether presiding
over his countrymen in the field, or directing

their energies in the embellishments of their

native city.

“ This was the ruler of the land

When Athens was the land of fame,

This was the light that led the band
When each was like a living flame,

The centre of earth’s noblest ring,

Of more than men, the more than king.”

Croly.

* Phidias made a statue of Pericles, which was placed
near the entrance of the Propyhea.
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

June 25.—The President in the Chair.

A paper was read descriptive of the re-

moval of the lighthouse on the north pier of

Sunderland Harbour, by Mr. J. Murray,

M. Inst. C.E. The lighthouse, which was

built in 1802, was 7G feet in height and 15 feet

in diameter at its base, slightly tapering up-

wardly to the lantern, which was lighted with

coal-gas with parabolic reflectors. It was
built of polished stone and had within it a

spiral staircase; its total weight was 338 tons,

which being concentrated on an area of only

162 square feet, rendered the task of its re-

moval in an entire mass a work of much diffi-

culty and danger, especially when its great

height was considered. Mr. Murray was in-

duced to propose its removal, without taking it

down, in consequence of the expense which
would have been incurred in the establishment

of a temporary light on the pier, the cost of

building another lighthouse, and the success

with which dwelling-houses had been removed
entire in the United States. The decision was
accelerated by a serious breach being made by

the sea in the wall of the pier on which it

stood, and in consequence, the work of removal

was commenced on the 15th of June, 1841, by
the masons cutting the holes for inserting the

timbers for forming the cradle; those directly

beneath the building were carried by 144 cast-

iron rollers, travelling on 8 lines of iron rails,

and the outer timbers, supporting the braces

and struts, were placed upon slide-balks, which

were lubricated with a mixture of soft soap

and black-lead to diminish the friction. The
power applied was by means of several drawing
and pushing screws, and by three winches with

ropes and tackle blocks, worked by eighteen

men. On the 2nd August the mass was moved
a distance of 28 feet 6 inches in a northerly

direction, to place it in the line of the new
pier. After changing the position of the

rollers and slide-balks, to adapt them first to a
curve of 647 feet radius, and then to a straight

line in an easterly direction, the cradle with

its load was propelled steadily forward at an

average rate of 33^ feet per hour when in

motion
;
the entire time of moving over 447

feet being 13 hours 24 minutes. Much time

was of course occupied in taking up and relay-

ing the rails and balks, and in preparing a

solid foundation for them, as the mass ad-

vanced
;
so that it was not until the 4th of

October that the lighthouse arrived at the ex-

tremity of the pier, where the foundation was
prepared for it. The timbers were withdrawn
gradually, the spaces being filled up with solid

masonry, and the building was stated to have

remained to the present time in a solid state

without the slightest appearance of even a

crack in the walls. A light was exhibited in

the lantern as usual every night during its

transit. The entire cost of executing the work
wa3 827/., and it was shewn that an actual

saving of 893/. had been made by adopting the

plan of removal instead of building a new
lighthouse.

A paper by Professor Hosking, of King’s
College, containing some suggestions for the

introduction of constructions to retain the

sides of deep cuttings in clays and other un-

certain soils, was then read. These construc-

tions were chiefly intended to be introduced in

situations where, on account of the bad nature

of the soil, open cuttings or tunnels would be
expensive and dangerous

;
they consisted of

buttress walls placed at intervals along the

length of the line and opposite to one
another, strutted at their toes by an inverted

arch, and above by built beams of brickwork
at given heights, discharging arches being
turned from buttress to buttress to carry the

beams. The buttresses were to be made the

springing walls of longitudional counter-arched
retaining walls, and all the force exerted

against them would be conveyed to the but-

tresses, and from thence to the arches and
built beams. The author then gave a detailed

estimate of the expense of forming an open
clay cutting with slopes at 2jt to 1, and of the

proposed constructions, the same data being
taken in both cases, from which it appeared
that the difference was nearly one-third in

favour of the constructions.

It was stated by Captain Vetch that a
similar kind of construction had been success-

fully used in the Mosely cutting on the line of
the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, and

General Pasley stated that Mr. Adie had in-

troduced that kind of construction on the

Bolton and Preston Railway.

A paper by Mr. J. Bremner, M. Inst. C.E.,

described the mode adopted by him for re-

building the piers of Sarclet Harbour (Caith-

ness, N.B.), after they had been twice de-

stroyed by the sea, to whose action it is much
exposed, the waves frequently breaking over

the works at a height of 50 feet. The works

required to be completed with great rapidity, as

the season in which they could be carried on

was very limited. Mr. Bremner therefore

contrived several gigantic cranes, which were

fixed at about 20 feet above high water mark

;

the longest commanded a radius of 115 feet,

and by it a cargo of 20 tons of large stones

could be unloaded from a barge and conveyed

a distance of 230 feet in half an hour, and it

afforded similar facility for laying the blocks

of stone in their places in the building, as also

for depositing materials in front of a breach

which had been made by the sea in the new
work, which without such efficient means
would have been, as before, entirely destroyed.

The machinery and general mode of building

adopted by Mr. Bremner were minutely

described, and some remarks as to the ineffi-

ciency of vertical pier walls for resisting the

force of the waves in exposed situations ap-

peared to attract the attention of the members,
and but for its being the last evening of the

session, and the time being required for the

ballot for members, an interesting discussion

would probably have ensued.

The President addressed the meeting on the

merits of a few of the papers which had been

read during the session, and at the ballot Sir

John Rennie, Messrs. D. Stevenson (Edin-

burgh), G. M. Miller, and R. B. Grantham,
were elected members

;
and Messrs. Lieut.

Riddell, R.A., E. Hooper, W. Vanderkisie,

H. Hensraan, and R. Dunkin, as associates.

SOMATOLOGY, OR THE ESSENTIAL AND
CONTINGENT PROPERTIES OF MATTER.

BY ALEXANDER JAMIESON, LL.D.

( Continuedfrom p. 322.)

Solidity is the consequence of the irre-

gular figure of the particles, and their great

deviation from sphericity, by which free mo-
tion among them is prevented, and their cohe-

sion better secured. Now the diversity in

solids arises from the various degrees of

strength in the limits of cohesion
;
and the

same principles will give rise to a class of

bodies intermediate betwixt solids and fluids,

namely, the viscous, whose particles attract

each other more strongly than the fluids and not
so strongly as the solids.* We here see how
we may account for the following facts :

—

Of the conversion of rock into clay, or a

solid body into an elastic one, we have ample
evidence upon the island of St. Helena, a vol-

canic production, situated in the unfathomable
ocean, and not surrounded by shoals, as islands

generally are. The rock of which this island

is composed is of great variety, in some
places resembling basalt in texture, colour,

and general character; in other places it is

extremely porous, vesicular, and cellular, in-

deed almost cavernous. Very often it has
quite the appearance of a slag; while at other
places a slaty structure is found, the imperfect

strata appearing variously inclined. In its

decomposition and conversion into clay, the

rock shews much variety
;

for in the same
mass some part is entirely decomposed
and converted into clay, while another part is

not in the least altered. The decay is greatest

at the surface, where the rock is exposed to an
atmosphere charged with more rain than the
wettest parts of Devonshire

;
but this decay is

not exclusively confined to the exposed parts.

The clays which are formed from the decayed
rock are of several colours, of which brick-red
and pink-red are the most common : the latter

produced perhaps by manganese. Owing to the

facility with which most of these rocks de-

compose, the soil is generally deep. Even in

the most barren spots in the neighbourhood of
James’s Town, there is no deficiency of

soil.

The general fact ascertained in this detail

of rock decomposing into clay is this: Solid

bodies may be converted into those that are

elastic, and by the mere action of the atmos-

* Ency. Brit, IV., p. 62,

phere are so changed
;

elastic bodies may be
converted into solid ones, as we shall en-

deavour to prove by the following example :

—

A block of gypsum or alabaster, dug from
the quarry, will preserve any figure a sculptor

may choose to chisel it into
;
but put the figure

he has carved, with much art, into a kiln or

oven, and subject it to a red heat, its sym-
metry and beauty will now be destroyed, and
the figure reduced to a fine powder; but on
being mixed with water, may again be

moudled into any figure we please. In
this state it is called plaster of Paris.

The hot springs of St. Philip, which supply

the baths of Tuscany, are so strongly impreg-
nated with alabaster, that artists take advantage
of this to obtain impressions of bas-reliefs, by
merely exposing their moulds to a current

of the water until they become filled with the

earthy deposit: these impressions, when taken
out, are found to be as hard as marble, and are

very beautiful. In the British Museum there

are some casts of medals from the water of

those springs.

You may satisfy yourself that water holds

in solution mineral substances by the follow-

lowing simple experiment:—Fill a wine-glass

half-full of prepared lime-water, and breathe

into the fluid for a few minutes by means of a

tobacco-pipe, reed, or glass tube. The lime-

water will speedily become turbid, and a

white precipitate will fall to the bottom of the

glass. The reason of this is, that a carbonic

acid gas is expired from the lungs, and com-
bines with the lime in the water, forming a

sub-carbonic of lime, which, not being soluble

in water, is precipitated. The moulds in

which the gems are formed at the springs of

St. Philip may have perhaps some affinity for

the gypsum held in solution by the water.

To understand how water holds minerals in

solution, we shall take leave in this place to

give our readers some idea of the composition

of water, considered either as hard or soft;

for, by having a distinct idea of this chemical

definition and of this fluid, and the tests by

which to discriminate its qualities, we shall

the more readily comprehend the subsequent

reasonings in which water becomes a principal

agent.

Water is composed of oxygen and hydrogen,
but these gases do not permit any property

to be perceived. These two gases are there-

fore combined at the point at which their re-

ciprocal affinity exercises the greatest effect,

and they are in that state which may be com-
pared with that of a neutral salt, in which the

acid and alkaline properties have equally be-

come latent. In strict chemical language, water

should be styled the oxide, or protoxide of

hydrogen
;
but as the term by which it is known

is much shorter, and more familiar, it is univer-

sally applied. The term water is of Saxon
origin, but chemists call it the protoxide, to dis-

tinguish it from a second compound of the same
elements, which is water impregnated with

662 parts of its bulk of oxygen. This is the

dentoxide, or peroxide of hydrogen.
Water, then, being an oxide, possesses

neither acid nor alkaline properties
;
and

consequently, if it were always pure, there

would be no room for the distinction of hard

and soft. In nature, however, it is seldom or

never found in a state of purity.

That which is least contaminated by the

admixture of foreign substances, is rain,

snow water. But even that is not en-

tirely free
;
because it becomes deteriorated

by the different vapours it encounters in its

descent. Water obtained from this source,

as well as from rivers, and by boring the

earth to a considerable depth, is called soft

;

because it possesses qualities somewhat dif-

ferent from those of spring water, which is

denominated hard.

Hard and soft water then differ in this re-

spect : the former holds in solution metallic

and earthy salts
;
the latter possesses none of

these. Hence, hard water impregnated with

these foreign compounds is unfit for washing,

boiling esculent vegetables, dyeing, and many
other purposes of domestic life. Carbonate
of lime or chalk, and the sulphates of lime and
magnesia, comprise also other contaminating

substances found in hard water. Spring water is

clear and of a grateful flavour by reason of the

abundance of carbonic acid which it holds in

solution.

Every one knows that chalybeate water

holds certain mineral substances in solution

;
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and this fact may be proved by a simple pro-
cess. Take a few shillings and pieces of
sheet iron, of the same size, if you choose

:

lace these in a tumbler so as to form a pile or
eap. Pour upon the whole some clear

water; it will soon acquire the taste of iron,
and become of a yellowish tint. In twenty-
four hours flakes of oxide of iron will appear.
We may thus easily make chalybeate water,
and have a perpetual supply without going a
mile from home. Copper will do as well as

silver with the iron plates : but the oxide of cop-
per, verdigris, is dangerous; whereas steel-fil-

ings or iron may be taken with safety, being
often prescribed medicinally.

We have one remark to make before closing
these observations upon matter

;
it is this :

all our knowledge of the substances composing
our earth, so far as it is related to the present
subject, is either geometrical or philosophical;
the first considers matter as being of some
magnitude, or circumscribing space, and having
some figure, thence called body, and is usually
denominated stereometry, or the mensuration of
magnitudes of three dimensions, length, breadth,
and thickness

;
and the second comprehends all

the properties of matter addressed to the senses,
which may be styled physical or philosophical,

because all the phenomena of nature are con-
ceived to result immediately from them; as

extension, solidity, inertia, and those appa-
rently more active properties, gravity, mag-
netism, electricity, attraction, repulsion, elas-
ticity.

These last are mechanical affections of
matter

;
but its philosophical properties—dis-

tinguishable into general and specific—are
such as universally adhere to every species of
matter, and of which no art can divest them,

—

as extension
,

solidity, mobility, quiescence,
inertia, figure, attraction, repulsion. More-
over, the ductility', fluidity, transparency,
hardness, elasticity of matter, and of which
we have in some measure already spoken,
are discriminating qualities, ascertained prin-
cipally by observation and experiment, though
co-existent with all matter, independent of
our observation or experiment. And who can
tell what subordinate attributes the Creator
hath impressed upon matter? And whether
any inexplicable effect be owing to his imme-
diate fiat, or some secondary material power,
cannot be known

;
for the action of a pure

spirit upon matter cannot be comprehended.
It has been argued by materialists, that we

know nothing at all about what we call spirit;

et what do they know about matter except

y its properties, which are manifested to their

senses? Spirit is conscious of itself, and that
consciousness is the sole ground of our belief

in its being. What is the whole life of all

human creatures, but one continual self-con-

sciousness, varied in ten thousand times ten
thousand ways! This spirit, united by life

to material being, sees no spirit but itself, if I

may so speak
;
but it sees living bodies like to

that which it inhabits—warm in life—bounding
with motion—characterized by gestures, looks,
voice, speech responding to its own, in com-
mand, entreaty, or sympathy; and it believes
these bodies to be the receptacles of spirits

like itself

—

beings of will, love, wrath, com-
passion, tears. My senses, which take cog-
nizance of matter, shew me nothing of its

essence, any more than they do of the substance
which thinks, or wills, or feels. The bodv,
the domain of spirit, is matter

,
and all this

glorious fabric, which we call the universe,
is the work of infinite Power, Spirit,—to which
we must aspire by holy contemplation, in a
constant conviction that, at the verge and brink
of this material world, in which we stand,

there is an abyss unfathomable to all our
thoughts. Unknown existences, incomprehen-

i sible, of an infinite Avorld ! Of what mighty
powers may dwell there,—what wonders may
be there disclosed,—what mutation and revo-
lution of being, or what depths of immutable
repose, we know nothing. Shut up in our

: finite sense, we are severed for a while, on
' our spot of the universe, from these vast,

1 boundless immortalities. How near they may
1 be to us we know not, or in what manner
I they may be connected with us—around us,

i or within us! This vast expanse of worlds,
s stretching into our heavens, many thousand
t times beyond the reach of our most powerful
s sight, assisted by the most powerful telescopes,
- —all this may be as a speck of darkness ! And
t who, with powers fed on matter, and drenched

in sense, shall think to solve the question of
what being may be beyond ? Let us not by
the measure of our 6ense circumscribe the
possibilities of creation, while we pretend to
believe in the Almighty; and if, where we
cannot know, we must yet needs choose our
belief, oh ! let us choose with better hope that
belief which more bumbles ourselves

;
and

in bowed-down and fearful awe, not in pre-
sumptuous intelligence, look forth from the
stillness of our souls into the silence of un-
known being. Minds statlier than ours, when
the kindling aspirations of intelligence had
lighted the lamp of hope over the portals of
immortality, have burst from their prison-
house of clay, to be united in an eternity of
unextinguishable joy with their original and
commutual existences. And may speculations
such as these cheer our spirits in the difficulties

of science, and lift them up in high conception
of that Power, through whose goodness we
possess a revelation to guide us in labyrinths,
otherwise inextricable, impervious, and hope-
less.

This union of spirittospiritin anendlesshere-
after is finely typefied by one of the most ob-
vious properties of matter—I mean attraction

—

and one to which our earliest notice is directed.
No cement, that we know any thing of, holds
bodies so fimly together as the mutual attrac-
tion which nature has imposed upon substances
of the same class, genus or kind. And the
opposite to this law is repulsion. But before
we enter upon these topics, we shall take leave
to explain some of the leading essential and
contingent properties, which may thence serve
as legitimate introductions to subjects of such
vast and comprehensive inquiry as attraction
and repulsion. The first of these, and that
upon which we shall now enter, is divisibility.

PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ., PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continuedfrom p. 3 28.)

The term Agate, in mineralogy, is applied
to a class of gems, the most remarkable of
which are generally arranged according to their

colours, configuration, and peculiarities of
composition. Of those with a white ground
there are three species :

—

1. The Mocha stone, as it is commonly but
erroneously termed; for although some of these

stones are to be found in the mountains of
Arabia, near that city, yet the most beautiful

and highly prized are brought to the chief
towns of the Red Sea by the merchants from
Cambay, this variety being exceedingly common
in Upper India. It is the same called by some
authors achates, having the resemblance of little

branches of black leaves. It is produced from
small coherent masses of matter, being an
union of bodies, varying from each other in

their qualities, but readily united by the com-
mon silica base. While within the bowels of
the earth, this and other varieties seldom pre-

sent other than a semi-crystalline state, slightly

cohering, and very often honey-combed in

the interior, although generally these little

cells appear to be filled with a black earthy
matter, being, as is palpably manifest in some
of them, the decomposed matter of crypto-
gamus. Upon accidental or intentional ex-

posure to atmospheric influences, on dry,

gravelly soils, the silica base becomes gradually

converted into calcedony, the cells fill up with
the like material, and the loose black mould is

therein enveloped, the whole aggregate becom-
ing one and indivisible. The time required to

effect these changes is regulated by climate

and association, for the same body exposed to

other than the above influences would pass
into another form and become another species.

The Mocha stone exhibits a degree of
translucency suited to its stage of change

;
at

first it is opaque, but as the matter becomes
more harmoniously disposed within the

stone, it gradually becomes first of a flinty or

milky-white appearance, and as it ripens (if

this term may, with propriety, be applied to

inorganic bodies), it gradually becomes trans-

lucent, acquiring beauty with age while in this

state of nature. In the act of change, these

stones very often break to pieces, the frac-

ture revealing its hidden beauties.

2. The dull, milky-looking agate, so common
to the J3emah, Godawarry, and other rivers

of the East Indies, and also in some parts
of Europe

;
and 3, the lead-coloured agate,

called the phassa chates by the ancients’
are of the same family as the Mocha stone,
although differing from it in the absence of
mineralized plants. Those varieties also be-
come more translucent in tropical countries
on exposure to the atmosphere within shallow
streams and upon the beaches, and pass by tran-
sition into that more beautiful gem, the white
topaz, also common to the East Indies, Cey-
lon, Borneo, &c.

J

Of the agates with a reddish ground, there
are four species enumerated. 1. An im-
pure one, of a flesh-coloured white, having
no pretensions to beauty, and evidently, as
observed of previous varieties, imperfect in
its change. Sometimes we find it, in its more
perfect state, prettily varied or varigated with
spots of irregular figures, having fimbriated
edges. It is very common in Germany, was
formerly wrought extensively into gun-flints,
and it still forms an article of commerce for
toys, snuff-boxes, and other trifles. 2. The
agate of a pure blood colour, called by
the ancients bsemachates, or the bloody
agate. 3. The clouded and spotted agate,
of a pale flesh colour, called by the ancients
the cornelian agate or sandachates. 4. The
red lead-coloured agate, variegated with yellow,
called by the ancients the coral agate, or coralla
achates. Of the agates with a yellow ground,
there are only two known species, the one of the
colour of yellow wax, called by the ancients
cerachates

;
the other a very elegant stone of a

yellow ground, variegated with white, black,
and green, called by the ancients the leonina
and leonteceres.

The ribbon agate, consisting of alternate
parallel layers of calcedony, with jasper, quartz,
or amethyst, occurs in porphyry and gneiss,
and is also common to some of the rivers of
India. The brecciated agate is a variety of
the above, containing small portions of the
former lying in a base of amethyst quartz

; the
most beautiful specimens of this are found in
baxony and Siberia. Fortification agates,
found in Scotland and at Oberstein, on the
Rhine, are also common in some of the pro-
vinces of Upper India. The moss agate is a
variety of the Mocha stone, being formed of
silica enveloping animal or vegetable objects
therein, and which very often maintain their
form in the mineralized state.

That the entombed material, representing
plants and other natural productions, was in
reality derived therefrom, is not only manifest
from observations of agate in its various stages
of change, but is also placed beyond a doubt by
the discoveries of scientific men. Dr. M'Cul-
loch discovered in Mocha and moss agates,
aquatic conserve coated with iron oxide

;
but

exhibiting their natural forms and colours.
Mosses and lichens have also been detected in

cblorite. In the possession of the Earl of Powis
is said to be an onyx agate, set in a ring,
which contains the chrysalis of a moth. Many
of the agates, in like manner, with flints, pre-
serve the form of the organic being from
whence they have primarily been derived

;

thus, we find a large class of them termed
geodes, which are hollow bodies, maintaining
their shape of molluscous animals, and some-
times filled with liquid of crystallized bitumen.
In the mountains of Arabia vast quantities of
these nodules are sometimes to be obseiwed in

this state
;
but in the older strata they present

interiorly crystals of quartz and other bodies.
Agates, from their great abundance, are in

little request
;
but, independent of the extreme

elegance and beauty of many specimens, and
the very faithful representations of natural ob-
jects in others, they are wrought into many
useful forms, and from their hardness and
smoothness of surface, are valued by polish-

ers, lapidaries, &c. But of the many sur-

prizing tales told of natural representations of
men and animals, the greater portion may be
considered fabulous, or what is more likely,

as being the production of art rather than of

nature, although many of them, particularly the

moss agates, are what is so palpably manifest

by the pictured form enclosed, the lapidefied

repositories of organic bodies.

Upwards of 1,000/. having been lately given
for the erection of a People’s College at

Nottingham, there is a prospect of such an
institution being1

erected.
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CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

The old Savoy Church in the Strand.—On
Monday week his Royal Highness Prince Al-

bert, attended ty Sir Edward Bowater, arrived

at the old Savoj Church, in one of the private

carriages, for the purpose of inspecting the

interior, which has been handsomely re-

decorated at the expense of the Queen. He
seemed highly interested at the old monu-
ments, and praised the beauty of the work-
manship of the interior.

On Sunday week the new north aisle of

Weston-super-Mare church was opened for

occupation. This addition to the church will

afford accommodation for about 400 persons.

It is in contemplation to erect a corresponding

aisle on the south side, and the organ is either

to be enlarged or a new one placed in its stead.

The chancel is one of the most spacious in the

county, and is terminated on the east by a

stained window, presented by the Lord Bishop
of Bath and Wells, a few years since, at the

time the chancel was built by the present

rector, the venerable Archdeacon Law.

Removal of Peivs .—The dean and chapter

of the Welsh cathedral of St. David’s have

ordered the pews that are in the nave of the

cathedral to be removed, and the whole of it

to be thrown open. Benches will be sub-

stituted.

The parish church of Melksham, Wilts, is

about to be enlarged and repaired at an expense
of upwards of 1,500/. The tower, now in the

centre of the church, will be removed to the

west end, and the increased accommodation to

be secured will seat 400 persons.

A new German Lutheran church has been
erected in Blenheim-street, Oxford-street,

which is numerously attended by the young
Germans resident in London, who had pre-

viously no regular place of worship.

Eastivcll.—The venerable church of this

parish has lately been repaired and beautified

through the munificence of the Earl of Win-
chelsea.

The inhabitants of Mansfield Woodhouse,
Notts, have it in contemplation to rebuild the

north wing of the parish church, and to new
pew the whole body of the church.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Oxford, Worcester
,

and Wolverhampton
Railivuy.—A meeting of the supporters of

this scheme was held in this city, on Saturday
last. Amongst those

'
present were Messrs.

Barlow, Simmonds, and Tothill, directors of

the Great Western Company, and Mr. Brunei,
the engineer. The mayor was called to the

chair, and a committee of management was
named to meet that day fortnight. Messrs.
Rufford and Wragge, of Stourbridge, were
appointed bankers to the company

;
an ex-

tensive allotment of shares was made, and a
resolution agreed to, to allow 4 per cent,

interest on the deposits from the time of
payment.

Lancaster and Carlisle Railway.—1 1 has been
stated that upwards of five thousand workmen
are to be immediately put upon this line, but
we believe we shall be nearer the mark when
we state that twice that number of men will
shortly be employed in this great work. A
number of labourers are now in this town
Availing for the commencement of the opera-
tions. The terms of the contract require,

under heavy penalties, that the line should
be opened on the 1st June, 1846.— Westmore-
land Gazette.

New Line of Railway between London and
the North .—We can communicate, from the
best authority, that a new line between London
and Lancashire is decided upon, and Mr. Locke
is at this time engaged upon the surveys.
This will cheapen the travelling, as well as

increase it on our side of the country .—Carlisle

Journal.

The act for the Bury and Rossendale Rail-
Avay has passed the House of Lords. The
contract has already been let to Messrs.
Pauling, Henfrey, and Co., and the cutting
will be commenced almost immediately.

It is intended to form a line of railway from
the Fleetwood line to the fashionable watering-
place of Blackpool. The distance is about
three miles,
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Dublin and Cashel Railway .—The House of

Commons having, in favour of the progress of

this measure, suspended the standing orders,

the Bill has been read a second time, and

ordered to be committed.

Another contemplated railroad.—It is in

contemplation to lay down a railroad from

Bath to Weymouth. The projected line to be

connected Avith the principal intermediate

towns, and to be designated the “South Union
Railroad.”

We hear that the prospectus of the line from

Worcester to London, in connection with the

Birmingham and London Railway Company,
is in course of preparation, and will shortly

appear.

PATENTS RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE,
ENGINEERING, &c.

Granted betioeen 2bth of May and 2Gth of
June, 1844.

[six months for enrolment.]

Charlf.s Low, of Robinson’s-row, Kings-
land, lor certain iinpro\-ements in the making
or manufacturing of iron and steel. May 25.

Charles Anthony Deane, of Poplar, for im-

provements in the constructing, propelling,

and steering vessels. May 30.

Robert Hazard, of Clifton, near Bristol,

confectioner, for improvements in baths. May
30.

James Fenton, of Manchester, engineer, for

an improved combination or alloy, or improved
combinations or alloys of metals applicable to

A'arious purposes, for Avhich brass and copper

are usually employed in the construction of

machinery. May 30.

Edward Massey, of King-street, Clerken-
Avell, Avatchmaker, for improvements in appa-

ratus for ascertaining the rate at which vessels

are passing through the water, also applicable

in ascertaining the rate at Avhich streams or
currents are running. June 1.

James Murdoch, of Staple Inn, Middlesex,
mechanical draughtsman, for certain improve-
ments in the manufacture of gas, and in the

apparatus employed therein. (Being a com-
munication.) June 4.

William Henry Phillips, of Bloomsbury-
square, Middlesex, engineer, for certain im-
provements in the means and apparatus for

subduing and extinguishing fire and saving
life and property, and in obtaining and apply-

ing motive power, and improvements in pro-

pelling. June 4.

George Chapman, of Claremont-terrace,
Strangeways, Manchester, engineer, for cer-

tain improvements in steam engines. June 4.

Joseph Cowen, of Blaydon Burn, near
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, merchant, for certain

improvements in making retorts for generating
gas for illumination. June 4.

Paul Griffiths, of Holywell, in the county
of Flint, millwright, for improvements in

Avashing the products evolved from furnaces.

June 4.

Joseph Woods, of Bucklersbury, London,
civil engineer, for improvements in producing
designs and copies, and in multiplying impres-
sions, either of printed or Avritten surfaces.

(Being a communication.) June 6.

Edmund Morewood, of Thornbridge, Derby,
merchant, and George Rogers, of Stearndale,

same county, gent., for improvements in coat-

ing iron with other metals. June 8.

Elijah Galloway, of Nelson-square, Black-
friars’-road, Surrey, for machinery for connect-

ing axles or shafts, Avhereby when in motion
they revolve at different relative velocities.

June 12.

Thomas Farmer, of Birmingham, manu-
facturer, for certain improvements in the orna-
menting of papier mache, and in manufactur-
ing and ornamenting japanned goods generally.

June 12.

Moses Poole, of Serle-street, Middlesex,
gent., for improvements in wheels and axles.

(Being a communication.) June 12.

John Swindels, of Manchester, manufactur-
ing chemist, for several improvements in the
preparation of various substances for the pur-
pose of dyeing and producing colour, also

improvements in the application and use of
several chemical compounds for the purpose

of dyeing and producing colour not hithertd

made use of. June 12.

Pierre Armand Lecomte Fontainemoreau,

of Skinner’s-placej Si2e-lane, London, for a

new mode of locomotion applicable to railroad

and other Avays. (Being a communication.)
June 21.

Thomas Lever Rushton, of Bolton-le-Moors,

Lancaster, iron manufacturer, for certain im-

provements in the manufacture of iron. June
21 .

Christopher Phipps, of River, near Dover,

paper manufacturer, for an improvement or

improvements in the manufacturing of paper,

and in marking, writing, and other papers,

or in the machinery employed for those pur-

poses. (Being partly a communication.) June

21 .

Rees Davis, of Yetradgunlais, Brecon, gent.,

for improvements in the manufacture of iron.

June 24.

William Worby, of Ipswich, for improA'e-

ments in the manufacture of bricks, tiles, and

other articles from plastic materials. June 24.

SCOTCH PATENTS.
Granted between the 22nd of May and the

22nd of June, 1844.

Frederick William Ethoredge, ofFurnival’s

Inn, Middlesex, gentleman, for improvements
in the manufacture of bricks, tiles, and tubes.

Sealed, May 27*

William Basford, of Burslem, Stafford, brick

and tile manufacturer, for certain improve-

ments in the mode of manufacturing bricks,

tiles, quarries, and certain other articles made
or composed of clay and brick earth, and of

burning and firing the same, and certain

articles of pottery and earthenware. May 27,

William Johnson, of Richmond-hill, Surrey,

Esq., for certain improvements in machinery
for boring, cleaving, cutting, and dressing

stone and slate, of such kinds as are, or may
be used for building, and for ornamental

purposes, and for paving of public and private

ways. May 28.

John Taylor, of Duke-street, Adclphi, Mid-
dlesex, gent., for new mechanical combinations,

by means of which economy of power and of

fuel are obtained in the use of the steam engine.

(Being a communication from abroad.) May
29.

William Walker, junior, of BroAA'n-streot,

Manchester, hydraulic engineer, for improve-
ments in Avarming and ventilating apartments
and buildings. May 29.

James Fenton, of Manchester, Lancaster,

engineer, for an improved combination of alloy

of metals, applicable to various purposes, for

which brass and copper are usually employed
in the construction of machinery. (Being a

communication from abroad.) May 31.

Joseph CoAven, of Blaydon Burn, near New-
castle-upon-Tyne, merchant, for certain im-

provements in making retorts for generating

gas for illumination. June 5.

Robert Rettie, of Gourock, near Greenock,
of Renfrew, Scotland, civil engineer, for im-

provements in gridirons, frying-pans, and other

cooking utensils, and heating apparatus. June

Piccadilly Improvements.—We hear

that the long-projected improvements in Pic-

cadilly, by widening the street from Ilamilton-

place to Devonshire House, by taking in Lord
CoA'entry’s gardens, in the Green Park, and
part of the site of the late Green Park Lodge,
are not likely to be carried into effect until

next year, the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests having, it is understood, resolved not

to apply to Parliament for any bill during the

present session for the above purpose.

—

Herald.

The Bristol Docks.—There is every

prospect of the locks being opened to a width
sufficient to admit the largest class of steamers,

the directors of the dock company having called

on Mr. Brunei for an estimate for that object,

the small lock at Cumberland Basin being in

such a state as to require many thousand pounds

even to restore it in its present form. 'The

men employed upon the vessel in which the

Great Britain was to be carried have all been

taken off.
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PHOTOGRAPHY ON A CEILING.

A curious observation, apparently relative

to photography, is communicated to the num-
ber for November, 1842, of the Bibliotheque
JJniverselle dc Geneve

, by a gentleman of Lyons,
named Lortet. He says :

—

“ The ceiling of an inhabited room was
composed of planks painted gray, which time
had somewhat embrowned. There could be
distinguished, in the part which was clearest,

the trace of the beams against which the planks
were nailed, and also the trace of a half-beam,
added to one which had been broken : more-
over, we could observe the trace of a piece
ofwood which had been concealed in the garret
above, and placed obliquely upon two of the
beams, about two inches distant from the
planks. As much dust fell from the seams
of the planks, I caused the ceiling to be
papered, and at the end of a year, the same
traces of beams shewed themselves on the paper.
I then caused the planks to be removed, and a
ceiling of plaster substituted. After another
year, I remarked upon the plaster the forms of
the beams, and, moreover, with equal clear-

ness the images of the laths on which the
plaster was fixed.

“Formerly, I had observed the same phe-
nomenon in different houses, but without being
able to discover the cause. I have often
remarked, that the traces were the more
conspicuous the nearer to the chimney, where
the smoke had escaped into the apartment.
But if the smoke is the cause, why does it

deposit itself in greatest quantity upon the
plaster which is not in contact with the wood ?

And where a piece of wood is placed above
the ceiling, at a distance of two or three inches,
why does the smoke deposit itself particularly
on the mark of that piece of wood? These
are facts worthy of being inquired into.”

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—I beg to send a few observations
relative to the striped appearance which
commonly presents itself on the face of
ceilings, shewing the semblance of beams and
joists through the plaster. This, in my opinion,
emanates from damp walls, occasioned either

from the foundation being laid on damp
marshy soil, or otherwise from the building
being exposed to the south or south-west
winds, which generally prevail in this part
of the globe, three-fourths of the rain coming
in one or other of those directions. The walls

thus subjected to wet cause a dampness in the
air that prevails throughout the building, but
more especially between floors and ceilings

where the primary cause of the circumstance
under consideration most certainly originates.

First, it may be naturally asked, in what
respect will damp cause the occurrence? The
reason is obvious

;
the damp generating from

the wall being boxed or pent in between the

floor and ceiling, descending and pressing on
the crown of the plaster between the beams
and joists, and, at the same time, each beam
and joist preserving its own plaster, which
is more immediately connected with it, from
damp. So, in consequence, the plaster be-

tween the beams and joists receives all the

damp, which in time penetrates to the face
of the ceiling, insomuch that the smoke in

its ascent fixing and uniting itself to the damp
part, only leaves the dry part under each beam
and joist, which gives that marked and obvious
difference, which we have often an opportunity
of seeing.

Secondly, should any one say that a house
is damp and smoky too, yet the circumstance
does not occur, I should say, the reason is

because the floors above your ceiling are not
air-tight, consequently the damp will evapo-

rate; but where the floors are ploughed and
tongued, or otherwise, in the course of time
they have become air-tight through the sweep-
ings of the room, or some other cause, when
the predominant circumstance will most un-
questionably occur.

Thirdly, now after what has been stated

herein, we may fairly admit that the primary
agent is the floor

;
for if the floor be air-tight,

it repels the damp from all escape, which
renders occupation safe ; but, on the other
hand, where the floors are open in the joints,

the case becomes prejudiced of course, the

damp refuses that duty it otherwise would
perform. The boarding of ceilings alluded
to, the papering and painting, or all col-

lectively, will, in my opinion, have a similar
advantageous tendency, where the two ele-

ments exist, for the smoke in action with the
damp is capable of producing one and the
same effect. Under these peculiar circum-
stances, as a principal remedy, I should re-

commend the application of cement or tin-foil,

which would bid defiance and effectually resist

all damp with impunity
;

the final result would
be the sure possession of a dry, spotless, and
unblemished ceiling.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

Woolwich, Kent. James Greenway.

CROSS ON THE EASTERN GABEL OF CHRIST

CHURCH, BRECKNOCK.

Sir,—Perhaps you will spare a corner in

The Builder for the above fine old stone

cross from the eastern gable of Christ Church,
Brecknock. It is very finely wiought, and
seems to have sustained no injury from time or

any of the other usual causes of decay. It is

sunk about 9 inches or a foot into the square

base upon which it stands; and I recollect

being informed by some workmen, who had
occasion to remove it some years since, that it

is above 6 cwt. There are many far richer

specimens to be found
;
but I think few more

chaste, and still expressing the primary form
of this beautiful symbol of Christianity. The
college, once a Dominican priory, stands at the

east end of the town, and apparently, by the

present remains both within and without, the

chapel is as old as the time of Bernard de

Neuf-Marche (corrupted to Bernard New-
march), who is said to have been the founder

of this place. There still remains part of its

old gateway, a cloister, and the refectory of

St. Mary’s Chapel, with the ancient choir and
nave for burying, the former of which (the

choir) only is roofed. Henry VIII. converted it

into a college under the name of the “ College

of Christ Church, Brecknock,” and joined to

it the College of Abergwilly, Carmarthen-
shire. It remained so until of late years,

when it was removed to Lampeter; it con-

sisted of the Bishop of St. David’s, who presided

as dean, a precentor, treasurer, chancellor, and
nineteen other prebendaries. It has been for

years in such a dilapidated state, that no
regular service has been held in the chapel;

but lately a slight movement has been made,
through the instrumentality of the excellent

bishop and archdeacon of this diocese, which
has secured to it a new roof, but it has been

again shut up for want of sufficient funds to pro-

ceed. When we consider that the interior is

crowded with massive marble monuments,
which are real gems of art, and doubtless

worth some thousands of pounds, it is pain-

fully unaccountable that such apathy should

exist.

Three Bishops of St. David’s have been

buried here, Mainwaring, Lucy, and Bull.

Bishop Lucy was the ancestor of the present

worthy proprietor of Charlcote Park, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, George Lucy, Esq., a descen-

dant of Sir Thomas Lucy, whose name is

associated with the early history of Shak-
speare. Of these monuments I shall at some

future time speak more lengthily, and perhaps
send you a sketch of the interior.—I am, Sir,
your most obedient servant, J. L. T.

Berkeley-place, Brecknock, June 28, 1844.

DRAINS IN HOUSES.
Sir,—Some time since I addressed a letter

to Lord Lincoln, offering one or two sugges-
tions as to the regulation of drains in houses,
hereafter built, which I thought might be in-
serted, perhaps, in the New Building-Act.
However, upon consideration, it occurred to
me that his Lordship may find it will not be
advisable to make law of them, and in such
a case, it might not be out of place, could
my ideas be made known, through the medium
of your valuable journal, to builders generally.
My suggestions are these, viz. : that in older
to prevent the destruction and disturbance
usually created by hunting for the courses of
drains, for the purpose of repairs, they should
be mapped on the lease, or on a separate parch-
ment for that purpose

;
or that an iron brick,

with the letter D cast on the face of it, should
be inserted in the wall, immediately over the
spot where the drain passes through, and thus
might be seen at a glance where the ground
required opening, without disturbing other
parts unnecessarily, besides the saving of the

time consumed in examining various places to

find the drain.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

5, Tborney-street, Vincent Yardley.
Bloomsbury.

irHijjcrllaitfa.

Sir David W ilkie.—The monument to Sir
David Wilkie is now erected in the church of
Cults. It is truly an exquisite work of art, de-
signed and executed by a man whose strength of
mind, brilliant imagination, correct taste, accu-
rate principles, and graceful position, are all

fully brought out in the admirable and striking

likeness of Sir David. The drapery, too, is in

excellent harmony with the other parts of the

monument. The inscription is as follows :

—

“ Sacred to the Memory of Sir David Wilkie,
R.A., Principal Painter in Ordinary in Eng-
land, and Limner for Scotland, to King
George IV., King William IV., and Queen
Victoria. Born at Cults, 18th November,
1785. Died 1st June, 1841 ;

buried at sea, off

Cape Trafalgar. As the painter of domestic
scenes, his works were the ornament alike of
the palace and the cottage. Through life he
was guided and animated by those sacred
principles to which he had often listened,

when a boy, in this place, from a father’s lips.

In order to acquire the accurate means of illus-

trating by his art the history of our Saviour,

he departed for the Holy Land, and died on
the homeward voyage. This tablet is erect-

ed by his affectionate sister in 1844.” Sir

David Wilkie is placed on the east, and the

monument to his father and mother, by
Chantrey, on the west of the pulpit, each of

them within a few inches of it .—Scotch Paper.

Southey’s Monument.— The committee
appointed at a public meeting of the friends

and admirers of the genius of Southey, in

October last, intend to erect a shrine with a

recumbent figure of Mr. Southey upon it, from

a design by Mr. J. G. Lough. The subscription

list is already signed by a great number of the

most distinguished noblemen, prelates, literati,

and others.

Monument to the Memory of General
Gillespie, K.C.B., at Comber.—On Monday
the 24th tilt, the ceremony of laying the first

stone of the monument, at Comber, to Major-

General Gillespie, took place.

A statue is about to be erected at New
Orleans, in honour of Benjamin Franklin. It

is to be from the chisel of Powers, the Ame-
rican artist.

Workmen have been employed in affixing

electrical rods from the base to the summit of

the Duke of York’s pillar in Carlton-gardens,

to protect it from lightning.

A body of sappers and miners on Friday last

commenced the erection of a scaffold upon

Danbury church, for the purposes of the trigo-

nometrical survey in progress throughout the

county.

The great engine and machine manufactory

of Maffei, at Munich, has been burnt, with

almost all its loc9motives.
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Prohibition of “Smoke.” — A Bill to

prohibit the nuisance of smoke from furnaces

or manufactories was some time ago brought

into the House of Commons by Mr. Mac-

kinnon, Mr. William Beckett, and Lord

Francis Egerton, and is now reprinted as

amended by the committee of the whole House.

The number of clauses is twenty-four. Occu-

piers of furnaces are required, under certain

penalties, to prevent the issue of “opaque”
smoke for more than a certain length of time

in the twenty-four hours—that is to say, from
any chimney from which is emitted the smoke
of one furnace only, for a longer period in the

whole than twelve minutes in every three con-

secutive hours
;
and from every chimney from

which is emitted the smoke of two furnaces,

for a longer period in the whole than twenty-

four minutes in every three consecutive hours,

and so on in proportion
;
forty-eight minutes

in every three consecutive hours being the

maximum. “ Opaque ” smoke is defined by
clause 2 to be smoke not transparent at the

oint of its exit from the chimney. The Bill,

owever, will not pass this session.

Improvements at the Tower. — The
contemplated improvements at this ancient

fortress, which have been laid before his Grace
the Duke of Wellington, the Constable of the

Tower, and been approved, will forthwith be

commenced. The old armoury, which was
destroyed by fire, has been cleared away to

make room for the new barracks. The ditches

are all well dried up, and sewers have' been

cut to carry off the soil. What was formerly

a putrid and stagnant moat round the Tower
will very shortly form a fine esplanade,

gravelled over and planted with trees for the

recreation of the garrison.

Metropolitan Improvements. — The
Vauxhall Bridge Company have commenced
building a pier on the plan of the one at the

Southwark Bridge. Mr. Cubitt, the extensive

builder, has erected a row of houses on the

west side of the gas-works, called Curtain-

road, which conceals that unsightly building.

He has completed the road 60 feet wide along-

side the water. The government will com-
plete the remainder to Battersea Bridge.

—

Morning Herald.

The Hungerford Suspension Bridge is at

length progressing rapidly towards comple-

tion; the whole of the eight patent wire lengths

of rope have been carried over. Several of the

directors were present, and witnessed the

successful suspension of the first link of the

massive chains.

The New Cemetery.—This picturesque

spot will, in the course of a few months, be

further embellished by the addition of a most
elegant mausoleum, of beautiful design, the

Messrs. Reeves having received instructions

from the executors of Mr. Pratt (whose re-

mains were a few weeks since deposited in the

cemetery) to execute the same. We under-
stand that the mausoleum will be composed
wholly of Italian marble.

—

Bath Herald.

The Patent Metallic Cement.—This
cement, which has lately been so much in-

troduced to the City, is now being used by
Messrs. W.Cubittand Co., on thenew Gresham
Club-House, adjoining Smith, Payne, and
Smith’s Banking-house, and has a very
beautiful and stone-like appearance.

County of Essex Grammar School,
Felstead.—The foundation of this institution

is now settled, the funds having been correctly

ascertained, and a scheme is in preparation
for the future management of the school and
charities. An upper and lower school are
contemplated.

Trinity College, Perth.—Operations
have commenced on Mr. Patton’s estate of
Cairnies, now finally fixed on as the site. The
contractor for the mason-work is Mr. Buchan,
who carried on and completed the additions to

Abercairnev Abbey.

The New Gas Burner in Paris.—The
column in the place du Carousel, for making
trial of an enormous gas burner, was ter-

minated on Monday. It is of the Doric order,
about 30 feet high. The pedestal is of cut
stone, and the rest of common masonry.

Southampton.—The erections of the sheds
and buildings at Northara on the show-ground
for the Royal Agricultural Society occupy fifteen

acres of land, being seven acres larger than
those,built at Derby last year.

Anecdote of Lough the Sculptor.

—

When Mr. Lough, the sculptor, first arrived in

London, his purse was an exact antithesis to

his mind; for the first was certainly trash, but

the latter pregnant with the beauties of his

art, which he has since stamped on his crea-

tions. He took lodgings in a humble habita-

tion (a shoemaker’s, we believe), and there

commenced forming the clay which eventually

became his “ Milo rending the oak.” This

magnificent work is of large dimensions—not

quite colossal, but certainly too large to be

comfortable in an attic. The sculptor worked
on and completed it all but the upper portion,

which required greater height. How was this

to be managed ? He would not leave his work
incomplete, but what could he do? The
thought at last struck him to break through

the roof of his apartment, which, after sundry

qualms, he ventured to do. His invariable

custom had been to keep the door of his room
locked, and now came the awful moment to

make known to his landlord the dilapidations

which had occurred to his property. With
fear and trembling the poor sculptor led him to

the room, expecting the most summary legal

punishment for the injury he had committed.

When the shoemaker, however, beheld his

work, he was so enraptured with its beauty,

that he said not a word about the injured

ceiling, and gave him a pair of razors—all the

poor fellow had at the moment to offer—as a

memento that the kindly feelings of a man in

so humble a rank of life were thus called forth

at the sight of Mr. Lough’s first great produc-

tion. We need hardly add in what value the

gift is to this day estimated .—Birmingham
Journal.
Artificial Marble.—We learn from an

American paper that a method of manufactur-

ing marble has been discovered, which is pro-

nounced superior to any other artificial stone

or marble in use
;

it will supersede the use of

lime mortar in the varied processes of plaster-

ing
;
and will be extensively used in stucco

work, mosaic statuary, mantel-pieces, table-

slabs, atmospheric and hydraulic cement, roof-

ing of houses, paving of streets, &c. It will

set or harden in six hours when applied to

plastering houses. It will resist the action of

atmospheric heat, damp, frost, &c., is suscep-

tible of a high polish, and can be manufactured
at a cost little exceeding ordinary lime mortar.

—Hull Packet.

On Tuesday evening a new bell, weighing
25 cwts., was fixed in the belfry of St. Sa-

viour’s, Southwark. The tackling broke, and
the bell fell from a height of 56 feet, crushing

the stairs and banisters. The bell on being
tried was found uninjured.

The Iron Trade.—In consequence of a

strike, on the part of the workmen in Scotland,

iron has risen from 3s. 6d. to 4s. per ton.

The price of gas is to be reduced from the

30th inst. to 7s. per 1 ,000 cubic feet by the lead-

ing gas companies in London.

—

Standard.

It is in contemplation to erect a bridge
from Redcliffe back to the Grove, Bristol.

(TrnlJrrB.

Tenders delivered for painting the whole of

the exterior of the Licensed Victuallers’ School,

Kennington-lane.—June 27.

Weeks 0 0

Webbs 10 0
Cooke 59 19 0

Odey 0 0

Saunderson 0 0

Davies 0 0

Johnson 0 0

Emmett 27 10 0

The lowest tender was accepted.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For building Sewers.—Plans &c., Mr. Daw,
Sewers Office, Guildhall. 9th July.

For the erection of a Building on the premises

of the Workhouse of the parish of St. Mary,
Newington— Plan, &c., Mr. Edmonds, Surveyor,

Bridge-street, Southwark. 15th July.

For certain alterations and additions to the

Treadwheels, and for Air Pumps to be connected

therewith, and also for certain Hand Crank Ma-
chines for hand labour at Norwich Castle.—Draw-
ings &c., at the Castle.—Further information, Mr.
Brown, County Surveyor, Norwich. 19th July.

For erecting a Farm House, &c., at Court-y-

Graban, in the county of Radnor.—Plans, &c., Mr.
Edward Fowke, at Glanhenwye, near Hay.

For erecting a Farm House at Trehendre, in the

county of Brecon.—Plans, &c., Mr. Fowke.

For reinstating Dwelling House and Buildings at

Great Thurtow, Suffolk.— Further particulars,

Messrs. Newton and Woodrow, Land Agents,

Norwich.

ffiurrrnt HJrtcrs of jWetalis.

June 28 ,
1844 .

£. s. d. £. 8. d.

Spelter.—

O

n the spot

per ton j
21 10 0 to 21 15 0

,, For arrival .. 21 5 0— 21 10 0

Zinc—

E

nglish sheet .... 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Quicksilver 0 4 6

Iron—

E

nglish bar, bolt,'

and square .... per ton
5 0 — 6 10 0

,, Nail rods 0 0 0— 7 5 0

,, Hoops 8 0 0— 8 10 0

,, Sheets, single .... 0 0 0— 9 0 0

,, ,, double.... 0 0 0— 10 10 0

„ ,, treble.... 0 0 0— 12 0 0

,, Bars in Wales 5 10 0 — 5 15 0

„ Pig, No. 1, Welsh 3 10 0— 4 0 0

,, No. 1, Clyde 3 5 0— 3 7 0

,, For., Swedish ...

.

9 5 0— 9 10 0

Steel—

S

wedishkeg, p. ton 16 0 0— 16 10 0

1

1

,, Faggot.. 0 0 0— 17 0 0

Copper—

S

heet and sheathing, p. lb. — 0 0 91

„ Old ditto. 0 0

,, ToughCakep.ton 0 0 0— 82 10 0

„ Tile 0 0 0— 81 10 0

„ Chili 72 0 0— 74 0 0

Tin—

E

nglish, block, p.ton 0 0 0— 3 13 0

,, ,, bar .... 0 0 0— 3 13 6

,, Foreign, Banca .... 0 0 0— 3 5 0

,, „ Straits.... 0 0 0— 3 3 6

,, ,,
Peruvian.. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Tin plates, No. IC. p. box 1 7 6— 1 13 0

„ „ No. IX 1 13 6— 1 19 0

Lead—

E

nglish pig (Lon-
don). . .

.
per ton 1

° 0 0— 16 15 0

,, ,, (Liverpool) u 0 0— 16 0 0

,, Spanish (London) 0 0 0— 16 10 0

,, American(London' 0 0 0— 0 0 0

,, ,,
(Liverpool] 0 0 0— 15 15 0

,, Sheet (London).

.

0 0 0— 17 15 0

., Red 0 0 0— 21 10 0

,, White 0 0 0— 23 10 0

,, Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

At Liverpool, the several descriptions of English
Iron are quoted at from 5s. to 7s. 6d. per ton, and

Tin Plates (IC. and IX.) Is. per box, less than

in London.

Spelter on the spot has been in fair demand
during the week, and several parcels have changed

hands at 211. 5s., 21/. 7s. 6d., and 21/. 10s., and
there are no sellers now under 21/. 15s. For de-

livery in August and September, there is a seller at

21/. 10s., and no buyers above 21/. 5s.

English Iron has undergone no alteration

since our last. Scotch Pig Iron at Glasgow
is rather easier this week, a parcel having been
offered by a speculator at 64s., net cash, but the

makers will not sell under 70s. Swedish Iron
and Steel continue flat, and lower prices have been
accepted ;—the former has been sold at 91. 5s., and

a parcel of the latter was sold at 16/. Holders now
demand 16/. 10s.

Copper and Tin have undergone no alteration.

Tin Plates continue in good demand.
English and Foreign Pig Lead still dull of

SHORT and MAHONY, Brokers,

1, Newman's-court, Comhill.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Tracing paper. — samples for-
warded by Post free.—WATERLOW and SONS, 66,

LONDON-WALL, having devoted much attention to the
manufacturing of the above article, have succeeded in pro-

ducing a Paper superior to any yet introduced, combining
the great requisites of clearness and a surface warranted to

work well with pencil, ink, and colour. The following are
the cash prices :

—

Double Crown 30 by 20, 3s. per quire. . 2/. 10s. per ream.
Double Dble. do. . 40 by 30, 6s. „ ..5/. „
Dble.Dble.Dble.do.60 by 40, 13s. ,, ..111. ,,

Outsides, half-price.

Whatman's Drawing Paper, and every article of Sta-
tionery used in the Offices of Engineers, Architects, Sur-

veyors, Builders, Ac., at the lowest prices for cash.

WATERLOW and SONS, WHOLESALE STATIONERS,
66, LONDON-WALL.
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E last week al-

luded totheirre.

sponsible and

injurious alter-

ations which

havebeen made

in the proposed

new Metropo-

litan Building-Act. Why
this very condemnable

conduct should still he

pursued we are at a total

loss to conceive
;

for if

through misfortune they

should be enacted, they

mustand will most certainly

he of necessity as soon

corrected. We, therefore,

beg to advise the party

whoever he is, who causes

this mischief, and so sets himself in opposition

to experience and bond fide advice, to retreat

in time, and not to so endanger a measure

which is looked forward to with anticipations

of beneficial working
;
to give up at once any

view which would endanger the measure, and

cease to irritate the building profession of

London to continual outcrys against the

policy and good effect of that which

all desire to see perfected. At present

there is sad complaint, that as soon as one

hole is mended another is made, and that

vast increase of trouble, expense, and anx-

iety is thrown upon the several interests and

organs of our practical metropolitan ar-

chitecture, and in fact, that however near

the measure may be to consummation, there

are still, from time to time, lodged in

fresh matters of irritation, and a vast new

consumption of time and expense is the con

sequent result.

In Sec. 77 exists a great practical defect,

through the allowance, in the case of new

buildings, before survey and payment of th

fees, of a month to elapse, and fourteen

days to elapse in like manner ii

case of additions, alterations, or repairs : the

qualifying words, “ covered in, and all the ivalls

thereof have been built to theirfull height,” will

be taken advantage of by builders of low rank

as similar provisions under the present Act

have often been, such persons both evading

: compliance with the statutary restrictions, an

:

payment of the fees, by means of leaving off

few slates, tiles, or bricks, so as to answer ever;

; summons by the words, “The building is not

j yetfinished; when ft is,finished, the provisions

: of the Act will be fulfilled, and the fees will be

[

paid.”

Stronger powers are required to compel

c compliance with the statute, in cases wher

I buildings have been begun without notice.

We have received many humane suggestions

r relative to the preservation of buildings from

t the ravages of fire, the most obvious of which

t the diminution of the quantity of combustible

i materials. We therefore urge most strongly

i upon the Legislature, that whereas thick walls,

\ with timber in them, become no better than

t thin walls without it, and, in fact, often hav

the effect of rendering buildings as dangerous

as if destitute of party-walls,—that every en-

couragement should be given to safe and eco-

nomical building, by the allowance of all ex-

ternal walls which are otherwise required to

be as much as a brick-and-a-half thick, to be

half a brick thinner, provided they have no

wood therein
;
and all party-walls which would

otherwise be two bricks thick, to be half a

brick thinner, provided they also have no

timber in them.

At the present price of iron in England, five

tiers of wrought vat-hooping bond maybe used

for the same outlay as one tier of fir bond-

timber, with the advantage of continuous chain

across flues, and in the joints, without the

slightest severance of the work.

We insert the following remarks made in a

letter by Dr. Benjamin Franklin, upon the

ubject of combustible buildings and their

mprovement :

—

“It appears to me of great importance to

build our dwelling-houses, if we can, in a

manner more secure from danger by fire. We
scarcely ever hear of fire in Paris. When I

was there, I took particular notice of the con-

struction of their houses, and I did not see how
one of them could well be burnt. The roofs

are slate or tile, the walls are stone, the rooms
generally lined with stucco or plaster, instead

of wainscot, the floors of stucco, or of six-

square tiles painted brown, or of flag-stone, or

of marble; if any floors were of wood, it was

of oak wood, which is not so inflammable as

pine. Carpets prevent the coldness of the

stone or brick floors offending the feet in

winter, and the noise of treading on such

floors, over-head, is less inconvenient than on

boards. The stairs too, at Paris, are either

stone or brick, with only a wooden edge or

corner for the step
;
so that, on the whole,

though the Parisians commonly burn wood in

their chimneys, a more dangerous kind of fuel

than that used here, yet their houses escape

extremely well, as there is little in a room that

can he consumed by fire except the furniture

;

whereas in London, perhaps scarcely a year

passes in which half a million of property and

many lives are not lost by this destructive

element. Of late, indeed, they begin here to

leave off wainscoting their rooms, and instead

of it cover the walls with stucco, often formed

into panels, like wainscot, which being painted,

is very strong and warm. Stone staircases,

too, with iron rails, grow more and more into

fashion here. But stone steps cannot in some

circumstances be fixed; and there inethinks

oak is safer than pine; and I assure you that

n many genteel houses here, both old and new,

the stairs and floors are oak, and look ex-

tremely well. Perhaps solid oak for the steps

would be still safer than boards
;
and two steps

might be cut diagonally out of one piece.

Excuse my talking to you on a subject with

which you must be so much better acquainted

than I am
;

it is partly to make out a letter,

and partly in hope that, by' turning your

attention to the point, some methods of

greater security in our future building

may be thought of and promoted by you,

whose judgment I know has deservedly

great weight with our fellow-citizens. For

though our town has not hitherto suffered very

greatly by fire, yet I am apprehensive that

some time or other, by a concurrence of

unlucky circumstances, such as dry weather,

hard frost, and high winds, a fire then happen-

ing may suddenly spread far and wide over

our cedar roofs, and do us immense mischief.

It has been suggested that water-closets, of

proper construction, projecting from the rear

or sides of buildings, should be legalized, on

account of the hardship which at present lies

against their erection
;

in spite of which,

indeed, perhaps as many as fifty thousand

have been erected within the metropolis, many

of them secretly, without notice having been

given to the district-surveyor, and many in

violation of the present statute. A great many

of these irregular buildings are not only built

without walls, but many of them are composed

entirely of wood, without even the resort to

the technical evasion of making them as

“ rooms if any in the roof thereof,” or the

pretence of rendering these pieces of building

all roof without walling.

The restricting workshops, breweries, and

distilleries, to thirty-five squares, must be

injurious.

We must again urge that, from the low

state of architectural construction as found

in ordinary actual practice, we have our fears

relative to the policy of placing a paramount

supervisorship over the works of eminent

architects : few architects, of very great emi-

nence, would accept such an office
;
and there

would be very gross indecency in an inferior

in experience, technical learning, and in-

born ability, having conferred upon him the

graceless office of spoiling his superior’s work.

Few people know, especially members of the

Legislature, the real state of the architectural

constructive knowledge, as actually brought to

bear upon ordinary practical building. While

the proposed Act contains many obnoxious

provisions, which could only annoy the subject,

without, in the slightest degree, improving the

soundness of building, or preventing the de-

vastating effects of conflagration,—none of

those grand, practical, subverting errors, which

have crept into building, are forbidden, or

in the slightest degree attempted to be counter-

vailed or discouraged.

Of all the practical abuses which have arisen,

none has wrought a more extensive injury,

none has lowered the characters of English

building more than this wretched thing, which

profligate folly has substituted for sound arches

upon geometrical principles. This error, which

is a corruption entirely of modern growth, has,

indeed, been lashed with all the severity

which it deserves
;

but of what' use is such

denouncement, without amendment take place ?

In spite of all that has been said against so

wilful and perverse a practice, which lays the

metropolis in ruins, the evil still goes on. In

the line of the very improvement from Long-

acre to the British Museum, from whence

many sound, well-built houses have been

removed, we yesterday observed the car-

case of a new house, which contains fifteen

of these things, and ere fifteen months elapse,

that building will be shivered by fifteen

cracks. The same folly has been commenced

along the line of the northward continuation

of Farringdon-street : scarcely one-third of

such mock arches have ever escaped fracture.

The treasurer of one of our metropolitan

hospitals, a few weeks ago, shewed us the

same folly in a new lodge then building for

the establishment. We pointed out the de-

fect—that defect was denied—but a single

fortnight shewed a fracture in the work over

each aperture. The new buildings near Pad-

dington church are nearly all so erected,

and are nearly all in a state of severance.

St. George’s Ilopital was so set up, and

though almost every window-head was re-

paired after being broken, almost every one

of them still shews marks of fracture.

We have come to the resolution of never

recommending the purchase or leasehold

tenure of any building so faulty, unless the

offending work be taken from over every

aperture, and proper arches be substituted, or

unless a sufficient cambered iron bar be

placed under the soffit of each aperture. The

expense of constant external repairs, the in-
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jury to internal finishings of houses so set up,

and the meanness and annoyance of such un-

soundness pervading a man’s house, and the

whole metropolis, one would suppose, afford

sufficient reasons for the non-repeating of such

a nuisance, but such seems not to be the case.

Rather than acknowledge the defect, and re-

turn to proper geometrical construction, which

costs nothing at first, and saves much ulti-

mate expense, crisp cements are resorted to,

which increase the expense, and only change

sham arches into bad brick lintels, which

fracture with the slightest jar or settle-

ment.

But though, again, some of little experience

may say, seeing this serious evil, “ then let

each aperture be covered with stone;” to this

we object as a rule, from such practice being,

though costly, little to be depended upon. They
greatly err who think a single piece of stone is

proper for the covering of ordinary apertures

in buildings.

Unless a stone used for the covering of an

aperture be compressed in all its particles, it

mustbedissipatedby thesuperincumbent weight;

the pressing gravity must extend its particles
;

if a stone be not compressed, it must fracture,

even by its own weight, so soon as the gravity

is greater than its cohesive strength. This is

found in modern practice to have occurred to

a lamentable extent—an extent to which
ordinary persons, who are no great observers,

have not the slightest idea—buildings cheap

and buildings dear have alike suffered from
the almost universal fracturing which has

taken place in buildings where dependence has

been placed upon lintels of stone. The stone

lintels of the windows of St. Mark’s Church,

Pentonville, are all broken
;

of those at the

church in Bryanston-square, about three-

fourths are broken; those of Westminster

Hospital are nearly all broken
;

and in the

most costly city company’s modern hall, where
no expense of foundation, or cubic strength of

stone, has been grudged, there is no lack of

similar fracture. Were a Parliamentary corn-

commission to be instituted for inquiry upon

the subject, two things would create astonish-

ment—one, the prodigious extent of this con-

sumption-plague in modern buildings, public

and private
;
and the other, the strange laying

aside of plain practical science, which has led

to this insane laxity.

We may then be asked, how is this ? what
is its cause P where is the reason for it ?

The simple answer is, the loss of the
Freemasonic Secret: in that secret lies

the art of building soundly and economically;

that secret is brought into use in genuine
buildings of genuine Pointed Architecture,

throughout a fabric, from its foundation to

its top-stone, from its roof-summit to its base
;

the shrewd art of masonic compression, the

causing every stone to press or gravitate to its

neighbours, the keeping all tight, the cementing
every thing by gravity—that sublime art which
raised the thin sound fabrics of the middle
ages, and keeps them firm, though very many
of them are of mean, perishable materials, from
the outsides of which time has pared away
four inches of their subtle substance, and
is still paring away more, while they stand
defiant—that great secret, the knowledge of
architectural dynamics—taught the mechanic
the weight and position of every boss, abut-

ment, pinnacle, flying-buttress, and other

member of those time-defying erections.

We shall go no more at present into this

part of the subject, but throw out boldly the
requisite caution

;
only adding, lintels of stone,

if weak, break by their own weight; if strong,
by the slightest motion at the foundation :

lintels of wood, and all wooden breast-

summers, cause by their shrinkage and com-
pression fracture of the work above them.
If any of these things be arched above, so
as wholly to prevent subsidence and fracture
of the superincumbent walling, the work is

twice done, and all the expense and weight of
the lintel-work, and other trumperv, had better

be saved; for, indeed, a very small portion of
wood is indispensable for fixing the absolutely

requisite combustible finishings.

Building is not genuine unless it contain in

its outward ornamental form the undisguised
constructive principle. Pointed Architecture
is purely so throughout—all architectural
masking is extravagantly expensive, for the
ornament of it bears nothing, and the sub-
stance has to be increased to bear not only
itself, and to perform its abstract purpose, but
also to bear all the added trumpery

;
therefore,

in many cases, a double expense of materials,

and more, is incurred. Pointed Architecture
bears in itself the seeds of its own preserva-
tion.

The next great defect in ordinary house-
building, which is left to correct itself, while
there has been in the Bill a broaching of much
unwholesome, petty interference with matters
of form and good construction, which are the
subject’s, the architect’s and the builder’s in-
herent birthright,—the next crying evil, which
completes the ruin of a very considerable
portion of household architecture, and which
is not in the slightest degree discountenanced
by the present Bill, is that notorious abomina-
tion the V roof.

The ruin which the groaning instability of
place-bricks, and the failure of breast-summers,
false arches, and quartered partitions has
begun, this completes.

Tenants, under ordinary leases, agree to
uphold, support, and maintain such fabrics

;

such a roof, being like an open book, is, as long
as it exists, attempting to fall flat; the two
covers, instead of downwardly compressing the
wall, make war laterally upon it. If two such
roofs come together on opposite sides of a
wall, they neutralize each other’s improper
effect, if equal

;
but if unequal, their difference

of weight forms a destructive moving power.
If such a roof, as in the case of a corner house,
have no counter-abutment, the wall is most
assuredly thrust over; the tenant, therefore,
cannot uphold, though he has agreed to do it,

such a wall : he may rebuild it, he may pay for
it as a dilapidation, but he has, injuriously to

himself, undertaken an impossibility. Again,
such a roof has nearly all its weight thrown,
not upon the walls which are capable of
bearing it, but upon void, using the thing
called a gutter-pi.atk. Now, to make this
sufficiently strong to perform its duty unflinch-
ingly, it should be of enormous dimension

;

and even then, if of timber, it would shrink,
compress, and sag, and so still derange the
whole roof. Though the tenant has agreed to
support the fabric, this he cannot do

;
the

gutter-plate, with all its superincumbent weio-ht
of roof, bends prodigiously

;
it is generally in

imagination supported by the quartered parti-
tions of the house, but these are all deranged
by the gravitation of the wretched roof-work,
communicated by the gutter-plate to every part
of the interior of the house: every floor gives
way like a sheet

;
not a chair, a table, a chest of

drawers, a bookcase, a wardrobe, or a bedstead,
will stand upright, but hangs forward

;
every

household vessel is defrauded of a portion of
its available capacity, for tilted on one side, the
contained liquid meets its brim while part of
its intended measure is still vacant; gravy runs
over one side of every dish and plate, and stains
the table-cloth and furniture.

The tenant has agreed to maintain the
house by and with all and all manner of need-

ful and necessary reparations, cleansings, ancij

amendments whatsoever
;
but in vain does hdj

have repairs done, in vain does he have doors
and windows eased and rehung; gravitation!
constantly going on, as soon as the evil isi

remedied, it is renewed. In vain are ceilij
ings repaired

;
they crack again as soon!

as mended: in vain is plastering cleansed
;]

the gutter, following the sinking of thdl
gutter-plate, often breaks by the derange-1
ment; the rain-water often, by this sinking, liestl

there stagnant, so that a few drops more
make it overflow : thus, though he has;

been tired out by the frequent whitings
of the ceilings, and the renewal of paper-;
hanging which has been destroyed, too, by the
same radical defect, he still has, at the' endi
of his tenure, to pay for dilapidations, on ac-i

count of fancied neglects, and the fancied'
breach of a covenant which it is impossible tol

keep fulfilled : and often the tenant has to renew
the chief timbers of a house which have be-i

come rotten through the running in of water:
from the deranged gutter. For these reasons,
we advise all our friends to abstain from;
taking upon a repairing lease any house which'
has such a roof, and we advise that the Build-i
ing-Act contain a clause forbidding the for-i

mation of any such roof, except in

cases of strict necessity, and then only under
the special allowance of the official-referees

;
I

and we recommend that all tenents should be 1

excused from every repair consequent upon
|

them.
The pretence, when these execrable and de- ’

structive roofs are formed, is, that they are eco-<
nomical, which is entirely false. Their first

saving is one gutter, but against this is to be set
the extra cost of the gutter-plates, and the great
increase in the height of the walling

;
they

seldom save much at first—often nothing—in i

the end occasion a triple expense—besides
breaking and spoiling every ceiling and cor-
nice, setting every flooring out of level, de-
ranging every door and window, and putting out
of adjustment almost every piece of furniture.

b.

BUILDERS’ SOCIETY.

Report upon the Metropolitan Buildings' Bill,

as printed by order of the House ofCommons,
1 1th May, 1844.

In presenting to you a further report upon
the Metropolitan Buildings’ Bill, as now
printed, in the form in which it is to be sent to

committee in Parliament, yourcommittee regret
to notice that there is still about it too much of
the minute detail to which they adverted in

their last report, as characteristic rather of the

specification of a particular work, than of the
large and general provision which ought to

distinguish a legislative enactment.

The tendency of this must necessarily be to

occasion much present annoyance by inter-

ference with small and unimportant matters,
and to throw great, if not insurmountable ob-
stacles in the way of those improvements of
construction and manufacture, which the tem-
per and-opportunities of the age are generally
adapted to foster and bring out.

For the more clear exposition of these views,
this report will first point out the various
alterations which have been made in this last

print of the Bill, and which appear to be un-
objectionable, including those in which the re-

commendation of our last report appears to have
been attended to

;
and then place together,

in the order in which they stand in the Bill

itself, those several matters which still appear
objectionable, or to require modification

;

whether as the result of more mature con-
sideration of the proposed enactments as they
appeared in the former print, or arising from
alterations now for the first time introduced.

Several small verbal alterations have been
made, the effects of which are to render the

parts in which they occur more definite, but,

as they do not affect the provisions of the

clauses themselves, it is not thought necessary
to point them out. There are, however, some
new features, so important in their character
as to require specific notice.

No dwelling-houses are to be subject to

special supervision.

The powers of all Commissioners of Sewers
are to be saved.

Gas-works are not to come under the ope-
rations of the Act as noxious trades.
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Hie natural order of numbering is to be
j

throwing out the thicker por
.. r 1 • 1 .1 ! — 11;.-,.- I 1rt\a.rtf Kiii Irl irtrrc

tions of walls in

tored to the rates of buildings, calling tho

gcst first rates, and so on downwards,

riie official referees are prohibited from

lowing private practice as surveyors.

[. The unobjectionable alterations are as

lows :

—

Ar. B. The alterations only are mentioned ,

that it will be necessary to refer to the Bill

If to understand their exact effect.

Clause 10.—Power is given to the official

erees to award compensation in all cases

which this Act interferes with existing

gagements in building-leases.

Clause 17—A power of forcible entry for

animation is added.

Clause 18.—A power to compel appearance

summons is added.

Clause 22.— In this the adjoining owner’s

wer is confined to modification, of which

is to signify his wish within two months.

Clause 32.—One month’s notice to be given

fore rebuilding fence-wall, also that it ad-

ining owner use, he shall pay. Also that

fioia.1 referee may authorize a fence-wall

ing raised to more than 9 feet to screen any

ject wished to be shut out.

Clause 38.—One month’s notice inserted,

id power to extend footings on to adjoining

•ound added.

Clause 41.—The expense of making good

ivement is added. Official referee to de-

rmine as to appropriation of surplus.

Clause 42.—Expense of survey added.

Clause 43. — The suggestion of report

lopted.

Clause 4G.—Owner more clearly defined.

Clause 51.—A new clause, saving the powers

f all Commissioners of Sewers.

Clause 53.—The limitation of size for

welling-rooms omitted, provided they are

roperly ventilated.

Clause 57.—Four days given instead of two

or recognizances, and appeal to surveyor to

iave one month’s notice.

Clause 58.

—

New clause—Provision for trial

iv jury at quarter sessions.

'Clause 62.—Power to levy rate for com-

»ensation added.
Clause 63.

—

New clause— Gas-works ex-

empted from the operation of the Act as noxious.

Clause 66.—Power to examine qualifications

)f surveyors, when candidates for districts, by

ifficial referees, Institute of British Architects,

ind Civil Engineers.

Clause 70.—Power given to magistrates to

liter existing districts.

Clause 7L—Any surveyor acting before

having made declaration, made liable to

penalty.

Clause 77 —Notice to be from builder

,

owner or occupier.

Clause 84.—Revocation of power of official

referee not to affect their awards.

Clause 85.— Power to official referee to take

evidence on oath.

Clause 101.—Power given to justice to

compel appearance by warrant.

Clause 109.—Exempting tenants-at-will, and

directing services of notices to go on from

party to party upwards.
Clause 114.—Power for official referees to

give consent when legal incapacity prevents the

proper persons from so doing.

Schedule B.— Structures underground are

omitted.

The buildings of British Museum and St.

Katherine Dock added.

Schedule C, Page 69.

—

Rules for ascertain-

ing height are made to apply to buildings

(having no ceiling or tie-beam.

Rules for ascertaining stories.— “9 inches

labove footings ” is inserted instead of “top of

footings as the place to measure from.”

Part 2, Page 70-—The suggestion as to

lorder—calling the largest buildings first rates,

sand so on downwards—adopted.

The largest rate is called extra first rate, and

lithe rates defined as follows :

—

In reference to area. In reference to

height.

’Extra 1st rate, above 14 squares, above S5ft. high.

•1st rate 10 to 14 ,, .. 70 to 85 ft. ,,

!i2nd rate G to 10 ,, .. 52 to 70 ft. ,,

i3rd rate 4 to 6 ,, .. 38 to 52 ft. ,,

t4th rate 4 and under . . 38 and under.

The alteration of stories, calling basement

iifirst story, abandoned. The thicknesses of

' walls regulated by distance from topmost floor

[(downwards, This will have the advantage of

lower buildings.

In this part of the schedule there is an aban-

donment of the clause, throwing the larger

rates into special supervision, so that all build-

ings in this class will be subject to district

surveyors only.

Part 3, Page 71.—The superior area of

warehouse class abandoned as a rule, and the

height of walls only regarded in rating.

1st rate GG feet and above in height.

2nd rate.. .. 44 to GG feet >>

3rd rate 22 to 44 feet »

4th rate .... 22 and under »»

Part 4, Page 72.— Warehouses.—The stipu-

lations as to stables altogether out. Ware-

houses are limited to 35 squares, unless they

have party-walls or fire-proof portions.

Part 5, Page 72—Is only such an alteration

as to make this clause effective, after the revo-

cation of the latter portion of schedule C, part 2.

Part 6, Page 73.—Altogether new ;
prescrib-

ing that stone staircases in dwellings shall be

upheld by incombustible supports, and provid-

ing that all staircases and passages, &e. for

public buildings shall be fire-proot.

Insulated Buildings—Page 73.—The party-

walls only kept in.

Schedule D, Part 1—Page 74.— The rules

as to footings made more general and clear.

Enclosing Walls.—A new feature providing

a power to modify the provisions oi the Act

in cases in which rooms of unusually large

dimensions may occur in buildings of the first

or second class.

Part 2—External Walls.—The provision as

to wood not being allowed within 4 inches of

centre of party-wall made more specific, and

the use of wood for lintels virtually prohibited.

Parapets.—A new elause defining thickness

of parapets; in effect same as old schedule,

and rendered necessary by the rule of measure-

ment being now made to begin at the ceiling

of the topmost floor.

External Walls—Party Walls.—The clause

recommended in our report adopted almost

verbatim.

Part 3—Site of Walls.—The site is propor-

tioned to the requirements of each side justly
;

and the recommendation of our report as to

providing for payment for tvall itself adopted.

Construction and Materials.—This clause is

so altered as to further secure the centre of

party-wall from being approached within 4

inches by any timber of any kind.

Schedule E.—Projections.— Official referee

may allow them of any materials.

Wooden Sign-boards.—Sign-boards must not

be fixed with the top more than 18 feet from

the ground.

Timber or Wood-work.—No timber to be

laid within 18 inches at least from surface of

hearth.

A clause to provide for pargetting outside of

flues, and preventing wood-work from being

fixed until this is done.

Slabs and Hearths. — Any incombustible

material now allowed, but 9 inches required

solid under hearth.

Backs.—The thickness of backs to go 12

inches above head of mantel.

Close Fires.—To be 18 inches off wall instead

of 24 inches.

Chimney Shafts must not be more than 8 feet

high, unless bonded into second flue, or of

extra thickness.

Schedule H.—Drains 50 feet instead of

30 feet. Cesspools omitted, and best outlet

that can be obtained substituted.

Schedule I.—Width of alleys prescribed for

those hereafter to be formed only.

The minimum width of streets increased

from 30 to 40 feet, and if houses are higher,

then the width of street must be the same as

the height of houses

Alleys to be 20 feet wide, and if houses

higher, the width to be the same as height of

houses.

Schedule L.—Fees moderated ;
an additional

fee payable for every 35 squares of warehouse,

and a fee for every separately rated building.

Fees for Special Services not enumerated,

but limited to a maximum of 21.

II. The clauses which, in the opinion ot

your committee, require alteration are clauses

14, 15, 16, 21, 54, 55, 96, 97, 103; schedule

C—parts 4 and 7; schedule D—parts 1 and 3;

and schedules F and K.

Schedule B.—It appears that special super-

vision is here made to apply in some cases

unnecessarily', viz. to the construction of an

area wall to a common dwelling-house, or the

retaining wall of, or the construction of a

small bridge, and it seems hardly right that the

Bank of England, and similar important

establishments, with the advantages they are

sure to possess of first-rate professional advice,

should be restrained from making small alte-

rations, without the trouble of first submitting

drawings, &c. to official referees.

Clause 14.—This clause remains as in the

old Act, and the same objections apply. The
builder is compelled to cut away work, to

enable the surveyor to examine whether the

provisions of the Act have been carried out,

but he has no power to compel the attendance

of the surveyor, and is without remedy, if the

expense and inconvenience attending this ex-

amination should have been incurred ignorantly

or wantonly; and although the official referees

are to award by whom the costs shall be borne,

yet as the surveyor will be acting in the capa-

city of a public officer, enforcing the provisions

of a public act, while the owner will be only

protecting his private interests, it will be

difficult to make out such a case as would

shield an injured party, unless the provisions

of the Act itself are of such a character as

to impose control
;
your committee, therefore,

recommend that in case of the examination

proving that the Act has been regarded, the

cost of the examination should be borne by

the party ordering it.

Clauses 15, 16.—These clauses have two

alterations in them,—one to declare that the

official referee shall give his certificate within

fourteen days, if he is satisfied, and another

empowering the magistrates awarding penalties,

to take into consideration the amount of risk

run by the use of an uncertified building, and

also the profit involved
;

the minimum of

51. is struck out, so that a lower penalty may

be awarded.
Your committee are still of opinion, that the

lapse of time should give power of use, and

that the official referee should he obliged to

intimate his objection within a given period;

this might be effected by making it his duty

either to give his certificate of satisfaction,

or to intimate that he is not satisfied within

fourteen days, or if not, the building to be under-

stood to be certified—as in cases of buildings of

public resort, heavy losses might accrue from

delay.

Clause 21 .—In notices for survey and condem-

nation of defective party-walls, “ four months
”

is now substituted for “six;” but this is objection-

able; three months have been found practically

sufficient, and the loss of an additional month

is a heavy penalty, particularly as building

operations are not usually begun until the

spring, and four months are too large a por-

tion of the working year; your committee,

therefore, reiterate their recommendation that

three months should be the period.*

Clauses 54, 55.—Your committee still think,

that it will be oppressive to prevent the erection

of buildings within 50 feet of objectionable

trades, as the effect would be to annihilate for

twenty years 100 feet, i. e. 50 feet on each side

of all butchers’ shops, where sheep are killed

in new streets, and the same as to any of the

proscribed trades
;
and although the alteration

made in this and the preceding clause, go ing

power to re-erect buildings accidentally des-

troyed, is, as far as it goes, an improvement,

still it appears far belter to determine that

certain trades shall not be carried on within

the limits of the Act, if the requirements of

public health point out the expediency of such a

course, than to put it in the power of individuals

to inflict such injury on their neighbours as

would result from establishing any one of these

proscribed rules.

Clause 95.—A clerical error occurs here m
the amount of contribution for the county ot

Kent, which is printed thirty for eighty.

Clause 97—Fees are here provided, but not

defined; and the result of passing- th's

as it now stands would be to subject the metro-

polis and its environs .. —
amount ;

the fees should be made specific.

Clause 103 .—New c/ause— Giving power of

appeal from decisions of justices to quaiter

* [The present Act requires three months’ notice

besides the time which may be consumed byulte.ior

proceedings.—

E

d.]

to a tax of an indefinite
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sessions, when the penalty inflicted is above
50/. This should be extended to all cases,

whatever the amount of penalty may he.

Page 72.— Openings in Party Walls.—Your
committee still think that the whole thickness
of the walls in which the doors occur would
be a sufficient distance for all practical pur-
poses.

Page 72.

—

Roofs.—It is suggested that if

curb roofs are proscribed, it would be well
to enact that doors of exit should be provided
in roofs, as otherwise a most important means
of escape from fire will be taken away.

Schedule C, Part 7*

—

The recommendation
of our report is to a considerable extent
adopted, by giving power to official referee
to allow of a detached green-house being built
of any form; but it is suggested that the district

surveyor might well be entrusted with this

discretion, and would be a more accessible
officer, as the official referee will have plenty
of work, within a circle of sixteen miles dia-
meter, without this.

Schedule D, Part 1, Page 75 The word
squared would be better omitted as not neces-
sary, involving a small matter of detail that
might interfere with the use of very unob-
jectionable materials; as, for instance.it would
prevent the use of flints, and all rubble ma-
sonry.

Walls generally.—The footings to spread
equally on both sides would be injurious, and
useless, where an external wall is built against
one already in existence, when it would involve
loss of ground.

Part 2.— External Walls.— Here again the
word squared had better be omitted, and some
such general phrase as “ incombustible mate-
rials ” substituted. This is one of those re-
strictions which would interfere with improve-
ments. The latter part of this clause would
prevent the use of wood lintels, unless with
discharging arches over them, but this is not
objectionable.

f

Breastsummers.—The imposition of a de-
tached story-post involves unnecessary expense
and great inconvenience

;
indeed, in the public

thoroughfares, where the largest surface of
glass is the great object of the shopkeeper, the
value of property would be deteriorated, and
this applies equally to the return piers which
are allowed in this print of the Bill.

Schedule D, Part 3.

—

Division of Buildings.—It is again urged that this clause ought not
to have a retrospective operation.

Part 3.— Party Walls.— Construction and
materials : the same observations apply as to
the last clause.

Openings in Party Walls.—Those are now
allowed in houses of any rate

;
but the good

of this extension will be virtually neutralized
by the walls being required to be’ such as are
provided extra first-rates, when the joint area
exceeds fourteen squares. This size will be
almost certainly passed by the junction of any
two houses, and the walls of first-rates would
be abundantly strong.

Recesses and Chases.— These maybe made
anywhere, but the same objection applies here
as to greenhouses, and it is recommended that
they be placed under the superintendence of
the district surveyor.

Party Fence Walls.—This requires defining
more clearly.

Schedule F. — Construction.— The Act no-
where prescribes which is to be considered the
first, second, or third story

; and without this,
this clause is not intelligible.

The prevention of the construction of new
chimneys, unless their foundations are carried
down, is still unaltered and most objectionable.
The general arrangement of the better class of
dwellings renders new chimneys almost impe-
rative, immediately above the principal or one-
pair floor of the house, which is usually allotted
to the reception rooms

;
and if the supports of

these chimneys are to come through the best
rooms, much space will be occupied unneces-
sarily, and a heavy needless expense entailed

;

this also applies with equal force to houses the
ground-floors of which are occupied as shops
or warehouses; it is therefore strongly recom-
mended, as in the last report, that this portion
of the clause be expunged, and this is the more
confidently pressed, because no case has been
made out to require such a regulation, and its

t [And would virtually put out of use the
restored masonry of the middle ages, such as lately
used at the new church, Broadway, Westminster.—En.]

practical operation would be to prevent the
construction of fire-places in upper rooms, and
to this extent diminish their healthiness.

Dimension and Materials.—It is suggested
that flues for smoke, if of metal, might be
allowed as small as 4£ inches in diameter, and
need not be so large as 8^ inches in diameter,
this limit being the new feature of this clause.

Steam-Engines.—Shafts are to be regulated
by official referee. This applies to buildings
connected with machinery in which constant
improvements are occurring. Small engines are
frequently worked with common dwelling-
house flues

;
and large engines are constructed

by the most skilful engineers, whom it does
not appear necessary or desirable to subject
to this control.

Fees for Special Duties.—Cutting away of
chimney-breasts : first and extra first-rate is

21. 2s., but third and fourth-rates, 31. 3s. : this
must be a clerical error.

Chimney-pots, Tubes, Sfc.—This clause is

altogether needless, and, as it now stands,
somewhat absurd, as it prescribes that every
pot must be fixed two feet into the brickwork
in which it stands, a depth that in most in-
stances would bury the ordinary chimney-pot.

Schedule H.— Cesspools and Privies/—This
clause is needless, and could not be carried out
without producing much private inconvenience,
without any sufficient public benefit.

Schedule I.

—

Carriage-ivay and Footway.

—

It seems to be quite unnecessary to prescribe
how the streets, &c. shall be paved, as this is in
all cases sufficiently provided for by the local
boards of pavements, and the requirements of
each case can be better met by those who have
the necesssary local knowledge.

Entrances to Alleys must be Two.—This may
be impossible, and if it were considered de-
sirable cannot be made imperative, as the
abuttal on other property may quite preclue it,

and it would be unjust to prevent the use of
ground for buildings, only because it may not
be possible to give access to both ends.

Schedule K.

—

Back Yards.—This clause is

somewhat modified, but still objectionable, and
it appears to be oppressive that in the denser
parts of the metropolis, and those most
valuable, this back area should be made com-
pulsory—there is added to this clause, how-
ever, a new paragraph, curiously characteristic
of the specification-like form of some of these
schedules, which prescribes thateveryfirst-class
building must have such a roadway to it as will
admit a scavengej-'s cart. The effect of which
would however be to prevent the construction
of any alley.

Lowermost Rooms.—The provisionrequiring
6 feet (out of a suiface of 9 feet, the size pre-
scribed) for a window to open, would prevent
the use of sash windows of the ordinary con-
struction

;
it is therefore suggested that4£ feet,

or one-half the surface, should be substituted.
Attic Rooms.—This is a matter of detail,

unnecessary, and not of sufficient importance
to be retained; it is therefore recommended
that it be expunged.

Schedule L.

—

Fees for Special Duties, page
86.— There appears to be a clerical error here,
as the fees for low rates are larger than those
for the higher.

In conclusion, your committee advert with
pleasure to the improvement which marks each
step of this measure; though they cannot but
regret that a more enlarged and comprehen-
sive view of the whole subject has not been
taken, by which a wide and important general
measure might be obtained, applicable to all
buildings, and which might be made available,
like the proposed power of extension of this
Act, by an Order in Council, wherever the
number of inhabitants of any given place ex-
ceed a defined number, with prescribed limits;
and after the laborious investigation of the
voluminous Bills which have been proposed,
they are more and more convinced of the truth
and justice of the remarks made in their report
in an earlier stage of this business, 7th March,
1842, which they therefore repeat :

—

“ The excitement of public attention to this
subject seems to suggest that the present is an
opportunity which should not be allowed to
pass without maturely considering how far it is

practicable and desirable to form one general
and comprehensive measure for the regulation
of buildings, which may apply throughout the
country, and so come into operation at once,
wherever new neighbourhoods may arise, as in
the case of Wolverton, on the London and

Birmingham Railroad; or large additions bi
made to towns already in existence, as in th«
case of Kingston, on the South Western Rail
road; containing such precautions against th<
spread of fire as have been found by long ex
perience to be salutary in the metropolis
giving general powers and direction as to th«
width and continuity of public streets ant
ways, and general limits as to projections, &c.
without infringing upon any of the specia
regulations of local boards now existing, an< :

having the management of any particular dis-
trict of pavement or roadway; at the samt
time, avoiding whatever would unnecessarilj
increase expenses of the smaller classes ol
dwellings, and making all provisions sc
general in their character, as to admit ol
adaptation to the varying circumstances and
different building materials of each several
neighbourhood or county.”

Thomas Piper, Jun., Hon. Sec.

June 13, 1844.

COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A GLOSSARY
OF ARCHITECTURE.—No. VII.

Coi.umn — “A tapering cylindrical mass,
placed vertically on a level stylobate, in some
cases with a spreading congeries of mouldings
called a base, and having always at its upper
and smaller end a dilating mass called a
capital. (Hosking.) Mr. Gwilt describes a
column as “ generally any body which supports
another in a vertical direction.”* (Encyc.
p. 954.) Some writers consider that the term
column should only be applied when the shaft
consists of a single block of stone, marble, or
other material, and that when the shaft is

formed of several courses it should be termed
a pillar

,
from the Greek 1riXtw, “ to bring

together.” Others again confine the word
column to those which are circular on their
plan, and apply the term pillar to square or
polygonal supports.

The word is derived from the Latin columna

,

which appears from Quintilian to have been
by the ancients pronounced columa, and this
leads one to think that it may be traced to
the Greek KuXvya, impedimentum, prohibitio,
from the verb kojXvuj, prohibio, impedio, arceo,
and as the latter word signifies to hold fast, to
strain or tie hard, to keep in or hold together,
to keep from, to save or protect, as well as to
stop or to hinder, to debar, so a column may
be truly said to support or keep a building
from falling, to be a stay or prop.
“ Bo I look like a cudgel, or a hovel- post, a

staff, or a prop ?” Shakspeare.

The column is the most important member
in architecture, and indeed no building,
whether ancient or modern, into which co-
lumnar arrangements are not introduced, can
be strictly classed among architectural com-
positions.

Columns are as various in their proportions
as in their shapes and the uses to which they
were applied. In those orders, however, which
are called the classic orders, on which the
Greeks first stamped the impress of genius,
the proportions of columns are reduced to
nearly an unvarying scale of rule.

In the earlier specimens of architecture, as
among the Indians and Egyptians, less regu-
larity is observed, and it is not unusual in some
of their temples to find that no two columns
are alike. The columns in the Indian exca-
vated temples are sometimes polygonal, some-
times round, seldom tapering, but always
massive, and of few diameters in height. They
are seldom plain, their shafts being usually
formed into vertical reedings, frequently divided
by horizontal rings like the hoops of barrels

;

in this respect they resemble the columns of
Egyptian temples, and, like them, have capitals
of cushion-like and vase-shaped forms carved
into imitations of the foliage peculiar to the
countries.

The Egyptian columns were of colossal di-
mensions and thickly set together

;
the outer

court of the great temple at Carnac contained,

* The proper term is a conical, or a conoidal
mass, rising from a platform : columns are rarely
cylindrical, and if tapering with straight sides,
are conical

; they are frequently not placed per-
pendicularly, and in truth should very rarely be
so placed, but leaning inwardly at their heads, they
so gain both stability and elegance of effect, espe-
cially in circular buildings.

—

Ed.]
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in the apt language of Denon, “ a forest of

columns.”
In the Grecian-Doric order we see the first

attempt to reduce the columns to uniformity

and just proportions, and the column which at

Corinth (the most ancient known example of

that style) hardly exceeded four diameters in

height, is beheld in the Parthenon extended

to the perfection of beauty. The story of

Vitruvius, that the ancients “measured a man’s

height by the length of the foot, which they

found to be a sixth part thereof, and thence

deduced the proportions of their columns:

thus, the Doric order borrowed its proportion,

strength, and beauty from the human figure,”

—will not hold good unless we admit that a

dwarf was taken as the standard of his race.

And in allusion to another opinion, that timber

construction afforded the first hints for

columnar arrangements, Professor Hoskiog
pertinently asks, “ If the trunks of trees used

in the structure of tents suggested the first

idea of columns, and of the Doric in particular,

as many contend, how is it that the earliest

specimens are the most massive?”*

In the Ionic the column is rendered still

more slender than in the Doric order, and the

climax of classical lightness was reached in

the tall and graceful Corinthian. The asser-

tion of Vitruvius that the proportions of the

three orders were derived from those of a

man, a matron, and a young girl, may afford

some notion of their relation to each other,

but will not account for their origin.

Engaged or attached columns are very

seldom found in Greek buildings, but it is re-

markable that one (and it is believed only

one) example may be named in each of the

three orders, viz. of the Doric, in the great

temple of Jupiter at Agrigentum (for which
the colossal diameter, 14 feet, may account);

of the Ionic, in the temple of Minerva-Polias,

at Athens; and of the Corinthian, in the

Choragic Monument of Lysicrates, also at

Athens
;

in the last instance, however, the

capitals are disengaged. These, therefore, are

the exceptions to the strict rule of the Greeks,

that columns should be entirely detached from
the walls.

Among the Romans, the flanks of temples

were frequently, though not always, pseudo-

peripteral (false-winged), t. e., having columns

attached to the walls of the cell, instead of

standing out clear therefrom, as in the perip-

teral temples of the Greeks. The Ionic-

temple of Manly Fortune is pseudo-peripteral

not only on the sides, but in the rear: and the

Maison Carree at Nismes is also false-winged.

The practice of using engaged columns, pro-

jecting either one-half or three-quarters of their

diameter, as in the fa9ade of St. Peter’s at

Rome, was extensively introduced by the Italian

school of architecture, to which we are also

indebted for the constant employment of order

above order of columns, of which no example
can be produced from the Greeks in their ex-

ternal arrangements.

The Entasis, or swelling outline, of the

shafts of columns, and the flutings of columns,

will be considered in separate articles, as will

be the different arrangements in which columns

are found in the porticos and temples of the

ancients, and their intercolumniations.

Columns called historical, commemorative,

honorary, or triumphal, are often used singly

for memorials in honour of illustrious indivi-

duals or important events; examples of this

practice, first introduced by the Assyrians in

honour of their gods, are numerous : among
the most celebrated are Trajan’s Column, at

Rome, designed by the famous Apollodorus
;

its diameter is 12 feet 2 inches, and its height

97 feet 9 inches, and including the lowest

pedestal and the ancient crowning pedestal, is

125 feet high. It is of the Roman Doric

style. On the summit was formerly a statue

of the Emperor Trajan, which gave place to a

figure of St. Peter, erected there by Pope
Sixtus V. The Antonine Column, also at

Rome, erected by the Emperor Aurelian, is of

* [This may be answered by the simple fact, that

in early times of unartificial mechanism, all masonry

was thick and low in proportion
; as science ad-

vanced, the same outlay produced greater loftiness :

this is the reason why the Romans so often used

the Corinthian instead of the Doric order. Perhaps

if the architects of the Parthenon lived now, they

would discard all the present orders, retaining only

that portion which is unrivalled in its sculpture.

—

Ed.]

the Roman Doric order
;

it is 13 feet 1 inch

in diameter, and is, including its pedestal,

123 feet in height; on its summit was the

figure of the Emperor Antoninus Pius, likewise

removed, and replaced by a statue of St. Paul.

Hence the sarcastic allusion of Lord Byron,

—

————“ and apostolic statues climb

To crush the imperial urn whose ashes slept

sublime.”

Both these columns are highly enriched with

bas-reliefs, which are carried in a spiral direc-

tion around their shafts.

There is also at Rome a Corinthian column,

seldom noticed by writers, erected in honour

(and it is supposed in the life-time) of the

Emperor Phocas
;

it is Huted, of Greek marble,

4 feet in diameter, and 54 feet high, including

its pedestal.

Pompey’s Pillar, at Alexandria, is a column

of the Corinthian order, with a shaft, 9 feet in

diameter, and 66 feet high, in one piece of well-

polished granite; the height of the whole, in-

cluding its pedestal, is 94 feet.

At Constantinople were two large triumphal

columns
;
one in honour of the Emperor Con-

stantine, long since destroyed
;
the other, of

which one course of the shaft and the pedestal

remain, was erected by Arcadius and Ilonorius

in honour of their father Theodosius
;

this

column was ornamented with bas-reliefs, after

the manner of the Trajan column, which it

also resembled in height and proportions.

The largest and most beautiful column of

this kind is the famous “ Monument,” of Sir

Christopher Wren’s design; it is 15 feet in

diameter, and its whole height 202 feet, of

the Roman Doric order, and fluted, in which

respect it has greatly the advantage over the

Duke of York’s Column, in Waterloo-place,

which is about the size and proportion of the

Antonine pillar.

To the memory of the immortal Nelson not

less than three lofty columns have been raised

in this kingdom, viz. one at Edinburgh, on the

Calton Hill
;
one at Yarmouth (Nelson’s native

county), of the Grecian Doric order, fluted, 144

feet high, bearing a statue of Britannia
;
and one

in Trafalgar-square, London, of the Corinthian

order, and fluted, the enrichments of the capital

being cast from bronze cannon
;
on its summit

is placed a colossal figure (18 feet high) of the

hero, by Baily, cut in Craigleith stone. If

any additional proof were required to be urged

against the employment of columns standing

alone as monuments (a practice wholly unknown
among the Greeks), it may be adduced in the

fact that the Nelson column is still incomplete

for want of funds
;
had the really fine statue

been placed near the ground, an open circular

temple, with the plinth adorned with bas-reliefs,

might have been erected over it, a shrine

worthy of the effigy within, at less cost than

that already expended upon the unfinished pillar.

Mr. Gwilt observes very strongly on this

subject :
“ In these days it is singular that no

other mode than the erection of a column

could be found to record the glorious actions

of a Nelson. Such was the poverty of taste

that marked the decision of the committee to

whom that object was most improperly in-

trusted.”—(Encyc. p. 214.)*

The Emperor Napoleon, among other ar-

chitectural embellishments of his capital,

erected in the Place Venddme a copy of the

Trajan column.
A rostral column is one whose shaft is

adorned with beaks or prows of ships, and

takes its name from rostrum (Lat.), a beak of

a ship
;
such columns are considered as appro-

priate memorials in honour of naval heroes,

or to commemorate sea-fights : the first of the

kind was erected in the Capitol on the occasion

of the defeat of the Carthaginians at sea,

b. c. 260, by the consul Duillius Nepos. Au-

gustus constructed four such columns with the

prows of the vessels taken from Cleopatra at

Actium, b.o. 31. At Rome, the platform in

the Forum, whence the orators were wont to

address the people, was called the rostrum,

from its being decorated with prows of ships

and naval spoils. The term is retained in

* [And yet, notwithstanding the admitted infe-

riority of art, the one divine quality of loftiness

naturally attracts public attention ; it is this one

quality which gains for the New Royal Exchange so

many compliments, though, perhaps, in its details,

the coarsest building of any considerable magnitude

which has been erected in Europe for some cen-

turies.—

E

d.]

modern use to denote the place whence orators

harangue an audience.

The milliary column was setup by Augustus
in the middle of the Roman Forum, from
which point, as from a centre, the distances of
the several cities and places of the empire
were reckoned: it was a short cylinder of
while marble

; its Tuscan capital supported a
symbol of the globe, and the ball being gilt,

the column had the name of milliarium au-
reum. 1 1 was restored by Vespasian, and also

Hadrian.
The colonna bellica was a column at Rome,

near the temple of Janus, from whence the

consul proclaimed war by throwing a javelin

in the direction of the enemy's country.

The Romans had also a lacteal column (lac,

Lat. milk), erected in the vegetable market,
which contained in its pedestal a receptacle for

infants that were deserted by their parents.

Columns are either plain in their shafts, as

are those of the Pantheon at Rome, or fluted,

as was the usual practice with the Greeks.
Cabled columns are those in which the

shafts are fluted, but whose channels are

filled with astragals, which generally reach

one-third of the height from the base
;
such

are the columns in the porticos of St. Paul’s

Cathedral.

The bundle pillar is that which is composed
of several small cylinders set round a core,

and tied or banded together, of which we have

many specimens in Egyptian architecture
;
in

the Gothic style, such an arrangement is called

a clustered column.
Transparent columns existed in the theatre

of Scaurus, as mentioned by Plin v ;
they were

of crystal. In the church of St. Mark at Ve-
nice are some columns of transparent alabaster.

Diminished columns are those which have

no swelling, their shafts being tapered in a

straight line from the base to the capital
;
this

is usually the case with columns of a moderate

size.

Oval columns are found in the Massini

Palace at Rome, and in the frontispiece of the

church of Mercy at Paris.*

Twisted columns are seen in St. Peter’s,

Rome, supporting the famous Baldachino, or

canopy of the confessional
;
they are made out

of the bronze which formerly adorned the

ceiling of the Pantheon, which (spared by the

rude Goths and Vandals) was taken thence

by Pope Urban VII L, and converted by

him (who was of the Barbarini family) into

four columns, which gave rise to the bitter

sarcasm,

“ Quod non fecerunt Barbari Romse, fecit Bar-

barini.”

In the cloisters of the church of St. Paul,

at Rome, are columns “ tortured into every

variety of ugliness
;
some spiral, some twisted,

some doubly twisted, some spiral and twisted

at once, with the hideous addition of inlay.”

—(Forsyth.)

A niched column is that whose shaft enters

with half its diameter into a wall which is

hollowed out for its reception
;
such are seen

in the portal of St. Peter’s.

The name of the columns of Hercules is

given to the mountain of Abyla on the African

coast, and that of Calpe on the opposite shore

of Spain, once united, as the fable runs, until

separated by force of the hero’s arm, that a

communication might be made between the

Atlantic and Mediterranean seas. G. R. F.

Rock-Tombs.—A discovery has been made
at Innerington, in the principality of Hohen-

zollern-Sigmaringen, of twenty-two tombs,

hewn out of the calcareous rock, lying

together, and containing each a human skeleton

of giant size. The head was, in every case,

turned to the south, and on the breast was laid

a heavy stone, round in form, and, on the side

which ‘touched the skeleton, blackened as if by

the action of fire. There is no trace of either

metals or clothes in the tombs, and the

skeletons fell to dust on the slightest t°uc h*

The archaeologists who have examined the

tombs are of opinion that they date from a time

anterior to the conquest of Germany by the

Romans.

* [The modern north fayade of the church of

St. Alphage, London-wall, has two modern Done

columns of an oval plan, built, we believe, by f:ir

William Staines, Lord Mayor of London, who livid

in Barbican, and had a place of business in Lon-

don-wall.—

E

d.]
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INTERIOR VIEW OF THE DUTCH CHURCH, AUSTIN FRIARS.
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This church measures within its walls about

149 feet long and 78 feet 6 inches wide
;

it is

divided into nave (or choir) and aisles by eight

detached columns on each side, each consisting

of a cluster of four attached circular shafts

surrounding an octagonal core-shaft, curved

inwardly between the surrounding shafts in

the form of the Roman cavetto moulding:

above these rise nine arches on each side, but

the centre is not carried up as a clerestory,

but covered with a coarse roof, ceiled in five

planes, with roughish tie-beams, exposed, and
without tracery, having only plain bent knees

reaching down to plain stone corbels. The
aisles are roofed by slopes which are not far

from horizontal, and are covered with lead.

Like those of the Temple Church, London,
the columns have settled considerably out of

perpendicular, but not through the expansion

of vaulting, for there is no vaulting here, but

from some other cause; and the columns have
not all been forced outwardly by a central up-

ward expansion, for some of them lean on one
side, southwardly, towards the centre, while

those on the other side, following them, lean

outwardly.

The capitals of these columns are smeared
with black, which we were told was done as

an act of mourning at the death of some
principal personage connected with the
church.

The windows of the church are designed in

very fine taste, with rich flowering and in-

ventive tracery,though their mouldings are over
we propose hereafter to give their

E^j^ails, and those who desire to imitate, can

^•^o^ibat which ought always in such case to be
Sdb.t^.wiz., to improve them where they are

\infefrtV; therefore, while their general forms
are rfetinned, mouldings of a superior charac-

ter iaky be substituted. The great west-

: ernS window, which has seven days or
lights, divided by six mullions, is much

1 stpA-ior to the lateral windows, which have
each the condemnable number of four days,

instead of the more elegant and symbolical
arrangement of three such divisions.

In some of the windows, the glazing of

which is in general plain, are some pieces of

rather modern stained yellow glass
;
in some

places in them appear, on quarries of a lozenge
form, the letters { I) £

• in others, in Roman

letters, the words IESVS TEPLE
accompanied by the date J550

;
again, in

others, on a bend-dexter of transparent white
glass, the following inscription :

—

the letters, dots, and border-lines being yellow.

The buttresses between the windows project

very far from the walls, in spite of which, and
of the absence of any very great pressure, the

walls have changed from their original posi-

tion. At the west end of the church, occupying
a portion of the first bay, is an imperfectly

separated porch, at the sides of which lie two
vestries

;
that to the north used by the elders of

the church, and that to the south by its

deacons; these contain some curious portraits,

books, drawings, and prints of the church and
its members, with some other curious pro-

perty; and at the north and south angles
of the west end of the church are two
turret-staircases, which lead to the side roofs

of the fabric. The porch is surmounted by a
gallery, containing an organ and a library,

and supported by curious grotesque Ionic
columns with garlands of fruit and flowers.

The gallery is inclosed in front by curious

balusters, each of which has pendent from it a

garland.

The altar, which occupies one bay of the

centre compartment of the church, is raised

2 feet 8 inches above the general level of the

church-flooring, and is ascended by a flight

of stairs at each end, and by two other

flights near the ends of the front
;
the altar

|

is inclosed in front, and at parts of its ends, by !

an open balustrade of oak
;
the remainder of

j

the ends are inclosed by very high wainscoat
!

paneling surmounted by rich carved open !

scroll-work, which may be seen in our view.
!

At the back of the altar ranges a very curious

description of carved wainscoating of a Dutch
fashion, consisting of arched work and
paneling : the same kind of wainscoting is

continued all along the eastern and western

walling of the aisles, and along portions
of the lateral walls of the church. The
altar-piece itself, which reaches nearly
to the roof, is of painted canvas, bear-
ing an anomalous Ionic subject of not very
good classical architecture, and, like the
altars of the Church of England, the decalogue,
apostles’ creed, and dominical prayer. The
communion-table is a prodigious piece of
oaken wooden-work, no less than 29 feet long,
and having benches all round it, provides ac-
commodation for a great assembly to receive

the Eucharist sitting. Of the whole interior

of this vast church, only two bays, out of nine
of the central avenue of the church, are fitted

up with pews for the ordinary use of the
congregation.
Some small parts of two other bays contain

open benches. The whole of the aisles, which
are about 22 feet wide, and all the remainder
of the church, are left open. The pulpit,

which is erected on the north side of the
central avenue against the third column
from the east, is a very curious piece of wains-
cot-work in the Dutch style, covered by a
great sounding-boarding, with carved work and
pendents. In the church is lying an ex-
tremely fine oaken carved pulpit, adorned with
scroll-work and garlands, taken from the late

neighbouring French church in Threadneedle-
street, and for the purchase of which we were
told the sum 100/. is required.

In the third bay from from the east of the

southern wall of the church is a comparatively
modern porch, of the Elizabethan or im-
mediately subsequent era. Surrounding the
fabric are many achievement and fine mural
monuments, and in the pavement are nume-
rous carved flat grey marble, and other memo-
rials of the dead

;
these are principally of

merchants, who have been engaged in the
Dutch trade.

The body of the church contains no heating
flues or apparatus, but large braziers are used
for that purpose, one of which is to be seen upon
the floor in our view

;
the live charcoal

is taken from thence and placed in earthen
pipkins, which, being inclosed in wainscot-
carved, open-work, square boxes, are, in

winter, placed under the ladies’ feet.
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Opposite the pulpit is the seat of the Dutcli

ambassador, which is a kind of tribune fitted

up in wainscot, with a canopy of modern
Romano-Bataviun architecture.

Less than a fifth part of this church is fitted up

for the use of the congregation; and from the de-

clineofthe Dutch trade, scarcely halfthis accom-
modation is made use of. It is to be lamented

that so fine a church, which, if restored, and its

windows filled by stained-glass, would be so

useful and magnificent a structure, calculated

by enlivening service, by psalmody, and other

reverential chants, to warm to devotion two
or three thousand people,

shouldbeso cheerless and so

little used
;

but we are

pleased at finding the es-

tablishment well endowed
with charities.

SECOND LECTURE ON ARCHITECTURE
BY J. L. THOMAS.

Delivered at the Literary, Scientific
,
and

Mechanics' Institute, Brecon.

Mr. Thomas commenced his second lecture

on Architecture by a short recapitulation of the

different epochs upon which he had treated in

his first lecture, and then took up the subject at

that period of literary darkness which, after the

downfall of the Roman Empire, overspread all

the nations of Europe, and when the arts, from
their intimate connection with letters, were in-

volved in the general obscurity. He thought
that this grand revolution in the history of the

world, though in appearance most disastrous,

was ultimately productive of large and most
extensive benefits

;
os it seemed to attract to

one centre many nations who at a subsequent
period radiated from this common axis to all

parts of the globe, carrying with them not only

a knowledge of the arts and sciences (which

j

they must have acquired in that great school of

|
learning), but also the spirit of Christianity,

I diffusing its Holy and civilizing truths

j

wherever they went; thereby exciting the

I

devotional feeling to the invention of modes of

architecture, of which there existed no ancient

model. Before proceeding with a history of

those styles, with their temporary modifica-

j tions in England, the lecturer touched upon
I the previous state of the science in Britain

j before the Roman invasion, and exhibited a

I large drawing of the celebrated remains of a

I Druids’ temple, supposed to be raised to the

i worship of the Sun, on Salisbury Plain, and

J
proceeded to enumerate many other parts of

1 the world in which such remains are found

;

I

proving that vast tracts were inhabited by some
great original nation, possessing, with probably
the same language, the same religion, manners,
and customs

;
but of all those mighty nations

whose events furnish important chapters in the

history of the world, it has been permitted

alone to the few inhabitants of the mountains
and valleys of Cambria to preserve that

original language unto the present day. Mr.
Thomas then again adverted to the Roman
invasion and the celebrity of the British

j

architects and artificers in the third cen-

1 tury
;
but after the departure of the Romans,

1 the long train of miserable disasters in which

j
they were involved left little room in their

|
minds for the cultivation of those arts of peace

in which they naturally delighted
;
and the

1 Saxons, when they afterwards came amongst

|
them, were more famous for their knowledge

j

of the sword, and the temporary power and
security it affords, than for acquirements which

j
in all ages of the world tended to dignify and

!

establish a nation. After touching upon many
of the interesting particulars connected with

i the early history of our country, bearing upon
li his subject, the lecturer arrived at the Norman
i Conquest—the numerous edifices erected, first

h for the purpose of subjugation, then for devo-

t tion
;

the increasing elegance of the struc-

l tures as peace and security advanced, until the

|i golden age of the style arrived, and continued
i from the middle of the thirteenth to the latter

(i end of the fourteenth century, and afterwards

j rapidly declined, by that infatuating desire to

i produce something new and still more beauti-

i fill, when it had already arrived at excellence.

) He then illustrated the beauties of the style,

esteeming it the most appropriate for sacred

edifices, as, if it were not designed solely with

that object, it ripened into full beauty under

the auspices of the church, and appeals in

the most direct manner to the imagination

of the observer, exciting in him those feelings

of awe and emotion so peculiarly adapted to

the purposes of the cathedral. On entering

any of our celebrated religious edifices, although

shorn of their original splendour, we are

forcibly struck by their solemnity and gloomy

grandeur, and the apparently interminable

aisles and successive tiers of lofty arches tend

to hallow and solemnize the feelings when they

are viewed in the rich light admitted through

emblazoned windows, which concealing the ex-

tent of the pile, and affording greater play to the

imagination, display to advantage the clusters

of slender columns as they shoot loftily up

and are lost in the richness of the fretted root,

or the splendour of the elaborate groin, while

the delicate carvings of foliage and fruit, ten-

drils and flowers, entwining each other in the

capitals and mouldings, give a gorgeous dress

and finish to the whole that can rarely fail of

pleasing the most fastidious.

Mr. Thomas then alluded to the domestic

edifices of this country, and commenced with

castles, describing the manner in which they

were generally planned and constructed

;

and noticed Caerphilly Castle, in Glamorgan-

shire, as one of the finest examples of the kind

in Great Britain, possessing an extraordinary

variety of architectural characters, connecting

the widly contrasted styles of rude feudality

with those of a later period, probably during

the stirring times of the De Spencer, in the

reign of the unfortunate Edward, the second

from the Conquest. The strange forms in

which fate has visited it are also very remark-

able
;

the south-east tower, 77 feet in height,

overhangs its base nearly 11 feet, and rests

only on one part of its south side. Every-

where are deep marks of the desolation

caused by battery and bombardment, and the

unavoidable decay of age. But the ruins have

a wonderfully grand effect, when closely visited

or gazed on from the surrounding heights.

It is then the astonished eye takes in at once

every part of the gigantic pile. Then the savage

dignity of its exterior bulwarks, its vast quad-

rangle, its broad battlements,' its rugged but-

tresses, and profound fosses, are viewed with a

feeling of awful admiration. We are almost in-

duced to believe we live again the ages that are

gone; that we are centuries older
;
and not only

think, but feel with the past; we plunge deep

into the secrets which seem buried in the

mouldering mass beneath
;
the loneliness seems

suddenly broken
;

the mailed soldier paces

the terrace
;
the courts and halls are peopled

with beings of bygone days
;

generation on

generation passes rapidly along ;
and the mys-

teries of tradition colour the past periods of

splendour, chivalry, and barbarism. The lec-

turer then adverted to the many great changes

which took place in theconstitution of our coun-

try, and the ultimate amalgamation of the two

great conflicting interests of the Saxon and the

Norman, when the fortress had become, in a

measure, unnecessary for the protection of the

invaders, and were, in many instances, dis-

mantled and thrown down by their proprietors,

or left to moulder in the rottenness ot time
;

while they adopted for their residences the

pleasing picturesque gabled manorial house,

and the embattled mansion of the '1 udors, of

which there are specimens now extant. After

describing the characteristics of this style, he

passed on to consider the Elizabethan
;
when

the noble Tudor houses, with their large

pointed gateways, traceried windows, but-

tresses, battlements, and octagonal angle-

turrets, richly carved pinnacles, and wreathed

chimney-shafts, were mingled together with

the architecture of Italy. 1 he art was in this

unsettled state when Inigo Jones brought

himself into conspicuous notice by his ability

as an architect; and the very ingenious manner

in which he modified the buildings of his day

is clearly shewn in many exquisite productions

still remaining, which prove that he was

possessed of no ordinary mind, and give him

an exalted rank amongst the most illustrious

of our countrymen.
The lecturer then passed on to another

great era, the use of the Roman style, mingled

by high science, by Sir Christopher Wren. He
mentioned but one of his works, and thought

that one sufficient in itself to stamp an immor-

tality upon a nation—St. Paul’s Cathedral;

and after minutely describing the wonderful

edifice, said, “I shall conclude in the pecu-

liarly beautiful language of a living author,
‘ It is the gem of Protestant churches,—an
honour to the nation and its pure religion;

of all the cathedrals in the world, by an
especial divine favour, permitted to be the

only one, which, like the vesture of Christ, was
ever wrought in one texture throughout.’
He then noticed the works of another cele-

brated man, Sir John Vanburgh
;
and afterwards

adduced a host of other famous names, amongst
which were James Gibbs, James Stuart, and
Sir William Chambers.
Mr. Thomas, after having concluded his

historical account, commenced an analysis of

the four ordinary periods or chronological

divisions of the Gothic or Pointed mode,
minutely describing the various character-

istics of each style, and the times in which
they flourished, and illustrating them by large

detail drawings from some of our celebrated

cathedrals, amongst which were many familiar

subjects of local interest, being the principal

features of a building, the doors, windows,

niches, towers, and spires. They exhibited as

plainly as the classic orders the easy gradation

from massive rudeness in the Norman, to

faultless proportion in the Decorated. He
then contrasted the Grecian and Pointed modes
in every minute particular, and by so doing

proved the impropriety of attempting to mix
them together. lie eulogized the old English

style as admirably adapted for country resi-

dences, where associations of an imaginative

character come into play, and dictate a stylo

more consonant with the surrounding aspect.

Few that have seen these picturesque old man-
sions have not found their minds softened into

tranquillity, and viewed in the rich setting sun-

light of one of those warm and serene autumnal

evenings, with its numerous ornaments of carved

wood-work, its wreathed chimney-shafts, its

large pointed windows, its solid castelled gate-

house, its panelled walls and buttresses, its time-

worn pinnacles, and the variegated tints left

by the breath of departed ages upon its walls,

giving it the semblance of having grown
old with the venerable trees by which it

is overshadowed, blending it as mellowly with

the scenery as if it constituted a portion of the

natural landscape
;

such a picture forcibly

recalls to the mind past scenes and days long

gone by, intimately associated with some stir-

ring passages of our national history. He then

proved this description of habitation to be

appropriate to every rank, from the palace to

the cottage, and gave an interesting description

of the noblest residence of our beloved sove-

reign, Windsor Castle.

Mr. Thomas concluded his lectures with a

tribute to the high objects and advantages, in

a moral sense, of a just cultivation of the artin-

connection with her two younger sisters, Paint

ing and Sculpture. He thought it had risen

above mere utility, to be an imperishable

monument of our intellectual greatness
;
that

they tend to carry the mind beyond the walks

of ordinary life, to give it a respite from depres-

sing cares and anxieties, and to awaken the

consciousness of its affinity to purer and

nobler elements. To those who think of

nothing but mercenary aggrandisement, these

flights of the mind, which have been the sole

cause of the grandest works of human power,

may appear extravagant
;
but all who properly

appreciate sense, genius, and talent, know
that it proceeds from no source other than the

glorious working of the immortal intellect,

which is gradually both powerfully developing

itself, and exhibiting in those wondrous ma-

sonic creations the inestimable power and

beauty of the mind.
The enthusiasm of the poet is not more ex-

hilarating than the rich fancy of the architect,

who sketches beyond what is present and

visible, and soars after unseen and ideal

imaginings. He beholds his name, in ages yet

to come, associated with the mighty monu-

ments of his workmanship, and fancies

that posterity will feel the same enthusiasm in

gazing upon his works with which he regards

those eloquent memorials of former greatness.

He then descanted upon the interesting plea-

sures of antiquarian pursuits in architecture,

and pointing to a drawing of Stonehenge,

alluded to the great and comprehensive truths

which may be learned respecting the early

inhabitants of the world, by comparing those

remains with the numerous monuments of a

* Essay ou the “ Decline of Science, &c. in Architecture.”
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similar nature in almost every quarter of the
world

;
and then referring; to the valuable

remains of the Acropolis, in the British
Museum, which so expressively speak of the
palmy days of Pericles, the imagination at

once takes flight and visits every celebrated
nook and corner of which a Homer and
a Virgil sang. Egypt, with its colossal wit-
nesses of man’s pride, and Palestine, with all

the interesting scenes of the incarnation of the
Deity, and all the memories and associations
which such scenes naturally incite, were next
brought under notice, and every spot of
our own country, from its mountain fastnesses
to its verdant valleys, was hallowed by mystic
tradition or circumstances of historical cele-
brity, from the Teutonic altars of Odin and
Thor to the purer house of prayer, with its

heaven-directed spire.

Mr. Thomas concluded in nearly these
words:—“Let us hope that now, when the
spirit of inquiry stalks majestically through the
whole land, that the noble and delightful sci-

ence of architecture will be better appreciated
and more properly analysed. When it will
be viewed as one great medium, connecting
the weary walks of ordinary life with purer
element, as the only occupation by which man
finds employment for the greatest physical
energies, in connection with those higher excur-
sions of the imagination for which he feels him-
self born, and which enables him to contemplate
all his loftier ideas, to view the great end for
which man was created, and to feel and test
the vast power of that ethereal essence, which
must endure beyond this bound of Nature
and of Time. This supremacy of architecture,
connected as it is with the 'two sister arts,
Painting and Sculpture, and their capability of
counteracting the evil and Epicurean effects
of almost every pursuit in these days of cold,
calculating utility, is more and more required
as the world progresses. It is required to
withstand the invasion of cold and artificial
customs

;
it is required to spread our sympa-

thies over all classes of mankind, to knit us
by new ties with our fellow-creatures of every
other nation, being the only art which admits
of universal combination without betraying the
depravity of our species

;
it is required to re-

deem man from those selfish, mercenary ideas
to which human nature is naturally prone

;
it

is required to bring out, increase, and soften
the beauties of nature, for which purpose these
expansive powers may have been implanted in
our hearts

;
and above all, it is required as a

powerful incentive to raise us above this world,
and its poor enjoyments, to the contemplation
of the great Architect of the Universe, and the
acquirement of true happiness in a purer and
holier atmosphere.”
Mr. Thomas was repeatedly interrupted by

the marks of approbation of his audience,
having succeeded in investing his subject with
suitable interest.

SUGGESTIONS ON THE CHEMICAL CHA-
RACTERS OF CONTAGION, AND THE
NATURE OF THE EXHALATIONS GIVEN
OFF FROM THE WANT OF VENTILATION-
DRAINAGE, AND SEWERAGE, AND INTHE CONFINED DISTRICTS AND ABODES
OF THE POOR, &c.

BY MR. A. BOOTH, PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY,
CHEMICAL ENGINEER, AND CONSULTING

CHEMIST.

Than drainage, sewerage, and ventilation,
and the accumulated evils which aiise from
their neglect, there is no subject of greater
importance in the whole range ofhygiene. It
is a mutter of remark that in this country,
and, in fact, many others, diseases have be-
come greatly modified in their character; in
many, from improved systems of diet, but in
other instances, from more attention being
paid to insure the purity of the atmosphere.
The Pontine Marshes, near Rome, are allow-
ed to remain untouched, productive of the most
fatal malaria, and epidemical diseases of the
most inveterate form, whilst in our own
country, nearly every marsh has been drained,
and ague is almost extinct. Sierra Leone owes’
its title of the Grave of Europeans to the marshy
lands on which the luxurious vegetation of the
tropical regions, with the numerous forms of
animal life, putrefy and decay

;
and were we

once to get rid of the cause, the effects would
cease, and, in all probability, the country would
be as healthy as our own. Chemical fumigat-
ing or disinfectant agents were tried, but

j

without effect, to neutralize the poisonous
miasms on the late lamentable Niger expedi-
tion, by the use of chlorine gas. Next in

importance to drainage, comes sewerage, to take
off the decaying matters from our houses, and
remove them from the spot where their decom-
position would produce the most noxious re-

sults. Ventilation is of no less consequence
in the removal of air already vitiated by respi-

ration, or impregnated with the products of
combustion, or the exhalations from decaying,
decayed, or diseased bodies.

It is scarcely possible to say to what an
extent a neglect of these important matters
is the cause of disease in close and confined
districts, where not a breeze of air comes in

to disturb the still of the polluted atmosphere.
The annals of medicine and the bills of mor-
tality pourtray it too strongly to need any
particular proofs

;
and when any old disease is

revived, or new one introduced, it is sure to

meet here with its first, and always its

most numerous, victims. Notwithstanding some
of the remarkable and anomalous careers of the
distribution of these diseases, and the peculiar
range that they take, it is always certain that
these suffer most from epidemics. Many
courts, alleys, and narrow streets in the me-
tropolis (and doubtless in other towns), are, it

is well known, never free from typhus fever,
and the squalid appearance of the wretched
inhabitants shews the very unhealthy charac-
ter of the localities. Here we still find no
se werage

;
drains and gutters running down the

middle of the streets
;
accumulated heaps of

filth, and puddles saturated with all manners of
decaying garbage, from which emanate gaseous
compounds of the most noxious and subtile
forms. Thus the pure atmosphere inhaled
by the country peasant, which gives him the
bloom of health, becomes saturated with
poisonous matters of the most noxious kinds;
nor are the effects confined to the districts
in which the poor generally reside

;
for the

incipient seeds of disease and death, wafted
by the winds to considerable distances, reach
the abodes of the heedless rich, who, insensate
to their wants and sufferings, reside in more
airy abodes and better ventilated districts.
And when we look at the abodes of the poor,
how much is there not to excite our sympathy
and demand our exertion ! Their houses have
bad ventilation— their narrow courts want drain-
age—they have not water sufficient scarcely for
domestic use, and still less for purposes of
cleanliness. When the gardener wants to
bleach a plant, he secludes it from the light;
and here, almost immurred in darkness, a
most baneful influence is exerted on their
health. One solitary room, with no conve-
nience, is the only place in which all their
processes of cooking and domestic economy
are performed ;—it is at once their sleeping-
room, their kitchen, their workshop, and their
constant abode. They cannot ventilate the
room by opening the window, fearful of the
descending smuts from an adjoining chimney.
The luxury of white-washing their walls,
by which adherent matters and incipient
disease might be destroyed, and their defi-
ciency of the light of heaven in some measure
compensated for in its rejection, is denied
them. The keeping of pigs, donkeys, and
domestic animals, adds but to the accumulated
evils

;
and, apart from the moral associations

engendered, what a fearful share have not the
con lition and abodes of the poor in the con-
tamination of the atmosphere, and the conse-
quent propagation of disease

!

These observations may lead us more
successfully to the consideration of miasms,

—

those unseen and subtile causes of disease, the
existence of which we reason by analogy, and
of which much has been said, although little is

known. We know that decomposing animal
and vegetable matters produce carburetted,
sulphuretted, and phosphuretted hydrogen
gases, with ammonia and its compounds;

—

we may collect and submit these gases to
experimental observation, though it is probable
that others still exist, although in a state too
recondite for investigation by our present
resources. The last few years have added to
our list of gaseous products cyanogen, a com-
pound of nitrogen and carbon, which is the
basis of Prussic acid, the most suddenly fatal
and destructive of ail poisons, which gas is

also highly poisonous even in a very dilute
lorm. The effect of unseen exhalations, but
of the existence of which we are assured by

reference to other senses, is very different

on the human constitution. Amongst these
we recognize odours; which, as every organic
compound is defined in its nature and com-
position, we may also consider to be chemical
compounds, guided by the same laws as cha-
racterize substances which we can see, feel,

taste, or handle. So convinced were the
ancients of this, that they applied them as
medicinal agents

;
and now some attribute

to the odour of a cow-house, or the exha-
lation of newly-ploughed earth, a curative
influence in consumptive cases. From in-
haling the odour of beef the butcher’s wife
obtains her obesity; and that most disgust-
ing of all trades, cat-gut manufacture, is

amongst the most healthy of employments. So
there are exhalations which have’ a noxious
effect, and which we equally assume to be che-
mical compounds, not only’ affecting the body
itself by its immediate influence, but acting
upon a large body of an impure atmosphere,
which it either changes by virtue of a certain
chemical action, or this merely acts as a diluent
for the more extensive propagation and diffu-
sion of the poison. The situations in our
towns where epidemics and contagious diseases
mostly prevail are notoriously those which are
most filthy and dirty; and the individuals
chiefly attacked, those who, being most care-
less in their habits, may be supposed to carry
around them an atmosphere most easily sus-
ceptible of impregnation. This view of the
constitution of miasm is supported by reference
to those substances, or chemical re-agents,
which have attained reputation as disin-
fectants. Amongst these are chlorine and
nitric acid, two most powerful chemical agents.
Vinegar and camphor have long held repute
as prophylactics

;
and, however ridiculous it

may appear, we should not discard at once and
without inquiry what has been the belief of
ages, handed down to us probably as those
were, the long experience of past times. Now
vinegar is a powerful chemical solvent, and
camphor assists in the solution of many sub-
stances which are with difficulty soluble.
Charcoal in a minute state of division has a
strong absorbing power for colouring matter
and gaseous substances, so that if some be in-
troduced into a jar of gas it will disappear.
We have it in this minute state of division in
the smoke of the burning brown paper, the
popular purifier of the sick room. Heat
is used in the fumigation of the clothes of
persons infected with the plague, and if it

destroy the fomites, it is by the separation of
those elements which form the poisonous com-
pound of contagion. If these substances are
effectual, it is from their chemical action, and
that energy can only be exerted upon chemical
substances. The great improvements which
have taken place in the public health have
been chiefly owing to the means which have
been adopted to preserve the atmosphere from
contamination with these compounds of
known and presumed existence. Three or
four centuries back, houses were built in as
close and narrow a space as possible, and land
was economized as much as possible in their
erection—no means were afforded for cleanli-
ness or ventilation—drainage was not thought
of, and hence the plague, sweating-sickness,
and other fatal disorders and epidemics inci-
dental to those periods were treated but as
matters of course. Modern chemistry, however,
teaches us the composition of air, and how to
respect its purity

;
that pure air is essential to

all the functions of life, and that whatever
affects its purity must possess an injurious
effect upon the constitution. We learn
from it that stagnating ditches, stinking
cess-pools, open drains and crowded bed-
rooms, cannot long remain without pro-
ducing disease— that they elaborate noxious
gases, the formation of which must be prevented
before we can secure immunity to health. We
find that houses cannot be near each other, nor
rooms over-tenanted, without a palpably in-
jurious effect—that mistakes still exist which
require rectification; but we cannot hope to
obtain a remedy until the public are become
more alive to the evils from which they suffer.

Committees of the House of Commons have
unequivocally condemned “ interment in
towns, ’ and the “ nuisance from smoke in the
chimneys of furnaces,” and yet no legislative
enactments have been directed to remedy or
remove these noxious evils, prejudicial to a
great extent in the local contamination of the
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atmosphere. Whilst on this subject, we may
refer to the desirableness of promoting by every
means the provision of pure air, particularly

for the poorer classes, a subject recently taken
up with effect in the promotion of public walks
and parks. The squares and parks of London
have been emphatically called its lungs, and in

order that the overgrown metropolis may
breathe more freely, it is necessary that the

surface of these lungs should be increased to

keep pace with its growing dimensions. By
so doing, not only do we supply pure air to the
inhabitants, but we invite their attention to

exercise, to moral improvement, and to the

bettering of their social condition.

The free currents of air which are neces-

sarily in constant circulation from its proximity
to the majestic Thames, and the storms which
destroy the equilibrium of the atmosphere by
putting in motion its elements, have been con-
sidered (and not improperly) as a great cause
of the salubrity of the metropolis. Amongst
other conservative agents in its purification,

there is no doubt but that of watering the

streets is one, from the quantities of water
distributed throughout the atmosphere in its

evaporation. This as it ascends will carry up
with it into the atmosphere, and above the

reach of mischief, the various decomposing
and decomposed organic matters floating about,

and which otherwise allowed to remain, would
be productive of contagious miasms. We re-

cognize the additional purity or freshness of the

atmosphere by following a watering-cart as we
do after a shower of rain, and the same effect

is recognized in a newly-cleansed or scoured
room. Here, independent of the influence of
the blush in removing substances, the decom-
position of which would fill the atmosphere
with impurities, the evaporation of the water
would produce the same efFects as in watering
the streets, in cleansing the air of the room.
This shews the necessity of an adequate supply
of water being provided for purposes of clean-

liness, a deficiency too palpable in the crowded
courts and habitations of the poorer classes.

In watering the streets, we may observe the

obnoxious practice which has been pursued in

some districts in the use of the water accumu-
lated in the sewers, which must be highly ob-
jectionable in the diffusion of noxious malaria.

The general use of wood paving may justify

an inquiry into the circumstances as to how
far its adoption may not be injurious to public

health. No doubt can be entertained of the

prejudicial efFects resulting from the accumu-
lation of decayed and decaying organic matters

in the streets, giving rise as they do to various

gaseous and volatile compounds, and the re-

moval of which is most desirable
;
nor of the

injury to property, from the dust given off by
the abrasure of granite or stones. When the

blocks are taken up for repair, they will be
seen to be impregnated for some inches below
with black matters absorbed from the surface,

consisting of decomposing organic matters.

The wood is likewise susceptible of absorbing
water, which it may retain in its pores, or in

the interstices, and when dry weather super-

venes, this will necessarily evaporate, carrying
with it in solution into the atmosphere the

volatile matters given off from these organic
compounds. In this view I am supported by
Dr. Copland, who, at a recent meeting of the

Westminster Medical Society, gave it as his

opinion that the general use of wood pavement
Avould have a tendency to maintain and propa-
gate that low form of typhoid fever which has
recently been so prevalent in the metropolis,

and almost defied the treatment of medical
men.

St. Thomas’s-square, Hackney,
July 1st, 1844.

WINDOW DUTIES.

To the Right Hon. the Earl of Lincoln.

My Lord,—With every disposition to give
your lordship credit for sincerity, in your en-

deavours to reform the Building-Act, or rather
to put the laws relating to buildings in unison
with the spirit of the age, I must beg to call

your lordship’s attention to a subject affecting

the sanatory condition of the inhabitants of
large towns, an object deemed of the greatest

importance by all right-thinking persons, and
not only felt by yourself in common with many
of your colleagues, but openly avowed by your
lordship : and here I would awaken your
lordship’s attention to the fact, that the propo-

sition I am about to submit is not calculated to

cause any material diminution of revenue, if

any, and would confer a boon on thousands

—

indeed a boon so great, that it would more than
outbalance a hundred-fold any trifling diminu-
tion of revenue. The proposition I have to

submit is, a slight amendment of the Window
Duties-Act, by extending the exemption to ten

windows, instead of seven
;
and this, although

asked on the part of the poor and the humblest
of the middle classes, might be equitably ex-

tended to houses of every class, on the first ten

windows. I would remind your lordship that

persons in affluent circumstances do not pay as

rent more than one-tenth of their income,
whereas the description of persons above

alluded to pay more than a fifth of their in-

come for rent, and, in innumerable cases, very
much more. Most persons know that the

smallest six-roomed houses require, for their

comfortable occupation, at least nine windows,
namely, one to each room

,
one over the door,

and two to the staircase
;

this, I say, my lord,

is the least number of windows that should
exist to a house of such a description, and yet
it is a notorious and a melancholy fact, that

not more than one house, in one hundred of
this nature, has more than seven windows, that

being the number allowed by the exemption
clause. Your lordship and the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, I saw by a report in the news-
papers, required (from a deputation on the

window duties, who waited upon you) informa-
tion as to the sanatory condition of the poor
in other countries.

Now, my lord, I will state one fact, fear-

lessly defying contradiction, that in France,
where a window-tax exists, there is not in that

country one single window less than would
have been if no duty existed, and this is owing
to the moderate 3cale of the duties. And on
one of the occasions when I was in the Chamber
of Deputies in Paris, a member having inci-

dentally stated he had understood that an
enormous quantity of windows were bricked up
in England, owing to the excessive duties, the

assertion was received by the members with
incredulity

;
nor was it believed till the minister,

who had been appealed to, confirmed the fact

—

“ They manage these things belter in France .”

Perhaps it may be owing to the second article of

the French CharterofJuly, 1 830, which declares,
11 'That allpersons shall contribute to the necessities

of the state, in proportion to their means." To
put the window duties on a rational and equit-

able footing would be worthy of any ministry,

and is necessary before the pretended anxiety
for the public health will be considered other
than as cant and humbug. Allowing the ex-

emption on ten windows for every house, great

and small, I would impose a duty of five shil-

lings on every window above that number.
Why, my lord, should the eighth window of a

house, broken out to make it barely habitable,

be subject to a duty of sixteen shillings and six-

pence, and all windows above 180 be liable to

one shilling and sixpence only? Perhaps your
lordship may some day receive the answer from
the ten-pound voters, refusing to intrust any
ministry with a tax alike destructive to our
domestic architecture, private morals, and the

public health.

I have the honour to be, my lord, your
obedient servant, A Looker-On.

London, June 19.

P. S.—No zinc plate expedient will answer,

as a greater flood of light is required, as well

as ventilation, to prevent the accumulation of

filth and dirt, the natural resting-places for

which are dark corners.

ST. MARGARET’S CHURCH, WESTMINSTER.

To the Inhabitants of St. Margaret’s, West-
minster.

Genti.emen,—Permit me to call your atten-

tion to the fact, that efforts are still being
made to effect the destruction of your venerable

parish church, and to remove it from the site

it has occupied for 790 years. I much fear a

committee of the House of Commons was
prevailed upon yesterday, the 4th July, to

recommend this scheme of church desecration.

I have, in my works on church huilding

and on Westminster improvement, and by other

means, endeavoured to expose the shallow

pretexts of the destructionists
;
and, as I have

brought over some of the most influential

persons to my views, l flattered myself that my
efforts had been successful, when, to my asto-

nishment, a letter appeared a short time since
in The Builder, announcing “the pleasing
intelligence”—the pleasing intelligence!—“ that
St. Margaret’s Church was immediately to be
pulled down and rebuilt on another site, both
which, and funds for the purpose, had been
obtained."

Let me epitomise the reasons against this
measure which I have given elsewhere at
length :

“ That persons greatly err who would
regulate Gothic architecture on Greek princi-
ples “ that Gothic architecture does not
exhibit itself naked and bare

“

that it.

delights in bold, striking, and picturesque
irregularities ” — “ veiling itself with walls
and screens and towers “ therefore appears
best as an accumulation of buildings “ there-
fore, the abbey church and St. Margaret’s gain
by juxtaposition,” “ while the grandeur of
the ancient edifice is increased by comparison
with the more modern structure which stands
beside it;” “ that when the new palace of legis-

lature is completed, St. Margaret’s will be abso-
lutely necessary to effect a harmonious union
between that and the abbey

“

that St.

Edward did not think the position of St.

Margaret’s would injure the effect of his

darling abbey church;” “that its removal
would involve the destruction of another of
history’s landmarks, a document of stone which
cannot lie, attesting the antiquity of your
parish ;” “ that instead of your venerable
temple, founded by St. Edward, rebuilt by
Edward I., and again by Edward IV., you
would probably get a mere brick and plaster

apology, on a par with those vulgar modern
churches which are the laughing-stock of
ecclesiologists.” But is mere taste, or rather

the want of it, fit to be put in competition with
the desecration of a spot on which your an-
cestors worshipped for nearly eight centuries ?

Or are ye on these matters below that nation

of savages who, when urged to emigrate, re-

plied, “ But what shall we do with the bones
of our forefathers?”

Inhabitants of Westminster, rouse your-
selves to resist the architectural barbarians.

Your ancestors rose en masse, and successfully

resisted the Protector Somerset and his myr-
midons, when they attempted the , destruction

of St. Margaret’s. The present most excel-
lent Dean and your gifted Rector are utterly

opposed to the project of removal
;
put your-

selves under their legitimate guidance. “ Re-
move not St. Margaret’s, restore it to its pristine

beauty as left to ye by the illustrious Edwurd,"
and you will never more hear the senseless cry

of removing St. Margaret’s to obtain a better

view of the Abbey Church. Perhaps the best

of all methods to unite St. Margaret’s with
the Minster would be the erection of a
tomb-house, or cloister, for the reception of

those mural monuments which disfigure the

interior of the Abbey Church, the expense
of which the accession of new monuments
would probably defray. As an architectural

antiquary, I have now done my duty, let the

guardians of the fabric do theirs.

Park-street, July 5. William Bardwell

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.

June 20.—Richard Yates, Esq., of St.

Andrew’s-hill, Doctors’ Commons, was elected

a Fellow of the society.

Mr. Brown exhibited a small seated idol of

pure gold, found on the margin of the lake of

Guativite, situated on the summit of a ridge of

mountains about eight leagues from Santa F6
de Bogota, the capital of Columbia. This lake,

previously to the conquest of New Granada by

the Spaniards, was by the natives of that coun-

try considered sacred, and they were accus-

tomed at certain periods to throw into it their

treasures as offerings to their deities. The
scenery around the lake is magnificently ro-

mantic, and well calculated to make a powerful

impression on the human mind. By the re-

mains still to be seen of extensive works, it is

evident that various attempts had been made

by the Spaniards to drain the lake, and it is on

record that about eighty years ago so much

gold was got out, that the quinto to the crown

amounted to upwards of eighty thousand

dollars. At that time also an emerald of im-

mense value was found, and sent to Madrid.

A company has of late been formed in Bogota

for the express purpose of effectual y draining

the lake, and from the judicious measures
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adopted and the progress already made, there

is no doubt it will be accomplished. This

golden idol, which formed part of the collec-

tion of his Royal Highness the Duke of

Sussex, was found near the margin of the lake,

and was presented to James Hamilton, Esq.

by General Santander, Vice-President of

Columbia.
Mr. C. Roach Smith exhibited— 1. a draw-

ng of a fresco painting in Godshill Church,
Isle of Wight, by Mr. John A. Barton, repre-

enting Christ crucified on a tree or shrub,

with mottoes on the side, one only legible,

CDra pro noil's Domiite.
2. Drawing of a fresco of a late date, found

in pulling down Mr. Mason’s house in

Chichester.

3. A Runic almanack belonging to Mr.
Crafter, of Gravesend, formed of several

wooden leaves strung together.

4. A rubbing of the brass of Margery
Arundell, in Anthony Church, Cornwall, com-
municated by Charles Spence, Esq., of Devon-
port. The inscription is as follows: “Hie
jacet Margeria Arundell quondam d’na de Est
Anthon’ filia Warini Erchedeken militis que
obijt xx°vj° die Octobr’ A° d’ni M°cccc°xx°
cuius a’i’e p. picietur dens.”

John Adey Repton, Esq., F.S.A., commu-
nicated a drawing of an ancient vessel found in

1843 in digging the foundation of the Savings
Bank at Chelmsford, and presented to the
Chelmsford and Essex Museum by Mr. James
Moss. It is supposed to have had two handles
(one of which is lost), and each was also a
spout. Its only ornament is a row of nail-head
knobs.

Sir Henry Ellis, secretary, exhibited an
oblong brass box containing a dial, a mariner’s
compass, and various tables, formerly called a

Viatorium or German ring. The present
specimen is marked B. S. 1587, and belongs to

J. B. Heath, Esq., F.8.A., the Sardinian
Consul-General.
A. J. Kempe, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a

copy by Albin Martin, Esq., made by permis-
sion of the Duke of Sutherland, of an ancient
portrait now in his Grace’s gallery at Suther-
land-house, said to be that of Cardinal John
Kempe, Archbishop of Canterbury, who died

A.D. 1453. Mr. Kempe entered, on the

authority of a MS. in the British Museum, at

some length into the memoirs of the cardinal,

who was born at his patrimonial seat of

Ollantigh, in the parish of Wye in Kent,
A.D. 1380. Ho noticed his acts of munifi-

cence and those of his nephew, Thomas
Kempe, Bishop of London, to Merton College,

Oxford, his diplomatic employments, as custos

privati sigilli in the reign of Henry V., and
as lord chancellor in that of Henry VI. The
authenticity of the portrait of Cardinal Kempe
rests on the authority of Walpole, who pro-
bably inserted in his catalogue of the collection

at Strawberry Hill such account as he had
received with the picture. Mr. Kempe pointed
out that certain panels which have been asso-

ciated with this portrait and that assigned to

Cardinal Beaufort were not by the same
hand. One of these panels, representing a
man in the act of adoration in a stable, bears
the arms of Tate impaling Boleyn

;
another is

said, in Walpole’s catalogue, to represent
Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester. Mr. Kempe’s
paper was accompanied by a diagram, shewing
that this last panel was part of a group depict-

ing “ The Wise Men’s Offering that the
centre part of the composition, the Virgin and
Child, was wanting

;
that the man kneeling in

a stable was certainly Joseph, and completed
the picture. The two panels said to represent
Beaufort and Kempe, whatever the authen-
ticity of their designation, were certainly dis-

tinct and by another hand. Mr. Martin’s copy
of the portrait attributed to Cardinal Kempe
is a very spirited and faithful delineation of the

original, which, as a work of art of the 15th
century, has considerable merit.

The society then adjourned to the 14th of
November.

The Ikon Trade.—As an instance of the
increasing briskness of the iron trade, we may
mention that the shipping agent at Newport of
a large establishment on the Hills, in one day
last week, received by post advices of charter-
parties for cargoes to be shipped amounting to

3,000 tons of railway iron. The rails are
chiefly for Charleston, South Carolina. —
Monmouth Merlin ,

ARCHITECTURAL GEOMETRY, No. VI.—
STAIRCASE SCROLLS AND CURTAILS.

TO THE EDITOR OK THE BUII.DER.

Sin,— In looking over the notes to corre-

spondents in No. 43 of The Builder, I find

“ A Poor Carpenter” asks for the methods
of describing scrolls and curtails for staircases:

I therefore venture to send you the accompany-
ing draughts. But permit me to say that

correspondents, making such inquiries, should

state the dimensions of the openings, upon
which the proper sizes of scrolls and curtails

do indeed materially depend
;
those, which I

submit are lj inch to the foot, so that their

lines may be easily enlarged for actual practice.

Fig. I. is for an eleven-inch example of a
scroll, to be drawn from eight centres, which
are shewn by fig III., and are to be found in

the following manner, viz :—strike a circle

in. diameter; within which, from six equi-

distant points in the circumference, draw
two intersecting triangles, and number their

points 1, 2, 3, &c.
;

then draw lines ronnd
the polygon, continued indefinitely; and begin-

ing at 1 as a centre, strike, with a radius of
inches, a circular curve line from the con-

tinuation of the line 1-2, till it meets the

continuation of the 2-3 : then move the com-

passes to 2, and strike from thence the curve
from the line 2-3 to the line 3-4; and so proceed
till the scroll is complete, the radius growing
less with each remove, and the involution

being thus caused. Then draw the line A A
to the centre 3; set the pitch-board, fig. VII.,

parallel with A A lines
;
draw the ordinates or

the dotted A B, AC: then square off the

pitch-board at C C : take off the distance from
A A to C C on the pitch-board: and so proceed
till the face-mould, fig. II., is complete.

To obtain the falling-mould (fig. IV.), lay

down on the pitch-board the lines 1, 2, 3 ;
two

inches from the bottom draw A A : at the

point 3, measure from A to 5 on the scroll

;

set the same at A A of the falling-mould
;
A 2

the same; then divide the whole into equal

parts in order to ease the curvature.

Fig. V. shews a curtail-step
;
the outer doited

line on the same figure shews the handrail

;

and the inner dotting indicates the pattern for

the veneered block or riser.

Fig. VI. shews the mode of obtaining the

centre for a nine-inch scroll, and fig. VIII.
the same for an oval scroll : the numbers will

direct the order of proceeding.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

J. Bell, Joiner, Derby.

Fig. I. Fig. VII.

Fig. III.

Fig. VIII.
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CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Opening of a New Church at Shirebrook, in

the Parish of Pleasley. — The ceremony
of the opening of a new church in the

hamlet of Shirebrook took place on Wed-
nesday, the 19th ult. The church is in the

Norman style, and is erected on a plot of land,

the gift of the rector, the Rev. J. Holden, at

the eastern extremity of the village of Shire-

brook. The walls are of freestone, within and
without. The bell is suspended over the

western extremity, at which part of the church
is the doorway. The interior is fitted with
neat open stalls of oak, capable of accommo-
dating from 250 to 300 persons. On entering

the church, a font, in keeping with the style of

the building, first arrests the eye, for which
the church is indebted to the liberality of Mr.
Joseph Nicholson, of Shirebrook, by wbom it

has been presented. The roof is oak, sup-

ported by beams, &c. The pulpit and desk
occupy the south-west corner of the church,

communicating with the vestry by a doorway
in the eastern wall of church. The altar is a

raised recess approached by steps from the

nave. On each side is an oaken chair with a

crimson cushion, one of which was presented by
Mrs. Lucas, of Warsop Park, and the other

by E. W. Wilmot, Esq., of Worksop. At the

back of the communion-table is a crimson
curtain, occupying the place of the ancient

records. The whole of the furniture of the

altar was presented by the ladies of Shirebrook.

The eastern window consists of two lights
;

in

the centre of the northern is across flory gules,

the intersection or, around which, in a lozenge,

is the following legend, taken from the Litany :

—

“ By thy cross and passion, by thy precious

death and burial, by thy glorious resurrection

and ascension.” In the southern light is a

cross, as in the other, with a lozenge, contain-

ing the inscription :
“ I am the living bread

that came down from heaven. If any man eat

of this bread he shall live for ever.” In the

upper part of the northern light is the sacred
monogram “ I Ii S.” At the top of the other

light is the emblem of the Trinity, two inter-

laced triangles. The trefoil above contains

the emblem of the Holy Spirit. In the centre

of the western window is a Latin inscription,

from the pen of Dr. B. S. Kennedy, head
master of Shrewsbury School. The architects

of this little church are Messrs. Patteson and
Mine, of Nottingham

;
Mr. Lindley, of Mans-

field, the builder. The cost of the erection is

about 600/.

—

Doncaster Gazette.

The late William Stevenson, Esq., of Stam-
ford, has bequeathed 4,000/. for building a

church at Deeping Fen
;
200/. for keeping the

same in repair; and 5,000/. for the purpose of
providing an income for the minister.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Leeds and ThirsJc Railway.—At a recent

meeting of the provisional committee of this

railway, the attention of Mr. Grainger, the

engineer, was directed toan observation made by
a Mr. Cabraj', at a late meeting of the York and
North Midland Railway Company, with re-

ference to this railway', to the effect that a

gradient of 1 in 95 would be attended with
great danger— that it would have to be
wrought by a fixed engine, and that it was the

intention of the Leeds and Thirsk company
to work some portion of it by ropes. That
there may be no misunderstanding as to the

expression used, we quote the report of the

meeting. It is in these terms: — “Mr.
Barstow asked Mr. Cabray, the resident en-

gineer of the York and North Midland Com-
pany, whether a declination of 1 in 95 would
not be attended with great danger? Mr.
Cabray said no doubt of it. It would have to

be wrought by a fixed engine; the company, he

believed, proposed to work it by ropes.” To
the statement respecting the working any part

of the line by ropes, he (Mr. Grainger) gave the

most unqualified contradiction
;

it is not now,
and never was, his intention to recommend any
such thing. In regard to the danger appre-

hended on a gradient of 1 in 95, and the

alleged necessity for working any part of this

line by a fixed engine, he stated his opinion to

be decidedly opposed to that of Mr. Cabray.

In support of his opinion he referred to the

Manchester and Liverpool Railway, the in-

clination of which, in approaching Rainbill
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from Liverpool, is 1 in 96, and the descent in

proceeding towards Manchester 1 in 89. He
also referred to that part of the Grand Junc-

tion Railway, which adjoins Warrington,

which is 1 in 85
;
to the Great Western Rail-

way', upon which there is about four miles of

1 in 100; to the Eastern Counties Railway,
where there is two or three miles of 1 in 100;

to the Carlisle and Newcastle Railway, upon
which there is about four miles, 1 in 106, with

bad curves; to the North Union line, upon
which gradients of 1 in 100 will be found in

four or five different places. On the Bristol

and Exeter line, too, the gradient of four or

five miles was very little above 1 in 100. On
the Gloucester and Birmingham line there is a

gradient of 1 in 36, and on the Edinburgh and
Glasgow there is a gradient of 1 in 42. Upon
all these lines locomotive engines are now the

only power employed in working the traffic

both as to goods and passengers, and some of

them have been so for the last ten or twelve

years, and no complaint has been made
as to their safety. As respects lines which
have obtained the sanction of the legis-

lature during the present session of Par-
liament, he said he might refer to the

railway upon the west coast of England
(which is to form the only connecting link

between the Lancashire railways and those in

the west of Scotland), upon which for several

miles the gradient is 1 in 75, and Mr. Locke
has no intention of working it either by ropes

or fixed engines, or otherwise than by locomo-

tive engines
;
and as to danger in so doing, it

never had been mooted. Other lines in the

south of England might be mentioned, but in-

stances sufficient have been given to shew that

the views of engineers have very recently un-

dergone a new change respecting the mode of

working, as well as the safety of steep gra-

dients.

—

Doncaster Gazette.

Eastern Counties Railway Extension .•—The
works of this railway will shortly be commenced
in good earnest. We understand, during the

past week, Mr. Hardy Wells, the surveyor, on
the part of Messrs. Crowder and Maynard, the

solicitors to the company, has served a great

many notices of taking the land for the works,

and that Messrs. Woolley^from the Tithe Office,

and Mr. Saunders, of Derby, are engaged to

complete the purchases of the land that is

necessary. We believe that the purchases in

most cases will be amicably settled. Mr. An-
gerstein, one of the largest owners, is already

settled with. The works of the Norwich and

Brandon line, near the latter place, were com-
menced on Monday last.

—

Jpswich Journal.

Ramsgate.—A petition has been numerously

signed by the inhabitants of this town, in

support of the South-Eastern Railway Com-
pany’s branch to Hastings. At present the

journey from here to Hastings is very tedious,

being nearly two days in the passage, having

to go via Dover, Romney, Winchelsea, &c.,

or by London. The railway company’s sur-

veyors have commenced operations to enable

them to take the level of the line; they have

cut away about a yard wide of the standing

crops between this place and Minster, and also

between here and Margate.

Railway Station at Ely.—

A

large quantity

of implements and materials have reached Ely
within the last lew days, and workmen are

employed in building workshops, stables, &c.

Preparations on an extensive scale are being

made for the carrying on this undertaking :

the double rail is to be carried on from Ely to

Norwich, and the gage made so that the same
carriages may go on to Yarmouth. The exact

place for the station at Ely has not yet been

determined upon, but it is said that it will be

near the bridge, beside the Newmarket road.

Railivay from London to Maidstone.—The
London and Dover Company have directed

Mr. R. Stephenson to survey the country be-

tween their Bricklayers’ Arms Branch and

Gravesend, and between Gravesend and Maid-

stone
;

also from the South-Eastern line to

Rye Harbour; for which lines they intend

to apply to Parliament next session.

The South Devon Railway Bill has now
become law. The House of Lords, we under-

stand, amended the Bill in several instances, as

suggested by the Admiralty ^surveyor, Mr.
Walker, with the assent of the other House.

These alterations, it is estimated, will increase

the cost of the line by 100,000/.
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Railway Legislation in France.—The Presse
of July 3 says:—“All the peers and deputies
who have co-operated in the formation of rail-

way companies have, we are assured, given in

their resignations.” The Patrie of yesterday

evening doubts the truth of this statement, the
Chamber of Peers not having yet sanctioned
the amendment of M. Cremieux against deputies
being connected with railroad companies.

—

Galignani.

The Orleans Railway.—The Orleans Rail-

road Company is establishing the electrical

telegraph between the passengers’ station at

Paris, and the warehouse for goods and the
workshops at Ivry.

Bristol and Gloucester Railway.—The con-

necting link between the Northern and West-
ern Railways is at length completed.

It is proposed to open a railway from Iligh-

bridge to the city of Wells.

IPs

crormpoiHJcnie.

Sin,—The letter of “ A Subscriber,” in No.

73 of The Builder, relating to the Derby

Asylum, tells more tales than its author really

intended
;
and although he has neither given

his name or address, the puff-direct in the

second paragraph is more than a proof from

whose pen it emanates. The object of this

letter is to tell you, Mr. Editor, what you
already know has been the case in other

instances, that this competition was really

no competition at all, for it was well known
to more than one party resident at Derby,

who was to have the prize, even before

the committee sat to decide; which is probably

the reason why the said committee did not
“ even divide,

but were unanimousfor its adop-

tion,” as your “ Subscriber,” in the innocence

of his heart, lets out. Your “ Subscriber ”

further states that it is “ certainly a very excel-

lent plan.” Indeed! and are all the “ large

and elaborate drawings ” so far behind Mr.
Duesbury’s, as not to merit even a look from

the committee? Mr. Duesbury I havo known
for some few years

;
I therefore know both

him and his family connnections, and can tell,

as well as he does, which way the wind blows

in the town of Derby.

Nearly all Mr. Duesbury’s friends and rela-

tives reside in or near Derby, and as they are

intimately connected with all the families in the

place, of respectability, theyT.have ample oppor-

tunities of benefiting their protege by getting

a committee that will be very docile and

unanimous in selecting the plan that was

wanted to be chosen. 1 ask you, is there

nothing in the fact, that the same party should

have the only two public works at Derby that

has been competed for in the short space of

four or five years ? The real fact is, that this

competition has been got up precisely in the

same way that many others have, the successful

candidate being known even before the com-

mittee met to decide

!

The last paragraph contains a complaint

about the heavy expense which young archi-

tects unnecessarily put themselves to in getting

fine pictures, instead of real, sober, legitimate

draivings, in a plain architectural style

;

and I am sorry to say that the pictures (for

I will not say drawings) which the Royal

Academy seem to take most delight in

fostering are precisely the kind of which

your “Subscriber” complains; plain draw-

ings, in nine cases out of ten, being rejected

from the Academy, to make room for splashy

pictures, with little or no architecture in them.

Competing now-a-days is a mere farce in

most cases, and I am much surprised that

young architects will give themselves the

trouble, as well as incur a heavy expense, m
the vain hope of success or employment ;

for a

few years’ experience would inform them that,

in most cases, a pet is selected, and c
^
r™ed

riumphantly through, against both the bettei

skill and better drawings of his opponents.

As I am not an architect, I have no personal

interest in the matter in question, but as L

detest all jobs, I have give you my sentiments

on the Derby competition.

X am, Sir, yours, very truly,

A Second Subscriber,
(but no Competitor).

I
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THE NEW BUILDING-ACT.

Sib,—

B

e pleased to accept my best thanks
for the insertion of my letter relative to the

above subject. I think your proposition, as

to the examiners for the new district surveyors,

most excellent, for the very good and sound
reasons you have given: a certificate from such
a court, so constituted, would be valued by the

profession, the surveyor himself, and the public
generally, more than fifty from such a society as

that of the Institute of British Architects; and
as to the Civil Engineers, I think they have quite

enough to do, particularly just now, to properly
attend to their own important affairs (made so
certainly by their own glorious exertions),
without interfering with such intricate matters
as those embraced in a Building-Act. It is a
deep move on the part of the I. B. A. to couple
themselves with such a well-established society

as that of the Engineers; and I hope those
members of the profession, not belonging
to the Institute, will see through it, and call to

mind the old proverb that “drowning men
catch at straws.”

As small street houses will cover more space,
and be more expensive to erect, the tenants
will of necessity be obliged to let off as much
as possible, to enable them to pay the addi-
tional rent; the consequent evil will follow of
over-crowding them with inhabitants; therefore,
it will be important, when erecting them, to

embrace any means of cheap ventilation. I

venture to throw out the above hint, with the
hope that some regulations for this desirable
purpose may be inserted in the new Bill.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant, M.
P. S. In The Builder, No. 35, is a plan

described for this purpose.

FELT ROOFING—SMELL OF TAR.
Sir,—

I

have tried the Felt-roofing recom-
mended some time since in your periodical,
and find it a most excellent and serviceable
article for the purpose. But I find this evil in

it—the material with which it is directed to

be painted is gas-tar mixed with lime, the
smell from which is sickly and offensive, and
affects the air of the interior of the buildings
covered with it. Can any of your corres-
pondents furnish a recipe for removing; the
smell ?

If the felt were painted instead of tarred,
there would still, I imagine, be a smell arising
from the asphalte itself, rendering it an ob-
jectionable covering for dwellings.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

Folkstone, July 8. K. D.

IrHiacellanca.

The Commissioners ok Sewers and
the Thames Embankment.— Since the
recent inundations of the river Thames on the
inhabitants of the south shore, the commis-
sioners have betaken themselves to the only
method of removing the evil—namely, the
sinking of the sewers and drains many feet
below the present level. The fact is notorious
along the neighbourhood of Bankside, that
long before the tide overflowed the quays and
wharfs, the cellars and streets in the rear were
filled with water, which came up through the
several drains and cesspools, not only causing
the greatest alarm and confusion, but inflicting
much injury on the public health. The com-
missioners have at length been made sensible
of this evil, and several hundred men are now
actively employed in this most necessary un-
dertaking. Mr. Rose, the architect of St.
Saviour’s, states that the whole of the mischief
done both to health and to property by the
supposed overflowing of the south bank of the
Thames is attributable alone to the long-
neglected and defective sewerage.

Bristol— Southey.— Some friends and
admirers of the late poet-laureate, residing in
Bristol and its neighbourhood, of which city the
poet was a native, are desirous of marking’ the
sense they entertain, of his worth and genius,
by the erection of a monument in the Cathe-
dral. The Mayor, the Bishop of Gloucester
and Bristol, Lord Jeffery, W. S. Landor, Esq.,
and J. Cottle, Esq., have headed a list of con-
tributions.

York Minster Bells.—Two of the bells,
which complete the Beckwith peal, arrived at
York on Saturday morning last.

River Dun Improvements.—These im-
provements progress very satisfactorily. The
company’s workmen, numbering nearly one
hundred, have commenced re-building the

bridges on the line of the canal from Sandall

to Stainforth. There are five bridges, and
these for the future will be made of wood, and
swing, in order that vessels in full rigging may
be able to pursue their course along the river

without any interruption. On the completion
of the bridges, the passages in the canal un-
derneath the bridges will be widened. The
various bridges between Thorne Waterside
and Goole have also lately received consider-
able improvements, especially Goole Bridge,
which will now admit of the steam-packets
passing to and fro with a space of eight feet

to spare, where formerly there was only a few
inches, to the great danger at that time of the
steamers plying on the river. The River Dun
Company are in treaty with the proprietors of
the Stainforth and Keadby Canal for the pur-
chase of their canal, which would give a still

better communication with Hull and Don-
caster. The present draught of water in the
river Dun is about six feet three inches, and in

the Keadby Canal seven feet. This, however,
could easily be raised three feet, by taking
eighteen inches from the bottom and laying it

upon the tops of the banks. It is presumed, if

the River Dun Company should purchase the
Keadby Canal, they will make a short canal
in order to join the Dutch river, which would
lessen the distance between Hull and Doncaster
considerably. The distance is at present,
either vid Thorne Waterside or the Keadby
Canal, about fifty-two miles.

Hospital for Consumption and Dis-
eases ok the Chest.—The first wing of this

institution, of which Prince Albert laid the
first stone on the 11th ult., is now in progress.
It is so planned as by successive additions to

accommodate from 100 to 250 patients. The
interior arrangements having, after very mature
deliberation, been adopted by the medical offi-

cers and approved by gentlemen of experience
in such matters, it is expected that the new
hospital will offer facilities for treating con-
sumption which no other institution possesses.
In the warming and ventilation, the tempera-
ture will be made to approximate to different
climates, and the atmosphere of particular
apartments will be impregnated with various
gases and vapours. A chapel, designed by the
same architect., F. J. Francis, Esq., will be
attached to the hospital.

Yorkshire Architectural Society.

—

On Tuesday week, a meeting of the committee
of the Yorkshire Architectural Society was
held in the society’s museum, Minster-yard,
York. At two o’clock in the afternoon, the
meeting was opened to the public. The Vener-
able Robert Isaac Wilberforce, Archdeacon of
the East Riding of Yorkshire, in the chair.
A paper was read by the Rev. Charles Whately,
rector of Rise, upon the architecture of Swine
Church, and a highly interesting detail of an
ecclesiological ramble in the northern part of
Yorkshire read by J. W. Hugall, Esq., of
Oulton, being one of a party of three who
recently visited the churches in that riding.
The society having fitted up a large room
belonging to the Dean and Chapter of York,
will henceforth hold quarterly meetings in that
city, the next meeting being fixed for the 24th
of October.

Ancient Relics.—The men employed in
excavating the new road to Leckhampton-hall,
on Tuesday last, in removing a tumulus, dis-
covered the skeleton of a man, with his teeth
entire. From a helmet and several portions
of armour being found with the bones, it is

conjectured to be the remains of a Dane, who
from the manner of sepulture must have
borne distinguished military rank, and which
had rested in the peaceful grave for nearly one
thousand years. This conjecture is the more
probable, as some few years since a skeleton
was disinterred at Shurdington, over which a
stone with an inscription denoting whose re-
mains it covered was found.— Cheltenham
Examiner.

York Minster was re-opened on Friday
week, after having undergone a complete resto-
ration.

The whole line of coast from Dover to the
Land’s End is to be surveyed, with a view to
its fortification.

Winchester. — It is recorded by Dr.
Milner, the learned author of the History and
Antiquities of Winchester, that the cathedral
which existed before the present structure was
commenced by Bishop Walkelyn, about the
year 1080, extended some feet further to the
west. This statement is now verified in a
curious manner : from the long-continued
drought, the grass growing over the spots
where the foundations were presents the ap-
pearance of being burnt, and the plan of the
foundations is as distinctly visible as if but
just marked out. A similar result is pro-
duced in the meadow adjoining the College,
called “ the Elizabeth Mead,” where the
ground-plan of a church or chapel is clearly
and distinctly defined by the burnt appearance
of the grass. In this meadow formerly stood
a College dedicated to St. Elizabeth, and a
Chapel of St. Stephen. The plan of the build-

ing now visible is therefore that of St.

Stephen’s Chapel, or of the Church of the
College of St. Elizabeth .— IViltshire Indepen-
dent.

Kii.mersdon.—The Emperor Trajan.

—

A silver coin of this reign, in excellent pre-

servation, was lately dug up at Cherry Garden
Farm, the residence of Mr. William Ford.
The bust of the Emperor is executed in a
remarkably bold and striking manner, sur-

mounted with the initials S.P.Q.R. It must
have been struck off soon after Trajan con-
quered the kingdom of Dacia, and added it

as a province to the Roman empire, A. D. 103,

as the word Dacia is on the coin, also his

titles of Augustus, Germanicus, and Optimus
Princeps—the last “ the best of Princes,”
awarded to him for his virtues. On the re-

verse is an elegant figure of a female at full-

length, probably of his Empress Plotina Pom-
peia. The die must have been a beautiful

specimen of workmanship, far surpassing any
that our mint can produce .—Somerset Gazette.

iTfiiDn'S.

Tenders delivered for erecting a Grand Stand
on Northampton Race-course.— J. Elliott, Archi-
tect.—June 28, 1844.

Whitney
Fisher

Harris

Smith and Son
Robinson and Sparkes .. 1,265

Tenders delivered for building nine third-rate

Houses in the Old Kent-road, for John Gurney.

—

J. Bird, Esq., Architect.—June 29 1844.

Harris .. £5,900
Hall

Ashbey . 5,495
Hains . 5,494
Lawrence
T. Bursenshaw .. . 4,971
Hadnutt . 4,867

Tenders delivered at the Board Room, Mount-
street, for the erection of Industrial Schools at

Little Chelsea.

Armstrong and Smith . £9,400
Gillot . 9,192
Dixon . 9,127
Cashell . 8,980
Bird . 8,798
Reid . 8,770
Herbert . 8,690
Hicks . 8,635

Higgs . 8,584
Elgin . 8,468
Winsland . 8,389

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For certain alterations and additions at the

Workhouse at Stamford Rivers, Chipping Ongar.
—Plans, &c., at the Workhouse. W. Baker,
Clerk. July 22.

For erecting two Chapels, Entrance Lodge, and
necessary outbuildings, at the Cemetery now in

progress on the Southampton Common. Mr.
Doswell, Albion-place, Southampton. July 18.

For the erection of a Building on the premises
of the Workhouse of the parish of St. Mary,
Newington.—Plan, &c., Mr. Edmonds, Surveyor,
Bridge-street, Southwark. July 15.

For certain alterations and additions to the
Treadwheels, and for Air Pumps to be connected
therewith, and also for certain Hand Crank Ma-
chines for hand labour at Norwich Castle.—Draw-
ings &c., at the Castle.—Further information, Mr.
Brown, County Surveyor, Norwich. July 19.
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URING the

time which

has elapsed

since public

view was first

given of the

Cartoons and Frescos

which are now exhibiting

in Westrainster-hall, for

a shilling each on Satur-

days, and gratis at all

other times, from 9 o’clock

in the morning till ^ in the

evening, we have up to

the present time, by the

onerous duties of follow-

ing important architec-

tural legislation, been unable to go into the

merits of these works of art, which have been

sent in, in order that a selection might be

made of artists fit to have intrusted to them

the care and honour, and, we trust, substantial

profit, of decorating the new Houses of Parlia-

ment.

In the meanwhile, that selection has been

made, and will, on the whole, we deem, be satis-

factory. There are other artists among the

exhibitors whose works are meritorious, and

they may perhaps, upon further consideration,

have confided to them some portions of the

quantity of work, huge as we trust it must

necessarily be.

The following is an account of the selections

which have been made :

—

The final meeting of the Commissioners of

Fine Arts for the present season took place on

Friday week, at Gwydyr House, Whitehall
;

when the opinion of that body on the merits of

the respective artists contributing to the ex-

hibition of fresco paintings and other works

now on view in Westminster Hall, was for-

mally pronounced by the selection of six indi-

ividuals from among their number, whom it has

ibeen determined to commission to execute

works on given subjects, for the decoration

i of the new Houses of Parliament.

The commissioners present were Viscount

'Palmerston, Lord Mahon, Lord Colborne, Mr.

Macauley, Mr. Gaily Knight, Mr. Hawes, and

Mr. Vivian. His Royal Highness Prince

\ Albert, the President, and the other absent

i commissioners, having previously recorded

(their opinions in favour of the artists selected,

no difficulty arose from their non-attendance,

land some preliminary business having been

[transacted, the names of the successful com-

petitors were declared as follows :
—

Charles West Cope, Hyde Park-gate, Ken-

i sington-gore.

John Calcott Horsley, 1, High-row, Ken-

isington Gravel-pits.

William Dyce, 1 a, Royal-terrace, Adelphi.

Daniel Maclise, 14, Russell-place, Fitzroy-

< square.

Richard Redgrave, Hyde Park-gate, Ken-

isihgton.

William Cave Thomas, 27, Baker-street,

FPortman-square.

Mr. Cope, the first-named gentleman, re-

ceived a first-class prize of 300/. for his car-

toon of the “ First Trial by Jury,” in the ex-

i hibition of 1843. Lie has only one subject

i in the present exhibition—a fresco marked

>No. 53 in the catalogue, and entitled “The
\ Meeting of Jacob and Rachel.”

Mr. Horsley received a second-class prize

0 of 200/. in 1843 for his cartoon of “ St. Au-

1
gustine Preaching to Ethelbert, and Bertha,

h his Christian Queen.” He has two frescos in

the present exhibition—the one, No. 9, en-

titled “ Prayer,” the border to which was
designed and painted by Mr. Owen Jones

;
and

the other, No. 63, entitled “ Peace.”

Mr. Dyce’s name did not appear in the cata-

logue of the cartoon exhibition last year, but

he has a subject among the frescos now ex-

hibiting. It is marked No. 66 in the catalogue,

and entitled, “Two Heads, from a Compo-
sition, representing the Consecration of Arch-

bishop Parker in Lambeth Chapel, a.d. 1559.”

Mr. Maclise, the well-known artist, con-

tributes to the present exhibition a fresco,

unpretendingly described in the catalogue,

“ No. 74, The Knight.”

Mr. Redgrave, a name also not appearing in

the catalogue of 1843, is the artist of No. 51,

among the frescos now exhibiting. It has

excited considerable notice, and is entitled

“Loyalty: Catherine Douglas barring the

Door with her Arm to withstand the Assassins

of James I. of Scotland.”

Mr. Thomas was a successful competitor in

1843, having received an additional premium

of 100/. for his cartoon of “ St. Augustine

preaching to the Britons.” He contributes

to the present exhibition three subjects : a

cartoon, a fresco, and an oil painting, respec-

tively marked—Nos. 52, 54, and 55.

The following is a copy of the circular

addressed to each of the artists selected by her

Majesty’s Commissioners to execute certain

designs for the decoration of the new Houses
of Parliament :

—

“ Whitehall, July 15.

“Sir,—T have to acquaint you that her

Majesty’s Commissioners on the Fine Arts,

with the sanction of the Lords Commissioners

of her Majesty’s Treasury, have resolved that

six arched compartments in the House of

Lords, each measuring 9 feet 3 inches wide by

16 feet high to the point of the arch, shall be

decorated with fresco paintings
;

that the

subjects of such fresco paintings shall be illus-

trative of the functions of the House of Lords,

and of the relation in which it stands to the

sovereign
;
that the subjects of three of the

said fresco paintings shall be personifications

or abstract representations of religion, justice,

and the spirit of chivalry; and that the three

remaining subjects corresponding with such

representations, and expressing the relation of

the Sovereign to the Church, to the law, and,

as the fountain of honour, to the State, shall be

—the Baptism of Ethelbert; Prince Henry,

afterwards Henry V., acknowledging the

authority of Chief Justice Gascoigne; and

Edward the Black Prince receiving the Order

of the Garter from Edward III.

“ I have further to acquaint you that the

commissioners have resolved, with the sanction

of the Lord Commissioners of her Majesty’s

Treasury, to employ six artists, selected bv the

commissioners from the present exhibitors in

Westminster-IIall, to prepare designs for the

subjects abovementioned, and that the commis-

sioners have selected you as one ot the six

artists to be so employed, under the following-

conditions :

—

“ You are required to prepare a cartoon,

being a design for one of the aforesaid sub-

jects. The size of the cartoon is to be 9 feet

3 inches wide, by 16 feet high to the point

of the arch, and 10 feet 3 inches high to

the springing of the arch (outlines in litho-

graphy, shewing the form of the arch in the

compartments referred to, may be obtained

at the architect’s office, New Palace-yard).

You are further required to prepare a coloured

sketch, not less than 18 inches in its shortest

dimension, of the entire design represented in

your cartoon, and a specimen of fresco paint-

ing, not less than 3 feet in its shortest dimen-

sion, representing a part of the design in the

full proportion.
“ You are required to send in such cartoon,

coloured sketch, and specimen of fresco paint-

ing, during the first week in June, 1845, for

exhibition, to Westminster-IIall.
“ You are to be remunerated for the works

aforesaid with the sum of 400/. ;
but the com-

missioners do not bind themselves to employ

you finally on the fresco paintings in the House

of Lords.

“ I have further to acquaint you that the six

subjects are distributed among the six artists

as follows :

—

“ The subject of Religion is given to Mr.

Horsley.

“ The subject of Justice is given to Mr.
Thomas.

“ The subject of Chivalry is given to Mr
Maclise.

“ The subject of the Baptism of Ethelbert
is given to Mr. Dyce.

“ The subject of Prince Henry, afterwards
Henry V., acknowledging the authority of
Chief Justice Gascoigne, is given to Mr.
Redgrave.
“ The subject of Edward the Black Prince

receiving the Order of the Garter from
Edward III. is given to Mr. Cope.

“ I have further to acquaint you that, al-

though the six subjects are required to be
undertaken by and among the six artists, the

artists are at liberty to exchange subjects

;

and that, although the commission given to

each artist is for one only of the aforesaid

subjects, each artist is at liberty to treat any
other of the said subjects, in addition to the

one subject, which he is commissioned to

undertake.
“ I have further to acquaint you that a

general competition is invited among artists

for designs tor the same subjects, to be pre-

pared by the time before specified
;
and that

the six commissioned artists are not allowed

to be competitors for the premiums offered for

such designs.
“ I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

“ C. L. Eastlaku, Secretary.”

It will be observed, from the last paragraph

of this letter, that a general competition is

invited
;
and as an encouragement to artists

who have not. been selected, the commissioners

offer three premiums of 200/. each, for the

best subjects produced. Thus another ex-

hibition, perhaps exceeding in interest those

already opened, will take place in the summer
of next year. Advertisements, also, have been

issued, offering premiums amounting to 3,000/.

for designs painted in oil.

On the whole, those who have had their

fears relative to the execution of fresco will,

we imagine, not bo disappointed, either by the

exhibition or the selection. We think some

one grand subject, requiring the expression of

vast space and multitude, the management of

the long-drawn perspective of cathedral archi-

tecture, or the gigantic effect of Druidical

remains, should be given to John Martin, so

that posterity may have preserved, in an

honourable place, some good picture of that

clever man’s work.

With regard to fresco painting, we think a

great improvement might be made upon it by

rendering it in fact fresco-mosaic, the whole

substance, except the rough under-ground-

work of the plastering, being worked to the

shapes of the cartoon with different coloured

plasters, and with only the finer parts of the

finish done in fact in fresco; this would pre-

vent, in a great measure, the damage by chip-

ping, whereby some of the trial-pieces have

already suffered.

In the cartoons, we observe the same defect

as in almost every thing else which has been

exhibited for selection for the Houses of Par-

liament, viz. a want of propriety to the purpose

in architecture and ornament. How very de-

fectiveour schools of painting and sculpture are

in this particular we must lament, because

while this is the case, great danger exists that

patrons will force upon the architect, against

the sternness of bis firm taste and belief, sub-

jects which sin by being inappropriate for the

purpose. In fact, designers, painters, and

workers generally, now Gothic architecture

has been so much revived, require to be in.

many cases re-educated, in order to do their

work in a style right for such purposes.

We now proceed to give our own judgment

upon the subjects of trial.

1 Encounter between Cmsar and Cassive-

nus on the Banks of the Thames, second in-

asion. (Cartoon.) 15 ft. wide, 9 ft. high. By

Lenry Melling.
,

_

This subject is well painted, torming a



5. Landscape and Figures, recollections of

Naples. (Fresco.) The arabesque border in

tempera. 8 ft. wide, 6 ft. 7 in. high. By Augus-
tine Aglio.

This fresco has a depth of colouring, a

sparkling brilliancy of light, contrasting effec-

tively with shade, and a delicacy of execution,

which, although the subject be not one suitable

to the purpose, shews it to be, as far at least

as outward appearance, apart from tbe question

of durability, goes, the best in the exihibition.

While viewing the perfect beauty of the moun-
tain and skyey distance, in which there is a
total freedom from that disagreeable, unnatural,

and forcibly strong effect which is but too pre-

valent in frescos, the beholder forgets the

meaner taste, the injurious and destroying

effect of the more gaudy arabesque bordering
which surrounds the work.

9. Prayer. (Fresco—The border designed
and painted by Owen Jones.) 3 ft. 2 in. wide,

4 ft. 2 in. high. By John Calcott Horsley.

—

The artist received a premium of 200/. in 1843,
for a cartoon representing St. Augustine
preaching to Ethelbert, and Bertha, his Chris-

tian Queen.
This fresco is, on the whole, well painted,

though the figure has an unfinished effect,

especially in the drapery, and this effect is ex-

aggerated by the gorgeous richness of the
border, which is beautifully executed, yet some-
what unsuitably for the architecture, being
a cross-breed between the Byzantine and the

Moresco styles.

14. The overthrow of the Druids. (A study
in oil for fresco.) 14 ft. 11 in. wide, 9 ft. 11 in.

high. By E. Butler Morris.—“ Suetonius Pau-
linos finding that the island of Mona, now
Anglesey, was the chief seat of the Druids,
he resolved to attack it, and to subject a
place which was the centre of their super-

stitions. The British women and priests were
intermingled with the soldiers, running about
with flaming torches in their hands

;
and

tossing their dishevelled hair, they struck

terror into the astonished Romans. But Sue-
tonius exhorting his troops, impelled them to

the attack, drove the Britons off the field,

burned the Druids in the same fires which
those priests had prepared for their captive

enemies, and destroyed all the consecrated
groves and altars.”

A very proper subject, but the effect of the

figures of Britons is injured by the appearance
of fright not being kept up in the faces

;
indeed,

one figure, while its limbs exhibit the effect of
intense fear, has a countenance which betrays
rather satisfaction, and even a feeling of ex-
treme beatitude rather than extreme terror.

15. (Cartoon) 6 ft. 10 in. wide, 6 ft. 5 in.

high. By George Page.
11 Others more mild,

Retreated to a silent valley, sing

With notes angelic to many a harp,

Their own heroic deeds and hapless fall

By doom of battle : and complain that fate

Free virtue should enthral to force or chance."
Milton’s Paradise Lost, Book ii.

Good, though the faces of the figures are
too much alike.

19. Discovering the Body of Harold. (A
study in oil for fresco.) 6 ft. 8 in. wide, 9 ft. 8 in.

high. By E. Butler Morris.—“ Two Saxon
monks, Osgod and Ai Irik, deputed by the
Abbot Waltham, proceeded to the heap of slain
that had been spoiled of armour and of vest-
ments, and examined them carefully one after
another, but he whom they sought for had been
so much disfigured by wounds that they could
not recognize him. Sorrowing, and despairing
of succeeding in their search by themselves,
they applied to a woman whom Harold, before
he was king, had kept as his mistress, and en-
treated her to assist them. She was called
Edith, and poetically called the Swan-necked.
She consented to follow the two monks, and
succeeded better than they had done in dis-
covering the corpse of him whom she had
loved.”

Of considerable merit, the colouring sub-
dued

; differing materially from the gross un-
artistic and unharmonious contrasts which per-
vade much of the ancient Roman, Byzantine,
and modern Italian frescos

;
but the effect of

torch-light is not sufficiently sparkling and
brilliant.

23. A study. (Fresco.) 2 ft. 4 in. wide, 3 ft.

high. By Augustine Aglio, jun.—Shews good
workmanship.

25. Council of Ancient Britons. Nucleus
of the British Parliament. (Oil painting.) lift.

1 in. wide, 8 ft. 10 in. high. By Wm. Riviere.

—

“ The glory of the forest was once a simple

acorn
;

in like manner (under Divine Pro-

vidence) this mighty empire, from its rude and
primitive state, has become the greatest among
nations. Seated under an oak, and listening

to the counsel of a Druid, is represented an

ancient British chief. On either side, the bard

and counsellor. Reclining at his feet, a youth,

whose office is armour-bearer. Dogs, used in

war, and ancient Britons form the auxiliary

group. The Druids, who were their priests,

possessed great authority among them
;

thus

the bands of government, naturally loose among
that rude and turbulent people, were happily

corroborated by the terrors of their super-

stition.”

—

Hume’s History of England.
Of considerable merit. In this cartoon the

propriety of brilliant light, and depth of shade,

and the effect of gradation of lone, are better

preserved than in any other oil-painting or

cartoon in the exhibition. It requires altera-

tion to be made in some of the figures, the

attitudes of which are too much in the Grecian-

god-style.

27. Alfred the Great. (Oil painting.) 4 ft.

2 in. wide, 4 ft. 2 in. high. By Alex. Christie.

A capital performance; though the monarch
is over-burthened with a heavy folio volume
and other accoutrements, and the surrounding
frame has the common defect of being too

glaring.

28. A wounded Greek. (Fresco.) 3 ft. 3 in.

wide, 4 ft. 3 in. high. By F. P. Stephanoff.

The artist received one of the additional

premiums of 100/., in 1843, for a cartoon,

representing the Brothers releasing the Lady
from the Enchanted Chair of Comus.

“ Oh, woman, in our hours of ease,

Uncertain, coy, and hard to please

;

When pain and anguish wring the brow,
A ministering angel thou."

A beautiful and painter-like performance;
yet though deep in colouring, perhaps a little

too sketchy for tbe purpose.

36. Head of Alfred. (Fresco.) 2 ft. 8 in.

wide, 2 ft. 6 in. high. By Harold John Stan-

ley.—Clever.

37. Study for a Head of David. (Fresco.)

2 ft. 5 in. wide, 3 ft. high. By S. A. Hart.

“ Unto Thee I lift up mine eyes,

Thou that dwellest in the Heavens."
123rd Psalm, verse 1.

Managed adroitly.

39. The Trial of Canute. (Cartoon.) 14 ft.

10 in. wide, 10ft. high. By John Martin—
“Canute, from his warlike ability surnamed
the Brave

;
from bis renown and empire, the

Great
;
from his liberality, the Rich

;
and from

his devotion, the Pious. Canute seems to

have been one of those men who feel that
they are born to merit the approbation of
future generations, and whose actions become
sublimer as their name seems likely to be
perpetuated. He lived to posterity as well as
to his country. It was in this strain that
having, in a moment of intemperance, killed a
soldier, and by that criminal deed violated
a law which he had enforced on others, he
assembled his troops, descended from his

splendid throne, arraigned himself for his

crime, expressed his penitence, but demanded
a punishment. He proclaimed impunity for
their opinions to those whom he appointed
his judges

;
and, in sight of all, cast himself

humbly on the ground, awaiting their sen-
tence. A burst of tears at his greatness of
soul bedewed every spectator. They respect-
fully withdrew to deliberate, as he had re-
quired, and at last determined to let him
appoint and inflict his own punishment. The
king accepted the task. Homicide was at that
time punishable by a mulct of forty talents.

He fined himself three hundred and sixty, and
added nine talents of gold as a further com-
pensation.”

—

Sharon Turner’s History
of the Anglo Saxons, chap. 10.

The painter has, in this cartoon, produced
his usual effect of great space, and of a vast
multitude : the architecture, too, with Saxon
column and arcade continued in long perspec-
tive, betrays the hand of this artist

;
but there

is some want of the dignified effect of repose,
which, in historical subjects, should accom-
pany the action

;
the treatment is too dra-

matical for English history, and some of the c

figures are too short and fat to be elegant.

47. Wat Tyler. (Cartoon.) See No 28. .

12 ft. wide, 8 ft. high. By F. P. Stephanoff.— -

“ Tyler having ordered his men to retire till he c

should give them a signal, feared not to come e

into the midst of the royal retinue. He there t

behaved with such insolence, that Walworth,
the mayor of London, not able to bear his s

rudeness, drew his sword and struck him to :

the ground, where he was immediately dis- •

patched by the king’s attendants. The rebels 1

prepared for revenge, and the whole company
,

would have been sacrificed to their fury, when
Richard, with extraordinary presence of mind,
turned to the enraged multitude, and cried,
‘ What is the meaning of this disorder, my

,

good people, are you angry that you have lost I

your leader? I am your king, I will be your
leader.’

"

A good cartoon
;
painter-like, but, perhaps, .

too busy in effect.

48. A Study. (Fresco.) 4 ft 9 in. wide, 5 ft.

high. By E. Armitage.
49. A Bohemian Fortune-Teller. (Fresco.)

4 ft. wide, 5 ft. 1 in. high. By. E. Armitage.
These figures are finely brought out by

intense blue back-grounds, yet their effect is

unsatisfactory and unpainter-like.

51. Loyalty. Catherine Douglas barring
the door with her arm to withstand the as-

sassins of James I. of Scotland. (Fresco.)

3

ft. 11 in. wide, 8 ft. 2 in. high. By Richard
Redgrave.—“ Unattended even by a body
guard, and confiding in the love of his sub-
jects, James was residing within the walls of
the Carthusian Monastery at Scone, which he
had founded and endowed. Graham, of Stat-

hearn, seized the occasion and brought down
a party by night to the neighbourhood.
Seconded by traitors within, he gained pos-
session of the gates and interior passages.
The king’s first intimation was from his cup-
bearer, William Straton, who, on leaving the
chamber in which the king and queen were
at supper, found the passage crowded with
armed men, who answered his cry of alarm
by striking him dead. The noise reached the
royal chamber, a rush of the assassins followed,
and Catharine Douglas, one of the queen’s
maids of honour, springing forward to bolt
the door of the outer apartment, found the bar
had been clandestinely removed

;
with resolute

self-devotion she supplied the place with her
naked arm."
A good single figure, with a clever sketch

for the whole subject, to consist of two com-
partments besides the subject of the fresco.

53. The Meeting of Jacob and Rachel.
(Fresco.) 4 ft. 9 in. wide, 7 ft. 4 in. high. By
C. W. Cope.—“And Rachael came with her
father’s sheep

;
for she kept them. And it

came to pass when Jacob saw Rachel, the
daughter of Laban, his mother’s brother, that
Jacob kissed Rachel, and lifted up his voice
and wept. And Jacob told Rachel that he
was her father’s brother, and that he was
Rebecca’s son

;
and 6he ran and told her

father.”

A good subject, treated in a painter-like style.

52. The Throne of Intellect. (Cartoon.)
17 ft. wide, 9 ft. 6 in. high. By William Cave
Thomas.— (This Artist, who is professor of
fresco painting to the College of the Free-
masons of the Church, received one of the
additional premiums of 100/. in 1843, for a
cartoon, representing St. Augustine preaching
to the Britons.)

This beautiful cartoon, which is principally
painted in neutrals, has gained for its artist

the approval of the commissioners. The prin-
cipal figure betrays a wonderful air of thought-
ful intelligence, and an effect of sublime phi-
losophy, truly inimitable.

54. Philosophy. (Fresco.) See No. 52.
5 ft. 3. in. wide,* 7 ft. 9 in. high. By W. C.
Thomas.

This fresco is of the principal figure in Mr.
Thomas’s cartoon, and is very fine in effect

;

though we think what it has gained upon the
cartoon by colour it has lost by the back-
ground of gilding, which, in addition to its

lowering the tone of brilliancy of the colouring.ering the tone of brilliancy of the colouring,
being upon the plastering, has a rough and
Dutch-metal-like effect.

55.

The Throne of Intellect. (Oil painting.)
See No. 52. 17 ft. wide, 9 ft. 10 in. high. Bv
W. C. Thomas.
This is the same design as No. 52. The
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figures are in the style of Raphael, something

too light, and as if prepared for the browning
of time, and for a situation not over light

;

perhaps the extreme beuuty of the separate

figures outvies the merit of the whole compo-
sition. In drawing, in fresco, and in oil, this

painter shews himself to be a man to be em-
ployed.

59. The Building of Oxford University.

(Fresco.) 8 ft. 2 in. wide, 6 ft. 2 in. high. By
Marshall Claxton.—“ Alfred founded the

University of Oxford, and endowed it with

many privileges and revenues
;
he invited over

the most celebrated scholars from all parts of

Europe.”

—

Hume’s History of England.
A beautiful work

;
with colouring over-

strong, seemingly purposely for the fading of

time.

60. The Parting of Sir Thomas More and
his daughter Margaret Roper. (Fresco.) By
S. A. Hart.—“ When Sir Thomas More came
from Westminster to the Tower-ward again,

his daughter, my wife, desirous to see her
father whom she thought she should never see

in this world after, and also to have his final

blessing, gave attendance about the Tower
Wharf, where she knew he should pass by,

before he could enter into the Tower. There
tarrying his coming, as soon as she saw him,
after his blessing, upon her knees reverently

received, she hasting towards him without con-

sideration or care of herself, pressing in

amongst the midst of the throng and company
of the guard, that with halberds and bills went
round about him, hastily ran to him, and there

openly in sight of them all, embraced him and
took him about the neck and kissed him, who
well liking her mostnaturaland dear daughterly
affection towards him, gave her his fatherly

blessing, and many godly words of comfort
besides. From whom, after she was departed,

she, not satisfied with the former sight of her
dear father, and like one that had forgotten

herself, being all ravished with the entire love
of her dear father, having respect neither to

herself nor to the press of people and multi-

tude that were there about him, suddenly
turned back again, ran to him as before, took
him about the neck, and divers times kissed

him most lovingly; and at last, with a full

heavy heart, was fain to depart from him
;
the

beholding whereof was to many of them that

were present thereat so lamentable, that it

made them for very sorrow thereof to weep and
mourn.”
Very fine; the colouring and depth of tone

good.

62. Milton dictating to his Daughters.
(Fresco.) 8 ft. 1 in. wide, 5 ft. 6 in. high. By
John Bridges.—(The artist received a premium
of 100/. in 1843, for a cartoon representing

Alfred submitting his Code of Laws for the

approval of the Witan.)
44 Of man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world, and all our woe,
With loss of Eden, till one greater Man
Restore us, and regain the blissful seat,

Sing, heavenly Muse.”
“ What in me is dark

Illumine
;
what is low, raise and support

;

That to the height of this great argument
I may assert eternal Providence,

And justify the ways of God to men.”

An extremely beautiful composition—by
i singular coincidence having three figures much

in the same position as those of Mr. Thomas’s
subject.

63. Peace. (Fresco.) 8 ft. 2 in. wide, 6 ft.

;

high. By John Callcott Horsley.
A picture of sweet repose, in Raphael’s

style, over-light.

64. Death of Thomas a Becket. (Cartoon.)
9 ft. 7 in- wide, 12 ft. 4 in. high. By J. Cross.
A very fine subject.

66. Two Heads, from a Composition re-

I presenting the Consecration of Archbishop
1 Parker in Lambeth Chapel, A.d. 1559. (Fresco.)
I 3 ft. wide, 2 ft. 5 in. high. By Wm. Dyce.

Of great merit
;

yet, perhaps, not sufficiently

i finished for a near view.

68. King John signing Magna Charta.
1 (Fresco.—The border painted in encaustic by
William A. Parris.) 7 ft- H in. wide, 11 ft.

4 in. high. By E. T. Parris.—(The artist re-

ceived a premium of 100/. in 1843, for a car-

toon representing Joseph of Arimathea con-
verting the Jews.)

A very fine subject; perhaps over rich, and
in manner less quiet than Mr. Thomas’s design.

The gilding and other ornamental work sur-

rounding the picture, though mayhap over

rich, are however, in taste better for the pur-

pose than most which have been exhibited.

74. The Knight. (Fresco.) 6 ft. 2 in. wide,

8 ft. 2 in. high. By Daniel Maclise.

A fine subject, with rich colouring, which is,

however, too much broken up into deep

shady portions
;

it is painter-like, but fails of

the harmony and repose shewn by Mr.
Thomas’s works.

75. Justice. (Fresco.) 4 ft. 2 in. wide, 6 ft.

3 in. high. By James Henry Nixon.

Colouring and finish good, but the outlines

of the small figures not sufficiently subdued.

80. Luna and Endymion. (Fresco.) 8 ft. 3 in.

wide, 5 ft. 5 in. high. By E. V. Rippingille.

—

(The artist received one of the additional pre-

miums of 100/. in 1843, for a cartoon repre-

senting the Seven Acts of Mercy.)

Very beautifully painted, though not a

subject proper for the purpose.

We shall next week again take up the

subject, and more particularly that of the

sculptures, now exhibited with the cartoons

and frescos, though a selection in this par-

ticular has also been made, as will be seen by

the notice to that effect here subjoined.

ROYAL COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS.

In addition to the selection of six artists to

execute designs for frescos in the new Houses
of Parliament, it will be seen from the sub-

joined interesting document, that her Majesty’s

Commissioners of Fine Arts have chosen three

sculptors from among the number contributing

to the exhibition in Westminster Hall, whom
they recommend for employment on such works
as may be hereafter required for the purposes

of decoration in the New Palace.

The letter runs thus :

—

“ Whitehall, July 9, 1844.
“ We the undersigned, having inspected the

models for sculpture submitted to us in West-
minster Hall, are of opinion that the exhibition

is highly creditable to the country. We have

recorded our judgment on the merit of many
of the works of the exhibitors

;
but not being

at present in possession of sufficient informa-

tion as to the extent of the decorations in

sculpture which may be considered desirable

in the Palace at Westminster, or as to the time

when such decorations may be required, we
have thought it expedient to limit our present

selection to those artists whom we consider

have especially distinguished themselves in the

exhibition referred to
;
and we hereby recom-

mend the following artists—viz., W. Calder

Marshall, John Bell, and John Henry Foley,

for employment on such works in the

Palace at Westminster, and for such re-

muneration as may hereafter be determined.

At the same time, we wish it to be understood

that the present selection does not by any

means imply the exclusion of other sculptors,

whether they may or may not have exhibited

specimens of their ability on the present

occasion.

“ Albert. 44 C. S. Levevre.
44 Sutherland. 44 R. Peel.
44 Lansdowne. 44 J. R. G. Graham.
44 Lincoln. 44 T. B. Macaulay.
44 Aberdeen. 44 H. G. Knight.
44 Palmerston. 44 B. Hawes, jun.
44 Melbourne. 44 L. Rogers.
44 Mahon. 44 G. Vivian.
44 Ashburton. 44 T. Wise.”
44 Colbourne.

Mr. Marshall has two works in the present

exhibition, marked respectively in the cata-

logue No. 100 and No. 165, the one a full

length of 44 Geoffrey Chaucer, the father

of English poetry,” and the other a figure of
44 Eve.”

Mr. Bell contributes two models of sculpture

—the one, No. 106, favourable known as
44 The Archer, or Eagle Slayer,” and the

other, No. 134, a figure of Jane Shore.

Mr. Bell also exhibits a cartoon (No. 81), en-

titled “ The Angel of the Pillar.”

Mr. John Henry Foley has also two subjects,

Nos. 155 and 156, the first being the figure of

a youth at a stream, and the second a group

of 44 Ino and the Infant Bacchus.”

THE NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

The Select Committee, appointed to inquire
into the present state of the building of the
new Houses of Parliament, and to report
thereon to the House, have, pursuant to the
order of the House, examined the matters to

them referred, and have agreed to the follow-
ing report :

—

Your committee have examined Mr. Barry
as to the progress already made in the build-
ings of the new Houses of Parliament, and
have endeavoured to ascertain from him the
probable time that will elapse before the whole
of the works can be completed, and the period
at which the two Houses may be occupied for

the transaction of public business.

He has stated to them, that, were it urgently
required, the Houses, and a certain number of
committee-rooms, and other offices, might be
prepared for occupation at the commencement
of the year 1846; but your committee do not

feel themselves justified in affirming that such
occupation could lake place without incon-

venience to the members, or impediment to the

further progress and satisfactory completion of
the building

;
and they think it right to

observe, that the general arrangements for

ventilation cannot be completed till the com-
mencement of the year 1847-

Your committee have examined the Speaker,

the Clerk of the House, and the Serjeant-at-

Arms, as to various alterations which have

been lately proposed in the interior arrange-

ments of the House of Commons, and of some
portions of the building immediately adjoining,

and have to report that Mr. Barry will be able

to adopt several valuable suggestions, which

the experience of the officers of the House
have enabled them to offer, without any in-

crease of the expenditure already authorized.

Your committee have examined various

parties as to the course hitherto adopted by

Mr. Barry, with reference to alterations of the

interior arrangements shewn in the plan ap-

proved by committees of both Houses in 1836.

They impute no blame to' Mr’. Barry for that

course, and have every reason to believe that

all the alterations hitherto made have conduced

to the convenience and general effect of the

building; but looking to the misapprehension

that appears to have prevailed as to these pro-

ceedings hitherto, they are prepared to recom-

mend that in future Mr. Barry should make a

half-yearly report of the progress of the works

to the Commissioners of Woods and Forests ;

and should also submit to that board any

alterations which may hereafter be deemed
advisable, and accompany such report with

plans of the alterations proposed.

Your committee further recommend, that as

several alterations, entailing more or less ex-

pense, have recently been sanctioned by the

Government, the Chief Commissioner of

Woods shall, at the commencement of the

next session of Parliament, lay upon the table

of the House of Commons a statement of the

total estimated cost of the building, according

to the latest plan approved.

Y our committee also suggest that a plan, pre-

pared by Mr. Barry under their direction, and

exhibiting the present state of the building, and

the alterations adopted up to the present time,

shall be signed by the Chief Commissioner of

Woods, and deposited in the libraries of both

Houses.
June 4, 1844.

Trafalgar-square.—The Earl of Lin-

coln and Mr. Young have introduced a bill to

provide for the care and preservation of lra-

falgar-square, in the city of Westminster.

It enacts, that Trafalgar-square, and all the

works now being, or which may be hereafter

erected thereon, shall be vested in the Queen s

Most Excellent Majesty, her successors and

heirs, as part and parcel of the hereditary pos-

sessions and revenues of her Majesty in ugh

of her Crown, within the ordering and survey

of the Court of Exchequer. The care and

management of the square, and of all the works

therein, are invested in the Board of Woods

and Forests.

On Wednesday last, Mr. T. Duncombe pre-

sented a petition from the distillers of London,

praying that they might be exempt from the

operation of the Metropolitan Buildings Bill.
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METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS BILL.
HOUSE OF COMMONS, TUESDAY, JULY 16.

The Earl of Lincoln moved that the House
go into committee on this Bill.

Mr. Hawes said that a paper had been laid

on the table that morning containing more
than a hundred alterations which were to be

proposed. Now, he must protest against being
called on to decide on all these alterations

until he had heard something by way of ex-

planation of those amendments. If he did

not get a satisfactory explanation, he would
oppose the Bill in all its details, and move the

“ previous question.”

The Earl of Lincoln said, that a more un-

fair ground of objection he had seldom seen,

for nearly the whole of the alterations were
merely verbal alterations, not at all affecting

the principle of the measure
;
and, let him add,

that he had, contrary to the general practice on
such occasions, printed the whole of them for

the information of lion, members. The hon.

member for Lambeth had no later than last

night informed him of his intention to move a

variety of amendments to this Bill, but he had
not informed him of the nature of even one of
them. He regretted the opposition of the

hon. member, but he should proceed with the
Bill.

Mr. Hawes contended that many of the

noble lord’s proposed alterations were sub-
stantial and grave, and would require mature
deliberation. He looked upon the bill as a
complete warfare upon the whole trade of the
metropolis, inasmuch as it interfered with
every kind of building, great or small, and if the
Bill had been in force at the time when those
great undertakings, the docks and railway
sheds, termini, and bridges were erected, they
could not have been built under a heavy
penalty unless the permission of the Commis-
sioners of Woods and Forests were first ob-
tained. If any person used any such building
or bridge by walking over it, he would be
subject to a penalty of 500/.

;
and any such

building, bridge, dock, warehouse, or shed,
having been built without such permission
previously obtained, would be deemed a nui-
sance which the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests would have power to abate by pulling
down. Another provision of the Bill im-
posed a penalty of 50s. on any man employed
in the erection of such buildings. On all these
grounds he should move the previous question
as an amendment to the motion for going into

committee.

Mr. Mackinnon supported the amendment,
and contended that, though the Bill contained
many good points, it was in many others of
its provisions directly the reverse of the re-
commendations of the committee from which
it professedly emanated.

The Earl of Lincoln said that the opposition
of the mover and seconder of the amendment
formed an apt illustration of the remark that
extremes meet. The one hon. member ob-
jected to the Bill because, as he said, it went
too far, and actually made war on the trade of
the metropolis

;
while his seconder complained

that it did not go far enough, and did not carry
out some of the most useful recommendations
of the committee. The noble lord went on to

shew, that every practicable means had been
adopted in the Bill for promoting the cleanli-
ness, and, of course, the health of the metro-
polis

;
and that it interfered not with any

private interest, further than was necessary for
the protection of the public. The hon. mem-
ber for Lambeth complained of what he termed
the ridiculous minuteness of the Bill. No
doubt the hon. member was a great critic in
his way, hut there was no style of phraseology
would please him, as long as it emanated from
the government. If the details of the Bill
were so plain, as that all who ran might read,
as he contended was the case with this Bill,
still, there would be no pleasing him as long
as the details were those of the government,
and, of course, they must be wrong. The hon.
member had not proved any one of his ob-
jections. His was simple allegation, and no
more. He objected to having many public
buildings, such as the theatres, included
in the Bill; but did he recollect that a
theatre had tumbled down, occasioning the
death of some eight or nine individuals ?
Had a proper survey by competent architects
been made, that accident could never have
happened, nor could the accident at the ter-

minus of the railway at the Bricklayers’ Arms
have occurred had such a Bill as this been in

operation. As to the question of patronage
which had been created by the Bill, he defied

the hon. member to bring in such a Bill with

fewer appointments to carry it out. There
were two referees, who must be architects, a

registrar, and a clerk, which were not one-

fourth the number of persons who had been
considered by many to be necessary for carry-

ing out the Bill. With respect to many minor
objections urged by the hon. member, he would
decline any notice of them until they went into

committee, which was the proper place for

their discussion.

Mr. Tufnei.l objected to the Bill on the

ground that it was an unwarrantable, because
an unnecessary, interference with private pro-

perty. He also objected to a Bill containing
such various detail being brought in at this

period of the session.

The house then divided, when the numbers
were

—

For the original motion 39
For the amendment 5

Majority —34

The house then resolved itself into com-
mittee on the Bill. A number of the clauses

were agreed to, and some verbal amendments
added.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17-

The Metropolitan Buildings Bill was further
considered in committee, and all its clauses
from clause 55 were agreed to.

Schedule A was amended and agreed to.

Schedule B being put from the chair,

Mr. Hawes protested against the manner
in which the present Bill had been hurried on
by the noble lord, notwithstanding his inten-

tion to propose some amendments in it was
known. It was a mode of legislating upon
measures of the utmost importance which was
any thing but satisfactory

;
and he hoped that

what he had said would go forth to the public.

He did not despair, however, of throwing out
the Bill in the other House (hear), where, at

all events, it would have more attention than
here. He had attended during the morning
sitting in hopes of being able to bring on his

amendments, but he had been called away, and,
during his absence, the Bill had been thus
hurried forward. He had no right, strictly

speaking, to complain of the noble lord oppo-
site, but he certainly did think, under the cir-

cumstances, that a little courtesy was due to

him with respect to the progress of the mea-
sure. It was most unusual to press forward
Government measures on a Wednesday, which
was generally devoted to private business and
motions. He, however, would not be diverted

from his intention, but would propose his

amendments on the bringing up of the report.

The Earl of Lincoln hoped the hon. mem-
ber would preserve that equanimity which he
had displayed on a former evening respecting
this measure. The hon. member could have
no fair ground of complaint, for he (Lord
Lincoln) had informed him that the Bill

would be proceeded with on Wednesday. If
the delay occasioned by the threatened pro-
ceeding were prejudicial to the measure, the
hon. member would alone be to blame for it.

Mr. Hawks expressed his readiness to take
the blame on himself.

The Earl of Lincoln.—The hon. member
had certainly expressed his intention of bring-
ing forward some amendments, but it could
not be expected that public business could be
suspended or the progress of a most useful
Bill jeopardized to meet the convenience of
one hon. member. There never was a Bill

which had received more mature consideration
from all parties best able to judge of its merits
that the measure before the house had done. It

had been for two successive sessions on the
table of the house, and it had been discussed
in all the carpenters’ and builders’ societies on
repeated occasions

;
so that there was no

foundation or even excuse for the hon. mem-
ber’s observations. The government had no
desire to smuggle the bill through the house.
It was no party measure, nor had they any
interest in it beyond the public good.
The schedule was then agreed to.

Schedule C, No. 2, being read,
Mr. Hawes proposed, that instead of the

words “ official referee,” there should be in-

serted “ district-surveyors.”

The Earl of Lincoln objected, as the

functions of the district-surveyors were strictly
confined to ministerial offices.

The committee divided, when the numbers
were,

—

For the original words 25
For the amendment 10

Majority —15

On our readmission into the gallery, we
found that Mr. Hawks had proposed another
verbal amendment,
On which the committee divided. The num-

bers were

—

For the amendment 5
Against it 29

Majority against the amendment —24
During our absence from the gallery (there

not being 40 members present on the division)
we understood that the Speaker resumed the
chair, and several members having entered
along with the right hon. gentleman, a house
was made, and the proceedings of the com-
mittee were continued.

Mr. Hawes said he had no wish to obstruct
public business

;
and certainly he had no right

to complain of the conduct of the noble lord
opposite (Lord Lincoln). At the same time
he must say he thought it would have been
more courteous if this Bill had been postponed
till a later period of the evening. It appeared
from this schedule that no person could erect
so paltry a building as a greenhouse, within
twelve or fifteen miles of London, without
coming to Whitehall to ask the official referees
to approve the plan. He thought this was a
contemptible regulation. He would add, that
he considered the Government ought to have
taken care that a larger number of members
should be present during the discussion of a
Bill of this importance.
The Earl of Lincoln said, he had before

stated the reasons which had induced the Go-
vernment to require that the plans should be
submitted to the official referees, in preference
to district-surveyors. The hon. member for
Lambeth (Mr. Hawes) divided the House on
that question, and his (Lord Lincoln’s) impres-
sion was, that the hon. member took the divi-

sion for the purpose of destroying the House.
Mr. Hawes begged to assure the noble lord

that such was not his intention.
The Earl of Lincoln begged the hon. gen-

tleman’s pardon. He must remind the hon.
member that in some instances conservatories
were erected in places of public resort, where
any defect in their construction might be at-

tended with great danger.
Mr. Humphery wished to know whether

the official referees were to determine what de-
scription of brick or of glass should be used
in the construction of such buildings?

After some further conversation, it was
agreed that the subject should be discussed on
bringing up the report.

The schedule was then agreed to.

On schedule D,
Mr. Hawes objected to a portion of the

schedule which gave to the official referees the
power of determining the materials of which
the foundation of external walls should be com-
posed.

The Earl of Lincoln said, that the hon.
member for Lambeth must not suppose that the
House was now legislating on this subject for

the first time. This schedule, which related
solely to the materials used in the construction
of external walls, greatly modified the existing
law, the provisions of which were most strin-

gent.

The schedules of the Bill having been gone
through,

Mr. Hawes felt it his duty to say that the
summary of the Bill was highly creditable to

the Board of Woods and Forests for the
manner in which it was got up.
The Chairman reported progress, and the

House resumed.
The Earl of Lincoln said, he would fix the

report for 12 o’clock to-morrow.
Mr. Hawes objected to the Bill being

pressed on at this railroad speed. He hoped
the amendments would be printed, to give time
for their being read.

The Earl of Lincoln said, every one of the
amendments had been printed and circulated

yesterday, and were of a purely technical and
verbal nature. He would not hesitate to ac-

cede to the request of the hon. member if he
did not think the delay would be the means of
defeating the Bill.
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Mr. Hawes said, unless the noble lord was

prepared to say that the Bill would be defeated

if the report were not brought up to-morrow,

he must persevere and press for delay.

The Earl of Lincoln said, unless he could

send the Bill up to the House of Lords on
Friday, he knew that strong opposition would
be made to it on account of the period of the

session, and an attempt would be made to

defeat the Bill on that ground.

Mr. Humphery said, this Bill was a most
obnoxious Bill, and he would not allow it to

pass unless the report were to be brought up
on Monday, to give time for the amendments
to be read. It was now 10 o’clock at night,

and the idea of sitting at 12 o’clock next day
to pass the Bill ! There would hardly be a
house. There were then, out of 658 members,
but 15 present at the discussion of the Bill.

He was very sorry hon. gentlemen were kept

waiting for their dinners, but dinner was of no
consequence to him. (Laughter.) He should

divide the house on the question that the re-

port be received on Monday. It was only

fair.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said

the Bill had been fully considered, and he

hoped the hon. member would withdraw his

opposition to its further progress next day.

Mr. Humphery.—No. I will divide the

house.

The Earl of Lincoln said, in the present

state of the house, that would adjourn the house.

The hon. member had paid very little at-

tention to the Bill, and knew nothing about it.

Mr. Humphery.—

I

beg your pardon.

The Earl of Lincoln would tell the hon.

member, that he would not consent to his

proposal. The hon. member had not the

power which he supposed he had. He should

allow the house to be counted out, and the

question would come on as a dropped order

next day.

Mr. Humphery said he had paid great

attention to the Bill, and considered it to he an

obnoxious Bill. He could not be in that

House from 12 o’clock in the day till 12

o’clock at night. He should certainly count

out the House.

The Earl of Lincoln said, the hon. mem-
ber should have the extreme satisfaction of

taking the unfair advantage which he had done,

and he (the Earl of Lincoln) would fix the

report for 12 o’clock on Friday.

Mr. Humphery did not think it fair to be

charged by a member of the government with

taking an unfair advantage. If he had had a

large majority with him, and the noble lord

had been opposed to the Bill, would not the

noble lord have taken the same advantage ?

The Bill ought to be circulated, free of cost,

like a newspaper (laughter), and fully discussed.

Why had not the noble lord all the govern-

ment down to support him? If the noble lord’s

supporters were present, and hon. members on

his (Mr. Humphery’s) side of the house were
where they ought to be, would the noble lord

charge him with taking an unfair advantage?

The Earl of Lincoln.—No.
Mr. Humphery.—Then why do you now?
The Earl of Lincoln.— Because you stand

alone.

Mr. Humphery.—Am I to be blamed for

that ?

The Chancellor of the Exchequer gave

the hon. member great credit for standing alone.

(Laughter.)

The report was then ordered to be received

on Friday, at 12 o’clock.

DAMAGE BY FIRE METROPOLIS (NO. 2) BILL.

The Earl of Lincoln said, he intended to

abandon this Bill for the present year in con-

sequence of the representation of the vestries

of parishes. Although they did not disapprove

of the regulations in the Bill, and were pre-

pared to admit that considerable improvements
on the present system were effected by it, yet

several parties had pressed on him that there

might be much more economy if the whole of

the regulations were placed under one super-

intendence and a general fire brigade like that

which existed in Paris and other places were

established. By this means not only would
the system be more efficient, but it would also

entail much lighter burdens upon the rate-

payers. He was not prepared to affirm that

proposition, but thought the suggestion so

valuable that he should abandon the Bill for

the present year, for the purpose of obtaining

information from Paris and other towns on
this subject. If this suggestion proved not

to be available, he should then reintroduce the

Bill.

Mr. Hawes hoped the noble lord would
consider not only the means of supplying fire-

engines, but also water. His belief was that

more destructive fires took place from the

want of water than from the want of fire-

engines.

The Bill was then withdrawn.

COMPLETION OF STONE-BUILDINGS,
LINCOLN’S-INN.

These magnificent chambers, built by Sir

Robert Taylor, and entirely faced with Port-
land stone, being at present deficient of their

southern wing, arc forthwith to be completed.

To such persons as are not acquainted with
this well-known pile, we merely intimate,

that they are externally of the Corinthian

order, and are (some details excepted) by all

persons, except those who originate or
follow the bad criticism of the day, much to

be commended : as seen from the extreme
length of Lincoln’s-Inn-Fields (over the beau-
tiful terrace now cut up for the erection of
the new Hall and other buildings, and the
wall of which is celebrated for containing

some workmanship from the very hand of
“ Rare Ben Johnson”), the pearl-like effect

of their beautiful stone throws into shade
every competing object

;
their simple, plain

continuity, surmounted by the richer, though
still plain, entablature of the order, shews
how superior an effect plain, bleached, en-

during masonry has to frippery, falsely

called architecture. A little further on may
also be seen the exquisite Portland stone ma-
sonry of the upper part of the great gabel of

Lin.coln’s-Inn Chapel; which, contrasting with

the wretched clay-coloured stucco, with which
nearly ail the remainder of that building was
some years since invested, puts the right-

minded in an almost fixed humour to forswear
the use of all other materials.

DESTRUCTION OF ANTIQUITIES OF
IRELAND.

It is much to be regretted that the society

lately established in England, having for its

object the preservation of British antiquities,

did not extend its design over those of the Sister

Island—which are daily becoming fewer and

fewer in number. That the gold ornaments

which are so frequently found in various parts

of Ireland should be melted down for the

sake of the very pure gold* of which they are

composed, is scarcely surprising
;

but that

carved stones, and even immense druidical re-

mains, should be destroyed, is indeed greatly

to be lamented. At one of the late meetings of

the Royal Irish Academy, a communication was

made of the intention of the proprietor of the

estate at New Grange, to destroy that most

gigantic relic of druidical times, which has

justly been termed the Irish pyramid, merely

because its vast size “ cumbereth the ground.”

At Mellifont, a modern corn-mill of large size

has been built out of the stones of the beautiful

monastic buildings, some of which still adorn

that charming spot. At Monasterboice, the

church-yard of which contains one of the

finest of the round towers, are the ruins of

two little ancient stone Irish churches, and

three most elaborately carved stone crosses

eighteen or twenty feet. high. The church-

yard itself is overrun with weeds
;
the sanctity

of the place being its only safeguard. At
Clonmacnoise, where some forty years ago

several hundred inscriptions in the ancient

Irish character were to be seen upon the

grave-stones, scarcely a dozen (and they the

least interesting) are now to be tound
;
the large

fiat stones, on which they were carved, form-

ing excellent slabs for doorways, the copings

of walls, &c. ! It was the discovery of some

of these carved stones in such a situation,

which had the effect of directing the attention

of Mr. Pctre (then an artist in search of the pic-

turesque, but now one of the most enlightened

* One recently discovered, and now in the possession of

the Itev. Dr. Todd, is equal in weight to not fewer than 200

sovereigns.

and conscientious of the Irish antiquaries) to

the study of antiquities, and it is upon the careful

series of drawings made by him that future
antiquaries must, rely for very much of ancient
architectural detail now destroyed. As to

Glendaloch, it is so much a holiday place for

the Dubliners, that no wonder every thing
portable has disappeared. Two or three of the
seven churches are levelled to the ground

;
all

the characteristic carvings described by Led-
wich, and which were “ quite unique in Ire-
land,” are gone—some were removed and used
as key-stones for the arches of Derry-bawn-
bridge. Part of the church-yard has been
cleared of its grave-stones, and forms a famous
place where the villagers play at ball against
the old walls of the church. The little church
called St. Kevin’s Kitchen is given up to the
sheep, and the font lies in one corner, and is

used for the vilest purposes. The abbey
church is choked up with trees and brambles,

and being a little out of the way, a very few
carved stones still remain there, two of the

most interesting of which I found used as

coping-stones to the wall which surrounds it.

The connection between the ancient churches
of Ireland and the north of England renders

the preservation of the Irish antiquities espe-

cially interesting to the English antiquarian,

and it is with the hope of drawing attention to

the destruction of those ancient Irish monu-
ments that I have written these few lines. The
Irish themselves are unfortunately so engrossed

with political and religious controversies, that

it can scarcely be hoped that single-handed

they will be roused to the rescue even of

these evidences of their former national

greatness.
,
Besides, a great obstacle exists

against any interference with the religious

antiquities of the country, from the strong

feelings entertained by the people on the

subject, although practically, as we have

seen, of so little weight. Let us hope that

the public attention directed to these objects

will have a beneficial result, and insure a

greater share of “justice to Ireland”—for will

it be believed, that the only establishment in

Ireland, for the propagation and diffusion of

scientific and antiquarian knowledge—the

Royal Irish Academy—receives annually the

munificent sum of 300/. from the government?
And yet, notwithstanding this pittance, the

members of that society have made a step in

the right direction, by the purchase of the late

Dean of St. Patrick’s Irish Arclneological

collection, of which a fine series of drawings

is now being made at the expense of the

Academy, and of which they would doubtless

allow copies to be made, so as to obtain a

return of a portion of the expense to which

they are now subjected? Small, moreover,

as this collection is, it forms a striking contrast

with our own National Museum, which, rich

in foreign antiquities, is almost without a

single object of native archaeological interest,

if we except the series of English and Anglo-

Saxon coins, and MSS. Surely the progressive

history of the arts of our own country deserves

a place in the British Museum, and yet this has

not hitherto been afforded to it: in this respect,

even the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford must

take precedence
;

whilst in Ethnographical

collections, the little museum of the British

Institution may be cited as an example fit

to be followed
;

for strange indeed does it

seem that, with the exception of the few

specimens brought home by Capt. Cook from

the South Sea Islands, the national museum

of our country, whose intercourse with every

quarter of the globe is so immense, is destitute

of specimens of the manufactures, carvings,

paintings, &c. of the inhabitants of almost

every part of the world. 1 he Chinese Col-

lection, at Hyde Park Corner, and Mr. Catlin’s

collection, ought not to be allowed to be broken

up. These would form a fitting nucleus for

an Ethnographical addition to the British

Museum.

—

Athenaum.

Singular Discovery.—A discovery of

extreme interest has been made within the last

ten days, in a fen about five miles from Cam-

bridge. A man employed in digging turt,

about five feet from the surface found, em-

bedded in the soil, an ancient armlet or bracelet,

of the finest gold, weighing upwards of o oz.

It consists of five spirals, 3 inches in diameter,

and of beautiful workmanship, exhibiting an

interesting specimen of the art ot the ancient

Britons, which it is presumed to be.
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VIEW NEXT THE COURT OF THE ENTRANCE TO THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

ENGLISH DOORWAYS.—No. 3.

ENTRANCE, NEXT THE COURT, TO MONTAGUE
HOUSE.

Our accompanying view is taken from the

court-yard of Montague House, now forming

the older portion of the British Museum, and

represents the inside of the southern entrance

from Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, the

outside of which we gave in No. 73.

The present subject forms in truth part of the

Ionic colonnade, which traverses the whole

southern side of the court-yard, and is indeed

detached, except by its ceiling and roof, from

the outer portal itself, a porter’s lodge in part

intervening between the doorway and the

avenue of the colonnade. The whole mass

of the gateway, internal and external, is sur-

mounted by an octagonal turret, finished

upwardly by an ogive cupola
;
which, according

to our print, though in outline, from the

nearness of the view, somewhat harsh, is not,

as seen more remotely, without elegance of

shape : with some reforms in its transomed

and raullioned windows, and other parts, it

might be successfully employed again in pic-

turesque works. The interior of the gateway
'

Vts&lJf''j$ J>f£t|asonry, while the cupola is prin-
' ‘ci^alpp^n^qod

;
and its carvings, though

coarse ahd ebipmon-place, are not altogether

destitute^ ofUporit
;

and we may hereafter,

jirnong our specimens of scrolls and brackets,

take an exantyle from this subject.

U'dal hen we give an interior view of the whole

court and buildings of this ancient mansion,

we shall go more into detail.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

“ The gloomy pine, the poplar blue,

The yellow beech, the sable yew,
The slender fir that taper grows,
The sturdy oak with broad-spread boughs.”

1. As it is of the highest importance that
those interested in building should be familiar
with the nature and properties of the materials
used therein, and with none more necessarily
than those upon which the carpenter and
joiner have to operate, we shall endeavour in

this paper to bring together such data as shall

forward that desirable object with reference to

timbers, confining our attention to such as are
actually comprehended under the title of build-
ing-materials.

2. The term Timber is used to imply wood
prepared for the purposes of building, and
comprises a considerable variety, both in genera
and species : before proceeding, however, to
that mature stage of the subject, it is our duty
to inquire, if not into the botanical niceties, at

least into the general nature, of its growth.
3. In the first place, then, with regard to

structure, it has to be observed that the trans-
verse section of a tree presents numerous con-
centric rings encircling the medulla or pith,
and encompassed by the bark, and which rings
or layers being counted from the pith outwards,
give of the tree, as has been ascertained, its

age in years,—one ring being formed every
year. The process of formation is this :— the
fluid called sap, which is necessary to the
growth of the tree, rises in a watery but yet
saccharine state from the roots, becoming

enriched as it ascends
;
and during which stage

of its progress it bears the name of common
sap

;

undergoing then a change in its nature,

during the production and growth of the leaves

and young shoots, it descends in a less liquid

state, now proper sap, between the last formed
ring and the bark, and there forms a new layer

of wood, the bark during its descent expanding

and leaving a space to receive it. •

4. The ascent of the common sap is chiefly

through the newest wood, which is more soft

and porous than the older central part—the

density in young trees existing in regular gra-

dations, from the heart outwards, diminishing

but in those which have reached maturity

divided only into two, each nearly uniform

throughout,—the inner being called heart-ivood

and the outer sap-ivood. Of these, the former
contains little fluid and no vegetable life

;
and

being the least liable to decay, is therefore the

most perfectwood,—the latter is soft and perish-

able in its nature, abounding in saccharine and
fermentable principles

;
thus affording the very

food for worms, whose destructive inroads

hasten its natural tendency to decay.

5. Before leaving this part of the subject, let

us direct more minute attention to the annual
rings and other phenomena observable in the

transverse section. The rings are very distinct

in some woods, from being uniform in their tex-

ture and colour, while in others they are found
to be compact in one part and porous in the

rest. Of the first description mahogany is a fami-

liar example, and one of the latter structure is

ash: besides these there are the resinous woods,
in which the porous part is found to be filled

with resin or gum, presenting in the layers one
part dark, compact and hard, while the other

is lighter and softer. In addition to these charac-

teristics in the annual rings, there may be dis-

tinguished in every wood except the palm-

tree, traversing rays, the same which appear
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to divide the circular section of the tree into

minute sectors, having pores in them, and
which in the resinous woods are filled : also, in

some woods, larger rays, usually silvery and
light in their colour, and which, when the wood
they are in is cut and planed in an oblique di-

rection, present those changing flowers which
appear in the finer sorts of oak : these rays are

generally termed the silver grain of the wood,
but are more distinctively denominated the

lesser and larger transverse septai, or medullary
rays.

6. Woods are variable in quality according
to the nature of the climate and of the soil, as

also in a considerable degree to the aspect in
which they are situated. Trees grown slowly
in open, dry, and exposed situations are more
fine and close in their annual rings, and more
substantial and durable, than those which are
grown in close and shady forests, or rapidly
reared in sappy or moist places, the latter being
broad and soft in their rings, and very subject to

decay; and their pith is not always quite in the
centre, for the layers are variable also from the
situation of the principal roots, or the circum-
stance of the soil on one side being more
favourable to growth than that on the other

;
or

one side of the tree may be more dense from
more hardy exposure

;
the rings may also

depend individually for their thickness on the
degree of vegetation which takes place in the
particular years of their formation.

7- The age and season for felling are subjects
which call for the deepest consideration, but
do not always receive that attention which is

due to their importance. Timber-growers, in

their haste to supply the market, too often fell

trees that have not arrived at maturity, the
heart-wood being therefore imperfect, with
much sap-wood, and of course little durability,
and, unfortunately, they are the more readily
led to do so on account of the increase in size
being very slow after a certain age. Felling
should not be too earl}', for the reasons above
contained

;
neither should it be in the decline

of the tree, when its elasticity and vigour are
lost, and the wood has become brittle, tainted,
and discoloured, with the pith gone and the
heart in progress of decay. Maturity is the
period when the sap-wood hears a small pro-
portion, and the heart-wood has become uniform
and compact. It must be obvious, however,
that it is a worse fault to fell wood before it

it has acquired thorough firmness, than when
it is just in the wane and its heart may exhibit
but the first symptoms of decay

;
for in the

former there is no perfectly-enduring timber to
be got, while in the latter the greater part is in

the zenith of its strength. This is in regard
to the age of the tree, and now with respect to
the season of the year it should be felled, we
must take into some consideration the barking.

8. It happens unluckily that the best times
for felling are the worst for separating the bark
for tanning, and the consequence is, that the
value of the latter in some kinds of trees is

such as to lead to the cutting down of timber
at very improper seasons. The best time for
felling is midsummer, when the leaves are
fully expanded, and the sap has ceased to flow,
and the extraneous vegetable matter intended
for the leaves has been dislodged from the
trunk of the tree, by the common sap leaving
it in a quiescent state, and free from that ger-
minative principle which, from being more
saccharine and fermentible than the proper
juices which form the wood, is readily excited
by heat and moisture, and if the timber were
cut while it remained, would subject it to rapid
decay and to the operations of worms. The
period during which the vegetation is at rest
generally extends from about midsummer, or
the middle of June, to the middle of August,
when the autumnal vegetation, or the operation
of forming the nutritious matter for the foliage,

&e. of the succeeding year, begins. In the
winter months there is another cessation, and
mid-winter is therefore also chosen as a time
for felling, and receiving, indeed, a preference :

but as the only peculiar recommendation which
that time possesses is the facility which itaffbrds
for gradual seasoning, by which timber is

rendered less liable to split and get distorted,
and slow drying being generally available at
any season, under shade or shelter, midsummer

; appears, for many obvious reasons, the most
1 expedient.

9. During these periods of rest, so favour-
; able for felling, the bark adheres closely to

1 the wood, being neither separated from it by

the descending sap nor by the vegetable

deposit which forms in the sap-wood
;
and, as

has been already mentioned, those seasons
during which the bark hangs loosely on the
trunk are the least advantageous for cutting it

down. Under this dilemma a mode is prac-

tised of stripping the bark from the standing
tree early in spring when the sap is rising,

and felling after that sap and the vegetable

matter which it carries off along with it are
expended in foliage, and the latter has died

away. This practice has been found advan-
tageous in every respect, as it at once insures

obtaining the bark in a perfect state, and ren-

ders the sap-wood by exposure almost equal to

the heart-wood in hardness and durability.

When this method is not adopted, it is well

either to pierce the trunk some time before

felling, to drain out the sap, or, immediately
on its being felled, to set it on end for that

purpose.

10. The next consideration is the mode of
rendering the timber fit for use, and the time
which can be afforded for that purpose. There
are natural and artificial means of seasoning,
both of which have their recommendations

;

but the former has certainly the right of pre-

ference, as it gives greater toughness, elas-

ticity, and durability, and therefore should
always be employed in preparing timber for
carpentry.

11. When there is time for drying it gra-
dually, all that is necessary to be done, on
removing it from the damp ground of the
forest, is to place it in a dry yard, sheltered
from the sun and wind, and where there is no
vegetation

;
and set it on bearers of iron or

brick in such manner as to admit a circula-

tion of air all round and under it. In this

situation it should continue two years if in-

tended for carpentry, and double that time if

for joinery; the loss of weight which should
take place, to render it fit for the purposes of
the former, being about one-fifth, and for the
latter about one-third. If it i3 to be used
round, it is good to bore out the core; as by
so doing the drying is advanced, and splitting

prevented, with almost no sacrifice of strength.
If it is to be squared into logs, it should be
done soon after some slow drying, and whole-
squared, if large enough

;
as that removes

much of the sap-wood, and facilitates the
drying, and prevents the splitting, which
is apt to take place when it is in the round
form, in consequence of the sap-wood drying
before the heart, from being less dense

;

also, if it may be quartered, it is well to

treat it so after some time, as the season-

ing is by that means rendered more equal.

It is well also to turn it now and then, as the
evaporation is greatest from the upper side.

12. To prevent timber warping, it should be
well seasoned before it is cut into scantlings

;

and the scantlings should be cut some time
before they are to be used, in order that the

seasoning may be as perfect as possible
;
and if

they can he set upright, so much the better,

as then they will dry more rapidly; and as

the upper dries sooner than the lower side,

they ought, therefore, to be reversed at inter-

vals.

13. When there is not time for gradual dry-

ing, the best method that can be adopted, espe-

cially for sappy timber, and if strength is not
principally required, is immediately on felling

to immerse it in running water; and, after allow-
ing it to remain there about a fortnight, to set it

in the wind to dry. This renders timber less

apt to crack and warp in drying, and less sub-
ject to be worm-eaten, especially the more
tender woods

;
but it must be altogether under

water, as partial immersion is very destruc-

tive.

14. Of steeping generally, whether in cold or

warm water, it must be observed, that it dis-

solves the substance of the wood, and ne-

cessarily renders it lighter: therefore, the less

that is necessary of it, the better; indeed, it

is known that, notwithstanding wood that is

completely submersed remains good for a very

great period after the water has dissolved a

certain soluble part, it is, when taken out and
dried, brittle, and in every respect unfit for

use.

15. Forthe purposes ofjoinery, steaming and
boiling are very good methods

;
as the loss

of elasticity and strength which they produce,

and which are so essential in carpentry, is

compensated by the tendency to shrinkage

being reduced : the durability also is rather

improved than otherwise, at least from steam"
ing. It has been ascertained that of woods
seasoned by these methods, those dry soonest
which have been steamed

;
but the drying

in either case should be somewhat gradual,
and four hours are sufficient for the boiling or
steaming process.

(To be continued.)

REPUTED FIGURE OF THE FIRST BISHOP
OF FERNS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—On looking over No. 63, I find you

placed in the hands of the engraver my sketch
of the first Bishop of Ferns. It may not be
out of place to remark there is nothing in the
appearance of this curious piece of sculpture
to indicate it ever was designed as a figure of
St. Edau, who is said to have been consecrated
first Bishop of Ferns so far back as 598,
beyond a modern inscription cut on a plain
marble slab, as follows :

—

“ Under this Monument are interred the
remains of Saint Edau, commonly called
Saint Monque, the Founder of this Cathedral,
and first Bishop of Ferns; he discharged the
pastoral office with piety and Christian zeal for
the space of fifty years

;
and died in an ad-

vanced age, Jan. 31st, A.D. 632.”

Whether this is a figure of the founder of
the cathedral or not, it is evidently a work
executed with considerable ability, and must,
therefore, have been chiselled centuries after

the death of St. Edau. It is well known nearly
all our ancient sculptural remains are rude
efforts, destitute of any pretensions to symmetry
or order, whilst the figure in question is

chiselled from Kilkenny marble, a stone most
difficult to work and manage even by a master-
hand.

The appearance of the face of the figure

referred to is that of a man not exceeding
fifty years of age

;
contrasting this fact with

the concluding part of the inscription, that he
(Saint Edau) “ discharged the pastoral office
* * * for the space of fifty years, and died in an
advanced age,” I come to the conclusion that
this figure was never intended to commemorate
Saint Monque. It is now about seventy years
since it was found in a vault under the cathe-
dral, through the laudable exertions of the
then rector, Dr. Lloyd, who, after it being
carefully cleaned, had it placed in its present
position in the parish church.

I expect shortly to send a sketch of the
monument (with a bust) of the last Bishop of
Ferns, Dr. Elrington.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Ferns, 7th July, 1844, J. K. L.

F Cn\'
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PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF

ROCKS AND STONES.
BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ., PROFESSOR

OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continued from p. 339.)

In order to form a right conception of the

modus operandi of nature in forming rocks and

stones, it is also necessary to treat more par-

ticularly upon the process of lapidification, or

petrifaction as it is commonly termed, for

to this process we owe the formation of

rocks which are termed amorphous—that is

to say, deficient of crystalline structure. I

have previously observed that every bed of

earth or clay has a tendency, under favour-

able circumstances, to enter into the state

of rock, which circumstances are produced

by climate and association
;

thus, in one
region of the earth, from the absence of heat,

moisture, or other changing causes, soils con-

tinue in their disintegrated state, for ages—so

long, in fact, as they continue exposed to the

like influences; but in the revolutions of time

and changes of the position of the earth’s sur-

face, these loose masses become exposed to

new elemental influences, and it is then cohe-

sion or crystallization takes place, whereby
the bodies or portions of bodies of which such
masses are composed lose their individuality,

and are no longer to be distinguished in the

general mass.
“ Pure earth,” says Aristotle, “ doth not

become a stone, because of its brittle, fri-

able nature, the prevalent dryness in it not
permitting it to coagulate, and so by the

aqueous mixed with the terrene, stones are

made.” Such was the philosophy of early

ages, founded upon observation of nature; it

is not, however, essential that water enter into

their combination to produce all the pheno-
mena, for many varieties are produced in the

total absence of water, in climates where it

never rains; it is, therefore, essential that we
look to other causes for lapidification and crys-

tallization, which modern knowledge enables
us to do, and by analysis to separate the ele-

mentary constituents of rocks; thus we have
discovered that, while water was absolutely

necessary for the generation of the bodies of
which rocks are composed, the bodies thus
formed, and containing the elements of water
in their composition, are further perfected by
the presence of heat, light, and atmospheric
air, the latter being an essential component of
rocks and stones. Dr. Price, in his “ Minera-
logia Comubiensis,” observes: “That there is

a petrifying quality in the earth or its juices, is

manifest to those who are conversant with
mining, and consider the nature of the stones
which are dug out of the ground; for they
frequently meet with large solid rocks, com-
posed of several small stones, united together,
of different forms, colours, and properties,
with respect to the same individual rock or
stone;” which is a manifest indication that
its different parts were originally loose and
distinct from each other, until they were con-
joined into an entire solid mass, by something
of a petrifying principle which cemented them
together. There are, in fact, many soils, even
in this country, favourable to the generation of
stones, much to the annoyance of the farmer,
who, not aware of this fact, expresses his
wonder at the annual crop of stones, which re-
appear, in despite of his continued trouble to

collect them; and this lapidifying process is

sometimes produced by the very means which
the farmer employs to fertilize the soil

;
the

earths applied as manures uniting with the
soil, natural concrete-masses are formed,
which by atmospheric influences are rapidly
converting into stone. Again, when lime is

thrown upon sour lands, while it tends to neu-
tralize their acids, it also forms concreted
nodulates, which speedily change their condi-
tion

;
and when bodies, or portions of organic

bodies, are disposed in these soils, they speedily
petrify, or uniting the sulphate of iron with
their organic constituents, they become mineral
petrifactions. The well-known property of
iron to form concrete masses has led to the
theory that it is almost the sole cause of the pro-
duction of concrete-masses; and it is observed
that iron pipes and vessels buried for a long
time in the soil gradually disappear, and
become the cement of inclosed or surrounding
masses

;
boilers also attach earthy matters

held in suspension by the waters, and their
whole interior becomes lined with a stony con-

crete-mass. To the presence of this metal,

also, many mineral waters owe their petrifying

powers, and it is also an ingredient in artificial

stones; its more comprehensive character is

manifest in siderous rocks and stones, of which

I shall speak in my next article.

The experiments of Sir John Hall, quoted 1

triumphantly by existing geologists to prove

that marble is formed under an intense degree

of heat and lateral pressure, were far from

being a satisfactory explanation of the modus
operandi of nature,’ in forming the crystalline

and amorphous rocks
;
a much better expla-

nation is afforded by the concretions constantly

accumulating in salt-pans, boilers of steam-

engines, wooden pipes through which waters

charged with mineral matters and earths are

conveyed, &c. The boiling springs or foun-

tains of Iceland may also be quoted as illus-

trations of the lapidifying process, the vegetable

bodies on which the water falls being speedily

converted into stone. The crystallizing waters

are here composed of a large portion of alumine
as well as silica, uniting with them potash and

other compounds. At Carlsbad, in Bohemia,
there are similar springs.

The hot springs of the Valley de Fournos,

in the Island of St. Michael, rising through

granitic and schistose rocks, precipitate vast

quantities of silicious matter, and the herbage

and leaves, encrusted with silex, exhibit all the

stages of petrifaction, from the soft pulpy state

to the complete conversion into stone. The
river Chorrun may also be noticed forthelapidi-

fying quality of its waters
;

for if the root or

branch of a tree fall so that a portion of it lies

within the waters, the portion thus immersed
becomes petrified, but the other part of it

remains in its natural state. When the current

is most rapid, then the transformation is most
readily effected

;
the substance transformed

always retains its natural porosity and the tex-

ture of its fibres. In Africa, several parts of

America, and Asia, localities exhibit the like

phenomena of lapidification.

The lapidifying waters near Marsighi, close

by Tabreez in Persia, are too remarkable to

escape our notice. “ Here,” says M. Morier,
“ the process of petrifaction is to be observed
from the beginning to its termination. In one
part the water is clear, in a second it appears

thicker and stagnant, in a third quite black
;

and in the last stage is white like hoar-

frost. Indeed a petrified pond looks like

frozen water
;

and before the operation is

quite finished, a stone slightly thrown upon it

breaks the outer coating, and causes the black

water underneath to exude. When the ope-

ration is complete, a stone makes no impres-

sion, and a man may walk upon it without
wetting his shoes. Wherever the petrifaction

has been hewn into, the curious process of

the concretion is clearly seen, and shews itself

like sheets of rough paper placed one over
an other in accumulated layers. Such is the

constant tendency of this water to become
stone, that where it exudes from the ground
in bubbles, the petrifaction assumes a
globular shape, as if the bubbles of a spring
by a stroke of magic had been arrested in

their play and metamorphosed into marble.

The substance thus produced is brittle,

transparent, and sometimes most richly

streaked with green, red, and copper-coloured
veins. It admits of being cut into immense
slabs, and takes a good polish. Its use is

restricted to royalty.

The island of Ascension also exhibits many
curious specimens of recent breccia and con-
glomerate

;
the beaches being an amalgum

of oceanic, animal, and vegetable exuvije,

sands, and waters charged with ocean slime
are rapidly hardened into these products, which
contain turtles' eggs, and many other curious
animal remains. The limestone of Gaudalope,
containing human fossil skeletons, are also sin-

gular evidences of the recent induration of
earths.

Mr. Lyall,in the last edition of his “ Elements
of Geology,” attempts to explain the process
of lapidification, by assuming that strata are
very generally permeated by water charged
with minute portions of calcareous, siliceous,

and other earths, in solution, and the above
examples furnish him with arguments in
favour of this opinion

;
but, in nature, as I

have previously demonstrated, there are other
and more extensive processes by which lapidi-

fication is conducted without the aid of water,

and solely by the agency of long continuous

atmospheric or chemical beat.

The recent attempts of Professor Gopperts,

of Breslau, to imitate the lapidifying process

of nature, like the attempt of Sir John Hall

to imitate the crystallizing process, was an
approximation to one, or perhaps more, of the

numerous means by which nature effects her

purposes, but cannot be quoted as the law of

nature, but rather is the power of imitation

by which man, in this and many other respects,

is enabled to mould the material of the eartb

to his wants and purposes. The professor

steeped a variety of animal and vegetable sub-

stances in waters holding in solution silicious,

calcareous, and metallic matters. He found
that in a period of three weeks, or even days,

the vegetable bodies thus immersed were mi-

neralized to a certain extent. Thin slices of
Scotch deal were immersed in a moderately
strong solution of sulphate of iron. When
they had been for several days thoroughly

soaked in the liquid, they were dried and ex-

posed to a red heat until the vegetable matter was
burnt up and nothing remained but an oxide

of iron, which was found to have taken the

form of the deal so exactly, that even the

dotted vessels peculiar to this family of plants

were under the microscope distinctly visible.

This is art, not nature: many nodules and
large aggregate bodies, it is true, silicify upon
being permeated by silica, or mineral acids, or

aseous products, but then silica invariably

ecomes the base, the carbon of the per-

meated body undergoing a change, and passing,

by a new combination with oxygen, into the

compound form termed silica; for here, with

due deference to the eminent chemists of the

age, I must express my decided conviction that

silica is none other than the re-combination

of the elementary constituents of carbonaceous,

albuminous, and gelatinous bodies, with

oxygen, chlorine, or iodine, and all the phe-
nomena of change termed petrifaction confirm

this view
;
for how otherwise could the shells

of fishes, nay fishes themselves, and other

ortions of animals, as well as of vegetable

odies, become, on mere exposure to atmosphe-

ric action, converted into silicates, unless a ra-

dical change took place in their elementary
constituents, which, as is palpably manifest to

observation, as it is confirmed by experiment,

have combined with an extra dose of oxygen :

it can be demonstrably shewn that they do
not derive this material from the soil on which
they are disposed, for the whole bed, so far

down as the influences of light and heat ex-

tend, is composed of the like silicified sub-

stances, and at the lower depths the fossils have
maintained their primary condition, and are

very often wholly unimpaired.

So essential are locality land climate to the

formation of rock, that many varieties may be

considered as existing monuments of change
in the position of the earth, equally as certain

and convincing as the existence of vast quan-

tities of animals and vegetables, both of the

land and waters, which could only have existed

and propagated their species in an unbroken
line of generations, while disposed beneath

the tropics. The very high degree of oxyda-
tion of many of the hill and mountain-chains
of Europe is demonstrative proof that they at

one period of time were subject to long and
continuous intense heat, such as we now find

in tropical regions. The iron of Finmark,
says Von Buch, actually forms mountains, and
it is remarkable how great the similarity is

between this ore and the [ores of Asia, both

being highly oxydated. The ironstone here

is everywhere with difficulty pressible, and
yields an iron which is brittle when cold. It

exceeds in richness the ironstone of Sweden,
but, as is the case with oriental iron, requires

to be mixed with other kinds of a more pliant

quality
;

this ironstone is analogous in every

respect to the ironstone of Hiudostan, which
is chiefly disposed in elevated plains or

mountains. Again, the same remarks are

equally applicable to rocks: farther, Van Buch
observes of gneiss: “Nature in the higher

latitudes is so accustomed to gneiss-formations,

that she always returns to it; and even when
mica-slate, limestone, and clay-slate, make
their appearance, they merely resemble a series

of movements, which have spread towards the

North Pole without having their origin here.”

The same remarks apply to the porphyritic and
jasper rocks ; the causes by which they were

produced have ceased in these northern Jati-
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tudes, and thus those geologists who have con-

fined their observations to the strata of Europe
have been led to infer that they have ceased

altogether over the face of the whole earth
;

but within the tropics, all surface-soils not

covered in by vegetable-mould are the subject

of incessant change peculiar to locality or par-

ticular regions, and those varieties of rock
may be observed in all their progressive stages

of development.

The range of rocks of Ilolmestrandt is por-

phyry, but passing through all the imper-
ceptible gradations and changes of formations,

in which Auvergne is so rich, into basalt, the

sandstone upon clay mixed with mica : the

granite mountains in the island of Arran, in

the Frith of Clyde, rest upon strata of clay

slate
;

in Norway it rests upon mica slate
;

in

Mount St. Gothardt it lies above slaty mica
slate. Cronstadt tells us that northwards of

Jamteland, the mica-slate changes more and
more into granite, and the latter appears at

last of a very coarse grain, and of a red colour.

The disposition of the rocks is, therefore, as is

the disposition of the beds or soils from which
they were formed, owing to those accidental

causes which mark the local accumulations
now going on in all parts of the earth, which
continue so long as the disturbing causes

exist; thus the river Thames will continue to

convey mud, consisting of animal and vege-

table bodies, portions of the older soil, and
excrementary matter, into the ocean, and depo-
sited on its bed, it continues to form layers

alternately with oceanic substances, or to

blend with them, and give peculiarity to the

forming beds.

MUTILATION OF STATUES AT WINDSOR.

All who have visited Windsor-park and the
rounds adjoining Virginia water, will remem-
er a beautiful and retired spot, called “ The

Ruins.” The name is derived from some very
fine specimens of architectural antiquities

brought from Greece by Lord Elgin, and
which were so disposed in this appropriate
locality, under the direction of George IV.,
as to represent the remains of an extensive
Grecian temple. The principal ruins consist

of several remarkably beautiful columns, with
plinth complete, and various statues are placed

on either side of the approach, and in different

arts around. Several of them are of great
eauty and antiquity, besides being in a good

state of preservation. Others date from about
the middle of the 16th century; and it is one of

the latter that has, within the last few days,

been destroyed by the wilful conduct of some
one or more of the visitors, whose sense of
gratitude for the privilege of viewing such a
delightful spot should have taught conduct far

different from this disgraceful and malignant
work. On Sunday week, according to the

statement of the man whose province it is to

shew the public the cascade, &c., the statue

in question, a female figure, with the horn
of plenty by her side, and apparently intended
for a Flora, was thus mutilated. It was a

work of great beauty, the head and arms
particularly being remarkably fine, and sculp-

tured with extreme delicacy
;
but it now lies

in a state of mutilation that is alike painful

to behold, and disgraceful to the hands that

have thus destroyed what cannot be satis-

factorily restored. The statue was thrown
down from the spot where it stood with
great violence, and the fall has broken
the head completely off, and also broken
the right arm in two places. This could not

possibly have resulted from accident, as the

strength of two or three persons must have
been required to remove this heavy marble
figure from its station. The destruction of
this statue, however, though the most recent,

is not by any means a solitary instance of the

wilfully mischievious conduct of some of those
who thus abuse the privilege awarded the

public of viewing these splendid grounds and
Virginia- water. Various other beautiful

works of art, also adding attractions to these

modern antique ruins, bear terrible proofs of
the same destructive spirit. There was for-

merly a row of statues on each side of the

approach to the principal group of columns.
Now the uniformity is entirely destroyed, and
the ruins spread around are far more numerous
than agreeable to behold. Very few of these

works of ancient art have entirely escaped.

Those are most fortunate that merely have
carved upon the breast, or some conspicuous
portion of the body, the name of William
Tomkins, or Jeremiah Noodle, or some other
equally high-souled owner of a bread and
cheese knife, who has been thus anxious to

expose his name to the disgust and contempt

of all right-minded persons. Most of the

statues, however, are much more mutilated
;

the heads having especially formed favourite

points of attack. Really some steps should, if

possible, be taken to prevent the perpetration

of such atrocities, worthy only of modern
ignorant and malicious Goths and Vandals,

who have not the intellect or taste to appreci-

ate the beaut iful works of art, or the gratitude

or good feeling to estimate the privilege ac-

corded by these grounds being thrown open
for their inspection. — Correspondent of the

Times .

A GLANCE AT TIIE INTERIOR OF THE
CHURCHES IN THE DEANERY OF
SPARHAM, IN NORFOLK,

WITH NOTICES OF THEIR ACTUAL CONDITION.

Ringland.— The site of this church, a

barren spot, which edges the green basin of

the Wensum, is peculiarly uninteresting ; the

pile rose on us in bleak keeping with a day of

incessant snow, drifted into every nook and
crevice by a merciless north-easter. And yet

well were it, at such a season, standing among
the graves of the departed, to bethink our-

selves how
“ The storm that racks the wintry sky

No more disturbs their deep repose,

Than summer evening’s latest sigh,

Which shuts the rose.”

The edifice consists of a nave with clerestory,

two aisles, a chancel, a square tower having
five bells in it, and a south porch.

On opening the great south door, which is

in good preservation, the first object presenting

itself is a massive octagonal font, in the deco-

rated style, and raised on three high steps.

Its existing state will indicate the taste in which
reparations of our village sanctuaries are too

generally conducted. At the instance, it

appears, of a late visitor, this elegant memorial
of olden piety has been cleansed from the lime-

wash that incrusted it; but instead of being

allowed to remain in its natural state, our
gorge rises at finding the whole besmeared
with a vile daubing of flesh colour.* It stands,

where in every case the baptismal font should

stand, just within the principal entrance, and
its leaded bowl is provided with a drain to

permit the consecrated fluid to escape.

In 1506, John Att Mere, who lies buried in

the nave, desired by will that the heir or pur-

chaser of his lordship should “ fynde a light of

waxe brenning before the high rode:”f it has

not been since his day the practice in churches,

to prevent the closing of windows, to the ex-

I
elusion of heaven’s own sunlight from the

entire body. We have something like this in

the once splendid east window of the chancel,

the crockets and mullions of which have been
supplanted by two unsightly brick piers. The
same does not apply to the fine painted glass

in the aisles and clerestory, where many win-

dows have been cleaned and reglazed in a

manner that reflects credit on the artizan

employed. On the other hand, we learn, from
good authority, that portions of these were,

not many veai's since, abstracted, with the con-

nivance of the authorities, to adorn a Roman
Catholic Chapel in the adjoining parish of

Costessey.

A label on the east window of the north

aisle—which, together with all the rest, is in

the style known as the Perpendicular—ac-

quaints us that the charges of its erection were
defrayed by “ the brethren and sisters compos-

ing the guild of the Holy Trinity.” What a

contrast between this elegant memorial and

the thing near it, fit only to receive the team-

boy of a threshing-machine, where the paro-

chial Dominie finds himself weekly exalted.

Many of the original massive oak benches

yet remain, their ends being surmounted

by large finials, called poppies, some elabo-

rately, others more plainly sculptured. Those

* [We think so small a matter as the unimpas-

sioned cleansing of so small a piece of furniture as a

church font, would be far better than any “ gorge-

rising ,” which is the exchanging of piety for passion.

f Parkin’s “History of Norfolk.”

once standing in the eastern part of th

nave and aisles, and where rich and poor sat
e

together in the house of God as friends, have
been either entirely swept away, or mutilated
past repair, to admit “ mean and high pews,
the unhappy legacy of our Puritan fore-

fathers.”* We were gratified to learn that a
lady of influence here has recently expressed a
wish that these last could again be gotten rid
of. The pulpit and reading-desks form no ex-
ceptions to the reigning ill-taste, although they
possess the merit, by no means general, of not
compelling the minister and clerk to avert their
faces from the altar.

The master barbarism seen in this fine

church lies in its reredos or altar-screen, which
wainscots the entire east end of the chancel.
It would be difficult, were not the existence of
similar perversities elsewhere matter of too

general notoriety, to conceive how things so
expensive and tastelessly absurd as Grecian
pilasters and alcoves could ever have gained
admittance to our time- hallowed fanes, utterly

incongruous with them as they are in style,

and destitute of all ecclesiastical propriety.

Strange that with the inarched monument,
or the niche with its fretted canopy, oc-
curring at every turn, the Decalogue could

only appear in this ill-assorted guise! The
canonists, when enjoining that the “ ten com-
mandments should be set up at the east end of

every church and chapel,” would have stood

aghast had their eyes been greeted by a vision

of the monstrosities which their rule was
destined to originate. The nave presents at

its west end another disfigurement under the

pseudo-name of “ gallery,” a place where in

too many instances Brady and Tate are
“ villainously entreated.” It should be de-

molished and swept away forthwith, and the

village choir located in the north aisle on seats

placed longitudinally at the east end.

The chancel-screen yet remains, although

sadly shorn of its ancient honours : it is

noticeable now chiefly for three paintings,

—

the Last Supper, and two other incidents in our

Lord’s life,—which stand over it, facing the

communion-table. They have most likely

yielded place to the vulgarity above commented
upon. We are not adequate to decide, ex
cathedra, on the merits of these portraitures

as works of art, but none can devoutly gaze
on the solemn quietude depicted, without feel-

ing at once that “ it is good for them to be
there.”

We take leave—we trust in no irreverent

vein—with a quotation from the autobiography

of a parish clerk in days of yore, useful for

the lesson it should convey to his followers

generally in the same office: “ Fourthly . The
pews and benches, which were formerly swept

but once in three years, I caused every

Saturday to be swept with a besom and

trimmed.” C. T.

YORK MINSTER BELLS.

Many of our numerous readers will,

doubtless, be anxious to hear something of

the “ Beckwith bells,” which were rung for

the first time on the 11th inst. By a pre-

concerted plan, they were not even heard during

the process of hanging, and about half-past one

o’clock in the afternoon the citizens of York
were taken by suprise, by the full peal burst-

ing upon their ears, evidently to the astonish-

ment of many, who ran out of their houses,

and congregated in groups in the streets or

hastened towards the minster. The bells were

heard to great advantage, not having had the

usual separate trials to tune and adjust them

in their frames. The ropes being new, would

of course stretch : the other fittings were also

new, and require time to adapt them to their

purpose
;
the ringers were out of practice, and

unaccustomed to a peal of twelve bells. Mu-

sicians conversant with campanalogia agree

that the quality of tone is fine, but it is pre-

mature to judge of them now, and until they

have been severely rung, and both bells and

clappers have accommodated themselves, the

first to the machinery, and the latter to the

sides of the bells, it' is impossible to speak

accurately of the good tones they have yet to

hear. However it may suprise some, there is

a similar adjustment to be effected by vibra-

tions in bells as in musical instuments made

of wood, although in a slower degree, and

these bells will, if a fair and liberal use of

* “ Markland’s “ Remarks on English Churches.”
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them is allowed, become more rich and
mellow every year.—It will no doubt be in-

teresting to many to know the weights and
dimensions of the new peal, which are as

follow :

—

Weight*. Dimensions,
cwt. qr. lb. feet. inch.

Treble 7 2 22 .. 2 6

Second 7 1 1-

Third 8 0 !

Fourth 8 1 l!

Fifth 9 2 1,

Sixth 13 0 !

Seventh 14 1

Eighth 17 3 1!

Ninth 19 3
Tenth 25 1 1'

Eleventh 33 3
Twelfth 53 3

The treble and second are the additional bells

to make the peal one of twelve. The other

bells, from the third to the twelfth inclusive,

would form a similar peal to the old one, of
ten bells. The ten lowest bells in this new
peal are heavier by 2 cwt. 381b. than the old

peal, and the total weight of the new peal

(including the two small bells added to the ten)

makes 16 cwt. 2 qrs. 18 lbs. additional to the

peal.

—

Local Paper.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

York and Scarborough Railway.—On Wed-
nesday week, the directors of the York and
North Midland Railway held a meeting at the

board-room, to receive tenders for the making
of 44 miles of the Scarborough Railway and
branch to Pickering. The work was divided

into four sections, hut the directors accepted
the tender of Mr. Crawshay.

AN INDIAN METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING
ARCHES.

Sir,—The accompanying sketch of a semi-
circular arch 22 feet in span, built at Nagpore,
may prove of utility, even in this country, in

the construction of bridges, domes, and other
arches or vaulted buildings, being applicable in

masonry or cast-iron to an arch of any dimen-
sions. It is from a drawing and description

given by Captain B. Mackintosh, of the Madras
Artillery.

Fig. 1.—At the spring (A) of the arch,

stones of a considerable length were used, hav-
ing their inner ends cut so as to suit the cur-

vature of the arch ; six such layers were laid

on each side, in the manner wherein stones are

placed in the generally-termed Egyptian arch

,

the upper layer having a groove five inches
wide and two inches in depth.
On arriving at this height, stones of a

Smaller size (B. B. B. B. B.) are made use of,

Leeds and Bradford Extension Line of
Railway.—Robert Stephenson, Esq., accom-
panied by the directors of the Leeds and Brad-

ford Railway, and Mr. Young, the assistant

engineer, visited Keighley, for the purpose of

determining the point of terminus at that place,

in the event of the contemplated extension of

the line to Blackburn, by the Lancashire and
Yorkshire junction, when it was arranged

that Robert Stephenson, Esq., take an early

opportunity of consulting with Mr. Vignols, the

engineer of the latter company, and arrange

such other matters as may eventually lead to

both the companies working harmoniously
together, to accomplish what may he con-

sidered eventually a line not only of local but

of national importance, across the island.

Leeds and Bradford Railway.— This bill

received the Royal assent on Thursday week.
The engineer has already commenced staking

out the ground
;

the previous consent of

owners and occupiers not being required for

merely surveying and taking levels, and the

company only being liable to make compensa-
tion for any damage thereby occasioned . The
Act contains a penalty for obstructing the

company on setting out the line, or removing
or in any way destroying the stakes or marks
left in so doing.

Grand Junction and the London and Bir-
mingham Railway.—The disputes between
these two companies were brought to a most
satisfactory conclusion on Wednesday week,
at a meeting held at Birmingham. The value

and importance to the proprietors of such

an arrangement may be inferred from the

fact, that an advance immediately took place

of 8/. or 10/. a shure on each line.

each having a groove cut in two adjoining faces

two inches in depth and four inches in breadth,

with corresponding projections on their oppo-
site side.

The stones were so placed, that when a layer

was completed, there appeared a channel or
groove (C. C. C.) the whole length of the

building, ready to receive and bind 10 it by their

projections the next row of stones when ap-
plied.

Eight layers on each side of the stones to

an arch of the above span having been placed,

each layer occupying about six inches of the

curvature of the arch, it became necessary

to prevent the work, if carried on, from falling

inwards. A space of ten feet in length on
each side of the unfinished arch was then
marked off (see fig. 1 and 2), and at these

points two strong horizontal beams were forced

into the grooves (fig. 1, D. D.) extending across

the chasm. From these, as from a new base,

Railway from Maestricht to Aix-la-Chapelle.

—VenloOf June 30.—The inhabitants of Maes-

tricht have now hopes of obtaining a railway

to Aix-la-Chapelle, with a branch to Kerk-

rade. A company is ready to undertake the

work at its own expense, if the government

will grant it the coal-mine of Kerkdale for a

certain number of years. If it is true, as is

affirmed, that these coal-mines cause more loss

than gain to the state every year, why not give

them up, and thus obtain an iron railway,

which may be of great importance to Maes-

tricht and the province of Limburgh ?•—

Herald.

The Lancaster and Carlisle Railway.

—

This important national work is now fairly

commenced. A satisfactory arrangement has

been made between the company and the Earl
of Lonsdale, upon the fair principle that a

valuer should be appointed on either side, with
power to name a third party

;
and the adjust-

ment of terms will, therefore, be an easy
matter. The first general meeting of the
company was held on Friday week at Kendal.
A very efficient body of directors has been ap-

pointed.

A petition from the Hull and Selby Railway
Company, against the Government Railways
Bill, was presented to the Lower House on
Thursday week. The York and North Mid-
land and the Manchester and Leeds Railway
Companies have also petitioned against the Bill.

Preparations are in progress to commence
the Whitehaven and Maryport Railway imme-
diately.

the grooved stones already described were
used. (Fig. 2, F. F.) The length of each

succeeding layer contracting gradually until

the application of the key-stoDes.

When the arch is of considerable span, a
series of bases such as now described (fig. 2,

I.H.) is placed, each . base higher than the

other, in order to support the work until it is

secured by being keyed.

When the centre portions of the arch have
been thus completed, the beams are removed by
being sawed asunder in two places. (Fig. 2,

F. G. H.) In a similar manner the arch is

continued in different portions at either end of
that part which is first finished

;
the intro-

duction of a new beam constituting with it a
renewed base; a slight scaffolding supports
the workmen. No frame or centering is used
for support while building of arches so con-
structed. Indianus.
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CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Salisbury.—At the quarterly meeting of the

Committee of the Diocesan Church Building
Association, held at the Board-room, in the

Close, on Tuesday week, Archdeacon Lear
in the chair, the fol lowing grants were voted :

—

60/. towards restoring and providing increased

accommodation in the parish of Coombe Bis-

set; 25/. towards lengthening the nave and re-

pewing the church of Sedgehill; 200/. towards

the extensive enlargement and new pewing
of Melksham Church, Wilts, &c. A former
grant of 200/. to the new church at East
Grafton, in the parish of Great Bedwyn, Wilts,

was ordered to be paid, the church having been

consecrated.

New Churches .—The friends of the Esta-

blishment in St. George’s parish are going to

erect two new churches in Pimlico—one in

the Belgrave-road, near Warwick-square, and
the other near the Orange Tavern.

A Chapel on Wheels .—The Wesleyan Me-
thodists of the Bingham circuit have erected a

moveable wooden meeting-house upon wheels,

capable of seating about 120 persons, at a cost

of about 60/., for the accommodation of seve-

ral villages where no site could be obtained.

The late William Stephenson, Esq., of Stam-
ford, has secured by deed, for building a church
in Deeping Fen, Lincolnshire, 4,000/.

;
for

keeping it in repair, 200/.
;
for income for the

minister, 5,000/. ;
total, 9,200/.

A new church has been erected in Birming-
ham, and will be consecrated on the 25th inst.

by the Lord Bishop of Worcester. The church
is dedicated to St. Stephen.

dotreepoutinire.

SOUTHWELL CHURCH, NOTTS.
Sir,—In your number for June 22, I

observed a notice en passant of some complaints

made relative to a competition for Southwell
Church, Notts; perhaps the following may
furnish some comment on the same : the draw-
ings were sent in on the 5th inst., on the 9th

the committee forwarded their circular to the

competitors, “ that the plans of another archi-

tect had been thought more proper for the

purposes of the committee.” It would seem
that two clear days, Saturday and Monday,
were sufficient to enable the committee to exa-

mine (?), compare (?), and make their selec-

tion
;
perhaps a committee of professional men

would feel some difficulty in coming to a con-

scientious decision in so short a space of time.

Your obedient servant and constant reader,

Friday, July 12, 1844. 4>.

SHAM COMPETITIONS.—DERBY LUNATIC
ASYLUM.

Sir,—I am glad that your spirited cor-

respondent, signed “ A second Subscriber, but

no Competitor,” has directed attention to the

decision relative to the design for the Derby
Lunatic Asylum. In this instance, I had the

opportunity of inspecting and minutely ex-

amining the whole of the designs submitted to

the committee.

I have given considerable attention to the

subject of lunatic asylums for several years,

and have examined the principal establish-

ments throughout the kingdom
;

from this

circumstance, and from my experience and

practice as an architect, I considered myself

qualified to form an opinion of their merits.

There were several good works among them,

and a large number of a very inferior and even

ridiculous character, such as we generally see

in great public competitions.

I selected several designs in my own mind,

such as I conceived the committee might
recommend for examination, and certainly the

motto, “ Curator,” of the approved design, was

not among that number. The committee

ought to have called in the assistance of some
architect of eminence to report upon them

;

and I will venture to say, that if they had
acted upon such report, the result would have

been very different indeed.

I do not complain of any man availing

himself of the influence of his friends. If

influential persons have their pet, let them
employ him

;
but for heaven’s sake let them

not trifle with us, in order to give a favour-

able colour to their proceedings, and make it

appear that his works are so pre-eminent above

all others. The successful candidates may, in

this instance, reap all the advantage of this

jobbing, but I entirely deny that any honour is

attached to it.

I do not understand upon what principle

the sealed letters of those competitors, whose
designs were not selected, were opened. They
might surely have been apprized of the decision

by the medium through which they were
invited, and the designs would then have been

applied for, as in other cases. I received mine
per railway, unpaid, addressed to me.

In number 73, your correspondent, “A sub-

scriber,” puffs off the Derby Town Hall, which
he says has a very commanding elevation.

I am ready to admit that it stands in a com-
manding situation (an open market-place), but

I must confess that, on my first view of the

building, I was struck with its singular in-

elegance and bad outline. It appears to me
to betray an entire absence of all good prin-

ciples of architectural design, and presents

a most awkward perspective effect. On my
subsequent visits to this building, it lessened

in my estimation, and appeared to exhibit a

miserable poverty of design
;

it reminded
me of the new-square-style in Mr. Pugin’s

criticisms. When I contrasted with it the

fine old tower of All Saints Church, and
that of the Roman Catholic church erected

a few years since in Derby, I could not avoid

observing (although they are of very different

styles of architecture), as features of the town
decoration, how greatly this building suffered

by the comparison.
What the other designs sent in competition

for this building may have been I know not,

but it tells little for the credit of the sapient

committee who advised and carried out its

erection. I am by no means singular in my
opinion

;
on the contrary, I found the building

generally disliked by those of the gentry whom
I met with in the town and neighbourhood.
A wealthy and influential inhabitant of Derby
assured me he considered it a disgrace to the

town, and (much as he deprecated the calamity

of fire) he should not regret to see it again

destroyed, and another more worthy building

substituted.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A third Subscriber and a Competitor.

Sir,—

S

eeing in vour valuable paper a letter

respecting the Derby Pauper Lunatic Asylum
competition, and wishing that all such rascally

tricks should be made public, I inclose you the

instructions received from the committee in

answer to the following questions :
—

What expense is to be gone to ?

What size and style is the building to be ?

A plan of the ground, and general informa-

tion.

Now, Mr. Editor, does it not carry upon its

very face that it is a job from beginning to end,

for what architect in his senses would ever

think of competing on such instructions ? The
following letter accompanied the production :

—

“ Derby, 26th March, 1844.

“ Sir,—In reply to your letter to Mr.

Barber, I am directed to send you the fore-

going general answers, being all the informa-
tion he is at present able to furnish .

“ I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

“ Mr. “ S. Whitaker.”

And this is a specimen of competition.

Wishing every success to The Builder,

I remain yours truly,

A Lover of Fair Play, and Subscriber
FROM THE COMMENCEMENT.

The following are the general answers

alluded to by our correspondent :

—

“ The site is not yet chosen, therefore no

information depending upon locality, the

nature of soil, &c., can at present be given.

“ It is wished that the front of the building

shall have a south aspect.
“ The arrangement of the wards and offices,

the general design and construction of the build-

ing, and the style of architecture, are for the con-

sideration of the gentlemen who send in plans,

and who will, of course, avail themselves of

the information to be gathered from the most

approved establishments ot the same kind.

The committee reserve their opinion on these

points until all the plans are before them.
“ The principle of warming and ventilation

now in use at the Derby County Prison will

be most satisfactorily ascertained, either by

inspecting the prison, or by application to Mr.
Silvester, who superintended the warming and
ventilating apparatus.

“ The committee do not pledge themselves
to adopt the cheapest plan.”

Sir,—The letter in the last number of The
Builder, from “ A Second Subscriber,” will,

I trust, do good, in helping to expose the
infamous system of “ Sham Competitions
and shew Mr. Dewsbury that, as the real
circumstances of the case are now pretty gene-
rally known, he has no very great reason to

plume himself as being the successful com-
petitor, but ought rather to blush for the
share he has had in the transaction; for if,

as reported, he sent in a set of drawings that
had already been seen and approved by the
Committee before the competition was thought
of, I trust he sees that his own conduct, as

a member of the profession, is not without
blame; as he must have known that “the
great expense,” that many architects would
put themselves to, would, in this instance, be
wholly fltwapplied. The competition, I believe,

was proposed merely to destroy a counter-

influence that had been raised by the friends

of Messrs. Scott and Moffat, who obtained

the second premium. For myself, I had
nothing to do with it, as I heard that Mr.
Dewsbusy was competing, and I was aware
of his local influence; but I was foolish

enough to send in a design for the church
at Southwell, Notts, where a similar farce

was enacted
;

and it is to be regretted that

you did not give publicity to the “ complaints”

which you noticed, in No. 72, as having being

received relative to the competition. I for-

warded my drawings, seven in number (in the

vain hope of standing on their merits), on the

6th of July, which, being Saturday, I may
fairly suppose they were not laid before the

committee until Monday, the 8th. In a day
or two afterwards I received my drawings

back again, with an intimation that, “ although

highly commended, they were not deemed so

suitable as the plans of another competitor.”

This intimation was dated the eighth, so

that these wise men (perhaps none of whom
had ever seen a set of drawings before) were
so inspired, that in one short sitting they were
enabled (by intuition, I suppose) to jump to a
conclusion, and decide upon the merits of all

the designs submitted for their notice. Now,
is it not pretty evident that they must have

selected their pet before-hand, and that the

whole affair was a mere juggle, got up fo-

some hidden purpose of their own ? I will

only add, that I never yet sent in any comr
petition designs, but something or other came
to light to shew the futility of doing so,

without first having strong interest with the

committee.— I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

17th July, 1844. F.

[We have received other letters, which,

being to the same purpose, we deem it un-

necessary to publish.

—

Ed.]

FALL OF HALSTEAD CHURCH STEEPLE.

Sir,—On Wednesday last, at half-past two

o’clock in the afternoon, the spire and tower

of the beautiful new church at Halstead,

intended to be dedicated to the Holy Trinity,

fell to the ground with a tremendous crash.

It had reached the height of 1 15 feet before

it fell, but for a fortnight past many per-

sons have expressed their doubts that it could

not stand, owing, in a great measure, to the

rapid manner in which it was being carried

up, as much as 30 feet being executed dur-

ing the week before it fell. On the day it

fell, the mason, after he returned from dinner,

could perceive that the cracks in the tower

were much larger than they were before he

left, which caused him to communicate with

the other parties connected with the building,

the result of which was, that the men were all

ordered down directly from the scaffolding.

They had all reached the ground in safety

with the exception of two poor fellows who

remained behind, at about 100 feet from the

ground, to lower a ladder, and it is supposed

they must have clung to the scaffolding, as one

of them was very slightly bruised about the

arms, but the other was more seriously hurt,

having two dreadful cuts on the head and three

ribs broken, but hopes are now entertained of

his ultimate recovery. A third person met

with a slight contusion by a brick falling upon

his head, but was very little hurt. The con-
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sternatiori into which the inhabitants of Hal-

stead were thrown by the sudden falling; of the

greatest monument that was ever erected in

this part of the country may be more easily

imagined than described
;
hundreds of persons

might be seen flocking to the spot, and I

believe I do not exaggerate if I say there were
near three thousand persons within an hour
after it fell. The shrieks and screams were
dreadful to hear; almost every one expecting
that not less than from twelve to fifteen persons
were beneath the ruins.

The church was to have been consecrated on
the 31st of this month, and the tower and spire

altogether would have been 150 feet high.

Yours, most respectfully, G. C.

Halstead, July 15.

[As we judge our correspondents take the

same interest as ourselves in all matters of the

construction and failure of buildings, we should

be obliged by any exact particulars as to the

nature of the work and the cause of its ruin.

—Ed.]

fttisrclUnra.

Picoadilly Improvement Bill.—A bill

is now on its way through Parliament to widen

and improve Piccadilly, in the city of West-
minster. It is under the care of the Earl of

Lincoln, M.P., and Mr. John Young, the

Secretary of the Treasury, and contains eight

clauses. The first clause empowers the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests to widen

the carriage-road and south side foot-way of

so much of the street called “ Piccadilly,” in

the parish of St. George, Hanover-square, as

lies between Bolton-street on the east, and
Park-lane on the west, and to take and use
for that purpose so much of Her Majesty’s
‘‘Green” Park, in the parish of St. Martin-
in-the-Fields, as will make Piccadilly, from
Bolton-street to Park-lane aforesaid, of an
uniform width of 70 feet, or thereabouts.
The second clause empowers the commission-
ers to alter, raise, lower, and shut or stop up
the carriage-way and foot-way aforesaid during
the progress of the works, to put up bars and
posts, and to make general orders for regu-
lating the passage of carts, carriages, and
horses. The street, as widened, is to be re-
paved by the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests, either with stone or wood, or it may
even be macadamized. The portion of the
Green Park, appropriated towards the widening
of Piccadilly, is to be severed from the parish
of St. Martin -in -the- Fields, and annexed to

that of St. George, Hanover-square. The
whole of Piccadilly, between Bolton-street and
Park-lane, when so widened aud improved,
is to be kept in repair at the expense of the
last-mentioned parish. This act is to be
deemed a public act.

Destructive Fire at Slough.— On
Monday afternoon, a very destructive fire

broke out in the recently erected mansions at

Upton-park, near Slough, the property of Mr.
J. T. Bedborough, the extensive builder, of
New Windsor. As soon as the intelligence of
the fire reached Windsor, two companies of
the Scotch Fusilier Guards left Windsor, with
the barrack engine, for the scene of the con-
flagration, followed by two engines from the
Castle, the Windsor and Eton College engines,
and several others from the vicinity; but such
was the ascendancy that the flames had ob-
tained before their arrival, that all attempts
(although there was a plentiful supply of
water) to preserve the property were totally
ineffectual, and three houses were completely
gutted forming the west end of Victoria-ter-
race. We understand the property i3 in-

sured to the amount of 3,000/. (about one-half
of its value) in the London Union Fire-office.

It is supposed that the fire broke out in the
basement of the house (situate at the eastern
end of the Terrace, the wind at the time
blowing strongly from the westward) in which
a fire had been lighted by the workmen who
were employed in some zinc works connected
with the buildings. Such was the rapidity
with which the flames extended, that several
of the workmen lost their clothes, and a
large portion their tools, which were con-
sumed before they had time to secure them.

Royal Academy.—In the House of Com-
mons on the 9th instant, Mr. Hume moved
“ That an humble address be presented to her

Majesty, praying that, as patroness and comp-
troller of the Royal Academy of Arts, she

will be graciously pleased to take into consi-

deration the laws and regulations of that insti-

tution, with a view of rendering it more con-

ducive to the advancement of the fine arts,

better suited to the spirit and circumstances of

the present age, and more consonant with the

original intention of its royal founder, George
III.” The hon. member was proceeding, in

support of his motion, to arraign the conduct
of the Royal Academy, as impeding rather

than assisting the progress of art, and to argue

the right of the people under the charter to

free admission to its exhibitions, when an hon.

member moved that the house be counted, and
there being only thirty members present, the

house adjourned.

St. Marylebone Bank for Savings, 76,

Welbeck-street,—Established 5th July,
1830. Comparative statement of pro-
gress at specified periods during the last seven

years.

Open Deposit
Accounts.

Sums invested with
National Debt
Commissioners.

£. £.
On 5th July, 1838 10,703 179,381

„ 1839 11,620 216,017

„ 1840 12,445 243,469

„ 1841 12,881 260,852

„ 1842 13,100 275,072

„ 1843 13,820 305,383

„ 1844 14,638 340,509

D. Finney, Assistant Secretary.

New Harbour at Aberdeen. — The
works for the new harbour at Aberdeen have
been contracted for by Messrs. Oldham,
builders and railway contractors, of Chelten-
ham. The sum is 99,660/. When completed,
the new harbour will be one of the most com-
modious in the kingdom.

The Artesian Well near Paris.—The
volume of water supplied by the Artesian Well
of Grenelle was measured a few days ago, and
found to have lost nothing of its force or
quantity. The source furnishes 2,000,000
quarts of water per 24 hours, which is more
than sufficient for the consumption of the

quarter of the Pantheon, where immense
reservoirs have been constructed to receive it.

The water is as limpid as filtered Seine
water, and has continued clear since tubes
have been inserted in the aperture.

—

Constitu-
tionnel.

Singular Circumstance. — Lately, as

some workmen were employed in quarrying
a rock close to the Tweed, about a quarter
of a mile below Rutherford-mill, a gold
thread was discovered embedded in the stone
at a depth of eight feet. How long this

remnant of a former age has remained in the
situation from which it was taken will baffle

the skill of the antiquary or geologist to deter-
mine. A small bit of the thread has been
sent to our office for the inspection of the
curious .—Kelso Chronicle.

National Property in France.—

A

general statement of the national estates and
property, with an estimate of value, has been
distributed to the members of the Chamber of
Deputies. The gross amount is 1,287,900,OOOf.

(51,480,000/.) The portion appropriated to the
public service amounts to about 550,000,OOOf.

(22,000,000/.), and the woods and forests to

729.

000.

000f. (29,000,000/.)

Longevity of Trees.— The following
trees are calculated to live—elm about 335
years

; cypress, 350 ;
cheirostemon, 400 ;

larch,

575 ;
orange, 630

;
olive, 700 ;

ornamental
plane, 720; cedar, 800; lime, 1,147; oak,
1,500

;
yew, 2,820; baobab, 5,150; taxodium,

6
.
000 .

On Wednesday week, his Royal Highness
Prince Albert presided at a meeting of the
commission for promoting and encouraging
the fine arts in the rebuilding the Palace of
Westminster.

The Health of Towns Commission had a
meeting on the 9th instant at Gwydyr House,
Whitehall.

A poor little sweep was suffocated in a flue

at Goldings, Herts, on Friday week.

Stonei.eioh Bridge.—It has been ordered
that this bridge be repaired. The cost will

be 600/.

It is in contemplation to convert the Tun-
bridge Wells Theatre shortly into a com
market.

CniDei'0.

Tenders delivered for Messrs. R. Barratt and

Sons’ premises, Beech-street, Barbican. Quanti-

ties provided, and tenders opened in presence of

contractors.—W. Wallen and Son, Surveyors, 1,

Circus-place, Finsbury.—July 13.

Piper £769
Furnival 748

Webb 735

Waterlow 705

Ashby 695

Ward 678

Trego 660

Haynes and Co.. 650

Tenders delivered for building two third-rate

houses and offices on the east side of Holford-

square, Pentonville.—Mr. James Harrison, Ar-

chitect.

Thomas Lawrence . . .

.

0 0

C. Hellis ... 2,125 12 0

Lawrence and Sons .

.

.. 2,116 0 0

John Hall 0 0

C. Tibbetts .. 2,050 0 0
John Jay 0 0

Locke and Nesham .

.

.. 1,977 0 0

W. Smith 0 0

H. Freeman 0 0

W. M. Hill .. 1,371 0 0

W. Watkins 15 6

Tenders for the Repairs and Painting of the

Police Station West Smithfield.—T. Bunning Ar-

chitect.

Johnson 0 0

Colbatch 0 0

Buzzard 0 0

Self 72 10 0

G. Cooke 72 0 0

Chandler 0 0

The lowest tender was accepted.

Tenders delivered for erecting a new Hopital.

The Guardians of the Poor of the Union Work-

house, Aston, near Birmingham.

Davies, Birmingham . . .

.

£1,515

Watson, Whitacre 1,404

Greensall, Erdington... 1,365

Norton, Birmingham.. .. 1,350

Warden, do 1,329

Dredge, do 1,297

Johns, do 1,275

Dewsberry, do 1,270

Machin, Erdington . . .

.

1,260

Hardwick, Birmingham 1,239

Heafield do

The lowest tender was accepted.

1,911

Tenders delivered for erecting a School at the

Workhouse of the parish of St. Mary, Newington.

Hawes .

.

£1,205 0 0

Wood 1,198 0 0

Colven 1,196 0 0

Warren 1,180 15 0

Peacock 1,173 10 0

Plasket and Shelton .

.

1,152 0 0

Burtenshaw 1,145 0 0

Ward .. 1,135 0 0

Geary .

.

1,132 0 0

Cooper and Davies 1,090 0 0

Mason 1,010 0 0

Wilson 944 0 0

Cuttress 935 0 0

The tenders were opened in the presence of the

parties.
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2ffO. IXXVII.

SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1844.

N nothing
else does the

mind, whe-

ther refined

or unrefined,

take greater

delight than

in the beau-

ties of statuary— for by

nothing else is the mind

more correctly informed

of the history, the reli-

gion, the passions of our

species : the present ex-

hibition of statuary in

Westminster Hall claims*

therefore, the greatest

consideration from i

whether as to its own

intrinsic merit or the

opening of a new era in architectural art,

whereby no longer is even the bald white-

washed wall deemed too costly, but embellish-

ment is re-admitted, and superiority is called

for. The chosen work of the chosen artist

is to form the decoration of the Westminster

Palace, and the three sister arts—architecture,

sculpture, and painting—are to be united in

one magnificent work.

The exhibition is highly creditable
;

it con-

tains many respectable and many fine works,

and is particularly pleasing, as containing not

a few which, in the patriotic spirit of re-

presenting our own sages, our own heroes,

Dur own monarchs, gives it a nationality,

which, eventually, will be the distinguishing

excellence of the British School. All appre-

3iate such subjects, treated in such spirit.

We do not deem it necessary to give any more

general observations upon the matter, but

>roceed to some particulars relative to these

tbjects of art themselves.

85. Lord Bacon, by John Henning, jun.

—

t must be recorded to our disgrace, that the
ame of Bacon has been more highly appre-
ciated and more extensively difFused by the
earning of Gassendi, the admiration of
Voltaire, and the critical sagacity of D’Alem-
>ert, than by any efforts of our own. What-
ver in the revolution of ages may be the fate

f this empire, even to that distant, but pro-
lable period, when the present continent of
durope shall exchange its civilization for the
larbarity of regions now undiscovered or un-
[xplored, in whatever corner of the globe
terature and science may hereafter seek an
isylum, so long will they exalt the fame, and
e guided by the genius of Bacon.
This is a fine work, in the peculiar costume

f the day, which outdid nature when in a
iunny mood.
' 90. Captain James Cook, R.N., F.R.S., by
V

.

G. Nicholl.—A very proper subject for the
iidifice.

! 91. Richard I., by Charles Augustus
juivers.—A work of animation.
I 93. St. George and the Dragon, by Hamil-
nn and Carleton McCarthy.—The horse of
sis is a fine work.

ill 95. John Rennie, F.R.S., by C. A. Rivers.
S-Suitable.

II 100. Geoffrey Chaucer, the Father of
iipiglih Poetry, by W. Calder Marshall.—

A

rsry beautiful work.
tl 103. The Earl of Marlborough, afterwards

i s Grace the Great Duke of Marlborough, by
!ienry Sibson.

Quiteoutof the Gothic character; yet, though
hugely booted, according to the costume of the
man himself—therefore proper.

106. The Archer or Eagle-Slayer, by John
Bell—“Our ancestors used the bow fora double
purpose

;
in the time of war it was a dread-

ful instrument of destruction, and in peace it

became an object of amusement. It will be
needless to insist upon the skill of the English
archers, or to mention their wonderful per-
formances in battle.”

—

Strutt's Sports and Pas-
times of the People of England.
The story intended to be conveyed is, that

an eagle having just slain a lamb, soars high
aloft; scared from his prey by the shepherd
(represented in the statue), who has just
launched a successful shaft at the wide-winged
robber. —A very fine work, seeming to live.

108. Milton dictating his Poem of Paradise
Lost to his Daughters, by W. F. Woodington.
—A good work.

111. Chaucer, by John Hancock.—A very
beautifully designed production, having an air

totally differing from routine performances.
113, Boadicea, Queen of the Iceni, a

group, by John Henning, jun.—“ But she
then appeared upon the same foot as one
of the vulgar, and sought vengeance for the
oppression of public liberty, for the stripes

inflicted upon her person, for the defilement
of her virgin daughters. To such a height
was the wild fury and concupiscence of the
Romans advanced, that neither the persons of
individuals, not even old age, nor even tender
maidens could escape their rage and contami-
nation. The incensed deities were, however,
ready to aid the just sword of vengeance; by
it a legion which dared to attempt an engage-
ment had already fallen. . . If the Britons
would survey the number of men under arms

;

if they would well weigh the affecting cause
of war

;
they would find that in that battle

they must remain utterly victorious or utterly

perish
;
such was the firm purpose of her who

was a woman
; the men, if they pleased, might

still enjoy life and bondage.”

—

Annals of
Tacitus

, book 14.

A very masterly work of art.

115. Talbot Earl of Shrewsbury (time of
Henry VI.), by Charles Samuel Kelsey.
A capital architectural statue in costume

and treatment, suiting the building.

117- Alfred the Great with the Book of
Common Law, by Frederick S. Archer.
A very good work.
118. The Death of the Duke of York at

the Battle of Agincourt, by Benjamin E.
Spence.

“ Upon these words I came and cheer’d him up :

He smil’d me in the face, raught me his hand,
And with a feeble gripe says—Dear, my lord,

Commend my services to my sovereign.”

—Vide Shakspere’s Henry V.

An artistic specimen of exquisite feeling.

120. Alfred the Great, by James Sherwood
W estraacott.

Good and suitable in design and execution.

123. Portrait Statue of Robert Burns, by
David Dunbar, jun.

A worthy morsel of art.

124. Sir Isaac Newton, by William Jackson.
Simply, yet finely treated.

129. The Mourners; representing a wife,

who, during the civil wars of York and Lan-
caster, has followed her husband to the field of

battle, and discovers his lifeless body among
the slain, his charger standing over him. By
T. G. Lough.

After passing a file of good, of fine, of even
very fine productions, this wonderful piece of

art breaks upon the view, and the longer the

sight rests upon it, the longer view does it

desire.—The heroic slain, who has not fallen

till the sturdy wood of his battle-axe brake
under his prowess, seems in death a conqueror :

the bereaved lady pictures a fine mixture of

heart-break, pride in her husband’s prowess,

of grief and admiring love : the noble charger,

faithful to its master, remaining there in death,

as in life, with the beautiful widowed face

almost leaning in companionship upon it,

breathes through the stolid material in audible

passion. How fine, how touching does art

become, when, leaving the ineffective restraints

of conventialism, it dares to assume, that

perfect art can take no flight higher than the

perfect beauty which God himself has set in

the feature, the limb, the muscle, the action,

the breath, with which, after his own image,

he has endued nature in all her works

!

131. Cardinal Wolsey,by Thomas Grirasley,
“ Farewell, a long farewell, to all my greatness.”

A beautiful cabinet statue, with its hands
silently clasped in bitterness.

132. Sir Isaac Newton, by Edwin Gahagan.—The first idea of universal gravitation was
suggested to Sir Isaac Newton (in his 24th
year) by the fall of an apple.—“ A new idea
darted across his mind. Why, he asked him-
self, may not this power extend to the moon,
and then what more would be necessary to re-
tain her in her orbit round the earth?”
Library of Useful Knoioledge.
Wonderfully fine—indeed exquisite—quiet,

yet evidently all soul, though evidently worked
out in only rude matter.

133. Milton reciting to his Daughters, by
James Legrew.
Of perfect beauty, elegant, soul-like, want-

ing nothing in design, or execution, or finish.

134. Jane Shore, by John Bell.
“ Look on ber now, behold her where she wanders,
With no one hand to help

;
and tell me, then,

If ever misery were known like her’s ?*****
Somewhere about this quarter of the town,
I hear the poor abandoned creature lingers ;

Her guard, tho’ set with strictest watch to keep
All food and friendship from her, yet permit her
To wander in the streets, there choose her bed,

And rest her head on what cold stone she pleases.”

Rowe’s Tragedy of Jane Shore, Act 5.

A very beautiful figure, not spoiled by being
over short.

135. Bede, the Saxon Ecclesiastical Writer,
by Charles Samuel Kelsey.

Thoughtful, but too coarsely managed to

reach ideal beauty.

137- Richard Cceur de Lion planting the
Standard of England on the Walls of Acre,
12th July, 1191, by James Sherwood West-
macott.

A very beautiful work
;
the more meritorious

from being free from the mere matter-of-fact

of conventionalism.
139. Edward I. creating a Knight Banneret.

The dying man still retains the banner in his

grasp and is supported by a trooper, while the
King, who comes up at the moment, is in the
act of conferring on him the honour of knight-
hood

;
the horse of the dying man is also

mortally wounded by a spear in his throat. By
T. G. Lough.
A very beautifully executed horse—the dying

man of speaking effect
;
the figures of the

prince and the trooper less striking; but the

monarch’s horse, stumbling over a dead mailed
warrior, exhibits the highest art.

140. Richard I., King of England, sur-

named Cu*ur de Lion, by James Wyatt.—“ The
Christian adventurers, under his command,
determined to besiege the renowned city of
Ascalon, in order to prepare the way for attack-

ing Jerusalem with greater advantage. Saladin,

the most renowned of all the Saracen monarchs,
was resolved to dispute their march, and placed
himself upon the road with an army of 300,000
men. This was a day equal to Richard’s
wishes, this an enemy worthy his highest

ambition. The English Crusaders were vic-

torious. Richard, when the wings of his army
were defeated, led on the main body in person,

and restored the battle.”

—

Goldsmith's History

of England, vol. i., p. 283.

Of considerable beauty.

141. Margaret of Anjou and her Son meet-
ing the Robber after the Battle of Hexham,
by John A. P. Mac Bride.—“ Margaret, the

wife of Henry VI., after her defeat at Hex-
ham, fled, accompanied only by her son. She
was met in a forest by some robbers, who
stripped her of her jewels, and treated her

with great indignity. The division of this rich

booty caused a quarrel amongst them, and she

took the opportunity of escaping still further

into the forest, when, overcome by hunger and

fatigue, she met another robber, who ap-

proached her with a drawn sword in his hand ;

anxious only for her child, and with the courage

and dignity which never forsook her, she

advanced and said, ‘ Hold, my friend, save the

son of thy king.’ ”

Quiet, yet speaking more passionately than

all the outward hard working of muscle, fixed

eye, and stiffened features.

144. Caractacus before Claudius Ctesar,

with his Wife and Child, by W. Spence.—

A

fine group.

147. A Portrait Statue of Lady Emily,
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.laughter of the Duke of Beaufort, byWm.
Behnes.

, ~ ,

148. Cupid, with Doves, by \Vm. Behnes.

Two works bv this sculptor, of great beauty.

151. A Girl at Prayer, by P. MacDowell.—

An extremely exqisite work.

153. The Burial of the Princes in the

Tower of London, by H. C. Shenton, jun.

“ The tyrannous and bloody act is done ;

The most arch deed of piteous massacre,

That ever yet this land was guilty of.

* * * *

* * We smothered

The most replenished sweet work of nature

That, from the prime creation, e’er she framed.”

Vide Shakspeare’s Richard III., Act 4,

[Scene 3.

A meritorious work.

154. The death of Boadicea, by Thomas

Woolner.
Exhibiting death in the face of the figure in

a manner wonderfully affecting.

162. An Ancient Briton, as a Scout, torch

in hand, and with fire-wood resting on the

ground, by Geo. G. Adams.—A good work.

163. Prince Henry, by Wm. Thomas.

“ I spake unto the crown, as having sense,

And thus upbraided it The care on thee de-

pending

Hath fed upon the body of my father,

Therefore, thou best of gold art worst of gold ;

Other, less fine in carat, is more precious,

Preserving life in med’eine potable :

But thou, most fine, most honour’d, most rc-

nown’d,
Hast eat thy bearer up.”

Shakspere’s Henry IV., Act 4, Part 2.

A very beautiful work.

165. Eve, by W. Calder Marshall.

“ So saying, her rash hand, in evil hour,

Forth reaching to the fruit, she pluck’d, she ate !

Earth felt the wound ;
and nature, from her seat,

Sighing through all her works, gave signs of woe,

That all was lost. Back to the thicket slunk

The guilty serpent ;

* * *

Milton’s Paradise Lost, Book ix.

The mother of mankind is beautifully shown

plucking the fruit, while the serpent is coiled

aloft around the trunk. The subject is well

treated.

169. An Ancient Briton protecting his

Family, by Thomas Earle.

170. Edward I. presenting the first Prince

of Wales, by Thomas Earle.—“ He began by

declaring to them, that whereas they were

oftentimes suitors unto him to appoint them a

prince, he, now having occasion to depart out of

the country, would name them a prince, if they

would allow and obey him whom they should

name. They cautiously answered that they

would do so ‘if he would appoint them one of

their nation. The king lost no time in assur-

ing them ‘ that he would name one that was

born in Wales, and could speak never a word

of English.’ He left them to congratulate

each other on his favourable intentions, and

returned in a few seconds, very much to their

surprise, bearing in his arms a new-born in-

fant
;
but much more were they astonished

when he presented him to them as their prince,

satisfying them most completely that he ful-

filled the stipulated conditions, that he was

born in Wales, and could not speak a word of

the English language.”— Lives of the Princes

of Wales,
by Robert Folkestone, vol. i.,p4.

Two very beautiful works.

171. William of Wykeham, by John

Thomas.—A capital performance.

173. Alfred the Great propounding his Code
of Laws, by Edward B. Stephens.—A very

good work.
178. A British Warrior, by Samuel Nixon.

—An excellent work.

THE GOVERNMENT SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

The annual distribution of the prizes to the

most meritorious of the pupils in the Govern-

ment School of Design took place on Wednes-
day the 24th inst., in the apartment of Somer-

set-house set apart for the studies and business

of the institution, in the presence of the great

body of the pupils, and of a very numerous

assembly of ladies and gentlemen. The wails

of the room were covered with designs in plas-

ter of Paris, on paper, and with other things

connected with the progress of art; and nu-

merous tables were placed, on which were dis-

played specimens in sculpture, in casting, in

poccelain. &c., the productions of the conti-

nent, collected for the use of this establishment,

and to make the students better acquainted

with the modes by which foreign works of art

are distinguished', and to avail themselves of

foreign discoveries and improvements in the

classes for which the School of Design was

established.

Amongst the company present were the

following members :—the Right Hon. Lord

Colbome, Mr. B. Hawes, M.P., Mr. II.

Gallev Knio-ht, M.P., Mr. R. Monckton Milnes,

M.P., Ml P, Pusey, M.P., Mr. T. Wyse,

M.P., Sir R. Westmacott, R.A., Mr. J. G.

Shaw Lefevre, F.R.S., Mr. W. R. Hamilton,

F.R.S., Mr. W. Etty, R.A., Mr. W. Dyce,

Mr. J. M. Gardiner, ‘Mr. Thomas Gibson, Mr.

H. B. Ker, Mr. Apsley Pellatt, Mr. A. Poyn-

ter, besides Lord Westmorland, the Right

Hon. Mr. Gladstone, Mrs. Gladstone, Colonel

Wodehouse, M.P., and many other persons of

distinction.

The chair was taken precisely at 4 o’clock

by Lord Colborne, who expressed his high

satisfaction at what he saw in the room that

day. He felt so great an interest in the suc-

cess of the Government School of Design, that

he had left other duties which demanded his

attention to take the chair. His duty on that

occasion was not, however, likely to be a very

long one; it was, first, to return his thanks,

and that ofthe council, to the company assem-

bled, for their attendance, and next, to tender

to Mr. Gladstone, who appeared there to

distribute prizes, the thanks of all present.

He was convinced that hon. gentleman,

and all who were there met, would rejoice to

behold the works displayed around them

—

works, for the most part, of individuals who
had only been pupils of the institution for two

years. His Royal Highness Prince Albert had

been pleased to preside on the last annual

meeting, and had most kindly offered his

services this year, provided the distribution of

the premiums could have been arranged to

take place previously to his going to Windsor.

He (Lord Colborne) much regretted that

Prince Albert was not present, but that regret

was greatly alleviated by the presence of the

Right Hon. the President of the Board of

Trade. He hoped he was not too sanguine

when he alluded to the attention bestowed on

the institution by Mr. Wilson, the director (to

whom his lordship paid an elegant compliment),

in thinking that it would flourish and answer

the expectations that had been formed ot it.

He (Lord Colborne) was most happy to hear

the mark of approbation which had been given

when the nameofMr. Wilson was mentioned, be-

cause it showed how highly he was esteemed.

He thought that under his management the

artists who attended the School of Design, and

their productions, would shortly be able to com-

pete with those of the continental countries.

He would come now to the most pleasing part

of his duty, which was to call upon the secretary

to read over the names of those to whom the

premiums had been adjudged
;

but first he

would place the Right Hon. Mr. Gladstone in

the chair, who would distribute them to the

successful candidates.

His Lordship then quitted the chair, which

was taken by Mr. Gladstone amidst expressions

of applause from the company; and Mr. Wilson

shortly explained the collection of works of art

and of design which were exhibited in and hung
around the walls.

Mr. Gladstone then rose, and after apolo-

gizing to the company for the few brief remarks

he was about to offer, said the institution had

the best wishes of the Government, as well as

of the public. They were assembled there that

day with one unanimous feeling of anxiety to

promote the objects connected with it. Those
objects were not only intimately connected with

the commercial prosperity of the country, but

with the progress of good taste, and that feeling

for the truly beautiful in art bywhich the country

was to be improved and exalted. Perhaps if

more of difficulty was to be surmounted, a

greater degree of interest might be excited for

the progress of the institution
;
but the great

difficulty had been surmounted. The greatest

credit was due to that Ministry which had

first established the Government School of

Design, when its subsequent fate was doubtful,

and when strong prejudices were to be en-

countered and got over—when some prejudiced

people thought, and perhaps there might be

some few who still thought, that the artists of

England could not contend in rivalry with

the artists of foreign countries, in uniting what

was useful with what was beautiful. Great :

honour was due to those who had recommended I

Parliament to attend to that school. Many
thanks were next due to Lord Colborne and !

the gentlemen of the council of the School I

of Design
;
many great questions had made

demands on their time since the School of

Design had been originated, nevertheless they

had not relaxed in their efforts and attention

to the interests of that school. The labours

of those also must be taken into view,

who had produced those works which the

company were that day assembled to view.

He would say that the present director

was the soul of the school, without whose

genius and application the council or any

other assistance could not avail. It was

impossible to overrate the public importance of

the institution. The commercial power of this

country excelled that of all others
;

but one

defect—the defect in the art of design—had

given other countries an advantage we did not

possess. France was deserving of praise for

her efforts to effect a union between the beau-

tiful in design and the national industry. He
did not, however, despair for what England

would do by such a union. He no longer

despaired of making the people of this country

understand what beauty in art was, and by such

understanding would be supplied all that was

wanting. No vote in Parliament was more
cheerfully made than that for the advancement

of the School of Design. The vote was cheer-

fully supported by the Government, by the

Board of Trade, and every assistance had been

furnished by Sir Robert Peel and by Mr. Le-

fevre. Sir Robert Peel felt, what every minister

should feel, a warm, a lively interest in the

success of the institution. The pupils, who
fully appreciated the importance of what was

presented to them, might rely that the encou-

ragement hitherto given would not be with-

drawn. There would be found no indispo-

sition or backwardness to reward those who
developed ability and talent. The late changes

in the law had been beneficial to the encou-

ragement of the art of design
;
the designer had

as much right to be protected as the author,

and that principle was now recognized by the

law. The law now worked beneficially for all

parties : the designers were now secured the

fair reward of their talent and genius, which

but for this alteration of the law would have

been the prey of pirates. They might now
indulge a thankful satisfaction on the progress

of the school
;
and the problem would be

solved, whether or not a true estimate of the

beautiful in art might he united to commercial

industry and the enterprise of trade, and

might not exist in its full development in

England. We had no envy for the advance-

ment of other nations, but contended that in

adopting what they had adopted, this country

shewed that it appreciated their efforts. Mr.

Gladstone concluded by congratulating the

meeting on the results of what had been

attempted, and then delivered the prizes, in

the following order, to the persons named :—

1. Arabesque painting in fresco, Mr. Silas

Rice, 51. 5s. x

2. Arabesque painting in fresco secco, Mr.

G. Stuart, 5s. 51.

3. Arabesque in oil, Mr. A. E. Vindon,5/. 5s.

4. Arabesque in oil, Mr. F. R. Fussell, 31. 3s.

5. Design for paperhangings, Mr. Walker,

21. 2s.

6. Composition of ornament from natural

flowers, Mr. Brown, 3/. 3s.

7. Design for glass chandelier, Mr. J. Strad-

wick, 51. 5s.

8. Design for porcelain dinner-service (two

prizes), equal merit, Mr. G. Wallace, 51. 5s.;

Mr. W. C. Wilde, 51. 5s.

9. Design for side-board, Mr. J. Phillip,

21. 2s.

10. Design for carpet, Mr. J. R. Harvey,

3/. 3s.

11. Design for silver candelabra, Mr. J.

Stradwick, 51. 5s.

12. Design for silk hangings, Mr. J. Brown,

31. 3s.

13. For coloured designs for printed drug-

get.

14. W. C. Wilde, 3/. 3s.; J. R. Harvey,

3/. 3s.

15. Best specimen of ornamental modelling,

Mr. H. Armstead, 31. 3s.

Class Drawings.—For outline drawing, 1st,

Mr. W. Scott, 1/. 10s.
;

2nd, Mr. G; George,
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Shaded Drawings of Ornament in Chalk.

—

1st, Mr. J. Phillips, 21. 2s.; 2nd prize, J.

Pringle, 1/.; 3rd prize, Short, ]/.

Shading in Chalk.— 1st, W. Gledall, 21. 10s.;

2nd, L. C. YVyon, 21.

Best Grisaille Drawing.—1st, E. Arnold,

21. 2s.; 2nd, L. Walker, 1/. 10s.

Best coloured drawing in tempera from
flowers, F. Smallfield, 21. 2s.

Best copy of an arabesque painting, 21. 10s.

No name on the drawing.
Best chalk drawing of the human figure, Mr.

F. R. Fussell, 21. 10s.

Second Prize.—G. Stuart, 21.

Junior Class.—Drawing from the mask of

Lucius Verus, A. G. Gandy, 1/. 10s.

Second Prize.— J. Brown, 1/.

FEMALE SCHOOL.

Best design for lace, Miss Dixon, 31. 3s.

Best design for flowers, Miss R. Demsdale,
1 /. Is.

Best chalk drawing from the round, Miss

E. Angell, 21. 2s.
;
2nd prize, Miss E. Channon,

1/. Is.

Best design of ornament for engraving on
wood, Miss A. Colchester, 21. 2s.

;
2nd prize,

Miss Bragg, 1/. Is.

Best drawing for lithograph, Miss Clark,

21. 2s.; 2nd prize, Miss Bridges, 1/. Is.

The business of the day having thus been

terminated, the thanks of the meeting were
moved by one of the council to the hon.

chairman, who returned thanks for the honour

done him
;

after which the meeting broke up.

COMPLETION OF THE NELSON
MONUMENT.

House of Commons, July 22 .—A vote for

8,000Z. being proposed to defray the cost of

completing the Nelson Monument, Mr. Wysh
begged to know whether the Government had

not received an offer from an artist of the

name of Park, who had offered to complete

the monument at an expense of 5,000/., if he

were suffered to undertake and finish it in

conformity with his own taste and judgment.

—

Sir R. Peel said, it was true that the Govern-

ment had received such an offer, hut had not

thought proper to accept it, as a monument
like that erected to Nelson ought to be the

subject of competition to artists, and it would

be establishing a bad principle if such a propo-

sition as that referred to by the hon. member
were to be accepted. The best way was for

the Government to pay the expense attendant

on completing the monument upon such a plan

as might be deemed proper, and not to accept

the money of private individuals in such a

matter.—Mr. Wyse did not disapprove the

conduct of the Government in this matter, but

thought the present occasion was the fittest

opportunity for bringing the offer that had

been made to the notice of the House.

Mr. G. Knight recommended that the shaft

of the Nelson Monument should be carried to

the height to which it was originally intended

to carry it before the funds fell short: its

height at present was 20 feet less than that

originally contemplated, and now the Govern-

ment had undertaken its completion, the monu-
ment ought to be finished in a style worthy of

the nation and of the man to whom it was

i erected. Asforthe taste which was displayed in

the statue of Nelson now placed on the column,

he thought it in the lowest possible school of

i art. He hoped, in the completion of the

monument by the Government, that care

,
-would be taken to secure good and competent

i artists to execute the lions which were to adorn

the base of the column, and that they would
: be of a size proportioned to the structure.

Mr. B. Cochrane observed that he had
• seen it stated in one of the papers that the

1 Emperor of Russia had bestowed 500/. to-

\ wards the completion of the Nelson Monu-
i ment, and that this sum had been accepted.

1 He considered that if this statement was true,

t the fact was extremely disgraceful to this

c country, fora national monument ought to be

|:
paid for by the people alone, and not to be the

r result of foreign assistance. As the Govern-
r ment had now taken charge of the structure,

li he begged to express his entire satisfaction

v with this proceeding
;
but he thought that if

t this had been done before the length of the

s shaft had been reduced 20 feet, in consequence
o of the falling off of the funds, it would have

b been much better, (“ Hear,” and “ No.”)

Would it be disputed that the monument was
twenty feet shorter than it was intended to be,

and that this was occasioned by the inadequacy

of the sum subscribed to erect it? Why,
there was still a sum of 12,000/. required to

finish the pedestal, and how therefore would it

be denied that the sum required for the shaft,

as originally designed, had not been indequate

for that purpose ? The whole progress of this

and of many other public buildings proved to

him the necessity that existed in this country

for creating a Minister of Public Works,
whose attention would be directed to objects

of this nature, and which were of such vast

importance.

Sir. R. Peel said the house should bear in

mind that this design of a monument to Lord
Nelson was originally a private affair. It

was proposed to erect a monument to Lord
Nelson exactly in the way in which two
memorials of "the Duke of Wellington were
about to be erected, one in the east and the other

in the west part of the town, not by Government,

but by private subscription. He could not help

thinking that memorials in honour of a great

general must be more acceptable to his feelings

when erected by the spontaneous offerings of

his fellow-subjects, than if erected by a vote

of Parliament. (Hear, hear.) In like man-
ner it was determined to erect a monument to

Lord Nelson, and the design of the monu-
ment originated entirely with individuals. A
sum of 20,000/. had been subscribed, but the

committee of management had expected that a

considerably larger sum would have been

raised. In the progress of the proceedings

connected with this monument the committee

thought it desirable to take the opinion of an

architect and engineer as to its height, and the

parties consultedSir R.Smirke and Mr.Walker,
who, considering the height of the fluted

Corinthian column, which was also to have a

bronze capital and statue on the top, declined

to answer for its safety, strongly advising that

the shaft should be curtailed by 20 feet. The
curtailment was injurious to the effect, but it

arose entirely from considerations of public

safety, as it was thought that it would be ex-

tremely inconvenient should the monument fall

in that crowded part of the metropolis, where
it was now erected. This consideration alone,

and not one of expense, led to the curtailment

of the monument. When the Emperor of

Russia gave 500/. towards the completion of

the monument, the Government had not the

charge of the monument, and the committee

accepted the gift, which was not given towards

the expense of a public monument erected by

public money, but in aid of private subscriptions

lreadv collected
;

the Emperor of Russia

being* willing to mark his sense of Lord
Nelson’s merit, and shew his gratitude for

the courteous reception he had experienced in

this country, by this subscription of 500/.

(Hear.) With the same feelings the Emperor
subscribed towards the Wellington Monument.
Though the Government had now the charge

of the Nelson Monument, he hoped the hon.

member would not advise the Government to

return the subscription of the Emperor of

Russia, which was presented before the monu-

ment came under the charge of the public,

and when it was to have been raised by private

subscriptions.

After a few words from Mr. B. Cochrane,
the vote was agreed to.

[In allusion to the proceedings in the House
of Commons, reported above, the Times of

Thursday observes, “ We did yesterday a very

unintentional, but very material, injusticeto Mr.

Patric Park. W e stated,erroneously that he had

offered to complete the Nelson Monument for

the sum of 5,000/., whereas his proposal was

to do all that remains to be done gratuitously,

giving, at the same time, a guarantee of 5,000/.

that the work should be finished according to

the terms specified in his communication to

the committee. So generous an offer requires

no comment.”]

It appears that the sum of 12,000/. and up-

wards is yet required for the completion of

this great national memorial, which the Lords

of the Treasury have recommended Parliament

to supply, a vote of 8,000/. being proposed to

be taken for the expenses of the present year.

The sum of 3,095/. is required for the discharge

of Messrs. Grissel and Peto’s contract for

granite steps; 4,000/. for the cost of four

commemorative subjects, in bronze; and 3,000/.

for four lions, in granite; making altogether
10,095/. Upon this there is, however, a charge
of 2,000/. for the architect’s commission upon
the gross amount, and for incidental expenses.
It^was so far back as the year 1 81 G that the
House of Commons (on the 5th of February)
resolved, nem. con., that an address should
be presented to his Royal Highness the then
Prince Regent, humbly requesting his Royal
Highness to give directions that a national
monument be erected in honour of the ever-
memorablo victory of Trafalgar

;
and on the

11th of February, 1816, the Prince Regent
intimated to the House, through Lord George
Beresford, his willingness to grant its request.

A meeting of the Nelson Pillar Committee
took place on Saturday at the National Gal-
lery, Sir George Cockburn in the chair, for the

purpose of taking into consideration a commu-
nication which had been transmitted by the
Government, on the subject of the application

made by the committee, to the effect that the

Government would either supply the means of
completing the monument, or take it wholly
into their own hands. There were present,

besides the chairman, the Marquis of North-
ampton, Lord Colborne, Lord Monteagle, Sir

P. Laurie, Mr. Sydney Herbert, one of the

Lords of the Treasury, &c.

The official letter from the Treasury was
read. It stated that in the year 181b, the

House of Commons having voted adequate
sums for commemorating the great military

victories which were achieved, and might
thenceforward be achieved, by the arms of this

country, there could be no doubt of the exist-

ence of a similar desire to perpetuate the

memory of the naval valour by which Englund
was so eminently distinguished. It appeared,

therefore, to the Government, that the most
advisable course which could be pursued by
the committee of the Nelson Pillar was to

deposit whatever sums of money might be in

the possession of the treasurer to the fund in

the hands of the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests, who would undertake the task of

completing the monument. The letter also

alluded to the large sum, 20,000/., already sub-
scribed by the public, and desired that all the

drawings, plans, and documents relative to the

pillar should be sent to the office of the com-
missioners.

The meeting unanimously agreed to the

suggestion in the official letter, which was con-
sidered by the committee as a security for the

most perfect completion of the work. A
general wish was expressed that upon one side

(the northern) of the pedestal not only the

name of Nelson, but the names of all the other

eminent officers engaged in the battle of Tra-
falgar should be chiselled. The expense of

completing the pillar will amount to 10,000/. or

12,000/.

TRAFALGAR-SQUARE.

(From a Correspondent.)

As much public curiosity has been mani-
fested for these last few weeks, to know when
the fountains are to be brought to their place

there, and as to what kind of things they aro

to be when duly finished—with respect to the

first part of the matter we do not profess to be

very intimate
;
but with respect to the second,

it may be observed, that we have every reason

to believe that they will be the two finest, largest,

and boldest fountains in the country. They
are to be of Aberdeen granite, of very consi-

derable elevation, and noble proportion, con-

sisting of two basins, one above the other,

somewhere about in the proportion of seven

feet to nine, which is the proportion consi-

dered most eligible for the situation. They
will each contain a central or upper jet, which
will consist of a good body of water, and be

thrown to a tolerable elevation, say about ten

feet; then falling into the first basin, and run-

ning over its side in a continuous stream, so as to

form one solid sheet of water till it reaches the

second basin, where it is again to pass through

the same process of running over the sides,

and from thence falling in streams to the

granite blocks or steps which support the

fountain, and thus form a fine, bold cascade

into the large open basins now already fixed in

the square
;

in addition to which, there will

be four jets, thrown from dolphins’ mouths, in

the framework which supports the basins.
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From this rapid description it will be seen

that there will be a considerable degree

of effect produced by these fountains, as they

are intended to be on a large scale, with a

plentiful supply of water, which is the main

feature in the whole affair. The granite

works of these fountains is to be executed by

Macdonald and Co. (the contractors for the

Wellington Statue pedestal), and will, no

doubt, be done in their usual style; the

mechanical part of the matter is intrusted to

the firm of Easton and Amos, the engineers, of

the Grove, Southwark, who have already com-
pleted the two wells for the purpose of supply-

ing the water, one of which is behind the

National Gallery, and the other immediately

in front; they are connected together by a

tunnel, so that there need be no apprehension

of a failure in the supply of that needful

element—the water. There were several de-

signs for these fountains, of various materials,

including stone, plaster, and iron
;

of the

latter, a very bold one was furnished by Messrs.

Lockwood and Folkard, consisting of two
basins, and each having nine jets of consider-

able magnitude.
Messrs. Macdonald have just completed a

granite fountain for her Majesty, at Windsor,
which is a very fine addition to the beautiful

improvements in the Home Park which have
been so recently made by the authorities of the

castle.

It is much to be regretted that there are not

more ornamental fountains in the metropolis

than there are, the more particularly as water
can be so readily obtained in most of the

localities where fountains are already placed

—

such as they are. There is a most unhappy
dumb-waiter-looking thing at the end of the

Serpentine, in Kensington Gardens, which
ought to be immediately removed, as it is a
positive disgrace to all parties connected with
it, and, what is more, it is any thing but an
ornament to the gardens. There is also an

attempt at a fountain in the inclosure in St.

James’s Park, which is as rich a specimen of

Cockneyism as ever disgraced a public garden.
It is the more surprising that this fountain, a

squirt, should be a failure, because it is so well

commanded by two reservoirs at a good eleva-

tion above it; namely, one hid in the shrubs on
the top of Constitution-hill, and the other at

the top of the hill in the Green Park, both of
which, if properly managed, would yield a
plentiful supply of water to feed a realfountain
on a scale of grandeur which would make it

worth the trouble of looking at, and be a

noble ornament to the gardens, as well as a
matter of satisfaction to the public, who have
to pay for all these things, whether they may
happen to be good or bad.

VAUXHALL AND BATTERSEA EMBANK-
MENT.

The Commissioners of Metropolitan Im-
provements are endeavouring, we understand
to effect arrangements with the proprietors of
the river frontage between Vauxhall and
Battersea Bridges, for the construction of an
embankment and roadway which shall connect
the two, and afford the publican uninterrupted
promenade by the river side of about two
miles in extent. There are circumstances
connected with the interior of the Chelsea
district which obviously exclude this from the
class of cases in which the public should be at
the entire charge. Much of the ground is yet
uncovered

;
and while on the one hand, there-

fore, there is no very crying demand for ira-

rovement, in the sense in which the term has
een applied of late years in the metropolis,

on the other there is a field for speculation
and private enterprise which must render the
opening of any great line of communication
like that in question an object of great interest
to the various freeholders in the line—such, we
can easily apprehend, as would justify any
commission in making the recommendation of
such a measure to her Majesty to some extent
dependent upon private contribution.
The fairness of this principle, we believe

has been at once recognized in the instance
before us; and, if we are rightly informed,
Lord Westminster, Lord Cardigan, the

' Chelsea Water Company, and others have
offered to contribute very largely. We are
told, indeed, of a promise of some thousands !

But be this as it may, we are satisfied, after
the immense pains which were taken by this

commission upon a somewhat kindred im-

provement on the river last year, that the

subject of the proposed embankment at

Chelsea has been examined in all its bearings,

and amongst these, of course, would be the

relative interest of the public and the free-

holder in the accomplishment of such a mea-
sure. The terms proposed, we feel assured,

have been liberal
;
and if there should be any

truth in the rumours which have reached us as

to the dissent of certain parties in the line, we
must advert to them hereafter, and upon
better information as to the grounds of such
dissent, than we possess at present.

On one point, however, connected with this

improvement, we must be allowed to express

a very decided opinion. In the appendix to

the report of the proceedings of this commis-
sion during last session is a correspondence
referring to the appropriation of the grounds
of Chelsea Hospital. As far as we can find,

the commissioners were not the first to enter

upon this question. They appear to have
applied for permission to carry their roadway
between the garden of the hospital and the

river, and to have been not very courteously

refused. But the present appropriation, or

rather non-appropriation, of these grounds is

an abuse that calls most loudly for a remedy
;

and if, as we hear rumoured, there be at

length a prospect of a terrace road being con-

structed in the line originally proposed by the

commission to the hospital authorities, we
hope and trust that the gardens of Chelsea
Hospital will be no longer closed against the
admission of the public. The place has, at

present, all the seclusion of a monastery
without its sanctity.

—

Observer.

LONDON AS IT WAS IN 1800, AND IS
IN 1844.

What a wonderful place is this London of
ours! Its appetite of increase is insatiable

—

fields, villages, towns, disappear in rapid suc-

cession, as they are absorbed in the forest of
houses. And yet it is not the size of London
which excites the admiration and astonishment
of foreigners; it is the ten thousand indications

of wealth, afforded by the endless succession of
private streets and squares, the splendour of
the shops, the illuminations of a city which
knows not darkness, the numerous contri-
vances for obliterating time and space, for
making money and spending it. Talk of
ancient Thebes and its hundred brazen gates,
this famous city would have been lost in one
of our second-rate parishes

; the bricks em-
ployed in building the tower of Babel would
scarcely be deemed sufficient for a week’s re-

quirement of the London builders of our time;
and the stones of the Great Pyramids sink into

insignificance, when compared to the quantities
of hewn granite employed in the paving of our
streets and thoroughfares

;
nay, the very fig-

ments of the ancients give way to the sober
realities of modern times: and not Rome in

the Augustan age, enriched by the pillage of
all nations, could boast of a tithe of the riches,

or moral wealth and spread of intelligence,

so pre-eminently manifest in our own modern
Babylon.
Our hairs are not yet grey, nor has age

chilled the active current of our blood, and
yet how old we appear, as we take a retro-

spective view of the past, as we look at London
as it was in the beginning of the present
century, and London as it is now.—A city
then iil-paved, ill-lighted, ill-ventilated, and
reeking with fumes of open ditches, kennels
filled with filth breathing typhus, plague, and
pestilence; the houses too of the old city
denoted a primeval simplicity of manners, kept
up to the very latest possible period; they were
chiefly of wood, without party-walls, and story
overhanging story, surmounted with fantastic

chimneys, and havingprojecting spouts, bywhich
the drainage of their roofs was carefully poured
upon the headsof those unfortunate pedestrians
whom business or pleasure called into loco-
motion. The luxury of cabs and omnibuses
was then unknown, steam scarcely dreamed of
—hackney-coaches, chairs, oil-skins, and
umbrellas looked up mightily. The shoe-
black was then a mighty important per-
sonage, and was always to be found Avhen the
mud became cumbersome to the feet and un-
sightly to the eye. As a running accompani-
ment to music-grinding, such as those days
could afford, we had also the creaking of
innumerable sign-boards, the melodious sounds

of coach-guards and newsmen, varied by the
doleful ditties of Grub-street sons of harmony,
and the stentorian laments of peripatetic
venders of last dying speeches and confessions;
for the offices of sheriff and sheriff’s deputy,
the gentle ‘‘ John Ketch,” were then no sine-

cure, Hounslow, Bagshot, and other outskirts
of the town being well stocked with gentlemen
of the road

;
the worthy citizens had always a

weekly pageant at Tyburn; and fellows were
as used to hanging in those days as eels are to
skinning with us.

The merchant then might still be seen,

trudging on foot to his office, between eight
and nine in the morning, and returning thence
late at night; unless, and which was generally
the case, he resided in his house of business:
he did not think of working by deputy, or of
employing numerous clerks without adequately
paying for their services

;
nor was it usual

to find him at the head of bubble companies
or fraudulent foreign loans

;
neither was he

seen a hanger on at court, or aping the manners
of a west-end beau; nor was he often found
playing the usurer, or anticipating the smiles

of fortune by bankruptcy
;

his character for

hospitality had passed into a proverb, realizing

in this respect the manners of the fine old
English gentleman.

It is amusing to read the history of London
in 1803. Its length was then about seven
miles, exclusive of road-side houses in the

suburbs
;

but its breadth in the narrowest
part did not exceed two miles. It was even
then considered the most healthy city in

Europe : the principal streets were paved and
flagged, and boasted of underground sewers

;

but many of the courts, alleys, and private

streets were close, densely populated, and a-

bounding with filth of every description. It

contained sixty squares, and 160,000 houses,

warehouses, and other buildings; but its

population for its extent was less than many
other great cities, being estimated at not quite

eight hundred and forty thousand resident

inhabitants.

The number of bullocks annually consumed
in London was 1 10,000, of sheep and lambs

776,000, calves 210,000, hogs 210,000, sucking
pigs 60,000, besides other animal food. The
consumption of milk was little shortof7,000,000
gallons, and 14,000 acres of land around
London, now almost entirely built upon, were
cultivated wholly for vegetables and fruit.

16,600,000 lbs. of butter, 21,100,000 lbs. of
cheese, 700,000 quarters of wheat, 600,000
chaldron of coals, 1,113,500 barrels of porter

and ale, 11,146,782 gallons of spirituous

liquors and compounds, and 32,500 tuns of

wine were also consumed in the year. To
those who are curious in such matters, it

will be worth while to compare this consump-
tion of provisions with the consumption of the

present day, by which a pretty correct estimate
may be formed of the comparative state of the

middling and lower classes.

The progress of the hne arts was confessedly

slow at that period, and, in despite of the

vaunted wealth and beauty of the metropolis
was wholly unworthy of these times. Thus, in

“ the Picture of London,” we find the follow-

ing remarks :
“ A stranger who rambles in

London will be dissatisfied with the general
style of public buildings, and chilled with the

poverty of thought and invention, that leaves

the noblest situations unadorned with monu-
ments of the arts, or disfigured with poor and
frigid examples of them. Besides the outside

of the cathedral of St. Paul, the inside of St.

Stephen’s Church, Walbrook, the portico of St.

Martin’s, near the Strand, and the fragments
of the Palace of Whitehall, there are few
buildings of eminent grandeur or exquisite
beauty in this metropolis.”
The first symptoms of the improving spirit

of the times was manifest in forming the

London Docks. The great increase of com-
merce, shipping, and revenue for the port of
London was found productive of numerous
inconveniences

;
the moorings in the river were

wholly inadequate to the reception of shipping,

the legal quays, the same in extent as at the
fire of London in 1666, and limited to between
London Bridge and the Tower, could not ac-

commodate one-fourth of the ships; the losses,

damages, accidents, aDd plunder annually sus-

tained, to the amount of 300,000/. per annum,
had become intolerable. A company was
formed to remedy these evils by forming docks
in Wapping over a low space of ground mostly
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composed of gardens, pastures, rope and
waste grounds, the houses being of the most
wretched description, the major part being in

the last stage of repair or of habitation. This
company, having a subscribed capital of

1,200,000/., struggled slowly into existence

against the united opposition of those whose
interests were at stake. Objections were urged
that ships would be removed to an incon-

venient distance from the city, that the risk of

fire was very great, that it was impossible to

complete the plan, and that, even if completed,

they could not possibly extend them. Time
has shewn the folly of these arguments, but
they had their weight in that day, and between
seven and eight years were consumed in dis-

cussing the policy of it. Its success en-

couraged other speculations of the like nature,

and the West, and eventually the East, India

Docks were formed, the beneficial results of

which were not only felt by the commercial
world, but also by the community at large.

At this early period, however, architecture

had been gradually improving for the previous

sixty years; the heavy fabrics of brickwork,
the uniform square mass of building, before so

fashionable, and which had succeeded the

uncouth structures that braved both time and
proportion since the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

thengave way tolighter Italian models. The in-

troduction of Portland stone contributed much
towards improving the beauty of English ar-

chitecture, while the balcony, the Venetian
gallery, by admitting a large body of air

into apartments, greatly contributed to the

health of the resident inhabitants
;
but the im-

proved style of buildings manifest in the

suburbs, formed a still more remarkable con-

trast with the ancient buildings of the old

city; many of the houses even of the principal

thoroughfares were still little better than lath

and-plaster edifices
;
the shop fronts were mean

and contemptible compared to the present
noble display

;
the streets, better paved and

lighted than any metropolis in Europe, were
scarcely passable for mud

;
and the dim ob

scure and effluvia of train-oil were anything
but agreeable to the quiet order of night
pedestrians, or to those miserable apologies for

watchmen, yclept Charleys : robbery and
violence were very frequent at night.

The extension of London was a natural

and inevitable consequence of increase of

population, wealth, and industry; but our
acquired taste in building is attributable to

several co-operating causes. The frequent

and destructive spread of fires, and the

Btern necessity of attending to the health and
comfort of a rapidly increasing population

gave birth to the Building Act and its im-
perfect clauses. But the progress of improve-
ment was almost imperceptible for the first

ten years of this present century. Many ele-

gant buildings, it is true, had been erected,

many new and beautiful streets had been
formed, but so little real progress was made,
that the picture of London in 1800 is the

picture of London in 1810. Fires, however
much to be deplored, have had their full share
in effecting local improvements, and to their

destructive powers we owe many of our most
beautiful public and private buildings. The
theatres have arisen phojnix-like from their

ashes, and the new Houses of Parliament, spring-

ing forth in like manner, will redound to the
lasting fame of Mr. Barry, the architect. I re-

member the great fire at YVapping; what an
awful, yet beautiful sight! the whole of a

densely-populated neighbourhood in flames,

and sheets of liquid fire floating down the

river Thames
;
that fire was truly a blessing, it

devoured dens of infamy, and swept away in a
breath a huge cancer from the body corporate

;

it was the last essential purifying by burning
which this great city was to undergo. I had
been present at the burning, and three days
after strolled over the still smoking ruins, and
while I truly felt for the many friendless and
houseless sufferers, I still thought of the noble
purposes to which such a vast space could
then be applied. A rather curious incident to

which I was a witness may not be amiss here :

while standing gazing upon the ruins before
me, my attention was suddenly attracted to a
true Boniface, such as only exists in the person
of a Wapping landlord

;
his rubicund counte-

nance exhibited a most extraordinary state of
inquietude and restless anxiety; he was the
landlord of a Blue Anchor, and upon that

anchor his present hopes appeared fixed, for

he shuffled onwards through the crowd as a

being wholly unconscious of its presence
;
he

neared the spot—the house to which he directed

his attention was down—but the chimney was
still standing— there was magic in that 6ight,

his countenance suddenly underwent all the

varied phases of hope, fear, joy, sorrow, and
doubting anxiety; he advanced with acceler-

ated step, thrust his hand up the chimney, and
from it drew forth, with a yell of success, a

large bag of gold—it was his all
;
the fire had

not penetrated his secret recess—lucky dog

!

At the west end of the town, never was im-

provement more called for than in 1813; the

court, fixed and immovable, made property too

valuable to be lightly abandoned, and nobility

could not retreat far from its immediate atmo-
sphere. The Prince Regent was the first to set

the example of improvement, and, however little

we admire his taste or choice of architects,

still to him we are really and truly indebted

for every improvement that followed. His
will was good to realize the proud boast of

Augustus, that “ he found Rome of brick and
left it of marble;” but reforms in building, as

in every thing else, are difficult to accomplish

when opposed to custom, early association,

and individual interests
;

his views were there-

fore not met with that cordial acquiescence they

ought to have been, but they produced all the

effect truly required,—individual or corporate

rivalry, and the onward march of taste. That
beautiful park named in honour of him is much
more honourable to this pacific and voluptuous

monarch than the very equivocal tribute to the

Duke of York erected on the site of Carlton

House.

The improvements of the western end of the

town were begun by removing Swallow-street
and its neighbourhood, to make way for the

present elegant street; and house after house
rapidly disappeared as disposed of by auction,

presenting a scene of demolition to which we
werethen wholly unaccustomed; and, armed with

the Act of Parliament, the commissioners paid

little or no attention to interests opposed to

their plans, on the plea of inalienable rights,

family inheritance, or dogged attachment to

place—turn out you must. There is some-
thing strangely repulsive in these Acts of Par-

liament, by which the ancestral home is razed

to the ground, the park, or family estate, is

divided, and the solitude of privacy broken
into and destroyed. Gold does much in the

present day
;
but gold will not always compen-

sate for the loss of that which we have loved

for its own sake, or for associations connected

with it. In the present instance, numerous
complaints were made against these arbitrary

ejectments, but the plea of public utility is

imperative and knows no compromise, beyond
that of a mercantile one. Of the many houses

removed, my guardian purchased the material

of several, among which was an old-fashioned

mansion, in a state of great dilapidation, the

effects of sheer old age. It was occupied by
an elderly person, most decidedly very poor,

but his careful attention to the minutiae of

dress, his amply-powdered wig, gold-headed

cane, andsilverjbucldes, together with his suavity

of manners, proclaimed him a finished courtly

gentleman of the Old school. Docile as a

child in all things else, he manifested a deter-

mined resistance to the sale of his property,

refused his consent to any pecuniary reward,

and expressed his determination to be put
|

out only by force
;

his opposition was use-

less, the house must come down, even to pre-

vent its falling, and our people were set to

work. Seeing all further opposition useless, he

begged of me, as a favour, that I would permit

him to follow the steps ofthe workmen in their

work of demolition, and to this I most cheer-

fully assented, for his deep and settled grief

appealed most forcibly to the heart. In

the midst of falling crashing timbers, and

clouds of dust, might be seen this venerable

old man, watching through the dim obscure

the removal of every plank and joint, the dis-

placement of every brick, the ripping out of

every skirting-board
;
from room to room he

went, from floor to floor he descended with

the men, his evident anxiety increasing almost

to agony as they neared the base of the build-

ing. He seldom spoke, and seemed almost

unconscious of the presence of any one
;

a

tear might now and then be found trickling

down his aged cheek, and involuntary excla-

mations would escape him, evidently in unison

with his thoughts: “No, no! Not here—not
here !”

The whole of the upper portion of the house
was removed, and the uncovered kitchens
alone remained— his anxiety increased—tears
of bitterness coursed his venerable cheeks,
and wringing his hands in an agony of grief
he exclaimed, “My noble boy, thy last hope
perishes—but no—while a brick remains there
is hope.” Five days had elapsed and brick
after brick was removed towards the founda-
tion, and still he looked intent upon their
labours

;
the workmen had retired—yet still

he remained as though rooted to the ground
on which he stood. I was a youth at that
time, but my heart was sensitively open to the
sorrows of others, and I would have given the
world to have seen that old man smile again.
With timidity I approached and seized his

hand. I would have spoken words of com-
fort, but tears choked my utterance : he started

—awakened to consciousness by my overpower-
ing feelings—he gazed upon me in silence for

a few moments, and then mingled his tears

with mine. As soon as his feelings subsided,
he convulsively whispered, “ There are papers,

my child— papers of importance to me and
mine—concealed in this house— I cannot yield

up my hope so long as a brick remains.” I

assisted his search, raised up one by one the

flags, sounded every part of the remaining
walls, but all to no purpose. Night advanced,
we were retiring, when a thought struck me to

examine the extensive range of vaults—he had
often done so, he said, but perhaps my young
eyes might assist him in a stricter examination.

I procured flambeaux and carefully scrutinized

every part of them. Upon entering one of a
range of four, I observed it was much shorter

than the rest, although in every other respect

uniform, and on applying a strong light to the

extreme end, discovered a patchwork of brick,

evidently more recent than the rest, and not

occasioned by dilapidation
;

I pointed it out to

him—we assailed it with hammers—the brick-

work immediately fell inwards, discovering an
aperture beyond it

;
through this I crept, and

my companion followed—it was a continuation

of the vaults, but almost filled with a variety

of boxes and packages— a gleam of hope, fol-

lowed by a wild cry of joy, betraved his feel-

ings—box after box was rapidly forced open,
until at length he suddenly started backward,
and fell without a word at my feet, his hands
firmly grasping a bundle of parchments.

All that remains is told in a few words.
His elder brother, with himself, joined the
Pretender, were declared rebels, and his family

estates confiscated. Being mortally wounded in

the field of battle, George sent for his brother,

who was in the immediate neighbourhood, and
after giving some general directions, was about
to inform him where his papers were concealed.
“ You will find them,” he said, “ in my house in

town in the Death stopped his further

utterrance. The survivor, then a young mar-
ried man, fled the country, and returning after

some years’ banishment, he found the family

town-house untenanted, took possession, and
commenced an unavailing search for the papers.

Age crept upon him—poverty oppressed him

—

but still he wandered through the house like some
discontented spirit, in the vain hope of finding

the hidden treasure. His wife died—all his

children died but one, a fine young man, who,
unable to purchase a commission, had volun-

teered previous to the close of the war, and
attained the rank of a lieutenancy

;
he was put

on half-pay at the close of the war. In this

young man rested all his hopes—the discovery

of those papers gave him rank and wealth.

The Coi.chester Corn Exchange.—The
front elevation of the New Corn Exchange,
which is now in course of erection by Mr.
Hayward, consists of a receding centre and

wings
;
the entrances, three in number, are in

the centre compartment under an Ionic

colonade, which is surmounted by an allego-

rical group of sculpture, representing Ceres

scattering around her the produce of an abun-

dant harvest. The wings are formed by

pilasters of the Ionic order, between which,

in each wing, is a recessed panel, containing a

bas-relief composed of agrarian produce and

implements of husbandry. The whole of the

High-street front is to be of stone of the same

description as that of the Town Hall, with the

exception of the plinth and steps, which are

to be of granite.
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HINTS FOR A DESIGN FOR A CEMETERY CATHEDRAL.

GROUND PLAN.
REFERENCES.

A. Desks under arched recess.

B. B. Robing- rooms for clergyman and clerk,

over which, on the gallery-floor, are rooms for

music-books, choristers’ robes, &c.

C. Open space and bier.

D. D. Stalls for mourners.
F. Cloisters for the passage of the corpse

from the hearse, over which are galleries for

choristers and strangers.

E. Cloisters for the passage of mourners
from their coaches, over which are galleries for

choristers and strangers.

GA Organ-gallery over the last-mentioned.

H. West entrance.
K. Carriage-drive, inclosed on each side by

cloisters and tombs.

L. Central tower and spire.

M. Eastern entrance, inclosed on each side

by open cloisters and tombs.

N. N. N.N. Cloisters for tombs and tablets.

O. O. Family-vaults, lighted by small open-
ings from the cloisters on each side.

P. P. Staircases to the galleries of the
chapels and upper cloisters.

Mr. Chadwick, in his report on interments
in the metropolis, proposes, as a remedy for

the defects in the present system of burials,

to establish four large national cemeteries, in the
environs of the metropolis, each having appro-
priate buildings of magnitude and grandeur
sufficient to produce a solemu effect.

The following sketch is submitted as a hint

towards the production of designs for such
buildings :

—

Tb«- object proposed to be obtained is a
building of such size and grand proportions
as to form a complete whole, and at the same
time, to present to the visitors a series of vari
ohs delightful and interesting scenes, to impress
on their minds a pleasing and lasting remem-
brance of the place, and by means of the fees

from the tablets and tombs, to pay a very large

portion of the expense of the building.

By inspecting the accompanying plan, it

will be seen that it contains two chapels at the

west end, with an archway between them, with
carriage drive leading under the tower and
spire to the two chapels at the east end

;
the

lateral spaces, between the chapels, being
devoted to cloisters for tombs and tablets,

thus the whole building giving externally the
general and grand outline of a complete
cathedral.

The chapels have each two entrances
under the archways, with cloisters on each
side leading to the body of each, so that

mourners may proceed up the western, and
be seated, while a corpse is being conveyed
from the hearse at the other entrance up the
eastern ones, thus preventing all confusion.
In all, the desks are at the ends opposite the
entrances under arched recesses, with open
spaces in front for the bier

;
on each side of

the desks are robing-rooms for the clergymen
and clerk, so that they may have free

access to them
;

at the opposite ends is a
gallery for the organ, also in an arched recess,

and on each side of the chapels, over the

cloisters, galleries for choristers and strangers*

These chapels would have grand and lofty

interiors, and with the arched recesses at their

ends and sides, and groined ceilings and
stained-glass windows, have a solemn effect.

The carriage-drive entering from the grounds

under the lofty groined archway at the west

end, with the large open space beyond, bounded
on the right and left by the three tiers of open
cloisters and tombs, with the tower and spire

at the end, would form a fine and novel feature
;

this open space perhaps might he arched over

with the intersecting ribs only
,

leaving the

spandrels open, having creeping plants en-

twining round them, and hanging down in

natural festoons, which, with the addition of

the various colour of the leaves and flowers,

contrasted with the sky-tints (seen through

the open spandrils), and the playful shadows

cast on the adjoining cloisters, would add

much to the beauty and interest of this scene.
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Proceeding eastward under the tower, which
would be of one height internally to the base of
the spire, looking upward, with the arched
openings all round (the light passing freely

through them), a new and magnificent picture

would be given
;
beyond which are the groined

arches with open cloisters and tombs on each
side, nearly similar to the west end, under
which arrival to the cemetery grounds would
be again effected.

In the cloisters forming the sides of the
cathedral I have shewn tombs: as they would
be commanding and desirable situations, a sum
of money would be obtained, in addition to the
ordinary fees, for the privilege of placing
them there

;
and it might be hoped that many

would be induced to erect handsome memorials
to themselves or deceased friends, which would
greatly add to the decoration of these cloisters;

and by a little outlay in gilding, colouring, and
bringing out heraldry, &c., a splendid effect

would be the result, which would be much
heightened by having small parterres of flowers,

of rich tints, placed in the spaces between them.
The flowers being behind the buttresses, some
would just catch the strong lights, and some be
in the deep shade, causing in this little matter
an almost endless variety of tint and shadow.
I would here also suggest that the building
should be surrounded outside by a grass-lawn,
freely sprinkled with flower-beds, as the view
outward would be improved, and the scent
wafted into them pleasant

; besides, on a bright
day, the refraction of the sun’s rays would
illuminate the lower cloisters with all the
various and splendid tints of the grass and
flowers, and thus colour them in a manner far

superior to any which can be done by any arti-

ficial means. If a few trees were placed near the
chapel, the shadows cast into the cloisters

would by their contrast make the bright parts
appear still brighter. By attending to these
little, and apparently insignificant matters, at

times most unexpected beauties are added to

buildings, and almost magical effects can be
produced. On the opposite side to the tombs
are blank walls, on which tablets are pro-
posed to be placed facing the light, which,
by being inserted in proper recesses and
paneling, might be made to assist greatly
in ornamenting these cloisters, as the decora-
tions would not be more expensive than those
used at present on such occasions. By spread-
ing out the lower parts of the buttresses, the
tombs on the ground-story may be placed out-
side, with canopies over them, which, with the
deep shadows cast by them, would add to the
pictorial effect of the exteriors, at the same
time protect the open cloisters, and by a
judicious arrangement of the arches, and the
arches over the carriage-drive (which might be
formed into bridges to communicate with the
cloisters on each side, from which splendid
views of that part of the building and the
funeral processions below would be obtained),

the lateral, the filling-in walls, and upper
cloisters might be surprisingly thin and light,

consequently be of little comparative cost.

These cloisters, it may be observed, would
produce distinct and separate scenes (all of

which might be differently decorated inter-

nally), some embracing views of the cemetery
grounds, and some the carriage-drive, with the

tower and opposite cloisters through the open-
ings at the sides

;
by forming these various

scenes, a greater degree of interest would be
excited and kept up in the mind of the observer,

and afterwards be related, and so cause hundreds
to view the place who would never otherwise
have thought of going, and by these means
make popular the establishment.

The length of the whole of the cloisters would
be upwards of 2,500 feet, and the space there-

in capable of being covered with tablets at 10s.

per foot superficial (l believe the usual charge),
would produce 12,000/.

;
the fees from tombs, at

25/. each, would amount to about 3,000/.
; and,

putting the fees for the burials in the family
vaults on the ground-story at a similar total sum,
about 18,000/. of the cost could be obtained
from this source alone, without taking into con-
sideration the fees to be received for inter-

ments in the catacombs to be formed under the
whole building, which would be very consider-

able, and much above the additional cost of
erecting them.

With regard to the situation of the building
as to the points of the compass, I have shewn
and described it as standing due east and west,

as is usual
;
but it is evident that the north side

of the building would never have the benefit of
the sun’s rays, and it being an important eleva-
tion, requiring strong light to bring it out
effectually, would lose a great deal of its beauty
in consequence; besides, the grass and shrubs
on that side would never thrive so well as on
the others. By placing the building diago-
nally to the points of the compass, one end only
would be in the shade; the three principal

elevations would then have all the advantages
possible to be obtained, the sun’s rays pene-
trating into the open cloisters and archways,
bringing out, by deep shadows, all their parts

boldly, ventilate and keep dry the whole build-

ing.

In conclusion, I will, in a few words, give a
summary of what I consider to be advantages
in this plan.

1st. That the building forms a complete and
grand whole.

2nd. That the cloisters would be a source of
considerable profit, from the fees for tablets

and tombs
;
would be very attractive to visitors,

and by these means make the last resting-place

of the dead less distasteful to the living.

3rd. That the construction of the building is

proposed to be of such a nature, that more
effect and accommodation would be obtained
for less money than by the ordinary means, and
every inch of space would be devoted to some
useful purpose.

4th. That the building would not be liable

to decay or dry-rot, having but little timber in

its construction.

5th. That the building would be fire-proof,

consequently an annual saving of the insurance

would be made, and the inconvenience and
ruinous effect a fire would have on such an
establishment would be prevented.

W. J. Short.

SECTION ON LINE V. Z» PLANS OF ONE DIVISION OF UPPER CLOISTERS.

A. Covered cloisters for tablets^ A. Covered cloisters on one-pair story.

B. Open ditto for tombs, B. Open cloisters for tombs on ditto.

C. Family vaults. C. Covered cloisters on two-pair story.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

( Continued from p. 361.)

16. Langton’s method of seasoning by ex-
traction of the sap is another that is con-
sidered well worthy of notice : it consists in
letting the timber into vertical iron cylinders
standing in a cistern of water, closing the
cylinders at top

;
and the water being heated,

and steam used to produce a partial vacuum,
the sap, relieved from the atmospheric pressure,
oozes from the wood

;
and being converted

into vapour, passes off through a pipe provided
for the purpose. The time required is about
ten weeks, and the cost is about ten shillings
per load

;
but the sap is wholly extracted, and

the timber fit and ready for any purpose; the di-

minution of weight is, with a little more shrink-
age, similar to that in seasoning by the common
natural process.

17- Smoke-drying in an open chimney, or
the burning of furze, fern, shavings, or straw,
under the wood, gives it hardness and dura-
bility

;
and by rendering it better, destroys and

prevents worms : it also destroys the germ
of any fungus which may have commenced.

18. Scorching and charring are good for

preventing and destroying infection, but have
to be done slowly, and only to timber that is

already thoroughly seasoned
; otherwise, by

encrusting the surface, the evaporation of any
internal moisture is intercepted, and decay
in the heart soon ensues

;
if done hastily,

cracks are also caused on the surface
;
and

which, receiving from the wood a moisture,

for which there is not a sufficient means of
evaporation, renders it soon liable to decay.

19. We now proceed to treat of the various

timbers individually, taking them in the order
of their importance as materials used in build-

ing.

20. Oak.—To the oak has been justly award-
ed the pre-eminent title of the “ King of the

Forest,” and when we consider its high quali-

ties, as well as the length of its existence—in

the tree and in the timber—we must approve of

the distinction, and give it in' our notice of
timbers that first place to which it is so ho-

nourably entitled.

21. There are several species of the oak,
and they differ very considerably from each
other, both in appearance and quality : some
individual description of them, therefore, is

necessary.

22. Of the English Oak there are two
kinds, namely, the common British and the
sessile-fruited, the former of which is most
plentiful in the south, and the latter in the

north of England : the first is the most esteemed,
and that from Sussex is considered the best

that England affords
;

it is a stiff, straight, and
fine-grained wood, with very few knots

;
the

raffling of its leaves is irregular, with very

little foot-stalk; the stalks of its acorns are long;

the wood is often reddish; the larger transverse

septai are plentiful, and produce large flowers:

it is eminently adapted for the purposes of the

carpenter; it can also be split readily, and
makes latbs of the best description, both for

tiling and plastering. The sessile-fruited is

the handsomer tree of the two
;

it has likewise

these marks of contradistinction : its leaves

have long foot-stalks, and are less deeply and

more regularly sinuated, and its acorns are

almost without any stalk
;

the wood is darker

and has fewer septic
;
in gloss and smoothness

of grain it somewhat resembles the chestnut,

and exceeds it in hardness, weight, and

elasticity
;
being very tough and difficult to

rend, oak laths are seldom used where it pre-

vails
;
in the seasoning it is very liable to warp

and split. Both these oaks require long

seasoning by the ordinary mode to fit them for

the purposes of joinery, but steaming and

boiling are adopted with advantage.

23. The Lucomb Oak ,
so called in Devon-

shire, where it is cultivated (as well as in Corn-

wall, Somersetshire, &c.), is an evergreen

species, of rapid and large growth
;

straight

and handsome, compact and hard, but not so

durable as the common oak. The Durmast

Oak
,
belonging to France and the south of

England, keeps in foliage later than the

English oaks
;

it is inferior to them in com

pactness and strength.

24. Of the American oaks there are the red,

the white, the blunt-lobed, the live, and the

chestnut-leaved. The White Oak has the

preference in America, both for bouse-carpen-
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try and ship-building;; the wood is flexible and

tough, it grows quicker, and is not so durable

as the English oak
;

it derives its name from

the appearance of the bark. The Mountain

Red Oak is light and soft in the wood, and not

very durable
;

it grows rapidly, and not un-

commonly attains a height of a hundred feet

;

it has its name from the circumstance of the

leaves changing their colour before the fall.

The Blunt-lobed Iron Oak frequently grows to

the height of seventy feet, and is a valuable

timber ;
it is hard, and not being subject to

decay, has generally the preference for fencing

and works of a similar nature. The Live Oak
reaches a height of fifty feet, and is a wide-

spreading tree
;

it furnishes very durable wood,

and is in high estimation as a ship-timber. The
Chestnut-leaved Oak is a tall and handsome
tree, coarse in grain, but useful for inferior

purposes.

25. The oak which we call Dutch Wainscot,

from importing it from Holland, grows in the

German forests, whence it is floated down the

Rhine
;

it is fine in the grain, generally free

from knots, and more easy to work and is less

liable to warp than English oak; it is much
used for floors and joinery in general

;
also for

a variety of furniture. The Riga Oak is

esteemed on account of its freeness from knots

and from its straightness in the grain. The
Austrian Oak grows quicker and to a greater

height than our oaks
;
but it is less valuable,

because softer in texture, lighter, and less

durable : it is also lighter in shade than English
oak.

26. The oak is to be found in almost every
climate, but thrives best towards the northern
parts of Europe, that being the most compact
and durable which is grown in a dry and
sandy soil and an exposed situation

;
much

moisture causing expansion, and giving bulk
without nourishment or firmness of texture:

oak so reared also splits more easily than the
former, and is more liable to shrink and swell

with the changes of the weather.

27. The age at which the oak is considered
to reach maturity is 100 years; that period is

therefore the best for cutting it down: it cer-

tainly ought not to be felled earlier than at 60,

nor allowed to exceed 200, although under
favourable circumstances the tree may attain

the age of 1,000 years. The average quantity

of timber that is obtained from trees which
have been allowed to reach maturity is a load-

and-a-half, or seventy-five cubic feet; but it

too often happens that they are cut down before

they will produce a load of timber.

The best time for felling is in summer, the

timber cut down at that season being the most
durable, supposing the common mode of treat-

ment only to be adopted
;

but as the bark,

which is very valuable for tanning, is not easily

detached from the trunk when the sap is at

rest, the method referred to in Art. 9 is

sometimes pursued, by which it is obtained in

the readiest manner and best condition, and
the timber left for felling when most fitting or
convenient, say after the fall of the leaf, a prac-
tice which not only improves the saDwood,
rendering the timber heavier and stronger, but
also makes it less liable to engender worms, and
to decay. The sap-wood of oak (of which the
proportion is not so great as in fir) is by steep-
ing made less subject to worms, and is other-
wise improved. Green oak is said to suffer in

seasoning a reduction of from one-third to two-
fifths of its weight. The shrinkage in its

width has been ascertained to be about one
thirty-second part.

28. The annual ring in oak presents a com-
pact and a porous part, the former being the
darkest in colour

;
the pores in the sap-wood

are large and numerous, and distinctly appa-
rent

;
the larger septae are usually very dis-

tinct, but the smaller they are, and the more
minute the pores, the greater the strength and
durability of the timber; also the less that the
brown colour approaches a foxy or red shade,
the more superior it is. On cutting oak in an
oblique direction, much beauty in flowers and
veins is discovered, originating in the septae

and mixed texture of the wood.

Monument to Wit.son, the Ornitholo-
gist.—A subscription has been commenced at

Paisley for the erection of a monument to the
memory of Wilson, the celebrated ornitholo-
gist, who was a native of that town, and
originally a weaver there.

COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A GLOSSARY
OF ARCHITECTURE.—No. VIII.

Column—Doric.— Of existing remains of

the Grecian Doric, the earliest known speci-

men is the Temple at Corinth, of which the

columns, whose shafts are monolithic (or con-

sisting of a single stone), are little more than

four diameters in height ;
in the latest recog-

nized examples of Greek taste, the columns

are found to be in height nearly six diameters

and a half. Between these two extremes, in

the former whereof we see the nearness, both

in date and character, to the massiveness of

Palladio, Vignola, De Lorme, and others of
the Italian school, assigned eight diameters

(including the base as well as the capital)

for the height of the column, whilst Scamozzi
gives 8£ diameters. Sir William Chambers,
in his plate of a column, which he calls the

Doric order “ in its improved state,” follows

the proportions of Palladio and Vignola.

Bv a reference to the table, it will be seen,

that in the examples of the best era, that of the

Parthenon, the columns are found to exceed
five, and to be less than six, diameters high;
difference of situation, or other local circum-
stances, might affect the proportion in some
slight degree, but it will be seen that Ictinus

adhered very nearly to one standard.

Lord Aberdeen is inclined to test the an-

tiquity of a building, by comparing the pro-

portion of the capital to the shaft; but Mr.
(' wilt prefers “ a judgment from the height

(of the column) as compared with the diameter,

to any other criterion
;

although it must be
admitted that it is not an infallible one.”
(Encyc. p. 63.) The same excellent critic

observes, that “ the origin of the Doric order
is a question not easily disposed of. Many
provinces of Greece bore the name of Doria;
but a name is often the least satisfactory mode
of accounting for the birth of the thing which
bears it.” Colonel Leake, and many other

authorities, consider that the Doric order
arose, as soon as internal tranquillity followed
the return and settlement of the Iieraclidte in

Peloponnesus, 825 b.c. ; and that it began in

those cities which were the earliest seats of art

in Greece, viz. Sicyon, Corinth, and Argos.
Professor Muller says, that “ the order is not

improperly termed Doric, inasmuch as it was
* Lord Aberdeen and other writers arc inclined to place

the date of the Parthenon a few years later than the above,
the year in which Pericles obtained undivided power by the
death of Cimon.

t According to Plutarch ;
but Vitruvius states that Ictinus

designed it.

$ Has no base.

Egyptian architecture, and in the latter when
Roman innovation had already interfered with

the purity of Greek taste
;
between these two

we find a proportion which has been always

looked upon as the perfection of this order;

this proportion is found in buildings which are

clearly ascertained to belong to one period,

viz., the age of Pericles, wherein the most
consummate taste and the highest skill had the

direction of the public buildings. The follow-

ing table exhibits at one view the proportions

of the columns in some of the principal build-

ings in Greece and its colonies, concluding

with the scale which the Roman and Italian

schools assigned to the Doric :

—

brought to perfection in the Doric cities

and that Corinth was the first place “ where
the front and rear parts of temples were finished

with pediments, the tympanum being adorned
with statues of terra-cotta.”

In the opinion of the same writer, the Doric
architecture was created by the Doric character,

and displays therein “ the peculiar bias of the

Doric race to strict rule, simple proportion,

and pure harmony.”

Unfortunately many temples, of which we
read, have entirely disappeared—as that of
Juno, at Argos, said to have been the very

first Doric erection, considered as a specimen
of the order, and the temple of Jupiter at

Olympia, by the architect Libon—still enough
has been spared to later times to justify the

admiration of posterity; and in the unrivalled

Parthenon and the Theseum, we have two ex-

amples which have been so accurately measured
and delineated, as to leave no cause for regret

but the ravages of man—for time seems to

have respected such admirable relics of taste.

“ For all the highest effects, which architecture

is capable of producing, a Greek peripteral

temple of the Doric order is perhaps un-

rivalled.” (Hosking.)
To correct an optical deception, the Greeks

made the columns at the angles of buildings

thicker than those in the middle
;
at the Par-

thenon this increase is one-forty-fburth—at the

temple of Theseus one-twenty-eightb—the Vi-

truvian precept is that it should be one-fiftieth

part of the diameter.
It may be taken as an invariable rule that

the Greeks always fluted their columns, and it

is remarkable that the axiom that “ the excep-

tion proves the rule” has peculiar force in this

respect. For, either from motives of economy
or other unexplained cause, some examples are

found in which the columns are fluted only a

few inches at top and bottom, the rest of the

shaft being left plain, doubtless to be also

Date of Erection. Name of Building. Name of Architect.
Height of Diameter.

Number of

Diameters

No. of No. of
Columns Columns

Portico, the side.

Ft. In. Ft. In.

23 8 3 10 4& 6

28 10 7 0 6 14— 32 6 7 6 44 6 12— 48 7 10 7 41 8 16

Probably Archias

of Corinth.
28 8 6 6 44!

- -

- 33 0 7 0 6 14

- 22 2 4 8 4} 6 -
Libon. 17 1 3 2 5ft 6— 18 7 3 3 54! 6 13

Ictinus. 34 0 6 2 5J4 8 17

Ictinus. 19 6 3 7 548 6 15

Ictinus. 19 7 3 4 H 6 -
Cormbus.f 6 6 Supposed

61
12 -

14 10 2 7 5* 2 in antis.

Alcamenes, a pu- 13 4 2 4 5i 6 12

pil of Phidias.— 18 8 2 11 — —
— 18 8 2 10 6| - -

33 8 5 2 S3? 6— 26 2 4 4 6* 4 —
21 0 3 0 «— 27 3 2 10 031 — —

8

About 800 B.C.

600 or 700 b.c.

About 450 b.c.

About 461 b.c.

* 448 b.c.

About 430 b.c.

Age of Pericles f

About 338 b.c.

100 B.C.

Time ofAugustus

About 80 A.n.

About 300 a.d.

'Temple at Corinth

[Great Hyprethral Tem
!

pie at Psestum

[Temple at Selinus . . .

Octostyte at Selinus .

Temple of Minerva at

Syracuse

Temple of Hercules at

Agrigentum
Temple of Concord at

ditto

Temple of Jupiter Pan-

hellenius at Angina .

.

Temple of Theseus ....

'Parthenon
Temple of Apollo at

Temple of Minerva at

Sunium ....

[Temple of Ceres at

I

Eleusis

[Temple of Diana-Pro

-

1
pylsea at Eleusis ....

Temple at Rhamnus .

.

Temple of Apollo, Delos

Portico of Philip of Ma-
cedon, Delos

Temple of Jupiter, Ne-
masus

Agora, at Athens
Theatre of Marcellus, at

Rome
Coliseum

Baths of Dioclesian ....
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fluted at some future period. Such examples
are found at Eleusis, Rhamnus,* and Thoricus
in Attica, at iEgesta and Selinus in Sicily, and
at the temple of Apollo at Delos; and it may
be confidently asserted that no column can "be

mentioned, belonging to a Greek temple,
which is not either fluted throughout its whole
height, as usually seen, or prepared for the

processes the exceptions declare. The columns
at iEgesta are the only instances which at first

sight may appear not to come within the full

meaning of these remarks, but the peculiar

arrangement of their shafts seems to point to

some future adornment.
“ The refined Athenians had so exalted an

idea of the beauty and grandeur of their

columns, that no private citizen was allowed to

decorate his abode with these distinguished

members of their orders which were conse-
crated by them to the exclusive ornament of
their grandest and most sacred edifices.”

(Bardwell.) Some modern writers, among
them Sir William Chambers and Le Clerc,
who have a decided leaning to the Roman
school, lament the omission of a base to a
Grecian Doric column

;
the latter writer be-

lieves that “ the ancients had not yet thought
of employing bases, or that they omitted them
in order to leave the pavement clear, and that

had the columns been made with bases, the
passages between them would have been ex-
tremely narrow and inconvenient.” Sir W.
Chambers had, with all his undoubted skill

and genius, but little veneration for, or even
acquaintance with, Grecian art, for he says

—

“ None of the few things now existing in

Greece, though so pompously described, seem
to deserve notice either for dimension, grandeur
of style, rich fancy, or elegant taste of design

;

nor do they seem calculated to throw new light

upon the art, or to contribute towards its ad-
vancement; not even those erected by Pericles
or Alexander, while the Grecian arts flourished
most, neither the famous lantern of Demos-
thenes, nor the more famous Parthenon, which,
though not so considerable as the church of
St. Martin, in St. Martin’s-lane, had for its

architects Phidias, Callicrates, and Ictinus, was
the boast of Athens, and excited the envy and
murmurs of all Greece.” Yet the Parthenon
exceeds .the church by 65 feet in length, 20
feet in breadth, and has 42 more columns, those
of the church being 3 feet 4 inches in diameter,
whilst in the Greek temple they are 6 feet 1 inch.

Mr. T. L. Donaldson claims the merit of
being the first to notice that some of the co-

lumns of temples are not placed quite per-
pendicularly. “ The axis of the columns of
the Parthenon, both on the flanks and on the
fronts, as well as those of the temple in

iEgina, and of Concord at Agrigentum, have
a considerable inclination inwards (a circum-
stance I am not aware to have been before
noticed), though not to such a degree as re-

quired by Vitruvius, and not confined, as he
directs, to the columns of the peristyles only.”
(Vol. IV. Stuart’s Athens.) Vitruvius thus
directed: “The bases being thus completed,
we are to raise the columns on them. Those
of the pronaos and posticum are to be kept
with their axes perpendicular, the angular
ones excepted, which, as well as those on the
flanks right and left, are to be so placed that
their interior faces towards the cella be per-
pendicular. The exterior faces will diminish
upwards as above mentioned. Thus the di-

minution will give a pleasing effect to the
temple.” (Gw ill’s Vitruvius, b. 3, c. 3.)

Air. Jenkins (also in the fourth volume of
Stuart’s Athens) adds to the examples named
by Mr. Donaldson, the temple of Theseus, the
Erechtheum, the Choragic monument of Lysi-
crates, &c., as instances in which the Vitruvian
precept was in some measure corroborated.

In Mr. Bartholomew’s “ Essay on the De-
cline of Science in Architecture, &c.,” the
same point is thus scientifically explained.
“The ancients, knowing how much more
secure were their fabrics when made to settle

together and consolidate by their own gravity,
set the lateral columns of their temples with
their axes falling towards the cells, so that the
inner faces of the shafts of the columns should
be perpendicular, and the outer faces of them
receding the whole quantity of columnar dimi-
nution in order to afford to the building a more
solid, pyramidal, and graceful appearance : and
by this shrewd device they rendered the

* At Rhamnus the columns of the pronaos are actually
fluted throughout the length of the shaft in front.

avenues between the side walls and the colon-
nades of their temples no widernext the soffits

of the architraves than down upon the pave-

ment
;
and it is not improbable that the pre-

servation of this symmetry led to the omission
of the inner columns of the ancient pseudo-
dipteral temples; whereas the moderns, in

general, not attending to this dynamic and
optical nicety in architecture, so set their

columns that when we walk down a modern
colonnade, we cannot divest ourselves of the

idea that the axes of all the columns are

falling outwards: and, indeed, accurate ad-

measurement would often find this to be no
illusion, since the work, not erected so as to

fall together, will, in general, with the

slightest inevitable settlement, expand at its

upper part.” (Part I., c. 51, 453.)

The Greek word usually employed for co-
lumn is crrvXog, stylos

,
which is found connected

with other words, as peristyle, from Trfpi,

about, used when a building is set about with

columns; epistyle, from tm, upon, for the
architrave, which rests upon the columns;
stylobate, which signifies a base under co-

lumns, &c. The arrangement of porticos, as

to the number of columns and distances between
them, is also expressed by words compounded
of orvXoQ, and others, which will be explained
in due course. Mr. Hosking considers that
“ the word style would be more correct than
order, as it would indicate the column as the
feature referred to, without conveying the

idea of fixed rules.” The word used in

Homer, kiwv
,
Kuuveg, kiones, may be rendered

as meaning lofty posts, or pillars, rather than
columns of a cylindrical plan, which formed
no part of the exterior of the Homeric
palaces. G. R. F.

THE NATURE OF DESIGN.
A Paper read at the meetings of the Decorative

Art Society, March 13th and 27th.
BY MR. CRABB, V.P., MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTE

OF FINE ARTS.
A oorreot understanding of the nature

of design being essential to the proceedings of
our society, I have attempted in the paper of
this evening a short notice of its origin and
progress, the resulting benefits and present
position, upon the continent and in England.
The general tenor is a broad consideration of
the subject; details and critical notices of the
distinct styles of ornament, and upon outline,

colour, teaching for design, and other leading
points being intended to occupy separate papers.
These will constitute an important portion of
the advantages of this society

;
although I can-

not disguise from myself, that the free commu-
nication of valuable practical information (ex-

tensively known but to few of us) must neces-

sarily depend upon contingencies yet to be
developed. We are proposing to collect,

classify, and diffuse information, that long since
ought to have been publicly given through the

Government School of Design, and to what
extent we can privately afford to make our
experience known is uncertain.

The term design admits of various ex-

planations, according to the nature of its in-

tended purpose; the most concise and specific

meaning is delineation of objects through the

acquired medium of geometry, optics, and
colour. A knowledge of these may be pos-

sessed, and the faculty of delineation exist,

without any creative power of mind, and there-

fore the real and true meaning of the word is

discovered when to these capabilities is added
the genius of originating; embodying such
combinations as have not been previously
known, and are capable of amalgamation under
the admitted governing laws of nature and
of taste. This power is found to result from
a careful study of nature, and an accumulation
of the sound principles and excellencies of our
great predecessors in art

;
producing in com-

bination new arrangements and beauties, in

proportion to the originality of conception and
power of invention in the artist. Manufacturing
design requires different modes of treatment,

that it may accord with the nature of the ma-
terial to receive embellishment ;

but the laws or

great principles are known to be unchange-
able

;
thus a silk damask or an iron railing

may be designed from the same given quanti-

ties of proportion. A division under the heads

of outline, light and shade, and colour, will

enable us to make a classification for its dis-

tinctive application to weaving, printing, wood,
metals, and other great branches of trade; each

requiring special instruction to produce suc-
cessful design. Fitness of purpose is another
essential, and doubles the value of the art;
nowhere can we so perfectly study this portion
of design as throughout the works of nature,
where it is discovered in unity with embellished
elegance of form and wisdom of application.
The human figure is a beautiful illustration

of the possibility of combining great mechani-
cal power with the most graceful contour and
action

;
the general design affords extensive

varied power of motion,—the detail shews the
most profound skill in adapting the form of
each bone to its respective office,—the provi-
sion of pro and antagonist muscles, their form,
insertion, and beautiful mechanical action, dis-

cover a profound design, and the disposition of
each part being considered with relation to the
production of a perfect whole, we have the
upright and commanding figure of mankind,
capable of exhibiting the athletic muscular
massiveness of a Hercules or the feminine love-
liness of a Venus. The animal creation is re-

plete with graceful beauty, subject to fitness

of purpose. The horse and his numerous
varieties present noble examples. What ma-
jesty is exhibited in the lion

! ponderous limbs,
breadth of shoulders, clothed with a magnificent
mane, thin flanks, and enormous muscular
strength. Opposed to this king of the forests

we find the lightly moulded, elegant gazelle,

whose pace is on the wind, and
“ Who glads one by its fond blue eye.”

In the vegetable world no grace of form, no
colouring is wanting

;
the most studied pro-

ductions of man are as nothing compared with

the resulting effects of a gorgeously varied

tropical vegetation : through all the striking

varieties of the stately palm and small-leaved

cedar, to bowers of citron and acacia, with
colouring and contrasts, frequently displayed

upon a gigantic leafage, instructing, but defying

the humble imitative art of man
;
from the

most delicate hue of green, warm or cool, to

those of intense depth, mingled with bright

scarlets, deep crimsons, and a profusion of

brilliant and secondary colouring, blending into

repose with the tertiaries. Imagine for one
moment a woody scene under the dazzling
tropical sun, with all its curious varieties of
shape in tree and foliage, the jungle half choked
by tall grass and knotted reeds

;
then picture

the gay and glittering plumage of the birds,

from pale amber to deep golden yellows, rich

purples, russets, the finest reds and glistening

blues! what a study for the decorative colourist!

’Tis thus nature teaches the principles upon
which her sister art should found the theories

of her charming imitations. Unpossessed as

we are of tropical advantages, let us endeavour
to appreciate the value of those we enjoy. The
horticulturist presents the choicest flowers of
every dime, and the botanical garden will give

us some idea of the palm and olive; we have
the acacia, the stately chestnut, the mountain
ash, with its peculiar leafage and clustered

bright scarlet berries : our fields, our hedge-

rows, and the varieties of trees common
amongst us, afford materials for studying por-

tions of design in a way that may be rendered

most profitable and most agreeable. Many a

common plant presents a diminishing elegance,

a graceful flow of line, colouring, and hints of

much value; the fine-shaped leaves in this class

are replete with instruction
;

exquisite tints

are often seen on the withering moss-rose leaf;

the whole science of colouring is there exem -

plified; yellow, a primary, continued through

the russets to the primary red, often very bril-

liant. Who, that has viewed the rich hues of

autumnal colouring, but must feel the varied

tones to be a source of admiration ? and how
much more so when he can deduce the whole

apparently endless variety from three simple

original colours? But apart from other con-

siderations, there is scarcely any ornamental

production in which some object from the

vegetable world is not introduced, and for cor-

rect delineation we ought therefore to be inti-

mate with its original source and habits. The
trees about bursting into bloom will afford

delightful examples : render them therefore

useful to yourselves by making notes of your

observations
;

there will be the deep pink of

the almond, the delicate hue of the clustered

apple blossom, and the pyramidical flower of

the chestnut, a fine mellow white, ol peculiar

crisp-like character, relieved and inspirited by

a dash of crimson.

{To be continued.)
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UaU) EntrUigrncr.

VICE-CHANCELLOR'S COURT, July 24.

{Before Sir L. Shadivell.)

BUNNETT AND ANOTHER V. SMITH.

This was a motion by the plaintiffs, as pa-

tentees of certain improvements in the con-

struction of iron revolving window-shutters,

for a special injunction to restrain the defen-

dant from manufacturing and selling shutters,

alleged to he an infringement of their patent.

A patent was granted to the plaintiff, Bunnett,

in June, 1836, and the specification described

his shutters to consist of a series of partially

overlapping strips or plates of iron, or other

metal, so connected together by a particular

description of crank, butt-hinge, that the

knuckles of the hinges should be hidden

by the partial overlapping of the plates, and

without such plates being cut away at the

upper edges to let in the knuckle of the

cranked hinge, which arrangement the

plaintiff claimed as the first feature of his

improvements
;
and the specification also de-

scribed a plan of applying an endless screw

and toothed-wheel to the roller on which their

shutters revolved, for the purpose of raising and

lowering not only shutters as above described,

hut any shutters used before the date of his pa-

tent, and this arrangement formed the second

feature of his improvement; and it was for an

alleged infringement of the plaintiff’s patent

in these two particulars that the plaintiff

sought the injunction of the court. The

plaintiff in his specification disclaimed the

various portions of his shutters and lifting-

gearing separately, admitting that each was

per se old and well-known in principle and

in use, previously to his obtaining the grant

of Royal Letters Patent, hut rested his claims

entirely on the combination of the whole.

The circumstances which gave rise to this

motion were as follow :—It appears that Messrs.

W. Cuhitt and Co., the eminent builders, of

Gray’s-inn-road, are engaged in making consi-

derable additions to the banking premises of

Messrs. Smith, Payne, and Co., in George-

street,and Mansion-house-place, in the City, and

it being determined that iron shutters should

be adopted, application was first made by the

surveyor of the works to the plaintiffs, who
furnished drawings of their shutters and gear-

ing, and gave information as to the smallest

space within which they would revolve; but

the surveyor finding that the space required

was more than could be afforded in the building,

applied to the defendant, Andrew Smith, of

Princes-street, Leicester-square, who is the

manufacturer of an improved iron revolving-

shutter, and was there shewn specimens of the

defendant’s shutter, which it was stated

would occupy less space than that of the

plaintiffs, and exhibited other advantages, by

reason of the outer strips or plates of the

shutters being connected by a peculiarly

constructed chain, consisting of alternate

links of wire and flat plates, in lieu of the

crank-butt-hinge of the plaintiffs
;
the shutters

being raised and lowered by means of an

endless screw and tooth-wheel, similar in

principle to that used by the plaintiffs (which

is old and well-known), though differently

arranged by defendant, so as to further eco-

nomise space
;

and upon looking into the

relative merits of both, the surveyor deter-

mined on having Mr. Smith’s shutters, as

being manifestly superior in many respects

to the plaintiffs
;
and Messrs. Cubitt and Co.

accordingly gave orders for numerous shutters

to be affixed to the windows of the building in

question by Mr. Smith. The work was
accordingly proceeded with by the defendant

;

and in consequence of an intimation from the

plaintiffs to Messrs. Cubitt and Co. that legal

proceedings would be taken by them against

the defendant for an infringement of their

patent, he (the defendant), on the first day

of July, wrote them a letter, denying that

he was infringing their patent, and assert-

ing his right to manufacture and affix shutters

and gearing on his own principle, as being

wholly distinct from theirs, and greatly su-

perior; also challenging them to try the ques-

tion of law at the next Surrey assizes, or by

arbitration, and offering to afford every fa-

cility for effecting that object with as little

loss of time as possible. This was, however,

not accepted by the plaintiffs, who preferred

to file their bill in Chancery against defen-

dant, and in such suit to adopt the present

motion. It was contended by Mr. Bethell,

with whom was Mr. Bacon on the part of the

plaintiffs, that the chain of the defendant was
a colourable and evasive imitation of the

hinge of the plaintiffs, as claimed under the

first head of their patent, and that the lifting

gearing used by the defendant was also a

colourable and evasive imitation of the lifting

gearing claimed under the second head of their

patent
;
on the other hand it was contended by

Mr. Stuart and Mr. Thomas Turner on behalf

of the defendant, firstly, that the plaintiffs

patent was altogether bad and invalid on
several grounds, and that therefore the plain-

tiffs could not be entitled to the interference

of the Court, but should be left to their remedy
at law

;
secondly, that even if the patent was

good, the defendant’s chain was in nowise

similar, either in appearance, principle, or

effect, to the crank butt-hinge of the plaintiffs,

but infinitely superior in point of strength,

security, durability, and economy of space, as

was evidenced by the selection of Messrs.

Cubitt, and therefore could be no infringe-

ment; thirdly, that the lifting gearing of the

defendant, although similar in principle to the

plaintiffs, was differently arranged, and so

as to produce a much more beneficial result,

and therefore was no infringement of the plain-

tiff’s patent
;

and lastl y» that inasmuch as

the plaintiffs had specified, for a particular

combination of old parts, they were not en-

titled to, nor could they restrain the defendant

from using any of the respective parts unless

he also used the whole. Numerous affidavits

of scientific gentlemen and others were put in

by both sides and read, and various models,

shewing the relative constructions and ar-

rangements of each party were exhibited, and
amongst the evidence brought forward by the

defendant to shew the non-existence of no-
velty in the plaintiff’s patent, were affidavits to

the effect, that iron revolving-shutters of a
similar construction to the plaintiff’s fastened

by hinges on the sam e principle, made in nearly

the same particular manner, were in use long
prior to the date of the plaintiff's patent. Also
the particular description of machinery used for

raising and lowering the plaintiff’s shutter,

and claimed by him, in his specification, was
patented, and in use about thirty-six years ago
for closing and opening window shutters. And
in shewing that the plans adopted by the de-

fendant were not the same as claimed by the

plaintiff, it was demonstrated that they were es-

sentially different in construction and effect, al-

though producing the same result, but in a supe-

rior manner, which creates alone a difference.

His Honour the Vice-Chancellor said, that

where a patent was found to have existed for

a period of eight years without any dispute,

it was not the habit of the Court to scan very

narrowly the expressions used in the specifi-

cation, and to affirm that because the language
was not as clear as it might be, that therefore

the patent was bad. The long acquiescence of

the public rather afforded primdfacie evidence
that the patent was good. But what pressed
upon his mind was, whether the plaintiff had
not so described the operation by which a
part of the invention was managed, as in effect

to permit the defendant to do what he con-
tended the patent left him the right to do.

There appeared to his Honour to be a difference

in the mode by which the operation of wind-
ing up was effected in the two inventions,

and it appeared to his Honour that the
whole scheme of the thing was to make a
succession of hinges, which were so placed
that the successive lateral bars lapped over

each other, and thus concealed what his Honour
might call the cardinal virtues of the whole
thing. The second part of the specification

regarded the rolling up of the shutter so con-

structed, and this was effected by “ the revolv-

ing power of one hinge being made to depend
upon apiece of the next hinge.” Now, in the de-

fendant’s alleged piracy his Honour saw a dif-

ferent pieceof machinery, for instead of making
the revolving power of one hinge, according to

the plaintiff’s specification, depend on the

adjoining hinge, the defendant did not make
his hinge come in contact with the next hinge.

It might be for a jury to say whether this were
an infringement of the patent or not, but his

Honour was not called on to decide such aques-

tion on a motion of this sort. It was the

custom of the Court in granting injunctions to

do as little injury as possible, and therefore he
thought the proper course was to make no
order on the motion, but let the plaintiff pro-

ceed forthwith to establish the validity of his

patent in an action at law, as proposed by the

defendant previous to this application for in-

junction.

The case occupied the Court for five hours,

and excited great interest. Amongst the

auditors, many scientific and practical gentle-

men engaged in the engineering and building

professions were observed.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

York Minster was re-opened on Sunday, the

7th instant, having undergone a complete

restoration.

The consecration of the new church at

Yeadon, near Leeds, by the Bishop of Ilipon,

took place on the 19th inst.

The intended Roman Catholic cathedral at

Bristol, which has long remained in an un-

finished state, is announced for sale.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Important Railway Meeting at Banbury.—

A

most important meeting took place on the 11th

inst. The Messrs. Stephenson (engineers of

the London and Birmingham Railway), Mr.

Brunei (engineer of the Great Western Rail-

way), and most of the influential inhabitants

of the town and neighbourhood, numbering
about eight hundred, were present. The first

speaker, Mr. Elgie, of Worcester, advocated

the adoption of a line from the terminus of

the Great Western Railway at Oxford, to

Wolverhampton, through Worcester and
Banbury; the second, Mr. Barlow, advocated
the extension of the Great Western line from
Oxford to Rugby, through Banbury

;
the

third, Mr. Carter (who represented the

London and Birmingham company), advocated

a line from Weedon to Worcester, passing

near Farnborough, through Banbury to

Oxford
;
the fourth, Mr. Hodgson, of Stock-

ton, spoke in favour of a line from Oxford to

Banbury, through Farnborough, Southam,
Leamington, and Warwick, and thence to Bir-

mingham direct. The proposition of the

second speaker was carried without one dis-

sentient voice, which virtually included that

of the first, and we may now safely augur, from
what transpired at the termination of the

meeting, that ere long, under the same
patronage, the fourth proposition will be carried

into effect.

—

Warwick Advertiser.

Rival Railways to Ashton—The great con-

test which has been proceeding in Parliament
during the whole session between the Man-
chester and Leeds Railway and the Manchester
and Sheffield Railway, in reference to the

two Ashton lines, has at length been brought
to a conclusion, the House of Lords having
confirmed the decision of the Commons in

favour of both the Ashton-under-Lyne and
Stalybridge Branch Bill, and the Ashton,

Stalybridge, and Liverpool Junction line.

The Sheffielders are the defeated party in the

contest, they having opposed the passing of

the Liverpool Junction, as vitally endangering
the prosperity, not merely of their Ashton
branch, but also of their main line itself. To
the Manchester and Leeds Company many
reasons combine to render the victory they

have achieved one of paramount importance.
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Lancashire and Yorkshire Junction Railway.

—This line is projected to connect the Black-

burn and Preston Railway with the Leeds and

Bradford Railway, passing through or near the

several towns of Blackburn, Church, Accring-

ton, Whalley, Clitheroe, Padibam, Burnley,

Colne, Skipton, Keighley, Bingley, Shipley,

and Bradford, forming a continuous line from

the port of Hull on the east coast, to the ports

of Liverpool and Fleetwood on the west coast,

with a branch at Accrington, through the

town of Haslingden, to the Manchester, Bury,

and Rossendale Railway—forming a direct

communication with the town of Manchester.

The length of railway to be made, including

the branch at Accrington, will be about forty-

five miles. A branch to Skipton is also sug-

gested. Sir George Strickland, Bart., M. P.,

Sir C. R. Tempest, Bart., R. Townley Parker,

Esq., C. Royds, Esq., M. Wilson, jun., Esq.,

and other gentlemen interested in the district

through which the line will pass, are members
of the Provisional Committee. — Railway
Record.

York and Scarborough Railway.—On Wed-
nesday week the directors of the York and

North Midland Railway held a meeting at the

board-room, to receive tenders for the making
of 44 miles of the Scarborough Railway and

branch to Pickering. The work was divided

into four sections, but the directors accepted

the tender of Mr. Crawshay, who tendered for

the execution of the whole distance. The
contractor’s tender is under the engineer’s

estimate, and fully justifies Mr. Hudson’s
statement as to the cost of the line.

A petition from the Hull and Selby Railway
Company against the Government Railways

Bill was presented to the lower House on

Thursday week. The York and North Mid-

land and the Manchester and Leeds Railway
Companies have also petitioned against the

Bill.

The Leeds and Bradford (valley line) Rail-

way received the royal assent on Thursday
week. The line will, it is expected, be com-

pleted within two years.

ARCHITECTURAL GEOMETRY, No. VII.—

TUDOR ARCHES.

Sin,—Having seen in The Builder several

articles upon Architectural Geometry, I myself

send to you some sketches for three-centred

arches. First example, of which the span

only is given. The line a d is divided into

four parts
;

from the centre o, describe the

arc be

;

from a set off the distance a e, equal to

a b ; draw e o to h ; then h g o will be the

three centres for describing the required arch.

Second example, when the height and span

of the arc are both given. Divide a i as

before; with a as a centre, and one-fourth

of a b as a radius, mark off e; draw a line

from e through h to d; produce a line from

fh to e; let the given height be g ; bisect gf;
let the bisecting line cut f li at c. Then, with

c as a centre, describefg ; with h as a centre,

describe bf and a e ,
&c. A. K.

Spalding, June 5, 1844.

THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.

This edifice is rapidly approaching comple-

tion, and at present no obstacle is apprehended

that will delay its being opened beyond the early

part of September. The Gresham committee

have not as yet appointed the day, although

preparations are going on to celebrate the

event, so as to render the ceremony of an im-

posing and interesting character, it being clearly

understood that her Majesty, accompanied by

her august consort, will honour the city of

London by opening it in person. The exact

arrangements have not been as yet determined
;

it is, however, known that a grand banquet

will be served in a spacious pavilion erected in

the area, and that the whole proceedings will

be conducted in an unusual degree of splen-

dour, well becoming the opening of the most
important commercial building in the country.

At the recent meetings of the committee some
alterations have been arranged, the original

intention being that it should be free from all

decorative and sculptural embellishments. In

the centre of the quadrangle will be raised

a marble statue of the Queen. For this

work her Majesty has been pleased to name
Mr. Lough, the sculptor. The committee have
allowed 1,100/. for the execution of statues.

A new statue of Sir Thomas Gresham has

also been decided on. It will be 15 feet in

height, chiseled out of Portland stone by Mr.
Behnes, at a cost of 550/., and when completed
will be placed in the niche at the eastern end
of the Exchange, immediately under the tower.

The old statue of the wealthy founder, that

withstood the ravages of the fire at the burn-

ing of the former Exchange, has been pre-

served, and will be erected in another part of

the building. New statues of Sir Thomas
Whittington and Sir Hugh Myddelton will

also decorate the area—the artist selected for

the former being Mr. Joseph, at a cost of 450/.
;

and the latter, Mr. Crewe, at a cost of 430/.,

who has also been appointed to execute the

Royal arms for the western entrance.

The ground between the eastern front of

the new Royal Exchange, at the rear of the

houses in Finch-lane, is being now built upon
by direction of the trustees of Magdalen Col-

lege, to whom the property belongs. There

will be a line of houses from Cornhill to

Threadneedle-street, for which purpose the

church of St. Benet Fink, it is stated, will be

pulled down, the living of which, it is said,

will be transferred to a church which will be

erected on the site of what was formerly Crip-

plegate Workhouse, Moor-lane. In excavat-

ing for the foundation of the new houses, at a

depth of about 12 feet, a large quantity of

common Roman and of Roman tessellated

pavement was found.

(JTorreapontience*

SHAM COMPETITION. DERBY PAUPER
LUNATIC ASYLUM.

Sir,— I was much amused at the letter con-

tained in No. 73 of The Builder, on the sub-

ject of the Lunatic Asylum competition at Derby;

it (the letter) reminding one so very strongly

of the old fable of “ The Ass in the Lion’s

skin.” We are told by iEsop that the long-

eared simpleton, having disguised himself in

the skin of one of the kings of the forest,

carried all before him, until, wishing to boast

of his success, and almost forgetting, in his

new-born grandeur, the manner in which he

had, asyetunchallenged, borne the palm, opened

his unlucky jaws to roar, when “lo!” a violent

braying was all that escaped his lips, and thus

he betrayed himself a cheat.

I have until now remained quiet, in order

that I might the better observe the proceedings

of those most interested in the matter; but as I

do not see in any of the letters on the subject

points or facts as strong as I myself am in

possession of for believing the competition to

have been a mist thrown over the deeds of

those who, from the position they occupy in the

land, should be ;
but of what use will it

be for me to say what they should be ? suffice

it to say, that what they should be they are not.

The list of the magistrates of Derby contains

names of some of our high nobility, numbers

of wealthy men, men known for their honest

works—they number in all about 113: of these,

about half-a-dozen attended at the meeting of

the committee on the occasion of selecting the

plans.

Some friends of mine who competed among
the rest, I know produced a plan not without

merit—indeed, so good, that a learned physi-

cian, the first authority on such a subject,

having inspected it, pronounced his decided
opinion of its perfection in every respect for

the purposes of an asylum for the reception of
the insane.

Immediately after the plans were delivered,

a pamphlet on the subject of lunatic asylums
appeared from the pen of Dr. Brigstock, a
gentleman residing at Derby, and who keeps
a private mad-house in Green-lane

;
the idea

suggested in this pamphlet was, that all the

chambers should be upon the ground-floor, and
the disposition of the buildings resembled that

of a barrack, a number of detached wards con-

nected to each other, to the chapel, to the

kitchen, and to the superintendent’s house, by
long covered passages, but altogether extend-

ing over so much ground, that the idea became
preposterous.

A competitor, who was exhibiting a radiating

plan for the proposed asylum, called on the

author of this pamphlet, and having presented

him with a sketch of his design, he was much
astonished at the instant remark of the doctor,

“Oh, the committee has decided to reject at

once all radiating plans; at least, so I am in-

formed by the mayor.” The truth of this

observation was afterwards proved by the

result of the committee’s award of the pre-

miums.
At this time the plans had not been seen.

I had an opportunity of inspecting with my
friend thewholeof the plans, and he remarked to

me that two sets of drawings were distinguished

by the same mark, viz., a seal bearing a coat of

arms
;
to make sure of this, he examined and

compared minutely the two seals, when he found

that while the crest on the one (on the draw-

ings also bearing the motto “ Curator”) was a

bull’s head rising from out a ducal coronet,

the other was the head of an unicorn or horse,

although at first sight very similar to the

other.
The committee met twice, perhaps thrice,

for a few minutes at each time. My friend

called on Mr. Barber, the mayor, to know
whether it was probable that the matter would

soon be settled, but having been informed by

that gentleman that it was likely that a fort-

night might elapse before the decision was

come to, he departed.

At this very moment the decision was

already made
;
no more meetings of the com-

mittee took place, the committee having pre-

viously selected the design of Mr. Duesbury.

A few days after this, my unlucky friend

received a letter from the mayor to say that

his drawing, not being successful, would be sent

to him by rail, &c. &c. Yes, the letter was

addressed to him by name, his sealed letter

having been actually broken open, by what

authority I know not.

The letter is sealed, and at first mv friend

thinks it a letter from “ Curator,” for it is

sealed with the impression of the bull’s head,

with arms, as before seen on “ Curator s

drawings; but no, it is from the mayor of

Derby.
How easy is it to select from a multitude of

designs.

The watchword is—The bull s head
;

the

answer—“ Curator.”

When unanimously adopted by the com-

mittee (of half-a-dozen), without even a

division on the subject—so great was the

superiority of the Bull’s-head plan—on ex-

amination' it was found that the drawings were

distinguished by the motto “Curator;” and

upon opening the sealed letter bearing the

like distinguishing motto, to the astonishment

of all present, they find it to contain the name

of their old friend “Henry Duesbury, ot

Town Hall notoriety.

There were eighty sets of drawings ex-

hibited, and I am told that on the average,

each set must have cost 50/.; at that rate

4,000/. must have been expended in their

pr
iwbg'lhat you will not deny insertion to

these remarks, and apologizing tor thus long

intruding upon your valuable time,

I have the honour to remain, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

A Townsman,
Derby, July 20.
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Radcliffe Old Hall.—This interesting

relic of old English domestic architecture was

taken down a number of years ago, to make
room for a row of cottages for the workpeople

of Mrs. Bealey and Sons, bleachers. It is under-

stood that the Earl of Wilton, to whom the

place belonged, sold the materials to the above

parties, and rented the land to them, and

so, in the spirit of modern improvement, the

order was given, “Take it down, why cumber-
eth it the ground ?” This venerable pile was
highly interesting to all who loved to gaze on
the relics of other days

;
and it was probably

calculated to convey a more correct idea of the

rude but strongly built habitations and festive

halls of our forefathers than any other object

to which the curious of this neighbourhood
had access

;
and by them, no doubt, its destruc-

tion has been much regretted. Sir Walter
Scott directed public attention to Haddon
Hall, as a representative of the halls of the

early Norman or latter Saxon chiefs; but the

hall at Radcliffe must have been much older

than Haddon Hall, as Sir Walter describes it.

The materials at Radcliffe were chiefly beams
and planks of solid black oak, which, together

with the simplicity of the construction, and the

rudeness of the workmanship, testified to the

great age of the edifice. What a pity that it

could not have been let alone, or rather that it

was not deemed worth a little expense and
trouble in covering it in once more

;
that it

was not given as a shelter to some half-dozen

poor families, on condition of their keeping it

in perfect order
;

it would thus have endured
for ages. The square tower, or fortified part

of the ancient residence, still remains, but

tottering with decay. The vaulted roof of the

lower room almost hangs by a single stone
;

and unless it be protected from further wanton
jutrage, it must soon share the fate of the hall,

and leave only its name in the remembrance of
things that have been.

—

Samuel Bamford’s
Walks in South Lancashire.

Scott Monument.— Sir Thomas Dick
Lauder has received a subscription of twenty
guineas from the Marquis of Bute. The Earl
of Zetland has contributed twenty pounds to

this truly national testimonial. The heads
sculptured on the main capitals under the

groined arch, now thrown open by the re-

moval of the scaffolding, are likenesses of the

principal Scotch poets. The following are

finished ;—On the north front—Queen Mary,
James, I., James, V., and Drummond of Haw-
thornden. On the west front—Hogg, Burns,
Ferguson and Ramsay. On the south front

—

Buchanan, Sir David Lindsay of the Mount,
Tannahill, and Byron. On the east front

—

Smollett only is yet completed
;

but the other
three—viz., Hume, Thomson, and Beattie—are
in progress.

The late Dr. Arnold.—The Literary
Gazettee says, “ Having been invited to see
the monument about to be erected to the
late Dr. Arnold, designed by Mr. J. Thomas,
we have to notice a very pleasing return to

mediaeval forms, executed with great taste.

Under a Gothic conopv, it represents the late

eminent scholar, in academic costume, lying
on his back, with his hands uplifted and folded
together on his breast. The head rests on a
massive volume. The likeness is grave and
expressive

;
the drapery simple and well com-

posed
;
the pinnacles, traceries, and other or-

naments subordinate, and good in style. The
whole effect does credit to the artist.”

Fine Arts.—The following extract from
the report of her Majesty’s Building Commis-
sioners, which is so complimentry to our
townsman, Mr. Rogers, will be read with in-
terest in this locality:—“It is the opinion of
the committee that among the carvers whose
works have been exhibited, Mr. W. G. Rogers
holds the first place; and they consider him as
the person best qualified to be entrusted with
those parts of the wood-work of the House of
Lords in which great richness of effect and
delicacy of execution are required. (Signed)
Mahon, Colbourne, J. B. Macaulav, B. Harris
jun., George Vivian, Thomas Wyse.

—

Dover
Chronicle.

The Pulteneytown Harbour Improvement
Bill has passed the House of Commons. The
estimated expense for completing the works
amounts to 26,900/. 5s. 3d.

The Iron Trade.—The quarterly meetings

of ironmasters were held during the past week,
as usual. During the last quarter the trade

has been in a healthy state, the demand steady,

and the prices for all descriptions of iron fair

and remunerating. It was, however, expected
that there might have been a downward ten-

dency, the masters being less flush of orders

than at the beginning of the quarter, and some
forced sales having been made in Liverpool and
London, at rates rather below the market price.

Notwithstanding these circumstances, and al-

though some slight indications of a fall were
given at Wolverhampton on Wednesday, at

the meeting in this town on Thursday, which
is justly considered the most important, former
quotations were fully maintained, and several

considerable contracts for Staffordshire bars
were entered into at 'Jl. per ton prompt, and
other descriptions in proportion

;
for forged

pigs some efforts were made for an advance.
The number of railway bills passed during the
present sessions, the steady demand for manu-
facturing purposes arising from the improved
state of trade in general, together with the

increasing application of iron as a material to

purposes for which it had not previously been
used, all concur to strengthen the conviction
that the present fair price will remain steady
during the current quarter. It mainly depends
upon the ironmasters themselves to preserve
the trade in its present satisfactory state; but
if, on the one hand, by a hasty attempt to force

up prices, the demand is suddenly checked
;
or

on the other, by a rapid increase of works, or
the bringing into operation too many of those
which have been suspended, the market be
overstocked, and a ruinous competition created,
the present prospects of the trade may be
effectually marred. Of the latter of these evils

there are at present too many indications; and
it is to be hoped that by timely caution the

consequences may be averted .—Birmingham
Gazette.

Magdalen College, Oxford. — The
splendid tower of Magdalen College, that
soars to the height of 150 feet, was last week
struck by lightning, and one of the pinnacles
much shattered, several large stones being
hurled into the street. One of the servants of
the college, who was passing at the time, had
a miraculous escape, being struck down by
one of the fragments, which fell on his um-
brella and hat, but we are happy to state he
was not materially injured. The” staircase of
the tower, also, is much injured by some of
the stones that were forced into it. The same
turret, we believe, was struck in a similar way
eight years ago, on St. Swithin’s day.

King William’s College, Isle of Man.
—The restoration of King William’s College
is progressing rapidly. The workmen are
now engaged upon the roof, and the chapel is

also in a state of forwardness. The patrons
and friends of the institution are sanguine
that the annual meeting for the distribution of
prizes, on the 4th of June, will be held
within the walls of the renovated building.
The edifice was insured for 2,000/., but the
estimate of the necessary repairs was 3,100/;
the trustees, however, calculate on a gross ex-
penditure of 4,000/., thus leaving a deficiency of
2,000/. to be provided for.

Mr. Baily, the Royal Academician, has just
completed his model of the statue of his Royal
Highness the late Duke of Sussex, which,
when completed in marble, is to be placed in
the large room at Freemasons’ Hall. The
statue is of colossal dimensions, being about
double the size of life, and his Royal Highness
is represented standing upright, in the action
of addressing an assembly. He is habited in

the robes of a knight of the Garter, and, in

addition, wears the insignia of the Guelphic'
order. At the side is placed a small altar, on
which the masonic emblems are figured.

A Windmill for Sawing.'—The gable
ends of cottages often exhibit a very primitive
windmill for sawing wood within doors. It is

a large wheel, to the spokes of which flappers
are adjusted, made of coarse matting, and so
placed as to profit by the ordinary sea breeze;
and, while the wind is thus sawing his planks
for him, the carpenter, at his door, carries on
his craft

—

Blackwood.

Hijngerford Suspension Bridge.—One
of the principal rivet chains has been com-
pletely swung across the river and secured to
its arches.

Market Weston, near East Harling.

—It has long been a well-known fact, that

metals will expand by heating, and contract in

cooling : and this principle was most success-

fully applied on Monday week, and two previous

days, in bringing upright the north side wall

of Market Weston Church, which had de-

clined full 18 inches from the perpendicular.

The length of this wall was 54 feet, the height

24 feet, and 2 feet 9 inches in thickness. To
accomplish this object, three iron bars, 36 feet

long and 2 inches square, having power-

ful screws, of the workmanship of Mr.

George Blomfield, Thelnetham, were passed

from one side of the church to the other : en-

closing these were sheet-iron troughs, con-

taining ignited charcoal
;

which, after the

bars were sufficiently heated, were removed,

and the bars allowed to cool gradually. By
this process, on their first contraction, the walls

were brought in 5£ inches
;
on the second,

4| inches, and on the third and fourth heat-

ings, full 8 inches. The coming to of the

inclined wall was very slow, but the result sa-

tisfactory, not even the surface being in the

slightest degree defaced. The restoring of the

church, which was in a very dilapidated state,

was from plans and designs of L. N. (Notting-

ham, Esq., London, under the immediate per-

sonal superintendence of Mr. John Reid, builder,

Ixworth. This novel experiment is said to have

been the first successful one made in England,
although Mr. (Nottingham adopted this method
in restoring the walls of Armagh Cathedral,

Ireland, which were two feet out of the perpen-

dicular. So much interest had been excited

on the occasion, that during these days many
of the neighbouring clergy and gentry with

their families were present.

Discovery of an Ancient Altar Stone
at Brantingham.—The old Roman Catholic
altar stone has lately been found in the pave-
ment of the parish church of Brantingham, in

this riding. It is now removed (with the per-

mission of R. F. Shawe, Esq., and Mr. J.

Beaumont, under whose seats it partly was),
and placed for the present within the commu-
nion rails. It is broken into two parts, but is

very nearly perfect, and ha9 on it the five

crosses with which the altar stones were for-

merly marked. This stone is curious, as there
are very few of them now left in our churches.
They were forbidden by an express injunction
of Edward VI.; and their removal was made
an article of inquiry in the visitation of
several bishops in the reigns of both Edward
and Elizabeth.

A silver coin of the reign of the Emperor
Trajan, in excellent preservation, was lately

dug up at the Cherry Garden Farm, the resi-
dence of Mr. Ford, at Kilmersdon, near Bath.

The Royal Naval School at Deptford is

nearly built, at a stated cost of 16,000/.

Tenders for building Wesleyan Chapel, &c.,

Landport, Portsea.—A. Frimen, Esq., Architect,

Adam-street.

Absolom, Portsea £2,453 0 0

Genett, Portsea 2,390 0 0

King, &c., Portsea 2,245 0 0
Hendey and Son, Portsea 2,264 0 0

Low, Guildford 2,165 0 0
Wells, &c., Portsea . . .

.

2,150 12 0

Nicholson, Wandsworth.

.

2,115 0 0

Tenders for Works for Stabling and Residence

adjoining the Plough Tavern, Shoreditch, for Mr.
Thomas Harford Cox.—Mr. Thomas Ward, Sur-

veyor, 95, Kingsland-road.

W. H. Little . .. £767 14

Little and Oakshatt . . . 0

T. Wythe 0

Herveyand Son ... 560 0

R. Briant 10

B. Chesterman ... 426 0

Opened in the presence of the several parties,

and the lowest tender accepted.
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HE session

drawing to

a close, we

can have

little <

pec tati on

of much

more being done in Parlia-

ment with regard to archi-

tecture and building. The

new Metropolitan Build-

ing-Act, which passed its

second reading in the

House of Lords on Mon-

day last, went into com-

mittee on Tuesday, and

was brought up again on

Thursday, we doubt not

is being finally passed

while we are in the act of publishing.

On the whole, while some may find parti-

cular parts of this Act to cavil at, it may be

taken as an excellent measure. We may

ourselves wish some few things in it had been

otherwise
;
but considering in how many cases

we have been listened to attentively, and have

had our suggestions adopted to the very letter,

we do not mean to shew ourselves dissatisfied

;

and we may congratulate the public on the con-

summation of a piece of architectural legisla-

tion, which, from its difficulty, has occupied

many years in its incubation
;
so easy has been

suggestion, but so difficult satisfactory amelio-

ration and general agreement of differing in-

terests upon so technical a subject*

On the whole, we think great credit is due to

the department from which the measure has

emanated—the harsher parts of the first pro-

posal of the present Bill being mostly softened

down, and in fact almost every person whose

opinion upon the subject is of any value, and

who has taken the trouble to speak out upon

it, has been listened to, and the measure may

be taken as a congress-opinion of the metro-

politan building-world; and if, upon a prac-

tical trial of the Act, any alteration be found

necessary, we little doubt the sterling desire to

produce an useful, beneficial, unoppressive,

i and permanent code of building-law will im-

mediately operate to the effecting all, by way

; of amendment, which may be desired.

The Government seems determined to carry

: on metropolitan improvement and the an-

i nouncemerjt with regard to the proposed

1 Thames embankment may be taken as an

? earnest of the activity which the Govern-

ment feels to be requisite for upholding and

: increasing the splendour of the metropolis of

: the first and richest empire in the world.

The Metropolitan Bill relative to danger

i by fire, we have already noticed, has been for

:lthe present withdrawn.

Our attention being now relieved from the

; exhibitions and legislation of the year, we
i shall have time and space for the resumption

i of our reviews of architectural works
;

this,

nwith our attention to the subject of parsonage

i houses, we think will be acceptable to many
i of our readers. Some of our correspondents

a have desired us to fill our pages with designs

nand technical matters, good or bad, so that

;1 they may be accommodated with that which

is to be found in many ordinary books

;

but such is not our desire : without

we can furnish good and practicable

designs, we rather take the advice of those

of our friends, who say, “ give none, un-

less they be really good, and abstain from

all common-place information, which most

men previously know.” We have for a long

while past been collecting examples of Gothic

architecture, and these, as the opportunity

serves, we shall insert; and we have also in

preparation a treatise on mechanics and

hydraulics, preliminary to their application to

engineering and building generally. We have

moreover another subject in band, viz., the con-

sideration of the propriety or impropriety,

profitableness or improvidence, of Building-

societies. These in due time will make their

appearance
;
we might introduce them more

rapidly if we excluded other matters, but we

trust our readers would rather bear with us

while doing things soundly and deliberately,

than be furnished suddenly with worthless or

imperfect papers.

W. G. GOVER’S PATENT REMOVABLE
WINDOW-SASHES.

We have lately seen a model of the above,

which is a simple but ingenious method of

constructing new sashes, or altering old ones,

so that they may be taken out at pleasure,

without removing the beads. By means of

Mr. Gover’s patent metal stops, windows are

made perfectly firm when closed, and the

sashes move easily and silently when opened

and shut.

In our next number we shall give a detailed

description of the patent, which we have no

doubt will ere long be very generally adopted

as an efficient means of preventing the many

fatal accidents which are so constantly occurring

amongst servants and others who are obliged

to clean tbe outsides of windows.

METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS BILL.
HOUSE OF LORDS, MONDAY, JULY 29 .

The Duke of Buccleuch moved the se-

cond reading of the Bill, briefly explaining

its object and provisions.

Lord Campbell thought that this Bill was
founded on very good intentions, but that its

promoters had entirely failed in carrying them
out. The Bill came up on the 22nd of this

month
;

it contained 118 clauses and 27 sche-

dules, comprising 107 folios, rather more than

the Code Napoleon. (A laugh.) The Bill

affected property all over the circuit within the

bills of mortality. He did not mean to say

that legislation regarding ventilation and
drainage was not wanted, but this was not the

way to go about it. It would take weeks to

go through this Bill properly. As far as he

could judge, the measure had no judicial de-

termination, and its principle as regarded

its interference with private property, where
the public interest was not concerned, was, to

say the least, extremely doubtful. He there-

fore moved that the Bill be read a second time

that day three months.
The Earl of Cadooan opposed the Bill.

The Earl of Bksborough thought, as the

measure had been prepared with much care, it

ought to be read a second time, in order that

its defects might be corrected in committee.

Lord Kinnaird wished to know how the

Government intended to provide for the great

number of poor who would be turned out of

their dwellings by this Bill after January. It

ought not to be forgotten, that a measure for

the improvement of Liverpool was some time

since found impracticable, in consequence of

the Government being unable to provide ac-

commodation for 40,000 persons, who were

inhabitants of cellars in that town, and who
were proposed to be removed.

The Marquis of Salisbury suggested, that

the amendment should be withdrawn, on the

understanding that the Government would not
pass the Bill this session.

The Earl of Wicklow was of opinion that

the measure ought to be persevered with.
Lord Cottenham said, as this was one of

the most important Bills that could be brought
before the consideration of Parliament— af-

fecting, as it did, an enormous amount of pro-
perty in this metropolis, and as none of their
lordships had had an opportunity of becoming
sufficiently acquainted with it, he should vote
for the amendment. It was obvious, if their

lordships passed the measure this session, they
would merely take it on credit from the Com-
mons and the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests. The noble lord on the woolsack,
who had often alluded to the inconvenience of
bringing forward Bills at a late period of the

session, would certainly concur with him in

thinking, that a Bill of this magnitude and im-
portance ought not to be passed by their lord-

ships at so advanced a period of the present

session.

The Duke of Buooleuch, in reply, said, he
had not heard any objection to the principle of

the Bill, and noble lords bad not made them-
selves acquainted with its details. The noble

duke said he considered it to be his duty to

press this Bill to the second reading, and in the

committee all the difficulties would vanish

away.
Their lordships then divided, when the

numbers were

—

For the second reading 31

Against it 8

Majority for the second reading . . —23

Tuesday, July 30.

The Bill passed through committee, several

verbal amendments being adopted, and the re-

port was ordered to be brought up on Thursday.

EMBANKMENT OF THE THAMES.

HOUSE OF COMMONS, JULY 30 .

The Earl of Lincoln rose to move for

leave to introduce a Bill to empower her

Majesty’s Commissioners of Woods to form a
terrace and embankment, with convenient

landing-places for the public, on the Middlesex
shore of the river Thames, between West-
minster and Blackfriars’ bridges. It was not

his intention to press this Bill during the

present session of Parliament. He merely

moved for leave to bring in the Bill, in order

that parties whose interests it affected, and

hon. members of that house, especially the

metropolitan members, might have ample time

to consider its details, and to form an opinion

as to its merits, before the commencement of

another session of Parliament. It was, there-

fore, unnecessary for him to waste the time of

the House by urging the necessity of such a

measure, to meet the evils complained of in

connection with the navigation of that im-

portant river on which the metropolis was

situated. He would only remind the House,

that the year before last a commission was

appointed by Her Majesty to take into con-

sideration any improvements that might be

suggested
;
and the members of that commis-

sion were deeply impressed with the importance

of effecting an improvement in the navigation

of the river Thames. That commission drew

up a report, which he (Lord Lincoln) laid on

the table some three or tour months ago; but,

as that report was exceedingly voluminous, and

accompanied by numerous plans, he thought

it would not be right to call upon the House

to consider this subject during the present

session of Parliament. He conceived the

better course would be to consider that

report in connection with the present Bill.

It had been suggested that the expense of the

proposed improvements should be defrayed by

a tax upon coals imported into the city of

London
;
but he had not introduced any clause

into the present Bill to enable the imposition

ofsuch a tax, though he thought, if an impost

of this nature could be justified, it would be

with the view of effecting the improvements

contemplated by this measure. He would not

now, however, enter into any discussion as to

the propriety or impropriety of such a tax

;

but he hoped, under the circumstances, the

House would permit the introduction ol tbe

Bill-
, t

Mr. Hutt thought it right to say that it any

tax upon coals were proposed, he, and those

hon. members whose duty it was to protect the
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interests of the inhabitants of the northern

districts of this kingdom, would feel it their

duty to give their strenuous opposition to the

Bill
;
and he hoped they would be supported

by all those who believed there was either

wisdom or common sense in the principles of

political economy.
Mr. Hume.—If thenoblelord had3,000,000/.

or 4,000,000/. to spare, he (Mr. Hume) would
oppose his plan. The increase of the tax

upon coals would be attended by most mis-

chievous consequences. The embankment, in-

stead of being an improvement, would be the

greatest possible impediment to the navigation,

but he would say no more on the subject, as

the Bill was to be postponed until nextsession—“ sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.”

Sir F. Trench advocated the erection of a

new bridge on the other side of the House of

Parliament, and proposed that old West-
minster-bridge should be continued until the

New Houses of Parliament were completed.

Instead of putting a tax on coals, he would
suggest, that the Government should erect a

railroad on the site of the embankment. This
railroad would not only pay its own expense,

but the expense of the embankment, and
would at the same time greatly add to the em-
bellishment of the river.

Leave was then given to bring in the Bill.

PROPOSED MONUMENT TO THE MEMORY
OF SOUTHEY.

A Meeting took place on Saturday week
last, at the Institution, Park-street, to take

into consideration the erection of a monument
to the memory of Dr. Southey, in Bristol

Cathedral. The Mayor, W. L. Clarke, Esq.,

took the chair, and introduced the subject,

commenting upon the claims which Dr.

Southey had upon the recognition of the

people of Bristol, as a native of their city,

who had conferred honour upon the place

of his birth, by the manner in which he had
distinguished himself in several branches of

literature.

J. S. Harford, Esq., after adverting to the

high moral tone of Southey’s writings, and to

the sincere reverence for Christian revelation

displayed in them, and observing that the

proposed erection of a monument to his me-
mory in Westminster Abbey by no means
rendered it a work of supererogation to offer

a similar tribute to his genius in the cathedral

of his native town, moved, as the first reso-

lution, “ That it is incumbent on the citizens

of Bristol to give public testimony of the sense

they entertain of the worth and genius of Dr.

Southey ;
and that, therefore, a subscription

be now opened for the purpose of erecting

to his memory, in the cathedral of this, his

native city, a monument, ornamental to that

edifice, and worthy of the poet’s fame”—which
Mas carried unanimously.

The next resolution was in reference to the

appointment of a committee, and the following

gentlemen were named :—the Right Worship-
ful the Mayor of Bristol; the Very Rev. the

Dean of Bristol
;
the Canon in Residence for

the time being; Sir Charles Elton; Walter
Savage Landor, Esq.; J. S. Harford, Esq.;
the Rev. John Eagles

;
Dr. Pritchard

;
C. L.

Walker, Esq.; J. Cottle, Esq.; Rev. T. Grin-
field; Dr. Symonds

;
P. F. Aiken, Esq.; S. S.

Wayte, Esq.; J. C. Swavne, Esq
;
Jere Hill,

Esq.; and C. B. Fripp, Esq. J. S. Harford,
Esq., was chosen as treasurer, and the Rev.
George Swayne, secretary.

A design, by Baily, for the monument, was
then brought forward. It consisted of alle-

gorical figures of Poetry and History, and a
large medallion, on which was a profile of the

poet in bas-relief. The architectural members
were simple, but belonging to the forms of
classic art. This desigu was sent by Mr. Cottle
to C. B. Fripp, Esq.

Dr. Budd stated that a resolution had been
placed in his bands, to the effect that the
thanks of the meeting be voted to Mr. Baily,

and that his design be adopted
;
but he could

not help observing that this design, however
beautiful, did not appear to be in harmony
with the character of the structure for which
it was intended, and that on that account he
should hesitate to offer the resolution without
some amendment.
Mr. Harford remarked, that the confidence

which Mr. Baily’s name would inspire as to
the satisfactory execution of the monument,
and the feeling in his favour as a native of

Bristol, would induce many gentlemen to sub-

scribe, if it were understood that the design

would be by him, who might not otherwise do
so.

Mr. Sidney called the attention of the meet-

ing to recommendations of the Royal Com-
mission on Fine Arts, that, in future, monu-
ments erected in Westminster Abbey should be

more in accordance with the character of the

building than had hitherto been the case.

He thought that, after such a recommendation
from such high authority, after a proposition

had been seriously considered in high quarters

for removing the monuments in Westminster
Abbey, and St. Paul’s, to a suitable edifice, it

would be well to pause ere they decided on

adopting a design so entirely unsuitable to the

character of the edifice in which it was to be

erected. He begged to remind them that

there was a numerous society, distinguished

not less for their attainments than for the en-

thusiasm M'ith which they pursued their

objects, who were earnestly engaged in reno-

vating the churches of this kingdom, and re-

ducing their ornaments to an ecclesiastical

character
;
and he feared that if a purely classic

design, however beautiful, were adopted, the

committee would be deprived of an important

amount of subscriptions. He did not for one
moment venture to criticise the works of

Baily, M'hich could not but afford to all who
examined them feelings of pleasure and admi-

ration
;

but he could not consider that this

particular design was in the true character

for the positition designed. It was his anxiety

to see erected, not a mere mural tablet, but a

monument suitable in character to the ancient

cathedral, and yet worthy of the great man
whom it would commemorate, and of the great

city by which it was to be raised.

The Mayor observed that the design offered

had struck him as rather too closely resem-
bling a very beautiful one already in the

cathedral, by the same accomplished artist. He
referred to that to the late bishop—a medal-
lion and allegorical figures. He suggested that

Mr. Baily might be nominated as the artist, al-

though the present design should not be adopted.
F. Ward, Esq., suggested that the nature of

the monument should be left open to future
consideration, and that the attention of the

meeting should at present be confined to deter-

mining the means by which it might be carried

into effect.

The Mayor then altered the wording of the

resolution; when it Mas put and carried

unanimously.
The subject of the subscription-book being

broached, J. S. Harford, Esq., suggested, as

the most satisfactory plan, that the subscrip-

tions should be small, in order that they might
be numerous

;
as it would be much more de-

sirable that a monument to so eminent a
citizen of Bristol should be raised by small

subscriptions from a large number of his

townsmen, than by large sums only from a

few.

A vote of thanks to the Dean and Chapter
of Bristol, for permission to erect the monu-
ment in the cathedral, and for their liberality

in remitting the customary fees, was moved by
Sir C. Elton, seconded by the Rev. J. Eagles,

and passed.

The subscriptions amounted, including those

that had been previously entered, to 150/.

;

500/. is the sum named as required for the

purpose in view
;
but, of course, the nature of

the design must depend greatly on the pecu-
niary means at command.— Great IVestern

Advertise)’.

THE NEW ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL AT
NEW CROSS.

This edifice, situate as above-mentioned,
and intended, in accordance with the rules of
the corporation, as the future scene for the

education of the sons of the less affluent naval

and marine officers, is almost completed, and
the pupils now on vacation will be enabled to

enter it on their return, on the 8th of August
next; so that Alfred House, Camberwell, for-

merly known as the Royal Naval School, will

no longer be occupied as such. It will be
recollected that when the new building M'as

first contemplated, many urgent appeals

were made to the public on behalf of
the fund required for the erection, and
the claims of the British navy to gratitude

were earnestly set forth, as were also the

objects of the institution, which are not entirely

confined to the education of those intended
for the navy, the pupils receiving instruction
as the sons of naval officers, that will qualify

them for all professions, and the general
pursuits of life. Some very liberal subscrip-
tions were subsequently made to the building-

fund. His Royal Highness Prince Albert
subscribed 100 guineas, and the corporation of
London 200/. Amongst other subscriptions
were those of the Archbishop of Conterbury,
50/.; the East India Company, 100/.; the
Lord Bishop of Elphin, 20/.

;
Mr. Alderman

Lucas, 100/.; the Earl of Yarborough, 100/.;

Sir Isaac Coffin, Bart., 200/. ;
Messrs. Drum-

mond and Co., 50/.
;
Messrs. Coutts and Co.,

20/., &c.

Her Majesty the Queen Dowager and seve-

ral members of the nobility are also amongst
the subscribers

;
and his late Majesty William

IV. M'as an annual donor of 100/.

The site for this national institution was
purchased from the governors of Christ’s

Hospital and the Clothworkers’ Company.
The land consists of seven acres, most favour-
ably situated at NeMr-cross, four miles from
London, and commands a view of that proud
monument of British glory, Greenwich Hos-
pital. The edifice is from the design of John
Shaw, Esq., surveyor of Christ’s Hospital,
and Messrs. Locke and Neesham, of Theo-
bald’s-road, are the builders. When com-
pleted, the length, according to the plan, will

be 280 feet by 170 feet
;
and when the entire

plan shall be carried out, there will be accom-
modation for 400 pupils. It is at present cal-

culated for 260. The ground-floor contains 17
apartments. In the upper story there are the

dormitories, ushers’ rooms, wardrobes, library,

museum, &c. It appears that about one-fourth
of the edifice remains unfinished, and the only
impediment to the completion is want of funds,

which, it is to be hoped, will not be long with-

held.

THE NEW COLLEGE OF CHEMISTRY.
It has long been remarked as a very serious

defect in the scientific establishments of this

country, that there is in existence no institu-

tion especially devoted to the study and practice

of chemical science, similar to that of Giessen,

presided over by the celebrated Professor
Liebig

; and that if the student desire to

perfect himself in analysis and research, he
must resort to the schools of the Continent.
With the increasing appreciation of the powers
and importance of chemistry, as a science, and
the daily extension of its practical application

to all the useful arts, especially to agriculture,

the deficiency has become more and more
manifest; and we are happy to perceive that

the first step has been taken towards supplying

it by the establishment of a college or school

where analysis and research are to be taught

practically and systematically, and where the

education of the scientific chemist can be
completed at a moderate expense. A pro-

spectus or proposal for founding such a college

has been sent to us, from M'hich Mre extract the

following summary of the objects it is intended

to embrace.

First, a laboratory, as designed by Sir Hum-
phrey Davy, and on the model of Giessen.

Secondly, a college for the instruction of stu-

dents, and for qualifying public lecturers and
teachers. Thirdly, departments for the appli-

cation of chemistry to especial purposes (as

agriculture, geology, and mineralogy, by the

analysis of soils, rocks, &c.), to manufactures,
medicine, physiology, and the arts. Fourthly,

the employment of such means as may appear
expedient for facilitating the pursuit of scien-

tific chemistry throughout the country.

These are national objects, and we shall

rejoice to see them carried out to the fullest

extent. The advantages to be derived from
such an institution are so apparent, that we
need not enlarge upon them, and we cannot
entertain a doubt of the public support being

awarded to the undertaking. We may remark,
that the list of the provisional council contains

some of the first names in the country.

To the above we may add, in no department
of art or science would such an institution be
more beneficial, if rightly conducted, than in

building and architecture, it being at present a

singular fact, that in proportion as chemical

knowledge has extended under the present

means, so have the right choice, and conse-

quently the duration, of building materials re-

trograded.



PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESG., PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continuedfromp . 363.)

Following up the chain of reasoning I held
last, I will first, previous to entering further
into the siliceous rocks, define to the reader
the nature and origin of clay, or aluminous
earth; so termed, because its base is almost in-
variably composed of the earth alumina, or
otherwise it is the preponderating ingredient.
In tracing the origin of clay, and the various
modifications of mixture that it undergoes, we
cannot sufficiently admire the wonderful pro-
vision of nature by which she accomplishes
results perfectly analogous to each other,
not only from varied materials, but also by
varied action. It is by attentive observation
of nature alone, and not by means of the
crucible or the alembic, that we are enabled
to arrive at a knowledge offirst emeses, which,
from their obscurity and perplexity, are the
forbidden fruit of modern men of science.
For although the analysis of organic and in-
organic bodies ever exhibits certain unvarying
results, which enable us to classify and arrange
elementary principles and compounds; although
it is affirmed that all things known to us may
be resolved into oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,
and carbon, which affirmation has not yet,
nor, in all human probability, ever will’ be
verified; yet, in nature, the aluminous results
seldom exist presented by the chemist, although
the result satisfactorily proves that the elements
Df these bodies exist 'in the body analyzed.
Clay is the resolution of putrescent animals

and vegetables, produced upon the surface of
the earth and in the waters. In its primarv
state, it is a carbonaceous product, consisting
chiefly of, and known as, vegetable mould or
soil

;
and in this state it is the humus, so much

talked of by modern chemists. To this humus
is added acids, alkalies, and alkaline earths,
in varying^ proportions, which are abstracted
from, and finally returned to, the soil, on which
the vegetable bodies exist; or it is deposited
over tracks of the earth, in the ocean-bed, or
by rivers and running streams, which abstract
it from the lands through which they flow.
Its nature is, therefore, under all circumstances,
very variable, and its combinations almost in-
definite

; consequently, the rocks formed by
the consolidation of its beds partake of the
like character of irregularity and disposition
of parts, quantities, and qualities.
An island, or a large continent, no sooner

becomes elevated above the waters, and becomes
exposed to a warm, humid climate, than the
process of vegetation commences, species
springing spontaneously from the soil, or being
wafted thither by the winds, the waves, and
oirds

;
and with the development, growth,

lecay, and dust of these species, vegetable
nould is generated, and where the position is

ayourable, gradually increased. While in the
Viable or unwashed state, this material is

ermed mould
; but when digested in marine

)r saline waters, and amalgamated with animal
matters, it rapidly passes into the state of clay;
he nature of the clay, as previously observed,
lepending on the nature of the material from
vhich and by which it is produced. Its eha-
acter is now changed from a carbonaceous
o an aluminous product; and mineralogy then
lescribes it as sordid, viscid, slippery to the
ouch, impalpable, without regular shape, tough,
•paque, and becoming plastic by the addition
>f moisture; in its primary state and place
noist, becoming friable when dry, hardening
•y ignition, not fusible by the greatest degree
if heat; but when mixed with other hetero-
reneous substances, becoming variously shaped
y fire, hardens into slate of varieties, rocks
ind stones, sometimes talcose, which, by re-
blution, is reproduced in mica, a scaly, opaque,
>exible, and shining substance.
( .Clay, generally speaking, consists of alu-
“ine and silex—that is, the common, viscid
natter united in variable proportions with
ands, as every one may observe in the beds
ind on the banks of rivers

; and with these are
dended various substances, as the accidents of
inion may determine, being generally sulphates
f iron, lime, magnesia, and other earths and
liflammable products; it imbibes and retains
itater and oil, by each of which it is softened,
ieing rendered plastic by the former; it does
tat effervesce with nitric acid, contracts and
cecomes harder in the fire, There are nume-
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rous varieties known, as porcelain clay, pipe
clay, potters’ clay, fullers’ earth, Lemniaq earth,
soap clay, common brick clay, Stourbridge clay,
indurated clay, schistose clay, bole, earth of
stragorium, cimolite, Chinese clay, red ochre,
yellow ochre, green bole, tripoli, kollyrite.

Native alumine is the constituent of a salt

called alum; it is also the chief constituent
of clays or argillaceous compounds, eight parts
of oxygen combined with nine parts of the earth
aluminum, to form seventeen parts of oxide of
aluminum or alumina. All bodies have this

distinguishing basis, and the chief constituents
are termed aluminaries. Argillaceous earths
are the parents of aluminous, crystalline, and
concrete aggregates : considered in their rela-

tive position to calcareous earths, they are se-

condary results, but generating perpetually
with calx and silica, they are also secondary,
recent, and still producing.

Having thus far given the origin of a
material so universally diffused in and upon
the superficial crust of the earth, and perform-
ing a most important part in the economy of
nature, manifest in the fossil and mineral
kingdom, I will not proceed in my descrip-
tion of those rocks, of which I have previously
spoken.

1 he phenomena of intersecting other beds
and running in veins and fissures, is not
confined to granite, being common to those
varieties of rock known as porphyry, trap,
and basalt, and which geologists describe as
volcanic. In the coal-districts of this country,
we find a vast number of faults, as they are
termed, filled in with an exceedingly hard,
dark-coloured mass, porphyrytic or basaltic,
which the miners call clunch, and from the
circumstance of its affecting the beds against
which it rests, penetrating their material, and,
in some cases, rendering them more highly
crystalline, geologists have supposed the mate-
rial to have been at one time in the heated liquid
state of melted lavar. In order to account in

a rational manner for the circumstance of one
bed intersecting another, we have only to
look at the operation of natural causes in the
present day. The continued action of
streams opens a channel through a thousand
beds, varying from each other, sometimes in

a direct line, sometimes tortuous, sometimes
diverging right or left. Rivers in tropical
climates throw out numerous branches

;
in one

place we find them scooping out channels; in

another place, filling up with the materials
held in suspension by the waters channel
veins, and extensive fissures formed by various
causes. Again, when sedimentary deposits are
carried into the ocean, and are deposited over
an extensive surface of its bed, it often hap-
pens that so long as those deposits are form-
ing, so long the bottom of the ocean is here
and there disturbed by tidal lines or ocean
currents, varying in their breadth

;
and when

this is the case, the sedimentary matter is

carried away in the line of action and de-
posited elsewhere. Thus, for instance, if pure
vegetable earths and other carbonaceous mat-
ters are periodically deposited, preparatory to

their transition into the state of coal, the whole
accumulating bed will be cut right across by
the tidal line, and a fault is naturally formed,
the beds on each side of this fault preserving
the same thickness. Again, other faults are
theresults of rents and fissures, which very often
fill in fragments of the separated beds, and
such matters as may happen to form the sur-
face soil which are carried in by the rains, or
by streams. Thus the fissures in the Devon-
shire strata are filled in with a material termed
toad-stone, which is a species of Siderite. The
basaltic dykes, which pass through chalk, in the
island of Rathlin and other places, convert
it into granular crystallized limestone, the rock
in contact with the muddy deposit absorbing
the hydrogen whereby its atomic particles

were enabled to expand in the crystalline

form. Heat would not produce this effect
;
the

presence of water is a condition of crystal-

lization.

The porphyry peculiar to the country
around Christiana, says Van Buch, traverses
clay in innumerable veins : the multitude of
them is incredible

;
on every hill new ones

break out and create confusion, when we wish
to follow the same vein throughout its course
to its termination. They frequently traverse
the clay-slate at right angles, often almost
perpendicularly

;
and in the direction and in-

clination there is also an infinite diversity, and
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many of these veins must necessarily traverse
each other. Their thickness is from ten to
fifteen fathoms and upwards, and veins of less
than a fathom I never remember to have seen.
AH these spaces are, however, filled with a sort
of porphyry, which is completely similar to
that which, as a widely extended formation,
and in high mountains, we find at only’a mile
distance : a remarkable example of the fillino--
up of the veins with the formation which
covers these repositories, and an important
fact with respect to the theory of veins in
general. Porphyry veins are also found
in these mountains, traversing clay-slate and
limestone: the porphyry of the mountains
presents a vast perpendicular front resting
upon sandstone, and this again resting upon
limestone. Professor Jamieson also tells us
that in the island of Arran porphyry occurs
in veins and mountain masses, over red sand-
stone, containing coal and limestone full of
petrifactions.

Von Buch truly remarks, that “ the great
course of nature is one and the same, from
the coagulation of granite to the career of
man.” The concretion of a small mass of
earths, variously blended together, and uniting
solid bodies within its matrix simply by the
force of cohesion, is but the type of action
and result by which nature forms the most
stupendous rocks: the common phenomena
of cracks and rents of a small piece of clay
occasioned by summer heat, and the filling-in
of these rents with a liquified mass of earth is
typical of the filling-in of rents and fissures,
such as are common to hot climates, extending
many fathoms wide, of vast depth and length.
In all these phenomena there is no necessity
for the violence of volcanic action

;
beds upon

beds are rent asunder, but without violence, and
nature repairs the evil without violence, and
the intruding matter is generally such as we
recognize as forming one or the other of
the overlying beds, differing from it only when
subject to different conditions, such as amal-
gamating with other matters, or by the mi,
neralizing process hecoming more eompaot,
silicified, or crystalline.

{To be continued.)

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

(Continued from p. 374.)
29. Oak when thoroughly seasoned is so

very durable that its application is advisable in
almost all cases where there is great exposure
to the weather, it seems calculated to endure
for ever, either in the earth or in dry carpentry
above ground

;
in water it is almost equally

so, but in moisture it is more perishable, and
when taken from bogs is found to be brittle
and in progress of decay

;
when exposed to the

action of sea-water it is, like other woods,
subject to the operations of pipe-worms

;
but

they seem but small and poorly-nourished, and
to make much slower progress than in such
woods as the fir and alder. For all purposes
where strength is required, and the degree of
flexibility it possesses, and its tendency to
warp in drying, are not materially objection-
able, oak is suited in the highest degree. It
makes the best king-posts, because it is least
compressible by the ends of the principal
rafters:* for ceiling-joists it is not calculated,
because subject to warp. In wainscot joinery
the presence of nails about the surface should
be avoided, on account of a discolouration
which takes place around them, if driven in
before the wood is quite dry; this circumstance
has more than once determined the question of
identity, where it was doubted whether the
material in some old work was oak or chesnut,
the absence or presence of the stain about the
bolts denoting which it was, since it is peculiar
only to the former: the powder to which oak
crumbles in its rotten state is of a fine snuff-

brown colour.

30. Fir.—Of this useful description of tim-
ber there are various species

;
the most im-

portant, which is the red or yellow, being from
what is called the Scotch fir, a tiee which is

a native of the Scottish Highlands, and almost
all other parts of northern Europe

;
it is com-

mon, and thrives in the highest degree, in

* [We believe in most cases fir is better than oak
for king-posts

;
the latter, by its ordinary im-

mature seasoning, warping and shrinking, after

use, so much, as to derange the work greatly.—Ed.]
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Russia, Prussia, Lapland, Denmark, Norway,

and Sweden—the extensive forests of the two

latter consisting chiefly of it and the spruce

fir— that from Riga, Kernel, and Dantzic,

being the most distinguished and esteemed.

It is imported in great quantities from

Christiana, Stockholm, Frederickshall, and

several other parts of the above countries, in

logs, deals, &c., and is called Red-wood.

31 . The logs, or balks, are, by workmen, de-

nominated timber ,
in contradistinction to the

wood that comes in the form of boards, which

is termed deal. The boards consist of three

sorts, designated according to their scant-

lings, viz.
:
planks, which are 11 inches wide

by 3 or 3J inches in thickness
;

deals, 9 inches

by 3 inches
;

and battens, 7 inches by

inches.

32. The timber sent from Norway does not

exceed 18 inches in diameter, and the sapwood

of it being considerable, leaves rather a small

proportion for the heartwood
;
but the quality

of the latter, in regard to strength and dura-

bility, is superior to that in the larger timber

from other countries. The timbers exported

by Riga, under the names of masts and spars,

are, the former, from 18 to 25 inches diameter,

and, usually, 70 or 80 feet long; and the

latter, such as are under 18 inches in diameter.

The Riga timber is not so hard as that of

Norway. Swedish timber is often of that

woolly nature mentioned in article 35.

33. Fir grown in cold countries is harder,

in a considerable degree, than that which is

produced in milder climates: the Scotch fir

is propagated, to some extent, by the English

in their plantations
;
but the wood which it

there affords is, in quality, inferior to the

Scotch-grown timber. It would appear, there-

fore, that the soil is not of the hardy descrip-

tion which is most congenial : indeed the

natural-grown wood from different moun-
tainous districts of Scotland, although con-

fessedly inferior to the best fir that is imported,

is still superior, in most respects, to that which
is planted and cultivated in England—many of

the trees attaining above 90 feet in height and

3 feet in diameter. A striking proof of the

difference which exists in fir timbers that are

raised in mild and cold climates, is afforded in

the kior of the Laplanders; this wood is from

the under or shaded side of crooked pine

trees, and is equal in hardness to box-wood
;

the natives make use of it for the bottom of

their sledges, or that part which is most subject

to wear and tear.

34. Fir is little, if in any degree, inferior to

oak in point of durability, whatever situation

it be employed in. When taken from hogs it is

generally much sounder than oak found under
similar circumstances

;
and therefore, as it is

also stiff, light, easy to work (if not too full of

resin), and stands well, it is preferable to every

other wood for carpentry in general
;

if straight

in the grain, the foreign timber makes the

best common rafters and purlins, being not so

subject to warp with the heat of summer as

roof timbers of oak. Besides its almost uni-

versal adoption for carpentry, it is also exten-

sively used for joinery, as well as for masts
and other parts in ship-building.

35. The wood is of a varied yellow colour,

having no larger transverse septa, and the

annual rings are very distinct
;
these, in the best

descriptions of timber, are not more than -ft^th

of an inch thick; in the inferior sorts they
are considerably thicker: one portion of each
ring is soft and light-coloured, the other is

hard, red, and heavy—the pores being filled

with resin, which imparts its flavour to both
the taste and smell of the wood. In some of
the inferior kinds the resinous matter is soft

and viscous, rendering the wood troublesome
to work

;
in others, where the resin is not so

plentiful, the wood assumes in the sawing a
nappy surface, which is also obstructive to the
workmen

;
in both cases, the wood is deficient

in stiffness, strength, and durability, and
therefore unfit for principal timbers. It may,
however, be here observed, that woods abound-
ing in resin have been ascertained to be not
more durable than others

;
as volatile and fixed

oils, wax, and resins are equally as susceptible
of decay as woody fibre

;
this accounts in a

measure for coatings of paint requiring re-

newal.

36.

In marine works fir is very subject to

the pipe-worm, which operates upon it with
great and destructive facility, and fattens in it

to its largest growth. It has more sapwood
J

than oak has, but does not lose so much weight

by steeping in cold water as some of the

harder woods do. The shrinkage in season-

ing fir timber from the balk is about one-

thirtieth in the width. It is the Scotch fir

from which pitch and turpentine are obtained.

37. White Fir is imported in deals and

planks from the north of Europe and North

America—the wood from the former being

the produce of the Norway spruce fir, and that

from the latter country from the black and

white spruces, both of which receive their

names from the colour of their respective

harks. The Norway spruce, commonly so

called, is a native of the mountainous districts

of Europe and the northern parts of Asia,

abounding in the Norwegian forests, and also

cultivated in Britain, where it produces timber

very little behind the foreign in quality, being

only a little softer in the grain and harder in

the knot, which contending properties offer

some extra difficulty to the artificer. It is

very resinous, and furnishes the well-known

Burgundy pitch
;

it is generally cut at the

ages of from seventy to a hundred years. The
black and white spruce firs of America are

natives of the mountainous and cold northern

tracts; the former is said to be the higher-

growing tree of the two, and the one furnish-

ing the best wood. The latter, called in

Canada epinette, or sapinette blanche, excels the

Norway spruce in toughness, is lighter and

less resinous, and more liable to warp in the

seasoning. American timber, generally, being

brought over in the holds of ships, has the

seeds of decay already sown in it when it

reaches this country—fungus having almost

invariably made its appearance. Of the white

deals and planks imported from the Norway
and Baltic ports, those from Christiana are the

most highly approved
;
the trees are generally

cut into three equal lengths, and each length

into three boards, which are generally about

12 feet long; a tree, therefore, which takes

seventy or eighty years’ growth ere it arrives

at perfection furnishes nine twelve-foot deals

or planks. In this country they, as well as the

yellow deal, are sold by the hundred, of six

score.

38. The colour of the, wood is a sort of

creamy white; the annual rings are very dis-

tinct, and are of a darker shade in the hard

portion : the knots are in general very hard

and tough. When properly seasoned and

kept dry, it is very durable
;
and, therefore,

suitable for internal joinery, furniture, and

cabinet-work
;

but it does not stand the

weather. The straight-grained, tough sorts,

however, generally stand very well if properly

treated, and are frequently used by the ship-

builders for the top-masts : it takes glue better

than the yellow wood. The shrinkage in

white deal, from its state when stacked in the

timber yard to that of perfect seasoning, is said

to be yVh, and that in such as is kept in a dry

state, about -^th.

39. The Silver Fir is a large tree of quick

growth, which abounds in the plantations of

Great Britain, but is a native of the moun-
tainous tracts of Germany, Switzerland, and

Siberia; the wood which it yields is of a good

description, light and stiff, and fitted for both

house and ship carpentry : in flooring it will

bear a considerable load without bending

under it. It is durable, but liable to the de-

structive inroads of worms; and being sub-

ject to decay when employed underwater, may
be considered as suited only for dry situations

or the open air. The compact and resinous

part of the annual rings is of a sort of yellowish

colour, the softer part whitish. Some one has

said that the goldfinch will build in no tree but

this.

(To be continued.)

Fine Arts.—The celebrated painting by
the late Mr. Heaphy of the Duke of Wellington
in Consultation with his Officers previously to a

general engagement, was on the 24th instant

sold by Forster and Sons to a dealer of the

name of Keen, of Green-street, Leicester-

square, at a sacrifice of 85 guineas. This
picture is known, not only by the fine engrav-

ing by Anker Smith, but by Mr. Heaphy
having had the express commands of his late

Majesty George the Fourth to complete this

great national undertaking, and on which he

was employed in Spain nearly three years.

THE NATURE OF DESIGN.

A Paper read at the meetings of the Decorative

Art Society, March 13th and 27th.

BY MR. CRABB, V.P., MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTE

OF FINE ARTS.

(Continuedfrom p. 375.)

Flowers offer to us a much more extensive

field for observation
;
from the humble prim-

rose, with its straw-tinted bloom and warm-
toned leaf, to the magnificent japonica, whose
elegant heart-shaped glossy leaves—stiff, dark-

blue green—display its superb flower to the

utmost advantage. So true is nature to her

principles, that you will not observe any flower-

ing plant, shrub, or fruit-bearing tree, whose
bloom does not only harmonize in colour but

finely contrast with its own foliage
;
it is equally

remarkable that the shape of the flower or

arrangement of petals is such as to improve by

contrast the form of leaf. The tribe of fuchsias

is a remarkable exemplification
;
of several dis-

tinct sorts, the bloom bears the exact relative

proportion of colour and contrast to its leafage,

that a skilful colourist might use in matching

his tints to execute a work in stained glass.

This observation brings home to immediate

application for manufacturing purposes the

principle advocated
;
and I am firmly of opinion

that persons desirous of acquiring the power
of understanding grace in form and beautiful

tone of colour will derive the utmost advantage

by following out an intimate acquaintance with

the productions of nature. I would conse-

quently present the vegetable world as a truly

instructive source from whence to derive bene-

ficial studies
;
outline and colouring from flower

and leafage, and gracefulness from the whole. 1

An enthusiastic admirer of nature, I take

pleasure in tracing the varied excellencies of

art to their original source. The most perfect

productions of the sculptor are but copies of

nature, placed in attitude and moulded into

perfect form by the resulting skill of long study

and experience
;
and assisted by the highest

attributes ofgenius, we findit eventually creating

the matchless firieze of a Parthenon. Archi-

tectural proportions are deducible from the

same source, and in those magnificent paintings

bequeathed to our admiration by the most pro-

found colourists, we discover their principles

to have been those of nature, and their com-
positions are more delightful the nearer they

approach to simple natural dispositions.

—

Raffaelle was the painter of nature.

I am offering these desultory remarks to in-

duce you to examine the very source and origin

of all design
;
not to remain satisfied with re-

sults drawn from other men’s labours, but to

go to the fountain-head itself. Take but a

common serrated leaf, and see with what ma-

thematic precision it radiates from one centre,

and how perfectly each point is shaped. The
elegant, but casual disposition of the acanthus

over a basket originated the Corinthian capital.

The beautiful ornaments of foliage in Gothic

architecture may be directly traced to nature;

they are faithful copies, gracefully and skil-

fully arranged. Examples from various styles

might be usefully adduced, and each would be

found to contain some peculiarity and marked
principle, deserving the designer’s careful at-

tention. The most celebrated and successful

artists in the highest walks of art have recom-

mended the study of nature, as originating their

chief beauties. To the manufacturing designer,

who has less opportunity for deep study, a con-

templation of the beautiful productions of the

meadow and the woodland will at once afford

elegant recreation and valuable improvement.

I know not a word so completely misappro-

priated and misunderstood in England as

design; it being generally used to express

drawing, or a pattern, which is not its signifi-

cation in art. The linen-draper aims to catch

a stray buyer of a mousseline de laine by pin-

ning to it “ new design ;” various trades are

bitten by the same mania, and we may antici-

pate the butcher frizzing a sheep’s head, and

ticketing it “ new design.” It is of the utmost

consequence that design should be popularly

known as an important art including much
beyond mere drawing. Design cannot receive

its true appreciation until this takes place;

therefore every opportunity should be taken to

remove an error by no means confined to the

lower classes. It is a word of but recent use,

forced into notice by our continental neigh-

bours’ successful application of educated art

to their manufactures ;—occasioning a world

of grumbling among our old-fashioned trades*
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men, who were well disposed to adhere to their

fathers’ notion of all foreigners being- humbugs,
and, as a consequence, stuck to the perfection

of their own taste
;
but some younger men,

adopting those foreign notions, sadly confused

their trade. The ladies naturally possess a

more lively perception of the beautiful than

man, and will always be found the first to ap-

preciate the elegancies of refinement. It was
thus that, guided by their natural taste, they

chose dresses whose improved colouring had
come from France, bought French ribbons for

similar reasons, and eagerly sought the nicely-

fitting French slipper and French glove; all

this was declared prejudice, protective duties

were tried without success, for he will be a

clever statesman to defeat woman when dress

is concerned. Customers of a quarter of a

century’s standing looked at their neighbours,

admired the taste or novelty, and bought else-

where
;
it became high time for both tradesman

and manufacturer to accommodate themselves

to the growing change : deficiency of intelli-

gence upon the origin of true taste prevented

inquiry into the causes which produced these

improved articles in France, and they sought,

and still seek, to meet the difficulty by importing

and copying patterns. Then came a parlia-

mentary inquiry, and a great mass of evidence

was collected; among many others I contributed

to state our defieiences. Subsequently a School

of Design was instituted, which has continued

putting forward excellent theories, but un-

suited for practical purposes, and a continued

series of failures has resulted from an unbusi-

ness-like management.

There are very many persons, who, without

much thought, and with a deficient capability

of comprehension, consider the art of Devising

or Design to be nothing more than mere
drawing, and as easily learned as any mechani-
cal craft. By taking this deteriorating view of

the art, it immediately ceases to be held in the

estimation to which, from the importance of

its varied and extensive application, it is justly

entitled.

A creditable designer requires to have natu-

rally a fine perception of the beautiful, a feeling

for the charming versatility of form and colour-

ing, a lively imagination, facility in associating

ideas and applying the materials collected by
study to produce invention, and an extensive

acquaintance with the sources of ornament and
principles in which the Arts of Design origi-

nated among the nations of antiquity, and ulti-

mately arrived at very great perfection. A pecu-

liar knowledge separate from artistical skill

is also requisite for the application of design

to manufactures. Judicious culture, aided by
experience, will produce a purity of taste, a

power of adjusting and adapting the separate

principles with sound judgment, so as to create

the highest excellencies.

A man thus endowed claims respect and
attention; and we find in all countries, and in

all times where the elegant arts have been
appreciated, the artist, in his several grada-

tions, placed in a conspicuous position, and
supported in honour and opulence. The na-

tion that would live in after ages, by acquiring

distinction in the refinements of art, must
elevate the artist, and however indisposed we
may be to admit the fact, it is unquestionable
that in England this has not been done. A
want of appreciation of the artist’s labours for

the application of fine art has caused secondary
design to be neglected, and the inordinate de-

sire to accumulate wealth has caused the

softening, elegant refinements of universal art

to be subverted by the British standard of man's
worth— money.
But brighter prospects are dawning

;
the

successful cultivation of design by our conti-

nental neighbours will tend to place us in our
iproper position. The most powerful and
wealthy kingdom must not continue to do less

Tor the encouragement of art than such a state

as Bavaria. Although a nation of shopkeepers,
-we may hope to see a taste spring up among
lour merchant princes that shall demand a re-

ivival of the sumptuous decorations of the old

tltalian trader. What a cheering hope to think

lof our City companies and corporate bodies all

\over the country sparing a little wealth from
gross feasting, to decorate their halls, en-
tourage art, and do honour to themselves!
"The Egyptian Hall may yet present other than
[its newly poverty-stricken attempt at decora-
tion : some Medici in embryo may spread one
‘dinner less, and coyer its naked surface with

decorations suitable for the chief apartment of

the first (i.e. the richest) of corporations.

Once enable the public mind to understand

the real beneficial purposes of art, and it would

be fostered : fewer discreditable public edifices

erected, and a desire for the universal embel-

lishment of interiors arise, with the capability

of appreciating the ennobling and humanizing
qualities associated with a love of the fine

arts. Architecture, painting and sculpture are

all equally incomplete without each other; and

design for the manufacturer becomes indis-

pensable. It is in the powers of each one of us

to contribute toward the better understanding

and consequent appreciation of these social

benefits, which are obtained by cultivating the

refinements of understanding
;
and it will be

found a means of accelerating the advancement

to superior feeling for both art and artists,

especially for its appreciation when applied to

manufactures.
It is necessary we should constantly keep

before us the fact, that our own more humble
branches of art are inseparably associated with

the success of the higher branches. They can-

not be cultivated apart, and when speaking of

one I include both. A noble architectural

mansion requires the rich embellishments of

historic painting, decoration and gilding,

sculpture in its halls, elegant furniture and
costly plate, more or less in good taste, as the

owner is influenced by liberality and fine

feeling toward arts. Dress and ornaments par-

take of the splendour, and thus we have a

universal benefit, creating and extending itself

to a variety of minor employments.
Design, or creation of form and enrichment,

being as essential to manufacturers among
the ancient nations as at present, we may con-

sider the arts to have then originated, and to

have been systematically encouraged
;

and,

although the existing sources for obtaining

certain information are limited, we can arrive

at highly interesting general conclusions re-

specting the actual formation of art, and the

embellishment of their manufactures.

Scripture informs us, that before the Deluge,

when the habitations were in tents, God had
discovered to his people the arts of spinning

wool and flax, and the weaving it into stuffs

and linen,—and also of forging and polishing

brass, iron, &c. The metals being thus ren-

dered subservient to the uses of man, of course

received shape for their several purposes.

Soon after the Deluge, human industry made
several discoveries conducive to the improved

beauty of their fabrics : among others, the art

of spinning gold thread and interweaving it, if

not the actual embroidery of a pattern upon
stuffs. The extreme ductility of gold was

also known, as we find it beaten into thin

leaves, and applied to the surface of wood and

metals,—and the secret of casting metals,

brass, silver, and gold. They were used to

produce figures in imitation of nature, and even

statues, vessels for use and ornament, and
warlike weapons. Carving upon wood, stone,

and marble, was in use—and the imitation of

natural objects by colour (i.e. painting). They
became exceedingly celebrated for dying their

stuffs and silks, giving to them the most ex-

quisite variety of beautiful colours. To all

these several discoveries, the art and practice

of design must have been an essential addition

in their progress to perfection. The East was

the cradle of the arts and sciences, and it is

sufficient for our present purpose to mention

the Eastern empires which, through their long

duration and immense extent of power, became
associated with other nations of note, as the

Egyptians and the Greeks.

( To be continued.)

THE STREET ARCHITECTURE OF PARIS
AND LONDON.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—

H

aving just returned from a tour by

way of Paris and Brussels, I intend, should it

prove acceptable to you, to send you, as I can

find leisure during the next two or three

weeks, a few rambling notes of my tour.

My visit had more immediately in view an

examination of the works lately done in the

sister arts of painting and sculpture, in which
commissions have of late been so very liberally

dispensed in France
;
and, as must be confessed,

most ably responded to—paintings and statues

fresh from the studio so meeting the eye at

every turn, as to make even a most cursory

examination of them a work of considerable
time. My intention, however, in the mean-
while, is, as being more immediately within
the scope of your journal, to confine myself
to the architecture of Paris, in contrast with
that which has of late years been performed
and is now doing in London in that important
branch of art.

That much has been done in Paris of
late years in art, and with great care and
study, every one, who has lately crossed the
Channel I think will allow, and although more
latitude of opinion may exist as to how it has
been done, I have no hesitation in ray own
opinion that, on the whole, and by comparison,
in every branch, it has been done well

;
and

especially so, as I have just witnessed in archi-

tecture the execution of designs within the last

fifteen years, since when I was last there, which
give a lasting proof of the high character of the
profession in France. The French feel what
we have yet to learn, that taste is not expended
in vain on the front of a stable or on a village

pump. Professional men will have no difficulty,

I think, in understanding me when I say that

in every work I met, however small and unim-
portant, I felt that an architect had been em-
ployed, and I felt, too, that it was not done by
adding expense, but that the judicious arrange-

ment and combination of the same materials

alone make the difference between the work
whereon a man of taste and education has been
employed, while the mere builder kept in his

proper place, and one where, to save the archi-

tect’s fee, the builder is himself the designer,

leading almost invariably to a vulgar ex-

cess of ill-placed enrichment, the additional

expense of which costs far more than
an architect’s commission. It is in this

apparently unimportant branch of the archi-

tect’s labours (but of much importance in

leading and preparing the minds of the

people to a correct appreciation of the noble

works of architecture), that the French,
in my opinion, shew their superiority over

us, while, at the same time, in the magnifi-

cent works of the metropolis and the leading

provincial towns, a strong effort is making to

revive for their appropriate purposes, the two
great recognized styles which have shed so

much lustre upon the ages in which they re-

spectively flourished, when, by universal con-
sent, they are allowed to have attained that

point of excellence which it is enough for an
architect of the present day to attempt to imi-

tate. The “ Madelain,” the “Palais D’Or-
say,” and the “ Notre Dame de Lorette,” are

great strides towards the one, and the vast

sums spending in the completion and restora-

tion of the gorgeous specimens of Gothic in

the cathedrals and town-halls throughout the

country, give no small proof of enthusiasm in

the latter.

In London, on the contrary, nothing has

been done on a systematic plan for improving
the general character of its architecure, and
of late years, in every district, what opportu-

nities have been lost and thrown away. What
a noble opportunity, for instance, was lost

in the opening of Moorgate and King Wil-
liam-street, for an attempt (and, as I said

with reference to what is doing in France,

without adding a shilling to the expense)

to rival some of the streets of palatial edi-

fices in (not to be too ambitious) some of even

the second-rate towns of Italy. It must be an-

noying, beyond expression, for a man of taste to

walk along Moorgate-street, after returning

from Paris, to think how little was required

to have made it wbat it ought to have been,

and what I cannot but confess I feel that in

Paris it would have been made. Ornament
is too cheap in London, and too easily had
ready-made

;

and, in this case, there is no

want of it; but the directing mind, although

having the intention, wanted the knowledge

from personal observation of what constitute

the features which give so much charm and

magnificence to the ai chitecture of the “ Grand

Canal,” “Toledo,” and the “ Corsos.”

I have already spent too much of your time

and space with preliminaries to enter upon my
task in this number, but I cannotomit to remark,

that although my observations have suggested

themselves to me from comparison ,
much, as

I shall, I hope, shew, has been done in Lon-

don, which cannot but draw forth admiration

from any one who has a feeliDg for beauty

and originality in architecture.

Glasgow, July 2. “ Omega.”
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THE HUNTSBANK STATION
ON THE LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER, AND LEEDS RAILWAYS.

m:

PERSPECTIVE VIEW.

GROUND PLAN.

In a former number of our journal (see

No. 35), we gave our readers a description of

the Huntsbank Station of the Liverpool and

Manchester and Manchester and Leeds Rail-

ways ; and being one of the most extensive

in the kingdom, we are induced to furnish

a perspective view and a ground-plan of this

work, emanating from the good taste of Mr.
Stevenson, the celebrated engineer. In the

original design, the covered ways to the

booking-offices were intended to be supported
by Roman -Doric columns, but for the con-

venience of passengers and the removal of
luggage, cantilever brackets were substituted,

which alteration in some measure destroys its

architectural pretensions, conventionally con-

sidered
;

but so satisfactorily has this been

effected, that the present design is far from
inelegant or void in its general features

;

and when its intended purposes are consi-

dered, it claims praise, on account of the

deviation from routine architecture, for the

space afforded by the alteration is decidedly

advantageous. The building, which is 256
feet long and 36 feet wide, is in immediate
connexion with the covered roof, and, as we
before stated, is of the largest area yet

executed. It is uniformly divided at the

centre, the right half containing booking-

offices for tbe Leeds and Manchester Rail-

way, with refreshment and waiting-rooms,

superintendents’ apartments, and other con-

veniences, upon an extensive scale, and of good
proportions and arrangement, as shewn by
the accompanying plan. The left half con-

tains similar accommodation for the Liverpool

and Manchester Railway. The basement-story,

which is approached by area-steps at the back
of the edifice, contains luggage-rooms, and
accommodation for the third-class passengers,

with suitable accommodation for the porters

and other attendants of the station, and easy

communication with the railway and ap-

proaches.

COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A GLOSSARY
OF ARCHITECTURE.—No. IX.

FLUTINGS—IN THE GRECIAN DORIC.

“ Fluting.—A concave channel. Columns

whose shafts are channelled are said to be

fluted, and the flutes are collectively called

flutings.” (Hosking.) Mr. Gwilt observes,
“ In the investigation of the Doric order,

among its more remarkable features are to

be noted the longitudinal striae called flutes,

into which the column is cut, every two
whereof unite, in almost every case, in an

^
edge. Their horizontal section varies in

examples. In some, the flutes are
farmed Vy segments of circles

;
in others, the

farm approaches that of an ellipsis. The
number all round is usually twenty, such being
the case at Athens

;
but at Peestum, the ex-

terior order of the great temple has twenty-

four, the lower interior order twenty, and the

upper interior sixteen only. It has been
strangely imagined by some that these flutings,

which, be it remembered, are applied to the

other orders as well as to the Doric, were pro-

vided for the reception of the spears of persons

visiting the temples. The conjecture is scarcely

worth the refutation; first, because no situation

for the dovpodoKi
j
(place for spears) would have

led to their more continual displacement from
accident; and secondly, because of the slop-

ing or hemispherical form in the other orders,

the foot of the spear must have immediately
slid off. Their origin may probably be found
in the polygonal column, whose sides received

a greater plav of light by being hollowed out,

a refinement which would not be long unper-

ceived by the Greeks.” (Encyc. p. 64.) Mr.
Knight was one of the first to form the conjec-

ture that the dourodoki, or spear-holder, men-

tioned by Homer in the Odyssey, alluded to

the flutings of columns; and Lord Aberdeen
has been at considerable pains to refute his

friend’s reasoning. (See Inquiry, p. 113.)

In Mr. Gwilt’s edition of Sir William
Chambers’s treatise on Civil Architecture,

is a note contributed by Mr. Charles Barry,

with illustrations from buildings in Egypt,

whose antiquity is considered earlier than any
known existing specimen of Grecian Doric.

In one of these is a sketch of a portico of two

fluted columns in antis, about 5£ diameters

high. “ The flutes are shallow, and twenty in

number, and the capital consists of an abacus

only.” Another illustration of Mr. Barry’s

is also very striking; it is an example of a

column at Kalaptchic, on the Nile: “The
abacus is square, and 11 inches thick; the

shaft, which has a trifling diminution, is 7 feet

8 inches high, and 3 feet 2 inches diameter.

The circumference is in twenty-four divisions,



whereof four, which are at right angles with

each other, are flat faces, covered with hiero-

glyphics, and the other intervening ones are

sunk into flat elliptical flutes £ inch deep.”

The same writer also tells us that “ there are

several instances of polygonal shafts in the

Egyptian temples. A remarkable one is in

a temple at Eluthias, on the right bank of the

Nile, a few miles south of Esneh, where, in

the interior of a large vestibule, the whole of

the roof is supported upon polygonal columns

of sixteen sides.” Mr. Barry concludes his

interesting communication by observing that

“ the general resemblance of the fluted

columns to those of the Grecian Doric order

is manifest, and, in addition to many other

remarkable indications in the Egyptian temple,

clearly points to Egypt as the source of both

Greek and Roman architecture.” These

flutings alluded to above are the reverse of the

reedings frequently met with in the shafts of

Egyptian as well as of Indian columns, and

even in Persepolis—seldom, it is true, con-

tinued uninterruptedly throughout, being stop-

ped at intervals by rings or annulets. Still the

character of these reedings is not very dis-

similar from flutings, and their origin would

appear to be derived from the bundle-pillar,

*. e. composed of a number of reeds set round

a common centre.

The Italian word for a fluting is scanalature,

and to flute is scanalare
,
answering to the

French canelure and caneler,
and best rendered

in English by channel. Now there is no

doubt that this and other words implying

hollowness, as canal, kennel, can (a vessel), are

derived from the Greek word icavva, which is

exactly the same in Latin (canna), the mean-

ing of which is a reed, or, as we more
closely translate it, cane (as sugar-cane.) The
meaning of a fluting, therefore, is a hollow :

and if we cut through a reed or cane (which

is hollow), we have at once a flute. At all

events, there is a greater likeness between the

flutings of columns and the reedings of Egyp-

tian shafts than there is between the former

and the marks on the trunks of trees, or the

folds of female garments, both of which have

been adduced as the probable prototypes.

The Latin word cano
,
I sing, is also derived

from the same Hebrew word n:p, signifying

a cane or reed, whence the Greek «\avva, and

cinnamon, (which again reduced to CJp,
signifies fragrant), and its meaning is obvi-

ous, because instruments formed of a reed

were the first musical accompaniments to

singing;* and hence our words canon, canto,

* Thus tibia canere signifies to play upon a flute
; and thus

Cicero says, Tibicen sine tibiis canere non potest,
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chant, &c. I can only, therefore, trace the

use of the wordflute ,
as applied to the channels

of columns, in a similar way, viz. that it is a hol-

low instrument, like the reed or pipe of the an-

cients, Avith whom the flute was a familiar and
favourite instrument. In the famous “Athenian
Marble” in the British Museum, which de-

scribes the state of the Erectheum, the same
word is used, apa[3dojrovg (

[arabdotous ), to

signify unfluted, as respecting the unfinished

columns and the bases; the word is compounded
of a, negative, and pafidog (rabdos), which
signifies bacellus, a stick, virga, a twig or rod,

and fascis, whence the well-known fasces,

carried hefore the Roman authorities of justice,

so called because they were bundles of rods

tied round an axe. The words rudis and

radius, both signifying a staff, or measuring-

rod, as well as the English word rod itself,

are derived from the Greek word pafldog,

which springs from a Hebrew word, used

sometimes to denote a sceptre, and sometimes

a rod. (Exod. xxi.20, and 2 Sam. vii. 14.) The
words chiefly used in Latin authors to denote a

fluting, are stria, striatura, stria1 (slriges plu.),

all derived from the same verbs, slrigo or slringo,

and strio, which mean to make channels in

timber or stone, to groove. Striga signifies

a furrow, as in ploughing.

Another word also found in Latin writers

for flutings is cmaliculi, or little channels,

th e d im in u tive o f canalis, q ubdcavus sit inmodum
cannce (because it is hollow after the fashion

of a reed)
;
this meaning carries us back to the

cane, as before alluded to. ( Canalis anirrue is

often put for a icind-pipe.)

Vitruvius lays it down as a rule, that the

flutings should be twenty in number, which
agrees with the general practice in Grecian
examples; as at Athens, in the Parthenon,

Propylaea, and Theseum; at Corinth and
Delos; at Eleusis, at Rhamnus,and Thoricus; at

Bassae, at Cadachio, and Agrigentum (in the

great temple of Jupiter a man can stand in

the fluting), and at Paestum, in the temple of

Ceres, and in the Basilica; whereas, in the

bulky columns of the temple of Neptune, the

number of flutings is twenty-four, and the

only other known * departures from the usual

rule are to be found in two instances,—one, in

the delicate columns of the temple of Minerva,

at Sunium, wherein are only sixteen channels

(whilst there are twenty to the columns of the

Propylaaum, at the same place), and the other

in the upper range of the interior columns

in the great temple at Passtum.

The examples wherein the flutings are only

shewn at the upper and lower diameters, leav-

ing the shafts to be completed at some future

time, are at Eleusis
;
at Thoricus, at Delos,

at Selinus, and at Rhamnus, in the external

columns, those of the pronaos being fluted

on the front with eleven channels, having

on the back nine planes, a remarkable instance

of economy. Two gigantic columns still

remain near the river Papyrus, in Sicily,

fluted to within a few feet of the ground
;
and

in some of the Selinuntine temples, many of

the columns exhibit preparations more or less

advanced, for flutings, the process being pro-

bably interrupted by war.

In Doric columns “the flutes are some-

times segments of circles, sometimes semi-

ellipses, and sometimes eccentric curves.

They always meet in an arris or edge,* and

follow the entasis and diminution of the

column up through the hypotrachelium to the

annulets, under which they finish, sometimes

with a straight, and sometimes with a curved

head. At the base they detail on the pave-

ment or floor of the stylobate.” (Hosking.)

The antae of the Doric were never fluted by

the Greeks,f and Mr. Hosking judiciously ob-

serves :
« Fluting on a straight surface must be

productive of monotony, as the flutes can only

project a series of equal and parallel shadows.

* Mr. Hosking says, that “there are several examples

with sixteen” flute* (Treatise on Architecture, p. 35), but

I have not discovered more than those at Sunium and

Psestum.

* In the examples of the Propylteum at Sunium, at

Rhamnus, at Eleusis, and Thoricus, there is a slight fillet,

about l-12th of an inch, between the flutes.

t Our Builders, who seldom have the opportunity to ac-

quire a knowledge of the nice distinctions and just percep-

tions of the best Greek architects, reverse in almost every

instance their practice respecting columns and pilasters ; they

flute the latter and leave the former naked ; but this is of a

piece with the omission of triglyphs, and addition of super-

fluous members, and other solecisms against good taste, and

which must happen as long as builders usurp the legitimate

functions of architects.

Not so, however, with columns, on whose
rotund surface fluting produces a beautiful

variety of light and shade in all their grada-
tions, which it could not possess without that

enrichment
;
for on a plain column neither are

the lights so bright, nor the shadows so dark
as in the former case, nor are they so finely

diffused over the whole surface in the one as
in the other.” Another writer remarks on the

advantage of fluting :
“ It prevents the mono-

tony and heaviness of appearance that would
else take place, and without disturbing the pro-
portions of the columns themselves, it imparts
to them a certain degree of lightness, and of
variety also, since it produces a multiplicity of
lines and of distinct lights and shadows, but
without the least confusion. These upright
lines tend also to produce an agreeable contrast

between the narrow channels thus produced,
and the massive proportions of the shaft

itself.”J G. R. F.

LONDON AS IT WAS IN 1800, AS IT
IS IN 1844.

( Continuedfrom p. 370.)

“ The town of London,” says a clever, witty
writer, in 1735, “ is a kind of large forest of
wild beasts, where most of us range about at a

venture, and are equally savage, and mutually
destructive one of another : the strange hurries

and impertinences
;
the busy scramblings and

underminings
;
and, what is worse, the mon-

strous villanies, cheats, and impostures in it.”

Well, the forest has wonderfully enlarged, the

wild beasts, the villanies, and cheats have

perhaps proportionably increased
;
but, for all

that, London is a very pleasant place, contain-

ing both the bane and the antidote: it is the

tree of evil, laden with good fruits
;

the phi-

losopher’s stone to some, the Scylla and
Charibdis to others

;
the pride of every Eng-

lishman
;
the envy of the world !

One man plans, another man executes.

Eighty years ago, R. Dingley, an active,

spirited, well-informed citizen, the founder

of the Magdalen, proposed and carried to a

forward state of maturity a plan of a new
street, from the front of the Mansion-house
to Moorgate. Citizens have of late grown
wiser than they were in the days of Queen
Elizabeth; as we read that in 1685, in con-

sequence of the great increase of buildings,

the citizens of London became alarmed, lest

so many new houses should lessen the rent

and trade of the old ones, fancying that the

inhabitants would remove on a sudden to

avoid the danger of having them fall upon

their heads
;
the country gentlemen were also

alarmed lest they should draw away the. in-

habitants, and thereby depopulate the coun-

try
;

and both agreed that the increase

of building was prejudicial to the Government.

At their earnest supplications, a law was made
to prohibit buildings in the city

;
and such was

its effect, that for thirty years afterwards no

buildings were erected, but under licence
;
and

the people, for want of accommodation, shipped

themselves to Virginia, Maryland, and other

newly-settled parts of America. The cottage-

law prevented their building in the country.

Again, in Oliver Cromwell’s time, the citizens

took fright, and raised a clamour against

the Builders: and the Protector, thinking to

raise a revenue by this means, laid a tax upon

the foundations. Consequences similar to the

above followed—a total cessation of buildings

took place, and things continued pretty nearly

in this state until the great fire of London.

The nineteenth century ushered in the fruits

of the tree of knowledge, and the talisman, by

which the minds of men were wedded to

ancient usages and customs, shorn of much

of its power by the continuous civil Avars of

this country, was finally broken to pieces by

the French Revolution. Men then began

to appreciate rightly the powers of mind, and

the galaxy of talent, Avit, and elocution ex-

isting at that period fairly laughed old fashions

and old prejudices out of countenance ;
a social

revolution took place of the political one; and

the pride of accumulating Avealtb and power,

adorned Avith heroic deeds and brilliant vic-

tories, laid the foundations of a taste tor sub-

stantial display, and social and intellectual

refinement. The eloquence of Pitt, box,

* From observations on “ Outlines and Characteristics of

Styles,” published in Weale’s Quarterly Papers on Archi-

lecture a periodical which cannot fail of gratifying those

who indulge in the luxuries of literature, and which is got up

Tn a style worthy of that excellent and spirited
1

publisher, to

whom the architectural world is so greatly indebted.
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Sheridan, and others too numerous to mention,

the rapid advances of chemistry, mechanics,

and the arts, an extending system of instruction,

and the encouragement given to learning and

learned men, rendered London in 1800 one

of the most desirable places in the world.

At the west end of the town a great exten-

sion of building took place between Bond-
street and Park-street. In 1716, Lord Bur-
lington having built considerably in the

neighbourhood of Conduit Mead, situate in the
parish of St. George’s, Hanover square, the

lessees of this open Held, which extended over

27 acres of the parish, raised New Bond-
Btreet, Conduit-street, Brook -street, Wood-
stock-street, Silver-street, Great George-street,
Pedley-street, South Molton-row, &c.

;
consist-

ing of 429 houses, 21 stable-yards, and 15

vacant spaces of ground, bringing in a rental

of 14,240/. 15s. It was previously held on
lease by the Earl of Clarendon at 2,000/. per
annum, but at no very distant period before his

days, the rental was no more than 8/. per
annum. These vacant spaces became gradu-
ally built over, and the whole space was com-
pletely occupied soon after the commencement
of the present century.

Marylebone parish was then slowly in-

creasing, field after field disappearing to make
way for the multitude of private streets now
covering the space within Oxford-street, the
New-road, Tottenham Court-road, and the
Edgware-road. East of Tottenham Court- road,
stood Lamb’s-conduit-fields, extending to Great
Russell-street, including the two noble houses
of Bedford and Montague. Tottenham Court-
road had at that time the appearance of being
out of town, being partly in the fields, Goose
berry Fair being held near Tottenham Court.
The village of St. Mary-borne (vulgarly St.

Mary-le-bonne), says Maitland, which is

situate in the liberty of Finsbury, manor of
Tyborne, and hundred of Ossulston, owes its

rise to the fall of Tyborne, which stood at the
east end of the Banqueting-house-bridge,
almost contiguous to which, where the court-
house and pond are situate, stood the church
and cemetery. The village of Tyborne going
to decay, and its church, denominated St. John
the Evangelist, left alone by the side of the
highway

;
it was robbed of its books, vest-

ments, bells, images, and other decorations
;
on

which occasion the parishioners petitioned the
then Bishop of London for leave to build a new
church elsewhere, which being granted, they
builtanew church, in the year 1400, in a place
where they had some time before built a chapel;
and the same being dedicated to the Virgin Mary,
it received the additional epithet of Borne,
from its vicinity to the neighbouring brook or
bourne. The village of Tyborne was of great
antiquity, for in the Conqueror’s survey it ap-
pears to have given denomination to the manor
of that name, at which time it belonged to the
abbess and nuns of Berehing or Barking, in

the county of Essex. The village of Tyborne
was situate on the eastern bank of Tyborne-
hrook, at the east end of the Lord Mayor’s
Banqueting-house-bridge, in the neighbour-
hood of which the citizens of London had nine
fountains or conduits of water for supplying
the city with salubrious water; but on the
formation of the New River, by Sir Hugh
Myddelton, these fountains were disposed of on
lease for forty-three years, and finally became
the property of the nation.

Tyborne Road disappeared, and in lieu of it

we have Oxford-street, the noblest avenue in
Europe, being much longer than Regent-street,
and promising, in a very few years, to rival
the latter in the magnificence of its houses and
display of goods. The last benefit conferred
upon its residents, and the population at large,
was the wooden pavement, not obtained with-
out great difficulty, for parish Solons are the
most difficult of all to contend against. Thank
heaven, the taste for MacAdam and mud is

rapidly fading away, and we may soon hope to
be able to perambulate all the leading streets
of London without endangering our bearin'*-
from the violent concussion of the ear pro-
duced by the incessant rumbling of wheels of
vehicles of every description, or our necks
from the slippery state of the pavements!
The Pantheon was a beautiful theatre inter-
nally, but an unfortunate speculation— three or
four claimants to the property died in the
workhouse

;
as it is now, it is one of the lions

of London. A little more uniformity in the
buildings of this street is very desirable, but

little to be hoped for, at least for another half-

century. Tottenham Court-road is much
behind the spirit of the times; it is a great

and important thoroughfare, and might com-
mand a business rivaling, if not exceeding,

Oxford-street
;
but, with the exception of a few

gin-shops, and three or four linendrapers, the

houses are better suited to the meridian of

Shoreditch.

The wealthy classes of this great metropolis

are always in locomotion
;

the streets and
squares now covering Lamb’s-Conduit-fields,

which have almost all been built since 1800,

are undergoing the changes common to all

cities increasing in wealth and population.

At the time they were built they were eagerly

sought after by the gentry, and Russell-square

had its ducal resident: retreating before the
tide of population, their place was supplied by
dignitaries of the law, medical men, and mer-
chants, for convenience-sake; but time is

bringing further changes—the houses are now
being rapidly deserted—are converted or con-
verting into shops, lodging-houses, and cham-
bers, and in a few years, when age begins to

stamp its mark upon them, the last traces of
aristocratic, commercial, or professional opu-
lence will vanish from among them.

It is really singular to remark how often a
single line of road or houses serves to form a
distinct line of demarkation between the ex-

treme conditions of society: a few steps be-

yond this assemblage of streets and squares,

and we enter Somers Town, a vast assemblage
of “ put up houses,” already falling to decay,
and inhabited by poverty in its hvdra-headed
form on the one hand, and by greedy shop-
keepers on the other, who, in the provision way
in particular, are well-stocked with all the re-

fuse trash of the market : but poverty is a crime,
and ought to be cheated, mulcted in weight,
mulcted in quality, and caged in eight-foot

rooms. Somers Town was a very small hamlet
in 1800,andits numerous tea-gardens were then
favourite places of recreation for the citizens,

and from here they had an uninterrupted view
of Hampstead, Highgate, and the whole of
a beautiful country north-west.

Our ancestors made many and greivous com-
plaints of sea-coul nuisance, and Sir John
Evelyn, in his “ Fumifugiuin,” says, that to

its abundance may be fairly ascribed diseases
of the lungs and numerous other diseases :

that it is a reproach to the city, and sullies

all her glory, super-inducing a sooty crust or
fur upon all that it lights, spoiling the mova-
bles, tarnishing the plate, gildings, and fur-

niture, and corroding the very iron bars with
those piercing and acrimonious spirit which
accompany its sulphur, obscuring our churches,
and making our palaces look old, fouling our
clothes, and corrupting the waters, insinuating
itself into our very secret cabinets and most
precious repositories, and destroying, in fact,

all things.

Tf this complaint were considered reasonable
and just in his days, what are we to say to it

now, when we find our beautiful cathedral,
our churches, our palaces and public buildings
in mourning, dark as Erebus— when, even at

this season of the year, we no sooner enter the
forest of houses, than we enter a dense fog,

composed chiefly of mephitic vapours, pro-
duced almost exclusively from the combustion
o! sea-coal ? The whole lower atmosphere is

heavily charged with sulphur and carbonic acid
gas, besides other and vast exhalations pro-
duced by chemical and mechanical processes.
Is it then to be wondered at that so many perish
annually from phthisical and pulmonary dis-

tempers—that the inhabitants are never free
from coughs, rheumatisms, and biliary' com-
plaints, which, although not directly fatal,

have the effect of poisoning every enjoyment
of life? It is true that this state of affairs

benefits some 6 or 7 j
666 members of the

faculty; but, as a wise people, we ought to

turn our attention more immediately to an evil,

which is infinitely greater than in the days of
Evelyn, and which is constantly increasing.
The benefits of good sewerage are now duly
appreciated, why', then, do we neglect the still

greater benefit produced by inspiring a pure
and wholesome air ? Many men of talent have
employed their ingenuity in devising means of
abating this dreadful nuisance, and their dis-

coveries have been highly satisfactory, so far
as applies to large manufactories

;
but still

powers are wanting to enforce their use, and
until these powers are obtained, there is little to

be hoped for in this respect. Three years

ago, the Mansion House had its face washed
for the first time— it is now as black as ever

;

the soot embracing the front entrance to St.

Paul’s is sufficient to manure an acre of
ground

;
and during the completion of the

exterior of the Royal Exchange, one portion

becomes black while another is in the act of
purifying.

(To be continued.)

CARISBROOK CASTLE.

Among the numerous attractions to the Isle

of Wight, Carisbrook Castle and its interest-

ing locality, rich in varied beauty, are not
among the least. The former is associated
with important facts in our national history;
the latter has derived considerable advantages
from the care with which taste has improved
its natural beauties. The announcement that
has been publicly made of the sale by public
auction, on building leases, of the beautiful

plantations partly surrounding the castle, has
caused no little excitement among the resi-

dents, and of regret to all who visit the island

for health or recreation. It is thought, with
some appearance of reason, that the Commis-
sioners of Woods and Forests might have
stepped in between the threatened desecration
of this lovely spot and the public convenience,
and for a small outlay have prevented an act of
destruction which will be matter of general
regret. When Lord Bolton was governor of
the island, his lordship, at his own cost, pur-
chased the land in question, which is about
eleven acres, and added it to the very small
portion of ground which pertains to the castle.

He planted most of it with trees and orna-
mental shrubs

;
and it now forms a most beau-

tiful plantation, intersected with walks, and
greatly adds to the other beauties of the spot.

The Hon. T. Powlett, for reasons sufficiently

forcible with him, but manifestly at variance
with the feelings which actuated his ancestor,

recently offered to dispose of these eleven acres

of his patrimony to the Crown. A few hun-
dreds would have preserved this lovely spot to

the public, and perpetuated its existence, free

from invasion, to future generations. The
offer was, however, declined. In a few weeks
the work of destruction will commence, and
the prison of Charles I. will be environed by
buildings, some of them on a small scale.

Beer- houses and small shops will cover the
plantations and fields which have been the re-

sort of visitors
;
and this beautiful locality will

be deserted by those on whom the inhabitants
of the island greatly depend for their pros-
perity as a community. It is not yet too late

to avert a proceeding which the public con-
template with regret, and the inhabitants with
indignation. We strongly urge upon the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests a com-
pliance with the general wish that these eleven
acres may be preserved from the threatened
alienation, and that they be purchased by the
Crown, and appropriated to the public use.

The act would be a cheap purchase of popu-
larity. It would reflect as much credit on the
Government as it would be fraught with satis-

faction and advantage to a numerous class of
her Majesty’s subjects.

—

Globe.

INCORPORATED SOCIETY FOR BUILD-
ING, ENLARGING, AND REPAIRING
CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Previous to the long vacation, so neces-
sary to those who labour so constantly during
every other season in this great and essential
work, the society held two special meetings
(on the 1st and on the 15th inst.), in conse-
quence of the numerous and pressing appli-
cations for aid which have been made from
various rural, manufacturing, and other dis-

tricts, many of the cases being of great im-
portance.

At these meetings the Lord Bishop of Lon-
don presided.

The committee having, among other busi-
ness transacted, ordered the payment of ten
grants to place* where the works under-
taken with their aid have been completed
(eight of those grants being for the erection
of additional churches), then proceeded to

consider the applications for assistance recently
received, and eventually decided upon voting
new grants of money towards building twelve
additional churches or chapels, and towards
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rebuilding-

,
enlarging; and otherwise increasing

the accommodation in ten existing churches,

making in all, at this time, twenty-two grants.

The new buildings are to be erected for two
districts in the parish of Gainsborough, and for

districts in the parishes of Middleton, in Tees-
dale, Durham

;
Ashbourne, Derby

;
Sandback,

Cheshire; Woolwich, Kent; Colverly, York-
shire

;
Barnstaple, Devon

;
Bushbury, Staf-

fordshire
;
Lynn, Norfolk

;
Gosport, Hamp-

shire; and Didsbury, a chapelry in the parish

of Manchester.

The churches to be enlarged or repaired
are at Istrad-yfodwg, Glamorganshire

;
St.

Teock, Cornwall; Great Bootnam, Surrey;
Lower Guiting, Gloucestershire; Yordley
Hertfordshire; Ninebanks, Northumberland;
Attleborough, Norfolk; Shanlon, Durham;
Kirkdale, near Liverpool

;
and Tarrant Gren-

ville, Dorsetshire.

Five of the districts in which new churches
are to be built are situated from one to seven
miles from the nearest church or chapel.

This is a fact worthy of very serious attention
;

and although the other districts are nearer to

places of worship, they are, in truth, equally

destitute of church accommodation, as those
churches are fully occupied by the inhabitants

of the districts to which they properly belong.

The population of twenty-two parishes now
assisted amounts to 462,000 souls

;
the num-

ber of existing churches, seventy-two, con-
taining accommodation for 69,034 persons, and
including 18,994 free seats. The free accom-
modation, therefore, at present is only one
seat for twenty-four inhabitants. The addi-
tional accommodation to be obtained by the

execution of the works just referred to in

the application now considered, is 6,199 sit-

tings
;
4,940 of these are to be free and un-

appropriated.

It will be observed that five-sixths of the

new seats are to be free
;
in fact, two of the

new churches—namely, those to be built at Mid-
dleton and Gosport— will be entirely free

;
a

further evidence that it is of the greatest im-
portance to provide the labouring classes with
the means of attending public worship.

Thus the aggregate amount of the popula-

tion in twenty- five places above referred to,

when compared with the present provision of

the church-room therein, does not convey a

direct idea of the wants of the particular pa-

rishes
;
and without calling attention again to

the parish of Manchester, it should be noticed

that Middleton, in Teesdale, contains a popu-
lation of 3,000 persons, and one church with

284 sittings. Woolwich contains nearly 28,000
inhabitants, with one church accommodating
1,500 persons, and a proprietary chapel. Kirk-
dale, a suburb of Liverpool, has a population

of 5,000 persons, rapidly increasing, and 960
sittings in the chapels, 100 only of which are
free. Lynn, with more than 1,200 inhabi-

tants, has two churches, accommodating one-

sixth of that number, but not affording accom-
modation for more than 450 persons. Gos-
port, containing a population of about 8,000
persons, has only a proprietary chapel, con-
taining 1,000 sittings

;
of these scarcely 300

are free. Sandback, with 6,600 inhabitants,

has 1,247 sittings in its two churches
;
of these

sittings only 224 are free; therefore, in these

six parishes there is a population of 63,000
persons, 55,901 of whom have no seats pro-

vided for them in the existing churches, in

which the free accommodation, in fact,

amounts to 1,822 seats, or at the rate of one
sitting for thirty-five persons.

The board of directors have recently deter-

mined that in future they will hold a meeting
on the third Monday in July in each year,

instead of that hitherto held in October.

They have, therefore, adjourned their sittings

to the 18th of next November, after one of the

most active and efficient sessions known to

this society.

The New Docks at Birkenhead.—The
works for carrying out this great undertaking
are to be commenced in the beginning of the

month of September next, and they are ex-

pected to be completed in three years from that

time, so that a dock of one hundred and fifty

acres will then be ready to receive vessels of

the largest class, and quay walls and fire-proof

warehouses will be constructed on its sides.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Danbury Church struck by Lightning.—

A

scaffolding has been erected upon the tower

and spire of the above church by sappers and

miners, for the purposes of a trigonometrical

survey, which, in consequence of the inac-

curacy of the former one, is now being made
throughout the country. Within the outer

scaffold by which the ascent is made, is a

framework for the steady support of the in-

struments, and upon the summit of the spire is

placed a platform, about nine feet square, upon
which an elegantly-constructed octagon tent, to

shelter the persons engaged in making the

observations, is erected. The sides of the tent

are of wood, with the exception of three,

which are open, and the roof is formed of

cloth. On Thursday week last, about mid-day,

during a thunder storm, two of the men who
were upon the spire took shelter in the tent, and
whilst they were there, the electric fluid entered

in the shape of a “ fire-ball,” as they describe

it, exploding, with a loud report, between them,
about two feet from the floor, and filling the

place with sparks; it then appears to have
descended by the conductor, the point of

which passed through the floor of the plat-

form. The men, who were for some time
rendered insensible by the shock, on partially

recovering from their alarm, immediately
descended, and providentially reached terra

Jirma uninjured. On subsequent examination
it was found that a copper nail upon the out-

side of the tent had been fused by the electric

matter—a hole was made through the pole

supporting the tarpauling, and even the iron

braces used in the construction of the platform
were perforated from the same all-powerful

cause. The cloth of the tent presented the
'

appearance of a charge of shot having passed
through it. This church, standing as it does
on the summit of a hill, is necessarily much
exposed to tempestuous weather, and informer
times suffered severelyfrom its effects, particu-

larly in 1402, when, in the superstition of that

period, the mischief was ascribed to the agency
of a diabolical spirit.

Stannington Church.—On Monday week this

church was struck by lightning, and seriously

damaged. It has a slated roof, capped at the

ridge and edges with sheet lead. There is also

a metal pipe descending to an under-ground
sough, through which the water from the roof

passes. The electric fluid appears to have
been collected by the latter, and conveyed by
the metal pipe to the spouting, and up to the

edging, where, not finding a direct conducting
surface to the highest point of the steeple, it

discharged itself through the latter in several

places, displacing several large stones, and in-

juring the windows. From this it passed to

the bell, without injuring it, thence through
the opposite side, displacing much of the or-

namental stone-work, and injuring it so much,
that it is feared the whole will have to be re-

built. The fluid appears to have spread out

over the surface of the wet roof, and to have
discharged itself from several places, perforat-

ing the leaden edgings, and furling up the

edges from below in such a manner as to leave

no doubt as to the direction the fluid has taken.

The metal pipe has undoubtedly been the main
cause of this unfortunate disaster. Had it as-

cended to the highest point of the steeple, the

fluid would have discharged itself from thence
without producing any injury ;

but conducting,

as it did, only part of the way, viz., to the base

of the steeple, through the medium of the lead,

its destructive and powerful effects were imme-
diately brought into action.

—

Sheffield, Inde-

pendent.

New Church at Morpeth.—The foundation

of an intended new church has been laid by

Lord Morpeth. The site of the church, which

is dedicated in memory of St. James the Great,

is situate in the centre of the town, and the

church is to be built in consequence of the

distance of the old parish church, which is

about a mile from the town.

Neiu Church at Clifton.—This church has

been erected by Mr. Dyce, of Bristol, and is

built of Bath Stone, cut by machinery, the

courses ranging from 5 inches to 7 inches. The
expense of the work, it is stated, is less by

20 per cent, than Ashlar facing, and the

strength of the building much greater.

Closing of St. Paul's Cathedral.—On Sunday
last, after the performance of Divine service in

the morning, the following notice was affixed

to the doors of St. Paul’s Cathedral :—“ Notice
—There will be no service in this cathedral
during the repairs and cleaning. Due notice
will be given of the recommencement.—St.

Paul’s Cathedral, July 28, 1844.”

Lay Munificence. — Mr. James Fussell, of
Chantrey-house, in the county of Somerset, is

building a beautiful church near his house, in

the parish of Whatley, after the designs of
Messrs. Scott and Moffatt, architects, which he
intends furnishing and endowing at his own
expense. He is also building a parsonage-
house, stable, &c., for the future incumbents.
This magnificent donation to the establisment

will, it is believed, amount to nearly 8,000/.

A stained-glass window, designed and exe-

cuted by Mr. Willeraent, of London, has been
introduced in the chancel over the altar-piece,

in Faversham Church, at the cost of more
than three hundred pounds. A figure in the

centre of the window represents the Virgin
Mary with the infant Jesus in her arms

;
on

her right is a figure of the Apostle Saint

Peter, and on her left that of Saint Paul

;

the arms of the town and of the Cinque Port9

being introduced below.

The King of Prussia has accorded a renewed
grant of fifty thousand thalers (7,500/.) for the

completion of the cathedral of Cologne. His

Majesty has, moreover, dedicated a sum of ten

thousand thalers (1,500/.) to the works of the

north tower.

Earl Jermyn, M. P., has sent a second do-

nation of 25/. towards the restoration of the

Norm an Tower, at Bury
;
and several smaller

subsc riptions have been likewise received.

Extensive repairs are about to take place in

the church at Leverington, near Wisbech.
Messrs. Royee and Rickmans, of Peterborough,

are the architects engaged to do the works.

On Friday week the Lord Bishop of Wor-
cester laid the foundation-stone of a new
church in Garrison-lane, Birmingham.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Railway from Southampton to Dorchester
and Weymouth.—A meeting was held in the

Town Hall, Dorchester, on Friday, of those

persons who were favourable to what has been
termed the coa9t line. It was very numerously

attended. The Mayor of Dorchester was in

the chair. The report of the committee, con-

taining the reports of Captain Moorsom and

Mr. Pare, was read. Captain Moorsom stated

much in favour of that line to pass by Red-
brook, Lyndhurst, Ringwood, Wimborne,
Poole, and Wareham, and so to Dorchester,

and from Dorchester, by atmospheric traction,

over the hills to Weymouth. The expenses

of the line between Southampton and Dor-

chester would he 450,000/., and Dorchester to

Weymouth 104,000/. more. Mr. Pure’s report

stated that the traffic would amount to 48,7 52/.,

and that the profit would be 6J per cent. The
committee strongly recommended the adoption

of this line, and stated that they believed they

should meet with the co-operation of the

South Western Company. Lord Worsley

moved the adoption of the report. Captain

Garland seconded the resolution. A long

discussion then took place as to whether it

could not go from Wareham to Weymouth,
and so on to Bridport and Exeter, avoiding

Dorchester ;
and as to whether it could not be

called the Southampton, Dorchester, and Wey-
mouth Railroad. Mr. Ilodding drew attention

to the line from Salisbury, through Shaftesbury

to Dorchester. Ultimately, the name of the

line was settled to be Southampton and Dor-

chester, and the resolution was carried unani-

mously. A vote of thanks was passed to the

committee and the mayor.

The Atmospheric Railway.—Mr. Cubitt,

the engineer of the Croydon line, with his

son, Mr. Joseph Cubitt, and several of the

directors, have gone to Dublin for the special

purpose of observing the working of the

Dalkey line, preparatory to their own ar-

rangements to commence the work on the

Croydon line. The directors of the Dublin

and' Kingstown Railway have placed at their

disposal the Dalkey line for such experiments

as they may deem it necessary to make.
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South Devon Railway.—The works will soon

be in full action
;
Mr. Brunei has been daily

employed with a great number of men in

obtaining the necessary information prepara-

tory to the contracts being advertised. The
specifications, we understand, are nearly ready,

and we have every reason to believe that the

public notices will soon be issued. At Dawlish
Beach the soundings for the foundation have

been ascertained by Mr. Brunei, and have
been in some instances about 17 feet, and at

other places a much less depth than was at

first imagined. The station will be on the site

of Mr. Kennaway’s house
;

the cuttings

through the cliff will soon be worked out, on
to the rocks to the Parson and Clerk. The
sand rocks, being easily cut, will soon begone
through, and the outward sea-wall facing, built

of the Babbicombe lime-stone rock, will form
its outward exterior of the finest workmanship.
At Marley, the works will be prosecuted with
the utmost despatch, and it is reported that the

engineer has some improved system under con-

sideration, which will greatly tend to expedite

the work. It is considered certain that the

line to Newton will be completed within twelve
months, and to Plymouth within two years.

The latter is not, however, so certain, as un-
foreseen contingencies may arise as the works
are being prosecuted. At all events we may,
we believe, state with safety that the line will

be completed to Plymouth as soon as the

tunnels can be finished. Every thing apper-
taining to the line is progressing most favour-
ably, and it is arranged that a public meeting
of the shareholders shall take place in Ply-
mouth about the end of August, when a full

statement of the proceedings will be laid before
them.

—

Western Luminary.

The Railicay via Kendal.—Preparations are
being made, prior to the commencement of
cutting the intended line of railway between
Lancaster and Carlisle. A number of exca-
vators are now at work in the neighbourhood
of Shap, removing walls and fences, making
roads, and clearing away all obstructions
which stand in the direction of the line. Cart-
loads of wheelbarrows and implements to

effect this were removed from Kendal some
days ago

;
and the men have entered upon

their employment.

The Railway.—-Mr. Locke, the engineer of
the London and York line, has been at Hun-
tingdon during the week, and the survey of
the whole line is now nearly completed. A
public meeting in support of it will shortly be
held, with a view to get the rail as near the
town as conveniently can be. The avidity

with which the shares have been purchased is

evidence of the opinion entertained of its being
a lucrative investment, more than the 70,000
having been subscribed for within the month.

South-Eastern Railway.—We perceive that
the South-Eastern Railway Company, or
rather the executive of that company, on
Thursday week last, at their special general
meeting, have resolved to raise another
199,000/., to construct a branch to Canterbury,
to effect alterations, &c., on the Maidstone
branch, and to complete and maintain a branch
railway, approach, &c., to Folkestone harbour.

North-Western Railway. — A scheme has
been broached for the purpose of making a
railway from Southampton vid Salisbury, to
Bideford Bay, in Devonshire. The plan has
been started by some unknown individual,
whose prospectus appears in the Taunton
Courier, and who states that a public meeting
on the subject will be shortly called in Taunton.

Irish Railways. — The preparatory pro-
spectus of the Irish Great Western Railway
has been issued. It is proposed that the line
shall run from Dublin to Mullingar and
Athlone, a distance of sixty-six statute miles.
The expenditure has been estimated by Sir
John M'Neill at 11,000/. per mile. The’ pro- I

posed capital is 730,000/.

Dublin and Cashel Railway.—On Thursday
and Friday week the Dublin and Cashel Rail-
way Bill passed the committee of the House
of Lords. The Bill will receive the Royal
assent in the course of a few days, and within
the next three months from 15,000 to 18,000
Irish labourers will be set to work on the
line.

Proceedings have commenced, near Rom-
sey, in the construction of the Salisbury and
Bishopstoke Railway.

West Indian Railway.—The first railway

ever formed in the British colonies is about

to be constructed in the island of Jamaica,

between Kingston and Spanish Town. The
length is twelve miles, though powers
have been obtained from the House of As-
sembly to carry the line some miles further,

if the projectors should think it desirable, and
from the extraordinary facilities presented by
the form of the land on the rich plain which
extends from the sea eight or ten miles into the

interior, round the greater part of the island,

it is not unlikely that it will ultimately be
carried much further. Although the engineer
and superintendents of the works have not yet

left England, yet it is expected, from the easy
gradients on the line, the abundant offers of
labour already received, and the forward state

of the iron-work, sleepers, and so forth, all of
which are in course of preparation in this

country, that the line will be open in October
twelve months. This will be the first line of
railway ever constructed by the labour of free

negroes, and also the first investment of
British capital ever made in the colonies for

such a purpose. Nearly the whole of the

shares are held in Liverpool, Manchester, and
London, and from the great amount of traffic

already existing, between Kingston and Spa-
nish Town, as well as the cheapness with
which the line will be formed and the busi-

ness-like hands into which the work has

fallen, we have no doubt that the result will

be very favourable, and will encourage the for-

mation of railways in other parts of the British

colonies.

Government Railways Bill.—On Thursday
week, Mr. Gladstone informed the House of
Commons, that in consequence of communi-
cations which he had recently had with

several gentlemen who were opponents of this

bill, he had agreed to make certain alterations

in it, chiefly of omission, which would not at

all impair the value of the measure. By doing
this, he believed he had entirely removed the

objections which had been entertained against

it.

The Landowners and Railways.—It was
given in evidence before the select committee,
that no less a sum than 8,500,000/. has been
expended by railway companies, in England
and Scotland, on land and “compensation.”
This is about an average of 5,000/. a mile.

On the Paris and Rouen railway, the item
was 2,300/. a mile. The average in Belgium
is 2,750/. a mile.

—

Railway Record.

Proposed Railway.—At a meeting of the

citizens of Hereford, held in the Council Room
on Saturday last, William Webb, Esq., Mayor,
in the chair, a provisional committee was ap-
pointed, with power to investigate and arrange
all matters necessary for effecting a railway

communication between that city and Glou-
cester.

Oxford and Cheltenham Railway.—It is said
that a Bill for a railway from Oxford to Chel-
tenham direct, will be applied for in the next
session of Parliament. Surveys are in the
course of being made. The broad gauge will

be adopted.

The railway between Turin and Genoa,
with two branches between Venice and Milan,
has received royal sanction. It is to be exe-
cuted at the expense of Government, and the
Council of State have given directions that it

shall be immediately marked out.

Metropolitan Improvement Society.
—The annual meeting of this society took
place at the society’s rooms, 20, Bedford-street,
Covent-garden, on the 25th ult., Charles
Fowler, Esq., in the chair. The report of the
committee, detailing their proceedings for the
past year, chiefly with regard to their efforts to

obtain some modification of the window duties,

so as to effect sanatory relief in the ventilation

of the habitations of the poor, the suppression
of the nuisance arising from the smoke of
large manufactories, the embankment of the
Thames, and other street improvements,
various suggestions for the improvement of
the Building Act now before Parliament, &c.,
was read, approved, and unanimously adopted.
Thanks were then given to the committee for
their past services, and they were requested to
continue the same for the ensuing year

; and
Mr. G. E. Dennes and Mr. G. A, Walker
were added to the said committee.

THE NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

The following is an extract from the re-

port of the committee appointed to inspect the

works of decorative art exhibiting in King-

street, St. James’s, in April and May, 1844

“Your committee have examined the spe-
cimens of carved wood, and the designs re-
lating to such specimens, which have been
sent in by artists desirous of being employed
in the decoration of the Houses of Parlia-
ment.

“ Your committee have recorded their judg-
ment respecting the comparative merit of
many of the works in question, and respecting
the nature of the employment for which the
various artists whose works they have so
noticed appear to be fitted. But not being at
present in possession of sufficient information
as to the extent to which wood-carving may be
considered desirable in the Palace at West-
minster, or as to the precise character of the
works which may be required, they have
thought it expedient in general to enumerate
the names only without further distinction of
the artists whose works have received the com-
mendation of the committee.

“ In the department of wood-carving the
artists so noticed in the detailed report of the
committee are Mr. Cummings, Mr. Olletc, Mr.
Ringham, Mr. Freeman, Mr. Browne, and
Mr. John Thomas.

“Among the artists in wood, Mr. Rogers
did not comply with the terms announced in

the notice put forth by the commission, and his

name has, therefore, not been inserted in the
foregoing list. It is, however, the opinion of
the committee, that among the carvers whose
works have been exhibited he holds the first

place; and they consider him as the person
best qualified to be intrusted with those parts
of the woodwork of the House of Lords, in

which great richness of effect and delicacy of
execution are required.

“ Mahon. “ Colbourne.
“ T. B. Macaulay. “ B. Hawes, Jun.
“ George Vivian. “ Thomas Wyse.”

“ The commissioners having had reason
to suppose that some of the persons who have
exhibited works of decorative art may have
employed other hands, or even the assistance
of foreigners, in the execution of such works,
have resolved that those persons who may be
selected for employment in those branches of
decoration shall, if the commissioners think
fit, be required to produce specimens of their
art, to be completed under such conditions
as the commissioners may think necessary.”

CormponOrncr.

bunnett and another v. smith.

Sir,—

T

he above case is reported in your last

Number so as to give a colour to the transaction

altogether at variance with the facts, and your

report might, if left uncontradicted, do us

much injury; the representation of “the cir-

cumstances which gave rise to the motion,” in

particular, being altogether untrue, we beg

that in your forthcoming Number you will do

us the justice to insert the following correc-

tion.

The description of the specification of our

patent is much garbled and misrepresented
;

we claim no particular form of hinge, only in

combination with a particular form of shutter,

and no mention is anywhere made of a “ cranfc-

butt hinge.” We claim a particular modifica-

tion of machinery (the endless screw and

worm-wheel) for the purpose of raising and

lowering our patent shutters, and also revolving

iron shutters as heretofore made
;

such appa-

ratus being admirably adapted to, but never

before used for, such a purpose. We can,

however, very well afford to let the specifica-

tion speak for itself, merely stating, that it is

absolutely false that a similar contrivance for

raising and lowering such shutters “ was

patented and used thirty-six years ago,”
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The building in George-street, Mansion-

house Place, is not an addition to, or part of,

the banking-house of Messrs. Smith, Payne,
and Co., as was artfully represented on the
hearing of this cause, and which, no doubt,
had its effect upon the Vice-Chancellor; for,

to use his own words, “ to do as little injury as
possible,” he witheld the full injunction which,
at the outset of his address, he appeared in-

clined to grant. Thepremises in question belong,
it is true, to Messrs. Smith, Payne, and Smiths,
and have been superintended during their
erection by Mr. Beadnell, their principal clerk;
Mr. Flower, the architect of the Gresham
Club-house adjoining, giving his friendly aid,

in the absence of a professional engagement.
One of the partners in the house of Messrs.
Smith, Payne, and Co., had satisfactorily used
our patent revolving iron shutters in his private
residence (of which Messrs. Cubitt and Co.
were the builders), and had, in conjunction
with Mr. Beadnell, decided on their being also
used in this building; Mr. Flower also strongly
recommended their adoption. The intentions
of these gentlemen were, however, frustrated
by a clerk in the employ of Messrs. Cubitt and
Co., the builders

;
who, without their know-

ledge, or that of any of the parties concerned,
applied to the defendant, and agreed to intro-
duce eight shutters of his make

;
an infringe-

ment of our patent, which has led to these
proceedings.

Messrs. Cubitt and Co.’s clerk stated, in
explanation of his conduct, that he had not
space enough for our (Bunnett and Corpe’s
patent) shutters, and had, therefore, adopted
those of Mr. Smith (not one of a similar make
having been previously put up by him), which
were represented as taking up less room. It
was proved, however, by the affidavits, and is

well known to most builders and architects,
that our patent shutters for windows 6 feet 6
inches high (the dimensions of those in ques-
tion) occupy a space, when wound upon the
roller, of 7± inches only. The space available
in the building referred to is nearly 10 inches !

and the shutters put up by Mr. Smith actually
occupy a space, when wound upon the roller,
of 8i inches. One inch and a quarter more
than our patent shutters, for which (according
to Messrs. Cubitt and Co.’s clerk) there was
not room ! ! !

Much pains were taken to impress upon the
Court, and it was repeatedly stated in the de-
fendant’s affidavits, that a great saving of room
would be effected by the defendant’s form of
shutter, whereas in the case at issue they really
do, and must inevitably under any circum-
stances, occupy at least one-eighth more space
than our patent shutters. As to the attempted
evasion of our patent by substituting one sort

1 °f. hinge for another, and by turning our
raising gear upside down, we leave that
question to be decided by the pending pro-
ceedings. We not only deny that any ad-
vantage can result from such miscalled im-
provements, either in strength, durability, or
economy of space; but we pledge ourselves,
backed by the practical experience of eight
years of the most extensive employment in the
manufacture of revolving iron shutters, that
our patent shutters are in every respect supe-
rior to those put up by Mr. Smith, and that far
from any economy of space resulting from his
larrangement, it is the reverse

;
in the majority

iof windows his plan would be altogether inad-
missible, and is at best a most unmecha-
inical arrangement.

I hat Messrs. Cubitt and Co. gave orders
for the eight shutters in question, from a con-
iviction of their superiority over our own patent
(shutter, is wholly false, as both Mr. Cubitt and
ibis partner Mr. Alehin assured Mr. Bunnett
ithat they knew not of Smith’s shutters being
fused at the building until apprized of that fact
l\by Messrs. Bunnett and Corpe. So much for
ithe superiority of the defendant Smith’s
(shutters being “ evidenced bij the selection of
Messrs. Cubitt and Co.” /

We are, Sir, your obedient servants,

Lombard-street, Bunnett and Corpe.
July 29th.

[The account given in our last number was
brought to the printing-office at a very late

bour on the night previous to publication,

mnd we were not aware of its containing

piny thing beyond a mere report.

—

Ed.]

SHAM COMPETITION. DERBY PAUPER
LUNATIC ASYLUM.

Sir,— I trust you will not withhold from
your columns the other communications which
you mention having received on the subject of
the Derby Asylum and the Southwell Church
competitions; as, provided they be concise
and to the purpose, the stronger the case of
direct favouritism is made out, the better it will

be as a lesson for our guidance in like matters
for the future.

The very reason which deterred your cor-

respondent “ F.” from entering on the first-

named competition, actuated myself, and I

believe the facts to be as stated in his letter.

At any rate, the influence possessed by the
parties who obtained both the first and the
second premium was such as to deter any one
cognizant of it from bestowing any time or
attention on the subject.

As regards the second competition (for t.he

church at Southwell), many of your readers
can vouch for the time which such men as Sir
R. Smirke, Mr. Hardwick, and Mr. Tite, have
devoted to the examination of designs referred
in recent instances to the professional judg-
ment of these gentlemen, by committees who
had some decent sense of their own incompe-
tency to enter fairly into the question of
deciding.

These three professional gentlemen certainly
devoted more than one

,
two

,
or three sittings

to the numerous drawings submitted to them
before they made their awards.
W e know by a letter from the party to whom

application for particulars was addressed, that
more than one hundred such applications were
made (for the terms of the advertisement were
calculated to mislead the unwary). Now,
supposing that only fifty designs were actually
sent in, and valuing them at the moderate aver-
age worth of only ten guineas each for time and
actual outlay bestowed on them, here are 500
guineas thrown away, to please whom ? A set
of somebodies writing themselves a committee.
Of a truth, their haste in deciding and return-
ing the rejected drawings clears them of any
possible suspicion of having paid particular
attention to any of them for the purpose of
culling something new for the fortunate pre-
selected one

;
and of this negative praise, at any

rate, we may let them take their full benefit.

But, Sir, who constitute this committee?—and
who is the party whose name appeared in the

advertisement? His letters ivere written in a
very epicene hand, and he did not so much as

claim to himself the distinction of Hon. Sec., as

usual in similar cases.

Are there any such people in Southwell as

speculative dabblers in bricks and mortar, to

whom designs, “furnished gratuitously,” might
be ready-money hints for their own interested

purposes ?*

Is it not “too bad,” that artifices should be
resorted to in building an edifice for religious

purposes, which an individual would neither
imagine nor venture to employ in erecting one
destined for his own secular employments ?

Can any of your readers favour me with the
information, whose design was selected for the
“Hardy Testimonial” near Dorchester? I

believe that due time was allowed in that in-

stance for all interested to inspect the designs
which were exhibited to the public in Dor-
chester. It is somewhat remarkable that infor-
mation, such as tha asked above, is almost
always omitted when the competition drawings
are returned to their respective authors.

Your constant Reader, $>.

July 22, 1844.

[We think it unnecessary to insert the addi-

tional letters alluded to.

—

Ed.]

PREMIUM FOR THE PREVENTION OF
SMOKY CHIMNEYS.

Sir,—It is generally known by the readers
of your journal that you are at all times de-

sirous of doing a duty to the multitude, by
informing them of new discoveries, inventions,

and improvements, thus benefiting the mil-

lions in all countries on the globe. I am
pleased to find nearly every day some para-

graphs announcing new discoveries, improve-

ments, or experiments for improvements.

The improvements in arts and science,

machinery, &c. in modern times are astonish-

ing; and going along the streets of London,
beautiful designs of ornaments are met with;

* See the original advertisement in the Times newspaper.
This part of it did not appear in Tub Builder.

and the pleasing fa9 ades of some of the build-
ings erected a few years since seem to pro-
phecy that we are very near to a second golden
age.

A few days ago I came along the new town
of London called Hyde Park Gardens, and
I was much pleased to see that the architects
in general are anxious not only to imitate, but
to outdo, the ancient Grecians, Romans,
&c., in the decoration of buildings. I could
not help thinking that the inmates must per-
ceive the pleasure the passers-by feel, in
looking at the nice fa5ades of their dwellings;
but, by looking above the parapets, I found
that the inmates of the well-formed and
ornamental buildings are not so comfortable
as I imagined, because some of the lofty rooms
contain bad atmosphere.
The question of your readers may be, “ how

can a person, in passing a house, know if there
is inside a good or bad atmosphere?” In
answering this question, I say that every person
can see this, by looking over the parapets, at
the wonders of the invented ornaments upon the
chimney-pots ! If the atmosphere in the rooms
were pure, as it ought to be, no such nuisances
would be seen. When I saw the hundreds of
newly-invented apparatus—cowls, pipes, caps,
and the strange bent figures of pipes in a row,
like soldiers, when sitting on a pole in the field

behind a tent, l felt very much annoyed, and
was certain that the rooms contained an impure
atmosphere. Of what use is the well-designed
and ornamented fayade to the inmates, if

their health be undermined by noxious at-

mosphere ?

From thence, I went down Hyde Park and
the Green Park to St. James’s Palace, and I

saw the same nuisances upon St. James’s Palace,
as well as upon Buckingham Palace, and other
buildings in their immediate neighbourhood.
At Charing-cross and Trafalgar-square the
same mischief is disgracing the place.
When I arrived in the City and close to tho

Bank, the New Exchange, with its majestic
portico, made me forget the nuisance at
Hyde Park Gardens, and other places men-
tioned, because the chimneys were free
from disfigurement. In going along the
Bank towards the Sun Fire Office, a most
splendid fa 9ade met my eyes; butlo! what a
disagreeable impression did a glance over its

parapet produce !—A most ridiculous invention
presented itself upon the chimney-pot. The
said inventors were not satisfied with a simple
or single ventilator (like a certain doctor, an
experimentalist, with one large cowl), no; they
put one disgraceful disfigurement upon an-
other.

I hope the architect of the New Exchange
will take care to introduce only such fire-

grates into the building as will require no
such disgusting disfigurement for the draught
of smoke. It is indeed an annoyance to look
at such crooked figures as are fixed upon the
chimney-pots of the new Bank Buildings, and
many other edifices.

That the science requisite for avoiding with
certainty such disfigurements is at present un-
known to the human race, is proved by the facts

mentioned
; and particularly through the fact

lately produced by some men ofscience, who have
introduced stoves with which the pure atmo-
sphere is changed into noxious vapour, whereby
the health of the people is undermined and
destroyed, and to which chimney-pots are re-

quired to create a draught for the smoke
;
and

by experimentalists, who, feigning to know
the science of ventilation, nevertheless set the
lives of useful beings in danger through could
draughts or noxious atmosphere. And such
experimentalists attempt to teach the people
the science of warming and ventilation !

Architects would never permit any person
to disfigure their masterly works if there

were a book in existence in which could be

found the knowledge how to construct fire-

places and chimneys so perfectly that the smoke
would escape through ornamented chimneys as

well as through the disfigurements already

mentioned.
I do not think it impossible that the science,

of avoiding and removing the nuisance in ques-

tion, exists in nature, and that an offer of a high

premium might lead to the discovery.

I therefore pray, in the name of the

millions, and particularly in the name of

those ladies who are confined to their rooms,

and are obliged to inhale the poisonous effluvia

from their fire-places, and suffer from illness
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on account thereof, that the editor of this

valuable journal will assist, by informing1

the honourable members of Parliament that

the millions of sufferers, and architects

in general, will thank them if they will

take this matter into consideration, and

grant a liberal premium to the individual who

discovers the laws or rules, by which fire-

places may be constructed without mistakes,

and the chimneys remain without disfigure-

ment.
If the honourable M.Ps. consider the dan-

gerous action of the smoky atmosphere in

apartments, and the indisputable fact, that

thousands of females of delicate health suffer

and die on account of the bad atmosphere in

their apartments, while the individuals them-

selves and their medical advisers do not

perceive the least sign of the dangerous

effluvia, they will be satisfied that the matter

deserves consideration.

A society of physicians has discovered the

above-mentioned dangerous secret action of

impure air in apartments, and has reported the

facts to their Government.
A nobleman, or gentleman, of large fortune,

desirous of benefiting the millions, might meet

with success in offering a trifle for the disco-

very of the above-mentioned science, and would

erect for himself a monument in every country

in the known world, because the evil is to be

found in all civilized countries, and in all situa-

tions on the globe.

I am a friend of improvements, through

which the health and comfort of the millions

may be heightened, and
I am, Sir. your humble servant,

A Lover of Sweet Air.

jiMtarrllanra.

Statue of the Duke of Sussex.—The
model from which the marble statue of the late

Duke of Sussex, which will be erected in the

Great Hall of the Freemasons, attached to

the Freemasons’ Tavern, Great Queen-street,

Long-acre, has been completed by Mr. Baily,

R.A.,and is now in his studio, in Percy-street.

It represents the late Grand Master of the

brethren with the decorations of the Garter

and the Bath, and in the robes of a knight,

—

this gives a dignity to the figure, which modern
costume alone could not have conferred, and is

better than the adoption of Roman or Greek
draperies, which would have been inconsistent

and incongruous. The figure is of the heroic

size, standing: about seven feet and a half

in height. The great merit is the felicitous

representation of character. The features,

the figure, the attitude, are all expressive of

the character of the original, and, as far as

portraiture is concerned, the likeness is perfect.

There is also an appearance of life. Stiffness

has been avoided without detracting from
dignity, and there is an ease and freedom in

the outline, which gives as much grace to the

figure as is compatible with the fact. Perhaps
this is one of Mr. Baily’s best statues; it is

worth a hundred of the absurdities which
have of late been put forth, and will make
English art somewhat more respected than

most of the strange productions, which have
created more amazement at their absurdity,

than admiration at their merits.— Times.

Monument to the Earl of Leicester.
—A monument to the memory of the Earl of

Leicester has just been completed at Mr.
Hall’s marble works, Derby. It consists of a
mas9 of sculptured Gothic tracery, forming a

cinque-foil arch, resting on buttresses and
columns, and open foliage capitals, and sur-

mounted by a pediment and pinnacles, orna-

mented with panels, crockets, &c. Within the

niche formed by the columns and arch, stands

a massive tablet containing an inscription,

with the capital letters illuminated alluding to

his public conduct as a representative for fifty-

seven years of the county of Norfolk, his

generosity as a landlord, and skill and enter-

prise as an agriculturist.

New Houses of Parliament. — The
committee appointed to inspect and report on
works of decorative art have recommended the

specimens of ornamental metal work sent in

by Messrs. Messenger and Sons (Birmingham),
Messrs. Bnmah and Co., and Mr. Abbott, as

the best exhibited by the persons who are de-
sirous of being employed in the embellishment
of the Houses of Parliament.

Curious Old House.—Among the various

buildings in West-street, formerly called Chick-

lane, now about to be pulled down for the Clerk-

enwell improvements, is a house, supposed to

have been built at least 300 years ago, once

known as the Red Lion Tavern, but for the past

century used as a lodging-house, and the known
resort of thieves and the lowest grade of the frail

sisterhood. It is situate on the west side of the

Fleet River.nowcalledthe Fleet Ditch, andused

as a common sewer; and from its remarkable

adaptation as a hiding-place, with its various

means of escape, it is well deserving a visit of

the curious. Its dark closets, trap-doors,

sliding panels, secret recesses, and hiding

places, no doubt rendered it one of the most

secure places for robbery and murder. It

was here that a chimney-sweep, named Jones,

who escaped out of Newgate about three years

since, was so securely hidden, that although the

house was repeatedly searched by the police,

he was never discovered, till it was divulged by

one of its inmates, who incautiously observing

that he knew whereabouts Jones was con-

cealed, was taken up and remanded from time

to time as an accessory to his escape
;
but when

at last tired of prison fare and prison disci-

pline, pointed out the place to obtain his own
liberty. He was concealed by parting off a

portion of a cellar with brickwork well be-

smeared with soot and dirt, to prevent detec-

tion. This cell, or more properly den, is about

4 feet wide by 9 in depth
;
and during Jones’s

incarceration therein he had food conveyed to

him through a small aperture, by a brick or

two being left out next the rafters. It was

here, about seven years since, that a sailor was

robbed, and afterwards flung naked through

one of the convenient apertures in the wall,

into the sewer, for which two men and a woman
were transported for fourteen years. A skull

and numerous human bones have been found

in the cellars, some of which have been taken

away by Mr. Taylor, the police medical officer.

On one occasion, though the premises were sur-

rounded by seven police officers, a thiefmade his

escapeby its communications with the adjoining

houses, which were all let out to the lowest

characters. Numerous parties daily visit the

premises, among whom have been many ofthe

police and county magistrates.

Westminster-Bridge.—The following is

the report of the select committee appointed to

inquire into the present state of Westminster-

bridge, and into the expediency of continuing

the present expenditure thereon, or of erecting

a new bridge on or near the site thereof, and

also into the amount of the bridge estates, and

the liabilities thereon ;
with power to report

their opinion, together with the minutes of

evidence taken before them, to the House:—
“ That on a review of the whole of the evidence,

no case has been made out to justify the com-
mittee in recommending to the House the

pulling down the present bridge and the con-

structing a new one. That it is desirable that

the inclination of the roadway over the bridge

be improved by lowering its summit and raising

its extremities. That the parapets of the

bridge be lowered as much as is practicable

and consistent with safety.

Metropolitan Improvements. — On
Monday, by direction of the Commissioners

of Woods and Forests, workmen were em-

ployed in making the excavations for the new
sewer which is to pass down the centre of the

street that is to connect Holborn with Oxford-

street, and which will be about 2,000 feet in

length, the new street being about 1,800 feet

long. It is expected that this will take about

six weeks to complete, and when finished the

new roadway will be carried out as fast as pos-

sible. In a few days, on the houses in Holborn

being removed, there will be a clear view of

Oxford-street from Holborn.

Dunrobin Castle.—Large additions are

to be made to this ancient and weather-beaten

pile, whose proud battlements have for ages

bid defiance to the storm, and repelled the

ruthless invaders of the olden times. Much
as we venerate the gray towers of this feudal

keep, we readily admit that modern elegance

and splendour will form an agreeable contrast

to the rough old grandeur of the castle.

Quarrying stones for the buildings is already

in progress, and a number of unemployed

hands will be benefitted by the work necessary

to complete the buildings.

National Gallery of Art in Scotland.
—A meeting of citizens was held on Thursday
night in the Cafe Royal, to consider a proposal

which embraced the double idea of completing

the structure of the National Monument on the

Calton Hill, and of rendering it a receptacle

for works of high art
;
of making it, in fact, a

gallery of the fine arts in Scotland. The Lord
Provost was called to the chair. Mr. D. R.
Hay explained the scheme, which was in

substance that an association should be formed
similar to those already known in the country

as art-unions; but that the funds so raised

should be devoted, the one half to the com-
pletion of the monument, the other half to the

purchase of works of high art
;
which, instead

of being ballotted for by the subscribers,

should be deposited in the gallery to be

established in the National Monument. Re-
solutions carrying out this view were moved
and seconded

;
and a committee was suggested

to carry the resolutions into effect.—Edinburgh
Observer.
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0 0
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

If the correspondent who favoured us with the

sketches of Arbroath Infirmary, will favour us

with his address, we shall transmit to him proofs

of the cuts, which we have had executed.
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STANDING
fools make a

mock at sin

;

notwithstand-

ing the fool

hath said in

his heart, there is no God

;

though the unwise deface

the holy temple by put-

ting forth his hand pre-

sumptuously to uphold

or to work that which

requires knowledge, with

which he has not been

inspired :—still the canon

of scripture remains un-

changed; still the temple

stands, though profaned

;

still is there existing a

deep and secret know-

ledge of architecture, however the foolish dis-

cover it not.

We have hitherto but slightly touched upon

the doings at Cambridge in relation to archi-

tecture, partly because we have confidently

believed the hot rancorous evil would

burn itself out,—in the fulness of time

cause its own parturition
;

and partly

because we have hitherto had our hands com-

pletely full. It is now, however, our intention

shortly to go through the whole catalogue

of trumpery put forth by the so called Cam-

bridge Camden Society, and to examine it

page by page
;
to separate the small quantity

of good from the bad; to expose the weakness

and disgusting effrontery of the remainder,

and to -bring it down to its true level. This

we esteem a duty to our church, to our

profession, and to society : if architecture were

mot at present in a most peculiar situation, we

[should take no such trouble; for the miserable

issues of the Cam. Cam. Society could not

ihold a single day, were our art not in that

(peculiar situation.

It is a strange affront to the London, or

!
proper Camden Society, that it should have

bad its name parodied by a juvenile set at

Cambridge
;
whose weak and frantic proceed-

ings are in complete antipodean opposition to

itbe cool judgment — the deep, patient,

learned, and meritorious antiquarian pursuits

tof the great man whose name D insulted by

iheir assumption of it: indeed, seeing the

[ignorance, coarseness, and buffoonery, which

rare so plentifully sprinkled through the works

ilof this society, we never behold or hear the

nthree repeated letters cam. cam. without feel-

ing the same sensation as we should were

we to see the announcement of the theatrical

ipantomine of “Harlequin Camden:” so sin-

gular is the difference between the gravity,

hthe depth of judgment, and the pro-

priety of language of our venerable En-

glish antiquarian father—and the meanness

rand levity of deportment, the weakness of

.ujudgment, and the coarseness and scandal of

^discourse suited only to the level of the gla-

'.idiator and prizefighter, which the Cam. Cam-
Itdenists have assumed

;
defiant of that calm,

asacred, gentlemanly, and modest demeanour,

which is the humble pride of the true English

churchman, and without the possession and

practice of which, the foot is not even placed

on the first step of religion or of science.

We intended to say no more at present upon

the subject of the publications of this society,

or of its members, except, that after two of them

have had the audacity to blemish their charac-

ters as English priests by publishing the trans-

lation of Durandus, we have lost all previous

remaining confidence in theirjudgment and use-

fulness
;
nor would we take the Eucharist from

one, nor haveour children baptized by the other:

and were such a misfortune to happen to the

church, that either of them, after having earned

the highest ecclesiastical censure which bishop

can bestow, were to arrive at episcopal dignity,

and the times were strait, we should feel dis-

posed to move into another diocese.

We propose next week to say a few words

relative to the Round Church at Cambridge;

in the meanwhile we caution all Englishmen,

who love their church and its architecture, to

be on their guard against the insidious, false

science of this society, which does almost

every thing—speaking, writing, construc-

tion, choice of materials, as it ought

not to be done— and if they have sons to

educate, to pause before they suffer them to

come within the verge of their spider-web

toils
;
and instead of returning to their families

as learned Christian gentlemen, have the morti-

fication of receiving them back as priggish,

ribald scribblers, pretending to be ecclesiolo-

gists, while performing no one act of modest,

deferential piety; that quality which has placed

the Church of England in its present high

position, and borne it illustriously through

good report and through evil report, and given

it a worth and power, which the foolish cast-

aways of the present day can little injure,

however disgusting and indecent their pro-

ceedings.

THE LATE W. H. STUCKEY, C. E.

W. H. Stuckey, C. E., the author of the sys-

tem of filtering large bodies of water, that goes
by his name, died on Thursday, the 1th instant.

He was also the inventor of many important

discoveries, especially one for a new motive

power by a pneumatic process, which has

obtained patents in England, France, Holland,
Belgium, and Austria

;
and another for a

process of tanning, which, like his filtration,

economized space, time, and money. The
deceased’s system of filtering water was re-

commended in both Houses of Parliament,

and Lords Brougham and Radnor especially

called the attention of Government and the

Commissioners on the Health of Large Towns
to its great utility. In France it is about
being applied to all the fountains of Paris,

and here to the intended fountains in Trafalgar-

square. Mr. Stuckey was born at Cherson,

on the banks of the Dnieper, where Howard,
the philanthropist, died. He was afterwards

a civil engineer and merchant at St. Peters-

burg!), where, having obtained the Governor’s

(Count Essen’s) approbation for his plan for

supplying that city with pure water, be was
doomed to endure the consequences of ar-

bitrary power. The son of a member of the

Government, finding the intended plan to be a

profitable one, solicited the contract, and ob-

tained it. Stuckey was ordered to take down
his works, and sacrifice his capital. He asked

the reason. The reply was characteristic:

—

“ It is your duty to obey, and not put im-

pertinent questions.” Descended from En-

glish parents, and with English feelings, he

refused. The works were pulled down in the

dead of night by 200 men of the fire-brigade.

He petitioned seventeen times, without obtain-

ing a single answer. His anxiety at seeing

himself so treated, where his brother had been

ennobled for his public services by the late

Emperor Alexander, and his father acknow-

ledged to be the best builder of the Russian

navy, laid the foundation of the disease of

which he died. He refused to state his wrong,
during the recent visit of the Emperor
Nicholas, as he considered that the Emperor
knew nothing personally about the conduct of
his Ministry, though the letter of the Marquis
of Northampton, as the President of the Royal
Society, stating that the Emperor ought to be
well received in this country, from the patron-
age afforded to Englishmen of science by the
Russian Government, could in his own case,
and a hundred others, be flatly denied. He
died a martyr to science—a victim to arbitrary
power.

—

Sun.

MR. GEORGE STEVENSON.

This eminent engineer, at a recent enter-
tainment at Newcastle, gave the following ac-
count of himself: —“ The first locomotive that
I made was at Killingworth colliery, and with
Lord Ravensworth’s money. Yes: Lord
Ravensworth and Co. were the first parties

that would intrust me with money to make a
locomotive engine. That engine was made
32 years ago, and we called it, ‘ My Lord.’ I
said to my friends that there was no limit to the
speed of such an engine, provided the works
could be made to stand. In this respect great
perfection has been reached, and inconsequence
a very high velocity has been attained. In
what has been done under my management,
the merit is only in part my own : I have been
most ably seconded and assisted by my son. In
the earlier period of my career, and when he
was a little boy, I saw how deficient I was in

education, and made up my mind that he should
not labour under the same defect, but that I
would put him to a good school, and give him
a liberal training. 1 was, however, a poor
man, and how do you think I managed ? I

betook myself to mending my neighbour’sclocks
and watches at night, after my daily labour was
done; and thus I procured the means of edu-
cating my son. He became my assistant and
my companion. lie got an appointment as

under-reviewer, and at nights we worked
together at our engineering. I got leave to go
from Killingworth to lav down a railway at

Hetton, and next to Darlington
;
and after that

I went to Liverpool, to plan a line to Man-
chester. I there pledged myself to attain a
speed of ten miles an hour. I said I had no
doubt the locomotive might be made to go much
faster, but we had better be moderate at the
beginning. The directors said I was quite

right; for if, when they went to Parliament, I
talked of going at a greater rate than ten miles
an hour, I should put a cross on the concern.
It was not an easy task for me to keep the
engine down to ten miles an hour, but it must
be done, and I did my best. I had to place

myself in that most unpleasant of all positions

—the witness-box of a parliamentary commit-
tee. I was not long in it, I assure you, before

I began to wish for a hole to creep out at. I

could not find words to satisfy either the com-
mittee or myself. Some one inquired if I were
a foreigner, and another hinted that I was mad.
But I put up with every rebuff, and went on
with my plans, determined not to he put down.
Assistance gradually increased— improvements
were made every day— and to-day a train,

which started from London in the morning,
has brought me in the afternoon to my native

soil, and enabled me to take my place in this

room, and see around me many faces which I

have great pleasure in looking upon.”

The Xanthian Maiibles. — The first

portion of the Xanthian marbles, which were

selected by Mr. Fellowes and his party, at

their survey of the extensive ruins on the banks

of the Xanthus, in Asia Minor, have arrived in

the British Museum. This part of the col-

lection was placed on board her Majesty’s

ship the Media, on the twelfth of March last.

There were altogether twenty large cases

of marbles and ca*ts. The principal of

these remains, the Horse and the Chimaera

tomb, were left on the ground, in consequence

of their great weight; but it is supposed that

they, with some other monuments of ancient

art, are now on their way to England. The

first portion was brought several days ago in

waggons from Portsmouth. 1 he cases, each

of which weighed some hundred weight, were

deposited in the room where cases are placed

on their first arrival, and they are being opened

under the superintendence of Mr. Hawkins

(the keeper), with great care and attention.
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DESTRUCTIVE FIRE AT MANCHESTER.

On Monday evening, another destructive

fire broke out in this town
;
and in the course

of about an hour and a half property to the

amount of 25,000/. was destroyed. The
premises in question formed a pile of build-

ings, called Irwell-buildings, situate in Black-

friars’-street, the Parsonage, and Water-street,

and belonged to Messrs. Robert Charlton, Bro-
thers, ealenderers, &c. Messrs. Charlton occu-

pied the lowest story of the building, and several

rooms in different parts of the premises, and

their fire proof engine house was at the ex-

treme angle of the building. The next portion

of the premises, in Blackfriars’-street, was

occupied by six firms, viz., Garner and Co.,

Henry Jacquet, Henry Fischer and Co., M.
Ralli, Richard Rostron and T. Halstead,

export merchants, and Mr. Mendel, also a

foreign merchant, had the rooms fronting into

Water-street. The building, we understand,

with the exception of a small portion which is

fire-proof, was lined with wood, and had not a

party-wall in it; and, therefore, fell an easy

prey to the flames. About a quarter past ten

the attention of the police was attracted by

seeing several persons standing in Blackfriars’-

street, watching the progress made by a light in

the third story of the premises next to those

used by Messrs. Charlton, who were then at

work. The constables perceiving that the

light increased, concluded that the premises
had caught fire, and at once proceeded to the

police-yard, and alarmed Mr. Rose, the super-

intendent of the fire-brigade, who went to the

spot with the Niagara engine, followed by six

other engines and alarge body of firemen. Upon
their arrival at the place, they found that the
fire had made an exceedingly rapid progress. It

had already reached the fourth story, and was
spreading rapidly in all directions. Messrs.
Charlton immediately set to work to save
such of the goods upon their premises as could
be easily removed

;
but little progress could be

made on account of the intense heat. The fire-

men got into the building occupied by the six

foreign houses; but, after a short time, were
compelled by the flames to retreat. The Salford
engine, and one belonging to Messrs. Wilson,
Brothers, were also brought to the spot, whilst

Mr. Gould, who occupies a mill in Bateman’s-
buildings, caused a water-pipe to be attached to

his steam-engine, which rendered considerable
service. In less than 20 minutes, the whole of
the building which is fifteen windows long by
five deep, and six stories high, was one mass of
flame, with the exception of the engine-house.
Such was the intense heat, that the Blackfriars’
Hotel and the houses adjoining were several
times on fire, and it was only by a continual
stream of water from two engines being poured
upon them that they were saved. 'The wind
fortunately was not high, or no exertions of
the firemen to save the adjoining buildings
would have been of any avail.

LONDON AS IT WAS IN 1800, AS IT
IS IN 1844.

(Continuedfrom p. 387.)

Sir William Petty, in 1683, demonstrated
that the growth of London must stop of itself
before the year 1800, at which time he calcu-
lated that the population must be 5,359,000
persons : time, however, has shewn the fallacy
of these as well as many other prophecies.
The beginning of the nineteenth century was
the signal for increase of population, improve-
ment, and extension; and although the war still
continued a check to the enterprising spirit of
Builders, yet the germs of improvement were
gradually unfolding in the north of London,
chiefly under the superintendence of that emi-
nent builder, Mr. Burton. The ground belong-
ing to the Foundling Hospital and the Duke of
Bedford was the first to go off. Guilford-
street was formerly a path, which led from the
Earl of Rosslyn’s house at the back of Queen-
square, and the gardens of Ormond-street, round
the front wall of the Foundling Hospital, to
Gray’s Inn-lane, and was generally bounded
by stagnant water, at least 12 feet lower than
the square. This place was now raised to a
level with the adjoining streets, and a consider-
able addition made to the garden of the square

;and the beautiful view of Hampstead and High-
s'
8
.

1 ® was now hidden in by majestic houses
vith Tuscan pillars. This pleasant prospect

being reserved for a short time to the inha-

bitants west and north of Brunswick-square.

Bedford House, in Bloomsbury-square,

designed by Inigo Jones for the Earl of

Southampton, being sold for 5,000/., was

pulled down to make room for the elegant

houses now standing on the site of this house

and garden, embracing Montague-street, the

north side of Bloomsbury-square, &c.; and

Montague House was soon surrounded with

houses. Rosslyn House (formerly Lord Balti-

more’s, and afterwards the Duke of Bolton’s),

which forms the south-east corner of Russell-

square, becoming built in, lost, with its beauti-

ful view, all value in the eyes of its noble pro-

prietor, was seldom occupied, and finally aban-

doned
;

this noble roomy house, after being

untenanted for many years past, has been

sold within these few weeks, and will soon be

lost sight of by additional buildings.

In order to expedite the building of Russell

and Tavistock-squares, and the various lines

of streets, the proprietors offered leases for 99

years
;

and the houses being valued from
500/. to 4,000/., they lent sums of 150/. to 600/.

for three years to such persons as chose to

accept them. Several acres of ground, where
now stands Euston- square and other houses,

and bounding the New-road on either side,

were about this time converted into gardens

for culinary and other plants. The only house
in Somers Town of any age was the Brill

Tavern, which in 1792 was approached by a

pleasant path, through a white turnstile where
Judd’s-place now stands. The principal public

structure was a chapel, first called Bethel, after-

wards St. Paul’s, and in 1803 Bethel Meeting
for Anabaptists. The Methodists also had a

chapel, and several private places of worship.

In the Polygon lived and died the celebrated

Mrs. Walstonecraft Godwin, and many
years afterwards her equally celebrated hus-

band. Somers Town was then a great place

for French refugees, who were noted for their

civil, but at the same time unsocial behaviour.
The fields between Somers and Camden Town
were at this time let out for grazing; and
were for several years afterwards let to Mr.
Rhodes, the celebrated cow-keeper. Camden
Town was a country village of small size, con-

sisting of two road-side public-houses, and a

few straggling tenements, commanding an un-

interrupted view of Highgate, Hampstead,
and Islington

;
Kentish 1’own was also a small

romantic village, celebrated for the purity of
its air, and the simple manners of its inha-

bitants
;

its houses were chiefly built of wood
surmounted with red tiles.

In the neighbourhood of Kentish Town
lived the noted miser John Little. A few days
prior to his demise, the physician who attended
him observed how highly necessary it was that

he should occasionally drink a glass of wine;
after much persuasion, he was induced to

comply, yet by no means would entrust even his

housekeeper with the keys of his cellar, but
insisted on being carried down to the door,

which, on being opened, he in person delivered

out one bottle of wine; when, it is supposed,

by the removal from a warm bed into a dark
humid vault, he was seized with a shivering

fit, which terminated in an apoplectic stroke,

and occasioned his death. So great was his

antipathy to the marriage state, that he dis-

carded his brother, the only relative he had,

for not continuing, like himself, in a state of
celibacy. He left 38,000/. in vested and landed
property. One hundred and seventy-three

pairs of breeches, and a numerous collection

of other articles of wearing apparel were found
in a room which had not been opened for

fourteen years. One hundred and eighty wigs
were found in the coach-house, which, with
other things, had been bequeathed to him by
different relations. He died April, 1798.
The vast parish of St. Marylebone was little

known or noticed before Pennant’s time.

Captain Rathbone commenced, in 1721, the

erection of Rathbone-place, in which year he
died

;
part of Charlotte-street was built in 1791

,

and two sides of Fitzroy-square were com-
pleted a few years after. The ground on
which Cavendish-square, originally called Ox-
ford-square, and its neighbourhood, is built,

was sold at first for 2s. 6d. per foot, afterwards
for 15s. The following is quoted by Pennant
from the “Weekly Medley, Sept., 1719:”

—

“ Not far from Tavistock-street lives a man,
by profession a measurer and surveyor; this

fellow is for everlastingly boasting of himself,

and vapouring of his performances, and has •

the boldness to style himself the prince of that l|

calling. If towards being a prince of a trade, •.!

it is necessary to make himself wealthy and
1}

great by undoing all that are subject to his ;

management, he richly deserves the name
; ;t

for you must understand that as among authors, i

there is cacoethes scribendi, so there is cedifi- |
candi cacoethes

,
or an itch of building, that 1

prevails much among our tribe, that dabble tl

in mortar. All the raw and inexperienced :

workmen that lie under this evil, have been :

drawn by this boaster to build in and about
j

Hanover-square, till they have built themselves *

quite out of doors in this part of the world, 1

and so are about to cross the water to another i;

climate, and take up their lodgings within the :

street adjacent to Mint-square (within the I

rules,) where they still rear palaces in iraa- i

gination, and metamorphose themselves into I

that species of men called castle-builders.”

Newman-street and Berners-street were built I

between the years 1750 and 1770, and were :

remarkable for the residence of artists
;
of

whom West and Russell in oil and crayon-
paintings, and Bacon, sen. and jun., will long ii

be held in remembrance. The centre house, on
the west side of Cavendish-square, was built by

,

Lord Bingley, its first stone being laid in 1722.

This house is 153 feet in length and 70 in ;

breadth. Two of the four houses on the north

side, which are of stone, were intended as

wings to a magnificent palace, projected by
the L>uke of Chandos, contemporary with i

Pope. The house running into Harley-street I

was formerly occupied by Mr. Hope, the

celebrated banker, who possessed one of the

finest collection of valuable paintings then ex-

isting. The sale of his effects after death i

occupied fourteen days, and laid the fortunes

of many brokers and other purchasers. This
house was afterwards occupied by another
millionare, Mr. Watson Taylor; it is now
divided into several tenements. Welbeck-
street is celebrated as formerly the residence

of that crack-brain enthusiast, Lord George
Gordon; and also of the ever-to-be-remembered
Edmund Hoyle, Esquire, who died at the

advanced age of 97.

Stratford-place was erected about 1775, on
the Banqueting-house ground, which was built

under a lease renewable for ever, granted by
the Corporation of London to Edward Strat-

ford and others, the proprietors and executors

of the present magnificent houses. Here was
the celebrated Banqueting-house, used by the

Lord Mayor and Aldermen, for taking refresh-

ments, when they visited the city conduits.

For the first 12 years of the present century

a very steady annual increase of buildings i

was perceptible north-west of London; the
j

formation of the Regent’s Park gave a re- i

markable fillip to the speculative spirit of the

day, and field after field was rapidly swal-

lowed up by the moving torrent of brick and
mortar. A new style of building was intro-

duced, by which, however, sterling comfort
was sacrificed at the shrine of ornament.
The houses, surrounding the Regent’s Park,
present the maximum of ornament, indicat-

ing wealth, but the minimum of convenience.

They are, in general, small, violent di-

gressions from true taste
;

and from their

style of building, have the tendency to ex-

clude both light and air so really desirable

in this vicinity. Again, a taste was intro-

duced about this time for a kind of non-
descript building, termed country box or

cottage, and the roads of our suburbs were
soon lined with these things of Liliputian di-

mensions, divided into four, six, or eight cells,

in which people eat, drank, and slept, and per-

formed the ordinary routine of idle life, protect-

ing themselves from the balmy breath of heaven
by bulwarks of rheumatic-looking trees and
sickly shrubs, and enjoying their otium cum
dignitate in the midst of brick-fields and stag-

nant pools. There is something strangely

repugnant to the nature of most of us in being

compelled to vegetate in these abominable
eight-foot rooms, breaking one’s shins, or the

crockery at every move, sweeping off the

china, treading on cats, lap-dogs, and gouty toes,

and drinking bad port in a pent up atmosphere
replete with carbonic acid gas. The decrease

of rent is but a poor consolation for the loss of

every comfort.

On the other hand we cannot but confess

that many of the buildings more immediately
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in the neighbourhood of the Regent’s-park,

while they do ample credit to the architect and

builder, are all that is desirable for family re-

sidence, and are suitable for the aristocracy of

wealth. Of the mansions (within the area of

the park, some of them have been remodelled

so as to preserve no resemblance to their

original form and architectural character, and
many of the buildings now in hand are clas-

sically beautiful; still there is an evident defi-

ciency of tact in jumbling the poor and rich

together, for the latter soon take fright as they

find themselves environed by the former.

Entering the city northward from Camden
Town, we enter the parish of Clerkenwell, so

named from a spring at the lower end of

Clerkenwell-green, where the parish clerks of

the city used annually to exhibit dramatic repre-

sentations of historical events recorded in the

sacred writings; which representations were
well attended by the Lord Mayor and citizens,

and occasionally by the nobility. Here was
formerly a nunnery founded by Jordan Briset,

a wealthy baron, about the year 1100, in

a field adjoining to Clerks or Clerken Well,

and dedicated to the honour of God, and the

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin. This

priory was suppressed by Henry VIII. in

1539. Soon after the dissolution of the con-

vent the ground came to the inheritance of

Sir William Cavendish, who, being created

Duke of Newcastle, built a large brick man-
sion on the north side of the church, on the

east side of the close, which now bears the

name of Newcastle-place.

Where St. John’s-square now stands was

formerly the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem,

which stately edifice was consumed by fire by

the rebels under Wat Tyler and Jack Straw:

it was rebuilt with greater magnificence, and

eventually suppressed by Henry VIII. It

then became a Government store-house, and
was finally demolished by order of Somerset,

the Protector, who employed its materials in

building Someset House. Near this spot is

Cold Bath-fields, and the prison of Bride-

well, of which we have a particular and

curious account by Waddington; he says:

—

“ The dissolution of monasteries and the

suppression of religious houses in 1536, having

driven great numbers of priests and others

from their asylums, destitute of all provision

or means of support, they were reduced to the

miserable expedient of begging alms for a

precarious existence. In a short time this be-

came so burthensome and expensive to the na-

tion, that a severe statute was made in 1 Edward
VI., for the regulation of paupers and the

punishment of vagrants. In consequence of

this and other ordinary causes, multitudes

of necessitous persons resorted to the metro-

polis for protection and relief; and it appears

that some respectable citizens, either volun-

tarily, or more probably, as a committee in-

stituted for that purpose, contributed liberally

towards their necessities. At length, however,

their wants became so pressing, and they were

reduced to such misery, that in 1552, upon the

recommendation of those governors, as they

were called, it was thought advisable that a

petition, in the name, and on behalf of those

unhappy sufferers, should be addressed to the

king, “ beseeching him, in Christ’s name,” to

grant the old palace of Bridewell to the city

of London for their harbour and lodging.

This was granted at the earnest representation

of Bishop Ridley and Sir Martin Bonner, the

then Lord Mayorof London, and when the inden-

ture was presented to this pious monarch, with

a blank space left for the value of lands that

might be taken in mortmain, he called for

pen and ink, and with his own hand wrote,

“4,000 marks by the year;” exclaiming, in

the hearing of his council, “ Lord, I yield thee

most hearty thanks that thou hast given me
life thus long, to finish this work, to the glory

of thy name.” The preamble declares that

the house of Bridewell was established, and

should have continuance “forthesuppression of

idleness, the enemy of all virtue
;
and for the

nourishment of good exercise, which is the

conqueror of all vice. The idle strumpet and

vagabond were to be forced and compelled to

honest and virtuous exercise, so long as they

were whole
;
but being sick, they were to be

taken to St. Thomas’s, and when cured, re-

turned to Bridewell
;
and not set at liberty

into the highways, as heretofore, by means
whereof was made a sick beggar or whole

thief.” As an evidence that this establish-

ment and these regulations “ had taken effect,

and had good success,” it is observed, “ that no
poor citizen at that day begged his bread ; but

that by some means his poverty was provided
for.”

(To be continued.)

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

(Continued from p. 382.)

40. Pine.—Of the pine there are several

species, the wood from which being well-

adapted for joiners’ work, is U9ed in Great

Britain
;

although, from the heavy import

duties which are levied on North European
timber, there is much temptation to devote

Canadian wood to purposes for which its pro-

perties every way disqualify it.

41. The Weymouth or white, the yellow,

and the pitch pine, are natives of North
America; the cluster pine, or pinaster

,
which

is to be found in British plantations, belongs

to the rocky and more mountainous regions of

Europe
;
extensive woods of it also cover a

great portion of the sandy downs on the

southern French coast; the influence of sea-

breezes seeming to be congenial with its

nature. The Siberian stone, or Cembra pine,

is a beautiful species, which, on account of its

ornamental character, is now cultivated to a

considerable extent.

42. The timber of the white pine is said to

make excellent masts, and to 9tand the weather

moderately well
;
but being very subject to dry-

rot, and otherwise unendurable, it is unsuit-

able for principal timbers in house carpentry

;

on the whole, however, it is one of the most
serviceable of the American pines, being light,

soft, straight-grained, and uniform in tinge and

texture; it is very good for many descriptions

of moveable articles. It is one of the largest

of the species, and is imported to this country

in balks, sometimes 30 feet long and 2 feet

square. The wood is of rather a rich and
dark yellow, and has a particular odour; from

the evenness of the texture, and the compara-

tive absence of resinous matter, the annual

rings are not very distinct. The yellow pine

is also used in Britain for house and ship-

carpentrv.* The pitch pine abounds in a soft

and fragrant resin, which renders the wood,

which is of a deeper colour than that of the

Scotch fir, heavy and difficult to work : this

timber affords conclusive evidence that the

presence of resin is not a guarantee of strength,

for it is not very durable at its best, and is

brittle when dry. The cluster pine is not so

deep in the colour of the wood as is the Scotch

fir
;

it reaches to a 9ize greater than that tree,

being of a rapid and luxuriant growth, and

that, too, in sandy tracts wherein any other

tree could scarcely live, attaining in fifty or

sixty years a height, of as many feet, with girth

proportionate : it yields both resin and tur-

pentine.

43. Larch.—This is another of the pine

tribe
;
and, in the live tree, perhaps the most

beautiful of them. It is of rapid growth, tall,

straight, tapering, and furnished with pendu-

lous branches, bearing a delicately-drooping

and feathery spray. It is, moreover, a very

valuable timber, the only drawback to its ex-

tensive application in house-carpentry being

its want of stiffness, as it is exceedingly dur-

able in whatever situation it is employed
;
and

for ship-building deemed excellent. For join-

ers’ work, and even cabinet-making, it is very

available
;
and, indeed, is in many parts super-

seding the common fir-wood, being susceptible

of receiving a superior surface ;
and, from the

beauty of the wood, when deepened by oil or

varnish, the cost of painting is rendered

unnecessary. For stairs and floor-boards,

besides the above valuable properties, it has to

recommend it that of standing more wear and

tear than deal will undergo, a circumstance of

paramount consideration.

44. Besides the European species, which is

indigenous to Siberia, the Alps, Germany, and

Italy, and of which the timber of the latter is

held in the highest estimation, there are two

from America, namely, the black or Tamarack,

and the red species
;
and which are considered

somewhat inferior to the former. The European

varieties all thrive well in this country
;
and

* [But should be almost wholly excluded from

work intended to be durable.—

E

d.]

the Italian larch, which is a straight tree of
quick growth, is being propagated to a con-
siderable extent. Of the American species,
the timber of the first-named is said to be
in quality almost equal to that of the European
—the second is next in quality, and not much
behind the other. The European larch yields
the Venice turpentine, which the American
does not. Unfortunately of the kinds grown
in this country, tfie worst is the most abundant.

45. Thesapwood of larch loses two-fifths of
its weight in drying; and the timber through

-

out, a great deal in seasoning : but it stands
well afterwards, and is not subject to worms.
It is not so easy as fir to work, but the supe-
rior finish of its surface compensates for that
incovenience

;
and it bears well the driving of

nails and bolts. In the European kinds the
wood i9 of a yellow colour

;
but there are two

descriptions—one tending more to the red and
the other to the white kind : the former is the
closer, straighter, and harder of the two, and
necessarily the better wood: it has no larger
transverse septa?

;
the annual ring9 are dis-

tinct, their harder part being more of a dark-
reddish tinge than the general colour of the

wood. The age for felling is from fifty years
upwards; hut it has been found that by de-
barking a year or two before felling, timber of
thirty years’ growth is rendered as durable as

if cut down at fifty and treated in the ordinary

way; the hardness of the wood being thereby
considerably increased while dryness is insur-

ed
;
besides its tending to remedy the deficiency

in stiffness which disqualifies this timber
for some uses

;
the practice must therefore be

a profitable one
;
and even stripping in spring

and felling late in the autumn of the same
year, i9 one which would make amends for tho
extra trouble.

46. The larch was employed to some extent

in ancient Rome, where, however, it does not
appear to have been cultivated—Vitruvius
having had occasion to lament the obstacles

which existed to its more general introduce

tion.f

47- Cedar.

—

This also is one of the
pines, and a handsome and valuable tree

;

producing, in several of its species, verv beau-
tiful and useful wood; although its scarcity in

this country precludes its application to build-

ing purposes. The following are some of the
best known, namely, the cedar of Lebanon, a
native of Mount Libanus

;
the Bermudian, a

native of Bermuda and the Bahama Islands

;

the Virginian, a native of the West Indies,

North America, and Japan; and the Broivn-
berried, a native of Spain, the Soutli of France,
and the Levant.

48. The cedar of Libanus or Lebanon (also

called the great cedar
;
being the cedrus magna

of the ancients), is a tree of considerable size :

an evergreen, and coniferous: it is considered,
on account of its large dimensions, to be the
species from which those immense pillars and
beams were formed, that are recorded as having
been employed in the construction of ancient
temples—its use in that of Apollo at Utica, is

mentioned by Pliny. The cones are almost
round, are smooth in their scales, and stand
erect; the leaves are small, narrow, and thick-

set. The Virginian or pencil cedar, is the

species used by makers of black-lead pencils in

Britain, and which artists who have used those

of Continental manufacture will attest to be
admirably adapted for the purpose

;
it is very

durable and not subject to worms or insects.

The species last enumerated above is supposed

to be the famous cedar of the ancients, which
they employed for their statuary before the

use of marble was known for that branch o-f

art
;

it is celebrated for its durablity, being

almost incorruptible. There are some fine

cedars grown in this country.

|

49. The colour of cedar-wood generally is

a light pinkish brown in the heart wood, and a

creamy white in the sapwood ;
the annual

rings are distinct, and consist ot two parts

one being light and soft, and the other,

t The stag feeds readily on its young branches j
yet a girl

died at Lanark, in Scotland, 3rd May, 1840, in consequence

of having masticated and swallowed some larch bark the day

previous.

X [The best use for this kind of wood is for the

interior of wardrobes, and the shelves and other

fittings of libraries ;
its strong fragrance preventing

the destructive operations of moths and other

insects. It is also used in superior work, for the

seats of water-closets, being more comfortable than

mahogany.—

E

d.]
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which contains resin, harder and darker; it

has no larger transverse septge; but the lesser

exhibit, when the wood is smoothed across the

growth, a small and beautiful mottling. The
grain is straight, and in texture nearly uniform

;

it is light and easily worked, splits readily,

and is rather brittle
;

it is somewhat bitter to

taste, and has a strong and peculiar odour;
qualities which effectually fortify it against

worms and insects : this exemption, together
with its toughness and durability, are the

chief properties it possesses—both the latter

existing in it to a very high degree : those of

strength and stiffness, especially the latter, it is

materially deficient in
;
which renders it there-

fore unfit for carpentry
;

it is very useful,

however, in cabinet-making, whether for inte-

rior fittings, or the outside shell; the figured

portions, in particular, being very beautiful

when brought to the smooth surface, and high

polish of which the wood is susceptible.

(To be continued.)

RETROSPECTIVE ARCHITECTURAL LITE-
RATURE.

COLLECTED BY SIR HENRY WOTTON, KNIGHT.
From the best Authors and Examples.

THE ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.
I shall not need (like the most part of

Writers) to celebrate the Subject which I de-

liver
;

in that Point I am at Ease : For Archi-
tecture can want no Commendation, where
there are noble Men, or noble Minds: I will

therefore spend this Preface rather about those
from whom I have gathered my Knowledge :

For I am but a Gatherer and Disposer of other
Men’s Stuff at my best Value.
Our principal Master is Vitruvius, and so I

shall often call him, who had this Felicity, that

he wrote when the Roman Empire was near
the Pitch; or at least, when Augustus (who
favoured his Endeavours) had some Meaning
(if he were not mistaken) to bound the * Mo-
narchy : This, I say, was his good hap, for in

growing and enlarging Times, Arts are com-
monly drowned in Action : But on the other
side, it was in truth an Unhappiness to express
himself so ill, especially writing (as he did) in

a Season of the ablest Pens; and his Obscu-
rity had this strange Fortune, that though he
were best practised and best followed by his

own Countrymen, yet after the reviving and
repolishing of good Literature (which the
Combustions and Tumults of the middle Age
had uncivilized) he was best, or at least, first

understood by Strangers: For of the Italians

that took him in hand, those that were Gram-
marians seem to have wanted Mathematical
Knowledge, and the Mathematicians perhaps
wanted Grammar, ’till both were sufficiently

conjoined in Leon Baptisfa Alherti the Flo-
rentine, whom I repute the first learned Archi-
tect beyond the Alps

;
but he studied more

indeed to make himself an Author, than to
illustrate his Master: Therefore among his
Cormn enters, I must (for my private Conceit)
yield the chief Praise unto the French, in

Philander
;

and to the High-Germans, in
Gualterus Rivius, who, besides his Notes, hath
likewise published the most elaborate Transla-
tion that I think is extant in any vulgar Speech
of the World, though not without bewailing
now and then, some Defect of artificial Terms
in his own, as I must likewise : for if the Saxon
(our Mother Tongue) did complain; as justly
(I doubt) in this Point may the Daughter:
Languages for the most part, in Terms of Art
and Erudition, retaining their original Poverty,
and rather growing rich and abundant in com-
plemental Phrases, and such Froth. Touch-
ing diverse modern Men, that have written out
of ineer Practice, I shall give them their Due
upon Occasion.
And now, after this short Censure of others,

I would fain satisfy an Objection or two, which
seem to lie somewhat heavily upon my self

:

It will be said that I handle an Art no way
suitable either to my Employments, or to my
Fortune

;
and so I shall stand charged both

with Intrusion and with Impertinency.
To the First I answer, That though by the

ever-acknowledged Goodness of my most dear
and gracious Sovereign, and by his'long indul-
gent Toleration of my Defects, I have born
Abroad some part of his Civil Service

;
yet

when I came Home, and was again resolved
into my own Simplicity, I found it fitter for
my Pen (at least in this first publick Adven-
ture) to deal with these plain Compilements,

* Tacit. Lib. 1
, Annal.

and tractable Materials, than with the Laby-
rinths and Mysteries of Courts and States

;

and less Presumption for me, who have long

contemplated a famous Republick, to write

now of Architecture, than it was anciently

for * Hippodamus the Milesian to write of

Republicks, who was himself but an Architect.

To the Second, I must shrink up my
shoulders, as I have learned Abroad, and con-

fess indeed, that my Fortune is very unable to

exemplify and actuate my Speculations in this

Art, which yet, in truth, made be rather, even
from my very Disability, take Encouragement
to hope that my present Labour would find the

more Favour with others, since it was under-

taken for no Man’s sake less than mine own :

And with that Confidence I fell into these

Thoughts, of which there were two Ways to

be delivered : The one Historical, by Descrip-

tion of the principal Works performed already

in good part by Giorgio Vasari, in the Lives
of Architects : The other Logical, by casting

the Rules and Cautions of this Art into some
comportable Method, whereof I have made
choice, not only as the shortest and most ele-

mental, but indeed as the soundest : For though
in practical Knowledges every compleat Ex-
ample may bear the Credit of a Rule, yet,

peradventure, Rules should precede, that we
may by them be made fit to judge of Examples.
Therefore to the Purpose, for I will Preface
no longer.

Part I.—In Architecture, as in all other
Operative Arts, the End must direct the Ope-
ration.

THE END IS TO BUILD WELL.
Well Building hath three Conditions

;
Com-

modity,
,
Firmness

,
and Delight.

A common Division among the Deliverers

of this Art, though I know not how somewhat
misplaced by Vitruvius himself, (Lib. l,Cap. 3.)
whom I shall be willinger to follow, as a Master
of Proportion than of Method.
Now, for the attaining of these Intentions,

we may consider the whole Subject under two
General Heads:

THE SEAT, AND THE WORK.
Therefore, first touching Scituation.
The Precepts thereunto belonging, do either

concern the Total Posture, (as I may term it)

or the placing of the Parts : Whereof the first

Sort, howsoever usually set down by Architects
as a Piece of their Profession, yet are in truth
borrowed from other Learnings; there being
between Arts and Sciences, as well as between
Men, a kind of good Fellowship, and Commu-
nication of their Principles.

For you shall find some of them to be
meerly Physical, touching the Quality and
Temper of the Air; which being a perpetual
Ambient and Ingredient, and the Defects
thereof incorrigible in single Habitations
(which I most intend) doth in those Respects
require the more exquisite Caution: That it

be not ton gross, nor too penetratious, not sub-
ject to any foggy Noisomeness from Fens or
Marshes near adjoining, nor to mineral Exha-
lations from the Soil itself: not undigested for
want of Sun

;
not unexercised for want of

Wind; which were to live (as it were) in a
Lake, or standing Pool of Air, as Alberti, the
Florentine Architect, doth ingeniously com-
pare it.

Some do rather seem a little Astrological,
as when they warn us from Places of malign
Influence, where Earthquakes, Contagions,
Prodigious Births, or the like, are frequent,
without any evident Cause

;
whereof the Con-

sideration is, peradventure, not altogether
vain : Some are plainly Oeconomical

;
as that

the Seat be well watered and well fuelled
;
that

it be not of too steepy and incommodious
Access, to the Trouble both of Friends and
Family; that it lie not too far from some
Navigable River, or Arm of the Sea, for
more Ease of Provision, and such other Do-
mestick Notes.
Some again may be said to be Optical

;
such

I mean, as concern the Properties of a well-
chosen Prospect, which I will call the Royalty
of Sight : For as there is a Lordship (as it

were) of the Feet, wherein the Master doth
much joy when he walketh about the Line of
his own Possessions; so there is a Lordship
likewise of the Eye, which being a ranging,
and imperious, and (I might say) an usurping
Sense, can endure no narrow Circumscription,
but must be fed both with Extent and Variety:
\ et on th e other side, I find vast and inde-

* Aristot. 2. Lib. Polit. Cap. 6.

finite Views, which drown all Apprehensions
of the uttermost Objects, condemned by good
Authors, as if thereby, some part of the Plea-
sure (whereof we speak) did perish. Lastly, I

remember a private Caution, which I know
not well how to sort, unless I should call it

Political, by no means to build too near a great
Neighbour

;
which were, in truth, to be as un-

fortunately seated on the Earth, as Mercury is

in the Heavens, for the most part ever in Com-
bustion or Obscurity, under brighter Beams
than his own.
From these several Knowledges, as I have

said,* and perhaps from some other, Architects
do derive their Doctrine about Election of
Seats, wherein I have not been so severe as a
great Scholar of our Time, who precisely
restraineth a perfect Scituation, at least for the
main Point of Health, Ad locum contra quern
Sol radios suos fund'd cum sub Ariete oritur ;
that is, in a word, He would have the first Sa-
lutation of the Spring. But such Notes as
these, wheresoever we find them in grave or
slight Authors, are, to my Conceit, rather
Wishes than Precepts; and in that Quality I

will pass them over. Yet I must withal say,

that in the Seating our selves (which is a kind
of Marriage to a Place) Builders should be as
circumspect as Wooers, lest, when all is done,
that Doom befal us, f which our Master doth
lay upon Mytelene : A Town, in truth, (saith

he) finely built, but foolishly planted. And so
much touching that which I termed the Total
Posture.
The next in Order, is the placing of the

Parts; about which (to lea.veas little as I may
in my present Labour, unto Fancy, which is

wild and irregular) I will propound a Rule of
mine own Collection, upon which I fell in this

manner: I had noted, that all Art was then in

truest Perfection, when it might be reduced to

some natural Principle : For what are the
most judicious Artizans, but the Mimicks of
Nature? This led me to contemplate the
Fabrick of our own Bodies, wherein the High
Architect of the World hath displayed such
Skill, as did stupify all humane Reason : There
I found the Heart, as the Fountain of Life,

placed about the Middle, for the more equal
Communication of the vital Spirits; the Eyes
seated aloft, that they might describe the
greater Circle within their View; the Arms
projected on each Side, for ease of Reaching :

Briefly (not to lose ourselves in this sweet Spe-
culation) it plainly appeareth as a Maxim
drawn from the divine Light, that the Place
of every Part is to be determined by the Use.

So then from natural Structure to proceed
to artificial, and in the rudest Things, to pre-

serve some Image of the excellentest, let all

the principal Chambers of Delight, all Studies
and Libraries be towards the East; for the

Morning is a Friend to the Muses. All Offices

that require Heat, as Kitchens, Still atories.

Stoves, Rooms for Baking, Brewing, Washing
or the like, would be Meridional. All that

need a cool and fresh Temper, as Cellars,

Pantries, Butteries, Granaries, to the North:
To the same side likewise, all that are ap-
pointed for gentle Motion, as Galleries, espe-
cially in warm Climes, or that otherwise re-

quire a steady and unvariable Light, as Pina-
cothecia (saith Vitruvius) by which he in-

tendeth (if I may guess at his Greek, as we
must do often even at his Latin) certain Re-
positories for Works of Rarity, in Picture or
other Arts, by the Italians called Studioli,

which at any other Quarter, where the Course
of the Sun doth diversify, the Shadows would
lose much of their Grace : And by this Rule,
having always regard to the Use, any other
Part may be fitly accommodated.

I must here not omit to note, that the an-
cient Grecians and the Romans, by their Ex-
ample in their Buildings abroad, where the
Seat was free, did almost religiously scituate
the Front of their Houses towards the South,
perhaps that the Master’s Eye, when he came
home, might not be dazzled, or that being
illustrated by the Sun, it might yield the more
graceful Aspect, or some such Reason. But
from this the modern Italians do vary, whereof
I shall speak more in another Place. Let thus
much suffice at the present, for the Position
of the several Members, wherein must be had,
as our Author doth often insinuate, and espe-
cially, (Lib. 6, Cap. 10,) a singular regard to

* Joannes Heurnius Instit. Medicin. Lib. 7, Cap. 2.

t Oppidum quidem tedificatum eleganter Bed imprudenter
poiitum.
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the Nature of the Region : Every Nation

being tied above all Rules whatsoever, to a

Discretion of providing against their own In-

conveniencies
;
and therefore a good Parlour

in Egypt, would perchance make a good Cel-

lar in England.
There now followeth the second Branch of

the general Section touching the Work.
In the Work I will first consider the prin-

cipal Parts, and afterwards the Accessory, or

Ornaments: And in the Principal, first the

Preparation of the Materials, and then the

Disposition, which is the Form.
Now concerning the Material Part, although,

surely, it cannot disgrace an Architect, which

doth so well become a Philosopher, to look

into the Properties of Stone and Wood; as

that Fir-Trees, Cypresses, Cedars, and such

other aereal aspiring Plants, being by a kind of

natural Rigour (which in a Man I would call

Pride) inflexible downwards, are thereby fittest

for Posts or Pillars, or such upright Use
;
that

on the other Side, Oak and the like true hearty

Timber, being strong in all Positions, may be

better trusted in cross and traverse Work, for

Summers, or girding and binding Beams, as

they term them. And so likewise to observe

of Stone, that some are better within, and

other to bearWeather : Nay, to descend lower,

even to examine Sand and Lime, and Clay, (of

all which Things Vitruvius hath discoursed,

without any Dainties, and the most of new
Writers) I say, though the Speculative Part of

such Knowledge be liberal, yet to redeem this

Profession, and my present Pains from Indig-

nity, I must here remember, that to chuse and

sort the Materials for every part of the Fabrick,

is a Duty more proper to a second Superin-

tendant over all the under Artizans, called (as

I take it) by our Author, Officinator, (Lib 6,

Cap. 11,) and in that Place expressly distin-

guished from the Architect, whose Glory doth

more consist in the Designment and Idea of

the whole Work
;
and his truest Ambition

should he to make the Form, which is the

nobler Part (as it were) triumph over the

Matter; whereof I cannot but mention, by the

way, a foreign Pattern, namely, the Church of

Santa Giustina in Padua. In truth, a sound

Piece of good Art, where the Materials being

but ordinary Stone, without any Garnishment

of Sculpture, do yet ravish the Beholder (and

he knows not how) by a secret Harmony in

the Proportions. And this, indeed, is that

End, which, in some degree, we should aim

even in the privatest Works; whereunto,

though I make haste, yet let me first collect a

few of the least trivial Cautions belonging to

the Material Provision.

Leon Baptista Alberti is so curious, as to

wish all the Timber cut out of the same Forest,

and all the Stone out of the same Quarry.

Philibert de 1’Orme, the French Architect,

goes yet somewhat farther, and would have

the Lime made of the very same Stone which

we intend to employ in the Work, as, belike,

imagining that they will sympathize and join

the better by a kind of original Kindred. But

such Conceits as these seem somewhat too fine

among this Rubbish, though I do not produce

them in Sport; for surely the like Agreements

of Nature may have oftentimes a discreet Ap-
plication to Art: Always it must be confessed,

that to make Lime without any great Choice

of Refuse-Stuff, as we commonly do, is an

English Error of no small Moment in our

Buildings: Whereas the Italians at this Day,

and much more the Ancients, did burn their

firmest Stone, and even Fragments of Marble,

where it was copious, which in 1 ime became

almost Marble again, or at least of indissoluble

Durity, as appeareth in the standing Theatres.

I must not here omit, while I am speaking of

this Part, a certain Form of Brick, described

by Daniel Barbaro, Patriarch ot Aquileia, in

the largest Edition of his Commentary upon

Vitruvius : The Figure triangular, every Side

a foot long, and some Inch and a half thick,

which he doth commend unto us for many
good Conditions; as that they are more com-

modious in the Management, of less Expence,

of fairer Show, adding much Beauty and

Strength to the mural Angles, where they fall

gracefully into an indented Work
;
so as I

should wonder that we have not taken them

into Use, being propounded by a Man of good

Authority in this Knowledge, but that all

Nations do start at Novelties, and are indeed

married to their own Molds. Into this Place

might aptly fall a Doubt, which some have

moved, whether the ancient Italians did

burn their Brick or no; which a Passage or

two in Vitruvius hath left ambiguous. Surely,

where the natural Heat is strong enough to

supply the artificial, it were but a curious Folly

to multiply both Labour and Expence. And
it is besides very probable that those Materials,

with a kindly and temperate Heat, would

prove fairer, smoother, and less distorted than

with a violent : Only they suffer two Fxcep-

tions, First, that they are likely by such a

gentle drying, to be the more ponderous, an

important Circumstance to the main of the

Work in the Compilement. The next is of no

less moment, That they will want a certain

sucking and soaking Thirstiness, or a a fiery

Appetite to drink in the Lime which must knit

the Fabrick. But this Question is to be con-

fined to the South, where there is more Sun
and Patience : I will therefore not hinder my
Course with this incident Scruple, but close

that Part which I have now in hand about the

Materials, with this principal Caution, that

sufficient Stuff and Money be ready before we
begin

;
for when we build now a Piece, and

then another, by Fits, the Work dries and

sinks unequally, whereby the Walls grow full

of Chinks and Crevices; wherefore such a

pausing Humour i.3 well reproved by Palladio,

(Lib. I, Cap. 1), and hy all other. And so

having gleaned these few Remembrances touch-

ing the Preparation of the Matter, I may now
proceed to the Disposition thereof, which must
form the Work. In the Form, as I did it in the

Seat, I will first consider the general Figura-

tion, and then the several Members.

(To be continued.)

A GLANCE AT THE INTERIOR OF THE
CHURCHES IN THE DEANERY OF
SPARIvHAM, IN NORFOLK—NO. II.

WITH NOTICES OF THEIR ACTUAL CONDITION.

Morton-on-the- Hill, nnliquo Helmingham .

—

The little church of Morton, with its slender

round tower, occupies a position of scenic

beauty not frequently occurring in this county.

Looking down from among the tall fir-trees,

which embower the summit capped by it, over

the long valley of the Wensum,
“ Exulting and abounding river

Making its waves a blessing as they flow,”

the edifice forms, in its rude antiquity, pictu-

resque background to the fine mansion that

rises immediately beneath. Pass within the

sanctuary and learn how frail and liable to

decay even the strongest work of man
;
come

forth again to confess how lovely, as well as

enduring, are the features of nature.

But decay is not the only enemy with which

our sacred piles have had to contend
;
covet-

ousness, and a taste which it were complimen-

tary to call “debased,” have wrought in aid

here. The neglect of a wordly age has,

moreover, joined to impair what had escaped

the ravages of fanaticism. A change has

happily come over the views of many in this

respect, but zeal—patient and temperate zeal

to restore the diminished honours of his wor-

ship—has yet a wide range of usefulness.

To return, however, to the suhject more im-

mediately in hand.

The form, or rather the ground-plan, of

this church, is somewhat peculiar, a north aisle

or chapel ranging with the east end of the

nave, w hile it falls short of the other’s length by

about one-third. A screen probably crossed

this aisle, separating the eastern portion of it

from the rest to form a chantry : that an altar

stood within it we gather from the piscina

in the south wall yet visible, and John de

Weston, by his will, dated June 4, 1375, be-

queathing his body to be buried in the chapel

next the chancel of the church of St. Mar-

garet the Virgin in Helmingham.* Inarched

in the north wall of the chapel is an antique

monument without inscription, but bearing a

cross cut in wood : two grave-stones on the

pavement, charged with brasses exhibiting

portraitures in armour, were to be found here

about the middle of the last century. An
altar-tomb, also inarched, bears a memorial

to one of the Southwell family, former lords of

the soil here, albeit “ the place thereof know-

eth them no more.”

We were pained to detect in every portion

of this interesting relic, manifest tokens of

neglect, and consequent dissolution. “ If a

* Parkin’s History of Norfolk,

man’s stable for his horse,” says the Homily,
“ yea, the sty for his swine, be not able to hoid
out water and wind, how careful is he to do
cost thereon

;
yet the world thinketh it but

a trifle to see their church in ruin and decay.”
A niche in the north wall of the chancel, and
opposite to it a small window at less than
man’s height from the sward, may recall the
watchings of the sepulchral light, anciently
observed on Easter eve. We have cast aside
such mummeries, some one will say; true,

but in parting with them, we have grown
careless also of God’s house, and the inesti-

mable privileges there vouchsafed to us. Mo-
dern affluence can be liberal enough in its

expenditure on secularities, but ask a pittance
for the wants of the sanctuary, and deficit

crumena, the purse labours under a consump-
tion. Far better were it, however, that we
should insist, like David, on laying our shekels,

as well as our prayers, on the altar of peace-
offering.

Seem we over earnest? At a time when the
average repair of our churches is so depressed,
it reflects small credit on any parish to find

the condition of theirs infinitely below that

average. We should feel ourselves not un-

justified in passing severe comment, but would
avoid at some sacrifice the risk of individual

application
;
mindful of a certain Sir Roger

de Coverley and his advice, “ to take care how
we meddle with country squires, the ornaments
of the English nation, men of good heads and
sound bodies.”

But in serious earnestness be it asked, why
should not a Diocesan Architectural So-

ciety, be established among us? If such an
association had been in existence during the

last twenty years only, it could hardly have

proved altogether inoperative against the Van-
dalizing, which has been even in that space
perpetrated. This by way of appeal

;
we would

raise a spirit like Nehemiah’s, that should go
forth, and restore all the desolations of our
Zion :

“ Why should not my countenance be

sad, when the place of ray fathers’ sepulchres

lieth waste?” Neh. ii. 3.

We next propose to treat of the neigh-
bouring church of Weston Longueville and
its condition. C. T.

THE LATE DR. DALTON.

This celebrated chemist and philosopher

died on the 19th ult., at Manchester, in his 78th

year. He was a native of Kendal, but has

for a long series of years been connected with

Manchester, where for more than half a century

he has been an active and invaluable member
of the Literary and Philosophical Society in

that town, having, together with his friend Dr.

Edward Holme, M.D., F.L.S.,been elected on

the 25th April, 1794. Indeed, they were the

oldest surviving members of the society, with

the sole exception of Sir George Philips,

Bart., who became a member of it in 1785.

Dr. Dalton had been president of this society

since 1817- In 1768, he commenced his

“ Meteorological Observations,” which have

been continued to the present time. In 1/93,

he published a volume of “Meteorological

Observations and Essays,” a work which dis-

plays much original thinking, and the germs of

some of Dalton’s after discoveries. Some

time afterwards he was appointed to the situa-

tion of Professor of Mathematics and Natural

Philosophy in the New College, Mosley-street,

Manchester. He resided for about six years

within the institution, with which Dr. Barnes

was contemporaneously connected as I heo-

logical Professor, and continued to hold his

office until the college was finally removed to

York. On withdrawing from the college, in

the year 1799, Dalton began to teach mathe-

matics and natural philosophy at his own resi-

dence. The deceased was a member of the

Society of Friends.

Beacon on the Goodwin Sands. The

beacon recently erected on the eastern edge ot

the Goodwin Sands remains firm, and bids fair

to be as effectual and substantial as that ot

Captain Bullock’s on another part of the sands,

and which has withstood the tempests of three

winters. The new beacon is 45 teet high. It

has been placed as a guide to ships passing on

the outside of that dangerous bank;
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VIEW OF ROCKHAMPTON CHURCH, GLOUCESTER.
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PORCH DOOR. ELEVATION OP THE FONT.

1
Plan of the Ilibs of the Door.

PISCINA IN THE CHANCEL,

1
r

HALF PLAN.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—The above is a small church of the

14th century, situated in a secluded spot about
two miles from the market- town of Thornbury;
but is seldom visited by persons having a taste
for antiquarian pursuits, being at some distance
from the main road. It harmonizes well with
the surrounding scenery; (and where is there
an ancient chuich that does not?)

< V.\vs T> * ,

This rural temple is of small dimensions, and
j
coinsJsts of a chancel, nave, tower, and south

( i
porch. The tower is of three stages, and a
nandsetne little tower it is. The buttresses at
its angles are finished a few feet below the
“parapet, which is pierced with cinque-foiled
panels, and gives a pleasing effect to the whole.

ft

nortVeast an gl e is a belfry turret,
finished at its Eummit with a pyramidal

capping: the pinnacles have five foil-headed
panels sunk in them. Ivy is growing very
luxuriantly on the western side, and adds to

the rural appearance of the building.
At the south-east angle of the nave is a small

square turret, doubtless erected to receive the
water from the piscina in the inferior wall.
I could not perceive any aperture but the one
shewn iu the view above. In the porch there
is a very good oak door of perpendicular date,
such as is not often found in small churches

;

a sketch of it is here inserted.
The windows are simply square-headed,

two-light five-foiled ones, with a hood-mould-
ing and a wide splay on the interior, excepting
those of the tower, the west and belfry, which
are pointed two-light trefoiled windows with tra-
cery, and one in the nave of debased character.

On the south side of chancel are four
sedilia of equal height, with seven-foiled heads,
and a shield in the centre of each compartment

;

the seat is formed on the window-sill, and
projects 8j inches beyond the face of wall

;

near it, on the eastern side, is another piscina,

with a cinque-foiled headed arch
;
a doorway

on the north side has been blocked up many
years. The roof is semi-circular, and of little

or no interest. The chancel arch is plain.

In its right position, at the west end of the
nave, stands the font, which is of rather poor
design; it is 2 feet 10 inches in height, depth
of bowl 9f inches, ditto of interior 6| inches,
diameter across top 1 foot 10$ inches.

On the summit of the porch-gabel is placed
a dial, which by no means improves the effect

of the church.
Of the history of this little edificee I at

present know nothing, but may at some future
time

;
if so, I will send it. J. N. H.

PISCINA in THE SOUTH WALL OF THE NAVE.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES.

Lecture IV.
ROMAN ARCHITECTURE.

“ Roma, Roma, Roma, non e piii come era
prima.”*

Rome, regal, republican, imperial, papal
Rome, has for ages excited the wonder of the
world, from the time that Romulus planned
his humble capital,! over whose walls his
brother Remus leaped in contempt, until the
days of the emperors, whose word was a law
to the whole world, and under whom the seven-
hilled city arose into a magnificence and splen-
dour worthy of the mightiest nation that ever
lived. There is a fascinating influence shed
over the history of this wonderful people from
which the mind is perhaps never wholly freed.
From our childhood we are led to look upon
the Roman heroes as almost placed above the
ordinary standard of mortality. Brutus and
Ciesar, and Porapey and Cato,' and the Scipios,
and the Decii, and Fabricii, and a long train
of illustrious characters, “men more than
kings,” appear as beings of a superior mould

;

whilst the names of Virgil, Horace, and Ovid,
are synonymous with all that is most exquisite
in the regions of poetry; and the orators,
philosophers, and historians of Rome occupy
the chiefest niches in the Temple of Fame. It
is from the recollection of her immortal names
that the traveller derives so much of his

pleasurable emotions when he visits the eternal
city, where
“ The very dust we tread stirs as with life,

And not a breath but from the ground sends up
Something of human grandeur.” Rogers.
It is true that Rome has become

“ The Niobe of nations

B

yron.
that she has fallen from her proud pre*
eminence,
“ But falling (she has) kept the highest seat,

And in her loneliness, her pomp of woe
Where now she dwells, withdrawn into the wild,
Still o’er the mind maintains from age to age
Her empire undiminished.” Rogers.

o more what thou hast been.'

t According to Cato Rome was built 752 b.c. According
to Varro 754 b .c.
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In addition to the magnificent buildings

erected by the Caesars,

“ When Rome in noon-tide empire grasp’d the

world,” Thomson.

modern Rome attracts the observation of the

visitor by the scarcely less splendid structures

which arose under the auspices of the popes,

who, calling themselves, in the pride of

humility, “ the servants of servants,” assumed

a power little inferior to that of the former

imperial masters of Rome, trampled upon

prostrate kings, compelled haughty emperors

to perform the offices of menials, issued their

imperious mandates to the ends of the globe,

and thundered forth their dreaded ana-

themas against kings, or a whole people,

who presumed to question their infallibility.

“ Those ancient men, what were they, who achieved

A sway beyond the greatest conquerors
;

Setting their feet upon the necks of kings,

And thro’ the world subduing, chaining down
The free immortal spirit ? Were they not

Mighty magicians ?” Rogers.

Their power, like that of their predecessors,

is gone, it is to be hoped, for ever
;
but, whilst

we condemn their presumption in arrogating

to themselves an authority to which they had

no just pretension, we must do them the justice

to admit that they patronized the fine arts, en-

couraged learning, and promoted taste. The
religious structures erected by them were
adorned with the productions of men whose
“pencil had a voice;”* and the matchless

paintings of Michael Angelo, of Raflfaello, and

Corregio, in particular, with a host of others

who trod in the footsteps of those “ divine

masters,” divide the attention of the tourist

with the buildings
;
and above all these attrac-

tions are perhaps to be named those statues in

the Vatican and Capitol, of which we can

hardly speak in measured terms. The Apollo

Belvidere, that unrivalled model of manly
beauty, has been well described by the noble

author of “Childe Harold” (Canto iv. St. 161);

an earlier description may therefore be

welcome, it is that of Thomson :

—

“ All conquest-flush’d from prostrate Python came
The Quiver’d God. In graceful act he stands,

His arm extended with the slackened bow,
Light flows his easy robe, and fair displays

A manly-softened form. The bloom of gods

Seems youthful o’er the beardless cheek to wave

;

And sweet subsiding to a native smile,

Mixt with the joy elating conquest gives,

A scatter’d frown exalts his matchless air.”

This statue was found (as was also the

Fighting Gladiator) in the ruins of the ancient

city of Antium
;

in Flaxman’s opinion it is

only a copy! What must the original have

been? The famous group of Laocoon and his

sons has been also nobly described by Lord
Byron, but the following apposite lines by
Mrs. Hermans are less familiar:

—

“ And mark yon group, transfixed with many a

throe,

Sealed with the image of eternal woe :

With fearful truth, terrific power, exprest,

Thy pangs, Laocoon, agonize the breast,

And the stern combat picture to mankind,
Of suffering nature and enduring mind.
Oh, mighty conflict ! tho’ his pains intense

Distend each nerve, and dart thro’ every sense ;

Tho’ fixed on him, his children’s suppliant eyes

Implore the aid avenging fate denies
;

Tho’ with the giant-snake in fruitless strife,

Heaves every muscle with convulsive life,

And in each limb Existence writhes, enrolled

’Midst the dread circles of the venomed fold
;

Yet the strong spirit lives,—and not a cry,

Shall own the might of Nature’s agony !

That furrowed brow unconquered soul reveals,

That patient age to angry heaven appeals,

That struggling bosom concentrates its breath

Nor yields one moan to torture or to death !

”

This sublime group was the joint produc-
tion of Greek sculptors, Agesander, Apollo-
dorus, and Athenodorus of Rhodes. The
statue called the Dying Gladiator, supposed
to be only a copy of the famous work of
Ctesilaus,t and likewise well-known in Lord
Byron’s graphic description, I prefer there-

fore to quote again from the author of “ the

Seasons,” who thus alludes to the “ Dying
Other: ”

—

* All the 3G4 churches of Rome contain monuments of art

or antiquity.

t The original work was executed in bronze.

“ Supported on his shorten’d arm he leans,

Prone agonizing, with incumbent fate

Heavy declines his head, yet dark beneath

The suffering feature sullen Vengeance lours,

Shame, indignation, unaccomplish’d rage,

And still the cheated eye expects his fall.”

This statue was found in the gardens of

Sallust, the right arm was entirely restored

by Michael-Angelo. Countless as the stars

are the unrivalled works, the productions of

Greek artists, which adorn the different gal-

leries at Rome. Well therefore might the

author of “ Italy” exclaim,

“ Who would not say the forms

Most perfect, most divine, had by consent

Flock'd thither to abide eternally,

Within those silent chambers where they dwell

In happy intercourse ? ” Rogers.

It is not wonderful, therefore, that such a

combination of the beautiful and sublime in

architecture, painting, and sculpture, should

have made Rome what it is, the metropolis of

the fine arts, and a point of attraction to all who
have opportunity, leisure, or wealth, where-

with to gratify their taste or curiosity by a

sight of the treasures it contains. And what
has Greece to offer to the general traveller to

compare with this? After having viewed
all the magnificence of the eternal city, he

sees in Athens and other parts of Greece, with

slight exceptions, nothing but broken co-

lumns, fragments of marble, ruins on every

side, the mere wrecks of once-mighty fabrics;

—here are no paintings,—the works of Zeuxis

and Apelles are lost for ever;—here are no
statues,— the performances of Phidias, of Praxi-

teles of Lysippus (who, himself, alone produced
600 works), have either disappeared, or havebeen
removed to distantcountries. Unless a person,

therefore, have a strong relish for art, and a

previous acquaintance with the outlines of

Grecian architecture, he will, no doubt, be
disappointed in the remains of that style.

Before we proceed to notice the structures

of Rome, we shall pause to consider the five

orders of architecture which form the standard

of the Roman and Italian schools. We have

seen in the last lecture that the Greeks had

but three orders, the Doric, the Ionic, and the

Corinthian
; to these the Romans added two

more, the Tuscan and the Composite. The
Roman Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian orders are

derived from those of the Greeks ;
it was a rest-

less spirit of innovation, and a desire for novelty,

which prompted the addition of the two other

orders. The Roman Doric differs from its

Grecian proto-type in many respects. The
first step taken to infringe upon the solid sim-

plicity of the Greek model, was to lengthen

the shaft of the column in proportion to its

diameter, so that when the two orders are

drawn to one height, the difference of propor-

tion is so great, that the lower diameter of the

Roman column will be only equal to the upper
diameter of the Grecian column. Instead,

too, of the shaft of the column resting securely

at once upon its platform, as in the early and
best examples of Greece, the Romans placed

theirs upon a base (and sometimes upon lofty

pedestals)
;

they likewise frequently left the

shafts unfluted, which omission gives them an

unfinished appearance when compared with

the Greek models. A still greater deviation

took place in the capital
;
the members of the

Greek capital are actually retained, but mould-
ings are added above, and a necking is placed

below. The Greek proto-type has always

been admired for its simplicity; and the ex-

cellent effect produced arises from the very

few lines of which it is composed. As this

order was the favourite of the Greeks, and as

the capital is one of its great beauties, we
will search a little into its origin, for which
purpose we must retrace our steps to Egypt.

In the front of a cavern-tomb at Beni-hassan

are two fluted columns, which are simply

covered with the flat square member called the

abacus. “ In this representation,” observes

Mr. Gwilt, who gave the sketch from Mr.
Charles Barry, “ the reader will in it be

struck by the appearance of the Doric column

almost in its purity. Wilkinson is of opinion

that the date of these tombs is 1740 b.c., an

antiquity that can be assigned to no example in

Greece.” In the interior of another excavated

temple at Kalaptchie, 25 league above the first

cataracts, are fluted columns, which are also

crowned with the abacus (as in the sketch

which has appeared in The Builder under

the glossarial article “ Column,” which is also

taken from Mr. Gwilt’s edition of Sir W.
Chambers’ “Civil Architecture”). Denon
has given some similar columns, which he says
decorated the galleries of the temple at Kar-
nac. All these seem to afford strong proofs of
the origin of the Doric

;
but the echinus is

absent: and. the more tasteful eye of the Greek
led him to discover that something was wanting
to ameliorate the unsatisfactory appearance
occasioned by the shaft running up at once to

a member which overhung it so much; he
added, therefore, the moulding called the
echinus, which connects the two in the most
harmonious manner. This simple arrange-
ment is quite destroyed by the Roman plan of
placing superfluous mouldings above the deep
abacus, which had been always hitherto the

crowning member. The entablature loses

much of its imposing and simple effect from
the needless repetition of mouldings

;
and the

architrave is made considerably less than the

frieze, a practice not in accordance with common
sense, as well as an offence against good taste

;

for, as the lowest member, it has to support the

weight of the frieze and cornice, and therefore

should at least be equal in height to the frieze.

The Tuscan order so much resembles the

Ruman-Doric, that it is difficult to conceive
why it was introduced. The chief distinction

is that the triglyphs are omitted, and that there

are fewer mouldings
;

it is, in fact, a sturdy

copy of the Doric. An example of this order

was executed by Inigo Jones in the church of

St. Paul, Covent Garden. This was done
under peculiar circumstances

;
the then Earl

of Bedford sent for him, as he wished to build

a church for the parishioners, but told him that

he would not go to any great expense, “ in

short,” he said, “ I would not have it much
better than a barn.” “ Then,” said Inigo

Jones, “ you shall have the handsomest barn in

England.” It appears, therefore, that economy
determined the architect in his choice of the

plainest of the orders, in which he has even

dispensed with the frieze, a practice allowed

by Vitruvius. On the whole, Inigo Jones has

made the most of his meagre materials in this,

which is one of the very few applications of

the Tuscan order; it is, however, to be re-

gretted that he finished his portico by pilasters

instead of columns, and that he has carried out
the entasis to such an excess, as to be a carica-

ture of the Greek models; in which the swel-

ling outline was hardly perceptible, and its

existence only of late years actually deter-

mined.
In the Ionic order, likewise, the Romans

deviated greatly from the original models;

they made its capital much more shallow

than in Greek examples
;

and the shaft is

generally plain and more drawn out, whilst

the architrave is not so bold, and much of

its effect is lost by the introduction of numerous
mouldings. But if the Romans were not

happy in their imitation of two of the orders,

it must be confessed that in the third they have

been extremely fortunate; and their Corinthian

may vie with the richest specimens of art

in any country. It became their favourite

order, as the Doric had been of the Greeks;

and the luxurious masters of the world, calling

in the aid of Greek artists, carried out this

style to its utmost height of perfection
;
and

if Rome could not boast of a Parthenon or

Erechtheum, it could point with pride to its

temples of Jupiter (Stutor and Tonans), of

Mars, of Venus, ( Genetricc ,
built by Julius

Caesar,) and to its unrivalled Pantheon.

The fifth order of the Romans, the Com-
posite, is a compound (whence its name) of

the Ionic and Corinthian; and may be con-

sidered to bear to the latter order the same

relation that the Tuscan does to the Doric;

and with it, may be looked upon as unnecessary.

The unpractised eye would not readily discern

the difference between the Corinthian and the

Composite, the chief distinction being in the

capital of the column, which is a hybrid

mixture, having the Ionic volutes, with their

accompaniment of enriched ovolo, placed

above the acanthus leaves of the Corinthian.

We may be quite satisfied that no Greek artist

contributed to this debased style, which arose

during the declining periods of architectural

purity, and which possesses no charm either of

richness or novelty, which should supersede

the use of the two orders, upon which it is

founded. Whilst the admirer of Greek sim-

plicity must deprecate the alterations which
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the Romans introduced into the orders, he

cannot withhold from them the meed of praise

at the manner in which the practice of the art

was applied, and the wonderful combinations

they produced. The works of the Greeks

were chiefly temples, their religious feelings

confining architectural grandeur almost en-

tirely to sacred buildings;* but the Romans
employed their architecture not upon temples

only, but upon amphitheatres, palaces, tri-

umphal-arches, baths, aqueducts, and bridges;

in short, upon every object on which they
could exercise their love of splendour. In

most of these the arch was a conspicuous

feature; and whoever made that important
discovery, the credit is due to the Romans
of being the first who appreciated and applied

its mighty powers.

Rome, under Romulus, who died 714 b.o.,

occupied only the Palatine hill, as we learn

from Livy, and from Ovid :

—

“ Inde petens dextram, porta est ait ista Palati,

Hie Stator, hoeprimum condita Roma loco est.”

Trist. iii. El. 1.

Servius Tullius inclosed the seven hills of
Romef by a wall; and from his time to that of
Aurelian the walled limits were nearly the
same: their extent was about 7 h miles. Au-
relian took in the Field of Mars ( Campus
Martins), and the Pretorian camp.
Of the buildings erected by the early kings

of Rome, we have few traces: constructed
either of brick or stone, they made way for
the more sumptuous edifices of marble, which
were introduced after the conquest of Greece,
146 b.c., when, on the fall of Corinth, (taken
by the Consul Mummius), Macedonia and
Greece being reduced to the condition of
provinces, Rome became, in truth, the Mis-
tress of the World.
“ She who was nam’d Eternal, and array’d

Her warriors but to conquer
; she who veil’d

Earth with her haughty shadow, and display’d
Until the o'er-canopied horizon fail’d

Her rushing wings.”

Childe Harold, Canto iv. s. 84.

With the riches thus acquired, and with the
spoils of the inestimable treasures of art,

collected from every conquered country, Rome
gradually became the centre, not merely of
political importance, but of the cultivation of
the arts

; and the new capital of the world
became the resort of Grecian, and other dis-

tinguished artists, secure of patronage from the
wealthy citizens of a place, “ whose private
individuals, going out as governors of pro-
vinces, which had once been empires, after

holding in their governments the state of kings,
returned home in numbers, with all the wealth
of which they stripped its tributaries, and lived
as individuals with the income of monarchs.”
(Hope on Architecture, p. 55.)
An honourable exception to those in power,

who made enormous fortunes during their
governments, is the Consul L. Mummius,
named above, who xeturned home from the
fall ot Corinth, without any increase of fortune;
and was so unacquainted with the value of the
paintings and works of arts, which formed the
rich plunder of that city, that he said to those
who conveyed them to' Rome, “ that if they
lost or injured them, they should make others
in their place.”

The names of several Greek artists are
recorded, who resided at Rome during the
time ot Caesar and Poinpey—namely, Arcesi-
laus, Pasiteles, Zophyrus, andCriton; and in
later times, Hermodorus, architect of the temple
ot Jupiter Stator, Cyrus, celebrated in the time
ot Cicero, Posphorus, one of the architects of
Augustus, Saurus and Batrachus, (whose
works were marked with a lizard and a frog,
the meaning of their names,) and Apollodorus,
the architect of the emperors 'Trajan and
Hadrian, were Greeks by birth.

1 he wonders of Rome are so many that it is
difficult to know where to commence our in-
quiry

; but having, in the last lecture, noticed
the orders in their chronological arrangement,
it is not so necessary to do so in the present
instance. The information respecting the
temples and public buildings of ancient Rome
will be chiefly derived from the publication by
Messrs. Taylor and Cresy, architects, whose
work is the best in our language, many of its

Ihus Lycurgus made a regulation that, in the dwelli
nouses of the Dorians, the doors should be only fashioned
the saw, and the ceilings by the axe.

<^L7»VSio£,^'oti“'' CeU”' v—

illustrations being on a large scale, and the

admeasurements carefully given. The mag-
nificent work of Piranesi, which is so costly

that it cannot be purchased entire at much less

than 500/., is not of essential service to the

architectural student, as it consists chiefly of

perspective views without measurements.

The immediate neighbourhood of the Sacred

Way was a congeries of architectural wonders.

Standing on the steps which lead to the Capitol,

the spectator sees on the right hand, and on the

left, and before him, “ a marble wilderness,”*

the ruins of temples and arches which once

crowded with their magnificence that narrow
spot

—

” Once,
And long, the centre of their universe,

The Forum, whence a mandate, eagle-winged,

Went to the ends of the earth.”—

R

ogers.

The vista is finished by the mighty Colos-
seum, alas ! too, a wreck. At the foot of the

Capitoline-hill, and looking towards the Sacred
Way, which wound its passage in front, stood

the temple dedicated to Jupiter Tonans,
erected in honour of the Thunderer

,
by Au-

gustus, as a mark of his gratitude for his

escape from lightning, which killed his armour-
bearer at the side of his litter, on his return
from his expedition against the Cantabrians in

Spain.f Three noble fluted Corinthian co-

lumns alone remain to denote the former
splendour of this temple

;
they were buried

nearly up to their capitals when Camporesi
reduced the hill, and laid them open. The
columns are of white marble, nearly ten

diameters high, their whole height being 46
feet 5 inches, whereof the base is 2 feet 6
inches, and the capital 5 feet 6 inches

;
the

lower diameter of the shaft is 4 feet 8 inches
;

the height of the architrave is 3 feet 1 inch
;

of the frieze 3 feet 3 inches
;
and of the

cornice 3 feet 8 inches. In its original ar-

rangement, as gathered from coins, it is pre-
sumed that it had a portico of six columns,
(though Palladio conjectured that it was
octostyle,) with returns of seven columns, the
nature of the ground behind not admitting a
portico in the rear. The columns are very
well proportioned, and the example is fre-
quently employed by modern architects.

Opposite to this temple, and separated from
it only by the narrow road of the Sacred Way,
stood (as it is called) the temple of Concord,
of the Ionic order, having a portico of six
columns of granite 42 feet high, and two more
on each flank, forming the projection of the
portico, the remainder of the temple having, it

is supposed, only a pseudo-dipteral arrange-
ment

;
the details of this building (said to

have been erected by Tiberius, nephew of
Augustus) are in a very debased style of art.

Beyond the temple of Concord, cm the same
side of the Sacred Way, was the edifice known
as the temple of Jupiter Stator (the Im-
moveable), beyond all dispute the noblest and
richest specimen of Corinthian architecture in
Rome, or in the world. Of this temple,
originally founded by Romulus, but rebuilt in
the age of Augustus, only three columns re-
main with their entablature of the finest white
marble, so beautifully wrought, and so delicate
in design, that it must be a matter of the
deepest regret that no more of the once magni-
ficent structure should be in existence. From
excavations made in the Roman Forum, over
the whole surface of which the earth had ac-
cumulated to a depth of twenty feet, it is ascer-
tained that these three columns belonged to
one flank of the temple, and that from them
again were two more columns to the front
portico, which was octostyle, and the flanks
were supposed to have had twelve columns
(counting both angles) terminating in a portico
in the rear. The effect of this fabric must
have been very imposing, as we may judge
from the dimensions

;
the front of the temple,

when entire, must have extended nearly 100
feet. The columns are 48 feet 4 inches hio-h
and the entablature 12 feet 10 inches; the'
diameter of the columns is 4 feet 10A inches,
and the distance between them is 7 feet 6 inches.
T he capitals are the most enriched that were
ever executed, and are easily recognized from

* “ Dost thou flow,
Old Tiber, through a marble wilderness?”

—Cuilde Harold, c. 4, "2.

t Tonanti Jovi iedem consecravit liberatus periculo, cum
expetiuione Cantabrica per nocturnum iter, lecticam ejus
tulgur perstrinxisset, servumque praelucentem exanimasset.—bVET0MC8, lib, C,

all other Corinthian examples by the central

volutes intertwining, instead of only touch-
ing each other. This example has been
imitated both on a large and on a small scale
very extensively in London. This example
served as a model for the once noble portico of
Carlton House (the columns only of which
were applied to the National Gallery), and Sir
John Soane copied this example in the new
Privy Council Office and Board of Trade in

Whitehall. Of these remains Valadierjustly
remarks that “ they are a monument of the
best a^e of Roman architecture, in which we
see united magnificence with beauty, sublimity
of idea with perfection of execution,—the
acme of architecture with that of sculpture.”
Authors differ widely as to the real destination
of this building. Albertino considered that it

was a temple of Vulcan; in this opinion La*
bacco, Palladio, and Pomponio Leto concur;
Ligorio and Marliani call it the temple of
Jupiter Stator, which, according to the ac-
counts of Cicero and Livy, was at the foot of
the Palatine Hill

;
in this notion also agree

Gamucci, Fauno, and Ficoroni
;
whilst Nar-

dini, Venuti, the great critic Nibby and others,
contend that the columns belonged to the
Comitium. Valadier inclines to the opinion
of Piranesi, that the columns in question
formed part of a temple erected by Posthu-
mius in honour of Castor and Pollux. From
all that we can gather, amidst these conflicting

statements, we may reasonably look upon this

building as of the age of Augustus and the
work of Greek artists. Hermodorus, a native
of Salamis (and therefore a Greek), is said to

have been the architect of this splendid temple.*

(To be continued.)

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

New Church at IVestwood Heath .

—

Phis church, which is in the parish of Stone-
leigh, was consecrated on Thursday, the 25th
ult. The first stone of this building was laid
in the summer of 1842, by Lady Leigh; and
Lord Leigh not only gave the site of ground
upon which the edifice stands, but has amply
endowed it. The subscriptions among the
parishioners of Stoneleigh, for the erection of
the building, amounted to nearly 1,600/. The
church is a neat edifice, and of that style of
ecclesiastical architecture so much in vogue
in the days of the Third Edward. The ar-
chitects are Messrs. Scott and Moffatt, of Lon-
don. It is sufficiently capacious to afford
ample accommodation for about four hundred
persons.

All Saints' Church, Hunmanby.— This
ancient church was lately re-opened for divine
service, having been completely restored in a
becoming manner. The interior is now being
embellished with fresco painting and scripture
sentences, by Mr. Weld Taylor, of London,
artist,—a species of decoration well worthy
the attention of all who are interested in the
revival of church architecture and adornment.
The chancel of the church has also been re-
paired, and is to be beautified by a painted
east window, the gift of Capain Milford, R.N.,
of Hunmanby Hall .—Hull Pucket.

The old church of St. Peter’s in the East,
Oxford, founded by St. Grimbald in the 9th
century, and recently much restored and beau-
tified by the zeal and care of the late vicar,
the Rev. W. K. Hamilton, is now undergoing
further repairs. Holywell church, having
been disencumbered of its old and inconveni-
ent pewing, besides being enlarged by a new
aisle, presents an almost perfect specimen of
an^Anglo-Catholic church—thanks to the mu-
nificent gift of 1,000/., and the presiding taste
of the late curate, the Rev. E. S. Bathurst,
Fellow of Merton College.

^

Lord Morpeth laid the foundation-stone, on
1 hursday week, of a new church in the bo-
rough ot Morpeth, in the presence of his
brother-in-law and sister (the rector and the
hon. Elizabeth Grey), the Rev. Dr. Hook, and
a large concourse of spectators.

A monument has recently been erected in Ha-
worth Church, in remembrance of the late Rev.
William Weightman, M.A., a native of West-
morland, and a graduate of University College,
Durham, who was three years curate of
Haworth, and who died on the 6th of Sep-
tember, 1842, aged 26 years.

* The cut of this remain will be given when the subject is
resumed in our magazine.
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PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ,., PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

{Continuedfrom p. 381 .)

SiDEROUSrocksinclude all thoserocks which

contain a portion of iron, which is sufficient to

give them peculiar character, with or without

reference to the earths with which the iron

is united. This, therefore, necessarily in-

cludes a vast variety of rocks and stones, such

as traps, basalts, iron-stone, jasper, &c.

Jasper, in mineralogy, is a genus of siliceous

earth, consisting of a base of silex, iron, mag-

nesia, potash, and other ingredients which distin-

guish varieties : it is hardish, opaque, breaking

into indeterminate fragments, of a conchoidal

texture, lightish, somewhat detached, and of

every size, from the smallest pebble to that of

an entire mountain.

The various acts of formation of jasper

furnish an instructive commentary on those

teachers of the people who think by one poor

solitary term, or by one act of analysis, to lay

down the laws of formation and to account for

all the varied phenomena of rocks and stones.

It is laid down as a rule by philosophers, that it

is unwise to multiply causes, and this plea even

Sir Isaac Newton puts prominently forth in ex-

cuse for many dogmas which time and discovery

prove to be erroneous. The love of genera-

lizing appears to be almost inherent in huma-

nity, proceeding from a sometimes laudable

anxiety to lay down unalterable laws for the

guidance and government of others. Edu-

cated in this way, the truth is taken for granted,

and few men think of seeking further, or to

raise a doubt where firm belief is impressed

upon the mind. Thus one man’s discovery

becomes the light of others, until doubts arise

from the accidents of observation, and then

men find that the light by which they have

been hitherto guided is not clear or strong

enough to reflect on the new objects contem-

plated.

Jasper is a siliceous body, and as such pre-

sents almost innumerable varieties, passing

into or altered to agate, cornelian, opal, green-

stone, porphyry, and other definable bodies.

It presents itseif under several varieties as an

organic product in its mineralized state. In

the Nubian and Egyptian desert it is exceed-

ingly abundant, enormous fossilized beds of

shell-fish and of vertebrated fishes and the re-

lics of oceanic animals being wholly composed

of this mineral. Its mode of formation is

variable
;
on the surface of extensive valleys,

it would appear, that on the rapid evaporation

of the waters, shoals of fish had been left

behind, and preserved from entire decomposi-

tion by the salt and marine acid in which they

were "disposed, they gradually silicified as the

liquid matters evaporated. They are some-

times found in the shrivelled state, such as

must take place by long incineration in saline

waters
;

at other times their outer configuration

is so beautifully preserved, that we are enabled

to identify the species to which they belong,

and of these 1 observed between thirty and

forty species now common to the Red Sea.

The shell-fish are still more true to nature
;

they retain not only the exactitude of form as

when in the living state, but they also present

the whole internal configuration of the stomach,

the shield appearance of the shell, the stomach,

and other appendages, and the cryptogamia

which were attached to them in the living state.

This is the direct state of change, embracing

not only vast quantities of mollusca and swim-

ming fishes, but also branches of coral, of such

extent as often to be mistaken for fossilized

wood.
In the indirect state of change, they first

decompose into the state of carbonate ot lime,

or chalk, and this, on exposure, gradually

hardens, silicifies, and passes into the same

material. On the other hand, towards the

eastern portions of the Red Sea, balani build

vast edifices in groups and families, almost

wholly independent of the myriads of living

creatures surrounding them
;

and being ot

a hardy nature, they are found in the living

state at high-water mark. Here the building

ceases, and when (as near the coast was

formerly the case), they are wholly abstracted

from the waters, they pass through the like

changes and present the same appearance as

Egyptian jasper, the small pebble being a true

sample of the jasper rock. The hills border-

ing Upper Egypt are sometimes wholly com-

posed of these families, some of them having

passed into the state of chalk, others partly or

wholly silicified, presenting on the surface the

honey-combed appearance produced by the

sudden cessation of vital action and consequent

disappearance of that animal matter which was

exposed to the influence of the atmosphere.

These are true animalized rocks, seen in every

stage of change, from the living concrete mass

to the perfect jasper rock, presenting its

smooth brown surface to the sun, and some-

times rising full 150 feet above the level of the

plain. #

Other phenomena illustrate the ways of

nature still more admirably. W hile travelling in

Upper India, I found groups of the very same

formation rising above the level of the sur-

rounding plain, their honey-combed shape

being similar to the formations on the banks

of the Nile; but here they had passed into a

species of siderate or iron-stone. Again, I

have observed this peculiar rock in other climes,

presenting a glossy surface, beautiful colour,

and gem-like appearance.

Egyptian jasper contains at most but very

minute portions of alumina, and these are the

results of accidental intrusion where they are

found. Its formation takes place precisely like

that of nephrite or jade, but the latter is very

often the silicified remains of large ocean fish,

which being thrown into lagoons, where living

creatures, from the nature of the saline waters,

cannot live, they either enter into the bitumi-

nous state, or otherwise they silicify and are

converted into nephrite, so valued by the

Chinese, and so common to some of the islands

of the South Sea and Pacific. I recollect,

previous to travelling, having read in Captain

Cook’s voyages of a similar account of the

origin of jade being given, the natives inform-

ing him that if fish were placed in the neigh-

bouring lake they would socn be converted

into it.

Why should it be doubted that the living

that the great fountain of life, as it continually

flows over, adds to the strength and permanent

increase of the fossil and mineral kingdoms?

Look at your own country: the flints within

the chalk, the wood among the coal
;

the very

stones on which you daily tread, the very cup

you drink fiom — do they not all of them tell

this same true but curious tale of other times?

The fish, once basking in the sunshine of

life, is chalk, is a siliceous pebble, is bitumen,

is iron-stone, is a component part ot rock.

Whatever may be its state, its usefulness is

preserved, and it may be made to administer

to the happiness of man, as it sometimes ad-

ministers to his vanity in the form of a siliceous

gem, decking the bosom of some fair one,

emblem of her purity of heart, and reflecting

the shadows of her smiles.

Striped or ribbon jasper is distinguished

by having differently coloured alternate paral-

lel layers, without lustre, internally of an im-

pel feet conchoidal texture. It is found in

Siberia, in Saxony, near Gnartstein, and

Woltitz, and particularly fine at Ural, in large

amorphous masses, forming long layers; its

colour is yellowish, greenish grey, ochraceous,

isabella yellow, brownish red, pale or dark

flesh red, or dark green. It takes a high

polish. The finest Siberian ribbon jasper is

found, together with other varieties, in the

hills that border on the southern part of the

Uralian mountains, about 100 or 150 leagues

northward of the Caspian Sea, in the neigh-

bourhood of the fortress of Orskaia. It is

found in large masses, and wrought into

cameos, and other ornaments. In the Bombay

Presidency, at a short distance from Poonah,

there are several large beds of green earth,

which is the mother earth to the ribbon jasper

and blood-stone
;

it is of the consistence and

character of the clay, and, like clay, hardens on

exposure to the atmosphere ;
and small pieces,

exposed to long continuous atmospheric action,

are seen in every stage of silicification, until,

in its ripened beauties, it appears as blood-

stone. The formations in those Ghauts have

some analogy to the jasper mountains of

Siberia; and when we consider the fossil

phenomena of Siberia, demonstrative evidence

is abundantly manifest, that the jasper of the

latter place was formed under an analogous

latitude. This green earth, in its soft and

silicified state, is very abundantly diffused

throughout Africa; and the Orientals, and

even people of this country, have always held

the stone in great estimation, ascribing certain

sovereign virtues to it, such as stopping he-

morrhage, &c. It possesses a dull surface

an earthy fracture, previous to its silicifying

but is then susceptible of a very high polish.

The origin of jasper is more obscured in

the writings of the day than any other silice-.

ous compound. In its natural state, and pre-

serving the rounded form of the body to

which it owes its origin, geologists, imbued
with the notions passing current, suppose that

it must be classed with rolled pebbles, and
that its local accumulations have been occa-

sioned by the action of sea beaches : thus

one error begets another, for one-half of the

so termed rolled beaches of this country have
originated in a similar manner, of which
many of the hornstones and all the flints are

demonstrable evidence. Some suppose that

the petrified echini, which appear like small

stone cannon-balls, having a nucleus separated

from the surrounding coatings by a coating

of crystallized quartz, are precisely the same
as the balls in hornstone, which is the

case, and both have an origin similar to the

agate nodules found in amygdaloidal rock.

These stones are termed geodes by the modern
geologists, who assume that they have been

formed by the gradual accretion of matter

around a nucleus or kernal. Corder observed

brecciated rock containing vast quantities of

these Egyptian pebbles. Breccia of this for-

mation is, in fact, very common in the Nubian
desert.

Nephrite is found in many parts of America,

particularly near the great river Amazon,
and was formerly held in high esteem by the

natives for some supposed medical virtues
;

it

abounds in some parts of Upper India, and in

many other countries.

THE NATURE OF DESIGN.

A Paper read at the meetings of the Decorative

Art Society, March \2>th and 27th.

BY MR. CRABB, V.P., MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTE

OF FINE ARTS.

{Continuedfrom p. 382 .)

Egypt was contemporaneous with the Assy-

rian empire, which made way for the Baby-

lonian, Median, Persian, Macedonian and

Roman. In discovering and tracing the in-

vention, cultivation, and improvement of the

arts and sciences, their origin and progress, we
perceive the nearer we approach those coun-

tries once inhabited by the sons of Noah, the

more perfect is the knowledge of those arts;

so that in after times, when men desired to re-

vive the forgotten arts, they found advantage

in going back to their original source. The
people of Asia were of a warlike cast, varying

according to the nature of the country they

inhabited
;
thus the arts of manufacture would

be early applied to offensive weapons and

armour. Their steel was of excellent temper

and variety of form. They had helmets and

cuirasses of brass, which, it is recorded, fitted

so well the body as not to intercept motion and

agility of limb. Greaves covered the thighs

and legs of the horsemen
;
their brazen shields,

of great length, were very celebrated, and their

horses were usually armed, the laces, chests,

and flanks being covered in brass. Now we

read that this armour was distinguished tor

its elaborate workmanship, its richness and

costliness; design must therefore have largely

entered into its original construction and sub-

sequent embellishment. 1 heir chariots, body

and wheels, were elegant, and of great strength
;

the pole, axletrees, &c., armed with scythes.

In later ages, luxury and extravagance rose to

excess : it became the custom for the court and

wealthy men to make the most profuse display

of magnificence and pompous splendour, cal-

culated to dazzle the eyes of a people. In

war they went to the field accompanied by

their wives and concubines, each in proportion

to his ability. The equipage of such a troop

must have been immense, and the most exquisite

dainties were to be procured wherever this host

might be encamped. They had their jewels,

and vessels of gold or silver; their garments

u'ere richly shining with gold,—the dresses of

the women, of the nobles, and of the king, were

equally numerous and magnificent. A people

thus deposed to luxurious enjoyment would

naturally seek to enrich and embellish with the

refinement of art every manufacture that could

promise the creation of new ideas or new

pleasures. Design would be lavished upon
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their robes, their armour, weapons, and plate,

and upon all the artificial wants of a vast volup-

tuous nation.

Their cities in time became of wonderful

magnificence. Nineveh was one of the most
extensive and celebrated. A description of

Babylon may probably give us the most perfect

idea of the gigantic grandeur of their under-

takings. Babylon was situated upon the banks
of the river Euphrates, in an immense plain of

fat rich soil, intersected by long, straight canals,

bordered by lofty poplar or lime trees. Its

area was about 60 miles, and an exact square,
enclosed by walls every way prodigious, 350
feet in height, and 87 feet in thickness, built

of brick, cemented by bitumen, a glutinous

slime arising out of the earth, binding far

stronger than lime, and even growing harder
than the bricks or stone. Exterior, and lined,

was a vast ditch, and the earth dug in forming
it composed the bricks. On every side of this

square were 25 gates, 100 in all, of solid brass
;

with towers 10 feet above the wall. From each
gate in this great square went 25 streets in

straight lines, being 50 streets, each 15 miles
long and 150 feet broad, crossing from gate to

gate at right angles, cutting the city into 676
squares; around these squares were built the

houses, detached, and three or four stories high
—their fronts richly decorated. The hollow
of the square was as gardens, or open space,
not building; thus, half the area of the city

formed pleasure grounds; the river ran through
the city bordered by quays and a wall, having
brazen gates to each street, and steps to the
water; and a kind of tunnelling covered the
river for three miles : the plan of erecting this

singular structure is on record, and deserves
our attention. The snow melting on the
mountains of Armenia caused, in summer, the
Euphrates to overflow the country, much as the
Nile does Egypt; to preserve the city, an im-
mense lake was dug, and canals connecting it

with the Tigris; when this was ready the
course of the river was turned into it, and
subsequently the lake remained as a reservoir
to supply the canals, which, intersecting the
immense plains, fertilized the country all the
year. The bottom of the river was sandy, and
to secure for the arches a firm foundation, large
stones were bound together by chains and
melted lead

;
the immense structure was then

erected, and the channel throughout the city

lined with brick. At either end of this bridge
was a palace, connected by a tunnel, built under
the bed of the river. Near the old palace stood
the Temple of Belus, and to the new one was
attached the hanging gardens. The latter sur-
rounded by three concentric walls, seven miles
in circumference

;
considerable space existed

between each wall, and they were adorned by
an infinite variety of sculpture and ornament,
—one represented Setniramis on horseback,
throwing her javelin at a leopard, and her
husband, Ninus, piercing a lion. These works
of art must have been in relievo, and a know-
ledge of their existence is highly interesting.
The hanging gardens of all these mighty
structures became the most celebrated

;
they

contained a square of 400 feet each way, and
were carried up in a succession of decreasing
arched terraces to a level with the city walls;
stairs ten feet wide led from terrace to’terrace,

flat stones were laid upon the arches, then
rushes, floated in bitumen, and two rows of
brick covered by thick sheets of lead, upon
which lay the mould of the garden, so deep that
the greatest trees might take root

;
groves,

plants, and flowers adorned the gardens, and
an engine was contrived to raise water for their
use

;
in the spaces between the supporting

arches were spacious apartments commanding
magnificent prospects. The Temple of Belus
was a prodigious tower, used for worship and
for astronomical purposes, for which the people
were famed. The riches of the temple are
described as immense, consisting of statues,
tables, censers, cups, and various sacred vessels,
mostly of pure gold, and richly wrought. Of
the extent and magnificence of these cities
there can be no doubt, and it is equally certain
that a people so powerful and luxurious would
as far as possible embellish their manufactures
with elaborate workmanship

;
slight traces re-

main to guide our inquiries, but from the unvary-
ing habits of the Eastern nations we may pre-
sume the many beautiful fabrics of India to have
descended from them

;
rich carpets and woven

shawls of elaborate design remain a staple com-
modity of Persia. Their silver and arms are

skilfully worked and elaborately inlaid in in-

tricate and often exceedingly elegant patterns.

The existing architectural edifices and interior

decorations of India are full of peculiar beauty,

and deserve our attentive consideration : the

design is made to produce effects not known
elsewhere, and we must regret the deficiency

of popular acquaintance with their detail and
ornamental disposition.

With Egypt and Egyptian art we are better

acquainted
;
its prodigious edifices stand at this

day attesting the truth of what might other-

wise be considered fabulous : the pyramids,

labyrinth, and mighty temples. Egypt was an

extraordinary country; two narrow strait lines

of vivid green bordered the river; mountains
on one side, desert on the other, with a cloud-

lesscanopyof deepblue sky. Thepopular habits

and architecture partook of the stern unchange-
able colossal character of the country

;
all art

was imbued with the feeling; their statues re-

ceived an ideal god-like expression
;

every
head alike and the same in sentiment, whatever
the action of the body. This remarkable trait

was adopted and carefully preserved by the

Greeks : the trunk was moulded perfect, yet

but one unvarying expression of feature marked
the embodying of poetical symbols in stone.

The head of the Memnon in the British Mu-
seum is full of beauty, and is one of the finest

known. Their Temple of Karnac covered

forty acres; ten acres occupied with buildings,

and its approaching avenue of colossal sphinxes
one mile in length. It is considered that these

vast spaces were not solely devoted to the

priesthood : the Pharaoh himself probably re-

siding there, upon the broad terraces which
such vast buildings afforded, raised in the air,

removed from vermin, inundations and an-

noyances, to which the inhabitants were pecu-
liarly subject

;
the Arab villages are placed

upon them at the present day. This Temple
Palace was approached by an avenue of

sphinxes, and the Pylau were seen from afar

raising a vast front of uniform surface
;
upon

one was engraved, in square sunk lines, the

Pharaoh’s warlike attributes, battles and sieges;

upon the other his peaceful attributesand sacred
duties. The first court was ofimmense extent;
there, under a colonnade, the king sat in judg-
ment

;
the sculpture and paintings of the ceiling

being appropriately designed to symbolize the

passage of the soul through human vicissitudes

to final judgments. The columnar grove came
next, 325 by 266 feet, being a luxurious cool

waiting-hall for the whole court: above was a

paved surface, upon which buildings of wood
were erected, and concealed by the external

face of the temple walls. They were very ex-

tensive, and called the ivory palaces, habitations

of cedar and sandal wood, where the Pharaoh
might be glad, and live exempt from incon-

veniences of the nether world. Design must
have entered largely into the construction, em-
bellishments, and ordinary service of the Egyp-
tians

;
we know the son was bound to follow

the trade of his father, that manufacturing arts

were fostered, and the higher arts diligently

though peculiarly cultivated. The design and
execution of single colossal figures, also, the
sphinxes, are full of fine artistical feeling;

usually, they emblematically represented kings.
The two lions in red granite, given by Lord
Prudhoe to our Museum, were sculptured 3,000
years ago, and are remarkable for their treat-

ment being in many points equal to the best

efforts of Grecian art. The working of so hard
and unkind a material displays a knowledge of
anatomy and other great principles of sculpture

truly surprising: they must also have required
excellent tools. Basso relievos were frequent,

and art appears to have been in its highest ex-

cellence about 800 b.c.; after which, the great
principles of design were lost amid exuberance
of ornament; which, as in Greece and Italy,

at all subsequent times, accompanied a decline
of the arts.

In the description of their festivals, with the
vessels and ornaments used, we arrive at some
little notion of the ordinary applications of art

to manufacture. Take the inauguration of
Ptolemy, 300 b.c., when Egypt was at an ex-

traordinary height of grandeur and power; it

is one of the most celebrated solemnities of
ancient history, and is fully described in Rollin’s

“Alexander’s Successors;” we find separate
processions and decorations, emblematical of
each god

;
priests, troops, and multitudes of

persons, clothed in robes of varied colours of

purple, deep red, and saffron, brocaded habits
and rich embroideries of gold thread; elabo-
rately wrought and sculptured plate, to an im-
mense extent

; cups set with jewels, and pro-
fusion of rich manufactures. The ambition of
the king upon such occasions was to display
the greatest possible amount of treasure

;

during the games which succeeded, forty-three
crowns of gold were given to the victors.

Just glancing at Tyre, the abode of those
haughty and voluptuous merchants, kings of
the sea, whose riches accumulated by dealing
in all the fabrics of the East, and whose bales
would discover the embroidered Tyrian wool,
we pass to the most celebrated and illustrious

nation of the world—Greece
;
the favoured of

climate and geographical position. Wars and
admixture with the great contemporaneous
nations, especially the Persians and Egyptians,
may in a great measure be considered to have
introduced the Arts to her in considerable
advance. Her laws, institutions, chariot-races,
games of the gymnasium, and all others, of
which they were passionately fond, were di-

rected to exalt the mind and refine the under-
standing, rendering it capable of appreciating
and desirous of obtaining the highest per-
fection in fine art; civilization had just arrived
at that state when the manners of men become
polished, without ceasing to be natural, and
consequently their attitudes and gestures ex-
pressive and emphatical, without degenerating
into coarseness or violence. The Greeks were
idolaters, and their love of beauty was a
principle of their religion

;
the more beautiful

a face or form could be rendered, the greater
chance of the artist receiving the present
blessing and immortal honours of the gods;
beauty was so much prized among this acute
and highly gifted people, that all those possess-
ing it were ambitious of making it known
through great artists to the world; statues
were erected to the most beautiful children,
and the Lacedemonian women kept in their

bed-rooms models of the finest forms.
The philosophers recommended to all classes
the study of art, and the government se-

conded those recommendations
;

the priests

found the religious feeling rendered more
acute by painting and sculpture; and the
authorities discovered that, by commemo-
rating great national events in temples and
public halls, they gave an additional impulse
to the ardent emotions of patriotism; add to

these, the natural inherent genius of the
people, and we find in result those miracles of
perfection of Art upon which the world con-
tinues to gaze with almost incredulous wonder.

In Pericles, unbounded magnificence, and a
spirit of sublimity was united with equal taste

and judgment; he determined that a temple
should be erected to Minerva, excelling in
every refinement, beauty and costliness, which
the advanced state of the arts could supply. In
this spirit the Parthenon was built, and en-
riched with the most perfect specimens of
sculpture that art ever produced

;
exhibiting a

display of constructive knowledge of the
human figure, skill in execution, and effect of
design, unparalleled. (The drawings upon the
walls are after the equestrian frieze.) The
Greeks did not alone confine themselves to
stone or bronze for sculpture; the Olympian
Jupiter, at Elis, was of gold and ivory, 60 feet
high, the eyes of precious stones; and the
Minerva of the Parthenon, 40 feet high, made
of ivory, and the ornaments of gold, both of
exquisite workmanship. When this temple
was built 500 b.c. art was at its zenith, and
the most celebrated sculptors contended for
the honour of its embellishment. The Greeks
were consummate masters of effect, and by a
wall, prevented a clear view of their temples
being obtained until the spectator came within
a certain range, and then the temple was ap-
proached upon its angle, displaying the archi-
tecture and embellishments in the finest point
of view.

The Greek mind became enlarged and en-
riched by science and literature, and versed
in all the arts of civilized life and elegant
accomplishments. The greatest men of mighty
nations listened to Athenian philosophers,
and long after her subjugation to Rome did
she support this superiority. Her coins, in-
taglios, and medals, for ages, were remarkable
for their beauty and intelligence

;
and her

bronzes are the finest in existence. A constant
demand existed for sculptors, by cities and
warriors desirous of propitiating their gods,
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by erecting temples, or bestowing statues: this

occasioned art to be equally profitable and

ennobling.

This refined people paid great attention to or-

namental design for domestic use; the exquisite

variety and beauty of their drawing would ap-

pear to be inimitable, for after all our attempts,

we return and acknowledge their supremacy.

These fine designs were used upon their architect-

ure, their gold and silver vessels, and embroider-

ed on their dresses, and gave form to the ordinary

familiar household vessels. Grecian history

shews the greatest solicitude to have existed

upon the important connection between arts

and manufactures : they had laws for protec-

tion, and for restraining the emigration of

artists. A stranger exhibiting a new manu-
facture in Athens, obtained the rights of a

citizen, and some of the most illustrious men
were sons of manufacturers. Athens and

iEgina were the great manufactories of Greece

in all works connected with the fine arts, and

had more commissions than any other nation
;

their bronzes, vases, and candelabras being

especially celebrated. This progress to a

perfect state of art was gradual, but always

well directed; their admirable works of a

minute or minor kind upon armour, vases,

medals, and general bronzes, were unquestion-

ably executed by men of high talent, who
might have failed, or quitted the higher

branches of art, for the service of the manu-
facturer.

(7o be continued.)

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Railway Changes.— Amongst the recent

alterations in the railway arrangements, the

South-Western Railway Company’s trains to

Hampton Court now stop at Kingston, instead

of Esher. The extraordinary extension of

building in this neighbourhood would scarcely

be credited by those who have not visited it of

late—indeed it has become by far the most
important station on the line

;
the number of

passengers during the past year being upwards
of 150,000. The new town, commenced but

a few years since, has risen into actual ex-

istence, and in addition to residences of great

variety and extent, which seem to be occupied

as soon as built, a very beautiful church is in

the course of erection, and if it may be judged
from what has already been accomplished, it

adds another creditable evidence to the good
taste which has been brought forth by the in-

terest recently taken amongst the aristocracy,

the clergy especially, and indeed by all classes,

in the revival of the church architecture of our

ancestors .—Evening Paper.

The Cheltenham and Great Western Railway
Station .—We learn that the branch line of

railway leading to the new station is finally

marked out, and that active operations will be

commenced forthwith. Jessop’s Nursery-gar-

den, so long the theme of admiration to our
numerous visitors, will be the site of the station.

A continuation of Clarence-street to a point in

St. James’s-square, in proximity with the sta-

tion, is contemplated, and would, we think,

prove a great public convenience.— Cheltenham
Chronicle.

Bristol and Exeter Railway.—It is under-

stood that the directors of this railway, in

consequence of the amount of business trans-

acted at the Tiverton Road Station, are willing

to cut a branch to the town of Tiverton, pro-

vided they can obtain the voluntary cession

of the land from the owners. This is necessary,

in consequence of the expiration of the period

fixed by the Act of Parliament for taking it

compulsorily.

The new Tunnel in Liverpool.— It is in-

tended that the terminus of the new tunnel,

which the Liverpool and Manchester Railway
Company propose to form under the town of

Liverpool, shall be at the north end of the

town. The company will thus be able to

receive and discharge goods and merchandise
with ease at both ends of the docks, and mer-
chants and shippers will be able to effect great

savings in cartage.

Sherborne.—An engineer was busily engaged

on Saturday last in taking the levels in several

meadows and fields in and adjoining the town,

for the intended line of railway from Salisbury

to Taunton. The same gentleman will extend

his survey—westward, to Exeter
;

south, to

Dorchester and Weymouth
;
and also to Bath.

PATENTS RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE,
ENGINEERING, &c.

Granted between 25 th of June and 25th of

July
,
1814.

[six months for enrolment.]

Guy Carlton Coffin, of Lunaford, Wilts,

Esq., for certain improvements applicable to

locomotive, marine, and stationary engines.

July 3.

Anthony Lorimier, of Clerkenwell Close,

Middlesex, bookbinder, for certain improve-

ments in the apparatus and means of facilitating

drawing from nature or models. July 3.

Henry Smith, of Stamford, Lincolnshire,

agricultural implement maker, for certain im-

provements in the construction and arrange-

ment of hand-rakes and horse-rakes, and in

machinery for cutting vegetable substances.

July 3.

John George Bodmer, of Manchester, en-

gineer, for certain improvements in locomotive

steam-engines, and in carriages to be used upon

railways, in marine engines and vessels, and in

the apparatus for propelling the same, and also

in stationary engines, and in apparatus to be

connected therewith. July 3.

Octavius Henry Smith, of Wimbledon, Sur-

rey, Esq., for certain improvements in steam-

engines, boilers, and condensers. July 3.

Thomas Syson Cundy, of Cutler-street,

builder, for certain improvements in the con-

struction and arrangement of stoves and fire-

places. July 3.

Daniel Stafford, of Grantham, gentleman,

for improvements in apparatus for preventing

what is termed smoky chimneys or flues, and

for the extinction of tire in chimneys or flues.

July 3.

Timothy Fisher, of Liverpool, mechanic, for

improvements in locomotive engines. July 10.

William Bedington, jun., of Birmingham,
manufacturer, for improvements in the con-

struction of furnaces. July 10.

William Newton, of Chancery-lane, Middle-

sex, civil engineer, for certain improvements in

the manufacture of wire from zinc, and the

application of the same to various useful pur-

poses. July 10.

Henry Highton, of Rugby, Warwick, master

of arts,* clerk, for certain improvements in

electric telegraphs. July 10.

Robert Beart, of Godmanchester, Hunting-

don, gentleman, for improvements in apparatus

for boring in the earth and in stone. July 10.

John McBride, manager of the Nursery

spinning and weaving mills, Hutchesontown,

Glasgow, for certain improvements in the

machinery and apparatus for weaving by hand,

steam, or other power. July 15.

James Harrison, of Irwell House, Bury,

Lancaster, manufacturer, for certain improve-

ments in machinery or apparatus for spinning

cotton and other fibrous substances. July 15.

Henry Davies, of Norbury, Stafford, engi-

neer, for improvements in the construction of

certain steam-engines, also in the application

of steam to such engines. July 15.

Jacques Bidault, of Paris, merchant, for

improvements in applying heat for generating

steam, and for other purposes, which improve-

ments may be employed to obtain power.

(Being a communication.) July 17.

Charles Armengaud, of Paris, engineer, for

improvements in apparatus for healing apart-

ments and other places, and in apparatus for

cooking. (Being a communication.) July IB.

General George Wilson, of Cross-street,

Islington, machinist, for certain improve-

ments in the construction of chimneys and

flues, and in furnaces, stoves, grates, or fire-

places generally. July 24.

William Brockedon, of Devonshire-place,

Queen’s-square, gentleman, for improvments in

covering the roofs of houses and other build-

ings, in covering the valves used when pro-

pelling by atmospheric pressure, in covering

the sleepers of railways, and in covering parts

of stringed and keyed musical instruments.

July 24.

John James Russell and Thomas Henry
Russell, both of Wednesbury, Stafford, tube

manufacturers, for improvements in the manu-

facture of welded iron tubes. July 24,

James Kite, of Hoxton, coal-merchant, for

certain improvements in constructing chim-
neys, and in the means used for sweeping the

same, parts of which improvements are appli-

cable to other like useful purposes. July 24.

Edward Pace, of the firm of Messrs.
Taylor and Pace, of Hackney, in the county
of Middlesex, gentleman, for improvements
in the machinery for figure weaving in silk,

and other fabrics. July 24.

SCOTCH PATENTS.
Granted between the 22nd of June, and the

22nd of July
, 1844.

James Kennedy, of the firm of Bury, Curtis,

and Kennedy, of Liverpool, Lancaster, engi-

neer, and Thomas Vernon, of the same place,

iron ship builder, for certain improvements in

the building or construction of iron and other

vessels for navigation on water. Sealed June
24.

Walter Frederick Campbell, of Islay, Ar-
gyle, Scotland, Esq., for an improved rotatory

engine, to be driven by steam or other power.
June 25.

Robert Foulerton, of the Jamaica Coffee

House, Cornhill, in the city of London, master
mariner, for improved machinery for mooring
vessels and other floating apparatus. June 25.

Edmund Morewood, of Thornbridge, Derby,
merchant, and George Rogers, of Stearndale,

in the same county, gentleman, for improve-

ment in coating iron with other metals. June

27-

Robert Dawson, of Brick-lane, Middlesex,

civil engineer, and William Symington, of

East Smithfield, Middlesex, civil engineer, for

a method or methods of drying, seasoning,

purifying, and hardening wood and other arti-

cles, either in a manufactured or unmanufac-

tured state, parts of which are applicable to

the preparation and desiccation of animal,

vegetable, and mineral substances. July 1.

John M‘Bride, manager of the Nursery
spinning and weaving mills, Hutchesontown,
Glasgow, for certain improvements in the ma-
chinery and apparatus for weaving by hand,

steam, or other power. July 9.

William Henry Phillips, of Bloomsbury-
square, Middlesex, engineer, for certain im-
provements in the means and apparatus for

subduing and extinguishing fire, and saving

life and propertv, and in obtaining and apply-

ing motive power, and improvements in pro-

pelling. July 15.

CorrrspoiiDrnre.

COMPETITION IN BUILDING.

Sir,— Being one of the so-named second-
class builders, I beg to call your attention to a
most important matter as regards the compe-
tition for general affairs of public buildings,

which in most cases imposes on our anxiety to

do business, and at the same time occasions us

to incur a very great outlay of time and expense

in forming estimates for the same. In most
cases a specification is drawn up, and which,

from the tenor of its wording, permits great

opportunities of shuffling through it, and puts

the good and trustworthy tradesman from

the mere chance of doing justice to his em-
ployers and himself. Now, through your in-

tercession, a great boon might be conferred by

calling a meeting of this class, to demand in

such cases a blank bill of quantities, prepared

by a surveyor, and which would give occupa-

tion to hundreds of men, who are now literally

without employment, and who have been edu-

cated for this purpose. If such were the

arrangements made, we should be enabled with

pleasure to enter into competition, having

better data on which to construct our esti-

mates
;
whereas, we now sign a contract to

fulfil all things according to the true intent

and meaning of the said specification, and are

bound, as men of honour, to give perfect satis-

faction, having a reputation to lose. There

could scarcely be a complaint made to this

arrangement, for if the public are to have the

advantage of our experience and method of

doing business, it is only fair they should

accurately state what is required, and only

receive the originally intended benefit. I have

observed that in some of your reports on esti-

mates, tenders have been accepted which in
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one or two instances were about one-fourth

the amount of the calculations made by re-

spectable and moderate men. The evil does

not rest here, for the person offering a high

price labours under the stigma of being an

exorbitant and extravagant person to intrust

works in his hands. I believe your journal is

the only medium through which such an ar-

rangement could be brought about. 1 there-

fore trust the matter will not rest here, but

that some of your correspondents may aid me
in calling the attention of the trade generally

to this all-important arrangement.
Should you favour us with some remarks on

the matter, you will have the thanks and good
wishes of many on the success of your endea-

vours. This matter must be kept alive, and it

remains for you, Sir, to effect very much good
to the public by so doing.

A Lover op Fair Play.
August 6th, 1844.

THE HARDY TESTIMONIAL.

Sir,—In answer to an inquiry in The
Builder of August 3rd, respecting the Hardy
Memorial, I beg to say that the com-
mittee have selected a design from one of
those forwarded by amateurs; and have
awarded the premiums of 51. each to Mr. T.
Glegg, architect, Chatham, and Mr. Henry
Barnes, architect, Dorchester, to signify their
approval of designs sent by those gentlemen.

ifHiftciUania.

Destruction of Blamphayne-house.

—

This mansion, the seat of Sir Edward Mar-
wood Etton, situated at Colyton, being a few
miles from Exeter, and one of the most an-
tique structures in that part of the country,
has been totally burnt down. Its ancient con-
struction and picturesque situation formed
a very great attraction in the county, it having
been erected in the reign of Queen Elizabeth
by Mr. Thomas Marwood, one of Sir Edward’s
ancestors. The mansion was of considerable
extent. The fire broke out last Wednesday,
and it was supposed that from age, the brick-
work of the roof had in some way parted, and
formed a cavity under the rafters, where the
soot collected, and the flue of one of the
chimneys taking fire, soon communicated to

the mass, for the upper part of the building
was in flames before the alarm was given, and
the domestics encountered some difficulty in

preserving themselves. Every endeavour was
made to check the entire demolition of this

interesting edifice, hut all was of no avail, and
within an hour after the discovery, the build-
ing, with all its ancient relics, was reduced to
ruins.

Caledonian Canal.—-The repairs on the
canal are proceeding rapidly. The number of
workmen employed is estimated at 1,200. At
Bennaive several of the locks have to be
wholly renewed. The pressure of ihe waters
of Loch Lochy will also be rendered less dan-
gerous by the construction of a new lock at
Gairlochy. The late drought reduced the
waters of Loch Oich to a lower level than was
ever remembered, affording facilities for re-
moving, in the course of the channel through
the lake, some hundreds of trees, consisting
chiefly of the finest black oak—some of the
blocks 3$ feet in diameter, and other logs 25
to 30 feet in length. They must have lain in
their watery beds for centuries.— Times.

The F itzwalt'er Barony.—Sir Brook
William Bridges, of Goodnestone Park, has
succeeded to the ancient and honourable titles
of the house of Fitzwalter. The title was
granted to the ancestors of the present noble
lord by Edward I. whose reign commenced in
1272. Lord Fitzwalter has lately been making
extensive alterations at his princely seat at
Goodnestone, and the whole pile is undergoing
reparation and improvement. Ilis lordship
has renovated the parish church, and beautified
the interior with coloured and painted glass
windows, new seats, &c. &c.

Oxford. — Considerable restorations and
repairs are going on at several of the colleges
in Oxford, among which Magdalene, Brasen-
nose, and All Souls are the most conspicu-
on-lv active. At Worcester College additional
building* are in course of erection for the
stuuents.

British Museum.—The King’s or Royal
Library in the British Museum is undergoing
a complete renovation, and not before it was
wanted. It was dingy in the extreme, no-

thing having been done to it since it was first

built, some sixteen or seventeen years. As
neither this nor the general libraries are open
to visitors on the public days, few are aware
of the existence of this magnificant room,
which is not alluded to in the catalogue. 1 1 is by
far the most ornamental and most extensive
of all the galleries, being 300 feet in length,

41 in breath, and 30 feet high. The centre
compartment is much wider than the other
two, for there it expands to a width of 58 feet,

owing to which circumstance the perspective

acquires a considerable degree of variety,

whereas had the room been continued from
end to end, without other break or division
than that perhaps of columns, although the
first impression might, perhaps, have been
equally striking, it would quickly have given
place to a feeling of monotonousness. The
Corinthian columns of highly-polished granite
contribute very much to the architectural
character of this noble apartment. All the
fittings-up are carefully executed in the very
best mode of workmanship. The lofty marble
door-cases, with doors of oak and bronze, are
not the least remarkable features. The li-

brary, which now contains about 80,000 vo-
lumes, was collected by George III., and
presented to the nation by George IV. The
gift was one worthy of a sovereign, and the
room is worthy of the splendid collection it

contains.— Times.

A highly-interesting geological discovery
has been lately made at the Pentwyn Iron
Works, near Pontypool. While the workmen
engaged in one of the mine levels were pro-
ceeding with their operations, they encoun-
tered a fossil tree of considerable size. It was
in an erect position, and perpendicular to the
plane of stratification. The circumference at

the base, immediately above the point of junc-
tion with the roots, is six feet, and from thence
it diminishes to four feet, in a height of about
five feet.

Sale of Cwm Celyn and Blaina Iron
Works.—This fine mineral property was sold
by Mr. White, of Coleford, at the Westgate
Hotel, on Wednesday week, for 87,000/. The
purchaser is Mr. Stodart, of Bath, for self and
some of the leading shareholders of the recent
company.

Timber in New Brunswick. — In one
week in the early part of last month, it was
estimated that upwards of 70,000 tons ofsquared
timber passed Woodstock on the river of St.
John. The lumber men had been highly
favoured by three or four days successive rains.

— Halifax Morning Post.

Bricks going to England.—A Phila-
delphi paper says Mr. George Snyder, a
well-know brickmaker, is now completing an
order for 30,000 bricks for Mr. Gibbons, a
gentlemen in London.

The trustees of the British Museum have
made great acquisitions at the recent sale of the
library of his royal highness the late Duke of
Sussex. The number of lots purchased for
the library of the British Museum is 1,150.

Workmen are erecting a fence around the
Dock Company’s ground, on the west side of
the Humber Dock Basin, preparatory to the
construction of the intended new Western Pier.
The yew tree in Gresford church-yard,

B ales, is upwards of 31 feet in circumference.
This giant of nature is probably not surpassed
in the principality, or indeed, in England.

Public baths, the cost of which is estimated
at 1,500/., are about to he erected at Bolton.
'1 he land for the purpose has been given by
the Earl of Bradford.

Sir M. De la Beebe arrived at Merthyr, on
Tuesday, to prosecute a government inquiry
into the sanatory condition of large towns.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Hie notice relative to moving “bodily” the
gallery of the chapel in ihe Liverpool-road, Isling-
ton, did not arrive in time for us to be able to be
present on the occasion; but we shall insert any
account of the operation which may be sent to us

The Elizabethan Gate we cannot insert without
it be accompanied by sections of its component
parts.

ffiurrrnt Iprirrs of fHetals.
August 6, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

’er—

B

rit. Cake, p. ton 83 0 0 — 84 0 0
Tile 82 0 0— 83 0 0
Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 0 — 0 0 9i
Bottoms .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0
Old 0 0 0— 0 0 Si

South Amer., ton 70 0 0— 72 0 0
Foreign Cake .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0
Tile .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0

,
British 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Bars 6 0 0— 6 5 0
Rods 0 0 0— 7 0 0
Hoops 8 0 0— 8 10 0
Sheets 0 0 0 — 9 0 0

Cargo in Wales, Bars 0 0 0— 5 10 0
Pigs No. 1, Wales .

.

3 10 0— 4 0 0
No. 1, Clyde .. 0 0 0— 3 0 0

Russian, ccnd .... 16 0 0 — 16 10 0
PSI 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Archangel 0 0 0— 0 0 0
Swedish 9 10 0 — 10 0 0
Gourieff’s 0 0 0— 0 0 0

>—British, Pig, p. ton 16 10 0— 17 0 0
Sheet, milled

Bars 0
Shot, patent .... 0
Red or Minium . . 0
White 0

Litharge 0
Pig, Spanish .... 0
American 0

Steel—English 0
Swedish Keg .... 0

Faggot 0

Tin

—

In blocks, p. cwt. . . 0

Ingots 0

In Bars 0

Banca 3
Straits 0

Peruvian 2 17 0—
Plates, p.box,225 shts.

—

No. I. C. 13$ by 10 in. 1 7 6— 113 0

0 0 — 17 15 0
0 0— 0 0 0

0 0— 19 15 0
0 0— 21 10 0
0 0— 23 10 0

0 0— 20 0 0
0 0— 16 10 0
0 0— 0 0 0

0 0— 0 0 0
0 0— 16 0 0
0 0 — 16 10 0

0 0— 3 13 0
0 0—
0 0—
4 0—
0 0—

3 13 0
3 14 0
3 5 0
3 3 0

3 0 0

I. X. 1 13 6— 1 19 0

Small

Double

I. XX 0 0 0— 0 0 0
IXXX. . 182 lb. 2 9 0
1XXXX. 203 2 15 0
No.II.C. 3$ by9$in. 105 1 9 0

II. X. 133 1 15 0
Ill- C. 12$ by 9$ in. 98 1 7 0
III.X. 126 1 13 0

fSDC
^
SDX
LSDXX

200 shts.
’ 15 by 11

167
188
209

2
2

3

13

19

15

0
0

0
SDXX> 230 3 11 0
SDXXXX 251 3 17 0

'C. 16$ by 12* in. 98 1 7 0
X 100 sheets 126 1 13 0
XX . . . 147 2 19 0
XXX . 168 1 19 0
Lxxxx 189 2 11 0
Jaggers, 14 by 10 in. -

Spelter—On the spot, ton 0
Delivery 21

Zinc, English Sheet 0

Platina Ore oz. 0

Orsidew lb. 0

Quicksilver lb. 0

0 0 0

0 0 — 21 10 0
5 0— 21 10 0

0 0— 30 0 0

0 0— 0

0 0— 0

0 0—0

0 0

3 0

4 6

CfHUft'0.

Tenders delivered for building Workmens'-
houses for the New Union Mill Company, iu Mill-

street, Birmingham.— W. H. Norton, Architect,

High-street. July 7.

Warden

Dudley

Line

Tenders for building a New Independent

Chapel in Graham-street, Birmingham.—W. H.
Norton, Architect, High-street.

Briggs ^2,024 0

Dossett and Webb 2,001 0

Heafield 1,645 0

Turner 1,838 0
Warden 1,721 0

Kemp and Davies 1,713 0
T. Norton 1,700 0

Williams and Roberts 1,672 10

Horton 1,620 0

Williams and Roberts’ tender accepted.
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AST week

we intimated

our intention

of saying a

few words

relative to

Round
Church at

Cambridge,— of course

meaning principally with

regard to the work, which

for so long a time has

been going on by and at

the instance of the Cam.
Cam. Society.

At first sight it appears

very generous for a body

of persons, non-parishi-

oners principally, to come

into a parochial district,

and to concentre therein

upon its ancient church the outlay of a

large amount of both time and money, and

to have involved itself to a great extent; this

to some may appear even noble, and we are

willing to give the Cam. Camdenites every

credit which they deserve: but if these Camm.

Camm. have fallen into error, they must not ex-

pect, or rather they ought not to expect, that

mere bullying will serve their purpose, any more

than it will the supporting of the errors of

any other persons, or of any person whatever.

They are ardent to have churches restored, so

are we as ardent as they— in many things

more so: but in doing this we should not

commit the indecency of running counter to

the proper recognized parochial pastor. Such a

proceeding is of itself a most gross act of inde-

cency; an offence against that bond of peace,

which is the greatest blessing of any and every

church, and is, indeed, thoroughly subversive of

a Catholic church : and we believe if the Cam.

Camdenists have so far forgotten as members

of that Church, their duty to become pious,

useful, and peaceable members of it, and for

which indeed they were sent to Cambridge

—

and if they have set an example of insubordi-

nation between the priest and people in the

parishes over which ministers more advanced

in theological knowledge, of greater forbear-

ance, and who have brought the weight ot

years and experience—that all this will return

upon themselves. They are breeding, they

are nurturing hornets’ nests, from which, when

they become parochial clergy, they will be

stung
;

and when they come themselves to

work in parishes, they will have the full

benefit of their perverse teaching, their breed-

ing of dissention, the building up of hay and

straw, and the blowing ofstubble into men’s eyes;

theirs will be such a case as that of the French

king who, assisting the American republicans,

caused to be reflected back upon France the re-

publican principle, which in a few years after-

wards swept away the French monarchy. We
know so many acts of indecency committed in

various places by the Cam. Camdenists, that we

are bound to say that we believe no body,

great or small, reverend or irreverend, ever

acted with greater indiscretion
;
none ever

with less dignity
;
none ever so contrary to the
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recognized feelings of propriety in the conduct

of ecclesiastics of whatever church, party, sect,

or persuasion; and if it be asserted that among
them are to be found one or two—who,

having by office the ordering of churches

—

that only makes the case the worse
;
for an

improper assumption of power which they do

not by law possess, an interference where

they have no right, a pertinacious infringe-

ment even in trifles of the recognized office

of others, is, in fact, only insidiously under-

mining their own authority in quarters where

they themselves of right bear authority. In

fact, they sap the foundation of the very first

principles of Christianity, which is peace; and

all their preaching of “peace! peace l
1"

while they will have no peace, is vain.

We would that the young Cam. Camdenists

remember what Judge Best said when Ser-

geant Wild was skirmishing with him, “ I

am pained at witnessing my brother take so

much trouble to assail and lower that bench

ivhich he is one day fated to adorn.”

Those who would uphold, or at least excuse

the Cam. Camdenists on the score of zeal, little

honour them; for by all recognized principles

and feelings, young men, who go to our

Universities, are considered to be under a state

of strict tutelage
;
are to be on their guard, lest

the vagaries of their own invention, the break-

ings out of their own minds, not sufficiently

chastened down to decency and propriety of

conduct, should appear in opposition to those

reasonable maxims, and to that staid dignity

of deportment, which the doctors, who teach

them, and who have grown hoary in a

state of self-denial, the self-denial of tongue-

luxury, and whom, in fact, they discredit

by such license of tongue and deportment.

Mere zeal goes for nothing. There is hardly

any crime which stains humanity, which has

not arisen from zeal. Nearly all the higher

classes of crimes—the trial of which employs

our judges—have arisen from zeal; zeal not

under command, and like a steam-carriage with

no director.

We believe the appeal which is now being

made for the raising of the balance due upon

account of the work done to the Round Church

would not have been necessary had any proper

care been taken
;

for we doubt not that the

whole fabric might have been rebuilt for a

much smaller sum.

We now proceed to make a few observations

upon the so-called restoration itself.

In the first place, we beg to give our opinion,

that if the church had been left alone, it would

in seventy years have been in better condition

of repair than it will now be seventy years

hence. Those acquainted with building mate-

rials know that the Bath stone unfortunately

imported into Cambridge for the work is not

fit for the purpose
;
multitudes of the churches

and other buildings which have been erected

in London during the last twenty-five years of

this material are, so far as their masonry goes,

mere ruins
;
but as we are engaged in an accu-

rate survey of the whole of them, and intend

shortly to give the result, it is unnecessary for

us to say any thing more thereon at present,

except that the neighbourhood of Cambridge

possesses better and more durable kinds of

native stone, and which ought to have been used

in preference. Again, we think little credifis

due to the Cam. -Camdenists for increasing the

quantity of building attached to this edifice, in

the latest and most degraded style of Gothic

architecture; this, of itself, we consider to be

a tasteless squandering of money.

We by no means approve of some of the

other alterations, and we shall be able to shew

on the proper occasion that the roofing is

formed in opposition to competent scientific

authority.

The defects of the old fabric of this church
have taught the Cam. Camdenists no prudent
caution. The stones in places were falling from
the crowns of the semi-circular Romanesque
arches, and the walls are forced over by the
weight of the crowns of the Romanesque vault-

ings
;
and yet with thesedissipating effects,which

are proper and inherent to the very nature of
Romanesque architecture, and can alone be
in any way avoided in that immature stylo by
the use of a vast proportionate quantity of
materials, and which are all avoided by the

Pointed style, in the state in which it was
at the building of Westminster Abbey. In-
deed in Romanesque architecture substance
will not alone prevent fracture of the work.
We can bring a host of instances, besides the

one at Barfeston, which we gave in No. 68
of The Builder. At the Church of St. Bar-
tholomew the Great, Smithfied, the large arches
of the crossing have settled hideously in a
similar way: and at Westminster-bridge, which
we shall touch upon shortly, the fractures of
the great semi-circular arches have occurred
just where the Pointed architects left off carry-

ing the work any further towards a crown.
On the whole we think the work of the

Church of St. Sepulchre, Cambridge, has been
rashly, unscientifically, and extravagantly done

;

for half the amount of money which has been
expended, it ought to have been more soundly,

more scientifically, and more tastefully per-

formed
;

its material ought to have been
better, and its fabric ought to have been ren-

dered more durable.

We shall next week give a review of the

translation of Durandus, by which our right-

minded readers who do not know this precious

work, will see what degree of reliance is to be
placed in Cam. Cam. judgment. We shall not

enter into the question whether there should

be a “ credence-table,” or whether an altar-

table should be of stone or wood, believing

these things to be of themselves idle questions
;

but after the partial advocacy of the presiding

authority at Cambridge, and the subsequent in-

hibition, viewed in connection with a society

tinctured with such trifling, and whose
leading members dare to idle their time, and
to squander that of others who ought to be

better empolyed, by the issue of such rabbinical

trumpery as Durandus, we can no longer look

upon such behaviour and such apparent trifles

as innocent.

THE PROJECTED EMBANKMENT ON THE
RIVER THAMES.

We have obtained a printed copy of the Bill

recently introduced by the Government relative

to the Thames embankment. It is entitled,

“ A Bill to empower Her Majesty’s Commis-
sioners of Woods to form a Terrace and Em-
bankment, with convenient Landing-places for

the Public on the Middlesex shore of the River
Thames, between Westminster and Black-
friars’-bridges.” The measure, which was
under the care of Lord Lincoln, M.P., and
Sir G. Clerk, contains no less than 84 clauses,

with a copious schedule. It is, of course, laid

on the shelf until next session, being merely

brought in and printed for the information of

hon. members, and to afford them an oppor-

tunity of considering its provisions during the

ensuing recess. Power is given to the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests to carry out

the purposes of the Act, the expenses to be

defrayed out of the fund to be created for the

execution of improvements in the metropolis.

The third clause, which will be most interesting

to the public at large, enacts that it shall be

lawful for (that is, it empowers) the Commis-
sioners of Woods and Works to make and
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construct a raised terrace and public roadway
or communication from or near Whitehall-

in the parish of St. Martin’s-in-the-

Fields, in the city of Westminster, on or along

the bed or shore of the river Thames, on the

Middlesex and city of London side thereof, to

or near to Chatham-placc, Blackfriars, in the

city of London
;
also to embank certain por-

tions of the bed or shore of the river, on the

Middlesex side, from Westminster-bridge to

the said intended roadway, at or near the nor-

thern pier of the intended Hungerford Suspen-
sion-bridge, and also from time to time to alter,

widen, divert, and remove all causeways, piles,

stairs, hards, or landing-places, on the shore
of the river, or projecting from the bank
thereof, on the side aforesaid between West-
minster-bridge and Chatham-place

;
and to

drive other piles, and construct other cause-

ways, piers, stairs, &c., in such situations and
in such manner as they (the commissioners)
shall deem best suited to the convenience of
the public; and to remove all mud-banks and
obstructions on the bed or shore of the river,

and to deepen, scour, and cleanse the same bed
or shore on the Middlesex side, and to dredge
and deepen any other parts of the river between
Westminster-bridge and Chatham-place afore-
said

;
and also to make and maintain all neces-

sary and convenient ways and communica-
tions from Whitehall-place, Villiers-street, the
Savoy, Wellington-street, Surrey-street, Nor-
folk-street, and Arundel-street, to the intended
terrace and roadway, and to construct and
maintain all necessary viaducts, roads, bridges,
embankments, quays, basins, banks, walls,
locks, sewers, culverts, drains, arches, landing-
places, tide-gates, piles, and other necessary
works. The remaining clauses would not
interest our readers, as they merely relate to
the details of measures by which the purposes
of the act are to be carried into effect.— Times.

THE NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

The following is an abstract of the second
report from the Lords’ select committee on the
progress of the building of the Houses of
Parliament.—That the Committee appointed
last session recommended that the architect

should so conduct his operations as to secure

the occupation of the new House of Lords,
with temporary fittings, at the commencement of

the session of 1844
;
and that, if be should find

that more time would be required, that he
should report the same to the Commissioners
of her Majesty’s Woods and Forests, in order
that such report might be communicated in

due time to the house. That instead of the

new House of Lords being covered in by
Christmas last, as was stated to be practicable
by Mr. Barry, in his evidence last year, it is

now only in course of erection. That Mr. Barry
now states, that if great exertions are made,
the House of Lords, the lobbies at each end of
it, the corridors connecting the same with the
front building and the libraries, the committee
and other rooms belonging to the House of
Lords, may be covered in before winter

;
and

the committee, having examined the building,
with the clerk of the works and one of the
contractors, are of opinion that the whole of
these apartments may be prepared for the use
of the Lords by April next. That the com-
mittee do not recommend that any temporary
fittings should be prepared, but that all the
works connected with the buildings above,
mentioned should be advanced with the greatest
possible speed. And the committee have ex-
amined Mr. Barry, with respect to the style of
internal fitting and decoration, and he has
distinguished those parts of the building, to
which he considers the more costly and ela-

borate style should be applied. In respect to
the remaining portions of the internal arrange-
ments, the committee entertain the strongest
opinion, both in reference to economy and
despatch, thatthe committee-rooms and second-
ary apartments should be completed in the most
simple and solid manner, consistent with the
character of the general building, but not in-

volving any extraordinary expenditure. In
respect to the deviations from the original plan,
it has been satisfactory to learn that they have
not been of a character to vary or affect the
builder’s contract; and that no future devi-
ations are to be allowed, without the previous
sanction and authority of the Commissioners
of the Woods and Forests.

WHITECHAPEL IMPROVEMENTS.

Workmen have been this week employed
in pulling down the mansion in Essex-street,

Whitechapel, which was in the occupation of

the Earl of Essex, the favourite of Queen
Elizabeth, shortly before his death. In a few

days nothing will remain of the building.

It is situated on the east side of Essex-street,

and was at the rear of the houses forming that

street. It is three stories high. The attic

windows are latticed, and the rooms on the

first and second floors are about 14 feet square.

There is a part of the spacious staircase re-

maining, and the joists and girders are in as

good preservation as when originally placed

in the brickwork. The property was sold a

few days ago by order of the Commissioners
of Woods and Forests, with 25 other houses,

which are to be taken down for the improve-
ments in that neighbourhood. At a short dis-

tance from this spot, between Elliston-street,

Petticoat-lane, and Houndsditch, is another
large mansion, which will be demolished for the

purpose of having new buildings erected on
its site. This was the palace where Queen
Elizabeth occasionally resided. The building,

the walls of which are very strongly construct-

ed, is four stories high, and some of the win-
dows are latticed. The ceilings of the ground
and first floors are ornamented with different

devises, coats of arms, figures, See., among
which may be distinguished roses, fleurs-de-lis,

and the word “ Britannia.” There are also

several Latin incriptions, scarcely legible.

There is a quantity of oak pannelling in vari-

ous parts. The premises were for some years

latterly used as a common lodging-house,

where beds were let out at 3d. a-night, and
it was known as the “big-house.” The
rooms are now used as carpenters’ workshops.
This property belongs to Mr. Hutchinson, who,
at the last general election, contested the

borough of the Tower Hamlets.

ARTESIAN WELLS AT SOUTHAMPTON.

During the meeting of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society, Dr. Buckland delivered a lecture

on Artesian wells, and in particular on that

which is now in progression at Southampton.
Though uncompleted, it is a work of immense
magnitude, vying with the great well at Cre-
nelle, by which Paris has been lately supplied.

The depth of the Southampton well is at

present 1,300 feet. The shaft descends through

78 feet of alluvium, 300 feet of clay similar to

the London clay (which is a general sub-

stratum in the Southampton basin), and
through another 100 feet of plastic clay, before

it reaches the chalk, through which it descends
100 feet still further. Thus from the surface

a well has absolutely been built downwards
nearly 570 feet, and under such difficulties

from irregularities in the strata that four iron

cylinders have been placed in points where no
attempt at masonry could have proved success-

ful. Not the least singular part of this work
is the manner in which this underground well

has been built from the summit level down-
wards “ into the very bowels of the land.”

This is a matter, however, which it would be
tedious to describe; suffice it, therefore, that
after reaching a depth of nearly 600 feet, the

operations of the masons were suspended, and
the boring-rods were brought into operation,

and employed until, through their instru-

mentality, the contractors have reached a
depth of 1,300 feet. As might be expected,

the supply of water is already abundant. It

now rises within 40 feet of the surface, and by
the aid of powerful steam-engines no less than

55,000 gallons a day are literally poured into

the town of Southampton. It is expected that

the water will soon rise to the surface, when
the supply will be immensely larger than even
this .— Hull Packet.

BRITISH ARCH/EOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The first general meeting of this new asso-
ciation will be held at Canterbury, in the first

week of next month, under the auspices of the

Archbishop of Canterbury, who was one of
its early members. Its plans are the study
and preservation of English antiquities, and
the opposing and preventing, as far as possible,

all injuries with which ancient national monu-
ments of every description may from time to

time be threatened
;

and it is proposed tot

carry these objects into execution by holding
general meetings at different parts of thei

country, on the plan of the British Association.!

Its proceedings are arranged under four
sections:— 1. Primseval Antiquities; 2. Me-i
diaeval Antiquities

;
3. Architecture, and)

4. History; at which papers will be read and
discussions entertained. The sections will 1

meet on the morning of each alternate day ofi

the week
; the other days to be occupied with!

visits to monuments, See. The members will

have free access to all the stores of the catlie-<

di al not exhibited on other occasions
; and

Lord Albert Conyngham, the president, has in-

vited the members to be present at the opening
of some Saxon barrows in his park, on one ofi

the mornings. The unrolling of an Egyptian]

mummy will form an object for one of the;

evening meetings by Mr. Pettigrew. A local;

council, consisting of the mayor, and several;

leading persons at Canterbury, has been formed
for making arrangements, and a full attendance
of members is expected. The number of these-

at present exceed 1,000, including the names:
of 12 bishops and 12 deans, with many lead-

ing antiquarians.

PETRALOGY, OR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ., PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continue#from p. 399.)

“ A general treatise on rocks,” says Pin-
kerton in his admirable attempts at classifica-

tion, “ cannot be founded on any theory of
their formation, however plausible; as the

>

opinions of the author will be biassed by that

theory, and he will be inclined, like Button, to

reject or pass in silence any substance which
interferes with his pre-conceptions. Thus
jasper is totally omitted by Werner, though it

forms a chain of mountains in Siberia of more
than 1,000 miles in extent, spreading even to

the islands between that region and America.”
Modern geologists have contributed to esta-

blish the truth of this axiom, for in diving

into the mystic theories of these men, we in-

variably find them vainly endeavouring to

model natural phenomena to their views and
purposes, instead of taking nature for their

guide, and endeavouring to penetrate to the
primary fountain from whence the several
phenomena proceed. M. de Saussure, one of
the most celebrated mineralogists of his day,

!

after forty years’ close application to this I

science, after traversing every region of the
Appennines, with the ardent dosire and ambi-
tion to form a system of petralogy, gave up
the idea in despair, the various rocks running
so much into each other as to defy classifica-

tion. But our modern men of science, who
have scarcely passed the precincts of the

closet, are less scrupulous in this respect,

favouring the public from time to time with

many illustrated fables, within which truth is

hidden as in a well, from whence few people
are capable of extracting it. When the un-
learned reads of lava, he is naturally led to

expect that, like chalk, it is a characteristic

body consisting of certain comjiounds united

in definite proportions of each
;
and, further,

when he is told that lava is a volcanic product,

he is led to suppose that the material of lava

is generated by volcanic heat, the whole inte-

rior of the earth being filled with this material

in a state of heat of fusion : he is not pre-

pared for the fact that under this one universal

and misplaced term, geologists comprise almost
all the numerous varieties of rock known to us,

from simple carbonate of lime to the very
heterogeneous mixtures termed basalts, traps,

granites, &c.
;
nay, some geologists contend

that all crystalline rocks are lavas, which, on
cooling down under immense pressure, assume
the crystalline form: thus the reader is

led astray, and the smattcrer in science walks
abroad upon the earth talking ridiculous

nonsense of plutonic and volcanic rocks, and
fancying every hollow and natural chasm of

the earth is the mouth of an extinct crater.

This abuse of terms, leading to a thousand
other absurdities, is so common in the present

day, that much of the varied, complicated, and
beaulifil phenomena of creation is completely
veiled from vulgar observation, and the end
and aim of nature is perverted to suit ridicu-

lous and unnatural theories.

The notion of granite being the universal
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base of the superficial crust of the earth was

no sooner set aside by men of sound reflection,

than theorists invented another term (trachyte)

to supply its place; and Humboldt, who on

many occasions draws largely on the credulity

of his readers, speaks of whole volcanic moun-
tains formed of this material, which is to be
considered as lava in its changed state : thus

errors promulgated by learned men are re-

ceived and perpetuated, standing as an almost

impregnable barrier against truth, and the

stumbling-blocks to discoveries of much
greater importance.

Mr. Lyall, in his very interesting romance
termed “ Elements of Geology,” gives an
analysis of minerals most abundant in what he
is pleased to term volcanic and hypogene rocks;

and, on reference to his analysis, the reader

will readily perceive that their character is de-

termined by mere modifications of mixture of
silica, alumina, magnesia, lime, potash, soda,

iron, and manganese, with the occasional omis-
sion of one or more of these ingredients. The
earths, in their disintegrated or divided state,

exhibit the like combinations, and the accident
of flood or fire acting upon them cannot by any
means obliterate or change the nature of these

earths. We find them forming the lower as

well as the upper beds, the ingredients of sedi-

mentary deposits, and the ingredients of lavas,

in the state of mud, of clay, of slate, of

porphyry, jasper, and various other rocks. We
see them continually abstracted from the inner
beds of the earths, and ejected as rivers and
torrents of mud from volcanoes, as well as in

the melted or lava form. On the other hand
we see them in the sediments of rivers and
seas gradually and progressively increasingin ex-

tent, and gradually undergoing changes in their

disposition and chemical and mechanical combi-
nations, as they are influencedby local influences

of temperature and association. It is therefore

idle to say that such a rock is volcanic under
any circumstances, unless we are to presume
that the action of internal heat upon terrestrial

masses is productive of these earths. No one
presumes that a brick is volcanic, simply be-

cause the bed from whence it was abstracted
is open to the observation of all

;
like glass it

is admitted to be an artificial product, and so is

obsidian, but lava in general is not; for although
abstracted from the interior beds and united
with water, or acted upon by fire, its character

and composition remain unimpaired : but
where the melted material assumes an artificial

state of induration, the term may then be
applied

;
but even then I think unwisely, when

it gives rise to a system of generalization so

utterly at variance with nature.

It is acknowledged that the upper crust of
the earth consists of series of overlying beds,
locally disposed and locally varying from each
other, and being of homogeneous as of mixed
qualities. Every one of these beds, however
deeply disposed at present within the earth,

was once the uppermost; and while in this

position was the particular subject of moving
or disturbing causes. While beneath the
waters in its disintegrated state, it was subject
to division by tidal currents, to local intermix-
ture of sedimentary deposits, and to intersec-

tion by deposits of natuie differing from its own
taking place in those divisional parts. Again,
on dry earth it was subject to the like! action
of streams and rivers, of grooving or channel-
ling out in various directions, of intermixtures
with other earths, or of minerals conveyed
within its matrix by percolating waters. In
every state it was subject to fracture, disloca-

tion, separation of parts, and partial decay

;

and having undergone these changes, we can
readily conceive its becoming covered in by
succeeding depositions, its fractures and in-

equalities filling up by the overlying matter,
and forming dikes and other intervening beds,
now so commonly and so fondly ascribed to

volcanic causes alone. Every person who has
traversed regions of the tropics during the

! dry season of the year, or in rainless regions,
cannot fail to have observed the enormous and

I deep-seated rents and fissures which take place
i in the earth’s superficial crust, and many a time
and oft it is that these fissures extend to and

I divert the course of waters from the natural
i beds, which rushing into the aperture thus
i made, carry with them material varying in its

i nature from the beds in which it is finally de-
i posited. Earthquakes, whether proceeding
i from volcanic action, or the pent up vapours

generated within the bowels of the earth, are

productive of the like effects.

It is my wish to render these matters more
familiar to my readers, in order to shew them,
that however tempting the science of geology
may appear, and however imposing its assump-
tions, that there are facts in nature militating

against these assumptions, and presenting in

their purity and simplicity a natural solution

to phenomena which men delight to robe in

the veil of mystery. Trap is said to be of
volcanic origin, but the very facts brought for-

ward in support of this supposition, prove the

direct negative. In England, in the islands of
Arran, Sky, and other parts of Scotland, it is

the overlying bed, and is always found filling

in the vertical fissures, dykes, and veins of

the underlying rock, taking the form of the

opening, and continously appearing the whole
extent of it. The fissures are, in general,

those common to many consolidating beds,

which, contracting in their parts, as acted
upon by the long and intense atmospheric heat,

separate, and present to the view deep vertical

fissures
;
and these rocks afterwards in this

state being covered in by the loose earth, the
fissures fill up with the same substance.

Again, if the fissures thus formed, exist

in disintegrated masses, then we generally find

that the filling in material when united with
water, alters by combination the character of
this bed to such an extent as it is capable of
permeating. This is exemplied by a striking
example quoted by Mr. Lyall, in favour of his

theory, of the mass being projected from be-
neath. The dyke is 134 feet wide, and
consists of a rock, variously termed by dif-

ferent writers, a compound of felspar and
augite. Strata ofshale and argillaceous lime-
stone, through which it cuts perpendicularly,
are altered to a distance of 30 and 35 feet

from the edge of the dyke. The shale as it

approaches the trap, becomes gradually
more compact, and is most indurated when
nearest the junction. Here it loses part of its

schistose structure, but the separation into
parallel layers is still perceptible. In several
places the shale is converted into a hard por-
cellanous jasper. In the most hardened part
of the mass the fossil shells principally pro-
ducta?, are nearly obliterated

;
yet even here

their impressions may frequently be traced.

The argillaceous limestone undergoes analo-
gous mutations, losing its earthly texture as

it approaches the dike, and becoming granular
and crystalline. But the most extraordinary
phenomena is the appearance in the shale of
numerous crystals of analcime and garnet,
which are distinctly confined to those portions

of the rock affected by the dike.

In Antrim the chalk is converted into

granular marble near the basalt, and many
other examples of change are adduced by geo-
logists to shew that the intruding matter has
caused a manifest change in the contiguous
beds. What then, in this respect, becomes
of Sir John Hall’s hypothesis, that crystalline

rocks are formed under exceeding high pres-

sure, accompanied with a corresponding high
degree of heat, the intruding matter could
have had upon the vertical beds whose fissures

it filled in, no effect other than that daily ex-

hibited by the filling in of earths or marl
;
for

if in the melted liquid state of lava, instead of
contributing to the density of the beds in con-
tact, it most probably, by abstracting some
portion of their material contributed to their

expanding power, and instead of crystallizing,

would have caused them to become more pul-

verulent: but these beds have evidently ac-

quired earths at the points of contact which
they previously did not possess, and such as

are received by loose deposits or simplycohesive

rocks through the agency of water, by the in-

troduction of carbon or of mineral gaseous or
fluidbodies. The dikeis in general compactand
highly silicified, and the bed in contact has
evidently received the excess of silica in its

external parts, whereby it has become a harder
and more ponderable body

;
nay, in many in-

stances the intruding matter filling up these

dikes or fissures, has evidently blended with

the primary bed to a limited extent, proving

thereby, that the one and the other were in

their decomposed state
;
and this is particu-

larly observable in some of the limestones,

which by contact present a compound union of

lime and alluminous earth.

Brochant’s able summary against the Vol-

canic, and in favour of the Nepturian theory,

embraces the facts, that if true basalts are
found among the products of burning moun-
tains, they are extremely rare, and modern
eruptions have not produced any. Their pris-
matic and tabular form is not peculiar to
trap, but extends also to gypsum, marls, and
sandstones. They often repose immediately
over coal, as at Miessner, near Cassel

;
and,

we may add, many of the coal beds of this
country. They embrace the remains of ani-
mals and vegetables

;
they often contain hydra-

tic agates. There is no appearance of vitrifi-

cation, nor have real craters ever been dis-
covered; all those which have been cited being
natural hollows or chasms. Mandelstein has
certainly some resemblance to porous lava; but
it is palpably manifest that some mandelsteins
are not volcanic. Rocks might re-combine,
but substances would certainly be left, as at

present, denoting the action of fire. In Bohe-
mia and different countries, beds of basalt have
been observed to alternate with grit or strati-

form limestone. There are many basaltic

regions where basalt is only found in summits.
Basalt has no appearance of fusion

;
heated in

a furnace it melts to glass. The prismatic
division of basalt has been attributed to the
water of the sea. The conical form of basaltic

mountains is common to all submarine hills

formed by contending tidal action over a wide
area of the sea.

But the most unanswerable argument against
the volcanic formation of rock, is the fact

demonstrable to all men, and open to observa-
tion, that those particular varieties which it is

insisted upon are volcanic, are even now to be
observed in every stage of formation, both in

Asia and Africa. Dolomieu, a very attentive

and accurate observer of rock, has expressed
his opinion that the basalt of the ancients is

not a volcanic product. Of the vast number
of Egyptian monuments examined by him in

the Borgean Museum, many, he says, are
formed of stones having qualities attributed to

basalts, but not one is volcanic. In this I can
most fully bearhim out, for all the Siderous rocks,

of which I about to speak, abound in Egypt,
and are disposed in the pure oceanic and undis-
turbed strata, and could not possibly be formed
by volcanic action. Again, we observe the
material of which they are composed in the
newest formations, disposed on either side of
the Red Sea

;
and also the progressive stages

of their formation, and of transition into other
varieties of rock. These beds are most de-
cidedly marine deposits, and abstracted from
the waters by their gradual decrease

;
these

masses of matter, after long exposure to at-

mospheric action, become gradually cemented
together by silica, in like manner as porphyry,
amygdolite, jasper, and other amorphous rocks

;

the difference of the one and of the other being
only in the nature and qualities of the bodies,

and fragments of bodies, of which they are

composed; all of them boasting a common
parentage, a simultaneous development, and
common properties, and being subject to the

like atmospheric influences in those regions

where they abound.
Siderous Rocks.—Having in the above

general remarks on the modern theories con-

cerning the origin of all crystalline and many
amorphous rocks, spoken of basalt, I shall

now proceed to consider the division under
which it is placed.

Siderous rocks are those rocks which are

particularly characterized by the great quantity

of iron they contain
;

it being, in general,

uniformly diffused throughout the whole bed,

gives this rock a marked and decided cha-

racter, manifest to observation, and confirmed

by fracture and analysis. The distinguishing

characters of siderites are generally basaltic,

sometimes only marmoric hardness
;

fracture

commonly foliated, sometimes radiated; weight

siderose, sometimes approaching to the bary-

tose; lustre splendent, shining between vitreous

and pearly, opaque, the green sometimes trans-

lucent on the edges
;

colour generally black,

sometimes of a greenish grey. It sometimes

composes entire mountains, but more commonly

occurs disseminated in veins or nodules in

granite, or beds of gneiss.

Siderites, says Pinkerton, may be charac-

terized by their silky or crystalline appearance,

basalts by their dull earthy aspect; the one,

in fact, is the mere modification of the other,

and in a different stage of change
;

for basalt,

upon long exposure to a dry hot atmosphere,

passes of necessity into the crystalline form of
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siderite

;
this remark also applies to those

rocks which geologists, after Werner, deno-

minate trap, and embracing the recent series
;

the latter term being, in many cases, useless,

as applied to basaltic bodies.

Siderites are extensively distributed over

many regions of the earth, varying in com-
position, and consequently in external charac-

ter, from the pure oceanic depositions, to the

numerous and varied unions of these deposits

with pure vegetable and aluminous earth. In

their simplicity of structure they are merely

coherent masses of earth, mechanically held

together, but so lightly, as to be readily se-

parable by the fingers, and from thence they

gradually acquire hardness, or, strictly speak-

ing, like the porphyries, with which they

are often confounded, they gradually silicify.

Mountains of black hornblende exist in Si-

beria, vast strata in Saxony, and basaltic

formations are very extensive in many regions.

Ironstone is very abundant in this country.

Specimens of siderite and basalt on analysis

been found to consist of

Siderite. Basalt.

Silex 37 Silex .

.

50
Argil. .

.

22 Argil. .. 15
Mag. .

.

16 Mag. .

.

2
Lime 2 Lime 8

Ox. of iron 23 Iron 25

100 100

Coarse basalts embrace the common whin-
stones of the north of England and Scotland.

Slaty basalts, green stones, and slates, form
mountains in Sweden, often metalliferous.

Some of the interior pillars of cathedrals,

whinstone from the Salisbury Crags, the

Malvern Hills, and much of the pavement of
of London, is of compact basalt; although,
latterly, this material has been superseded by
granite.

RETROSPECTIVE ARCHITECTURAL
LITERATURE.

THE ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.
COLLECTED BY SIR HENRY WOTTON, KNIGHT,

From the best Authors and Examples.

(Continued from p . 395.)

Figures are either simple or mix’d; the
simple be either circular or angular : And of
circular either cqmpleat or deficient, as Ovals;
with which Kinds I will be contented, tho’ the
Distribution might be more curious.

Now the exact Circle is in truth a Figure,
which for our Purpose hath many fit and emi-
nent Properties, as Fitness for Commodity and
Receipt, being the most capable; Fitness for
Strength and Duration being the most united
in his Parts; Fitness for Beauty and Delight,
as imitating the Celestial Orbs’ and the Uni-
versal Form : And it seems, besides, to have
the Approbation of Nature, when she worketh
by Instinct, which is her secret School; for
Birds do build their Nests spherically: But
notwithstanding these Attributes, it is in truth
a very unprofitable figure in private Fabricks,
as being of all other the most chargeable, and
much Room lost in the bending of the Walls
when it comes to be divided, besides an ill

Distribution of Light, except from the Centre
of the Roof: So as anciently it was not usual,
save in their Temples and Amphitheatres,
which needed no Compartitions. The Ovals
and other imperfect Circular Forms, have the
same Exceptions, and less Benefit of Capacity:
So as there remains to be considered in this
general Survey of Figures, the angular and
the mixed of both. Touching the angular, it

may perchance sound somewhat strangely, but
it is a true Observation, that this Art doth
neither love many Angles, nor few. For, first,
the triangle, which hath the fewest Sides and
Corners, is of all other the most condemned,
as being indeed both incapable and infirm
(whereof the Reason shall be afterwards ren-
der’d) and likewise unresolvable into any other
regular Form than it self in the inward’ Parti-
tions.

As for Figures, of five, six, seven, or more
Angles, they are surely fitter for Military
Architecture

, where the Bui works may be laid
out at the Corners, and the Sides serve for
Curtains, than for Civil Use, tho’ I am not
ignorant of that famous piece at Caprarola,
belonging to the House of Farnese, cast by
Baroccio into the form of a Pentagon, with a
Circle inscribed, where the Architect did in-
geniously wrestle with diverse Inconveniencies

in disposing of the Lights, and in saving the

Vacuities. But as Designs of such nature do

more aim at Rarity than Commodity; so, for

my part, I had rather admire them than com-
mend them.
These things considered, we are both by the

Precepts and by the Practice of the best

Builders, to resolve upon rectangular squares,

as a Mean between too few, and too many
Angles; and through the equal Inclination of

the sides (which make the right Angle)
stronger than the Rhombe, or Lozenge, or

any other irregular Square. But whether the

exact Quadrat, or the long Square be the

better, I find not well determined, though in

my own Conceit I must prefer the latter, pro-

vided that the Length do not exceed the Lati-

tude above one-third part, which would
diminish the Beauty of the Aspect, as shall

appear when I come to speak of Symmetry and
Proportion.

Of mixed Figures, partly circular and partly

angular, I shall need to say nothing, because
having handled the simple already, the mixed,

according to their Composition, do participate

of the same Respects : Only against these

there is a proper Objection, that they offend

Uniformity, whereof I am therefore oppor-

tunely induced to say somewhat, as far as

shall concern the outward Aspect, which is

now in Discourse.
In Architecture there may seem to be two

opposite Affectations, Uniformity and Variety,

which yet will very well suffer a good Recon-
cilement, as we may see in the great Pattern

of Nature, to which I must often resort: For
surely there can be no Structure more uniform
than our Bodies in the whole Figuration, each

Side agreeing with the other both in the

Number, in the Quality, and in the Measure of
the Parts: and yet some are round, as the

Arms
;
some flat, as the Hands

;
some promi-

nent, and some more retired
;
so as upon the

Matter we see that Diversity does not destroy

Uniformity, and that the Limbs of a noble

Fabrick maybe correspondent enough, though
they be various

;
provided always that we do

not run into certain extravagant Inventions,
whereof I shall speak more largely when I

come to the parting and casting of the whole
Work. We ought likewise to avoid enormous
Heights of six or seven Stories, as well as

irregular Forms; and the contrary Fault of
low distended Fronts is as unseemly: Or
again, when the Face of the Building is nar-
row, and the Flank deep, to all which Ex-
tremes some particular Nations or Towns are

subject, whose Names maybe civilly spared :

And so much for the general Figuration or
Aspect of the Work.
Now concerning the Parts in Severalty:

All the Parts of every Fabrick may be com-
prised under five Heads, which division I re-

ceive from Baptista Alberti, to do him right

;

and they be these :

The ^Foundation.

The Walls.
The Aperliom, or Overtures.
The Compartition.
And the Cover.

About all which I purpose to gather the
principal Cautions

;
and as I pass along, I

will touch also the natural Reasons of Art,
that my discourse may be the less mechanical.

First, then, concerning the Foundation,
which requireth the exactest Care; for if that

happen to dance, it will mar all the
Mirth in the House : Therefore, that we may
found our Habitation firmly, we must first ex-
amine the Bed of Earth (as I may term it)

upon which we will build
;
and then the Un-

derfilings or Substruction, as the Ancients did
call it: For the former, we have a general
Precept in Vitruvius, twice precisely repeated
by him, as a Point indeed of main conse-
queuce

;
first Lib. 1. Cap. 5. And again more

fitly, Lib. 3. Cap. 3. in these Words, as
Philander doth well correct the vulgar Copies.

Substructionis Fundationes fodiantur (saith
he) si queant inveniri ad solidum., £f in solido.

By which Words I conceive him to commend
unto us, not only a diligent, but even a jealous
Examination what the Soil will bear, advising
us not to rest upon any appearing Solidity,
unless the whole Mold through which we cut,

have likewise been solid
;
but how deep we

should go in this Search, he has no where to
my remembrance determined, as perhaps de-
pending more upon Discretion than Regularity,
according to the Weight of the Work; yet

Andrea Palladio hath fairly adventured tot

reduce itinto Rule,allowing for that* Cavasionei
(as he calleth it) a sixth part of the Height

i|

of the whole Fabrick, unless the Cellars be>|

under Ground, in which case he would have I

us (as it should seem) to sound somewhat lower. if

Some Italians do prescribe, that when they !

have chosen the Floor or Plot, and laid outil
the Limits of the Work, we should first of alU
dig Wells and Cisterns, and other Under-Con-i
ducts and Conveyances for the Suillage of the
House, whence may arise a double Benefit,!
for both the Nature of the Moil or Soil would (

thereby be safely searched; and moreover, those
open Vents will serve to dischargesuehVapours,
as having otherwise no issue, might peradven-
ture shake the Building. This is enough for
the natural Grounding, which though it be not'
a Part of the solid Fabrick, yet here was the i

fittest place to handle it.

There followeth the Substruction or Ground-
work of the whole Edifice, which must sus-
tain the Walls; and this is a kind of artificial

Foundation, as the other was natural, about
which these are the chief Remembrances :

First, that the bottom be precisely level, where i

the Italians therefore commonly lay a Plat-

form of good Board
;
then that the lowest Ledge

or Row be merely of Stone, and the broader the :

better, closely laid without Mortar, which is a
general Caution for all Parts in Building that i

are contiguous to Board or Timber, because
Lime and Wood are insociable, and if any ,

where unfit Confiners, then most especially in

the Foundation. Thirdly, that the breadth of I

the Substruction be at least double to the in-

sistent Wall, and more or less, as the Weight I

of the Fabrick shall require; for as I must
again repeat, Discretion may be freer than i

Art. Lastly, I find in some a curious Pre-
cept, that the Materials below be laid as they
grew in the Quarry, supposing them, belike,

,

to have most Strength in their natural and
habitual Posture. For as Philippe de’lOrme
observeth, the breaking or yielding of a Stone
in this Part but the breadth of the Back of a
Knife, will make a Cleft of more than half a
Foot in the Fabrick aloft, so important are
fundamental Errors

;
among which Notes I

have said nothing of Pallification, or plying of
the Ground-plot, commanded by Vitruvius
when we build upon a moist or marshy Soil

;

because that were an Error in the first Choice,
and therefore all seats that must use such Pro-
vision below (as Venice, for an eminent Ex-
ample) would, perhaps, upon good Enquiry,
be found to be at first chosen by the Counsel of
Necessity.

Now the Foundation being searched, and
the Substruction laid, we must next sneak of
the Walls.

Walls are either entire and continual, or
intermitted, and the Intermissions be either

Pillars or Pilasters, for here I had rather
handle them than, as some others do, among
Ornaments.
The entire Muring, is by Writers diversly

distinguished : By some, according to the
Quality of the Materials, as either Stone or
Brick, &c., where, by the wav, let me note,

that to build Walls and greater Works of
Flint, whereof we want not Example in our
Island, and particularly in the Province of
Kent, was (as I conceive) meerly unknown to

the Ancients, who observing in that Material
a kind of metalick Nature, or at least a Fusi-
bility, seem to have resolved it into nobler
Use, an Art now utterly lost, or perchance
kept up by a few Chvmicks. Some again do
not so much consider the Quality, as the Posi-
tion of the said Materials; as when Brick or
squared Stones are laid in their Lengths, with
Sides and Heads together, or their Points

conjoined like a Network (for so Vitruvius
doth call it

,
Reticulatum Opis) of familiar Use,

as it should seem, in his Age, tho’ afterwards

grown out of request, even perhaps for that

subtil Speculation which he himself toucheth
;

because so laid, they are more apt in swag-
ging down, to pierce with their Points, than
in the adjacent Posture, and so to crevice the
Wall. But leave such Cares to the meaner
Artificers; the more essential are these :

That the Walls be most exactly perpendi-
dicular to the Groundwork

;
for the Right

Angle, thereon depending, is the true Cause of all

Stability both in artificial and natural Positions,

a Man likewise standing firmest when he
stands uprightest. That the massiest and

* Under-digging, or Hollowing of the Earth.
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heaviest Materials be the lowest, as fitter to

bear than to be born
;

that the Work as it

riseth diminish in Thickness proportionally,

for ease both of W eight and of Expence ;
that

certain Courses or Ledges of more Strength

than the rest, be interlaid like Bones, to sus-

tain the Fabrick from total Ruin, if the under
Parts should decay. Lastly, that the Angles

be firmly bound, which are the Nerves of the

whole Edifice, and are therefore commonly for-

tified by the Italians, even in their Brick

Buildings, on each side of the Corners, with

well squared Stone, yielding both Strength

and Grace : And so much touching the entire

or solid Wall.
The intermissions (as hath been said) are

either by Pillars or Pilasters.

Pillars, which we may likewise call Co-
lumns (for the Word among Artificers is al-

most naturalized), I could distinguish into

simple and compounded. But (to tread the

beaten and plainest way) there are five Orders
of Pillars, according to their Dignity and Per-

fection, thus marshalled :

The Tuscan.
The Doric.
The Ionic.

The Corinthian.

And the Compound Order
,
or, as some call it,

the Roman, others more generally, the Italian.

In which five Orders I will first consider

their Commnnities, and then their Properties.

Their Communities (as far as I observe) are

principally Three : First, They are all round,

for though some conceive Columna Atticurges
,

mentioned by Vitruvius, L. 3. Cap. 3. to have

been a squared Pillar, yet we must pass it over

as irregular, never received among these Orders,

no more than certain other licentious Inventions

of wreathed, and vined, and figured Columns,
which our Author himself condemneth, being
in his whole Book a professed Enemy to

Fancies.

Secondly, They are all diminished or con-

tracted insensibly, more or less, according to

the Proportion of their Heights, from one
third Part of the whole Shaft upwards, which
Philander doth prescribe by his own precise

measuring of the ancient Remainders, as the

most graceful Diminution. And here I must
take leave to blame a Practice grown (I know
not how) in certain Places too familiar, of

making Pillars swell in the middle, as if they

were sick of some Tympany or Dropsy,
without any authentic Pattern or Rule, to my
Knowledge, and unseemly to the very Judge-

ment of Sight. True it is, that in Vitruviiis,

Lib. 3. Cap. 2. we find these Words, De ad-

jectione
,
quce adjicitur in mediis Columnis; quce

apud Grecos Evraeig appellalur, in extremo libro

crit formatio ejus

;

which Passage seemeth to

have given some countenance to this Error.

But of the Promise there made, as of diverse

other elsewhere, our blaster hath failed us,

either by slip of Memory, or injury of Time,
and so we are left in the Dark. Always sure

I am, that besides the Authority of Example,
which it wanteth,it is likewise contx-ary to the

original and natural Type in Trees, which at

first was imitated in Pillars, as Vitruvius him-
self observeth, Lib. 5. Cap. 1. For whoever
saw any Cypress or Pine (which are there

alledged) small below and above, and tumerous
in the middle; unless it were some diseased

Plant, as Nature (though otherwise the comliest
Mistress) hath now and then her Deformities
and Irregularities.

Thirdly, They have all their Undersettings
or Pedestals, in Height a third part part of the

whole Column, comprehending the Base and
Capital, and their upper Adjuncts, as Archi-
trave, Frize, and Cornice, a fourth part of the
said Pillar

;
which Rule, of singular Use and

Facility, I find settled by Jacobo Baroccio,
and hold him a more credible Author, as a
Man that most intended this Piece, than any
that vary from him in those Dimensions.
These are their most considerable Com-

munities and Agreements.
Their Properties or Distinctions will best

appear by some l-easonable Description of them
all, together with their Architraves, Frizes,

and Cornices, as they are usually handled.
First, therefore, the Tuscan is a plain, massy,

rural Pillar, resembling some sturdy well-

limbed Labourer, homely clad, in which kind
of Comparisons Vitruvius himself seemeth to

take Pleasure, Lib. 4. Cap. 1. The Length
thereof shall be six Diameters, of the grossest
of the Pillar below, of all Proportions in truth

the most natural
;
for our Author tells us, Lib. 3.

Cap. 1. that the Foot of a Man is the sixth

Part of his Body in ordinary Measure, and
Man himself, according to the Saying of
Protagoras (which Aristotle doth sometimes
vouchsafe to celebrate) is to ribv curaiTuiv

XPngaruiv pkrpov, as it were the Prototipe of
all exact Symmetry, which we have had
other Occasion to touch before : This Column
I have by good warrant called Rural, Vitr.

Lib. 3. Cap. 2. and therefore we need not

consider his Rank among the rest. The
Distance or Intercolumniation (which word
Artificers do usually borrow) may be near four

of his own Diameters, because the Materials

commonly laid over this Pillar, were rather of
Wood than Stone, through the Lightness
whereof the Architrave could not suffer tho’

thinly supported, nor the Column it self, being
so substantial. The Contraction aloft shall be
(according to the most received Practice) one
fourth part of his Thickness below. To con-

clude (for I intend only as much as shall serve

for a due Distinguishment, and not to delineate

every petty Member) the Tuscan is of all the

rudest Pillar, and his principal Charactex -

,

Simplicity.

(To be continued.)

A GLANCE AT THE INTERIOR OF THE
CHURCHES IN THE DEANERY OF
SPARKHAM, IN NORFOLK.—NO. III.

WITH NOTICES OF THEIR ACTUAL CONDITION.

(Continued from p. 395.)

TTeston Longueville .
—“ Since the stormy

and eventful period of the gi-eat rebellion, the

injuries which our churches have sustained

are, for the most part, the results of shameful

neglect and tasteless reparations.”* The in-

terior of this spacious edifice will, we fear,

render some among its former wardens liable

to imputations like these
;
although, from the

tokens of recent care for its externals—the

roof, walls, &c.—we had at first hoped to find

it otherwise. The building consists of a lai'ge

square tower, with pointed windows on the

west side ranging with those in the aisles
;
a

nave, having its roof supported by tall oc-

tangular pillars, the intervening clere-story

receiving light through quaterfoil windows,
two aisles, and a roomy chancel. The roofs

are covered with lead throughout, that of the

porch only excepted, which is tiled. The arch

here is surmounted by a horizontal range of

panels, formed of dressed freestone, filled in

with squared flints. In the angle above occurs

“ A little Gothic niche that ’erewhile held

The sculptured image of some patron saint.”

Its apex supports a shield charged with armo-
rial bearings, probably those of the founder.

In the steeple are five bells.

The octagonal font, a massive structure of

the Norman period, has its capacious bowl

leaded, and duly supplied with a drain
;

it

rests on four small shafts, encircling a large

cylindrical stem, the whole set on a square

pedestol. Beneath this, two square steps

admit of easy descent to the pavement level.

On a projecting piece of masonry, attached to

the upper one for the convenience of the offici-

ating priest, may be traced an effigy of our

Lord, coarseiy sculptured in the attitude of the

crucifixion
;

this stands centrally between the

door, and much in advance of the tower ai-ch,

thus separating, as it were, an antechapel

parvisf from the main body of the church. A
huge wood framed lock on the south door

merits inspection, if only for the rudeness of

its workmanship.

Advancing up the nave, where the supply of

seats is partial, and these of very debased

character, we happen upon one of those speci-

mens of a higher and purer feeling tor the

Lord’s honour which, although “ few and far

between,” at times cheer us amid the barren

poverty round about. Offering, as it does, a

fine model of what should characterize the

furniture of a Gothic church, comely adorned,

and befitting the Almighty Presence, we will

essay to prove accurate in our desciiption. The
ends of this seat, which is low and unenclosed,

are surmounted by finials or crests, having the

* Barr’s “ Anglican Church Architecture.”

t Stareley’s “ History of Churches.”

apex spear-shaped, and terminating at the
neck in a chevron. The quasi elbows are
sculptured, each with the figure of an eagle,
having its cloven head retorted, and the wings
reversed. These support the seat, adjusted so
that none might by any means sit with their
faces averted from the altar. The back pre-
sents a plain boarding under, but above the
seat a course of perforated tracery runs along
beneath the hand-rail or capping, the reverse
side of which is carved with the Tudor flowers
in the hollow, and the head is embattled.
Below this rail we find a broad shelf, placed
for accommodation of those occupying the
next seat, and somewhat elevated above that
on which it addosses. Such was the goodly
array of open pews or benches in which our
ancestors were content to worship

;
they knew

that with God there is no respect of persons,
and carefully avoided the least token of it in

portioning out His sanctuary. But now inebri-

atur sceculum—the age is steeped to the lees in

fastidiousness.

The pavement, more especially that of the
north aisle, is in a wretched state; shewing that

a position ever so elevated affords no security

from damp. The avenues are largely occupied
by flat grave-stones, many of them charged
with heraldic bearings; thi'ee are inlaid with
brasses, but only one demands our notice, it

lies in the north aisle. The effigy of a lady,

wearing the “miniver cap” of the period,

and having two children standing at her feet,

has this inscription—“ Of your charitie, pray
for the sowle of Elizabeth, late wife of Fir-

man Rookwood, Esq., daughter and heir of

Sir John Timperley, Knt., who died May 13,

1533.

A feature of considerable rarity occurs in

this church—a large altar stone or slab,*

marked with small crosses at each corner and
in the centre, symbolical of the five wounds.
It finds place as a flag-stone in the cross

avenue of the nave flags, without the chancel

screen
;
and has not, as is now genei’ally the

case, the incised face reversed. This inter-

esting relic is well worthy of careful regard and
protection, so few having escaped the pro-
fanation of the civil wars, in the reign of

Charles I.

The lower section of the screen has its panels
decorated with paintings of the apostles, each
carrying the emblem by which he was an-

ciently recognized. The keys, and that form
of the cross known as St. Andrew’s, speak for

themselves
;

the new figure, bearing a fish,

probably designates the elder James; a spear
should indicate St. Thomas

;
the club Simon

the zealot; the square St. Jude; we assign to

“ the loved apostle John” the feather or pen of

the succeeding portraiture
;
to the lesser James

the pilgrim’s staff and scrip next given
;
a

hatchet and a flaying knife may point out

respectively Matthias and Bartholomew; while

a club and a censer, each accompanied by a
book, denote, we take it, the first Philip, the

other Matthew the evangelist. Admonitory
scrolls, lettered in small English characters,

wreath about these figures; and above them
might once be read at whose charges the work
was executed Hoc opusfieri fecit.

The perforated part, supported on light

shafts in form of buttresses, has its ogive

arches surmounted by a double line of perpen-

dicular tracery, separated by embattled tran-

soms intersecting the apex of the lower range,

the whole being elaborately foliated and other-

wise enriched. We regret to add that the loss

of its doors, and other mutilations, impair,

though they cannot efface the beauties of this

elegant relic. An open archway in the south

angle shews that the rood loft was gained by
an inward staircase in that direction.

The sedilia and piscina deserve more than

cursory examination. They are canopied by

fretted ogive arches, springing from clustered

pillars, the whole inserted in a square-headed

compartment, having its spandrils and cornice

enriched with four-leaved flowers, grotesque

figures, &c. An elegant little niche of much
smaller dimensions, situate in the north wall

opposite, might not improbably have been used

as a table of prothesis or credence.

We pass on to the parish-church of Lyng.

C. T.

* See “A Few Hints, &c., for the use of the Cambridge

Camden Society.”
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MR. THOMAS’S PRIZE FRESCO OF “PHILOSOPH Y.”

The above is from Mr. Thomas’s design

entitled the Throne of Intellect, in which the

principal figure, “ Philosophy,” forms the sub-

ject of the fresco by the same artist.

The oil-painting (exhibited with the cartoon

and fresco) is intended to present as nearly as

possible the effect to be produced by the whole

(Drawn on the Wood by Mr. Thomas himself.')

design, when executed in fresco. The centre

figure, Philosophy, tramples on the emblems of

Force and Tyranny. The progression of mind
is indicated from the simple properties of matter

(Geometry), as extended to the planetary

system by Astronomy
;
and Philosophy, su-

preme in perception of Divine order, points to

the Author of All.

The allegorical figures in the angles repre-

sent Man escaping from the evils of the1

serpent Error. The other, Superstition, veil-

ing herself.

The fresco is executed on a gold back-

ground, which must have increased the diffi-

culties
;
but has been done probably to diversify

the artist’s contributions : the attempt has

been to produce the severe architectural design

on the models of the Florentine school.

LONDON AS IT WAS IN 1800, AS IT

IS IN 1844.

(Continuedfrom p. 392.)

The onward march of intellect during the

last half century is truly admirable, the man-

ners of the present day afford a most encou-

raging contrast to those of our forefathers

;

and although it is to be lamented that old

English hospitality should have been super-

seded by a cold calculating spirit, that the social

thread which formerly bound all classes toge-

ther should have been violently broken by the

wofshjpjj^ and votaries of mammon, yet the

change- ha^ not been without its advantages.

Hadji Mahofnmed, a very elegant and witty

writer^ ihfovtns us that drunkenness was very

prevalent fn his days, the common people

having a proverb, “that their labour could not

be too small, nor their liquor too strong.”

“ These,” he says, “celebrate the sabbath and

all their festivals with drinking and riot-

ous living, esteeming it a very great crime

(and that no blessing will attend them) should

they do otherwise, and live soberly at those

seasons.” He relates an anecdote that a poor

shoemaker being on his death bed, the parson

of the parish was sent for to console and pre-

pare him : the man declared the utmost un-

willingness to die, saying “ that he had been

guilty of one of the most enormous sins of

omission that could lie upon a man's conscience
,

and seemed to be in a state of deepest despair

about it. The clergyman, at length, with

many arguments, prevailed on him to unbur-

then himself, and declare what it was : the

wretch, with grievous and heavy sighs, then

owned, that he had not so much as wetted his

whistle with a draught ofstrong beer , or a dram

of Geneva
,
during the whole course of Easter

holidays.” It was a melancholy sight to observe

most of the villages adjacent to London-

crowded with drunkards, perishing with drop-

sies and consumptions, brought on them by

their violent excesses.

Again, “in the country,” he observes, “ one

can scarce go into a mixed company of men
and women, among the middling gentry, without

having barbarous indignities put upon modesty

and good breeding. Their songs, their jests,

and their stories have all chiefly a turn to-

wards smuttiness. At christenings and mar-

riages their libertinism reigns without con-

trol : and one’s conversation is rendered insipid

and improper unless it is seasoned with lewd-,

mirth. He is a happy companion who can make
the ladies simper over plates, or screw up their

mouths to suppress a laugh, and improve the-

hint by a circular sneer and whisper behind-

tlieir fans
;

a reverend piece of smuttiness

given with all due gravity taking the lead.”

This writer also condemns the females for



their masculine habits of dress and tobacco-

smoking.
These were the days of bull and bear baits,

cocking, andboxing, ofFleet and Mintmarriage

by disgraced clergymen, of imprisonment for

debt without hope, and sometimes without re-

demption of the body after death, of robbery,

and of judicial wholesale murder.
What wonderful changes have taken place

within the memory ofman! Themiddlingclasses

are now distinguished for their sobriety, in-

dustry, and intelligence
;
they form a current

rolling onwards and strengthening as it pro-

ceeds, checking pride, ambition, and arbi-

trary power on the one hand, bigotry, into-

lerance, and the countless vices arising from

ignorance on the other. We find them intent

on intellectual pleasures and intellectual ac-

quirements
;
and when the present furor for the

poisonous trash of literature shall have

abated, when thieves and cut-throats shall no
longer be exalted as demi-gods, and pointed

out as objects of ambition
;
the fruits of their

intelligence will, of necessity, follow in the

blessing of universal peace and continually in-

creasing happiness. Even the lower classes

have prodigiously improved
;

it is true that

drunkenness, and its attendant vices, is

still prevalent and most particularly ex-

emplified on those days, when the work-
ing classes are let loose from labour, but
it is satisfactory to see the thousands and tens

of thousands, banding themselves together to

resist this insidious enemy, or seeking, through
the blessings of steam, the higher intellectual

pleasures, far away from the site of their daily

toil, and still surrounded by their families and
friends. Woe to the bigot who would stand

between them and rational enjoyments!
Who would coop them up by Acts of Par-

liament, oppress them by exaction, and with
true pharisaical spirit devour their substance,

and for a pretence make long prayers.

The love of the fine arts and of the more
abstruse branches of science, including me-
chanics, chemistry, and mathematics, is con-

tinually increasing with the increase of our
population

;
and even many of the common

problems of metaphysics are shrewdly com-
mented on with a strength of thought and
richness of conception, not unworthy the

learned men of olden times. The days of

sterling tragedy and comedy have, it is true,

gone by
;
for men are now more prone to look

to the realities of life
;

and their once con-

centrated taste for theatricals has of necessity

given way to the numerous means and oppor-

tunities of more extended intellectual and social

enjoyment.
Still we cannot say that in the vast aug-

mentation of buildings, now environing London,
that a corresponding improvement has taken
place in architecture. With the exception of

some few streets and squares, some few
churches and public edifices, to be noticed

hereafter, we have most decidedly retrograded

at the West end of the town since 1800. The
new squares and streets will not compete with

those built within the thirty years previous,

either in architectural beauty or family conve-

nience. The churches, even to the present day,

are specimens of what is toe expected, and a sad

exhibition of the effects of concealed compe-
petition, favouritism, and building by tender

;

all defects of execution being hidden for a
time beneath the mask of plaster; and even

where there is a display of taste, stability is

wanting, in order to ensure future fame to the

architect. The streets present either a dull

uniformity, or, as is exhibited by Regent and
Oxford-streets, a total absence of all regularity

and design. The architect has, in fact, seldom

power to follow out the dictates of his taste,

the interest or obstinacy of individuals govern-

ing his movements. This is speaking critically;

for the common observer sees much to admire,

although the architect has little before him
worthy imitation. The older churches of

St. George’s, Hanover-square, and St. Martin’s,

admit of no competition by any modern one in

that portion of London, of which I am speak-

ing
;
and yet architects of those days had no

such excitement to tax their genius : for most
of the beautiful works even of Sir Christopher

Wren, were then hidden by huge unsightly

masses of wood or brick. St. George’s church
w-as built in 1725

;
the ground, on which it

stands, being the gift of the Rt. Hon. General

W. Stuart, one of the churchwardens of the

parish.

THE BUILDER.
The large stone house, on the south side of

Berkeley-square, was built by the Earl of Bute,

circa 1765, and sold incomplete to the Earl of

Shelburne, afterwards Marquis of Lansdowne,

for 22,000/.
;
the square is said to contain three

acres of ground. Grosvenor-square owes its

origin to Sir Richard Grosvenor, Bart., who in

1695 named all the streets between New Bond-
streets and Hyde Park. The centre house on

the east side was raffled for in 1739, and won
by two persons named Hunt and Braithwaite,

who subsequently sold it to the Duke of

Norfolk for 7,000/. The Weekly Journal of

June 1, 1717, observes—The new buildings

between Bond-street and Marylebone go on

with all possible diligence
;
and the houses

even let and sell before they are built. In 1800

Bond-street, as a fashionable street, was without

rivalry, and almost impassable for vehicles in

fine weather. May-fair was held annually for

fourteen days
;
in 1727 it was marked out to

be built upon.

In the Evening Post, March 16, 1715-16,

we read—“ On Wednesday last four gentlemen

were robbed and stripped in the fields between

London and Mary-le-bon.” In the year 1707
the maps of London represent King-street near

Golden-square as perfect to Oxford-street;

between which and Benvick-street were fields.

In 1742, the little church of St. Mary was
detached from London, with two zigzag ways
leading to it

;
one near Vere-street, which was

the then western boundary of the new build-

ings, and the second from Tottenham-court-
road, somewhere about Charles-street. Rows
of houses, with their backs to the fields, ex-

tended from St. Giles’s to Oxford-market; a

small cluster on the west side, and Spring-

water House, constituting the whole of Tot-
tenbam-court-road. I have already noticed

the extension of this quarter of the town in

1800.

Paddington parish extended over 1,197 acres,

3 roods, and 30 perches; of which 84 were
arable or garden-ground, the remainder pas- !

tures. The manor of Paddington was granted

to Westminster Abbey by king Edgar; and
when the see of Westminster was abolished, it

was given to Ridley, Bishop of London and

his successors. In 1661 it was sold by

the Parliamentary commissioners to Thomas
Browne, Esq.; in 1741 it was purchased by
Sir John Frederick, Bart.; and in 1800 was

vested in Sir John Morshead, Bart, and Robert

Thistlethwayte, Esq., in right of their wives.

The chief buildings at this period were Pad-

dington-house, then a handsome brick edifice

on the east of the green, built by Mr. Dennis

Chime, jeweller to Queen Anne, and then

occupied by John Symmons, Esq.
;

West-
bourne-place, granted by Henry VIII. in 1540

to Robert White, and some years afterwards

the property of Isaac Ware, the architect (edi-

tor of Palladio’s works and other professional

productions), who erected the mansion with

materials brought from Lord Chesterfield’s

house in May-fair; this was afterwards sold to

Sir William York, Bart., Chief Justice of the

Common Pleas in Ireland
;
and in 1800 was

the property of Mrs. Coulson ;
Little Shaftes-

bury-house, the seat of Ambrose Godfrey,

Esq.; the Queen’s Lying-in Hospital, at Bays-

water, where Mrs. Kennedy, the celebrated

singer, closed her days in 1793, at the apart-

ments of her husband, who was physician to

the hospital
;

the church, rebuilt 1791 at an

expense of 6,000/.; the stipend was formerly

so small that it was difficult to find a person

who would supply the cure
;
in 1626 it was only

10/.
;

it was afterwards 28/. Bishop Sheldon

in granting the lease of the manor to his

nephews in 1661 raised it to 80/., at which rate

it continued some time after the beginning

of the present century. The number of houses

was about 340, the greater portion of which,

disposed a little to the north of Tybourn turn-

pike, were small wooden cottages, inhabited

principally by journeymen artificers.

A celebrated eccentric statuary named John

Bushnell was buried at Paddington in 1701 ;

among other whims he undertook to demon-

strate the possibility of the Trojan Horse, and

began to make one upon the same principles,

of wood covered with stucco
;
the head was

capable of holding twelve men, the eyes were

to serve as windows. Before it was half com-

pleted a storm of wind overset and destroyed

the unwieldy machine. Bushnell was much
admired as an artist.

Pancras.—This place took its name from
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the saint, to whom the church is dedicated. It

was called St. Pancras in the Doomsday book.
Its extent in 1800 was 2,700 acres, being rated
at 1,400/. per annum land tax. Kentish Town
was formerly written Kentesstowne, being the
property of Reginald de Kentewode

; from
whom also Caen-wood or Ken-wood, Earl
Mansfield’s seat, derives its name.

The old church is of Gothic architecture,
built of stones and flints, and supposed to have
been built in the 14th century. “ Pancras
Church,” says Norden, “ standeth all alone, as

utterly forsaken, old, and weather-beaten,
which, for the antiquity thereof, it is thought
not to yield to Paul’s in London. About
the church have been many buildings now de-
cayed, leaving poor Pancras without companie
or comfort, yet it is now and then visited with
Kentishtowne and Highgate, which are
members thereof

;
but they seldom come there,

for they have chapels of ease within themselves;
but when there is a corpse to be interred they
are forced to leave the same within this for-

saken church or churchyard, where it resteth

as secure against the day of resurrection, as if

it lay in stately Paul’s.” Tt was long noted as

the burial place of such Roman Catholics as

die in London and its vicinity, and many are

buried there at the present day. It was plas-

tered and repaired about 25 years ago, and
now bids fair to outlast many of our modern
churches. The Small-pox Hospital was built

in 1675; the Foundling-house was instituted

1739; the Veterinary College in 1791.

Hampstead, formerly Hamestead,the ancient

way of spelling homestead
,
contained in 1800

2,169 aci'es of land, of which 273 were waste;
the land-tax was 855/. 17s. 4d., which was at

the rate of lOd. in the pound rack-rent. Its

fine, healthy, and commanding situation for a

panoramic view of London and the surround-

ing country have always drawn together a

number of occasional visitants, for whose
accommodation several places of public amuse-
ment had been established. The Spaniard and

the Flask taverns, and a tea-drinking house call-

ed New Georgia, where the company were di-

verted with various water-works, were the most
remarkable places. The latter is now inclosed

with Lord Mansfield’s premises. The Hamp-
stead Wells were once in great request by rank
and fashion. The present church was conse-

crated in 1747* When Hampstead was granted
to Westminster Abbey by King Ethelred in

986, it contained only five cottages.

Kensington, in Doomsday book called

Chenisitun, in other ancient records Kenesi-
tune and Kensintune, was a village lying on
the Great Western road, about 1 £ miles from
Hyde Park Corner, embracing 1,910 acres of

land, about 500 of which were devoted to

raising garden produce, and 100 acres to hor-

ticulture.

Holland-house, one of the most ancient

mansions in this parish, is the manor-house of

Abbot’s Kensington, and takes its name from
Henry Rich, Earl of Holland. It was built

by his father-in-law, Sir Walter Cope, in 1607,

and affords a very good specimen of the archi-

tecture of that period. The stone piers at the

entrance of the court (over which are the arms

of Rich, quartering Bouldry, and impaling

Cope) were designed by Inigo Jones, and ex-

ecuted by Nicholas Stone. The internal deco-

rations were by Francis Cleyne. The Earl of

Holland was a conspicuous character during

the whole of the reign of Charles the First

he was made a prisoner in his own house, and

was finally beheaded by the Parlimentarians in

1649. General Lambert fixed his head-

quarters at Holland-house. On its restoration

to the countess, and when the theatres were

shut up by the Puritans, plays were very often

acted there, collections being made for the

actors. The celebrated Addison became pos-

sessed of it in 1716, by his intermarriage with

Charlotte, Countess Dowager of Warwick and

Holland.

Campden-house, in 1800, the property of

Stephen Pitt, Esq., and occupied by Mrs.

Denham, another celebrated house, was built

by Sir Baptist Hickes in 1612, a zealous

royalist and great sufferer during the civil war.

Charles the Second supped with him there

about a fortnight after the restoration. Mon-

tagu Bertia, the brave and loyal Earl of

Lindsey, immortalized by his filial piety, died

at this house. In 1691 it was hired of the

Noel family by Queen Anne, then Princess of
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Denmark. At EaiTs-court was the villa of the

celebrated surgeon, John Hunter,

Kensington Palace was the seat of Sir

Heneage Finch, afterwards Earl of Notting-

ham and Lord Chancellor of England; his

son sold it to King William soon after the

accession of that monarch to the throne. Ken-
sington Gardens were originally only 26 acres,

Queen Anne added 30 acres, 300 acres were
afterwards taken from Hyde Park and added
thereto. It is a very irregular building.

( To be continued.')

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

( Continued from p. 394.)

50. Chesnut.—The sweet or Spanish ches-

nut is a hard and compact wood, so similar to

the oak in colour and general appearance, that

it is sometimes mistaken for it
;

it is, however,
to be distinguished by the absence of the larger

transverse septa; besides which, it will be
observed in old wood, that the sap-wood is

somewhat whiter, and the heart-wood a little

browner, than in oak
;

also, the pores of its

sap-wood are scarcely visible, while in oak
they are large, thickly set, and distinctly ap-
parent. It also differs from the oak in another
respect referred to in article 29; and it is

more easy to work than those of native growth.
The annual rings are very distinct, one side
being porous, and the other compact.

51. It is a native of many parts of Europe,
and flourishes in the dry, congenial soil of the
southern, and the warmer of the mountainous
parts

;
the largest being found on Mount Etna,

in Sicily: in the south it is chiefly regarded
as a fruit-tree. It is of rapid growth, and long-
lived, particularly if grown in a rich, dry, and
sandy loam

;
if sprung from a moist soil", it is

less firm in texture, and more liable to split,

shrink, and swell with the variations of the
weather; although, under no circumstances
is it so subject to these disadvantages as other
woods generally. When favourably situated,
the tree may attain the age of 1,000 years.

52. With the oak, to which as a tree it is

a formidable rival, although inferior in girth,
it is pre-eminent as to hardness and durability;
and, indeed, the young wood, which is tough
and flexible, even excels the other in these
respects, the proportion of sap-wood being also
very small. It is applicable to the same uses
as the oak, though in strength somewhat infe-
rior to it. But from a brittleness which is in
its nature when of mature growth, alone- with
shakes to which it is somewhat subject, the
wood of old trees is unsafe for beams and other
bearing purposes as have to sustain a great or
undefined load, being often decayed and rotten
within when it has a very fair appearance
without; it is then liable to break without
affording any warning. It is also said to be
very liable to decay if deprived of the salutary
influence of ventilation

;
on which account, the

ends of beams, when let into walls, should
rest upon stone templates, in arched openings
prepared for them, a free circulation of air
being thus admitted all round.* The above
circumstances being all considered, it appears
that the young is more valuable than the old
wood.

53. It is much to be desired that this hand-
some forest- tree, so advantageous for beauty
and usefulness, were even more cultivated in
England than it now is; in early times it was
very plentiful: and, from the evidence that is
afforded by roofs and other parts of many of
our old buildings, we are led to suppose that it
was the principal timber adopted

;
although, it

must be confessed that instances are not rare
wherein such as have been long considered as
constructed of it, have, on closer examination,
proved to be really of oak. In the south of
England it thrives, we may say, to perfection,
attaining in fifty or sixty years as many or more
feet in height. Even at this age, however, the
quality of the wood is on the decline, getting
ring-shaken, and otherwise less firm

;
at an

age so early as forty years it is in perfection,
notwithstanding it grows for centuries after.
It is raised from the nut, which should be

* [Care must be taken not to lay wood upon
moist stone, which is sure to cause its decay

; we
generally take the precaution of interposing plates
of lead or iron between stone and bearing-timbers,
and carefully exclude timber bond from stone
walling.—

E

d.]

sown in February, dibbled in in-rows, and kept

free from bottom shoots whilst in the nursery.

Its foliage depends in splendid masses, its

leaves long, lanceolate, and deeply serrated.

The trunk is characterized bv the deep and
wide cleft3 with which it is marked. Its bark

is sometimes used for tanning, but for that

purpose it is inferior to oak bark.

54. Young coppice trees are, for straight-

ness and durability, much esteemed for hop-

poles, spars, pailings, rails, posts, and gates,

and other purposes, where large wood is not;

the timber of a more advanced growth is advan-
tageous. It is also well adapted for the for-

mation of casks, water-pipes, and other recep-
tacles of liquids

;
the Italians use it for wine-

tuns.

55. The American is said to be in all its

properties and qualities very similar to the
European chesnut

;
the young wood being

tough and flexible, much esteemed for fence-

work ; the old wood brittle and shaky.
{To be continued.)

THE NATURE OF DESIGN.
A Paper read at the meetings of the Decorative

Art Society, March 13/A and 27/A.

BY MR. CRABB, V.P., MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTE
OF FINE ARTS.

{Continuedfrom p. 399.)

Rome acquired her art through conquest;
she imitated the buildings of countries subjected
by her arms, and transported statues, pictures,

and works of gold and silver, to adorn her
capital. The produce of Athens, Delphi, and
Elis, filled Rome with the rarest productions
of the fine arts. The increasing power, when
Julius Caasar and Augustus held supreme sway,
was auspicious to the general interests of the
Fine Art; the emperorsmade great efforts to in-

crease the splendour and magnificence ofRome,
and their policy extended a similar course
throughout the empire, considering that it

tended to fix authority, give general security,

and contribute to the happiness of the people.
This example was universally followed by their
subjects, who had spirit to conceive and wealth
to accomplish the noblest undertakings. The
opulent senators of Rome and the provinces
esteemed it an honour, and almost an obliga-
tion, to adorn the splendour of their age and
country

;
the influence of fashion very fre-

quently supplying the want of taste or gene-
rosity. It was within a period of 300 years
that the luxurious adornment of Rome took
place. The sculptors were universally Greeks,
and though wealth and honour drew men of
talent to Rome, and somewhat revived Grecian
excellence, the creative spirit, the spark of
vitality, infusing life and soul, originality and
thought into their productions, could not be re-
called. In the best age of Roman art the de-
mand was chiefly for statues of personal repre-
sentation, in which a vitiated taste often
required the embellishment of colour, by the
admixture of coloured marbles or bronze. The
same departure from simplicity pervaded their
architecture. The most extensive and magni-
ficent structures were erected, but in heavier
proportions than the elegant Greek. Every
member in the cornice of temple or public
edifice became encumbered with a profusion of
ornament, and an imposing heaviness of en-
richment was the result. The interior of their
buildings was decorated by sculpture and paint-
ing, and manufacturing design entered freely I

into their general domestic service. You have
Sir W. Gells’s fine work on Pompeii, and Sir
H. Englefield’s Etruscan Vases; several villa
fa9ades, the magnificent decorations of Titus’
baths, and some fine specimens of colouring
and modern adaptation before you.
The splendid and colossal edifices which

adorned their cities; temples, palaces, and
baths, were crowded with works of art. Trajan’s
Basilica was most magnificent; its forum,
temple, and approaches, crowded 12 acres;
the hall, 510 by 168 feet, would have contained
our St. Paul’s

;
and its column was enriched by

sculpture descriptive of the Roman victories
over the Dacians. The theatre ofMarcellus
was arranged in three tiers of columns, the
lower of marble, the next of vitrified glass,
and the upper of gilded wood : it contained
3,000 statues in bronze. The palace of Diocle-
tian at Spatro was A ery celebrated

;
his baths

accommodated 18,000 persons at one time.
Those of Caracalla covered 13 acres. These
baths were a sort of vast club, in which every

— i

exercise of body or mind might be taken, every I

delight of the senses indulged, and the whole
|

people met there. Gardens were raised about J

30 feet above the general le\rel, adorned with fi

pavilions, and a great central building having
an immense hall, obelisks and fountains, fra-

grant shrubs, flowers, and the finest statues.

During the first 300 years of the Christian era
seven of these baths were erected, well calcu-
lated to indulge that love of luxury which
rapidly corrupted the Roman manners under
the emperors, gratifying the constant love of
excitement in novelty and splendour, Avhich

then gave popularity to the Government. The
number and beauty of their villas were amaz-
ing; built on the model of the Persian palaces,

their interior decorations were full of choice
design, chiefly executed in fresco, and by artists

of eminence. The luxurious description given
of the furnishing of these villas, their richly

wrought plate, &c. &c., convey certain intima-
tion of the encouragement given to manufac-
turing design. Hadrian’s villa, at Tivoli, in-

closed by a wall ten miles in circuit, contained
the most magnificent embellishments. Pliny’s

villa and that of Lucullus Avere very cele-

brated
;
each had gardens of great splendour.

We must not overlook Palmyra built by
Dionysius, whose magnificent ruins, replete

with elegant design, attract the traveller’s

attention. Balbec, not less celebrated, boasts

of the Avell-known Temple of the Sun

—

“ Whose lonely columns stand sublime,

Flinging their shadows from on high,

—

Like dials which the wizard Time
Had raised to count his ages by.”

Every thing appertaining to this enterprising

nation of conquerors was upon a mighty scale.

They lived constantly in public, assuming an
excess of vast magnificence in their habits,

public exhibitions, and triumphal processions;

and I may also add, in their arts and manufac-
tures. They held tribute all the civilized

world, and have left monuments of their great-

ness at the uttermost confines of their empire.

Byzantine art arose through the impatience

of Constantine, and the inefficiency of his

architects employed to erect the first Christian

city
;

it presents a rich admixture of the plun-

der from other styles
;
several parts of Europe

adopted it:—Moscow and the south of Russia,
and also the regions along the Mediterranean
coast.

The Arabian, or Moresque, took its rise

among a people whose extraordinary conquests
and quick perception of the beautiful enabled
them to graft new combinations upon ancient
Eastern architecture. At the time when other
nations were again sinking into barbarism, they
became a medium for preserving that know-
ledge which has descended to us. Their orna-
ment was elaborate and geometrical, and dis-

tinguished by delicacy of execution
;
and the

principle of their colouring gorgeous, as that

of the eastern nations. I need only mention
Mr. Owen Jones’s magnificent publication upon
the Alhambra Palace, in illustration.

The dismemberment of the Roman empire
obscured the arts; and in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries we find the church its only
patron. During the middle ages Gothic archi-

tecture Avas extensively adopted
;

its singular

and beautiful ornaments are exceedingly in-

teresting, and frequently display very consi-

derable talent in the principles of design. The
Jesuits studied the arts, especially architecture,

and have produced some of the finest perspec-
tive effects in the world

;
their noviciate, ex-

tending to thirty years, gave ample time and
leisure for deep research, and they arc consi-

dered to have produced greater benefits and
greater evils than any other ecclesiastical body.

Early in the fifteenth century, immense efforts

Avere made to restore classical architecture and
ornamental embellishments, and consequently

all the extensive ramifications of manufacturing
design. Art quickly became the idol of the

people, and there appeared some of the greatest

names that ever graced the annals of art
;

powerful princes Avere patrons, and the utmost
encouragement Avas afforded by the illustrious

merchant family of Medici, the Pope’s Leo X.,
Julius II. and Clement VII. Architecture,

painting, and general decorative art, pressed
forward Avith amazing success

;
all the minor

discoveries had been gradually developed, and
art reached its most distinguished eminence
before the close of the fifteenth century. The
splendid talents of Lionardo da Vinci distanced

all former excellence
;
naturally possessing the
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very highest attributes of genius, and favoured

by education and circumstances, he became as

great in sculpture as in painting. The musi-

cian, poet, and man of science, his genius kept

unceasingly creating, but his perseverance failed

before completion. The Battle of the Standard, a

cartoon for decoratingthe great council chamber
at Florence, is one of the noblest inventions of

art, full of felicity and picturesque energy; it

displays each attitude of body, and active pas-

sion of mind, with profound skill
;
the horses

are treated with surpassing vigour; and it

stood alone in art, until Rubens imagined from
this text, his magnificent equestrian groups of

the Battles of the Amazons. Contempora-
neous was Michael Angelo, the prince of art;

one of those mighty geniuses, who but at distant

intervals are found upon the earth. He sub-

limely conceived, attempted, and succeeded in

uniting magnificence of plan with wonderful

execution and endless variety
;
his style was

broad, his line uniformly grand
;
whatever he

touched received the impress of his genius, and

he rendered character and beauty subservient

to the highest attributes of design. He shewed
to what sublime purpose decorative painting

could be applied, by his adornment of the

Sistine Chapel ;
there depicting sacred history

with all the wonders of art. In the “ Last

Judgment,” every attitude, and the master trait

of every passion which sways the human heart,

was called to his assistance. The depth of

thought and power of meditation he expressed

in the prophets and sibyls of the chapel of

Sixtus. His sculpture appears to have a vitality

about it, and his powers as an architect were
exhibited in the skilful adjustment of the vast

number of jarring parts in St. Peter’s, and
combining them in one magnificent whole.

Raffaelle was the mild and delightful painter

of nature; his works in the Vatican, &c.,

prove him to have entertained the same
thoughts as M. Angelo, upon applying the

highest quality of art to decorative purposes :

their ornamental portions, arabesques, borders,

and numerous addenda, will be found, how-
ever beautiful in themselves, to be subservient

to the great principles of design,—harmony
and repose being essential to the ultimate effect

of the whole work. To these eminent cha-

racters, who practised decorative painting in

its highest walk, others, second only to such

mighty names, lent their best assistance to

adorn the palaces and villas of Italy, where
they produced works of infinite beauty

;
galle-

ries and apartments in which the richest archi-

tectural arrangements were embellished with

skilful dispositions of colouring, beautiful

arabesques and gilding
;

fine distinctive effects

were produced through different combinations

and proportions, harmony and rich solidity of

magnificence, only to be obtained by a thorough

knowledge and skilful adaptation of the sound

unerring rules of art. In the magnificent folio

work, just published by Mr. Gruner, upon the

Fresco Arabesques and Painted Decorations of

the Churches and Palaces of Italy, we shall

have opportunities for enjoying and studying

the brightest gems of decorative art. The ex-

amples of this extraordinary work of labour,

forty-six in number, are coloured by hand,

with a value and effect unprecedented. It ex-

presses the mode of using the enrichments of

painting and gilding, in unity with the archi-

tecture and with the sculpture
;
causing the

entire to be viewed as one, neither perfect

without the other. This work is exactly what

we most required, reflecting the highest honour

upon Mr. Gruner ;
and is likely to create a

complete revolution in British decorative de-

sign.

Design, resulting from the full appreciation

of fine art, was lavishly used during the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, upon every

kind of manufacture. The terra cotta of

Faenza, of exquisite design and great variety.

The Limoges enamels upon copper, forming-

cups, plates, tazzas, and various ornaments,

were often painted by artists like Parmegiano.
Richly coloured marbles were freely used in

unity with beautiful mosaics, for interior em-

bellishment. The dress of the period was rich

in the extreme, in fashion, colours and mate-

rial. The missals and psalters of the church

were illuminated ;—medalling carefully prac-

tised; engraving on steel, crystal, and precious

stones, in intaglio and relievo, and inlaying

with gold and silver, upon the sumptuous de-

signs for armour and offensive weapons, cups,

vases, chalices, and sculptured plate, were

eagerly sought. The superb setting of jewels,

intermixed with enamelling, became a passion
;

and the liberality and demand for large and
small goldsmith’s works, produced a great
body of the finest manufacturing artists, medal -

lers, and engravers, celebrated in an age rich

in every species of excellence depending upon
the arts. Benvenuto Cellini was of most dis-

tinguished eminence, of elegant person, great

vivacity; bold and full of intelligence, he lived

amongst the most noble princes and dignified

ecclesiastics of that turbulent age
;
sometimes

soldier, musician, engraver, sculptor, or me-
dallist; he produced coins for the mint, both

at Rome and Florence, so fine as to be pre-

served as medals
;
he was ennobled, and dying

at Florence, in 1570, was buried with great

funeral pomp. He had lived in intimacy with

M. Angelo, Titian, and all the great painters,

sculptors, and architects of Italy
;
courted and

esteemed by princes; these illustrious men
were supported in great splendour, and held in

the highest estimation.

Such being the treatment of artists by a

Charles V. or Francis I., the celebrated eccle-

siastics of the period, and the minor States of
Italy, can we wonder at the success of art

under encouragement so flattering, or be sur-

prised that our Henry VIII. was unable to

prevail upon these great artists to visit him ?

( To be continued.)

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Restoration of Holy Trinity Church.—We
regret to find that a new obstacle has arisen to

carrying forward the restoration of this sa-

cred edifice, so venerable from its antiquity,

and so ornamental to the town from its archi-

tectural beauty. It is certainly most desirable

that a work involving so many considerations

affecting the honour and credit of the town,
both with the present and future generations,

should be under the control of those who are

not only qualified to judge of its propriety, but

disposed, from their attachment to the church
itself, to accomplish it in a consistent and be-

coming manner. The churchwardens have
commenced the re-edification of the south

transept and porch, without, we believe, having

consulted any properly qualified architect

;

and incongruities are in consequence being
committed, which have obliged the archdeacon
to issue a citation forbidding them or any
other persons from proceeding with the work.
This interposition on the part of the arch-

deacon is only in accordance with the decla-

ration he made upon the subject in his late

charge. “ The attempts at reparation,” he
therein observes, “ which have left things

worse than they found them, fully justify the

law, which I hope the rural deans of this

archdeaconry will invariably assist me in en-

forcing, that no works shall be commenced
without a specific permission. I must not

omit to mention that an architect at Hull, Mr.
Lockwood, has consented to give gratuitous

assistance by inspecting any plans for partial

improvements which may be submitted to

him. On this head caution is the more
needed, because architecture unhappily is one
of those sciences on which the popular mind
still remains to be educated.” What will be

the result of this interference it is at present

difficult to conjecture
;
but it is certainly to be

regretted, that the more respectable portion of

the town should so long have been indifferent

as to the parties to whose charge was com-
mitted the preservation of a structure, which
the piety of their forefathers so munificently

reared, and which it is our duty to hand
down, in all its primitive splendour, to the

latest posterity.

—

Hull Packet.

Neiv Church, Halstead, Essex.—On Wed-
nesday week the foundation-stone of this

church was laid by Mrs. Gee, at Greenstead

Green, bearing an appropriate inscription.

There were present nearly 1,500 persons at the

ceremony, who appeared to be dissatisfied with

the sight, and exclaimed against the omission

of a treat being given to the workmen, as is

usual upon such occasions.— Correspondent.

Nottingham.—A Romish “ cathedral,” on a

larger and more magnificent scale than any

built in England since the Reformation, has

been recently erected in this town, and will be

“opened” on Wednesday, the 28th instant.

The architect is Mr. Pugin.

East Ardsley Church.—This old church is

about to be taken down, and a new church,
when sufficient funds can be obtained, is to be
built on the same site. Lord Cardigan has
contributed 100/. towards this object.

New Church at Chittoe, North JVilts.—The
foundation-stone of this church was laid on
Monday vveek by Mrs. Starkey, of Spye Park.
The erection of the sacred edifice has been en-
trusted to Messrs. Daniel and Charles Jones,
of Bradford.

—

Salisbury Journal.

St. Mary's Church, Dover.—The restoration
of this church is now rapidly drawing towards
completion.

—

Dover Chronicle.

A monument is about to be erected in

Staindrop Church, Durham, to the memory of
the late Duke of Cleveland.

W. G. GOVER’S PATENT REMOVABLE
WINDOW-SASH.

Those who are aware of the many painful,

and too often, fatal accidents, which are so

constantly occurring for want of a safe and easy
method of cleaning the outsides of windows,
will look upon this invention as a great public

benefit.

Most servants, particularly respectable fe-

male-servants, are unwilling to undertake the

cleaning of windows, as they are at present

usually constructed, because a part of this

work involves the necessity of sitting or stand-

ing in situations repugnant to their feelings,

and fraught with extreme danger to all
;
and

where such unwillingness does not exist on part

of the servant, humanity dictates that persons

unaccustomed to such precarious situations,

should not be exposed to them at the imminent
peril of their lives.

The consequence is, that a periodical ex-

tra expense is usually incurred by the ma-
jority of respectable householders, who employ

glaziers and others to clean their windows.

But though a painter or glazier, from habit,

may be less liable to accident than a domestic,

when engaged in this perilous work; still the

cause of humanity would be best served, if

the outsides as well as the insides of windows
could be cleaned without, in any degree, en-

dangering the life of a fellow- creature.

To effect so desirable an object, the inventor

of the patent removable window-sash, has

devoted his particular study and attention

;

and as it was necessary for the accomplish-

ment of his purpose, to contrive some method

easily applicable to windows now in use, as

well as to those which shall in future be con-

structed, Mr. Gover has taken care to adopt

the simplest and least expensive method he

could devise, for rendering the common sash

removable, in the hope that householders gene-

rally will find it to their advantage, in point

of economy, as well as convenience, to submit

to the alteration.

Mr. Cover’s patent removable window-sash is

so contrived, that in less than two minutes,

the whole window may be removed and taken

into the room by the most unskilful servant;

so that those who possess windows on this

improved principle, may have them cleaned by

their domestics, &c., without endangering the

life of any human-being.

Much inconvenience found to accrue from

the introduction of strange workmen will thus

be avoided
;
while additional light and com-

fort may be obtained through the opportunity

afforded of frequent cleaning with conve-

nience and economy.
It will be found by those who inspect Mr.

Gover’s models of the removable window-

sash, or the windows which have been fitted

up on this principle, that it possesses several

advantages over the common sash, viz.

:

The firmness given to it by means of the

metal stops, when the sash is closed.

The silence and ease with which the metal

and wood work together when the sash is

raised or lowered ;
and

The opportunity it affords of substituting a

ventilator upon a large scale. For clubs,

hotels, hospitals, and offices, a duplicate sash

fitted with wire gauze (so as to yield all the

luxury of ventilation) might, when the weather

permits, be fixed in the frame by means of the

patent stops
;

the same stops being in like

manner applicable to the glazed-sash
;
and no

workman being required to substitute the one

for the other.
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Fig. 2.

The novelty of the design sought to be

protected and represented by the drawing

(which is of a scale of 3 inches to a foot,)

consists in the shape or configuration of certain

parts connected with the sashes of windows,

whereby the sashes can be readily detached

from the window frame, without removing the

beads, as hitherto commonly practised with

windows of the ordinary construction
;

and

thus the exposure of persons to the outsides

of windows, for the purpose of cleaning or

repairing them, becomes to a great extent

unnecessary. Fig. l.of the drawings repre-

sents an elevation of a window, the sashes

having the parts above-mentioned attached

thereto. Fig. 2 a vertical section through the

line A B in fig. 1. Fig. 3, a horizontal section

taken through the lines CD, E F, G H, in

figs. 1 and 2. Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7. several per-

spective views of stops, hereafter mentioned

;

similar letters are placed upon and represent

corresponding parts in all the figures. In the

fig. 1, A A represents a rectangular window-
frame; B, the top, and C, the lower sash;

the extreme width of which is somewhat less

than the width of the frame between the pulley-

styles ah; the difference between the width

of the sashes and the frame being made up by

inserting pieces or stops, D, E, F, G, into

grooves, formed in the top and bottom rail of

each sash
;
and the said stops are connected to

the sash-line by passing it through a hole *

formed therein, and to the sashes by passing

pins orscrews H through holes II, formed in the

window-rails and stops, as shewn; the bottom

stops of the lower sash have projections I at

their under sides, which fit into holes formed

in the window-sill, to prevent the sash shaking;

it will appear evident that the sashes will now
slide freely in the frame, and be perfectly

secure therein
;
and may be readily removed

from the frames, by withdrawing the pins or

screws H, the weight attached to the sash-line

being prevented from falling by passing the

stop, w'hich has a hole through it over a hook

K, fixed to the bead of the window-frame,

as shewn.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Lincoln, Swinton, and York Railway.—
George Hudson, Esq., the chairman of the

Midland, the York and North Midland, the

Newcastle and Darlington, the North British,

and the Leeds and Bradford Railways, accom-

panied by Messrs. George and Robert Ste-

phenson, the engineers, arrived at Doncaster,

on Wednesday last, from York, en route for

Gainsborough, Lincoln, Boston, March, Cam-
bridge, and London, when they proceeded to

survey the western side of the town, accom-

panied by Sir Isaac Morley, the town clerk,

and Mr. Alexander, for the purpose of deter-

mining the approaches, and of fixing upon the

site for the Doncaster station, which, it is

expected, will be between Union-street and

Shakespear’s Head. From this station the

lines will radiate west to Swinton, north to

York, and south to Lincoln and London.

The line to Swinton is intended to pursue the

course of the Dun valley, as before proposed.

The south line bears directly towards Bawtry,

passing the Carr Grange, and over the low

grounds to Littleworth, in Rossington, crossing

the London road in the valley near King’s

Wood, and forward to near Bawtry, thence at

the foot of Scafiworth Hills, over Gringley

Carr, and between Walkeringham and Beck-

ingham to Gainsborough, where it will cross

the river Trent a little above Gainsborough

Bridge, and forward to Lincoln. The north

line is to pass between the town of Doncaster

and the union workhouse, across Crimpsall and

the great north road, in a direct line for Askern,

by Stubbs Walden and east of Womersley,
crossing the river Aire between between Beal

and Ivnottingly, and joining the York and

North Midland’ Railway at the Burton salmon

station
;
thus completing a continuous line of

railway from London to York, considerably

shorter than the existing route, and a commu-
nication between the manufacturing districts

and Lincoln, Cambridge, and Norfolk. A
short branch is also to be made from the main

line for the accommodation of the river trade

at Docken Hill
;
and active operations are to

be commenced for preparing the necessary

Parliamentary sections and surveys, in com-

pliance with the standing orders of Parliament.

Progress ofthe Atmospheric System.—A new
line from Newcastle to Berwick, a distance of

60 miles, is about to be brought forward. Mr.

Brunei is the engineer, and it is to be worked

entirely on the atmospheric principle. Lord

Hovvick and other influential noblemen and

gentlemen will support it,

Raihvay Meeting at Workington .—On Friday
week a numerous meeting of the inhabitants

of both Workington and Cockermouth and
the neighbourhood was held at the Green
Dragon Inn, in the former town, in order to

take into consideration the report of George
Stephenson, Esq., on the proposed line of rail-

way between Workington and Cockermouth.
On the motion of J. W. Fletcher, Esq.,

seconded by M. Falcon, Esq., Joseph Thomp-
son, Esq., was called to the chair. The
chairman having read Mr. Stephenson’s report
of the projected undertaking, the following
committee was formed for the purpose of carry-

ing the railway into effect—namely, the Right
Hon. the Earl of Lonsdale, Gen. Wyndham,
Joseph Harris, Michael Falcon, J. W.
Fletcher, J. Harris (Lorton), Charles Brown,
L. Bouch, T. Mawson, T. Westray, Jonathan
Wood, W. Fisher, G. Cape, J. Thompson,
sen., J. Guy, W. Thornburn, J. Steel, Wm.
Wood, Henry Grayson, Isaac Thompson, W.
Cook, T. Wilson (Cockermouth). Shares to

the amount of 29,500/., at 20/. each, were sub-

scribed for in the room during the meeting,

and at present shares to the amount of 42,000/.

have been taken up. The subscription list is

now closed, until information be received from
the Earl of Lonsdale, who will doubtless pa-

tronise the measure himself, as to the number
of shares to be reserved, and in order to afford

the noble earl time to take Mr. Stephenson’s

report into consideration. The projectors of

this undertaking are very sanguine that the

traffic in coal and lime will amply pay the in-

terest on the full capital, which is fixed at

70,000/., though Mr. Stephenson in his report

only estimates the cost at 7,000/. per mile. The
company, we understand, have decided upon
reserving 500 shares, and the remaining 900

may be 6aid to be actually taken up or be-

spoken. This railroad when constructed will

be of the utmost advantage to the two towns

which it will connect, as well as to the district

through which it passes, and will likewise form

a most important branch to the Whitehaven

Junction Railway.

—

Carlisle Patriot.

West Riding Railways. — An important

meeting has been held at Leeds, at which
various gentlemen from Leeds and Bradford

attended, besides a portion of the Leeds and
Manchester board of directors, including the

chairman, to urge upon the meeting the con-

sideration of several projected lines of railway,

and eventually it was determined to perfect the

surveys and plans which have been for some

time under consideration, so as to supply with

railways, in the best and most effective manner,

the towns of Leeds, Bradford, Huddersfield,

Dewsbury, Batley, Birstal, Heckmondwike,
Pudsey, Cleckheaton, and the intermediate

populous district, in order that the scheme

might be brought under the consideration of

Parliament the next year. A strong and

unanimous feeling in favour of the plan was

manifested by the gentlemen assembled at the

meeting, and instructions were given to the

official gentlemen to take the necessary pre-

paratory steps without delay.

York and Scarborough Railxvay.—On Thurs-

day week Mr. Alderman Hudson attended at

Maiton, and had an interview with several of

the gentry of the town and neighbourhood, at

which it was agreed that the station should be

in the bone-mill and brick-yard field, in the

occupation of Jonathan Booth and Co., and

belonging to Robert Bower, Esq., of Welham,

with a bridge over the Derwent, and a commu-

nication thence into Yorkersgate, the centre

of the town of Malton. A great number of

workmen are now busily engaged in the for-

mation of the line in the neighbourhood of

Scarborough.

London and York Railway.—The route of

his elastic line is destined, says the Leeds

Mercury, to undergo yet another alteration, so

s to make its northern terminus at Leeds

nstead of York. A meeting was held at

Peterborough, on Thursday, Earl h itzwilham

n the chair, when resolutions in favour of the

jondon and York scheme were advocated by

he Hon. M. Fitzwilliam,M. P., Mr. C Chaplin,

dr. R. Hodgson, M. P., Mr. E. B. Denison,

The directors of the North British Railway

have issued notices for contracts for executing

about twenty miles of the line from Berwick

towards Edinburgh.
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Edinburgh

,
Leith ,

and Granton Railway .

—

This line, which was formerly called the

Edinburgh, Leith, and Newhaven Railway,

has changed its name since the Bills have been

passed, authorizing the extension branches to

Leith and Granton. The contract for the

Granton branch has been contracted for at a

sum far below the estimated cost, and the

contract for the Leith branch is also advertised

for.

OPENING OF A TUMULUS.

A tumulus or barrow called East-low,

and more generally by the rustics Essly-hill,

in the parish of Ringham, near Bury St.

Edmund’s, was excavated and explored on the

4th ult., under the direction of the Rev. Pro-

fessor Henslow. The hillock at its base is

about 90 or 100 feet in diameter, and its height

13 or 14 feet, covered on all sides with thorn-

bushes, except its summit, which has the ap-

pearance of a spacious harbour, accessible by

several winding paths through the dense thorn

bushes. The tumulus is situate at the south-

eastern angle of the four crossways of a road,

having to the southward three other tumuli

of smaller dimensions, which had been opened

at a former period. The excavation was en-

tered on the south side, the entrance being

protected by two upright pieces of timber sup-

porting a cross beam, to prevent the earth

from falling
;

the same precaution was taken

within the subterraneous passage as the work
of excavation proceeded. At several yards’

distance from the entrance was found the tomb
or chamber, built of flint and mortar, with

rows of tiles at intervals, about 12 feet long

and 4$ wide. Around this chamber was cut

a complete passage, wider on the side entered

than on the other sides
;
and at the north-

eastern corner of the excavation was cut a

passage for egress, by which means the visitors

could pass round with more convenience, or

make their exit. The tomb or chamber,
which appeared exceedingly fresh and solid,

was broken open on the west side nearest the

entrance, and on the north side, and the cham-
ber was found to contain a leaden coffin, depo-

sited as in a brick grave at the present day. A
complete arch was found a little above the

coffin, formed of Roman tiles intermixed with

much mortar, and then regularly covered with

Roman tiles, like the roof a house. The leaden

coffin was 6 feet 9 inches long, and 1 foot 5

inches broad, and 1 foot 4 inches deep. It

was formed out of a sheeet of lead, by turning

up the sides and ends, as in making a box or

tray with a card. T he edges were soldered

on the inside
;

the lid was a loose sheet, also

turned in at the edges, but without soldering.

When the lid was removed, there appeared

a skeleton, the scull-bone and some teeth in

good preservation. In the mouth, according
to ancient custom, was an obolus, or piece of

money, too much corroded, properly, to ascer-

tain its date. This was intended to pay
Charon, the grim ferryman of the Styx. At
the head, or north side of the grave or cham-
ber, and adjoining it, was a small chamber,
perhaps about 2 feet square, which had
contained lachrymatories or small glass phials,

supposed by some to be intended for holding
the tears of the mourners, but considered by
Professor Henslow as vessels for balms and
balsams. The glass was gone to dust, which
appeared like so much salt lying at the bot-

tom of the chamber. Altogether the discovery
is one of much interest to antiquarians

;
and

Professor Henslow appears disposed to con-
sider that the skeleton is that of the last owner
ofthe Roman villa discovered last year near the
spot, that and the tomb was erected at a late pe-
riod of the Roman occupation ofBritain, when it

had ceased to be the practice to burn the dead.
—Hud Packet.

Sale of Estates.—During the last two
or three months there has been a sale of landed
property in Fife which is quite unprecedented.
In that time there have been sold the lands of
Pitlessie, for 19,750/., to the Dowager Lady
Glasgow; Newbigging, to Mr. Johnstone, for,

we believe, about 19,500/.; Teuchats, to the
College of St. Andrews, for 4,000/; Myreside,
4,000/.. to Mr. Currie, Leven

;
Pitinedden, for

about 5,000/.; Kinglassie, for nearly the same
sum. Within a short period back, also, the
estates of Balgarvie, Radernie, and Smyddy-
green, in this county, have been purchased.

iMtscrllanca.

Burns’ Festival.— Dimensions of the
Pavilion.—We took a stroll to the ground
yesterday (August 2), and were much gratified

by the appearance of the pavilion
;

it seems
admirably adapted for the purpose intended,

whether in point of external effect or internal

accommodation. Mr. M‘Nab and Mr. Dickie,

the contractors, are doing every justice to the

workmanship. As with our changeable climate,

fine weather, however desirable, is not to be
calculated upon, it is essential that the erec-

tion be water-tight
;
and this the contractors

are insuring, by first roofing it with wood
and afterwards overlaying it with felt that is

impervious to rain. In the interior, the pa-
vilion is 120 feet long, by 110 feet wide, yield-

ing ample accommodation for 2,000 persons,

with an architrave on each side, 6 feet in-

dented, by 36 feet long, and elevated 11 feet

—

the one for reporters for the press, the other
for the Glasgow quadrille band. At the one
end is the chairman’s seat, and fronting it the

croupier’s, both elevated
;
and at one side Mr.

Blewitt, the eminent composer, who has charge
of the music, will preside at the pianoforte,

near which it is expected will be Mr. Tem-
pleton and Mr. Wilson, and an effective band
of glee singers, trained for the occasion.

—

Paisley Paper.

The Statue of William IV.—A number
of workmen, under the superintendence of Mr.
Painter, one of the surveyors of pavements for

the city of London, have commenced digging
the open space between King William-street

and Gracechurch-street, for the foundation of

the statue of his late Majesty William IV.,
which will be erected in the course of the

ensuing month. The statue is 18 feet high,

and the design is by Mr. Richard Kelsey, the

surveyor to the Commissioners of Sewers; the

task of sculpturing the figure having been en-

trusted to Mr. S. Nixon. The statue and
pedestal, which will be 40 feet high, will from
its position be seen from the Surrey side of the

water, and will occupy the spot where formerly

stood the Old Boar’s Head Tavern, immorta-
lized by Shakspeare. The figure of his late

Majesty is chisselled out of two immense
blocks of granite, the largest weighing30 tons,

and the smallest 15 tons. The king is repre-

sented dressed in an admiral’s uniform, over
which is the robe of state.

The Value of Ground near Glasgow.
—On Thursday week the lands of Stobcross,

to the west of Finnieston, and extending from
the Clyde northward to near the Dumbarton-
road, were sold by public roup at the price of

3s. per square yard, imperial measure. These
lands extend to about 60 Scotch, or about 80
imperial acres, which, being about 387,000
square yards, make the price amount to some-
where about 58,000/.

;
but as the purchaser

pays the auction-duty, which will be about

1,770/.
;
as well as the half of the conveyance

stamp, the price will actually amount to up-

wards of 60,000/. These lands were purchased
by the late Mr. Philips (by whose trustees they

have been sold) in the year 1786, for about
3,700/., making a rise in value of upwards of

56,000/.—Scotch Paper.
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Tenders delivered for repairs and alterations

at St. James’s Church, Duke’s-place.—Mr. Mere-
dith, Architect.

Turner and Sons .£1,295

J. Matthews 1,219
Ketley 1,139
Little and Son 1,075

W. Trego 1,071
W. Lawrence and Sons 1,032
W. Elston 993
Brodger and Ashley 989
J. Gerry 946— Grimsdale 945
Rd. Ashley 940
Dd. King 933

Tenders delivered for General Repairs of St.

Peter’s, upon Cornhill.

Lock and Neshanr £1,276
Cooke and Son 1,245
Piper 1,198
Cole 1,196
Battam and Craske 833
Pritchard 829

The lowest tender accepted.

Tenders delivered for alterations and improve-
ments intended to be made to Aldridge’s Repository,
St. Martin’s-lane, for M. C. Allen, Esq.—Charles
Hatchard, Surveyor, 50, Lower Belgrave-place.
August 13.

Messrs. Bennett and Hunt .... £3,685
Mr. Symmons 3,644
Messrs. Parry and Son 3,638
Mr. Stearman 3,358
Mr. Todd 3,275
Mr. Mason 3,200
Mr. Cooper 2,988

Tenders delivered for Additions and Alterations

of Trinity (Baptist) Chapel, Trinity-street, South-
wark.—R. Suter, Esq., Architect.

Wadey £386
Crowhurst 385
Friend 358

Tenders delivered for erecting a new first-rate

house in Red Lion-street, Whitechapel, for Mr.
White. August 7.

Woolcott and Son £1,648
Fanson 1,595
Rivett 1,545

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For sundry Alterations and Additions to the Bath
Penitentiary. — Drawings, &c., G. P. Manners,
Esq., Architect, Oxford-row, Bath. 19th August.

For the several Artificers’ Works in the Erection

of both or either of the New Churches—one at

Morton, and the other at East Stockwith, near

Gainsburgh.—Drawings, &c., Messrs. Hurst and
Moffatt, Architects, Doncaster. 31st August.

For the supply of 2,000 yards run of Flat Car-

line Hose Granite Curbing, parish of St. John, at

Hackney.—C. H. Pulley, Clerk to Board for Re-
pair of Highways. 21st August.

For the Repairs of Crypt School and House, and

for Erecting a Covering to the Vegetable Market in

the Southgate-street, Gloucester.—Mr. Jackman,
the Chamberlain, Half-street, Gloucester. August
20 .

For the Construction of a Sea Sluice, Bridges,

and Tunnels, and for Excavating a Drain from a

point near Gaywood-bridge to Fisher’s Fleet, in

King’s Lynn.— Mr. E. Durrant, King’s Lynn.

August 20.

For 57,000 Larch or Memel Sleepers for the

Leeds and Bradford Railway.—Company's Offices,

Leeds. August 26.

For 3,300 Tons of Wrought Iron Rails for the

Leeds and Bradford Railway, each rail to be 15

feet long, and to weigh 65 lbs. per lineal yard.

—

Company’s Offices, Leeds. August 26.

For 1,100 of Cast Iron Chairs, for the Leeds

and Bradford Railway.—Company's Offices, Leeds.

August 26.

For 500 Tons of best Railway Bars of theparellel

double T form, weight about 75 lbs. per yard, for

the Liverpool and Manchester Railway.—To the

Treasurer of the Liverpool aud Manchester Rail-

ways, Liverpool. Agust 21.

For the Erection of a Dwelling-House for the

Superintendent of the Steam Drainage Engine, and
for the Walls and other necessary works to enclose

a Coal-yard and Premises, and for Building a
Bridge.—Mr. W. H. Young, Surveyor, Mildenhall.

For Erecting a Cast-Iron Fence, and Wrought-
Iron Gates and Lamp Irons, on Yorkshire stone

coping, next the high road at the Cavalry Barracks,

Maidstone.—Ordnance Office, Pall Mall. August
22 .

For supplying 2,250 Loads of African Timber,

and delivering at H. M’s. several Dockyards during

the year 1845.—Secretary of the Admiralty. 3rd

September.
For supplying and delivering at H. M.’s several

Dockyards during the year 1845, 1,500 loads of

Honduras Mahogany.—Secretary of the Admiralty.

3rd September.

COMPETITIONS.
A Premium of 100 guineas will be given by the

commissioners appointed to erect a lunatic asylum
in the vicinity of the city of Kingston, Jamaica, to

the person who shall produce the best plan, accom-
panied by a specification, of an asylum for the re-

ception of the insane. The institution must accom-
modate 200 patients of both sexes, with the requi-

site number of officers and servants, and due

attention must be paid in the plan to the proper

classification o f the patients, and the climate in

which the asylum is to be erected. The plan must
also show how an addition may be made for the ac-

commodation of 100 patients more, in the event of

such being required. The plans must also set forth

the probable cost of the building in stone, brick, and

iron. The principal portion of the building is to be
allotted to paupers, but the commissioners are de-
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 1844.

ESIGNING
to go through

a review of

the works of

the Cam-

bridge Cam-

den Society, we this week

begin, as with a text, ac-

cording to our promise,

with the translation by

“Two of its Founders,”

of “ The Symbolism of

Churches and Church

Ornaments
: from the

Rationale Divinorum Offi-

ciorum, ivritten by JVil-

liam Durandus, sometime

Bishop of Mende. Leeds, 1843.”

We have said we begin with this work as

a text, because the bias of mind towards trifling

and unsoundness, exhibited by that society,

is as much to be seen from this one little

work, and the reading of it will give the student

as correct an idea of what reliance ought to be

placed upon such authority, as if he were to

waste his time by perusing a thousand folios

from the same source.

For the mere information of the reader,

who is unacquainted with the scanty memoirs,

which are extant relative to Ourandus, we copy

from the preface the following particulars :

—

“ William Durandus was born at Puy-mois-
6on, in Provence, about the year 1220. A
legend of his native country is told in the

present work. He became the pupil of Henry
de Luza, afterwards Cardinal of Ostia, and
taught canon law at Modena. On this subject

he composed a most learned work, the Speculum
Juris ; from which he obtained the title of

Speculator: as also another treatise called Re-
pertorium Juris-, and a Breviarium Glossarum
in Textum Juris Canonici. His high attain-

ments marked him out for the office of Chap-
lain to Pope Clement IV. He was afterwards
Auditor of the Sacred Palace; and Legate to

Pope Gregory X. at the Council of Lyons. He
was then made Captain of the Papal forces

;

in which post he assisted at the reduction of
several rebellious cities, and behaved with great
courage. He finally became Bishop of Mende
in 1286. While in this post and resident at Rome
(for he did not personally visit his diocese till

1291, the administration of the diocese being
perhaps left to a nephew of the same name who
succeeded him), he finished the work, of the

first book of which a translation is presented
to the reader. But it probably was commenced
before : for we find from a passage in its latter

half, that so far had been written during the
course of this same year 1286. And there is

no difficulty in the title, Episcopus Mimatensis,
which he gives himself in the proeme, as this

could easily have been added afterwards. But
it was certainly published, as Martene observes,

before 1295 ;
because Durandus speaks of the

Feasts of the Holy Apostles as semi-doubles,

whereas in that year by a constitution of Pope
Urban they were commanded to be observed
as doubles. The time at which the treatise

was written more especially demands our atten-

tion
;
because, did we imagine it only a few

years later than it really was, we might well

be astonished at finding no reference to the

Symbolism of the Decorated Style. The in-

terruptions amidst which the Rationale was
written are feelingly alluded to by its author
in the Epologue. He also wrote a treatise De
Modo Concilii Generalis habendi, probably
either suggested by, or preparatory to, that of
Lyons. He afterwards went on an embassy
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from the Pope to the Sultan

;
and is by some

said to have ended this life at Nicosia in

Cyprus. But the fact is not so: for having
governed his Diocese ten years, and having

refused the proferred Archbishopric of Ra-
venna, he departed at Rome on the Feast of

All Saints, 1296, being buried in the Church
of Sancta Maria super Minervam, where his

monument is yet to be seen.”

It is not our intention to deny that there is,

always was, and we believe always will be.asym-

bolism in certain things connected with church

architecture; thus, for instance, all ourown ideas

about the formation and subdivision of church

architecture have been trinitarian
;
thence we

would never have two windows where there ought

to be three
;
nor if we had our will strictly com-

plied with, would we have any window divided

into two, but rather into three compartments,

such windows being undoubtedly more tasteful,

and admitting of more elegant tracery : though

by a very special exertion of bad taste and

ignorance the Cam. Camdenists have attempted

to deform the fronts of Early English churches

by the placing of two windows promin ently, in-

stead of the symbolical one, or the trinitarian

three, or the tri-une three united in one, or one

composed of three
;
but as we cannot stop at

present to go into the weak reasons given for

such a violation of taste and propriety, we shall

defer the subject till we come to that depraved

part of the Cam. Camdenists’ works, in

which an attempt has been made to give sanc-

tity to one of the grossest besetting sins into

which those ignorant of the truth of architec-

tural composition naturally fall, and for assist-

ing to the promulgation of which barbarous

error the Cam. Camdenists can no more be

excused than Ovid can for enduing the world

with his celebrated “ Art of Love;” the error

is a childish one, and in the hands of weak

and tasteless men has already ruined the fronts

of several churches.

It seems the Cam. Cam. members who
have put forth this translation, not satisfied

with their Ishmaelitish proceedings, lifting

their hands against every man, and inciting

every man’s hand against them
;
not satisfied

with that savage ferocity which has caused

bishops, professors, and diocesan societies to

cut adrift from them
;

because the Oxford

Gothic Society has conducted itself with a

persevering good temper, falling into none of

the vagaries and heretical impertinences of

the Cambridge Society, must needs, give it a

rating for such conduct—but which society is

to be preferred, the one for quiet power, or the

other for indiscreet agitation, will be seen

hereafter.

It seems these translators consider Mr.
Lewis’s droll performance upon the same

matter deserved ridicule
;
for although on a

right subject he was on a wrong scent. We
quote their words :

—

“ Mr. Lewis, in his illustrations of Kilpeck
Church (in an appendix to which he has
printed a translation of some part of the

Rationale of our Author), has given a treatise

on symbolism generally, and has applied his

principles to the explanation of the plan and
details of that particular church. His book
excited some attention at the time of publica-

tion, and was met by considerable ridicule in

many quarters. To this we think it was fairly

open, since the author did not seem to have
grasped the true view of the subject.”

Nevertheless to make up for this failure in a

professed votary of symbolism, zealously and

conscientiously going to work— it further seems

that the inspiration of symbolism comes upon

sinners who are thinking nothing of the

matter; for again, observe the translators :

—

“ It is very remarkable, as has been already
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observed, that the buildings of those who most
strongly object to the Principle of Symbolism
do in effect contain as striking an exemplifica-
tion of it as it would be possible to find.”

But to the work of Durandus itself. We
shall abstain from any observation upon the

peculiar tenets of the Roman Catholic Epis-

copal author, and only touch upon those

which it is to be supposed the Anglican church
translators have reproduced for the edification

of their brethren of the same religion.

We are afraid that Mr. Wylson, who has

just given us a treatise upon mortars and ce-

ments, has sadly failed of giving us the sym-

bolical meaning of the articles upon which he

has so industriously written : for thus says

Durandus :

—

“ 10. The cement, without which there
can be no stability of the walls, is made of
lime, sand, and water. The lime is fervent
charity, which joineth to itself the sand,
that is, undertakings for the temporal welfare
of our brethren : because true charity taketh
care of the widow and the aged, and the infant

and the infirm : and they who have it study to

work with their hands that they may possess

wherewith to benefit them. Now the lime and
the sand are bound together in the wall by an
admixture of water. But water is an emblem
of the Spirit. And as without cement the

stones cannot cohere, so neither can men be
built up in the heavenly Jerusalem without
charity, which the Holy Ghost worketh in

them.”

But admitting the truth of this, what a fell

8woop does it give to Ihe Ishmaelitish handy-

work of the Cam. Camdenites—who ever talk

of church-union while they present the glaive

to all around.

'Then let the dishonest, weak, intemperate,

imprudent, who dare to lay a hand to the

mural work of churches, learn from the bishop

that,

“ 17- The four side walls are the four car-

dinal virtues, justice, fortitude, temperance,
prudence,”

and admire the deduction :

—

“ Hence the Apocalypse saith, the city
LIETH FOUR SQUARE.”

And how virtuous ought glaziers to become

while attending to their calling, for

—

“ The windows are hospitality with cheer-

fulness, and tenderness with charity.”

Further on we have the following:

—

“24. The glass windows in a church are

Holy Scriptures, which expel the wind and the

rain, that is, all things hurtful, but transmit the

light of the True Sun, that is, God, into the

hearts of the Faithful.”

And then, too, how gross, it would seem, have

been the vulgar ideas upon the use of window-

splays, for again our old author says

—

“ These are wider within than without,

because the mystical sense is the more ample,

and precedeth the literal meaning.”

And again

—

“Also, by the windows the senses of the

body are signified : which ought to be shut to

the vanities of this world, and open to receive

with all freedom spiritual gifts.”

Then let us have an orthodox knowledge

concerning the iron-work or the small subdi-

visions of windows, for

—

“25. By the lattice work of the windows,

we understand the prophets or other obscure

teachers of the Church Militant.”

But after this we have, amid the symbolical

reasoning, a testimony to the subdivision of

windows into three, and not into two ;
for thus

Durandus :

—

“In which windows there arc often two

shafts, signifying the two precepts of charity,

or because the Apostles were sent out to preach

two and two.”

Then, concerning towers, spires, and their

appendages, we have

—

“21. The towers are the preachers and
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Prelates of the Church, which are Her bul-

wark and defence. Whence the Bridegroom

in the Canticles saith to the Bride, Thy neck
IS LIKE THE TOWER OF DAVID BUILDED FOR

AN armoury. The pinnacles of the towers

signify the life or the mind of a Prelate which

aspireth heavenwards.

‘‘22. The cock at the summit of the church

is a type of preachers. For the cock, ever

Watchful even in the depth of night, giveth

Notice how the hours pass, waketh the sleepers,

predicteth the approach of day, but first ex-

citeth himself to crow by striking his sides

with his wings. There is a mystery conveyed

in each of these particulars. The night is this

World: the sleepers are the children of this

world who are asleep in their sins. The cock

is the preacher, who preacheth boldly, and ex-

citeth the sleepers to cast away the works of

darkness, exclaiming, Woe to them that
sleep! Awake thou that sleepest! And
these fortel the approach of day when they

speak of the Day of Judgment, and the glory

that shall be revealed : and like prudent mes-

sengers, before they teach others, arouse them-

selves from the sleep of sin by mortifying their

bodies. Whence the Apostle, I keep under
my body. And as the weathercock faceth the

wind, they turn themselves boldly to meet the

rebellious by threats and arguments : lest they

should be guilty, when the wolf cometh,
of leaving the sheep and fleeing. The
iron rod, whereon the cock sitteth, repre-

senteth the discourse of the preacher, that he

speaketh not of man but of God : according to

that saying, If any man speak, let him
SPEAK AS THE ORACLES OF God. But in that

the iron rod is placed above the Cross, on the

summit of the church, it signifieth that Holy
Scripture is now consummated and confirmed.

Whence saith our Lord in His Passion, It is

finished: and that title is written indelibly

over Him.
“ 23. The cone, that is the summit of the

church, of great height, and of round shape,

signifieth how perfectly and inviolably the

Catholic Faith must be held: which Faith ex-

cept a man do keep whole and undefiled with-

out doubt he shall perish everlastingly.”

Then read what Durandus says concerning

bells and their gear.

“ 4. Again bells do signify preachers, who
ought after the likeness of a bell to exhort the

faithful unto faith : the which was typified in

that the Lord commanded Moses to make a

vestment for the High Priest, having seventy-

two bells, to sound when the High Priest en-

tered into the Holy of Holies. Also the cavity

of the bell denoteth the mouth of the preacher,

according to the saying of the Apostle, I am
BECOME AS SOUNDING BRASS OR A TINKLING
CYMBAL.

“ 5. The hardness of the metal signifieth

fortitude in the mind of the preacher: whence
saith the Lord, Behold I have made thy
FACE STRONG AGAINST THEIR FACES. The
clapper, or iron which by striking on either

side maketh the sound, doth denote the tongue
of the teacher, the which with the adornment
of learning doth cause both Testaments to re-

sound.

“ 6. Wherefore a Prelate which hath not

the skill of preaching will be like unto a bell

without a clapper : according to that saying of

Gregory, ‘ A Priest, if he knoweth not how
to preach nor what voice of exhortation he can
deliver, is a dumb preacher, and also as a dumb
dog which cannot bark.’ The striking the bell

denoteth that a preacher ought first of all to

strike at the vices in himself for correction,

and then advance to blame those of others :

lest indeed, contrary to the teaching of the
Apostle WHEN HF, HATH PREACHED TO
OTHERS, HE HIMSELF SHOULD BE A CAST-
AWAY. Which also the Psalm doth testify

;

But unto the ungodly, saith God:
WHY DOST THOU PREACH MY LAWS, AND
TAKEST MY COVENANT IN THY MOUTH?
Because truly by the example of his own
suffering he often gaineth access to those
whom by the learning of his discourse he
cannot move. The link by which the clapper

is joined or bound unto the bell is moderation :

by which, namely, by the authority of Scrip-
ture, the tongue of the preacher who wisheth to

draw men’s hearts is ruled.

“ 7- The wood of the frame upon which the
bell hangeth doth signify the wood of our

Lord’s Cross: which is on this account sus-

pended on high, because the Cross is preached

by the ancient Fathers. The pegs by which

the wooden frame is joined together or fastened

are the Oracles of the Prophets. The iron

cramps by which the bell is joined with the

frame denote charity, fcy which the Preacher

being joined indissolubly unto the Cross, doth

boast and say God forbid that I should
GLORY SAVE IN THE CROSS OF OUR LORD
Jesus Christ. The hammer affixed to the

frame by which the bell is struck signifieth

the right mind of the Preacher, by which he

himself holding fast to the Divine commands
doth by frequent striking inculcate the same
on the ears of the faithful.

“ 8. The rope hanging from this, by which
the bell is struck, is humility, or the life of the

Preacher : the same rope also sheweth the

measure of our own life. Besides these, since the

rope hath its beginning from the wood, upon
which the bell hangeth, by which is understood

our Lord’s Cross, it doth thus rightly typify

Holy Scripture which doth flow down from the

wood of the Holy Cross. As also the rope is

composed of three strands, so doth the Scrip-

ture consist of a Trinity; namely of history,

allegory, and morality. Whence the rope

coming down from the wooden frame into the

hand of the Priest is Scripture descending

from the mystery of the Cross into the mouth
of the Preacher. Again, the rope reacheth

unto the hands by which it is grasped, because

Scripture ought to proceed unto good works.

Also the raising and lowering of the rope in

ringing doth denote that Holy Scripture

speaketh sometimes of high matters, sometimes

of low: or that the Preacher speaketh some-

times lofty things for the sake of some, and

sometimes condescendeth for the sake of

others : according to that saying of the

Apostle: Whether we exalt ourselves
it is for God, or whether we humble
ourselves it is for you. Again, the

Priest draweth the rope downwards, when he
descendeth from contemplation unto active life:

but is himself drawn upwards when under the

teaching of Scripture he is raised in contem-
plation. Also he draweth it downwards when
lie understandeth the Scripture according to

the letter which killeth: he is drawn
upwards when he expoundeth the same accord-

ing to the Spirit. Again, according to

Gregory, he is drawn downwards and upwards
when he measureth himself in Scripture,

namely, how much he still lieth in the depths

and how much he advanceth in doing good.”

But how often have bell-hangers driven

staples and fixed rings without knowing that

—

“The ring (or pully) in the length of the

rope, through which in many places the rope

is drawn, is the crown of reward, or perse-

verance unto the end, or else is Holy Scripture

itself.”

Then, concerning the piers of a church, we

have

—

“27. The Piers of the church are Bishops
and Doctors : who specially sustain the Church
of God by their doctrine. These, from the

majesty and clearness of their Divine message,

are called silver, according to that in the

Song of Songs, He made silver columns.
Whence also Moses, at the entering in of the

Tabernacle, placed five columns, and four

before the Oracle, that is, the Holy of Holies.”

And how ingeniously, where the absolute

numbers run at cross-purposes, is the case dis-

posed of, for

—

“Although the Piers are more in number
than seven, yet they are called seven, according
to that saying, Wisdom hath builded Her
House, She hath hewn out her seven
pillars: because Bishops ought to be filled

with the sevenfold influences of the Holy
Ghost: and SS. James and John, as the

Apostle testifieth, seemed to be pillars.”

What advantages ought to spring from our

knowing that,

“ The bases of the columns are the Apostolic
Bishops, who support the frame of the whole
Church. The capitals of the Piers are the

opinions of the Bishops and Doctors. For as

the members are directed and moved by the
head, so are our words and works governed by
their mind. The ornaments of the capitals

are the words of Sacred Scripture, to the

meditation and observance of which we are
bound.”

Then, how symbolical of honour and dis-

honour is the same thing made to be, for it

seems that

—

“ 28. The pavement of the church is the
foundation of our faith. But in the spiritual

Church the pavement is the poor of Christ :

the poor in spirit, who humble themselves in

all things : wherefore on account of their

humility they are likened to the pavement.
Again, the pavement, which is trodden under
foot, representeth the multitude, by whose
labours the Church is sustained.”

But, even according to Durandus, how sin-

ful must it be to dispense with beams across

churches, for

—

“29. The beams which join together the
church are the princes of this world, or the

preachers who defend the unity of the Church,
the one by deed, the other by argument.”

And again

—

“31. The beams in the church are preachers,

who spiritually sustain it.”

And

—

“ The vaulting also or ceiling, representeth

preachers, who adorn and strengthen it, con-

cerning whom, seeing that they are not cor-

ruptible through vice, the Bridegroom glorieth

in the same Canticles, saying, The Beams
of Our House are cedar, and its ceiling,
fir. For God hath built His Church of living

stcnes, and imperishable wood, according to

that saying, Solomon made himself a
litter of cedar wood; that is, Christ, of

His Saints who wear the white robe of chas-

tity.”

We have then

—

“ The Chancel, that is, the head of the church,
being lower than its body, signifieth how great

humility there should be in the clergy or in

Prelates, according to that saying, And the
MORE THOU ART EXALTED, HUMBLE THYSELF
IN ALL THINGS.”

But how does this agree with the shutting

up of. chancels about which the Camdenists are

so anxious—after they have raised money
from the people for building them.

We have, indeed, in Durandus, only

“ The rail, by which the Altar is divided from
the Choir, teacheth the separation of things

celestial from things terrestrial.”

But, following the exclusive system, we have

at this time repeated twice every Sunday at

the Temple Church, London, a most pitiful

and disgusting scene, in which a line drawn

across the entrance to the chancel, which forms

the only part of the fabric in which the con-

gregation can hear any except the musi-

cal services—excludes, while the choir is only

halffull, the multitude, who have to wait gazing

about in the round part of the church, which

seems indeed like a mere galilee—the admis-

sion to the choir going on slowly and in pro-

portion to the outward appearance of those

waiting—a woman dressed in silk at seven

shillings per yard, gaining admittance in

about twenty minutes, one in silk at half-a-

crown, not under forty minutes
;
while those

in stuffs and other inferior attire are wholly

excluded, and, like sinful women of old, re-

main in the galilee
;
the porters of the church

in the meanwhile, though the chancel is but

half full, taking as much trouble to keep the

congregation out, as at other churches is taken

to invite them within.

After this Durandus then says

—

“30. The stalls in the church signify the

contemplative, in whom God dwelleth without

hindrance, who, from their high dignity and

the glory of eternal life, are compared to gold.

Whence he saith in the Canticles, He made a
GOLDEN SEAT.”

But what do the Camdenists, who have made

war upon all kinds of “ convenience ” or

“ comfort” in churches, say of the following

by Durandus :

—

“ 32. The seats in the Choir admonish us
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that the body must sometimes be refreshed :

because that which hath not alternate rest

wanteth durability.”

The following spiritualising of refectories,

wine-cellars, &c., has already excited smiles in

many quarters

—

“ 43. In this cloister the diversity of office-

chambers is the diversity of virtues. The
chapter-house is the secret of the heart: con-

cerning this, however, we shall speak diffe-

rently hereafter. The Refectory is the love of

Holy Meditation. The Cellar, Holy Scripture.

The Dormitory, a clean conscience. The
oratory, a spotless life. The garden of trees

and herbs, the collection of virtues. The well,

the dew of God’s Heavenly Gifts: which in

this world mitigateth our thirst, and hereafter

will quench it.”

In conclusion, we would ask, is our church

likely to gain respect, or, rather, is occasion

given to the enemies of God to blaspheme, by

its ministers republishing the following pas-

sages of Durandus

—

“ 28. The snuffers or scissors for trimming
the lamps are the Divine words by which men
amputate the legal titles of the Law, and reveal

the shining spirit, according to that saying,

Y E SHALL EAT OLD STORE, AND BRING FORTH
THE OLD BECAUSE OF THE NEW. The
vessels in which the wicks, when snuffed,

are extinguished, are the hearts of the Faith-

ful, which admit the legal observance to the

letter.

“ 29. Again, the tongs, by the double tooth

of which the fire is arranged, are preachers

;

who instruct us by the accordant pages of both
Testaments, and by their behaviour setting us

right, inflame us to the practice of charity.”

THE GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS BILL.

The main features of the arrangement
between the Government and the railway depu-
tation in reference to the Railways Bills are

briefly as follow:—The revision of the tolls of

such railways hereafter to be constructed as

may return a larger interest than ten per cent,

per annum is not to take place until the lapse

of twenty-one years from the passing of the

bills under which the respective companies
may be incorporated, and not at the end of

fifteen years, as originally fixed. A further

period of twenty-one years must elapse before

a second revision can be effected. The Act
is not to apply in any way to existing com-
panies, except m reference to third-class pas-

sengers, for whose accommodation the com-
panies agree to run one train daily, at fares

not exceeding a penny a mile, the Government
binding itself wholly to exempt from taxation

the receipts accruing from such cheap trains.

There are other concessions of minor import-
ance, but for these we must refer to the

annexed copy of the amended Bill.

AMENDED RAILWAYS BILL.

A Bill to attach certain Conditions to the Con-
struction of future Railways, authorized or to

be authorized by any Act of the present or suc-

ceeding Sessions of Parliament, and for other

purposes in relation to Raihvays.

Note.—The clauses marked (A) and (B) were
added by the committee.

1.

Whereas it is expedient that the conces-

sion of powers for the establishment of new
lines of railway should be subjected to such
conditions as are hereinafter contained for the

benefit of the public; be it enacted by the

Queen’s most excellent Majesty, by and with

the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual

and Temporal, and Commons, in this present
Parliament assembled, and by the authority of

the same, that if at any time after the end of
twenty-one years from and after the 1st day of
January next after the passing of any Act of

the present or of any future session of Parlia-

ment, for the construction of any new line of
passenger railway, whether such new line be a

trunk, branch, or junction line, and whether
such new line be constructed by a new com-
pany incorporated for the purpose, or by any
existing company, the clear annual profits

divisible upon the subscribed and paid-up

capital stock of the said railway, upon the ave-

rage of the three then last preceding years,

shall equal or exceed the rate of 10/. for every

100/. of such paid-up capital stock, it shall be
lawful for the Lords Commissioners of her

Majesty’s Treasury, upon giving to the said

company three calendar months’ notice in

writing of their intention so to do, to revise

the scale of tolls, fares, and charges limited by
the Act or Acts relating to the said railway,

and to fix such new scale of tolls, fares, and
charges, applicable to such different classes

and kinds of passengers, goods, and other

traffic on such railway, as in the judgment of

the said lords commissioners, assuming the

same quantities and kinds of traffic to conti-

nue, shall be likely to reduce the said divisible

profits to the said rate of 10/. in the 100/., and
so from time to time at the expiration of each

succeeding period of twenty-one years
;
pro-

vided always, that no such revised scale shall

take effect, unless accompanied by a guarantee,

to subsist as long as any such revised scale of

tolls, fares, and charges shall be in force, that

the said divisible profits, in case of any defi-

ciency therein, shall be made good to the said

rate of 10/. for every 100/. of such capital

stock
;
provided also, that such revised scale

shall not be again revised or such guarantee

withdrawn, otherwise than with the consent of
the company, for the further period of twenty-

one years.

2. That whatever may be tbe rate of divisi-

ble profits in any such railway, it shall be law-

ful for the said lords commissioners, if they

shall think fit, at any time after the expiration

of the said term of twenty-one years, to pur-

chase any such railway, with all its heredita-

ments, stock, and appurtenances, in the name
and on behalf of her Majesty, upon giving to

the said company three calendar months’
notice in writing of their intention, and upon
payment of a sum equal to twenty-five years’

purchase of the said annual divisible profits,

estimated on the average of the three then

next preceding years :
provided always, that if

the average rate of profit for the said three

yearsshall exceed the rate of 10/. in the 100/.,

it shall be taken at only 10/. in the 100/. for the

purpose of calculating thereon the amount of

such purchase-money: provided also, that if

the average rate of profits for the said three

years shall be less than the rate of 10/. in the

100/., it shall be lawful for the company, if they

shall be of opinion that the said rate of twenty-

five years’ purchase of the said average profits

is an inadequate rate of purchase of such rail-

way, reference being had to the prospects

thereof, to require that the rate of purchase,

instead of being calculated upon such average

rate of profit, shall be taken at a valuation, to

be determined, in case of difference, by arbi-

tration.

3. (A.) That nothing herein contained shall

be construed to subject to the said option of

revision or purchase any railway made or

authorized to be made by any act previous to

the present session
;

and that no branch or

extension of less than five miles in length of

any existing line of railway shall be taken to

be a new railway within the provisions of this

act
;
and that the said option of purchase shall

not be exercised as to any branch or extension

of any existing railway, without including in

the purchase the existing railway; also

in case the company of proprietors of the

same shall require that the same be so in-

cluded.

4. (B.) And whereas it is expedient that

the policy of calling into exercise the powers of

revision or purchase hereby reserved, or either

of them, should in no manner be prejudged by

the provisions of this Act, and should remain

for the future consideration of the legislature,

upon grounds of general and national policy

;

and whereas it is not the intention of this Act,

that under the said powers of revision or pur-

chase, if called into use, the public resources

should be employed to sustain an undue com-
petition against any independent company or

companies
;
be it enacted, that no such notice

as hereinbefore mentioned, whether of revision

or purchase, shall be given, until provision

shall have been made by parliament, by an Act

or Acts to be passed in that behalf, for autho-

rizing the guarantee or the levy of tbe pur-

chase-money heinbefore mentioned, as the

case may be, and for determining, subject to

the conditions hereinbefore mentioned, the

manner in which the said options or either

of them shall be exercised :
provided always,

that before any application is made to par-

liament for the powers to exercise the said

options or either of them, three months’ notice
shall be given by the said lords commissioners
to the company or companies to be affected
thereby, of the intention so to apply.

5. That from and after the commencement
of the period of three years preceding the
period at which the option of ransom or pur-
chase becomes available, full and true ac-
counts shall be kept of all sums of money
received and paid on account of any railway
within the provisions hereinbefore contained
(distinguishing if the said railway shall be a
branch railway, or one worked in common
with other railways, the receipts, and giving
an estimate of the expenses, on account of
the said railway from those on account of the
trunk line, or other railways) by the directors
of the company to whom such railway belongs
or by whom the same may be worked, and of
the purposes and things for which such sums of
money shall have been received and paid

;
and

every such railway company shall once in

every half-year cause a half-yearly account in
abstract to be prepared, shewing the total re-
ceiptand expenditure on account of the said rail-

way, for the half-year, ending the 30th day of
J line and the 31st day of December respectively,

or such other convenient days as shall in each case
be directed by the lords of the said committee,
under distinct heads of receipt and expenditure,
according to such form as may be required by
the lords of the said committee, with a stated

ment of the balance of such account duly
audited and certified under the hands of two or
more directors of the said railway company;
and shall send a copy of the said account tq

the lords of the said committee on or before
the last days of August and February re-

spectively, or such other days as shall in each
case be directed by the lords of the said

committee in each year; and it shall be lawful

for the lords of the said committee, if and
when they shall think fit, to appoint any
proper person or persons to inspect the accounts
and books of the said company; and it shall

be lawful for any person so authorized, at all

reasonable times, upon producing his authority,

to examine the books, accounts, vouchers, and
other documents of the company, at the prin-

cipal office, or place of business, of the com-
pany, and to take copies or extracts therefrom.

6. Companies to provide one cheap train,

each way, daily. [This clause remains vir-

tually unchanged, see clause 25 of former Bill.

J

And with respect to all railway companies
subject to these obligations, which shall be
open on or before the 1st day of November*
next, these obligations shall come into force on
the said 1st day of November; and with re-

spect to all other railways subject to this

obligation, it shall come into force on the day
of opening of the railway, or the day after the

last day of the session in which the Act shall

be passed, by reason of which the company
will become subject thereunto, which shall

first happen.

7. That if any railway company shall refuse,

or wilfully neglect, to comply with the pro-

visions of this Act as to the said cheap trains,

within a reasonable time, or shall attempt to

evade the operation of such order, such com-
pany shall forfeit to her Majesty a sura not

exceeding 20/. for every day during which
such refusal, neglect, or evasion shall con-

tinue.

8. Board of Trade to have a discretionary

power of allowing alternative arrangements.

[This clause is the same as the former clause

27.]
9. That no tax shall be levied upon the

receipts of any railway company from the

conveyance of passengers at fares not exceed-

ing Id. for each mile, by any such cheap train,

as aforesaid.

10. Certain companies to convey military

and police forces at certain charges, 5 and 6

Viet. c. 55. [This is the same as the former

clause 29.]

11. Railway companies to afford additional

facilities for the transmission of the mails, 1

and 2 Viet., c. 98. [This is the same as former

clause 30.]

12. And whereas electrical telegraphs have

been established on certain railways, and may

be more extensively established hereafter, and

it is expedient to provide for their due regula-

tion
;
be it enacted, that every railway company,

on being required so to do by the lords of the

said committee, shall be bound to allow any
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person or persons authorized by the lords of

the said committee, with servants and work-

men, at all reasonable times to enter into or

upon their lands, and to establish and laydown

upon such lands adjoining the line of such rail-

way, a line of electrical telegraph for her

Majesty’s service, and to give to him and them

everv reasonable facility for laying down the

same, and for using the same, for the purpose

of receiving and sending messages on her

Majesty’s service, subject to such reasonable

remuneration to the company as may be agreed

upon between the company and the lords of the

said committee, or in case of disagreement, as

may be settled by arbitration
:
provided always,

that, subject to a prior right of use thereof for

the purposes of her Majesty, such telegraph

may be used by the company, for the purposes

of the railway, upon such terms as may be

agreed upon between the parties, or, in the

event of difference, may be settled by arbitra-

tion.

13. That where aline of electrical telegraphs

shall have been established upon any railway

by the company to whom such railway belongs,

or by any company, partnership, person or

persons, otherwise than exclusively for her

Majesty’s service, or exclusively for the pur-

poses of the railway, the use of such electrical

telegraph, for the purpose of receiving and
sending messages, shall, subject to the prior

right of use thereof for the service of her

Majesty and for the purposes of the company,
and subject also to such equal charges, and to

such reasonable regulations, as may be from
time to lime made by the said railway company,
be open for the sending and receiving of mes-
sages by all persons alike, without favour or
preference.

14. And whereas by an Act passed in the

4th year of the reign of her Majesty, intituled
“ An Act to regulate Railways,” power is given
to the lords of the said committee to appoint
any proper person or persons to inspect any
railway, and the stations, works, and buildings,

and the engines and carriages belonging
thereto

;
and in order to carry the provisions

of this Act into execution, it is expedient that

the said power be extended
;
be it enacted, that

the said power given to the lords of the said

committee of appointing proper persons to in-

spect railways shall extend to authorize the

appointment by the lords of the said com-
mittee of any proper person or persons, for

such purposes of inspection, as are by the said

Act authorized, and also for the purpose of

enabling the lords of the said committee to

carry the provisions of this and of the said

Act, and of any general Act relating to rail-

ways, into execution
;
and that so much of the

last-recited Act as provides that no person
shall be eligible to the appointment as in-

spector who shall, within one year of his

appointment, have been a director, or have
held any office of trust or profit under any
railway company, shall be repealed

: provided
always, that no such person shall exercise any
powers of interference in the affairs of the
company.

15. Repealing provision of 3 and 4 Viet., c.

97. [Same as former clause 35.]
16. Board of Trade may direct prosecutions

to prevent railway companies from contraven-
ing or exceeding the provisions of their Acts.
[Same as former clause 36.]

17- Notice to be given to the company.
Prosecutions to be under the sanction of the
Board of Trade, and within one year after the
offence. [Same as former clause 37.]

18. And whereas many railway companies
have borrowed money in a manner unautho-
rized by their Acts of Incorporation or other
Acts of Parliament relating to the said com-
panies, upon the security of loan notes or other
instruments purporting to give a security for
the repayment of the principal sums borrowed
at certain dates, and for the payment of inte-
rest thereon in the mean time : and whereas
such loan notes or other securities issued other-
wise than under the provision of some Act or
Acts of Parliament have no legal validity, and
it is expedient that the issue of such illegal

securities should be stopped
;

but such loan
notes or other securities having been issued
and received in good faith as between the
borrower and lender, and for the most part for
the lawful purposes of the undertaking and in
ignorance of their legal invalidity, it is expe-
dient to confirm such as have been already
issued be it enacted, that from and after the

passing of this Act, any railway company
issuing any loan note or other negotiable or

assignable instrument, purporting to bind the

company as a legal security for money ad-

vanced to the said railway company otherwise

than under the provisions of some Act or Acts

of Parliament authorizing the said railway

company to raise such money and to issue such

security, shall for every such offence forfeit to

her Majesty a sum equal to the sum for which
such loan note or other instrument purports to

be such securi'y: provided always, that any
company may renew any such loan note or

other instrument issued by them prior to the

passing to this Act, for any period or periods

not exceeding five years from the passing of

this Act.

19. That where any railway company, before

the 12th day of July, 1844, shall have issued

or contracted to issue any such loan notes, or

other unauthorized instruments, the company
may and shall pay off such loan notes or other

instruments, as the same may fall due, subject

as hereinbefore provided
;
and until the same

shall be so paid off, the said loan notes or other

instruments shall entitle the holders thereof to

the payment, by the company, of the principal

sum and interest thereby agreed to be paid.

20. That a register of all such loan notes or

other instruments shall be kept by the secretary,

and such register shall be open, without fee or

reward, at all reasonable times, to the inspec-

tion of any shareholder or auditor of the un-

dertaking, and of every person interested in

any such loan note or other instrument desirous

of inspecting the same.

21. Remedy for recovery of tithe-rent

charged on railway land. [Same as former
clause 43.]

22. Communications to and from Board of

Trade, service of notices, &c. [Same as for-

mer clause 44.]

23. Penalties. [Same as former clause 45.]

24. That where the word “ railway ” is used
in this Act it. shall be construed to extend
to all railways constructed under the powers
of any Act of Parliament

;
and when the

words “ passenger railway” are used in this

Act, they shall be construed to extend to

all railways constructed under the powers of
any Act of Parliament upon which one-third

or more of the gross annual revenue is derived

from the conveyance of passengers by steam
or other mechanical power; and whenever the
word “ company” is used in this Act it shall

be construed to extend to include the proprie-

tors for the time being of any such railway

;

and that where a different sense is not expressly

declared, or does not appear bv the context,

every word importing the singular number or
the masculine gender shall be taken to include
females as well as males, and several persons
and things as well as one person or thing.

25. That this Act may be amended or re-

pealed by any Act to be passed in this Session
of Parliament.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BV JAMES WYLSON.

{Continued from p. 410.)

56.

Acacia.—Of this tree the most beau-
tiful varieties are, the weeping acacia, which is

thornless, with large leaves, and the upright-

growing acacia. The former, called the

common, bastard, orfalse acacia
,
is a native of

Virginia, where it is known as the locust tree:

it is an elegant and highly ornamental tree, of
rapid growth (for the first few years espe-

cially), and is of considerable size
;

having
generally, for a few days in June a bloom of
white flowers, sweetly perfumed, pendulous
like the yellow ones of the laburnum, and
hanging from long drooping branches. It has
a luxuriant foliage of finely pointed leaves, of
a brilliant green, and to grass its shade is less

injurious than usual. The only drawback to

its being extensively introduced in ornamental
grounds in this country is the fragile nature of

its lateral branches, or rather of their hold

upon the stem for the first five or six years

;

for its shoots are large and plentiful ; and,

though proof against the biting severity of
winter, liable to be broken off in tempestuous
or blustering winds : on this account it re-

quires much attention during the earlier

growth, until it attains an altitude of ten or
twelve feet

;
and to have the shoots nipped off

short, to prevent their being strewn about;

otherwise it should be planted in a sheltered

situation: indeed it has been recommended
for a coppice plant on account of its quick
growth and spread, as well as for the durability

of the young poles for a variety of purposes

—

in the hop-garden for example. Once arrived

at maturity, it merits regard as one of our
finest ornamental trees

;
it seems to grow well

in any kind of soil, but to greatest perfection

in that which is of a light and sandy descrip-

tion.

57. Cobbett in later times drew the public

attention to this tree, which, although it had
been, on account of its beautiful appearance,
cultivated in England two hundred years

before, was, from his calling it by the American
name, supposed to be a new tree, and as such
with avidity sought after and extensively planted

in England and Scotland. Its timber is highly

esteemed for its durabilty in all situations,

being almost incorruptible. In its unseasoned
state it is little inferior to dry oak in the three

qualities of strength, toughness, and stiffness
;

and when seasoned it has all of them in a very

ample degree, and the first-mentioned to an
undefined extent, which renders it admirably

subservient to all those purposes for which oak
is commonly selected. It is not yet known in

England commensurately with its importance;

but in America it is very much prized, and is

extensively employed, as well in cabinet-

making as in the more trying purposes about

buildings, as fencing, &c. For the former it

is valued there beyond all other woods. It is

highly prized by millwrights for cogs, &c., and
is generally used by shipwrights for trenails,

for which it is excellently adapted: it is also

reckoned well calculated for the axle-trees of

wheeled vehicles. The wood makes excellent

fuel, and the leaves afford wholesome fodder

for cattle—horses and hogs seeming alike to

relish it.

58. The wood is of a yellow colour, inclining

to green, with a reddish tinge in its pores, or

rather with brown veins; when green and un-

seasoned it is soft, but when dry it is very hard,

requiring in working a degree of labour

somewhat similar to ash or oak
;

it possesses

the valuable property—rare amongst trees of

quick growth—of its pith-wood turning, after

the third year, into heartwood
;
thus enabling it

to afford a body of solid timber in a much
shorter period than the oak, chesnut, and
many others, wherein that phenomenon does

not take place before ten or fifteen years.

When of an advanced age, its bark is of a

thick and deeply-cleft character. The annual

rings are distinct, one part being compact and
the other porous

;
there are no larger trans-

verse septa, and consequently no flowers; when
dry it is tasteless and inodorous.

59. Sycamore, or great maple.—This tree

is indigenous to Germany, and is a large,

handsome, and hardy tree, of quick growth

—

more so than most other bard woods—espe-

cially in a sandy soil and exposed situation. It

is also common, and thrives very well, in

England, towards the north, and in Scotland ;

especially near the coast, where indeed it is

said to flourish closer to the sea than any other

tree, the salt spray appearing very slightly to

injure it.

60. There are two maples, the small or

common variety being a tree of but second-

rate pretensions, and almost confined to the

underwood or thicket
;
but the great maple is

a tree of noble appearance, second to few even

of the first rank in magnitude; yet the British

is said to be somewhat inferior to the German
grown. The leaves are palmate, with five

lobes, unequally serrated
;
the foliage is thick,

affording a shade almost impenetrable
;

it

blooms early in profuse bunches; its tints in

spring being tender, fresh, and glowing; while

in summer it has a deep-green hue, in finest

harmony with the massive and majestic form

of the tree. The autumnal brown and reddish

tints of its fading leaves produce a beautiful

effect, which is said to characterize, to fullest

perfection, an American landscape in that pic-

turesque season
;

and which is enhanced by

the diversified appearance of the trunk and

main branches, from which the ashy bark

peels off, giving them a patchy but pleasing

character.

61. The colour of the wood is generally a

dusky white, in some specimens inclining to

brown, in others to yellow, but generally very

fair and silky in young wood
;
the texture is
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uniform and compact; the annual rings just

visible
;
the larger transverse septa fine, close,

and distinct, producing minute flowers, and

presenting that dapple on the finished surface

so much admired, and which is sometimes en-

hanced by a curling in the grain. It is softer

than beechwood, not liable to warp, easy to

work, susceptible of a fine polish, and durable

—

that is, if kept dry, and by some bitter impreg-

nation protected from worms, to which it is

rather subject. It is (supposing the worms to

be effectually prevented) too flexible for timbers

which have to bear any cross strain
;

but,

being in toughness superior to the oak, it

might be adopted for ties and similar purposes
;

it might also with advantage be introduced in

joinery; in floor-boarding its appearance is

very pleasing. The purposes to which it is

generally applied, however, and for which it is

valuable, are furniture and cabinet-work
;
the

beautiful variegation of its knots admirably

adapting it for inlaying. For articles of

superior description, that which is whitest and
much figured is highly esteemed

;
for many

purposes of the turner, domestic utensils

indeed especially, it is preferred to beech

—

musical instruments are sometimes made from
it. The wood of the most mature trees is not

the best, as it is not so fresh or fine in colour
;

its strength and toughness being also impaired,

brittle, and thus deceptive.

62. Poplar.—There are five species of this

tree common in this country, namely the Lom-
bard^, the black, and the common white poplar,

the abele, and the aspen. The first three are the

most esteemed, but there is not very much diffe-

rence in the whole. The poplar flourishes in low,

fertile, and marshy grounds, the margins of

streams, &c.
;

it is well calculated for suburban

vistas, as also, from its compactness of form
and foliage, for concealing unsightly offices or

subordinate buildings; owing to the litter,

however, which its leaves make in autumn, it

is not very suitable for principal avenues,

lawns, or the more ornamental grounds, where
trimness is essential. The wood is well

adapted for wainscoting and other joinery as

well as for stairs, flooring, &c. (where there is

not much wear—in bed-rooms for example), on
account of its not being much li able to shrink, its

very superior appearance, and small degree of

inflammability
;
but it is not suitable for prin-

cipal carpentry : it is durable when kept

dry. but, with the exception of the aspen,

which while soft is tough throughout, it rots

when exposed to the weather: but to treat

them separately:

63. The Lombardy variety is of the most
rapid growth

;
in thirty years it attains up-

wards of sixty feet; but by its eightieth it is

dead or in the progress of decay; to the last

it has a slender and graceful cypress-like form,

possessing a beauty almost peculiarly its own,
that of bending to the breeze, and maintaining

through its tall and spire-like figure a graceful

and pleasing undulation, which has been com-
pared to the wavings of a feather. Its precise

appearance is considered to harmonize well

with buildings, for which too the fact of smoke
not being detrimental to its growth must sub-

serve further to recommend it. It has been

stated that its shade, unlike that of many other

trees, is very beneficial to vegetation
;
and the

circumstance of that which is immediately

under its droppings being soonest eaten by
cattle gives fair evidence of the correctness of

that assertion. It is recommended to use both

this and the Abele for avenues or walks in low
and moist situations. The trunk of this species

is more furrowed than any of the others,

and frequently has a spiral rope-like figure, as

if it consisted of several stems twining

together. The wood of the Lombardy and
Abele sorts has been recommended for shelling

and otherfittings about cheese-rooms and farm-

offices generally, for the reason that mice and
mites do not attack them

;
but how far this is

authentic is matter for inquiry.

64. The Black or Italian Poplar is common
in Lancashire and Cheshire, generally possess-

ing a fine stem and ample head ;
it is, when

planted in an appropriate situation, often very

ornamental
;
and it attains to a large size in a

comparatively short space of time; owing to

the circumstance, however, of its roots not

striking very deep into the ground, it is often

to be found leaning from the perpendicular

;

being, moreover, liable to be torn up alto-

gether, when assailed by violent winds. It is

late in coming into foliage, its full development
being rarely before the latter end of May

;
the

leaves are of a pretty pale green, trowel-

shaped, smooth, shining, and possessing fully

that characteristic of fluttering with the

gentlest breeze, they glance and sparkle pleas-

ingly in the sunbeams. The wood is of a pale

yellowish colour, and being soft and easily

worked, is fabricated into domestic utensils by
the turner. The bark, being light, is employed
for floats to fishermen’s nets

;
it is also used

for tanning; and, in Russia, in the manufac-
ture of Russia leather.

65. The Common White or Grey Poplar and
the Abele very much resemble each other; but

maybe distinguished from the circumstance of

the leaves of the former being smaller, rounder,

less acutely lobed, and having much less down
on their undersurface than those of the latter

;

also that its branches grow more upright and
compact; it is supposed to be indigenous to

Britain, which is countenanced bv the fact of

its being very commonly found in a wild

state, whence, no doubt, arises the circum-
stance of its being sometimes called the wild
Abele; but when we consider' the light ca-

pillary pappas, with which its numerous seeds

are furnished, serving like wings to bear them
wherever they may be waited by the wind, we
have grounds for witholding our unqualified

acquiescence. In a loose and moist soil, such
as the bank of a river or lake, it attains a great

height, even to 80 or 90 feet
;
and, from its

narrow, spiring form, becomes a conspicuous
and stately object, very ornamental to the

landscape, whether placed in the hedge-row,
or interspersed amongst the trees of the park
or pleasure-ground

;
for undrainable localities,

which it is desirable to decorate, it is amongst
the first to be chosen

;
and it fortunately

happens that the leaves of the poplar, generally,

are eminently distinguished for their beneficial

effect in compost soils, enriching the earth on
which they grow. The wood is very white,

tough when dry, and not liable to split
;

it is

frequently adopted for packing-cases.

66. The Abele, or Great White Poplar (also

known hy the name of Dutch Beech), is of

very quick growth
;

aspiring and light, yet

fine, and of very uniform grain : its leaves are

larger than those borne by the others generally,

and are sinuated into from three to five lohes,

dark in the upper, and clothed with a cottony

down on their under side; the bark of the

trunk and older branches is grey, that of the

younger, purple—the down overspreading the

young shoots and footstalks. Its bark is

recommended for the cure of intermittent

fevers. It was originally from Holland,*

where it is still a favourite ;f on account of

its lightness and toughness it is employed for

a variety of purposes—wheeled vehicles, pumps,

domestic utensils, butchers’ trays, bellows,

turnery, toys, carvings, Dutch shoes, packing-

cases, * &c.
;

it is also very suitable for the

purposes of the cabinet-maker; and to render

it an excellent imitation of mahogany, it is

only necessary to use the ordinary means to

which cabinet-makers resort for heightening

the colour of woods
;

for the sapwood, where
more colour is required, the stain of aqua-

fortis will bring it up
;

this renders the Abele
equal to the best mahogany in colour, variety,

and transparency of surface, and in these re-

spects decidedly superior to the commoner sorts

of that wood
;

it requires very little oil and rub-

bingto bring upon it that admired soft, rich gloss,

which it takes years to produce on mahogany
furniture. For durability, it is said to be

in dry and well- ventilated situations equal to

the pine.

(To be continued.)

NEW BUILDINGS BILL.

A meeting of the Master Carpenters’

Society will take place at the Freemasons’

Tavern, on Wednesday next, when a report

upon the above Bill will be brought up by the

committee appointed by the society to superin-

tend the measure in its progress through Par-

liament. A copy of this report we shall lay

before our subscribers on the first opportunity.

* It is said that 10,000 were exported from Flanders in

1659, and transplanted in various countries.

t The Dutch regardit as a liberal provision for a daughter’s

marriage dowry, to set a plantation of the Abele at her birth

;

it is of such rapid growth and is so highly prized,

THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.

The works of this great edifice are drawing

to a rapid conclusion, and we are informed

that every possible effort is being made for

their early completion. On the outside the

sculpture on the pediment has been finished,

and is considered on the whole to be a work of

considerable merit. On the stone base sup-
porting the statue of Commerce, which forms
the centre and principal figure of the group, is

the very appropriate inscription from the
Psalms—“ The earth is the Lord’s, and the
fulness thereof.” We understand that the
suggestion of such an inscription was first

given to the sculptor, Mr. Westmacott, by
a very noble personage, who took much inte-

rest in the whole composition. On the frieze

of the portico a Latin inscription is partly cut,

recording the very curious fact of the founding
of the Exchange in the reign of one queen, viz.

Elizabeth, and its rebuilding in the reign of

another, her present most gracious Majesty
Queen Victoria. The cleaning down of the

work is proceeding with great expedition, and
as the architecture becomes more developed by
the removal of the scaffolding and the finishing

of the carvings of the various parts, the gene-

ral impression, as to the elegance and charac-

teristic design of the structure, which has been

always favourable, seems to increase vastly.

In the centre of the south front, over the three

openings, the arms of Sir Thomas Gresham, of

the Mercers’ Company, and of the city of Lon-
don, are introduced on the key-stones, and, with

the architectural accompaniments of festoons

and other decorations, give great beauty to this

most important entrance. The domes at the

north and south entrances are painted in fresco,

and form a becoming introduction to the mer-
chants’ area within. The ceiling of the covered

walk surrounding the open area is nearly

finished. It is, as has been already stated,

painted in encaustic on the surface of the archi-

tecture, and is considered to produce a very

beautiful effect. In the centre of each panel

are painted the arms of the great nations of

the earth. In the four corners are the arms
of Edward the confessor, Edward the Third,
Queen Elizabeth, and Charles the Second, each
of the two latter being so placed as to be in

connection with the statues of the respective

sovereigns. The statue of Charles is the old

statue in marble which stood in the centre of

the old Exchange, and is now being renovated

by Mr. Watson, who is also carving a statue of

Queen Elizabeth, to be placed in the corre-

sponding niche. The covered walk is paved

with enormous flag stones of a light colour,

divided into bands by lines composed of a hard

black stone, called Castle- hill stone, with

squares of polished red granite at the intersec-

tions. Great pains appear to have been taken

to keep the vaults dry under the open area, and

to secure a beautiful, even, and dry surface for

the pavement of this essential part of the Royal

Exchange. To secure this object, in the first

place, we are informed there is a solid layer of

concrete upon the arches. Upon that concrete

is a coating of the asphalte of Seyssel, laid to a

proper slope, and terminating in iron gutters,

which communicate with pipes, and carry the

water into drains below. Over this asphalte

will be laid another bed of concrete, to receive

the tessellated pavement which will form the

finish. The asphalte is already partly laid, and

it is said that it will be completed in a week.

The tessellated pavement will form a border

and bands of varied patterns, and is contracted

for by Messrs. Singer, of Vauxhall. This pave-

ment is a revival of what was considered a lost

art, but it is now about to be restored with ex-

quisite beauty, and, from the perfect vitrifica-

tion of the tesserae, it must be extremely durable

and non-absorbent. The various offices and

shops are in a remarkable state of forwardness,

particularly the great rooms on the one pair

floor, intended for Lloyd’s establishment. In

these rooms the scaffoldings have been re-

moved, and they are to be the finest apartments

in the city. One of them is 100 feet in length.

Over the great western entrance is a coat of

the royal arms, with supporters in alto relievo,

carved in a style of amazing boldness and

effect, by Mr. Carew. The fixing of it will be

completed in the course of the ensuing week.

Mr. Carew is finishing a splendid statue of

Whittington for one of the principal niches of

the edifice.— Observer.
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ST. OLAVE’S CHURCH, SOUTHWARK.

Wk have just visited this church
;
and find-

ing that its restoration approaches completion,
we this week give insertion to a print, copied
from a beautiful drawing belonging to George
Corner, Esq., F. S. A., vestry-clerk of the

parish, which he had, with an exterior

view of the same church, made by Mr.
George Hawkins, jun. This print shews
the interior of the church, exactly as it was
before the fire, and gives an excellent idea of
the finish which this work, of the kind very
“ decently” denominated “ Pagan” by Welby
Pugin, and the Cam. Cam., who have the taste

for admiring in preference mere rude barns.

The ceilings and galleries are now wholly
restored, the new painted altar-window is

nearly complete, the oaken pewingismore than
half reinstated, and the stone upper dome of

vf'jEk*
188 been surmounted b .v a small

s tjctngonal lantern, the crowning staff

/ which are now depending, ready
' i .

tQ be+oisU^f.to their final situation
A-s^We m«ihd to five some few rl

<

. >.-
ta

TO-
,r\* iiT

1,1,3 '-"UICI1, we snail reserve
T ^ £i;i£pnt all further observation upon it

Haaaian

Avtye inu?pd to give some few details of the
CSryed w«yrV/of this church, we shall reserve

and subjoin the following interesting article
relating to the former church.

INVENTORY OF THE CHURCH GOODS OF ST.

OLAVE’S, SOUTHWARK, 1538.

{Extractedfrom the Gentleman's Magazine of
May 1837.)

Thys inventory, made by John Thomas,WylTm
Wylsone, Wyll’m Jonys, Richard Weste-
traye, and Harry Muskyne, latte beyng
chyrche wardyns of the parrysche of Sentt
Tollos 1 in Sothewarke, of all the platte,

goods, and ornametts belonggynge to the
saved chyrche and parrysche, and delyvard
the xvj daye of Octobar, in the yere of owre
Lored, 1558, untto Ollyfe Bure,2 Randalle
Smythe, Rogare Hyppy, Charllys Pratte,
and Rulte Langgar, beyng newe chyrche
wardens alle thes p’sells [parcels] followyng.

Platte.

Inp’m’s a Crosse of sylvar \\ t Mary and

, .
xx

and John, weighing — and vj oz.3

It’ ij Comunyone Kuppes of sylvar, gyltte

bothe w* in and wythe owt, we)’ying — and
xiiij oz J'J

It’ a Massai 4 garnyssechyed w‘ a bande of
sylvar and gyltte « Ch weyed by estymacyon
v oz.

It’ a Cballys® weiving ix ox. iij qts.

Koppesfi
It’ a Cope of tyssue rassed? y\

t blewe wel
fatt.

It a Coppe of clothe of goled w* rede wel
fatt.

It’ a Cope of blewe wellfatte w‘ Sent Tolly’
It’ a Cope of tawny welfatt, flowres d

luices and tongs.8

It’ a Cope gyvyne by Mr. John Rychards
oure p’sone, of clothe of goled wroght w
grene welfatt, with Sent George apone thi
bake.

Wt?stements.9
It’ a Suite of Westements of blewe tesseui

& golde, w l albys. 10

It’ a westementts and a tynacolle 11 of blewi
clothe of tysseue w* grene crossys w‘ all thi
aparrelle.

It’ ij westemetts of grene badekyne12 w * red<
crosys of sattyne, albys.

U’ a sutte of westementts w’ch warre Mr
Lek’s, of rede welfatt wroghtte w» ayngylls ant
splede egylls.13

It a westementt gyvene by Syr Anttom
Sellynger, Knyghte,'* of clothe golede
wroghtte w‘ rede wellefatte the garttar anc
hys armys apone the bake, \v‘ all the aparrellt
thereuntto belonggynge.

It’ a westemente' of whytte badekyne w* t

rede crosse and garttars.

AUtar Clothys

,

llf

It ij alttar clothys of rede clothe of golede
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the one for the ovar p’tte of the alttar, and the

other for the nether p’tte.

It’ ij alttare clothys of blewe tyssewe.

It’ ij alttarre clothys of rede and grene w4

ankars.

It’ ij alttar clothys of whytte damaske wroght
w 4 flowrs.

It’ ij alttar clothys of grene badekyne.
It’ a oled alttar clothe of blewe welfate

wroght \v4 starys.

It' vj alttar clothys peynttyed w* ymagerv
or pvctores.

It’ xv alttar clothys of dyapare, goode and
bade.

It’ iiij playne alttar clothys.

It’ more vj pessys of olede peyntyed clothys.

It’ a’ playne awttar clothe gyvene by Mastrys
Awefeled.

It’ ij awttar clothe of blewe and yelowe
peyntyed, the owar clothe \\

4 a crusyfyxe, and
the nethar \\

4 Sent Clementte18 and Ankars.

Corttyens. 1^

It’ ij corttyns of whytte sylke.

It’ ij corttynes of tawny sylke.

It’ viij peyars corttyns peyntted of lynyne

clothe of yellow and rede bokeram.
It’ ij long corttyns of yellowe.

It’ iiij corttynes of rede and grene saye,

gyvene by Mr. Bonyvantte.

Bokkes.
It’ iiij anttyfonars18 prentycd.

It’ a grette anttvfynar of parchementt.
It’ iiij gravilys 19 of parchementte.
It’ iij legyons20 of p’chementt.
It’ iiij masse boks.21

Tt’ iiij hymrialles.22

It’ v pressessynars.23

It’ ij manuells.24

It’ ij salttars25 lyttylle.

It’ a ordynary boke called a pye.28

It’ iiij prykesyonge bokys47 coveryed w 4

parcheinent.

It’ a grette prykesong boke of parchemcnte.

Dyvars othnr Ornaments.
It’ a canapy clothe,28 gyvene by Mr. John

Rychards, owre p’sone, panyed29 wythe cry-

mesyne welfate, pyrched30 w 4 golede and blake

tynssoue. 31

It’ a pnlpytte clothe, gyvene by the saved Mr.
Rychards, panyed as aforesayed w * crymesyne
velfat and blake tessoe.

It’ a covarc32 for the Sakarmentt, gyvene by
the sayed Mr. Rychards.

It’ a clothe for the Sakarmentte, gyvene by
the sayede Mr. Rychards, wroghte «* sylke

and goled \\
4

iiij grette tasselles of goled hang-
ving thereatte.

It’ more ij sakarmantte clothys.

It’ vij diapar twelles.33

It’ xvij albys, sum paryllyed and some one
paryllyed.34

It’ x amyssys.35

It’ ix lyttylle hande twelles of diapare.

It’ a twelle wroghte w 4 sylke, gyvene by Mrs.
Marvatte.

It’ xvij surplyssys, goode and bade.

It’ a hersse clothe 38 of clothe of goled of
sondrye pessys, rassed w 4 rede welfatte.

It’ ij herse clothys, one for mene, and ano-

ther for cheledarne, sometyme Sente Cle-

mentt’s.37

It’ a crosse of coppar. 38

It’ xij lattyne kanstyks. 39

It’ a peyar of grette standards40 of lattyne.

It’ v sakaryng bellys.41

It' ij barrys of yarne for the sepulkar.42

It’ a lyttylle crowe43 of yarne.
It’ ij bassyns44 of tyne, gyvene by Rob’te

Johnsone.
It’ ij sensars45 of lattyne.

It’ a schepe46 of lattyne.

It’ a lampe of lattyne.

It’ a fyar showlle.47

It’ a crysematorry 48 of tyne.
It’ a rowllare of wode.
It’ ij formys.

It’ a laddare.

It’ ij corporys cassys.49

It’ a rede stolle50 ot sylke and goled.-
It’ a bally wattare stoke51 of lattyne.
It’ a lanttarne.

It’ ij hally brede basckatts.
It’ a valle for the awttare.52

It’ a clothe for the rode.53

1 1 ’ iiij stavys54 for the canapy.
It’ iiij stavys w4 castelles55 for to carry rygFrt

abowght the sakarmentt.
It’ a cheste in the vestry wt barrys of yarrte,

and a boltte of yarne w* ij grette Jiangyng’lokea,

It’ iiij other chests belonging to the chyrche.

It’ the lesse of Horseydowne
,

58 w* dyvars

othar wryttyngs lyyng in the aforesayed chests.

It’ a banar clothe of grene scylke for the

crosse wt the trenyte57 upon ytte.

It’ ij flags of sylke \v
c the Queenys armys in

them .
58

It’ vj bannars of scylke.

It’ a stremare of bokerame w 4 Sent George
apone yt .

59

It’ ix banar polys.

It’ a crussyfyxe of whyte sylke, gyvyne by
Mastres Blanket0 and sette apone the best

awttar clothe.

It’ ij grette kusschynes kov’ed and stufte w 4

fethars .
81

NOTES.
1 Saint Olave’s.—In like manner St. Olave’s-

street became corrupted to Tooley -street.

2 Oliff Burr was returned to Parliament as Mem-
ber for Southwark, in the 5th, and again in the 14th

of Elizabeth.
3 See the 19th chapter of St. John, v. 27 and 28.

This must have been a handsome and weighty cross,

86 oz. ; the weight of the Communion Cups was

74 oz.
4 A Mazer, a maple cup.—See Ducange.
“ Then lo, Perigot the pledge which I plight,

A mazar wrought of the maple ware,

Wherein is enchased many a fair sight

Of bears and tigers, that make fierce war.”
Spenser.

• In the Inventory for 1556, is the lol.owing :

‘‘It’ a challys gyvyne by Sentte Tanys (St.

Anne’s) systars, thene beyng Elzabeth Egylfered,

lone Whytte, Maryatt, Jone Vestrame, and

M’g’tte Rutte, w’ch challys weythe xi onzys cjtr.

and d: qtr.” One of the four aisles of St. Olave’s

Church (which fell down in 1736) was called St.

Anne’s aisle, and in it was a chapel and altar dedi-

cated to St. Anne.
6 The cope, cappa, called also pluviale, used for

the choir service and ceremonials. It resembles in

its shape a large and flowing cloak, open in the

front, and fastens on the breast by clasps. The
copes were of various colours and materials, and
differently ornamented, as is shewn by this in-

ventory.
7 Raised, ornamented with blue velvet sewed on.
8 Qu. Tongues ? This was probably a cope to be

worn on Whit- Sunday, when “ there appeared to

them cloven tongues, like as of fire, and it sat upon
each of them.”—Acts, ii. 3.

9 The garment particularly called the vestment,

is the chasuble, casula, or planeta, an outer vest-

ment pulled over the head and cut open at the sides

to the shoulder, which the priest wears at mass. It

derives its origin from the Roman garment, called

pEenula.
10 The alb is a white linen garment worn by the

priests, deacons, and sub-deacons, reaching down

to the feet, and tied round the neck and at the

wrists, and gathered by a girdle round the waist.

11 Tynacoll, tunicalla, the sub-deacon’s garment.
12 Baudkin, or bodkin, a rich kind of stuff made

of gold and silk.

13 Angels and spread-eagles. Mr. Leke was an

opulent brewer, in this parish, of German origin,

who died in 1559, and by a bequest in his will, was

the cause of the foundation of the excellent and now
well-endowed grammar-school of St. Olave’s.—See

Gentleman's Magazine, N. S., vol. V., p. 15.
14 Sir Anthony St. Leger, Knight of the Garter,

Deputy in Ireland to King Henry VIII., and an-

cestor of the Viscounts Doneraile. He was actively

employed in the dissolution of the monasteries, and

received a grant of the inn in St. Olave’s parish,

belonging to the Abbot of Augustine’s, at Canter-

bury. His arms were Azure, fretty Argent, a

chief Or.
14 The altar cloth is often called in English MS.

‘‘frontell” (antipendium).
16 St. Clement and Anchors. The anchor was

the emblem of St. Clement, who is said to have

been cast into the sea, with an anchor about his

neck, and according to the legend, on the first anni-

versary of his death, the sea receded three miles, and

discovered a superb marble temple, in which was a

monument containing the remains of the saint.

There was in St. Olave’s church, a fraternity of St.

Clement, and one of the four aisles was called St.

Clement’s aisle, in which were his chapel and altar.

He was probably a favourite saint of the mariners, to

whom St. Olave’s Church, being situated at the

river side, was very convenient.
17 Anciently, curtains were used against the altar-

screen, but that custom was in disuse at the time of

making this inventory. The curtains here men-

tioned were to cover the tabernacle.

18 Antiphonar. A book for the service of the

choir. It contains the responses or antiphons,

hymns, verses, and singing of the canonical hours.
19 Graduals. The gradual takes its name from

the prayer chanted gradatim, after the epistle. It

is the choir-book used for singing mass.

20 The legend. It contains the lessons to be read

in the Matin Office, taken from the Old or New
Testament, or the Homilies, Sermons, and Saints'

Lives.
21 Missals, containing every thing belonging to

the mass.
22 Hymn books.
23 Books of the order and service for the eccle-

siastical processions.
24 Manual, the ritual containing all things be-

longing to the sacraments, sacramentals, and bene-
dictions.

25 Psalters, containing the Psalms of David.
26 A service-book, so called, as supposed, from

the different colours of the text and rubric.

—

Johnson.
27 Music books, pricked or scored.
28 The canopy cloth was borne over the Eucharist

on solemn processions, as on the feast of Corpus
Christi, and in visitations to the sick. John Rich-

ards was instituted to this rectory on the 6th

January, 1556-7, and died in 1558.
29 Covered in panes or compartments.
30 Ornamented.
31 Tissue.
32 The cover for the Sacrament was the veil used

at mass over the chalice and paten containing the

sacred elements, and the cloth for the sacrament of

silk and gold with four tassels was probably for the

same purpose, or it might have been the scarf which
the priest uses when he carries the sacrament in

procession, or at benedictions. It was not the cloth

called the corporal on which the Eucharist is laid at

the altar
;
that cloth was always of fine linen, and

is considered so sacred that it must not be touched

by lay hands, and it is never even washed, but when
old or dirty is burned.

33 Towels. The altar-linen for various purposes.
31 Apparelled and unapparelled. The priests’,

deaccns', and sub- deacons’ albs were sometimes

plain and sometimes ornamented on the lower part

of the garment.
33 The amice is an oblong piece of fine linen,

which the priest wears at mass, upon his shoulders,

over the cassock and under the alb.

30 It was usual, on the death of persons of any

note, to erect in the church a herse or stage, deco-

rated with palls, or herse -cloths, tapers, &c.
37 Belonging to the fraternity, or priests of St.

Clement.
38 The copper cross was probably a processional

cross.
39 Candlesticks of latten, an alloy of copper and

zinc.
40 Standards of latten, seem to mean candelabra

which stood on the floor.

41 A little bell which is rung to give notice of the

approach of the Host when carried in procession,

and also in other offices of the Roman Catholic

Church.
42 Bars of iron, probably to fasten the sepulchre

in which the consecrated Host was deposited on

Good Friday, until Easter Day.
43 A small iron crow, probably to perform the

ceremony of opening the sepulchre on Easter Day.
44 Basins for washing the hands of the priest at

mass.
45 Censers. Vessels to burn frankincense in.

48 A small vessel in shape of a ship or boat to

hold the frankincense.
47 A fire-shovel.
48 A chrismatory, or vessel for the holy oil.

49 Pockets for the corporals.
30 A narrow scarf or band thrown over the priest's

neck, and descending to his feet.

51 The holy water stock, for sprinkling holy water

from the vessel called the stoup.
52 Veil for the altar, used from Passion Sunday

till Easter Day.
33 A cloth to cover the holy rood, from Passion

Sunday till Good Friday.
34 Staves to support the canopy when carried over

the Host in processions.
55 Staves with lanterns in the form of castles, to

be used in visiting the sick at night.

56 Horseydown, now Horslydown, was then a

large down or grazing field, containing 16 acres,

belonging to the parish of St. Olave, in which the

parishioners turned out their horses and cattle to

graze.—See Gentleman’s Magazine, N. S. vol. V,

p. 15.
57 Banners of green were used in procession, on

vigils and fasts, and often had depicted on them,

either the personified representation of the Trinity,

or more frequently the heraldic emblem or diagram,

drawn in a triangular form, and reading Pater est

Deus, &c. &c.
58 Processional banners.
39 This is the second time we meet with Saint

George in this inventory, but I do not find that he

had any particular connection with the church.

60 Thomas Blancke was sheriff of London in 1574,

and Lord Mayor, as Sir Thomas, in 1582.

61 Cushions for the priest to kneel upon at the

altar. „
G. R. C.
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{Continued from p. 407.)

The Dorick Order is the gravest that hath

been received into civil use, preserving, in

comparison of those that follow, a more mas-
culine Aspect, and little trimmer than the

Tuscan that went before, save a sober Gar-
nishment now and then of Lions Heads in

the Cornice, and of Triglyphs and Metopes
always in the Frize: Sometimes likewise,

but rarely, channelled, and a little slight Sculp-
ture about the Hypotrachelion, or Neck,
under the Capital. The Length seven Diame-
ters. His Rank or Decree is the lowest by all

Congruity, as being more massy than the other
three, and consequently abler to support. The
Intercolumniation thrice as much as his Thick-
ness below. The Contraction aloft, one fifth

of the same measure. To discern h im, will be
apiece rather ofgood Heraldry than of Archi-
tecture ; for he is best known by his Place,
when he is in Company, and by the peculiar
Ornament of his Frize, before-mentioned, when
be is alone.

The Ionic Order doth represent a kind of
feminine Slenderness, yet, saith Vitruvius, not
like a light Housewife, but in a decent Dressing
hath much of the Matron. The Length eight
Diameters. In Degree, as in Substantialness,
next above the Dorick

, sustaining the third,

and adorning the second Story. The Inter-
columniation, two of his own Diameters. The
Contraction, one sixth part, best known by his
Trimmings; for the Body of this Column is

perpetually channelled, like a thick plaited
Gown. The Capital dressed on each side, not
much unlike Womens Wires, in aspiral Wreath-
ing, which they call the Ionian Voluta. The
Cornice indented. The Frize swelling like
a Pillow, and therefore by Vitruvius not
unelegantly term’d Pulvinata. These are his
best Characters.
The Corinthian is aColumn laciviously deck’d

like a Courtezan, and therein much partici-
pating (as all inventions do) of the Place where
they were first born, Corinth having been,
without controversy, one of the wantonest
Towns in the World. This Order is of nine
Diameters. His Degree one Stage above the
Ionic, and always the highest of the simple
Orders. The Intercolumniation, two of his
Diameters, and a fourth part more, which is of
all other the comliest Distance. The Con-
traction one seventh Part. In the Cornice,
both Dentelli and Modiglioni.* The Frize
adorned with all kinds of Figures and various
Compartments at Pleasure. The Capital cut
into the beautifullest Leaf that Nature doth
yield, which surely next Aconitum Parda-
Uanches (rejected perchance as an ominous
Plant) is the Acanthus or Branca Ursini

,

though Vitruvius do impute the Choice thereof
unto Chance, and we must be contented to
believe him : In short, as Plainness did
characterize the Tuscan, so must Delicacy and
Variety the Corinthian Pillar, besides the
Height of his Rank.
The last is the Compounded Order; his

Name being a Brief of his Nature: For this
Pillar is nothing in efFect but a Medley, or an
Amass of all the precedent Ornaments, making
a new Kind by stealth; and though the most
richly tricked, yet the poorest in this, that he
is a Borrower of all his Beauty. His Length
(that he may have somewhat of his own) shall
be of ten Diameters. His Degree should, no
doubt, be the highest, by Reasons before
yielded ; But few Palaces, ancient or modern,
exceed the third of the Civil Orders. The
Intercolumniation but a Diameter and an half, or
always somewhat less than two. The Con-
traction of this Pillar must be one eight Part
less above than below. To know him, will be
easy by the very mixture of his Ornaments and
Cloathing.

And so much touching the five Orders of
Columns, which I will conclude with two or
three not impertinent Cautions.

First, That where more of these Orders
than one shall be set in several Stories or
Contignations, there must be an exquisite care
to place the Columns precisely one over
another, that so the Solid may answer to the

* Our Artuans call them Teeth and Cartouzes.

Solid, and the Vacuities to the Vacuities, as

well for beauty as Strength of the Fabrick
;
and

by this Caution the Consequence is plain, that

when we speak of the Intercolumniation or

Distance which is due to each Order, we mean
in a Dorick, Ionical, Corinthian Porch or

Cloyster, or the like of one Contignation, and
notin Storied Buildings.

Secondly, Let the columns above be a fourth

Part less than those below, saith Vitruvius,

Lib. 5, Cap. 15. A strange Precept, in my
Opinion, and so strange, that peradventure it

were more suitable even to his own Princi-

ples, to make them rather a fourth Part greater;

for Lib. 3, Cap. 2, where our Master handleth
the Contraction of Pillars, we have an Optick
Rule, that the higher they are, the less should
be always their Diminution aloft, because the
Eye itself does naturally contract all Objects,

more or less, according to the Distance

;

which Consideration may, at first Sight, seem
to have been forgotten in the Caution we have
now given; but Vitruvius (the best Interpreter

of himself) hath in the same Place of his

fifth Book, well acquitted his Memory by these

Words
;

Columnee superiores quarta parte
minores, quani inferiores, sunt comtituendee

proptereh qubd, operi, ferendo qius sunt in-

feriora,jirmiora esse debent

;

preferring, like a
wise Mechanick, the natural Reason before

the Mathematical, and sensible Conceits before
abstracted : And yet, Lib. 4, Cap. 4, he
seemeth again to affect Subtilty, allowing
Pillars the more they are channelled to be the

more slender, because while our Eye (saith he)

does as it were distinctly measure the eminent
and the hollowed Parts, the total Object ap-

peareth the bigger, and so as much as those

Excavations do substract, is supplied by a

Fallacy of the Sight: But here, methinks,
our Master should likewise have rather con-
sider’d the natural Inconvenience

;
for though

Pillars by channelling be seemingly ingrossed
to our Sight, yet they are truly weakened in

themselves, and therefore ought perchance in

sound Reason not to be more slender, but the
more corpulent, unless Appearances preponder
Truths

;
but Contra Magistrum, non cst Dis-

putandum..

A Third Caution shall be, that all the pro-
jecting or jutting Parts (as they are termed)
be very moderate, especially the Cornices of
the lower Orders; for whilst some think to

give them a beautiful and royal Aspect, by
their Largeness, they sometimes hinderboth the
Light within (whereof I shall speak more in

due Place) and likewise detract much from the
View of the Front without, as well appeareth
in one of the principal Fabricks at Venice,
namely the palace of Duke Grimani on the
Canal Grande, which by this magnificent
Error is somewhat disgraced. I need now
say no more concerning Columns and their

Adjuncts, about which Architects make such
a Noise in their Books, as if the very Terms
of Architraves, and Frizes, and Cornices, and
the like were enough to graduate a Master of
this Art

;
yet let me, before I pass to other

Matter, prevent a familiar Objection. It will

perchance be said, that all this Doctrine touch-
ing the five Orders were fitter for the Quar-
ries of Asia, which yielded One hundred and
twenty-seven Columns of sixty Foot high, to

the Ephesian Temple; or for Numidia, where
Marbles abound, than for the Spirits of
England, who must be contented with more
ignoble Materials. To which I answer, That
this need not discourage us

;
for I have often

at Venice viewed with much Pleasure, an
Atrium Gracum (we may translate it an Anti-
Porch, after the Greek manner) raised by
Andrea Palladio, upon eight Columns of the

Compounded Order; the Bases of Stone,
without Pedestals

;
the Shafis or Bodies of

mere Brick, three Foot and an half thick in

the Diameter below, and consequently thirty-

five Foot high, as himself hath described
them in his Second Book, than which mine
Eye hath never yet beheld any Columns more
stately of Stone or Marble

;
for the Bricks

having first been formed in a circular Mould,
and then cut before their burning into four
Quarters or more, the Sides afterwards
join so closely, and the Points concenter so
exactly, that the Pillars appear one entire

Piece; which short Description I could not
omit, that thereby may appear how in truth

we want rather Art than stuff to satisfy our
greatest Fancies.

After Pillars, the next in my Distribution

are Pilasters, mentioned by Vitruvius, Lib. 5,

Cap. 1, and scant any where else, under the

Name of Parastates, as Philander conceiveth
;

which Grammatical Point (though perchance
not very clear) I am contented to examine no
farther. Always, what we mean by the thing
it self, is plain enough in our own Vulgar,
touching which, I will briefly collect the most
considerable Notes.

Pilasters must not be too tall and slender,

least they resemble Pillars
;
nor too dwarfish

or gross, least they imitate Piles or Piers of
Bridges: Smoothness doth not so naturally

become them, as a rustick Superficies, for they
aim more at State and Strength than
Elegancy. In private Buildings they ought
not to be narrower than one Third, nor
broader than two Parts of the whole Vacuity
between Pilaster and Pilaster; but to those
that stand at the Corners, may be allowed a
little more Latitude by Discretion, for Strength
of the Angles. In Theatres and Amphi-
Theatres, and such weighty Works, Pal-
ladio observeth them to have been as broad
as the Half, and now and then as the whole
Vacuity. He noteth likewise (and others
consent with him) that their true Proportion
should be an exact Square; but for lessening

of Expense, and inlarging of Room, they are
commonly narrower in Flank than in Front:
Their principal Grace doth consist in half or
whole Pillars applied unto them; in which
case it is well noted by Authors, that the

Columns may be allowed somewhat above their

ordinary Length, because they lean unto so
good Supporters. And thus much shall suffice

touching Pilasters, which is a cheap and
strong, and a noble Kind of Structure.

Now, because they are oftner, both for

Beauty and Majesty, found arched than other-
wise, I am here orderly led to speak of Arches,
and under the same Head of Vaults, for an
Arch is nothing indeed but a contracted Vault,
and a Vault is but a dilated Arch

;
therefore to

handle this Piece both compendiously and fun-

damentally, I will resolve the whole business
into a few Theorems.

THEOREM I.

All solid Materials free from Impediment,
do descend perpendicularly downwards, because
Ponderosity is a natural Inclination to the

Centre of the World, and Nature performeth
her Motions by the shortest Lines.

THEOREM II.

Bricks moulded in the ordinary Rectangular
Form, if they shall be laid one by another in a
level Row, between any Supporters sustaining
the two Ends, then all the Pieces between,
will necessarily sink, even by their own natural
Gravity, and much more if they suffer any de-

pression by other Weight above them, because
their Sides being parallel, they have room to

descend perpendicularly, without impeachment,
according to the former Theorem

;
therefore

to make them stand, we must either change
their posture or their figure, or both.

THEOREM III.

If Bricks moulded, or Stones squared Cune-
atim (that is, Wedge- wise, broader above
than below) shall be laid in a Row level, with
their Ends supported as in the precedent
Theorem, pointing all to one Center

;
then

none of the Pieces between can sink ’till the

Supporters give way, because they want room
in that Figuration to descend perpendicularly.

But this is yet a weak Piece of Structure,
because the Supporters are subject to much
Impulsion, especially if the Line be long; for

which Reason this Form is seldom used, but
over Windows or narrow Doors. Therefore
to fortify the Work, as in this Third Theorem,
we have supposed the Figure of all the Mate-
rials different from those in the Second : So
likewise we must now change the Posture, as

will appear in the Theorem following.

THEOREM IV.

If the Materials figured as before Wedge-
wise, shall not be disposed levelly, but in form
of some Arch or Proportion of a Circle, point-

ing all to the same Center : In this Case,
neither the Pieces of the said Arch can sink

downwards, through want of room to descend*

perpendicularly; nor the Supporters or But-
ments (as they are termed) of the said Arch
can suffer so much Violence, as in the prece-

dent flat Posture, for the Roundness will

always make the incumbent Weight rather to

rest upon the Supporters than to shove them.

* By the First Theorem.
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Whence may be drawn an evident Corralary;

that the safest of all Arches is the Semicircular,

and of all Vaults the Hemisphere, though not
absolutely exempted from some natural Weak-
ness,f as Barnardino Baldi, Abbot of Guastalla,

in his Commentary upon Aristotle's Mechanicks

,

doth very well prove
;
where let me note by

the way, that when any thing is mathemati-
cally demonstrated weak, it is much more
mechanically weak, Errors ever occurring

more easily in the management of gross Mate-
rials, than lineal Designs.

THEOREM V.

As Semicircular Arches, or Hemispherical
Vaults, being raised upon the total Diameter,
be of all other the roundest and, consequently,

the securest by the precedent Theorem; so

those are the gracefullest, which keeping pre-

cisely the same Height, shall yet be distended

one fourteenth Part longer than the said entire

Diameter; which Addition of Distent will

confer much to their Beauty, and detract but
little from their Strength.

This Observation I find in Leon Baptista
Alberti

;
but the Practice how to preserve the

same Height, and yet distend the Arms or
Ends of the Arch, is in Alberti Durer’s Geo-
metry, who taught the Italians many an ex-
cellent Line, of great use in this Art.

Upon these five Theorems all the Skill of

Arching and Vaulting is grounded: As for

those Arches which our Artizans call of the

third and fourth Point, and the Tuscan Writers
di terzo and di quarto acuto; because they
always concur in an acute Angle, and do
spring from Division of the Diameter, into

three, four, or more Parts at pleasure
;

I say,

such as these both from the natural Imbecility

of the sharp Angle itself, and likewise for their

very Uncomeliness, ought to be exiled from
judicious Eyes, and left to their first inventors,

the Goths or Lombards, amongst other Reliques

of that barbarous Age.

Thus of my first Partition of the Parts of
every Fabrick into five Heads, having gone
through the two former, and been incidentally

carried into this last Doctrine touching Arches
and Vaults. The next now in order are the

Apertions, under which Term I do compre-
hend Doors, Windows, Stair Cases, Chimnies,
or other Conducts

;
in short, all Inlets or Out-

lets, to which belong t.wo general Cautions.

First, That they he as few in Number, and
as moderate in Dimension, as may possibly

consist with other due Respects
;

for in a
word, all Openings are Weakenings.

Secondly
,
That they do not approach too

near the Angles of the Walls
;
for it were in-

deed a most essential Solecism to weaken that

Part which must strengthen all the rest: A
Precept well recorded, but ill practised by the

Italians themselves, particularly at Venice,
where I have observed diverse Pcrgoli, or

Mcniana (as Vitruvius seemeth to call them,
which are certain ballised Outstandings to

satisfy Curiosity of Sight) very dangerously
set forth upon the very Point itself of the

Mural Angle.

Now, albeit I make haste to the casting and
comparting of the whole Work (being indeed
the very definitive Sum of this Art, to distribute

usefully and gracefully a well chosen Plot)

yet I will first under their several Heads,
collect briefly some of the choicest Notes
belonging to these particular Overtures.

Of Doors and Windows.
These Inlets of Men and of Light I couple

together, because I find their due Dimensions
brought under one rule, by Leon Alberti (a
learned Searcher) who from the School of

Pythagoras (where it was a fundamental
Maxim, That the Images of all Things are

latent in Numbers) doth determine the comliest

Proportion between Breadths and Heights,

reducing Symmetry to Symphony, and the

Harmony of Sound, to a kind of Harmony
in Sight, after this manner : The two principal

Consonances that most ravish the Ear are,

by consent of all nature, the Fifth and the

Octave; whereof the first riseth radically,

from the Proportion hetween two and three.

The other from the double Interval, between
one and two, or between two and four, &c.

Now, if we shall transport these Proportions

from audible to visible Objects, and apply

them as they shall fall fittest (the Nature of

f Which is the sole Prerogative of Perpendicular Lines and
Right Angles.

the Place considered), namely in some Windows
and Doors, the Symmetry of two to three

in their Breadth and Length, in others, the

double, as aforesaid, there will indubitably

result from either a graceful and harmonious
Contentment to the Eye

;
which Speculation,

though it may appear unto vulgar Artizans,

perhaps, too subtile and too sublime, yet we
must remember that Vitruvius himself doth

determine many Things in his Profession by
Musical Grounds, and much commendeth in

an Architect
,
a Philosophical Spirit; that is,

he would have him (as I conceive it) to be

no superficial and floating Artificer, but a

Diver into Causes, and into the Mysteries

of Proportion. Of the Ornaments belonging
both to Doors and Windows, I shall speak in

another Place; but let me here add one Ob-
servation, That our Master (as appeareth by
diverse Passages, and particularly, Lib. 6, Cap.

9.) seems to have been an extream Lover of
luminous Rooms : And indeed, I must confess,

that a frank Light can misbecome no Edifice

whatsoever, Temples only excepted, which were
anciently dark, as they are likewise at this

Day in some Proportion; Devotion more re-

quiring collected than diffused Spirits.* Yet
on the other side, we must take heed to make
a House (though but for civil use) all Eyes,
like Argus, which in Northern Climes would
be too cold, in Southern too hot : and therefore

the Matter indeed importeth more than a merry
Comparison. Besides, there is no part of

Structure either more expenceful than Win-
dows, or more ruinous, not only for that

vulgar Reason, as being exposed to all Violence
of Weather, but because consisting of so

different and unsociable Pieces, as Wood, Iron,

Lead, and Glass, and those small and weak, they
are easily shaken. I must likewise remember
one Thing (though it be but a Grammatical
Note) touching Doors

;
some were Fores

,
and

some were Valvce

;

those (as the very Word
may seem to import) did open outwards, these
inward, and were commonly of two Leaves
or Panes (as we call them) thereby requiring

indeed a lesser Circuit in their unfolding, and
therefore much in Use among Italians at this

Day: But I must charge them with an Im-
perfection, for though they let in as well as the

former, yet they keep out worse.

Of Stair-Cases.
To make a compleat Stair-Case is a curious

Piece of Architecture: The vulgar Cautions

are these

:

That it have a very liberal Light, against all

Casualty of Slips and Falls.

That the Space above the Head be large and

airy, which the Italians use to call Un bel-

sfogolo, as it were good Ventilation, because

a Man doth spend much Breath in mounting.

That the half Paces be well distributed, at

competent Distances, for reposing on the Way.

That to avoid Encounters, and besides to

gratify the Beholder, the whole Stair-Case

have no nignrd Latitude, that is, for the prin-

cipal Ascent, at least ten Foot in Royal

Buildings.

That the Breadth of every single Step or

Stair, be never less than one Foot, r.or more
than eighteen Inches.

That they exceed by no means half a Foot
in their Height or Thickness, for our Legs do
labour more in Elevation than in Distention :

These, I say, are familiar Remembrances
;
to

which let me add
That the Steps be laid where they join

Con un tantino di scarpa ; we may translate it

somewhat sloping, that so the Foot may in a

sort both ascend and descend together, which
though observed by few, is a secret and delicate

Deception of the Pains in mounting.

Lastly, To reduce this Doctrine to some
natural, or at least mathematical Ground, our

Master (as we see, Lib. 9. Cap. 2.) borroweth
those Proportions that make the Sides of a

rectangular Triangle, which the ancient School

did express in lowest Terms, by the Numbers
of Three, Four, and Five

;
that is, Three for

the Perpendicular, from the Stair-Head to the

Ground, Four for the Ground-Line itself, or

Recession from the Wall
;
and Five for the

whole Inclination or Slopeness in the Ascent;

which Proportion, saith he, will make Tem-
peratas graduum liberaliones. Hitherto of

Stair-Cases which are direct : There are like-

wise Spiral, or Cockle Stairs, either circular

* Lumen est dilfuBium sui et alieni,

or oval, and sometimes running about a Pillar,

sometimes vacant, wherein Palladio (a Man in

this Point of singular Felicity) was wont to

divide the Diameter of the first Sort into three
Parts, yielding one to the Pillar, and two to

the Steps : Of the second into four, whereof
he gave two to the Stairs, and two to the
Vacuity, which had all their Light from above;
and this in exact Ovals, is a Masterpiece.

(To be continued.')

THE NATURE OF DESIGN.
A Paper read at the meetings of the Decorative

Art Society, March 13/A and 27th.

BY MR. CRABB, V.P., MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTE
OF FINE ARTS.

{Continuedfrom p
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Louis the XIV. was a magnificent patron
of the arts, and also first instituted an academy
in France, for the purpose of teaching art

upon systematic principles, subdividing the
instruction under the heads of drawing after

the antique and after the living model, ana-
tomy, painting, perspective, the laws of taste,

colouring, and composition. The plan of
education previously pursued was that of ap-
prenticeship, where the youth gradually learned

the craft, assisted his master, and set up for

himself; and in this manner the noblest artists

had been produced. Notwithstanding the ad-

vantages which an academy presents in pro-

viding able teachers, and collecting the great
examples of art, without the study of which
the strongest intellect may be deviously em-
ployed, academies have never succeeded in

sustaining a period of declining art : few are

taught to much purpose, unless in a great

measure their own teachers; and we find that

art sunk i ap idly after the time of Francis I.

It continued thus depreciated for nearly two
centuries

;
and although many of the castle

palaces of Germany were erected during that

time, and commanded attention from their

massive and often impressive grandeur, there

is not that purity of style which will stand the

test of time. Contemporaneous in England,
the Elizabethan was paramount, and in the

next age, a debased use of the style of Louis
XIV. was the favourite. Beauties may be
found in both

;
each is extremely picturesque,

and when chosen with due regard to fitness of

purpose, may be tolerated by the lover of fine

art, and most assuredly will please the painter.

The Italians, naturally a refined people, and
accustomed to fine sculpture and painting in

their churches, first returned to the right path;

France and Germany have followed, and Eng-
land has now the opportunity.

Throughout these remarks, as previously

observed, I have purposely avoided noticing

any definite characteristics of particular styles

of embellishment: each requires to be con-

sidered separately, with its applicable value,

leading features, and distinct principles of

design.

I will now take a brief view of the means
by which foreigners have rendered science and

fine art so popular among their own people as

to cause a constantly increasing demand for

the application of beautiful form and rich em-

bellishment to their manufactures, giving them

the most decided superiority over the English

in taste. Speaking of the continent generally,

during the last century, universal attention has

been paid to the subject, and in some king-

doms, as France, Prussia, and Bavaria, most

extraordinary care has been taken to teach the

true principles of Design.

In each town of any importance, a hall,

with a collection of casts from the antique and

most beautiful specimens of modern sculpture,

was opened
;
a museum of general and natural

history,—and, wherever it was possible, a small

collection of paintings. This plan was found

to have the happiest effect upon the people
;

they came in from the market-place, or their

ordinary occupations, saw the most beautiful

or instructive objects of art and nature, and

insensibly formed to themselves a taste for fine

art.
.

Drawing was taught as a part of the national

education, and botanical information commu-

nicated sometimes through the means of

grouping and common flowers. Dr. Ure men
tions this to he an usual practice among the

children of the silk weavers in the South of

France. With so intimate an acquaintance

with nature, can we be surprised at the excel-

lence of their after-works? Does it not pre-
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sent an extraordinary contrast to our own silk

weaving families ?

In chief towns or cities, principal or central

institutions, upon a larger and more compre-
hensive scale, were opened

;
instruction being

there given upon the application of fine art to

every description of manufacture, and by prac-
tical men. The leading feature was varied

according to the chief production of the

neighbourhood. Thus, in a mining district

the museum would be rich in geological speci-

mens, and the scholars or workmen received

special instruction upon science and art, con-

nected with the metals. Calico printing,

weaving, lace work, and others, received simi-

lar attention. Libraries upon art were opened
to the scholars, and often also to the public.

Works, containing the finest examples of out-

line, form, and beautiful ornament, have been
published for the use of these institutions.

The people, generally, enjoy immense advan-
tages over us by the free and constant exhibi-

tion of the finest efforts of Design, of painting

and sculpture in their public places, churches,

&c. The leisure of the artizan, in most cities,

especially in France, is passed in the palaces
and gardens of the king, where they have
before their eyes beautiful applications of
design in architecture, painting, sculpture, and
the general interior and exterior arrangements
of a refined taste. Paternal and enlightened
governments, and a magnificent monarch, 300
years since, provided these elegant recreations,

in which the people should pass their holidays;

in England the artizan was left to seek the
pothouse. Louis XI V. after erecting the
sumptuous palace of Versailles, directed his

minister to burn the accounts, observing, that
the enormous outlay was an investmentfor the

refinement of his people. The truth and noble-
ness of that sentiment we now perceive ex-
pressed in a universal admission of the supe-
rior appreciation in France of fine art— the
taste and politeness of the nation.

The wealthy man can indulge the elegancies
of his taste by rendering his mansion the
abode of art—but the school for the people
must be the streets and squares of their cities

;

adorn those with statues, fountains, and op-
portunities for elegant recreation of mind, and
the result with us will be an equal love of art

with the great cities of Rome, Naples, Venice,
Florence, Milan, Munich, and Paris, which
are thus adorned, and thus foster art.

I will refer to the course of education as at

present organized by the illustrious King of
Bavaria

;
observing, that persons cannot be

employed by the government, or in honourable
works, without passing through it.

Drawing is taught in every village school,
and there are in the kingdom thirty-three
schools, particularly devoted to it

;
also, thirty

secondary schools, being real schools of de-
sign for the artizan, and three chief, or poly-
technic schools

;
design is, therefore, an inte-

gral part of national education, and is thus
followed : a boy leaving his village school, and
wishing to devote himself to any particular
branch of art, enters one of the thirty secondary
schools, where instruction is given, in applying
the arts to manufactures, throughout every
branch, and where he remains for three years,
after which, if he determines upon any parti-
cular branch he wishes to pursue farther, he
enters the Polytechnic School, where his very
complete practical course of education is

finished.

The scholars can mould and form designs so
perfectly as not to be surpassed, except by pro-
fessional sculptors, painters, &c., who have yet
further opportunities for studying their pro-
fession in the academy. Scholars not only
receive a scientific education, but in the se-
condary schools the French language, history,
geography, natural philosophy, chemistry, &c.,
go on at the same time as the drawing. The
higher classes of society, who are educated in

the Gymnasia and Universities, have an excel-
lent knowledge of design, communicated by
private lessons. Thus the entire people are
prepared to appreciate beautiful art.

It is not my intention, at the present mo-
ment, to notice the numerous buildings erected
to the lasting honour of this noble lover of
art; but I will glance at the galleries at
Munich, to shew the pervading feeling. The
building is of noble architecture—the pictures
and the statues are arranged in separate apart-
ments on account of light, &c., and the histo-

rical arrangement is followed in placing the

sculpture. The first hall contains the Egyp-
tian, because Greek art came from the Egyp-
tian

;
second,

Greek, and early Greek
;
third

,

marbles of iEgina; fourth, school and time of

Phidias, and two rooms for the finest period of

Greek art. Then interpose three rooms
without sculpture, but richly painted in fresco,

descriptive of the history of ancient gods and
heroes. You observe these are skilfully in-

troduced to refresh the eye with a sight of

colours, after contemplating the statuary.

Then succeed a second gallery of sculpture,

and two very large halls for Roman art, and
one for modern. The gallery of paintings on
the ground-floor contains original drawings of

the great masters, ancient terra cottas, en-

gravings, enamels, glass paintings, and mo-
saics. The pictures are on the first floor; a
gallery runs the whole length of the building,

giving access to any room without passing
through others—large pictures are in large

rooms, lighted from above, and cabinet works
in small rooms, side-lighted from the north.
The antechamber is very large, richly orna-
mented in white and gold, having six great
portraits of the founders of the gallery. The
decorations of this palace of art present no
plain white-washed ceilings, or dirty grey
walls, but the staircase and the ceilings are
richly wrought in beautiful design, painted,

and profusely gilded
;
the walls of deep rich

colours, giving freshness to the statues, and its

floors inlaid.

In Switzerland very careful attention is paid
to educating for design. In the School of

Industrial Art, at Geneva, there are eight pro-
fessors—the course lasting three years. They
have a distinctly separate school for watch-
making, and particular instruction is given in

the superior manufacture of metals and jewel-
lery. Berne, Geneva, and the Jura mountains,
at this moment form the seat of a most ex-
tensive production of delicate mechanical
works

;
their export trade supporting an im-

mense manufacture of watches and musical
boxes. Calico printing is also considerably
extending.

The expense of their School of Design is

trifling; one franc for the first year of the
course, and two francs for each of the suc-
ceeding years : so that a most excellent train-

ing, under a sound and comprehensive system,
is offered to the entire community.

In Milan exists a superior school for study-
ing interior decoration

;
there carried to a

great extent among the palaces and residences
of the Milanese gentry. In Belgium, atten-
tion is paid to educated design

;
at Bruges, with

a population of about 20,000, there may be
about (500 scholars. In our Norwich, the seat
and the centre of a great manufacture, with
80,000, there is not any institution of the kind
worth naming. At Amsterdam they have a
fine school, with a department for music and
philosophical instruments

;
and similar insti-

tutions exist in all the chief towns : even Russia
is making exertions promising to be worthy
her resources.

As in Bavaria, so in Prussia, Design forms
an integral part of the national education. In
the lowest or most inferior popular schools in-

struction in drawing is given. Thus, by exer-
cising and improving the eye, tending to pro-
duce taste among the people, and forming a
most important assistance and advantage in

propagating and generally diffusing art, its

consequence is an eager desire to possess them-
selves of works of art, according to their cir-

cumstances. The instruction is gratuitous,
and under the direction of the government

—

the government pay the masters and bear every
sort of expense

;
and this extends throughout

all the minor schools of the kingdom. There
are five great institutions, called Polytechnic

;

the chief at Berlin— in which has been formed
an immense collection of models of every de-
scription, embodying the newest discoveries of
Europe, particularly England; a very com-
plete collection of casts of the finest orna-
ments and designs of the Greeks and Romans
of the middle ages, &c., in plaster of Paris,
and some of the most distinguished works of
naked sculpture, especially the pure Grecian.

The pupils are instructed in drawing, mo-
delling, mathematics, and perspective; and
after the general course has been attended,
they each choose their own department of ma-
nufacture. Founding and casting of metals,

and every other species of manufacturing ope-
ration, is taught in its highest perfection, and
chemistry, as applicable to the arts. Some in-

struction is given in natural history and phy-
siology, and they have electrical and other
machines for experimental purposes. Pupils
are received from any of the provinces. The
number in this establishment is limited—they
receive instruction free, but must support
themselves, and are not admitted after sixteen
years of age. They remain three years, during
which the business of the institution occupies
the whole day, and is very laborious. AH
pupils must attend the drawing school, and all

must learn elementary mathematics. The
common courses communicated to the whole
body occupies the first year

;
and afterwards,

in the second and third year, they pursue the
particular department of manufactures chosen
by themselves. It is a duty of the directors

of the institution to collect and preserve pat-

terns of every various manufacture from dif-

ferent countries, i. e., the most remarkable
specimens. There is an extensive collection

of models, always increasing
;
and attached,

is a library of general literature, but particu-

larly of all works relating to the objects of the
institution. The students have access to, and
may obtain specimens from, the botanical gar-

den of the University— one of the largest in

the world. There is drawing, from casts, after

the most famous antiques, and any one so
desirin'' may go to the academy and draw from
life. They may also attend the anatomical
lectures without expense.

The public lectures in this Institution, and
in the Academy of Arts, are open to every
person gratis.

Instruction in architecture is given, and
they possess models of all the most celebrated
buildings, and choice specimens of ornament.
They receive peculiar instruction with a view
to the designing of furniture (household) in
its widest extent, and of the ornaments con-
nected with it. They have models of the va-

rious forms of chairs, tables, tripods, and every
other domestic article, collected from all coun-
tries; small models in bronze, which represent
the most beautiful forms of antiquity for house-
hold furniture and ornamental service.

The pupil is not particularly recommended,
upon leaving the school, but naturally going
to that part of the country where the manu-
facture for which he has studied is carried on,

meets with ready employment. The directors

are, however, always in communication with
the manufacturers, so that the prevailing taste

suitable for trade is perpetually known to the
directors.

Most careful and important instruction is

given upon the theory, nature, and property,
the composition, manufacture, and application

of colours.

The greater and better part of patterns for

their calico printing are original designs made
at Berlin

;
and the cotton manufacture has of

late considerably increased. Works of a higher
and superior character are produced through
the improved influence of Design, and an in-

creasing demand exists for pupils who excel in

different departments. The director Beuth
has published a work at the government ex-
pense, with engravings of the most beautiful

models of antiquity and the middle ages. It

is intended for the scholars, and divided into
three parts. The first contains thirty-nine

plates, illustrative of external and internal ar-

chitecture, as a guide for decorations. The
second, forty-one plates of vases, tripods, pe-
destals, cups, &c. The third, ten plates for

interior decorations of rooms, floors, walls, and
ceilings.

They are the choicest examples of ancient
and modern art in their respective classes, not
omitting Oriental and Moresque.
A complete and perfect education is thus

given in the practical application of art to
trade, nothing within the reach of profound
care being omitted, and expense being disre-

garded.

(To he continued.)

Dubufe’s Adam and Eve.—The interest

in these splendid paintings has increased
rather than diminished, the exhibition-room
being often crowded with visitors, all of whom
express themselves highly delighted with these
truly chaste and glowing productions of the
artist’s pencil.

—

Hull Packet.
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METROPOLIS IMPROVEMENTS.

The Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Woods
and Forests, under the powers vested in them

by the Act of the 4 Victoria, c. 12, have issued

their plans for the new street leading from
Leicester-square to Long-acre, which will be

called “ Cranbourne-street,” and will be of a

width from house to house of between 53 and
54 feet. In a few days the commissioners will

lease the ground for building the houses, which
will be let out in plots, each having a frontage

varying from 19 feet to 112 feet, leases for

which will be granted from September 29,

1844, for a period of 80 or 42 years, “ at a rent

of one peppercorn for the first year, and at

such rent for the remainder of the term as

shall be agreed upon.” The houses are to be

erected according to such plans, sections, ele-

vations, and specifications, as shall be approved
by the commissioners, subject to the inspection

of the architect. The whole of the buildings

are to be completely finished and rendered fit

for habitation before Christmas, 1845, under
penalty in each case of forfeiture of the lease.

The lessee is to reimburse the commissioners

for the expenses incurred for building the

vaults and sewers, and paving the street, at the

rate of 130/. at once, or of 61. 10s. rent per
annum for a frontage of 45 feet 4 inches. The
ground excavated for the basement stories and
foundations of the several houses is to be carted

away at the cost of the lessee, and, if required

by the commissioners, to be deposited to fill

up the low ground in the Green Park, for the

intended widening of Piccadilly. The lessee

is not to carry on the business of tripe-boiler,

tripe-seller, slaughterman, soap-boiler, tallow-

melter, blacksmith, farrier, chimney-sweeper,
or other offensive trade, without consent of the

commissioners.

THE FOUNTAINS IN TRAFALGAR-SQUARE.

The operations for the fountains are in a

state of forwardness, and the top of the en-

gine-house in Hemming’s-row has been sur-

mounted by an iron tank capable of holding
about 30,000 gallons of water. With this

building there is connected a tower, at the top

of which also another iron reservoir will be
erected. The borings for water have made
great progress, having been carried down to a

depth of about 200 feet, and a plentiful supply

of water is now obtained to about 80 feet below
the surface. These have penetrated below the

London clay through an interesting series of
shells, down to the maiden or plastic clay.

Another series of borings are made in Tra-
falgar-square, adjacent to the National Gallery,

communicating with the former by a tunnel,

which is intended to convey the water. The
water obtained from these wells is intended

not only for the supply of the fountains, but

for the Houses of Parliament, and the various

Government offices in the vicinity. This is in

accordance with new arrangements which will

be applicable in the case of fire occurring at

these places. Iron pipes have been laid down
from the engine-house to the whole of these

places, and operations are expected to be com-
pleted in about six weeks. The engine-house,
when completed, will have a very peculiar

appearance, but is partly of the Grecian Doric
order of architecture. In order that the

neighbourhood shall not be affected with

smoke, the three engines are to be worked
with Maide’s and Tailing’s furnaces, two of

which are erected in the building.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Parish Church of Penrith .—During the last

fortnight the parish church of Penrith has

been undergoing a thorough repair, and on
Wednesday week a vestry meeting was held

for the purpose of receiving tenders for reno-

vating the paintings around the altar table in

the east window. Mr. Jacob Thompson, of

Lowther, was the successful candidate, whose
estimate was one hundred guineas. It was
decided that the amount should be raised by
voluntary subscription, the Lord Bishop of the

diocese heading the list with a donation of 30/.

Amongst the individuals present at the meeting
upwards of 20/. more was subscribed, and for

the remainder it is understood the church-
wardens will collect through the town.

Kensall-green Church .—On the 8th inst.

the ceremony of consecrating the church of

St. John, Kensall-green, was performed by
the Lord Bishop of London, in the presence

of the principal clergy and laity of the district.

The church in question, which is to supply

the wants of the extreme ends of five parishes,

viz., St. Luke, Chelsea (in which parish it is

situated)
;

St. Mary Abbott’s, Kensigton
;
St.

Mary’s, Paddington'; St. Paul’s, Hammersmith;
and St. Mary’s, Willesden, is situated on the

north side of the Harrow-road, almost imme-
diately opposite the principal entrance of the

General Cemetery at Kensall-green. It has

been erected upon a quarter of an acre of

ground, the gift of the authorities of All Souls

College, Oxford, and is of the old Norman
structure, after designs by Mr. II. E. Kendall,

jun., architect, of Brunswick-square
;

the

builders being Messrs. Cooper and Davies, of

Castle-street, Southwark. The church is in

length from 80 to 90 feet, and width from 44
to 45 feet, composed of yellow brick with

flint; the windows of stained glass, with a

marygold window over the altar-piece. At
the west end are two towers, each about 80

feet high, each tower being surmounted by
five terminals of a cross. The west entrance

consists also of a porch, forming an arch

in the Norman style, with dentils and dogs’

toothings. The church, in which there

is an organ at the west end, is capable of

containing about 500 persons. It is 44 feet 2
inches wide, and 82 feet long, and has a

stained roof, with open tracing. The cost is

estimated atabout3000/., of which sum500/. has

been furnished by the Church Building

Society, and upwards of 600/. is still deficient.

Restoration of Holy Trinity Church.—We

understand that a communication has been re-

ceived from the archdeacon, withdrawing the

citation he had felt it to be his duty to enter

against the work of rebuilding the south en-

trance being proceeded with, upon the plan

that had been adopted. The archdeacon, with

the vicar, the churchwardens, and Mr. Lock-
wood, the architect, inspected the works on

Friday last, which has led to the amicable ar-

rangement now entered into. The principal

objection taken, it appears, was to the use of

stone, instead of retaining, in its original inte-

grity, that splendid specimen of brick building

which the chancel and south transept of the

church present
;
and which is considered the

most ancient existing in this country, if not the

first instance in which brick-building was em-
ployed after the restoration of the art of brick-

making, early in the fourteenth century. The
archdeacon, unwilling to cause any delay and

litigation, has waived many of his objections,

and consented to the prosecution of the work in

stone, of which material a considerable portion

of it was already done
;
though he would still

prefer that brick should be substituted in a

buttress partly rebuilt, and the entire restora-

tion take place in that the original material.

The work will now, we believe, be immediately

resumed .— Hull Packet.

Neiv Church atJVhitstable .—The foundation

stone of Seasalter new church, in the town of

Whitstable, will be laid by Sir Brook Bridges,

Bart., on Monday next.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

The Keighley Railways. — On Tuesday
evening last, a meeting of the gentlemen and

tradesmen favourable to the extension railway

from Keighley into Lancashire, by way of

Haworth, took place at the latter town, when
the surveyor appointed to take the levels de-

livered in his report, by which it appears that

the gradients would be one in eighty. The
idea of proceeding with it therefore was given

up at once. The meeting, however, did not

separate before coming to a determination to

have a branch rail up the valley for about four

miles for their own accommodation, and at

their own expense, the cost of which was esti-

mated at about 10,000/., and a deputation was
appointed to wait upon the directors of the

Leeds and Bradford Company to make ar-

rangements respecting it.

Proposed Railway from Selby to Goole .— It

is now announced that the York and North
Midland Railway Company are about to pro-

pose the scheme for a line of railway from

Selby to Goole.

Railway to Bridlington .—It is said that the
grounds from Bridlington, northwards, have
been inspected very recently by some eminently
qualified gentlemen, fora branch line from the

town to meet the York and Scarbro’ Railway
at Seamer, near Scarbro’, the distance being
some fifteen or sixteen miles. If such be the

case it is expected to prove of great benefit to

this part of the country, by giving new facilities

to the imports and trade of this port
;
and

more particularly so, as the building of the

new south pier, and enlargement of the har-

bour to twice its present size, are now in ope-
ration.

Rochester and Gravesend Railway. — The
railway from Rochester to Gravesend, on the

line of the Thames and Medway Canal, is in

a state of great forwardness, and is expected to

be opened at the end of the present month. On
Saturday last the safety of the tunnel was
tested by firing a loaded cannon in it several

times, but no fall was occasioned by the con-

cussion.

North British Railway.— Tenders for the

formation of twenty miles by this line of rail-

way, commencing at Berwick, were on Wed-
nesday last received by the directors, at their

office in Edinburgh. They were very

numerous, and the successful competitor is a

gentleman from Yorshire, who was the con-

tractor of the line between Gateshead and

Darlington.

Cost of Railway Construction .—The grada-

tion is this—it being remembered that the

amount is per mile :—Dundee and Arbroath,

8,600/.
;

Ulster, 13,800/.
;

Newcastle and

Carlisle, 17,500/.; Grand Junction, 23,200/.;

London and South Western, 27,800/.
;
North

Midland, 45,800/. ;
Liverpool and Manchester,

51,000/.; London and Birmingham, 53,100/.;

Great Western, 56,300/.; London and

Brighton, 57,300/.; Manchester and Leeds,

59,800 /.—Railway Record.

Brandling Junction Railway. •— Arrange-

ments have been entered into for the sale of

this railway to the Newcastle and Darlington

Company, at the rate of 55/. for each share of

50/. ;
the purchasers taking the concern as it

is, with all its properties, engagements, and

liabilities.

Sheffield,
Ashton-under- Lyne,and Manchester

Railway .—This line of railway is now open to

Woodhead, two stations on the Sheffield side

of Glossop. The distance from Barnsley to

Manchester is thus reduced to about four hours’

travelling.

iHiacelUnca.

Victoria Park.—The adjudication in the

Sheriff’s Court last week, in whiVh 3,985/. was
awarded to the trustees of Sir George Duckett’s

estate for 21 acres of land, has removed the chief

obstacle which has for some time impeded the

commencementof operations for theformation of

the new park. There is another litigant holding

out for a greater sum than has been offered by

the Commissioners, but it is expected this

claim will be settled without going into court.

The property alluded to joins what is called

Sir George Duckett’s Canal, a very unfortu-

nate speculation, being a short cut connecting

the Regent’s Canal with the river Lea naviga-

tion. It was expected by the trustees that

this would have been purchased by the com-

missioners as an ornamental water for the

park, instead of merely constituting one of its

boundaries. “ Bonner’s Hall,” which was the

subject of much litigation and delay from its

proprietors, the trustees of St. Thomas’s Hos-

pital, will be vacated at Michaelmas, when it

will be immediately demolished. Some inte-

resting discoveries are expected, as it was here

where the notorious bishop imprisoned and

tortured the first Protestant martyrs. Although

no operations have yet been commenced, all

the surveys for laying out plantations have

been made, and as soon as these obstacles are

removed, and the purchased land is restored by

the tenants, who have been allowed to resume

occupation until October, active operations

will at once commence.— Times.

Statue of his Royal Highness Prince

Albert.—A marble statue of his Royal High-

ness Prince Albert, executed by the celebrated

sculptor Wolff, was landed at the St. Katherine’s

Dock, from Leghorn, on the 7th instant,
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The Iron Manufacture.—The attention

of the iron-masters has been attracted to a

process of considerable importance lately in-

troduced into their manufacture. The appli-

cation of electricity, to supersede several of

the expensive processes, has, it is stated, been

tried in the Welch and Derbyshire furnaces

with satisfactory results. It appears that the

costly fuel and labour required for the purifica-

tion of the ore from sulphur, phosphorous, and

such subtle elements, create its high market
value; and these being; all electronegative,

have induced the new process, whereby the

impure stream of metal after flowing; from the

blast is in its moment of consolidation subjected

to a powerful voltaic battery, which so disen-

gages the impure components that in the pro-

cess of puddling they are readily extracted.

The London blacksmiths, it is stated, have

tested this iron after a single reheating, and
pronounce it equal to the best metal in the

market. By the same process an experiment

was tried by Dr. Ure, by whom a soft rod of

iron was held in contact with a moderate red

heat, and that gentleman is understood to have

stated that in a few hours the metal was con-

verted into steel. Should these facts prove

what they seem, they are calculated to affect

most seriously this important branch of our

trade.

Novel Use of Ice in Ventilation.

—

A course of experiments has been going on
at the Hanover-square Rooms, with a view
to their more complete ventilation. The pro-

cess selected as the most complete is that of

Mr. Day, who calls in to his aid the Archime-
dean screw, bv which fresh air is forced into

an apartment of any size without causing the

slightest perceptible draught. On the last

occasion of her Majesty’s visit to these rooms,
during the performance of the Ancient Con-
certs, and when attended by the King of Sax-
ony, the Duke of Wellington, and other dis-

tinguished persons, this scientific process was
tried, and although the atmosphere, externally,

was 69 to 70 degrees during the whole of the

evening, that of the salon scarcely exceeded

70 degrees, although it was densely crowded,

and highly illuminated with gas. This novelty

in the history of ventilation was effected by the

air being passed through trays of ice. The
comfort arising from so agreeable a tempera-

ture has determined the proprietors to resort

to the same means on all similar occasions in

future.

The next meeting of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science is to be held
at York on the 26th of September, which is

six weeks later than the time appointed for

last year’s meeting at Cork. York was the
first city in which the association assembled,
and the event of revisiting the scene of initia-

tion is expected to be commemorated by a full

attendance of men of science from all parts of
the kingdom.

We understand that Mr. Johns, the architect
of the recently published English Church on
Mount Zion, and sometime pro-Consul in

Palestine, is about to puhlish a volume from
his notes of travel in Syria, &c., and many
months’ residence in the Holy City, with highly
finished illustrations, tending to throw great
light upon numerous topics connected with the
past and present state of these intensely inter-

esting relics of the most ancient nations of the
world.

Mortality in the Metropolis.—The
number of deaths in the metropolis during the
week ending Saturday, the 10th instant,

amounted to 934 ;
the weekly average of the

last five summers having been 900, and of the
last five years 946. The number of males that
died during the last week was 473, and of
females 461. Under 15 years of age, 535
died; from 15 and under 60 years, 310; and
from 60 upwards, 151.

Sir John Guest, Bart., M.P., has lately re-

ceived an order from Russia, for 50,000 tons of
iron, for the purpose of being employed in the
construction of railways.

A bronze figure of Shakspere has been
erected in the bard’s birth-place. He is repre-
sented leaning on the mulberry tree, the back-
ground being a part of Dover cliff.

Upwards of 54,000,000 francs have been ex-
pended in Paris since 1834, in establishing
sewers, water-pipes, fountains, and paving the
streets of that capital.

[

Architectural Society.—On Tuesday,
I a meeting of gentlemen residing in Wakefield

and the neighbourhood, was held in the vestry

I of the parish church in that town, for the pur-

i

pose of establishing an architectural society in

that district, in connection with the Yorkshire

Society. The Rev. J. Sharpe, of Horbury
was called to the ebair, and the meeting was
addressed by several of the gentlemen present.

A committee was formed
;
Mr. W. II. Dykes,

jun., was chosen secretary, and E. B. Wheatley,

Esq., of Ilopton, near Dewsbury, treasurer.

The society has a wide field for its operations,

and we hope soon to have the pleasure of re-

I cording some of the benefits resulting from its

I establishment.

Monument to Thomas Campbell.—It is

contemplated to erect a monument in Glasgow
to Thomas Campbell, author of the “ Plea-

sures of Hope.”

The expense of paving, lighting, and cleans-

ing London is 400,000/. annually. The supply

of water costs 344,238/.

Current prices of Moott antf ^HctalsS.

August 20, 1844.

£ s. d. £. s. d.

Box, Turkey, per ton .... 2 0 0—6 0 0

Cedar, Pencil, per foot .. 0 0 3—0 0 4

Cuba 0 0 3— 0 0 4

N. S. Wales .... 0 0 3—0 0 4 J

Green, per ton .

.

5 5 0—9 0 0

Ebony, Ceylon, large .... 6 0 0—8 10 0

small .... 5 0 0— 5 15 0

Madagascar, small 5 0 0—6 0 0

Dyes, &c.

Lignum Vitas, Jamaica .. 3 0 0—5 0 0

St. Domingo .... 8 0 0 — 12 0 0

Mahogany, Cuba, per foot 0 0 7—0 1 4

St. Domingo .... 0 0 7—0 1 6

Honduras 0 0 4*— 0 010

Jamaica 0 0 0—0 0 0

Timber :

—

Teake, African, per load .

.

6 10 0—10 10 0

Oak, Quebec 3 15 0 — 4 10 0

Fir, Riga 3 17 6 — 4 0 0

Dantzic and Memel .

.

3 10 0 — 4 5 0

Swedish 0 0 0—3 12 6

Pine, Quebec, red, per load 0 0 0—3 15 0

yellow .... 0 0 0—3 0 0

N. Brunswick 0 0 0—0 0 0

Miramichi & St. Johns 2 15 0— 4 10 0

Wainscot Logs, 18 ft. each 4 10 0 — 5 5 0

Lathwood, Memel, &c. fm. 0 0 0 — 12 0 0

B. America .... 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Deals, Gefle, 14ft. 3in. by 9 29 0 0 — 31 0 0

Stockholm 25 10 0 — 26 0 0

Gottenburg,12ft.3by9 0 0 0—0 0 0

Christiana, lst& 2nd 27 0 0 — 29 0 0

St. Petersb’g, Memel,

Dantzic, 12f.lJ llin. 16 0 0 — 18 0 0

Quebec yellow Pine,

first quality 17 0 0 — 18 0 0

second ditto 10 0 0 — 11 0 0

White Spruce, 120.

.

16 0 0 — 17 10 0

Dantzic Deck, each .

.

0 18 0 — 1 6 0

Plank, Dantzic Oak, load.. 9 0 0 — 10 0 0

Staves, Baltic, per 1200.. 160 0 0—0 0 0

Quebec Pipe, 1200 50 0 0 — 52 10 0

Copper—

B

rit. Cake, p. ton 83 0 0—84 0 0

Tile 82 0 0— 83 0 0

Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 0—0 0 9*

Bottoms .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0

Old 0 0 0— 0 0 8$

South Amer., ton 72 0 0— 73 0 0

Foreign Cake .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0

Tile .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0

Iron, British 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Bars 0 0 0—6 0 0

Rods 6 15 0— 7 0 0

Hoops 8 0 0— 8 5 0

Sheets 8 15 0— 9 0 0

Cargo in Wales, Bars 0 0 0—5 10 0

Iron, Pigs No. 1, Wales .. 3 15 0— 4 0 0

No. 1, Clyde .

.

0 0 0— 3 0 0

Russian, ccnd .... 0 0 0— 16 10 0

PSI 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Archangel 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Swedish 9 10 0— 9 15 0

GouriefF’s 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Lead—

B

ritish, Pig, p. ton 16 10 0— 17 0 0

Sheet, milled .... 0 0 0 — 17 15 0

Bars 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

Red or Minium .

.

0 0 0 — 21 10 0

White 0 0 0— 23 10 0

Litharge 0 0 0 — 20 0 0

Pig, Spanish .... 16 0 0 — 16 10 0
American 0 0 0— 16 0 0

Steel—

E

nglish 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Swedish Keg .... 0 0 0 — 16 0 0

Faggot 0 0 0 — 17 0 0

Tin

—

In blocks, p. cwt. .

.

3 12 0— 3 13 0

Ingots 3 12 0— 3 13 0

In Bars 0 0 0— 3 13 6

Banca 0 0 0— 3 4 0

Straits 0 0 0 — 3 3 0

Peruvian 0 0 0 — 2 17 0

Plates,p.box,225 shts.-

No. I. C. 13$ by 10 in . 1 7 0— 1 13 0

I. X 1 13 0— 1 19 0

I. XX 0 0 0 — 0 0 0

IXXX 182 lb. 0 0 0

1XXXX 203 0 0 0

No. II. C. 13$by9$in. 105 0 0 0

II. X 133 0 0 0

III.C. 12$by9$in. 98 0 0 0

III.X 126 0 0 0

Small Jcnv 1 200 shts.

Double jgj^xj 15 by 11

167
188

209

0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

SDXXX 230 0 0 0

SDXXXX 251 0 0 0

fC. 16$ by 12$ in. 98 0 0 0
I X 100 sheets 126 0 0 0

Double 4 XX 147 0 0 0
XXX 168 0 0 0
l_xxxx 189 0 0 0

Jaggers, 14 by 10 in. 0 0 0

Spelter—

O

n the spot, ton 0 0 '0--21 7 6

Delivery 0 0 0--21 5 0

Zinc, English Sheet 0 0 0--30 0 0

Platina Ore oz. 0 0 0-- 0 0 0

Orsidew lb. 0 0 0-- 0 3 0

Quicksilver lb. 0 0 0-- 0 4 6

CfllDfl'0.

Tenders delivered for Alterations at Chelsea

Workhouse.—Mr. Colman, Architect. August 7.

J. Bonner, Jun .£340

Souter and Symons 339

Cocks 330

Thirsk 325

Edser 319

Cock 315

Scott 280

Tenders delivered for a new House near Dept-

ford Bridge, Greenwich.—Mr. Frederick R. Miller,

Surveyor.

Ashford £352 0

Hill 318 0

D. Bodger 298 0

Johnson 247 11

The lowest tender accepted.

Tenders delivered for building six carcases at

Westbourne-terrace, Bayswater.—R. P. Browne,

Esq., Architect.

Jay £10,741

Nicholson 10,500

Scantlebury 10,250

Piper 10,230

Trego 10,080

Haynes and Co 10,050

Winsland 9,987

King and Co., Islington 9,980

Grimsdale 9,593
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PUBLICATIONS.

8vo. cloth, 38 Plates, by Lowry, price 7s. 6d.

Nicholson (peter.) rudiments
of PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE, described by

easy methods, entirely free from usual complication of lines

and difficulties of remote vanishing points. “ Best work for

Architect or Builder.”
E. LUMLEY, 56, Chancery-lane.

In 1 vol. 8vo., price 8s. with coloured plates.

Asthma, its species ana compli-
CATIONS, or Researches into the Pathology of Dis-

ordered Respiration, with the Remedial Treatment appli-

cable to each variety ; being a practical and theoretical review

of this malady considered in its simple form, and in con-
nection with Disease of the Heart, Catarrh, Indigestion,

&c. ; illustrated by cases and plates coloured from nature ;

by F. H. Ramadge, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of

Physicians, &c. London : Longman, Brown, Green, and
Longmans.

May be had at the Office of ‘‘The Builder,” and of all

Booksellers in town and country, price Is.,

I
NSTRUCTIONS — ASPHALTE of
SEYSSEL.—Just published, with numerous Engrav-

ings, full and plain Instructions for applying this valuable
mineral production.
MILLER and FIELD, PUBLISHERS, Westminster-

bridge-rond, London.
*,* Passengers by the Dover Railway Trains are par-

ticularly requested to inspect the Asphaltc of Seyssel plat-

forms and other works in Seyssel Asphalteat the Bricklayers’

Arms and Dover Stations of the South Eastern Railway.

A" CLASSED CATALOGUE of ARCHI-
TECTUItAL WORKS, to be had gratis at the Li-

brary of Arts, 106, Great Russell-street, Bedford-square.
This day is published,

Scratton’s New Designs for Country Houses, £ s. d.

cloth, lettered 110
Hopkins’ Work on Ornament . . . . . . 15 0

Acanthus, containing upwards of 200 cuts and
60 steel plates, in every style. (The “ Art-
Union” describes it as the sweetest nut in

roughest rhind) 0 12 0
Decorator, containing about 300 examples of

ornament of Louis 14th and Francis 1st

style 0 6 0

Trendall Roofs : a most useful work . . . . 0 8 0

Italian Villas and Cottages, with Estimates . . 110
Italian Schools

:
plates engraved by Le Keux 1 6 0

Old English Schools : lithographs . . . . 0 7 0

Modern Churches ; with working drawing and
specifications . . . . . . . . . . 0 16 0

Architectural Precedents, with an Essay for

1844, containing 55 steel plates, and wood-
cuts . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 18 0

Griffiths’ Geometrical Proportions, cloth . . 0 8 6

Patronized by her Most Gracious Majesty.
Gothic Edifices of Europe, 25 Atlas folio Grand
Eagle Plates, India Proofs, with description
in three languages .. .. .. . . 15 15 0

Grunner’s Frescoes of Italy : a most sumptu-
ous work, at prices according to the quantity

of plates coloured, being partially coloured,

1 6/. 16s.; Key Plate, coloured, 5l, 15s. 6d.

;

Plain .. .. .. .. •• ••.‘**9
Original Working Drawings of the late Francis Goodwin,

of Churches and other Buildings.

N.B. An Architect and Land Surveyor will take an Out-

door I’upil for JOl. An interview can be had by applying at

the Library of Arts.

PORCELAIN LETTERS for SHOP
FRONTS, &c. CAUTION.—W. G. BENTLEY, of

234, High Holborn, begs to caution the public, as several

mistakes have been made as to the true Patent Letters.

Some persons imagine that those vulgar bright blue letters

that are smeared with gold, arc the Patent Porcelain. They
are merely Plaster Letters, which turn black, and are only

fit for Marine Store Shops.
The PATENT PORCELAIN LETTERS are only to be

had at 234, High Holborn.

SASHES AND FRAMES,
DOORS, &c.

Manufactured for the Trade

By CHAS. W. WATERTON,
121, Bunhill-row, Finsbury.

Lowest Prices.—Terms : Cash.

O?

N.B. Lists of prices had on application at the counting-
house

;
if by letter, pre-paid, inclosing postage-stamp.

NOTICE TO INVENTORS.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS OF INVEN-
TIONS and REGISTRATIONS of DESIGNS, 14,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields.—The printed INSTRUCTIONS gratis,

and every information upon the subject of PROTECTION
for INVENTIONS, either by Letters Patent or the Design
Acts, may be had by applying personally, or by letter, pre-

paid, to Mr. Alexander Prince, at the office, 14, Lincoln’s-

inn-fields.

33s ftrr jHajesty’s $\oi>al Hettera patent.W G. GOVER’S PATENT REMOV-
e ABLE WINDOW SASH.—J. PIERCE, Agent,

289, Strand, London.
W. G. GOVE R begs to intimate to Architects and Builders,

also to Householders generally (and to those in particular

who have houses in the course of erection or alteration), that

he is now prepared with an ample supply of PATENT STOPS
for rendering new and old WINDOW SASHES REMOV-
ABLE.
By the scale of charges given below, it will be perceived that

the Patentee is determined to offer his Patent to the Public

at such a moderate price as he trusts will recommend it to

universal adoption.
The advantages derivable from the use of the Patent are

various
;
although the sole object for which the Removable

Window Sash was invented was to obviate the danger and
exposure to which those of our fellow creatures are liable, who
are obliged to clean the outsides of windows.

In the matter of economy, the Patent Removable Window
Sash cannot but recommend itself to all householders who
are now put to the periodical expense of employing glaziers

and others to do that, which, through its aid, may be per-
formed by their ordinary domestics.

In addition, however, to rendering window sashes remov-
able at pleasure, a careful attention to the formation of the
Stops, through which this desideratum is accomplished, has
enabled the Inventor to give to the windows, by means of the
Metal Stops, a degree of firmness hitherto unattainable by the
common method of constructing them. The Sashes will like-

wise be found to move much more easily and silently when
they are opened and shut.

Models maybe inspected at the Agent’s Office, 289, Strand,
where orders will be received for the Patent Stops, and printed

directions given to all purchasers, for the use of their own
joiners.

N.B. Sold also by several of the most respectable Iron-

mongers.
Prices:—Sash. in. 5s.

; 13 in. 5s.6d.
;

in. 6s.
; If in.

6s. Gd.
; 1} in. 7s.

; l£ in. 7s. 6d. ; 2 in. 8s. ; 2} in. 8s. 6d.

;

2i in. 9s. japanned.

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN pave-
ment for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Salt

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-

ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds. Price 3s. 6d.

per square yard. BITUMEN for covering the Arches of

Bridges, Culverts, & c. &c. on Railways and other places

(with instructions for laying it down), may be had at the rate

of 45s. per ton, by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 16,

Wharf-road, City-road.

PAYNE’S PATENT PROCESS FOR PRESERVING
AND IMPROVING WOOD.

Railway contractors, build-
ers, and JOINERS are requested to investigate

the above. A liberal Discount allowed.

Applications for Licences to—
PAYNE AND LODER, Whitehall Wharf, Canon-row,

Westminster

;

Or at their other stations

—

Fleetwood-on-Wyrc, Lancashire;

Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire ;

Will be immediately attended to.

TO ENGINEERS, DRAUGHTSMEN, &c.

STEPHENS’ RULING AND MECHA-
NICAL DRAWING INK, for Engineers, Artists,

and Designers. This article will be found superior to the

best Indian Ink for the above purposes. It does not smear

with Indian -rubber, or wash off with water. It flows freely

from the drawing-pen, and never corrodes or encrusts it. It

may be nsed on a plate or slab, with a camel’s air brush,

diluting it with water, or thickening it by drying, as required.

It has the advantage of being ready for immediate use.

Sold in conical-shaped Bottles, convenient for using from
without any stand, Dy the Inventor, Henry Stephens, 64,

Stamford-street, Blackfriar’s-road, and by Booksellers and
Stationers, 6d. each.

IIE BUDE LIGHT COMPANY having
materially reduced their Scale of Prices, Churches,

Chapels, Theatres, Clubs, Hotels, &c., can now be supplied

with the PATENT ATMOSPHERIC APPARATUS, either

by purchase, or at an annual rental, at a very moderate

charge.
_

’

The Patent Apparatus is adapted to be used with the ordi-

nary coal gas
;

it produces a saving averaging 50 per cent,

on the consumption ;
carries off all heat, effluvia, and smoke ;

and produces the most perfect ventilation. The House of

Commons, many of the metropolitan Churches, and leading

Club-houses are lighted with this magnificent light. Every
information can be obtained by annlvine to

NEVILLE BROWNE, Secretary.

Offices, 30, Regent-street.
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LTHOUGH ex-

tending to twice our

usual number of

pages, being cir-

cumscribed this

week by the volu-

minous matter of the New
Metropolitan Building-Act,

we are obliged to be brief in

our address
;

deferring for

the present the continuation

of our critical reviews. In

the meanwhile, such of our

readers as take pleasure in

the study of technical legis-

lation, or who, from an in-

dustrious working out of a

necessary duty, apply them-

selves to a nauseous task, may study the details

of the Act
;
and when we give our intended

alphabetical digest of it, drawn up by Mr. Bar-

tholomew, they will find the collation ofthe vari-

ous parts of their study greatly assisted, and

learn, in a moment, every thing in it relating to

any particular matter, or to any branch of its

contents.

We shall speculate no further at present

upon the Act; but shall in our next num-

ber give the report of the Master Carpenters’

Society upon it.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

{Continued from p. 419.)

67. The aspen or trembling poplar, when fa-

vourably grown, is a tall, slender, and elegant
tree, pleasingin outline, and the most interesting
of its tribe

;
possessing in the highest degree

that sensitiveness which is peculiar to the
whole, making them quiver to the gentlest
breath of wind

;
the young branches are hairy;

the leaves are glabrous on both sides, nearly
orbicular, and broadly toothed.

68. Mahogany. Of this tree there are
three species known; that which is used in

this country is a native of the West Indies

and the country about the Bay of Honduras,
in America. The West India sort is called

Spanish Mahogany, being from the islands of
Hispaniola, Cuba, Jamaica, &c. In the low
lands of the latter it was formerly plentiful,

but now these parts appear to be exhausted, and
only the treesgrown amongst high hills and places

difficult of access remain. That from Honduras
Bay is called indiscriminately Honduras and
Bay-mahogany. The tree is one of very quick

growth; large, straight, lofty, handsome in

appearance, reaching a diameter of five feet,

and furnishing a great quantity of very valua-

ble timber
;

the flowers are of a saffron-red

colour, the fruit like a turkey’s egg in size.

It thrives in most soils
; but in those of a rocky

and exposed description, it is of a slower

growth, and produces heavier and more com-
pact and beautiful wood than in such as are

low and of a rich nature.

69. The wood of the Spanish mahogany is

the darker, harder, closer in the grain, and
more durable, likewise the more beautiful and
more costly of the two : both are porous, but

uniform. The Spanish-wood is tobe distinguish-

ed from the Bay by the clialky-looking substance

that occupies (as if it had been rubbed into

them) its pores, which in the latter are empty,

andhavea darkor almost black appearance: that

feature, however, disappears with exposure and
oiling, and a similar treatment of both renders
the distinction less observable. Mahogany
timber, especially the Honduras, has qualities

which would make it desirable for house-

carpentry, but its high price precludes its being
so employed in this country, and its ap-

plication is almost confined to internal joinery,

hand-rails, shop counter-tops, and the

manufacture of house furniture
;

for the latter

purpose it is very extensively used, having in a

great degree superseded the walnut, which,
before the introduction of mahogany into

London in 1724, was so generally used by the

cabinet-maker. The history given of this in-

troduction is, that a Mr. Wollastan made from
a piece of it a candle-box for Dr. Gibbons,

who being much pleased with its appearance,

afterwards caused a bureau to be made of it.

With respect to its applicability to the purposes

of the carpenter, it must be mentioned that it

has been frequently used in Jamaica for floors,

joists, rafters, shingling, &c., it has also been
employed for building ships, for which it is

rendered suitable from possessing, with its other

qualifications, a property similar to that which
has been noticed with reference to the poplar, of

allowing shot to bury itself in it without splin-

• tering.

70. The colour of the wood is a deep gold,

or reddish brown, of various degrees of bright-

ness, and frequently having very fine veins and

figures, in different shades of the same colour;

the Honduras is apt to be blemished by dingy

grey spots, but the best is of a fine rich tint.

When kept dry it is exceedingly durable, and
free from worms; but it does not stand the

weather long, and is therefore not well suited

for sash-frames, sashes, or outer-doors. The
trunk furnishes wood of the largest dimensions,

but the wood of the branches is finer in texture

and more variegated in the veins, and is on

these accounts preferred for purposes of a

more delicate and ornamental nature. In

table-tops it is common to form the surface

from a piece of superior beauty, sawn up into

veneers (of which twenty or more can be

obtained from an inch in thickness), and so

arranged in sectors of the circle that the same

pattern of the variegation is repeated. In like

manner, the fronts of drawers are obtained all

alike, and are sometimes made with a joint up

the centre of the veneer, and the two halves of

the pattern reversed. Thus we perceive that

the mottling and featherings, which contri-
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bute so much to the beauty of the wood, where
they exist, do so to some depth. The Hondu-
ras mahogany holds with glue better than any
other wood

;
the annual rings are not very dis-

tinct
;
there are no larger transverse septs, but

the smaller are frequently rendered very visible

by their compactness being set off by the porous
texture of the intervening parts of the wood;
the wood is tasteless and inodorous.

71. The Spanish is imported to this coun-
try in logs from 10 to 12 feet long, and some-
times 26 inches square

;
the Honduras 15 feet

long and occasionally 5 feet square. It is

seasoned by exposure to the weather during a
a winter, then sawn out and dried in the open
air under cover; fire-drying should never be
resorted to. Of all woods it warps and twists

the least, and it shrinks almost as little; on
this account there is a considerable consump-
tion of it in the factories, in making machine-
framing; by long steeping in cold water it

looses less weight less than many other woods.
72. Walnut. This tree is a native of Per-

sia and the north of China, and is said to have
been introduced into this country by the
Romans. It was formerly propagated here to

a considerable extent, on account of both the
timber and fruit, the former having at one time
been very generally used for furniture, for
which it was held in high estimation; now,
however, and indeed since the introduction of
mahogany, its cultivation has greatly declined,
and what remains and is yet grown is

so much enhanced in value by the great
consumption of it in gun-stocks,’ handles of
Cutlery, &c., as to make it too costly for
general purposes

;
it is, notwithstanding, still

made available in the cabinet-maker’s art,

being highly prized by many, who prefer its

varied and rich brown colour to that of the
more uniform mahogany. Though not indi-
genous to this country, we may, from its

growing so freely, ripening its seeds so per-
fectly, and being so well established, consider
it as naturalized to our climate, that is to the
southern part of it. A rich loamy soil is best
suited for it, but it will grow well neverthe-
less in one of a stony description, especially if

a thin limestone, or consisting partly of chalk.
There are considerable plantations of it on
the chalky downs of Surrey. In the mid-
land and southern counties generally it thrives

to full perfection, but so far north as Edin-
burgh, though it grows with vigour and to an
ample size, its fruit does not reach its full

degree of ripeness. It is a large and hand-
some-looking tree, with a lofty and generally
well-balanced head, and limbs thick and spread-
ing, forming, when agedand well-grown, an im-
posing and picturesque object, having a light-

coloured and deeply-furrowed bark and grace-
ful, though light and short-lived foliage. The
latter comes late, goes early (in fact, it is the
soonest stripped), and is never very luxuriant

;

the leaves are small and oval, set on the stalks in

pairs, and of a bright yellowish green, con-
trasting advantageously with adjacent foliage
of a darker shade. It is raised readily from
the nut, which is, in February, sown where it

is intended to remain; it may be transplanted
when considerably grown, but ought not to be
so if meant for timber. It is now chiefly re-
garded as a fruit-tree, the unripe nuts being in

June, when the inner woody shell is not yet
formed, converted into an excellent pickle,
and those which are allowed to ripen, being
probably the best fruit of the nut kind that
the country produces

;
the inhabitants of some

districts on the Continent make it fulfil an im-
portant part as an article of food

;
it affords an

oil which, when first drawn, is little inferior
to that of the olive, and the bark, leaves, and
roots furnish an intense brown dye, which
is permanent on woollen articles without a
mordaunt.

73. Its wood is too limber for beams orjoists

;

besides which, for purposes where a weight has
to be sustained, it is rendered unfit by a brittle-
ness and liability to split. It was, neverthe-
less, employed by the ancients for building-pur-
poses

;
Pliny bears evidence to its possessing

the good property of giving warning by crack-
ing before it breaks (being thus just the oppo-
siteofthelime-tree),and it cannot be denied that
it has the redeeming qualities of durability, little
shrinkage, and, more than all other timbers,
the cedar alone accepted, non-liability to the
ravages of worms or other insects, which must
point it out as advantageouslv adapted for
joinery, parquet floors, &c., could the supply

be sufficient, and were the cost reasonable.
It is, moreover, exempt from those chemical
principles which operate on the fine polish of
superior steel instruments, for which reason
it is peculiarly adapted for surgical cases or
the repositories of other superior cutlery.

The colour of the heart-wood is a greyish
brown, with dark brown pores

;
that of the

sap-wood a greyish white
;

the annual rings
are not very distinct, and there are no larger
transverse septa?

;
it is not flowered, but often

richly veined, and interspersed with shades of
lighter brown and of black

;
being susceptible

of a high degree of polish by oiling or other-
wise, it is capable of receiving a fine and bril-

liant finish. Trees grown on dry and rather
poor soils have afforded examples of the most
beautifully-veined wood; and the roots, which
are even more finely and variously veined than
the trunk, furnish an elegant material for
superior and fancy work. Its texture is not so
uniform as that of mahogany, one side of the
annual ring being more porous than the
other; neither is it quite so easy to work as
that wood; but that disadvantage is compen-
sated for by the superior surface which it

takes; it is slightly bitter when green, and
emits a perceptible odour.

74.

The Hickory, or White—and the Black-
Virginian Walnut, are both indigenous toNorth
America. They are both large trees and fur-

nish respectively very useful woods, that of
the latter being considered the finest, and indeed
the most valuable of its species, having very
fine veins and a close grain, affording facility

for a high polish
;
it has also the other desira-

ble qualities in common with the ordinarv
walnut above described. The wood of the
young hickory is tough and flexible to a high
degree, and is excellently adapted for lances,

fishing-rods, &c. It is not imported as

an article of commerce, but is used, split into

billets, for the stowage of casks in ships.

Some of these American species have been in-

troduced here, but they are not yet sufficiently

naturalized to warrant any decided opinion on
their merits. Walnut loses by long steeping
in cold water Iocs weight than eomo other
woods.

{To be continued.)

ON THE CONDUCTING AND ABSORBING
POWERS OF ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESft., PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

It is taken for granted by chemists of the
day that the duration of rocks, when applied
to building purposes—is demonstrated by their

conducting and absorbing powers
;
and that

therefore the Builder, in the choice of his

materials, where durability is concerned, should
always regulate his choice accordingly. These
notions, borne out by experiment, are, in nu-
merous instances, perfectly correct in detail;
but are much too general in their nature
to be received by the plain, practical, or ob-
serving man, without some further observation.
The composition, and consequently the cha-
racteristic qualities, of stone, is perpetually
fluctuating, presenting itself under different

aspects, even in the same quarry
;
so that, when

we speak of Portland or Bath stone, Yorkshire
flag, or Aberdeen granite, we necessarily em-
brace numerous varieties, some of which are
wholly inapplicable to building purposes.

All rock, while it remains a natural con-
stituent of the earth, maintains to the greatest
extent consonant to its nature, an equilibrium
of its forces, not otherwise disturbed than by
excess of heat, or local chemical action. Its

absorbents, like those of the tree while living,
are unceasingly occupied by the juices ab-
stracted from the earth

;
and if those juices

embrace the simple elements of water alone,
age upon age may pass away, and the rock will
undergo no perceptible change

;
but if those

juices embrace saline solutions, or gaseous
bodies, and these are conveyed into the cellular
texture of the rock, or are made to embrace
the several atomic parts of the concrete mass,
then, a sure and certain change, no matter how
slow that change may be, must take place under
any condition or climate

; and the nature of
the agents and the aggregate masses acted upon
determine the ultimate result.

There is a much greater resemblance be-
tween the concrete and crystalline mass and
the organic body than physiologists are
disposed to admit; for all varieties of rock

have absorbents, inhale and exhale, and g
through processes analogous to those whic
contribute to add strength and solidity to th
organic frame. All rocks are permeable' and ar
permeated by heat and moisture; and,accordin
to their disposition upon, or within the surfac
of the earth, have a slow uniform action, th
result of uniform action exercised upon them
they are all compounds of compounds, sums 0
lesser magnitudes united to each other by som
one common cementing base, and not of ne
cessity the same substances, for many rock
present phenomena very complicated an
widely differing from each other. The surfac
portion of crystalline rock, exposed to the atmo
sphere, is always the hardest, and the gradua
transition from crystalline structure to even th

pasty state, is far from being an uncommon occur
rence. Granite invariably softens asit is removei
from atmospheric influences; marbles assume ;

higher crystalline structure, and concrete
having a siliceous base become more denseh
consolidated in their parts: the reason:
are obviously the same in all

;
the absorben

pores being gradually filled up with matter
analogous to the crystalline or amorphou
structure. The Orientals seem to have been wel
aware of this

;
for to procure those magnificen

stones so common to their temples, palaces
and sculptured monuments, they quarried intc

the howels of the mountains, from whence thei

obtained the stone in a much softer state thai

it existed on the surface soil, and in thosi

truly colossal dimensions which have renderet
them the admiration of after-ages.

Every variety of rock has a tendency tc

assume the solid state, but no one of the

numerous varieties ever attains solidity
;

thej

have all absorbing powers, they have al

capabilities of further increase of solidity; th(

nature of their earths and of their compounds
determining their powers of increase, anc
defining the limits beyond which it does noi

appear they can possibly pass : thus it is wt
have definite compounds, as porphyry, granite
and marble, each of which presents phenomem
peculiar to its kind, all deviations of which
constitutes variety. These well-known de-

monstrable facts are invaluable
;

first, as

initiating the practical man into the modus
operandi of nature

;
and secondly, as removing

vulgar errors, such as that crystalline rocks
are fused masses, and could only be formed
under intense lateral pressure.
When the stone is quarried, it becomes im-

mediately the passive subject of new affections,

no longer deriving its invigorating juices from
the earth

;
and, exposed to influence of the

atmosphere alone, the continuance of its ab-
sorbent powers depends entirely upon its own
nature and mechanism, and the atmospheric
influence. Bath stone, when quarried, is a
soft, cohesive, ponderous mass, intimately
united, but readily separable in its parts, and
to a certain extent uniform in composition
though of a texture much more varied than Caen
stone and many other kinds. When applied to

building purposes, its excess of moisture passes
off by evaporation, and its spongy cellular
texture exposed to atmospheric air, gradually
acquires greater rigidity of parts, but still

retains its great absorbent powers, and con-
sequently its susceptibility of accelerated che-
mical action, which induces decay in a much
more rapid manner than can take place in stone
of denser structure

;
and although its absorbing

power may not equal that of soft malm-bricks,
it is far less durable than the latter, when both
are exposed to equally corroding influences, as

may beseen in countless existing buildings. The
stone of Malta, forming the base and almost the

sole composition of that island, is of a similar

nature,buteven moreporousafterexposureto the

atmosphere; it is a coral formation commingled
with sand, upon which the ocean-waters, by
carrying into the absorbent vessels, have no
other effect than to increase its solidity, until

it attains the state of limestone rock.
Portland stone is exceedingly varying in its

qualities, for we find it sometimes highly con-
solidated with silica, at other times with silica

and alumine, and very often a mere concrete,

and but slightly held together by some one
general base

;
its powers of absorption are

consequently extremely fluctuating and un-
certain, and the extent of durability very con-
tradictory, for while one portion of a structure
built of this material has stood the test of ages,

another has scarcely seen one generation pass

away ere it has decayed. Magnesian lime-
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stone is equally contradictory in its results;

it is at all times a very great absorbent; and
when exposed to heavy rains and vapours, in a

moist climate like this, is tin* subject of rapid
decay. Such will be the fate of the beautiful
architectural monument of the Houses of Lords
and Commons, unless averted by saturating
the whole with a composition that shall

destroy its absorbent, powers.

Again, the nature of earth forming the chief
ingredient of the rock, and the power or force
of resistance possessed by the enveloping fluid,

very often determine the durability of stone;
the presence of lime, in any form or combi-
nation, is always inimical; it is not only a

powerful absorbent, but is always greedily
attacked by the oxygen of the atmosphere, and
of the waters received into its pores; thus it is,

the closest, the most ponderous marble, cannot
contend long against out-door exposure in this

country, although in hot dry countries it mav
endure for many ages, as is testified by the
magnificent remains of ancient Greece and
Rome. Even granite desquamates rapidly in

an exposed situation, and rapidly so when ils

crystalline particles are ill assorted to each
other, or are but slightly connected together.

The most durable rock, but unfortunately
the most expensive, as the most difficult to

sculpture, is the silico-carbonaceous. The
carboniferous limestones, containing an excess
of carbqn and iron, are far from being abundant
jn this country, as applicable to building pur-
poses, for they generally run too much Into the
stratified form to be quarried in huge masses;
but as the argillaceous earth replaces the lime,
so we find in thesiderous rocks porphyry, trap,

basalt, jasper, and all the hardest concrete
and crystalline masses in nature, bodies whose
absorbing powers are exceedingly trifling, and
whose powers of resistance enable them to

brave every exposure under every clime.
It is well known that of all cements made by

the art of man, those which contain carbona-
ceous matter are by far the most durable;
and in hot climates experience proves that they
,sometimes attain a hardness beyond that of the

Jipfdpst granite, and which, like porphyry, will

resist and turn the sharpest and strongest iron
implement. The natives of the East Indies
have a number of receipts for making their

cements, using for all better works out of door
the finest shell lime, which is mixed with
gugared water,—2 lbs. of sugar to every gallon
of water; they afterwards add ghee (melted
butter) or cocoa-nut oil

;
and if for plastering

the interior, they also add the whites of eggs,
£c.

;
so that the cement shall obtain by degrees

p. marble hardness, previous to which it may
be burnished, so as to acquire an exceeding
high polish, Thp Persians also have a method
of making black marble by triturating very
highly fine shell lime, drawn from their
quarries, with the black naphtha common to
the country. We also read that bitumen or
pitch was generally used in olden times as a
oement.

I mention these things to shew that art has
here followed in the step of nature; that carbon,
when it gives character to rock, and as it

almost invariably is accompanied with iron, is

productive of that hardness which it acquires
;

and that, whenever it unites with lime or mag-
nesia in the form of rock, this stone is much
more valuable for all the purposes of building
than any other

;
and though Time is very often

known to bleach this stone by abstracting its

carbon, yet so long as it remains, it is a sure
protection against the corroding influence of
the atmosphere.
1 he stone changes its condition after being

quarried from the bed
; becoming specifically

lighter and more porous; it follows, that great
care should be taken in all experiments made,
that the material acted upon should be in its

pristine state
;
for if exposed in the first instance

to a high temperature, in order to abstract its

moisture, or to ascertain its conducting powers
of heat, its organical disposition must of ne-
cessity be more or less changed, and conse-
quently the experimental results will be fluc-
tuating, and constantly contradicting each
other.

(To he continued.)

Trinity College, Perthshire.— The
I building is now in full operation at Cairnies,
I the property of George Patton, Esq. The
1 foundation stone was laid last Monday week.

THE NATURE OF DESIGN.
A Paper read at the meetings of the Decorative

Art Society, March 13 th and 27th.

BY MR. CRABB, V.P., MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTE
OF FINE ARTS.

(Continuedfrom p. 424.)

Tn France, there are about eighty recognized
Schools of Design. They are varied and
adapted to the nature of the productions and
requirements of the districts where they may
be situated.

The French Schools are all open, public,

and free
;
they are formed upon the conviction

that the application of the principles of fine art

and science to manufactures is the best means
of improvement among the people, and a suc-
cession of legislative measures, some general,
others local, have adapted these schools to the
requirements of peculiar branches of industry.
As an example, I will take the school of
Lyons, which originated in a decree of Na-
poleon, dated from Warsaw. Its special object
is improvement in the silk manufacture; and
having gradually extended its usefulness, is

divided at present into six principal depart-
ments,—painting, architecture, sculpture, en-
graving, botany, ornament, and mise-en- carle,
which is the art of transferring to a fabric in
manufacture any model or drawing upon paper.
These departments are again subdivided into
classes for particular instruction. A botanical
garden is attached to the institution, and the
drawings are almost invariably made from
living plants and flowers. A large library of
engravings is attached

; a cabinet of natural
history, and a very large museum. A gallery
also contains all the works for which prizes
have been given in the institution. Careful
instruction is given on the theory and com-
bination of colours, and their usefulness in

dying, printing, and application to manufac-
tures. Attached to the school are consulting
chemists, whose researches are invaluable for
the invention and production of durable and
fine colours. We here discover the secret
which produces the extraordinary superiority
and brilliancy of French colouring. The in-
fluence of this school has been incalculable,
having elevated alike the character of the
people and of the silk manufacture

; its effects

are perceived in the adaptation of classical and
general embellishment upon the dwellings and
familiar objects of life.

One of the most remarkable circumstances
in connection with the subject is the jacquard
loom, whose beautiful and simple machinery
produces the most intricate and delicate patterns
by the common shuttle. There are particular
trades that for successful design positively
require the designer to be quite familiar with
the manufacture, and also to be always upon
the spot. Weaving is one of these

;
and in the

Lyons school, designers intended for the silk

manufacture are carefully instructed in the
transmission of patterns. A manufacturer of
any eminence will employ, or rather have
identified with his business, three or four
artists. In England, very frequently, one ill-

paid and often inefficient designer serves half-

a-dozen manufacturers
;
but at all events they

are without system.

The design having been made on paper, is
:

then extended on another paper ruled of a
larger size, which shews the pattern as mag-
nified

;
each square representing a thread,

perhaps twenty to an inch
;

this is called by
the French mise-en-curte, i. e. putting on ruled
paper. The ruled paper is then read in, which
transfers the pattern from the ruled paper,
preparing the cards for stamping; after which,
the process is mechanical, punching the holes
in the card, and applying the card to the

machine. The result is, that boys can weave
rich figures in the loom

;
and even youths can

weave those intricate patterns, which formerly
would have required careful w-orkmen of
twenty years’ experience.

The patterns are not shewn to customers
upon paper

,
but are woven first and then shewn.

The designer and weaver being in constant

communication during its production, conside-

rable alteration and improvement may have been
made, and if it does not answer the artist’s

expectations, it is frequently wholly rejected.

As many as two hundred patterns will thus be
submitted to our great London houses for

selection at one time. I have been delighted,

at opening a selection of French furniture

damasks, to see the decided difference of cha-

racteristic design, each superior in its class
the skilful variations of weaving used to produce
variety of effect, and the rich mellow colouring
whatever its tone.

Thus is an overpowering array of edu-
cated talent among the weavers and their
masters, opposed to our neglected workmen of
Spitalfields; and can we for a moment feel
surprised at their depressed trade, when the
foreigner has such advantage ? Yet incredible
as it may appear, I know one large master
weaver in particular, who contends for our
perfect equality with the foreigner, declaring it
to be prejudice of west-end tradesmen against
English weaving. Perhaps the best answer to
this is, a reference to the comparative exports.
We export but a small proportion of our manu-
factured silks; France by far the greatest
portion ot hers. All this superiority, produced
by the right teaching of Design, is not confined
to weaving of silks

;
there is a universal

admission of the superiority of their shawl
manufacture, which commands a great trade,
and upon which they bestow the most careful
study. Extensive research was even instituted
to discover the origin of the real and true
cachmere pattern, which proving successful,
greatly elevated the character of design. I
may just remark, that the jacquard loom is

applicable to all the fabrics of weaving, *

ribbons, table linen, damasks, &c. &c.
In the Royal School of Design in P ar; s the

utmost activity and liberality prevail, it having
seldom less than eight hundred scholars. The
term of study is three years; the expense five
francs for the first, and ten francs for each of
the two succeeding years. The burden is
borne between the government and the muni-v
cipality

;
at Rouen, and other localities, it i's*

the same.
Gnee in five years there takes place in the

palace of the Louvre a public exhibition of
manufactures from the whole of France

;
it is

under the immediate sanction and personal
inspection of the king, assisted by a minister of
the interior; the king distributing the prizes.
There is no limitation of objects, provided they
are instrumental to the advancement of ari
and manufactures. It is a general display of-
national industry and genius, exciting a, lively
interest in the progress of discovery and
improvement, and affording quite a national
exultation; in assembling from all quarters
for public display, the most successful perform-
ances of manufacturing industry, they place
their skill and success under favourable com-
parison with imports from foreign countries, a
conviction of successful rivalry stimulating to
increased efforts.

The merits of the various productions are
discussed, and the victors’ names enumerated
with pride

;
while all persons enjoy the ad-

vantage of treely inspecting the successful pro-
ductions, gaining valuable information, and
perhaps possessing themselves of hints to be
improved into importaut discoveries.
The expositor of every class obtains ad-

vantageous promulgation of his merits
, securing

a reputation for skill and proficiency in his
branch of trade, and the customer learns where
he can obtain the best articles, or open superior
connections of business. All is emulation and
excitement for improvement.
The utmost attention was paid to Design

under the empire
;

every trinket, jewel, or
piece of furniture prepared for the court, was
either approved or designed by Percier or
Fontaine. A similar course is still pursued,
and the elevation of public taste carefully con-
sidered. The arts owe much to the zealous
and generous support of Louis Philippe, who
ranks only second to Louis of Bavaria, in the
extent of the works of fine art he has restored,
finished, or created.

These brief imperfect notices may be suf-

ficient to draw your careful attention to the

encouraging feeling for the arts and for applied

design existing upon the Continent, and cause

you to rebut the senseless observation, that we
equal them in knowledge of its fundamental

principles. It is impossible to do so without

great change. We are at present bolstering

up a sort of appearance, by employing foreign

artists as our designers
;

this is unnatural, and
not likely to be permanent. A German cannot

think English, nor a Prussian, a Frenchman,
or a Swiss

;
it is true, the unchangeable prin-

ciples of art are alike in all countries, yet each

has its distinguishing character in the great

social circle of the world, and so it has in art.
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France cultivated the taste of her artisans by

means of schools, as far backasthetimeof Louis

XIV., and these institutions continued to be en-

couraged by succeeding governments, until

Napoleon’s energy gave them rank and es-

timation; his liberal anxiety to render fine art

familiar to the people was worthy of a mighty

monarch. He was, in truth,

“ One of earth’s great spirits.”

The government of Prussia, with that atten-

tion which has always been paid to the welfare

of its population, founded and liberally sup

ported schools to promote a knowledge of

industrial art among her manufacturing popu-

lation
;

and other continental nations have

not neglected this important object. We,
the chief of manufacturing countries, have

stood alone in a contempt for cultivating taste,

we have utterly neglected every means of

procuring it. Our whole system has now to

be changed
;
a great deal of that sordid feeling

which pretty generally pervades all classes,

must be modified or got rid of. A little more
courtesy and good feeling requires to be given
in the intercourse between the rich manu-
facturer and his designer. Abroad, the manu-
facturing artist ranks as professionally entitled

to respect as a man of genius, is identified

with one special business, and often, through
an appreciation of services, is admitted to

partnership. A very opposite state of things
exists in England. Patterns of designs are

considered as a cumbrous expense, and not

as an integral portion of the requisite cost of
production. The extent of a manufacturer’s
ambition is to produce quantity, but this un-
generous system is fast passing away : fine art,

in the shape of design, must be properly and
liberally advanced. It is as clear as noonday,
that we shall have to enter into competition
with countries which have systematically edu-
cated their entire people to the adroit and
successful application of beautiful design upon
each manufacture; and having so perfectly
achieved this important step, they now require
to extend their trade, and for some time past,
no expense has been spared, no pains left

untried to effect this purpose;— possessing
themselves of every improvement in machinery,
models of each change, and in many instances,
of the machines and workmen themselves.
The effect of great continental nations ap-

proaching us in manufacturing power, while
their designs for the embellishment of those
productions is far in advance, has already
affected our export trade, and if we do not
effectually change our system of design, will

do so extensively. The superior products of
the French loom are almost entirely exported.
In England, the exports are common goods.
In paper-hangings, they entirely shut us out.
In artificial flowers, an exceedingly valuable
employment for females, they are large ex-
porters. Their china is excellent. Their
metal castings immeasurably in advance of
ours, and their bronzesare in extensive demand.
In Switzerland, the exports of watches, watch-
glasses, and musical boxes, amount to the
entire production. The beautiful articles of
Berlin, in iron, wire, and castings of various
kinds, command a considerable trade, and
their calico-printing works are so extending,
and produce such beautiful colouring, as
threaten serious annoyance.
Germany, in connection with France, is likely

to engross our house decorative trade, by ex-
porting to us their educated artisans. Similar
considerations might be pursued, but we have
only to compare the productions of those
countries with our own, and we shall find that
their staples are all connected with taste, and
that our staples are those of quantity. Theirs
tend to elevate the whole people in mental
enjoyment, ours simply aim at an increase of
wealth. Persons who are accustomed to foreign
manufacturing productions of the best kind,
will bear testimony to the excellence of the
work, especially its correct and neat finish.

They invent and spread a redundancy of elegant
feeling over the most simple object.

{To be continued.)

The Improvements at Smithfield.

—

Workmen are busily engaged in pulling down
the old premises in West-street and the neigh-
bourhood, which were sold on Saturday last.

Some surprise was excited at the sale at the
amount paid for the materials

;
and no less than

140/. was the price of the bricks of five very old
and dilapidated houses in West-street.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Rebuilding of the Parish Church of St.

Mary the Virgin
,
Dover.—We have received

a circular on this subject, of which the follow-

ing is a copy :

—

“The Committee, as they approach the con-
clusion of this work, beg leave to lay the fol-

lowing statement before the parishioners, and
the friends of the Church in general.

“ Their present assets amount to the sum of

4,850/.; which would have covered the cost

of the works specified in the original contract.

But they have been subjected to very increased

liabilities, on accoHnt of the following extra

works, which it was as impossible to have at

first foreseen, as it was afterwards to have
avoided, viz. :—The digging to an enormous
depth for foundations that could be securely

relied on ;— the additional strength found re-

quisite for the north wall of the Church
;
the

taking out, and firmly reconstructing the east-

ern side of the tower, which had become dan-
gerously fissured by the gradual crushing of
the old tower arch;—the erection of a new
organ in place of an old French one, which
could not have been put together again. These
chief works, together with many others, which
a Church nearly undermined

,
and beset with

difficulties, presented, have absolutely forced
upon the Committee an additional liability of

750/.
;

to meet which they now venture upon
making a second earnest appeal to the pa-

rishioners especially, and also to other friends

and visitors in the town of Dover. The Com-
mittee are desirous, as far as possible, of leav-

ing the facts of their case to speak for them-
selves. When it is considered ivhat has been
done—at what personal risk— and with what
degree of success—they cannot but have every
hope of meeting with such liberality and good
feeling as will soon enable them to liquidate

the present deficiency of 750/.”

Voluntary subscri ptions are earnestly solicited

in aid of this object
;
and we would recom-

mend, when they are about it—for the public
safety, as well as for the character of the place—that the inhabitants do extend these to en-
able the committee to complete this really

handsome building by the erection of a new
tower, in the room of the old one, which is

now not only out of all keeping, but actually

topples o’er our heads. We understand about
2,000/. would be amply sufficient to erect a
handsome new tower; and surely the friends

of the Church can have little difficulty in rais-

ing this additional sum.

—

Dover Chronicle.

A Terra-Cotta Church.—Near Bolton-le-
Moors a church has recently been built, en-
tirely of terra-cotta—burnt clay—inside, out-
side, tower, and basement, all of the same ma-
terial. A correspondent of the Herald says,
“ The church is situated about a mile from
Bolton, near the Haugh (called the Huff). It

is built of a kind of fine clay, found near the
spot, between the beds of coal, in Mrs.
Fletcher’s mines

;
it is subjected to a great

pressure, and then burnt. The colour is ra-

ther good—a kind of tawny. The situation,

too, is very pretty. The architecture (by Sharp,
of Lancaster,) is very florid Gothic—too much
so, perhaps, for the form of the arches, which
cannot be of a much later date than Edward
III.; but I speak doubtingly. The interior is

enormously decorated—the roof of dark-stained
oak

;
the floor is of tile, inlaid with numbers

of crosses
;
the steps of the communion en-

caustic tile, and all other matters to match.
The seats are open, not formed into pews.
The building, which, I believe, is not yet de-
dicated, forms a lovely object for a land-
scape.”

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Lancasterand Carlisle Railivay.—The works
at Shap and Lowther Bridge are now in rapid
progress

;
and it is expected that in the course

of another week or two, the engagements for
taking possession of the land at Wreav will be
completed, and ground will be broken there
also

; all the heaviest works upon the line will

then have been commenced except those at

the Lancaster end.

The Railivay Record states that the terras

between the Dover and Greenwich Companies
for a lease of the line were on Friday arranged
to the satisfaction of all parties.

South Devon Railway.—The works of this

Company at various places along the line

between Exeter and Newton, have been ac-

tively commenced. A number of men are
employed in tunnelling near the Teignmouth
beach towards Dawlish

;
and the line is staked

out from Dawlish beach to Starcross. Two
shafts have been sunk on the Brent side of the
Marley Tunnel, to the depth of 60 feet, which
is considered the level required on this side
of the hill

;
on the other side the shafts will be

considerably deeper. The progress of the
works is at times impeded by a flow of water
into the shaft. The strata is of slate dunstone
for about 20 feet below the surface, a mixture
of clay of slight thickness, and very hard slate,

with veins of white spar at the level of the
line.

Railways in Germany.—The Thuringian
Railway was finally agreed upon, and the ar-
rangement concluded, on the 4th of this month.
It required the joint consent of Prussia, Saxe-
YVeimar- Eisenach, and Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha to open this means of communication,
and it is by their co-operation that it is to ho
completed. How remarkable are these rail-

ways as elements in moral and political history,

which at once bind together nations in per-
petual relations of amicable intercourse, and
emancipate them from the fetters of narrow
local views and provincial prejudice! Cologne
to Minden.—The section of this line between
Cologne and Duisbourg is to be ready next
year, and the remainder in 1847. If the
Hanoverian line be then ready, there will be a
continuous railway communication by this

route from London, by Dover, and from Os-
tend, by Brussels, to Berlin. Where next?
—Railivay Chronicle.

Eastern Union Railway.—Preparations are
making for the commencement of the works,
and in the course of next week the excavators
will begin their labour. The spot selected

for the first operations is the hill occupied by
the village of Brantham, overlooking the valley

of the Stour. The greatest depth of cutting is

52 feet, and this is the only work of any magni-
tude upon the whole line. Immediate steps
are taking for the extension of the railway to

Norwich and Bury.

Great North Road.—Burntisland Branch .

—

The trustees have begun their operations for
the improvement of this branch of the road,

which, taken in connection with the low-water
pier at Burntisland, will greatly facilitate the
communication between the south and north
sides of the Frith of Forth at this place. The
steam-boats are to sail hourly during the day
from each side of the passage.

Neiocastle and Darlington Railway.— Since
the opening of the Newcastle and Darlington
Junction Railway, the revenue of the York
and North Midland Railway has increased

500/. per week. The branch from York to

Scarborough is to be opened in July next, and
there is to be an extension to Bridlington.

The contractors on the York and Scar-
borough Railway are actively carrying on
their operations in the neighbourhood of Sea-
mer, and also at Malton.

The directors of the Midland Railway Com-
pany have determined to connect the town of

Stamford with their line by a branch railway.

Bristol Docks.—Mr. Brunei had a length-

ened interview with the dock directors, on
Thursday week last, for the purpose of pre-

senting plans and sections of the proposed
repairs and enlargement of the lock at Cum-
berland Basin. Mr. Brunei stated to the

board that, having conferred with several con-

tractors, he was enabled to declare confidently

that the lock could be extended to 54 feet in

width, at a cost not exceeding his previous

estimate. Mr. Brunei was requested to pre-

pare some further estimates as to the cost of

repairing the lock in its present form and di-

mensions
;
and it is understood that the dock

proprietary will be$ called together to consider

the subject within the next fortnight or three

weeks.

Birkenhead Docks.—The day for laying

the foundation-stone is fixed for the 25tb of

September instead of the 11th, as originally

named.
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ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.
Sir,

—

1 am induced to offer a few remarks
on the important but almost thread-bare subject

of architectural competition, in consequence of

seeing; the late discussion in your pages about
the Derby affair.

Competitions generally give rise to a scene

of confusion, bickering, and ill will, either in

consequence of the partial decision of the com-
mittee appointed to examine the designs, or it

is to be attributed to the malice of those archi-

tects, who, disappointed in their hopes, strenu-

ously endeavour to ridicule the committee, or

ascribe to the successful competitor a line of

conduct, which, in most cases, they know full

well would have been followed by themselves,

had they the opportunity. In proof of this,

I would draw the attention of your readers

to the letter of “ T,” at page 365 of The
Builder, where, after laudably exposing the
“ infamous system of sham competition” in re-

ference to Mr. Duesbury, and lamenting that

the expense to which architects are obliged to

go, should be so misapplied, very unwittingly
lets out the secret that he sometimes sends in

designs to competitions, relying on his strong
interest with the committee; very truly; “in
the vain hope of standing on their merits ;”

certainly a most consoling reflection for those

architects who may have been duped by him
;

and a confession which just amounts to the

fact, that when he happens to have an op-

portunity of canvassing the committee before-

hand, he is one of those who seldom neglects

such an opportunity, and therefore “ F” must
be content to rank no higher in the matter of

honour than Mr. Duesbury. I allude to this

as a sample of what generally follows a com-
petition, and to warn your leaders of putting

too much confidence in such angry commu-
nications.

But to return to the subject of competitions:

it will be my endeavour to shew the inability

of tbe present methods towards procuring a

correct and just decision, and then to throw
out a hint or two for the formation of a better

system. The persons generally appointed to

constitute a committee for inspecting the de-

signs, are persons of local influence, and of a

very respectable station in society, but who
from their habits of life, know nothing, or at

most very little, of the principles of architec-

ture
;
these generally manage to get a neigh-

bouring builder with them of some influence,

who is generally connected with a local archi-

tect; the builder with the aid of a few tech-

nicalities in his conversation, and an abundant
flow of high-sounding terms, makes a sensation

on his fellow-committee men, who are well

aware of their ignorance on the subject, and
by this means finds little difficulty in persuading

the committee to decide on the marked design.

This is one of the present modes adopted
;
and

though, in some cases, the detail and circum-

stances may differ, yet it rarely happens that

there is not some hidden current at work,
which by choosing the architect beforehand,

becomes a source of gross injustice to the rest

of the competitors. Such a method cannot be

defended on any grounds; it fosters bad taste,

and proves a hot-bed for the growth of angry
feeling; the very idea of such a committee
sitting down to give an opinion on fifty or sixty

elaborate designs on a subject, with which many
of them are totally unacquainted, is ludicrous,

but it is a fact which stares us in the face every

week in the year. It would be wasting your

valuable space to dilate any further on a

subject which is at once so palpably unjust

and defective
;

I shall, therefore, proceed to

notice another mode, which though far superior

to the last one, fails in many instances of pro-

curing a correct decision
;

it is when the

committee appoint an architect to examine the

designs, and give his opinion thereon. Though
it is hardly possible for an architect to err so

far from the mark as a committee might, yet

most architects have certain prejudices in regard

to styles, &c., which would operate fatally

against those who happened to differ from
them

;
at the same time a serious objection

is, that it leaves room for jobbing, it being-

possible for an architect to have his opinion so

warped, as to suit a friend’s interest. Having
thus expressed my hostility to the two methods
most commonly adopted, I shall now describe

the outline of a plan, which, I think, would
effectually prevent any under-handed work,

while, at the same time, it ensures the best and
most correct opinion on the designs :—it is,

to make the competing architects the judges.

This might easily be done by the committee
appointed meeting first to examine the designs,

and then by advertisement, notify to the com-
petitors that, on a certain day, the designs

would be open for their inspection
;
each archi-

tect would then give in his opinion in writing

to the committee (of course omitting his own
design); and the premium would be awarded
to the design having the majority. It would
rest with the committee either to approve or

reject a design, with such a recommendation.
This method possesses many great advantages

in its favour
;
the numbers of the architects,

and their being interested parties, would
effectually preclude all attempts at making a

job of it: the architects being of all persons

best acquainted with the peculiarities of the

proposed building, would ensure a correct

decision : and the present expensive method of

sending in designs with landscape* drawn by
artists, and other superfluities, would be need-

less
; as architects are not likely to give much

attention to a design because the trees in the

fore-ground are painted so naturally, or an
Italian sky is staring them in the face. This
last effect would do good, in purging com-
petitions of the immense number of trashy

designs usually sent in, whose sole merit is

having a fine landscape, painted so as to be-

wilder the judgments of the committee
;
and

therefore might induce architects to pay more
attention to the design, and less to the picture.

There is one objection I would name,
which, however, is soon answered

;
about the

expense of travelling : if architects can afford

to pay 10/. or 15/. to ornament designs, on the

bare possibility of obtaining a premium under
the present uncertain mode of committees, I

certainly think they can afford to pay the same
for travelling expenses

;
with the prospect of

having a correct judgment passed on the de-

signs. This plan will, no doubt, meet with
opposition from those who are so fond of in-

terest with committees, &c.
;
but it would tend

to draw out genuine latent in young architects,

and would raise the present low state of archi-

tecture in the country; and, if in some details it

is defective, at all events it is worth a trial.

Before I conclude, I would say a few words on

the premiums generally offered: it is very

usual to see an advertisement for a proposed

building costing 1,500/., and one magnificent

premium of 10 guineas offered: this needs

little comment, and it surprises me to see fifty

or sixty designs sent in, when the premium, if

obtained, will not pay necessary expenses.

Architects who send in designs to such com-
petitions deserve to be made the dupes of some
favoured professional, who very comfortably

takes a hint or two gratis from the other de-

signs, when they happen to suit his purpose.

This, perhaps, may solve the question so often

asked, how it is that designs executed, resemble

in many features designs rejected ? Though
this is bad enongh, it is sometimes surpassed,

when a committee inform the architects that

fortunate competitor will only have the honour
ofsuperintending the building,—generous com-
mittee! This, perhaps, may be the reason

why architects are so fond of dressing up their

designs in splendid coats, that they may shew
they have a due sense of the eye dazzling and
brain-bewildering liberality of the committee

;

such conduct ought never to be defended.

Most unreasonable is it to suppose that archi-

tects are to risk time and money for the charge

ofsuperintending a building perhaps 100 miles

from home
;
and the most strange part of the

business is, that so many architects send in de-

signs with such an insult in their face. For
any competition not less than two premiums
should be awarded, and they should always

bear a fair proportion to tbe cost of the build-

ing, so as to sufficiently recompense an archi-

tect for the necessary loss of time and money
;

also architects should always, when practicable,

carry into execution their own designs : no

other person can imbibe the spirit of the de-

signer
;
and any faults could then be laid on the

shoulders of the proper person. I will now
conclude by observing, that it is in the power
of architects, seconded by the efforts of The
Buii,der and other journals, to amend exist-

ing grievances, and that while men of talent

and influence lend themselves to conduct so

mean and despicable, and while the present

imbecile method of judging by committee

continues, the efforts of the few must be
directed to exposure and shame; then, and
not till then, will architecture be calculated to
raise the minds of men : at the present time
the sole object seems to be, how they may
soonest fill their purses. I must make the im-
portance of the subject an apology for the
length of this communication.

I remain, your obedient servant,

Scrutator.
London, August 21st, 1844.

THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.
On Saturday last workmen commenced

placing the bells in the belfry of the tower of
the New Royal Exchange, of which there are
to be fifteen. There are seven of them on the
round, which weigh above 38 cwt. The
ell which is the lightest weighs 4 cwt. and

26 lbs. This is B flat, and the chord hell to
it weighs 6 cwt. and 27 lbs. The whole of the
bells will weigh above 80 cwt., and will be at
the Exchange in the course of the next week.
The contractor for them, Mr. Mears, will su-
perintend the placing of them. It is expected
that they will be in their several positions in
the course of ten days. The mechanism of
the clock will then be put up. The stone
masons have begun to lay down the flag-stones
outside the building, under the direction of
Mr. Collingshaw, the superintendent of the
works. The first stone being laid down oppo-
site the Wellington testimonial. The opera-
tion will be finished in about three weeks, by
which time the external front of this structure
will have been cleaned down. It is expected
that about the middle of October the mer-
chants will be able to be admitted for the
transaction of business.

ifttiscellania.

Metropolitan Improvements.—Between
Holborn and Oxford-street the line of the new
street is in a state of considerable forwardness.
The vaults for the houses on either side of the
way are completed, and the width of the tho-
rough fare is now marked out

; through the whole
distance a sewer, about 15 feet below the sur-
face, is being formed, and is nearly half com-
pleted. When the whole length is finished
(which is now expected to be in the course of
three or four weeks), there will be a direct
communication between Holborn and Oxford-
street for foot passengers. Many now take
this course, avoiding the circuitous way by St.

Giles’s Church. While digging the ground
for the vault on the site which was formerly
the area of the Rookery, the workmen met
with some curious remains. Outside the walls,

where stood the hospital for lepers, was found
the root of a vine, which is staled to have been
celebrated for its fruit, and which was in good
condition. Several pieces of marble slabs were
also taken out of the ruins of the above hospi-

tal, as also a marble slab with the following
inscription on it:—“ Buckeridge-street, 1688.”

It is not generally known that this street was
built shortly after the fire of London, and out
of some of the materials, which were publicly

sold after that disastrous calamity. A quan-

tity of wood excavated here (some of which
is oak) was discovered to be in a charred state.

Several of the above articles are in the posses-

sion of the landlord of the Buckeridge Arms,
which is the only house remaining of that

neighbourhood.

Medals of Cathedrals.—Mr. Joseph
Davis, of Birmingham, is now issuing a series

of very beautiful medals illustrative of the

Cathedrals of this country. The medals are

of a size sufficient to afford accurate and
striking views of these glorious temples, and
those which we have seen are executed with

much taste and ability. The series is brought

out under the patronage of Prince Albert and
the chief dignitaries of the church.

A very interesting relic, a gold coin, in fine

preservation, was found a short time since by a

woman in a turnip field, close to the ruins

of Caister, near Lakenhain. The coin bears

date during the reign of Nero, and contains a

fine impression of the Roman monarch. It is

about three times as thick, but not so large in

circumference as a half-sovereign—weighs four

penny-weights, and is composed of the purest

"old. It was sold to Mr. Rossi, in the Market
Place, and was the first gold coin remembered

to have been found at Caister.
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VIEW IN THE COURT - YARD OR MONTAGUE-HOUSE
(FORMING THE ORIGINAL BRITISH MUSEUM).

Museum from the Greek fiavtiox was a name
originally given to a palace, or vast range of

buildings in Alexandria, and which, history

informs us, took up one-fourth of the city.

Thi3 quarter was called the Museum, on ac-

count of its being set apart for the Muses, and

the study of the sciences. Here were lodged

and entertained the men of learning, who were

divided into many companies or colleges,

according to the sciences of which they were
the professors; and to each of these colleges

was assigned a handsome revenue. The
foundation is attributed to Ptolemy Philadel-

phus, who here placed his library. Sir John
Tradescant, in the reign of Charles I., was the

first who formed a cabinet of natural and arti-

ficial curiosities in England
;
he possessed large

botanical gardens in Lambeth : his son assisted

in making a large collection, which becoming
the property of Mr. Elias Ashmole, was pre-

sented by him to the University of Oxford,
and a museum was then formed, called the

Ashmolean Museum. Dr. Woodward is the

next collector mentioned, and the fruits of his

labours came to be included in the superb and
splendid one of Sir Hans Sloane, which now
constitutes part of the British Museum.

Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., who died January
11th, 1753, may with propriety be accounted
the founder of the British Museum

;
for the

occasion of its being established was only in

consequence of his leaving by will his noble
collection of natural history, his large library

and his numerous curiosities, which cost him
50,000/., to the use of the public, on condition

M /kpt Parliament would pay 20,000/. to his

disposition of the property

as it necessitated Parliament
io 'provide >- pf^pe for its bestowal, and the
necessary, fund^for the maintenance of its

officers and servants. Sir Hans appointed a

number of trustees, on whose application to

Parliament an Act was passed for raising

300,000/. by way of lottery, 200,000/. to be

divided among the adventurers, 20,000/. to be

paid to Sir Hans Sloane’s executors, 10,000/.

to purchase Lord Oxford’s manuscripts, 30,000/.

to be vested in the funds for supplying salaries

for officers and other necessary expenses, and

the residue for providing a general repositary,

&c. In the Act it also ordained, that Sir

Hans Sloane’s collections, the Cottonian

Library, the Harleian Manuscripts, and Ma-
jor Edwards’s collection of books, should be

placed together in the general repository,

which was to be called the British Museum;
7,000/., also left by Major Edwards, was to be

appropriated for the purchase of manuscripts,

books, &c.

It happened very fortunately while the

trustees were at a loss where to purchase or

build a proper repository, an offer was made
to them of Montagu House, one of the largest

and most magnificent houses at that time in

London. This palace, together with its gar-

den and appurtenances, occupying in the whole

an area of 7 acres and 20 perches of land, was

therefore ceded by the representatives of the

Montagu family, for the moderate sum of

10
,
000/.

Montague House was built by Ralph the first

Duke of Montague, who was sent ambassador

extraordinary to the French King, and made
his public entry into Paris on the 25th of

April, 1669, in a splendid and magnificent

manner, having seventy-four pages and their

footmen in rich liveries
;
twelve led horses

with their furniture; twenty-four gentlemen

on horseback
;
with eighteen English noble-

men and gentlemen of quality, in four rich

coaches, each drawn by eight horses, and two
stately chariots, made as beautiful and costly

as art and workmanship could contrive, each

drawn by six horses. The ambassador him-

self was conducted to his audience in the

French monarch’s state coach. In France he

formed his ideas of building and gardening;

and his house at Boughton, in Northampton-

shire, and Montague House, in some sort

imitated from the royal palace at Versailles,

amply indicate his taste for magnificence.

On the site of Montague House had stood a

very stately mansion, and during Lord Mon-
tague’s retirement in France at the latter

end of the reign of Charles II., and the com-

mencement of that of James II., for whose

Bill of Exclusion his lordship had been very

active, Lord Montague had left that mansion

to the Earl of Devonshire, reserving some
rooms for his own use; unfortunately, the whole

was consumed by accidental fire, January 20th,

1685-6, by which he sustained a loss of

30,000/. ;
and to complete his misfortune,

James II. bestowed his lordship’s place

of Master of the Great Wardrobe, on his

favourite Lord Preston, though Lord Mon-

tagu had purchased it of the Earl of Sand-

wich, and had a patent for it for life. During

the remainder of that inauspicious reign, Lord

Montague was indefatigable in rebuilding the

mansion as it stood when purchased by the

public, and it was observable that little or no

alteration could be made from the original

model. In Queen Anne’s reign he was re-

instated and raised to the highest rank of the

peerage, by the titles of Marquis of Mount-

hermer and Duke of Montague.

The house was designed by the archi-

tect, Peter Puget, and other French ar-

tists were sent over from Paris for the
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purpose of erecting and adorning the I

edifice. The staircase and ceilings were
'

painted by Rousseu and Le Fosse; the

Apotheosis of Iris and the Assembly of the

Gods were by the latter. II is Grace’s second

wife was the mad Duchess of Albemarle,

widow to Christopher, second Duke of that

title. She married her second husband as

Emperor of China, which gave occasion to a

scene in Cibber’s play of “ The Sick Lady

Cured." She was kept in the ground apart-

ment during his Grace’s life, and Vas served

on the knee to the day of her death, which

happened in 1734 at Newcastle 1 1 ouse, Cleiken-

well, at the age of 96. The second Duke and

Duchess lived only in one of the wings till

their house at Whitehall was completed.

The site of Montague House was a square,

inclosed by a high brick wall, which ex-

cluded a view of the house in every direction.

At each corner was a turret, and over the

great arch of entrance a cupola (containing a

clock), as shewn in the views already published

in The Builder. On the south side of the

court-yard is still existing, within the

gate, a colonnade of the Ionic order. The

Museum, as represented in the cut, con-

sists of a building about 216 feet in !

length and 57 feet in height to the top of the

cornice; and the ascent to the house is by

three flights of stone steps, the centre of which

leads to the hall. The paintings on the staircase

represent Caesar and his military retinue
;
in a

compartment are the feasts and sacrifices of

Bacchus; on the ceiling is represented the

story of Phaeton. At the time the mansion

was purchased it was in a very delapidated

condition in consequence of having been many

years untenanted. On its west side was a

flower-garden and a terrace, disposed with much

taste, and shaded by numbers of flowering

trees and shrubs, and this communicating with

a lawn on the north that was bounded by the

fields and terminated by the view of High-

gate, Hampstead, and the intermediate country.

On the west side of the lawn was a double

avenue of lime trees, and in the front of the

building a fine fountain.

George II. gave the whole of the li-

brary of printed books and manuscripts

which had been gradually collected by our

kings from Henry VII. to William III.

George III. gave a numerous collection of

pamphlets. In 1824 the valuable and exten-

sive library formed under the direction of

George III. was presented by George IV.

Vast additions have been made to the ori-

ginal building during the present century, and
in a year or two every vestige of the old house
will have disappeared, the fa9ade of new the

buildings being already in a forward state.

There is some fine carving at the principal

doorway leading from the noble flight of steps

to the entrance hall, and the door itself is cu-

riously inlaid: the brackets of the principal

external cornice of the house may be perhaps

worth imitating on some occasion, and at any
rate deserve to be admitted among a collection.

The great staircase of the mansion is with

its manifold curtail, its iron work, its paintings

and other decoration, worthy of admiration
;

as are the chimney-stacks, the inlaid floors,

and the other finishings of the extensive pile.

Of 9ome of these we hope to preserve me-
' morials. x x x x

SEAL OF THE DEAN AND

Sir,— The seal, a copy of which I send

to you, is attached to the surrender, by

Nicholas Ridley, Bishop of London, to the

Crown, of the manors of Stepney and Hackney,

4th Edward VI. (1549-50) in the Augmenta-
tion-office.

It is not engraved in “Dugdale’s History of

St. Paul’s,” nor is it noticed in the “ Monas-

on ” but there is a verv fair impression of it

nonjj a collection of original seals in the

ritish Museum.
On the obverse is the representation ot the

ont elevation of the church of St. Paul, with

e following legend round it:—Siam,dm:

UCLESIE : SANCTi: PAUhll 10ND0NIAHUM.

[’he seal of the Church of St. Paul, London.)

On thereverse St. Paul is represented seated

under an architectural canopy, holding in his

right hand a sword, and in his left a book,

with the legend following round it: mycro:

furor: sauli: j.iber : est : conversio :

pauli (The sword is the fury of Saul; the

book the conversion of Paul).

Hackney. A. G.

AN ACT FOR REGULATING THE CONSTRUCTION AND THE USE OF BUILDINGS IN THE

METROPOLIS AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.

Clause 1, after reciting the defects in the existing

laws for the accomplishment of the objects contem-

plated by the present Act, proceeds :

—

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Operation of Act—Statutes repeated.

Now for all the several purposes above mentioned,

and for the purpose of consolidating the provisions of

the l<iw relating to the construction and the use of

buildings in the metropolis and its neighbourhood, be

it enacted by the Queen’s most excellent Majesty, by

and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual

and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parlia-

ment assembled, and by the authority of the same,

that with regard to this Act generally, so far as re-

lates to the operation thereof in reference to time, it

shall come into operation at the following times ;
(that

is to say,) as to the districts and the officers to be

appointed in pursuance hereof on the first day of

September next, and ns to the buildings, streets, and

other matters on the first day of January one thou-

sand eight hundred and forty-five
;
and that on the

said first day of January all the Acts mentioned in the

schedule hereunto annexed, except so far as in the

said schedule is provided, shall be and are hereby re-

pealed.

Construction of Terms— Street— Alley— Square —
Floor— Story—External Wall— Party. wall— Al-

ready built—Hereafter to be built—Parish— Owner

—Official Referees— Surveyor— The Surveyor-

Month—The Commissioners of Works and Buildings

-Justice of Peace-Local Officers-Singular and

Plural—Masculine and Feminine—Corporate Body.

2. And be it declared, with regard to this Act ge-

rally, so far as relates to the construction of cer-

n terms and expressions used therein, that the fol-

ving terms and expressions are intended to have

. meanings hereby assigned to them respectively,

far as such meanings are not excluded by the con-

ct, or by the nature of the subject-matter ;
(that is

say,) .

The word “street ” to include every square, circus,

iscent, street, road, place, row, mews, lane, or

ice along which carriages can pass c,r are intended

pass, and that whether there be or be not, 10^addi-

.n to the carriageway, a footway, paved or other-

The word “ alley " to include any court, alley, pas-

ge, or other public place which can be used as a

jtway only :

The word “ square,” as applied to any
_
area of

ilding, to contain one hundred superficial feet

.

The word “ floor” to mean the horizontal platfo™

rming the base of any story, and to include the

uber or bricks or any other substance constituting

The word “ story" to include the full thickness of

ch floor, as well as the space between the upper

,rf[ice of one floor and the under surface of the floor

xt above it
;
or if there be no floor, then the space

tween the surface of the grouud and the under sur-

ce of the floor next above it

:

The term “ external wall” to apply to every outer

wall of buildings now built or hereafter to be built,

which (excepting the footing thereof on one side)

shall stand wholly upon ground of the owner of siuch

buildings, and shall not be used or intended1 to be

used as a party-wall under the definition hereinafter

contained, whether the same shall adjoin or not to

other outer or to party -walls :

The term “ party-wall” to apply to every wall which

shall he used, or be built in order to be used, as a se-

paration of two or more buildings with a view to the

occupation thereof by different families, or which

shall lie actually occupied by different la™ 1'”,

also every wall which shall stand upon ground

wholly belonging to the same owner to a greater

extent than the projection of its footing

The term “ already built,” used » ““
r

‘°

buildings, to apply to h“W^E? \u]
‘ and forty-

day of Jnnunry one thousand eight hundre
coyered ?o

five, or commenced before that day, i

t th

?h
PaWa;tf4Sch°^l%e formed and rendered fit

for use within twelve months theieafter .

Thc term “ hereafter “'"S '
r

to buildings, to apply
iuary one thou-

commenced after the first day of .Ian » being

I

within twelve
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months thereafter

;
and, used in reference to streets

and alleys, to apply to all streets or alleys not laid out

before the said first day of January, or which, being

laid out, shall not be rendered fit for use within twelve

months thereafter

:

The word “ parish” to include all parochial dis-

tricts and extra- parochial places in which separate

churchwardens, overseers, or constables are ap-

pointed
;
and where two parishes have been united

for ecclesiastical purposes, then to include such united

parishes

:

The word “ owner” to apply generally to every
person in possession or receipt either of the whole or

of any part of the rents or profits of any ground or

tenement, or in the occupation of such ground or
tenement, other than as a tenant from year to year,

or for any less term, or a tenant at will

:

The term “ official referees ” to mean the persons
appointed in pursuance of this Act to be official re-

ferees of metropolitan buildings :

The word “ surveyor” to apply to all surveyors to

be appointed in pursuance of this Act, or whose ap-

pointment is confirmed by this Act, and also to all

deputy or assistant surveyors to be appointed under
this Act,
The words ” the surveyor,” used without any ad-

dition, to mean the surveyor in whose district the
buildings, street, or alley, or other subject-matter
shall be, or any deputy or assistant surveyor duly
acting in his behalf

:

The word “ month ” to mean a calendar month :

The expression “ the Commissioners of Works
and Buildings” to mean the Commissioners of her
Majesty’s Woods, Forests, Land Revenues, Works,
and Buildings

:

The expression “ justice of the peace ” to mean a
justice of the peace for the county, division, or liberty

within which the building or other subject-matter, or
any part thereof, is situate

;
unless it be situate

within the city of London or the liberties thereof, in

reference to which any matter or thing elsewhere re-
quired or authorized to be done, either by one or by
two or more justices of the peace, may be done, either

by the Lord Mayor of the City of London, or by any
one, two, or more justices of the peace for the said
city; or unless the subject-matter be situate in the
district of any police court of the metropolis, in re-
ference to which any matter or thing elsewhere re-
quired or authorized to be done by two or more jus-
tices may be done by one magistrate :

And, generally, whensoever the name of an officer
having local jurisdiction in respect of his office is re-
ferred to, without mention of the locality to which
the jurisdiction extends, such reference is to be un-
derstood to indicate the officer having jurisdiction in
that place within which is situate the building or other
subject-matter, or any part thereof, to which such
reference applies :

And, subject as aforesaid to the context and to the
nature of the subject-matter, words importing the
singular number are to be understood to apply to a
plurality of persons or things, and words importing
the masculine gender are to be understood to apply
to persons of the feminine gender, and words import-
ing an individual are to be understood to apply to a
corporation or company, or other body of persons.
Extent of Operation ofAct in reference to Localities.

3. And be it enacted, with regard to this Act gene-
rally, so far as relates to the operation thereof in
reference to localities, that the operation of this
Act shall extend to all places within the following
limits; (that is to say,)

To all such places lying on the north side or left
bank of the river Thames as are within the exterior
boundaries of the parishes of Fulham, Hammersmith,
Kensington, Paddington, Hampstead, Hornsey, Tot-
tenham, Saint Pancras, Islington, Stoke Newington,
Hackney, Stratford-le-Bow, Bromley, Poplar, and
Shadioell

:

And to such part or parish of Chelsea as lies north
of the said parish of Kensington

:

And to all such parts and places lying on the south
side or right bank of the said river as are within
the exterior boundaries of the parishes of Woolwich,
Charlton, Greenwich, Deptford, Lee, Lewisham, Cam-
berwell, Lambeth, Slrealham, Tooting, and Wands-
worth :

And to all places lying within two hundred yards
from the exterior boundary of the district hereby
defined, except the eastern part of the said boundary
which is bounded by the river Lea.
Power to extend the Limits of Act—Publication of

Notice of Intention to extend Limits of Act.
4. And forasmuch as, partly by the rapid increase

of population in the neighbourhood of the districts to
which this Act is to apply, and partly by the ten-
dency of this Act to induce building speculation in
such neighbourhoods in order to evade the provisions
thereof, the evils which have arisen in the districts not
now subject to regulation will in all probability arise in
such neighbourhoods, it is expedient to make pro-
vision for the prevention of such evils, and, if they
should arise, for the remedy thereof; now for those
purposes be it enacted, with regard to this Act
generally, so far as relates to the application thereof
to other parts and places in the neighbourhood of
the districts appointed by this Act, whether such
districts immediately adjoin such parts or places, or
not, that if, from the growing increase of the popu-
lation or otherwise, it shall appear to her Majesty in
Council to be expedient that the provisions of this
Act should be extended to any place within twelve
miles from Charing Cross in the city of Westminster,
then it shall be lawful for her Majesty in Council to
direct, by order in Council, that at or from a time to
be named in such order the provisions of this Act

li

a
£
ply t0

- ?
uch Places i and ^ or from such time

all such provisions, of whatever nature, whether penal

or otherwise, so far as they shall be capable of appli-

cation to such places, shall be and are hereby declared

to apply thereto as if such places were expressly

named herein
;
and that notice of the time when it

shall please her Majesty to order any such extension

to be taken into consideration by her Privy Council

shall be published by royal proclamation in the

London Gazette one month at the least be-

fore such extension shall be so taken into considera-

tion
;
and that three weeks at the least before such

matter shall be so considered it shall be the duty of the

official referees, and the overseers of the parishes

within which such parts or places are situate, to

cause copies of such proclamation to be fixed on the

doors of the churches and chapels within such
parishes

;
and that every order in Council made in

pursuance of this enactment shall be published in the
London Gazette.

BUILDINGS, NEW AND OLD.

Regulation of Buildings—Rates of Buildings, and
Thicknesses of Walls and Footings, and Rules con -

cerning Buildings.
5. And now generally, for the purpose of regulating

the building and the rebuilding upon sites of former
buildings, and the enlarging and altering of all build-
ings of what nature soever, within the limits afore-
said, be it enacted, with regard to every such building
hereafter to be built (except the buildings comprised
in schedule (B.) hereto annexed, and except sewers
made by or under the direction of any Commissioners
of Sewers), so far as relates to building the same, and
with regard to every such building either already or
hereafter built (except the said buildings comprised
in the said schedule (B.), and except the said sewers),
so far as relates to the rebuilding and the enlarging
or altering the same, and that whether such buildings
be built or rebuilt on old or new foundations, or partly
on old and partly on new foundations, that notwith-
standing any thing contained to the contrary in any
Act of Parliament now ia force, every such building
shall be built, rebuilt, enlarged, or altered in reference
to the walls, whether external or party-walls, and to
the number and height of the stories or rooms
therein, and to the chimneys, and to the roofs, and
to the timbers, and to the drains, and to the projec-
tions, and to any other parts or appendages of every
such building, and in the manner of the materials,
and in every other respect in conformity with the
several particulars, rules, and directions which are
specified and set forth in the several schedules (C.),
(D.), (E.), (F.), (G.), (H.), (I.), (K.) to this

Act annexed, according to the classes of buildings,
and the rates of such classes to which such buildings
are by the schedule (C.) declared to belong

;
subject

nevertheless to any other rules and directions in this
Act contained In the same behalf

;
and subject in

every case of doubt,'difference, or dissatisfaction in re-
spect thereof, either between any parties concerned
or between any party concerned and the surveyor of
the district, to the determination of the official refe-
rees, upon a reference of the matter in question,
according to the provisions of this Act in that
behalf.

Buildings under Supervision of Official Referees.
6. And be it enacted, with regard to all buildings

of the first rate of the second or warehouse class, and
to all buildings of the third or public building class
(except the buildings hereinbefore excepted), so far
as relates to the supervision thereof, that, subject to
the provisions in schedule (C.) and elsewhere in this
Act made in respect thereof, every such building shall
be built under the special supervision of the official

referees, according to the provisions of this Act in
that behalf, as well as under the ordinary supervision
of the surveyor

; and if anydifferencearise as to whether
any such building be liable to such special supervision,
the same shall be determined by the official referees

;

subject nevertheless to an appeal, at the instance of
any party interested, to the Commissioners of Works
and Buildings, whose decision in the matter shall be
final.

Special Supervision of exempted Buildings.
7. And whereas by several Acts now in force certain

buildings and structures have been exempted from
the operation of the Act mentioned in the schedule
(A.) hereto annexed, for the regulation of buildings
and party-walls within the cities of London and West-
minster, and the liberties thereof, and other the
parishes and places therein mentioned ; be it enacted,
with regard to the buildings hereinbefore exempted
and comprised in schedule (B.), so far as relates to
the supervision thereof, that notwithstanding any
thiug contained to the contrary in any Act or Acts
now in force, every such building or other structure
mentioned in the said schedule (B.) Part I. shall be
subject to special supervision by the official referees,
according to the provisions of this Act in that behalf,
and every such building or other structure mentioned
in the said schedule (B.) Part II. shall be exempt
from supervision.

Buildings not within Rates.
8. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard

to any building of whatever kind which is not hereby
expressly assigned to any class or rate of a class, so
far as relates to the application of this Act thereto,
that if any party be desirous of erecting any building
which does not come within any one of the said
classes, or of any rate of such classes, then such
building shall be built in accordance with such class
and rate as shall be directed by the surveyor, subject,
as in other cases of doubt, difference, or dissatisfac-
tion, to an appeal to the official referees.

Modification of Building Contracts— Reference to the
Surveyor, or on Appeal to the Official Referees.

9. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard
to any building of whatever class, so far as relates to

the modification of any written contract or agreement
now in force for erecting or altering such building
(other than a contract or agreement in the nature of
a building lease), that it shall not be lawful to execute
such contract otherwise than in conformity with the
provisions of this Act

;
but it shall be lawful for either

party and he is hereby entitled to deviate from such
contract so far as any part thereof may remain to be
executed after this Act shall have come into operation

;

and the alterations rendered necessary by this Act
shall be performed as if this Act had been in force
when such contract was entered into

;
and that if the

parties thereto shall disagree about the difference of
the costs and expenses of the works when performed
according to the provisions of this Act, and the
works as stipulated for in such contract, then, upon
notice being, given in writing by one party to the
other, it shall be lawful for either party and he is

hereby entitled to refer the matter to the surveyor,
who shall determine the same, subject to appeal as
aforesaid to the official referees

;
and the award of

such official referees shall be final and binding on all

the parties, and in all respects as if such award had
formed part of the contract

; and the costs of the
reference shall be borne by all or any or either of the
parties in such manner and proportion as the sur-
veyor, or in case of appeal as the official referees,

shall appoint.

Modification of Building Leases — Application to

Official Referees— Proceedings thereon.

10. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard
to any building, of whatever class, so far as relates to
the modification of any existing lease or agreement
for a lease, being of the nature of a building lease,

whereby any person may be bound to erect buildings,

that notwithstanding any thing herein contained, if it

be made to appear to the official referees that any
rules by this Act prescribed will prevent the due
observance of or be at variance with any such lease
or agreement, and that the objects of this Act may be
obtaiued by modifying such rules, either entirely or
partially, in conformity with such lease or agreement,
then it shall be lawful for the said official referees by
their award to authorize such modification, subject,

nevertheless, to the approbation of the Commissioners
of Works and Buildings

;
and, subject to such modifi-

cation, or in default thereof, it shall be the duty of such
person so bound to erect buildings and he is hereby
required to erect every building agreed to be built by
such lease or agreement according to the conditions
rendered necessary by this Act, in the same or like

manner as if this Act had been passed and in opera-
tion at the time of making such lease or agreement

;

and that on the completion of such works, either

according to the provisions of this Act or according
to such modification aforesaid, and on giving to the
lessor and other owners of such building fourteen days’
notice of his intention to apply to the official referees
on this behalf, it shall be lawful for the lessee or
tenant and he is hereby entitled to require the official

referees to ascertain what loss, present and prospec-
tive, has been occasioned by the observance of the
provisions of this Act, and having regard to the
respective terms and interests of the lessee or tenant,
the lessor and other owners of such building, and
having regard to any profit, benefit, or advantage
which may have accrued to such lessee or tenant
since the execution of such lease or agreement, and
which may appear to the said official referees not to
have been in the contemplation of the parties to such
lease or agreement at the time of such execution
thereof as aforesaid, to determine whether he is en-
titled to any and what compensation, whether by pay-
ment of money or reduction of rent, or both, or other-
wise

;
and that on the receipt of such requisition, and

on proof of due notice thereof having been given to
the lessor and other owners of such building, it shall
be the duty of such official referees and they are
hereby required to proceed to ascertain if any and
what loss has been so occasioned, and, having regard
as aforesaid to such terms and interest as aforesaid,
and to such profit, benefit, or advantage as aforesaid,
to determine if any and what compensation as afore-
said is to be paid in respect thereof, and by whom the
same is to paid, and in what proportions, and their
decision in the matter shall be final.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings empowered to

modify Rules generally—Report of Official Referees—Extent ofModification—Representation by Parties
—Order thereupon.

11. And for the purpose of preventing the express
provisions of this Act from hindering the adoption of
improvements, and of providing for the adoption of
expedients either better or equally well adapted to
accomplish the purposes thereof, be it enacted, with
regard to every building of whatever class, so far as
relates to the modification of any rules hereby pre-
scribed, that if in the opinion of the official referees

the rules by this Act imposed shall be inapplicable, or
will defeat the objects of this Act, and that by the
adoption of any modification of such rules such
objects will be attained either better or as effectually,

it shall be the duty of such official referees to report
their opinion thereon, stating the grounds of
such their opinion to the Commissioners of Works
and Buildings

;
and that if on the investigation thereof

it shall appear to the said commissioners that such
opinion is well founded, then it shall be lawful for the
said commissioners or any two of them to direct that
such modification may be made in such rules as will
in their opinion give effect to the purposes of this Act

;

and that although such official referees shall be
of opinion that such modifications are not requisite or
admissible, yet if any party interested present to the
official referees a representation, setting forth the
grounds whereon such modification is claimed, it shall

be the duty of the official referees and they are hereby



inquired to report such representation, as well as their

opinion thereon, to the said commissioners, with the
grounds of such their report and opinion

;
and that

thereupon, if the said commissioners think fit, it shall

be lawful for them or any two of them to direct the
official referees to make such order in the matter as

may appear to them to be requisite.

Power to modify Provisions of this Act as to existing

Buildings to be rebuilt.

12. And be it enacted, with regard to buildings

already built, so far as relates to the rebuilding

thereof in conformity with this Act in respect of the
required area, or in any other respect than the re-

quired height and thickness of walls, that if a full

compliance with the provisions of this Act be attended
by great loss and inconvenience, then, subject to the
report of the official referees, and to the consent of

the Commissioners of Works and Buildings, and to

such terms as the said commissioners may impose in

that behalf, it shall be lawful for the parties concerned
to rebuild such buildings on the site of the old build-

ings as near as may be practicable, but so that never-
theless both the party-walls and the external walls be
of the required height and thickness.

BUILDERS.
Works to be executed — Notice to Surveyors—20?.

Penaltyfor Neglect to give Notice, Sfc.—207. Penalty
for not giving fresh Notices—Penally for beginning
without Notice; or Refusal to admit Surveyor—
Emergency.
13. And be it enacted, with regard to the works to

be executed in pursuance of this Act, so far as relates

to the supervision thereof by the surveyors, that two
days before the following acts or events, that is to

say,

—

Before any building shall be begun to be built
;
aud

also

Before any addition or alteration which by this Act
is placed under the supervision of the surveyor, shall

be made to any building
;
and also

Before any party-wall, external wall, chimney-
stack, or flues shall be begun to be built, pulled down,
rebuilt, cut into, or altered

;
and also

Before any opening shall be made in any party-
wall

; and also

Before any other matter or thing shall be done
which by this Act is placed under the supervision of
the surveyor, except as hereinafter is provided

;

It shall be the duty of the builder (by which term is

to be understood, both in this provision and else-

where throughout this Act, the master builder or other
person employed to execute any work, or if there be
no master builder or other person so employed, then
the owner of the building or other person for whom
or by whose order such work is to be done), and he is

hereby required to give to the surveyor, at his office,

notice in the terms specified in the form (No. 1.) con-

tained in the Schedule of Notices annexed to this Act,

or to the like effect ; and that if any builder neglect

to give such notice, or begin to build, or do any of

the things aforesaid, before such notice, or before the

expiration of such period of two days, then in every

such case the party offending shall for every such de-

fault forfeit and pay to such surveyor treble the

amount of the fees which such surveyor would have
been entitled to receive for his trouble in inspecting

the same, and shall also forfeit for every such default

a sum not exceeding twenty pounds ;
and that if for

any period exceeding three months any builder, having
duly begun any building requiring compliance with
the provisions of this Act, suspend the progress of

such building, and again go on with the same, or if

during the progress thereof the builder be changed,
then two days before such builder shall enter upon
the performance of the work, it shall be the duty of

such builder to give notice to the surveyor, and such
notices must be in the terms specified in the forms
(Nos. 2 and 3) contained in the Schedule of Notices
annexed to this Act, or to the like effect, and must be
given to the surveyor, or left at the surveyor’s office,

in like manner as is required upon beginning any new
building, and that if any builder make default, or

neglect to give or leave such notice, he shall forfeit for

every such offence a sum not exceeding twenty
pounds

;
and that if any such building, chimney, or

wall be begun to be built, pulled down, rebuilt, cut

into, or altered as aforesaid, or be proceeded with
after any suspension of the progress thereof before

such notice has been given
;
or if such surveyor or

the official referees be refused admittance to inspect

the same premises, then such building or work shall

be liable to be abated as a nuisance under the provi-

sions herein contained : provided always, that if by
reason of any emergency any act, matter, or thing
placed under the supervision of the surveyor be re-

quired to be done immediately, or before notice can
be given to the surveyor, then it shall be lawful for

the builder or any person to do such act, matter, or
thing so requisite, but upon this condition, that with-

in forty-eight hours after beginning to execute such
work notice thereof be given to the surveyor.

BUILDINGS GENERALLY.
Supervision of Works — Notice of Irregularities to

Builders and others—To cut into Works — Amend-
ment of Works — Proceeding thereon by Official

Referees— Costs.
14. And be it enacted, with regard to such build-

ings and works, so far as relates to the supervision

thereof, that if iu building, pulling down, rebuilding,

cutting into, or altering any part of any building, or

party-wall or external wall, or chimney-stack or flue,

drains, cesspools, or any work or other thing be done
contrary to or not conformably with the rules and
directions of this Act, then forthwith it shall be the

duty of the surveyor and he is hereby required to give

forty -eight hours’ notice accordingto the form (No. 4.)

in the Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect, to the
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builder, foreman, or principal workman on the
premises, to amend any such irregularity which he
shall deem to have been committed, and forthwith

after the expiration of such notice to proceed to

inspect the work
;

and that if the work be so far

advanced that he cannot ascertain whether the
irregularity has been committed or not, or exists

or not, then it shall be lawful for him and
he is hereby empowered to order any work to

be cut into, laid open, or pulled down, which
shall in his opinion prevent his ascertaining whether
any such irregularity exists or not ;

and that if within

forty-eight hours the builder to whom any such notice

shall have been given refuse or fail to amend any irre-

gular work, or if any such builder, when ordered by
the surveyor, refuse to cut into, lay open, or pull

down any work which shall in his opinion prevent his

ascertaining whether such irregular work exists or

not, then, as soon as conveniently shall be, it shall be
the duty of the surveyor to give information thereof

to the official referees
;
and that upon the receipt of

such information it shall be the duty of such official

referees and they are hereby required to proceed to

hear the matter, aud if any breach of the rules, regula-

tions, and directions of this Act be found to have been
committed, or if there appear good reason to suppose
any such breach has been committed and is concealed,

then it shall be lawful for the official referees and they
are hereby authorized to direct by their award that

such building, party-wall, external wall, chimney-
stack, flue, or other thing, or such part thereof as

they shall deem necessary, shall be amended, removed,
cut into, laid open, or pulled down

;
and that all

the costs, charges, and expenses of the said work,
and of the said application to the official referees,

shall be borne by such party or parties as the official

referees shall determine.

Special Supervision of First-rate Buildings of Second
Class and of Buildings of Third Class—Notice to

Official Referees—Survey— Approval— Disapproval

—Amendment of Defects—Notice of Completion—
New Survey— Certificate— Prohibition of Use—
Penalty—Justices to considei• Circumstances.

15.

And now, for the purpose of making provision

for the supervision of buildings of the first-rate of

the second or warehouse class, and of all buildings of

the third or public building class (except the build-

ings hereinbefore excepted), be it enacted, with re-

gard to every such building, so far as relates to the

special supervision thereof, that when all the walls of

any such building shall have been built to their full

height, and all the timbers of the floors, roofs, and
partitions shall have been fixed, it shall be the duty
of the architect or builder and he is hereby required
to give notice thereof to the official referees, according
to the form (No. 6.) in the Schedule of Notices, or to

the like effect
;
and if the official referees be of opinion

that such building is subject to the special supervision

herein provided, then within seven days after such
notice it shall be their duty to survey the said build-

ing
;
and that if they approve of the same, then within

seven days after such survey to certify such approval,

under their hands, to the architect or builder ;
or that

if any part of the walls, timbers, roof, or internal

supports appear to such official referees defective, in-

sufficient, or insecure, then within the said seven

days after such survey they are hereby required to

give to such architect or builder notice of such parts as

shall so appear to them defective, insufficient, or in-

secure, which notice must be in writing
;
and that

upon the receipt of such notice it shall be the duty of

the said architect or builder and he is hereby required

to amend and strengthen such defective, insufficient,

or insecure parts
;
and that during or within a period

of seven days after notice has been given to the offi-

cial referees that such works have been amended or

strengthened as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of the

official referees and they are hereby required to inspect

the same, or in default thereof the said parts may be

covered up
;
and that upon completion of every such

building it shall be the duty of the architect or builder

to give fresh notice to the official referees, according

to the form (No. 7.) in the Schedule of Notices, or to

the like effect
;
and that thereupon, or within seven

days after such notice, it shall be the duty of the

official referees to survey the same
;
and that if upon

such survey it shall appear that such building has

been built sufficiently strong, and is sufficiently set to

be safe, then within fourteen days after such survey it

6hall be their duty and they are hereby required to

certify accordingly, which certificate must be under

their hands and the seal of office of Registrar of Me-
tropolitan Buildings

;
and that, until such certificate

shall have been made, or until fourteen days after

such survey shall have elapsed without the official re-

ferees having given notice in writing that they are not

satisfied, it shall not be lawful to use such building

for any purpose whatever without the express autho-

rity in writing of the official referees under their hands

and the seal of office of the Registrar of Metropolitan

Buildings
;
and that if before the certificate of satis-

faction shall have been made, or if such further four-

teen days as aforesaid shall have elapsed without due

notice being given in writing as aforesaid, any such

building subject to special supervision shall be used

for any purpose without such express authority in

writing, then, on conviction thereof before two jus-

tices of the peace, the occupier of such building, or

other the person by whom such building shall be so

used, shall forfeit for such offence a sum not exceeding

two hundred pounds for every day during which such

building shall be so used without having obtained such

certificate of satisfaction, or such express authority

as aforesaid
;
and that, in determining the amount of

any such penalty, it shall be the duty of the justices

aud they arc hereby directed to have regard to the

size aud character of the building, aud to the nature
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and extent of danger involved in the use of such build-
ing, and to the amount of profit which might be de-
rived from such use thereof.

Special Supervision of Buildings in Schedule (B.),Part
I-—Survey by Official Referees— Occasional Inspec-
tion—Notice of Deficiencies—Amendment of De-
fects—Approval by Official Referees—Notice of
Completion—New Survey Certificate—Prohibition
of Use— Penalty— Justices to consider Circum-
stances.

16. And be it enacted, with regard to the buildings
comprised in schedule (B.) Part I. to this Actannexed,
so far as relates to the supervision thereof, that be-
fore the builder begin to build the same it shall be the
duty of the architect or the builder and he is hereby
required to give notice thereof to the official referees,
and also, at the same time, to transmit for their in-
spection the plans, elevations, and other drawings
which have been made for the same

;
and that forth-

with thereupon it shall be the duty of the official re-
ferees and they are hereby required to proceed to

survey the situation of the intended building with a
view to ascertain whether such building can be erected
on such situation with due regard to the security of
the public

;
and that, from time to time during the

progress of such building, it shall be the duty of such
official referees and they are hereby directed to inspect
the same with a view to ascertain the sufficiency

thereof
;
and that if such building or any part thereof

appear to such official referees defective, insufficient,

or insecure, then they are hereby required to give to

such architect or builder notice of such parts as shall

so appear to them defective, insufficient, or insecure,

which notice must be in writing; and that upon the

receipt of such notice it shall be the duty of the
said architect or builder and he is hereby required

to amend and strengthen such defective, insufficient,

or insecure parts ; and that during or within a period

of seven days after notice has been given to the

official referees that such works have been amended
or strengthened as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of

the official referees and they are hereby required to

inspect the same, or in default thereof the said parts

may be covered up ; and that upon completion of

every such building it shall be the duty of the archi-

tect or builder to give fresh notice to the official

referees
;
and that thereupon, or within seven days

after such notice, it shall be the duty of the official

referees to survey the same
;
aud that if upon such

survey it shall appear that such building has been
built sufficiently strong, then it shall be their duty to

certify accordingly, which certificate must be under
their hands and the seal of office of Registrar of Metro-
politan Buildings

;
and that until such certificate

shall have been made, or until fourteen days after

such survey shall have elapsed without the
official referees having given notice in writing that
they are not satisfied, it shall not be lawful to use
such building for any purpose whatever without the
express authority in writing of the official referees

tinder their hands and the seal of office ofthe Registrar

of Metropolitan Buildings
;
and that if before the

certificate of satisfaction shall have been made, or if

such fourteen days as aforesaid shall have elapsed
without due notice in writing being giyen as afore-

said, any such building subject to special supervision
shall be used for any purpose without such express
authority in writing, then, on conviction thereof
before two justices of the peace, the occupier of such
building, or other the person by whom such building

shall be so used, shall forfeit for such offence a sura

not exceeding one hundred pounds for every day
during which such building shall be so used without
having obtained such certificate of satisfaction or such
express authority as aforesaid

;
and that, in deter-

mining the amount of any such penalty, it shall be the

duty of the justices and they are hereby directed to

have regard to the nature and extent of danger in-

volved in the use of such building, and to the amount
of profit which might be derived from such use

thereof.

Entry on Premises—Refusal to permit Inspection—
Forcible Entry.

17. And be it enacted, with regard to buildings and
works, so far as relates to the entry thereon for the

supervision thereof, that at all times during the pro-

gress of any operations in respect thereof within the

meaning of this Act, it shall be lawful for the surveyor

and the official referees, and they are hereby respec-

tively authorized, to enter upon the premises upon
which such operations have been commenced ;

and

that if at any time whilst any building is in course of

construction, demolition, alteration, or re-construc-

tion any person refuse to admit the surveyor, or the

official referees authorized under this Act, during the

customary working hours, to inspect such building,

or any person refuse or neglect to afford such sur-

veyor or official referee every assistance which may
be reasonably required in and about such inspection,

then in every such case on conviction thereof the

party offending shall forfeit for every such offence a

sum not exceeding twenty pounds
;
and that if at any

time during such customary working hours the

surveyor or the official referees be refused admittance

to make inspection of any work, then for that pur-

pose it shall be lawful for such surveyor or for such

official referees, and they are hereby empowered,

accompanied by a peace officer, to enter upon the

ground, building, and premises where the same

shall be.

All Buildings not according to this Act declared a

Nuisance— Summons before Justices— Compulsory

Appearance—Recognizunccs to pull down and amend

— Imprisonment— Removal of Buildings declared

Nuisances—Expenses.

18. And for the purpose of more effectually en-
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forcing the observance of the provisions of this Act,

be it enacted, with regard to any buildings, drains,

timber buildiDgs, chimneys and flues, party-walls,

party fence-walls, external walls and projections, and

every ether part of every building of every class, or

rate of any class, which shall be hereafter built,

rebuilt, enlarged, or altered, within the limits of this

Act, contrary to the provisions hereof, so far as re-

lates to the removal thereof, that if the same be not

built, rebuilt, enlarged, or altered in the manner and
in the materials, and in every other respect according

to and in conformity with the several rules and direc-

tions which are in this Act particularly specified, and
if any person build or begin to build, or cause the

building or beginning to build, or alter or cause to be

altered, or use or cause to be used, any part of any
ground or building, projection, drain, or other thing

contrary thereunto, and if in either of such cases it so

appear by the certificate of the official referees, then

the said building, projection, drain, or other thing, or

such part thereof so irregularly built or begun to be

built, or so irregularly altered or begun to be altered,

or so used, shall be deemed a nuisance; and that

thereupon it shall be the duty of the surveyor and he

is hereby directed to summon the builder before any
two justices of the peace

;
and that if at the time and

place appointed on such summons such builder fail to

appear, then it shall be lawful for the said justices

and they are hereby authorized to issue a warrant
under their hands and seals to compel such builder

to appear before such justices or any other two
justices

;
and that thereupon it shall be the duty of

such builder and he is hereby required to enter into a

recognizance, in such sum as the said justices shall

appoint, for abating and taking down the same
within such convenient time as the said justices shall

respectively appoint, or otherwise for amending the
same according to such rules and directions ns are herein

contained, and also for paying the costs, charges,
and expenses incurred by the surveyor in laying the
information and obtaining the conviction, including
such compensation for the surveyor’s loss of time as
the said justices shall think fit

;
and that if the party

so required fail to enter into such recognizance, then
it shall be lawful for either of such justices or any
justice, and they are hereby required, to commit such
builder to the common gaol of the city, county, or
liberty where the offence shall be committed, there to

remain without bail or mainprize until he shall have
entered into such recognizance as aforesaid, or until

such irregular building shall have been abated or
demolished or otherwise amended, or such nuisance
shall be abated or demolished by order of such
justices respectively (which order the said justices
are hereby empowered to make), and until the costs,
charges, and expenses thereof, and of all operations
and proceedings in relation thereto, shall have been
paid

;
and further, that if application be made to auy

two or more justices, then thereupon it shall be their

duty, and they are hereby empowered, to order the

surveyor or any other person to abate or demo-
lish such nuisance, and to order the persons
authorized by them so to abate or demolish the same
to sell and dispose of the materials thereof, and out
of the moneys arising by such sale to pay to them-
selves, and all persons by them employed for such
purpose, the reasonable charges for abating or demo-
lishing such nuisance, and also such costs and ex-
penses as aforesaid, and to pay the surplus moneys
arising by such sale (if any) to such owner of the
building as the official referees shall determine to be
entitled thereto

;
and that if the moneys arising by

such sale be not sufficient to pay such charges, then
it shall be the duty of the person entitled to the im-
mediate possession of such building, or the occupier,
to make good the deficiency, subject to reimburse-
ment as hereinafter provided

;
and if he fail, then he

shall be liable to the same remedies for the recovery
thereof as are by this Act provided concerning the
expense of taking down ruinous buildings, and putting
up hoards for the safety of passengers.

Fifty Shillings Penalty on Workmen offending— Im-
prisonment.

19. And be it enacted, with regard to any building
or work, so far as relates to the nonobservance of the

provisions of this Act in that behalf by workmen and
others, that if any workman, labourer, servant, or
other person employed in any building, or in the
alteration, fitting up, or decoration of any building,
wilfully, and without the direction, privity, or consent
of the person causing such work to be done, do any
thing in or about such building contrary to the rules
and directions of this Act, then upon conviction
thereof before any two justices of the peace, upon the
oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses
(which oath the said justices are hereby empowered
and required to administer), every such offender shall

be liable to forfeit for every such offence a sum not
exceeding fifty shillings

;
and that if upon or imme-

diately after such conviction any such forfeiture be not
paid, then it shall be the duty of any two justices of
the peace to whom application shall be made to com-
mit the offenders, by warrant under the hand and seal

of such justices, to the common gaol for any term not
exceeding one month, at the discretion of such
justices.

ADJOINING PROPERTIES—PARTY WALLS—PARTY
FENCES—INTERMIXED BUILDINGS.

Execution of Works.

20 . And forasmuch as from time to time occasion
hath arisen and will hereafter arise to execute the fol-
lowing works in relation to adjoining buildings and
premises parted by the same party-wall or party fence-
wall, but belonging to different owners or occupied
by different persons, or to buildings intermixed be-
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longing to different owners or occupied by different

persons, namely,
The reparation of the party-walls by which such

premises shall be parted :

The pulling down and rebuilding of such party-

walls :

The raising of such party-walls :

The reparation of party fence- walls :

The rebuilding of such party fence-walls :

The raising of such party fence-walls :

The pulling down of timber partitions which part

buildings the property of different owners or occupied

by different persons, and building in lieu thereof

proper party-walls

:

The pulling down of buildings built over public

ways, or having rooms or stories the property of

different persons, or occupied by different persons,

lying intermixed, for the purpose of building proper
party-walls or party-arches :

And generally the performance of other necessaary
works incident to the connection of such party-walls

or party fence-walls with the premises adjoining ; it

is expedient to make provision, as well for facilitating

the execution of such works by any such owner
desirous to execute the same (who is herein deno-
minated the “ building owner”), as for protecting the
interests of the owner of the adjoining premises (who
is herein denominated the “ adjoining owner”)

;
now

for that purpose be it enacted, with regard to all pre-

mises parted by a party-wall or party fence-wall, or

parted by timber partitions, and with regard to all

intermixed properties not so parted, so far as relates

to the execution of any such works by any owner of
any such premises, that if the adjoining owner shall

have consented thereto, or if, without such consent,
the required notice of such work shall have been given
by or on the part of the building owner to such
adjoining owner, then, subject to such modification

as shall be made by virtue of the provision in that
behalf, and subject to the provision for supplying the

want of consent of the owners, and subject moreover
to the respective conditions hereby prescribed with
regard to such works respectively, as well as to the
payment of the costs of such works, and to the sanc-
tion or to the award of the surveyors or of the official

referees, as hereby prescribed in reference thereto, it

shall be lawful for every such building owner aud he
is hereby authorized or required to execute such
works.

Consent of or Notice to adjoining Owner.
21. And be it enacted, with regard to such works,

so far as relates to the notice thereof, that, unless the

adjoining owner consent thereto, it shall not be lawful
for the ‘‘ building owner” to execute such works until
he have given notice thereof to such “ adjoining
owner;” and every such notice with regard to the
pulling down, rebuilding, or repairing of party- walls
or party fence-walls must be given three months at
the least before the work is to be commenced

;
and

every such notice with regard to the pulling down
and rebuilding intermixed walls and timber partitions
must be given three months at the least before such
work is to be commenced

;
and every such notice

must be in the form or to the effect of the notice(No.8.)
for that purpose contained in the Schedule of Notices
hereunto annexed.

Modification of Work to suit adjoining Owner— Modi-
fication of Operations—Application to Official Re-
ferees—Authority to build.

22. And be it enacted, with regard to every such
work, so far as relates to the modification thereof, in
order to render it suitable to the premises of the
adjoining owner or his tenant, that if the adjoining
owner, at any time within two months after the
receipt of the said notice from the building owner,
give notice of his desire that any modification be made
in the work, so as to render it suitable to his pre-
mises, according to the form (No. 18.) in the
Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect, then within
seven days after the receipt of such notice it shall be the
duty of the building owner, and he is hereby required,
to signify his consent to or dissent from such modifica-
tion or delay; and that if the building owner dissent
from, or do not within such seven days signify his con-
sent to such modification, then it shall be lawful for the
adjoining owner and he is hereby entitled to require
the building owner not to commence the work until
the official referees shall have determined thereon

;

and that if within seven days thereafter application
be made in writing to the official referees, according
to the form (No. 19.) in the Schedule of Notices, or
to the like effect, and notice thereof be given to the
building owner, according to the other form ^No. 20.),
then within ten days after such application it shall be
the duty of the official referees to signify their de-
cision thereon, and it shall be the duty of the building
owner not to commence the work till the decision of
such official referees shall have been given

;
and that

if within the period of three months from the date of
the first notice such adjoining owner do not make any
objection or any requisition in conformity with this
enactment, then, subject to the provisions of this Act
with regard to such works, it shall be lawful for the
building owner and he is hereby authorized to proceed
to execute the same.

Delay of Work to suit adjoining Owner—Delay of
Operations—Application to Official Referees—Au-
thority to build.

23. And be it enacted, with regard to every such
work, so far as relates to the modification thereof, in
order to render it suitable to the premises, or to the
convenience of the adjoining owner or his tenant, that
if the adjoining owner, at any time within three
months after the receipt of the said notice from the
building owner, give notice of his desire that the
work be delayed, so as to cause it to be executed at
a more seasonable or a more convenient time in

reference to the business or to the family or domestic
arrangements of such adjoining owner or his tenants,
according to the form (No. 18 .) in the Schedule of
Notices, or to the like effect, then within seven days
after the receipt of the notice thereof it shall be the
duty of the building owner and he is is hereby re-
quired to signify his consent to or dissent from such
modification or delay

;
and that if the building owner

do not within such seven days signify his consent to
such modification or delay, then it shall be lawful for
the adjoining owner and he is hereby entitled to re-
quire the building owner to delay the work until the
official referees shall have determined thereon

; and
that if within seven days thereafter application be
made in writing to the official referees, according to
the form (No. 19.) in the Schedule of Notices, or to
the like effect, and notice thereof be given to the
building owner, according to the other form (No.
20 .), then within ten days after such application it

shall be the duty of the official referees to signify
their decision thereon, and it shall be the duty of the
building owner to delay the same till the decision of
such official referees shall have been given

; and that
if within the period of three months from the date of
the first notice such adjoining owner do not make
any objection or auy requisition in conformity with
this enactment, then, subject to the provisions of
this Act with regard to such works, it shall be lawful
for the building owner and he is is hereby authorized
to proceed to execute the same.
Supplying Want of Consent of adjoining Owners—No-

tice of Inspection by Surveyor—Notice to Parties—
Confirmation by Official Referees—Proceedings on
Appeal against Certificate— Notice by Official
Referees—Survey—A ward—Works authorized.

24.

And be it euacted, with regard to any such
works hereby authorized to be done in relation to
party-walls, party-arches, party fence-. walls, or other
such structures belonging to the owners of adjoining
buildings or parting adjoining premises, so far as re-
lates to supplying the waqt of consent of the adjoining
owners, that if the aijjqinipg premises be unoccupied,
or if the owner thereof cannot be found, or if the
owner although found cannot, by reason of legal
disability or otherwise, consent to the work, or if the
owner will not consent thereto, or if differences arise
amongst the parties concerned, then the notice re,
quired to be given in respect of such work must bo
served both on the surveyor and on the official

referees, in addition to such other partjes entitled to
notice under this Act upon whom such notice can be
served, which must he according to the form (No. 9.)
in the Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect

; and
that forthwith on the receipt of such notice it shall
be the duty of the surveyor and he is hereby require^
to give notice to the parties by whom such work js
be executed, and to any one or more surveyors or.
other agents by them appointed, as fo the day and
hour when he will view the premises, according tq
the form (No. 10 .) in the Schedule of Notices, oy tq
the like effect

5
and at such time it shall be the duty

of the surveyor of the district and he is hereby
authorized to propeed to inspect such premises ac-
cordingly, and to certify to the official referees,

First, whether such work ought to be done or not •

and
Secondly, if the same ought to be done, whether it

ought to be done in the proposed manner
;
and

Thirdly, the site whereon the party-wall should ha
built

;
and, with regard to intermixed buildings,

what party-arches may be necessary pver or under
any rooms of such buildings sp intended to be rebuilt;
and

Fourthly, the quantity of the soil or ground or
other parts of the premises (if any) necessary to be
laid to or taken from the house of the person de-
sirous to rebuild to the house of the person permit,,
ting him to erect a party-wall or party-arch

) and
Fifthly, the compensation (if any) which should bo

made and paid by either the building owner or the
adjoining owner to the other in lieu of the lessening
either of the said buildings by such party-wall or
party-arch, or as a satisfaction for such other injury
(if any) as shall be done or occasioned thereby to any
of the said parties

;

And that upon the receipt of such certificate it shall
be the duty of the official referees, and they are
hereby required, to cause notice thereof to be given
to the parties or to such of them as are known

;
and

that if within seven days after such notice to the
parties the certificate be not appealed agaiDst, and
if the official referees be of opinion that the work is

proper to be done, and the compensation is fair,
then it shall be lawful for the official referees to
confirm such certificate, and to authorize the
building owner to proceed with the works as if tho
consent of the adjoining owner had been obtained

;

and that if any party concerned shall appeal against
the certificate of the surveyor as to the work to
be done, or as to the compensation, or as to any
other matter referred to in such certificate in pur-
suance of the above provisions, then it shall be the
duty of the official referees, and they are hereby
required, to appoint one of their number to sur-
vey the building in question

;
and for that pur-

pose it shall be the duty of the official referee so
appointed, and he is hereby required, to give notice to
the parties, and to any one or more surveyors or other
agents by them appointed, as to the time when he
will view the premises

;
and that at such time it shall

be the duty of such referee and he is hereby autho-
rized to view such premises accordingly, and to in-
quire into the matters appealed against, and to certify
to the official re'erees his opinion thereon

; and that
upon such certificate being made it shall be lawful for
the official referees to make their award, thereby
either confirming or reversing or modifying, as to

[For continuation see Supplement.]
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entiiem ADVERTISEMENTS.

Tenders delivered for building a first-rate

House at Camden Town.—C. W. Eppy, Esq.,

Architect, 21, Lincoln’s-inn-Fields. August 28.

Pilbeam ,£2,264

M. Cubitt 2,224
Newton and Kelk 2,208
J. and C. Rigby 2,186
T. Anson 2,167
Woolcott and Son 2,076
Chapman 1,983
Ternan and Son 1,750

Tenders delivered for building New Spread
Eagle Public-house at Homerton.—Arthur Ashpitel,

Esq., Surveyor.

Yeoman £745
Lloyd and Parker 736
Buck 730
Norris 670
Crook and Son 661
Bondsley 630

Quantities supplied and lowest tender accepted.

Tenders delivered for the Erection of a New
Wesleyan Chapel at Boughton, in the Favershara
Circuit.—William Wesley Jenkins, Esq., Architect,

20, Bartlett's-buildings, Hoiborn. August 16.

Standen and Broadbridge,

Boughton .£1,733 5

Cooper and Davis, London. . 1,555 0
C. Stevenson, London 1,534 0
Dawson, Faversham 1,533 0
Haynes and Co 1,520 0

The lowest tender accepted.

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS-

Always on sale, a large as-
sortment of DRY PREPARED FLOOR-

j

ING BOARDS and MATCHED BOARDING of all

|

sorts, planed to a parallel width and thickness, from i
- inch to 14 inch thick. Rough Boarding for Flats.

< TIMBER, DEALS, OAK PLANKS, SCANTLINGS,
SASH SILLS, &c.

Apply at W. CLEAVE’S Timber Yard, Smith-street,
Westminster.

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS.

Always on sale at a. rosltng’s,
SOUTHWARK-BRIDGE-WHARF, BANKSIDE,

and Old-Barge- Wharf, Upper Ground-street, Blackfriars,

a very large stook of well seasoned Floor Boards of every
variety.

A. R., in calling the attention of builders and consumers,
confidently presumes on his being able to supply them on
such advantageous terms, as will ensure and merit their
favours and approbation.

FIRE BRTCKS at Ward’s Honduras
Wharf, Bankside, 25 per cent, under the current

prices. Shipping orders and country dealers well supplied.
Plaster stone, white and gray, for gypsum dnd calcining.
River ballast for concreting, and Thames sand. Orders
executed from ships in the river at the lowest prices.

Patent malting and corn drying kiln bricks. Prices by letter

attended to at the Hall of Commerce, Threadneedle-street,
in ’Change hours.

Richard goodlad and Co., manu-
facturers of PAPER-HANGINGS, invite the

attention of the TRADE, BUILDERS, and OTHERS, to

the large and extensive STOCK OF PAPER-HANGINGS,
at their Warehouse, 1, SOUTHAMPTON - STREET,
STRAND ; and at the same time tender their best thanks to
their numerous friends for the liberal patronage bestowed o
their Establishment

; respectfully soliciting a further con-
tinuance.

cox.ottb.ed glass for windows
CLAUDET and HOUGHTON, 89, Hig

Hoiborn, beg to inform the Trade and the Publi
that they have made a very considerable reduction in th
price of COLOURED GLASS, more especially in thei
Ruby, which is equal in tone and brilliancy of colour to the
ancient Ruby, so much admired.

Lists of Prices may be had on application.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.
SHEET WINDOW GLASS.

CROWN WINDOW GLASS.
COLOURED AND PAINTED GLASS.

Wholesale and Retail, atCLAUDET and HOUGHTON’S,
89, High Hoiborn

; where lists of prices may be had.

GLASS SHADES.

ROUND, OVAL, or SQUARE, for the
preservation of Clocks, Alabaster Ornaments, &c.

&c. &c.
Wholesale and Retail at Claudet and Houghton's, the

original Glass Shade Warehouse, 89, High Hoiborn.

TO BUILDERS, CABINET-MAKERS, AND OTHERS.

Salisbury glue 60s. per Cwt.
;

fine

Scotch do. 50s.; Town 46s., 44s., and 42s.; Best
Glass Paper lO^d.

;
Second do. 9d.

;
French Polish and Spirit

Varnishes IQs, per gallon
;
Naphtha do. 10s.; Genuine White

Lead 26s.
;
Second do. 24s. and 22s. ; Improved Stucco Paint

28s.
;
Invisible Green and Chocolate Colour 28s.

;
Fine Green,

and all Colours used in House Painting, prepared by a new
process to dry in six hours, 6d. per lb.

;
Turpentine 2i. 6d. per

gallon; Linseed Oil 2s. 6d.
;
Fine Copal Varnish 20s. ; Quick

Drying Carriage 14s.
;
Oak do. 12s. and 10s.; Paper 14s.,

10s., and 6s.; Turpentine Varnish 3s.; Dry Brunswick
Green 3d., 4d., and 6d. per lb.

;
Lamp Black 3d.

;
Emerald

Green Is. and Is. 3d.
;

Whiting Is. 3d. per cwt.
; Stock-

holm Tar 18s. per barrel
;
Pitch 10s. per cwt. Gilder's Mate,

rials. Lackers, Bronze, Dutch Metal, Patent Gold Paint,

Dies and Die-woods, Acids, Alkali, Gums, and Salts of every

kind and description at equally low prices. W. NIXEY’S
Old-Established Warehouse, 22, MOOR-STREET, SE-
VEN-DIALS, LONDON.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For Building a School and Schoolmaster’s
House at Tickenham, and a Conservatory at

Wraxhall.—Mr. Eennet, Portshead, near Bristol.

September 1.

For the Execution of the various Works in the for-
mation, ballasting and laying the permanent way
of the Canterbury, Ramsgate, and Margate Branch
Railway.—Plans and specifications at the office of
Mr. Joseph Cubitt, Civil Engineer, 12, Man-
cliester-buildings, Westminster ; Mr. J. White-
head, Secretary, South Eastern Railway, London-
bridge. September 24.

For supplying 2,250 Loads of African Timber,
and delivering at H. M’s. several Dockyards during
the year 1845.—Secretary of the Admiralty. 3rd
September.

For supplying and delivering at H. M.’s several
Dockyards during the year 1845, 1,500 loads of
Honduras Mahogany.—Secretary of the Admiralty.
3rd September.

For Erecting a Small Kitchen, and a Room over
the same, next to and adjoining the wards for the
sick of the Workhouse at Duppas Hill, Croydon.

—

Plan, &c., Mr. T. Haydon, Master, on the pre-
mises. September 3.

For pulling down sundry extensive Premises at
St. Neots, Clearing and Stacking the Materials, and
for Erecting a new Lime Kiln, &c.—Plans and
Specifications at the Offices of Messrs. Abbott and
Habershon, Architects, St. Neots. Sept. 5.

For taking down and rebuilding about fifty feet
in length of the Town Quay Wall, in front of the
New Crane, to be laid on a platform of Green Beech
Timber, on Dwarf Piles.— Specifications, &c. of
Mr. Doswell, Albion-place. Sept. 5.

For making and completing the necessary ap-
proaches to the New Bridge at Somersham, con-
sisting of Embanked Roadway, Brick Walls, Iron
and Wood Fencing.—Plans, &c., at the Offices of
Messrs. Pocock and Glover, Architects and Sur-
veyors, Huntingdon. Sept. 7.

For sundry Alterations and Repairs at Swift’s

House, Cranbrook, Kent.— Plans, &c., to be seen
at the House

;
Mr. Wilson, Solicitor, Cranbrook.

Sept. 13.

For Paving, Pitching, Cleansing, and Lighting
the City of Bristol for three years, commencing
September 29.—Commissioners’ Offices, 44, Queen-
square, Bristol. Sept. 16.

For a Police Station at Newport.—Mr. Langdon,
Architect, Stow Hill, Newport.

For a Pair of New Boilers for the Vesta Steam-
ship, now lying at Hillgate End, Gateshead.—
Parker and Shield, 50, Quayside, Newcastle.
To raise any quantity of Stone at per foot, from

the quarries of the Right Hon. Lord Hastings, at
Seaton Delaval, for the erection of the Leicester
Testimonial at Holkham Park, Norfolk.—Mr. J.
Brown, Seaton, Delaval Hall.

ERRATA.
The amount of Mr. Cooper's tenderfor rebuild-

ing Aldridge's Horse Repository should have been
given as 2,998 1., and not 2,988/., as stated in
No. 80.

BRITANNIA IRON AND ZINC WORKS, 174, HIGH HOLBORN,
STOVE GRATE, KITCHEN RANGE, AND STEAM-COOKING APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL IRONMONGERY WAREHOUSE.

R. K. BUTLER
INFORMS TUB NOBILITY, GENTRY, ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND ALL PERSONS DESIROUS OF

ECONOMICAL OUTLAY IN

FURNISHING IRONMONGERY,
That he has completed very extensive alterations at his Premises. The Stock has been renewed with the most varied
selection of every description of Ironmongery required for General and Domestic Use, and orders to any extent can be
selected in a few minutes.

R. K. Butler is determined to sell at prices that cannot fail giving satisfaction to the most frugal purchaser. He
respectfully solicits an early inspection of his Show Rooms and Warehouses, which will be found replete with every novelty
of useful and ornamental manufacture for Household and Culinary purposes, which he proudly asserts rank second to none

KITCHEN RANGES and COOKING APPARATUS fitted upon R. K. Butler’s approved principle, with the latest
modern inprovements.

REGISTER STOVE GRATES, in Bright Steel and Black Metal, with Fenders and Fire Irons “en suite,” for
Dining and Drawing Rooms, Libraries, Halls, and Chambers. This class of Goods is universally acknowledged to be of
the newest and most elegant design and recherchti style of ornamental manufacture now gratuitously exhibited for public

PAPIER MACHE and IRON TEA TRAYS. The immense quantity daily selling at his Establishment fully proves
to R. K. B. that he has been most happy in his selection. The chaste designs of the multifarious patterns delighting the
eye and pleasing the taste of the most refined, while the very exceeding low price suits the purse of all.

CUTLERY.— Ivory-handle Knives —Tables, lls. doz.; Desserts, 9s. dcz.: Carvers, 3s. 6d. per pair: and a large
Assortment of more expensive qualities, either in Sets or fitted up in handsome Mahogany Cases.

ALBATA or BUTLER’S PURE BRITISH PLATE, as a substitute for Silver. This is allowed to be the most
beautiful article ever yet introduced for sale, possessing all the brilliant richness of Silver in appearance, its durability in
wear, and its perfect sweetness in use.

Fiddle Threaded Victoria
Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz 12s. 28s. 30s,
Dessert Ditto 10s. 21s. 25s.

Tea Ditto 5s. lls. 12s.

Tea and Coffee Services, Waiters, Candlesticks, &c., at proportionable prices.

R. K. B. begs to caution the Public against a spurious low-priced imitation of his Articles, the genuine are only to be
had at the Works, 174, HIGH HOLBORN.

BATHS of every description for Sale or Hire. A liberal allowance to Ironmongers and Hydropathic Establishments.
Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, and Conservatories Heated by Hot Water, Steam, &c.
Staircase Railings, Palisades, and Balconies, made from original designs.
Experienced ana steady Workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom.

THE PANKX.IBANON IRON WORKS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 58, BAKER STREET, PORTMAN SQUARE.

ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, and Others, about to supply STOVES and KITCHEN
APPENDAGES, will find at this Establishment the most unique and elegant assortment of STOVE-GRATES,

FENDERS, and FIRE-IRONS ever offered to the Public, at prices considerably below the usual charges. The
Proprietors at the same time beg to invite attention to their extensive Stock of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY,
Tinned Copper, Tin an 1 Iron Cooking Vessels, Block Tin Dish-Covers, Japanned Ware, Table Cutlery, and especially

their Sheffield Plate and German Silver Wares, embracing every Article suitable for the Table, comprising Dish and Plate

Covers, Liquor Frames, Epcrgnes, &c. &c. The plan adopted by the Proprietors of affixing the price to each article for

cash, enables all purchasers to have the same advantage. The Patent Thermio Stove is in daily operation. THORPE,
FALLOWS, & COMPANY, 58, Baker-street, Portman-square, London.
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Terro metallic drain pipes,
PAVING AND ROOFING TILES, and numerous

other articles manufactured from the blue Terro Metallic

Clay which arc. in point of durability and hardness nearly

equal to cast-iron ;
to be had at reduced prices at WY A TT,

PARKER AND CO., Albion-wharf, Holland-strect, Black-

friars’ -road.—Also a large quantity of Stourbridge Lumps

and Tiles.

Bastenne bitumen company,
Offices 31. Poultry. The Directors of this Company

beg leave to call the attention of ARCHITECTS, BUILD-
ERS, and others, to the very beneficial results attendant on

the use of BITUMEN in the erection of huildings, Sec. Its

application ns a FLOORING will be found eminently useful.

It is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-

ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to

the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general

satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square 1 inch thick,

8d. ; 1 inch thick, 7d.
; 4 inch thick, 6d. Works not mea-

suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at 6d.

and 7d. per foot square. Concrete is charged m addition

according to the thickness when required. Carnage and

men’s time arc charged extra when works are executed

beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen

ner ton, without grit. Bitumen £5 per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONE, Sec.

PEAKE’S TERRO METALLIC TILE
DEPOT, WHITEFRIARS, and 22, WATER-LANE,

FLEET-STREET, LONDON
;
from the Tileries, Tunstall,

Newcastle, Staffordshire, THOMAS PEAKE, Manufac-

turer, having by various means, and during a considerable

time, published the names of Agents in London, deems it

his duty to announce that he has no longer any Agent there ;

that, consequently, he has opened a Metropolitan Depot, si-

tuated three minutes’ walk from the Temple, to supply gen-

uine articles and at just prices as per quality. The Tileries

are central, and goods are sent thence direct to any Place

inland, or to the Mersey, to be there transhipped for the

British and Irish coasts, the Colonies, See. The Proprietor

feels most grateful to his numerous friends
;
he assures them,

and the public also, that as probity and fair dealing have

been his aim for thirty years past (although no one can con-

trol the circumstances which too often arise, affecting alike

the quality of manufactures and the time when they ought

to be at their destination), so he trusts to his conduct in fu-

ture to retain and increase his estimable connection. BLUE
TILES for various purposes, namely, to cover roofs, both

plain and of devices to suit the styles of buildings ; they are

easily laid on, as they do not require dressing, fitting, pegs,

or nails
;
for ridges and hips of any angle, plain, capped,

rolled, or with a variety of upright ornaments ;
for vallics ; for

lining chimnies and other flues
;
for paving—blue, red, and

drab squares, hexagons and octagons for ornamental floors ;

for drying kilns
;
for skirting; for coping walls; for chimney

tops; for sewers, barrel drains, soughs, surface drains, and

conveying spring water without injuring it. BLUE BRICKS
for paving stables, areas, foot-paths, barns, and warehouses ;

also for building docks, piers, wears, tunnel and other arches,

culverts, and bridges. FIRE BRICKS for furnaces, lime

kilns, steam boilers, ovens, grates, &c. ;
also squares to pave

bread ovens. Dep6t at the comer of Temple-street, and

Water-lane, City. Lists, in preparation, describing the ar-

ticles and their use; containing also remarks, testimonials

extracted from standard works, See. “ The bricks being

made of clay peculiarly good in quality, and triturated by

machinery, and being carefully moulded and burnt, arc, in

fact, the 'best Newcastle blue bricks, the hardest and most

durable of any made in England.”

—

Life of Telford, p. 77.

“ The tiles being formed of tcrro-metallic earth, have some-

what of the colour of cast-iron ;
they arc almost equally

hard
;
and must, from their nature, be incomparably more

durable. In short, we consider them as the best of all co-

verings for roofs, whether of small or large buildings * *

* * there are suitable ridge tiles and valley tiles, all manu-
factured by Mr. Peake in the same superior style.”—Lou-

don's Ency. of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture,

p. 648, sect. 1868 ; Longman and Co. 1833.

PATENT TESSELLATED, VARlE- 1

GATED, ORNAMENTED MARBLE AND PLAIN
PAVING TILES, Manufactured by SAMUEL MAYER,
Burslem, Staffordshire. Specimens and prices may be

obtained at Mr. Charles Long’s, No. 1, King-street, Port-

man-square, and also at the Manufactory.

ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS,
2s. per foot super. — CHARLES LONG having

greatly improved his machinery for ornamenting glass, is

enabled to offer handsome patterns at 2s. per foot super,

glass included. 1U0 feet can be executed and delivered in

two days. Address to Charles Long, House Decorator, Sec.,

1, King-street, Portman-square. For Cash only.

VICTORIA LIFE ASSURANCE COM-
PANY.

Sir James Duke, Alderman, M.P., Chairman.

Benjamin Barnard, Esq.

Benjamin Hawes, Esq., Deputy Chairman.

Charles Baldwin, Esq.

Peculiar Advantages are offered by this Com-
pany. Thus— Parties assuring the lives of others may make
their policies secure, notwithstanding the life assured may
go out of the limits of Europe, without the necessary permis-

sion of the Directors having been previously obtained.

Credit of half the premiums for the first five years allowed

on policies effected for the whole term of life.

Assurances may be effected with or without profits—on an

ascending or descending scale, or for short periods.

Advances made to Assurers on real or undoubted personal

security, for terms not exceeding three years, re-payable by
instalments.

Attention is particularly requested to the detailed prospec-

tuses of the Company, which may be obtained at the office,

18, King William-street, City, or by letter, addressed to the

Secretary. WILLIAM RATRAY, Actuary and Secretary.

WESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY,

OFFICE, 49, PARLIAMENTSTREET, WESTMINSTER.

H. Edgeworth Bicknell, Esq.
William Cabell, Esq.,

T. Somers Cocks, Jun., Esq.,

George Henry Drew, Esq.
William Evans, Esq.
William Freeman, Esq.
Francis Fuller, Esq.
Joseph H. Goodhart, Esq.

James Hunt, Esq.
J. Arscott Lethbridge, Esq.
Edmund Lucas, Esq.
George Kennet Pollock, Esq.
James Lys Seager, Esq.
John Bazley White, Esq.
Joseph Carter Wood, Esq.

Physician.

William Richard Basham, M.D.

Surgeons.
Alfred Leggatt, Esq. ;

George D. Pollock, Esq.

Bankers.
Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, and Co.

Solicitors.

Messrs. .1. L. Bicknell and J. C. Lethbridge.

The attention of the unassured portion of the community
cannot be too pointedly drawn to the unusual advantages

offered to the Public by this Society over those of many
others, as it enables all classes to effect life assurances in the

manner most convenient to themselves, and amongst other

of its popular features that of allowing the Assured (by Table

2) to leave ualf the Annual Premiums unpaid for seven

years, will not be found undeserving public attention.

Immediate and deferred Annuities, andevery description

of Life Assurance business, undertaken by this Society.

Prospectuses and all other requisite information will be

furnished on application to the Secretary, or the Country
Agents of the Society.

EDWARD T. RICHARDSON, Secretary.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, Sec. Sec., for Pictures,

Glazing, Sec. Sec., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon .. .. .. .. 2s. 4d.

LINSEED OIL, ditto 2s. 4d.

SHEET LEAD, in sheets, per cwt 18s. 6d.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE .. .. .. IQs. fid.

WHITE LEAD (Genuine) per cwt 2fis.od.

Colours, Pipe, Brushes, &c. Sec., equally low, and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying

to R. COGAN, 5, Princcs-strect, Leiccster-square, London.
PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND

CABINET MAKERS, can he provided with flatted Crown,
flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,

shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30

of Best and Second quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-

ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having
to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a

list of dimensions to R. Cogan, will receive by return of

post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown
Sheet-Glass and Sheet-Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for, if

required.
NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND

OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than
is kept bv anv other House in London.
COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or

superior appearance is required ; a light 6 feet 6 in. long, with
openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, and may be had from Is. 3d.

per foot.

Also may he had,
COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,

Which effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a

more brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than

any other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100

Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-
dom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS. MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-

plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering

Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, Sec. Sec-

of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices maybe had on appli-

cation.

French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,
and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed his Show Rooms for the above
articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal

Discount to Bazaar keepers and others.

Britannia ltfe assurance
COMPANY, 1, Princes Street, Bank, London.

This institution is empowered by Special Act of Parliament

(IV. Viet. cap. IX.), and is so constituted as to afford the

benefits of Life Assurance in their fullest extent to Policy-

Holders, and to present greater facilities and accommodation
than arc usually offered by any other Companies.

Amongst others, the following important advantages may
be enumerated :

—

A most economical set of Tables—computed expressly for

the use of this Company, from authentic and complete data,

and presenting the lowest rates of Assurance that can be

offered without compromising the safety of the institution.

DECREASING RATES OF PREMIUM.
By this Table the Policy-holder has the option of discon-

tinuing the payment of all further Premiums after twenty,
fifteen, ten, and even five years; and the Policy still

remaining in force—in the first case, for the full amount
originally assured

;
and in either of the three other cases, for

a portion of the same according to a fixed and equitable scale

endorsed upon the Policy.

Increasing Rates of Premium on a new and remarkable

plan for securing Loans or Debts; aless immediate payment
being required on ^Policy for the whole term of Life than

in any other Office.

CREDIT TABLE.
By this Table the Premiums may remain unpaid for five

years, upon satisfactory security being given for the liquida-

tion of the same at the expiration of that period.

Premiums payable either Annually, Half-yearly, or Quar-
terly, in one sum, or in a limited number of payments.

A Board of Directors in attendance daily at Two o’clock-

Age of the Assured in every case admitted in the Policy.

Medical Attendants remunerated in all cases for their

reports.

Extract from Increasing Rates of Premium, for an Assurance

of 1 00/. for Whole Term of Life.

Annual Premiums payable during

Third Fourth I Remain-
Age. Five Five Five Five der of

Vea„. Y'ears. Y ears. Years. Life.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.j £ s. d.

20 1 5 It) 1 10 11 1 16 9 2 3 8

30 1 6 4 1 12 2 1 19 1 2 7 4 2 17 6

40 1 16 1 2 4 4 2 14 t 3 7 3 4 3 4

50 2 16 7 3 9 4 4 5 5| 5 6 3 6 13 7

PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.

A Liberal Commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.

English and scoitish law life
ASSURANCE AND LOAN ASSOCIATION.

147, STRAND, LONDON.
119, Princes-strect. Edinburgh.—(Established in 1839.)

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL, ONE MILLION.
This Association embraces every description of Life Assur-

ance, upon the most beneficial terms for the Assured.

A leading feature in the Association is, that it lends part of

its available Funds upon Bond, at Five per Cent, for a term

of years, accompanied by a Life Assurance ; the Loan to be
repaid by easy instalments. All transactions may be carried

through, and the money paid in a week or ten days.

147, Strand.
'

J. BUTLER WILLIAMS,
Actuary.

LIFE ASSURANCE and ENDOWMENT.
—The following are specimens of the Premiums

charged by the AUSTRALASIAN COLONIAL and GENE-
RAL LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY COMPANY,
for the Assurance of a payment of 100/. to the assured on

the attainment of the age of 60, or for the payment of that

sum to his representatives, in case of his death before that

age.
_

Age....
|

20
|

25
|

30
1

35 |
40

|
45

AnnTPrT
|
£\ I~7 10

|
2 5 S

|
2 16 6

|
3 11 3

|
4 14 0 |

6 13 1

Persons assured to the amount of 500/. participate in the

profits of the Company.—Subscribed Capital, 200,000/.

For Forms of Proposal and other particulars, apply at the

Offices, 126, Bisliopsgate-street, corner of Cornhill, City.

the MARINERS’ AND GENERAL
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.
Empowered bv Act of Parliament.

FOR INSURANCES ON THE LIVES OF MARINERS.
Whether of the Royal or Mercantile Navy.

MEMBERS OF THE COAST-GUARD, FISHERMEN, PILOTS,

OR BOATMEN ; Of MILITARY MEN and CIVILIANS
proceeding to any part of the Globe, and individuals of

every class in society, resident on shore.

TRUSTEES.
Admiral Sir Philip Henderson I Vice-Admiral Sir William

Durham, G.C.B. Hall Gage, G.C.H.

Joseph Somes, Esq.
DIRECTORS.

The Right Hon. Capt. Lord Viscount Ingestre, R.N. C.B.

Capt. Thos. Dickinson, R.N.
Philip Baker, Esq.
Joseph Bishop, Esq.
George Lee, Esq.
George Mann, Esq.

Sir George Rich.
John Warrick, Esq.
Edmund Turner Watts, Esq.
John Wills, Esq.

AUDITORS.
Donald M'Rae, Esq. I B. Fooks, Esq.

BANKERS.
Bank of England, and Commercial Bank of London.

PHYSICIAN. I
SURGEON.

Sir James Eglinton Anderson, Charles Ilderton Croft, Esq.

M.D., M.R.I.A., 22, Laurence Pountncy-lane.

11, New Burlington-street. |

SOLICITOR.
John Hayward, Esq., 2. Adclaide-placc, London-bridge, and

Dartford, Kent.

The Policies granted by this Company cover voyages of

every description and service in every part of the globe. The
Premiums for Life Policies, with permission to go any and

every where without forfeiture, are lower than have ever

hitherto been taken for such general risks.

Deferred Annuities to Mariners at very moderate premiums.

The Premiums for all general assurances are based upon
a new adjusted table of mortality.

Ten percent, of the profits applied in making provision

for destitute and disabled mariners.

JOHN DAWSON, Resident Manager.

Artliur-strcet East, London-bridge.
The Company is ready to receive applications for Agencies

from individuals of respectability, influence, and activity,

resident in the principal seaports and market towns of the

United Kingdom.

London, Edinburgh, and Dub-
lin LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

3, Charlotte-row, Mansion-house, and 18, Chancery-lane,

London.
DIRECTORS.

KENNETT KINGSFORD, Esq., Chairman.
BENJAMIN IFILL, Esq., Deputy Chairman.

Alexander Anderson, Esq. I James Hartley, Esq.

John Atkins, Esq. John M’Guffie, Esq.

James Bidden, Esq. John Maclean Lee, Esq.

Captain F. Brandreth.
|
J. Marmaduke Rosseter, Esq.

AUDITORS.

H. H. Cannan, Esq. |
Robert E. Alison, Esq.

Medical Adviser—Marshall Hall, M.D., F.R.S., L. and E.

Secretary—John Emerson, Esq.

Solicitors—Messrs. Palmer, France, and Palmer.

THIS IS THE ONLY COMPANY who are bound not

to dispute any policy, unless they can prove that it was

obtained by fraud : and for this purpose the Company have,

by a clause in their deed of constitution, unhesitatingly de-

prived themselves of the power of objecting to any policy,

unless they undertake to prove that it was obtained from

them by fraudulent misrepresentation.

THIS IS THE ONLY COMPANY who give to the as-

sured on the mutual principle, the whole of the mutual accu-

mulations, and also guarantee the sums assured.

THIS IS THE ONLY COMPANY who bind themselves

to pay the full amount of the Policies, although the debts for

which they were effected shall have been liquidated before the

claims arise.
, ,

THIS IS ALMOST THE ONLY COMPANY who

grant in favour of creditors whole-world policies, whereby

the debt is secured, although the debtor should go beyond

the limits of Europe.
BY THE HALF-PREMIUM PLAN only one-half

of the premiums for the first seven years is required, the

other half being payable at the convenience of the assured ;

thus allowing a Policy to be continued for seven years at one-

half of the usual rate, or to be dropped at one-half of the usual

sacrifice.

TRIENNIAL ASCENDING SCALE TO ASSURE JglOO.

First Second Third

Three Three Three
Y'ears. Years.

Fourth Remainder
Three

4 16

7 9

Prospectuses and schedules are forwarded free of expense.

ALEX. ROBERTSON, Manager.
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them the case may seem to require, the certificate of

the surveyor, and appointing by -whom and in what
proportions the expenses of the surveys and of the

reports thereon are to be paid, and such award shall

be final and conclusive
;
and with regard to any works

by such award authorized, so far as relates to the pro-

ceedings of the building owner, that if upon the

making of the award the periods of the notices by
this Act prescribed with regard to works of that

nature have elapsed, then immediately upon the

making of the award, but if such periods have not
elapsed, then as soon after the making of the award
as such periods shall have elapsed, it shall be lawful
for the building owner, his agents, servants, and
workmen, to proceed to execute the works.

Reparation and Rebuilding at joint expense.

25. And be it enacted, with regard to any party-

wall, party-arch, or external wall used wholly or in

part as a party fence-wall, so far as relates to the re-

paration and rebuilding thereof at the joint expense
of the owners of the buildings parted thereby, that if

such party structure be so defective or so far out of

repair as to render it necessary to pull down and re-

build the same, or any part thereof, then on notice

being given by the owner of one of the buildings to

the adjoining owner, according to the form (No. 8.)

in the Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect, it

shall be lawful for the building owner to require a
survey, certificate, and award, authorizing the execu-
tion of such reparation or rebuilding, according to

the provisions hereinbefore contained in that behalf.

Rebuilding of Party-walls.

26. And be it enacted, with regard to sound party-
walls, so far as relates to the rebuilding thereof at the

expense of the building owner, that if the owner of

one of the buildings desire to rebuild such party -wall,

then, on giving to the adjoining owner the required

notice of three months according to the form
(No. 14.) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the like

effect, it shall be lawful for such building owner and
he is hereby entitled to pull down and rebuild such
party-wall, but upon condition that he do reinstate

and make good all the internal finishings and decora-

tions of the adjoining premises, and pay all the costs

and charges thereof, and also all the expenses inci-

dental to the execution of the work, including therein

the fees and expenses of the survey, and the fees of

the surveyors, and any fees in respect of any services

performed by the official referees, and also such
reasonable compensation as to the said official referees

may seem proper for any loss which the adjoining

owner shall have incurred by reason of such work.

Rebuilding a Party-wall — Building of an external

Wall against a Party-wall.

27. And be it enacted, with regard to any party-

wall, so far as the rebuilding thereof, that if the

owner of one of the buildings parted by such party-

wall rebuild such building of a higher rate, and do

not pull down such party-wall and build a proper wall

in lieu thereof, then it shall be his duty and he Is

hereby required to build up an external wall against

such party-wall.

Damage arising from erection of external Wall against

a Party-wall.— Cutting into Footings and Chimneys.

28. And be it enacted, with regard to an external

wall built against a party-wall, so far as relates to the

operations incident thereto, and to the making good
any damage occasioned thereby, that if it be necessary

to excavate or dig out the ground against the wall of

any adjoining building for the purpose of erecting a

wall thereon, or for any other purpose, then it shall

be lawful for the building owner and he is hereby en-

titled so to do, but upon condition that the said

building owner do at his own costs shore up and un-
derpin such wall, or such part thereof, to its full

thickness and to the full depth of such excavation,

with good sound stock bricks and tiles or slates

bedded in cement, or with other proper and sufficient

materials, such underpinning to be done in a workman-
like and substantial manner

;
and that if for the pur-

pose of erecting such external wall it be necessary to

cut away part of the footings of such party-wall on
the side next to the wall so to be built, and any part

of the chimney breasts and chimney shafts belonging

to the building about to be rebuilt as shall project

beyond the perpendicular face of such party-wall in

the lowest floor thereof, then, on giving notice of such
intention in writing to the owner of the adjoining

building at least one month before commencing
operations, according to the form (No. 15.) in the

Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect, and on the

expiration of such notice, it shall be lawful for the

building owner and he is hereby authorized to cut
away such portions of the footings, breasts, and
chimney-shafts aforesaid, but so that the same be

done, and the brick-work where cut be again made
good in cement, under the superintendence and to the

satisfaction of the surveyor.

Making good such Damage—Survey—Damage from
Carelessness—Rebuilding.

29. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard
to such party-wall, so far as relates to the making
good of any such damage, that if it he so damaged
and injured by such cutting away as in the opinion of

the adjoining owner or occupier to be ruinous or dan-
gerous, then upon application for that purpose it shall

be the duty of the surveyor and he is hereby required

to survey such wall
;
and if upon the survey thereof

it be found ruinous or dangerous then to condemn it

;

and that thereupon it shall be the duty of the building

owner to pull down and rebuildsuch party-wall
;
and that

if in the opinion of the surveyor or of the official

referees such damage or injury shall have been occa-
sioned by want of due care on the part of the build-

ing owner, then it shall be the duty of such building

owner and he is hereby required to pull down and re-

build such party-wall, and that at his own costs and

charges, including therein all the costs and expenses

incident to such survey, and the pulling down and
rebuilding of such party-wall, and the reinstating

and making good all the internal finishings and deco-

rations damaged thereby
;
and that if the owner of

the building to be rebuilt do not proceed with all due

despatch to pull down and rebuild such party- wall,

and to reinstate and make good all the internal finish-

ings and decorations of the adjoining premises, and to

pay the costs and charges and expenses of the survey,

then it shall be lawful for the adjoining owner so to

do, and he is hereby entitled to recover all the costs

and expenses in respect thereof from such owner, his

heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns.

Rebuilding of sound Party-walls—Reference to Official

Referees.

30. And be it enacted, with regard to any sound
party-wall against which an external wall shall have

been built, and which shall have been suffered to

remain, so far as relates to the rebuilding thereof,

that if, while such party-wall continues sound, the

adjoining building be pulled down or rebuilt, and such
party-wall be pulled down, then the owner of such
adjoining building shall not be entitled to more than

his just proportion of the materials thereof, nor to

more than his just proportion of the ground on which
such party-wall was built, nor shall he build on more
than his just proportion of the said ground, unless he

shall have agreed with and satisfied the owner of the

building so previously rebuilt for his half thereof

;

and that if the said owners cannot agree concerning

the division of such materials, or of such ground, or

of the building thereon, or concerning the reimburse-

ment of the party first rebuilding as aforesaid, then

the price and all matters in difference, including the

sale and purchase of the ground in question, shall be
settled by a reference to the official referees, whose
award shall be final.

Raising of future Buildings—Existing Buildings—
Chimneys of adjoining Buildings— Use of raised

Buildings.

31 . And be it enacted, with regard to every building

hereafter built, so far as relates to the raising thereof,

that it shall be lawful to raise any building, but so

that nevertheless the party and external walls and
chimneys thereof, when so raised, be of the materials

and of the several heights and thicknesses herein-

before described for party and external walls and
chimneys of the rate such building shall be of when so

raised
;
and with regard to buildings already built, so

far as relates to the raising thereof, that although the

walls of such buildings be not of the thicknesses

prescribed by this Act, if, in the opinion of the

surveyor, such walls be sufficiently secure to allow of

the raising thereof, then it shall be lawful to raise any

such building already built to an additional height not

exceeding ten feet ;
and with regard to any building

adjoining one which shall be raised, so far as relates

to the raising of the chimneys thereof, that if any
building be raised it shall be the duty of the owner of

such building, and he is hereby required to build up,

at his’own expense, the party- walls between his own
and any adjoining building, and all flues and chimney-

stacks belonging thereto
;
and with regard to any

building raised, so far as relates to the use thereof by
the adjoining owner, that if at any time the owner of

any such adjoining building make use of any portion

of the part raised of such party-wall by building

against it, or otherwise, it shall be lawful for the

owner of the premises so first raised to claim, and he

is hereby entitled to recover, the cost of a proportion-

ate part of the portion which shall be soused, together

with the cost of such parts of the chimney-stacks as

belong thereto.

Repairing and Rebuilding of Party Fence-walls—Defi-
cient Party Fence-wall—Reimbursement of Expense

of Operations—Limitation of Height of Screen

Walls.

32. And be it enacted, with regard to party fence-

walls, by which term is to be understood any boundary

wall parting the grounds belonging to different owners

or occupied by different persons, so far as relates to

the reparation and rebuilding and raising thereof,

that if the owner of any of the premises parted there-

by give one month’s notice of his intention to the

adjoining owner to repair, pull down, and rebuild the

same, it shall be lawful for him so to do
;
and if the

wall be below the height of nine feet from the ground

on either side, then either to raise it to that height, or

to pull it down and to rebuild it to that height, but

upon condition that he do pay all the expenses thereof

;

and that if a building be to be erected against such

party fence-wall, and such wall be not conformable to

the requisites prescribed for a proper party-wall for a

building of that class and rate, then it shall be lawful

for the building owner and he is hereby entitled to

pull down such party fence-wall, but upon condition

that he do pay all the expenses thereof, and also that

he do make good every damage which shall accrue to

such adjoining premises by such rebuilding :
provided

always, with regard to the expense of so pulling down
such party fence-wall and rebuilding the same, that if

thereafter the adjoining owner use such party fence-

wall for any purpose to which, if it had not been

pulled down and rebuilt, it would not have been

applicable, then to such extent as such adjoining

owner shall so use such wall the building owner shall

be entitled to be reimbursed the expenses of so

pulling down and rebuilding such wall
:
provided also,

with regard to any such party fence-wall, so far as

relates to the limitation of the height thereof, that if

any party desire to raise such wall so as to screen

from view any offensive object or neighbourhood, then

on application to the official referees it shall be lawful
for them to authorize such work, but not so as to

obstruct the free circulation of the air, or to injure

the property adjoining to or in the neighbourhood of
such wall.

Pulling down Party Timber Partitions.

33. And be it enacted, with regard to the party
timber partitions of existing buildings belonging to
different owners, so far as relates to the pulling down
thereof, and any wall under or over the same, that if

one of the buildings be rebuilt, or if one of the fronts

of any such building be taken down to the height of

one story, or for a space equal to one-fourth of such
front from the level of the second floor upwards, then
without the consent of the adjoining owner, but upon
giving the requisite notice, according to the forms
(Nos. 11, 12, 13) in the Schedule of Notices, or to

the like effect, it shall be the duty of the building
owner and he is hereby required to pull down such
timber partitions, and the walls under or over the

same, and in lieu thereof to build a proper party-wall,

and that at the expense of the owners of all the pre-

mises parted thereby.

Pulling down intermixed Buildings.

34. And be it enacted, with regard to buildings

built over public ways, or having rooms or stories, the

property of different persons lying intermixed (except

Inns of Court hereinafter provided for), so far as

relates to the pulling down and laying the parts thereof

to each other, that if a party-wall or party-arch cannot
be built without pulling down such buildings, and so

laying parts thereof to each other, and if in default of

the consent of all proper parties the official referees

authorize such works, then it shall be lawful for the

owner of either of the said buildings to execute the

same, but so that the party-walls or party-arches be

conformable to the provisions of this Act, and the

directions of the said official referees in their award
made in that behalf.

Inns of Court, Chambers, &fc.

35. And be it enacted, with regard to the rooms or

chambers in the Inns of Court (that is to say), in

Serjeants' Inn, Chancery -lane, or in any of the four

Inns of Court, or in any of the Inns of Chancery, or

any other inns set apart for the study or practice of

the law, and with regard to other buildings divided

into rooms or chambers, offices, or counting-houses,

let out or to be let in separate suites or sets, so far as

relates to the building of party-walls, that the walls

or divisions between the several rooms and chambers

in such inns, or such buildings, belonging to and
communicating with each separate and distinct stair-

case, shall be deemed to be party-walls within the

meaning of this Act, and as such must be built in

conformity with the regulations and clauses hereiu

contained relating to party-walls.

Power of Entry on Premises to effect Works— Opening
Doors and Removal of Goods, 8fc.—Continuance of
Entry—Penaltyfor Hindrance.

36. And for the purpose of facilitating and regu-
lating the execution of any works authorized by this

Act, or by any award in pursuance thereof, in respect

of any party-wall or party-arch parting the buildings

or grounds belonging to different owners, or in the

occupation of different persons, or in respect of inter-

mixed buildings, be it enacted, with regard to any such
works, so far as relates to the power to enter the ad-
joining premises in order to execute the same, that if

such work have been duly authorized, either by the

consent of the parties competent to give such consent,

or by the award or certificate of the official referees,

then, at any time between the hours of six in the

morning and seven in the afternoon ( Sundays ex-

cepted), it shall be lawful for the building owner, or

any other person acting in his behalf, accompanied by
a constable or other officer of the peace, and they are

hereby respectively empowered, to enter on the pre-

mises of the adjoining owner, so far as may be neces-

sary for executing such work
;
and that if the outer

door of such building be shut, and being thereunto

required the person therein refuse to open the same,

or if such building be empty and unoccupied, then it

shall be lawful to break open such outer door
;
and if

any fixtures, goods, furniture, or other thing obstruct

the building of such intended party-wall or party-

arch, or the pulling down any wall, partition, or other

thing necessary to be pulled down and removed in

order to the building such intended party -wall or

party-arch, then to remove such fixtures, goods, fur-

niture, and things to some other part of the same

premises, or if there be no room on the premises suffi-

cient for that purpose, to remove them to some other

place of safe custody
;
and that from and after such

eutry, and at all usual times of working, it shall be

lawful for the builder employed to erect such intended

party-wall or party-arch, and for his servants and all

others employed by him, to enter into and upon the

premises, and abide therein the usual times of work-

ing, as well for the shoring up of the said building so

broken into and entered upon, and for taking down

and removing any party- wall, partition, wainscot, or

other thing necessary to be taken down and removed

for the purpose aforesaid, as to build such intended

party-wall or party- arch
;
and that if in any manner

any such owner or other person hinder or obstruct

any workman employed for any of the purposes afore-

said, or wilfully damage or injure the said works,

then every such person so offending shall forfeit lor

every such offence a sum. not exceeding ten pounds.

Stopping of Openings in external Walls abutting on

other Premises—Stoppage thereof— Costs of Stop-

ping up— Certificate of Official Referees—Recovery

of Costs. „ „ , , , ,

.

37. And now, for the purpose of further protecting

the interests of adjoining owners, be it enacted, with

regard to external walls adjoining the ground or
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building of another owner, so far as relates to the

making of openings therein, that if, without the con-

sent in writing of the owner of such ground or build-

ing, any opening be made in any such wall, then it

shall be lawful for such owner, and he is hereby enti-

tled to require the owner of the premises in which

such opening shall be made to stop up the same with
brick or stone-work, as the case may be, according
to the form (No. 5.) in the Schedule of Notices, or

to the like effect
;
and that if within one month after

euch hotice such stoppage be not effected, then it

Shall be lawful for such owner and he is hereby en-
titled, either by himself or his workmen, with tools,

implements-, and materials, to cause such openings so
to be stopped, and he is also hereby entitled to be
repaid the costs thereof

;
and with regard to such

hosts, so far as relates to the adjustment thereof, that
if such owner refuse to make payment thereof, or if

there be any dispute as to the amount thereof, then,
on application for the purpose to the official referees,

by either of the parties concerned, it shall be lawful
for the person by whom they have been incurred and
he is hereby entitled to refer the matter of such dis-

pute to the official referees, and to have their deter-
mination thereon

;
and that it shall be the duty of

such official referees to give to the applicant a certi-

ficate in relation thereto
;
and that if any party liable

to pay any sum of money under such certificate fail to
do so, then it shall be lawful for the party entitled to
Such costs to recover the same in the manner herein-
after provided for the recovery of the costs, charges,
and expenses of executing any works in pursuance of
this Act.

Building of Party-xcalls next vacant Ground— Con-
sent of adjoining Owner.

38. And be it enacted, with regard to walls, so far

as relates to the building thereof on vacant ground at
the line of junction of premises belonging to different

owners of in different occupations, that one month
before the owner of any piece of vacant ground, or
ground not hitherto built upon, shall build any build-
ing adjoining to another piece of vacant ground, or
ground not hitherto built upon, or build a fence-wall
for such piece of ground, it shall be his duty and he is

hereby required to give to the owner or occupier of
such adjoining vacant ground a notice, which must be
in writing, and must set forth his desire to build a
party-wall or party fence-wall, and describe the thick-
nesses and dimensions of such desired party-wall or
party fence -wall, according to the form (No. 16) in the
Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect

;
and that

if within such period of one month such adjoining
owner shall signify his consent in writing, then the
same must be built partly on the ground of one of
the said owners or occupiers, and partly on the
ground of the other owner, and such last mentioned
part is to be paid for as is hereinafter directed by such
other owner or occupier; but if he do not signify such
consent, then it shall be the duty of the. building
owner to build an external wall for such building, and
fence-wall for such ground, entirely upon his own
ground, except as to the footings of any such wall.

Building of Chimney Breasts, Sfc. in new Party-wall
for adjoining Owner— Instructions by adjoining
Owner—Reimbursement of Expenses.

39. And be it enacted, with regard to any new
party wall built on the line of junction of premises
belonging to different owners, so far as relates to the
providing of chimney breasts and other accommoda-
tion for the adjoining owner, that when the owner of
any piece of vacant ground shall have obtained the
consent of the adjoining owner to build a party- wall
on the line of junction of their respective premises,
then, ten days at the least before beginning to build
such party-wall, it shall be the duty of the building
owner to give the adjoining owner notice thereof,
according to the form (No. 16) in the Schedule of
Notices, or to the like effect

;
and that if in due time

the adjoining owner shall give instructions in writing,
or by a plan and elevations or other sufficient draw-
ings, then it shall be the duty of the building owner
to construct, if practicable, such and so many chimney
jambs, breasts, and flues of chimneys in all such parts
of such party-wall as shall be by such instructions
required, and to leave such recesses in every such
wall as may be so required, but so that they be con-
formable with the directions of this Act concerning
party-walls and chimneys

;
and that thereupon it

shall be lawful for the building owner to claim and he
is hereby entitled to recover from the adjoining owner '

all the expenses of constructing such chimney jambs,
breasts, and flues of chimneys, and recesses, as pro-
vided by this Act in that behalf.

RUINOUS BUILDINGS.
Repairing and Rebuilding—Application to Official Re-
ferees— Survey—Notice to Lord Mayor, &fc. and to
Overseers— Shoring and Erection of Hoards, and
Notice to Parties—Repairs—Appeal against Survey—Demolit ion

40. And w'hereas buildings within the limits of this
Act are often, either from litigated titles thereto, or
from the obstinacy, neglect, or poverty of the owners
thereof or of the parties interested therein, or from
other causes, in so ruinous a condition that passen-
gers are endangered thereby

; now, for the purpose of
making provision in that behalf, be it enacted, with
regard to ruinous buildings or parts of buildings,
so far as relates to repairing or pulling down the
same, that upon receiving information of any building
being in a ruinous and dangerous condition it shall
be the duty of the surveyor and of the overseers for
the time being of the parish or place in which the
same shall be, and they are hereby respectively re-
quired, to apply forthwith to the official referees to
authorize a survey to be made thereof ; and that
thereupon it shall be lawful for the official referees to

direct the surveyor to make such survey
;
and that

thereupon it shall be the duty of such surveyor to act

in all respects as in the case of a survey of party-

walls
;
and that upon the receipt of the certificate of

the surveyor it shall be lawful for the official referees

and they are hereby required to cause a copy thereof

to be transmitted, if the premises be within the city

of London, then to the Court of Lord Mayor and
Aldermen, and if they be elsewhere, then to the over-

seers of the poor of the parish or place in which such
premises shall be ;

and that thereupon it shall be the

duty of such Mayor and Court of Aldermen, and
overseers, to cause with all convenient speed any such
ruinous building to be securely shored, or a proper
and sufficient hoard to be put up for the safety of all

passengers, and to cause notice in writing to be given

to the owner of such building to repair or pull down
the same or any part thereof, as the case may
require, within fourteen days then next ensuing

;
and

that if within the said fourteen days the repair or de-

molition thereof be not begun, and be not completed
as soon as the nature of the case will admit, then, on
a declaration being made before the said Lord Mayor
or a justice of the peace of such notice having been
so given (which declaration the said Lord Mayor and
justice are hereby respectively empowered and re-

quired to receive), it shall be lawful for the said Lord
Mayor and Court of Aldermen, and they arc hereby
authorized and required, out of the cash in the cham-
ber of London, and also for every such overseer of the

poor by and out of the money in his hands, and they
are hereby severally authorized and required, with all

convenient speed, to order and cause such building,

or such part thereof so certified to be in a ruinous
and dangerous condition as shall be necessary for the
safety of the passengers, to be repaired or pulled

down, or secured in such manner as shall from time
to time be requisite

:
provided always, that if such

Lord Mayor and Aldermen, or such overseers, appeal
against such certificate, it shall be the duty of the

official referees to proceed to survey, to certify, and
to award in all respects as in the case of an appeal

from the certificate of the surveyor with reference to

party-walls or intermixed buildings
;
and that if such

official referees certify that the said premises are

ruinous and dangerous, it shall be the duty of the
said Lord Mayor or the said overseers to repair or

pull down such building as aforesaid.

Disposal of Materials to pay Costs—Payment of Sur-
plus on Demand— If no Demand — City of London
or Overseers to refund within Six Years.

41. And be it enacted, with regard to any such
ruinous building so pulled down, so far as relates to

the disposal of the materials thereof, and to the appli-

cation of the proceeds, that it shall be lawful for the
said Lord Mayor and Court of Aldermen, or the said
overseers, to sell and dispose of such of the materials
as they shall judge necsssary, and out of the moneys
arising from the sale thereof to reimburse to them-
selves, the surveyors and official referees, and every
person by them respectively employed for the pur-
poses aforesaid, all the charges of the survey and
appeal, and of putting up every such hoard, and of
repairing, pulling down, and securing such premises,
and of making good the pavement, and of selling the
said materials as aforesaid, or so much thereof as
the moneys arising by such sale will extend to

;
and

that if there be any surplus after payment of all ex-
penses, then, upon demand thereof made by such
owner, it shall be the duty of the said Lord Mayor,
or of the said overseers, to account for and pay such
surplus of the moneys arising by such sale to the
owner of such building

;
or if there be any question

as to the person entitled to such surplus, or as to

the priority of title to such sum of such persons ^o
entitled, or as to the proportions to which such per-
sons are so entitled, then it shall be lawful, either for

the Lord Mayor or the overseers, or for any person
claiming to be so entitled, to refer the matter to the
determination of the official referees, and their deci-

sion shall be final
;
and that if no such demand be

made then such surplus shall, as regards places
within the city of London and the liberties thereof,

be paid to the chamberlain of the city, and as regards
all other places such surplus shall be paid to the
overseers, and added to the moneys raised as rates
for the relief of the poor of the parish or place, and
accounted for accordingly: provided nevertheless,
that at any time within six years from the deposit of
such surplus, it shall be lawful for any such owner,
his executors or administrators, to claim and he and
they aie hereby entitled to recover such surplus

; and
the said Lord Mayor and Aldermen of the city of
London, as regards the said city and liberties thereof,

are hereby required to pay such surplus out of the
cash in the chamber of London; and every overseer,
as regards places not within the said city or the
liberties thereof, is hereby required to pay such sur-
plus out of any moneys raised or to be raised by any
rate for the relief of the poor.

If a Deficiency, to be paid by the Owner ; or levied by
Warrant of Distress ; or Occupier to pay and deduct
from Rent ; or by Distress on Occupier—Payment of
Money to Chamberlain or to the Overseers.
42. And be it enacted, with regard to such ruinous

buildings, so far as relates to the expenses of any
such survey and appeal, putting up such hoard, re-
pairing, pulling down, and securing such buildings,
and selliug the materials, beyond the amount thereof
which shall have been satisfied by the application
thereto of the proceeds of the materials, that if the
moneys arising from such sale be insufficient to
repay all such expenses, then from time to time such
deficiency shall be paid by the owner of every such
building, being the person entitled to the immediate
possession thereof, if known ; and that if, on demand
thereof, such owner fail to pay such deficiency, then

it shall be lawful for the Lord Mayor for the time being,
if such ruinous building in question be within the
city of London or the liberties thereof, or ifelsewhere,

for two or more justices of the peace, to levy the

amount thereof by warrant under their hands and
seals, by distress and sale of the goods and chattels

of such owner, if any such can be found
;
and that if

no such owner can be met with, or, being met with,

shallnoton demand pay the said deficiency, and no suf-

ficient distress of the goodsand chattels ofsuch owner
can be found, then it shall be lawful for the person who
shall at any time thereafter occupy any such building,

or the ground where the same stood, and he is hereby
authorized and required, to pay and deduct the same
out of the rent thereof

;
and that if he neglect or

refuse to pay such deficiency, then it shall be lawful
for the said Lord Mayor, or two or more such justices

of the peace, and they are hereby empowered and
required, to cause the same to be levied by distress

the sale of the goods and chattels of any occupier of
the premises, together with the costs of every such
distress and sale

;
and that if the premises be

situate within the city of London and its liberties it

shall be the duty of the person by whom the same
shall be received, and he is hereby required, to pay
the amount to the chamberlain, to be by him from
time to time placed to the credit of the cash of the
said city of London, and if the premises in respect of
which such money shall be received or recovered be
not situate within the said city of London and the
liberties thereof, then to pay the amount received to
the overseers of the poor for the time being of the
parish or place where the premises shall be situate,

to be by them placed to the account of the said

parish, in aid of the poor rate of the parish or place.

Repair of ruinous Chimneys, Sec.—Notice—Repairs

— Certification of Expenses—Recovery from Owner
or Occupier—Penalty—Fees and Expenses— Re-
imbursement of Occupier.

43. And be it enacted, with regard to ruinous
chimneys, roofs, and projections, so far as relates to

the repairing thereof, that if a chimney-shaft, chim-
ney-pot or other thing thereon, or the eaves, or
parapet or coping, or slates or tiles on the roof, or

any projection from the front walls of any building,

be in dauger of falling, then it shall be the duty of

such surveyor and be is hereby required to require

the occupier of such building, or if there be no occu-
pier theu the owner thereof, to take down or secure
the same within thirty-six hours after notice thereof

shall have been given
;
and that if within the time

specified such occupier, or some other person inter-

ested in such building, do not begin to take down or
secure the same, and as soon as the nature of the

case will admit complete such taking down or secur-
ing of the same, then it shall be the duty of such
surveyor to give information thereof to a justice of the
peace, and thereupon it shall be the duty of such
justice of the peace to proceed to cause such chim •

ney-shaft, chimney-pot or other thing thereon, or
the eaves, or parapet or coping, or siates or tiles

on the roof, or projection from the front or side wall
of such building as shnll be considered by such sur-
veyor in dauger of falling, to be forthwith taken down
or secured ; and that if there be no occupier or known
owner, then it shall be lawful for such justice to direct

that the reasonable expenses, to be certified by the
official referees, be paid by the overseers of the parish

or place in which such building shall be situated
; and

that if thereafter the owner of such building become
knowD, or if the building become occupied, then it

shall be lawful for the overseers of the poor and they

are hereby entitled to recover the amount of such
expenses from such owner or from such occupier as

in the case of ruinous buildings hereinbefore pro-

vided for
;
and that if within the time limited the

occupier, or some other person interested in such
building, do not take down or secure the same, then
for every day during which the same shall so remain
unrepaired or not sufficiently secured such occupier,

or the owner if there be no occupier, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding five pounds

;
and that such

occupier or owner shall also pay the surveyor’s fees,

and all other costs, charges, and expenses attendant
upon any such taking down or securing the building

;

and all such surveyor’s fees, and other costs, charges,

and expenses, may be recovered and levied in the

same manner as such penalty :
provided always, that

if the occupier of such building be not bound by
virtue of any lease or other instrument to repair,

reinstate, or secure the premises, then such occupier

is hereby entitled to retain out of the rent payable in

respect of such premises all such penalties, costs,

charges, and expenses attendant upon or arising out
of the taking down or securing, or the repairing or

rebuilding the same, as in the case of any other

works the costs of which he is hereby required to pay
in the first instance.

Injury by the fall of Chimneys, Sfc.—Compensation.

44. And be itenacted, with regard to adjoining build-

ings, so far as relates to the making good any damage
arising from the falling down of parts thereof (except

any such part of a party-wall as shall belong to and
be used conjointly by the owners or occupiers of the

buildings parted thereby), that if at any time any in-

jury or damage be caused to any part of an adjoining

building, or to the internal decorations and furniture,

goods, wares, and merchandize in such building, by
the falling down from any other building of any
chimney -shaft, chimney-pot, parapet, coping, or

other thing, then it shall be the duty of the owner of

the building from which such part shall fall, and he is

hereby bound and required, to reimburse the expense

to which the owner or occupier may be put in making
good such injury or damage, in like manner as hereia

directed concerning the reimbursement of the ex-

penses of ruinous party- walls ;
and such costs shall
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be recoverable In the manner hereinafter directed for

the recovery of the costs and expenses of executing
works in pursuance of this Act.

Court of Mayor and Aldermen.
45. And be it enacted, that all the powers and au-

thorities by this Act vested in the mayor and aldermen
of the city of London may be lawfully exercised by
the Court of Mayor and Aldermen of the said city to

be holden in the outer chamber of the Guildhall of the
said city according to the custom of the said city.

EXPENSES OF WORKS.
Repayment of Expenses of Works in certain Cases—

Recovery of Expensefrom adjoining Owners—Delay
of Payment.
46. And for the purpose of reimbursing any build-

ing owner for the expense of works incurred in re-

spect of any party structure, be it enacted, with
regard to the following works, so far as relates to the
reimbursement by the adjoining owner of expenses
incurred by the building owner in respect of any party
structure built to part the buildings or premises be-
longing to other owners from the buildings or pre-
mises belonging to himself, that is to say,

First, with regard to any party wall hereafter built

on the line of junction of any two buildings
; and,

Second, with regard to any party-wall hereafter
built on the line of junction of any buildine and any
vacant ground or of vacant premises belonging to

different owners or occupiers
;
and,

Third, with regard to a ruinous and defective party-
wall pulled down and rebuilt, either with the consent
of the adjoining owner, or in pursuance of the con-
demnation thereof according to this Act, except a
party-wall condemned on account of the injury done
thereto by any building owner, and the expenses of
which and of other incidental works the official referees

shall have awarded tolje paid by such building owner
by virtue of the provision in that behalf

;
and

Fourth, with regard to one or more timber parti-

tions between any two or more buildings, pulled down,
and a party-wall built in lieu thereof

;
and,

Fifth, with regard to a new party wall or party-
arch built in lieu of any party-wall or party-arch
between intermixed properties pulled down, either
with the consent of the adjoining owner, or in pursu-
ance of the condemnation of such party-wall or
party-arch

;
and,

Sixth, with regard to any party-wall built on the
site of a party, fence or party fence-wall, and used
otherwise than as a party fence-wall by the person
who shall not have built the same

;
and,

Seventh, with regard to every other case of reim-
bursement in respect of any party structure,
That if the party structure be built in the manner,

and of the materials, and of the thicknesses of such
structure as required hy this Act in reference thereto,

then it shall be lawful for the building owner at whose
expense such work shall have been executed to claim
and he is hereby entitled to be paid, and to recover
from the person who is entitled to the immediate pos-
session of the adjoining building or ground, or who Is

in the immediate occupation thereof, the following
compensations

;
that is to say,

If a new party- wall or party-arch built on the line

of junction by one owner be made use of, either

wholly or partially, by the adjoining owner, then the
sum of money proportionate to the value of so much

i of such party structure so made use of; and,

If chimney-jambs, chimney-breasts and flues, have
been set upin any party-wall

, in pursuance ofthe instruc-

tions of the owner of any vacant ground adjoining to

the same, then a sum equal to the value thereof

;

and,

If an unsound party-wall or other party structure
be pulled down and rebuilt, then a sum of money
equal to a proper proportion of the value of the new
party structure, deduction being made for adue propor-
tion of the old materials, and also a proportionate
part of all expenses which shall be necessary for
ipulling down the old party structure in lieu of which
isuch new party structure shall be built

;
and,

If a party-wall be built in lieu of a timber parti-
tion or other party structure, and be made use of by
ithe adjoining owner, then a sum of money propor-
tionate to the value of so much of such new party-
wall as shall be so made use of, and also a propor-
tionate part of all expenses which shall be necessary
ifor pulling down the old timber partition or other
iparty structure ; and,

If a party- wall or party-arch already built or here-
after rebuilt be used by any adjoining owner, then a
isum of money proportionate to the value of so much
of such party structure as the adjoining owner shall

mse, deduction being made, where proper, for the
avaluc of old materials

;

And in every case the whole of the reasonable ex-
?penses of the shoring up the adjoining buiiding, and
fof removing any goods, furniture, or other things
itherein, and of pulling down any wainscot or partition
ithereof

;

And also such surveyor’s fees and any other fees
npayable in respect of any acts performed by the
(bfficial referees, and also such other costs (if any) as
imay have been awarded by the official referees as
faforesaidin any of the cases hereby provided for:
And until such expenses shall be so paid every person
tit whose expense such party structure shall have
eaeen built is hereby entitled to and shall he possessed
bf the sole property thereof, and of the ground
hvhercon it stands, and the same shall be vested en-
tirely in the person at whose expense such party
structure shall have been built.

Recovery of Costs of building—Account— Data of
Account — Examination of Accounts by Official
Refei-ecs—Disapproval—Approval and Demand of
Payment—Recovery of Amount.

47.

And be it enacted, with regard to the costs of

all the works which shall be executed under this Act,
incurred either by an owner or by an occupier, either
on oehalf of the owners of the same premises or on
behalf of the owner of the adjoining premises, so far

as relates to the recovery thereof, that within twenty-
one days after the completion of the work it shall be
the duty of the person by whom such expense shall
have been incurred to deliver to the adjoining owner
of the building or premises in respect of which such
expense shall have been incurred an account in

writing of the expenses of the work, including all

preliminary and incidental operations, and also it the
work shall have been executed by the authority of the
official referees, by virtue of the power hereby pnx
vided for supplying the want of consent of owners,
then a copy of such account shall also be delivered to

the official referees at their office
;
and that every

such account must contain a true account,

—

First, of the number of rods and parts of rods of
brick-work, and of all digging, and of concrete, stone-
work, and other requisite materials, and of the labour
required in executing so much of the work as the
owner of the adjoining building shall be liable to pay,
and of the respective prices thereof

;
and,

Secondly, of any deduction which such adjoining
owner shall be entitled to make therefrom on account
of the old materials of so much of the wall or other
structure pulled down which shall have belonged to
him

;

And also a true account of the expenses of all other
preliminary and incidental operations

; and that all

such works must be estimated and valued in every
such account at such rates and prices as shall from
time to time be fixed by the official referees

;
and that

if within ten days from the delivery of such account
any party dissatisfied with the proportion of the
amount thereof charged to him appeal to the official

referees, then upon the receipt thereof, or if in cases
of want of due consent as aforesaid, such account
be delivered to the official referees as aforesaid, it shall
be the duty of the official referees to examine such
account, and to certify whether they approve or dis-
approve of the items thereof, and whether the rates
and prices are duly charged, and whether the propor-
tion of the account charged to the party appealing be
duly charged, and also to appoint how and by whom
the expenses of such examination are to be borne, and
also to appoint the time or times at which the
amount of such account and of such expenses payable
by any party are to be paid

; and that if they certify
their disapproval, or that the charges are not duly
made, or the amount fairly apportioned with regard
to the party appealing, then, before any demand be
made or any proceedings be taken thereon, the account
must be amended, and again examined by the official

referees, and certified as aforesaid
;
and that if the

official referees certify their approval, then at the
time or times appointed by the said official referees it

shall be lawful for the person entitled to such costs
and expenses to demand the amount thereof

;
and

that if, within ten days after the delivering of such
account to the party liable to pay the same, such party
do not either appeal against such account or pay the
same, or if, within ten days after the demand thereof,
in conformity with the certificate of the official referees,
the amount thereof, together with the costs of the
examination of the account as the official referees
shall certify, be not paid, then it shall be lawful for
the person entitled thereto to recover the same, or so
much thereof as shall be then due, by the summary
proceeding hereby provided.

Reimbursements of Costs of Works to Occupiers—Dis-
charge anil Repayment.

48. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard
to works executed under this Act, so far as relates to

the reimbursement to the occupier of any costs by
him paid in respect thereof, that, unless there be some
covenant or agreement to the contrary between the
parties, it shall be lawful for such occupier and he is

hereby entitled to deduct from the rents due or be-
coming due from him to his lessor or landlord the
amount of any such costs, charges, andexpenses payable
by his lessor or landlord, and the costs, charges, and
expenses of any distress and sale made on him
through the default of his lessor or landlord

;
and

that the receipt for such payment shall be a sufficient

discharge to any occupier for so much money as he
shall have so paid, or which shall have been so levied

on his goods and chattels in pursuance of this Act,
and shall be allowed by such lessor or landlord in part

or full payment (as the case may be) of the rent due
to him by such occupier.

Recovery of Expenses of Buildings—Differences—De-
terrninationby Official Referees—Charges—Receipt of
Rents—Recovery ofRents—Priority ofRight—Limi-
tation of Distress—Continuance of Distress until

Payment made.

49. And be it enacted, with regard to the costs and
all other expenses of pulling down, securing, repair-

ing, and rebuilding party structures, or other parts of
buildings, according to the provisions of this Act, so

far as relates to the recovery thereof amongst the
several owners of the premises, that when such costs

and expenses shall have been ascertained and paid by
the owner upon whom the payment thereof shall have
first fallen, then, as to any building or tenement held

under any lease or agreement for a lease, or other

agreement for the occupation thereof, made before

the coming into operation of this Act, it shall be
lawful for such owner and he is hereby entitled to re-

cover the same from the persons now bound or liable

by law or by any existing contract to maintain and
repair such buildings in respect of which such costs

and expenses shall have been incurred
;
but if any

dispute or difference arise as to the persons so bound
or liable, then every such dispute or difference shall

be referred to the official referees
;
and that there-

upon such official referees shall ascertain and deter-
mine the persons bound or liable to pay such costs
and expenses, and also in what proportions such
costs and expenses are to be paid by the parties
liable to pay the same, and their decision shall be
final

;
and that as to any building or tenement to be

held under any lease or agreement for a lease, or
other agreement for the occupation thereof, made
after the coming into operation of this Act, except a
lease renewable for ever on a fixed fine or other
customary payment, all such costs and expenses
shall be charged upon the lessor granting such lease of
making such agreement, and not upon any lessee or'
sub-lessee holding under any such lease or agree-
ment, subject, nevertheless, to any express covenant
or agreement made between any such lessor and les-
see in that behalf

;
and in case of such excepted lease

such costs and expenses shall be charged upon the
lessee instead of the lessor, subject, as aforesaid, to
any express covenant or agreement in that behalf
between any such lessee and his sub-lessee holding
under such lessee upon other than a fixed fine of
customary payment as aforesaid

;
and that in default

of such costs and expenses being duly paid it shall
be lawful for the party to whom the’ same shall be
payable and he is hereby entitled to receive from the
occupier thereof the rents and profits of such build-
ing or tenement, and for that purpose to give notice
to such occupier to pay over to him such rents and
profits

;
and that thereupon, if such occupier fail to

pay such rent and profits accordingly, then it shall be
lawful for the person to whom such costs and expenses
shall be payable to recover the same from such occu-
pier by the summary proceeding hereby provided, in
such proportions and at such times as shall be ap-
pointed by the award of the said official referees in
that behalf

; and that after such notice shall be given,
and before such costs and expenses shall be paid, it

shall not be lawful for any person otherwise entitled
to receive such rents and profits and he is hereby dis-
abled from bringing any action, and from taking any
proceeding at law or in equity to recover such rents
and profits : provided always, that if on the hearing
of the application for the warrant to levy such costs
and expenses by distress, according to the provision
of this Act in that behalf, the occupier, not being an
owner, shew that he is not bound to pay in respect of
such building or tenement any rent or profit, or
that the amount of the rent or profit payable by him
is not sufficient, then it shall not be lawful to issue
such warrant, if there be no rent due or accruing, or,
if there be rent due or accruing, then to the extent
only of the amount of such rent

; and that if such
costs and expenses or any part thereof remain unpaid,
and if the same or any future occupier be or become
liable to pay rent in respect of such building or tene-
ment, then, from time to time until the same be paid,
it shall be lawful to levy the same by distress, accord-
ing to the provisions of this Act in that behalf, upon
the same or any such future occupier.

Official Referees to determine Contributions—Propor-
tional Contributions—Decision of Official Referces—
Recovery of Excess paid by any Contributor.

50. And be it enacted, with regard to such costs
and expenses of works executed under this Act, so
far as relates to contribution thereto by persons bound
or liable to make contribution, that for the purpose of
enabling the party upon whom the payment of such
costs and expenses shall fall, either in the first in-
stance or subsequently, to obtain contribution from
other persons, being owners according to the meaning
of this Act, in like degree, and so bound or liable to
make contribution, it shall be lawful for every such
first-mentioned person, whether he be freeholder,
copyholder, leaseholder, mortgagee in possession, and
whatever may be his interest, or the nature and ex-
tent of such his interest, and whether he hold in his
own right or in right of others, and whatever may be
the kinds and degrees of their respective interests,
and he is hereby entitled to a contribution from every
other person having as owner an interest in the pre-
mises, of whatever kind or degree, which contribution
is to be computed according to the amount of his
interest in proportion to that of other persons inter-
ested, so far as such persons may be known, or can
be reached by process of any court of law or equity

;

and that it shall be lawful for any party so interested
and he is hereby entitled to require the official re-
ferees to settle and determine the same by their award,
and their decision shall be final

;
and that if the per-

son upon whom the payment of such costs and ex-
penses shall have fallen have paid in respect of the
interest of another or others, either unknown or who
could not be reached by process of any court of law
or equity, more than his own just proportion, then,
on the production of such award, duly made, signed,
and sealed, it shall be lawful for such person to have
and exercise against other parties against whom such
award shall be made and he is hereby entitled to the
like remedies to compel payment of money as are
hereby given for compelling the first payment of such
costs and charges of such expenses.

DRAINAGE OF HOUSES.
Making of Drains according to Schedule (H.)—Pe-

nalties — Communications loith Sewers — Saving
Poioers, Sfc. of Commissioners of Sewers.

51. And now, for the purpose of facilitating the
improvement of the drainage of houses, be it enacted,
with regard to the drains, cesspools, and privies to

buildings hereafter built, so far as relates to the mak-
ing thereof, that from the passing of this Act all the
conditions, regulations, and directions contained in

the Schedule (H.) to this Act annexed shall be duly
observed and performed

;
and that if any person

effeud in respect thereof he shall be liable to all the
penalties and forfeitures by this Act imposed in re-
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ftpect of any buildings either built contrary thereto,

'or without
’ due notice to the surveyor appointed in

pursuance of this Act to inspect such buildings

:

provided always, with regard to such drains, so far

relates to the communication thereof with the

sewers under the jurisdiction of the Commissioners

of Sewers, that unless the regulations of such com-
teussioners now or hereafter in force be repugnant to

the directions contained in such schedule, and to the

extent to which such regulations are not so repugnant,

it shall be the duty of every person and he is hereby

required to make such drains to conform to such re-

gulations
;
and that with regard to such drains, ex-

cept so far as is hereby otherwise provided, all the

rights, powers, jurisdiction, and authority vested in

any such commissioners shall be as valid and effectual

as if this Act had not been passed.

STREETS AND ALLEYS.
Width thereof—Penalties.

52. And now, for the purpose of making provision

Concerning streets and other ways of the metropolis,

be it enacted, with regard to such streets and other

ways hereafter formed, so far as relates to securing a

sufficient width thereof, that from the passing of this

Act all the conditions, regulations, and directions

contained in the Schedule (I.) to this Act annexed

shall be duly observed and performed
;
and that if any

person offend in respect thereof he shall be liable to

ail the penalties and forfeitures by this Act imposed
5h respect of any buildings, either built contrary

thereto, or without due notice to the surveyor ap-

pointed in pursuance of this Act to inspect such
buildings.

BUILDINGS, USE THEREOF.
Occupation of Cellars or Rooms unfit for Dwellings—
Penalty—Report by Overseers of Poor as to Num-
ber ar.d Situation of Dwellings— Notice thereon

'by Official Referees to Owners and Occupiers—
District Surveyors to observe Directions of Official

fleferees.

53. And now, for the purpose of discouraging and
prohibiting the use of buildings unfit for dwellings, be

it enacted, with regard to every building of the first

or dwelling-house class, whether already or hereafter

built, so far as relates to the occupation thereof, or to

the occupation of any underground room or cellar

thereof, that from and after the first day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and forty-six it shall not be

lawful to let separately to hire as a dwelling any such
room or cellar not constructed according to the rules

specified in the schedule (K.) to this Act annexed,
nor to occupy or suffer it to be occupied as such, nor
to let, hire, occupy, or suffer to be occupied any
Bucb room or cellar built underground for any pur-

pose (except for a wareroom or storeroom) ;
and that

if any person wilfully let or suffer to be occupied in

manner aforesaid any underground cellar or room,
contrary to the provisions of this Act, then, on con-

viction thereof before two justices of the peace, such

person shall be liable to forfeit for every day during

which such cellar or room shall be so occupied a sum
not exceeding twenty shillings

;
and one-half of such

penalty shall go to the person who shall sue for the

same, and the other half to the poor of the parish in

which such unlawfully occupied cellar or room shall

be situate
;
and that on or before the first day of

January, one thousand eight hundred and forty-five, it

shall be the duty of the overseers of the poor and they

are hereby required to report to the official referees

the number and situation of the dwellings within

their respective parishes of which auy underground
room or cellar shall be so occupied, and that there-

upon it shall be the duty of the official referees and
they are hereby empowered to direct such notice to

be given to the owners and occupiers of such dwell-

ings as shall appear to such official referees to be best

calculated to give to such owners or occupiers full

knowledge of the existence, nature, and consequences

of this enactment; and that it shall be the duty of

the district surveyors and they are hereby required to

give full effect to the directions of such official re-

ferees in this behalf.

Buildings near dangerous Businesses as to Fire— Dis-

tancefrom Buildings—Neio Businesses—Prohibition

after Twenty Years—Fifty Pounds Penalty, and
Costs— Costs—Distress, or Imprisonment.

54.

And now, for the purpose of making provision

concerning businesses dangerous in respect of fire or

explosion, be it enacted, with regard to the following

businesses (that is to say), the manufacture of gun-
powder or of detonating powder, or of matches ignit-

able by friction or otherwise, or other substances

liable to sudden explosion, inflammation, or ignition,

or of vitriol, or of turpentine, or of naptha, or of var-

nish, or of fireworks, or painted table-covers, and any
other manufacture dangerous on account of the liabi-

lity of the materials or substances employed therein

to cause sudden fire or explosion, so far as relates to

the erection of buildings in the neighbourhood of the

place where any such business is carried on, and so far

as relates to the carrying on of any such business in

the neighbourhood of public ways or buildings, that it

shall not be lawful hereafter to erect any building of
any class nearer than fifty feet from any building

which shall be in use for any such dangerous business
;

but if a building already existing within fifty feet from
any such building be hereafter pulled down, burnt, or

destroyed by tempest, such building may be rebuilt

;

and that it shall not be lawful for any person to esta-

blish or newly carry on any such business, either in

any building or vault or in the open air, at a less dis-

tance than forty feet from any public way, or than
fifty feet from any ether building, or any vacant
ground belonging to any other person than bis land-
lord

; and chat if any such business be now carried on
in any situation within such distances, then from the
expiration of the period of twenty years next after the

passing of this Act it shall not be lawful to continue

to carry on such business in such situations
;
and

that if any person erect any building in the neighbour-

hood of any such business contrary to this Act, then,

on conviction thereof before two justices, he shall

forfeit a sum not exceeding fifty pounds for every day

during which such building shall so remain near to

such dangerous business ; or if any person establish

anew any such business, or carry on any such busi-

ness contrary to this Act, then, on conviction thereof

before two justices, such person shall be liable to for-

feit for every day during which such business shall be

so carried on a sum not exceeding fifty pounds, as

the said justices shall determine, and that it shall be

lawful for the justices also to award to the prosecutor

such costs as shall be deemed reasonable
;
and that

if the offender either fail or refuse to pay such penalty

and costs immediately after such conviction, then

they may be levied by distress of the goods and chat-

tels of the person convicted
;
or if there be no such

distress, then such person shall be committed to the

common gaol or house of correction for any time not

exceeding six months, at the discretion of such jus-

tices, and that by warrant under the hands and seals

of two or more justices of the peace.

Buildings near noxious Businesses as regards Health—
Distance from Buildings—New Businesses—Prohi-

bition after Thirty Years—Fifty Pounds Penalty

and Costs—Distress ; or Imprisonment.

55. And now, for the purpose of making provision

concerning businesses offensive or noxious, be it enact-

ed, with regard to the following businesses, that is to

say, blood-boiler, bone-boiler, fellmonger, slaughterer

of cattle, sheep, or horses, soap-boiler, tallow-melter,

tripe-boiler, and any other like business offensive or

noxious, so far as relates to the erection of buildings

in the neighbourhood of any such business, and so

far as relates to the carrying on of any such business

in the neighbourhood of any public way, or of other

buildings of the first or dwelling-house class, that it

shall not be lawful hereafter to erect any buildings

of the first or dwelling-house class nearer to than

fifty feet from any building which shall be in use for

any such offensive or noxious business; but if a build-

ing already existing within fifty feet be hereafter

burnt, pulled down, or destroyed by tempest, such

building may be rebuilt
;
and that it shall not be law-

ful for any person to establish or newly carry on any

such business, either in any building or vault or in

the open air, at a less distance than forty feet from
any public way, or than fifty feet from any other such

buildings of the first or dwelling-house class ; and that

if any such business be now carried on in any situa-

tion within such distances, then, from the ex-

piration of the period of thirty years next after the
passing of this Act, it shall cease to be lawful

to continue to carry on such business in such
situation, save as is hereinafter provided

;
and that

if any person erect any building in the neigh-

bourhood of any such business contrary to this Act,

then, on conviction thereof before two justices, he

shall forfeit a sum not exceeding fifty pounds for

every day during which such building shall remain

near to such offensive or noxious business; or if

any person establishanewanysuch business, or carryon

any such business contrary to this Act, then, on

conviction thereof before two justices, such person is

hereby made liable to forfeit for every day during

which such business shall be carrried on a sum not

exceeding fifty pounds, as the said justices shall deter-

mine, and that it shall be lawful for the justices

also to award to the prosecutor such costs as shall

be deemed reasonable
;
and that if the offender either

fail or refuse to pay such penalty and costs imme-
diately after such conviction, then they may be levied

by distress of the goods and chattels of the person

convicted
; or if there be no such distress, then such

person shall be committed to the common gaol or

house of correction for any time not exceeding six

months, at the discretion of such justices, and that

by warrant under the hands and seals of two or more
justices of the peace.

The Penalty herein-before imposed to be enforceable

only at a Special Sessions— Use of Means to miti-

gate Noxiousness of Businesses—Adoption of Means
to mitigate, after Conviction—Mitigation of Penalty
by Superior Courts.

56. Provided always, and be it enacted, with re-

gard to any such offensive or noxious business,

whether such business be now carried on at a less

distance than forty feet from any public way, or than
fifty feet from any other building, or be hereafter

carried on at a greater distance, yet so as to cause

danger or annoyance, so far as relates to the mitiga-

tion of any penalty or punishment for unlawfully

carrying on thereof, that every such penalty herein-

before imposed shall be enforceable only at a special

sessions of the peace summoned for that purpose, or

on an appeal as herein-after provided, or on a trial

as herein-after provided
;
and that, notwithstanding

the said term of thirty years shall have expired, if

any party charged with carrying on such business

shew that in carrying on such business all the

means then known to be available for mitigating

the effect of such business in any such respect have

been adopted, then it shall be lawful for such
justices to receive evidence thereof, and according to

such evidence to mitigate the penalty as to them shall

seem fit
:
provided further, with regard to such offen-

sive or noxious business, so far as relates to the

adoption of means to mitigate the injurious effects

thereof, that, not withstanding the said period of

thirty years shall have expired, if it shall appear to

the justices, whether at petty sessions as aforesaid,

or on appeal, or on trial by jury, as herein-after

provided, that the party carrying on any such business

shall have made due endeavours to carry on the same

with a view to mitigate, so far as possible, the effects i

of such business, then, although he hath not adopted 1

all or the best means available for the purpose, yet it :

shall be lawful for such justices assembled and they

are hereby empowered to suspend the execution of f

their order or determination, upon condition that :

within a reasonable time, to be named, the party •

convicted do adopt such other or better means as to i

the said justices shall seem fit, or before passing final I

sentence, and without consulting the prosecutor, to >

make such order touching the carrying on of such i

business as shall be by the said court thought expe- •

dient for preventing the nuisance in future : provided I

always, that if the matter in respect of which such i

penalty shall be incurred come before any superior r

court it shall be lawful for such court to exercise such i

power of mitigating such penalty, or of suspend- •

ing the execution of any judgment, order, or deter- -

mination in the matter, or to make such order touch-

ing the carrying on of such business, as to the court t

shall seem fit in the case.

Conviction and Appeal as to certain Tirades not sped- -

fied : Recognizances—Sessions—Proceedings.

57. And be it enacted, with regard to any business

offensive, noxious, or dangerous, and with regard to

any building erected or continued within any such
distance as aforesaid from any such business dan-

gerous, noxious, or offensive, so far as relates to a \

conviction in respect of any such business, and to an i

appeal from such conviction, that if any person be .

dissatisfied with the decison of such justices, and if,

within four days after such decision, notice be given

to the party appealed against, by or on behalf of such

person, of his intention to appeal, and if he enter into

a recognizance, with two sufficient securities, con-

ditioned to try such appeal, and to abide the order of

the court, and to pay to the party appealed against '

such costs (if any) as shall be awarded against him,

then it shall be lawful for such party so dissatisfied

to appeal against such conviction to the justices of

the peace at their general Quarter Sessions of the peace i

to be holden within four months after such conviction .

for the place in which such premises shall be situate
;

and that if the premises be situate within the City of

London and liberties thereof, then the appeal must be i

to the Quarter Sessions thereof, or if the premises

be situate in the counties of Middlesex, Kent, or

Surrey, or in the City and the liberties of Westminster,

or in the liberties of her Majesty’s Tower of London,

then to the Quarter Sessions thereof respectively, as

the case shall be
;
and that if within the above-men-

tioned period such appellant shall have entered into

such recognizance as herein required, and if within

one month thereafter he give notice of the grounds of

such appeal, then it shall be lawful for such justices

and they are hereby empowered to proceed to hear

and examine on oath into the causes and matters of

such appeal (which oath they are hereby empowered
to administer), and to determine the same, and to

award such costs to be paid by the said parties as they

think proper ;
and the order, judgment, and deter-

mination of the said justices in their respective

sessions shall be binding and conclusive upon all

parties.

Trial by Jury at Quarter Sessions—Summoning of a

Jury—6 G. 4, c. 50

—

Witnesses—View of the Pre-
mises— Verdict of Jury—Judgment according to

Verdict ; and Judgment to be binding.

58. Provided always, and be it enacted, that if

before conviction by two such justices the party com-
plained against desire to have the matter tried by a

jury, and enter into a recognizance to try such
matter without delay, and to pay all costs of trial if

a verdict be found against him, then such matter
may be tried at the next practicable Court of Quarter
Sessions, or whensoever the Court shall appoint; and
that thereupon, or on the application of such party,

it shall be lawful for the said Court of Quarter Ses-

sions and they are hereby authorized and required

to issue their warrant or precept to the sheriff or

other proper officer (as the case may be), requiring

him to return a competent number of persons qua-

lified to serve on juries according to the provisions of

an Act made in the sixth year of the reign of his

late Majesty King George the Fourth, “for
consolidating and amending the laws relative

to jurors and juries;” and that it shall be

lawful for the said Court of Quarter Sessions

and they are hereby authorized and empower-
ed, by precept, from time to time as occasion

may require, to call before them respectively every

person who shall be thought proper or necessary to

be examined as a witness before them on oath con-

cerning the premises ;
and that if the said court think

fit it shall be lawful for them and they arc hereby em-
powered to authorize the said jury to view the place

in question in such manner as they shall direct, and to

command the attendance of such jury, and of all such

witnesses and parties as shall be necessary or proper,

until such affairs for which they are summoned shall

be concluded
;
and that the said jury shall inquire and

try, and determine by their verdict, whether the busi-

ness in question be offensive or noxious, and whether

the party in question have done any act whereby the

penalty hereby imposed in respect thereof has been

incurred
;
and that, subject to the power herein-

before conferred of mitigating such penalty, or sus-

pending their judgment, order, or determination

thereon, or making such order touching the carrying

on of the business aforesaid, the said Court of Quarter

Sessions shall give judgment according to such ver-

dict, and shall award the penalty (if any) incurred by

the defendant, and shall and may (if they see fit)

award to either of the parties such costs as they may
deem reasonable

;
which verdict, and the judgment,

award, order, or determination thereupon, shall be

binding and conclusive.



THE BUILDER.
Appeals to Quarter Sessionsfor Surrey and Kent : to

Sessions at Southwark : to Sessions at Greenwich—
Further Meetings—Adjournments.

59. And be it enacted, with regard to any appeal in

respect of a conviction for carrying on any such dan-

gerous, offensive, or noxious business, so far as re-

lates to the place where such appeal is to be heard,

that if the appeal be to the General Quarter Sessions

of the peace for the county of Surrey or the county of

Kent
,
then the jury (if any) to be impannelled in pur-

suance of this Act, and all parties required to attend

the Quarter Sessions for the said counties pursuant

to such application, shall be impannelled and re-

quired to attend at some general or special adjourn-

ment of the said Quarter Sessions to be held within

six weeks next after the original sessions
;
and that

if the matter relate to the county of Surrey, then

such adjournment shall be to some convenient place

in the borough of Southwark in the said county
;
and

that if the matter relate to the county of Kent, then

such adjournment shall be to some convenient place

in the borough of Greenwich in the said county ; and
such times and places shall be appointed by the jus-

tices of the said counties respectively assembled at

such original sessions
;
and that from time to time

every further meeting of the said sessions, for any
thing to be done upon such application, shall be ap-
pointed at or within the space of three weeks from the

last meeting; and that from time to time it shall be

lawful for the justices of the peace for the said counties

of Surrey and Kent respectively, and they respectively

are hereby empowered and required, to make such
adjournment and hold such sessions as there shall be

occasion.

Common Law and Statutory Remedies not affected.

60. Provided always, and be it declared, with re-

gard to any business which is contrary to any existing

Act of Parliament otherwise contrary to law, so far

as relates to the operation of this Act in that behalf,

that, notwithstanding any thing in this Act contained,

this Act shall not be deemed to authorize any person
to carry on any such business either within such
limits or otherwise, or any business which it is un-
lawful to carry on within any limits or in any manner
contrary to any public, local, or private Act of Parlia-

ment, or otherwise contrary to law
;
nor to affect,

abridge, or restrain the right, the duty, or the power
of any person, whether private person or public officer,

to prosecute, either civilly or criminally, any person
who shall carry on within the limits of this Act any
offensive, noxious, or dangerous business.

Regulation or Removal of Trades deemed Nuisances by
Purchase—Memorial to Queen in Council—Order
for Removal— Compensation—4 5 Viet. c. 12

—

Unlawful to continue such Trades after Purchase.
61. And further, for the regulation or removal of

any offensive, noxious, or dangerous business now
carried on, be it enacted, with regard to any such
business, so far as relates to the purchase thereof, or

of the premises wherein it shall be carried on, that if

two-thirds in number of the inhabitant householders

of any parish in which such business shall be carried

on present a memorial to her Majesty in Council,

stating the existence of such offensive, noxious, or

dangerous business in such parish or the neighbour-

hood thereof, and praying the removal of such busi-

ness therefrom, and thereby engaging to provide com-
pensation to the persons carrying on the same, either

at the expense of the memorialists, or by means of a

rate to be levied on the inhabitants of the said parish,

or such part thereof as may be affected by such busi-

ness, then it shall be lawful for her Majesty to refer

the matter to the Lords of the Committee of Privy

Council for Trade to consider the character of such
business, whether it be offensive, noxious, or danger-
ous

;
and if it appear to be so, and that there are no

means of rendering it otherwise by the adoption of

methods available, without unreasonable sacrifice on
the part of the person by whom it is carried on, then

it shall be lawful for her Majesty, by order in Council,

to direct that the removal of such business may be

purchased, either at the expense of the memorialists

or by means of a rate as aforesaid, as to her Majesty
shall seem fit, and also to direct the sheriff of the

county or other proper person in the parish or liberty

in which such business is carried on to summon a

|

jury, according to the provisions of an Act made and
passed in the fourth year of the reign of her present
Majesty, intituled “ An Act to enable her Majesty’s

\ Commissioners of Woods to make a new Streetfrom
Coventry-street to Long Acre, andfor other Improve-
ments in the Metropolis," to determine what compen-
sation shall be paid to the party carrying on such
business for the removal thereof, and to the owner and
occupier of the premises for the restriction of the use

I of his buildings for such purpose
;
and that if within

three months after the verdict of such jury shall be
given, and judgment thereon, the inhabitants of such
parish or neighbourhood pay or tender such compen-
sation, then within three months from the payment or
tender of such compensation it shall cease to be law-
ful for the party carrying on such business to con-
tinue the same, and for any owner or occupier
thereof either to carry on or to permit to be carried

on such business in the same or any part of the same
premises.

Fundsfor defraying Compensation—Levy of Rale.

62.

And be it enacted, with regard to the funds for

defraying such compensation, so far as relates to the
raising thereof, that if her Majesty shall by such
order direct the compensation to be paid by means of

a rate, then it shall be lawful for the overseers of the
parish to raise such sum as shall be necessary,
either as a separate rate iu the nature of poor’s rate,

or as part of the poor’s rate, on the inhabitants at

large of such parish
;
or if iu pursuance of the memo-

rial of the inhabitants of such part of the said parish

as shall be affected by the said business it be ap-
pointed by such order in Council that such last-men-
tioned inhabitants do defray such compensation, then
it shall be lawful for the said overseers to raise such
sum as shall be necessary for that purpose

;
and that

if such rate be so levied either on the inhabitants at

large of such parish, or on the inhabitants of such
part thereof as aforesaid, then such rate may be levied

and recovered as poor’s rates are leviable and reco-

verable.

Exemption ofpublic Gas Works—Extension or Substi-

tution of Works—Distilleries.

63. Provided always, and be it enacted, with re-

gard to public gas works and other works heretofore

established within the limits of this Act, so far ns re-

lates to the operation of the provisions of this Act in

reference to businesses dangerous iu respect of fire or
explosion, or offensive or noxious, that such provisions

shall not be deemed to apply to any such public gas-

works
;
and that if by any Act of Parliament now in

force relating to gas companies to which such works
belong, any extension of such works, or any additional

works, or any other works, be authorized to be

erected or substituted, then such provisions shall not

be deemed to apply to any such extension, addition,

or substitution within the limits of the district now
lighted from such first-mentioned works

;
and that

such provisions shall not be deemed to apply to any
premises entered or used for the purpose of distilla-

tion or the rectification of spirits under the survey of

the Commissioners of Excise or their officers.

SURVEYORS, THEIR DISTRICTS AND DUTIES.
Appointment of Districts.

64. And now, for the purpose of dividing the dis-

trict to which this Act is to apply into several smaller
districts, for the convenient execution therein of this

Act, and for appointing competent surveyors for su-
perintending the same in each such district, and for

regulating the duties of their office, be it enacted,

with regard to such districts, so far as relates to the

appointment and alteration thereof, that at any time
after this Act shall come into operation, and from time
to time, it shall be lawful for the Lord Mayor and
Aldermen of the city of London, with reference to the

city of London and the liberties thereof, and for the

justices of the peace for the county of Middlesex, the

county of Surrey, the county of Kent, the city and
liberties of Westminster, and the liberty of her Ma-
jesty’s Tower of London, in their General Quarter
Sessions respectively, or any adjournment thereof,

with reference to their respective counties, city, and
liberties, and they respectively are hereby empowered,
but subject, nevertheless, to the consent of one of her
Majesty’s principal Secretaries of State, to appoint
the districts to which the respective places within
their jurisdiction shall belong for the purposes of this

Act, and to unite, enlnrgp, and alter such districts for

the more convenient distribution of the business.

Appointment of Surveyors.

65. And be it enacted, with regard to the surveyors

to be assigned to such districts for the purposes of

this Act, so far as relates to their appointment, that

at any time after this Act shall come into operation,

and from time to time, it shall be lawful for the said

Lord Mayor and Aldermen of the city of London,

with reference to the city of London and the liberties

thereof, and for the said justices of the peace in their

General Quarter Sessions respectively, or any ad-

journment thereof, with reference to their respective

counties, and they are hereby required, but subject,

nevertheless, to the consent of one of her Majesty’s

principal Secretaries of State, to nominate and ap-

point as surveyors such and so many discreet persons,

of the full age of thirty years, and properly educated
and skilled in the art and practice of building, as they

the said Lord Mayor and Aldermen and the said jus-

tices shall think fit.

Practical Qualifications of Surveyors: Examiners—
Examiners to prescribe Rules—Production of Certi-

ficates of Examination.
66. And be it enacted, with regard to such sur-

veyors to be hereafter appointed under this Act, ex-

cept present district surveyors appointed to new
districts, so far as relates to the ensuring the posses-

sion of due scientific and practical qualifications, that

it shall be lawful for the Commissioners of Works and
Buildings and they are hereby empowered to appoint

three or more architects, surveyors, or builders to ex-

amine, together with the said official referees, any
persons who may present themselves to be examined

for the purpose of obtaining a certificate of qualifica-

tion, with the view of becoming candidates for the

office of surveyors of metropolitan buildings of any

district within the limits of this Act ;
and that for

that purpose it shall be lawful for such examiners from

time to time to appoint such times as to them may
seem fit, and from time to time to prescribe such

course of examination as to them may seem fit, and to

make any other rules for the regulation of such exa-

mination, and the granting of certificates in respect

thereof, subject, nevertheless, to the approval of the

Commissioners of Works and Buildings
;
and that

when such rules shall have been registered by the

registrar of metropolitan buildings they shall continue

to be in force until they shall be amended, altered, or

rescinded by other rules to be made by such examiners

and so registered as aforesaid
;
and that unless, one

week before the election of a surveyor for any district

createdbythis Act, orforanydistrictin respectof which

the office of surveyor may become vacant, there be

produced by or on the part of any person being can-

didate for the said office, a certificate of such exa-

miners, certifying that he has been examined, and

that he was thereby found to be duly qualified for

such office, to the town clerk of the city of London, or

to the clerk of the peace for the county, city, or

liberty, it shall not be lawful for any justices by this
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Act empowered to appoint surveyors to appoint such
person to be such surveyor, and that if such person
be so appointed his election to such office shall be
void.

Tenure of Office.

67. And be it enacted, with regard to such sur-
veyors, so far as relates to the tenure of their office,
that it shall be lawful for every such surveyor and he
is hereby entitled to hold such his office of surveyor
during the pleasure only of the said Lord Mayor and
Aldermen and of the said justices respectively.

Functions generally.
68. And be it enacted, with regard to such sur-

veyors, so far as relates to their functions generally,
that it shall be the duty of every such surveyor, and
he is hereby required,

—

To see that all the rules and directions of the Act
are well and truly observed in and throughout his
district

;
and for that purpose,

To proceed from time to time, in due course, upon
the receipt of any notice, or if from ignorance or
neglect, or from any other circumstance, notice of
any work intended to be done have not been given,
then upon such work being observed by or being
made known to him, to inspect the works intended to
be done, or wbich shall have been commenced, and to
cause all the rules and directions of this Act in respect
thereof to be strictly observed

; and also

To attend and perform every thing required of
him by this Act, whether with or without notice

;

and also

To inspect ruinous buildings and projections in
danger, at all times when needful, and to take all

necessary measures thereupon
;
and also

To survey all buildings built, rebuilt, enlarged, or
altered by or under the surperintendence of a district

surveyor within any other district to which he shall

be appointed by the official referees for that purpose
j

and also

To cause a book for registering all notices, informa-
tions, and complaints to be at all times kept at his

office, and to enter in such book every notice, in-

formation, or complaint which shall be delivered or
made to him, and any proceeding thereon by him
taken.

Disqualifications.

69. And be it enacted, with regard to such sur-
veyors, so far as relates to their disqualifications, that
during the time that any such person shall act as a
justice of the peace for the county in which his dis-

trict shall be situated it shall not be lawful for him
and he is hereby disqualified from holding the office

of a surveyor or of deputy or an assistant surveyor
for any district under this Act.

Continuance of present Surveyors. 14 G. 3, c. 73—
Subject to this Act.

70. And be it enacted, with regard to the surveyors
who at the time of this Act coming into operation
shall have been appointed under the Act of the four-
teenth year of the reign of King George the Third,
mentioned in the shedule (A.) hereto annexed, so far

as relates to their continuance in office, and the appli-
cation of this Act to them, that until they shall be
removed it shall be lawful for them and they are
hereby entitled to continue to be the surveyors for

the purposes of this Act, and for the districts as-
signed to them at the time this Act shall come into
operation, but subject to such alteration of such dis-

tricts as may be made by virtue of any power in that
behalf, and to act in all respects as if they had been
appointed under this Act

;
and that every provision

in this Act applicable to district surveyors, so far as
relates to the exercise of the office of surveyor, and
to their remuneration in that behalf, shall apply to

them.

Declaration of official Fidelity—Penalty for acting

before Declaration made.
71. And be it enacted, with regard to every sur-

veyor hereafter appointed, so far as relates to making
a declaration of official fidelity, that before any such
surveyor shall act in pursuance of this Act it shall be
his duty and be is hereby required to make a declara-

tion of official fidelity, which must be administered by
the said Lord Mayor and Aldermen in their Court of
Aldermen, or by the said justices of the peace in their

respective General Quarter Sessions, and must be in

th# form or to the effect following
;
that is to say,

“ I, A.B., being one of the surveyors appointed in

pursuance of an Act made and passed in the eighth

year of the reign of her Majesty Queen Victoria, inti-

tuled, An Act for regulating the Construction and the

Use of Buildings in the Metropolis and its Neighbour-

hood, and commonly called the Metropolitan Build-

ings Act, do solemnly declare, that 1 will diligently,

faithfully, and impartially perform the duties of my
office, and to the utmost of my power, skill, and ability

endeavour to cause the several provisions of the said

Act to be strictly observed, and that without favour

oraffection, prejudice or malice, to any person whom-
soever.”

And that if before making such declaration any such

surveyor act in pursuance of this Act, then, on con-

viction thereof, he shall be liable to pay, for every

day during which he shall so act before making such

declaration, the sum of five pounds.

Regulation of Duties: Offices—Attendance— Return

of Name and Residence.

72. And be it enacted, with regard to the sur-

veyors, so far as relates to the regulation of their

official duties, that it shall be the duty of every sur-

veyor for the city of London and the liberties thereof,

and he is hereby required, to have an office at his own
expense, in such public situation as shall be approved

by the Lord Mayor and Aldermen ;
and that it shall

be the duty of every other surveyor and he is hereby

required to have : n office, at his own expense, in

I
some central part of the district to which he shall be
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appointed, as shall be approved by the justices of the

peace in Quarter Sessions within whose jurisdiction

he shall act
;
and that it shall be the duty of every such

surveyor and he is hereby required, by himself or by
some other person in his behalf, to attend at his office

every day (
Sundays ,

Christmas Day, and Good Fri-

day excepted) from ten of the clock in the morning
till four of the clock in the afternoon

;
and that im-

mediately upon his appointment, and from time to

time upon every change of his residence or of his

place of business, or oftener if required, it shall be
the duty of every surveyor and he is hereby required
to make a return to the registrar of metropolitan
buildings, and to the overseers of the poor of every
parish or place within his district, of his name and
place of abode, and the place where such office

shall be.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
Surveyor pro tempore—Duty of Deputy—Fees.

73. And be it enacted, with regard to such surveyor,
so far as relates to the appointment of a deputy or sub -

stitute in certain cases, that if any surveyor shall be
prevented by illness or any other unavoidable circum-
stances from attending to the duties of his office, then
forthwith it shall be his duty and he is hereby required,
but subject to the previous consent and approval of
the official referees, to appoint some other surveyor,
duly qualified as aforesaid, as his deputy, to perform
all such his duties for so long a time as he shall be so
prevented from executing them

;
and that thereupon,

during such time as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of
such deputy surveyor and he is hereby required to
perform all the duties of such surveyor, and that in
all respects as if he were the surveyor appointed or
confirmed under this Act

; and that it shall be lawful
for such deputy surveyor and he is hereby entitled to
receive the fees payable in respect of the services so
performed by him in such district.

Vacancies—Occasional Services—Feesfor Services.

74. And be it enacted, with regard to such sur-
veyors, so far as relates to the filling up of vacancies,
That if any vacancy shall happen through the death or
removal of any surveyor, then, within one month
thereafter, it shall be the duty of the lord mayor and
aldermen, or of the justices of the peace in general
quarter sessions or any adjournment thereof, as afore-
said, and they are hereby respectively required, to
appoint a successor as herein directed

;
and that in

the meantime it shall be lawful for the official referees
to direct the surveyor of any one or mere of the other
districts to perform the duties of surveyor for the
vacant district, or if no district surveyor can be
spared from his own district to appoint some other
competent person duly qualified as aforesaid for that
purpose

;
and that every such surveyor is hereby en-

titled to receive the fees payable in respect of the
services so performed by him in such vacant district.

Regulation of Business—Assistant Surveyors—Duties
of Assistants—Fees.

75. And be it enacted, with regard to the surveyors,
so far as relates to the regulation of their business,
that if it shall appear to the official referees that the
district appointed for any surveyor is too extensive for
the prompt discharge of his functions, then it shall be
their duty to represent such their opinion to the Lord
Mayor and aldermen of the City of London, or to the
justices of the peace with whom the appointment of a
surveyor for that district may rest, and for that pur-
pose to transmit with their letter of representation a
transcript of their “ Register of Notices,” with the
results

;
and that if at any time it appear to such offi-

cial referees that on account of the pressure of busi-
ness in any district, or on any other account, the sur-
veyor of that district cannot discharge his duties
promptly as regards the builders and others engaged
in building operations, and efficiently as regards the
purposes of this Act, then it shall be lawful for such
official referees, and they are hereby empowered to
appoint auy other district surveyor to assist the sur-
veyor of such district in the performance of his duties,
or if no district surveyor can be spared from his own
district, then to appoint some other competent person
to give such assistance

; and that with regard to all
buildings surveyed by such assistant surveyor, and all
other acts done by him, it shall be the duty of such
assistant surveyor to make returns and to act in all
respects as if he had been appointed by the said Lord
Major and aldermen, or by the said justices, to be the
surveyor of such district

;
and that every such person

shall be entitled to receive the fees payable in respect
of the services so performed by him.

Superintendence of Surveyors.

76. And be it enacted, with regard to such sur-
veyors, so far as relates to the supervision of build-
ings built, rebuilt, enlarged, or altered by or under
their professional superintendence, that it shall not
plawfa for any such surveyor to survey any such
building for the purposes of this Act, but that such
building must be surveyed by another district sur-
veyor, or by another surveyor to be appointed by the
official refereees for that purpose.

Surveyor's Fees—Refusal of Payment—Fees to he paid
only for Work done agreeably to Act—Refunding
Fees.

77. And be it enacted, with regard to such sur-
veyors, so far as relates to their remuneration, that
upon the expiration of one month after the roof of
any building erected and surveyed under this Act
shall have been covered in, and all the walls thereof
have been built to their full heights, and the principal
timbers and floors shall have been fixed in their
places, and upon the expiration of fourteen days after
the completion of any addition, alteration, and re-
pair, and upon the expiration of fourteen days after
each special service shall have been performed, and

upon delivering to the owner of the building an ac-

count of the fees incurred, and upon tendering a
receipt, signed with his Christian and surname, and
stating the amount of such account, and the work
done, it shall be lawful for the surveyor and he is

hereby entitled to receive from the builder, or from
the owner or from the occupier of the building, for his

time and trouble and expenses in causing the rules,

regulations, and directions of this Act to be observed,

the several fees specified in the schedule of fees (L.)

hereunto annexed ;
and that if on tender of such receipt

any builder, owner, or occupier who shall become liable

to pay any such fee shall refuse topay the same, then,upon
application to any justice of the peace, it shall be law-

ful for such justice and he is hereby required to sum-
mon the party complained of in the first instance, and
if he do not appear, or if he fail to satisfy the said

justices as to the refusal of payment as aforesaid, it

shall be lawful for such justice, and he is hereby re-

quired to issue his warrant to levy the amount of such
fee by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of

the party so refusing, in like manner as poor’s rates

are by law recoverable, and if such fee be paid by the

occupier, he shall be entitled to recover the amount
thereof from the owner : Provided always, that if the
work in respect of which such fee shall become pay-
able have not been done in every respect agreeably to

the directions of this Act, then it shall not be lawful

for any surveyor to receive such fee
;
and that if he

shall so receive it, then, upon application to the offi-

cial referees by any party interested in the building in

respect of which such work shall have been executed,
and upon its appearing that such fee has been received

wrongfully, it shall be lawful for such official referees

and they are hereby authorized (if they think fit) to

order the said surveyor to refund such fees.

Surveyor's Returns—Inspection of Returns—Authenti-
cation and Effect of Returns.

78. And be it enacted, with regard to such survey-
ors, so far as relates to a return of the business done
by them, and to the inspection thereof, that within
seven days after the first day of every month, it shall

be the duty of every surveyor, and he is hereby re-

quired to make a return to the registrar of metropoli-
tan buildings, enumerating therein the number and
nature of all the several works executed within the
previous month under his supervision, and the fees
paid to him for the same, and also a copy of
the list or register of notices served upon him, with
the results thereof, and to keep in his office a copy of
such return

; and that if any person shall apply to
inspect the same, then on the payment of one shilling

it shall be open for inspection at all reasonable times
;

and with regard to such return, so far as relates to
the authentication and effect thereof, that every such
return must be signed by such surveyor, and if so
signed it shall be deemed to be a certificate that all
the works enumerated therein have been done in all

respects agreeably to this Act, according to the best
of his knowledge and belief, and that they have been
duly surveyed by him

;
but no such return shall be

any protection from or hindrance to any future pro-
ceedings in respect of works not executed according
to the provisions of this Act, though the same may
have been done before the making of such return.

Penaltyfor Extortion, Negligence, or Unfaithfulness—
Complaint to Justices—Proceedings thereon—Deci-
sion—Incapacitation of Surveyor.

79. And be it enacted, with regard to every sur-
veyor, so far as relates to the discharge of his duties,
that if any surveyor demand or wilfully receive any
higher fee than he shall be entitled to under this Act,
or if in his capacity of surveyor he receive a fee for
any act or omission in respect of which he is not
entitled to receive any remuneration, or if he refuse to
refund any fee wrongfully received by him in respect
whereof the official referees shall have made an order
to that effect, or if at any time he wilfully neg-
lect his duty, or behave himself negligently or
unfaithfully in the discharge thereof, then and in
every or any such case it shall be lawful for any
person to present a complaint in writing under
his hand to the lord mayor and aldermen of the
city of London, or the court of quarter sessions
having jurisdiction over the district for which such
surveyor shall act for the time being, at any ses-
sions of the peace, quarter or general, either ori-
ginal, intermediate, or adjourned, and which complaint
shall set forth the nature and particulars of the of-
fence charged by the complainant against any such
surveyor

; and that the said lord mayor and aldermen
or court of sessions, as the case may be, shall by
order of court appoint a time for the hearing of the
said complaint, and a copy of which order and of the
said complaint shall be served by or for the said com-
plainant on the said surveyor ten days at the least
before the time appointed for the hearing of such
complaint; and the said surveyor shall appear before
the said lord maryor and aldermen or court of ses-
sions, as the case may be, at the time and place so
appointed for hearing the said complaint, to answer
the same

; and that if, upon the hearing of the com-
plainant and of the surveyor, and the evidence re-
spectively produced by or for them, it shall appear
unto the said lord mayor and aldermen or court of
sessions, as the case may be, that such complaint in
whole or in part is well founded, then it shall be law-
ful for the said lord mayor and aldermen, or the said
court of quarter sessions, as the case may be, and
they are hereby respectively required, either to fine
such surveyor in such sum of money not exceeding
fifty pounds as they shall think fit, or to discharge
him forthwith from his said office

;
and that

if for any such cause such surveyor be discharged,
he shall be incapable of being appointed a surveyor
for the purposes of this Act.

Appointment of Two Official Referees—Tenure of Office—Not to act as Surveyors— Temporary Official
Referee.

80 . And now, for the purpose of providing for the
appointment of competent official referees to super-
intend the execution of this Act throughout all the
districts to which it is applicable, and also to deter-
mine sundry matters in question incident thereto, as
well as to exercise, in certain cases, a discretion in the
relaxation of the fixed rules and directions of this
Act, where the strict observance thereof is impractic-
able, or would defeat the object of this Act, or would
needlessly affect with injury the course and operation
of this branch of business, be it enacted, with regard
to the official referees, so far as relates to their ap-
pointment, to their qualifications, and to the tenure
of their office, that it shall be lawful for one of her
Majesty’s principal secretaries of state, and he is
hereby empowered to appoint two persons, being of
the profession of an architect or surveyor, to be official
referees of metropolitan buildings, and from time to
time, as he shall think proper, to remove such official
referees, and in their place to appoint other persons so
qualified

;
and that while any such person shall so

hold the office of official referee it shall not be lawful
for such person, and he is hereby expressly prohibited
to act as surveyor, either alone or with any partner or
by an agent, or to act as official referee in the case of
any building or matter in which he shall act as archi-
tect

;
and that if an official referee be employed as

architect as to any building or matter within the
limits of this Act, then it shall be the duty of such
official referee and he is hereby required to report
thereon to the Commissioners of Works and Build-
ings

;
and thereupon it shall be the duty of such Com-

missioners of Works and Buildings and they are hereby
required to appoint some other competent person to
act in conjunction with the other official referee as to
such building or matter.

Their Functions generally.
81. And be it enacted, with regard to such official

referees, so far as relates to their functions generally,
tnat it shall be the duty of such official referees and
they are hereby required to superintend the execution
of this Act by the several district surveyors already
existing or hereby authorized to be appointed, and to
perform the several matters to them respectively as-
signed by the provisions of this Act, and to determine
all questions referred to them, whether expressly by
this Act or at the instance of any one or more of the
parties concerned.

Matters of Reference—One Referee may act.
82. And be it enacted, with regard to the official

referees, so far as relates to their jurisdiction, that
if any doubt, difference, or dissatisfaction in respect
of any matter within the limits of this Act arise' be-
tween any parties concerned, or between any party
and any surveyor, or between any two surveyors, as
to any act done or to be done in pursuance of this
Art, or as to the effect of the provisions thereof in
any case, or as to the mode in which the provisions
and directions of this Act are or ought to be carried
into effect, and particularly as to whether the require-
ments implied in terms of qualification applied to
sites, to soils, to materials, or to workmanship, or
otherwise, and denoting good, sound, fire-proof, fit,
proper, or sufficient, are fulfilled in certain cases, or
as to the district in which any building, matter,
or thing is to be deemed to be situate,
especially in cases where such building, matter, or
thing is partly in one district and partly in another,
or as to the expenses to be borne by the respective
owners of premises parted by the same party-walls,
or the proportions thereof, or as to the proportions
of the expense to be borne by the occupier or by
the owners of premises in respect of any work exe-
cuted, or any other matter whatever, then it shall
be lawful for any party concerned and he is hereby
entitled to require the official referees to determine
such matter, but so that such requisition be made in
writing, and that it set forth, either generally or
otherwise, the matters in respect of which the deter-
mination of the official referees is required

;
and that

the determination of such referees, or of one of such
referees, with the assent of the registrar of metropo-
litan buildings, as to all or any of the points in dif-
ference on which such referees shall make their
award, and as to the costs, charges, and expenses of
such reference, shall be binding on all parties to such
reference.

Award and Powers of Referees — Effect of Legal
Awards—Effect as to Persons.

83. And be it enacted, with regard to the official
referees, so far as relates to their authority in respect
of any reference to them, and to the effect of their
award upon the rights and interests of the owners
and occupiers of property, that it shall be lawful for
such referees and they are hereby empowered to ex-
ercise all such powers of arbitrators as they would
have had in case they had been appointed under an
order of her Majesty’s Court of Queen’s Bench at
Westminster

;

and that if such award be given in
writing, and be sealed by the official seal of the
registrar of metropolitan buildings, it shall be as
effectual as if made under an order of reference by
such court, and shall be enforced by the said court in
all respects as if made under an order of such court

;

and that it shall be binding and conclusive against
every person, including the Queen’s Majesty, her
heirs and successors, claiming any estate, right, title,
trust, use, or interest in, to, or outof the said premises
or any part thereof, either in possession, reversion, re-
mainder, or expectancy, and against every other per-
son whomsoever.
Revocation of Authority of Official Referee—Not to

affect their Award.
84. And be it enacted, with regard to any reference
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to the said official referees, so far as relates to the

revocation of their authority, that the power and

authority of the official referees shall not be revoca-

ble by any party to such reference, without the

consent of all parties thereto ; and that although any

party shall not attend upon such reference it shall be

lawful for such official referees to proceed with the

reference, and to make their award.

Taking ofEvidence by the Official Referees-Appointment

of Time and Place—Compensation for Attendance—
Production of Documents—Administration of Oaths

—Penaltyfor false Evidence.

85. And be it enacted, with regard to such refer-

ence, so far as relates to the evidence of any matter

thereof, that it shall be lawful for the official referees

and they are hereby empowered, by their summons
in writing sealed with the seal of office of the regis-

trar of metropolitan buildings, to require the atten-

dance of any person who may be able to give evidence

in the matter of any reference to them, and to require

by such summons the production of any documents

to be mentioned therein ; and that if in addition to

the service of such summons, an appointment of the

time and place of attendance in obedience thereto,

signed by one at least of the official referees

before whom the attendance is required, be also

served either together with or after the service of such

summons, then, if the party so summoned do not

attend in obedience thereto, such party shall be

liable to be proceeded against as for a contempt of

court ;
and that every person whose attendance shall

be required shall be entitled to the like conduct money

and payment of expenses as for and upon attendance

at any trial
;
and that no person shall be compelled

to produce under any such summons any writing or

other document that he would not be compelled to pro-

duceata trial, ortoattend onmore than two consecutive

days to be named in such summons
;
and that it shall

be lawful for the official referees and they are hereby

respectively authorized and required to administer an

oath to such witnesses as may come before them, or, in

cases where affirmation is allowed by law instead of

an oath, to take their affirmation
;
and that if upon

such oath or affirmation any person making the same

wilfully and corruptly give false evidence, then every

person so ofFending shall be deemed to be guilty of

perjury.

Effect of Awards as Evidence.

86. And be' it enacted, with regard to such award,

so far as relates to the efFect thereof as evidence of

the matter thereof, that if on the trial or hearing of

any cause or matter in any court of law or equity, or

elsewhere, any copy of an award, signed and sealed

with the seal of the said registrar, be produced, then

it shall be the duty of all judges, justices, and others,

and they are hereby required, to receive the same

as prima facie evidence of the matters therein con-

tained.
Declaration of Official Fidelity.

87. And be it enacted, with regard to the official

referees, so far as relates to the declaration of official

fidelity, that before any official referee shall act in

pursuance of his appointment it shall be his duty and

he is hereby required to make the following declara-

tion, to be administered by the Chief Baron or any

other of the Barons of her Majesty’s Court of Ex-

chequer ;
that is to say,

“ I
,
A. B., do solemnly declare, that I will diligently,

faithfully, and impartially execute the duties of an

official referee in relation to matters arising under

the provisions of the Act made and passed in the

eighth year of the reign of her Majesty Queen Victo-

toria, intituled An Actfor regulating the Construction

and the Use of Buildings in the Metropolis and its

Neighbourhood, and commonly called the Metropoli-

tan Buildings Act.”

Regulation of Business of the Official Referees— Offi-

cial Referees may delegate Powers.

88. And be it enacted, with regard to such official

referees, so far as relates to the regulation of the

business of their office, that when any matter is by

this Act required, directed, or permitted to be done by

the official referees the same may be done by either of

them, with the assent of the Registrar of Metropo-

litan Buildings, unless express provision to the con-

trary be made, and if done by any one of them with

such assent it shall be as valid and effectual as if done

by both of them; and that, subject to such restrictions

and regulations as may be made in that behalf by the

Commissioners of Works and Buildings, it shall be

lawful for the official referees to appoint one of their

number, under their hands and the seal of the Regis-

trar of Metropolitan Buildings, to make any inquiry

or any survey which shall appear to them either ne-

cessary or expedient in order to enable them to deter-

mine any matters in reference.

REGISTRAR OF METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS.
Appointment of Registrar—Tenure of Office—Rules of

Office— Seal of Office—Use of Seal of Office—Re-

port of Objections by Registrars—Authority of

Commissioners of Works—Interim Registrar.

89. And for the purpose of duly recording relaxa-

tions of the requisitions of this Act, made in pur-

suance of the provisions hereof in that behalf, and of

providing for the revision from time to time both of

such relaxations and requisitions, and of providing

against the partial exercise of the powers of this Act,

and for the more effectually providing for the due re-

cording of the Acts of the official referees, and for

exercising a due control thereon, be it enacted, that

it shall be lawful for the Commissioners of Works and

Buildings, and they are hereby authorized and re-

quired, to appoint a Registrar of Metropolitan Build-

ings
;
and that such registrar shall hold his office

during the pleasure of the said commissioners
;
and

that, subject to the provisions of this Act, it shall be

lawful for the said commissioners to make rules for

regulating the execution of the duties of the office of

the said registrar
;
and that it shall be the duty of

such registrar to keep a seal, and to affix such seal to

all documents made by the said official referees, and

required to be sealed, and to keep all the documents

and records relating to the business of their office,

and to register the same : Provided always, with

regard to such registrar, so far as relates to the

affixing the seal of office to any document, that if it

shall appear to the said registrar that any such docu-

ments are contrary to law, or not complete in any of

the requisite forms, or beyond the competence of the

said official referees, either with regard to the provi-

sions of this Act, or any rules or regulations pre-

scribed for their guidance by the said Commissioners

of Works and Buildings, then it shall be the duty of

the said registrar to refuse to affix the seal, and that

thereafter, if the said official referees shall so require,

it shall be his duty and he is hereby required to re-

port the matter, and the particular grounds and rea-

sons for his refusal, to the said commissioners ; and

that upon the receipt of such report it shall be lawful

for the said commissioners to authorize the said re-

gistrar to affix the seal, or to confirm liis refusal

:

Provided always, with regard to such office of regis-

trar, so far as relates to the execution of his duties in

certain events, that if such registrar be ill, or other-

wise unable to discharge the duties of his said office,

or if he be absent, then it shall be lawful for the said

Commissioners of Works and Buildings to appoint

some other person to act temporarily in his behalf,

and to assign to such person such part of the remu-

neration of the said registrar, or otherwise to remu-
nerate him, as the Lords of the Treasury shall ap-

point in that behalf.

Declaration of official Fidelity.

90. And be it enacted, with regard to the registrar,

so far as relates to the declaration of official fidelity, that

before any registrar shall act in pursuance of his ap-

pointment it shall be his duty and he is hereby required

to make the following declaration, to be administered by

the Chief Baron or any other of the barons of her Ma-
jesty’s Court of Exchequer; that is to say,

“I. A. B.,do solemnly declare, that I will diligently,

faithfully, and impartially execute the duties of regis-

trar in relation to matters arising under the provisions

of an Aet made and passed in the eighth year of the

reign of her Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled An Act

for regulating the Construction and the Use of Build-

ings in the Metropolis and its Neighbourhood, and

commonly called the Metropolitan Buildings Act.”

Custody and Inspection of Records of Official Referees

— Copies of Awards, Certificates, &fc.—Authentica-

tion of Copy, and Fees therefor.

91. And be it enacted, with regard to such awards,

certificate, and other records of the said official referees,

so far ns relates to the custody and the inspection

thereof, that all such awards, certificates, and other

documents relating to the business of their office shall be

kept in the office of the registrar of metropolitan build-

ings; and that if, for the purpose of evidence or other-

wise, any party require a copy of such award, or certifi-

cate, or other document, or to inspect the same, then on

payment of the expense thereof, and of such fees as may
be appointed in that behalf, it shall be lawful for such

party aud he is hereby entitled to demand from the

registrar an inspection thereof, or a copy thereof or ex-

tract therefrom : and that on such payment and demand

it shall be the duty of such registrar and he is hereby

required to give, under his hand and seal of office, a

copy of any such award or any other document to the

person so demanding the same.

Office of Registrar, and Regulation of Business.

92. And be it enacted, with regard to the registrar of

metropolitan buildings, so far as relates to his office or

place of business, and to the regulation of the busiuess

thereof, that it shall be lawful for the Commissioners of

Works aud Buildings and they are hereby required to

appoint, in some central and convenient situation within

the city of London or the city of Westminster, an office

for carrying on the business of the registrar ot metropo-

litan buildings, and registering all documents relating to

such business
;
and in such office it shall be the duty of

such registrar, and he is hereby required,

—

To keep a register of all matters referred to the

official referees, and otherwise of all matters which shall

come under their cognizance in pursuance of this Act;

and also

To keep and preserve all documents connected with

the duties of official referees ;
and also

To receive all notices requiring any act to be done by

them, and to file and number them in the order in which

they are received.

Registration of Awards, &,c.

93. And be it enacted, with regard to all the awards

and certificates, and all documents relating to the busi-

ness of the official referees, so far as relates to the

registration thereof, that the same shall be registered, not

only chronologically in the order in which they arc re-

ceived, but according to the subject matters thereof, and

also according to the order of and in relation to the pro-

visions of this Act.

Remuneration of Official Referees and Registrar.

94. And be it enacted, with regard to such official

referees and registrar, so far as relates to their remune-

ration, that it shall be lawful for her Majesty to grant to

each of such official referees and the said registrar a

salary not exceeding one thousand pounds by the year, in

four equal quarterly payments
;
and that it any such

official referee or such registrar shall be appointed, or

shall die, resign, or be removed from office, in the inter-

val between two quarterly days of payment, then he shall

be entitled to a proportionate part ot the salary tor the

period of such interval during which he shall hold such

appointment.

Disqualification of Official Referees and Registrar—
Offices vacant.

95. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard
to the said official referees and registrar, so far as

relates to their qualifications, that if any person be or
become commissioner, receiver, steward, or agent for or
on behalf of any owner of houses within the limits of this

Act, then such person shall not be eligible to the office

cither of official referee or of registrar under this Act ;

and that if after having been appointed thereto he shall

become such commissioner, receiver, steward, or agent,
then he shall cease to be qualified to hold such office of
official referee or registrar, and thereupon such office

shall be vacant, without prejudice, nevertheless, to any
acts done by any such person in his capacity of official

referee or registrar, so far as other persons are affected

thereby.

Funds for defraying Expenses of the Official Referees
and Registrar—Nature of Levy.

96. And forasmuch as the services of such official

referees and of such registrar will be employed chiefly

on behalf of the localities comprised within the limits of

this Act, it is expedient to provide for the payment of a

portion of their salaries by means of a county rate, or by
a rate in the nature of a county rate, on such localities,

in proportion to the assessed value of inhabited houses

and buildings therein, or as near thereto as may be; now,

for that purpose, be it enacted, with regard to such

official referees and registrar, so far as relates to the

payment of a portion of their salaries out of local funds,

that it shall be lawful for the Lord Mayor and Aldermen
of the city of London and they are hereby required to

direct the chamberlain of the said city, and for the

justices of the peace for the several counties of Middle-

sex, Surrey, and Kent, and they are hereby respectively

required, to direct the treasurer of such respective coun-

ties to pay, by two half-yearly payments in the months of

June and December in every year, to or into the hands of

the cashier of the Commissioners of Works and Buildings,

on account of the said official referees and of the said

registrar, the several sums of money herein-afier men-

tioned, as and by way of contribution to such salaries,

that is to say,

The city of London and the liber-\
(be sum Qf £lQ0

ties and the suburbs thereof .J
The county of Middlesex 1,000

The county of Surrey ..... 320

The county of Kent

1,500

And it shall be lawful for the said justices and they are

hereby empowered and required to cause the same to be

levied by a rate upon the several parishes and places

within the limits of this Act, in such amounts as to such

justices may seem proper, having regard to the assessed

value of the inhabited houses and the buildings in such

places respectively, in addition to the county rate in

respect thereof; and that for the purpose of levying

such sums they shall be deemed to be part of the county

rate, and leviable by all the ways and means by which a

county rate is leviable, and subject in all respects to the

legal incidents of a county rate.

Payments of Official Referees and Registrar out of
Consolidated Fund.

97. And be it enacted, further, with regard to the official

referees and registrar, so far as relates to the payment of

the balance of their salaries, that such balance shall be

payable and paid out ofthe consolidated fund of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

Fees of Office, and Application thereof—Balance to

Consolidated Fund— Regulations as to Receipt,

Custody, and Accounts—List of Fees to be hung up.

98. And be it enacted, with regard to the fees payable

to the registrar, so far as relates to the appointment

thereof, and to the application thereof, that from time to

time it shall be lawful for the Commissioners of the

Treasury to appoint such fees to be paid in respect of the

services to be performed by the said official referees or by

the said registrar as shall be deemed requisite to defray

the expenses of the said office, or incident to such services,

and the salaries or other remuneration of any persons

employed under the registrar in the execution of this Act,

with the sanction of the commissioners of the treasury,

and which are not otherwise provided for by this Act;

and that the balance, if any, shall be carried to the con

solidated fund of the United Kingdom, and be paid

accordingly into the Receipt of her Majesty's Exchequer

at Westminster; and that it shall be lawful lor the

Commissioners of the Treasury to regulate the manner in

which such fees are to be received, and in which they

are to be kept, and in which they are to be accounted

for - and that it shall be the duty of the registrar and lie

is hereby required to cause a list of the fees so appointed

by virtue of this Act to be fixed up in some conspicuous

part of his office.

OFFICERS GENERALLY.
Appointments of Officers subject to Regulation by any

future Act.

99. Provided always, and be it enacted, with regard

to the officers appointed by or by virtue of this Act, so tar

as relates to the functions, appointment, and tenure or

office of such officers, that any appointments to such

offices which shall be made by virtue of this Act shall be

made subject to any provision that may be made by a y

Act of Parliament hereafter to be passed lor ass, tiling

other duties than those to be imposed by v,r 01

Act • and such offices shall be held not only subject to the

pleasure of the officers and justices by » '»“

pointments shall be made, but also subject W the pron,

sioas of ah, future Act of Parhament „ relation thereto.

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.

Informalities in Distress—Action for Damages.

100. And now, for the purpose of regulating sundty

legal proceedings, be it enacted, with regard to any

distress for any sum of money to be recoveicd by virtue of

this Act, so fa/as relates to the remedying of any damage
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occasioned by any irregularity therein or in reference

thereto, that, notwithstanding there be any defect of
form in the proceedings relative to any such distress,

neither the distress itself shall be deemed unlawful, nor
shall the party making the same be deemed a trespasser

ab initio, but that if any irregularity be committed by any
party, then, subject to the conditions iu this Act pre-
scribed with regard to actions brought for any thing done
iu pursuance thereof, it shall be lawful for the person
aggrieved by such irregularity, and he is hereby entitled
to recover full satisfaction for the special damage only,
and that by action on the case, and not by any other
action whatsoever.

Tender of Amends—Payment of Compensation into

Court.

101. And be it enacted, with regard to any action for
any irregularity or other proceeding, so far as relates to
the tender of amends, or payment of money into court in

respect thereof, that if, before such action be brought, the
party who committed or caused to be committed any such
irregularity or wrongful proceeding make or cause to be
made tender of sufficient amends, then the plaintiff shall

not be entitled to recover in such action; and that although
such fender shall not have been made, yet if at any time
before issue joined the court in which such action shall

be depending, or a judge of any of the superior courts,
grant leave, then it shall be lawful for the defendant to

pay into court any sum of money, by way of compensation
or amends, in such manner, and under such regulations as
to the payment of costs and the form of pleading, as is and
are customary and iu force in the said superior courts.

Recovery of Money under Awards—Distress—Im-
prisonment.

in which such penalty may be proceeded for, and if within
four days after such decision notice be given by or on
behalf of such party to the party appealed against of his

intention to appeal against such decisiou, and of the
grounds of such appeal, and if the appellant enter into a
recognizance, with two sufficient sureties, conditioned to

prosecute such appeal, and to abide the order of the
court, and to pay to the party appealed against such costs
(if any) as shall be awarded against him, then it shall be
lawful for such party so dissatisfied to appeal against
such conviction to the justices of the peace at their

general Quarter Sessions of the peace to beholden within
four months after such conviction; and that if within such
period of four days such appellant have entered into such
recognizance as is herein required, then it shall be lawful
for such justices and they are hereby empowered to

proceed to hear and examine on oath into the cause and
matters of such appeal fwhich oath they arc hereby
empowered to administer), and to determine the same,
and to award such costs to be paid by either of the
said parties as they think proper; and the order, judg-
ment, and determination of the said justices shall be
binding and conclusive.

Limitation of Actionsfor Penalties.

106. And be it enacted, with regard to every penalty
or forfeiture incurred under this Act, so far as relates to
the limitation of proceedings for the recovery thereof,
that if within six calendar months next after such penalty
or forfeiture shall have been incurred an action or prose-
cution be not brought or commenced against the person
liable in respect thereof, then thereafter it shall not be
lawful for any person to bring such action or commence
such proceeding in respect of such penalty or forfeiture.

102. And be it enacted, with regard to every sum
of money by this Act, or by any award or certificate or
other proceeding in pursuance of or in accordance with
this Act, charged upon any person in respect of any work
done in pursuance of or in accordance with this Act, so
far as relates to the recovery of such sum of money, that
if any party claim any such sum of money, then it shall
be lawful for any one justice of the peace to summon the
person on whom such sum is alleged to be charged before
any two justices, or, if the matter arise within the district
of the metropolitan police, then before any police ma-
gistrate having jurisdiction within that district

;
and if

such award or certificate be produced, or if such other
proceeding be proved by the oath of the party claiming
or of any other credible witness, and if it be proved by
the oath of such party or other witness that such sum of
money is still due, then it shall be lawful for such justices
or such police magistrate, and they respectively arc hereby
required, to issue a warrant to levy the araouut thereof,
and also the costs of the proceeding, to be levied by
distress of the goods and chattels of the person in default

;

and if such person have no goods and chattels whereon
to distrain, or if such goods and chattels be insufficient
for that purpose, then it shall be lawful for such justices
or police magistrate, or for any other justice or police
magistrate, to commit the person in default, until the
amount of such sum so due, and of such costs, shall have
been fully paid, or until the party shall be discharged by
or in accordance with the provisions of any Act for the
relief and discharge of insolvent debtors.

Prosecution of Offences—Complaint—Summons—Com-
pulsory Appearance—Distress—Imprisonment.

103. And be it enacted, with regard to all offences
against the provisions of this Act for which no other
proceeding is provided, so far as relates to the pro-
secution thereof, that it shall be lawful to proceed by
complaint before any one justice of the peace or before
a police magistrate as aforesaid

;
and that it shall be

lawful for such justice to summon the party against whom
such complaint shall be made; and'that if such party
fail to appear in pursuance of such summons, then it shall
be lawful for such justice or magistrate, or any other
justice or magistrate, to issue a warrant under his hand
and seal to compel the appearance of such party

;
and

that on conviction of the offender before two justices or
before any police magistrate it shall be the duty of such
jnstices or magistrate and they are hereby required to
cause the amount of the penalty hereby imposed in
respect of such offence, and of the costs of any such
proceeding in respect of such offence, to be levied by
distress of the goods and chattels of the offender; and that
if such offender have no goods and chattels whereon to
distrain, or if they be insufficient for that purpose, then
it shall be lawful for such justices or magistrate, or for
any other justice or magistrate, and they are hereby
empowered, either on failure of such distress, or in the
first instance, to commit the offender, for any period not
exceeding three momhs, or till be shall have paid the full
amount of such penalty and such costs.

Removal of Orders, Sfc. into Superior Courts—

C

tiorari.

101. And be it enacted, with regard to every or
which shall be made by virtue of or under this Act, i

to any other proceeding to be had touching the c
viction of any offender against this Act (except p
ceedings touching the conviction of any person offend
for carrying on a trade or business offensive, noxic
or dangerous, contrary to this Act, otherwise than tin

hercin-before specified), that it shall not be lawful
any person to remove such order or other proceeding
certiorari, or any other writ or process whatsoever, i

any of her Majesty’s Courts of Record at Westminsti
and every such order and other proceeding is hen
twcjcup^l gioj jo be so removable.
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Recovery of Penalties—Appropriation—3 G. 4, c. 46.

107. And be it enacted, with regard to every such
penalty or forfeiture, so far as relates to the recovery and
the appropriation thereof, that it shall be lawful for any
party to sue or proceed for the same; and that if such
penalty be not otherwise specifically appropriated, then
the person so suing or proceeding shall be entitled to re-
ceive one-half thereof for his own benefit, and the oilier
half shall be applied to her Majesty’s use, and shall be
paid to the sheriff of the county, city, or town where the
same shall have been imposed

;
and that all convictions

before justices shall be returned to the Court of Quarter
Sessions, under the provisions of an Act passed in the
third year of the reign of his late Majesty King George
the Fourth, intituled An Actfor the more speedy lie-
turn and levying of Fines, Penalties, and Forfeitures,
and Recognizances estreated, and shall be paid to the
sheriff of the county, city, or town, and shall be duly ac-
counted for by him,

Regulation of Actions against Persons acting under
this Act—Limitation of Action— Notice of Action—
Venue in London—Venue in Middlesex— Plea and
Evidence— Verdict— Costs.

108. And for regulating proceedings against persons
acting in pursuance of this Act, be it enacted, with regard
to any acton or suit against any person in respect of any
act or thing done or intended to be done in pursuance of
this Act, so far as relates to the limitation thereof, and to
the notification thereof to the offending paity, and to the
venue thereof, and to the pleadings therein, and to the
evidence of the matters thereof, and to the verdict
therein, and to the judgment of the Court thereon, and
to the costs of such action, and to the recovery of such
costs, that after the expiration of six months next after
the fact committed it shall not be lawful to bring any
such action or suit against any person in respect of any
such act

;
and that if, twenty-one days at the least before

the commencement of the action or suit, notice in
writing of an intention to bring such action or suit, and
of the grounds of action, be not given to every person
against whom such action or suit shall be brought, then
it shall not be lawful for any person to bring any such
action or suit against any person in respect of any such
act; and that if the cause or matter of any such
action or suit arise within the said city of London or
the liberties thereof then such action or suit must be laid
in the city of London, and not elsewhere; and that if
the cause of any action or suit arise in any part of the
limits aforesaid out of the said city of London and
liberties thereof then it must be laid and tried in the
county of Middlesex, and not elsewhere; and that in
every such action or suit it shall be lawful for the de-
fendant and he is hereby entitled to plead the general
issue, and at the trial to be had thereof to give this Act
and the special matter in evidence, and to prove that
the maiter or thing for which such action or suit is
brought was done in pursuance and by the auihority of
this Act; and that if upon the trial of such action it ap-
pear that the said matter or thing has been done by the
authority or in pursuance of this Act, or if it appear
that such action or suit was brought before the expira-
tion of twenty-one days after such notice given as afore-
said, or if it appear that sufficient satisfaction was made
or tendered before such action was brought, or if upon
plea of payment of money into court it shall appear that
the plaintiff has not sustained damages to a greater
amount than the sum paid into court, or if any such
action or suit be not commenced within the time herein
for that purpose limited, or if it be laid in any other
county or place than as aforesaid, then and in every such
case it shall be the duty of the jury and they arc hereby
required to find for the defendant

;
and that if a verdict

be found for the defendant, or if the plaintiff in any such
action or suit become nonsuited, or discontinue or suffer
a discontinuance of any such action or suit, or if judg-
ment be given for the defendant therein, on demurrer,
or by default or otherwise, then the defendant shall be’
entitled to have judgment to recover full costs of suit, and
to such remedy for recovering the same as any defendant
shall have by law.

Securityfor Costs.

109.

And further, for the prevention of vexatious

litigation, be it enacted, with regard to every action irt
respect of any matter or thing done or intended to be
done in pursuance of this Act, so far as relates to the
costs ot such action, that if the defendant apply to the
superior court at Westminster in which such action is
pending, or to any judge of any of the said courts, then
it shall be lawful for such court or any such judge to
require the plaintiff to give such security as such court
or judge shall think fit for the payment of all costs,
charges, and expenses incurred or to be incurred in and
about the said action, and which shall be or become
payable by him on the taxation thereof by the proper
officer.

Prosecutionsfor preventing Neglect or Evasion of this

Act—Notice of Action.
1 10. And be it enacted, with regard to any penalty or

forfeiture incurred by any defaulTin complying with the
provisions of this Act, so far as relates to proceedings
for the recovery thereof, that at any time within three
months after such penalty or forfeiture shall have been
incurred it shall be lawful for any surveyor appointed or
confirmed by virtue of this Act, and all other persons,
and they are hereby entitled, to commence and prosecute
proceedings for the recovery thereof, or for the recovery
of the expenses of pulling down or altering of any build-
ing, against any owner, occupier, builder, workman, or
other person, or for any default made in complying with
the provisions of this Act: provided always, that if such
proceedings be taken by any person except one of the
surveyors, or except the official referees, then seven days’
notice of the intention to commence such proceedings
must be given at the office of the surveyor of the district,

and at the office of the registrar of metropolitan build-
ings.

Miscellaneous.

Liability of Owners and Occupiers for Expenses, Sfe. ,

under this Act.

111. Provided always, aud be it enacted, with regard'
to the owners of any building, fence, ground, land, or
tenement, so far as relates to their liabilities in respect
of expenses incurred in respect of such premises or
otherwise, that in all cases, whatever may be the nature1

of the interest in any such premises of the person en-
titled to the immediate possession thereof, or of the oc-
cupier thereof, such person entitled to the immediate
possession of such premises, or such occupier, shall, im
the first instance bear all costs and expenses by this: Act
imposed on the owner thereof, and shall perform all du-
ties by this Act imposed on such owner; subject, never-
theless, to any right or claim which such person or
such occupier may have to be repaid such costs and ex-
penses, and to be indemnified in respect of such duties,
according to the provisions of this Act, according to the
nature and extent of the covenants or agreements under
which such person or occupier may hold such' premises,
as fully and effectually as if such covenants or agree-
ments were herein recited.

Notifications: Married Females—Infants, Idiots, or
Lunatics—Owners unknown— Buildings unoccupied’—Immediate Landlord—Part Ownership—Service-
of Notices—Damage arising from defective Service—Requisites of Notice.

112. And he it enacted, with regard to notices by this*
Act required, so far as relates to the service thereof'
upon the owner or occupier of any building, fence, land;,
ground, or tenement, that every such notice must be:
given as follows; that is to say,

If such owner be a married female, other than a ces--
tuique trust in regard to such property, then such notice-
must be given to the husband of such married female

If such owner be an infant, idiot, or lunatic, or cestui-
que trust, then such notice must be given to the guardian;
trustee, or committee of such infant, idiot, or lunatic, or
cestuique trust, or.

If such owner, husband, trustee, guardian, or com--
mittee is not known, or cannot be found, then such notice'
must be given to the occupier of such building, fence,,
land, ground, or tenement to which it shall relate

;
or,.

If such building, fence, land, ground, or tenement be-
unoccupied, then such notice must be affixed to some-
conspicuous part of such building, fence, land, ground,,
or tenement, at a height of not more than nine feet from:
the ground

:

And if the person in the occupation of any building,,
fence, land, ground, or tenemeut, in respect ol' which'
notice is to be given, allege that he is a tenant from 1

year to year, or for any less term, or a tenant at will, andl
not the owner thereof, within the intent and meaning off
this Act, then such notice must be given to the immediate-
landlord of such occupier

;
and it shall be the duty of'

such occupier and he is hereby required to inform any
person by whom such notice shall be required to be-
given, or any other person applying on his behalf, of
the name, place of residence, or place of business of'

such owner or landlord, or of his agent or other person:
by whom the rent of such building, fence, land, ground,,
or tenement shall be received

;
and if such owner or

landlord be not in the receipt of the whole of the rents:

or profits of such building, fence, land, ground, or tene-
ment, and if any notice shall be served upon such owner
or landlord, then, immediately upon the receipt thereof^. •

it shall be his duty and he is hereby required to transmit
to his immediate landlord or his agent, aud also to any
other person being part owner in such building, fence,
land, ground, or tenement, or in receipt of the rents or
profits thereof under the same immediate landlord, or to>

the agent of such person, a copy of such notice
;
and so

on in turn it shall be the duty of every landlord, agent,
or other person by whom such notice shall be received
to transmit it to any such landlord, agent, or other per-

son, being part owner of any such building, fence, land.
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ground, or tenement, to the intent that every person

affected by the work or proceeding to which such no-

tice relates may have due notice thereof
:

provided

always, with regard to every such notice, so far as re-

lates to the service thereof upon any such owner, that if

it be served upon the immediate landlord of the occupier

or upon his agent, by or on behalf of the person by

whom it is hereby required to be served in the first in-

stance, then, although it may not be served by such

immediate landlord upon any other landlord or owner,

such service is to be deemed to be sufficient service
;
but

that nevertheless, if any owner suffer damage by the

failure of any other person, being either the occupier or

any person holding under such owner, to serve such

notice, then such owner shall be entitled to recover the

amount thereof against such person by whom such

damage shall have been occasioned
;
and that every no-

tice served under this clause on any person must contain

a copy of the provisions thereof, so far as they require

him to transmit the same to his immediate landlord, or

the agent of such landlord.

Mode of Service upon Occupier.

113. And be it enacted, with regard to notices by

this Act required, so far as relates to the mode of ser-

vice thereof upon the occupier of any building or

ground, that if such notice be intended for the occupier

of any building or ground then it must be given either

personally or by leaving the same with some inmate at

the premises, or it must be affixed as aforesaid.

Mode of Service upon Owners by Delivery—Effect of
Notice.

114. And be it enacted, further, with regard to all

such notices, so far as relates to the mode of service

thereof upon owners by delivery, that every such notice

(except such notice as may according to the provision in

that behalf be sent by post) must be given either per-

sonally or by leaving the same with some inmate at the

usual place of abode of such party, or if that be not

known then at his last known place of abode; and that

every such notice, when so given to such persons re-

spectively as aforesaid, or left at the last known place of

their respective abodes, or when so affixed as aforesaid,

according to the cases hcrein-before mentioned, shall

have the same effects and consequences as if given to

the actual owner.

Mode of Service upon Owners by Transmission.

115. And be it enacted, further, with regard to no-

tices, so far as relates to the mode of service thereof by

transmission, that if any owner upon whom the same is

required to be served be not within the limits of this

Act, or have not within the limits of this Act any agent

acting in his behalf in the matter of the premises to

which the notice refers, then it shall be lawful to give

notice by post letter, duly registered according to the

practice for the time being adopted with regard to let-

ters transmitted by post, but so that nevertheless such

letter be posted in such time as will afford to the person

addressed, after the receipt of such letter, the full period

of notice required in the case.

Noticesfor Surveyors and Official Referees.

116. And be it enacted, with regard to notices, so far

ns relates to the service thereof upon the surveyors and

upon the official referees, that if the nolice relate to the

surveyor then such notice must be served at the office of

the surveyor; aud that if the notice relate to the official

referees or any of them, then such notice must be left at

the office of the registrar of metropolitan buildings.

Consents by incapacitated Persons.

117. And be it enacted, with regard to consents by

this Act required to be given by the owner or occnpicr of

any building or ground, so far as relates to the making

thereof on behalf of incapacitated persons, that if such

owner or occupier be a married female, not being a ces-

tuique trust in regard to the property to which such con-

sent relates, then such consent must be given by the hus-

band of such married female ;
or that if such owner or

occupier be an infant, idiot, or lunatic, or ccsluique

trust, then such consent must be given by the guardian,

trustee, or committee of such infant, idiot, or lunatic, or

cestuique trust
;
or that if such owner or occupier, hus-

band, trustee, guardian, or committee, be not known or

cannot be found, then with a view to protect the interests

of such parties, as well as to facilitate the purposes of

this Act, it shall be lawful for the official referees and

they arc hereby authorized, by writing duly sealed by

the registrar of metropolitan buildings, to give such

consent as may be requisite, upon such terms and subject

to such conditions as may seem lit to them, having regard

alike to the nature and purpose of the subject matter in

respect of which such consent is to be given, and to the

fair claims of the parties on whose behalf such consent

is to be given.

Exemption from Stamp Duty.
118. And be it enacted, with regard to the following

documents, so far as relates to the payment of stamp

duty in respect thereof, that every certificate and every

award required to be made or signed by the surveyor or

the official referees shall be and is hereby exempted from

stamp duty.

119. And be it enacted, that this Act shall be deemed

to be a public Act, and shall be judicially taken notice of

as such by all judges, justices, and other persons whom-
soever, without specially pleading the same.

120. And be it enacted, that this Act may be amended

or repealed by any Act to be passed in this present ses-

sion of Parliament.

SCHEDULES TO WHICH THE FOREGOING
ACT REFERS.

Schedule (A.)—This schedule contains merely a de-

scription of the Acts and parts of Acts repealed by

this Act.

Schedule (B .)— [See § 5 & 7.'

—

Part I.— List of

Buildings, of whatever Class, placed under Special

Supervision.

Bridges, embankment walls, retaining walls, and

wharf or quay walls: and her Majesty’s royal palaces,

and any building being in the possession of her Majesty,

her heirs and successors, or employed for her Majesty 's

use or service: and any common gaols, prisons, houses of

correction, and places of confinement under the inspec-

tion of the Inspectors of Prisons, and Bethlcm Hospital

and the house of occupations adjoining : and the Mansion

House, Guildhall, and Royal Exchange of the city of

London : and the offices and buildings of the Governor

and Company of the Bank of England already erected

and which now form the edifice called “ The Bank ot

England,” and any offices and buildings hereafter to

be erected for the use of the said governor and com-

pany, either on the site of, or in addition to, and in con-

nection with, the said edifice : and the buildings of the

British Museum already erected or to be erected for the

like purposes : and the erections and buildings autho-

rized by an Act passed in the ninth year of the reign

of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, for the pur-

poses of a market in Covent Garden : and the warehouses

of or belonging to the Saint Katharine Dock Company,
commonly called the New-street and Cutler-street Ware-
houses, and the Haydon-square Warehouses, purchased

by the said company from the East India Company :

and all other buildings exempted by any Act of Parliament

from the operation of the Act passed in the fourteenth

year of his late Majesty King George the Third, aud by
this Act repealed, except buildings included in the second

pait of this schedule.

Schedule (B.)

—

Part II.— List of Buildings, of what-

ever class, exempted from supervision.

And the warehouses of or belonging to the Saint

Katharine Dock Company, aud situate in the parish of

Saint Botolph-wilhout-Aldgate, and in the precinct of

Saint Katharine, near the Tower of London, in the

county of Middlesex : and the warehouses and build-

ings of or belonging to the London Dock Company, com-

prehended within the wall of the said company, as

set forth in an Act passed in the ninth year of the reign

of his late Majesty King George the Fourth : and the

several warehouses and buildings of or belonging to the

East and West India Dock Company, established by an

Act made in the first year of the reign of her present

Majesty: and the buildings erected, or to be erected,

by the London and Birmingham Railway Company, esta-

blished and incorporated by an Act passed in the third

year of the reign of his late Majesty King William the

Fourth, within and in connection with the works of their

railway, by virtue of the several Acts relating thereto :

and the buildings and structures belonging to any other

dock or railway authorized to be executed by any Act of

Parliament.

Schedule (C.)

—

Part I.— (See § 5.)—Rules for de-

termining the Classes and Rales to which Buildings

are to be deemed to belong for the purposes of this

Act, and the Thicknesses of the Walls of Buildings of

such Rates.

Classes of Buildings.—

F

or the purposes of

this Art, all buildings of whatever kind, subject to the

provisions thereof, are to be deemed to belong to one or

other of the following three classes
;
that is to say,

—

First Class— If a building be built originally as a

dwelling-house, or be occupied, or intended to be occu-

pied, as such, then it is to be deemed to belong to the

first, or dwelling-house class.

Second Class.—If a building be built originally as a

warehouse, storehouse, granary, brewery, distillery, ma-

nufactory, workshop, or stable, or be occupied or in-

tended to be occupied as such, or for a similar purpose,

then it is to be deemed to belong to the second or

warehouse class.

SCHEDULE (C.)—PART II.— (See § 5.)

Conditions for determining the Rates to which Buildings of

‘ tte"
In reference to

Height.

' the Building be in

height more than

70 feet, and not

more than 85 feet,

- - If the building -- If thc buildingcon-

cover more than 10 ain 7 stories,

quares, and not more
than 14 squares,

But if it be in height - - Or if it cover more
more than 85 feet, than 14 squares,

In reference to In reference to

Stories.

. If more than 52 feet,

and not more than

70 feet,

3, If more than 38 feet,

and not more than
52 feet,

4. If not more than 38

feet,

than 6 squares, and 6 stories,

not more than

squares.

Rate of Building.

- It is to be of the

FirstRate of this class,

Requisite Thickness of External Walls of

each Rate of the First Class.

Or if it contain

more than 7 stories,

- Or if it cover more

- - And the thickness of the external walls

must be at the least 214 inches from the top

of the footing up to the under side of the

floor next but three below the topmost floor ;

and at the least 174 inches from the under side

of the floor next but three below the topmost

floor up to the underside of the floor next be-

low the topmost floor; and at the least 13

inches from the underside of the floor next

below the topmost floor up to the top of the

wall.

- - And the thickness of the external walls

must be at the least 21.4 inches from the top of

the footing up to the under side of the floor

next but two below the topmast floor, and at

the least 174 inches from the under side of the

floor next but two below the topmast floor up

to the top of the wall.

Requisite Thickness of Party Walls of each

Rate of the First Class.

- - Or if it contain - It Is to be of the

Second Rate of this

class,

Or if it cover more - - Or if It contain

than 4 squares, dnd 5 stories,

more than
squares,

- - Or if It do tiot

cover more than
squares,

- - It is to be of the

Third Rutc of this

- - Or if it do not con-

more than
stories,

And the thickness of the external walls must

be at the least 174 inches from the top of the

footing up to the under side of the floor next

but one below the topmost floor ;
and at the

least 13 inches from the under side of the floor

next but one below the topmost floor up to

the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the external walls

must be at the least 174 inches from the top of

the footing up to the under side of the floor

next but two below the topmost floor ; and at

the least 13 inches from the under side of the

floor next but two below the topmost floor up

to the top of the wall.

It is to be of the - - And the thickness of the external walls

Fourth Rate of this must beat the least 13 ."chesfromthetopof

class thc f°otu, B U P t0 the under Slde
j
of

. Vi® w!c
’ ncxt below the topmost floor; and at the least

inches from the under side of the floor next

below the topmost floor up to the top of the

wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must

be at the least 21 4 inches from thc top of the

footing up to the underside of the floor next

but three below the topmost floor; and at the

least 174 inches from the under side of the

floor next but three below the topmost floor

up to the under side of thc floor next below

the topmost floor
;
and at the least 13 inches

from the under side of the floor next below the

topmost floor up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must

be at the least 21 4 inches from the top of the

footing up to the under side of the floor next

but three below thc topmost floor ;
and at the

least 174 inches from the under side of the

floor next but three below the topmost floor

up to the under side of the topmost floor
;
and

at the least 13 inches from the under side ot

the topmost floor up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must

be at the least 174 inches from the top of the

footing up to thc under side of the floor next

but one below the topmost floor
;
and at the

least 13 inches from the under side of the floor

next but one below the topmost floor up to the

top of the wall.

- - And thc thickness of the party-walls must

be at the least 174 inches from the top of™
footing up to the under side of the:

floor next

but two below thc topmost floor ;
and at the

lot 13 inches from Ihe “»deV“f“
next but two below the topmost floor up to the

under side of the topmost floor; and at the

least 84 inches from the under side of the

topmost floor up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must

be at the least 13 inches from the Itop of the

footing up to the under side of thc floor n ext

but one below the topmost floor ;
and at the

least 84 inches from the under side of the floor

next but one below the topmost floor up to

the top of the wall.
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Third Class .—If a building be built originally as a

church, chapel, or other place of public worship, college,
hall, hospital, theatre, public concert-room, public ball-

room, public lecture-room, public exhibition-room, or
occupied or intended to be occupied as such, or for a
similar purpose, or otherwise used or intended to be used,
either temporarily or permanently, for the assemblage of
persons in large numbers, whether for public worship,
business, instruction, debate, diversion, or resort, then
it is to be deemed to belong to the third or public
building class.

Alteration of Class .—And if any room, whether con-
structed within any other building or not, and whether
included iu the aforesaid classes or not, be used at any
time for the publje or general congregation of persons,
then the building containing such room is to be deemed
a building of the third or public building class. Or if

a building originally built, or subsequently altered, so as
to bring it within any one class, be subsequently con-
rerted into or used as a building of another class, then
it is to be deemed to belong to such other class

;
and, as

to it, all the conditions prescribed with regard to build-
ings of the same rate of such other class must be fulfilled,

as if it had been originally built of such class; subject,

nevertheless, to such modifications as shall be sanctioned
by the official referees on a special supervision thereof.

Or if a building be used partly as a dwelling house and
partly for any purpose which would bring it within the
second or warehouse class, then it is to be deemed to
belong to the said second or warehouse class

;
and as to

it all the conditions prescribed with regard to buildings

of the same rate of such class must be fulfilled as if it

had been originally built of such class, subject never-
theless to such modifications as shall be sanctioned by
the official referees on a special supervision thereof.

Rates of Buildings.—

A

nd the buildings included
in the said classes are to be deemed to belong to the rates

of those classes, according to the conditions of height,
area, and number of stories set forth in the following
tables

;
which conditions are to be determined according

to the following rules :

Rule for ascertaining Height .—The height of every
i

building is to be ascertained by measuring from the sur- I

face of the lowest floor of the building, up to the ^

underside of the ceiling of the topmost story, at the
highest part thereof, whether such story be within the
roof or not. And if there be no ceiling made, or in-
tended to be made to the topmost story, then by mea-
suring from the surface of such lowest floor of the
building up to the underside of nny tie-beam, collar-

beam, or other substitute for a tie-beam, to or within
the roof of the building, and to thehighest part of such
roof

;
and the level of the under side of such tie-beam, or

such substitute for a tie-beam, is in such case to be taken
to mean the ceiling of the topmost story. And if there
be no tie-beam, collar- beam, or other substitute for
a lie-beam to or within the roof of any building, then
up to a level three feet below the level of the under side
of the ridge-piece, or substitute for a ridge-piece, to the
roof of such building.

Rule for ascertaining Area.—And the area of every
building is to be determined by the number of squares
contained in the surface of any floor which shall contain
the greatest number of squares at or above the principal
entrance to such building; including in such surface the
area of all the external walls and such portions of the
party-walls as belong to such building, but excluding
from such surface the area of any attached building,
or office, area, balcony, or open portico.

Rule fur ascertaining the Capacity of any Building
of the Second Class .—And the capacity or cubical con-
tents of any such building is to be ascertained by
measuring according to the rule for ascertaining area, and
from the surface of the lowest floor up to the under sur-
face of the roof covering of such building.

Rule for ascertaining Number of Stories.— And the
stories of every building areto be counted from the founda-
tion upwards. And if the space in height between the top
of the footings and the level of the lowest floor do not ex-
ceed five feet, then the story nearest the foundation is to be
considered the lowest or first story

;
but if such space ex-

ceed five feet, then such space is to be considered to
contain the lowest or first story

;
and in that case nine

inches above the top of the fooling is to be considered the
level of the lowest floor.

Rule for ascertaining Thickness of Walls .—And the
thickness or width of every wall, and of the footing
thereof, is to be ascertained by measuring only the thick-
ness or width of which such walls or footings shall have
been originally built.

TRANSVERSE SECTIONS OF WALLS OF THE FIRST OR D WELLTNG-HOUSE CLASS ACCORDING TO THEDESCRIPTIONS OF THEIR THICKNESSES IN SCHEDULE (CO PART IL

FIRST RATE. SECOND RATE.
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Conditions for determining the Rates to which Buildings of the Second or Warehouse Class are to be deemed to belong, and the Thickness of the External Walls
and of the Party-Walls thereof.

In reference to

Height.
Rate of Building. Requisite Thickness of the External Walls of each Rate of

the Second Class.

Requisite Thickness of the Party-wall of each Rate of

the Second Class.

1 . If the building be in

height more than

66 feet,

- It is to be of the

FirstRate of this class,

- And the thickness of the external walls must be at the least 26

nches from the top of the footing up to the level of 76 feet below the

;opmost ceiling
; and at the least 2 lA inches from the level of 76 feet

aelow the topmost ceiling up to the level of 36 feet below the topmost
ceiling; and at the least 174 inches from the level of 36 feet below the

t
opmost ceiling up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must be at the least 26 inches
:rom the top of the footing to the level of 76 feet below the topmost
ceiling; and at the least 214 inches from the level of 76 feet below the
topmost ceiling up to the level of 36 feet below the topmost ceiling ';

and at the least 1 7J inches from the level of 36 feet below the topmost
ceiling up to the level of the topmost ceiling

; and at the least 13 inches
from the level of the topmost ceiling up to the top of the wall.

2. If more than 44 feet

and not more than
66 feet,

- - It is to be the Se-

condRate of this Class,

- - And the thickness of the external walls must be at the least 21.4

inches from the top of the footing up to the level of 58 feet below the

topmost ceiling; and at the least 174 inches from the level of 58 feel

below the topmost ceiling up to the level of 22 feet below the topmost

ceiling
;
and at the least 13 inches from the level of 22 feet below the

topmost ceiling up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party- walls must be at the least 211 inches
from the top of the footing up to the level of 58 feet below the topmost
ceiling

;
and at the least 171 inches from the level of 58 feet below the

topmost ceiling up to the level of 22 feet below the topmost ceiling;
and at the least 13 inches from the level of 22 feet below the topmost
ceiling up to the top of the wall.

3. If more than 22 feet

and not more than
44 feet,

- - It is to be of the

Third Rate of this

Class,

- - And the thickness of the external walls must be at the least 17^

inches from the top of the footing up to the level of 28 feet below the

topmost ceiling; and at the least 13 inches from the level of 28 feet

below the topmost ceiling up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must be at the least 17

4

inches from the top of the footing up to the level of 28 feet .below the
topmost ceiling

;
and at the least 13 inches from the level of 28 feet

helow the topmost ceiling up to the level of the topmost ceiling ; and
at the least 8 J inches from the level of the topmost ceiling up to the
top of tbe wall.

4. If not more than 22

feet.

- - It is to be of the

Fourth Rate of this

Class,

- - And the thickness of the external walls must be at the least 13

inches from the top of the footing up to the level of 9 feet below the

topmost ceiling
;
and at the least 84 inches from the level of 9 fee

below the topmost ceiling up to the top of the wall.

- - And the thickness of the party-walls must be at the least 13 inches
from the top of the footing up to the level of 16 feet helow the topmost
ceiling; and at the least 84 inches from the level of 16 feet below the
topmost ceiling up to the top of the wall.

TRANSVERSE SECTIONS OF WALLS OF THE SECOND OR WAREHOUSE CLASS, ACCORDING TO THE DESCRIP-
TIONS OF THEIR THICKNESSES IN SCHEDULE (C.)—PART III.
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Schedule (C.)— Part IV.— Rules concerning

Buildings of the Second or Warehouse Class.

Warehouses, 8{c.—With regard lo any building of the

second class hereafter built or re-built, in reference to

the capacity or contents thereof within the same inclos-

ing walls : If such building contain more than 200,000
cubic feet, then such building must be divided by party-

walls, so as that there be not in anyone part of such build-

ing more than 200,000 cubic feet without party-walls.

Openings in Party-walls.—And with regard lo build-
ings of the second class, in reference to openings
through party-walls, such openings must not be made
wider than six feet, nor higher than eight feet, unless in

each case, and upon special evidence of necessity for
convenience or otherwise, the official referee shall pre-
viously authorize larger openings. And the floor, and the

jambs, and the head of every such opening must be com-
posed of brick or stone, or iron-work throughout the
whole thickness of the wall

;
and every such opening must

have a strong wrought-iron door on each side of the

party-wall, fitted and hung to such opening without wood-
work of any kiud

;
and such doors must not be less than

one-fourth of an inch thick in the panels thereof
; and

each of such doors must be distant from the other not
less than the full thickness of the party-wall.

Roofs.—And with regard to the roofs of buildings of
the second class, in order to prevent the formation of
curbed roofs to such buildings, the plane of the surface
of the roof of every such building must not incline from
the external or party-walls upwards at a greater angle
than 40 degrees with the horizon.

Schedule (C.)

—

Part V.—Requisites for deter-
mining the Rate to which any Building of the Third
or Public Building Class is to be deemed to belong.
If any building of the third or public building class

correspond in form or structure or disposition with a
dwelling-house, then the rate thereof is to be deter-
mined by the same rules as the rates of the first or
dwelling-house class

;
and the thicknesses of the external

and party- walls, and the width of the footings thereof,
are to be at the least four inches more than is hereby
required for the external and party-walls, and the foot-
ings thereof, of buildings of the same rate of the first

dwelling-house class, unless the official referees,
special supervision in each case, shall otherwise appoint.
But if it correspond in form or structure or disposition
with a warehouse, or any building of the second class,
then the rate thereof is to be determined by the same
rules as the rates of the second or warehouse class

;
and

the thickness of the external and party-walls, and the
width of the footings thereof, are to beat the least four
inches more than is hereby required for the external and
party-walls, and the footings thereof of buildings of the
same rate of the second or warehouse class, unless the
official referees, on special supervision in each case, shall
otherwise appoint. But if it do not correspond in form
and structure, or in either, with buildings of the first or
second classes, or any of them, then such building is to be
subject, as to its walls or other construction, to the special
approval of the official referees.

Schedule (C.)

—

Part VI.—Rule concerning Fire-proof
Accesses and Stairs to Buildings of the First and
Third Classes.

With regard to buildings of the first class, whereof
the internal stairs are of stone or other incombustible
substance, such stairs must be set in, or be fixed to, and
be wholly upborne by, fire-proof constructions, and
must be connected internally by landings, the floors of
which are fire-proof, and wholly upborne and supported
by fire-proof constructions, and must be connected
with the exterior entrance by passages, the floors of
which are fire-proof, and wholly upborne and supported
by fire-proof constructions. And with regard to build-
ings of the third class, the floors of the halls, vestibules,
lobbies, corridors, passages, and the stairs and landings,
and all other ways of ingress and egress within the build-
ing to and from all rooms or apartments used for public
congregation, and to and from all galleries being pait of,
or being connected with, any such room or apartment,
must be wholly supported, constructed, formed, made,
and finished fire-proof.

Schedule (C.)

—

Part VII.—Rules concerning attached
and detacl ed and insulated Buildings, as to the Rates
and Walls thereof.

Attached Buildings and Offices.—With regard to
buildings or offices now built or hereafter to be built
(except greenhouses, vineries, aviaties, or such like
buildings), and that, whether such buildings or offices
be attached to or detached from the buildings to which
they belong. Every such building is to be deemed, in
respect of the walls thereof, and all other requisites, as a
building of the rate to which it would belong if it had
beeu built separately.

Insulated Buildings.—And with regard to buildings
of the first or dwelling-house class, and of the second or
warehouse class, which shall be insulated, so far as
relates to the distance thereof from a public street or way,

everysuch building must bedistant fromany public street
or alley one-third of the height thereof at the least

;
and if

the building do not exceed twenty-four feet in height,

—

then it must be so distant at the least eight feet
;
and with

regard to such building, so far as relates to the distance
thereof from any other building, or from ground not in
the same possession or occupation therewith, or connected
therewith only by a fence or fence-wall, it must bedistant
from such other building or such other ground at the least
30 feet; and if such building be so distant from a public
street or alley, and from any other building, or from
ground not in the same possession or occupation there-
with,-—then such building is not to be liable in respect of
the dimensions and materials thereof to the rules and
directions of this Act.

Insulated Buildings afterwards divided.—Provided
always, that if any such building be hereafter divided
into two or more distinct buildings, and the several parts

of such buildings so divided be not at the aforesaid dis-

tance from each other, and from other buildings and

ground, then such several parts must be separated from
each other by such party-walls as are herein prescribed

for the rates to which such several parts, if adjoining,

would belong. And if such requisites be not observed, then

such several parts of such buildings in respect of which
they are not so observed, shall be deemed a public nui-

sance, and as such be taken down, according to the pro-
visions of this Act in that behalf.

Toll-houses, Sfc.—And with regard to certainbuildings

which shall be built for the purposes of trade or the col-

lection of toll, if such buildings be situate fifteen feet

at the least from any other building, and do not cover an
area of more than one square and one half, and the height
thereof do not exceed twelve feet from the ground to the
highest point of the roof, then every such building may
be inclosed with any materials whatsoever; but the roof
thereof must be covered as herein directed with regard
to roofs, and the chimney and flue (if any) must be built

as herein directed with regard to chimneys and flues.

Schedule (D).

—

Part I. -Rules concerning Walls, of
whatever kind.

Foundations.—With regard to the foundations of
walls,—every ex'ernal wall, and every party-wall, and
every party fence-wall, must be built upon a constructed
fooling, based upon solid ground, or upon other sufficient

foundation.

Footings.—With regard to footings of walls, in re-

ference to the materials thereof, to the width thereof, to

the height thereof above the foundation, and to the depth
below the surface :

—

Materials.— 1 . In reference to the materials thereof:
—Every footing must be built, either of sound bricks
or of stone, or of such bricks and stone together, laid

in and with mortar or cement in such manner as to pro-
duce solid work.

Width.—3. In reference to the width thereof:—The
bottom of the footing of every external wall and party-
wall of the first rate must be at the least seventeen and
a half inches wider than the wall standing thereon ; and
the bottom of every footing of every external wall and
party-wall of the second and third rates must be at tb(

least thirteen inches wider than the wall standing thereon
,

and the bottom of the footing of every external wall and
party-wall of the fourth rate, and of every party fence-
wall, must be at the least eight and a half inches wider
than the wall standing thereon. The top of the footing
of every party fence- wall, and of every external wall and
party- wall, must be at the least four inches wider than
the wall standing thereon.

Height.—1. In reference to the height above the fouu
dation :—The footing of every external wall and party,
wall of the first rate must be at the least eleven inches
high above the foundation. The footing of every external
wall and party-walls of the second and third rates, must
be at the least eight Inches high above the foundation.
The footing of every party fence-wall and of every ex-
ternal wall and party-wall of the fourth rate must be at
the least five inches high above the foundation.

Depth below Ground.—5. In reference to the depth
thereof below the surface of the lowest ground or area
adjoining :— The top of the footing of every party fence-
wall and of every external wall and party- wall must be at
the least three inches below such surface.

Depth below lowest Floor.— 6. In reference to the
depth thereof below the surface of the lowest floor ad-
joining or intended to adjoin thereto :—The top of the
footing of every external wall and party- wall must be at
the least nine inches below such surface; aud in any
building of the first class the surface of the earth or of
any paving on the outside (except the pavement of any
public way) must not at any time be raised to within six
inches of the surface of the lowest or first floor of such
building.

Thicknesses of inclosing Walls to Stories of Buildings
of whatever Rate.—With regard to the inclosing walls to
stories of buildings of the first and second classes, each
of the inclosing walls of any such story throughout the
whole height thereof, from the top of the footing up to
the top of such story, and with all the sets off in addition
required for such wall, to whatever rate or whichever class
it may belong, and throughout at the least one-third of the
whole length of such wall, in piers properly distributed,
must be of the following dimensions (unless cross or
return walls, coursed and bonded with the inclosing walls,
shall in the opinion of the official referees, upon special
application to them in each particular case, give sufficient

strength with less thickness in such inclosing walls);
that is to say,—as to first-class buildings:—if the story be
in height more than 11 feet, then the thickness of its

nclosing walls must be at the least 1 3 inches. Or if the
story be in height more than 15 feet, then the thickness of

inclosing walls must be at the least 17 J inches. As to
second-class buildings :—if the story be in height more
than 9 feet, then the thickness of its inclosing walls must
be at the least 13 inches. Or if the story be in height
more than 1 2 feet, then the thickness of its inclosing walls
must be at the least 17 J inches. Or if the story be In
height more than 15 feet, then the thickness of its in-
closing w alls must be at the least 214 inches. Or if the
story be in height more thau IS feel, then the thickness of
its inclosing walls must be at the least 26 inches. Never-
theless as to any external wall of any building of the first

class in which there are no apertures or recesses,— if
there be another external wall and a cross wall of not less

than 8$ inches thick coursing and bonding with such
external wall, or if two such cross walls occur within a
length of 21 feet of such wall, then such external wall
may be built of the thickness of 13 inches, of any height
not exceeding 1 8 feet, wilhin any story, although the rate
of the wall may require a greater thickness, but always
upon condition that the substructure of such wall is 4
inches thicker at the least than such superstructure, and
vertically under it. And also if any such wall be abutted-
by cross or return walls within a length of 12 feet, and if

not more than one aperture or recess occur within such
length of 12 feet, and not more than one-half the quantity
in length be taken out of such compartment of a wall by
any such aperture or recess, then such external wall may
be built of any thickness not less than 13 inches, notwith-
standing the rate of such wall may require a greater
thickness.

Schedule (D).

—

Part II.

—

External Walls.
Construction and Materials.—And with regard to

the component materials of external walls to buildings
of whatever class,—every such wall must be built of sound
bricks or of stone, or of such bricks and stone together,
laid in and with mortar or cement in such manner as to
produce solid work

;
and every such wall must be carried

up of its full thickness lo the underside of the plate under
the roof. Nevertheless, in such walls, besides all requi-
site openings for doors and windows, recesses may be
formed, so that the back thereof be of the thickness of
eight inches and a half at the least, aud so that the sta-
bility and sufficiency of the wall be not injuriously affected
by making such recesses. And with regard to other
substances than the component matciials of external
walls,—There may be such wood and iron as shall be
necessary. And every plate, lintel, bond, corbel, being
of wood, and every wood-brick laid into any external
wall, and all ends of joists, of girders, and of the heads
and sills of partitions running into any external wall,
must be fixed at a distance from the external face of the
wall of four inches at the least. And the frames of doors
and windows must be fixed in reveals at a distance from
the external face of the wall of four inches at the least.

And shop fronts must be fixed in such manner as is herein
specially directed. And the tiers of door cases to ware-
houses must be fixed in the openings left in such walls
at a distance from the external face of the wall of two
inches at the least. But no timber must be laid into any
external wall in such manner or of such length as to ren-
der the part of the wall above it wholly or in great part
dependent upon the wood for support, or so that any
such wood might not be withdrawn without endangering
the safety of the superincumbent structure, except in the
case of brestsummers.

Height and Thickness ofParapets.— And with regard
to external walls, in reference to the height and thickness
of any parapet thereon.—If an external wall adjoin a
gutter, then such external wall must be carried up, and
remain one foot at the least above the highest part of
such gutter. And the thickness of an external wall so
carried up above the level of the under side of the gutter
plate, and forming a parapet, must be at the least,— In
every such wall of the extra first rate of the first class,

and in every such wall of the first rate of the second class,
13 inches thick

;
and—In every other external wall, of

whatever rate or whichever class, inches thick.

Brestsummers.—With regard to every brestsummer
fixed to carry any front wall of a building,—if such
brestsummer have a bearing at one end upon a party-
wall,— then it must be laid upon a template or corbel of
stone or iron, which template or corbel must be tailed
through such wall at least two-thirds of the thickucss
thereof

;
and the end of such brestsummer must not be

fixed into, and must not have its bearing solely upon
such party wall, but must be supported by a sufficient
pier built of brick or stone, or by an iron column, or
iron or timber story-post fixed on a solid fouudation.
And if any such brestsummer have its bearing at each
end upon a party-wall, then it must be supported bv at
least two sufficient piers built of brick or stone, or by iron
columns, or by iron or timber story-posts fixed on solid
foundations, and standing within and clear of the party-
walls. Or any such brestsummer may bear upon con-
structed returns in the direction of the length of the brest-
summer of four inches at the least, coursed and bonded
with the substance of the party-wall or party-walls; and
such constructed returns must be increased one inch at
the least for every six feet in length that the brestsummer
may be otherwise unsupported. And if the height of the
under side of any brestsummer laid from party-wall to
party-wall to carry any external wall exceed 15 feet from
the surface of the public foot pavement in front of the
building, then there must be constructed returns in the
direction of the length of the brestsummer from the
inside of each parly-wall of 8} inches at the least, aud at
the least of the full thickness of such brestsummer; and
every such return must be increased one inch at the least
for every foot or part of a foot the brestsummer may be
in height from the surface of the public foot pavement
more than 16 feet, whether the brestsummer be otherwise
supported or not.

Materials to be used in Repairs.— And with regard to

old external walls or other external inclosures of any
building already built, in reference to materials to be
used in the repair thereof : If any such wall or inclo-
sure be not built of the materials required by this Act
for external walls or other external inclosures hereafter to
be built, then every part of such wall or other external
inclosure (except the inclosure of roofs, and the flats,

gutters, dormers, turrets, lantern -lights, and other erec-
tions thereon), may be at all times thereafter repaired
with materials of the same sort as those of which such ex-
ternal wall or inclosure has been already built.

Materials to be used in Rebuilding.—But if any such
external wall or inclosure be at any lime hereafter taken
down or otherwise demolished for the height of one
story, or for a space equal to one-fourth of the whole
surface of such external wall, then every part thereof,
not built in the manner and of the several materials by
this Act directed for external walls, must be taken down;
and the same must be rebuilt in such manner, and of
such materials, and in all respects as by this Act directed
for external walls hereafter to be built, according to the
class and rate of the building to which such external wall
or inclosure shall belong.

External Wall used as a Party-wall.—And with re-
gard to external walls to be used as party-walls to any
buildiDg adjoining thereto (except an attached building
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or office as is hereinbefore described) : If the external

wall of any building have not such footings, or be not of

such heights and thicknesses, or be not built in such

manner and of such materials as are herein directed lor

party-walls of buildings of the highest rate to which such

wall shall adjoin, then such external wall must not be

used as a party-wall for any such building; but there

must be a distinct external wall, built as herein described

for external walls, of the rate to which it skill belong.

But if such external wall to any building already built

be at the least thirteen inches in thickness in every part,

and be of sound and proper materials, and in good con-

dition, then such wall may be used its a party-wall; but

if the house of which such wall forms a part be rebuilt

within five years from the time at which the wall shall

have been so first used as a party-wall, then such wall

must become subject to the provisions of this Act in

respect of parly-walls, according to the class and rate to

which the said wall did first belong.

dwelling-houses shall be and continue to be in the same
j

cellar doors, and area inclosurcs, shall only overhang or

Schedule (D).

—

Part III.

—

Party-walls.

Division of Buildings.—And with regard to walls

used to divide single buildings into two or more : It it

be intended to divide any building into two or more dis-

tinct parts, then every wall for that purpose must be

built as a party-wall, in the manner and of the materials,

and of the several heights and thicknesses for party-walls

of the highest rate of building to which if such party-wall

shall belong or adjoin, as prescribed in reference to the

thicknesses of party-walls in Schedule (C). And if any

building already built, or which shall be hereafter built,

be converted, used, or occupied as two or more separate

buildings, each having a separate entrance and staircase,

then every such building shall be deemed to be two or

more separate houses, and such separate houses must be

divided from each other by a party-wall or party-arch or

arches, built in the manner and of the materials required

for party-walls or for party-arches for the class and rate to

which the largest of the buildings so divided shall belong.

Site of Walls.—With regard to party-walls, in

reference to the site thereof,—If the buildings be of

equal rate then such party-wall must be built on the line

of junction of such buildings, one-half on the ground ol

the owner of one of such buildings, and one-half on the

ground of the owner of the other of such buildings. If

such buildings be of different rates, then such wall must

be built on the line of junction thereof, as follows
;
that

is' to say, one-half of the thickness of the wall required

for the building of the lower rate on the ground of each

of the adjoining owners
;
and the whole of the additional

thickness of the wall required for the building of the

higher rate on the ground ot the owner of such building

of the higher rate. And if such building of the lower

rate be thereafter enlarged or altered so as to become a

building of a higher rate, then the owner of such first-

mentioned building of the. higher rate fnr the time being

shall be entitled to receive from the owner of such

building of the lower rate such sum of money as shall be

a sufficient compensation for the ground occupied by

that portion of the party-wall, which according to the

rate of the building enlarged ought to have been built by

its owner on his own ground, as well as the value of so

much of the wall itself as may be more than the owner of

such building of the lower rate had already paid for.

Construction and Materials.—And with regard to

party -walls in reference to the component materials

thereof,—Every part of such party-wall must be built of

sound bricks, or of stone, or of such bricks and stone

together, laid in and with mortar or cement insuch manner

as to produce solid work. And as to the wood-work

which it may be desired to connect with the party-walls of

any building, the bearing ends of wooden beams, brest-

summers, girders, trimming joists, and the ends of par-

tition heads and sills, and the bearing ends of the main

timbers of a roof, and wood-bricks may be laid into the

substance of a party-wall; but no such beam, brest-

summer, girder, joist, partition head, or sill, nor any

part of a roof being wood, nor any wood-bricks, must

be laid or placed within four inches of the centre of any

party-wall
;
and no other wood-work ot any kind must be

laid into, placed upon, or be run or driven into any part

of the substance of any party-wall. But if the ends of

timbers be carried on iron shoes or stone corbels, then

such iron shoes or stone corbels must be built into the

wall at the least one-half of the thickness of such wall.

And the top of every such party-wall must be finished

with one course of sound stock-bricks, set on edge with

good cement, or by a coping of any other properly secured

and sufficient waterproof and fireproof covering.

Height of Parhj-ioalls above Roof.—And with re-

gard to party-walls, in reference to the height thereof

:

If a party-wall adjoin to any roof, then such party

-

wall must be carried up and remain one foot six

inches at the least above the part where the party -wall

and roof adjoin, measured at a right angle with

the back of the rafters of such roof. And if any party-

wall in any building of the first class adjoin a gutter,

then such party-wall must be carried up, and remain

two feet at the least above the highest part ot any such

gutter. And if any party-wall in any building of the

second class adjoin a gutter, then such party-wall must be

carried up, and remain three feet at the least above the

highest part of any such gutter. If there be fixed within

five feet of a party-wall, upon the flat or roof of the build-

ing, any turret, dormer, lantern-light, or other erection of

combustible materials, then every such party -wall must

be carried up next to every such turret, dormer, lantern-

light, or other erection, and must extend one foot six

inches higher, and one foot six inches wider than any

such erection on each side thereof.

Openings in Party-walls—And for the purpose of

regulating the making of openings through any party-wall

between one dwelling-house and another, whereby two

or more dwelling-houses shall be united,—With regard

to any dwelling-houses of any rate, such dwelling-houses

may be united by means of openings in the party-walls.

But with regard to any dwelling-houses which when so

united will contain more than fourteen squares, if such

occupation, then upon its being declared by the official

referees that in their opinion the stability and security

from fire of any or either of such dwelling-houses will

not be endangered by making such openings, they may

be made accordingly.

Recesses and Chases—And further, with regard to any

party-wall,as to recesses, and as to chases in such wall

:

In every story, recesses may be formed, but only with

the consent and authority of the official referees first had

and obtained, and so that such recesses be arched over, and

so that the back of any such recess be not nearer

than seven incbcstothccentreof the parly-wall in the first

or lowest story, nor nearer than four inches to the centre

of the party-wall in any other story, and so that the sta-

bility and sufficiency of such party-wall be not injuriously

affected thereby. If any chases be required for the inser-

tion of ends of walls, of piers, of chimney-jambs, of

withes of flues, of metal pipes, or of iron story-posts,

then every chase for any such purpose must not be left

or be cut nearer than four inches at the least to the centre

of a party-wall, nor within a distance of nine inches at

the least from any front or back wall, and no two such

chases must be made within a distance of seven feet six

inches at the least from each other on the same side of a

wall, and no such chase must be formed wider than nine

inches.

Schedule (D.)—Part IV.—Party-walls and Party-

Arches BETWEEN INTERMIXED PROPERTY.

And with regard to any building already built, having

rooms or floors, the property of different owners, which lie

intermixed, without being separated by any party-wall or

party-arch or stone floor : If any such building be alto-

gether rebuilt, or to the extent of one-fourth of the cubical

contents thereof, then such intermixed properties must

be separated from each other as follows :—If they adjoin

vertically, then so far as they adjoin vertically, they must

be separated by a party-wall. If they adjoin horizon-

tally, then so far as they adjoin horizontally, they must

be separated either by a floor formed of brick, tile,

stone, or other proper and sufficient incombustible mate-

rials, subject to the consent of the official referees, or

by a floor formed of iron girders and brick arches or stone

landings, or tiles, or by a party-arch or party-arches of

brick or stone, of the thickness of nine inches at the least,

if the span do not exceed nine feet, and thirteen inches at

the least if the span exceed nine feet
;
and such floor or

party-arch or party-arches must be built with sufficient

abutments and in a sufficient manner.

Schedule (D.)— Part V.—Buildings over Public

Ways.
And with regard to buildings extending over any pub-

lic way, as to the part thereof which extends over such

way, so far as relates to the separation of such part from

such public way : If such part be rebuilt,—then it must

be separated from such jiublic. way, either by a floor or

arch formed of brick or stone, or of other incombustible

materials, subject to the consent of the official referees,

or by a floor formed of iron girders and brick arches or

stone landings, or by an arch formed of brick or of stone
;

which arch, if the span thereof do not exceed nine feet,

must be of the thickness of nine inches at the least, and

which, if the span exceed nine feet, must be of the thick-

ness of thirteen inches at the least. And such floor or

arch, with its abutments, must be built in sucli manner as

shall be approved of by the surveyor; but there must not

be formed over any public way a ceiling of lath and

plaster, or of lath and cement.

Schedule (E.)-(See §5.)-Rules concerning Exter-

nal Projections.

Porticoes projected over Public Ways.—And with

regard to the portico or porticoes of any church, chapel,

theatre, or other public building of the third class : It

the building of the same shall have been previously sanc-

tioned by the official referees, by writing under their

hands, and if objection be not made by any party inter-

ested within one month thereafter, and if upon such objec-

tion or appeal, her Majesty’s principal Secretary of Slate

acting for the Home department do not decide in favour

thereof, then such projections may be built over the foot

pavement of any street or alley which shall be fifty feet

wide at the least (notwithstanding any Act heretofore

passed to the contrary).
. . .

Projections from Face Walls, <yc And further,

with regard to buildings hereafter to be built or rebuilt,

in reference to projections therefrom, As to copings,

parapets, cornices to overhanging roofs, blocking courses,

cornices, piers, columns, pilasters, entablatures, lacias,

door and window dressings, or other architectural deco-

rations, forming part of an external wall, all such may

project beyond the general line of fronts in any street or

allev, but they must be built of the same materials as are

by this Act directed to be used for building the external

walls to which such projections belong, or of such other

proper and sufficient materials as the official referees may

approve and permit. And as to all balconies, veran-

dahs, porches, porticoes, shop fronts, open inclosures of

open areas, and steps, and water pipes, and to all other

projections from external walls not forming part thereof,

every such projection (except such part of shop wonts,

and ‘the frames and sashes of the windows and doors, in

reference to the necessary wood-work thereof), may

stand bejond the general line ot fronts in any street or

alley, but they must be built of brick, tile, stone, artifi-

cial stone, slate, cement, or melai, or other proper and

sufficient fire-proof materials
;
and they must be so built

as not to overhang the ground belonging to any other

owner, and so as to obstruct the light and air or be

otherwise injurious to the owners or occupiers of the

buildings adjoining thereto on any side thereof.

Projectionsfrom Walls ofBuildings over public Ways.

— And with regard to all buildings hereafter to be built

or rebuilt, in reference to projections from the walls of

such buildings, including steps, cellar doors, and area

inclosurcs, the walls of all such buildings must be set

back so that all projections therefrom, and also all steps,

occupy the ground of the owner of such building, without

overhanging or encroaching upon any public way.

Projected Buildings beyond the general Line ofBuild-

ings andfrom other external Walls.—And with regard

to buildings already built or hereafter to be rebuilt, as to

bow windows or other projections of any kind,— Such

projections must neither be built with nor be added to

any building on any face of an external wall thereof, so

as to extend beyond the general line of the fronts of the

houses (which general line may be determined by the

surveyor), except so far as is herein-before provided

with regard to porticoes projected over public ways, and

with regard to projections from face walls and shop

fronts, nor so as to overhang the ground belonging to any

other owner, nor so as to obstruct the light and air or be

otherwise injurious to the owners or occupiers of the

buildings adjoining thereto on any side thereof.

Projections from insulated Buildings.—Provided

always, with regard iu any insulated buildings, that if the

projections be at the least eight feet from any public

way, and if they be at least twenty feet from any other

building not in the same occupation, then such projections

arc excepted from the rules and directions of this Act.

Wooden shopfronts and Shutters.—And with regard

to shop fronts and their entablatures, their shutters, and

pilasters and stall boards made of wood,—If the street

or alley iu which such front is situate be of less width than

thirty feet, then no part of such shopfront must be higher

in any part thereof than fifteen feet : nor must any part,

except the cornice, project from the face of a wall, whe-

ther there be an arcaor not, more than five inches; nor must

the cornice project therefrom more than thirteen inches.

If the street or alley be of a greater width than thirty

feet, then no part of such shop front, except the cornice,

must project from the face of a wall, whether there be

an area or not, more than ten inches; nor must the

cornice project therefrom more than eighteen inches.

And the width of such street or alley must be ascertained

by measuring the same, as hereinafter directed with re-

gard to the widths of streets and alleys. And the wood-

work of any shop-front must not be fixed nearer than four

and a half inches to the centre line of a party-wall. And

witli regard to such wood-work, if it be put up at such

distance of four and a half inches, then a pier or corbel

built of stone or of brick or other incombustible mate-

rial, and of the width of four and a half inches at the

least, must be fixed in the line of the party-wall, so as to

be as high as such wood-work, and so as to project one

inch at the least in front of the face thereof. And the

height of every shop-front must be ascertained by mea-

suring from the level of the public foot pavement in

front of the building. And every sign or notice-board

fixed against or upon any part of any house or other

building standing close to any public way must be so

fixed that the top shall be within eighteen feet at the

most above the level of such public way.

Schedule (F.)—(See § 5.)—Rules concerning chim-

neys hereafter built or rebuilt.

Construction.—With regard to chimneys and chimney

stacks, except angle chimneys, in reference to the construc-

tion thereof: The foundations and footings of every such

chimney and chimney-stack must be built similar to those

of the wall in or adjoining to which it shall be. And

every such chimney and chimney-stack must be built from

the foundation to the top thereof without any corbel-

ling over, whereby any upper part of the brick-work

of such chimney or chimney-stack shall overhang any

lower part of the brick-work on the front thereof. Never-

theless, with regard to buildings of the first rate and extra

first rate, thejarabs, breast, and flue of any single chimney

may be built upon brick, stone, or iron corbels, above

the ceiling of the third story of every such building.

And with regard to buildings of the second and third

rates, the jambs, breast, and flue in any single chimney

may be built upon brick, stone, or iron corbels above

the ceiling of the second story of every such building.

But the projection both of such jambs and breasts must

notin any case exceed nine inches before the face of

the wall or stack to which the same shall adjoin. And

with regard to angle chimneys, such chimneys may be

built in the internal angle of any building, so that the

width of the breast thereof do not exceed five feet
;

and so that it be properly supported on iron girders,

with brick arches, or on strong stone landings, not less

than four inches thick, and tailed at least nine inches

into each of the two walls forming such angle.

Dimensions and Materials. — And with regard to

chimneys, in reference to the dimensions ol the jambs

thereof—The jambs of every chimney must not be less

than eight and a half inches wide on each side of such

opening. And with regard to chimneys and flues, in re-

ference to the thickness of the brick-work thereof,- Ibe

breast of every chimney, and the front, back, withe, or

partition of every flue, must be at the least four inches

in thickness of sound bricks, properly bonded, and the

joints of the work must be filled in with good mortar or

cement, and all the inside thereof, and also the outside

or face thereof next the interior of any building, must be

rendered or pargetted. And with regard to flues >
rc ‘

ference to the dimensions thereof, no flue may be used

for a smoke-flue which is of less internal diameter in any

section than eight and a half inches.
, .

Timber or Wood-work.—And with regard to clnm-

ncys, in reference lo timber,-No timber must be pieced

.• .. , iw. hr^nst. of anv chim-
over any opening for supporting the breast of any_chtm-

ney, but there must be an arch of bnek or

onenin"- of every such chimney, to support the breast

Kef” and an ton bar or bars must bn bn . into he

iambs, at the least nine inches on each side, to tie in the

abutments whenever the breast projects more than four and

a half inches from the face ot the wall, and the jamb on

cilher side is of less widlli than two-thirds of the open-

•“ And no timber or wood-wort most be placed or

laid in any wall under any chimney-opening within

eighteen inches at the least of the surface of the hearth

to the fireplace of such chimney-opening, And ns to
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any timber or wood-work, in reference to the fixing

thereof in or against any wail containing fines or against

any chimney breast or chimneyjamb,— It'timber or wood-
work be affixed to the front of any jamb or mantle, or
to the front or back of any chimney or flue, then it must
be fixed by iron nails or holdfasts, or other iron fasten-

ings, which must not be or be driven nearer than four

inches to the inside of any flue or to the opening of
any chimney, and such timber or wood-work must not
be nearer than nine inches to the opening of any
chimney. And no timber must be laid or placed within
three inches of the face, or breast, back, side, or jamb
of any flue, or of any chimney-opening, where the sub-
stance of brick-work or stone-work shall be less than
eight and a half inches thick, nor must any flooring-
board, batten, ground-skirting, or other lining or fitting

of wood, nor any wood staircase, nor any thing else of
wood, be fixed or placed against or near to the face,
or breast, back, side, or jamb of any flue, fireplace, or
chimney-opening, unless and until the brick or stone
work constituting the same shall have been thoroughly
and efficiently rendered or pargetted with proper mortar
or stucco, and such rendering must be in every case in

additiou to four inches at least of solid fire-proof struc-

ture.

Slabs and Hearths .—And aslab orslabs of brick, tile,

stone, slate, marble, or other proper and sufficient sub-
stance, at the least twelve inches longer than the opening
of every chimney when finished, and at the least eighteen
inches in front of the arch over the same, must be laid
before the opening of every chimney. And in every
floor, except the lowest floor, such slab or slabs must
be laid wholly upon stone or iron bearers, or upon
brick trimmers; but in the lowest floor they may be
laid on a brick fender, or bedded on the solid ground.
And the hearth of every chimney must be laid and bed-
ded wholly on brick or stone, or other incombustible
substance, which must be solid for a thickness of nine
inches, at the least, beneath the surface of any such
hearth.

Backs .—And as to the back of every chimney-open-
ing of every building (except backs of chimneys in
the lowest story of buildings of the fourth rate), every
such back, in the lowest story, must be at the least
thirteen inches thick from the hearth to the height of
twelve inches above the mantle, and in every other
story at the least eight and a half inches thick up to
the same relative height. And as to the backs of chim-
ney openings in the lowest story of buildings of the
fourth rate, such backs must be at the least eight and
a half inches thick to the height of twelve inches at
the least above the level of the mantle : provided always,
that if the chimney be built in any wall, not being a
party-wall, then the back of every such chimney-opening
may be four and a half inches less than the several
thicknesses above described.
Chimney Openings, Back to Back .—And as to backs

of all such chimney-openings, if two chimneys be built
back to back, theu the thickness between the same
must bo at the least of the thickness hereinbefore de-
scribed for the back of one chimney-opening.
Angles of Flues.—And as to all flues, in reference to

the angles thereof,— If any flue be built with sufficient

openings in it of not less size than nine inches square,
and proper close iron doors and frames inserted in such
openings, so that every part of such flue may be swept by
machinery, then every angle in such flue may be of any
degree. But if it be not so bnilt then every such angle
must be one hundred and thirty-five degrees at the least.

And every salient or projecting angle within a flue must
be rounded off four inches at the least, and protected by
a ronnded stone or iron bar.

Close Fires .—And as to every oven, furnace, cokel, or
close fire used for the purpose of trade or manufacture, it

must be six inches at the least distant from any party-wall,
and must not be upon nor within a distance of eighteen
inches of any timber or wood-work. And the floor on or
above which such oven, furnace, cokel, or close fire shall
be built or fixed must be formed and paved under, and
for a distance of two feet all round the same, with stone,
brick, tile, or slate, at the least two inches thick, or other
proper incombustible and non-conducting materials.

Chimey-shafts.—And as to chimney-shafts or flues,

—

Every chimney-shaft or flue hereafter built, raised, or
repaired must be carried up in brick or stone-work all

round, at least four iuches thick, to a height of not less
than three feet above the highest part of such portion of
the roof, flat, or gutter adjoining thereto, measured at the
point of junction. And as to any chimney-shaft (except
that or a steam-engine, brewery, distillery, or manufac-
tory), the brick or stone-work of such shaft or flue must
not be built higher than eight feet above the slope, flat,

or gutter of the roof which it adjoins, measured from the
highest point of junction, unless such chimney-shaft be
built of increased thickness, or be built with and bonded
to another chimney-shaft, or be otherwise rendered
secure. And as to the chimney -shaft for the boiler
furnaces of any steam-engine, or for any brewery, dis-
tillery, or manufactory, such shaft may be erected of any
height, so that it be built in such manner and of such
strength and dimensions as shall he satisfactory to the
official referees, upon special application in each case.

Chimney-pots, Tubes, Sfc.—And as to earthen or metal
chimney-pots, tubes, funnels, or cowls of any description
whatsoever, if such pot, tube, funnel, or cowl be higher
than four feet above the brick or stone work of the flue
on which the same shall be placed, then it must be
fixed two feet at the least into the brick or stone-work
of the flue on which it shall be placed.

Smoke Pipes.—And as to any metal or other pipe or
funnel for conveying smoke, heated air, or steam, in
reference to the position thereof, such pipe or funnel
roust not be fixed against or in front of anv face of any
building in any street or alley, nor on the inside of any
building nearer than fourteen inches to any timber or
other combustible material.

Cuttings into Chimneys.—And as to every chimney-
shaft, jamb, breast, or flue already built, or which shall

be hereafter built, in reference to cutting the same, no
such erection shall be cut into for any other purpose than
the repair thereof, or for the formation of soot-doors, or
for letting in, removing, or altering stove-pipes or smoke-
jacks, except as directed for building an external wall
against an old sound party-wall.

Schedule (G.)—(See § 5.)—Rules concerning Roof
Coverings.

Materials.—With regard to roof coverings, in refe-
rence to the materials thereof, If the external parts ofany
roof, flit or gutter, of any building, or of any projection
therefrom, and df any turret, dormer, lantern- light, and
other erection on the roof or flat of any building, be here-
after built or rebuilt, stripped, ripped, or uncovered,
then every such part (except the door-frames and doors,
window-frames and sashes of such turrets, dormers, lan-
tern-lights, or other erections), must be covered with
slates, tiles, metal, glass, artificial stone, or cemenl, And
such excepted parts may be made of such wood as shall
be necessary.

Rain Water Pipes .—And with regard to the roof, flat

and gutter, of any building, and of any projection there-
from, and also balconies, verandahs, and shop fronts, they
must be so arranged and constructed, and so supplied with
gutters and pipes, as to prevent the water therefrom
dropping on to or running over any public way.

Schedule (H.)— ( See § 5.)— Rules concerning
Drains to Buildings hereafter built.

Drains into Seicers.—With regard to ihe drains of
buildings of any class, and of every addition thereto, before
the several walls of any such building shall have been
built to the height of ten feet from their foundations, the
drains (hereof must have been properly built and made
good (that is to say), if there be within one hundred feet

from any front of the building, or from the inclosure about
the building, a common sewer into which it is lawful and
practicable to drain, then into such common sewer; and
if there be not in such situation and within such distance
any such common sewer, then to the best outlet that can
be obtained, so as to render in either case such drains
available for the drainage of the lowest floor of such
building, or addition thereto, and also of i s areas, water-
closets, privies, and offices (if any). And the inside of
the main drains under and from every building for carry-
ing off soil must be in tranverse section at the least equal
to a circular area of at least nine inches in diameter.
And every such drain must be laid to a fall or current
of at the least half an inch to ten feet, and so as that the rate dwelling, then the floor thereof must not be below

twenty feet at the least, but if the buildings fronting any
alley, or to any mews, be more than twenty feet high
from the level of the alley or mews, then such alley or
mews must be of a width equal at the least io (he height
of the buildings above such level.

Entrances to Alleys.—And with regard to every snch
alley in reference to the entrance thereof: Every alley
must have two entrances thereto, each being at the least
of the full width of the alley, and one of the two at the
least open from the ground upwards.

Measurement of Width.—And with regard both to
such streets and alleys, the aforesaid width is to be ascer-
tained by measuring (at right angles to the course
thereof) from front io front of the buildings on each
side of such street or alley.

Schedule (K..)—(See § 5 & 53.)—Roles concerning
dwelling-houses hereafter built or rebuilt, with regard
to back-yards and areas, aud rooms underground, and
in the roof.

Back-yards.—With regard to back-yards or open
spaces attached to dwelling houses : Every house
hereafter built or rebuilt must have an inclosed back-
yard or open space of at the least one square, exclusive
of any building thereon, unless all the rooms of such
lionse can be lighted and ventilated from the street, or
from an area of the extent of at the least three-quarters
of a square above the level of the second story, into which
the owner of the house to be rebuilt is entitled to open
windows for every room adjoining thereto. And if any
house already built be hereafter rebuilt, then, unless all
the rooms of sucli house can be lighted and ventilated
from the street, or from an area ofthe extent of at the least
three-quarters of a square, into which the owner of the
house to be rebuilt is entitled to open windows for
every room adjoining thereto, there must be above
the level of the floor of the third story an open space of
at least three-quarters of a square. And with regard to
every building of the first class, every such building
must be built with some roadway, either to it, or to the
inclosure about it, of such width as will admit to one of
its fronts of the access of a scavenger's cart of the ordi-
nary size of such carts.

Lowermost Rooms.—And with regard to the lower-
most rooms of houses, being rooms of which the surface
of the floor is more than three feet below the surface of
the footway of the nearest street or alley, and to cellars
of buildings hereafter to be built or rebuilt : If any such
room or cellar be used or intended to be used as a sepa-

bole of every such drain within the walls of such build
iug shall be wholly covered over under the lowest floor,
and independently thereof. And every snch drain within
the walls of such building must be built and covered over
with brick, stone, or slate, and so as to render the drain
air-tight. And every part of such drain inside and
outside the walls of every building must be bnilt of
brick, tile, stone, or slate, set in mortar or cement.

Cesspools and Privies.—And with regard to cess-
pools and privies; If there be a common sewer within
fifty feet from any front of or from the inclosure about
any house or other building, then a cesspool must not
be made for the reception of drainage from such house or
other building, unless there be, or shall be built, a good
and sufficient drain from such cesspool to such common
sewer. And if any cesspool be built under a house or
other building, then such cesspool must be built air-tight.

And every privy built in the yard or area of any building,
or under any street or alley, must have a door, and be
otherwise properly inclosed, screeued, and fenced from
public view.

Schedule (I .)— (See § 5 & 52.)—Rules concerning
Streets and Alleys hereafter formed.

Width .—With regard to every such street or alley
hereafter to be formed, in reference to the width thereof:
Every street or alley must be of at the least the fol-

lowing width from front to front, in every part
thereof respectively; that is to say, every street

(excepting any mews) must be of the width of forty

feet at the least
;

but if the buildings fronting any
street be more than forty feel high from the level of the
street, then such street must be of a width equal at the
least to the height of the buildings above such level

;

every alley and every mews must be of the width of

the surface or level of the ground immediately adjoining
thereto, unless it have an area, fire-place, and window
as required for rooms and cellars of existing buildings let

separately and used as a separate dwelling, and unless it

be properly drained. And with regard to every such
lowermost room or collar in any existing building Used
or intended to be used as a separate dwelling; there must
be an area not less than three feet wide in every part,
from six inches below the floor of such room or cellar to
the surface or level of the ground adjoining to the front,
back, or external side thereof, and extending the full
length of such side. And such area, to the extent of at
least five feet long and two feet six inches wide, must be
in front of the window of such room or cellar, and must
be open, or covered only with open iron gratings. And
there must be made for every such room or cellar an open
fire-place, with proper flue therefrom. And there must be
a window-opening ofat least nine superficial feet in area,
which window-opening must be fitted with a frame filled

in with glazed sashes, of which at the least four and a half
superficial feet must be made to open for ventilation.

Attic Rooms.—And with regard to rooms in the roof of
any building hereafter built or rebuilt, in reference to the
number of floors of rooms in the roof, and to the height
of such rooms there must not be more than one floor
of such rooms, and such rooms must not be of a less
height than seven feet, except the sloping part, if any, of
such roof, which sloping part must not begin at less than
three feet six inches above the floor, nor extend more
than three feet six inches on the ceiling of such room.
Rooms in other Parts.—And with regard to rooms in

other parts of the building, in reference to the height
thereof,— every room used or intended to be used as a
separate dwelling must be of at the least the height of
seven feet from the floor to the ceiling.

Schelule L.—List of Fees payable to the Surveyors under this Act.

Fees for New Buildings.—For any building erected on old or new foundations, as follows .—

Public
Buildings

If the building be of the 1st rate
Ditto extra 1 st ditto

Ditto 2nd ditto

Ditto 3rd ditto
If the building be of the 4th rate, and contain more than two stories
If the building be of the 4th rate, and do not contain more than two stories
And with regard to buildings of the warehouse class, a further fee to be

-

]

paid in respect of any additional 200,000 cubic feet, or portion of (

200,000 cubic feet, in any such building, beyond the first 200,000 (
cubic feet j

And for inspecting and reporting to the official referees (s. 24) on party-walls
and intermixed buildings :

—
If the building be of the 1 st rate

Ditto extra 1 st ditto
|

Ditto 2ndditto
I

Ditto 3rd ditto
If the building be of the 4th rate, and contain more than two stories
If the building be of the 4th rate, and do not contain more than two stories
For every insulated building I

For every detached building built for the purposes of trade or collection of toll

For every attached or detached building, distinctly

rated (except any suchattached or detached building built

at the same time as the building to which it belongs, and
carried up and covered in within twenty-one days after

such building shall have been covered in within the mean-
ing of this Act', such fee as is hereby imposed in respect
of additions to or alterations of buildings of the rate to

which such attached or detached buildings shall belong.



Feefor Additions, or Alterations.—For every addition

or alteration made to any building (after the roof thereof

shall have been covered In) which shall involve the execu-

tion of works subject to the regulations of this Act, the

following fees
;
that is to say,— £ s. d.

If the building be of the 1 st rate ... 1 15 0

Ditto extra 1st ditto ... 2 10 0

Ditto 2nd ditto . . . 110 0

Ditto 3rd ditto ... 1 5 0

If the building be of the 4th rate, and con-

tain more than two stories .... 0 15 0

If the building be of the fourth fate, and do
not contain more .ban two stories . . 0 10 0

And with regard to buildings of the warehouse class,

a further fee, equal to one-half of the above fees respec-

tively, to be paid in respect of every additional 200,000

cubic feet, or any portion of 200,000 cubic feet, in any
such building, beyond the first 200,000 cubic feet.

Fees for Special Duties.—For the following special

duties performed by any surveyor, according to the enact-

ments of this Act, where such duties shall not be per-
formed incidentally to the building or rebuilding of or
adding to or altering any building in respect of which
any other fees may be payable

;
that is to say,

—

For attending to the cutting away of chimney-
breasts for external walls,— £ s. d.

If the building be of the 1st rate ...330
Ditto extra 1st ditto ...330
Ditto 2nd ditto ... 2 2 0
Ditto 3rd ditto ...220

If the building be of the 4th rate, and con-

tain more than two stories ... 1 1 0

If the building be of the 4th rate, and do
not contain more than two stories . 0 10 6

For condemning party fence- walls . . . 0 10 6

For the inspection and removal of projec-
tions and ruinons buildings 0 10 0

For surveying party-walls not kept in repair,
and consenting to notice of repair being
served 0 10 0

For inspecting arches or stone floors over
public ways 0100

For inspecting formation of openings in
party-walls 0 10 0

Feesfor Special Services not expressly provided for.—For any service performed by any surveyor which is
required by this Act, but not comprehended nndcr any of
the foregoing heads,

—

Such fee, not exceeding £2, as the official referees
shall, by writing under their hands, order and ap-
point, with the consent of the commissioners of
works and buildings.

SCHEDULE (M.)—METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT.

Summary of Proceedings to be taken or observed before and after Notices in relation to Buildings.

Section
of the
Act.

Stages of Proceeding.

WORKS GENERALLY.
Before commencing the operations

specified in this section.

Before resuming operations, after

being suspended for a period ex-
ceeding tnree months.

On change of architect, master
builder, or other superintendent.

On the occurrence of any irregu-

larity in building operations.

s abutting on adjoin-

ing ground or buildings.

8PECIAL SUPERVISION.
On completion of the carcass of a
building subject to special super-

On completion of amendments, or
the entire completion of a build-

ing, subject to special super-
vision.

PARTY-WALLS, &c.
Before survey, repair, or pulling
down of a party-wall, party-arch,
or party fence-wall.

In the same case

In the same case

as to pulling down rooms in Inter-

mixed property, and repairing or
rebuilding party fence-walls.

In the same case

In the same case

As to pulling down a timber parti-

tion and erecting or raising a
party-wall.

Excavation against existing party-
wall for a deeper story, and for

the erection of an external wall.

Building a party-wall on line of
junction of two pieces of vacant
ground.

In the same case .. .. «•

modifications.
Modification or delay of intended
work to suit adjoining owner.

In the same case •• <• • •

In the same case •

.

Steps to be taken.

Two days' notice to
be given.

Two days' notice to
be given.

Two days’ notice to
be given.

48 hours' notice to
be given.

Three months'notice
before operations.

Notice for survey.

Notice of intention
to build a party-
wall, or as directed
by official referees.

Notice for inspection
thereof.

ofAppointment
survey.

Three months’notice
of intention to build
or raise a party-wall.

One month’s notice
of intention to cut
away footings or
breast or shaft of a
party-wall.

One month's notice
for consent of ad-
joining owner.

Notice of consent .

.

Application for deci-

sion.

Notice of application

By whom taken.
With reference to

whom taken.
Form of Notice

to be given.

By the Builder. See
Definition, §13.

To the District Sur-
veyor.

See Form No. l

By the Builder. See
Definition, §13.

To the District Sur-
veyor.

See Form No. 2

By the Builder. See
Definition, §1.3.

By the District Sur-

To the District Sur-

Tot^e Builder

See Form No. 3

See Form No. 4
veyor.

By adjoining Owner. To Owner of exter-

nal wall.

See FoTm No. 5

By the Architect or
Builder.

To the Official Re-
ferees.

See Form No. (i

By the Architect or
Builder.

To the Official Re-
ferees.

See Form No. 7

By the Building
Owner. See Defi-

To the adjoining
Owner.

See Form No. 8

nition, §13.
By the Building
Owner. See Defi-
nition, §1.3.

To the District Sur-
veyor and Official

Referees.

See Form No. 9

By the District Sur-
veyor.

To the Owners and
Agents, Ac.

See Form No. 10

By the Building
Owner.

To the adjoining
Owner and District
Surveyor, §20.

See Form No. 11

By^ the Building To the District Sur-
veyor and the Offi-

cial Referees.

See Form No. 12

By the District Sur-
veyor.

To the Owners and
Agents, Ac.

See Form No. 13

By the Building
Owner.

To the adjoining
Owner.

See Form No. 14

By the Building
Owner.

To the adjoining
Owner.

See Form No. 15

By the Building
Owner.

To the adjoining
Owner.

See Form No. 16

By the adjoining
Owner.

To the Building
Owner.

See Form No. 17

By the adjoining
Owner.

To the Building
Owner.

See Form No. 18

By the adjoining
Owner.

To the Official Re-
ferees.

See Form No. 19

By the adjoining
Owner.

To the Building
Owner.

See Form No. 20

Place of Notice. Subsequent Proceedings.

- £20 penalty for neglect. Existing
buildings altered, Ac. without no-
tice, lo be abated as a nuisance.

- £20 penalty for neglect.

At the District Sur- £20 penalty for neglect,
veyor's office.

At the Builder's office I

or place of Build-
ing or of altera-
tion.

According toSections 1

as to Notifications.
To be stopped up.

Survey and approval, or disapproval
by Official Referees. Prohibition
of use of irregular buildings of
this class, and penalty of £200
per day.

Survey and certificate.

At the District Sur-
veyor’s and Official
Referees' offices.

To Building and ad-
joining Owners and
Agents.

At the District Sur-
veyor's and Official
Referees' office.

To Building and ad-
joining Owners and
Agents.

According to Sections
"" to Notifications.

Erection of wall.

Inspection by Surveyor, and report
to Official Referees.

Inspection by Surveyor, and report
to Official Referees.

Erection of wall, or raising of wall.

According to Sections Execution of operations,
as to Notifications.

!

According to Sections Erection of wall,
as to Notifications.

as to Notifications.

At the Official Re-
ferees' office.

ng to Sections
;

Notifications.

Schedule (M).

FORMS OF NOTICES AS TO WORKS.
Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. ,

s. 13, 1844.

1 .—Notice by the Builder to the District Surveyor, two

days before commencing operations.

I do hereby give you notice, that I intend to (I)

and that C. D., of is to be the (2)

of the works to be executed ;
and that

the said works will be begun ou the day of

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

[*** Certain penalties are attached to neglect in giving

this notice.]

(1) Describing the erection or intended operation in general
terms, and whether it relate to any of the following
matters

“ The erection of any building
or, “ The making of any addition to or alteration in any

building

or, " The building, pulling down, rebuilding, cutting
into, or altering any party-wall, external wall,
chimney-stack, or flue

or, The making of “any opening in any party-wall.”

or. The doing of “ any other matter or thing by this
Act placed under the supervision of the sur-
veyor.”

(2) Insert “ architect," or “ builder," or other supeiin-
tendent to have charge of the works.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

s. 13, 1844.

2.

—Notice by the Builder to the District Surveyor,

two days before resuming operations.

I do hereby give you notice, that I intend lo re-com-

mence the (1) and that C. D., of

is to be the (2) of the works to be

resumed
;
and that the said works will be continued on

the day of

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

[*** Certain penalties are attached to neglect in giving

this notice.]

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict.,c. ,

s. 13, 1844.

3.

—Notice by the Builder to the District Surveyor, as

to Change of Builder.

I do hereby give you notice, that, with reference to

the works specified in my notice of

last E. F. (2) is to be

placed in charge of the said works, instead of C. D.,

the (2) mentioned in the

said notice.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

(1) Describing in general terms the works referred to in

notice No. 1, and which works may have been sus-

pended three months.

(2) Insert "architect," or “builder,” or other superin-

tendent to have charge ofthe works.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. ,

s. 14, 1844.

4.

—Notice by the District Surveyor to the Builder, as
to any thing done in the Erection of any Building
not conformably to the Act.

I do hereby give you notice, that the (1)
now in progress (2) situate in (3)

is not conformable to the statute in the portions
thereof under mentioned

;
and I require you, within

forty-eight hours from the date hereof, to amend the

same.

Dated this day of at the hour of

by the clock.

Note.—Irregularities referred lo.

(Signature.)

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. ,
s. 37, 1844.

5.

—Notice by an Owner or Occupier to an adjoining

Owner or Occupier , to stop up an Opening in an

External Wall abutting on his Premises.

Ido hereby give you notice, that if within one month

from the date hereof you do not slop up the opening

(1) Insert “ building,” or “ alterations," or “ building ope-

rations,” as the case may be.

12) Insert “under your superintendence,” or in the build-

ing belonging to you,” as the case may be.

(3) Insert the situation, as the case may be.



452 SUPPLEMENT TO THE BUILDER.
made in the external wall of your premises situate in(l)

and which abuts on my(2)

I shall, at your expense, cause the same to be stopped

up, conformably to the statute.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

FORMS OF NOTICES AS TO SPECIAL
SUPERVISION.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. , s. 15,

1844.

6.

—Notice by an Architect or Builder to the Official

Referees, as to Completion of the Carcase of a

Building subject to special Supervision.

I do hereby give you notice, that the building now
erecting under my superintendence in (I)

being a building of the (3) and

having been completed to the full height of the walls

thereof, and the timbers, floors, roofs, and partitions be-

ing fixed, I require you, in accordance with the statute,

should you be of opinion that the building is subject to

special supervision, to survey the same, and to certify

accordingly.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

[*** A penalty of .£200 per day for using any such

building without its being certified subsequent to notice

as above and following.]

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

s. 15,

1844.

7.

—Notice by an Architect or Builder to the Official

Referees
,
as to Completion of Amendments, and of

Buildings subject to special Supervision.

I do hereby give you notice, that the building now
erecting under my superintendence in(l)

being a building of the(3) and having

been completed in pursuance of your survey and notice

subsequent, I require you, in accordance with the sta-

tute, to survey the same, and to certify accordingly.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

[*#* This notice will be used both with reference to

the completion of amendments and to the entire comple-
tion of a building.]

FORMS OF NOTICES AS TO PARTY-WALLS, &c.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. , s. 20, 21,

24,25, 1S44.

8.

—Notice to be given (three months before commenc-
ing operations

) by an Owner or Occupier, to an
adjoining Owner or Occupier, that the Party-wall,
or Party-arch, or Party-fence-wall is out of Repair.

I do hereby give you notice, that I apprehend tha

the(4), or some part thereof

on the line of junction between my(5) situate

&c., and thc(5)

thereto adjoining, situate on the side

thereof, is so far out of repair(6) as to render it neces-

sary to(7) such wall or some part thereof; and that I in-

tend to have such wall surveyed, pursuant to the statute

;

and also, that I have given notice to the surveyor of
the district, and to the official referees, to survey the pre-
mises, for the purpose of certifying the condition of such
wall, and whether the whole or any part thereof ought to

be repaired or pulled down and rebuilt, and to certify

accordingly.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.

s. 20, 1844.

9.

—

Notice in the same case, to the Surveyor and Official
Referees.

I do hereby give you notice, that I apprehend that

the (4) or some part thereof, on the

line of junction between my (5) situate

in and the (5)

thereto adjoining, situate on the side
thereof, is so far out of repair (6)
as to render it necessary to repair or pull down and re-
build such wall or some part thereof; and that I require
a survey thereof to be made, pursuant to the statute, and
that in presence of such one or more surveyors or agents
appointed by me, as undermentioned, or by C.D., the
owner of the adjoining property, for the purpose of cer-
tifying the condition of such wall, and whether the whole
or any part thereof ought to be repaired, or pulled down
and rebuilt; and I do hereby also intimate that I have
served a notice on C.D. to the like effect.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

Names and Addresses of one or more Surveyors
or Agentsfor Building Owner.

(1) Specify the situation.

(2) Insert “ ground” or "building adjoining.”

(3) Insert "
first rate of second class," or "of the third

class,” as the case may be.

(4) Insert " party-wall,” or “ party-arch,” or " party-
fence-wall,” as the case may be.

(5) Insert " house,” or " building,” or “ ground,” as the
case may be.

(6) Insert when required " or has been rendered dangerous
and ruinous by cutting away footings,” or "breasts,” or" chimney-shafts.”

(7) Insert “ repair," or "pull down and rebuild," as the
case may be.

Metropolitan Buildings Act Vict.,c. ,'

s. 20 and 24, 1844.

10.—Notice, in the same case, by the District Surveyor

to the Building Owner and adjoining Owner, and
such one or more Surveyors and Agents by them
appointed.

I, surveyor of the district, do hereby

give you notice, that, in pursuance of an application

made to the official referees and to me in that behalf, it is

my intention to proceed to view the premises (1)

situate in for the purpose

of certifying the condition of the (2)

and whether any part thereof is so far out of repair as

to require to be either wholly or in part repaired, or pulled

down and rebuilt ;
and such survey I do intend to make

on the day of next, at by the

clock in the noon, in the presence of any one or

more surveyors or agents, on behalf of the building

owner and the adjoining owner.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

s. 33, 34, 1844.

11—Notice to be given, three months before commenc-
ing operations, by an Owner to an adjoining Owner.

I do hereby give you notice, that I intend to (3)

and that I intend to have such (4)
surveyed conformably to the statute

;
and

that I have given notice to the district surveyor, and to the

official referees, to survey the premises, and to certify

accordingly.

Dated this day of
(Signature and address.)

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. ,

s. 33, 34, 1844.

12.

—Notice in the same case to the Surveyor and
Official Referees.

I do hereby give you notice, that I intend to (3)
and that I require a survey thereof to be

made, pursuant to the statute, and that in presence of

such one or more surveyors or agents appointed by me as

undermentioned, or by C.D. , the owner of the adjoining

property, for the purpose of certifying whether the whole
or any part (5) ought to be pulled
down and rebuilt; and I do hereby also intimate that I

have served a notice on C.D. to the like effect.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

Names and Addresses ofone or more Surveyors
or Agents for Building-Owner.

Metropolitan buildings Act, Vict., c. ,

s. 33, 34, 1844.

13.

—Notice in the same case by the District Surveyor to

the Building Owner and adjoining Owner, and such
one or more Surveyors and Agents by them ap-
pointed.

I, surveyor of the district, do hereby
give you notice, that in pursuance of an application made
to the official referees and to me in that behalf, it is my
intention to proceed to view the premises (1

)

situate in for the purpose of
certifying whether any part of such (5)
require to be (6)

;
and such survey I do

intend to make on the day of
next, at by the clock in the noon,
in the presence of any one or more surveyors or agents
whom the parties concerned shall appoint for that pur-
pose.

Dated this day of

(Signature.)

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.

s. 26, 1844.

14.

—Notice to be given three months before commencing
operations by an Owner to an adjoining Owner,
where no survey is required.

I do hereby give you notice, that I intend to (7)
pursuant

to the statute.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. ,

s. 28, 1844.

15.

—Notice of Intention to build an external Wall
against existing Party-wall, and for that purpose
to cut away Footings, Breast, and Shaft of an ex-
isting Party-wall.

I do hereby give you notice, that it is my intention,
one month after the date hereof, to build an external wall

(1) Designated by number or other name.

(2) Insert “ party-wall,” or " party-arch,” or "party fence-
wall,” as the case may be.

(3) Specify the kind of operation, as to whether it be in-
tended,—

" To raise a party fence-wall
or, “ To repair or rebuild a party fence-wall
or, “To pull down and rebuild rooms in intermixed pro-

party, &c.;”
and specifying the situation, ffc.

(4) Insert "party fence-wall,” or, "rooms in intermixed
property.”

(5) Specify the kind ofoperation intended.

(G) Insert "raised,” or “repaired," or “ pulled down and
rebuilt,” as the case may be.

(7) Specify the kind of operation, as to whether it be in-
tended—

“ To pull down a timber partition, and instead thereof
to build a party-wall,” or, to rebuild a sound party-wall,

or, " To raise a party-wall."

against the existing party -wall by which our premises are
parted, situate

,
and to cut

away such portion of the footings, or chimney-breast, or
shaft, in such party-wall as will be nece*---

.
Ur that

purpose.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

s. 38, 39, 1844.

16.—Notice ofDesire to build a Parly-toall on the Line
of Junction of Ttoo Pieces of vacant Ground.

I do hereby give you notice, that I desire to build
partly on my land or ground, adjoining your vacant ground,
and partly on your vacant ground, on the line of junction
of the said premises (1) which will be of
the under-noted thicknesses and dimensions

; and should
you consent thereto, I require you to signify such consent
in writing on or before the day of
next.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

Note of the Thickness and Dimensions.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

s. 38, 39, 1844.

17.

—Notice of Consent to the building of a Party wall
on the Line of Junction of Two Pieces of vacant
Ground.

I do hereby give you notice, that I consent to the
building of a (I) partly on my land
orground, adjoining your vacant ground, on the line of
junction of the said premises, which I require to be of
the undermentioned thicknesses aud dimensions, and
other particulars.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)

Note of the Thickness and Dimensions,
and other Particulars.

FORMS OF NOTICES AS TO MODIFICATION
OR DELAY OF INTENDED BUILDING
OPERATIONS.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c. , s. 22,

23, 1814.

18.

—Requisition to a Building Owner by an adjoining
Owner as to Modification or Delay of intended Work
on his behalf.

I do hereby give you notice, that I require you to(2)

the works specified in your notice of
the day of in conse-
quence of the inconvenience and loss that would arise to

me if the same were executed at the time proposed by
you

;
and if you do not consent hereto, or dissent there-

from, within days, then, in pursuance of the
statute, you are hereby required to delay your intended
operations until the official referees shall have deter-
mined thereon.

Dated this day of

(Signature and address.)
Note of Modifications.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

S. 22, 23, 1844.
19. —Notice by an adjoining Owner to the Official

Referees as to the Modification or Delay of intended
Works of a Building Owner.

I do hereby give you notice, that C. D., of
having specified in his notice of the day of

certain works to be executed subsequent to

the day of next; and I having
served upon him a requisition in reference to the (3)

of the works so intended by him, in conse-
quence of the inconvenience and loss that would arise to

me if the same were executed at the time proposed by
him, and he not having attended thereto; it is my desire
that a survey be made in pursuance of the statute, with
reference to such works, and the notices referred to.

Dated this day of (4)
(Signature and address.)

Note of Modifications.

Metropolitan Buildings Act, Vict., c.
,

s. 22,

23, 1844.

20.

— Notice by an adjoining Owner to a Building
Owner as to Application to the Official Referees for
Survey of intended Works with reference to the Mo-
dification or Delay thereof.

I do hereby give you notice, that, in consequence of
your not consenting to the (5) of the works
intended by you, as specified in my requisition of the

day of last, I have applied to the
official referees for a surrey of the premises, pursuant to

the statute.

Dated this day of (6)

(Signature and address.)

(1) Insert “
party-wall,” or " party-fence-wall," or "exter-

nal wall,” (is the case may be.

(2) Insert “ modify as under-noted,” or "delay until the
day of ,” as the case may be.

(3) Insert “ modification as under-noted,” or “ delay until
the day ,” as the case may be.

(4) Within seven days after the previous requisition.
(5) Insert " modification ” or " delay,” as the case maybe.
(6) Within seven days after the previous requisition.

London : Printed by Charles Wyman, of 49, Cum-
ming-street, Pentonville, in the County of Middlesex,
Printer, at the Printing-Office of J. & H. Cox, Brothers,
74 & 75, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, in the
Parish of St. Giles-in-the-Fields, in the same County;
and published by the said Charles Wyman, at the Office

of “ The Builder,” 2, York-strcet, Covent-Garden, in

the Parish of Saint Paul, Covent-garden, in the said

County.— Saturday, August 31st, 1844.
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work

upon “ The
An gli can

Cathedral

|Church of

SaintJanies,

MountZion,

Jerusalem,” which has

been for some time lying

by us, we this week open

and peruse. We believe

most Englishmen rejoice

at the erection of a cathe-

dral in the Holy City;

and very many that it is

an English one.

We quote the follow-

ing from Mr. Johns’

work :

—

“ Jerusalem, or El Koods (the holy), natu-

rally calls for some slight notice in a work like

he present. The Psalmist David describes it

bus— ' beautiful for situation, the joy of the

ivhole earth is Mount Zion, on the sides of the

lorth the city of the great King.’ Viewed
Tom some points, on three sides (it approach-

ng a quadrangular form), few cities present

luch a naturally picturesque appearance. The
nost remarkable points of view are from the

last, the north, and the south; that affording

he least interest is the one which the stranger

irst sees on his approach from Jaffa, from

vhich place by far the larger number of pil-

grims and others arrive, but the traveller who
8 fortunate enough to have his first glimpse of

he Holy Citv from the north, on the Damascus
)r Nablous road, the quotation already made
’rom the Psalmist and King of Israel must be

jrought most vividly to his recollection
;
his

Mention is at first attracted by the higher

jarts of Mount Zion, the Castle of David, the

imall dome of the Church of St. James in the

Armenian Convent, then the domes of the

churches of the Crucifixion and the Holy
Sepulchre, and at last the Mosque of Omar
>reaks on his view, standing in a remarkably
iolitary position, with its distant minarets, un-

ike other mosques, in which the minarets aid

n forming most picturesque groups. As this

milding is remarkable for its usurpation of

iitch holy ground, I shall stop a few moments
;o describe it :—The building, in general form,

liffers much from other Moslem mosques, it is

)olygonal in its plan, is lighted principally by

i clear-story of the same form as the mosque,
ind surmounted by a coppered dome, which
las ever appeared to me in graceful and beau-

liful contour of outline, the very perfection of

he ‘ swelling dome,’ and surmounted by the

jgn of the Saracenic creed, the crescent. The
vhole building is coated externally with Ara-
besque tiles from Constantinople (in which
(reen, purple, and white harmoniously blend),

md has on the entablature numerous quota-

lions from the Koran, in Turkish characters,

vhich are continued entirely round the build-

jig
;

this mosque stands on the centre, or

marly so, of a large quadrangle, called the

rlarem Sherief, occupying, it is supposed, as

sear as possible, the court of the temple built

y Solomon, and the mosque itself, the site of

ihe Holy of Holies; within this quadrangle
tre numerous praying places and gateways, of
i-eautifully proportioned Saracenic architec-

1 “ The view from the opposite direction, the

louth, must not pass unnoticed. On approach-

ing from Hebron, Bethlehem, or the south,

the great fall of the city eastward is very per-

jeptible, as also the joining of the valleys of

ilinnom and Jehoshaphat, and the bed of the

irook Kidron : here you have a view of the

:ity, apparently surrounded by a natural fosse,

and fully perceive the bold position of Mount
Zion, and can easily imagine how splendid

must have been the appearance of ancient

Jerusalem, with the temple and its courts, the

Tower of Antonia, the bridge (a portion of

which still remains), which connected the

upper and lower cities with the Castle of

David, and Herod’s gorgeous palace and
towers crowning the heights of Zion.

“ To the * London Society for promoting
Christianity amongst the Jews,’ is the effort

due, which has already made a considerable

progress, towards erecting on Mount Zion a

Church, in which may be carried out in the

sight of the heathen—the Eastern, but sadly

corrupt Christian Churches, and the avowed
opposers of Christianity, the Jews—that pure

and Apostolic faith and form of worship which
has been handed down through all ages, and
which retains, in our times, pure and untar-

nished, the faith * once delivered to the

saints.
’

“
‘ So long ago as the early part of the year

1835,’ says the Report of this Society, ‘the

importance of making some more decided

effort, in behalf of the ancient people of God at

Jerusalem, was deeply felt by many friends of

the Society throughout the country
;
and, in

consequence of their urgent and repeated re-

presentations, the Committee were induced to

make an appeal upon this subject, which was
warmly responded to and encouraged.

A correspondence was immediately com-
menced with the Rev. J. Nicolayson, at Je-

rusalem, on the subject of the best means of

realizing these intentions; but it was found
that much time was lost and little advance-
ment made in the formation of plans, owing to

the want of local knowledge, the peculiar

difficulties of the country, and the very great

uncertainty of communication at that period
between Jerusalem and this country.’

“ The first movement in this matter, which
I find recorded, was the return of Mr. Nico-
layson, in November, 1836, to England, in

consequence of the difficulties just mentioned,
with a double object in view—that of receiving

ordination, and having personal communica-
tion with the Society upon this important sub-

ject. Mr. N. having had several interviews

with the Committee, during a residence in

England of some months, returned to his sphere

of labour; but, through various difficulties,

ground was not purchased till late in the year

1838, when two adjoining premises were
bought for the contemplated purpose.

“ The Report of the Society before-named, in

reference to the purchase, says, ‘ He,’ (Mr.

N.) ‘ considers that it could not have been

better situated; it is on Mount Zion, exactly

opposite the Castle of David, near the gate of

Jaffa, and on the very confines of the Jewish
quarter

;
its dimensions are sufficient for the

erection of a church, and the requisite dwel-

ling houses for four Missionary families.’ Its

actual available dimensions I subsequently

found to be 210 feet north and south, by an

average of 120 feet east and west
;
the bound-

aries are very irregular, and only one of its

many angles is rectangular ;
this might natu-

rally be expected, as the Orientals rarely build

on any premeditated plan. After the purchase

of the land, Mr. N. proceeded, with the assist-

ance of a native Greek, to collect materials

for future buildings, to repair the old water
tanks, and to dig and build another, in order

to obtain an adequate supply of water for

the contemplated erections, and also proceeded

to erect the buildings one story high. This

portion of the buildings was commenced on

the 10th of February, 1840, and had just

reached its present state when Mr. Hillier

arrived in Jerusalem to take the charge and

superintendence of the building department;

he was not, however, permitted to even enter

upon any active duties, being seized with fever

(so common in that climate), and, in one short

month from the time of his arrival, his labours

ceased, and those who had hoped much from

his assistance were again sorely disappointed.

He (Mr. Hillier), however, reported in the

only letter he wrote after his arrival, relative

to the buildings before-named:— ‘I find,’

says Mr. II., ‘ that the lower story of a portion

of the Mission House has been nearly com-
pleted in the rude style of masonry generally

adopted in the better class of Arab houses,

—

a style which consumes a very large quantity

of materials, and which I conceive it will be

highly expedient to abandon (especially in the
erection of the church), on the ground of
economy, convenience, and sightliness, and
with a view to meeting, so far as may be
practicable, the expectations of contributors.’

”

In March, 1841, Mr. Johns received his ap-

pointment of architect, and at the latter end

of April in the same year left England for the

scene of his intended operations. At Malta
he engaged masons to perform the work.

The foundation of the church is carried down
to the solid rock, at depths varying from 30 to

39 feet, for the accumulated ruins were loose

and uncertain, and were untrustworthy even

for concrete-work. In those ruins what anti-

quarian treasures lie ! future researches may
find even the sculptures of Solomon’s Temple.

Mr. Johns’ publication is, to use the vulgar

phrase, very beautifully “ got up ;” but we
wish the intended cathedral which it illus-

trates had been in size, form, and finish, more
like the “ Anglican Cathedrals ” of England

herself, for it is but a very small chapel with

a stunted nave; the whole length not exceeding

110 feet, and the utmost transeptal extent only

64 feet. The style chosen is “ early English

the nave (which is not, however, internally

separated as such) is 25 feet wide, and is illu-

minated on each side by three triple lancet

windows, something like those at the Temple

Church, London
;
the transepts extend the in-

ternal width of the church at that part to 42

feet— (St. Andrew’s Parish Church, Holborn,

is throughout 64 feet wide)— the chancel of the

church is 16 feet wide, and has a semicircular

apsidal eastern termination. At the transeptal

crossing is a tower 34 feet square
;
but as this

scarcely rises above the apex of the roof, an

effect of remarkable squatness is produced

—

which, contrasted with the comparatively pro-

digious altitude to which the pinnacles sur-

mounting the four turret-staircases at the

angles of the tower are carried, has a most

extraordinary effect. The transepts have, like

the chancel, semicircular apsidal terminations,

the roofs of which we think have an ugly

effect, cutting against the blank arched-panel-

ling which surrounds the exterior of the tower.

Freemasonry, in its stern truth, must

condemn some parts of this church. The
four pinnacles of the tower, run up like

those of Worcester Cathedral, which, as a

rudder turned to the extreme in the moment

of need, has duty to perform instantly and

effectually— have no office but the pictu-

resque,—in which they fail. The roofing is

open and without tie. That of the nave, which

i 9 25 feet wide, is restrained by no but-

tresses, nor has its drift diverged inwardly by

any pinnacles
;
while the choir, which is only

16 feet wide, has its roof, which would hardly

move its walls (2 feet thick), restrained by

buttresses projecting 2 feet 6 inches, and only

6 feet apart; and in one instance, where a

passage has been formed through one of the

transeptal buttresses, no additional projection

has been consequently given, though it ought

on that account to have had still more absolute

solid. The angles of the building are well

provided with far-projecting buttresses, pin-

nacled at top, although they have scarcely any

force to diverge or restrain; they, however,

will tend to render that part of the work more

durable.

Of this cathedral we say, go on and prosper,

and if its anomalies and construction can be

remedied, so be it. 3

NEW BUILDING-ACT.

Sir James Graham has appointed Messrs.

Hosking and Higgins to be official relerees

under the new Metropolitan Building-

Act.
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THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

The following is the second report from the

select committee appointed by the Lords’ Com-
mittees, to inquire into the Progress of the

Building of the Houses of Parliament, and to

report to the House, and to whom leave was

given to report from time to time to the

House :

—

“ That the Committee have met, and con-
sidered the subject-matter to them referred,

and examined witnesses in relation thereto
;

and it appears to the committee that an under-

standing was entered into, when the arrange-

ment for the existing accommodation of the

Houses of Parliament was determined upon,

that the new House of Lords, with its necessary

appurtenances, should be proceeded with more
speedily than other parts of the building.

“ That there is no record of any orders

having been officially given, and no steps have
been taken in accordance with such an under-
standing.
“ That the Committee appointed last session,

in their report to the House, recommended
that the architect should so conduct his opera-
tions as to secure the occupation of the new
House of Lords, with temporary fittings, at

the commencement of the session of 1844; and
that if he should find that more time would be
required, he should report the same to the
Commissioners of her Majesty’s Woods and
Forests, in order that such report might be
communicated in due time to the House.

“ That instead of the new House of Lords
being covered in by Christmas last, as was
stated to be practicable by Mr. Barry in his

evidence last year, it is now only in course of
erection.

“ That Mr. Barry now states, that if great
exertions are made, the House of Lords, the
lobbies at each end of it, the corridors con-
necting the same with the front building and
the libraries, the committee and other rooms
belonging to the House of Lords, may be
covered in before winter

;
and the committee

having examined the building, with the clerk
of the works and one of the contractors, are of
opinion that the whole of these apartments
may be prepared for the use of the Lords by
April next.

“ That the Committee do not recommend
that any temporary fittings should be prepared,
but that all the works connected with the
buildings above mentioned should be advanced
with the greatest possible speed.

“ And the Committee have examined Mr.
Barry with respect to the style of internal
fitting and decoration, and he has distinguished
those parts of the building to which he con-
siders the more costly and elaborate style
should be applied. In respect to the remain-
ing portions of the internal arrangements, the
Committee entertain the strongest opinion,
both in reference to economy and despatch,
that the committee-rooms and secondary apart-
ments should be completed in the most simple
and solid manner consistent with the character
of the general building, but not involving any
extraordinary expenditure.

“ In respect to the deviations from the
original plan, it has been satisfactory to learn
that they have not been of a character to vary
or affect the builder’s contract; and that no
future deviations are to be allowed, without the
previous sanction and authority of the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests.
“And the Committee have directed the

minutes of evidence taken before them to be
laid before your Lordships.”

IMPROVEMENTS IN WESTMINSTER.

The Metropolitan Improvement Commis-
sioners having decided on opening a direct
communication from the new Houses of Par-
liament to the north-west district of London,
various plans and estimates were sent in, the
majority of which were rejected, in considera-
tion of the large amount of compensation
which would be demanded by the owners of
household property in the respective localities.
The line has, at length, been definitely marked
out, and a contract concluded for two-thirds of
the work. The new street will commence at
the western extremity of the Houses of Par-
ent, running in an oblique line from
Abingdon-street to Eaton-square, from which

point there is already a corresponding con-

tinuation to the Great Western Road. By the

formation of this street, two very desirable

objects will be attained. It will afford a nearer

and more convenient approach to the Houses
of Parliament, the law courts, and the Govern-
ment offices

;
whilst the removal of the nume-

rous obscure streets, courts, and alleys, in that

part of Westminster, will serve to abate a

nuisance which has become so intolerable as

to call for legislative reprehension. A great

number of these dilapidated tenements have
for several years been inhabited by persons of
the very worst class

;
the property belongs

chiefly to the dean and chapter, who are natu-

rally anxious to break up this “ den of
thieves,” and as the existing leases are nearly

run out, the compensation demanded cannot
be considerable; it is assumed, at least, that it

will be no impediment to the prosecution of a
scheme which promises an ample return

for the capital invested, and which is still

further commended by utility, convenience,
and decency. The new street is to be of the

same width as Regent-street, and will be of

nearly equal length. Great part of the line,

which passes through Pimlico, fronting Buck-
ingham Palace stables, has been cleared al-

ready. In those streets which intersect the

line through the other parts of Westminster,
the workmen’s operations are delayed only
until the present occupants are expelled. Mr.
Rigby Wason, late member for Ipswich,

has contracted for two-thirds of the line, at

a rate much below the Government surveyor’s

estimate. Connected with the above improve-
ment another project has been revived with
some prospect of ultimate adoption— namely,
the erection of a bridge across the Thames,
from the Horseferry-road to Lambeth-stairs,
at the foot of Church-street, close to the
Archiepiscopal Palace. This scheme was
mooted nearly twenty years back

;
a prospectus

was at that time issued, and a bill brought into

Parliament with a view to the issue of shares
for building a bridge by a joint-stock company.
It met with so little support, that the Bill

was rejected, and the project was consequently
abandoned. However, it seems that it is now
regarded with more favour; the Archbishop
of Canterbury and the Marquis of West-
minster having withdrawn their opposition,

it is not improbable that the sanction of Par-
liament would now be obtained, should the
application be renewed

;
more especially as

a bridge at the point indicated would form an
appropriate continuation of the new street,

and facilitate communication between the

northern and southern districts of the me-
tropolis.— Times.

MONUMENT TO THE LATE EARL OF
DURHAM.

The foundation-stone of the monument to

be erected on Pensher-hill, in the county of
Durham, to the memory of the late Earl of
Durham, was laid on Wednesday, the 28th ult.,

with masonic honours, amidst an immense
concourse of spectators, assembled from all

parts of the adjoining district. Pensher-hill
is the western extremity of a long range of
lofty mountains, running, in a direction nearly
east and west, from the sea-coast, a considerable
distance into the county of Durham, and the
elevation of it is such as to command an
extensive view of the adjacent country. At
the foot of this lofty mountain range the river
Wear pursues its meandering course to the
German Ocean, which is also visible from
Pensher-hill. The locality of the monument
is on the estate of the late Earl, in a neighbour-
hood full of romantic associations, and a more
suitable spot for the erection of a monument to

the late lamented Earl could not have been
selected.

The proposed monument is already in a
very forward state, the works having been in
operation some months, so that the spectators
could form a pretty accurate conception of
what it will be when completed. The form
approximates to that of the Temple of The-
seus, with a rectangular basis of solid masonry
100 feet long by 54 feet in width. The foun-
dation rests on the solid lime stone rock, 20
feet below the surface of ihe soil, and the base
rises 10 feet above the platform of the hill. At
the sides of this rectangle stand eighteen lofty
open equidistant columns, 30 feet in height
and 6£ feet in diameter, supporting at each end

a magnificent pediment, and at each side
deep entablature, which will serve as a prome
nade when the building is complete. Th
promenade will be reached by spiral stairs t

be formed within one of the pillars. Fror
the ground to the upper point of the pedimer
will be about 70 feet. The structure stand
nearly due east and west, and will form a pre
minent object to travellers on the line of th

Great North of England Railway betwee
Darlington and Newcastle, and will soo
become a place of resort for parties of pleasure
The stone for this magnificent edifice wa

presented to the building committee by th
Marquis of Londonderry, and was obtaine
from his lordship’s quarries at the village c

New Pensher, distant about a mile from th

top of the hill. The lime is from the Earl c

Durham’s kilns at Newbottle, about the sain

distance; and the sand from an excellent be
at the foot of the hill. The materials are con
veyed up the hill by a temporary winding rail

way, the bed of which will form a permanen
carriage drive when the building is complete— Times.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

{Continued from p. 428.)

75. Poona
;
otherwise Poon or Peon. Thi

timber is superior to Mahogany and Riga Fi
in the three primary requisites of strength

toughness, and stiffness
;
and it should, there

fore, be well calculated for the heavier pur
poses of the house carpenter; it is employe
in ship building, for decks, spars, &c. Th
appearance of the wood is that of a dusk
mahogany, and it seems qualified for many o

the uses to which that wood is usually applied

it is light and porous, but uniform in texture

the annual rings not very distinct, and ther
are no larger transverse septce.

76. Plane.—The species generally know
of this large and handsome description of tree

are the oriental and occidental; the forme
being a native of the East, and the latter c

North America; although not indigenous tc

they are both grown in Britain
; the Occidents

being the more common of the two. Thei
introduction has been ascribed to Lord Chan
cellor Bacon, who certainly brought then
first into notice at Verulam

;
but other writer

fix the period at a year previous to the birtl

of that eminent statesman, and which tool

place in 1560. Though so beautiful a tree

and desirable as well for useful as ornaments
purposes, it has not yet been cultivatedin pro
portion to its merits.

77* The Oriental Plane is indigenous t<

Greece, in the earliest records of which it i

mentioned
;

also to Persia, where from thi

pleasant shade which it diffuses, and tree

generally being very uncommon, it is held ii

high estimation. It is one of those trees whicl
attain the largest size, becoming lofty and wide
spreading, with massive trunk and crookei
branches

;
these, with the variegation producet

by the peeling off, in large patches, of its smootl
grey bark, imparting a striking and picturesqui

effect
;

in stateliness and beauty it is second t(

no tree of the East. The leaves are wedge
formed at their base, palmate and cinque-lobed
lanceolate and sinuated in the divisions

;
bu

in the spring the blossom-balls appear befon
the foliage. The seeds ripen late in autumn
and should be sown immediately in the shade
and in a moist, healthy loam

;
in a rich alluvia

plain, adjacent to a stream, they attain theii

greatest magnitude. The wood of young tree:

is of a yellowish white colour
;
that of a mori

advancedage browner, and streaked with reddisl

veins, somewhat resembling walnut, or rathe;

beech, but more finely figured. An impressioi

exists that it is deficient in hardiness, com
pared with the occidental

;
whilst in fact it i.‘

the hardier of the two; and though regardec
here little better than in the light of fuel, ir

Greece and Persia it is employed in carpentry

doors, windows, furniture, and cabinet-work
and for which it is generally well calculated.

78. The Occidental Plane has been stylec

“ the king of the western forests
;
” it is the

largest tree of the American woods, rising ir

the most graceful forms, with vast spreading

lateral branches, and covered with a bark of a

brilliant white. In the Eastern states, it is

called Button wood; in the western, Sycamore. 1*

* In the north of England the Sycamore or Great Maple is

called the Plane tree.
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It is also called by the Americans the Water
Beech

;
the latter possibly from its durability

in water, which property it possesses to an
eminent degree. In the structure, colour, and
other general particulars, the wood much
resembles beech, hut the larger transverse

septse are more plentiful, and present very
beautiful flowers when the wood is cut favour-

ably for such developement; it is harder than
the oriental, but works easily and stands very
well.

7 9. In both species, the tree appears to he
exempt from the ravages of insects, which
renders it the better adapted for purposes where
beauty of foliage is desired.

80. Teak or Indian Oak.—This tree is a
native of mountainous parts in India; it grows
with rapidity, to a great height, wide-spreading
and erect, affording most useful timber, which
requires but little seasoning, and has very little

shrinkage : being light, strong, durable, and
easily worked, it is well adapted for the pur-
poses of both the house and ship carpenter. In
strength and stiffness it excels our British Oak,
and is said to have been known to last firm

where even the latter has failed : it is oily in

its nature, and yields tar of good quality. It

is from both the Malabar and Coromandel
coasts, but that from the former is the most
highly esteemed, and at Bombay is much used
for ship-building, for which it is well adapted.
There is a kind, it is said, in Hindostan, of
which the wood is of a more compact texture,

and heavier than that of the common teak
;

being likewise beautifully veined, and
altogether well suited for furniture. The
Teak tree is, in the Birman empire, the lord

of the forests (which are large and numerous),
and is esteemed superior to European oak.

81. Turtosa or African Teak, also some-
times called African Oak, is imported from
Sierra Leone

; it is a compact and hard but
rather brittle wood, similar in colour to oak,
but in grain [more uniform. It has' no
larger transverse septae, but the smaller are
strong and abundant; the annual rings are
visible but not distinct

;
it is more difficult, and

consequently more expensive to work than
British Oak, but nevertheless is used to a con-
siderable extent

;
and is, indeed, thought

suitable for those purposes to which that
timber is usually applied, both as regards
house and ship carpentry. The wood tastes

bitter, but is inodorous when dry; it is dis-

posed to split internally in the seasoning, and
inclines also to shakiness.

82. Cowrie.—This timber is from a large
cone-bearing tree of the pine species, and is

imported from New Zealand. The wood is in

colour somewhat similar to cedar, with some of
that silky lustre which is observable in several

of the pines : it has no large transverse septae,

is straight and fine in the grain, and uniform
and close in texture. The annual rings con-
sist of two parts, light and soft, and a harder
and darker, with resin in considerable abun-
dance; it is not much liable to shrink, holds
very well with glue, and seems to stand the
weather tolerably. It is used by ship-
builders for masts and spars, and, is excellently
suited for internal joinery.

(7b be continued.)

I ON THE CONDUCTING AND ABSORBING
POWERS OF ROCKS AND STONES.

BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESd., PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continuedfrom p. 429.)

The processes of Nature, by which concrete
i masses of rock are produced, furnish many
' valuable hints to the builder, not only for mak-
i ing the most durable cements, but also for
i remedying the defects of those concrete masses
' which are most generally employed for building

]
purposes, but which, from their porosity, or

i from the preponderance of lime, are apt, when
t they come in contact with atmospheric air, to fall

i into rapid decay. In the organic kingdom, as
i is palpably manifest to all men, the most
s solid portions of the animal frame, as shells,
1 bones, and horns have a cementing base of

{
gelatinous matter

;
and the more intimate

t the union of this matter with the earths and
( other substances, the harder, the more compact,
; and consequently the more durable, are the
i members of the organic body. The coral
t tribes which pass into limestone from the
1 living state have all of them this gelatinous or

mucilaginous base, which is analogous to, and
passes into the state of silica; many of them
have also peculiar oils, which are compounds
of carbon and hydrogen, and these compo-
nents also enter into and become identified with

the solid ponderable rock
;

the presence of

iron, magnesia, excess of animal oils, &c. gives

characteristic quality to the rock : thus we
have magnesian limestones, bituminous lime-

stones, ironstone, &c. On the other hand,
when rocks are formed by the concretion of

sedimentary deposits, the cementing material

of the various masses is ever varying in its

nature, being carbon, silica, or alumine, as the

case may be, but under all circumstances it is

mineralized organic matter. The shell of

the oyster is chiefly composed of phosphate
and carbonates of lime, every atomic part of
which is surrounded by a firm membranous
mutter, which constitutes the strength of the

shell, for mere compact solutions of calcareous

matter and water would embrace neither

strength nor durability. All cements must,
therefore, have some common basis, possessing
adhesive qualities, and conforming in character
to the objects which they embrace, otherwise
the atmospheric or aqueous power acting upon
them must inevitably decompose their masses.

All rock which is simply concrete, and not
crystalline, is none other than a natural
cement; and the uncertainty of its composition,
and character for durability, attest the acci-

dent of circumstances which brought its mate-
rial together. T alee for instance Portland stone :

under this name we have a variety of material,

the nature of each being determined by the

predominating material, which is either lime or
alumine, or an union of these with silica

;
the

first, a mere agglutinated mass of calcareous
vermes and other lime secreting species, with
chalky deposits, and having little cohesion of
its parts, like ill-mixed mortar, soon falls to

pieces:* the second being calcareous matter
blended with argillaceous earth, has a better
cement or base, and is more durable

;
but

under atmospheric influences this also
readily parts with its lime, and conse-
quently disintegrates: the third quality pro-
duces stone at all times better than the other
two, and increasing in value, so far as regards
durability, as silica becomes its most prevalent
material.

The more silex there is in concrete masses,
the more silex there is used in making artificial

cements, the more durable is the material.

Silex is almost indestructible, air makes no
change in it; by absorbing water, it sometimes
assumes the crystalline state, but it cannot be
dissolved in water by chemical methods; the
acids to which it may be exposed have no effect

on it, and uniting with alumine, it renders the
latter harder and more durable. Buildings
built of flints, if the cement were equally
durable, would be indestructible in this climate,

for contrary to other earths they love a moist
climate, and more tenaceously retain the bodies
with which they are mechanically united in

temperate and cold, than in tropic regions.
Formed by atmospheric influences, they are
by nature calculated to resist them.

The durable quality of concrete bodies
having a siliceous base is palpably manifest in

the basalts, porphyries, clinkstone, and other
varieties common to this country, and would
have the effect of bringing them more univer-
sally into use, were it not for the vast expense
of preparing them

;
in many of the crystalline

varieties of rock, their durability is less sensibly
exhibited, in consequence of the slight cohe-
sion of the crystalline particles.

Natural concretes almost always attain

greater cohesion and solidity of parts than
artificial cements

;
but still there are many ex-

ceptions to this rule, and I have seen cements
in India having a gem-like hardness. I re-

member in particular witnessing the pulling
down of an old fortress in the southern part of

[* The kinds containing oyster and other shells

are frequently found the most durable, a small por-
tion only of the cement disappearing while the shells

remain sharp and slightly prominent, as may be
seen down the weather- line of the columns of St.

Paul’s Cathedral, the stone of which was selected

with such admirable care that the greater portion of
its masonry remains exhibiting the finest marks of
the tools used from 140 to 170 years ago. On its

northern and eastern sides hardly a time-speck is

to be observed upon its delicate and extraordinary
carvings.—

E

d.]

the Deccan, where the cement was so exceed-
ingly hard as to turn the points of the iron
implements, and it was found much easier to
break the stones to pieces. A great deal, it is

true, depends upon climate, but much is really
due to the care and attention bestowed in mak-
ing these cements. The very best shell lime is

used, and this shell lime contains a great deal
of siliceous matter; equal quantities of this
and the very fine sand of the country is used,
the lime being first slaked with water; they
are then left for three days. A liquid is then
made of 2 lb. sugar (goor) to one gallon of
water, and this is sometimes boiled with vege-
tables of a gelatinous nature; to the lime and
sand is added chopped hemp, and the whole
mixture is then well stirred together into a
very fluid state

;
some add milk to this mixture,

and others increase the quantity of sand. When
used, the bricks or stones are bedded in layers

of it, as thin as possible, and if the material is

of a spongy nature, it is saturated with the
mixing fluid.

This is following Nature in her course, the
natural cements or concrete rocks being of
analogous composition

;
the carbonaceous

matterandthe silica conjointly formingin union
the cementing base, and in both tbe natural
and artificial product, enveloping, as in the
shell of the fish, every atomic particle of the
lime. In Persia, most of the concrete rocks
abound with bitumen, and it is here, therefore,
that bitumen is employed in making cement,
and we frequently read of the bitumen being
employed in ancient structures in this and also
all the surrounding countries, being built of
brick, stone, or marble, and cemented with
bitumen. But this must not be taken literally,

for bitumen alone in these hot dry countries
would be of little real use, but when it forma
the cementing base of the lime, it then becomes
exceedingly hard and durable.

I have already stated that rose jasper, and
many other conglomerate masses present, in
the first instance, the appearance of a simple
conglomerate mass of siliceous pebbles held
together by a natural cement, bearing great
resemblance to that made by artificial means;
at first very slightly adhesive, but gradually
becoming indurated, and finally silicifying, an#
thus becoming one and inseparable from the
general mass; in fact, when the change is per-
fected, it appears but as one variegated 3tone.
To effect this change, time and intense atmos-
pheric heat are necessary, but simple silicifica^

tion, or, as it is wrongly termed, petrification,
takes place in every part of the world

;
and in

this country, in particular, we find Nature in-
cessantly occupied in forming conglomerate
masses from the commingled masses of matter
constituting strata, or in changing the isolated
bodies and fragments of bodies of animals and
vegetables into stone. If, then, Nature can
cement chalk, or a bone, or a tree, into flint,

securing it, by this means, against the future
ravages of time; why should not men, by
studiously following Nature in her operations,
attain the same power, and by the same means ?
Were Bath stone saturated with liquid silica,

orjwith alumine and iron instead of with water,
it would speedily be changed into an indes-
tructible body, resisting alike the atmosphere
and the waters; and there is not the least

reason, other than the present ignorance of
man, why the quarried and sculptured stone
should not be saturated with a fluid compound
which would at once alter its very nature and
qualities.

Man has much to learn concerning the earth
on which he treads; his imitations of nature are
too often feeble and imperfect; he beholds the
fluid drop converted into a stone

;
he finds the

common earth alumine converted into topaz,
ruby, and emerald

;
carbon converted into

coal and into diamond
;
he beholds silica con-

gealed in a thousand forms, as agate, crystal,

quartz, and crystalline, and amorphous rock:
but of the origin of silica he knows nothing,

although it is the most abundant material of
the earth

;
the processes of nature are con-

tinually liquifying it for the uses of the

vegetable kingdom
;
and that its elements are

abundantly diffused in liquids, is evidenced by
the enormous processes of congelation and
concretion continually taking place.

It is evident that there is no other cementing
base so capable of resisting the action of the at-

mosphere or of water, as silica; of the carbon-

ates and sulphates of lime, including the
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immense varieties of limestone, there are none

capable of withstanding- the corroding hand of

Time in this country over a few centuries, and

most of them rapidly disappear
;

it is only when
carbon is in excess, that the stone is marked

with a lengthened durability. Still it is to be

observed that, while they continue in their

natural and undisturbed state, they appear to

be indestructible, presenting their vast pre-

cipitous fronts even to the storm and the tempest

for ages, ere they yield inch by inch to its fury;

the causes of which are, the apparent state of

rest in which they exist
;
their absorbing pores

are ever filled with moisture, which is the clue

by which heat finds its way into their remotest

parts, and the medium by which uniformity of

temperature is preserved. But when quarried,

the stone becomes the subject of incessant

action and reaction
;

it is affected by heat and

cold
;

its moisture is continually received, and

as continually withdrawn
;

and its spongy
texture is free to admit elastic fluid bodies

inimical to its compound structure. It is the

same with the common cements of the day,

they are acted upon in the same manner, and
too often by soluble salts, with which they are

unthinkingly united, and the inevitable con-

sequences are rapid and uniform decay.

Chemists unhesitatingly affirm that the in-

duration of cements is caused by the absorption

of carbonic acid
;
but, although I stand alone

in this respect, I most decidedly differ with

them in an opinion which is contradictory to

existing phenomena
;
for the supply derivable

from the atmosphere must, in many cases, be
infinitely short of the demand. On the other

hand it is evident that, on the introduction of

water, chemical action is generated, and a

general interchange of bodies takes place;

internal action continuing until the carbon, the

lime, and the silica acquire a reciprocal re-

lationship to each other. I should be far

more inclined to believe that, on the decom-
position of the water, while the oxygen is

absorbed by the lime, the hydrogen attacks the

gelatinous and siliceous matter, causes it to

expand, and becomes in this state firmly united

with the lime by the force of affinity.

In tropical countries the most agreeable

habitations are those which are built of very

thick massive stones, the least so are those built

of wood
;
the black basalts in particular being

non-conductors of heat, absorbing very little

moisture, and exceedingly durable, are uni-

versally employed by the natives in the con-

struction of their temples
;

and the massive

structures still existing in Egypt, demonstrate

that the ancients were well acquainted with the

nature of building-material, always choosing

that which possessed the least absorbing

power, or otherwise employing much larger

blocks of the lighter and more spongy material.

In this country the latter is most desirable,

because it preserves a more even temperature
throughout the year.

{To be continued.)

THE NATURE OF DESIGN.

A Paper read at the meetings of the Decorative

Art Society, March 13M and 2 7th.

BY MR. CRABB, V.P., MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTE
OF FINE ARTS.

{Continuedfromp. 430.)

With a few exceptions our pattern drawers

or designers have not been educated, nor have

they taken any comprehensive view of Art.

Design has, in fact, been understood neither

by the manufacturer, the public, nor the de-

signer himself, and the extent of our national

as well as individual deficiencies, in every thing

approaching to systematic information or edu-

cation in Art, subsequently to be applied to

manufacture, can at present alone be understood

by comparison with the continental nations.

The steady hut constant improvement and

extension of their manufactures will be found

to be progressive with their schools of Design.

The increase of our population causes a

greater competition for employment, rendering

it every man’s business to consider by what

means additional trade can be obtained

;

bearing in mind the alterations which have

taken place abroad, it would be exceedingly
interesting to consider the probable extension

of the present, and what additional occupations

would arise in our own country, were the entire

people, wealthy andpoor, as familiar with Fine
Art, as they are upon the Continent. Our
present improvements are chiefly those of

actual utility, taste being secondary. The ap-

plication of geometrical design has greatly

added to the beauty, while it has also effected

a great saving of material in the frame-work
of our engines and machinery generally.

Without doubt, elaborate work in beautiful

design might be added to all our manufactured
metallic and other substances, which would
cause an immense increase of employment.
We possess knowledge, and specimens of very

fine examples in wrought iron work and brass

screen work, as Henry Seventh’s tomb. We
could consume brass furniture mountings to a

great extent; bronze architectural ornaments,
tazzas, vases, figures, &c., for the production
of which the French are so justly famous;
fine iron castings, as of Prussia, France, or

Belgium. Our wood carving is very deficient,

and our decorative painting has now passed
into the hands of foreign artisans. Nothing
would prevent our silk manufacture equalling

the finest efforts of Lyons, were our weavers
and artists educated. Carpets the same, to-

gether with an immense list of products from
the loom, tapestries, &c. Why could not we,
instead of importing, make watches as Geneva?
and also watch-glasses ? Their great skill and
beautifully applied design originates but in a
practical school of design. A similar source
supplies the French with their superior dis-

temper printing colours, by which, and their

botanical knowledge, they wholly eclipse our
paper-hangings. Scientific knowledge of co-

louring is as visible in the work-room of their

milliners as in their manufactures. Are we
not as capable of transplanting to our land the
light and easily followed trade of artificial

flower-making as the French, who took it from
Italy? Only instruct our people in botany as

they did. Consider the immense field that is

open for lace-work
;

I know of nothing upon
which such distinctive varieties of magnificent
design have in olden time been lavished, and
never was there a better opening for its re-

production than at the present time. Foreign
jewellery, and goldsmith’s work (often en-

riched by enamels), is daily growing in fashion.

Abroad, you will see females employed in gem
engraving, and other light works of fine art.

Look to the thousands of cameos brought from
Italy; can it be said we are unequal to their

production ?

The continental cabinet-work is inferior in

quality, but its ornaments display all the taste

resulting from educated design
;
and the ele-

gant arrangements of French upholstery have
become almost proverbial. These examples
might be extended, but my purpose is answered
when I draw attention to the advantages of
fixing upon our already substantial manu-
factures, the profitable intimacy of the entire
nation with fine art.

Superior elegance of form is perfectly re-

concilable with bare utility, and is exemplified
in numerous instances

;
from the most refined

works of the antique designing, down to their

commonest domestic utensils and implements.
When a people become familiar with the

exceeding beauty of Art, they require its ap-

plication to every article ofgeneral use, whether
for elegant luxury, or simple utility. This
causes an application of elaborate workman-
ship, creating innumerable trades. Art is

cheap, all can enjoy it, and while it affords

pleasure to all, supports by its lighter em-
ployments thousands who might otherwise be
in indigence.

Practical institutions for instruction are the

first grand and special object; give the people

opportunities of seeing the most beautiful

objects of art in the particular branch they

may follow— gradually form collections of

models of the best styles of furniture, and
every other requisite manufacture—and have

able instructors to teach the principles by
which they are produced. This, in addition to

accessible collections of celebrated buildings,

is the obvious and certain mode of universally

extending taste and a knowledge of the arts

among the people, and of causing their appli-

cation to manufactures.
With such statements, coupled with a

foreign rivalry, in active operation, immedi-

ately and particularly affecting those who may
be expected to become members of this society,
I submit we are entitled rigidly to inquire into
the measures lately pursued for educating or
diffusing a knowledge of design and its pur-
poses among our own people.

Since the School of Design was established
eight years ago, 1 have had frequent opportu-
nities of being acquainted with its manage-
ment, and at various intervals have been in

communication with members of the council.
I have, throughout, taken a different view of
the plan desirable to be pursued, from that of
those gentlemen, or rather of the majority, for
the council has been divided in opinion upon
the point. The school has had ample time to

produce designers of its own formation, and to

have laid a solid foundation for a well-digested
plan of education; but that the various plans
successively adopted have failed, none can
deny—and persons capable of forming a sound
judgment consider the system unsuited to pro-
duce efficient draughtsmen—and I take the
liberty of challenging the school to produce
one real designer of its own education. Is it

not, therefore, fair to ask the reason?
I attribute no blame to the gentlemen of

the council; they have acted to the best of
theirjudgment, and encountered many inconve-
niences, for which we are greatly their debtors

;

but these gentlemen being only theoretically

and limitedly acquainted with design, its prac-
tical diversified requirements cannot possibly

be known to them. They therefore commit the

first grand error in choosing an artist, portrait

or landscape painter, as the sole director, a
class of gentlemen confessedly not men of
business, and certainly not familiar with
practical design. It is a separate question

whether an artist should or should not be at

the head of the institution, but I am perfectly

certain that unless talented designers of varied

experience, and familiar with trade and foreign

manufactures consumed in England, be asso-

ciated with the institution, it is impossible for

the council to confer the benefits they propose.

My own business is wholly with design, and
I have allowed no opportunity to escape for

discussing this topic with gentlemen and with
manufacturers, and each, without exception,
has admitted the plain common sense of my
position.

There are persons who have a management
in the first class cabinet, upholstery, and deco-
rative houses of London, who know more
about the practical requisites for teaching
design than all the school put together. These
persons are few in number, and possess advan-
tages no other class of men can possess

;
it is

their immediate business to examine thousands
of designs that are constantly recurring, for

their decorations and furnishings, in orna-
mental works, in chintzes and silks, carpets,

floor cloths, furniture, iron, brass and mar-
ble, &c.

;
every description of design, foreign

and English, is constantly requiring their no-
tice, and it is not unusual for noblemen to

take their opinion upon a choice of lamps,
bronzes, plate, and various et ceteras.

When I am called upon to decorate and
furnish, say an entrance vestibule, dining
room and drawing room, observe the infor-

mation upon design requisite:—The general

plan has first to be determined
;

it may be a

modern built London house, capable of receiv-

ing the Greek, Roman, Italian, French, or even

Elizabethan styles—an intimate knowledge
of each style, its leading characteristics and
treatment, the ornaments and furniture of the

respective period is perfectly essential, other-

wise I cannot successfully direct my custo-

mer’s choice
;
and when determined, there

remains the practical acquaintance with home
and foreign manufactures, my immediate pro-

vince being to point out superior products of

either. The floor of the hall may be laid in

plain or patterned marbles, with tiles or

tesserae, plain oak or inlaid woods. The walls

and ceiling are to receive due and respective

embellishment; and though little furniture is

required, it varies from the Roman eagle and

slab to the bracket. The dining room, even if

plain, can have a distinctive character marked
in its frieze, cornice and ceiling, its chimney
grate and leading pieces of furniture, the car-

pet, and the mode of fitting up the windows,

in which the wide diversity of materials for

curtains, resulting from the efforts of many
manufactures, present me with every quality of

design. The drawing room usually demands
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the chief attention, its decorations admitting

of greater variety ;
walls, ceilings, and chim-

ney-pieces being determined, there remain

the form and ornaments of furniture
;
consoles,

cabinets and glasses, carpets and curtains, all

may he British or foreign, and all come under

my direction or notice; but now observe, if

skill and education in the application of colour

is pot matured, there is certain failure in pro-

ducing ultimate unity and harmony of effect

;

the key note, as my friend Mr. D. R. Hay
would express it, will be wanting.

Thus, the designer in a large establish-

ment is a person of importance, in connection

with this subject; b® submits, recommends, or

influences a vast amount of money to be ex-

pended upon English or Foreign manufactured
design

;
he passes all his time in connection

with it, and in the mansions of the nobility he

has opportunities to observe the finest works
of great masters in design. I have often had

occasion to thank the liberality of gentlemen
in displaying to me choice specimens or books,

and to regret that circumstances and oppor-

tunities did not perpiit my giving to the public

the results of experience in applied design, so

much required by manufacturers. I have re-

ferred to my own particular business, because

from that source, aided by observation and
peculiar facilities, is derived whatever infor-

mation I possess, and because I consider the

School of Design may there find the most
valuable practical intelligence, not to he ob-

tained elsewhere, and with which, to judge
by their practice, they appear wholly unac-

quainted.

Design is perfectly supple, and its principles

areeasyofcommunication by proper persons
;
lpt

it be divested of the mystery at present allowed
to surround it, and teaching the great princi-

ples offdesign will be found more than suffi-

cient to occupy the attention of our school

;

those are what the manufacturers require to

be cultivated, not fresco painting or wood en-

graving, which may be safely left to their own
circle of clever artists. In consequence of an
absence of practical information, copying is

made the fundamental practice, as also draw-
ing from the human figure; this instruction

chiefly fends to prepare pupils for the Royal
Academy, and not to produce manufacturing

designers. Copies after Raffuelle’s works
make the school look pretty, and assist the

decorative painter; but they may mislead the

uninformed and confuse the manufacturer. I

should prefer their place being occupied by
geometrical principles of design, examples of

form and the theory of colouring, executed by

the masters themselves

;

by them frequently

explained as the source of Raffaelle’s excel-

lencies, and with detailed principles of appli-

cation to manufacturing design. Teaching
drawing forms but one link in the chain of
teaching for manufacturing design, and it is

difficulttomake the uninitiated comprehend the

full extent of tlfe mischief, in rendering fine
art the principal aim of the school

,
when it

ought to be industrial art. I admire fine art,

and advocate its indissoluble connection with
manufacturing design

;
but let us have practical

utility first, the necessities of the manufacture
reqpire it. Fine art will assuredly follow,

and with increased success
;
but practical men

can alone achieve this successful issue, and the
school does not possess them ! If a physician

were appointed operating surgeon to an hos-

pital, his failure would excite no surprise,

though both are doctors
;

so between the

artist, painter, sculptor, and designer, there

is even a wider difference of acquirement and
purpose. Five years since, I recommended to

the council, that existing designers should be
induced to attend the school for a more com-
plete instruction, by which, important benefits

would be exchanged
;
but a theoretical course

of their own was preferred—let us judge of its

success by their recent appointments of mas-
ters to schools at Birmingham, Newcastle, and
other places. The one sent to Birmingham,
described as an intelligent pupil of the school

;—a leading manufacturer tells me they are
exceedingly dissatisfied, and very likely, for I

have long known him to be a person without
pretension, and he acknowledges himself to be
unacquainted with manufacturing design. A
worthy nian, a wood engraver, has been sent

to Newcastle; he neither pretends to, nor pos-

sesses the slightest manufacturing knowledge.
There must be some serious misapprehension
among the council to suppose that men of such

acquirements can teach what they know not

—

manufacturing design. I do assure them, they

are extending an evil that will provoke the

contempt of the manufacturers
;
if men of ability

were sent, mqnufaetureva would spun see fhgjr

interests in subscribing: Imfidsomply for their

support, and incalculable benefits roust arise;

in three years , or less, they might have designers

and modellers trained to their own peculiar

requirements upon the spot.

Freely admitting the Foreign designer’s

superiority, I insist upon the Englishman’s
capability of equalling him (with similar advan-
tages), and thus hold it to be a matter of high
moment, that the gentlemen of the cquncil be

made sensible of the insufficiency fif tbejr pre-

sent arrangements. Certainly, the sclmod in

London should not be suffered to remain a

perversion of its title, a mere cheap drawing
school, made to look inviting by some extra

attention paid to a few scholars, intended as

decorative painters; there is every opportunity
for rendering the most important service to

the arts of design by educating those who can

already draiv well, and who would eagerly

attend the school, and pay a portion qf its

expenses also, provided practical men were
there to direct the studies and communicate
that information which np other artist, painter,

sculptor, or architect can possess. Let the

subject be treated with energy and liberality,

and there is no difficulty in doing this, nor in

widely diffusing a popular knowledge of the na-

ture and purposes qfdesign to the public at large.

I do pot speak theoretically, hut with ample
knowledge qf the difficulties, and with my
opinions sanPlinficd by gentlemen, whose
namps are an honour to our country.

(!fo he continued.')

A GLANCE AT THE INTERIOR OF THE
CHURCHES IN THE DEANERY OF
SPARKHAM, IN NORFOLK.—NO. IV.

WITH NOTICES OF THEIR ACTUAL CONDITION.
(Continued from p. 407.)

Lyng.
—“ Tu, ne lividus et mordax videare ,

caveto —There is generally some point of in-

terest about each of our old churches, some

beauty of architecture, a porch, a window, a

font, a monument : the Lord’s house at Lyng,

dedicated to St. Clement, has charms for the

ecclesiastical antiquary in more than one of

these particulars. It consists—or rather con-

sisted once—of a nave with south porch and a

chancel, the latter feature wretchedly shorn of

its fair proportions.

Notice will readily be drawn to the porch
;

its existing state affords sad token of the

neglect and spoliation to which the entire

edifice has been subjected. We enter by pas-

sing under a very obtuse Tudor arch, inserted

within a square compartment with enriched

spandrels : the archivolt springs from short

semi-circular pillars, with stilted bases. A
niche for the benatura, or holy-water stoup,

appears in the outer wall to the right;—the

cause of this peculiarity will be seen presently.

Two fine windows in the perpendicular style

have been bricked up below, and above, over

the entrance, a square-headed window of three

“ days” lighted an upper chamber or parvise :

it was reached by a narrow winding staircase,

the doorway, now closed, being still perceptible

on your right within the church. The great

or south door has its surface elaborately carved

with perpendicular panels and tracery, the

whole inclosed within a wide bordure of qua-

trefoils. The ancient key, we were informed,

was unfortunately destroyed some years since,

having burst while being employed en fusil

after a wedding.

In ancient times the towers of churches, it

is thought, were not untrequently used as for-

tresses, to which the parishioners retreated on

occasion of danger. The peculiarly massive

character of this steeple,- with narrow lancet-

shaped windows, the lowest at considerable

height from the ground, as well as the only

access to it being through the church, may
strengthen this view. On the other hand, the

lower portion having a lantern— that is, being

pierced by a lofty belfry-arch,* now partially

closed by an unsightly “ scaffolding,”—may
weigh in the balance of opinions. There can
be but one regarding the elegant windows of
the qaye, the pprpendicqlar prockets of which
are intersected by embattled transoms, the cen-

tral at a higher pffivation than the rest. The
poipted dripstoqes or hood-mouldings of these

windows are boldly projected, and canopy the
lofty jambs and mullions with fine effect.

Many gQp.d specimens of painted glass, happily
free from {he limp-wash so plentifully applied

e|spwh erPi ypf further embellish the masonry.
The walls, we regret to say, are in a state that

pugqrs ill fipr the endurance of these beauties,

affhofigh braced by iron girders within, and
Rapped externally with massive buttresses of
the most debased character.

'J’ltia church, according to Parkin, has “two
aisles and a chancel :

” a spacious nave, covered

by an exceedingly mpan roof of no late date,

and i* recess in lieu of the chancel, already no-

ticed as dilapidated, come much nearer the

rpality, How fap {his last has been despoiled

pf its appiept fipfipurs, indications are not

wanting tq shew- A low door qn the north

side afforded access probably to a chantry-

chapel
;
some incline to the nq{iqn qf a char-

pel opce exi&ting ifiere. A spiral staircase of

stone leading tp the rood-loft might be {paced

within memory of t|ie present generation.

The lower or inclosed portion qf the chancel-

screen, cancelli, yet exists, but ip a very muti-

lated state. Panelled arches, embellished with

decqrated tracery, and having spandrels en-

riched by trefoils and figures of animals, the

whole supported on buttresses of the most
chaste design—out on the wanton devastators

that have so marred them ! Ap ancient altar-

cloth of purple velvet, having the crucifixion

and effigies of the spipts, &c., wrought on it in

needle-work and gjlt tinsel, claims notice here.

Not so the pujpit and reading-desk, of which
we know pot whether they offend pmst in de-

sign or position— both in the highest- degree

exceptionable.

To what other cause than that of violence

—

the authorized mutilations of fanatics—may
we attribute the injuries sustained by so

many of our ancient fonts ? That at Lyng, a

capacious octagon, leaded and originally pro-

vided with a drain, stauejs on a tasteless

modern pedestal of brick-vvprk; it has a coni-

cal oaken cover, in the early English style,

surmounted by a finial. Those which crest

what remain of the ancient scat-ends are of
rather inferior handicraft : too many of them
have been discarded to make room for the

“earthly state and vain distinction” of un-

seemly pews. The steeple boasts of six bells.

We were pleased to encounter an article of

church furniture unhappily of rare occurrence;

a date on it informs us that tern. Car. 11.

poor’s boxes, and consequently works of

charity, were held as now essential to the

worship of Him, the source of every blessing.

A large antique chest or locker, with semi-

circular top and giant iron bands, has been

thrust aside as useless, under the gallery. An
ancient grave-stone, adjoining the font on the

south side, has been ‘ disrobed ’ of its brass,

and by some further mischance the position

has become reversed.

This church shews that some regard is

had to its cleanliness, but the pavement gene-

rally is in very damp condition. The site,

well nigh adjoining the river Wensum, hero

artificially raised to form a mill-head, doubt-

less promotes the evil; but the surface of the

grave- yard—particularly on the south side,

where tombstones crowd upon the very foun-

dations—sadly overtops the interior level. We
sought in vain for any indications of a pure

and chastened taste in the monuments, although

numerous epitaphs stand about to proclaim

how closely
“ Our little life

Is rounded with a sleep.”

“ He is highly pleased,” says the Homilist,

“with those that diligently go about to amend

and restore such places as are appointed for

the congregation of God s people to resort

unto.” Were it not better that such a visitant

long to be waited for, we fear,—should to

the credit of all parties, be anticipated at Lyng ?

The reader will be invited in our next to

accompany us to Elsing.

* We arc by no means assured of this being an original

featare.
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INTERIOR VIEW OF THE REFECTORY OF ST. MARTIN’S PRIORY, DOVER.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir, 1—I beg to send you the accompanj’ing
sketch, and the following particulars :

—

This building, now used as a store-house or
barn, is situated within a short distance of the
Maison -Dieu. The priory has been long fa-
mous for the gateway, which still retains much
of its original beauty, and leads to the resi-
dence of its worthy possessor, John Coleman,

THE ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.
COLLECTED BY SIR HENRY WOTTON, KNIGHT,

From the best Authors and Examples.

( Continued fromp. 423.)

Of Cbimnies.
In the present Business, Italians (who make

very frugal Fires), are perchance not the best
Counsellors. Therefore from them we may
better learn both how to raise fair Mantels
within the Rooms, and how to disguise grace-
fully the Shafts of Chimnies abroad (as they
use) in sundry Forms (which I shall handle in
the latter Part of my Labour), and the rest I
will extract from Philippe de POrme, in this
Part of his Work more diligent than in any
other, or, to do him right, than any Man else.

First, He observeth very soberly, that who
in the Disposition of any Building will con-
sider the Nature of the Region, and the Winds
that ordinarily blow from this or that Quarter,

Cast ^,00rns which shall most
' ^i4efliVire, that he should little fear the In-

' commodity of Smoak
;
and therefore he thinks

that Intfdpvenience for the most Part to pro-
ceed from some inconsiderate Beginning. Or
if the Error lay not in the Disposition, but in
the Structure itself, then he makes a Logical
Enquiry, That either the Wind is too much
let in above, at the Mouth of the Shaft, or the
Smoak stifled below: If none of these, then
there is a Repulsion of the Fume by some

Esq., in whose family this farm has been for a
long series of years.

The exterior of the building offers little

worthy of observation, but internally it bears
considerable evidence of antiquity. The
priory-buildings were begun by Archbishop
Corbovl, in the reign of Henry I., and were
finished by his successor Theobald, who filled

it with Benedictine monks
;
and king Henry

II. decreed, that no religious order, other
than that of St. Benedict, should reside there.

The farm-buildings stand in a very pleasant
situation, near the commencement of the
Folkestone road, and the whole precinct is

still surrounded by a stone-wall, within the
boundaries of which many a mass has been
sung, and offering made to St. Martin.

Poplar. Edward] Stock.

higher Hill or Fabrick,that shall over-top the
Chimney, and work the former Effect : If like-
wise not this, then he concludes, That the
room which is infested, must be necessarily
both little and close, so as the Smoak cannot
issue by a natural Principle, wanting a Suc-
cession and Supply of new Air.

Now, in these Cases he suggesteth diverse
artificial Remedies, of which I will allow one
a little Description, because it savoureth of
Philosophy, and was touched by Vitruvius
himself, (Lib. 1. Cap. 6.) but by this Man in-
geniously applied to the present Use : He will
have us provide two hollow Brass Balls of
reasonable Capacity, with little Holes open in
both for Reception of Water, when the Air
shall be first sucked out: One of these we
must place with the Hole upwards, upon an
Iron Wire, that shall traverse the Chimney a
little above the Mantel, at the ordinary height
of the sharpest Heat or Flames, whereof the
Water within being rarified, and by rarifaction
resolved into Wind, will break out, and so
force up the Smoak, which otherwise might
linger in the Tunnel by the Way, and often-
times revert: With the other

(saith he) we
may supply the Place of the former, when it is

exhausted, or fora need, below the Fire in the
mean while; which Invention I have inter-
posed for some little Entertainment of the
Reader. I will conclude with a Note front

Palladio, who observeth, that the Ancients did
warm their Rooms with certain secret Pipes,
that came through the Walls, transporting
Heat (as I conceive it) to sundry Parts of the
House, from one common Furnace; I am
ready to baptize them Caliducts, as well as they
are termed Ventidacts and Aquceducts, that con-
vey Wind and Water; which whether it were
a Custom or a Delicacy, was surely both for
Thrift and for Use, far beyond the German
Stoves

;
and I should prefer it likewise before

our own Fashion, if the very Sight of a Fire
did not add to the Room a kind of Reputation,
as old * Homer doth teach us in a Verse, suffi-

cient to prove that himself was not blind, as
some would lay to his Charge.

Touching Conducts for the Suillage, and
other Necessities of the House (which how
base soever in Use, yet for Health of the In-
habitants are as considerable, and perhaps
more than the rest) I find in our Authors this

Counsel, That Art should imitate Nature in

those ignoble Conveyances, and separate them
from sight (where their wants a running
Water) into the most remote, and lowest, and
thickest Part of the Foundation, with secret
Vents passing up through the Walls like a
Tunnel to the wild Air aloft, which all Italian

* AiBopeva k
-Horn. Epig.

i Trvpbg ytpapujTtpog oIkoc; IdtcOat.
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Artizans commend for the Dischargeof noisome
Vapours, though elsewhere, to my knowledge,
little practised.

Thus having considered the precedent Ap-
portions, or Overtures, in Severalty, according
to their particular Requisites, I am now come
to the Casting and Contexture of the whole
Work, comprehended under the Term of Corn-
partition

;
into which (being the mainest Piece)

1 cannot enter without a few general Precau-
tions, as I have done in other Parts.

First, Therefore, let no Man that intendeth
to build, settle his Fancy upon a Draught of
the Work in Paper, how exactly soever mea-
sured, or neatly set off in Perspective

;
and

much less upon a bare Plant thereof, as they
call the Schiographia, or Ground-Lines, with-
out a Model or Type of the whole Structure,
and of every Parcel and Partition in Pastboard
or Wood.

Next, that the said Model be as plain as may
be, without Colours or other Beautifying, lest
the Pleasure of the Eye preoccupate the Judg-
ment; which advice, omitted by the Italian
Architects, I find in Philippe de 1’Orme, and
therefore (though France be not the Theatre
of best Buildings) it did merit some mention of
his Name.

Lastly, The bigger that this Type be, it is

still the better; not that I will perswade a Man
to such an Enormity, as that Model made by
Antonio Labaco, of St. Peter's Church in
Rome, containing twenty-two Foot in Length,
Sixteen in Breadth, and Thirteen in H eighth,
and costing four Thousand one Hundred and
eighty four Crowns, the Price in truth of a
reasonable Chapel. Yet in a Fabrick of some
forty or fifty Thousand Pounds Charge, I wish
thirty Pounds at least laid out before-hand in
an exact Model

;
for a little Misery in the Pre-

mises, may easily breed some Absurdity of
greater Charge in the Conclusion.
Now, after these Premonishments, I will

come to the Compartition itself, by which the
Authors ot this Art (as hath been touched
before) do understand a graceful and useful
Distribution of the whole Ground-Plot, both
for Rooms of Office, and of Reception or En-
tertainment, as far as the Capacity thereof, and
the Nature of the Country will comport.
Which Circumstances in the' present Subject,

,

are all of main Consideration, and might yield
more Discourse than an elemental Rhapsody
will permit. Therefore (to anatomize briefly
this Definition) the Gracefulness, whereof we
speak, will consist in double Analogy or Cor-
respondency. First, between the Parts and
the Whole, whereby a great Fabrick should
have great Partitions, great Lights, great En-
trances, great Pillars or Pilasters; in sum, all

the Members great. The next, between the
Parts themselves, not only considering their
Breadths and Lengths, as before, when we speak
of Doors and Windows; but here likewise
enters a third respect of Height, a Point (I
must confess) hardly reduceable to any general
Precept.

I rue it is, that the Ancients did determine
the Longitude of all Rooms which where
longer than broad, by the Double of their
Latitude. Vitruvius (Lib. 6. Cap. 5.) And
the Height by the half of the Bi’eadth and
Length summed together. But when the
Room was precisely Square, they made the
Height half as much more as the Latitude

;

which Dimensions the modern Architects have
taken leave to vary upon Discretion

;
some-

times squaring the Latitude, and then making
the Diagonial, or overthwart Line, from Angle
to Angle, of the said Square, the Measure of
the Height, sometimes more, but seldom lower
than the full Breadth itself

;
which Boldness of

quitting the old Proportions, some attribute
first to Michael Angelo da Buonaroti, per-
chance upon the Credit he had before gotten
in two other Arts.

The second Point is Usefulness, which will
consist in a sufficient Number of Rooms of all

Sorts, and in their apt Coherence, without
Distraction, without Confusion; so as the
Beholder may not only call it Una Fabrica ben
raccolta, as Italians use to speak of well-united
Works, but likewise that it may appear airy
and spirituous, and fit for the Welcome of
cheerful Guests

;
about which the principal

Difficulty will be in contriving the Lights and
Stair-Cases, whereof I will touch a Note or
two: For the First, I observe, that the an-
cient Architects were at much Ease

; for both
the Greeks and Romans (of whose private

Dwellings Vitruvius hath left us some De- I

scription) had commonly two cloistered open
Courts, one serving for the Womens Side, and
the other for the Men

;
who yet, perchance,

now-a-days would take so much Separation
unkindly. Howsoever, by this Means the Re-
ception of Light into the Body of the Building
was very prompt, both from without and from
within

;
which we must now supply, either by

some open Form of the Fabrick, or among
graceful Refuges, by Tarrassing any Story
which is in danger of Darkness

;
or lastly, by

!

perpendicular Lights from the Roof, of all
j

other the most natural, as shall he shewed anon.
|

For the second Difficulty, which is casting of
[

the Stair-Cases, that being in itself no hard I

Point, but only as they are Incumbrances of
j

Room for other Use (which Lights were not) I

am therefore aptly moved here to speak of
them. And first of Offices.

I have marked a Willingness in the Italian

Artizans to distribute the Kitchen, Pantry,
Bakehouse, Washing-Rooms, and even the
Buttery likewise, under Ground, next above
the Foundation, and sometimes level with the
Plain or Floor of the Cellar, raising the first

Ascent into the House fifteen Foot or more
for that End, which, besides the Benefit of re-

moving such Annoys out of Sight, and the
gaining of so much more Room above, doth
also, by Elevation of the Front, add Majesty

to the whole Aspect. And with such a Dis-
position of the principal Stair-Case, which
commonly doth deliver us into the Plain of the
second Story, there may be Wonders done
with a little Room, wherof I could alledge
brave Examples Abroad, and none more arti-
ficial and delicious than a House built by
Daniel Barbaro, Patriarch of Aquileia, before-
mentioned, among the memorable Commen-
tators upon Vitruvius. But the Definition
(above-determined) doth call us to some Consi-
deration of our own Country, where, though
all the other Petty-Offices (before rehearsed)
may well enough be so remote, yet by the
natural Hospitality of England, the Buttery
must be more visible, and we need, perchance,
for our Ranges, a xnore spacious and luminous
Kitchen than the foresaid Compartition will
bear, with a more competent nearness likewise
to the Dining-Room

; or else, besides other
Inconveniencies, perhaps some of the Dishes
may straggle by the Way. Here let me note
a common Defect that we have of a very use-
ful Room, called by the Italians, II Tinello

;

and familiar, nay, almost essential, in all their
great Families: It is a Place properly ap-
pointed to conserve the Meat that is taken from
the Table, ’till the Waiters eat, which with us,
by an old Fashion, is more unseemly set by in
the mean while.

(To be continued.)

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND ANTIQUITIES.*

REMAINS OF CORINTHIAN ARCHITECTURE ON THE CAMPO-VACCINO AT ROME,
Sometimes called the “ Temple op the Three Columns,” but more commonly the

“TEMPLE OF J U P I T E R-S T A T O R.”f

Lecture IV.

ROMAN ARCHITECTURE.
On the other side of the Sacred Way, and

nearly opposite to the temple last described,

stands the Temple of Antoninus and Faus-
tina, of the Corinthian order. This building

* Continued from p. 398, f described in p. 398.

was erected by the Roman Senate in honour

of the Emperor Antoninus Pius and his wife

Faustina, although by some writers the latter

has been confounded with her daughter of the

same name, who was the wife of Marcus

Aurelius, the adopted son and successor of

Antoninus Pius
;
whence therefore the credit of
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haying erected this temple to the memory of

Antoninus has been ascribed to his successor

in the empire# The inscription on the front

of the portico is divo antonino et div;e

FAVST iNiB, ex. s. c. Six columns formed the

portico in front, with two more on each side;

all of which remain, though much decayed.

Each column has its shaft, 38 feet 3 inches in

height, and 4 feet 10 inches in diameter, of one

block of “ cippolino ” marble, so called from

the resemblance of its layers to the green and

white shades of the leek (cippola ,
It. an onion).

By some writers the columns are said to be of

Phrygian marble.

This marble is supposed to have been

brought from Carysta, one of the Cyclades in

the iEgean sea,* alluded to for its rocky

nature by Statius, “ Non te, saxosa Caryste ’

(Theb. vii. v. 370) ;
and also by Lucan, “ Qua

maris angustat fauces saxosa Carystos ” (De

Bell. Civ. 1. v. 232) ;
and the green layers of

which the marble is composed are compared

by Statius to the waves of the sea, “ Et Chios,

et gaudens fluctus fequore Carystos ” (Syl.

1. 11). Valadier mentions that the introduc-

tion of such marble for columns was ascribed

to Augustus, and that the marble was called

by his name.
The whole of the cornice and pediment of

the front is destroyed, though much of the

former remains on the flanks, well executed,

but having neither dentils nor modillions, the

only instance, I believe, of their omission in a

Corinthian example.! In the frieze, on the

sides, is an enrichment composed of griffins,

vases, and candelabra. Within the walls of

the ancient temple a modern church is formed,

dedicated to S. Lorenzo.
The Temple of Mars Ultor is supposed to

have been erected by Augustus in his Forum
on the occasion of his going against Brutus
and Cassius, and to have been dedicated by

him on their defeat to Mars the Avenger
(Ultor). Other writers assert that it was
built by Augustus on the occasion of his re-

covering from Phraates the eagles of the

legions under Crassus and Antony, which had
been defeated by the Parthians. Some critics,

from a passage in Ovid, contend that this

temple should be called that of Mars Bisultor,

i. e. Twice-avenger

:

“ Parthe refers aquilas : victosque porrigis arcus.

Pignora jam nostri nulla pudoris babes

Rite Deo templumque datum nomenque Bisultor.”

Fast. 1. v. v. 593.

Yet it is not impossible that two temples

were dedicated by Augustus to Mars as the

avenger, and that the recovered Roman stand-

ards were placed in one, which, from ancient

medals of Augustus, must have been circular,

and which is believed to have been the temple
under the hill of the Capitol, alluded to by
Dion Cassius in his mention of the dedication

of the eagles. The temple which we have
been considering formed part of the Forum of
Augustus, the two being often spoken of

together, as “Forum Augusti cum aide Martis
Ultoris.” Of this once magnificent temple
only three columns and a pilaster of the flank

of the Corinthian order remain. On the
walls of the cell is erected the campanile of
the convent of nuns, called the Annunciata,
whose buildings occupy the site of the ancient
temple. Augustus ordered that the Senate
should always hold in this temple their consulta-
tions on affairs of war.J The original struc-
ture, of white marble, as ascertained from the
plans of Labacco and Palladio, consisted of a
noble portico of eight columns in front, having
four behind them, there were eight columns
on each flank, in the interior were two rows
of six columns each. The proportions are
very large, the diameter of the columns being
6 feet, and their height 58 feet, consequently
they are nearly ten diameters high, and the
loftiest in Rome. The details of this buildipg
are very rich, and afford a good example for

* “ 11 marmo di queste colonne £ l’antico Caristio, marmo
che si trae dall’ isola di Caristo, una della Cicladi, detta par
tal ragione da Stazio, e da Lucano Sassosa.” (Valadier.)

f [The example of the Temple of Vesta, at
Tivoli, is without modiglions and dentils, although
it has the undivided member denominated “ den-
talia.”—Ed.]

t Fallor ? an arma sonant? non fallimur, arma sonabant

:

Mars venit
; et veniens bcllica signa dedit :

Ultor
j ad ipse suos ccelo descendit bonores,

Templaque in augusto conspicienda foro.
Et

Peus est ingens, et opus
;
dedebat in Urbe

Non aliter nati Mars habitare sui, &c.
Ovid. Fast.v. 649.

imitation. It is highly probable that the ar-

chitect of this temple was Ilermodorns, the

same who designed the temple of Jupiter

Stator, and he is recorded to have built a

temple in honour of Mars. Augustus, who
prided himself that having found Rome of

wood, he would leave it of marble,* erected

many stately buildings in that city
;
and his ex-

ample was followed by bis friends and rela-

tions, but by none more than by Marcus
Agrippa, his son-in-law. Of the numerous
public works built by him, the most celebrated

is that which is one of the greatest ornaments
of Rome, the temple of Agrippa, or, as it is

most commonly called, the Pantheon,!
“ To art a model.”

Michael Angelo considered that the portico,

the interior, and the attic were erected at three

different epochs.J Pliny speaks of it (Book 3)

as if the portico was built by Agrippa, and says

that he dedicated it to Jupiter the Avenger.
The inscription on the frieze records that

Agrippa built, at all events, the portico

:

“ M. AGRIPPA L.F. COS. TKRT1UM FECIT.” He
wished to place a statue of Augustus within

the temple, which that emperor would not

permit, but allowed him to set it up in one of

the niches under the portico (Dion. b. liii.)

;

Agrippa therefore determined to make the

portico worthy of its destined inhabitant, and
the result is the splendid composition so well

described by Lord Byron :

—

“ Simple, erect, severe, austere, sublime

—

Shrine of all saints, and temple of all gods,

From Jove to Jesus—spared and blest by Time,
Looking tranquillity, while falls or nods

Arch, empire, each thing round thee, and man
plods

His way through thorns to ashes—Glorious dome 1

Shalt thou not last ? Time’s scythe and tyrant’s

rods

Shiver upon thee—sanctuary and home
Of art and piety—Pantheon

!
pride of Rome !”

Childe Harold, Canto iv. 140.

The portico, which is of the Corinthian

order, consists of eight unfluted columns in

front, having eight more behind, disposed in

two rows (i.e. two behind each angle column,
and two behind the second columns from the

angles). The diameter of the columns measures
5 feet, and each shaft is 38 feet 8J inches high,

is in one block, weighing 45 tons. The front

columns are of grey granite, the inner ones of

red oriental granite, the capitals and bases are

of white marble; the architrave and frieze are

in single blocks, extending from centre to

centre of the columns, and weighing 36 tons,

each block being 15 feet long, 6 feet 8 inches

high, and originally 6 feet thick
;
the cornice

is 4 feet 3 inches in height. The pediment
is generally considered too high (at least, ac-

cording to the proportions in Greek temples),

and its effect is much injured by the second
pediment rising above it. Pliny states that

this temple was adorned with statues, the

work of Diogenes, the Athenian, and which
were, no doubt, placed at the angles and sum-
mit of the pediment, and the tympanum was
also probably enriched with figures in relievo,

as shewn by Palladio. In the niche corre-

sponding to that in which the statue of Augustus
was placed, was the statue of Agrippa (of the

“heroic” size, and nowin the Palazzo Gri-

mani, at Venice), and his ashes were pre-

served in a beautiful porphyry sarcophagus,
now containing those of Pope Corsini, and
placed in the church of Saint John Lateran.
The walls of the Pantheon, constructed chiefly

* A modem Pasquin has contrasted, with as much truth as

bitterness, the imperial boast with the practice of a moderr?
architect, to whom we owe the perishable splendour of
Regent-street :

—

“ Our Nash has prov’d himself a much greater master,
He found London brick, and will leave it of plaster.”

Cordially agreeing with Mr. Bartholomew (Specification^
for Practical Architecture, ch. 32, &c.) in his condemnation
of external stucco, and in his conviction that its use has
tended to degrade architecture, I believe that we cannot
expect to have good street architecture so long as stone is

imitated, is some compo' -sition, whether mastic, patent
cement, stucco, aut quocunque alio nomine gaudet. Let aDy
one compare the south and east sides of Fitzroy-square,
which are faced entirely with Portland stone, with the north
and west sides, which are built with “ compoed ” fronts, and
the difference will be seen at once ; and it is probable that the
latter, with their constantly recurring patchings, stoppings,
and colourings, have already cost more than the opposite
fronts. G. R. F.

t The western portico of the New Royal Exchange, London,
is partly copied from the Pantheon ; it does not, however,
project so much as its prototype by an intercolumniation, and
consequently has fewer columns within the portico.

J Mr. G wilt thinks the circular part was built in the time o
the Republic, with the simple large niches in the interior,
and that Agrippa added the portico at 14 a.d. But he died
before that date, viz. 12 b.c.

of brick, are 23 feet in thickness, having at

every 3 feet in height a layer of tiles, the

weight over each opening being discharged
by arches also formed of tiles

;
the dome is

constructed in a similar manner, diminishing

by degrees to the thickness of 3 feet at top,

with an opening of 30 feet diameter, the

sole aperture by which the vast building is

lighted. The great doorway is 39 feet high
and 19 feet wide, having folding doors of
bronze, through which is entered the Rotunda,
which is 142 feet in diameter,* the height of

this immense circle is the same. The interior

circumference is ornamented with eight re-

cesses (of which the doorway is one) converted
into chapels

;
they are adorned with columns

and pilasters, 34 feet high, of yellow antique

marble. These columns are fluted with ca-

blings one-third of their height. Agrippa de-

corated the interior with statues of bronze and
silver, among which that of Julius Caesar oc-

cupied the most conspicuous station, and he
dedicated it to all the gods

,
whence its name

of the Pantheon. The continued entablature

over the interior columns is of white marble,

except the frieze, which is of porphyry, and the

dome is divided into panels or caissons in

five stages. Pancirolo says that the temple
was covered with silver tiles, which were
destroyed by lightning, and that the emperor
Hadrian, in the year a.d. 130, covered it with

bronze. Pomponius Leto and Prospero Pa-
risio add that the interior was covered with
plates of silver, which were taken away by
Heraclius, the nephew of Constantine, in the

year a.d. 636, together with the statues and
other decorations, to adorn the new city of Con-
stantinople. The pavement is set in patterns

alternately of porphyry and granite. The
effect of the light pouring into this mighty
fabric through its single “ eye,” is truly won-
derful. “The flood of light, which once fell

through the large orb above on the whole
circle of divinities, now shines on a numerous
assemblage of mortals, some one or two of

whom have been almost deified by the venera-

tion of their countrymen.” (Note to Childe

Harold, canto iv. 147.) Among the mighty
dead, lies the great master, Raffaello, whose
bust adorns the interior, with many effigies of
the illustrious departed, some by the hand of
the modern Phidias, Canova. This building, of

which the architect was Valerius, a Roman,
born at Ostia, was in 609, a.d., converted into

a church by Pope Bonifice IV., and dedicated

by him to the service of the Virgin and the

holy martyrs. Various alterations were made
by the Popes; in the interior, by Benedict
XIV.; Alexander VII. restored three columns
of the portico

;
Clement IX. added the heavy

railing between the columns of the portico
;

and under Urban VIII., Bernini erected the

campanile towers behind the pediment, whilst

the same pope carried away the bronze cqvering

of the dome, which he cast into cannon, and out

of which he also made the four colossal

twisted columns (they are 120 feet high), sup-

porting the canopy of the IqigH altar of St.

Peter’s, a robbery which drew down upon him
the bitter pasquinade

—

Quod non fecerunt Barbari Roma, fecit Barbarini.f

Our notions of the extraordinary taste of

the Romans for magnificent buildings must be

heightened, when it is considered that the

superb edifice under review was probably
only a saloon to the baths of Agrippa, erected

by that great patron of art,! and plans of

which have been given by Palladio and others,

on a scale of great splendour. It is also the

opinion of some antiquaries, that the original

floor of the Pantheon was considerably below
the pavement of the portico, and that the

interior could be completely flooded by water

being led through it, so as to form one vast

swimming-bath. The Thermos, or baths of

the Romans, formed a remarkable feature

* The diameter of the dome of St. Peter’s is 139 feet, of

St. Paul’s 112 feet, of St. Sophia 115 feet, of Sta. Maria
delle Fiore (Florence) 139 feet.

f “ That which Barbarians left undone at Rome, the

Barbarini did in allusion to the family name of the pope,

who scrupled not to despoil the ancient temple of those

riches which even the Barbarian Goths had respected.

+ Agrippa alone constructed 170 public baths at his own
expense. He is introduced by our Shakspeare among the

dramatis personae in “Anthony and Cleopatra,” as one of

the chief captains of Cteaar (Augustus), who there bids him
“Go forth, Agrippa, and begin the fight.” He did good
service at Philippi and at Actium, and had defeated Sextus

Pompey in a naval engagement ; and for which he bad the

first naval garland ever decreed on such occasions. He was

one of the greatest men of the Augustan age, and his

generosity was only equalled by his modesty
;
he refused a

triumph for his many victories.
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among their public buildings
;
there were 800

at one time for the use of the public, under the

emperors, who vied with each other in the

splendour of these useful and truly liberal

institutions; and which contained not only

the various apartments necessary for ablu-

tions of all kinds, but also places for recrea-

tion and amusement, libraries, porticos, ter-

races, crowded with columns, and enriched

with precious works of art. In the ruins of

the bath of Titus was found the Laocoon

;

in those of Caracalla were found the Toro
Farnese, the Hercules of Glycon, and the

Flora (now at Naples); and many fine statues

have been discovered in the other baths.

G. R. F.
(To be continued.')

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Neiv Church at Seasalter.—On Monday ,t.he

19th ult., the first stone of this edifice was laid

by Sir Brook W. Bridges, Bart., in the pre-

sence of a numerous and highly respectable

body of spectators, comprising many of the

clergy from this district, and the gentry of the

surrounding country. Accommodation having-

been afforded by the Canterbury and Whit-
stable Railway "Company, a great number of

persons went from this city to witness the

interesting ceremony. Divine service was
performed by the Rev. G. T. Dawson, the in-

cumbent; and after the 100th Psalm was sung,

the laying of the foundation stone took place.

Sir Brook Bridges addressed the large assem-

blage, congratulating them upon the gratify-

ing event, and was listened to with marked
attention and respect. The following is the

inscription on the plate of the stone:—
“ 1 Glory to God in the highest, and on earth

peace
;
good will towards men.’ This founda-

tion stone of the new church, Seasalter, was
laid on the 19th of August, in the year of our

Lord, 1844, and in the 8th year of the reign of

her most gracious Majesty, Queen Victoia, by

Sir Brook William Bridges, Bart., of Goodnes-
stone Park. H. Marshall, architect.” At the

back of the plate are cast the names of the

tradespeople employed in the undertaking, as

follows :
—“ W. Knowler, bricklayer; W. Wil-

son, joiner
;

J. Marshall, carpenter; J. Bligh,

plasterer; H. Jones, mason; G. Homersham
;

plumber.” This church is designed to afford

accommodation to 950 persons in the body;

the seats are to be unappropriated, and thrown

indiscriminately open to the inhabitants of

either Seasalter or Whitstable. The cost of

the erection is set at 2,751/.

New Church near Colchester.—On Tuesday

the 27th ult. the first stone of All Saints’

Church, for the district of Lexden and Stane-

way, near Colchester, was laid by Mrs. Papillon,

of Lexden House, in the presence of a nume-

rous assemblage of the gentry and parishioners

of Lexden and Stanway, and several of the

neighbouring clergy
;
service being performed

by the Rev. John Papillon and the Rev. Henry
Jenkins, the rectors of the two parishes. The
church, which will be built of dark red bricks

withstone dressings, in the late Decorated style,

consists of a nave 60 feet by 24 feet G inches,

a chancel 25 feet by 14 feet, a belfry tower,

organ transept, vestry, &c., and will accommo-
date nearly’ 300 persons, two-thirds of the

sittings being free and unappropriated. The
architect is Mr. George Russell French, of

London, and the builders are Messrs. Fisher

and Son, of Stratford and Plaistow, Essex.

Princely Donation.—A short time since an

anonymous letter was forwarded to the Bishop

of London with the princely sum of 5,000/., and

a request to apply the amount “ for the erection

of a church in the metropolis.” Since the

receipt, an eligible site for the erection of a

sacred edifice has been purchased by some
charitable individuals, in Charlotte-street, Fitz-

roy-square, at a cost of nearly 5,500/., upon

which a church will be built for a district

which contains a population of more than

16,000 persons.

The Bishop of Gloucester has presented the

handsome donation of 100/. to St. Andrew’s

Church, Bristol. The right rev. prelate has

forwarded a liberal sum to defray’ the expenses

contingent to the repairs of St. John’s Church

in that city, and within the last few days his

lordship has sent a donation of 25/. towards

the erection of a parsonage-house to St. John

the Evangelist, Clifton.

The Marquis of Lansdowne has presented

20/. to the fund for the restoration of St. Mary
Redcliffe church, Bristol, which fund now
amounts to 5,200/.

The first stone of a new church, at Bednall,

Staffordshire, was laid last Week, by Lady
Margaret Littleton.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Nonoich and Brandon Railway.—The ter-

minus for this line at Norwich is now in course

of erection, and the permanent rails have been
laid as far as Carrow-road bridge. The rails

will diverge from the Yarmouth line, just

above this bridge, crossing Mr. Kerrison’s
meadows. Men are at work, driving iron

piles of great strength for the bridge across

the river. A number of men are also at work
near Hartford bridges. The line is to pass

over two bridges here, one 20 feet and the

other 30 feet wide. The road has been di-

verted for a short distance, and men are cutting

through the turnpike, to the depth of 18 feet,

where the first bridge is to pass over. To the

right of the turnpike, piles have been driven

for the second bridge crossing the river. The
cuttings here extend through Mr. Thurtell’s

land to the river, for about 88 feet in length.

The works are going on rapidly near Ketter-

ingham, where part of the permanent line has

been laid. More than 1 ,000 men are employed
at various points for the whole length of the

line to Brandon end, and a great many at Ket-
teringham, Hethersett, Wymondhan, Spooner
Row, &c. Before Christmas, 3,000 men will

be employed on this line, including mechanics,

bricklayers, &c. A large proportion of the

workmen belong to Norfolk, and their wages
average 2s. 9d. per day. Mr. Merritt, under
Messrs. Grissell and Peto, is the general con-

tractor for the works. Under him, the sub-

contractors for various parts of the line are,

Messrs. Weaver, at Trowse
;

Farrall, at Hart-

ford Bridges
;
Kershaw and Scrivener, at

Ketteringham
;

Durham, at Wymondham;
Mackenzie and Jardine, between Thetford and

Brandon. The labourers are employed by

these sub-contractors either by the piece or the

day.

Northumberland Railwayfrom Neiocastle to

Berwick-on- Tiveed.—A prospectus of another

important railway, projected from Newcastle

to Berwick-upon-Tweed, has just been issued.

The proposed capital is 1,000,000/., the line to

be about 60 miles in length, and to be con-

structed upon the atmospheric principle. The
intended route of the line, throughout its

entire length, is as nearly as possible in the

general direction of the present main turnpike

road from Newcastle to Edinburgh, passing by

Morpeth and Alnwick, and the populous

eastern district of the county. Amongst the

provisional committee are Lord Morpeth, Lord
Howick, M.P., and Lord Ossulston, M.P., and

several other members of Parliament. Should

this project obtain the sanction of the legisla-

ture, in preference to that proposed by Mr.

Hudson, an uninterrupted railway communica-
tion will still be effected between London and

Edinburgh by the construction of this railway

and the North British line, the latter of which

has already received the sanction of Parlia-

ment. J. K. Brunei, Esq., is the engineer of

the line.

Eastern Union Railway.—The works of this

railway have now fairly commenced at Bran-

tham and across the valley of the Stour. The
house lately occupied by W. Dean, Esq.,

Brook-street, has been hired for the term of

two years as offices for the clerks and others

employed in getting out the necessary plans

and sections, and carrying on other business

connected with the railway. It is intended to

carry the line from Ipswich to Bury St. Ed-

mund’s, and also from Ipswich to Norwich in a

direct route. The proprietors of the Brandon

line are most desirous to obtain a branch from

Attleburgh to Diss, and the survey is now

being made under the directions of J. Locke,

Esq., engineer.

George Hudson, Esq., has purchased the

Brandling Junction Railway, which runs from

Newcastle to Shields and Sunderland, and is,

we believe, about 28 miles in length. It is

expected that the purchase is on behalf of the

Newcastle and Darlington Railway Company.

New Locomotive Power.—A first trial of
M. Andrau’s new locomotive power, by means
of compressed air, was made on Monday, on
the Versailles Railroad (left bank), in the
presence of Messrs. Bineau and Baude, com-
missioners appointed by the government of
the engineers of the railroad, and a great
number of spectators. Although the locomo-
tive was charged upon the low pressure
system, because there was not a sufficient

power to compress the air to a greater extent,

the experiment perfectly succeeded. In ex-
pending two or three atmospheres, the loco-

motive ran a quarter of a league with great
rapidity and regularity. The trial is to be re-

peated in the course of the next month.
M. Andrau has for the last four years been
engaged in experiments with compressedair.

Blackburn and Preston Railway. — The
cutting on this line was commenced on Tues-
day, the 20th, near Hoghton Tower, in the

neighbourhood of which there will he the

heaviest cutting on the whole line. The railway

runs through the noble woods which surround
the tower, almost on a level with the highest

point of King’s Hill, which adjoins the hill on
which the tower stands. At the south-east

side, where the Darwen flows between the two
hills, the ravine will be crossed by a viaduct

entirely constructed of ashlar masonry, stand-

ing 108 feet high, and of three arches of 65

feet span each.

Lynn and Leicester Railway.—After many
changes, the proposed line, which was brought

forward under this title (afterwards altered to

“ Midland and Eastern Junction Railway,”) is

withdrawn as an independent project. It is to

form part of the contemplated extension lines

of the Midland Company, with whom the pro-

moters have entered into arrangements.

—

Railway Record.

Neiv Railway.—A line of railway from the

Lancaster and Carlisle Railway at Kendal to

the head of Lake Windermere is projected, thus

affording an uninterrupted railway communi-
cation from London to the Lake district. This
branch line will also give the benefit of a con-

venient station to the town of Kendal, which
the levels of the Lancaster and Carlisle line

would not allow.

North British Railway. — Tenders for the

formation of twenty miles by this line of rail-

way, commencing at Berwick, were on Wed-
nesday received by the directors at their office

in Edinburgh. They were very numerous, and

the successful competitors are Messrs. Thomjp-

son, of Darlington. Their estimate was 35,00(3/.

Operations will be commenced immediately.

London and York Railway .—Mr. Astell,

M.P. for Bedfordshire, the chairman of this

company, and Mr. E. Beckett Denison, M. P.

for Yorkshire, the vice-chairman, with Mr.

Locke, the engineer and others, on Wednesday
week, had an interview with the Board of

Trade.

Extension of the South- Tf
r
istern Railway .

—

At the close of the meeting on Friday, the

directors of the South-Western Company took

active steps in respect of an extension ot their

line to Waterloo-bridge.

—

Railway Record.

A plan for the formation of a railway to

connect the metropolis with Richmond has

been announced.

More Railways.—A special general meeting

of the proprietors of the Preston and Wyre

Railway company is convened for the 13th of

September, to determine on the propriety of

applying to Parliament for powers to make

branch railways from Poulton to Blackpool,

and from Kirkham to Lytham. It is expected

that both these lines will be constructed.

Statue of Goethe—The colossal bronze

ntue, from the model of Schwanthaler, in-

nded to ornament one of the squares ot

rankfort-on-the-Main, his native place, has

*en completed. Goethe is represented clad

a mantle, but having his hands free. He

ears the simple costume of the present period,

is right arm is resting on the trunk pf an

tk tree, and in his left he holds a laurel crown,

is eyes are turned towards heaven. 1 he

Ejects of the has reliefs on the pedestal are

jrrowed from the works of Goethe.
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fflorrrsjjoit&ntre.

THE NEW BUILDING-ACT.
Sir,—On looking; over the new Building-

Act, I find that the thicknesses of the walls to

the different rates of building are thus described

to be, viz.—8J in. 13 in. 1 7i in. 21 1 in. and
26 in. I have before me some stock bricks from
the fields belonging to the Messrs. Rhodes
and Messrs. Webb, two brickmakers in

the vicinity of London, and also some from
the fields of Messrs. Herron and Rutter of
Cowley, who make a great number annually.

I find in the sizes of the bricks from the before-

mentioned field, an almost imperceptible va-

riation, if any ; they are as near as possible

9 in. long and 4f in. wide. Now, Sir, how is

it possible (I speak as a bricklayer) to keep to

the thickness of the walls in the new Act,
without cropping the bricks? If you work the

bricks without a cross-joint, you cannot do it

;

and if you crop the brick, you never will make
sound work, besides the extra labour.

How is this difficulty to be got over? You
can perhaps point out a remedy.

Stoke Newington, Charles Eve.
August 28.

[The intention is that the thicknesses shall

not be less than those stated
;
which might be

the case if bricks somewhat smaller than or-
dinary were used; the precaution is observed
in the old Act, which will next year be super-
seded by the new one.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—In glancing over the Building.Act,
contained in your excellent journal of this

week, I am glad to find that the clause ap-
pointing the institute of the B. A. as ex-
aminers of the new district surveyors has been
struck out, and a clause inserted instead, nearly
in accordance with my suggestions contained
in a letter in “The Builder,” No. 72, with one
exception, I do not see any provision made for
the payment of the examiners. B.

MEASURING WORK.
Sir >— 1 am a small builder, and I have

frequently to measure work performed by
myself; I have experienced on more than one
occasion an objection on the part of the sur-
veyor, employed by the party for whom I have
done the work, to measure with me, on the
ground that I was not a regular surveyor; in
other cases, where there has been some dif-

ference in the quantity, they have refused to
refer the matter to another surveyor, unless
I had previously had my work measured by a
surveyor. What I wish to know is this—is it

requisite that I should become a regular sur-
veyor ? If so, how am I to proceed to obtain
that distinction ? Is any licence required ? If
so, what would be the expense ? “ Tyro.’'

[We think nothing could be more ridiculous
than for any surveyor to refuse to measure the
work of any building with the master trades-
man who has executed it, and is respectable
and capable of measuring his own work
and either has time for it, or chooses to do so:
we venture to say the surveyor who assumes
such airs, will be found to rank with the “ queer
ones." The licence is a common appraiser’s
one of 10s. To become a regular surveyor,
requires a regular tuition, ten years’ study, in
fact

; the fee for tuition may range from 50/.
to 200/., according to the rank, repute, ability'
and practice of the master.—

E

d.]

PRACTICAL DRAWING FOR ARCHITECTURE
AND BUILDING.

S'R,—The beauty and advantages of drawirn
will, 1 am sure, have manifested themselves t<

every person connected with the building-craft
and especially to the steady industrious work
ing-man, who has seen others convey thei
ideas so clearly by it, to whom I now parti
cularly refer. I have on many occasions seei
clever workmen, who have laboured unde
difficulties in the performance of their worl
from drawings, through not being able t(
associate correct ideas relative to the drawing'
and the work to be done; and again I hav<
seen good workmen labour under alike diffi
culties consequent upon a bad education, ir
explaining their ideas of work that was doing-
and that had to be done; whereas if a know-
Jedge of drawing were inculcated, the penci
could be employed with ease and satisfaction,

feeling assured that great numbers, whc

industriously employ their time in the work-
shop, and who enjoy the fireside of the cottage,

reading your valuable magazine, will labour
under the difficulties I have above mentioned,
to remedy this, I offer the hint that a column
in “ The Builder” be devoted for a short time
to the laying of the fundamental principles of
the different kinds of drawing suited to practical
purposes, of which you will know much better
than I can say. This would have its good
effects in various ways :— First, it would be of
great practical use to the possessor. Secondly,
improve the taste and enlarge the ideas connect-
ed with the craft. And thirdly, be an endless
source of improvement and amusement during
the winter months, when many of the artizans
have to be at home. It would, I feel confident
cause many to make their cottage their studio
instead of seeking amusement at the tavern.
August 27th. j. p.

CRACK HOUSES.

Sir,—The object of The Builder is, I
presume, not only to represent, the interest of
this numerous and influential body, and the
several trades and professions connected there-
with, conveying to them all possible informa-
tion, but also occasionally to admonish those
who, not having the fear of loss of reputation
before their eyes, and greedy of gain, ‘ put up
houses,’ which not only compromise the whole
class of builders, but also, besides clearing out
the pockets of ignorant purchasers, endanger
the lives of individuals. We all know what
a put up house means, but I am sure respecta-
ble builders are not wholly aware to what an
extent the system goes. T was walking about
the vicinity of High-street, Camden Town, a
few weeks since, and was more surprised than
amused to see a whole row of buildings spring-
ing up as mushrooms in a meadow, and nearly
as frail in fabric. The bricks, were they
worthy of that name, were not only old ma-
terial, but such as I observe dug out of the
foundations of the old buildings now disap-
pearing from Bloomsbury, literally rotten, and
scarcely an entire one to be seen among them :

nor was there a redeeming quality in the mor-
tar, which was as black as bitumen, without any
ot its adhesive qualities: the timber of the
beams and joists was of the same quality, and
appeared to be derived from the same source,
having all the venerable marks of antiquity
about it. On the_ other hand, the floors were
young sucklings, such as will soon shrink
before the hand of Time, leaving large chasms
between each other, to the endangerment of
children’s legs and the loss of their playthings.
The exterior of these sepulchres of decayed
brick was then handsomely covered with
stucco and whitewash, the doors and shop-fronts
were prettily painted, and in the lower win-
dows might be seen sundry bills, on which was
written in a fair legible hand, “ This house to
be let or sold !”

Your readers may smile, Mr. Editor, but I
positively see nothing to laugh at; the man
who buys such a bargain buys it very often
with his little all. In the large neighbourhood
in the rear of St. Pancras Workhouse, there
are numbers of this kind of tenements already
put together, or still perpetrating; but here
we sometimes find an excuse, for the experi-
ment of residing therein is first made by the
builders themselves, who, like Birmingham
gunsmiths, prove them first ere they go off in
the market.

A friend of mine lately purchased a house
near the Regent’s-park for 800/., as valued by
a surveyor; on re-valuing six months after-
wards, it was found to be worth less than 480/.

;

and in less than one twelvemonth, a general re-
bellion had taken place of the members of the
house, every board in the establishment sepa-
rating from its fellow, the handsome paper had
separated from the damp walls, and hung in
festoons in the upper part of the house

;
the

house itself had settled down on one side, the
windowschatteredat every footfall, and nothing
short of 100/. could repair the dilapidations.

I could multiply instances of like puttino- up
without number

;
but this is sufficient to shew

that the system, if not checked, will very soon
close the business of the builders : for every
one thus taken in, imbues fifty small or large
capitalists with a sense of his wrongs. And °it
would be highly impolitic to check the present
prevailing spirit of investing capital in houses,
one of the very best by-the-by which can be

made in the present day, if the capitalist be
treated with any degiee of fairness. There
never was a better time for builders to rise a
step or two in their trade, and to strengthen
their hands by moderate profits

;
and I do

think that all who have their credit at stake
should unite to put down practices which bring
the whole of them into disrepute.

W. T. B.

ADULTERATION OK WHITE LEAD.
Sir,—Permit me through your very valua-

ble journal to direct public attention to the
enormous adulterations of white lead now taking
place in various parts of the outskirts of the
metropolis. 4 his trade of adulteration is

openly carried on, and is thus managed :—

A

quantity of whiting is put into a tub, in which
there is a machine similar to that used in
mixing the clay for bricks

; to this is added
linseed oil, in certain proportions, and the whole
is intimately mixed by the revolving knives.
For the second process it passes between two
mill-stones, and on being ejected has even then
a very striking resemblance to white lead:
this, I believe, is all the preparation required
for mixing, and in this state it is applied for
the purposes of adulteration: paints of every
description being mixed with this valueless
commodity for the consumer, the extent of
adulteration being guided by the conscience of
the manufacturer, or the carelessness 01 inat-
tention of the tradesman who purchases the
rubbish. I have often wondered why it was
that white lead paints were marked up at a
much less price than the wholesale cost of this

material. The enigma is now solved
;
but the

wonder still remains how large consumers of
various coloured paints should have shut their
eyes to this self-evident fact, consenting to pay
the reduced price of white lead for common
chalk. It is said by those who manufacture
the spurious commodity that the paint is ac-
tually improved by the mixing, that it dries
better, has a better appearance, and is more
durable. If such be the fact, and I readily
conceive such may be the case, it is certainly
a singular exception to an universal rule; but
even supposing this to be the case, would it

not be more to the interest of the painters, &c.,
to mix for themselves ?

The extensive adulteration of an article so
extentively used in the building-trade demands
the serious consideration of every person vic-
timized by the process.

Sept. 1st. Verax.

WORKS ON PRACTICE.

Sir,—I have taken in “The Builder” from
the commencement; will you, therefore, be
kind enough to inform me in your next num-
ber the best work published as a guide to
surveyors and appraisers, and where it can be
purchased? Y. Z.

[The Student’s Guide for Measuring, 7s. Gd.;
Gibbons on Dilapidations, 9s. 0d.

;
Ditto on

Fixtures, 3s. 6d.
;

and Inwood’s Tables for
purchasing Estates, are books of the required
kind, and may be obtained of Weale, Ilolborn.
—Ed.]

A Monument to the late Dr. Dalton.

—

On Monday week, the members of various
literary and scientific societies in Manchester,
held a preliminary meeting, with the object of
considering what steps should be taken towards
erecting a monument in memory of the late

Dr. Dalton. Many gentlemen addressed the
meeting, among whom was Mr. S. E. Cottam,
who suggested that the most honourable memo-
rial would be the erection of some edifice to

be called the “ Daltonian Institution,” where
the scientific discoveries of the philosopher
might be promulgated from generation to
generation. The meeting concluded by adopt-
ing the following resolution :

—“ That a requi-
sition should be presented to the mayor, to

convene a public meeting to determine what
steps should be taken to secure the erection of
such monument

;
and also to consider as to the

propriety of testifying in any further, and in
what manner, the sense entertained by this

community of the invaluable services rendered
to science by the late illustrious philosopher.”

The noble Border Castle of Naworth is in

course of being rebuilt under the instructions
and taste of Lord Morpeth,
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Public Works at and near Liverpool.
*—Probably there are ho places in the kingdom,
not even excepting the metropolis, where a
larger amount of money is in process of ex-

penditure in the construction of public works
than there is at this moment in Liverpool and
Birkenhead. Assize Courts (corporation), cost

80,000/. ;
New Gaol (corporation), cost 100,000/.;

Albert Dock and Warehouses (dock com-
mittee), 600,000/.; New North Dock Works,
including land and junction with Leeds Canal
(dock committee), 1,500,000/.; Reservoirs,

Green-lane, and corresponding works (high-

way commissioners), 50,000/.
;

Industrial

Schools at Kirkdale (select vestry), 30,000/.;

Gas Extension (New Gas Company), 140,000/.;

Shaw-street Park (private share holders), 2,500/.;

making a gross total of 2,500,000/. All this is,

of course, independent of many other works,
some in progress and others in contemplation,

with prospects of almost immediate commence-
ment, which will probably absorb not less than

mother million. So that, in the whole, between
tLree and four millions of money will have to

be raised and expended before the various

present designs for the promotion of charity,

the convenience of commerce, and the improve-
ment of the town, are completed. But, if

much is going on in Liverpool in this way,
more, in proportion to population and means,
is doing on the Cheshire side of the water, at

Birkennead. The magnitude of the public

works in progress at Birkenhead may be in-

ferred from the following abstract, which is

taken from the estimates :—New Market (com-
missioners,, 20,000/.

;
Town Hall (commis-

sioners), 10,000/.
;

Park (commissioners),

25,000/.; Docks in Wallasea Pool (commis-
sioners, as trustees), 400,000/.; Dock Ware-
houses on the margin of Wallasea Pool
(private company), 600,000/.; Tunnel from
Monk’s Ferry to Grange-lane (Chester and
Birkenhead Railway), 20,000/.

;
making a

gross total of 1,075,000/. After these state-

ments, it will be admitted, we think, that there

are very few, if any, places where the progres- 1

sion of works of a public nature ig greater than

in Liverpool and Birkenhead; and that, if

there is any rivalry between them, it should

only be as to which shall best accommodate
the public .—Manchester Guardian.

Tpie House of Commons.—The speaker’s

house, with several other apartments connected
with the House of Commons adjoining St. Ste-

phen’s cloister, have been disposed of by auction

by Mr. Horne, in order to be taken down for

the formation of the entrance-hall to the centre

hall of Westminster Palace. The sale took

place in the smoking-room, and there was a

numerous attendance of purchasers of building

materials. Besides the speaker’s house (which
was but slightly injured at the conflagration of

the Houses of Parliament) to be sold, there

were the two refreshment rooms, the kitchen,

and the smoking and coffee rooms, which had
been built since the fire for the convenience

of members of parliament. The whole were
divided into46 lots, and one of the conditions of

the purchase was that the entire building should
be removed within eighteen days. Some parts

of the premises were erected in the Gothic
style, and the floorings of some of the rooms
were laid with oak, and were in good condi-

tion. The several lots went for about 437/.

The brick-work, which was put up at 26/., was
knocked down for 149/. It was considered by
the trade, in general, they fetched high prices.

The New Royal Exchange.—In the

course of last week, workmen have been em-
ployed in putting up the bells in the belfry of

the tower, under the direction of the contrac-

tors, Messrs. Mears, Iligh-street, AVhitechapel.

The statue of Charles II., which was in the

merchants’ walk of the late building, will be

placed in a niche at the east end on the south

side. It is composed of statuary marble, but

in such a decayed state that the sculptor has

not been able to restore it to its original ap-

pearance. The flagstones are laid down in the

merchants’ colonnade, but it will be some time

yet before the encaustic painting will be

finished. The tesselated pavement has not

been commenced around the base of the Wel-
lington statue

;
the area is being laid with

large square stones, which will be continued

along the whole exterior of the building.

Iron Manufacture.—We learn, from an
official return, that the iron trade on the con-

tinent has been rapidly extending, and that the

following is very nearly the relative proportion

of the pig and bar iron manufactured in dif-

ferent states :—Prussia, 199 furnaces, worked
with charcoal, employ 8,674 workmen, and

produce about 120,000 tons of cast iron, equal

in value to 730,000/. Wrought iron, in bar

and plate, is made at 538 forges, employing

6,049 workmen, and producing 73,000 tons, of

the value of 230,000/. Bavaria, 44 furnaces

producing 9,000 tons of cast iron, and 141

forges, producing 5,750 tons of wrought iron.

W urtemburg, 6,400 tons of cast, and 2,500 tons

of wrought iron.—Grand Duchy of Baden,

7,000 tons of cast, and 4,750 tons of malleable

iron. Saxony, 7,500 tons of cast, and 4,650

tons of wrought iron. Electorate of Hesse,

4,150 tons of cast, and 900 tons of malleable.

Grand Duchy of Hesse, 7,150 tons of cast, and

2,400 tons of malleuble. Duchy of Nassau,

14,330 tons of cast, and 1,300 tons of bar iron,

and 2,375 tons of different other sorts of iron,

in bars, cast and wrought iron work. Duchy
of Brunswick, 2,150 tons of cast, and 7>180

tons of wrought, iron, or works in cast iron.

United States of Saxe- Weimar-Eisenach,Saxe-
Meinengen, Anhalt, Scharzbourgh-Hohehzol-
lern-Siegmaringen, Reuss, Waldeck, produce

4,035 tons of cast, and 2,240 tons of bar iron,

or works in cast iron. German Luxembourg,

7,700 tons of cast iron. Total production of

the States of the Zollverein, cast iron 191,156
;

wrought iron, or works in cast and wrought

iron, 107,324 tons. In proportion to the popu-

lation these quantities are not great, since

it only amounts to about 15i lb. for each person

throughout the Confederation. In France,

where this manufacture is even yet but im-

perfectly developed, it amounts to above 221bs.

;

in Belgium it is about 361bs.
;
while in Eng-

land it is as high as 551bs. to 561bs. for each

person. All, or nearly all, the Zollverein

States are engaged in the iron manufacture.

—

Railway Chronicle.

Fall of Two Houses near Euston-
square.—At one o’clock on Wednesday
morning much alarm was created in the neigh-

bourhood by the fall of two unfinished houses

in Seymour-place, North, Euston-square.

They were erected on the site of a garden be-

longing to the corner house in the square, and

were nearly completed so far as relates to the

building, but little progress had been made in

the completion of the interior. There is little

doubt, from the total destruction which has

ensued, that the foundations of both houses

must have given way—one, probably, in con-

sequence of the shock incurred in the fall of

the other. Each fell outward—not towards

thestreet, butagainst the backs of other houses,

from which the distance was small. Of these,

the one on the east side has sustained consider-

able injury, the whole of the drawing-room

windows being dashed in, and apparently great

damage done in the basement story. The only

part of this construction which seems to have

been adequately secured is the party-wall,

which stands perfectly erect, bearing a row of

chimneys, although entirely stripped on one

side, and nearly detached on the other. Pro-

videntially, no person received any injury
;
the

new buildings were of course empty, and

although the inmates of the one in such dan-

gerous propinquity were much frightened, no

one personally suffered. An inquiry into the

responsibility for such a defective construction

is imperatively required.— Times.

Carisbrook Castle.—A letter from New-
port, dated Tuesday week, contains the follow-

ing:—“ The desecration of this great and

beautiful attraction to the thousands ot persons

who annually visit this island, by the sale by

auction, for building purposes, of the planta-

tions and meadows which surround Carisbrook

Castle, is happily prevented. Government has

acceded to the loudly-expressed and unanimous

petition of the islanders, by becoming the

purchasers of the property. In addition to the

pleasure of being enabled both to preserve the

hanging woods from the pollution of brick and

mortar, and of thus complying with the wishes

of the petitioners, they will have the satisfaction

of knowing that the favour will occasion

little if any loss. The rentals of the meadows

will nearly pay the interest of the purchase-

money.— Ipsivich Journal.

Current Price# of jfttetal#.

Copper—

B

rit. Cake, p. ton 0 0 0 — 84 0 0

Tile 82 0 0— 33 0 0
Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 0— 0 0 9*
Bottoms .

.

0 0 0 — 0 0 0

Old 0 0 0— 0 0 84
South Amer., ton 72 0 0— 73 0 0

Foreign Cake .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0

Tile .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0
Iron, British 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Bars 0 0 0— 6 0 0
Rods 6 15 0— 7 0 0

Hoops 8 0 0— 8 5 0
Sheets 8 15 0— 9 0 0

Cargo in Wales, Bars 0 0 0— 5 0 0
Iron, Pigs No. 1, Wales .. 3 10 0— 4 0 0

No. 1, Clvde .

.

0 0 0— 2 11 0

Russian, ccnd .... 0 0 0 — 16 10 0
0 0 0 —

Archangel 0 0 0 — 0 0 0
Swedish 9 10 0 — 9 15 0

Lead—British, Pig, p. ton 16 10 0— 17 0 0

Sheet, milled .... 0 0 0 — 17 15 0
Bars 0 0 0 — 0 0 0
Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0
Red or Minium .

.

0 0 0— 21 10 0

White 0 0 0— 23 10 0

Litharge 0 0 0— 20 0 0

Pig, Spanish .... 16 0 0— 16 10 0

American 0 0 0 — 16 0 0

Steel—English 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Swedish Keg .... 16 0 0— 16 10 0

Faggot 0 0 0— 17 0 0

Tin—

I

n blocks, p. cwt. .. 3 12 0— 3 13 0
Ingots 3 12 0— 3 13 0

In Bars 0 00— 3 13 6

Banca 3 5 6-— 3 60
Straits 3 36— 3 40
Peruvian 0 00 — 2 17 0

Plates, p.box,225 shts.

—

No. I. C. 13$ by 10 in. 1 7 0-
I. X.
I. XX.

13 0-
0 0 0 -

IXXX 182 lb. 0

1XXXX 203 0

No. II. C. 134 by 9$ in. 105 0

II. X 133 0

III.C. 12$by9$in. 98 0

III.X 126 0

Small
Double

ISx ht>-

l sdxxJ
15 by 11

167
188
209

0

0
0

SDXXX 230 0

SDXXXX 251 0

fC. 16$ by 12J in. 98 0

X 100 sheets 126 0

Double XX 147 0

XXX 168 0

xxxx 189 0

Jaggers, 14 by 10 in. — 0

Spelter—On the spot, ton 0 0 0— 21

Delivery 0 0 0— 21

Zinc, English Sheet 0 0 0— 30

Platina Ore oz. 0 0 0— 0

Orsidew lb. 0 0 0— 0

Quicksilver lb. 0 0 0— 0

1 19 0
0 0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

5 0
0 0

0 0

3 0

4 6

Rentier#.

Tenders delivered for building two School -

Rooms, &c., at Northampton. The style English

of the 17th century.—Mr. E. F. Law, Architect.

Aug. 29.

0
0

7

0

r p 0
0

Fisher 0

Tenders delivered for general Repairs to be done

at No. 24, Bedford-square, under the directions of

Messrs. Wigg and Pownall, Architects, No. 7,

Bedford-square.

Winsland £347 0

Locke and Nesham 293 0

Battam and Craske 281 9

Thomas 18
^

lD

Mr. Thomas was allowed to withdraw his tender,

and Battam and Craske’s was accepted.

Tenders delivered for erecting Wesleyan Chapel

at Dalston, in the parish of Hackney.—Mr. John

Parkinson, Architect.

Hort ^25
Smith ®90

Ashby, Bishopgate-street 8/4

Morris, Hackney 84 ?

Elston J97
Hayworth, Kingsland 74J
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NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the Execution of the various Works in the for-

mation, ballasting and laying the permanent way

of the Canterbury, Ramsgate, and Margate Branch

Railway.—Plans and specifications at the office of

Mr. Joseph Cubitt, Civil Engineer, 12, Man-
chester-buildings, Westminster; Mr. J. White-

head, Secretary, South-Eastern Railway, London-
bridge. September 24.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESEX.

The commissioners of sewers
for these LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten and
Four, where information can be obtained (gratis) by persons
about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Land
for Building purposes, of the situation and level of the
public Sewers, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, and
which they recommend all such Persons to apply for at the
above Office. By the Court,

STABLE and LUSH, Clerks.

PAYNE’S PATENT PROCESS FOR PRESERVING
AND IMPROVING WOOD.

Railway contractors, build-
ers, and JOINERS are requested to investigate

the above. A liberal Discount allowed.
Applications for Licences to

—

PAYNE AND LODER, Whitehall Wharf, Canon-row,
Westminster

j

Or at their other stations

—

Fleetwood-on-Wyre, Lancashire

;

Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire ;

Will be immediately attended to.

For sundry Alterations and Repairs at Swift’s

House, Cranbrook, Kent.—Plans, &c., to be seen

at the House ; Mr. Wilson, Solicitor, Cranbrook.

Sept. 13.

For Paving, Pitching, Cleansing, and Lighting

the City of Bristol for three years, commencing
September 29.—Commissioners’ Offices, 44, Queen-
square, Bristol. Sept. 16.

For the Repairs and Alterations of the roof of the

Workhouse of the parish of Lambeth.—Plans and
Specification, Mr. Rogers, Architect, Palace-cham-

bers, Lambeth. 10th September.

For the building of the new church at Lynn.

—

Plans, &c. Mr. Thew, Bookseller, High-street,

Lynn. 1st October.

For 16,000 Larch or Baltic Sleepers of various

dimensions, for the Ashton, Staleybridge, and
Liverpool Junction Railway.—Secretary at the

Manchester and Leeds Railway Office, Palatine-

buildings, Hunt’s-bank, Manchester. October 8.

For the erection of three Lodges in Birkenhead-
park.—Drawings and Specifications at the office of

Mr. Hornblower, Architect, Hamilton-buildings.

Chairman of the Improvement Committee, Town
Hall, Birkenhead. September.il.

For the addition to one of the Wings of the

Union Workhouse, Newbury.—Union Workhouse,
Newbury. September 11.

For the Mason’s, Carpenter’s, Plumber’s,

Slater’s, Plasterer’s, and Smith’s Work in the

erection of a Lock-up House at Dewsbury.

—

Bridge Surveyor’s Office, in Milnthorpe. Sep-
tember 9.

For Building a New Church at King’s Cross,

Halifax.—Plans and Specifications at the Offices of

Messrs. Craven and Ranken, Solicitors, Halifax,

until the 14th September. September 16.

For Pitching the Banks of two large Lakes and
making about two miles and a half of Walks in the

Birkenhead-park.—Chairman of the Improvement
Committee, Town Hall, Birkenhead. September
11 .

For constructing a Water-tank at the Ardiwck
Station, near Manchester.—Plans and Specifica-

tions at the Company's Offices, Store-street

Station, Manchester. September 10.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A correspondent wishes to be furnished with a
list, or any number of the pitches, of Cathedral,

Collegiate, or other Gothic roofs or gabels of dif-

ferent styles.

We have transmitted to the party alluded to the
letter relative to the prices of metals.

The view and description of Gillespie's Monu-
ment will be inserted upon receipt of them.

There would be many difficulties in the way of
accomplishing “ W. B.’s” proposal. It shall, how-
ever, have our serious attention, and ifpracticable,

and consistent with our other arrangements, shall be

adopted.

Moving the gallery in our next.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

COMPOSITION for WRITING with
STEEL PENS.—STEPHENS’S WRITING FLUIDS

comprise the most splendid and durable colours, and the
most indelible compositions, which art can produce

;
they

consist of

A Blue Fluid, changing into an intense black colour.
Patent Unchangeable Blue Fluids, remaining a deep blue

colour. Two sorts are prepared, a Light and Dark Blue.
A superior Black Ink, of the common character, but more

fluid.

A Superior Carmine Red, for contrast writing.
A Liquid Rouge Carmine, for artists and contrast writing,

in glass bottles.

A Carbonaceous Record Ink, which writes instantly black,
and being proof against any chemical agent, is most valu-
able in the prevention of frauds.

A Liquid, Mechanical, and Architectural Drawing Ink,
superior to Indian Ink.

Marking Inks for linen
;
Select Steel Pens

; Inkholders.

Prepared by HENRY STEPHENS, the Inventor, No. 54,
Stamford-street, Blackfriars-road, London, and Sold by
Stationers and Booksellers in Bottles, at 3d., 6d., is. and 3s.
each.

CAUTION.—The Unchangeable Blue Fluids are patent
articles ; the public are therefore cautioned against imita-
tions, which are infringements ; to sell or use which is
illegal. Also purchasers should see that they are not served
with the Blue Black instead of the Unchangeable Blue, as
these articles are often confounded.

N.B.—Black Ink, and imitations of the above articles, are
constantly being announced as new discoveries, but on ex-
amination, they will be found to have some new name only.

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Greek-street, Soho-
square.

TO BUILDERS and Others interested in
buildings or in ground for building upon, within the

district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-
courses falline into the river Thames, between the city of
London and the parish of Fulham.
The Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an Act of

the 47th Geo. III. (chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-
viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,
or public way, or in any part intended to become a street,
lane, or public way, or to carry off or drain off water from any
house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under their
management or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing
shall be given to them, or to their clerk at their office, and
that such new sewer or sewers shall be constructed and made
in such manner and form as shall be directed by the said
Commissioners, and not otherwise.
And, in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-

ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built upon
being excavated to too great a depth, the Commissioners
have directed that, upon application being made at this office
previous to the excavation of such ground, information shall
be given as to the lowest depth at which the same cat

‘

drained.

And the Commissioners do also give notice that, when-
ever the lower floors or pavements of buildings shall have
been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with
a proper current, they will not allow any sewers, or drains
into sewers, to be made for the service of such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take
houses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premises
have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must be delivered at this office at least three
clear days before they are presented to the Commissioners

; and
all such petitions will be called on in the order of their appli-
cation, and the name of any party not present when called
on to support the application will be struck out, and the pro-
ceedings must in consequence be commenced de novo.

All communications made with any sewer without leave of
the Commissioners, will be cut off, and the parties making
the same will subject themselves to a fine.

By order of the Court,

LEWIS C. HERTSLET, Clerk.

TO BUILDERS, CABINET-MAKERS, AND OTHERS.

Salisbury glue 60s. per Cwt. ;
fine

Scotch do. 50s.; Town 46s., 44s., and 42s.; Best
Glass Paper 10$d.

; Second do. pd.
;
French Polish and Spirit

Varnishes 19s. per gallon ; Naphtha do. 10s.; Genuine White
Lead 2fis. ; Second do. 24s. and 22s. ; Improved Stucco Paint
28s.

;
Invisible Green and Chocolate Colour 28s. ; Fine Green,

and all Colours used in House Painting, prepared by a new
process to dry in six hours, fid. per lb.

;
Turpentine 2s, 6d. per

gallon
;
Linseed Oil 2s. 6d.

;
Fine Copal Varnish 203. ; Quick

Drying Carriage 14s.
;
Ouk do. 12s. and 10s.; Paper 14s.,

108., and 6s.
;

Turpentine Varnish 3s. ; Dry Brunswick
Green 3d., 4d., and fid, per lb.

; Lamp Black 3d.
; Emerald

Green Is. and Is. 3d.; Whiting Is. 3d. per cwt.
;
Stock-

holm Tar 18s. per barrel
;
Pitch 10s. per cwt. Gilder’s Mate-

rials, Lackers, Bronze, Dutch Metal, Patent Gold Paint,
Dies and Die-woods, Acids, Alkali, Gums, and Salts of every
kind and description at equally low prices. W. NIXEY’S
Old-Established Warehouse, 22, MOOR-STREET, SE-
VEN-DIALS, LONDON.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, &c. kc., for Pictures,
Glazing. &c. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallou .. .. .. .. 2s. 4d.
LINSEED OIL, ditto 2s. 4d.
SHEET LEAD, in sheets, per cwt. .. .. 18s. fid.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE .. .. .. 19s. fid.

WHITE LEAD (Genuine) per cwt. . . .. 2fis.0d.
Colours, Pipe, Brushes, &c. &c., equally low, and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying
to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester-square, London.
PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND

CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted Crown,
flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,
shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30
of Best and Second quality, will he sent (gratis) upon re-
ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having
to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a
list of dimensions to R. Cogan, will receive by return of
post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown
Sheet-Glass and Sheet-Plate, kc. Glazing estimated for, if

required.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than
kept bv any other House in London.
COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or
superior appearance is required ; a light 6 feet 6 in . long, with
openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, and may be had from Is. 3d.
per foot.

Also may be had,
COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,

Which effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a
more brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than
any other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
Or EVERT DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100
Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-
dom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-
plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering
Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, kc. kc.
of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-
cation.

French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,
and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed bis Show Rooms for the above
articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal

Discount to Bazaar keepers and others.

KING’S COLLEGE, London.—GENE-
RAL INSTRUCTION in the APPLIED SCIENCES.

—The CLASSES in this Department (the object of which is

to provide a thoroughly practical education for those who
arc afterwards to be engaged in the business pursuits of
active life), will OPEN on TUESDAY, the 1st of October

This Department provides also (in addition to the general
course) a complete system of Elementary Instruction in En-
gineering and Architecture.

Detailed information may be obtained of the Secretary.

July 31, 1844. R. W.JELF, D.D., Principal.

WOOD, WAYGOOD, and CO. 62,
Gracechurch-street, Furnishing and Export IRON.

MONGERS, builders of IRON HOUSES, ROOFS, kc. in-

vite the attention of Builders and others to their extensive
stock of black and bright REGISTER STOVES, which they
manufacture at, perhaps, lower rates than any hitherto of-

fered. Their improved ECONOMIC RANGE is very ef-

fective, clean, and consumes only eighteeu pounds of fud
per day. The stock of BRASS and IRON BEDSTEAlS
embraces the four-post, tent, French, sofa, turn-up, aid

every other description. GAS CHANDELIERS and FIT-
TINGS at astonishingly low prices. HOT-WATER AP-
PARATUS for heating greenhouses, kc., on an improved,
yet cheap principle. Cast and wrought-iron work for TC’MB-
RAILING, BALCONIES, kc. Iron running-bar feicing,

hurdles, &c. Every article, however minute, calculated with
reference to the utmost possible economy.

Australasian, colonial, and
GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE and A-VNUITY

COMPANY.
CAPITAL ^200.000—IN 2,000 SHARES.

DIRECTORS.
Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.

|
Gideon Colqulwun, Esq.
C. E. Manglei, Esq.Robert Brooks, Esq.

Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper, Esq.
The advantages offered to I

Richard Ons.'ow, Esq.

,
William Walker, Esq.

EMIGRANTS to the Austra-
lasian Colonies by this Company are,—First, That no extra

Premium is charged for Residence in any of the Australasian

Colonics, except in New Zealand. Second, That no extra

Premium is charged to those who Assure for the whole term
of life, for one voyage out to the Australasian Colonies, and
for one return voyage

;
and that Premiums may be paid and

Claims settled in those Colonies. And to all Persons who
wish to Assure their Lives, the Company offers unusually fa-

vourable Rates of Premium, participation in Profits, and the
guarantee of an ample subscribed Capital.

Prospectuses ana full Particulars may be obtained at the
offices of the Company, No. 126, Bishopsgate-street, Corner
of Cornhill, City.

Family endowment, life as-
surance, AND ANNUITY SOCIETY (Establish-

ed in 1835), No. 12, Chatham Place, Blackfriars, London.
TRUSTEES.

William Butterworth Bayley, Esq., (Director H. E. I. C.)

Henry Procter, Esq.
Martin Tucker Smith, Esq., (Director H. E. I. C.)

DIRECTORS.
William Butterworth Bayley, Esq., (Director H. E. I. C.)

Chairman.
John Fuller, Esq., Deputy Chairman.

Henry Bowden, Esq., Edward Lee, Esq.
Robert Bruce Chichester, Esq. William Prinsep, Esq.
C. H. Latouche, Esq. Joshua Walker, Esq.
Elliot Macnaghten, Esq. (Di- Major Willock, K.L.S.

rector H. E. I. C.)

ENDOWMENTS FOR FUTURE CHILDREN.
To Solicitous, Parents and Guardians.—By this

mode of Insurance great advantages are obtained in securing

provisions for Children. By the plan adopted in other

offices there is a separate Endowment upon each child after

its birth, and a separate Premium upon each Endowment,
the Premiums increasing as the children increase. This
Office for a Premium fixed at the time of Insurance, and not
liable to further increase, will ensure the same Endowment
to every after-born child—and thus, while every child will

have the same provision, the Parent will not be subject to

the burden of increasing Premiums. This mode of Endow-
ment has been sanctioned by the Court of Chancery, upon
the marriage of a young Lady, a Ward of Court, and Forms
will be supplied by the Office.

The following are extracts from the Society’s Tables,

which have been calculated expressly for this Office:

—

For assuring to each future Child 100L on completing its

twenty-first year, by the payment of a single Sum or
Twenty- two Annual Premiums.

1

Age
of the

j

Wife.
Single Sum.

Twenty-two
Annual

Payments.

Amount of
Endowment.

Payable at

the age of

£. s. d. £. s. d. £.
18 142 17 9 10 2 100 21

21 134 1 8 8 18 6
24 125 13 6 8 7 3
26 119 17 2 7 19 6

Four-fifths of the Profits are divided periodically among
the assured. Annuities of all kiuds are granted by this

Office.

LIFE ASSURANCE.
The 3ociety undertakes Insurance against all the ordinary

contingencies affecting human life, at Premiums as low as
is consistent with security ; for example,

Annual Premium per Cent, for tue wiiole of Life.

Age. With Profits. Without Profits.

25
£. s. d.

2 3 1

£. s. d.

1 19 1

30 2 9 7 2 4 7
35 2 lfi 2 2 11 1

40 3 5 9 3 0 3

3 lfi 2 3 9 10

50 4 10 6 4 4 9

c Liberal Commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.
JOHN CAZENOVE, Secretary.
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We have in hcoid, as we have already inti-

mated, and hope to commence next week
,
the

publication of an Alphabetical Digest of

the whole of the contents of the New Building

Act. This will be in minutenessfar beyond

those hitherto issued. The great public

attention which this statute has excited is proved

by thefact of the whole ofa large extra edition of

the number ofThe Builder containing the Act

being entirely sold. It is our intention to publish

almost immediately the whole of the Building

Act, with Mr. Bartholomew' s Digest, in a

pocket form ,
much smaller and more portable

than any hitherto published.

ItttC&flF.

NO. IiSXXIV.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14. 1844.

O M P E T I-

TION in archi-

tectural design,

like that of com-

petition in ope-

rative building,

is a subject which

has so often

occupied both

public and pro-

fessional attention,

that we need no apo-

logy for saying a few words

upon it. We are indeed led

to do so upon the present

occasion by the following ad-

vertisement :

—

“TO ARCHITECTS.— It

has been resolved to build a new Church for the

united parishes of St. Thomas and St. Clement,
Winchester. Architects are invited to send in

Plans, Elevations, Sections, &c., on or before Oc-
tober 10, 1844, for a plain and substantial Church,

to hold about 1,000 persons on the floor. Cost,

independent of the old material, not exceeding

4,000/. As the site is peculiar, personal inspec-

tion is absolutely necessary, when further infor-

mation can be obtained from the rector and church-
i wardens. No remuneration will be given for any

I

plan except that chosen, for which the committee
i will pay 20/.”

A PRIZE OF «£20 for designing a church

: to cost 4,000/., besides the old materials J

i with the privilege of a gratis journey to

1 Winchester, and the pleasure of returning,

if not more light-hearted, at least more light-

[

pursed.

These men of St. Thomas are truly most

: clement to the portion of the architectural

:
profession possessed of aspiring genius, and

: cannot be endued with the incredulity of St.

Thomas, or perhaps they would not believe

i the expense of their advertisement would be

r returned by any array of talent thence invoked.

i As far as we remember, not less than two-thirds

t the cost of the tickets in a state lottery were
r given in prizes to the adventurers. Now let

i us calculate this church-lottery. Suppose for

? a moment only twenty young men, as little

1 “ up to snuff” as any young tradeless adventurer,

v who, gazing at a recruiting bill, smeared with

r red, blue, and yellow, and headed “ Glory,”
1 “ Promotion,” “ Victories in Affghanistan,”

f feels bis heart tickled to enlist: suppose

t twenty such raw recruits in architecture take

t the journey, expend thereon five pounds each,

i make each a design, work themselves, pay only

5 51. each for assistance, five shillings for paper

and carriage, and three guineas each for land-

scapes to tickle the speculative eyes of the

clement St. Thomasites
;
and suppose only

five of them spend three pounds each more

in going to Winchester, to see that all is fair,

or to canvass the powers in the business

:

this will sum up to two hundred and eighty-

three pounds, to be clemently expended in that

of the utility of which experienced practi-

tioners will have more than the doubt of St.

Thomas, — and thus not less than fourteen

blanks will turn up to one prize. The public-

house “Derby Stakes ” are sound, safe, and sa-

cred, compared with this.

But now let us see the probable result of

this impudent advertisement. A church is to

be built— no doubt the parties advertising have

already designs-^perhaps they are too ex-

pensive
;
and perhaps two practitioners in the

neighbourhood are rivals, and the friends of

neither will give wav, and they will not join

interests and build jointly, or dividing the

architect’s pay into three, set one apart for ex-

penses, share between them the remainder,

and one be virtually the architect. Half the

pretences for choosing designs in competition

result from the cause just mentioned.

But suppose the advertisement meet, as no

doubt it will, the eye of some unlicensed archi-

tectural hawker, travelling like a Birmingham
agent “ in the button line,” some representa-

tive of the architectural firm of Mufti and
“ Stratch,” or any other victimizes who tout

about the country, lyinglike “Stratch ” himself

;

these twenty-pound-mongers will be sure them-

selves to be taken in—the old story will as

assuredly occur like the Arabian Nights’ tale

of the ladies, the year of happiness, the over

curiosity, and the result. The “ plain church ”

will have a high steeple, rich tracery, profuse

work; as usual, under such circumstances, a

couple of thousand pounds-worth of work will

be directed to be cut out, and, as usual, the

actual cost will, after this retrenchment, be a

couple of thousand pounds (if not double that)

more than the first estimate. Fifty such in-

stances have, we know, occurred. These

scoundrels spreading ruin, unhappiness, law,

and squabbling wherever their impudence car-

ries them. We know one instance where
their four thousand became twelve

;
another,

where their twenty thousand was forty
;
and

we believe these touters never yet completed a

business without deceit and trickery ;—and so

deserve to be dealt with all who encourage

such conduct.

But now let us examine the benefit in design

and construction resulting from these paltry

competitions. Not one of the twenty young
men whom we have instanced above should be

the man to design and execute a church
;

all

the old churches are designed with the most

mature talent—no tyro ever touched one
;
no

man, the extent of whose Free-masonic know-

ledge lies in an erudite exactness of knack in

the sticking of pigs or the slaying of lambs

ever ventured of old to determine whether the

voids and masses of a church were properly

apportioned
;
none whose technical lore con-

sists in knowing the temperature at which

honey and spices may be kept without pecu-

niary loss ever ventured to say whether

window-tracery or mouldings were correctly

plotted
;
nor did any baker, the most learned

in the setting of his leven, then ever trouble

himself about the exact rise of an arch, or the

proper use of roll-mouldings.

No—churches were alone designed by the

persons in the world the most learned in archi-

tecture, the best constructors, the most expe-

rienced, the shrewdest, the wisest economists
;

the still existing consequence is, the meanest

village church outlives, by the art of its con-

struction (however mean and perishable its ma-

terials), generations of costly mansions
;
how-

ever simple its architecture, its taste and pictu-

resqueness invite, though it be old and patched,

and surface worn, the admiration of the

antiquary and the artist. It was made as it is,

because those who built it required it to be so.

It lasts, because it was put together scientifi-

cally; every part useful was made ornamental,

and every part ornamental was made useful.

THE NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

Since the last notice of this important work
which appeared in this journal, very consider-
able progress has been made in every depart-
ment, and the whole structure now presents
that tangible and substantial appearance which
enables the visitor to form a tolerably adequate
idea of its magnitude, and of the accommoda-
tion it is calculated to afford. In order more
distinctly to describe the present state of the
works it should be premised that the general
design of the whole construction embraces the
following main features— 1st. The river front,

consisting principally of apartments to be de-
voted to the use of committees, meetings for

conference, &c. 2nd. A parallel and corre-

sponding front, facing the west and fronting the

Abbey. 3rd. The clock-tower, situate at the

north end of the building, to be appropriated
to the residence of the Speaker. 4th. The
Victoria Tower, at the other or south end of
the building. 5th. The central tower, designed
for the purposes of ventilation. And lastly,

the quadrangular space enclosed by the exterior

structure just described, containing the Houses
of Lords and Commons. The works already
executed, and now in progress, have been di-

vided into five contracts. The 1st, the format ion

of the cofferdam and of the artificial embank-
ment, extending along the river front. 2. The
foundation of the riser front of the building;
both of which were let by tender to the Messrs.
Lee, and have been long since completed.
3. The erection of the river front. 4. The
foundations of the Houses of Lords and Com-
mons, and other buildings in the quadrangle.
And 5, the erection of those buildings; all of
which were let to Messrs. Grissell and Peto,
by whom the 4th has been completed, whilst
the 3rd and 5th are in active progress. The
river front has been carried up to its full height,

and the greater part of the roof is completed.
The exterior of this portion of the building

presents a rich display of graceful mouldings,
tracery, carvings, and decorations, with innu-
merable shields and heraldic devices, which,
whilst they strike astonishment to the beholder,
must raise in his heart a high admiration for

native genius, which from the solid rock of mas-
sive limestone could, with an iron chisel and a
wooden mallet, produce forms so beautiful and
so intricate. The Victoria, clock, and central

towers have each been carried to the height of
about 33 feet, and have yet to be built consi-

derably higher. These towers are equally rich

in decorations with the river front, and are

now heing proceeded with very rapidly. The
western front, which is to correspond with the

river front, has not yet been commenced. Within
the quadrangle, the exterior walls of the House
of Lords have been built to their full height,

and the roofing is nearly completed, the whole
being expected to be covered in in the course

of a few weeks, whilst very little progress above
the surface of the ground has yet been made
with the lower house.

It is hardly necessary to mention that the

whole of the stone employed for the exterior

work belongs to the magnesian limetone forma-

tion. For the interior work several varieties

of the native oolite were originally employed,

more especially that from Painswick, in Glou-

cestershire
;

these, however, have been now
entirely superseded by a remarkably fine

description of oolite imported into this country

from Caen, in Normandy. This French stone

has for centuries enjoyed a very high reputa-

tion for the fineness of its texture, the beauty

and smoothness of its surface, and the ease

with which, under the chisels and graying

tools of the mason, it can be fashioned into

the most intricate forms
;

it was the favourite

stone of the priest-architects, who reared most
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of the English ecclesiastical structures in the

middle ages, and must have been extensively

imported into this country at a time when
our own stone-quarries were little worked, and

the mineral resources of England but im-

perfectly understood.

The colour of the magnesian limestone
formed one of its recommendations with the

commission of geologists and architects by
whom it was selected. When first quarried,

and for some time afterwards, whilst it retains

its native moisture, the colour is not unlike
that of brown sugar

;
when dry, the shade

becomes much improved, being that of a

delicate cream, and such is the condition of
many blocks now to be seen in the walls;
those composing the earlier portions of the
building, however, have already assumed the
dull, dingy, sooty appearance, which is common
to all the buildings of the metropolis, and which
will ultimately even reduce to an uniform shade
every variety of colouring that can be intro-
duced into the external walls of her buildings.

In examining a work of this vast magnitude,
employing in its execution about 700 artificers,

it is impossible not to be struck with the re-

gularity and precision which prevail in every
department, and with the numerous novel and
ingenious devices had recourse to with the
view of shortening the labour and perfecting
the construction of the undertaking. Mr.
Allan, the able foreman of the contractors, is

entitiled to much credit upon these points:
the practical operations are for the most part
confided to his care, and to him the construc-
tive professions are indebted, amongst other
matters, for great improvements in the
system of scaffolding, for the introduction
of zinc plates or moulds in lieu of the old
wooden templets, and for improvements in the
application of the travelling crane, u machine
capable of far greater range, and therefore of
more extensive utility, than the ordinary fixed
swing crane. Besides these improvements of
Mr. Allan, we notice the application of J)r.

Spurgin’s patent machine for hoisting bricks
and mortar, thus dispensing with mortar-
carriers, a class so well-known by the desig-
nation of “ hod-men,” and so exclusively com-
posed of emigrants from the sister island
(another grievance for Ireland !)—the employ-
ment of iron-girders and binders instead of
wooden beams for all the principal floors, and
of the patent galvanized iron instead of slates
for covering the roofs.

The extensive use of iron, and the conse-
quent exclusion of wood from all the main
portions of the building, afford a very satis-

factory security against fire, and we may
therefore rejoice in the extreme improbability
of the recurrence of such a catastrophe as that
which destroyed its predecessor.

In concluding these briefs remarks, we can-
not refrain from paying a just and well-

merited tribute to the genius of the able ar-
chitect who designed this building, and under
whose direction it is now rapidly advancing
to conclusion. Not alone does the design as
a whole command respect and admiration for
its noble and lofty proportions, its vast mag-
nitude and the scale of luxurious amplitude
which everywhere distinguish it; but, looking
further into the structure, examining it piece
by piece, and feature by feature, we are every-
where struck by new instances of ingenuity,
skill, and talent, which are everywhere mul-
tiplied around, even down to the most insig-
nificant details of secondly decoration.

—

Times,

MINERALOGY.
BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESO., PROFESSOR

OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

{Continuedfrom p. 399.)

Calcareous Earths are those loose or
c mcrete masses of earth which have a basis
almost wholly consisting of the earth of lime,
embracing the carbonates, sulphates, phos-
phates, muriates, &c., all of which bear the
same relationship to the animal, as vegetable
earth or humus does to the vegetable kingdom,
being the distinguishing characteristic of ani-
mals

; for although the earth of lime is some-
times found in vegetable species, still physiology
teaches us, that its presence in these merely
proceeds from accident of absorption from the
soil or from the waters in which the plant is dis-
posed. r

Calcareous polypes, Crustacea, and mollusca
are the chief elaborators of this peculiar earth,

and numerous fanciful imaginings are promul-
gated by modern geologists in order to account
for its vast local accumulations. The calcareous

polypes, and the more numerous and varying
species of lime-secreting animals, occupy the

hot and temperate zones of the earth as far as

latitude 3C° north and south, and they are in

some measure governed in this geographical
distribution by the general motion of the

waters, which between these latitudes is from
easttowest. When carried beyond these zones
many species wholly disappear

;
others, divested

of their earthy covering, become naked polypes,

and are known under other names
;

others
again pass into varieties, in which their origin

becomes obscured or wholly lost.

As the vast accumulated beds of earth de-

monstrate the present or previous existence of
vegetation from whence they derive their

origin, so is it with the vast beds of calcareous
earth and limestone, which still more clearly

manifest their origin, by preserving their

organic forms through all the changes and
vicissitudes which, of necessity, connect them
with the fossil and mineral kingdoms; and the
coral groups, of which a great portion of the
British strata is composed, speak precisely the
same language as the coral groups now filling

up the Pacific, Southern, and Indian Oceans.
Within those latitudes in which only they can
exist, the like causes produce the like effects

;

but in the one and the other is infinite variety

;

in both, organic identity is lost for ever in the
succession of changes to which the organic
body is subject after the cessation of vital

action.

The most common form of this earth is

carbonate of lime—crystalline, as marhle

—

amorphous, as limestone — farinaceous, as

chalk—each of which presents numberless
varieties. Of limestone I have already spoken
in my previous papers. Let us now examine
the other two. Chalk consists of carbonate
of lime, and carbonic acid gas, and a few ex-
traneous substances; it effervesces in, and is

almost wholly soluble in acids, calcines in the
fire, but does not vitrify in the strongest heat.
The most common carbonates are shell-lime,
testaceous lime being the comminuted par-
ticles of animals, common shaum earth or
silvery chalk, arenaceous limestone, coral rag
agaric, scaly lime,&c.

Farinaceous chalk forms a vast proportion
of the superficial covering of the earth, em-
bracing hill and even mountain ranges, and
descending to still unascertained depths into
the lower beds, and in whatever state of com-
bination this substance maybe found, it almost
invariably presents evidence of organic origin.

The form presented to us in the fossil and
mineral kingdom is variable and uncertain,
depending entirely upon the contingencies of
climate, association, and accident of union

;

thus even in the same region, we have a variety
of aspect and union : one solitary bed, or a
succession of elevations, sometimes consists
almost entirely of one family, another group
of several families, another is a confused mass of
animal bodies and reliquaj of bodies. Sometimes
the entire masses are in the farinaceous state,

at other times they abound with nodulates, and
again, they assume the plastic or crystalline

state. In general they present the Dhe-
nomena of a series of deposits periodically
disposed in succession upon each other, denot-
ing a sequence of events unbroken for a long
succession of ages, being alternations of genera-
tion and destruction.

This regularity of layers, so analogous to
the phenomena of formed and forming beds
now progressing in tropical seas, is strikingly
manifest in the British strata, and much
wonder is elicited even by men of science, as
well as by the unlearned, when they behold the
regularity of layers of flint and layers of chalk,
not considering, that this regularity is common
to all the stratified beds, and is still more exten-
sively developed in the mining districts. Thus
we sometimes observe a succession of oceanic
and land deposits, the former being periodically
covered in by the intrusion of the latter. Rivers
at the period of flood bringdown their deposits
which are spread over the ocean bed

; the causes
of effects having ceased, these river deposits
are in turn covered in, the fabric gradually
rising by this conjoint action to the surface of
the waters : beds of pearl oyster, of the common
oyster, of corals, sponges, ecrinites, &c., are

gradually formed
;

an eruption of matter in
its disintegrated state takes place in the
locality of the bed, and deposition takes place
upon the bed; and in a few short hours
generations are destroyed. The destroying
cause ceasing, new orders, genera, and species
spring forth, to be in turn overwhelmed by a
similar catastrophe. Some of these disturbing
causes are periodical, others result from the
accident of disturbing causes, of flood, fire, or
tempest. The after changes of strata thus
composed depend entirely upon local influences
for the form or forms they may assume.

In whatever part of the world these chalk
formations are disposed, we observe similar
causes effecting varying results : in the ocean
is the gradual formation of the aggregate

;
on

the earth and in the earth the after changes are
carried on : both prove the source and origin
of the bodies of which the aggregate is com-
posed. However distant from the sea, how-
ever high its elevation above the sea, its

organic bodies in their fossilized state and ever
varied appearance, prove their oceanic origin :

there the layer of organic bodies still remains
unchanged in its disposition and quantities,
however it may have changed in its qualities,
the one generation upon another exhibiting the
progressive stages of life

;
the sponges, corals,

and beds of mollusca still maintain their natural
position, and the age of some of the mollusca
evidencing a long succession of years, nay of
ages, ere the bed could have been disturbed by
the overlying matter. All extensive chalk
formations are also undoubted evidence of
oceanic origin.

The chalk formations are generally stratified,

the thickness of the strata and its nature de-
pending upon the chance of clime and asso-
ciation, and of disturbing causes. The pecu-
liarity of the chalk deposit depends, first, upon
the nature and qualities of the organic bodies
of which it is composed, and the nature and
qualities of bodies by which its changes are in-

fluenced. The thickness of the strata is

generally the thickness of the living bed and
the generations which precede it, being some-
times two or three inches, and sometimes many
hundred feet. The deposited matter is at all

times variably disposed in its quantities and in

its qualities, being diffused throughout all

kinds of strata as carbonate of lime, sand,
clays, marles, and admixtures of two or more
of these compounds.

It is evident also that the periods of dis-

turbance by which the groups and families of
oceanic orders, genera, and species were simul-
taneously destroyed by the sudden irruption

of foreign matter have ever been, as they are
now, inconstant and irregular; and the causes
of disturbance have been, and still are, the ex-
posure of the aggregate mass (produced beneath
the ocean waters, principally of tropical seas),

to terrestrial influences, or to the intrusion of
foreign matters by local disturbances or
general or local catastrophes. The material of
the unstratified aggregates is at all times of
similar composition and character to the mate-
rial of the stratified masses

;
the only differ-

ence being—the one is formed by the commi-
nuted particles of bodies or of polypi separated
in death

;
the other is formed by polypi now

in their state of degradation, or of depositions
of carbonate of lime, and by the fossil bodies of
mullusca, sponges, fish, sharks’ teeth, bones,
&c>, the layers alternating.

In the formation termed by geologists oolite,

and which is very abundant in this country,

the shells in the hills are generally changed
into cube spar, their cavities being lined with
crystal

;
the corals have also undergone a

similar transformation. The ammonites and
nautili have frequently their chambers filled

with spar of various colours, sometimes with
clay, and commonly in the coal measures with
liquid bitumen; in some the delicate parti-

tions are converted in pyrites, and the cells are

filled with white calcareous spar; but the mo-
difications of change, and sometimes entire

change, of these and other organic are far

beyond enumeration, the body acted upon being
the passive subject of surrounding influences.

The general character of the oolite and
chalk is that of a system of ocean deposits, the

progressive accumulations of years, nay of ages,

beneath the waters, and occasionally or regu-
larly interrupted by matter varying from the

bulk of aggregate. Again, we distinctly see,

in the orders, genera, and species, the inhabi-

tants of quiet seas and tropical heat
;
deposited
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in families, generation upon generation, ac-

cording to the laws of nature which govern

the disposition of those bodies, or a chaotic

mixture of reliquae of numerous species, but all

inhabitants of the same clime. Sometimes the

aggregate consists of lacustrine and oceanic

reliquae
;

at other times with these we find ter-

restrial organic remains: in all, we find the

operation of ages, and the forming effects of

clime.

The term chalk is applied to a group of de-

posits very dissimilar in their lithological com-
position, but agreeing in their character of

oceanic organic bodies. In Europe the chalk

formation extends over a great portion of the

British Isles, Northern France, Germany,
Denmark, Sweden, and Russia; there are also

extensive formations in North America. In

the United States there is very little chalk : in

India the chalk is generally converted into

marble in its varieties, jasper, porphyritic and
other rocks: in China its constituents form

the basis of raarles and clays.

In England, much of the chalk strata ex-

hibits alternate layers of Hints and chalk, or

otherwise the flints are generally but irregu-

larly diffused throughout the aggregate mass.

The hills which form the boundaries of Upper
Egypt are of similar composition and character,

although of much more recent origin
;

these,

and other ranges extending through various

parts of the Egyptian and Nubian deserts, are

in general the work of madrepores, millepores,

and other oceanic species, presenting various

aspects of change, some of them being con-

solidated, as limestone; others, where removed
from the influence of the atmosphere, in the

soft state denominated chalk, the latter indurat-

ing when exposed to the action of the sun and
air. The catacombs running into the very

heart of these hills afford the loyer of research

into Nature a noble opportunity of witnessing

her protean powers. Upon entering into one
or more of these catacombs, the first chamber,
if for some time exposed to the atmospheric
influence, presents the appearance of progres-

sive change in the unity of parts and quantities,

the matrix is carbonate of lime variably indu-

rated, and some -portions of which are beauti-

fully encrusted with a pure quartz formed by the

exuding silica
;
irregularly disposed throughout

are fossil mollusca, and other fish and reliqua?,

gradually converting, or entirely converted into

chalk, and generally retaining throughout their

several stages of change their primary form
;

but on breaking a nodule, we can discover no
trace of their organ ical arrangement. The
fossils which are thus transmuted into chalk are

generally those of the more bituminous ani-

mals, the silica and calcium of the animal being

retained, but the ammonia being replaced or
changed by carbon.

The protean powers of Nature arc still more
beautifully developed in the changes these

bodies undergo. Thus, if one of these chalk
nodules be accidentally disengaged from its

matrix by the falling of a portion of the hill or

otherwise, and become exposed to the intense

heat of the valleys, it gradually indurates,

becoming, in the early state of change, what is

termed a petrifaction, but eventually it is con-

verted into the precious and beautiful stone

termed Egyptian Jasper. Nor is this all;

for as a chalk nodule, its internal configuration

is obliterated; but in the perfect state, its

whole interior economy is once more dis-

placed, and generally sufficiently so as to dis-

tinguish the genera to which it belongs, and
sometimes the cryptogamic plant attached to

the animal in its living state. Yet let not the

reader suppose that this alone is the cause of

effects produced, as Egyptian jasper; in this,

as in all things else, Nature has many ways of

effecting the end desired. The valleys of those

localities of which I am now speaking are

covered with fossil bodies, preserved in the

first instance from decomposition of parts by
certain elementary proximate principles or

compound bodies, with which they were pri-

marily united
;

it is not at all necessary that

the organic body should in the first instance

become converted into chalk, for the tendency
of all animal matter in these localities, and in

all tropical climatce, is to become mineralized,

as agate, jasper, or some other calcedonic

substance
;
the nature of the change and the

ultimate result depending on the nature and
qualities of the material with which they
become accidentally united, and of the elements

to which they are exposed. Animal matter is

the basis of all the rocks termed primary, and

in most of them it forms the chief constituent

;

in like manner vegetable matter is the basis of

most of the earths, marles, and clays.

As an illustration of this, I notice the giant

balani
;

these animals aggregate together in

families, and are the living architects of im-

mense edifices, building after the manner of

the more minute polypi
;
these animals contain

a great portion of animal matter. On the

Arabian shores of the Indian Ocean there are

vast aggregates of this genera changing or

changed into Roc/c Jasper. Even in the bosom
of the mountains running along this coast, two
hundred feet above the present level of those

waters, the same phenomena is exhibited;

sometimes these animal rocks being in the first

instance converted into chalk
;

at other times,

in union with other marine animals, they

become bituminized, the dark liquid some-
times escaping from its bed and running down
the mountain sides; in some parts of the

deserts, particularly near Egypt, there are

entire hills wholly composed of particular

genera of balani converted and converting into

carbonate of lime. In some parts of Upper
India they become converted into siderous

rock, exceedingly hard, iron being the chief

constituent.

In England the deposits are of the like pri-

mary nature, but the results proceeding from
the influence of climate are remarkably diffe-

rent. Here the matrix originally formed by
polypi is entirely decomposed, and having a

strong affinity to carbon, which it rapidly

absorbs, and which is rapidly developed in

this moist country, where vegetation is so

abundant, the whole mass becomes chalk,

and the excess of silica falling on the bitu-

minous animal bodies and aggregates, con-

verts them ultimately into flint. The alter-

nate layers of this material with chalk shew
the primary disposition of the organic bodies,

and mark the course of deposition in the

ocean, and also the causes of effects thus pro-

duced as a stratum. There is an era of life,

the genera and species being madrepores,
millepores, corals, sponges, radiari, echi-

nites, and other animals, of necessity when in

the living state, the inhabitants of warm and
tranquil seas

;
a periodical deposition of atomic

particles of organic animals and vegetables,

exclusively the creatures and plants of the

ocean formed upon this stratum, and thus the

fabric arises, death upon life, life upon death.

The difference of the siliceous bed and the

chalk bed is, that in chalk, the basis has an

affinity to silica, and under favourable cir-

cumstances becomes silica; whereas in flint,

the siliceous base is developed. In the flint,

the internal and external organ ical structure of

the animal is often manifest through all the

changes it has undergone; in chalk, the

organic structure is to all appearance entirely

obliterated in the decomposition of parts.

The chalk formations are invariably the

products of organic orders, genera, and species

of the ocean, and such as of necessity exist

only in warm and tranquil seas
;

all chalk

formations originate in and by the operations

of life, the elementary principles and com-
pounds of which chalk is composed being

secreted by life. The modifications and
changes of organic matter depend upon local

association, or local action and reaction of

matter with matter, or upon the accidents

of union, separation, degradation, and other

causes. In this country the softer madrepores

are, in general, silicified
;
but this is the final

result, the intermediate changes varying from

each other, being chalk, simple carbonate of

lime, and sometimes the change is effected by

transition direct from the animal matter.

When chalk nodules are exposed to the sun

and atmosphere on rich black vegetable soils

in Upper India, the nodule, in the course of

time, becomes gradually transformed into chal-

cedony, generally laminated, semi-transparent,

and having strong bands delineated : receiving

into its composition alumina, it becomes con-

verted into another kind of precious stone.

As in the times of flood, the great rivers of

the earth force their passage through the ocean

waters, and finally deposit therein the numerous

proximate principles and compounds held in

suspension by the freshes : so when these

floods take pla'ce periodically, depositions upon

oceanic matter, collected within those periods,

take place in like manner: again, during the

dry season of the year in tropical countries,

the large rivers losing their force and volume,
the ocean waters, overcoming the force of
resistance, pass up the mouths of the rivers for

many miles, and there deposit matters, held in
suspension by them, upon the bed of terrestrial

matters
;

thus the tertiary strata origi-

nates. The like result is produced when the
sea occasionally inundates the whole of an
extensive tract lying below its level.

Lieutenant Nelson observes that the soft
white calcareous mud of the Bermudas, dis-

tributed over the bottoms of the lagoons, is

formed by the decomposition of esebara, flustra,

cellepora, &c.
;
and when dried, it is not to

be distinguished from common chalk. Darwin
makes the same observation, accompanied with
the erroneous idea that they have passed
through the body of worms.
The chalk formations, as Dr. Mantel ob-

serves, attest the high antiquity of the strata

in Europe, because the period of their forma-
tion, and the ages which of necessity must
have passed away in their gradual develop-
ments, goes fur beyond the earliest records
of man

;
they prove also that this earth has

repeatedly changed in its orb of revolution
;

that life is the generator of substance as life,

and ultimately of mineral bodies; that the
earth increases by and in the operations of life,

and that the waters diminish in the like degree,
the elementary constituents of the waters
undergoing a change and modifications of
change, as they are received or absorbed
within the living system, and also in mineral
bodies

;
that as life is the generator of sub-

stance, and as life is of necessity locally dis-

posed in its orders, genera, and species, so
must the earth of necessity locally accumulate;
and also that as matter is the passive subject of

moving powers, so must it of necessity form
local accretions, in or beyond the sphere of
action

;
that the causes of effects produced,

as chalk, are various, but that the primary
cause being life, is one and the same

;
but that

as life is divisible in its orders and genera, so

the primary causes are many.
Tn the extensive valley of the Mississippi,

the cretaceous formation is acknowledged by
its fossils, but the rock does not assurao the
form of chalk.

(To be continued.)

RETROSPECTIVE ARCHITECTURAL
LITERATURE.

THE ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.
COLLECTED BY SIR HENRY WOTTON, KNIGHT,

From the best Authors and Examples.

(Continued fromp. 458.)

Now touching the Distribution of Lodging-

Chambers
;

I must here take leave to reprove

a Fashion, which I know not how hath pre-

vailed through Italy

y

though without ancient

Examples, as far as I can perceive by Vitru-

vius. The Thing I mean, is, that they so cast

their Partitions, as when all Doors are open, a

Man may see through the whole House
; which

doth necessarily put an intolerable Servitude

upon all the Chambers, save the inmost, where

none can arrive but through the rest; or else

the Walls must be extream thick for secret

Passages. And yet this also will not serve the

Turn, without at least three Doors to every

Room
;
a Thing most insufferable in cold and

windy Regions, and every where no small

weakening to the whole Work : Therefore

with us, that want no cooling, I cannot com-

mend the direct Opposition of such Overtures,

being indeed meerly grounded upon the fond

Ambition of displaying to a Stranger all our

Furniture at one Sight, which therefore is

most maintained by them that mean to harbour

but a few ; whereby they make only advantage

of the Vanity, and seldom prove the Incon-

venience. There is likewise another Defect

(as Absurdities are seldom solitary) which will

necessarily follow upon such a servile disposing

of inward Chambers, that they must be forced

to make as many common great Rooms as

there shall be several Stories
;
which (besides

that they are usually dark, a Point hardly
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avoided, running- as they do, through the mid-

dle of the whole House) do likewise devour so

much Place, that thereby they want other

Galleries and Rooms of Retreat, which I have

often considered among them (I must confess)

with no small Wonder; for I observe no Na-
tion in the World by Nature more private and
reserved than the Italian

,
and on the other 9ide,

in no Habitations less Privacy; so as there is

a kind of Conflict between their Dwelling and
their Being. It might here perchance be ex-

pected, that I should at least describe (which
others have done in Draughts and Designs)

diverse Forms of Plants and Partitions, and
Varieties of Inventions. But speculative

Writers, as I am, are not bound to comprise
all particular Cases within the Latitude of the

Subject which they handle, general Lights and
Directions, and Pointings at some Faults is

sufficient : The rest must be committed to the

Sagacity of the Architect
, who will be often

put to diverse ingenious Shifts, when he is to

wrestle with Scarcity of Ground : As some-
times * to damn one Room (though of special

Use) for the Benefit and Beauty of all the rest

;

another while, to make those fairest, which are
most in Sight; and to leave the other (like a
cunning Painter) in Shadow, cum multis aliis

,

which it were infinite to pursue. I will there-
fore close this Part, touching Compartition, as

cheerfully as I can, with a short Description of
a Feasting or Entertaining Room, after the
Egyptian Manner, who seem, at the least ’till

the Time of Vitruvius, from the ancient He-
brews and Phoenicians (whence all Knowledge
did flow) to have retained with other Sciences,
in a high Degree, also the Principles and Prac-
tice of this magnificent Art. For as far as I

may conjecture by our Master's Text, (Lib. 6.

Cap. 5.) where (as in many other Places he
hath tortured his Interpreters) there could no
Form, for such a Royal Use, be comparably
magined, like that of the aforesaid Nation
which I shall adventure to explain.

Let us conceive a Floor or Area of goodly
Length (for Example, at least of One hundred
and twenty Foot) with the Breadth somewhat
more than the half of the Longitude, whereof
the Reason shall be afterwards rendered. About
the two longest Sides, and Head of the said
Room, shall run an Order of Pillars, which
Palladio doth suppose Corinthian (as 1 see by
his Design) supplying that Point out of Greece,
because we know no Order proper to Egypt.

The fourth Side I will leave free for the En
trance. On the aforesaid Pillars was laid an
Architrave, which Vitruvius mentioneth alone:
Palladio adds thereunto (and with Reason) both
Freeze and Cornice, over which went up a con-
tinued Wall, and therein half or three quarter
Pillars, answering directly to the Order below,
but a fourth Part less, and between these half
Columns above, the whole Room was Win-
dowed round about.

Now, from the lowest Pillars there was laid

overaContignation or Floor, born upon the
outward Wall, and the Head of the Columns
with Terrass and Pavement, sub dio (saith our
Master) and so indeed he might safely deter-
mine the matter in Egypt, where they fear no
Clouds: Therefore Palladio (who leaveth this
Terrass uncovered in the Middle, and ballised
about) did perchance construe him rightly,
though therein discording from others : Always
we must understand a sufficient Breadth of
Pavement left between the open Part and the
Windows, for some Delight of Spectators that
might look down into the Room: The Lati-

as when a

tude I have supposed contrary to some former
Positions, a little more than the half of the

Length
;
because the Pillars standing at a com-

petent Distance from the outmost Wall, will,

by Interception of the Sight, somewhat
Appearance diminish the Breadth

;
in which

Cases, as I have touched once or twice before,

Discretion may be more licentious than Art,

This is the Description of an Egyptian Room,
for Feasts and other Jollities. About the Walls

whereof we must imagine entire Statues, placed

below, and illuminated by the descending Light

from the Terrass, as likewise from the Windows
between the half Pillars above : So as th

Room had abundant and advantageous Light;

and besides other Garnishing must needs re-

ceive much State by the very Height of the
Roof, thatlaypver two Orders ofColumns. And
so having run through the four Parts ofm y first

general Division, namely, Foundation, /Falls,
Appertions, and Compartition

,

the House may
now have leave to put on his Hat, having
hitherto been uncovered itself, and conse-
quently unfit to cover others. Which Point,
though it be the last of this Art in Execution,
yet it is always in Intention the first, for who
would build, but for Shelter? Therefore ob-
taining both the Place and the Dignity of a
final Cause, it hath been diligently handled by
diverse, but by none more learnedly than Ber-
nardino Baldi, Ahbot of Gaustalla (before
cited upon other Occasion) who doth funda-
mentally and mathematically demonstrate the
firmest Knittings of the uper Timbers which
make the Roof. But it hath been rather my
Scope, in these Elements, to fetch the Ground
of all from Nature herself, which indeed is the
simplest Mother of Art. Therefore I will now
only deliver a few of the properest, and, as I

may say, of the most natural Considerations
that belong to this remaining Piece.

There are two Extremities to be avoided in
the Cover or Roof

;
that it be not too heavy,

nor too light. The first will suTer a vulgar
Objection of pressing too much the under
Work. The other containeth a more secret
Inconvenience; for the Cover is not only a
bare Defence, but likewise a kind of Band or
Ligature to the whole Fabrick, and therefore
would require some reasonable Weight. But
of the two Extremes, a House top-heavy is the
worst. Next there must be a Care of Equa-
lity, that the Edifice be not pressed on the one
Side more than on the other : And here Pal-
ladio doth wish (like a cautelous Artizan) that
the inward Walls might bear some good Share
in the Burthen, and the outward be the less
charged.

doubt must have the Pre-eminence, as being
indeed of nearer Affinity to Architecture itself,
and consequently the more naturall and more
suitable Ornament. But on the other Side (to
consider these two Arts, as I shall do, philoso-
phically, and not mechanically) an excellent
Piece of Painting is, to my J udgment, the more
admirable Object, because it comes near an
artificial Miracle, to make diverse distinct
Lminencies appear upon a Flat by force of
Shadows, and yet the Shadows themselves not
to appear; which I conceive to be the utter-
most Value and Vertueof a Painter, and to
which very few have arrived in all Ages.

In these two Arts (a9 they are applicable to
the Subject which I handle) it shall be fit,

first, to consider how to choose them
;
and

next, how to dispose them. To guide us in
the Choice, we have a Rule somewhere (I well
remember) in Pliny, and it is a pretty Observa-
tion. That they do mutually help to censure
one another. For Picture ‘is best, when it

standeth off, a9 if it were carved
;
and Sculpture

is best, when it appeareth so tender, as if it

were painted, I mean, when there is such a
seeming Softness in the Limbs, as if not a
Chissel had hewed them out of Stone, or other
Material, but a Pencil had drawn and stroaked
them in Oil, which the judicious Poet took
well to his Fancy:

Excudent alij spirantia mollius tera.

But this Generality is not sufficient to make
a good chooser, without a more particular con-
traction of his Judgment. Therefore, when a
Piece of Art is set before us, let the first
Caution be, not to ask who made it, lest the
Fame of the Author do captivate the Fancy of
the Buyer : For, that excellent Men do always
excellently, is a false Conclusion

;
whereupon

I observe among Italian Artizans three notable
Phrases, which well decipher the Degrees of
their Works.

Thirdly

,

The Italians are very precise in
giving the Cover a graceful Pendence or Slope-
ness, dividing the whole Breadth into nine
Parts; whereof two shall serve for the Eleva-
tion of the highest Top or Ridge from the
lowest. But in this Point the Quality of the
Region is considerable; For (as our Vitruvius
insinuateth) those climes that fear the falling
and lying of much Snow, ought to provide
more inclining Pentices

;

and Comliness must
yield to Necessity.

These are the usefullest Cautions which I
find ip Authors, touching the last Head of our
Division, wherewith I will conclude the first
Part of my present Travail. The second re-
mained, concerning Ornaments within, or
without the Fabrick

;
a Piece not so dry as the

meer Contemplation of Proportions : And
therefore I hope therein somewhat to refresh
both the Reader and myself.

Part II.— Every Man’s proper Mansion-
House and Home being the Theatre of his
Hospitality, the Seat of Self- Fruition, the
comfortablest Part of his own Life, the noblest
of his Son’s Inheritance, a kind of private
Princedom, nay to the Possessors thereof, an
Epitomy of the whole World, may well deserve
by these Attributes, according to the Degree
ot the Master, to be decently and delightfully
adorned. For which End there are two Arts
attending on Architecture, like two of her
principal Gentlewomen to dress and trim their
Mistress, Picture and Sculpture; between
whom, before I proceed any farther, I will
venture to determine an ancient Quarrel about
their Precedency, with this Distinction, that
in the Garnishing of Fabricks, Sculpture no

They will tell you that a thing was done Con
diligenza. Con studio, and Con amore

:

The
first is but a bare and ordinary Diligence

;
the

second is a learned Diligence
;
the third is

much more, even a loving Diligence; they
mean not with Love to the Bespeaker of the
Work, but with a Love and Delight in the
Work itself, upon some special Fancy to this
or that Story

;
and when all these concur (par-

ticularly the last) in an eminent Author, then
perchance Titianus Fecit

, or ixpidiag kiroiu,
will serve the turn, without farther Inquisition :

Otherwise, Artizans have not only their
Growths and Perfections, but likewise their
Fains and Times.

The next Caution must be (to proceed logi-
cally) that in judging of the work inself we be
not distracted with too many Things at once:
Therefore first (to begin with Picture) we are
to observe whether it be well drawn (or as
more elegant Artizans term it) well design'd;
then whether it be well coloured, which be the
two general Heads

;
and each of them hath

two principal Requisites
; for in well Design-

ing there must be Truth and Grace
;

in well
Colouring, Force and Affection: all other
Praises are but Consequences of these.

Truth (as we metaphorically take it in this
Art) is a just and natural Proportion in every
Part of the determined Figure. Grace is a
certain free Disposition in the whole Draught,
answerable to that unaffected Frankness of
Fashion in a living Body, Man or Woman,
which doth animate Beauty where it is, and
supply it where it is not.

Force consisteth in the Roundings and
Raisings of the Work, according as the Limbs
do more or less require it; so as the Beholder
shall spy no Sharpness in the bordering Lines;
as when Taylors cut out a suit, which Italians
do aptly term, according to that Comparison,
Contorni taglienti

;
nor any Flatness within the

Body of the Figure, which how it is done, we
must fetch from a higher Discipline

;
for the

Opticks teach us, that a Plane will appear pro-
minent, and, as it were, embossed, it the Parts
farthest from the Axletree, or middle Beam of
the Eye, shall be the most shadowed

;
because

in all Darkness there is a kind of deepness.
But as in the Art of Perswasion, one of the
most fundamental Precepts is, the Conceal-
ment of Art, so here likewise the Sight must be
sweetly deceived by an insensible Passage, from
brighter Colours to dimmer, which Italian
Artizans call the middle Tinctures, that is not
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as the Whites and Yolks of Eggs lie in the

Shell, with visible Distinction, but as when
they are beaten and blended in a Dish

;
which

is the nearest Comparison that 1 can suddenly

conceive.

Lastly, Affection is the lively Representment
of any Passion whatsoever, as if the Figures

stood not upon a Cloth or Board, but as if

they were acting upon a Stage : And here I

must remember, in truth, with much marvel,

a Note which I have received from excellent

Artizans, that though Gladness and Grief be

opposites in Nature, yet they are such Neigh-
bours and Confiners in Art, that the least

Touch of a Pencil will translate a* Crying
into a Laughing Face; which Instance, besides

diverse others, doth often reduce unto my
Memory, that ingenious Speculation of the

Cardinal Cusanus, extant in his Works, touch-
ing the Coincidence of Extremes. And thus

much of the four Requisites and Perfections

in Picture.

In Sculpture likewise, the two first are

absolutely necessary, the third impertinent;

for Solid Figures need no Elevation by Force
of Lights or Shadows

;
therefore in the Room

of this, we may put (as hath been before

touched) a kind of Tenderness, by the Italians

termed Morbidezza, wherein the Chissel, I must
confess, hath more Glory than the Pencil,

that being so hard an 1 nstrument, and working
upon so unpliant Stuff, can yet leave Strokes
of so gentle Appearance.

The fourth, which is the expressing of
Affection (as far as it doth depend upon the

Activity and Gesture of the Figure) is as

proper to the Carver as to the Painter, though
Colours, no doubt, have therein the greatest

Power
;
whereupon, perchance, did first grow

with us the Fashion of Colouring even Regal
Statues, which I must take leave to call an
English Barbarism.

Now in these four Requisites already re-

hearsed, it is strange to note, that no Artizan,
having ever been blamed for Excess in any
of the three last, only Truth (which should
seem the most innocenl) hath suffered some
Objection, and all Ages have yielded some one
or two Artificers so prodigiously exquisite,

that they have been reputed too natural in their

Draughts
;
which will well appear by a famous

Passage in Quintilian, touching the Characters
of the ancient Artizans, falling now so aptly
into my Memory, that I must needs translate

it, as in truth it may well deserve.

The Place which I intend, is extant in the
last Chapter save one of his whole Work,
beginning thus in Latin:

Primi, quorum quidem opera non vetustates

modo gratia visenda sunt cluri Pictores fuisse
dicuntur, Polygnolus atquc Aglaophon

,
8>c.

The whole Passage in English stundeth
thus :

THE first Painters of Name, whose Works
he considerable for any thing more than only
Antiquity, are said to have been Polygnotus

: and Aglaophon, whose bare Colourings (he
: means I think in White and Black) hath even

;

yet so many Followers, that those rude and
i first Elements, as it were of that which within
i a while became an Art, are preferred before
the greatest Paintei's that have been extant

: after them, out of a certain Competition (as I

1 conceive it) in point of Judgment. After
l these, Zeuxes and Parasius, not far distant in

. Age, both about the Time of the Peloponnesian
War (for in Xenophon we have a Dialogue

I between Parasius and Socrates) did add much
i to this Art: Of which the first is said to have
i invented the due Disposition of Lights and
: Shadows

;
the second, to have more subtilly

i examined the Truth of Lines in the Draught

;

I for Zeuxes did make Limbs bigger than the
! Life, deeming his figures thereby the more
•' stately and majestical, and therein (as some
I think) imitating Homer, whom the stoutest
1 Form doth please, even in Women. On the
i other side Parasius did exactly limit all the
j Proportions so, as they call him the Law-giver,
I because in the Images of the Gods, and of
i Heroical Personages, others have followed
1 his Patterns like a Decree; but Picture did

I A I A A . Z.
'Qg eiTrwv aXo^oto (piXijg Iv x^PffLV eSque,

TlaZSuov, rjd’ apa piv KrpoSti 8tZo.ro koXiup
’AKKpvotv ytXdaaaa. That is,

She took her Son into her Arms, weepingly laughing.

most flourish about the days of Philip, and
even to the successors of Alexander, yet by
sundry H abil i ties ;

for Protogenes did excel

in Diligence; Pamphilius and Melanthius in

due Proportion; Antiphilus, in a frank fa-

cility; Theon of Samos, in Strength of Fan-
tasie and conceiving of Passions; Apelles, in

Invention and Grace, whereof he doth himself

most vaunt: Euphranor deserves Admiration,
that being in other excellent Studies a prin-

cipal Man, he was likewise a wondrous Ar-
tizan both in Painting and Sculpture. The
like Difference we may observe among the

Statuaries; for the Works of Calon and
Egesias were somewhat stiff, like the Tuscan
Manner; those of Calamis, not done with so

bold Stroaks : and Myron, more tender than

the former
;
a diligent Decency in Polycletus

above others, to whom though the highest

Praise be attributed by the most, yet least

he should go free from Exception, some think

he wanted Solemness ; for as he may perchance
be said to have added a comely Dimension
to humane Shape somewhat above the Truth,
so, on the other Side he seemed not to have
fully expressed the Majesty of the Gods

;
more-

over, he is said not to have meddled willingly

with the graver Age, as not adventuring be-

yond smooth Cheeks: But these Vertues that

were wanting in Polycletus were supplied by
Phidias and Alemenes; yet Phidias was a

better Artizan in the representing of Gods
than of Men ; and in his Works of Ivory
beyond all Emulation, even though he had left

nothing behind him but his Minerva at Athens
,

or the Olympian Jupiter in Elis, whose Beauty
seems to have added somewhat even to the

received Religion, the Majesty of the Work
as it were equalling the Deity. To Truth
they affirm Lysippus and Praxiteles to have
made the nearest approach

;
for Demetrius is

therein reprehended, as rather exceeding than
deficient, having been a greater Aimer at

Likeness than at Loveliness.

This is that witty Censure of the ancient Arti-
zans, which Quintilian hath left us, where the

last Character of Demetrius doth require a little

Philosophical Examination, how an Artificer,

whose end is the Imitation of Nature, can be
too natural

;
which likewise in our Days was

either the Fault, or (to speak more gently) the

too much perfection of Albert Durer, and per-

haps also of Michael Angelo de Buonaroti,
between whom I have heard noted by an inge-

nious Artizan, a pretty nice Difference, that

the German did too much express that which
was, and the Italian, that which should be:
Which severe Observation of Nature, by the
one in her commonest, and by the other in her
absolutest Forms, must needs produce in both
a kind of Rigidity, and consequently more
Naturalness than Gracefulness. This is the

clearest Reason, why some exact Symmetrists
have been blamed for being too true, as near
as I can deliver my Conceit. And so much
touching the Choice of Picture and Sculpture

;

The next is, the Application of both to the

beautifying of Fabricks.

(To be continued.)

THE NATURE OF DESIGN.

A Paper read at the meetings of the Decorative

Art Society, March 13th and 27th.

BY MR. CRABB, V. P., MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTE
OF FINE ARTS.

(Continued from p. 457.)

The manufacturers have the matter in their

own hands; let them visit the schools as men
of business, and, as such, judge of the arrange-

ments, of the instruction given, and should it

continue unsatisfactory, let them, in any one

district open a separate school, subscribe suffi-

cient to renumerate a man of talent, and select

him themselves, as they would one for their

private business
;
no doubt the object could be

best attained through the government school,

but it can also be done by a few spirited

manufacturers.

I should be proud if our efforts aroused the

attention of a few gentlemen of the council,

Mr. Cockerell for instance, whose valuable

and instructive lectures at the Royal Academy,

conducted with the greatest liberality and

listened to in admiration by a crowded
auditory, form a fitting prototype for lectures

that should originate with Professor Dyce.
The subject cannot rest where it is

;
let us

widely circulate what might be quickly done
under proper management, and depend upon
it the manufacturers who are feeling the in-

conveniencies of a dearth of designers will

come forward. The rapid success of our
society at once marks the importance and at-

tention design is now receiving
;
half a dozen

meetings have not taken place, yet under all

sorts of disadvantages, and crippled through
want of leisure to mature the requisite arrang-
ments and prepare our papers, we have not
only interested the members, but our proceed-
ings have caused the attendance of numerous
visitors. The powerful incentives of zeal and
a knowledge of our deficiencies will, under
judicious direction, be of the utmost impor-
tance. We must keep before us the remem-
brance that the principles of art, of true taste

and sound design are those of nature, and
equally fixed and immutable; that the philo-

sophy of art is its free interchange with every
people, open and careful communication with
the mighty works of past ages, produced when
the refined powers of man were presented with

unequalled opportunities
;
and that the great

end and purpose of fine art, in whatever
form presented, is to please and delight the

understanding, and to extend that delightful

region of mental enjoyment which is of the

most refined and ennobling character. Those
who love the results of elegant art, will avoid

all excess, for the beautiful must be culti-

vated in their own minds ere it can be either

enjoyed or imparted. This consideration will

be found to greatly extend a people's happi-

ness
;

it was the principle pre-eminently valued

in the best period of art, courted at the

revival, and now again fostered in Germany

;

there, in the real and true spirit, we find the

monarch diffusing the rich treasures of know-
ledge to his people without distinction, creat-

ing a genuine love of art, and an eager desire

to apply elegant design throughout their

manufactures.

If we Englishmen desire similar results, we
must cultivate the same spirit and adopt
similar means.

MOVING A CHAPEL GALLERY.

This gallery was moved “bodily,” on account
of an enlargement of the Wesleyan Chapel, in

the Liverpool-road, Islington, where it exists
;

in doing which, the front wall, to which the
gallery is attached, had to be carried out 12
feet further. The idea was first broached by
Mr. Roberts, the foreman of Messrs. Elston
and Co., of Wormwood-street, the contractors

for the work
;

and the execution of it was
performed under his immediate direction, in

the presence of Messrs. Chubb (of St. Paul’s

Church-yard), Smith, Lewis, Jupp, and many
others.

Some cradles were framed to the rake of the
ceiling of the gallery, which formed a carriage;
trucks or wheels were morticed into the timber
forming the carriage, which was bolted to the
breast-summer; of those there were five, three
for the ends, and two for the wings or sides

;

these had five pieces of timber, 8 in. by 8 in.,

with one side straitened, and bar-iron, 2£ in. by

J in., fastened thereon, which formed rail-

road; those were supported by uprights, pro-
perly braced

;
and after the carriages were

bolted to the timbers ofthe gallery, and properly
leveled, the other timbers and uprights forming
the railroad were well wedged up, so as to ease

the weight from the iron columns, which were
taken away, and the gallery stood on the rail-

road, ready to start as soon as the gallery-

timbers, floors, and every thingelse could bepro-

perlybraced and secured, which required a great

deal of thought and attention, so as to keep
every thing in its place during the removal;

for, the removal of a thing extending over a sur-

fabe of 50 ft. by 30 ft., and put together in a

thousand different pieces, is not so easy to re-

move safely as a solid mass of the same weight.

When the above had been completed, two
crabs were attached to it by means of chains;

this being done, it was cut away at the spring

of the circular part, and the word of command
being given, it glided to its destination without

a single accident.
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TEMPORARY CHURCHES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,— I have, within these few days, designed

and erected a “Temporary Church ” at Kentish
Town, particulars of which may be interesting

(economically) to your readers. The plan con-

sists of a tower 10 feet square, forming the

entrance to two lobbies, each 9 feet by 8 feet,

communicating with the nave or choir 60 feet

by 30 feet, divided from the side aisle by a

range of columns that support an open-framed
roof; the side aisles are each 60 feet by 9 feet,

thus making the whole width 48 feet. At the

end of the nave is the chancel, 30 feet long by
28 feet wide, and terminating with a recessed

communion, 15 feet wide by 6 feet deep,

the floor of which is raised 18 inches. At
the end of one of the aisles is a vestry 8 feet

by 6 feet; at the end of the other aisle is the

robing-room of the same dimensions, from
whence are the steps to the pulpit.

The body of the church receives its light

from sixteen clerestory windows of “ Vitreous
Cloth,” the light from which, although sub-

dued in tone, is very brilliant and equally

diffused. The walls are formed in compart-

ments, the inside finished with neat oak paper

in panels, and presents a quiet appearance well

adapted for its intended purpose. The outside

panels and the entire of the roof are covered

with Groggon's Patent Asphalted Felt, being the

best non-conductor of heat and cold. The
entire of the felt to the roofs, and all the out-

side wood-work, and the open-framed roof

inside are covered with Jeffery's Patent Ma-
rine Glue, the colour of which, in the wood, has

a fine rich effect, and is the most perfect non-
absorbent of moisture and non-conductor of
the electric fluid.

The church contains sittings for 800 persons,

all open seats. The erection of this church
will shew, with limited funds, how readily a

congregation can be neatly and comfortably
accommodated with a suitable place of wor-
ship. Buildings of this description can be
erected at a cost of about 10s. per sitting.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Peter Thompson.

Commercial-road, Limehouse, Sept. 1844.

[We trust that all in districts where church
accommodation is required, willing benefac-

tors will be found to aid in providing the

same; it must be highly advantageous to the

Church Pastorial Aid Society to call into re-

quisition the services of the builder of this

church, who has shewn in the plan all the

essentials requisite in the arrangement of
Christian worship. We are pleased to see this

example, which may be the precursor of many
being built in wood, and might call into

requisition skilled workmen as framers and
carvers, similar to what has been done in the

middle-ages.

—

Ed.]

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

(Continued from p. 455.)

83. Beech.

—

This tree, although yielding

to the oak in grandeur, dignity, and the pictu-

resque, is nevertheless ofother all forest trees the

most beautiful, frequently emulating the oak
in magnitude, and being a very desirable orna-

ment to demesne lands, and a striking object

in distant scenery : it is stately, round-headed,
and thick-spreading, affording a very pleasant

and refreshing shade, and place of repose for

cattle, with graceful pendulous branches, a

smooth rind, glossy foliage, and a stem of mas-
sive proportions, frequently attaining a hundred
feet in height, and the trunk from ten to fifteen

in girth : the sorts are the black or brown, and
the white; there are also mentioned the white-

American, the dark purple, and that of the

iron-coloured leaf, all ornamental, and propa-
gated by grafting on the common sorts : the

leaves when mature are of a bright green,

ovate in form and thin in texture.

84. It is found native throughout the greater

part of Europe, though not extending so far

north as Sweden
;

is abundant in Great Britain,

and principally indigenous to the central por-

tion of it, the best being such as have sprung
from a chalky, rather rich, and not very damp
soil, and a genial southern and sloping situa-

tion : it is not, however, fastidious as to soil or
situation

;
and in those parts where the western

winds blow keenly, in Devonshire for example,

it appears to excel in withstanding their se-

verity : if there be but some portion of calca-

reous matter present it seems to suffice
;
and

where there is a subsoil of chalk or limestone,

similar to the dry calcareous hilly ridges of the

central counties, it frequently forms extensive

forests. In Hampshire, the covert of Hanger-

wood consists altogether of it; in Buckingham-
shire, in the southern parts, it is particularly

abundant; and in Sussex, in the southern range

of chalk hills, near Walberton, it is very fine;

in Morayshire and Cromarty, large plantations

have been made
;
in Belgium it is employed

for fences, being planted young with that view.

With respect to the soil for its growth, it is said

by some that that which is of a hard and stony

nature is more congenial than the richer chalky

ground above described; however this may be,

it appears that the difference produces such a

characteristic variety in the appearance and
quality of the wood, as to obtain for it the dis-

tinctive appellations above stated, and to lead

many to consider them as distinct species

;

the latter of the two is such as has been grown
in a damp situation, and though the tougher,

is the inferior and less hard wood, since it loses

much of its toughness and strength with the

seasoning: it has, however, been stated to be

the most durable.

85. The Beech does not reach maturity till

from 70 to 100 years old
;

it then retains its

perfection for a similar period, after which it

soon goes into rapid decay, rarely reaching the

age of 500 years. It is very fruitful, its mast
or nuts, which ripen in autumn, having a sweet

and oleaginous kernel or seed, pleasant in

flavour and not unwholesome
;

in feudal times

they, together with the acorns, used to fatten

the vast herds of deer and droves of swine

which were the staple food alike of lord and

vassal
;

squirrels, dormice, pigeons, and

pheasants, feed freely on them : they are some-

times sold to the oil-miller, who procures from

them by expression an oil which is useful for

lamps and for other purposes. Young plants

are readily raised from the seed, which may be

sown from October to February, on beds, with

a thin covering of loose soil, care being taken

to protect them from field-mice, which would

readily devour them. When grown about five

or six inches high, the seplants, like other seed-

lings, are reset out in rows on fresh ground,

where they remain until sufficiently advanced

to be transferred to their ultimate destinations.

The roots of the beech keep near the surface,

and are wide-spreading, causing a barrenness

in the verdure surrounding the tree.

86. The colour of the wood is an ashy brown,

that of the white beech being the lightest,

and that of the black beech the darkest in

shade; the annual rings have a light and a

darker side, just serving to make them visible
;

but they are throughout their thickness very

uniform in texture; the larger transverse

septse are fine, and therefore small in the flower

compared with some other woods : the wood
has a dry even grain, and is tasteless and in-

odorous. This tree, although not very suitable

for house-carpentry, is, notwithstanding, one

of great importance ;
for although, from its

great liability to rot soon from damp, and from

being so subject to the destructive inroads of

worms whether damp or dry, it is unfitted for

beams and other bearing purposes, it is, for

piling and such other purposes as keep it con-

tinually immersed in water, exceedingly well

adapted, being hard, close, strong and tough,

and very durable in water; indeed, in that

respect it is as good as oak
;
and it would also

endure well when dry, if kept thoroughly so,

were it not for the worms which destroy it;

and touching these destructionists, it has

been suggested that the regularity of the

pores in this wood affords a ready facility for

infusing into it some bitter decoction for their

prevention, and which, as they are almost the

only obstacle to its attaining more general use,

must be a subject well worthy of attention. It

must be observed at the same time, that water-

seasoning.is a considerable preservative of this

timber against worms, being better lor that Pur-

pose than seasoning in the ordinary way. 1 he

best time for felling it is a little after midsum-

mer, and the timber should directly be cut into

planks, and then put to steep for about ten days

before drying; if the tree be tapped some time

before felling, for the purpose of letting out

the sap, so much the better. A great supply is

brought to the London market in planks and

boards.

87. It is extensively used for furniture, tool-
handles, turnery, and wheelwrights’ work, for
all of which its compact grain, smooth surface,
and exemption from brittleness, admirably
qualify it; it is found useful in the dockyards
for wedges and similar purposes

;
coopers use

it for clap-board, and musical instrument
makers for sound-boards

;
it forms good char-

coal, the ashes affording a good quantity of
potash

;
the refuse wood is, in the vicinity of

large towns, used for billets; like the elm and
one or two other woods, it bears well the drift
of spikes

;
and it is susceptible of a fine polish.

88. Alder.—Of this genus there are said
to be eleven species, nine of the number being
natives of Europe and two of North America;
it is also said to be a native of Asia. It is in-
digenous to Britain, abounding naturally in
soils of every degree of moisture, from damp
to marshy, and may be found on the margins of
nearly all our streams, as well as by the sides
of lakes; it also grows in high and even dry
localities, but not with that luxuriance which
it exhibits when grown in those moist situa-

tions in which it delights; and it seldom thrives,
indeed scarcely lives, in soils which are of a
chalky or calcareous nature, those of a strong
clayey, or dry, burning, gravelly or sandy descrip-
tion being alike uncongenial to its welfare

;
the

swampy places where it flourishes to perfection
are such as are of good quality with their

moisture. Under the most favourable circum-
stances, it attains a height of 50 or 60 feet, with
a trunk several feet in girth, sometimes pos-
sessing a picturesque outline, and generally
assimilating to the oak in appearance. It is

not generally ranked amongst forest trees, and
is seldom cultivated with a view to utility, the
object being rather confined to its ornamental
qualities, and occupying spots where nothing
much better will grow; for the banks of rivers

it is exceedingly well calculated, its multiplicity

of roots serving to bind them together, and thus

reducing the chance of their being carried

away by floods.

89. Of what is termed the common alder,

there are said to be four varieties, besides

the hoary-leaved, oblong-leaved, wave-leaved,
glaucous, and their varieties, and some shrubs,
which are generally propagated by grafting
on the common alder : this has leaves of a
roundish jagged form, somewhat glutinous,

and downy at the ramifying of their veins

beneath. It is easily propagated, by large cut-
tings planted in spring where the tree is to re-

main, or by the seeds, which ripen in October.
The cones should be gathered dry, thrashed
and sifted, the seeds kept in sacks till spring,

and sown thick in March or early in April;
the ground should be smooth and even, to pre-

vent the seeds being buried too deep. When
one year old, the strongest plants should be
transferred, and the weaker seedlings left for

another season
;
in the new bed they should be

placed four or five inches apart, in lines a foot

asunder
;
in the after-culture the ground should

be kept clear of weeds, which rob the young
plants of their nourishment. It is of rapid

growth when properly situated, and is said to

be most profitable when kept as underwood,
large poles suitable for the turner, or for piles

or plunking for bridges, bring a good price;

and a considerable bulk of fuel being obtained

by cutting over the copse at stated periods.

90. The Alder is another of those timbers

of which the principal use, as regards building,

is in piling, or any such works as are under

water or on marshy ground
;
and for these

purposes it is highly esteemed, on account of

its extreme durability when so situated, being,

in fact, almost imperishable : when exposed to

the weather, however, or to mere damp, it

soon rots
;
and when dry it is very susceptible

of engendering worms: when employed in sea-

works, it is liable to the pipe-worm, which

destroys it with great ease, and fattens in it to

its greatest size. The wood is tender, soft,

uniform in the grain, and easy to work, and

therefore suitable for the carver’s art, could

it be saturated with some ingredient obnoxious

to worms
;
the roots and knots are valued for

cabinet-work, being often beautifully veined ;

it is applied to turnery and other similar uses;

it is also employed in the construction ot

pumps, sluices, &c., and in roofing and floor-

ing temporary buildings; great quantities are

annually felled in the Scottish Highlands for

conversion into herring-barrel staves, and the

Highlanders also use the bark in dyeing their

tartan and other woollen stuffs
;

the bark,
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which possesses a considerable degree of as-

tringency, is besides used by tanners and

leather-dressers; charcoal made from it is con-

sidered excellent in the manufacture of gun-

powder. Vitruvius says that the piles whereon
the whole of the buildings of Ravenna, in

Italy, stand, consist of it
;

Virgil mentions it

in the “ Georgies” as furnishing the material

for boats or canoes, which were formed out of

its hollowed trunk
;

Evelyn says the oldest

boats we read of, Noah’s ark excepted, were
made of it; also that it was used for the piles

upon which the Bridge of the Rialto, at

Venice, was founded in 1591. The colour of
the wood is rich, a red yellow, somewhat like

that of Scotch fir, but a little variable in

shade; when found in bogs it is generally per-

fectly black; neither the annual rings nor<?he

larger transverse septa: are very distinct. It

is most durable when felled a little after Mid-
summer; and is rendered less subject to worms
by being water-seasoned.

( To be continued.)

LONDON AS IT WAS, AND AS IT
IS IN 1844.

(Continued/romp. 410.)

The royal palace of Westminster, the great

hall of which was re-built prior to 1399, by

Richard II., occupied the two large areas or

courts still distinguished by the names of Old

and New Palace-yard. These courts being

bounded by the river Thames, and on the

west by the Abbey of St. Peter, St. Margaret's

parish church, the little and great sanctuaries,

&c., were entered on the west and south by

gates. Most of this extensive pile of building

was destroyed by fire in 1512, and latterly

St. Stephens met the same fate.

Opposite to the principal entrance to the

hall in New Palace yard, was, in olden-times,

a handsome conduit or fountain, from which at

coronations and other great rejoicings, wine

was made to run at divers spouts. Henry the

III. entertained in this hall and other rooms

on New Year’s Day, 1236, for the honour of

the king and queen, 6,000 poor men women and

children. In 1399, on the building being

finished, Richard kept his royal Christmas

in it, with his accustomed prodigality, “ with

daily justing and runnings at tilt, whereunto

resorted such a number of people, that there

was every day spent 26 or 28 oxen and 300

sheep, besides fowls out of number. The
quantity of guests daily who sat down to meat,

was 10,000 people, whose messes were told out

from the kitchen by 300 servitors; and not

less than 2,000 cooks, well skilled in their

profession, were employed to furnish the re-

quisite number of dishes. Henry III.,

kept several great Christmasses in this hall,

as did likewise his grandson, Edward II.”

In this hall parliaments were frequently

held, and during its re-building in 1397,

Richard II. erected a temporary shed for the

purpose, adjoining it, open on all sides and

at both ends, that all men might hear what
passed, “ and to secure freedom of debate, he

surrounded the house with 4,000 Cheshire

archers with bows bent and arrows nocked

ready to shoot, which fully answered the in-

tent, for every sacrifice was made to the royal

pleasure.” The day of retaliation was, how-

ever, close at hand
;
and a second parliament

held in the new ball, a short time afterwards,

wrested the ciown from this weak and mis-

guided prince.

The trial of Charles I., was held in West-
minster Hall, and Pennant, noticing the pri-

mitive manners at that period, observes “ the
commons who had an inclosed place for them-
selves, at a certain hour pulled out of their
pockets bread, cheese, and bottles of ale.

The ancient palace of Westminster, no,
having been used as a roval residence since
1532, the several apartments were appropriated
for divers uses

; two of which for the re-

ception of the lords and commons, and others
occupied by the courts of star chamber,
requests, and wards, and liveries, the hall,

which at first was only used for royal banquets,
and feasts for refreshing the poor, is now
variously appropriated.

Adjoining to the south angle of the hall and
north end of the old palace, King Stephen
founded a chapel, anil dedicated it to St.

Stephen, the Protomartyr. Edward III. re-

built it in a very magnificent manner in 1347,
and converted it into a collegiate church, and
afterwards endowed it with his hospitium,
or great house in Lombard-street, lands in

Yorkshire, and an annuity out of his treasury,
to make up 500/. per annum. John Chamber,
M.D., physician to Henry VIII., and the late

dean of the same, caused to be erected on the
north side, a magnificent cloister at the expense
of eleven thousand marks.

The revenues of this collpgiate chapel at its

suppression, amounted to 1,085/. 10s. 5d. per
annum, and the same being surrendered to
Edward VI., was appropriated for the recep-
tion of the representatives of the commons of
England, who have ever since continued to
meet therein. Contiguous to this chapel on
the south was that of our lady of the Pen, to
whose image many rich offerings were made.
This wooden deity, together with the chapel,
was consumed by fire in 1452.

Whitehall palace was erected by Hubert
de Burgh, Earl of Kent, and Chief Justice of
England, who, in 1243, bequeathed it to the
preaching or Black-friars, in Chancery-lane.
They disposed of it to the Archbishop of York,
and he devising it to his successors for their
city Mansion; hence it received the appellation
of York-plaee. In the reign of Henry VIII.
the royal palace of Westminster being almost
destroyed by fire, the king purchased York-
house of Cardinal Wolsey. In 1697 it was wholly
consumed by fire. Ilenry no sooner became
possessed of this palace than he built St.
James’s; and for the use and service of it, as
well as that of Whitehall, enclosed a beautiful
spot of ground and converted it into a park,
for the accommodation of both palaces

; erect-
ing a magnificent gate opposite the Mansion-
house, opposite the Banqueting-house, to
which he added a fine gallery for the accom-
modation of the royal family, nobility, and
gentry to sit in, to behold the’ several justings
and other military exercises in the tilt-yard.
He also erected contiguous to this gate, a
tennis-court, cock-pit, and places to bowl in.

The present magnificent fabric denominated
the Banqueting-house

,
and Whitehall Chapel

,

was erected by King James I.; being the only
and meanest part of his intended spacious
palace that was built, and which it is thought,
if finished according to the plan, would have
been the finest in existence. The civil war
put a stop to the work.

The Horse-guards originally had their stables
in the place they now occupy; the present
building was erected in the reign of George
II., at a cost of 30,000/.

The Admiralty was removed to the spot
it now occupies in the reign of George II.
The former Office stood in Duke-street, the
present one on the site of Wallingford-house.
The equestrian statue of Charles L, by Le
Soeur, stands on the same spot where formerly
stood a beautiful cross, one of the celebrated
memorials of the alfection of Edward I. for
his beloved Eleanor. It w'as cast for the Earl
of Arundel, and was not erected till the year
1678, when it was placed on the present
pedestal, the work of the admired Grinlin
Gibbons. The face has been declared faulty
for want of expression, but there is a
certain simplicity in the whole, hardly to
be met with in the equestrian statues of
the present day. It is with regret we observe
the corroding hand of Time marking the
pedestal.

What a change has come o’er the spirit of
our dream. Within thirty years, immense
piles of buildings have disappeared from this

neighbourhood, and piles of stately buildings
have risen in their stead

;
aristocratic silence

has succeeded the hustle of former times; and
with the last remnants of old Cbaring-cross,
the old appliances of country-waggons and
stage-coaches, disappeared before the revo-
lutionary power of su-am. From hence to the
Haymarket all is new, or assumes a new aspect.

The Haymarket and Hedge-lane, as late as
the reign of Charles II., were literally lanes
bounded by hedges

;
and all beyond, north, east,

and west, was entirely country. In 1800, it pre-
sented a very countrified appearance, most of
the houses exhibiting a mean and dilapidated
appearance, widely different from the present.
Thus it continued until about 1822, when the
marketwas removed to the neighbourhood of
Regent’s Park. Suffolk-street and its neigh-
bourhood was then rebuilt, the opera-house wa9

outwardly embellished, the low pot-houses gave
way to handsome wine and spirit stores or
taverns, and Regent-street swept away much
of the low neighbourhood in its rear.

In former times Coventry-house stood near
the Haymarket, and gave name to Coventry-
street. It was the residence of Lord Keeper
Coventry

;
and Henry Coventry, Secretary of

State, died here in 1686. His house occupied
the site of the house formerly known as the
gaming-house. A great part of the Haymarket
and Piccadilly was built by Mr. Elwes, the
celebrated ruiser; who also built several of
the splendid mansions in Portland-place.

Pall Mall was formerly laid out as a walk,
or place for the exercise of the mall, its northern
side being bounded by a row of trees, and that
to the south by the old wall of St. James’s
Park. The principal edifice in 1800 was
Carlton-house, originally the property of the
Earl of Burlington, and purchased from the
family by Frederick, Prince of Wales, father
to George 111.

;
it was then far from being a

commodious residence, and coming into the
possession of the Prince Regent (afterwards
George IV.), it was almost entirely rebuilt at

a vast expense, from the designs of Mr.
Holland.

Marlborough-house, now occupied by the
Queen Dowager, was first tenanted by the
great Duke of Mailborough

; his Duchess,
when the building was finished, determined to

open a way from it to Pall Mall, and vice versa
directly in front. But in order to thwart her
design, on account of her altercations with the
court, and declared animosity against the
newly-acceded royal family, Sir Robert Wal-
pole purchased the house before it, on purpose
to block her up. This building exhibits out-
wardly a singular taste

;
it has, nevertheless,

many beautiful and commodious apartments.

In 1800, where now stands Trafalgar-square
was the King’s Mews, a place of con-
siderable antiquity

;
and so called from

the word Mew
, a term employed by fal-

coners, implying to moult or cast feathers,
because, in former times, and so far back as

1377j this place was appointed for the ac-
commodation of the king’s falconers and hawks.
But the royal stables at Soinesburv, since called
Bloomsbury, being consumed by fire in 1537,
Henry VI 11. ordered the removal of the hawks
from the Mews, that they might be enlarged, and
rendered fit to receive his Majesty’s horses

;

and to this purpose was it, up to the time of its

demolition, appropriated. In 1732, it was
begun to be rebuilt by George II., and improve-
ments and repairs were carried on up to the
beginning of the present century. VVhatever
claims it may have had to admiration in those
days, they could not arrest the march of
alteration.

Northumberland-house, built by Bernard
Janson in the reign of James I., derives its

name from the ancient and noble family, who,
for many centuries, have been possessors of it.

It is still one of the largest and most mag-
nificent private residences in London, and
contains many very elegant and commodious
apartments. It stands upon the site of the
cell and chapel St. Mary Rounceval, suppressed
among the alien priories by Henry V., but
rebuilt by Edward IV., who fixed a fraternity

in it. The hermitage of St. Catherine stood
opposite, another monastic building, belonging
1262 to the see of Llandaff.

St. James’s Church was built by Henry,
Earl of St. Albans, in consequence of the

increase of new buildings in St. Martin’s-in-
the-Fields. On the death of this earl, Charles
II., by his letters-patent in 1684, granted the
church and cemetery in trust to his nephew,
Lord Jermine, and iiis heirs for ever

;
who

thereupon assigned it to Sir Walter Clarges,
Bart., and others, to be used as a chapel-of-ta9e
of the inhabitants of St. Martin’s, and it was
thereupon consecrated by the then Bishop of
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London, by the appellation of St. James’s-
in-the-Fields

;
the parish of St. Janies was

then formed by Act of Parliament, the pre-

sentment to the living; being vested in the
Bishop of London and Lord Jermine

;
the

Bishop of London presenting twice to once of
Lord Jermine; the bishop finally became the
sole patron thereof. St. James’s Church,
standing on one of the most imposing situations

in all London, has externally a mean appear-
ance, though its interior has few rivals through-
out the world.

St. James’s Palace was originally an hospi-

tal for lazars or leprous persons, founded
before the conquest, and dedicated to St.

James, hut was- rebuilt in the time of Henry
III. Henry VI. gave the custody of it to

Eton College, which having, for a valuable
consideration, resigned it to Henry VIII., he
converted it into a palace, and enclosed the
park, which was subservient to the amusement
of this and the palace of Whitehall. Charles
II. was particularly fond of this place; he
planted the avenues, made the canal and the
aviary adjacent to the Birdcage- walk, which
took its name from the cages which were hung
in the trees. Here, Cibber tells us, the King
was often seen, amidst crowds of spectators,

feeding the ducks and playing with his dogs,

and passing his idle moments in affability even
to the meanest of his subjects. In St James’s
Palace the celebrated Nell Gwin had a suit of
apartments, decorated in the most sumptuous
manner.
A critical writer of the last century, sppak-

ing of Burlington House, observes, “ How
many are there who have lived half a century
in London, without knowing so princely a
fabric exists. It has generally been taken fora
jail None, I am confident, ever passed under
its gloomy walls late at night without thinking
of ghosts, robbery, and murder. The formi-

dable entrance, that betrays no marks of
humanity but what are daubed over the doors,

recalls to the imagination—
“ Thrice threefold the gates

Impenetrable

the character Milton gives to those gates of
which the keepers were Sin and Death.” He,
however, excuses it on the score that the

house was built when out of town
;
there is

no excuse, however, for its existence in the
present day, for it is a great draw-back to the

improvement of Piccadilly
;
a screen of elegant

shops would be infinitely preferable, and much
more advantageous to the noble owner.

“ As firm as London upon the Bridge,” was
formerly a saying in the city

;
and many a

serious, sensible tradesman used to believe
London to be the eighth wonder of the world :

the streets were then paved, or rather half paved,
with large shapeless piecesof rock, and the foot-

paths with sharp flints for the benefit of tender
feet; and when a reformation of building
began, the good old system was as ably de-

fended as by any select vestry of the times we
live in. The removal of signs and sign-posts
of the Cat and Fiddle, Goose and Gridiron,
Blue Boars, Green Dragons, and King’s Heads,
ornamenting Cheapside and other leading
thoroughfares, was lamented as a falling off in

national taste. x x x x

( To be continued.')

: CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

St. Mary's Church
, Bury St. Edmund's.

—

i We have great pleasure in announcing that

the extensive works of restoration at St. Mary’s
[ Church are making such progress, that the

j building is expected to be ready for the cele-

) bration of divine service at the latter end of
' November, when it is understood the Lord
: Bishop of London has kindly consented to

) officiate. Although the beauty of this fine
1 edifice is still hidden by the massive scaffold-

ling, and the lumber and confusion consequent
i upon so large a repair, the eye at every view
i meets evidences of the excellence of the im-
provements, and the judicious character of the

:l changes which are in progress. The incom-
parable foliated and richly carved roof has
i been perfectly and substantially restored : the
'graceful piers of the arcades have put on a

;
gratifying freshness of appearance; and the

'Walls and richly-traceried lights have been
"completely made good. Many of the latter re-

I'quired much new stone work
;
and the great

west window, the largest we believe in any
parochial church in the kingdom, has been
entirely reconstructed; care being taken most
scrupulously to adhere to the original design
of its elegant tracery. It is to be filled with
the arms of the distinguished subscribers to

the restoration, executed by Willement. A
new symbolic window, to be filled with stained

glass representing the Martyrdom of St.

Edmund, by the same talented artist, has been
inserted in the clerestory wall over the noble

chancel arch. The design is very rich, con-

sisting of a compressed pointed arch, filled

with intersecting triangles within a circle, all

richly foliated. For this elegant window the

parishioners are indebted to the liberality of
J. H. P. Oakes, Esq., a munificent admirer of

pure ecclesiastical architecture. The principal

entrance of the church, at the west, will open

into a spacious lobby, the elaborately panelled

screen of which is to be filled with plate glass
;

thus affording the spectator an instant and
striking view of the grand interior with its

lengthened vista of nave and chancel, and its

magnificent roof terminated by Mr. Oake’s
beautiful window. The organ gallery has been
entirely removed, but the side galleries, we
regret to say, are still to be permitted to impede
the proper effect of the various improvements;
but they have been judiciously curtailed to

the west, and their ends finished off with a

neat and unobtrusive panelling. By the re-

moval of the organ gallery, considerable addi-

tions will be made to the accommodation of
parishioners on the floor of the church. The
additional sittings will consist of open benches

in the old style. We should like to see the

whole body of the church covered with such

benches
;
and regret that any feeling on the

part of the pew-holders should have hindered

the removal of the present unsightly bins ; but

we look with confidence to good results from
that example which, it is understood, some of

the seat holders, are about to set by the intro-

duction of a few open sittings
;
which, while

they effectually preserve the exclusive right of

the holders, do not grievously offend their

poorer brethren by any aristocratic distinction
;

nor disturb the beaut iful harmody ofthe church’s

furniture. A new octagonal font, after the best

models ofthe period, has been placed at the north-

west end of the nave, on an ample stone dais,

which is approached by one step. It is beau-

tifully executed in Caen stone; is embellished

with highly enriched panels, and with the arms,

in enamel, of the archbishop, the bishop of the

diocese, the corporation, and the donor, J. Fitz-

geral, Esq., the patron. By the font, but nearer

the west, will be placed within one of the

arches of the nave, the fine organ
;
the re-

erection of which, we believe, has been in-

trusted to Mr. Gray of London. In the centre

of the nave, looking towards the chancel, the

reading-desk, an elegant moveable lectern, will

be placed
;

and the present unsightly and

heavy pulpit, on the south side of the nave,

will be superseded by anew one of carved oak

of appropriate design
;
which, though placed

nearly on the same site, will be more favour-

ably situate both for the ear and eye of the

congregation. The present unsightly, incon-

venient, and improperly placed vestry at the

end of St. Mary’s Isle will be removed
;
and a

new and commodious one constructed in the

basement floor of the tower, the entrance to

which will be direct from the church-yard.

The secular business of the parish will then be

conducted without any of those desecrations of

the holy edifice which have been but too fre-

quent; an improvement which cannot be too

highly commended. The chancel will then

alone remain to be done
;

and though the

present state of the borough funds precludes

the hope that the corporation will direct a com-

plete restoration of its many beautiful and

curious features, especially of the gorgeous

coved roof, we trust they will not use a niggard

hand in the matter; but perform at once, sub-

stantially and with propriety, the essential re-

pairs so much needed.

—

Bury tost.

The Queen Dowager has sent a libera^

donation to the fund for the completion of the

re-building of the ancient church at Twitcben,

North Morton, Devon.

The Lord Bishop of Lincoln consecrated

the newly-erected church at Beeston, on the

5th inst. This church is provided with open

seats, uniform throughout, and there is not a

pew-door in the edifice.

The Church Commissioners, in their report
just published, state that among a number of
applications under their consideration for the
perpetual patronage of new chapels, which it is

proposed to build and endow, and for the
assignment of districts thereto, under the Act
1 and 2 Will. IV., c. 38, is one from James
Fussell, Esq., for the perpetual patronage to
be vested in him, his heirs, and assigns, of a new
chapel which he proposes to build and endow
at Whatley, Somerset.

St. Mary
, Redclff Church.—The fund for

the restoration of this splendid memorial of
civic piety now amounts to 5,336/. We wish
we could see a more rapid advance in the sub-
scriptions.

The corner-stone of a new church, which is

to be rebuilt for the parish of Sowton, Devon,
was lately laid by John Gurratt, Esq., of
Bishop’s Court, at whose sole expense the
fabric will be erected.

The new church at Diltons Marsh, West-
bury, Wilts, will be consecrated by the Bishop
of Salisbury on the 30th of September.

Mrs. Lawrence, of Studley Park, has given
10/. towards the restoration of St. Saviour s

Church, York.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

The Leeds Intelligencer states, on authority,

that after a careful examination of the country,

and several meetings, it has been now deter-
mined to bring before parliament, in the next
session, a combined plan for forming new
railways between the towns of Leeds, Hudders-
field, Bradford, Dewsbury, and Halifax, in

connection with the Leeds, Manchester, and
Liverpool railways. This is the result of the

union between the Leeds and Manchester
Railway Company, and the Leeds and Brad-
ford Short Line Company, with other parties.

Raihvayfrom Hull to Driffield.—A petition

has been very numerously signed by the prin-

cipal tradesmen and inhabitants of Driffield

and its neighbourhood. The scheme of a

railroad from Hull to Bridlington, by way
of Beverley and Driffield, seems to meet with

the approbation, not only of the people of
Driffield, but also of the inhabitants of Beverley
and Bridlington.

Midland Railways Extensions.—Thedirectors
of the Midland Railway Company have issued

a statement relative to the proposed extensions

into Lincolnshire. A special meeting is to be

held early in October, to take the subject into

consideration.

Atmospheric Railways.—The Moniteur pub-
lishes a law authorising the opening of a credit

of 1,800,000 francs (72,000/.) for the trial of

the atmospheric railway system.

The directors of the Midland Railway Com-
pany have determined to connect the town of

Stamford with their line by a branch railway.

(tforrr&poniiencr*

CRACK HOUSES.
Sir,—The practices adopted by builders in

the erection of houses for their own private

speculation are so radically unworkmanlike

and dishonest, that I am rather surprised it has

not been more frequently brought before the

notice of your readers. Houses in the present

age are most frequently built for sale, conse-

quently, the proper construction of them, in the

opinions of some persons, is a matter of very

trifling concern—the cheapest plan is the one

adopted : the least timber, and that of the worst

quality, is used
;
and the unfortunate buyer has

the double consolation of losing his money and

becoming the possessor of a tenement which

is dilapidated in two years, and in about six is

frequently untenantable.

As much, however, as 1 disapprove of the

present practice of running-up ” houses by

speculating builders, a portion of the blame

must rest on the buyers
;

if a person unac-

quainted with building chooses to follow his

own opinion, instead of procuring a profes-

sional one, and by this means risks, and in

many cases loses, his money, it certainly is

partly his own fault, and he must pay the

penalty of his own obstinacy. If we wish to

reform abuses, the chief object should be to

remove the temptation
;
by persons procuring a

professional opinion, at the cost of one or two
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guineas, on the safety and solidity of the build-

ings they are about to purchase, they would
ensure a safer return for their capital, and
would soon prove a barier to the further pro-

gress of such dishonest and dangerous prac-

tices.

But another source for the spread of specu-

lating building is one which, though less seen,

and when observed is too often disregarded, is

the practice of persons buying a piece of
ground, and covering nearly its whole extent
with the smallest and most wretchedly con-
structed houses for the poorer classes

;
iil-

ventilated, single-hung sashes to the smallest

window openings, small rooms, and a yard
with the privy close to the back-door, and
covering nearly its whole extent

;
these, built

in the cheapest manner possible, are inhabited
by persons who have the will, but not the
power, to remove, being at the mercy of the

hard-hearted landlord for arears of rent; this

class of speculators are the principal support of
the present system, and are ably seconded by
the scamping part of the building community ;

their reign, however, will soon draw to a close,

thanks to the New Building Act.

I disagree, however, from your corres-
pondent at p.462; in his attempt to be face-
tious, he has fallen into error. The class
of speculative builders will be found to
include by far the greatest number of per-
sons in the trade

; and though there are
some builders who for honesty and upright
conduct are unexceptionable, yet they form so
small a portion of the class, that they are in

danger of being swamped by the host of under-
price contractors and speculators who so plenti-
fully abound. Instead of the present time
being- one favourable for the advancement of
building, I can assure “ W. T. B.” that the
present time is the worst for legitimate (if I

may use the expression) building that has been
known for many years. Go where you will, old
established builders complain of no work

;
in

fact, building, with a few exceptions, is almost
at a stand-still, if we except the rows of houses
springing up built by speculators, which are
all taken under-price, in many cases builders of
standing refusing to contract for them, with the
prospect of being paid by a man of straw, and
the houses mortgaged to their full amount. I

would ask “ \V. T. B.” why he objects to the
use of stucco, and the shop-fronts being prettily
painted? Though he uses it as a compliment, it

bears the mark of sarcasm too strongly to pass
muster, especially being preceded by the word
“sepulchre/’ The other instance mentioned
of his friend’s house, proves not so much
against the defective building as a bad choice of
situation; at the same time, I think either the
surveyor made a mistake in his valuation, or
that “ W. T.B.,” in order to make his case
stronger, has overshot the mark in the re-
spective amounts. Perhaps your correspondent
would explain the term chattering windows, an
expression which to me is utterly unintelli-
gible.

I hope that your correspondents will take
up the matter of speculating building, and
seriously exert themselves to put a stop to a
system which, if it goes on much longer, will
end in half the builders becoming insolvent,
through a set of scamps, who, having very little

credit themselves, will not suffer much by its
loss. The effects will be far more serious to the
honest man, who endeavours to maintain him-
self and his family in a respectable manner.

Sept. 9th, 1844. Scrutator.

Sir,—A letter appears in your magazine of
last week on the quality and quantity of mate-
rial used in certain buildings

; the remarks are
very just, and apply to three-fourths of the
buildings now erecting in the neighbourhood
of the metropolis. But the fault does not
rest where “ G. T. B.” lays it, but with the
public themselves. The vast numbers of houses
that have been built within the past ten years
have not been required so much to meet the
demand caused by increase in population, as by
the rage for investment. The parties who
wish to invest money seek for those houses
that will produce the largest rental for the
purchase; a really well-built house, producing
7 or 8 per cent., will not suit their purpose

;they must make 10 or 12* per cent.; therefore
the cheaper a house is run up, the greater
rental will it produce

; consequently a demand
is created for that kind of building, and the

man who builds a substantial house, of good
material and workmanship, must be content to

keep his house on his hands. An additional

facility is created for the disposal of the in-

ferior property by its falling into the hands of
auctioneer surveyors, who lend money on
them, afterwards becoming agents for the sale.

These men are appealed to for the value; this

is not estimated by the cost of house, quantity
of material, or workmanship, but only by the
rental it ivill bring. Therefore, a good house,
valued by a respectable builder or surveyor at

GOO/., is, in their eyes, only worth 400/. or 450/.

1 have seen repeated instances of this. The
builders are suffering at present from the laxity
shewn by some district surveyors, owing to

which a house may be built in one district for
100/. less than in another. There is one spot
in which the bricks are put in with a mixture
of mud and lime from sugar refiners, the term
for which is “ Billy Sweet ;” and in another
district the same is used, but omitting the
(what was once) lime.

If the public will use the same discernment
in purchasing houses they use in purchasing
goods in a shop, there will soon be an end to

the cheap building; but while purchasers are
to he found for rubbish only

,
the builders of

such rubbish are not to blame.

Not a Builder, but a Looker-on.

ADULTERATION OP WHITE LEAD.
Sir,— It is with full confidence that justice

to the trade alone, if not another sentiment,
will make you give room in your valuable
columns to the following reply to a statement
made by “ Verax” in your last, on the adulte-
ration of white lead, and colours used by
house painters :

—
That white lead is lowered by barytes or

chalk, no person in the trade (who at least
understands it) can dispute, for the best English
lead you can purchase in the market, I have
found, when ground, to contain three and one-
sixth of cawk or other ingredients to one of
pure lead

;
and the very inferior lead, such as

sold at 18s. per cwt., 7a to one, which is mixed
in water first (instead of being ground in oil
as “ Verax ” states), then dried and ground in

oil, which makes the dry white lead sold by
colourmen as spurious, if so it may be called,
as that ground in oil. It is absurd to think of
having a genuine article at the price the
common white lead is now sold at, and no
respectable house painter, that understands
his business, will purchase them to do even
common work, as they are the most expensive
in the end.

But as to colours of every description
being adulterated with whiting, to be used by
persons in the trade, is ridiculous indeed; itmay
do for little oil shops, &c., who sell cheap
paints, but he must be a tyro who could not
detect it; for if a house painter bought colours
ground, it would not be compound colours,
but the primitive ones, which, if adulterated, is

easily detected by an inexperienced eye, much
more by an old practitioner. It is not sur-
prising either the white lead paints being
marked up lower than the price of the genuine
material, in these puffing times, when there is

so much speculative building going on, and
three perhaps out of four in the building
line employ their own men, and often the em-
ployer and the employed know nothing of the
nature of colours, but are obliged to trust
to those that sell them, which, even if they
are sold under the market price of blue lead,
there would be a profit realised through the
vehicle they are mixed with, which is often
fish oil, and as great an evil as an inferior
pigment.

There is no doubt but lead, with a portion
of barytes, if well washed, is preferable to using
lead alone for colour (but as to whiting, Ishould
doubt, to any extent), and the resistance of cer-
tain gasses which will destroy the colour of
lead, but the drying quality depends on
their being well washed from acid, and the
vehicle they are ground or mixed with, linseed
oil being tardy in drying through the small
quantity of oxygen it contains, but by adding
any substance that supplies it with oxygen
remedies the defect.

Persons would not be victimised, did they
employ persons competent to purchase the
genuine article.

Mile End, September 8th. R. H.

i&liscrUanra.

Holyrood Palace and Park.—Consi-
derable improvements are at present going on
at this ancient seat of royalty. Workmen are
repairing the crown which surmounts the
grand entry. The roof is also undergoing
necessary reparations, as well as the Chapel
Royal. But the greatest of all the contem-
plated improvements—namely, the draining of
the irrigated meadows—has now commenced in

earnest, and when completed will be of im-
mense advantage to the health of the citizens.

The cut for the drain to accomplish this desi-

rable object, extending from Duncan’s-gate,
St. Ann’s-yards, on the east, to the foot of
Arthur-street on the west— a distance of 1,000
yards—is now excavating, and a great many
men being employed, the work is proceeding
with great spirit. The depth of the cut is

twelve feet and the breadth ten feet. The di-

mensions of the drain to be built within it are
five feet in height by two and a half feet in

breadth, or thereby. The building of the
drain is now begun. Mr. Lind is the con-
tractor for this extensive work. We mav also

state that the powder magazine, in the Royal
Park, is in the course of removal. We trust

that the approaching visit of her Majesty to

Scotland will have the effect of making the
Commissioners of Woods and Forests acce-
lerate their operations at Holyrood, so that our
gracious Sovereign, on her subsequent visits to

Scotland, may have a residence of her own,
instead of being forced to live in the palace
(however splendid) of one of her subjects.—
Edinburgh Evening Post.

Proposed Monument in York Cathe-
dral TO THE LATE Dr. BeCKWITH.—

A

special meeting of the members of the York-
shire Philosophical Society was held last week
at the Museum, to take into consideration the
expediency ofmaking a grant from their funds
towards the erection of a monument to the late

Dr. Beckwith, who recently left a legacy of
10,000/. to that institution, and which it is said has
already been paid. The Rev. W. V. Harcourt
was called to the chair, who opened the busi-

ness of the day by appropriate observations.
Dr. Goldie moved that the sum of 50/. be
granted for that purpose. Mr. Pritchett
moved a9 an amendment, that the sum of 60/.

be allowed. After remarks from several of
the members, C. J. Hanson, Esq., moved that
the sum of 100/. be granted. Some discussion
then took place, and the amendment for GO/,

was ultimately carried by a small majority.
It is expected that this sum will be augmented
by subscriptions from other institutions.

Bristol Dock Company. — A general
meeting of the proprietors in this company
was held at the White Lion, Bristol, for the

purpose of taking into consideration the pro-

priety of widening the south Entrance Lock
of Cumberland Basin. The recommendation
of the directors to widen the lock to 54 feet

was adopted. The drawings exhibit a lock of

54 feet in width by 245 in length, capable
of admitting a vessel of the length of 211 feet

above the water line
;
or of 237 feet from stem

to stern; and with the improvement suggested
by Mr. Brunei, by sloping the wall towards
the top, a steamer of 62 feet can be admitted.

Mr. Brunei is of opinion that the cost will not
exceed 22,000/., while to repair the present

lock would require 17 ,
000/.

British Association of Architectural
Draughtsmen.—The town members of this

association celebrated their second anniversary
by dining together at Freemasons’ Tavern, on
Monday last, the 2nd instant. In the course
of the evening numerous portfolios of valuable

drawings, as well as other interesting objects,

were exhibited, affording a very agreeable and
instructive entertainment to all present.

New School at Ciiilderditch.

—

Through the exertions of the Rev. J. Lewis,
jun., the pastor of Childerditch, a commo-
dious school, in the Elizabethan style of ar-

chitecture, is building in that parish, from a
plan of Mr. Kendall’s. Her Majesty the

Queen Dowager has graciously contributed

20/. towards it, the Right Hon. Lord Petre, a

like sum, and the Bishop of London 51.

An immense new workhouse is about to be
erected at Leeds, as, in the old edifice, very

gross indecency and immorality prevail, in

spite of every precaution taken by the officers.
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John’s and Co’s. Patent Stucco Ce-
ment.—We are requested by Messrs. Mann
and Co., the agents for the patentees, to

intimate to architects, builders, plasterers, and
others, that they may now see the effect of this

valuable material, properly applied, on the west
wing of the quadrangle, forming the chief
entrance to Guy’s Hospital, in St. Thomas’s-
street, Southwark

;
and they challenge a com-

parison with any other cement for beauty of
finish, solidity of work, facility of application,

and certain durability, being perfectly inde-

pendent of either paint or colouring. Any
plasterer may produce the same effect with this

cement, by merely working it according to the

given rules, which are so simple, that it would
be more difficult to deviate from them than to

follow them. We recommend our readers to

inspect this practical illustration, which will be
of more avail in shewing what this cement
really is, than a thousand advertisements, or as

many attempts to explain its merits by con-
versation. Messrs. Mann and Co. will give
every information concerning it, on application
to them at No. 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,
Chcapside.

Iron Houses for Tropical Climates.
—In an early number of this periodical, we
gave an account, accompanied by a sketch, of
an iron palace, which was lately sent out to

the chieftain of Old Calabar. These edifices

are, we believe, becoming popular in warm
countries, and combine many advantages, espe-

cially to the settler or missionary, who above
all others ought to be provided with an easily

erected and comfortable home. Chapels also

constructed of iron are extremely convenient,
and might perhaps be made portable for the
use of scattered congregations. We have
great pleasure in recommending to our friends,

either in the West Indies or Africa, for such
purposes, the house of Wood, Waygood, and
Co., 62, Gracechurch-street, manufacturers of
the patent corrugated iron for houses, roofs,

sheds, &c., and also of every kind of colonial
implements. Our tropical readers may perhaps
be obliged to us for pointing out a place which
combines very moderate prices with extreme
excellence of workmanship, and y.bicb, from
the character of its managers, offers every
guarantee for the satisfaction of purchasers.

Asphalte of Seyssel.—The uses of this

material are now no longer confined to pave-
ments and footways, they extend to the very
pipes underground

;
it is now employed for

protecting the long metallic pipes which run
underneath the streets of Paris from the effects

of oxydation. These pipes, being covered
over with damp earth, become in a very short
time so corroded as to be almost completely
eaten away by the rust

;
hence they frequently

burst, causing the water to overflow, and in-

terrupting its circulation, thereby occasioning
much expense for repeated repairs, to say
nothing of the great inconvenience attending
them. All this will be obviated by the new
system, which consists in coating the metallic
pipes with a layer of asphalie one or two cen-
timetres thick

;
the asphalte being impervious,

oxydation can hardly take place. The better
to secure this advantage, zinc is substituted for
the cast metal, as being less subject to oxyda-
tion

;
and the pipes are screwed together in-

stead of being adjusted end to end. This im-
provement will effect a great saving in the cost

of keeping the water-pipes in repair.—Revue
de Paris.

Monument to General Kinnersi.ey.

—

It is rumoured that Mr. Daily, the eminent
sculptor, has been directed to prepare a memo
rial to the memory of the late General Kin-
nersley, to be placed in the parish church of
Leominster, next to the monument of the late

Wm. Wall, Esq., of the Ryelands, whose es-

tate the general’s family purchased.

Wellington Statue.—A portion of the
equestrian statue of the Duke of Wellington,
about to be erected in front of the Royal Ex-
change, Queen-street, has arrived in town,
and the remainder is daily expected .— Glasgoiv

National.

Earl de Grey.—A subscription is being
raised in Dublin for a marble bust of the late

Lord Lieutenant. The bust is to be placed in

the rooms of the Royal Dublin Society.

Bayley’s statue of Sir Astley Cooper has

been placed in Westminster Abbey,

Extraordinary Sale of Land.—A small

estate, of about 88 acres, situate at East Dun-
dry, in tbe county of Somerset, for nearly a

century past in the occupation of the present

tenant and her ancestors, and let at present

for about 95/. per annum, was sold by auction

at the Commercial Rooms, by Messrs. Far-

gus and Son, for the sum of 4,990/., exclusive

of the auction duty and expenses, being more
than fifty-four years' purchase on the rental

!

Hartford.—In the river Darenth, near

the spot where Mr. A. Dunkin imagines

Caesar hoped to attack the city of Caswallon,

was found last week a beautiful flint celt.

At the broad edge it is as sharp and fit for

actual use as when it was finished by its

primeval makers .—Dover Chronicle.

Dowi.ais Iron Works.—It has been stated,

on pretty good authority, that the Dowlais
Iron Company have at present as many orders

on hand as will keep that establishment with

all its irons in the fire for seven years to come.

Dr. Arnott has invented an air-pump to

supply a draught to furnaces, and supersede

the necessity of chimneys in factories, steam-

vessels, &c. The invention also forms a

powerful ventilator.

Current IBrircS of ©Elooti antf fHctalS.

September 10, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Box, Turkey, per ton .... 2 0 0— 6 0 0

Cedar, Pencil, per foot .

.

0 0 3—0 0 4

Cuba 0 0 3— 0 0 4

N. S. Wales .... 0 0 3—0 0 4*

Green, per ton .

.

5 5 0—9 0 0

Ebony, Ceylon, large .... 6 0 0—8 10 0

small .... 5 0 0—5 15 0

Madagascar, small 5 0 0—6 0 0

Dyes, &c.

Lignum Vita;, Jamaica .

.

3 0 0— 5 0 0

St. Domingo, .... 8 0 0 — 12 0 0

Mahogany, Cuba, per foot 0 0 7—0 1 4

St. Domingo .... 0 0 7—0 1 6

Honduras 0 0 4*— 0 0 10

Jamaica 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Timber :

—

Teake, African, per load .

.

6 10 0—10 10 0

Oak, Quebec 3 15 0— 4 10 0

Fir, Riga 3 17 6— 4 0 0

Dantzic and Memel .

.

3 10 0 — 4 5 0

Swedish 0 0 0— 3 12 6

Pine, Quebec, red, per load 0 0 0— 3 15 0

yellow .... 0 0 0—3 0 0

N. Brunswick 0 0 0—0 0 0

Miramichi & St. Johns 2 15 0— 4 10 0

Wainscot Logs, 18 ft. each 4 10 0 — 5 5 0

Lathwood, Memel, &c. fm. 0 0 0 — 12 0 0

B. America .... 0 0 0—0 0 0

Deals, Gefle, 14ft. Sin. by 9 29 0 0 — 31 0 0

Stockholm 25 10 0 — 26 0 0

Gottenburg,12ft.3by9 0 0 0—0 0 0

Christiana, 1st & 2nd 27 0 0 — 29 0 0

St. Petersb’g, Memel,

Dantzic, 12f.l* 11 in. 16 0 0 — 18 0 0

Quebec yellow Pine,

first quality 17 0 0 — 18 0 0

second ditto 10 0 0 — 11 0 0

White Spruce, 120.

.

16 0 0 — 17 10 0

Dantzic Deck, each .

.

0 18 0 — 1 6 0

Plank, Dantzic Oak, load.. 9 0 0 — 10 0 0

Staves, Baltic, per 1200.. 160 0 0— 0 0 0

Quebec Pipe, 1200 50 0 0 — 52 10 0

Copper—Brit. Cake, p. ton 0 0 0 — 84 0 0

Tile 82 0 0— 83 0 0

Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 0—0 0 9*

Bottoms .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0

Old 0 0 0— 0 0 0

South Amer., ton 72 0 0— 73 0 0

Foreign Cake .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0

Tile .

.

0 o 01 o 0 0

Iron, British

Bars

Rods

Hoops

Sheets

Cargo in Wales, Bars

Iron, Pigs No. 1, Wales ..

No. 1, Clyde .

.

Russian, ccnd ....

psi

Archangel

Swedish

Gourieff’s

Lead—British, Pig, p. ton

Sheet, milled ....

Bars

Shot, patent ....

Red or Minium .

.

White

Litharge

Pig, Spanish ....

American

0 0 0 -

0 0 0 -

6 15 0-
8 0 0 -

8 15 0-

4 18 0-

10 0 -

0 0-
0 0 -

0 0-
0 0-

10 0 -

0 0-

16 10 0-

0 0 0 -

0 0

0 0

0 0

5 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

7 6

Steel- -English

Swedish Keg ....

Faggot

— In blocks, p. cwt. .

.

Ingots

In Bars

Banca

Straits

Peruvian

Plates, p.box,225shts.

—

No. I.C. 13$ by 10 in.

I. X
I. XX

IXXX
1XXXX
No.II.C. 13$by 9$in.

II. X
III.C. 12$by9$in.

III.X

0 0 -

0 0 -

0 0-

0 0-

0 0-

0 0 -

0 0-

0 0 -

0 0 -

0 0 -

12 0 -

12 0 -

0 0 -

6 6 -

4 6-

0 0-

16 10 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

9 15 0

0 0 0

17 0 0

17 15 0

0 0 0

19 15 0

21 10 0

23 10 0

•20 0 0

16 10 0

16 0 0

•000
16 10 0

•17 0 0

- 3 13 0

3 13 0

3 13 6

370
-350

Small

Double
200 shts.

15 by 11

Double

SDXXX
SDXXXX
'C. 16$ by 12* in.

X 100 sheets

XX
XXX
xxxx

Jaggers, 14 by 10 in.

Spelter—On the spot, ton

Delivery

Zinc, English Sheet

Platina Ore oz.

Orsidew lb.

Quicksilver lb.

1 7 0-

1 13 0-

0 0 0 -

182 lb.

203

105

133

98

126

167
188
209

230

251

98
126

147
168
189

1 13 0

1 19 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0-

0 0-

0 0-

0 0-

0 0-

0 0-

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

5 0

0 0

0 0

3 0

4 6

OntuTS.

Tenders delivered for erecting a Warehouse on

the Battle-bridge Estate.—C. W. Eppy, Esq.,

Architect, 21, Lincoln’s-inn-fields.

Fletcher •

Laurence and Son

... 694

Ternan and Son

Tenders delivered for building a School in

Esher -street, Kensington-lane.—Mr. James Har-

rison, Architect, Holford-square, Pentonville.

Lock <£520 18 0

Danes 422 0 0

Ashly 412 5 0

Tenders delivered for building a small-house,

in the Chalk-road, Islington, for Mr. Clayton.

Brighton £184 0 0

Jones.., 134 10 Q
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NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For Paving, Pitching, Cleansing, and Lighting

the City of Bristol for three years, commencing

September 29.—Commissioners’ Offices, 44, Queen -

square, Bristol. Sept. 16.

For Building a New Church at King's Cross,

Halifax.—Plans and Specifications at the Offices of

Messrs. Craven and Ranken, Solicitors, Halifax,

until the 14th September. September 16.

For a National School and Master’s Residence

at Lofthouse.—Plans and specifications at the

Offices of Messrs. Perkins and Backhouse, Archi-

tects, Leeds. September 18.

For Paving several of the Unpaved Streets, in the

Parish of St. George-in-the-East.—Drawings and
specifications at the Office of Mr. Andrew Wilson,
jun., Cannon-street Road; Mr. W. L. Howell,
Clerk to the Commissioners, Cannon-street, Rat-
cliffe-higbway. September 19.

For about 8,000 Beech, Elm, Fir, or Larch
Piles, also for Sheet Piling and Planking of the

same description of Timber, at per cubit foot, for

the Directors of the Dock Company at Kingston-
upon-Hull.—Mr. W. H. Huffam, Secretary, Dock
Office, Kingston-upon-Hull. September 21.

O BUILDERS, PLASTERERS, AND
OTHERS.—Yellow Ochre, 8s. per cwt.

;
Lamp Black,

24s.
j
Blue Black, l6s. ;

Venetian Red, 12s. ; Chrome Yellow,
42s.; Brunswick Green, 24s.; Emerald Green, Is. 2d. per
lb. ; Glue, 42s. per cwt.

;
Patent Driers, 46s. ; Best Ground

Lead, 26s. per cwt.; Second do. do., 24s. per cwt.
;
Third

do. do., 21s.
;
Linseed Oil, 26s. per cwt., or 2s. 2d. per gall.;

Boiled Oil, 2s. 8d.
;
Turpentine, 2s. 3d.

;
Gold Size. 9s.

;

Copal Varnish, 12s. and l6s. ; Paper do., 11s. and 14s.

Brushes, Varnishes, Colours, at lowest prices, at PEISLEY’S
Cheap Colour and Lead Warehouse, 58, JUDD-STREET,
NEW- ROAD.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, &c. &c., for Pictures,
Glazing, &c. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon 2s. 4d.
LINSEED OIL, ditto 2s. 4d.
SH F.ET LEAD, in sheets, per cwt 18s. 6d.
Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE 19s. 6d.
WHITE LEAD (Genuine) per cwt. . . .. 26s. Od.

Colours, Pipe, Brushes, &c. &c., equally low, and quality
warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying
to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester-square, London.

PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND
CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted Crown,
flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists ol which,
shewing the price for any Square, from 11 by 12 to 40 by 30
of Best and Second quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-
ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having
to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a
list ot dimensions to R. Cogan, will receive by return ol

post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown
Sheet-Glass and Sheet-Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for, if

required.

For a Wash-house for the Hospital Wards at

the Union Workhouse, Newmarket.— Plans and
specifications, Mr. Francis Clark, Architect, New-
market. Mr. W. P. Isaacson, Clerk to the Guar-
dians, Newmarket.

For the Execution of the various Works in the for-

mation, ballasting and laying the permanent way
of the Canterbury, Ramsgate, and Margate Branch
Railway.— Plans and specifications at the office of
Mr. Joseph Cubitt, Civil Engineer, 12, Man-
chester-buildings, Westminster; Mr. J. White-
head, Secretary, South-Eastern Railway, London-
bridge. September 24.

For an Iron Palisade Fence on the boundary
wall of the Southampton Cemetery, two Iron En-
trance Carriage Gates, and one Footway-gate.

—

Specifications, with a plan of the Iron Gates, &c.,
Mr. Doswell, Surveyor, Albion-place, Southamp-
ton. Mr. C. E. Deacon, Secretary, Audit-house,
Southampton. September 25.

For the building of the new church at Lynn.

—

Plans, &c. Mr. Thew, Bookseller, High-street,
Lynn. 1st October.

For various buildings and other works at Gates-
head, Brockley, Whins, and other places along the
line of the Newcastle and Darlington Railway.

—

Plans and specifications at the Railway Office,
York, from the 16th to the 30th September. Mr.
G. Hudson, Chairman, Railway Offices, York.
October 2.

For 16,000 Larch or Baltic Sleepers, of various
dimensions, for the Ashton, Staleybridge, and
Liverpool Junction Railway.—Secretary, at the
Manchester and Leeds Railway Office, Palatine-
buildings, Hunt’s-bank, Manchester. October 8.

For the Sinking and Walling of one or three
Wells, three Reservoirs walled and puddled, one
large cesspool, and a large quantity of earth re-
moving. — Mr. John Child, Architect, 20, Guild-
ford- street, Leeds.

A new Iron Wheel and Forby, at Bourne Brook
Mill, Northfield.—Plans and Specifications at the
Office of Messrs. Arnold, Haines, and Arnold,
Solicitors, Birmingham.

COMPETITIONS.

Premium of 20/. for the chosen Plan for a new
Church at Winchester, to hold about 1,000 persons on
the floor, cost not exceeding!, OOOi. Further infor-
mation from Rector. 10th October.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TO BUILDERS, CABINET-MAKERS, AND OTHE

S ALISBURY GLUE 60s. per Cwt.: f
Scotch do. 50s.; Town 46s., 44s., and 42s.; I

iriass Paper 10id. ; Second do. 9d.
; French Polish and .Sr

tarnishes lgs. per gallon; Naphtha do. 10s.; Genuine WlLead 2bs.
: Second do. 2 is. and 22s.

; Improved Stucco Pi
28s.

; Invisible Green and Chocolate Colour 28s.
;

l- ine Grtand all Colours used in House Painting, prepared by a i

process to dry in six hours, 6d. per lh. ; Turpentine 2 1 6d.gallon
; Linseed Oil 2s. 6d. ; Fine Copal Varnish 20 s. • OlDrying Carriage 14s.

; Oak do. 12s. and 10s.
; Paper I

10s., and 6s.
; Turpentine Varnish 3s.

; Dry BrunsviGreen 3d., 4d., and 6d. per lb.
; Lamp Black 3d. ; Emer

holm
D
T,

8
'

io
nd IS

'u
d ’

:

,

WhitinS *»• 3d. per cwt.
; Stoholm Tar 18s. per barrel

;
Pitch 10s. per cwt. Gilder's Msnais, Lackers, Bronze, Dutch Metal, Patent Gold Pai

kind and R le-W00ds
- Acids . Alkali, Gums, and Salts of ev
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a ‘ e1 ually low Prices. W. NIXE1
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NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety
of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than
is kept by any other House in London.

COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages
of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or
superior appearance is required ; a light 6 feet 6 in. long, with
openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, and may be had from Is. 3d.
per foot.

Also may be had,

COGAN’S PATENT CHI.MNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,
Which effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a
more hrilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than
any other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
OP EVERT DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100
Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-
dom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-
plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering
Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, &c. &c-
of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-
cation.

French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,
and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed his Show Rooms for the above
articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal
Discount to Bazaar keepers and others.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COMPANY.
“ CLARIDGE’S PATENT,”

ESTABLISHED 1838.

This ASPHALTE is a Bituminous Limestone, obtained
from an inexhaustible Mine at Pyrimont, in the Jura Moun-
tains.

Previously to its introduction into this country, in 1838,
the Material had been used for many years in France, and
from its great utility was extensively patronized by the Go-
vernment of that Country.
Among the various uses to which it can be applied, the

following may be enumerated— For Foot- Pavements, public
and others; in the Carriage Approach to Mansions, Garden-
walks, and Terraces; the flooring of Kitchens and other
basement offices

;
also of Coach Houses and Stables, Dog

Kennels, Barn Floors, Cow Houses, Piggeries, Poultry
Houses, Tun Rooms, and Maltings. For Roofing, Covering
of Railroad and other Arches, the Lining of underground
Cellars near Rivers to prevent the ingress of the Tides

;
also

in Covering the ground-line of Walls, to prevent damp rising
(this application of the Asphalte of Seyssel is particularly
recommended by the Commissioners on the Fine Arts),
thereby rendering the basement stories in the worst situations
both dry and warm. It is an excellent Cement, as applied
to Docks, Breakwaters, or Walls built for resistance to the
encroachments of the Sea. For lining of Tanks, Fish-Ponds,
and other Hydraulic purposes.

J. FARRELL, Secretary,
Seyssel Asphalte Company’s Works, “ Claridge’s Patent,”

Stangate Depdt, London.

COMMISSIONERS OF FINE ARTS’ REPORT ON THE
MEANS OF PREVENTING DAMP IN WALLS.
THE DIRECTORS of the SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COM-PANY have much pleasure in lecommending to the notice of

Architects, Builders, and others, the application of THE
ASPHALTE OF SEYSSEL as the onlv effectual means of
preventing DAMP rising in WALLS.

f

The following account of its application is extracted from
‘‘The Appendix to the Commissioners of Fine Arts’ Report,”
page 18.

“ In 1839 I superintended the construction of a house of
three stories on the Lac d’Enghien. The foundation of the
building is constantly in water, about 1 94 inches below the
level of the ground-floor. The entire horizontal surface of
the external and internal walls was covered, at the level of
the internal ground-floor, with a layer of Seyssel Asphalte,
less than half an inch thick, over which coarse sand was
spread.

“ Since the above date no trace of damp has shewn itself
round the walls of the lower story, which are for the most
part painted in oil of a gray stone colour. It is well known
that the least moisture produces round spots, darker or
lighter, on walls so painted. Yet the pavement of the floor,
resting on the soil itself, is only about 2J inches above the
external surface of the soil, and only 194, at the utmost,
above that of the sheet of water.

“ The layer of Asphalte having been broken and removed,
for the purpose of inserting the sills of two doors, spots in-
dicating the presence of damp have been since remarked at
the base of the door-posts.”

PAYNE’S PATENT PROCESS FOR PRESERVING
AND IMPROVING WOOD.

Railway contractors, build-
ers, and JOINERS are requested to investigate

the above. A liberal Discount allowed.
Applications for Licences to

—

PAYNE AND LODER, Whitehall Wharf, Canon-row,
Westminster

;

Or at their other stations

—

Fleetwood-on-Wyre, Lancashire

;

Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire ;

Will be immediately attended to.

BASTENNE BITUMEN COMPANY,
Offices, 31, Poultry. The Directors of this Company

beg leave to call the attention of ARCHITECTS, BUILD.
ERS, and others, to the very beneficial results attendant on
the use of BITUMEN in the erection of buildings, &c. Its

application as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful.
It is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-
ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to

the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general
satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square:— 1 inch thick,

8d. ; i inch thick, ,

_
d. ; i inch thick, 6d. Works not mea-

suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at 6d.
and 7d. per foot square. Concrete is charged in addition
according to the thickness when required. Carriage and
men’s time are charged extra when works are executed
beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen
^6 per ton, without grit. Bitumen per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONE, Sec.

WINDOW BLINDS.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS,

AND OTHERS.

F. A. DE W I L D E,

(Late Mills and De Wilde),
72, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

Manufacturer of the much-admired
SPANISH BLIND. VENETIAN SHADES,

adapted to either inside or outside, so much in general use.
Blinds for Shop-fronts, Spring Roller Blinds, on the most
improved Principle. PATENT ROLLER BLINDS,
Mounted with the newly-improved Scotch Furniture.

PATENT WOVE WIRE BLINDS. DWARF
VENETIAN BLINDS, &c.

Verandahs to anv Design. Transparencies, and every
description of Sun Blind, on the most improved pnnciple,
and of the very best workmanship and well-seasonedMaterials.

F. A. De Wilde begs to observe he pays particular atten-
tion to the manufacture of Blinds for exportation ; he also
invites all parties to pay his Establishment o visit, where
they may see every description of Blind in use.

Holland Blinds Cleaned, Calendered, and re-made. Vene-
tian Blinds Painted, Taped, and Lined. Estimates furnished.

N.B.— Old Blinds renovated and made equal to new.

M OREWOOD’S PATENT GALVAN-
IZED TINNED PLATES,— Patronized by the

Admiralty and the Honourable Board of Ordnance, being
extensively used in her Majesty’s dock-yards, at the Tower,
and elsewhcr. 5or every variety of ROOFING, and other
purposes, where a strong, light, cheap, and durable material
is required. It has been found by experience that this article
is beyond all comparison superior to zinc, possessing, as it

does, all the advantages arising from the strength and
firmness of iron, combined with perfect immunity from rust;
whilst it is free from the very serious objection, which applies
to zinc, viz. its contraction and expansion, consequent upon
every change of temperature, and from which circumstance
leakage must of course result. This material is not likely to
be destroyed by fire, as is the case with zinc and lead, which
melt and run down, thus freely admitting fresh air to the fire,

and causing it to burn more fiercely. It is, therefore, ob-
viously well adapted for all the purposes above named, and
most importantly so, when there is the possibility of fire. It
is also peculiarly suitable for chimney-tops, gutters, spouting,
and out-door work generally, possessing the strength of iron
without its liability to corrosion. It is by far the most eco-
nomical metal roofing that can be obtained, in consequence
of its strength, as it may be laid without boards, and upon
the lightest rafters. This mode of preserving metal from
rust does not only apply to sheet-iron but also to manu-
factured iron in any form, as bolts, nuts, hinges, nails,
&c. &c. T. Holland, 34, Gracechurch-street.

PATENT TUBULAR CHIMNEY
FLUES, in POTTERY or IRON STONE WARE,

brought into use for the purposes of SECURITY AGAINST
FIRE, CONVENIENCE of SWEEPING; ECONOMY
°f H EAT and FUEL, improvement of the draft, with
facility and promptitude in construction and durability,
being an entirely new structure of chimney.
These Flues or Earthen Tubes are formed in lengths of

about 18 inches, and are built in the solid wall, so as to
obviate the necessity of projections within the rooms.
Being smooth inside, there is very little adhesion of

soot
;

anti being circular, the draft is much accelerated

—

besides that the operation of cleansing is most simple and
efficacious.

No pargeting is requisite, the necessity for chimney-pots
or cowls is totally avoided.

Thus the provisions of the Act for sweeping by machinery
ire met : and perfect security against Fire through chimney
flues is obtained. The process of sweeping is effected by
dropping a plummet and brush from the top down each flue,
which at one pass will remove any soot that can be deposited.

Descending Flues carry the soot and ashes downward, from
every chamber to the basement, by one duct, into a reser-
voir, to be thence removed without soiling the chambers.

Provision is made also for ventilating rooms with warm
air, and to carry off the effluvia of heated apartments.

The PUBLIC is cautioned against the spurious imitation
of those PATENT FLUES, the sale of which is limited
to this house.

For particulars and evidence of plan apply at Ebury
vthiirf, Grosvenor Basin, Pimlico, where Licences maybe

Circular Chimney Tubes 18 and 20 inches long:

—

,

Ante and r 6 inches in diameter fid. price per foot run.
Bedroom Flues 1 7 do. 7d. do.

Kitchen

9 do. lod. do.
12 do. Is. 4d. do.
14 by 9 Oval is. 8d. do.
Circular Bent Tubes.

71 inches in Diameter Is. Od. price each.
9 do. Is. 4d. do.

12 do. 2s. Od. do.
14 by 9j Oval 2s. 6d. do.
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OMETIMES
we have been

asked what we
strictly mean by

the term Free-

masonry, so often

adopted by us,

and apparently in a sense

so very different from that

in which the word is most

generally used at the pre

sent day; and our in

quirers seem unable t(

divest themselves of the

ideas of certain frolick

ing, dressed-up, well-

feasting, good-fellowship-

lovers, charitable to their

brethren, stately enough

at the festive board, and

who have found out the

secret of knowing nothing whatever concerning

stone-masonry or of any other of the arts by

which buildings can be plotted, reared, and

ma le to endure.

Our answer is, Freemasonry is what it

always used to be, and what it can alone truly

be,—the sublimest science applied to architec-

tural design and practical building.

The decayed remnant of the Freemasons

have traditions that Moses, Solomon, Wykham,

and many patriarchs who were great builders

,

were Freemasons ;
this may be or may not be

true; and till it be proved that those characters

who are mentioned in the Bible, without any

such information relative to them, were so, we

must take as entirely rabbinical all such asser-

tions
;
and we think those clergymen, who

knowing how cautious it is necessary for a

|
divine to be in matters of belief or of sacred

i history, must be gifted with strange consciences

, or extraordinary mental perceptions to give

i into assertions so unproved, and of which

i men can hardly exhibit a belief, without falling

into condemnation for heresy ;
we do not

. wonder, therefore, that the Pope should have

thus so condemned the modern so-called Free-

i masonry, since the whole of Catholicism con-

tains in its dogmas nothing so hazardous.

It is reported that Sir Christopher Wren re-

i instated Freemasonry in England ;
and well he

i might
;
for since the tall of the old Freema-

s 6onry, no other man has existed so intimately
j-

e acquainted with the subject; but how would

t that great man be mortified to find the fall of

1 his darling art, as it is at present found in

1 England ! Freemasonry has been said to

I flourish in the nineteenth century, and yet,

t through the decline of the true art, buildings

I have become unsound, tearing themselves to

I

pieces by their own gravitation
;
the engineers

i in their works are restoring the art partially,

1 but with little of the beauty and economy of

I the old masons
;
few of their works approach

l the grace and wise thriftiness of the old exam-

1
pies of the middle ages

;
there are, it is true,

i many industrious persons at work, measuring,

i delineating, and collecting examples, so that

1 by-and-by our reasoning powers will be able

t to collate them and to ascertain motives, and

t thence to design in the true spirit of Free-

i masonry; there is no mere surface-work

in masonry, all is muscle and bone
;
there is no

mere lumber
;

all the material of a masonic

building is dutiful in its station
;
tons of weight

are not raised to do mischief, and tons more

of other weight to restrain that mischief, and

leave no result but cost and foundation-

burthen
;

but dynamics, and all the higher

sciences, were called into action, and in pro-

portion as these excel the ancient times in

many arts and sciences, just so should modern

excel ancient Freemasonry. Some minds are

at work, even in the present immature condi-

tion of our knowledge of the structure of

ancient buildings, to re-arrange and render

again active ancient architectural science
;
but

this must of necessity be the work of years,

for little can at present be done beyond such

collection and collation : no one has hitherto

published so apparently simple a piece of infor-

mation as a representation of a prism composed

of a succession of such materials as will have

equal capability throughoutofresistingcrushing,

the densest being lowermost, and those least

capable of bearing being uppermost : nor has any

one shewn the proper form of a body composed

all of the same kind of materials, which shall

have its particles equally crushed throughout

:

very slender information exists as to the altera-

tions in the capabilities of different kinds of ma-

terials when increased in bulk, whether laterally

or vertically
;

this information settled and

made notorious, will form the ground-work of

restored Freemasonry. After that, a know-

ledge of dynamics will work the greater part

of the rest, a principal component part of which

must of necessity be a due acquaintance with

the catenary, either approaching purity or in a

broken state, whether by the effect of bosses,

pinnacles, or any other expedients or devices,

or from any unavoidable circumstance.

The climax of architectural knowledge will

be, the so ordering a building, that there will

be such a total discharge of lumber from it,

that its curves, arches, vaultings, roofings,

piers, columns, buttresses, and every other part

of it will remain as nearly as possible where

they are designed to be, and where actually

placed,—which cannot be the case unless the

whole building, if only strung together and

inverted “ bodily,” would retain every position,

form, and curvature, as designed— the mere

circumstance of invertion excepted : many of

these things can be proved by the bones of

animals : the bones of four ox tails strung

together and inverted will prove a vast deal

relative to the forms, and the quantity of

materials proper for groined vaults, and

will shew the difference of curvature neces-

sary in proportion to the size of the central

boss : if that boss be heavy, which may be

shewn by tying the tails together at some

considerable distance up from their small ex-

tremities, the extraneous weight thereby cut

off, will occasion the curves to be straighter

than if only a small boss were used, this shews

the theory of steeples of four flying buttresses,

like those of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Saint

Dunstan, London
;
the former of these has less

superstructure, and buttresses very properly

more embowed ;
the London example, though

in minute detail less elegant than the other,

is of much finer outline and general form,

having a loftier superstructure, its four flying-

buttresses are consequently made much less

embowed. If the four buttresses of the New-

castle example had been less bowed, the struc-

ture would have been out of balance, and they

would consequently have fallen inwardly
;

if, on

the contrary, the buttresses of Saint Dunstan’s

steeple had been more embowed, the heavy

superstructure would have sunk, because

the pressure would have fallen within

the buttresses, and they would have con-

sequently been forced more outwardly,

till the whole would have fallen. These

steeples, which have been supposed to have

much mystery involved in their construction,

are nothing but the four angle-ribs of the

simplest description of groined vault, designed

in such form as to balance properly with a

large boss
;
they are simply vaults discharged

of the cuticle lumber-work, which, in ordinary

cases, lies between their angle-ribs. The ex-

ample of the ox-tail bones will also shew

one fact, viz., that in proportion as the

burthen to be commenced with is great or

small, so must the summit of the arch com-

mence large or small in bulk of section : so

that, using the tails for a model, and pinch-

ing off by a ligature as much of the smaller

parts of the tails as will represent the bur-

then to be supported, the remainder of the

tails will shew the necessary commencing

strength, and its proportion throughout the

work from thence downwardly.

Eventually it will be found that a church

should consist of a series of pyramids of equi-

librated pressure, disposed at uniform dis-

tances
;
these will be split at certain points to

form buttresses, columns, vaulting-ribs, and all

the other parts of the fabric without the inter-

vention of a single particle of any material

other than that composing each such equi-

librated pyramid of pressure; thus each par-

ticle of such fabric will be as safe from fracture

as each other particle of it.

In the New Metropolitan Building-Act

some approach has been made to this branch of

Freemasonry, by the adoption of a system of

progressive thickness in walls from their

summits, downwardly. In a perfectly designed

church, such a progression should go on from

each summit-boss to the foundation of the work,

so that, beginning at the foundation, the bulk

of the materials should scientifically diminish

upwardly; and where flying-buttresses and

vaultings commence, the same, mass should be

divided and proceed through the several vault-

ing ribs upwardly
;
and if any irregular extra

thickness be required for any part, nature

should be followed, who in such cases, in animal

mechanism, always uses amaterial of a structure

less dense, the aggregate strength of which

is only suited, though of increased dimen-

sion, to the duty to be performed. Hence,

in such cases, the Freemasons frequently used

only chalk, tophus, or other light materials.

In proportion as Freemasonry is restored, all

the nonsense about roofs and construction

which is being put forth in the saucy, ignorant

pamphlets of the so-called Cambridge Cam-

den Society, will be dissipated. There is not in

existence, and never was, a perfect open tieless

roof
;
science may make such a thing, but it

never did yet. Nearly half of them destroy at

least half the effective strength of their sup-

porting walling, upon which they make war.

For such a roof to maintain its due form, it

must in design and model be inverted, as we

before intimated, and the walls must be in-

verted too with it
;
the work will then assume,

upon being erected, a state of permanent rest

;

but it will then be found that the walling

has assumed a curved form ;
for want of this

curved form the walls of all buildings with

open roofs are invariably thrust over. In

Westminster Hall, where the building is

nearly literally all roof, the stumpy walls of

enormous thickness, notwithstanding the enor-

mous flying and perpendicular buttresses of

the fabric, were greatly thrust over, which

has been concealed by internal and external
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stone casing-, and the falling of the parts of

the roof, by straining at its joints, has been

partially remedied by screwing up and repairs.

In the violent papers upon architecture in

the Catholic Dublin Review, every thing is

shewn with the most childish reversal of

genuine Freemasonry; flying buttresses are

generally omitted, and the whole construction,

as shewn thereby, is the weakest and most
absurd, and that which is the most diametri-

cally opposed to genuine architectic art,

while not a few of the mere surface-parts of

the designs are highly exceptionable.

Freemasonry being in so comparatively lost

a state, as we have already hinted, the ob-

servations which we have made mustnecessarily

be most imperfect; they are rather directed

with the view of exciting inquiry than with

the object of teaching any one. Most of these

imperfect notions have come intuitively to us,

for there is not at present any treatise upon
Freemasonry: when we have such a treatise,

the system of church-building will be entirely

altered
;

canons for every thing will be es-

tablished; centres for the best or the most
intricate vaults may be kept ready-made; for

the same centres may serve for churches
of the same size, and thus one of the heaviest

parts of the expense of vaulting will be saved.

All the rules of the Church-building Society
will be altered and im-

proved, manyof them being
at present most objection-

able, more particularly

the late alterations relative

to the construction of

churches.

NEW BUILDING-ACT.

A meeting of the Master Carpenters will be
held on Wednesday, the 25th instant, at the
Freemasons’ Tavern; when the final report
upon the new Building-Act will be laid before
the meeting. We shall endeavour to place
this before our subscribers on the first oppor-
tunity.

1

MINERALOGY.
BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ., PROFESSOR

OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continuedfrom p. 467.)

The microscopical discoveries of Ehren-
bergh have contributed to establish the identity
of chalk with animal organizations, but, like all
microscopic observers, he falls into many
strange errors and inconsistences, and bv gene-
ralizing too much, sometimes throws a* doubt
upon the whole of his purported discoveries.
That much of the chalk consists almost solely
of the caripaces of animalcula: cannot be
questioned, and it was to this organic origin of
chalk I first drew the attention of this learned
professor while making his philosophical ob-
servations in Egypt and Nubia : but, he evidently
confounds the cellular structure of the animal-
cula? with the cellular structure of all calcareous
animals

;
for all polypes, mollusca, and Crus-

tacea have a cellular structure, all are converti-
ble into chalk, and all, under the form of chalk
microscopically present the cellular structure to’
our observation. That he is mistaken when he
speaks of the vast peat mosses, twenty-three
miles from Berlin, as being composed of ani-
malcule to the extent of thirty or forty feet in
thickness, is evidenced by the fact, that these
lower beds chiefly consist of decayed fuci, as is
testified by Humboldt and Van Bucb, and the
former found the Fucus Sacharinus in inner
peat moss from 8 to 10 inches in length, and
from 1 to li inches in breadth, as fresh and
uncorrupted as they are found in the sea at
Heligoland : the latter writer also observes,
that in the vicinity of Drontheim, the flat
peninsula of Cereland consists also of a great
peat bed, of which the undermost strata are
composed almost entirely of half-decayed
marine plants, the long leaves of zostera and
others. It is true that, together with the de-

cayed fuci of earth of marine plants, the re-
liquas of animalcule abound, and that their
internal arrangements can be made visible by
the process adopted of feeding them with
colouring substances; but it is equally true that
he has mistaken the cellular structure of fuci,
actiniae, &c., for distinct animalcule.

The calcareous deposits disposed beneath
the tropics, both beneath and above the waters,
answer exactly to the chalk formations of Great
Britain, and present the like variations, evi-
dently proceeding from like local causes : the
ocean marie so commonly observed in the West
Indies is also of like composition and charac-
ter, being a true chalk, with which is blended
masses of living fuci and animal species, and
the organic remains of each. In all parts of
the world, where the causes of effects are in
active operation, an uniform sequence of events
takes place, beginning with life, and ending in
the various products forming the fossil and
mineral kingdom. Several writers have sup-
posed that this marl or chalky substance, so
commonly constituting extensive beds of tropi-
cal seas, is produced by the digestive processes
of animals

;
and this indeed is partly the case,

as vegetable earth is sometimes formed by the
like processes, but a great portion of it is the
product of animal and vegetable decomposi-
tion.

r

In the ocean it is a kind of chalk, variably
united with sands, marine bodies, and sea-
water; but these vast beds, as they gradually
become elevated above the waters, so they un-
dergo changes in conformity to their nature,
local associations, and local influence. Thus,
some of the calcareous groups consolidate as
limestone, others decompose, and acting and
being acted upon by surrounding bodies, undergo
individual or general changes’. Take for in-
stance the phenomena of the Red Sea, the
chains of mountains surrounding it, and inter-
secting Arabia, the deserts of Nubia, Egypt,
and other great wastes of Africa, together with
the vast forming reefs and islands of that sea :

in one place we observe the coral in every stage
of decomposition, pass gradually into various
mineral forms, as sulphate, muriate and carbon-
ate of lime, silica, bituminous limestone, siderite,
jasper, & c. ;

in another, changes are more uni-
form and circumscribed. Some of the coral
islands consist almost wholly of limestone rock,
presenting various states of induration, others
consist of the comminuted particles of shell-
fish and reliquseof testacea gradually converting
or already converted into silicious bodies, dis-
united, or in aggregate masses, as the accident
of combination may determine; beaches of
the sea are wholly composed of the shells,
sands, and particles recently thrown up by the
waves; but vast hill and mountain masses
wholly consist of carbonate or sulphate of lime
—the carbonate as chalk, the sulphate as
gypsum.

In the midst of deserts 1 00 or 200 miles from
the sea, the limestone, calcareous, and chalk
ranges are found covering the plains to a great
depth, or otherwise forming hill and even moun-
tain chain of considerable extent. The hills
marking out the boundaries of Egypt are some-
times wholly composed of chalk and marine ex-
uviffi, sometimes stratified with alternate layers
of chalk and petrified shells, analogous in form
and composition to the stratified beds of chalk
and flint in this country. Sometimes the
matrix of decomposed coral forms a soft car-
bonate of lime, and the enclosed shell-fish are
seen passing, by the slow process of decompo-
sition, into chalk. In all countries the causes
and effects are precisely alike so far as regards
the primary origin of these beds; but the after
changes depend for the form they may assume
upon local affections. In America the chalk
formations have passed into the state of bitu-
minous and other limestones, or varieties of
sulphate of lime; in England, where there is
less heat and a greater degree of moisture than
in tropical lands, the matrix of soft carbonate
of lime passes into the state of chalk, and the
nodulates or organic reliquae inclosed pass
into flint. If in chalk aggregates the car-
bonic acid be displaced by sulphuric acid, it
becomes gradually converted into gypsum,
other deviations exhibit alabaster and other
crystalline marble, anhydrous selenite, &c.
Gypsum or selenite, otherwise termed sul-

phate of lime, is very extensively disseminated
through the upper beds of the 'earth under a

salt beds. Of this genus, two species ar
known, viz. theprismatic and the axefrangibk
the first being divided into four sub-species
the latter into six sub-species. Sulphate c
lime is produced under particular local influ
ences, and however extensively disseminated
the local causes of effects produced strongl
similate to each other.

° '

After the changes above explained, th.
oceanic earths, upon being exposed to long con
tinuous vertical heat in regions where it seldon
or never rains, become oxydated, or, as it i:

termed by some chemists, burnt, by which pro
cess they lose some of their primary constitu-
ents, permanently combine or neutralize wit!
others, and dispose the oxydated mass to unite
withthe gases and vaporous exhalations which
pass through it from the inner beds, or are ab-
sorbed from the atmosphere. One of the
most common exhalations in hot, dry regions
and virgin lands is sulphureted hydrogen, and
lime uniting with this gaseous compound, a
fixed and permanent result is produced termed
ANAHEDR1TE. Again, where hydrogen is pre-
sent in greater quantities, a triple compound is
the result, known as selenite or sparry gyp-
sum. Sometimes sulphureted hydrogen or sul-
phurous gas passes through the dry calcareous
beds, and the chemical action consequent on
this intrusion gives birth to rock gypsum in its
varieties.

It is generally supposed, nay it is taken for
gi anted, that all the varieties of limestone are
formed under great lateral pressure; but the
facts elicited from Nature by observation give
the decided negative to this theoretic idea.
1 he change from chalk into marble is produced
by simultaneous expansion of its particles pro-
duced by chemical action, and this change
almost invariably takes place in beds very
superficially disposed upon or within the sur-
face of the earth. The formed crystal in-
creases and cohesion of the particles takes
place by infiltration, and the more exposed a
bed of earth is to atmospheric influences, the
harder the rock becomes; this is the very re-
verse to the process of lateral pressure. Jaspers
and petrifactions of the desert are much harder
than flints in the British strata. The high
crystalline structure of all rocks depends upon
the extent of their exposure to atmospheric
heat, and such is the law governing natural
cements. Thus sands and gravel cohere and
form breccia, and breccia exposed to atmo-
spheric influences becomes converted into
gneiss, granite, &c.

;
in no one instance do we

find them subject to lateral pressure during the
progress of change.
Lime has the tendency at all times to assume

the form of chalk, having a great affinity for
carbon, and absorbing it rapidly from the atmo-
sphere as well as from the contiguous beds

; for
this reason it is that carbonate of lime is more
extensively distributed over the calcareous re-
gions and diverges into more numerous
varieties than any other class of earths.
The after changes of an organic body, or a

group of calcareous animals, excites at once
our wonder and admiration

; embedded in
ocean marl, they may decompose, and become
identified as one with the marl, or uniting with
other aggregate masses, their identity be lost
in enormous masses of rock. Elevated above 1

the element which gave them birth, they are
\preserved from decomposition by the salts left

by evaporated waters, and they enter the 1

petrified state, passing from thence into the i

form of jasper, agate, opal carnelion, or some
]other product. Decomposing in the midst of I

the calcareous bed, they pass from the organic
]state into chalk, from thence into flint, or some
|other mineralized substance; they sometimes
]contribute to give variety and beauty to mar-
]bles, porphyries, and other precious stones

;
I

sometimes they mineralize, still retaining their I
form as a metalline substance. Again, the 1
body may pass through other organic systems, j
contributing by this means to the increase and
spread of life; or decomposing, it may destroy
and become the grave of the living.

In Egvpt, the hills have generally a matrix "

of soft limestone, and the fossils are con-
verting or converted into chalk; in England,
the matrix, permeated by waters, impreg-
nated with carbonic acid, becomes con-
verted from soft limestone into chalk, and the
chalk nodules silicify as flints; in all these
changes we observe traces of a beginning, and
causes and effects, and effects and causes, suc-
ceeding each other; but we cannot dive into

variety of forms and combinations, being in
general most abundant in close proximity to
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uturity, and tell what shall be the end of these

nanifold and in many instances inexplicable

Langes.
What; becomes of the wild theories of

jiebig, when we rightly consider the phe-

lornena of the fossil and mineral kingdoms?
Vnimals and vegetables are incessantly em-
>loyed in elaborating consolidated matter,

ibstracting their material from the elements

if air and water
;
they die, but their labours

urvive them
;
they have added to the earth

luring the whole period of their existence, they

iow in death contribute their bodies to its

'urther increase, and as though still animated,

hey still go on abstracting gaseous, aeriform,

ir fluid matter from the medium in which they

ire placed. Look at the earth in which you

laily tread, what is it but the relics of once

iving generations, inhabiting land or waters?

the organic beds, absorbing oxygen from the

itmosphere, become more dense in their struc-

ure, or changing in their atomic disposition

ind combinations, turn into things of another

lame and nature. Chains of mountains are

vholly composed of organic exuviae of the

icean, and the vast plains built up of this mate-

rial are covered by perhaps equally vast accu-

mulations of animals and vegetables of the dry

and, of lakes, rivers, and streams. To oxydate

he vast surface beds, to convert farinaceous

jhalk into other and more ponderous bodies,

nfers a continuous absorption of the elements

if air and water, to the incessant and positive

oss of the latter, nor are there any analogous

processes by which these elements in their

juantilies can be replaced.

The chalk ranges of Europe are very exten-

sive, constituting a vast portion of the super-

ficial soil
;
they attest, not only to the high

antiquity of the strata, but also exemplify the

means taken by Nature to attain the end.

When we observe a reef of coral or bed of

calcareous earth forming beneath tropical

waters, we cannot fail to identify the continu-

ous increase of the earth with the continuous

increase of life. We acknowledge genera,

orders, and species in their various stages of

decay and change, or preserved from the one

or the other, maintaining their characteristic

form and qualities through amazing long in-

tervals of time
;
the reef, or land above the

waters, presents to us the same composition

and character at whatever elevation it may be,

assuming gradually forms, and entering into

combinations ditfering somewhat from the

preceding, from the circumstance of being

placed in another medium, and consequently

ithe passive subject of other action manifest

pipon them, but there can be no mistake

as to the identity of origin. Again, we find

them disposed within cold and temperate

regions, where they never could have existed

an their living state, and forming the entire

earth appropriated to the uses of man : some-

times in no respect differing either in genera,

lorders, or species from the now inhabitants of

tropic seas
;
at other times presenting varieties

which elicit our admiration, and create endless

(conjectures concerning the epochs in which

they lived, and the causes of their removal

from climes within which alone they could

Lave existed.

(7o be continued.)

(BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

! Thu first meeting of a new society called

“The British Archaeological Association”

jewas held at Canterbury on Monday, the 9th

ninst., in the Town Hall of this fine old cathe-

llidral city. “ The chief objects of the meeting,”

we are told in the printed prospectus of the

(['general committee, “ are to promote a personal

E

intercourse between antiquarian and historical

inquirers who reside in different parts of the

country and abroad, and to afford a week’s

luamusenient and instruction by the reading and

lidiscussing of papers on antiquarian and histo-

lirical subjects before the different sections, and

ivisiting and examining together the antiquities

)iof the locality.”

I The first place selected was Canterbury, a

picity rich in its antiquities, possessing a fine

bcathedral, exhibiting a long series of successive

bichanges in the historical features of Gothic

liiarchitecture, with many buildings fast going to

] decay, or more speedy ruin, under the hand of

(“ignorant restoration, with many interesting

: churches in its immediate vicinity, and adjoin-

ing downs, abounding in the rude grave hillocks

—the Saxon barrows of English antiquaries.

The meeting was divided into four sections
;

1. Primeval, 2. Medieval, 3. Architectural, and

4. Historical. The architectural section met
on Wednesday evening, when the president,

the Rev. Robert Willis, Jacksonian Pro-

fessor of Cambridge, read a translation which

he had made of the account of Canterbury

Cathedral, written in 1174, by one Gervase, a

monk of Canterbury. He exhibited at the

same time a block plan of the Cathedral, and
contrasted as he went on the building de-

scribed by Gervase with the building as

we now see it. His style of delivering his

matter and his manner were equally pleasing.

A communication from Mr. Repton was read,

containing some remarks on Roman and
Saxon columns, and Mr. Godwin exhibited

a curious collection of masons’ marks, which
he had copied from the cathedrals of Cologne,

Strusburg, Gloucester, and Canterbury. He
had found, he said, the same marks in use in

all countries, they were still fresh on our cathe-

dral walls, and in a conversation with a mason,
that morning at work in the Canterbury Cathe-
dral, he found that many masons (all who were
Freemasons) had their mystic marks handed
down from generation to generation. The
mason he, Mr. Godwin, had conversed with,

had got his mark from his father or master,

and he again from his father or master.

The Rev. Mr. Hartshorn read a paper on
the castles and military antiquities of Kent, and
Mr. A. Booth gave a description of a triangular

bridge, and a stone on which was an unknown
inscription at Crowland, in Lincolnshire. The
proceedings of the day terminated in a con-

versazione at the assembly-rooms.

NEW CEMENT FOR BUILDERS.

Mr. Austin, of Hatton Garden, has recently

taken out a patent for “ a new method ofglue-
ing or cementing certain materials for building

and other purposes.” The mode of manufac-
turing and applying it is thus described in the

specification :

—

“ The cement used by the patentee is made
by mixing India-rubber with cold naphtha, in

the proportion of eight ounces of India-rubber

cut into small pieces to each gallon of naphtha,

stirring it from time to time until the India-

rubber is dissolved
;

then to one part by

weight of this mixture two parts of lac are

added, and the whole is thoroughly blended

together by the application of heat, accom-
panied with occasional stirring. When greater

elasticity is required, a larger proportion of the

India-rubber solution is used
;

if greater hard-

ness is necessary, a larger proportion of lac is

employed; and where the India-rubber would
be liable to injury from great exposure and
pressure, a much less proportion is used, and

it is sometimes dispensed with altogether

;

asphalte, pitch, or resin, or other materials of

that nature, may in some instances be substi-

tuted for the lac.

“ The materials for building purposes to

which this cement is applied are slate, tiles,

stone, glass, and metal plates. Whenbeingused,
the cement is kept in a heated state in a dish or

vessel containing a narrow trough, termed a

stamper, which slides up and down therein

between guides
;
the slate or other material is

brought to the heat of 150 degrees Fahr., and

placed upon the dish, and the stamper being

then raised, imprints or stamps a margin of

cement thereon. The requisite margins of

cement for forming overlapping joints being

thus applied to the slate or other material, the

cemented portions or margins are laid in con-

tact with each other, and in a short time

become firmly united, forming water-tight

surfaces. Sometimes, to expedite the process,

a coating of naphtha or other spirit that will

act upon the cement., or a solution made by dis-

solving the cement in naphtha or other spirit,

is applied to the cemented portions or margins.

The cement mav also be used for securing the

above materials to the building as well as to

each other.
“ The patentee connects pieces of glass

together with the above cement when making
skylights, conservatories, frames for horticul-

tural purposes, &c.
;

he also cements slate,

stone, metal, and manufactured clays and

cements together, or to wood, or to woven and

other fabrics, and woven or other fabrics

to wood, for building and other purposes >

he likewise cements pieces of leather

together for making boots and shoes, and
hose or pipes for fire-engines; also leather

and cork together, or to wood, metal, or woven
or other fabrics, and woven or other fabrics to

wood for the manufacture of trunks, portman-
teaus, packing-cases, and other purposes.
When joining these materials, the parts must
be dry and free from dust, and should be
warmed previous to receiving a coat of the
cement, in order that it may not be chilled at

the moment of application. If the joint is to

be made at once, the parts must be expedi-

tiously put together and pressed, as the cement
rapidly loses its heat, and becomes solidified,

but the junction may be effected at any subse-

quent period by the application of heat, or the

spirit or solution before described.”

—

New-
ton's London Journal for August.

THE EARL OF ROSSE’S LEVIATHAN
TELESCOPE.

(From the Standard.)

TO THE EDITOR OF THE STANDARD.

Sir,—With pure delight do T communicate
to you the fact that the leviathan telescope, on
which the Eail of Rosse has been toiling in

his demesne at Parsonstown now upwards of
two years, although not absolutely finished,

was on Wednesday last directed for the first

time to the sidereal heavens. I very much
regret not being present on this occasion, but

experiments on which I have for many years

been employed rendered it impossible for me
to leave home.

The letter which I have this morning re-

ceived from its noble maker, in his usual un-
assuming style, merely states, that the metal,

only just polished, was of a pretty good figure,

and that with a power of 500, the nebula

known as No. 2 of Messier’s catalogue was
even more magnificent than the Nebula No. 13

of Messier, when seen with his lordship’s

telescope of 3 feet diameter, and 27 feet focus.

Cloudy weather prevented him turning the

leviathan on any other nebulous object.

Thus, then, we have, thank God, all danger
of the metal breaking before it could be

polished overcome. Little more, however,

will be done to it or with it for some weeks,

inasmuch as the noble earl is on the eve of

quitting Ireland for England, to resign at York
his post as President of the British Association,

and to visit his noble relatives at Kilnwick and
at Brighton. This done, he returns to Ireland :

and I look forward with intense anxiety to

witness its first severe trial, when all its various

appointments shall be completed, in the con-

fidence that those who may then be present

will see with it what man has never seen before.

The diameter of the large metal is six feet, and
its focus 54 feet. Yet the immese mass is

manageable by one man. Compared with it,

the working telescopes of Sir William Her-
schel, which in his hands conferred on astro-

nomy such inestimable service, and on himself

astronomical immortality, were but playthings.

J. South.

Observatory, Kensington, Sept. 1J.

Chinese Dvvei,lings.—In all China the

houses are built upon the ground, i. e., without

any cellar under them. The apartments are

paved with fiat, square bricks; a thing very

agreeable in warm weather, but little suitable

to the cold season. To defend them from
the piercing cold, which they experience in

the northern parts of the empire, the Chinese

have devised subterranean furnaces in every

direction under the bricks of the floors, and

under a kind of platform on which they sleep,

so that the heat diffused by the tubes pro-

duces in the apartment the temperature

desired. The fire is kept up night and day in

the outer stove or furnace without the smallest

danger to the buildings.

A monument has just been erected at Stain-

drop to the memory of the Duke of Cleveland,

the work of Sir Richard Westmacott, which

consists of a recumbent figure, with has reliefs

emblematic of the virtues, surrounding the

altar-tomb whereon it rests. We hear that

the sculptor himself values it as one of the

best of the works which he has executed. Sir

Richard declines, we understand, competing

for the Holland Monument.
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LONDON AS IT WAS, AND AS IT

IS IN 1844.

{Continuedfrom p. 473.)

In early times Westminster, now the seat of
Government, of legislature, and of health, was
formerly a mean, wretched place, remarkably
unhealthy on account of being a marshy island,
surmounted on the one side by the Thames,
and on others by what is called Long Ditch, a
branch of the river which began near the east
end of the place where Manchester-court is

now situated, intersected King-street, and
running along Gardeners-lane to Long Ditch,
crossed Tothill-street, a little to the west of the
Gate-house, and continued its course along the
south wall of the abbey garden, where a
common sewer was erected over it. The
island thus formed was in a manner a waste,
overgrown with briars and thorns, and was
thence called Thorny Island. In this situa-
tion was the abbey church founded, and it

continued thus for ages a place entirely dis-
tinct from London, there being a large space
between them. The Strand was the road that
led from London to that town, and it was open
on either side to the Thames and to the fields.
In 1385 this road was first paved as tar as the
Savoy; and many years afterwards Sir Robert
Cecil, building a house at Ivy-bridge, his in-
terest brought the pavement of the road to be
extended thither, and many of the houses of
the nobility were erected in the Strand.

Westminster owed many of its most distin-
guished privileges to Henry VIII., for when
the abbey was in 1541 converted into a cathe-
dral, he appointed the whole county of
Middlesex, except Fulham, as its diocese.
Upon this occasion Westminster became a
city

;
it had many years before been the seat of

the royal palace, the high court of Parliament,
and of our law tribunals. The first important
improvement was inclosing St. James’s Park,
which was at that time a wild wet field, it was
then drained and partially planted. From that
time Westminster began to extend on every
side, though it did not long enjoy the honour
of being a city, and even the palace was some
time after burnt, for it never had more than one
bishop, and he being in 1550 translated by
Edward VI. to the see of Norwich, the new
bishoprick was dissolved by that prince

;
and

its right to the epithet of city was thereby lost,
though by public complaisance it has retained
that name ever since; but yet Westminster
had not any arms till the year 1601.
The city of Westminster at present consists

of two parishes, those of St. Margaret and St.
John the Evangelist; but its liberties contain
seven parishes, viz. St. Martin’s, St. James’s,
St. Paul’s Covent Garden, St. Mary le Strand,
St. Clement’s Danes, and St. George’s, Ilano-
ver-square, and the precinct about where the
Savoy formerly stood.

The first stone of Westminster-bridge was
laid in January 1738, by the Earl of Pem-
broke, the last stone was laid in 1 7*47-

The most probable account given of the
origin of the abbey church of St. Peter,
Westminster, is that Sebert, king of the East
Saxons, who died in 616, having been converted
to Christianity by Austin’s discourses and his
uncle Ethelbert’s example, erected this church
on the ruins of a temple dedicated to Apollo,
and caused Mellitus, Bishop of London, to
consecrate it to St. Peter.
This church and monastery were afterwards

repaired and enlarged by Offa, King of Mercia,
but being destroyed by the Danes, they were
rebuilt by King Edgar, who endowed them
with lands and manors, and in the year 969
granted them many ample privileges. Having
once more suffered from the ravages of the Danes,
they were again rebuilt by Edward the Con-
fessor, who pulling down the old church, built
for that age a magnificent one in the form of a
cross, which afterwards became a pattern for
that kind of building. In 1065 it was conse-
crated with great pomp, confirmed in its ancient
rights and privileges, and endowed with many
rich manors and additional immunities. He
also gave the church and convent a charter of
sanctuary, in which he declares, that any per-
son whatsoever, let his crimes be ever so great,
who takes sanctuary in that holy place, shall
be assured of life, liberty, and limb, and that
none of his ministers, nor those of his suc-
cessors, should seize any of his goods, lands,
or possessions, under pain of everlasting dam-
nation

; and that whoever presumed to act con-

trary to this grant, should lose his name, wor-
ship, dignity, and power, and, with the traitor
Judas, be in the everlasting fire of hell.

William the Conqueror, to shew his regard
to the memory of his friend King Edward,
repaired the church, and offered a sumptuous
pall as a covering for his tomb

;
he also gave

fifty marks of silver, a rich altar-cloth, and two
caskets of gold

;
and the following year was

crowned there, being the first coronation per-
formed in that place.

Henry III. improved the church by erecting
a new chapel to the blessed Virgin, but after-
wards finding the walls and steeple of the old
structure much decayed, he pulled them down
with the design of rebuilding them, but he did
not live to accomplish the work. In 1502, King
HenryVI I. began that magnificentstructurenow
generally called by his name

;
for this purpose

he destroyed the chapel of Henry III. and
an adjoining' house, called White Rose Tavern.
This chapel was also dedicated to the Virgin
Mary, and he, designing it for a burial-place
for himself and his posterity, commanded in his
will that none but those of blood royal should
be buried there.

Before the suppression of religious houses,
the abbey was surrendered to Henry VIII. bv
V' illiam Benson, the then abbot, and seventeen
of the monks, when its revenues amounted to
3,997/. 6s. 4fd. Besides its inestimable fur-
niture, it had no less than 216 manors, 17
hamlets, and 97 towns and villages in different
parts of the kingdom. After this the abbey
underwent several changes until Queen Eliza-
beth, after ejecting the monks established
therein by her predecessor, erected West-
minster Abbey into a college, under the govern-
ment of a dean and twelve secular canons or
prebendaries, a schoolmaster, usher, and forty
scholars, denominated the Queen’s, to be edu-
cated in the liberal sciences preparatory to the
university, and to have all the necessaries of
life except clothing, of which they were only
to have a gown every year.
The Almony receives its name from the alms

of the abbey being distributed there, and was
originally a chapel dedicated to St. Catharine.
Near this chapel Abbot Islip erected the first
printing-house that ever was in England in
1474, when William Caxton, citizen and
mercer of London, brought that invaluable art
from Holland. Its introduction into this
country was the commencement of a new era,
its first fruits the seeds of a great moral and
social revolution, which before 1944 will have
extended and brought forth its fruits in the
most remote regions of the earth. The works
issued from the Caxton press are eagerly sought
for by scholastic antiquarians.

St. Margaret’s Church was built by Edward
the Confessor for the common services of
religion. It was rebuilt in the reign of
King Edward I., by the parishioners and
merchants of the staple, except the chancel,
which was erected at the expense of the
Abbot of Westminster. In 1735 it was re-
paired, and the tower cased and mostly rebuilt
at an expense of 3,500/. granted by Parliament.
In 1758 it again underwent repair, with consi-
derable damage to its taste. The patronage of
the living is in the dean and chapter of YVest-
minster.

A clever writer in 1735 observes, “The
great men at the court end of the town are
particularly distinguished by refusing to do
any thing to serve others, and by a great
number of tall powdered animals with two legs,
who walk before a chair, or hang like a cluster
of bees at the hind part of the chariot, em-
bracing each other in an unseemly posture.
For the benefit of this part of the metropolis,
which includes the beau monde

, the king has
given the liberty to all idle people of walking
in St. James’s Park. Here is the Mall, famous
for being the rendezvous of the gay and gallant,
who assemble there to see and be seen, to’

censure and be censured
;
the ladies to shew

their fine clothes, and the product of the toilet,
the men to shew their toupees, observe all the
beauties, and fix on some favourite to toast
that evening at the tavern. I once happened
to fall into a file of very fine fellows in this
place, and remember, w'hen we began our
march, we ranked one French suit, though
somewhat sullied, three pairs of clock stock-
ings, one suit of Paduasoy, two embroidered
waistcoats, the one a little tarnished, and two
pan- of velvet breeches. We made a most
formidable show, carrying the whole breadth

of the Mall, and sweeping all before us
; we

thought ourselves at least capable to act upon
the defensive

;
but by that we had got opposite

to Godolphin House, we were convinced of our
error, for here a puppy in a French suit pull-
ing out a most extravagantly rich snuffbox,
no less than three deserted, and went at once
over to the enemy. As one misfortune seldom
comes alone, a monstrous gold headed cane in
the hands of a gamester, deprived us of two
more of our company. So that all on a sudden
our corps was dwindled away like a South Sea
project, and began to look as' thin as a House
of Parliament at a 30th January sermon, or
an independent company of foot. In this plight
the remains of us stood staring up at each
other as stupidly as the country people do when
they go to view the royal apartments at Hamp-
ton Court or Windsor, as not knowing whether
to advance or retreat. Fortunately for us, in
this dilemma we enlisted one of the'most beau-
tiful sword knots that ever came into the king-
dom

; we could perceive recruits coming in
from every quarter, and in less than seven
minutes got ourselves into statu quo. Several
revolutions of this kind happened to us in the
space of about two hours, till at last I was left
only with a little strutting fellow, who calls
himself secretary to a foreign minister, and I
got rid of him by fixing his eye upon a periwig
that appeared to be made about a month later
than mine was.”

The Mall was long the favourite resort of
loungers, the chosen spot on which to make an
acquaintance, to form an intrigue, or to pick
up a fiat. The love of outward display was
prevalent in the eighteenth century, and crowds
of belles and beaux were to be met with in this
walk, rivalling each other in pomp and orna-
ment of dress, many of whom, like snails,
carried all their earthly possessions on their
backs. Here the ladie’s-maid was often mis-
taken for her ladyship, the valet was seen
sporting the wig, sword, and ruffles of his
master. Bullies, sharpers, peers, poets, dames
d’honneur, courtezans, and a motley crowd
of town and country idlers were seen bravely
dressed, according to the quaint fashions of the
day, and rivalling each other in the ridiculous
display of swords, sword-knots, toup6es, bag-
wio's, embroidered waistcoats, brocades, paints,
and patches

;
laughing, talking, quarrelling or

intriguing, and sometimes fighting, for the
English at that period were much addicted to
this elegant amusement. Combats, says Ali
Mohammed Hadji, are very common among
the lower orders, the assailants fighting like
rams, running head foremost, and butting each
other

;
these exercises were in great esteem,

and diverting both men and women. In the
evening of their sabbaths and festivities, it was
common to see the streets filled with these
sorts of encounters: all kinds of servants being
at liberty, and generally well loaded with
liquors, have frequent quarrels and bickerings
about precedency. Mothers encouraged their
sons, and married women their husbands to
enga£e »

the latter holding their husbands’
canes and children the meanwhile. And some
people of quality lay aside their wigs, swords,
and neckcloths to box, when they are insulted
by mean persons, against whom they must not
draw their swords, this being esteemed the
most rascally thing a gentleman could be guilty
of; for which reason persons of high rank
might often be seen with swoln faces and
black eyes.

The Mall was often resorted to as a finish
to some Bacchanalian feast, or early in the
morning, as a consequence of that feast, in

\

order to discuss some frivolous question at the
point of the sword, and duels were very frequent
near Marlborough House. It was also resorted

;

to by hungry expectants, as it is even to the
present day, who, should no fortunate chance
turn up, are fain to dine with that cold-blooded
sprig of nobility, Duke Humphrey.

1 he Park is now filled with trees, shrubs,
flowers, swans, and Muscovy ducks, but its

aristocratic days have departed, few visit its

elegant inclosure but holiday folks, unfashion-
able idlers, sentimental lovers, disappointed
belles, and beaux. An occasional spectacle is

seen on the opening or closing of Parliament,
and the daily parade of the Guards; but St.
James’s Park is now decidedly unfashionable.

In this age of improvement and extension of
the greatest and wealthiest metropolis in the
world, with such houses as the new buildings
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at Westminster springing- up before our eyes,

-,he magnificent club-houses now decorating

Pall Mall and St. James’s, and the numerous

irincely palaces, streets, and squares, springing

ip as it were by a stroke of some magician’s

rand, it is both a shame and national reproach

0 us that the sovereign of the country has no

itting habitation in the metropolis. The situa-

ton of Buckingham Palace isthe most unfavour-

able that could possibly be chosen
;
and were

1 not for the accidental circumstance of

lird-cage walk, and the beautiful sheet of

vater, it would be intolerable. The old red-

bick palace offended the eye, when stone and

sticco became the prevailing taste
;
and the

suns of money expended over it by the whims
aid caprices of George IV., would have been

anply sufficient to erect an imperishable monu-

mnt to the memory of some great architect,

anl to the taste of the times in which we
liv;. A site in the Green Park, to

tht west of Constitution Hill, would have been

beter chosen than the present one, the gardens

of Buckingham Palace being thrown into the

par< to compensate for what would be taken

awsy
;
or St. James’s Palace might have been

altered.

Vbat excites our greatest surprise is that

the Woods and Forests should tolerate the

low rookery of Crown-court and Angel, and

the 9till lower den of infamy, well known to

aristocracy as King’s place, within the very

hear; of courtly St. James’s; these places

ought to have been pulled down long ago,

and the several sites appropriated to noble

mansions.

Bury-street, Duke-street, King-street, and
St. James’s-street, were built some few years

before St. James’s Church; many of their

leases, which were for 99 years, have fallen

in
;
the whole space occupied by these streets

is crown property, and many reasonable com-
plaints are made by the inhabitants against the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests, in con-

sequence of the exorbitant ground rents

charged under the new leases, wholly unwar-
ranted by the size of the houses or the class of

persons who occupy them. On the east side

of Bury-street formerly stood the house of the

celebrated Guy, Earl of Warwick
;
and, pre-

vious to the improvements, a court, existing

under that name, marked out the spot where
he sought concealment after one of his lost

battles. Bury-street was once inhabited by the

first rank and fashion, and even to the present

day, it is noted as the temporary residence of

the gentry during the parliamentary season
;

in common with all the neighbouring streets

it has a much less enviable notoriety for black-

I legs. The range of houses occupied by the

I Hon. Colonel Needham, have been thrown
into one, and magnificently fitted up, with a

taste peculiar to the eccentric owner.

In King-street is the celebrated Almack’s,

; a most unsightly building outside, but ad-

mirably adapted in the interior for the pur-

poses to which it is appropriated. Here also

is St. James’s Theatre, built in 1837 by
i the celebrated vocalist, Mr. Braham

;
it was

run up very rapidly, being finished in little

more than seven weeks. The house was

I
opened with the opera of “ Agnes Sorrel,” in

: which Miss Glossop made her first appear-

t ance. King-street has much improved in

appearance of late years
;

the court, a dis-

t graceful rookery leading into St. James’s-

street, being thrown open, the Bazaar
' and the fine range of buildings were then

!
built.

St James’s-square has many stately and com-
i modious mansions; but is rapidly losing cast in

! consequence of the introduction of club-

|

houses, and the removal of fashion to Belgrave-

square. The principal mansion is the town
! residence of the Duke of Norfolk. This

|

part of the town abounds with noble club-
I houses, of which we shall speak more par-

,
ticularly in the next. x x x x.

(To be continued.)

The Royal Exchange.—Her Majesty has
most graciously signified her intention to open
the Royal Exchange in the course of the last

fortnight of the mouth of October. His Royal
Highnesss Prince Albert is to accompany
her Majesty upon the occasion.

SIR R. PEEL AND MANCHESTER PUBLIC
PARKS.

We have very sincere and very great

gratification in laying before our readers the

copy of a letter received by the Honorary

Secretaries of the Public Parks’ Committee

from the Premier—a letter which reflects

honour upon the Right Hon. Baronet for the

sentiments it avows, the associations adverted

to, and the acknowledgments made ;
and which

we commend to general attention as a noble

example, worthy to be followed by many other

gentlemen formerly connected with Man-
chester, and on whom it has much stronger

claims individually. The following is the

Premier’s letter :

—

“ Whitehall, Sept. 7> 1844.

“ Gentlemen,—Although I have no longer any

personal connection with the town of Man-
chester, by property or other local tie, yet,

considering Manchester to be the metropolis

of a district, to the industry of which I and my
family are under very deep obligations; and

most' heartily approving of the wise and bene-

volent design to provide for those who are

doomed to almost incessant toil, the means of

healthful recreation and harmless enjoyment,

I willingly contribute to the furtherance of

that design, and offer my cordial wishes for its

success,
“ I request my name may be added to the

subscription which has been commenced for

this purpose, for the sum of one thousand

pounds.
“ I am, Gentlemen, your obedient servant,

“ Robert Peel.”
“ Malcolm Ross, Esq.

;

“ Edward Watkin, Esq.”

This munificent donation is, to our mind,
greatly enhanced in value by the graceful and
liberal terms in which it is conveyed. We hail

it, too, as a pledge that, in the estimation of

every benevolent mind, no petty party feelings

should be allowed to obtrude into this excellent

design for the benefit of a large and indus-

trious community. That object, which com-
mands from Sir Robert Peel on the one hand,

and from Mr. Mark Philips on the other, such

substantial proofs of their cordial and generous

support, can scarcely, even to the most suspi-

cious mind, be deemed a political movement
to serve a party purpose. We trust to find

the example of Sir Robert Peel addressing

itself with all the weight that justly belongs to

it, to those who, after having realized hand-

some fortunes in Manchester, are now enjoying

them in other parts of the kingdom. They,
too, are under deep obligations to the industry

of Manchester
;
and we hope they will not lose

so favourable an opportunity as is now pre-

sented, for proving that they are not insensible

to the claims herein made upon their liberality.

Let the strength of their past associations and

reminiscences be shewn by their present

zealous and cordial generosity.

We understand that, at a meeting of the

committee on public parks on Monday, a reso-

lution was unanimously adopted, expressive of

their high appreciation of the opinions ex-

pressed by Sir Robert Peel, and conveying to

him their sincere thanks for his munificent

gift, and for the gratifying terms in which he

has communicated it .—Manchester Guardian.

STATE OF PARTS OF THE METROPOLIS.

The Report (with minutes of evidence an-

nexed) of the Commissioners for Inquiry into

the State of Large Towns and Populous Dis-

tricts, was lately laid before Parliament by

command of her Majesty, and printed for

circulation among the peers, &c. Some of

the evidence is of deep interest. In that of

Mr. Henry Austin, architect, and resident

engineer during the construction of the Black-

wall Railway, he stated that in that capacity

he had opportunities of examining the habita-

tions of the labouring classes in the district

through which that line passes. Many of the

rooms of the tenements, he says, were small,

varying in size from 8 feet by 10 to 10 feet by
12,’ and generally under 8 feet in height.

“ The inmates, houses, and every thing in

them, horribly filthy; and there was such a

complete want, of ventilation, that it was ex-

tremely offensive to go into their rooms on

account of the smell. The privies were fre-

quently close to the back-door, always in a

neglected and offensive condition, and fre-

quently running over It was the

state of the subsoil that first drew my attention

to the necessity of abolishing cesspools in

towns. I found that the fcecal matter, or the

9oakage from the cesspools, had in some cases

actually joined from house to house. . . .

The soil in the immediate connection with

the houses and surrounding the foundations

was so saturated from cesspools as to be, in

my opinion, in a worse condition than in dung-
heaps. It was exceedingly offensive to re-

move, and it was constantly matter of remark
how human beings could be found to do it.

When exposed it drew forth the complaints of

the neighbours at some distance.” In speak-

ing of the existing tenements for the poor, he
refers to an “existing court at Westminster,

called * Snow’s-rents,’ a striking example,

among many worse, of the dreadful condition to

which the poorer classes are reduced from the

want of proper structural arrangement and con-

trol. This court is of considerable width

—

upwards of 20 feet, but the houses are mostly

without yards, and the refuse, when become
intolerable inside the house, is deposited in

the court itself, the whole centre being a pool

of black stagnant filth, that accumulates from

time to time, and is left to decompose and
infect the whole neighbourhood. I wish I

could convey the faintest notion of the awful

stench that is engendered there. Ventilation,

or rather a healthful state of the atmosphere,

is impossible. What little disturbance of the

air does take place, would appear only to

render its state more intolerable. The chief

reasons for this dreadful state are the want of

yards to the houses, and the width of the court

being greater than required for the traffic. Had
thecourt been narrower, the accumulation could

not have taken place, for the houses would have

been inaccessible, and some other provision for

the refuse must have been made. ... In wet

weather, when the water attains a certain

height in the court, it finds its way into an

open, black, pestilence-breathing ditch in a

neighbouring court
;
but in the ordinary state of

things, the whole centre of this place is one

mass of wet decomposing filth, that lies undis-

turbed for weeks, from which, so dreadful is

the effluvia at times arising, that in the tenants’

own words, “ they are often ready to faint, it

is so bad.” . . . There is one exposed privy at

the end of the court for the use of the inha-

bitants, male and female, of nine houses, which
has not been emptied for four years or more,

and in seasons of wet is actually overflowing

with soil. . . . The supply of water consists

in this, that sixteen houses are accommodated
with one stand pipe in the court. On the

principal day (Sunday) the water i9 on for

about five minutes, and it is on also for three

days in the week for one half hour, and so

great is the rush to obtain a modicum before it

is turned off, that perpetual quarrelling and

disturbance is the result, and water-day is but

another name for dissension.” Such is the

state of things the New Metropolis Buildings

Act is designed to obviate, and ultimately to

remedy
;
and indisputably remedy is imperative.

Chinese Cast-Iron Buildings.—A Ber-

lin correspondent of the Debats writes: “ M.
Gutzlaff, the missionary in China, states that

the art of constructing buildings of cast-iron, of

which the English pretend to have lately been

the discoverers, has been practised for centuries

in the Chinese empire. On a hill near the town

ofTsing Kiang, in the province of KiangNan,
is a Pagoda entirely of cast-iron, covered with

bas-reliefs and inscriptions, which, from their

forms, characters, and dates, are as old as the

dynasty of Tang, which is as far back as from

the fifth to the tenth century ofthe Christian era.

It is an octagonal pyramid, 40 feet high and

8 feet in diameter at its base. It has seven

stories, each with curious historical pictures.

This building surpasses every thing M. Gutzlaff

had before seen in China.”

Accident to one of Thorwaldsen’s
Works.—The Journal dcs D'tbats announces

that an accident occurred, a tew days since, in

the studio of the late celebrated sculptor Thor-

waldsen, at Copenhagen. The colossal model

in plaster of Esculapius, the last work which

this illustrious artist ever completed, and which

was intended to serve as a pendant to his colos-

sal statue of Hercules, placed in the Museum
of Copenhagen, fell to pieces, and was so com-

pletely broken, that this magnificent specimen

is totally lost for all purposes of art.
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ALL SAINTS' CHURCH, NOW ERECTING FOR THE PARISHES OF LEXDEN AND STANWAY,
NEAR COLCHESTER, IN THE COUNTY OF ESSEX,

BY GEORGE RUSSELL FRENCH, Esa., ARCHITECT, LONDON.
I his church, of which a perspective view

from the north-east is here given, is now in pro-
gress of erection, and is intended to accommo-
date the surplus population of the parishes of
Lexden and Stanwav, the site of the building
being at the boundary of the two parishes,

about two miles from Colchester. The style

adopted is the late Decorated, which prevailed
about the middle of the fourteenth century, in

the reign of Edward III. In the church in

question the architect did not aim to give the
effect of antiquity by means of rubble or flint-

work at the risk of the stability of the building
but, as our ancestors generally did of old, em-
ployed those materials which were nearest at
hand

;
the walls, therefore, are constructed of

bricks, in some cases having three bricks in

thickness and in others two-and-a-half bricks
;

the facing-bricks are of a dark purplish red
character, making a contrast to the window
and other dressings, which are of Caen stone.
The nave, which is 60 feet long and 24 feet
6 inches wide, lias an entrance on the north
from a tower, and also from the west doorway,
in which are introduced “nook-shafts.” Above

pulpit projecting from the wall; on the south 1 finials and carved panels in their ends. Not
side of the nave, a small transept is carried

|
a particle of paint will he used inside the

out for an organ, of the depth to which a future
|

church, excepting to the iron-work of the roof;
aisle inn v lie n/ldn/1 o »-.*L no Unim. : — i i i- . , . . .aisle may be added, arches being inserted on
the south side to facilitate such an addition.

The height of the walls from the ground-line
will, when finished, be only 18 feet

;
but the roof

having a very high pitch, being at an angle of
38 degrees, will make the interior sufficiently

lofty. The belfry tower, 10 feet square, is con-
structed to contain a peal of five bells, and is

35 feet high, crowned by a spire of 30 feet

additional height, covered with oak shingles,

and surmounted by a copper weather-cock.
The roof, covered with slates, will be open,
shewing the entire construction, the timbers
and slate- boarding being planed smooth,
stained, and polished. From the steepness
of the roof, the tie-beams are not con-
tinued, being only hammer-beams, support-
ed by trefoiled spandrils resting on stone
corbels, and having moulded curved ribs,

collars, and purlins, with king-heads intro-
duced, and the braces above the collars tre-

foiled. On each side of the east window is a

the whole of the fittings being stained and
polished like the roof. The body of the nave
will be paved with tiles. The whole external

length of the building is 91 feet, and its width
from north to south is 42 feet. The cost of
the church will be under 1

,
700 /., and it is

calculated to hold 300 persons, 20 inches

in width for each adult being allowed.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYJLSON.

( Continued from p.A 72.)
91 . Elm.—

T

here are in Great Britain several
species of this tree:—the small, or rough-leaved
common English elm; the smooth- leaved, or
Wych-elm; the broad-leaved, nr Wych- hazel;
the Dutch elm; the cork-barked, declining-
branched, spreading-flowered, white elm, and
others

;
with some more recently introduced—

the Huntingdon, Chichester, fan-leaved, &e.
That particularly designated as the English elm
is common in the south, and is, in respect of
size and beauty, a tree of the first rank;

'

the west door is a window of three lights, the slab of stone on wliieh tl

vin<l°" ’s a
I

utility, it is perhaps excelled by the Wych-elrr
head having a (Treat deal of tracer,- On f ^

wh.ch the Decaloguew.il be I the wood of which is generally, of all the elm* * • n each cut in plain Roman capital letters, so that the !

species, the most esteemed
;
the trunk of th

neoDle inav lipsi a ?? !
former is freauentlv nrnnkpd and vnrrrrnrl iK

head having a great deal of tracery. On each
side of the nave, which is divided into six bays,
are two single-light and two double-lig'bt
windows, having dripstones or hood-moulds
over them, those on the north side (being that
most seen) resting on carved heads. The but-
tresses between the windows have a projection
of 2 feet 6 inches. The nave is divided from
the chancel by an arch, and the latter, which
is raised two steps, is 25 feet by 14 feet, the

elevated three steps. The
fc ‘^u,bel- is lighted by an east window of three

' > ,Tgh|s, an^ -byA single-light window on the

nT- SlcR. T'fid entrance to the vestry from
i small arch near the chancel-
m access is also had to a stone

i I -Ji voiviuicu
,

IIJC LI U [J IV 111 111

people may best “see and read the same ” as i
f
ormer ‘ s frequently crooked and rugged, th

thp pnnnn p Ai . 1.11 !
bark rough, having a cracked and wrinklethe canon directs. Above each table of stone

will be a trefoiled canopy, the back dia-
pered. Within the chancel, glazed encaustic
tiles, from Chamberlain’s Worcester Manufac-
tory, will be laid down; the four Evangelists,
emblems of the Trinity, the cross, &c., within
a border of trefoiled pattern, occupying the
space within the rails; and the path up to the
steps having the arms of the benefactors
towards the endowment of the church. The
font will be of carved stone, with appropriate
devices in each of its octagonal sides, and
with a drain. The fittings will be of deal
or of sycamore, consisting of low benches, with

appearance
;

the leaves are doubly-serrated :

it is comparatively slow in growth, but hard
and durable, and notable for its excellence
in resisting moisture

;
it is thought to be

probably an exotic, from the circumstance of
its seeds never ripening in this country: its
propagation being by suckers, which spring
in abundance from the old roots, rendering
the tree very eligible for hedge-rows, a constant
succession being insured, wherever it has been
planted, however often the grown timber be
felled; in situations where the appearance of
suckers would be objectionable, it is propagated
by grafting on the Wych-elm : it is also raised
from layers. The Wych-elm is common in
Herefordshire, Essex, and the north and north-
eastern counties of England, and grows to the
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largest size. It is distinguishable by its leaves,

•which are smooth on their upper side; also by

the bark, which is of a dark leaden colour, and

smooth; it is likewise of a more branching

nature than the preceding, and its boughs take

a somewhat depending character : it is the

only species raised from seed; it blooms early,

and its seeds ripen in May, and may be sown
in a fresh loamy earth

;
it is tough and flexible

in the wood. The Wych-hazel is common
throughout Europe, and particularly in Scotland

and the northern parts of England; its wood
has been estimated at about half the value of

the best. The cork-barked and Dutch elms are

both very inferior, and, indeed, almost useless

;

the former is very common in Sussex, the

latter is the smallest species, and is a native of

Holland. The others, which are raised in nur-

series, are not yet sufficiently known to enable

us to enter into a statement of their charac-

teristics or qualifications; that described as

the declining-branched is said to be truly pic-

turesque in appearance; and, generally, they

are of the most rapid growth and luxuriant

foliage, but not affording timber in quality equal

to that of the common elm.

92. The Elm is a tree of rapid and majestic

growth, producing in fifty years as many cubic

feet of timber; and attaining within a century

a height of from seventy to ninety feet, and a

trunk of four or five feet in diameter; when
permitted, it also expands its branches over a

large extent of ground, forming a delightful

summer shelter
;
hut it has been, and indeed

still is, frequently trained to a vast height with

a single stem, for the purpose of being bored

into pipes; a disfigurement, however, from
which the general adoption of iron-piping for

underground water-conduction will speedily

exempt it. It may here be mentioned that no

tree bears lopping or shredding better, it being

hardly possible to injure it by dismemberment.
Though a tree of such magnitude, and clothed

with a massive and thick foliage, affording a

perfect shade, it is, from the lightness of its

spray, the comparative smallness of its leaves,

and the loose, free manner in which these ad-

here, rendered less heavy in appearance than the

horse-chesnut or the plane. It possesses the

double advantage of its foliage coining early

and staying late
;
in the latter respect it stands

alone, bearing its green vesture after every

denizen of the forest has been stript by the

autumnal blasts. When first expanded, its

leaves are of a pale but cheerful green* which

deepens in colour, with somewhat of a shiny

appearance towards the fall, before which,

chilled with the early frosts of winter, they fade

to a bright yellow. One elm-tree is said to pro-

duce 1,584 millions of seeds, each having the

power of producing as many more. The nar-

row-leaved are ofslower growth, and live longer

than the broad-leaved species.

93. It can scarcely be called a forest tree, its

haunts being rather about dwellings, or where

such have stood; and the finest specimens are

found forming avenues in public walks and

drives
;
or planted singly, adorning the parks of

our landed proprietors, for which its quick

growth and picturesque grandeur of form unde-

niablyrecommend it, and leave it very few rivals.

All the species delight in a gravelly loam, or any

similar soil, which is not too wet; no tree can be

better employed for hedge-rows, nor can any

succeed better when re-planted, after being

considerably matured.

94. It should be felled when between 50 and

100 years old, and in winter, when it has little

or no sap; and, however green, if immersed for

four or five davs in water (if salt-water, so

much the better), it will obtain an admirable

seasoning, and be qualified for almost immediate

use: this mode of treatment prevents, in a very

great degree, warping, distortions, and worms.

The shrinkage in the width in seasoning is

said to be about 1 -44th
;
it also shrinks length-

wise.

95. The wood bears in colour some re-

semblance to oak
;
but is in the heart-wood

somewhat redder and darker, and in the sap-

wood lighter, with an inclination to yellow and

to red in the pores; it has no larger transverse

septae. It is a hard, strong kind of wood, with

a peculiar odour
;
rather coarse, cross-grained

and porous, tough, and difficult to work
;

it

warps and shrinks in the drying, as well as

afterwards, in some degree ;
it is not liable to

split, but, on the contrary, it is said to bear,

better than any other wood, the driving of

nails and bolts. It is a timber which, for the

general purposes of building, is of little value,

being seldom so used
;
and indeed, from its

uneven grain, very unfit for beams, or other

purposes where a cross-strain has to be

sustained; in consequence, however, of its

great durability when constantly wet, it is much
esteemed for water-wheels, piling, planking

below water-mark, and sundry other works of

a similar nature: it is also said to be very

durable, if kept perfectly dry, though not so if

subject to the action of the weather
;

yet, for

the weather-boarding of out-buildings on farm-

steadings, it is, when coated with paint or tar,

found to stand very well undersuch exposure. It

is used in ship-carpentry for the keels, and some-

times for gunwales of vessels ;
in husbandry',

many implements are made of it, axle-trees,

wheel-naves, blocks, gate-posts, rails, &c.
;
tor

particular purposes it is even preferred to ash :

it is sometimes carved and variously employed

for ornamental work
;

it is also very suitable

for dressers and chopping-blocks, as it does

not break awav in chips like the generality of

timber: for coffins, the English elm is pre-

ferred by the undertaker.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES.

REMAINS OF THE ANCIENT TEMPLE AT TIVOLI,

Reputed to be that of Vesta ,
or of the Sibyl.

Lecture TV.

ROMAN ARCHITECTURE.

(Continued fromp. 4G1.)

Of peripteral round temples in and near

Rome, two have been preserved, both dedicated

to the goddess Vesta; (for whom that form

was prescribed, as symbolical of the earth:*)

one is at Rome, the other, often called the

temple of the Sybil, is at Tivoli, eighteen

miles from Rome. The temple of Vesta

at Rome is on the left bank ot the liber,

near the Campo Vaccino; and consisted of

twenty columns of white marble, (one only ot

which is wanting,) raised on three circular

steps, and placed round the cell,of which pait

of the wall remains, but none of the entablature

exists, all above the columns having dis-

appeared. The columns, which are in good

Greek taste, of the Corinthian order, aie of

lofty proportion, being nearly eleven diameters

high, their whole height being 34 feet / inches,

and their lower diameter 3 feet 2 inches; the

internal diameter of the cell of the temple is

28 feet, and the inside received its light from

two windows, placed on each side at no great

* And thus the temples of Vesta arc represented in ancient

medals. Valadier says. “ I tempi diVestaeranoro^nd,

perch& questa forma simboleggmva la terra . cosi Numa

edifico il suo primo tempio m Roma al dire di Plutarco.

La forma rotunda era tanto propria di \ csta, che le mense

rotonde perfino Veste erano dette. Constateinente nelle

antiche medaglie il tempio di Vesta 6 rappresentato rotondo.

(Raccolta delle pii* insigni fabbnche di Roma antica : a tru

magnificent work.) (Thus Ovid, "Vesta dea e

Terra.”)

distance from the doorway; the columns were
distant 7 feet 5 inches from the outer wall of

the cell, and were placed, each with its centre

7 feet 6 inches from the centre of the next

in the peristylum. This temple is converted
into a church, dedicated to theVirgin, under the

name of La Madonna del Sole. Panvinio

enumerates three separate temples of Vesta at

Rome, viz. in Vth, VIHth, (the one under
review,) and Xth Regions.
The temple under consideration has been

by different authors assigned to different

divinities : by P. Ligorio to the marine deity,

Portumnus (the Palaemon of the Greeks);

by Pomponio Leto, to Aurora; by Volaterrano,

to Hercules
;

by Nardini, to the goddess

Volupia; and lastly, to Vesta. Valadier, who
inclines to the last-named dedication, states

that Flavio Biondo was the first who ascribed

this building to Vesta
;
he has been followed by

Fabricio Varano, Marliarno, Ficoroni, V enuti,

and many' other able critics.

Tivoli, surrounded by the most romantic

and beautiful scenery, has been a fruitful

subject for the painter, and by none has it

been more frequently or ably treated than by

the glowing pencil of Turner. The circular

temple of Vesta stands on the summit of a

rock,

“ "Where the precipitate Anio thunders down,”
Rogers.

and forms the principal feature in the charming

landscape. Ten only of the eighteen Corin-

thian columns remain
;
they are 9£ diameters

high, and are placed on a circular basement,

about 5 feet high, at the foot of which were

probably two steps, according with the Vi-

truvian precept. The columns are 2 feet 5

inches in diameter, 23 feet 6 inches in height,

including base and capital
;
the entablature is

4 feet 3 inches high, whereof the architrave,

which has two faces, occupies 1 foot 3 inches,

and the frieze 1 foot 7 inches
;

this is adorned

with a continued enrichment of pateras, and

the heads of oxen, sacrificed to the goddess,

connected with each other by the fillets and

garlands, with which they were decorated for

the occasions. The cornice is not enriched.

The capitals have always excited great admi-

ration. “The leaves of the capital, instead of

being appliquees to . the bell, as in other ex-

amples, are in this cut into it, and impart

a magical appearance to it.” (Gwilt.)

Besides the remarkable characteristics of the

capital, the column has many other peculiar

features
;

the flutes, which are twenty in

number, terminate at top with a square head,

and at the lower extremities of the shaft in a sin-

gular manner, and the base rests at once on the

stylobate, without a detached plinth. Messrs.

Taylor and Cresy, taking an ancient medal for

their guide, have restored the roof to the

temple, making it rest on the entablature, and

cut in the shape of tiles. The internal dia-

meter of the cell was 23 feet 1 1 inches, and it

was lighted precisely in the same way as the

temple of Vesta at Rome, by two windows;

the distance from the columns to the outer wall

of the cell was 5 feet G inches
;
and the ceiling

of the ambulacrum was formed in coffers or

panels (containing large roses or pateras) of

two rows of fifty in each, of which thirty-six

remain.
Some writers consider that this building

was erected in honour of Hercules, who was

the chief deity worshipped at Tybur, the

ancient name of Tivoli; but the temples built

in honour of that god were required to be of

the Doric order. (Vitruvius.) Some, again,

contend that it was built in honour of the sibyl

Albumea
;
but it is more probable that her

temple was that which is near the circular

building, a tetrastyle Ionic structure, walled up

and greatly in decay. Valadier justly con-

cludes that it should be ascribed to Vesta, “ to

whom the circular shape of the temple is so

appropriate; to whose stately matronal gar-

ments the fluted columns have allusion ;
the

oxen are symbolical of the cultivation of the

ground
;
while the fruits, the ears of corn, the

poppies, and the productions of the kitchen-

gardens, distinguish the continual fertility of the

earth.”* Piranesi was of the same opinion, and

from the few letters (shewn by the large

capitals) which remain of the inscription on

a truly

"Vesta dea est, qua;

If

* “ La forma orbiculare de’ tempj 5 propria di questa dea,

le colonne striate al maestoso matronalc vestimento lianno

allusionc
;

i bovi simbolo sono della cultivazione della terra ;

le frutta, le spighe, i papaveri, ed i prodatti degli orti la con-

tinuata fertility della stessa terra distmguono.”—

V

aladier.
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the frieze, he conjectures that it originally ran
thus :

—

“ JEdem Vesta S. P. T. Pecunia Publica Restituit
Curator E. L. GELLIO L. F.”

There were two persons ofthe name ofLucius
Gellius—one who was surnamed Poplicola,
and was consul b.c. 72, in which capacity he
defeated a party of Germans in the interest of
Spartacus

;
the other, probably the son of the

former (and as such alluded to in the inscrip-
tion, Lucii Ftlio), was pro-consul in Greece,
and was also censor, in which capacity he so
conducted himself that Cicero deemed him
worthy of a civic crown, at the time of the sup-
pression of Catiline's rebellion, b.c. 63

;
and

as Cicero died b.c. 43, somewhere between
these two dates is the probable period of this
temple being erected

;
unless, indeed, it was

only restored by Gellius, in which case it is

impossible to assign the real date of its build-
ing-.

Tibur was often famous as a place of refuse
for illustrious persons; hither Cinna, the con-

[

sul, retreated when banished by Octavius
;
and

here also came Brutus and Cassius, after the
death of Jnlius Caesar;
“ Quid referant veteres Romance gentes apud quos,

Exsilium tellus, ultima Tibur erat ?"

Ovid. Poetic. I. Eleg. 3.

At Tivoli, Maecenas had a villa (the ruins of
which are yet seen), where he was often visited
by his imperial friend Augustus, in company
with Horace, to whom tradition assigns also a
villa on this spot* (as asserted by Suetonius);
Quintilius Varus, the poet’s friend, had a villa
near Tibur (Horace dedicated to him the 18th
ode of his first book); and two illustrious
captives of the Romans had residences on the
banks of the Anio, the Numidian emperor
Syphax (who died b.c. 201); and the cele-
brated Queen of Palmyra, Zenobia, taken
prisoner by Aurelian, a.d. 273, lived here in
great splendour.

“ is remarkable that the capitals of the
columns in the Basilica at Pompeii are pre-
cisely of the character of these (of Vesta, at
Tivoli), though certainly not so well executed

;

there are also similar ancient capitals found at
Cora and at Praeneste.” (Messrs. Taylor and
Cresy.) But we have fortunately at home an
opportunity of judging of the character and
details of this temple, in the beautiful adapta-
tions made of this example by the late Sir
John Soane, who employed it entirely in the
exterior of the Bank of England (the first
instance of this temple being imitated)

;
and

besides the elegant compositions in the dif-
ferent fronts, where the porticos in antis are
varied with such picturesque effect (Roman
examples planned with Greek taste), we have
at the north-west corner a circular arranoe-
ment, in which one may see an exact copy of
the proportions of the temple, even to its frieze
of ox- heads and festoons

;
the details of the

doorways and windows are also accurately
imitated. A writer in “ Weale’s Quarterly
Papers ’ (Part 3.) does justice to the memory
of Sir John Soane, and predicts that the time
will yet come that his works will have great
influence on taste, *. c. when « the world has
done hating him.”
The only remaining example in Rome

(besides the temple of Concord already no-
ticed) of the Ionic style, in which insulated
columns are to be found, is in the Temple of
Fortuna Virims, or Manly Fortune, situated
in the Roman Forum, nearly opposite to the
Temple of Vesta. Like most of the ancient
pagan temples, it has been converted into a
Christian church, and it is dedicated to St. Mary
the Egyptian. Its arrangement is supposed
to have been tetrastvle in front, the pronaos
having a projection of two intercolumns, but
the sides and rear were pseudo-peripteral

;
and

the whole of the seven columns which formed
one flank still remain with their continued
sty obate, the columns of the pronaos being
walled up. The columns, which have twenty
liutings, are nearly nine diameters high, the
diameter being 3 feet 2 inches

;
the architrave

is divided into three faces, and the frieze is
enriched with festoons between candalabra,
ox-skulls, and boys, placed alternately; the
cymatium of the cornice is adorned with acan-
thus leaves and lions’ heads. Although the
design of this building cannot be compared

Thug thc delightful author of “ Italy.”—And thro’ the surging mist a poet’s house
BOme aver

* a'ld "'ho would not believe ?)Reveals itself.”—Roceks.

favourably with the tasteful examples of the
Greeks, yet it is to be preferred before the
wretchedly debased style of the Temple of
Concord, a restoration only, in the age of
Constantine, and to be altogether shunned by
the modern architect.

Some of the most remarkable features of
Rome are the triumphal arches, although indi-

cating generally a corrupted taste, being
mostly designed in the Composite style. These
erections served at the same time to gratify
the vanity of the Romans, and their love of
magnificence, and are peculiar to this people,
not being known among the Greeks, with
whom the nearest resemblance is to be found
in the Propylaea.* A triumph is said to be
derived from OpiapfUog, Thriambos, the Greek
name for Bacchus, who is said to have been
the inventor of such processions. (Plin. vii. 56.)
It may be said also to have its name from
Srpioig tpGaivuv, to toalk about with leaves, as
did those who had the honours of a triumph.
It had its origin at Rome from Romulus
carrying the spolia opima in procession to the
Capitol (Dionys. ii. 34); and the first who en-
tered the city in the form of a regular triumph
was Tarquinius Priscus (Livy i. 38), and the
next Marcus Valerius (brother of Poplicola),
who defeated the Sabines in two battles. The
earliest triumphal arches were very simple,
and in the time of the Republic, such structures
were of brick, without ornaments, and having
merely an inscription recording the event, and
perhaps a statue of the person so honoured.
Under the emperors, the arches of triumph
became costly and elaborate works, adorned
with numerous statues, and with bas-reliefs
commemorating their achievements in war.
At Rome and in her provinces many arches
were built, of which some still remain, bearing
the names of the persons by whom they were
built, or to whom they were dedicated. Orosius
mentions 320 as the number of triumphs.
These triumphal arches were designed with

one opening in the earliest times, afterwards
with two or more. Of arches with one opening
may be named that of Drusus, in the Appian
Way, at the entrance of the wall of Aurelian,
and which is of the age of Augustus, by whose
name it is sometimes called; the arches of
Augustus at Pola, at Pompeii, at Susa (in
good preservation), and at Rimini

;
and at

Carpentras; one of Titus, at Rome; arches
of Trajan at Ancona and at Beneventum, and
probably his at Rome consisted of one open-
ing

; arches at Vienne and at Vicenza, imi-
tated from that of Titus

;
of Aurelian and of

Janus, both at Rome, and having two stori
of columns; at Cavaillon

;
at St. Remi, with

two columns on each side; at Verona, ar
arch termed by Palladio “ exceedingly beauti-
ful;” of Galiienus, at Rome; of Hadrian,
at Athens, and one at Mvlasa, in Greece

; many
other arches, of which (inly the names remain,
were probably of one opening, as of Verus,
Gordian, and Germanicus. Arches are found
with two openings, but such are hardly to be
classed with triumphal arches, and may be
considered rather as town-gates, and they were
seldom decorated

;
two examples are seen at

Verona, one more elaborate than the other,
called the Gate of the Lions

; one at Nismes
;
one'

at the Pont de Xaintes, and imitated in modern
times by Blondel, in the Porte St. Bernard, at
Paris; and it is probable that the Porta
Capena, at Rome, the gate at which victors
were first received by the Senate, and thence
called also the Triumphal Gate, consisted
of two openings, one for egress of pedes-
trians, and the other for the entrance of
chariots—such is the Roman gateway at Lin-
coln, and in other English cities. Arches of
three openings are of later date, and displayed
the utmost magnificence—such were the arches
of Septimius Severus and of Constantine, both
at Rome; one at Orange, commonly called
after Marius, seven times consul; one at
Rheims (which appeals to have had three equal
openings with eight columns in front), culled
la Porte de Mars, erected, according to some
writers, in honour of Julius Caesar, but by
others ascribed to Julian. At Palmyra is an
arch of three openings, in which ’ pilasters
take place of columns. (In China there are
numerous arches of three lofty openings, of
course designed after the style of that country.)

At Autun is an arch of four openings, the
two in the centre being large, with smaller
doorways on each side; the lower part plain,
but the attic with an arcade adorned with small
columns.

At Madrid is a gateway offive openings,
called the Puerta de Alcala, finished in 1788

;

three of the openings are arched, and two are
square-headed, placed between coupled Ionic
columns, the whole front extending 128 feet.

ADELPHI THEATRE.

During the recess, the interior of this thea-
tre has undergone very considerable altera-
tions and improvements, under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Charles Manby. Hitherto,
every frequenter must have suffered more or less
from the very defective ventilation that pre-
vailed : the architect’s attention has been par-
ticularly directed to this evil, and he has most
ingeniously contrived an apparatus to admit,
when requisite, an ample supply of fresh air, so
as not to interfere with the comfort of the
audience, while the warm air will be carried off
through the centre of a dome in the ceiling, by
a cowl 5 feet in diameter. His attention has
also been successfully directed to those
other points in the construction of theatres
which are scarcely less important than ventila-
tion, namely, sight and hearing. He has re-ar-
ranged the boxes, and made them all radiate to
the centre of the stage, removed various projec-
tions in different parts of the house which inter-
fered with the diffusion of sound, and slightly
reduced the height of the seats, thereby increas-
ing the comfort of those who have to sit for
several hours.

A greater depth has been given to the stage,
by throwing into it a part of the premises in
the rear of the theatre, and several modern im-
provements have been added for producing the
many effects which it is now thought essential
to introduce into the performances. While the
health and convenience of the public have been
attended to, the comfort of the performers has
not been neglected : in an adjoining building,
a capacious green-room and several dressing-
apartments have been added. We understand
that the theatre will be opened for the season
in about a fortnight from the present time,
under the management of Madame Celeste.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Her Majesty’s Commissioners for Building
New Churches have at the present time under
their consideration the following applications
for the perpetual patronage of new chapels,
which it is proposed to build and endow, and
for the assignment of districts thereto, under
the Act of the 1st & 2nd Will. 4, c. 38; namely
from James Fussell, Esq., who proposes
to build a new chapel at Whatley, Somer-
set; from James Foster, Esq., at Amblecote,
Worcester; from William Wilberforce, Esq.,
at Markington, Yorkshire; from Andrew
Lawson, Esq., M. P., at Roecliffe, Yorkshire;
from George Bengough, Esq., at Ridge, Glou-
cestershire

;
from Joshua Stanger, Esq., at

Summers Town, Surrey; from Henry Kem-
ble, Esq., M. P., at Camberwell, Surrey;
from Le Gendre Nicholas Starkie, Esq., at
Heyhouses, Lancashire; from the trustees of
the late Sir George William Japps Jarvis,
Bart., at Bournemouth, Hampshire; from
John Partridge, Esq., at Bishopswood, Here-
ford

;
from Miss Sarah Brinton,atMount Sorrell,

Leicestershire
;
from Miss Marianne *Pidsley,

at Salterton, Devonshire; from the Right
Honourable Henry Goulburn, at Brockham,
Surrey.

* Among- the Greeks, when a person returned victorious
trom the Olympic games, a breach was made in the walls
ot the city, the ordinary gates not being considered worthy
enough to receive him. For victories over an enemv a
trophy was usually erected on the field of battle.

Sedbergh Church .—A beautiful stained-glass
window, the offering of an anonymous indi-
idual, has been placed in the south aisle of

the parish church. It is the work of Mr.
Wailes, of Newcastle, and consists of two
Norman lights

;
one represents the Baptism of

the Saviour, in a vesica piseis, surrounded by
the words—“ Except a man be born of water
and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God:” the other, Christ Blessing
Little Children, with the words—“ Except ye
be converted, and become as little children, ve
shall not enter into the kingdom of Heaven.”
Above the former light is the evangelical
symbol of St. Matthew; below, that of St.

Mark
;
above the latter light that of St. Luke,
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and below, that of St. John. An elegant

border goes round each light, and the intervals

are fitted up by Norman patterns. Altogether
it is an exact imitation of ancient glass.

—

Westmoreland Gazette.

Fire-proof Church.—A district church, for

the parish of St. Mary, Lambeth, is being
erected in York-street, York-road, West-
minster, near the New-cut. It is built of
stone and brick, with iron columns and rafters

to the gallery, with iron rafters and roof, to

render the edifice fire-proof.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Direct Railway from London to York.—A.

great sensation has been created in the railway
world, by the announcement that the directors

of the Wakefield, Lincoln, and Boston Rail-

way have united with the promoters of the
proposed London and York direct Railway,
and that the latter line, as surveyed by Mr.
Locke, will be brought before Parliament in

the ensuing session supported by a majority of
the House of Commons and favoured by the
Government. A union with the Wakefield,
Lincoln, and Boston Railway will, in fact, be a
union with the powerful and wealthy Man-
chester, Leeds, and Hull line

;
and it appears

that the condition on which the Wakefield

directors have consented to transfer their sub-
scriptions and coalesce with the London and
York is, that the entire scheme of the Wake-
field, Lincoln, and Boston Railway, both as to

its connection with the town of Wakefield,
and occupation of the Foss and Witham
Banks to Boston, form a part of the under-
taking

;
and that the line joins the Hull and

Selby line at the latter town, and from thence
direct to York, which they confidently state,

will make the most extended and complete
railway communication presented to the

public, at once bringing the great manufactur-
ing and agricultural portions of the kingdom
into railway communication with each other, as

well as with the metropolis, reducing the dis-

tance of the principal towns in Yorkshire and
the North from ten to thirty-five miles with
London, while the natural facilities for its for-

mation are such as to insure its completion at a

cost of little more than one-third the amount
expended on existing railways connecting

I Yorkshire and the North of England and

|

Scotland with London. The entire line from

|
London to York will not have a greater devia-

|
tion from a dead level than one in 800; it will

|
contain neither a tunnel nor a bank, or cutting

|
exceeding 13 feet : and it is estimated, that in

|
its construction, and in providing the working

|
stock, the advantage of being guided by the

|
experience and warned by the errors of others
will be equivalent to a saving of nearly

t 2,000,000/. The united companies are deter-

l mined to bring into operation upon the new

j

line all the latest improvements in railway

E locomotion
;

the carriages, waggons, and

|

engines are all to be of the most approved
i construction

;
and this, combined with the

|

favourable gradients will, it is added, secure a

! rate of speed that may be fairly averaged at

1 thirty-five miles per hour. — Westmoreland
1 Gazette.

Railway Operations at Edinburgh.— The
i works in connection with the various railways

I are proceeding with great activity. The drift

; tunnel through the mound is nearly com-
I pleted, and in the eastern garden the ground

nearly all levelled for the rails of the Edin-
i burgh and Glasgow extension line. Three
i large old dingy tenements close under the
i Calton-hill, between Burns’s monument and
I the gaol, have been demolished, on the North
I British line. The brewery property to the
' west of them will speedily share the same fate,

I as well as many ruinous and closely-wedged
i domiciles in this plebeian district; by the

> removal of which the general health of the

I city, if it do not gain, will undoubtedly lose

\
nothing. In addition to the ruin to which the

j

imperious claims of the railway Acts are con-

|

signing so many of the old-fashioned archi-

i tectural embellishments of our city, it is satis-

!; factory to know that a good deal of building

h is going on in various directions. We trust

j;
we may take this as a token of a return to the

prosperity which this capital enjoyed years

i| ago, but which it has lost for some time, for

;

want of a proper stimulative power.

—

Edin-

H burgh Advertiser.

The Atmospheric Railway near Dublin.

—

Frequently since the opening of the line from
Kingstown to Dalkey—the only railway on the

atmospheric system yet in existence—we have

had to notice thearrival of distinguished visitors,

from the Continent as well as Great Britain, to

view the works in actual operation. A depu-

tation from the directors of the Great Western
Railway Company arrived in Kingstown, on

the 13th instant, for the purpose of witnessing

the successful working of the atmospheric

principle on the line of railway from Kings-

town to Dalkey. C. Russell, Esq., M. P. for

Reading, chairman of the Great Western
Railway Company; Messrs. Simmons, Barlow,

&c.
;
Mr. Gooch, superintendent of the loco-

motive department; Mr. Isambard K. Brunei,

chief engineer, with other of the officers, con-

tractors, &c., were of the deputation. Lord
Courtenay, Chairman of the South Devon
Railway Company, was also of the party.

They were received by George Pirn, Esq.,

and others of the directors of the Dublin and
Kingstown Railway; Mr. James Pirn, jun.,

Mr. Bergin, Mr. Jacob Samuda, one of the

patentees, Mr. Gibbons, &c.
;
and proceeded

so early as nine to inspect minutely the prin-

ciple and the working of the railway in every

way possible, to obtain a thorough conviction

of its advantages and its applicability to long

lines. The ordinary traffic of the day was
not deemed necessary to be interfered with.

One of the most gratifying results of the

experiments made was, that after stopping

half way, the train attained in a few seconds a

speed of 35 miles an hour, ascending the

steepest part of the incline. Nothing could

have been more gratifying to the proprietors

of this important national work than the

unqualified approbation it received at the

hands of those gentlemen. For nearly six

hours the party were engaged in their in-

vestigations, and departed highly gratified as

well as satisfied with the results. Lord
Monteagle, and his son-in-law, Mr. Marshall,

of Leeds, proceeded to Dalkey by this rail-

way, being his first visit to it. Not the least

interesting portion of the day’s experiments

was the accurate signalling from end to end by

means of the electro-magnetic telegraph. We
understand that the Great Western Company
are about to apply to Parliament for several new
branches from their main trunk, on which it is

intended to adopt the atmospheric system.

—

Dublin Evening Post.

Warwick and Leamington Railway.—This

line, it is officially announced, will be opened

on the 2nd of December next. It joins the

London and Birmingham Railway at the

Coventry station, and will be worked entirely

under the control of that powerful company,

of whose undertaking indeed it has become an

integral portion, although originally projected

by other parties. At the last meeting of the

Birmingham Company, Mr. Glyn, the chair-

man, intimated that the line would be ready

for traffic in the course of this year, but he

appeared to question the policy of opening

in winter.

—

Railway Record.

Chester and Birkenhead Railway Tunnel.

—

The tunnel between Monk’s Ferry and the

present station of the Chester and Birkenhead

Railway in Grange-lane, will be opened for

the conveyance of passengers and merchan-

dise on Friday, the 4th of October next. The
commissioners of Birkenhead, to whom the

premises belong, have resolved to enlarge the

Monk’s Ferry Hotel, by erecting 100 addi-

tional bedrooms, and making other improve-

ments, at a cost of 3,000/.

Hereford and Gloucester Railway.—A meet-

ing of the Provisional Committee appointed by

the four counties of Hereford, Gloucester,

Monmouth, and Brecon, for carrying into

effect the project of a line of railway into

South Wales, was held at Ross, on Monday, the

9th inst. After a rather long discussion, the

meeting resolved that the project of a hne of

railway from Hereford to Gloucester, via Ross,

with a branch to the Forest of Dean, should

be persisted in.

At a special meeting of the Ribble Navi-

gation Company, full powers were given to the

directors to co-operate with the directors of

the North Union Railway Company in carrying

a branch railway to the river. Each party is

to bear half the expense. — Westmoreland

Gazette.

Railroad in Holstein.—We learn from Keil
(Holstein) that the last section of the railroad

from Altona to Keil, which unites Rochs with

the latter place, is finished
;
so that this grand

line, which runs to the length of 32 French
leagues, the only one yet existing in the states

of Denmark, is entirely completed, and will be
opened by the king and queen towards the

middle of the present month.

The Railivay Dock at Hull.—Mr. Tadman,
on the part of the dock committee, and
Mr. Ryder, on the part of Mr. Broadley, have
been engaged during the week in having the
Dock-green staked out, preparatory to its being
taken possession of for the railway dock, the
works of which, it is expected, will be com-
menced almost immediately.

—

Hull Packet.

A new railway from Liverpool to Manchester
in opposition to the present one, is in con-
templation. It is proposed to commence at

Sutton, pass through Ince, Runcorn, and
Warrington. The route is said to be favour-

able for the construction of a railway at com-
paratively little cost. At a preliminary meeting
at Birkenhead, a few days back, six gentlemen,
representing 1

,700 ,
000/., were present, and

expressed a sanguine opinion of success. The
new line is intended to be conducted on the

principle of low fares, and a large traffic.

—

Westmoreland Gazette.

French Northern Railivay.—The adjudica-

tion of rails and sleepers for the northern rail-

road, which had been adjourned to Tuesday,

only produced the result of having the rails

necessary for the first section contracted for.

MM. Schneider took them at 339f. 50c. In the

second section the prices fixed by the Govern-
ment as the maximus, 330f. and 332f., were
below the offers. It was the same for the

sleepers, the prices of the ministry being

225f., 220f., and 21 of., and the proposals being

238f., 229f., and 227f. It would appear from
this that the offers of the iron-masters have

become higher. No time has been fixed for

a new adjudication. The Minister of Public

Works has decided that a certain number of
locomotives and tenders being necessary for the

northern line of railroad, in one part between
Paris and Clermont, and in the other between
Arras, Lisle, anil Valenciennes, the adjudica-

tion shall take place on the 25th, amongst a

certain number of houses sanctioned by him.

The supply is to be composed of thirty- four

locomotives, thirty-four tenders, and three

lots of accessories.

—

Galignani.

French Railways.—A trial is being made
on the Valenciennes Railroad with soft wood
for the sleepers, to prevent decomposition by
the humidity of the ground in which they are

fixed. Like those used in the Belgian rail-

roads, they are steeped in a solution of sulphate

of iron, which, it is expected, will render them
incorruptible. If the experiment be success-

ful, the saving will be very great, as a sleeper

of oak wood costs 12f., while that made of soft

wood will cost no more than 4f. To this is to

be added the cost of the sulphate of iron,

which, however, is but comparatively trifling.

(!T0iTr0i)cmtJenrf.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.
Sir,—Your very just remarks upon archi-

tectural competition, will, I have no doubt, do

much good in abating the fraud practised in a

great number of instances in advertisements

for designs, when the parties well know, and

among one another in the secret, avow “ that

it is done only as a matter of form.” The
practice is far from being new

;
to my know-

ledge it has existed for many many years.

About thirty years ago, an advertisement ap-

peared in the papers for designs for a new

St. Pancras Church
;
a friend of mine, at that

time a leading man in the vestry, suggested

to me that I might send in a design, as he

thought, from having seen several of my
drawings at the Academy and elsewhere, that

I should, as he expressed it, “ stand a pretty

good chance.” Being a “ little up to snuff, as

you have it in your remarks upon this subject

in your last publication, 1 told him that I had

no objection to send in a design, if he would

guarantee me the cost of my time, paper, &c.,

as I was quite sure under any other arrangement

I should have only my trouble for my pains. My
friend did not appear to understand that a com-

petition was not to take place, but pointed out the
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advertisement that designs were to be sent in,

and he would not believe me when I told him,

that although the advertisements were only

just issued, that the design had been approved,
and the working drawings were then being
made

;
and I named to him the architect who

was to have the job. This eventually turned
out to be the case. It is true that a very
talented architect was selected. But if parties

are put to the expense of sending in designs
where it is already decided to select a particular
person to carry out the works, and where
these advertisements are only put in as a matter
of form, it would be very desirable if some
spirited architect thus jilted would try some
method for making these building committees
pay for their fun.

I am yours very truly,

Dorset-place, Dorset-square. H. B.

WESLEYAN CHAPEL, LIVERPOOL-ROA D.

[We think that we cannot “ do justice ” to

Mr. Parkinson more effectually than by in-

serting his letter, which we have done verbatim

et literatim.]

Sir,—As the Architect employed by the
'l rustees of the Wesleyan Chapel Liverpool
Road I beg to inform you that as a matter of
course all the works have been and still are
under my constant and most diligent super-
intendance. And your omission of my name
among the persons present at the time of re-
moving the gallery would never have been
noticed by me had not numerous friends of
mine expressed their disapprobation of such
omission in the stongest terms. I beg further
to say that did I suppose for one moment that
such omission was invidiously intended to in-
jure me, I would not have condescended to have
noticed such paltry conduct on the part of any
individual whether an Editor or any other per-
son capable of offering such a contemptable in-
sult, but as I am given to understand that the
statement sent to you did ample justice to all
parties concerned and to myself among the
rest, I am inclined to think the omission was
accidental and not intentional, under this im-
pression I beg simply to state that when such
a mode of removal was mentioned to me before
the tenders were delivered my answer like that
of any other Architect was that I could not ob-
ject to give any one who might become the
Contractor the full benefit of any ingenuity he
or they might possess at the same time stating
that he or they should be held responsible to
the Trustees and myself to complete the works
in every respect according to the true intent
and meaning of the drawings and specification,
which I am happy to say has been done to the
very letter. I only now beg to observe that the
whole operation was carried into effect under
my personal superintendance as I was in duty
bound to see that such an operation was per-
formed in a manner not in anyway to deteriate
from the soundness of the works. And in
conclusion beg to state that I have never had
occasion to trouble the press with any notices
of works executed under my superintendance
although the press has often born testimonies
of the most flattering kind to the operations
which I have been engaged in, without my re-
quest or knowledge until I have seen the state-
ments in print. Having stated thus much un-
willingly but to satisfy friends, I leave you to do
justice to the matter.*

I remain Sir Your’s Obediently
John Parkinson

1 j-. I had no hand in framing the statement
which was forwarded to you.
20 Rahere Street King Square

18 Septr. 1844

1B.A1 PLATES.
Sin,—Having for a length of time tal

your valuable publication, I of course
every other person in the trade, feel intei
'vith all improvements connected there
and, also, that every one, whether invent
improver, should have his meed of praisi
no more. In your last week’s Builder
in an article copied from the Times news
on the new Houses of Parliament, am
other statements, how greatly the constri
profession is indebted to Mr. Allen for h
provements, in introducing zinc plati
moulds, in lieu of the old wooden temp
for the other improvements I can say not
not having seen them, but for the one I
mentioned, I beg to say, that Mr. Alle

not the least claim to it, it being upwards of
twenty years since I saw it in common use in

the north of England, with two pieces of wood
cut in the form I have shewn below, and a
screw-bolt through one of the projecting pieces,

which piece is made so as to move to suit the

thickness of the stone ;
these fasten the mould

securely, whilst the mason is “cutting it in,”

which is a term generally used amongst the
craft. Should you think this worthy of a place
in your publication, you will much oblige

A Mechanic.
Tonbridge, Sept. 16th.

PRICES OF LATH WOOD.
Sir,—In your list of prices I find quoted

Memel Lathwood per fm. 12/.
;

will you do me
the favour to say where I can get some at that
price

; for although the greatest reduction in

the duties occurred on the article of lathwood,
yet it is now dearer than before the duties were
taken off. I presume the above quotation is

for 8 feet. M. L. B.

fHtoceUanca.

The Surface of the City of London.

—

During excavations for the sewers in different
parts of the city, information has been gained
relative to the depth of artificial ground above
the natural surface. The following is the very
curious statement relating thereto made by Mr.
R. Kelsey in evidence before the “Commis-
sioners for inquiring into the state of large
towns and populous districts;”—Thickness of
made ground at Paul’s-wharf up to St. Paul’s
Churchyard, 9 feet to 12 feet; Watling-street,
1 1 feet to 12 feet 6 inches; Bread-street, 17 feet
6 inches

; Cheapside, the natural earth was not
reached—the cutting varied from 14 feet to 23
feet; Gracechurch-street, 14 feet to 18 feet;
King William-street, 12 feet to 17 feet G inches;
Princes-street, 10 feet to 33 feet 6 inches;
Moorgate-street, 16 feet 6 inches to 21 feet
6 inches; Fenchurch-street, 15 feet 6 inches
to 17 feet 10 inches; Bishopsgate Within,
9 feet 6 inches to 16 feet; Fish-street-hill,
5 feet 6 inches to 18 feet 10 inches

;
Eastcheap,

12 feet to 15 feet; Redcross-street, 7 feet
to 9 feet; Barbican, 10 feet to 13 feet;
Cannon-street, 9 feet throughout; Rosemary-
lane, 8 feet to 12 feet; Water-lane, Fleet-street,
5 feet to 9 feet

; Cateaton-street and Lad-lane,
12 feet to 14 feet 2 inches; streets in Cloth-fair,
4 feet 6 inches to 12 feet 6 inches

;
streets in

St. Ann’s, Blackfriars, 4 feet to 13 feet 3 inches.
The plinth of Temple-bar is buried in ac-
cumulation. The east end of Newgate-street
was lowered about 12 inches, when the present
Post-office was built. London-wall has in part
been raised above 2 feet within the last 25 years.
The Pavement and Little Moorfields have been
wholly re-arranged within the last 10 years
All the improvements from London-bridge to
London-wall have largely altered the surface
of the main line, and of the adjacent streets.
The north side of what is termed Holborn-
bridge, the north end of Farringdon-street,
has been raised above 2 feet. Such occurrences
as these are distinctly noticeable in some way,
but the insensible alterations are equally great
and curious

;
as, for instance, from levels taken

in 1770 and 1842, it appears that in Bishopsgate-
street without, at Bishopsgate-churchyard, the
surface has risen 2 feet 2 inches in 72 years,
but at Spital-square only 12 inches in the’ same
time. The result of this examination is con-
firmed by the depths of the sewers, as originally
built, and as they now measure.

Paper to resist Humidity.—This pro-
cess, which is due to M. Engle, consists in
plunging unsized paper once or twice into a
clear solution of mastic in oil of turpentine,
and drying it by a gentle heat. The paper’
without becoming transparent, has all the pro-
perties of writing-paper, and may be used for
the same purposes. It is especially recom-
mended for passports, workmen’s books, legal
papers, &c. When preserved for years it is
free from injury, either by humidity, mice, or
insects. It is further added that a solution of
caoutchouc will produce even a still better
effect.

—

Kunst und Getverbe-blatte.

The BuildingMania.—Foreigners who ar-

rive in London are struck by the immense spe-
culations in building which now give life and
activity to the metropolis and its environs.
Every district presents a picture not unlike
Virgil’s description of Carthage. The work-
men extend their walls, raise houses, pushing
along unwieldy stones or massy timber. Some
mark out the ground for building. Others
carry bricks and mortar. They all toil like

bees. There is no part much more animated
by this movement than Lambeth. The pro-
digious increase of houses is really astonishing.
It appears by Parliamentary papers that
within 90 years of the last century there was
only an increase of 5,600 houses. From 1790
to 1800 the total number of houses within the
parish have been doubled. In 1822 the num-
ber was about 14,000. The increase since that
period is almost incalculable. Kennington-
cominon, Stockwell, Brixton, South Lambeth,
Wandsworth-road, Vauxhall, and the more re-

mote parts of the parish, are formed into streets

androws offirst, second, and third -rate buildings.
Several squares have been formed and churches
erected. Much taste is displayed in the archi-

tectural style of the suburban villas and cot-

tages; but amidst this mass of buildings which
strike the eye in almost every direction, hun-
dreds of houses remain unoccupied. How so
many private residences can find occupants is

a question not easily solved. A vast amount
of capital has been expended by persons who
have drawn their money from the funds in the
expectation of getting better interest for it in

these building speculations; but the general
opinion is, that a considerable portion of the
new speculations will produce little return to

the capitalist. According to the calculation
of those who watch the increase of our metro-
politan population, the houses already built are
more than enough for the inhabitants of Lam-
beth, Wandsworth, and Camberwell for the
next 20 years.— Globe.

The Catholic Ciiafel at Clewer.

—

Considerable alterations are now in progress
at the Roman Catholic chapel at Clewer
(which is situated about a mile and a half
from the Castle), for the accommodation of
the King of the French and suite, upon the
arrival of his Majesty at Windsor, upon a
visit to the Queen in the early part of next
month. A new wing, the brick-work of
which is completed, has been added to the north
side of the chapel, and an opening, by means of
an arched window, made into the interior of
the edifice, close to the altar and opposite to the
pulpit. This apartment (or tribune), which is

intended for the use of the King and his suite,

will be completed, and appropriately furnished
before his Majesty’s arrival. This addition
to the only place of Roman worship within
several miles of Windsor will be a very great
convenience and accommodation to those royal
and distinguished Catholic families who occa-
sionally visit her Majesty and the Prince
Consort at Windsor Castle. The tribune,
which is upwards of fifteen feet square, will
contain, comfortably, during the performance
of mass, from twenty to thirty persons.

New Police Court. — Within the last

few days orders have been issued for the
speedy erection of a new Police Court, at
Kentish Town, in a position where it will
afford facilities for the inhabitants of those
daily increasing localities, Hampstead and
Highgate. It is stated that the new court will
not only comprise the places already named,
but also Finchley, and the populous districts

of Camden and Kentish Towns, Holloway, and
the entire of the S division, which extends to
Barnet.

A cement which gradually indurates to a
stony consistence may be made by mixing
twenty parts of clean river sand, two of litharge,
and one of quicklime into a thin putty with
linseed oil. The quicklime may be replaced
with litharge. When this cement is applied
to mend broken pieces of stone, as steps of
stairs, it acquires after some time a stony
hardness. A similar composition has been
applied to coat our brick walls under the name
of mastic.

—

Dr. Ure.

Berwick Castle. — That venerable and
interesting monument of antiquity the ancient
castle of Berwick is to be levelled with the
ground, in order to allow space for the
terminus ot the railway forming between that
town and Edinburgh.
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THE BUILDER.
Buonaparte’s Road over the Simplon.

—This road, which is considered one of the
most magnificent works of modern times, was
made between the years 1800 and 1805. It

connects the town of Briegg, in Wallis, with
Dorao d’Ossola, in the valley of the river Toce
or Tosa, in Piedmont, and is about 38 miles
long. The width is about 9 yards, and its rise

and fall only about l£ inch for every yard, so
that it can easily be passed by carriages. It

runs in most places between steep and nearly
perpendicular rocks, and at six places, tunnels
or galleries have been made through the rock.
The longest tunnel, which is below Gondo, on
the side of Italy, is nearly 500 feet long. These
tunnels are generally 30 feet high, and at least

as wide as the road itself. There are openings
on the sides by which they receive the light.

In several other places the road traverses pre-
cipices of great depth by means of substantial
bridges. The highest part of the road is 6,576
feet above the sea-level

;
Briegg is 2,334 feet,

and Domo d’Ossola 1,004 feet above the sea-
level. At certain seasons the waters descend
from the glaciers in rapid torrents, and fre-

quently carry away the bridges
;
the road is

also much damaged by the avalanches and
masses of rocks which fall from the adjacent
mountains. The original cost was 400,000/.,
and it is supposed that from 5,000/. to 6,000/.

are annually required to keep it in repair.

The Dwellings op the Poor.—We refer
with great gratification to the unanimous deci-
sion of the Town Council (Manchester), that a
portion of the funds at its disposal shall be
devoted to the opening out of close courts
and narrow streets, with the view of causing
the thorough ventilation which is necessary to

the preservation of health. Look at the
evidence of Dr. S. Smith and Mr. P. Holland,
as to the effect upon health, and even upon
morals, of residence in ill-ventilated, ill-drain-

ed, and ill-cleansed courts and streets. The
one tells us that the benevolent aid of the

physician is comparatively useless when the
patient is so situated, and the other that mor-
tality in the worst houses in the worst streets

is double that in good houses and good streets !

The report on the condition of large towns
and populous districts is full of similar proofs.

The Nelson Testimonial.—The public
were for a few hours on Tuesday morning last

gratified by a view of the Nelson Testimonial
unencumbered by the wooden hoarding that
has so long obscured the base and lower por-
tion of the pedestal from observation, and
which, when removed, gave this national work
the appearance of completion. In furtherance
of the determination of the government to

complete the monument, a model of the steps
and platform round the base had been pre-
pared, and was inspected by the Earl of
Lincoln, Chief Commissioner of her Majesty’s
Woods and Forests

;
the architect, Mr. W.

Railton
;
and other gentlemen connected with

the land revenue department.

Marble Statue for her Majesty.

—

A marble statue belonging to the Queen was
landed on the 13th inst. at the St. Katharine’s
Dock, out of the ship Effort, from Leghorn,
and in consequence of the absence of her
Majesty from Windsor, on her excursion to

Scotland, the same has, at the request of her
agent, been securely deposited in the docks,
pending the decision of the removal to the
Palace, and an officer of the Customs will be
appointed to superintend the examination at

the Palace, when her Majesty’s pleasure is

known on the subject.

Public Walks.—A government agent has
visited Sunderland, and surveyed and approved

m the site selected by the Public Walks Com-
il mittee as a recreation ground for the inha-
il bitan ts.

Attics, stables, cow-houses, and other places
' with slated roofs, generally intolerably hot in

f summer, may be rendered comfortable by
k giving the slates two or three coats of white

1
paint.

Nearly 1 ,000 /. has already been subscribed
it towards the cost of erecting a suitable inonu-
jr ment to the memory of the late lamented Earl
( of Lonsdale.

It is in contemplation to erect a monument
t to George Stevenson, the railway engineer, at

I Liverpool.

A subscription has been opened to construct
b baths for the working classes at Greenock.

—

1 Hereford Times,

1 Current firiccS ot ffiSoott anti fHctafe.

September 17, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Box, Turkey, per ton .... 2 0 0— 6 0 0

Cedar, Pencil, per foot .. 0 0 3— 0 0 4

Cuba 0 0 3— 0 0 4

N. S. Wales .... 0 0 3— 0 0 44
Green, per ton .

.

5 5 0— 9 0 0
Ebony, Ceylon, large .... 6 0 0— 8 10 0

small .... 5 0 0— 5 15 0
Madagascar, small

Dyes, &c.

5 0 0— 6 0 0

Lignum Vit.e, Jamaica .. 3 0 0— 5 0 0
St. Domingo .... 8 0 0 — 12 0 0

Mahogany, Cuba, per foot 0 0 7— 0 1 4
St. Domingo .... 0 0 7—0 1 6

Honduras 0 0 41— 0 0 10
Jamaica

Timber :

—

0 0 0— 0 0 0

Teake, African, per load .. 6 10 0 — 10 10 0
Oak, Quebec 3 15 0— 4 10 0

Fir, Riga 3 17 6—4 0 0
Dantzic and Memel .

.

3 10 0— 4 5 0

Swedish 0 0 0— 3 12 6

Pine, Quebec, red, per load 0 0 0—3 15 0
yellow .... 0 0 0— 3 0 0

N. Brunswick 0 0 0— 0 0 0
Miramichi & St. Johns 2 15 0— 4 10 0

Wainscot Logs, 18 ft. each 4 10 0—5 5 0
Lathwood, Memel, &c. fm. 0 0 0 — 12 0 0

B. America .... 0 0 0— 0 0 0
Deals, Gefle, 14ft. 3in. by 9

Stockholm
29 0 0 — 31 0 0
25 10 0 — 26 0 0

Gottenburg,12ft.3by9 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Christiana, lst& 2nd
St. Petersb’g, Memel,

27 0 0 — 29 0 0

Dantzic, 12f.l£ 11 in.

Quebec yellow Pine,

16 0 0 — 18 0 0

first quality 17 0 0 — 18 0 0

second ditto 10 0 0 — 11 0 0

White Spruce, 120.. 16 0 0 — 17 10 0

Dantzic Deck, each.. 0 18 0— 1 6 0
Plank, Dantzic Oak, load.. 9 0 0 — 10 0 0
Staves, Baltic, per 1200.. 160 0 0— 0 0 0

Quebec Pipe, 1200 50 0 0 — 52 10 0

Cotter—Brit. Cake,p. ton 0 0 0— 84 0 0

Tile 0 0 0— 83 0 0
Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 0— 0 0 94
Bottoms .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0
Old 0 0 0— 0 0 8i

South Amer., ton 73 0 0— 74 0 0

Foreign Cake .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0

Tile .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0

Iron, British 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Bars 5 15 0— 6 0 0

Rods 0 0 0— 6 5 0
Hoops 8 0 0— 8 5 0
Sheets 0 0 0— 8 15 0

Cargo in Wales, Bars 4 14 0— 4 18 0

Iron, Pigs No. 1, Wales .. 3 10 0— 4 0 0
No. 1, Clyde .

.

2 4 0— 2 5 0

Russian, ccnd .... 0 0 0— 16 0 0

PSI 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Archangel 0 0 0— 0 0 0
Swedish 9 10 0 — 10 0 0

Gourieff’s 0 0 0— 0 0 0
Lead—British, Pig, p. ton 16 10 0—17 0 0

Sheet, milled .... 0 0 0 — 17 15 0

Bars 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Shot, patent .... 0 0 0— 19 15 0

Red or Minium .

.

0 0 0— 21 10 0

White 0 0 0— 23 10 0

Litharge 0 0 0— 20 0 0
Pig, Spanish .... 16 0 0— 16 10 0

American 15 10 0— 15 15 0

Steel—English 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Swedish Keg .... 16 0 0—16 10 0
Faggot 0 0 0— 17 0 0

Tin

—

In blocks, p. cwt. .

.

0 0 0— 3 12 0

Ingots 0 0 0— 3 12 0
In Bars 0 0 0— 3 13 6

Banca 3 6 0— 3 7 0

Straits 3 4 0— 3 5 0

Peruvian

Plates,p.box,225 slits.—

0 0 0— 2 17 0

No. I. C. 134 by 10 in 1 7 0— 1 12 0

I. X 1 13 0— 1 18 0

I. XX 0 0 0— 0 0 0

IXXX 182 lb. 0 0 0

1XXXX 203 0 0 0

No.II.C. 134by9fin. 105 0 0 0

II. X 133 0 0 0

III.C. 124 by 94 in. 98 0 0 0

III.X 126 0 0 0

Jaggers, 14 by 10 in. 0 0 0

Spelter—

O

n the spot, ton 0 0 0— 21 0 0

Delivery 0 0 0— 21 0 0

Zinc, English Sheet 0 0 0— 30 0 0

Platina Ore oz. 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Orsidew lb. 0 0 0— 0 3 0

Quicksilver ..lb. 0 0 0— 0 4 6
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Tenders delivered for rebuilding Warehouses at

No. 28, Bishopgate-street Without. — Charles
Broadbridge, Surveyor, 87, Great Portland-street.

Whitelaw £894
Pipers 878
Reeve and Co 829
Jay 794
Ashty 757

Estimated from Bills of Quantities.

Tenders delivered for Repairing, Painting, and
Graining the Vestry Rooms of St. Pancras.

Hewett £M3 0 0
Miller 142 0 0
Boulting 126 7 3
Edge 125 10 0
Sohaller 110 17 0
Winter 110 0 0
Hatfield 110 0 0

Day 104 0 0
Short 102 11 0
Johnson 99 0 0
Hopkins 97 3 6
Steer 90 0 0
Bolton, Charles-st., Seymour-st. 79 14 0

The lowest tender accepted.

Tenders delivered for the intended Alterations

at the Union Workhouse at Newbury, Berks.
" 6Salisbury ... £342 8

Adey 0
Westcombe ... 310 0

Boyer . . . . 300 0
Eyles 0
Harrison . .. 278 0

Hanson . .. 260 0
Elliott and Balding . . . ... 259 0
Stratton . .. 247 12

Tenders delivered for Works to be done at

Ball’s Pond for John Musgrove, Esq., Alderman
and Sheriff.—James Edmeston, Esq., Surveyor.

Trayhorn £\8i 0
Barber 123 15

Norris 117 0

Rumens 115 10

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For completing the Bricklayers’, Carpenters’ and
Joiners’, Plasterers’, and Smiths’ Works of two
Villas, at present in carcase.—Specifications, &c.,

Mr. H. Mabin, Surveyor, Castlenare Barnes, near

Hammersmith-bridge. September 24.

For three Six-roomed Houses at Kentish Town.
—Plans, specifications, &c., A.Z., at Mr. Jen-
ning’s, opposite the Chapel, Kentish Town. Sep-
tember 23.

For such Bricklayers,’ Carpenters,’ Masons,’ and
other Works, in the Cleansing, Building, and Re-
pairing the public Sewers and Drains for the City and
Liberty of Westminster.—Mr. Lewis C. Herslett,

Clerk, 1, Greek-street, Soho. October 15.

For one hundred single Iron Bedsteads for

the Union Workhouse at Aylesbury.—Mr. W.
Gleadah, Clerk. September 25.

For 1,300 yards of Cast Iron Pipe of six inches

diameter, at per yard, for the Commissioners of

Water Works for the Town of Southampton.—Mr.
Charles E. Deacon, Clerk, Audit-house, Southamp-
ton. October 3.

For paving certain of the Foot Paths of the

Parish of St. John, at Hackney, with York paving

of the best quality, not less than three inches in

thickness
;
and relaying a quantity of old York

paving, at per foot super.—Mr. C. H. Pulley,

Clerk, Upper Homerton, and 28, Great Winches-
ter-street, Old Broad-street. September 26.

For the Execution of the various Works in the for-

mation, ballasting, and laying the permanent way
of the Canterbury, Ramsgate, and Margate Branch
Railway.—Plans and specifications at the office of

Mr. Joseph Cubitt, Civil Engineer, 12, Man-
chester-buildings, Westminster; Mr. J. White-

head, Secretary, South-Eastern Railway, London-
bridge. September 24.

For an Iron Palisade Fence on the boundary

wall of the Southampton Cemetery, two Iron En-
trance Carriage Gates, and one Footway-gate.

—

Specifications, with a plan of the Iron Gates, &c.,

Mr. Doswell, Surveyor, Albion-place, Southamp-

ton. Mr. C. E. Deacon, Secretary, Audit-house,

Southampton. September 25.

For the building of the new church at Lynn.

—

Plans, &c. Mr. Thew, Bookseller, High-street,

Lynn. 1st October.

For various buildings and other works at Gates-

head, Brockley, Whins, and other places along the

line of the Newcastle and Darlington Railway.

—

Plans and specifications at the Railway Office,

York, from the 16th to the 30th September. Mr.

G. Hudson, Chairman, Railway Offices, York.

October 2.
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For 16,000 Larch or Baltic Sleepers, of various

dimensions, for the Ashton, Staleybridge, and

Liverpool Junction Railway.—Secretary, at the

Manchester and Leeds Railway Office, Palatine-

buildings, Hunt's-bank, Manchester. October 8.

For a new School and Master’s House, at

Leicester.—Plans, &c., at the Vestry Room, Crea-

tion.—Mr. S. Fry, Architect. September 27.

For the erection of Amberswood Bridge, in the

township of Ince.—Mr. A. B. Chambers, Bridge-

master, Cable-street chambers, Liverpool. Sep-

tember 30.

COMPETITIONS.
Premium of 20/. for the chosen Design for a new

ChurchatWinchester, to hold about l,000persons on

the floor, cost not exceeding4,000Z. Further infor-

mation from Rector and Churchwardens. 10th Oct.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ Well-wisher ” is somewhat hypercritical in his

remarks. The back-front of the New Houses of

Parliament need not be similar to the river-front

;

their differenceforms, in our opinion, a beauty.

Mr. Smith’s letter will be answered next week.

The notice respecting the new Hospital for

Consumption, Sfc., can only be inserted, in its

present form, as an advertisement. If, however,

our correspondent will furnish us with drawings

of the elevations and ground-plans, together with a

description of the intended building, we shall be

happy to give them a place in our publication.

In page 471 of our last number the words “ and

might call into requisition skilled workmen as

framers and carvers, similar to what has been done

in the middle ages,” were merely the suggestions of

a private individual, and being written in pencil,

were accidentally printed.

One or two advertisements were accidentally

mixed with the other contents of our last num-
ber.

Page 469 near the bottom of column 3 read “ for

the locomotion safely of a thing extending over a

surface of 50 ft. by 30ft. and put together in a

thousand pieces, is not so easy as that of” &c.

&BVEP.TISSRISWTS.

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING.

Up &cr J-Hajestg's Uopal Itettcrs ftatrnt.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, BUILDERS, &c.

F McNEILL and Co. of Lamb’s Build-

• ings, Bunhill Row, London, Manufacturers and

only Patentees of IMPROVED PATENT ASPHALTED
FELT, for Roofing Houses, Verandahs, &c. beg to call the

attention of the Trade to their ROOFING FELT, which
has been exhibited at the great Agricultural Shows of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland, and obtained the prize, for

being the best and cheapest article for Roofing, to supersede

slates, tiles, &c. It has been very extensively used by
Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Tradesmen, in all parts of the

kingdom, from whom the most flattering testimonials have

been received. Its advantages are lightness, warmth, dura-

bility, and economy. It is impervious to rain, snow, and
frost, and a non-conductor of heat and sound. The Felt can

be cut to any length, by 32 inches wide.

The price is only One Penny per Square Foot.

Samples, with full directions as to its uses and the manner
of applying it, with testimonials from Noblemen and Gen-
tlemen who have extensively used it, sent free to any part of

the town or country. A Dry-hair Felt, for covering Boiler*,

&c., is also manufactured, by which a saving of about 25 per

cent, in fuel is effected.

A liberal Discount allowed to the Trade.

Patent Felt Works,
Lamb’s Buildings, Bunhill Row, London.

AT THE ANNUAL MEETING of the
ROYAL SOCIETY of ARTS and SCIENCES, held

in London, on the 10th of June, 1844, his Royal Highness
Prince Albert presented to Mr. ROBERT BROWN the

medal awarded by the said Society for his invention of the
ORNAMENTAL GROOVED RIDGE TILE.
The Grooved Ridge Tile was invented by Mr. Robert Brown,

in 1840, and first used by Mr. Kendal, architect. The Tile

being now used by architects generally, the inventor has been
induced to establish a manufactory for the same at Surbiton,

Surrey, and trusts, that being the inventor, that architects

and builders will give him the preference, he being enabled

to supply them at the lowest possible rate. The merits of

the Grooved Ridge Tile consist in its forming of itself an
excellent ridge, whilst the groove along the top enables the

architect to introduce whatever outline of ornament he may
think proper, at a cheap rate.

Ornamented Plaintiles, which are now used by architects

generally as an elegant covering for buildings, instead of the

common square plaintiles, can be supplied at the manufactory

at nearly as cheap a rate.

Two kinds of Serrated Plaintiles, the round end and the

pointed, have long been used in the county of Surrey, but not

as a covering for roofs, only as an ornamental covering for

walls of houses, such tiles being placed vertically thereon.

The great excellence of the Serrated Common Plaintiles as

a covering for roofs consists in this, that when put on the

building they are made to lap over each other, something in

the manner of the scales of a fish, by which means they

form an excellent protection against either heat or cold, a
most important element of consideration. By Mr. Brown’s
plan the tile can be made of almost any desired colour at a
trifling expense.

Orders to be addressed to Mr. ROBERT BROWN, Tile

and Pottery Works, Surbiton Hill, near Kingston, Surrey.

BASTENNE BITUMEN COMPANY,
Offices, 31, Poultry. The Directors of this Company

beg leave to call the attention of ARCHITECTS, BUILD-
ERS, and others, to the very beneficial results attendant on

the use of BITUMEN in the erection of huildings, &c. Its

application as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful.

It is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-

ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to

the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general

satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square:— 1 inch thick,

8d. ; 3 inch thick, 7d. ; h inch thick, 6d. Works not mea-
suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at fid.

and 7d. per foot square. Concrete is charged in addition

according to the thickness when required. Carriage and
men’s time are charged extra when works are executed

beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen
per ton, without grit. Bitumen per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONE, Sec.

TO BUILDERS, CABINET-MAKERS, AND OTHERS.

Salisbury glue 60s. per Cwt.
;

fine

Scotch do. 50s.; Town 46s., 44s., and 42s.; Best

Glass Paper lO.jid.
;
Second do. 9d.

;
French Polish and Spirit

Varnishes 19 s. per gallon
;
Naphtha do. 10s.

;
Genuine White

Lead 26s.
;
Second do. 24s. and 22s. ; Improved Stucco Paint

28s.
;
Invisible Green and Chocolate Colour 28s. ;

Fine Green,

and all Colours used in House Painting, prepared by a new
process to dry in six hours, fid

.
per lb . ; Turpentine 2 1 . 6d

.
per

gallon
;
Linseed Oil 2s. fid. ;

Fine Copal Varnish 20s.; Quick
Drying Carriage 14s.; Oak do. 12 s. and 10s.; Paper 14s.,

10s., and 6s.; Turpentine Varnish 3s.; Dry Brunswick
Green 3d., 4d., and fid. per lb.

;
Lamp Black 3d. ;

Emerald
Green Is. and Is. 3d. ;

Whiting Is. 3d. per cwt. ; Stock-

holm Tar 18s. per barrel ; Pitch 10s. per cwt. Gilder's Mate-
rials, Lackers, Bronze, Dutch Metal, Patent Gold Paint,

Dies and Die-woods, Acids, Alkali, Gums, and Salts of every

kind and description at equally low prices. W. NIXEY’S
Old-Established Warehouse, 22, MOOR-STREET, SE-
VEN-DIALS, LONDON.

ESTABLISHED 1821.

THE LONDON MARBLE and
STONE WORKING COMPANY, by PATENT

MACHINERY, beg to call the attention of the TRADE to

their choice collection of BLOCKS and SAWN SLAB, and
being the ONLY Manufacturing Company importing Con-

tinental Marbles, thereby enabling Masons, Builders, &c.,

with their superior Sawing, to prepare Chimney-pieces, & c.

at 25 per Cent, lower than the common description of Work
submitted generally for Sale,

FOR READY MONEY ONLY.

3 in. Vein
Inch
St. Ann
Dove
Burdilla

Black

Marble Slab, from Is. 5d. per ft. supfl.

do. „ 1*. 7d. „
do. „ 2s. Od. „
do. ,, 2s. 4d. ,,

do. „ 2 s. fid. ,,

do. ,, 2s. 6d. ,,

All other Marbles in proportion.

Vein Blocks, from 9 s. per foot cube ; Statuary and Vein
Scantlings sent to the Works Cut to Order, at 7<L per foot

superficial.

The Directors invite the Public to inspect their extensive

Show Rooms and Works containing the largest manufac-

tured Stock in this country, and by the great superiority of

workmanship combined with talent and artistical skill of

the first order, the Company have supported their reputation

unrivalled by other competitors in executing superior Chim-

ney-pieces, Dressings for Doorways and Windows, Stair-

cases, Slabs for Furniture and Dairies, Paving for Halls,

Pedestals, &c. In the department for executing MONU-
MENTS, TABLETS, ALTAR-PIECES, and FONTS, and

for all Sculptured as well as other Works, Drawings and

Estimates are submitted.

Address ESIIER-STREET, top of Holvwell-street (on

the left hand) MILLBANK, WESTMINSTER.
Please to be accurate in copying the Address, to prevent

imposition, the Company having no connection with any

other establishment but that in ESHF.R-STREET.

PEAKE’S TERRO METALLIC TILE
DEPOT, WHITEFRIARS, and 22. WATER-LANE,

FLEET-STREET, LONDON ; from the Tileries, Tunstall,

Newcastle, Staffordshire, THOMAS PEAKE, Manufac-
turer, having by various means, and during a considerable

time, published the names of Agents in London, deems it

his duty to announce that he has no longer any Agent there
;

that, consequently, he has opened a Metropolitan Depfit, si-

tuated three minutes’ walk from the Temple, to supply gen-

uine articles and at just prices as per quality. The Tileries

are central, and goods are sent thence direct to any Place

inland, or to the Mersey, to be there transhipped for the

British and Irish coasts, the Colonies, &c. The Proprietor

feels most grateful to his numerous friends
;
he assures them,

and the public also, that as probity and fair dealing have

been his aim for thirty years past (although no one can con-

trol the circumstances which too often arise, affecting alike

the quality of manufactures and the time when they ought

to be at their destination), so he trusts to his conduct in fu-

ture to retain and increase his estimable connection. BLUE
TILES for various purposes, namely, to cover roofs, both

plain and of devices to suit the styles of buildings ; they are

easily laid on, as they do not require dressing, fitting, pegs,

or nails; for ridges and hips of any angle, plain, capped,

rolled, or with a variety of upright ornaments ;
for vallies

;
for

lining chimnies and other flues ;
for paving—blue, red, and

drab squares, hexagons and octagons for ornamental floors ;

for drying kilns ;
for skirting

;
for coping walls; for chimney

tops; for sewers, barrel drains, soughs, surface drains, and
conveying spring water without injuring it. BLUE BRICKS
for paving stables, areas, foot-paths, barns, and warehouses

;

also for building docks, piers, wears, tunnel and other arches,

culverts, and bridges. FIRE BRICKS for furnaces, lime

kilns, steam boilers, ovens, grates, &c. ; also squares to pave

bread ovens. Depfit at the corner of Temple-street, and
Water-lane, City. Lists, in preparation, describing the ar-

ticles and their use; containing also remarks, testimonials

extracted from standard works, &c. “ The bricks being

made of clay peculiarly good in quality, and triturated by
machinery, and being carefully moulded and burnt, are, in

fact, the best Newcastle blue bricks, the hardest and most
durable of any made in England.”

—

Life of Telford, p. 77.
“ The tile3 being formed of terro- metallic earth, have some-
what of the colour of cast-iron

;
they are almost equally

hard
;
and must, from their nature, be incomparably more

durable. In short, we consider them as the best of all co-

verings for roofs, whether of small or large buildings * *

* 4 there are suitable ridge tiles and valley tiles, all manu-
factured by Mr. Peake in the same superior style.”—Lou-
don's Ency. of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture,

p. 648, sect. 1368 ; Longman and Co. 1833.

BUTLDERS, PLASTERERS, and others

should compare the Prices,

-

Linseed Oil, 2s. 2d. per gall.

Boiled Oil, 2s. 8d. per do.

Turpentine, 2s. 3d. per do.

Best Ground Lead,26s. p.cwt.

Second do. do., 24s. do.

Third do. do., 21s. do.

Town Glue, 42s. do.

Yellow Ochre, 8s. per cwt.

Lamp Black, 24s. do.

Blue Black, lfis. do.

Venetian Red, 12s. do.

Gold Size, 9*- per gall.

Copal Varnish, 12s. & l6s. do.

Paper Varnish, 1 Is. & 14s. do.

at PEISLEY’S noted Cheap Lead and Colour Warehouse,

58, JUDD-STREET, NEW-ROAD. Brushes, Varnishes,

Dry and Ground Colours, at lowest prices.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE. &c. &c., for Pictures,

Glazing, &c. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon 2s. 4d.

LINSEED OIL, ditto 2s. 4d.

SHEET LEAD, in sheets, per cwt 18s. 6d.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE .. .. .. 19*. 6d.

WHITE LEAD (Genuine) per cwt 2fis.0d.

Colours, Pipe, Brushes, &c. &c., equally low, and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying

to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester-square, London.

PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND
CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted Crown,

flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,

shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30

of Best and Second quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-

ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having

to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a

list of dimensions to R. Cogan, will receive by return of

post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown
Sheet-Glass and Sheet-Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for, if

required.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than

is kept by any other House in London.

COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or

superior appearance is required
;
alight 6 feet 6 in. long, with

openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, andmay be had from Is. 3d.

per foot.

Also may be had,

COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,

Which effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a

more brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than

any other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,

OF EVEET DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100

Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King,

dom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS. AND OTHERS, sup-

plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering

Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, &c. &c-

of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-

cation.

French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,

and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed his Show Rooms for the above

articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal

Discount to Bazaar keepers and others.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COMPANY.
“ CLARIDGE’S PATENT,”

ESTABLISHED 1838.

This ASPHALTE is a Bituminous Limestone, obtained

'rom an inexhaustible Mine at Pyrimont, in the Jura Moun-

Prcviously to its introduction into this country, in 1838,

the Material had been used for many years in France, and

from its great utility was extensively patronized by the Go-

vernment of that Country.

Among the various uses to which it can be applied, the

following may be enumerated :— For Foot- Pavements, public

and others; in the Carriage Approach to Mansions, Garden-

walks, and Terraces; the flooring of Kitchens and other

basement offices ;
also of Coach Houses and Stables, Dog

Kennels, Barn Floors, Cow Houses, Piggeries, Poultry

Houses, Tun Rooms, and Makings. For Roofing, Covering

of Railroad and other Arches, the Lining of underground

Cellars near Rivers to prevent the ingress of the Tides
;
also

in Covering the ground-line of Walls, to prevent damp rising

(this application of the Asphalte of Seysscl is particularly

recommended by the Commissioners on the Fine Arts),

thereby rendering the basement stories in the worst situation*

both drv and warm. It is an excellent Cement, as applied

to Docks, Breakwaters, or Walls built for resistance to the

encroachments of the Sea. For lining of Tanks, Fish-Ponds,

and other Hydraulic purposes.
.1. FARRELL, Secretary,

Seyssel Asphalte Company’s Works, “ Claridge’s Patent,”

Stangate Depfit, London.

COMMISSIONERS OF FINE ARTS’ REPORT ON THE
MEANS OF PREVENTING DAMP IN WALLS.

THE DIRECTORS of the SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COM-
PANY have much pleasure in recommending to the notice of

Architects, Builders, and others, the application of THE
ASPHALTE OF SEYSSEL as the only effectual means of

preventing DAMP rising in WALLS.
The following account of its application is extracted from

“ The Appendix to the Commissioners of Fine Arts’ Report,”

page 18 .

“ In 1839 I superintended the construction of a house of

three stories on the Lac d’Enghien. The foundation of th*

building is constantly in water, about 194 inches below the

level of the ground-floor. The entire horizontal surface of

the external and internal walls was covered, at the level of

the internal ground-floor, with a layer of Seyssel Asphalte,

less than half an inch thick, over which coarse sand was

spread.

“ Since the above date no trace of damp has shewn itself

round the walls of the lower story, which are for the most

part painted in oil of a gray stone colour. It is well known
that the least moisture produces round spots, darker or

lighter, on walls so painted. Yet the pavement of the floor,

resting on the soil itself, is only about 2J inches above the

external surface of the soil, and only 194> at the utmost,

above that of the sheet of water.

“ The layer of Asphalte having been broken and removed,

for the purpose of inserting the sills of two doors, spots in-

dicating the presence of damp have been since remarked at

the base of the door-posts.”
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r cental o n n>
again this week

will occupy a

small portion of

our columns.

We have

hinted that the

principal
t

thing

at present to be done towards

its restoration is the gather-

ing together of facts and de-

tails of ancient buildings :

we have now, it is true, a

very large collection of

publications upon ancient

Gothic architecture, but,

unfortunately, very few

of them are treated in a

freemasonic manner: to a

certain extent perhaps it

is well that they should be so published

at the present; for as the bias of mind

in those who have put forth these works

has not been trained philosophically, mis-

chief might have resulted from the issue on

their part of false dogmas upon the subject

of architectural construction
;

but while it

may thus be well that abstinence be held by

these authors from any approach to authori-

tative assertion on a subject so all-important, we

must still complain of a want in them of the

right kind of information : for few of them go

beyond mere outward forms
;
whereas we re-

quire every the most minute detail, and, above

all, the exact jointing of every part of their

construction
;

so that the reason of their

holding together, or failure,—the causes of

fracture, subsidence, falling from the perpen-

dicular, or any dilapidation, may be found,— and

in the copying of such examples, be avoided. A
very beautiful work has been just completed,

(and which we shall shortly review), denomi

nated “ Illustrations of Baptismal Fonts," nearly

all the wood-cuts of which are most exquisitely

engraved
;

but the subjects being in per-

spective, without plans or sections, the

publication will serve very little towards a

restoration of font-work; for, on account of

the want of such details, it will in the hands

of country clergymen and country masons

be entrusted to the use of workmen who,

not learned in such matters, will, even where

they have ancient details at hand, rarely copy

them, choosing rather to depend upon the re-

sources of their own minds, which have been

embodied five hundred years after the fall of

really good Gothic architecture. We perceive

among the examples in this work one or two

which we have in our engraver’s hands with the

necessary details. While speaking of publica-

tions upon Gothic architecture, we must notice

one, only two parts of which have at present

been issued, denominated, “An Analysis of
Gothick Architecture, illustrated by drawings

made from actual measurement, of existing

examples throughout England, and carefully

delineated to scale, by Raphael and J. Arthur

Br ndon, architects.” We shall also reserve

ourselves for a minute review of this work

when some one department of it is com-

plete, at present only noticing that, hav-

ing the plans, sections, and details, which

the other wants, it is, though more roughly

executed, of far more use, and especially so

from many of its plates exhibiting an attempt

towards the revival of the decorative branch

of Freemasonry, by the insertion of many

formation lines and centres for the radia-

tion of its different curves. This, in the ex-

amples here quoted of the flowered open para-

(Scale 14 inch to a foot.)

pet, or termination of the doorway, leading

from the south aisle of St. Alban’s Abbey to the

cloisters which formerly adjoined the church,

by the simple system of triangulation gives the

centres for striking a figure apparently very

complicated, and determines the dimensions of

several parts of the work without further pre-

meditation, thus leading to a certainty, as well

as ease of operation, which can alone distin-

guish the true artist from the bungler. By
and by it will be seen, that certain elements

in a work first given, a sequence of freemasonic

science directed all the rest. We doubt not

that the greater part of this will be brought

to light again, and as any discovery of the

kind is made, we shall promulgate it to the

utmost of our ability.

The subjects of this work are to be classed

as 1st, Windows; 2nd, Doorways; 3rd,

Porches; 4th, Buttresses; 5th, Pinnacles;

6th, Parapets, and other external features

;

7th, Piers; 8th, Arches; 9th, Capitals; 10th,

Bases; 11th Church furniture.; the whole

to be comprised in about 150 royal-quarto

plates, and with an accompanying description.

It will be scarcely necessary for us to im-

press again the absolute necessity for these and

all other delineations of architecture to con-

tain the jointing of the masonry and all the

other constructive peculiarities. In genuine

architecture they are always part of the

design, for where the workmen are left to

form as they please such part of the work,

failure is most commonly the result.

These in architecture, instead of being

slurred over, frequently form the very pride of

the work
;
for wherever concealment of them

is allowed, the work is sure to be slighted, and

inevitable failure thence occurs, which, being

like a disease concealed within the human frame,

is the more fatal,—the very intended remedies

which are applied often burthening parts already

too feeble, or absolutely cutting away the little

inherent strength of the fabricated patient,

cause still greater failure, if not absolute ruin.

There is a branch of architectural art

which we do not see proposed to be touched

upon in Messrs. Brandon’s work, viz. the

subject of vaultings, which is precisely the one

relative to which we need the most information

from actual survey; and till which branch of

art is thoroughly revived, we may say Gothic

architecture will still be in a fallen state : but-

tresses and pinnacles are but members of a sys-

tem, neither of these is anything by itself, and

both together form only part of that system : the

form of a vault, its thickness, the dimension

and number of its ribs, the weight of the bosses,

the size and projection of the buttresses, the

situations and inclinations of their tablings,* the

weightof pinnacles, and the size angle and posi-

tion of flying-buttresses,—all depend upon each

other:— if the curves of avaulting be straightish

and steep, the boss must be large
;
if a vaulting

be flat, the buttresses must either project greatly

or be suddenly diverged inwardly by huge pin-

nacles
;

if heavy pinnacles be placed above a

clere-story, the internal piers must be more

capable of sustaining weight; and in general

if there be no pinnacles above the outer but-

tresses, those buttresses must either be of enor-

mous solid projection, or must be separated

from the walling, as atGloucesterCathedral,and

many other buildings where sufficient weight

of pinnacle has not been applied to reduce the

vaulting-drift within buttresses of any ordinary

projection : in all such delineations, every

course of the masonry, and all its vertical and

other jointing should be most carefully marked

and all failure should be indicated, so that the

reason of it may be ascertained, whether it be

from accident of foundation, from insufficiency

of pinnacular weight, or whatever other cause,

and in vaultings the jointing of the masonry

should be also given, as also the nature of the

several materials, whether

chalk, or lighter ordenser

stone, and the effect which

they have experienced,

whether by time, pressure,

ex trail cou s i nj u ry, or 0 th er

cause.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD-
VANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

The fourteenth meeting of the British
Association, to be held in York on the 26th
inst, is to continue till Wednesday, the 2nd of
October.

The objects of the British Association are
to give a stronger impulse and a more systematic
direction to scientific inquiry,—to promote the
intercourse of those who cultivate science in
different parts of the British Empire with one
another, and with foreign philosophers,— to

obtain a more general attention to the objects

of science, and a removal of any disadvan-

tages of a public kind which impede its pro-
gress. At the anuual meetings of the asso-

ciation, the state of science in its various

departments is taken into consideration, notices

of recent scientific discoveries are brought
forward for examination and discussion, and
pecuniary encouragement is granted from the

funds of the association for the advancement
of particular researches which require such
assistance, and appear likely to benefit theo-

retical and practical science. In the course of
the last ten years, the sum of 10,000/. has been
thus expended by the association exclusively

in the advancement of science.

Amongst the eminent visitors who are ex-

pected to attend the present meetings, we may
mention the names of Liebig, Lamont, Mat-
teucci, Brewster, Faraday, Peacock, and

Whewell. The hospitalities of Wentworth

* Contrary to the new dogma of Welby Pugin,

the water-tablings of buttresses conforming to the

catenarian curve of pressure grow steeper as they

approach the ground, vide the Temple Church, and

many other ancient examples ;
where they are other-

wise, they have mostly been unskilfully renewed.

The mere eye-service of making them steeper as

they are further from the ground, is unnecessary,

because the elegance of their profiles can be detected

from the peculiarity of not being mitered all round

the work, but with the molded and table-work

usually cut off perpendicularly at their sides.
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House will, on this occasion, be transferred to

York, and Earl Fitzwilliam will, as president

of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society, enter-

tain a very large party of the visitors at dinner,

in the De Grey rooms, on Friday. We hear
also that the archbishop, the highly respected

patron of the society, and a constant friend and
supporter of every useful design in York, will

receive at Bishopsthorpe tnany distinguished
members of the association, and exercise
towards others that graceful hospitality, which
operated so favourably to cement together, in

1831, the various elements that now compose
the body of the association. The Earl of
Enniskillen and the Earl of Rosse have also

made arrangements to enable them being
present on the 28th inst.

MINERALOGY.
bt henry g. Montague, esq.., professor

of Natural philosophy.

[Continuedfrom p. 479.)

A few more years, and the dreamy specu-
lations of geologists will have disappeared for

feVer; the mind of man has hitherto constantly
tended to speculate on impossibilities, and in

doing so, shuts itself out from nature, and the
natural simplicity of truth. What reasoning
being can follow the absurd calculations and
mathematical demonstrations of modern phi-
losophers P One tells you exactly how old the
earth is

;
another measures out its sum of air

and water, of hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and
carbon

;
another gives a section of the interior

of the globe, and describes its composition,
how long our hidden recesses of coal will last

—

how many miles high our atmosphere exists

—

how the inhabitants of tropic climes could live

in frigid regions—how nature plays the see-saw
game of elevation and depression, as though
animated by a vital, thinking principle—how
millions of worlds may be seen in the sweep of
a telescope—how this earth is a huge high-
pressure engine, regulating itself by funnels
and safety-valves, and avenging itself by
awakening our fears, destroying the fruits of
our labours, and hurrying tens of thousands
into eternity by its momentary summons.
These are the absurdities of science, which
men love to hear, in preference to the sim-
plicity of truth

;
and upon which literary

empirics found their fame and fleeting popu-
larity, striking the weak mind with awe and
wonder, appealing to its prejudices and super-
stitions, rather than to its reasoning powers.
In the days of Woodward every fossil bodv
was a lusus natures, or plastic freak of nature

;

and the theories of Bishop Burnet, Whiston,
and others, are existing monuments of the
taste and superstitions of the day. We have
since those times advanced in knowledge at a
railway pace, but our thinking faculties do not
keep pace with the knowledge acquired

;
the

bulk of the community still sigh after or adhere
to the marvellous, even though it convict them
of folly and inconsistency.—Empiricism will
flourish !

In continuing the suhject-matterof Petralogy
under the more comprehensive term of Mine-
ralogy, I do 60 in order to treat more at length
on the nature and qualities of earths, which
form the bases of rocks and stones. It will be
understood by every one, that the rocks, and
the materials of which they are composed, are
so intimately associated together, and are so de-
pendant on each other, as to be inseparable;
that rock may be seen in every stage of de-
composition, and in every stage of formation,
from the forming concrete to the highest
crystalline rock. Under the head of calcareous
substances I must, therefore, naturally embrace
many bodies embraced under the head of
petralogy.

I have already spoken of the origin of
calcareous earths, and, influenced'by climate
and association, their conversion into rock

;

but when limestone or marble is subjected to
the process of burning, calcareous earth is again
produced, and in this state is commonly known
under the name of lime, the purest of which is

yielded by calcareous spar and some white
marbles. Limestone is said to be composed of
lime and carbonic acid, because chemists, on
the application of heat, extract a gaseous body
from it, which by Priestly, Black, and others,
was termed fixed air, hut latterly denominated
carbonic acid gas, still it is very questionable,
as I have observed elsewhere, whether carbon
forms the actual cementing base of the lime

stone. In 1808 Sir Humphrey reduced lime
to a metal, having the colour and lustre of
silver, and burning with an intense white light

into quick lime.

Gypsum, commonly called plaster of Paris,

is a carbonate of lime combined with sulphuric

acid
;
the plaster of Paris being prepared from

gypsum by calcination
;
the varieties employed

for this purpose by the ancients were chiefly

alabastrites or alabcistrum, effervescing with
nitrous acid; but moderns have applied the

name of alabaster to quite a distinct substance,
which being united with sulphuric acid, the

nitrous acid produces no effect. The alabastrites

of the Romans were most probably, according
to the description given of them by Pliny
primarily derived from Egypt only, whence
they obtained their porphyries, and other
precious building stones

;
for Egypt, as is

manifest in the present day, abounds with
this material, particularly in the neighbourhood
of the ancient quarries; it exhibited, in ge-
neral, a stratified appearance, was distinguished
by its yellow colour, and often by brown
stripes, arising from successive depositions,

with some resemblance of the layers of the

onyx, whence the onyx baths and pavements
of the ancients. Burckhardt notices vast

quantities of it in the hills near Cossier. Pliny
says, our ancestors thought that onyx was only
produced in the mountains of Arabia, and in

no other region
;

it is, therefore, probable that

the Romans themselves were not certain at the

first of the precise spot where it was pro-
cured. It is exceedingly abundant in the chains
and groups of hills and mountains running
parallel to the Red Sea, and on both sides of it.

At first only drinking vessels were made of it

;

hut afterwards the feet of beds, and even seats.

Cornelius Nepos says that “ It was reported a
great wonder when P. Lentulus Spinteo display-

ed amphorajof onyx as large as Chian casks; yet
five years after he saw columns 32 feet in length.

But from more refinement in the choice of this

stone, four columns of a middling size, placed
by Cornelius Balbus in his theatre, were
esteemed monuments of surprising grandeur.
We have seen more than thirty in the dining-
hall, which Callistus, Avell known by his power
among the freemen of the emperor Claudius,
had erected at a great expense.”

“ Some have called this stone alabastrite :

and of it little pots or boxes for ointments are
formed, as in them it is supposed less liable to

corrupt. When calcined, it is also used for
plaster. It is produced towards Thebes, in

Egypt, and near Damascus in Syria
;
but this

last is white, and little esteened. The best is

from Carmania, the next from India, and a
valuable sort is also found in Syria and Asia
Minor. The worst, and that without any
splendour, is that of Cappadocia. They are
chiefly approved when of a honey yellow, with
orbicular clouds, and little translucent. It is

esteemed of little value when of a horn colour,
or white, or of a glassy appearance.” This
peculiar marble of the ancients has been
latterly found in small pieces at Mont Mar-
tre, near Paris

;
in Spain, in rocky masses

of great beauty; and, it is said that the terri-

tory of Volterra, in Tuscany, affords no less

than twenty remarkable varieties.

Patrin says, those most esteemed are the
agate alabasters, to which this name is given
on account of their fineness

;
and the onyx

alabasters, which present clear and distinct
layers of different colours, all of them un-
dulated and festooned, with salient and re-
entering angles, like the zones of fortification

agates, of which the whole forms a figure
nearly circular. The formation of these zones
is owing to a play of crystallization, like that
of agates

; and in like manner they are always
found exactly parallel among themselves, what-
ever may be the irregularity of their course.
A perpetual circulation takes place in the
interior of the alabaster, while it is still in its

natural site, which arranges the various par-
ticles, of which it is composed, according to
the laws determined by their mutual affinities.

The onyx alabaster is sometimes formed in

sheets on a horizontal plane
;
and then these

layers, instead of forming re-entering courses,
describe straight lines, or slightly undulated

;

and as these layers are of lively marked colours,
such as the white and red, cameos may be
made of them, as they are of onyx agate.
The onyx alabaster of Sienna is of the utmost

beauty; it presents layers of three bright and
distinct colours—yellow, red, which is opaque,

and white, which is very transparent. The
other alabasters of Italy, which are most
valuable, are the agate alabaster of Sienna,
which is nearly transparent, and of a fine

uniform yellow; pecorino
,
which is transparent,

of a uniform fawn colour, or mingled with
brown veins. Malta also furnishes various
alabasters, and particularly one of the colour of
wax, like the agate alabaster of Sienna; its paste
is of the greatest fineness, and of a beautiful

semi-transparency. The name of oriental

alabaster is given to that which adds to a fine

paste lively and distinct colours, and a hardness
which renders it susceptible of a fine polish.

The celebrated sculptor Puget discovered,
near Marseilles, an alabaster so transparent,
that the eye could penetrate into the interior

of the substance, and, to the depth of two
fingers, trace the beautiful tints with which it

was coloured. Guellard says that the waters
of Aix, in Provence, form a deep brown
alabaster, mingled with whitish zones, which
make it resemble the oriental kind. This
alabaster is found in an ancient conduit, built

by the Romans, which brings the water from
a spring about half a league from the town.
At Montmatre, and in the other hills of

plaster-stone in the environs of Paris, and
especially at Laguy it is very abundant, resem-
bling the fine oriental stone; but this is, in

reality, a stalactitic gypsum, which takes but
a slight polish, and is much less brilliant.

Alabaster, from its beauty, and the great
facility of working it, has always been in great
demand as a building material

;
it is used for

ornamental architecture and sculpture, and in

climates favourable for its preservation might
safely be used for the entire structure. The an-

cients were very fond of this material, and went
to enormous expense in procuring the most varied
and beautiful kinds from all parts of the world.

The Temple of Fortune, built wholly of that

species called phengites, has long been famous.
Its great beauty being in its transparency,
from which alone this temple was perfectly

light when the doors were shut, though it was
built without a window, and had no other light

but what was transmitted through the stone its

walls were built with. It was anciently found
in Cappadocia, and is still plentiful there, as

also in Germany, France, and Derbyshire in

this country. It takes an excellent polish, and
is very fit for ornamental works, when there is

no great strength required. Other writers

observe that phengites seem more applicable

to a marble capable of reflecting light like a
mirror, than to one transparent

;
and Sueto-

nius, in his life of Domitian, observes of this

monarch, that “ fearful of being assassinated,

he lined, in various places, the walls of the

portico where he used to walk, with the stone
called phengites, by the reflection of which he
could see every object around him.”
The extreme solubility of the stone renders

it ill-suited to resist atmospheric action. Dr.
Watson tells us that he suspended two ounces
of alabaster in a pail of water forty-eight

hours, changing the water several times, and
found that it had lost one-thirtieth part of its

weight
;
but little in reality can be gathered

from this experiment, for some alabasters are

so soft, as to be little better than concrete
masses. There is a kind of alabastrite called

in Italy fiorito ,
implying that it is marked

with irregular spots faintly resembling flowers.

Two columns of this kind, according to Brai d,
|

are placed in the Museum at Paris
;
they were

discovered in 1780, in the ruins of Galbiuin,

four leagues from Rome.
Common alabaster is generally of compact '

texture, resembling the hardest loaf sugar;
j

sometimes it exhibits the fibrous structure :
1

the colour is generally of the purest white, 5

sometimes slightly tinted with grey; but

when stalactitic, its veins are sometimes yellow

and brown, by erriginous infiltrations
;

at the

old passage near Bristol, they assume a rose

colour; in Nottingham they appear blue.

Alabaster, like alabastrite, is generally re-

garded by mineralogists as being a sinter or

deposition
;
on the shores of Africa and Arabia

it is often found interposed in thin plates or

successive layers in the small calcareous hills,

at other times it is evidently produced by sedi-

mentary deposition in undisturbed waters.

M. Gruelin says that it forms entire mountains,

and it is certain that there are immense forma-

tions of this material crowning the vast heights

of America. In many parts of the deserts it

forms immense strata, being evidently the



decomposed remains of calcareous animals,

chiefly polypes, and rarely exhibiting; specimens

of organic remains. Sometimes, in forming, it

passes through several stages of change, as

sulphate and common chalk
;

it is allied to

gypsum, almost always indeed being found in

contact with it, and the latter very often passes

into it. The Marsigli marble is rather an

alabaster than a marble. Alabaster may be

distinguished as belonging to the older and
newer formations, but the terms primary and

secondary, when applied to this material, only

tend to divert the mind from the real object of

pursuit, which is to discover its origin, quali-

ties, and the varying purposes to which it may
be adapted. The hills of Egypt, in which the

catacombs are disposed, might reasonably be

classed under the head of alabaster formations,

and there is no doubt, that were these soft cal-

careous beds disposed beneath a more
humid climate, that they would pass into this

state. In these hills all traces of animal organ-

ization are slowly disappearing before the

changing hand of Time; and in some strata

the change is so exceedingly slow that al-

though thousands of years have elapsed, the

mineralogieal observer will not fail to observe

that they are still in the infancy of progress.

Gypsous alabaster is distinguished by not

effervescing in nitrous acid
;

it loses its trans-

parency, its lustre, and solidity, when exposed

to fire, and changes into plaster of Paris. It

is so soft, as to be marked with the nail, and

takes an indifferently fine polish
;

the most
valuable variety is sensibly transparent, milk-

white in colour. Many of our finest monu-
ments, and a vast variety of statuary work are'

of alabaster, chiefly brought from Italy, and
often wrought in that country. The alabaster

of the department of Mont Blanc is of the

most beautiful white, sometimes veined with

grey, and receiving an exquisite polish.

Anhydrous alabaster is of several colours,

white, rose, grey, and even blue, which is called

celestine
;

the white is also found at Vizil,

near Grenoble, and was us#d by the Romans,
as appears by the column at Thim, on the

banks of the Rhone, erected in the time of

Aurelian. Mixed with a considerable quantity

of silex, it forms the bardiglio of the Italians,

found near Vulpino, fifteen leagues from
Milan, and employed in making columns,

tables, and vases. There is also white alabaster

from Derbyshire
;
with a blue transparency

jl from Nottingham; yellowish white alabaster

|l from Laguy, about twenty miles from Paris,

i translucent and full of little cracks, used

I for columns and vases
;

bl ight grey alabaster,

i with green and yellowish spots, from Taor-
i minci, in Sicily, another remarkable spot for a

i variety of marbles and serpentines
;
translucent

j: alabaster, of a bright yellow, waved with white,

I from the Isle of Goyzan, near Malta; Anydrous
; alabaster from Grenoble, &c. & c.

(To be continued.)

PIMLICO SLATE WORKS.

We have been highly gratified this week by
an inspection of the slate works exhibited in

the show-rooms of Magnus and Company, at

Pimlico. Slate, except as a material for cover-

i ings, and manufacturing writing-tablets, is but

: of recent introduction into London, and though

H during the last few years it has been occasion-

; ally, and in some instances extensively, em-

|
ployed in flooring warehouses and forming

I. cisterns, the extent of its applicability is little

i] known, and its most valuable properties still

i remain unfamiliar to the public at large,

i: Strength far beyond that of the best York-
js shire stone, amazing durability and cleanliness

Is surpassing that of most other material, are

Ic qualities that must recommend it to every

i] person having a regard to comfort or economy,
\ whilst its cool and non-absorbent nature ren-

It ders it eminently suitable for shelves and
I tables in the larder, dairy, and other recep-

t tacles for food
;

for skirtings it is also par-

t ticularly well-adapted. There are great

\ varieties of slate: in some places it is found in

t thick lamina? or flakes, and it differs in its

i qualities and colours. White, brown, and

l blue are the common colours
;
that under con-

's sideration is distinguished from all others by
i its beautiful ebon-lilce appearance, and its free-

c dom from green spots or stains of any kind
;

i it is produced from the proprietors’ own quarries

i in North Wales. It is impossible to withhold
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the tribute of admiration when we behold the

improvements made in the manufacture of the

different objects which constitute the splendid

show at Pimlico. Enamels, hitherto confined

to plates of metal, are now painted on slate

with beautiful effect; the colours are vivid and
permanent: the aid of fire, so essential to the

method of painting in enamel, is also used

;

indeed, the intensity of the heat in various

stages of the process is so great, that the slate

is rendered superior to marble. Among nume-
rous specimens that attracted our attention was

a mosaic table recently completed for Colonel
Dawkins Pennant, the owner of a Welsh
quarry, a billiard-table made similar to one
supplied to the Duke of Wellington a short
time since, some splendid imitations of mosaic
pavements, chimney-pieces of the most costly
description, with exquisite paintings burnt in,

similar to those of the finest china or papier
mache, and enriched with sculptured slate caps,
pateras, &c.

;
some highly ornamented loo and

work-tables, together with several vases and
flower-pots on plinths, columns, &c.

TUPPER’S PATENT “ SAOTAPE NOSING,” OR “ CARPET-GUARD ” FOR STAIRS
AND STEPS.

The annexed wood-cut, fig. 1, represents a

flight of Btairs altered to this new patented

method of laying down carpets, &c., and of orna-

menting stairs, and it is a drawing of a full-

sized model at present deposited at the Poly-

technic Institution.

The chief peculiarities of this patent con-

sist in the prevention of carpet or oil-cloth

from wearing out at the edge of the stairs or
steps, which is very perceptible in all houses;

it also occasions the use of less of the fabric

put down, as there is a saving of from 1 to 2

inches upon every step, and this fact is shewn in

fig. 3, which is a section of two stairs, the

upper one exhibiting Mr. Tupper’s principle,

the other being upon the old method. It

will be seen that the carpet or other covering
will he preserved upon the former, whilst upon
the lower step it would be submitted to the

action of the feet, and in that way would soon
wear out.

In addition to these economical features, it

also posesses that of preventing the stretching

of the carpets by which the stair-rods are so

frequently displaced by getting out of the
“ eyes.” This invention is also intended to

be in those houses in which the proprie-

tors will not go to the expense of new

nosings, applied by cutting through the tread

obliquely close to the nosing, as shew
in fig. 3 ;

in the slit so made the carpe
is passed tightly down, in contact with the

wood-work of the stair everywhere, presenting
no edges for wear and tear, being protected
by the nosing, which may be left either plain

or painted wood, or covered.

The nosings may be altogether separate
from the stairs, and the method of fixing them
is very simple, and is effected by wrought-
iron studs and plates

;
they may also be se-

cured by screws, hinges, &c., they being made
of various woods and metals, and can be or-

namented to any extent or pattern, either by
carving or by casting, so that the staircase

is intended by this invention to coincide with
the architecture and appointments of the house.

In the large model, the nosings are of carved

oak and walnut, and the effect is both neat and
decorative.

In these moveable nosings, two or more
“stays” are so placed, that when the nosing

is applied and is fixed, to the riser of the stair,

these stays clamp the carpet securely, obviat-

ing the use of stair-rods and eyes. This patent

is intended to be applicable to all stairs,

whether of wood or stone
;
and in large houses,

where support might be required, the stair-rod

is proposed to be made of an arch-like form,

as shewn in fig 2.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

„„
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According to Dr. Johnson the term club is

used to signify an assembly of good fellows

under certain conditions.” Todd says, “ an
association of persons subjected to particular
rules:” the latter definition is more appro-
priate to the leading clubs of the present day.
They are a kind of hybrid establishments,
where what is wanting in witty and humorous
intercourse, distinguishing the clubs of the last

century, is replaced by ostentatious display,
cheap living, and warranted wines, embracing
all the advantages of first-rate hotels divested
of their extortions. They are aristocratic
larders in which any thing can be obtained for
money—repositories of peers, politicians, poets,
continental perambulators, and wealthy ple-
bians

;
of statesmen in place, and statesmen

wanting place; of churchmen, embrvo-warriors,
and matured veterans

;
representing en masse

the wealth and power of the country.

We have little or no account of clubs pre-
vious to the seventeenth century, possibly from
their existence not being worthy of record.
About the year 1570 existed a celebrated
club, which met at the Mermaid Tavern in
Friday-street, of which Shakspeare, Beau-
mont, Fletcher, Raleigh, Seldon, Donne, and
others were members. Ben Jonson belonged
to another club which met at the Devil Tavern.
The King's Head Club

, noticed in Tate’s con-
tinuation of Dryden’s “ Absolem and Athro-
phel,” was a celebrated whig club wearing a
green ribbon as a badge.

The Calves Head Club is said to have been
instituted by Milton in the time of Oliver
Cromwell, and its members are said to have
consisted exclusively of Independents and
Anabaptists, whose object was to celebrate
the triumph of free principles over “ kingly
tyranny,” and to commemorate the decapi-
tation of Charles the First. They had no
fixed place of meeting, but for some time
used a house in a blind alley near Moorfields,
where an axe hung up in the club-room was
reverenced as a momento of the execution of
that monarch. The bill of fare consisted
of large dishes of calves’ heads, dressed
several ways, by which symbols they repre-
sented the king and his fiiends who’had suf-
fered in the cause

; a large pike with a smaller
one in its mouth, as an emblem of tyranny
a cod’s head, typical of the king; a boa'r’s head
with an apple in its mouth, and other sym-
bolical dishes. At the conclusion of the’ re-
past, one of the elders presented an Ikon
Basilike, which with great solemnity was
burned upon the table while the anthems were
singing. After this, another produced Milton’s
celebrated Defensio Populi Anglicani, upon
which all laid their hands, and took oath to
stand by and maintain the same. The famous
Jerry White, chaplain to Oliver Cromwell,
officiated

; and after the entertainment the
pious memory of the fallen patriots was drunk
from a calf’s skull filled with wine and other
liquors.

The Vertuoso's Club was first established
by some of the principal members of the Royal
Society, in order, as a witty writer observes,
to propagate new whims, advance mechanic
exercises, and to promote useless as well as
useful experiments; being imitated in this
respect by many of the literary associations of
the present day. They met 'at a tavern in
Corn hill to experimentalize, and many singular
schemes are said to have emanated from the
club, such as a plan for conveying the Hamp-
stead air into town by means’ of pipes, &c. •

they claim the merit of the invention of the
barometer, having given the idea to Mr. Tom-
pion, watchmaker.

Tlie Knights ofthe Order ofthe Golden Fleece
consisted ol a merry company of tippling
citizens and ’Change brokers, who used every
mght to wash away their consciences with
salubrious claret; the initiating fee was one
shilling and sixpence, and nicknames were
attached to all the members, after their known
propensities or peculiarities. This club was
held for many years at the Golden Fleece,
Coinhill, and afterwards removed to the Three
i uns, Southwark.

The Surly Club or Wrangling Society was
c mposed ot master carmen, lightermen, old
Billingsgate porters, watermen, and kindred

professionals, and was held at the Billingsgate
Dock, where the debates were often of a very
stormy nature, and their mutual exchanges of
civility with the fish women was extremely
edifying to the juvenile aspirants to the civic

honours of their reputed fathers.

The Atheistical Club was kept at a tavern in

Westminster, and consisted chiefly of youn^
libertines, whose “ wish was father to the
thought.” They are said to have been broken
up by a wag, who, clothing himself with horn
and hide, suddenly appeared among them at
the back of the landlord, and dispersed the
assembly in the most admired disorder; they
tremblingly returned after all was over, but the
smell of the sulphur left by his Satanic majesty
had such an effect upon them, that nothing
was heard of them afterwards.

The Split Farthing Club consisted of miserly
merchants, traders, and cits, who met weekly to
consider on the most desirable means to attain
their ends, to hear of sources of speculation
for thousands, and to quarrel over the division
of a farthing. The Ugly Face Club was named
after Hatchet, a well-known usurer of that day
who carried all the flesh of his face upon hi’s

nose, as a Cape sheep does upon its tail. There
was also a well-known club kept in the stews
of the Mint, called The Broken Shopkeepers'
Club, who met there to proclaim their indi-
vidual honesty, and rail at their creditors.

The celebrated October Club was a violent
Jacobin club, got up to favour the Pretender
in the reign of Queen Anne, when the
Tories lost their power, after the trial of
Sachaveral. Their designation was the result
of a laughable mistake of the drawer of the
tavern where they met for the first time, who
used their pass-word October as the title; and
thus christened them while they were deliberat-
ing on the name they should assume.

The Man-hunters' Club consisted of a parcel
of young roues, chiefly limbs of the law, who
at the quiet hours of 10 and 11 o’clock at
night used to sally forth in small hands, and
selecting a prey, cause him to run for his
lite, and hunt him over Lincoln’s-Inn-Fields

;

on their return they had to report progress for
the amusement of the rest; some of them hav-
ing been killed in these wild frolics, and time
dispersing the rest, the club was eventually
broken up. The Mock Hero's Club was also
an assembly of lawyers’ clerks of a lower
grade; they' held forth in Baldwin’s Gardens,
assuming the names of heroes and the swagger
of bravos, maintained with the spirit of curs.

The Beau's Club, or Lady Lap-dogs' Club
, kept

at a tavern near Covent Garden, consisted of
fashionable non-descripts who met to compare
dresses, invent new fashions, boast of their ex-
ploits with the fair sex, and toast their imaginary
mistresses.

The Wrangling, or Hussle Farthing Club,
consisted of a set of noisy wrangling politicians
who disputed upon politics and war until they
came to blows with each other, settled the
affairs of nations, and very often left their own
to be settled by their creditors.

r
The Lying Club originated with Sir Harry

Blunt, a witty gentleman, who kept an excel-
lent table. Finding great amusement in the
travellers’ talent of his guests, he proposed,
over the bottle, a weekly meeting, which was'
carried nem. con. One of the rules of the club
was, that if any member spoke a word of
truth between six and ten o’clock, he should
forfeit a gallon of wine.

The Brother's Club was noted in the time of
Queen Anne, and for many years afterwards •

among the distinguished names figuring as
members we find Harly, Bolingbroke, Swift,
&c. The Beef-steak Club consisted of many
of the celebrated public characters of the day;
Mrs. Woffington the actress was president'
being the only female member.

The Kit-Cat Club is one of the most
celebrated clubs handed down to us

; it is said
to have been foimed about the time the seven
bishops were tried. This grand monopolizer
of wit and poetry of the times in which it
existed in full vigour, owed its origin to a
rather curious circumstance. Bocia, a book-
seller and printer, used to regale himself
at a mutton-pie shop, situate at the end of
Ball s-court, Gray’s-lnn Lane; and his liking
for these delicacies extending to the vendor of
them, he persuaded him to emerge from this
his cymerian darkness, and to take a shop near

the Fountain Tavern, in the Strand, with the
assurance that Bocia and his friends would
Pay him a weekly visit. Bocia, making him-
self acquainted with several poetical sprigs,
persuaded them to visit the pieman’s, who,
prepared for the visit, had put forth his whole
culinary art, and so tickled the palates of his
visitors, that Bocia had no difficulty to persuade
them to renew their visit weekly, bringing
their friends with them. The club was formed,
Bocia was made president, and it was con-
ditioned that he was to have the refusal of all

their juvenile productions. The cook's name
being Christopher, for brevity called Kit, and
his sign being the Cat and Fiddle, it was agreed
that the club should he known by the cognomen
of the Kit-Cat. Bocia, in return for the poetry
supplied him, published the daintiest pieces,
and, by his bookselling-craft, soon spread the
fame of the club over the whole metropolis.
An accidental and well-told hit completed their
triumph. Among the rest of the celebrated
pieces that owed their origin to this witty
society was that most accurate banter of the
Hindund Panther, called the “ City-mouse and
Country-mouse.” This completely established
the fame of the club : every wit and poetical
aspirant became ambitious to become a mem-
ber; and the pieman’s house being found
inconvenient, it was agreed to remove to the
Fountain Tavern, wine being wisely con-
sidered a greater provocative to wit than
mutton-pies. They, however, still continued
to patronize the pieman, who was thus enabled
to supply them with the most recherche
products of the oven

;
and Bocia derived still

greater advantages by being the authorized
and exclusive publisher of their flights of
fancy. In 1764 there was a Literary Club, of
which Johnson, Boswell, Burke, Reynolds,
and Goldsmith, were members.

Of the oldest and mostconsiderable clubs now
existing are White's and Brooke's

;

the first
consisting of Tories, and the latter of Whigs :

both are conducted on very exclusive princi-
ples, and many public and honourable men
have been black-balled in consequence of a de-
fector absence ofpedigree. This power of ballot-
ing has been much abused in its exercise by both
clubs. The Onion Club

,
in Cockspur-street,

is perhaps older than either of the above
;

it
was formerly held in a small house at Charing
Cross, and while the new house now occupied
by them was building, they occupied the old
Morley’s Hotel. Boodle's, named from the
proprietor and founder of it, has seen upwards
of a century; it chiefly consists of country
gentlemen, and is well attended in the winter
season. Fuller, the present proprietor, was
formerly a waiter there, and passed through all
the degrees to the possession of wealth

;
con-

trary to the general usage in these cases, he is a
good master, and bears his fortune with
humility. Crockford's is too well known to
need description

;
the late Mr. Crock ford was

a poor fishmonger, but being fond of betting,
he was always seen on the turf, and was re-
marked for his shrewd and successful hits in a
small way. His was the prize among many
blanks— lie became rapidly rich, and ofcourse
respected by the honourable fraternity of gam-
blers and noble horse jockeys. Having attained
the summit of wealth, he turned out of doors the
vicious instrument of his rise, and married
his nursery governess, Miss Fitz, whose
mother was wife of Richardson, a lawyer in
Bury-street. Such is a small scrap in the
history of the late owner of Crockford’s, a
building magnificently fitted up within, and
every way adapted for the purposes to which
it was appropriated.

( To be continued.)

Lighting the Metropolis.—The follow-
ing statistics, prepared by one of the principal
gas companies, will give some idea of the
means at present employed for lighting London
and its suburbs:— There are eighteen public. -* "cic ai e ciguieeu puinii
gas works, conducted by twelve companies,
their capital amounts to upwards of 2,800,000/
employed in pipes, tanks, &c. The revenui
derivable therefrom is estimated at 450,000/
per annum. There are about 180,000 tons ol

coals used annually; there are 1,460,000,00C
cubic feet of gas made; 134,300 private lights;
30,400 public lights

; 380 lamplighters; 176
gasometers, several of them double, and capable
of storing 5,500,000 feet; and about 2,500
persons are employed in various ways.
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RETROSPECTIVE ARCHITECTURAL
LITERATURE.

THE ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.
COLLECTED BY SIR HENRY WOTTON, KNIGHT,

From the best Authors and Examples.

{Continued from p. 469.)

First, therefore, touching- Picture
,

there

doth occur a very pertinent Doubt, which hath
been passed over too slightly not only by some
Men, but by some Nations; namely, whether
this Ornament can well become the Outside of
Houses

;
wherein the Germans hath made so

little Scruple, that their best Towns are the
most painted, as Augusta and Noremberg. To
determine this Question in a Word : It is true

that a Story well set out with a good Hand,
will every where take a judicious Eye: But
yet withal it is as true, that various Colours on
the Out- Walls of Buildings have always in

them more Delight than Dignity : Therefore I

would there admit no Paintings but in Black
and White, nor even in that kind any Figures
(if the Room be capable), under nine or ten

Foot high, which will require no ordinary
Artizan

;
because the Faults are more visible

than in small Designs. In unfigured Paintings
the noblest is the Imitation of Marbles, and of
Architecture itself, as Arches

,
Friezes, Columns

and the like.

Now for the Inside, here grows another
Doubt, whether Grotesca (as the Italians) or
Antique Work (as we call it) should be re-

ceived against the express Authority of Vitru-
vius himself, Lib. 7, Cap. 5, where Pictura
(saith he) fit e/us, quod est, seu potest esse;
excluding by their severe Definition, all Fi-

gures composed of different Natures or Sexes;
so as a Syrene or a Centaur had been intoler-

able in his Eye: But in this we must take
leave to depart from our Master, and the
rather, because he spake out of his own Pro-
fession, allowing Painters (who have ever
been as little limited as Poets) a less Scope in

their Imaginations even than the gravest Phi-
losophers, who sometimes do serve themselves
of Instances that have no Existence in Nature;
as we see in Plato’s Amphisbcena

,
and Aris-

totle’s Hirco- Cervus. And (to settle this Point)

what was indeed more common and fami-

liar among the Romans themselves, than the

Picture and Statue of Terminus, even one of

their Deities ? which yet, if we will consider,

is but a piece of Grotesca. I am for these

Reasons unwilling to Impoverish that Art,

though I could wish such medley and motley
Designs confined only to the Ornament of
Friezes and Borders, their properest Place.

As for other storied Works upon Walls, I

' doubt our Clime is too yielding and moist for

: such Garnishments
;
therefore leaving it to the

Dweller’s Discretion, according to the Quality
i of his Seat, I will only add a Caution or two
; about the Disposing of Pictures within.

First, That no Room be furnished with too

i many, which, in truth, were a Surfeit of Orna-
i ment, unless they be Galleries, or some pecu-
1 liar Repository for Rarities of Art.

Next, that the best Pieces be placed not
\ where there is the least, but where there are

l the fewest Lights
;
therefore not only Rooms

’ windowed on both Ends, which we call

t thorough-lighted, but with two or more Win-
i dows on the same Side, are Enemies to this

, Art; and sure it is, that no Painting can be
s seen in full Perfection, but (as all Nature is

i illuminated) by a single Light.

Thirdly
,
That in the placing there be also

f some Care also taken, how the Painter did

s stand in the Working, which an intelligent

1 Eye will easily discover, and that Posture is

t the most natural; so as Italian Pieces will

; appear best in a Room where the Windows
: are high, because they are commonly made to

: a descending Light, which of all other doth
s set off Men’s Faces in their truest Spirit.

Lastly, That they be as properly bestowed
I for their Quality, as fitly for their Grace

;
that

i is, cheerful Paintings in Feasting and Ban-
(
quetting- Rooms

;
graver Stories in Galleries;

1 Landskips and Boscage, and such wild Works,
i in open Terrasses, or in Summer-Houses (as

\ we call them) and the like.

And thus much of Picture, which let me
c close with this Note, That though my former
1 Discourse may serve, perchance, for some
r reasonable Leading in the Choice of such De-
1 lights, yet let no Man hope by such a specula-

t tive Erudition, to discern the masterly and

i mysterious Touches of Art, but an Artizan

himself; to whom therefore we must leave the

Prerogative to censure the manner and hand-
ling, as he himself must likewise leave some
Points, perchance of no less value, to others

;

as for Example, whether the Story be rightly

represented, the Figures in true Action, the

Persons suited to their several Qualities, the

Affections proper and strong, and such like

Observations.

Now for Sculpture
,

I must likewise begin

with a Controversy, as before, (falling into this

Place) or let me rather call it a very meer
Fancy, strangely taken by Palladio, who hav-

ing noted in an old Arch or two at Verona
some part of the Materials already cut in fine

Forms, and some unpolished, doth conclude

(according to his Logick) upon this Particular,

that the Ancients did leave the outward Face
of their Marbles or Free Stone without any
Sculpture, ’till they were laid and cemented in

the Body of the Building; for which likewise

he findeth a Reason (as many do now and then

very wittily, even before the thing it self be

true) that the Materials being left rough, were
more manageable in the Mason's Hand than if

they had been smooth
;
and that so the Sides

might be laid together the more exactly
;
which

Conceit, once taken, he seems to have farther

imprinted, by marking in certain storied

Sculptures of old Time, how precisely the

Parts and Lines of the Figures, that pass from

one Stone to another, do meet
;
which he thinks

could hardly fall out so right (forgetting while

he speaks of ancient Things, the ancient Dili-

gence) unless they had been cut after the

joining of the Materials. But all these In-

ducements cannot countervail the sole Incon-

venience of shaking and disjointing the Com-
missures with so many Strokes of the Chissel,

besides an incommodious Working on Scaf-

folds, especially having no Testimony to con-

firm it, that I have yet seen, among the Re-
cords of Art: Nay, it is indeed rather true,

that they did square, and carve, and polish

their Stone and Marble Works even in the

very Cave of the Quarry, before it was har-

dened by open Air : But (to leave Disputation)

I will set down a few positive Notes, for the

placing of Sculpture, because the chusing hath

been handled before.

That first of all it be not too general and

abundant, which would make a House look

like a Cabinet
;
and in this Point, Moral Phi-

losophy, which tempereth Fancies, is the Su-

perintendant of Art.

That especially, there be a due Moderation

of this Ornamentin the first Approach
;
where

our Authors do more commend (I mean about

the principal Entrance) a Doric/c, than a Corin-

thian Garnishment; so as if the great Door be

arched, with some brave Head cut in fine

Stone or Marble for the Key of the Arch, and

two incumbent Figures gracefully leaning

upon it, towards one another, as if they meant

to confer; I should think this a sufficient En-
tertainment for the first Reception of any

judicious Sight, which I could wish seconded

with two great standing Statues on each side

of a paved Way, that shall lead up into the

Fabrick, so as "the Beholder at the first en-

trance may pass his eye between them.

That the Niches, if they contain Figures of

white Stone or Marble, be not coloured in their

Concavity too black
;

for though Contraria

juxta se posita magis illuccscunt (by an old

Rule) yet it hath been subtilly, and indeed

truly, noted, that out Sight is not well content-

ed with those sudden Departments from one

Extream to another
;

therefore let them have

rather a duskish Tincture, than an absolute

Black.

That fine and delicate Sculptures be helped

with Nearness, and Gross with Distance;

which was well seen in the old Controversy

between Phidias and Alcmenes about the

Statue of Venus: Wherein the first did shew

Discretion, and save Labour
;

because the

Work was to be viewed at good Height,

which did drown the sweet and diligent Strokes

of his Adversary : A famous Emulation of

two principal Atizans, celebrated even by the

Greek Poets.

That in the placing of standing Figures

aloft, we must set them in a Posture some-

what bowing forward
;

because (saith our

Master, Lib. 3, Cap. 3, out of a better Art

than his own) the visual Beam of our Eye,

extended to the Head of the said Figures,

being longer than to the Foot, must neces-

sarily make that Part appear farther
;
so as to

reduce it to an erect or upright Position, there
must be allowed a due Advantage of stooping
towards us

;
which Albert Durer hath exactly

taught, in his forementioned Geometry. Our
Vitruvius calleth this Affection in the Eye,
a Resupination of the Figure: For which
Word (being in truth his own, for aught I

know) we are almost as much beholding to
him, as for the Observation itself : And let thus
muchsummarilysuffice, touchingthechoice and
use of these adorning Arts. For to speak of
garnishing the Fabrick with a Row of erected
Statues about the Cornice of every Contigna-
tion or Story, were Discourse more proper for
Athens or Rome, in the time of their true
Greatness, when (as Pliny recordeth of his

Age) there were near as many carved Images
as living Men

;
like a noble Contention, even

in point of Fertility, between Art and Nature;
which Passage doth not only argue an infinite

abundance both of Artizans and Materials, but
likewise of magnificent andmajestical Desires in

every common Person of those Times, more
or less according to their Fortunes. And true
it is indeed, that the Marble Monuments and
Memories of well-deserving Men, wherewith
the very Highways were strewed on each
side, was not a bare and transitory Entertain-

ment of the Eye, or only a gentle Deception of
Time to the Traveller, but had also a secret

and strong Influence, even into the advance-
ment of the Monarchy, by continual Repre-
sentation of Virtuous Examples; so as in that

Point, Art became a Piece of State.

Now, as I have before subordinated Picture
and Sculpture to Architecture

,

as their Mis-
tress

;
60 there are certain inferior Arts like-

wise subordinate to them : As under Picture,

Mosaic; under Sculpture, Plastic/c

;

which
two I only nominate, as the fittest to garnish

Fabricks.
Mosuick is a kind of Painting in small Peb-

bles, Cockles and Shells of sundry Colours
;

and of late Days, likewise of pieces of Glass,

figured at pleasure; an Ornament, in truth, of

much Beauty, and long Life, but of most
use in Pavements and Floorings.

Plastick is not only under Sculpture, but in-

deed very Sculpture itself ; but with this diff-

ference, that the Plaisterer doth make his

Figures by Addition, and the Carver by Sub-
struction : whereupon Michael Angelo was wont
to say somewhat pleasantly, that Sculpture

was nothing but a Purgation of Superfluities:

For take away from a piece of Wood, or Stone,

all that is superfluous, and the Remainder is

the intended Figure. Of this Plastick Art,

the chief use with us is in the graceful fretting

of Roofs; but the Italians apply it to the

mantelling of Chimneys, with great Figures
;

a cheap piece of Magnificance, and as durable

almost within-doors, as harder Forms in the

Weather. And here, though it be a little

Excursion, I cannot pass unremembered again,

their manner of disguishing the Shapes of

Chimneys in various Fashions, whereof the

noblest is the Pyramidal
;
being, in truth, a

piece of polite and civil Discretion, to convert

even the Conduits of Soot and Smoak into Or-

naments
;
tvhereof I have hitherto spoken so

far as may concern the Body of the Building.

Now there are Ornaments also without, as

Gardens, Fountains, Groves, Conservatories

of rare Beasts, Birds, and Fishes : Ot which

ignobler kind of Creatures, fPe ought not

(saith our greatest * Master among the Sons

of Nature) childishly to despise the Contempla-

tion ; for in all things that are natural there

is ever something that is admirable. Of these

external Delights, a Word or two.

( To be continued.')

V ENTILATION, AND INTERMENT IN TOWNS.
—Mr. Parker has given notice of his intention

to bring in a bill next session, “ to enforce the

ventilation of workshops in certain cases : and

Mr. Mackinnon has put a notice on the books,

that he will “call the attention of the House

to the necessity of forming some legislative

enactment, in accordance with the Reports of

the Committee on the Health of 1 owns, and of

the Ecclesiastical Commission, in which the

practice of interment in the large towns and

under Churches and Chapels is recommended

to be abolished.”

* Arist. lib. 1. Cap. 5, de part. Amin. AU pi) OV(TX£ -
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Tins building, which is just completed, has
been erected by public subscription, at a cost

j

of about 1,650/. It is intended for the benefit

of the town of Arbroath (Forfarshire) and the
j

surrounding country, the object of the institu-

tion being to provide medical and surgical as- 1

sistance, and other necessary means of relief

and recovery for those, especially the indigent
j

poor, suffering under accidents and disease,
;

more effectually than these could be had in

their own houses
;

and likewise to afford the

means of separating from the healthy those

who are affected with certain contagious dis-

eases, so as to arrest the spread of contagion.

The following general description of the

building has been furnished by its architect,

David Smith, Esquire, 31, Reform-street,
Dundee :

—

“ The building is erected on an elevated

site at the west environ of the town of Arbroath,
and from which an extensive view of the sur-

rounding country, St. Andrew’s Bay, and part

of the German Ocean, is obtained. The
grounds belonging to the infirmary contain

nearly an acre and a half,* inclosed on three
sides by a stone wall, about 7 feet high, and in

front by a parapet-wall about 3 feet high, sur-

mounted by an iron railing. The best free

stone found in the district was used in the con-

struction of the walls of the building; the front

and both ends are faced externally with Ashlar-
work

;
all the other walls are externally of the

best rubble-work; the internal division-walls

are constructed of brick-work. The lobby,

kitchen, wash-house, dead-house, porter's-

room, coal-house, and passages, are floored

with Arbroath pavement; the stairs are formed
of polished stone

;
the flooring of the wards

and other apartments consists of Petersburg

I

battens 1$ in. thick, with grooved and tongued

j

joints, and supported by Memel timber joists.

The doors, windows, and other finishings are

of American yellow pine. The roof couplings!

are of Memel timber, the sarking of Petersburg

|

timber,! and the roof is slated with the best

Easdale slates. The walls and ceilings in the

respective apartments are finished with three

coats of lime-plaster, and with stucco cornices

run in all the ceiling-angles.

“ Ventilation.— Ventilation is carried

I on in the wards by means of fresh-air-flues

I constructed in the walls, which are carried

I

round at the back of the skirting-hoards,

i which have openings in them to admit the

I fresh air into the wards
;
these flues arc tem-

|

pered by valves.
“ The removal of the foul air from the wards

|

is accomplished by means of ornamental open-

|
ings formed in the ceilings, connected with

|

flues, which descend in the back wall of the

i building, and are joined to a main flue con-

|
structed under the ground-floor, which leads

to the extraeting-shaft W. In this shaft there

j

is placed a furnace, which is to be kept con-

!
stantly burning for the purpose of causing the

I
flues to ventilate by rarefaction.

REFERENCES.
A. Consulting-room.
B. llousekeeper’s-room.

C. Servants’-room.

D. Medicine-room.
E. Ward for maimed females.

F. Ward for maimed males.

G. Bed-closet.

II. Bath-room.
I. Water-closet.

J. Store-place.

K. Lobby.
L. L. Passages.
M. Closet under stair.

N. Kitchen.

* Scotch, we presume. t Trusses.

O. Porter’s-room.

P. Wash-house.
Q. Coal -house.

R. Dead-house.
S. Staircase-landing.

T. Fever-ward for females.

U. Fever-ward for males.

V. V. Water-closets.

W. Extracting shaft. Servants’ bed-rooms
in attics, over kitchen, &c. &c.

This institution originated under the aus-

pices of Alexander Mann, Esq., as chief magis-
trate of Arbroath, and through the exertions

of him and others the necessary funds were
soon provided. The Right Hon. Lord Pan-
mure, the patron of the institution has

bestowed upon it, towards an endowment, the

munificent sum of 1,000/. Its management
is vested in a board consisting of a patron,

a president, vice-presidents, and directors.

Means are now being used for procuring the

necessary furnishings, and it is proposed that

the house shall be opened for the reception of

patients in the early part of the ensuing winter.

To the preceding description we quote the

following from a Report, dated 8th of July,

1844:—“The general meeting of subscribers,

held on the 6th of June, 1843, having ap-

proved of the site of the infirmary on the

High Common as then proposed, the ground

was shortly afterwards exposed to sale by

‘ public roup,’ as required by law in regard

to burgh property, and was purchased by the

committee at the nominal ‘ feu-duty’ or ‘ground

annual’ of Is. per annum. Possession was im-

mediately thereafter given to the committee on

behalf of the subscribers. The titles have not

yet been made out to this ground, hut the

right is secure under the articles and minutes

of roup, followed by possession and payment of

the feu-duty or ground annual. Your com-
mittee recommend that a proper conveyance
should be taken from the magistrate and

council, and that it should be taken in favour

of themselves and their successors in office in

trust for behoof of the subscribers to the infir-

mary. By making the corporation of the

burgh the trustees, perpetual sue -ession will be

insured, without the necessity of any renewal

of the investiture, and the right will continue

clear and complete without expense.

“While on this subject, it may be proper to

mention that shortly after the general meeting

of the subscribers, at which the proposed site

had been approved of, objections were stated

to it by the medical practitioners of Arbroath
(with the exception of Dr. David Arrott, who
was a member of committee), as being in a

situation which, though unexceptionable in

point of free air, prospect, and beauty, they

yet considered exceedingly inconvenient, and

tending to increased expense to the institution,

on account of its distance from the centre of

population. The committee gave instant

attention to these objections; they commu-
nicated with the medical gentlemen in writing

and by personal conference
;

and after dis-

cussion and mature deliberation, they con-

tinued of opinion that the site unanimously

adopted by the committee, and approved of

and confirmed by the general meeting of

subscribers, was the best site attainable, and

they still remain of this opinion without a

dissenting voice. They have recorded in their

minutes the objections and discussions, that

reference might be made to them, if necessary.

“ Having acquired the ground for the site,

they lost no time in proceeding to contract tor

the erection of the building, agreeably to the

plans and specifications that had been adopted

and approved of by the subscribers. Estimates

had been advertised for and received, and the

committee preferred as the most eligible the
tenders for the whole work (exclusive of the

enclosing wall) given in by Mr. David Murray,
mason in Forfar, and Messrs. Nicol and
Wallace, wrights in Arbroath, at the contract
price of 1,123/. 10s. A contract was accord-

ingly entered into with these parties. The
work was forthwith commenced, and has been
finished in a most satisfactory manner. The
contract price has been paid, and there only
remains to be settled for some extra work
of no great amount, which was judged ne-
cessary, and is now nearly completed. The
architect and inspector, Mr. Smith, has com-
municated to your committee from time to

time his approval of the manner in which the
contractors have fulfilled their engagements,
and there is every reason for your committee
reporting their satisfaction with the building.

“ Early in the spring the committee procured
from Mr. Smith a plan and specification for

the erection of boundary walls and office-

houses, with railing on the parapet wall, and
gate for the main entrance to the infirmary.

Estimates were taken in for this work. Mr.
Murray, one of the contractors for the infir-

mary, was preferred as being the lowest

offerer for the ‘ mason work,' at the sum of 135/

;

and Messrs. William Munro and Co., founders

in Arbroath, were preferred as contractors for

the ‘ smith work,' at 24/. 15s. These contracts

have also been executed. The contract price

of the ‘ smith work’ has been paid
;
and Mr.

Murray has received 125/. on account of the
‘ mason work.’ ”

SUGGESTIONS ON THE MANNER OF
MAKING ARCHITECTURAL NOTES.

Professor Whewell, on Describing Churches.

By comparing actual buildings with de-

scriptions conveyed in precise and determinate

phraseology, the architectural observer will

become aware how completely words alone

may avail to preserve and transmit distinct and
adequate conceptions of an edifice; and when
he has thus begun to feel the import and value

of technical language, a little practice and con-
trivance will enable him thus to register for

himself or for others the principal features of
any building which may attract his notice.

In describing a church, mention first what
is the genera l style of the work (Roman-
esque, Transition, Complete Gothic, Perpen-
dicular, &c.), for this both conveys a general
notion of its appearance, and modifies ihe in-

terpretation of the terms afterwards used.

Describe next the ground-plan, and then the

vaulting, for these being given, the number
and position of almost all the members is deter-

mined, and the rest of the description will

have a reference to a known arrangement of

parts. In the vaulting, mention whether it is

Roman vaulting, or some other form of quadri-

partite or sexpartite, &c.
;

if quadripartite,

whether both transverse and longitudinal ribs

are pointed, whether in single or double com-
partments

;
the ribs, where they occur, their

form and mouldings
;

and whether the side

aisles are of the same kind as the centre

aisle. Describe next one compartment
of the inside, selecting that which is most
frequently repeated, and noticing, first, the

piers, whether they are columns, pilasters,

shafts and pier-edges, clustered shafts, or

piers of clustered mouldings, and what

the difference is of the intermediate piers, if

any, their capitals, whether Corinthian, cushion,

sculpture, upright leaves, woven foliage, &c.

;

the aisles, whether they have pillars like those

of the piers (their vaulting having been already

noticed), what are the windows, and

whether the wall is ornamented
;

then the

pier-arches, whether round or pointed, and

whether the arch is plain, rebated, chamfered,

or with what mouldings
;
then the triforium,

whether blank, pannelled,of detached shalts,

with walljbehind, or of openings; the openings,

whether single or double, &c., or subdivided,

and if either double or subdivided, how se-

parated, whether by shafts, clustered shafts,

pilasters, See., and whether with round or

pointed openings ;
then the clerestory

,

the win-

dows, whether single, in pairs, or in triads; if

not single, how separated, with what mould-

ings, what capitals to the vaulting shafts, and

what mouldings are used when they offer any

thing remarkable.

Afterwards notice any particularities or

deviations from this compartment which ap
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pear in the apse

,
the intermediate compartment,

the transepts, in the supporting piers of the

crossing, and at the west-end.

In describing the exterior, the order of
description does not appear to be of much
consequence. The most important points are

the number and position of the towers, whether
they are east, at the crossing, &c.

;
whether

their sides end in gabels, and whether these
have strong or light cornices, especially the
horizontal lines; how the different stories of
the towers are decorated

;
the apses, whether

round or polygonal, whether they have the
peculiar apsidal gallery of the Romanesque,

—

the finishing of the wall, whether by a corbel
table with notches, round or pointed, plain or
moulded

;
or by a cornice, balustrade, canopies,

pinnacles, &c. The buttresses
,
also, or their

absence, should be remarked
;
what projection

they have, what offsets, what termination, how
ornamented. Flying buttresses are to be
noticed, and how they are stopped and sup-
ported at the lower end. Finally the
west front is a leading part of the building
when it is ornamented, and the porches in

the other parts
;
and these portions often con-

tain the richest and most ornamented work-
manship in the whole edifice. If the church
has many subordinate members externally, and
is remarkable in detail, it may be proper to

take notes of a single compartment externally
from the ground to the roof in order. The
windows in particular will require attention

;

the mouldings of the window-sides, the drip-
stones, canopies, and panelings which ac-

company them, and especially the tracery. If
any one were to observe in succession a great
number of different windows of the complete
Gothic, he would probably be led to devise
some simple and technical phraseology or no-
tation by which the form of the tracery might
be conveyed.

By adopting a method sucli as is here sug-
gested in the examination of churches and other
similar buildings, the architectural student
might throw much valuable light upon the his-

tory of this branch of his piofession, for all

sound speculation must be founded on the
accurate knowledge of an extensive collection

of particular instances.

THE MAHOGANY TRADE.

The mahogany annually exported from
Honduras by British settlers may be calcu-
lated at about sixty square-rigged vessels, at

120,000 feet each, value about 400,000/.
;
and

the value of Guatemalian produce, such as
indigo, cochineal, &c., exported, amounts to

three times as much again. It is supposed
that the sales of one commercial house at
Belize average 15,000/. currency per month,
which is one-twentieth part of u hat is sold,
and would make the sales of British dry goods
imported for the supply of that colony and
Guatemala, at least 2,500,000/. currency, or
about 1,500,000/. sterling.

The number of ships entered inwards and
outwards during the last three years has
averaged 100

;
their aggregate tonnage being

The inhabitants of Belize are dealers only
in the raw material

;
the mahogany tables of

their dwellings being manufactured in England,
whilst the wood from which they were cut
travels upwards of 15,000 miles before it

reaches the spot of its ultimate destination,
that being the same shore on which it grew.
One of the largest of the logs ever imported
into England was bought at Liverpool for 378/.,
and was supposed to have returned to the
manufacturer at least 1,000/. If cut into
veneers, 550/. of this sum would be paid in
wages to British mechanics.
Not long since, Messrs. Broadwood, the dis-

tinguished piano-forte manufacturers, gave the
enormous sum of 3,000/. for three logs of
mahogany ! These logs, the produce of a single
tree, were each about fifteen feet long and
thirty-eight inches square

;
they were cut into

veneers, of eight to an inch. ’ The wood was
particularly beautiful

;
capable of receiving

the highest polish, and when polished, reflect-
ing the light in the most varied manner, like
the surface of a crystal; and from the wavy
form of the pores, offering a different figure iii

whatever direction it was viewed.
Dealers in mahogany generally introduce an

ing, they are seldom able to decide with much
precision as to the quality of the wood ; so
that there is a good deal of lottery in the trade.
The logs for which Messrs. Broadwood gave
so high a price were brought to this country
with a full knowledge of their superior worth.
The cutting of mahogany at Honduras takes

place at two different seasons
;

after Christmas
and towards Midsummer. The negroes em-
ployed in felling the trees are divided into
groups of from ten to fifty. The trees are cut
about twelve feet from the ground, and are
floated down the rivers.

—

Symmond's Colonial
Magazine.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

On the 4th inst. the Lord Bishop of Glou-
cester and Bristol consecrated a new church at
Eisey, near Crickdale, in place of a former one
(which having become unsafe, had been taken
down), within the churchyard, but on a dif-

ferent site. This church is a simple Norman
structure, built at the sole expense of Earl St.

Germans, to hold about 120 persons on open
seats, which are moveable, the floor being of
stone. The circular apse contains six windows
filled with stained glass, the present of a lady,
and painted by herself in diaper. The capitals
of shafts, stone pulpit, corbels, and other parts,
have been left entirely plain, to be enriched at

future opportunities. The communion-table
is of stone, detached some space from the wall,
and the floor round it is laid with encaustic
tiles. There is a lettern on a single shaft,
copied from an ancient example, and a small
kneeling desk within the chancel

;
both of

which, as well as the font, are plain, and well
suited to the church.

New Church in the Parish, of St, Giles, West-
minster.—The steeple of this church being com-
plete, the scaffolding has been taken down from
it: the crowning spire rises from the square
tower by corbelling over, and not by the use
-of squinches, pinnacles, and flying-buttresses.
The clerestory walls are now in progress, and
are supported by six detached octagonal piers,
the shafts of which are of blue-lias lime-stone,
which is hard and will take a roughish polish.

New Church at Creice.—A new church is

being erected at Crewe by the Grand Junction
Railway Company, for the use of their work-
men. It is to be a neat blue brick structure,
with stonecoignes intheAnglo-Normanstyleof
architecture. At present service is conducted
in a room of the company’s works. The Rev.
J. Appleton has been the chaplain, but on
account of ill-health he has resigned.

—

Liver-
pool Chi article.

Holy Trinity Church, Hoisted.—The style
and character of this building is Gothic, with
tower and spire. Accommodation is provided
for 703 persons; namely, in pews 199, and in

free seats 504. The first stone was laid in the
month of July last year.

Her Majesty’s Commissioners for Building
New Churches have at the present time under
consideration plans for a new church to be
built in the parish of Woolwich, in the county
of Kent, and at Morton and Stockwith, in the
parish of Gainsborough, in the county of Lin-
coln.

A stone pulpit, elaborately and beautifully
worked, is about to be placed in the parish
church of Langford Budville, the gift of
Captain Perceval, Bindon-house, Milverton

;

and another is in preparation for Oldridge
chapel, near Crediton.

A beautiful sculptured font, of Caen stone,
is about to be placed in Broadclist church, the
gift of the Hon. and Rev. Charles Courtenay
and Henry Acland, Esq., son of the worthy
Bart, of Killerton.

On Friday week a new church at Rotsclair,
in Belgium, on which the masons and carpen-
ters were still at work, but which was nearly
finished, fell suddenly to the ground. Seven
men were injured, but no life was lost.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

New Branch Railivay to Blackpool and
Lytham.—A special general meeting of the
proprietors of the Preston and Wyre Railway,
Harbour, and Dock Company, took place at
Fleetwood on Friday. The purpose of the
meeting was to consider and determine the
propriety of applying to parliament in the
next session, for power to enable the com-
pany to construct two branch railways from the
Preston and Wyre line— one from near the
Poulton station to Blackpool, and the other
from the Ivirkham station to Lytham

;
to con-

sider and determine the measures to be taken
for raising such further capital as may be
advisable or expedient in connection with them;
and for the purpose of giving such powers
and authorities to the directors of the company
as might be necessary in relation to these mat-
ters. Sir H. Fleetwood, Bart., M.P., and
other gentlemen of influence, were present.
Sir H. Fleetwood stated that the directors had
procured a survey and estimate of the line from
Poulton to Blackpool

;
and it was calculated

that the total expense would be about 20,000/.
24,000/., or, at the utmost 25,000/. The con-
sent of every land-owner, he believed, had
been obtained. It was not at present con-
templated to take immediate measures for the
formation of the line from the Kirkham sta-

tion to Lytham, at least until they were more
certain as to the success of the other. It would
save expense, however, to make an application
to parliament for the construction of both lines.
A call of 8/ 6s. 8d. would be necessary for
both lines; but in the meantime a call of only
4/. 3s. 4d. upon the 6,700 shares would be
necessary. Resolutions in accordance with
the object for which the meeting was called
were carried unanimously.

English and Foreign Railways.— In his evi-
dence before theselectcommittee of last session,
Mr. Lai ng, of the Board ofTrade, stated that the
average railway charges in Belgium, for 100
miles, are for the first, second, and third-
classes respectively, 10s., 7s. 6d., and 4s. 8d.

;

in Germany, J2s., 8s. 6d., and 5s. 6d.
;

in
France, 15s., 10s., and 8s. 6d.

;
and in England,

25s., 17s., and 10s. As one cause of the com-
paratively high rate in England, he states that
the average cost of railways in this country is

three or four times that of the German lines
;

double that of the Belgian, and greater by
one-half than the cost of the French. Mr.

Public Walks at Conglkton.—We un-
derstand that John Latham, Esq., town clerk
ofCongleton, is in communication with the
Lords of the Treasury, for the purpose of ob-
taining a grant for the construction of public
walks in the Town Wood, which it is hoped
will be successful. The plans are already
made, and it is expected that workmen will

miffpr k...
. O - - -v v- very shortly be employed in carrying themauger befoie buying a log

;
but, notivithstand- out.—Macclesfield. Chronicle.

'
S

Laing is of opinion that the advantage is in
favour of the English in regard to speed

;
but

that in point of accommodation the second and
third-class passengers in Belgium, and on the
Continent generally, have the decided advan-
tage over those of the same classes in England.

Proposed London and Portsmouth Atmo-
spheric Railway.—A very numerous meeting
of the inhabitants of Portsmouth was held on
Monday evening, at which the preliminary
measures for a direct line between London and
Portsmouth were resolved upon unanimously.
I he proposed line is to be an atmospheric one,
and extend from Epsom (for a railway between
which place and Croydon an Act had already
been obtained) to

‘ Godaiming, Petersfield,
Havant, and on to Portsmouth. From the
statement ol Mr. Cubitt, the engineer, it

appears that the promoters of the plan pledge
themselves that the fares will not be more than
two- thirds of the present fares by the South-
Western route, and, in addition, the journey is

to be made in half the time. The line will be
about eighty miles in length.

South-Eastern Railway.—The South-East-
ern company has declared a dividend of 10s.
6d. per share on the old shares, and Is. 3jd.
per share on those issued in February last.
The feature of the meeting was the discussion
arising from a limited Liverpool opposition,
which, however, was defeated. It was con-
tended that a number of the Liverpool share-
holders are not satisfied with the manner in
which the business of the railway is conducted,
particularly in reference to goods traffic; but
after a stormy debate of several hours, the re-
solutions proposed for the appointment of
committee were rejected.

Copenhagen, Sept. 14.—Mr. Radford, an
English civil-engineer, has been chosen, and
has arrived here to direct the execution of tht<

iron railway between Copenhagen and Roes-
kild.
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Poole Railway Communication. — A public
meeting1 of the inhabitants of this town was
held at the Antelope Hotel on the 19th inst.,

in accordance with a resolution passed at a
meeting of the railway committee on the 10th
inst. The chair was taken by the sheriff,

Joseph Crabb, Esq. The following resolutions

were carried unanimously :—That this meeting
fully approves the proceedings of the railway
committee in reference to the communications
and interviews which have passed between it

and the “ Bristol and Exeter Railway Com-
pany,” and consider that the line of railway
now proposed to be made by the latter, namely,
from near Bridgwater to Yeovil and Dor-
chester, in connection with the “ Southampton
and Dorsetshire Line,” from Dorchester to

Wareham and Poole, forms a communication
of the Bristol and English Channels, deserving
a co-operation and support of this town and
neighbourhood. That the additional line pro-
posed to he made by the “Great Western Rail-
way Company,” from Yeovil to Frome, and
from thence to Bath or Chippenham, is to be
viewed with much satisfaction, as establishing

an important chain of communication between
this county and the “ Great Western Rail-

way,” which will prove highly beneficial both
in a commercial and social point of view. The
powers of the committee for carrying into effect

the “ Bristol and English Channels Junction
Railway” having terminated, a committee was
formed to see that the interests of this town
are properly provided for in the approach
from the “Southampton and Dorsetshire”
line, and for the purpose of watching the
general progress of the several undertakings.
The thanks of the meeting were then given to

J. Brown and M. K. Welch, Esqs., for their
efficient services in promoting the interests of
the town, and to the sheriff for his able con-
duct in the chair, after which the meeting was
dissolved.

The South-Eastern Railway Company have
offered to purchase the Greenwich Railway, or,

as it is called, lease it for 999 years. They are
to pay a rent of 3(1,000 1. for the first year, and
10 ,

1 )00 /. a year additional each succeeding year
until it shall amount to 45,000/. Meetings of
the proprietors of both railways have approved
of the proposal

;
but the sanction of Parlia-

ment is required before it can be carried into

effect. It is proposed that the lease should
commence on the 1st January next. At the
half-yearly meeting the directors announced
that they had plans under consideration for

extending their railway to nearly all the im-

j

portant places in Kent. A branch to Canter-

|
bury, Ramsgate, and Margate, will shortly be

i commenced
;
one to Maidstone is just com-

j

pleted
;
they intend to lease the YVhitstable

i. Railway. They propose lines from London
l through Woolwich, Gravesend, Rochester,
I Chatham, Sittingbourne, Faversham, and
1 Chilham, to unite with the Canterbury branch

;

i from Rochester to Maidstone
;

from the
Ramsgate and Canterbury branch to Sandwich
and Deal; and a branch from Tunbridge to

Tunbridge Wells, and thence to Hastings.

Direct London and Portsmouth.—A meet-
ing of the landowners and inhabitants of the
town and neighbourhood of Godaiming was

< held on the 20th inst., for the purpose of
having laid before them the merits of the pro-

|

jected direct line of railway between London
i and Portsmouth. Mr. Roker, the high con-

stable was called to the chair. A deputation
i from the committee of direction, among whom
i were Mr. Wilkinson, the chairman of the com-

pany, Mr. Crowley, the deputy chairman, and
Mr. Greig, attended the meeting with Mr.
Kilgour, the solicitor Mr. J. Cubitt, the

|
engineer and Mr. Samuda, one of the paten-

1 tees of the atmospheric system; various reso-
lutions in favour of the line were adopted.

South-Western Railway.—A report has pre-
vailed that the South-Western Company in-

tended to carry on a branch from Salisbury to

this city (Exeter). We believe we have au-
thority to state that the intention has been

j: abandoned. Mr. Locke, the engineer, lias
I been surveying the country west of Yeovil
' during the past week, with the view of extend-

ing the South-Western line to Exeter, but he
found the difficulties of the country so great,

'< that the directors will not this year attempt to

I

I carry their line further than Yeovil.— Western
l' Times.

Railway in Connection with Exeter.—

A

plan is in progress, and will shortly be laid

before the public, for a line of railway from
Exeter to Barnstaple and North Devon. It

will be formed on the western bank of the

river, and connect itself with the terminating

stations of the Bristol and Exeter and South
Devon Railways. It will pass within a very

short distance of the town of Crediton, where
there will be a station, and the atmospheric
principle will be adopted. There is now little

doubt that Exeter will be reached on its eastern

side by a liberally conducted railway, on
which, likewise, the atmospheric power or
traction will be used.— Western Times.

Cost of Railways,—The London and Black-

wall Railway cost 326,670/. per mile, which is

the highest cost of any railway in the kingdom.
The Greenwich is next for expensiveness, and
cost 264,736/. per mile. The three lines which
were executed at the lowest cost per mile are

the Arbroath and Forfar, the Aylesbury Junc-

tion, and the Hayle Railways, which severally

cost 9,130/., 8,710/., and 6,949/. per mile.

London and Birmingham cost 53,780 /. per

mile; the Great Western, 55,330/.; and the

South Western, 27,750/. The Liverpool and
Manchester cost 41,320/. per mile; the Man-
chester and Leeds, 59,800/.; and the London
and Brighton, 64,370/.

The Prussian government, in order to ob-
viate, in future, accidents on the railroads, has

constituted at Berlin a school for the especial

purpose of giving instruction in the art of con-
ducting the locomotives. The number of
pupils is fixed at 400. The annual payment
to be made by each pupil is very moderate.
The course of instruction is completed in one
year.

One Thousand Miles an Hour by Railway!
—M. Arago says the atmospheric pressure

principle may be so applied as to insure safe

transit at the rate of six leagues a minute, or

1,000 miles an hour.

(ffoiTrspoiionux.

CRACK HOUSES.
Sir,—The answers to my letter, in your

valuable journal of the 7th inst., are any tiling

but satisfactory. “Scrutator” says the party

investing his capital in houses does so on his

own opinion
,
and therefore he is justly

punished. “A Looker-on” says they are

valued by auctioneer’s surveyors, and that the

largest rental is the sole object of the pur-

chaser; both therefore agree that the fault, or

what you will, is shifted from their own
shoulders to that of the unfortunate purchaser.

Now, Sir, I must decidedly say that few if any
cases can be named in which the speculator

purchases on his own opinion. He who in-

vests largely always employs some surveyor in

whom he places confidence
;
the smaller specu-

lator not being able to afford the expense of a

surveyor, employs his neighbour, who is re-

puted’ to be a respectable builder. The majo-

rity of purchasers are retired or retiring

tradesmen and citizens, who, desirous of sitting

down for the remainder of their lives rent-

free, and, with a life annuity, purchase a

single tenement or small lot of houses, in one

of which they take up their abode; it is there-

fore ridiculous to suppose that such men as

these, from a “pig-headed ” idea of their own
infallibility, would thus make “ ducks and

drakes” of their money; and equally ridiculous

to suppose that, while, capitalists are desirous

ofmaking the most of their money, they can be

indifferent to the finish and stability of the

thing they purchase.
Admitting, with “ A Looker-on,” that auc-

tioneers’ surveyors are very great rogues, and

some capitalists very avaricious, this has

nothing to do with the fact stated, that “ crack

houses” are put up by speculating builders; it

is neither a plea nor a justification for down-

right dishonesty. People do use the same

precautions in purchasing houses as in pur-

chasing goods, and the linen-drapers’ devil’s-

dust has the same effect in the one instance as

stuccoed-rubbish has on the other
;
both, as

Lord Denman has it, are “ a delusion and a

snare ” when employed for the purpose of de-

ception.

In the neighbourhood of the Hampstead-

road may now be seen on a large painted

board, “ This ground to be let for building on
;

money advanced if required.” No comment
is required on such a notice as this. A few

doors off there is an instance of the working
of this principle

;
a journeyman huilder came

forward, undertook the job, employed country
labourers, boarded and lodged them while they
were at work, and actually completed the thing
on credit, much to the satisfaction of himself,
provided he is lucky enough to pick up a flat

to purchase it
;

if not it goes in acquittance of
advances made to him. Another builds on his

own responsibility, mortgages, and goes on
building until he makes his fortune, or gets into

the Gazette. The late M began by build-

ing, brick by brick, cottages, or rather dog-
kennels, of 10/. rental, from the position of
labourer rose to that of master, and died ex-
ceedingly wealthy. We object not to legiti-

mate building or to legitimate speculation, but
we do object to putting up houses which, like

the Jew’s razors, are made for sale, and not for

use. Only fancy the fact, as fact it is, of some
of the bouses in Russell-square having a clause
in the lease prohibiting dancing, and some of
the houses in the streets near it, built scarcely

thirty-five years ago, are of such doubtful com-
position, and indeed are now falling down, that

it would have been wise to prohibit walking
with shoes on in the upper rooms.

The sources of speculative building are evi-

dently not confined to constructing houses for

the poorer classes, nor can all the odium of

building “crack houses” be confined to the

smaller classes of builders, or to those who
undertake the task being no builders at all.

We trace those causes in the avarice of ground
landlords, in the competition of brick- makers,

in the credit system of timber merchants, in

the neglect of duty of surveyors, in the neces-

sities of the builder, and in the want of una-

nimity of the builders among themselves. The
temptations being so great, why do not the

builders incorporate themselves as a body, and

by union produce strength of good resolution,

protecting their own class-interest, and, at the

same time, giving tone and character to the

' profession ?

“ Scrutator,” who evidently seems touched
on the raw, labours under a strange mistake in

supposing that “ W. T. B.” has any objection

to stucco, to beauty of finish, or ornament;
admitting the use, be condemns the abuse of

it for the purposes of deception, and often of

downright, fraud. Stucco and paint are ad-

mirable in place, but when used, as by nymphs
of the pave, to hide a distempered frame, it

awakens only feelings of disgust, instead of

calling forth our admiration.

September 22, 1844. W. T. B.

Sir,— Having passed through Percy-street,

Tottenham Court-road, this morning, my atten-

tion was attracted by the front of the house,

No. 16, which has lately been, I presume,

attempted to be coloured and drawn, or

pointed, or something I know not what to call

it. I shall feel obliged if you will call the

attention of my brother readers to this
;
per-

haps some of them can inform me of the

name of this style of beautifying the fronts

of houses, and who is the Patentee.

Islington, September 23. T. W. M.

TUBULAR AND OTHER CHIMNEY-FLUES CALLED
“ PATENT.”

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—In reference to an advertisement in

your last number, my flues are not at “ Ebury

Wharf,” and consequently are denounced as

“spurious imitations,” against which “the
public is cautioned.” (1.) I have manufactured

the tubular flues for chimneys, for heating

churches, green-houses, and the like, for more

than twenty years, yet that advertisement

calls them “an entirely new construction of

chimney.” Any architect who has practised

in the county of Stafford during that period

can prove the truth of what I have asserted.

It has been my habit to make the tubes with

either plain or rebated joints, also pieces to

form angles and curves, and all ot proper

texture. In 1835 (I think it was) I was

entrusted with an order for rebated flues for

the chimneys of King Edward’s School at

Birmingham (Charles Barry, Esq., architect,

Mr. Cowlishaw, clerk-of- works), and it was

executed satisfactorily. Where was tbe patent

for these things at that time even, not to go

further back? If I can prove my facts, as I

undertake to do, together with a tact to place

in juxta position, viz., that the first cogitation
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about the Ebury Wharf concern dates some
three years ago, the saddle will be placed upon
the right horse, and the charge of “ imitation”

will not injure me. (2.) The oval flues for

brickwork are of more recent origin, as far as

I know, than tubular ones; but I formed and
published the first, therefore they are public

property. The first lot were used at Moreton
Hall, Cheshire (Edware Blore, Esq., architect,

Mr. Oliver, clerk-of-works), they were de-

signed by Mr. Oliver, as I stated some time
afterwards in the Civil Engineer and Architects'

Journal, upon first making them public. I

have regularly sold them since, and shall

continue to do so, without any risk of the
charge of imitation being proved against me.
Having abundant and easy means as regards

the “Patent,” I shall consider the word
“ spurious,” in reference to the fabric

,
or

mixture of materials composing these flues,

and this I know to be all-iriportant.
Having then supplied them for a quarter of a
century without any complaint, establishes

their legitimacy and adaptation to the objects in

view. From the appearance of those at

Ebury Wharf, however, and referring to a
letter which I received from thence in May
last, I conclude that the parties have been, as

they continue to be, ignorant of the fabric or
mixture (the public can test both the flues

and the parties easily), and consequently
though their material is legitimate and adapted
to drains were always cold, it would, I fear,

turn out “spurious” in chimney and other
flues, which are subject alternatively to so
great variations of temperature, to expansion
and contraction, and to the rubs and knocks
of cleansing engines.

Now, as to the word “ caution ” offered to

the public;—forced as I was into extensive
business at the age of fourteen by the death of
my father—possessing as I now do 30 years’
experience— I admit the wisdom and prudence
of caution being in lively exercise. Also, I
give due praise to honourable efforts to excite
that caution in others. The public, however,
are aware that a man may sometimes cry
loudly and long “stop thief,” pointing all

the while in the wrong direction, namely, at

his neighbour instead of himself. So, in
*

like

manner (without intending discourtesy to Ebury
Wharf, or to any who are interested in it), the
public will weigh the facts of the case, and do
justice; they will apply the words “ imitation”
and “ spurious ” rightly. In consideration too
of a firm of yesterday, all but unknown, on the
one hand, compared with one who is known on
the other; who was bred to the trade

;
who has

occupied a long period in it; whose persever-
ance in it is acknowledged; by whose capital
and skill, brought to bear upon it, not his own
family merely, but the families of workpeople
live in comfort, and, in more than one way,
the community isbenefitted; in such a com-
parison the public is not wont to exhaust its

“caution” upon the assailed, but, in justice,

reserves more than a little for the assailant.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Thomas Peake.
22, "Water-lane, City,

from “ The Tileries Tunstall.”

NEW BUII.DINO-ACT.
Sir,— Having some ground to build about

twenty pairs of fourth-rate detached cottages
on, and wishing to begin them before January
1st, 1845, in order not to come under the
restrictions of the new Act of Parliament, I

should feel obliged if you would inform me
how much footings I ought to put in to con-
stitute the term “already built,” which is

expressed in the new Act."

September 16, 1844. Felix.

[It does not appear by the definition in sec-
tion 5 of the new Act, that any considerable
quantity of a building is required under such
circumstances to be done; “commenced” is the
term used, and a year thence afterwards is

allowed for the completion of the buildings
“ fit for use.”—Ed.]

Statue of Napoleon.— In the open space
where the rue de 1' University and the Grande
Chaussee of the Esplanade of the Invalides
meet, workmen are employed in making the
enclosure of the ground on which the equestrian
statue of the EmperorNapoleon is to be erected.
In a short time the works for the pedestal, on
which it is to be raised, will be begun.

fHtstTUnnra*

The Porcelain Pagoda at Nankin.

—

In a work recently published, and entitled

“ An Aide-de-Camp’s Recollections of Service

in China, by Captain Arthur Cunynghame,” is

an account of a visit which the author and his

companions made during their stay at Nankin
to the far-famed porcelain pagoda, which so
many travellers have desired to see, but have
been refused. The exterior and interior
are covered with plates of porcelain so neatly
joined together as to give the work an ap-
pearance of being made of one entire piece.
“ A woodcut of the tower, together with a
short description of it, was sold to the visitors

for a few cash,* from which I will here quote a
line or two, having received a translation from
a friend. The paper stated that a pagoda had
been, at various times, erected on the spot
where the present porcelain tower stands,
records of which are still retained as far back
as the second century of the present Christian
era, each successively, as they fell into decay
or were destroyed by fire, being replaced,
either at the expense of government or by
funds supplied from the generosity of some
pious private individual. The credit of re-

building the present edifice is ascribed to two
very celebrated emperors. The usurper, Gong-
Lo (a monarch of the Ming house), being
about to remove his capital to the north,
erected this pagoda in honour of his mother,
the celebrated spouse of Hang-Woo, as a

tribute to her worth, and called it the Pagoda
of Gratitude, Paon-gan-tai, or Paont-gan-she.
The pagoda, it states, was commenced in the
tenth year of Gong-Lo, and was not finished
until the seventh year of Lenatik, taking a

period of nineteen years for its accomplish-
ment. It was built under the direction of one
Whang-ghe-tai, a member of the Board of
Public \t

r
orks, and cost, so says this chronicle,

2,485,484 tales of silver, or 621,371/. sterling.

It is 329 covils four inches in height, having
nine stories, with a golden globe on its top.

The colours were given to the stones partly by
a kind of gilt amalgam, and also by glazing,
so as to be imperishable and lasting through
future ages; and the best proof thereof is, that
it has never required repair, with the excep-
tion of its having been struck with lightning
about forty-two years since, and that it still

retains all the freshness of a recently-erected
building. An iron rod, of considerable thick-
ness, towers above the whole building, en-
circled by rings of gold, from beneath which
there are 152 chains hanging gracefully down

;

140 lamps, requiring no less than 64 catty
(about nine gallons) of oil for a single night's
consumption, are fixed in the niches, shedding
their lustre around equally upon the virtuous
and the wicked, and removing darkness from
amidst mankind. Gold, silver, and pearls
adorn the structure, and render it an object of
the highest admiration.” When at the top of
the pagoda, Captain Cunynghame and his com-
panions added their names to the many Chinese
autographs that were scribbled on the walls,
and uncorked sundry bottles of champagne to
drink her Britannic Majesty’s health, and suc-
cess to her arms.

Public Baths and Washhouses in Lon-
don.—A project is on foot, which, if realized,
will materially benefit a large portion of the
London community. It is proposed to es-
tablish baths, coupled with washhouses for
clothes, on such a scale as to place the com-
forts of cleanliness within the reach of all.
“ It is contemplated,” says the Spectator,
“ to begin with four foundations, three on the
Middlesex, and one on the Surrey side of the
river, at a total expense of 30,000/. The
annual charge thereafter to be met by the
payments of those who use them

;
Id. foracold,

and 2d. for a warm bath (the use of a towel
inclusive), being the rates for the bathers

;

while at the washhouses all appliances and
means for six hours’ scrubbing, drying, and
ironing, are to be supplied for2d. With the aid
of an income to be derived from a few baths
of a more expensive kind, the institutions are
thus expected shortly to compass their own
support. It cannot be doubted that the 30,000/.
will speedily be raised.”

* A cash is a small copper coin with a hole in
the centre, 1,200 of which are about the value of
one Spanish dollar.

Tesselated Pavements.—With all ad-
mirers of the arts and sciences, we hail with
satisfaction the great improvements within the
last few years in pavements, a subject so much
neglected for many ages. Since the days of
the Reformation our floors have been laid with
little else than rude coarse flag-stones, raw
boards, or at best, chequers of white and black
marble, while the use of the handsome mosaics
of the Romans, in the universal adaptation of
classical models, seems to have been altogether
overlooked, as well as the tesselated pavements
of the middle ages, of which a fine remnant is

concealed beneath a rush matting in front of
the altar of Westminster Abbey, and a more
perfect specimen still may be seen in Trinity
Chapel, Canterbury Cathedral. At Great
Malvern, Romsey, Winchester, Salisbury, Wor-
cester, Rochester, and York, there are also
fine specimens; but the Chapter House of
Westminster Abbey, where a beautiful pave-
ment in this style was carefully boarded over,
when that building was fitted up as a record
office, remains probably in greater perfection
than any other extant in this country. Many
of these are of great beauty; some consist of
heraldic cognizances, others of figures, and
others of very beautiful scrolls. They are
probably as old as Edward III., who decorated
the structure. Some of the first specimens of
the revival of tesselated pavements may be
seen in the Trinity Church and the Reform
Club-house, London, and ere long Mr. Barry's
good taste will be displayed in the adornment
of the floors of the new Houses of Parliament
with encaustic tiles. We trust that the ex-
ample may not be lost sight of by those who
have the superintendence of public edifices.

They are also worthy the attention of archi-
tects for halls and passages even of very
moderate-sized houses. Very ornamental, too,

they would prove for hearths, mantle-pieces,
&c. It has been thought that the.;e pavements,
on account of their cost, would be restricted

to the mansions of the wealthy; but as their
merits are becoming more generally known,
this opinion is seen to be founded on error, for
although the first outlay is more costly than
some, yet, in point of economy, they must be
selected in preference to every other kind of
flooring.

—

Nottingham Review.

White Knight’s Park, near Readino.
—In reply to the advertisement, offering pre-
miums of fifty guineas and twenty guineas for
the two best plans for laying out this beautiful
place for the erection of detached villas which
appeared in our columns, thirty designs were
sent in. In order to prevent the possibility of
complaint, the proprietor placed the decision in
the hands of two professional architects, Mr.
George Godwin, F.R.S., and Mr. David Mo-
catta, F.S.A., who, after minutely investigating
the plans on the spot, selected the design
marked Albi Milites as entitled to the first

premium, and that distinguished by a drawing
of a knight as entitled to the second premium.
These were afterwards found to be respectively
by Messrs. Scott and Moffatt, and Mr. John
Barnett, of Chancery-lane. The beauties of
this extraordinary place, once the seat of the
Duke of Marlborough, are such as to make us
grieve at its appropriation for building pur-
poses. It will, however, afford such sites for
houses as are rarely found.

—

Correspondent.

Chimneys Superseded.—Dr. Arnott has
recently invented an air-pump, with which it

is proposed to supply a draught to furnaces,
that will supersede the necessity of funnels in

steam-boats, and of the costly chimneys which
now demand so great an outlay in the’erection
of engine-houses. This pump, when worked
by a weight, furnishes a draught equal to

100 cubic feet of air in a minute, in an uncom-
pressed state. A slight transfer ofpower from
any engine would thus suffice to create a strong
draught, which can be so directed as to cause
the consumption of the smoke.

—

British and
Foreign Quarterly Review.

New Conservative Club, St. James’s.—From the drawings submitted for the artistic

embellishments of the interior of the new Con-
servative Club, the designs of Mr. Sang have
been approved of and decided upon. The
whole of the decorations are to he executed in

encaustic, a mode which that gentleman has of
late years introduced into this country, and
w hich he has employed in the interior lembel-
lishments of the New Royal Exchange.—
Herald.
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British Archeological Association.

—

During; the late meeting at Canterbury, Pro-

fessor Buckland furnished the following facts,

which, coming from so high an authority, de-

serve especial altention. “ Two churches, the

names of which he had in his possession, he

had been told had been destroyed by fire in

consequence of an accumulation of guano in

the towers. Birds, such as pigeons, crows,

daws, and other kind of winged birds, congre-

gated in the towers of churches, and on visiting

the venerable edifice celebrated as the cathedral

of Canterbury, he saw fifty birds at least flying

through the broken lattice of the windows.
Now, he apprehended the most serious conse-

quences from this. If that guano were allowed

to accumulate, and a strong wind during a

thunder-storm arose, and caused a current

through the tower, it was clearly his opinion

that the noble building would be set on fire.”

The Birkenhead Docks.—Already the

most active steps have been taken for proceed-

ing with the formation of the new dock. Mr.
Tomkinson, the contractor, has a large body of

men now at work upon the land, near the

entrance of Wallasey Pool. There are

erecting a limekiln and a mortar mill, and a

steam-engine is now being placed upon the

ground. The elevated railway, which is

necessary in such works for the conveyance of

heavy stones from one place to another, is in a

forward state, and the foundation is now being

prepared to commence at once with the sea

wall, extending from the intended coasting

dock at Woodside Ferry to the mouth of the

Pool. The men are at work night and day,

as the tide answers, and the promoters seem
determined to pursue vigorously the great and
important work in which they have embarked.

Triumphal Arch at Dundee. — A
general desire prevails throughout the town

5
for having a triumphal arch, built of stone,

I similar to that through which her Majesty

I

passed at Harbour. It would, without doubt,

be a great ornament to the town, and we have

no hesitation in saying, that a large subscrip-

|

tion could be raised in furtherance of such an

i object. Dundee is very destitute of architec-

I tural beauty, and though the expense would be

|

considerable, we entertain a belief that were
public meetings of their constituents called to

! express their concurrence in such an under-

i

taking, the trustees would cheerfully under-

I take the task, and the erection would be a

lasting monument of her Majesty’s visit to

' Dundee.

—

Perthshire Courier.

Redoliff New Bridge.—’The engineers

l
appointed bythe subscribers to this undertaking,

Messrs. Motley and Hill, have prepared a new
l and very pretty model of the proposed erection,

1 which, we understand, will be left at the Com-
i

mercial-rooms for some days, for inspection.
1 We hear that an eminent contractor has offered

to complete the bridge for 3,000/., and we
trust, as the shares have been all taken up,

that no impediment will be found to delay the

speedy accomplishment of the undertaking.

—

I Western Times.

Statue of Mr. Stephenson.—The ar-

rangements for carrying into effect this well-

i merited compliment to the Brindley of

i railways, George Stephenson, are now in active

1 progress. A committee composed of the first

names in Liverpool has been formed, and we
i now trust that a marble statue of this eminent

I engineer, from the chisel of Gibson, will,

I before long, be amongst the noblest ornaments

; of that splendid building, the St. George’s

1 Hall, which is rising opposite the Liverpool

terminus of George Stephenson’s first great

! railway.— Liverpool Times.

The Late Sir Astley Cooper. — A
1 statue has just been placed in St. Paul’s

Cathedral to the memory of Sir Astley Cooper,

the eminent surgeon. It was raised by a

i public subscription, confined to the profession

of which he was so valuable and valued a

member. The greater portion of the donors

were pupils of the late Sir Astley Cooper,

headed by Mr. Callaway and Mr. Travers.

The statue, exclusive of the pedestal, is 8 feet

high, and the likeness is considered good. It

is by Mr. Bailey, the Royal Academician.

Purlic Walks at Sunderland.—A Go-

vernment agent has visited Sunderland, and

surveyed and approved the site selected by the

Public Walks Committee as a recreation-

ground for the inhabitants.

Public Walks in the Olden Time.

—

Alluding to the 5th or 6th of Henry VIII.,

Hall says :
—“ Before this time, the inhabitants

of the towns about London, as Iseldon, Hoxton,
Shoreditch, and others, had so inclosed the

common fields with hedges and ditches, that

neither the young men of the city might shoot,

nor the ancient persons walk for their

pleasures, in those fields, but that either their

bows and arrows were taken away or broken,

or the honest persons arrested or indicted
;

saying that ‘ no Londoner ought to go out of

the city, but in the highways.’ This saying so

grieved the Londoners, that suddenly this year

a great number of the city assembled them-
selves in a morning; and a turner in a fool’s

coat came crying through the city, * Shovels

and spades! shovels and spades!’ So many
of the people followed, that it was a wonder to

behold
;

and, within a short space, all the

hedges about the city were cast down, and the

ditches filled up, such was the diligence of

these workmen. The king’s council connived

at the matter, and so the fields remained open.”—Knight's London.

Important Improvement in the Manu-
facture of Iron.—Mr. Rogers, of Nantyglo,
the discoverer of the black band, has, we under-

stand, recently made an improvement in the

manufacture of iron, by the discoveiy of a new
“flux,” which will almost entirely supersede

the use of limestone, and diminish the general

cost of making twenty per cent. The quality

of the iron will be materially improved, and be

the means of saving an immense quantity of

coke. The “flux,” we are informed, is prin-

cipally composed ofsoda. We hope to see the

discovery shortly made more public.— Times.

The Largest Statue in Europe.—The
summit of Banvraggie, in Sutherlandshire, is

crowned by the colossal monument erected by
the Sutherland tenantry to the memory of the

late duke. A statue 30 feet high, and contain-

ing 80 tons of stone, stands on a pedestal 75
feet in height. The figure, we believe, is an

excellent likeness, and forms the largest statue

in Europe.

—

Scotsman.

Iron Trade of Scotland. — At a full

meeting of the iron masters of the west of

Scotland, held in Glasgow, on Friday, the

trade price of iron was fixed at 55 s. on the

usual terms. The speculators are, for the

present, unable to cause a stir either one way
or another, the late exposure having settled

them in the meantime .—Edinburgh Witness.

At a meeting of the town council, Bridg-

water, held last week, it was unanimously
agreed to apply during the next session of par-

liament, for an Act to extend the quay, and
also to make a branch railway from the said

quay to the station .—Somerset Gazette.

Sir John Ramsden has left 20,000/. for im-

proving the town of Huddersfield.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“T. K. L.”

—

Saw-dust might answer the pur-

pose ; but the usual and perhaps the best way is to

fix betiveen the joists strips of wood,
called “ sound-

boarding,” forming strong laths, upon which

“pugging,” one inch thick, composed of lime and

hair mortar, is spread; perhaps some saw-dust

spread over this would further deaden sound, but

all such contrivances rather engender dry-rot.

The drawings of the antiquities of Aghadoe

Cathedral, Ireland, and of the Gateway of Port-

haml, Wales, have been received, and are now

engraving.

“ M. A. G.”—Received with thanks. His com-

munication will shortly appear illustrated.

CriiBn*.

Tenders delivered for the Erection of a House

on Beseley Heath.

Bodger ^159 0 0

Harts 188 10 0

Tenders delivered for rebuilding a Cottage at

Mount Pleasant.—J. Wagstaff, Esq., Architect.

Brown £300 10 0

Fuller 299 11 0

Chesterman 290 0 0

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dockyards
with Welsh and Cornish Slates.—The Commis-
sioner's for Executing the Office of Lord High
Admiral, Somerset-place. October 8.

For Repairing of Witton Church.—Plans and
specifications at the Offices of Messrs. Pocock and
Glover. October 12.

For Carting away from off the Dock Green the

whole of the Soil to be excavated from the in-

tended Railway Dock, Hull. — Mr. W. II. Huffam,
Secretary, Dock Office, Hull. October 5.

For 16,000 Larch or Baltic Sleepers, of various

dimensions, for the Ashton, Staleybridge, and
Liverpool Junction Railway.—Secretary, at the

Manchester and Leeds Railway Office, Palatine-

buildings, Hunt’s-bank, Manchester. October 8.

For such Bricklayers,' Carpenters,’ Masons,’ and

other Works, in the Cleansing, Building, and Re-

pairing the public Sewers and Drains for the City and

Liberty of Westminster.—Mr. Lewis C. Herslett,

Clerk, 1, Greelc-strect, Soho, October 15.

For the various artificers’ works in the erection

and completion of National Schools and Master’s

House, at Almonbury, near Huddersfield.—Draw-

ings and specifications at 42, West Parade, Hud-
dersfield ; Mr. Wm. Waller, Architect. Sept. 30.

For the erection of the New Recovery House at

Leeds.—Plans, specifications, &c., at the offices of

Messrs. Hunt and Moffatt, Architects, 17, Albion-

street, Leeds. Oct. 2.

For ten third-class Carriages for the Manchester

and Birmingham Railway Company.—Secretary of

the Company, Manchester. Oct. 3.

For Sewering, Paving, &c., several streets at

Charlton-upon-Medlock, Manchester.—Plans and

specifications at the office of Mr. Langtry, Sur-

veyor, Town Hall, Charlton-upon-Medlock. Sept.

30.

For Sewering, Paving, &c., several Streets at

Ardwick, Manchester.—Plans and specifications at

the office of Mr. Langtry, Surveyor, Town Hall,

Charlton-upon-Medlock. Oct. 3.

COMPETITIONS.
Premium of 20/. for the chosen Design for a new

Church at Winchester, to hold about l,000persons on

the floor, cost not exceeding4,000/. Further infor-

mation from Rector aud Churchwardens. 10th Oct.

Current IHvtctS of UifooS anti fHrtiiTs.

September 24, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. a.

Box, Turkey, per ton ...

.

2 0 0 — 6 0 0

Cedar, Pencil, per foot .. 0 0 3 — 0 0 4

Cuba 0 0 3 — 0 0 4

N. S. Wales .... 0 0 3 — 0 0 4J

Green, per Ion .

.

5 5 0 — 9 0 0

Ebony, Ceylon, large .... 6 0 0 — 8 10 0

small .... 5 0 0 — 5 15 0

Madagascar, small 5 0 0 — 6 0 0

Dyes, &c.

Lignum Vit.e, Jamaica .. 3 0 0 — 5 0 0

St. Domingo .... 8 0 0 — 12 0 0

Mahogany, Cuba, per foot 0 0 7 — 0 1 4

St. Domingo .... 0 0 7 — 0 1 6

Honduras 0 0 4*— 0 010

Jamaica 0 0 0 — 0 0 0

Timber :

—

Teake, African, per load .

.

6 10 0 — 10 10 0

Oak, Quebec 3 15 0 — 4 10 0

Fir, Riga 3 17 G — 4 0 0

Dantzic and Memel .

.

3 10 0 — 4 5 0

Swedish 0 0 0 — 3 12 6

Pine, Quebec, red, per load 0 0 0 — 3 15 0

yellow .... 0 0 0 — 3 0 0

N. Brunswick 0 0 0 — 0 0 0

Miramichi & St. Johns 2 15 0 — 4 10 0

Wainscot Logs, 18 ft. each 4 10 0 — 5 5 0

Lathwood, Memel, &c. fm. 0 0 0 — 12 0 0

B. America .... 0 0 0 — 0 0 0

Deals, Gefle, 14ft. 3in. by 9 29 0 0 — 31 0 0

Stockholm 25 10 0 — 26 0 0

Gottenburg,12ft.3by9 0 0 0 — 0 0 0

Christiana, 1st & 2nd 27 0 0 — 29 0 0

St. Petersb’g, Memel,

Dantzic, 12f.l£ llin. 16 0 0 — 18 0 0
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Quebec yellow Pine,

first quality 17 0 0 — 18 0 0

second ditto 10 0 0 — 11 0 0

White Spruce, 120.. 16 0 0 — 17 10 0

Dantzic Deck, each.. 0 18 0 — 1 6 0

Plank, Dantzic Oak, load.. 9 0 0 — 10 0 0

Staves, Baltic, per 1200.. 60 0 0 — 0 0 0

Quebec Pipe, 1200 50 0 0 — 52 10 0

Copper—Brit. Cake, p. ton 0 0 0— 84 0 0

Tile 0 0 0— 83 0 0

Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 0— 0 0 95

Bottoms .

.

0 0 0— 0 0 0

Old 0 0 0— 0 0 8}

South Amer., ton 73 0 0— 74 0 0

Foreigu Cake .

.

0 0 0—0 0 0

Tile .

.

0 0 0—0 0 0

Iron, British 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Bars 5 15 0— 6 0 0

Rods 0 0 0—6 5 0

Hoops 8 0 0— 8 5 0

Sheets 0 0 0—8 15 0

Cargo in Wales, Bars 4 10 0— 5 0 0

Iron, Pigs No. 1, Wales .. 3 10 0— 4 0 0

No. 1, Clyde .. 2 0 0— 2 10 0

Russian, ccnd .... 0 0 0— 16 0 0

PSI 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Archangel 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Swedish 9 10 0— 10 0 0

Gourieff’s 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Lead—British, Pig, p. ton 16 10 0—17 0 0

Sheet, milled .... 0 0 0 — 17 15 0

Bars 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Shot, patent .... 0 0 0 — 19 15 0

Red or Minium .

.

0 0 0— 21 10 0

White 0 0 0— 23 10 0

Litharge 0 0 0 — 20 0 0

Pig, Spanish .... 16 0 0 — 16 10 0

American 15 10 0— 15 15 0

Steel—English 0 0 0— 0 0 0

Swedish Keg .... 16 0 0 — 16 10 0
Faggot 0 0 0— 17 0 0

Tin— In blocks, p. cwt. .

.

0 0 0— 3 12 0
Ingots 0 0 0— 3 12 0
In Bars 0 0 0— 3 13 6
Banca 3 6 0—3 7 0
Straits 3 4 0— 3 5 0
Peruvian 0 0 0— 2 17 0

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS-

ALLWAYS ON SALE, a LARGE As-
sortment of DRY PREPARED FLOOR-

ING BOARDS and MATCHED BOARDING of all

“ 2 sorts, planed to a parallel width and thickness, from j

^
a. inch to 1J inch thick. Rough Boarding for Flats.

< TIMBER, DEALS, OAK PLANKS, SCANTLINGS,
SASH SILLS, &c.

Apply at W. CLEAVE’S Timber Yard, Smith-street,
Westminster.

PREPARED FLOORINC BOARDS.

Always on sale at a. rosltng’s,
SOUTHWARK-BRIDGE-WHARF, BANKSIDE,

and Old-Barge- Wharf, Upper Ground-street, Blackfriars,
a very large stook of well seasoned Floor Boards of every
variety.

A. R., in calling the attention of builders and consumers,
confidently presumes on his being able to supply them on
such advantageous terms, as will ensure and merit their
favours and approbation.

GRANITE.—ORDERS intended for the
FOGGIN TOR QUARRY, from which the Nelson

Pillar, the Graving Dock at Woolwich, and the embankment
for the new Houses of Parliament were supplied,— to be
addressed to Mr. Hoar, the town Manager for the Com-
pany, at GROSVENOR WHARF, MILLBANK.

Plinths, Bases, Monuments, &c. are furnished with finish-
ed labour, or Stones supplied scappled to size.

PAYNE’S PATENT PROCESS FOR PRESERVING
AND IMPROVING WOOD.

Railway contractors, build-
ers, and JOINERS are requested to investigate

the above. A liberal Discount allowed.

Applications for Licences to

—

PAYNE AND LODER, Whitehall Wharf, Canon-row,
Westminster

;

Or at their other stations—
Fleetwood-on-Wyre, Lancashire;
Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire

;

Will be immediately attended to.

CUNDY’S MARBLE AND STONE WORKS, PIMLICO.

sAMU EL CUNDY begs to inform Ar-
chitects, Builders, &c., that he is supplying

VEIN MARBLE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES,
Opening 3 feet square, and 7 inch piers, for

FORTY-FIVE SHILLINGS!
STONE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES, opening 3 feet square,
and 7 inch piers, Twelve Shillings; do., do., with
MOULDED CAPS, and 8 inch piers, FOURTEEN
SHILLINGS.
The above are manufactured in the best manner and of

the best material. For CASH ONLY.—Address, SAMUEL
CUNDY, Marble and Stone Works, Belgrave Wharf,
Pimlico.

Masons’ Work, Monuments, &c., &c., at equally Low
Prices.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COMPANY.
“ CLARIDGE’S PATENT,”

Plates,p.box,225 shts.

—

No. I. C. 13f by 10 in. 1

Small

Double

I. X 1 13 0

I. XX 0 0 0

IXXX 182 lb.

203

105

1XXXX
No. II. C. 13iby9|in.

II. X 133

Ill- C. 12£by9*in. 98

1II.X 126

isDX 1 200 shts.

e tsDXxJ 15 by 11

167
188
209

SDXXX 230

SDXXXX 251

fC. 16J by 125 in.

X 100 sheets

H XX
XXX
Ixxxx

98
126

147
168
189

Jaggers, 14 by 10 in. —
Spelter—On the spot, ton 0 0 0-

Delivery 0 0 0-

Zinc, English Sheet 0 0 0-

Platina Ore 0z. 0 0 0-

Orsidew lb. o 0 O'

Quicksilver lb. 0 0 0-

1 12 0

1 18 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

5 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

3 0

4 6

ABV32VTSSEIVXEI«,TS.

S
TO ENGINEERS, DRAUGHTSMEN, &c.TEPHENS’ RULING AND MECH
NICAL DRAWING INK, for Engineers, Art

and Designers. This article will be found superior to
best Indian Ink for the above purposes. It does not sr
with Indian-rubber, or wash off with water. It flows fr
from the drawing-pen, and never corrodes or encrusts it.
may be nsed on a plate or slab, with a camel’s air br
diluting it with water, or thickening itbvdrvimr, as requi
It has the advantage of being ready for immediate use.

«-*kVn conica *-shaped Bottles, convenient for using f

“"A W the Invent™. Henry StepheS,.

S.MT.nmrS'itd!*'
“ d by

ESTABLISHED 1838.

This ASPHALTE is a Bituminous Limestone, obtained
from an inexhaustible Mine at Pyrimont, in the Jura Moun-
tains.

Previously to its introduction into this country, in 1838,
the Material had been used for many years in France, and
from its great utility was extensively patronized by the Go-
vernment of that Country.

Among the various uses to which it can be applied, the
following may be enumerated :—For Foot- Pavements, public
and others; in the Carriage Approach to Mansions, Garden-
walks, and Terraces; the flooring of Kitchens and other
basement offices; also of Coach Houses and Stables, Dog
Kennels, Barn Floors, Cow Houses, Piggeries, Poultry
Houses, Tun Rooms, and Maltings. For Roofing, Covering
of Railroad and other Arches, the Lining of underground
Cellars near Rivers to prevent the ingress of the Tides ; also
in Covering the ground-line of Walls, to prevent damp rising
(this application of the Asphalte of Seysscl is particularly
recommended by the Commissioners on the Fine Arts),
thereby rendering the basement stories in the worst situations
both dry and warm. It is an excellent Cement, as applied
to Docks, Breakwaters, or Walls built for resistance to the
encroachments of the Sea. For lining of Tanks, Fish-Ponds,
and other Hydraulic purposes.

J. FARRELL, Secretary,

Seyssel Asphalte Company’s Works, “ Claridge’s Patent,”
Stangate DepOt, Loudon.

COMMISSIONERS OF FINE ARTS’ REPORT ON THE
MEANS OF PREVENTING DAMP IN WALLS.
THE DIRECTORS of the SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COM-

PANY have much pleasure in recommending to the notice of
Architects, Builders, and others, the application of THE
ASPHALTE OF SEYSSEL as the only effectual means of
preventing DAMP rising in WALLS.
The following account of its application is extracted from

“The Appendix to the Commissioners of Fine Arts’ Report,”
page 18.

“ In 1839 I superintended the construction of a house of
three stories on the Lac d'Enghien. The foundation of the
building is constantly in water, about 19$ inches below the
level of the ground-floor. The entire horizontal surface of
the external and internal walls was covered, at the level of
the internal ground-floor, with a layer of Seyssel Asphalte,
less than half an inch thick, over which coarse sand was
spread.

‘
‘ Since the above date no trace of damp has shewn itself

round the walls of the lower story, which are for the most
part painted in oil of a gray stone colour. It is well known
that the least moisture produces round spots, darker or
lighter, on walls so painted. Yet the pavement of the floor,
resting on the soil itself, is only about 2J inches above the
external surface of the soil, and only 19£, at the utmost,
above that of the sheet of water.
“ The layer of Asphalte having been broken and removed,

for the purpose of inserting the sills of two doors, spots in-
dicating the presence of damp have been since remarked at
the base of the door-posts.”

GLASS SHADES.

ROUND, OVAL, or SQUARE, for the
preservation of Clocks, Alabaster Ornaments, &c.

&c. &c.

theWholesale and Retail at Claudet and Houghton'
original Glass Shade Warehouse, 89, High Holborn.

COLOURED GLASS FOR WINDOWS.

CLAUDET anti HOUGHTON beg to
inform the Trade and the Public, that they have

made a very considerable reduction in the price of
COLOURED GLASS, more especially in their Ruby,
which is equal in tone and brilliancy of colour to the ancient
Ruby, so much admired.

PATENT FLATS GLASS.
SHEET WINDOW GLASS.

CROWN WINDOW GLASS.
COLOURED AND PAINTED GLASS.

Wholesale and Retail, at 89, HIGH HOLBORN; where
lists of prices may be had.

Terro metallic drain pipes,
PAVING AND ROOFING TILES, and numerous

other articles manufactured from the blue Terro Metallic
Clay which are, in point of durability and hardness, nearly
equal to cast-iron ; to be had at reduced prices at WYATT,
PARKER, AND CO., Albion-wharf, Holland-street, Black-
friars’-road.—Also a large quantity of Stourbridge Lumps
and Tiles.

Bastenne bitumen company,
Offices, 31, Poultry. The Directors of this Company

beg leave to call the attention of ARCHITECTS, BUILD-
ERS, and others, to the very beneficial results attendant on
the use of BITUMEN in the erection of buildings, &c. Its
application as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful.
It is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-
ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to
the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general
satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square:— 1 inch thick,
8d.

; 3 inch thick, 7d. ; $ inch thick, 6d. Works not mea-
suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at 6d.
and 7<i. per foot square. Concrete is charged in addition
according to the thickness when required. Carriage and
men’s time are charged extra when works are executed
beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen
£6 per ton, without grit. Bitumen jt’5 per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONE, Sec.

TO BUILDERS, CABINET-MAKERS, AND OTHERS.

Salisbury glue 60s. per Cwt.; fine
Scotch do. 50s.; Town 46s., 4<s., and 42s.; Best

Glass Paper lOjd.
;
Second do. 9d. ;

French Polish and Spirit
Varnishes 19s, per gallon; Naphtha do. 10s.; Genuine White
Lead 26*. ; Second do. 2 is. and 22s. ; Improved Stucco Paint
28s.

;
Invisible Green and Chocolate Colour 28s.

;
Fine Green,

and all Colours used in House Painting, prepared by a new
process to dry in six hours, 6d. per lb.

;
Turpentine 23. 6d. per

gallon; Linseed Oil 2s. 6d.
;
Fine Copal Varnish 20 s. ; Quick

Drying Carriage 14s.
;
Oak do. 12s. and 10s.; Paper 14s.,

10s., and 6s.; Turpentine Varnish 3s.; Dry Brunswick
Green 3d., 4d., and 6d. per lb. ; Lamp Black 3d.

;
Emerald

Green Is. and Is. 3d.
;

Whiting Is. 3d. per cwt.; Stock-
holm Tar 18s. per barrel ; Pitch 10s. per cwt. Gilder’s Mate-
rials, Lackers, Bronze, Dutch Metal, Patent Gold Paint,
Dies and Die-woods, Acids, Alkali, Gums, and Salts of every
kind and description at equally low prices. W. NIXEY’S
Old-Established Warehouse, 22, MOOR-STREET, SE-
VEN-DIALS, LONDON.

TO LANDOWNERS, AGRICULTURISTS,
BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS, &c.

MCKIBBIN’S improved ROOFING
FELT is peculiarly applicable as a substitute for

Slate, Zinc, Tiles, and other articles used for Roofing, from
its ECONOMY, LIGHTNESS, and DURABILITY.
The disadvantages attending other materials used in

roofing, preventing, in agricultural districls, many useful
houses and sheds being erected or rendered waterproof, it is

submitted that the improved Roofing Felt will in a great
measure—and in some instances altogether— obviate them,
and prove most serviceable from its lightness, durability, and
impermeability to water and damp, in covering Houses,
Cattle-sheds, Workshops, Rope-walks, &c. and for’ the sides,
as well as roofs, of light structure.* for plants, being like-
wise a non-conductor of heat; besides its economy in re-
pairs, the timber where it is used may be so light as to save
its whole expense

;
it requires no other coping, and may he

applied by any person of common ingenuity
; being flexible

and portable also, it is free from breakage, the expense of
carriage is inconsiderable in comparison with slates, tiles,

&c. and it is not liable to contraction like zinc.

Sold in sheets 32 inches by 20, at 5d. each (being less than
9s. 6d. per square of 100 feet), with printed directions for
applying them.

Orders will meet with prompt attention, if addressed to

H. C. BOWDEN, 18, East India Chambers,

Leadenhall-street, London
; or to the following agents:

—

Liverpool Messrs. Grueber and Co., 11,

Manesty-lanc.
Plymouth Thomas Stevens, esq.
Birmingham William R. Lloyd, esq.
Sunderland and Newcastle-
on-Tyne Messrs. John Ritson and Sons.

Hull William Ward, esq.
Bristol Messrs. Moor and Hewitts.
Ramsgate and Deal Messrs. Edward Hodges & Co.
Whitehaven William Todd, esq.
Glasgow Malcolm Carmichael, esq. St.

Enoch-square.
Cork Messrs. Richard Wallis and Co.
Belfast Messrs. Grueber & Co., Dun-

bar's Dock.

Who have alsoon sale McKIBBlN’S improved SHEATH-
ING, Boiler, Railway, and other FELT.

*** The “Improved Roofing Felt” will he found much
more durable than the common Felt made in lengths, and
not subject, like it, or continuous sheets of other mate-
rial, to he stripped by storm; it can also be more easily re-
paired, and from the simple mode of application recom-
mended, the wet cannot percolate through noil-holes, being
only fastened down at the overlaps.
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RI OR to

giving our

intended

survey of

the Bath

stone ma-

sonry of the

metropolis, we cannot ab-

stain from in some sort

forestalling the subject by

the opportunity which is

at present afforded by the

repairs which are now
going on at All Saints’

Church, Langham-pTace,

in the parish of Saint

Marylebone. Hardly has

a second scaffold been re-

moved from a second re-

pair of the Bath stone of

Trinity Church, at the en-

trance to the Regent’s-

i park,—hardly have the balusters, cornices,

f:

and other parts of the wretched Bath stone

l masonry of that ill-fated church, which forms

|! one of the only two or three buildings in

I which Sir John Soane ever could be perverted

[' from prudence and economy into the use of

I such a mean and spendthrift material,—hardly

ti have its perished tower-pilasters been chopped

\\
away for the admission of a new facing of the

»: same treacherous material, leaving the re-

v mainderof the stone-work of the edifice to be

II renewed in a very few years hence,— hardly

i has this occurred at one end of Portland-place,

when to the church at the other end of it, a

b scaffolding is raised to effect a much more ex-

f!
tensive repair to the fabric of another building

i
erected hardly twenty years ago. Of this

I; the balusters of its parapet are altogether

ii rotten, many of its cornice-stones are

[ entirely perished, of some their “drip”

); being totally gone, and some having scarcely

i: any surface left; of the portico of the church

: the column-shafts appear to have suffered

it violent disease, half their component blocks

ji! having lost their wrought exterior, many are

I peeling or excoriated, and all exhibit the most

il lamentable and indecent marks of decay, as

I t though the portico of a temple should bear

[ii more marks of mortality than the deceased

ii conveyed beneath it to the funeral service;

It the column-bases are in many places so wea-

:t ther-worn, as to have lost even all semblance

I I of moulding; the frail masonry of the church-

: I tower is miserably broken with hundreds of

1

1

cracks
;

the string-courses and window-sills

I; are alike gone, to return no more.—How long,

l'i we ask, is such a state of things to last? How
; 1 long is an architect to covet the immortality

' ' which soft stone-peelings and Bath quarry-

i dust can give? How long are chapels of
[ Portland-stone to be superseded by mean

i edifices decorated with trumpery which hardly

11 lasts the periodical intervals between one white-

i ’ washing and another, of the tenderest plaster?

How long are wc to hear of the advantageous

n i induration of Bath stone,—while scarcely one

il block of it in a hundred thousand will stay to

i 1 harden, disappearing like the sparrows, which

|‘ “may be caught by salt, if they will stay to

i 1 have it placed on their tails.”

We shall drop this subject at present, to be

hereafter more amply resumed, only making

the observation that we cannot account for the

mean prostration of feeling which will prompt

a man to adopt a kind of masonry bringing

with it so little honour, and so extravagant an

ultimate cost. We, fifteen years ago, were

prevailed upon to use a little of it in three

instances— in each case the decay which has

ensued is miserable. 0 p.

NEW METROPOLITAN BUILDING-ACT.

Tiif. dread of the next year’s operation of

the new Metropolitan Building-Act has pro-

duced no small activity within its future range
;

this is not confined to its new territorial exten-

sion, where feeble spurious buildings are rapidly

arising, but within the limits of the present sta-

tute, porches, and other projections are arising,

where it may be doubted if they could be

erected next year. The raising of buildings is

also another subject upon which alarm has

been felt, and houses are receiving additional

stories which might otherwise have remained

the next seven years without them. No doubt

the panic, which seems to have seized the

public or builders, is in a great measure of an

unnecessary, or at least, of an exaggerated

nature, and for much of it no cause will be

found. The most serious alarm is that which

is felt by proprietors who have estates in close

neighbourhoods, who, if they attempted after

this year to replace their tenements by new

ones, would find the sites have fallen a sacri-

fice to the requirements of the new Act

for the leaving of open space for the public

health.
p 1

INCONVENIENCE OF RAILROAD CON-
VEYANCE.

With the convenience of railroad convey-

ance, we must complain of the very insufficient

accommodation which the public receives by

reason of the long intervals which occur between

the starting of the different trains, particularly

about the middle of the day
;
and having often to

travel short distances, under twenty miles, we,

in common with multitudes of other persons,

lose much more time from waiting for the next

trains, than if we were left only to the use of

the worst of the old jog-trot conveyances
;

while the leviathan nature of the railroad

system puts out of the question the most re-

mote idea of our being served by any ordinary

conveyance, so that on very many occasions

we are far worse off than if railway travelling

were not in existence. Last year, we had the

most urgent business down the North-Eastern

line (one in general most excellently managed,

and upon which we do not remember that any

accident has happened to passengers); it hap-

pened to be a gala-day, upon which many appli-

cants were all being served by only one atten-

dant, the occasion, if we remember correctly,

some Cockney pony-racing at Lea-bridge.

After waiting ten minutes, our turn came,

when upon tendering a sovereign, change was

refused to be given, and while we were obtain-

ing it at the nearest house of merchandize, the

door was shut, and we were refused passage
;

and there being no other train for several

hours, and no other public stage conveyance,

we were reduced to the necessity of hiring a

post-chaise to go fourteen miles, and arrive an

hour after time, or to have lost an appointment

altogether. We are sure it would be to the

interest of all the companies to re-consider and

re-appoint all their time-tables, and not bother

and inconvenience their passengers in the pre-

sent reprehensible manner, and cause the waste

of their most precious possession

—

time. The

day will come when the machinery of railways

will be so perfected, that passengers will safely,

and by statute may demand
,
at any hour or half-

hour from sun-rise to sun-set, conveyance to

any station they may please. The destruction

of the coach system imperiously demands this

for the public convenience
;
and we cannot see

because the attendants may require two or

three hours for dinner in the middle of the

day, why those who dine at no such time

should be so troubled and annoyed. If in

providing for the right attention to public con-

venience, safety could alone be insured by the

adoption of the atmospheric, or the wire-rope

system, then should the use of one or other be

legislatively compelled. By the latter system,

transit to every station might bo safely per-

formed at every quarter of an hour, instead of

at half a day’s interval, as now occurs at some

of them, even near London, as at the Edmon-

ton one during part of the year. q 3,

INCREASE OF HONOUR AND PROFIT
TO ARCHITECTS !

The following advertisement has appeared in

the Manchester Guardian :

—

“ TO ARCHITECTS.—St. Simon’s Church,
Salford.—Persons desirous of sending in Plans and
Specifications for Building the above Church, are

requested to forward the same, as soon as possible,

to Iluitson Dearman, Esq., treasurer to the com-
mittee, Springfield-lane, Salford.”

To questions asked relative to which adver-

tisement the following answer has been sent :

—

Sir,—In reply to your letter to Mr. Dear-
man respecting the church proposed to be

erected in Salford, I beg to inform you, that

3,000/. is the sum to be expended. The
accommodation required on the ground-floor
for 800 people

;
the site in a level open field;

a handsome church of stone, without galleries,

but so arranged as to admit of their being here-

after constructed, will be required; and all

plans to be in with the treasurer in four-

teen days hence. The successful competi-
tor WILL BE EXPECTED TO SUPERINTEND
THE BUILDING, AND NO REMUNERATION IS

PROPOSED TO BE GIVEN TO HIM.
I am, Sir, yours very respectfully,

Walter Atkin Hayman, Sec.

9, Weliington-square, Salford, 27th Sept. 1844.

GREAT IRON BRIDGE FOR THE NEVA
FORMED AT LIVERPOOL.

The fact of the Emperor of Russia having
commissioned our townsmen, Messrs. Bury,
Curtis, and Kennedy, the celebrated engineers,

to construct at their extensive establishment an

immense iron bridge to cross the Neva at St.

Petersburg, has excited considerable interest

in the engineering world. The river Neva, in

the most central part of the capital named, is

at present crossed by a bridge of boats—the

Pont D’lsaac—over which there is a prodigious

traffic, interrupted only in the night for the

passage of ships through one compartment of

the bridge, which can be shifted or removed for

the purpose. In the spring, however, huge

masses of ice, disengaged by the thaw, drift

down the stream with such force, that it is

necessary to let the bridge loose at one end

and permit it to swing round at the other, so as

to lie alongside the quay, and even this pre-

caution is occasionally unavailing to preserve

it from the destructive effects of icebergs

—

the boats last year, for instance, being carriod

away from their anchorage, and with them

the superincumbent carriage and footway,

into the Gulf of Finland, whence they

were recovered piecemeal by steamers. To
obviate such occurrences, as well as to

carry out the imperial designs for beautifying

and improving the capital, the Czar has re-

solved to erect a bridge of solid iron, on piers

of Finland granite, and, impatient of delay, has

intrusted the castings to Messrs. Bury, who,

when their new furnace, now being built, shall

be completed, will be enabled to cast at the

rate of 150 tons a week, so that by the time the

masonry is finished, the iron-woik may be
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forthwith fixed upon it, the whole project being
to be perfected in two years, when the bridge

will be opened with great eclat.

The structure will consist of seven arches.

The span of the centre one will be 156 feet,

and of the three arches on either side 143 feet,

125 feet, and 107 feet respectively. Another
arch will be devoted to a species of swivel

bridge, 70 feet wide, for the admission of ships
to and from the Custom-house. The buttresses

of the piers will present to the current a sharp
inclined plane, so that a descending iceberg
running upon them will fall to pieces from its

own gravity. The bridge will be very flat,

there being a fall of only seven feet from the
top of the centre arch to the end of the last

arch on either side. The average depth of the
water in the Neva here throughout the year is

about 30 feet, and as the river is a tideless one,
there is little variation, except where the wind
sets strongly up from towards the gulf, when
the waters rise considerably in some instances,
doing irreparable damage. As the shores of
the Neva on either side are extremely low, the
height of the crown of the centre arch from
the water’s edge will be only 21 feet

;
the

spring of the arch but 6 feet. The extreme
length of the bridge from one abutment to the
other will be no less than 1,078 feet. The
weight of iron above will be nearly 8,000 tons!
independent of the lamps and superb balus-
trades with which it is the emperor’s intention
to adorn it, and which together will probably
weigh from 1,000 to 2,000 tons more.
An idea cannot yet be formed of the cost of

the whole undertaking, but the price of the
iron part alone will probably exceed 100,000/.;
much of the labour to be bestowed upon, and
the machines to be constructed expressly for
it, being very expensive. The segments of the
arches have to be placed with the greatest pre-
cision, and the best possible woikmanship de-
voted throughout the details. The weight of
iron will exceed by nearly five-fold that con-
sumed in the construction of the Menai Bridge.
Altogether, the Neva Bridge will be a most
surprising evidence of what the skill and en-
terprise ot a private British firm are able to
accomplish, and that such an undertaking
should have devolved on a Liverpool house,
constitutes an epoch in the commercial pro-
gress of the locality. There are three boat
bridges on the Neva, and it is highly probable
they will be replaced with iron ones, when that
under notice shall have come into use.

—

Abridgedfrom the Liverpool Journal.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

The first meeting of the general committee
was held on the 25th ultimo at the Council
Chamber, in the Guildhall, York. The chair
was taken by the Right Hon. the Earl of
Rosse, the President at the last meeting at
Cork, who was supported by the Marquis of
Northampton, Earl Fitzwilliam, the Earl of
Enniskillen, the Deans of Ely and Man-
chester, Professor Whewell, the Master of
Trinity, the Rev. W. Vernon Harcourt, the
Rev. Dr. Scoresby, and most of the leading
members. On no previous occasion was the
attendance more numerous and efficient.

Colonel Sabine, the general secretary, read
the Report of the council for the past year. In
reference to a recommendation of the general
committee at Cork, meeting last year, an ap-
plication had been made to the Board of
Ordnance requesting their aid in making ex-
periments with captive balloons, and from
which orders had been issued to the commandant
at Woolwich to afford every facility for carry-
ing out their plans. Another recommendation
to her Majesty’s Government respecting the
Ordnance maps in Ireland now in progress
had also been attended to. It was to introduce
a series of contour lines, which, shewing the
elevation of the surface of the country, would
be useful to a variety of mechanical and en-
gineering purposes. Amongst other cases of
their probable utility was that of subserving
mining operations, being instrumental in the
formation of cheap roads and the improve-
ment of farms; in facilitating drainage and
irrigation, and improving the sanatory condi-
tion of towns

;
in sinking artesian wells, and

expediting the formation of roads, railways,
and canals, and other purposes of public utili ty.
If such were introduced now, by means of tlie
large and efficient disposable staff which the

survey had at command, it would save a great
expense in the future special surveys for public
works and the undertakings of private enter-
prise. The additional expense to be incurred
would not exceed 10,000/., and it was suggested
that the electrotype manipulation might be
easily adapted to the purpose. An interview
which a deputation from the council had held
with Sir G. Clerk on behalf of her Majesty’s
Government, respecting the publication of the
results of Professor Forbes’s dredging in the
Aegean Sea, had also beer, successful.

Colonel Sabine, in the absence of Mr. J.

Taylor, F.R.S., read his accounts as treasurer.
They announced the total receipts of the past
year as 2,657/- 15s., of which amount there had
been received from life compositions, 160/.;
annual subscriptions, 466/.; ladies’ tickets, 160/.;

sectional tickets, 33/. ; compositions for book
subscriptions, 66/. ;

sale of reports, 131/. 9s.

lid.
; dividend on stock, 165/.

;
balance at the

last report, 496/. 5s. Id.
;
and the sum of 1,000/.

received from her Majesty’s Treasury. There
had been expended by the treasurer at the
Cork meeting, and for incidental expenses,
317/. 3s. 3d.; printing the reports, 344/. 12s.

6d.
;
engraving, 42/. 7s.

;
salaries for the secre-

tary and accountant, 450/.
;
and on various

grants, 1,047/. 10s. 8d., leaving a present
balance of about 460/.

The active business of the various scientific

sections commenced the following morning.
As usual on the first day of meeting, the com-
munications were neither numerous nor very
important. The sectional rooms were very
well attended, but much inconvenience was
experienced by members from their want of
proximity to each other, owing to the city

being somewhat limited in its means of
accommodation. Amongst the arrivals on the
first day, were Sir Thomas Deane, Sir lsam-
bard Brunei, Sir John M'Neill, the Dean of
York, Professors James and Edward Forbes,
Professor Adam Sedgwick, Dr. Du- Hamel,
from St. Petersburg, Mr. Leonard Ilorner,
F.R.S., Professor Latham, Sir T. D. Legard,
Archdeacon Wilberforce, Professor Walker,
of Oxford, &e. The sections commenced at
the usual hour of 11 o’clock.

Section G.—Mechanical science. President,
Mr. G. Rennie

;
Vice-presidents, Mr. E. Hodg-

kinson, F.R.S., Mr. J. Scott Russel, F.R.S.E.,
and Mr. J. Taylor, F.R.S.

;
Secretaries, Pro-

fessor Vignolles and Mr. T. Webster.
The communications made were

—

1. Mr. Wylson, on a new Scantlometer.
2. Remarks by Sir Thomas Deane on the

Construction of Buildings for the Accommo-
dation of Audiences.

3. Mr. E. Hodgkinson, on the Law of
Defective Electricity of Iron and Stone.

4. Mr. J. S. Russel, Report on the Forms of
Ships.

5. Mr. Russel, on the Resistance of Rail-
way Trains.

6. Mr. J. Bateman read a paper on the Col-
lection of Water for the Supply of Towns.

7. Mr. Bridges read a paper on Wooden
Railways. The author contended that the
introduction of wood for the purpose of rail-
ways would materially diminish the cost of
their construction, but there were two essentials
to be attended to,— 1. The chemical transmu-
tation of the fibres of the wood into a more
durable, hard, and almost incorruptible sub-
stance

;
and, 2, the employment of a level

guide-wheel fixed at an oblique angle before
and behind each carriage, as a substitute for
the flange, which is the main cause of the
wear and tear in existing railways. By means
of this guide-wheel the bearing and carriage-
wheel would be quite flat, obviating all abrasion
of the wood as well as tendency to oscillation,

each acting independently, as with the wheels
of an ordinary carriage. The process by which
the wood is chemically transmuted is the in-

jection of two alkaline and metallic salts,

which, as it were, fossilizes the wood. The
advantages of its introduction into Ireland
were particularly alluded to.

8. Mr. Bevan described an improved Life-
boat.

9. Mr. Bermingham read a paper on Turn-
ing Canals into Railways. His views were
more particularly directed to the Royal Canal
in Ireland, with the purpose of connect-
ing the river Shannon with Dublin by that
means. He proposed to construct a railroad
in the canal and make sewers in the centre at
the bottom, by which the waters of the country

could be brought away, and in their progress'
from the summit levels to the Shannon on onei
side, and the sea at Dublin on the other, to
make use of this water at each of the presenti
locks to assist the trains in surmounting the
inclined plane which he proposed to form in
their stead.

10. Mr. Bowness described a plan for draw-
ing coals from pits without ropes. The prin -

1

ciple was similar to that of drawing water,
the coals being brought up by buckets, through
the instrumentality of a scale down the centre
and a slide on each side, put into impulse by
the steam engine.

1 1. Professor Oliver Byrne described a new
set of compasses, invented by M. Le Sire Le-
brun, which comprised within themselves a
whole case of instruments.

12. Professor Byrne described a new inven-
tion by M. Le Dru, of Paris, of cold-drawn
iron pipes, specimens of which were exhibited !

at the late exposition at Paris.
13. Mr. Perigal read a paper on a process

supposed to have been used in the construction 1

ot the Pyramids. A similar plan has pre-
viously been mentioned as that by which Stone-
henge was erected, by considerable manual I

power being employed in their conveyance on 1

rollers.

14. Dr. Greene described Mr. Nasmyth’s
steam-hammer, an ingenious invention in the
fabrication of wrought iron. The one re-
ferred to was five tons weight, which, in a fall

of seven or eight feet, made one hundred
strokes in a minute on an anvil of seven or
eight tons weight. It was much admired for
its simplicity as well as ingenuity.

15. Mr. Fairbairn read a paper on the com- I

bustion of smoke. To shew the importance
of the removal of this nuisance, it had been
calculated that in Manchester alone a savin'*- of
300,000/. per annum in the cost of soap alone
would be effected, if this were accomplished.

SECTION G.—MECHANICAL SCIENCE.
wylson’s scantlometer.

President—Georye Rennie, F.R.S.

Mr. J. Scott Russell, F.R.S., Ed., and one
of the vice-presidents of this section, read the
first paper on the list, “ On a New Scantlo-
meter.” Mr. Russell said this was a commu-
nication which had been sent in by Mr.Wylson,
a gentleman of the architectural profession,
and who unfortunately was not present. The
scantlometer is the result of an attempt to meet
a deficiency which exists as to the means of
ascertaining the scantlings (or depths and
thickness) of timbers used in buildings, and
which is of this nature:—None but men of
mathematical acquirements can calculate the
exact depths which, in a timber of a given
thickness, is requisite for a given span, or the
exact thickness necessary for one of a given
depth to the same span, or the length which
may just, with safety, be spanned by one or
both of a given depth and thickness. And for
those who have not the advantage of posses-
sing this branch of education, there is but one
way of acquiring the capability of determin-
ing questions of this description, namely,
long experience and observation of what has
been sufficient in similar cases. But of those
who have occasion for such knowledge, the
portion who have thus overcome the want of
the more legitimate method is considerably
the smaller; and the remainder, consisting,
perhaps, chiefly of the rising generation of
carpenters, but including also, in no small de-
gree, men following the professions of archi-
tecture and house-surveying, have neither the
one way nor the other of resolving, by them-
selves, the true requisites in these frequently
recurring cases. It is mainly for the use of
these, then, and also to obviate the necessity
for calculation, to those who solve their

questions by that means, that this contrivance
is intended. This instrument has been
invented for giving the scantlings of joisls

and rafters only, these having a relation to

each other, and being of more frequent occur-
rence than the other timbers in carpentry, hut

for which similar provision can without diffi-

culty be made. It consists of two diagrams or
scales, both of which are generally wanted

;

the upper one comprehends timbers of the

minimum thickness and maximum depth, em-
bracing bearings up to 25 feet

;
the lower one

gives equivalent scantlings from the minimum
up to the maximum of thickness. The scant-
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ngs given had in view the joists of dwelling-

ouse floors, and rafters carrying medium
zed slating, the material fir, the distance

sunder 12 inches, and the rate of weight sus-

lined supposed to be similar in all cases, and
iffused uniformly throughout. In the diu-

rams exhibited, the base line of the upper scale

•tewed what should be the respective depths of

;vel joists of the thickness ofan inch and a half,

>r bearings, up to 25 feet, the concentric curves

ringing the bearings which were set out on the

ight-hand boundary line, to measure on the

:ale of inches. The eradiating thread gave, on
le same principle, the depths of sloping rafters

f like thickness, to any pitch up to 60 degrees,

le point of intersection with the concentric

jrves of bearing shewing the measure on the

jalo of inches produced upwards. It would be
jmarked, observed the author, that the higher
te pitch of the rafter, the less is its depth to

te same bearing; the principle of this would
t once be understood when it was remembered
tat the load being a downward pressure, the

ross section of the timber was to be con-

idered vertically, not at right angles to its in-

lination. The mode of using the lower scale

as explained by an example. Suppose that in

?eking the scantlings for a 16 foot rafter of
le pitch of 25 degrees, to which the upper
calc of inch-and-half thicknesses assigns a

epth of 12* inches, they wanted the thickness

i be 2| instead of 1 J, it was only necessary to

lide the vertical scale of inches till 12j coin-

ided with the left-hand termination of the

6 foot curve, and they found that the intersec-

on of the latter with 2j inches of the scale

t the top produced downwards, was at the

jvelofll inches on the vertical scale, and
diich was the equivalent depth required.

Mr. Scott Russell said the description of

his instrument was given in a simple and in-

elligent manner, and with perfect accuracy,

'or the purpose of ascertaining the scantlings

f timbers this was an exceedingly practical and
seful invention. It was, in fact, a mathe-
latical calculation rendered mechanical, and
-•hi 1st it would be found advantageous to those

fho were not mathematicians, it would also

ssist those who were, ascertaining' whether
heir calculations were right.

The Chairman and Sir Thomas Deane also

xpressed their approval of the invention, the

atter gentleman moving a vote of thanks to

he author, which was carried by acclamation.

LONDON AS IT WAS, AND AS IT
IS IN 1844.

{Continuedfrom p. 492.)

As we are not giving the history of clubs

ixisting in the present day, which alone would
fell fill three octavo volumes, we pass on to

The Senior United Service Club : this building

ioes little credit to its very favourable position
;

t has a poor and insipid appearance, and its

iterior is cold and comfortless, the barn-like

intensions of the principal rooms finding no
elief to the dull, monotonous walls and cei 1-

pgs, except by a sprinkle of lace jackets on a

lala day.

The jfthenceum is another specimen of

xchitectural taste, having all the appliances

f situation in its favour. This edifice was
rected soon after the removal of Carlton

louse
;
the club was ostensibly formed for lite-

ary men
;
several eminent architects are now

members of it.

The Travellers’ Club, built by Messrs. Lee,

fter the design of Mr. Barry. This was the

srst bold step made by an English architect to

creak through the trammels of custom. Its

interior is fitted up with the elegance suited

> a limited number of gentlemen of the

jighest standing in society. The original esti-

mate for building it was 19,000/., the ultimate

=ost 29,557 /• 16s.

1 It is foreign to our purpose in this review of

me Clubs of London to enter into the history

iind adventures of each, our primary object

ieing to afford to the reader a slight but

amusing panoramic view of this our celebrated

tity, such as it was and is, whereby all may
didge how far we have improved by change in

lnur manners and customs, and how far we keep
uace in the arts and sciences, with the general

Increase of wealth and numbers. Prior to

•(800, we had no building of any magnitude in the

orm of a club-house; nor was it then at all

necessary, for the social bond of good fellowship

was so lightly drawn, as to render it rather the

object of ambition than of satiety. Men
meet occasionally for the purpose of amusing
and being amused— of instructing and being
instructed—without x-eference to the rank and
fortune of each other, wit and scholastic or

travelled learning being the chief recommen-
dations

;
and in departing from this amiable

simplicity of the older clubs, the spirit by which
they were animated has been wholly extin-

guished, giving place to a system altogether

different. In the new order of things, the

definition of Johnson is no longer applicable
;

clubs are no longer associations of good fellows,

but associations of men united according to

caste, political or other feeling, and governed

bv certain rules and regulations. The first and
most important object of all, as previously ob-

served, is to unite the economy of a chop-house

with the superior accommodation of a first-

rate hotel; the minor objects of many are to

supply the want or necessity of a town-resi-

dence, to form a locus standi in society, to kill

time, to learn the news, to discuss politics,

polemics, or war, the sports of the field or of

the town, the merits of the last new work or

play, or opera-dancer, the chances of a ribhond,

or of a vacancy in court nr camp, church or

state, being bound together like man and wife

for life, or so long as they continue to pay the

tax levied on themselves.

In thus dividing into castes, they have
assumed a character of greater exclusiveness

than the older clubs, which is still further

promoted by many men of rank and wealth
being members of several clubs at the same
time, to the exclusion of those who are desirous

of becoming members, and to whom, during
their winter sojourn in the metropolis, such

places would be beneficial. Again, the clubs

degenerate into an abuse, when, as is often

the case, men use them as the current

coin of their respectability; and there are

instances in some of the minor clubs, of men
about town who live entirely on the strength of

their club-card, backed by the fallacious ap-

pearance of a black servant, an elegant saddle,

watch, or rings. Numbers of these men might
be seen during the speculating mania, figuring

at the head of bubble companies, and joint-

stock adventures, having no other stock of

their own but that of assurance, not readily put

down even by exposure.

The clubs, apart from these considerations,

have benefited London by contributing to

increase its magnificence; to the first tasteless

samples of architectural feebleness have been

gradually added others, which, for taste and

magnificence, give way to none in Europe.

Pall Mall, St. James’s-street, and St. James’s-

square, give promise of becoming continuous

ranges of magnificent palazzos, rivalling each

other in their internal and external decorations.

Behind the clubs, and fronting towards St.

James’s Park, are two i-anges of lofty houses,

divided from each other by the Dukeot York’s

Monument; they are raised on a substructure,

which contains their kitchens and domestic

offices, forming a terrace 50 feet wide, adorned

with Poestum- Doric columns surmounted by a

balustrade. The superstructure consists of

three stories, ornamented with Corinthian

columns. Resuming our review : the Hav-
market in 1735 was full of inns and houses of

entertainment, especially on the west side. The
Opera House was erected by Sir John Van-
brugh for the purpose of Italian operas. The
prices given at that period were considered

very expensive, varying from 1,000 to 1,500

guineas per annum
;
and the celebrated Fari-

nelli is said to have netted 2,000 guineas at his

benefit. What would our ancestors say to

present prices ?

In 1645, the precinct of Covent Garden was

separated from St. Martin’s, and constituted an

independent parish, which was confirmed after

the Restoration, in 1660, by the appellation of

St. Paul’s, Covent Garden. The church in

Covent Garden has at its eastern front

a plain but noble portico of the Tuscan

order, having four massive columns, the two

extreme ones square, and those between them

round, and the intercolumniations being wide.

The ground on which the greatest part of

Covent Garden parish stands was anciently a

large garden belonging to the abbot and con-

vent of Westminster; which garden, after the

dissolution of religious houses, was bestowed

by King Edward VI. upon Edward, Duke of

Somerset. Upon his attainder, Edward, on the

6th May, 1552, granted it, together with afield
contiguous to the north, denominated the Seven
Acres, but from its length vulgarly termed the
Long Acre, to John, Earl of Bedford. This
earl erected a house for his town residence on
the north side of the Strand, at the bottom of
what is now Southampton-street

;
this, which

was a mean wooden building inclosed by a
brick wall, remained till the year 1704, and had
a garden whose northern boundary was the
southern side of the present market. The
estate being greatly improved, Francis, Earl
of Bedford, in 1640, employed Inigo Jones to

build a chapel-of-case to St. Martin’s for the
convenieney of his tenants

;
his sons were

allowed 7,000/. on account of this building and
endowment of this church by Oliver Cromwell,
out of the fines they were liable to pay by
virtue of his Act to prevent the multiplicity of
buildings in and about the suburbs of London.
The building and adornment of Covent Garden
Market as it now appears were a boon con-

ferred upon the surrounding inhabitants, and
particularly to the temporary occupants of
the buildings over the piazza

;
they have not

only added to the usefulness of the market and
the accommodation of the fruiterers and market-
gardeners, but they have also been the means
of clearing away an abominable nuisance of

heaps of putrid vegetables, and scenes of drunk-
enness, and abuses now pretty nearly concen-
trated within the pale of Billingsgate. Covent
Garden was formerly an arena in which to

pass through the ordeal of pillory, for when
the will to punish was not wanting, there was
no lack of rotten eggs and garbage to furnish

the material. >v tc a’

( To be continued.)

OPENING OF THE ALBERT BRIDGE,
MANCHESTER.

On Thursday, the 26th of last month, the

Albert Bridge, a fine new structure, which is

just finished, and which connects the boroughs
of Manchester and Salford, was publicly opened
by the authorities of the two boroughs, and.

the magistrates of the county. The bridge

has been built at the expense of the count}',

and is a very substantial erection thrown across

the river Irwell by one arch. The carriage

and footways of the bridge measure together

18 yards from within the battlements.

About one o’clock the magistrates arrived,

and were loudly cheered by a very large

number of persons who had assembled at each
end of the bridge to witness the ceremony.
They were shortly followed by the mayors and
corporations of the boroughs of Manchester
and Salford, each body forming a separate

procession, headed by the military bands now
stationed in the boroughs, and followed by a

large number of the most respectable inha-

bitants of both townships. The Salford pro-

cession was joined by the churchwardens and

sidesmen.
Amongst the gentlemen present we noticed

Sir Thomas Potter, Knt.
;
James Kershaw,

Esq., late mayor of Manchester ;
R. S. Sowler,

Esq., barrister-at-law; W. Garnett, Esq.;

W. Wanldyn, Esq., of Pendleton; J. II.

YVanklyn, Esq., of Pendleton; Joseph Brother-

ton, Esq., M.P., &c. Mr. Charles Carrington,

the bridgemaster for this county, and Mr.

Broadhurst, treasurer to the borough of Man-

chester, had provided an excellent supply of

wines, &c., which were laid out on a large

table, temporarily fixed on the north-easterly

side of the bridge for the occasion. The two

bands stationed themselves in front of the com-

pany, and played several airs during the pro-

ceedings.

W. Garnett, Esq., chairman of the bridge

committee, addressed the company at consider-

able length, pointing out the advantages that

would be derived to both boroughs by the new

bridge. He congratulated the authorities and

the gentlemen present on the rapid improve-

ments that were going on in the towns of

Manchester and Salford. Lie called attention

to the condition of Manchester, now with its

wide and spacious streets, in which only a few

years ago two carts could not pass each other.

He well recollected the time when there was

but one bridge for carriage across the Irwell,

and now there were five, some of which were

ornaments to the town. After some other ob-

servations, he christened the new structure

“The Albert Bridge,” which was received

with loud cheers. Mr. Garnett afterwards

gave, “ The Queen,” “ Prince Albert and the
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Royal Family,” “ The Corporations of Man-
chester and Salford,” “ The Bridge Com-
mittee,” “ The Boroughreeves of Manchester
and Salford,” “The Bridgemaster,” “The
Towns and Trade of Manchester and Salford.”

These sentiments were loudly cheered and
severally responded to by the Mayors of Man-
chester and Salford, Mr. Brotherton, Mr.
Addison, and Mr. Woollain.

At the close of the ceremony the authorities

and gentlemen again formed themselves into

procession, and proceeded to their respective

Town Halls, where they separated.

Immediately after the departure of the au-
thorities, a large number of coaches, carts,

waggons, &c., loaded with people, passed over
the bridge, amidst the cheers of the multitude
assembled.

—

Herald.

MONUMENT TO LORD COLLINGWOOD.

1 1 affords us pleasure to learn that thecommittee
of the subscribers to the monument proposed
to be erected to the memory of the late Vice-
Admiral Cuthbert Lord Collingwood have
resolved upon completing the undertaking
with all convenient speed, in reliance on the
public for the inconsiderable amount of money
yet deficient. Although no subscription list

has for some time been advertised, and but
little publicity given of late to the proceedings
that have taken place, it appears that upwards
of 2,000/. have been already placed at the dis-

posal of the committee, and it is calculated
that another 1,000/. will be amply sufficient to

finish the work in a style befitting the character
of the illustrious individual, the renown of
whose brilliant actions it is designed to per-
petuate and extend. The architectural design
is by Mr. Dobson, and the execution of the
colossal figure has been intrusted to Mr. Lough,
a native artist, who has had the honour of being
selected by Royal patronage to chisel the bust
of her Majesty, to be placed in the niche above
the entrance of the Royal Exchange, in Lon-
don. It was at one time contemplated to

place the monument in the Castle-yard at

Tynemouth, but a much more eligible site has
since been fixed upon, near to the entrance of
the river, the requisite ground having been gene-
rously given by the Duke of Northumberland,
in addition to bis Grace’s noble donation of 500/.

It will form a striking object to mariners navi-
gating our coast, and the land immediately sur-
rounding it will be laid out as pleasure-grounds,
with public walks .—Newcastle Journal.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

( Continued from p. 483.)

96.

Ash.—This tree, the “Venus of the
Forest,” is a native of Europe and the nor-
thern parts of Asia, and abounds in Great
Britain : it is a forest-tree of the first class,
both in beauty and magnitude, yielding to the
oak in girth of trunk and in circumference, but
frequently over-topping it in height. Being
prolific in ripening its winged seeds, it dis-
perses itself on the winds prettv generally
over the face of the British Isles

; and is fre-
quently found adorning the crumbling ruins of
ancient buildings, beautifying, while, by the sinu-
osities of root and branch, amongst cracks and
crevices, it hastens the period of their down-
fall ; it also places its bright verdure in con-
trast with the arid and sterile aspect of loose
and slaty rocks, where, esp*cially in mountain-
scenery, it appears to peculiar advantage,
waving its slender and graceful foliage over
precipices, or from inaccessible clefts, afford-
ing it the scantiest foothold. It is, never-
theless, much better when planted by itself
for timber or underwood, and should neither
be permitted a place in hedge-rows nor
on pasture lands, for its numerous roots
spread widely on the surface, engrossing the
nutritive moisture within its reach, to the total
deprivation and consequent destruction of
surface-plants. It is rapid in growth and of
a towering nature, capable of attaining, on rich
gravelly loam, a diameter of four or five feet-
but trees of even less than this bulk are often
found to have begun to rot at the core, and
it is therefore seldom allowed to arrive at full
maturity; besides which, the circumstance of
the young being in fact more valuable than
the old wood, conduces, with its extreme use-
fulness for many purposes, to its being made
available at a more early age : it rarely lives

to 500, and the age for felling is between 50
and 100 years,—the season, winter, when the
sap is still, it being very liable to worms if

felled when abounding in sap.

97. The quality of the timber is very much
dependant on the situation and soil on which
it is raised : it delights to grow in the woods,
but will, on good soils, flourish in open grounds

;

and a clayey soil and northern exposure seem
to be the most proper for producing it in per-
fection. Its general form and appearance too
are determined by these circumstances

;
for it

is found that when grown singly or uncon-
fined, its leading stem not only shoots up, but
throws out, at acute angles, numerous side

branches, which, when advanced in age and
increased in foliage, take that graceful sweep
that obtains for the tree, when full-grown, so
much admiration : when planted on the mar-
gin of some lake or stream, they take so much
of this elegant pendent character, as to acquire
a resemblance to the weeping willow. Its

foliage consists of light, thin, pale-green pen-
dent leaves, generally winged— having an odd
one at the end, with five or six pairs of small
ones; the seed-bud, which is oval and com-
pressed, changes into a long membranaceous
vessel, containing a single seed

;
many trees

produce profusely bunches of long thin seeds,

called keys, givingasingular and not unpleasing
appearance, whilst others have hardly any. It

is one of the latest trees in donning its vesture
of green, and amongst the first to relinquish
its leafy honours to the nipping influence of
autumn winds. The seeds should be gathered
in autumn, and the sowingin the nursery-beds
may either be done immediately, or deferred
till spring. When the seedlings are five or six

inches high, they should be planted out in

rows, to strengthen, until finally transplanted.
In order to raise timber of the best quality, a
piece of land, of the nature already referred
to, should be thickly sown or planted—by
placing the trees about two feet apart: when
these have risen (which they do rapidly) and
appear to be choking each other, one-halfofthe
poles should be withdrawn, and the remainder
left to attain a marketable growth of from 41)

to GO feet in height and from 8 to 12 inches
diameter.

98. Besides the common ash here treated
of, there are other species in America and
elsewhere. There is a variety, indigenous to

Italy and abundant in Calabria, grown in Eng-
land, seldom exceeding 20 feet in height,
which, as well as another, we believe, fur-
nishes the honey-like concreted juice or gum
called manna, that is given to infants and
young children as a mild aperient. This
production, which is of a granular form,
about the size of coriander seeds, and of
a brownish white in colour, has a sweetness
and a degree of sharpness which render
it agreeable. In heats, unaccompanied by
rain, towards the end of July, it is obtained
by slitting the stem of the tree horizontally,
when the liquid gum exudes from the wound and
is conveyed from it by straws, or the foot-stalks
of the leaves, and received in cups formed of
leaves of the maple

;
this exusion continues for

about a month. Besides this, there are several
others, one of which, a variety of the common
ash, is the creeping-branched, and forms, by
engrafting high on the tall stem of the common
ash, a rather ornamental weeping tree

;
others

are the yellow-barked, curled-leaved, and
various-leaved, with many more which are ex-
otics. Very interesting results have been ob-
tained by grafting the common and Persian lilacs

on the common ash
;
and it has been suggested

that the pendulous ash would form a beautiful
object having its branches grafted with the Per-
sian species. The scions are recommended
to be taken off in January or February.

99. The mountain-ash, fowler’s service-tree,
witch-wood, or rowan, though of the smaller
class, is yet an interesting object and worthy of
notice. It is very common throughout Britain,
particularly in mountainous districts

;
in the

wild and rugged scenery of the Scottish High-
1

lands, many picturesque specimens are seen, and ,

it imparts to woodland and suburban gardens an <

equal beauty, whether in spring, when bearing '

its cream-white and sweetly-scented flowers,
;

or in autumn, loaded with its' coral-red clusters
:

of berries. It has much of the graceful pen- ;

dent tendency of its species, with elongated
<

branches drooping under their light and lively j

verdure. Superstition invested the rowan tree s

with a mysterious and preternatural character, (

but intelligence is fast dispelling it, averting
the “evil eye ” which its potency was wont to

cope with. It is raised from berries, which
may either be sown immediately they are ripe,

or kept till spring in some cool place, amongst
sand. The wood is, from its comparative
smallness, seldom made available for pur-
poses of manufacture

;
but it is good in quality,

fine-grained, hard, and susceptible of a high
polish, and on these accounts is used by the
turner, and for the handles of cutlery and for

other small purposes. It is likewise employed
in the manufacture of crates, baskets, and
hoops, and makes capital poles.

100. In the common ash, the wood of young
trees is, in colour, a brownish white, with an
inclination to green

;
that of old trees is some-

thing like oak, but more streaked with dark
veins

;
the annual rings are very distinct, being

porous in one part and compact and darker
in the other : there are no larger transverse
septse, and therefore no flowers. The substance
and quality of the wood are pretty uniform
throughout, but the outer part is, in some
degree, the toughest : that in which the fibre

is straightest is generally accounted the best.

It is difficult to work, particularly the young
wood, which exceeds the old in toughness,
and, indeed, is tougher and stronger than
oak; the old wood has a tendency to brittle-

ness
;
the wood is tasteless and inodorous.

101. With respect to seasoning, it must be
observed that the ash loses substance and
weight by long steeping in cold water; but,

for timber that has been felled in spring (in
which, it may be remarked, the pores have a
reddish tinge) water seasoning is very bene-
ficial. Tn consequence of its great toughness
and elasticity, wherein it excels every other
British timber, and which render it valuable
for purposes where great strains and sudden
shocks have to be sustained, it is very exten-
sively used both by the coach-maker and cart-

wright in making vehicles of conveyance, also
for machines, ploughs, and other implements
of husbandly, dairy utensils, turnery, tackle-
blocks, &c., for which no wood is better
adapted

;
and although very subject to rot when

at rest and exposed to the vicissitudes of the
weather, it will, when applied as above, kept
in constant use, and taken proper care of, last a
very long period: it is only in peculiar cases
that it can be introduced in buildings, and then
there should be facilities for its reinstatement in

case of decay. It, is too flexible for posts, and
beams, but ought to be useful for ties; though
tolerably durable, however, when kept dry, it

is not sufficiently so for the general purposes
of the house-carpenter.

102. We have now, in the description of
timber-trees, reached the limit to which, in the
opening of our subject, we promised to confine
our attention

;
namely, the consideration ofsuch

only as were within the meaning of the term
“building-materials:” but there are, besides
those described, so many trees which, either
from their actual use in the more ornamental
or in the minor purposes of building, or their

eligibility for being so applied, are objects of
more than mere passing interest, that we need
scarcely apologize for touching on them.
Accordingly, before passing to the next stage
of the subject in hand, we proceed to notice
the leading features of some of them, whether
or not yet introduced into the British Sylva.

103. Yew. This tree is believed to be the
most ancient in Great Britain; indeed, there
appears reason to think that it is, of all Euro-
pean trees, the one capable of attaining the
greatest age : there are now individual exam-
ples in England respecting which no doubt can
exist of their having been trees at the Christian
era . and at least one that has considerably exceed-
ed 3,000 years. This tree is in full health, and i9

perhaps the most ancient specimen of vegeta-
tion in Europe

;
it is also of remarkable magni-

tude, being about 27 feet in diameter. The
yew is indigenous to Britain, grows naturally
in many parts both of England and Scotland,
and is hardy enough to endure the inclemen-
cies of our severest seasons : it is most fre-

quently grown as an ornamental shrub, and is

valuable where sheltered by surrounding trees

as an underwood, shooting up more rapidly
and with a cleaner stem than when grown
alone. Its dark foliage affords an advantageous
contrast to trees of a livelier character; it has
also much beauty of its own, being indeed con-
sidered by some as one of the most beautiful

of our evergreens : during its growth, aud till
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it is several hundred years old, it is of a broad,

perfectly conical shape, but arrived at full

maturity, its peaked summit begins then to

decay, and it assumes gradually the round-headed
form : its stem is of stout proportions, stiff

and erect; its branches strike out horizontally,

beginning very close to the ground
;
and both are

rough, being grooved or indented lengthwise.

Its leaves are small, long and slender, of a

needle form, and very close: it bears cones,

also a scarlet, sweet, and glutinous berry,

which incloses a small hard seed or nut, the

kernel of which is not unwholesome
;
but the

bark or wood of the tree itself would appear
to be otherwise, for at Crediton, a farmer
having cut down a yew-tree, and left two or
three faggots lying where four bullocks bad
free access, and these having been for some
time deprived of green fodder, they ate them
with great avidity, and very soon died—the

poison having, as it was proved, acted on the

brain and nervous system, producing con-

gestion in the membranes of the former, and
other symptoms resembling apoplexy. The
yew will grow in most soils, but it loves a
sandy loam, and chalky situations are very

favourable to its success : it is propagated by
the seeds, sown in autumn as soon as ripe.

104. The gloomy associations connected with

the yew, its qualifications for the adornment
of places consecrated to solemnity, its ancient

dedication to such purposes, its own sombre
appearance, and the tardiness of its growth,
conspire greatly against its cultivation, and
leave it almost entirely to its old and appro-

priate haunt, the church-yard : the examples of
ancient yews of great magnitude in such situ-

ations are numerous, and contain incontro-

vertible evidence of their having necessarily ex-

istedbefore eitherRoman or Christian had inter-

rupted the sacrificial rites of Druidism
;
and a

conclusion has therefore reasonably suggested
itself, that this solemn evergreen was, from the

suitableness of its shade, and its enduring na-

ture, especially cultivated by the Druids in

forming their sacred circles, and that the pro-

mulgators of Christianity, in superseding

Druidical worship, erected their churches,

and set out their church-yards, in the very

groves which they desired to consign to obli-

vion. Of the superstitious estimation in which
it has been held, we read that dead bodies

were covered “ by shroud of white, stuck all

with yew,” and that, in some parts of England,

to preserve them from putrifaction, they were
rubbed over with an infusion of its leaves.

105. In olden times the wood of the yew
was held in high estimation, as furnishing the

material for the long bow, the pliant and
trusty weapon of the hero of merry Sherwood

;

and which contributed so greatly to securing

the splendid victories of Cressv, Poictiers, and
Azincourt; indeed, so highly was it esteemed,

that statutes were enacted for its preservation,

and for preventing the wood from being ex-

ported. It was also the law of the land that

every man should have a bow made of it, or of

some similar wood: the introduction of fire-

arms, however, had the effect of deteriorating its

value in a great measure, and the tree came
in course of time to be regarded chielly as an
object of ornament; in which capacity, in the

parks and lawns of our nobility, as well as in

hedges, it was subjected to the vilest whims of

fantastic imagery, being clipped into the

most grotesque and ridiculous chimeras, ves-

tiges of which are extant even at the present

day. The wood is hard, compact in texture,

fine and close in grain, elastic, susceptible of a

very high polish, and unequalled in durability:

it is therefore valuable and highly appropriate

iforthe cabinet-maker’s art, especially when cut

into veneers, so as to bring out to advantage

s ts veins and various shades of colour,

Ivhich are very beautiful. It is also obviously

desirable for axle-trees, but for which its

scarcity must preclude it being made avail-

able.
(To be continued.)

COLOSSAL COLUMN IN RUSSIA.

The Alexander Column is viewed with very

nustifiable pride by the Russians, becauseit is the

imost remarkable of the kind in the whole
world

;
neither ancient nor modern times ever

raw so large a piece of stone fashioned from

xbe quarry. (?) But then art has done its best to

jpoil the effect which this work produces.

The column is surmounted by a gigantic figure

of Hope, holding the cross, and pointing
upwards, but in attitude so unfortunate that,

seen from two sides, the exceedingly small
head of the heavenly handmaid, which is

unaccountably poked forward, is hidden by the
perpendicular of the cross, and gives the ap-
pearance of a headless figure, reminding one
irresistibly of the favourite English sign of the
“ Original Good Woman.” “ How is it,” was
observed to a certain Russian, whose family was
notorious for its wit, which it appears was here-
ditary,—“ How is it that this figure of Hope is

without a head?” “ Would Hope itself,” he
replied, “ dare to take up its abode beneath
the withering glance of a Russian emperor, si

elle n'avail pas perdu la tele?" The very
anecdotes connected with this column would
fill a volume, and are highly illustrative of the
state of things in Russia. A recent traveller

relates that orders were given to procure a
piece of granite eighty-four feet long; in place
of which, the director having found one nearly
one hundred, cut off the superfluous length, in
literal obedience to his instructions. Si non e
vero e bentrovato. • * This splendid pillar was
found to contain a deep crack, which was
hastily filled up with cement, and the whole
polished over

;
but when raised to its present

position, a few summers and winters rendered
the crack again apparent. That the column
was cracked there could be no doubt

;
that the

crack will ever spread in a stone so durable a3

red g-ranite is another question. But in Russia
nothing belonging to the government can be
admitted to have even a flaw. The imperial
vanity was touched, aad a commission of admi-
rals, generals, and counsellors of state, was
formed, to proceed to the top of the column by
scaffolding, and verify the existence or non-
existence of the alleged flaw, which stared all

St. Petersburg in the face. Whether the com-
mission endeavoured to deceive the emperor
by reporting as he wished— for it is always an
ungracious task to be the bearer of any tidings
which disturb the serenity of the spring-head
of the state—or whether they had their cue to

deceive the public, is difficult to determine;
but they unanimously agreed, “ that it was an
optical delusion, occasioned by the imperfect
polish of that part,” &c. We cannot charita-

bly admit that all the members of the unani-
mous commission were themselves deceived,

unless they were more than St. Thomas
like: because two of them were previously

heard to admit that they had themselves put
their fingers into the crevice before the column
was raised up at all.— Travels in Russia, 1844.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES.

Lecture V.

ROMAN ARCHITECTURE.

( Continued fromp . 484.)

Leaving the Arches and Temples of

Rome, we have now to contemplate her single

columns erected in honour of some of the em-
perors, and styled emphatically Triumphal

,

as the inscriptions testify. The first which
comes under our notice is the Column of

Trajan, erected a.d. 114, from the design of

Apollodorus. It rose in stately grandeur in

the midst of a magnificent Forum which bore

the emperor’s name, and some fragments of

the columns which composed it still remain.

An extensive excavation discovered that the

original pavement of the Forum was 15 feet

below the level of the modern streets; and a

wall is now built, by which means the whole

of the Trajan column is fully developed. The
Forum must have been very splendid

;
the part

excavated shews a length of 17*1 feet, and it is

said to have extended to 1150 feet; the width

was 180 feet, divided by four rows of columns

into five aisles, the central avenue being 83

feet wide. The whole of this area is supposed,

from careful investigation, to have been under

cover; as the marble pavement is only l£ inch

thick to those parts which were under cover,

whilst it is 4 inches in thickness where exposed.

This pavement was laid out in squares of dif-

ferent marbles, viz., white, veined, giallo

antico, and pavonezzetto. In the centre of

the Forum stood a nohle equestrian statue of

Trajan
;
and the top of the porticoes was

adorned with equestrian and other statues,

and with military ornaments, chiefly in bronze.

The Forum was surrounded by a library, a
basilicon, a temple, and a triumphal arch.
The column is of white marble, the pedestal
is 20 feet 3 inches square, and composed of
seven pieces of marble. The shaft of the
column is in nineteen pieces, the lower diameter
is 12 feet 2 inches; the stairs are cut out of
the solid blocks; the pedestal is 17 feet 11
inches high, and the column 97 feet 9 inches.
The ancient crowning pedestal is 9 feet 6
inches, on which formerly stood the statue
of the emperor, which was taken down to
make room for the statue of Saint Peter,
placed there by Pope Sixtus V. The ashes
of the emperor were contained in an urn
placed on the summit, an honour, as Eutro-
pius observes, which had never been decreed to

anybefore him.* This column is Roraan-Doric
in its style (though by some called Tuscan),
having the ovolo under the abacus carved
with the Ionic egg and anchor ornament, and
a member below that cut into the bead en-
richment. This capital is in one block 14 feet
square and 5 feet deep. The shaft of the
column, with the exceptiou of about 1 foot at

top which is fluted, is entirely covered
with sculptured figures which proceed in a
spiral direction from the base to the summit.
These reliefs represent the exploits of Trajan
in his different wais. The pedestal is orna-
mented with trophies and arms, and crowned
with festoons supported by four eagles.

The Antonine column was erected by the
emperor Marcus Aurelius, in commemoration
of victories obtained over the Germans, Ar-
menians, and Parthians, as the inscription

records, and dedicated to Antoninus Pius.f It

stands in a square called from it the Piazza
Colonna. The height of the column itself is

only G inches less than that of Trajan, but its

diameter at the base is nearly 1 foot more, and
the upper diameter is only 1 inch less

than the lower diameter of Trajan’s column.
It has therefore rather a clumsy appearance
from the want of sufficient diminution.

Though the two columns are so nearly of the

same height, the pedestal of the Antonine
exceeds that of the Trajan considerably. The
earth has accumulated around it and buried
about 10 feet of it, the remainder is 25 feet

10 inches high, exceeding the pedestal of

Trajan’s column by eight feet. The whole
height from the present doorway to the top of
the capital is 123 feet, an excess of about 8
feet above the other column. It was, like that,

sculptured with figures, in a spiral direction,

in high relief, but not so well executed
;
the

sculptures represent the victories of Marcus
Aurelius. This column, being much ruined,

was in 1589 repaired by Pope Sixtus V., who
cased it with travertine stone, and placed

on the summit the statue of St. Paul, instead

of that of the Emperor Antoninus. To this

displacement of the imperial effigies to make
way for those of the Saints, Lord Byron
alludes in “ Childe Harold ”(C. IV., s. 110) :

—

“ And apostolic statues climb

To crush the imperial urn whose ashes slept

sublime.”

The pedestal is quite plain at present, but

was originally adorned with sculpture.

The column of Phocas is of Greek marble;

it is simply a fluted Corinthian column 4 feet

in diameter, and the whole height, including

the pedestal, is 54 feet. It is supposed to have

been erected in honour of the emperor in his

lifetime (he died A.n. 610), and to have had a

statue on the summit, as inferred from a re-

stored inscription which purports that the

column and statue were erected by the Patri-

cian Smaragdus, Exarch of Italy, and Provost

of the Imperial Palace. Phocas rendered

himself so odious by his vices and tyranny, that

Heraclius was recalled from Africa, by Pris-

cus, son-in-law of the emperor, to rid the

country of such a monster.

We have noticed some of the finest structures

of Rome, in her triumphal arches, her temples,

her honorary columns, but

“ the greatest is behind.”

* “ He was more

Than a mere Alexander, and, unstain’d

With household blood and wine, serenely wore

His sovereign virtues,—still we Trajan’s name adore.
° Byron.

t M. Aurelius, Imp. Armenia Parthis Germanisq. Hello

maxima Devictis. Triumphalem hanc Columnam rebus gestis

insiguem Imp. Antonino Pio Pfttri Dcdicavit.
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INTERIOR SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE “REMAINS OF THE COLISEUM, AT ROME.
r~'y »

' UU _

The mighty Coliseum now comes under our
consideration. Notwithstanding nearly half
of its walls have been destroyed for the sake
of erecting other buildings,* it still presents to
view one of the most magnificent and interest-

ing ruins of antiquity :

—

“ A ruin, yet what ruin ! from its mass
Walls, palaces, half-cities, have been rear’d

;

Yet oft the enormous skeleton ye pass,

And marvel where the spoil could have ap-
peared.

Hath it indeed been plunder’d, or but clear’d?”
Childe Harold, C. iv. S. 143.

This immense edifice, called sometimes
Colosseum from its vastness, (or from an
enormous figure of Nero placed on or near the
site, and which was 120 feet high,) was com-
menced by the Emperor Flavius Vespasian,
(and from that circumstance it is frequently
spoken of as the Flavian amphitheatre,) and
finished by his son Titus about a.d. 79 or 80.
It was built over the marshes of Nero, as
appears from the lines of Martial (Epig. 2)

:

“ Hie ubi conspicui venerabilis amphitheatris
erigitur moles,

Stagna Neronis erant.”

But it was built from a part only of the
materials of Nero’s Golden House, which was
demolished by Vespasian as being too splendid
even for an emperor.

This amphitheatre is of an oval form, one
diameter (the conjugate) being 620 feet, and
the other (the transverse) 513 feet; the height
is 157 feet, it is nearly 1,800 feet in circum-
ference, and occupies a space of about six
acres; the longer diameter of the arena is

287 feet, and the shorter is 180 feet. The ex-
ternal wall is decorated with four orders of
Roman architecture, the Doric, Ionic, Co-
rinthian, and Composite, rising one above the
other, with arches in the three lower stories to
the number of eighty in each tier, between the
columns which are engaged

;
the arches of the

second and third stories were originally filled
with statues :

—

Arches on arches ! as it were that Rome,
Collecting the chief trophies of her line,
Would build up all her triumphs in one dome,
Her Coliseum stands.”

Childe Harold, C. iv. S. 128.

* The Famcse Palace, built for the nephews of Pope Paul
the design of Michacl-Angelo, was erected from

stone taken from the Coliseum, and so was the

ZC
'

' Palaee'oLrtbfSCancellaria from Bramante’s design
; and the

. v .

/Pala*?: of JSairtt Mark was supplied from the same nobleV > qoafry. PoiVBfenjrfict XI V. checked the plan of spoliation by' eretfting altars ai^md, and a cross in the centre, and conse-

/ ;
^crating it out of respect to the blood of the Christian

r
j

martyr* who penihed in its arena during the persecutions.

On the occasion of dedicating this vast
amphitheatre, which could contain 109,000
spectators, Titus exhibited shows to the people
for 1 00 days, 5,000 wild beasts were slaughtered
during this period by fifty in a day (Suetonius),
and battles on foot and in boats were repre-
sented by gladiators. (D. Cassius.)
This mighty fabric has no parallel in the

world for size and immensity; even the
huge Pyramids of Egypt cannot compare with
it, for they diminish at once from their base to

nearly a point, whereas the Coliseum rises per-
pendicularly for 157 feet 6 inches. According
to an early writer, it was finished in two years
and nine months, “ Biennio post ac menses
novem amphitheatri perfecto opere.” (Victor.)
Well, therefore, might the Roman poet exult-
ingly declare that every other labour must yield
to that of the imperial amphitheatre :

—

“ Omnis Csesareo cedat labor amphitheatro

(Martial.)

and from the time of its erection down to the
present day it has been looked upon as one of
the greatest marvels of art, and has furnished
for centuries an exhaustless theme alike for
the rapture of the antiquary, the pencil of the
artist, or the glowing description of the poet.
But in contemplating the structure we can
never lose sight of the inhuman purposes to

which it was devoted; the recollection of the
blood of men, of Christians, slaughtered to
make a Roman holiday, must always be asso-
ciated with the aspect of

“ those scarce mortal arches,*
Pile above pile of everlasting wall

!

The theatre, where emperors and their subjects
(Those subjects Romans) stood at gaze upon
The battles of the monarchs of the wild
And wood, the lion and his tusky rebels

Of the then untam’d desert, brought to joust
In the arena, (as right well they might
When they had left no human foe unconquer’d,)
Made even the forest pay its tribute of
Life to their amphitheatre, as well

As Dacia men to die the eternal death
For a sole instant’s pastime, and ‘ pass on
To a new Gladiator.’

”

Lord Byron’s Deformed Transformed.

The practice of giving shows to the public,
in which wild beasts were engaged with each
other or with men, and those men Christians,*
and the gladiatorial fights between single com-

• Many learned commentators, as Drs. Whitby and Mac-
kight and Schleusner, consider that the words of St. Paul,
1 Corinthians, xv. 32, refer to an actual combat in which he
was engaged with beasts at Ephesus.

hatantsor in large numbers, was continued by
the emperors until the year 404 a.d., when
an Eastern monk, Almachius, or Telemachus,
(and under the latter name he was sainted,)

rushing into the arena to separate the comba-
tants, was slain, and the inhuman shows were
abolished by Honorius. But it ought to be re-
membered that a Christian poet, Procopius, had
previously exhorted Honorius to put an end to
this dreadful sport,

” Where man was slaughtered by his fellow-man.”

The space devoted to the arena was an
ellipsis whose longer diameter was 287 feet,

and the shorter 180 feet; the remainder of the
immense inclosure was occupied by the seats
rising in range above range, disposed in the
most admirable manner for every one to see
(hence such buildings were called visoriu), and
accessible by corridors and passages commu-
nicating with staircases, arranged with such
consummate skill that the immense numbers of
citizens could find their allotted stations easily
and without delay.

The lowest seats, on the podium, which
were of marble, were the most honourable,
being reserved for the emperor, senators, am-
bassadors, magistrates, and persons of the
highest distinction

;
above these to the top of

the second story, the seats, also of marble,
were occupied by the knights (equites) accord-
ing to their rank, the civil and military tri-

bunes
;

in the upper rows were persons of
inferior rank

;
and the common people filled

the highest seats of all, which answered to the
galleries of modern theatres, and placed at

some distance above the rest. To protect the
spectators from the heat or rain, the whole of
the immense circle was at times covered by an
awning (velarium) stretched from 240 masts or
poles which were placed on the outside of the

upper story, passing through the cornice, and
resting upon corbels. This awning was com-
monly of woollen cloth, and sometimes of silk;

on one occasion Nero caused a purple velarium
to be extended across a theatre, representing
the heavens, with stars of gold, and his image
in the centre, seated in a car, in imitation of
the sun.

The Coliseum suffered frequently from light-

ning
;
and when the Christian faith was esta-

blished, on the downfall of paganism, the
sports of the arena were discontinued, and,
as a consequence, the building itself being
neglected, fell into decay. In the year 1084,
Guiscard, the Norman, pulled down one half of
the Coliseum, lest it should be used against him
as a citadel

;
to which purpose it was actually
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appropriated during the bitter contests of the

Guelphs and Ghibellines, being held as a

fortress by the Frangepani family, until wrested

from them by the rival faction of the Anibaldi

family. G. R. F.
{To be continued.)

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.

On Wednesday, 25th ult., a paper “ On
Gilding” was read by Mr. Proctor, explaining

the various processes adopted respectively in

gilding metal, wood, and composition
;
with

remarks on the use and abuse of the art in

interior decoration.

The paper was followed by an animated

discussion.

On Wednesday the 9th inst., the first part of

a paper “ On Paper-hangings” will be read.

THE EMBANKMENT OF TIIE THAMES.

The following is a copy of a letter from the

Earl of Lincoln to the Lord Mayor, with the

plan for the embankment of the River Thames
between Battersea and Vauxhall Bridges:

—

“1, Whitehall-plnce, August, 1814.

“My Lord,—As chairman of the Commis-
sioners appointed by her Majesty ‘ for in-

quiring into and considering the most effectual

means of improving the metropolis, and of

providing increased facilities of communica-
tion within the same,’ I have the honour to

transmit to your lordship herewith, for the in-

formation of the corporation of London, as

the body intrusted with the conservancy of the

river Thames, a plan which it is their inten-

tion to recommend to the favourable considera-

tion of her Majesty for the embankment of its

northern shore, between Battersea and Vaux-
hall Bridges

;
and I am to add, that it will be

very satisfactory to the Commissioners to have

the concurrence of the conservators in a mea-

sure which has been framed as much in re-

ference to the improvement of the navigation

of the river, as to the many other advantages

of which an embankment in that locality is

obviously susceptible.

“ I have the honour to be, my Lord,
“ Your Lordship’s most obedient servant,

“ Lincoln.”

HAMBURG MEDAL, COMMEMORATIVE OF THE FIRE IN 1842.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE TOWER.

Aftick considerable delay, preparations com
menced last week for the extensive improvements

about to be made in the Tower, agreeably to plans

submitted to, and approved of, by the Govern-

ment. Barracks are to be built on the site of

the small armouries which were destroyed by

fire in 1841, but as their width will be greater

than the late buildings, the frontage of the

new barracks will encroach several feet upon

the consecrated ground extending eastward

from the Royal Chapel of St. Peter, in which

are deposited the mortal remains of many dis-

tinguished and respected personages. Their

hallowed remains are, however, to be carefully

raised and placed in a vault at the rear of the

Royal Chapel, and for that purpose a wooden
barricade, to be covered, is now in course of

erection (to prevent the idle gaze of the

public) on the parade at the White Tower.

When this solemn duty is completed, the erec-

tion of the barracks will commence, along

with many other improvements in the garrison,

for which a grant of money was included in the

estimates last session of Parliament. The
alterations in the Jewel-office proceed with

snail-pace rapidity, to the great disappointment

of strangers visiting the Tower desirous of

viewing the Crown jewels, &c., recently de-

posited in the Haymarket. Notwithstanding

the abolition of fees from visiters to the

warders, in lieu of which they receive full

compensation, these worthies seldom or ever

refuse to accept a gratuity when it is tendered

to them ;
they, in fact, expect something, and

if disappointed, their snarling propensities are

not unfrequentlv exercised. We believe his

Grace the Duke* of Wellington, who is Con-

stable of the Tower, is totally ignorant of

these illegal practices. The member for

Montrose (Mr. Hume), who exerted himself in

getting the charges for the admission of the

public to the Armouries and Jewel-office

greatly reduced, and the warders’ perquisites

entirely abolished, should inquire into the

matter.— Times.

The above is a representation of a medal,

lately struck by order of the authorities

of Hamburg, to commemorate the dreadful

fire which took place there on Thursday, the

5th of May, 1842. The impression, which has

been kindly forwarded to us, was, as the in-

scription on the edge of it stales, “ Struck out

of the copperft om the lower of the church dedi-

cated to Saint Peter in Hamburg.” On the

obverse is a representation of St. Peter’s

Church as it existed before the fire, with an

inscription, of which the following is a trans-

lation :
—“ The design of benevolent patrons

accomplished the first building ofthis church in

their lifetime,” or “ Thepiety ofour Forefathers

built thee in their lifetime. 1342— 1516.”

The reverse represents the same church

in ruins, as it appeared after the fire, and has

this inscription :
“ United powers (or public

feeling ) will worthily restore thee ” (i.e. the

ruin), to which is added, “ Destroyed by fire on

the Jth of May, 1842,” and the artist’s name,
“ lnilcins, Bremen.”

As a specimen of die-sinking, it is beau-

tiful and finished. If our information be

correct, copies of the medal have been sent to

those persons who took the most lively interest

in, and most liberally relieved the sufferings

of, the distressed inhabitants during their se-

vere trials while destitute of home, food, and

clothing.

St. Peter’s Church was considered one of

the finest specimens of ecclesiastical archi-

tecture in northern Germany. It was situated

in the north-west corner of the cathedral

place, and was built between the years 1139

and 1195. Its length was 225 feet, and its

breadth 135 feet. The steeple, which was began

in 1342, and finished in 1516, was 416 feet

high. It had two chimes of bells, one of which

was put in motion by the clock machinery, and

played every half-hour ;
the other was played

by means of keys at certain times of the day,

and on particular occasions, by a person spe-

cially appointed for that purpose. Downes, in

his “ Letters from Mecklenburgh and Holstein,

1822, while describing Hamburg, thus refers

to these bells :
“ I was awakened by the sweetest

of all sweet harmonies issuing from the belfryof

one of the churches. It was neither ringing nor

chiming, but a regular piece of composition,

first and second.”

The interior of the churcli was overloaded

with monuments, paintings, carvings, and

stained windows. The subject of one of the

oldest paintings was Hamburg in the 15th

century, in the foreground of which was repre-

sented the sacrilegious attempt of Heliodorus;

it hung behind the pulpit, and had been there

ever since 1554. In the nave hung portraits of

Martin Luther and his friend Melancthon. Near

the font was another painting of Hamburg in

1250, on which might be perceived three

churches, two convents, and St. George s Hos-

pital. The altar-piece was painted by S. Ben-

dixen, in 1814; it represented our Saviour

appearing to Peter while performing his devo-

tions.

The calamity which Hamburg sustained

by the awful fire in 1842, was unequalled

in extent except by the fire of London

:

the heart of the town was reduced to

a heap of ashes. Many years must elapse

before the damage can be repaired, and

the traces of it effaced. The conflagration

broke out in the Deichstrasse, near the Elbe,

on Thursday, May 5, from what cause is un-

known, and raged until the following Sunday,

in spile of all efforts to oppose it, spreading,

and widening as it spread, until it had involved

in destruction two sides of the Alster Basin,

levelling almost all the buildings, public and

private, over an area of 18 acres, nearly in the

form of a triangle, sweeping down 1,749 houses,

61 streets, besides courts and alleys, and even

crossing the broad canal of the Alster. 1 he

attempts made to arrest the flames, when the

engines had proved useless, were, first to pull

down the houses ;
but in unroofing them, the

timbers and rafters were laid open, and more

readily caught fire from the sparks lodged in

them
;

artillery was next employed to batter

them down, but the balls only made holes in

the walls, and passed through. Finally, the

plan of blowing them up with gunpowder was

resorted to, and this useful but dangerous task

was executed by the English engineer Lindley,

who fortunately for the town was present at

the time, and understood the proper mode of

proceeding. The first check was given to the

fire by blowing up the Rathhaus, in whose

cellars" were deposited all the treasures of the

state in silver bars. The churches of St. Peter,

St. Nicholas, and St. Gertrude were speedily

consumed. The New Exchange, though sur-

rounded by the flames, by a miracle escaped

almost uninjured. The sympathy caused by

this event in all parts of the globe was proved

by the voluntary subscription raised for the

sufferers, amounting to 270 ,
000/., of which

England contributed 41,000/.

Hamburg will profit to a certain extent, by

the calamity, in the improvements which will

be introduced in laying out the new buildings,

the widening of streets, the construction of

sewers, and the fitting up of some of the stag

nant fieeths or ditches.

The plan of these improvements has been

prepared by Mr. Lindlev. A new and hand-

some Rathhaus is to be built on one side of a

new square, fronting the Borse. Another im-

provement is the drainage and conversion into

a new quarter of the town of a low marshy

tract on the right bank of the Elbe called

Hammerbroek. It has been intersected by

canals, the water pumped outbya steam-engine,

the surface raised 4 feet over a space of an

English square mile.

A correspondent, in a letter dated Ham-

burg, September 27, 1844, thus writes on the

improvements now making in the city

:

“ Hamburg is progressing daily
;
new streets

continue to be marked out, and new buildings

arise so rapidly, that it is necessary to perambu-

late the city frequently to keep up ones topo-

graphical knowledge. A custom prevails

amongst the builders, on completion of the

shell of any house, to give a kind offdle within

it to the workmen employed. The building is

hung over with flags and festoons, and a band

of music is engaged for the occasion. The

workpeople are plentifully regalled with the

good things of this life; they eat and drink to

the sound of the fiddle, bass viol, and sundry

horns, and then begin their favourite waltz
;

the reel is not attempted until it is time to

depart and it is then the favourite dance ot all

as they wend their way through the streets

homeward.”
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LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO
ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, See.,

GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.
Furnished by Mr. A. Prince, of the Office for

Patents of Inventions, Lincoln's-Inn Fields.

[six months for enrolment.]

Powell, Arthur, and Powell, Nathaniel, of

Whitefriars’ Glass Works, glass manufac-

turers, for improvements in the manufacture

of quarries and other panes of glass for win-

dows. July 30.

Stratton, Benjamin Tucker, of Bristol,

agricultural mechanist, for improvements in

welding sheet iron for ship-building, and other

uses. August 1.

Cormack, William, of Dagleish-street, Com-
mercial-road, East chemist, for a new method
or plan for purifying coal gas. August 15.

Heaton, Thomas, of Chorley, Lancaster,

colliery agent, for certain improvements in

hydraulic machinery, which is also applicable

to raising other liquids. August 15.

Ewing, Alexander, of Dumbarton, Scotland,
glass-splitter, for certain improvements in the
manufacture of crown glass. August 15.

Turner, George, of Gateshead, Durham,
Doctor in Philosophy, for an improved mode
of directing the passage of, and otherwise
dealing with, the noxious vapours and other
matters arising from chemical works in certain
cases. August 22.

Williames, Pryce Binkley, Legodig, North
Wales, for certain improvements in the manu-
facture of artificial stone. August 29.

Newton, William, of Chancery-lane, civil

engineer, for improvements in the means or
apparatus for preventing shocks or accidents
on railways, or in lessening the dangerous
effects arising therefrom. (Being a commu-
nication.) August 29.

Palmaert, Jean Albert, of Brussels, for im-
provements in the means of economizing and
applying heat obtained for known processes.
(Being a communication.) August 29.

Poole, Moses, of London, gentleman, for
improvements in pumps. (Being a communi-
cation.) August 29.

Smith, James, of Queen-square, civil engi-
neer, and Jolly, William Gairdner, residing at
Endrich Bank, Scotland, for certain improve-
ments in the form of tiles for draining, in im-
plements for manufacturing thereof, and in the
modes of manufacture. August 29.

Richard, Hipolyte Auguste, of Skinner’s-
place, Sise-lane, gentleman, for a certain im-
proved apparatus for heating and litjhtinff.

September 5.

Chanter, John, of London, civil-engineer,
and Lodge, George, of Leeds, engineer, for im-
provements in furnaces, fire-bars, hot-air gene-
rators, and flues. September 12.

Lyiarx, Quarles
grove, Paddington, surveyor, and ttee
James, of Hamworthy, Dorsetshire, brick ai

tile maker, for improvements in the manufi
ture of bricks and tiles for chimneys and tlui

and for other uses. September 12.
Handcock, Elias Robison, of Rathmoyi

house, Ireland, for certain improvements
mechanism applicable to a method of prop!
ling vessels on the water. September 12.

Flockton, Webster, of the Spa-road, Be
mondsey, turpentine distiller, for certain ir

provements in machinery or apparatus f
sweeping and cleansing streets, roads, or wa\
September 12.

Newton, William, of Chancery-lane, civ
engineer, for improvements in machinery
be employed in the manufacturing of nai
rivets, screws, and pins. (Being a commur
cation.) September 19.

Cassell, Edwin Edward, of Millwall, Popla
merchant, for a material or combination
materials suitable for paving, piping, roofin
and most other purposes to which wood at
iron are applicable. September 26.

Carter, James, of Delabole, Cornwall, gei
tleman, for improvements in cutting slate fc
roofing and other purposes. September 27 .

Quincey, John Hareourt, of Old-street, gei
tl®n?“n »/or improvements in the manufactui
ot blinds and shutters. September 27.

Nearly 1,000/. has already been subscribed
towards the costs of erecting a suitable raonu-

o^Lonsdale
niemor^ of the late lamented Earl

CHURCH-BUILDTNG INTELLIGENCE, &c.

New Chapel at TPalpole, St. Peter's.—

A

new
chapel-of-ease for the fen-end parts of Walpole
parish, which has been some time building,

was consecrated by the Bishop of Norwich
on Thursday the 26th ultimo It has neither
steeple nor side aisles, is built in the Nor-
man style, and is 46 feet long by 25 wide,
with a circular apse at the east end, and a
small vestry adjoining the north side of the
apse. The front is plain, consisting merely of
a door surrounded with a circular arch and zig-

zag moulding, and two windows in the same
style above, surmounted with a turret, in which
two bells are hung under zig-zag arches. The
roof, which is of a very high pitch, is covered
with scale-tiling, and the ridge is crowned
with an open fleur-de-lis. Four small windows
on each side of the chapel are divided by plain
flat buttresses, and five spaces in the apse are
similarly divided. The only attempt at orna-
ment in this part of the chapel is the introduc-
tion of a series of heads and carvings, rudely
executed, beneath the nave of the roof. The
first thing that strikes the eye on entering the
chapel is a very heavy font, raised on three
steps. An inscription in Latin round the top—“ Wash me, and I shall be whiter than
snow ”—is almost the sole ornament of a very
heavy and lumbering feature, which every one
must wish were greatly reduced in size, or
entirely removed from* its present position.
The seatings, which fill the entire chapel,
leaving only a small space up the chapel, are
all open, and terminated by a finial carved in

oak by the hand of Mr. Moore, the rector,
which consists generally of clustered leaves
disposed somewhat like a trefoil. The floor is

composed of tiling with raised figures and in-
scriptions— Vigilate et Orate—copied from some
found among rubbish in one of the Norfolk
churches, whose name we have forgotten.
Between this part of the chapel and the apse is

a fine arch spanning nearly three parts the
entire breadth of the chapel; and the twinkle
of one of the small stained glass windows
beyond it has a very pretty effect at the en-
trance. The pnlpit, which is let into the wall
on the north side of the chancel arch, is of
Caen stone, and is in much better taste and
design than the font. A small reading-desk
of oak, well executed in open work of the per-
pendicular style, stands below it, and though
in itself a very chaste and beautiful specimen
of carving, is to our mind in very bad taste.
The roof is open, consisting of plain timber,
with leg beams resting on plain brackets.
Immediately beneath the roof is one of the
most singular features of the chapel— a mould-
ing by no means Norman, which is gaudily
painted in ribbons and gilt with stars, and
along its centre course are eight verses of
the “ Te Deum," in Latin, beginning with
“ Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of Sabbaoth.”
We now come to the apse, or chancel, which
is very small—being about 15 feet by 12; a
space hardly big enough for an oratory. A
stone altar-table, mounted on three steps, and
surrounded at the upper edge by a kind of
dog-tooth quatrefoil, and an unintelligible
ornament at the centre, is the most conspicu-
ous object here, and is oneof the worst deviations
from style that the chapel contains. Four
small windows of stained glass, containing
figures of St. Catharine, St. Peter, the Virgin,
and an incomprehensible saint, twinkle down
on the floor of beautiful encaustic tiling, and
lead the eye upwards to the roof, composed of
four broad flat groin ings, radiating from a
central boss. A startling piece of Christian
furniture meets the eye on each side of the
altar-table, that to the south being a piscina on
a twisted column, and to the north a credence-
table on a bracket. Two stone niches, intended
for seats, face the entrance to the vestry on
the north side. We have now noticed every
particular point in the architecture of this little

chapel. We understand the expenses are
limited to some fourteen or fifteen hundred
pounds; a perfect building is not therefore to
be expected. To the enthusiastic feeling of
Mr. Moore, the rector, who has himself
worked as hard as any labourer, much credit
is doubtless due

;
and the specimens of carving,

both in wood and stone, which the chapel dis-
plays, will be lasting evidences of his skill and
industry. Except in a few minor details, the
building is pretty regular in its style

;
but the

finials of the seats, the reading-desk, and the

altar-table, all remind us of other periods than
that which the rest of the chapel furnishes. It

is true we know nothing of Norman fittings
;

but we know that the fittings of Decorated
churches were composed of Decorated designs,
and we might therefore, with some presump-
tion, compound the ornaments of a Norman
church with details from Norman architecture.
Mr. Moore, or rather Mr. Buckle, who is the
architect, is not blameable for this, as we know
not that any architect has yet been bold enough
to do otherwise, and the ordinances of the Cam-
denists are too strict to allow any of its mem-
bers to innovate Christian architecture with
any thing like invention. We are grateful for
what has been done, and visitors, we are sure,
will be surprised to see a chapel adapted for
only 400 persons with so many interesting
features of architectural taste about it.

—

Cam-
bridge Chronicle.

Norwich.— Opening of Lakenham New
Church .—This building, erected in one of
the populous parts of the city, where no place
of worship, connected with the Established
Church, before existed, was opened on Wed-
nesday last. The church is dedicated to St.
Mark. It is a Gothic pile, having a nave and
chancel, and a beautiful tower with an em-
battled parapet, and containing a fine ring of
bells lately hung by Mr. Thomas Hurry, of
Norwich. The interior is tastefully fitted up,
and a flight of stone steps leads to a commodi-
ous gallery. The Bishop, the Hon. and Very
Rev. the Dean, Canon Wodehouse, and about a
hundred of the clergy of the city and county,
attended on this occasion. The choir from
the cathedral was in attendance, and sung their
part of the service with extraordinary effect;
after which the Hon. and Very Rev. the Dean
preached an appropriate sermon from the 6th
chap, of the 2nd Book of Chronicles, and
the 18th verse: “ But will God in very deed
dwell with men on the earth ? Behold, heaven
and the heaven of heavens cannot contain thee:
how much less this house which I havebuilt!” It
was stated that the whole 5,000/., the cost of the
present erection, had been raised by public
subscription, with the exception of 200/., and
this addition, at the termination of the ser-
vice, was nearly contributed. The sittings are
mostly free, this being a part of the city where
large numbers of weavers and other very poor
persons reside .—Ipswich Journal.

A district has been formed at Barnstaple,
under the provisions of the Church Endow-
ment Act of last year. It is called the district
of St. Mary Magdalen. The minister, when
licensed, is to have 100/. a year from the
Church Commissioners, and 150/. as soon as
the church is built. This is understood to be
the first district thus formed, in this diocese.—Somerset Gazette.

Burton Agnes Church .—This ancient edifice
has recently been completely renovated, and
now presents a beautiful model of a village
church. The chancel has been nearly all re-
newed

;
the roof is entirely new, being fine

stained oak, tastefully arranged. The east
window is also wholly new, and extremely
elegant; it is of stained glass, by Wailes of
Newcastle, having the commandments under-
neath on tablets in gold letters. Around the
arch of the chancel is a fine scroll bearing the
inscription :

—“ This is none other than the
House of God— Th is is the gate of Heaven."
Stalls are placed in the chancel; they are of
oak, finely carved by Mr. G. Peck, of Saville-
street, Hull. The floor is laid with encaustic
tiles, from Minton, in Staffordshire. The west
window has been entirely restored, at the ex-
pense of Sir Henry Boynton, whose arms are
tastefully introduced in the stained glass. The
painting and staining of this beautiful temple
are by Messrs. Binks, of Hull, and the work is

the admiration of all who have seen it. Messrs.
Binks have lately had the ornamental and
general painting of several churches in this

neighbourhood, and have now acquired a high
reputation in that walk of the profession. The
stone work of the windows, ike., which is all
very beautiful, has been executed by Messrs.
Myers and Wilson of this town, who have also
done some very superior work in churches
lately. This restoration has been effected at

the instance of Archdeacon Wilberforce, to

whose piety and taste it is a splendid monu-
ment. There are daily services in the church,
as well as on the Sabbath

;
and these opportu-

nities, we understand, are gratefully embraced
and appreciated by the parishionjers of Burton
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Agnes, by whom their reverend pastor is much
beloved .—Hull Packet.

St. Mary de Crypt Church .—We are most
happy to announce that the restitution of the

chancel of this our parish church is proceed-
ing in a most satisfactory manner

;
a portion

of the stalls has been erected, which, although
still in an unfinished state, have an appropriate

and ecclesiastical appearance .—Gloucestershire

Chronicle.

New Church at Besthorpe
,
near Collingham.

—The above church, dedicated to the Holy
Trinity, was consecrated on Wednesday, the

11th instant, by Dr. Kaye, Bishop of Lincoln.

The 6um of 371. 8s. 3id. was collected after

the service, which, added to the amount re-

ceived for tickets and subscriptions sent in the

afternoon, made a total of nearly 501. The
whole of the inhabitants of the village were
regaled at the expense of the Rev. G. C. Gor-
don. The children had tea at 4 o’clock, the

females at 5, and the labouring men were sup-

plied with plenty of good beef and ale. J. E.
Denison, Esq., M.P., subscribed 10/. on this

occasion .—Doncaster Gazette.

St. Olave's Church, Southwark. •— This
church is now all but complete. The tower is

finished in the same style as the original edifice,

and the clock, which demands, from its novelty

of construction, a passing remark, will be,

before the week is over, placed in its destina-

tion. The machinery of this clock, although

it will regulate with the minutest accuracy from
dial-plates, is all encompassed under one action,

and the most delicately-poised wheels are set

in motion by a pendulum, the rod of which is

14 feet in length. The side escapement is a
most beautiful piece of mechanism, and is

acknowledged to be, by numbers of scientific

persons who have inspected it, as accurately

formed as the minutest portions of a chro-

nometer; indeed, it is this department which
most startles the uninitiated—the “pallets,”

as they are termed, being jewelled, fall upon
the escapement with such precision, that the

best time-piece for a number of days tells no
departure from its exactitude.

—

Globe.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

The Eastern Union Railivay .—We are in-

formed that in the course of next week the

excavators will commence the work upon this

line, in the parish of Tattingstone. The works
have hitherto been delayed in consequence of

legal impediments respecting the Brantham
Hall property, upon which, as constituting the

only heavy work upon the line, it was arranged

with the contractors the operations should

commence. It is not expected that the present

delay will at all retard the completion of the

line within the appointed time, and the share-

holders have reason to congratulate themselves

that the directors have not encouraged those

monstrous extortions which have been the bane

of other railways. With respect to the Bury
extension, we are glad to learn that committees

have been formed at Bury, Newmarket, and
Cambridge, to forward the views of the projec-

tors, and surveys are going on between Bury
and Cambridge, which, together with that of

the Norwich line, will shortly be laid before

the Board of Trade. Several lines have been
surveyed between Ipswich and the other lines,

but we cannot at present speak as to the route

to be taken, as so much depends upon the con-

currence of the landowners and the issue of

negotiations with other interests. A prospec-

tus of a railway from Diss to Colchester has

been issued, under the joint patronage of the

Eastern Counties and Norwich and Brandon
Companies. This scheme merits little notice,

except as being designed as an impediment to

the Eastern Union Company. By omitting

altogether the town of Ipswich, and separating

it virtually from the traffic hitherto flowing

towards it, the project will never meet the

approval of an impartial tribunal. But by
admitting that the local traffic is sufficient to

support a railway, the projectors have given

the best testimony to the probable productive-

ness of the direct Norwich, Ipswich, and Lon-
don railway. We see no reason to doubt that

the Eastern Union will triumph over this coa-

lition, as it succeeded on a former occasion
against the Eastern Counties and West Suffolk

opposition. A meeting is called at Sudbury,

on Thursday next, to consider the resuscitation

of the Halsted line, in opposition to Mr. Eagle’s

scheme of theTketford and Stanstead junction
;

but as both these lines have serious difficulties

to overcome, we see no prospect of either being
adopted by any public company.

Railway Works .— Operations for carrying

on the line of the Eastern Counties railways

are gradually extending in this neighbourhood.

The work appears to he judiciously divided

into sections, at considerable distances from

each other, from which the working parties

by degrees approach each other. A party is

now employed a short distance from Whittles-

ford Mills, where a depdt for materials has

been formed, and preparations are being made
for forming a bridge across the river. At
Great Shelford also, some cottages which
stood in the way of the intended line have
been taken down. Their proprietor has re-

ceived notice to clear their former site

by the 26th instant. The price given for land

for the intended line is considered to have

been on a liberal scale, and generally satis-

factory to those who disposed of it.

—

Cam-
bridge Chronicle.

French Railioays.—Contracts for 34 loco-

motives, with their tenders, were awarded
yesterday at the office of the Minister of
Public Works, in three lots. The first was
ceded to M. Cave, at 44,800f.

;
the second to

M. Alette, at 47,000f.
;
and the third to Messrs.

Derosne and Caille, at 49,000f. per locomotive,

with its appurtenances. A contract for 608,000
iron bolts was awarded to Messrs. Labruer and
Grefix, at 487f. 45c. a ton.— Galignani of
Thursday week.

A Railway on Fire. — The suspension,

bridge erected for the purpose of the Mid-
dlesbrough branch of the Stockton and Dar-

lington Railway, where it crosses the Tees,

a little above Stockton, having proved insuffi-

cient, a handsome one has recently been com-
pleted, under the direction of Mr. Robert
Stephenson, civil engineer, consisting of lon-

gitudinal girders resting upon solid masonry.
The centre arch, or water way, is probably
the widest span upon this construction extant.

In forming the embankment at the east end
of the new bridge, a large quantity of small

coal, brought from 25 to 30 miles from the

pits, has been made use of, and spontaneous

combustion has taken place in this mass
;
the

progress of the fire is not rapid, but such is

the hold it has obtained, that a complete deluge

of water has proved useless. Measures are

now using to put in clay backs, that is, walls

of wet clay, and this there is no doubt will

prove effectual. In the meantime, the passen-

ger-trains (10 each way), goods-trains, and

coals, say 3,000 tons (to which if we add coal-

waggons' both ways, we shall nearly double

the total), run daily without any inconvenience

or interruption.

Leeds, Huddersfield,
Bradford, Dewsbury,

and Halifax Junction Railways.— We are au-

thorized officially to announce, that after a

careful examination of the country, and several

meetings, it has now been determined to bring

before parliament, in the next session, a com-
bined plan for forming new railways between

the towns of Leeds, Huddersfield, Dewsbury,
Bradford, and Halifax, in connection with the

Leeds, Manchester, and Liverpool Railways.

This is the result of the union between the

Leeds and Manchester Railway Company and
the Leeds and Bradford Short Line Company,
with other parties. The details of this impor-

tant measure, and the effect which it will have

on the Leeds and Bradford Short Line pro-

moters, and others co-operating with that body,

will appear forthwith in a prospectus, now in

course of preparation under the direction of

the committees which have been formed for

the purpose. These arrangements will place

in the centre of the manufacturing districts

of the West Riding new lines of railway com-

munication between thirty and forty miles in

length, give increased facilities to the inhabi-

tants of Yorkshire and Lancashire, materially

shorten the route between those great coun-

ties, and the great manufacturing towns therein,

and essentially promote the' interest and con-

venience of the trade and population of Liver-

pool, Manchester, Leeds, Huddersfield, Brad-

ford, Dewsbury, Halifax, Pudsey, Heckmond-
wike, Birstal, Batley, Cleckheaton, and the

numerous other manufacturing and mineral

districts of which Lancashire and Yorkshire

are composed .—Leeds Mercury.

A meeting of the provincial committee of

the Wilts and Somerset Railway was held on

Wednesday week, at Trowbridge, Walter

Long, Esq., in the chair. The meeting was
attended by gentlemen from every part of the
country through which the projected lines

were intended to pass
;
but it is now proposed

that there shall be an extension from Frome
through Bruton and Castle Cary to Yeovil,
with a view to a further extension to Wey-
mouth. This object attained, there will no
doubt be a line from some point of the Bristol
and Exeter Railway to Yeovil and Dorchester.
Captain Scobell and other gentlemen attended
as a deputation from the Somerset collieries,

and it was determined to form a coal branch
from Frome to the neighbourhood of Radstock.
The capital required for the whole of the
lines is estimated in round figures at 1,000,000/.

The prospectuses in course of circulation will

therefore be called in, amended, and re-issued.

Mr. Ravenhill was very desirous that there

should be a branch from Bradford to Bath ford
;

but the impracticable nature of the soil, &c.,

and the enormous expense it would entail,

having been pointed out by Mr. Brunei, the

meeting were satisfied it could not well be
carried into effect.— Wilts Independent.

Midland Railivay.—A special general meet-
ing of the proprietors of this railway will be
held on the 8th of October next, at Derby, to

consider certain very important propositions

for the formation of three lines of railway in

connection with the North Midland, and also

for considering and determining upon the pro-

priety of amalgamating the Sheffield and
Rotherham Railway Company with the Mid-
land Railway Company.

The circular of Messrs. John Railton and
Son, share-brokers, Manchester, states that the

thirty-one railway acts passed in parliament

last session will require a capital of 1 1 ,761,717/-

The Maidstone branch railway was opened

for public traffic on Tuesday week. The dis-

tance from London to Maidstone per rail is

55 miles, 46 of which is travelled on the Dover
line.

The Eastern Counties Railivay.—A new
street from nearly opposite the Eastern Coun-
ties, Shoreditch station westward, to join the

Great North road, is contemplated. VVe need
hardly say, it is what is much wanted, and
will be a great benefit to the company and to

the public .—Railway Times.

Amei'ican Railways.—An extraordinary pre-

formance, equal to the greatest railway achieve-

ments of Great Britain, is recorded in the

American papers. The government express,

which left Boston for New York with letters,

mails, and passengers, on the arrival of the

Acadia from England on the 18th of August
last, were conveyed the distance of 238 miles

in six hours by railway.

arorrceponlience*

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
HYDRAULIC CEMENTS.

Sir,—

B

y devoting a line or two of your

work in giving an answer to the following

question, you will much oblige.

Yours, &c., Discipulus.

What is the best and quickest method of

proving whether a cement be hydraulic, or

not?
[The finding immediately the fact of rapid

setting or the continuance in a soft state. We
shall have no objection to receive communica-

tions upon the chemical part of the subject,

whether after quickly setting hard, any particu-

lar limes he such as will stand the dissolving

and abrading powers of water.—

E

d.]

BROCKHAM NEW CHURCH.

Sir,—The inhabitants of Brockham, in the

county of Surrey, are erecting a new church

upon the green,' according to plans designed

by Messrs. Smith and Armstrong. A sum ot

1,000/. was left by the late Henry Goulburn,

Esq., for the purpose of endowing the church,

and it is with pleasure I add that Henry 1 ho-

mas Hope, Esq., of Deepden, near Dorking, in

addition to a liberal contribution, has presented

the inhabitants with a clock, formerly belong-

ing to the Mansion standing in Chart 1 ark,

which was some time since demolished, and

the park laid to the already extensive domains

of Deepden, and at the same time he stated

that he would contribute 30/. towards putting

it in working order. It is from such acts as
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these that the great must live in the memory of

the people, and I do trust that you will aid the

good work by presenting the public with a cut

and a short detail of the building. I forgot to

say that the church is intended to hold about

300 persons, and I regret to say that the chief

material is to be a friable sort of chalk stone
;

I say regret, because the county contains

plenty of clay, which makes a beautiful red

brick. A sum of 1,800/. has already been
collected. Wishing that you will notice the

building, I remain, Sir, yours, &c.,

A Mason.
London, Tuesday, October 1st, 1844.

[We cannot say whether we can give an

engraving of the church without we see the

design.]

LATH-WOOD.

Sin,—Your correspondent “M. L. B.,” in

last week’s Builder, may very justly com-
plain of the high price oflathwood in London,
which is no doubt owing to the demand being

good. In many instances we have imports

here from Petersburg of G ft. wood, which
may be readily bought at 9/. per fathom, and
in some instances much lower; the same de-

scription of wood, I am informed, would sell

in London at 14/., and in some instances 16/.

per fathom. If the importers here can afford

to sell at 9/., the importers into London must
realize large profits. Obskrveu.

Newcastle-on-Tyne, Sept. 26, 1844.

CRACK HOUSES.

Sir,— I am not at all surprised that my re-

marks are unsatisfactory to “ W. T. B. he
is, I think, one of those individuals who
seldom allow they are wrong. I must, how-
ever, in justice to myself, correct a mistake
which he has made. In alluding to my former
letter, he writes, “‘Scrutator’ says the party
investing his capital in houses does so on his

own opinion, and therefore he is justly punish-
ed.” This is very different from my observa-
tion, which was to the effect, that if persons,
by following their own opinions, risked, or
sometimes lost their money, it was partly their

own fault in neglecting to procure a profes-

sional one, which I neither imagine offers a

justification for the builders, or allows that all

persons necessarily buy houses, trusting to

their own judgments. “ W. II. B.” very
cleverly assures me, that the majority of
persons do procure a competent opinion on
the houses they are about to purchase; this at

once overthrows his own argument
;
he objects

to the use of stucco and paint only when used
as a deception; admitting, therefore, that pro-
fessional persons are generally employed to

examine into the stability and worth of the
buildings, he must allow that the purchaser
buys them, with the full knowledge of their de-
fective state; consequently, clearing builders
and stucco from the crimes of fraud and
deception. This further proves the cor-
rectness of my observations, which were,
that the capitalist was most to blame for the
spread of speculative building; if crack houses
could not be readily sold, they would soon dis-

continue to be built; and I certainly cannot
wholly blame the builder for not "building
houses which, as a “ Looker-on ” remarks,
he would be unable to sell. If, as “ W. T. B.”
says, the majority of purchasers are retired or
retiring tradesmen, it is rather puzzling to

account where so many cits of fortune can
spring from.
Another instance of the garbled and incor-

rect quotations of “ W. T. B.” is the follow-
ing : he says, “ the sources of speculative
building are evidently not confined to con-
structing houses for the poorer classes

; nor
can all the odium of building crack houses be
confined to the smaller classes of builders, or
to those who undertake the task being no
builders at all.” I flattered myself that the
meaning of my remark would at once have
been apparent; I find, however, that“ W.T. B.”
requires a further explanation

;
my observa-

tion was, that one (not all) of the sources of
speculative building was to be traced to the
number of houses being required for the
poorer classes, and in consequence of much
finish not being required, was an additional in-
ducement to defective building, which being
not so often observed, required to be brought
more prominently into notice. He further
adds, that one cause is the necessities of the

builders, thus admitting the correctness of my
argument. It is for him to shew in what
manner the honest portion of builders, by
forming themselves into a society, can prevent

the scamping part from satisfying the present

wants of capitalists.

Whether “W.T. B.” supposes me touched
“ on the raw,” because I requested the expla-

nation of an unmeaning phrase, and exposed

a statement, which, in the absence of any ex-

planation from him, I consider as of very

questionable veracity, I am not aware; the

extreme vulgarity of the simile will, I fear, un-

fortunately for him, only produce feelings of

disgust in the minds of your readers at the

depraved taste of the author, and effectually

tend to suppress any feelings of admiration

they may have experienced lor the perspicuity

and wit he has displayed.

I remain, yours, &e. f

Scrutator.
London, October 1st, 1844.

ftlisrrllinira.

New Concert Hall, Liverpool.—Mea-
sures are in progress for the erection of a new
concert hall in this town. The shares are in

great demand, and it is apprehended that there

will be <l\ difficulty in satisfying all the appli-

cations. Somewhere about 5,000/. of the re-

quired capital has been already subscribed.

—

Gore's J.iverpoul Advertiser.

King’s College Hospital.—The autho-

rities of this institution have it in contempla-

tion to remove it from its present highly ob-

jectionable site to one that will be more appro-

priate. Some months since they made appli-

cation to the Duchy of Lancaster, and the vacant
space on the east side of Wellington-street,

near Waterloo Bridge, was selected, but in

consequence of a memorial from the inhabi-

tants of Lancaster-place opposite, representing

the deterioration of property that would ensue

from the erection of an hospital in that locality,

the Chancellor of the duchy refused his con-

sent.— Observer.

Easy Mode of Making Roads over
Rocks.— In South Africa, Mr. Pringle suc-

ceeded in making a very excellent road by the
removal of enormous blocks which frequently

obstructed the only practicable line of road
through a large extent of wild country, by the

following simple operation:—“He kindled
a large fire of wood upon and around the mass
of rock he wished to get rid of, and when it

was well heated, the fire was swept off, and
several buckets of cold water were immediately
thrown upon it, which, by causing an instan-

taneous change of the temperature in the mass,
generally split it into a number of manageable
fragments.” Mr. Pringle, in a note of the
same page of his work, “ Narrative of a resi-

dence in South Africa,” says, in allusion to

this mode of removing rocks, “ I afterwards
found that this mode of splitting rocks had
been practised with great success by Captain
Stockenstem at Graaf Reint, in constructing
an aqueduct along the side of a hill for the
use of that village. The same process is also
well known in Haitai, and is employed on a
large scale there by the negro engineers, as I

am informed by my intelligent friend, Mr.
Richard Hill, of Jamaica, who, on recently
travelling through that interesting island, found
magnificent public roads carried through some
of the most difficult passes of the mountain
by this simple operation. In a country like

ours, where wood and water abound, rocky
roads may soon be made smooth, and in-

equalities of surface disappear by the use of
fire and water, which, in their application to
road-making, will be found less destructive of
human life than steel jumpers and gunpowder.
—Jamaica Paper.
New Police Court at Kenninoton.

—

The above building in the Kennington-road is

likely to be delayed some time, owing to a mis-
understanding existing between the ground
landlord, IMr. Allnutt, and the Home Depart-
ment, respecting part of the premises belonging
to the Lamb and Hare public-house, which
are required for the entrance for the van and
the section department for the police. Mr.
Allnutt requires 600/. extra for about three
feet frontage in the Kennington-road. The
building for the police-court is erected, but will

not be finished until some time after Christ-
mas. There is likely to be some litigation re-

specting the ground required .—Morning Post.

Liverpool New Docks.—The new dock
works, north-end of Clarence Dock, are
already actively progressing. Nearly all the
ground is fenced in, and the eastern boundary
wall as far as Bullen’s Mill is erected. The
several occupants of the houses to be pulled

down have received notice to quit. At the
south end of the Brunswick dock, also, active

preparations are making to commence opera-

tions.

—

Ibid.

The Oldest Tree.—The monarch of
trees, the emblem of age in the forest, is the
cypress which stands near Santa Maria del

Tule, in the province of Oaxaca, republic of
Mexico. This tree was measured by Baron
Humboldt, and found to be 118 feet in cir-

cumference. This makes forty feet in diame-
ter. This tree has no sign of decay, though
its foliage is less lively than that of smaller
trees, and calculated by all the data applied to

the age of trees, this patriarch of the forest has
lived 4,000 years, perhaps from the creation.

—

[A highly respectable gentleman, recently

from Gambia, mentions that he there saw a
tree 132 feet in circumference .— Salem Gazette.\

Rights of Landlords.—There is a provi-

sion in the new Insolvent Debtors Act affect-

ing the rights of landlords which seems to

have escaped notice. By the 67tii section it is

provided that no landlord of any tenement let

at a weekly rent shall have any claim or lien

upon any goods taken in execution under the

process of any court of law for more than four
weeks’ arrears of rent; and if such tenement
shall be let for any other term less than a year,

the landlord shall not have any claim or lien

for more than the arrears of rent accruing
during such terms or times of payment. This
enactment was necessary to prevent fraudulent

contrivances to protect property as well as the
person, which cannot now be touched for debts
not exceeding 20/. Under the next clause, a

claim by a landlord or other person to recover
property can be investigated by the judge of
the court out of which an execution by a
creditor has issued, which provision was
adopted to prevent Jaw expenses in actions

under the Interpleader Act .—Sunday Times.

An Architectural Society for Lincolnshire
is about to be established at Louth, having for

its object the “ promotion of the study of
church architecture, and the preservation and
restoration of ecclesiastical antiquities:” the
Lord Bishop of the Diocese, the Lord Lieu-
tenant of the county, and several influential

clergymen and laymen, have signified their

approval. The Rev. Irvin Eller, rector of St.

Clement’s, Saltfleetby, has issued a circular,

inviting members to join, and detailing the
proposed regulation.

Government has appropriated a sum of be-
tween 40,000/. and 50,000/. to the repairing
and alterations of the fortifications at Fort
George, and to the construction of works of
defence on and near the island.— Guernsey
Star.

The New Hospital at Brompton for
Consumption, &c.—The newly-designed erec-
tion at Brompton, which is, as soon as possible,

to supersede the present establishment at

Chelsea, is now proceeding as rapidly as
possible, the western wing being under the
immediate direction of Messrs. Bird, of Brook-
green, Hammersmith. From the plans sub-
mitted to his Royal Highness Prince Albert
in June last by Mr. Frederick John Francis,
the architect, on the occasion of the laying the
first stone of the noble edifice, there can be
little doubt that this will rank among the
first of the metropolitan establishments which
reflect so much honour upon the religious

and benevolent feelings of the country.

—

Herald.
Bridge at Warsaw.—The progress of

the great bridge over the Vistula, which has

been retarded from the deficiency of funds,

has received an accelerated movement, owing
to a very curious circumstance, which, in the
days of superstition, must have conferred a cha-

racter of great sanctity on the work; the saints

themselves have provided the needful. In pro-
ceeding to the demolition of a small and very

ancient Catholic chapel, to clear the approach
on the Warsaw side, two barrels filled with
bars of fine gold have been discovered. The
value is estimated at about a million and a

half of florins (upwards of 150,000/. sterling),

and the whole has been appropriated to the

completion of the bridge.
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A curious fact may be mentioned with re-

ference to the artesian well now boring at

Calais, which has reached a depth of 322
metres : the water by which it will be sup-
plied will be derived from England !

Mr. W. Dorward, of Montrose, has recently

given 2,000/. towards the endowment of Trades
Schools of Montrose, which will henceforth
bear the name of Dorward’s Seminary.

Stratford-upon-Avon Literary In-
stitution.— The meeting which was held on
the 9th ult., for the establishing of a Lite-

rary and Scientific Institution, and adjourned
to the 23rd, took place, as appointed, at

the Town Hall, when it was agreed to form
the Institution

;
a Provisional Committee was

formed, and nearly all present became mem-
bers. Dr. Thompson most handsomely offered

the use of nearly 500 volumes of books, and
some very liberal donations were made.

—

Coventry Herald.

New Presbyterian College.—The Irish

General Assembly has determined to break
with the Belfast Academical Institution, and
to set on foot a college of their own for the

education of their clergy. For some time
past there have been differences between the

Orthodox Presbyterians and the Unitarians,
respecting the management of the Belfast In-

stitution, which receives a Parliamentary
grant.

Wooden Pavement. — On Saturday last

it was agreed to unanimously, at a vestry
held in the parish of St. Marylebone, that part
of the wooden pavement in the said parish
should be removed, and that a granite pave-
ment should be substituted.

The Liverpool Polytechnic Society proposes
to give prizes for communications of adequate
merit on the following subjects :—A medal for

the best essay on any subject connected with
the objects of the society

;
a medal for the best

mechanical or architectural drawing; a medal
for the best mechanical or architectural model,
shewing the latest improvements. All essays,

models, and drawings will be returned. The
prizes will be confined to the members of the
society, their sons, and apprentices of mem-
bers.

—

Liverpool Standard.

IIungervord Suspension Bridge.—The
works at the above bridge are nearly at a stand
still, owing to the intention of the directors to

apply at the next meeting of Parliament for a
bill to allow them to throw a railway across
the Thames adjoining th? suspension bridge,
and to erect railways to Richmond, the ter-

minus of the South Western, and Brighton
and Dover Railways. For some days past
surveyors have been employed in measuring

i the ground from Goding’s Brewery to Lon-
!; don-bridge, taking the proposed line through
|i Ann-street, Waterloo-road, across the latter

i road at the rear of the south side of Stamford-
! street, across Black f’riars-road, through
i! Church-street, across Green-walk, Holland-
street, Southwark-bridge-road, at the rear of

I Barclay’s Brewery, to St. Saviour’s Church-
i\ yard, where it will join the Brighton and
1 Dover Railways.'

—

Globe.

Improvements in Piccadilly. — On
!' Monday, by direction of her Majesty’s Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests, workmen

I'

1 were employed in the erection of a pillar upon
the summit of the western portion of the gate

,i at Ilyde-pnrk-corner, which is intended for

the reception of an illuminated clock. The
J clock will have two dials—viz., one facing
Ilyde-park, and the other fronting Grosvenor-

)
place. This, doubtlessly, will be as useful as

nit will be ornamental, a public time-piece hav-
ing long been wanted in that immediate
(locality. The plan for widening the road has
i also at length been begun

;
it is said, however,

1 that it will not be completed until the ensuing
spring. The removal of Lady Gordon’s house,

:i and the garden which belonged to it, together
'with the appropriation of a small portion of the
3 Green-park, will occasion that section of the
(important thoroughfare to be of equal width,
lifrom the residence of the Duke of Grafton to

1 the archway at Hyde-park-corner. A further
(improvement is in contemplation, that of re-

nnoving the remainder of the brick-wall which
sis standing between Albert-gate and Kensing-
ton, and substituting iron palisades. The
eparish of St. George, Hanover-square, agree
into keep the roadway in repair as far as the
Mencroachinent on the Green-park is concerned,
i-— Times.

Preparations are being made to crown the
Arc do Triomphe in the Champes Elysees.
A statue of France is to be placed on an an-
tique car

;
around it, on foot, will be the genii

of the French nation. All these works are
to be of colossal size, and in bronze. A
pasteboard model will be shortly erected.

Victoria Dock.—Yesterday, persons were
employed in staking out the ground for the

extensive eastern dock. Mr. Hodgson has
obtained the contract for making the bricks

for the project

—

Hull Packet.
Public Improvements.—The Leamington

Spa Courier states that there is a project for

forming a beautiful lake, with islands, plea-

sure-grounds, and swimming-baths, &c., in the

ground at present occupied by the muddy river

and the marshy meadow between the new and
old towns.

Public Baths and Parks.—Measures
will shortly be adopted for taking the opinion
of the inhabitants generally on the establish-

ment of baths and parks. Several gentlemen
are ready to aid the cause by liberal subscrip-

tions, one of whom has promised 50/. when the

matter shall be fairly set afloat.

—

Birmingham
Journal.

Monument to the late Admiral Sir
Thomas M. Hardy, Bart.—The tender of

Mr. Henry Goddard, of Bridport, for this

monument, to be placed on the summit of
Blagdon Hill, has been accepted by the com-
mittee, and this national testimonial will be
speedily proceeded with.— Somerset Gazette.

Statue of Her Majesty.—The package
which was landed at the St. Katherine s Dock,
out of the ship Effort, from Leghorn, and
which her Majesty’s agent requested might re-

main unexamined until her pleasure should be
known on the subject, was removed to Wind-
sor Castle yesterday, in charge of an officer of
the customs, and there opened and examined.
The package in question contained a full-

length marble figure of the Queen, and was
executed in Italy by, it is understood, the same
English artist, Wolff, the sculptor of the

statue of his Royal Highness Prince Albert,

which was imported from Leghorn and re-

moved to Windsor Castle about a month since.

The shares in the New River Water Com-
pany for supplying London were originally

100/. each : they now sell, whenever they are

sold, which is a thing of rare occurrence, for

15,000/. each.

The lovers of antiquity will be gratified to

learn that the King of Naples, with the view
of perpetually preserving the Alfresco paint-

ings, disinterred from the ruins of Pompeii,

the lustre of whose colours are known to fade

on exposure to the air, has employed artists of

the greatest celebrity to imitate them on the

walls of his own palace at Naples.

The Road from Paris to Geneva.

—

The piercing of the Faucille tunnel has been
decided on, and the works are to commence
in the beginning of spring. When this im-

portant improvement shall have been com-
pleted, the road from Paris to Geneva will be

shortened by several leagues. The tunnel

between Domange and Mauvage, to connect

the canal of the Marne with the Rhine, is

also in course of execution
;

it is to be 5,000
metres in length.

Injurious Effects of Chimney Boards.
—The practice of closing fire-places in bed-

rooms is so pernicious, that mothers of families

cannot be sufficiently warned against it. It

prevents the admission of pure air required to

replace the air that has been deprived of the

vital principle by respiration; the blood thus

passes the lungs without imbibing the requisite

portion of oxygen for healthy circulation
;
and

the foundations of debility and disease are

gradually laid in the system. For this reason all

sleeping apartments without fire-places and
chimneys are unhealthy

;
and to close them up

with fire-boards and chimney-boards cuts off

the communication with the external atmo-

sphere, and renders them useless. The origin

of consumption and other pulmonary com-
plaints might probably be often traced to the

close and impure air occasioned by chimney-

boards. The chimney itself, when deprived of

circulation, becomes a shaft for foul air; and
life is shortened, if not sacrificed, for the sake

of keeping out the little dust or soot that may
fall from the chimney, and which might be

prevented by sweeping it more frequently.

—

Leeds Mercury.

Pilate’s Death-place. — Near Vienne
stands a tall square Roman tower, called the
Tour de Mauconseil. The legends of the
country affirm that this was the abode of
Pontius Pilate, and that in a fit of despair
and frenzy he threw himself from its win-
dows into the Rhone, where he perished.
This point the good Catholics must settle as
they can with the Swiss, who maintain that he
drowned himself in a little Alpine lake on the
mountain, which bears his name; and that the
storms, by which it is frequently agitated, are
occasioned by the writhings of his perturbed
spirit.

—

Hughes's Itinerary.

HTniline.

Tenders delivered for Building Three Houses
for Mr. Thomas, in Southampton-street, Camber-
well.—Mr. Henry Jarvis, Architect, 32, Trinity-
square, Southwark.

Rider and Son ,£1,750
Goodwin 1,746
Thompson 1,673
Jacobs 1,650
Tombs 1,636
Cooper and Davis 1,590
Wilson 1,534

Tenders delivered for Four Houses, High-
street, Deptford. — Mr. W. H.
tect.

Holland, Archi-

Buzzell £1,360 9
Crowhurst 1,329 0
Harnden 1,220 0
Coleman 1,214 0
Hubble 1,105 0
Smith 1,095 0

Williams 900 9

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dockyards
with Welsh and Cornish Slates.—The Commis-
sioner’s for Executing the Office of Lord High
Admiral, Somerset-place. October 8.

For Repairing of Witton Church.—Plans and
specifications at the Offices of Messrs. Pocock and
Glover, Architect, Huntingdon. October 12.

For 16,000 Larch or Baltic Sleepers, of various

dimensions, for the Ashton, Staleybridge, and
Liverpool Junction Railway.—Secretary, at the
Manchester and Leeds Railway Office, Palatine-

buildings, Hunt’s-bank, Manchester. October 8.

For such Bricklayers,’ Carpenters,’ Masons/ and
other Works, in the Cleansing, Building, and Re-
pairing the public Sewers and Drains for the City and
Liberty of Westminster.—Mr. Lewis C. Herslett,

Clerk, 1, Greek-strect, Soho, October 15.

For Building a Church at Birch, near Manchester.

—Mr. Derick, Architect, Hanover-chambers, Buck-
ingham-street, Strand. October 9.

For Building a Sewer in Robin Hood-court and
New-street-square, London.—Joseph Daw, Sewers

Office, Guildhall. October 15.

For the works connected with the Building of

National and Infant Schools for Trinity district,

Mile-end, London.—E. W. Symons, Secretary.

October 9.

For re-Building of Shotter’s Mill, in the

Parish ofLinchmere, Sussex—The Royal Farmers’

and General Fire, Life, and Hail Insurance Office.

October 24.

For British Iron.—James C. Melville, Secretary,

East India House, London. October 9.

For Surveying, Levelling, and Mapping of all

lands lying within certain districts in Lincolnshire.

Work to be completed on or before May 1, 1845.

—M. Dudding, Clerk of Sewers, Lincoln. Oc-
tober 16.

For Excavating and Completing of several miles

in length of new Water Courses, and Erecting a

number of Bridges, Culverts, &c., connected there-

with.—Messrs. George Leather and Son, Civil

Engineers, Leeds. October 15.

For 250 Tons of the true Red Roman Pozzo-

lano, from the works of Carlo Nepoti, called the

Cave of St. Paul, near Civiti Vecchia. W. H.

Huffam, Secretary, Dock Office, Hull. October 15.

For Paviors’ and Masons’ Work from time to

time, to be required by the Commissioners of the

Whitechapel-road sides, &c. David Jennings,

Clerk to the Commissioners 71, Whitechapel-road.

October 10.

COMPETITIONS.

Premium of 20/. for the chosen Design for a new

Church at Winchester, to hold about 1,000 persons on

the floor, cost not exceeding4,000Z. Further infor-

mation from Rector and Churchwardens. 10th Oct.
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JOHNS & Co.’s PATENT STUCCO CEMENT.

Architects, Builders, and Plasterers, have

now an opportunity of seeing the effect of this

beautiful invention in course of application on

the entaance front of Messrs. Magnus and Co.’s

Slate Works, in Upper Belgrave-place, Pim-

lico.

The Cement is here seen in its original self-

contained Colour, without the application of

paint or wash of any kind, of which it has the

great advantage of being quite independent.

A lower tint than is here seen can be given

to the work by selecting a darker coloured sand

for mixing with the fluid cement, the uniform

colour of which is that of pale stone. Re-

markable adhesiveness, total freedom from the

vegetative discolouration, extraordinary powers

of resisting damp, and its never having been

known to crack or blister, form the leading

advantages of this Cement. We nre referred

also, by Messrs. Mann & Co., the Agents for

the Patentees, to the following instances,

amongst many others, where this Cement has

been introduced, and may be inspected.

The entire front, of the St. Ann’s Society

Schools, Brixton Hill.

The Mariner’s Insurance Office, immediately

opposite the Monument, Arthur-strect, London
Bridge.

The West-Wing in the grand Entrance to

Guy’s Hospital in St. Thomas-street, South-
wark.

Doctor Sutherland’s Asylum, Blacklands
House, Chelsea.

The Superintendent’s House at the Hagger-
stone Gas Works.
The Interior of St. Peter’s Church, Corn-

hill, now in course of completion.
A portion of the Interior of the New Church

on Hearne Hill, and the only portion which
has borne out infallibly the enriched decora-
tive painting of that edifice.

The Private Residence of F. W. Russell,

Esq., No. 19, Westbourne-street, Hyde-park
Gardens, the Columns in the Portico of which
are particularly referred to.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We have not at present by us materials sufficient

for a complete memoir of Peter Nicholson, but

should be happy to receive any communications
upon the subject.

A. E. I. Z. — We know of no architectural
“ lending library ” available; books we believe,

however, may be so obtained from the Mechanic’

s

Institution. We recommend application to the

British Museum, where any book may be seen, and
perused

To a Correspondent inquiring, “ Do you know of
any gentlemen willing to give evening instruction, so

as to enable a person to take out quantities and
make contracts for plans? ” Our answer is,

we do not, but we may be the medium offur-
nishing an ansiver to this inquiry.

Mr. Thomas Smith's fresh query will be an-
swered in our next number.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

AT THE ANNUAL MEETING of the
ROYAL SOCIETY of ARTS and SCIENCES, held

in London, on the 10th of June, 1844, his Royal Highness
Prince Albert presented to Mr. ROBERT BROWN the
medal awarded by the said Society for his invention of the
ORNAMENTAL GROOVED RIDGE TILE.
The Grooved RidgeTile was invented by Mr. Robert Brown,

in 1840, and first used by Mr. Kendal, architect. The Tile
being now used by architects generally, the inventor has been
induced to establish a manufactory for the same at Surbiton,
Surrey, and trusts, that being the inventor, that architects
and builders will give him the preference, he being enabled
to supply them at the lowest possible rate. The merits of
the Grooved Ridge Tile consist in its forming of itself an
excellent ridge, whilst the groove along the top enables the
architect to introduce whatever outline of ornament he may
think proper, at a cheap rate.

Ornamented Plaintiles, which are now used by architects
generally as an elegant covering for buildings, ins'tead of the
common square plaintiles, can be supplied at the manufactory
at nearly as cheap a rate.

Two kinds of Serrated Plaintiles, the round end and the
pointed, have long been used in the county of Surrey, but not
as a covering for roofs, only as an ornamental covering for
walls of houses, such tiles being placed vertically thereon.

The great excellence of the Serrated Common Plaintiles as
a covering for roofs consists in this, that when put on the
building they are made to lap over each other, something in
the manner of the scales of a fish, by which means they
form an excellent protection against either heat or cold, a
most important element of consideration. By Mr. Brown’s
plan the tile can be made of almost any desired colour at a
trifling expense.

Orders to be addressed to Mr. ROBERT BROWN, Tileand Pottery Works, Surbiton Hill, near Kingston, Surrey.

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS.

Always on sale at a. rosling's,
SOUTHWARK-BRIDGE-WHARF, BANKSIDE,

and Old-Barge-Wharf, Upper Ground-street, Blackfriars,

a very large stook of well seasoned Floor Boards of every
variety.

A.R., in calling the attention of builders and consumers,
confidently presumes on his being able to supply them on
such advantageous terms, as will ensure and merit their

favours and approbation.

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS-

« A LWAYS ON SALE, a LARGE AS-
o T. A SORTMENT of DRY PREPARED FLOOR-
g « 1NG BOARDS and MATCHED BOARDING of all

“ 3 sorts, planed to a parallel width and thickness, from 4
*

o. inch to 1) inch thick. Rough Boarding for Flats.

< TIMBER, DEALS, OAK PLANKS, SCANTLINGS,
SASH SILLS, &c.

Apply at W. CLEAVE’S Timber Yard, Smith-street,

Westminster.

BUILDERS’ AND CARPENTERS' IRONMONGERY WAREHOUSE,
18, BLANDFORD-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE, LONDON, LEADING FROM BAKER-STREET,

PORTMAN-SQAUARE.

FOR THE EXCLUSIVE SUPPLY OF PARTIES ENGAGED IN THE ABOVE TRADES.

THE Proprietor of this Establishment has, by his connections with the most extensivo
Manufactories, selected the largest and best-suited Stock of Builders’ Ironmongery yet offered to notice. It includes

every article in Ironmongery suited to Building purposes, such as Locks, Nails, Screws, and every requisite for internal

fittings, finishing, and decoration
;
also, Rain Water Pipe, Sash Weights, and all kinds of Castings, and combines (being

entirely new) all modern improvements in principle and design. The Prices throughout, even in the most minute article,

have been the object of the strictest economical consideration, the profit of the undertaking being anticipated only by a

large return. From this Stock every article may be selected, exactly adapted for its intended use, of any required

qualitv or quantity, at a moment’s notice, and Catalogues of Prices had free, on prepaid application.

JOHN YOUNG, Jun., Proprietor.

tfj) ?)cr iaairrdp's Ropal letters patent.

PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING.

rpilE above material has been used and approved by the Nobility, Gentry, and Agri-
Jl culturists generally, as a Roofing and Covering to sides of Farm Buildings

;
its advantages are—Lightnees,

Durability, and Economy. Being a non-conductor, it has been proved an eflicicnt “ Protective Material ” to Plants, and
is now in use at the “ Royal Horticultural Society’s Gardens, Chiswick.” It can be had of any length, 32 inches wide, at

One Penny per superficial foot. THOS. JOHN CROGGON, 8, Ingram-court, Fenchurch-street, London.
A Discount io the Trade.

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING.

1>L> J-HiljfSty'S 5Koaal fieiters patent.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, BUILDERS, &c.

F McNEILL and Co. of Lamb’s Buildings, Bunhill Row, London, Manufacturers and
o only Patentees of IMPROVED PATENT ASPHALTED FELT, for Roofing Houses, Verandahs, &c. beg to

call the attention of the Trade to their ROOFING FELT, which has been exhibited at the great Agricultural Shows
of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and obtained the prize, for being the best and cheapest article for Roofing, to supersede
slates, tiles, &c. It has been very extensively used by Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Tradesmen, in all parts of the
kingdom, from whom the most flattering testimonials have been received. Its advantages arc lightness, warmth, dura-
bility, and economy. It is impervious to rain, snow, and frost, and a non-conductor of heat and sound. The Felt can
be cut to any length, by 32 inches wide.

The price is only One Penny per Square Foot.
Samples, with lull directions as to its uses and the manner of applying it, with testimonials from Noblemen and Gen-

tlemen who have extensively used it, sent free to any part of the town or country. A Dry-hair Felt, for covering Boilers,

&c., is also manufactured, by which a saving of ahout 25 per cent, in fuel is effected.

A liberal Discount allowed to the Trade.
Patent Felt Works, Lamb’s Buildings, Bunhill Row, London.

THE PANXlIBANOIff IRON WORKS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 58, BAKER STREET, PORTMAN SQUARE.

ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, and Others, about to supply STOVES and KITCHEN
APPENDAGES, will find at this Establishment the most unique and elegant assortment of STOVE-GRATES,

FENDERS, and FIRE-IRONS ever offered to the Public, at prices considerablv hclow the usual charges. The
Proprietors at the same time beg to invite attention to their extensive Stock of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY,
Tinned Copper, Tin and Iron Cooking Vessels, Block Tin Dish-Covers, Japanned Ware, Table Cutlery, and especially
their Sheffield Plate and German Silver Wares, embracing every Article suitable for the Table, comprising Dish and Plate
Covers, Liquor Frames, Epergnes, &c. &c. The plan adopted by the Proprietors of affixing the price to each article for
cash, enables all purchasers to have the same advantage. The Patent Thcrmio Stove is in daily operation. THORPE,
FALLOWS, & COMPANY, 58 Baker-street, Portman-square, London.
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N no other

parts of mo-

dern habi-

tations is

there, per-

haps, so

much fail-

ure as in

chimneys, which so often

refuse to act properly,

and cause instead the

apartments, which they

are intended to render

healthful and comfort-

able, to be clouded, and,

consequently, neither

comfortable nor salu-

brious. We venture to

say this defect arises

most frequently from

limney-shafte being stunted in the endea-

;>ur to hide them, which is entirely vain

;

ir if a chimney be externally concealed, surely

;e appearance of smoke issuing from the roof,

!
though the edifice were on fire, is a most

isteless mode of management. One, there-

re, of the methods to be adopted for the

filtivation of true taste, founded upon use, in

lis branch of domestic architecture, is the in-

intion of lofty graceful patterns of chimney-

lafts. It is true there are already in exist-

I

ce many patterns which may be used

;

ese, however, are mostly Gothic or Eliza-

tban. The grand fault has been the classi-

cizing, or rather temple-izing, modern do-

jssticdwellings
;
omitting,as nearlyas possible,

that is not to be found in ancient, Grecian,

I Roman temples. But as the fashioning of

1

louse without obvious chimneys is about as

liculous as the fashioning of a statue without

lead, or some principal feature, we maintain

at chimneys should be so treated as to appear

at which they really are, honourable and ne-

issary parts of such structures. Instead,

arefore, of perforating the entrance-front of

country house with a multitude of window-

ings, by which all that approach the

jrtal can offensively pry into the principal

krtments, and be themselves offensively

;sed at in their coming,—we on that front

I'ke scarcely an opening besides the door-

1,y, creating the principal adornment of the

liade by means of two great chimney-stacks,

projecting as to appear picturesque exter-

My, and save loss of internal space. These
leks we surmount by very high detached

lt.fts of some kind of new invention, to which
icre is no limit. Between these, the princi-

ip portal can be carried to any altitude, and

y be finished with any degree of decoration,

•us the entrance-front of a house may be

de in every respect ornamental, while sub-

jiving to every required use. We may be

jtuced hereafter to give some patterns for

jimneys. After their first requisite of alti-

,e, their next is solid construction; their

I'd
,
pure outline

;
their fourth, freedom from

>
pery, so that, while shewing fancy, they

?;ear elegant and stable. In moderate
.Hillings, they may rise six or eight feet

'tve the roof-ridges
;
and in park mansions

they should be carried as high as they can

with safety, so as to overcome as far as pos-

sible the tendency which high surrounding

trees have to cause chimneys to smoke.

We should recommend our correspondents

to collect drawings of fine examples of chim-

neys wherever they are to be found, and to

transmit them to us for publication.

Brick-work and terra-cotta are perhaps, on

the whole, the best materials for chimney-shafts

of ordinary domestic buildings
;
these may be

mingled together, and occasionally some good

stone-work may be added
;

plaster we rarely

recommend, as not sufficiently sound. The
manufacture of bricks we are convinced may
be so improved as to prevent the necessity for

much cutting of the material. The chief ele-

ments of chimneys which are not absolutely

Gothic, are tall shafts, clustered, in rows,

disposed cross-wise, sometimes set diagonally,

sometimes winged
;
and of square, hexagonal,

octagonal, orfour-square chamfered plans; inter-

vening spaces, either plain or arched; cornices,

plain, dentiled, or bracketed so as not to hurt the

outline; surmounting pots, generally rather low,

either round or polygonal, or round with poly-

gonal heads. Among their minor details may be

animal heads and armorial charges. Sometimes

two or four groups of chimneys may be united

by arches, with some kind of balustrade or

more fauciful breastwork between them, which

may serve to protect the edges of a prospect-

fiat. Occasionally chimney-shafts maybe rusti-

cated, where the general style of the building,

to which they are adjuncts, partakes of the

same fashion
;

and in some instances they

may be pyramidal, which will render them, if

single, of an excellently sound construction;

occasionally they may contain arched and other

paneling; and the invention of the designer will,

at times, fashion them with divers minute pecu-

liarities, without descending into pettiness, or

sacrificing good taste
;

in this branch of deco-

ration all really good architects have succeeded,

and it forms the peculiarity of their styles.

F

THE NEW METROPOLITAN BUILDING-
ACT.

The Commissioners of her Majesty’s Woods
and Forests have just issued a notice that they

have appointed Sir Robert Smirke, James

Pennethorne, Esq., and Thomas Cubitt, Esq.,

to constitute with the official referees a Board

for the examination of persons who may present

themselves for the purpose of obtaining certifi-

cates of qualification for the office of District

Surveyor within the limits of the New Metro-

politan Building-Act. All communications for

the said examiners are to be addressed to the

Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, at his

office, No. 3, Trafalgar-square. The notice

is dated the 4th inst., and was inserted in the

London Gazette last Tuesday.

SPECIAL PREMIUMS CONNECTED WITH
ARCHITECTURE, &c.

Offered by the Society of Arts, Adelphi, London.

1. The Gold Medallion is offered to the

candidate who shall produce the best original

design for a town and county hall, containing

the requisite accommodations for holding

assizes, a large room for public meetings, and
offices for magistrate’s clerk, &c.

;
to be sent in

on or before the third Tuesday in January,

1845. The expense of the building not to

exceed 40,000/. The drawings to consist of

two plans, one or more geometrical elevations,

and two sections, drawn to a scale of £ inch to

a foot
;

also a perspective view.

2. Acton Premium .—In the year 1837, a
gift of 500/. was made to the society by Mrs.
Hannah Acton, of Euston-square, for the pur

pose of enabling the society to offer an annual
reward for the promotion of practical car-
pentry, applicable to civil, naval, and military
architecture. Tn compliance with the terms
ot the above donation, the society offers a Gold
Medallion for the best design for a roof of
100 feet span and 150 feet in length, with the
walling necessary for its support. Each design
to consist of a plan, and two sections, neatly
outlined in Indian ink, and tinted, with a scale
annexed

;
also a model of one bay, or larger

portion (as the candidate shall see tit), should
accompany the design. The model and draw-
ings^ be sent in on or before the third Tues-
day in January, 1845

;
and to become the pro-

perty of the society if the candidate be success-
ful.

3. The Gold Medallion is offered for the
best design for the hull-timbers of a steam-
vessel of 1,000 tons burden. Such design to

consist either of a model or of a plan, section,
and other drawings sufficient to explain the
same. The model or drawings to be sent in

on or before the third Tuesday in January,
1845

;
and to become the property of the so-

ciety if the candidate be successful.

4. For the best original design as a subject
for modelling or carving, adapted to furniture
or internal decoration, by an operative mechanic
in either of these branches of art—the Silver
Medal and Five Pounds.

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE ON THE ARTS
OF CONSTRUCTION IN CONNECTION
WITH CIVIL ENGINEERING AND ARCHI-
TECTURE.

Delivered on Tuesday last, October 8th,

BY PROFESSOR HOSKIXG,

At King’s College, London.

Gentlemen,—The printed paper already
in your hands* gives a general statement of
the matters to which I shall have to direct the
attention of the student, and I believe that
every man who has had to learn these things
for himself will readily admit that any in-

struction in them, however imperfect it may
he, may become of the greatest practical value,
by supplying, as a groundwork for professional
study, that which has had but too often to be
learned in practice, and what, oftener still, is

never learned at all.

We cannot hope here to make young men
carpenters or masons, but we hope to make
them better qualified to compose, describe,

estimate, and direct works of carpentry and
masonry than they can be without such as-

sistance as that we offer them. In becoming
proficient as a carpenter, a mason, or a smith,

a young man is apt to overlook the importance
of other handicrafts in favour of that in which
he has acquired confidence

;
but a sound, and

indeed a somewhat extensive, practical know-
ledge of the modes of operating in all the

leading crafts, of which the throe I have men-
tioned, together with the bricklayer’s craft,

are the most prominent, is essential to the

civil engineer, who onlv exists independently

of the architect on the one hand, and of the

machinist on the other, through his presumed
superior practical skill in applying the opera-

tions of the carpenter, mason, bricklayer, and
smith, in connection with those of the navi-

gator or earthworker and miner.

The late Mr. Telford attained the highest

eminence in his profession from the most
humble commencement; and late in life—with

the experience of more than half a century

—

he thus recorded his own history and impres-

sions :— “ The early part of my life,” says

Mr. Telford, “was spent in employment as a

mason in my native district of Eskdale, in the

county of Dumfries. Wherever regular roads

were substituted for the old horse-tracks, and

wheel-carriages introduced, bridges, numerous,

but small, were to be built over the mountain-

streams; these, however, furnished considera-

ble employment to the practical mason, and I

thus became early experienced in the requisite

considerations and details. Tn such works,”

Mr. Telford goes on to say— in farm-houses

and in the simple parish churches of the Scot-

tish Border—“ convenience and usefulness

only are studied, yet peculiar advantages are

thus afforded to the young practitioner; for,

as there is not sufficient employment to pro-

duce a division of labour in building, he is

under the necessity of making himself ac-

* A syllabus of the course.

-t
-
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quainted with every detail—in procuring, pre-

paring, and employing every kind of material,

whether it be the produce of the forest, the

quarry, or the forge
;
and this, although un-

favourable to the dexterity of the individual

workman who earns his livelihood by expert-

ness in one operation, is of singular advantage

to the future architect or engineer, whose

professional excellence must rest on the adap-

tation of the materials, and a confirmed habit of

discrimination and judicious superintendence.”

Such was the early education, and such were

the matured opinions, of the man who has

left hardly a corner of our island without some
important work to record his name;—of the

man who made the Highland and Holyhead

roads, with their centuries of bridges—who
drained fens, and built docks and harbours

—

who carried the Elesmere Canal over the vale

of Llangollen, and the Holyhead road over the

Straits of Menai—who connected the Irish

Sea with the German Ocean by the Caledonian

Canal, and the German Ocean with the Baltic

Sea by the Gotha Canal
;
—for Telford’s advice

and assistance were sought by foreign nations,

and Norway, Sweden, Russia, and Poland bear

witness to the skill and fame of the Eskdale

Mason !
* * *

It may not be devoid of interest, and it may
help to give a distinct perception of what the

practice of civil engineering includes, if I

trace the circumstances out of which it grew.

Many of the works and operations now in-

cluded in the practice of the civil engineer are

themselves of late origin, and a large propor-

tion of them was formerly within the practice

of architecture, and was known, when dis-

tinguished at all, as hydraulic architecture.

The basis of the practice, however, and the

etymology of the term, are to be found in the

operations for the defence and attack of strong-

holds, as military places or positions. Archi-

tects built the walls and towers of towns and
cities, as well as the temples, theatres, and
mansions which they inclosed

;
and the perma-

nent constructions, as bridges over rivers, the

aqueducts which fed the cities with water, and
the roads which led to and from them, were
under the same superintendence and direction.

But the machines used in the attack or defence

of strong places were in the hands of the mili-

tary, and as such machines, or, as we now
term them, engines of war, became more com-
plex, and as their range and application were
extended, they obtained, in latter ages, the

designation, in bastard Latin, of macchine din-

gegno , from the ingenuity displayed in them
and in operating with them, and the officers to

whom their management and direction were
instrusted were hence called, in the same
lingua fruncu

,
ingegneri. Upon the introduc-

tion of that terrible mucchina d'ingegno which
rendered castles and walls of but little use for

defence without outworks, these were made,
as they were required, by the ingegneri

,
whose

ingegni
,

or engines, as they take the word
through the French, no longer demanded their

attention, being superseded by the gunpowder
artillery, which in its turn required a class of
officers to be formed for its own particular

service. Modern fortifications, or fortifica-

tions having reference to ordnance, consist

in a great degree of earthworks, and, through
the practice of forming them, military en-

gineers became skilful in the disposition and
working of earth, in draining for the exclusion,

and in forming conduits and sluices for the
admission, of water. As the advance of
modern civilization required operations similar

to those practised by the military engineer, for

protecting lands from rivers and from the sea
by embankments, for draining low lands, for
supplying towns, and for feeding canals with
water, the peculiar designation of the military
officer was adopted by the civil practitioner,

who thus became what is known as the civil

engineer. Throughout the continent of Europe
the services of the architect had been still in

requisition in aid of the military engineer, in

directing the constructions for which he had
occasion, and we thus find some of the finest

works of many of the Italian architects, from
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries down
to the present time, in the gates of fortified

places. In England, however, almost ever
since the introduction of gunpowder, the forti-

fication of towns and cities, fortunately, has
not been necessary, and the British architect
has therefore had no practice in connection
with the military engineer. Hence the almost

total deficiency of architects in this country in

hydraulic constructions; so that, when a demand
arose for works which imposed such construc-

tions in connection with earthwork formations,

the millwrights and masons, who had built the

flood-gates and sluices with their wing and

head walls for, and had learnt to direct the

formation of the earthworks from, the Dutch
embankers and drainers, were called upon to

undertake them
;
and thus the hydraulic archi-

tect is found in conjunction with the formator

or embanker and drainer, who brought to the

profession, thus compounded, the designation

of civil engineer.

* * * *

Roads as now made, and railways, are late

additions to the practice of the civil engineer.

Roads brought bridges with them, and railways

have brought many other varieties of construc-

tion that can hardly be called hydraulic
;

for,

although their frequent connection with earth-

work exposes them for the most part to the

action of water, they are generally so situated

as to demand the architectural dispositions

which may be classed under the head of deco-

ration. To be an accomplished civil engineer,

a man must therefore be a good architect, in

the ordinary acceptation of that term, as well

as skilled in the sciences and arts of construc-

tion, far above what architects commonly are.

I have said that civil engineering and archi-

tecture are connected by the use in common of

the most important of the arts of construction,

and by the demands upon both architect and
engineer, in the course of practice, for many
services and duties that would rigidly be placed

within the practice of the other; and I have

said also that the range of the engineer within

the domain of the architect might be consi-

dered as limited to constructions influenced or

affected by water,—constituting him the hy-

draulic architect. I may draw this further

general line, by defining the practice of the

civil engineer to be in uncovered or uninclosed

constructions, and that of the civil architect to

be constructions that are inclosed and covered

by a roof or otherwise. The works classed

under one branch of practice, and under the

other, are thus in general easily distinguished
;

and classes of works may be formed in accord-

ance with such a line; but it must, never-

theless, be sufficiently obvious that the inde-

pendent general practice of civil engineering,

in its more distinguished works especially, re-

quires of the practitioner that he should be as

well skilled in architecture on the one hand as

in practical mechanics on the other
;
and in

the same manner of the architect, that every

thing relating to constructions, at the least

should be as familiar to him as to the engineer.

As between the two branches of practice, the

only works that can be called exclusively of

civil engineering are those in which earth-

work formations are the most prominent, as

canals and reservoirs, and the bases or forma-

tions of roads and railways, embankments
from rivers and from the sea, with their acces-

sories, to protect or recover land, or to form
ports and harbours. It may be thought that

every thing relating to hydraulics must fall

within the province of the engineer, but we
find that, although the engineer brings water
into the streets of towns, the architect directs

the laying of it on for use ;—the engineer drains

land and clears the courses of rivers, but the

drainage of towns and cities—the building and
censervation of drains and sewers— are, as I

have already remarked, in the hands of the

architect. In like manner, civil architecture

may be said to embrace exclusively all classes

of constructions for the personal and social

accommodation, convenience, and delight of

man. This latter practice thus includes many
arts which are hardly known in that of civil

engineering, but these are rather decorative

than constructive, so that there are really but

few things to which I shall have to direct the

attention of the engineer student that are not

equally essential to the intending architect.

The arts of construction are the same to both,

and a knowledge of them in general and in

detail is as necessary, nay, as essential, to the

one as to the other. The treasury of a church,

or of a theatre, may b* defrauded by the for-

mation of an extravagant bill for extra works,
or by the overcharging of walls and timbers

with useless materials, as that of a nation in an
ill-composed and therefore infirm breakwater,

or that of a dock or railway company in over-

loaded walls and arches, or in clattering rails

—

whilst the responsibility of the architect in the

influences of his works upon human life is

hardly less great than that of the engineer.

In promising you information and instruc-

'

tion that will be useful to you in the pursuit

of your professions respectively, I must beg to

be understood not to promise to qualify you
here to piactise as architects or as civil engi-

neers. We offer you information whereby
you may become qualified to avail yourselves

more effectually of the practice of the engi-

neer’s orarchitect’s office, and thereby to become
better architects and 5<tf/erengineers,toyour own
confidence, comfort, and advantage, and for the

advantage of society, to whom your services

will be hereafter offered, than you would have
been without such instruction and information
as we offer. The medical student comes here
versed in pharmacy and in the simpler surgical

operations, and he finds his field of study and
practice complete between the lecture and dis-

secting rooms of the college, and the wards
and the operating theatre of the hospital

;
but

to you, who come to us unskilled in carpentry

and masonry, the pharmacy and surgery of

your professions, we have the deficiency to

supply, as well as to teach the science which
those humbler arts aid you in applying

; but

your hospital must be walked in mud-boots,

and your operating theatre found on the

stage of the carpenter and on the scaffold

of the mason and bricklayer. The young
sailor may and should learn navigation on
shore, and how to rig a ship and to reef and
steer in harbour; but lie must go to sea to be-

come a sailor: and the young architect or en-

gineer may and should, in like manner, acquire

the theory, and learn, as far as may be, the

practical arts, of his intended profession, in a

preliminary education
;

but he must place

himself with the active practitioner, through
whom he may have facilities for seeing works
in progress, and opportunities of assisting to

forward Ihem, together with the means of

acquiring the technicalities of practice, to be-

come himself an efficient practitioner of archi-

tecture and engineering.

But why, I may be asked, if the practice of

an office, and the observation of actual works
are essential after you have expended time and
money here,—why not go from school or

college at once to a practical office ? I answer,
that, without such preliminary education in

science and the arts as that afforded you here,

the practice of an office will be in a great

degree lost upon you
:
you may learn by rote,

but you will not know the meaning of the

words
;
you may have opportunities of seeing

works, but “seeing you will not see, and hear-

ingyoujwillnotunderstand: ” the characters may
be clear, and the meaning of the words obvious,

but to you they will be unknown, and there-

fore unintelligible.

Architects, or those who profess themselves

to be such, we know do blunder on, and make
designs that cannot be executed because of

false construction, and write specifications that

they do not themselves understand
;

but if

architects do thus with impunity, those who
practise civil engineering cannot. Peculiar

circumstances, arising from the prejudice of a

class, may enable a few men to establish them-

selves in a peculiar practice, notwithstanding

the absence of proper qualifications for it, but

this cannot operate iu favour of a new gene^
ration.

However ordinary architectural works may
be directed vicariously, hydraulic architecture

cannot be practised successfully by any but

practical men acting upon their own responsi-

bility
;
and if you do not bring science backed

by practical skill to your work, you will find

yourselves driven from the field by masons and

millwrights, whom the time will call from

obscurity to perform the duties for which you

will have shewn yourselves unfit. I would

say then, acquire superiority over the merely

practical man,—the rule-of-thumb engineer,

—

by the attainment of sound scientific know-

ledge, in addition to the mere practical skill

with which he tenders his services
;
but do not

depend upon scientific knowledge alone, if you

propose to become civil engineers, and hope to

gain your bread by the practice of civil engine-

ering as a profession; for it may be truly

said,—paraphrasing the beautiful language of

an inspired writer,—you may have all learning

and all science, but if you want this practical

knowledge of which 1 speak, you will be but

“ as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal.”
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LONDON AS IT WAS, AND AS IT
IS IN 1844.

{Continuedfrom p. 503.)

The houses in Bedford- street, King-street,

ind Ilenrietta-street, were then chiefly occu-

pied by mercers, lacemen, drapers, &c., this

peing the extent of their peregrinations with-

put the walls.

St. Mary’s Church, in the Strand, was con-

lecrated in January, 1723. An old church in

:hat parish is mentioned in the year 1222,

,vhen it was called St. Mary’s and the Inno-

cents of the Strand. It was then situated on

;he site now occupied by the east end of

Somerset House, for erecting which palace it

ivas taken down in 1549, by order of Edward,

;he proud Duke of Somerset, to the great

scandal of the times. The parishioners, de-

prived of their place of worship, joined them-

selves to the Church of St. Clement Danes,

and afterwards to that of St. John Baptist, in

the Savoy, where they continued till the year

1723. The new church, called St. Mary-le-

Strand, was the first finished of any of the fifty

new churches. Its living is a rectory in the gift

of the king. It is a superb, though not an ex-

tensive edifice, massive without the appearance

of being heavy, and formed to stand for ages.

Its position is commanding, and although

somewhat in the way of public business,

we can hardly wish it removed to a more

quiet and unobtrusive spot. At the entrance

on the west end, is an ascent by a semi-circu-

lar flight of steps, which lead to a semi-circular

portico of Ionic columns covered with a

dome, crowned with a vase. The columns

are continued along the body of the church,

with pilasters of the same order at the cor-

ners, and in the intercolumns are niches

handsomely ornamented. Over the dome is

a pediment supported by Corinthian columns,

which order is continued round the body of the

structure over the Ionic order beneath
;
between

the lateral Corinthian columns are windows

Iplaced over the niches. These columns are sup-

ported by pedestals, and have pilasters between

them bearing arches, and over the windows are

nngular and circular pediments alternating. A
balustrade is carried round the summit of the

body, supporting vases. Formerly, there was

a large watch-house placed before the en-

trance. On the spot where this church is

built, there formerly stood a very lofty may-

pole, which, on public occasions, used to be

[(decorated with flags, streamers, and garlands

llof flowers.

1 Hungerford Market, another improvement

i>to the metropolis, is built on the ground

where formerly stood the house and garden of

iSir Edward Hungerford
;
he converted it into

puildings, having a street into the Strand, and
heading to the market, over the market-house
was the charity school of St. Martin’s parish,

jilt was originally intended as a fruit and
power market, but Covent Garden hav-

ing the start of it, and being in a better

(situation for business, Hungerford Market
;.vas neglected. As a starting place forsteam-

t/esseb, much company is drawn thereto, and
much more may be expected when the suspen-
liion-bridge is completed and open to the

public.

Between St. Martin’s parish and St. Mar-
garet’s, Westminster, there was large common-
mg (for the benefit of those parishes), of lands

(iaid open according to ancient custom from
lLammas-day; which were, in Queen Eliza-

beth's time, inclosed with gates and hedges, by
ilvhich the inhabitants were deprived of that

benefit. Upon this, complaint was made to

uord Burghley, High Steward of Westminster,
ilvho ordered an inquest to be empanneled;
nhe parishioners thinking this an acknowledg-
ment of their right, employed persons on the

bnsuing Lammas-day with pick-axes and other

instruments to pull down the fences, and break
open the gates. This assumed right extended
over G88 acres, viz., Eubury Farm 430 acres,

the Neat 108 acres, St. James’s Farm 100 acres,

John Lazarus of Jerusalem 50 acres.

In pursuing our train of observation on
London in olden times and as it is in the

present day, we now enter the limits of the

city; and, previous to particularizing objects,

it will be as well to give a brief history, as

collected from Stow and other ancient

writers. Geffrey of Monmouth, the Welsh his-

torian (?) reports that Brute lineally descended

from the demi-god Eneas, the son of Venus,
daughter of Jupiter, about anno mundi 2855,

and 1108 b.c., built a city near the Thames,
and named it Troynovant, or Trenovant.
This tradition was formerly of such credit, as

to be preserved in an ancient tract in the

archives of the city, transcribed into the Liber
Albus, and long before that by Horn

, in his

old book of laws and customs, called Liber

Horn.
King Lud, about 1060 years after, not

only repaired this city, but also increased

the same with fair buildings, towers, and walls,

terming it Caire- Lud or Lud's Town
,
and the

strong gate which he built in the west part of
the city he named Ludgate; from this term

the word London is said to have originated,

by corruption
;

but others assert that it

was anciently called Llongdin, a British word
answering to the Saxon word Shipton, that

is, a town of ships. It is certain that long

before the invasion of the Romans London was
in good repute, notwithstanding its early

history being involved in much obscurity.

According to Caesar’s “ Commentaries ” Cas-
sibelaun’s town was 20 miles west from
London. Tacitus tells us that Londinum
62 a.c. was then most famous for the great

multitude of merchants, provision, and inter-

course, at which time it was pillaged and
spoiled by the Romans. It is soon after this

that London was walled with stone, and Julius

Agricola, by introducing the arts of industry

and civilized life from Rome, so engaged the

affections of the Britons, as to win them to

build houses for themselves, temples, and
courts of justice, and to clothe themselves after

the fashion of their conqueror.

The city of London is disposed on a small

hill, having an easy ascent from the south, and
its position is not only the most advantageous

that could possibly be chosen for the seat of a

mighty city, but also the most salubrious, being

open to the bracing winds of the north, and
having a noble river running through the

midst of it, which, administering to its wealth

and greatness on the one hand, carries oft’

all impurities, and brings it the favourable

and healthy breezes of the ocean. Formerly,

it was thought that wood and charcoal only
could be used with due regard to the health of

the inhabitants
;
and in the reign of Edward I.

the inhabitants, on the representations of the

prelates and nobles, were by proclamation

prohibited from burning sea-coal; which
being disobeyed by many for their private

emolument, stringent laws were enacted, and
for the second offence, the authorities punished

the offenders by demolishing their furnaces,

kilns, &c. Great care has at all times been

observed to preserve the purity of the atmo-

sphere, provision being made against all

annoying smells; and in the reign of Edward
1 1 T . no butcher was allowed to slaughter his

cattle nearer the city than Stratford or

Knightsbridge.

In the time of Stow, London measured,

from Limehouse to the end of Tothill-street,

Westminster, about 7£ miles; and from the

further end of Blackman-street, in Southwark,

to the end of St. Leonards, Shoreditch, 2j
miles; upon a medium, he says London is 7
miles long and l£ miles broad, making an area

of 9 square miles. In 1686 its population was

computed at 100,000 souls. In 1702 the tax

1 Regin. Anna; amounted to 1,979,931/., and

the quota of this tax set upon London and West-
minster was 198,843/., besides on Middlesex,

in all 307,755/., nearly one-fourth of the whole

tax upon the kingdom
;
this will give some idea

of its populousness and wealth. In 1682 there

were 84,000 tenanted houses. It was com-
puted at that period that the city doubled its

population in forty years, and that by this mode
of calculation the number of inhabitants in

1840 would be 5,800,000 ;
that the inhabitants

of all England would be but inconsiderably

more, viz. 10,917,389 in number; wherefore
the growth of the city must stop before the
year 1840, and be at its maximum in 1800,
when the number of its inhabitants would be
5,000,359. In 1682, London was seven times
larger than in Queen Elizabeth’s reign.

William of Malmsbury tells us that about
the year of Christ 394 the Londoners shut up
their gates and defended Ethelred, their king
within their walls against the Danes. Also,
that Edmund Ironside, reigning over the West
Saxons, Canute bringing his navy into the west
part of the bridge by a trench which he had
caused to be cut, cast a trench about the city,

and then attempted to win it by assault; but
the citizens repulsed him, and drove him from
the walls. Also, in the year 1052, Earl God-
win with his navy sailed up by the south end of
the bridge, along the southern side of the river,

and so assailed the walls. And William Fitz-
Stephen, writing in the reign of king Henry
II. of the walls of the city, observes, “The
wall is high and great, well-towered on
the north side, with due distances between
the towers

;
on the south side also the city was

walled and towered, but the fish-abounding
river of Thames, with his ebbing and flowing,

hath long since subverted them.”
In the reign of Henry II. the city was

bounded by a high wall, furnished with turrets,

and seven double gates, and had in the east
part a tower palatine, and in the west two
castles well fortified. Further westward, about
two miles on the banks of the river, was the
royal palace of Westminster, “an incompar-
able structure guarded by a wall and bul-

warks.” Between this and the city was a
continued suburb, mingled with large and
beautiful gardens and orchards, belonging to
the citizens, who were themselves everywhere
known and respected above all others for their
civil demeanour, their goodly apparel, their

well-furnished tables, and their discourse. The
number of conventual churches in the city and
suburbs was 13, besides 126 lesser parochial

ones. On the north side were open meadows
and pasture lands, and beyond was a forest, in
the woody coverts of which lurked deer, wild
boars, and fierce wild bulls. The handicrafts-

men, the venders of wares, and the labourers
for hire, were every morning to be found at

their distinct and appropriate places, as is still

common in the bazaais of the East; and on the
river’s bank was a public cookery and eating-

place belonging to the city, where “what-
soever multitude,” and howsoever daintily in-

clined, might be supplied with proper fare.

Within one of the gates also, in a certain plain

field (Smithfield) on every Friday, unless it

happened to be a solemn festival, was a great

market for horses, whither early barons,

knights, and cits repaired to see and purchase.

The houses in Edward the First’s time were
built of wood, and the city was intersected with
streams, which flowed through some of the

principal streets. Thus the river Wells rises

north-west of the city, and falling into Fleet

ditch at the bottom of Holborn-hill
;

this

brook had several mills on it, and was thence

called Turnmill-brook
;

the Oldbourne, the

Fleet, which had its course through Fleet-

street, Walbrook, and Langbourne-brook.
In 1410 stocks market was erected where

the Mansion House now stands.

In the reign of Henry V. the city was
first lighted at night by lanterns slung on
ropes. Leadenliall-market was then a granary

or corn-market, it was afterwards used as a

wool-market, subsequently converted into an
armoury.
The whole circumference of the city walls

was 16,095 feet, or 3 miles and 30 poles, the

superficial extent being estimated at 380 acres.

In the reign of Richard I. the citizens began
to encompass and strengthen their walls by a

ditch. In several succeeding reigns this ditch

was cleansed out at the expense of the inha-

bitants of London. Previous to the reign of

Elizabeth, this ditch abounded with excellent

fish; Fleet ditch is the only part now remain-

ing of the town ditch, and that is dwindled

down into a common sewer.

The city of London was anciently watered

by the river Thames on the south, the river

of the Wells on the west, by Walbrook run-

ning through the midst of the city, Langbourn

running within the city through Langbourn

ward. In the west suburbs was also another

stream called Oldburn, which fell into

the river of Wells. There were also three
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principal fountains or wells in the suburbs,

viz. Holy- well, Clement’s-well, and Clarken-

ivell, and also Skinner’s- well, Fag’s- well,

Tode-well, Loder’s-well, and Rad- well. In

West Srnithfield there was also a pool called

Horsepoole, and one near St. Giles-without-

Cripplegate
;

besides which, many of the

streets were supplied with springs or wells.

In the year 1707> the foundations for some
houses having been dug near the City-wall, at

Bishopsgate, and part of the wall being applied

for the buildings, Dr. Woodward took that

opportunity of examining this ancient struc-

ture. The foundations of the wall at this

place lay eight feet beneath the surface, and

from that up to almost ten feet in height,

it was composed of ragstone, with single

layers of broad tiles interposed, two feet

apart. To this height the workmanship
was after the Roman manner, being the

remains of the wall supposed to he built by
Constantine the Great. The mortar was so

firm and hard, that the stone itself as easily

gave way to the implements of the workmen
employed in breaking it down. It was thus

far nine feet in thickness. The tiles used

in this part of the wall were those termed ses-

quipednles
,
that is, tiles of 1 ^ ft.

;
each of them,

in English measure, was l-^ in. in thick-

nees, 11^ in. in breadth, and 17-ro- in- in

length. On the sides were interposed open

bricks, occasionally the stone outside was
squared and wrought into layers 5 inches

thick; between these were ultimately inter-

posed two courses of brick of the same form
as those on the inside, 11 inches long and 2\
thick. x x x x

( To be continued.')

A GLANCE AT THE INTERIOR OF THE
CHURCHES IN THE DEANERY OF
SPARKHAM, IN NORFOLK.—NO. V.

WITH NOTICES OF THEIR ACTUAL CONDITION.

(Continued from p. 457.)

Elsing
, anciently Ausing.—The bright sun-

shine of an afternoon in May was expanding
the wild flowers on Elsing Ileath as, skirting

the clump of spruce-firs that tops its western
acclivity, we descended into a verdant amphi-
theatre, of which the parish church forms the

nucleus. Serenely beautiful rose

“ The grey embattled tower,

Buttress, and porch, and arch with mazy round
Of curious fret or shapes fantastic crown’d."

Of more ample dimensions, presenting a much
larger proportion of “ clene hewen ashler ” in

the finished masonry of the more ornamental
portions, and being altogether in a state of far

higher preservation, Elsing Church is by no
means behind that just quitted in offering its

own attractions for the pilgrim of ecclesiastical

beauty.

This church consists of a spacious nave and
chancel, on the north side of which last is a re-
vestry or vestry, the floor indicating that it has
been the burial-placeof someformer incumbent.
A lofty square tower, situate at the west end,
and furnished with five hells, opens on the nave
under a pointed arch springing from double
octagonal pilasters; but this fine feature is

marred by the introduction of a paltry gallery
projecting into the nave. A spiral staircase at
one of the angles is lighted by perforations in

the masonry, of squared flint, with buttresses of
solid freestone. The steeple is surmounted by
an embattled parapet, as also are the side walls
of the nave and chancel.

We were gratified to find the windows of
this handsome church furnished with grating
at the wickets to prevent, when these are set
open, the ingress of birds. The crockets are
for the most part arranged in flowing and
ramified tracery, but several unsightly wooden
bars intersecting these hardly reconcile us to
the loss of effect by the additional security thus
afforded. The fine east window, which fell
iivcards several years since, has suffered much
disfigurement in this way; but we must own
that, in many such cases, recourse would have
been at once had to the bricklayer, and that
despite the portraitures of Sir Hugh de Hast-
ings and the Lady Margaret, “ hys wyf,” yet
seen on the painted glass of the central light.
Some time ago it became necessary to dis-

lodge a swarm of bees that had possessed
themselves of a crevice in the south-east por-
tion of the nave-gabel, and in effecting this,
parts of an ancient staircase to the rood-loft

were discovered. The chancel arch under
which this stood is, from its height and breadth,

peculiarly imposing. The rood-screen, or

rather the closed portion of it yet remaining,

exhibits a profusion of rich carved-work
;

it

has been converted to the use of seats, backing
on the altar

,
by adding fronts indifferently

sculptured in the style known as arabesque.

The piscina and sedilia, under a range of

ogive arches, only require to be freed from the

incrustations, the effect of periodical latherings,

under which their beauties lie concealed. The
altar rails, formed ofsmall shafts supporting Nor-
man arches which intersect each other, afford

a specimen of commendable taste, in which
the present authorities have shewn themselves
miserably deficient. A dossal or altar-screen

lately set up here moves our spleen every way
—meagre in design and gaudy in colouring.

And yet we were told that the thing cost

amply enough to have purchased one of far

higher character. Strange that the juxta-

position of a brass mural table, placed in a

niche surmounted by a canopy which is en-
riched with crockets and a finial, wondrous
that this elegant monument hindered not the

perpetration of such a deformity ! A large altar-

tomb appears on the north side, and in the

centre a marble slab with elaborate brasses,

the portraiture of a knight in complete armour
with a lion at his feet, &c. Thus much of the

chancel, which has the convenience of a
priest’s door at the south aisle.

The open wood-work of the leaded roof
gave place in 1779 to the semicircular ceiling

with tile3 above, which now appears here; a

change every way to be deplored, as the ab-

sence of pillars causes a defect of light and
shadow within this church ill remedied by the

unbroken superficies over head. An endow-
ment for repairs amounting, we believe, to 20/.

per annum, only shews that it avails little to

hold such resources unless men of abetter and
purer taste than heretofore be found to direct

their application. The pews over a large por-

tion of the church have the merit of fronting
the altar

;
but two parlour-like inclosures at the

eastern angles receive, no doubt, occupants of
a higher worship than the rest,—“ the grave
Mr. Justice Tunson, the good lady Jones and
the two virtuous gentlewomen her daughters.”
The pulpit, reading, and clerk’s desks, are
sorry affairs in themselves, but their position
is, in degree

,
commendable

;
a fine window

nearly filled with painted glass of splendid
design throws in its mellow light here with
elegant effect. The walls offer the first in-

stance yet occurring in this deanery of the
“scrolls that teach us to live and die.”

The font has high claims to notice, the fine

tabernacle-work of its cover yet more so. The
bowl of the former, octangular in shape, em-
battled and wreathed beneath with a chaplet,
stands on a low shaft having its sides fluted in

cavettos, and resting on an octangular base
;

this again impends on a square moulded plinth,

the whole terminating pavement-ward in an
easy eight-sided step. It will suffice in respect
of the cover* to say that Mr. Blore’s cul-

tivated taste has led him to appreciate the
beauty of its miniature windows and flying

buttresses without, its fan-tracery and pendants
within. Lamentable to add, this elegant ap-
pendage has become, through vulgar stint,

an impediment to the hallowed office our fore-

fathers sought to embellish by it. Being now
without the ancient facility for raising this in

appearance light, but really ponderous adjunct
to the baptistery, a pewter basin substitutes

the noble leaded bowl, with its orifice to permit
escape to the sanctified fluid

;
and, as a natural

consequence, the officiating minister stands
anywhere save upon the step provided for his

accommodation. The site of this font, as will

be shewn hereafter, is highly appropriate.

The only indication of a niche for the holy
water stoup is afforded on the west side of the
north door, the commonly used one, by a short
beam which projects there

;
its use, to suspend

the key from. Ogive arches over the doorways
both of church and porches are foliated,

crocketed, and surmounted by finials. A few
stunted fir-trees in the north-east angle of the
cemetery contrast strangely with the wild
luxuriance of their fellows on the heath

—

“ They cannot quit their place of birth
;

They will not live in other earth.”

* Mr. Repton, in the XVIth vol. of the Archtzologia,
supposes this to have been one of the earliest instances.

RETROSPECTIVE ARCHITECTURAL
LITERATURE.

THE ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.
COLLECTED BY SIR HENRY WOTTON, KNIGHT,

From the best Authors and Examples.

(Continued fromp. 493.)

First
,
I must note a certain Contrariety be-

tween Building and Gardening: For as’ Fa-
bricks should be regular, so Gardens should
be irregular, or at least cast into a very wild
Regularity. To exemplify my Conceit, I have
seen a Garden (for the Manner perchance in-

comparable) into which the first access was a
high Walk like aTerrass, from w hence might
be taken a general View of the whole Plot
below; but rather in a delightful Confusion,
than with any plain Distinction of the Pieces.
From this the Beholder descending many
steps, was afterwards conveyed again by several
Mountains and Valings, to various Entertain-
ments of Scent and Sight, which 1 shall not
need to describe (for that were poetical)

;
let

me only note this, that every one of these
Diversities was as if he had been magically
transported into a new Garden.

But though other Countries have more
benefit of the Sun than we, and thereby more
properly tied to contemplate this Delight, yet
have I seen in our own, a delicate and diligent

Curiosity, surely without parallel among
foreign Nations; namely, in the Garden of
Sir Henry Fanshaw, athisSeatin Ware-Park,
where I well remember he did so precisely ex-
amine the Tinctures and Seasons of his

Flowers, that in their setting, the inwardestof
those which were to come up at the same time,

should be always a little darker than the out-

most, and so serve them for a kind of gentle

Shadow, like a Piece not of Nature, but of
Art: Which mention (incident to this Place)
I have willingly made of his name, for the

dear Fiiendship that was long between us:

I

Though I must confess with much wrong to

his other Virtues, which deserve a more solid

Memorial, than among these vacant Observa-j
tions. So much of Gardens.

Fountains are figured, or only plain Water’d-
|

Works : Of either of which, I will describe a
matchless Pattern.

The First done by the famous Hand of
Michael Angelo da Buonaroti, in the Figure
of a sturdy Woman, washing and winding of
Linnon Cloaths; in which Act she wrings out
the Water that made the Fountain : which was
a graceful and natural Conceit in the Artificer,

implying this Rule, That all Desings of this

kind should be proper.

The other doth merit some larger Expres-
;

sion : There went a long, streight, mossy Walk
of competent breadth, green and soft under
foot, listed on both sides with an Aquaiuucl of
white Stone, Breast high, which bad a hollow
Channel on the l op, where ran a pretty i

trickling Stream
;
on the Edge whereof were

couched very thick all along, certain small

Pipes of Lead, in little holes, so neatly, that

they could not be well perceived, till by the

turning of a Cock, they did spurt over inter-
]

changeablv from side to side, above Man’s
height, in form of Arches, without any Inter-1

section or meeting aloft, because the Pipes
were not exactly opposite

;
so a9 the Beholder,

j

besides that which was fluent in the Aquxducts
on both hands in his view, did walk as it were
under a continual Bower or Hemisphere of
Water, without any drop falling on him. An
Invention for Refreshment, surely far excel-

ling all the Alexandrian Delicacies, and Pneu-
matics of Hero.

Groves and artificial Devices under-ground,
are of great Expence, and little Dignity;
which, for my part, I could wish converted
here into those Crypteria whereof mention is

made among the curious Provisions of Tycho
Brahe, the Danish Ptolemy, as I may well call

him; which were deep Concaves in Gardens,
where the Stars might be observed even at

Noon. For (by the way) to think that the

brightness of the Sun’s Body above, doth
drown our discerning of the lesser Lights, is

a popular Error; the sole Impediment being
that Lustre, which by Reflection doth spread
about us from the Face of the Earth

;
so as

the Caves before touched, may well conduce,
not to a delicious, hut to a learned Pleasure.

In Aviaries of Wire, to keep Birds of all

sorts, the Italians (though no wastful Nation)
do in some Places bestow vast Expence

;
in-

cluding great scope of Ground, variety of
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Bushes, Trees of good height, running Waters,
and sometimes a stove annexed, to contemper
the Air in Winter : So as those Chanteresses,

unless they be such as perhaps delight as much
in their Wing as in their Voice, may live long
among so good Provisions and Room, before

they know that they are Prisoners; reducing
often to Memory that Conceit of the Roman
Stoick, who in comparison of his own free

Contemplations, did think divers great and
splendent Fortunes of his Time, little more
than commodious Captivities.

Concerning Ponds of Pleasure near the
Habitation, I will refer myself to a grave
Author of our own (though more illustrious

by his other * Work) namely Sai'isbu/riensis de
Piscind.

And here I will end a second Part touching
Ornaments both within and without the
Fabrick.

Now as almost all those which have de-
livered the Elements of Logick, do usually con-
clude with a Chapter touching Method

;

so I

am here seized with a kind of critical Spirit,

and desirous to shut up these building Elements
with some methodical Direction how to censure
Fabricks already raised. For indeed without
some Way to contract our Judgment, which
among so many Particulars would be lost by
Diffusion, I should think it almost harder to

be a good Censurer than a good Architect

;

because the working Part may be helped with
Deliberation, but the judging must flow from
an extemporal Habit. Therefore (not to leave
this last Piece without some Light) I could
wish him that cometh to examine any noble
Work, first of all to examine himself, whether
perchance the sight of many brave Things
before (which remain like impressed Forms)
have not made him apt to think nothing good
but that which is the best, for this Humour
were too sowre. Next, before he come to

settle any imaginable Opinion, let him by all

means seek to inform himself precisely of the

Age of the Work upon which he must pass his

Doom. And if he shall find the apparent
Decays to exceed the Proportion of Time,
then let him conclude without farther Inquisi-

tion, as an absolute Decree, that either the
Materials were too slight, or the Seat is nought.
Now after these Premises if the House be
found to bear his Years well (which is always
a Token of sound Constitution) then let him
suddenly run backwards (for the Method of
Censuring is contrary to the Method of Com-

|

posing) from the Ornaments (which first allure

the Eye) to the more essential Members
;

’till

: at last he be able to form this Conclusion, that
i the Work is commodious, firm and delightful;

which (as I said in the Beginning) are the
l three capital Conditions required in good
Buildings, by all Authors both ancient and

i modern. And this is, as I may term it, the
i most scientifical way of censuring. There are

I two other, which I must not forget ; The first

i in Georgio Vassario, before his laborious

Work of the Lives of Architects
,
which is to

I
pass a running Examination over the whole

1 Edifice, according to the Properties of a well-
• shapen’d Man : As whether the Walls stand
i upright upon clean Footing and Foundation:
' Whether the Fabrick be of a beautiful
• Stature : Whether for the Breadth it appear
i well burnished: Whether the principal En-
: trance be on the middle Line of the
1 Front or Face like our Mouths: Whether
i the Windows, as our Eyes be set in

: equal number and distance on both Sides;

iv whether the Offices, like the Veins in our
1 Bodies, be usefully distributed, and so forth :

1 For this Allegorical Review may be driven

i as far as any Wit will, that is at leisure.

The second Way is in Vitruvius himself,

I Lib. 1, Cap. 2, where he summarily deter-

ii rnineth six Considerations, which accomplish

i:! this whole Art

:

Ordinatio. Symmetria .

Dispositio. Decor, and
Eurythmia. Distributio.

Whereof (in my conceit) we may spare him
it the first two

;
for as far as I can perceive,

p
either by his Interpreters, or by his own Text,

I; (which in that very Place, where perchance he
id should be clearest, is of all other the cloudiest)

hhe meaneth nothing by Ordination, but a well

pi settling of Model or Scale of the whole Work :

,

x Nor by Disposition ,
more than a neat and full

i! Expression of the first Idea or Designment
Itlthereof : which, perchance, do more belong to

* De Nugis Curial, &c.

the Artificer, than to the Censurer. The other
four are enough to condemn, or absolve any
Fabrick whatsoever. Whereof Eurytlimia is

that agreeable Harmony between the Breadth,
Length, and Heighth of all the Rooms of the
Fabrick, which suddenly, where it is, taketh
every Beholder, by the secret Power of Pro-
portion : Wherein let me note this, That
though the least Error or Offence, that can
be committed against Sight, is Excess of
Height

;
yet that Fault is no where of small

Importance, because it is the greatest Offence
against the Purse.

Symmetria is the Conveniency that runneth
between the Parts and the Whole, whereof I

have formerly spoken.
Decor is the keeping of a due Respect

between the Inhabitant and the Habitation.
Whence Palladius did conclude, that the prin-

cipal Entrance was never to be regulated by
any certain Dimensions, but by the Dignity of
the Master

;
yet to exceed rather in the More,

than in the Less, is a Mark of Generosity, and
may always be excused with some noble Em-
blem, or Inscription, as that of the Conte di

Bevilacqua, over his large Gate at Verona;
where, perchance, had been committed a little

Disproportion.

Patet Janua : Cor magis.

And here likewise I must remember our
ever memorable Sir Philip Sydney (whose Wit
was in truth the very Rule of Congruity), who
well knowing that Basilius (as he had painted

the State of his Mind) did rather want some
extraordinary Forms to entertain his Fancy,
than Room for Courtiers, was contented to

place him in a Star-like Lodge; which other-

wise, in severe Judgment of Art, had been an
incommodious Figure.

Distributio is that useful casting of all Rooms
for Office, Entertainment, or Pleasure, which
I have handled before at more length than any
other Piece.

These are the four Heads which every Man
should run over, before he pass any determinate

Censure on the Works that he shall view;
wherewith I will close this last Part, touching
Ornaments. Against which (methinks)I hear
an Objection, even from some well-mean-
ing Man, That these delightful Crafts may
be diverse ways ill applied in a Land. I must
confess, indeed, there may be a lascivious, and
there may bo likewise a superstitious Use,
both of Picture, and of Sculpture

:

To which
Possibility of Misapplication, not only these

Semi-liberal Arts are subject, but even the

highest Perfections, and Endowments of Na-
ture : As Beauty in a lightWoman

;
Eloquence

in a mutinous Man
;
Resolution in an Assas-

sinate; prudent Observation of Hours and
Humours in a corrupt Courtier; Sharpness of

Wit and Argument in a seducing Scholar, and
the like. Nay, finally, let me ask, What Art
can be more pernicious, than even Religion

itself, if itself be converted into an Instrument

of Art? Therefore, Ab abuti ad non uti,

negatur consequentia.

CHAPEL OF ST. EDMUND, WALPOLE.

In reference to an article which appeared

in our last number headed “ New Chapel at

Walpole, St. Peter's,” and which article was

extracted from the Cambridge Chronicle
,
the

rector of Walpole has written the following

letter to the editor of that paper:

—

Sir,—In perusing in your last number a

descriptive account of St. Edmund’s Chapel,

consecrated on the 26th inst., I observe so

many inaccuracies, that I must request to be

permitted to say a few words in reply.

The nave is 42 feet 6 inches long, not 46

feet, as asserted by your correspondent. The
apse is 16 feet by 14 feet, dimensions which,

though scanty, bear a better proportion to the

size of the nave than would appear from his

statement.

The seats do not “ fill the entire chapel,” an

open space being left in front ot the chancel

arch, and westward of the pulpit. The aisle is

5 feet in width,—and the back of each seat

is 2 feet 8 inches in height.

The chapel has seats, not for 400, but for

180 persons, and are all open and free. Your
correspondent’s estimate of the expense is

much exaggerated. The figure of Our Lord

(not that of the Blessed Virgin) occupies the

east window. “ The incomprehensible saint”

is St. Edmund, bearing in his hand an arrow,

the instrument of his martyrdom. Had your

correspondent taken a little trouble to inquire,
the poorest cottager would have informed him
that the ancient chapel of St. Edmund for-
merly stood at no great distance, suggesting
the same saint as the patron of the present
building.

The “ kind of dog-toothed quatrefoil ” (?)
which is the name your correspondent assigns
to the ornament on the edge of the altar, is

neither more nor less than the well-known in-
dented star, sharp, and deeply cut—a device
purely Norman—and so far from being a
“ deviation from the style” of the building, it

is, on the contrary, a fac-simile of the top-
stone of an undoubted Norman altar lately dis-
covered in Norfolk. The cross on the
frontal is also Norman. The whole design of
the altar is plain and simple, somewhat re-
sembling a tomb.
The chancel arch is 8 feet wide: instead,

therefore, of its spanning “ three parts of the
entire breadth of the chapel,” to have said one-
third would have been more correct.
Our font is 2 feet 5 inches in diameter—

a

dimension by no means beyond the average in

Norman fonts, nor is the size of a church ne-
cessarily a rule for that of its font. It has
much of the boldness that characterizes the
style. Its position in the centre of the aisle,

near the wrest door, is in accordance with the

recommendation of the Incorporated Society.
The cornice was not intended to be of Nor-

man design, but to assimilate with the other
wood-work, which follows a later date. Tastes
may differ in such matters of detail

;
but I

have reason to believe, that many persons of
good taste and sound judgment would approve
of the course we have adopted in reference to

this point. Indeed, the poppy-heads were
carved from casts taken from finials lately put
up by the Camden Society in the Round
Church, Cambridge, a Norman building

;
and

it was their advice which was of influence in

our choice of a later style for the furniture.

For my own part, I have no objection to take
refuge under their responsibility.

Whether in the absence of a steeple and
side-aisle, censure is implied, I know not; if

it is, I would appeal to any person of taste

whether such features would not be quite out
of keeping with the size and simple character
of the whole building. A bell-cote has been
adopted, taken from a very elegant specimen
in Buckinghamshire.
My object in the above remarks has been

merely to correct some inaccuracies in your
correspondent’s letter. I have endeavoured
to do so without acrimony. I feel grateful to

him for his mention of my name with appro-

bation, scarcely deserved on my part. I only
wish that before he had put pen to paper he
had applied to me, or to some other party

qualified to give him accurate information on
the subject-matter of his letter.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

Arthur Moore.
Walpole Rectory, Lynn, Oct. 1, 1844.

[We have no hesitation in recording our

opinion that the fitting-up of new churches

with carpentry, furniture, and fittings in dis-

cordant styles, and differing from the main
fabric, if not very bad taste, is taste of a

very now and piece-meal description.

We are sure those who built the Round
Church would not have fitted it up in any such

style.

—

Ed.]

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.

PAPER HANGINGS.
A very interesting and valuable paper was

read last Wednesday evening, at the apart-

ments of the above society, in Davies-street,

Berkeley-square, by Mr. Cowtan, “ On Paper

Hangings,” at the conclusion of which a discus-

sion took place, for the purpose of eliciting

further information on the same subject from

those who were present. Mr. Crabb, whose

paper on Design we have republished,

took a leading part in the discussion, as

also did the secretary, Mr. Laugher. We re-

gret that our space this week does not admit

of a notice of the evening’s proceedings

so detailed as we could wish. 1 lie quiet,

unobtrusive, and successful course this so-

ciety is steering, and the judicious way in

which it is effecting its objects, are deserving

of much praise. We shall endeavour in our

next number to revert to Mr. Cowtan’s paper,
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ELEVATION OF THE WESTERN DOORWAY.
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PLAN OF THE EASTERN WINDOWS.

Ornaments carved under the Arch-spring at E
and F, on the narrow jamb, 2j inches wide,

between the Eastern Windows.

Part of one of the Eastern Window-jambs
(to an enlarged scute).

OLD CATHEDRAL OF AGHADOE,
COUNTY KERRY.

Sir,—

F

rom the willingness shewn on your

part to insert the contributions of your

numerous correspondents, many of whom are

kindly disposed to lend a helping hand in

placing before the public so much of the

neglected but not the less interesting remains of

the ancient architecture of the country, I beg

to offer for insertion in The Builder th ean-

iiexed sketches, taken from the old Cathedral

of Aghadoe, county Kerry.

The church or cathedral is a plain oblong

building, having little to admire except the

western doorway, one peculiarity alone in its

arrangement being somewhat remarkable

—

a stone wall carried up nearly in the centre

of the interior. For what purpose this wall

was constructed, I beg before concluding to

submit an opinion, as it has given rise to some
published observations by tourists and others,

tending to shew a difference in the style as

well as in the antiquity of those portions of the

cathedral being east and west of the central

wall.

Before proceeding to remark on the above,

where all at best must be conjecture, it may be

desirable to notice the taste and skill exhibited

in the execution of the western doorway,

which, notwithstanding its present dilapidated

state, confirms the general opinion, that how-
ever rude in design were most Norman
churches the western or entrance doorway

was well executed.

The accompanying sketch and details are in-

tended to represent its appearance at the present

time.

The doorway, when contrasted with the

simple forms of the windows, may be con-

sidered a very fine specimen of workman-
ship. Two of the windows are still uninjured

by time, probably from being less ornamental

than the doorway; for from the assaults

(to use a military phrase) of the neigh-

bouring peasantry, who without hesitation

frequently displace some beautiful arch-stone

or other architectural ornament for the pur-

pose of marking the spot where some de-

parted relation “ rests in peace,” not thinking

for a moment that such Vandal-like acts

prove in the long run highly destructive to

these sacred monuments of Christian piety,

left as landmarks of the munificence and skill

of our ancestors, who appeared to have kept

in perpetual remembrance that beautiful pas-

sage in the 25th Psalm, “ I have loved, O
Lord, the beauty of thy house; and the

place where thy glory dwelleth.” It is much

to be deplored that little or no efforts have

hitherto been made to stop the hand of the de-

stroyer, whose progress in destruction will,

before another half-century passes away, com-

plete the havoc Cromwell commenced some

190 years ago.

Owing to the Cathedral of Aghadoe being

in the vicinity of the far-famed Lakes of Kil-

larney, and commanding, from its elevated site

over the adjoining roadway, one of the most

magnificent scenes the eye can rest on,

on one side the great Mangerton and Turk

mountains, clothed to near their cloud-capped

summits, with the inexhaustible Arbutus tree;

the wild and rugged pass through that stupen-

dous chasm called “ the Gap of Dunloe
;

’ the

romantic and beautiful island of Innisfallen,

noted as being the spot where the materials

were collected and written denominated the

“Annals of Innisfallen,” valuable for their

illustration of ancient Irish history; this island

is also the subject of Moore’s well-known song,

“Sweet Innisfallen, Fare thee well.” It is,

therefore, no wonder that this spot (Aghadoe)

has become a favourite resort ot tourists and

others, independent of the attractions to be

found in viewing the roofless walls of an old

building. Let this be as it may, the cathedral

has afforded materials for some published

opinions, both as regards the architecture and

antiquity of the fabric. One writer asserts,

“ The cathedral consists of two distinct chapels

or churches, of unequal antiquity, and of

somewhat different architecture, separated by

a solid wall.”

Having had frequent opportunity during the

past year of visiting this old ruin, I never

could perceive, after careful examination, any

difference in the workmanship of the two flank

walls, which are inclined outwardly, so as to

leave the cross-wall standing in the clear, with

an open space of two or three inches at the

top, leaving no doubt, from having neither tie

or bond-stones into the side walls, of its being
built long after the church.

But then we are left wholly to conjecture

the object of such an unusual arrangement.
The assertion in the quotation above, that

the cathedral was “ separated by a solid

wall,” is not strictly correct, as I found tho

appearance of a doorway and window, now
walled up. Finding no tradition respecting
this matter amongst the “ oldest inhabitants

”

of the locality, the only thing I could glean to

throw any light on the subject is, that the See
of Aghadoe was suppressed about the year
1600. Such an occurrence must have made a

great change in the ecclesiastical establishment

connected with the then cathedral. It there-

fore maybe fairly presumed that such a change
had the effect of lessening, not only the new
“ staff,” but the numerical strength of the

flock also. Hence the necessity of suiting the

church to the congregation may be judged a

judicious arrangement, both as regards eco-

nomy and comfort, by having the cathedral

shortened by means of the cross wall in ques-

tion. This alteration, whilst it had the effect

of excluding much of the cold damp air,

may be considered a desideratum equivalent (in

those days) to that modern appendage and anti-

dote against rheumatism, a Doctor Arndt's
stove. Your obliged servant,

Ferns, August 16, 1844. J. K. L.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.

BY JAMES WYLSON.

( Continued from p. 505.)

106. Wild-cherry, or Gean-tree.—The
best specimens of this hardy native are such as

have sprung accidentally in the woods, where,
although not very commonly it is. yet fre-

quently to be met with : its wood is more used

on the Continent than here, for notwithstanding

the avidity with which, when felled, it is pur-

chased by cabinet-makers, it is with us seldom
cultivated as a timber-tree, and has not the

care bestowed on it which it deserves. Under
favourable circumstances it will attain, in a

growth of fifty years, a height of 60 or 70 feet,

with a trunk ample enough for general pur-

poses, the timber being of considerable size

and durability. This tree is of an ornamental

and pleasing character, springing up, as it

approaches maturity, in a pyramidal form, and
its branches shooting out at right-angles from

the stem. In the spring months it is particularly

interesting on account of its luxuriance of white

blossoms, which render it, in the lawn or park,

a very attractive object; these, as well as the

leaves, much resemble those of the orchard

or cultivated cherry, its leaves are oval, pointed,

serrated, and smooth
;

the fruit is black, small

compared with the cultivated cherry, and has a

stone larger in proportion. There are other

species of the wild cherry of a more vigo-

rous growth and larger size, and with red

fruit. Young plants are propagated by layers,

or from the stones, which in autumn or

spring are sown thickly in the nursery, on a

bed of good soil, and in due time are rowed out,

previously to being ultimately planted. This

tree makes excellent stocks whereon to graft

the orchard-cherry. From the older branches

a gum exudes which serves very well as a sub-

stitute for gum-arabic. The wood of well-

grown trees is highly valuable, being strong and

firm in texture, close-grained, and susceptible of

a high polish
;

it is in colour of a beautiful red.

It is very suitable for boring and forming

musical instruments
;
and is also calculated for

tasteful display in cabinet-work.

107- Hawthorn or White Thorn.—This

is generally known as a plant for quick-set or

living hedge-rows, for forming which it is in-

valuable, its appearance having a striking

superiority over that of stone or stake fences;

but it is nevertheless to be met with of such

dimensions as to entitle it to our consideration

as a timber tree. Those at Bushy Park, from

which that domain has been supposed to have

derived its name, are believed to have existed in

the time of Cromwell, and will, therefore,

seeing that he died in 1658, be about 200 years

old. Instances occur of their attaining a cir-

cumference of from six to ten feet, and it is re-

marked that it seems to be the nature of those

specimens which reach a great age, to part

into a number of separate stems.

108. In early times this tree appears to

have had a high poetical standing
;
for we find
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that the ancients considered it as the emblem
of hope

;
that the Troglodytes, an Ethiopian

tribe, on that account strewed branches of it

over their dead ;
and the Athenians, with

torches made of it, illuminated the altar of

Hymen, their young girls also carrying boughs

of it in the wedding processions. In the days

of chivalry too, when a lady favoured the suit

of her knight, she wore its leaves tied with

carnation ribbons, the reading of which being
“ hope in love,’’ undoubtedly impelled the lover

to still more stalwart feats to prove the tender-

ness of his passion. In our own day, its early

and sweetly-perfumed blossom gives well-

founded hopes of a beautiful spring, and is

hailed by young people under the name of
May. The Glastonbury thorn is a variety

which is by some described as blooming twice

a year
;

at the usual time in spring, and again,

though more thinly, about Christmas
;
and br-

others as blooming much earlier than the

common hawthorn, being frequently found in

flower in January or February, and in very
mild seasons soon after Christmas—a circum-
stance rare, and which in darker ages was
attributed to miracle : of the correctness of the
former we entertain a doubt, but not having
the means of ascertaining the truth, we must
leave it for some one located near the abbey to

solve it. Of the sacred character of this

thorn, we are informed by tradition handed
down by the monks of Glaston, that “ Joseph
of Arimathea, to whom their abbey is dedi-
cated, ceased from his wanderings at the place
where it stands, and there stuck in the ground
his staff, cut from a thorn tree in the Holy
Land, and which took root and flourished,”
and still continues to be propagated, young
plants being raised in the nurseries. When in

1752 it was deemed expedient to alter the
style, and the common people considered them-
selves robbed of eleven days, a deputation was
sent from a village in Warwickshire to consult
the holy thorn of Glastonbury, a sprig of
which — it being believed to blow every
Christmas-day, and being just then in leaf or
blossom—was borne back in triumph.

109. The wood of well- grown hawthorn is

of a tough and strong description, an idea of
which is gathered from the fact of its being
made available for axletrees and tool handles.

1 10. Binca (Common White).—This tree,

called by Coleridge “ the lady of the wood,”
is comparatively small, but of great beauty

;

light, airy, and elegant, frequently assuming
the pendent character, and thence distin-
guished as the “ weeping birch ;” there are
also other varieties of it, besides the poplar-
leaved, the tall, and the black American. It
thrives best towards the northern parts of
Europe, and is capable of flourishing where no
tree indigenous to Britain will grow—having
been found in Scotland at an altitude of 3,500
feet above the level of the sea, though of dwarf
dimensions. As a graceful ornament in land-
scape gardening, especially if there be water
in the composition, it is scarcely to be sur-
passed

; and it forms a chief adornment to
our wild and mountainous tracts, being abun-
dant in Wales, Ireland, and Scotland, the ro-
mantic scenery of the latter graced by the
weeping variety especially. The leaves are
oval, tapering to a point, and serrated, and
they exhale a very pleasant fragrance; the
slender twigs are made into brooms, and are
besides known to the schoolboy in another
form, being characterized as the

* •” Well-lettered birch,
Which supplies law, and physic, and grace for the

church.”

1 he wood is not of much utility, nevertheless
as a coppice-plant it is useful for many rural
purposes

;
hoops, clogs, and various utensils are

madefrom it, and arrows used to be formed from it

in the days of archery. The smaller branches
are cut for yard and stable brooms, and in the
north it is even used for the covering of houses

;

in Lapland, water-proof boots are made from
it without seams, the legs being taken from the
trees entire; being resinous, it makes good fuel
and even torches; it also furnishes the mate-
rial from which the pleasant and wholesome
beverage called “ birch wine ” is made, the
juice for this purpose being obtained by
making, in the spring when the sap is begin-
ning to rise, a deep incision in the trunk; the
bark is white, very valuable, and has been
likened to layers of beaten silver. Young
plants of the common birch are most conve
niently raised from seeds

;
exotics from layers,

(

or by grafting on the former
;
the soil favour-

able to its growth is of a poor, light, or sandy
description.

111. Arbor Vitas.—This is one of the

most beautiful of our evergreens, and of a

bright, lively description
;
the English species

is merely ornamental, but the wood of the Ame-
rican is of considerable value for fencing, being
very durable when so, or similarly employed.

112. Lime, or Linden Tree.—This, if

not of all European trees the one capable of

reaching the greatest diameter, at least ranks
in that respect in the very first class, examples
of very large dimensions being found in Swit-
zerland and many parts of Germany, some being
extant which are above 50 feet in circumfer-
ence, though not arrived at their growing
maturity. The lime attains a height of 40
or 50 feet, and an instance exists of one
in Norfolk 90 feet high. Its blossom is

of a delicate light-green colour, and dif-

fuses widely a fragrant and delicious odour.
There is no clear evidence of its being indi-

genous to this country
;
indeed, from the cir-

cumstance of its seeds very rarely ripening
here, an almost conclusive inference may be
drawn that it is not so : the small-leaved va-

riety, however, is generally believed to be native,

and the large-leaved one an exotic : be this

as it may, its introduction must have been at

a very early period
;
for it is mentioned fami-

liarly by the earliest writers on the subject;

two examples at Halstead, planted in 1590, and
still growing, have been said to be the first

planted in England; but it is rather supposed
to have been introduced here by the Romans.
If any exception could be taken to the appear-
ance of the lime-tree, it would be in respect to

its uniformity of outline; this characteristic,

however, does not render its beauty wholly
devoid of the picturesque, for when favourably
situated, it is a pleasing and even striking ob-
ject; and in regard to elegance of foliage, it is

scarcely rivalled.

113. It is a tree of most rapid growth, the

large-leaved being more so than the small-
leaved. There are several varieties, and
which, from its being a handsome leafy de-
scription of tree, are grown chiefly for orna-
ment, being well adapted for avenues and
situations where their grateful shade is desir-

able
;

also for the adornment of squares and
public walks in large towns, to which they
form a graceful, and, coming as they do early
into leaf, a very advantageous appendage

;
in-

timating to the inhabitants the advent of the
much-longed-for spring. The intersection of
the contiguous branches of the lime over an
avenue has, in the pleasant task of fixing the
origin of Pointed Architecture (but which
seems as elusive as the discovery of the
longitude or the squaring of the circle),
been construed into the veritable lancet arch

;

certainly no elaboration of fan-tracery could
form a more delightful canopy than is afforded
by its green boughs and broad beautiful leaves;
nothing in sculpture can equal its beautiful
branches in luxuriant blossom.* It is, for
a reason already referred to, not often raised
from seeds

;
but when it is so, they should be

sown in autumn, in a shady border of earth of
a moist and light description

;
the seeds ripen

about the end of October. It is most generally,
and most advantageously, propagated by layers,
which may be obtained from stoles or mother
plants cut close to the ground, and laid in
autumn, in almost any soil if not of a nature
too arid. It possesses the singular advantage,
that it may be transplanted at a considerable
size with as much safety as a seedling.

114. The varieties of limes we can name,

* [By-and-by will be seen if this notion be cor-
rect or not : whether Gothic cathedrals were or
were not so invented. The greater part of their
science maybe referred, and that corrrectly, to a
grove of trees. We believe that the progression of
substance matter and strength which are contained
in a tree from its summit downwards, agree with
the philosophical solid figure of pressure equal
throughout, modified to suit the differing vicissi-
tudes of winter, leafage, fruitage, and storm.
This is to some extent shewn in the very toys of
children, where trees are represented by small
conoidal bits of wood, w'hich are branched
OUT, NOT BY ADDITIONS TO THE MATERIAL, BUT
MERELY BY STRIPPING AWAY THE SUBSTANCE OF
THE WOOD FROM AND OUT OF THE GENERAL
tapering mass. A correct model of a vaulted
cathedral may be made, with its ramified roof-
tracery, out of a grove of such toys.—

E

d.]

are the common linden
,
the small-leaved, the

broad-leaved, the coral, the red-twigged, the
American, the white, and the doivny lime.
The small-leaved is the one believed to be our
own native species, and is commonly met with
in Essex, Sussex, and Lincolnshire, flourishing
in the greatest perfection, and attaining a dia-

meter of 4 feet, and in soils of a loose, deep,
and fertile description, a height of 8 feet; its

leaves are dark-green and smooth above,
glaucous underneath, with brown hairy tufts

at the springings of the leading veins, and
about two inches wide

;
it is about a month

later in flowering than the succeeding descrip-
tion. Our broad-leaved variety is said to be the
wild lime of Switzerland and Southern Europe;
it attains a size equal to that of the common
linden, and is met with in the woods and hedges
of Whitstable, in Surrey, and in various other
places : its leaves are, on their underside,
clothed with a white down, the ribs and veins
covered with fine hairs

;
they have also long

foot-stalks. The coral lime is so nearly allied

to the broad-leaved kind as to be by some con-
sidered as only a variety of it. The American
lime is of recent introduction in this country,
and, judging by a specimen at Whiteknights, in

Berkshire, which has attained the height of 60
feet, we may anticipate its proving one of great
growth : its leaves are dark-green above,
paler beneath, obliquely heart-shaped, and
very large, the blossom odoriferous, large,

pendulous and elegant, and having, like our
more naturalized varieties, a long, narrow
floral leaf attached to each bunch ; in its native
country it flowers in the middle of summer.
The white variety is mostly to be found in

America, on the banks of the Ohio
;
the downy

sort, also, on the Susquehanna; this is a
native of the Floridas and the southern parts
of the United States; its leaves are very
downy underneath, and its flowers more plenti-

ful, and produced in larger bunches, than in

other species.

115. Respecting the purposes to which the

Linden-tree is applied, it may be mentioned
that the light, delicately-white, tender, and
uniform texture of its wood, together with its

injuring 90 very slightly the tools with which
it is worked, has so suited it for the carver’s
art, as to obtain for it the designation of “ the
carver’s tree.” The celebrated Grinling Gib-
bons employed it in his exquisite representations
of flowers, dead game, &c.

;
it is used in the

manufacture of moulds, small toys, pill-boxes,

and other light wooden wares, also sometimes
in forming carriage-panels and the seats of
Windsor chairs

;
a good board of it is capital

for the leather-seller and the shoemaker to cut
out upon

;
it is likewise used by the turner, and,

having an excellent spring, is made into fish-

ing-rods, although, from its weight and brittle-

ness, and liability to snap through without
giving the least warning, these should only be
used by experienced anglers, and must for

real utility give place to the hickory; when
spoken of with reference to its application to

this and similar purposes, it is commonly
termed “ Lancewood.” Abroad, its bark being
prepared in a particular manner, and manufac-
tured into matting, called bast, is used for

packing up hemp, flax, and other commodities
;

here it is used in like manner by the cabinet-
maker, for packing furniture, also by the

gardener, for fruit trees. Its flowers, from
their fragrance, generally form one of the in-

gredients in making pot-pourri

;

and a decoc-
tion of them is said to be a good anti-

spasmodic.

{To be continued.)

Dundee Triumphal Arch.— Lord Pan-
mure, father of the Right Hon. Fox
Maule, M. P., ha9 subscribed the muni-
ficent sum of 5001. towards the triumphal arch,
proposed to be erected at Dundee, to com-
memorate the visit of her Majesty and her
illustrious consort. The loyal inhabitants of
that prosperous town have agreed upon an
arch, as was the case with the Perth people,
when the queen visited that ancient citv in

1842.

Northampton Architectural Society.
—A general meeting of the friends of this

institution will be held at the George Hotel,
Nothampton, on Wednesday the 16th instant.

The Marquis of Northampton, one of the

presidents of the Society, has consented to take

the chair.
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CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Re- Consecration of Saint Mary's Church,

Dover.— On Tuesday, Oct. ], this church was
re-consecrated by his Grace the Archbishop of

Canterbury—the restoration (or rebuilding) and

extension of the sacred edifice having rendered

the ceremony necessary. The Rev. B. Harrison,

the chaplain of the archbishop, preached the

sermon, and took occasion to observe that the

venerable fabric, the oldest portion of which
still remained, had been restored—he might
say rebuilt. It was originally erected about
the time of the Norman Conquest, with that

solidity which characterizes edifices of that

period, and about 150 years subsequent had
been enlarged, and broader and larger arches
of a later period erected, which in like manner
had been restored. The work now effected

had been executed with much elegance, while
the space had been made more available, and
would admit of the accommodation of a larger

number of worshippers. By the pulling down
of the necessary portions, the whole edifice had
been endangered, which rendered the re-

building of the external wall necessary. The
increasing population of the parish, and the

augmented numbers of visiters, called for the

enlargement of church accommodation; and
these objects had been accomplished at a cost

which would full little short of 6,000/. The
original estimate did not exceed 4,650/., which
is more than covered by the amount already
received, that being 4,850/.—of which 1,600/.

was raised by a parochial loan, 500/. received

from the Incorporated Church-Building So-

ciety, and the remainder by individual sub-

scription. An additional expenditure of 1,000/.

had been necessary to gain a secure founda-
tion.

St. Clement's Church .—A short time since,

says the Cornwall Gazette
,
as Mr. W

.

Pearce,
statuary of Truro, was removing a portion of

the plaster on the north side of this church,

for the erection of a tablet, he came upon a

curious old fresco painting, rudely executed,

about 12 feet by 10 feet, inclosed in a quatre-

foil border. The colours were well preserved.

The principal figure is recumbent, and he
holds in his right hand a palm branch. By
his side stands a female figure, in royal

ermined robe, and holding a globe and cross.

Beneath is an antique ship, with quaint high

forcastle and poop, and around it are sporting

a number of mermaids and dolphins. In the

upper part of the painting are some rude re-

presentations of churches, and at the open en-

trance of one of them is shewn a man pulling

a bell in the steeple, by means of a leverage

somewhat similar to that by which we see our
smiths’ bellows now worked. The whole
painting exhibits a thorough disregard of pro-

portion, grouping, and perspective. It is con-

jectured that the design of the painting was to

commemorate the return of Admiral Hawkins,
of Trewithan, in the adjoining parish of

Probus, one of the commanders of the English

fleet which conquered the “ Invincible ” Ar-
mada; with Queen Elizabeth welcoming him
home, and his countrymen also testifying their

i joy at his return. A portion of the painting

is still open to inspection
;
and a coloured

sketch of part of it has been made by an artist,

Mr. Philip Mitchell.

Bristol Cathedral.—The alterations so fre-

i quently made in parish churches by church-
i wardens have often been subjects of severe

and just complaint. In cathedrals, which are

i presided over by an enlightened corporate body,

we do not expect to find alterations made of a

mean and shabby character. In our cathedral,

!
however, we have just seen a re-modelling of
some of the seats near the pulpit, which has

i
surprised and grieved us

;
by whom ordered it

is not for us to inquire. Several pews have
been removed, and open seats substituted; but

instead of being constructed of oak, like the

handsome carved specimens around them, they

are made of common deal ;
they are, too, literally

sittings, no kneeling-places being attached to

them. The pulpit-stairs, also, hitherto in the

north aisle— a locality most convenient to the

officiating clergymen, have been very injudi-

ciously removed into the choir, greatly abridg-

ing the seat-room, and presenting an unsightly

|

appearance. The recumbent stone figure of

Bishop Paul Bushe, which has survived the

violence of the Cromwellian troops, has been

if inclosed in a glass case, and is now visible

from the choir.—Bristol Journal.

New Church at Wood Green, Tottenham .

—

On Thursday, October 3, the new church at

Wood-green, in the parish of Tottenham, was
consecrated by the Lord Bishop of London.
This interesting ceremony was witnessed by
about 30 of the neighbouring clergy, and a

very full attendance of the founders of the

church. The hamlet of Wood-green contains

a population of about 400, and the church
affords accommodation for about half that

number. It is of the Early English style, and
has been constructed from a design and under
the superintendence of Messrs. Scott and
Moffatt. It is entirely of stone, Kentish rag,

dressed with Bromhill stone. The pulpit and
font have been elegantly carved in Painswick
stone by Mr. Cox, of Oxford. The roof is

open. The history of the building of this

little church may afford an useful lesson

to building committees engaged in any similar

undertaking. For some time it had been

contemplated to make some provision for

the spiritual good of Wood-green
;
but the

resources of the hamlet were clearly not equal

to the expense of building a church. An
appeal, however, was made to the parish gene-

rally. The intention set forth was building a
church, not on a niggardly and sparing prin-

ciple, but of stone and in the best possible

manner, and the result has been that assistance

has been rendered, and that contributions,

many of them anonymous, have come in from
quarters whence they were least expected.

—

[The above particulars, though exagerated,

may not be altogether without interest.]

The chapel at Burton Constable, Yorkshire,
is being splendidly decorated in lively colours

and gold, from designs and under the direction

of Taylor Buhner, Esq. The ceiling is divided

into compartments of ultra-marine, and pow-
dered with stars, surrounded by a bordure of

pure scarlet and gold. The pillars and rood
are also richly gilt and coloured. The several

niches are of a deep azure, powdered with

fleur-de-lis, having also a scarlet and gold
band, with scriptures, &c. A very fine window
of stained glass, originally from the Continent,

and lately in the church at Tixal, has been
placed at the end opposite the altar. The
mullions are to be richly painted and gilt.

—

Hull Backet.

A subscription is set on foot for beautifying

the Abbey Church at Rotnsey. The sum
of 2,U0U/. is still wanted, and about 400/.

are already collected. A new organ is much
desired by many.

New Church, Swadlimole .—Earl Howe,
Lord Teignmouth, Sir Oswald Mosley, and
Mr. Colvile, M.P., have jiven liberal dona-

tions towards the erection of a new church at

Swadlincote, Derbyshire.

Southend New Pieb.—The progress of

this construction will be completed in the

course of the ensuing spring or early in

the summer. Its extraordiiary length, stretch-

ing out as it does over the shallow bay a dis-

tance of a mile and a quirter, renders it an

undertaking of much intirest. The pier is

chiefly supported on cast-inn piles, which are

so placed as to lean considerably towards each

other, so that when united jy the cross-beams

and planking they have some of the properties

of an arch, and present thereby a strong

resistance to the pressure cf the sea, which in

stormy weather runs very high there. At
first an attempt was made to drive these iron

piles in the usual manner by the machine
commonly called a “ montey.” This pro-

cess was abandoned in cmsequence of the

metal splitting by the conctssion. The piles

are now fixed by “ wrigglhg,” their weight

under an oscillatory moti*n serving to in-

sinuate them into the soil so effectually, that

it is found impossible to mrve them when fixed,

and some difficulty has arsen in consequence

of one or two not having aeen sloped inwards

as originally intended. The necessity lor the

erection of this pier muit be apparent to all

who have landed at this little watering-place

at any other time than the period ot high

water, for an awkward 1 ansit in clumsy flat-

bottomed boats does not ilways serve to secure

a landing, passengers beng sometimes coolly

requested to step out, anl wade through the

mud and water at a doth of lour or five

inches. But cast-iron files have hitherto

decomposed in salt water.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Egyptian Railway.—The project of still

further facilitating the intercourse between
Europe and India, by means of a railway
across the Isthmus of Suez has been resumed,
with the prospect of an early accomplishment.
The consent of the Pacha of Egypt for the
formation of this line was some time ago ob-
tained by Mr. Galloway; but the premature
death of that gentleman, after thirty miles of
rails had been transmitted to the spot, put a
stop to the undertaking. If it should now be
completed, the saving of time in the overland
journey will be twenty-four hours, and there
is no doubt that it would be a source of in-

creased wealth to the Pacha. The fact that
from the commencement of the new year the
mail to and from India will be fortnightly, in-

stead of monthly, makes the project of greater
value and importance .—Railway Record.

The direct Northern Railwayfrom London
to York, vid Lincoln .—We have this week
seen a plan of the above proposed line, for

which Parliamentary plans, &c., are in the
course of preparation, and will be brought for-

ward early in the next session. The line, we
believe, will commence near King’s-cross, in

the New-road, proceeding thence by Chipping
Barnet, Biggleswade, St. Neot’s, Huntingdon,
near Peterborough and Market Deeping, by
Stamford, to the west of Bourn, east of Gran-
tham, west of Sleaford, and east of Newark,
to Lincoln, and thence by Gainsborough,
Thorne, Snaith and Selby, to York; thus

passing through a most densely populated dis-

trict, connecting the north of England and
Scotland with the metropolis, completing the

whole distance in 180 miles.

Atmospheric Railway.—It has been propa-
gated by the organs of this scheme, in oppo-
si tion to what we stated, that the Great Western

directors, who have been over to inspect the

working of the Dalkey line, have returned
highly satisfied with it. We can, on the best

authority, give this a flat contradiction. They
are not only not pleased with it, but displeased,

we believe we can say to a man, as being all

that we had described it.

—

Herapalh's Journal.

Her Majesty's State Carriage on the South-
ampton Railway .— This splendid carriage is

nearly completed, under the direction of Mr.
Beattie; and it is confidently expected that the
application of the patent Kamptulicon (or com-
position of cork and India rubber), under the

carpet and between the framework and body of
the carriage, will entirely prevent the unplea-
sant vibration inseparable in all railway tra-

velling.

The Railway Act .—The new Act came into

operation last Tuesday week; it compels all

companies to provide third-class carriages with
awnings, to protect passengers from the effects

of bad weather.

Westminster Improvements.—Some of
the inhabitants of Westminster having seen

the plan for the proposed improvements, invited

their neighbours to meet them last Tuesday
week, to take them into consideration. Tney
had been unable to obtain a copy of the plan,

but, from what they had seen of it, reported

that it was very nearly the same as that

formerly projected and known as “ Rigby
Wason’s line.” The following are some of

the principal defective points which it was
agreed to lay before the Commissioners of

Woods and Forests and the public:—By the

proposed line Westminster Abbey, which
ought to be thrown open to public view, is left

as obscure as ever; instead of a direct line

from Westminster Abbey to Pimlico, it is a

curved street from Westminster Abbey to

Yauxhall-bridge-road ;
it does not improve

the approaches to the Palace, but diverges

further from it every yard it proceeds; it leaves

the sewerage of Westminster unimproved, and

does not touch the bad lanes, courts, and alleys

branching out of York-street in the neighbour-

hood of the Palace, which are a continual

source of malaria and consequent fever. There

were other strong points ot objection to the

proposed plan, but the foregoing were con-

sidered such radical defects, that it was thought

it would only be necessary to call the attention

of all parties concerned to them to insure its

rejection
;
and a subscription was entered into

and a committee formed to take the necessary

steps to effect this.— Times.
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METROPOLITAN NEW BUILDING-ACT.
“ALREADY built” BUILDINGS BEGUN BE-

FORE 1ST OF JANUARY, 1845— LIMITATION

1ST JANUARY, 1846.

To the Editor of “ The Builder.”

Sir,— I think the reply you have given to

your correspondent “ Felix ” in reference to

the time and manner in which the New Build-

ing-Act will come into operation is not quite

correct, and therefore trouble you with this

note, that you may take an opportunity of cor-

recting the matter if my view of the case be the

right one, as I feel assured that you would
regret that the influence of your valuable

journal, which is growing to be an authority

in matters connected with building, should,

however unintentionally, tend to mislead any
one.

If you refer to the 9th clause, you will find

that whatever state a building may be in at the

time the operation of the Act begins, it be-

comes at once subject to the provisions of the

Act. “ So far as any part thereof may remain
to be executed after this Act comes into opera-

tion;” and consequently that the Act will not
be avoided, unless any such building is so far

advanced as to have all those matters com-
pleted (the walls and roofs) to which the Act
is intended to apply.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

Thomas Piper, Jun.

173, Bishopsgate-street, Oct. 2, 1844.

[By the 2nd section of the Act, “The
term ‘already built ’ used in reference to

buildings,” is “to apply to buildings built
before the 1st day of January, 1845, or com-
menced before that day, and covered in and
rendered fit for use within twelve” (calendar)
“months thereafter; and, used in reference to

streets and alleys, to apply to all streets or
alleys made or laid out before that day, and
which shall be formed and rendered fit for use
within twelve” (calendar) “months thereafter.”

“ The term ‘ hereafter to be built,’ used
in reference to buildings, to apply to all build-

ings to be built or commenced after the 1st

day of January, 1845, or which, being com-
menced, shall not be covered in within twelve”
(calendar) “months thereafter; and used in re-

ference to streets and alleys, to apply to all

streets or alleys not laid out before the said

1st day of January, or which, being laid out,

shall not be rendered fit for use within twelve”
(calendar) “ months thereafter.”

We consider the provisions of the 9th
section of the Act relative to contracts

,
whereby

“ It shall not be lawful to execute such con-
tract otherwise than in conformity with the
provisions of this Act,” would be strictly ful-
filled by the completion before the 1st January,
1846, of any building begun before 1st of next
January, according to previous statute, and that
all streets and alleys completed for use before
the 1st January, 1846, Avill be legal, whatever
may be their widths, though in the latter case
the term use may admit of dispute

;
we

ourselves think it ‘cannot be intended
’

that
streets partly built shall be required to be
suddenly widened throughout the remainder of
their extent; the term use, we imagine, being
applied to the purposes of passage, and not to
habitation.

We consider that the words in the 9th
section, “ It shall be lawful for either party,
and he is hereby entitled to deviate from
such contract so far as any part thereof may
remain to be executed after this Act shall have
come into operation; and the alterations
rendered necessary by this Act shall be per-
formed as if this Act had been in force when
such contract was entered into,” are not in-
tended to compel any party to forfeit the direct
allowance granted by the 2nd section

;
but to

entitle either party voluntarily so to deviate as
to comply prematurely with the new statute,
with the understanding that he abide the award
of the district surveyor, or by appeal that of
the official referees, as to all attendant ex-
penses and costs of appeal.

Perhaps the “Rules concerning chimneys
HEREAFTER BUILT OR REBUILT”' (Schedule
F.), may be construed to apply to all chimneys
not commenced on the 1st’ January, 1845
although the buildings to which they are
attached may be previously begun. There
may be some other exceptions, which will be
better seen from the alphabetical digest which
we intend to publish.—Ed.]

THE BUILDER.
EXTERNAL WALLS, FOURTH-RATE, DWELLING-

HOUSE CLASS.

Sin,—In conning over the various clauses

of the New Building Act, contained in your
valuable publication of August 31st, my atten-

tion was particularly directed to those parts

which refer to fourth-rate houses
;

there

appears a little discrepancy in the reading with
regard to thickness of external walls (Schedule
C. part 2nd, page 445), and the section shewn
page 446.

Queslioti. — Suppose 1 build a fourth-rate

house of two stories, that i3 to say, a ground
and one-pair floor, is it compulsory on me to

have brick-and-half walls up to the underside
of the one-pair floors, or only, as at present,

the brick-and-balf to the underside of the
ground-floor? Thos. Smith.
Dock Head, Bermondsey.

[We do not perceive the supposed discre-

pancy. The wording of the schedule runs
“ at least 8£ inches thick, from the under side

of THE FLOOR NEXT BELOW THE TOPMOST
floor, up to the top of the wall.” The section

given with the Act agrees with this. There-
fore, in the two stories mentioned, the ex-
ternal Avails may be only one brick thick.

—

Ed.]

TUBULAR AND OTHER FLUES.
Sir,—

W

ill you confer upon me an addi-
tional obligation, by publishing the following
extract from a list of mine, circulated nearly
twenty years ago. It might be of use to some
who erect cottages and other buildings Avithout

brick or stone jambs, or thick Avails; and
Avould also tend to corroborate the purport of
my former letter, Avhieh appears to have freed
the “ Ebury Wharf” advertisement of what
may turn out to be both libellous and untrue.

“ Chimnea's.—

I

nstead of projecting brick-
Avork occupying so much space in rooms,
Thomas Peake thinks, from experiments he
has made, that 10 inch socket pipes Avould be
found an almost inA'aluable substitute. In
appearance, when painted, they form a neat
cylinder, commencing at the top of the fire-

place and finishing in the ceiling. The cap
of each pipe shews a projecting ring, Avhieh is

rather ornamental than otherwise. As brackets
Avould support these flues, there Avould be no
necessity to carry jambs from the ground-
floors for that purpose. The heat emitted by
such funnels into every room through Avhieh
they pass is so great as, in the opinion of the
AA'riter, to exceed what is produced by moderate
sized grates, and consequently to supersede the
necessity of fire-places in upper rooms.
Perhaps outer-cas ngs, that is, larger pipes
with regulators, night be required in all

lodging rooms, and might be so contrived, as
either to admit tie warm air or alloAv it to

escape through th« roof. T.P. belioA-es that
soot Avould not aihere to them

;
that they

could not smoke
;
that they are of universal

application, if madeof suitable materials Avhere
the heat Avould be great

;
and that their cheap-

ness or durability will not be questioned.
Architects, builders, and others, are invited to
try the above plai, in any small shop or
out-house, Avith sirh pipes as their respective
localities afford; mnvinced that, if the joints
be made air-tight, the result will be preferable to
anything Avhieh might be said here.”
The extract miy be of use to those Avho

build cottages, &c, in places Avhere fuel is dear.
In closing this mrrespondence, Sir, permit

me to remark that I am prepared to prove the
truth of Avhat I haie stated

;
and submit, there-

fore, that any min Avho has the means is at
liberty to manufmture, vend, or construct the
“tubular and otherflues,” they havingbeen long
public property, aid being very likely to con-
tinue so.— I am, Sr, your obedient servant,

| Thomas Peake.
22, Water-lane, Fleet-street, London, from

“ The Tileries,’ Tunstall, Staffordshire.

BROCKHAil NEAV CHURCH.
Sir,—In your la4 number you have a state-

ment by “ A Mason” “ that the inhabitants of
Brockham, in the camty of Surrey, are erect-
ing a neAv church, atcording to plans designed
by Messrs. Smith tnd Armstrong.” There
being some inaccuraiy in this statement, and
Avishing to correct it I beg to inform you, B.
Ferrey, Esq., of LorJon, Avas the architect em-
ployed to make thf designs. Messrs. Smith
and Armstrong are one of a party of four re-
spectable builders aaIio Avere selected to tender
for the erection of iie building, and although

their tender Avas not the lowest, they Avere se-

lected by the committee to carry it into execu-
tion. It Avould be difficult to assign a reason
for the committee having come to this conclu-
sion, particularly as the builder Avhose tender
Avas the loivest Avas prepared Avith sufficient

security for the due performance of the Avork.

Report says that it Avas oiving to a family con-
nection Avith an influential member of the com-
mittee that the parties selected Avere faA’oured

in this instance
;
be this as it may, it has a

tendency to prevent respectable builders from
giving their time and incurring expense, Avhen
the result may be that, after having done so,

some favoured individual, through interest, is

selected. I equally regret Avith “A Mason,”
the committee should have selected doubtful
materials for such a structure, it having failed ;

Avhere used in most instances
;

at the same
time I do not agree Avith him that red brick

j

Avould have been most proper; there is plenty
of flint close by Avhioh could be had for such a
purpose free of expense; and this, Avith the
Bath or other stone dressings, Avhieh it is noiv
proposed to use, Avould have made a more
durable, picturesque, and church-like building 1

than can be made either of chalk or bricks

;

/

instance St. Saviour’s Church, in the Borough,
the flints of Avhieh Avere taken from the imme- 1

diate neighbourhood.
Having seen the design, I think the building

j

will be an ornament to this beautiful neigh-
j

bourhood,|and it Avould be serviceable if a draw-
ing of it Avere given in The Builder.

I am, your obedient servant,

A Subscriber.
Dorking, October 8, 1844.

IIARDY TESTIMONIAL.
Sir,

—

I beg leave to fonvard you a feiv par-
j

ticulars relative to the “ Hardy’Testimonial,”
j

and Lope you will insert the same in your next
number for the information of your readers;—
facts are stubborn things, and will speak for
themselves.

There Avere about ninety-four designs sent in I

for the “ Hardy Testimonial ;” these Avere
j

prwately exhibited for about a fortnight to the
committee (previous to a public exhibition)

;

in the interim a design Avas concocted by one
of the committee, Avhieh Avas adopted

;
the

premium offered Avas then divided and pre- I

sented to the authors of the best tAvo designs
J

out of the ninety-four.

I have not seen the design made by the I

amateur committee-man, Avhieh, hoAvever, pos- I
sibly may be very beautiful

;
at all events, it

ought to Avarrant the adoption of such a pro- I
ceeding, which is at once au insult to the pro- I
fession, and an outrage on common decency.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Memorabilia.
London, October 5, 1844.

St. Rollox’s Chimney.—

T

his giant stalk—partly perhaps on account of its vast height,
but chiefly, Ave presume, in consequence of the
constant internal heat to Avhieh it is subjected—is exhibiting considerable rents or fissures in
an upAvard direction. The tAvo principal seams
are about half-Avay up; one on the east side,
and one on the Avest. Although the stability
of the structure is by no means endangered as
yet, the enterprising proprietors have deter-
mined, as a measure of precaution, to clasp it

Avith iron for a considerable Avay up. This ap-
pears a serious operation, Avhen AA'e consider
the huge dimensions of the chimney (40 feet
diameter at base, and 14 at summit); and to
reach the height at Avhieh the rimming is

necessary Avill bean undertaking of some diffi-

culty. For this purpose a machine has been
invented, Ave believe by Professor Gordon, of
this university, by which tAvo men are at the
present moment Avorking their Avay up to the
Avest side of the stalk in a manner Avhieh, al-

though it has the appearance of considerable
risk and daring, seems, on examination, to be
perfectly safe. The operation is an interesting
one, and Avill become more so as the Avorkmen
continue to ascend. We may mention, that a
second chimney has just been completed in the
same works, to the Avest of the great one. It
is not, hoAvever, nearly so high, its height being
only 250 feet—a method having been disco-
vered Avhereby the smoke emitted is rendered
much less pernicious to health and vegetation;
thereby obviating the necessity of carrying it

to so great a height above the city.

—

Glasgow
Citizen.
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The Proposed Improvements in West-
minster.—It has been for some time gene-

rally known that considerable improvements

have been under the consideration of Govern-

ment to be effected in the neighbourhood of

Westminster, especially in those parts where

scenes of the grossest description daily and

nightly take place, which, it is reported, are

leased by the Dean and Chapter of Westmin-
ster to other persons, and then sub-let to the

most infamous characters. The district which

this comprises consists of Orchard-street, New
Pye-street, Duck-lane, New Tothill-street, and

the vast number of courts which diverge from

them. The whole of these buildings are to be

taken down, and a most excellent improvement,

not only morally but sanatorily, will be ef-

fected. The courts and alleys and streets are

thickly inhabited by unfortunate creatures, and

even the supply of water is obtained from the

houses of persons living at a distance, who are

generally their landlords, and who permit them
to reside in their miserable tenements on the

payment of a nightly rent. It was in Orchard-
street that Oliver Cromwell had one of his

palaces, but in those days Palmer’s Village

was close beside it, and was the seat of gen-

tlemens’ country-houses. In James-street,

where Lady Daere’s almshouses now stand,

Lady Dacre had her residence, and this by her

will has been devoted to the erection, many
years since, of one of the first institutions ir

England, nearly equal to that of Christ’s Hos-

pital, in the city of London. Peter-street

derives its name from having been built on the

grounds upon which formerly stood a splendid

mansion belonging to an ancestor of the present

Lord Petre. Lady Dacre left to the city an

estate of between two and three acres of ground,

the garden ground, and that called Palmer’s

Village, which has been occupied in small

tenements for a number of years
;
and on the

2nd instant, the occupants, having had previous

notice, were removing their trifling goods.

The whole of this space is to form a part of

the new street from Westminster Abbey to

Buckingham Palace. The gentlemen con-

nected with the woods and forests were on the

same day engaged in valuing the estates be-

longing to the trustees of Lady Dacre and the

city, in order to estimate the proportions due

to them, as well as to the tenants. The work
of improvement, as long desired, will com-
mence immediately.

—

Globe.

Agricultural College. — An agricul-

tural college is about to he established, by
royal charter, in the vicinity of Cirencester, to

be opened for pupils from all parts of the

kingdom. The necessary capital is to be

raised in shares. The affairs of the company
will be managed by a committee chosen by the

shareholders, who will act under the authority

of the charter, by which the liability of the

shareholders will be limited to the amount of

their respective shares. A suitable farm, and

a moiety of the estimated cost of the build-

ings, have been provided by Earl Bathurst;

the college and the other buildings will

be erected on the farm. The whole establish-

ment will be under the direction of a head-

master, a practical farmer, and possessing scien-

tific and general qualifications for so impor-

tant a situation, who will have under him the

requisite tutors, farm bailiffs, &c. The pupils

will be instructed in the science applicable

to agriculture, such as chemistry, geology,

mechanics, botany, &c., and a portion of their

time will be employed on the farm in manual
labour, so as to obtain a complete knowledge

offarm work .—Staffordshire Advertiser.

The Isthmus of Panama.—The follow-

ing appears in the Courrier Frangais :—We
learn from a source upon which we can confi-

dently rely, that the hopes which have been en-

tertained relative to the cutting of the Isthmus

of Panama cannot be realized. M. Garella is

returned from making his survey, and the re-

sult of it is that the Isthmus rises between the

two oceans not merely to the height of ten

yards above the level of the sea, as stated by

the Franco-Grenadine Company, but in reality

to 125 yards
;
so that, instead of a single trench

or canal without any sluice, which would have

been an artificial strait, as we had been given

by the company’s engineers to expect, nothing

can bo thought of less than a canal with sixty

locks.

The London Docks.—The extensive alter-

ations and improvements in progress at this

great commercial establishment are proceeding

very rapidly. The dock establishment was re-

moved some time since from the original super-

intendent’s office, adjoining the west quay, to

the building which formerly stood outside the

dock walls parallel with the Custom-house, in

the occupation of the Excise and Government

Emigration Departments, and which has

been considerably enlarged, and now includes

offices for the whole of the superintendent’s

department in addition to committee and

board-rooms for the directors, &c. The
boundary-wall of the dock has been extended

outside this new dock-house and also in-

cludes the Custom-house within the dock

walls, coming to a point at the corner

of East Smithfield and Nightingale-lane,

which spot a new entrance has

been erected facing the proposed new street

from Shoreditch Church. The entrance

consists of two large gates, one for the

entrance and another for the exit of waggons,

a great though a rare convenience at similar

establishments, and at the top of the pivot

connecting the two gates it is intended to place

a bude light of considerable power. The bag-

gage warehouse, which formerly adjoined the

superintendent’s office at the west quay, has

been removed to a warehouse appropriated to

the purpose, a little further to the right of the

quay, adjoining the Hermitage basin. On the

sites of the old superintendent’s office and

baggage warehouse a very extensive warehouse

has been erected, intended principally for the

housing of tea, and underneath this warehouse

spacious vaults have been made, and in which a

great quantity of wines and spirits have already

been deposited.

Sir Edward Kerrison’s “ Oakley
Homes,” in Suffolk.—There are now being

erected in the pretty village of Hoxne, on a

healthy spot, near the venerable church where

many of the “ forefathers of the hamlet

sleep,” several neat cottages, to he tenanted

by respectable and industrious old people,

who may have lived all their lives in the

parishes on the Oakley estates. They are to

be called “ The Oakley Homes the tenants

to occupy for life, and to be rent free. In ad-

dition, also, to the present well-organized

school, at which nearly 100 boys are every

week receiving a sound education, not only

religious, but moral and industrial—many of

the larger boys having small garden allotments

for cultivation—-there is now in course of erec-

tion a Sunday-school, which is to provide

sufficient accommodation for eighty children.

This work is also to be completed and carried

on at Sir Edward Kerrison’s expense. The
whole of these new buildings are in the Gothic

style, from designs by Smirke, and when com-

pleted will form a great additional ornament

to the village .—Ipswich Journal.

Extraordinary Salks of Shares in

the Thames Tunnel.—One hundred shares

in the Thames Tunnel, upon which 501. each

had been paid up, amounting to 5,000/., were

sold a few days since at the Auction Mart by

Mr. Sbuttleworth, at 6s. per 50/. share, realiz-

ing only 30/., being 4,970/. less than had been

paid for them. The sale was a bond fide one,

the shares having been put up by the executors

of a deceased gentleman.

Birkenhead Docks.—The day for the

laying of the first stone of these important

works is now definitely fixed, we understand,

for Wednesday, the 23rd instant, when Sir

Philip de Malpas Grey Egerton, M.P. for

South Cheshire, will officiate on the occasion.

Preparations for the public proceedings of the

day are under the consideration ot the principal

inhabitants .— Liverpool Albion.

The most remarkable excavator in modern

times, in any part of the world, has been the

Pasha of Egypt. The Mahmoodie canal alone

is twenty-three leagues in length : no fewer

than 313,000 men having been occupied for

the space of ten months in its construction.

For some years past, the number of workmen
employed in hydraulic works in Egypt has

exceeded 350,000.— Bombay rimes.

Public Baths and Washing Houses.

—

A public meeting will be held at the Egyptian

Hall, Mansion House, on Thursday, the 16th

instant, for the purpose of promoting the

establishment of cold and warm baths and

washing houses, for the labouring classes. The
Right Hon. the Lord Mayor will preside.

The Victoria Park.—A communication
is said to have been made from the directors of
the East London Waterworks to her Majesty’s

Commissioners of Woods and Forests, in

which the former very liberally offer to supply
two or three fountains in the Victoria -park

with an abundant quantity of water gra-

tuitously, provided it is subsequently permitted

to flow into public baths to be erected in the

vicinity for the use of the poor. Several bene-

volent gentlemen, at the head of whom is Mr.
William Cotton, Governor of the Bank of

England, are at present projecting a plan for

the erection of baths at the east end of the

metropolis, where the poorer classes of society

may be enabled to obtain luxuries so conducive

to health, and of which they are at present

totally deprived, at a charge commensurate
with their means. The want of public baths,

or indeed any place for bathing, at the east end

of the town has been severely felt.

CraUrrs.

Tenders delivered for repairing, &c., a House
in Bedford-row.—Mr. Charles Broadbridge, 87,

Great Portland-street, Surveyor. October 9, 1844.

Ashby £224
Locke and Nesham 192

Matthews 188

Whitelaw 183

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For such Bricklayers,’ Carpenters,’ Masons,’ and

other Works, in the Cleansing, Building, and Re-

pairing the public Sewers and Drains for the City and

Liberty of Westminster.—Mr. Lewis C. Herslett,

Clerk, 1, Greek-street, Soho, October 15.

For Building a Sewer in Robin Hood-court and

New-street-square, London.—Joseph Daw, Sewers

Office, Guildhall. October 15.

For re-Building of Shotter’s Mill, in the

Parish of Linchmere, Sussex—The Royal Farmers’

and General Fire, Life, and Hail Insurance Office.

October 24.

For Surveying, Levelling, and Mapping of all

lands lying within certain districts in Lincolnshire.

Work to be completed on or before May 1, 1845.

—M. Dudding, Clerk of Sewers, Lincoln. Oc-

tober 16.

For Excavating and Completing of several miles

in length of new Water Courses, and Erecting a

number of Bridges, Culverts, &c., connected there-

with.—Messrs. George Leather and Son, Civil

Engineers, Leeds. October 15.

For 250 Tons of the true Red Roman Pozzo-

lano, from the works of Carlo Nepoti, called the

Cave of St. Paul, near Civiti Vecchia. W. H.

HufFam, Secretary, Dock Office, Hull. October 15.

For Building a Church to contain 1,250 persons

at Woolwich, Kent.—Mr. Francis E. H. Fowler,

Architect, 28, Sackville-street, Piccadilly. Oct. 19.

For Building a French Church and School-House

in Plumtree-street, Bloomsbury.—Mr. Jacob Vin-

cent, 10, South-square, Gray’s-inn. October 18.

COMPETITIONS.

Premium of 25 guineas for the best and another

of 15 guineas for the second best design for laying

out for building purposes a plot of land, containing

about nine acres and a half, situate in the borough

of Reading, having a frontage of upwards of 900

feet, and being of the depth of about 400 feet.

Further particulars of J. J- Blandy, Esq., Solicitor,

Reading; or of Messrs. Gregory, Faulkner, Gre-

gory, and Bourdillon, 1, Bedford-row, London.

November 15. _ .

Premium of 500/., being a legacy bequeathed for

a painting to be placed in the recess over the com-

munion table of St. James’s Church, Bermondsey.

The subject to be the Ascension of our Saviour.

Further particulars of the trustees of that church.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A. Z.

—

A letter of introduction from the cler-

gyman of the parish in which you reside, from

a banker, or from any other known responsible

person, addressed to either of the Librarians, or

to the Secretary of the British Museum, will

qain for you an admission to the Library.

j. get .—We cannot without a view of the

premises at Pentonville, answer the question.

“ A Bath Stone” is referred to the leading article

of last year's last number of“ The guilder, and we

advise him to become an inmate of St. Bartholo-

mew's Hospital, where he will find relatives all

around him, in every state of disease, and of every

aae from 20 to 70 years ; but he must apply soon,

for we lately saw Mr. Mallcolt, the mason, taking

particularsfor an estimate for the renewal of its

masonry with Portland stone.
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£. s. d. £ s. d.

Box, Turkey, per ton .... 2 0 0- 6 0 0

Cedar, Pencil, per foot .. 0 0 3- 0 0 4

Cuba C 0 3- 0 0 4

N. S. Wales 0 0 3- 0 0 44
Green, per ton . . 5 5 0 — 9 0 0

Ebony, Ceylon, large .... 6 0 0- 7 10 0
small .... 4 10 0 - 5 15 0

Madagascar, small 5 0 0- 6 0 0
Lignum Yit.e, Jamaica .. 3 0 0- 0 0

St. Domingo .... 8 0 0 — 12 0 0
Mahogany, Cuba, per foot 0 0 7 — 0 1 4

St. Domingo .... 0 0 7 — 0 1 6
Honduras C 0 4*— 0 0 10

Timber :

—

Teake, African, per load . . 6 10 0 — 10 10 0
Oak, Quebec 3 15 0 — 4 10 0
Fir, Riga 3 17 6 — 4 0 0

Dantzic and Memel . . 3 10 0 — 4 5 0
Swedish 3 12 6 — 0 0 0

Pine, Quebec, red, per load 3 15 0 — 0 0 0
yellow .... 3 0 0 — 0 0 0

Miramichi & St. Johns 2 15 0 — 4 10 0
Wainscot Logs, 18 ft. each 4 10 0 — 5 5 0
Lathwood, Memel, &c. fm. 12 0 0 — 0 0 0
Deals, Gefle, 1-lft. 3in. by 9 29 0 0 — 31 0 0

Stockholm 25 10 0 — 26 0 0
Christiana, 1st & 2nd 2/ 0 0 — 29 0 0
St. Petersb’g, Memel,
Dantzic, 12f.l£ 11 in. 1G 0 0 — 18 0 0
Quebec yellow Pine,

first quality 17 0 0 — 18 0 0
second ditto 10 0 0 — 11 0 0

White Spruce, 120.. 16 0 0 — 17 10 0
Dantzic Deck, each.. 0 18 0 — 1 6 0

Plank, Dantzic Oak, load.. 9 0 0 — 10 0 0
Staves, Baltic, per 1200.. 160 0 0 — 0 0 0

Quebec Pipe, 1200 50 0 0 — 52 10 0
Puncheon 13 0 0 — 0 0 0

Copper—

B

rit. Cake, p. ton 84 0 0— 0 0 0
Tile 83 0 0— 0 0 0
Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 9§

—

0 0 94
Old 0 0 8£— 0 0 0

South Amer., ton 73 0 0— 74 0 0
Iron, British Bars 5 15 0— 6 0 0

Rods 6 10 0— 0 0 0
Hoops 8 0 0— 0 0 0
Sheets 8 15 0— 9 0 0

Cargo in Wales, Bars 5 0 0— 0 0 0
Pigs No. 1, Wales .. 3 10 0— 4 0 0

No. 1, Clyde . . 2 15 0— 0 0 0
Russian, ccnd .... 16 10 0 — 0 0 0
Swedish 10 0 0— 0 0 0

Lead—

B

ritish, Pig, p.ton 16 10 0— 0 0 0
Sheet, milled .... 17 10 0 — 0 0 0
Shot, patent .... 19 10 0— 0 0 0
Red or Minium .. 21 10 0— 0 0 0
White 23 10 0— 0 0 0
Litharge 20 0 0— 0 0 0
Pig, Spanish .... 16 0 0 — 16 0 0
American 15 10 0 —

Steel—

S

wedish Keg .... 15 15 0— 16 0 0
Faggot 16 0 9 — 0 0 0

Tin

—

In blocks, p. cwt. . . 3 12 0— 0 0 0
Ingots 3 12 0— 0 0 0
In Bars 3 13 0— 0 0 0
Banca 3 5 11 — 3
Straits 3 4 0 — 3
Peruvian 2 17 0 — 0

Plates,p.box, 225 shts.

—

No. I. C. 13J by 10 in. 1 4 6— 1 10 0
I- X 1 10 6— 1 16 0

Spelter—

O

n the spot, ton 22 5 0— 22 10 0
Delivery 21 .7 6— 22 0 0

Zinc, English Sheet 30 0 0 —
Orsidew lb 0 3 0—
Quicksilver lb. 0 4 6— 0 0 0

ADVERTISEMENTS.
TIT BESSEMER'S PATENT GOLD

E ' TILLEY * GAnB0D
'

The above METALLIC PREPARATION 1. intended to
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- R hive, an equal], bean”
tiful effect, is extremely durable; will bear wasting: equallywell with any other description of fine paint

; and in com-
parison, costless requiring only to be applied with an or-
dinary brush. It will be found particularly adapted for the
following purposes
HOUSE-PAINTERS and DECORATORS. For ex-tenor and interior Decorations. Iron Works, Mouldings

Cornices, Centres Brackets, Figures and Casts of every
description, whether in Plaster or Metal, Writing and allornamental work where gold is required to be introduced.SHIP-PAINTERS and DECORATORS. For such Or-
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r within or " i,hout
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as may require

gilding, and from its cheapness, affording an opportunity ofembellishment so desirable, but which is frequently neglectedfrom its great expense.
1 B

«TkASTUR£ FIGURE-MAKERS. For general use uponthe Figures, Casts, and Medallions manufactured for orna-mental purposes.
nd T
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PAINTING BRUSHES. — TO PAINTERS,
BUILDERS, &c.

J J. KENT and CO., 1 1, GREAT MARL-
• BOROUGH-STREET, LONDON, offer to Painters,

Builders, and Dealers in Painting Brushes, goods of a
quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, and to
which they beg to call the attention of those who study
quality and durability to cheapness. Lists and prices for-
warded on application.

TERRO METALLIC DRAIN PIPES,
PAVING AND ROOFING TILES, and numerous

other articles manufactured from the blue Terro Metallic
Clay which are, in point of durability and hardness, nearly
equal to cast-iron

; to be had at reduced prices at WYATT,
PARKER, AND CO., Albion-wharf, Hoflnnd-strcet, Black-

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, See.—
A large assortment of RAIN-WATER PIPES, O.G.

and plain Gutters, Sash Weights, Air Bricks, Sink Traps,
Railing Bars, of which a great variety of patterns and sizes
is kept. Gas and Water Pipes ; Cranes to lift from one to
twenty tons (fitted up if required) ; and castings of every
description made to order on the shortest notice. Apply t

JOHN PILKINGTON, Agent, Hyde Park Foundry, l£
Wharf-road, City-road.

PEAKE’S TERRO METALLIC TILE
DEPOT, WHITEFRIARS, and 22, WATER-LANE,

FLEET-STREET, LONDON; from the Tileries, Tunstall,
Newcastle, Staffordshire, THOMAS PEAKE, Manufac-
turer, having by various means, and during a considerable
time, published the names of Agents in London, deems it

his duty to announce that he has no longer any Agent there

;

that, consequently, he has opened a Metropolitan Depot, si-

tuated three minutes’ walk from the Temple, to supply gen-
uine articles and at just prices as per quality. The Tileries
are central, and goods are sent thence direct to any Place
inland, or to the Mersey, to be there transhipped for the
British and Irish coasts, the Colonics, See. The Proprietor
feels most grateful to his numerous friends

;
he assures them,

and the public also, that as probity and fair dealing have
been his aim for thirty years past (although no one can con-
trol the circumstances which too often arise, affecting alike
the quality of manufactures and the time when they ought
to be at their destination), so he trusts to his conduct in fu-
ture to retain and increase his estimable connection. BLL'E
TILES for various purposes, namely, to cover roofs, both
plain and of devices to suit the styles of buildings

; they are
easily laid on, as they do not require dressing, fitting, pegs,
or nails

; for ridges and hips of any angle, plain, capped,
rolled, or with a variety of upright ornaments

;
for vallies

; for
lining chimnies and other flues

;
for paving—blue, red, and

drab squares, hexagons and octagons for ornamental floors
;

for drying kilns
;
for skirting

;
for coping walls; for chimney

tops; for sewers, barrel drains, soughs, surface drains, anil
conveying spring water without injuring it. BLUE BRICKS
for paving stables, areas, foot-paths, barns, and warehouses

;

also for building docks, piers, wears, tunnel and other arches,
culverts, and bridges. FIRE BRICKS for furnaces, lime
kilns, steam boilers, ovens, grates, &c. ; also squares to pave
bread ovens. Depot at the corner of Temple-street, and
Water-lane, City. Lists, in preparation, describing the ar-
ticles and their use; containing also remarks, testimonials
extracted from standard works, &c. “ The bricks being
made of clay peculiarly good in quality, and triturated by
machinery, and being carefully moulded and burnt, are, in
fact, the best Newcastle blue bricks, the hardest and most
durable of any made in England.”—Life of Telford, p. 7 7.
“ The tiles being formed of terro-metallic earth, have some-
what of the colour of cast-iron

;
they are almost equally

hard
;
and must, from their nature, be incomparably more

durable. In short, we consider them as the best of all co-
verings for roofs, whether of small or large buildings * *
* * there are suitable ridge tiles and valley tiles, all manu-
factured by Mr. Peake in the same superior style.”

—

Lou-
don’s Ency. of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture,
p. 6-18, sect. 136s ; Longman and Co. 1833.

TO LANDOWNERS, AGRICULTURISTS,
BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS, &c.

MCKIBBIN’S improved ROOFING
FELT is peculiarly applicable as a substitute for

Slate, Zinc, Tiles, and other articles used for Roofin'*, from
its ECONOMY, LIGHTNESS, and DURABILITY.
The disadvantages attending other materials used in

roofing, preventing, in agricultural districts, many useful
houses and sheds being erected or rendered waterproof, it is
submitted that the improved Roofing Felt will in a great
measure—and in some instances altogether— obviate them,
and prove most serviceable from its lightness, durability, and
impermeability to water and damp, in covering Houses,
Cattle-sheds, Workshops, Rope-walks, &c. and for the sides,

as roofs, of light structures for plants, being like-
a non-conductor of heat; besides its economy in re-

pairs, the timber where it is used may be so light as to save
its whole expense

; it requires no other coping, and may be
applied by any person of common ingenuity

;
being flexible

and portable also, it is free from breakage, the expense of
carriage is inconsiderable in comparison with slates, tiles,
&c. and it is not liable to contraction like zinc.

Sold in sheets 32 inches by 20, at 5d. each (being less than
9s. 6d. per square of 100 feet), with printed directions for
applying them.

Orders will meet with prompt attention, if addressed to
H. C. BOWDEN, 18, East India Chambers,

Leadenhall-street, London
; or to the following agents:—

Liverpool Messrs. Grueber and Co., 11,
Manesty-lane.

Plymouth Thomas Stevens, esq.
Birmingham William R. Lloyd, esq.
Sunderland and Newcastle-
on-Tyne Messrs. John Ritson and Sons.

Hull William Ward, esq.
H r‘ st°l Messrs. Moor and Hewitts.
Ramsgate and Deal Messrs. Edward Hodges & Co.
Whitehaven William Todd, esq.
Glasgow Malcolm Carmichael, esq. St.

Enoch-square.
Messrs. Richard Wallis and Co.

Belfast Messrs. Grueber & Co., Dun-
bar’s Dock.

Who have also on sale McKIBBIN’S improved SHEATH-
ING, Boiler, Railway, and other FELT.
*** Tl>e ‘‘Improved Roofing Felt” will be found much

more durable than the common Felt made in lengths, and
not subject, like it, or continuous sheets of other mate-
rial, to be stripped by storm

; it can also be more easily re-
paired, and from the simple mode of application recom-
mended, the wet cannot percolate through nail-holes, being
only fastened down at the overlaps.

PATENT TESSELLATED, VARIE-
GATED, ORNAMENTED MARBLE AND PLAIN

PAVING TILES, Manufactured by SAMUEL MAYER,
Burslem, Staffordshire. Specimens and prices may be
obtained at Mr. Charles Long’s, No. 1, King-street, Port-
man-square, and also at the Manufactory.

ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS,
2s. per foot super. — CHARLES LONG having

greatly improved his machinery for ornamenting glass, is
enabled to offer handsome patterns at 2s. per foot super,
glass included. 100 feet can be executed and delivered in
two days. Address to Charles Long, House Decorator, &c.,
1, King-street, Portman-square. For Cash only.

BROWN OAK, &c.

—

Builders, Cabinet-
makers, Contractors for Church-fittings, and others,

arc respectfully informed, that a parcel of BROWN, POL-
LARD, and finclv FIGURED OAK, has just been landed
at J. OSBORNE ‘FRANCIS’S BRIDGE WHARF, PIM-
LICO, and can be disposed of at a very moderate rate. A
good assortment of Oak, Elm, Lemi, Pear, Beech, and other
English Woods will be constantly kept on hand.
Timber, Stone, and other Goods, landed by a powerful

Crane at Is. per ton, including all Canal Charges.

GILT MOULDINGS for ROOMS, WIN-
DOW CORNICES, &c.—The cheapest House in

the Kingdom for Room Mouldings, Window Cornices, Gilt,
and Fancy Wood Picture-frames, and every article connected
with Carving and Gilding, is P. GARBAN ATI’S, 130, NEW
BOND-STREET, corner of Grosvenor-street

;
Manufactory,

19. St. Martin’s-court (the broad part), Leicester-square. A
list of the Prices of PLATE-GLASS sent pre-paid. Re-gilding
in all its branches at the lowest possible pnees. Estimates
given free of charge.

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Saif
Warehouse*. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in
Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofiog Dwell-
ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. fid. per square yard.
BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,

Ac. &c. on Railways and other places (with instructions
for laying it down ), may be had at the rate of 45s. per ton,
by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,
City-road.

Bastenne bitumen company,
Offices, 31, Poultry. The Directors of this Company

beg leave to call the attention of ARCHITECTS, BUILD-
ERS, and others, to the very beneficial results attendant on
the use of BITUMEN in the erection of buildings, Ike. Its

application as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful.

It is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-
ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to
the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general
satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square:— 1 inch thick,

8d. : 8 inch thick, 7d. ; 4 inch thick, fid.' Works not mea-
suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at Gd.
and 7d. per foot square. Concrete is charged in addition
according to the thickness when required. Carriage and
men’s time are charged extra when works are executed
beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen
£6 per ton, without grit. Bitumen £h per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONE, Sec.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COMPANY.
“ CLARIDGE’S PATENT,”

ESTABLISHED 1838.

This ASPHALTE is a Bituminous Limestone, obtained
from an inexhaustible Mine at Pyrimont, in the Jura Moun-
tains.

Previously to its introduction into this country, in 1838,
the Material had been used for many years in France, and
from its great utility was extensively patronized by the Go-
vernment of that Country.

Among the various uses to which it can be applied, the
following may be enumerated •— For Foot- Pavements, public
and others; in the Carriage Approach to Mansions, Garden-
walks, and Terraces; the flooring of Kitchens and other
basement offices

;
also of Coach Houses and Stables, Dog

Kennels, Barn Floors, Cow Houses, Piggeries, Poultry
Houses, Tun Rooms, and Mattings. For Roofing, Covering
of Railroad and other Arches, the Lining of underground
Cellars near Rivers to prevent the ingress of the Tides

;
also

in Covering the ground-line of Walls, to prevent damp rising
(this application of the Asphalte of Scyssel is particularly
recommended by the Commissioners on the Fine Arts),
thereby rendering the basement stories in the worst situations
both dry and warm. It is an excellent Cement, as applied
to Docks, Breakwaters, or Walls built for resistance to the
encroachments of the Sea. For lining of Tanks, Fish-Ponds,
and other Hydraulic purposes.

J. FARRELL, Secretary,

Seyssel Asphalte Company’s Works, “ Claridge’s Patent,”
Stangate Depdt, London.

COMMISSIONERS OF FINE ARTS’ REPORT ON THE
MEANS OF PREVENTING DAMP IN WALLS.
THE DIRECTORS of the SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COM-

PANY have much pleasure in recommending to the notice of
Architects, Builders, and others, the application of THE
ASPHALTE OF SEYSSEL as the only effectual means of
preventing DAMP rising in WALLS.
The following account of its application is extracted from

“ The Appendix to the Commissioners of Fine Arts’ Report,”
page 18.

11 In 1839 I superintended the construction of a house of
three stories on the Lac d’Enghien. The foundation of the
building is constantly in water, about 194 inches below the
level of the ground-floor. The entire horizontal surface of
the external and internal walls was covered, at the level of
the internal ground-floor, with a layer of Seyssel Asphalte,
less than half an inch thick, over which coarse sand was
spread.

“ Since the above date no trace of damp has shewn itself

round the walls of the lower story, which are for the most
part painted in oil of a gray stone colour. It is well known
that the least moisture produces round spots, darker or
lighter, on walls so painted. Yet the pavement of the floor,
resting on the soil itself, is only about 24 inches above the
external surface of the soil, and only 194, at the utmost,
above that of the sheet of water.

“ The layer of Asphalte having been broken and removed,
for the purpose of inserting the sills of two doors, spots in-
dicating the presence of damp have been since remarked at
the base of the door-posts.”
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NPOPULAR
as we may

,

be, yet we
trust to

being none

the less

right on

that account

if we lift up our hand

to prevent the destruc-

tion of good and ancient

buildings in the city and

suburbs of London. We
have, indeed, for many

years past thought that

some powerful protecting

society is needed for

the maintenance of the

architectural beauties

which our forefathers

reared at great cost and pains, trusting no un-

grateful descendants would treat them as so

much rubbish, to be removed under the pre-

tence that the wastes which violent action

would leave would be denominated improve-

ments. Such a society we trust would, upon

any threat of the kind, by every lawful means

use every lawful prevention. Some twenty

years ago, Guildhall Chapel, which was an

edifice of much beauty, and which might have

been so restored as to have few rivals, was

violently destroyed to make room for the mean

and miserable courts of justice which now

lie at the east side of the Guildhall-yard. The
Ichurch of St. Cbristopher-le-Stocks had, a

few years before, been swept away to provide

chambers for trafficking in the funds, created

by the all-absorbing national debt. Lately,

ithe church of St. Bartholomew-the-Less was

eaten up, and its site occupied by a fire-in-

iBurance-office. But a short time before, the

ichurch of St. Michael, Crooked-lane, whose

dofty spire graced the city in that direction,

bad trenches cast about it, and was blotted

:almostfrom memory, that the wayfarer crossing

iNew London-bridge might unconsciously pace

ats sacred ground, and trample on the graves

bf its neighbouring dead.* Thus, within a few

years, the city of London has lost from within

la range of half a mile four of its ancient tem-

lloles, and has not received very much in re-

jiturn. But as if this were not a destruction of

uacred architecture sufficiently large—a cast-

i ng out from the religious to the worldly suf-

ficiently extensive—there is now a violent fer-

mentation going forward to destroy totally the

remaining body of the church of St. Benet-

iFinck, Threadneedle-street, as may be seen

py the perusal of the following communica-

cion from the Times :

—

1

Sir, — Notwithstanding your strenuous,

llalmost indignant, remonstrances on the subject,

|nhe corporation of London refused to make the

leiecessary purchases to prevent the east end of
iihe Royal Exchange from being almost bidden
from view

;
the consequence is, that the por-

,oion ofground formerly occupied by Freeman’s-
irourt is now being built on. The inhabitants

f>f the parish of St. Benet-Finck thinking if

t. row of houses is to be erected there, that

liiheir church will cause no greater obstruction

* There are in the Royal Library in the British

Museum some drawings of this church.

to a view of the Exchange, are about memo-
rializing the Bishop ofLondon to withhold his

consent to its demolition. We shall next have

the shopkeepers whose houses it is intended to

pull down in that immediate locality (without

doubt the best in London for retail trade),

petitioning and remonstrating against such a

course, on the somewhat plausible ground,
that if the church is allowed to remain stand-

ing, it cannot be of any service to destroy

their houses.

Now pray, Sir, do give us your assistance

once more. Raise your powerful voice yet

again. If we cannot get a whole loaf, try to

procure us the half of one. If we are not to

see the whole of the Exchange, let us see a

portion of it. No doubt the houses now being
built in Freeraan’s-court will greatly obstruct

a view of that end of the Exchange
;
but the

church of St. Benet-Finck, and the houses at

and near the corner of Threadneedle and
Broad-streets, will completely hide it in that

direction. In fact, a few houses on both sides

of Broad-street, abutting on Threadneedle-
street, ought to be taken down, to make the

approach on that side what it should be; and
such is the eagerness with which houses on
that particular spot are sought for, that the

corporation, instead of suffering a loss, would
realize a handsome profit by the purchase.
Do pray try to shame them into it : such

penny-wise-and-pound-foolish policy as they
have adopted is unworthy the rich corporation

of the first city in the world.

I remain, Sir, yours respectfully,

October 3. Ci vis.

Some portion of the public may be already

aware that some considerable time ago the

tower of this fabric was destroyed under a pre-

tence of its site being necessary, if not for the

Royal Exchange, yet for the obtaining a view

of the eastern part of that edifice; and the

remainder of the church now bears, from the

wrenching away of the masonry, a somewhat

ruinous effect. Yet internally the fabric is

untouched, and loudly demands better treat-

ment.

Now, the Royal Exchange extends over

about twice as much ground as was requisite

for any public purpose. If its outline has

been extended for the purpose of trafficking in

the rental of taverns and merchandize-stalls,

that is but poor reason for swallowing up and

destroying every thing around for its sake
;
and,

after all, its eastern front is precisely such an

one as would lose half its effect by being set in a

wide space. The western front of the Ex-

change lost infinitely when the fronting houses

were removed. Its columns appeared at once

small; the chimneys above them, which are

neither formed as architectural maskings nor

as obvious chimneys, presented themselves in

an obtrusive manner
;
and the eastern turret

grouped ill with the general view. We there-

fore think that, on the score of taste, there is

not a shadow of reason for the destruction of

St. Benet’s Church. But there are other and

higher reasons for its preservation. This

very church was built principally by the most

liberal votive means : one or two, if we re-

member correctly, laid down thousands of

pounds, in times when money was at so dif-

ferent a scale, that the work might be well and

handsomely performed
;
and we think reasons

better than seeing the screen-wall which in-

closes a tavern and a few stalls should be

given before a votive oratory, so generously

created, and by so great a man, be annihilated

under the plea of giving a view of the Ex-

change. The bourse itself lies some hundred

feet or more to the west, and is confined to

very moderate limits. All around it is not

the Exchange, not public, but a bad specula-

tion in paltry odd-cornered shop-scantlings,

and room-sherds, not one of which was strictly

necessary as attached to a bourse
;
the only part

which, out of respect to the founder, should

have been retained—Gresham College—was

turned adrift, and has found refuge in a mere
plastered building at the corner of Basinghall-

street.

But there are higher reasons yet. All the

buildings around the real new bourse are but

shreds and tatters—rooms dismembered, an-
gles out of square, tortuous dog-legged pas-

sages—scarcely is one decent and respectable

apartment to be found amid the whole—
scarcely has one of them the uniformity of

window-light or of entrance which is to be
found in the meanest ordinary apartment.

The whole is a failure as a work of architec-

ture precisely in that part which requires the

architect; the whole is little more than 130,000/.

worth of, or rather expenditure for, screen-

walling. Now, the whole might have been

built, while keeping to the oblique lines of the

surrounding streets, so as to have had the

angles of all the apartments regular, all doors

and windows uniform, all passages straight,

and no dismembered apartments.

And is it for the sake of this mass of new
ruins that the wreckers are to be let loose

upon the precious work of Sir Christopher

Wren ? Mark, now, what its architect did

when he was set to work upon a piece of

ground which seemed to give defiance to all

ordinary capacity. Greatly restricted, and

seated at the obtuse turn of the street, he ne-

vertheless adapted a plan to the occasion,

conforming to the restrictions of the public

way. He threw within it a muration in the

form of an ovate decagon; and within this, he

placed a hexastyle composite colonnade, at

the six angles of a smaller ovate hexagon;

these columns support six semicircular vaults,

which are carried upon architraves and cor-

nices to the external walls, and inwardly are

faced with archivolts, between which rises an
oval pendentive dome, only sufficiently high

to change the plan from an ovate hexagon to

an ellipsis, and to receive a modillion cornice

of an oval plan, from which is sprung a com-
plete semi-ellipsoidal dome; the four sides of

the outer decagon, which exceed the number
of the sides of the internal hexagon, are dis

posed of in a very masterly manner by four

intermediate triangular ceiling-compartments.

Thus, the plan of this church, though not one
of Wren’s best, is one of singular beauty

;
and

there can be no plea for its destruction other

than the fear, if it exist, that its science and

ingenuity would, with all persons who under-

stand the subject, be a living condemnation of

the rudeness and meanness of the apartments

of its more ostentatious neighbour.

When Freemasonry is duly revived, no man
will dare to execute such a wasteful and dis-

honourable plan as that of the Exchange
;
and

still further, no man would dare to destroy a

work of such a plan as the church of St. Benet-

Finck. We should cry our eyes out rather

than perpetrate in brick and stone tbe skew

odments of the former, or destroy the higher

science and beauties of the latter.

We think the city authorities who have des-

troyed the tower of St. Benet’s Church should

be obliged to rebuild it exactly as it was before,

and if not on the same site, that the tower

should be carried beyond the present altar of

the church and be there built, its lower part

being added to the interior of the church as a

chancel, around which could be placed the

present finely-carved wainscot altar-piece : and

we think the outside of the church should be

restored and completed exactly as it was, and

a new receding doorway like the former one

should be made at the west end of the fabric.

We strenuously hope that the Bishop of

London will enjoin these things, and M ill by
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no means listen to the wretched project of

destroying a crumb of what its greatest bene-

factor built for the adornment of the city.

If the steeple be rebuilt, it will shew pleas-

ingly in the general north-west views of the

Exchange
;
and let the citizens, who are proud

of their steeples, remember that already their

city has within a few years lost three of its

church towers within half a mile of each other.

ON PAPER-HANGINGS.
BY MR. COWTAN.

Read before the Decorative Art Society on the

9th Instant.

Among the many articles of British manu-
facture that lay claim to our attention, few are

of more importance than that denominated
“ Paper-hanging,” and few have received

less of the requisite care and study. Not only

is it of importance in a commercial point of

view, but it must be considered in some sort as

a vehicle for the advancement and encourage-
ment of the fine arts of the country.

The art of ornamenting the walls of apart-

ments has been in use from a very distant

period
;
among the ancient Egyptians the pic-

torial representations on the walls of their

tombs may lead us to suppose that their houses
were decorated in a similar manner. Among
the Greek settlers in the south of Italy deco-

rating the interior of their houses was paid
great attention to; and the ruins of Pompeii
and Herculaneum attest that the art was
highly cultivated there : some of these designs,

though wanting in artistic skill, yet possess

remarkable brilliancy of colour. The houses
of the rich patricians of Italy present numerous
specimens of beautiful decorations; and the
arabesques of Raffaello, and the rest of the

Roman school, are perhaps the finest produc-
tions of this kind in the world.

Tapestries, as coverings to walls, were in

great use for many centuries in Europe, and
among the Eastern nations were known at a

very remote period. Most tasteful and beau-
tiful designs were employed in their manufac-
ture

;
and the refined taste of Athens, and the

talents of the first Italian artists, were called

into requisition to furnish models from which
to work these patterns

;
and those invaluable

cartoons of Raffaello at Hampton Court, shew
us how particular they were to procure the
best designs and finest specimens of art to

decorate and ornament their walls, a strong
contrast with the character of taste of the
present day, which is content with the produc-
tions of inferior artists whose taste and judg-
ment have never been properly cultivated, and,
except in some few instances, are totally defi-

cient in those principles of true art which
have been the study and direction of all who
have arrived at excellence

; and without a
knowledge of these principles, no manufacture
in which taste is required will ever reach even
the length of mediocrity.
The capabilities of paper suggested the idea

of applying it to the purposes of hangings for
rooms, and though it has only been in use for
little more than a century, it is nearly two
hundred years since it was first applied to that
purpose

;
and it has been used as a substitute

for almost every other species of decoration.
The varieties of subjects imitated in paper-
hangings are very comprehensive, and successful
attempts have been made to adaptjthem to the re-

presentation of architecture, sculpture, and
painting, as well as arabesque designs, orna-
ments, and flowers. At first the aim seems to
have been directed to imitations of tapestry,
and to produce this a material called flock
was employed, a kind of woollen cloth chopped
small with a machine, strewed lightly with the
finger and thumb over the paper, on which a
pattern had been previously drawn with fat oil
or varnish, and the different colour and tints
being carefully blended, an appearance of
tapestry was thus obtained. This method is

said to have first originated in England, and
was invented by Jerome Langer, who obtained
a patent for it ‘during the reign of Charles I.,

dated May 1st, 1634. We find, however, ac-
cording to an old French work that a manu-
facture of this kind was carried on at Rouen
some ten or fourteen years previously by a man
namedFran9ois, who was succeeded by his son,
and who continued the business for fifty years
after with great success. Originally the material
was of an extremely coarse description, aud
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the flock projected considerably from the

paper. At Hampton Court specimens of the

early productions may still be seen, mostly
painted over in distemper, but the pattern can
be distinctly traced. I have been enabled to

procure a specimen of flock-paper which I am
assured is not less than 110 years old; in this

the surface is very coarse, although a great im-

provement upon the older fabrics.

In the reign of Queen Anne, paper-hangings
were largely imported from China, and con-

tinue in fashion down to the present day.

These hangings, though the outlines may be

executed with stencils, are almost wholly done
by hand, the colours of which are very rich

and brilliant, exceeding in beauty almost any-
thing we can produce in England. Dr. Ure
states that the idea of paper-staining was bor-

rowed from the Chinese, among whom it has

been practised from time immemorial. It is

curious to observe how systematically the

Chinese have adhered to the same patterns

and devices to be seen among the earliest draw-
ings of that remarkable people; we do not find

the least advancement from the remotest period

to the present time.

Mr. Jackson, a manufacturer of paper-

hangings at Battersea, published in the year

1754 a work on the invention of chiaro scuro,

and the application of it to paper-hanging,

with prints in illustration. This book was
probably used as a sort of advertisement of his

own manufacture, and contained many just and
well-sustained remarks, shewing a cultivated

and well-directed taste. He proposed, instead

of adhering to the old system (for it seems that

paper-hanging had reached some degree of

perfection even then), to employsubjects ofmore
interest than the mere repetition of flowers and
ornaments, which prevailed so much, that instead

of being a principal, as they were, they should

be merely an elegant auxiliary to designs of

more dignified character; as, for instance,

copies of the most celebrated classic subjects,

statues, and landscapes; he remarks, “that
the persons who could not purchase the statues

themselves, might have these prints in their

places, and thus gratify the taste of the pos-

sessor, which is not seen in the expense of the

article, but in the selection.”

T n speaking of the vulgar and gaudy patterns,

frequently selected instead of tasteful and
harmonious designs, he says, “ Persons who
prefer the unmeaning paper so generally met
with to those done in this style, would prefer a

fan to a picture of Raffaello, Carracchi, Guido,
or Dominichino; and those who choose the

Chinese manner ought to admire, in pursuit of
the same taste, the crooked, disproportioned,

and ugly, in preference to the straight, regular,

and beautiful.”

It is by this very means of ill-judgment in fur-

nishing apartments that the true taste of the

person is unthinkingly betrayed
;
those little and

seemingly distant things offer the clue which
leads to discovering the whole mind, and undoes
perhaps all that character of being a true judge
of the polite arts which they are so fond of

establishing. It seems impossible that any
mind truly formed can, without distaste, be
capable of letting such objects in upon it

through the eye
;
where the internal senses are

well-proportioned and just, these monstrous
objects of the external must be displeasing and
offensive. In that breast where the softer

sensations of humanity are in any particular

degree, the love of beauty generally accom-
panies them, and the approbation of natural

objects is the proof of these sensations existing

in an individual, as the contrary taste is of the

ill-formation or perversion of that mind which
approves of preternatural appearances

;
there

is a close analogy between the love of beauty
in external objects and a mind truly disposed

to the feeling of all the softer and most amiable
sensations.

The prevailing unfounded idea that the

English, as a people, are inferior to other

nations in the talents for artistic design and
invention, are, I am very glad to observe, fast

being overturned by proofs that we are quite

as capable, and in some instances more so

than the artists of other countries, of producing
designs of exquisite taste and workmanship.
And I may here mention that the encourage-
ment given to the art of design by the re-

building of the Houses of Parliament, is in

every way praiseworthy, and will give an
impetus to native art it has never received
since the days when the royal patronage was

displayed on the very same spot, during the
reign of Henry III., six centuries ago. It is

sometimes necessary to bring to the recollection

of those cavillers at British talent that, in many
of the arts of design, we have far outstripped
our contemporary brethren on the Continent.

Among our early Saxon progenitors we find

that they attained to higher proficiency in the

art of MS. illumination than any Continental
school. It is proved by early record that paint-

ing in oil was practised in England 200 years
before the time of Van Eyke, who is called the
inventor of it. And it is well known that

until lately the French were far inferior to us
in ornamental work. Why, then, do we now
find that we are obliged to confess their

superiority in this branch, when we know that

patterns of paper-hangings (and I have myself
seen them) exist, manufactured sixty years

ago, equal, if not superior, to those executed
in France at the present day? Several of the

blocks used in the production I have also seen,

and their beautiful workmanship far exceeds
those in use for present purposes.

It is true that until within the last ten years

a noxious tax, imposed during the time of

Queen Anne, weighed down the spirit, and
clogged the energies of the manufacturer

;

but the want of a proper national school of

design was the grand evil, and kept in embryo
the latent genius of English youth. These
difficulties, it is pleasing to notice, are fast

being overcome
;
and I hope soon to find our

English name, proud as we all are of it, spoken
of, not only as retaining its ancient glory, but

being a pass-word to all other nations for all

that is talented and tasteful, as well as for all

that is noble and honourable.

About the year 1786, a Mr. Sherringham
threw a new feature into the manufacture of

paper-hanging. This gentleman, who had
spent many years on the Continent, returned

about this time to England, and established a

business in Great Marlborough-street. His
enterprising spirit and refined taste led him to

engage a number of artists of first-rate ability

— such men as Jones, Boileau, La Briere, and

Fuzili; he was thus enabled to infuse into

the art a style which for beauty and grace was
not equalled before, nor has since been surpassed.

Sherringham’s productions were indeed cha-

racteristic of the true principles of art. From
this establishment emanated the leading de-

corators of the present day, and the first

houses in London built their fame upon the

foundation he had constructed. Sherringham
was, indeed, the Wedgewood of paper-stainers.

,

About this time the Messrs. Echardt, who
had a manufactory at Chelsea, produced de-

signs of most exquisite workmanship. Besides

the mode generally in use, they adopted a

method of applying engraved copper-plates, to

form the outlines, and by an underground of

silver and gold, worked up by hand in varnish

colours, effects of the most beautiful kind were

obtained
;

they were highly illustrative of

the ability of the English talent when properly

applied. Their well-directed taste, their

eager desire to advance as much as possible

their undertaking, their steady endeavour to

adopt only the most beautiful patterns, and

their determination to get them up in the best

manner, are lessons for some of our modern
paper-stainers which it would be well for

them to take to heart and learn, for they not

only depreciate their own taste by producing,

as in many cases they do, patterns which they

are almost ashamed of when finished, but the

character of the country suffers, and they lose

the opportunity of improvement, while they

prevent in a great measure the encourage-

ment that would otherwise be bestowed.

T he establishments of these gentlemen, though

conducted with laudable spirit and enterprise,

were destined to sink as they had risen
;
and

the spirit of emulation ended with them.

From that time paper-staining in England

kept on in its trodden path without much
improvement, and without increasing taste.

The French took up the ground that we had

left, and their manufactures were in every way

encouraged by the government of Napoleon,

and they reached that standard of perfection

their industry and pcrseverence so richly

merited. But it is true, while speaking of the

ability of the French in comparison with ours,

and of their continuing in the road we had pre-

pared for them, they had no such difficulties as

we to contend with. While a heavy tax was laid

on our productions, theirs were entirely free ;



while their government gave them every faci-

lity, we had to fight our battles singly, and at

our own hazard
;
while they had the best de-

signs of great and illustrious men continually

before their eyes to improve, and, in fact,

create a taste, we were without any advantages

of the kind, and had to depend solely upon our
own resources.

Academies were instituted in France at

which every branch was cheaply taught—our
School of Design has only been in exist-

ence a few years. Still, with all these diffi-

culties and drawbacks, we have kept on amaz-
ingly, and improvements from time to time

have been issued, particularly among the

minor branches of the art, which were for-

merly in a very low and wretched state.

1 trust that our time has not been ill-spent

in speaking of what our trade has been in com-
parison to what it is now, and how much is yet

irequired to be done. To urge, that the ex-

ample of those who have erected their temple
of fame almost upon the ruins of ours should

cause a spirit of inquiry into the means to be
employed in attaining our lost position. It

is not for me, as an humble individual, to point

,out any project by which this great deside-

Iratum is to be accomplished. The increasing

jfacilities which we are every year receiving,

and the attention that seems devoted to the

fine arts at the present day, should also be an
inducement to draw some important attention

to the systems of improving paper-hangings in

(England.

If we cast our eyes towards the French, as

our principal competitors, we find that the

(methods in practice here are precisely the

(same as they have in use
;
that in the mecha-

inical branches we are superior, and the colours

jwe employ are far more durable
;
that at one

itime we equalled their productions of the

ipresent day, and the only difference that exists

is our want of proper artists, and of course

Ithe want of proper instructors to educate them
ifor the profession. While they employ (as did

our former manufacturers) men who under-
stand the principles of design and the harmony
of colouring, and who make it their aim to

unite every beauty with taste and cultivated

judgment, we throw all this important branch

llupon persons who, to gain a scanty living,

ircquire to unite the two professions of de-

signer and dealer in block- cutting. It is not

[to be expected but that those men will throw
|Dff a number of patterns of most inferior

[

quality
;
they cannot be supposed to pay the

attention which is required to produce good
work, nor have they ever had the means of

Educating themselves sufficiently to enable them
-.0 equal work which is the result of careful

and indefatigable study and practice. This
iiiihews a great want of encouragement on the

mart of the English manufacturers that we
llmust hope to see remedied. The designer in

[(England is not deemed the man of talent—the

i man of genius—who is looked up to as possess-

i!!
nf?gre at and superior abilities, whose refinement

: >f mind ensures him respect and honour where-

I :ver he goes;—no, he on whom the manufac-
turer depends for his success in trade—he on
(lvhom devolves the important task of creating

l rom his practice or mind beautiful forms and
Ijelegant combinations, it is a melancholy fact,

i s paid less for his labour than the mechanic
iihat is merely employed to print the pattern

jftfter it is prepared to his hand, who has no
i' lecessity for thought, nothing but that which is

Ijivithin the power of common animal strength to

Ibxert.

[NNEW METROPOLITAN BUILDING-ACT.

II' The Examiners appointed to grant certifi-

cates of qualification for the office of District

[purveyor, have issued a notice, dated the 15th

Ijsast., to the effect that they are prepared to

iiceceive applications from persons desirous of

jpieing examined.
(I The last day for receiving preliminary

Kdtatements for the present examination will

he the 6th day of November next. Subsequent
jhxaminations will be held in the months of

Kranuary, April, July, and October. The notice

ii s signed Arthur Symonds, Registrar of Me-
tropolitan Buildings.

1(1 Mersey and I rwell Navigation.—It is

1 iaid that Lord Francis Egerton intends to

i improve the Mersey and Irwell navigation, so

s to admit sailing vessels of 200 tons, or iron

iieceamers of 400, up to the town of Manchester.

The inauguration of this statue took place

on Tuesday, the 8th inst.

The pedestal, which is of Peterhead granite,

is feet high. On this the statue is placed,

resting on a floor of bronze. The horse is the

work of a bold and masterly hand. The
animal has just come to a state of repose, and
seems as if listening to some distant sound.
The head is that of an Arab, with the broad
forehead and wide nostrils, and is standing

with fore-feet a little in advance, in an easy

posture, the reins lying slack. The position

of the duke is that of a general reviewing his

troops. The likeness is taken when the duke
was in the piime of life, and the artist has
avoided the very general fault of caricaturing

the features. The likeness has been declared

by his grace’s brother, Lord Cowley, to be
perfect. The hero is dressed in the full

uniform of a field-marshal, with his different

orders, the whole being most life-like and
beautifully executed.

The bas-reliefs are the most wonderful
pictures we have ever had the fortune to look
upon. They are placed on the south and
north sides of the pedestal, and represent the

first and last victories of the duke,— namely,
that of Assaye, fought on the 23rd of September,
1803, and Waterloo, on the 18th of June, 1815.

The scene to the left of the relief, in the
victory of Assaye, represents the submission of
the native chief to Colonel Wellesley, and it is

portrayed with a force and a truthfulness far

above all the praise which we can bestow.
The dogged submission of the conquered old
chief, as heslowly moves forward to do obeisance,

is inimitable. He seems most unwilling to go
through the humiliating task, although one of
his own officers is whispering the necessity of
the case in his ear. There is likewise the
figure of a Highland soldier, leading the horse
of a captive prince, and one of Wellington’s
staff introducing him—very fine, especially the
countenance of the Highlander. Colonel
Wellesley is represented in the middle of the
bas-relief on a beautiful steed, and holding up
his hand in the act of receiving the submission.

The right side of the picture represents the

battle. In the foreground are two horses, in

strong relief, drawing a piece of artillery on a

carriage; and this seems no easy task. The
driver is dogging the off-horse and spurring

the near one at the same time, throwing his

body well back, and the animals are evidently

struggling to get the gun out of the difficultv,

Behind the gun the troops are seen to advance,

led on by an officer carrying a flag and cheering.

The background is, of course, entirely Asiatic,

with mosques, minarets, &c. We feel it quite

impossible to do anything like justice to this

section of the monument.
In the relief of thebattleof Waterloo we have

a representation of the Church of Waterloo,
to the left, with Hougomont, in flames, in the

distance, broken guns and carriages, &c. The
moment seized upon is supposed to be that

when the final charge was ordered, and when
the duke is said to have exclaimed, “ Up
Guards, and at ’em !” A party of the Guards
are in advance, with the duke in the centre,

mounted, and wearing a military cloak. The
Marquis of Anglesey (a very fine likeness),

Lord Hill, and another officer, all mounted,
follow behind in a group. The likenesses here

are also excellent, and the horses are repre-

sented in action, with the greatest skill. There
is a dying soldier attended by a surgeon, and
troops following behind. This is also a most
affecting and masterly group.

The small bas-reliefs on the east and west

ends of the pedestal represent the soldier’s re-

turn. The father is seen sitting in his arm-

chair by the fireside, reading his Bible, and

the wife is flying to meet her husband with

uplifted hands, in token of joyful surprise, as

the “ poor but honest soldier ” opens the door.

This is a most touching piece, and tells its tale

like one of Wilkie’s pictures.

The other represents peace and agriculture,

with the soldier at the plough, after all his

labours, and after having saved his country

from the inroads of the foe. The plough

horses are exceedingly fine. The desire of the

artist in this picture seems to be the cultivation

of peaceful occupations, as the final and best

conclusion to war’s alarms; and he has cer-

tainly succeeded to the life .—Glasgow Consti-

tutional.

(Continuedfrom p
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In the reign of the Roman emperor Severus,
London was called by Herodian a great and
wealthy city

;
it was then, however, defence-

less, without walls or other fortifications.
About a century after this, a wall of hewn
stone and British bricks was erected round it.

At this time it extended in length from Lud-
gate-hill to a spot a little beyond the Tower.
The breadth was not half equal to the length,
and at each end grew considerably narrower.
Maitland ascribes the building of the wall to
Theodosius, governor of Britain in 369

;
Dr.

Woodward, on the other hand, ascribes it to

Constantine, which latter, other writers observe,
seems to be confirmed by the number of coins
of the emperor’s mother Helena, which have
been discovered under it, placed there in com-
pliment to her. The same emperor made Lon-
don a bishop’s see. The wall began with a fort

near the present site of the Tower, was con-
tinued along the Minories, and the back of
Houndsditch, across Bishopsgate-street, in a
straight line by London-wall to Cripplegate

;

then returned south by Crowder’s-well-alley
to Aldersgate, thence along the back of Bull-
and-Mouth-street to Newgate-street, and again
along the back of the houses in the Old Bailey
to Ludgate, soon after which it probably
finished with another fort, where the house
formerly the king’s printing-house now stands

;

from hence another wall ran near the river
side, along Thames-street, quite to the fort on
the eastern extremity. The walls were 3 miles
165 feet in circumference, guarded at proper
distances on the land side with fifteen lofty

towers
;
Maitland mentions one 26 feet high

near Gravel-lane, on the west side of Hounds-
ditch, another about 80 paces S.E. towards
Aldgate. London-wall is now the most entire
part left of that ancient precinct. The gates
which received the great military roads were
four: the Prsetorian-way, the Saxon Watling-
street, passed under one on the site of the late

Newgate, vestiges of the road having been
found in digging above Holborn-bridge : it

turned down to Dowgate, anciently Dive gate,
or Water gate, where there was a ferry to join
it to Watling-street, which was continued to

Dover. The Ilermin-street passed under
Cripplegate; and a vicinal-way went under
Aldgate by Bethnal-green towards Oldford, a
pass over the river Lee to Dornlieton, the
modern Leiton, in Essex.

After being deserted by the Romans, it

suffered much in the wars carried on between
the Britons and Saxons; but recovering soon
after, Bede terms it a princely mart town,
under the government of a chief magistrate.

When all the seven Saxon kingdoms fell under
the power of Egbert, London became the me-
tropolis of England, which it has ever since

continued. During the invasion of the Danes,
London suffered greatly, and in 849 those

invaders entered the Thames with 250 ships,

plundered and burnt the city, and massacred
the inhabitants. In the reign of Alfred, the

city began to recover from its former ruinous

state; he rebuilt its walls, drove out the Danish
settlers, restored the city to its former liberties

and beauty, and committed the care of it to his

son-in-law Ethelred, duke of Mercia
;
when in

893 it was unfortunately reduced to ashes, the

walls only being left standing. It was again

rebuilt, and the city divided into wards and
precincts, and the office of sheriff instituted.

At this time the houses were built mostly of

wood, and a house built of any other material

was looked upon as a kind of wonder; but

Alfred having begun to raise his palaces of

stone and brick, the opulent Londoners of the

nobility and gentry, resident therein, followed

the example.

In 1015 the citizens made a successful resist-

ance against Canute, king of Denmark
;

but

in the compromise which afterwards took placo

between this monarch and Edmund Ironsides,

London was delivered over to the former, and

owned him as its lawful sovereign. In 1046

we first hear of London sending representatives

to Parliament. On the death of Harold,

London submitted to the Normans, and re-

ceived two charters from William I., confirm-

ing all the privileges they had under the Saxon

kings, and adding several new ones; but in

this reign, a.d. 1077 >
it was again unfortunately

reduced to ashes, the result of accident
;
and

III
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scarcely had it recovered from this calamity,

when another of the same kind began at

Ludgate, and destroyed the best and most

opulent part of the city, consuming, among
other buildings, the Cathedral of St. Paul.

Under the reign of William Rufus, London
suffered considerably by fires, hurricanes, and

inundations, and was likewise depressed by

the tyranny of that prince; but Henry I.

granted large immunities to the city, which
were favourable to the progress of the arts, and
again revived its trade

;
the appointment of

portreve, or chief magistrate, was, however,

still in the hands of the king. In this reign

such was the abundance of provision, that as

much corn was sold for Is. as would suffice

100 people for a day
;
4d. would purchase as

much hay and corn as would maintain twenty

horses for a day, and a sheep could be bought
for fourpence.

On the death of Henry II., the title of the

first magistrate of London was changed from
portreve to that of bailiff

;
and in 1 189 its chief

magistrate claimed and acted in the office of

chief butler at the coronation of Richard I.

In 1191 this monarch permitted Henry Fitz

Aloine, the then bailiff, to assume the title

of mayor, and twelve aldermen were also then

chosen by the discreeter men of the city in

full hustings, to assist the mayor in appeasing
contentions that might arise in the city, upon
inclosures betwixt land and land. Almost the

first act signalizing this body was the order
that all houses, thereafter to be erected in

London and the liberties thereof, should be of
stone, with party-walls of the same, and
covered either with slates or tiles, to prevent
those dreadful calamities by fire, which were
frequently and chiefly occasioned by houses
built of wood, and thatched with reeds or
straw; the dimensions of the party-wall were
to be sixteen feet high and three feet thick.

The citizens of London were also much
favoured by King John, who gave them three
charters soon after his accession, the first con-
firming them in their former rights and privi-

leges, and exempting them from tolls and cus-

toms on the payment of 3,000 marks annually
;

the second confirming the one granted by King
Richard, by which the citizens have thejuris-

diction and conservancy of the river Thames,
and a clause extending this right to the river

Medway; the third contains a fee-farm rent of
the sheriffwicks of London and Middlesex at

the ancient rent, granting them also the addi-
tional power of choosing their own sheriffs. In
the reign of Henry HI. the city was much
oppressed, many of its citizens slain and others
mutilated by having their hands and feet cut
off by order of the chief justiciary, Hubert de
Burg, who also degraded the mayor and all

the magistrates, and placed a custos over the
city, and obliged thirty persons, of his own
choosing, to become securities for the good be-
haviour of the whole city. The general alarm
which followed these arbitrary acts, extorted a
confirmation of Magna Charta in full parlia-

ment in the year 1225, at which time the
citizens were confirmed in their rights and
privileges. In the nineteenth year of this

king’s reign, Walter le Bruin, a farrier, had a
piece of land granted him in the Strand, in the
parish of St. Clement’s Danes, whereon to
erect a forge, he rendering to the exchequer
annually for the same a quit rent of six horse-
shoes, with their nails, which is paid up to the
present day. One hundred pounds was also
granted in 1236 towards bringing water to
the city from Tybouru

;
the town was also for-

tified, much to the alarm of the citizens. About
the same time the heads of colleges of Oxford,
with their scholars, were obliged to repair to
London and do penance, and assembling at
St. Paul’s, they thence walked to Durham-
house, the legate’s palace in the Strand, un-
dressed, bare-headed, and bare-footed, ere they
could obtain absolution for killing the legate’s
cook, and compelling himself to take refuge
in the church-steeple. In 1243 wheat was 2s.
per quarter.

In the year 1248, on St. Valentine’s eve, a
terrible earthquake happened in London, de-
stroying many houses. In 1252, the citizens,
not being possessed with the chivalrous spirit
of the king, refused to undertake the crusade,
with the exception of three individuals, for
which they were called by him a parcel of
base, ignoble mercenaries and scoundrels,
fined twenty golden marks, and otherwise
ill-used by frequent arbitrary exactions. About

1257 Henry caused the mayor and sheriffs

to be degraded, under a pretence of mal-
administration, but in reality, to extort money.
The wall and bulwarks of London hav-

ing become very ruinous, the citizens were
commanded to repair the same, which they

some time after effected at a very great ex-

pense. T wenty thousand persons in London
are reported to have died about this time from
famine, a dearth being occasioned by a re-

markably wet season. King Edward III.,

having come to the throne, confirmed all the

rights and privileges of the citizens, and a

convent being required for certain Black F riars,

he granted the city a toll for three years to be
raised in merchandize of various sorts, and the

city was opened and carried out, by a new
wall westward, to Fleet ditch, and thence
southward to the river Thames. In the

first year of his reign he not only confirmed
the ancient rights and privileges of the city,

but also conferred many other important
privileges. In 1348 London was thinned of
its inhabitants by a terrible pestilence, and
some authors affirm that 50,000 persons were
huried in the Spittle-croft (now the Charter-
house) alone. In 1381 the then lord mayor,
Sir William Walworth, distinguished himself
by slaying Wat Tyler, for which great service

he was knighted and had a fee-farm of 100/. per
annum bestowed upon him.

In Henry lV.’s time the prison, called the
Tun, in Cornhill, was converted into a cistern

or conduit for Tyburn water; the liberty of

St. Martin’s-le-grand was petitioned against as

a receptacle of murderers, thieves, bankrupts,
&c.

;
a great plague carried off 30,000 of its

inhabitants. In the reign of Henry V., the
mayor, Sir Henry Barton, first ordered
lanterns to be hung out for illuminating the

streets by night. In the reign of Henry VIII.
the streets constituting the chief thoroughfares
into London were ordered to be paved with
stone, and channels made in the midst thereof,

at the charge of the ground-landlords. In the

early part of the reign of Queen Mary, the
citizens had acquired such luxurious habits,

that it was found absolutely necessary to re-

strain them, and it was enacted, in common
council, that thenceforth the mayor should
have no more than one course, either at

dinner or supper; and that on a festival, being
a flesh-day, to consist of no more than seven
dishes, whether hot or cold

;
and on every

festival being a fish-day, eight dishes
;
and on

every common flesh-day, six dishes
;
and on

every common fish-day, seven dishes, exclusive
of brawn, collops with eggs, salads, pottage,
butter, cheese, eggs, herrings, sprats, and
fruits, together with all sorts of shell-fish and
fruits

;
the aldermen and sheriffs to have one

dish less, city companies the same; swan,
crane, and bustard were prohibited; and even
at public entertainments no other extras were
to be given than ipocras and wafers, &c. The
number of taverns were limited to forty

;
and

to Westminster three street bellmen were also

instituted in this reign.

In the time of Elizabeth, 1556, Sir Thomas
Gresham, a worthy merchant and citizen of
London, proposed to the lord mayor and
citizens to erect, in a convenient site, a com-
modious edifice for merchants to meet in;

which being agreed to, and the place chosen
being cleared by the removal of eighty houses,
the building was erected within twelve months,
and went under the name of the Burse. In
1582 Peter Maurier erected a machine in the
river Thames for raising water, which, by suc-
tion and pressure, raised the water to a suffi-

cient height to supply the uppermost rooms of
the loftiest house in the metropolis; the
number of these machines eventually increased
to five. In this reign the suburbs of the city
increased so fast, that it was thought proper by
the government to put a stop to it by procla-
mation, whereby all persons were prohibited
from building upon new foundations; the
citizens suffered much from frequent outbreak-
ing? of the plague in this and the succeeding
reign. In the reign of James the orders were
again re-issued and enforced against building
upon new foundations

;
and, in consideration

of the great decay of wood, all persons were
enjoined to build the fronts of their houses
either with stone or brick

;
during the whole of

this reign there was, in fact, a regular crusade
against the old builders. Foot-pavements then
came in fashion. x x x x

{To be continued.)

THE ART OF BRICKMAKING.

The art of brickmaking was extensively

practised in the earliest ages on record, and
was most probably derived from India, along
with other arts mentioned by ancient writers.

The book of Genesis informs us that burnt
bricks were employed in the construction of

the Tower of Babel
;
if such was really the case, I

it is most probable that all vestiges of that

ancient monument of the ambition of former -

times have been swept away in the revolutions

of after ages, for the ruins mentioned by I

Buckingham and other travellers, and supposed
to be of the ancient tower, consist of sun-
dried bricks, and from the vitrified masses

;

found among them, we should rather infer

that they belonged to some magnificent temple
destroyed by fire.

The Egyptians were well versed in the art

of brickmaking, but many ages elapsed ere

they began to use burnt-bricks. In the first

dawn of civilization, when the Egyptians de-|
scended from their caverns in the hills, and
from the increase of the alluvial deposits form-

J

ing the Delta, the houses were chiefly mud
!

cabins, such as even now exist in Ireland, the

better sort being built of sun-dried bricks

formed solely of the material deposited by the

Nile : this mode of building was dictated by
necessity, there being no timber in the coun-
try fit for building-purposes. At a much
later date, when the Jews were in Egypt, the \

art of brickmaking had reached its perfected

state; stubble was used with the river deposits,!

and bricks used in some of the public works, if

not by the rich, underwent the process of burn-

1

ing. Some of the pyramids are built of brick,
|

and one ofthem, called Klonbe el Menshieh(the
;

bricks of Menshieh), is of unburnt brick,!

being composed of a black, sandy earth, with
some pebbles and shells in it, and mixed up
with chopped straw, in order to bind the clay

together, as they now make unburnt bricks in

Egypt, and many other eastern parts. Nineveh,
built by Nimrod, and the famous walls of

Babylon, were also built of the same material.

The Greeks, according to Pliny, made use of
bricks of three different sizes, distinguished

by the following names :

—

dedoron or six inches
long, tetradoron or twelve inches long, and
pentadoron or fifteen inches long. Vitruvius 3

instances several celebrated structures, as

the walls of Athens, the cells of the temples of

Jupiter and Hercules, which were of brick, 1
the surrounding columns and entablature being
of stone. This writer also speaks of the

Roman art of brickmaking, which had acquired

great celebrity in his days, and gives the fol- :

lowing directions for making unburnt bricks.

They should not be made, he says, of sandy, 1

stony, or gravelly loam, for such kind of earth

renders them heavy, and upon being wetted

with rain after being laid in the wall, they
sweat and dissolve, and the straw which is put
in them does not adhere on account of their

roughness. The earth of which they are

formed should be light, chalky, white or red.

They should be made in spring or autumn, as

being the best time for drying; for the intense

heat of summer parches the outside before the

inside is dry, which afterwards drying into the

building, causes them to shrink and break.

They are best when made two years before

they are used, as they cannot be sufficiently

dry in less time. If they are used when newly
made and moist, the plaster-work which is

laid on them, remaining firm and stiff, and
they shrinking, consequently not preserving
the same height with the incrustation, it is by
such contraction loosened and separated. At
Utica, therefore, the laws allowed no bricks to

be used before they had lain to dry five years.

He describes the same sizes as those of Greece,
and also half-bricks of each sort; and in build-

ing, the whole bricks were laid in one course,

and the balf-briclts in the next. It was the boast

of Augustus that he found Rome of brick and

left it of marble; but this, it would appear, could

only mean unburnt bricks, for the laws did not

permit any walls in public places to be made
thicker than one foot and a-half, while brick

walls of that sort would not admit of more than

one story. Accordingly, the walls were built

of hewn stone, testaceous substances, or rubble.

That these testaceous substances were tiles, is

evident, for he observes, that it could not be

known at first whether they were of good loam

and well burnt, but that they should be laid in

a roof during a winter and summer before they
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were used in a wall. At this time the Temple
of Peace, the Pantheon, and all the thermae

were of burnt brick.

M. Quatremere de Quincy, in his “ Ency-
clopedic Methodique,” observes that in his

researches among; the antique buildings of

Rome, he has found bricks of three sizes
;

the least were 7£ inches square and l£ in.

thick; the medium ones 16£ inches square and

from 18 to 20 lines in thickness; and the

larger ones 22 inches square by 21 to 22 lines

thick. The smaller bricks were made to face

walls of rubble-work
;
and to make a better

bond with the wall, they were cut diagonally

into two triangles, the longer side was placed

on the outside, and the point towards the inte-

rior of the work. To tie more effectually the

i
facing with the rubble, they placed at every

:
four feet in height one or two courses of the

!
large square bricks. The large bricks were

,

also used in arches of openings or discharge,

which were necessary in the building.

The material of Persian buildings in modern
i
times, says Chardin, is bricks, either dried in

I the sun, or burnt in the fire. The tiles or

i bricks of earth are made in their wooden
i moulds, 8 inches long, G wide, and 2£ thick.

The labourers temper with their feet the

earth, which is generally mixed with straw

i

cut very small. They pass their hands over

I them to smooth them, after having dipped them

I
in a vessel of water mixed with straw, still

I
finer than was at first used. Then taking off

I the mould, they leave the bricks to dry for

two or three hours, after which they are ranged

|

over one another, where they remain till the

I
drying is completed.

The baked bricks are made of two parts of

! earth and one of cinders, well tempered to-

!
gether, in moulds larger than for *the others.

I They leave them then to dry in the sun for

I
several days, then place them in a large

1 furnace, ranged one over the other, at some

I
distance, which they fill with plaster. They

j close the furnace, and light the fire, which is

kept up for three days and three nights. Mr.

;; Chardin has not, however, informed us what
kind of cinder it is they use; the use of coal is

j! not known among them, we, therefore, presume

he means wood-ash, or the cinder of burnt

bituminous bodies.

It is generally admitted that the Romans
i introduced the art of brickmaking into this

|: country, for we have no account of any being

I used prior to the Roman Conquest. Nor does

i
it appear that the Romans employed this

i! material otherwise than when compelled to

I' do so in the absence of other material. The
!
Roman walls were generally built with cement

and tiles, or flint stones laid in courses at

i convenient distances to bind the parts together,

I
and at the external and internal angles, to

I ;
strengthen them. These bands consisted of

! three or lour courses of tiles or stones laid

ii through the wall, and were placed at two or

|i; three feet from each other
;

the intermediate

ii spaces being raised by a sort of cement com-
h posed of mortar and pebbles, and sometimes of

I

I

rag-stones, or such materials as the country

: afforded. In this manner the walls of Verulam,
|;i Colchester, Chesterford, and other places, were

h i built. Alberti tells us, on the authority of

l Varro, that the Gauls built their houses with

||1 baked brick, but this does not correspond at. all

V with the ancient simplicity of those people, for

III the use of this material always implies a certain

v : advance in civilization
;

on the other hand,

i i in places where other material could not be

iji] procured, it is very probable they had recourse

j l to unburned brick or mud.

It is very certain that brick was scarcely

I i used as a building-material in the towns and

cities previous to the time of King Alfred, for

we read that in his time the capital having

i'1 twice been laid in ashes to his great grief and

fill mortification, as defeating his efforts for civil-

sji izing and improving the social condition of

rjjl his people, he therefore commanded after the

Jif second conflagration that the houses should in

|(i future be of brick or stone, he himself setting

jil the example, by building his palaces of these

111 materials, and "the nobility following his ex-

ample. The citizens, however, do not seem
i,l to have complied with this mandate, for it was

Jji not until the reign of Henry VII. that any

It c considerable progress was made in brick build-

j|i ing. In fact, in these dark feudal ages, stone

M was almost invariably chosen by the Saxon and

8|] Norman nobles, as being more adapted to the

jit warlike habits, and offering greater strength

and consequent security. Mr. Essex remarks,
“ That the Saxons sometimes built of bricks

and cement, after the Roman manner, and
sometimes with squared stone, may be collected

from Bede’s description of the Hermitage

built by St. Cuthbert in his retirement, the

walls of which, he says, were not of squared

stone, nor of tiles and cement, but of such

rough materials as he could dig on the spot.

In this description Bede intended to convey

the meanness of St. Cuthbert’s habitation, by

comparing it with other buildings of that age,

many of which were built of squared stones, and

others with tiles and cement;” from whence
we may conclude that the art of making tiles,

or bricks as they are now called, was not for-

gotten from the time the Romans left Britain

to the seventh century, when St. Cuthbert

lived.

In the wall which went nearly round the city

of Verulam, the Roman bricks are interlaid

in separate courses between layers of flints.

The quantity of mortar between the bricks is

nearly equal to the thickness of the bricks

themselves. Four layers were discernible;

the lowest tier had four bricks, the next three,

and the two uppermost of them two. The
distances between the courses of bricks, which
were filled up with flint and mortar, were 2 feet

8 inches, the bricks were in. or
1 J in. thick,

12, 16, 17, and 18 inches long. This deviation

from the common Roman standard would lead

us to infer that while the art of tile-making was
received and carried out by the Romans, they

neglected the measurement. Pliny, however,

gives us an account of the Roman measures

somewhat different from Vitruvius
;
he states

that there were three sorts of brick, the lydion,

18 inches long and 12 broad; the tetradorus,

and pentadorus
;
the dorus was a palm.

The earliest period fixed by the dean of

Exeter for the revival of the art in Britain,

was about King Richard II. ’s reign, which,

by the way, he observes confirms Dr.

Ward's opinion, that the date on the brick

chimney at Salford, in Bucks, should be read

1382, instead of 1182, which falls under the

fifth of that king's reign. Leland says “ That
in King Richard the II.’s days, the town

of Kingston-on-Ilull waxed very rich, and

Michael de la Pole, merchant there, was made
Count of Suffolk

;
in whose time the tower was

wonderfully augmented in building, and was en-

closed with ditches, and the wall begun, and in

continuance endydand made all of bri/ce, as most

part of the houses of the town at that time was.

In the waul,” adds the writer, “be four principal

gatesof brike; thenorth gatebavingfourwardes,

between the which and Beverle-gate be twelve

tours (towers) of brieke, yn one of them a

posterne. Betwixt Miton-gate and Hazelle-

gate there be three tours of brike, and from

them to the Haven Mouth be five tours of brike.

Michael de la Pole builded a goodly house of

brike again the north end of St. Mary’s

Church like a palace, with goodly orchard

and garden enclosed with brike. He also

builded 3 houses beside in the towne, whereof

every one has a tour of brike. Trinite Church,

most made of brike, is larger and fanir a great

deal than St. Mary’s.”

This fact goes far to prove that brick was

extensively used, so far as regards the above

town, in the reign of Richard 1 1 but, from this

time to the reign of Henry VII., we meet

with no evidence of brick being employed as a

building material
;

possibly it was confined to

this place, for from all we can learn, with

the exception of a few lordly mansions,

London was chiefly built of wood. Argil.

(To be continued.')

ON THE ADVANTAGES OF TURNING
CANALS INTO RAILWAYS.

Mb. T. Bermingham read a paper on the

above subject at the recent scientific meeting

at York. He commenced by observing that

it was fortunate that the immense sums of

money which had been expended on the canals

in England and Ireland need not be entirely

lost to the proprietors, and consequently in a

great degree become useless to the country

;

but that, on the contrary, by the proper appli-

cation of some of the various systems of rail-

ways at present proposed, the greatest blessing

might be conferred upon the counties, if it

could be shewn, as he thought he should be

able to do, that a cheap and expeditious, and,

above all, a safe and easy mode of conveyance

could be made out of these great lines of canals.

At the present moment, and in Ireland in

particular, subsoil draining was mostfortunately
occupying the undivided attention of all classes

of agriculturalists. He therefore proposed so

to construct the railways as at the same time
to make what was formerly a canal into adrain
for the waters of the country, instead of, as
now, in many places, especially in the case of
the canal under consideration, acting as back-
water upon the land, often to the very great
detriment of all. His proposition was this:

that the bottom of the canal should be levelled

to a reasonable inclination at the various locks,

that one of the present proposed systems of rail-

ways should be adopted, and that the waters
which found their way into the canal should
he made use of as the power, or in aid of the

power, by which it should be determined that

the trains should be propelled upon the rail-

way. The advantages suggested were these :

that the capital invested in canals would not
be altogether lost

;
that though in many in-

stances canals made a circuit between towns
and districts at present populous, still the best

levels had been taken, and the public had
found their way to those canals

;
that instead

of the waters in our lakes, and rivers, and
streams, and springs being kept up for the

purposes of the canals to a level injurious to

the proper cultivation and management of our

land, the canal itself would become the main
drain for these very lands; that the adoption

of this scheme would prove a source of em-
ployment for our peasantry, and be productive,

by draining, of a vast increase of food for the

sustenance of our people
;
and that considerable

gain would ensue to the capitalists who might

be induced to embark their money in the

speculation.

BATHS AND WASHHOUSES FOR THE
WORKING CLASSES.

On Wednesday last a numerous and highly

influential meeting was held in the Egyptian
Hall, at the Mansion-house, to take into con-
sideration the best means of promoting the

establishment of baths and washhouses for

the labouring classes.

The body of the hall was filled, and on the

dais at the upper end of the room were the

Lord Bishop of London, Lord Dudley Stuart,

Archdeacon Wilberforce, Archdeacon Hale, Sir

W. Clay, M.P., G. Byng, Esq., M.P. for

Middlesex, J. C. Colquhoun, Esq., M.P., Sir

Lionel Goldsmid, Mr. D. Salomons, Alderman
Johnson, Dr. Russell, Mr. Moon, the late Sheriff,

R. Cotton, Esq., the Governor of the Bank of

England, Mr. G. F. Young, and Mr. D. Wire.

At two o’clock the Lord Mayor entered the

hall, and took the chair, when various re-

solutions were carried, having for their object

the establishment of an association to carry the

proposed measures into effect. A president,

trustees, and committee of management were

appointed, and a public subscription determined

upon.
The Bishop of London accepted the office

of president.

Benevolent Institution for the
Relief of Aged and Infirm Carpen-
ters. — The fifth annual meeting of the

members of this excellent institution was

held on Monday the 14th instant, at Radley’s

Hotel, Bridge-street, Blackfriars, when Mr. W.
Shimell, junior, took the chair. Mr. Wood, the

secretary, read the directors’ report for the last

half-year, which stated that the institution was

in a most prosperous condition, and would have

been still more so had not the authorities of

the Brighton Railway acted most improperly

on the occasion of the last excursion. Thanks

having been voted to those gentlemen who
had most exerted themselves since the last

meeting for the good of the society, the elec-

tion of officers for the ensuing year took place,

after which Mr. Munyard, in a neat and com-

plimentary speech, drew the attention of those

present to the untiring perseverance of their

secretary, Mr. W. Wood, and attributed the

prosperous condition of the institution mainly

to his active and judicious superintendence.

Military Prisons.—Southsea Castle is

ordered to be appropriated as a military prison,

to contain 100 offenders. Another building at

Wheedon, and a third elsewhere, are also to

be fitted for the same object. The estimated

outlay for these arrangements is 4,000^.

—

Sun,
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G L A S T O
THE FIRST CHRISTIAN

Sir,—I beg to send you the following ex-

tract relative to the foundation of the first

Christian church in England :

—

Saint Joseph of Ariinathea, so honourably

mentioned by the Evangelists for asking and
obtaining of Pilate the body of our Saviour,

and afterwards burying it, was for that noble

action closely imprisoned by the Jews, the

very night he performed that Christian duty,

from which he was delivered by an angel the

night of our Saviour’s resurrection, which so

enraged the Jews, that they not only turned

him, with Lazarus, St. Mary Magdalen, and St.

Martha, out of Jerusalem, hut, putting them
into an open vessel without stern or tackling,

they turned them to sea, where they were
driven to Marseilles, in France, whence Joseph

came into Britain, where he died.

Old historians say, that he came hither in

or about the year of Christ 63, and brought

with him twelve companions, whereof one was
his son, called also Joseph.

Protestant authors say he was sent by
Philip the Apostle, hut papists will not allow

it, and say he was sent by St. Peter.

There is an old hook called Sanctus Graal,

which says that St. Joseph brought over with

him 600 persons, amongst whom, besides his

son, were his wife, his nephew, Ilelaitis, from
whom it says our renowned King Arthur was
descended, and a kinsman whose name was
Peter; that St. Joseph was King Orcanin, and
that divers of this his great retinue were
persons of the first rank, but it is said that this

hook is not to he relied on. (Mr. Broughton.)
It is said by an author of credit, that the

first landing of St. Joseph in Britain was in

North IV ales, where he and his companions,
preaching the faith of Christ, were not only
denied all necessary relief and sustenance,

hut their doctrine rejected, and themselves
sent to prison by the king or prince of that

province, a pagan. At length, he and his com-
panions being freed of their imprisonment,
and seeing how fruitless it was like to be to

make any longer stay amongst so obstinate
a people, came into England. At his first

arrival here, he assumed the confidence to go
to the British king, Aviragus

,
to whom he

gave an account of the design of his journey,
which being gravely and modestly deli-

vered by one of so venerable an appearance
so wrought upon Aviragus, that he not only
gave them leave to convert his subjects, but
afforded them a place of retreat, commodious
for their quiet and devotions, and sufficient

sustenance that, without distraction and solici-

tude, they might attend to the worship of the
true God, and give instruction to all those who
were willing to take it. The place which the
king assign^Klhem was an island, rude and
uncultivated£J^raI^j3th&^Htons Inis-wyhyn,
that is, u rttlej by the bay, full

of woods>J)iJsSe^/ and fens', sil^ated in Somer-
selsli

i

rejl^Although the island-being cleared of
the bri<M&^ drained, and cultivated, it was by
the inllrfbitants named Avallonice, from the
abundai\pe of apples and other fruit growing
there

; b\t in after ages, when the Saxons had
possessed ^themselves of those parts, they
called it in Their own language Glaston or

N B U R Y,

CHURCH IN BRITAIN.

Glascon. It is said by the same author (Mr.

Broughton), that it is a continued tradition of

the still inhabitants of Glastonbury, that when
St. Joseph and his companions came into

England out of North IPales, they divided

themselves into divers companies, and that

three only at first went to Inis-wyhyn, one of

whom was St. Joseph himself, and that he and

his companions coming tired and weary to a

hill, within half a mile south-west of where
Glastonbury now stands, rested themselves on

the ridge thereof, for which reason that hill to

this day is called JVeary-all-hill, and that in

the place where they rested, there sprang up a

miraculous thorn tree, which every year at

Christmas, in the coldest weather, frost, snow,

or whatever else, never failed budding forth its

leaves and blossoms. This thorn, it is said,

sprung from St. Joseph of Arimathea’s dry
walking-staff, which was stuck by him in the

ground at the time when he rested there.

When the rest of these holy men understood

where St. Joseph and his two companies had
taken up their settlement, they likewise re-

paired thither, and being all got together, they

settled themselves in the adjoining place, where
the late Abbey of Glastonbury stood.

A little while after this, they were admo-
nished by St. Gabriel, the Archangel, in a

vision, to build a church in honour of the

Virgin Mary, upon which they immediately

built an oratory of barked aider wicker wands,
winded and twisted together with a roof of

straws, or rather after the nature of the neigh-

bourhood, of hay or rushes. Its length was
60 feet, and its breadth 26.* The annexed wood-
cut is a representation of the oratory. It had
a churchyard belonging to it, which was said

to be sufficiently capacious to contain 1,000

graves, but the dimensions of it are not known
at this day.

Some authors have it, that these holy men
prevailed little by their preaching, and there-

fore at last gave themselves wholly to a monas-
tical and solitary life

;
but this is contradicted

by others (Dugdale and Dodsworth), who say
that St. Joseph and his companions converted a

great multitude of pagans to the Christian faith.

After this manner of living they ended their

days in the island of Inis-wyhyn, having been
supported by the liberality of king Aviragus,
who, for their subsistence, bestowed upon each
of them a hyde of land, twelve hydes in the

whole, which was confirmed to them after his

death by two of bis successors.

It is said that this island, which had been the

abode of saints, became after the decease of

St. Joseph and his companions a den of wild
beasts, till King Lucius’ days, St. Joseph and
his brethren having left disciples behind them,
who continued Christianity in the island or its

neighbourhood, and King Lucius spread it

through all his kingdom.
Two holy legates, Phaganus and Dameanus,

travelling throughout Britain teaching, preach-
ing, and baptizing, having been informed that

St. Joseph and his brethren had about 100
years before, in some measure, spread the
seed of Christianity in the south-westej'n part

* William of Malmesbury’s Chronicles.

of the kingdom, and that they had retired to

Inis-wyhyn, and there died, and finding out

where this sacred place was, about the year of

Christ 183, penetrated into this holy island,

where they, having found this oratory, were
filled with joy, and upon searching diligently,

they found the holy- cross, the figure of our re-

demption, and which, together with several

other signs, declared that that place had been
formerly the habitation of Christians. After
this they found the antiquity of the com-
ing of St. Joseph and his brethren thither, and
how three pagan kings ministered necessaries

for their maintenance. Afterwards, being ad-

monished by a divine oracle, they added
another oratory of stone, and dedicated it to

the honour of our Lord and his Apostles St.

Peter and St. Paul.*

Hackney. M. A. G.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES.

Lecture V.

ROMAN ARCHITECTURE.

{Continued from p. 507.)

Many other theatres were erected in Rome
to gratify the inordinate passion of the people
for shows. The first buildings used for the

purpose were constructed of wood, as were
those of Curio, Pompey, and Cassar. Pliny

gives an interesting account of the amphitheatre
of Curio, a patrician, who lost his life on the

side of Julius Csesar. To produce a gorgeous
pageant on the occasion of his father’s death,

he “ caused two theatres to be built of timber,

of great size, so that they might be turned so as

to make them approach or join to each other,

or be removed to a distance, as he should desire,

and all by the means of one pivot apiece, that

they hung by, which bore the weight of the

whole edifice, the balance being so equal, and
the whole firm and safe. The contrivance was
arranged thus—that in the forenoon he should

exhibit scenical representations, when the two
theatres should be placed back to back

;
and

that when the audience was satisfied with that

kind of show, the theatres should be turned
about until the ends fronted each other (every
man in the audience keeping his place and
sitting still, according to his rank and order),

until by the meeting of the corners of these

two theatres, the compass made a fair round
amphitheatre.'''' After praising the skill and
contrivance of the designer, Pliny rebukes in

no measured terms the folly of his countrymen
who trusted to such a frail and dangerous
edifice—“ the conquerors of the world, the

disposers of empires at their pleasure ; and the

givers of countries and nations at their will;

the vicegerents of the immortal gods under
heaven, hanging in the air within a frame, at the

mercy of a hook, and rejoicing and ready to

clap their hands at their own danger.”

This singular edifice was erected in rivalry

of one of more costly materials, which had
been built by Marcus Scaurus

;
who, as Pliny

says, “when he was tedile, caused a wonderful
piece of work to be made, exceeding every

thing of the kind that had been seen before.

It was a theatre, having three galleries, one
above the other, wherein were 360 columns of

marble
;
the base of the stage was all of marble,

the middle of glass (an extravagant superfluity

never heard of before or since). As for the

uppermost, the boards, planks, and floors were
gilded, the columns beneath were 38 feet high;

and between these pillars there stood brazen
statues and images, to the number of three

thousand. The theatre itself could accommo-
date 80,000 persons to sit at their ease.”

Pompey’s theatre contained 40,000 spec-

tators
;

it was finished 54 b.c., and was attached

to the temple of Venus; Pompey exhibited

400 tigers and 500 lions, besides elephants.

This building is said to have been in existence

in the beginning of the fifth century, and its

site is pointed out in the Campo di Fiore.

Julius Caesar exhibited in his theatre (of wood)
besides more lions and tigers than Pompey
had done, twenty elephants, and 500 gladiators

on foot, and 300 on horseback. In the time

of Augustus, large theatres were erected by
Cornelius Balbus, by iEmilius Lepidus, and by
Statilius Taurus, whose immense mound still

remains, and who, according to Strabo, built

the first amphitheatre of stone.

* Sammes’ Antiquities, pp. 213, 214. Dr. Warner’s His-

tory of Glastonbury, App. No. I. p. 6.
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Augustus himself built the theatre of Mar-
cellus in honour of his nephew ancl son-in-law;

it is not above one-third of the size of the

Coliseum, and consists but of two stories, the

lower Doric, and the upper Ionic, both of

better design than seen in the same orders in

the Coliseum. There are arches between the

columns.
Many of the Roman emperors built amphi-

theatres, and splendid remains are still to be
seen in various parts of Italy

;
the most con-

siderable are at Pola, 436 feet long by 346 feet,

and 97 feet high, and which contained 20,000
persons

;
at Verona, 450 feet long by 360 feet,

and capable of holding 22,000 persons; at

Capua, 520 feet in length, adorned with

statues of the whole pagan mythology, and
considered second only to the Coliseum. In
smaller cities likewise and in the provinces

subject to Rome, numerous theatres were built.

We now proceed to notice in detail some
of the most remarkable triumphal arches,

of which one of the earliest, simplest,

and most beautiful is the arch of Titus, whose
single opening formed the entrance to the

Sacred Way
;
which, in its course, neither wide

nor lengthened, passed between some of the

most splendid temples of Rome.* This arch

was raised in honour of Titus by the senate

and Roman people, as the inscription testifies,

“ Senatus Populusque Romanus Divo Tito

Divi Vespasiani F(ilio) Vespasiano Augusto,”
after the conquest of Judfea. Some writers

have attributed its erection to the emperor
Trajan, others to Domitian, who took a part

in the triumph. The exterior of this arch
is built of the white marble of Paros, beautifully

wrought and fitted. It had originally four

columns on each front, of the Composite
order (herein for the first time employed)

;
two

only of the columns on each front remain.

The archway is 17 feet 6 inches wide, and

27 feet high to the key-stone
;
the sides of the

archway are decorated with bas-reliefs, repre-

senting, on one side, the triumphal entry of

the emperor into Rome in a quadriga, or car

drawn by four horses, led by the goddess
Roma, and attended by senators and lictors,

whilst a Victory behind holds a wreath over

his head
;
on the opposite side is shewn the

train bearing the spoils of Jerusalem, among
which are discerned the golden candlestick,

the golden table, “ of the weight of many ta-

lents,” silver trumpets, all of which are de-

scribed by Josephus, an eye-witness of the

splendid triumph. In the centre compart-

ment of the ceiling is shewn the apotheosis

(i.e. the placing among the gods) of Titus,

borne to heaven on an eagle. On the frieze

are figures of men in alto-relievo leading oxen

to sacrifice, and two figures of Fame occupy
the spandrils of the arch. No Jews will pass

under this arch which so mournfully tells of

the capture and destruction of their beloved

city, yet affords collateral proof of the authen-

ticity of the Scriptures.

At the termination of the Sacred Way, at the

foot of the steps leadingto the Capitol, stands the

triumphal arch of Septimius Severus, erected

by the Roman senate and people in honour
of that emperor’s many victories in the East,

obtained in conjunction with his sons Cara-

calla and Geta, who are therefore also ho-

noured in the triumph. The arch has one large

central opening 21 feet wide, and two side door-

ways each 9 feet 8 inches wide
;

there are

communications from the side passages to the

central gateway
;
four fluted detached columns,

of the Composite order, are ranged in

each front with pilasters behind
;
between the

pilasters are bas-reliefs of poor design and in-

ferior execution, representing the emperor’s

victories over the Parthians, Arabians, and
other eastern nations. Winged Victories are

placed over the centre arch, and four river

gods over the side openings. On the top of

the structure, which was 68 feet high, was
placed a quadriga, containing statues of Se-

verus and his two sons. The shafts of the

columns in single blocks, 22 feet 11 inches

high, were 2 feet ten inches in diameter; and
the whole length of the front was 76 feet.

This arch, supposed to have been completed
a.d. 204, served as the model for that erected

by Napoleon Bonaparte in front of the palace

of the Tuilleries in 1806; on the summit of

* The conqueror approaching the Capitol would, after

passing through the arch of Titus, have on his left hand the
temples of Jupiter Stator, of Concord, and of Jupiter Tonans ;

on his right, the temple of Peace, and of Antoninus and
Faustina.

which was placed a car, whereto were attached

the celebrated horses taken from the Place of

St. Mark, at Venice, and restored in 1815.

The structure, called the arch of the Gold-

smiths, is in reality not an arch, but a gateway
;

the upper part of the opening being formed
by the entablature continued from the pilasters

on each side, for it has no columns. It

was erected in honour of and dedicated to

Septimius Severus and his family, by the

goldsmiths and merchants who inhabited the

Forum Boarium, so called because a statue of

a bull was placed in it of iEgina metal. Thus
Ovid. in his Fasti

—

Area quae posito de Bove nomen habet.

At a short distance beyond the arch of

Titus, but not in the Sacred Way, is the tri-

umphal arch of Constantine, which ex-

ceeds in size that of Severus, having like it

three openings, each front having four fluted

columns of the Corinthian order, detached

from the walls
;
the shafts are of yellow an-

tique marble, behind the columns are fluted

pilasters. With the exception of the columns,

the whole of the edifice is of white marble,

laid without cement, and cramped with bronze.*

This arch was decreed by the senate and
people a.d. 312, on the occasion of Constan-

tine having overcome Maxentius in battle,

about nine miles from Rome, on the Banks of the

Tiber. This victory of Constantine is called,

by Gibbon, “ the most splendid enterprise of

his life.” Over the entablature of the columns
are placed statues of Dacian prisoners, which
were brought from an arch erected to Trajan
in his famous Forum, and which was entirely

demolished to decorate that of Constantine

;

for the historian Gibbon tells us (vol. ii., p.

235) that it was not possible to find in the

capital a sculptor capable of adorning the arch

of Constantine.f In fact, the sculptures that

were added to it, which belong to the age of

Constantine, are very inferior to those which

were taken from Trajan’s arch, whose de-

struction is the more to be regretted, as

it was most probably built from the design of

the famous Apollodorus, to whom some
have even ascribed the arch of Titus. The
bas-reliefs under the central passage, and at

the ends of the attic, represent the defeat by

Trajan, a.d. 105, of the Dacians on the Danube;

and the four medallions on the south front,

each in one piece of marble, eight feet in

diameter, represent Trajan going to and re-

turning from the chase, and sacrificing to

Apollo and Diana, the deities of field-sports.

Other medallions shew the Emperor con-

tinuing the chase, and sacrificing to Sylva and

to Mars. The centre medallions illustrate

morning and the close of day. The arch

erected in Piccadilly, at the royal entrance

to the Green Park, is called a “ free imitation”

of the Constantine arch; it has, however, but

one opening. And in this work, as well as

in the opposite colonnades and arches leading

to Hyde Park, may be seen the fault pointed

out by Mr. Bartholomew, of entablatures sink-

ing by the carrying of projecting architraves

across the great arches with columns so prodi-

giously far apart as to be unequal to the passive

support of the superincumbent work, instead

of following the sound and legitimate Roman
method of mitring the entablature round the

columns, so as at once to find an apology for

placing columns by far too distant, or “ thin

set,” for correct ordonance, and so prevent, by

proper construction, the want of safety which

must otherwise ensue.*

Although we have not at Rome an arch of

Trajan in existence, there are fortunately two

remaining elsewhere in Italy, which are gene-

* The Florentine architect, Andrea Orgagnn, revived the

ancient practice of joining marbles and stones in building

with brass cramps instead of using cement or mortar. He
died a.d. 1389.

t The historian thus speaks of this building :
“ The

triumphal arch of Constantine still remains a melan-

choly proof of the decline of the arts, and a singular testi-

mony of the meanest vanity. As it was not possible to find

in the capital of the empire a sculptor who was capable of

adorning that public monument, the arch of Trajan, without

any respect either for his memory or for the rules of pro-

priety, was stripped of its most elegant figures. The dif-

ference of time and persons, of actions and characters, was
totally disregarded. The new ornaments, which it was ne-

cessary to introduce between the vacancies of ancient sculp-

ture, are executed in the rudest and most unskilful manner.”
(Decline and Fall, Sec., chap, xiv.)

t [In the Lotbbury Court of the Bank of Eng-

land is an arch, by Sir John Soane, of considerable

beauty, adorned with the Tivoli Corinthian order,

somewhat modified and with the entablature mitred

over each column.—

E

d.]

rally considered to be in better taste than any
in Rome, and they were most probably from
the designs of the great architect of that em-
peror, Apollodorus. One is at Beneventum,
and very much resembling the arch of Titus at

Rome ;• it was called the Porta Aurea (Golden
Gate), and was erected a.d. 113, to record
Trajan’s achievements in the German and
Dacian wars. It is one of the most beautiful
and best preserved monuments of the kind,
built of Parian marble, having a double socle,

on which rest eight fluted columns of the
Composite order; the intervals between them
are adorned with superb basso-relievos. In
the centre of the ceiling of the arch is a beau-
tiful figure of Fame crowning the Emperor.
The bas-reliefs in the upper compartments
(which are better preserved than the others,)

are very fine, and particularly the figures of
Trajan, Hercules, Jupiter, and Minerva.

ARCH OF TRAJAN AT ANCONA.

The other arch of Trajan is at Ancona,
erected a.d. 116, by the Roman senate and

people in his honour, not for a victory, but for

the more praiseworthy deed of facilitating an

entrance into Italy from the Adriatic, by form-

ing the port of Ancona, with the magnificent

mole, which protects the harbour. 1 his arch,

built of white marble, has four engaged co-

lumns to each front, and but one arched

opening, 9 feet 10 inches wide. It is of the

Corinthian order, and was not so much en-

cumbered with ornaments as were the arches

of later date in Rome. On the summit of the

arch was placed a statue of Trajan, with that

of his wife Plotina on one side, and of his

sister Marciana on the other. The statues,

bronzes, and decorations ot this arch have long

since disappeared. The emperor did not live

to enjoy this triumph, having died at Selinus,

in Cilicia, after a reign of 19£ years.
’ G.R.F.

(To he continued.)

Westminster Bridoe.—The approaches

to this bridge, are about to be altered,

it being in contemplation to remove a great

quantity of earth from the crown ot the

arch and to add something to the extremes.

The works commenced on Monday last, on

which day the carriage-road was stopped.

rhu. Le Grand otarve., " II *e P»™t ™cor» d»|

fitecte cliargtS d’cxecuter 1 arc de Bdn£vent eCit Ue

aent frapp6 de la perfection de celui tie Titus, qu 1 1
ait

l le reproduire. Cette imitation subsiste anjourd hut

son entier, lorsque le monument qui a servi de modile

.n.ln ..Mi-lip rlJtrilit.”
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TUDOR ARCH—FROM A DOORWAY IN CROYDON PALACE.

Shelving by fair Lines lioxv the Present common mode of Drawing such
Arches is

}
in my opinion, imperfect.

The interior line A B C is described at twice from the centres D and

G, according to the data given by “ T. L.” in The Builder, page 304

;

each portion being of uniform curvature, while the radius of the one

is approaching to three times the length of the other. With this

variation, two arches from different circles are patched together to form
what manv are taught to think, and appear to be satisfied, is a fair cuive,

proving that both mind and eye require instruction.

On each side of this middle line, thus drawn, is described another by
simple continuous motion, with a continual variation of curvature from

A to C
;
and it will be observed that a fair line of the same character

half-way between them, would pass through the three points A B C of

the approximate line, shewing that it (which from the mode of generation

alone ought to be manifest) is too quick immediately below B, and too flat

above that point. In short, the true line would deviate just so much
from the approximate method as is necessary to produce a fair curve

passing through the three points, and that a tangent to the point A be per-

pendicular to the horizontal or springing line.

The approximate method of producing an imitation of an ellipsis, by
patching together portions of four circles, might, in a similar way, be

made as obviously inaccurate to an untutored eye; and every eye, and
mind too, must be untaught which cannot perceive the inaccuracy with-

out such explanation
;
and, consequently, cannot contemplate any varying

form of an object so as to acquire a true impression of the different parts.

On a small scale, without it is by a very delicate engraving, it is diffi-

cult to shew the precise character of either the approximate or the true

curve. On the other hand, the larger they are drawn the more obvious

the imperfection and the truth.

It is supposed, however, after seeing this, that there are few architects,

if they will allow the eye, and the mind too, to dwell for a sufficient time
on any arch, a large one especially, who will not immediately discover

the character. In this way ancient forms ought to be compared with
modern constructions.

<3

But suppose the ancients had not arrived

at a knowledge of a strictly fair line, does
it follow that an imperfect line should be
continued when an accurate one may be

applied with greater facility? Yet perhaps
the fair line may be found to approach as

nearly to the form of the Croydon arch as

the approximate one, if a curve formed by

continuous mode of generation was applied

to it.

Joseph Jopling.

29, Wimpole-street.

Opening of the Royal Exchange.

—

Great preparations are making, not only in the
Royal Exchange itself, but at the Bank and
several houses in the vicinity, for the forth-
coming visit of her Majesty to the City of
London. The wooden pavement in Cornhill
is nearly completed, and in a few days that
thoroughfare will be re-opened. The area of
the western front of the Exchange, whereon
stands the Wellington statue, is nearly com-
pleted, and the hoarding will be shortly re-
moved, when the whole building will be
thrown open to the public. It is expected that
the ceremony will take place on Wednesday,
the 23rd instant. One thousand three hundred
distinguished persons are to be invited to dine
on the occasion. The Gresham and Corpora-
tion Committees have ordered Mr. Wyon to
execute two medals commemorative of the event.

India-Rubbf.r Pavement for Stables.
—As a pavement for stables the caoutchouc
preparation is said to be unequalled, prevent-

ing the lodging of stale matters, and their con-
sequent noxious exhalations, requiring little

litter, and preserving the knees and other parts

of the horse from injuries which are apt to be
received in stone-paved stables. By a little

precaution, the ammonia, which now exhales
to the injury of the horses’ health, may be col-

lected and sold as a manure, at from two to

three pounds per horse per annum. The
stables of the commissioners of Woolwich
Dock-yard have been paved with this material
for upwards of two years, and are allowed to

be superior in point of cleanliness, freedom
from smell, and healthiness, to what they were
previous to the laying down of the elastic

pavement.

Gigantic Scheme.—We have heard that

the practicability of connecting the opposite

shores of the Mersey by a stupendous chain

bridge is under consideration. It is said that,

by the formation of a viaduct, on the principle

of an inclined plane, on arches, commencing

at the top of James-street to the margin of the

river, a sufficient elevation may be obtained.

A similar erection on the Woodside bank of

the river would, of course, be requisite. Our
acting and enterprising Cheshire neighbour

would, no doubt, readily assist in promoting a

project so magnificent. Such a work would

throw all other suspension bridges into the

shade, and be a world’s wonder. Of its practi-

cability no doubt, we believe, is entertained,

and it will be allowed that the enterprise is

worthy the combined energies of Liverpool and

Birkenhead .—Liverpool Albion.
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Geology, Tntroductive, Descriptive
, and Prac-

tical. By David Thomas Ansted, M.A.,
F.R.8., &c.—London: Van Voorst, Pater-

noster-row, 1844.

The two elegant volumes now before us are

highly complimentary to the learning and re-

search of Mr. Ansted, and to the taste and
spirit of the publisher, Van Voorst. With the
high commendation of being comparatively
free from the mysticisms of the science of
Geology, they elicit our warm commendation
for the methodical simplicity of arrangement
and judicious selection of pleasing and im-
portant information brought down to the pre-
sent period.

One century ago, geology, according to

the definition given by Mr. Ansted, was
unknown

;
the earth was never previously

explored, unless for practical purposes, and
when the organic phenomena of its strata

first arrested the attention of men of science,

the explanations given by them were con-
formable to the age in which they lived,

crude, contradictory, and oft-times“ridiculous.

But this twilight of observation, however un-
satisfactory to the mind thirsting after know-
ledge, was the infancy of geology, which,
struggling into existence through almost in

surmountable difficulties, soon made itself a
name, increasing in beauty and utility, in

wisdom as in years.

Mr. Ansted has most decidedly given the

world the most pleasing, if not the most useful

exposition of the science of geology of the pre-

sent day
;

and, while we differ somewhat from
him in the relative position and importance of
mineralogyandchemistry

;
we can scarcely blame

him, on observing that his object evidently is to

render geology more extensively and practically

useful, and by disrobing it of its strange and
somewhat forbidding technicalities, to invite the
young aspirant to scientific honours, to follow
in the path of observation pointed out, that he
may in turn be enabled to contribute his quota
to the existing fund of human knowledge.

In considering geology in connection with
architecture, Mr. Ansted informs the ar-

chitect, that “ the object of geology is to

observe and describe the internal crust of the

globe
;
and from the consideration of the phe-

nomena there presented to view, to trace the suc-

cessive changes that have taken place upon
the earth, and the various laws or modes of

action employed in effecting these changes.”
That it is absolutely essential to the architect

and engineer to have some degree of know-
ledge thus defined as belonging to the depart-

ment of geology cannot be questioned, for to

readily comprehend what difficulties are likely

to arise and what dangers are to be avoided,
in forming roads, canals, railways, viaducts,

and aqueducts, in building bridges or houses,

is to enable ourselves the better to meet the
one and overcome the other.

In introducing his readers to the technical

expressions of geology, Mr. Ansted observes
that “ a very slight knowledge of mineralogy
is sufficient to acquire geological knowledge,”
and that under this term “ it is usual to desig-

nate all those substances which occur in

masses, and which lie beneath the vegetable

soil, by the general term rocks ; and in this

sense, clay and sand are called rock by the

geologist, as well as granite and limestone.”

For all practical purposes this explanation
should ever be borne in mind by the architect,

otherwise, under this general term he must
very often inevitably be led astray.

The Romans, not content with a cli-

mate favourable to the preservation of stone,

carefully collected the results of experience,

and placed them on record, for the benefit of

future generations. In the writings of Vi-
truvius on Roman architecture, the most par-

ticular rules were laid down with respect to the
selection and use of building stones and the

cements employed by them; and every country
then known to or under the rule of this warlike
nation contributed the choice produce of its

quarries for the advancement and grandeur of
the great capital of the world. This desire of
the ancients for building with durable mate-
rials ought to be fully participated in by modern
architects, who, as part of their profession,

should be enabled to classify and arrange
building-stones, to apply, when required, the

rules of chemical analysis, in order to discover

their composition, physical character, and
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powers of endurance of heat and moisture.

As Mr. Ansted observes, it is the duty of the

engineer to obtain a correct knowledge of the

line of country through which he is to conduct
roads, railways, canals, tunnellings, and em-
bankments, and to do this effectually, he must
have some knowledge of the leading principles

of geology, as also of mineralogy, to which
the former science is so strictly allied

;
still

the engineer, in thus seeking aid from geology,

must bear in mind that practical information

is all he requires
;
to speculate on possibilities,

and thereby involve large additional expen-
diture, is dangerous in the extreme. Geology,

therefore, while, on the one hand, it commands
his attention, and forms a part of his study,

should, on the other, be carefully applied

practically, lest it lead him into difficulties.

Mr. Ansted suggests the necessity of rigid

attention to a system of drainage, in order to

guard against landslips. That many evils have

arisen from not taking proper precautions in

this respect, is too true
;
but in behalf of the

engineer, it is right to add that circumstances

very often place these matters entirely beyond
his control

;
for it often happens that the lands

through which long cuttings are made, are of

such a nature as to involve with the question

of drainage that of vast expense; and this land

seldom belongs to, or is under the control of
the purchasers of the direct track in which
the cutting is made, who have not power by
Act of Parliament, or otherwise, to compel the

proprietor to use Watson’s draining pipes.

Again, as practical men, it may be as well to

observe that landslips as often occur in hori-

zontal as in vertical strata
;
for there is always

a tendency in clay beds, having great absorbing

powers, to separate when saturated with moist-

ure, or, on the evaporation of that moisture
during the summer months, to contract in their

parts, open into chasms, and either separate

directly, or the seeds of separation would be
sown against the rains commenced.
The observations of Mr. Ansted on the

necessary attention of engineers to tunnelling

are also good
;
but here, again, the geological

engineer would be deservedly brought to book,

if in conformity with Mr. Ansted’s views, from

mere suspicion, of hills of a particular shape

having a nucleus of igneous rock, he should

deviate from the direct line, and thereby inter-

fere with the contract, and check the progress

of the undertaking.

In the construction of harbours, break-

waters, quays, and bridges, a geological course

of studies would greatly benefit the engineer,

by enabling him to form a sounder judgment
on the material to be employed, from whence
it is to be procured, and of the beds on which
the superstructure is to be raised. This Mr.
Ansted recommends attaining by an attentive

examination of the neighbouring rocks and
quarries; and quotes the opinion of Sir H.
De la Beche, who remarks, that “ an ob-

server may often obtain information on this

head by studying the condition of the rocks on

the banks and sea-shores.” The valuable profile

of the railways of the United Kingdom, first

suggested by the geological section of the

British Association, and now deposited in the

Museum of Economic Geology, will long re-

main a monument of British engineering skill,

and a proud triumph over apparently insur-

mountable difficulties.

“ In architecture,” says Mr. Ansted, “ as in

all kinds of engineering works, the benefit

derived from a knowledge of geological

science is shewn, not only with respect to the

foundation of the building, but also in the

selection of its site and of the materials of

which the superstructure is composed. In the

case at present before us this benefit is chiefly

obtained in the selection of building materials,

but it also has reference to the other parts of

the subject, for there can be no doubt that the

foundations of all buildings, more especially

of those which are intended to last for centu-

ries, should be most carefully selected, so as to

possess the advantage of thorough drainage,

and he unaffected by any changes that may
take place on the surface by the action of ordi-

nary causes.”

Unfortunately for architects, they have

seldom or never the choice of site left to them,

their duty being to give plans for a building to

be erected upon a chosen spot, and of necessity

in prosecuting the work to provide for the im-

perfections and casualties as they think proper.

Here they are necessitated to fall upon artifi-
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cial contrivances for draining and securing the
foundations, for excluding the wet.

In entering upon the subject of building
material, Mr. Ansted relates an anecdote of a
practical man who had been employed in

selecting stone for an important public build-
ing about to be erected, that in looking out
for good stone, he was accustomed to go to the
churchyard in the neighbourhood of the
quarries he wished to judge of, and examine
on all sides the oldest tomb-stones that were
there.*

“ A stone,” says Mr. Ansted, “ which resists
exposure to the air, may be readily disin-

tegrated by water; and on the other hand, a
porous sandy rock will resist the action of
water, but fall to pieces when exposed to frost

and atmospheric changes. Many kinds of
stone are sufficiently durable for sheltered

situations, but crumble away when more ex-
posed

;
others are durable in the country,

becoming covered with lichens, which pre-

serve them from atmospheric action, but are
disintegrated in towns, where the covering of
soot they soon obtain may assist in destroying
their surface, and opening the way to a more
mischievous, because a deeper-seated action.”f
The following quotations, though now old,

cannot fail to interest some of thereadersofTHE
Builder

;
they are principally drawn from the

report of the committee appointed to select the

stone for the Houses of Parliament.

“ LIMESTONE.
“Of limestones,” says Mr. Ansted, “ there

are two or three distinct kinds, each of which
is worthy of notice with respect to its geological

position, as well as its economic value. The
first of these includes the argillaceous lime-

stone, common in silurian rocks, and found

also in Devonshire and Cornwall (in rocks of

the Devonian period); but stone of this kind

is not confined to any particular localities,

being met with also in the crebaceous series.

“ The second and most important group of

limestones for building purposes comprises

those (chiefly of the mountain limestone series)

which are crystalline and compact, and often

of a blue colour. The third series includes

the oolites (which are the stones most com-
monly used, and the most convenient, for

ordinary purposes), abounding in the middle
secondary groups of formations, and employed
in most of the public buildings that have been
erected in the middle, west, and south of Eng-
land. These stones, however, vary greatly in

relative value as building materials.”
“ The argillaceous limestones of the older

rocks are so rarely of sufficient durability to

be used for public buildings, that there is no
quarry reported on by the commissioners, one
excepted, an accidental variety of the lower
chalk quarried at Totternhoe, near Dunstable,

and formerly used in some kinds of external

work, but now superseded by Bath stone
;
like

other kinds of clunch, this bed forms an easily

cut, and a very useful material for certain

kinds of internal decorative work, and has often

been used for such purposes in the interior of

our cathedrals. The crystalline carbonates of

lime that have been used for building are not

very numerous, although they possess many
advantages, among which great durability and

resistance to decomposition may be ranked as

the principal. Many of them, however, are

too expensive to be generally employed, such

as marble and ornamental stones, and the

number of fossil remains found in those of

Derbyshire and Devonshire sometimes tends

to diminish their value, by exposing them to

unequal decomposition in the parts where
fossils chiefly abound.”
“It is chiefly the oolite limestones that

have been employed in England for build-

ing purposes
;
they are so called from the egg

shaped particles being cemented together by a

calcareous matter of varied character: they will

of necessity suffer unequaldecomposition unless

the oviform bodies and the cement be equally

coherent and of similar composition. Ot those

* [There is a remarkable instance in Hornsey

church-yard of a flat ledger of Purbeck stone

(which is hard to work) placed over a bricked

grave some half century ago, which has strewn the

surrounding site with its splitting and dissolving

fragments.—

E

d.]

f [We do not find soot of itself injurious to the

durability of stone, but, on the contrary, believe

where it is not washed away the tool-marks

generally remain.—

E

d.]
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best known and used in England are the Port-

land, Bath, Ketton, and theBarnack. Besides

these, Caen stone was a good deal employed in

some English buildings of an early date

(among the rest in Canterbury Cathedral),

and is a stone of great durability and utility.”*

The qualities of the Portland and Bath

stone have been already treated on in

the columns of The Builder. The in-

ferior oolites at Doulting, in Wiltshire, appear

to possess some good qualities.

The Ketton stone and the Barnack rag

are both of them building-stones, ob-

tained from the oolite strata of Rutlandshire

and Northamptonshire. Ketton stone is even-

grained and of a dark cream-colour, con-

taining more than 92 per cent, of carbonate

of lime and upwards of 4 per cent, of carbonate

of magnesia. It absorbs one-fourth of its bulk

of water, and its cohesive power is much
greater than any other oolite. Many of the

buildings in Cambridge are constructed with it.

“The Barnack stone more properly belongs

to the shell limestone than to the true oolites

;

it is of a light whitish brown, consists of 93*4

per cent, of carbonate of lime, and 3’8 per

cent, of carbonate of magnesia
;

it is a

little heavier than Ketton stone, but its cohe-

sive powers not more than two-thirds. It is,

however, an excellant stone, several buildings

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries built of it

being in admirable condition, and scarcely at

all decomposed.”

There are other varieties mentioned, as the

oolite of Lincolnshire, most employed in that

county; the remarkable siliceous limestone of

Chilmark, in Wiltshire, noted for its extremely

great cohesive power, which is, no doubt,

owing to the quantity of silica it contains, more
than 10 per cent. “ The Bolsover quarries, from
which the stone for the new Houses of Par-

liament is procured, and several others that

have been recently opened in the neighbour-

hood, contain about 12 feet of workable stone,

in numerous bands from 8 inches to 2 feet

thick. This stone is of a light yellowish lemon
colour, Its chemical composition consists

of 51 per cent, of carbonate of lime, 40 per

cent, of carbonate of magnesia, and more than

3i per cent, of silica. Its specific gravity is

2'316, or considerably greater than that of

limestone.”

“ This admirable stone is not expensive,

being cheaper than Portland stone, and worked
as easily

;
but it does not seem to have been

much used at a distance from Bolsover, except
in slabs for paving. Its qualities of durability

are well tested in Southwell Church, Notting-

hamshire, a building of the tenth century, and
in admirable condition. In this church the

Norman portions, built of stone similar to that

of Bolsover Moor, are throughout in a perfect

state, and the mouldings and carved enrich-
ments are as sharp as when first executed.”

“The Roche Abbey quarries, near Bawtry,
in Yorkshire, exhibit another instance of semi-
crystalline magnesian limestone, but the quality

is not at all equal to the stone of Bolsover
Moor

;
and although thick, the stone is so

irregularly bedded as to give no certainty to

large blocks. This stone contains only 39£
per cent, of carbonate of magnesia, and 57s of
carbonate of lime

; and it is both the lightest

and the least cohesive of all the magnesian
limestones. Roche Abbey, built of it in the
thirteenth century, is said to exhibit a fair

state of preservation
;
but this is accounted for

by its semi-crystalline condition, and the re-
sistance which the stone therefore offers to the
decomposing action of the atmosphere.”

“There are two considerablemagnesian lime-
stone quarries in the neighbourhood of Don-
caster, from both of which building-stone has
been obtained, though they appear to differ

very considerably in value. The Brodsworth
quarries produce a friable stone, with a
tendency to oolitic structure

;
the thickness of

the beds is considerable, the price low, and
blocks of great size can be procured

;
but it

has not stood the test of time.

“ The Park-nook quarries yield a much
better stone than those of Brodsworth, and
contain about fifteen feet of workable material,
which may be obtained of any practicable size.

There are buildings of this stone about a cen-

[* Experience of ancient buildings shews this
must be taken with very great limitation.

—

Ed.]

tury old in perfect condition
;

it is of a cream

colour and partly crystalline.

“ The Huddlestone quarries, and others in

the neighbourhood of Sherburne, supply also a

good semi-crystalline magnesian limestone of

whitish cream colour, which has been very

much and very long used for building purposes,

and of which, indeed, parts of Westminster Hall

are built. Jackdaw Craig, near Tadcaster, and

Smawse, in the same neighbourhood, are also

well-known for their quarries, which have sup-

plied the stone for public buildings in many
parts of Yorkshire.

“ The stone from Jackdaw Craig was em-

ployed in the building of York Minster, the

transepts of which date from the thirteenth,

and the tower, nave, &c., from the fourteenth

century; but from the generally decomposed
state of all this stone, more especially in the

mouldings and enrichments, it is evidently not

one that should be selected for durability. The
upper beds, which are the worst, have been the

most quarried, and many of the churches of

York, besides the cathedral, are proofs of the

want of judgment in the architect who selected

a material so readily injured by exposure.
“ The Smawse quarries, on Bramham Moor,

contain a stone slightly crystalline, and pro-

bably for that reason more durable than the

former. It is not, however, greatly to be de-

pendedon,as inBeverley Minster(ofthe twelfth,

thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries), the west

tower, the central tower, and other parts built

of this stone are in good condition, while in

other parts of the building the same mate-

rial is decomposed.
“The Huddlestone stone, which is much

more crystalline, is also a more uniformly ex-

cellent building material. Huddlestone Hall,

built in the sixteenth century of this stone, is

in excellent condition, as is also a church at

Hemminghorough, built of a similar stone in

the fifteenth century.” Q.

DOVER HARBOUR.

In these days of improvements in all direc-

tions and of all manners and kinds, the ancient

town of Dover is not entirely backward in the

march of amendment. Not content with re-

storing the fine old church of St. Mary at a

very large cost, and adorning the town and
neighbourhood with new buildings ofallclasses,

Dover will soon possess a vastly increased and

improved harbour. It was, indeed, at one

time contemplated to make it a harbour of

refuge, and it is well known that the Duke of

Wellington (who, as Governor of the Cinque
Ports, has at different times taken so active a

part in matters connected with the welfare

and advancement of the town) has ever been

in favour of such a desirable object being
effected. The work, however, would be of

so expensive a nature, that nothing short of

national means could hardly hope to accom-
plish it. His Grace is understood to have

remarked, “ We will improve the existing

harbour; but such a work as that must be done
by the nation.” Yet, it appears, it is not likely

Dover will be converted into a harbour of re-

fuge; but the town commissioners, it is declared,

are determined to do all in their power to

render the harbour as useful and perfect as

possible. It is well known that at present it

is not very good, yet it can now accommodate
ships of 500 tons. It is chiefly used for sailing

and steam packets to and from France. Im-
mense sums have been expended upon this

haven from the period of Henry VIII., but
it is so imperfectly formed at the present time,

that a vessel coming in with a direct south

wind would be driven against the walls, as

there is neither room to turn nor for the ship

gradually to expend her force before reaching
the extremity of the docks. The harbour has
been undergoing repairs of various descrip-

tions almost constantly for many years, but

early in this summer an extensive improve-
ment and enlargement was decided upon and
commenced that is well calculated to re-

medy many of the most important objections

now existing. Thus “ the poor haven, such
as it is ” (rather derogatively termed in an old

description thereof), is likely to be materially

raised in the rank and utility of harbours upon
the southern coast of England. It is to be so

extended by another wing, as it were, being
added, that a vessel may enter in full sail, and
have room to turn and come gradually to its

stoppage, an object that cannot now be attained.

A large piece of land to the east of the ex-

isting harbour and between it and the parade
has been purchased for the purpose of enlarg-

ing the docks, and gates are to be added.

Upon the land so appropriated stood, until

quite recently, building yards, houses, &c.

There also remains as yet upon the site

(although they will be removed in the course

of the speedily-approaching alterations) a bat-

tery, containing several cannon, and buildings

that have been used as a magazine, guard-

house, &c. A great portion of the space to be

converted to the enlargement of the harbour

is now in an advanced stage of excavation, and

some parts are already being walled in. It was
originally intended to have wooden walls for

this addition to the haven, but a wiser, though
more immediately expensive plan has been
adopted, and stone is to be used instead of the

former more perishable material. “ Wooden
walls ” have for many ages proved good de-

fences for Old England
;
but a harbour intended

to endure requires something more substantial.

Some notion of the important nature of these

works may be formed when it is mentioned

that no less a sum than 100,000/. is proposed

to be laid out upon them, in addition to the

large amounts that have been spent upon the

docks during the last few years. The time

which has been specified for the alterations to be

completed is three years
;

but, having regard

to the extent of the improvements, and the

difficulties that are so often met with in like

undertakings, it seems more than probable

that they may not be finished until a somewhat
longer period has elapsed. The effect, even

now, is advantageous, as it gives more room in

some portions of the harbour; but eventually

it cannot fail to be most important to Dover,

in advancing in no slight degree its prosperity

as well as utility.

—

Times.

THE IRON TRADE IN SOUTH STAFFORD-
SHIRE—FALL IN PRICES.

The ironmasters of this district have not

been able to maintain the prices of last

quarter, notwithstanding their previous reso-

lutions to do so. It was hoped that they

might have been able to sustain that ad-

vance which for the last few months they

were getting, but they have not, and a reduc-

tion of no less than 1/. per ton has taken place.

At their meeting in Birmingham on the 3rd

instant, they resolved upon upholding the price,

although it was evident that some under-

current was at work to reduce it. Nothing
but conflicting opinions were to be heard

amongst the best informed representatives of

the largest houses, and it was with difficulty

that any thing like satisfactory information could

be obtained upon the actual state of the

market. The price, however, was then de-

clared to be the same as last quarter, and it

was reserved for the meeting held at Dudley,

last Saturday evening, to make known the

actual condition of the trade, and the necessity

which existed for a reduction. Various causes

are assigned for this fall, and amongst the

most probable is the over speculations of small

makers. It would seem many of them, unable

to keep stock, have, by underselling the large

houses, rendered a sweeping reduction neces-

sary on the part of those extensive proprietors,

who have been endeavouring for their own
sakes and the general interest of trade to re-

tain something like a remunerating profit.

The competition arising from the furnaces of

other districts has also, no doubt, materially

hastened the issuing of the circulars announc-

ing the above fall of 20s. in the ton. It is a

heavy reduction, one not usually made sud-

denly, and least of all not to be expected now,

when the railway speculations would seem to

hold out the prospect of an enormous demand
for at least another year or two.

New Custom House, Ipswich.—On Fri-

day, the 4th inst., the “ raising treat ” for this

building took place in the large room of the

Customs department. The architect, J. M.
Clark, Esq., and the builder provided most

amply for the entertainment. At 5 o’clock,

nearly 100 persons, including several members
of the Town Council, sat down to dinner;

after which the mayor favoured them with his

company for a short time, and who highly

complimented Mr. Pettit upon the sound and
workmanlike manner in which he had fulfilled

his contract up to the present state of the edifice,

and upon its near approach to completion.
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CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Eton College, Oct. 9.—The western window
in this beautiful chapel, which is the smallest

window in the sacred edifice, situated over the

inner entrance of the ante-chapel, and over the

present organ-loft, has just been filled in with

elegant specimens of stained glass, the liberal

gift of the Rev. Edward Coleridge. It is un-

derstood that the assistant-masters of the

school have arranged to fill in the easternmost

window on the south side with stained glass

containing figures descriptive of some part of

Scripture history. It is believed that the

easternmost window on the north side will also

be filled in with stained glass, at the expense
of a nobleman educated at Eton. It seems to

be not improbable that in the course of a few

3’ears the whole of the windows of this beauti-

ful chapel will be composed of stained glass,

thus rendering it one of the most solemnly
gorgeous places of divine worship in the

kingdom. Active steps are being taken for

having the roof, which is of wood, emblazoned
with heraldic and other devices, in keeping
with the sacred character of the chapel.

Consecration of Trinity Church
,

Dillon's

Marsh.—On Monday last, Trinity Church,
Dilton’s Marsh, Westbury, was consecrated by
the Lord Bishop of Salisbury. The building

is of Norman design, being cruciform, the

eastern end circular, and with a low tower.

The north doorway and font are very good

—

the pulpit elaborate—the seats are low, open,

and of good design, but, by a strange mistake,

adapted only for seats, the under part of the

seat having been blocked up to make sitting

the more convenient, whilst kneeling is rendered

totally impossible! !

!

The windows in the

chancel are of stained glass, representing the

Incarnation, Crucifixion, and Resurrection
of our Lord. They are the gift of Mrs. Phipps
of Leighton, who also presented the altar cloth.

The windows in the transept are also of stained
glass of good pattern. The altar is a massive
table of wood, supported on Norman pillars.

—

Farley's Bristol Journal.
Consecrationof the New Church at Welshpool.—This church, erected by voluntary subscrip-

tion in honour of the coming of age of Lord
Viscount Clive, was consecrated on Wednesday
week. There is room for 1,000 persons in the

church, and one- half of the sittings are free.

The sum of 6,000/. was subscribed for the

building, but this, it appears, is not sufficient to

pay the cost.

Munificent Gift.—The late George Maude,
Esq., of Middlewood Hall, near Darfield, has

left the sum of 1,000/. to be appropriated to the

repairs of Darfield Church.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

North British.—The directors of the North
British Company have made an offer of 4,500/.

to the corporation of Berwick for the portion

of their property required for the line (about
20 acres). The council, however, have resolved
not to abate their demand of 6,000/., consider-

ing that the property will be deteriorated by
the manner in which it will be divided into two
portions along its whole length.— York Gazette.

Statue of George Stephenson.—A splendid

marble statue of George Stephenson, Esq.,

from the chisel of Gibson, will, it is expected,

before long, form one of the ornaments of St.

George’s Hall, Liverpool, which is rising oppo-
site the terminus, in that town, of Mr. Stephen-
son’s first great railway.

Prosser's Raihvay.— This railway differs

from the old wooden railway in having the

wood indurated by the injection of an alkaline

and metallic salt, and the employment of a

levelled guide-wheel, fixed at an oblique angle
before and behind each carriage.

New Method ofgenerating Steam.—The at-

tention of scientific men is directed to what is

expected to prove a new method of generat-
ing steam, viz., by a galvanic flame directed
with such force as to cause water to boil.

Coventry, Warwick
,
and Leamington.—The

branch from Coventry to Warwick and Leam-
ington is nearly completed, and it is intended
to open the line to the public on the 2nd of De-
cember.— TVorcester Guardian.

Whitby and Pickering.—The York and
Scarborough Company, who have purchased
this railway, through Mr. Hudson, are to take
possession at Lady-day next.

<Eon*e0pontJenre.

IMPROVEMENTS OF IPSWICH.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,

—

A short time ago, in your list of com-
petitions, there was a notice of an offer of a

premium of ten guineas for the best design for

laying out the old Shire-hall yard in this town,

together with a design for some almshouses

to be erected on part of the said ground.

I beg to inform you, and those of your

readers who take an interest in the result of

competitions, that the committee appointed for

the choosing of the best design have, after a

long and careful examination, awarded two
premiums of ten guineas each to two designs

sent in, they not being able to give the pre-

ference to either.

The first is a very excellent and chaste de-

sign, in the Tudor style, by J. M. Clark, Esq.

(architect of the new custom-house at present

erecting there), and which is exceedingly cre-

ditable to the taste of the committee
;
the se-

cond is a design by a Mr. Woolnough, and
is a mixture of the common street-house and
Elizabethan, and which, of course, is more
suitable to the taste of the unlearned and un-

refined.

I am happy to say, however, that the town-
council have wisely determined to carry into

execution the design of Mr. Clark.

Excuse my trespassing on the space of your
valuable journal, but this competition deserves

notice, because it is one of the few exceptions

which are not, to use a slang phrase, a “ done
job.”

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

Ipswich, Oct. 10. A Looker-on.

BATH STONE MASONRY.
Sir,—Having seen in your valuable publi-

cation of last week, that you intend to give a
survey of the Bath stone masonry of the me-
tropolis, I hope you will notice in it, whether
those stones which are placed on their “ bed ”

(i. e. as they lie in the quarry) exhibit marks
of decay.

In the three instances in which you mention
its having been used only fifteen years ago,

and being now in a miserable state of decay,

were the men then employed to work the

stone used, accustomed to work Bath stone ?

and did the architect take care that all the

stones were set on their “ bed ?
”

If these precautions are taken, why does

not Bath stone stand as well in the metro-
polis as in the neighbourhood of Bath, where
it has stood the test of ages ?

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

October 1 1th, 1844. G. D.
[We believe little care was taken to place

the stone as it lay in (he quarry, and that

where it is so laid, it has not fared better

while it has a still more seamy, striated, and dis-

agreeable effect. We in London, accustomed
to fine masonry in nearly all the buildings forty

years old, could not be brought to admire the

triflingly smaller quantity of decay to be found

where more care is taken in selection and
building : we beg to contrast the restoration

of Henry Vllth’s Chapel, completed hardly

twenty years ago, with that of the neighbouring

church of St. John. The former, though of

chosen stone, taken from a large quantity

kept on hand for selection, and not done by

contract, has already been the occasion of

much animadversion
;
while the latter, except

on the weather lines, retains its superb marble-

like original surfaces, and is likely to retain

them while its frail foundation will bear its

mass.

—

Ed.]

HARDY MEMORIAL.
Sir,— I am glad to see your correspondent

“Memorabilia” notice, in your last number,

the shameful manner in which the Hardy
Memorial affair has been conducted. Happen-
ing to be near Dorchester during the time it

was in agitation, and feeling interested as an

admirer of the late gallant admiral, I inspected

the designs sent, in, and made inquiries, but

everybody was asking, Who is the “ lion, sec.,”

and what are the committee about that nothing

has been done during the whole summer?
Now it appears to have been a preconcerted

plan that one of the committee, a Mr. A
(who is always, I understand, endeavouring to

cull fame from the labours of others), should

make a design, the committee having adver-

|
tised for plans to furnish materials for the

amateur to work from
;
but what a wretched

production has he given birth to ! There were
several excellent designs sent, but the one
selected appears to have been copied from
some gas-house chimney; at all events, it will

be a disgusting specimen, totally destitute of
one architectural feature, and an insult to the
memory of the worthy admiral. Who are the
committee? They must be the slaves of the
man in power to select a plan so unworthy. I

trust that the public will be awakened, and
stop the adoption of so disgraceful a proceed-
ing. I.am, Sir, your obedient servant,

V ERITAS.

WieccUauca.

Laying thf. First Stone of the New
Dock at Woolwich Dockyard. — The
laying of the first stone of a new dock at

Woolwich, by Admiral Sir George Cockburn,
Bart., took place on the 26th ultimo, in the
presence of another Lord of the Admiralty,
and a number of officers. Sir George, on
arriving at the site, first inspected the drawings
of the new work, submitted to him by Captain
Dennison, R. E., the director of works at

Woolwich, and conversed on its formation, &c.
Immediately the immense block of granite was
hoisted from its intended resting-place, the
cement was spread by the gallant admiral in a
very workmanlike manner, and Sir George
set the stone, weighing between four and five

tons, with the mallet, as it was lowered into

the bed prepared for it. On the work being
finished, this distinguished member of the
Admiralty congratulated Captain Dennison on
the first progression in the construction of the

dock, after so much necessary preparatory
labour, and expressed a hope that its completion
would be as creditable to the eminent con-
tractor, Mr. Rolt, as it will be advantageous to

the public service. This work, important and
extensive as it is, is a small undertaking com-
paratively to the great undertaking in which
Mr. Rolt is engaged in constructing, the new
steam basin at Portsmouth, which is rapidly
progressing with satisfaction to the Admiralty.
The following are the dimensions of the new
dock at Woolwich, called the Eastern Dock :

—
From the centre of caisson to head of dock,
being clear of coping, 300 feel 8 inches; width
of ditto, 92 feet 4 inches; average depth from
level of coping, 26 feet. Mr. Rolt in the

evening entertained a party of his friends, at

the Crown and Sceptre, Greenwich, when,
after the usual loyal toasts had been drunk,
“ Success to the New Work,” the healths of

Sir G. Cockburn and the Admiralty, Sir F.
Collier, and many other officers, were given

and drank with much applause.

—

Morning
Herald.

Opening of the Lock at Diglis.—This
morning, at 1 1 o’clock, the ceremony of open-
ing the lock at Diglis took place in the pre-

sence of a considerable number of the citizens,

J. Bailey, Esq., M.P., Richard Spooner, Esq.,

and several gentlemen forming the committee
of management. The first vessel that passed

through the cutting and the large lock (having

on board the gentlemen above named) was the

Sarah, belonging to Mr. Luke Maybury, of

the Wherry; two others afterwards entered

the lock (the Richard, of Droitwich, and a

smaller barge) abreast
;
there was ample space

for both, and the length between the gates is

sufficient to admit two others of the same size.

The length of the lock is 150 feet by 30 feet,

and 34 feet deep. The lower gates weigh
32 tons the pair, and maybe worked with ease

by one man. This is, we understand, the first

attempt that has been made to work gates of

this magnitude by means of balance beams,

and, as far as can at present be seen, it is likely

to be most successful.

—

Worcester Journal
,

Oct. 10.

Encroachments on the Regent’s-park.

—On Saturday, at a very numerous meeting

of the vestry of St. Marylebone, for the pur-

pose of considering Avhat steps should be taken

with respect to recent inclosures which have

been made of portions of the Regent s-park, it

was agreed, on the motion of the Rev. Dr.

Fellowes, that a memorial should be presented

to the Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

representing “ that a part of the Regent s-

park, in one of the green slips adjoining the

ground attached to Hanover Lodge, has been

inclosed with an iron wire fence, and thus

taken from the public use; and that the green
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slips which lay to the north of the park,

between the canal and the road of the outer

circle, are more prized by the public in general

for the rural scenery which they exhibit, and

for the shady walks which they afford, particu-

larly during the hot summer months. Your
memorialists, therefore, setting the highest

value on these slips, are greatly grieved to see

one of them fenced in and abstracted from the

public benefit.”

—

Times.

Fall of a portion of Appleby Bridge.
—On Saturday last, about 11 o’clock in the

forenoon, the north-east end of the parapet-

wall of Appleby stone bridge gave way, and a

large part adjoining the Coach and Horses

Inn was thrown down into the river Eden.

Fortunately, no one was upon the bridge at

the time, although it is frequently occupied by
loiterers looking over the sides into the river.

Mr. Robinson, the bridge- master, was in im-

mediate attendance, and by the aid of a suffi-

cient number of workmen, a wooden fence

with iron stays was substituted for present se-

curity
;
it is presumed that the old bridge which

has withstood the storms of so many years,

will now be quite removed, and one more in

accordance with the taste and spirit of the

times erected in its stead.

CmOrrs.

Tenders delivered for the restoration of the

Parish Church of Kirk-Fenton, Yorkshire.—Mr.
George Fowler Jones, Architect, York. August

10, 1844.

Noah Akeroyd, York .... ,£656 0 0

John Baxter, Leeds 660 0 0

John Shaftoe, York 721 18 0

John Powell, York 786 0 0

Holmes and Bateson, Leeds 856 1 9

Tenders delivered for building a New Gaol at

Aylesbury.—C. J. Pierce, Esq., Victoria-road,

Kensington, Architect.

Grissel and Peto £43,394
Winsland 42,879
H. and J. Lee 42,240
Baker and Son 41,850
Hooman, Aylesbury 41,583
Ireson, Northampton 41,500
Plowman and Co., Oxford .... 41,150
Locke and Nesham 40,800

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For some repairs to the Steeple of St. Luke’s

Church, Norwood.—Mr. Rogers, Architect, Palace

Chambers, Lambeth. October 22.

For Sloughing and Bottoming the Burton Pidsea

west Drain.—Robert Gibson, Keyingham, or George
Iveson, clerk to the Commissioners of the Keying-
ham Level Drainage. October 30.

For the Erection of a new Barrack Establishment

at Bristol.—C. J. Selwyn, Major and Commanding
Royal Engineer, Exeter. November 7.

COMPETITIONS.
Premium of 25 guineas for the best and another

of 15 guineas for the second best design for laying

out for building purposes a plot of land, containing

about nine acres and a half, situate in the borough
of Reading, having a frontage of upwards of 900
feet, and being of the depth of about 460 feet.

Further particulars of J. J. Blandy, Esq., Solicitor,

Reading
; or of Messrs. Gregory, Faulkner, Gre-

gory, and Bourdillon, 1, Bedford-row, London.
November 15.

Premium of 500/., being a legacy bequeathed for

a painting to be placed in the recess over the com-
muuion-table of St. James’s Church, Bermondsey.
The subject to be the Ascension of our Saviour.
Further particulars of the trustees of that church.

N OTICE.
Our next Number will be Double; and,

besides containing’ our promised Cyclopgedia

of the New Building-Act, will be fully and

beautifully illustrated.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A Subscriber .—The inquiry of our corespondent
is very elementary . We refer him to “ The
Student’s Guide to the Practice of Measuring and
Valuing Artificers’ Works,” published by Wealc,
of Holbom; price 7s. 6d.

A Constant Reader .— The kind ofjamb and arch
mentioned is principally to be found in early and
very late specimens; but is, we think, to be
avoided as mean, and to be seldom used except in
workhouses.

A. E. I. Z. is referred to Mr. Manfred, No. 36,

Palace-street, l'imlico ; or should that locality not

suit him, he may apply by letter to T. T., care

of Mr. Follit, 63, Fleet-street; or to Z., Post-

office, Char/cs-slreet, Middlesex Hospital.

Q .—We have not yet received the final report of

the Master Carpenters’ Society.

A Constant Reader .— The Contract referred to

was extractedfrom a local paper; we knoxo nothing

further respecting it.

ADVSIVTISETilFiIJTS.

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Salt

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-
ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. fid. per square yard.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,

&c. &c. on Railways and other places (with instructions

for laving it down), may he had at the rate of 45s. per ton,

by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,
City-road.

TO LANDOWNERS. AGRICULTURISTS,
BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS, &c.MCKIBBIN’S improved ROOFING

FELT is peculiarly applicable as a substitute for

Slate, Zinc, Tiles, and other articles used for Roofing, from
its ECONOMY, LIGHTNESS, and DURABILITY.
The disadvantages attending other materials used in

roofing, preventing, in agricultural districts, many useful

houses and sheds being erected or rendered waterproof, it is

submitted that the improved Roofing Felt will in a great

measure—and in some instances altogether— obviate them,
and prove most serviceable from its lightness, durability, and
impermeability to water and damp, in covering Houses,
Cattle-sheds, Workshops, Rope-walks, & c. and for the sides,

as well as roofs, of light structures for plants, being like-

wise a non-conductor of heat
;
besides its economy in re-

pairs, the timber where it is used may be so light as to save

its whole expense ; it requires no other coping, and may be

applied by any person of common ingenuity
;
being flexible

and portable also, it is free from breakage, the expense of

carriage is inconsiderable in comparison with slates, tiles,

&c. and it is not liable to contraction like zinc.

Sold in sheets 32 inches by 20, at 5d. each (heing less than
9s. fid. per square of 100 feet), with printed directions for

applying them.
Orders will meet with prompt attention, if addressed to

H. C. BOWDEN, 18, East India Chambers.
Leadcnhall-street, London ; or to the following agents :

—
Liverpool Messrs. Grucber and Co., 11,

Manesty-lane.
Plymouth Thomas Stevens, esq.

Birmingham William R. Lloyd, esq.

Sunderland and Newcastle-
on-Tyne Messrs. John Ritson and Sons.

Hull William Ward, esq.

Bristol Messrs. Moor and Hewitts.
Ramsgate and Deal Messrs. Edward Hodges & Co.
Whitehaven ^ William Todd, esq.
Glasgow Maleolhi Carmichael, esq. St.

Enoch-square.
Cork Messrs. Richard Wallis and Co.
Belfast Messrs. Gruebcr & Co., Dun-

bar's Dock.
Who have also on sale McKIBBIN’S improved SHEATH-

ING, Boiler, Railway, and other FELT.
*** The “Improved Roofing Felt" will be found much

more durable than the common Felt made in lengths, and
not subject, like it, or continuous sheets of other mate-
rial, to be stripped by storm

;
it can also be more easily re-

paired, and from the simple mode of application recom-
mended, the wet cannot percolate through nail-holes, being
only fastened down at the overlaps.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.
JOHNS and CO.'S PATENT STUCCO

CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages
possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced :—It will effectually resist Damp. It will never
vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never
requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the
Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates
at any season. It will adhere to ahy substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-
comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which
may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the
severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and
valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

economy.
Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application together with a

volume of Testionials, from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,

Cheapsid, London: of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than
White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement ; whereas
MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an
affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and
may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the

most exposed Marine situations.

WARMING BUILDINGS by HOT
WATER.—J. WEEKS and DAY, King’s-road,

Chelsea, having had a most extensive practice for 20 years in

the erecting of HOT WATER APPARATUS for the heat-

ing of churches, mansions, warehouses, halls, baths, horti-

cultural buildings, &c., will be happy to give estimates for

warming buildings of every description to which heat is ap-
plicable. The hot water apparatus is to be seen in action
on their premises.

PAINTING BRUSHES. — TO PAINTERS,
BUILDERS, &c.

J .T. KENT and CO., 1 1, GREAT MARL-
« BOROUGH-STREET, LONDON, offer to Painters,

Builders, and Dealers in Painting Brushes, goods of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, and to

which" they beg to call the attention of those who study
quality and durability to cheapness. Lists and prices for-

warded on application.

B UILDERS, PLASTERERS, and others
should compare the Prices,—

Linseed Oil, 2s. 2d. per gall.

Boiled Oil, 2s. 8d. per do.

Turpentine, 2s. 3d. per do.

Best Ground Lead, 2fis. p. cwt.

Second do. do., 24s. do.

Third do. do,, 21s. do.

Town Glue, 42s. do.

Yellow Ochre, 8s. per cwt.

Lamp Black, 24s. do.

Blue Black, 16s. do.

Venetian Red, 12s. do.

Gold Size, 9s. per gall.

Copal Varnish, 12s. & lfis. do.

Paper Varnish, 1 Is. ft 14s. do.

at PEISLEY’S noted Cheap Lead and Colour Warehouse,

58, JUDD-STREET, NEW-ROAD. Brushes, Varnishes,

Dry and Ground Colours, at lowest prices.

VA RN 1SH.— It has long been a desideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article ;
brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability arc the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the

great and important discoveries of modern chemistry, and

the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.

George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in

price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakers, Painters, and others may depend
on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon
;
best White Spirit

Varnish, 21s. ditto
;
Best Spirit French Polish, 18s. ditto;

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at

the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, 64, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750.

H BESSEMER’S PATENT GOTO
© PAINT. Sole Agents, R. TILLEY & GARROD,

245, Blackfriars-road. London.
The above METALLIC PREPARATION is intended to

supersede the use of Gold Leaf, as it gives an equally beau-

tiful effect; is extremely durable; will bear was>mg equally

well with any other description of fine paint < and in com-

parison, costless, requiring only to be applied with an or-

dinary brush. It will be found particularly adapted for the

following purposes :
—

HOUSE-PAINTERS and DECORATORS. For ex-

terior and interior Decorations, Iron Works, Mouldings,

Cornices, Centres, Brackets, Figures and Casts of every

description, whether in Plaster or Metal, Writing and all

ornamental work where gold is required to be introduced.

SHIP-PAINTERS and DECORATORS. For such Or-

namental Work, either within or without, as may require

gilding, and from its cheapness, affording an opportunity of

embellishment so desirable, but which is frequently neglected

from its great expense.
PLASTURE FIGURE-MAKERS. For general use upon

the Figures, Casts, and Medallions manufactured for orna-

mental purposes.
And for various other uses here undescribed, but which its

low cost may likewise adapt it to. To be had wholesale

only as above, and retail at most Colour Warehouses in the

kingdom. Sold in bottles, Cs. each.—A liberal allowance

to the trade.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, &c.&c., for Pictures,

Glazing, &c. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon 2s. 4d.

LINSEED OIL, ditto 4d.

SHEET LEAD, in sheets, per cwt 18s. fid.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE .. .. .. 19*. 64.

WHITE LEAD (Genuine) per cwt 26j.0d.

Colours, Pipe, Brushes, ftc. ft c., equally low, and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying

to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-strect, Leiccster-square, London.

PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND
CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted Crown,

flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,

shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30

of Best and Second quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-

ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having

to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a

list o! dimensions to R. Cogan, will receive by return of

post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown

Sheet-Glass and Sheet-Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for, if

required.
NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND

OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on. hand) than

is kept by any other House in London.
COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Skv-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or

superior appearance is required
;
alight 6 feet 6 in. long, with

openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, and may be had from Is. 3d.

per foot.
Also may be had,

COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,

Which effects a great savimr in the consumption, produces a

more brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than

anv other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS and others supplied with Lists of nearly_ 100

Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-

^CLOCK* MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS. MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-

plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering

Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, &c. &c.

of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-

cation. „
French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,

and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed bis Show Rooms for the above

articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal

Discount to Bazaar keepers and other*.



NOTICE.

We must ask the indulgence of our readers

for postponing this week the Cyclopaidia of

the New Building-Act, which arises from the

indisposition of its author.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26. 1844.

jM ONG the many
i subjects which have

a— occupied our

P<S^
i

thoughts, but
- \ which time and

space have not

permitted us to follow

during the present year, is

that of fire-proof con-

struction : we can, indeed,

J hardly undertake to go

into the matter before next

year, but we publish the

following letter, which we

have received upon that

{which is not merely an

important branch of archi-

tecture, but which is, ,in-

leed, legitimate architecture itself.

Sib,—

T

he other day, in looking over some

of the former numbers of The Builder, I

observed in No. 30 your leading article was

upon “ Fire-proof Buildings;” since that time

I believe very little notice has been taken of

that important subject in your journal ;
now,

Sir, will you allow me to suggest that I think

you would be conferring a great favour upon the

building community at large, if you would

become the vehicle by which some one of your

numerous correspondents who would not think

it too much trouble would send correct plans

and sections, likewise a detailed account, of

any fire-proof building at present existing; or

if that should be considered inconvenient, pro-

bably some talented individual might be found

kind enough to forward you a plan of his own
on this most important, and at the same time

badly understood subject.

If your own views of the case should at all

correspond with the ideas ot yoar humble

petitioner, and this letter be deemed sufficient

for the furthering of this good cause, please

to give publicity to it.

A sincere well-wisher,

Union-street, Borough, G. M.
October 16th, 1814.

Some approaches are indeed being made

towards fire-proofconstruction in various places,

and some buildings have been executed, the

construction of which has been guided by that

intention
;
but, on the whole, as little has been

done to render our buildings permanent against

the ravages of fire, as against those of moisture

and frost.

The roofs of the Houses of Parliament are

being formed of metal instead of wood, and

the country may be congratulated upon this

circumstance, and may bless the wisdom which

directed such a precaution
;

but the Royal

Exchange, relative to which such daily pane-

gyrics appear, and which has repeatedly been

declared to be fire-proof, is no more so than a

tar-barrel, or a gunpowder firkin
;

and the

huge masses of timber in its roofs and floor-

ings would, in a single night, repeat the havoc

which destroyed its predecessor; the very

ceiling of the merchants’ piazza, about the

painting of which the public has heard so
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much, will, most probably within a hundred

years, “ try by fire'' and overthrow in a few

hours every pier around its court, as ignition

played at skittles with the columns around the

court of the former Exchange and won the

game, leaving none standing before the bowls

of flame which she rolled at them
;
hither and

thither were they all staggered, as easily as

the strongman overthrew the pillars, and as in

that moment came down the house ofDagan,

as easily was the merchants’ house of pride

reduced to atoms and fragments of dis-

jointed stones.

This part of the error might have been

avoided simply by the effect of a little correct

architectural feeling; if, instead of in making

only the paltry flat plaster ceiling (which will be

bacon-dried in ten years, and which is a species

of external decoration wholly unsuited to the

climate of England, and to the carbonized

atmosphere of her cities), the same expense

had been incurred in honourably covering the

piazza with legitimate, scientific, architectural,

fire-proof vaulting, bearing its own ornaments,

in solid form, as all true external architecture

in England must; and surviving time, accident,

neglect, and violence.

Those who have managed the erection of

this building, it will be found, have travelled

almost as widely as possible from caution.

.if- V-

NEW METROPOLITAN BUILDING-ACT.

REPORT OP A COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY
THE GENERAL SESSION OF THE PEACE,
AUGUST 15, 1844.

1. To examine and consider into what districts the

new portion of an area pointed out by the Act
within thejurisdiction of the court might be

conveniently divided, and whether any, and
what, alterations might be expedient in the

districts subsisting and appointed under the

former Building-Act ; and to communicate

with the Home Office, and all other autho-

rities, on the subject, at their discretion ; and
report thereon to the Court, who might then

consider such matter and report—and forth-
with determine thereon. And,

2. To revise the present standing orders of the

Court as to District Surveyors, and to consider

what arrangements might be most conveniently

made for obtaining the consents required by

the Actfrom the Home Office ; and to submit

such revised rules to the Court, at their next

meeting, for consideration and for adoption,

if approved by the Court.

The committee so appointed perceived

—

1. That the new Act, as to the districts and
officers to be appointed in pursuance thereof,

was to come into operation on September 1 ;

and, as to buildings and other matters, on

January 1, 1845. (S. 1.)

2. That (s. 3.) the operation in regard to

localities was to be extended beyond the

boundaries of the former Act (limited to the

bills of mortality and the parishes of St.

Marylebone, St. Pancras, and St. Luke, Chelsea)

to an area including all places lying on the

north side or left bank of the river Thames,
within the exterior boundaries of the parishes

of Fulham, Hammersmith, Kensington, Pad-

dington, Hampstead, Hornsey, Tottenham,

St. Pancras, Islington, Stoke Newington,

Hackney, Stratford-le-Bow, Bromley, Poplar,

and Shadwell; and to all such part ot the

parish of Chelsea as lies north of the parish of

Kensington
;

and to all places lying within

200 yards from the exterior boundary of the

district thereby defined, except the eastern part

of the boundary bounded by the river Lea:

so that the enlarged area would extend to the

parishes of

Fulham, Hornsey,
Hammersmith, Tottenham,
Kensington, Stoke Newington, and

Hampstead, Bromley,

not being included in the former Act, and as

to which, therefore, no districts or district

surveyors had been heretofore appointed.

3. That it should be lawful for the justices

of the peace for this county and the city and

liberties of Westminster, at their General

Quarter Sessions, respectively, or any adjourn-

ment thereof, with reference to their county
and city and liberties, and they are thereby
empowered, but subject nevertheless to the
consent of one of her Majesty's Secretaries

of State, to appoint the districts to which the
respective places within theirjurisdiction should
belong for the purposes of this Act; and to
unite, enlarge, and alter such districts for the
more convenient distribution of the business.
(S. 64.) And that it should be lawful for the
said justices, in their General Quarter Sessions
respectively, or any adjournment thereof, with
reference to their respective counties, and
they are required, but subject nevertheless to

the consent of one of her Majesty's principal
Secretaries of State, to nominate and appoint
as surveyors such and so many discreet persons,
of the full age of thirty years, and properly
educated and skilled in the art and practice of
building, as the said justices should think fit.

But that the present surveyors (s. 70) should
be continued in office; and that all surveyors
thereafter appointed should be subject to a
previous examination as to their practical

qualifications by a Board of Examiners nomi-
nated by the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests (s. 66), and should produce to the

clerk of the peace a certificate of qualification

from such Board of Examiners one week
before an election of any such surveyor. And
that every surveyor hereafter appointed should
make a declaration of official fidelity, to be
administered by the justices in their General
Quarter Sessions, before any such surveyor

should be competent to act.

4. That, in case of any vacancy by death

or removal, the justices should, within one
month, at their General Quarter Sessions, or

an adjournment thereof, appoint a successor

(s. 74); and that in the meantime the official

referees appointed under the Act might ap-

point a competent person to perform the

duties of the vacant district; and that such
official referees (s. 75) may also represent to

the justices any opinion they may form that

a district is too extensive for any surveyor, and
may appoint a competent person to assist any
surveyor who cannot promptly and efficiently

discharge the duties of his office. And,
5. That an appellant jurisdiction (s. 57) is

given to the justices for the county of Mid-
dlesex and for the city and liberties of West-
minster, at their Quarter Sessions respectively,

as to certain convictions affecting nuisances
situate within their respective county or city

and liberties.

To these provisions of the new Metropolitan
Building- Act your Committee have referred,

that their proceedings and opinions may be
rendered more generally intelligible to the

Court. And they would therefore also state,

that some difficulties were presented by the

provisions of “ The New Act (7 & 8 Viet. c. 71)

for the better Administration of Criminal

Justice in Middlesex,” and which passed three

days before the former mentioned Act. These
difficulties were, that, by the the 11th section

of the Middlesex Act, it is provided that Ses-

sions of the Peace in and for the city and
liberty of Westminster should cease to be

holden, and the Sessions to be held in and for

the county of Middlesex, mentioned in the 2nd
section, should be holden by adjournment

within the said city and liberty, and should

have full jurisdiction over all things cognisable

by the Sessions for the said city and liberty ;

while, by the 57th section of the Metropolitan

Building-Act (and which passed after the

Middlesex Act), appeals as to premises in the

city and liberties of Westminster are to be

heard at the Quarter Sessions thereof
;
and,

by the 64th section, the justices for the city

and liberties of Westminster, at their General

Quarter Sessions, or any adjournment thereof,

are to appoint the districts to which the places

in that jurisdiction should belong, and unite,

enlarge, and vary the same, and, by the 65th

section, are to nominate and appoint the dis-

trict surveyors—and which occasioned doubts

as to the course which the Middlesex magis-

trates might hereafter take as to the places

within the city and liberties of Westminster,

and the appointment of surveyors for those

places. But as, with respect to those doubts,

your Committee have been favoured with the

opinion of The Registrar of Buildings under

the Metropolitan Building-Act, and of the

legal adviser of the Commissioners of Woods

and Forests, “ That the magistrates for Mid-

dlesex silling by adjournment at Westminster
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would have all powers as to appeals, districts,

and the appointment of surveyors in and for

the city and liberties of Westminster which

the Sessions for Westminster might have

exercised bad not their Sessions been discon-

tinued by the 11th section of the Middlesex

Act;” and as no practical question need at

present arise on that matter, since no varia-

tions, or new districts, or appointments of new
surveyors are immediately occurring in the

city or liberties of Westminster, your Com
mittee proceed to advert successively to the

following topics referred to them by the

Court:—being
]. The existing districts under the former

Building-Act, and the propriety of variations in

them.
2. The districts into which the new enlarged

area, within the county of Middlesex, should

be distributed.

3. The measures to be now taken by the

Court for carrying the Act into effect. And,

4. The standing orders as to district sur-

veyors which it might be expedient for the

Court forthwith to adopt.

EXISTING

As to all these subjects your Committee may
generally state, that, dependent as all their re-

commendations must eventually be on the

opinions and concurrence of the high official

authorities invested b\ the Act with a con-

trolling power, they deemed it expedient, after

collecting needful information from all ac-

cessible sources, to communicate with the

Right Honourable the Earl of Lincoln, and,

by his suggestion, with the official referees

and the Registrar of Buildings; and that

your Committee, acknowledging the most

prompt and courteous attention from them,

have the satisfaction to apprise the Court

that they have reason to believe that their

suggestions are perfectly approved, and that

no difficulties in the way of the accomplish-

ment will arise.

As to the First Topic
,
or the Existing Dis-

tricts.—Your Committee present you a state-

ment, which, from official returns and parlia-

mentary papers, they have been able to pre-

pare, and which will supply information that

it will obviously be desirable to possess and

preserve.

DISTRICTS.
MIDDLESEX AND WESTMINSTER.—NOT AT PRESENT TO BE VARIED.

Surveyor, and

Date of Appointment.

Income in

1812.

Whether
Emoluments

be in a
declining,

stationary, or

progressive
State.

St. Mary, Stratford-le-Bow 1

All Saints, Poplar J

St. George-in-the-East 1

St. Botolph without Aldgate J

St. John, Wapping
St. Anne, Limehouse
St. Catherine

Ratcliff

Mile-End, Old Town

St. John, Hackney

St. Matthew, Bethnal-green

Mile-End, New Town
Christ Church and Shadwell

Whitechapel

St. Leonard, Shoreditch

Norton Folgate
St. Luke's, Old-street

Glass-house-yard
St. Mary, Islington, and
St. Sepulchre Without

Clerkenwell

Saffron-hill Liberty
St. Clement Danes . . . . I Midd|e.
St.Mary-le-Strand, and >

The Savoy j

sex>

St. George the Martyr
St. Andrew, Holborn, above Bars.
Liberty of the Rolls

St. Giles-in-the -Fields

St. George, Bloomsbury

St. Pancras

St. Mary-le-Bone

Paddington

St. Luke, Chelsea

St. Margaret and St. John, West- i

minster J

St. Martin-in-the-Fields 1

St. Anne, Westminster j

St. George, Ilanover-squarc

St. James

St. Paul, Covent-garden
St. Clement Danes, and St. Mary-

le-Strand, Westminster

r J. II. Good, 1

\ November 1 , 1838 J

r Henry Flower, 1

1 November 10, 1836 J

r Edmund Woodthorpe, \
l July 11, 1839 J

f John Davies, "I

L July 11, 1839 J

f Thomas II. Wyatt, 1

l April 12, 1832 J

f Edward N. Clifton, 1

I April 18, 1844 J

r Charles Hamor Hill, 1

1 January 16, 1817 J

r William Grellier, 1

l November 1, 1838 J

r Matthew Wharton, 1

l July 15, 1802 J

r Rich. C. Carpenter, 1

l April 4, 1837 J

f George Edwards, 1

l July 15, 1802 J

f Robert Sibley, 1

l April 16, 1829 J

r Samuel Angell, 1

L April 14, 1831 J

f George Legg,
l January 18 , 1844

f George Pownall,

1 January 16, 1840
I" Henry Baker,
l July 7, 1825
f John White,
l July 2, 1807
f George Gutcb,
l May 12, 1825
f Samuel Beachcroft,

l May 12, 1825
f William Pilkington,

l July 1, 1784
f Henry Ed. Kendall,

l April 15, 1823
r Edward M. Foxhall,

1 November 3, 1827
f James Gray Mayhew,
L November 1

,
1823

f Edward C. Hakewell,
l January, 1843

4,285

about
]

7,000 j

8,200

7,294

13,500

5,253

4,661

14,409

6,608

8,750

7,000

1,491

2,943

4,557

15,000

14,280

3,746

about 1

6
,
000 /

5,618

3,933

7,567

3,774

1,823

£ s. d.

235 14 0

363 14 0

372 15 9

122 5 2

53 5 0

108 18 0

541 18 6

83 1 0

556 0 0

276 11 0

69 1 0

44 0 0

160 15 0

1,104 0 0

943 6 0

752 17 0

363 7 6

168 15 0

170 4 0

r Average

l 650 0 0

172 10 0

fin 1838 it

< average

I L 100 0 0

Declining.

Progressive.

Declining.

Progressive.

Progressive,

r Declining,

but pro-

bably will

L improve.

Declining.

Declining.

Declining.

Stationary.

Progressive.

Declining.

Stationary.

Declining.

Declining.

Progressive.

Progressive.

Progressive.

Progressive.

Declining.

Stationary.

Declining,

was stated to

With respect to these districts, your Com-
mittee, after much and anxious inquiry and
consideration, cannot recommend any imme-
diate alteration. No public convenience
would result adequate to the individual injury

that would be inflicted by a diminution of

emoluments and districts on the present sur-

veyors—who by the Act are continued; and
especially as the provisions of the Act which
enable the official referees to appoint assistants

where needful will induce punctuality and ex-

ertion, and careful fulfilment of duty by the

present surveyors
;
while the increased powers

of the Court to fine or dismiss surveyors will

also secure all parties affected by their conduct
from any causes for well-founded complaint.

But though your Committee do not advise

any immediate interference in the subsisting

districts, they would unhesitatingly suggest

the following alterations as vacancies occur by
removal or death.

To divide each of the under-named parishes

into two districts, viz. Islington, St. Maryle-
bone, Paddington, St. Pancras.

To separate the parish of St. Sepulchre

Without from Islington, and add it to the dis-

trict of Saffron-hill Liberty, St. Clement
Danes, St. Mary-le-Strand, and the Savoy. And
To separate the parish of Shadwell from

Spitalfields and Mile-End New Town, and add
it to the district of St. Catharine’s, Wapping,
Ratcliff, and Limehouse.

The extent of the four parishes enumerated,
and the information collected respecting them,
induce your Committee to recommend the divi-

sion of each of them into two districts, the

limits of which can be determined by the

Court when a vacancy shall occur
;
and as

Clerkenwell intervenes between Islington and
St. Sepulchre Without, and Whitechapel and
St. George’s-in-the-East between Spitalfields

and Mile-End New Town and Shadwell, your
Committee presume that the propriety of the

alteration proposed can admit of no doubt.

As to the Second Topic , or the Neiu Districts

Proposed.—Your Committee feel sanctioned
by the universal concurrence of those who have
long and professionally considered the subject,

and submit to the Court the adoption of the

parochial system, or the establishment of each
parish into a separate district, as most intelli-

gible and generally convenient. In the case of

Kensington only would they deviate from that

practice
;
and the peculiar localities of that

extended parish, now rapidly increasing on
the northern and southern extremities, and
which may readily be divided into north and
south districts by the Great Western-road,
thus effecting a nearly equal division with

regard to the actual duties and prospective

improvements, your Committee trust will induce

the Court to approve that deviation from the

general rule. And for their information as to

the new districts they would introduce a table,

which careful investigation has enabled them to

supply.

PROPOSED NEW DISTRICTS.

All on the Parochial System, except as to Kensington ;

that to be divided by the Great Western-road into

two districts—North and South Kensington.

Names of Districts.

Number
of

Houses.

As to probable Increase of
Buildings.

Fulham 600 About thirty houses now
in progress of building.

Hammersmith. . .

.

2503 There will be a greater
number of houses erected
in the three next years than
there were in the three last

years.

Kensing- f North
ton ... 1. South

1513 The number of houses
2601 will be increased very con-

siderably in both districts,

and especially in the North.
Hampstead 1434 There will shortly be an

increase in the number of

houses.
Hornsey 924 On the Eastern side, near

Newington - green, new
houses are likely to in-

crease
;

as to the oth»r

parts of the parish, there is

no probability that build-

ings will much increase,

which may arise from the
property being copyhold.

Tottenham 1519 'Ihcrc is a quantity of

ground to let on building
leases ineligible situations.

Stoke Newington

.

705 The number of new
houses likely to be built

may be fairly averaged by
those of the three last

years, which have averaged
ten a year ; but, though
that district appears small,
there arc four candidates
for that appointment.

Bromley 1135 The new houses likely to

be built by this time next
year, including those now
building, may amount to

200.

Kensington should comprehend that part of Chelsea which

is north of Kensington ; also, a portion of St. Margaret,

Westminster, which is detached from that parish, and nearly

surrounded by Kensington.

Hornsey should comprehend an outlying portion of

Clerkenwell at Muswcll-hill, and abutting on the Coney-

hatch-road.
And all, according to the Act, to include all places at-

tached to each district lying within 200 yards of the exterior

boundary of the whole area pointed out in the Metropolitan

Building-Act.

As to the Third Topic
,
or the Measures to be

now taken by the Court for carrying the Act
into effect.— Your Committee would suggest,

that, on the county day of the present Quarter

Sessions (October 17), the Court may appoint the

new districts before enumerated, and also order

that the election of a surveyor to each of such

districts shall take place on November the 28th,

being the county day of the Middlesex General

Sessions of the Peace ,
and which, as being the

second Sessions in November (under sect. 2 of

the Middlesex Act), would have the power of

Quarter Sessions, at which surveyors are to be

appointed. Your Committee presume that it

will be understood that all the elections will

take place on that day, and that all the justices

may vote for each district separately, and for any

qualified person who shall have conformed to the

rules of the Court, and who shall have declared

himself a candidate for such separate district.

By the adoption of such course, the districts
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will be all established, the surveyors to each
will be nominated, and the Act may, as pro-

vided, come into full operation on the first day

ofthe ensuing year.

As to the Fourth Topic, or the Revised Stand-

ing Orders as to Districts and District Sur-
veyors.—They would— 1. Declare the old and
new districts, as mentioned in the report of
the Committee.

2. Approve the alterations suggested in

Islington, Marylebone, Paddington, Pancras,
St. Sepulchre, and Shadwell, when vacancies

occur.

3. Order, that as to the election of new and
future district surveyors, no person be admitted
a candidate unless duly qualified under the

New Metropolitan Building-Act (7 & 8 Viet. c.

84), nor who shall be a builder, or engaged
directly or indirectly in building in any depart-

ment, or who shall be a dealer in building mate-
rials, or shall be surveyor or agent to any estate

within the district for which he may be a candi-

date.

4. That, ten days before the day appointed

for the election of any district surveyor, every
person proposing to become a candidate shall

personally attend before the Committee for
General Purposes, and produce satisfactory

evidence that he is of the full age of thirty

years, and also a certificate from the Board of

Examiners, appointed under the Act, of their

approval, and such other evidence of qualifica-

tion as the Committee may require, and then
be authorized by the Committee to be admitted
as a candidate.

5. That the Committee forthwith transmit to

her Majesty’s Secretary of State for the Home
Department a list of all persons admitted as

candidates, with duplicates of any necessary
documents presented to the committee, so as

to facilitate the obtaining the concurrence of
the Secretary of State in the election of any
candidate, and his making the declaration

before the Court required by the Act.

6. That the names of all the candidates so
admitted as qualified by the Committee for

General Purposes be transmitted to the justices

of the peace for the county three days, at the
least, previous to the election

;
and that the

election for such admitted candidates do take
place at the appointed Court day in the usual

manner.
7- That all surveyors appointed shall hold

their appointments only during the pleasure of
the Court, and subject to the provisions of the

Act, and to such alterations in their respective

districts as the Court may order from time to

time.

8. That no surveyor appointed by this Court
shall at any time be directly or indirectly con-
cerned in building in any department, nor shall

deal in any building materials, nor act as sur-

veyor or agent of any estate within his district;

and that any person so offending shall there-

upon become disqualified for his office of
district surveyor; and that such office shall be
forthwith vacant by the Court, and a successor
appointed as in case of death.

9. That every surveyor to any district ap-

pointed by this Court shall from time to time,
within seven days after the first day of every
month, deliver to the clerk of the peace, signed
by him, a duplicate of the return by the 78th
section of the Act required to be made by him
to the registrar of metropolitan buildings

;
and

that the same shall be duly filed and preserved
by the clerk of the peace for this county.

10. That, as the Court are required to ap-

point a successor within one month after a
vacancy shall occur by the death or removal
of a surveyor, the clerk of the peace shall,

unless as to districts in which a notice shall be
given of an intention to alter such district,

forthwith advertise such vacancy in four morn-
ing and two evening papers, and give notice
that the election of a qualified successor will

take place at the next practicable county day
after such notice shall be given

;
and that all

candidates must obtain the certificate of the
Board of Examiners, and attend personally
ten days before the time of such election before
the Committee for General Purposes, who shall

adopt the appointed proceedings thereupon.

11. That on the Court days of the Easter
and Michaelmas Quarter Sessions the clerk of
the peace shall present and read to the Court
the lists of all the district surveyors, and of
their respective residences, and of their offices

within their districts, as approved from time to

time by the Court; and that such list shall be

so periodically printed and transmitted to the

magistrates for the county.

On these provisions your Committee will not
dilate. They believe that they are suggested

by experience, and that they will be practically

serviceable. They know that they will meet
the wishes of official persons, with whom it is

desirable to co-operate when no principles or

paramount duties forbid co-operation
;

and
they are assured that they will facilitate that

acquiescence in the acts and appointments by
the Court which it is expedient to promote.

And whilst upon that matter and the other

subjects of their report, they offer their assur-

ances, that they have devoted much laborious

attention to the duty entrusted to their fulfil-

ment, they will feel abundantly compensated if

their labours should prove useful, and if their

suggestions should be generally honoured by
the approval and concurrence of the Court.

John Wii.ks, Chairman.
October 7th, 1844.

[This report was received on the 17th inst.,

and was ordered to be adopted.]

KING WILLIAM THE FOURTH’S STATUE
IN THE CITY.

It is generally expected that the city

authorities will fix upon Monday next for

the inauguration of this statue. The pedestal

is completed
;

it stands about thirty feet

high, and is composed of granite obtained
from the Foggin Tor Quarry. Round the

base of the pedestal the stone is chisselcd out
in the form of a high cable, midway there is a
sunk scroll, and at the summit oak leaves.

The colossal figure is sculptured out of the
same granite.

METHODS OF PAINTING ADAPTED TO
MURAL DECORATION.
BY C. L. KASTLAKE, ESQ.,

Secretary to the Royal Commission on the

Fine Arts.

[The great interest which has been felt rela-

tive to the decorations of the Houses of Par-

liament, induces us to lay before our readers

the following valuable paper on the subject,

written by one who is pre-eminently qualified

for ti«r task, and in which the various pro-

cesses adopted by the ancients as well as by

the moderns are fully detailed. Those who
desire still further information respecting-

its

capabilities and prospects, particularly in a

cold and damp climate like our own, will find

an elaborate article thereon in the current

number of the Quarterly Review .]

Four modes of painting adapted for walls

have been employed in ancient and modern
times : Tempera, Encaustic, Fresco, and Oil-

painting. The first three were known to the

ancients
;

the fourth method, invented by the

moderns and originally applied to moveable

works, has been also employed in mural
decoration.

Tempera is so commonly practised that it

can hardly be necessary to enter into a minute
description of its process. It has, however,

an interest from its antiquity, and from its

having been more generally in use in Italy

than any other method, immediately before

the introduction of oil-painting. This cir-

cumstance and certain difficulties in its prac-

tice appear, in some cases, to have led to a

union of the two methods. Tempera is appli-

cable to the surface of smooth, dry stucco, or to

any similar levigated ground which has either

been incorporated or covered with a due pro-

portion of size or glue. It does not, like

fresco, necessarily require to be executed at

once, and admits of the use of all colours which
are not prejudicial to each other. White
lead is, however, excluded, because, being un-

protected in tempera from the action of cer-

tain gases, it soon loses its brightness. The
white used is principally gesso marcio*
to which white earths are sometimes added.

The binding vehicle may be formed of animal

* Plaster of Paris stirred with much water till it loses the

power of * setting.’ In the early Florentine descriptions of

the process of tempera, white lead is mentioned ;
this is a

proof that paintings so executed must have been subse-

quently varnished, and accordingly the early Italian works
in tempera are always found to have been so treated. See

Cenini, Trattato, &c., p. 70.

glutens, such as size, yelk of egg,* &c., or o
viscous fluids and gums px-ocured from the
vegetable world, such as the milky juice of
certain trees and plants, solutions of gum-
Arabic, gum-tragacanth, &c.
The practice of tempera-painting may be

said to be cai'ried to perfection in modern
scene-painting, in which imitation is chiefly
confined to large effects. But in this applica-
tion of the art the difficulty of blending tints

to the extent required in figure-painting, so as
to equal the completeness and finish of
oil-painting, is not encountered. The thin-
ness of the vehicle and the almost imme-
diate change of the tints in passing from the
wet to the dry state renders a certain abrupt-
ness of execution unavoidable. This pecu-
liarity is compatible with great truth of imita-

tion when the work is seen at a sufficient

distance, and the crispness of execution which
is the result, is, with the moderns, the charac-
teristic of tempera.

'I'he early Italian masters, when they painted
altar-pieces in this method on cloth, endea-
voured to attain the requisite finish by con-
tinually damping the back of the painting.

This enabled them to complete a given portion

while in a wet state, and to give it any degree
of softness that was desired. But this was
only applicable to pictures executed on a thin

and porous substance
;

tempera pictures on
wood or on walls, in which finish is aimed at,

cannot be so treated without some modification

of the vehicle, or by continually moistening

the surface in front. Some of the early Floren-

tines and painters of the neighbouring schools

adopted a more laborious method, but less

satisfactoi-

y in its result. They attained the

completeness they sought by minute hatchings.

A tempera pictiu
-

e in the National Gallery,

attributed to Perugino, is a specimen of this

laboured process.

The varieties of practice in the early ex-

amples of tempera are also partly to be attri-

buted to the varieties of the vehicle. The
Greek illuminations in MSS. immediately pre-

ceding the 13th centuxy, are generally painted

in tempera with a very thick vehicle
;
and this

system was adopted by the Italians, even for

paintings of a much larger size, up to the time

of Giotto. He appears to have been the first

to introduce a thinner medium. In his works,

while the tints are blended, the minute hand-

ling, which is almost unavoidable with the

older practice, is not apparent. The thinner

vehicle was composed of yelk of egg diluted

with water, and combined with the milky juice

of shoots of the fig-tree. It may seem extra-

ordinary that this last material should have

been detected by chemical analysis in an early

Florentine picture
;
the result was, however,

vei'ified by the analysis of the milky juice of the

fig-tree while fresh. A painting executed with

this vehicle is not very easily affected by water

or by oil
;
a varnish produces no other change

than that of giving additional depth and lustre

to the tints, and the colours do not dry so

rapidly as in the ordinary practice of tempera.

The fact that the more tenacious vehicle, with

all its inconvenience, was revived or adhered

to without change by other painters much later

than Giotto, is not an uncommon instance in

the history of art of attachment to habits, how-

ever defective, which time may have recom-

mended.

f

The Italian artists of the 16th century had

generally abandoned the practice of tempera

as an independent art, and the examples of it

are rare, especially when applied to the deco-

ration of walls. An instance occurs at Tras-

cotte, near Bergamo, in the private chapel of

the Suardi family
;

the artist was Lorenzo

Lotto.

It appears from various passages in the

lives of the Flemish painters, that tempera-

painting was commonly' practised among them.

On all occasions of great public festivals, this

i
-apid art was put in requisition, and the ta-

pestries which were executed in such abundance

in Artois and Brabant, and which were wrought

from cartoons coloured in tempera, had xilso

greatly the effect of encouraging its pi'actice.

e Italian writers restrict the term tempera to Ihe

of yelk of egg more or less diluted, ’the modern

; is to add, by degrees, a small wine-glass of white

to a yelk well beaten.
. . . . -

- Italian tempera vehicle, in which gums are the chiet

ents is prepared as follows : take one ounce of gum-

nth,’ half an ounce of gum-Arabic, one ounce of

ent shavings (of white goat-skin), half an ounce of

s boil in two quarts of water till the fluid is reduced

its bulk. Before it is quite cold, add half a pint of

wine, stirring well.
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The schools of tempera-painting were to the

Flemish artists what the Feria, or market of

Seville, was to Murillo and his contemporaries.

For (though the latter uniformly painted in

oil) such demands had the effect of promoting

facility of execution and a large style of

imitation, the influence of which maybe traced

in the more complete works of the respective

schools, different as their tendency was iu

other respects. The rage for temporary

decorations in the cities of Flanders, to do

honour to distinguished individuals, had the

additional effect of promoting a taste for

allegory. The most extravagant combinations

and allusions were excused in ephemeral

productions, till by degrees the public were

accustomed to such inventions
;
and the greatest

artists, aware of the value of such materials as

conducing to picturesque effect, ventured to

introduce them in more permanent works, and

recommended them by their talents.

The vehicles employed in tempera were

sufficient to bind it when the colours were

used in moderate thickness, but the danger of

cracking prevented the application in much
body. When, therefore, pictures in tempera

appear to be executed with unusual substance,

it may be suspected that other ingredients

were added so as to give it sufficient tenacity,

by which means it held a middle place between

water-colour and oil-painting; the rapid drying

which precluded the possibility of giving the

work the requisite softness and completeness,

was at the same time prevented. The colours

prepared for painting in this method may
be mixed either with water or oil.

There is every appearance in some un-

finished pictures of the Venetian and other

schools of the north of Italy that the tempera
adopted by them was of this description, and it

is also apparent, from such pictures, that the

method was sometimes employed as a prepa-

ration for oil-painting. Various modes of this

kind may be considered and described in an

inquiry into the early process of oil-painting;

but lest too much importance should be attached

to such preparations in tempera, it may be

remembered that the practice of Rubens,

Vandyke, and Rembrandt, supposes no such

system.

The tempera-painting of the ancients (al-

though from passages in their writers evidently

a distinct art from encaustic) appeals to have

been protected by a coat of wax, and thus may
not be easily distinguished, in actual remains,

from encaustic painting. But it is probable

that in every case where a finished tempera

painting was thus varnished, the surface was
first covered with some glutinous application

before the liquid wax was added. Without
this precaution, the mutual relation or keeping

of the tints would be in danger of being altered.

Other methods of protecting tempera, so as to

render it washable, have been discovered by
modern chemists.

The ancient Egyptian paintings were exe-

cuted on a stucco sonsolidated with an animal
gluten, probably the serous portion of blood.

On this was a thin coat of wax, and on this

again the paintings were executed with the
same vehicle of serum. The stucco of the
Greeks was sometimes consolidated with thick

milk, their tempera vehicle appears to have
been gum-tragacanth (Sarcocolla), size, yelk
and white of egg, &c.

In encaustic painting, wax was an ingredient
from first to last. The precise process of this

art among the ancients has been the subject of
much controversy, hut the actual remains of
antique painting at Pompeii and Herculaneum,
as well as numerous allusions in the writings
of the ancients, prove that it was common
among the Greeks and Romans. It was also
occasionally employed during the middle ages,
and it is even asserted that it is still practised,
however rudely, by Greek painters of the pre-
sent day.

The inquiries and experiments hitherto un-
dertaken, seem to prove that two methods are
practicable. In one, the wax is dissolved by a
lixivium, and is then worked with water. In
the other, it is mixed with a resin dissolved in

spirit. In the first process a final coat of wax
is essential to protect the painting. In the
other method this varnish may or may not be
used.

In the ancient encaustic, whatever were the
ingredients, heat (as the term encaustic im-
plies) was employed either during or after the
process of painting. In the attempted revival

of this art, in the last century, the application

of heat was also considered indispensable. The
method practised was to apply a cauterium—

a

portable furnace, hot iron, or any similar in-

strument, so as gently to melt the coating of

wax spread over the finished painting. The
heat was sufficient at the same time to affect the

wax incorporated with the colours, and thus a

union was produced throughout the mass. If

afterwards rubbed with a cloth the surface

acquired a slight polish.

In the other process which, in its improved
state, is more modern, heat is considered unne-

cessary, and the art is therefore properly called

wax-painting, not encaustic-painting. The
application of heat might still serve to conso-

lidate and give transparency to an external coat

of pure wax, but the presence of resinous

substances in the vehicle, and with the colours,

is supposed to render such application super-

fluous as regards the consolidation of the

painting itself.

The solution of wax by means of alkaline

lixivia was probably not unknown to the an-

cients. This was the method of Bachelier,

Walter, Requeno, and others, but the specimens
executed according to their system have not

been considered successful as regards dura-

bility.* The following communication from
Mr. King, of Bristol, may be considered an
improvement on the process in question.

“ The conversion of wax into a substance

soluble in water is effected by the vegetable

alkali, known by the name of potash, being
combined with tartaric acid. This is the Sale

di Tartaro of the Italians, and is sold by all

chemists and druggists in this country under the

proper name tartrate of potash, and more com-
monly salt of tartar or soluble tartar. When
the acid predominates, it is called supertartrate

of potash, or cream of tartar. This is the

best substance to be employed in my process,

and in the following manner:—An indefinite

quantity, say half a pound, of this salt being
placed upon an iron shovel and exposed to the
action of fire, becomes a black substance re-

sembling coal, a sort of slag. It is to be
thrown while hot into a vessel holding about
six quarts of pure water, that is, filtered rain-

water or distilled water. Shortly after it is

quenched, it is to be ascertained that the fluid

is saturated with the alkali by its taste, or
better, by its effect upon the colour of test

paper.
“ No quantity of water can hold more alkali

in solution than that which is sufficient to

saturate the water at the same temperature.
The undissolved portion is separated by filter-

ing, and the residue will serve to saturate

another quantity of water. By filtering, the

saturated fluid is sufficiently freed from the

dark colour which was caused by the burnt
alkali. This saturated fluid is called a lixivium,

and in it the purified wax is to he boiled until

it is converted into soluble soap, and wholly
dissolved so as not to separate from the fluid

when cooled. According to the proportion of
the quantity of wax to that of the water, the
fluid will appear like milk when the proportion
of wax is small, like cream or butter when it

is greater
;
and even of the consistence of soft

cheese when the wax is in excess. The con-
sistence of cream is best suited for grinding the
medium with more or less finely pulverized dry
pigment body colours, such as ochres, raw or
burnt terra sienna, raw and burnt umber.
Cobalt, smalt, light red, red and white and
black chalk, stone coal or anthracite, &c.,

answer best for dead colouring, and become
brighter in the subsequent fusion and fixing by
the use of the cauterium.

“ Metallic colours, which are artificial oxides
of metals, like vermilion or cinnabar, which
is a sulphuret of mercury, red and white lead,

chrome yellow, and others, are differently

affected in the burning in, and the changes
which they undergo are to be ascertained by
previous trials. The latter class of pigments
are more adapted to the finishing of pictures.

Pigments of a vegetable nature, such as lakes,

madders, &c. are altogether to be avoided, or
very sparingly used, and not at all in masses.
The connection of the medium (soluble wax),
by grinding it with every pigment, is best per-
formed in stone or earthenware

( Wedgwood's)
mortars and with pestles of the same materials,

* Durosiez (Manuel du Peintre It la Cire, Paris, 1844,
p. 18 ) assumes, that the presence of alkalies, such as am-
monia and salt of tartar, in the substance of paintings must
be especially injurious,

and the colours thus prepared are to be kept
for immediate use in glasses or common galli-

pots. Instead of a wooden palette, a plate-glass

or stone slab is required for large masses, and
a spatula of hard wood or horn.

“ The surface to be painted on must be a
solid dry coat of stucco grounded with a mix-
ture of such colours as will give a suitable

tone of colour and depth. The first coat or
ground is to be fixed by the cauterium with a
moderate degree of fusion. The subject may
be sketched on this ground with chalk or
charcoal; and precise outlines, especially of
minute forms, can be traced or sketched in

with a metallic point or etching needle. The
cauterium or salamander is not to be used
again until the whole surface is covered and
the effect advanced to a certain degree. It is

clear that the manipulation of these materials,

differing greatly from painting in oil, will

succeed more readily in the hands of an artist

who has had some practice in fresco or in dis-

temper; and as the surface is in most cases

perpendicular, some care is required to prevent
the colour from running down.

.

“ When the inustion by the cauterium is

finished, and the whole surface of the picture

cooled, it may be polished by friction with
cloth or hard cushions, covered with some
more or less rough texture, or with some of

the implements used in polishing wood. 5 '*

Those who recommend in preference the

solution of wax in spirit, and the addition of
resins, do not profess to have discovered the

precise process of the Greeks, but they have
not failed to remark that the ancient writers

speak of resins as entering into the ingredients

of painting.

The credit of having suggested the present
systems of wax-painting, which are adopted
with various modifications at Paris and
Munich, is generally attributed to Montabert,
who, in the eighth volume of his comprehen-
sive “ Traite complet de la Peinture,” extols

this art above that of oil-painting. In conse-

quence of the difficulty of reviving the study
of fresco-painting in France, the attention of
many artists and chemists has been turned to

the employment of wax-painting, and various

churches and public buildings in Paris have
been already decorated in this mode. In

Munich, also, considerable works are in pro-
gress, executed in a method analogous to that

of Montabert.
The advantage of wax as a vehicle is its

durability. A wall painted white, partly with
wax and partly with oil, exhibits the same tint

for some days, but by degrees the oil colour

darkens, and after some months the two por-

tions are quite distinct
;
that which was painted

in wax retaining all its brilliancy.

To this advantage is opposed, besides the

difficulty of manipulation, the dull effect of

dark shadows in pictures executed in wax.
This is owing to the semi-opaque nature of

the material, and is unavoidable as long as the

absence of gloss on the surface is considered

indispensable
;
but the colours become much

more vivid after the surface is polished, and
the admixture of resin tends to give clearness

to the deeper shades.

Some of the French artists have gone
farther

;
they have added a portion of oil to the

cero-resinons medium, and by this means
attain any degree of richness they please. In

this last system the mat quality, or absence of

gloss, is in a great measure abandoned, and the

method is only to be considered a means of

lessening the quantity of oil, and consequently

of avoiding the danger of a horny and darkened
surface.

Some German artists, again, have considered

it essential that the resinous ingredient should
predominate, and have recommended only a

thirtieth part of wax, the rest consisting en-

tirely of liquid resin (balsam).

Wax painting, properly so called, from its

not admitting of much force (while its lights

are assumed to be unchangeably bright), would
suggest a particular style and choice of sub-

jects
;

ancl as all colours (according to the

French chemists) may be employed in it, it is

considered to be particularly fitted for poetical

subjects adapted to the lighter kinds of decora-

tion. It is for such purposes that it has been

chiefly employed in Munich.
The following is a description of the methods

in general use at Paris and at Munich :

—

* Extract of a letter from Mr. John King, chemist, 20,

Mall, Clifton, Bristol. Aug. 21, 1842.
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A wall which is to be painted in wax (and

the same principle is applicable to all mural
pictures) should not be quite perpendicular, but

should incline inwards, with reference to the

room, in its upper part. Bv this means the work
is better seen, and dust is less apt to collect on it.

The surface should be levigated
;

it is then to

be thoroughly dried by heat, and lastly to be

saturated with the following mixtuie : 10 parts

of white wax, 2 parts of resin, and 40 parts of

spirit of turpentine. This liquid is made to

penetrate the wall or stucco by means of heat,

and the application is repeated till the surface

ceases to absorb. Holes or irregularities are

to be stopped with a mastic composed of wax,
resin, and whiting. Over this preparation a

coat or two of wax colour is to be spread as a
ground for the painting.

The wax used in painting should be bleached

and perfectly free from extraneous matter.*

The resin recommended by Montabert is that

called elemi
;

this, combined with wax and an

essential oil, is the vehicle in which the colours

are ground, and which serves to work them.
The proportions are, 1 part of resin and 4 parts

of wax, dissolved over a water-bath in 16 parts

of essence of spike-lavender. The colours are

ground in this gluten, diluted as may be re-

quired during the operation of grinding by the

addition of the essence. They are then pre-

served in glass or earthenware vessels, and if

they get hard (which can only happen after a

considerable time) they may be dissolved with

the essence or ground again, and are always tit

for use. Instead of elemi, copal may be used

by those who prefer hard resin.

The solution of wax alone is effected by the

same essence, and this preparation is available

when the artist wishes to increase the propor-

tion of wax. The paste may be thinned with

water by grinding it thoroughly with a tnuller,

and gradually adding water to the amount of

four times the weight of wax. This is called

the milk of wax, and serves as a varnish for

pictures executed in the above mode. The
solution of elemi or other resins in the essence,

without wax, may also be employed when the

resinous ingredient is required in greater

abundance. To these materials may be added

the essential oil of wax (procured from wax by

distillation), which evaporates more slowly

than that of lavender, and may sometimes be of

use in the practice of this art.

A process introduced in Munich by Professor

Fernbach is not yet made known, but it is

supposed to consist merely in the addition of

liquid resin (balsam) to the wax, instead of

artificial solutions of hard resinous substances.

The methods more commonly practised in

Germany differ but little from the system of

Montabert. The following descriptions have
been obligingly furnished by the artists :

—

“ For large paintings it is desirable that the

ground should be somewhat rough. In Munich
it is prepared as follows:—A mortar composed
of three parts of sand and one of lime is spread

on the wall. When this is done, the whole
surface, while moist, is rubbed with a linen

cloth
;
the result is a granulated ground, like

rough paper. For small works, ornaments,

&c., the ground requires to be smooth, and in

such cases finely- pounded white marble should

be mixed with the lime instead of sand
;
the

mortar so composed being then carefully spread

and made even.
“ The encaustic vehicle is prepared as

follows :—To one pound of rectilied spirit of

turpentine add half a pound of Damara resin and

a quarter of a pound of wax. The resin should

be pounded to powder, and the wax cut up
in small pieces. Both are then to be put into

an earthenware or copper vessel, and the spirit

of turpentine poured on them. Place the

vessel on a moderate charcoal fire, so that the

solution may take place slowly. When the

ingredients are dissolved, the vehicle is ready

for use, and should be kept in a glass bottle

well stopped, to prevent the volatile oil from
escaping. Should the mixture become too

thick in time, spirit of turpentine may be

added. The colours are ground in such a

quantity of this vehicle as is necessary to

saturate them. If during the grinding the

pigment tends to set (dry), spirit of turpentine

should be added. For extensive paintings the

* The “punic wax” of the ancients was nothing more
than bleached wax. Pliny 1. 21, c. 14, and llioscorides, 1. 2,

c. 105. Compare Ilequcno, ib. v. 2, p. 86. Bleached wax is

easily procured, but the white wax sold for ordinary purposes

is mixed with spermaceti.

colours are kept in glass vessels. For smaller

works they may be tied up in bladders, like

colours for oil-painting. The same colours

which are employed in oil may also be used in

encaustic-painting.
“ It is essential that the ground on which

the painting is to be executed should be quite

dry. Then the whole surface to be painted is

to be washed over with milk. When this is

dry, a ground of encaustic colour is to be
spread on the wall, the artist selecting any
tone he pleases. This being done, the surface

is suffered to dry well, which will require some
days, as it is important that the colour should

be in no danger of being dissolved by sub-

sequent operations. The artist can then begin

o paint.

“ In executing ornaments on a coloured

ground, the ground must be composed of two
or three coats (not. too thick), each of which
should be allowed to dry separately. The time

required for drying varies according to the

state of the weather. As soon as the pigment
used for the ground is no longer easily dis-

solved—a degree of hardness which it often

attains in the course of a day—the painter may
begin to work.
“ When the painting, whether consisting of

ornaments or other subjects, is finished and
sufficiently dry, the whole is to be thinly passed

over with the encaustic vehicle applied with a

large brush, and alter a day or two this varnish

is to be heated with a charcoal fire, to such a

degree, however, as not to injure the colours.

The result is an equal but moderate shine

over the whole surface.”

Another process, practised at Munich in

1843, may complete this list of recipes :

—

To a pound of turpentine (resin), evaporated

to dryness by heat, add half a pound of powdered
Damara resin, and a quarter of a pound of

bleached wax, cut into small pieces. To be

heated as before
; and, when used, to be

diluted, when necessary, with spirit of tur-

pentine.

A mode of cleaning wax paintings is de-

scribed, together with the materials now used

by the French artists, in Durosiez’s pamphlet,

before quoted.

The following description of the nature and

advantages of wax, as adapted for general

painting, was submitted to some German
chemists by Dr. Roux, and received, among
other statements by him, their written sanc-

tion

“ Wax is, in chemical language a combina-

tion of cerine and myricine. It is a peculiar

organic substance, resembling fat, but yet dis-

tinct from it. Wax is unaltered by exposure

to air. It neither becomes harder nor softer,

and therefore does not contract like the

unctuous oils. Exposed to light, it becomes
whiter. Grund, in his history of ancient

painting, relates that he saw in an Italian

church two large wax candles, which had been

presented in the year 1445, and which he at

first took for snow-white marble pillars. On
breaking the surface, he found them equally

white internally.

“ Colours mixed with wax are entirely

saturated by it. Wax and colours form to-

gether a more solid, less fusible substance than

wax alone. The pigments remain closely

united with the wax. No skin appears on the

surface of the picture, even when the wax has

been mixed in abundance with the colours. An
under-painting executed with wax colours,

has much more brightness than one executed

in oil. A second painting on such a prepara-

tion appears bright and clear, on which account

a painting in which wax has been used as the

vehicle is always brilliant. When an oil-

painting at twilight begins to become indistinct

to the eye, a wax-painting next it is still clearly

visible.

“Wax is dissolved in volatile oil, which is

also used with the colours. This volatile

oil evaporates in a short time, and assists the

drying of the colours.

“ Paintings executed with wax colours

cannot crack (?), for the under-painting dries

quickly from the ground. The ductility and

tenacity of the wax prevent its cracking. This

method of painting has also the advantage,

that the dissolving power of the volatile oil

which is used in the after-painting and finish-

ing produces a union of the upper and under

layers, by which means the whole coloured

substance becomes intimately united.’

The statement that wax has no tendency to
crack is true as regards the substance itself;

but a painting thickly executed in wax, and
varnished soon after its completion, would very
probably crack. The Germans evade this diffi-

culty, and consider resinous varnishes unneces-
sary to wax-painting. The French artists do
not exclude a final varnish. If such an addi-
tion be desirable, it is of more than ordinary
importance to select a resinous solution that
has little tendency to crack. The Damara
varnish of Lucanas, and the excellent varnish
of Soehnee (which seems to be analogous to

Field’s lac-varnish), have this reputation. The
latter has also the agreeable quality of being
perfectly dry to the touch within a few hours
after its application, and of remaining so. It

never becomes discoloured. A coat of white
paint, having half its surface varnished with this

liquid, and the other half with mastic varnish,

exhibits a great difference of tint in a short
time; the portion varnished with the Soehnee
varnish retaining its first appearance unaltered.

Its defect is its want of sufficient body
;
there

seems also to be a difficulty in removing it

from the surface even of an oil picture. The
Damara varnish has the same qualities of not
changing colour, and never cracking; it has
more body than Soehnee’s preparation, but is

certainly not so clear.

Sir Humphry Davy, in his analysis of some
of the colours of the ancients, found some
vitrified substances, and accordingly expressed

his conviction that glass frits would be the

most durable of coloured materials, if they
could be so prepared as to meet the wants of

the artist. Dr. Roux is of the same opinion,

and suggests that “ as a white frit possessed

of sufficient opacity is not to be obtained, the

oxide of zinc might represent it among the

vitrified colours. It is equally unchangeable.”

To these opinions is to be opposed a practical

authority of great weight, who remarks that

these colours, when ground to the degree of
fineness necessary to render them applicable to

painting, become liable to all the chemical
changes and affinities of the substances which
compose them.
The adaptation of oil painting to walls has

generally found less favour with painters than
any other method, from the numerous ex-
amples of a blackened surface which works so

executed present. The process may be less

objected to since it has been so ably employed
in the Ecole des Beaux Arts at Paris.

In this mode of painting, as hitherto prac-

tised, all absorption from the ground is cut off

by the application of the first coat or hydrofuge

preparation
;

it is, therefore, essential that the

quantity of oil should be diminished in the

under painting. For this purpose the half

tempera method, which, it appears, was some-
times employed by the northern Italian schools

as a preparation for oil-painting, would be well

adapted. But the application of a composition

impenetrable to damp is not incompatible with

an absorbent ground for the painting itself.

Such a ground could be made to bind firmly

to the hydrofuge by various means
;
indeed the

same mode which the Italians adopted for

panels would quite answer this end. These
various methods are, however, so intimately

connected with the general question respecting

the early practice of oil-painting, that, to avoid

repetition, they may be reserved till that in-

quiry can receive due attention.

A method invented by M. Ilussenot, called

“ Peinture a 1’Huile en Feuilles,” consists in

the preparation of very thin sheets of oil pig-

ment (for example, white lead), which may be

rolled like cloth. They may be made of any

size, or may be fitted together so as to exhibit

no joining. A sheet of paint, so prepared, is

fastened in a temporary manner on a panel, or

on cloth attached to a stretching-frame, and

the artist completes his picture. When dry it

is rolled up, carried to the place for which it

is destined, and permanently fixed to the wall,

being then made to adhere throughout its whole

surface, probably bv the application of a coat

of white lead, to the wall. The objection to

this mode (to say nothing of the oil ground)

for important paintings, is the extreme danger

of accident in the rolling and unrolling. 4 or

ordinary purposes it offers great facilities,

since the application of decorations in oil on

the walls of rooms or on shop-fronts can be

accomplished in a few hours, the work having

been prepared without inconvenience in the

study of the artist.
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ANGLO-NORMAN FONT AT YATESBURY,
IN THE COUNTY OF WILTS.

•NEWSPAPER

naaima

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—

A

few months since, whilst stopping

at the rectory of Yatesbury, in Wiltshire, I

was so fortunate as to make a sketch of the

beautiful font in the church at that place. Up
to the period of my visit it had borne the re-

semblance of a plain, rude stone, so completely

was it filled up by the repeated coats of white-

wash and yellow ochre which it had received

during the course of several hundred years. As
far as I could learn, nosketch had ever been made
of it; Mr. Buckler, F.S.A., the indefatigable

illustrator of the county of Wilts, had not

been able to gain admittance to the interior

of the church when he visited it. We are

indebted for the restoration of this fine

font to the exertions of the present rector

of Yatesbury, the Rev. James Stoughton
Money Kyrle, a jealous member of the Anti-

quarian and Cambridge Camden Societies, who-
has applied himself most perseveringly since

entering the living to the examination and re-

storation of his church. On first seeing the
font, we considered it to belong to the late

Norman or transition period
;
on closer exami-

nation Mr. Kyrle found that the early English
base wasaseparatestone ofa kind different from
the basin itself, and as he had discovered under
the plastering of the south wall of the nave a



sidered the date of the bowl to be about the

middle of the twelfth century, and that it had
been remounted on this base at the first re-

building of the church, early in the century

following.

I am inclined to agree in this opinion from
the curious half-scroll at the upper part of the

font for in late Norman examples, a perfect

scroll is generally seen. A cross *£• is cut in

the upper edge of the bowl
;
whether this be

symbolical or is merely a mason’s mark, I wi
not venture to determine. Mr. G. Godwin, in

his interesting paper “ On Masons’ Marks,”
published in the Archseologia,” places this

mark as peculiar to the early English period.

The font is very irregularly worked, the

leaves on it not being parallel to the upper orna-

mented band
;

it is placed on the north side of

the nave, against the western column, in its

original situation, and has a drain for the

emission of the water after baptism. Of this

font 1 some months ago exhibited a drawing
to the Society of Antiquaries.

The church is a picturesque edifice, consist-

ing of a nave, north aisle, and chancel (the

utter modern)
;

it appears to have been re-

built about the commencement of the thirteenth

century, and very extensively repaired about
the end of the fourteenth century, when the

eh was robbed of its south aisle. The
patron of Yatesbury is the Rev. William
Money Kyrle, of Much Marcle, in Hereford-
shire, whose family has presented to the

living ever since the early part of the fifteenth

century. The church is distant from Caine
about four miles east, and is in the immediate
vicinity of the Druidical Temple of Avebury,

and the other stupendous Celtic works which
form so remarkable a feature of the Marl-
borough Downs.

1 am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

C. J. RlCHAnuSON.
22, Brompton-crescent.

THE WOOD PAVING IN OXFORD-STREET.

At a vestry meeting of St. Marylebone

parish, held on Saturday, the 12tU inst.,

Mr. Scaice, the parish surveyor, brought up
a report which he had been directed to furnish

by the vestry, as to the state of the 4,000 yards

of wood paving laid down by the Metropolitan

Company between Wells-street and Rathbone-

place.

The report set forth that, pursuant to the

orders of the vestry, the surveyor had minutely

examined the state of the wood paving in ques-

tion. The surface of the said paving was rather

rough and uneven, and there were many holes

in it. The workmen of the wood company
had, at his request, opened the paving across

the street in three places in Oxford-street.

Opposite No. 51 the blocks, which are of fir,

were worn from their general thickness of six

inches to four and a quarter inches. The
paving facing No. 50 is of elm, and was found
worn generally from six inches to three inches

;

and opposite to 31, also of fir, it was found
under the coach-stand worn from six inches

to three inches. This portion of the street,

although in moderate condition on the sur-

face, is so much worn, that it was found diffi-

cult to raise a whole block. To put it into

good condition, he considered the whole

ought to be relaid, bottom upwards, about

one-half or two-thirds of the old blocks being

drawn out and new ones substituted.

At this stage of the proceedings a number
of the worn blocks were produced and laid on
the table for the inspection of the vestry.

Mr. Harbut said that he believed, even with

that convincing proof before their eyes, there

were some gentleman so wedded to wood
paving that they would not believe that

wood paving was a failure. (Laughter.) He
moved that the report of the surveyor be
adopted by the vestry, and it he forwarded to

the Metropolitan Company, together with an
official notice that the vestry, in accordance

with the terms of their contract, required them
to put the 4,000 yards of wood paving, be-

tween Wells-street and Rathbone-place, in a

state of efficient repair, to the satisfaction of

the parish surveyor, forthwith. What, he

would ask, was the history of this splendid

wood paving ? The fact was, this piece of

paving had, at the outset, cost the vestry the

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,

—

The above perspective view is of the

gateway-tower of Porthaml, which is a very

picturesque object, situated in a delightful spot

about ten miles from Brecon. It was probably

built in the early part of the sixteenth century,

by Sir William Vaughan, first sheriff of Breck-
nockshire, who resided there. His descendant,

Walter Vaughan, left a daughter and heiress,

who, in the year 1(>77> married John, first Lord
Ashburnham, from whom this property is in-

herited by the present Earl of Ashburnham.
There is not much mention of the place, as far

as I have been able to ascertain, in the re-

cords of the county; but I think, if we may
judge from the remains, it was formerly a

place of considerable strength and magnifi-

cence. The interior of the archway is finely

groined, and its ribs are supported at the angles

by enriched corbels. The mouldings are all

very cleanly executed in the Tudor or perpen-

dicular style of workmanship, which is clearly

shewn in the square drip to the window and

the four-centerd arch to the gateway.

It was doubtlessly originally much higher,

as is seen by the one corner, upon which are

placed some loose stones belonging to a bat-

tlement
;
and moulded stones from some other

parts of the old building are fixed along the top

of the front to form a coping, after the taste of

some country restorer. There is a staircase on

one side in the thickness of the wall (the door

to which l have shewn in my sketch), leading

to a square room above the archway, with two

windows opposite each other, and afterwards

ascending on the same side to the top, where

there is a narrow terrace around a pyramidal

tiled roof, which is surmounted by a stone ball

about a foot in diamenter. The attached ivy is

very luxuriant, and completely covers the three

sides and part of the front of the tower, mel-

lowly blending it with the surrounding scenery,

giving it the semblance of having grown old

with, and forming, indeed, a portion of, the

natural landscape.

At the back of the tower, at the distance of

about 20 yards, is a house of much more

modern date, though still maintaining, in its

principal features, a good deal of the manorial

character. ...
It has been occupied by the family of its

present tenant, Evan Prosser, Esq., tor more

than a century. I remain, Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

J. L. T.

Berkeley-place, Brecknock,
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A GLANCE AT THE INTERIOR OF THE
CHURCHES IN THE DEANERY OF
SPARKHAM, IN NORFOLK.—NO. VI.

WITH NOTICES OF THEIR ACTUAL CONDITION.

( Continued from p. 516.)

Belaugh .—In a spot of how picturesque

seclusion repose here, each one in his per-

manent abiding place, the forefathers of the

hamlet! A tangled copse fills the small ravine

on your left; in front the cemetery is nearly

washed by an angle of the Wensuin; behind,

waving hay and corn robe the hill-side to its

ridge, and far away to the right—although

here perhaps the want of hedge-rows some-

what impairs the scenic effect— the mazy river

flows through open pastures, which rise in the

distance to where the fine church of Swan ton

Morley, with its embowering trees, closes the

prospect. Reader, has the tomb never come
over thy musings in wilder guise? Then hast

thou not, like ourselves, a kinsman taking his

latest sleep where the giant palms wave their

green crests over him on the banks of the

Camaroons
;
never, as we, assisted to consign

a poor sea-boy to his ocean-grave, after night-

fall, in the latitude of the “ still-vexed Ber-
moothes.” Far different the homestead of the

departed environing the parish church of St.

Mary the Virgin at Belaugh.
Would that we could write of it, in the

words of the poet Mason

—

" No modem art

Had marred with misplaced symmetry the pile."

On entering, our attention was drawn at once
to a mural tablet over the tower-arch, on which
we read:—“ a.d. 1809-10. The chancel of
this church lebuilt; the north and south
transepts added

;
the tower, buttresses, win-

dows, roof, and battlements substantially built

and repaired
;
and the interior of the church

handsomely fitted up at the sole expense of
Sir John Lombe, Baronet, patron.”* We shall

not quarrel with an old gentleman of fourscore
for inclining to break Priscian’s head in this

chronicle of his munificence: let us rather
pass on to examine how far it was guided by a
correct taste and Catholic principles.

And giving the restored church a cruciform
character will hardly be deemed exceptionable,
though for ourselves we would decidedly have
preserved its original ground-plan. Modern
builders are only too fond of resorting to this
“ apt and appropriate figure often, perhaps,
in order to conceal the poverty of their re-

sources, whether pecuniary or artistic. Tran-
septs form a poor substitute for the well-
developed chancel and nave, with or without
aisles, of days when men without stint of
means thought most of all on what was best
adapted to the services and requirements of
God’s household. Those sitting in the "cross
aisles ” for the most part lose sight of the
priest in his ministration at the Holy Table

;

but this is held light of by a generation that
exclaims loudly against high-altars, and erects
the scandal of high pulpits instead. We con-
fess, however, that the transepts are in our
view more bearable than is the vulgar plaster-
ing on the projecting turrets raised from the
groundsel at each of their four external angles.
The roof of this church is slated at a low

pitch, and at the time of its restoration was
supplied with copper eaves-gutters, which have
since been stolen. Three lofty windows, of
as many lights respectively, are each of them
charged in the central one with the Lombe
escutcheon in painted glass

;
the mullions,

simply crossing in the head without foliations :

two tire- places have beer, supplied beneath the
windows of the transepts, to which the tur-
rets just mentioned are made to serve as
chimneys.

A tboughtstruckusduringthe survey, that we
were inspecting the work of a Vitruvius whose
exploits will find notice in their proper sphere,
and inquiry proved that the conjecture was a
correct one. But some fine antiques within
the church shall first have our regard. And
in the central avenue between the transepts, on
a large slab of grey marble, the portraiture of
a knight in complete armour, and his lady—their hands clasped in prayer—are graven
on separate brasses, with an incription : “ Pray
for the souls of John Curson, knight, and the
lady Jane, his wife.” The first died, we are
informed, on the feast of St. Fabian, 1471,
and by his will, dated ten days previous, re-

“ n u ?
al ‘ thls exchanged for the simple pxclam

ne&uld
“‘f

heaven of heavens cannot contain Thee,much less this house which I have rebuilt l”

quires to be buried in the church of Belaugh,

at the chancel-door under the rood-loft, and

to have a grave-stone of eight marks’ price.

The female’s head- gear, her caul ornamented
with two projections like butterfly’s wings, be-

speaks the reign of Edward IV.
A word also on the tower and the font. The

first is circular in its lower portion, but forms
above a quasi belvidere, which is octagonal

and has a battlemented parapet, the bell-

chamber being pierced with no less than eight

large windows, although the alternate ones are

now blocked. They are of perpendicular

character, and evidently of later erection than

the base part: a ladder supplies the want of

staircase here, but we found it much lumbered
with coals and other accumulations. The
font, an octagon of moderate size, has the

panels of its bowl charged with shields; the

stem and circular base are recent and—we had
almost said as a necessary consequence—mean.
But we are yet suffered to rejoice over splendid,

though comparatively rare exceptions.

On the north side of the chancel we find a
mural tablet by Bacon, erected to the memory
of the late Sir John Lombe, who died in 1807 :

it represents the east end of a Gothic church,
with turrets at the angles, the altar window of
course forming a chief feature. Generally
speaking, our monuments savour altogether too
much of worldliness. We had infinitely pre-

ferred seeing the baronet of the nineteenth
century his simple effigies in like posture with
the knight’s of the fifteenth— both thus con-
fessing, as it were, that "Man can carry
nothing away with him when he dieth, neither
shall his pomp follow him.” The dead, as they are
released from the cares, so they no longer need
the insignia of life. In the grave the chan-
cellor requires no woolsack, the orator no
tribunal, the general no soldiers, the admiral
no shipping; all they have to do with—the
last greut Audit. " The semblances of the de-
parted should 9eem either as men worshipping,
or men that have ‘fallen asleep.’”* Some may
ask, when then may the Statuary hope for

patronage? He has secular places in all their

diversity—the palace, the house of parliament,
the guild-chamber, the private mansion, the
park, the square—to range over and adorn
with the highest efforts of his art, without in-

fringing on the sanctuary, the vestibule of
another existence. The advantages of our
present state of things would have been dearly
purchased at one solemn lesson of a different

kind, and they have cost us a thousand. Taking
matters as they are, however, Sir John Lombe’s
monument contrasts well with the heathen
sarcophagus, inanepondus, which disfigures an
inclosed grave in the churchyard.

We had gladly been spared the duty of
further comment on the interior of this fabric,

but the influence of evil example must, if

possible, be arrested. The tokens of exclu-
siveness may not be so invidious and glaring
as they are too often met with elsewhere;
beyond this remains small scope for approval.
The coved ceilings, relieved in the dome with
flat groinings, which are continued down the
chamfered angles of the lantern in shallow
pilasters, were better seen, and we hope also
appreciated, in a conventicle. A low wains-
cotting within the altar-rails, formed of Norman
arches, already exhibits symptoms of decay:
much good oak ha.s been ill expended on the
unsightly dossel or altar-screen, on the huge
pulpit, desks, and pews. Every thing betrays
the designer’s utter ignorance of what con—
stitutes correct taste and ecclesiastical propriety.
Seem we to assume authority to ourselves in

these strictures ? that be far from us
;

but
“ before the mischief of past years can be
remedied, the whole extent of the evil must be
detailed.”

Profits of Timber on Estates.—The
late Mr. Fleming, of Hampshire, was one of
the largest landed proprietors in the county,
owning at his death 15,000 acres, so richly
wooded, that he is supposed to have cut
500,000/. worth of timber, from first to last,

and yet left the whole as full as the land
will bear. Mr. Fleming’s expenditure in
the town and neighbourhood of Southampton
averaged 18,000/. a year, and immediately after
his departure for the Mediterranean the loss of
such a large expenditure was most sensibly felt.—Hants Advertiser.

* Armstrong’s Paper on Monuments,

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION IN
BUILDINGS.

The cause of the recent fire at New Cross
has been traced to the spontaneous ignition of

some vegetable black which was stowed in the

paint-room. A few weeks back, we drew
attention to a similar catastrophe, which ori-

ginated in the accumulation of pigeons’ dung
in the great tower of the Church of Pisa, and
not long since we remember reading in one of

the philosophical journals a statement that oil-

paintings on canvas have been known, under
certain circumstances, to generate heat suffi-

cient to produce a flame. Having these facts

before him, Mr. Booth, the lecturer on che-

mistry, has, in a most praiseworthy spirit, drawn
public attention to the subject, and calls for a
full and searching inquiry into the phenomena
under consideration. He says, that " in the

incipient decomposition which precedes igni-

tion, gaseous compounds readily ignitable. are

formed, generating a highlv-combustible atmo-
sphere, so that when heat sufficient to generate

flame is produced this will at once act along
the whole surface of the area, producing, as

Avith the fire-damp, a simultaneous blaze.” A
full investigation of the subject, conducted by
the first chemists of the day, would of neces-

sity lead to most useful results, and surely the

fire insurance companies would soon find their

account in originating the inquiry and defray-

ing every expense attending it.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Consecration of Christ Church, Clifton Park.
—On Tuesday last the Lord Bishop of Bristol

consecrated the new church at Clifton-park.

The situation chosen for the church is exceed-

ingly beautiful, and, according to present ap-

pearances, will be the centre of numerous
terraces, squares, and other dwellings for the

more opulent class of society. The building

itself, by its pretensions to a better style of ar-

chitecture than has usually prevailed in our
sacred edifices of modern construction, seems
to invite criticism. We take the following
from our contemporary, the Bristol Gazette :

—

" Christ Church is designed in the early

English style of architecture, or in that style

of architecture which prevailed in England
between the years 1200 and 1250, as exemplified

by parts of the cathedrals at York, Salisbury,

Peterborough, Carlisle, and Durham. The
church comprises a nave, 104 feet long by 36
feet wide, with an apsidal chancel 27 feet deep,

and a north and south transept. The total in-

terior dimensions of the church are 131 feet

from east to west, by 36 feet from north to

south across the nave, and 78 feet including the

transepts
;
the height from the aisles to the

ceiling is 50 feet, and from the plinth to the

ridge of the roof, 64 feet. The chancel is

ascended by five steps, and is separated from
the nave by an arch 44 feet high. The tran-

septs are also divided from the nave by arches

34 feet high
;
the characteristic features of the

9tyle, with disengaged columns and deeply-

recessed mouldings, being carried out to the

greatest extent that the funds at the disposal

of the committee would permit. Sittings are

provided for upwards of 1,000 persons, includ-

ing 347 open sittings. The mason’s work wa9
begun by the 1st of Feb. 1843, and the walls

were ready to receive the roof in the month of

September following; and the building was
completed, fit for consecration, in about

eighteen months from the commencement of

the works, notwithstanding the loss and
inconvenience to which the committee Avas

subjected by the bankruptcy of the con-
tractor for the mason’s work. The ar-

chitect who superintended the whole is Mr.
Charles Dyer, of Park-street; and the con-

tractors for the principal works Avere Messrs.

G. Strawbridge, G. Monk and Son, W. Edkins
and Son, J. Fovvler and Son, Williams and
Gay, T. Allen, and II. B. Osborne.”

—

Farley's

Bristol Journal.

Re- Consecrationof Codford St. Mary Church.

—On Wednesday, Oct. 2, the church of

Codford St. Mary was consecrated by the Lord
Bishop of Salisbury. This church has been
nearly rebuilt. The old tower and a small

portion of the south Avail appear to be all that

belonged to the original structure externally.

The south Avail having fallen in the course

of 1843, whilst the rubbish was removing from
around the foundations, it wa9 resolved to

build an additional aisle. In carrying out this
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intention, it was found necessary to take down
the old walls, and thus various fragments of
carved stone, clearly indicating the age of the
original church, were brought to light. The
date is supposed to have been about 1000. The
additional aisle is built in the Decorated style,

which pervades the entire building
;
the early

English windows are formed on the north side
of the chancel, and the east window is perpen-
dicular. The term Decorated must not convey
a notion of lavish expenditure—all has been
done with a due regard to economy, but there
is nothing which offends good taste, nothing
deficient, nothing calculated to weaken the im-
pression that this is the place where God hath
set his name. The east window of the church
is filled with stained glass of various allegorical

and heraldic characters. The fittings are of
stained and varnished deal, bearing a very
ecclesiastical appearance, and harmonising well

with the ancient oak, which has been carefully

applied to use as far as practicable. The
sittings are open, and to this outward demon-
stration of spiritual equality, if we may judge
from a growing sense of its propriety, the

church-builders and church-restorers of the
present generation will speedily conform. The
altar and pulpit hangings are of crimson cloth,

beautifully worked by some young ladies, with
suitable devices and emblems. — Farleys
Bristol Journal.

New Church near Farnborough.—A small
church has recently been erected on the
heath, within sight t>f the Farnborough
station, on the South-Western Railway,
where her Majesty meets the rail from
Windsor Castle. The edifice, which is now
ready for consecration, is intended for the
use of the inhabitants of Cove and South
Hawley. It is built of heath stone, the mate-
rials of which Windsor Castle is composed,
with the cornel's and ornamental work of pie

stone, which gives it an imposing appearance.
The architecture preserved throughout is the
Norman style, from the design of Messrs.
Stevens and Alexander. The eastern and side
windows of the chancel are filled with painted
glass, the gift of the Rev. C. Laurell, who has
been nominated to the incumbencv. Interiorly
the church is plain, open seats and other conveni-
ences being provided. The cost of erection has
scarcely exceeded 1,200/. A lady residing in

Bath, who admired the style of the church,
presented the sum of 600/.

Salisbury Cathedral.—This cathedral is said
to have as many doors as there are months in

the year, that is 12 ;
as many windows as there

are days in the year, that is 365
;
and as many

beams and columns as there are hours in the
year, that is 8,766. What most struck me in

the internal construction of the church was the
extreme slenderness and fineness of the so-called
“ flying buttresses” supporting the steeple.

The builders seem here to have spun their
stone through the air in some inconceivable
manner, like the silky thread of a spider.
I wondered how these long, thin lines of stone
could support themselves in the air

;
yet they

have supported, not only themselves, but the
entire steeple, for 600 years. The clusters of
round columns, which support the roof, are
also far more light, and less massive, than is

usual in Gothic churches. This contributed
much to the general effect of lightness and
airy beauty which the whole structure of the
cathedral conveyed. — Kohl's England and
Wales.—[The secret art was a know-
ledge OF ARCHITECTURAL-DYNAMICS, WHICH
TAUGHT THEM TO DRESS AWAY ALL BUT THE
SUPPORTING MASS, THROUGH WHICH THE
PRESSURE RUNS.]

Church Bells. — The Irish Ecclesiastical
Journal informs the clergy that they can
substitute cast-steel bars for the ordinary
church bells with considerable advantage, as
regards both tone and cheapness. Any clergy-
man can procure for thirty shillings a bar of
cast steel producing a better tone than the
ordinary small church bells, which cost from
4/. to 6/.

—

Limerick Chronicle.—[The change
is similar to that in modern repeating- watches.]

Parsonage
, Scremerston.— The Commis-

sioners of Greenwich Hospital have given
200/. in aid of the erection of a parsonage-
house at Scremerston, near Berwick-upon-
Tweed. They have also promised a similar
sum towards the building of a new church at
Nent-head, in Cumberland.

—

Newcastle Adver-
tiser.

Calcutta Cathedral.—The Bishop of Cal-
cutta, in a letter to the secretary of the Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge, dated
May 3rd, 1844, states that the tower of the new
Cathedral of Calcutta “ is now raised to the

first tiers of stones above the lancet windows,
about 90 feet from the plane of site, and pre-

sents a most commanding object. The internal

scaffolding of the lantern is being removed
with the centering, to allow of the stones

being elevated with greater ease than they

could from the outside. The building has not

settled more than a quarter of an inch in the

last six months, so that the walls of the choir

and transepts will soon rise, the ornamental
work being safe from disturbance. Up to

April 1st, we had expended 209,028 C. rupees,

13 anas, 5 pice, about 21,000/.—not more than

we expected.”

New Church near Newbery

.

—It is intended
to erect a new church at Kingsclere, near
Newbury, Berks. The town contains a
population of 2,730 souls, and there is only
one church, with 600 sittings. The Earl
of Carnarvon has generously consented to

appropriate 100/. per annum, as an endow-
ment to the church, out of he rectorial tithes,

so long as his lordship retains possession

of the property, and Lord Bolton has consented
to appropriate 100/. per annum to the same
purpose. The Ecclesiastical Commissioners
have promised liberal assistance.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Windsor Junction Railway.—The contem-
plated Windsor Junction Railway, which is to

be constructed on the atmospheric principle, is

to consist of two branches—one from Windsor,
to form a junction with the Great Western
Railway at Slough, and the other (the termi-

nus being near Windsor Bridge, on the Berk-
shire side) to proceed direct to London; but
in order to carry this plan into effect it will

be necessary to obtain the consent of the Crown.
By the present proposed arrangement it is

intended to provide a private station for the

exclusive use of her Majesty and the Royal
Family, to which access may be obtained from
the Home Park, and within a stone's throw of
the Royal residence. It is not expected that

any opposition will be made to the proposed
plan on the part of the Crown, the more espe-

ciallyasit embraces astructure that will be rather

an ornament to the Home Park, instead of the

present boundary wall, which is, throughout
the whole distance, not more than a few yards
from the river, and from which it is divided

by only the towing-path. Mr. Page, the civil

engineer, has received instructions from the

provincial committee to proceed with the

surveys and plans, and to make his report
without delay, which is to be submitted to the

Queen.

Caledonian Railway.—The negotiations be-

tween the Caledonian Railway Company and
the Monkland and Kirkintilloch, and Glas-
gow, Garnkirk, and Coatbridge Railway Com-
panies, were brought last week to a success-

ful and satisfactory conclusion, and formal
deeds of agreement among the contracting
parties were executed and delivered. Similar
arrangements were completed some time
ago with the Wishaw and Coltness Com-
pany. According to these agreements, the

three existing companies have become bound
to widen the gauges of their respective lines,

so as to correspond with the gauge of the
Caledonian Railway, and in all other respects

to improve their works, to the satisfaction of

the engineer of the Caledonian Company. The
improvements are to be completed before the

Caledonian Railway is opened to the public

from Lanark to Gariongill, where the junction
with the Wishaw line is intended to be effected.

By means of these railways, the Caledonian
Company have secured, upon very moderate
terms, an access to the north side of the city

of Glasgow, and also a connection with the

north of Scotland
;

and while they thereby
confer a great benefit on the existing lines,

they will save the cost of upwards of ten miles

of railway through a difficult country. The
Caledonian Company have also made advan-
tageous terms with the promoters of the

Clydesdale Junction Railway for the use of
their line and stations for the traffic of the

Caledonian. This completes the connection
with the south side of the city, and with the

harbour of Glasgow and the Paisley and
Greenock Railways. These preliminary
arrangements being thus effectually made, the
parliamentary notices of the Caledonian Rail-
way will be published in a few days.
Midland Ruilivay Projects.—A special meet-

ing of the proprietors of the Midland Railway
has been held for the purpose of deliberating
upon the subject of their engaging in the con-
struction of several new lines, to branch off
from their own line in the following direc-
tions 1st. A railway from the Midland
Railway, at Nottingham, to Newark and Lin-
coln. 2nd. A railway from the Midland Railway
at Swinton, by Doncaster, Bawtry, and Gains-
borough, to Lincoln, and thence passing near
Boston, Spalding, and Wisbech, to join the
Eastern Counties Railway, at March. 3rd. A
railway from the Midland Railway at Syston,
by way of Oakham and Stamford, to Peter-
borough. And for the purpose of considering
in what manner the necessary capital for the
construction of all or any of such lines of
railway shall be raised,” &c. &c. These im-
portant projects were adopted; and an ad-
ditional capital of two millions and a half was
ordered to be raised by the creation of 62,000
new shares of 40/. each.

Edinburgh and Granton Railway.—The ex-
tension line to Granton from the terminus at

Trinity is progressing rapidly; it runs west
from the Station house, immediately behind the
Baths, where it crosses the public road, skirting
the whole north end of the field to the west. At
Wardie the line crosses the road which at this

point is to be thrown a good way south, and
for which the gardens have been carried back
to the extent of about 40 feet. From near
Wardie Hotel to the head of Granton Pier the
line will proceed north of the road by an arti-

ficial breast-work erected along the beach.
When finished, this will form one of the most
compact and elegant lines of railway in the

neighbourhood.

—

Edinburgh Advertiser.

Dundee and Perth Railway.—The promoters
of this undertaking have effected an arrange-
ment with the company carrying a railway
through Fife, who have made an alteration in

their plans, the effect of which will be, that the
whole traffic of the north of Scotland to Edin-
burgh and the south must pass along the
Dundee and Perth Railway. The whole
traffic to Glasgow and the manufacturing dis-

tricts in the west of England must also pass
over the line, whether through Fife, to Edin-
burgh and Glasgow, or by the Scottish central
line, with which it communicates.

Railroads in Sweden.—A letter from Stock-
holm, Sept. 23, says :

—“ Sweden will soon
have railroads. An association of capitalists

and merchants, at the head of which are the
rich houses of Totti and Afwedsen, Miguel-
son and Co., Peyron, Bergmann, and Engels-
feld, has obtained permission from the king to

construct a railroad from Engelholm, on the
Bay of Kullen, by Helsinborg, Landscrona,
Lund, and Malmoe, to the port of Cimbrick-
sham, in the province of Gothland. By this

line it will be possible to avoid sending goods
by water to Elsineur, and thus save the Sound
duties, which are enormous.

Two New Bridges in Connection with
the Lancaster and Carlisle Railway.

—

About three weeks ago the foundation-stone

of the extensive bridge, which is to consist of

seven arches of 60 feet span each, and the
parapet of which will be upwards of 100 feet in

height, was laid with the ceremony usual on
such occasions. The pier was proceeded with

to a considerable height above the bed of the

river Lowther, over which it is intended to

span at a place called Yew’s Crag, behind the

village of Clifton, from the London-road, and

about two miles distant from the town ot

Penrith. It appears that the work of this

pier will have to be undone, by reason of a

mistake in the dimensions, or some alteration

in the plan of the ground-work, the fresh one

having to be upwards of a square foot more.

This is an unfortunate circumstance, because of

the season being so far advanced, and the

river so sudden and violent in its rise and fall,

it being fed by the mountain torrents of Mardale

fells, and other mountainous districts. The
other large bridge, which will cross the river

Edmont, near Yanwath Hall, will be proceeded
with forthwith.

is -
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THE PREVENTION OF OFFENSIVE SOUNDS
IN ROOMS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—In order to drown the sound between

an upper and lower room of large dimensions,

the usual plan of pugging, as advised under

the head of answers to correspondents, in The
Builder, No. 86, has been adopted; but the

sound is still audibly conveyed through the

ceiling into the lower room. Now, what is

the plan you would recommend to destroy the

sound? T. W.
Cambridge, Oct. 5.

[We incline to think there must be some
imperfection in the manner wherein the ap-

plication has been made, as we have never

found it fail except in cases where a direct

and offensive concussion has been occasioned

over the apartments required to be quiet. Per-

haps some of our correspondents may be in

possession of some secret for the prevention

of the offensive effects of sound in rooms.

—

Ed.]

THE “ JENNY” USED ON SCAFFOLD-
FRAMES.

Sir,—

I

should be much obliged if one of

your readers could inform me of the newest
improvements that have been effected in the

“jenny” used on the scaffold-frames, and
where drawings of the same may be obtained.

I am, Sir,

x. y. z.

iHisrcII.inra.

French and English Mines.—At the
meeting of the British Association, for the
promotion of science, held at York, Colonel
Sykes, F.R.S., president, in the chair,—Mr.
G. Porter read u long and interesting paper,
compiled from documents furnished to him by
the French government, “ On the Mining In-

dustry of France," which contained some
curious and interesting comparisons with that

of this country. In 1814 the quantity of coals

raised in France was but 665,610 tons; in

1826 it amounted to 1,301,000 tons, whilst in

1836 it was 2,544,000. In 1841 the number
of coal mines at work was 256, employing
29,500 workmen, who on the average raised

J 16 tons each. In 1836 the value of a ton of
coals was l]s. 3}d., whilst in 1841 it was re-

duced to 7s. 9±d. Tliere was no data by which
to ascertain the amount of mineral fuel which
was annually raised in the United Kingdom,
but it was probably ten times greater in

quantity than in France. From parliamentary
returns, it appeared that in 1841 the quantity
of coal transmitted coastwise was 7,410,000
tons, and that exported 1,840,000, besides
which a very large quantity was used upon the
spot in various manufacturing districts where it

is obtained. It is a curious fact that in Eng-
land the average amount raised by one man is

253 tons, being 120 per cent, higher than in

France. An elaborate memoir was then given
in the paper on the iron districts, in which
were 12, containing 894 establishments in
1836. In 1841 these had increased to 1023.
In 1836 there were 57,537 men employed, who
created property to the amount of 4,957,000/.,
whilst in 1841 the number of hands was re-
duced to 47,830, although the value of the
production had increased to 5,671,000/. For
one ton of pig iron manufactured in France
there were four in England, although it was
singular, that whilst in France 47,000 persons
were employed, those in England were but
42,000. i his extraordinary discrepancy the
author attributed to the deficiency in the pro-
cess of manufacture and the additional cost of
fuel. The production of other metals was of
small importance, and he considered that a
very fair prospect of future legitimate and ex-
tensive commerce from this country might be
looked forward to in France.

°

New Theatre in Shoreditch.—Several
bouses have been pulled down during the last
few days opposite the terminus of the Eastern
Counties Railway, High-street, Shoreditch,
for the purpose of constructing a spacious
theatre, which is to be under the direction of
INlr. Nelson Lee. The works have already
commenced.

Naming and Numbering of Streets.

—

(From the Herald.) — The new Metropo-

litan Building Act, which comes into operation

on the 1st of January, creates a new board for

the general superintendenceof buildingsin Lon-

don. The new board would render the public

an important service if they would undertake

such a registration of houses that every house

in a street should have a distinct number, and

that no two streets should be called by the

same name. Great inconvenience is now occa-

sioned by the neglect of this very simple

matter of municipal arrangement, 'l’he last

Act for the registration of voters directs that

in every claim to vote, the number of the

house shall be inserted for which the vote is

claimed
;

but in some streets many of the

houses are without numbers, and the instances

are numerous of two or more houses in a street

having the same number. In Regent-street,

St. John’s, Westminster, there are five Nos. 13,

and six Nos. 14. Equal or greater confusion

arises from the multiplication of the same
street names. We find in a London Directory

28 King-streets, 20 Queen-streets, 26 Charles-

streets, 25 Church-streets, 23 John-streets, 4

Water-lanes, 2 Water-streets, See. A serious

loss, as well as inconvenience, arises to the

public from this source. The expenses attend-

ing the delivery of letters are increased some
thousands of pounds by the puzzling uncer-

tainty of addresses. A letter from the country,

directed “ King-street, London,” is, perhaps,

first delivered in King-street, Cheapside,
whence it may be returned with the words,

“Try King-street, Holborn,” and perhaps 20
district postmen may each have to walk a mile

before the right King-street and the right per-

son be discovered. Nor does the fault lie

altogether with careless directions. A stranger

to London cannot be blamed for ignorance of

the extent to which the amplification of an
address is necessary. Thinking to be both
precise and explicit, he may direct a letter,

“ John Smith, Water-lane, City, London,”
and his letter may be sent to three different

Water-lanes, all in the city, and all within a
stone’s throw of each other — Water-lane,
Blackfriars

;
Water-lane, Thames-street

;

Water-lane, Fleet-street
;

and perhaps in

each Water-lane there may be a John Smith.
The evil is one which we believe the corpora-
tion of London and the commissioners of
paving generally have power to remedy; and
we may hope it will be the duty of the new
registrar to call their attention to the subject.

—

[This duty could not well he performed by the

board mentioned; it is the duty of Commis-
sioners of Paving and their surveyors, upon
whom by the general Metropolitan Paving-
Act it is cast.— Ed.]

Hampstead Heath.— ( From the Times.)
—The inhabitants of Hampstead, who have
been long threatened by Sir Thomas Maryon
Wilson, the lord of the manor, with having
their beautiful heath encircled with squares,
streets, and courts, and for an Act to

enable him to effect which Sir Thomas has
petitioned Parliament at intervals, ever since
the year 1829, have been in much consternation
during the past week, upwards of eighty work-
men having been employed in levelling the
fences between the various fields belonging to

Sir Thomas, between the Vale of Health and
Highgate. On the 12th inst. Sir Thomas com-
menced operations on the heath itself, which,
as the copyholders have rights of common and
other valuable rights therein, may still, it is

hoped, he preserved to the public by the
committee of copyholders. Sir Thomas’s
property immediately adjoins Coen-wood, the
grounds of which will he commanded by the
intended cemetery. The committee of copy-
holders will, it is supposed, call a meeting of
the copyholders as early as possible, intimation
having already been given to Sir Thomas that
the copyholders dispute his right to interfere
with the heath, which in his recent applications
to Parliament he has always professed he had
no intention of doing.

Retrieving Mud Lands.

—

A proposal is

on foot to establish a chartered company for
retrieving the mud lands of Great Britain and
Ireland, deepeningthe navigable watersabutting
thereon, and appropriating the retrieved lands,
and in some instances the waters, in remunera-
tion. The capital it is proposed to raise for
this great national object is 500,000/., in five

thousand shares of 100/, each.

Public Walks, Parks, &c.—Weareglad
to find fresh proofs of the general interest

manifested in this excellent object, in the ra-

pidly augmenting subscription list, which,
since the last list was advertised, has been in-

creased by about 1,780/., and now amounts to

nearly 22,500/. The most recent subscriptions
include a handsome donation by Mr. W.
Atkinson, of 500/., and one of 250/. by our
representative, Mr. Milner Gibson, M.P. There
are also several liberal subscriptions from a
distance, from parties thus gratefully acknow-
ledging and maintaining their connection with
the town. Mr. J. Thomson, of Primrose,
Ciitheroe, has given 100/. Amongst the sup-
porters of the measure in the clergy of the

establishment, it gives us pleasure to see the

names of two of the canons of Manchester,
the Rev. C. D. Wray, and the Rev. R. C.
Clifton, for 25/. each. There is another class

of subscriptions of which as yet we have
only the commencement, but which have a
peculiar value, as the contributions of the

working classes themselves. These subscrip-

tions are by far the most significant and deci-

sive answer that can he given to those who ob-

ject, that when parks are provided, the people
will not use them. Few will suppose this

likely, when they find that the workmen in a
calico-printing concern (that of Messrs.
Thomas Ilovle and Sons) have subscribed 67/.

odd; and those of a machine-making establish-

ment (that of Messrs. Sharp Brothers and
Co.) upwards of 50/., in aid of the fund for

public walks and parks. I f these are not satis-

factory proofs of the earnest approbation and
cordial support of those for whom these parks

are mainly needed, we know not where to seek
them .—Manchester Guardian

.

Proposed Public Park in Leeds.

—

Some of our benevolent townsmen, among
whom we may mention our public-spirited

mayor, are desirous that Leeds should not be
behind other towns in the formation of public

parks or walks for the healthful and rational

recreation of all classes. It has been suggested
that the zoological and botanical gardens,
which comprise nearly 20 acres, in a beautiful

situation and well laid out, might he purchased
for this purpose. Some of the larger share-

holders in the gardens are, we know, disposed
to transfer their whole property in them to the

town-council, or some other body, for the

benefit of the public; and we think it likely

that many others would follow this liberal ex-

ample, thinking it more agreeable to see their

fellow-townsmen of the humbler classes en-

joying themselves in the gardens than to walk
there in comparative seclusion. Those share-

holders who took shares as an investment, and
who could not afford to give them to the

public, would probably accept a moderate sum
for that which now yields them no dividend.

A subscription would, therefore, he required

to purchase the garden for the public
;
and we

think this would be forthcoming, as the amount
would probably not he very large. A yearly

subscription would also he requisite to keep
the gardens in order. We hope to be able

shortly to report progress in this laudable

attempt to promote the health and recreation

of the industrious classes.— Leeds Mercury.

New Breakwater and Harbour of Re-
fuge.—We can state now, from unquestionable

authority, that it has been decided by govern-

ment that the port of Weymouth is to form
one of the Harbours of Refuge about to he
established in the Channel, and that a Break-
water will be built, extending from the eastern

part of the island of Portland to a length

sufficient to secure a protection for the shipping

interest, as well mercantile as naval. This
national undertaking will, we hear, be on a

grand scale, and being about the centre

position in the channel, will be a most efficient

harbour of refuge between the two large naval

depots of Plymouth and Portsmouth. It is

expected the proprietors of the Great Western
railroad will promptly avail themselves of this

favourable circumstance for laying down a line

from Bristol and Bath, through the ino3t ad-
vantageous and convenient track of country,
to Weymouth, as no doubt this latter port,

from its peculiarly apt locality, and becoming a
general depot for shipping, will be hereafter

the chief entrepot and link for commercial
connection aud transition, through the medium
of the channel islands, from the midland
counties of England to the Continent.

—

Sherborne Journal.
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Metropolitan Association for Im-
proving the Dwellings of the Indus-
trious Classes.—The object of this associa-
tion is to provide a remedy for great existing
evils, by enabling the labouring man to procure
a comfortable, cleanly, and healthy habitation,

at a less expense than is at present paid for

very inferior and unhealthy accommodation,
arising from want of ventilation, bad drainage,
and the crowded state of apartments. To
effect this, it is proposed to erect— 1st. Dormi-
tories for single men, or large rooms divided
into compartments, with a separate bed to each
occupier, which could be afforded at as low a

rate as is paid at present by each person when
three or four sleep in one bed. 2nd. Well-
drained and ventilated buildings to be let to

families in sets of rooms with an ample supply
of water on each story. We find among
the patrons of this measure the names of
Lord Ashley, the Earl of Devon, Viscount
Ebrington, Lord Francis Egerton, Lord Robert
Grosvenor, Viscount Morpeth, and the Mar-
quis of Norman by.

The Sinking of the Custom-house
Quay, Dublin.—On Tuesday evening, the
15th instant, a very singular occurrence toolc

place at the Custom-house quay, and immedi-
ately in front of the Custom-house—a portion
of the quay, about 130 yards, having suddenly
sunk from its usual level, upwards of 7 feet, aril

in some places 15 feet in depth. The breadth
of the breach varies from 5 to 7 yards, and,
what is very strange, the outer wall next the
river kept its place, sinking a little, but not
slipping from its original position. The breach
was immediately filled with water, as the river

rushed into it, and a good deal of apprehension
prevailed for some time, as it was feared that
additional damage might be done to the Custom
house itself, which is built upon piles, and the
site was originally a marsh. It is the opinion,
we understand, of very able engineers that the
building has been erected too near the river

;

and a scientific gentleman said he had no doubt
that the vast superincumbent weight of the
immense pile has, in no slight degree, aided in

the action of the water, in causing the occur-
rence. The appearance of the place is very
curious, and several eminent engineers have
stated that it is a singular circumstance how the
outer wall stood while the back portion fell so
low. Wo understand that the foundation of
this portion of the quay was on a blue clay

bottom, which must have been cut away by the

constant ebbing and flowing of the tide
;
but the

difficulty which arises here in reference to the
preservation of the outer wall is not so easily

solved. The wall, however, was built on a

foundation sunk very low
;
the materials of the

wall too are all very heavy stone, while the
back was filled in loosely without any precau-
tion as to the fonndation, and this may account
for the accident to the latter. From the ne-
glected state of the Custom-house sewers,
scientific men are of opinion that the foundation
which supports the building itself (one of the
finest in Europe) must eventually suffer. This
should be looked to in time, as further neglect
may cause a serious calamity.

—

Freeman's
Journal.

Public Walks.— It would seem that the

government intend to expend money on “public
walks,” and the example of Sir R. Peel, in his

gift of 1 ,000/. for a park at Manchester, has
attracted some attention to the subject. It

appears that Parliament voted 10,000/. for

public walks in the year 1840, and by a return

printed in the session of 1843, only 500/. was
stated to have been expended, in the following
manner: — “The Provost of Dundee — Im-
proving Magdalen-yard 300/.

;
and the Provost

of Arbroath— improvements in the neighbour-
hood of that town, 200/.” It is added in the
return “ the remaining 9,500/. is still in the

Exchequer.”

Mr. James Dunning Harvey (second son of
the late Mr. Harvey, master mariner and civil

i engineer for roads, &c.), has executed a survey
i of Weymouth, the north end of Portland and

i

parts adjacent, with the line of the intended
Breakwater

;
also of Weymouth and Portland,

with Race and Shambles, and the line of the

]
proposed Breakwater, on a scale of 4 inches to

; a mile. These surveys will tend materially to

i elucidate the important claims of Portland
Roads, as the best position for a central har-

1 bour of refuge in the British Channel.—We
i understand the dockyard at Cherbourgh is in-

( creased considerably.

—

Dover Chronicle.

Public Baths in Birmingham.—A meet-

ing of highly influential inhabitants of this

town and neighbourhood was held in the com-
mittee-room of the Town-hall on Tuesday
morning last, Mr. W. Beale in the chair, for

the purpose of making preliminary arrange-

ments for a town’s meeting to consider the best

means of providing public walks and baths for

the use of the inhabitants. Amongst those

present were Messrs. James Taylor, James
James, II. Luckock, W. Chance, G. Barker,

and William Scholefield
;
Aldermen Beale,

Phillips, and Cutler; Messrs. W. Phipson,

Joseph Sturge, Clementlngleby, James Turner,

J. Tyndall, Abel Peyton, C. Geach,T. E. Lee,

B. Chesshire, J. II. Beilby, T. R. T. Hodson,
John Beale, Bourne, E. Alldridge, J. Plevins,

M. Banks, T. Ragg, D. Barnett, C. Lawden,
and H. Simons, and many other gentlemen.
Alderman Cutler opened the proceedings by
calling attention to the importance of the sub-

ject, and detailing the acts of the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons appointed

to consider the best means of providing places

of recreation for the inhabitants of populous

towns. On the report of this committee being

made, the House granted, at two different

periods, the sum of 15,000/. to aid the inhabi-

tants of large towns in the formation of public

walks and places of recreation. Alderman
Cutler also stated the correspondence which
had taken place between the corporation and
the Government on the subject. Resolutions

in furtherance of the objects in view were
passed, and a vote of thanks having been car-

ried to the chairman, the meeting separated.

—

Birmingham Gazette.

Deepening of the River at Glasgow.

—

We are informed that, since the 29th March
last, nearly 11,000 cubic yards of mud, sand,

and gravel, have been dug out of the bed of the

river, betwixt the Stockwell and Wooden
Bridges, being fully more than one-third of the

quantity necessary to be taken out by spade
labour, before the introduction of the dredging-

machine. This improvement, when com-
pleted, will be equally useful and ornamental,

and will remove the unseemly appearance of

the bed of the river being exposed at low water
in the very centre of the city.

—

Glasgow
Herald.

Proposed New Road from Hunger-
ford Bridge to Kennington.— It is in

contemplation to create a new street or line of

road from the terminus of the Suspension

Bridge, in the Belvidere-road, Lambeth, to the

main road commencing at the Asylum, leading

to Kennington and Vauxhall. On Monday
last surveyors were engaged in measuring

the line of road, and ascertaining the value of

the property through which it will pass. From
the terminus the road will cross the York-
road, through the Lower Marsh, and emerge
at the corner of Oakley-street, in a direct line

with the Kennington-road.

New Barracks.—The Board of Ordnance
have in hand the erection of various new spa-

cious barracks in the north of England, which

will involve an enormous outlay. They also

contemplate, if the contract for them has not

been already taken, building barracks at Wor-
cester and Bristol, in neither of which cities

has there hitherto been any accommodation
for troops.

—

Hampshire Telegraph.— It has

been finally determined to cect a barracks

capable of containing 1,000 men at Portsea.—
Hampshire Advertiser.

Ancient Theatre discovered under
Ground.—In the city of Parma has been

discovered at a great depth, and in good preser-

vation, the theatre of the ancient town. The
government has ordered further excavations to

be immediately commenced, and has purchased

a number of houses belonging to individuals,

which stood in the way of complete exploration.

Mary-le-bone and Paddington Hos-
pital.—The munificent offer of 2,000/. has

been made towards the funds of this hospital

by an anonymous subscriber, upon condition

that the committee are prepared to commence
building within twelvemonths. The subscrip-

tions already amount to 15,000/., including 100/.

from her Majesty the Queen Dowager.

Nottingham Improvements. — A new
street is to be formed in Nottingham, from the

end of Lister-gate to Wheeler-gate, an im-

provement much needed. Many improvements

have, within the last few years, been made in

Nottingham.

STcnOns.

Tenders delivered for alterations to a house in

Duncan-place, City-road.—Mr. James Harrison,

No. 1, Holford-square, Pentonville, Architect.

October 17.

Bugg £245
Hambrook 244
Locke and Nesham 238
Smith 225

Tenders delivered for Repairs and Alterations
at Mr. H. Weston’s, 242, High Holborn.

Pearse and Gerrier £346 0
Brighton 345 0
Watmore 309 0
Judd 291 8
Fawcett 280 0
Williams 263 0
Chesterman 259 0
Spikins 254 0
llarrop 247 0
Gerry 229 0

The tenders were opened in the presence of the

contractors.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the Building of Four Almshouses in the city

of Ely.—T. and G. Archer, Solicitors, Ely.

October 29.

For the supply of Guernsey Granite Chippings,

and Kentish Ragstone to the Board of Guardians

of the Parish of Camberwell, Surrey.—Thomas W.
Plum, Clerk of the Board, Havil-street, Camber-
well. October 30.

For the Construction of 1,000 Yards of the

Glasgow, Garnkirk, and Coatbridge Railway,

together with a Viaduct and a Swivel Bridge. Also

of 1,120 Yards of the Eastern Extension of the

same Railway, near Coatbridge.—Mr. Niel Robson,

Civil Engineer, 51, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.

October 30.

For Sloughing and Bottoming the Burton Pidsea

west Drain.—Robert Gibson, Keyinghara, or George

Iveson, clerk to the Commissioners of the Keying-

ham Level Drainage. October 30.

For the Construction of Lots 1 and 2 of the

Great Southern and Western Railway (Ireland).

Lot 1 comprises a distance of about 9i miles ; Lot 2

comprises a distance of about 10 J-
miles.—Sir John

Macneill, Engineer to the Company, 28, Rutland-

square, Dublin. November 1.

For the supply of Merael, Red Pine, and Larch
Timber to the Great Southern and Western Rail-

way (Ireland).— Sir John Macneill, Engineer to

the Company, 28, Rutland-sq., Dublin. Nov. 2.

For the Construction of 1 Mile and 65$ Chains

of the Ashton, Stalybridge, and Liverpool Junction

Railway.—The Secretary of the Company, at the

Manchester and Leeds Railway Offices, Palatine-

buildings, Hunt’s Bank, Manchester. November 4.

For the supply of Paving, Flint, Winstone, and

Bombay Granite, &c.—Frederick Tritton, Clerk to

the Trustees for Lighting, &c. the South District of

St. George the Martyr, 11, Three Crown-square,

Southwark. November 5.

For supplying her Majesty’s Dockyard at Chat-

ham with White Lead, and her Majesty’s Dock-

yards at Deptford, Woolwich, Chatham, Sheerness,

Portsmouih, and Devonport, with Red Lead.—The

Secretary of the Admiralty, Somerset-place,

London. November 5.

For the Erection of a new Barrack Establishment

at Bristol.—C. J. Selwyn, Major and Commanding

Royal Engineer, Exeter. November 7.

For the performance of such Bricklayers’, Car-

penters’, Masons', and other Works to be done in

the Cleansing, Building, and Repairing of the

several Public Sewers and Drains within the Rane-

lagh and Counters’ Creek Districts.—Lewis C.

Hertslet, Sewers’ Office for Westminster, No. 1,

Greek- street, Soho -square. November 8.

For Works in the Construction of a New Dock

in Kingston-upon-Hull.—Mr. John B. Hartley,

Civil Engineer, Liverpool. November 11.

COMPETITIONS.
Premium of 25 guineas for the best and another

of 15 guineas for the second best design for laying

out for building purposes a plot of land, containing

about nine acres and a half, situate in the borough

of Reading, having a frontage of upwards of 900

feet, and being of the depth of about 460 feet.

Further particulars of J. J- Blandy, Esq., Solicitor,

Reading; or of Messrs. Gregory, laulkner, Gre-

gory, and Bourdillon, 1, Bedford-row, London.

November 15.

NOTE.
The article inserted in our last number on

“ Paper-hangings” has the appearance of being

the entire paper read before the Decorative

Art Society on the 9th instant; this is by no

means the case. In justice to Mr. Cowtan, we

feel bound to state that we simply gave what
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apparently were the most interesting and

useful parts of it. We hope the Society will

publish the essay in a complete form
;

it will

prove an excellent pendent to Mr. Crabb’s

contribution on Design, and materially assist

in diffusing the principles which ought to ac-

tuate those who have the power to improve

the public taste. We have been much pleased

in observing that the daily press, during the

present week, have united with us in giving

publicity to some of Mr. Cowtan’s views.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

T. R.

—

We cannot publish the problem : T. R.

needs only to sum up the areas of the five triangles

of his Pentagon, and extracting the square-root he

will have his answer.

N. H k .—We must beg of our correspon-

dent to call to his mind the fable of the Old Man
and his Ass. That portion of our paper to which

he objects is exceedingly valuable to many of our

readers, and, indeed, were it omitted, he would

have to pay 6 d. instead ofZd.for each number.

Communications from the following have been

received, and are under consideration;—“ Offici-

nator,” on the late land-slip in Dublin—“A
Brightonian” on the Portico of the New Royal

Exchange—“Joseph Jopling” and “ T. L." on

Tudor Arches—“J. P.” on the construction of

Sewers—“ Thos. Faulkner”

—

On the Priory of
Holyivell, in Shoreditch—“ Vincent Yardley” on

the Vaults for the new Houses in the line from
Oxford-street to Holborn—“A Subscriber and

Builder” on Webster and Johnson’s neivly-in-

vented Saw.

Current prices of OJooti anti petals.

October 22, 1844.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Box, Turkey, bd. per ton.

.

2 0 0—6 0 0

Cedar, Pencil, per foot .. 0 0 3—0 0 4
Cuba 0 0 3— 0 0 4

N. S. Wales .... 0 0 3—0 0 41

Green, per ton .

.

5 5 0—9 0 0

Ebony, Ceylon, large .... 6 0 0— 7 10 0

small .... 4 10 0 — 5 15 0

Madagascar, small 5 0 0—6 0 0

Lignum Vit.e, Jamaica .. 3 0 0—5 0 0

St. Domingo .... 8 0 0 — 12 0 0

Mahogany, Cuba, per foot 0 0 7—0 1 4

St. Domingo .... 0 0 7—0 1 6

Honduras 0 0 4$— 0 010
Timber :

—

Teake, African, per load ,

.

12 0 0—0 0 0

Oak, Quebec 3 15 0 — 4 10 0

Fir, Riga 4 2 0—5 0 0

Dantzic and Memel .

.

3 15 0 — 4 0 0

Swedish 3 15 0— 3 17 6

Pine, Quebec, red, per load 4 0 0—4 2 6

yellow .... 3 10 0 — 0 0 0

Miramichi & St. Johns 4 10 0 — 0 0 0

Wainscot Logs, 18 ft. each 5 5 0—0 0 0

Lathwood, Memel, &c. fin. 12 0 0— 0 0 0
Deals, Gefle, 14ft. 3in. by 9 31 0 0 — 32 0 0

Stockholm 27 0 0 — 28 0 0

Gottenburg,12ft.3by9 26 0 0 — 27 0 0

Christiana, 1st & 2nd 28 0 0 — 30 0 0

St. Petersb’g, Memel,
Dantzic, 12f.l£ llin. 18 0 0 — 20 0 0
Quebec yellow Pine,

first quality 17 0 0 — 18 0 0
second ditto 10 0 0 — 12 0 0

White Spruce, 120.

.

16 10 0 — 19 0 0
Dantzic Deck, each.. 0 18 0— 1 6 0

Plank, Dantzic Oak, load.. 9 0 0 — 10 0 0
Staves, Baltic, per 1200.. 160 0 0—0 0 0

Quebec Pipe, 1200 65 0 0—0 0 0
Puncheon 17 0 0—0 0 0

Copper—Brit. Cake, p. ton 84 0 0— 0 0 0
Tile 82 0 0— 83 0 0
Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 9£— 0 0 0
Old 0 0 81— 0 0 0

South Amer., ton 72 0 0— 73 0 0
Iron, British Bars 5 15 0— 0 0 0

Rods 6 10 0— 0 0 0
Hoops 8 0 0— 0 0 0
Sheets 8 10 0— 9 0 0

Cargo in Wales, Bars 5 0 0—0 0 0
Pigs No. 1, Wales .. 3 5 0— 3 15 0

No. 1, Clyde .. 2 15 0— 0 0 0
Russian, c.c.n.d. .

.

16 10 0— 0 0 0
Lead—British, Pig, p. ton 16 10 0— 0 0 0

Sheet, milled .... 17 15 0— 0 0 0
Shot, patent .... 19 15 0— 0 0 0
Red or Minium .

.

21 10 0— 0 0 0
White 23 10 0— 0 0 0
Litharge 20 0 0— 0 0 0
Pig, Spanish .... 16 0 0— 16 10 0
American 15 10 0 — 15 15 0

Steel—Swedish Keg .... 15 15 0—16 0 0

„ Faggot 16 10 0— 0 0 0
Tin

—

In blocks, p. cwt. .

.

3 12 0— 0 0 0

Ingots 3 12 0— 0 0

In Bars 3 13 0— 0 0

Banca 3 5 0 — 3 7

Straits 3 4 0 — 3 5

Peruvian

Plates,p.box,225 shts.-

2 17 0— 0 0

No. I.C. 13x by 10 in . 1 4 0— 1 11

I. X 1 10 6— 1 17

Spelter—

O

n the spot, ton 22 10 0 — 22 15

Delivery 22 10 0— 0 0

Zinc, English Sheet . . . 32 0 0— 0 0

Orsidew .lb. 0 3 0— 0 0

Quicksilver 0 4 6— 0 0

E.

ADVEaTISEMEWTS.

G.’s TRACING-PAPER,— RE-
MOVAL OF AGENCY.—The proprietor of the

above unequalled article begs to return his grateful acknow-

ledgments for the extensive patronage afforded by artists,

surveyors, civil engineers, and consumers in general. It is

warranted to take Ink, Oil, or Water colour, and may now
be had of MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE
AGENTS, 61, LONG-ACRE, at the following cash prices:—

THIN TRACING-PAPER.
60 by 40, at 14/. Os. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

40 by 30, at //. Os. „ 7<*. 6d. „
30 by 20, at 3/. 15s. ,, 4s. Od. „

THICK TRACING-PAPER.
40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 16s. Od. per Quire.

36 by 20, at //. 10s. „ 8s. Od. ,,

N. B.— Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the

Manufacturer.

TO INVENTORS AND OTHERS.

M ESSRS. BINNS and Co., Civil Engi-
neers, Mechanical Draughtsmen, &c., 27, CAREY-

STREET, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, beg to inform In-

ventors and others that all business connected with Preparing

DRAWINGS and Descriptions to Illustrate SPECIFICA-
TIONS of INVENTIONS and the REGISTRATION of

DESINGS is effected by them at a very moderate expense.

This office affords great facilities to Inventors, from the very

extensive experience Messrs. Binns and Co. have had in the

practical construction of every description of machinery.

LITHOGRAPHIC and ZINCOGRAPHIC DRAWINGS
of every description executed with care ; and Working Draw-
ings made for the construction of Models and other Experi-

mental Machinery.
*,* Correct and copious ABSTRACTS, accompanied by a

drawing of any particular part or parts of an Invention (the

SPECIFICATION of which has been duly Inrollcd), may be

had at a trifling cost on application at the office as above.

OREWOOD’S PATENT GALLAN-
IZED TINNED PLATES,—PATRONIZED by

the ADMIRALTY and the HONOURABLE BOARD
of ORDNANCE, being extensively used in HER MA-
JESTY’S DOCK-YARDS, at the TOWER, and else-

where, for every variety of ROOFING, and other pur-
poses, where a strong, light, cheap, and durable material

is required. It hns been found by experience that this article

is beyond all comparison superior to zinc, possessing, as it

docs, all the advantages arising from the strength and
firmne-s of iron, combined with perfect immunity from rust

;

whilst it is free from the very serious objection, which applies

to zinc, viz. its contraction and expansion, consequent upon
every change of temperature, and from which circumstance
leakage must of course result. This material is not likely to

be destroyed by fire, as is the case with zinc and lead, which
melt and run down, thus freely admitting fresh air to the fire,

and causing it to burn more fiercely. It is, therefore, ob-

viously well adapted for all the purposes above named, and
most importantly so, when there is the possibility of fire. It

is also peculiarly suitable for chimney-tops, gutters, spouting,

and out-door work generally, possessing the strength of iron

without its liability to corrosion. It is by far the most eco-

nomical metal roofing that can be obtained, in consequence
of its strength, as it may be laid without boards, and upon
the lightest rafters. This mode of preserving metal from
rust does not only apply to sheet-iron but also to manu-
factured iron in any form, as bolts, nuts, hinges, nails,

&c. &c. S. HOLLAND, 34, GRACECHURCH-STREKT.

MC K IBB IN’S improved ROOFING
FELT is peculiarly applicable as a substitute for

Slate, Zinc, Tiles, and other articles used for Roofing, from
its ECONOMY, LIGHTNESS, and DURABILITY.
The disadvantages attending other materials used in

roofing, preventing, in agricultural districts, many useful

houses and sheds being erected or rendered waterproof, it is

submitted that the improved Roofing Felt will in a great

measure—and in some instances altogether— obviate them,
and prove most serviceable from its lightness, durability, and
impermeability to water and damp, in covering Houses,
Cattle-sheds, Workshops, Rope-walks, See. and for the sides,

as well as roofs, of light structures for plants, being like-

wise a non-conductor of heat ; besides its economy in re-

pairs, the timber where it is used may be so light as to save

its whole expense ; it requires no other coping, and may be
applied by any person of common ingenuity

;
being flexible

and portable also, it is free from breakage, the expense of

carriage is inconsiderable in comparison with slates, tiles,

Sec. and it is not liable to contraction like zinc.

Sold in sheets 32 inches by 20, at 5d. each (being less than
9s. 6d. per square of 100 feet), with printed directions for

applying them.
Orders will meet with prompt attention, if addressed to

H. C. BOWDEN, 18, East India Chambers,
Leadenhall-street, London; or to the following agents:—

Liverpool Messrs. Grueber and Co., 11,

Manesty-lane.
Plymouth Thomas Stevens, esq.

Birmingham William R. Lloyd, esq.

Sunderland and Newcastle-
on-Tyne Messrs. John Ritson and Sons.

Hull William Ward, esq.

Bristol Messrs. Moor and Hewitts.
Ramsgate and Deal Messrs. Edward Hodges & Co.
Whitehaven William Todd, esq.

Glasgow Malcolm Carmichael, esq. St.

Enoch-square.
Cork Messrs. Richard Wallis and Co.
Belfast Messrs. Grueber & Co., Dun-

bar’s Dock.
Who have also on sale McKIBBIN’S improved SHEATH-

ING, Boiler, Railway, and other FELT.
*** The “Improved Roofing Felt ” will be found much

more durable than the common Felt made in lengths, and
not subject, like it, or continuous sheets of other mate-
rial, to be stripped by storm ; it can also be more easily re-

paired, and from the simple mode of application recom-
mended, the wet cannot percolate through nail-holes, being
only fastened down at the overlaps,

ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS,
2s. per foot super. — CHARLES LONG having

greatly improved his machinery for ornamenting glass, is

enabled to offer handsome patterns at 2s. per foot super,

glass included. 100 feet can be executed and delivered in

two days. Address to Charles Long, House Decorator, &c.,

1, King-street, Portman-square. For Cash only.

PAINTING BRUSHES. — TO PAINTERS,
BUILDERS, &c.

J J. KENT and CO., 1 1, GREAT MARL-
o BOROUGH-STREET, LONDON, offer to Painters,

Builders, and Dealers in Painting Brushes, goods of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, and to

which they beg to call the attention of those who study

quality and durability to cheapness. Lists and prices for-

warded on application.

B UILDERS, PLASTERERS, and others
should compare the Prices,

-

Linseed Oil, 2s. 2d. per gall.

Boiled Oil, 2s. 8d. per do.

Turpentine, 2s. 3d. per do.

Best Ground Lead,26s. p.cwt.

Second do. do., 24s. do.

Third do. do., 21s. do.

Town Glue, 42s. do.

Yellow Ochre, 8s. uer cwt.

Lamp Black, 24s. ao.

Blue Black, 16s. do.

Venetian Red, 12s. do.

Gold Size, 9s- per gall.

Copal Varnish, 12s. & 16s. do.

Paper Varnish, 1 Is. Si l

at PEISLEY’S noted Cheap Lead and Colour Warehouse,

58, JUDD-STREET, NEW-ROAD Brushes, Varnishes,

Dry and Ground Colours, at lowest prices.

BASTENNE BITUMEN COMPANY,
Offices, 31, Poultry. The Directors of this Company

beg leave to call the attention of ARCHITECTS, BUILD-
ERS, and others, to the very beneficial results attendant on

the use of BITUMEN in tile erection of huildings, & c. Its

application as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful.

It is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-

ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLLSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to

the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general

satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square:— 1 inch thick,

8d. ; i inch thick, 7d.
; J inch thick, 6d. Works not mea-

suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at 6d.

and 7d. per foot square. Concrete is charged in addition

according to the thickness when required. Carriage and

men's time are charged extra when works are executed

bevond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen

H BESSEMER’S PATENT OOLD
9 PAINT. Sole Agents, R. TILLEY & GARROD,

245, Blackfriars-road, London.
The above METALLIC PREPARATION is intended to

supersede the use of Gold Leaf, as it gives an equally beau-

tiful effect; is extremely durable; will bear washing equally

well with any other description of fine paint
;
and in com-

parison, costless, requiring only to be applied with an or-

dinary brush. It will be found particularly adapted for the

following purposes :
—

HOUSE-PAINTERS and DECORATORS. For ex-

terior and interior Decorations, Iron Works, Mouldings,

Cornices, Centres, Brackets, Figures and Casts of every

description, whether in Plaster or Metal, Writing and all

ornamental work where gold is required to be introduced.

SHIP-PAINTERS and DECORATORS. For such Or-

namental Work, either within or without, as may require

gilding, and from its cheapness, affording an opportunity of

embellishment so desirable, but which is frequently neglected

from its great expense.
PLASTURE FIGURE-MAKERS. For general use upon

the Figures, Casts, and Medallions manufactured for orna-

mental purposes.
.

And for various other uses here undescribed, hut which its

low cost may likewise adapt it to. To be had wholesale

only as above, and retail at most Colour Warehouses in the

kingdom. Sold in’ bottles, 6s. each.—A liberal allowance

to the trade.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, Sec. Sec., for Pictures,

Glazing, Si c. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon 7- 2s. 4d.

LINSEED OIL, ditto 2s. 4d.

SHEET LEAD, in sheets, per cwt I8«

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE .. .. .. I9s. 6d.

WHITE LEAD (Genuine) per cwt 261,06.

Colours, Pipe, Brushes, &c. &c., equally low, and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying

to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester-square. London.

PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND
CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted Crown,

flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,

shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30

of Best and Second quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-

ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having

to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a

list ot dimensions to R. Cocan, will receive by retjrn of

post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown
Sheet- Glass and Sheet- Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for, if

required. _
NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND

OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than

is kept by any other House in London.

COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or

superior appearance is required ; a light 6 feet 6in. long, with

openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, and may be had from Is. 3d.

per foot.
Also may be had,

COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,

Which effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a

more brilliant light., prevents smoke, and is cheaper than

any other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100

Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-

dom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-

plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering

Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, &c. &c
;

of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-

cation .

French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,
and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed bis Show Rooms for the above

articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal

Discount to Bazaar keepers and others.
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NOTICE.

The Cyclopsedia of the Building-Act is

now in type, and will he published in our next

number, wherein, among other illustrations,

it is our intention to give a drawing of the

magnificent old carved Chimney-piece, taken

from the ancient Hickes’s Hall, St. John’s-

street, and now in the south-east committee-

room ofthe Middlesex County Sessions’ House.

SJO. XCI.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1844.

HE move-

m e n t

w h i c h

has taken

place
with re-

gard to

architec-

ture within these few

years might occupy a

large space in our co-

lumns, and still much re-

main to be said upon

the subject. This move-

ment, though it has at

present produced little

good, and has in some

instances been the occa-

sion of harm, is no doubt

the forerunner of a regeneration of the true art

and mystery of architecture. It has awakened

public attention to the subject, and has enlisted

in the cause many who are aide as well as

willing to assist judiciously, and to the pur-

pose
;
and deducting the ordinary drawbacks

from ill- advice and mere talkativeness, and

making due allowance for the shackles and

hindrances which they are sure to produce, it

will be found that some sterling promise is

opening to the cause, which must inevitably

fulfil the wishes of the skilled and the sterling,

who either devote their lives to the science, or

admire and to their utmost foster it.

The various unprofessional societies which

have lately sprung up, and which are devoted

principally to ecclesiastical architecture, must

in the end work a great deal of solid advantage,

whether by awakening taste or arresting spolia-

tion or demolition,—whether by improving new

structures, or by restoring old buildings which

would otherwise have gone to decay, or to

violent destruction. It is true that much of

the effect of these societies is lost by want of

concert, and
;
as must be expected for some time

to come, by a want of the scientific and technical

; attainments which relate to practical architec-

ture. Some may say this at once incapacitates

them from claim to touch any subject of ar-

i chitecture existing or to be formed : we cannot,

however, go so far as that, for we are obliged

i to confess, that had the practising profession

i of architecture itself taken up the subject in

i earnestness, with a good heart, such societies

’ would hardly have been necessary
;
but every

i one must admit that no party is indeed particu-

I larly to blame. The Reformation came as the

i natural consequences of thestateof ecclesiastical

|i matters at that juncture; had the fullness of

i time in that respect not come, the tyranny and

i cupidity of Henry the Eighth and the rapacity

of his courtiers would have been as powerless as

the church then was to put ofF the humiliation

which its sins had brought upon it; but

the church being doomed to be humbled, the

pride of its architecture was naturally humbled

too. At that very critical time, the architecture

of the ancient Romans was revived in Rome
and other parts of Italy

;
and none were more

active than the popes themselves in ousting

the scientific Pointed Architecture, altering

ancient Gothic edifices with a modern-antique

masking, and setting the same example to all

Europe,—notwithstanding Welby Pugin, who
is as deficient in knowledge of history, secular

and ecclesiastical, as in all the mechanical

arts and sciences which were exercised by

the Freemasons (even every joint of his

carpentry being on false principles, and such as

no competent carpenter ever practised),—would

have one to believe ancient church architec-

ture declined by the spread of Protestantism,

carried on by that “ Tyrant Elizabeth,” as he

is pleased to call her, no doubt admiring

the sweet-souled Mary, her sister, the legs of

whose very bed, up to the sacking, if it had any,

were steeped in theblood of episcopal martyrs(a

thing little heard of even in pagan times), and

whose proceeding may be taken as a model of

that which men of his class would fain try

the experiment of reinstituting: the popes

having set the example, the ancient Roman
architecture, under various phases of degene-

racy, spread again from Venice to Ireland, and

from the Mediterranean to theBaltic; and from

the exact similarity of the curves in the Jaco-

bine scrolls and filagree work with the moresco

works of Spain, many of which indeed seem

pricked off from the same moulds and templets,

they thence appear to have been executed

by the Moors, who were expelled from Spain

by its Catholic sovereigns, for no doubt in

the years 1609-10, when Philip the Third

enforced his edict, and thrust out from the

kingdom a million of souls, with the other

Moors hosts of workmen, who, till then, had

been busied on their own arabesques, became

from their skill the employed carvers

and artificers wherever they could obtain

toleration or encouragement,—shewing, as far

as any collateral testimony can, that Ca-

tholicism itself, in its zeal, caused a still

further erratic movement from Christian archi-

tecture.

We wish all the legitimate power which

could result from enthusiasm and activity, to be

the crowning result of these societies; and that

till they have obtained the requisite quantity of

information and science they should be more

pacific than active, confining themselves for the

next five or six years principally to the ac-

quirement of knowledge and the arresting of

spoliation
;
so that in after-times they may have

little cause for regret; and that in particular

they should be very tender in the promulgation

of dogmas, lest they inevitably lose repute for

discretion, and be not esteemed of authority.

We caution them at present to doubt with

themselves, till they find the truth
;
and especi-

ally to he careful, and even timid, in all matter s

of construction, not daring to utter opinions

with regard to methods in carpentry and masonry

which have obtained traditionally, practically,

and scientifically
;
nor lightly to believe those

who, in proportion to their want of practice,

technical breeding, and abstruse study, esteem

themselves entitled to reform, change, or

restore. The most dangerous rock, upon

which some of these societies are now falling,

is the restoration of ancient things in new edi-

fices, merely as examples of styles which once

obtained, and because they had a certain descrip-

tion of taste (the best of the day) esteem them

fitsubjects for imitation
;
whereas nothing could,

or at least should, he more notorious than the

fact that improving science caused the free-

masons to cease from particular methods, and

to go on improving till architecture had at-

tained a zenith
;
and that their master-masons

would not have admitted, even into the rank

of apprentices, those perverse enough not to

follow the most advanced architectic science,

when the way had been pointed out by the

genius of others.

We have not space at present for enlarging

further upon so important a matter, but must

defer doing so till another occasion.

m in m.

A special meeting of the Oxford Society

for Promoting the Study of Gothic Architec-

ture was held on Wednesday, October 30th,

for the purpose of receiving the report of the

committee appointed June 17-

There will also be meetings on Wednesday,

November 13th, and Wednesday, November

27th. All these meetings will be held in the

society’s room, at eight o’clock in the evening.

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.

On W ednesday evening, the 30th of October,

a paper was read by Mr. Fildes, “ On Beds

and Bedding.” After noticing the varieties in

use among the ancients, and the sleeping

arrangements of modern times, both in foreign

countries and England, the paper concluded

with an account of the materials that enter

into the composition of the various articles

of bedding, with remarks on the possibility of

improving them, so as to increase the comfort

of this indispensable article of furniture. In

the discussion which ensued, various sugges-

tions were thrown out for the consideration of

manufacturers on practical improvements in

the preparation of feathers, horse-hair, spiral

springs for mattresses, &c.

O 11 Wednesday, the 13th inst., a paper will

be read “ On Colour and Gilding,” in ap-

plication to decorative purposes.

INTERCOURSE BETWEEN ENGLAND
AND HAMBURGH.

Mr. Elmes’s project of constructing wet

docks, with a capacious lock and much enlarged

harbour, at Cluckstadt, on the Lower Elbe,

and connecting it by the recently opened rail-

ways to the Baltic, vid Keil, and to Hamburg,

via Altona, is not only one of the most im-

portant improvements in the intercourse be-

tween England and the countries adjacent to

the Elbe and Baltic that have yet appeared,

but will effect one of the greatest politi-

cal and commercial revolutions ot modern

times. Gluckstadt is situated in one of the

finest reaches of the Elbe, about 28 English

miles from its mouth, with a clear channel of

above a mile in width, and from 40 to 60 feet

deep at high water, and from 30 to 40 feet deep

at low water in front of the harbour, which is

also protected by a natural breakwater, which

is high and dry at every tide. In addition to

the trading ships using this splendid new

harbour, the steam-ships of London and Hull

will make many more voyages a month than

they now do to Hamburg, from the difficulty

and danger of the navigation above Gluckstadt;

and a new company, called the European

Steam- Packet Company, is started tor the

purpose of effecting a daily communication

from Harwich to Gluckstadt, which can be

accomplished in 21 hours, and one hour by

railroad to Hamburg will make 22 hours

from Harwich to Hamburg; and when the

branch railway from Colchester to Harwich is

completed, 2.i hours more from London will

make 24i hours from London to Hamburg,

which now takes from 50 to 70, and often in

winter 80 hours.— Observer .
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THE BEST METHOD OF PROTECTING

BUILDINGS FROM LIGHTNING.

Were our houses, magazines, and ships,

built of iron, or did they consist of a frame-

work of iron filled up with stone, brick, or

wood, they might bid defiance to the ravages

of accidental or wilful fire, as well as to all

the lightning of the tropics. Strike where it

might, the deadly fluid would be conducted

quietly to the ground. In the meantime, how-
ever, we must have recourse to a less perfect

system of protection, till advancing know-
ledge and receding prejudice shall have in-

troduced iron buildings, and iron ships, as

well as iron ploughs, iron roads, and iron

bridges.

As the conducting powers of lead
,

tin, iron,

zinc, and coppei', are as the numbers, 1—2

—

2-4—4 and 12, copper is the best material for

conducting-rods. The quantity of metal in

the rod should not be less than what is con-

tained in a cylinder half an inch and two-

tenths in diameter. The metallic rod should

be flattened rather than round, so as to have

the greatest surface that is consistent with

strength. The conductor then formed, should

communicate with all the detached masses of

metal in the building, such as leaden ridges,

gutters, and metallic pipes. It should be

placed as near the wall as possible, and pass

directly into the ground. It should be attached

to the most elevated point of the building, and
if the structure is to consist of numerous
ranges, such as thenew Houses of Parliament,*

long, pointed rods should project from the

most prominent parts into the atmosphere.
In place of adopting the usual method of

external conductors, we would recommend
the introduction of a vertical iron bar into the
thickness of the principal walls of the building.

These bars should communicate with a hori-

zontal wall-plate of iron uniting the whole, and
from this wall-plate should rise all the ex-
ternal conductors which are to project into

the atmosphere. These iron-plates and bars

might be so united as to form a sort of car-

pentry which would add to the strength of the

edifice.f

—

Edinburgh Revieic.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AND
ANTIQUITIES.

Lecture V.

ROMAN ARCHITECTURE.

( Continued from p. 531.)

Rome was adorned with an incredible num-
ber of fine buildings

;
temples were erected in

honour of every deity in the pagan mythology,
many of which have been swept away, but of
which descriptions remain in the works of
poets and historians, to enable us to judge of
their splendour. Even in the days of the
Republic, the private residences of the wealthy
citizens began to display the utmost magnifi-
cence of architectural grandeur, and the palaces
(for so they may be termed) of Pompey, of
Caius Marius, of Lucullus, rivalled each other
in sumptuous decorations; and Pliny states

that there were at one time in Rome one
hundred palaces of the greatest splendour.
Great was the contrast, therefore, to those
earlier times when these temples were only
large enough to contain the statue of the god,
when the houses were only cabins (tecta), with
Avails of mud, and roofs of boards, or, as in
the time of Romulus, when even the palace of
the king was thatched with straw, so that Ovid
and Livy call the residences of the early kings,
cottages.

The conquests of the Romans, by which
they became acquainted with, and masters of,

the finest works of antiquity, caused the simple
buildings of their capital to make wav gra-
dually for more elaborate works. Yet even
Julius Caesar, in the height of his power, was
obliged to obtain leave to erect a pediment in

front of his private dwelling. We may sup-
pose that some of the more early structures, in
which Grecian architecture was attempted to

* We earnestly hope that this splendid national structure,
which is to be adorned internally by the genius of our
artists, will be protected externally by the science
of our philosophers. We fear, however, that the expression
of this hope is not sufficiently early to enable the architect
to embody a system of metallic conductors in the very walls
of the edifice.—Ed. Rev.

8Dt^ .“etallic pipes for water and gas in
modern houses require to be carefully connected with the
principal conductors

; without this precaution they are rifles
directed against the lives of the inhabitants.—

E

d. Rev.

be introduced, exhibited singular anomalies,

and possessed but little of the refined taste of

the Greeks. Thus Plutarch relates that columns
brought from ancient temples to Rome were

cut and repolished after their arrival, to pro-

duce a greater degree of elegance and lightness;

but he adds that what they obtained in these

qualities they lost in grandeur and symme-
trical proportion. The ruthless conquerors,

animated by avarice rather than by a true

feeling of taste, despoiled the temples of

Greece as well of their columns as of statues

and paintings: thus Sy 11a carried away a great

many columns from the Temple of Jupiter

Olympius, at Athens, to adorn the temple of

Capitoline Jove, at Rome; and forty columns
of the Temple of Juno Lucina went to adorn

some public building also at Rome; and
numerous columns are to be seen in the dif-

ferent churches, which, in all probability,

originally belonged to pagan temples of re-

mote antiquity and destination.

Among the most useful and necessary works
with which Rome abounded, we may reckon
those in which the Arch was a principal fea-

ture, viz. in her aqueducts, bridges, and
cloaca? (sewers). For many hundred years the

Romans bad no supply but the turbid waters

of the Tiber, or from its immediate neigh-

bourhood. About 312 years b.c. (or 442
after the foundation of Rome), the first aque-

duct was commenced by the censor Appius
Claudius Crassus, and from him it was called

the AquaAppia: he was also the originator

of the famous road called the Appian Way.
This aqueduct was eight miles long, and the

greater part of the distance was along the

ground, or by subterraneous lines, and for

193 paces it was carried upon arches. The
higher part of the city was supplied by its

waters.

The next aqueduct in order of time was
constructed about thirty-nine years afterwards,

by Marcus Curius Dentatus and L. Papirius
Cursor, censors, from the spoils taken in war
from Pyrrhus. It was brought from the
environs of Tibur, at a distance of more than
twenty miles, from the springs that flowed into

the Anio, and thence it was called Anio
Vetus : it was chiefly underground.

After another lapse of 127 years, the Aqua
Marcia was brought into Rome by the

Praetor Martius (although this supply is said

by Pliny to have been originally commenced
by Ancus Martius). It was brought from
springs in the neighbourhood of Subiaco,
twenty miles above Tivoli, and was reckoned
the purest and coolest of all the waters that

supplied the city :

—

“ Marsasque nives et frigora ducens
Marcia." Statius.

Pliny says, “ Of all the waters in the world,
that which we call in Rome the Marcia car-

rieth the greatest name by the general voice

of the citizens, in regard both to its coldness
and salubrity, and we may esteem this water
for one of the greatest gifts that the gods have
bestowed upon our city.” About 460 paces
were carried on arches.

The fourth supply of water was called

the Aqua Tepula, introduced by the censors

C. Servil ius Cajpio and L. Crassus Longinus;
it commenced about eleven miles from the
city, derived from springs connected with the

Anio.
The Aqua Julia was the work of the mu-

nificent Agrippa, so called in honour of his

wife, the daughter of his imperial friend

Augustus, and widow of the lamented Mar-
cellus. It was carried on arcades for a length
of 6,400 paces.

Agrippa also conducted the Aqua Virgo
into Rome, so called from the circumstance of
a girl having first pointed out, to the soldiers

engaged in exploring, the source of the stream,
ten miles from Rome; it supplied chiefly the

Campus Martius, and the Vllth and IXth re-

gions
; its waters were in great request for

bathing; thus Statius :
—

“ Quas praeceps Anien, atque exceptura natatus

Virgo juvat."

For seven hundred paces this aqueduct was
carried on arches.

The Aqua Alsietena was conveyed by
Augustus from the lake Alsietenus, a distance

of twenty two miles, and it appears to have
been intended entirely for the use of the

Naumachia, or places for sea-fights, which

that emperor had formed in the XIVth region.
For 355 paces it was carried on arches.

These seven aqueducts formed the supply
of Rome until the time of Claudius, who
finished two magnificent works commenced
by Caligula, one called the Aqua Claudia,
which derived its source at a distance of thirty-

eight miles from Rome, and 10,000 paces of it

were carried on arches
;
the second, called the

Anio Novus, was forty-two miles long,

whereof more than 6,000 paces were on arches.
As the Romans carried their architecture

into their provinces, their useful works were
therein introduced, as well as those which
sprang from luxury or vanity. Some of the
provincial aqueducts, in Gaul especially, were
of extraordinary splendour and extent, many
of which still supply the towns with their

waters. The chief of these were at Lyons,
the ancient Lugdunum, where were no less

than four, erected during the reigns of Au-
gustus, Tiberius, and Claudius, crossing valleys

and rivers at a great height; at Metz; at

Evora
;
at Bourgas

;
at Segovia, by Trajan;

and the most superb of all at Nismes, whose
origin is attributed to Agrippa, long the
governor of that city. The whole length of
this aqueduct is about six French leagues,

and in the middle of its course is the famous
Pont du Garde, which crosses the deep valley

of the river Gardon, at a height of 150 feet

above the river, in three tiers of arches, some
of which are 60 feet wide.

There were eight bridges over the Tiber
into ancient Rome, now mostly in ruins

;
the

most noted of them was the Pons Sublicius,

which Iloratius Codes singly defended against
the army of Porsenna

;
and the Pons Trium-

phalis, now called after the Vatican, by which
those who had obtained victories in Gaul and
Spain entered the city in triumph.
The emperor Trajan built a famous bridge

over the Danube, which was demolished, some
assert through envy, by Hadrian. It had
twenty piers, 150 feet high and 60 feet wide,
with arches between, 170 feet wide

;
it was

designed by Apollodorus. The bridge of
Alcantara over the Tagus, erected by a Roman
governor in honour of Trajan, is 67O feet long,
and 200 feet above the river, and consists

only' of six arches, each 80 feet wide. A
famous single-arched bridge is that over the
river Allier, near Brioude, in Auvergne (Pons
veteris Brivatis) ; the piers stand on two rocks
at the distance of 195 feet, the arch is 84 feet

above the water.

The Ci.oacaj, or Sewers, were also wonder-
ful works

;
that called the Cloaca Maxima,

planned and commenced by the elder Tarquin,
was so large that a loaded cart of hay could
easily pass through it. (Strabo.) It was about

1,500 feet long, 16 feet broad, and 30 feet high.

Some authors are unwilling to refer to so early

a period as that of the Tarquins the covering
over of this sewer with the arch as it now
exists, and they incline rather to ascribe it to

Agrippa, who is known to have cleansed and
repaired it, and who certainly had to recon-

struct it for the distance which it passed under
his superb Pantheon—an eighth part of the

whole length of the Cloaca. But to enter

further into this question will involve a discus-

sion on the antiquity and discovery of the arch,

for which this is not exactly the place.

The Roman "ways” or roads were also

astonishing works, and extended not only from
Rome itself to every corner of Italy, but into

the remotest parts of their provinces, where
neither fens nor marshes proved obstacles in

their progress. In England, remains of their

great military ways are numerous; of these the

road known by the name of W atling-street is

conspicuous; it extended from London to

York.
In their monuments we see also proofs of

the magnificence of this extraordinary people.

The most stupendous of these are, the mauso-

leum of Hadrian, now the Castle of Saint

Angelo, 250 feet in diameter,

" the Mole which Hadrian rear’d on high,

Imperial mimic of old Egypt’s piles

Byron.

the tomb of Scipio
;

the pyramid of Caius

Cestius; and the immense structure erected to

the memory of

" The wealthiest Roman’s wife,"

Cecilia Metella, wife of the rich Crassus, whose
" love or pride ” raised that
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“ stern round tower of other days,

Firm as a fortress, with its fence of stone,

Such as an army’s baffled strength delays,

Standing with half its battlements alone,

And with two thousand years of ivy grown.”
Byron.

The private residences of the emperors and
citizens of note corresponded with the magni-
ficence of the public buildings. The ruins of
the Palace of the Caesars nearly cover the
Palatine hill

;
it was begun by Augustus, con-

siderably added to by Tiberius, and enlarged
by Caligula, who formed the gigantic project
of uniting the Palatine hill with the Capitol
by a bridge. Nero extended the palace to an
immense distance, as far as the Ccelian and
Esquiline hills, and was so profuse and extra-
vagant in the decorations of this palace that it

was called Nero’s Golden House
;
the galleries

were a mile in length, the ceilings of the
dining-halls represented the motion of the fir-

mament.* Domitian rivalled him by enlarging
this abode, and by the lavish expenditure he
displayed therein. Trajan stripped it to adorn
the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus

;
it was de-

stroyed or much injured by fire in the reign of
Commodus, but was restored by him, and re-

paired and enriched by Alexander Severus and
almost every succeeding emperor until the
time ofTheodoric. It is now a heap of undis-
tinguishable ruins, and “ the spider spreads
the veil in the Palace of the Caesars, and the
owl stands sentinel on the Imperial mount;”
and cabbages and artichokes may be purchased
in the halls of those Caesars who wielded the
greatest sceptre ever held by the hand of man.

Hadrian’s villa, near Tivoli, occupied an
area of nearly five miles in extent, and its

ruins still excite the wonder of the traveller.

It resembles a city rather than a villa, for

within its circuit were temples, baths, gym-
nasia;, a theatre, and lodging-houses for his

friends, his officers, and soldiers. In his

palace he imitated all the best buildings of
Greece, and the gardens were made to resemble
the Elysian fields, and even the infernal
regions. Among the admirable Greek sculp-
tures found in the ruins of Hadrian’s villa, are
the Faun, the Venus de Medici, and the

Flora
;
and that such matchless works of art

were not confined to the chambers of the very
highest in rank, we gather from the fact, that
in the ruins of the villa of the historian Sallust

were found the Silenus and Infant Bacchus,
the Hercules and the Dying Gladiator.
Mr. Hope well observes that each of these
imperial baths seemed a palace in splendour,
and a city in size; whilst an early writer (Am-
mianus Marcellinus) compares them to pro-
vinces rather than to cities.

It would fill a volume only to mention the
names of the hundreds of temples which once
adorned Rome, of the circuses, gymnasiie,
therm®, porticos, naumachirc (places wherein
sea-fiyhts were displayed), fora (in the time of
Augustus to the number of forty-five), basilicas

“for the administration of justice, and the
despatch of business, vast and superb beyond
description, and even shambles so sumptuous,
that on a medal of Nero appears a building
inscribed ‘ Macellum Augusti,’ which, from the
richness of its columns, might be mistaken for

an amphitheatre.” (Hope.) Many extraordi-
nary structures have been briefly noticed, and
enough has been said to convey some notion
of the magnificence of ancient Rome, of her
pride and pomp, when pouring out her count-
less thousands

“ along the Sacred Way
The triumph came, and winding round
With acclamation, and the martial clang
Of instruments, and cars laden with spoil,

Stopp’d at the sacred stair * *

* * * *

And the victor springing from his seat,

Went up, and kneeling as in fervent prayer,

Entered the Capitol.” Rogers.

“ Now all is changed,”

“ The Goth, the Christian, time, war, flood, and
fire,

Have dealt upon the seven-hilled city’s pride
;

She saw her glories star by star expire,

And up the steep, barbarian monarchs ride

Where the car climb’d the Capitol
;

far and wide
Temple and tower went down, nor left a site.”

Byron.

We need not wonder at the magnificence of
ancient Rome, if we reflect that she was abso-

* The architects of Nero were Celer and Severus.

lutely mistress of the (known) world
;
that she

came, and saw, and conquered
;
that monarchs

trembled on their distant thrones lest they
too should adorn a Roman triumph, and grace
the victor’s chariot-wheels; from which humi-
liation neither the Numidian monarchs Syphax
and Jugurtha, nor the Asiatic queen Zenobia,
nor the British Caractacus, nor the Macedo-
nian Perseus, nor the Jewish Simon, were
able to protect themselves :

—

“ Well might the great, the mighty of the world,
They who were wont to fare deliciously,

And war but for a kingdom more or less,

Shrink back, nor from their thrones endure to

look,

To think that way ! Well might they in their state

Humble themselves, and kneel and supplicate

To be delivered from a dream like this !”

Rogers' Italy.

Some invoked death, and so escaped the fear-

ful trial : Hannibal by the poison, Cleopatra by
the asp, and he* who, when the fatal cup
harmed not, fell on his own sword.
The spoils of the then known world were at

the command of Rome, and the genius of the
Roman people seemed to take a delight in ex-
panding itself, like their all-conquering eagles,

in rearing structures which should serve as

trophies of their greatness and proofs of their

claim to universal dominion. But the states

of Greece were hardly larger than some of our
English counties

;
their works were frequently

interrupted by the enemy at their gates, and
their democratic jealousy would not allow their
citizens to erect any handsome private edifices;

thus their magistrates, watched with a severe
and scrutinizing glance, were hardly better
lodged than the meanest citizens of Rome.f
The resources of the two nations were widely
different, yet the Greeks produced that faultless

system of architecture upon which mighty
Rome formed her own school, for her orders
are tut plagiarisms from the Greeks, engraft-
ing her blemishes upon their beauties.

G. R. F.
{To be continued.)

OPENING OF THE NEW ROYAL
EXCHANGE.

The above spacious edifice was opened on
Monday last by her Majesty in person, attended
hy Prince Albert, the Duchess of Kent, the

Duke of Cambridge, the Duke of Wellington,
the Bishop of London, the ministers of state,

several members of the corps diplomatic, and
a long list of the nobility, gentry, merchants
and civic authorities. On this occasion her
Majesty was pleased to confer the dignity of
baronet upon the Lord Mayor, now the Right
Hon. Sir William Magnay, Bart. During the

inauguration, an interesting ceremony took
place in the centre of the Merchants’ Area, on
the spot where the statue of her Majesty, by
Mr. Lough, is to be placed; this was the

naming of the Royal Exchange by her Majesty.
The Lord Mayor, as he preceded her Majesty,
stopped when he reached this point, and the

members of the corporation, together with

thechief ministers of state, formed a circle

round her Majesty, who then in an audible

voice said “ It is my Royal will and pleasure

that this building be hereafter called the Royal
Exchange.”
We have so frequently during its progress

had occasion to speak professionally of the

building, that our readers will readily excuse

us doing more on the present occasion than

simply registering its opening.

Iron Churoh for Jamaica.—A church

has been sent out"' to Jamaica, as a specimen,

as many of the kind are likely to be required.

The pilaster supports are of cast-iron, on

which are fixed the frame roof, of wrought-

iron, of an ingenious construction, combining

great strength with simplicity of arrangement;

the whole is covered with corrugated iron, and

the ceiling formed in paneled compartments,

covered with felt, to act as a non-conductor oi

heat. The body of the church is 65 feet by

40 ;
the chancel, 24 by 12

;
a robing-room anil

vestry are attached. The windows are glazed

with plate-glass, one-eighth of an inch in

thickness
;
the two chancel windows, and four

others, are of stained glass. The cost of this

iron church is 1,000 /.—Glasgow Chronicle.

* Mithridates, King of Pontus, who had been in the habit

of taking ao many antidotes, that poison had no effect upon
him.

t Demosthenes accused Midias that he had built a house

ftt Elcusis by which all the others were thrown in tha shade.

THE BIRKENHEAD DOCKS.

The occasion of laying the foundation-stone
of the docks at Birkenhead, intended by the
projectors as a kind of rival to Liverpool, has
created a great sensation in this and the sur-
rounding district. Although there has been
no particular complaint of the want of dock
accommodation at Liverpool, it has been
deemed a matter of infinite importance to the
Cheshire side of the river to form docks in
that neighbourhood, whence projected railwavs
and various other means of forwarding the
views of commerce are contemplated. The
town of Birkenhead itself, which comprises
Woodside, Monk’s Ferry, Tranmere, and a

number of other places, has for some years
been laid out in streets; and owing to the in-
defatigable exertions, industry, and perse-
verance of Mr. William Jackson, the township
has risen to its present state of importance,
and which now commands the general atten-
tion of the inhabitants at large of this part of
the country. To day was appointed for laying
the foundation-stone of these docks

;
and such

a numerous assemblage of individuals, I may
state with confidence was never previously
congregrated on the Cheshire shore. The
cost after the first stone was laid may be esti-

mated as follows :

—

The docks at Wallasey Pool (by the com-
missioners), 400,000/.

;
dock warehouses (pri-

vate eompanv), 600,000/.
;
New Market (com-

missioners), 26,000/.
;
Town-hall dock, 10,000^'

Park dock, 25,000/.; Tunnel from Grange*
lane to Monk’s Ferry, belonging to the
Chester and Birkenhead Railway, 20,000/. ;
making in all 1,075,000/. These’ are works
finished, or intended to be finished, as in the
case of the docks and warehouses, the market,
the Town-hall, the park, and the tunnel are
nearly wholly finished. Such a great under-
taking as this naturally has excited the utmost
interest, and to-day may be considered as a
memorable epoch in the annals of commercial
enterprise.

So eurly as nine o’clock in the morning
immense crowds of individuals flocked to the
pier-heads, and the boats were so crowded by
the curious from Liverpool, that the general
passage by the boats for residents was <^uite

impeded, and from their great loading serious
apprehensions were entertained for the safety
of the living cargoes. Fortunately, however,
no serious accidents occurred

;
a few persons

slipped into the river, but they were not in-

jured beyond getting a mere ducking. In
honour of the occasion, the ships of the
Liverpool docks displayed their gayest colours,
and various vessels in the river returned the
compliment to the guns which were bombing
from six o’clock in the morning from the
Birkenhead shore. Many of the shops in

Liverpool closed for the occasion, and various

of the societies of trades, odd fellows, ship-

wrights, and others embarked for the Cheshire
side, and joined in the general rejoicing. A
grand procession was formed of the principal

inhabitants and authorities to see the spectacle

of laying the first stone of the docks, and
every window in its line was filled, principally

by the Lancashire and Cheshire witches. The
procession left the Town-hall at eleven o’clock,

and proceeded round the New-park
;
and after

parading the principal streets, halted in a field

beyond Mr. Case’s house, where the first stone

of the anticipated future prosperity of Birken-

head was to be laid. A vast number of indi-

viduals were congregated upon the spot, and
on the approach of the procession, with Sir

Philip Egerton at its head, the most enthusi-

astic cheers were given. The stone having

been lowered into the place destined for its re-

ception, containing, as it did, the coins and

documents selected for the occasion,

Sir P. Egerton addressed the spectators at

considerable length, after which the aristocracy

of this and the surrounding neighbourhood

partook of a sumptuous entertainment, served

up in a spacious pavilion erected on a portion

of the premies of the Chester and Birkenhead

Railway, Mr. John Laird, ship-builder, of

Birkenhead, presiding.

Liverpool, Wednesday, Oct. 23.

Monolithic Tomb for the Remains of

Napoleon.—A block of porphyry, weighing

upwards of 50,000 lbs., has been taken from

the quarries at Morlaix, to he used for the sar-

cophagus of the Emueror NaDoleon.
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A GLANCE AT THE INTERIOR OF THE
CHURCHES IN THE DEANERY OF
SPARKHAM, IN NORFOLK.—NO. VII.

WITH NOTICES OF THEIR ACTUAL CONDITION.

( Continued from p. 544.)

Billingford.—We are always gratified on

meeting; with indications that the parochial

clergyman holds it not enough, in respect of

the wants of the fabric in which he is called to

minister, merely to

“ Talk with churchwardens about pews

but both by precept and example promotes, as

far as in him lies, the stability of its general

condition, and the decency and order of its

arrangements. Such indications are by no

meuns wanting in the fine church of Billing-

ford, which in Parkin’s time seems to have

been in a very dilapidated state throughout.

We should like to know the orientation of

this church, that is, the precise degree of its

inclination towards the east: the pile was
probably dedicated to either St. Mary the

Virgin or the Holy Trinity, and the exact

position would furnish us with an inference in-

favour of one or other of these
;
for our an-

cestors “ used to make the church point to

that part of the horizon in which the sun rose

on the day of its foundation, the day also, it

should be remembered, of the patron saint.”*

It consists of a nave with clerestory pierced

on each side by three windows, formed of

quatrefoils inserted in circular mouldings
;
two

aisles, a spacious chancel, and an octangular

tower with one bell only. The ancient cover-

ing of lead over the nave and aisles has yielded

place to pantiles; the chancel is flat-tiled.

Cause for regret exists in that, at the period of

the reparations, it was not yet received as a

dictum that “ flat ceilings are inconsistent with
Gothic architecture,” and that, “ next to a

stone vaulted roof, none has so good an effect

internally as an open roof exhibiting the tim-

bers.” This is peculiarly obvious in the coved
ceiling of the chancel here, vapid in itself, and,

far worse than that, rendering all but impos-
sible the restoration of its once splendid east

windows. Some of these, particularly one now
blocked at the east end of the north aisle, are

fine examples of the Perpendicular period
;

but that of the majority is geometrical tracery,

approaching the Decorated. Shall we be ex-

cused in entering our protest against the
“ washings ” to which the stone-work of these

externally has been subjected? The lime-

brush has done too much to impair the interior

beauties of our churches—witness here the

many-clustered pillars, with their finely-

moulded capitals, and having the bases set on
stilted polygonal plinths,— that its scope should
be yet enlarged. Besides, we object to it on
principle, as being an “ irreverent” substitute

for the mason’s chisel.

This spacious and lightsome edifice is

entered from a mean porch by crossing an
ancient grave-stone, long ago “’reaved” of
its little commemorative brass. The floor

here and in the central avenue, nearly co-ex-
tensive with the nave, is laid diagonally with
pavements

;
those of the chancel, which mount

in three platforms to the altar-rail, intersect at

right angles with the building
;
the first step,

set under a pointed chancel-arch—the place of
the lost rood-screen—has its moulded nosing,
and the riser under, wrought in Caen stone.
The floor under the seats—for the most part
open, hut of debased character, and having the
standards crested by very rude Jleurs de lis—
is by no means in similarly good condition.
The font, which has been advanced from its

former position in front of the tower archway
more into the body of the nave, and there
elevated on a high octangular plinth, repre-
sents two distinct styles. The lower portion,
a cylindrical stem set on a hexagonal base, and
surrounded by four small round shafts, bespeaks
the Norman period ; while a capacious bowl
of octangular form externally, where the com-
partments are paneled with double arches, and
the spandrels supplied with quatrefoils, should
denote a later era. The lining—it appears to
have been once leaded—is gone, and the drain
no longer serviceable, a point we should hope
of undesigned omission at the time of removal.

In the chancel, the canopy of the sedilia, if
they had a canopy, has disappeared : a pointed
arch enriched with crockets surmounts the
piscina, the orifice of which is foliated. The
space within the altar-rails is “wainscoted”

* Paper issued by the Cambridge Camden Society.

by a low brick wall faced with cement, and

built so as to admit a current of air at the back.

The rail and table of varnished oak are, with

some reserve on the style of the balusters, un-

exceptionable. A north door, communicating

with the grave-yard, almost demands the erec-

tion of a sacristy. Between it and the chancel

a curious perforation, in the form of a square-

headed window, crossed by a transom below

the centre, is thought to have formed the con-

fessional of the Papal requisition
;

it is now
partly blocked. The steps from the rood-loft

seem* to have had their debouchement in the

south aisle. The holy table appears at present

without a dossel or screen over it, but we were
informed that the decalogue engraven on zinc

is in course of preparation, and will be set up
there in obedience to the eighty-second canon.

We must not leave the chancel without

noticing the zeal for its good and sufficient

reparation—as well as that of the edifice

generally— shewn by the present incumbent.

Transeat in eceemplum! Good it were if some
who love to declaim against “ superstitious

filthiness at diriges, at momth’s minds, at tren-

talls, in abbeys and chantries,”* would confess

that the real filthiness of the churches in which
themselves minister is indeed most foal and
lamentable to behold.

At an inquisition taken anno 34 Henry
III., the jury find that Richard de Bee had
no right to fish, except for eels, in the

sluices of the two mills here; and the present

worthy occupant of Bee Hall may aver that we
also are devoid of right to impugn his large

seat in the north aisle. Parkin mentions
“ the remains of a large and handsome pew of

oak, with a cover,” as appertaining to the

Hall in his time. Those which now disfigure

the east end of this fine church have few
claims to notice on the score of beauty; but

they at least possess one merit—that of not

being immoderately high. The finials of the

ancient benches exhibited, it seems, in rude
carving the armorial bearings of Curson and
others. Full-length figures of the saints in

fresco once adorned the walls
;
one of them

discernible at no remote period over the north
door might represent St. Christopher.

The panels of the reading-desk and pulpit

contain portions of tracery, like that of the

rood-screen at Weston : the former will be so

far altered, we hear, that the minister may face

southward. A lectern should bv all means be

introduced here, and two chancel stalls placed

near it; one on each side, would have fine

effect.

The tower, as already observed, is in form
octangular: it has four perpendicular windows
in the belfry stage, and a fine west window of
similar design affords light into the nave be-

neath. The parapet is embattled, and the out-

line of its lower portions, by the introduction

of massive buttresses continued within, relieved

by the deep “ responds ” of the western piers.

The set-offs of the buttresses at the chancel-

end are curious.

The site may be dismissed in a few words—
“ A gentle hillock crown’d

With a peculiar diadem
;

”

and we were pleased to learn that its natural
beauties will be enhanced by a judicious clump-
ing of appropriate trees. Why should not
there be a wish, yea a very earnest desire, for

embellishing those places where “ the field of
God is sown with the seeds of the resurrec-
tion ?”

River Don Improvements.—

O

n Thurs-
day week, a deputation from the River Don
Company met the committee of Town Council
at the Mansion-house. The deputation stated
the views of the company with regard to the
improvements in the navigation. They pro-
posed to make a still-water navigation of nine
feet up to Doncaster with only one lock be-
tween the tide way, and to form a flood-drain
extending from the Doncaster Mill as far as

below Sandall weir, of dimensions capable of
containing the whole of the flood waters.
They also contemplate the embanking of
Newton Ings and Crimpsall, in order to pre-
vent the floods from coming into Marsh-gate.
It is aUo a matter of impossibility to estimate
these improvements too highly, because the
prosperity of the town is intimately connected
with the more efficient navigation of the river
itself.—Doncaster Gazette.

* Homilies, Vol. II., No. 3,

BATHS AND WASHHOUSES FOR THE
LABOURING CLASSES.

The meeting which recently took place

at the Mansion-house, and the interest it

has excited, nor only in London but through-
out the country, may be taken as evidence of

the impression made by the sanatory re-

port and the other confirmatory inquiries

as to the physical condition of the labour-

ing population, and of the increasing anxiety

they have created in the minds of persons

of all parties to do all that may be done
immediately, and in the order of practicability

by voluntary effort, without waiting for those

larger measures which can only be achieved by
well-directed legislation. Undoubtedly, the

erection of a cheaper and superior description

of public baths and accommodation on a large

scale, which shall remove the business of
washing from the single room in which the

whole of a poor man’s family are born, work,
live, sleep, and die, will be legitimate objects of
voluntary exertion. Open thoroughfares, free

ventilation, and good drainage are imperatively

necessary for the preservation of the public

health. It has been shewn, though the proof
was unnecessary, that mortality is greatly in-

creased by the squalid, ill-lighted, ill-ventilated

dwellings of the poorer classes. Such dwellings

are the nurseries of typhus, which propagates

itself into the neighbourhoods where wealth,

relying on superior arrangements, deems itself

secure. Dr. Farr states that the health or un-
healthiness of various districts is indicated

uniformly by the ventilation and drainage of
dwellings.

A profuse supply of water to the dwellings

of the humbler classes is essential to public

health. All vermin loathe a Avell-washed

floor. Medical men have often told us that

they consider cleanliness more fattening and
more eontributive to a healthy frame than

a large supply of good food. We see the

principle exhibited in the grooming of horses,

washing of dogs, &c.

Already several thousand pounds have been
subscribed, though the committee has scarcely

yet entered upon their duties.

Memorial to the late Earl of Lons-
dale.—At a meeting of the Westmoreland
magistrates on Saturday last, the subject of the

erection of a suitable memorial to the late Earl
of Lonsdale was introduced by Mr. Wilson, of
Casterton Hall, who advocated the establish-

ment of an institution for the benefit of the

most unfortunate of all sufferers, those who
are deprived of their reason, and stated that

the erection and endowment of such an asylum
had frequently occupied the benevolent mind
of his lordship. An example of distinguished

munificence has already been set by the gentle-

men in the neighbourhood of Kendal. James
Gandy, Esq., of Heaves Lodge, and John
Wakefield, Esq., of Sedgwick, each having
declared his intention to subscribe the sum of

500/. towards the undertaking. A lady, whose
name has not at present transpired, has con-

tributed 190/. towards the same object.

—

Wtestnioreland Gazette.

Neav Method of Burning Tiles and
Bricks. — Mr. Hodges, at the meeting of

the Staplehurst Agricultural Association, said,

that before long, great facility would be

afforded for the draining of land, by a con-

trivance which would shortly be made public.

There were several machines for making
draining tiles, but the burning them and other

expenses would always prove a great obstacle

to their general use. This having occurred

to him, he had, with the assistance of an in-

genious man in his own employment, found out

a mode by which any farmer who lived too far

from a kiln could burn his own tiles, at a very

trifling expense. The kiln would not cost

more than 51., and it made inch-tiles complete

at the rate of 18,000 in a fortnight. It would
not be necessary to have any permanent
building, and when a farmer had done with it,

he could dispose of it to his neighbour none
the worse for wear.

New Names for Streets.—As much
injury is liable to be inflicted upon tradesmen

by any alteration of the names of their re-

spective streets, a correspondent suggests that

wherever such alteration takes place, the old

name of the street should be written up under

the new one.
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TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.

BY JAMES WYLSON.

(Continued from p. 520.)

116. Holly.—This, the hardiest and most
beautiful of our evergreens, is a native, and to

be found growing wild in the woods—attaining a
great age, with a height of 20 or 30 feet, and,
under favourable circumstances, even known
to reach from 40 to 50 feet. Every one ac-

knowledges the enduring cheerfulness of its

appearance
;
when every other tree has sub-

mitted to the wintry blast, and relinquished
each vestige of its living beauty, this shines
forth in sprightly relief from the frost-bound
and snow-wreathed earth, or amid the driving
sleet, its dark and glancing leaves and bright
red berries strikingly contrasting with the bleak
sterility which prevails around, seem to utter an
eloquent homily on cheerfulness in adversity.
There are many variegated varieties cultivated
as ornamental shrubs, several of them of sur-
passing beauty, their glossy and jagged leaves
being bordered andstreaked with gold and silver

hues : for a permanent, beautiful, and impene-
trable hedge, it is not to be excelled, the only
obstacle to its being made thus available being
its extremely slow growth. It nourishes best
in a sandy loam, but it is not at all fastidious
as to soil

;
the seeds are inclosed in the cells

of the berry, which are four in number, each
containing one horny, oblong seed.

117- A custom of great antiquity exists of
ornamenting churches and dwellings with holly
at Christmas, accompanied by some other ever-
greens

; and the circumstance of the custom
having been practised at Rome by the early
Christians has suggested its derivation from the
Romans, who used the holly in like manner in

their great festival of Saturnalia, which took
place about the same time. That it was
emblematical of peace and goodwill, we
learn from its being the custom of the Romans
to accompany their gifts at that season with
branches of it; and that it is regarded even
now in an analogous light among ourselves,
is proved by our knowing that there are
many, young and old, who could hardly believe
Christmas to have arrived, were the space of
wall over the mantel-shelf not adorned with
its sprigs and berries; and the former especially,

if no fun-fraught Rubicon depended from the
ceiling. The disciples of Zoroaster, the fire-

worshipper, believed that the holly-tree had no
shadow from the sun

;
and his followers now,

in Persia and India, are said to throw in the
face of a new-born child water impregnated
with its bark. Young people used to be fond
of casting it leaf by leaf into the fire, which
produced a crackling and bouncing that
afforded them great amusemcut

;
and a custom

still lingers of beating the feet with a bough
of it when afflicted with chilblains, a penance
akin to, and no doubt equally efficacious with,
the martyr-like self-castigation of other days.
In the language of flowers, it is the symbol of
caution and foresight.

118. The wood of the holly is white and
hard, suitable for veneering, inlaying, and
making mathematical instruments; it is_ also

much used for the purposes of the turner,
whip-maker, millwright, and engineer. Its

bark is, by boiling and fermenting, converted
into bird-lime.

119. Hazel.—This tree is very plentiful in

England, and well known both in our hedges
and woods

;
but rather as an underwood than

as a timber-tree, although, if left to grow freely,

it attains a very goodly size, especially the
variety, known as the Constantinople hazel,

which was imported hither in 1665, and of which
the fruit is twice as large as that of the common
species. It is a pleasant, cheerful tree, when
adorned with its flowers or catkins, depending
gracefully from its branches, but has a still

more enticing appearance when its boughs are
loaded with the brown-shelled nuts, richly
clustering on every spray :—the cob-nut is the
produce of one variety, the rich filbert that of
another: the squirrel climbs these trees and
feeds on the nuts amongst their branches

;
the

mouse and other small animals make free dessert
of them when they fall to the ground. The best
soil for producing the filbert of a large size and
free from maggots is a strong loam

;
for propa-

gating by means of the nuts, they should be
preserved through the winter in moderately
dry sand; but when fruit is the object, the
best method is by layers. The small coppice-
wood of this species may be cut every seven

years
;

it is applied to the making of fishing-

rods, hoops, spars, stakes, forks, hurdles, and
a variety of other agricultural purposes

;
if

left to grow without hindrance, it shoots up
into poles frequently 20 feet in height.

120. Box.—This tree grows to fullest per-
fection in Turkey, but is here seldom grown to

any considerable size, although under favour-
able circumstances it will attain a height of from
20 to 30 feet

;
when a dozen feet high it presents

astern girting from 12 to 15 inches. It is gene-
rally found as an evergreen in shrubberies

;

the small shrub forming the bordering to
flower-beds is a species of it, but not such as
affords any serviceable wood: that which we
use for superior purposes, especially where a
fine cross grain is essential, is imported from
Turkey. The wood is of a yellow colour,
extremely close, compact, and hard; also
heavy, and susceptible of a fineness of finish

equal to metal. It is used for wood-engraving,
the specimens of art produced from which,
especially of late years, are scarcely inferior to
the impressions from metal-plate engravings

;

it is also used for making mathematical scales,

carpenters’ rules, and musical instruments. It

loses weight by long steeping in cold water.
121. Upas, or Poison-tree of the Island of

Java —Amongst the marvels related by our
earlier navigators, strange tales have been told

of this tree— that it grows in a desert produced
by its own pestiferous influence, its exhalations
causing death to every living thing that
approaches it, and the acrid milk or juice
flowing from its stem when wounded being of
the most deadly poisonous description, accom-
panied in its fatal certainty by the most excru-
ciating tortures. The greater part of this is

erroneous, but tbe virulence of its juice is un-
questionable, a circumstance which, supposing
the tree to be propagated in this country, must,
or ought to, debar its common use, and would
at least render it very unpopular amongst
workmen. There is growing in the Horticul-
tural Society’s gardens at Chiswick, near
London, an upas tree presented by tbe East-
India Company, which, as it l^as not as yet
killed or hurt any one, disproves the story of
the poisonous influence of its exhalations

;
a

strong sentiment of touch-me-not nevertheless
pervades its immediate presence.

122. Banyan, Burr, or Indian Fig Tree.

—

This tree is amongst the vegetable wonders of
Nature, and is also one of the most beautiful

of her productions; unlike any tree that grows
in England, each forms a perfect grove, some-
times spreading- to an amazing extent, being
composed of many distinct stems, some of them
of considerable magnitude, and probably never
decaying so long as the soil continues to yield

it sustenance. In the scorching clime of
India it flourishes in more beauty and perfec-
tion than anywhere else; furnishing, as de-
cribed by Milton,

“ a pillar'd shade,

High over-arch’d, and echoing walks between;”

and the leaves of which, according to that
sublime poet, became the first clothing of the
human race. The branches from the parent
stem each throw out slender fibres, which,
bending towards the ground, strengthen, strike

under the surface, take root, and become them-
selves parent trees, that shoot out new branches,
and produce roots in their turn, and so multiply
ad infinitum-

,
forming a beautiful and cooling

shade; with large soft green leaves of a lively

hue, and a small description of fig, which when
ripe is of a bright scarlet colour. On the shores
of the Nerbuddah, one of the boundaries of the

Deccan, there is a magnificent and long-cele-

brated specimen still growing, consisting of

350 large trunks, and upwards of 3,000 smaller

ones, and measuring nearly 2,000 feet in cir-

cumference, presenting a canopy under the
shade of which 7,000 persons might repose;
amongst its branches green wood-pigeons,
doves, peacocks, large bats, squirrels, and
monkeys, find shelter, and some of them sus-

tenance. According to the tradition of the

natives it is 3,000 years old, and it is believed

by some to be the same that was visited by
Nearehus, one of the officers of Alexander the
Great.

123. Cypress.—Amongst the trees of the

south of Europe, this is one of those which
live to the most advanced age; it is also re-

markable for presenting examples of very

gigantic dimensions, both in girth and altitude,

some of which are met with in Mexico : of

these, one at Chapultepec, said to girt about

118 feet, and believed to be considerably above
5,000 years old, may be regarded as at once
the largest and most ancient tree hitherto dis-
covered. The cypress still exists on Mount Leba-
non, and flourishes in the gardens of Constan-
tinople

;
in the United States of America, its

largest stocks are 120 feet high, and from 25
to 40 feet round—the latter dimension taken
above the conical base of the tree, which
usually measures at tbe ground from three to
four times the diameter as generally taken

;
it

is grown in England chiefly as an orna-
mental shrub, nevertheless frequently attaining
a considerable size. It is a tall, upright tree, of
a dark green hue, and rather sombre character;
very hardy-enduring amid the war of change-
ful elements, from generation to generation,
alike unmoved whether assailed by summer’s
scorching heat or winter’s blighting cold. Its

scent and shade have been said to be unhealthy,
if not dangerous

;
its leaf is bitter

;
its fruit

round in form, not larger than a common nut,
and of an olive colour.

124. The cypress was in ancient times much
planted in church-yards, an appropriation for
which it might be chosen on account of its

great durability; being, amongst perishable
things, the most fitting as an emblem of im-
mortality. In Turkish scenery its application
in this way is carried to so great an extent as
to become a remarkable feature, far-spreading
forests canopying with their dark waving
boughs vast cities of the dead

;
it being the

custom in their cemeteries, when a body is

committed to the earth, for the priest to plant
a cypress at both head and foot of the grave,
the superstition being that those trees which
grow with their tall heads pointing towards the
sky, denote the salvation, while such as take a
downward bend (as happens with not a few),
imply, on the other hand, tbe damnation of the
soul whose mortal integuments they over-
shadow.

125. The timber of the cypress is of a beau-
tiful and excellent description, very compact,
and valuable as resisting the worm and all

putrefaction. Amongst old examples of its

use may be cited the gates of the church of
St. Peter, at Rome, which Alberti found to be
whole and sound after having been up 550
years. The coffins of the heroes of Athens,
and the statue of Jupiter in the Capitol—the
ark also, which is described in Scripture as
being made of gopher-wood, is by some be-
lieved to have been of Cypress.

12fi. Elder.—This tree is well known on
account of its bunches of juicy berries, or at
least it ought to be so from the variety of pur-
poses to which its produce is applied. Its wood
is very similar to that of the box tree, and will

therefore be fit for similar uses : the pith,

which it possesses in large quantities in both
stem and branches, is cut into toys for young
people—of the inner bark ointments are
made—the flowers, before opening, are gathered
for pickles—the berries are boiled into a glu-

tinous syrup for colds and sore throats, or
when quite ripe made into wine, which is es-

teemed a very pleasant beverage when spiced
and drunk hot. In the north it is called the

Boo

r

tree, perhaps corrupted from bower

;

it

was much planted of old in hedges of barn-
yards, &c. In earlier times many superstitions

attached to the elder
;

it formed a charm for a
variety of diseases, especially epilepsy

;
amulets

were made of it, when grafted on the sallow,

&c., the which properties are faithfully set

forth in Blochwick’s “ Anatomie of the Elder,”
translated and published in London, 1655. A
cross made of the elder and sallow, mutually

in wrapping one another, is hung by some about

their children’s necks.

[To be continued.)

The Hardy Monument.—Monday the

21st ult. being the anniversary of the battle of

Trafalgar, was appropriately selected as the

day for laying the foundation-stone of this

testimonial, which was done in due form by

the esteemed lady of the high sheriff, John

Floyer, Esq., amidst the cheers of the nume-

rous assemblage. The site is Blagdon-hill.

There was a goodly array of ladies present,

which added much to the animation of the

scene. Mr. Henry Goddard, of Bridport, is

the contractor for the erection of the monu-
ment, which, from its elevated position, will be

seen at a great distance both by sea and land.

—Dorset Herald.
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ANCIENT STAIRCASE BY INIGO JONES,
IN CHANDOS-STREET, WESTMINSTER.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,— I beg to send you a sketch of one of

those numerous relics still remaining in London
(and which are so little known or appreciated)
of the talents of Inigo Jones as an architect
and artist. The subject is a portion of a
staircase still remaining in the house of Mr.
Diller, writing-desk and dressing-case manu-
facturer, No. 5, Chandos-street, Westminster.
The width of the staircase is rather small

;

there are four flights, commencing at the first

floor, ornamented with this beautiful carved
work

;
there can be little doubt that the first

two flights had balustrading of a similar de-
scription, but, if so, it has been removed many

years. The sketch is a copy reduced from a
drawing, exhibited by the late Sir John Soane,
R.A., in one of his lectures at the Royal
Academy, who, speaking of the subject, thus

alludes to the architect :

—

“Inigo Jones, whose superior knowledge in

architecture I have often had the pleasure
of noticing in these lectures, was particularly

happy in his staircases, both as to convenience
and artist- like effect, even when confined to

very small spaces. How superior is the de-

coration in these staircases” (two drawings of
this staircase and one of the staircase at

Amesbury, in Wilts., were exhibited) “ to

what we are accustomed to see in modern

houses of a similar class;—what comparative
magnificence in the former, what poverty and
meanness in the latter! Whatever we have

gained in lightness and effect we have lost

more in importance and character.”

As soon as leisure permits, I will send you a
sketch of the Amesbury example.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

C. J. Richardson.

22, Brompton-crescent.

P. S. Might not the house in Chandcs-
street have been the residence of Inigo? It is

not far from St. Martin’s-lane, where Horace
Walpole states he resided.

O THE EARL OF LEICESTER.

is a description of the monu-
been erected in Longford

memory of the late Earl of

cured from the borders of Yorkshire, and is a

fine magnesian limestone of a light cream
colour.

The plan is a rectangular niche, slightly re-

cessed in the wall, and projecting therefrom
about one foot. It is fixed on a plain solid

base, three feet high. The opening of th

niche in front is about nine feet high and four

feet three inches wide, and is flanked by
shafted jambs, having florial capitals, with

the ball-flower in the hollow between the

shafts, and the outer angles of the monu-
ment are strengthened bv double buttresses,

tabled in three stages. ’From the capital of
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the outer shafts springs an equilateral moulded
arch, with ball-flower enrichment; and from
the inner shaft springs a trifoliated cinque-

foiled depressed arch, the upper members of

which form an ogive, connecting the under
with the upper ribs. The spaces and span-

drills between are filled with flowing tracery

and carving. From the level of the top of the

capitals the buttresses rise two stages higher,

the lower one being paneled, and terminated

with crocketed hoods; and above these but-

tresses are lofty pinnacles, graduated in two
stages, paneled on every face with hooded and
crocketed terminations. The whole height of

the buttresses is fourteen feet six inches from
the base. The outer arcli is crowned by a

high pitched pedimented hood, with carved
pateras on the face, and also crocketed. The
triangle formed by the above over the crown
of the outer rib is formed into a large trefoil, in

which the armorial bearings of the late earl,

quartered with those of the families of Dutton
and Keppel, are inserted. The arms, crest, and
supporters are enamelled on a solid slab of

china, executed at the Derby china manu-
factory. Between the jambs, and upon the

base of the monument, a plain slab is fixed,

upon which the following inscription is carved
in black letters, with illuminated capitals :

—

To the Revered Memory of
THOMAS WILLIAM COKE, EARL OF LEICESTER.

Born May G, 1754.

Died at Longford June 30, 1842.
His public conduct as representative for fifty-seven

years, of the county of Norfolk, was conspicuous
for its decision, disinterested zeal, and unim-
peachable integrity.

Pre-eminent
no less for his generosity as a landlord,

than for his skill and enterprise as an agriculturist,

he secured the deep affection

of an attached and prosperous tenantry
;

while by his exertion and influence

he extended in a most remarkable degree the

cultivation and rural improvements of the country.

In his domestic relations

he was most affectionate, kind, and hospitable.

His charity was munificent, without ostentation, and

his piety simple and unaffected, but warm
and sincere.

This Monument is erected

by persons of various classes and opinions connected

with this county,

as some record of an example so excellent and
instructive.

From the centre springs an octangular

pedestal, flanked by panelings with foliated

heads. A beautiful marble bust of the late earl,

from the studio of Mr. Francis, of London, is

fixed upon the pedestal, and the whole of

the back of tbc niche, above the slab and
panelling, is diapered. The extreme width of

the monument is 8 feet 9 inches, and its height

from the floor about 20 feet.

It is fixed on the north side of the chancel
(which has been recently restored), and har-

monizes with the architectural character of

that part of the building, which is a speci-

men of the early Decorated style, prevalent

in the latter part of the 13th and commence-
ment of the 14th century.

The work has been executed by Mr. Hall,

of Derby, from the design and under the super-

intendence of Mr. Henry I. Stevens, archi-

tect.

WARMING AND VENTILATION OF THE
NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.

The apparatus for warming is upon the

mild hot-water principle, and is placed in the

basement story of the building, but the arrange-

ments are so contrived, that the fresh air which
is drawn into the chamber containing the

warming surfaces of the apparatus is, after

being raised to a moderate but sufficient

temperature, conveyed to the extensive suite

of Lloyd’s rooms in the upper floor of the

building, and is there so equally distributed as

to diffuse an equal temperature in exery part,

the general temperature being at the same time

under easy and effectual regulations. The
warmed and pure air admitted into the rooms
is furnished in sufficient quantity to replace the

amount of vitiated air which is continually

passing away from the room by the ventilating

channels in the roof, and also to supply all

the air required by the draught of the open

fires which are in the rooms, and intended to

be used in conjunction with the warming
apparatus, the union of the radiating heat

of open fires with the admission of large

volumes of pure and only moderately-heated

air being considered the perfection of comfort,

and equally conducive to health when com-
bined, as in this case, with a system of

ventilation which sustains a constant re-

newal of the atmosphere of the room to

an extent that answers the demand of every

possible source of deterioration. Arrange-
ments are also made for straining the out-

ward atmosphere before it enters the cham-
ber of the apparatus, and filtering it from those

impurities which prevail in the London atrno

sphere to a great and injurious extent in refe-

rence both to healthful respiration and the

tarnishing of interior decorations. The venti-

lation is effected by means of a system of flues

for foul air which are placed in the roof, and
which serve as chimneys for conveying all the

vitiated air of the. rooms to the ventilated tops,

or windguards, which are placed upon the roof.

The main air-flues run between the ceilings of

the rooms and the roofs, and the branch flues

from each room conduct the foul air into the
main flues; and as all the branch flues are
furnished with valves, the ventilation or escape
of air from the upper part of the room is

effected with the same facility as the pure fresh
air is admitted into them below.
The system of warming and ventilating of

this suite of rooms is founded on what is

termed the principle of natural ventilation, and
the windguards referred to as being on the
roof of the building act by exhaustion from the
impulse of the wind on the exterior of the
surface of the guards. The windguard here
spoken of is Day’s, which has been applied
to very many buildings, both public and
private.

The work has been executed by Mr. H. C.
Price, civil engineer, and is founded upon the
principle successfully applied by him to many
other public buildings.

FONT IN ST. CLEMENT’S CHURCH, SANDWICH,
IN THE COUNTY OF KENT.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—

A

s you are collecting examples of

ancient fonts, in my opinion a most laudable

pursuit, I send you a sketch of a fine and
rather early example of the perpendicular

branch of the Pointed or Gothic style
;

and
instead of giving any description of my own,
I cannot do better than quote the one given by
William Boys, Esq., F.A.S., in bis “ Collections

for an History of Sandwich,” 1792.

The font consists of an ancient octagonal

bason and shaft, raised on a base of two steps,

all of stone. The bason is perforated at the

bottom : its interior diameter is 24£ inches, its

exterior 34: its depth within nearly 1 0. The
height of the shaft is 20 inches, and of its

capital and bason almost 19 more. The eight

faces are charged with shields of roses; alter-

nately on the shields are first, the arms of

France, three fleurs-de-lis, quarterly with those

of England. 2nd. A merchant’s mark

;

3rd. The arms of the cinque ports; 4th.

The arms of Ellis.* Above these squares, at the

eight angles of the moulding, are grotesque

faces, except at the dexter side of the first

shield, where the ornament is a bird like a

heron, and on the sinister side is a coronet

with balls between spires, terminated with

fleurs-de-lis. At another corner is a small satyr

mounted on the back of a larger. In the same
member of the moulding, over the roses, are fruit

and leaves, a satyr’s face, four acorns saltier-

wise, with their stalks nowed, and a flower.

The first shield is suspended from the head of

a human figure, with two long extended

feathers in the place of its arms and shoulders;

the second hangs from a cask. The third from

* William Elys was a commissioner of sewers in the third

and seventeenth of Richard II., and the second and eighth of

Henry IV. The arms of Ellis are by Philipott, said to be

;

Or on a cross sable, five crescents argent : but the arms on the

font at St. Clement’s, which I conjecture to have been the

gift of Thomas Elys, the founder of this (St. Thomas’s,
Sandwich) Hospital, are five escallop shells on a cross en-

grailed, with a crescent in the first quarter, perhaps for dif-

ference,

the flooks of an anchor
;
and the fourth from

a hook. In the moulding of the capital of
the shaft, at the angles, are oak-leaves

;
and

under one of the roses is an angel holding a
shield bearing a plain cross; under another
is a whelk

;
under the remaining two are

satyrs’ faces
;
under the shields are flowers. In

the shaft are eight niches with demi-quatrefoil

canopies between diminishing buttresses. At
the bottom of the niches are pedestals orna-

mented at their bases with foliage, fruit, and
flowers. The figures are removed. The feathers

and coronet led me to think the font might
be erected in the time of Edward the Black
Prince, but there being only three fleurs-de-lis,

it would seem of somewhat later date : perhaps
the gift of Thomas Ellis, who was a commis-
sioner of sewers in the third of Henry IV.*

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

Z.

[We should have preferred the sketch if it

had been larger, and in plain elevation instead

of in perspective : also if it had been accom-

panied by a plan, a section, and some details

of its component parts. The delineations which

we are now having executed of the fine early

pependicular example at West Drayton, Mid-

dlesex, which has an open stem, will at once

exhibit our wishes on this subject.—

E

d.]

Stupendous Chimney.—On Monday, Mr.

J. Ashton, builder, of Blackley, commenced

the erection of a chimney, which will, when

completed, be the largest structure of the kind

in this country. It is tor Mr. Dobbs s chemical

works at Wigan, and will be built entirely of

bricks, with a coping of stone at the top. It

will measure 50 feet across the base, 480 feet

in height, 9 feet at the top, and will consume

in its erection more than two millions of bricks.

—Manchester Courier.

* See preceding columni
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TUDOR ARCHES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—The line9 given in The Builder

(p. 532) are tolerably accurate, but had your
engraver known how to describe the lines on
each side of the approximate one by simple
continuous motion, he would, no doubt, have
produced them finer. The different characters
of these lines may be further shewn by dividing
the distance A B and B C into any convenient
number of equal parts, and drawing chord
lines to each division. The versed sine of
each on the middle or approximate line from
A to B will be equal, and also those from C to

D
;
but the latter will be much less than the

former
;
while to the other lines the versed

sine to each following division will be gradually
different.

If the “septenary system ” were fully illus-

trated it would be shewn :

First
, as in the example referred to, that a

line may be described by simple continuous
motion, beginning at A with a finite radius of
curvature, and, while constantly changing, rise

to a given point, C, and have there also,

although increased, still a finite radius of cur-
vature; intermediately bowing out more or
less than in the example at B.

Second. A line may be described to pass
from finite radius at A to infinite radius at C

;

bowing out more or less.

Third. A line may pass from infinite radius
at A to infinite radius at C, to any given
height and opening; also bowir.g out more or
less.

For practical purposes, it will be seen by the
examples given that lines of the first character
may be drawn sufficiently nearly parallel to each
other.

Of these characters of lines there are several
motions, which might regulate a plasterer’s
mould in running the mouldings of an arch.
To my remarks on the line formed by the

common mode of drawing a Tudor arch, after
the word “ while it is too fiat immediately above
B, 1 beg to add

;
it is too quick as it ap-

proaches to C. This, in general, in such arches
is very apparent, especially when executed.

Example No. II. contains a series of arches
with different openings, rising nearly to the
same height. They could as easily have been
drawn exactly to the same height, but it was
considered that each line would appear more
distinct with a little difference. A chord, A B,
is drawn to one arch, to explain that the versed
line, c d, or greatest distance from the chord
line, may be in different positions between A
and B, as well as that the curve may bow out,

more or less, between A and B, while at A a
tangent to the curve is perpendicular to A C.

Perhaps some of your contributors will try
to produce such a gradation, or fill in a few
lines between any two that will as perfectly
harmonize with them as these lines do with
each other.

Joseph Jopling.

29, Wimpole-street, 30th Oct. 1844.

Sir,

—

There is no doubt that Mr. Jopling’s
lines for an arch of uninterrupted curvature
are correct, and that the lines from double
centres do not give a curve of equation

;
in

large arches, such as bridges, vaults, &c.,
architects have therefore adopted the elliptic

and parabolic curves in lieu of the double
centred, but in Tudor architecture, and in

designs of Gothic work, it is very doubtful
whether the use of curves of the higher order
lead to the true exposition of the style.

In the particular instance alluded to by Mr.
Jopling, the curves delineated from the double
centre and from the ellipsis nearly coincide,
hut there are many cases wherein an arch
is very much depressed, or is very acute,
to which the principles of the ellipsis will not
apply, and certainly cannot afford a ready and
quick means of solving the query of your cor-
respondent, “ how to draw a Tudor arch
through three given points?”

For illustration of my opinion, that curves of
the higher order are not conducive to the true
exposition of Gothic architecture, I would refer
to the system of groining adopted by the Gothic
architects. It would be presumptuous to assert

that these masters were not acquainted with the

art of projecting from the original curves by
ordinates, the diagonal and other intermediate

ribs thereby producing elliptic lines
;
but it

appears evident that such was not their practice ,

though it was the system upon the revival of

the style adopted by some modern practitioners;

and to a mathematical mind it might at first

appear to be the correct one
;
Professor Willis,

however, in his interesting paper published in

the “Transactions of British Architects”
(who, by the by, are most indebted to non-
professionals for their best papers), shews that

this idea of the system is an error, and that

the lines of these diagonal and intermediate
ribs are segments of circles, producing by their

variety of curve that play of light and shade
which is lost in modern groining, where
a correct mathematical uniformity is pre-

served.

There are three interesting chapters in

the work ofPhilibert deL’Orme, who lived and
wrote at a time when the practice of Gothic

architecture could not have been wholly for-

gotten, and who expressly says that he derived

his information relative thereto from the old

masons. He states that the intermediate ribs

of Gothic groining (which he calls “ liemes,

fiormerets, and tiercerons ”) mustfollow the sweep
of the compass, from which the principal

branches of the vault are delineated—“ suivant

la circonfirence du compas aj/res lequel auront

est'e lir&es les britches des voutes. His illustra-

tions also shew this principle, and though in

the other parts of his stereometry he freely

makes use of ordinates, in this case he uses

segments of circles.

I am, however, trenching upon new ground
;

my only intention was to shew that the old

Freemasonie architects thought of effects other

than those produced by complex mathematical

lines, and that an arch struck from four

centres may have points of preference over

elliptic or parabolic curves.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

T. L.

other inhabitants of Hull, praying that some
portion of the grant of public money, for the
formation of walks, &c., near populous towns,
may be appropriated towards the improvement
of Spring Bank, for the benefit of the in-

habitants of Hull; and that having caused a
survey to be made of the spot in question by
their surveyor for the district, they feel inclined,

from the report which he has made to them on
the subject, to recommend a grant of money
towards the proposed improvement

;
but as

they understand that Spring Bank is not of
sufficient extent to meet the wants of the in-

habitants, many of whom are desirous of

having a park formed in the neighbourhood of

Hull, to which Spring Bank would be the

principal approach, I have to request that you
will inform the Board whether there is any
probability of that project being carried into

effect, and what steps are being taken for the

purpose
;
as if so, they would be disposed to

recommend a larger grant than they would
feel warranted in doing if the improvement of
Spring Bank is limited to that spot alone,

without any view to further improvements.
“ I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

“ Charles Gore.”
W. B. Carrick, Esq., Mayor of Hull.
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New Church at Douglas, Isle of Man .

—

There will be 500 sittings reserved in this

church for the poor. The project originated

with a benevolent gentleman, who, during
his sojourn on the island, being struck with
the want of church accommodation for the

poor of the town, voluntarily offered 250/.

towards the erection of a new church
;
and

another gentleman offered a donation of 200/.

The bishop, on learning this, gave 250/. more,
and by some other contributions the sum has
swelled to the amount of 800/. for the object.

—Cambridge Chronicle.

New Church at Broclcmoor, Staffordshire.
—-The ceremony of laying the first stone took
place on the 12th instant, by Lady Ward.
All the sittings are to be free. The site of

two acres for a churchyard was given by the

trustees of the Earl of Dudley, and a sufficient

sum from Lord Ward to enable the com-
missioners to build the parsonage

;
also 600/.

from the Committeeand Council ofthe National
Society for the schools, on a site purchased by
the rector.

Neiv Church at Lynn.—The intended new
church, we hear, is to be immediately com-
menced, the committee having accepted the

tender of Messrs. Bennett and Son from a
number of others. Mr. Salvin has furnished
the design.

—

Cambridge Chronicle.

The Marquis of Exeter has given direc-

tions for the chancel of St. Mary’s Church,
Stamford, to be repaired, which is being done
in a chaste and costly manner.

greatest activity is observable, and workmen
are employed night and day to facilitate the

completion of the bridges in that vicinity.

—

Norwich Mercury.

Railways and the Iron Trade. — In his

evidence before the Select Committee on Rail-

ways, last session, Mr. Hudson stated that in

the case of the York and North Midland Rail-

way, of which he has been chairman from the

first, the price of the iron used was 11/. 10s.

per ton
; whereas, in the case of the Newcastle

and Darlington line, which, it will be remem-
bered, owes its existence mainly to Mr. Hudson’s
exertions, the price was only 6/. 5s. per ton,

the cost of delivery being in favour of the York
line. Mr. Hudson added, that for forty-nine

miles of a single line of railway, 4,500 tons of

iron are required.

—

Raihvay Record.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

New Railway Schemes. — The following

is from the circular of Messrs. Railton
and Sons, share brokers, Manchester, of the

14th instant There are at the present

time plans matured or preparing to carry be-

fore the Board of Trade upwards of 90 new
schemes for railway extension, requiring a

subscribed capital of upwards of 60,000,000/.

—

to which may be added 20,000,000/. for the au-

thorised one-third additional to be borrowed.
The present abundance and low value of

money (there being no foreign attraction more
alluring) is highly favourable to the extension

of public works at home. No matter to what
extent the rifeness of speculation may lead

individual adventure, a great national benefit

will be secured, available to all, without in-

fringing on the circulation of the country, so

long as we continue blessed with a succession

of good harvests us the mainspring of prospe-
rity; but should a failure ensue, and we become
impoverished by a foreign purchase for the

repair, we shall be deprived, in a corresponding
degree, of the advantages we now enjoy.

Manufactures and foreign trade we can expand
or curtail at will, but no art of man can put
seasons out of course or alter their result.

The Board of Trade has an irksome duty to

perform to suit all interests, and keep clear of
the confusion to which we are exposed.”

Diss, Beccles
,
and Yarmouth Railway.

—

This line, running from Yarmouth through
Beccles, Bungay, Harleston, and Scole to Diss,

will afford Yarmouth and the intermediate

towns a direct communication with London,
being a saving of about 20 miles over any
other railway between Yarmouth and London,
and a proportionate increased saving between
Eastern Suffolk and the south. A railway

through Diss to Norwich on the one hand, and
the southern district of Suffolk and the county

of Essex and London on the other, will be
constructed by such of the competing lines as

shall be approved of by Parliament. By this

line, therefore, it is proposed to bring the agri-

cultural trade of Harleston, Bungay, Beccles,

and the neighbourhood, and the commercial
parts of Lowestoft and Yarmouth, in imme-
diate communication with the northern and
southern districts of Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex,
and Middlesex, and, by means of the Norwich
and Brandon Railway, with the northern and
western districts of the kingdom. The en-

gineer is Captain W. S. Moorsom.

Norwich and Brandon Railway.—There are

four thousand persons at present employed on
the Norwich and Brandon Railway, 2,700 of
whom are labourers and excavators. In the

neighbourhood of Eccles and Attleborough the

<Eorrc0poituence«

ARTESIAN WELLS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—The propriety of forming artesian

wells within the boundaries of the metropolis,

in order to supply the inhabitants with warm
water for public baths and other purposes,

having been mooted in the Times and Athe-

nceum, permit me to offer, through the

medium of your valuable journal, a few obser-

vations thereon.

The London basin, particularly that part

denominated the valley of the Thames, con-

sists of beds of clay, sand, and gravel, resting

on cavernous chalk strata; it is the grand
receptacle of the drainage of the upper lands,

of periodical rains, and of waters percolating

through beds, over, or through which, the

Thames flows; and, consequently, previous to

the change produced by civilization, it was
nothing better than a morass fringed by forests.

The rapid spread of this noble city, and the

great attention paid to draining the subsoil has

naturally had the effect of reducing the periodi-

cal supply of water to narrower bounds, and
confining it in many districts to the lower bods

;

but still we have vast depositories in the chalk

beds, and the covering-soil is more or less

saturated with water. Now, supposing the

requisite number of artesian wells to be formed,

the immense supply daily required for the

wants of the metropolis would soon exhaust

these internal reservoirs, and also drain the

middle and upper beds; for every drop of water

abstracted therefrom would, by passing into

the river, be permanently lost to them. This

general drainage of the strata may be con-

sidered a benefit, by those who scarcely look

beyond the surface of things
;
and geologists,

in particular, lay great stress on the necessity

of drainage, which is good so far as applied to

extensive areas not built over as London is.

Nearly the whole of London rests on the

upper clay bed, and this clay having great

absorbing powers, while it often renders under-

lying beds impervious to water, is strong, and

possesses its cohesive powers only so long as it

retains a sufficiency of moisture; remove this,

it shrinks, cracks in innumerable directions,

and becomes dangerous to heavy masses of

bricks and mortar super-imposed upon it. It

is from this cause that so many foundations of

new buildings sink or partially give way almost

as soon as the superstructure is raised, drainage

taking place after the work is completed,

instead of proper attention having been paid to

drainage beforehand.

I have no doubt in my own mind that if the

lower beds on which London rests were

drained, as proposed, by artesian wells, a vast

deal of mischief would arise from the general

or local contraction of clay beds, occasioned

by the lower as well as the subsoil drainage
;

and the cavernous chalk, deprived of its sup-

port, would in many places fall in, and

occasion a corresponding depression of the

surface. Were the subsoil and strata beneath,

on which vast masses of building are disposed,

thoroughly drained by all the appliances of art,

much good might result, and greater stability

be insured to the super-imposed masses
;

but,

when a city like London rests on a bed of clay,

the tenacity and strength of which depends

upon its preservation of a certain degree of

moisture, we ought to pause ere we give way
to plans which in the end, in consequence of

there being an exhaustible (not inexhaustible

supply) of water, would recoil upon the pro-

jectors, and lay the seeds of great destruction

of property.

Among the plans proposed for securing
buildings from partially sinking, it is recom-
mended to dig pits in the clay where foun-
dations are intended, and to fill them in with
sand well rammed in

;
but what, I ask, will

become of the well-rammed sand when the
clay cracks in every direction, so soon as it is

deprived of its supply of moisture by general
drainage of the subsoil and building thereon?
Why, the sand would immediately disappear,
together with the portion of building rest-

ing on them. It is true, the Romans some-
times used sand as a support for their founda-
tions, but this applied only to thoroughly dry
soil, in which no danger like this could pos-

sibly be apprehended . M.
Chelsea, October, 1844.

LAND-SLIP AT THE CUSTOM-HOUSE QUAY,
DUBLIN.

Sir,—It is to be hoped that some of your
Irish correspondents will give us a professional

account of the late land-slip on the Custom-
house quay, and also the imagined causes

of the accident, as well as the means resorted

to for preventing further damage. It is also

reported in the papers that fears are expressed
for the safety of the Custom-house itself

;

perhaps we may learn from the same channel

what danger is apprehended in that quarter.

Some years since, I remember that great alarm
existed on account of the Government ware-

houses, either at Sheerness or Chatham, being

in a very dangerous state through the ruinous

state of their foundation, and it was then con-

templated to puil down and rebuild them, but

Government was saved that expense through

the talent of some professional person, who
cut away the old foundations, &c. &c. Could
you, or any of your very clever and obliging

correspondents, furnish the information of the

means resorted to on that occasion, as such
knowledge at the present time might not only

be interesting, but very important.

T think the following accounts amusing at

the present time.

Monsieur Gautier relates the following :

—

Fortifications being built by order of the

king (either in the Poles of Oleron, or Rhe),
one face of the wall fell, or rather sunk down,
notwithstanding it was built on a bank of rock,

because the said rock had a hollow underneath
that was not or could not be discovered.

Monsieur Blondel also relates that the vast

walls of the church of Val de Grace sunk in on
one side, though built upon a (supposed) good
foundation, because there were underneath

large hollows, which had been made in former
times for taking out stones some fathoms
lower, there having been a quarry there.'

The supposed cause of the fracture of the

dome of St. Peter’s at Rome is the faulty

state of the foundation, though M. Angelo
caused the same to be laid with all possible

caution. The damage arises, itis said, through

the following:—the waters of a subterraneous

spring which run down from the high

mountains of the Vatican and the Janieulus,

have washed the foundations of this huge
edifice. I remain, Sir,

Yours very obedently,

Oct. 23, 1844. Offioinator.

ST. THOMAS S NEW CHURCH, WINCHESTER.
ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.

Sir,—

I

cannot but help remarking how
very much to the letter your prophecy has

been fulfilled relating to the competit ion for the

new church of St. Thomas, in Winchester,

which was the subject of your leading article

a few numbers back.

There were in all about fourteen competi-

tors who exhibited designs, and from this

number three were selected. The advertise-

ment for plans, as you are aware, restricted

architects to the sum of four thousand pounds,

as being the outside of the contemplated ex-

penditure, and as regards accommodation,

1,000 sittings were to be provided upon the

floor of the church.

The design which the committee have adopt-

ed or rather the toy which captivates them, is

by a Mr. Webbe, of Camden Town, according

to the signature, although apparently the pro-

perty of Messrs. Elmsley, and Co., one of

that’ firm having had an interview with the

committee
;
and although he does not lead the

committee to understand that they are^to have
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a decorated tower and spire, as shewn in his

design, 150 feet high, yet, he wished to cram
them with the belief that his design, consisting

of nave, clerestory, aisles, transepts, chancel
fitted with stalls and tower to the base of
the spire, might be executed for the specified

sum of 4,000/., until his interview with the

committee, when he hesitated to confirm this

statement, hut was actually allowed to take

his competing plans home, in order to cut

them down to the necessary sum, and to make
the requisite alterations.

Messrs. Elmsley and Co. are permitted to

amend, alter, and re-consider their design
;
so

much so, that instead of retaining the tower (I

cannot add spire) in the middle of the church,

they may remove it to one of the aisles, or any
other more suitable position, and instead of pre-

serving the same number of intercolumnia-

tions in the nave, they may be reduced, in

order to obviate the glaring impracticability

of their plan as sent in.

How unjust is such a proceeding ! If one
competitor be thus allowed to alter, why
are not the others placed upon the same foot-

ing
;
and if one design be found to exceed the

amount specified, why is it not at once dis-

carded from the competition as impracticable ?

I think, perhaps, I can answer these queries
myself; namely, it is because such a false and
unjust system (as in the present instance) has
crept into architectural competition, that an
architect, being well aware that to behave in an
honourable and an honest manner would be
absurd and utterly useless, in order to gain
any chance of success, resorts to the mode (as

in the present case) of introducing towers,
spires, and other appendages to his design,
which cannot possibly be built for the money,
but which, at the same time, have such de-
cided advantages on paper over their less

pretending yet more honest neighbours’, that
in the eyes of a committee-man such a design
i9 sure to captivate and mislead : such a system
cannot, however, be too much reprehended,
and 1 hope you will lend your assistance to

overturn such a dishonourable course of pro-
cedure, and in the present instance to render
it abortive.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Surveyor and Looker-on,
but no Competitor.

Winchester, October 29th, 1844.

metropolitan improvements.
Sir,— It appears to me an extraordinary pro-

ceeding in the carrying out of the metropolitan
improvements, that the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests, or the surveyors under
them, should have planned the vaults for the
intended houses through the line from Oxford-
street to Holborn without having provided a
certain portion of the necessary drain to pass
under the vaults from the houses towards the
sewer, thereby doing away with the necessity
hereafter, as the buildings may progress, of
excavating the earth to the depth of 15 to 20
feet at the back of each vault (thus endanger-
ing the stability of the brickwork), for the
purpose of constructing such drain from the
house to the common sewer. I cannot help
thinking that it would be useful in the forma-
tion of other lines in the intended improve-
ments for some arrangement to be entered into
between the above-named authorities and the
Commissioners of Sewers, to enter the drains
at once from the intended houses, and also
those from the gullies in the line of street, and
thus avoid the interminable excavations that
otherwise will ensue for that purpose. I am
induced to trouble you with these remarks in
the hope that if they appear to you correct,
you may be induced to offer some suggestions
to those whom it may more immediately con-
cern. Apologizing for intruding upon your
time, I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,’

Vincent Yardley.
5, Thorney- street, Bloomsbury,

October 23rd, 1844.

[We advise the parties concerned to make
application to the office of Works and Build-
ings, and to the Commissioners of Sewers.

—

Ed.]

proposes the appropriation of Covent-garden
Theatre, while The Times prefers the Fleet

Prison
,

as the rendezvous of absolutionists.

Seriously, Sir, I do sincerely hope for the

honour of the nation that every populous
parish in London will have its public baths for

the rich as well as for the poor; that the

buildings will be such as to do credit to the

times in which we live, and to the architects

employed in their construction.

It does not follow that the poor alone are to

have baths. Let us copy the example of the

Romans; bring public bathing into fashion,

and in a few years it will become an essential

necessary of life. A few architectural plans

and suggestions would not be amiss at this

juncture. Seneca.
October 28, 1844,

DUTY ON BRICKS.
Sir,—Is there no possibility of having the

duty taken off bricks? that on tiles and slates

has been repealed many years. I have no
doubt you, as well as all brickmakers, builders,

and other consumers of this valuable material,

will concur that the duty ought to cease
;
why

should we not manufacture bricks for building

as well as tiles and pipes for agricultural pur-

poses, without being subject to a duty of 6s. 1 Jd.

per thousand? I think a strong effort should be
made in order to obtain a total and immediate
repeal of the same.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

T—v-k. ‘ T. J.

[While we should be glad to 9ee every pos-

sible reduction of taxation upon building-mate-
rials as upon all other useful commodities, we
do not see that this particular tax bears harder
than most others. The taxes connected with
building, needing most repeal, are those upon
glass, which interferes injuriously with its

manufacture, and destroys our trade
;

on
window-lights which, cut directly against

health and comfort; and on 'fire-insurance,

which discourages prudence, and, in most
cases, makes it cost thrice as much as in-

caution, while the great capitalist who is

best able to bear state burthens often chooses
wholly to escape it.— Ed.]

GOTHIC ARCHES, QUA TREFOILS, &C.

Sir,—You would greatly oblige me by in-

serting in your notice to correspondents of

Saturday the 2nd November, if there is any
Gothic work published which shews the

centres for all Gothic arches, quai trefoils,

trefoiled arches, cinquefoils, &c. If there is,

where, and what price may it be obtained for?

I remain, yours very truly,

Gloucester, Oct. 26, 1844. C.B.
[There isnone. A portion of the information

may be obtained from various works, among
which are those of Billings and Brandon.

—

Ed.]

CAMERA LUCIDA.

Sir,— I have just purchased a camera
lucida. Can you or any of your readers give
me a hint as to properly using it ?

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Brompton, Oct. 27, 1844. F. Page.

iHiscrlliuira.

New Docks at Hull.—The arrangements
with the railway company, for removing the
soil from the excavation at Dock-green, are
completed, and the work of the railway
dock will be commenced as soon as the
necessary contracts are entered into, tenders

for which are advertised to be sent in on or
before the 11th inst. The site of the Victoria
Dock is also marked out, and excavation for

the purpose of procuring clay to make bricks

for the new erections is already commenced
there. The ground being now defined, affords

a good opportunity of judging of the noble
dimensions of this spacious dock. Its area
will be 17 acres, with 3,390 lineal feet of quays,
to be connected by basins with the river

Humber on one side, and the Old Harbour on
the other. It will abut closely upon the moat
of the citadel, from which it will be separated
by the present footway, to be protected by a

substantial counterscarp wall. The new works
are already creating a stir in that neighbour-
hood, and we observe that an inn near the spot

has thus early assumed the sign of “ The
Victoria Dock Tavern.”

Public Baths in Birmingham.—A medt*
ing of highly influential inhabitants of this

town and neighbourhood was held in the com-
mittee-room of the Town-hall on Tuesday
morning last, Mr. W. Beale in the chair, for
the purpose of making preliminary arrange-
ments for a town’s meeting to consider the best

means of providing public walks and baths for

the use of the inhabitants Amongst those
present were Messrs. James Taylor, James
James, H. Luckock, W. Chance, G. Barker,
and William Scholefield

;
Aldermen Beale,

Phillips, and Cutler; Messrs. W. Phipson,
Joseph Sturge, Clement Ingleby, James Turner,
J. Tyndall, Abel Peyton, C. Geach, T. E. Lee,
B. Chesshire, J. H. Beilby, T. R. T. Hodson,
John Beale, Bourne, E. Alldridge, J. Plevins,

M. Banks, T. Ragg, D. Barnett, C. Lawden,
and H. Simons, and many other gentlemen.
Alderman Cutler opened the proceedings by
calling attention to the importance of the sub-
ject, and detailing the acts of the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons appointed
to consider the best means of providing places
of recreation for the inhabitants of populous
towns. On the report of this committee being
made, the House granted, at two different

periods, the sum of 15,000/. to aid the inhabi-

tants of large towns in the formation of public

walks and places of recreation. Alderman
Cutler also stated the correspondence which
had taken place between the corporation and.

the Government on the subject. Resolutions

in furtherance of the objects in view were
passed, and a vote of thanks having been car-

ried to the chairman, the meeting separated.—

•

Birmingham Gazette.

The Iron Trade in Ayrshire. — We
have just learned that Mr. Wilson, of Dun-
dyvan, has taken a lease of the extensive iron-

fields on the estate of Sir James Boswell,
Bart., of Auchinleck. The iron-stone consists

principally of black-band, and is said, by
competent judges who have examined it, to

be equal to any existing in Scotland. The
supply is most abundant; in some places the
stratum is reported to be as thick as 20 inches,

exclusive of horn eoal and other refuse. We
also learn that the Kilbirnie Iron Company
have, within the last few years, taken a lease of

the iron-stone on the estate of Colonel Smith
Neill, of Swindridgemuir, in the parish of
Dairy; and that the Messrs. Baird, of Gart-
sherrie, have contracted for the minerals on
the lands of some of the other proprietors

in that neighbourhood
;

so that, with the
works at present at Muirkirk, Blair, Kilbirnie,

and Cessnock, we may expect ere long to see

this county coping with, if not surpassing, all

other mineral districts in Scotland. With so

many railways in prospect, it must be allowed
that the new works are commencing at a most
auspicious period.

—

Ayr Observer.

A never Yielding Glue.—Dissolve five

or six bits of gum-mastick, each the size of a
a large pea, in as much spirits of wine as will

suffice to render it liquid
;

and in another
vessel dissolve as much isinglass—previously

a little softened in water (though none of the

water must be used)— in French brandy and
good rum, as make a tvvo-once phial of very
strong glue, adding two bits of gum-galbanum,
or ammoniacum, which mnst be rubbed or

ground till they are dissolved. Then mix the

whole with a sufficient heat. Keep the glue

in a phial closely stopped, and when it is to be
used, set the phial in boiling water. This glue

will strongly unite bits of glass, and even

polished steel. It is used in Turkey by the

Armenian jewellers for the purpose of uniting

diamonds and other precious stones to silver

or gold. The metal is first warmed gently,

and has the glue applied, which is so strong

that the parts thus cemented never separate.

—

Dr. Ure's Cyclopedia.

Memorial to Throw Open all the
Metropolitan Bridges. — Mr. H. Cope,
jun., solicitor to the Metropolitan Anti-

Bridge Toll Association, presented last Mon-
day to the Lords of the Treasury a memorial
from 10,000 merchants, manufacturers, and
householders, of the western and central dis-

tricts of the metropolis, being one of several,

containing upwards of 200,000 signatures

already presented, for the free passage of
Waterloo, Southwark, and Vauxhall bridges,

as a paramount measure of metropolitan im-
provement, by the commutation of the im-
posts thereon,
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The Wash Level.—We are now autho-

rised to state that the capital necessary for

the undertaking-, vast as it is, has been pro-

vided.

—

Norfolk Chronicle.—The plan will be
the modified one of Mr. Rendel, suggested by
him to the town council in 1840, in his report

of the plan of Sir John Rennie, which was
considered as too extensive. Sir John Ren-
nie’s plan comprehended the inclosure of

150.000 acres of land, but Mr.Rendel’s plan will

extend to the inclosure of only about 70,000
acres. A new channel will be made crossing

the North Lynn estate, and falling into the

present channel below, in deep water; and
by a similar extension of the rivers Nene from
Wisbech, Welland from Spalding, and Witham
from Boston, the united width of outfall of all

these rivers at a point near the Bell Buoy
would be about one mile.

—

Cambridge Chroni-

cle.

Damp Walls.—The question of “ damp
walls” is one intimately connected with do-

mestic economy, and in which the invalid is

especially interested. When damp walls pro-

ceed from deliquescence in the case of muriate
of soda, &c., an intimate combination with the

sand used for the mortar, it is merely neces-

sary to wash the wall with a strong solution of

alum. This converts the deliquescent salt into

an efflorescent one, and the cure is complete

;

or alum may be added to the plaster in the

first instance. When dampness arises in the

walls by capillary attraction from the founda-
tion, it resolves itself into a question altogether

different; but, in the majority of cases, the

dampness springs from the employment of sea-

sand, or, at any rate, sand impregnated with a

deliquescent salt.

—

Dr. Murray.

New Hospital at Berlin.— We learn

from Berlin that the municipality of that

capital, having entered into a contract with an
English company for lighting the city with gas

for upwards of 20 years, and finding that,

consequently, there will be no expense created

by forming the establishments which would
have been required for that purpose, has

resolved, instead, to erect a new hospital,

sufficiently spacious to receive 600 patients,

and suppress all the present smaller hospitals.

The cost of the new edifice is estimated at

275.000 dollars.

Enormous Yf.w Tree.—There is in the

churchyard at the village of Gresford, Den-
bighshire, a yew tree which measures 30 feet

in girth at the height of 4 feet from the base.

The branches are in themselves large trees,

and shade the ground to a great extent. It

must be of incalculable antiquity, and it is not

vet in a state of much decay, though it has for

centuries perhaps attained its maturity. Other
yew trees in the same place, which were
planted (as the parish-register records) in the

year 1727 ,
are, on average, in girth somewhat

more than 4 feet.

Westminstkr-brjdge.—This bridge was
re-opened to the public on Monday last; it

was closed on Monday the 14th inst., in order

to lower the carriage-way at the approaches,

I and get rid of the steep acclivities. The
I former steepest inclination, of 1 in 14, is now

reduced to 1 in 25, which will render the

I ascent easier than that of Blackfriars-bridge.

I This alteration has been completed during the

I leisure season, and with a view to relieve the

I labour of horses in the winter months.

. New University in Ireland.—A rumour,

I says the Dublin Statesman
,
has been for some

I time gaining ground, that a sum of 100,000/.

I will be asked for and (as a matter of course)

I granted in next Parliament, for the erection of

I a great university in Ireland, in which cheap
I education will be afforded in a system of seeu-

I lar instruction, in which also professors of all

1 denominations will be eligible, and where
I, degrees of all kinds will be conferred.

Lord Palmerston, M. de Cornelius,
and Fresco Paintings.

—

The Berlin journals

I state, that Lord Palmerston, previous to lcav-

1 ing that capital for Dresden, paid a long visit

E to M. de Cornelius, and conferred with him on
I the subject of the fresco paintings with which

I
it is intended to adorn the new Parliament

f House, his lordship being one of the committee

I for directing the decoration of that edifice.

A superb mausoleum to the memory of M.
.i Aguado has just been erected in -the cemetery
l of Pfcre la Chaise.

The New County Courts, Ipswich.

—

The interior arrangements are now completed,

and with the limited space at the disposal of

the magistrates, ample accommodation appears

to have been provided for all parties having

business to transact in these courts. For our

own parts, we do no more than justice in

tendering our hearty thanks to the magis-

trates, who, under the sanction of the learned

judges at the late assizes, have afforded the

best possihle accommodation to those whose
duty it is to attend as reporters of the news-

paper press. By the arrangements the con-

venience of other parties has been promoted
to a great extent

;
the seats heretofore occu-

pied by reporters at the table, six at least

in each court, being now devoted exclusively

to attorneys and barristers .—Ipswich Joicrnal.

Wood Paving.—On Saturday last, consi-

derable sensation was created in the Maryle-
bone Vestry, in consequence of a notice of

motion having been given, calling upon the

vestry to renew their contract for three years

with the Metropolitan Wood Paving Company,
for keeping in repair and cleansing that por-

tion of wood paving laid down by them between
Wells-street and Rathbone-place. Mr. Wil-
son proposed the resolution, and was supported

by Mr. Soder and Mr. Nichols. Mr. Har-
but objected to it at great length. After a

very stormy discussion a division was de-

manded, when there appeared for the resolu-

tion 21, against it 23, majority refusing to

enter into the contract, 2. The vestry then

separated.

New Bridge at Tarmonbury, Long-
ford.—This bridge has been erected by the

Commissioners for the Improvement of the

River Shannon, and was thrown open to public

traffic on Friday the 25th inst. It consists of

four flat arches, 33 feet span each, and one
swivel arch 30 feet, which is the intended
navigable channel. The bridge is 200 feet in

length .—Irish Paper.

New Theatre at Taunton.— It is in

contemplation to build a new theatre at Taun-
ton, the amount to be raised by shaies. On
the first mention of the project, one gentleman
instantly offered to advance 200/. We under-

stand that the design will be determined by
competition.

An Old Street Newly Named.—The
great improvements which have lately been

made in Cateaton-street, have induced the

city authorities to alter its name, and hence-

forth it will be known as Gresham-street.

The new name is already affixed to the houses

at each end of the street.

Re-building of th e New Prison, Clerk-
enwell.—A notice has been issued by order

of the Middlesex Magistrates to the effect that

they intend forthwith to take such measures,

either by contract, or otherwise as shall appear

to them to be requisite and proper, for the re-

building of the New Prison, Clerkenwell.

A new Field ok Iron-stone in Nor-
thumberland.—A field of iron-stone, of the

richest quality, about 15,000 acres in extent, is

said to have been discovered west of Hexham,
Northumberland. It is likely to yield great

profit to Sir Edward Blaeteel, proprietor of the

extensive royalties.

Enormous Fountain at Chatswoth.

—

The great fountain at Chatsworth is supplied

with water from a reservoir which covers

eight acres. The fall is 381 feet, and the

height which the water is expected to attain

from the fountain, when brought into full

operation, is 280 feet.

GTfn&fm

Tenders delivered for Building a Dwelling-

house and Printing-office in Kennington-lane, for

Mr. Kemskead.—Wm. Rogers, Esq., Architect,

Palace Chambers, Lambeth.

Macey and Son <£973

Nolley 880
Travers and Son 796

J. and T. Ward 795

Downs 793

Gerry 793

Tenders for a School-room to Sutherland

Chapel, Walworth.—E. A. Jones, Esq., Architect.

Smith £2\Z 1

1

Marsland 172 0

Harding 170 0

Cook 169 0

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the Construction of 1 Mile and 65J Chains
of the Ashton, Stalybridge, and Liverpool Junction
Railway.—The Secretary of the Company, at the

Manchester nnd Leeds Railway Offices, Palatine-

buildings, Hunt's Bank, Manchester. November 4.

For the supply of Paving, Flint, Winstone, and
Bombay Granite, &c.—Frederick Tritton, Clerk to

the Trustees for Lighting, &c. the South District of
St. George the Martyr, 11, Three Crown-square,
Southwark. November 5.

For supplying her Majesty’s Dockyard at Chat-
ham with White Lead, and her Majesty’s Dock-
yards at Deptford, Woolwich, Chatham, Sheerness,

Portsmouih, and Devonport, with Red Lead.—The
Secretary of the Admiralty, Somerset-place,

London. November 5.

For the supply of 2,600 Tons of best Railway
Bars, and 175 Tons of Plates and Spikes, for the

Zealand Railway.—Address, “ To the Directors of

the Zealand Railway Company,” Copenhagen,

under cover to their Agent, Mr. John Lord, Friday-

street, Birmingham. November 5.

For the constructing of various Workshops,
Engine-houses, and other Buildings connected with

the York and North Midland Railway.—Mr.
Andrews, Architect, York. November 6.

For the erection of certain Walls, Gates, and

Piers in the Land of Promise, Hoxton.—Mr.
Tress, Surveyor, Wilson-street, Finsbury-square.

November 7.

For the Erection of a new Barrack Establishment

at Bristol.—C. J. Selwyn, Major and Commanding
Royal Engineer, Exeter. November 7.

For the performance of such Bricklayers’, Car-

penters', Masons', and other Works to be done in

the Cleansing, Building, and Repairing of the

several Public .Sewers and Drains within the Rane-

lagh and Counters’ Creek Districts.—Lewis C.

Hertslet, Sewers’ Office for Westminster, No. 1,

Greek-street, Soho-square. November 8.

For the Building of Four Almshouses in the city

of Ely.—T. and G. Archer, Solicitors, Ely.

November 9,

For the Construction of Lots 1 and 2 of the

Great Southern and Western Railway (Ireland).

Lot 1 comprises a distance of about 9i miles
;
Lot 2

comprises a distance of about 10 j miles.—Sir John
Macneill, Engineer to the Company, 28, Rutland-

square, Dublin. November 11.

For the supply of Memel, Red Pine, and Larch

Timber to the Great Southern and Western Rail-

way (Ireland).—Sir John Macneill, Engineer to

the Company, 28, Rutland-sq., Dublin. Nov. 11.

For Works in the Construction of a New Dock
in Kingston-upon-Hull.—Mr. John B. Hartley,

Civil Engineer, Liverpool. November 11.

For Building 600 feet of Sewers in Garden-street,

Westminster.—Francis Giffard, Clerk to the Trus-

tees of Tothill-fields, Westminster.—November 13.

For the erection of Gas Apparatus for lighting the

Devon County Lunatic Asylum, also for Apparatus

for Cooking, Washing, Drying, and Warming.

—

T. E. Drake, Clerk to the Visiting Justices, Exeter.

November 18.

For the different Works to be done in erecting a

New Gaol at the Borough of Banbury, under any

of the following heads, viz. : 1. Mason, Brickwork,

&c. ;
2. Carpenter and Joiner ;

3. Plumber and

Glazier; 4. Slater; 5. Plasterer; 6. Ironfounder,

&c. ;
7. Painter.—Messrs. Hurst and Moffatt,

Architects, Leeds or Doncaster ;
and James Beesley,

Town Clerk, Banbury. November 21.

COMPETITIONS.
Premium of 25 guinens for the best and another

of 15 guineas for the second best design for laying

out for building purposes a plot of land, containing

about nine acres and a half, situate in the borough

of Reading, having a frontage of upwards of 900

feet, and being of the depth of about 460 feet.

Further particulars of J. J. Blandy, Esq., Solicitor,

Reading; or of Messrs. Gregory, Faulkner, Gre-

gory, and Bourdillon, 1, Bedford-row, London.

November 15.

CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
£. s. d.\

For Sixty Words or less .... 0 5 0

Every additional Ten Words..004
One Column 2 2 0

One entire Faye 5 5 0

To workmen advertising for'

j

situations, the price will be
1
0 3 6

reduced to J

If more than One Insertion a reduction will be

made

,

m*. s
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BOOKS AND ENGRAVINGS RECEIVED

DURING THE WEEK.
BOOKS.

Wilson's Description ofthe New Royal Exchange,

including an Historical Notice of the Former
Edifices, and a Brief Memoir of Sir Thomas
Gresham, Knt., with Eighteen Embellishments.

Instructions for the Use of the Seyssel Asphaltic

Mastic, Claridge’s Patent, with Numerous
Engravings.

ENGRAVINGS.
A Lithograph of the Chapel erecting at the Nun-

head Cemetery, Peckham, By Thomas Little,

Esq., Architect.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A Brightonian.— The Portico though it may in

some respects resemble that of the Pantheon has

not the same details. The other questions may
probably be answered by some of the numerous
public prints ofthe day. We cannot undertake at

present to make the requisite admeasurements.

J. S. is referred to our charge for adver-

iisements, which he willfind above.

We must decline inserting the paper on the

Birmingham Thames Junction and West-London
Railway.

J. P.—The article upon sewers came to hand too

late evenfor perusal.

If the correspondent who writes relative to

Fleetwood on Wyre will submit his article and
sketchesfor inspection, they will, if approved of,

be inserted.

Erratum.—In our last Number, at p. 512, the

Rev. Mr. Kyrle is called the “jealous ’’ instead of
the zealous member of the Antiquarian Society.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SALE BY AUCTION.
Freehold Building Ground, Old Kent-road, about 2J miles

from the city.M R. SINGLE will SELL by AUCTION,
at the Auction Mart, on Wednesday, November 6,

at Twelve, FREEHOLD BUILDING GROUND, land-tax
redeemed, comprising together several acres. The whole
comprises nearly 100 plots, giving votes for the county, and
presenting most desirable frontage on good roads. There is

famous sewerage nearly all round the estate. Much has been
let on building leases at 4s. per foot, and some of the lower
parts of the estate were lately sold by auction at a fair price,

and have since been re-sold for double the amount. This
rapid and daily increase in the value, and the great demand
for freehold ground in the neighbourhood for building, have
caused the proprietor, Mr. H. England, to make up all the
roads (except one which is not yet completed) in a superior
manner, and to spare no expense in planting tree3 and other-
wise improving the estate throughout. The situation is the
centre of a healthy, pleasant, and respectable neighbourhood,
near to three railway stations, and only about two miles from
London-bridge.

Particulars may be obtained (14 days prior to the sale) of
J. GROVES, Esq., Solicitor, 25, Charlotte-street, Bedford-
square; and at the Offices of Mr. SINGLE, Surveyor and
Land Agent, 34, Coleman-strcet, City.

PAINTING BRUSHES. — TO PAINTERS,
BUILDERS, &c.

y J. KENT and CO., 1 1, GREAT MARL-
O BOROUGH-STREET, LONDON. offerto Painters,

Builders, and Dealers in Painting Brushes, goods of a
quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, and to
which they beg to call the attention of those who study
quality and durability to cheapness. Lists and prices for-
warded on application.

B UILDERS, PLASTERERS, and Olliers
should compare the Prices,

—

Yellow Ochre, 8s. per cwt.
Lamp Black, 24s. do.
Blue Black, 16s. do.
Venetian Red, 12s. do.
Gold Size, 9s. per gall.

Copal Varnish, 12 s. & l6s. do.
Paper Varnish, 1 Is. & 14s. do.

Linseed Oil, 2s. 2d. per gall.

Boiled Oil, 2s. 8d. per do.
Turpentine, 2s. 3d. per do.
Best Ground Lead,2bs. p.cwt.
Second do. do., 2ls. do.
Third do. do., 21s. do.
Town Glue, 42:

t PEISLEY’S noted Cheap Lead and Colour Warehouse,
58, JUDD-STREET, NEW-ROAD Brushes, Varnishes,

,t lowest prices.Dry and Ground Colours. :

C
COMPOSITION for WRITING with
V STEEL PENS.—STEPHENS’SWRITING FLUIDS

comprise the most splendid and durable colours, and the
most indelible compositions, which art can produce

; they
consist of
A Blue Fluid, changing into an intense black colour.
Patent Unchangeable Blue Fluids, remaining a deep blue

colour. Two sorts are prepared, a Light and Dark Blue.
A superior Black Ink, of the common character, hut more

fluid.

A Superior Carmine Red, for contrast writing.
A Liquid Rouge Carmine, for artists and contrast writing,

in glass bottles.

A Carbonaceous Record Ink, which writes instantly black,
and heing proof against any chemical agent, is most valu-
able in the prevention of frauds.
A Liquid. Mechanical, and Architectural Drawing Ink,

superior to Indian Ink.
Marking Inks for linen ; Select Steel Pens ; Inkholders.
Prepared by HENRY STEPHENS, the Inventor, No. 54,

Stamford-street, Blackfriars-road, London, and Sold by
Stationers and Booksellers in Bottles, at 3d., Gd., Is. and 3 s.

each.
CAUTION.—The L'nchangeablc Blue Fluids are patent

articles
; the public arc therefore cautioned against imita-

tions. which are infringements
;

to sell or use which is
illegal. Also purchasers should see that they arc not served
with the Blue Black instead of the Unchangeable Blue, as
these articles are often confounded.
N.B.—Black Ink. and imitations of the above articles, are

constantly being announced as new discoveries, but on ex-
amination, they will be found to have some new name only.

A 1

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS-

t

LWAYS ON SALK, a LARGE As-
sortment of DRY PREPARED FLOOR-

|

ING BOARDS and MATCHED BOARDING of all

“ jj
sorts, planed to a parallel width and thickness, from $

* b. inch to 1£ inch thick. Rough Boarding for Flats.

< TIMBER, DEALS, OAK PLANKS, SCANTLINGS,
SASH SILLS, &c.

Apply at W. CLEAVE’S Timber Yard, Smith-street,

Westminster,

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS.

Always on sale at a. rosltng’s,
SOUTHWARK-BRIDGE-WHARF, BANKSIDE,

ind Old- Barge- Wharf. Upper Ground-street, Blackfriars,

. very large stock of well-seasoned Floor Boards of every

variety.

A. R., in calling the attention of builders and consumers,
confidently presumes on his being able to supply them on
such advantageous terms, as will ensure and merit their

favours and approbation.

PLANING BY MUIR’S PATENT MACHINERY.

Henry southam begs to call the
attention of persons engaged in Building, to the

great saving in time and labour effected by MUIR’S PA-
TENT MACHINERY for preparing Flooring and matched
Battens and Boards.

Orders punctually attended to by addressing to

HENRY SOUTHAM,
Mr. Herbert’s Saw Mills, Gillingham-street, Pimlico,

N.B. Timber of the largest size sawn at these Mills.

SASHES AND FRAMES,
DOORS, &c.

Manufactured for the Trade

By Chas. W. WATERLOW,

121, Bunhill-row, Finsbury.

Lowest Prices.—Terms : Cash.

N. B. Lists of prices had on application at the counting-
house; if by letter, pre-paid, inclosing postage-stamp.

WINDOW BLINDS.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS,

AND OTHERS.

F. A. DE WILD E,
(Late Mills and De Wilde),

72, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

Manufacturer of the much-admired
SPANISH RLIND. VENETIAN SHADES,

adapted to either inside or outside, so much in general use.

Blinds for Shop-fronts, Spring Roller Blinds, on the most
improved Principle. PATENT ROLLER BLINDS,
Mounted with the newly-improved Scotch Furniture.

PATENT WOVE WIRE BLINDS. DWARF
VENETIAN BLINDS, &c.

Verandahs to any Design. Transparencies, and every
description of Sun Blind, on the most improved principle,

and of the very best workmanship and well-scasonedMaterials.
F. A. De Wilde begs to observe he pays particular atten-

tion to the manufacture of Blinds for exportation
;
he also

invites all parties to pay his Establishment a visit, where
they may see every description of Blind in use.

Holland Blinds Cleaned, Calendered, and re-made. Vene-
tian Blinds Painted, Taped, and Lined. Estimates furnished.
N.B.— Old Blinds renovated and made equal to new.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COMPANY.
“ CLARIDGE’S PATENT,”

ESTABLISHED 1838.

THIS ASPHALTE is a Bituminous Lime-
stone, obtained from an inexhaustible Mine at Pyri-

mont, in the Jura Mountains.
Previously to its introduction into this country, in 1838,

the Material had been used for many years in France, and
from its great utility was extensively patronized by the Go-
vernment of that Country.
Among the various uses to which it can be applied, the

following may be enumerated -—For Foot- Pavements, public
and others; in the Carriage Approach to Mansions, Garden-
walks, and Terraces; the flooring of Kitchens and other
basement offices

;
also of Coach Houses and Stables, Dog

Kennels, Barn Floors, Cow Houses, Piggeries, Poultry
Houses, Tun Rooms, and Maltings. For Roofing, Covering
of Railroad and other Arches, the Lining of underground
Cellars near Rivers to prevent the ingress of the Tides ; also
in Covering the ground-line of Walls, to prevent damp rising

(this application of the Asphalte of Seyssel is particularly

recommended by the Commissioners on the Fine Arts),
thereby rendering the basement stories in the worst situations
both dry and warm. It is an excellent Cement, as applied
to Docks, Breakwaters, or Walls built for resistance to the
encroachments of the Sea. For lining of Tanks, Fish-Ponds,
and other Hydraulic purposes.

J. FARRELL, Secretary,
Seyssel Asphalte Company’s Works, “ Claridge’s Patent,”

Stangate Dep6t,' London.

COMMISSIONERS OF FINE ARTS’ REPORT ON THE
MEANS OF PREVENTING DAMP IN WALLS.
THE DIRECTORS of the SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COM-

PANY have much pleasure in recommending to the notice of
Architects. Builders, and others, the application of THE
ASPHALTE OF SEYSSEL as the only effectual means of
preventing DAMP rising in WALLS.
The following account of its application is extracted from

‘‘The Appendix to the Commissioners of Fine Arts’ Report,”
page 18 .

“ In 1839 I superintended the construction of a house of
three stories on the Lac d’Enghien. The foundation of the
building is constantly in water, about lyj inches below the
level of the ground-floor. The entire horizontal surface of
the external atid internal walls was covered, at the level of
the internal ground-floor, with a layer of Seyssel Asphalte,
less than half an inch thick, over which coarse sand was
spread.
“ Since the above date no trace of damp has shewn itself

round the walls of the lower story, which are for the most
part painted in oil of a gray stone colour. It is well known
that the least moisture produces round spots, darker or
lighter, on walls so painted. Yet the pavement of the floor,

resting on the soil itself, is only about 2J inches above the
external surface of the soil, and only 19 j, at the utmost,
above that of the sheet of water.
“ The layer of Asphalte having been broken and removed,

for the purpose of inserting the sills of two doors, spotB in-
dicating the presence of damp have been since remarked at

the base of the door-posts.”

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries. Corn Stores, and Salt
Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-
ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. 6d. per square yard.
BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,

&c. &c. on Railways and other places (with instructions

for laying it down), may be had at the rate of 45s. per ton,

by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,
City-road.

ASTENNE BITUMEN COMPANY,
Offices, 31, Poultry. The Directors of this Company

beg leave to call the attention of ARCHITECTS, BUILD-
ERS, and others, to the very beneficial results attendant on
the use of BITUMEN in the erection of buildings. Sec. Its

application ai a FLOORING will he found eminently useful.

It is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-
ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to
the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general
satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square :—

1

inch thick,

8d. ; i inch thick, 7d. ; 1 inch thick, 6d. Works not mea-
suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at 6d.
and 7d. per foot square. Concrete is charged in addition
according to the thickness when required. Carriage and
men’s time are charged extra when works are executed
beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen
£6 per ton, without grit. Bitumen £5 per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F, T1LSTONE, -Sec,

VA RNISH.— It has long; been a desideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article ; brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the
great and important discoveries of modem chemistry, and
the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.

George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in

price and quality.

Builders, Coaclimakers, Painters, and others may depend
on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article,

Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon; best White Spirit

Varnish, 21s. ditto
;
Best Spirit French Polish, 18s. ditto;

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at

the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, 64, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750.

BESSEMER’S PATENT GOLD
• PAINT. Sole Agents, R. TILLEY & GARllOD,

245, Blackfriars-road, London.
The above METALLIC PREPARATION is intended to

supersede the use of Gold Leaf, as it gives an equally beau-

tiful effect; is extremely durable; will bear washing equally
well with any other description of fine paint ;

ami in com-
parison, costless, requiring only to be applied with an or-

dinary brush. It will be found particularly adapted for the

following purposes :—
HOUSE-PAINTERS and DECORATORS. For ex-

terior and interior Decorations, Iron Works, Mouldings,
Cornices, Centres, Brackets, Figures and Casts of every

description, whether in Plaster or Metal, Writing and all

ornamental work where gold is required to be introduced.
SHIP-PAINTERS and DECORATORS. For such Or-

namental Work, either within or without, as may require

gilding, and from its cheapness, affording an opportunity of

embellishment so desirable, but which is frequently neglected

from its great expense.
PLASTURE FIGURE-MAKERS. For general use upon

the Figures, Casts, and Medallions manufactured for orna-

mental purposes.
And for various other uses here undescribed, but which its

low cost may likewise adapt it to. To he had wholesale

only as above, and retail at most Colour Warehouses in the
kingdom. Sold in bottles, 6s. each.—A liberal allowance

to the trade.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, Sec. See., for Pictures,

Glazing. Sec. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon 2s. 4d.

LINSEED OIL. ditto 2s. 4d.

SHEET LEAD, in sheets, per cwt 18 * fid.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE .. .. .. 19 s. Gd.

WHITE LEAD (Genuine) per cwt. . . .. kGt.Od.
Colours, Pipe, Brushes, Sec. Sec., equally low, and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying
to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester-square. London.
PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND

CABINET MAKERS, can he provided with flatted Crown,
flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,
shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30
of Best and Second quality, will he sent (gratis) upon re-

ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having

to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a

list ot dimensions to R. Cog.yn, will receive by retjrn of

post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown
Sheet-Glass and Sheet-Plate, Sec. Glazing estimated for, if

required.
NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AN1)

OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is consf.autly on hand) than
is kept bv any other House in London.
COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

of Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or

superior appearance is required
; a light 6 feet Gin. long, with

openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crow n, and may he had from Is. 3d.

per foot.

Also may be had,

COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,
Which effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a
more brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than
any other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
or EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS, and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100
Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-
dom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-
plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering
Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, Sec. Sec.

of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-

cation.

French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,
and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed his Show Rooms for the above
articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal

Discount to Bazaar keepers and others.
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N OTICE.
As it is our intention to publish almost

immediately a Second Edition of Mr. Bartho-

lomew’s Cyclopaedia of the Building-Act,

accompanied by the whole of the Text of

the Act itself, in a small pocket form, only

5£- ins. by 3 ins., we should be obliged by

receiving, in the course of next week, any

notices of corrections and suggestions for im-

provements.

It is also our intention to publish in The

Builder Mr. Bartholomew’s Notes upon the

Act, which will also be given in the pocket

edition.

WTO. XCII.

chitectural decency by being obliged to

build masonically. The stone-roofed abbot’s

kitchen, at Glastonbury, outliving spolia-

tion several centuries, yet remains. The
Rotunda has, with its incombustible cupola,

survived the sacking and burning of Rome
during the greater part of two thousand

years, and may perhaps last as much longer:

and a variety' of other buildings have been

as fortunate from the same caution
;

but

in modern times the example seems almost

lost: prudence and science claim rigidly the

dictates of legitimate architecture, yet with how
little success may be seen by any one who
will detail to himself what 'has been done

among us in modern times. As long as the

architecture of the empire is in inferior hands,

all the deceitful advice which out-wits the

public with its eyes open, will by address

(which were better employed in planning legiti-

mately) lay the employer under contributions

for the priceless stuff, which the skilled con-

scientious architect will not palm upon the

ignorant. As we proceed, what are our own
particular views upon the subject will be amply
seen.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1844.

ERHAPS
in no other

branch of

architec-

t u r e is

there more

study re-

quired than in forming

the ground-plans or hori-

zontal sections of build-

ings. Comparatively few

persons have ever become

eminent in this. It re-

quires a good head to ar-

range the various apart-

ments of a pile of building,

so as to be convenient,

with all its details just

where they should be
;
and

it requires a still higher

degree of skill to do this

in such manner that a

structure raised from such a ground-plot shall

be sound, scientific, and architectural.

The good planner never forgets that his

work has to he built and to be roofed
over

;
he, therefore, is never at a loss in his

construction, except some incompetent person

interfere with his projects, and cause him
trouble to overcome the unnatural difficulties

which have been created. Direct passages,

uniformity of the members composing the

apartments, free access and lighting, chimneys

placed advantageously for diffusing warmth the

most uniformly, and husbanding the consump-

tion of fuel in the best manner,—are some of

the elements of good planning. When you

see skew passages, slanted door-jambs, all

manner of clever expensive contrivances by

enrichments, false screen-work, a constant re-

currence to blank sashes and doors, you may
rest assured the man who planned all this is

very inferior as an architectural designer,

since he is unskilful in the highest, while at

the same time the most necessary branch of

architectural knowledge.
When you see domes raised out of flat

ceilings, or ill-adapted to irregular apartments,

by means of spandril ceiling-pieces at the

corners, you may at once know their designer

has much to learn, that he is as yet destitute of

that integrity of feeling which can alone make
him an architect

;
for he needs to have infused

in him his profession’s life and soul. He
does not think masonically, for if he did,

he would design and build nothing which
could not be executed with stone : the

bare attempt to rear his domes in ma-
sonry upon flat ceilings, would bring down
the work over him. Every person who sins

in this respect should be banished to a region

where masonry alone can be procured
;

and he should be there nurtured to ar-

Good architecture must be planned conve-

niently, soundly, elegantly, practically, and

rationally. It has no petty whims about it
;

it must be geometrical, it must be regular, or

if any thing irregular, then only with certain

deviations from uniformity. The ground-plot,

the elevation, the perspective effect, the con-

struction, the use, the duration, the dimension,

all go forward in the skilful planner’s mind at

the same time. None, therefore, but a

superior mind can plan architecture. Cracks

are rarely found ir. the walls of a good
planner, because tie, union, and correct

gravitation run throughout his constructions,

by reason of the first planning. The passages

of a good planner are never dark, irregular,

nor tortuous
;
he places no water-closets in ob-

scure corners, but ever brings them to the light

and to open ventilation
;
the good planner is not

in the habit of lighting several separate places,

offices, or apartments from the same window;
he seldom uses “ borrowed lights,” but gives

to every place its own
;
you never see in the

work of the able planner one apartment made
irregular by sweeping out of it the fine shapes

of another, for with him, whatever be the com-
plexity, the walls are placed as exactly and as

economically of space as are the parites of a

honey-comb
;
you do not see in some parts of

his work huge masses of walling or masonry,

and in others thin mere cuticle-work, to fill up
or to give space, just as maladroitness chances

to render such necessary. But where you

see great masses, the altitude and bear-

ings of the elevation require them
;

no
part of a good plan is stuffed, nor are the

irregularities made up by the extravagance of

solid work, nor do you see portions of the

space battened off and left vacant for the

mere purpose of creating regularity
;
the good

planner never falls into dilemmas which

render these costly blotches necessary. The
ground-plan of a building is seldom under-

stood by unprofessional persons, and how
should it, since so many professional ones are

themselves so deficient in this knowledge?
and yet before a man builds a house it would

be well were he to learn the language of plans;

nothing can be more methodical, nothing can

convey to the mind more exactly the details of

which any person building usually desires to

know so much.

In good planning, menial but necessary

domestic offices are out of sight, yet nigh at

hand. Excrescences about buildings are mostly

the result of desperately inferior planning; the

confusion in inferior staircases comes from the

same fault. When good plans are obtained,

they should be esteemed as precious. Great

genius and attainments made Wren the most

illustrious planner of public edifices. The
ground-plan of St. Paul’s Cathedral, for beauty,

geometrical expedients, vista, and harmony,

transcends that of all other sacred edifices

in the world. The disposition of the columns

in avenues to produce the regular peristyle

supporting the cupola of St. Stephen’s, Wal-
brook, has in the world no competing rival.

The plan of the Royal Exchange dares not

exhibit itself with that of the little church

of St. Benet-Finck, lately mentioned by us.

Of the minor works of Wren little is known
by the public at large; the plan of St. Antholins,

Watling-street, conformed, like that of St.

Benet-Finck, to the public way, is another
master-piece. St. Swithin’s, London-stone,
where the rectangular plan is cast by diagonal
architraves into the form of an octagon, bearing
a dome of the same plan, is worthy of remark.
Even the church of St. Mildred, Bread-street,
the plan of which is a simple rectangle, gives
a worthy instance of the manner in which
a circular dome may be raised above a square
pendentive, and by its rich band of fruit and
flowers may throw into the shade our modern
mean plastering. The interiors of St. Anne’s hy
Aldersgate, Saint Martin Ludgate, and St.

Benet’s Paul’s Wharf, each containing four
interior columns, are worthy of remark. The
plans of the steeple of St. Bride’s, St. Vedast’s,
St. Stephen’s Walbrook, St. Michael’s Pater-
noster, St. James’s Garlick-hill, St. Mary-le-
bow, Christ Church Newgate-street, and of the
turrets of St. Paul’s Cathedral, are all different,

and are all master-pieces of genius, made
illustrious by the guidance of geometric art.

Among modern planners, Sir John Soane
possessed no mean ability, though he was very
inferior to Wren in science and acquirements;
he seldom carried his works to any very great
degree of high art. Many' of the parts of the
Bankof England exhibit great skill in planning,
and one thing in it is greatly to bo admired,

—

the prolongation of vista, lie resorted success-

fully to many fine expedients for overcoming
the difficulties produced by so great an establish-

ment, growing up piecemeal upon an irre-

gular increasing site, and constantly requiring

change from the fluctuating and expanding
nature of its departments.
The management of the turned passage

from the Old Court into the Rotunda, which
forms an alteration from the original en-
trance, has no rival. The shaping of the
Bullion-court, so as to adapt itself to the

lines of the apartments parallel to Thread-
needle-street and to those parallel to Loth-
bury, is worthy of study. The Lothbury-court,
which was built to accommodate itself to the

site, before it was enlarged to Princes-street,

deserves to be examined attentively, and
the vista from the east alcove of this court
through the offices into the Rotunda (now
from a subsequent alteration not open to

general access), is as fine in planning as any
thing which has ever been done. The Bank
of England is full of ingenious expedients
to overcome irregularities of site, though they
are not all scientifically worked out in the
section and elevation. The Lothbury and
Princes-street corner of the Bank, though
only ornamental and for the purpose of
concealing the acute irregular angle of the
building at that part, is formed on a most
masterly plan, which shews first-rate genius, and
it would be well for Welby Pugin himself to

learn how to plan before he utters any more
trumpery relative to it. To overcome the diffi-

culties and irregularities of site, requires calibre

of mind different from the making of mere
irregular masses, where the designer has free

scope to work in any way he pleases. But
the weak mind, always vain, mistakes for

genius that vanity which occasions it to

overlook the skill and science ofothers.
Planning has fallen, because the sciences ap-

plied to architecture haveoflate gonemuch into

desuetude. At some future time we propose to

collect the finest examples of planning, and we
hope to be able to give in our columns
some original designs, which we do not

undertake to place in competition with those

of the masters we have named, yet affording

hints, we trust, for developing this neglected

branch of true architectic art. In small dwel-

lings, the confined space often prevents its full

development, yet much more may be done

in this respect to beautify moderate habita-

tions than is generally supposed.

1 FP-

The King of Prussia and Mr. IIaber-

shon, the Architect.—The king of Prussia

has been graciously pleased to confer on
Matthew Habershon, Esq., of London, the great

gold medal for science and literature, in token

of his Majesty’s high approbation of his work
on the “ Ancient Half-timbered Houses of

Englaud.” Mr. Habershon, who is the archi-

tect of the church and other buildings erecting

at Jerusalem, was honoured with a long private

interview with the King of Prussia, relative to

(

those extensive works, on his return from the

Holy Land last year.



1 ins relique is now in the south-east room
on the ground -story of the County Sessions’
House, Clerkenwell, having, upon the building
of the New County Hall, been brought there
from the former hall, built by Sir Baptist
Hickes in the broad part of St. John’s-street,
opposite the Windmill Inn, a site still cele-
brated by the miles along the north road being
measured from “ the spot where Hickes's Hall
formerly stood."

NEWSV\PfJi 6 chimney-piece itself is a good example
"Tx — st

.V le the day which was shortly after-
superseded by the improved Palladian

architecture of Inigo Jones. The filling up
t^e' space between the carved mantel and

(From a Drawing by Mr. C. J. Richardson, F.S.A.)

the terminal jamb-pilasters is modern, and was
most likely originally open.
The arabesques on the mantel, pilasters,

friezes, and panels, very closely resemble
Spanish-moresco work.
The double pilastered wings of the story

above the mantel are not badly designed,
though the inner pilasters appear to bear upon
void. The termination of the central mass
above the arms of King James I. wants con-
nection with the wings, which might easily
have been effected by some kind of sur-
mounting pediment or arched cornice. Be-
neath the royal arms is the following inscrip-
tion :

—

SIR BAPTIST HICKES, OF KENSINGTON
IN THE

COVNTY OF MIDDLESEX,
KNIGnTE,
ONE OF THE

IVSTICES OF PEACE OF THIS COVNTY OF MIDD
OVT OF HIS WORTHY DISPOSITION

AND AT
HIS OWNE PROPER CHARGE,

BVYLT THIS SESSION HOUSE, IN THE YEARE OF
OVR LORD GOD 1612, AND

GAVE IT TO THE IVSTICKS OF PEACE OF THIS
COVNTY,

AND THEIR SUCCESSORS
FOR A SESSION-HOUSE FOR EVER

1618.
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SIR BAPTIST HICKES’ S CHIMNEY-PIECE,
IN THE MIDDLESEX COUNTY SESSIONS’ HOUSE.



And below this original votive-memento

another panel has been somewhat awkwardly
introduced across the framework bearing this

record :

—

ON THE ERECTION OP TnE PRESENT SESSION-HOUSB
ANN. DOM. 1782,

THIS ANTIENT CHIMNEY-FRONT
(A PART OP TIIE OLD niCKES HALL)

WAS PLACED IN THIS ROOM, TO PERPETUATE
THE MEMORY OF SIR

BTS. HICKES,
AS SET FORTH IN THE ABOVE INSCRIPTION.

was partly Scotch, and partly from Staffordshire,

and that it was used in the proportion of one-

third of cold-blast iron to two-thirds of or-

dinary pig-iron. These beams average a

weight of about three-quarters of a cwt. per

foot, and some of their weights, as taken from

the makers’ books, are 22 cwt. 3 qrs. 20 lb.

;

25 cwt. 3 qrs. 2 lb.
;
24 cwt. 3 qrs.

;
24 cwt.

2 qrs. 6 lb.
;
and two beams together weighed

49 cwt. 1 qr. 20 lb. Messrs. Radcliffe also

stated, that each beam had been tested to bear
a weight of eight tons, and Messrs. Savilles

and Wolstenhulme shewed where the testing

had been conducted, each beam having, ac-

cording to their statement, borne a weight
suspended from its middle, of 12 tons of pig-

iron. The pillars are of cast-iron, and hollow,
weighing about 6 cwt. each.

THE BUILDER.

FALL OF A NEW MILL AT OLDHAM.

One of the most extensivelyfatal catastrophes

that has happened in the neighbourhood of

Manchester for many years past—one, indeed,

more terrific in its nature, and more fatal and

disastrous in its consequences, than any thing

that has occurred since a similar catastrophe

at the fire-proof factory of Mr. Nathan Gough,

near Oldfield-road, Salford, on Wednesday, the

13th of October, 1824, by which eighteen or

nineteen persons lost their lives,—occurred on

Thursday, the 31st ultimo, in a suburb of

Oldham, named Lower-house, Greenacres-

moor, at the mills of Messrs. Samuel Radcliffe

and Sons, called the Lower-house Mills. The
firm (now consisting of Messrs. Josiah Rad-

cliffe and Brothers, the four sons of the deceased

Mr. Samuel Radcliffe) had recently built a

new mill adjoining one end of their old fabric;

and about half-past three o’clock on Thursday

afternoon the whole of this new mill fell in

with a tremendous crash, at a time when there

were thirty-two persons in it, of whom there is

reason to fear that twenty-one have been killed,

five more or less hurt, of whom one is not

expected to recover, and six have escaped

with little or no injury.

One of the assigned causes of this awful

catastrophe is that an iron beam, from some

cause, broke in two, in or near the middle,

and thus the superincumbent weight brought

down the other beams, and, indeed, the en-

tire floor, which, in its fall, carried the others

with it. This is the opinion of one of the

Messrs. Radcliffe.

During Wednesday the millwrights had been

engaged in putting-up and connecting shaft-

ing, &c., in order to prepare the rooms for the

reception of the machinery which was to arrive

'n a day or two. The shafting was worked
i little on Wednesday night

;
and the twisters-

n had placed several power-looms in the upper

floors on the day of the accident. The only

other machinery in the building consisted

of twisting and drawing frames, which

were all in the lowest room, over the

boilers. Had the accident occurred six weeks
later, the whole building would have been

filled with machinery, and with a full com-

plement of hands, in which case the loss

of life might have been much greater.

The principal beams, cross or short beams,

and iron pillars, were all manufactured ex-

pressly for the new building, by Messrs.

Savilles and Wolstenhulme, of Lower Moor
Iron Works, Oldham. The beams were laid

across the building, there being three separate

beams or lengths in each range, the ends resting

on and clipping the pillars. Each beam mea-
suring about 14 feet in length, and was stated

to be “ of the form generally used for

fire-proof buildings the ends being clipped

together by wrought-iron straps. Messrs.

Savilles and Wolstenhulme state that the iron

TO THE EDITOR OP THE BUILDER.

Sir,—I send you another sketch to illustrate

Inigo Jones’s skill in designing staircases.

It is from Amesbury, in Wiltshire, the building

of which was designed by Inigo, but executed

by his nephew and pupil, Mr. Webb. Two

plans and an elevation are to be found in

the 3rd volume of Colin Campbell’s “Vitruvius

Britannicus,” wherein, however, the staircase

itself is not sufficiently made out.

I should like to have accompanied the

sketch with the plan and section of the staircase,

which is a celebrated example, as it contains a

back or servants’ staircase within the principal

one. I shall probably send you other sketches

of it at a future opportunity.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

C. J. Richardson,

22, Broropton-crescent.

The carved work above the mantel is

finished with colours, and is heightened with

gold.

Above the general work of the chimney-

piece exist some remains of pilasters cut

off abruptly, which seem to have formed a por-

tion of the wainscotingof the old Hickes’s Hall.

This chimney-piece does not accord in any re-

spect with the room in which it is fixed,

which is a plain, uncarved, modern one.

We think so worthy an act of munifi-

cence was worthily seconded by placing it in

the present building; and that, to prevent it

from seeming to be out of place, the whole

room should be fitted up in the same style to

agree with it. Few examples like that of Sir

Baptist Hickes occur, comparatively few men
having the means to accomplish so generous

and praiseworthy a public service.

a e 1.
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WANT OF AN EFFICIENT SURVEYING ES-

TABLISHMENT IN CEYLON, AND THE
EVILS RESULTING THEREFROM.

No time ought to be lost by the home

authorities in sending out a sufficient number

of young men who are conversant with land-

surveying and tracing of roads through a

difficult country, as well as possessing skill to

make roads when a trace has been determined

on. I am aware that the want of such per-

sons is most severely felt in the island. I

know of applicants being unable to have

land surveyed for more than two years,

entailing almost ruin on them
;
and the reply

of the island authorities to complaints made on

the subject was, that they had no surveyors to

survey lands or trace roads, although people

were ready to pay any sum which the Govern-

ment might demand for their services
;

and

that their repeated applications to the home
authorities for surveyors were not attended to.

Thousands of persons can be had in England

too glad to be employed by Government,
possessing the skill I mention; and their em-

ployment at a salary of suppose 200/. per

annum, as surveyors in Ceylon, to the number
of at least twenty, so far from entailing an

expense on the Government, would, I am
convinced, afford a profit, so highly would the

planters pay for their services. In proof of

my assertion, I may mention that I know of

many who gladly paid to surveyors ten guineas

per mile for merely pointing out a trace, which,

in many instances, proved to be any thing but

the best which could be determined on. The
establishment of the Surveyor- General is ac-

knowledged to be one of the most inefficient

in the island
;

Mr. Norris’s own exertions

unassisted can, of course, do little. Another
argument to be used to induce Government to

send out an effectual establishment of surveyors

is to be found in the fact, that Government
has in more than one instance sold the same
land to two purchasers; and to guard against

the dangers to which similar acts would subject

them, the island Parliament has had recourse

to legislation to guard themselves against the

consequences to which they were liable in

having sold the same land to two different

parties, and received payment of it from both.—

-

Extract from a Letter addressed to Lord
Stanley

,
Secretary of State for the Colonies.

ON THE RESISTANCE OF RAILWAY
TRAINS.

A paper, by J. Scoit Russell, Esq., on the

above important subject, was read at the late

scientific meeting at York; the substance of

which, very much compressed, will be found

in the following experiments made by the

author on the Sheffield and Manchester Rail-

way :

—

1. Trains of carriages, empty, were put in

motion at the summit of an inclined plane, at

about 30 miles an hour, and were allowed to

descend freely. 2. Trains of carriages, loaded,

were tried in the same way. 3. The engine

and tender were treated in the same way,
being put to a velocity of between 30 and 40
miles per hour, and allowed to descend freely

the whole length of the inclined plain without

any train attached. 4. The engine and tender,

with a train attached, were propelled to the top

of the inclined plain, and then allowed to

descend freely by gravity.

By these means the following results were
obtained :

—

1. The resistance to railway carriages at

slow velocities does not exceed 8 lh. per ton.

2. The resistance to a light railway train of
six carriages, at 23 - 6 miles an hour, was 191b.
per ton. 3. The resistance to a loaded train

of six carriages, at 30 miles an hour, was 19 lb.

per ton. 4. The resistance to a light train of
six carriages, at 28 miles an hour, was 22 lb.

per ton. 5. The resistance to a loaded train

of six carriages, at 36 miles an hour, was 22 lb.

per ton. 6. The resistance to a six-wheeled
engine and tender, at 23-6 miles an hour, was
191b. per ton. 7* The resistance to a six-

wheeled engine and tender, at 28-3 miles an
hour, was 22 lb. per ton. 8. The resistance

to a train composed of six light carriages, with
engine and tender, at 32 miles an hour, was
22 lb. per ton. 9. The resistance to a train

composed of nine loaded carriages, with engine
and tender, at 36 miles an hour, was 22 lb.

Mr. Russell observed, that the subject was
of considerable importance, inasmuch as the
system adopted for laying down the gradients

of new lines was of necessity regulated chiefly

by the opinion of the engineer on the question

of resistance. How much mechanical force

is required to move a given weight of train,

along a given gradient, at a given speed, was a

question of which the solution was essential

to sound engineering
;
but the profession had

long felt that they were not in possession of

sufficient data to determine this question.

€,
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BAD SPECULATION BUILDING.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir, — The construction of the early

habitations of mankind required little skill,

and as little knowledge, and I think if

any person were to attend and see the

infamous works now being executed in

the road leading from Battle-bridge (called

the Chalk-road) they would say that neither

one nor the other ever entered the mind of

those who are erecting such wretched build-

ings. What, Sir, can the district-surveyor be

about ? I would call his attention to some of

the party-walls where bond timber is placed side

by side in a 9-inch wall. I need hardly say

that it is quite contrary to Act of Parlia-

ment, and in case of fire dangerous ; in fact.

Sir, I consider such building to be an imposi-

tion upon the public. The walls are built of the

veriest rubbish, they are covered over, and

the house is beautified, and, to all appearance,

one would say well-built. A person purchases,

and after being in possession for a few years,

he finds the beauty fade, and the carcase rotten,

and he has been imposed upon.

I hope the new bill will put a stop to all such

work. I am, Sir, yours obediently,

Nov. 7, 1844 . D-edalus.

WINCHESTER NEW CHURCH.

Sir,—Allow me to contradict an assertion

made by “ A Surveyor and Looker-On,” viz. :

that the drawings submitted by me for the new
church at Winchester are the property of

Messrs. Elmslie and Co., a firm with which I

have not the honour to be acquainted, such

assertion being perfectly erroneous and with-

out foundation.

His remarks are evidently malicious ; but

this I can readily attribute to the sourness of

the grapes.

Yours most obediently,

William Webbe, Architect.

Camden Town, Wednesday,
Nov. 7, 1844.

Removal of two Brick Houses.—

A

block of two brick houses in Lincoln-street,

three stories high, was safely and successfully

removed this morning ten feet and six inches

from their old foundations to the rear. This

novel work was accomplished on a plan fur-

nished to Alderman Preston, a member of the

committee for widening streets, by Mr. Moses
Parker, who is justly entitled to great credit

for the entire success of the new enterprise.

The modus operandi was thus: concave cast-

iron plates are prepared, the foundation of the

wall cut away, and two plates facing each

other inserted, with cannon balls between

them. These plates and balls being placed

under all the walls, the whole building rests

upon them. Three screws are applied, and

the whole building is rolled upon them
any desired distance. These plates and balls

are moved one by one, and the brick replaced,

and the building left in the original state,

without any injury to the structure. It i3 es-

timated that this block weighs 7,000 tons, and

was rolled on 120 balls, and accomplished,

after the plates were set, in about two hours’

time .— Boston Paper.

A part of the tall chimney of Mr. Gill’s

alkali works at South Down, near Millbrook,

was blown down on Wednesday night last.

The chimney was 160 feet high, and was

warped from the perpendicular, owing, we
have been informed, to the unequal contraction

of the mortar when drying up
;

the top, we
understand, overhung the base several feet.

Fortunately the chimney was situated in the

middle of the field, the smoke being conducted

to it by subterranean flues, and no injury was
therefore done to the works, to life, or pro-

perty, by the fall .—fVest of England Conj
servative.

4Hi0ciUanea*

Yorkshire Architectural Society.

—

The general annual meeting of the Yorkshire
Architectural Society was held in the Society’s

Museum, Minster Yard, York, on Thursday,
October 24th, the venerable Archdeacon Wil-
berforce in the chair. The report was read
by the Rev. J. Sharp, one of the secretaries,,

from which it appeared that several of the

works which had been aided by grants from
the society were entirely or nearly completed.
Among these may be mentioned the stained-

glass in some of the windows of All Saints’

Church, in York, and the windows of the

noble decorated church of Patrington. The
formation of local committees throughout the

county was strongly recommended, in order to

advance the study of ecclesiastical architecture,

and it was stated that of the committees al-

ready formed, only two—viz. Wakefield and

Beverley— had shewn any fruits of their

labours. Twenty new members have been

admitted during the past year. The report

was adopted and ordered to be printed.

Notices were given that at the next quarterly

meeting, to be held in January next, grants

would be moved for the church of St. Mary,

at Bridlington, and St. Sampson’s, at York.

After the reading of the report, two very inter-

esting papers were read—one by the Rev. W.
H. Teale, vicar of Roystone, on the church of

St. John Baptist, at Sedburgh. This church,

which has been lately erected, is one of ex-

ceeding beauty, and quite a model for modern
cburch-buildeis. The other paper, which was

communicated by a member of the Cambridge
Camden Society, was read by the Rev. Thos.

Egerton. The subject of it was Artbury

Church, in Cheshire, which, from its very

singular form, has given rise to a good deal of

discussion on the part of Ecclesiologists. The
church has been built at different times, the

present north aisle having been the whole of

the original church, the tower standing at the

north-western corner. A nave and south aisle

have been added of somewhat later date, the

nave being wider at its western than at its

eastern extremity, apparently with the intention

of altering the orientation of the church, the

patron saint having been altered at the time

the addition was made to the church. The
meeting went off very satisfactorily, and we
are happy to find that the society appears in so

flourishing a condition .—Doncaster Gazette.

Possibility of Large Stone Arches.

—

Mr. Rennie is of opinion, that with our strong

magnesian limestones and hard granites, arches

of larger span than any hitherto built may be

safely constructed. There are numerous ex-

amples, both in ancient and modern times,

of very large arches—the bridge of Narni, in

Italy, of Velle Brioude, in France, and of Al-

cantara, in Spain, by the ancients, and those of

Gignacand Castel Veccliio, by the middle ages;

but the most remarkable example of cylindrical

vaulting (the remains of which still exist) is

the bridge of Trezzo, over the Adda, in the

Milanese. The span is 251 feet over the

chord, and 266 feet over the semicircle. The
stone beams in the church of the Jesuits at

Nismes, and those between the towers of

Lincoln Cathedral—the former equal to the

segment of an arch of 565 feet span, and the

latter to one of 262 feet span—prove how much
can be done with materials of small dimensions.

In modern times there are examples of bold

vaulting in France, in the bridges of Neuilly,

Mantes, St. Maixence, and Jena; in Italy, in

the Ponte Sta. Trinita, Turin; in England

and Wales, in the hridges of Llanrwst, of

Pont-y-tu-Prydd, of Gloucester, of Chester,

and those of London and Waterloo over the

Thames; independently of numerous arches

and viaducts, more recently erected for the use

of railways. The radii of curvature of the

centre arch of new London bridge, taken near

the vertex, would equal in boldness an arch of

333 feet
;
and the length of the key-stone, at

4 feet 2 inches, would make the depth only

yijj-th of the whole span.

Date of the Arch.—Mr. Hoskins is of

opinion that arches were constructed long

anterior to the time of the Ptolemies ;
for

in the pyramids of Ghebel Birkel and Dun-

kalie, which are of more ancient date, both

round and pointed stone arches were dis-

covered.
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HOUGH
all per-

sona ad-

mit that

good ar-

chitecture

should
have every adjunctin keep-

ing, yet how rarely do we

find the furniture of an

edifice corresponding with

the style of the fabric in

which it is placed. The

great expense of purchas-

ing furniture all in one

style may be sufficient

excuse for those whose

mansions are large, whose

means are limited, or who

possess heir-looms, which dutiful respect, if

not absolute conditions of inheritance, occasion

to be kept. But even where means are abun-

dant, the whole purchased at once, and no

conditions or shackles are attached to the

purchase, the choice, or the keeping, we con-

stantly see the effects of evil taste.

We lately went into a mansion furnished

under such circumstances, wherein all the

ordinary faults had been fallen into, with the

addition of some peculiar to the occasion.

The style of decoration throughout the archi-

tecture partook of that of Grinling Gibbons,

but evidently subdued in quantity and richness,

so as to suit the restrictions of a limited ex-

penditure. In the dining-room we found

placed a chimney-glass in a plain frame, par-

taking of a Grecian character, over the windows

were curtain-cornices, exhibiting an open out-

break into that branch of dry, hard Elizabethan

or Jacobine carving, which consists of a curious

interlacing of strap-work ; the other furniture

of the room betrayed as many changeful ano-

i makes. In the drawing-room, which was more

i fully enriched in Gibbons’s style, there was

i more of harmony among the furniture itself,

.which, however, being in the worst and most

[fallen state of decoration in the French style

* of the age of Louis XV., contrasted with the

i room most unfavourably, with its mean, broken,

and tattered scroll-work, in which was not to

ibe found one particle of ornament suited to

any other purpose than a mere taudry shewing-

ioff of gilding. In the principal chamber we

(found the chief piece of furniture absolutely

i a cabinet-maker’s French-polished example of

Gothic. The only room in the house not

) offensively furnished was the library, which,

ii containing everything plain and good, without

i any finery, was, without any pretensions to taste,

•i really the most tasteful. Now, if in this

li house five hundred pounds’ expenditure

i in finery had been saved, more honour and

I’ credit would have been justly due to the

master, and half that sum would have carved

every door and shutter throughout the whole,

and have given an air of princely finish

n which the upholsterer, with all his vagaries,

cannot produce, however costly they may be.

We need an entire new school of upholstery-

ware. We do not mean to say that much

"good furniture is not made; but we insist

upon it, that for one really good article, at

least a hundred of frippery are manufac-

tured ; and this very frippery, because it is

costly, finds its way into the houses of the

rich, and not unfrequently into those of the

noble. The design of furniture is a matter

of genius ; not every architect can design it,

for not every one has sufficient invention;

and cabinet-makers and their designers almost

invariably hash up with it in a most ludic-

rous manner the tatters of different styles

of architecture, which anomalies are rarely

found in old furniture. Now we are not going

to fall off into a high-mettled race after every

article of household stuff, merely because it

is old. We have no objection whatever to

modern comfort; but we desire to have that,

and taste conjoined : old furniture is often

freely and elegantly designed, yet as often very

rudely executed. What we desire is to see

come into general use good, well-formed,

substantial furniture, so well designed and

executed, that a man having it left him by

his ancestors may not desire to turn it adrift,

but to value and keep it from the united motives

of respect to the donors and value of its in-

trinsic merit. If the inundation of inferior old

furniture which has during the last five-and-

twenty years found its way to Britain from

the Continent obtain so much praise, what

should be the rank and appreciation of modern
furniture of the character which we desire

to be introduced and generally adopted ?

What is now more common than the placing

at the altar of a church a couple of polluted,

worm-eaten Dutch chairs, of the age of William

III., which, after having been applied to all

manner of profane uses and having played flot-

sum and jetsum in old garrets and brokers’

shops, at length come unpurged in their rotten

ne6S to the sanctuary ?

What is now more common than the finding

placed on the communion-table itself old dishes

and vessels which, after having been treated

worse than Belshazzar treated the sacred

vessels of Solomon’s Temple, after many a

carousal, come in their filthiness from a Jew’s

store-house of curiosities, and are used for

receiving the consecrated elements themselves,

although they as little accord with the re-

mainder of the vessels of the communion as

the Dutch chairs do with the building or its

other furniture ?

Again, in the matter of stained glass there

is a most lamentable barbarism going forward.

Men who because they obtain their bread by

painting, glazing, paper-hanging, composition

application, and general knick-knack work,

fancy themselves capable of touching higher

things, are ruining, at as great an expense as they

are allowed,the effect ofsome ofourbest churches.

No matter is it to them whatever be the style of

the field of their operations, they set up with

their imagined improvements whatever comes

to hand.

Thus we see in the church of Saint John the

Evangelist, at Westminster, an old altar-

window, not good of its kind and out of taste

for the fabric, usurping the place of a good

and suitable subject. Again, in St. George’s

Church, Hanover- square, which is a fine

church of the second class, lately an immense

altar-window, and two accompanying side-

windows have been glazed with fragments of

gaudy frippery taken from a still larger

window of wretched character, and which

even any novice ought to know, with its

corrupt ornaments, is not even decently

applied to such a place; and yet, no doubt,

the self-satisfied parties who profaned the

church with this trash, admiring their own
tasteless, perverted ignorance, would pull down
the portico, and perform various other vagaries

to the edifice, which we trust, however, will out-

live them and their corruption, though perhaps

the Protestant bishop catching sight of the

Virgin Mary as the Queen of Heaven in this

very glass will order its removal. We give

this instance as one of a class whereby money
is squandered, sacred architecture injured, and

wreckers are let loose upon the temple, that if

possible the plague may be arrested. Church

furniture, church glazing, and church decora-

tion require regeneration, but, as in the case of

household upholstery, a particular education as

well as genius are needed for the work.

Through man’s perverseness, the history

and practice of architecture are strange

things : the Elizabethan practitioner spoiled

Pointed architecture ; the revived classical

architect supplants it; in return, the zealot,

ignorant of all architecture, as though fulfilling

the terms of a lease, paints, glazes, purges,

cleanses, and amends according to his imagina-

tion the classical architect’s labour ; and then

in a few years will come another race, who, con-

tinuing the see-saw work, will undo more than

all the mischief which the zealot has perpe-

trated ; thus we have a constant succession of

broken subjects of architecture, while we

should have, from the same outlay and industry,

purity, completeness, and twice as much in

quantity. The taste of few zealots is pure,

few zealots build well or soundly, few zealots

do any thing which can last,—for the zealot is

not steady enough to weigh in his mind mat-

ters of purity of taste, or of construction, or of

fitness ;
calmer men at calmer times have to

undo the zealot’s work. The designing archi-

tecture, furniture, and decorations requires

zeal, but not the zealot’s zeal ; the zealot’s zeal

despises all but his own fancy and opinions

;

the right zeal examines industriously the works

of all men and all times, but despises none but

the bad, the profane, the mean, and the impure.

b.

ELECTION OF SURVEYORS TO THE NEW
DISTRICTS IN THE COUNTY OF MID-
DLESEX.
The election of surveyors to the nine new

districts, viz. Fulham, Hammersmith, South

Kensington, North Kensington, Hampstead,

Hornsey, Tottenham, Stoke Newington, and

Bromley, will take place at the Middlesex

County Sessions’ House, Clerkenwell-green,

on Thursday, the 28th instant.

On future occasions, ten days before the

day appointed for the election of any district

surveyor, each person proposing to become a

candidate must personally attend before the

committee for general purposes, and produce

satisfactory evidence that he is of the full age

of thirty years ; and also a certificate from the

Board of Examiners, appointed under the Act,

of their approval ; and such other evidence of

qualification as the committee may require,

before authorizing him to be admitted as a

candidate.

THE CAMBRIDGE CAMDEN SOCIETY
AND “ THE ECCLESIOLOGIST.”

It seems this society, alarmed at the disre-

pute which the disgusting writings published

under the above false title have brought upon

it in the religious, the scientific, and the archi-

tectural world, has given the “ right about ”

to the offensive issue, and disclaims all further

connection with it.

Improvements in Gai.way.—The drain-

age of Lough Corrib, Galway, will be com-

menced early in the spring of 1845, and there

is to be a canal communication to the sea.
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THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.

TO TUB EDITOR OK TUB BUILDER.

Sir,—The fact of a building being new seems

with many critics a strong argument in favour

of its excellence in an architectural light
; the

New Post Office when erected was extolled as

a superior specimen of genius, the general

feeling now hardly bears out the assertion.

The critics of the day seem to have acted the

same farce in their comments upon the Ex-
change; with but very few exceptions, every

one seems to vie with others in the amount
of praise and effusion of admiration. I am the

more inclined to make a few observations on
the Exchange in consequence of seeing a

wholesale commendation of it in a late number
of the Morning Herald

;

the writer, however,

offers but little argument in support of his

praise, generally giving one-sided reasons, and
following the well-beaten track of noticing only
the excellence of the portico and windows ; he
also, in condemning the severity of a critic in

the Alhenceum, and attributing it to private

pique, seems to forget that the same reasoning
holds good in his case, his remarks being calcu-

lated to raise doubts in the mind of the reader

whether he is not in an equal degree prejudiced
in favour of Mr. Tite, with this one difference,

that in the first case the criticism produced
some good effect, whereas in the latter it is

only calculated to mislead the public taste. In
regard to the choice of the design, in the first

instance : it would now seem to be of but little

consequence, except that it admirably exposes
the present partial and incompetent system of
employing non-professional judges

;
to shew the

rejected design was the best, it would hardly be
necessary to enter into so very minute an
examination of the designs

; the fact that the
profession generally were in favour of the other
one, is not a small argument for such a suppo-
sition

;
as in most other competitions, interest

awarded the prize.

Before noticing the building, it may not be
irrelevant to inquire how far the style is suited

for such an edifice : my opinion is that the many
great faults and solecisms of the Italian style

render it unfitted for the purpose. A large

building in the Italian style may be pompous,
but can never appear dignified, in consequence
of extraneous embellishment taking place of
the more legitimate methods of architectural

richness
;

for instance, columns are seldom
fluted,* friezes never ornamented, though the
cornices are in most cases ornamented to the
utmost extent

;
on the one hand, when it affects

simplicity it approaches baldness, on the other
fritter and heterogeneousness are mistaken
for richness and novelty ; and at all times
there is a triviality attending it which detracts
from the breadth and repose which are neces-
sary for a large building.

But to proceed to the principal view from
the Mansion House : the general effect is dis-

pleasing
; the portico has a clumsy and heavy

appearance (which, by the bye, is lessened by
the effect of the sculpture in the tympanum,
though some hypercritics have objected to its

use on the score of style) ; the effect of the
pediment is injured by the chimney-shafts,
which want repose and pure outline; at the
same time they would have been better omitted,
for an Exchange is not likely to associate ideas
in the mind relative to fires;t these, together

* [We do not subscribe to the opinion, that
external columns should always be fluted, but
think on many occasions those of the Corinthian
order are best with their shafts plain, thereby
giving an effect of repose, contrasting effectively
and artistically with the richness of their capitals,
reflecting clear light, avoiding the heaviness and
seeming increase of bulk which columns as-
sume when fluted, escaping the sooted appearance
which external columns almost invariably acquire
in London, and withstanding too the rough use of
time and accident, which soon mutilate the fillets

between their flutings. In the Tivoli example of
the Corinthian order, the simplicity of the capital
renders necessary fluting to the shafts of the
columns, but in the Lothbury and l’rinces-street
corner of the Bank, where the Tivoli order is used,
the two interior columns, which are unfluted, con-
trasting with the others, have a wonderfully fine
and artistic effect.

—

Ed.]

f [We think Exchanges, considering two in suc-
cession have been destroyed by fire, and the
present one is well-prepared to share the fate of
its predecessors, do bring such ideas

;
also we
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with the lank appearance of the tower behind,

entirely destroy repose, while at the same time

they are not pleasing objects themselves. The
whole view presents a ponderous mass, unre-

lieved by ornament, and produces an effect

entirely different from that solid richness which
unites strength and lightness, and which is a

characteris'ic of this style. On a nearer ap-

proach, the effect is not better, the bareness

and poverty of the soffit, the rough sculpture

of the capitals, the overloaded cornice and
general grossness of detail, donottend to remove
previous impressions. In fact, ordinary critics

seem never to notice detail, contenting them-
selves with pointing out the beauty of the

shade produced by the recessed pronaos in the

centre, and the magnitude of the portico com-
pared with others in London.
Much has been written about the extreme

beauty of the portico, and the writer in the

Herald goes so far as to say that it is without

an equal in London ; now a portico happens to

be a very marketable commodity, never costing

the architect much thought, being very easily

copied from originals, and which can never fail in

producing a certain amount of effect. Admit-
ting, therefore, that the portico has a fine ap-

pearance, the admirers of Mr. Tite can only

claim the merit of a successful copyist ; it is for

them to point out where the ejfiect lies, and in

what particular points the portico possesses

originality and genius. We might aswell attempt
to draw conclusions from the portico of St.

Martin’s of the delicate taste of Gibbs, as to

argue the superior genius of Mr. Tite from the

portico of the Exchange. When, however,
the before-mentioned writer goes so far as to

say that it is without an equal in the metropolis,

he must have allowed his prejudice sadly to

have blinded his judgment for overlooking the

portico to the London University; in this the

columns are most artistically arranged, which,
together with the correctness of the style, the

classical arrangement, and the beautiful and
effective distribution of simplicity and richness

most admirably combined, form an ensemble at

once striking, on account of the pure original

taste displayed, and, I think, in artistic effect

unequalled.

But to make a few remarks on the south

facade :—here the poverty in design of the

shops is at once manifest, more especially when
compared with the overburthening ornament
above

;
this is more apparent in the two central

shops, where the mass of sculpture above seems
without support, and in the north front, where
the two niches produce a most disagreeable

effect of solid above void. Much as I deplore

the frequent use of miscalled Greek dressings

to windows, which are Greek in every thing

but spirit, being generally of most meagre and
poor design, I certainly cannot go to the other

extreme of the Italian school, and countenance
windows which have a striking likeness to

picture-frames. The massiveness of the dres-

sings to the windows of the Exchange, the

immense cornices overburthened with orna-
ment, together with the size of the frames,

fail of producing a happy result, however
praiseworthy the attempt of the architect at

originality may have been. The pedestals to

the pilasters have a dwarfish appearance, and
want the addition of a connecting line at

bottom, such as two or three steps leading to the
shops, which would have formed a horizontal
line for the eye, and have given to the pilasters

an appearance of connection, which they now
want. The tower, I think, has received uni-
versal disapprobation : it cannot be said to be
composed of harmonious lines; it groups badly
in every point of view with the building, and
looks like most after-thoughts,—not a part of
the original design. Every view of the Ex-
change presents the same heavy appearance

;

misplaced solidity and overburthened orna-
ment in one part, the extreme of poverty in

another. The building has the faults of the
Italian style without that picturesque appear-

cannot imagine any just taste in forming in
England a habitable building as though no firing
were to be used, since we know firing must and
will be used therein : this we consider one of the
items of false taste which sets critics at sea, and
lowers the value of their labours, because they
cannot be followed, for if in such buildings chim-
ney-shafts are in the first instance omitted, a few
years will be sure to bring them in some deforming
shape.—

E

d.]

ance which sometimes proves a strong apology
for its grossness of detail

; the bad outline and
unmeaning ornanment, produce an effect

massive but not grand, ornamented but not

rich,—a number of parts fail by contrast to

produce a harmonious whole.

These remarks must be considered rather as

crude impressions than a studied criticism

;

the numberless praises lavished on the Ex-
change seemed to me so unfounded, that I

could not resist the opportunity of endeavouring
to expose their fallacy. At some future time I

may endeavour to give a more minute and
enlarged criticism, together with some remarks
on the interior ; I have purposely omitted any
mention of the east and north fronts on ac-

count of the numerous obstructions preventing

a complete view of them.
One thing amuses me very much : in nearly

every engraving of the Exchange that I have

seen, the building is shewn as viewed from a

position inaccessible without the removal of the

Globe Insurance Office and several other build-

ings ; this seems to me to be little less than a

fraud, and one which has no excuse, for the

draughtsman might as well have given us the

Exchange in a natural position as in any other ;

or might it not suggest the hint that the build-

ing has so little esthetic merit as to require a

little help from the artist to be made bearable

when served up upon paper?

I remain, yours, &c.,

Scrutator.

COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A GLOSSARY
OF ARCHITECTURE.—No. X.

Column—Ionic Order.
In the second of the Greek orders, the

Ionic, the column is rendered more slender

than the Doric, the proportion being from
about 8.1 to nearly 9* diameters high. This
order has been called the Asiatic Greek, in

opposition to the Doric, to which the name of

European Greek has been assigned ; and Mr.
Hosking inclines to call the latter the “Greek
sacred or triglyphed style ;” and the Ionic,
“ the volute# style.”

“ The invention of the Ionic order of archi-

tecture appears to have been coeval with that

which prevailed in European Greece
;

and,

although chiefly confined at first to the Asiatic

states, it became in the progress of time more
generally attractive than the severe beauties of

the rival style. The earliest specimen of which
any remains are to be found is the celebrated

Temple of Juno, at Samos, which, in the time of

Herodotus, was considered as the largest and
most stupendous edifice ever raised by Grecian

art.” (Lord Aberdeen’s Inq. p. 159.) Its

architects were Rhsecus and Theodorus, Sa-
mians by birth, and it was built about 540 b.c.

“ The octostyle Temple of Bacchus, at Teos,

is a heap of ruins, but enough remains to attest

the exquisite beauty of the ancient edifice, and
fully to justify the praises lavished by Vitru-

vius on the architect, Hermogenes of Alabanda.

This artist seems to have effected a considerable

change in the taste of his age by maintaining,

with some others of equal merit, that the Doric

order was unfit for temples. He was so deeply

impressed with the truth of this notion, that he

is said to have exchanged the materials which
had been prepared for the construction of the

Teian temple, in order that he might be enabled

to complete the work in the Ionic style.”

(Lord Aberdeen’s Inq. p. 168). The date of

this building is about 440 b.c.

The temple of Apollo-Didymaeus, near Mi-
letus, was built about 376 b.c. ;

the architects

were Peonius, of Ephesus (who finished the

famous temple there of Diana), and Daphnis,
of Miletus. “ Three columns entire and a

profusion of marble fragments scattered around,

are all that remain of this once magnificent

edifice ; but these are of a description amply
sufficient to indicate its former beauty and
grandeur, even if they had not been so highly

extolled by the uniform voice of antiquity.”

(Ibid. p. 169.)
“ No doubt is left of the origin of the temple

at Priene, as the dedication of the building to

Minerva-Polias by Alexander of Macedon
remains inscribed on a fragment of the walls.

The architect was Pytheus, or, as he is some-
times called, Phileos ;

he joined with Hermo-
genes in his proscription of the Doric order.”

(Ibid. p. 169.)



A magnificent temple must have existed at

Sardis, of which five entire columns remained

in Dr. Chandler’s time, but of which two only

now exist, not less than six feet in diameter,

and Lord Aberdeen thinks the building may
be referred to the age of Tiberius.

As in Athens the best examples of the

Doric style are to be found, so also we there

discover in the Temple of Minerva-Polias,

one of the best patterns (as it is one of the

most commonly applied in modern times) of

the Ionic order, erected too, probably about

the time of the Parthenon. But one example,

earlier in date, is highly interesting from the

simplicity of its character, viz., the little

temple on the Ilissus, to which writers have

ascribed various names, some calling it a

temple of Diana-the-Huntress (as Le Roy),

some that it was consecrated to Panops (as

Plato), whilst the greater part incline to

the belief that it was connected with the

Eleusinian mysteries, and dedicated either to

the goddess Ceres, or to Triptolemus.

The Ionic is the first of the Greek orders in

which we see introduced the base, thus distin-

guishing it from the Doric. But the most impor-

tant feature of difference is in the capital,

in which the volute is the conspicuous

characteristic. The flutings, divided from each

other by fillets, are better suited to the

greater richness of the Ionic than would be

the simple channels of the Doric.

The examples which are chiefly followed by
modern architects are those of the temple on the

Ilissus, and the Erectheum ; the former, from
its simplicity of detail and freedom from en-

richment, is well adapted for situations where

economy is studied ; but many of the build-

ings executed in this country are imitated in

their details from the triple Temple of Minerva-
Polias, of which examples may be seen in the

church of St. Pancras and the University Club-

house, in Suffolk-street, whilst the General

Post-office, in St. Martin’s-le-grand, is designed

after the style of the Temple of Minerva, at

Priene. G. R. F.

CAUSE OF THE LATE ACCIDENT AT
OLDHAM.

REPORT OF MESSRS. FAIRBURN AND BELLHOUSE.

REPORT :

In consequence of an unanimous expression

of feeling on the part of the coronor’s jury, that

a full and satisfactory inquiry should be made
into the causes which led to the death of Joseph
Tweedale and others, at Messrs. Radcliffe’s

cotton mill, Oldham, on Thursday last ;—we,

the undersigned, have carefully examined the

building, and, having noted every particular

relative to the walls, foundations, iron beams,
columns, and their fractures, are of opinion

that the accident has arisen from one of two
causes ;

namely, from the falling of one of the

arches in the first instance, or, what is more
probable, from the breaking of one of the large

beams supporting the transverse and longitudi-

nal arches at the extreme gable of the mill.

From the evidence already adduced, it ap-

:

pears that one of the arches in the top room
(the fourth from the old mill) was observed to

: sink, some days previous to the accident which
• subsequently occurred ; this arch, which had
• sunk about 4 inches, was considered unsafe,

i and the necessary preparations for refixing the

centres were immediately taken for its renewal.

I During the rebuilding of the arch (of which
i about one-third was completed, the middle
being removed, and the other remaining), the

; building at this critical period gave way ; and,

i as stated by one of the witnesses, the beam
: broke short by the column, and the whole
: came down with a crash. Now in this view of

. the case (and assuming the evidence to be cor-

r rect), it is obvious the beam must have broken
f from the lateral strain of the arches, and not
f from the weight acting vertically (as assumed)
lu upon the beams which remained. In confir-

lo mation of this opinion, it will be observed that

it the middle beams were unprotected from the

III lateral thrust, unless we except an imperfect

v wooden stay, which, from its soft and fibrous

n nature, would easily split or crush by the force

o of the edge of a flange of only one inch thick

p
pressing upon it.

Hence it follows that the thrust of two wide
a and flat arches would be quite sufficient to

jf' fracture the beam, and thus loosen or destroy

|t' the abutments on each side. The beam being
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ruptured, it is easy to conceive the result which
must inevitably follow such an event. From
the breakage of this beam, we may infer a
serious and extensive accident ; but to our

minds, it does not sufficiently clear up the full

amount of injury sustained ; nor does it account

for the immense crash and total destruction of

the building which ultimately took place.

One of the middle beams, or any one single

beam of the building giving way, could not, in

our opinion, have made the ruins so complete

;

and having reason to suspect some other cause,

we were induced to institute a still more minute
and searching inquiry into the strengths and
proportions of other parts of the structure.

On a careful examination of the fractured

beams, and more particularly of those which
stretch transversely across the building, at a

distance of 1 5 feet from the extreme gabel of the

mill, we found a more convincing proof of the

cause which led to this unfortunate occurrence.

These beams carry the ends of four other

beams, which extend longitudinally from the

gabel on which they rest, as shewn in the fol-

lowing sketch :

—
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From the above, it will appear evident that

the beams a a a had to support a much
greater weight than the beams b b b, &e.

;

and consequently they required to be made of

proportionately greater strength. They were
made stronger ; but unfortunately, from in-

advertency, or rather from want of knowledge,

they were strengthened in the wrong place;

and instead of adding the additional strength

to the bottom flange, which is always sub-

jected to the greatest strain, it was given to

the middle of the beam, where it was not

required.

It is well known, or it ought to be known,
to every person giving instructions for the

form and construction of iron beams, that the

strength is nearly a proportional of the section

of the bottom rib or flange ; and, according to

Mr. Hodgkinson’s experiments, a bottom
flange of double the size will give nearly

double the strength.

These facts having been proved by direct

experiment, it is important to all those con-

cerned in the costruction of fire-proof buildings,

in which the lives of the public and the pro-

perty of individuals are at stake, that the form
of beams and the section of greatest strength

should be perfectly and thoroughly under-

stood

;

and to those unacquainted with the sub-

ject, we would beg to refer them to Mr. Hodg-
kinson’s paper on the strength of iron beams,

in the fifth vol. second series, of the" Memoirs
of the Literary and Philosophical Society of

Manchester.” In ordinary cases, we should

not have troubled the jury with these remarks

;

but, in a case of such importance as the pre-

sent, where the lives of so many persons have

been sacrificed to defective knowledge and

skill in the construction of buildings, wherein

considerations of such importance are involved,

we have considered it our duty thus publicly

to direct attention to the subject, not only as

regards the present but in all future cases, and

respectfully to urge upon the proprietors of

mills, and of other buildings containing work-
people, the necessity which exists for a more
secure and perfect system of building, and for
a further development of the principles upon
which fire-proof edifices are founded. If this

suggestion is properly received and acted
upon, we have reason to believe, that we shall

not again have occasion to investigate occur-
rences of so lamentable and so distressing a
nature. We have already observed, that the
beams a a a, in the preceding sketch were
strengthened

; not, however, in the
bottom flange, but in the middle part of
the beam, where they are thickened, and
where it was absolutely of no use. Had the
same quantity of metal been given to the lower
flange, these beams (the weakest in the
building*) would have carried nearly double
the weight ; and thus by a proper and judicious
distribution of the metals, the building, as well
as the lives of the people, would have been
saved. These observations apply to all the other
beams of the mill, which are also defective as
respects their strength.

In computing the weights upon each beam,
it was found that those supporting the arches
of ten feet six inches, and those of eleven feet

six inches span, had to support a load (without
machinery) respectively of ten and eleven
tons.

And those sustaining the ends of the longi-
tudinal beams were acted upon with a load of

13f tom.
Now, if we take the sections of these beams,

and calculate the weights necessary’ to break
them, when laid upon the middle, it will be
found that the breaking weights for the beams,
a a a, and b b b, &c. will be nearly the same,
or about 9i tons. This is the breaking weight
of an average quality of iron; and, allowing
for the difference of metals, it could not bo
raised much above 10 or 1CH tons.

The breaking weight would therefore be
about 10 tons when the beam is loaded in the
middle, and 20 tons when equally distributed
over the whole surface of the projecting flange
of the beam.

Having ascertained the bearing powers of
the beams, we shall next compare their strength
with the actual loads they were called upon to
sustain ; and, in making that comparison, it

must be borne in mind that the two beams, a a,

next the side wall, had their loads unequally
distributed, which reduced their bearing
powers to 1 5 tons.

Now, the load which these had to support
was 13 £ tons, 8£ tons being supported on a
single point on one side, and 5^ tons distri-

buted over the surface of the opposite flange
on the other. From this it will be seen that
the actual load was the breaking weight as the
numbers ] 3*75 to 15, or as 1 to 1 ‘09, being
within a mere fraction, or one-tenth of absolute
destruction.

Viewing the subject in this light, and taking
the above calculations as data, we are no longer
at a loss as to the cause of the accident. Even
supposing the arches to have stood, it will

appear obvious that so close an approxi-
mation of the breaking weight to the actual

load was extremely unsafe ; and that, under
such circumstances, no precautions could have
prevented the rupture of the transverse beams,
a a a, whenever they happened to be subjected

to the slightest impact, or any vibrating motion
tending to disturb the parts under strain, and
eventually, still further to lessen their already

too much diminished powers of resistance.

Irrespective of the weakness of the iron

beams, which we consider as the primary cause
of the accident, we would beg to advert to the

tie-rods, which, although sufficient in number
and strength, were not judiciously placed as

respects their position for resisting the strain of

the arch, their maximum point of tension at

the bottom flange of the beam ; but, that being

inconvenient, they should on no account be

placed higher than the soffit of the arch ; and
in this position they would perforate the neutral

axis, and give sufficient security to the arch

without injuring the strength of the beam.

Instead, however, of approaching this point,

they were on the top of the beam, and 18

inches from the bottom flange.

As respects the arches, we found the versed

* Mr. Fairbairn added, that these beams were rather

weaker in original construction than the transverse beams ;

and that the whole of them were certainly not such as woulcl

be considered safe.

am
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sine, or rise of the arch, too low : on most

occasions they are inches to the foot. But,

in order to insure perfect security, we should

advise, in all future buildings of this descrip-

tion, that the rise be 1^ in. to every foot of

span. In the arch which first gave way, the

rise was only a small fraction above an inch,

having a rise of only 12 inches in a span of

1 1 feet 6 inches.

On viewing the columns, several imper-

fections were observed in the variable thickness

of the metal; but, in other respects, the pillars

were satisfactory, and presented no features

of weakness indicating danger from those parts

:

one inch more in diameter, with the same
weight of metal would, however, have given

greater security and greater strength.

We cannot close this report without ad-

verting to the anxious solicitude of Messrs.

Radcliffe, and the strong desire evinced by
those gentlemen to have every part of the

structure upon the first and strongest principle;

and we should imperfectly discharge our duty

if we neglected on this occasion to bear tes-

timony to the superior strength of all parts

of the building, except those we have just

described, and on which it could not be ex-

pected they could form an opinion.

In conclusion, we have great pleasure in

stating that it appears to us that no pecuniary

considerations whatever were present to the

minds of Messrs. Radcliffe in the due and

perfect construction of these mills.

Wm. Fairbairn,
David Bellhouse.

Manchester, Nov. 6th, 1844.

ERECTION OF SCHOOLS AT WINDSOR BY
COMMAND OF HER MAJESTY.

Her Majesty and Prince Albert have long

contemplated the erection of schools in a con-

venient situation on the Royal domains, for the

education of the park and gamekeepers’ chil-

dren. A spot well adapted for such a purpose

having been selected at the west end of the

gardens, at Cumberland Lodge, about a mile

from the statue of George IV., the necessary

plans of the intended building, executed by the

Office of Woods and Works, were submitted to

and have been approved of by her Majesty. The
building, which will be erected at the cost of

about 1,500Z., will have a frontage of 110 feet.

It will be composed of red bricks, with a slated

roof. In its centre will be two dwelling-

houses for the use of the master and mistress,

who will be appointed by the Queen, with

salaries paid out of the privy purse. Each
house will contain two bed-rooms and a sitting-

room about 15 feet square, with necessary

conveniences. Two school-rooms, 21 feet long

and 16 feet wide (one for boys and the other

for girls, the children of those employed in

the Iloyal parks), will be erected at the sides

of the residences of the master and mistress.

The flooring will be laid with Hertfordshire

tiles, black and white alternately. The ends of

the gabels of the two school-rooms will have
ornamental barge-boarding, as will also the

three principal entrances. The school-rooms,

which will be 13 feet in height, will each con-

tain eight large casements.

By the terms of the contract, which has been
taken by Messrs. Bedborough and Jenner, of

Windsor, the building is to be completed

within three months. The expense of keeping
up this praiseworthy establishment will be de-

frayed by her Majesty and his Royal Highness
Prince Albert.

Newark Castle.—The ruins of this once
renowned edifice are now undergoing a
thorough renovation at the expense of govern-
ment. Workmen are now employed in

strengthening the foundation, in throwing
open the grand northern entrance so as to ex-

pose to view from the road the interior of the
castle, and in knocking out the composition of
bricks and mortar with which the ruthless

hand of modern innovation has blocked up
some of the beautiful windows. Theseimprove-
ments, when completed, will no doubt render
these ruins worthy the attention of the arehseo-

gians. It: has long been said that the castle

crypt is connected with the priory, a building
nearly half a mile distant, by a subterranean
passage. The grounds for this rumour, we
understand, are to be investigated.

—

Lincoln-
shire Chronicle.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.

BY JAMES WYLSON.

(Continued from p. 553.)

127. Willow.—Of this genus there are

many varieties; indeed thirty are enumerated

;

amongst the best known are the following:—the

White, or Huntingdon willow; the Weeping,
or Babylonian willow; the Crack, sometimes
called the red-wood, willow

;
the Russell, or

Duke of Bedford’s, willow
;
the Goat willow

;

and the Osier. All the species are commonly
propagated by cuttings, or by offsets in the

spring : they grow freely, generally delighting

in a moist soil, of almost any description.

128. The White Willow is esteemed the

finest of its species: it grows naturally to a

large size, frequently with much graceful and
picturesque beauty; its common haunts are

the margins of rivers and minor streams,
defining their course in the distant landscape

;

also the woods and hedge-rows in low,

sheltered, and rural districts, where the soil

happens to be of a moist description : its

foliage has a whitish grey hue
;

the leaves

lance-shaped and serrated, having both sides

clothed with silky hairs, which impart the

whitish tone to the tree—especially when its

leaves are shaken by the passing wind, and
glistening in the sunbeam. It is propagated
with great facility by cuttings, branches as

much as 8 feet long and 3 inches diameter
taking root readily

;
but shoots of one or two

years’ growth, and about 2 feet long, are

preferred, as producing the finest trees. The
timber is of a good description, very white,

not very durable
;

its peculiarly clean ap-

pearance recommends it for forming milk-

pails, and for similar purposes, where that

quality is desirable
;
young, or coppice-wood,

is formed into hoops, the light handles of

hay-rakes, hoes, &c.
;

the bark contains a

large proportion of tannin, and is sometimes
used as a substitute for Peruvian bark.

129. The Weeping Willow is of all the

willow kind the most beautifnl and arresting,

forming an admirable accompaniment to any
piece of smooth water, whether lake or winding
brook

;
the reflection of its long, slender, and

elegant tresses, which overhang, bend down
to, and dip their ends in, the water, discovering

additional beauty within its glassy surface

;

to a cascade, fountain, or rustic seat, it lends

an essential cbarm
;

it is also frequently

found in churchyards and cemeteries, scenes

with whose chastened character it appears in

peculiar harmony, whether drooping over the

simple turf-clad grave, or forming an accessary

to the urn, or more aspiring obelisk. It is of

comparatively recent introduction, the one
which Pope with his own hands planted in

his garden at Twickenham, from twigs form-
ing a Levantine fig-basket (now some years
since cut down), being said to be the first

planted in this country: it attains a large

size, and lives to a considerable age : its leaves

are narrow, spear-shaped, serrated, and smooth

;

its boughs long and pendulous, discharging

from their points, in misty weather, drops of
water, literally justifying the appellation by
which the tree is distinguished. Of the wood,
hurdles are made, which are found to be
durable, and to resist long the alternations of
we* and dry; also handles for hatchets and
other tools, rake-teeth, &c.

130. The Crack Willoiv, like the reet of
its tribe, is of quick growth, and becomes a
tolerably tall tree, resembling, in many respects,

the white willow : its foliage is graceful, and
appearance altogether pleasing; its leaves

very long, oval, lanceolate, serrated, smooth,
and of a shining green on both sides, wider
than those of the white willow, and with
toothed glandular foot-stalks. Its wood is

light, pliant, and tough, and of a pink or
salmon colour: some are of opinion that it is

almost valueless
;

whilst others assert that it

has long been used in Scotland for marine
carpentry, and aver that for small fast-sail-

ing war-vessels, its characteristic properties
render it unexceptionable. The tree is stated
to make excellent pollards, furnishing every
five or six years a large crop of poles, in-

dispensable to the farmer. It derives its

distinctive appellation from the brittle nature of
the small shoots, which, if struck sharply, will

break off at their springing.

131. The Russell Willow attains a great
size, is in appearance and nature similar to

|

those above described, resembling much the

crack willow in its foliage : its wood is fully

equal to that of any of the others in toughness,
strength, durability, and to possess in its fibres

a strong lateral cohesion, peculiarly exempt from
splitting; forming good joists, and, for manu-
factories and similar places where toughness
is desirable, very excellent flooring; the same
property rendering it also a capital lining for
stone-carts and barrows; it is also of slow
combustion, having the good property of being
little liable to take fire.

132. The Goat Willow
, or large-leaved

sallow, will attain, under favourable circum-
stances, a height of 30 or 40 feet, growing in
almost any soil, but preferring a dry loam, in
which it flourishes to its greatest perfection

;

it is readily distinguished from all others of its

species by its large ovate or orbicular leaves,

which are waved on the margin, indented
towards the upper end, pointed, wrinkled, and
dark green above, but downy and of a pale
glaucous colour beneath. It has numerous
nearly sessile catkins, which, expanding much
earlier than the foliage, still recommend
the tree to the notice of the lower classes, and
to young people, who carry branches of it

on the Sunday preceding Easter, under the
honoraiy denomination of palm; the early
walk undertaken for procuring it being deno-
minated “ to go palming.” It ripens its

seed readily, and propagates itself extensively.
In some parts it bears the name of Sangh,
which, indeed, is in Scotland the common
name for all the willow kind. Its wood is

elastic and tough, fine and smooth in grain,
and of a pinkish white colour.

133. The Osiei or wicker variety, although
we may simply mention it, does not reach the
rank of a tree, but consists of slender and
pliant twigs, cultivated in large crops in marshy
places for the purposes of the basket-maker,
for which they are properly adapted

;
they

are raised from established stools, and pay the
owner as well as any other crop upon his farm.
The wood of willows is, from its extreme
pliability, rendered subservient in the milliner’s

art, being cut into thin strips, which are woven'
and formed into bonnet-shapes

;
they are also

dyed and curled, and put to various ornamental
uses, as filling fire-grates in summer.

134. Olive.—Of this tree as many as
eighteen kinds are enumerated

;
but it appears

that the chief distinction lies between the wild
and the cultivated, the former of which is dwarf-
ish, useless, and neglected, while the latter is

eagerly propagated, valuable, and highly-es-

teemed. It abounds in the countries of the
East, appearing to have been originally found
in Asia, and thence transplanted into southern
Europe. In the latter, and in Africa, it does
not rise spontaneously as in Asia, but requires

diligent attention in its cultivation : it is espe-
cially abundant in Syria and Palestine, spring-
ing up with its ancient freshness in the valleys

of the Holy Land, cresting the mountains of
Judea, and vindicating its paternal soil on
the same spot at this day which bore the name
of Mount Olivet and Mount of Olives eleven
centuries before the Christian era; uninter-

rupted by the succession of Hebrews, Assy-
rians, Romans, Moslems, and Christians.

During the siege of Jerusalem, all the trees

growing near were cut down, but of course
the roots were left undisturbed. It flourishes

well on the shores of the Mediterranean
;

in

several of the islands of that sea it is cultivated

with much advantage, the wealth of their inha-

bitants depending ina great measure on its pros-
perity. In Greece it flourishes, contributing not
a little to the riches of the infant state. In Great
Britain it grows readily, especially in the
south, bringing forth fruit on the wall if pro-
tected during frost. In Egypt the great
endeavours of Ibrahim Pacha to promote its

cultivation, with a view of increasing the re-

venue, have all but failed, owing to the indo-
lent and sluggish habits of the people.

135. The tree is an evergreen, and runs up
to a height of 20 or 30 feet

;
its trunk is knotty,

itsbark smooth and of an ash-colour
;
its leaves

oblong, not unlike those of the willow, dark
green above, and whitish beneath. In June its

blossoms come forth in bunches, small, white,

delicate, and beautiful, slenderly attached to

the tree, and falling off in showers by the

gentle breeze
;
the fruit which succeeds is of

an oval form, at first green, then pale, and
ultimately black. The disparity between the

produce of the wild and the cultivated olive

has been compared to that between the crab
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and the choice apple, or the sloe and the plum.
The tree, although one of great poetic fame, is

nevertheless far from beautiful, its dusky hue
giving it the appearance of being covered with
dust. It will grow on the driest and most
flinty soil

;
and, if not liable to be pruned,

live to an astonishing age, in almost any
country, although almost confined to those
of warm, or at least temperate climate. It is

frequently propagated by truncheons, that is,

short pieces of the trunk, or of substantial

branches, which, being planted, soon take
root, and send forth goodly stems; it is also

multiplied by grafting. In scripture times it

was grown in gardens set apart for it.

136. The olive was formerly in Palestine
contemplated as an emblem of prosperity and
excellence

;
its tender boughs have by nu-

merous tribes been viewed as sacred
;
by the

ancient Greeks they were highly estimated,
being on great occasions selected for ornament,
brought forward in great profusion at the
nuptial feast, adorning the apartments of the
bridegroom on the marriage-day, and forming
wreaths to crown the successful competitors
at the Olympic games

;
the modern Greeks

too, in emulation of the old times, have
instituted similar pastimes, at which King
Otho confers the chaplet of honour with his

own hands. It is a symbol of peace and
reconciliation, and was, amongst others, sacred
to Apollo.

137- The olive was one of the principal
fruits cultivated by the Jews, who used it for
their daily food, and highly valued it for its

nutritive qualities; in Canaan it constituted a
very considerable proportion of the wealth.
It is chiefly valuable on account of the plentiful

supply of oil which is obtained from its fruit

when ripe, and which, in all the oleaginous
class of plants, excepting the present, is

obtained from the seed, but in this is yielded
by the fleshy part of the fruit. It is very
useful in a variety of ways in a hot country;
in the Levant and in Greece it is much
esteemed as an ingredient in cookery, enter-
ing into almost every dish. In the small
island of Corfu, in the Gulf of Venice, the
produce in 1835 amounted to nearly 100,000
barrels, in value about 2,000,000 of dollars.

Of old it was obtained by treading the
berries under foot, also by pounding them in

mortars
;

now, however, mills are employed
for the purpose, some of which are erected in

the vicinity of Athens. Besides its use by the
Jew as an article of food, it was highly prized
in the way of ornament, to “ make his face to

shine.” Under the ceremonial law, it was an
ingredient in a costly perfume, wherewith the
sacred orders of the priesthood were anointed.
A failure in the olive crop was regarded
amongst the Hebrews as a severe calamity, its

success materially affecting their temporal
condition. It possesses a soothing influence
in mitigating pain, and is said to cure the
poisonous bite of the viper. Competent judges
have asserted that it may be used with benefit to

the constitution, especially with vegetables, in

preference to artificial sauces, which, while
palatable, are pernicious. The use of the
fruit with us, during or after drinking much
wine, is well known

;
there are three kinds

used—-the French, Spanish, and Italian, all

differing in appearance and flavour, and which
are chosen according to taste. To obtain the
juice in greatest perfection, the fruit should be
carefully gathered, and never shaken off, as

the bruises occasioned by the latter mode injure
the oil

;
the oil should also be expressed im-

mediately the fruit is gathered. An admixture
of beech-oil, which is procured on purpose, is

found to preserve it from becoming rancid,
to which in its unmixed state it is liable

when sent on long voyages. For polishing
metals olive-oil is the best, there being water in

all other oils.

138- Of the application of the wood in

modern times, there appear few records
;

but
in sacred writ there is ample testimony to
its usefulness, in doors, lintels, side-posts, and
carvings. Its texture, however, is solid, its

colour is yellowish, and there appears reason to
suppose, being a tree of a hardy nature, and
which lives to a great age, that it is adapted
to superior uses.

( To be continued.)

The Gresham Committee propose removing
the mosaic pavement at the Royal Exchange,
and replacing it with Seyssel Asphalte.

ANCIENT ROME AND MODERN LONDON
CONTRASTED.

BY H. G. MONTAGUE, ESQ.

Time, while it brings with it a continuous
increase of wisdom, derived from the experi-

ence of observation and experiment, tends to

give us a more just and rational conception
of events and natural phenomena than could
possibly be entertained by men of learning in

the darker ages. The history of nations ex-

isting in the earlier period of the world, and of
events seen through the dense aloud of igno-

rance and superstition, is rather an appeal to

our wondering credulity than to our reasoning
powers

;
and the few facts handed down to us,

if there be any facts, are so veiled in me-
taphor and fable, so surrounded with the tinsel

drapery of egotists, courtly parasites, poets, and
philosophers, that reasonable doubts are thrown
upon the whole, and in these enlightened days
we are driven to the necessity of either re-

jecting many historical accounts, or of involv-

ing ourselves in an endless controversy of
dates and names and incidents contradictory
to each other, contradicted by contemporary
writers, or so disfigured by successive inter-

polations as, like the existing state barge of
Venice, to have lost all claims of early origin.

The recorded events of our own times, when
they administer to or wound the vanity of a

nation, and become subservient to the uses and
abuses of superstitions, are not to be depended
on, and the passages of victory or defeat,

of successful intrigue or disappointed re-

bellion, are as variously stated at the time
these events happen as occurrences were 4,000
years ago.

We are a strange contradictory people
;

with the pride naturally resulting from our
wealth, numbers, and intelligence, we com-
bine thorough distaste for every tiling national

connected with arts and literature. Our scho-
lars are infatuated with pagan literature, and
in their admiration for poets, orators, and
philosophers of times past, overlook the fact,

that most of the works handed down to us are
of a nature wholly unfit for the perusal of a

Christian people, and would not be tolerated

in an English dress : in their idolatry of the

ancients, ofsculpture, of architecture, and other
branches of art, they are led to magnify the
objects contemplated, forgetting that what has
been done, may again be done; that excellence of
design or execution ought to awaken emula-
tion

;
and that the immense sums lavishly

bestowed in collecting antiquated rubbish
might be better and much more appropriately
bestowed in encouraging native talent, and in

ornamenting a capital most assuredly the
largest and wealthiest that ever existed.

Dazzled by the oratorical and poetical language
of the Greek and Roman writers, they have
greedily swallowed their absurdities and con-

tradictions, and exalted their greatness at the
expense of the moderns.
Who doubted the exaggerated splendour

of the court of the Great Mogul before

British conquests disclosed the tinsel reality ?

Read the histories of these Orientals
;

the

hyperbolic language in which they are con-
veyed is such as was common to all nations

of the earth in former times, and much of the

reputed greatness of Rome is undoubtedly due
to the servility and vanity of her poets and
historians, whose exaggerated and conflicting

statements have hitherto imposed upon the

world. In the beginning of the eighteenth

century a comparison between ancient Rome
and London was instituted by a foreigner, and
by no means to the disadvantage of the latter,

and without depreciating the extent or po-

pulation below its proper standard. Let us

now institute a comparison of London in 1844,

with Rome in its highest glory.

The Romans, says M. de Beaumont, were an
obscure people, confined to a little corner of

Italy
;
and the continued exercise of arms and

husbandry, the only sciences they professed,

hindered them from having the thought of

transmitting the memory of events to posterity.

They were, in fact, profoundly ignorant, and
the knowledge possessed must have been ex-

clusively confined to a certain few of the priest-

hood
;

the facts handed down by Livy and
others all confirm the idea that they were a

very illiterate people, resembling the Bohemian
peasantry of the present day, their nobles

alternately following the plough and taking up
the sword. That they had some few existing

annals which escaped the devastation by fire

of the Gauls we do not dispute; but those
annals, when we consider the corrupted and
ignorant source from whence they sprang,
cannot be received by enlightened men of the
present day without great distrust and suspi-
cion. Well-grounded doubts are thrown on
Livy and Dionysius Halicarnassus by learned
commentators of the present day; and these
writers in turn frequently complain of the dis-
agreeing and fabulous statements of writers
who preceded them, and on whom they were
compelled to rely for all that they possessed in
the shape of early history. Fabius, the prin-
cipal writer of those earlier periods, and whom
all the following historians copied, could have
had little before him but priestly and family
tradition

;
from both much truth might have

been derived, but from the priesthood little

could be expected beyond information con-
nected with the order; and the great feature of
family pride must have led to many strange
and hyperbolic statements. “ The foregoing
part of my history,” says Livy, “ is full of
obscurity and uncertainty, because the matters
there treated of are of too ancient date to have
been transmitted with faithfulness and exact-
ness by oral tradition, and because the con-
temporary writers were few, and the greater
part of their writings perished in tjie fire that
consumed the city.” Again, he says, “ all the
memorials kept in the archives that were
in private hands, or that made part of the
books of the pontiffs, were involved in the
ruin of the city.” Again, Clodius, in- a work
entitled “ l\eyex°Q XP°vwv,” complains that
literary parasites had taken advantage of the
destruction of the genealogical tables to frame
descents in order to gratify the vanity of some
private families, who would seeds be thought
of noble origin.

(Up be continued.)

The Smoke Nuisance, -st- In a coarse of
lectures on architecture recently delivered by
Mr. G. Godwin, F.R.S., at Manchester, he
remarked, relative to the injurious effect pro-
duced on the public buildings by the deposition
of soot, t*hat he could not help wondering how
it happened that in a town like Manchester,
where the inhabitants had shewn taste and
spirit in the erection of numerous public build-
ings, the vast chimneys ofsteam engines should
still be allowed to vomit forth enormous
volumes of smoke, to deface all that was orna-
mental, and injure much that was useful. The
men of Manchester (continued Mr. Godwin)
were rarely backward in that wise liberality,

the true economy, which shinks from no
amount of immediate outlay if followed bv a
proportionate advantage, and he was ceitainly

much surprised, therefore, to find this abomin-
able nuisance permitted there, when it had
been unequivocally proved that manufacturers
who consumed their smoke considerably les-

sened the expense of fuel, and that if this were
universally effected many serious evils would
be prevented, not the least of which was the

destruction of all architectural beauty. This
remark will apply to other places than Man-
chester.

Victoria Park.—The contract for three
miles of park paling has been retaken by a
Mr. Marshall, its execution having been
thrown up by Mr. Hull, of Godaiming, who
had previously taken it on terms of 1,500/.

below the highest tender. Workmen are en-

gaged in forming Old Ford-lane into a straight

line of road, and a row of houses, called

Kings’ Arms-row, ha3 been levelled. Within
the last three weeks upwards of 700 loads of
rubbish have been brought from the works in

progress in the formation of the new road at

Whitechapel to fill up the excavations, and for

other purposes. A circle has been staked out
in the Grove-road, which is to form one of the

principal entrances into the park, and some
progress has already been made in the drainage

of manv of the fields. The chief part of the

tenants ‘inhabiting the houses forming the re-

maining wing ofBonner’s Hall have vacated their

occupancy, prior to the demolition of this inter-

esting structure, which will commence at once.

This is one of the most picturesque parts of the

locality, the venerable trees which still remain

shewing it to have been the remnants of a

formerly well-cultivated park. The active ar-

rangements for its formation are under the

directions of Mr. Pennethorne.
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CHIMNEY-PIECE IN THE GREAT CHAMBER OF BOSTON MANOR-HOUSE,
BRENTFORD.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.
Sir,—I need not inform you that in the

olden time richly-decorative tire-places, com-
posed of marble, stone, or wood, or of all these
materials combined, were for centuries uni-
versal throughout Europe

;
they formed the

principal featurein the apartments of thewealthy,
were generally in two stories, ornamented with
the arms of the sovereign, as well as those
appertaining to their haughty possessors; scrip-

tural and profane subjects, devices, monograms
in endless variety, served to adorn these
favourite centres of domestic intercourse. The
appearance of chimney-glasses, and the intro-
duction of coal as fuel, caused the disuse of

in England, while the iron
banished them from Germany,
still remaining fine examples of

style, and of the transition

the fourteenth, fifteenth, and
enturies, we have immense numbers,

of the latter class, those that

ceilings within. The great chamber on the first

floor, or, in the language of the New Me-
tropolitan Building-Act, the third floor, is

40 leet in length by 20 in breadth
;
the ceiling

of it is composed of thirty-seven richly-decorated
panels containing personifications of the five
senses, the four elements, the three Christian
Graces—Faith, Hope, and Charity, War and
Peace, Peace and Plenty, the whole in the
boldest relief, and not three parts of the
decoration alike; small pendants drop at the
intersection of the ribs. Leading out of this
room is the state bed-chamber containing a
superb bed of the reign of Queen Anne. The
ceiling of this room is as rich as that of the
great chamber, but of different design

;
plates

of both these ceilings have been published.
The building was erected by Lady Reade

who then held the manor, in the year 1622;
her initials M. R., and the date 1623, are
on the ceiling. The house was altered and
repaired in 1671 by James Clitherow, Esq.,

approach nearest their Italian original, are
wholly without that barbarous taste and rude
execution, which are seen in the greatest
number

;
but in the whole of them no ad-

mixture whatever of the Gothic style is to
be found.

The ancient fire-place at Boston House,
which the accompanying sketches illustrate,

is a good example of the picturesque grandeur
belonging to this class

;
but it is not without

some of that grotesquenes3 which has caused
the style to be so much censured. As the
engraving is to a large scale, it will not be
necessary to describe it, except to remark that
the scroll ornaments surrounding the oval
compartment in the centre appear to be
copied from a small book of German designs
of a similar character, by P. Hike vs, some
plates of which are in my possession.

Boston House is a plain brick structure
with three gabels in its principal front; it is

chiefly remarkable for the richly-ornamented
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PORTIONS OF THE CEILING AND CORNICE OF THE GREAT CHAMBER,
IN BOSTON MANOR-HOUSE.

then lord of the manor, the ancestor of the

late Colonel Clitherow, in whose family the

property still remains.
I must here observe that very little is known

of the very beautiful and interesting specimens

of old architecture still remaining in the

neighbourhood of London, and in the city

itself. Topographical writers generally notice

only the exterior of old buildings. Lyson,

speaking of Boston-house, after stating when
it was erected, merely remarks that it is

“ pleasantly situated on a rising ground, about

three-quarters of a mile to the north of the

town” of Brentford. Again, artists generally

follow each others footsteps, to make views of

Haddon-hall, Hardwicke, &c. &c., while in the

neighbourhood of Kensington, Edmonton,
Greenwich, and other suburban places, are to

be found remains of old garden-terraces, balus-

trades, rich interiors and carved oak staircases

equalling any of the country specimens.

Now I am on this subject, I will call

your attention to an old bouse in Seven-

step-alley, Gravel-lane, Houndsditch, which
is expected almost immediately to be de-

molished. This house is described by Stow '

(Strype’s edition), as being very pleasantly

situated amidst hedge-rows and elm trees,

with pleasant fields about to walk in. It

is stated by him to have been the habitation

of the stately Count Gondomer, ambassador
from Spain (who was the cause of Sir Walter
Raleigh’s death) in the reign of James I. It

was built, however, by Robert Shaw, of South-

wark, a member of the Vintner’s Company.
The interior of this old building is of the

richest description, the fire-places and ceilings

are similar, though on a smaller scale, to those

at Boston-house, and the sides of the rooms are

lined with oak paneling, ornamented with

carved pilasters, cornice, &c.* The house is

the freehold of Andrew Hutchison, Esq., and

is well worth a visit; it is now in the hands of

Mr. Arthur Ashpitel, the architect, whose
building operations will very much improve

that densely-populated neighbourhood
;

this

* The*e fittings would be invaluable to any one re-build-

ing or enlarging an Elizabethan house.

DETAILS OF THE TERMINAL PILASTERS OF THE

CHIMNEY-PIECE.

itleman kindly permits the old house to be

n. Plates of the three principal ceilings

,’e been published, and representations of

i
remainder of the edifice are well woith

ng so.

To return to the prints of the fire-place at

ston-house—the second shews a portion of

the cornice of the fire-place, with a part of the

fine ceiling of the room; the third print aie

details which will serve to explain the two

former. 0
I am, Sir, yours, See.,

C. J. Richardson,

22
,

Brompton-crescent, Brompton.
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©orreaptmueitce.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

When knaves and fools combined o’er all prevail,

When justice halts, and right begins to fail.

E’en then the boldest start from public sneers,

Afraid of shame, unknown to other fears.

More darkly sin, by satire kept in awe,

And shrink from ridicule, though not from law.”

Sir,—Architectural competition i9, generally

speaking, another term for robbing architects,

in which the victims are not only fleeced of

their brains and their money, but of that which
is infinitely of more value, “ their time,” and
I am convinced the period has now arrived for

this corrupt practice to he put down
;

the

newspapers teem almost daily with fresh in-

stances, and persons of a respectable station in

life do not scruple to lend their names and
services to further these disgraceful practices

;

the clergy, too, are in many instances not a
whit more careful to preserve “ the unsullied

sanctity of their lawn,” and principles and
precepts that daily emanate from them in their

pulpits are sacrificed and set at naught to

gratify the wishes of a friend, or to further the
worldly prospects of a relative. Churches,
schools, town-halls, and public buildings of
every description are in the present day sub-
jected to the “ competition ordeal,” and in

nine cases qut of every ten it is a known fact
(to a favoured few) who is the architect whose
design will be selected, and he himself is quite
aware of the circumstance; an architect must
be devoid of all that is necessary to constitute
a true follower of his art, one who looks upon
honour and integrity but a9 a fiction, a man, in

fact, a thorough disgrace to the profession, and
withal an enemy to himself. No man who is pos-
sessed of any practice, however limited, will
mix himself up in matters of this description,
well knowing the character and “pursuits” of
the men who constitute themselves his judges,
and the fearful chance of his drawings, how-
ever meritorious, ever having a glance, much
less a thought (unless he has friends who can
in any way influence the decision) bestowed
upon them.
But architects themselves are not to bo

entirely exonerated
;
mey practise deception

upon those who practise fraud upon them. The
subject that I allude to is the cost of a building,
and I have known designs submitted that would
in reality cost three or four times the amount
of the limit allowed by the committee, and if
one of these designs happen to be selected,
which generally is the case, the architect is

sure of having abuse heaped upon his head,
for either his design when executed costs con-
siderably more than the committee had funds
to meet, or else it is altogether unlike and
inferior to the “chosen design.” Competi-
tions, in fact, are an admirable refuse for the
destitute.

i wouio propose that in future all compe
tions when advertised should be accompani
with a list of the committee, so that all arcl
tects who compete should know the class
men before whom they are to exhibit tht
talents, and perhaps exposure would in a fe

cases influence an honest decision. But co
eiderably more than this ought to be done

;
1

the profession coalesce, and form some whol
some rules by which to guide themselves
transactions of this nature; the welfare of ti

profession is at stake, let those who are enth
siastic in the pursuit of their art turn the
attention to this vital point, else arehitectu
will dwindle into paltry insignificance, ar
architects themselves be made the tools at
slaves of men vacant in honour and rig
mindedness, but vested with the rod of powe
before whose nod unprincipled men will her
their knee.

Trusting that these lines will not be deem<
an intrusion upon your columns,

I remain, bir, your obedient servant,
An Architect and Subscriber, andA Victim to iniquitous Competition

London, Nov. 5, 1844.

competition, reading.
but,-—In pursuance of an advertisement

inserted in your valuable periodical, I applied
tor particulars relative to the !)£ acres of landm Reading, and per return of post received
a lithographic plan and instructions. Having
been successfully engaged in designing and
carrying out an extensive plan in a fashionable

watering-place, my past experience prompted
me to request an answer to sundry queries.

To my surprise it was stated that the party
referred to did not “ consider himself at liberty

to answer these questions,” although they
referred to locality, drainage, value of land in

the immediate vicinity, &c. It was further
added that the proprietor did not feel that

justice could be done for him without personal
inspection

;
and the spot being at a distance

from my residence, he did not conceive it

worth my risking the expense especially as

upwards of fifty applications for particulars had
been received. Now mark the liberality evinced
towards the competitors. A journey is to be
made to Reading to inspect the land, and a
second to pronounce judgment on the designs
which are to be submitted to the several
candidates. If uniformity of elevation, or a
certain scale of house, is considered desirable,

a general plan and elevation with an estimate
of cost are to accompany the design. The
price to be required for each lot of land is

to be stated, also the ground-rent to be reserved
for ninety-nine or seventy-five years, if build-
ing-leases should be adopted. Any restrictions

are to be suggested which it would be ad-
visable to insert in the conveyances, and an
opinion is to be given as to the mode of drain-
age, &c. For the mass of valuable information
obtained by the proprietor, the two successful
candidates are to be rewarded by the munificent
premiums of twenty-five and fifteen guineas
(inclusive of their travelling expenses), and
the unlucky forty-eight arc to rest satisfied

with the honour of having assisted the pro-
prietor in his selection of a plan by which he
may probably realize a large sum of money.
I have not the slightest intention of reflecting
on the parties concerned, my wish being merely
to shew the inconsiderate manner in which
premiums are offered. I leave the matter in
your hands, and remain, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

No Competitor.
Leamington, Nov. 12, 1844.

st. Thomas’s new church, Winchester.
Sir,— From the circumstance of a Mr.

Elmslio bov.ng- met the committed, fo rpodive
their opinions and suggestions concerning the
plans signed William Webbe, Camden Town,
for the new church of St. Thomas, Winchester,
I inferred (although it appears incorrectly) that
the drawings belonged to Messrs. Elrasl’ie and
Co., whose names I have observed in the
profession.

It still, however, remains to me (as also,
I believe, to many gentlemen on the building
committee) a perfect mystery why Mr. Elmslie
should be connected with Mr. W'ebbe’s design;
and it does not appear that upon this point we
are to be enlightened.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A Surveyor and Looker-on, but no

Competitor.
Winchester, Nov. 12, 1844.

WESTMINSTER I MPROVMENTS.
Sir,— Preliminary surveys are now in

course of progress for the purpose of ascer-
taining the best route for a new street direct
from Westminster to Pimlico and near to the
great western road, as the new line proposed
by the Government surveyors does not appear
so satifactory to the inhabitants as they could
wish, being in fact only a slight modification
of the line known some years since as RigbyW ason’s. This line starts from Abingdon-
stieet, and takes a southerly course up to the
Vauxhall-bridge-road, so that, in fact, it

really leaves all the notorious “ slums ” of West-
minster quite unscathed. It is true to a
certain extent that a pretty good clearance
of worthless houses will be made in the
neighbourhood of Palmer’s Village, through
which it is proposed that the new Government
line should pass; so far, perhaps, it may be
well, as it will enable the commissioners to
effect their so-called “ improvements ” at a
trifling- expense, when compared to the amount
of capital required to perfect the new com-
peting line, as now being surveyed. Messrs.
Chawner and Pennethorne, the' surveyors to
the Woods and Forests, have been for some
time past occupied very busily on this matter,
principally in ascertaining the' value of the pro-
perty through which the line is to pass

;
we

say their line because as the Woods and

Forests surveyors, they have a very pro-
minent part to play in it,—but why, I ask, have
they or the commissioners thrown the inha-
bitants of Westminster overboard, as if their
convenience were of no consequence, or as if the
real improvement of Westminster were not
seriously intended by the Government at all?
Is the line intended merely as t#n accommoda-
tion-road for members of Parliament who
happen to live south of Vauxhall-bridge-road,
for the especial accommodation of the fashion-
ables of Eaton and Belgrave squares, or for
the particular gratification of the Marquis of
Westminster, whose property in that direction,
already so enormously increased in value, will

be rendered still more valuable? I repeat the
question, why are not the interests and wishes
of the inhabitants of Westminster taken into
account ? Are the “ slums ” of Westminster too
redolent of filth and dust to receive the visits of
the surveyors employed under the Woods and
Forests, or are these gentlemen unaware of the
mass of poverty, crime, and wretchedness accu-
mulated and still accumulating on the property
of the Dean and Chapter?

For some time past there has been much
talk and splatter about improving St. Mar-
garet’s Church, but I cannot help thinking
that it would be a better application of the
money if it were used in sweeping away some
of the wretched apologies for houses in

Maidenhead-court, Jeffries’ Buildings, St.

Allow’s-hill, and Blue Anchor-yard,—why are
not these places properly looked after, and
improved as they ought to be, or why not,

indeed, pulled down altogether, and better

places erected in their stead, more suitable

for the residence of the labouring classes ?

If a new road be made in a westerly

direction instead of the proposed southerly
one, much of the nuisance, now so bitterly

annoying to the inhabitants, would be mate-
rially abated, and the morals as well as the
neighbourhood improved.

Yours most obediently,
' J.D.

[We hope soon to see both improvements in

progress.—

E

d.]

CHURCH BELLS.

Sir,—Having seen in No. 90 of The
Builder an article, quoted from the Limerick
Chronicle

,
stating that cast-steel bars may be

obtained which will produce a sound superior
to that of small church bells, at about one-
fourth the expense, I should feel obliged if
you or any one of your numerous correspon-
dents can inform me, through the medium of
your valuable journal, first, in what shape they
are to be made

;
secondly, how they are to be

fixed, or suspended
;

and, thirdly, how and
with what they are to be struck to produce the
sound.

I think a little information on this head
might be useful, not only to myself, but to
many more of your numerous readers, and if

you can furnish it, you will, by doing so,
greatly oblige your humble servant and con-
stant reader, Campanologies.

Titchmarsh, Nov. 6th, 1844.

TINNED LEAD PIPES.

Sir,— I should feel gratified if any of your
correspondents will inform me, through the
medium of your increasingly valuable paper,
whether there is such an article manufactured
as a tinned lead pipe for the use of pumps and
other domestic purposes

;
having been informed

that water when remaining long in a lead pipe
becomes impregnated with its pernicious
qualities and unwholesome. I have also under-
stood that some waters are more capable of
receiving these poisonous qualities than others.
Can you inform me by what method I can
ascertain their peculiar tendency?

I seem inclined to think that the cast-iron
flange pipe is far preferable where its use is

practicable. A reply to the above inquiries
would greatly oblige A Subscriber.

Restoration of York Minster.—The
committee for superintending the restoration
of \ ork Minster have, after more than five
years’ labour, executed their task, and
have in hand a balance, which they recom-
mend the subscribers to permit them to use for
the remedying of some defects not attributable
to fire, but endangering the security of the
building.
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MR. VALENTINE’S SUBSTITUTE FOR
THE IRON RAIL.

At a recent meeting of the projectors of the

Waterford and Kilkenny Railway, Mr. Va-
lentine stated it to be his intention to substitute

for the iron rail the wooden rail lately intro-

duced ; and this wood to be prepared by a

process for chemically transmuting the timber
by the injection of two salts, alkaline and
metallic, which, by decomposition, produced
insolubility, destroyed the vegetable quality,

and, acting on the petrifying principle of

nature, prevented the decay of the wood ; but
though it would seem thus petrified, still its

elasticity was not destroyed. He would state

an experiment which he made a short time
since with hydraulic pressure upon a piece of

beech inches square; he placed on it the
segment of a wheel of iron, and then laid upon
it the weight of 140 tons, which, had not the

wood undergone the process before described,

would have had the effect of completely crushing
it : it was indented three-eighths of an inch,

but when the weight was removed, the deflexion

was lessened one-eighth of an inch, and in

a fortnight it completely recovered its original

figure. He considered that the result of the

experiment fully justified him in saying that

any weight to which it might be subjected,

when laid down, would not crush the wood,
because a rail would never be subjected to

more than six or seven tons at a time. He
further stated that it was allowed on all hands
that not only the rails but the engines and the

carriages could be constructed with the greatest

economy, and it might be calculated that in the
first formation of the line the expense would
be reduced thirty per cent., with the same or
even a greater degree of efficiency. There were
also other advantages in this system

;
ground

could be passed over which would render the
formation of lines on other principles im-
practicable, and it also admitted of the use
of curves of a small radius to allow of passing
round the demesnes and houses of gentlemen

;

extensive excavations of embankments were
avoided, and it was next to an impossibility

that the carriages would run off the rails, as

might be observed by examining the model.
The wooden rail which he now produced had
been subjected to the Kyanising process, and
had absolutely for a length of time formed a
portion of a line over which an engine
had passed 28,000 times. It was a piece

of Scotch fir, which in its natural state was
well known to be one of the softest woods,
and yet it might be seen that not the

slightest friction or abrasion had taken place,

and even the saw marks had not been ob-
literated. The rails should be formed square,

and as soon as one side was worn the rail could
be turned, till the whole sides had performed
their duty.

throw this equilibrium and cause the discharge.

The apex of the conductor is, therefore, so

presented to the cloud, as to be more access-

ible to the flash than any other conducteous
body

;
and with the broad fact before us, that

the flash is journeying onward to the earth,

and will arrive there by the course opposing
least resistance, every precaution is taken not

merely that the conductor shall be the path

presenting least resistance, but that it shall be
a path large enough to convey away any
lightning flash whatever. In other words, we
presume that the conductor may one day be

struck with lightning; and, knowing that the

object of the lightning is to reach the earth

with the least possible opposition, we provide

for it a path, not only efficient in itself, but

likewise more efficient than any other vicinal

path or paths.

The conductor is a copper rod three-

quarters of an inch in diameter—a size more
than sufficient to conduct safely the largest

lightning flash
;

for experience has not fur-

nished us with any cases wherein a mass of

copper of only half an inch in diameter has

been melted by lightning; while many in-

stances are extant of heavy discharges being

safely conducted by smaller rods. It com-
mences with a rod of copper, tipped and
pointed with platinum, erected on the back of

the grasshopper vane, immediately over the

spindle, and terminated in a furcated form

within a pit sunk near the base of the tower.

As a lightning conductor is a most dangerous

appendage unless its base is very effectually

connected with the subsoil, the greatest atten-

tion has been paid to this point. The pit was
sunk through the concrete until the native

gravel was fairly entered
;
the furcated ter-

minating portion was then attached, so as to

reach to the bottom of the pit
;

a ton or two
of the graphite, obtained from gas retorts, was
broken small, and thrown into the pit, so as

completely to bury the furcations. The hole

was then filled up. I may mention that this

material, besides being indestructible, is an

excellent conductor of electricity; and that it

is employed in order to present as large a

conducting surface to the soil as possible, and
so to faciliate the escape of the charge, and thus

make the conductor in every respect the path

opposing least resistance.

THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR OF THE
ROYAL EXCHANGE.

The citizens of London must feel a satis-

faction in knowing that their new Exchange
is protected against one form of the element
by which the former edifice was razed to the

ground
;

it is to be hoped that the example set

in this instance will be followed out as a general

rule, and not be the exception
;
and that our

temples and our national edifices may not
stand, as they constantly do, boldly thrust up
into the region of storms, as if daring the fury

of the tempest, and invoking down its ven-
geance.

Mr. Walker, the gentleman under whose
superintendence the conductor in question has

been erected, thus describes its construction,

and the method adopted in fixing it :

—

The lightning conductor of the Royal
Exchange has been erected essentially as a
conductor of lightning

;
it is not placed there

under the idea that it will avert a lightning-

flash by draining the cloud of its electrical

contents
;
nor will it invite a lightning-flash

bv any attractive power inherent in itself; but

it is there, ready to receive any flash that may
strike it, and to conduct it in safety to tha

earth. It is presumed that the time may come
when a cloud shall pass over the tower at the

precise moment when its electrical contents

are in such a state of “ tottering equilibrium,”

that its inductive action on the conducteous
bodies there present will be sufficient to over-

Fai.t, of a Stalk at St. Rollox.—

O

n

Friday week a stalk 240 feet in height, situated

at the corner of the works at St. Rollox, imme-
diately adjoining the Glasgow and Garnkirk

Railway, gave way at the foundation, and in an

instant not one brick was left above another.

This stalk, we understand, was only finished a

few weeks ago, and about the same time it was

discovered that, its base was not secure. Means
were accordingly taken to insure its stability

by propping and otherwise, and little fear was

entertained but that it would stand awhile. Its

descent was almost perpendicular, and it there-

fore occasioned little additional damage, for

although a portion of the bricks fell within the

railway dep6t, and upon the rails, no further

accident was the result. Several men who
were working close by the stalk heard it crack-

ing a few seconds before it fell, and, for-

tunately, having quickly left its vicinity, es-

caped.— Caledonian Mercury.

New Powder Mills on Dartmoor.—
Last week an application was made to the

magistrates at Quarter Sessions for permission

to erect powder mills on Dartmoor. The
court granted a license for this purpose to

Messrs. George Frean and Co., of Plymouth.

These mills will be erected on the Cherry-

Brook estate. The site is ten miles from Two
Bridges. The nearest point of the mills to the

turnpike road is 728 yards. The nearest point

of the magazine to the road is 520 yards. The
distance between the mills and the magazine

will be 1,200 yards.

Public Walks, &c., in Birmingham.—
The mayor, in compliance with a requisition

most numerously and influentially signed, has

called a public meeting at the Town Hall for

Tuesday, the 19th inst., “ to consider the pro-

priety of taking efficient measures for promoting

the establishment of public baths, and the

formation of public walks, or other open spaces,

for exercise and active sports, for the use of

the people of this borough.”—Birmingham
Herald.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO
ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &c.,
GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

Furnished by Mr. A. Prince, of the Office for
Patents of Inventions, Lincoln's-Inn Fields.

[six MONTHS FOR ENROLMENT.]

Thomas, William, of Cheapside, merchant,
for improvement in looms. (Being a com-
munication.) October 3.

Newton, William, of Chancery-lane, civil

engineer, for improvements in machinery for

letter-press printing. (Being a communica-
tion.) October 3.

Ritchie, William Henry, of Lincoln’s-inn,
gentleman, for improvements in obtaining
copper from ores. (Being a communication.)
October 10.

Brown, John Bowyer, of Sheffield, mer-
chant, for improvements in combining cast-

steel with iron, and in the construction of car-

riage springs. October 10.

Chabert, Joseph Eugene, of Chancery-lane,
gentleman, for improvements in preparing ma-
terials to be used in making picture and other

frames, and for architectural and other pur-

poses. October 10.

Robinson, Henry Oliver, of Old Jewry,

engineer, for certain improvements in steam
machinery, and apparatus, for the manufacture
and refining of sugar. October 10.

Ilurwood, George, of Ipswich, engineer, for

improvements in apparatus for moving and
fastening windows. October 14.

Ilamond, Sir Grabam Eden, baronet,

K.C.B., of Norton Lodge, Yarmouth, for im-

provements in the mode of fastening on and
reefing paddle-wheel, float- boards, or paddles.

(Being a communication.) October 14.

Borrie, Peter, of Princes-square, St. George’s

in the East, civil engineer, f<>r certain improve-

ments in the machinery for the manufacture of

sugar. October 27-

Parsey, Arthur, of Spur-street, Leicester-

square, artist, for improvements in obtaining

motive power. October 17*

Wright, Alexander, of Hale’s-place, South
Lambeth, engineer, for certain improved ap-

paratus for measuring gas, water, and other

fluids, and in the means of manufacturing the

same. October 17-

Maberly, Frederick Herbert, of Stowmarket,
clerk, Geary, Stephen, of Hamilton-place,

Nevv-road, architect, and Croucher, Joseph, of

James- street, Buckingham - gate, gentleman,

for certain improvements in the construction

and arrangement of machinery or apparatus

for clearing, cleansing, watering, breaking up,

and raking of streets, roads, lands, and other

ways. October 17*

Grieve, John, of Portobello, Scotland,

engineer, for certain improvements in the pro-

duction and use of steam applicable to steam-

engines. October 17.

Nasmyth, James, of Patricroft, Lancaster,

engineer, and May, Charles, of Ipswich,

engineer, for improvements in working at-

mospheric railways, and in machinery for

constructing the apparatus employed therein.

October 22.

Ransome, Frederick, of Ipswich, caster, for

improvements in the manufacture of artificial

stone for grinding and other purposes. Oc-
tober 22.

Osmond, George, of London-street, Totten-

ham-court-road, cabinet-maker, for improve-

ments in fastenings for doors, drawers, win-

dow-sashes, and dining-tables, and in appara-

tus for suspending looking-glasses and other

articles. October 22.

Poole, Moses, of London, gentleman, for

improvements in machinery' for emptying

privies and cesspools. (Being a communica-

tion.) October 22.

Parkes, Alexander, of Birmingham, artist,

for improvements in the manufacture of

alloys, or combination of metals, and in de-

positing certain metals. October 29.

D'Harcourt, George Robert, of Old Jewry,

gentleman, for improvements in ascertaining

and checking the number of checks or tickets

which have been used and marked, applicable

for railway offices, and other places. October

29
Fuller, Thomas (of the firm of Williams,

Collier, and Co.), of Manchester, engineer,

for certain improvements in machinery, tools,

or apparatus for turning, boring, and cutting

metals and other substances.
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APPARATUS.
Men upon whom we might in some things

rest our faith, often repeat the old proverbial

saying, there is no royal road to learning, no short

cut to science ;
daily experience, however, tends

to lessen the force of this adage. Our attention

is constantly being directed to systems, the

object of which is to facilitate particular

studies, and schemes for smoothing the

rugged path of knowledge. Dr. Parris a few
years since wrote a delightful little work,

entitled “ Philosophy in Sport made Science in

Earnest,” and in which he taught astronomy by
means of toys. Goldsworthy Gurney, whose
famous Bude light has lately been so much
admired, attempted not long since to explain

the phenomena of crystallization by means of

beads and marbles, and Dr. Butter still more
recently has removed from geometry some of its

difficulties. Similar examples relating to other

sciences might easily be adduced, all of them
proving that as the subject of education is

better understood, and new methods of impart-

ing instruction devised, our schools will again

become what they were in ancient time, and as

the very word implies, places of ease and
pleasure.

In accordance with the spirit of the times,

Mr. Lorimerhas invented a very neat, portable,

and economical machine, to enable persons of

moderate skill in drawing, to trace correct repre-

sentations, in true perspective, of landscapes,

models, &c. The instrument will be found
useful by architects, artists, amateur designers,

schools, teachers of drawing, and travellers,

and to all others to whom a correct outline in

true perspective is an object of importance.
The operation is performed by tracing upon a
medium of perforated paper the lines of objects.

Instructions for tiie Use of the
Seyssel Asphalte Mastic—Claridge’s
Patent.—The general use of the asphaltic

mastic has rendered a little work like the present
indispensable, particularly to country builders
and persons desirous of learning how to apply it.

The causes of failure,where failure has occurred,
are clearly explained, and their remedies pointed
out. The instructions are short, plainly writ-

ten, and illustrated by numerous woodcuts.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

New Churches.—In the charge of the Lord
Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol recently

delivered to his clergy, his lordship recom-
mends a special fund to be raised for the pur-
pose of erecting new churches in such poor
districts as shall be constituted and endowed by
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for England
within the present year. It is expected that

the appointment of no less than ten such dis-

tricts will take place, in all of which pecuniary
assistance must be afforded to enable the in-

habitants to build churches. His lordship has
followed up his recommendation by paying
into the hands of the commissioners the sum of
2,000/. for the furtherance of this object.

New Chapel of Ease.—We have been
favoured with an inspection of a design, by T.
D. Barry, Esq., of this town, architect, for the
chapel of ease proposed to be built in the
neighbourhood of Tangier, in the parish of
Bishop’s Hull. The plan, which is in the
Decorative style, is worthy the well-known
good taste of the designer, and we shall be glad
to hear that it has been adopted. The nave of
the chapel is proposed to be 40 feet by 31, and
the chancel 20 by 19

;
the windows two-light,

pointed and filled in with flowing tracery. The
estimated cost of the building, complete, ac-
cording to this plan, is only 900/.— Taunton
Gazelle.

Burton Bradstock Church .—The Rev. R.
W. James, the rector, has, with his usual
liberality, almost entirely rebuilt the chancel
of the parish church

;
and has also put in a

beautiful new window to correspond with the
style of architecture of the sacred edifice.
The work was ably done by Mr. Marshall, of
Blandford.

Rebuilding of Fisherton Anger Church .

—

The Bishop of Salisbury has offered to con-
tribute liberally himself, and to obtain liberal
assistance from other quarters, in aid of the
rebuilding, on a larger scale, the parish church
of Fisherton Anger, near Salisbury.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Kilkenny Junction Railway.—The object of

this undertaking is to facilitate the communi-
cation between the towns in the county of

Kilkenny and the adjacent towns and districts

in the counties of Wexford and Waterford
with the cities and harbours of Dublin, Lime-
rick, and Cork, by forming a railway from the

commercial and manufacturing city of Kil-

kenny to the Dublin and Cashel Railway, near
Abbeyleix. The towns thus convenienced in

their communication with Kilkenny and the

cities and harbours of Dublin, Limerick, and
Cork, are New Ross, Innistiogue, Thomas-
town, Knocktopher, Kells, Calkin, Bally-

rnggett, Castlecomer, Fr^shford, Johnstown,
Urlingford, Durrow, Ballinakill, Clough,
Abbeyleix, Ballyroan, &c. &c., which, with
the extensive and populous districts in their

respective vicinities, contain a population of
upwards of 300,000. The length of line is

2f>£ miles, and the engineers are Charles
Vignoles, Esq., and Messrs. Leahy and Carter.

Proposedjunction of Railways .—The sur-

veyors appointed to inspect and survey the
proposed line of railway between the Brick-
layers’ Arms station of the Dover, Brighton,
and Croydon Railway and Nine Elms, with a
view of forming a junction with the South-
Eastern and South-Western Railways (and
which it is proposed shall include approaches
from Ilungerford, Waterloo, and Westminster
bridges, with a view to the general convenience
of the public), have been very active for several

days past in the neighbourhood of the Surrey
side of those bridges, and particularly the
New-cut, York-road, and its immediate
vicinity, in laying out and inspecting the pro-

perty through which the proposed line

passes, preparatory to the intended application

to Parliament for an Act to carry out the in-

tentions of the company.

Lynn and Dereham Railway.—It is pro-
posed to commence this railway at the terminus
of the Lynn and Ely railway at King’s
Lynn, and proceed thence, by way of Swaffham,
to East Dereham, forming there a junction
with such of the lines now in contemplation
for connecting that town with the city of
Norwich, as shall receive the sanction of
Parliament. The line will connect the western
division of the county of Norfolk with the city

of Norwich and the ports of Lynn and Yar-
mouth, and, by means of the railways at each
extremity, with all other parts of the kingdom.
The length of line is twenty-six miles, and the
engineer John Urpetli Rastrick, E«q.

Cornivull Railway from Plymouth to Ful-
mouth .—The object of this undertaking is to

connect the port of Falmouth with the naval
station at Plymouth, and by the South Devon
and Bristol and Exeter Railways, with Bristol,

where the great lines of railway communication
with the metropolis and the north of England
now meet, and thus to bring Falmouth, the
most westernly port in the Channel, within
eleven hours of London, and fourteen hours of
Liverpool and Manchester. The engineer is

Captain W

.

S. Moorsom.

Tottenham and Furringdon-street Railway.

—

This railway is proposed to commence from the
Eastern Counties (Cambridge line), near the
Seven Sisters at Tottenham, and passing near
the City-road-basin of the Regent’s-canal,
proceed to a terminus at Farringdon-street,
thus affording by means of the improvements
now in progress or projected a central station
easily accessible from all parts of the metro-
polis, and contiguous to Smithfield and other
markets.

City of London Railway.—A notice has been
issued by the provisional committee of the
above project that surveys have been made for
connecting the Great Western and the London
and Birmingham Railway, and the proposed
London and York, with the city, by a line of
railway passing by Battle-bridge, and having
its terminus in New Farringdon-street, imme-
diately at the foot of Holborn-hill.

Belgian Methods of preserving JVood and
Iron used in the construction of Railivays.—All
the sleepers now laid down on the Belgian
railways are charred, the engineers having no
faith in any of the pickling processes. Stands
are fixed at convenient intervals for rails in
reserve, which are preserved from rust by an
anti-corrosive liquid.

Partial Destruction of Birkenhead
Market.—The new town of Birkenhead, so
recently the scene of high festival on the occa-
sion of laying the foundation-stone of the new
dock, Avas visited by a tremendous storm on
Saturday, the 2nd inst. At 1 1 o’clock in the
morning, the storm then being at its greatest
height, between fifty and sixty yards of the
south-eastern wall of the new market, now in

course of erection in that town, gave way
before the fury of the blast to which it was
opposed, and fell inwards with a crash so
terrible, that the shock startled many persons
who were at the time upwards of two miles
from the spot. The Market Committee have
presented the following report to the Birken-
head Commissioners relative to the contruction
of the new market “ The committee hare to

report, that in consequence of the storm of
Saturday last, a portion of the wall of the riew
market was thrown down. The committee
express their conviction that the walls are
quite adequate, both as to materials and thick-
ness, for this description of building, there
being pillars of two bricks in thickness, 4 feet

in breadth, and 11 feet apart. And inde-
pendent of the pillars there are cross walls to
be built for the shops at distances of 10 feet,

which, had they been erected, would effectually

have prevented the accident.” The surveyor’s
report was as follows:—“On examining the
walls of Gill-street Market, I find that the
walls are 22 inches thick throughout, built
plain, without any projections or supports. The
cross walls to shops are 9 inches thick at St.
John’s. There are pilasters every 10 feet of
22 inches. Then an intermediate panel of 18
inches and a centre panel of 9 inches. The
cross walls to shops are 9 inches thick, and at
every alternate pilaster in the inside there is a
chimney carried up from the shops, which
gives considerable support to the walls. The
walls at Birkenhead Market are 22} in the
pilaster, 18 in the intermediate panel, and 9 in

the filling- in panel. Arches are sprung from
pilaster to pilaster, so that the whole weight of
roof is carried by the strong pilasters, and not
partly by the panel, as is the case in St,

John’s.” Messrs. Tors and Henders, it is

said, are the parties with whom the coniract
for the erection of the edifice was made;
another account states that Messrs. Fox,
Henderson, and Co. were the contractors.

A Wall of Horns.—In a dark, narrow
lane, leading from the ancient town of St.

Alban’s, in Hertfordshire, to the back meads,
which are watered by the River Vcron, the
way to Shefford Mill, is to be observed,
although almost concealed by the obtrusion
of ivy and other parasitical plants, a curious
old wall, which, upon a close examination,
proves to be composed wholly of horns of
cattle. This singular structure bas the ap-
pearance of being of very great antiquity;

but no person living in the neighbourhood can
give any correct account of its origin. Rumour
asserts that some centuries ago, a tanner
resided near the spot, who purchased a plot of
meadow land contiguous to his factory to build
upon, and that, either in spirit of eccentricity,

or from penurious motives, with a view to avoid
going to the expense of bricks, &c„ he caused
the wall in question to be erected from the
accumulation of horns which he had had
lying by him in his tanning yard for many
years. Whether such was the case or not,

the wall under consideration (such portion of
it as is visible) presents a very curious and
unique appearance to the eye of the spectator,

and as a mural barrier appears to vie in
strength and solidity with its neighbouring
walls of ancient Verulam .—Morning Post.

Valuable and Ingenious Invention.

—

We have been favoured by Mr. Last, watch-
maker, of this town, with the sight of a plan,
similar in appearance to an ordinary map,
which is so constructed as to enable him from
an observation with a circumferenter, to ascer-
tain in five minutes after the appearance of a
fire in the surrounding district, the precise
route and distance of the same. This must
be of the utmost importance in facilitating the
advance of fire-engines, and other assistance,

to the spot, and have a tendency, by causing
their prompt attendance, to check the ravages
of the devouring element.—Bury Farmer's
Journal.



SufposedOldest House intiieMetropo-
lis.—Till within the last few days averyancient
house stood in Iloxton Old Town, which was
believed to have been nearly five hundred years
old, but which is now pulled down. The
Parliamentary Survey, No. 78, as reported in

Sir II. Ellis’s “History of Shoreditch,” of
which Iloxton is one of the divisions, states

that about this spot, during the interregnum, a
house was in the possession of Charles Stuart,

sometime King of England, in 1653, which
was valued at 4/. per annum. It was of a very
novel construction, and of large dimensions.
The outward door, which was formed of wood,
was beautifully carved and figured, with oak
leaves, grape foliage, &c. In the course of the

demolition of the mansion a brick was found
dated above one hundred and fifty years back,
but the greater portion of the bricks were of a
much earlier period, being of a deep red colour
and highly polished. Some artist, previous to

its destruction, took designs from it. There
was such a large quantity of bricks, that they

were sufficient to build fourteen houses, and a
sufficient quantity of wood to erect many more.
The lead alone weighed above two tons. The
report in the parish is that the house was
formerly in the possession of Oliver Cromwell.
This locality, from the 14th to the 1 7th century,

was the resort of the nobility of that period.

—

[Such is the current report, but the style of
this house did not exhibit such antiquity

;
it

will be seen from the above description that a
date more probable is that of the latter part of
the reign of James I.— En.]

Captain Bullock’s Beacon for Good-
win Sands.—This beacon is now nearly
ready in Deal Dockyard.—It consists of a stout

mast, cleted on each side, with man-ropes to

assist in ascending to the top, and measures in

circumference 25 feet 6 inches. The heel
fixes into a cast-iron socket of 15 cwt., which
is 12 feet long, and is intended to pierce the
sand with a kind of screw-end. The mast,
from the iron socket to the top, is 27 feet, and
from the top to the mast-head 7 feet more,
with a cap on its head. Above this is a stump
topmast 6 feet high, with a truck on its head
to hoist a flag, and the iron stays to support
the mast are getting. ready at the forges in the

yard. The enterprising Captain Bullock is in

the Downs on board the Porcupine surveying
vessel, anxiously expecting the report of the

chief engineer, who superintends the work in

the yard, and who has promised to have every
thing ready for placing during the present
week.

The Long and Disgracefully Neg-
lected Monument at Carmarthen.

—

We are glad to find that a subscription is on
foot for the purpose of repairing, renovating,
and conserving the monument or cairn erected
in memory of General Picton at Carmarthen.
It is intended that the ornamental entablatures,

&c., designed by Bailey, and which, on the
first occasion, were formed of Roman cement,
shall now be erected in stone

;
and, if the

funds prove adequate, to replace the present
figure of the gallant Picton by one of bronze.
The Right lion. Lord Dynevor heads the list

with a subscription of 50/., and the Hon.
Colonel Trevor subscribes the same amount.
Captain Gwynne, the chairman of the old
Welsh committee, and to whose activity on
former occasions is due in a great measure the
erection of the monument, has consented to

take upon himself again the labour of the
office.— Carmarthen Journal.

Dunmow British Schools.'— The new
building, recently ej ected on a piece of ground
near the Dunmow Downs, the gift of Beldam
Johns} Esq., and calculated to hold about
100 children of each sex, was opened on Friday
week, when a public meeting was held, Mr.
W. I. Clayton in the chair; and there was,
notwithstanding the unfavourable weather, a
respectable attendance of between 200 and
300, including most of the subscribers and pro-
moters of the institution. The school-rooms,
which we understand cost 600/. in the erection,

are now open for the admission of children.

New Lunatic Asylum for Warwick-
shire.— It has been officially announced that
the important subject of a county lunatic asylum
for Warwickshire will be taken into considera-
tion by the magistrates at the next Quarter Ses-
sions, which are fixed to be held at Warwick,
on Monday, the 30th of December next,
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Completion ok the Scott Monument.

— On Saturday last this monument was com-
pleted by the placing of the topmost stone on
the structure. On its being fairly placed in

its position, by the W.G.M. of the Celtic

Lodge of Freemasons, Mr. W. Donaldson, the

workmen greeted it with three hearty cheers.

The altitude of the building was taken at

the time by Mr. Nicol, the master of the works,
and proved to be 200 feet 6 inches above the

level of Princes’-street, and about 5 feet above

the spire of St. Andrew’s Church, being 20
feet 6 inches above the originally contemplated

level. There is still much to be done before

the monument is out of the hands of the

builders, and exposed, without the interruption

of the scaffolding tq|the view of the public.

—

Scotsman.

New Suspension Bridge from Chelsea
Hospital to the Red-house, Battersea.
—The requisite surveys and estimates for this

bridge were made last year by Mr. Bird, the

engineer, and arrangements were conditionally

made with several of the proprietors of land

on the south side of the Thames for the purpose
ofapproaches. Theprotected bridge, which has
acommunication in a direct linefrom Belgrave-
square and the adjacent neighbourhood, having
been approved of by the Lords Commissioners of
Chelsea Hospital, and other parties whose
land would be taken on the north side of the

Thames, application will be made to Parlia-

ment in the ensuing session for an act autho-
rizing the construction of the bridge.

Prevention of Colliery Explosion.

—

A committee will be appointed immediately
on the assembling of Parliament for the pur-

pose of investigating the causes of the nume-
rous explosions that have lately taken place

in the coal districts, and to ascertain whether
means can be devised to protect the working
collier and miner from the dreadful accidents

he is at present liable to. A correspondent
suggests the employment of the light ob-

tained from electricity to illuminate mines,
instead of lamps and candles, electrical light

being produced without burning, that is in-

dependently of air, and confined in tubes her-

metically sealed.

Immense Oak. — The following are the

particulars of the great Risca Oak, near New-
port, Monmouthshire, purchased by Thomas
Harrison, in 1814, at 100 guineas, converted
and sold by him for more than 400/:—The
body or bole of the tree was only 10 feet long,

and measured 450 feet; there were in the

limbs twelve navy pieces, one of which made a

rudder for a 98-gun ship, and the whole of the

sound timber in the tree was 48 loads and 11

feet, of 50 feet to the load. The bark was only

about 4 tons.

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Substitution for Wood at Cape Town.
—The bones of the whale seem almost entirely

to supply the place of wood (which latter they

are obliged to bring from a considerable dis-

tance), being used for rafters of houses and
sheds, palings of gardens, for mile-stones, and
in one instance I observed for the construction

of a bridge. I was also told they occasionally

use them for fuel.

—

Captain Conynghame's
Recollections.

Architectural and Mechanical Pre-
miums.—The Liverpool Polytechnic Society
proposes to give prizes for communications of

adequate merit on the following subjects :—

A

medal for the best mechanical or architectural

drawing. A medal for the best mechanical or

architectural model, shewing the latest im-

provements. A medal for the best model of a

ship, shewing the latest improvements. All

models and drawings will be returned.

New Barracks and Storehouse in the
Tower.—The Board of Ordnance has directed

the foundations to be completely cleared by
the 14th instant. The barracks are to be built

somewhat after the style of the Wellington

Barracks, in St. James’s Park; and when
finished, the garrison will afford ample ac-

commodation for a whole regiment.

FortificationsofRasta dt, inGermany.
—The Suabian Mercury states that the works
of the fortifications of Rastadt are on so ex-

tensive a scale, that although 6,000 men have

been employed upon them for three years, six

years more will be required for their comple-
tion.
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Surveyor to the Haberdashers’ Com-
pany.—This office is at the present time
vacant. Persons applying for the same must
put themselves in communication with Mr. W.
Nelson Beechey, Haberdashers’ Hall, Maiden-
lane, on or before the 23rd instant.

STntSrrs.

Tenders delivered for rebuilding Coach-house
and Workshops in Bridle-lane, Golden-square.

—

W. Cadogan. Esq., Architect.

Hall .£704 18
Johnson 698 0

Chestermun 695 0

Tenders delivered for erecting two Houses and
Workshops at Iloxton for Mr. Marlborough.—Mr.
John Parkinson, Surveyor.

Little, Hackney-road £1926
Hayworth, Kingsland 1750
Hort and Perry 1750
Norris, Hackney 1567
Little, Kingsland 1552
Elston, Wormwood-street 1400

Quantities supplied.

Tenders delivered for building Trinity District

Schools, Mile End.—Messrs. Ford and Gagan,
Architects.

Furnival £1608 0

Livermore 1557 0
Brown 1548 0

Hedges 1535 0
Darke 1525 0
Edwards 1520 0

Norris 1497 0
Cooper and Davis 1485 0

McLean 1482 0

Turner 1471 10

Gerry 1374 0

Tenders delivered for the Erection of Eight
Houses at Wapping.—Mr. H. Flower, Architect.

Jay £2575
Curtis 2425
Wilson 2358
Haines and Co 2375
Outhwaite 2439
Trego 2560
West 2510

The tenders were opened in the presence of the

Builders, November 14.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the erection of Gas Apparatus for lighting the

Devon County Lunatic Asylum, also for Apparatus

for Cooking, Washing, Drying, and Warming.

—

T. E. Drake, Clerk to the Visiting Justices, Exeter.

November 18.

For making a Cylindrical Sewer in the Town of

Cambridge, to be 2 feet in diameter, 34 yards in

length, and the average depth about feet.

—

Frederick Randall, Cambridge. November 19.

For Paving the Streets within the Manor of

Southwark, or Clink Liberty.—Mr. Edmonds,
Surveyor, Bridge-street, Southwark.—November
20 .

For the different Works to be done in erecting a

New Gaol at the Borough of Banbury, under any

of the following heads, viz. : 1. Mason, Brickwork,

&c. ; 2. Carpenter and Joiner
;

3. Plumber and

Glazier; 4. Slater; 5. Plasterer; 6. Ironfounder,

&c.
;

7. Painter.—Messrs. Hurst and Moffatt,

Architects, Leeds or Doncaster
;
and James Beesley,

Town Clerk, Banbury. November 21.

For the supply of Four Pleasure Carriages and Six

Second-class ditto, for the Manchester and Bir-

mingham Railway. November 21.

For the supply of 800 yards of Angular Train

Plates for a Railroad.—John Latham, 28, Princess-

street, Manchester.

For building a Sewer in Ellison -street, Petticoat-

lane. — Joseph Daw, Sewers' Office, Guildhall.

November 26.

For supplying Iron Railing and Gates round the

Birkenhead Park, about 34 miles.—The Chairman

of the Improvement Committee, Town Hall, Bir-

kenhead. November 26.

For the supply of First, Second, and Third-class

Carriages to the Manchester, Bury, and Rossendale

Railway. — James Smithells, Secretary, Railway

Office, Bury. November 30.

For the construction of Locomotive Engines and

Tenders for the Manchester, Bury, and Rossendale

Railway.—Mr. C. E. Cawley, Engineer, Railway

Office, Bury. November 30.

For the supply of 600 Coal Waggons to the

York and North Midland Railway Company.—
George Baker, Secretary, York, December 4.

For the building of a Tunnel on the Edinburgh,

J

Leith, and Granton Railway.—December 4,
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Society of Arts.—

O

n Wednesday evening

last, the second meeting this season was held

at the society’s rooms in John-street, Adelphi.

Mr. R. Twining, one of the vice-presidents,

filled the chair according to rotation, and a

paper, written by Mr. Milton, “ On British

and and Foreign Honey,” was read by the

secretary. The second paper, by Thomas
Birmingham, was “ On the Grenier Mobile,”
or revolving granary, the invention of M.
Vallery, a French engineer. The first meeting
of the present season took place on the 6th

instant
;
but the business then transacted was

confined to the confirmation ofprevious minutes,

and the election of five new members.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A Neighbour.—If he ivill take the trouble to look-

over a complete file of our Paper, he will see that

we have throughout been influenced by considera-

tions precisely similar to those he favours us with.

G. Clinton.—We shall be happy to receive a
sj)ecimen.

J. J. Morse.—We refer him to Nos. 86 and 88

of” The Builder,” where the same questions have
been already answered.

Communications have been received from N. H.
Kennawhere—W. J. Watson—and Spectator.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, November 18. — Statistical, 11,
Regent’s-street, 8 p.m. ; Chemical, Society of Arts,
Adelphi, 8 p.m.

;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-

street, 8 P.M.

Tuesday, 19.—Linncean, Soho-square, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 20.—Society of Arts, Adelphi,
8 p.m.

; Geological, Somerset-house, 8J p.m.

Thursday, 21.

—

Royal, Somerset-house, 8J
p.m.

; Antiquarian, Somerset-house, 8 p.m.

Friday, 28.—Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8 p.m.

Saturday, June 23.

—

Royal Botanic, Regent’s
park, 4 p.m.

British Museum.—Open to the public every
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, from 10 till 7
during May, June, July, and August, and from 10
till 4 the rest of the year

;
except the first week in

January, May, and September, Ash-Wednesday,
Good Friday, and Christmas Day, and Fast or
Thanksgiving Days. The Natural History Collec-
tions are open for study and comparison of speci-
mens, to persons having permission, on Tuesday
and Thursday from 10 till 4. The Reading Room
is open to persons having tickets of admission
every day (except Sundays, and when the Museum
is closed, as above mentioned), from 9 till 7 in
May, June, July, and August, and from 9 till 4
during the rest of the year. The Gallery of Anti-
quities is open to students having tickets every day
in the week, except Saturdays and Sundays (and
those times when the Museum is closed), at the
same hours as the Reading-room.

Royal College of Surgeons.—The Museum
is open to visitors on Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday, from 12 till 4, except during
the month of September

; on Friday to gentlemen
for studying in it

; and on Saturday from 1 0 till 1 to
gentlemen desirous of comparing specimens with
those in the Museum. The Library is open to
members and students of the college, and visitors
having tickets of admission, daily (Sundays ex-
cepted), from the 1st of October to the 1st of April,
from 10 till 4 ; and from the 1st of April to the
1st of September, from 10 till half-past 5.

LiNNiEAN Society.—Library open on Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday, and the Museum on Wed-
nesday and Friday, from 12 o’clock to 4 in the
afternoon.

Geological Society.—Library and Museums
are open every day from 11 till 5.

Royal Asiatic Society.— Museum is open
every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, from 1

1

till 4.
J

United Service Institution.—Museum open
all the year from 11 till 5 in summer, and from 11
till 4 in whiter. Admission by members’ tickets.
Botanical Society.

—

Herbarium may be in-
spected every Friday evening, from 7 till 10.
London Institution.—Lectures every Monday

aud Thursday Evening at 7 o’clock, from Novem-
ber 11 to May 19, both inclusive, except December
26, and January 2; the Lectures on Mondays
April 14 to May 19, at 2.

Royal Botanic Society.—Exhibition ofPlants
and Flowers for Prizes, on May 7, June 4, July 2.

Civil Engineers.—Library open from 9 a.m.
to 9 P.aj.

Entomological Society.—Museum open every

Tuesday from 12 till 6.

Society of Arts.—Open every week-day except

Wednesday, between 10 and 2. Admission by
members’ tickets.

The Meetings of the following Societies are

continued throughout the year, on the regular

days :

—

Horticultural, Zoological, Entomo-
logical, Botanical, Royal Botanic, and
Pharmaceutical.

Current prices of ©Elooti anti petals.

November 11, 1844.

£ s. d. £. s. d.

Box, Turkey, bet. per ton.

.

2 0 0 — 6 0 0

Cedar, Pencil, per foot .

.

•0 0 3 — 0 0 4
Cuba 0 0 3 — 0 0 4

N. S. Wales .... 0 0 3 — 0 0 4i
Green, per ton ..

Ebony, Ceylon, large ....

5 5 0 — 9 0 0

6 0 0 — 7 0 0
small .... 4 10 0 — 5 15 0

Madagascar, small 5 0 0 — 6 0 0
Lignum Vita;, Jamaica .

.

3 0 0 — 5 0 0
St. Domingo .... 8 0 0 — 12 0 0

Mahogany, Cuba, per foot 0 0 7 — 0 1 4
St. Domingo .... 0 0 7 — 0 1 6
Honduras 0 0 44— 0 010

Timber ;

—

Teake, African, per load .

.

9 0 0 — 0 0 0

Oak, Quebec 3 15 0 — 4 10 0

Fir, Riga 4 2 0 — 5 0 0

Dantzic and Memel .

.

3 17 6 — 4 10 0
Swedish 3 15 0 — 3 17 6

Pine, Quebec, red, per load 4 0 0 — 4 2 6

yellow .... 3 10 0 — 0 0 0
Miramichi & St. Johns 4 10 0 — 0 0 0

Wainscot Logs, 18 ft. each 5 5 0 — 0 0 0

Lathwood, Memel, &c. fm. 9 0 0 — 0 0 0

Deals, Gefle, 14ft. 3in. by 9 31 0 0 — 32 0 0

Stockholm 27 0 0 — 28 0 0
Gott«nburg,12ft.3by9 26 0 0 — 27 0 0
Christiana, 1st & 2nd 28 0 0 — 30 0 0
St. Petersb’g, Memel,
Dantzic, 12f.li llin. 18 0 0 — 20 0 0

Quebec yellow Pine,

first quality 17 0 0 — 18 0 0
second ditto 10 0 0 — 12 0 0

White Spruce, 120.. 16 10 0 — 19 0 0
Dantzic Deck, each .

.

0 18 0 — 1 6 0
Plauk, Dantzic Oak, load.. 9 0 0 — 10 0 0
Staves, Baltic, per 1200.. 130 0 0—140 0 0

Quebec Pipe, 1200 65 0 0 — 0 0 0

Puncheon 17 0 0 — 0 0 0

Copper—

B

rit. Cake, p. ton 84 0 0— 0 0 0
Tile 82 0 0— 83 0 0
Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 94— 0 0 0
Old 0 0 8?

—

0 0 0
South Amer., ton 72 0 0— 0 0 0

Iron, British Bars 5 15 0— 0 0 0
Rods 6 10 0— 0 0 0

Hoops 8 0 0— 0 0 0

Sheets 8 10 0— 9 0 0
Cargo in Wales, Bars 5 0 0— 0 0 0
Pigs No. 1, Wales .

.

3 10 0— 0 0 0
No. 1, Clyde .

.

2 15 0— 0 0 0

Russian, c.c.n.d. .

.

16 10 0— 0 0 0
Swedish 9 10 0— 9 15 0

Lead—

B

ritish, Pig, p. ton 16 10 0— 0 0 0
Sheet, milled .... 17 10 0 — 0 0 0
Shot, patent ....

Red or Minium .

.

19 15 0— 0 0 0
21 10 0— 0 0 0

White 23 10 0— 0 0 0
Litharge 20 0 0— 0 0 0
Pig, Spanish .... 16 0 0 — 16 10 0

Steel—

S

wedish Keg .... 15 15 0— 0 0 0
Faggot 16 10 0 — 0 0 0

Tin

—

In blocks, p. cwt. .

.

3 12 0— 0 0 0
Ingots 3 12 0— 0 0 0
In Bars 3 13 0— 3 14 0
Banca 3 5 0— 3 6 0
Straits 3 3 0— 3 3 6

Plates, p.box,225 shts.

—

No. I. C. 13f by 10 in. 1 5 0— 1 11 0

I.X 1 11 0— 1 17 6
Spelter—

O

n the spot, ton 22 5 0 — 22 10 0

Delivery.. 22 5 0 — 0 0 0
Zinc, English Sheet 32 0 0— 0 0 0
Orsidew lb. 0 3 0— 0 0 0
Quicksilver lb. 0 4 6— 0 0 0

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS-

g A LWAYS ON SALE, a LARGE AS-
o n A SORTMENT of DRY PREPARED FLOOR-
o £ ING BOARDS and MATCHED BOARDING of all

“ 2 sorts, planed to a parallel width and thickness, from 4

h
b. inch to 1J inch thick. Rough Boarding for Flats.

< TIMBER, DEALS, OAK PLANKS, SCANTLINGS,
SASH SILLS, &c.

Apply at W. CLEAVE’S Timber Yard, Smith-street,
Westminster.

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS.

Always on sale at a. rosltng’s,
SOUTHWARK-BRIDGE-WHARF, BANKSIDE,

and Old-Barge-Wharf, Upper Ground-street, Blackfriars,
a very large stock of well-seasoned Floor Boards of every
variety.

A. R., in calling the attention of builders and consumers,
confidently presumes on his being able to supply them on
such advantageous terms, as will ensure and merit their
favours and approbation.

WARMING BUILDINGS by HOT
WATER.—J. WEEKS and DAY, King’s-road,

Chelsea, having had a most extensive practice for 20 years in
the erecting of HOT WATER APPARATUS for the heat-
ing of churches, mansions, warehouses, halls, baths, horti-

cultural buildings, &c., will be happy to give estimates for
warming buildings of every description to which heat is ap-
plicable. The hot water apparatus is to be seen in action
on their premises.

VARNISH.—It has long; been a desideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article
;
brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability arc the qualifications necessary, but these are
seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the
great and important discoveries of modern chemistry, and
the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.
George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently
recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in
price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakers, Painters, and others may depend
on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Fine Oil Varnish, from ) 0 s. per gallon; best White Spirit

Varnish, 21s. ditto ; Best Spirit French Polish, 1 8s. ditto ;

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at
the very lowest prices.—WALLIS'S Varnish, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, 64, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750.

PAINTING BRUSHES7~OF SUPERIOR
QUALITY.

TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT and C O.,

MANUFACTURERS,
11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,

Offer to Painters, Builders, &c.. Painting Brushes of a
quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness,
oooooo.—

7

in. Dusters,
oooooo.—7 in. ditto, extra.
oooo.—Ground Brushes.

Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.
Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other
Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

J. J. KENT and CO. will, on receipt of 11. or 2/. Post-
office Order, send to any part of England, Scotland, or
Ireland, Samples to the full value of the money received,
which, if not approved of, may be returned, and the amount
willbe remitted back to the party.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds
of Brushes, forwarded on application.

Established 1 777-

AEVERTISEIVISXJXS.

GUILDERS, PLASTERERS, and others
should compare the Prices,

-

nil Ob 0,1 1 V.lLinseed Oil, 2s. 2d. per gall
Boiled Oil, 2s. 8d. per do.
Turpentine, 2 s. 3d. per do.
Best Ground Lead,26s. p.cwt.
Second do. do., 24s. do.
Third do. do., 21s. do.
Town Glue, 42s. do.

PEISLEY’S noted Cheat

Yellow Ochre, 8s. per cwt.
Lamp Black, 24s. do.
Blue Black. 16s. do.
Venetian Red, 12s. do.
Gold Size, 9s. per gall.

Copal Varnish, 12 s. Sc l6s. do.
Paper Varnish, 1 Is. & 14s. do.
Lead and Colour Warehouse,

58, JUDD-STItEET, NEW-ROAD. Brushes, Varnishes^
Dry and Ground Colours, at lowest prices.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, See. See., for Pictures,
Glazing. &c. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon .. .. .. ,. 2s. 4d.
LINSEED OIL, ditto 2s. 4d.
SHEET LEAD, in sheets, per cwt. .. .. 18 s. fid.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE 19 s. 6d.
WHITE LEAD (Genuine) per cwt. . . .. 26 s, od.

Colours, Pipe, Brushes, fee. &c., equally low, and quality
warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying
to It. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester-square, London.
PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND

CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted Crown,
flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,
shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30
of Best and Second quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-

ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having
to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a
list ol dimensions to R. Cogan, will receive by return of
post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown
Sheet-Glass and Sheet- Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for, if

required.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety
of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than
is kept by any other House in London.
COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages
Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or
superior appearance is required

; a light 6 feet 6 in. long, with
openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, and may be had from Is. 3d.
per foot.

Also may be had,
COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,

Which effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a
more brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than
any other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
OP EVERT DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS, and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100
Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-
dom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-
plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHA DES, for covering
Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, &c. &c.
of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-
cation.

French Tabic Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,
and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed his Show Rooms for the above
articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal
Discount to Bazaar keepers and others.
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N OTMCE.
In answer to several inquiries by letter, we

ieg to state that a few copies of Mr. Bar-

holomew’s Cyclopaedia of the New Metropo-

itan Building-Act can still be had of our

mblisher, No. 2, York-street, Covent-garden,

it the usual price of a double number.

Wo. XCIV.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23. 1844.

REAT improve-

ment has been

made in the

law with regard

v -mm-. y ^ to the safety of

^ buildings within

ran£ e l^ e

V-Nlie
]\jew Metropolitan Build-

ing-Act : the power to

condemn edifices as ruinous

is taken from court-leets

and substitute - constables,

and is now placed in the

hands of the district-survey-

> km ors an<^ official-referees
;
but

without that range, no

power competent for the

purpose exists, except under

any local Acts which may

not be generally known. If

the provisions of the New

Metropolitan Building-Act be extended in

; some modified form, so as to become general,

no doubt much good may i
-esult.

It is not merely in the matter of the

:
condemnation of ruinous buildings thatamend-

i nient is needed, but in the construction of new

i works, more particularly in that lofty and

: thence often dangerous class of erections,

t which the carrying on of certain manufactures

i usually requires. Of late the public journals

1 have teemed in a most extraordinary degree

\ with accounts of the fall of buildings. One

i instance of which appears in the following ac-

K count :
—

“Fall of Two Houses in the London-
roao. — Yesterday morning, about eight

|<
o’clock, the inhabitants of the London-road,

1 Southwark, were thrown into considerable

i confusion and alarm by the falling of two

I houses, Nos. 32 and 33, on the west side of the

I; street. It was at one time supposed that Mrs.

II Sears and her infant were buried in the ruins
;

1 but fortunately they slept in the attic, and the

I roof of the house falling inwards saved them,

I: and they were extricated by the police. The
i houses that have fallen are tenanted by Mr.
! Sears and Mrs. Cohen, both dealing in china-

h ware. The accident occurred by Mr. Sears

i having undermined his premises, for the pur-

(
pose of extending them. The foundations

! were disturbed on Monday for the purpose of

r erecting a wall at the rear
;
and the heavy rain

, that has fallen since has been the principal

l cause of the falling in of the houses.”

Near the same time appeared the follow-

i

ing :

“Fall ok Houses.'—During the night of

Tuesday last four houses which were in the

! course of erection in Gallow’s Acre-lane,

Clifton, fell to the ground, leaving but a small

portion standing. It is providential that the

i event happened during the night, as had it

i taken place at a time when the workmen were
! engaged upon them, it is fearful to contemplate

|
the serious consequences which must have

l ensued. It is supposed that as the erection of

i the houses was carried on during the wet

weather, the mortar was not properly tempered,

which, added to the heavy rains, caused their

downfal. It is somewhat remarkable that

these houses were situated upon the same

piece of ground as that upon which the house

was erected, the wall of which a short time

since fell, causing the death of a mason. Two
other houses in the course of erection, one

situated at Baptist Mills, and the other at Bed-

minster, have also fallen during the week.”

Not only does frightful accident occur by

the fall of buildings, but their temporary opera-

tive apparatus itself becomes as mischievous to

life as the total ruin of edifices, as is evinced

bv the annexed quotation of a

“Frightful Soaffold Accident. — On
Saturday, about noon, several men were em-

ployed upon some scaffolding erected in front

of a house in Sellington-street, Vauxhall-road.

It appears that a cornice which had just been

fixed near the summit of the building, suddenly

gave way and fell upon the scaffolding and

workmen. The former was in consequence

broken away, and the unfortunate men with it

were precipitated to the ground. Several

persons who witnessed the occurrence ran to

the assistance of those beneath the fallen mass,

and five individuals were, in a short time, re-

moved therefrom, to all appearance dead or

dying. The first was a female, whose name was

ascertained to be Clack, and on her being con-

veyed to a surgeon’s, it was discovered that she

had escaped with only present deprivation of

consciousness, and a few slight bruises by some

of the materials falling upon her as she

was passing underneath. She was in a short

time enabled to proceed to her own residence
;

but the unfortunate men, named George Good-

,
aged 40; George Goodman, jun. (son of

the former), aged 17 1
Thomas Goble, aged

34
;
and William Baker, aged 40, were so

much injured, that no time was lost in convey-

ing the three former to St. George’s Hospital,

and the latter to Westminster Hospital, where

they remain with at present but slight hopes

of their recovery. The cause of the catastrophe

is stated to have its origin in the dense humi-

dity of the weather, which did not permit the

>vork to set sufficiently to bear its own
weight.”

So it seems the dense humidity of the weather

is to cause such ruin ! A pretty kind ol building

truly ! How much of such humidity, how much

rain, how much storm have passed over the

buildings of ancient Rome, or those of our

own country, leaving many of them untouched?

Next comes “The late dreadful accident at

Derby,” the particulars of which may be

gathered from the inquest held on Wednesday

morning at the Town-hall, before Mr. B. T.

Balgay, coroner, on the bodies ot the six

unfortunate labourers who were killed by the

failing of an arch at the Slitting Mill Brook,

to the following purport :

—

“ After the jury had been sworn, and viewed

the bodies, the coroner addressed a few ob-

servations to them upon the duty they would

have to discharge. The question they would

have to inquire into was, by what means the

unfortunate men came by their death, and

whether any blame attached to any party

—

whether, in fact, it was a case of accidental

death, or of manslaughter; and he (the

coroner) was quite sure they would give the

case a calm consideration, and arrive at such a

verdict as would satisfy their own consciences.

“ Mr. Alderman Johnson here stepped

forward, and stated that he, as chairman of

the committee appointed to see the works

satisfactorily carried out, together with Dr.

Baker and Mr. Jessopp, were deputed at a

meeting of the committee, held the previous

evening, to attend the inquest, and, give every

information in their power. They were

prepared to lay the whole case before the jury.

“The Foreman of the Jury objected to Mr.

Johnson being heard
;
and the coroner pro-

ceeded to call the fiist witness.

“ Mr. Flewker took his seat at the table,

stating that he appeared on behalf of the

relatives of the deceased, and commenced

taking down the evidence.

“ Samuel Dawson sworn—I am a labourer,

and reside in Queen-street. On Wednesday

last I was employed by Mr. Harpur, the town

surveyor, to superintend the works going on

at the Mill Fleam in the Morledge, and to see

that the materials to be used were composed

and properly mixed up. I was at the works

yesterday morning
;

I went at six o’clock,

left for my breakfast at eight, and returned to

the works at half-past eight. I had been at the

works after breakfast perhaps about twenty

minutes, and was standing at the new arch on

the side near to Sutton’s wharf when the

accident happened. I had control over the

mixing of the materials for mortar, and was

directed by Mr. Harpur to see that they were

properly beat—the proportions were three of

lime and one of sand. I have been used to

mixing mortar before
;

that has been my
principalemployment. I waswith Mr.Thompson
four years. I had r.c reason to complain that

proper quantities of sand and lime were not

mixed. Yesterday morning was fixed for

striking the centres of the arch, which has

been completed since my superintendence.

The persons employed on the occasion were

the deceased Thomas Brown and others of Mr.

Sims’s workmen, namely, Thomas Walker,

George Walker, George Bancroft, Joseph

Wardle, and Charles Bagguley. My attention

was drawn to the works, and I observed a

settling just over the springers at the backing

up of the arch
;
the settling was, however, not

more than a quarter of an inch
;

I was watch-

ing to see if it got any wider, and my attention

was taken off by hearing a crash. I cast my
eye along the top of the arch, and saw the arch

fall in. I was too near the arch to observe

who were under it when it fell in. I saw

Samuel Henchley and John Harlow come from

underneath the’ arch not more than five

minutes before the accident
;
and also saw de-

ceased, Charles Bagguley, and Joseph Wardle,

go under. 1 also saw Mr. Sims, the con-

tractor, come from under the arch, probably

two or three minutes after Henchley and

Harlow. It could not be more than two

minutes after Sims had left the arch that I

heard the crash. Mr. Sims came and stood by

me, and then returned to the bed of the river

to watch the men at work. Besides Bagguley

and Wardle, 1 knew that others were under

the arch at work, but who they were, of what

number they consisted, I did not know at the

time. I had not been under the arch myself;

that was no part of my duty, which simply was

to see if the materials were properly mixed. I

no sooner turned my eye to the spot where I

heard the crash I have spoken of than the arch

fell in. Before it fell I saw the arch sway a

little on the opposite side to where I was

standing—that is, on the side near Mr. Evans’s

warehouse. All who were under at the time

of the accident were buried in the ruins. At
the time it fell there were two persons upon

the arch, on the opposite side to where I stood
;

their names were Berresford arrd Whittingham.

I assisted in extricating the bodies from the

ruins, and saw the deceased Brown, the two

Walkers, Bancroft, Bagguley, and Wardle

got out; they were all dead. I do not con-

sider any person to blame.

“ Jacob Berresford— I am a labourer, and

for the last two months have worked for Mr.

Sims. I was working with him yesterday

morning. I went at six o’clock, and remained

on until eight, at which time I went to my
breakfast, and returned at hall past eight, when

I recommenced work. I had been employed

stacking bricks, and having finished, went io

look at the men who were working under the

arch. Thomas Walker, George Bancroft,

Charles Bugguley, George Walker, 1 hoinas

Brown, and Joseph Wardle were the persons.

I went under the arch about a yard. I saw

Thomas Brown with a hammer in his hand, in

the act of striking a prop underneath. 1 also

saw Thomas Walker doing the same in another

part of the arch. The other four were stand-

ing up looking on, as if to give their opinion.

I did not exchange words with any of them,

but in about two or three minutes withdrew,

and returned to the top of the arch, on one

side of which, near Sutton’s, and the end near

to the cast metals, I began levelling; and there

was a man (I believe of the name of Whitting-

ton) ramming. Whilst so employed I felt

something soft under my feet, as if I was

going down, and on looking saw that the arch

was going. I immediately gave the alarm and

jumped off. As far as I can judge, the crown

of the arch fell first. When the arch had fallen,

I heard the deceased Thomas Walker, who
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was underneath the ruins, cry out three times,
‘ I’m dying fast— I am nearly done for.’

“ James Sims— I am a builder, residing in

Traffic-street, and engaged to build an arch
over the Mill Fleam in the Morledge, and had
got one length of arching in, which was com-
n lotpH nn FVirlav nio-lit. Tl vnmnimi/l *1.^

gui uug iinug in, ii iinii u ci 3 CU1II-

pleted on Friday night. It remained for the
purpose of settling, with the centres underJ |

— a) " “ - - - ,

until yesterday morning. I considered that
the centres might then he safely struck. On
Monday night I received orders from Mr.
Harpur to strike the centres

;
and yesterday

morning my son-in-law, Thomas Walker, anil
Charles Bagguley were employed for that pur-
pose. I superintended the work, and both Mr.
Harpur and myself had been present from the
first blow being struck. Mr. Harpur, who is

the town surveyor, was appointed to superin-
tend the work, and see that my work was done
according to contract. From the commence-
ment of the work he attended daily, sometimes
four or five times a day, and at times half a
day together. I considered I worked under
his direction. We worked by plans and speci-
fications, to which we strictly adhered, unless
requested by Mr. Harpur to deviate from them.
I meant trying one length of centres first to
see what I could do with it, and to ascertain
whether I should require any more. I was
under the arch not more than half a minute
before it fell in, and I did not observe anv
indication of danger. The first notice of this
accident I had was the crash and falling in of
the arch.

“After the examination of Mr. Samuel
Harpur, surveyor to the Commissioners under
the Derby Improvement Act, the jury retired
to consider their verdict. In about five minutes
they returned, and delivered in a verdict of“ Accidental death,” with a deodend of Is. upon
the centre of the arch, the expression of a
regret that two centres were not employed in-
stead of one, in order that the work might have
had more time to set, and a recommendation
that in future all such works should be carried
on with not less than two centres.”

So that whether from the building, the scaf-

fold, or the temporary centering, a large
sacrifice of human life is doomed to occur, and
the same to be again, and again, and again
repeated.

Now, such accidents often occur to Norman
arches, circular segmental arches, and elliptical

arches; but such accidents were hardly ever
heard of as occurring to pointed arches of proper
construction.

But the fancy for building chimneys which
shall rival in altitude the most celebrated

cathedral-spires, has of late filled the public
journals; and the fall of such “stalks,” as
the Scotchmen call them, forms almost as

frequent an article of information as their
building. We began with one of the compa-
ratively moderate altitude of 160 feet, which
nevertheless fell, as appears by the following
account :

—

“ Mili.brook.—On Wednesday night the
upper part of one of the chimneys at Mr.
Gill’s Alkali Works fell, but from its having
been erected in the centre of a field, no injury
was occasioned beyond the inconvenience
sustained at the works in consequence of the
accident. The chimney, which, we believe
was 160 feet high, has from the time of its
erection gradually sloped in the direction of
the south, and for some time past the inclina-
tion of the top has been no less than three feet
beyond the base, the attraction of cohesion
mereJy enabling it to withstand the “ rude
winds with which we have lately been
visited. The overtopping height 'having
fallen, the inclination of the other portion is
considerably lessened, but it will be necessary
to remove much of what still remains before
the chimney can be raised to its former
elevation.”

Then we have an account of the fall of
another chimney of about the same altitude
described in the following passage :

Fall of Another Chimney Two Men
Killed. 1 uesday, about noon, a most la-
metable accident occurred at the Churchgate

S.
C
L
t0ry

i

St°ckPort> belonging to Messrs.
Elkanah and bamuel Howard Cheetham, by

the falling of a large chimney attached to the
works there, and which, in its decent, unfor-
tunately caused the death of two men and
seriously injured two or three others. The
chimney stood in the yard behind the Church-
gate factory, as seen from the public road.
It and the surrounding buildings have pro-
bably been built between 40 and 50 years. It
was originally perhaps about 40 )ards high,
square built, 'with a base of unusually large
dimensions, which rested, we believe, upon
arches and pillars of brickwork. Up each of
these pillars ran a Hue, and the chimney was
divided down the centre by a partitioning of
brickwork. We have also been informed that
there were two small rooms at the base of the
chimney. From what has already been said,
it will be seen that this chimney was one of
very old construction, and from its great a'^e
it had long been in a very dilapidated state.
\v e should state, that on the north it was
bounded by a declivity, leading to the Lower
Carrs, and the projecting end of a building

;

on the east of the factory, which joined its
base

;
on the south by another end of the

factory
; and on the west by two small reser-

voirs—walled round, and divided by a wall in
the centre. Close by the base of the chimney
was a boiler-house and boiler, at work at the
time.

“On Monday, we believe, near a cart-load
of bricks fell from the top on to the roof of a
turning shop and factory below, in consequence
of which the hands refused to work, and the
engine was stopped. Yesterday morning it
was determined to take it down, and several
men were engaged for this purpose from an
early hour. About noon, the time in question,
they bad probably taken down about five yards
of it, and most of the men and factory hands
had left for dinner, when the whole mass
suddenly fell, in a south-westerly direction,
carrying down the boiler-house, and almost
entirely filling with bricks, timber, and rubbish,
the yard and smaller reservoir. A sweeper,
named Joseph Smith, aged about 40 years,
was at the top of the chimney at the time,
engaged in the work. Finding it going, he
leaped oft', but was followed by the mass of
brickwork, and thrown with tremendous vio-
lence into the water at one corner of the
reservoir, a great weight of hricks falling upon
him. He was extracted from his situation as
soon as possible, but remained insensible for
a long time afterwards; indeed, it was under-
stood that he was very much injured about his
head, chest, and shoulders. The other two
men, who were killed, were found under the
brickwork quite dead .”—Manchester Guardian.

Then our sympathies towards tottering

chimneys are called forth by the

“ Fall of a High Chimney at Ardwick.—The chimney of the chemical works of
Messrs. Tennants, Clow, and Co., at Ardwick-
bridge, having for some time past shewn a
leaning to one side, it had been determined to
take it down, when the late high south-easterly
winds came, and during the night of Friday
last affected it so much, that on the men coming
to work on Saturday morning at six o’clock,
its fall was dreaded every moment. It was
found that at about 3 feet only from the ground
it was completely cracked across, so that it was
in imminent danger of falling with the next
gust of wind. No time was lost

;
Mr. Statham,

one of the partners, was soon on the spot, and
was joined shortly afterwards by Mr. Young
the manager of the works; and the inmates of
a number of cottages all round the chimney
and within ils falling range, were promptly
awakened and removed, with their furniture
and moveables, to places of safety. The horses
were also removed from the adjacent stables,
and all the workmen were strictly enjoined not
to approach that part of the premises. All
these precautionary arrangements having been
completed with great care and promptitude,
about nine o’clock the chimney at length fell
with a tremendous crash, breaking through
several buildings, all the inmates of which had
been removed, and crushing the arches over
the river which had been erected for the pur-
poses of the works. On the whole, damage
was thus sustained to the extent of 1,000/. • but
fortunately, though one individual had a very
narrow escape, no lives were lost; a result
““'"'y attributable to the excellent precautions
taken by Mr. Statham and Mr. Young.
1 bis chimney, it is stated, was built about

thirteen years ago, when the works were in tl
occupation of Mr. E. P. Thompson. Its for
was polygonal, its height between 40 and !
yards.”

And we must not forget that when Birkei
head and its neighbourhood suffered from
storm on Friday week last, about 80 fe<
of a wall 30 feet high, forming a portion of th
market now erecting, was blown down, an
three workmen were much injured.
The accident at Oldham described in ou

last number, which arose from a violation c
one of the commonest and best-known prin
ciples of the strength of materials, and the fa]
of the 240- ft. chimney at St. Rollox, we mus
enumerate in our catalogue of disasters—no
must we altogether overlook that at Ipswich
and after quoting all these instances, so mam
of them attended with very great loss o;
property, and some of them with most serious
loss of life, we think no one can doubt that e

power is required to be created, which shall
restrain building within the limits of prudence,
for it seems evident the construction of chim-
neys of two, three, or four hundred feet high,
and some of them more, is not upon every
occasion in competent hands

; and even in the
matter of floorings, the case at Oldham is but
one of a multitude of such violations of
prudence and constructive principles.

It is manifest that a police is required to
protect life and property from the effects of
the recklessness or the ignorance of those
who, unqualified for the task, are rash enough
nevertheless to enter upon such works.
At another occasion we shall return to this

important subject.

a e.

CANDIDATES FOR THE NINE NEW MIDDLESEX DISTRICT - SURVEYORSHIPSADMITTED BY THE MAGISTRATES.
(Election to take place on the 28th instant.)

For Fulham.
1. Mr. Henry Harrison.
2. — Andrew Horseley.
3. — Augustus Abraham Winterbottom.

For Hammersmith.
4. Mr. Samuel Beazeley.
5. — Samuel Charles Christopher.
6. — Frederick Claudius J. Parkinson.
7. — Martin Joseph Stutely.

For South Kensington.
8. Mr. Thomas Leverton Donaldson.
9. — John Blore.

For North Kensington.
10. Mr. Charles Beachcroft.
H. — George Godwin, Junr.

For Hampstead.
12. Mr. Henry Edward Kendall, Jun.
13. — Thomas Bird.

For Hornsey.
14. Mr. Alfred Bartholomew.
15. — James Harrison.

For Tottenham.
16. Mr. John Henry Taylor.

For Stoke-Newington.
17. Mr. William Frederick East.
18. — William Lovell, Jun.
19' — James Moon.

For Bromley.
20. Mr. John Blyth.
21. — Henry John Ilammon.
22. — John Morris.
23. — George Henry Simmonds.

Large Oak.—The dimensions of the trunli
of an oak tree, growing in Yanwath Woods
near Lowther, taken a few davs ago by Mr
Walls, principal woodman to Mr. Richardson,
of Castle Eden, timber-merchant, were as
follows:—Circumference, 20 feet; length ol
bole 3 feet

;
giving a content of 75 cubic feet

;

and as a cubic foot of dry oak weighs some-
thing more than four stones, the weight of
timber may be computed at about two tons.

—

IF?stmoreland Gazette .
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N THE DANGER OF SINKING ARTESIAN
WELLS IN LONDON.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir —The danger of sinking artesian wells

London, for the purpose of supplying baths

id washhouses with hot water, having been

st mooted in your columns, and the subject

iving created considerable interest among

igineers and geologists, I take the liberty of

rwarding you a few facts of undoubted

ithority, which go far to prove that your

irrespondent “ M.” is perfectly correct in the

•inciple he lays down with respect to the

inger of sinking such wells in London as it

jw exists, covered with heavy masses of

hidings, resting indirectly upon a stratum of

ind.

In the third volume of the “Transactions of

ie Institution of Civil Engineers ” is an article

y Mr. Robert W. Mylne, entitled, “ On the

upply of Water from Artesian Wells in

ie London Basin, with an account of the

inking of the Well at the Reservoir of the

ew River Company in the Hampstead-road.”

his article refers to several failures of attempts

i sink such wells in London, all of them

tributable to the great quantity of sand

umped up with the water, thereby removing

ie support of the superincumbent clay, and

msing a subsidence of the surface ground,

he following are Mr. Mylne’s own words :

—

Avery remarkable instance of the subsidence

[ the ground occurred at the Hampstead-road

/ell, where the quantity of sand raised by the

iffine through the 8-inch pump was such as
> 'cause a very serious settlement in the large

used reservoir adjoining, by separating the

igh banks into two distinct portions, damag-

ig a culvert, and snapping a line of iron pipes

?under. This no doubt would have affected

ie adjoining houses, had not the pumping

een discontinued. A similar case happened

t Messrs. Reid and Co.’s brewery in Liquor-

ond- street, where the well, after the engine

•as set to work, during the time of sinking it,

-as found to have created such a cavity below,

lat the proprietors were obliged to close it

lmost immediately, to save their buildings from

uin. At the vinegar works in the Ciiy-road,

be well, from the same cause, was altogether

bandoned for manufacturing purposes, as was

Iso a large well at the brewery of Messrs, llams-

iottom and Co., in Broad-street. At White-

hapel there was another well belonging to

/Iajor Rhode, where it was found on inspec-

ion that the withdrawal of the sand by pump-

ng had formed an immense cavity underneath

ho plastic clay ; this caused a material subsi-

lence of the ground, and 20 feet of the lower

.art of the brick shaft disengaged itself, and

ailing to the bottom, the fragments were com-

iletely buried in the quicksand.

1 “ Many other instances might be mentioned

,f wells having been abandoned from the quan-

ity of sand raised, and occasioning great loss

f property through the sinking of the surface-

iround, but it will be needless to pursue the

lubject any further.”

Mr. Simpson, the engineer to the Chelsea

Vater Works, in a report which he drew up

n the same subject, and which is appended

0 Mr. Mylne’s paper, thus writes “ It has

,een stated to me that during the sinking of

die lower cylinder at the Hampstead-road

Veil, the sand was continually forced under it

:ito the well wherever the spring got vent,

ore especially on the side next the reservoir,

md there are sufficient indications on the sur-

:ice to shew that the subsidence of the earth

tas been very extensive. There is no doubt

rut that the settlements in the reservoir have

teen caused by it, and from the appearance of

eie walls of the cottages, the subsidence has

dso proceeded in that direction ;
and although

f.iffieult to ascertain its precise limits, it seems

1 me we may conclude that it ranges from

H00 to 200 feet round the well. The quantity of

rand dug out from the bottom appears greatly

I

3 have exceeded the cube of the well at the

Leptli of the lower sand stratum. From the

atate of the water I saw pumped out, it con-

tained from £ to sand and clay, the colour

f the latter being frequently discernible, and

|orom the occasional gushes of clay, sand, and

abater through holes which had been

iiiored in the lower cylinder to prevent its

rowing over the top on the well-sinker,

i; is manifest there is great subsidence of the

soil round the curb now going on, and that

it proceeds most rapidly when the water is

pumped out of the well.”

I do not consider it requisite to add another

word upon the subject. I have adduced

ample proof that danger of the most fearful

character must, in our present state of

engineering science, necessarily attend the

sinking of deep wells in London, and I trust

that prudence will induce those in authority

to pause ere they adopt a plan which may
lead to the destruction both of life and

property. J. H. H.

MINERALOGY.
BV HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESft., PROFESSOR

OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

{Continued from p. 491.)

Gypsum, in mineralogy carbonate of lime.

Gypsum and ulabaster consist ot the same

peculiar ingredients, varying in the modes

of combination ;
the general character of

the former is a coarse-grained and loose

texture, commonly with a saline or crys-

talline appearance, its fracture uneven, its

fragments amorphous and blunt, weight

granitose, sometimes only carbonose, lustre

glimmering, and opaque. Both are sul-

phates of lime, the sulphuric acid forming

about one-half of their composition, as the

carbonic acid does in the other calcareous

rocks.

On the borders of the Red Sea, where there

are immense saline deposits, uniting more or

less with calcareous matter, the sulphurous

acid generated by the vast decomposition of

animal matter continually going on in those

and the contiguous beds, chemically acts upon

the crude chaotic masses, expels the muriatic

acid from the calx, or earth of lime, and

taking its place, gives the result gypsum, and

the varieties of sulphate of lime, so common
to regions where calcareous formations abound.

Alabaster is merely compact gypsum, although

readily distinguished from the latter by its

crystalline structure. Gypsum, being- simply

a concrete, and belonging to the class ot

calcareous earths, stands in the interme-

diate position of petralogy and mineralogy, and

may be divided into varieties, as earthy

gypsum, gypseous earth, and mealy, farina-

ceous gypsum. Its colour is yellowish or

greyish, and also of various shades between

white and red
;

sometimes, when containing

iron, it exhibits a brownish red ochrcous

appearance
;
like chalk, it is rough and meagre

to the touch.

Compact gypsum is generally found of a

yellowish and greyish white, sometimes nearly

snow white, sometimes it exhibits shades ot

greenish, blueish, honey yellow, and brownish

red. It occurs massive and disseminated. It

is internally dull or faint glimmering, and its

fracture is even partly splintery, sometimes

passing into tine foliated and granular. The

proportions of its constituent parts, according

to Gerhard, are

—

Lime 36’00

Sulphuric acid .... 48-00

Water 16*00

100

It is found in Derbyshire, and other parts of

England, in various parts of Europe, Asia,

Africa, and America, being particularly abun-

dant in the African and Asiatic deserts; it

occurs in considerable strata, generally in com-

pany with other sub-species of gypsum, forming

together particular fletz mountains

Fibrous gypsum is also variably coloured,

the colours being often combined in spots,

strikes, and veins, in the same manner as the

compact gvpsum. It also occurs massive, but

generally only in thin layers, sometimes altei-

nating with granular gypsum
;

it occurs, also,

in small veins or strata of coal, &c. It is some-

times used for ornamental purposes, and is

manufactured into small boxes ;
it abounds in

both the primary and secondary states, that is

to say, in the older and in the newer forma-

tions, and is extensively produced in the pie-

sent day by natural causes in action.

One of the most remarkable gypseous bills

in Europe is that of Montmatre, not only

from its producing that well-known article

of commerce termed PI as ter- of- Pans, but

from its peculiar construction, and the sm-

|

gular animal remains which have there been

discovered. The quarries may be considere

as divided into three successive lower beds o
masses. The first hauti-masse is often mor
than 82 feet thick, and presents beds placed

one on the other without any sensible inter-

ruption, although separated
;
they are seated

on a bed of blueish argil spotted, about 12 feet

thick, the argil being interrupted with marl.

The second, pierre franche,
is nearly 14 feet

thick, and disposed in contiguous layers on
marl. The third, basse carriire, presents a

gvpseous mass of about 14feet, divided into six

beds, separated from one another by layers of

marl. The whole, as well as the other hills of

this part of the Isle of France, being incum-

bent on quarries of limestone, the gypsous

mass only extending to the level of the soil.

These gypsum formations afford an instruc-

tive commentary on the changes and vicissi-

tudes to which this planetary body we inhabit

has been subjected. The limestone base,

formed as it is, now forming within tropical

waters, and extending over a long succession

of ages, the superstructure rising by the con-

joint operations of land and sea waters. Most
of the shells found at Grignon, some of which

retain their most delicate spines, and even

their colours, are known now to belong to the

South Sea, a portion of the Pacific, and but

few to the Atlantic, or even the Mediterra-

nean. The various beautiful kinds of selenite

found at Montmartre, belong to lithology.

Brongniart says that some of the marl beds

contain cardites, venerites or deondites, telle—

nites, cerites or screws, and even bones of fish,

and trunks of the palm tree. The superficial

bed of gypsum is interrupted only by a small

number of marly strata, and in some places, as

at Dammartin and Montmorency, it is situated

almost immediately under the vegetable mould.

The lowermost beds of this first mass contain

Hints that appear to pass over into, and to be

penetrated by the gypseous matter
;
the upper-

most beds are penetrated by marl, have but

little thickness, and alternate with strata of

marl. In this first mass are found skeletons

of unknown birds and quadrupeds. To the

northward of Paris they occur in the gypseous

mass itself
;

here they have preserved their

solidity, and are only coated by a very thin

layer of calcareous marie, while in the quarries

to the southward they are often found im-

bedded in the marie that separates the stratum

of gypsum
;
they have there a high degree of

friability; also bones of tortoises, skeletons of

fishes, &c., have been found in this mass, as

likewise the remains of mammiferous animals

in the uppermost mass.

On tins uppermost mass of gypsum rest

strong strata both of calcareous and argilla-

ceous marie. In the lowermost bed is a white,

friable, calcareous marie
;

petrified trunks of

palm trees have been found of a considerable

size, and in a horizontal position. Sage says,

“ The trunk of a tree agatised, which I found

at Montmartre in 1778, serves to support my
theory on the agatisation of vegetable sub-

stances. This trunk of a tree was 30 feet

long and 9 inches in diameter; it was rather

compressed, lying horizontally from north to

south, and was at least 100 feet from the

summit of the hill, between the two lowest

beds of gypsum, of which the interior part

was crystallized. The interstices of this

agatised wood are ornamental, with little re-

gular rock crystals of various colours ;
a part

of this wood is brown and compact; this

colour is owing to iron soil, principally of the

woody substance.

In the same series of strata at Romainville

have been found shells belonging to the genera

lymnea and planorbis, and these appear not to

differ in any respect from the species still ex-

isting in the marshes of France. Above these

white marles are seen a great number of other

strata of argillaceous and calcareous marie;

the next is a small stratum of foliated marie,

which, towards its lower surface, contains no-

dules of eaithy sulphate ot strontia, and a

little above a thin layer. This stratum is re-

markable on account of its considerable ex-

tent, combined with extraordinary thinness,

and also because it serves as a limit to the

fresh-water formation, and indicates the

sudden commencement of a new marine for-

mation, all the beds found beneath this tonna-

lion being decidedly marine. This is succeeded

by a stratum of greenish clayey marie, the four

or five beds succeeding do not appear to con-

tain any fossils, but covering these is a stratum
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of yellowish clay marie, mixed with the frag-

ments of shells belonging to the genera cerites,

trochus, mactra, venus, cardium, &c., and the

palate of a ray analogous to the sea eagle.

Almost all the succeeding beds exhibit fossil

sea shells, and the strata immediately below
the clayey sand contains two pretty distinct

oyster beds
;

this is succeeded by a stratum of
whitish marie without shells, after which
comes a second very thick oyster bed, but sub-
divided into several distinct beds, brown,
smaller, and thinner than the preceding ones.

The formation of gypsum is very often termi-
nated by a mass of clayey sand without shells.

Of the animal remains found in the gypsum
beds, Cuvier found the remains of three
kinds of herbivorous animals approaching the

nature of the rhinocerous, the hog, and the
tapir.

The chemical character of gypsum is, gene-
rally speaking, the same in all the sub-species.

It is almost infusible without addition, but the
sparry gypsum undergoes partial decomposi-
tion under the blow-pipe. In a still more
intense heat it appears to lose a great part of
its sulphuric acid, fusing into a white glass,

which soon falls into a white powder. It re-

quires 500 times its weight of water to render
it soluble, does not effervesce with acids, nor
is it decomposed by any of them

;
it is dissolved

on being boiled with fixed alkalies or barytes.
When converted into plaster, it is in con-

siderable request for works of art, the coarser
sorts are employed, with the admixture of
common limestone, for cements. The gypsum
which naturally contains carbonate of lime
makes a very good cement, but that which
contains clay and sands is of inferior quality.
Gypsum is extensively used by the modeller,
in scagliola, and for a variety of useful and
ornamental purposes.

On the river Wolga, in Russia, the burning
of gypsum constitutes one of the chief occu-
pations of the peasantry. They calcine it on
grates of wood, reduce the plaster to a powder,
pass it through a sieve, and form it into small
round cakes

;
in times of scarcity, they have

mixed it with flour as an article of food, but
its deleterious effects must be equally fatal as

the famine itself; even the manfacturers of
plaster of Paris suffer much from its per-
nicious effects.

The common way of burning this stone
into marble is said to be too slight to give it

all the hardness it is capable of. It is re-

ported that a greater degree of heat renders it

much superior in hardness; and, it is said,

that the artificial marble, with which the whole
palace of Munich is adorned, and which is

esteemed more than marble, for which it is

mistaken by all that see it, is made of the
common gypsum, first burned in the ordinary
way, and afterwards put on the fire again in a
copper vessel, and suffered to boil as it will,

like water, for a long time. When this boiling
ceases of itself, the matter is taken out, and
common colours such are as used in painting
are mixed with it in various proportions,
which on the wetting it with water and
working it in the common manner of plaster
of Paris, diffuse themselves, and imitate the
veins of natural marble.

(To be continued.)

THE NEW SYSTEM OF LOCOMOTION
PROPOSED BY M. ANDRAUD.

(Communicated to the French Academy of Science,
on the 11/A instant, by M. Arago.)

The system consists of a long flexible air-
tight tube, placed between the two rails on the
whole length of the line. At the extremities of
this tube are reservoirs filled with compressed
air. A kind of flatting-mill is fixed at the
head of the first carriage of the train, and the
tube is pressed gently between the two rollers.
1 his is the whole of his apparatus. When the
train is to be set in motion, one of the reser-
voirs of compressed air is put into communica-
tion with the tube, which swells, and the air,
meeting with the obstacle of the rollers acts
upon the mill, which performs the office* of a
piston, and the train is impelled with more or
less rapidity, as the pressure upon the air is
more or less violent, and according to the dia -

meter of the tube. In this process there is, of
course, no engine, and the carriages are carried
with considerable rapidity up any moderate
elevation, and can be made to ascend at a
lower rate the highest hills.

THE NEW CLOCK OF STRASBURG.

What brings the greatest number of
strangers to Strasburg Cathedral is the clock.
On Sundays and holydays, scores of country
people sit on the flagged floor in front of this
clock, waiting till the hour of noon shall set
all its machinery in motion, and a notice is

fixed to the walls, that they who go to see the
clock shall depart by one particular door, to
prevent confusion in the church. The present
clock is new, and much more perfect than the
old one, famous for many centuries, which may
still be seen in a building near the cathedral.
The great clock of Strasburg consists of a

tower, rising to an altitude of more than sixty
feet, and flanked by two smaller towers, one of
which contains a staircase, by which the dif-
ferent parts of the movement may be ap-
proached. The whole erection is inclosed by
an iron railing. It is very handsomely deco-
rated, and though the motions of the puppets
are what attract the majority of visitors, we
will first consider the scientific part of this
machine, which is unique. The present astro-
nomical clock was begun June 24, 1838, and
was first set in motion on Sunday, October 2,
1842. Immediately in front of the clock is a
celestial globe, rectified to the latitude of
Strasburg, shewing, by its revolution, sidereal
time, and the stars which are above the
horizon at any moment. More than 5,000
stars are laid down on this globe. Behind the
globe, and on the body of the clock, is a circle
containing the calendar. A small statue of
Apollo, on the right of this circle, points with
an arrow to the actual day. A figure of Diana
on the left corresponds to the former. The
circle revolves on its axis, bringing a new day
to the arrow of Apollo every twenty-four hours,
and is so arranged as to shew not only the
fixed feasts, but the moveable ones, and the
intercalary day of leap-year. In the centre of
this circle is a portion of a hemisphere of the
terrestrial globe, shewing, by its revolution,
apparent time. This division of the machine
shews also the time of sunrise and sunset

—

true time—the true diurnal motion of the
moon round the earth, or its true right
ascension and time of southing—the phases
and eclipses of the moon. As this circle is
drawn within a square, triangular spaces are
left, which are filled with figures emblematical
of the four great monarchies. The clock also
shews the year, the solar cycle, the golden
number, the Roman indiction, the dominical
letter, the epacts, and the feast of Easter. All
the above indications are arranged for the
period of 25,000 years. Above the circle of
the calendar a very elegant contrivance shews
the days of the week. Seven chariots, driven
by the heathen gods to which the days were
dedicated by the Romans, pass round in a
circle, one only being visible at a time. The
name of the day is written on the wheel of the
chariot. Over this is an ordinary clock-dial,
the machinery attached to which strikes the
quarters, and turns an hour-glass at the end of
every hour. Higher still is a planetarium, and
still higher a moon, half silvered and half
painted black, which, by revolving, shews the
actual appearance of the moon at the time.
A figure of death, armed with a scythe, stands
in a recess above the moon, and at each
quarter of an hour one of the personifications
of the four ages of man passes before him,
and strikes on a bell the requisite number of
blows. Thus an infant strikes the first quarter,
a youth (a hunter) the second, a man (a war-
rior) the third, an old man the fourth. These
figures, in passing, move their arms and legs as
if walking. The quarters are also struck by
Death with the bone which he holds in his
hand. The highest compartment is occupied
by a figure of the Saviour, surrounded by his
twelve apostles. Every day at noon, when
death has sounded the hour, the apostles
march round their master, each as he comes
before him turning and making an inclination,
as he receives the benediction

; during this
time a cock, placed on the summit of one of
the smaller towers, crows, and claps his wings.
There are several other figures, paintings, and
decorations, which have not been mentioned
here. The machinery of the clock is of a
high degree of finish, and many of the con-
trivances are of beautiful simplicity. The
whole is freely shewn and explained by an in-
telligent young man, who really understands

his subject, and does not parrot a monotonou
drawl learned by rote, like the greater numbe
of exhibitors. The name of the maker an<
contriver of this curious piece of mechanisn
is J. B. Schwilgue.

—

Sketches in Rhineland.
[The whole, with its admixture of science

and trumpery, paganism and Christianity
forms perhaps one of the drollest compound:
on earth.—

E

d.]

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF RIVER PIERS

The numerous, and frequently fatal, acci
dents which have occurred of late years at the
different landing-places for steam-boat pas-
sengers, on the banks of the Thames, have ai
last drawn public attention to the necessity oi
enforcing strong discipline in the managemem
ot them, and of exercising some adequate
control over their construction. The Navi-
gation Committee have approached this sub-
ject with zeal and determination

;
and have

had submitted to their attention many plans
well calculated to meet this expanding evil. Ii
will be, however, well to bear in mind that the
subject has before now been allowed to repose
from year to year; the diminution of traffic
being too readily interpreted into a disappear-
ance of the danger.
There are two ways of approaching this

most desirable work of reformation: the one,
by insisting authoritatively upon a satisfactory
revision of the existing piers

;
by which,

whatever tended to danger, or inconvenience
little short of danger, should be removed, and
safety and accommodation secured to the
passengers;—the other, by vesting the entire
control of the piers, as to locality, structure,
and repairs, in the hands of those members of
the municipal authorities within Avhose duties
it could most aptly be placed. To the latter
of these plans it may be objected that limits
would be thereby set to the enterprise of the
individuals or companies engaged in the steam-
boat traffic

;
that vested interests are involved

to a large amount, which must suffer deeply by
so restrictive a system. To this we may
answer, that the public have no other concern
in the matter than that of insuring their own
safety and convenience, to which the pier pro-
prietors seem to have been hitherto indifferent.
So long as these two prime wants were
attended to

;
so long as one could hope to set

his foot upon the planks of the barges, or
dummies, without the prospect of perforating
them

;
so long as it was unnecessary for the

hands to be called to the pumps every tide; so
long as one felt secure that the contending
advocates of rival boats would not make a
drawn game of their struggle for patronage,
by immersing their voyager in the mimic surge
created by the impatient paddles; so long,
perhaps, the public might be presumed to be
contented with the rude attempts at accommo-
dation which the landing-places of the most
wealthy city in the world presented. But this
inert security has passed away. Time and
“ certain politic rats ” have gnawed away at
the dummies—the hammer and nail knows no
rest—the arm of the pumper waxes faint

—

mayors and aldermen rise on the judgment-
seat, and pronounce emphatically that “some-
thing must be done.”

This annual step having been made some
months back, we were prepared to find that the
customary slumber had come over the civic
authorities. We were consequently gratified
at perceiving in the papers at the beginning of
October, an extract from a report of the Navi-
gation Committee, in which it was stated that
Mr. Walker had submitted a plan for erecting
a pier at Blackfriars’-bridge, available for the
public service, at the moderate cost of 2,2001.
Now, save that Blackfriars’-bridge was re-
cently the scene of a most fatal accident,
we know of no ground of preference upon
which it can be deemed imperative to ex-
pend the sum of 2,200/. upon its landing-
place or pier. There are, between London-
bridge and Westminster, at least ten
piers; each of which, although not so dis-

tinguished by casualty, might put in claims
to attention, upon some one or more of the
grounds which we have just stated. Here
then should be an outlay of 22,000/.

;
for at

each landing-place it may be presumed the
assengers have an equal right to protection,
s such an expenditure necessary? Has due

caution been exercised in the selection of the
proposed pier ? We are assured by the report,
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that other plans ranged in their estimated

cost between 4,000/. and 10,000/. Of this,

from our experience in estimates, we have

no doubt. But looking to the nature of the

traffic, to its fluctuating character, to the

parties engaged in it, can we say that an

expenditure of such magnitude out of the

civic funds would be justified ? Let it be

borne in mind that the low charge is the

great temptation to the use of these steam-

boats
;
their functions depend upon it. The

rise of one penny per head, would diminish

their power ofcompeting with the land convey-

ances to an enormous extent. And yet,

unless some capitation (the amount of which,

if we may draw any inference from other cor-

poration imposts, would not be “ unassignably

small ”) be laid on, how is the great outlay to

be repaid? We are not blind to the extremely

inconvenient and dangerous state of many of

these piers. VVe are thankful to the municipal

authorities for their interposition
;

which

would, notwithstanding, have been more worthy

pi our thanks had it been exerted at a much
earlier period.

To return to the question of construction,

proposed in the plans submitted to the Navi-

gation Committee by Mr. Walker : we find

that the least expensive (2,200/.), and, as

would appear to be implied by the terms

of the report, the most eligible on the ground

of absence of ornament, is to be erected on

“ open piles,” on the north-west side of

“ Biackfriars’-brldge.” We must confess that

even the “ not more necessary impediment ”

to the navigation of the river secured, by the

promise of “water-way under the pier, in

spaces of not less than 30 feet, with a head-

way at high water of not less that 8 feet,”

will not wholly reconcile us to the defects of

a structure which does not appear to have

needed the sanction of so eminent a name as

Walker.
We could have conceived the practicability

of many plans, each at a very much less cost

;

but it is not our place to attempt to interfere

with the decision of the Court of Alderman,

by distracting their attention from the plan

submitted, by intruding any one of our own
upon them. We have some before us which,

hereafter, v r e may give to the public for the

sake of contrasting them with the “Specimen

of a Method for communicating between

Steam-boats and the Shore,” adopted J>y the

Navigation Committee. It should be re-

membered, that whatever may be done under

such sanction as that of the above committee

or court, not only should be best in point of

workmanship, but from their supreme autho-

rity should afford all the conveniences which

unlimited choice ofposition can confer upon the

plan. When we read, therefore, of “ instruc-

tions to procure a plan for a pier from one of

the piers of the bridge, or by a gallery outside

the bridge,” we can hardly' concede our con-

fidence to the plan, seeing the palpable incon-

veniences which would attend it, in respect of

the precipitous descent of the stairs, or of the

great projection into the river which will be

inevitably necessary to avoid it. The plan

laid before the Navigation Committee consists

of two diverging flights of stairs, spreading

over the arch, and descending from the level

of the foot-way of the bridge upon two barges

moored opposite the piers on each side of the

staircase :— the barges projecting into the

6tream of the river, at least 120 feet. The
descent by the stairs is broken about half-way

by a platform, resting upon large buttresses,

from which the descent is continued by a

moveable fretted inclined plane, which is made
to adapt itself to the rise and fall of the tide.

The design is neat; but it is open to both the

objections which we have urged above, as

well as to others. For instance, the bastions,

or buttresses, standing out about 10 or 12 feet

from the piers of the. bridge, will create an

additional eddy, dangerous to the passage of

smaller craft
;
and the whole projecting range

of the pier will be liable to constant concussion

from the swinging round of the inert and

unwieldly vessels engaged in the carrying trade

of the river.—Polytechnic Journal.

New Bridge at Bristol.—Application is

proposed to be made to Parliament in the en-

suing session for the requisite powers to erect

a new bridge at Bristol, to run from the parish

of St. Mary, Redciiffe, over the Floating Har-

bour to the parish of St. Nicholas.

DESCRIPTION OF MR. BARRY’S IRON
ROOFS FOR THE NEW HOUSES OF PAR-
LIAMENT.
The roofs are now in course of erection,

and are as equally interesting to the engineer

as to the architect, evincing at once the

practical talent and the good judgment ex-

ercised in their design by the architect of this

great national work. Of the superiority of

iron over wood in the construction of roofs

for buildings, the architects of the present day

are becoming fully convinced, and the splendid

example now set before them by Charles

Barry, Esq., should at least induce all who
have hitherto been indifferent to the advan-

tages of this material in the essential qualifi-

cations of lightness, strength, durability, and

safety in cases of fire, to examine the subject

with all the attention it deserves, and the re-

sult may be looked for in the more rapid

progress of the substitution of iron for wood
in constructing the principals of roofs, espe-

cially when of large span. Not to the roofs

only, but to the flooring joists of girders, the

metal material is happily adapted also, where-

ever resistance to fire, and great strength, with

small section, are primary objects in their

construction. Of those valuable properties

the architect of this edifice has wisely and

very fully availed himself ; and he has, more-

over, been, by this selection, enabled to offer

facilities for carrying into complete effect

the most complicated details of construction

in flues, &c., required for the proposed system

of ventilation for the extensive pile of building

under his care. But beyond the use of iron

in forming the principals of his roofs, Mr.

Barry has ventured to a further step, of which

those unacquainted with the experience that

he is cognizant of might not fully un-

derstand the wisdom, but which is thoroughly

approved by all practical and scientific

persons who have examined the subject mi-

nutely. We refer to the covering of the

roofs with cast-iron plates of a thin section, and

galvanized by a process now admitted to

present the best yet discovered means of pro-

tecting iron-work exposed to the air and

weather from their otherwise injurious effects.

Upon the many substantial advantages thus

attained, we are induced to state briefly the

impressions we have received from an attentive

examination, we might say most interesting

study, of the roofs in question. The cast-iron

plates, being cast of sufficient size to span the

distance between each adjoining pair of princi-

pals, dispense with the necessity for any kind

of boarding whatever, thus saving not only a

great expense, but also diminishing the chances

of damage by fire, which would, by destroying

this boarding, leave the slates without sufficient

support, thus making the whole roof liable to

be broken in by their derangement, or, in the

case of lead covering, the fire from the board-

ing communicated to the lead, would speedily

reduce it to a liquid state, and create the most

disastrous or fatal consequences. Again, the

cast-iron plates allow the formation of orna-

mental rolls on the exterior, and parallel with

the rafter, at the same time having vertical

joints beneath these rolls, which, together

with the horizontal joints, are so contrived as

to be perfectly impervious to the admission of

water— the architect being thus enabled to

communicate an architectural character to the

very roof, which cannot fail to be highly es-

teemed when seen in connection with the strik-

ing features of the masonry below, when the

edifice is completed. And these rolls, it must

be remembered, which in slate covering would

be impracticable, and in lead liable to consider-

able distortion and injury, are, when formed in

iron, and cast as parts of the plates themselves,

not liable to injury by any ordinary means or

circumstances, and will always retain their form,

position, and imperviousness towet and weather.

To whatever purpose the spaces or rooms

within the roofs may be applied—and these

spaces must, from the high pitch of the roofs,

be very valuable for many purposes—it is evi-

dent that uniformity of temperature will be

highly desirable ;
and this will be attained, it

is believed, to a much greater degree by an iron

covering than by one of lead, slate, or any other

material. The corners of each plate being firmly

secured by screws and snugs to the rafters on

which they lie, a greater degree of lateral strength

and stiffness is attained than can be had with

any other kind of covering ; in fact, the whole

roof, principals, and covering become one piece

of framework, well knit and secured together

at all points by metal connections, so that the

longitudinal tie-rods, which are introduced at

the intermediate points, are very much lighter

than would otherwise have been advisable, and
yet are abundantly sufficient for their purpose.

Much greater facilities are likewise offered by
this description of covering for the attachment

of ornamental dormer windows, which the

architect has introduced for the purpose of

lighting the rooms within the roofs, and which

could not in any other material have been 60

neatly, durably, or safely constructed and
attached to the covering. In point of durability

merely, if lead be allowed a comparison with

iron thus prepared and adopted, the latter

must be pronounced the better material. As
to weight, little or no difference can be stated

;

and regarding their comparative expense, it

is believed, allowing fairly for all gircumstances,

the preference must be awarded to iron. Slate,

of course, cannot sustain a comparison of

durability, has little advantage in lightness,

and not much in point of expense. But the

many valuable peculiarities belonging to iron

for the purposes required, and at some of which

peculiarities we have above glanced, should be

held thoroughly decisive as to its employment

in the erection of an edifice of which not only

the architect in the present age, but the nation

for many centuries, should be justified in feeling

proud.

—

Wealds Quarterly Papers on Engineer-

ing. Part 5.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS IN
IRELAND.

On Tuesday evening, the 12th instant, there

was a meeting of the members of this society

in the room of the Geological Society at the

Custom House, Dublin. The chair was taken

by Bernard Mullins, Esq.

It was understood that there were two papers

to be read, one by Mr. Forsyth, “ On the Con-

struction and Use of the Diving Bell,” and the

other by Mr. Mallet, “ On the Artificial Prepara-

tion of Turf but the secretary announced that

in consequence of Mr. Forsyth’s paper not

having arrived, the one upon the preparation of

turf would be the exclusive subject of the

evening.

Mr. Mallet then read his paper, which first

treated of the formation both of coal and turf,

and by stating the different natural processes

which take place in the formation of each, ex-

plained the advantages which the former pos-

sesses over the latter, as being a more available

fuel and one of superior quality. The paper

next referred to the process of carbonizing

peat, and enumerated the attempts made to

carry it into practical effect. The first was by

a French chemist, named Lesage, in 1796, but

whose mode of operation had proved to be

defective, as the material produced was found

to be subject to spontaneous combustion. It

stated that from that time no attempt to carry

out the object in question had been made upon

a scale of any magnitude in this country until

the year 1837, when a patent was taken out by

a gentleman named Lynning, of Edinburgh,

for the preparation of peat luel. Mr. Mallet

next came to the description of a kiln used of

late years in Germany for the drying of peat,

and which it appeared was subject to disad-

vantages in point of economy. In conclusion,

Mr. Mallet described, with the aid of a model,

a kiln of his own invention for the drying of

peat, and having shewn the advantages it pos-

sessed over those constructed by former ex-

perimenters, and adverted to the facility with

which it might be profitably used in the boggy

districts of the country, terminated by explain-

ing the principle upon which a much greater

quantity of good fuel could, by his kiln, be pro-

duced from a given quantity of peat, than was

derived from the same quantity if used in the

ordinary form in the working of a steam-

engine.

The paper by Mr. Mallet met with the warm
approbation of all present, and was ordered to

be referred to the council, after which the

meeting adjourned.

Gloucestershire Archaeological Asso-

ciation. A society in immediate connection

with the British Association of London is about

to be formed in Cheltenham for the purpose of

preserving and illustrating the archaeological

remains of the county of Gloucester.
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TERRACE-STEPS AND PARAPETS
IN THE ANCIENT GARDEN OF GREAT CAMPDEN - HOUSE, KENSINGTON.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—It is rather singular that out of the

very few remaining gardens of Janies the

First's reign to be seen in England, one

specimen is to be found so near London as

Kensington. The above view will prove that

what does remain on the spot is well worth
inspecting

; this view represents the steps

leading from a shaded walk by the side of what
was formerly the bowling-green, to a raised

terrace, which communicates at one end with
the curious long gallery of the building, while
at the other are the remains of a summer-
house. The terrace is of considerable length,

about eleven feet wide, and raised five feet six

inches above the general level of the ground.
It is situate in the old garden of Campden
House, Kensington, built about the year 1612
by Sir Baptist Hickes, the eminent mercer.
The interior of the house is extremely

curious, many of the rooms being lined with
richly-carved woodwork, and nearly all the
ceilings are ornamented. The arms of
Sir Baptist Hickes with those of his sons-in-

law, Edward Lord Noel and Sir Charles
Morrison, are in the large bay-windows in

front of the mansion. Numerous celebrated
individuals have lived and died in the house,
which is one of the most interesting of the
period to be found in the neighbourhood of
London.

In 1691 it was hired of the Noel family by
Queen Anne, then Princess of Denmark, who
resided there about five years with her son the
Duke of Gloucester. In 1705 the mansion
was in the occupation of the Countess Dowager
of Burlington, and her son, the earl, who
proved afterwards a very accomplised noble-
man, and a great patron of the fine arts. Some
years afterwards Campden-house was sold to

^Nicholas Lechmere, an eminent lawyer, who
i

became attorney-general, chancellor of the
Duchy of Lancaster, and ultimately, in 1721,
a peer of the realm.*

A few years ago, the front of the building
was much altered, the balustrades in the

* During Lord Lechmere’s residence at Campden Ho
a most serious, quarrel took place between his lordship

upper part were removed, and the front covered

I

with stucco. Lysons gives an elevation of it

as it appeared in its original state. It is now
occupied by Mrs. Teed, and is one of the

largest boarding-schools for young ladies in

England. I was very kindly permitted to

make sketches there about six years since.

The small details I have added will explain

better than any description the very in<*e-

nious design of the balustrade, and the effect

of the whole is, as may be supposed, ex-

tremely good.

I am. Sir, Sec.,

C. J. Richardson.

22, Brompton Crescent.

Sir John Guise, whereupon Swift wrote his ballad, entitled
“Duke upon Duke,” from which the following is ex-
tracted :

—

“ Back in the dark, by Brompton-park,
He turned up thro’ the Gore,

So slunk to Campden House so high.
All in his coach and lour.

The Duke in wrath called for his steeds,
And fiercely drove them on :

Lord ! Lord ! how rattled then thy stones,
O 1 kingly Kensington.”

Su-ifi’s Works (Edit. 1742), Vol. IV., p. 100,
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DETAILS OF THE P A It A P E T S.

July, no booth of which was suffered to be

erected beyond the extent of its boughs. The
pulpit, and some other parts of the furniture

of St. Pancras' Church, Euston-square, are

veneered with the rich and beautifully mottled

wood of this ancient tree.

146. Elizabeth's Oak, which grew at Heven-
ingham, in Suffolk, and is mentioned by Gilpin,

was of great dimensions, but in the time of that

writer was greatly decayed. In Queen Eliza

beth’s time it was hollow, to which circum-

stance it was indebted for the honour of ac-

quiring the name it bore : the queen used often

in her youth to take her stand in it to shoot

the deer as they passed.

147. The Queen's Oak, at Huntingfield, in

the same county, about two bow-shots from

the Hall, is that under which Elizabeth used

to take her station to shoot the deer, tradition

stating that from it she shot a buck with her

own hand. It thickens upwards, and mea-

sures at 7 feet from the ground, 33 feet in

girth :
it is bold and picturesque, although

considerably shortened by age and accidents.

148. The Duke's Walking-stick is another

oak at Huntingfield, rising to the height of

1 II feet, and girding 20 feet at the ground.

149. The Skelton Oak stands about a mile

and a half from Shrewsbury, at the point

where the Poole road diverges from that

leading to Oswestry : near it the famous battle

between Henry IV. and Hotspur was fought,

21st of June, 1403, and from it the celebrated

\y e ]sh hero Owen Glendower made his obser-

vations prior to the engagement. Its hollow

trunk will contain about a dozen people
;

it is

37 feet in circumference at a foot and a half

from the ground, and parts into two enormous

limbs.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES. :

BY JAMES WYLSON.
!

( Continued from p. 5G9.)

139. Hornbeam.—This tree is indigenous

o England, abounding throughout Essex,

Kent, and Norfolk, and is abm common in the

north midland counties, Lancashire and Wales;

•further southward it becomes scarce, and can

hardly be deemed indigenous to Scotland. It

is best known as an underwood or hedge-plant;

but in favourable situations and a congenial

soil, it is known to attain a girth ot 6 or 8,

and height of 40 or 50 feet. In exposed

situations it will thrive where some other

forest trees would dwindle away, or be of

stunted growth :
poor clayey soils, lying on

sand or chalky gravel, are the most conducive

to its growth. It is considered useful for

forming screens or boundaries in gardens. In

appearance it much resembles the beech, but

with the head still closer and more rounded ;

it is of a scrubbed and tortuous growth, unless

it has some pruning bestowed upon it when

young ;
when of mature growth, it presents a

trunk apparently composed of several stems

twisted and grown together. Its leaves are

pointed and doubly serrated, resembling those

of the elm, and wanting that beautiful gloss

which appears on beech leaves
;
before being

fully expanded, they are folded delicately to-

gether, with a regular, plaited appearance; they

continue attached to the boughs, and affording

shelter when vegetation has long ceased. The

tree is propagated by the keys or seeds which

are small nuts, sown in autumn
;

of these,

plenty are produced every year by old trees.

140. The wood is remarkably bard, tough,

and durable, though but slightly flexible. It

is used in making mill-clogs, and other parts of

machinery, the heads of beetles, stocks, yokes,

tool-handles, &c.
;
and is also invaluable to the

plough-maker and the Cartwright. It is excel-

lent for fuel, burning long with a clear, bright

flame, and affording much heat; it also makes

good charcoal, and furnishes good potash.

141. Having now concluded our review of

those trees which, in an early stage of this

essay, we selected as most imperatively demand-

ing our attention, and led perhaps, in some

instances, by the attractive nature of our subject

to be more diffuse than some readers might deem

altogether warrant able, we should, however, not

do justice to this division of it did we dismiss it

without first making note of some of those

illustrious examples which are scattered abroad,

|

in our own island and elsewhere, testifying at

|

once the capabilities of their several species,

and forming, with the venerable remains of

medieval art, links whereby we may connect

past ages with the present. The circumstances

in these patriarchs of the vegetable world

which we esteem, and to which we propose to

call attention as remarkable, are longevity, girth,

stature, spread, and historical associations.

142. Herne's Oak
,
Windsor.—

“ There is an old tale goes, that Herne the Hunter,

Sometime a keeper here in Windsor Forest,

Doth all the winter time, at still midnight,

Walk round about an oak, with great ragged

horns.

And there he blasts the tree.

—There want not many that do fear

In deep of night to walk by this Herne’s oak.”

It stands close to an avenue of elms, in follow-

ing the foot-path which leads from the Windsor

road to Queen Adelaide's Lodge, in the Little

Park
;
notwithstanding a story prevalent about

its having been destroyed fifty years ago by

George III., this is believed to be the tree:

1

it is now dead. A little further to the left is a

fine old pollard, measuring 27 feet round the

1 middle of the trunk.
s 143. Damory's Oalc stood not far front

; Blandford, Dorsetshire, and was probably five

: or six centuries ago in its maturity. During
J the civil wars, and till after the Restoration,
r

, the cavity of its decayed trunk, which was

’ capable of holding twenty men, was inhabited

f by an old man, who sold ale in it; at the

>
ground its circumference was 68 feet, and

- 17 feet above, its diameter was 4 yards. In

1 the violent storm of 1703 it suffered greatly,

) many of its noblest limbs being torn from it.

In 1755 it was cut down and soldfor Jiretvood.

, 144. The Cowthorpe Oak, near Wetherby,
t in Yorkshire, is one of the most gigantic and

f venerable trees of its species. The late Dr.

, Hunter says of this celebrated tree, “the

e dimensions are almost incredible. Within

- 3 feet of the ground it measures 16 yards, and

t close to the ground 26 yards. Its height in its

s present ruinous state (1770) is almost 85 feet,

and its principal limb extends 16 yards from

,f the bole.” It was the same in 1835.

s 145. TheFairlop Oak, a noble tree, stood in

a glade in the Forest of Hainhault, in Essex,

e about a mile from Barkingside; it was cut

:t down not very many years since, and is traced

0 by tradition half-way up to the Christian era.

it About a yard from the ground, where its stem

it measured 36 feet in circumference, it divided

e into eleven vast arms, more in the manner of

1 the beech than of the oak. Its shade over-

it spread an area of 300 feet in circuit
;
and

), here an annual fair was long held on the 2nd 01

150. The Shire Oak, near Worksop, so

honourably distinguished in name, and shewn

in all the larger maps ot England, from its

standing on a spot where thecounties of York,

Derby, and Nottingham join, was one of the

largest in the kingdom, and equalled by few

in point of grandeur. It spreads its shade

over a portion of each of these counties, ex-

tending 90 feet from the extremities of oppo-

site boughs, being computed to cover an area

of 707 square yards, and to”be capable of cover-

ing a squadron of 235 horse.

DUNDEE PUBLIC BATHS.

The following gratifying letter, announcing

a handsome subscription by Her Majesty and

Prince Albert, has been received by the

secretary:—
“ Rossie Priory, Inchture, Nov. 8, 1844.

“Sir,—I have much pleasure in informing

you that I have received a letter from Mr.

Anson, stating that her Majesty and Prince

Albert, having heard of the proposed erection

of public baths for the working classes in

Dundee, have signified their intention through

him of contributing 100Z. to the building fund.

Mr. Anson moreover states that her Majesty

and his Royal Highness have only hitherto

contributed to the public bath funds of the

metropolis, but make an exception in favour of

Dundee, in consequence of their having so

lately landed there. I am sure that this

spontaneous donation on the part of her

Majesty and his Royal Highness, shewing as

it does that the orderly conduct of the people

on that occasion was fully appreciated, will call

forth the gratitude of those for whose beneht

it has been contributed.
“ I remain. Sir, your obedient servant,

“ Mr. John Irvine,
“ Kinnaird.

High-street, Dundee.”

Partial Destruction of Dysart Har-

bour.—The extreme point of the pier here

was partially demolished on Saturday last by

the sea, in consequence of the severe easteily

gale which continued during the greater part

of last week. The harbour has sustained a

considerable amount of damage by the gale.

The fair way is half shut up by a large mass

of broken fragments of stone and lubbish,

which it will require considerable expense and

labour to remove. The reconstruction of the

pier will be an herculean task-too great, we

fear, for the funds of the burgh
;
although

other ways and means may not be wanting

in such an exigency to accomplish so neces-

sary an undertaking .—Fifeshire Journal.
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PROPOSED METROPOLITAN CLUB-HOUSES
AND DORMITORIES FOR THE USE OF
THE POOR.
Mr. D. O. Edwards, a respectable surgeon

residing in Chelsea, one of the surgeons of the

West London Institute for the gratuitous

treatment of the diseases of the eyes, has

published, in a letter addressed to L. T. Flood,

Esq., deputy-lieutenant of the county of Mid-
dlesex, a plan for establishing a subscription

hotel in the most suitable part of the me-
tropolis, as an “ improved method of insuring
to the lower ranks of the people a due supply
of food.” Mr. Edwards appeals especially to

the inhabitants of Chelsea, where he says he
should like to see “ the first seeds of the

scheme sown.” The mess-house is proposed
to be capacious, suitable, and durable; to

contain a suite of dining-rooms of ample
dimensions, with the necessary offices and
collateral apartments. A steward, contractor,

or messman, who will undertake to supply a
given number of rations daily at a given rate

per head, to be appointed. Having carefully

calculated the quantity and cost of the aliment
necessary to maintain the human frame at all

ages in perfect health, Mr. Edwards says he is

of opinion that a club or society of 300 boarders,
consisting of six classes, viz. single males,
single females, married couples, youths of both
sexes from twelve to sixteen years of age,
children from six to twelve, and infants from
birth to six years old, may be fed at rates
descending from 5s. to Is. fid. per week. In
considering these tables, observes the author,
it should be recollected, that where several
persons mess together with varying appetites,
the excess of one ration over appetite com-
pensates the deficiency of another, and thus an
average is attained. The total weekly cost
of 300 diets of the kind and quality Mr.
Edwards enumerates in his table, he estimates
at 3 il. 17s. 4d., whilst the subscriptions, ac-
cording to his scale, will amount to 44/. 12s. 6d.,
leaving a balance in favour of the treasury
of 91. 15s. 2d., applicable to the payment of
rent, steward’s, and servants’ wages. We
purpose giving at a future opportunity some
further extracts from this proposition.

DISCOVERY OF A ROMAN TEMPLE AND
OTHER BUILDINGS NEAR WEYMOUTH.

At a late meeting of the Ashmolean Society,
Dr. Buckland gave a detailed account of the
remains of many Roman buildings discovered
recently by Mr. Medhurst, near Weymouth.
The neighbourhood abounds with vestiges of
Roman occupation. The large military station
and Roman walls, Roman camp, and amphi-
theatre, at Dorchester, contiguous to the
gigantic British Triple Camp of Maiden Castle,
are well known. The situation of Weymouth
Bay and Weymouth Harbour, close to the
shtltered road of the Isleof Portland (Vindelis),
and the distance of Dorchester from any other
port, must have rendered Weymouth a most
convenient and necessary naval station during
the residence of the Romans in Dorsetshire.
The nearest rising grounds on the north-west
and north-east of Weymouth are strewed with
fragments of Roman buildings, tesserae, bricks,
pottery, and tiles, and small Roman copper
coins. A large handsome Roman pavement
was laid open, and covered up again by King
George III.

;
and Mr. Medhurst has recently

discovered the foundations of several villas, of
a Roman temple, and of a Roman road. Dr.
Buckland supposes these villas to have been
occupied by the families of Roman officers or
civilians connected with their great military
establishment at Dorchester. The most re-
markable discoveries made by Mr. Medhurst
in 1843, and visited in October last by Dr.
Buckland and Mr. Conybeare, were the foun-
dations of a temple on the summit of Jordan-
hill, and of a villa, a quarter of a mile distant,
in the meadow between this hill and the village
of Preston. b

The temple appears to have consisted of a
cella 24 feet square, surrounded by a peri-
style, the walls of which inclosed ah area 110
feet square. In the earth which occupies this
peristyle Mr. Medhurst found more than four
sacks of bones, and many horns (chiefly of
young bulls), also many Roman coins, frag-
ments of Roman pottery, cement, &c. Near
the centre of the south wall were the founda-
tions of steps, indicating the ascent to the door

of entrance, and four feet in advance of
this wall are the foundations of four small
columns. A layer of cement, which probably
supported a pavement that has been removed,
occupies the interval between these pillars

and the foundation of the south front wall.
Within the temple, in the south corner, was a
dry well 14 feet deep, that had been filled in a
very curious and unexampled manner. It

was daubed all round with a lining or parget-
ing of clay, in which were set edgewise (like
Dutch tiles round a fireplace) a layer of old
stone tiles, which, from their peg-holes, appear
to have been used or prepared for use on
roofs of houses

;
at the bottom of the well, on

a substratum of clay, was a kind of cist formed
by two oblong stones, and in this cist were
two small Roman urns, a broad iron sword, 21
inches long, an iron spear-head, an iron knife
and steel-yard, two long irons resembling tools
used by turners, an iron crook, an iron handle
of a bucket, &c., but no bones. Next above
this cist was a stratum of thick stone tiles, like
those which lined the well, and upon it a bed
of ashes and charcoal

;
above these ashes was

a double layer of stone tiles arranged in pairs,
and between each pair was the skeleton of one
bird, with one small Roman coin

;
above the

upper tier of tiles was another tier of ashes.
Similar beds of ashes alternating with double
tiers of tiles (each pair of which inclosed the
skeleton of one bird and one copper coin) were
repeated sixteen times between the top and
bottom of the well

;
and half-way down was a

cist containing an iron sword and spear-head,
and urns like those in the cist at the bottom
of the well. The birds were the raven, crow,
buzzard, and starling

;
there were also bones

of a hare.

Dr. Buckland conjectures that this building
may have been a Temple of Esculapius, which
received the votive offerings of the Roman
families and invalids who visited Weymouth
for sea-bathing and for health, the bones of
young bulls found in the peristyle being those
°f the victims offered in ordinary sacrifice,
while the smaller birds, whose bones are found
so remarkably arranged in the well, may have
been the votive offerings presented by those
who received their cure from sea-air and sea-
bathing, and possibly from the mineral waters
of Radipole and Nottingham, all in the salu-
brious vicinity of a temple which there is such
professional reason for supposing to have been
dedicated to Esculapius.— Oxford Herald.

Proposed Alterations in Greenwich-
park.—

S

ome months ago the Commissioners
of Woods and Forests took it into their heads
that a reservoir on the highest part of Gieen-
wich-park would add much to the security of
the Hospital in case of fire, to the beauty of
the park, and the comfort of the inhabitants.
I he inhabitants, however, influenced as some
people would say by local prejudices, took a
very different view of the question

;
they looked

upon the reservoir as likely to be a huge pond
ot water, filled with decayed leaves, and in-
closed in unsightly walls of earth. The result
was, that by dint of several public meetings, a
good many speeches, and a quantity of ink
spilt, tbe commissioners were induced to
review their decision, the reservoir stopped,
and the park was saved this degradation. Now
a more formidable opponent has entered the
field. Among the various schemes in existence

'

are some for carrying a railway through the
park from side to side, completely destroying
its symmetry, and rendering it in a great
measure useless as a place of relaxation for the
labouring classes. It is unnecessary to say
any thing on the hardship of spoiling one of the
few green spots allowed to remain near London,
and it is to be hoped that this project will not
be allowed to pass through Parliament without
a few words of remonstrance from some patri-
otic member.

—

Times.

Improvement of the Hull Pier.—We
understand that Mr. Simpson, joiner, of this
town, has prepared a model of the pier, with
safety railings, so ingeniously contrived as to
be lowered in portions at a moment’s warning,
for the accommodation of vessels. If all we
hear of this clever device be true, the inventor
will most heartily deserve the thanks of
his townsmen. The model, we learn, is to be
submitted to some of the influential gentlemen
of Hull during the week, and we shall in all
probability call attention to it again in our
next publication.

—

Hull Packet.

(irorrrapontintcf.

NEW CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS,
WINCHESTER.

ARCHITECTURAL competition.
To the Editor of “ The Builder.”

Sir,—I inclose you a letter which it has
been deemed necessary to address to the editor
of the Hampshire Advertiser. It is in reply to
one of your correspondents, whose letter (con-
veying serious charges against the Committee
for Rebuilding the Church of St. Thomas in
this city) had been transferred into the columns
of that paper.

I presume that your sense of justice will in-
duce you to lay before your readers this refuta-
tion of the charges which you were the means
of promulgating.— I am, Sir, your obedient
servant,

One OF THE BuLDING COMMITTEE.
Winchester, November 18, 1844.

“ THE NEW CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS, WINCHESTER.
“ To the Editor of the Hampshire Advertiser.
“ Sir,—The insertion in your paper last week of

a letter which had previously appeared in The
Builder, reflecting on the Committee appointed to
rebuild the Church of St. Thomas in this city, is

calculated to do injury to the good cause in which
they are engaged.

“ So long as the reflections on their conduct were
confined to the pages of a publication but little

known or read by those who are interested in our
local affairs, they might safely be left unnoticed

;
but

since you have afforded them the extensive circula-
tion which your paper enjoys, it becomes necessary
to check the mischief which they are calculated to
produce. I beg, therefore, as no meeting of the
committee has since been held, to give, on my
individual responsibility, the fullest contradiction to
certain allegations contained in the aforesaid letter.

“ It is not true that the architect whose plan has
been selected by the committee now shrinks from
confirming what he led them at first to believe
respecting the probable expense of carrying out his
design.

“ It is also untrue that he was allowed to fcarry
away his drawings, to reduce the design within the
sum originally stipulated, which would have justly
laid the committee open to a charge of unfairness
towards his competitors. He was, indeed, requested
to furnish them with some additional drawings, to
illustrate certain suggested alterations in the plan,
and to make estimates of the expense of carrying
out such alterations. In that, surely, there was
nothing which could be justly complained of, since
it is quite certain that not one of the designs pre-
sented to the committee would have been approved
of by them without alteration.
“ The fact is, that the committee have given

offence to certain persons interested in the success
of particular architects, whose plans have not been
adopted. In a competition invited by public adver-
tisement, they have selected, purely on account of
its merits, the design of a person previously alto-
gether unknown to them, and in favour of whom
no impure motive can possibly be imputed to them.
For doing so, they will doubtless receive no con-
demnation from an unbiassed public, which, it is

trusted, will not be deterred by such groundless
assertions as those of The Builder’s correspon-
dent, from aiding them in the accomplishment of
their pious purpose.

“ I ask you, in justice, to give insertion to this,
and I furnish you with my name, in order that you
may be satisfied I am truly

“ One of the Building Committee.
“ Winchester, November 14th, 1844."

[We think enough correspondence relative
to this paltry church-business has been already
inserted in I he Builder. The meanness of
the premium, the unjust lure to unemployed
young men to make away with a portion of
their property or that of ’their friends in an
almost causeless journey, the incompetence of
the tribunal,—all remain. The whole system
is a pest to society, and causes the waste of
money, sets unchristianly at loggerheads the
whole body of subscribers, committee, friends,
and professionals, local and foreign

;
and

almost invariably insures the production of
architecture unsound in taste and construction.
Such competitions violate peace, piety, purity,
and prudence, and bring to their victims pain,
poverty, and privation.—

E

d.]

Sir,—Much has lately been written in your
)aper against architectural competition

;
it is

)ut fair that some few words should be said in
favour of it.

IVhen conducted in a fair and honourable
manner, I consider that much good would arise
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from it. T he youngenthusiastic architect would

by his exertions and abilities raise himself to

honour in his profession, as many have done

in days gone by. Bramante was the successful

competitor against Giuliano di San Gallo and

others, for the church of St. Peter, at Rome
;

Giovanni da Ponte against Palladio and Sca-

mozzi, for the Rialto Bridge, at Venice; and

should we not find splendid and noble ideas in

the mind of the aspiring architect of the

present day, if his talents were called into re-

quisition
;
shewing that, in competition, he

who submitled the best and most appropriate

design, would have the honour of erecting the

same, and calling forth the praises of this and

future generations, as all bestow upon the

magnificent works of the scandalously so-called

dark ages.

It enlightened committees of the present

day he entirely destitute of justice and fairness,

let them depute some impartial architect who
would not degrade himself by selecting any

other than the best design : some encourage-

ment wou\d then be given to the “ young
aspiring,” and much more good would arise to

the profession, than entirely “putting down”
architectural competition.

Trusting you will find room for these few

remarks, I remain, your obedient servant,

London, Nov. 18, 1844. T.

[We are glad our correspondent has sent the

above communication, which, we think, will

tend to strengthen the abhorrence felt by many
against the false system of architectural com-
petition. We believe it is pretty generally

admitted, in the instances mentioned by our

correspondent, corrupt architecture supplanted

the more pure, and occasioned the superior

artist to give place to the inferior.—

E

d.]

BUILDING COMPETITION AND UNPROFES-
SIONAL JUDGES.

Sir,—There are so many atrocities com-
mitted upon the building community, that I

think it incumbent upon its members to publish

the most glaring acts of injustice that are

perpetrated upon them. By pursuing this

course some good may be gained. For when
sapient committees formed by unprofessional

men, parish boards, and the like, find that

their ignorance and unfairness may escape

beyond the limits of their court-house, or

vestry-room, it is probable that fear of ex-

posure, if no worthier motive, may keep their

acts within the bounds of toleration.

In vour notices of contracts of the 9th inst.,

there appeared one for “ erecting a foot-bridge

over the old river at Temple Mills,” in St.

John’s parish, Hackney. Feeling disposed

to contract for the work, I obtained the

necessary particulars, and attended at the

appointed time with my tender, and as the

terms required that persons tendering should

wait personally upon the Board of Surveyors

of Highways, I remained to hear the result.

After staying about an hour, the competitors

were called in, expecting of course to hear the

different amounts, and the selected tender

declared, but to our utter astonishment and
annoyance we were coolly informed by the

chairman that the estimates were so far above

what they considered the value of the work,

that they had come to the decision of not

having it done at all; and this decision was
made with the proposed surveyor of the works

at their elbow, and he, too, the son of a builder,

as I understand, brought up in the business.

I beg to furnish you with the amount of my
tender, and also the quantities in the work

;

you will perceive it is a trumpery and insig-

nificant affair, and scarcely worth the trouble

of this communication, but it is sufficient to

illustrate the system I complain of, and will

shew my fellow tradesmen what a doubtful sort

of thing is a “ Hackney Board of Highway
Surveyors,” so that in the event of there being

any more work advertised for public competi-

tion, they may not be so misled as to suppose it

will be carried into execution :
—

The tender was 194/. The quantities are

4 I
as follow :

—

25 ft. 1 ft. by 1 ft. Riga piles, sawn all

/ 100 ft. cube round, and driven from a

barge .

.

Drawing eight piles, forming part of the old

bridge .

.

1 £ rods stock brickwork in cement

45 ft. run 1 ft. 2 in. by 9 in. granite

coping .

.

264 ft. cube Memel fir in cambered ribs,

braces, &c.

500 ft. superficial 2£ in. English oak battens,

laid and ends rounded

12 ft. 6 in. cube oak

16 ft. in No. 8 oak posts ..

2 tons 1 cwt. wrought-iron in bolts, plates,

spikes, pile, shoes, railing, &c., principal

part to be galvanized .

.

Painting rails and tarring under side of

bridge .

.

Expense of getting a barge to the work,

and hire of do., the river not being

regularly navigable

Taking down old bridge, the materials not

worth removing . . . . .

.

Now, at this time of the year, the marshes

are generally flooded, the water in the old

river is very high, and the current very rapid :

at the time of inspecting the position of the

bridge, the adjoining farms and lands were

inundated. This and the out-of-the-way situa-

tion of the work must be taken into considera-

tion, and then I submit to you and your

readers whether the tender is unreasonable ?

I do not pretend to know what this Board

of Surveyors of Highways consists of, perhaps

the genus of a Telford, or a Walker may
exist in as yet undiscerned brilliancy amongst

its members, or perhaps the retail acuteness

of a grocer or a tallow-chandler may be the

ground-work of their professional repu-

tation
;
but this 1 do know that the afore-

said Board had a surveyor, who most likely

made an estimate of the work previous to its

being advertised, and who ought to have

known that the tenders were not more than

the work was worth. If the surveyor did

make an estimate he has mislead the Board,

and if he did not, the Board had no right to

reject the contracts until their correctness had

been ascertained.

Under any circumstances I defy it to be

proved that the tenders were exorbitant, the

Although they went far in truth, there is room
for going farther, and producing still more
perfect examples.
True curves and true intersections must in

all cases, when understood, be easier of execu-
tion and produce more pleasing effects than

any patchwork approximations. It will be
time enough for me to say more when “ T. L.,”

or some other architect or builder who thinks

with him, has pointed out a few examples
where imperfect lines 11 may have points ofpre-
ference" to true curves. I would beg to sug-

gest that any examples for reference would be

best in town, and if to arches in public buildings

now executing, so much the better.

Not having seen Professor” Willis’s ” paper,

I do not know whether any of his ideas cor-

respond with what I discovered more than

thirty years ago, and which, as I have stated,

was published by the Society of Arts, &c., more
than twenty-three years since. Should you
deem my communication to the Society of Arts

worthy of your pages, I may possibly add some-

thing more, which from more experience and
consideration I may be able to do, although I

am not aware of any thing in the description

and drawings then given that I now wish to

have altered. Joseph Jopling.

29, Wimpole-street, 15th Nov. 1844.

case is therefore one of unfairness, indiscretion

and hardship, and one deserving, through the

medium of your columns, to be exposed.

—

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

James Knight.
Limehouse, November 20th.

TUDOR ARCHES.
Sir,—“ T. L.” has shifted his ground

from the “Croydon Doorway” to “Groins,”

and concluded his observations with stating

that “ an arch struck from four centres may
have points of preference over elliptical or

parabolic curves;” but to what other true

curves his “ may have ” is applicable, your

readers must conjecture. Cannot “ T. L.” or

any other of your correspondents assign a

better reason than a “may have” for archi-

tects and builders remaining ignorant of the

most beautiful forms, which can be described

by simple continuous motion with much more

ease than by anv approximate method ?

I suppose, however, that although “T. L.’s”

letter follows mine, he may not have seen the

contents of your No. 91 before his observations

were written. Be this as it may, I can assure

him that the lines for arches in the first and

second examples are neither elliptical nor para-

bolic
;
and I must beg to differ from him in

the statement he makes, in the particular in-

stance alluded to, that the patch-work line

delineated from the double centres can cor-

rectly represent an elliptical line, and much less

those 1 have shewn. In the example No. II.

a gradation from acute to depressed (to use

“ T. L.’s” own words) is shewn. By the same

means, more acute and more depressed, to any

degree, may be drawn by simple continuous

motion for any purpose in architecture. I have

shewn that this principle is applicable for draw-

ing a Tudor arch through three given points.

In reference to “ Groins,” I beg to refer to

the 38th volume of the “ I ransactions of the

Society of Arts,” &c. (published in 1821), for

my observations and designs for their construc-

tion, shewing the true principles for producing

true intersections, and some variety for the

“play of light and shade,” which even the

Goths had not arrived at
;
but had they done

so, such examples would have been pointed out

for imitation. It will then be seen that the

Goths in their first groins did not know how to

produce true intersections of the ribs (mould-

ings of the ribs) at the springing, but that at a

later period they did so, when a very great

change in their designs was effected, which

produced that pleasing effect so much admired.

“ HASSOCK SANDSTONE.
Sir,—The introduction of a sandstone, from

the neighbourhood of Maidstone (provinciully

called “Hassock”), for inside walling of

churches, &c., has induced me to address the

following description of it. to you.

It is found in all the quarries of Kentish

ragstone, alternating in layers with the hard

blue limestone, used for building, paving, &c.

&c. It is of various thicknesses and texture,

from a soft crumbling loose sand to a firm and

tolerably hard freestone, which will take a

good face, and, if dried before use, stand ex-

posure to weather, as the surface becomes in-

durated in a few years, and will then resist the

action of the elements.

In the Iquanodon Quarry, layers are found

nearly three feet in thickness, and are very

similar to the beds of upper green sand dug

at Ventnor, in the Isle of Wight
;

in fact, it is

a firestone, and appears to make up for absence

of upper green sand about Maidstone. I have

faced a wharf with it, which has stood the

action of frost for three years, and shews but

very slight indication of injury from so power-

ful an agent of destruction. It has been used

for foundation-walls in this neighbourhood for

many years, and is a most excellent material

for that purpose, as the cost is so much less

than brick, and it is equally durable. A great

quantity is used for “ hearth- stones,” and pro-

bably the term “Hassock” was given to it

from that cause.— Yours, &c.,

W. H. Bensted.

[The “ Hassock ” is not only found in layers,

but is also very frequently attached to the rag-

stone, and from not being completely dressed

away, generally forms those portions of blocks

which seemingly decay rapidly : close examina-

tion, however, will generally prove that the

loose “ Hassock” only has fallen away, leaving

the ragstone undecayed.

—

Ed.]

THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.

Sir,—

A

llow me to tell your correspondent

“ Scrutator” that he is altogether mistaken in

fancying the remarks on the Royal Exchange,

which appeared in The Herald
,
to have been

dictated by favouritism in behalf ot the ar-

chitect. I have no reason to entertain any

partiality for Mr. Tite, nor do I seek to

ingratiate myself with him. I do not even

know whether he has seen the remaiks ;
or if

he has, he does not know by whom they were

written.

I admit that the article touches upon only

comparatively few points of criticism
;
but for

that it may be some excuse to say that it was

written off-hand for the occasion, without any

time being allowed me, and that it was re-

quired of me to make it as popular in tone

and as free from technicalities as possible.

Besides all which, it was necessary that it

should not appear to contradict what had been

said in the same paper but a few days before

on the subject of the building. Y'et it must

not therefore be imagined that I spoke contrary

to my opinion ;
that I was equally ready to

condemn or approve, as might be required of
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me. More minute examination of the whole
structure than I have yet had the opportunity

of making, and to judge of its anatomy, plans,

and sections, would be requisite, and may
probably induce me to qualify some of my
observations, which were intended to be, and
no doubt have been received, as chiefly ex-

pressing general impressions.

“Scrutator” himself is not altogether im-
partial; he seems disposed to decry the build-

ing, and is evidently no admirer of its general
style. As to the portico, if he considers that

of the London University to be superior, I will

not quarrel with him on that score, being quite

as much disposed to admire it as himself.

Both, I should say, are admirable of their

kind
;
and there are beauties in that of the

Exchange which the other does not possess,

and vice versa. I did not argue from it any
thing as to “ the superior genius of Mr. Tite,”
for what he has there done might have been
done again and again before, did they ever
think of introducing inner columns. That you
yourself consider them highly conducive to

effect is apparent from what you say in a note
respecting those in the small composition at

the west angle of the Bank.

At all events, “Scrutator” has made one
mistake

;
one of no moment otherwise than as

it attributes to one publication what belongs to

another, and may lead persons to suppose that
it was the Athenceum, instead of the West-
minster Review, which attacked Mr. Tite’s
design so severely.— I remain, Sir,

Yours, &c.,
TheW riter in the Morning Herald.

VAULT DESTROYED BY PLACING BRICKS
THEREON.

Sir,—

I

hope you will excuse me while
asking you a question

;
I do so, believing that

you are always willing to communicate infor-
mation relating to the law of building in all

its details.

I and another person purchased two carcases
of houses in July last, we having nearly finished
ours, and had the paving done by the parish

;

but last week a man from the other side of the
road, placed some bricks on the paving in front
of one of the houses without my consent; the
consequence was that, an excavation being
made some time since, without a vault or any
shores being placed against the last wall of the
vault of my house, the abutment gave way, and
in came the arch of the vault, and also the
paving. The wall has stood since July; it was
14 in. thick, built in cement, but still gave way
in one mass. This, doubtless, would not
have occurred had the bricks not been placed
there; neither do I believe the vault could
have gone in without the abutment giving way.
The person who placed the bricks there is

willing to bear half the expense, but the other
refuses to be any thing towards putting it up
again, and I can ill afford to do so, as it is

almost out of my power, being but a journey-
man carpenter, and having hud some difficulty
in finishing it thus far.

Your experience will perhaps enable you to
tell me how to act in this case, and you will
greatly oblige a working man—Yours’respect-
fully, j.
November 18, 1844.

[We suppose, as far as we can judge from
the circumstances, as described, that the
placing of the bricks upon the public paving
was a public offence, and is punishable, and
also that the offender ought fully to make e:ood
the damage.—

E

d.]

NEW METROPOLITAN BUILDING-A CT.
Sir, Though no builder, I have never-

theless taken in, for the last three months
regularly, your very interesting and useful
work The Builder, till it has almost made
me one; at all events, I think of building
myself a six-roomed house before the new Act
comes in force; but my means being very
limited just now, I would rather defer it till

after January, as I shall be then prepared
more for the undertaking. But there are
so many opinions about the new Act, even
amongst builders themselves, some saying one
thing, some another, that I scarcely know
which to believe

;
however, I have purchased

flue Act as printed and published by you.
lo set all doubts at rest on my part, and as Iam a poor man, I will consider it a lasting
favour, if you will be kind enough to inform

me in your next whether old bricks by the
new Act are prohibited to be used in dwelling-
houses

;
I see nothing mentioned of it in your

version of the Act
;
and if it is so, it appears to

me an absurdity, for it is well known that

many of the old bricks are infinitely better than
half of what are at the present day called

new stocks. Besides, when old houses are to be
sold or pulled down, who will buy them ?

In conclusion, I entreat that you will please to

answer my question in your next, as I shall

then see my way better; because if old bricks
are allowed to be used, I shall have no cause
to involve myself by beginning before January.
And may I ask as a further favour of vou to

let me know when the adjoining owner (as I

intend building against the party- wall of another
person) is entitled to come on me for my share
of expense for such party-wall ? Trusting you
will oblige me on this only occasion, I beg to

remain very respectfully

Your humble servant,

Richard Dufpield.
23, Britannia-street, City-road,

Nov. 15, 1 844.

[The use of old bricks is not forbidden by
the new Act; but if any question arise as to
their soundness, the official referees are to
decide, being thereto required in writing.
With regard to the time when old party-walls
are to be paid for by adjoining parties, we are
not at present clear, but will consider the
subject, and report further.

—

Ed.]

ON PAYNISING TIMBER.
Sir,—In your last number, under the head

of “ Mr. Valentine’s Substitute for the Iron
Rail,” I observe it stated that the wood he
uses is prepared by the process called “ Ky-
anising,” yet the detail given of the process,
and the experiment quoted, evidently shew that
it is the patent process of Mr. C. Payne, and
not that of Mr. Kyan, that is employed. The
erroneous introduction of the term “Kyanising”
(instead, as probably was intended, “ Payn-
ising”) may mislead some of your readers
unacquainted with the nature of the two
processes, and I think it will be satisfactory
to you to have thus the opportunity of recti-
fying the mistake.— I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. H.

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Munificent Donation in Aid of the Restora-
tion and Extension of St. Mary de Crypt
Church. — We have, upon many occasions,
called the attention of our readers to the good
work of restoration which, for the last year,
has been steadily progressing in this fine old
church, and have expressed our earnest wishes
that the sanguine hopes of the Rev. A. Sayers,
the rector, would be realized, and that he
would meet with such support as would enable
him to rescue this beautiful building, not
merely from further dilapidation, but to restore
it in all its parts. We have now the pleasing
duty of announcing the truly liberal donation
of 500/., which has been presented, in the
most handsome manner, to the rector, by the
executors and devisees of the late James
Wood, Esq.— J. s. Surman, Esq., and Jacob
Osborne, Esq., the heirs of the late Sir M.
Wood, Bart.; W. P. Price, Esq., and E.
Shelton, Esq.— to enable him to complete his
praiseworthy designs. The sum already sub-
scribed, including the above donation, amounts
to nearly 1,000/., which, although not within
the estimate of the architects, Messrs. Daukes
and Hamilton, by nearly 200/., will fully justify
the further progress of the works, as we have
no doubt that a much larger sum, if required,
will be forthcoming. The chancel, with the
exception of the monumental window to the
late rector, the Rev. J. G. Dowling, will be
completed by Christmas

;
and the restoration

of the nave, new pewing, &c., will be com-
menced when the requisite faculties are ob-
tained. We look forward with more than
common interest to the restoration of St. Mary
de Crypt : when fully restored, it will be one
of the most perfect cruciform churches in the
land .—Gloucestershire Chronicle.

New Tower to Leigh Church, Essex.—-The
Rev. Robert Eden, rector of Leigh, has lately
expended nearly seven hundred pounds in the
erection of a tower to his church.

Queen Adelaide's Church at Malta.— This
church, which has been built at the sole ex-
pense of her Majesty the Queen Dowager, is

placed on a commanding site, overlooking the
Quarantine Harbour, and is one of the first

objects which meets the eye of a stranger on
approaching the island from the north or the
west. The building has been brought into its

present state by the skill of Mr. Scamp, the
successor of the first architect. The spire,
when finished, will be about 200 feet high, and
about 300 above the level of the sea. The
body of the church and portico are not much
unlike those ot St. Martin’s-in-the-fields in

their exterior aspect; and the beauty of the
stone of which it is built gives it a very
striking appearance. The internal effect is

still better. It has a semi-circular chancel,
and is divided into a nave and two side aisles

by two rows of beautiful Corinthian pillars.

With the exception of two pews, one for the
Governor and the other for the Admiral, the
seats are all open with backs. The whole of
the seats, stalls, pulpit, and reading desk, are
of English oak. The font, of white Carrara
marble, is the gift of the late Mr. J. W. Bow-
den. The church was consecrated on the 1st
instant, by the Bishop of Gibraltar, and is to

be called “'The English Coh’egiate Church of
St. Paul, in Malta.”

—

Times.

Church Restoration in York.—A gratifying
sign of the times is exhibited in the attention
which is now devoted to the restoration of our
ancient ecclesiastical fabrics. The west front
of the church of St. Helen’s, York, has been
repaired. St. Saviour's Church is being nearly
rebuilt. On removing the old whitewash from
the pillars and arches which separate the
aisles from the body of the church, traces have
been found of paintings on the walls—one of
which, representing Moses bearing the Ten
Commandments, is in a state of perfection
hardly to be expected. The beautiful parish
church of St. Martin-le-Grand is also under-
going some restoration. The church of St.

Martin-cum-Gregory is undergoing an exten-
sive restoration in its tower. In the church of
All Saints, the three east windows of richly-
stained glass have been re-glazed, repaired,
and fixed in new stone mullions and tracery.
I he church of St. Sampson, which is in a
serious state of dilapidation, has been closed,
and steps are being taken for raising a requi-
site fund to undertake its complete renova-
tion.

—

Doncaster Gazette.

New Churches in Kingswinford. — The
population of the parish of Kingswinford,
Staffordshire, having increased to nearly 24,000,
the rector. Dr. Penfold, by the aid of the
ecclesiastical commissioners, has succeeded in

dividing the parish into six districts, containing-
4,000 each, and it is intended each shall have
its church (there are now three), its parsonage
house, resident minister, and national schools.
In one of the new districts, Brockmoor, a very
interesting ceremony took place on the 1 2th
ultimo, when the first stone of a new church,
situated in the midst of a dense population,
surrounded by coal and iron works, was laid
by the Lady Ward, in the presence of the
clergy, churchwardens, and numerous in-
habitants.

Boston Church.—We understand that the
order made some time ago by the Boston town
council (who are the lay impropriators) for the
re-glazing of the chancel windows with lozenge-
shaped panes, cannot at present be acted upon,
the impropriators having expended their large
funds in lay objects. The massive Corinthian
altar-screen should be replaced by a reredos,
in keeping with the rest of the architecture,
and if the east windows were to consist of
stained glass, the effect would be very im-
posing. A separate subscription should be
started for that express purpose : the required
amount would soon be raised, as those who
refused to contribute towards the repairs of the
body of the church would doubtless gladly
contribute towards the ornamenting this beau-
tiful edifice.

—

Lincolnshire Chronicle.

St. Marlin's Church, Hereford.—We under-
stand that the consecration of this edifice is post-
poned to the spring,when the weather will doubt-
less be more favourable. The progress of the
fabricisin all respects satisfactory—alikecredit-
able to the architect, builder, superintendent, and
workmen

;
and will unquestionably form one

of the greatest architectural ornaments to the
city.

—

Hereford Times.
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Contract for the Railway Dock at Hull.

—

Monday, the 1 1th inst., was the day appointed
for deciding upon the tenders received for the
construction of the Railway Dock and en-
trance. The dock directors met in the morn-
ing, and, after examining and considering the
tenders sent in (fourteen in number), accepted
that of Messrs. Bowers and Murray, of Liver-
pool, who have been engaged during the last

seventeen years in contracts upon most of the
docks constructed in that port within that
period, and are now at work upon the Albert
Dock. The contract includes the excavation
of the dock and entrance, and the formation of
the walls and quays. The work is to be com-
menced immediately, and it is expected to be
completed, and the dock ready for use, in the
spring of 1846

—

Hull Packet.'

Employment afforded by Railway Under-
takings . — We have calculated, from data
aftorded us by gentlemen well conversant with
the subject, that there are at present employed
in merely making the necessary preliminary
surveys for the numerous lines of railway now
before the public in Ireland, some 520 en-
gineers, sub-engineers, draftsmen, clerks,
chainbearers, and their assistants. This is

exclusive of labourers. The salaries of the
above vary from 21. to 13s. a week, while
labourers employed get from Is. to Is. 6d. per
day. Besides, such a staff of officials gives
employment in their turn to carmen, &c.
Should all the lines of railway now projected
obtain acts of incorporation in the ensuing
session of Parliament, and commence opera-
tions as soon as possible after, employment
would be afforded, one way or another, to
some 200,000 persons.

—

Irish Railway Gazette.

Salisbury and Dorsetshire Railway. — This
line is proposed to commence near Salisbury(83
miles by railway from London), passing near
Fordingbridge, through Wimbourn and Bere
to Dorchester and Weymouth, with a branch
from Wimbourn to Poole; being at least
12 miles shorter between London and Dor-
chester than the Southampton and Dorsetshire
line, and two miles shorter between Dorchester
and the towns situate on the eastern coast line
of railway. This advantage applies to Poole
and other towns on the line.

Rotherham and the Ruilways.—The result
of the interview between the Midland Railway
directors and the deputation appointed at a
public meeting recently held in Rotherham on
the subject of the projected railways through
that town is, that Mr. Stephenson has been
appointed by the directors to survey the
country, and report on the practicability of
a direct line from Gainsborough to Rotherham.
At a second public meeting the inhabitants
of Rotherham sanctioned this arrangement.

—

Raihvay Record.

IEexford, Carlow, and Dublin Junction
Railway.— The object of this company is to
form a railway from Wexford to Carlow, to
join the Carlow branch of a main trunk to

i
Dublin

;
thus placing the port and county of

i
Wexford in direct communication with the
metropolis, and by the Great Southern and
Western Railway with Cork, Limerick, and
other parts of the south of Ireland. The line

i is about 40 miles in length
; the engineer

! Sir John Macneill.

Railway Tunnelling.— At a meeting at Car-
I diff, Mr. Brunei stated that the Box Tunnel of

the Great Western Railway cost 100/. per

I

yard
;
the White Ball Tunnel on the Exeter

Railway cost but 53/.
;
the Cheltenham Tun-

I nel was estimated at 136/. per yard, and it cost

|
but 34/. per yard

;
and to shew the reduction

j

in this department alone, he had lately con-
tracted for tunnelling at 28/. per yard.

Harbour of Refuge in the Frith of
Forth.—We understand that the proposal of

1 a harbour of refuge for the shipping on the east
I

coast of Scotland, to be situated in the vicinity
of Granton, has been for some time under the

' consideration of many influential parties in
this quarter. The project, we hear, has been
received in the most favourable manner, and

i we hope to he enabled, in a very short time, to
discuss it in its several bearings, as the subject

! is one of the very greatest importance to the

j

commercial classes aud the public generally.

—

|

Edinburgh lEilness.

IfUiacellanea.

Wayside Chapels.— Wayside Chapels
were the only ancient places of public worship
with which burial grounds were not locally

connected. They had no walled inclosures,

and could never have been more alone than
many are now on the highways to Walsing-
ham. Those near Hillbornugh have been
planted on the bleak brows of elevated ground
near the roadside, and are without particular
architectural distinction, being little oblong
buildings of equal breadth throughout, as plain

in design as in their figure. The walls are
roofless and broken, the cracks and chasms
serving to channel away the water from the
moss-grown summit. The interior, which
could once afford rest to the weary, and a
pittance to the distressed, is now too desolate to

be sought as a shelter by cattle. No marvel then
that travellers in later days have neglected to

turn a few paces out of the wav to visit these
ancient relics : they would find them not al-

together uninteresting, but overgrown with
briers, and half filled up with heaps of old
rubbish. No kind of sepulchral memorial has
been discovered within or on the outside of
any of these edifices, often as death must have
overtaken the pilgrim on his way. Chances
of this kind were not provided for by a con-
secrated space for burial, as the custom of
entombing the dead around the sanctuary in

which the living assembled for worship, was
never extended to Wayside Chapels, neither
was the administration of baptism, nor the
celebration of matrimony included in the
duties prescribed to them, as was sometimes
the case in privileged instances in assistant

chapels belonging to districts at a distance
from the mother church.— Remarks upon
IEayside Chapels, fyc., by J. C. and C. ifuckler.

Opening the New Bridge at Atiilone.
—The new bridge at Athlone, built by the
Shannon Navigation Commissioners, was
opened on Saturday, the 9th instant, for public
traffic. It consists of three stone arches, each
60 feet wide, with a portcullis 40 feet wide, to

afford accommodation to vessels passing.
Colonel Jones, to whom the bridge was for-

mally given up, after commenting on its utility,

adverted in complimentary terms to the con-
tractor, for the magnificent structure which he
had completed, and said that a stronger or
handsomer bridge there was not in Ireland. It

was the work of Irishmen, and it was delightful

to know that from the commencement of the
work up to the completion, not a life was lost

in the operations, nor was a man one fortnight

absent from his work by accident or hurt.

—

Morning Herald.

The New Royal Exchange.—On Satur-
day last a number of workmen in the employ-
ment of Mr. Jackson, the builder, were actively

engaged in erecting scaffoldings on the north
side of the Royal Exchange, opposite St.

Bartholomew-lane, preparatory to the statues

of Sir Thomas Gresham and Whittington
being placed in the niches over the shops in

that portion of the building. The tessellated

paving laid down by Messrs. Seager, of
Vauxhall, in the merchants’ area on the occa-
sion of Her Majesty opening the Exchange,
was also finally removed in the course of the
same day, preparatory to supplying its place
with the Seyssel asphalte. It seems strange
that the authorities will not at once pave, and
that properly, the area in question

;
the im-

proper application of any material brings it

into discredit with weak minds incapable of
correct judgment.

Electrical Telegraphs in France.

—

The Minister of the Interior has just appointed
a special commission to report on the ad-

vantages of the system of electrical telegraphs,

and the possibility of their application. The
minister had previously directed M. Alphonse
Foy, the administrator-in-chief of the tele-

graphic department, and two of the principal

employes, to inspect the model of Mr. Bain’s
electrical telegraph, which has been for some
time privately exhibited in Paris.

Enormous Piece of Plate Glass.

—

There is to be seen at the present time in

Regent-street, at Mr. Saunders’, a plate of
glass containing upwards of 95 square feet,

its dimensions being 12 feet 9 inches by 7 feet

7 inches, and its quality is so brilliant as to

be generally understood to be the finest glass

in the world.

Subsidence of the Surface Ground
over a Coal Mine.—An alarming occur-
rence took place yesterday (Friday) morning,
at St. Peter’s Quay, about three miles below
Newcastle, the surface of the ground, for some
acres in extent, having been affected with what
in this district is called the creep, by which
considerable destruction has been done to pro-
perty in the neighbourhood, the extensive
building-yard of Messrs. Thomas and William
Smith, the eminent ship-buihlers, having been
rendered for a time entirely useless. The first

intimation of danger was observed a week ago,
but it was very slight, amounting only to a
rent in one of the houses to the north of the
building yard, which was repaired, and mat-
ters continued in the same state till nine
o’clock yesterday morning. It may be proper
to state that the dock, though on the north
side of the river, is completely undermined by
the workings of the Friar’s Goose Colliery,

situate on the other side
;
and it is supposed

the accident has been caused by the working
or falling of the roof, or superincumbent strata.

At the period above mentioned, the whole of
the men and boys, nearly 200 in number, were
at breakfast in the smith’s shop and store,

on the north side of the building-yard, when
they heard a noise like thunder, and on
looking out beheld the surface of the
ground in motion. They ran away from the

spot, and reached a place of safety, and there
they were soon joined by the inhabitants of

the neighbouring houses, who fled in the

greatest consternation. In a few minutes the

motion of the surface ceased, and, on the men
returning to the building-yard, they found the

ground rent in various directions, presenting
chasms several feet in depth

;
the bottom of

the spacious dry dock, capable of admitting
vessels of the largest size, was thrown up in

dreadful confusion; the sides rent; and the

whole presented a scene of destruction which
might well appal the stoutest heart. The
windows in the neighbouring houses were
broken, doors and frame-work split and
crushed, and several walls were levelled with
the ground. The movement was confined to

the building-yard and the adjacent houses.

The quay next the river
,
has sunk several

inches, and the bed of the river, which before

was “ high and dry ” at low water, is now
covered to the depth of from 18 to 24 inches.

The water in the river was agitated, and the

motion was felt on board the vessels lying

near. The men employed in the building-

yard have been discharged, and all work sus-

pended, and it will be some time before the

injury can be repaired.

—

Newcastle Journal of
last Saturday.

Ornamental Statues for the Scott
Monument.—During the last few days the

workmen have been employed in placing the

stone figures intended to decorate the architec-

ture in the principal niches assigned to them
over the central arches. Two of them have
been now fixed, one looking to the north, the

other to the west. The former figure is a
statue of Prince Charles Stuart, in the full

Highland garb. He is in the attitude of draw-
ing hi 3 sword, and has an expression of defi-

ance in his countenance. It is, on the whole,

well executed, particularly the head, and has

a pleasing effect; it was executed by Mr. A.
Ritchie, of this city. The other figure repre-

sents “ The Last Minstrel,” a reverend man,
bare-headed, dressed in a flowing robe, in the

act of touching his harp. This is a very pictu-

resque and poetical figure, and does much credit

to Mr. James Ritchie. We understand it is

intended to place on the south or east side of

the monument a figure of the “ Lady of the

Lake,” which is already executed
;

she is

supposed to be just stepping from a shallop,

the prow of which, with oar, &c., is visible

under her feet. This is the most pleasing

figure of the three which has yet been executed.

We believe the subject of the fourth is not yet

decided upon, though a model of “ Meg Mer-

rilees ” has been completed for the purpose.

—

Edinburgh Evening Post.

The London Arcade.—The project is re-

vived for opening a new street and erecting an

arcade, to commence in Lothbury and Throg-

morton-street, near the end of Bartholomew-

lane, and to terminate near to London-wall and

Finsbury-pavement south, together with a

branch arcade leading from the last-named

place, and terminating near to London-wall

and Finsbury-circus.
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Unhealthfulness of the Northern

Suburbs of London through the efflu-

via of Ponds.—A vestry meeting of the

parish of St. Pancras has been held, for the

purpose of considering the application on the

part of a body of the inhabitants of H ighgate,

to be permitted to divert the roadway, alter the

drainage, and make such other improvements

in the Highgate ponds as would be conducive

to the better health and comfort of the neigh-

bourhood. Mr. Bird, the parish surveyor, in

submitting plans of the proposed alterations,

said, a committee of gentlemen had been

formed for this purpose, and, excepting a sum
of 65/, which the directors and guardians had
already agreed to give towards so beneficial an

object, it would be carried into effect without

expense to the parish. The water contained

in the ponds was the only water the inha-

bitants could command in cases of fire. They
were also very deficient there of water for

household purposes, and when the drainage

was diverted from its present course, the purity

of the water would be much greater. A
vestryman said that great effluvium arose from
the ponds in their present state, and no doubt
seriously affected the health of the inhabitants.

The project would confer a great benefit on
the district. Mr. Morris thought malaria

very prevalent in the neighbourhood. The
vestry, as conservators of the health as well

as the funds of the parish, were bound to

acquiesce in that which was likely to be a

remedy for the evil. The consent of the vestry

was given to the plan.

Durham School.—A new building, in the
neighbourhood of the Prebend’s Bridge, has
been devoted to the purposes of this ancient

foundation by the munificence of the dean and
chapter, and was opened on Monday last. It

is built in that style of domestic architecture
which commonly prevailed about the reign of
our first James, and the school-room, with its

projecting gabel and long mullioned window,
and the dormer windows and bell-turret of
the other part of the structure, as seen from
the south road and other neighbouring points

of view, combine in a picturesque and pleas-

ing manner with the dark masses of trees

which form its back-ground. The school-room
has an open timber roof, is lofty and well

proportioned, and is capable of containing

about 200 boys. A spacious cloister unites

this with the house, which is henceforward
to be occupied by the head-master, in which
provision has been made for the accommodation
of forty or fifty boarders.—Durham Advertiser.

Painting on Glass.—From Munich we
learn that the king has ordered the formation
of a special school of painting on glass, and
the construction of a large workshop, to be
entirely dedicated to that branch of art, and in

which all who pursue it shall be admitted to

labour.

The Bristol Athenaeum.—A proposition
has been made to establish an Athenaeum
Institution at Bristol, similar to the one at

Manchester.

St. Marylebone Bank for Savings, 76,
Welbeck-sreet,—Established 5th July,
1830. Comparative Statement of pro-
gress at specified periods during the last seven
years.

Open Deposit
Accounts.

Sums invested with
National Debt
Commissioners.

£. £.
On Nov. 20, 1838 11,278 196,334

„ 1839 11,935 223,353
„ 1840 12,680 253,167
„ 1841 13,004 266,407
„ 1842 13,349 285,382
„ 1843 14,130 319,496
„ 1844 15,124 350,089

D. Finney, Secretary and Actuary.

^Tender*.

Tenders delivered on the 18th inst. for building
Two Houses in the Clapham-road, Kennington.
for P. T. Torkington, Esq.—Mr. J. Barnett, 68,
Chancery-lane, Architect.

Notley j£2,180 0
Pearse and Guerrier 1,998 0
Glenn 1,990 0
Lawrence 1,987 0
Haynes and Co 1,937 10
Locke and Nesham 1,875 0

The above tenders were opened in the presence
of the builders

Tenders delivered for building a new School at

Rotherhithe. November 8, 1844.

Kelsey .£837
Piper 826
T. Anson 797
J. and T. Ward 790
Ashley 786

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For building a Sewer in Ellison-street, Petticoat-

lane. — Joseph Daw, Sewers' Office, Guildhall.

November 26.

For supplying Iron Railing and Gates round the

Birkenhead Park, about 3£ miles.—The Chairman
of the Improvement Committee, Town Hall, Bir-

kenhead. November 26.*

For the supply of First, Second, and Third-class

Carriages to the Manchester, Bury, and Rossendale

Railway. — James Smithells, Secretary, Railway

Office, Bury. November 30.

For the construction of Locomotive Engines and
Tenders for the Manchester, Bury, and Rossendale

Railway.—Mr. C. E. Cawley, Engineer, Railway
Office, Bury. November 30.

For the supply of 600 Coal Waggons to the

York and North Midland Railway Company.

—

George Baker, Secretary, York, December 4.

For the building of a Tunnel on the Edinburgh,
Leith, and Granton Railway.—December 4.

For Lighting the Southampton Paving Trust

with Naphtha or other strong Light for the period

of eight months from the 1st of February next.

—John Arnell, 10, Edmund-street, Hampstead-
road. December 11.

For making a Survey and Valuation of Property
in the town of Kingston-upon-Hull, for the better

rating of the same to the relief of the poor.—John
Moxon, Workhouse, Hull. December 12.

For the execution of Works necessary for the

completion of the whole of the Railway from
Shoreham to Chichester, being a distance of about

22J miles.—Frederick Otley, Secretary, Brighton
and Chichester Railway Office, 4, Dean-street,

Tooley-street. December 17.

For the supply of 6,000 tons of Iron Rails, each

rail to be 16 feet in length, and weighing 65 lb. per
yard.—H. Parker, Secretary to the Great North of

England Railway Company, Darlington. Decem-
ber 23.

COMPETITIONS.
The Committee of the Association recently

formed in the Metropolis for the Construction of

Baths and Wash-houses for the Labouring Classes,

are desirous of obtaining Plans and Estimates for

the Erection and Fitting-up of the First Esta-
blishment. The general basis of the plan can be
seen at the Office, No. 3, Crosby -square. The
author of the plan considered the best by the

Committee will be selected to execute the work.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

James Kendall.

—

We have made the inquiry,

but have not yet received an answer.

To the correspondent ivho wishes to knowfrom
“ actual knowledge " whether Job and Brothers'

patent paper resists the damp in walls as thoroughly

as the laminated lead
,
we answer we have not at

present the knowledge, but recommend him to

examine instances, or to depute some agent to do
so : the chief difficulty lies in keeping attached to

a damp wall any such separating medium; thus

tin-foil applied to the same purpose, though at first

appearing to be a cure, soonfalls of, and forms no

effectual remedy.

G.B. is quite correct. Mr. Locke, who is so

much engaged in the construction of French
railroads, is an Englishman, while Mr. Brunei is

a Frenchman.
J. B. S.

—

We believe Martin's Cement was used
andfound to answer ; it was also adopted in stucco-

ing the interior of the Sun Fire-office.

Inquirer.

—

The system referred to is essentially

faulty. Dr. Rees, in his report “ On the Ventila-

tion and Warming of the Cells " in the Neiv Model
Prison, at Pentonville, states that “ Any required

temperature once established, cannot be materially

lowered in less thanfrom ten tofourteen days."

The Communications of “ An Architect,” “ A
Draughtsman,” “ T.S,” and “ A Subscriber,”

have been received, and are under consideration.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Description and Uses of the Ship Manoeuvrer, by
means of which a ship’s head may be directed at

all times to any point required. Thomas Dean
and Co., Threadneedle-street.

Remarks on Ventilation and Warming, chiefly

having reference to Prisons, and also applying

to other Public Buildings. By An Engineer.

—

Bradbury and Evans, Whitefriars.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
This day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, November 24.

—

Royal Botanic,
Regent’s-park, 4 p.m.

Monday, 25.

—

Geographical, 3, Waterloo-place,

8J p.m.
; Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 26.

—

Medical and Chirurgical, 53,
Berners-street, 8$ p.m. ; Zoological, Hanover-
square, 8£ p.m.

Wednesday, 27.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi,
(Exhibition Night).—Papers will be read 11 On Mr.
R. Davison’s Cask-cleaning Machinery ;” and
“ On Mr. Higgs’s Plan of Collecting the Contents
of the London Sewers,” 8 p.m.

;
Pharmaceutical,

17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 p.m.
;

Ethnological,

27 a, Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

Thursday, 28.

—

Antiquarian, Somerset-house,
8 p.m.

;
Royal Society of Literature, 4, St.

Martin’s-place, 4 p.m.
;

Medico-Botanical, 32,
Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

Friday, 29.

—

Botanical, 20, Bedford-street,

Covent Garden, 8 p.m. (Anniversary meeting.)

Saturday, 30.

—

Royal, Somerset-house, 8£
p.m. (Anniversary meeting)

; Westminster Medical

,

32, Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

-AiDVERTISEIYTEIUTS.

NEWLY INVENTED

Glazing for workshops, ware-
houses, OFFICES, HORTICULTURAL PUR-

POSES, &c.—Gerard Arney and Co.’s Transparent Water-
proof Glaze Paper, Linen, and Calico, being substitutes for

Glass for the above-mentioned purposes.
The proprietors solicit the attention of Builders, pro-

prietors of manufactories, &c., to the above-mentioned
preparations. The Glaze-paper will be found the most
suitable for windows from its superior transparency and
great cheapness

;
it affords a light very similar to ground-

glass, and the frames for its support need only consist of a
lattice-work of wood or wire, the waterproof materials being
affixed either with tin tacks or cement. The linen ana
calico, being of stronger texture, will be found very suitable

for sky-lights, glazing for conservatories, &c.
Parties desirous of having specime nsof either of tie above-

mentioned materials, the proprietors will be happy to forward
samples for their inspection, upon application by letter,

post-paid, to their Manufactory, High-hill Ferry, Upper
Clapton, Middlesex.

Prices, &c.—Waterproof Glaze-paper at 6d. per yard,
23 in. wide; Waterproof Glaze-calico at Is. per yard, 31 in.

wide
;
Waterproof Glaze-linen at Is. 6d. per yard, 28 in.

wide.

TO BUILDERS)'"CABINET-MAKERS, AND others)
AL1SBURY GLUE 60s. per Cwt.

;
fine

Scotch do. 50s.; Town 46s.. 44s., and 42s.; Best
Glass Paper 10$d.

;
Second do. 9d.

;
FrenchTolish and Spirit

Varnishes 19s. per gallon; Naphtha do. 10s.; Genuine White
Lead 26s.

;
Second do. 24s. and 22s. ;

Improved Stucco Paint
28s.

;
Invisible Green and Chocolate Colour 28s. ; Fine Green,

and all Colours used in House Painting, prepared by a new
process to dry in six hours, 6d. per lb. ; Turpentine 2 s. 6d. per
gallon; Linseed Oil 2s. 6d. ; Fine Copal Varnish 20 s.; Quick
Drying Carriage 14s. ; Oak do. 12s. and 10s.; Paper 14s.,

10s., and 6s.; Turpentine Varnish 3s.; Dry Brunswick
Green 3d., 4d., and 6d. per lb.

; Lamp Black 3d.
;
Emerald

Green Is. and Is. 3d. ; Whiting Is. 3d. per cwt. ; Stock-
holm Tar 18s. per barrel

;
Pitch 10s. per cwt. Gilder’s Mate-

rials, Lackers, Bronze, Dutch Metal, Patent Gold Paint,

Dies and Die-woods, Acids, Alkali, Gums, and Salts of every
kind and description at equally low prices. W. NIXEY’S
Old- Established Warehouse, 22, MOOR-STREET, SE-
VEN-D1ALS, LONDON.

PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS supplied with CROWN and SHEET

WINDOW GLASS, SHEET PLATE, &c.&c., for Pictures,

Glazing, &c. &c., in any quantity, at Manufactory Prices.

TURPS, per gallon .. .. .. ,. 2s. 4d.

LINSEED OIL, ditto 2s. 4d.

SHEET LEAD, in sheets, per cwt 1 8s. fid.

Ditto, cut to sizes and PIPE 19s. 6d.

WHITE LEAD (Genuine) per cwt 26s. Od.

Colours, Pipe, Brushes, &c. &c., equally low, and quality

warranted. Complete Lists, priced, may be had on applying

to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester-square, London.
PRINT PUBLISHERS, PICTURE FRAME AND

CABINET MAKERS, can be provided with flatted Crown,
flattened Sheet, and the patent Sheet Plate, Lists of which,

shewing the price for any Square, from 14 by 12 to 40 by 30

of Best and Second quality, will be sent (gratis) upon re-

ceiving the address. Builders, Glaziers, and others having

to Contract, sending a copy of their specifications, with a

list ol dimensions to R. Cogan, will receive by return of

post the lowest prices for all qualities and sizes of Crown
Sheet-Glass and Sheet-Plate, &c. Glazing estimated for, if

required.
NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND

OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than

is kept by any other House in London.
COMMON SHEET AND CYLINDER. The advantages

Common Sheet over Crown for Glazing Sky-lights is

decidedly great, and is generally used where strength or

superior appearance is required ; a light 6 feet 6 in. long, with

openings of any width, needs only one lap. This Glass is

considerably stouter than Crown, and may be had from Is. 3d.

per foot.

Also may be had,

COGAN’S PATENT CHIMNEY FOR GAS OR OIL,
Which effects a great saving in the consumption, produces a

more brilliant light, prevents smoke, and is cheaper than

any other Patent Chimney sold.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES,
OP EVERT DESCRIPTION.

GAS CONTRACTORS, FITTERS, GLASS MER-
CHANTS, and others supplied with Lists of nearly 100

Patterns, with prices affixed, sent to any part of the King-

dom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, AND OTHERS, sup-

plied with FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES, for covering

Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curiosities, &c. &c.
of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may be had on appli-

cation.

French Table Flowers, China Vases, Fancy Glass Ware,
and Alabaster Figures in every variety.

R. C. having just completed his Show Rooms for the above

articles, begs to invite the inspection of the Public. A liberal

Discount to Bazaar keepers and others.
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NOTICE.

In answer to several inquiries by letter, we
beg to state that a few copies of Mr. Bar-

tholomew’s Cyclopaidia of the New Metropo-

litan Building-Act can still be had of our

publisher, No. 2, York-street, Govent-garden,

at the usual price of a double number.

IJo. xcv.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1844.

E thought we
had last week

completed the

catalogue of

calamities to

buildings, but

we find, as if

on purpose to

place the subject in a stron-

ger light, other similar

misfortunes have just oc-

cured, and the proportion

of fatal calamity which has

attended them has not been

less than in the aggregate

which we gave last week.

The following form a

small selection from those

which have most recently

happened :

—

“ Fall of a Wai.i..—On Thursday, the

21 st inst., a wall, about forty feet in height,

D suddenly fell at the corner of Showfield-street,

I in Cheisea-road, with a tremendous crash,

i burying underneath the ruins four individuals

who were at the time at work upon it. The

|
unfortunate men— John Newman, aged 30, a

I master bricklayer; William Lee, aged 45,

journeyman; James Lardner, aged 28, jour-

neyman
;
and Arthur Ellis, aged 16, an ap-

prentice—were standing upon some scatfold-

ing erected near the summit of the above wall,

i when the latter, which had recently been run
up, gave way near its base, and the whole

. instantly fell. Assistance having promptly
arrived, the men were got from among the

ii rubbish, and three of them were conveyed in

a sadly mutilated state to St. George’s Hos-
I
pital, whilst Newman, who resides near the

q spot where the accident happened, and sus-

tained a severe injury of the skull and legs,

was conveyed home. Each of the unfortunate

I

men lies in a very precarious state. The cause
I of the occurrence is stated to have been the wet
ii weather, which prevented the work from set-

|j
ting or drying.”

|
“Fall of a House.—On Thursday, the

I 21 st inst., a new building, situate at the corner
llof l)uke’s-place, in Old-street, St- Luke’s, fell,

l iand buried a number of workmen, bricklayers

[liand labourers, in the ruins. The accident is

stated to have been occasioned by an over-

lifiow of water from an old sewer leading along
Withe main road, which, becoming choked, the

||
water rushed through it near to the new build-

I lings, and flowing into the foundation
;

the
i mortar was washed from the brickwork, and
lithe footing eventually yielding to the super-
lliincumbcnt pressure, the upper work fell per-

llepehdicularly into the excavation, scarcely a

I single brick falling outside of the base of the

I frontage wall.”

fi So that we have still the same alleged causes,

greenness, and mal-adroitness in the the tempo-

I rary management of the building-operations.

I Thus, more and more does there appear to be

I requisite an adequate controuling power, which

I jishall watch over such affairs, and put in exe-

||u:ution all means practicable for gaining the

desired end.

THE BUILDER.
ELECTION OF SURVEYORS TO THE NINE 1

NEW DISTRICTS IN THE COUNTY OF
MIDDLESEX.

( Thursday ,
the 28 th instant .)

For Fulham.
No. of Votes.

98. Mr. Andrew Moseley—elected.

58. — Henry Harrison.

7. — Augustus Abraham Winterbottom.

For Hammersmith.

G3. Mr. James Charles Christopher—elected.

38. — Samuel Beazley.

33. — Frederick Claudius J. Parkinson.

30. — Martin Joseph Stutely.

For South Kensington.

138. Mr. Thomas Leverton Donaldson—elected.

18. — John Blore.

For North Kensington.

134. Mr. Charles Beachcroft—elected.

34. — George Godwin, Jun.

For Hampstead.

127. Mr. Henry Edw. Kendall, Jun.—elected.

39. — Thomas Bird.

For Hornsey.

108. Mr. Alfred Bartholomew—elected.

38. — James Harrison.

For Tottenham.

115. Mr. John Henry Taylor—elected.

For Stoke-Newington.

128. Mr. William Lovell, Jun.—elected.

15. — William Frederick East.

12. — James Moon.

For Bromley.

5G. Mr. John Blyth—elected.

55. — Henry John Hammon.
37. — John Morris.

1. — George Henry Simmonds.

FOUR NEW BISTRICT-SURVEYORSHIPS
IN THE COUNTY OF SURREY.

The magistrates will meet at twelve o’clock

on Monday next, to elect surveyors to the four

new Metropolitan Districts in the county of

Surrey.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

Nov. 27.—W. Pole, Esq., V. P., in the

chair.

The secretary read a paper by Mr. Robert

Davison, engineer, “ O 11 the Manufacture of

Casks, more particularly those used by Brewers,

with remarks on the various methods adopted

for Cleansing and Purifying such Casks.”

The next paper was by Mr. Higgs, on his

plan of collecting the contents of the London

sewers.

The author proposes to form, at convenient

stations throughout the metropolis, three paral-

lel tanks or reservoirs, at levels sufficiently

low to receive the contents of the sewers
;
each

of these tanks to be furnished with a gate,

somewhat resembling a flood-gate.

Into one of these reservoirs the soil to be

allowed to enter until completely filled, the

gate then to be closed, and the matter

allowed to settle for one tide.

In order, to precipitate the phosphates, &c.,

hydriate of lime is proposed to be spread evenly

over the surface by means of a hopper-formed

waggon running to and fro on a moveable

railway, placed over the reservoir.

The precipitation having been effected, the

comparatively pure water would be let off or

drawn off, and the valuable residue removed.

In the meantime, the second reservoir would

be filled, and the process repeated.

The plans of Mr. Garling and Mr. Martin

for effecting the same object were discussed

at some length.
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BUILDING SOCIETIES.
to the editor of the builder.

In the fifth number of The Builder, a
letter to the editor of the New Zealand Jour-
nal was inserted, detailing the operations of a
Building Society, established for the purpose
of enabling parties to purchase freehold or
leasehold property, as follows :

—

“ A fund is raised by monthly contributions
from each member or shareholder, out of
which subscribers are assisted in their endea-
vours to become possessors of such property
as may be best suited to their own interest or
advantage. Each shareholder must contribute
to the association (say, for example) ten shil-

lings per month for each share of which he is

the possessor, until these monthly payments
shall, with the profits, amount to 120/. per
share. The operations of the society will thus
extend over a space of about ten years, and
then cease altogether.

“ When the funds become sufficiently largo
to make advances to the subscribers, duo no-
tice is given, and that member who will sub-
mit to the largest deduction or discount from
the amount of bis share of 120/. for priority of
advance, is the one to whom the loan will be
immediately granted; the property purchased
with the society’s funds to be mortgaged to

the association, as security for the continuation
of his monthly instalments, until the termina-
tion of the society.

“ A few figures will illustrate this more
clearly. Suppose a subscriber, living in a
house for which he pays an annual rent of

35/., subject to a ground-rent of 51. per an-
num, wishes to purchase such house by means
of the society, the method is as follows :

—

He holds one share, which at the

expiration of ten years would
realize €120 0 0

But for immediate cash he sub-

mits to a deduction from such,

share, of 50 0 0

Leaving a balance on one share

in his favour, of .€70 0 0
“ Now, as the sum of 70/. obviously cannot

be sufficient to purchase property valued at

300/., the subscriber avails himself of the so-

ciety’s resources to enable him to complete the
purchase.

Surveyor’s valuation of premises

desired €315 0 0

4£ Shares at the agreed price of

70/., as before stated, makes. . 315 0 0
“ The monthly payments to the society for

such advance would be as under:

—

4$ Shares at 10s. per share .... €2 5 0
Interest or redemption money per

share, 4s. per month 0 18 0

Monthly payments €3 3 0
Which multiplied by months ... 12

Makes yearly payment to the so-

ciety €37 16 0
In addition to which, for ground-

rent annually 5 0 0

Total amount cost €42 16 0
“ So that, instead of paying 35/. per annum

to the landlord as rent, by paying the associa-

tion 42/. 16s. annually, a difference of "Jl. 16s.

more, the freehold or leasehold property in ten

years becomes the borrower’s own
;
shewing

that in ten years the house has been purchased

for only 78/. more than in the same time he
would have paid for rent alone.”

Assuming this statement to be correct, the

question of advantage or disadvantage to the

parties interested may be thus viewed.

Let the company consist of 1 00 gentlemen,

each of whom puts down 315/.; and that 100

other persons consent to become subscribers

of 42/. I 63 . a year, the company being able to

locate these i 00 subscribers at the beginning

of the year in 100 houses, for which 31,500/.

are paid.

Now, in ten years the company must get back

these 31,500/.” with 5 per cent, compound
interest; that is to say, they must receive

51,310/. 3s. 10d., when the houses will belong

to the subscribers. But they receive this by

an annual rental of 4,280/., which in ten years,

as improved at 5 per cent, compound interest,

will amount to 53,833/. 7 s - 8d. Ihere is,

therefore, a bonus of 2,523/. 3s. lOd. to the 100

capitalists, or 251. 4s. 8d. to each.

This goes on the supposition that none of

the subscribers die in the course of these ten
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years
;
and, moreover, that they one and all

pay annually 42/. 16s.

With regard to the capitalists, we must dis-

miss from that side of tl.e question all idea of

mortality, as, in the event ot any one of them

dying* there would he heirs and assigns to re-

present him, and his share would stand as it

originally did when he paid his 3151.

But with the subscribers the case is dif-

ferent
;
and if we suppose there will be a mor-

tality commensurate with that published by the

Registrar-General at Somerset-house, then we

mayestimate itat two deaths inthelflOannually.

Now, supposing two of the subscribers to

die in the course of the first year, and the

widows or families cannot continue the sub-

scriptions or pay the rent, for that is the

terms, then two houses would fall to the

share of the capitalists, who could sell

these again to two new subscribers, and so on

till the end of the tenth year, when, by twenty

deaths, they would have all the advantages of

these windfalls, to enhance their gains and

preserve their stock entire.

This is no imaginary case, but one that re-

sults from the course of nature, and which, to

these capitalists, resembles lapsed policies in

an assurance-office.

But the estimate we have quoted proceeds

on the principle, not of an annual payment of

42/. 16s., but of a monthly payment of three

guineas by the subscribers for the period of

120 months, and which the capitalists would

improve at 5 per cent, compound interest.

It is manifest that if the buyer pays 3/. 3s.

monthly to the capitalists, the question is re-

duced to this:

—

To what sum would an annuity of 37/. 16s.

for ten years amount, when received and laid

up at interest in monthly portions of 31. 3s.

each, the interest, at the rate of 5 per cent.,

being converted into principal twelve times in

the year? ...
Now, this amount is 479/. 5s 4|d. in ten

years
;
but the buyer pays besides 51. a year

ground-rent, and we must suppose the

capitalists to he the ground-landlords in such a

case, therefore the buyer pays an additional

annuity of 51. a year for ten years, which at

5 per cent, compound interest amounts to

621. 17s. 9$d. in these ten years.

Therefore he pays the capitalists in ten

years the sum of 542/. 3s. 2£d. for his house.

And he has to pay this ground-rent of 5/.

annually, unless there be some special agree-

ment that it is redeemed by the ten payments

of 51. each, for which the prospectus does not

afford any information to the contrary.

In the event of 100 capitalists clubbing in

this speculation to provide 100 buyers at the

beginning of the year with 100 houses, the

problem is briefly this :
—

The capital of 31,500/. invested at 5 per

cent, per annum compound interest, would in

ten years amount to 51,310/. sterling; the

buyers would repay to the capitalists the sum

of 54,215/. sterling: hence, the capitalists

would divide a bonus of 2,905/. amongst them,

or each would get 29/; and be entitled besides

to an annual bonus of 51. in the shape of his

ground-rent, after realizing all his capital, with

compound interest at the rate of 51. per cent.

But if we throw into the calculation the

vicissitudes of fortune, and the stern law of

mortality as impressed upon the buyers, there

is no arithmetic strictly applicable to the

enormous gains of these hundred capitalists,

who always remain as a fixed quantity in the

estimate, while the buyers are a fluctuating

quantity, every increment of decrease in which

yields a corresponding increment of aug-

mentation, which enhances the gains of the

capitalist in a ratio which time and circum-

stances can only develope.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Willoughby Wilton.

A Telford medal in silver to James Bremner,

51. Inst. C.E., for bis papers “ On PuUeney

Town Harbour,” “ Sarclet Harbour,” “A •

new Piling Engine,” and “ An Apparatus

for floating" large stones for Harbour Works.”

A Telford medal in silver to Andrew Murray,

Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his paper “On the

construction, &c. of Steam Boilers.

A Telford medal in silver to Alexander Angus

Croll, Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his paper “ On

the purification of Coal Gas, &c.

A Telford medal in silver to James Braidwood,

Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his paper and drawings

descriptive of “ The means of rendering

large supplies of Water available in cases

of Fire, &c.”

A Telford medal in silver to Jacob Samuda,

Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his “ Account of the

Atmospheric Railway.”

A Telford medal in silver to Charles Hutton

Gregory, Grad. Inst. C.E., for his paper

“ On Railway Cuttings and Embankments.”

A Telford medal in silver to Captain William

Scarth Moorsom, Assoc. Inst. C.E., for

his “ Description and Drawings of the Avon

Bridge at Tewkesbury.”

A Telford medal in silver to Thomas Grissell,

Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his “ Description and

Model of a Scaffolding used in erecting the

Nelson Column.”
A Telford Medal in silver to Charles Manby,

Secretary and Assoc. Inst. C.E., for the

translation and arrangement of the “ History

of the Canal and Sluices of Katwyk,” and

the “ Description of the W oi ks of the

Amsterdam and Rotterdam Railway,’ by

the Chevalier Conrad, M. Inst. C.E.

A Walker premium, “The Transactions of

the Institution of Civil Engineers,” suitably

bound and inscribed, to the Chevalier Conrad,

M. Inst. C.E., for his “Description and

Drawings of the Works of the Amsterdam

and Rotterdam Railway.”

A Walker premium of books, suitably hound

and inscribed, to James Leslie, M. Inst.

C.E., for his “ Description and Drawings of

the I ron Lock Gates of the Montrose Docks.”

A Walker premium of books, suitably bound

and inscribed, to John Geale 1 liomson,

Grad. Inst. C.E., for his “ Description and

Drawing of the Landslip in Ashley Cutting,

Great Western Railway.”

A Walker Premium of hooks, suitably hound

and inscribed, to John Timperley, for his

“ Account of the building of the ‘ Wellington’

Bridge, Leeds.”

A Walker premium of books, suitably bound

and inscribed, to George Willoughby He-

mans, Grad. Inst., C.E., for his “ Description

and Drawing of a wrought-iron lattice

Bridge on the Dublin and Drogheda Rail-

way.”
A Walker premium of books, suitably hound

and inscribed, to William Evill, Jun
,
Grad.

Inst., C.E., for his “ Description and Draw-

ings of the London Terminus of the Eastern

Counties Railway.”

A Walker premium of books, suitably bound

and inscribed, to Arthur John Dodson, Assoc.

Inst., C.E., for his “ Description and Draw-

ings of the Hydraulic Traversing Frame,

used on the Great Western Railway.”

A Walker premium, “ The Transactions of the

Institution of Civil Engineers,” suitably

hound and inscribed, to James Forrest, Jun.,

for his “ Drawings and Diagrams illustrative

of numerous Papers read at the Meet-

ings.”

The Council take this opportunity of calling

attention to the importance of making the

Institution the depository of drawings, descrip-

tions, and models of works and machinery
;

also of books, papers, reports, and pamphlets,

which latter, though apparently of only local

or temporary interest, would, when collected,

be of great value to the profession.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Telford and Walker Premiums.
Session 1844.

The Council of the Institution of Civil En-

gineers have awarded the following premiums :

A Telford medal in silver to William Fairbairn,

M. Inst. C.E., for his paper “ On the pro-

perties of the Iron Ores of Samakoff, &c.”

A Telford medal in silver to John Murray, 51.

Inst. C.E., for liis “ Description and Draw-
ings of the removal of the Lighthouse on
the North Pier, at Sunderland.”

Session 1845.

The Council invite communications on the

following, as well as other subjects, for Telford

and Walker premiums :

—

1. On the Theory of Arches, Abutments, and

Piers, comparing the hypotheses of different

writers; with practical examples of the

application of the theory.

2. The history of the invention of, and the

improvements in, oblique Arches, with the

theory and the practical methods of setting

them out.

3. Experiments on the pressure upon every

part of an oblique Arch, especially liow the

pressure varies as the angles become oblique.

On the construction of Retaining and Wharf
W alls, with examples of failure and the causes.

5. A description of the Canal of the Holder

(Holland), or of any foreign engineering

works of a similar kind and importance.

6. The modes of Irrigation in use in Northern

Italy; of Drainage adopted in the Lowlands

of the United Kingdom : or works of a

similar nature in Holland or in other

countries. I

7. On any of the principal Rivers of the United

Kingdom (the Shannon), or of Foreign

Countries (the Po, Italy,) describing their

physical characteristics, and the Engineering

works upon them,

8. An account of the waste or increase of the

Land on any part of the coast ot Great

Britain, the nature of the Soil, the direction

of the Tides, Currents, Rivers, Estuaries,

&c., with the means adopted for retarding

or preventing the waste of the land.

9. The principles and practice of constructing

Cofferdams.

10. The best and most economical mode of

raising large Stones or Rocks from the beds

of Rivers or Harbours.

11. The application of Gunpowder as an in-

strument of engineering operations.

12. The conveyance of Fluids in Pipes, under

pressure, and the circumstances which usually

affect the velocity of their currents
;
with

accounts of Water Works and Gas Works.

13. The most advantageous method of employ-

ing the power of a Stream of Water, where

the height of the fall is greater than can be

applied to Water Wheels of the usual con-

struction.

14. Experiments on Water Wheels, Steam

Engines, and other machines, with the fric-

tion brake.

15. The construction of Cranes for raising

and lowering weights.

16. The proportions of large Chimneys, as

affecting their draught; with examples and

drawings of the construction.

17. The drainage of Mines, exemplified by a

statement of the actual condition of some of

the Coal-fields or 5Iining Districts of Great

Britain.

18. The ventilation of Coal Pits or Mines in

Great Britain or in Foreign Countries.

19. The construction of Spiral and l’ an-

blowing machines, and the power required

to drive them, in relation to the pressure an'l

volume of air delivered.

20. The smelting and manufacture of Metals

in Great Britain or in Foreign Countries.

21. The comparative advantages of Iron and

Wood, or of both materials combined, as

employed in the construction of Steam

Vessels; with drawings and descriptions.

22. The sizes of Steam Vessels of all classes,

whether River or Sea-going, in comparison

with their Engine Power; giving the prin-

cipal dimensions of the Engines and

Vessels, draught of water, tonnage, speed,

consumption of fuel, &c.

23. The best forms for River and Sea-going

Steam Vessels; with practical examples.

24. The various modes of propelling Vessels

in actual or past use, and their comparathe

merits.

25.

The results of the use of tubular boilers,

and of Steam at an increased pressure, for

5Iarine Engines.

26. On the best application of the principle of

Expansion to the improvement ot the Steam

Engine; with examples of the effect ot such

application, from actual experiment, and a

description of the Engines experimented

upon. .

27. On the term “HorsePower, as applied

to Steam Engines.
.

<

28. Description of Pyrometers, for ascertain-

ing the degrees and the fluctuations of the

temperature of the Flues of F urnaces, &c.

29. The various modes adopted for moving

Earth in Railway Tunnels, Cuttings, or

Embankments with the cost thereof.

30. The proper slopes for Cuttings and Em-

bankments in various soils.

31. Notice of the principal Self-acting Tools

employed in the manufacture of Engines and

5Iachines,and the effectof their introduction.

32. On the most effective and best adapted

5Iachincs for bruising or crushing the Sugar

Cane, and for separating the juice Irorn the

j

vegetable fibre.
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33. Memoirs and accounts of the Works and
Inventions of any of the following En-
gineers: — Sir Hugh Myddelton

;
Arthur

Woolf; Jonathan Ilornblower
;

Richard
Trevithick; William Murdoch (of Soho);
and Alexander Nimmo.
Original Papers, Reports, or Designs, of

these or other eminent individuals, are pecu-

liarly valuable for the Library of the Institu-

tion.

The communications must be forwarded,

on or before the 31st of May, 1845, to the

house of the Institution, No. 25, Great George-

street, Westminster, where copies of this

paper, and any further information may be

obtained.

Charles Manby, Secretary.

25, Great George-street, Westminster, 1844.

Extracts from the Minutes of Council,

February 23rd, 1835.

“The principal subjects for which Pre-

miums will be given, are

—

“ 1st. Descriptions, accompanied by Plans

and explanatory Drawings, ot any Work in

Civil Engineering, as far as absolutely exe-

cuted
;

and which shall contain authentic

details of the progress of the Work. (Smea-

ton's Account of the Edystone Lighthouse

may be taken as an example.)
“ 2ndly. Models or Drawings with descrip-

tions of useful Engines and Machines; Plans

of Harbours, Bridges, Roads, Rivers, Canals,

Mines, &c. Surveys and Sections of Districts

of Country.
“3rdly. Practical Essays on subjects connected

with Civil Engineering, such as Geology,

Mineralogy, Chemistry, Physics, Mechanic

Arts, Statistics, Agriculture, &c.
;

together

with Models, Drawings, or Descriptions of

any new and useful Apparatus, or Instruments

applicable to the purposes of Engineering or

Surveying.”

Note.—-The communications should be le-

gibly written on foolscap paper, on the one

side only of each page, leaving a margin of

one inch and a half in width on the left side,

in order that the sheets may be bound.

The Drawings should give as many details

as may be necessary to illustrate the subject,

and should be to such a scale that they may
be clearly visible when suspended on the

walls of the Theatre of the Institution, at the

time of reading the communication.

Papers which have been read at the

Meetings of other Scientific Societies, or have

been published in any form, cannot be read at

a Meeting of the Institution, nor be admitted

to competition for the Telford and Walker
Premiums.

ON THE EXPENSE OF SURVEYS.

CAPTAIN TUCKER’S REPORT TO THE ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT.

In obedience to your order of the 22nd of

February, 1844, I have the honour to submit

I the following estimates for the Health of

'Towns Commission, plans on the scale of five

Teet to one mile, shewing contour altitudes, or

(altitudes marked at equal vertical distances, in

lithe streets of towns, contour lines without the

towns, sufficient to be serviceable for the

isewerage and drainage of them, and including

the expense of ascertaining sewers, water-

pipes, and gas-pipes, arranged under the fol-

lowing heads :

—

1st. Of towns of which the survey is com-
pleted.

2nd. Of towns of which the survey is in

progress.

3rd. Of towns of which the survey has not
been commenced.

No. 1. Towns Surveyed.— In the estimate

under this head the expense of the surveying

and levelling already done is not included, as

I have considered them to have been performed
for the Ordnance Survey; therefore, I have
only charged the additional expenseof marking
contour altitudes in the streets, and contour
lines outside the towns, ascertaining sewers,

water-pipes, and gas-pipes.

The cost of making copies of the plans is

inserted, to which the additional cost is added,
to shew the cost of copies of the plans with

the additional information for sanatory pur-
poses.

No. 2. Towns in progress for the Ordnance
Survey of England.—The estimate for levelling

and marking contours in the streets is for the

levelling which will be necessary for the im-

provement of the sewerage and drainage of

towns, supposing it to be done for that pur-

pose.

The cost of copies of the plans is the same
as for Class No. 1.

No. 3. Towns of which the Survey is not

commenced. — The surveying, plotting, and
drawing are charged, shewing the cost of
levelling, contouring, ascertaining sewers,

water-pipes, and gas-pipes, as in No. 2.

The expense of fixing points is not included

in the estimate.

The expense of surveying varies in propor-

tion to the size or population and the compact-
ness of the town.

The area or extent of the close or compact
part of a large town being greater in propor-

tion to the whole area or -extent of the town,
than the compact part of a small town bears to

its whole area or extent, the cost of surveying

will be greater in proportion to its area than

the cost of a small town; therefore, I have
estimated the cost of preparing plans of towns
having a population of 10,000, 20,000,

50,000, 100,000, 300,000.

The levelling and marking contour altitudes

in the streets embraces the shewing the water-

shedding line, and the lines of natural drainage,

as accurately as the sinuosities of the streets

will allow of their being traced, and the

levelling is supposed to be arranged for that

particular object, as contour linos cannot be

laid out within the towns
;
shewing also a

sufficient number of contour altitudes to con-

nect altitudes marked along the line of drainage

with equal altitudes marked along the water-

shedding lines.

The expenses of levelling and contouring

are estimated for towns situated on gentle

slopes. For abrupt slopes the expense of

levelling will be nearly one-third greater, but

the contour altitudes in the streets will be at

greater vertical distances, and fewer contour

lines will be laid out.

I have considered the towns of 10,000 and

20,000 inhabitants to consist of long branching

streets with few cross streets, and requiring

less levelling than towns that are compact with
numerous cross streets.

The expense of contouring or marking the
contour lines outside the town is calculated on
the supposition that one-third of the whole
area, usually included on the Ordnance plans,
will admit of their being laid out, and the ex-
pense shewn in the estimate is the average ex-
pense per acre for the whole area of the plan.

The levelling performed at Windsor cost
fid*5. per acre, including the levelling for four
lines of sections, in addition to that which
would have been sufficient for sewerage und
marking the contours.

The contouring cost 2 -

75 per acre.

The contours above the datum mark at the
bridge arc laid out at four feet vertical distance
from each other.

Those below the datum point at two feet
vertical distance apart.

The expense of contouring was much in-

creased by the necessity for laying out and
surveying the lines before the plan was drawn,
in order to complete them before her Majesty’s
return to the Castle, which caused an increase
of 0d*75 to the expense.
The cost of contouring Windsor exceeds

the expense per acre, shewn in the estimate
for towns, arising from the large extent of
country in proportion to the area covered bv
the town, the contoured area being three-fifths

of the area of the plan
;
whereas, in the esti-

mate for plans of towns, the space or extent
of ground on which it will be possible to lay
out contour lines is supposed to be one-third
only of the area of the plan.

The cost of ascertaining the sewers, water-
pipes, and gas-pipes of Windsor, and the Castle,

and putting them on the plan, amounted to

ld -3 per acre for the space occupied by the

town.
The sewers, water-pipes, and gas-pipes of

Manchester have not been ascertained.

'The cost of obtaining them for the town of
Oldham amounted to Id -

1 per acre.

The sewers and water-pipes, but not the
gas-pipes, have been ascertained for Bury at the

expense of Od‘28 per acre.

The plans of Oldham and Bury are not
sufficiently advanced for the insertion of the
sewers

;
therefore the expense of putting them

on the plan is not known.
The expense of ascertaining the sewerage,

water, and gas-pipes, varies according to the
facilities given by the local authorities in

appointing persons to shew their position and
the quantity of the sewerage

;
some places

being very deficient, and few or none possess
plans.

There is not a plan of the sewers of Oldham,
and onlv one man, eighty years of age, could
be found who knew the situation of a prin-

cipal sewer.

I have not included contingent expenses,
as office rent, conveying parties or stores, as,

should the commissioners wish to undertake
the surveys of towns, these expenses will

depend on the strength of the party or parties

employed, each of which, I think, should
consist of sixteen to twenty surveyors

,
to be

divided into two parties, when the towns nearest
to each other are small, or to be employed as

one party if a town be large, that the survey
may be promptly executed.

ESTIMATE OF THE COST PER ACRE OF FIVE FEET PLANS OF TOWNS.

Population

of the

Towns.

First Class.

Copies of Plans of Towns of which the
Surveying and Levelling are completed.

Second Class.

Copies of Plans of Towns of which the

Levelling is not commenced.

Third Class.

Plans of Towns of which the Survey is

commenced.
not

Cost

of
a

Copy

of

the

Ordnance

Plan,

per

Acre.

Additional Ex
per Acre

penses

Total

additional

Expenses.

Total

Cost

of

the

Copy,

per

Cost

of

a

Copy

of

the

Ordnance

Plan,

per

Acre.

Expense pe
for

Ace

Total

Cost

for

Levelling

Con-

tours,

Sewers,

See.

Total

Cost

of

the

Copy;

per

Surveying.

Expense per Acre
for

Total

Cost

of

Plans,

per

Acre.

Total

Cost

of

Plans

per

Acre,

including

the

Fixation

and

Calculation

of

Points.

Contour

Altitudes

in

the

Towns.

Contour

Lines

without

the

Towns.

Sewers,

Water,

and

Gas

Pipes.

Levelling

and

Contour

Altitudes

in

the

Towns.

Contour

Lines

without

the

Towns.

Sewers,

Water,

and

|

Gas

Pipes.

Plotting

and

Drawing.

Levelling

and

Contour

Altitudes

in

the

Towns.

Contour

Lines

without

the

Towns.

Sewers,

Water,

and

Gas

Pipes.

d. d. d. d. d. d. d. d. d. d. d. d. d. d. d. s. d. s. d.

10,000 8 1 "5 1 1-5 4 12 8 4 1 1-5 G-5 14'5 12 21 4 1 1-5

20,000 9 1-5 1 1'5 4 13 9 4 1 1-5 65 16‘5 15 22 4 1 1*5 3 T6 4 0

60,000 11 2-0 1 2'0 5 16 11 5 1 20 8-0 19
- 0 21 25 5 1 2-0 4 6 4 10£

100,000 12 2'0 1 20 5 17 12 5 1 2-0 8-0 20'0 28 29 5 • 2-0 5 5 5 9

300,000 14 2'5 1 2’5 G 20 14 G 1 2'5 9'5 23-5 49 32 6 1 2'5 7 6-5 7 n
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Modern Rome, says a recent writer, occupies

a triangular space, each side of which is nearly

two miles long; the ground upon which it is

built covers about 1,000 acres, or one square

mile and a half
;

its walls form a circuit of

about *15 miles, and embrace an area of 3,0U0

acres. Other writers make its circumference,

including all the sinuosities of the walls, but

13 miles. This space embraces the seven

hills, or mounts, on which ancient Rome stood,

the names of which are still retained. T. hree

of these only are covered with buildings, and

are only thinly inhabited, the Trans-tiberine

district, including the Borgo, contains the

rest of the inhabitants. The ancient city, with

its enormous palaces, amphitheatres, temples,

bathe, and other public buildings and garden

most probably tilled the whole extent

within the walls. But although it is asserted

that the citv was then thrice the extent, includ-

ing vast suburbs without the walls, there is

no proof that there existed any other than

country-seats of the great and wealthy, who
in the most palmy state of Rome were few in

number. Modern Rome contains 54 parishes

and 300 churches, 114 convents and mona-

steries, 335 noblemen’s houses, ST'2 elementary

schools, and in 1836 its population consisted of

153,678 souls. There are a great many villas

in the immediate vicinity, and even within the

walls.

That ancient Rome could not have oc-

cupied mere space than the boundaries of the

present city, is evidenced by numerous his-

torical facts. Augustus Caesar had two cohorts

of soldiers posted in the Trans-tiberine region,

which was then one of the suburbs of Rome,
whose duty it was to put out fires, and suppress

tumults
;

this region was connected with Rome
as Southwark and Westminster are with Lon-

don. Publius Victor gives it 423 streets. Pliny

tells us that, in the time of the emperor Trajan,

it consisted of 213 streets. Donatus says the

y/glls of Aurelian were the same in compass as

in his days. Olympiodorus observes that it

was measured in the time of Honorius, 150

years after Aurelian, and that the city had

been preserved in its extent and beauty.

Victor remarks that every one of the fourteen

regions, into which it was divided, being

measured and taken apart, its whole compass

did not make up 43 miles.

Seneca, Lucan, Aristides, and others speak

of numerous country-houses in the suburbs,
“ Innumerte nobilium villa? intra mtenia erant,

qua? subnrbana? vocabantur,” which seems to

prove that the suburbs were walled about as

well as the Trans tiberine region, which was
considered as suburban. Pliny, when he speaks

of 213 streets, says, “ We have seen the whole
city surrounded by the houses of Caius and

Nero, and even, that nothing might be want-
ing, the fine palace of the latter was of gold, or

gilded over.”

The streets of ancient Rome were always
narrow and inconvenient, after the fashion of

Oriental countries
;

even the Appian and
Flaminean Ways were only broad enough for

two vehicles to go abreast. The houses of the

lower orders were exceedingly mean and poor,

and seldom more than one story high, and the

temples, theatres, and many of the domus or
noble residences were built of wood when
Augustus assumed the purple; he improved
and rebuilt a great portion of the city, and
added many splendid edifices to it, but in this

and during the succeeding reigns the streets

were still continued narrow and inconvenient,

andthe chief of the two largest, viz. Flaminia or
Triumphalis, was not more than eight or nine
feet broad, and not long within the city

;
yet it

was in this street, Martial tells us, all Rome
assembled on a day of triumph. Mardini tells

us, after Donatus and Publius, that there were
not above 42,000 or 46,000 houses, and that

they were but one story high, the people
lodging on the ground, and that the houses
were extraordinarily mean. Lipsius also, who
has so grossly exaggerated the grandeur and
extent of Rome, reckons only 46,000 houses

;

among these were 1,700 or 1,800 domus or
palaces for the senators and wealthy citizens

of rank, the rest being insulae, and were inha-

bited by the common people.

After the conflagration in Nero’s time,

Tacitus tells us “The streets w-ere made
regular and wide, the height of the houses

limited, with areas and porticos in front, nor

was timber used in their exterior parts, but

stone only. Public reservoirs of watei were

provided in various places, and persons to assist

in extinguishing fires appointed, and every

edifice had its distinct party walls. These
regulations, though dictated by utility, did not

fail to give beauty also to the new city.”

From this we may conjecture that, previous to

the conflagration, it was somewhat similar to

London in olden times, the major part of the

city consisting of mean, narrow streets and

wooden tenements ;
and this is demonstrated

by the then general destruction, the greater

portion of the city having fallen a prey to the

flames.

The Romans had few of the elements of

wealth which we possess : divided into two

classes, freemen and slaves, rich and poor,

their nobility were wretchedly poor when put

in comparison with the rank and wealth of

the Citv of London. Their boasted temples,

palaces, amphitheatres, and baths, their aque-

ducts and other puhlic works, evidence the de-

based and prostrate condition of the common
people and the effects of successful war, which

gave them slaves beyond count. Merchants,

traders, and shopkeepers were held in no esti-

mation, for the Romans were not a commercial

people, nor had they any but woollen manu-

factures and a little linen. Architecture

and sculpture were encouraged as administer-

ing to luxury, and not from a refined love of

the arts, and the few trades followed to any ex-

tent were chiefly carving, joinery, gilding, gold-

smiths’, jewellers’, and blacksmiths’ works, and

trades connected with their games and amuse-

ments and the army ’, also those of tailors, shoe-

makers, vintners, carpenters, fishermen, masons,

Cartwrights, and shipwrights, and linen and

woollen weavers. Their chief source of wealth

was war; from the foundation of the empire

the final close of its career, they could

scarcely boast an interval of peace within

themselves or with other nations
;

fortune

favoured them on most occasions, and every

victory contributed to increase their riches,

and gave them, from the multitude of slaves

taken in battle, a constant accession of wealth

and a profitable investment for their capital.

War supplied them with slaves to cultivate the

soil in the absence of the citizen-soldiers
;

thus the desolating effects of war were unfelt

by the citizens, who also participated in the

advantages of every great victory, which threw

such multitudes of slaves upon the market,

that the meanest citizen, if so inclined, might

purchase one or more of those human
machines from whose industry they expected

to extract wealth. Lipsius affirms there were

no less than three or four millions of ser-

vants or slaves; and Vossius says there were

more servants in Rome than there are

inhabitants in any kingdom on earth, and no

less than fourteen millions of inhabitants of

all sorts; hut this can only apply to the whole

Roman territory, and not to the capital
;
and

even then it is questionable whether the

country, depending almost solely upon its own
internal agricultural resources, was sufficiently

fertile to supply such a population.

It is utterly impossible to reconcile to our

minds the weak, insulated position of the

Romans at the breaking out of the first Punic

War, and the powerful fleets and armies

brought forward during the twenty-three or

twenty-four years of its continuance. Poly-

bius, who is considered the most correct of

Roman historians, tells us, that previous to the

breaking out of that war the Romans had

no ships either for war or commerce, and that

a navy was created for the purpose of com-
bating the Carthaginians. We are then told

that under the conduct of Marcus Attilius

Regulus and L. Manlius, they had a fleet of

350 ships, naves longce triremes, quadriremes,

and quinqueremes (vessels exceeding one ano-

ther by one bank of oars), but even the exact

nature and uses of these vessels are uncertain
;

that each galley had 300 rowers and 120

soldiers, the whole fleet consisting of 140,000

fighting men, and provided with the necessary

munitions of war for land and sea. How are

we to reconcile this with the knowledge of

seamanship we at present possess ? The

Mediterranean is no fish-pond, nor is an army
of this extent a trifling one to be cruising

about in open galleys
;

to each vessel must bo

attached many days’ provision and water; the

military engines were also very heavy and
cumbersome. The dimensions of each galley

must have been large enough to admit each

man to have fighting room, and to have ad-

mitted the upper rowers to have full sweep
between the lower ones, and the platform above

must have had ample accommodation for 120
soldiers and their warlike implements. Again,

if the Romans during the Punic War had
attained to so great excellence in the naval

art, how is it that this naval superiority was
not maintained in the after periods of Roman
grandeur? that the Romans in Polybius’s

time, when they were arrived at almost

universal empire, could not fit out such fleets,

and make such naval preparation? To this

we have no answer, simply because no satis-

factory answer can be given! The whole
account is grossly exaggerated, and no doubt

much of it fabulous.

Wherever memorials exist, we find the

like exaggeration. When speaking of popu-

lation, victories, and defeat, Polybius tells us,

that in the time of the consuls M. Valerius

Messaia and L. Apustius Fullo, the force

landed by the Romans to oppose the Gauls

amounted to near 700,000 foot and 7,000 horse

;

and Polybius, on the occasion of the muster,

expresses his admiration of the hardy enter-

prise of Hannibal to attack an empire of

such prodigious strength with an army of

scarcely 20,000 men
;
and how much more is

this admiration increased when we find it

eported to the Carthaginian senate that, in

the course of his progress up to the conclusion

of the battle of Cannae, he had defeated six

consular armies, slain 200,000 men, and taken

50,000 prisoners, 50,000 having also fallen at

the battle of Cannae !

(To be continued.)

HARWICH RAILWAY AND PIER.

It will be interesting to know that the

project for improving the harbour of Gluck-

stadt, and making it available for the purposes

of the intended communication, is likely to

be met by a corresponding effort on the part

of the government with respect to the port of

Harwich.—The report of Captain Washington

is now before us, from which we learn that the

present difficulties in the navigation are easily

removable, and that a very moderate outlay

will suffice to render Harwich available for

every purpose which its geographical situation

suggests ; and we may speedily hope to see

Harwich harbour once more “the only real

Harbour of Refuge on the east coast of

England, between the Thames and the Hum-
ber,” as well as the “ best point for steam com-

munication with Holland, Hamburg, and the

North of Europe.”—The method proposed

by Captain Washington is based on the pro-

posal of the Eastern Counties Railway Com-
pany to give 30,000/. towards the construction

of a pier, on the plan proposed by Mr. Rendel.

This, with the breakwater as suggested,

will not only afford a perfect shelter to vessels

under stress of weather, but would also

entirely protect the Government property,

which is greatly jeopardised by the present

state of the harbour. The plan, as laid down

by Captain Washington, is extremely simple,

and is comprised under the three following

heads “ 1. To put an immediate stop to the

quarrying up and carrying away the cement

stone from the foot of Beacon Cliff.—2.

To replace, by an economical breakwater of

rough stone, run out from Beacon Cliff, the

natural harrier that has been taken away, so

as to confine and guide the ebb tide against

Landguard Point, and thus stop its increase.

— 3. To dredge a 15-feet channel (or if pre-

ferred, an 18 -feet channel) in lieu of the for-

mer deep-water passage now lost.”—These

suggestions being carried into effect, the port

of Harwich will present a perfect shelter,

with a channel of 15 feet deep throughout a

quarter of a mile along the whole length of

the Suffolk shore. This will enable “large

steamers at all times of the tide, frigates at a

quarter flood, and the largest ships of the

North Sea fleet at high water to enter the

harbour by night as well as by day.”—

Railway Times.
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ON THE ARRANGEMENTAND CONSTRUC-
TION OF HOUSE DRAINS.

BY MR. JOHN PHILLIPS.

The attention of the public being; now very

much drawn to the subject of house drainage,

it would appear to bo extremely desirable that

clear views of the elementary principles of the

subject should receive the utmost publicity, to

the intent that a better mode should speedily

succeed the present bad and inefficient system

of building house drains. And as l have found

much difficulty in procuring information upon

many points which require elucidation, I

have ventured, as a practical man, to throw

together a few thoughts, being anxious to add

my mite to the general stock of knowledge

upon this subject.

A system of perfect drainage is, in a

sanitory point of view, of paramount im-

portance, for without it no habitation can

be considered as a fit place of residence,

the general health and comfort of the inhabi-

tants of every dwelling being very sensibly

affected by it. There are a great many con-

fined and densely-populated localities in and
about London where the want of house
drainage is evidently very apparent. All the
refuse water and matter at these places,
from not being carried off, accumulate, satu-
rating the whole extent of the adjacent
ground to the depth of several inches,
thus producing boggy tracts of black,
stagnant, and putrid matter. The exhala-
tions evolved from the decomposition of these
accumulations are of the most noisome and
intolerable description, infecting the sur-

rounding atmosphere with pestilential im-
purities. In such localities, a shower of rain
must be looked upon rather as an evil than as

a means of doing good, for as the water cannot
escape, it stirs up the vast amount of accu-
mulated abomination, thereby producing the
most dreadful effluvia. The interiors of
dwellings in places of this description never
become clean; they are kept nearly in the
same state as the ground out of doors

;

thus the floors and walls of such dwellings
i are being continually luted over with foul

matter, and the inhabitants, instead of
keeping the floors cleansed by washing,

i actually endeavour to do so periodically by
scraping them with a shovel or other instru-

ment. In fact, these disgraceful dens of filth

i and neglect cannot be considered in any other
light than as vast corrupt dung-heaps.
The building of cesspools and bottoms of

1 drains is usually performed with bricks laid

i without mortar, the consequence of which
is, that the surrounding earth becomes satu-

rated from the permeation of the sulliage
i matter through their interstices. This is fre-

quently observable in making excavations,
\ where, in taking up the old cesspools and
1 drains, the ground adjacent and for some
: considerable distance is found blackened from
I the soaking of the sulliage matter. The foun-
1 dations of the walls, and the walls themselves,
i often become saturated from the same cause.
I' Floorings also become rotten, from the
esnrine acid which is exuded, and a kind of
i oxydation is also found- to gather on the sur-

face of the ground and on the underside of the
I flooring. The foetid odour evolved by evapo-
ration from the saturated ground and walls
finds its way through the chinks of the floor-

ing, and thus the whole atmosphere within
I the house becomes tainted

;
this process is con-

tinually going on, for as evaporation takes
i place, the ground is receiving incessant supply
ifrom the permeation through the interstices
i of the brickwork.

Besides the insalubrity of the atmosphere,
i produced from the evaporation of the stagnant
liaccumulations on the surface of badly drained
(localities, as well as the saturated ground
ifrom cesspools and drains, the malaria
lemitted from the decomposed animal matter
(retained within the cesspools, is of a poisonous
nand highly noxious character, very fre-

i

quently producing typhus and other infectious

[(fevers. Considerations of public health, there-
lifore, point out the immediate necessity of pro-
vivid ing a wide and extended system of efficient

li'house drainage. The use of open, permeable

cesspools ought to be entirely prohibited, as,

by allowing the retension of the more
solid matter within such receptacles, the

effluvium emitted therefrom is productive of

the most injurious effects, and for the future

the construction of such ought not to be

tolerated under any circumstances.

To insure perfect house drainage, it is

most essential that a sewer- be formed and
carried up to the front of each tenement, and
that a perfect and properly-formed drain be
made therefrom, to communicate directly

with such sewer. It is also essential that the

sulliage from each tenement be carried off

through the drain into the main sewer as

fast as engendered, and with the greatest

despatch possible. The purpose of sewers is

to afford ready means to receive and carry off

the drainage of premises; but the pains taken
in the construction of the sewers to give them
the proper form and fall, are rendered entirely

useless while cesspools and drains are not at

the same time kept clear. This is best effected

by an abundant and well-regulated supply of

water passing through them, for no drain,

however formed, can be effective in producing
complete and rapid transmission of soil to the

main sewer otherwise than by this power.
Hence, no system of house drainage can be

considered perfect that does not include the

proper construction of and cleansing of both
drains and sewers by an abundant supply of
water, for they are so combined, that they may
be considered as one.

Each individual is now allowed to carry

a drain from within a few feet of the sewer,
according to his own fancy, the part next the

sewer being generally built by the Commis-
sioner of Sewers, consequently drains are

not made with that clue consideration of their

use which the nature of the subject demands.
So long as a drain is made, it is considered
sufficient, and being under ground and unseen,

it is consequently less thought of. Proper
construction is seldom or never attended

to, and drains are made of fell manner of shapes,

and very frequently of the worst possible

materials. The obtainable fall is scarcely even

strictly regulated so as to produce the greatest

effect; and the junctions with the main sewer
and with each other are generally formed in a

very imperfect manner. The usual work-
manship of drains, after the first 3 feet, is

executed in an improper and slovenly style,

the interior surface of the brickwork being

made verv undulating and rough, and in turning

the upper arched work, pieces of mortar fall

from the joints to the bottom, where they lie and

become hard, and inconsequence present aseries

of obstructions along the whole extent of the

drain. While the inventive faculties are

usually put to the utmost test upon the other

details of a building for the purpose of pro-

ducing effect and good workmanship, this most
essential adjunct is neglected, the proper form,

size, construction, and general efficiency of

drains being seldom considered.

From the examinations which are con-

stantly being made into complaints of the

stoppages of drains, the cause of stoppage

is generally found to arise from the drains

themselves, and not from any accumulations

in the sewers: in fact, this is nearly always

the case. The forms of the drains and the

irregularities of their falls, the unevenness of

the surface, and the pieces of mortar which

lie on the bottom, as well as the badly-formed

collateral junctions, are the general causes

of stoppages, but the principal reasons arise

from the drains being too large, and from

an inadequate supply of water to carry off

the soil
;

as it is, drains generally form re-

ceptacles for retaining within them matter which

they were intended to convey away.

The size of every drain should be consistent

with the size of the building, and the quantity

of water and matter likely to pass through it;

for if a drain be made too large, the water

will be spread over a wide surface, the velo-

cily of the stream will be diminished in

proportion, and, in consequence, it will not

have sufficient power to carry away the soil,

and eventually the drains wilfbecome choked.

A disproportionably large-sized drain is more
likely to become choked with the same quantity

of water and matter passing through it than

one of a smaller size; for, when contracted, the

water, having a greater depth and velocity, is

better able to carry off any obstructions which

it may meet with in its course.

Drains to sewers should be carried in direct
lines right through premises, and their falls

should be regulated so as to form perfect
inclinations from their heads to the sewers.
The lateral junctions of drains should be
curved in the direction of the fall of the stream,
otherwise deposits will be formed at those junc-
tions. The interior surfaces of drains should he
even, uniform, and smooth, for the purpose of
facilitating the passage of the sulliage water
and matter, and also to prevent any adhe-
sion to their sides. They should also, if pos-
sible, be formed perfectly water-tight, so as
to prevent the permeation of the sewerage.
Wherever an inlet is formed to a drain,
an efficient trap air and water-tight should
be constructed, to prevent the escape of
any noxious and offensive smells

;
and the neck

of the soil- pan of every water-closet should
be connected immediately with a properly-
formed water-tight trap, communicating with
the drain.

The power of a stream running in a cylin-
drical pipe is the greatest at the axis, and gradu-
ally decreases from thence towards the surface
of the pipe where it is least. The forms of
drains should be made as much as possible iri

accordance with the natural action of running
water. The circular form suits nearly thataction,
therefore flat-bottomed and upright-sided drains
should never be made. The sectional area
of a drain of twelve inches diameter is sufficient,

if properly constructed and managed, to carry
oft

-

the sewage of several houses
; but, from

conflicting interests, it is far preferable and
much more convenient that each tenement
have a separate drain communicating di-

rectly with the main sewer in the street.

As was previously observed, the size of a
drain should be in proportion to the area of
the building, the adjacent ground to bo
drained, and the quantity of water conveyed
thereto. If drains were thus proportioned,
the present supply of water would be found
nearly effectual in preventing any accu-
mulations and consequent obstructions within
them. The effect of the present supply of
water is rendered of little avail in con-
sequence of the size of the drains, as at present
constructed. Therefore, in order to render
the action of water more certain, when col-

lected within drains, it is absolutely neces-

sary that their size should be considerably re-

duced, which being done, accumulation
would be next to impossible : the soil would
be carried off into main sewers, instead of
being retained within cesspools and drains;

and by a proper and well-regulated system of
sewerage, the refuse-water from every drain
could be rendered available for keeping the

sewers themselves perfectly clear from accu-
mulations of soil.

Drains of from 4 to 8 inches diameter are
of capacity sufficient to afford efficient drain-

age from any ordinary dwelling-house, and
as the best and most effectual form is nearly

that of a cylinder, and as it is not prac-

ticable to build them of such small sizes, and
of such a form with common brick,

we should look to another material for

their construction. The ordinary common
drain-tiles seem to answer the purpose ex-

tremely well
;

but, as it has become requi-

site to reduce the subject to a clearly de-

fined system, in order to supersede the present

ill-constructed brick conduits, these tiles do not

afford any very great advantage over them. The
most efficacious manner of constructing drains

would be with thick, strong clay pipes, well

burned, and glazed inside
;
made of an entire

piece nearly of a circular form, and of a length

convenient for use, so that the end of one pipe

could fit into the next without forming a pro-

trusion within it. Drains thus formed and
carried in direct lines with regular inclina-

tions to sewers, with proper curved junc-

tions, all properly laid, and with an efficient

and well-regulated supply of water, would
be effectual in carrying off the sulliage and keep-

ing themselves perfectly free from accumula-

tions, for the calibre being smaller, the stream

would be more contracted, and in consequence

would have greater velocity. The smoothness

of surface produced by glazing would vastly

facilitate passage through them. With pro-

per apparatus they could be cleansed if

required at any time, precisely in the same
manner as chimneys are now swept, conse-

quently breaking up floors and paving, with

all the accompaniments of foul stench, and
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matter distributed about, would be rendered un-

necessary. The above method would insure the

perfect cleanliness of drains
;
and a properly-

constructed trap to every inlet would be a pre-

ventive to any noxious and offensive exhalations

emanating from them. In laying the tubes,

the ground should be cut as near as possible

to their form, and the lower half should be

thinly bedded with mortar to fill up any little

irregularities in the cutting of the ground, the

tubes would then have a solid foundation.

If a line drawn from the vertical and hori-

zontal extremities of the diameters of the

tube fall within its substance, it will support

any external pressure short of crushing the

materials. Therefore, the proper thickness,

to insure the stability of a cylindrical tube

drain, is determined thus:

Let ABC (Fig 1) represent the interior

semi-circumference of a cylindrical drain tube
;

join the extremities of the vertical and
horizontal diameters at the vertex and side

B and A, and draw the line E F parallel

thereto, forming a tangent to the curve, cutting

the diameters produced in E and F, either of

those points will give the extent of the least

thickness of the ring. With the radius D E
or D F, draw the circle F E G, concentric to

ABC. Thus the substance between the two
circles is the proper thickness for a tube, for

the lower half having the solid ground for its

foundation, and being firmly bedded therein,

any weight placed on E will be distributed

through its substance because the line of pres-

sure E F drawn from the two outer extremi-

ties falls within the substance of the tube.

According to the foregoing method for

determining the proper substance for the tubes,

the following are the thicknesses requisite for

the several diameters, viz.

—

>c of 4 inches diameter the proper thickness is o3

6

7
8

9

U
14

13

Being made of entire pieces, they are better

able to resist pressure
;
they are as durable, if

not more so, and are far more efficacious in

action, than common cylindrical brick drains.

The cost of them would be about half the

price of the present brick drains.

Wherever any alterations are being made
to premises, and a desire is evinced to im-
prove the drainage, or where drains are trouble-

some from often becoming stopped, cylin-

drical tube-drains should be immediately sub-

stituted for the present inefficient drains.

Figure 2 is a section of a pipe of 6 inches
diameter

;
a a a a shewing the manner of

forming the joints.
Figure 3 is a horizontal section, shewing

the lateral junctions formed in one piece.

These junctions should be made of different

sizes, so that smaller drains may branch from

the main lines.

Fig. 4.

Figure 4 is a section of a portion of the

sewer in use in the Westminster Commission,

shewing the proposed manner for forming

the connection of a tubular drain with the

sewer. The tube is formed with a lip at the

bottom, so that the water flowing from the

drain into the sewer shall trickle down the

invert, instead of being projected into the

current. The junctions of drains with a sewer

should be formed as near to the bottom of the

sewer as is convenient, for when placed too high

from the bottom, the water and matter, dropping

from them into the main current, cause a re-

tardation to take place, producing violent

eddies, which prevent the heavier matter from

flowing with the main current, and cause de-

posits to take place in the upstream, which, by

increasing, eventually fill up the sewer.

Fig. 5.

Figure 5 shews the method of forming

a trap to receive surface drainage
;

it is-

made of one entire piece, with a socket on

the outlet end, fastened on to a tube. The
stone paving is bedded on the top, with an

iron grating let into the stone, and a hole cut

in the stone underneath the grating the same

size as the pipe* It is evident no foul smell

can escape from this trap while the bottom is

kept filled with water, and in dry weather care

should be taken to pour water into the trap, to

make up for the water which the heat of the-

weather will have evaporated.

{To be continued.)

Chinese Granite.—At the meeting of the

highway board, on Thursday the 2lst instant,

an offer was made to sell the commissioners

a quantity of Chinese Granite at Gs. per square

yard, being about half the price generally

paid. The granite is of very superior quality,,

and is of lighter colour than is found in this

country. The specimen sent to the commis-

sioners has been nicely squared by the Celes-

tials, and it appears to have formed a portion

of some building .—Liverpool Paper.
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NEW APPLICATION OF RAILWAYS TO
SUPPLY TOWNS AND CITIES WITH
WATER.
An agreement has been executed between a

committee of inhabitants of Edinburgh and
the committee of management of the Caledo-

nian Railway, for the use of part of that line

for the supply of the city with water.

The following extract from the proceedings

of a public meeting in Edinburgh, the Lord
Provost being in the chair, will serve to shew
the view which is taken in Edinburgh on this

subject.

Mr. Hunter, after having stated the position

of the inhabitants of Edinburgh with respect

to their present defective supply of water, thus
proceeded:—From a report of Mr. Rankine,

—

a young engineer of high promise,—it was
thought a good supply of water could be
brought along the line of the Caledonian
Railway. You are generally aware that the

line of that railway will, at a distance of 12 or

14 miles from Edinburgh, come along high
grounds, saturated with the fluid of which we
stand in need, and thus afford an ample
supply of pure water to the city, provided the

requisite measures be taken to render those

sources effective. Mr. Rankine has made
a survey of the line through which the
railway is to pass, and I will now read to you
his letters to Mr. Morton, the secretary, on the

subject, giving an estimate of the probable ex-

pense of putting the plan into execution.

[Here Mr. Hunter read the letters referred to,

from which it appeared that the total sum re-

quired to bring a supply of water by the
proposed line, which would give 226,800
gallons per day, or about 14 gallons to each
inhabitant of Edinburgh and Leith, would not
exceed (exclusive of the cost of distributing

pipes in Edinburgh) 85,000/. or 90,000/.] This
statement (continued Mr. Hunter) is made
upon a rough estimate only, but I think it is

sufficient for present purposes, and is perfectly

satisfactory. The Lord Provost, along with
the Provost of Leith, Mr. Morton, and other
gentleman who have taken a great interest in
promoting this plan, highly merit the gratitude

of their fellow-citizens for the manner in

which they have acted. They knew no time
was to be lost, for, as I shall immediately shew
you, it is altogether indispensable that we
should come to a final decision, and be ready
to act when the Caledonian Railway Bill is

before the House of Lords, which I hope will

be at no very distant period of next session.

After communicating with the Railway Com-
pany, the following heads of agreement were
drawn up :

—

1. That the said second parties (inhabitants’

committee), or any public board of trustees, or
company of shareholders, to whom they may
transfer their right under this agreement, shall

be entitled and have right, at their own ex-
pense, or having obtained Parliamentary or
other sufficient powers for that purpose, to lay
down or carry a conduit or pipe capable of
delivering from 300 to 500 cubic feet of water
per minute, along the line of the Caledonian
Railway, from a point at or on the north side

of its summit level near Cobbinshaw to the
Edinburgh terminus; and to convey water
thereby for supplying the city of Edinburgh
and town of Leith and neighbourhood from

i such suitable springs or streams as they may
i acquire right to. The arrangements for form-
ing said conduit or laying said pipe, and for

: connecting the same with the springs or reser-

, voirs, shall also be made and executed accord-
i ing to plans to be submitted and approved of
; by the engineer of the Railway Company, and
i to his satisfaction, and the arrangements for
n maintaining, repairing, and using such works
i after they are executed, shall also be subject to

lithe approbation of the Railway Company’s
; engineer.

2 . That any springs or streams of water that

nmay be found in the line of the cuttings of the
r; railway, may at convenient time and seasons
b be taken and collected by the said second

l>
parties, and also convey along said pipe or

c conduit, in so far as the said Railway Com-
ppany may not require them—the said second

p parties always obtaining the consent of any
p parties having right to such springs or streams.

3. That the Railway Company shall be en-
ti titled to take from said pipe or conduit, if

((formed, a supply of water for their engines,
o:or any other purposes, at such places or stations

as may be pointed out by the said company,
such supply not exceeding in all 20 cubic

feet per minute.

4. That the said second parties shall use

their best endeavours to aid the Railway

Company in procuring an Act of Parlia-

ment for the formation of the said railway.

5. That the agreement now made shall not
be binding upon either party, unless the

engineer of the railway shall be satisfied that

the proposed conduit or pipe can be laid in the

line of the railway, and maintained and made
use of, without causing injury or risk thereto.

6. It is anticipated by the second parties,

that the fulfilment of the plan proposed will

not cause any material addition to the expense of

forming the line of railway. But as the parties

are not at present fully informed in regard to

this point, it is farther agreed, that if the

engineer of the Railway Company shall find

that the expense of the railway will be thereby
increased, the second parties shall pay the

whole additional expense that may be incurred

by the Railway Company, in consequence of

the acts of the said second parties, as the same
may be ascertained by the engineer of the

railway.

7. That the second parties or their foresaids

shall be bound to state, within eight days after

the Bill for the railway shall have been read a

second time in the House of Lords, whether
they intend to take advantage of, and act

upon, this agreement or not; and in the event

of their failing to do so, they shall forfeit all

right under it.

8. It being the object of the Caledonian
Railway Company by thus lending the use of
their line of railway, to assist in furnishing to

the cities of Edinburgh and Leith a cheap and
ample supply of water, through a public trust

to be created for that purpose—but it being
stated by the second parties hereto, that the
contemplated works must probably originate

in a private company; 'therefore it is condi-
tioned, that in the event of a public trust

being at any time created, and executing or

using the contemplated works for the purpose
aforesaid, the Caledonian Railway Company
shall have the power of exacting a sum not ex-

ceeding 5/. annually in the name of lordship

;

but should the contemplated works be executed
and carried on by a private company, then the

Caledonian Company shall be entitled to claim
annually from said company one-tenth of the
nett surplus profits arising from said under-
taking, whenever such nett surplus profits

shall amount to or exceed 5 per cent, per

annum on the capital laid out ; or in the event of

said surplus amounting to 4j per cent, and
being less than 5 per cent., the difference

between 4^ and 5 per cent., whatever it may
amount to, shall be paid to the Railway
Company over and above said lordship of 5/.

annually in all events to be exigible; declaring

that if such company shall at any time transfer

the concern and works to a public trust,

then the right of the Railway Company to the

said tenth of the nett surplus profits shall

cease, and the payment shall be restricted to

a sum not exceeding 5/. annually of lordship

as aforesaid.

The Timber Trade.— It is said that the

timber, wool, and guano trades are the only

ones in which large sums of money have not

been lost by importers during the present year,

and it is a fact worthy of notice that in two out

of three of these trades the protective system
has been, in whole or in part, abandoned
during the last four years. It will be re-

membered that one of Sir Robert Peel’s

earliest measures was to diminish the amount
of protection on colonial timber, and it was
most confidently predicted at the time that

the colonists would be ruined by the change.
The result has shewn that this was a false

prophecyq for the timber trade has -never

been in a more healthy or prosperous state.

This is partly the result of a breaking up of a

system of speculation and overtrading, but

still more of the revival of trade and commerce.
People have once more began to build houses,

mills, warehouses, and ships, and the result

has been to create a brisk demand for timber,

and to shew that commercial and manufactur-
ing prosperity are of infinitely more value in

the timber trade than all the protecting duties

ever invented .—Liverpool Times.

ON THE FLAN ADOPTED IN VENTILATING
THE CELLS OF THE PENTONVILLE
PRISON.

BY DR. OWEN REES,

Principal Medical Officer of the Prison.

The report of Major Jebb on the Penton-
ville Prison, recently presented to Parliament
by command of her Majesty, has once more
drawn public attention to the various experi-
ments now being made there. As the whole
system must necessarily hinge upon the health
of the prisoners, and as their health must be
affected for the better or for the worse, accord
ing to the plan adopted in warming and venti-
lating their cells, much attention has been
given to this important subject. There are
various opinions afloat with respect to the effi-

ciency of the plan adopted ; some go so far as
to condemn it in toto

,
others call only for a

modification, while a few are to be found who
confess that they cannot imagine the ingenuity
of man to devise a more perfect system.

It will be well if these differences of opinion
are cleared up, and the truth demonstrated,
before the Government commence the
proposed introduction of the same plan into

the various prisons throughout the country

;

and it is with this view that we present our
readers with the subjoined report, our object

being to excite discussion, and to induce ob-
servation and experiment :

—

“ Having been desired to give my opinion in

writing on the plan adopted for ventilating and
warming the prison, I beg leave to state, that

the former of these objects has been most
effectually attained during every season of the
year.

Prisoners employed at trades requiring great

exertion have frequently, when questioned,

spoken in terms of praise of their cells as a
workshop, even during the warmest months of
the summer.
During the winter complaints have occasion-

ally been made, having their origin in an excess

of warmth, rather than a deficiency of ventila-

tion, the former producing distress under exer-

cise, which was not always attributed to its

proper cause.

The experiments which have been made on
several occasions in order to test the purifying
powers of the system in use, have shewn its

superiority over the usual plan of stove and
chimney ventilation, an advantage mainly to

be attributed to the perfect diffusion obtained
by the method applied to the cells, while the

greater part of the fresh air entering a room
and passing up a chimney, is productive of
draught, and therefore less available as a puri-

fying agent.

The bulk of air passing through each cell

was ascertained at the commencement of last

summer to be about 30 cubic feet, or 180
gallons per minute

; but the quantity at present

drawn through each cell must be more than

this, in consequence of the flues having become
thoroughly dry since the experiments were
made.
The prison cells contain about 800 cubic

feet of air, and 180 gallons per minute pass

through every cell, with the advantage of

perfect diffusion
;
thus all conditions appear to

have been secured to render the ventilation in

every respect satisfactory.

As regards the plan which has been adopted
for warming the cells, some difficulty has been
experienced in regulating the heat, any re-

quired temperature when once obtained not

admitting of being materially lowered under
from 10 to 14 days after the fires have been ex-

tinguished. This inconvenience is owing to

the non-conducting nature of the materials of

which the building is constructed, and the

large extent of surface for radiating heat con-

tained within the fresh-air flues ; and in virtue

of the same conditions, nearly a fortnight lias

been required even now, that the building is

dry, in order materially to raise the tempera-

ture of the cells by means of the winter fires.

Notwithstanding the difficulty above alluded

to, it is fully anticipated that when the proper-

ties of the apparatus are better ascertained in

relation to its effects on the building, that the

quantity of coal for consumption during the

24 hours will admit of being so adjusted, as to

produce any required temperature within such

limits as shall remove all likelihood of incon-

venience being felt either from excess of heat

or cold.

It might at first view be supposed, that since
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60 long a period was required either to decrease

or increase the warmth of the cells, that it

would be impossible to guard against those

sudden changes of temperature so commonly

experienced in England. This would certainly

be the case, were it not for a property of self-

adjustment possessed by the apparatus, in

virtue of a law governing the radiation of

caloric from heated surfaces. 'The influence of

this property is shewn by the fact, that when
the external air is at 20 to 25 degrees, an in-

crease of from 25 to 30 degrees upon that tem-

perature is, without difficulty, obtained in the

cells ; but if the external air suddenly rise to

48 or 50 degrees, instead of obtaining, as

before, that which would now be an incon-

venient addition of 25 degrees, or more, by the

effect of the apparatus, we find only from 10 to

12 degrees increase on the atmosperic tempera-

ture produced in the air of the cells, the com-
bustion of coal in the apparatus remaining the

same.
The following table, taken from the prison

register, exemplifies the adjusting power of the

apparatus :

—

Date.

Minimum
temperature of

External
Air.

Minimum
temperature of

the Celia.

1844 0 0

January 1 33 GO

„ 2 31 60

„ 3 22 57

• •
-» 23 57

42 57

„ 6 46 58

„ 7 39 60

It appears by this table that when the ex-

ternal air was 31 degrees the cells were
60 degrees, and when the former was 46 de-

grees the latter were 58 degrees, so that when
the external air was 15 degrees hotter the cells

were 2 degrees colder. It also shews that the

night temperature of the cells ranged between

57 and 60 degrees.

This property of self-adjustment has, up to

the present time, shewn a sufficient range to

remedy the inconvenience felt on sudden ac-

cessions of warm weather.
At the commencement of the present winter

the cells were brought to a higher tempera-
ture than could have been wished, owing to

the unexpected increase of effect produced by
the heating apparatus, which in consequence
of the flues being dry, acted more powerfully
when 1 cwt. of coal was consumed during the

21 hours, than it did last year with a con-
sumption of 3 cwt.; nor did even 5 cwt. suffice

to raise the temperature to its present height
when the prison was first elected, as was
shewn by results obtained from experiments
made during the winter of 1841 and 1842.
This great difference in effect is undoubtedly
to be accounted for by the present dry state of
the building, the greater part of the coal used
during former years having been expended in

vaporization of water, and consequently pro-
ductive of no effect upon the air passing into

the cells. It had been anticipated that owing
to this circumstance, some difference of effect
would be found in the action of the apparatus,
and the furnaces for the winter fires were con-
sequently built in at the commencement of the
season, so as to burn only 1 cwt. of coal
during the 21 hours, a rate of combustion
which will now suffice to guard against the
frosts of the winter, but which proved some-
what too powerful in effect for the mild
weather experienced at the commencement of
the present season. G. Owkn Rbf.s,

Principal Medical Officer.’’

Lighting of tub Chapel Royal, Buck-
ingham P a lack.— Prince Albert inspected the
lighting of the Chapel Royal at Buckingham
Palace a few eveningssinee. T he chapel hasbeen
fitted up with gas lights inclosed in large glass
globes ornamented with appropriate inscrip-
tions, and fixed upon handsome ormolu columns.
They are ventilated upon Professor Faraday’s
principle of conveying away from the lights
all the noxious products of combustion, by
means of a descending draught, which is

obtained in this instance by the assistance of
Dr. Reid’s ventilating shaft and apparatus.
'1 he Prince expressed himself much pleased
with the perfect success of this application of
that invention, as well as with the chaste and
brilliant effect produced by the lights.

FIRE-PROOF WAREHOUSES AT
LIVERPOOL.

The noble pile of warehouses now being

erected for Mr. Brancker, is unquestionably the

largest yet erectedin Liverpool, occupies the three

frontsofGreatHoward-street,Dublin-street, and

Dixon- street, and covers 4,433 square yards of

land, being only 407 yards less than an acre. It

is divided into eleven warehouses, of something

less than 400 square yards each, not including

the walls. The external walls are 3£ bricks

thick, and the division walls are three bricks.

When completed, the warehouses will be 65

feet high, and will have six stories of rooms,

besides the basement or cellar story. Every
window throughout the pile is to be glazed

with large sheets of plate-glass, and each is

protected by a strong wrought-iron shutter,

secured to an iron frame. The floors are

formed by iron girders or beams, resting on

columns of great strength, and are all secured

together by wrought-iron coupling-bars. The
bearing-beams rest on large blocks, made of

Welsh fire-clay, and brick arches of 9 inches

thick are to be thrown from beam to beam, the

lateral thrust of the arches being counteracted

by wrought-iron tie-rods, strongly secured to

the beams, which are placed horizontally every

6 feet on the average. These connecting rods

are 14 in. square, and are tested to resist a

tension of thirty-five tons each. Every bearing-

beam is also tested by a lever press at the

building, to bear on its centre a pressure of

thirty-eight tons, which is equivalent to a

weight of four tons on each square yard. The
floors of the whole structure are to be laid with

Welsh fire-tiles, bedded in Terras mortar, there

being an intervening stratum of sand to prevent

the fracture of the arches, should heavy goods
be thrown down upon them. The entrance-

doors are made double—that is, of two separate

plates rivetted together, having a cavity of an
inch between them, with six small air-holes, so

that if either side of the door became heated,

the other side would’ be comparatively cool.

The various rooms have also iron double doors

of communication, each door being placed on
the internal face of the wall, so as to leave

a space of two feet between them. The stair-

cases are inclosed from the rooms by walls of

two bricks thick. These staircases are 18 feet

long, by 7 feet 6 inches broad, and all the steps

are of Yorkshire stone. Each staircase is to be

provided with an upright main, of 6 inches

diameter, which is to be supplied with water

from the mains about to be laid down by the

Sewerage Commissioners, and which, from the

pressure of the Low-hill reservoir, will always

be full of water. On each landing there is to

be a brass stop-cock screwed, to fit either the

hose kept on the premises (60 feet long being

appropriated to each room), or it will fit the

hose of the Commissioners and Fire Police, so

that in case of fire, there will be an abundant
supply of water on each landing, and instantly

available. Small apertures are provided through
which the branch can be inserted, and as each

room will be perfectly air-tight, it will be
impossible, if a fire occurs, for it to break out

into flame. The staircases are so admirably
constructed, that if every room in the building

was on fire, men may be placed in perfect

security on each landing, and pour a con-

tinuous stream of water into every room. All

the entrance-doors are recessed back from the

fronts of the building, and there are no pro-

jecting cat- heads or pent-houses beyond the

line of the edifice. The roofs are all to be
formed of wrought-iron trusses, covered with
Welsh slates ; and parapet-walls are to be
built between each warehouse for additional

security. Great attention seems to be paid

to the drainage, there being three large

dry wells of 5 feet diameter and 20 feet deep,

and barrel sewers are being carried from all

parts of the cellars into these wells. The whole
of these magnificent buildings have been
designed, and are being erected, by Messrs.
Samuel and James Holme .—Liverpool Journal.

THE ALBERT DOCK AND WAREHOUSES,
AT LIVERPOOL.

It is impossible to view the extensive exca-
vation of the dock itself, or the immense piles

of warehouses upon its margin, without seeing
that we have been making provision for the
future upon a scale of magnificence, and at an
outlay proportionably commensurate with the

importance of the vast estate under our con-

trol. The area of water space, for instance, to

be gained by the construction of the dock, will

be 7 acres 1,805 yards, or better than 74 acres.

Some idea of this extent of water space may be
formed, when we state that the Albert Dock
will be nearly as large as the King’s. The
area of the latter is 7 acres 3,356 yards ; that

of the George’s is 5 acres 154 yards; and
that of the Waterloo is 5 acres 2,790 yards.

The Albert, as we have said, will be upwards
of 7\ acres ;

and this is by no means an incon-

siderable quantity of additional space, particu-

larly when we take into consideration that the

facilities expected to be afforded to the com-
merce of the town by the Albert Warehouses
will enable it to despatch more business than a

dock double its size. The subsoil which has

been excavated, and the greater part of which
has been waggoned, on an iron tramroad laid

down expressly for the purpose, to Beacon’s

gutter, on the north shore, where it has been
made available in filling up the strand and
forming the outline of new docks, which are

now, in point of fact, being carried out with

the greatest vigour, amounted to about 440,000
cubic yards, at a cost of nearly 82,000/.

The dock is at present nearly excavated to

the full extent, and from its immense depth

will be capable of affording accommodation to

vessels of the largest tonnage and draught of

water. Its walls are constructed of solid

masonry, principally of granite stone, with a

slight inclination towards the top. The
cement was manufactured by steam in a house
erected for the purpose on the western quay,

and the piles for the foundation of the ware-

houses were driven by steam, according to a

simple and ingenious process, which the King
of Saxony, during his visit to the dock,

seemed particularly to admire. The entrance

is 50 feet wide, and the gates are formed of the

best material.

None of the warehouses are as yet com-
pleted. Some are in a state of great forward-

ness, others are being raised, and the founda-

tion-stone of the remainder has still to be

laid. Those which are approaching completion

are the finest specimens of solid and sub-
stantial workmanship we have ever seen.

There is nothing like them in Liverpool or

any other port in England, with the exception

perhaps of those round St. Katherine’s Dock,
in London. The Albert Warehouses consist

of four spacious stories, each of which
gradually diminishes in height as you ascend.

For instance, the height of the first floor is

12^ feet, of the second 11 £ feet, of the third

10 feet, and of the fourth 8§ feet. To this

splendid pile of building immense vaults

are attached, approachable by flights of stone

steps. The vaults separately contain an area

of 27,457 square yards. They are an aver-

age height of 8 feet, and will afford the

amplest accommodation for the storage of

wines, spirits, and other excisable articles.

The area of the warehouse-room, inclusive of

the vaults, and exclusive of the quay, amounts
to the enormous number of 138,805 square

yards.

Taking cotton as the basis of stowage, and
limiting it to four floors of the warehouses
only, omitting the vaults altogether, it is cal-

culated they will contain about 234,950 bales.

Supposing one-half of the quay should, in a
time of great pressure, be temporarily used
for stowage, an additional quantity of cotton

may be accommodated to the extent of 32,037

bales, making a total of 266,987 bales.

The parliamentary estimate of the cost of

the Albert Dock, basin, and river wall in front,

was about 217,448/., and that for the vaults

and warehouses was 317,106/., making together

534,554/. The cost of the land, inclusive also

of the cost of Canning graving dock, was
247,711/., making a total cost of 782,265 /.

—

Liverpool Courier.

Sudbury Improvf.mknts.—The commis-
sioners for improving the town of Sudbury are

acting vigorously in the execution of their

office: two more of the houses surrounding

the church of St. Peter are in a course of demo-
lition, and it is expected in a few months that

venerable building will no longer be blocked

up by the unsightly tenements, which could

only have been erected in by-gone times, when,
in the absence of all proper control, “every

man did that which was right in his own eyes,”
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BRICK MAKING MACHINE.

A patent has lately been enrolled by Wil-
liam Hodgson, of 42, King-street, Kingston-
upon-Hull, for “A machine for making and
compressing bricks, small paviors, floor bricks,

flat tiles, ornamental bricks, &c., at one opera-
tion.” The invention relates to certain arrange-
ments of machinery or apparatus for making or
moulding and compressing, &c. bricks and tiles;

that part of the invention which relates to the
making or moulding of bricks, consists in hav-
ing a mould constructed in such manner that all

its sides shall fall down so that the brick can
be removed. The sides and ends of this mould
are covered with moleskin, which is turned over
the upper edge and fastened thereto by means
of brass beading or plates and screws; this

mould when in use is placed within an outer
mould, which during the making of the brick
keeps the sides of the inner mould in a vertical

position. The outer mould here spoken of is

fixed upon a table, on the underside of which
there are two or more treadles to suit the con-
venience of the workmen when on different

Bides of the table ; these treadles communicate
with a vertical spindle, the upper end of which
passes through the table and is attached to

the inner mould having moveable sides
;
the

object of this arrangement being that when a
brick has been formed in the inner mould, in

the usual way of making bricks, such mould
is raised from the outer one by placing the foot

upon some of the treadles; the sides of the
mould at the same time falling down admits of
the brick being removed by means of a pallet-

board in the ordinary manner. Upon the same
table, and near the machine just described, is

fixed the compressing apparatus, which forms
the second part of the invention, and consists

of a mould having its two sides attached to the
bottom part by means of hinges, the ends of
the mould being moveable and capable of ap-
proaching each other ; this mould is made to

drop within another similar to that just de-
scribed, and over the mould is a pressing-box
having inclined ends, which come in contact
with the moveable ends. This pressing-box
can be raised or lowered upon an arrangement
of levers, the parts being so arranged that
when the pressing-box is lowered for the pur-
pose of compressing a brick, the underside of
such box comes first in contact with the upper
face of the brick, the inclined ends of the pres-
sing-box coming at or near the same time into

contact with the moveable ends of the mould
cause the same to approach each other, and
thereby compress the brick which is contained
in the mould. The inventor claims the arrange-
ment of making bricks by means of a mould
having falling sides and ends, and also the
arrangement for making and compressing
bricks, paviors, and tiles by a mould with
falling sides and moveable ends, as above de-
scribed.

tiromtfpoitUfttc*,

BUILDING- ACT.
' SITUATION OF NEW PARTY-WALL WIIERR

PREMISES ARE NOW DIVIDED OVER THE
CENTRE OF A WAY TO PUBLIC MEWS.

To the Editor of “ The Builder.”

Sir,— Perhaps some of your numerous
i correspondents will inform me how I shall be
f situated when the New Building-Act, of which
' you have given so able an exposition in No.

‘.•2 of The Builder, comes into operation?
There is a house adjoining an opening leading

I from a street into a public mews, over the
( centre of which opening is a party-partition

f supported on breast-summers
;
now, it is in-

l tended to pull down the front of the house,
‘ and l wish to know where and hotu the new
]

party-wall will be situated provided the works
; are not commenced before the 1st of January
i next, and what will be the thickness required
< of the walls on either side of the opening, and
; also of the arch. The wall that supports
i the breast-summer on the side of my neigh-
I hour was atone time the party-wall, and now
i runs up above the roof, but it has been cut
t through, and now half the space over the
r opening belongs to each house.—I am, Sir,

}
your obedient servant,

November 12th, 1841. T. O. M.

[This case must be left to the official-re-

4 ferees, who, as parts of the adjoining buildings

project over the way to the public mews, have
power, at discretion, to divide the freeholds,

assign the site of a party-wall, and determine
the sum to be paid by one party to the other
for loss.— Ed.]

COTTAGE CONSTRUCTION AND DECORATION.

Sir,—Intending to erect a cottage similar

to the design in No. 44 of The Builder,
and there being none other near, I thought of
using chamfered bricks for the window-jambs
(they are near at hand), with a moulding of
cement to run round the sash-frame, the

mullion to be of wood. Would you advise me
to have a label moulding over the windows? if

any, would you have cement or bricks moulded,
or bricks with stone knees? As stone coping is

expensive, would you prefer barge-boards to

a coping of bricks? Also, do you think that

bricks coated with cement would answer for

window-sills? and as you were recommending
iron-hooping, instead of bond timber, would
you advise the bond for the floor to lie on
bricks corbelled to receive it, or the joists

to lie on the hooping? If you would have the

kindness to answer these questions, I shall be
greatly obliged to you, and you will confer a
a great favour on a country carpenter.

Gedney. W. Hall.
[We do not advise a cement moulding in the

situation stated, as it would be out of cor-

rect style. Champered bricks will serve very
well for the window-jambs; label-mouldings
of brick, if well-made, will answer the pur-
pose: we should not recommend the use of
6tone in labels, without they be wholly made
of it. The sills should be either of brick or
of stone. Wooden barge-boards are improper
to buildings of brick or stone, and suitable

only for buildings of wood, or of timber, lath

and plaster. “ Bond ” is a term improperly
applied in this case; the article mentioned is

“ a wall-plate,” and must be of a stiff material
;

therefore, iron hooping, which is only for re-

ceiving and restraining tension, is not proper.
Corbelled work is excellent, particularly for

ground-floors, as in case plates and joists rot,

the walls still remain sound.

—

Ed.]

INQUIRY RELATIVE TO A KNOWLEDGE OF
MARQUETRY.

Sir,—Can you or any of your valuable cor-

respondents inform me how I may gain a know-
ledge of marquetry-work? By giving this a
place in this month's magazine, you will oblige.

—I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

A Subscriber from the Commencement.
Ellesmere, Nov. 24, 1844.

[We insert our correspondent’s request, and
shall be glad to avail ourselves of any original

observations upon the subject.

—

Ed.]

application of Thames’ mud to brick-
MAKING AND OTHER USES.

Sir,—At the present day, when invention

and discovery appear to occupy the minds of

almost every individual, I think it strange that

no one has thought of applying to some useful

purpose the vast accumulation of mud for many
miles on the banks of the Thames. It

appears to me that if it were properly ana-

lysed, it would be found an excellent material

for making bricks.

The great increase of building, and the con-

sequent demand for bricks in the metropolis,

as well as in all parts of the kingdom, would
be a means of removing that great nuisance

from the river, and, at the same time, render it

worth the while of any speculative company
engaging in so seemingly desirable an object.

Trusting this letter will induce an inquiry

into the subject, and that I shall see your own
opinion, with that of some experienced and

practical men, in The Builder,—I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Nov. 26, 1844. A Surscribkr.

LATHES FOR SPIRAL TURNING.

Sir,— I should feel obliged if some of your
correspondents would inform me (through the

medium of your valuable publication) what
kind of lathe is generally used for spiral

turning, and what the expense of such an

article would be, and at the same time inform

me if there is any work extant on the subject.

— I am, Sir, yours, &c.

A Well-Wisher.
Nov. 23rd, 1844.

[We insert this letter in order that any

correspondents who may have lathes with
sliding-rests, or any other apparatus by which
screw-cutting may bo effected, may afford
our correspondent information.— Ed.]

siebe’s rotatory pump.
Sir,—I shall he much obliged if you or any

of. the numerous readers of The Builder
can, through the medium of that paper, give
me any information respecting Siebe's Rota-
tory Pump, its merits, cost, and where to he
purchased.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Subscriber.
Diss, November 22, 1844.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.
THE CHORISTERS* SCHOOL, MAGDALEN

COLLEGE, OXFORD.

Sir,—Having seen, from the careful pe-
rusal of your paper, the great desire you have
always evinced towards exposing the present
faulty mode of competing for new buildings,
now so generally adopted, and frequently so
unfairly terminated, I would call your attention

to the subject of the late public competition
fortheChoristers’School for Magdalen College,
Oxford, which has, I hear, been decided in

favour of a design sent in by Mr. Derrick,
architect of that city.

In the printed instructions issued to architects

who might he willing to compete, it was dis-

tinctly specified that the designs must be sent
in by the 1st of October, ample time being
given (nearly two months) for completing
the drawings in question.

In commencing a competition, two questions
of the greatest importance naturally suggest
themselves to the architect— first, the sum of
money to be expended

;
secondly, the time

allowed for preparing the plans
;

these are
then considered as fixed points to be scrupu-
lously observed, and he proceeds accordingly.
However, on the present occasion all such
general rules appear to have been treated with
contempt by both parties

;
the facts of the case

being simply these :—Mr. Derrick, who sends
in his designs at least two weeks after the time
specified, is appointed to carry out his designs,

he being a resident at Oxford, and having-

access (as any one had who was taken in bv a

member of the college) to the room where all

the drawings already sent in were exhibited.

The sum of 20/. to each has, I hear, been voted
to Messrs. Allom, Pugin, and another, the
estimate of the former being 1,800/. more than
the sum mentioned to be expended (5,000/.),#
and the second only submitting a pen-and-ink
perspective view of what he considered the
building ought to be, instead of sending plana,

sections, and elevations, as expected from the
other competitors. I must say, I am much
surprised at such a termination to a com-,

petition, which I hoped, knowing the high
character of the parties who had to make the
selection, would have proved itself a pattern of
justice and impartiality; and can only attribute

it to a want of knowledge of business on then-

part
;
and must, in conclusion, call upon the

profession generally to come forward, and
appeal to the Institute of British Architects to

take the necessary steps to put an end to a

system marked with such gross injustice. The
Institute is an incorporated body, possessing a

royal charter, and it is scarcely necessary to

add that public bodies can easily accomplish
that which a private individual would not
venture to attempt.

Unless some remedy is found for this crying
evil, these repeated acts of inconsistent conduct
must necessarily tend to lower the profession

in the eyes of the public, and will end by
destroying its respectability altogether when
they see such treatment as it constantly suffers

borne with impunity, and without any measures
being taken to remedy the evil, and at the

same time protect professional men from
wasting their money and valuable time in such

an unprofitable manner.

By inserting the above in your very useful

paper, you will put others on their guard in

future, and at the same time oblige your
obedient servant, An Old Subscriber.

London, Nov. 25, 1844.

* This amount was not specified in the printed instruc-

tions, hut that can he no excuse, for of course on so essential

u point application would he made to the Burser of the

College, who named 5,000/. immediately as the sum to he
spent on the proposed new building.
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THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.

Sir,—I feel extremely obliged to “The
Writer in the Morning Herald ” for pointing

out the blunder which I had the misfortune to

make relative to the name of the publication

mentioned in my letter—it was the more un-

fortunate arising solely through carelessness
;

the fact is, that my letter was written several

days after I had seen the Herald
,
and writing

from memory alone, I by some means made the

mistake in the name. When I looked over my
letter in The Builder, I immediately dis-

covered it, but supposing some remarks would

be made on the subject by your correspondents,

I deferred mentioning it till I should have

occasion to write again.

It appears to me that “The Writer in the

Herald ” has not strengthened his position by

the explanation he has given
;
there is not one

word in his letter in support of his approbation

of the Exchange, and the very faults which I

pointed out as derogating from the value of his

remarks, he has confessed. He writes, “ It

was required of me to make it as popular in

tone and as free from technicalities as pos-

sible
;
besides all which, it was necessary that

it should not appear to contradict what had
been said in the same paper but a few days

before on the subject of the building.” Now
what a prostitution of criticism is this, and
what dependence can be placed on the opinions

of a writer who, to join in a ready-made
opinion, is obliged to bolster up the reputation

of a building by passing over its numerous
defects of taste, ascribing to it merits which it

does not possess, and all for the purpose of

making his criticism as palatable as possible

to those competent judges of architecture—the

public? But the writer evidently thinks this

going too far, and adds, “ Yet it must not

therefore be imagined that I spoke contrary

to my opinion, that I was equally ready to con-
demn or approve, as might be required of me

;

more minute examination of the whole struc-

ture than I have yet had the opportunity of

making, and to judge of its anatomy, plans,

and sections, would be requisite, and may
probably induce me to qualify some of my
observations, which were intended to be, and
no doubt have been received as chiefly ex-

pressing general impressions.” It is some
time since I have seen any thing so mal-a-propos

as this, and I have yet to learn that it is neces-

sary, before a judgment could be offered on the

external effect of a building, to study the in-

ternal arrangement; or will the writer advance
further in his reductio ad absurdum, and attempt
to maintain that a critic cannot express a com-
petent opinion on the external appearance of
the Exchange without examining “ its anatomy,
plans, and sections?” if so, it falsifies his own
remarks, for he admits he has not yet had an
opportunity of doing so. He further considers
me “ partial,” and “ disposed to decry the
building;” I objected to the style employed
for reasons which I gave, and 1 pointed out
what seemed to me defects in the composition

;

rather would it have been more satisfactory to

your readers had he pointed out some of the
“ admirable beauties ” of the portico to the
Exchange. The otiusprobandi Wes with him, and
he will excuse me for not placing much reli-

ance on the mere assertion of a writer, although
connected with the Herald

;

and I must con-
tend that a writer who lauds the Exchange
merely to please the public taste, together
with the fulsome flattery with which his
criticism was so plentifully besprinkled, can
have the charge of favouritism for Mr. Tite
imputed to him

;
and that the fact of ascribing

merit to the Exchange does “ argue for the
superior genius” of the architect.

I will take the present opportunity to make
an observation on the note you added to my
letter; you have, I think, mistaken the mean-
ing of my remark, “that columns” in the
Italian style “are seldom fluted.” It was my
intention to have conveyed the idea that one
radical fault of that style was, that the en-
tablature (with the exception of the frieze)
was invariably overloaded with enrichments,
while the columns were seldom fluted

;
this

is faulty for a two-fold reason
;
the first being

that the eye is offended by the abrupt change
from bareness to ornament

;
and the second,

that the expense incurred by enriching the
cornice to so great an extent would be more
effectively employed by fluting the columns
and lessening the mass of ornament above,
thus producing a more subdued and pleasing
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richness. My observation applied to external

columns only, the inner ones being unfluted,

carries with it its own reason
;
by their different

aspect they avoid the confusion which would

inevitably follow were they fluted, besides which

they contribute materially to picturesque effect.

And I still remain of opinion that it materially

injures the effect of the Italian style, that

in composition columns are seldom fluted;

neither can I admit that fluting gives a heavy

appearance to a column
;
on the contrary, they

are used principally to remove the bare appear-

ance an unfluted column, in many situations,

possesses; and I think it bespeaks little for

the impartiality with which “ the writer in the

Herald'" read my letter, though he chimes in

so admirably with you.*

I ought here to break off my remarks, and
give place to some one else

;
before I put

down my pen I will trespass on your pages

a short space further, and notice the letter

of “ T.,” in the last number of Thu Builder,
on architectural competition. He is certainly

in error when he supposes that “ much has

been written in your paper against architec-

tural competition ;” undoubtedly much has

been written against the abuse of competition,

but he will find the majority of letters refer

to the unfair, unjust, and partial decisions

of committees. That “ enlightenedcommittees ”

cannot be found is manifest to every one
connected with architecture, and it is pure

nonsense to talk of selecting an “impartial

architect:” such a method leaves most of

the grievances untouched. Hardly would an

architect commit himself by selecting a design

with glaring faults
;
yet it is not to be supposed

that Sir Robert Smirk (I mention the name
as an illustration and not individually), if

placed in such a position, would choose a

design if the originality and genius displayed

might seem to clash with his professional

reputation at the British Museum oi elsewhere;

and another and more serious objection is,

that an opportunity for jobbing would still re-

main. Competitions are allowed by most
architects, when conducted upon fair and
honourable principles, to produce beneficial

effect, by drawing out talent in young archi-

tects which would otherwise lie dormant: but
I will give credit to an architect for something
more than enthusiasm

,
if he supposes it possible

to raise himself to honour in his profession,

with the advertisement in the last Builder,
and others of the same class, constantly before

him. This advertisement says, “ the name
and address of the author of each plan to be
written on its right-hand corner;” this looks
very suspicious, but it is surpassed by the
continuation, which says, “the author of the

plan considered the best by the Committee of
Works will be selected to execute the work
on his giving satisfactory references, and find-

ing adequate security not to exceed his esti-

mate.” Truly, the Committee for Baths and
Wash-houses have at the onset shewn a desire

to wash their hands of any thing like the suspi-

cion of making a job of their building
; and

perhaps they wanted to cleanse the profession

of that feeling of importance which architects

are so liable to consider their time worth,
which induced them to offer no premiums. V ery
bright is the prospect for the aspiring archi-

tect, “ though his noble ideas ” may be occa-

sionally damped by a wet blanket, in the shape
of satisfactory references, adequate security,

and no premium. I have no doubt that a

large number of designs will be sent in
;
the

authors, I cannot suppose expect to obtain the

honour, and I do hope the profession generally
will express their disapprobation by refusing
to be made the tools of the committee; they
may depend they will save money by it, and it

may prove beneficial hereafter.— I remain,
yours, &c., Scrutator.

London, Nov. 25th, 1844.

Oxford Improvements.—The President
and Fellows of Magdalen College, Oxford, have
determined on the erection, contiguous to the
college, of a new choristers’ school and masters’
house attached.

* [Our correspondent does not shew himself in

this matter to be a master of architectural optics.
We know for certainty that upright flutings do
make the shafts of columns appear considerably
thicker, and that spiral flutings make them appear
considerably thinner. We imagined there never ex-
isted any question of this.

—

Ed.]

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, eSec.

Salford New Church.—This church will be
in the Decorated style of Gothic architecture,

which prevailed in England in the 13th and
14th centuries, the fine churches of Howden,
Selby, and Newark, being the models princi-

pally studied in the preparation of the design.

It stands on a commanding site, adjacent to one
of the principal entrances to the town

;
the

streets being wide, and the ground around the

site level and open. The interior length is

130 feet, of which the chancel occupies 28 feet,

the nave and transept 102 feet, the transept from
north to south 99 feet, the nave 24 feet wide,

the aisles, including the pillars, 17 feet. There
will be a clerestory lighted with coupled

windows of two lights, and a triforium passage

in the thickness of the wall
;

the nave is

shortened by the want of space, but there are

instances of cross churches of equal size, as at

Rotherham, where the nave is still shorter.

The west, or principal front, is divided by four

massive buttresses, crowned by open taber-

nacles of beautiful design
;
the great window

is 40 feet high
;
the splay of the west door is

5 feet deep
;
the west wall is 5 feet thick, and

we may here remark that the entire structure

is of stone, built in the ancient manner
;
the

nave is approached by a north porch, the site

not admitting this important portion of the

church on the south side. The organ will be

placed over the screen, which separates the

north transept of the church from the nave.

The tower and spire, which are supported on
four massive pillars of solid stone, rise to the

height of 225 feet
;
the tower is lighted with

coupled windows, having a gabeled pediment
with niches, in which are placed the twelve

apostles, three on each front. The tower is

30 feet square
;
the spire has four stages of

Louvre windows with crocketted gabels, the

whole surmounted by a cross and vane. The
eastern end of the chancel will be occupied by

a window of seven lights, 18 feet wide
and 45 feet high, in which it is proposed to

depict the genealogy of our Lord on the root

of Jesse. It is also proposed that the west
window shall be occupied by subjects relating

to the life of the patron saint. The whole
interior will be painted and gilded in

the ancient manner, for which purpose a
design has been furnished by Mr. Taylor
Bulmer. Mr. Benjamin Hollins, of Sheffield,

is the builder; and the architects Messrs.

Weightman and Hadfield, of that town.

Rocliffe St. Mary's Church.—This church

has been erected and in great part endowed at

the expense of Andrew Lawson, Esq., M.P.,
aided by contributions towards the endowment
by Mrs. Lawrence, of Studley Park, and other

benevolent persons, for the use of the in-

habitants of Rocliffe, distant two miles from
the ancient parish of Aldborough. It is 50

feet long, 22 feet wide, and 24 feet high, and
contains sittings for 150 persons. It is entirely

built and vaulted with stone from Mr. Lawson’s
own quarry, and from those of C. Duncombe,
Esq., of Copgrove. The chancel and steps

leading up to it are paved with marble from
near the altar of York Minster, with some
necessary additions. The vestry-door is also

a relic of the same edifice, rescued from the

disastrous fire of 1829. The scroll panels of

the wainscot of the chancel are from Nun
Monkton Priory. The cover of the font is

copied from one in Charlton-on-Otmere Church,
near Oxford. The pulpit is that from which
Isaac Milner and John Scott preached in the

church of the Holy Trinity at Hull. The
fabric has been built from the designs and
under the direction of Messrs. Sharp, architects,

of York.

Royal Donations. — Among the Queen
Adelaide’s numerous donations and benefac-

tions we have to mention that her Majesty
has been pleased to transmit 30/. to the fund

now forming for the erection of a church,

a parsonage-house, and village school-room,

on the moor, near Woodhall Spa, in Lincoln-

shire; 25 guineas towards the erection of

a new church at Kingsclere, near Newbury:
and 20/. in aid of the fund for rebuilding the

ancient parish church of Bednall, Staffordshire.

Munificent Bequestfor thepurpose of Church
Restoration.—It is said that the sum of 6,000/.

has lately, by a bequest, been placed at the

disposal of the Cambridge Camden Society,

for the purpose of restoring old churches.
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RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Railway Schemes.—We copy the following
striking statement from the monthly circular

of Messrs. Railton and Son, sharebrokers, of

Manchester, published last week :—Since our
last monthly circular of the 14th ult

,
there

have been put forth forty-one new prospectuses

of railway schemes, and the shares applied for

in each have far exceeded the number to be
issued. Taking the above forty one lines into

the account, the following will result:—On
the 14th of August upwards of ninety new
lines, requiring more than 60,000,000/. of sub-
scribed capital to complete them, were put

•forward, to which add the above forty-one,

stating a requirement of 35,265,000/., together
upwards of 131, needing an investment of
95,266,000/., with the power of borrowing one-
third more, devoted to the same object

;
making

a grand total of 127 ,
020

,
000 ! !

!

Great Southern and JVcstcrn Railway.

—

The contracts for two lots on the Great
Southern and Western (Dublin and Cashel)
Railway, twenty-one miles in extent, were let

on the 13th inst. Thirteen tenders were
received by the directors, and three were
retained—namely the tenders of Mr. M‘Cor-
mick, of Dublin; Mr. Dargan, of Belfast;

and those of the firm of Hammond, Patterson,

Murray, and Butler, of Dublin. The dif-

ference was very trifling, not exceeding 1,000/.

on the two lots, and Messrs. Dargan and
M'Cormick were declared the successful com-
petitors, and Mr. Fagan, of Dublin, the con-
tractor for the sleepers. We understand that

the successful contractors for the works were
guided in making their estimates by the quan-
tities calculated by Mr. Kelly, architect and
building-surveyor, of Upper Gloucester-street,

Dublin.

—

Railway Record.

We learn from Berlin that the works of the

railroad from Potsdam to Magdeburg have
been commenced

;
and that, as the road will

traversed portion of the royal park, the king
takes a personal interest in the undertaking,
and occasionally superintends it.

fHiBftUaura.

Metropolitan Improvements. •— The
Gazette of last Saturday consists of fifty pages,

and contains, amongst others, a notice of an
application to Parliament for an Act to annex
so much of the garden, ground, and buildings

belonging to the Hon. Society of Lincoln’s-

inn, as are locally situate in the parish of
St. Giles-in-the-Fields, to the vill or township
of Lincoln’s-inn. Also to stop up the present
thoroughfare for carriages, horses, and cattle

along the eastern side of Lincoln’s-inn-fields,

in the said parish, and to form a new footway,
of the width of 20 feet, adjoining the iron-

railing inclosing the garden of Lincoln’s-inn-

fields on the eastern side thereof, and to

inclose the remaining portion of the carriage-

way along the said eastern side of Lincoln’s-

inn-fields, and to annex the same to that part of
the garden, ground, and buildings belonging
to the said society as aforesaid, and to the

said vill or township. There is also notice of
a Bill to improve the streets, squares, &c., in

the parishes of St. Margaret, St. John, and
St. George, Hanover-square, in the city of
Westminster. The others, with the exception
of one or two relating to turnpike-roads, are

railway notices. So that instead of opening
a carriage-way from Holborn, it is absolutely

proposed to injure, if not destroy, the present
inefficient roadway; what probability can exist

of the effecting of so absurd a project ?

Steam Boat Piers on the Thames.

—

Two reports of the Thames Navigation Com-
mittee have been made lately to the city autho-

: rities. In one, relative to the pier at Black-
: friars’-bridge, the committee recommend the
i erection of a pier at the eastern side of the
' bridge, upon piles, according to the suggestion
i of Mr. Walker, the engineer. In the other they
: recommend that all piers in which due pro-

vision had not been made for the security of
the public should be immediately removed, and
that the corporation should act merely as con-

i sen ators of the river, leaving the pecuniary
I business connected with the piers to private

(•speculation. The first report was referred

1 back to the committee to be carried into effect;

I the second was ordered to be printed and taken
i into consideration on a future day.

The Statue of Whittington at the
Royal Exchange.—On Friday, the 22nd
instant, the scaffolding was struck after the

statue of Sir Richard Whittington was raised

into the niche on the north side of the

Royal Exchange. This piece of sculpture

is from the chisel of Carew, and attracted

during the whole of Saturday the notice of

the crowds who visited the spot. The figure

represents the distinguished citizen replying to

an address in his robes as Lord Mayor of
London, in the reign of Henry V. Whitting-

ton lived in the reigns of Richard II., Henry
IV., and Henry V., and was knighted when
sheriff. He was, as is known from all the

little penny histories of him, and by the cele-

brated stone at Highgate, three times Lord
Mayor of London. He built the Newgate
part of Bartholomew’s Hospital and part

of Guildhall, and his last mayoralty was
in the year 1419. Of the year in which he
died there is no record amongst the citizens.

An accident occurred in Mr. Carew’s studio,

which might have proved fatal to the workmen
employed in removing this statue to the Royal
Exchange. The figure was raised from the

ground above its own height some feet when the

tackle broke, and it fell amongst the men, but

without injury either to those engaged in the

removal, or to the statue itself.

Restoration of the Salisbury Tower,
Windsor Castle.—These works have just

been commenced. It being intended to raze

to the ground, at an early period, the five

residences of the military knights on the lower

foundation, accommodation will be provided

for three of the knights in the Salisbury Tower,
when the necessary restorations and alterations

have been completed. Accommodation for

the remaining two military knights, on the

lower foundation, will be provided in the

upper tower of Henry VIIl.’s gateway. The
Salisbury Tower will be entirely gutted, and
convenient apartments substituted for the di-

lapidated portions which have been removed.
A noble terrace, to be open to the public, will be

formed on the site of the houses on the lower

foundation. The Salisbury Tower is the

official residence of the Chancellor of the

Order of the Garter. The plans about to

be carried out are stated to be those of the late

Sir Jeffery Wyatville.

Monument to the late Commander
of the President.—A monument has just

been erected to the memory of Captain

Roberts, in Passage churchyard, Cork. The
cenotaph is a large square building of rich cut

stone, with a fine base and cap moulding, and
having a bold pediment on either side. On
the angles of the monument are represented

in strong relief the sterns of the vessels which
Captain Roberts commanded, viz. the Black
Jack, the Sirius, the British Queen, and the

President. The following is part of the in-

scription which the monument bears :
—“ This

stone commemorates, in the churchyard of his

native parish, the merits and premature death

of the first officer under whose command a

steam-vessel ever crossed the Atlantic Ocean
— undaunted bravery exhibited in the suppres-

sion of the slave traffic in the African seas,

enterprise and consummate skill in the detaijs

of his profession, recommended him for that

arduous service. Lieutenant Richard Roberts,

R.N., in accomplishing it, not only surpassed

the wildest visions of former days, but even

the warmest anticipations of the present.”'

—

Herald.

St. George’s New Schools, Sheffield.
—The first stone of the above schools was
laid, on the 21st instant, by the Right Hon.
the Lord Wharncliffe, lord president of her

Majesty’s council. These buildings are to

consist of three separate schools, with suitable

class-rooms. The Girls’ School, fronting St.

George’s Church, 60 feet by 40 feet
;

the

Infants’ School, forming the centre division,

and fronting Beet-street and Siddal-street,

60 feet by 40 feet. These dimensions do not,

of course, include the class-rooms. There
will also be comfortable dwelling-houses for

the master and mistress
;
the basement of the

buildings being occupied by library, soup-

kitchen, play-grounds, &c. The estimated

cost, without fittings-up, is nearly 4,000/.,

which sum includes 1,200/. for the site alone.

To meet this about 1,200/. has been raised by

subscription, 1,393/. granted by the Privy

Council, and 649/. by the National Society.

Sinking of the Surface Ground in
Paris.—About two o’clock in the morning of
Tuesday, the 16th inst., a considerable mass
of earth detached itself from the hill of Mont-
martre, on the side of the Barrier of Roche-
chouart, Paris, and fell upon a lime-kiln, a
Cartwright’s factory, a weaver’s workshop, and
a dwelling-house, which were partly buried
under it. The inhabitants were fortunately

awoke by the cries of some dogs, and
escaped in time. At six o’clock another
house experienced a similar fate, and a third

was surrounded with earth up to the first

story. Fragments of earth and stone con-
tinued to roll down the hill, which is extremely
steep on that side, during the whole day, and
the alarmed inmates of a number of dwellings

situate at the bottom of the declivity aban
doned their homes, carrying away their furni-

ture and most valuable effects. The event had
been long foreseen from the extensive excava-

tions made in the hill to procure “plaster of

Paris.” The sinking (<"boulemcnt) was still

making progress at the hour of post on that

day.

Painted Glass.—There are some remains
of painted glass in the churches of Ashbourn,
Bradley, Dronfield, Eggington, Ilault-Hucknall

(the burial place of Ilobbs, the philosopher of

Malmsbury), Sutton, and Sandiacre, in the

county of Derby, and of sufficient consequence

to merit particular notice. In the churches of

Morlev and Norbury the remains are con-

siderable, those in the chancel of the latter

shewing very good taste, and evidently coeval

with the building, which is in the style of the

fourteenth century.

srntxrer#*

Tf,nders delivered for building a new Gaol at

Banbury.—Architects, Messrs. Hurst and Moffatt,

Doncaster.

Haines, Cheltenham . £9,081
Sissons, Hull . 8,476

Kirk, Sleafoid . 7,940

Porter and Co . 7,840

Watson and Co., Birmingham . . 7,821

Claridge, Banbury’. . 7.717

Plowman and Co., Oxford . . . . 7,GOG
Waterfield and Co., Leicester . . 7,342

Tenders delivered on Saturday last for Building

an intended Public-house, at the corner of King’s

-

row, Walworth, for Mr. Ireland. The tenders were

opened in the presence of the Contractors, and

were as follow, viz. :

—

Mr. Gerrey £1,374 0 0

Waller 1,1GO 0 0

Mason 1,148 0 0

Hawkins 1,075 0 0

Brown 795 10 0

Mr. Brown had made an error, having left out

one of the trades, his estimate was corrected, and

settled at 1,050/. and accepted.

Tenders delivered for the erection of a new
public-house at Wandsworth for Mr. Ireland.

J. Brown £795 10

Hawkins 1075 0

Mason 1148 0

II. P. Wallen 11 GO 0

Gerry 1374 0

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the supply of 600 Coal Waggons to the

York and North Midland Railway Company.

—

George Baker, Secretary, York, December 4.

For the building of a Tunnel on the Edinburgh,

Leith, and Granton Railway.—December 4.

For the making of Sluices, Bridges, Excavations,

and other works in the New Cut from the Sixteen-

feet River to the Eau Brink.—George Game Day,

Clerk to the Middle Level Drainage Commission-

ers, St. Ives. Plans and Specifications are being

prepared.

For Paving and Repairing certain Carriage and

Footways in the district of Knightsbridge, for

one year from Christmas-day next, and also for

Lighting the same district with Gas for the like

period.—James Rogers, 22, Manchester-buildings,

Westminster. December 9.

For building an Infirmary at the County Gaol

and House of Correction, at Ipswich, Suffolk.

—

Mr. John Whiting, County Surveyor, Ipswich,

or Mr. John H. Borton, Clerk of the Peace, Bury

St. Edmunds. December 10.

For the erection of a new Barrack Establishment

at Bristol.—C. J. Selwyn, Major and Commanding
Royal Engineer, Exeter. December 11.
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For Lighting the Southampton Paving Trust

with Naphtha or other strong Light for the period

of eight months from the 1st of February next.

—John Arnell, 10, Edmund-street, Hampstead-

road. December 11.

For making a Survey and Valuation of Property

in the town of Kingston-upon-Hull, for the better

rating of the same to the relief of the poor.—John

Moxon, Workhouse, Hull. December 12.

For Building a Sewer in Hoxton Old Town,
being a length of about 57G feet.—Messrs. Stable

and Lush, Office of Sewers, Hatton Garden.

December 13.

For the execution of Works necessary for the

completion of the whole of the Railway from
Shoreham to Chichester, being a distance of about

22i miles.—Frederick Otley, Secretary, Brighton

and Chichester Railway Office, 4, Dean-street,

Tooley-street. December 17.

For the supply of First, Second, and Third-

class Carriages to the Manchester, Bury, and Ros-

sendale Railway.— James Smithells, Secretary,

Railway Office, Bury.—December 21

.

For the construction of Locomotive Engines and
Tenders for the Manchester, Bury, and Rossendale

Railway.—Mr. C. E. Cawley, Engineer, Railway

Office, Bury.—December 21.

For the supply of 6,000 tons of Iron Rails, each

rail to be 16 feet in length, and weighing 65 lb. per

yard.—H. Parker, Secretary to the Great North of

England Railway Company, Darlington. Dec. 23.

COMPETITIONS.
The Committee of the Association recently

formed in the Metropolis for the Construction of

Baths and Wash-houses for the Labouring Classes,

are desirous of obtaining Plans and Estimates for

the Erection and Fitting-up of the First Esta-
blishment. The general basis of the plan can be
seen at the Office, No. 3, Crosby-square. The
author of the plan considered the best by the

Committee will be selected to execute the work.
Plans for an Agricultural College to be erected at

Cirencester, to accommodate 200 pupils and 6

tutors. The style is left to the taste of the archi.

tect. A Premium of 10 Guineas to the author of

the most approved plan.—Robert J. Brown, Esq.,
Hon. Sec. Cirencester. January 1.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ Spectator ” is not a master-builder , or ifone,

little acquainted with his business ; if he need the

information which he mentions, he must seek it in

those common, ordinary books where it is to be
found, but retailing the contents of which would
insure usfew subscribers besides himself. If 1 ' Spec-
tator ” have no respect for fine, ancient examples

of architecture, he is to be pitied, and probably has
as little resjiectforfine modern ones. We indeed
look for circulation among master-builders, and
know that The Builder has the largest propor-
tion of circulation which is perhaps possessed by
any technical periodical, and we know also the
estimation in which it is held, by its steady
increase. We imagine “ Spectator ” to be in need of
information upon some of those common technical
matters which, were we to fill our columns with
them, would only create a smile from operative
builders. If" Spectator" bejudge enough, or inven-
tive enough to produce to us any new information
upon building technicalities, we shall, if we find
them meritorious, give them immediate insertion.

If “ Spectator" need, however, only ordinary in-

formation upon common subjects of operative build-
ing, which every workman possesses, he mustfollow
the means which they did—serve an apprenticeship.
A letter relative to the Hackney-bridge came

too latefor insertion this week, but will appear in
our next.

A Subscriber is referred to our advertising
columns.

Argus.

—

The terms of the proposition are, "to
use for building or other purposes the open space
or area of a certain court-way or j>assaye, called
Darby Court, leading from Jermyn-strcet to
Piccadilly, in the parish of St. James, West-
minster.”

Cuddy Thomas.

—

We arc obliged for his sug-
gestion, and will act upon it. The error he points
out will be corrected.

George Field, will obtain the information he
seeks by addressing a note to Mr. Manfred,
No. 36, Palace-street, Pimlico.

J. Pickard, in our next number.
W. J. Short.—“ A Plan for Alms Houses,” is

under consideration.

BOOKS RECEIVED DURING THE WEEK.
The British Almanac and Companion for 1845.

Charles Knight and Co.
The Church Restorers; a Tale, treating ofAncient
and Modern Architecture, and Church Decora-
tions. By F. A. Paley, M.A., Hon. Sec. to the
Cambridge Camden Society. John Van Voorst.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
This day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, November 30.— Royal Society

(Anniversary meeting
) ,

Somerset-house, 83 p.m.
;

Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

Monday, December 2.— Entomological, 17,

Old Bond-street, 8 p.m.
;
British Architects, 16,

Grosvenor-street, 8 p.m. ; Chemical (Society of
Arts, Adelphi) 8 p.m.

; Medical, Bolt-court,

Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 3.

—

Linncean, Soho-square, 8 p.m.
;

Horticultural, 21, Regent-street, 2 p.m.

Wednesday, 4.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m.
;
Geological, Somerset-house, 83 p.m.

Thursday, 5.

—

Zoological. Hanover-square, 3

p.m.
;
Royal, Somerset-house, 8£ p.m. ; Antiqua-

ries, Somerset-house, 8 p.m.

Friday, 6 .

—

Botanical, 20, Bedford-street,

Covent Garden, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 7.

—

Asiatic, 14, Grafton-street, 2
p.m. ; Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 p.m.

Current of ©Elooti nntJ fftctals.

November 26, 1844.

£. s. d. £. 8. d.

Box, Turkey, bd. per ton.

.

2 0 0 — 5 0 0
Cedar, Pencil, per foot .

.

0 0 3 — 0 0 4
Cuba 0 0 3 — 0 0 4

N. S. Wales .... 0 0 3*— 0 0 5»
Green, per Ion .

.

5 5 0 — 9 0 0
Ebony, Ceylon, large .... 6 0 0 — 7 0 0

small .... 4 10 0 — 5 15 0
Madagascar, small 5 0 0 — 6 0 0

Lignum Vit.e, Jamaica .. 3 0 0 — 5 0 0

St. Domingo .... 8 0 0 — 12 0 0

Mahogany, Cuba, per foot 0 0 8 — 0 1 2
St. Domingo .... 0 0 9 — 0 1 2

Honduras 0 0 51— 0 0 10
Timber :

—

Teake, African, per load .

.

9 0 0 — 0 0 0
Oak, Quebec 3 15 0 — 4 10 0
Fir, Riga 4 2 0 — 5 0 0

Dantzic and Memel .

.

3 17 6 — 4 10 0
Swedish 3 15 0 — 3 17 6

Pine, Quebec, red, per load 4 0 0 — 4 2 6

yellow .... 3 10 0 — 0 0 0

Miramichi & St. Johns 4 10 0 — 0 0 0

Wainscot Logs, 18 ft. each 5 5 0 — 0 0 0

Lathwood, Memel, &c. fm. 9 0 0 — 0 0 0

Deals, Gefle, 14ft. 3in. by 9 31 0 0 — 32 0 0

Stockholm 27 0 0 — 28 0 0

Gottenburg,12ft.3bv9 26 0 0 — 27 0 0

Christiana, 1st Sc 2nd 28 0 0 — 30 0 0

St. Petersb’g, Memel,
Dantzic, l‘2f. 14 11 in. 18 0 0 — 20 0 0

Quebec yellow Pine,

first quality 17 0 0 — 18 0 0
second ditto 10 0 0 — 12 0 0

White Spruce, 120.

.

16 10 0 — 19 0 0

Dantzic Deck, each.

.

0 18 0 — 1 6 0

Plank, Dantzic Oak, load.. 9 0 0 — 10 0 0
Staves, Baltic, per 1200.. 130 0 0—140 0 0

Quebec Pipe, 1200 65 0 0 — 0 0 0

Puncheon 17 0 0 — 0 0 0

Copper

—

Brit. Cake, p. ton 84 0 0— 0 0 0

Tile 83 0 0 — 0 0 0
Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 9J— 0 0 0

Old 0 0 8*— 0 0 8*
South Amer., ton 72 0 0— 0 0 0

•Iron, British Bars 6 0 0 — 0 0 0
Rods 6 10 0 — 6 15 0

Hoops 8 0 0 — 0 0 0
Sheets 8 10 0— 9 0 0

Cargo in Wales, Bars 5 5 0— 0 0 0
Pigs No. 1, Wales 3 5 0— 3 15 0

No. 1, Clyde .

.

2 15 0— 0 0 0
Russian, c.c.n.d. .

.

16 10 0 — 0 0 0
Swedish 9 15 0— 10 0 0

Lead

—

British, Pig, p. ton 16 10 0— 0 0 0
Sheet, milled .... 17 5 0 — 0 0 0
Shot, patent ....

Red or Minium .

.

19 15 0— 0 0 0
21 10 0 — 0 0 0

White 23 10 0 — 0 0 0

Litharge 20 0 0— 0 0 0

Steel—Swedish Keg .... 15 15 0 — 16 0 0

Faggot 16 10 0— 0 0 0

Tin— In blocks, p. cwt. .

.

3 12 0— 0 0 0
Ingots 3 12 0— 0 0 0
In Bars 3 13 0— 0 0 0
Banca 3 5 0— 3 6 0
Straits 3 3 0— 0 0 0

Plates,p.box,225 shts.

—

No. I. C. 13f by 10 in. 1 5 0— 1 10 0

I. X 1 11 0— 1 16 0
Spelter—On the spot, tou 22 0 0— 22 5 0

Delivery 22 0 0— 22 5 0
Zinc, English Sheet 32 0 0— 0 0 0
Orsidew lb. 0 3 0— 0 0 0

Quicksilver lb. 0 4 6— 0 0 0
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CAEN STONE.

LUARD and BEEDHAM have a quantity
of the above stone, of the best qualitj’, direct from

their Quarries at Allcmange, which may be inspected at the
Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich. — Further particu-
lars at Mr. G. GATES', 18, SOUTHWARK-SQUARE,
SOUTHWARK.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

Door, springs and hinges.—
GERISH’S PATENT DOOR SPRINGS, for

CLOSING every description of DOOR, consists of Single
and DOUBLE-ACTION BUTT HINGES in Brass and Iron
for Doors to open one or both ways, and Rising Hinges for

the convenience of Doors opening on uneven Floors. Like-
wise Swing Centres, which consist of a combination of
power unequalled by any made at present. Manufactured
by F. W. Gerish, East-road, City-road ; and sold by all re-

spectable Ironmongers in the United Kingdom.

G.’s TRACING-PAPER.—RE-
• MOVAL OF AGENCY.—The proprietor of the

above unequalled article begs to return his grateful acknow-
ledgments for the extensive patronage afforded by artists,

surveyors, civil engineers, and consumers in general. It is

warranted to take Ink, Oil. or Water colour, and may now
be had of MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE
AGENTS, 51, LONG-ACRE, at the following cash prices:

—

THIN TRACING-TAPER.
60 by 40, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.
40 by 30, at /I. Os. ,, 7s. 6d. ,,

30 by 20, at 31. 15s. ,, 4s. Od. „

40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.
36 by 20. at "/. 10s. „ 8s. Od.

,,

N. B.— Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the
Manufacturer.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN
FRESCO.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.

STEVENS and SON beg respectfully to
announce that this beautiful cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine
expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great

superiority over every article hitherto in use
;

it is now being
used extensively by Government in the British Museum ana
other public buildings. It does not throw out any salt, hut
presents a beautifully plain and perfect surface, which may
be painted upon within four days without peeling. It is

equally applicable for walls or lath, for mouldings, architraves,

skirting, orflooring; and is admitted to form the best ground
for fresco painting, having been used for many of the prize

frescos lately exhibiting in Westminster Hall. It will bear an
intense heat without cracking, and for hardness, durability,

and economy, cannot be equalled.

186, Drury-lane, London.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—This Cement has now been tested

during six years, and in no case, where properly applied,
has it failed to answer the purposes for which it is recom-
mended. While most Cements trust for durability to a sur-
face hardness, it is a distinguishing feature of Keene’s Ce-
ment that it is alike hard through its entire thickness, and it

is mainly owing to the rapidity of this indurating process
that work executed in it can be painted in a shorter time
than any other Water Cement.

It is now in extensive use at the British Museum, at the
Royal Exchange, and many other public and private Works,
where it takes the place of wood for skirtings, architrave and
panel mouldings, and of stone for the paving of halls, stair-

cases, &c., for each of which purposes it is economical and
efficient.

In the manufacturing towns this Cement is taking the
precedence of other materials for the flooring, &c., of fire-

E

roof buildings, in consequence of its lightness and dura-
ility.

Tke Patentees and onlv Manufacturers are J. 15. WHITE
and SONS. MI LLU ANK-STREET, WESTMINSTER.
TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced It will effectually resist Damp. It will never
vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never
requires either to he painted or coloured. It will keen fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the
Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates
at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which
may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the
severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for u«c being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material docs not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use

;
but with all the above-named extraordinary and

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

economy.

Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have
declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with a

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
he obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maidcn-lanc, Queen-street,

Cbcapside, London : of whom also may be bad,
JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR

STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than
White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas
M ESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an
affinity for Stucco, hinds itself with it, stopping the suction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stonc-likc effect, produccable by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and
may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the

most exposed Marine situations.
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EW cities, an-

cient or modern,

contain more

architectural

beauties than

London, and

perhaps none.

The various objects of

interest which it con-
,

tains are ton numerous to

particularize'; externally

they unite to render it one

of the most picturesque of

places in the universe. It

is true that artists by pro-

fession have uniformly little

favoured it with their at-

tention, and comparatively

few architectural repre-

mtations of its ancient glories have been

reduced. There have from time to time

sued an abundance of coarse prints of build-

gs in it, and of the whole city, but that kind

' artistic talent, whether of Englishmen or

treigners, which has illustrated most of the

imtinental cities, has been lacking towards

ir own ancient metropolis. Everywhere,

l the eye turns, eomo new view is presented,

ith an increased interest and picturesqueness,

fin the city of London there be a narrow lane,

ome fine church campanile is seen terminating

!, or perhaps a group of steeples of the most

Legant outline : and such scenes as these are

Luntless. If you enter the great court of St.

lartholomew’s Hospital, West Smithfield, the

-ost singularly rich and beautifully pic-

aresque group of towers and steeples, accom-

unied by the dome and turrets of St. Paul’s

tithedral, is seen through the narrow interval

vtween two of the masses of building sur-

nunding the court. If you go into Aldersgate-

p-eet, one of the most enchanting scenes in the

Inrld is presented in a view over the cemetery

IS St. Botolph’s Church, in which the bell-

kver of St. Sepulchre’s Church, Snow-hill,

Ith i ts four high crowning spires, and the

amorous changeful gabels and turrets of

nrist’s Hospital, and many other objects of

merest present themselves, while in the fore-

nound lies the new French Church, and at

heater distance rises like an Alpine back-

jienery almost the whole length and altitude

jt the huge and richly-decorated cathedral. If

iu go to the bridges over the Thames, more

i nmprehensive and more varied views are in

cccession seen, perhaps each unrivalled in

3 world, and each greatly differing from the

Ijithei*.

jlttWhether beheld from the interior of the city

jilelf or from the Surrey hills, from the water,

,!ii>m the parks, from the country road, or from

II' e close by-lane, the same evidences are shed

I troad of changeful variety, architectural

maaty, and the outlay of vast wealth, in the

!
:icumulation of such an amount of value.

lj,\Among some of the most interesting objects

ththin the city itself, we may reckon the city

i umpanies’ halls, most of which, though built

after the great fire of London in 1666, bear

considerable marks of antiquity. Mercers’

Ilall has next the Poultry a front which is

profuse in stone carvings, while the interior of

the hall itself contains some of the most ex-

quisite wood carvings in the world, jetting

forth with more than the imagery of life. The

costly Goldsmiths’ new Hall is increased in value

by a chimney-piece of marble which came

from the former hall, and which is so wonder-

fully wrought over with fruit, flowers, butter-

flies, and other lively imagery, and with so

masterly a hand, that we were told, when in the

old hall it was valued at a thousand guineas.

The entrances to most of the ancient city hails

present some architectural peculiarities; many

of them are heavy in style, are incorrectly

designed, and are of coarse execution
;

yet

they exhibit magnificence, often rich though

somewhat rude sculpture, and are the very

subjects for displaying the effe.ct of the

painter, who generally fails when he attempts

to imitate the classical and elaborate exactness

of perfect specimens of architecture. Among
such examples, are the street and court portals

of the Ilaberdashers’-hall, in Maiden-lane,

of Barber Surgeons’-hall, Monkwell-street,

of Merchant Tailors’ Hall in Throgmorton-

street (which has lately received the addition

of a duplicate copy of it in the same street),

also of the Brewers’ Hall, and the hall of the

Tallow-chandlers; and many more lying in the

neighbourhood of Thames-street, and other

close and dirty parts of the city, are each

possessed of some one beauty at least, what-

ever defects they may contain. Nearly all

these fraternity halls are replete internally

with sculptured oak, oil paintings, stained-

glass, cote-armoury, fine ancient furniture, and

collections of plate (some gilt, and some

wholly of gold). Many of these old examples

of architecture contain curious specimens of

red brickwork, generally “ ganged,

,” and often

a mixture of stone naturally light, or painted

to appear so, and which, contrasting violently

with the deep-coloured brick rendered halfblack

through age and soot, gives to the whole a

singularly motley appearance. Most of these

halls consist of buildings surrounding a

court-yard, some few of which still, after

“ improvement,” remain paved with marble,

and, if we mistake not, one or two, if not

more, exhibit the pride of a fountain, and

many of them still retain their ancient cisterns

of thick, solid lead, cast all over with strange

devices, and the arms of the company and

donors, and still firm and sound, having been

made when lead, weight sixteen pounds to the

foot superficial, was laid upon churches, and

thought to be none too thick or heavy : around

these courts ranges many a column and pilaster,

and is seen many a quaint device, sculptured

with less of cunning than of drollery; and in

some, as at Brewers’ Hall, within the court-

yard rises a mighty external staircase, leading

to the principal apartment (properly termed

the hall), on the one-pair story. The oaken

doors of many of these halls are very curiously

designed and carved, and, though still sound,

have survived two or three generations of

doors to the neighbouring houses.

If you want fine and interesting views, and

so original that the world at large knows

almost nothing of them, you must come into

the heart of London, where the rough carman

daily almost brushes them in passing, without

noticing whether they have beauty or deformity,

sculpture or plainness. About Tower Royal,

in the neighbourhood of Watling-street, carved,

quaint, and original doorways, whether topublic

or private edifices, meet you at every step.

At Saint John’s Church, Clerkemvell, and St.

John’sChapcl, Bedford-row, there are examples

worthy of appreciation. In Queen’s-square,

Westminster, are still remaining many of the

original doorways, with carved open-work

canopies stretching forward like bed-testers.

In Bloomsbury-square, Great Ormund-street,

and the neighbouring places, are many fine

examples still in existence, each of which

would furnish an excellent subject for a beau-

tiful drawing. In Carey-street are several very

peculiar specimens, one of which, near the

entrance to New Boswell-court, contains parts

of remarkable beauty, and there is one in

Old Boswell-court itself which has a curious

piece of scroll-work, and a head in a com-

partment below the centre of the architrave

which seems to be looped up for their reception.

Opposite the House of Correction, Coldbath-

ficlds, there was once a whole row of

doorways with fine consoles, with flowers

running down their fronts. Many of these

are gone, though originally some of these

examples extended down the neighbouring

streets. In a narrow avenue leading from the

western end of Great Marlborough -street, are

two very quaint specimens, with fine consoles.

At the comparatively modern doorway of St.

Helen’s Church, Bishopsgate, remains a pair

of consoles, with trumping angels, projecting

in a very singular way. In Ruffbrd’s-row,

by Islington Church, are some doorways with

consoles something like them, but less valuable

and not so well executed. In Red Lion-street,

Clerkenwell, are some very fine pierced

door-trusses, and in Featherstone-buildings,

Ilolborn, are examples exactly like them,

these two places being probably built by the

same person, as in each are the two same

patterns of doorways many times repeated.

(To be continued.)

ELECTION OF SURVEYORS TO THE FOUR
NEW DISTRICTS IN THE COUNTY OF
SURREY.

(December 2nd, 1844.)

For Camberwell.
No. of Votes.

Elected—William Crawford Stow . . 48

For Streatham.
Elected—John Mullins 25

Edwin Nash 22
Charles Baalam 1

For Clapham and part of Battersea.
Elected—Edward I'Anson 48

William Watson

—

Resigned.

For Wandsworth and Tooting.
Elected—Alfred James Hiscocks .. 32

George Enoch 10

John Turner 5

Alfred Beaumont 1

The surveyorship of the district consisting

of Rotherliitlie (vacant by the election of Mr.
Stow to the Camberwell new district) and of

the Surrey portion of St. Paul, Deptford, will

be filled up on the 16th instant.

In our account last week of the “ Election

of District- Surveyors for the County of Mid-
dlesex,” we inadvertently gave Mr. James
Harrison’s number of votes as 38 instead of 39-

BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Letter II.

BY WILLOUGHBY WILTON.

The Metropolitan Equitable Investment Association

and Savings’ Fund; for enabling members to

purchase residences for occupation, or other

freehold or leasehold property for investment,

by monthly subscriptions of 10s. per share .

—

Offices, 28, Leadenhall-street, London.

“All persons upon joining this association

are required to pay an entrance fee of 2s. 6d.

per share, a monthly subscription of 10s. per

share, and a postage fee of Is. per annum to

the o-cneral fund, until such subscriptions, with

the profits, amount to 120/. per share, when

the association will be dissolved: from the
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Experience of similar societies, this is computed

to be in about ten years, but as the funds ac-

cumulate, members desirous of purchasing their

own residences, or other freehold or leasehold

property, for occupation or investment, pre-

viously to the expiration of the society, will

have the amount of their shares advanced to

them, on allowing an equitable bonus thereon

and executing a mortgage of the property pur-

chased, as security for the regular payment of

their future subscriptions, &c., in accordance

with the rules.”

Such is the preamble of the prospectus put

forth by this “ Metropolitan Building Com-
pany,” and in which there are four things to

be considered and never to be forgotten in

working the prospectus: 1st, The entrance fee

of 2s. 6d. per share; 2ndly, The monthly
contribution of 10s. per share; 3rdly, The
annual postage fee of Is.; and 4thly, The con-

tinuous payment of the subscriptions until they

amount, with the profits, to 120/. per share.

To these items we shall have to refer in the

sequel; and in order, therefore, to hear the

case from the lips of the directors, we shall

now quote the advantages they offer addition-

ally : thus,

“ In other societies of this description, mem-
bers, on having their shares advanced, are

required to pay 4s. per share per month, as a

redemption fee or interest, until the termina-
tion of the respective societies, which in the
event of a protracted duration would subject

them to a considerable loss: to obviate which,
the redemption fees in this association will

cease at the end of ten years, whether the

whole of the shares are realized or not, and in

order to prevent monopoly and to secure the
advantages as nearly as possible in an equal
degree to all members, none are allowed to

subscribe for more than^oe shares on entering
the association, but on having their shares
advanced, members may take as many ad-
ditional shares as will enable them to purchase
any property they may desire.”
The superior advantage here offered is stated

to be, that the “ redemption fees will cease
at the end of ten years, whether the whole of
the shares be realized or not ;” for it cannot be
argued that the subsequent portion of this

notice holds out any advantage at all.

The directors further proceed to illustrate the
principle of operation in this association, and
we shall in justice set that illustration forth in

their own words : thus,
“ The following examples will act as a key

to the calculations which form the basis of this

association, and are given for the purpose of
demonstrating the safety and eligibility of
becoming a shareholder :

—
“ Supposing a member to occupy a house at

a rental of 30/. per annum, and the landlord
is willing to dispose of his lease, having sixty
or seventy years to run, at a fair valuation

; the
ground-rent of such a house being 41. per
annum, and the purchase-money 240/. By
subscribing for four shares, and allowing an
equitable bonus to the association, or, in other
words, a present discount of equal to 50 per
cent, from the increased value of his shares,
lie would receive an immediate advance of cash
from the association, sufficient to cover the
amount of his intended purchase, thus

—

Four shares, of 120/. each .... .£480 0 0
From which deduct 50/. per cent.

per share, as above mentioned 240 0 0

Making the amount to be received

for the four shares £240 0 0

For the amount of 240/. received
as above, the member will have
to pay his monthly subscription
of 10s. per share £2 0 0

And 4s. per share as interest or
redemption... 0 16 0

Making a total monthly payment of £2 16 0

“ So that instead of 30/. a year for rent to
his landlord, by paying this association 33/. 12s.
per annum for about ten years, in addition to
the ground-rent, he has become the purchaser

x v,

9( Jd? p^l.ence, which he could not have done
onjBuon jWyAntageous terms, but through the

-Tfietltum of this or some similar association

;

and although y first sight 50/. per cent, may
appear ,a lar^e discount for immediate cash,
ihstead;^of waiting the termination of the

4 wi}} b e found on calculation not to
be so,_becau8pa payment of 33/. 12s. per annum

Hucriiim

for ten years for the present receipt of 240/. is

only at the rate of about 51. per cent, com-
pound interest; whilst the actual sum paid to

the association for the use of the money is but
41. per cent, thereon, thus

—

A payment of £33 12 0 per annum.
For 10 years.

Amounts to £336 0 0

£4. per cent, on 240/ £9 12 0

Multiplied by the number of years 1

0

96 0 0
Add cash advanced, as above. . . . 240 0 0

£336 0 0

“ From the above calculations, it is obvious
that to become a member of this association

must be highly advantageous to every tenant,

because by paying to the association a trifle

more per annum than he has been in the habit
of paying for rent, he may by monthly instal-

ments buy his present residence, or some other
equally suitable for him, with the very money
he would otherwise be paying to the landlord
for rent only, while, if he is not a member of a

similar institution to this, he may pay his rent
for thirty or forty years, and never become the

owner of the premises, although in the shape of
rent he has paid their value several limes over.”

What is meant by the term bonus? Is it

meant that the man surrenders 240/. to the
association, when it allows or lends him 240/.?
And that he binds himself to pay up the
amount of the four shares of 120/. each ? The
prospectus leaves this point altogether un-
settled, as far as an ordinary reader can under-
stand it; and our conclusion is, that the bor-
rower undertakes to pay, in the long run, the
sum of 480/. If we are in error here, we shall

be glad to be corrected
;
but believing we view

the matter through the same medium it is seen
in by the association, we proceed to the exami-
nation of the details in the prospectus.

To analyze this account, or the examples
propounded, the party taking four shares of
120/. each covenants to pay the association in

the long run 480/.
;
but if he elect to take a

house, he consents to surrender one-half, and
take 240/., with which he buys his house,
which he mortgages to the association till he
shall have paid for it in full the sum of 480/.

Moreover, he bargains to pay these 480/. by
a monthly contribution of 21. 16s., or an annual
payment of 33/. 12s., which is written up as

336/. in ten years. But on the opposite side he
owes the society 9/. 12s. per annum for interest

on 240/. lent him, or 96/. in ten years.

The account is made fairly to balance,
Dr. 336/., Cr. 336/., or vice versa

,
whichever

you will.

Thus it is made to appear that the man gets
a (freehold or) long leasehold house for 336/.,

exclusive of 41. a year ground-rent, which in

ten years would make a gross sum of 376/., as
for the house, without any consideration of
interim repairs, painting, and so forth, which,
being his own landlord, he must have done, or
allow his property to dilapidate fearfully.

The man, however, is not released from his

obligation to the association by the payment of
336/. in ten years; he has still 240/. of a bonus
to pay, which he surrendered for an immediate
sum of similar amount. If he fulfil his contract,

he has to pay this off by the continuous con-
tribution, we presume, of 21. 16s. a month, or
33/. 12s. a year; so that he must continue
to pay for seven years and two months longer
the same contribution. In other words, if our
view of the case be correct, in seventeen years
and two months he and the association will

cry “ quits.”

But reasoning simply by the statement of the
association, the man pays annually for ten years,

Annual contributions, including

interest on loan of 240/ £33 12 0
Ground-rent 4 0 0
Dilapidations (say) 2 10 0

Total as to practice £40 2 0

And for seven years more he pays off 240/.
still in arrear.

This, we presume, is not the wav to view
the question, though it is the light 'in which
the directors wish it to be seen by the public
The public see one item which we must now
consider as an integral element in the cal-
culations of the directors—we mean “ interest”
or the improvement ofmoney. The man pays

4 per cent, per annum, or 9/. 12s., for the use
of 240/. The directors receive from him
21. 16s. a month. We throw out of the question
the entrance-fees of 2s. 6d. per share, and
postage-charge of Is. a year, and deal only
with the aggregates he pays as for his dwelling.

This payment of 21. 16s. a month is a
temporary annuity which, according to our
to view of the case, the man is bound to pay
the directors for upwards of seventeen years,
or else have his mortgage foreclosed, and be
stripped of his property at the valuation of
the surveyor of the association acting for the
directors. If he demur to this official’s

dictum, the solicitor of the directors will refer
it to the litigant’s own surveyor, or to an
umpire, in the event of disagreement between
the “ professional men” on either side. But
all this must be done at the man’s cost, for ho
will have to settle the business with the so-
licitor, who acts for the association.

Let us, therefore, now see how the case
stands by the improvement of money at 5
per cent, on the part of the directors, to whom
the man pays monthly 21. 16s. for ten years.
This payment or annuity is stated to be yearly
33/. 12s. Be it so : in ten years the directors
will have accumulated 429/. But if we allow
him about the present value of 1/. for his loss

of time in waiting upon the directors with his

subscription, and say that he pays annually
34/. 11s. 2d., he will, or they will, have ac-
cumulated in ten years the sum of 441/.

Thus the house stands him in the sum of 44/. a
year for ten years, without consideration of
two items, which, depend upon it, the directors

will look after— to wit, ground-rent and di-

lapidations. With the addition of these items
he pays annually 41/. Is. 2d. for this period.
This sum, if the ground-rent and dilapidations

be payable also monthly, will amount to 524/.

in ten years; and there is no reason why
the directors should not exact these extra sums
in this simple method, which might be “ equally
suitable ” to the borrower,

—

Paying £33 12s. a year, he pays £429
Ditto 34 11s. 2d. ,, .. 441
Ditto 41 Is. 2d. „ .. 524

Yet he is made to believe

336/. in all
;
whereas

that he p

By the first he pays .. £93
By the second ,,

By the third
,, 188

}:

in ten

years.

in ten

years.

more than contemplated under the directors’

statement of the case, or, in other words, they
gain in that rate

;
and this last is the true esti-

mate.

Moreover, the man has still to liquidate the
bonus which he gave the association :—that is

to say, he is in debt to the directors 240/. at

the end of ten years, and in seven years and two
months more he will have paid this off by
an annual charge of 33/. 12s., but more pro-
perly by the temporary annuity of 21. 16s. per
month for seven years and two months.
Suppose now the directors as prudent men,

well versed in the improvement of money,
fructify these periodical payments at the rate

of 5 per cent, for seven years and two months
;

the unfortunate speculator will have paid them,
or they will have accumulated the sum of 306/.

But the “ Speculator ” will have to pay
besides the sum of 41. for ground-rent anil

21. 10s. for repairs and dilapidations, or annu-
ally 40/. 2s., which the directors will improve
at 5 per cent, compound interest, and realize

the sum of 365/. The man, meanwhile,
fancying that he has paid in the one case 240/.,

and in the other 286/., whereas the account
stands thus :

—

Ditto Improved ^3%} Directore’ Pr°fit £“
Ditto Improved

"
36s}

Directors ’ Proflt £ '

79 '

Let us next examine how the maltcr really

exists as between the debtor-speculator, and
the capitalist directors at the end of seventeen
years two months:—

Dr. Cr.

To bonus £240 Byannualpayments
To loan and in- improved at 5 per

terest 336 cent, compound
To ground-rent interest for ten

for seventeen years £524
years 68 By ditto for seven

To repairs, &c., years and two
for same time 43 months similarly

To balance .... 202 improved 365

£889 £889
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The man has now his house, and, if we have
taken the proper view of the case, should have
besides a balance of 202/. to share in with the

association. But the prospectus does not take
this view of the matter: yet it says, “ To the

capitalist this association affords additional

facilities to realize property.” Truly it does
;

yet not to the speculator. Will the directors
be good enough to tell the speculator what
portion of these 202/. they really will allot to

him in the eighteenth year ? it is a farce to tell

the public that this society can comply with
the “ Act of Parliament” and close its ope-
rations at the end of ten years. It honestly
tells the man it will exact 336/. in ten years;
but to realize the debt of 240/. still owing by
the speculator, it binds him hand and foot for

seven years and two months longer. Verily this
“ Act of Parliament ” gives room enough for

a“ coach and six to ride through it,” if a few
men can thus elude its enactments. The
preamble of the Act runs thus:

—

“ Whereas certain societies have been
established in different parts of the kingdom,
principally amongst the industrious classes, for

the purpose of raising by small periodical
subscriptions, a fund to assist the members
thereof in obtaining a small freehold or lease-

hold property, and it is expedient to afford
encouragement and protection to such so-
cieties, and the property obtained therewith

;

be it therefore enacted by the King’s most
excellent, &c. ;” and the prospectus tells the
world that the association is “ no speculation,”
yet it is to all adventurers who waste their
resources in such a bubble. Yet, with a view
of encouraging speculators, the prospectus
states, that

“ In the even tofa member dying, his executors
or administrators will have as much advantage
from and under the rules as the deceased would
have had if living

;
and any member may

withdraw from the association, or transfer his
share or shares thereof, or interest therein, to

any other person or persons, in accordance
with the rules and in conformity with the Act
6 & 7 William IV. cap. 32

,
passed expressly for

the encouragement and protection of similar
institutions. This Act of itself is sufficient

evidence of the favourable opinion entertained
by the legislature of these societies, as tending
to diffuse more extensively the vested interest

in the soil of the country, and benefit a class
of persons above those who usually resort to

savings’ banks
;

in addition to many other
valuable privileges, it exempts members from
the expense of re-conveyances, and stamps on
transfers, receipts, &c., and protects them from
all liability beyond their monthly payments.”

This is false, for it gives no “ vested interest
in the soil ofthe country ” by merely enabling
a poor man to encumber himself with a lease-
hold house; and if it “exempts him from
expense of conveyances, &c.;” it robs him
effectually in an underhand way. Verily, the
association takes both skin and' fleece from off
the flock.

It may, perhaps, be assumed that the Act of
Parliament was passed as much to create a
particular class of voters for the election of
members as to benefit the poor man. For, let

us suppose that the leading men, as directors,
are of a party, then what is to hinder them
operating on the members of the association,
and bringing up to the hustings all their re-
gistered freeholders or leaseholders to give
plumpers for A to the exclusion of B, who is

not in the secrets of the association ? A par-
tisan might well expend a little money in

i meeting the calls of the association at the

I

period of an election for a member of Parlia-
i ment. This is an imaginary case, but reali-
I ties daily occur which outdo the vagaries
of imagination.

Suppose the man is not his own landlord,
: and pays at the rate of 30/. a year of rent, for
s seventeen years and two months; he pays 515/.
i in all, without the charge of ground-rent and
l the annoyance of repairs. By his arrangement
i with the association he pays in all the sum of
i GSJ/.

;
therefore he has paid 172/., or above

I five years and a half more rent for his house
I than he would were he not his own landlord

;

f for it is plain the sum he pays is yj= 22 years’ and 9 months’ rent.

Suppose he pay only the sum he borrows,
I the ground-rent, and the repairs, he will pay
II fourteen years’ and nine months’ rent, at the
r rate of 30/. a year, before he is free

;
for it is

; "Vt/ = 14 years 9 months.

It is manifest, that the whole depends on
the question of the bonus, for, as to the

balance, if it become divisible among the

association, the speculator’s share of it will be
very small.

In handing this prospectus to the public,

the directors enclose in it “ Extracts from the

first annual report of the London and West-
minster Provident Association and Savings’
Fund :

—

“ Offices, 28, Leadenhall-street, Aug. 7, 1844.
“ The number of members who have joined

the association since the establishment amounts
to 315, amongst whom 820£ shares have been
subscribed for; from the above 32 shares
have become forfeited, and 56$ shares have
been transferred, by which the number of
members have been reduced by 43, leaving

the association at present to consist of 272
members, holding 788£ shares.

“ Up to the present time 1 02 J shares have
been advanced to members upon mortgage,
the average bonus for such advance being
63/. 0s. 10d. per share, and the amount of
capital paid off 12,270/., in addition to which
there are 20£- shares agreed to be advanced,
which will secure a bonus of 1282/. 15s.;
the number of shares, therefore, at present
to be provided for, is thus reduced to 686*.
As this number annually decreases, so the
association will approach nearer to its dis-

solution
;

the directors, therefore, urge the
members to assist them in obtaining this

desired end as soon as possible, and with that

view, they strongly recommend those who are
desirous of purchasing their own residences,
or other property for investment, to have their

shares advanced to them during the early

stages of the association.
“ The success that has attended the as-

sociation up to the present time, arising from
the number of shares that have been taken up,
induced the directors, at their last meeting, to

fix a proportionate premium upon all new
shares subscribed for after that period

;
so

that members now joining the association,
or requiring an additional number of shares,

will have to pay an entrance-fee of ~Jl. per
share, excepting those parties who take up
their shares, to whom an entrance-fee of only
1/. 10s. per share will be charged.”

Pray, gentlemen, trustees and directors of

28, Leadenhall-street, are you also associated

with the “ London and Westminster Provident
Association and Savings’ Fund?” or are these

“extracts” stuck in the folds of your pro-
pectus to make the public believe the two
associations one ? Which? is the “Report”
a blind, or do you recognize it as your own
bantling? Whichever way, the “Report”
presents matter of grave interest, which we
must defer until another number of The
Builder.

A HINT TO PENCIL MANUFACTURERS.

Cast-iron, it has been found, when sub-
jected to the action of certain substances,

assumes the condition and nature of plumbago;
a circumstance which lays open an interesting

field of inquiry, seeing that the supply of pure
Cumberland lead has of late years been greatly

on the decrease ; and that artists, when com-
plaining of the consequent deterioration which
has taken place in cedar pencils, have only the

satisfaction of being told that the quantity

obtainable of pure plumbago is now so much
reduced, that a greater proportion of admixture
than before is necessary to render the supply
equal to the demand. (Apropos of this source

of complaint, some artists of the architectural

profession were a few months ago mingling
their sorrows on the subject, when one of them,

a well-known and much-esteemed veteran of

the illustrative department, exclaimed, “ Ah, if

they would but give me pure ‘ lumbago ’ I’d

give them any price for it,” a sentiment which,

however opposed his more inexperienced

listeners might be to its literal meaning, they

could but subscribe to it in its intended sense :

in the laugh which ensued at this lapsus lingua;

its author heartily joined.) The decomposition

or corrosion referred to has appeared in

numerous cases, and been found to proceed
from various causes. A cast-iron gun which
had been long immersed in sea-water, was
found to be converted, to the depth of an inch,

into a substance having apparently all the

characteristics and properties of plumbago

—

being easy to cut, greasy to the feel, and making a

black streak upon paper. The same phenomena
presented themselves in a cannon-ball that had
lain forty-two years in ground kept constantly
moist by sea-water; externally, to a varying
depth of about half-an-incb, it was converted
in like manner. ' On the removal of a cannon
and cannon-ball from the wreck of a vessel
that had been many years under water, and
which were botli found covered with oysters,
the latter only was found externally to have
undergone this change.
A transmutation similar to the above has

been found to take place in 6ome cast-iron
cylinders used by weavers for applying the
dressing to cloth, and that so rapidly, as to
render it necessary to relinquish the use of
them in favour of wooden rollers : the change
in this instance was ascribed to the acid pro-
duced by the souring of the paste, which was
made of wheat or barley flour. It has also
been found that cast-iron, left in contact with
muriate of lime or of magnesia, becomes
reduced from its specific gravity of 7,207 to

2,155, being a near approach to that of plum-
bago, which is 1,860; and that its analysis
under the circumstances gives chiefly plum-
bago, excepting certain impurities which
usually occur in cast-iron. Here, then, are
offered means ofproducing artificial plumbago,
which, if the other mode of soaking the cast-

iron for half a century in sea-water appear
rather inconvenient, should be available, and
must at least induce those concerned in the
production of such a desideratum as a good
drawing-pencil to pursue further the investi-

gation of this important subject.

The facts here embodied are obtained from
“ Hodgkinson’s edition of Tredgold’s Essay
on Cast-iron,” wherein reference is besides
made to an article by Mr. Daniell, “ On the
Mechanical Structure of Iron developed by
Solution,” in the Quarterly Journal of Science,

vol. ii. p. 278 ; also to a Report by Mr. Mallett,
“ On the Action of Sea and River Water,
whether clear or foul, and at various tempera-
tures, upon Cast and Wrought Iron ” in the
Transactions of the British Association, vols.

vii. and viii. J. Wn.

PROPOSED MUSIC HALL
AT MANCHESTER.

The committee appointed at the general
meeting, held in the Town Hall, on this sub-
ject, at their first meeting appointed the Mayor
of Manchester their chairman, and Mr.
Alderman Neild, Mr. William Steuart, and
Dr. Lyon, their vice-chairmen for the ensuing
year. They also appointed a sub-committee
of eleven gentlemen, including the four just
named, to prepare a scheme for raising the re-

quisite funds, to be submitted for approval to
the general committee. We understand that

the sub-committee have met, and have drawn
up a scheme, which they have submitted to

Mr. Brandt, the barrister, who had kindly
undertaken to examine it. He has done so,

and returned the scheme to the sub- committee
with several suggestions ; and we believe the

sub-committee will shortly take the subject

into consideration, with the suggestions of the

learned gentleman, preparatory to laying the

scheme before the general committee for

approval. We understand that the scheme,
which the sub-committee propose to recom-
mend, contemplates the raising of a fund of

30,000/., in 600 shares of 50/. each; and no
doubt some provision will be made in it for

such privileges as are compatible with the

interests of the shareholders and the public.

As all the gentlemen on the committees of

management of our public charities are placed
on the general committee, and as the proposed
hall offers a large, valuable, and permanent aid

to those charities, by affording the means of

holding periodical musical festivals on a large

scale, we may reasonably expect that the

interest which the honorary officers of these

charities take in the promotion of their objects,

and in the extension of their usefulness, will

lead them to take that active part in the pro-

posed measure, and to give that extensive co-

operation to its promoters, which alone are

wanting to effect so desirable an object. It

has been well said that there cannot long be

any difficulty about the pecuniary means, if

the public of Manchester are only satisfied that

the scheme is sufficiently broad and compre-

hensive to deserve the support of the commu-
nity .—Manchester Guardian.
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A GLANCE AT THE INTERIOR OF THE
CHURCHES IN THE DEANERY OF
SPARHAM, IN NORFOLK.—No. VIII.

WITH NOTICES OF THEIR ACTUAL CONDITION.

( Continued from]}. 552.)

“ I.H.S., the Jesuit’s badge in the chancel win-

dow, promised (to be defaced) by the minister, Mr.

William Pell.”*

Bintry, or Bintree.—Much has been done to

impair what escaped the fanatic zeal of the

Puritans, as well by the slow march of unre-

sisted decay, as also by a yet more active cause.

There occurs in this church an instance, un-

happily by no means rare, of the mischief

arising from repairs being intrusted to persons

altogether incompetent. The roof, which was
originally of remarkably high pitch, has been

lowered many feet; so much so, that horizontal

tie-beams ought to have been introduced im-

mediately over the wall-plate. The result of

neglecting to supply them is seen in a marked
deviation from the vertical line in the piers and
arches in the nave, where these open on the

south aisle and adjoining transept. This last

has a covering of flat tiles laid upon most paltry

woodwork. The lead over the nave appears in

a very decayed state ; it rests on the primitive

roof mutilated as just shewn. The chancel, at

least the larger portion of it, fell to the ground
in 1806 ; it has been rebuilt at half its former
size, and with a low roof ceiled.

Notwithstanding these dilapidations, the

general effect is by no means displeasing. A
handsome square tower, with a little spire rising

from it, and a spiral stairs somewhat projected

at the south-east angle (we were sorry to

detect a boarded parapet) and a window with
decorated tracery of good character in the
transept-gabel, offer tokens that, recently at

least, some here have thought it
,f
sin and

shame to see a church ruinous and foully

decayed.” The interior presents the novel
feature of a stone chancel-screen. We will

essay to describe it.

The lower portion comprises a pointed door-
way inserted within a square compartment, and
having its label terminating in corbel heads. It

is flanked on either side by two decorated
windows, each of two lights, and having the
space between pierced with quatrefoils. A
bracket intervenes between those on the north
side; it was, we imagine, once surmounted by
a 6tatue. The distinguising feature of the
upper part is a large aperture over the en-
trance

; this was formerly blocked, but has
been opened by the present minister, whose
good taste dictated also the restoration of the
transept window. The Decalogue was at that
time removed from its position on the screen to

a place under the east window. Two niches
with pointed arches foliated are seen on either
side of the aperture. The rood-loft seems to
have been reached through a perforation in the
south wall. The effect of the whole is much
impaired by the lower level of the chancel
ceiling within.

The only thing worthy of notice in the
chancel is a very massive oaken chest, rudely
shaped and hollowed from the solid tree, and
thickly banded at right angles by straps
of wrought-iron. In the nave before the
screen we found a grave-stone despoiled of its

brass
; on three others the inscriptions are yet

extant. A slab in the transept is poorly carved
with a death’s head and hour-glass; in the
nave a mural tablet by Sevier has been lately
erected in memory of the late Lord James
Townshend. The sculptor has kept tolerably
clear of “

rostral crowns and naval ornaments,
with beautiful festoons of sea-weeds, shells,
and coral ;”t but the style adopted is utterly
incongruous with all about it. Besides, we
would have the memorials of the dead ever
rendered subservient to the edification of the
living; and the patrician sailor could have told
how “ They that go down to the sea in ships,
&c.”
“ Qui mare fluctisonum sulcat, cavisque carinis,
Admovet extemas vaga per commercia gentes,
Non ignota illi divina potentia, nec quae
Monstrat in immeuso miracula saspe profundo.”

Buchanan.
The noble font was originally raised above

the floor by three steps, but the pavement is
now on a level with the first of these. Its
octagonal bowl, which is sculptured with flow-

* Will. Dowsing’s Journal.
t Spectator, No. 26.

ing tracery, rests on a shaft of like figure

supplied with a plinth and a capital bothremark-

ably elegant. We were sorry to find the meetings

of bats in its leaded cavity; why should our
churches be so generally “ defiled by rain and
weather, with dung of doves and owls, stares

and choughs, and other filthiness?” The font

occupies a central position in the nave near the

north door, outside which are indications of a

large porch having once existed. The nave, at

this end of it, would be much improved by
taking away an unsightly platform which,

although of no great elevation, spoils the fine

effect of a lofty tower arch. It would also

cause the immediate removal of a mass of

rubbish now accumulated there.

The pews, open seats, pulpit, and desks

possess few claims to a detailed notice from
us ; to good taste they have none whatever.

Neitherdo some poppy-heads, finials, thrown by
in the transept, speak much in favour of the

more ancient furniture. We will not, however,
leave the building without inviting the eccle-

siologist to observe the square-headed windows
in the south aisle, and to admire their delicate

tracery—fain, where a sterner duty is not in-

terposed, to have said of ourselves, in the

words of the Mantuan,

“ gemmas in fronte solebat

Ponere.”

ARTESIAN WELLS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—In writing a few remarks under this

head for the consideration of the readers of
The Builder, I was not aware that I was
throwing an explosive mixture into the office of

Punch or the Morning Post (singular conjunc-
tion ! !), or that my aurum fulminans would be
mistaken by the witty editor or his shadow for

a Warner’s or a Normanby’s destructive power.
My object was to shew that partial subsidence

of houses often takes place in consequence of

the soil being drained after it is built upon

;

that as clay is deprived of moisture, so it

concentrates and settles, and the heavy sub-
stantial building settles with it, sometimes
partially, as testified by sundry separations or
sinkings of the brickwork; at other times
uniformly, without displacing any portion of

the super-incumbent weight. Partial subsidence
is demonstrated by a vast number of buildings

on the Bedford and Southampton estates, and
other properties in the parishes of St. Pancras
and Marylebone, all of which have become
prematurely aged by this partial settlement,

houses of thirty years’ standing exhibiting a
state of decay equal to that of houses in the

city which were built a hundred years ago on a
well-drained and settled soil, and this, too,

without reference to inferior materials.

It is remarked by Dr. Fordyce that “ clay
hardens upon drying, and does not diffuse so
readily again in water as sand;” and indurated
clay, although it crumbles and softens in water,
will not diffuse itself therein. The nodulates of
clay, termed clay balls, so commonly found
resting beneath the London clay, and from
which Parker’s cement is made, are evidences
of this, for it is in this stratum the waters are
often deposited, some of which waters are
highly mineralized, particularly in the track of
the ancient stream through Camden Town and
Bagnigge-wells. The tendency of clay is to

settle and consolidate, and under lateral pres-
sure its powers of expansion are exceedingly
limited

; deprived of its moisture, it passes
gradually into indurated clay.

The editor of the Morning Post tells us that
the annual fall of rain in the small county of
Middlesex is sufficient for the supply of all

England. But he does not add that the greater
portion of this supply passes oft’ by drainage,
forms our brooks and streams, and contributes
to the magnitude of our rivers. He tells us
that the chalk beds of surrounding counties
afford also inexhaustible supplies of water to

the London basin, and consequently that the
waters beneath this city are inexhaustible

; but
he does not prove to us that there is no unin-
terrupted chain of communication with these
subterranean reservoirs. When Messrs. Meux
formed their magnificent well at the expense of
7,000f. to obtain water, they were obliged to
explore the strata by tunnels in every direction,
at various depths, before they could gain the
requisite supply; dig a similar well in their

immediate neighbourhood, and this supply will

immediately and sensibly diminish.

The idea of well-digging being dangerous to

the houses, or affecting the sub-soil, is treated

with ridicule ; let us give facts for sneers.

When the New River Company formed the

reservoir in the Hampstead -road, they thought
to increase the supply of water by a well ; they
commenced their labours, and did not cease

until compelled to do so, in consequence of the

houses in the immediate neighbourhood giving
unequivocal symptoms of sinking. Messrs.
Reid, of Liquorpond-street, had a well sunk,
but after proceeding to some depth, they were
compelled to desist, because the foundations of
their immense warehouses began to give way

;

had they continued the work after this warning,
the whole pile of buildings would probably
have fallen, and its fall would have been an-

nounced in the columns of the Morning Post
under the head of “ Dreadful Catastrophe,”

&c. In the latter instance, and probably in

the former, the causes of effects produced were
only local, but they prove that danger is to

be apprehended where large and continuous
supplies of water are abstracted from the soil

;

even though they do not bring up quantities of

the earths composing the inner beds, they
cause a gradual displacement and consequent
change in the disposition, and sometimes in

the character of these beds.

In tropical countries, as the moisture
is withdrawn from the sub-soil, so the ele-

vated clay-beds on the banks of rivers se-

parate and fall with terrific violence into the

stream, and boats on the Ganges are frequently

overwhelmed by these avalanches. In dry
seasons in America, the earth is rent asunder
in all directions, and chasms are formed many
feet in width, and extending to vast depths.

In the numerous mines of England and Wales,
most of the faults are occasioned by the sinking

in of lower beds through which subterraneous

waters formerly flowed, partial subsidence

extending to the surface soil. Admitting that

vast and continuous supplies of water can be
abstracted from the bowels of the earth free

of impurities, still changes must take place

in the disposition of the lower beds, and the

settlement of a mass of houses of only six

or seven inches will sometimes occasion as

great a loss as though it sunk as many feet.

The question to be answered is, can a number
of artesian wells be dug in the metropolis

sufficient to administer to our wants, and with-

out injury to individual properties? I con-

fidently assert that they cannot. The writers

are, generally speaking, blended with the

strata
; in dry seasons sufficient supplies could

not be obtained otherwise than by forcing-

pumps. M.
Chelsea, Nov. 19th, 1844.

ANCIENT ROME AND MODERN LONDON
CONTRASTED.

BY H. G. MONTAGUE, ESft.

( Continued from page 592.)

Again : another most incredible thing is the
number of elephants in the army of the

Carthaginians, 100 being employed against

the Romans in the first Punic War. Now,
whether we consider the enormous cost of

procuring these animals from the distant

regions of the East, the difficulty of subsisting

them in the semi-desert regions of Carthage,

and the little real service they could possibly

render in return for the enormous expense
they occasioned, we can come to no other con-

clusion than that the whole is a figment based
upon the histories of Alexander, Darius, or

Semiramis, whose conquests extended to the

East, where only such an array of these very

expensive auxiliaries could exist. Niebuhr
remarks that many of the narratives of the

history of Rome betray their fabulous nature

by the contradictions and impossibilities they

involve. The fact is, the greatness and glory

of this nation has been grossly exaggerated
;

the works of Pliny and Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus are evidently written to gratify the

vanity of the Romans, and Polybius is not a
whit more to be depended on. Rome, seated

on a barren ground, and in an unhealthy air,

with a miserable muddy apology for a river

running through it— without a good sea-port

within any reasonable distance,—without com-
merce—without manufactures—could not by any
possibility have had the population ascribed to
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it. Aristias, Diodorus Siculus, and Menander
make Alexandria larger than Rome; the
population of this city is stated by Diodorus
to be 300,000 souls, and this appears to

come very near to the extent of population

which could have been conveniently sub-
sisted in Rome. Ancient maps do not make
it greater than it is in the present day,
nor are there any vestiges of further ex-
tension of its walls. It had thirty gates,

a very small number for so large a city as it is

represented to have been, and wholly in-

adequate for prompt communication with the

provinces. The calculations of Gibbon are
any thing but satisfactory. We are told, he
says, that when the emperor Claudius ex-
ercised the office of censor, he took an account
of 6.945,000 citizens, who, with the proportion
of women and children, must have amounted
to 20,000,000 of souls, and including slaves,

have formed a grand total of 120,000,000.
./Elian, who lived in the time of Alexander
Severus, says, ancient Italy contained 1,197
cities

;
to what extent are we, therefore, to

apportion the inhabitants to the city of Rome?
The Romans never mentioned more than
fourteen regions or wards within the city,

neither before nor after the emperors; they
reckoned seven great cloaces, or common sewers,
which it is believed were built in the time of
Tarquinius Priscus. History does not furnish
us with any account of public buildings without
the walls : the number of bridges does not
appear to have been more than seven or eight,

the three hills mentioned are at present within
the walls; the seats of justice, forum publi-
cum, were all in that part called Pomcerinm
Urbis, which was of no further extent than
modern Rome

;
they were in all eighteen or

nineteen, one-half of which were market-
places, and other meeting places for public
affairs; and finally, as a learned writer on this

subject says, had it been so great as pretended,
it would have included Mount Soracte and
other mounts besides the seven, as well as the
little hills, mentioned in history, upon which
the city was then seated, as it now is; it must
have extended as far as the Adriatic, and
Mount Apennine must have been in its centre

;

Ocriculum, Tibur, Ostea, and one or two
other places had been also a part of it, which
are but short journeys from modern Rome.
Tusculum, Tulley’s country seat, is to this day
only as far distant from Rome as of old. There
is not the least evidence to support the notion
that the walls were of greater extent than they
now are, and it is recorded that the augurs
always set their faces against any extension
of the city. Again : there are no accounts
handed down to us of magnificent, or even
common temples, baths, &c. without the walls,

nor are there the least vestiges to be found of
extended walls or public edifices; there were,
no doubt, country seats, as there are in the
present day, but no villages such as surround
London, and are becoming gradually absorbed
in it. Honorius, after the plunder of the
Goths, repaired the walls, and made them as

they were before, but did not extend or
diminish them. The Transtiberina Regio was
then walled about as well as the rest, as also

the Campo Marzo, where now stands Urbs
Leonina. Rome must have had its towns as
well as other nations, and Pliny tells us that the
houses are spread up and down about Rome,
adding many towns to the city; and Dionysius
also observes that all the places inhabited were
without the walls, and it would be in vain for
men, considering of them, to inquire into the
greatness of the town, and that he would
hardly find whence it begins or ends, so near
do the suburbs approach and join the city, and
make it look as if it were an immense length.
This statement applies to all the cities, the
leading roads to them being lined with houses
and ornamented with country seats.

One great proof that the city of Rome itself

was not very populous, is the state of its posts,

which were established along the great Roman
way

;
there were stations every five or six

miles, with relays of forty horses only, which
not only performed all the government work,
but were also at the disposal of the nobility.

And again : the public roads, so truly cele-

brated, appear to have been made for show
more than for actual service, for even to the
present day they exhibit little wear, although
vast stores of fruits, grain, wine, and oil were
daily conveyed into the city from all parts of
the country.

Luxury was confined to the few, and was
little beneficial to the community at large; the
supplies of their tables were chiefly the produce
of the farms, and of slave-labour

;
their rich

estments were the produce of other lands;

the poorer classes were dressed in a simple
Bornease, like the Egyptian fellahs

;
and their

food was scarcely so good as that enjoyed by
the lazaroni of the present day.

The state of their trade was truly pitiful for

such a mightynation,and was farinferiorto that

ofoneofthepetiy states of Greece; nor had they,

in fact, any convenient sea-ports, for Ostrse was
wholly unworthy the name. Every year, about
the time of the summer solstice, a fleet of 120

vessels sailed from Myos-hormus, a port of
Egypt in the Red Sea, and, by the periodical

assistance of monsoons, they traversed the
ocean in about forty days. On their return,

the goods were transported on the backs of
camels to the Nile, and thence to Alexandria.
Silver was their only instrument of commerce,
so that the Roman empire was drained of her
bullion to the extent, of 800,000/. per annum.
These commodities realized enormous profits.

The splendour of public edifices, although
attested by their remains, is little proof of the
greatness of a city; they in general speak of
barbarous times, when slaves were abundant,
and the wealth of nations was apportioned out
to a few individuals, whose love of rivalry

induced them to rival each other in magnifi-
cence. Witness the pyramids and palaces of
Egypt and other cities, nay, most of our own
finest edifices were built in what we moderns
term the dark ages of our forefathers. We
are too enlightened now-a-days to do things
well, improvements are commenced ere we
have time to lay down our plans.

Lampredius tells us that the emperor Helio-
gabulus ordered all the cobwebs in the city to

be collected, which on being weighed amounted
to 10,000 pounds; this proves the Romans to

have been a dirty, rather than a numerous
people.

The celebrated Roman roads were by
the Roman soldiers formed for military pur-

poses, and not for commercial intercourse. On
the other hand, theTiber,a narrowrapid stream,

was of little real service to the city, being rather

an effectual barrier to its expansion. It was
much like one of our canals, horses having to

draw the boats from Ostrre, which, as there

is no mention made of docks, must have been
butfew, for this river extended very littleinto the

city. When Virgil speaks of it asa gentle river,

“ Letii Huit agmine Tibris,'
5 he speaks of it

as a poet, not as a historian
;
a population such

as London possesses would have drunk up as

much water as that of the river, and extended
to the Roman sea-coast.

Much of the space within the walls was
occupied by public buildings; there were
276 granaries, being one to every street,

900 private bathing places, 1,350 great cisterns

of water, 1,780 domus, every one of which
great houses had within itself a cirque, portico,

seats of justice, temples, wells, and several

bathing places. It is said that the house of

Nero had many porticoes, every one 1,000
paces long : there was a great pond like a sea,

in addition to temples and spaces for the

augurs, vineyards, pasture-grounds, and woods,
with a multitude of cattle and wild beasts of

every kind. The amphitheatres and cirques

were large
;
there were also public walks.

The estimates of the present population of

London carry it up to 1,900,000 souls. The
extent of surface covered by buildings is esti-

mated at about fifteen square miles, or nearly

10.000 acres, with considerably more than

200.000 houses. It is most advantageously

disposed on the banks of a magnificent

river, over which six beautiful bridges are

thrown, and under which a tunnel is formed,
rivalling in art any Roman work.

It contains 113 parishes, about 250 churches

and chapels of the Established Church, 9 Scot-

tish chapels, Id Roman Catholic chapels, 18

foreign Protestant churches and chapels, 7
synagogues, and about 200 places of worship

for dissenters.

The cathedral church of St. Paul may
surely vie with anyone of the most magnificent

Roman edifices; our domus or palaces, among
which may be included a vast number of

private houses occupying the streets and
squares, are almost beyond count, and the

riches they contain in works of art and private

fortune are greater than all Rome put together

in the days of its greatest prosperity. London
has no fewer than fifty markets, consumes up-
wards of 1,500,000 sheep and 190,000 bullocks,
25.000 calves and 25,000 pigs, every year, exclu-
sive of vast quantities of bacon and hams. The
consumption of wheat may be estimated at

1.200.000 quarters. The annual supply of
coals employs 2,700,000 tons of shipping; of
her goods 80,000 or 90,000 vessels are em-
ployed in administering to her luxuries and
wants. Instead of Roman roads, we command
time and obliterate space. In addition to
many magnificent buildings devoted to public
amusements, our magnificent charities, col-

leges, halls, public schools, and hospitals, are
the surprise and admiration of the world. In-
stead of seven sewers, London is intersected
with them in every quarter. Instead of narrow,
impassable streets, London boasts of an endless
vista of open streets and squares, well drained,
well lighted, and well paved. Built after the
manner of ancient Rome or Canton, it would
cover four times the extent of ground it now
occupies. To conclude, it is a city, the head
of a nation, from which a nation greater than
Rome ever was, has sprung, governing regions
where the Roman eagles never went, and
myriads of people more than Rome could ever
boast—a nation ruling by her arts as well as

arms, and enriching as she is enriched by the

spoils of all nations.

DECISION IN THE COURT OF EXCHEQUER
Thusday, Nov. 28.

(Nisi Prius Sitting's before the Lord Chief
Baron.)

LICENCES TO ERECT HOARDS AND SCAFFOLDS
ON THE PUBLIC WAY.

DEVEY V. WARNE.
This was an action brought by a bricklayer

against the surveyor of pavements for the
parish of St. Ann, Westminster, to recover

damages for removing certain ladders which
the plaintiff had erected in repairing a house
situate in Porter-street, Newport-market.
Mr. Corrie (with whom was another learned

gentleman) appeared for the plaintiff' ; and
Mr. Jervis and Mr. Ogle for the defendant.

It appeared that a Mr. Hay, a licensed vic-

tualler, and the occupier of the house, No. 14,

Porter-street, employed the plaintiff to colour
the outside of this and the adjoining house,
which was numbered 15. The plaintiff' applied
for and obtained licence to set up a ladder for

two days on the foot-pavement of the house.

No. 14, Porter-street. The house. No. 14, is a
corner-house, one side of which fronts Porter-
street, and the other side fronts Newport-court.
The plaintiff set up two ladders, joined together

by a cord or rope, on the pavement in New-
port-court, against the house No. 14, Porter-

street, and also a ladder against the house
No. 15, Porter-street. The defendant, acting

in pursuance of his authority as surveyor, cut
the ropes which held the ladders together,

and took the three ladders to the green-
yard. In taking down the ladders, a pail with

whitewash in it was broken, and its contents
were destroyed. The defendant, by his pleas,

justified under the statute 57 Geo. III. remov-
ing the ladders, and paid into court 20s. as

compensation for any injury the plaintiff had
sustained by cutting the cord, breaking the

bucket, &c.

The defendant’s counsel insisted that the

ladders were not erected within the terms of

the licence, which only authorized the plaintiff

to set up one ladder on the pavement in

Porter- street, opposite No. 14, instead of

which he had erected a ladder on the pave-

ment opposite No. 15, and two ladders joined

together on the pavement of Newport-court.

The Lord Chief Baron was of opinion that

the licence did not authorize the erection of

the ladders in the places in which the plaintiff

had set them up. He also expressed a strong

opinion that when the 20s. was paid into court,

the action should have been discontinued.

The jury returned a verdict for the defen-

dant, under his lordship’s direction.

[This is a strange case : if the plaintiff,

defendant, counsel, judge, and jury had taken

the trouble to read the Street-Act, they would
have found a surveyor of pavements has only

power to grant licence to erect hoards and
scaffolds; any other description of licence

under such circumstances could alone be legal

under a peculiar local Act of Parliament.

—

Ed.]
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BELL-TURRET OF LEIGIT DELAMERE CHURCH, WILTS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—

T

he beautiful turret which I herewith
transmit to you is from the Church of Leigh
Delamere, near Chippenham, in Wilts. It is

placed over the chancel arch, and its projecting
angles are supported by transverse stones cor-
belled over.

There are several churches in Wiltshire and
the neighbouring county of Gloucestershire with
these turrets

; Mr. Thomas Larkins Walker,
architect, gave the measured details of two
of them, viz. of Biddestone and Great Chatfield
(botli in Wilts), in his valuable continuation of
Pugin’s works, and views of the churches, with
notices of them by the Rev. J. L. Petit, will

be found in the first number of the Archaeolo-
gical Journal. I regret I could not take
measurements of this turret when on the spot,
but independently ofmy want of time, the church
is in such a condition, that the placing ladders
against it would have been attended with
injury to the building, and almost certain
danger to myself. I think the sketch is, how-
ever, sufficiently large and distinct to explain
to the professional man the design as well as
the construction of the turret. It has ge-
nerally been described as having five columns
at each angle

;
you will perceive that there are

really only three ; these are placed, perfectly
formed, into circular recesses; the wall between
each column being rounded off, to exactly
the same diameter as the column, gives this
effect of five

; the string-moulding, the capital
and the base of each column, are bond stones.
Above the columns, which are united at each
angle of the building by a continuous abacus,
finished downwardly by a nebulous ornament,
rise lofty arches bearing labels ; almost imme-
diately above the points of the arches is placed
a string-course, which surrounds the whole
turret, which at that part is of a square plan,
with its corners cut off : from thence ascends
the crowning spire, the plan of which ap-
proaches .more nearly to the form of a regular
octagon, and which has corbelled angles, and the
whole is finished by a rude cap-stone sur-
mounted by a metal cock of rude workman-
ship. Near the summit of the spire each of its

thin stone side-panels is perforated with a plain
quatrefoil, the four on the canted sides being
lower than the four others. The ledges which
occur from the transition of the upright work
to the pyramidal spire-work, are occupied by
four peculiar pieces of stone, finished with
globose heads.

The peculiar manner in which this little work
is perched upon the gabel, with the alternating
corbels, and the columns, alternately long and
short, is very singular. Within the turret, which
is open, may be seen the wheel of the bell,
and which, though to some eyes bearing a
homely appearance, adds to the picturesqueness
of the representation. The turret at Leigh
Delamere is the best of the yet discovered
examples in Wilts, and I am sure the merit
of it as an architectural composition will be
fully appreciated by your readers.
One of the examples published by Mr.

Walker lately fell down through neglect of
repair; and persuasion on the part of the
neighbouring gentry not having been effectual
in causing its re erection, it is now preserved
in the beautiful terrace garden at Castle Coome.
It would be a great pity if the one at Leigh
Delamere is suffered to become so dilapidated
as to meet a similar fate.— I am. Sir, yours,

C. J. Richardson.
22, Brompton-crescent.

PERSPECTIVE VIEW.

ON THE ARRANGEMENT AND CONSTRUC-
TION OP HOUSE DRAINS.

BY MR. JOHN PHILLIPS.

( Continued from, p. 594.)

The trap (Fig. 5, inserted in the last
Number) can easily be cleansed at any time*
by taking up the grating and pouring three or
four pails of water forcibly into it

;
the momen-

tum of the water upon the curved bottom will
stir up the sediment, which will be forced
into the overflow drain. The common iion
bell stench-traps are generally inoperative
in consequence of often becoming choked
where the bell dips. People submit to the
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annoyance of the emitted effluvium and foul

vapour from not knowing wherein lies the
evil and remedy. They complain of smell
arising from the sewer, when it is very often

found to arise from the choking and inefficient

action of these traps, and the bad construction
of common brick traps with dip stones. The
stench-trap represented in Fig. 5 it is hoped
will prevent these evils

;
it can be made of

various sizes, from 4 to 9 inches diameter
;
and

would be considerably cheaper and much more
efficient than those formed of common bricks,

the latter being generally constructed very im-
perfectly. It is to be hoped that some enter-

prising brick and tile makers will very soon
set about preparing the various articles of
tubes, stench-traps, and soil-pans herein recom-
mended for the London market. Their effi-

ciency would soon be appreciated, and they
would quickly supersede the use of brick

drains. I shall feel pleasure, at any time, in

affording information as to the formation and
construction of these articles to any one, on
addressing a note for me to Thk Buiudf.r
Office.

For the humbler classes of dwellings it is

essential in the construction of cesspools to all

common privies, that they be built as small as

convenient, in a sound and substantial man-
ner, and perfectly air and water-tight, so as to

prevent the noxious stench from escaping into

the closet
;
and also to hinder the contents of

the cesspools from permeating the surrounding
earth. The bottoms and sides of cesspools

should he combined together with an inverted

arch, and built with sound, well-burnt, hard
stocks. The bricks should be saturated with

water and laid in Roman cement. The cross

joints should be well flushed up, and the cess-

pools should have their interior surfaces pro-

perly rendered with Roman cement at least

three-quarters of an inch thick. A cesspool

thus formed would be as one solid mass, and
perfectly water-tight.

It is impossible to make cesspools water-
tight by building them with common mortar,
for mortar becomes friable and rotten when in

contact and impregnated with the acids con-
tained in the urine. The carbonate of lime
contained in the mortar combining as a

base with the acids it may meet with from
the urine, a lactate of lime is formed, which,
being soluble, is carried away. There-
fore, while the lime is being gradually re-

moved, the silica remains unacted upon by the

acids in general, and thus we may easily

account for the rotten and friable state of the

mortar.

An overflow tubular drain should be placed

1 foot G inches or 2 feet from the boitom of the

cesspool, communicating in a direct inclination

with the main sewer. The top of the cesspool

may be covered over either with a brick arch, or

with a sound Yorkshire paving-stone, at least

3 inches thick, tailing 4£ inches on the walls,

and properly bedded upon them. A cheap,

strong, earthenware soil-pan with a funnel

could bo made in one piece, glazed inside,

which, being properly fixed and bedded air-

tight into a hole cut in the arch or stone, the

exact size of the funnel, and continued down
and dipped 4 or 5 inches in the water below the

overflow drain, would prevent thesteneh from es-

caping into the closet. The surface of the water

in the immersed funnel would be the only portion

of the cesspool exposed, which would be very

trifling. All therain- water from theroofs should

be conveyed into the soil-pan by the usual pipe,

affording another means for reducing the

impurities of the cesspool, and when the

soil-pan is closed by a cover, all foul air

evaporated from the surface of the water
within the funnel would ascend up this pipe.

The surface drainage of the yard or area

should also be conveyed into the cesspool

through a small drain properly trapped, and
all the refuse water {and only the water, not

veyetahlerefuseand ashes) that accumulates or

can be collected upon the premises should be

thrown into the soil-pan as a sink. Equal
contents of the cesspool will be displaced and
driven into the overflow- drain by an equal

amount of refuse water thrown down the soil-

pan, which will be carried off into the main
sewer much more swiftly by having the calibre

of the overflow drain small and in proportion

to the extent of the premises. By these

means the water, &c., within the cesspool

will continually be undergoing a purifying

change.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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The annexed figures, 6,7. and 8, represent a

plan and two sections ot a portion of a privy

and cesspool in accordance with the preceding;

observations. A represents the cesspool

built and rendered inside with Roman ce-

ment; B the soil-pan and funnel 5 inches

diameter, where it is immersed in the water

within the cesspool. A round hole is to be

cut through the stone E, the exact size of and

to receive the funnel, which has a flange all

round it at F, bedded into and on the stone

cover. The funnel dipping 4 inches, as before

described, into the water below the bottom of

the overflow-drain C which is formed of clay

tubes 6 inches in diameter, glazed inside. It

will be seen that whatever enters the cess-

pool by the various inlets will be discharged by

the drain C in a diluted condition, and the

overflow escaping by this drain will be carried

into the sewer. D represents a funnel with a

trap and drain of clay tubing which convey the

surface drainage into the cesspool A. G is a

rain-water pipe entering the soil-pan B. The
rain-water entering the pan by this pipe, as

well as the refuse water thrown into the pan,

will have a tendency to keep it clean. A
privy thus soundly and properly constructed

would be most effectual
;

the small tubular

drain affording an easy transmission to the

sewer of all the sulliage nearly as fast as en-

gendered, without the least stench emanating
therefrom, except what may arise from the

evaporation of the insignificant surface ex-

posed within the funnel.

We should recommend in all cases the uni-

versal disuse of cesspools and privies, and would
substitue proper water-closets in their stead.

Every water-closet should be trapped in some
way, to prevent the emission of the noxious
effluvia. There are many excellent methods
of effecting this by the application of soil-pans

with traps, which communicate by a lead pipe

with main drains. A noisome exhalation is

sometimes found to arise from such apparatus,
however well made. The emitted stench rises

from underneath the seat and flooring, and if

a pipe of iron or lead were to be placed some-
where in this locality, and be carried up direct,

as high as possible, into the chimney most
commonly used, the heat in the chimnej'
would draw off through the pipe the foul air

from the water-closet, and all the foul vapour
would be carried upwards high into the air

with the smoke. A pipe thus fitted to a water-
closet would be a very effective appendage, and
the means of ventilating and carrying off the
exhalations which may arise therein. Nothing
can be more annoying and unpleasant than for

people to be continually inhaling air loaded
with effluvia of the most intolerable and
poisonous description. There is no doubt that
many diseases among adults may be attributed to

this cause, and that young children are thus hur-
ried to a premature grave in consequence, their
weak lungs not being of sufficient strength to
counteract the sulphuretted hydrogen thus im-
bibed. The officers of the Courts of Sewers are
constantly attending to complaints of foul
smells which are found to arise universally
from ill-constructed drains without proper

j

stench-traps. By these sources streams of
foul vapour are constantly being drawn from
the sewers, with which the atmosphere of
every room in a house becomes charged

:

many sewers which would otherwise have their
air pent up, are by these means perfectly
ventilated. In however nice and clean con-
dition the paper and furniture may be kept, the
corrosive acids contained in the foul vapour
thus drawn from the sewers and drains are ever
covering them, and therefore tend to destroy
their brilliancy. The painting also becomes
stained and discoloured from the same cause,
in a manner which no washing can cleanse.

The pipes which convey the refuse water
from kitchen-sinks into the drains are very
often the conductors of foul vapour into the
houses : such pipes are very frequently found
not trapped

;
the consequence is, that tlie air of

the apartment becomes loaded with noxious
effluvia; and, when the sink is not bein°- used,
a dish-cloth is sometimes placed over the mouth
of the pipe to prevent the emanation of stench.

It is to be hoped that in future, builders
generally will pay more attention to, and give
their workmen stricter injunctions as to the
proper construction of drains, for most assuredly
the general health of the whole community
at large is somewhat dependant upon such
construction. The inefficiency of common

brick drains, their improper forms, and
the dilapidated and rotten state in which
they are universally found, ought imme-
diately to lead to their re-construction where
practicable, by using the cylindrical tubular

drains, soil-pans, and stench-traps, recom-
mended in this paper, or by any better means
that may be devised. With these, however,
escape of deleterious effluvia would be pre-

vented, and consequently the atmosphere would
remain pure.

INSECURITY OF THE IPSWICH COUNCIL
CHAMBER.

Report of Messrs. J. M. Clark and George Mason.

The Estate Committee of the Ipswich Cor-
poration having referred the causes of the in-

security of the Council Chamber to Messrs. J.

M. Clark and George Mason, those gentlemen
reported that one of the girders in the prin-
cipal floor had a permanent set of nearly
3 inches. This beam had a bearing of 21 feet

between the points of support, and was of the
scantling 13 inches by 12 inches; it carried

near its centre one of the four columns of the
Council Chamber, and, together with another
girder of the same dimensions, a large portion
of the floor. This was the beam which yielded
so much to the pressure on the 9tli ult., the
remainder of the floor consisted of joists

4£ inches by 3 inches. There was no appear-
ance of any settlement in the surrounding
walls. The fracture observable in the plaster-

ing was occasioned by the regular settlement
of the new work. The sinking of the floor

was attributable to the insufficiency of the
scantlings of the floor timbers, which were
left without trussing. In the opinion of
Messrs. Clark and Mason, the following
means should be adopted to remedy the exist-

ing defects. The girder, immediately beneath
the column, should be tied up by a wrought-iron
rod lj in. in diameter, to a pair of trussed
principals inserted between the beams of the
roof, resting on the present principals, which
should be strengthened to receive them, and
on the outside walls, the rod being concealed
within the column. The other girder should
be trussed with cast and wrought iron. The
joists should be removed, and others of a

scantling 7 inches by 2J inches inserted in

their place. The present floor-boards should
also be removed, and a new in. batten floor

substituted, the old boards to form a gangway
in the roof, which was much needed. By
these means the floor of the Council Chamber
might be rendered perfectly secure.

[As far as we can judge from the description,
these recommendations appear judicious : the
failure appears to have arisen from the common
fault of casting a burthen upon a beam at its

weakest part ; the cast iron girders at Oldham
broke from the same cause.—

E

d.]

The Labour Market in South Aus-
tralia. — Employment for blacksmiths,
wheelwrights, bricklayers, and carpenters, is

plentiful and well remunerated; and the in-
creased demand for furniture of colonial ma-
nufacture is operating favourably for the really
good workmen who have not embraced a rural
life. The importation of wooden houses has
ceased, and it is no longer necessary to bring
household furniture of any kind. Domestic
servants are extremely scarce, and obtain high
wages. The mineral discoveries in various
parts of the province, and th«? mines already in
full operation, have furnished employment to
all the miners here, who are not too firmly
wedded to pastoral and agricultural pursuits to

quit them for high wages. Strong induce-
ments are being offered, through accredited
agents, to miners in the neighbouring colonies,
so that a large accession of mining operatives
may be expected

;
but in all probability far too

few for the employ at present afforded, and in
sure prospect. But the undeniable advantages
which present themselves to mining capitalists
are, by this time, known in Britain, and will
probably superinduce an influx of new em-
ployers, and a body of thrifty miners from the
old country. For painters, plasterers, and
sawyers, the great increase and improvement
of buildings have wrought a most welcome
change; but shipwrights (so called) are any
thing but such, from the nature of their present
employments, there being no ship-building,
and few jobs of repair .—Adelaide Observer

,

June 10.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO
ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &c.,

GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

Furnished by Mr. A. Prince, of the Office for
Patents of Inventions, Lincoln's-Inn Fields.

[six months for enrolment.]

Newman, William, of Birmingham, brass-

founder, for a certain improvement or certain

improvements in window blinds. Novem-
ber 2.

Bewley, William, of Dublin, gentlemen, for

improvements in fastenings for doors, windows,
and other places where fastenings are used.

November 2.

Jordan, Thomas Brown, of Cottage-road,

Pimlico, mathematical divider, for improve-

ments in the manufacture of blocks or surfaces,

for surface-printing, stamping, embossing, and
moulding. November 2.

Brunton, William, jun., of Pool, near

Truro, Cornwall, engineer, for improvements
in apparatus for dressing ores. November 2.

Thomas, Joseph, of Finch-lane, publisher,

for a new and improved tube. (Being a com-
munication.) November 5.

Geary, Stephen, of Hamilton-place, New-
road, architect and engineer, for certain im-

provements in the machinery, apparatus, and
arrangements for the supply and distribution

of water for public and private uses, but more
particularly in cases of fire. November 7-

Taylor, Ilenry Borriskill, of Piccadilly,

lamp-manufacturer, for improvements in appa-

ratus for transmitting light from lamp and
other burners. November 7-

Auld, David, engineer, of Dalmarnock-road,
and Auld, Andrew, engineer, of West-street,

Tradestown, Glasgow, for an improved method
or methods of regulating the pressure and
generation of steam in steam-boilers and
generators. November 9.

Prosser, William, jun., of Windsor-terrace,
Pimlico, gentleman, for improvements in the

construction of roads, and in carriages to run
thereon. November 9.

Freeman, Mark, of Sutton, Esq., for im-
provements in working or dressing the surface

of stone. November 14.

North, William, of Stangate, slater, for im-
provements in covering roofs and flats with
slate. November 14.

Farrell, Isaac, of Great Brunswick- street,

Dublin, architect, for certain improvements in

machinery, whereby carriages maybe impelled

on railways and tramways, by means of station-

ary engines, or other power, including certain

apparatus connected with the carriages to run
on the same. November 14.

Watteu, Francis, of Finsbury-square, mer-
chant, for improvements in preventing in-

crustation in steam-boilers and steam-gene-
rators. November 16.

Maudslav, John, of Lambeth, engineer, for

certain improvements in steam-engines. No-
vember 16.

Reynolds, John William Buckle, of Lym-
mington, Devon, engineer, for improvements
in obtaining motive power for working loco-

motive carriages and other machinery. No-
vember 25.

Derr, Ebenezer May, of Ludgate-hill, gen-

tleman, for improvements in the manufacture

of horse-shoe nails. November 25.

Higginson, Francis, of Rochester, lieutenant

in her Majesty’s Navy, and Coles, Edward
Robert, of Rochester, aforesaid, merchant, for

certain improvements in the construction of

buildings generally. November 21.

Spencer, John, agent of the Phoenix Iron
Works, West Bromwich, Stafford, for improve-

ments in manufacturing or preparing plates of

iron or other metal, for roofing and other pur-

poses to which the same may be applicable.

November 23.

Baillie, Benjamin, of Henry-street, Mid-
dlesex, glazier, for improvements in regulating

the ventilation of buildings. November 25.

Millichap, George, of Birmingham, for im-

provements in the construction of axle-trees.

November 25.

Leroy, Narcisse, of Paris, in the kingdom
of France, merchant, for improvements in

covering the tops of bottles, jars, and other

vessels. November 28.
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erorrraponfcfuce.

THE DOMESTIC ARRANGEMENT OF
SMALL YILLAS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—There is one branch of building which
demands the serious attention of architects at

present, and which appears to be overlooked

and neglected by most of them : I allude to the

internal arrangement of the domestic offices in

small villas, cottage-ornees, and the various

ornamental residences which are so numerous
in the suburbs of the metropolis. In mansions
and villas of the first class, this department
of building is generally well attended to, and
every requisite convenience is afforded to the

housekeeper and domestics in the shape of

kitchens, still-rooms, stores, pantries, &c. &c.,

but in villas of a more humble character, where
the lady is her own housekeeper, and perhaps
not more than two, or at most three, servants

are kept, a sacrifice of the domestic conveni-

ence is too frequently made in order to add to

the appearance and effect of the entrance-hall,

staircase, and principal apartments. Some
months since I was visiting a lady who had
just removed into a very pretty little villa

erected for her residence under the superin-

tendence of one of the leading architects of the

present day. The site of the building was a

beautiful one ; a gently rising ground, com-
manding extensive views from three sides,

over one of the most beautiful counties in

England. The exterior of the villa was ex-

ceedingly pretty, in the Tudor cottage style,

with ornamental verge-boards, pendants, &c.
The interior, as far as the entrance and the

principal rooms went, was also quite in keeping
with the character and style of the building

;

but in the domestic department I found it

quite the reverse, and the lady assured me that

it was one of the most uncomfortable houses
she had lived in, adding, that without detract-

ing from the abilities of the architect, she still

thought that had he consulted her taste upon
the arrangement of a department which so

especially came under her notice, it would not
have been so. 1st, There was no back-stair-

case to the chamber-story, and from the ar-

rangement of the building it was impossible to

get one, without building it on the exterior.

This was a glaring error, as perhaps nothing
else so much contributes to the real comfort
of a house as two staircases, one public the

other private. 2ndly, The door into the garden,

was so placed that, should the kitchen door
happen to be open, a person upon entering from
the garden could see, and be seen by every one
in the kitchen ; this was pointed out to me
as a very great annoyance. 3rdly, There was
no pantry convenient for the use of the dining-

room, so that the wine and dessert were obliged

either to be brought from a distant part of

the house, or to be placed upon the sideboard

during dinner ; this was certainly a great

oversight. 4thly, There was not a single

place which the lady could use as a
still-room and store. This, she seemed to feel,

was the greatest mistake of all, and from the

arrangement of the house it was impossible
to give her the conveniences which she re-

quired without spoiling the dining-room and
back lobby. I have mentioned these as the

principal defects in the arrangements, though
there were several others of minor importance
and I have myself so frequently seen other

houses of this class similarly inconvenienced,

that I am certain it is a common case. My
sole reason for bringing it before the public is,

to draw the attention of architects to the im-
portant fact, that upon the good arrangement
of the domestic offices, depends the great
comforts of a dwelling-house, and that no
additional extent, or effect, in the arrangement
of the principal rooms can warrant them in

making a sacrifice of them.

In conclusion, I venture to suggest, that

were a design shewn and explained to the

lady of the house previous to its erection, I

have no doubt that many valuable hints would
be given by her to the architect, as it is a

department so exclusively her own, and there-

fore she must be the best judge of what is

really required for its convenience and comfort.

I shall perhaps at some future opportunity
resume this subject, and give my own ideas

upon it, in the shape of a ground-plan for a

small villa residence.

Edward Manfred.

HOUSE DRAINS.
Sir,— I have no idea who Mr. John Phillips

is, who tells us in your last number that he

has “ ventured to throw together a few thoughts,”

hut I shall be disappointed if his ability and
modesty do not obtain more than mere respect.

If Mr. Phillips will permit one or two sug-

gestions by an extensive manufacturer, they

would be, first, whether his rule for determin-

ing thickness of earthen drain-tubes ought to

apply arbitrarily in all cases, seeing that of

tiles similar in dimensions some would bear a

pressure of cent, per cent, (yea, and possibly

five or ten times repeated) more than others ?*

Secondly, whether his method of uniting them
at the joints is practicable, and the best which
may be devised?

Manufacturers are aware of the risk, when
tubes are cut at the ends, both as to twisting

and breakage; a weakness from which they
are never free after the processes of forming,
dressing, and firing are over. Would it not

be better to leave the tiles perfect and square
at both ends, and make them to fit almost
air-tight? Then as regards an over-lap, either

form one end of each tube with a raised ring,

or let one be supplied separately for each
joint. As the tiles would abut upon each
other, would not a little good stopping at the

ends form the security of the joint, and
render it a question of secondary impoitance
what the socket or outer ring were filled up
with ? Thirdly, as respects glazing the inner
surface, would it not be more satisfactory to

use a material which either partially glazes

over the surface naturally orsufficiently smooth,
of proved durability and strength (and there

is no lack of such), rather than adopt artificial

glaze upon an exceedingly porous, weak, and
perishing body?—Your obedient servant,

Thomas Peake.
22, Water-lane, Fleet-street, 3rd Dec., 1844.

[Our correspondent’s observations relative

to the thickness of pipes are just, and having
occurred to us, we stated them to the author.

We also made the same objections to their

jointing. To be secure the pipes must fit into

each other
;

and to have sufficient strength,

must have overlaps of the same thickness at

least as the substance of the pipe. If not

so inserted at their joints, they would become
so deranged, as to create by their irregularity

a succession of internal stoppages.

—

-Ed.]

MARQUETRY.
Sir,—Allow me to inform your “ Ellesmere

Subscriber from the commencement ” that the

construction and application of marquetry are

fully and accurately described in two commu-
nications inserted in the ninth volume of the

Mechanics' Magazine, No. 242, pp. 169, 170,

and 171, the one from Ilenry Provis, Shering-
ton, Bucks, and the other from your humble
servant.— I am, Sir, yours truly,

Christopher Davy.
3, Furnival’s-inn, 3rd Dec. 1844.

MATERIAL FOR BRICKS.
Sin,—Having an immense quantity of solid

deposit (which I take to be a mixture of clay

and mud) opposite to my villa, on the banks of
the Thames, I shall be most happy to bear part

of the expense of removing the same, should
any speculator he bold enough to enter upon
the experiment, of trying his hand in convert-
ing it into bricks; a suggestion which I really

think more worthy of attention than many
other schemes now afloat.— I am, Sir, your
obedient servant, Z.

DRAWINO INSTRUMENT.
Sir,— I have taken in The Builder some

time, and wish to ask you a question, hoping
it will be answered. Do you, or any of your
correspondents, know any thing about an in-

strument to draw lines to an inaccessible

vanishing point? if so, your answer in next

week’s Builder will oblige. G. N.

[There are; for ordinary purposes. The stock

of a drawing square may be made with a

circular curved piece of wood attached to it,

which may be worked round another piece of
wood fixed to the side of the drawing-board,
and in its motion round, the blade of the square
will produce perspective lines tending to a
vanishing point.

—

Ed ]

* In foundations, arches, and the like, some bricks easily

crush
;
while there are others,—for instance, such as Mr.

Telford used ten millions of in the Harecastle tunnel,—that
never fail.

STA1NF.D GLASS.
Sir,—Will you or any of your readers be

so good as to inform me of the best works on
stained glass, with their prices, suitable to a
person in the glazing business, and to a
student in the arrangement of stained glass

in windows of different sizes?—You will oblige,

yours, &c. &c.,

A Constant Reader.
Preston, November 29th, 1844.

ornamental cast-iron roofings and
PROCESS OF GLASS-STAINING.

Sir,—Can you inform me if ornamental
cast-iron roofings have been used in any
church instead of wooden frame-work of olden
time ? it appears to mo that such material
would conduce much to the lightness of a
building, economy of purse, and to beauty
of structure.

I am anxious to emblazon upon glass some
heraldic ornaments. If you or any of your cor-

respondents will furnish me with the process,
and also give me an insight into the colours

and oils used, I shall be greatly obliged. Hav-
ing been one of the first readers of your excel-

lent journal, I hope you will insert my ques-
tions.— Yours, &e. An Amateur.

London, Nov. 26th, 1844.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.

THE CHORISTERS’ SCHOOL, MAGDALEN
COLLEGE, OXFORD.

Sir,—My attention has been this morning
directed to the following paragraph of an
anonymous letter in your last Builder,
headed “Architectural Competition— The
Choristers’ School, Magdalen College, Ox-
ford :

”

—

“ Mr. Derick, who sends in his designs at

least two weeks after the time specified, is

appointed to carry out his designs, he being
a resident in Oxford, and having access (as

any one had who was taken in by a member
of the college) to the room where all the
drawings already sent in were exhibited.”

Now, Sir, these words convey something
very like an insinuation, it is therefore only
fair to state that up to this very moment Mr.
Derick has never had a single glance at any'

one of the numerous designs intrusted to my
care, and laid before the college for its deci-

sion, and I may truly say that Mr. Derick
had no facility or advantage allowed him
which had been refused to any other com-
petitor.

To the erroneous statements in the same
anonymous letter, I think it quite unnecessary
to trouble you with a contradiction.— I am,
Sir, your obedient sevant,

J. R. Bloxham, the Bursar of

Magdalen College.

December 4th, 1844.

BUILDING COMPETITION AND UNPROFES-
SIONAL JUDGES.

Sir,—Under this head appear, in the last

number of your truly excellent and independent
publication, a few observations addressed by
Mr. James Knight, in reference to the public

competition for the proposed foot-bridge over
the Old River in the Hackney marshes, wherein
he very justlv expresses his “ astonishment
and annoyance” at the unlooked-for decision

come to by the board on the evening of their

opening the tenders of the several competitors

for the work in question. Believe me, if it

can at all lessen the feelings of disappointment
and surprise experienced either by Mr. Knight
himself or his fellow-builders in the affair, at

the result of their competition, 1 can assure
them they have in me a most zealous sym-
pathiser, for I do most sincerely declare that

my amazement on the annunciation of the

chairman, when admitted into the room along
with (not anterior to them) the several com-
peting parties, that the board had come to the

resolution not to have the work done at all,

was quite equal to Mr. Knight’s: and why
they came to such a determination I really am
at a loss to conceive, certainly not because

they were taken by surprise at the amount
of Mr. Knight’s tender, for it was under

the estimated sum which I had previously

supposed the works would amount to, and
therefore they must have been prepared for it.

The board were forewarned of the unfitness

of the season for the performance of such a

work in so peculiar a locality; but then it was
thought by them not to be impracticable.
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But if, on reflection, they considered such

a reason a good and sufficient one for post-

poning its execution, and which perhaps after

all is the true cause, they ought to have

assigned it in the presence of the parties

concerned, and by all of whom I have no

doubt it would have been received with a

great deal more satisfaction than the one they

put forth.

It is but justice to state that the decision

in this matter was the act only of a portion of

the highway board, and had other members
of it been present, perhaps quite a different one
would have been the result; even as it was,

there were some dissentients among them.

—

I remain, Sir, yours very faithfully,

Samuei. Fox, Jun.,
The appointed surveyor to the proposed bridge.

Morning-lane, Hackney, Nov. 27-

[There does not appear from the cor-

respondence any valid reason for the non-
performance of the work.—

E

d.]

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, &c.

Enlargement of St. Mary's Churchy Kirk-
dale. — The original building was a plain

structure in the Gothic style, of brick with
stone mouldings, &c., and had accommodation
for a congregation of about 1)60. This has
been retained, and additions have been made
at each extremity, without destroying the due
proportions of the whole. Sixteen feet of
length have been added to the east end, by
which 266 sittings have been obtained

;
and

an alteration of the west end gives 146 sittings

more, so that the church will now accommodate
about 1,372 persons. The light and ventilation
have also been greatly increased, the latter
by the interior of the roof (which was before
flat) being carried, in handsome Gothic wood
and plaster work, above the principal beams,
giving a greater interior elevation, and a
readier means of escapement for the heated
air, by means of two additional ventilators.
T he style of the additions is the “ decorated
Gothic,” approaching, in some points, to the
“ floriated,” though not so much so as, with
the ornamental addenda to the original part
of the structure, to destroy the harmony and
consistency of the general pile.

—

Liverpool
Standard.

Nine New Churches.—The Incorporated
Society for the Building of Churches have lately
voted grants towards increasing the church
accommodation in seventeen parishes, including
the erection of nine new churches. The
society has recently received a donation from
a lady of 1,000/.

Bequest of 6,000/. for the purpose of Church
Restoration.— The gentleman alluded to as
having bequeathed 6,000/. to the Camden
Society is the late Mr. Maude, of Middlewood
Hall, near Darfield, and nephew of John
Maude, Esq., of Moor House, near Wakefield.—Hull Packet.

Chippenham Improvements.—A project
is on foot for bringing a supply of water into
the town of Chippenham, and to the railway
station, from an extensive spring at Lockshill,
the property of the late J. E. A. Starkey, Esq.’
of Spye-park

;
and in connection with an orna-

mental fountain in the centre of the old Market-
place, to remove the butchers’ shambles, and
several of the adjacent buildings. Two thou-
sand pounds have been already raised for the
former purpose, in shares of 10/. each, and
several subscriptions are promised towards the
accomplishment of the latter object. Mr. J.
Provis has been appointed honorary secretary
to the committee, and is the projector of the
scheme.

Discovery of a vast Catacomb.—-T
Austrian ambassador, M. Prokescb, and Pr
lessor Rooz, in exploiing the island of Milt
have discovered a vast catacomb, containing
least a thousand tombs cut in the volcanic turl
I he walls of this subterranean cemetery a
covered with Greek and Roman inscriptio
of from the second to the sixth century. Me
of the tombs themselves have been opem
and are empty. This was done, no doubt, I

the barbarians of the north, who in the midd
ages destroyed so many Hellenic monumeni
respecting the dwelling-places of the dead
little as those of the living.

ifHiertflaitca.

The State Bf.d-room and Furniture
at Burleigh House.—The bedstead is ele-

vated upon a platform two steps from the

floor, from which it is raised by a tripodial

pedestal, upon which there are three lofty

carved and gilt columns. Above these is

a spacious dome, surmounted by the crest

of the noble house of Cecil. In the centre

of the cornice is the coronet of an earl

in richly burnished gold. The hangings con-
tain 250 yards of beautifully striped coral-

coloured velvet, of British manufacture.
These, together with the tester, head, &c.,

are lined with 900 yards of white satin;

the whole interspersed with a variety of
ornaments in gold. Deep silk fringe coral-

coloured trimmings, tassels, &c., give a
finished effect to the drapery attached to this

superb and costy couch, which from the
ground stands upwards of 20 feet in height.
The ceiling of the room containing this

gorgeous piece of furniture is magnificently
painted. It is one of Verrio’s best works,
and the subject it represents is, “ Mars pre-

senting Romulus to Jupiter to be deified.”

There are also in the same room sixteen

other paintings by masters. The apartment
is 23 feet 8 inches long, 23 feet wide, and 24
feet high. Three pieces of ancient tapestry

adorn this room, each of which is 15 feet

square.—The following are the subjects illus-

trated by them :
—“iEolus, god of the winds,”

“Vulcan at his anvil,” and “Neptune with
his trident.” Latin inscriptions are attached
to each of these beautiful pieces of work. The
state bed is one of the most gorgeous pieces
of workmanship that can be imagined. Ad-
joining the above room is the state dres-

sing-room, 21 feet long, 13 feet broad, and
16 feet high. This room, now completely
renovated, was thoroughly fitted up in 1789,
at a cost of 2,100/. The ceiling was painted
by Verrio, and around the apartment hang
paintings by Rubens, Caracci, Poussin, and
other masters. A superb suite of silver-

gilt dressing plate, formerly belonging to

William III., and a commode, variegated
most richly with tortoise-shell ornaments,
form a portion of the sumptuous fittings of
this ante-room. Next to these, and upon the
same floor, is the jewel-closet, a repository of
the most rare and valuable articles.

The great Utimty of the Cocoa-nut
Tree.—Nearly all the domestic wants of the
Singhalese can be supplied by the cocoa-nut
tree. lie can build his house entirely of it.

The walls and doors are made of cajans, the
leaves platted

; the roof is covered with the
same

;
the beams, rafters, &c. are made of the

trunk. He needs no nails, as he can use the
coir-rope made from the outside husk. If he
wants a spout, he hollows the trunk split in

two. It also supplies him with many of his

household articles. lie makes bis oil from the
kernel; the hard shell supplies him with spoons,
and cups, and drinking-vessels, and lamps, and
water-buckets; the refuseof the kernels, after
the oil is expressed (called punak), serves for
food for fowls and pigs; the milk from the
kernel is used in his food. In short, if a man
have a few cocoa-nut trees in his garden he
will never starve. Arrack, a strong spirit,

resembling whisky, is made from toddy, the
juice of the flower, and brooms are made from
the ribs (irita) of the leaflets.

—

Recollections of
Ceylon.

Proposed Avenue from Farrinodon-
strkkt TO Cheapside— At a Court of
Common Council, held on the 21st ultimo,
Mr. John Dixon said, that having seen an
advertisement in the papers, stating that the
Fleet Prison was to be sold, he wished to
know from the chairman of the London-
bridge Approaches Committee whether there
was any intention upon the part of the City
of London to purchase the ground for the
purposes of the great improvements which
were in progress? when Mr. R. L. Jones
said he certainly was of opinion that it would
be extremely desirable that the purchase should
be made by the coi poration, with the view of
forming an avenue through the ground into
the heart of the City. He had called upon
the Commissioners of Woods and Forests,
and pressed the necessity of not making sale
of the property until the corporation should
have had an opportunity of taking the question
into consideration andjdeciding upon it.

The Copper Trade.—An article in the
Sivansea Journal directs attention to the
great and increasing importance of the copper
trade with India. It appears that in “ the
years 1835-6, 1836-7, and 1837-8, the impor-
tation of this article amounted on an average
to the value of 2,575,000 rupees (257,500/.),
but the last of these years had so heavy a
proportion as to cause a glut in the market,
which was felt to some extent in 1841, when
the average of three years was 2,126,000
rupees, or 212,600/. The trade then recovered
rapidly, the average of 1841-2 and 1843-4
being 3,243,000 rupees, and the proportion of
the latter year amounting to no less than 42
lakhs, or 420,000/.” The writer goes on to

observe, that as “ the only use to which copper
is as yet turned, is in manufacturing the do-
mestic utensils of the Hindoos, who no sooner
emerge from abject poverty, than they hasten
to exchange their earthenware for dishes, and
water-pots of brass,” an increase in the demand
for copper shews an improvement in the social

condition of the natives, which opens further
prospects for British commerce. The writer
adds, “that the increase in the copper
trade may be set down by some persons
as the result of mere temporary speculation

;

but he adduces the increase in the trade

carried on with America in the same
article as a proof that our export may be
set down as legitimate. We find that
the export trade, from reference to the
table of exports in metals, iron, and steel

has shared in the prosperity which has
attended every branch of our commerce in

1844. The excess of the exports in metals
(including iron, steel, copper, brass, and tin)

over those of 1843 amounts to 730,300/.

Completion of an Immense Chimney at
Liverpool.—The large chimney at the works
of Messrs. William Hill and Sons, manufac-
turing chemists, Vauxhall-road, is now com-
pleted, and is certainly the most lofty, and
consequently the most prominent spiral erec-

tion in our town, forming, in fact, a conspicuous
landmark from the river, as well as the opposite

Cheshire shore for many miles round. Friday
last was the “ rearing day,” when the apex of
this huge and tapering shaft was surmounted
by two British flags, which though large, ap-
peared but the size of handkerchiefs. Through-
out the day numbers of parties ascended in a
bucket, hoisted by a winch in the interior, to

the giddy top, whence they obtained a magnifi-
cent view of the town and neighbourhood of
Cheshire, the sea to a vast extent, &c. They
appeared to the spectators below to be no larger
than dolls popping their heads over the top or
capital. The height of the shaft is 309 feet,

being about 80 feet higher from the ground
than the spire of St. George’s Church, but
springing from land apparently rather lower.
It is of a perfectly conical form, and was regularly
plumbed by rule as the work proceeded, and not,

as is sometimes customary, merely by the eye
of the workman. 'The summer season of three
years has been employed in erecting it. It is

40 feet in diameter at the base (on a level with
the ground), and 9 feet in diameter at the top,

where there is an ornamental cornice and
blocking. The first course of bricks in the
foundation was seventeen yards in diameter.

—

Liverpool Courier.

The Duke of Devonshire's Private
Room at Chatsworth.—As this room is

not shewn to the public, we will give our
readers a brief description of it. It is richly
furnished, and contains a fine whole-length
portrait of his grace in his robes, by Hayter;
a whole-length portrait of his grace’s mother,
the late Duchess of Devonshire, with her infant
daughter, the present Countess of Carlisle,
on her knee, is an excellent painting. The
graceful turn of the head of the principal
figure, the happy expression of countenance,
the smiling face, and the uplifted out-spread
hands of the infant, are equisitely beautiful,
and true to nature. This picture is entirely
and essentially all that it professes to be—as
mother and child mutually delighting and
delighted with each other; it is painted in a
full and brilliant tone of colour, and altogether
it may be classed amongst the best pictures of
Sir Joshua Reynolds

;
an equestrian portrait of

the present Emperor of Russia, and the late

Empeior Alexander in a drowski. The furni-
ture, ornaments, &c., of this apartment are of
the most magnificent and costly description.—
Doncaster Gazette.



Casting of OneTiiousand 32-Pounders.
—Having- heard that instructions had been
forwarded to the Low Moor Iron Works for

the execution of the enormous number of
one thousand pieces of ordnance of large

calibre, we determined upon learning the

particulars on the spot, and in so doing were
fortunate enough to he present at the actual

casting of them. Each gun is cast perfectly
solid, in aclay mould, suspended perpendicularly
in a metal casting, and such is the bulk of iron
employed, and so great is its power of retain-

ing the heat, that each piece takes nearly a
week to cool before it can be further meddled
with. For instance, on Monday evening last

we could not bear to place the hand on the
outer clay-covering of a gun cast on the pre-

vious Saturday morning, and several days
must elapse before the metal itself can be
touched with impunity. The guns are drilled

out with powerful machinery, and if the bore,
which is gauged with the nicest possible pre-
cision, is found to vary a hair’s breath, it is

at once sent to the furnace, and melted over
again. If, however, the bore is found to be
mathematically true, it is polished, also by
machinery, till it is as smooth as glass and
as glittering as silver. The crown and royal
initials are then chisselled out just above the
touch-hole, and after receiving a final scruti-

nizing inspection, the gun is sent by the Man-
chester and Leeds Railway to Hull, and thence
transported in coasters to Woolwich. Here
it is subjected to the ordnance test. If it

carry its range truly, and without exhibiting
any symptom of inferiority of material, and
corresponds in all respects with the drawing,
it receives the Government impress, and, being
freed from the rust which it has most likely
acquired in its transit, is pronounced fit for
service, and placed in the stores accordingly.
If, on the contrary, it should, in the minutest
particular, fall below the ordinary standard,
one of the trunnions is struck off, so as to

render the gun utterly useless, and it is then
returned at the cost of the maker.

—

Liverpool
Journal.

New Motive Power M. Selligues, who
some short time since reported to the Acade-
mic des Sciences a discovery of a motive
power which he then thought would be a
substitute for steam, and which consists of
combining atmospheric air with hydrogen
gas, by which an explosion is produced when
ignited, has, at a recent meeting of the aca-
demy, made another communication, from
which it now appears that the detonating
powerceases underpressure. This phenomenon
has proved an obstacle to the experiments of
M. Selligues before the Committee appointed
by the Academy. Notwithstanding the diffi-

culties which have interposed themselves, M.
Arago has convinced himself of the importance
of the discovery, and has reported to the
Academy that with so small a quantity as 3
to 5 litres (6 to 10 pints) of hydrogen gas,
mixed with atmospheric air, a weight of 1000
kilogrammes (= 2205 lb.) was rapidly raised
to the height of 3 feet.

Monument to Crabbe, the Poet.—It is

the wish of some of the principal residents in
the neighbourhood of Ipswich to erect a
monument to the memory of the Rev. George
Crabbe, to be fixed in the church of his birth-
place, Aldeburgh, and to intrust the erection of
the same to Mr. Thomas Thurlow, sculptor, of
Saxmundham, believing that many would be
gratified by the opportunity of contributing to
a work intended to make known their feelings
of his genius as a poet, and his character as a
man. A subscription has already commenced

;

among the names most familiar to us we ob-
serve those of Samuel Rogers, Esq., Rev. Wm.
Harness, Rev. Alex. Dyce, and the Hon. A.
Thellusson.

Foundation Weakened by Railway
Excavations.—Last Sunday week, during the
performance of Divine service at the church
of St. Gervais, at Rouen, a sudden cracking
was heard, and most of the congregation, in
alarm, left the church. It is supposed that
the foundation has been weakened bv some of
the excavations of the Rouen and Havre
Railroad near the spot.

—

Galignani.

British Archeological Association.

—

At a full meeting of this association, held last
Saturday, it was resolved that the second annual
meeting should be held at Winchester, in the
summer of 1845.

THE BUILDER.
The Metropolitan Improvements.—At

the east end, the new street is completely
marked out from Spitalfields’ Church to the

London Docks, the vaults for the buildings

on either side, between High-street, White-
chapel, and Spitalfield’s Church, being erected,

and a sewer above 1,200 feet in length having
been formed. In Cranbourne-street, formerly

Cranbourne-alley, several first- rate edifices are

being erected which will be finished in a few
months, and south of Sidney-alley, where the

opening will be, to form the line from Coventry-
street, the houses are also nearly finished.

Along the line between Oxford-street and
Holborn, the gas-pipes are all laid down, and
the water-pipes are being now placed in the

ground. At the lower end of Plumtree-street

three large houses are being built in the
Elizabethan style, with red bricks and stone,

under the direction of Mr. Pennethorn, the

government architect, as designs after which
others are to be erected in that neighbourhood.
Nearly adjoining these, a French Protestant

church, with school attached, will be raised,

the ground being excavated for that object.

During the last few days about a dozen
houses have been cleared away to form the

line into Broad-street from Great St. An-
drew’s-street, which has much improved that

locality. In Belton-strect, Christ Church,
which is in the parish of St. Giles, and which
is formed of Kentish rags and bricks, ap-

proaches completion.

Better Supply of Pure Water in
London. •— Mr. H. Phillips, the common
councilman, in the court of which he is a

member, has moved, that it be referred to a

committee to consider the best means of
securing to all classes of the citizens of London
a pure, abundant, and forcible supply of water,
at a reasonable charge, and that they report
thereon. After some observations upon the

monopoly of the New River Company, the
subject was referred to the Commissioners of
Sewers. Upon the motion of the same gentle-
man, it was referred to the same committee to

consider and report to the court the best means
of providing for the poor a better supply of
pure water in different parts of the city than is

at present afforded to them.

Victoria-park. — The workmen have
commenced laying down the oak posts and
railings on the boundary adjacent to the Grove-
road. The line of road has been struck out
for the new iron ornamental bridge, which is

to cross the Regent’s-canal at Bonner’s-hall,
and a circle has also been made for a handsome
carriage-drive to the chief entrance from
Bethnal-green. The improvements on the Old
Ford-road, which partly runs through the site

of the park, have been nearly completed.

Model Cottages for Labourers. —
T wenty cottages are in progress of erection

by the Society for Improving the Condition
of the Labouring classes, on the estate of Lord
Calthorpe, near the Gray’s-inn-road, London.
They will each be inhabited by one deserving
labourer’s family, and will be fitted up with
the greatest regard to the comfort and clean-

liness of the occupier. The main object of
the society in the erection of these cottages is

that they may serve as a model for such
buildings to the aristocracy who may visit the
metropolis.

Extraordinary Fir Tree. — Lately
was dug from a field belonging to Mr. W.
Cundall, of Crowle, an English fir tree of the
extraordinary length of ninety-three feet, its

girth in the middle being sixty-eight inches.
It was discovered buried in the peat by Mr. P.
Isle, who is in the habit of searching for wood
in the immense subterranean forest which
exists around Crowle.

The New Dock at Hull.—We under-
stand the intended site of the new dock has been
definitely fixed on the east side of the present
Outfall, and that several very important im-
provements are contemplated. A meeting of
the dock company was to have been held
yesterday, for the purpose of receiving Mr.
Rendel’s report, &c.— Eastern Counties' He-
rald.

Model Hospital in Paris. — A large
model hospital, to be called the Hbpital Louis
Philippe, is about to be built by the muni-
cipality of Paris, near the station of the
Northern Railroad, on the ground situated
at the northern extremity of the rues du
Faubourg, St, Denis, and St. Martin.

t
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Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects.—The first ordinary meeting of the
Royal Institute of British Architects took
place on Monday evening last at the rooms of
the society, in Grosvenor-street, Mr. Papworth
in the chair. After some routine business,

including the election of a new fellow, a list

of donations was read, consisting chiefly of
books and prints. The chairman said he was
desired by the council to state that they were
well aware that there existed a considerable
amount of talent and information among the
junior members of the institute, who were
only withheld by modesty from imparting that
information to others, and that they were
desirous of giving these persons every oppor-
tunity of so doing whenever they chose to come
forward. A paper was read by the secretary
on the painted decorations of the early Italian

churches.

Accident at Northleach Prison.

—

On Wednesday the new wing of this building,

recently erected, fell in with a tremendous
crash, owing to the butments giving way in

consequence of the heavy fall of rain. Very
fortunately no person sustained any injury by
the accident, the workmen having left a few
minutes before.

—

Cheltenham Chronicle.

Fires in London.—From the records in

possession of the London Fire Brigade, it

appears that no fewer than 800 fires have
occurred in the present year; but that they
have not been of so extensive a character as in

former years. The number of lives lost,

however, is, we regret to say, much greater

than the average.

Cottiers.

Tenders delivered this day for alterations, &c.,

at Dr. Riding’s, Euston-square.—Henry Baker,
Esq., 11, Upper Gower-street, Architect.

Messrs. Piper ^958
Mr. Winsland 897
Messrs. Cubitt 890
Messrs. Pearse and Guerrier .... 889

The above Tenders were opened in the presence of
the Builders.

Tenders for alterations and finishing Four
Houses in Sussex-gardens, Bayswater. — R. P.
Browne, Esq., Architect, Clement’s-lane, City.

Ashby
Haward and Nixon
Haynes and Co .... 6,324
Piper and Sons .... 6,114
Trego
King and Co., Islington .. ,

Winsland

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the making of Sluices, Bridges, Excavations,

and other works in the New Cut from the Sixteen-

feet River to the Eau Brink.—George Game Day,
Clerk to the Middle Level Drainage Commission-
ers, St. Ives. Plans and Specifications are being

prepared.

For Paving and Repairing certain Carriage and
Footways in the district of Knightsbridge, for

one year from Christmas-day next, aud also for

Lighting the same district with Gas for the like

period.—James Rogers, 22, Manchester-buildings,

Westminster. December 9.

For building an Infirmary at the County Gaol
and House of Correction, at Ipswich, Suffolk.

—

Mr. John Whiting, County Surveyor, Ipswich,

or Mr. John H. Borton, Clerk of the Peace, Bury
St. Edmunds. December 10.

For erection of a Warehouse upon the south side

of the Old Dock in the town of Kingston-upon-
Hull.—W. H. Huffam, Secretary, Dock-office,

Kingston-upon-Hull. Dec. 10.

For theWorksnecessary in arching the public Sewer,

and taking up a portion of the old Sewer, in length

about 185 feet, in Mile-end Old Town. Also for

building a barrelled Drain at the back of the Tyssen

Arms, Dalston, in length about 505 feet.—John
William Unwin, Clerk to the Commissioners of

Sewers for the Tower Hamlets. December 10.

For the erection of a new Barrack Establishment

at Bristol.—C. J. Selwyn, Major and Commanding
Royal Engineer, Exeter. December 11.

For Lighting the Southampton Paving Trust

with Naphtha or other strong Light for the period

of eight months from the 1st of February next.

—John Arncll, 10, Edmund-street, Ilampstcad-

road. December 11.
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For making a Survey and Valuation of Property

in the town of Kingston-upon-Hull, for the better

rating of the same to the relief of the poor.—John
Moxon, Workhouse, Hull. December 12.

For the Repair and Re-pewing of Beoley Church,

in the county of Worcester.—Mr. Woollaston,

Beoley, near Redditch
;

or Barney Eginton, Esq.,

Architect, Worcester. December 12.

For Building a Sewer in Hoxton Old Town,
being a length of about 576 feet.—Messrs. Stable

and Lush, Office of Sewers, Hatton Garden.
December 13.

For Building the proposed Lock-up Cells and
Turnkey’s Residence, at Wooden Box, Hartshorn,
Derbyshire.—John Mason, County Surveyor; or

Mr. Dewes, Solicitor, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. De-
cember 17.

For the construction of Locomotive Engines and
Tenders for the Manchester, Burv, and Rossendale

Railway.—Mr. C. E. Cawley, Engineer, Railway
Office, Bury.—December 21.

For the supply of First, Second, and Third-
class Carriages to the Manchester, Bury, and Ros-
sendale Railway.— James Smithells, Secretary,

Railway Office, Bury.—December 21.

For the supply of 6,000 tons of Iron Rails, each
rail to be 16 feet in length, and weighing 65 lb. per
yard.—H. Parker, Secretary to the Great North of
England Railway Company, Darlington. Dec. 23.

For making a Sewer in the Town of Cambridge,
to be cylindrical and 2 feet diameter in the clear,

length about 385 yards, average depth about 9 feet.—Frederick Randall, Clerk to the Commissioners,
Cambridge. Dec. 26.

For the execution of Works necessary for the
completion of the whole of the Railway from
Shoreham to Chichester, being a distance of about

22J miles.—Frederick Otley, Secretary, Brighton
and Chichester Railway Office, 4, Dean-street,
Tooley-street. December 31.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-
iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in
the Island of Malta.—Vin. Casolani, Collector of
Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public
Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31, 1845.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
This day and during the ensuing week.

Saturday, December 7.

—

Asiatic, 14, Grafton-
street, 2 p.m.

; Westminster Medical, 32, Sack-
ville-street, 8 p.m.

Monday, 9.— Geographical, 3, Waterloo-place,
8$ p.m.; Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 10.—Medical and Chirurgical, 53,
Berners-street, 8 p. m.

; Zoological, Hanover-
square, 8£ p.m.

Wednesday, 11.—Society of Arts, Adelphi,
8 p.m. ; Graphic, Thatched-house Tavern, 8 p.m. ;

Microscopical, 21, Regent-street, 8 p.m.
;
Phar-

maceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 p.m.
; Ethno-

logical, 27 a, Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

Thursday, 12. — Royal, Somerset-house, 8J
p.m.

; Antiquarian, Somerset-house, 8 p.
Royal Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-
place, 4 p.m. ; Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackville-
street, 8 P.M.

Friday, 13.— Astronomical, Somerset-house,
8 p.m.

; Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 14.

—

Royal Botanic, Regent’s- park,""
' Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

KEENE'S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—This Cement has now been tested

auring sis years, and in no case, where properly applied,
has it failed to answer the purposes for which it’ is recom-
mended. While mo3t Cements trust for durability to a sur-
face hardness, it is a distinguishing feature of Keene’s Ce-ment that it is alike hard through its entire thickness, and it
is mainly owing to the rapidity of this indurating process
that'work executed in it can be painted in a shorter time
than any other Water Cement.

11 ls "°w ir» extensive use at the British Museum, at the
Koyal Exchange, and many other public and private Works,
where it takes the place of wood for skirtings, architrave and
panel mouldings, und of stone for the paving of halls, stair-
cases, &c., for each of which purposes it is economical and
efficient.

In the manufacturing towns this Cement is taking the
precedence of other materials for the flooring, &c., of firc-

biHty
bm dmgs

’ in consequence of its lightness and dura-

The Patentees and only Manufacturers arc J. B. WHITE
and SONS, MILL BANK- STREET, WESTMINSTER.

4 P.M.

8 P.M.

COMPETITIONS.
The Committee of the Association recently

formed in the Metropolis for the Construction of
Baths and Wash-houses for the Labouring Classes,
are desirous of obtaining Plans and Estimates for
the Erection and Fitting-up of the First Esta-
blishment. The general basis of the plan can be
seen at the Office, No. 3, Crosby-square. The
author of the plan considered the best by the
Committee will be selected to execute the work.

Plans for an Agricultural College to be erected at
Cirencester, to accommodate 200 pupils and 6
tutors. The style is left to the taste of the archi
tect. A Premium of 10 Guineas to the author of
the most approved plan.—Robert J. Brown, Esq.,
Hon. Sec. Cirencester. January 1.

ERRATUM.
In answer to a Correspondent, in No. 94,

we stated that Mr. Brunei, instead of his father
Sir Isambart, was a Frenchman. We have received
a note pointing out this error, and mentioning, in
addition, “ that Lady Brunei is of English ex-
traction, being, as I believe, the daughter of Mr.
Kingdom, the late Accountant-General for Stores,
at Somerset-house.”

ADVERTISEMENTS,

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITU-
TION.—The PKOTEOSCOPE, anew apparatus for

hibiting OPAQUE OBJECTS in Nature and Art, shi

DISSOLVING VIEWS, &c. &c. Dr. ltVAN’S LECTURE
daily, and in the Evenings of Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday. Professor Bachhoffner’s varied Lectures abound
in interesting Experiments. Admission, Is.; Schools, half-

A ncw edition of the CATALOGUE, containing 300
additional Works of Art, &c. since the last rcvisal, is just
published, price Is.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The delineations of the Font at West Drayton,
being now engraved, will appear in our next.

“A Subscriber and Builder.”

—

The party from
whom the mistake emanates.

“ Thomas Wilkinson” has been mis-informed: our
papers are sold, not given away. The other part
of his letter will be attended to.

“ Wm. W. Hemsley.”

—

His request cannot be
complied with.

“ A. X., Cambridge.”— Taylor’s, Laxton's, or
Skyring's.

Communicatiojis have been received from “A
Subscriber,” on Drains; ‘‘Charles Newnham,”
on the Neiv Metropolitan Buildings Act; “ <i>, ” on
the Hardy Testimonial; “An Architect,” on
Public Competition, “ W. E. Hickson,” on Window
Duties

;

“ No Builder,” on petitioning Parliament
to repeal the Window-tax, or to exchange it for
a House-tax

;

“Thomas McAnaspie,” on the
Importance of having Disputes between Masters
and Workmen arranged by Arbitration ; “A Well-
Wisher and constant Subscriber,” on the Restora-
tion of St. Mary's Church, Bury St. Edmund's,
iust committed

:

T.” on Architectural Competi-just completed

tions.

“
J- Picard’s” machine will appear in our

next. He will oblige us by transmitting to us a
hand-sketch of the window in question, that we
may see whether we have it in our portfolio.
The work on Perspective is out of print
ive think it ivas originally published at about two
guineas. A second-hand copy we have been told
was lately soldfor seven shillings

,
which we greatly

doubt.

BOOKS RECEIVED DURING THE WEEK.
Conversationslcxicon fur Bildende Kunst .

—

ErsterBand, Leipzig, 1844. Williams and Norton.

POLONCEAU'S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden wnlks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Com Stores, and Salt
Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in
Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-
ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. 6d. per square yard.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,
Sic. &c. on Railways and other places (with instructions
for laying it down ), may be had at the rate of 45s. per ton,
by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,
City-road.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN
FRESCO.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.

STEVENS and SON beg respectfully to
announce that this beautiful cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine
expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great
superiority over every article hitherto in use ; it is now being
used extensively by Government in the British Museum and
other public buildings. It does not throw out any salt, but
presents a beautifully plain and perfect surface, which may
be painted upon within four days without peeling. It is
equally applicable for walls or lath, for mouldings, architraves,
skirting, or flooring; and is admitted to form the best ground
for fresco painting, having been used for many of the prize
frescos lately exhibiting in Westminster Hall. It will bear an
intense heat without cracking, and for hardness, durability,
and economy, cannot be equalled.

186, Drury-lane, London.

WESESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY,

OFFICE, 49, PARLIAMENTSTREET, WESTMINSTER.
Directors,

James Hunt, Esq.
J. Arscott Lethbridge, Esq.
Edmund Lucas, Esq.
George Kennet Pollock, Esq.
James Lys Seager, Esq.
John Bazley White, Esq.
Joseph Carter Wood, Esq.

H. Edgeworth Bicknell, Esq,
William Cabell, Esq.,
T. Somers Cocks, Juu., Esq.
George Henry Drew, Esq.
William Evans, Esq.
William Freeman, Esq.
Francis Fuller, Esq.
Joseph H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician.
William Richard Basham, M.D.

Surgeons.
Alfred Leggatt, Esq.

;
George D. Pollock, Esq.

Bankers.
Messrs. Cocks, Biddulpb, and Co.

Solicitors.

Messrs. J. L. Bicknell and J. C. Lethbridge.
The attention of the unassured portion of the community

cannot be too pointedly drawn to the unusual advantages
offered to the Public by this Society over those of many
others, as it enables all classes to effect life assurances in the
manner most convenient to themselves, and amongst other

s popular features that of allowing the Assured (by Table
2) to leave half the Annual Premiums unpaid for seven
years, will not be found undeserving public attention.
Immediate and deferred Annuities, andevery description

of Life Assurance business, undertaken by this Society.
Prospectuses and all other requisite information will be

furnished on application to the Secretary, or the Country
Agents of the Society.

EDWARD T. RICHARDSON, Secretary.

TU ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS
BUILDERS. MASONS, AND PI.ASTERERS. MF.rI

GENERAL
SHIPPERS

’
AND THE PUBLIC IN

Johns and co.’s patent stucco
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-
troduced It will effectually resist Damp. It will never
vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will
never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely
resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never
requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh
and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.
It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.
It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the
Sca-sidc. It may lie used in the hottest or coldest Climates
at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to
Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of
Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-
comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses,‘which
may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or
pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the
severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-
tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of
this material docs not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and
valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of
economy.

Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have
declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally
preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing
the Cement and its mode of application, together with a
volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to’ MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,
Cheapside, London : of whom also may be had,
JOHNS ami CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR

STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-
terior Walls of Houses thaf have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-
loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than
White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,
being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas
MESSRS. JOHNSand CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an
affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,
thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the
finish producing a pure stone-like effect, prodnccablc by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and
may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the
most exposed Marine situations.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COMPANY.
* “ CLARIDGE’S PATENT,”

ESTABLISHED 1838.

THIS ASPHALTE is a Bituminous Lime-
stone, obtained from an inexhaustible Mine at Pyri-

mont, in the Jura Mountains.
Previously to its introduction into this country, in 1838,

the Material had been used for many years in France, and
from its great utility was extensively patronized by the Go-
vernment of that Country.
Among the various uses to which it can be applied, the

following may be enumerated i—For Foot- Pavements, public
and others; in the Carriage Approach to Mansions, Garden-
walks, and Terraces; the flooring of Kitchens and other
basement offices

; also of Coach Houses and Stables, Dog
Kennels, Barn Floors, Cow Houses, Piggeries, Poultry
Houses, Tun Rooms, and Mattings, For Roofing, Covering
of Railroad and other Arches, the Lining of underground
Cellars near Rivers to prevent the ingress of the Tides

; also
in Covering the ground-line of Walls, to prevent damp rising
(this application of the Asphaltc of Seyssel is particularly
recommended by the Commissioners on the Fine Arts),
thereby rendering the basement stories in the worst situations
both dry and warm. It is an excellent Cement, as applied
to Docks, Breakwaters, or Walls built for resistance to the
encroachments of the Sea. For lining of Tanks, Fish-Ponds,
and other Hydraulic purposes.

J. FARRELL, Secretary,
Seyssel Asphaltc Company’s Works, 11 Claridge’s Patent,”

Stangate Depdt, London.

COMMISSIONERS OF FINE ARTS’ REPORT ON THE
MEANS OF PREVENTING DAMP IN WALLS.
THE DIRECTORS of the SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COM-

PANY have much pleasure in recommending to the notice of
Architects. Builders, and others, the application of THE
ASPHALTE OF. SEYSSEL as the only effectual means of
preventing DAMP rising in WALLS.
The following account of its application is extracted from

“The Appendix to the Commissioners of Fine Arts’ Report,”
page 18.

“ In 1839 I superintended the construction of a house of
three stories on the Lac d’Enghicn. The foundation of tho
building is constantly in water, about 19A inches below the
level of the ground-floor. The entire horizontal surface of
the external and internal walls was covered, at the level of
the internal ground-floor, with a layer of Seyssel Asphaltc,
less than half an inch thick, over which coarse sand was
spread.

“ Since the above date no trace of damp has shewn itself

round the walls of the lower story, which arc for the most
part painted in oil of a gray stone colour. It is well known
that the least moisture produces round spots, darker or
lighter, on walls so painted. Yet the pavement of the floor,

resting on the soil itself, is only about 2J inches above the
external surface of fhe soil, and only 194, at the utmost,
above that of the sheet of water.
“ The layer of Asphalte having been broken and removed,

for the purpose of inserting the sills of two doors, spots in-
dicating the presence of damp have been since remarked at
the base of the door-posts.”
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MONO the nncient

carved door
ways still re-

maining; in the

metropolis, are

many of the

shell-pattern,

which usually consist of

carved jambs and lintels,

frequently containing; an

elaborate door surmounted

by a transom and a curious

carved fan-light, and shel-

tered by a .far-projecting

circular] pediment, rising

from elaborately decorated

trusses or consoles, and
” '-l embracing beneath the

-curvioire and projection

of the pediment asp hericaUemi-dome, the whole

concave surface of which is fashioned as a shell:

frequently, however, armorial charges, cyphers^

and other decorations, are there placed with a

freedom of fancy which has no bounds. Choice

specimens of this description of doorways are

still to be found in Abchurch-yard, Lawrence

Pountney-lane, and many obscure places in the

city of London
;

in fact, he who will take the

trouble to go up almost any avenue, the most

obscure within the ancient part of the city,

will be well rewarded by discoveries to him

and to the greater part of the world entirely

new, and of which little, if any thing, is to be

found in print or manuscript. The writings

by which these freeholds and tenures are

holden, while they are singularly exact in the

enumeration of “ posts, pales, and wydraughts, 5 '

of which some of them have none, mention

not a word of their carvings, and their other

beauties
;
so that the tenants in possession may

dispose of the whole to the nearest dealer

in old building-materials, and no difference

be by the writings discoverable. Rood-

lane, Mark-lane, Mincing-lane, Tower-street,

Crutched-friars,
,
and Leadenhall- street, arc

perhaps the richest in ancient beauties :

almost every gateway, court, and outlet from

these affords a display of the kind : they arc

most particularly to be found in these locali-

ties where the London merchants during

more than a century immediately after the

fire of London were wont to reside, and

bestow a part of their great riches upon their

united places of residence and business; many
of these civic haunts are now either destroyed

or are vulgarised by modern alterations or by

sheer ignorance. Still, however, remains many
an ancient mansion-house with its decorated

front, its quaint, rich doorway ascended by a

noble flight of steps, its more ample outer gate-

way, and its office-buildings disposed around

the court.

Among these buildings still remain some
doorways of the kind which we are at present

describing. In St. Martin’s-lane, Westmin-
ster, still exists a fine and very original speci-

men
;
in St. James’s-wnlk, behind Clerkenwell

Church, is another, though inferior; and in

the nook of CIciken well-close, opposite a

small public-house, bearing the sign of “The

Jolly Coopers,’’ existed a noble specimen of

the same sort, belonging to a house which

fell down through age and neglect, but occu-

pied by the then parish clerk, ancient Penry,

a notable character of the neighbourhood, and

who so from thence ejected took shelter for

many years in Bishop Burnet’s house in St.

John’s-square,* from whose immense nasal

pyramid (a rival of the tomb of Caius Cestus)

though baseless, the elected parochial amen
carne with thunder enough for a parish of its

then forty thousand souls.

Kensington, Fulham, Chelsea, Paddington,

Hampstead, Ilighgate, Islington, Iloxton,

Hackney, Bethnal-green, Mile-end, White-

chapel, Goodman’s-fields, Wapping, Aldgate,

and some of the close parts of Southwark, Ber-

mondsey, Rctherhithe, Deptford, Greenwich,

and other f.uburbs of the metropolis, contain

many peculiar and worthy specimens, which

should be delineated before the reckless hand

of the improver supercedes them with his

coarse and vulgar work in pine or plaster,

ignorantly designed and ignorantly applied.

And while we are upon this subject, we must

not forget to notice that Walthamstow contains

not a few specimens of fine character, execu-

tion, and preservation. And we earnestly

advise '.hose who have leisure and inclination

to make a doorway pilgrimage ; the collection

to be* thus obtained would repay the trouble :

and it should be remembered that these form

a widely varied class of architecture, which

rt.se and fell within a century, having previously

) o prototype, and leaving no like successor
;
and

even the most dry matter-of-fact person will

admit the beauty of fancy which they exhibit,

whether it have outbreak in door-jambs, as in

Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn
;
or in consoles, ai

opposite the House of Correction, Coldbuth-

fields, or in Red Lion-street, Clerkenwell;

whether it appear in shelters, as in Queen-

square, Westminster, and in Well-street,

Hackney; or in friezes and lintels, as in St.

John’s Church, and St. John’s Chapel, already

mentioned, or in fanlights, as at Walthamstow.

There is, however, another and quite

different class, worthy of observation—door-

ways of gauged-work in red brick; of these

the Temple, Fleet-street, contains many fine

specimens, some of them in such preservation

as to appear fabricated but yesterday, these are

principally in Iving’s-bench-walk and Hare-

court. But wherever such are to he found,

they should be most carefully delineated,

and their several jointings should be marked :

and, lest we forget the subject, it will be well

for us to remember that among the many
towns and villages which contain specimens

of fine ancient brick-work, may be mentioned

Farnham, in Surrey, where is to be seen a

mansion fronted with gauged brick-work, in

the form of cornice-mouldings, bolection archi-

traves, and other decorations of very superior

execution.

But the metropolis itself is peculiarly rich

in this description of work, of which, though

their number has of late been greatly reduced;

Hanover-square, St. Martin’s-lane, Lincoln’s-

inn-fields, Great Queen-street, Winchester-

street, and innumerable other places within

the city of London, as also Kensington, and

other suburbs, bear proud testimony, and

shew how worthy a thing it would be to en-

courage this honourable style of building, in

which a man needs hardly spend in fifty years

a farthing on the mural part and external

* The bishop’s marble monument, taken from
the former church, now graces the south-west porch
of the present church of St. James’, Clerkenwell.

decorations of his house; and instead ofswamp-
ing his income by contagious intercourse

with the white-washer and other nasty men,

be able liberally to patronize the marble-

mason, the skilled joiner, and every other

artificer of meritorious cunning, whose right

hand is worth reliance upon. This was the.

kind of work which used to be emphatically

termed trade, and which was understood to

include fine material, fine workmanship, and
the exercise of the artificer’s deepest skill 7

though the term is now most frequently

applied to the sale of the largest mere quantity,

good or bad, under puffs which, if any one

can be found weak enough or dishonest enough

to give them utterance in any serious publi-

cations, are immediately, to the injury of

mankind, put forth as authority.

bejiplea.

ELECTION OF SURVEYORS TO THE ME-
TROPOLITAN DISTRICTS WITHIN THE
COUNTY OF KENT.

Woolwich Mr. George Aitchison.

Lewisham Mr. Badger.

Greenwich .... Mr. Brown.
Charlton, Kid-1 n

IT ;-Mr. Collis.
brook, and Lee

/

Deptford Mr. Martyr.

At a meeting of the District-Surveyors’

Association, held on the 5th instant, at the

Freemasons’ Tavern, forms for the District-

Surveyors’ returns under the new Act were

produced
;
and Mr. Baker (District-Surveyor

of St. Pancras) having, through ill-health, re-

signed the office of secretary to the association,

Mr. G. Pownall (District-Surveyor of St.

Giles’s, and St. George’s, Bloomsbury), was

appointed during the next year in his stead.

A subscription (limited to one guinea each)

for a testimonial of respect to Mr. Baker
was opened, which immediately amounted to

eighteen guineas and a half.

THE WINDOW-TAX, OR DUTIES ON
LIGHT AND VENTILATION.

(From the Westminster Review.)

The window-tax, or duties upon light and
ventilation, may be briefly described as the

tax which to multitudes of human beings

shuts out the sun, and compels them to breathe

in darkened rooms a poisoned air. The follow-

ing is an extract from the evidence printed by

the Health of Towns Commissioners,* with

their first report :

—

“ The window-duties, ns now assessed, ope-

rate as a premium upon defective construction.

The legislature now says to the builder— Plan

your houses with as few openings as possible;

let every house be ill-ventilated by shutting

out the light and air, and as a reward for your

ingenuity you shall be subject to a less amount

of taxation than your neighbours. The board

is of course aware that windows are now
charged by a scale

;
the tax increasing at an

average rate of about 8s. 3d. for every window,

whether large or small. Hence the number
of windows in a house becomes to builders of

second and third class houses a very serious

consideration. Supposing a house to contain

twelve rooms, if, to make these rooms cheerful

and pleasant, I have put two windows in each

room, and thereby ensured a current of air

passing from front to back, the window-tax for

that house amounts to 'll. 5s. 9d.
;

but if I

have put hut one window to each room, the

• See the evidence of Mr. \V. E. Hickson, Esq., page
238 of the 8vo. edition, Vol. II.
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window-tax is but 21. 4s. 9d., shewing a differ-

ence of 51. Is. per annum ;
and I need scarcely

say, that a difference of only 10s. per annum is

quite enough to inilucnce builders of cheap

houses in trying to save such a sum. But the

same considerations affect the building of even

first-class houses. I have been offered a rent

of 210/. per annum for a house unbuilt, on

condition that the plan should be altered so as

to reduce the amount of the window-tax for

which the house would otherwise be liable.

The consequence is, that in the majority of

new houses one large window, of the largest

size allowed,* is made to'serve the purpose of

two windows'; and privies, closets, passages,

cellars, roofs, the very places where mephitic

vapours are most apt to lodge, are now left

almost entirely without ventilation. An open-

ing only a foot square, even if intended merely

to admit the air, and not glazed against the

weather, makes the houso liable for an addi-

tional 8s. 3d. per annum.
“ Houses having less than eight windows arc

exempt; but the window-tax is not therefore

inoperative as regards the working classes of

towns. In London the poor do not live in

cottages, but several families occupy lodgings

in the same house, and that, perhaps, a house

built with the maximum of untaxed windows

allowed by the law. One more window would

possibly let a little sunshine into a sick room,

but the landlord says “ No, the house would

then have eight windows, and I should be

liable to a tax of lGs. Gd. per annum.” If the

commissioners would examine personally the

houses in which the poor live in the close

courts and alleys of the metropolis, they would

be surprised at the number of dark staircases

and filthy holes, which, although on upper

floors, are quite as ill ventilated and unfavour-

able to health as the cellars of Liverpool. And
the permanent cause of this state of things is the

option given to builders and lodging-house

keepers of saving money in taxation by shutting

out air and light.”

The cause suggests the remedy. The legis-

lature have only to modify the mode of assess-

ment in such a manner that the option referred

to shall be taken away,—that the windows
charged for shall be in proportion to the space

inclosed or the number of rooms, and the

power of evasion would cease. The occupant

of a house who now blocks out the light from

twelve windows to save 51. Is. per annum, could

not or would not pull down or destroy twelve

rooms to effect the ohject.

This simple mode of improving the health-

fulness of the inferior class of habitations in

great towns was. pressed upon the attention of

the Earl of Lincoln when the new Building-

Act was under discussion. The Earl of Lin-

coln declined to interfere with the province of

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and two
applications made to Mr. Goulburn failed to

convince him that the subject was one of the

slightest moment.

t

The reader will perhaps be of a different

opinion if he will procure the two volumes of

evidence published by the Health of Towns
Commission (perhaps the most valuable work
that ever emanated from a government board),
and read there the testimony of Dr. Arnott,
Dr. Guy, and Mr. Toynbee, surgeon of St.

George’s Dispensary, on the influence of de-

fective ventilation as a cause of disease.

Their evidence (which every one should
peruse who consults his own health or the
health of his family) establishes the important
fact that tubercular consumption, the disease
which has been called the scourge of the
English climate, is not traceable to climate,
but chiefly to the impurities of air breathed by
those who live by day in crowded workshops,
or in ill-drained neighbourhoods, or sleep bv
night in close, ill-ventilated bed-rooms

;
and

that fever and scrofula, where they prevail the
most extensively, are to be referred less to low
diet thaVi to the same cause. Life or death
may be inhaled by the lungs, according to the
properties of the gases present in the atmos-
phere, or the minute morbid particles held in
suspension at the time of inspiration. Hence
“ the pestilence which walketh in darkness.”

Dr. bouthwood Smith and Mr. Toynbee,

* This is especially the case with staircases ; the walls are
weakened hy a narrow window 12 feet in lencth, instead of
two or more smaller windows with a bond of brickwork
between them.

1 For a detailed account of the first interview with Mr.
Goulburn, see Tub Builder, No. 65, published last May.

accompanied by a highly-respectable deputa-

tion, waited upon the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer on the 22nd of May, to explain these

facts; and to urge that as one means of im-

proving the ventilation of habitations, the

window-duties might be so modified (not

repealed) that there should no longer be the

disposition or the power, on the part of oc-

cupiers or builders, to dispense with window

openings to avoid taxation.

The deputation were received with courtesy,

but, greatly to their disappointment, Mr.

Goulborn intimated (in the politest possible

terms) his entire disbelief in the statements of

the professional gentlemen before him. “The
window-duties,” he said, “ did not affect the

cottager; and he had seen numerous instances

of scrofula in his own neighbourhood among
the families of the agricultural peasantry.”

Doubtless he had seen them
;
but those who

take more pains than a Chancellor of the

Exchequer to learn how the families of the

peasantry live, know that Mr. Goulborn’s fact

does not at all affect the theory he disputed,

but rather confirms it.

A labourer, if he have two bed-rooms, will

invariably, to make his 10s. per week 11s., let

one of them to a single man. In the one room

left are the beds of the labourer, his wife, and

all the young children. Having no money to

buy fuel, the family close up the chimney,

if there be one, carefully paste over every

crevice of the door or window to keep out the

cold, and the fresh air being thus excluded, the

atmosphere in a few hours becomes so vitiated

by repeated inspirations that every breath

carries with it the seeds of disease.

The tender nursling of the aristocracy often

perishes from the same cause
;

is killed by

misdirected kindness. It is known that a

canary-bird in a cage, placed at night within

the closed curtains of a tent-bed in which two

persons are sleeping, will be found dead in the

morning. We yet place childhood in similar

situations, in which every hreath inspired is

nearly as fatal to health as if it contained the

fumes of arsenic.

Granted that neither of these arc cases

affected by the window-duties, is it not obvious,

that whenever air and light are blocked out to

avoid the window-duties, the same process is

repeated, and that the process is death?

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, however,

entrenched behind Mr. Wickham, the Chair-

man of Stamps and Taxes, who was present at

the interview, had another answer to the depu-

tation, which at the time admitted of no reply.

Mr. Wickham stated that the deputation were

in error upon a material point, and that houses

might be ventilated by perforated plates of zincf

which would not be liable to duty, although

placed in external walls.

We pray the reader to note this as an instance

of those hasty and often wholly unwarranted
assertions, common to official men, by which

great measures of public improvement are

often defeated for the mere object of getting a

minister out of a temporary dilemma.
A correspondence ensued between Mr. Biers,

the President of the Carpenters’ Society, and

the Board of Stamps and Taxes, in which Mr.
Pressly, the secretary, stated, by order of the

board, that perforated plates of zinc would be

chargeable, “ if so perforated as to afford light,

but not if so as to serve the purpose of ventila-

tion only.”

The allusion here, it is supposed, is to some
kind of zig-zag opening which should admit
the air bv a winding course, and prevent the

light passing through in a direct line; but such

a contrivance although practicable in a thick

castle-wall, is obviously not so in the thin walls

of a third-rate house. In reply to further

inquiries from Mr. Biers, how perforations

were to be made that would admit air, and yet
exclude light, the Board declined to give any
information.

A mistake had evidently been committed by
Mr. Wickham, and one of such serious moment
that it was deemed sufficient to lay it before

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, to ensure
the adoption of at least some partial and really

practicable mode of relief. The case was
stated by Mr. II. Gaily Knight, on the part of
the Metropolitan Improvement Society, in a
letter which concluded with the following in-

quiries :

—

“ 1. Whether her Majesty’s government will

introduce any measure eoriespnnding in prin-

ciple with the draft of the bill left with the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, of the 27th

April alluded to, for fixing a maximum
to the existing window-duties beyond which

new openings might be made for light and

ventilation without subjecting the occupants to

additional charges ?

“And should the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer not be prepared with any such measure,

whether, 2. Government will pass a short bill

to exempt from taxation, upon sanatory grounds,

all unMazcd openings in basement stories and

closets of every description, that the evils

complained of from defective ventilation may

in some degree bo palliated, if not wholly

removed ?

“Either measure might be so framed as

to be attended with littlo or no loss to the

revenue, and the former especially would bo

gratefully received by the public as a most

valuable boon.”

Reply of the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

“ Downing-strect, June 26, 1844.

“ My dear Sir,— I have received the memo-

randum which you have enclosed to me from

the Metropolitan Improvement Society. 1 can

have no difficulty in declining to sanction

either of the alterations of the law relative

to the window-tax which they have submitted

to me, it being evident that either of them,

if acceded to, would enable parties to have

windows without the payment of the tax.

“ There has been no mistake, as the parties

suppose, on the part of Mr. Wickham, in

stating that openings for ventilation might be

made which would not be chargeable as

windows, and I cannot think it at all inconsistent

with such a statement to decline expressing

beforehand a general opinion as to whether

certain openings, when made, would or would

not be considered as windows, and as such

liable to charge.—Yours ever, my dear Sir,

most truly, Henry Goui.burn.

“ H. Gaily Knight, Esq., M.P.”

From the tone of the above, one might fairly

infer that to desire the untaxed enjoyment of

lifht and air, to any extent, however small, is

a moral offence in the eyes of a Chancellor of

the Exchequer
;
and that the Health of Towns

Commissioners deserve to be put in the stocks.

The letter would also appear intended to teach

the public that it is wrong to seek such a clear

explanation of the law as would guard them

against its infraction
;
and that a government

board is quite justifiable in “ declining to give

any opinion beforehand;” but we will confine

ourselves to the sentence in which Mr. Goul-

burn denies the mistake of Mr. Wickham, and

repeats the statement, that openings maybe

made for ventilation which would not bo

chargeable as windows.

Unaccountable as it may seem, the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer and Mr. Wickham are

both in error on this material point, so perti-

naciously maintained
;

and the proof is so

striking, that we doubt not we shall be able in

a few words to demonstrate the fact.

In the first place, there is no special provi-

sion in anv one of the Acts relating to tho

assessed taxes for excepting openings of any

kind (zig-zag openings nor any other) made

for purposes of ventilation in dwelling-houses,

from the duties chargeable on windows.

In the second, the 38th Geo. III., chap. 40

expressly provides, that all openings in external

walls not chargeable as windows or lights shall

be stopped up with brick or stone, or the mate-

rials of which the walls are composed. Under

this Act a gentleman at Croydon, who wished

to rid himself of mice, was 'lately surcharged

for a small hole in his cellar, made to admit a

cat; and there is no exception in favour of

perforated plates of zinc in any general Act.

In the third place, both these facts were

admitted by the legislature this very last ses-

sion, in the passing of a local Act for the pro-

tection of property in the borough of Liverpool

from fire (7 & 3 Victoria, chap. 51). In this

local Act a provision was introduced (clause 10)

for allowing circular ventilating apertures of

not more than 7 inches in diameter, " pro-

vided such aperture, if made in a direct line, is

protected by a grating of cast-iron, the inter-

stices of which shall not exceed one-quarter

of an inch in width.”

This, then, is the state of the law ;—a circu-

lar aperture 7 inches wide
,
protected by an iron

prating , may now be made in a cellar at Liver-

pool for tho escape of foul air, but if ma'.*-. in

a cellar in London, it is chargeable as an addi-

tional “ window or light.”.
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This trifling; concession to the sanatory in-

! terests of the people of Liverpool, obtained

)

through the interest of private parties, was,

! as we have seen, formally refused to the public.

But ventilation cannot be perfect without

|

the influence of the sun’s rays, to rarefy the

air and produce a current, and we cannot have

darkness and gloom without dirt and filth. The
sanatory properties of light, apart from the

question of ventilation, form another important

consideration.

The public are familiar with the fact that

light is essential to vegetation—that the fruits

of the earth will not ripen without the rays of

the sun, and that their influence is sensibly

felt in an exhilaration of the animal spirits.

But it is now beginning to be understood by
medical practitioners, that a deficiency of light

is as injurious to the health of animals as it is

to the growth of plants, and is a check to the

full and perfect development of all organic

structures, vegetable or animal. Upon this

head some important testimony was given by a

distinguished surgeon, Mr. Ward, to the

Health of Towns Commissioners.
“ Dupuytren (I think) relates the case of a

;

lady whose maladies had baffled the skill of

|

several eminent practitioners. This lady re-

j

sided in n dark room (into which the sun never

|
shone) in one of the narrow streets of Paris,

j
After a careful examination, Dupuytren was

led to refer her complaints to the absence of

light, and recommended her removal to a more
cheerful situation. This change was followed

by the most beneficial results; all her com-
plaints vanished. Sir James Wylie has given

a remarkable instance of the influence of light.

He states that the cases of disease on the dark

side ofan extensive barracks at St. Petersburgh,

have been uniformly, for many years, in the

proportion of three to one to those on the side

exposed to strong light. The experiments of

Dr. Edwards are conclusive. lie has shewn
that if tadpoles are nourished with proper

food, and exposed to the constantly renewed

contact of water (so that their beneficial respi-

ration may be maintained), but are entirely

deprived of light, their growth continues, but

1 their metamorphosis into the condition of air-

breathing aninals is arrested, and they remain

I

in the form of large tadpoles. Dr. Edwards
* also observes, that persons who live in caves

and cellars, or in very dark and narrow streets,

I are apt to produce deformed children
;

and

!

that men who work in mines are liable to dis-

ease and deformity beyond what the simple

j

closeness of the air would be likely to pro-
1 duce.”

{To be continued.)

THE ART OF BRICKMAKING.

(Continued from page 529.)

Within the period of the wars of Edward I.

and II., wall- tiles, which before were made of

uncertain dimensions, were then made after the

Flemish manner, and often used in building

walls. The lower part of these walls, about

2 feet above ground, were generally made
of rag-stones, laid in the common manner

;
but

their upper parts were faced with brick on the

outside, and on the inside with soft stone,

clunch, or any materials the country afforded
;

others were faced with brick on each side, half a

biick thick, and the space between was filled

with rough stones and mortar. About this

time it was customary to chequer the fronts of

brick and stone buildings with black flints. In

1530 Hans Holbein built a gate opposite

the Banquetting-house, Whitehall, in this

manner, and ornamented the fronts with busts

in circular recesses, with mouldings round

them of baked clay in proper colours, and

glazed in the manner of delf ware. The brick

buildings of this age may be distinguished by

being chequered with glazed bricks of a colour

darker than the rest of the face-work, which
was generally of bricks of a deep red, hard

and tolerably well burnt. In the reign of

Charles I. brick buildings were well executed

under the direction of Inigo Jones. The rate

of wages of bricklayers in 1610 set down and

assessed at Okeham, Rutlandshire, was, for a

bricklayer from Easter to Michaelmas, 5d. per

diem, with meat, or 9d. without; after Michael-

mas, 4d. with meat, and Sd. without : a brick-

layer’s apprentice, before Michaelmas, 3d.

with meat, and T&. without
;
after Michaelmas,

2d. with meat, and 6d. without : a tiler or

slater earned from 4d. to 5d. with meat, and

from 8d. to lOd. without.

In the present century the art of brick-

making is very little attended to for the common
buildings of London and other large cities.

Houses in the neighbourhood of London
are seldom reared with a view to durability;

raised on speculation, and let on lease for

a certain term of years, which seldom ex-

ceeds 99 years, it is supposed to be the in-

terest of "the builder to construct a house

so that it shall last the term of the lease, or, as

is oftener the case, it is built for sale, without

any reference to its durability. Again, in this

brick-building age, competition leads to fur-

nishing bricks at as cheap a rate as possible,

without the least reference to their durable

qualities. The evils of the system prevail

over the advantages of occasionally rebuilding

at the same cheap rate, for they very often

entail upon the householder so large and con-

tinuous an outlay as to render the property all

but valueless and unmarketable. Since the

extensive introduction of stucco these ephe-

meral structures have become more abundant.

The best material for making bricks is un-

doubtedly loam, a term usually applied to a

natural mixture of sand and clay, this is a

yellowish, or reddish-coloured, fatty earth,

and generally produces a red brick, much
harder and compacter than any other kinds of

common brick. Marl, which is a natural

mixture of chalk or lime and clay in variable

proportions, is perhaps the next best material

for common bricks, but the less lime it con-

tains the more suitable it is to the brick-

maker, for a mixture of silica, lime, and

alumina, is very fusible, and consequently

bricks when burned, if great care be not taken,

are apt to melt and run into each other.

It is presumed that the best mixture for

making common bricks is three parts of clay

and one part of limestone or chalk in powder
;

but previous to this mixture being used, it

ought to be first ascertained what the nature

of the clay is, for under this general term we
find an endless variety in composition and

character. Where durability is the object,

excess of silica is undoubtedly advantageous,

as being better calculated to resist atmospheric

action, less absorbent, and giving greater

density
;

alumina ought to be less abun-

dant than in potter’s clay, for aluminous

earths, however dense their structure after

burning, have great absorbing powers, and

consequently are sensibly affected by a moist,

cold climate
;
lime is also a powerful absorbent,

and should the chief constituents be alumina

and lime or chalk, it is very questionable, even

when aided by incipient fusion, whether it

form a durable brick. All clays contain

silica in various proportions, which, with

alumina, form the bases and chief ingredients

of these earths
;

all contain some portion of

lime, which being neutralized by mixture with

the other earths, will not effervesce with

acids ;
the latter, when the clay beds arc from

natural causes deprived of their moisture, very

often separates from the other mixtures, and

is found intersecting undurated clay in veins

and net-like tracery. In burning it acts as a

flux to the former, it is therefore an essential

ingredient when partial vitrification is re-

quired. Bergman examined several clays

made in the neighbourhood of Upsal, and

made bricks, which he baked with various

degrees of heat, suffered them to cool, im-

mersed them in water for a considerable

time, and then exposed them to the open air

for three years. They were formed of clay

and sand. The hardest were those into the

composition of which a fourth part of sand

had entered. Those which had been exposed

to the fire for the shortest time, were almost

totally destroyed, and crumbled down by the

action of the air; such as had been thoroughly

burned had suffered less damage, and in those

which had been formed of clay alone, and were

half vitrified by the heat, no change whatever

was produced. Here then we have decisive

evidence that silica should be in excess, as

tending to produce that glassy appearance or

semi-vitrification so essential to its durability,

and this was the kind of bricks so much
used in chequer-work, as noticed above. Where
the vitreous crust may be deemed necessary,

Bergman recommends the projection of a

due quantity of salt into the furnace, which

would produce the effect in the same manner

as is seen in the fabrication of stone-ware.

It is of considerable importance to examine
clay previous to working it up in bricks, which
Bergman advises may be done as follows :

—
Nitrous acid poured upon unburned clay detects

the presence of lime by producing an effer-

vescence. In the next place a lump of clay of

a given weight is to be diffused in water by
agitation. The sand will subside, and the

clay will remain suspended. Other washings

of the residue will carry off some clay, and,

by due management in this way, the sand

or quartzose matter may be had separate.

Nitrous acid by digestion will take up the

lime from a part of the clay previously weighed,

and this may be precipitated by volatile alkali.

The clay, the sand, and the lime, may thus be

well enough ascertained by weight, so as to

indicate the quantity of sand or other material

requisite to be added, in order to form that

compound, which, from other experiments,

may have been found best adapted to produce
good tiles and bricks.

In Dr. Percival’s Essays we have the fol-

lowing experiment of the effects of brick on
water : two or three pieces of common brick

were steeped four days in a basin-full of dis-

tilled water
;
the water was then decanted off

and examined by various chemical tests. It

was immiscible with soap, struck a lively green

with syrup of violets, was rendered slightly

lactescent by the volatile alkali, and quite

milky by the fixed alkali and a solution of

saccharine saturni. “This experiment,” he
observes, “affords a striking proof of the im-

propriety of lining wells with bricks, which
cannot fail of rendering the water hard and
unwholesome.”
As a preliminary to the manufacturing pro-

cess, the clay should be dug up in autumn,
spread over as large a surface as possible, and
in this state lie during the whole of the winter

exposed to the frost; in this state it greedily

absorbs atmospheric air, which, penetrating

and dividing the particles of the earth, facili-

tates the subsequent operations of mixing and
tempering. During this time the earth should

be repeatedly turned and worked with the

spade. In the spring the clay is broken in

pieces and thrown into shallow pits, where it

is watered and suffered to remain soaking for

several days; it is then tempered, and upon
the due performance of this process depends in

a great measure the quality of the brick, for

unless the several ingredients be intimately

united, we cannot hope for an uniform mate-

rial. So important is this part of the process,

that it has been recommended to dry and
pulverize the clay, and then mix

;
but this

process would involve largo additional expense.

By well heating the clay, M. Gallow succeeded

in making a brick of much greater strength

and density. On placing one of these bricks

with the centre on a sharp edge, and loading

the two ends, the bricks formed with the well-

tempered earth were broken with a weight at

each end of 65 lb., or 130 lb. in all, while

others were broken with 35 lb. at each end, or

70 lb. in the whole.

Fire-bricks made from Stourbridge clay

mixed with a quantity of old fire-bricks,

or crucibles, or glass pots, reduced previ-

ously to powder, contain an excess of silica

over alumina. Argil.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.

BY JAMES WYLSON.

{Continued from p. 583.)

151. The Grindstone Oak in the Holt, men-

tioned by White of Selborne, which has been

deemed the largest in this island, measured

at 5 feet from the ground full 36 feet in cir-

cumference
;

it was computed to contain in

14 feet of length, 1,000 feet of timber. The
Buck's Horn Oak, another great tree in the

same place, is stated to be not yet entirely

dead.

152. Goff's Oak stands on Cheshunt-

common, about five miles beyond Enfield,

through Bull’s Cross, and about the same dis-

tance from the railroad station at Waltham.

The tradition is that it was planted in 1066 by

Sir Thomas Godfrey or Goff, who came over

with William the Conqueror. The girth is

20 feet at 3 feet from the ground
;
the trunk is

hollow, and several persons can stand in the

cavity.

153. The Golynos Oak stood about four

miles from Newport, Monmouthshire. When
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standing it overspread 452 square yards
;
the

main trunk measured 9i feet in diameter; it

contained 2,426 feet of timber
;

five men were

employed twenty davs in stripping and cutting

it down, and a p'air of sawyers were constantly

occupied 133 (lays in its conversion : a stone

6 inches in diameter was found in the body of

the timber. The cubical contents of this tree

60 nearlv correspond with those of the Great

Risen Oak ,
near Newport (24J 1 ), described in

No. 93 of Tub Buii.dku, that we are disposed

to think they arc one and the same tree.

1 54. Hie Winfirthing Oak, which is asserted

to have been at the time of the Conquest an old

tree, is still existing.

155. The Greendole Oak we find described

as being pierced by a road, over which it forms

a triumphal arch, higher by several inches

than the poets’ postern at Westminster Abbey.

156. Wallace's Oak in Torwood, Stirling-

shire, measured in the trunk in 1 77 1 »
22 feet

in circumference ;
it is now completely

gone: in it the hero generally slept when his

army rendezvoused in the Torwood, during his

war with Edward.
157. Wallace's Oak at Elderslie, Renfrew-

shire, wherein, when it was in lull leaf, he and

a large party of his followers hid themselves

from the English, is stiil a noble tree, covering

19 poles of ground, and girting 21 feet at the

ground.
158. The King of the Wood, on the estate

of Fernyhirst, near Jedburgh, is a beautiful

tall straight tree, girling 18 feet above the

roots, and 1 1* at 15 feet from the ground
;

it is

80 feet high, and tapers gradually for nearly

three-fourths of its height.

159. The Keeping or T'rysting Tree
,
grow-

ing near the preceding, is of a more spreading

and picturesque character; it is upwards of

70 feet high, and covers an area of 90 feet in

diameter : it girts 22 feet above the roots,

whence it soon parts into two branches, girting

respectively 14 and 11J- feet. These two trees

are considered to be remnants of the great forest

of Jedwood.
160. Cowper's Oak, near Olney, Bucks (but

in Northamptonshire, on the Earl of North-

ampton’s estate), so called from the poet’s

having frequently written under it, would ac-

commodate in its hollow trunk a party of per-

haps a dozen.

161. At Magdalen College, Oxford, close by

the gate at the end of the Water- walk, there

grew an oak to which William of W ainflete

expressly referred when ordering his college

to be founded “ near the great oak.” Gilpin

considered that it could hardly merit that dis-

tinction if less than 500 years old, and it was

therefore probably a sapling when Alfred the

Great founded the university in 8S6 ;
its height

was 71 feet, its girth 29£ feet, its contents

751 feet; its branches extended to a radius of

16 yards on every side, and under it 3,000 men
could have sheltered themselves with ease. On
the 30th of June, 1733 or 1739, it fell to the

ground
;

from its remains a chair has been

made for the president of the college.

162. In the New Forest, Hants, survived,

till about the middle of last century, the oak
against which glanced in 1100 the arrow
of Sir Walter Tvrrel which killed William
Rufus

;
it was of exceeding large dimensions,

and was, probably, at the period of its final

decay, 900 years old. To preserve the memory
of its site, the late Lord Delaware caused ;

monumental stone to be erected thereon, bear-

ing appropriate inscriptions.

163. In Windsor Great Park, near Cran-
bourne-lodge, there are two magnificent oaks,
one ju3t within the park paling, and about
300 yards from the lodge, the other at the
point of the road leading up to, and nearer it.

The former at 6 feet from the ground measures
38 feet round, the latter at 4 feet from the
ground 36 feet.

164. In Iiuinpton-court-park, near the old
stables, is perhaps the oldest oak in England
it measures 33 feet round.

165. In Ampthill-Park, Bedfordshire, is an
oak which girts at its base upwards of 40, and at

its centre nearly 30 feet; it is hollow, and
would admit four or five persons to stand up
right in it; it is evidently very aged : on a plate
affixed to it is a poetic inscription.

166. In the Lower Charcnte, in France,
about six miles W.S.W. of Saintes, on the
road to Cozes, and in the court-yard of a
modern mansion, stands a verv remarkable ex-
ample. See Buii.dk it No 64.'

167. In the North American Review, a

writer remarks that the largcstoak he has seen

in that country is about 27 feet in circumference

at the smallest part
;
he computes its age at not

less than 500 years, so that it must have been

a majestic tree when Columbus discovered the

western world.

168. Dr. Plott, in his “ History of Stafford-

shire,” mentions one standing at ilvcote which

would overshadow bv its boughs 4,374 men.

169. In Loch Lomond, on Inch (or island of)

Marin, is one remarkable for its fine expanse

of head
;

in 1736 it girted 18 feet 1 inch.

170. At Earl Cowper’s, Pcnshangcr, Herts,

there was growing in 1820 a fine healthy tree

girting nearly 1 8 feet at 5 feet from the ground,

and exceeding 75 feet in height.

171. At Locliwood, Annandale, not less than

900 feet above the level of the sea, one of a

number of oaks of similar size girted 15 feet

at 6 feet above the root.

172. At Blairquosh, Strathblane, Stirling-

shire, one girted 15 feet at 4 feet from the

ground; its spread was 90 feet in diameter.

173. At Y ester, the Marquis of Tweeddale’s,

Haddingtonshire, one girted at 1 foot from the

ground about 151 feet, and at 6 feet about 14.

174. In Sherborne-park, the Earl of Dig-

by’s, in the autumn of 1843, a limb which

contained upwards of five tons of sound timber

dropped from an oak
;
yet its loss was scarcely

noticed—so magnificent are the venerable trees

there.

175. In Sherwood Forest, in felling and

sawing up, within the last few years, some of

the old oak trees, the letters KI and a crown
were distinctly visible in the centre of them;
ndicating that they were saplings in the reign

of King John, and had these characters then

cut in their exterior layer of wood.

176. In Bushy-park there are some hexes,

or ever-green oaks, of very large size.

177- In Cobhain-pnrk oaks of the following

large dimensions were girthed at 3 feet from

their roots :

—

14 ft. 7 i

15 „ 7

16 „ 3

16 „ 51

17 ft. 3 i

20 „ 7

21 ,, 7

25 „ 5J

178. Early in the last century, the solid

trunk of a gigantic oak was found beneath

the level of Hatfield Chase, Yorkshire, which

measured 120 feet in length, and whose circum-

ference was 36 feet at the largest part, 30 feet

in the middle, and 18 feet where the trunk was
broken off

;
at a moderate calculation it was

conjectured it might have been 240 feet in

height.

179. In Loch Douchfour, in deepening the

line of the Caledonian Canal, amongst some
urge masses of oak which were brought, up

from, under a 16- foot bed of gravel at the

bottom of the lake, one fragment measured

37 feet round, and contained the estimated

cubic quantity of 220 feet, though evidently but

a small portion of the original tree
;
the wood

was black as ebony, hard, and perfectly fresh.

180. A remarkable instance of durability

when buried in the ground, was afforded

by a canoe found at a depth of 8 feet from

the surface, in cutting drains through the

fens of Lincolshiro, and which was hollowed out

of an oak tree, of remarkably fine free-grained

timber. Piles too were dug from the foundation

of old Savoy-palace, London, built six cen-

turies and a half before, and found to be in a

state of perfect soundness.

181. The inner roof of the chapel of St.

Nicholas, King’s Lynn, Norfolk, was con-
structed upwards of four centuries and a half

ago. The roof of Westminster Hall is

about 450 years old. The rich carvings

which ornamented the ceiling of the king’s

room in Stirling Castle, 300 years old, arc
still in good preservation. The staircase in

Moreton-hall, Cheshire, winds round the
trunk of an immense oak tree; the building is

about 290 5
cars old. The celebrated table

in Dudley Castle is formed of a single plank,

longer than the wooden bridge that crosses
the lake in the Regent’s-park, London.

182.

—Swkkt, or Spanish Chbsnut.

—

The Tolsworlh Chesnut is the oldest example
in England : it stands in a garden at Tots-
worth, Gloucestershire, belonging to Lord
Ducie; and is mentioned as a famous tree in

the time of King John (born 1199, died 1216),
who held a Parliament under it, and at which
period some say it was a boundary-tree, while
others say the reign of Stephen (born 1105,

died 1154); tradition, however, carries it back

to the days of the Saxon King, Egbert, who
reigned from 799 to 837 ;

and this much
appears certain, that when used as a boundary

mark, it must have attained some age, since

saplings were not employed for that purpose.

It is 19 yards in circumference; in 1788 it

continued to produce fruit in considerable

quantities, and of good flavour, though smull.

183. The Great Chesnut. Bose mentions

one near Lanccrre, 30 feet round, which has

borne this title for 600 years.

184. In Bushy-park, near the Queen’s

house, is a very fine one, said to have been

planted by Charles TI.

185. At Buck land there exists a remarkably

fine specimen.

186. Of its durability, the roofs of King’s

College, Cambridge, and Notre Dame at

Paris are cited as examples. Rondelet, how-

ever, doubts the latter, and says Buffon

and D’Aubenton thought it a species of oak.

Piles were found under old Savoy-palace,

London, in a state of perfect soundness.

187. Ei.m.— The Trusting Tree at the Friars,

near the old castle of Roxburgh, Teviotdale,

where, in 1547, the Protector Somerset was

met by the lairds of Cessford and Fennyhirst,

with a number of the Scottish gentry, to swear

homage to the young King of England,

Edward VI., was, in 1796, found to measure

30 feet in girth. Its ruin still remains.

188. King Charles's Swing, in Hampton-

court-park, is likely to become a stupendous

tree. Two great limbs spring up from the

trunk, which latter at 8 J feet from the ground

measures 38 feet round
;
each limb is 40 feet

high.

189. Near the last-mentioned there is another

elm, estimated as containing 796 feet of timber;

its trunk is 44 feet in height and 18 feet in

circumference.

190. The Giants.—In the same park there

are the remains of two elms known by this

name, which must have been of enormous size;

the trunk of one of them measures 28 feet

in circumference.

191. Evelyn in his “ Sylva” informs us

of a wych elm which grew in the park of

Sir Walter Buggot, Staffordshire, which was

17 feet in diameter at the base, and extended,

hen felled, 120 feet. It was estimated to

contain 97 tons of timber.

192. Decandollc mentions a specimen which

grew near the town of Morges, in Switzerland,

measuring 1 /.} feet in diameter, and estimated
'

at 335 years old
;

he informs us that it

grew on the average 3} lines yearly (that is,

y-jths of an inch), beginning with 6
,

and

diminishing to 2 ft lis.

193. White, in his “ History of Selborne,”

mentions a broad-leaved elm, or wych hazel,

which, though it had lost a considerable leading

branch in the storm of 1703, was, when felled,

too bulky for a carriage, and contained eight

loads of timber.

194. At Brignolle, near Toulon, is one under

which a dance was performed before Charles

IX. of France in 1564. Chancellor Michel

de l’Hopital of that period speaks of it as

an object worthy the attention of travellers.

195. The Queen's Elm.—At the north-west

angle of Richmond Green may be seen tha

trunk of an ancient one, so called from having,

it is said, been a favourite tree of Queen

Elizabeth.

196. In St. James’s Park, one of those near

the entrance of the passage leading into Spring

Gardens was planted by the Duke of Glou-

cester, brother to Charles I. As that un-

fortunate monarch was walking with his

guards from St. James’s to Whitehall, on the

morning of his execution, he turned to one

of his attendants, and mentioned the circum-

stance.

197. As a proof of the durability of elm

when constantlv wet, mention may be made
that it was used chiefly for the piles on which
Old London-bridge was founded, and these,

though upwards of 601) years old, were found

sufficiently sound to build upon again. Piles of

it were also found under the old Savoy Palace

perfectly sound.*

Erratum in No. 94.—In description of

Hornbeam, 5th line, for “southward,” read
“ northward.”

* [But we believe these and other piles, on ex-

posure to the air, almost immediatelydecayed.

—

Ed.]
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MINERALOGY.
BV HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESO., PROFESSOR

OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(Continued from p. 580.)

The uses of gypsum are various; in the

Canaries it is used by way of remedy for their

wine, and about Malaga a large quantity is

tunned up with the juice of the grapes; this

custom is most probably derived from the

ancients, for we learn by different passages in

the Greek writers on husbandry that it was
used as a clarifier. They threw gypsum into

their new wine, stirred it often around, then
let it stand for some time, and when it had
settled, poured off the clear liquor. It would
appear, however, that gypsum caused the

spirituous part to evaporate, that the wine
acquired a certain sharpness which it afterwards
lost, but the good effects of the gypsum were
lasting. This custom is very little followed at

the present day. It is sometimes found an
admirable remedy for renovating beer when
pricked. As a manure it is invaluable, and
the most surprising evidences are given of its

renovating and invigorating powers. It is

found to answer best in sandy or gravelly soils.

From 7»000 to 10,000 tons used to be shipped
annually from Nova Scotia to New York,
Pennsylvania, and other parts of the United
States; and, according to the reports given,
its effects were wonderful, particularly on grass.
The crops of corn and Indian corn were more
than doubled by its use instead of stable
manure. Its effects have been great when
employed in the proportion of one bushel to

the acre annually. It is, however, so varying
in its nature, that great care should be taken
in choosing it for agricultural purposes, being
variably saturated with sulphuric acid, and
sometimes containing metalline substances in-

imical to its use, either in manuring lands, or
in refining wine or beer; for the two latter

purposes in particular, when used, the greatest
care ought to be taken to useertain that it is a
pure sulphate.

If chalk, marble, limestone, spar, or any other
species of calcareous earth, containing fixed

air, be exposed to continued ignition, they give
out carbonic acid gas and water, to the amount
of nearly one half of their weight. The re-
mainder, consisting chiefly of lime, has a strong
tendency to combination, and attracts water
very powerfully. The addition of water to
lime produces a very considerable heat, at-

tended with noise arid agitation of the parts,

which break asunder, and a phosphoric light is

see.i if the experiment be made in the dark.
Water dissolves about one seven-hundredth
part of its weight of lime, and is then called
lime-water. This solution has an acrid taste,

and turns syrup of violets to a green colour. If
Mme-water be exposed to the open air, the lime
it tracts carbonic acid gas, and is by that means
onverted into chalk

;
which, not being soluble

n water, forms a crust on the surface, that,
'hen of thickness, breaks and falls to

le bottom, and in this way in time the whole
•‘the lime will he separated.
Mortar has a degree of adhesion and duc-
tity much less than clay. When drv, it

isnore or less friable, like chalk. A mixture
o sand or broken earthen vessels greatly
iireases its firmness. If dry quick lime be
nxed with mortar, it gradually absorbs the
suerfluous water, and the mass becomes solid
in. very short time

;
this latter fuel ought to

beiorne in mind by builders.

Ulcarkqus Earths.—The vast import-
ant of the earths in the harmony of nature,
and be many difficulties placed in' the way of
trul comprehending their nature and the uses
to mich bv nature as by art they are applied,
lead me to give them more than an ordinary
comderation, and to point out the absolute
necesity which exists that the lover of science
shotd begin by observation of vital phe-
nom-na.

Ea'ths are defined as bodies simple, with
resp.ct to the present powers of chemical
anal-sis, brittle, incombustible, infusible by
the heat ot furnaces, not soluble in many
huntred times their weight of water, and
destitute of that opaque brilliancy which cha-
racterizes metals

;
taken substantively, they

1 we called silex, lime, clay, barytes, and
i magnesia, soda, &c. Of these silex and lime
l take the precedence in the order of events
i manifest in the organic, fossil, and mineral
I kingdoms. From the earliest dawn of natural

philosophy up to the present epoch, fossil and
mineral bodies, and stratified and amorphous
masses, have been considered without reference

to organic existences and vital phenomena;
but, since geology ha9 turned its attention

to the phenomena of fossil and mineral beds,

the close connection of organic and inorganic
matter has been observed, a new field of

observation lias been opened to view, em-
bracing the varied and eventful history of
past ages, in which the remains of animals and
vegetables, no longer existing on the earth,

have united their aggregate remains to form
hill and mountain masses, and many of the

previously inexplicable phenomena of fossil

and mineral bodies.

As animal and vegetable bodies are the
primitive fountains from whence the earths are
derived, and time and a perpetual succession
of generations add to the quantities of those
earths, so the earths in return become the
source and origin of organic existences, the
bases on which they exist, and the sources from
whence they derive their varying capacities and
powers; thus, by this reciprocity of action,

a positive and continuous increase takes place
generally and locally,—generally, as applied to

the whole planetary body; locally, as measured
out by periods of disturbance and repose, of
generation and decay. The one general law
governs the production of all the earths.

Vegetable mould is the product of decompo-
sition of vegetable bodies

;
proofs of its origin

are continually before our eyes, and are open
to all men who choose to experiment thereon,
or to watch the progress of forming earth on
the rock or chiselled stone, as mosses or
lichens perpetuate their generations. It is a

product peculiar to vegetables not to be imi-
tated by art, nor yet to be distinctly understood
by chemical analysis. Lime or animal earth
is as distinctly marked in its origin as it is bv
its peculiar qualities; and as vegetable mould
is characteristic of land vegetation and atmo-
spheric and aqueous action, so lime is equally
characteristic of oceanic animals, and of the
vital processes by which it is elaborated:
both are produced by the same laws, but by
modified and variable action

;
both are subser-

vient to the one great end, the increase of this

planetary body, the difference being, the one is

elaborated in the medium in which man, the
intelligent power, is disposed, and therefore
appeals directly to the cognizance of the
senses; the other is disposed in a denser
medium removed from immediate observation,
and co nes not therefore so directly within the
scope of our discoveries.

That lime is elaborated by animals within the
ocean is a fact admitted, and not in the least in-

validated by the readily ascertainable circum-
stance, that it is also received into both animal and
vegetable systems of term Jinnn by absorption
from the soil, or as a constituent of the animal
food : the lesser fact is demonstrable by experi-
ment, and, being proved, is an admitted truth

;

buL the greater fact is the gathering of obser-
vation as well as individual experiment, a truth

of induction passing through a chain of reason-

ing which none hut the philosophic observer
can follow, and which, not being generally

received, is still a disputed truth.

The reasons we have for believing that lime

is elaborated by animals, as vegetable matter
is elaborated by vegetables, arc wise and pow-
erful, although they may not be found con-
vincing by men wedded to previous opinions.

It is observed that as polypi, niollusca, and
Crustacea approach and are disposed within

the broad tropical belt, so they secrete the

greater abundance of lime
;
and as they ad-

vance towards the polar circle, so many species

become partlv or wbollv divested of this earth.

That stony coral formations arc peculiar to the

middle regions, and are governed in their in-

crease of species and general quantities by
latitude, dip, and inclination, and the absence

of disturbing and destroying causes : that in

tropical seas they cover areas of many thousand
square miles, constituting hill and mountain
chains and groups

;
whereas in temperate re-

gions there are but few calcareous species, and
within the polar seas none : that the whole bed
of the ocean in these regions, independent of

disturbing causes, is chiefly composed of cal-

careous matter like a fine chalk generated by
the digestive processes of the living occupants,

or bv the partial or entire decomposition of

these various tribes, of hill and mountain
chain, of coral rock building in every variety,

of niollusca, Crustacea, and finny inhabitants of
the deep

;
the whole being interspersed with

beds of coral and other sand, and beds of
animals and vegetables as is the earth on which
we tread, whose allotted duties, in like manner,
are to contribute in life and in death to the

material on which they are disposed.

( To be continued.')

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

December 11th.— W. Hughes Hughes,
Esq., V.P. in the chair.

M. Lassus, architect to the French Govern-
ment, was elected a corresponding member.

The Secretary read a paper “On Mr. J. P.
Chatten’s Improved Dead Eyes.” A model
and diagrams to illustrate which were placed
before the meeting.

The next paper read by the secretary was
“ On the Kamptulicon Life-boat,” by Lieut.

G. Waller, R. N.

The third paper read was “ On the Hydrau-
lic Ram,” by Mr. Freeman Roe ; a model and
diagram accompanying the communication.

Several specimens of the earthenware, and
other manufactures of the Mexicans, were

E
laced on the table and partly described by
•r. Thompson. This subject will be brought

fonvard in a more interesting form after

Christmas.

SOCIETY OF MASTER CARPENTERS.

On Wednesday evening last, a meeting of
this society was held ut the Freemasons’ Tavern,
Great Queen-street, Mr. Biers, the president,

took the chair, and was supported by the

vice-president, Mr. Sparks. The minutes of
the previous evening having been read and con-
firmed, and the usual business of the society

transacted, it was determined that a special

general meeting be convened for the 23rd inst.,

for the purpose of taking into consideration a

petition to Parliament to ahulish the window-
duties, or to so modify them as to lead to a
better system of ventilation. Among the mem-
bers present, were— Mr. Stevens, Mr. Higgs,
Mr. W. Hutchins, Mr. Cuhilt, Mr. Burstall,

Mr. Davey of Stanmore, Mr. Outhwaite, and
Mr. Lover. From the great interest taken
in the forthcoming question by the society,

and by the trade generally, as well as by the

public at large, a numerous attendance is ex-

pected next Monday week.

HEALTH OF TOWNS.

On Wednesday last a numerous and highly

influential meeting took place at Exeter Hail,

for the purpose of forming an association to

promote legislative and other measures for the

improvement of the health of towns. The
Marquis of Norinanby occupied the chair

; and
among those on the platform were the Earl of

Shelburne; Sir R. H. Inglis, Bart; Sir W.
Clay, Bart.; Mr. She'll, M.P. ; Mr. Ewart,
M.P.

;
Mr. Hawes, M.P. ; Dr. Southwood

Smith, &c. The meeting was addressed by
the noble chairman at considerable length on
the paramount importance of the objects they

had in view, and the following resolutions

were introduced by their respective proposers

and seconders in neat and effective speeches :—

*

1st. That the want of proper sewerage,

drainage, and cleansing of towns was the

cause of sickness, suffering, and a high rate of

mortality, as well as of the moral and phy-

sical deterioration of the people.

2nd. That an association he formed for the

purpose of improving the condition of the

dwellings of the poor in towns.

3rd. That a subscription be opened to

carry out the objects of the proposed society.

4th. That the condition of burying-grounds

be considered.

Dr. Southwood Smith then read a petition,

which he had drawn up for the purpose of

being presented to both Houses of Parliament.

It set forth the present condition of the poor

in respect of their dwellings, the various means

by which they might be improved, and prayed

for legislative interference. The presentation

of the petition was entrusted to the Marquis of

Norinanby and Lord Ashley.
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Sin,

—

Among the many advantages arisin

from the great improvement in travelling mac'

during the last few years, not the least is tl

great facility given for penetrating into hod

of the nooks and corners of England hitheD

unknown or unthought of. Nearly ev</

village of our country still possesses its ancitt

church, and it must be poor indeed if it d<s

not contain something worthy of notice; sd

in very many cases subjects worthy of illusn-

tion are to be found, as in the church of Vet
Drayton, which is about ten minutes’ uik

from the station of the Great Western &il-

way, very prettily situated, and, with it3 ivy-lad

tower, presenting altogether a very pitu-

resque appearance, though of no extraor.liary

architectural beauty. The interior of the

church is a good plain specimen of the ecle-

siastical architecture of the fourteenthcen-

tury; it has its timber roof supported omtone
corbels : there is a water-drain of earl) date

and good design : in the chancel at re-

maining some fair specimens of brasses and
throughout it has suffered less froip the <ppli-

cation of paint and whitewash than most *f our
village churches. But the object perhaps most
worthy of attention in the church is the sufaect of

the present illustration. This font may befairly

considered one of the best remaining n the

kingdom, and it is much to be regrettei that

it was not included in the very beaitiful

collection lately published by Mr. Van V>orst.

Its general plan is an octagon with an irre-

gular base raised on one step, and laving

grotesque figures ranged around it ; whom or

what they are intended to represent must be

left to the reader’s imagination or to the learned

in allegory to determine. The pedestal is

very beautifully designed; it consists of a
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circular pier in the centre, around which

are a series of open arches with buttresses at

each angle of the octagon ;
the whole effect

j]

of this part of the work is particularly light

« and pleasing. The pedestal is surmounted

[I by a spreading band of very bold foliage,

H
interspersed with figures, some of which, from

II their costume, seem to be intended to represent

l the privileged fool of the olden time ; around the

t bowl of the font are eight panels filled with sculp-

I

ture : the panel in the centre of the elevation has

an angel bearing a shield; the next to the right

one of the Maries, with the body of Christ alter

the Crucifixion ; the next following, is a mason
engaged in carving ;

the next, the Cruci-

|
lixion ; then another angel bearing a shield

;

r and the three remaining panels contain angels

holding scrolls. The whole composition is com-
leted by a plain bold moulding ; the font is

ned with lead, and has a pipe down the

centre pier for letting off the water, but this is

now in disuse in consequence of the pipe

being stopped up. It is very much to be re-

gretted that some great lover of cleanliness,

who was much annoved by seeing the stains

caused by time on tne font, had the eyesore

removed by the application of sundry coats of

paint, which every lover of architecture must
deplore. It is much to be wished that some-

thing could be done to remove the superfluous

coating. There is no document to decide the

date of the workmanship, but from its whole

character, I should feel inclined to place

the date at about the latter part of the

fourteenth century. I feel sure that it is quite

needless to say any thing as to the beauty of

this specimen; it will be allowed by all; but

I would advise every person going near the

place to see it; it contains many beauties

that cannot be given in merely geometrical

drawings, however accurate. 1 visited and

delineated it at the request of Mr. Bartholo-

mew, the architect. The elevation and section

need no explanation. One half the plan is

taken across the top of the font, and the other

1 half across the pedestal, shewing the base and

step.—I am. Sir, yours, &c.
W. Caviler.

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF HANDRAILS
OF STAIRS.

DY MR. GEORGE RIDLEV.

General RcviarJcs.

1. In the theory of handrailing, the circular

well-hole of a staircase may be compared to a

cylindric space, around which the ends of the

steps are made to abut: and the wreathed

portion of the rail may be said to occupy the

position of a spiral quadrilateral solid winding

' round the cylindric space at an angle of incli-

|

i nation adapted to range parallel to the nosings

|

i of the steps immediately undemeatn.

2. This spiral quadrilateral solid would
therefore form a detached portion of a hollow

: cylinder, circumscribing the cylindric space we
i have already described. It is formed out of

the solid plank, in lengths seldom exceeding

) one-fourth of the entire revolution around the

: cylinder, the thickness of the plank being suffi-

cient only to embody within its surfaces the

I
i wreathed form of the rail,

i 3. In its formation, the method of procedure

i usually adopted is by the application of such

) moulds to the surfaces of the plank as approxi-

l unate nearest to the required outline of the

]

quadrilateral solid itself, and which are requi-

i 6ite for the guidance of the workman during

i the progress of the work.

4,

Let the lines A B C D (Fig. 1 ) represent the

I ) base of a portion of this hollow cylinder, whose
! , shell we shall suppose tobe formed of wood of the

i s same thickness and radii as are required for the

i) o plan of the handrail. Let the lines EFG H
i ri represent the elevation of the cylinder, upon the

i
: convex and concave surfaces of which are

a marked off the risers and treads of the radiating

s steps. Let the points 12 3 &c. represent

tl the nosings of the steps, and the lines b b the

lilines of inclination of the handrail. These
li lines thus drawn upon the shell of the hollow

'

c cylinder will shew the position and form of the

i

q
quadrilateral solid, as embodied in the shell of

tl the hollow cylinder; but as this solid is to be

1 d obtained out of plank, it is necessary in practice

i tl that the inclination of the plank should be so

i ai adapted as not only to comprise within the limits

of its surfaces the body of the solid, but also

that its fibres should range as nearly as is prac-

ticable with the direction of the curve of the

rail.

5. If the thickness of the plank were inserted

in the body of this hollow cylinder at the incli-

nation required for that purpose, and the lines

of the intersections of the cylindric surfaces,

with the plane surfaces of the plank, were

marked on the plank, we should, by the

removal of the plank from its place in the

hollow cylinder at once perceive the position

at which the moulds should be marked on the

faces of the plank, and the direction in which

the vertical surfaces should be cut to form a

solid out of the plank similar to the space

formed in the hollow cylinder for its reception.

The outlines marked on the faces of the plank

would represent the section of the cylinder cut

by a plane in the direction of the surface of the

plank ; and the outline thus obtained is well

known by the name of the face-mould.

6. From these premises it is clear that the

theory of handrailing, as applied to the circular

wells of staircases, is to a certain extent depend-

ing upon the sections of the cylinder. The
cylinder, as every one knows, is a solid body

formed by the revolution of a parallelogram

round one of its fixed sides; or, in plainer

language, a portion of a cylinder may be com-
pared to the space which is passed over by a door

revolving upon its hinges. The axial line of

this cylindric 6pace is a line conceived to pass

vertically through the centres of the hinges,

and its base would be represented by the circle

which the revolving edge of the door would
form upon the floor.

7. By the cylindric sections are understood

the sections produced by cutting the cylinder

with a plane ; thus, a circle is a cylindric sec-

tion, because if we cut a cylinder parallel to its

base, the section would be a circle.

8. Again, if we cut a cylinder by a vertical

plane at right angles to its base, the section

will be a parallelogram.

9. But the section of the cylinder, as more

particularly referred to in our remarks on hand-

railing, is that of the ellipse, which is produced

by a plane cut through the body of the cylinder

in an oblique direction. There are various

methods of forming the curve of the ellipse

upon a plane surface, which our limits prevent

us from entering upon ;
the following method,

for the purposes of handrailing, appears to us

to be the most effective. LetABC (Fig. 2
)
be the

Fiy.2

semi plan of a cylinder, the line M L its axial

line, and the parallelogram A B E F the vertical

plane passing through the axial line. Let the

line G H be the position of a plane cut through
the cylinder at right angles to the plane of the

parallelogram ABEF; then, to describe the

ellipse, or the sectional outline of this cutting

plane through the points G H : procure a beam
compass with three sliding points : let a and c

represent the two extreme points of the com-
pass, and the intermediate point b a sliding-

stock in which a black-lead pencil is fixed

;

make the distance from b to c equal to half the

length of the ellipse, as shewn by G I, and the

distance from a to b equal to the line L C.

From the point I draw the line I K at right

angles to G II, on each side of the line I K
affix two straight edges, leaving a space between
in which the point c of the beam-compass may
slide, and on the side of the line G H place a

similar straight edge ; having proceeded thus

far, place the point c of the beam-compass in

the groove on the line I K, and the point a of

the compass on the line G H. Then, by the

motion of the beam-compass, as indicated by
the dotted line, the pencil in the socket at b

will describe the section of the cylinder.

10.

The surface of a cylinder is also a

parallelogram, whose base line is equal in length

to the circumference of the cylinder, and the

height thereof equal to the height of the

77.r. 5
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cylinder. A spiral line, is a line drawn upon

the surface of the cylinder at any angle of

inclination which might be required, and the

development of a spiral line upon a plain surface

would represent the hypothenuse of a right-

angled triangle. Thus let A B C (Fig. 3) repre-

sent the base of a semi-cylinder, and the figure

D E F G its elevation. The development of

the cylindric surface upon the line A C B will

be a parallelogram whose base line H I is

equal in length to the ciicle A C B, and

whose height II K is equal to the height E G
of the cylinder. In the development, the

hypothenusal line II L will form the develop-

ment of the spiral line F E upon the surface

of the cylinder. The projection of a spiral

line upon the elevational surface of the cylinder

may be performed by dividing the circle

A C B into any number of equal pans as in-

dicated by the points a a a, &c. Having trans-

ferred these divisions to the base line H I of

the development as shewn by the points bbb,
&c., draw the vertical lines bf hf> &c., cutting

the development of the spiral line K I in the

points fff, &c. upon the elevational surface of

the cylinder, and from the points a a a, &c., on
the plan of its base, draw the vertical lines

ag, ag, &c., intersecting the horizontal lines

fg, fg, &c., in the points g g, and through
which trace the line F E, which is the projection

of the spiral line winding round the surface

of the cylinder as developed by the line II L.

11. On reverting again to the hollow
cylinder, which we have already mentioned, as

formed of wood, upon both surfaces of which
we shall suppose the student to have marked
off the arrises of the upper and the lower
surfaces of the quadrilateral solid, it will be
observed that any straight line taken at right

angles to the axial line of the cylinder will

coincide with any radiating line upon the

upper or the lower surfaces of the solid re-

spectively
; but as the inner and the outer

arrises of these inclined surfaces are ranging

at different angles of inclination, it therefore

follows that the mean inclination of either the

upper or the lower surface between their re-

spective arrises is in a central line between
the two arrises respectively, and the true

development of this line would be the hypo-
thenuse of a triangle in the developed surface

of a cylinder whose radius is equal to the

distance from the centre of the cylinder to the

central line of the quadrilateral solid.

12. If, however, as is generally the case, where
this quadrilateral solid, which constitutes the

handrail round the cylindric ends of the

well-hole, is joined by the straight portions

of the rail connected with the flyers, and
which are ranging at an angle of inclination

different from that round the cylinder. The.

junction of the inclinations of both will to avoid
deformity, require to be eased of by a curved
line.

13. The simple and beautiful outline of the

parabolic curve is the best adapted to this pur-

pose; it is already well known, from its having
been in use for more than a century. Our
article, however, requires us here to enter into

its detail. Let the lines a b and b c (Fig. 4) repre-

a
'' y

sent the intersection of the two inclined surfaces
of the rail ; let a and c represent the points at

which the curve is to commence; divide the
lines a b and b c each into any number of
equal parts 1 2 3 4, &c.; which being done,
draw lines from the points marked 1 2 3, &c.
in the lines a b to the corresponding points
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12 3, &c. in the line b c ; and from the inter-

section of these lines the curve may be adjusted

by the hand to the greatest accuracy. The
dotted lines de and fg represent the upper

and lower arrises of the rail, from the different

curvatures of which it will be observed that the

upper and the lower surfaces of the rail arc not

in the same angle of inclination; therefore, the

mean between both surfaces, as shewn by the

line a c, will be the correct inclination of the

rail.

14. We are, therefore, not only as regards

the diameter of our cylinder, on the surface of

which we shall conceive our line of heights to

be placed, but also in the development of the

line of heights, to confine ourselves to those

dimensions which pertain to the centre of the

rail only,

15. By the line of heights is meant the

inclination of the handrail, as laid down upon
the developed surface of the cylinder. Its use
is to enable us to ascertain the correct height
or position of our cutting-plane in the cylinder,

as we shall hereafter treat more at large.

1G. If we divide the length of our quadra-
lateral solid into parts not exceeding one-fourth
of a revolution round the cylinder, we shall

find that the proximity between the line or
arris produced by winding the development of

the line of heights round the surface of the

cylinder, and that produced on the same surface

by the intersection of a cutting-plane made to

pass through any three points approximating
nearest to the general line of heights, is such as
will enable us to ascertain with certainty in

what position the plane of our face-mould should
cut through the cylinder. Thus, let the circle

A C B (Fig. 5) represent a portion of the base

of a cylinder, and the lines D E F G its eleva-

tion; also let the parallelogram II I QL represent

the development of the cylindric surface, and
the line P Q. the line of heights ; suppose then

that the lower portion of the development of

the cylindric surface up to the line P Q. is

wrapped round the cylinder, we should find

the perpendicular heights H P, R S, and I Q
in the development to coincide with the

perpendicular heights D N, T O, and E G on
the cylindric surface respectively ; but the
straight line P It Gl would produce the spiral

line on the elevation of the surface of the

cylinder. And, moreover, as the cutting-plane

for our face-mould would, in passing through
the cylinder, as shewn by the dotted line X 0 G,
cannot in this case be made to pass through
the entire spiral line, it is sufficient for our
purpose if it be made to pass through the

nearest approximating points, N 0 G, as shewn
in the diagram.

17. Again, if, as in Fig. G, where the line of
heights P U 11 in the development is represented
on the surface of the cylinder by the curved
spiral line N O M, our cutting plane in such a
case would not only be required to pass through
the straight line X M, but its direction from
thence should also be made to pass the point O
on the cylindric surface. This intermediate
point O is first to be determined on the deve-
lopment by drawing the tangent line U V
parallel to the line P It, but touching the
curved line of heights in the point Q, which

being transferred to the surface of the cylinder

as seen in the point 0, we have then obtained

three points, X 0 M, on the surface of tb

cylinder through which our section is to pas*

The theory for determining the relative position

of this plane, with a vertical plane passing

through the axial line of the entire cylinder, so

as to obtain the contour of the face-mould, and

the bevils for its application to the surfaces of

the plank, depends on the properties of the

trihedral and its solid angles, which we shall

next enter upon previous to our delineation of

the various details connected with this branch
of science.

(To be continued.)

SLIP OF CHALK AT EAST CLIFF, DOVER.

Every observer of the cliffs of Dover will

behold the same weather-beaten face that

terrified the army of Cmsar, with very little

alteration, in this locality, till you come
some fifty or seventy yards beyond the Jetty.

The same flints, had they eyes, would have
seen the glorious lord of day rise for the last

2,000 years. The builder of certain premises
on the cliff, from an error in judgment, and fol-

lowing the example of others, continued the line

of buildings, not observing or regarding the

mound of loose chalk thrown down when the
moat round the castle was enlarged ; and, find-

ing the foot or bottom in his way, removed it.

Consequently, the late heavy and incessantrains,

lodging on the top or table, so saturated it,

that the part above slipped, and filled up the

space which he had made, and on which a

part of the building stood. I have been
an accurate observer of the cliffs for half a

century. There never has been, prbperly so

called, a fall of the cliffs in that time, but
virtual slips have been occasioned by the sea

washing away the bottom, or by some ex-

cavations of man at the foot; otherwise the

cliff cannot slip (or fall, if you please), but
from one or other of these joint causes. I call

the attention of the scientific, or my contempo-
rary observers, as well to the present slip as to

the different ones along the railroad—the great

one at Shakspeare’s Cliff in 1800, or there-

about, and the one on the 12th of November,
1810, when the pig that survived for months
under the ruins was buried. Here not only

" as the foot of the cliff cut away, but a piece of

ordnance was placed immediately above, the

plane and mounds of which retained the rains,

and occasioned the slip. It will be found
universally that a greater quantity of earth or

loose soil is found at the top of all slips of

chalk that retain the rains, which, by the

joint action of gravity and tbe attraction of the

sun, descend on inclined planes which they

form ; and if that inclined plane reaches the

face of the cliff before it gets to the base, there,

and there only, can a slip of our far-lamed

cliff’s happen. I consider all the houses in the

locality of East Cliff, facing the sea, as safe as

Snargate-street; for it would require a great

projectile force to send from the apex of the

cliffs any portion thereof. The nine tons of

gunpowder, used at the great blast at Round-
down, did not project farther. I am informed
that a Government survey has been made,
and that it is their intention to remove the

objectionable points, and then every part of that

locality will be safe.

—

Dover Chronicle.
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STEAM-BOAT PIERS AND THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

Last week Mr. Deputy Hicks moved the

Court of Common Council to agree to the

report made by the Navigation Committee on
the subject of the existing steam-boat piers

between London-.bridge and Chelsea. The
report stated that the committee had directed

a survey to be made by Mr. Walker, the civil

engineer, by Mr. Leech, the clerk of the City
works, and by the water-bailiff’, and that those
gentlemen bad certified that those piers were
in general unsafe, and impeded the navigation
of the river. They were for the most part as

unsafe as had been that at Blackfriars’-bridge
at the time the recent fatal accident happened.
The committee also stated that they had been
furnished with a plan on which those piers

ought to be constructed, the expense of erect-

ing each of which would be about 1,750/. The
committee added that they had caused notices
to be served upon the owners and proprietors
of the present piers, calling upon them to con-
struct them on the plan furnished, and accord-
ing to the regulations of the committee, or that
they would be removed. If the notice were
not complied with, the licences granted to

private individuals to erect piers would be
withdrawn.

Mr. R. L. Jones hoped the court would not
agree to this report. There were in perspective
two great measures which approached consum-
mation, which the recommendations of this

report, if carried into effect, would interfere

with. He alluded to the projected embank-
ment from Blackfriars’-bridge to Westminster,
and again from Westminster-bridge to Chelsea.
To the first proposition (to effect which the
bill was actually printed) this court had as-

sented, provided the government carried the
plan into execution at its own expense; and he
submitted, that pending the matter, parties

ought not to be permitted or encouraged to

erect these landing-places along the very line

the embankment was proposed to be carried.

The government ought not to be interfered
with in the matter. He also contended that

neither the committee nor the, court had the
oower to grant licences for the erection of these
oiers. The light to the soil of the river was
i Question now pending between the Crown
md the corporation in the Court of Chancery.
The report of the Navigation Committee was
ultimately agreed to by a large majority, only
three hands being held up against it.

IMPORTANT TO SURVEYORS OF
HIGHWAYS.

The decision in the following case which
was tried, in the ‘li th ult., in the Queen’s
3ench, will, we hope, operate as a caution to

mrveyors of the highways to abandon the

aractice, so prevalent, of leaving heaps of

I

naterials for mending the roads, and of
crapings of mud from the roads, in such
ituations as to endanger travellers. It will

hew the public that the practice is illegal

ind may be prevented.

DAVIS V. CURLING.
This was an action against the surveyor

f the highways of the parish of Tottenham,
o recover damages for the consequences of an
cccident which had been occasioned, as was
Jleged, by his neglect. The plaintiff on the
1st January, 1843, drove from Lambeth to

I'ottenham in a one-horse chaise, accompanied

j

y his wife, to the house of a Mr. New-
r.one, where he remained to supper. On his

1 cturn home his gig was upset in Marsh-
nine, in consequence of driving over a heap

f gravel, the gig being broken to pieces,

md Davies and his wife both seriously in-

fired. The former was confined to bed
•r three weeks, and was for six weeks
idsabled from attending to business. It ap-
asared that on each side of the lane there
o a track of greensward, on which it is cus-
n>mary to place heaps of gravel for the repair

f the road, where they are left until they
e*e required. The heap in question extended

I
)iom the greensward into the road. Several

j

r the plaintiff’s witnesses swore positively to

|

:ais fact, and also stated that they had, before

|

eie accident occurred, frequently drawn the

j

Mention of the defendant’s servants to the

uangerous state of the particular gravel heap
lihich had occasioned the accident.

Mr. Justice Wightman, in summing up,

left these questions to the jury—First, were
they satisfied that the defendant ever knew
that the gravel was in the place where it was ?

Secondly, if he did so know it, was it negli-

gence and want of due care on his part to

leave it there ? Thirdly, if they answered the

other two questions in the affirmative, were
they satisfied that the accident had been occa-

sioned by such negligence ?

The jury returned with a verdict for the

plaintiff, answering each of these questions in

the affirmative, and assessing the damages
at 351.

(fTorrfspoHtJcncf*.

ARTESIAN WELLS.
TO THE EDITOR OK THE BUILDER.

Sir,— It has been publicly announced in the

London journals that an artesian well was to

be formed in the rear of the National Gallery,

in order to furnish water for the fountains in

Trafalgar-sqnarc. Naturally inquisitive on
this subject, I have occasionally visited the

chosen site, and watched, at a respectful dis-

tance, the progress of the work. I say at a

respectful distance, Sir, for there has hitherto

been an attempt to inistify proceedings,

and the organ of communicativeness ap-

pears to have been as chary of the required

supply of information, as the chalk beds have
evidently been of their supply of water. All

the information T can obtain is, that they have
sunk the well 300 feet, dipping into the chalk;
all that I can see is, an expensive edifice,

raised before they were quite certain it would
be wanted

;
and, by the aid of a powerful

engine, they have been able to pump up water
enough to fill the huge cisterns crowning the

new building
;

and they arc now vigorously
attacking the subterranean reservoirs in front

of the National Gallery, with the intent, I pre-

sume, of draining the first well, and thus

forming a kind of canal navigation beneath
that venerable building. We are not to have
an artesian well at all, but the fountains are to

play by the aid of steam : they had better have
come to terms with one of the water companies.
So much for the plea of economy. Perhaps
some of your readers will throw a further

light on the subject.

Since my former communication a rather
curious exemplification of the effects of drain-

age by main sewers has been thrust upon my
attention. Large avenues of trees at Bow have
lately perished in consequence of sewers being
formed in their immediate neighbourhood

;
the

cause and the effect are equally palpable to

the resident inhabitants, although singularly

against the draining mania of the day:
perhaps “Jenkins’ Geology” will explain

this. j\I.

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.

GOTHIC TEARS.

Sir,—

T

am ready to admit that the island where
I have had my origin has bad the reputation of

producing every thing which is barbarous, and

that 1 shall hardly be believed when I claim of

the present age any thing which may gainsay

the deeply- imbibed belief that no art could

emanate from such a remote part of Scandi-

navia. Yet let my public cry be heard by the

builder; and let my almost unheeded remains
at Wisby call attention to my claims. Why
should the University of Christiania publish,

at the expense of government, the architectural

remains of the Cathedral of Drentheim (beau-

tiful though they are) and my much earlier

efforts in the fourteen ecclesiastic buildings in

the city above-mentioned be neglected? Arc
they too ruinous ? Not so. Are the materials,

the workmanship, the magnitude and elevation

of the edifices contemptible ? The reverse.

Let not then fashion, ignorance, or prejudice

do me injustice. Examine my claims, and
pronounce whether the church of All Saints

was built in 1030; of the Holy Ghost and
St. Lawrence in 1046; St. Drotten in 1086;
St. Catherine, with its fane and arches, in 1160;
and have any thing to constitute a claim to

containing the first pointed arches in Europe.
Perhaps, Sir, I ought to console myself

in recollecting that the late Sir John Soane
was called the modern Goth, because lie made
use of a most beautiful order of architecture

at the Bank of England in an admirable

manner, but which the author of the appella-

tion had not taste to comprehend.

—

I am, Sir,

your barbarous servant, Goth.
From the Island of Gothland, in the Baltic,

September 30, 1844.

DRAWING INSTRUMENT.

Sir,—In answer to “ G. N.” of last week,
I would say the instrument alluded to is called

a Ccntrolmead, invented by Mr. P. Nicholson,
and was improved on by the late Mr. A. Nichol-
son

;
it is in form like a T square, with the

stock forming an obtuse angle instead of a

right line, working round two pins found at

certain points, which will draw lines to any
vanishing point, 50, 100, or 200 yards off. It

is an instrument very little known, but should
you wish a further explanation, I will give it.

— I remain, Sir, yours, J. W. W., Jun.

44, Stanhope-street, Hampstead-road,
Dec. 9, 1844.

MACHINE FOR CUTTING TRAOERY.

Sir,— Having some time ago seen an ac

count of tracery being cut by machinery for a

new church in London (I think Camberwell),
T quite expected some of your correspondents

in London would have given us in the country

a description of it; hut being disappointed, I

take the liberty of offering to the notice of
your readers, by your permission, one I con-

structed some time -ago for the same purpose.

The annexed sketch shews the method of
piercing the plank, A, the cross-bar with
handles at the ends. The socket in the centre
is dished out at top to receive oil for supplying
the screw B, the thread of which should be
very fine, which, with the socket in the bar,
are steel, hardened to resist the wear by fric-

tion. C C, two cutters, one forked, and about

T3ffths longer than the other, which is chisel-
pointed and bent, to throw out what is cut by
the other. The plank D will be necessary to

steady the plank and apparatus when nearly
cut through.

If you think this worth inserting in your
columns, I will send you the method adopted
in chamfering after being cut.—Yours respect-
fully, James Pick Aim.

Newport, 1S44.

DOMESTIC DRAINAGE.
Sir,—

A

copy of your valuable journal, con-
taining an article headed “ On the Arrange-
ment and Construction of House Drains, by
Mr. J. Phillips,” was kindly forwarded to me
from London by a gentleman high in office,

who takes much interest in all matters relating

to health of towns ami sanatory improvements.
I consider the article to he a well- written and
valuable contribution, calculated to effect great
public benefit, and I have no desire to detract

from the merits of its author, but 1 cannot
resist requesting that you will do me the favour,

I might almost sav the justice, to insert in

your periodical, at your earliest conve-

nience, this note, together with my letter

to the Commissioners on Health of Towns,
on Tubular Sewering ,

which appears in the

Appendix of their first Report, and which,
although it docs not contain all the sug-

gestions that I had the honour to submit
to the commission on 17th June, 1843 (these,

however, will be found in the body of my
evidence), nevertheless contain sufficient to

shew Mr. Phillips that he need have been
at no loss for information on the subject of
tubular sciveragc .—He says, “ As I have found
much difficulty in procuring information upon
many points which require elucidation, I have
ventured as a practical man to throw toge-

ther a few thoughts ,
being anxious to add

my mite to the general stuck of knowledge
upon this subject.” Now, Sir, I think no
one can peruse either my evidence or

the letter referred to without at once ad-
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mitting that I had, at all events, completely

anticipated Mr. Phillips
;
but whether he has

added much original or valuable matter to

the subject as such had been previously

detailed before “ the Royal Commission on

Health of Towns,” by myself, in Croydon-

house, on 17th Juno, 1813, and afterwards by

J. Butler Williams, Esq., on 2 1st March,

1844, I leave it to competent and impartial

inquirers to decide.—I am, &c.,

William Dyer Guthrie,
A.M., F.R.C.S.L., &c.

3, Downie-place, Edinburgh.

[Mr. Guthrie’s letter reached us rather too

late in the week to allow of our inserting in

the present number his communication on
Tubular Sewering. It will appear in our
next.]

Sir,—

E

xcuse me for mentioning that in the
“ Penny Cyclopedia,” vol. xxi. p. 310, Fig. 4,

under the article “Sewer,” there is a description

by Mr. Cuffof a drain, which appears to be much
more adapted for the purpose intended than
that described in your journal of last week;
because amongst other features, the solid

matter, entering with the water, is collected,

and does not escape into the main drain.

I have no sort of interest in anv way of

forming sewers, but it struck me that it was
right to mention the above for the mutual
benefit of your numerous readers.— I am, Sir,

your humble servant,

Dec. 5th, 1844. A Subscriber.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.

Sir,—In The Builder of November 23rd,

you inserted a letter of mine relative to “ Ar-
chitectural Competition,” which your corre-

spondent “ Scrutator,” in last week’s number,
wishing to find fault with, says, that “ it is

pure nonsense to talk of an impartial archi-

tect,” to select the best design in competition,
and that it would hardly be supposed that

Sir Robert Smirke, if placed in such a posi-

tion, would select a design which “would
clash with his professional reputation at the

British Museum.” (Some say that the new
buildings should be taken down, instead of the

old, with its painted ceilings, inlaid floors,

&c., &c.) Now, Sir Robert Smirke, however
bigotted he may be to pagan architecture,

when called upon to give his opinion of the

best design for the Cemeten Chapels at

Nunhead, laid aside his prejudices, and
decided upon one of pointed stvle, allowed,

I think, by every one, to be the best design

out of the sixty-five sets of drawings lie had
to make a selection from.
So that I think we may safely say that

Sir Robert Smirke is an “ impartial architect,”

and not the reverse as your correspndcnt
suspects. In the advertisement of the “ Baths
and Wash -houses for the Poor,” “ Scrutator

”

thinks it “looks very suspicious ” to have the
name and address written on the corner of
the drawings. I do not see why he should
object to this, for if there is to be any jobbing
in this alfiair, it will be done just as well

with a private mark as with the name and
address of the architect on the designs. If a
“ Committee-man ” should happpen to have
a relation or friend who intends to “ send in,”

he will find out his design by instinct without
troubling himself to look at the corner. Hop-
ing you will insert this, I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant, T.
London, Dec. 4, 1844.

[We think no competition should be en-
tered into without the names arc all openlv
exhibited

;
as long as matters are conducted

otherwise, the private assassination in the
dark of true design, construction and integrity
will still be perpetrated.

—

Ed.]

HARDY TESTIMONIAL.

Sir,—Knowing from past, I might say pain-
ful, experience the corruptness of the present
system of architectural competition, it is with
much pleasure I have noticed of late in your
valuable periodical several letters calling atten-
tion to the subject, and offering various sug-
gestions for its amelioration. Among your
correspondents, I find one who says (in No.
93), “All architects who compete should know
the class of men before whom they are to ex-
hibit their talents

;
and perhaps exposure would

inafewcas.es influence an honest decision.”

And again, “ Let the profession coalesce, and

form some wholesome rules to guide themselves

in transactions of this nature.” This view of

the subject so perfectly accorded with my own,

that I determined for the future (having put

my own construction on the former part of the

quotation) to do my utmost to expose any

chicanery in architectural competition that

should come under my notice.

Agreeably to such determination, I shall

briefly as possible relate the particulars of a

case that I unhesitatingly designate as grossly

corrupt, and alike disgraceful to the committee
and unfair to the competitors. Some weeks
back I submitted a design (in common, I

believe, with many others) for a monument pro-

posed to be erected to the late Admiral Sir

Thomas Hardy. The design was forwarded to

the honorary secretary for the honourable com-
mittee—for they are “ all honourable men.”
In due time my drawings were returned, and I

thought no more of the matter, till last week I

happened to be looking over the Illustrated

London News, when I was no less surprised

than disgusted to learn by a paragraph in that

publication the astounding fact that the monu-
ment now erecting to Sir Thomas Hardy
was from a design of Henry Dyke Ackland,
Esq., of Killerton, an unprofessional gentle-

man and a member of that committee appointed

to decide on the merits of the different designs
previously submitted to them.
The following extracts from the paragraph

will, however, best explain this barefaced

transaction :
—“ Designs were solicited from

the most eminent architects, and numbers were
sent in for the decision of the committee.
The choice fell on the plan of Arthur Henry
Dyke Acland, Esq., of Killerton, Devonshire.
This gentlemen is a magistrate of the county
of Devon, son of Sir Thomas Dyke Acland,

Bart., M.P. for the county, and brother of

Thomas Dyke Acland, Esq., M.P. for West
Somersetshire. Although an independent
gentleman, and no architect by profession, he
is most ardently attached to architectural pur-

suits
;

and although he was on the Hardv
Committee himself, yet, on having sent in the

design anonymously, and it being selected by
the committee without the least knowledge of

the designer, he left the committee, hoping
they would put the superintendence of the

structure into the hands of those who had sent

in other good designs for competition. This,

however, met with difficulty, and that of Mr.
Acland, with the aid of an experienced builder,

Mr. Goddard, ofBridport, has been proceeded
with most favourably and expeditiously.

Now, Sir, may I ask, did you ever meet with

a more disgraceful case, or one more strongly

militating against all preconceived rules of

fair and honourable competition?
A pretty story that of Mr. Acland's extreme

sense of delicacy. What flimsy nonsense is

this? Let me ask Mr. Acland one question;

what part did he, could he act on the com-
mittee?

With regard to Mr. Acland’s design, the

commentator above quoted, after saving it is

without pretension
,
continues, by way of defini-

tion, to say, it is every thing that it should be,

and that a more appropriate emblem to a

naval warrior could not have been selected.

1 can hardly offer an opinion on this part of
the subject, only having seen the small sketch
given in the Illustrated News ; and, if I may
judge from that, so far from subscribing to the

panegyric bestowed on it by our worthy critic,

I think I never beheld a more shaft-like,

common-place affair; and must confess myself
at a loss to discover the slightest monumental
(not to say naval) feeling in it, or the least

affinity to the subject to be commemorated.
Let me recommend, in conclusion, that Mr.

Acland inscribe on the base the epitaph of his

great prototype

:

“ Si monumentum requiris circumspice.”

Circumspiee might be translated, look aloft.*

I am, Sir, yours obediently,

London, Dec. 5th, 1844. R.

COMPETITION AND CONTRACTS FOR STONE.

Sir,—In your valuable paper you have
frequently exposed the methods which com-
mittees, &e. employ to enable them to get the

* [Perhaps our readers will remember the verger's
translation which appeared in the newspapers a few
years ago

—

Sir! come! spy! see!—Ed.]

cream of some fifty or sixty designs by offer-

ing a paltry premium to architects, although

there is little doubt- but they have settled to

whom it is to be given before the competition

is advertised
;
but previous to seeing the ad-

vertisement which I inclose, I had no idea tlint

the 6ame means would be used to obtain a supply

of materials for erecting a whole building,

for if each quarryman in Yorkshire send a

ton (value about 25s.), there will not be much
more required. I suppose, in like manner,

the timber and brick merchants and others

must contribute their portions, delivered on

the ground free of expense, and then it will be

a cheap building forsooth. Yorkshiremen nro

greenish (?) ;
but if they are to be imposed on

in this manner, they are more so than 1 took

them for, and will soon be fit inmates of the

proposed building. A little of your advice

might be of service to them.—Yours, &c.,

Dec. 11, 1844. Ray and de Paid.

The advertisement referred to appeared in

the Leeds Intelligencer, and is as follows :

—

“ To Stone Merchants, Contractors, and
Others.— The Committee of Justices of the

Peace appointed for the North and East-

Ridings of Yorkshire, for the building of a Pauper

Lunatic Asylum for the said Ridings, are ready to

receive specimens of rough, flat-bedded walling

stone, suitable for foundations and rough walls,

varying from three to nine inches in thickness.

SealedTenders for supplying the same to be delivered

to Mr. John Iloltby, Solicitor, Low Ousegate,

York, the Clerk to the Committee, on or before

the 18th of December instant, and a duplicate copy

to be sent to Messrs. Scott and Moffctt, 20, Spring-

gardens, London, the Architects. Specimens, con-

taining not less than One Ton Weight or Cube

Yard, to be delivered Free of Expense, before the

above date, on theBuildingSiteat Clifton, nearYork.

The architects will be glad to sec Specimens of

Stone suited for the general walling. Any further

information may be obtained from the Architects.

York, December, 1844.”

IfHiorcIlanra,

Architectural Improvements, Perth.
—The terminus of the Scottish central line nf

railway is proposed to be on that part of tho

town’s property lying between the Waterworks
and Princes-stieel, now occupied by Messrs.
Hepburn and Grahams, as wood and coal

yards. The situation will be very convenient,

and ornamental to the city, occupying, as the

buildings probably will, the whole extent of

the ground facing the South Inch from the

Edinburgh road to (he river, as the terminus

will also be that of the Strathmore Railway, ns

well as of the Dundee and Perth, provided

the line by the Garsc throughout be adopted.

The latter, after passing Kinfauns, crosses tlio

Willowgate near its mouth, and runs up

Moncrcifie Island to the top, where it would
cross the Tay immediately opposite to the joint

terminus.

T 11 e Nf.wG r a v 1 no-do c k a

t

A lexANnn 1 a .

—This dock is rapidly approaching completion,

after ten years of labour, and after several

millions of dollars having been spent upon it.

The public inay not be aware this has been cut

out of artificial rock, formed of lime, pulve-

rised brick, and pozzolar.i, raised on piles

driven closely together to a depth of 30 feet in

the sand. The chief cause of difficulty and
delay arose, in the first instance, from tho

operations having to be conducted underwater
by means of diving apparatus at a depth of five

fathoms (there being here no ebb or flow of

tide of any consequence)
;
and, in the second

place, from the difficulty of giving sufficient

stability to the formation, so as to enable it

to resist the enormous pressure from below
when excavated. Its length is 260 feet and
breadth 60.

Disinfection of Sf.wers, Cesspools,
&e.—M. Siret finds that a mixture of copperns,

charcoal, and gypsum, in the following pro-

portions, if thrown into a sewer or cesspool,

will purify it to a remarkable degree:—sulphato

of iron (green copperas), 200 lb.
;
sulphate of

zinc Cwhite copperas), 25 lb.; vegetable char-

coal (common or wood charcoal), 10 lb.; sul-

phate of lime (gypsum), 265 lb.

Messrs. Bowers and Murray, of Liverpool,

are the successful competitors (from among
fourteen in number) for the excavation of

the Railway Dock at Hull. It is expected
that the dock will be ready for business in the

spring of 1846.
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Iron Houses.—The late frightful earth-

quakes in the West Indies, in which the brick

and stone buildings of whole towns have been
levelled with the ground, and the wooden ones
consumed by the fires which usually burst out

after the overthrow of the other buildings, have
drawn the attention of many persons residing

in districts subject to those awful visitations to

the advantages of houses constructed of iron,

which have been found to stand the shocks of

the severest earthquakes uninjured, and which
are, of course, proof against such conflagrations

as that which swept away at Point-a-Pitre, in

Guadaloupe, all that the earthquake had spared.

Mr. W. Laycock, of Liverpool, who recently

built an iron palace for one of the chiefs of

the African coast, has just completed an
iron cottage for the use of two maiden ladies,

residing in the island of St. Lucia. It consists

of three rooms, each 9 feet high—viz. one
room 20 feet by 14 feet, and two rooms 12 feet

by 10 feet. There arc six large jealousy win-
dows and two small ones over the front and
back doors

;
these and the floor are the only

parts made of wood. There is an inside

ceiling of iron in panels, and the roof is in a
wrought-iron frame and covered with gal-

vanized plates of iron. The walls are formed
of double plates of iron, with a thin stratum
of air between them, an arrangement which
will prevent the passing of the solar heat into

the interior of the building, at least through
the walls, and keep the interior delightfully

cool. The weight of the building is 14 tons,

and the cost rather more than 200/.

The Proposed Grand Promenade, or
Avenue around Hum..—This magnificent

project has been received with a degree of

favour and support that promises highly for its

accomplishment at no distant day. The
object is to lay out a grand promenade or

avenue, extending from the Humber on the

west, in a regular course round the town
of Hull to the Humber on the east, having
a carriage-way of seventy feet in width, with

two footpaths of about forty feet wide each,

and to lie separated by rows of ornamental
trees To accomplish this grand design, it

is proposed to purchase ground, 150 yards

wide, along the whole line; and to dispose of
the fifty yards in width, remaining on each

side of the promenade, for building purposes.

The financial part of the plan is stated to be
promising. The expenditure required for

land, draining, tunnelling, planting, &c., is

estimated at about 50,000/.
;
and the proceeds

from the sale of building-ground is calculated

in the end to realize nearly twice that amount,

leaving a profit to the shareholders of cent,

per cent.

Fam, of a New Buti.dtno, Scaffolding,
&c.—An accident happened lately at the new
school-room, in the course of erection at

Halstead, near the new church (Trinity),

whe.e the steeple fell on the 10th of July last.

Several persons were employed carrying up
an end of the building, when it suddenly gave

way, and fell with a tremendous crash, carry-

ing with it in its fall the scaffolding, &c.
;

the

workmen experienced a most providential

escape. The weight of the ruins was calcu-

lated at twenty tons. One of the bricklayers,

i whose escape when the steeple fell was truly

[
providential, was at work at the school -room,

: and again experienced the same protecting

i care .—Bury Post.

New Theatre at Taunton.—The con-

i templatcd site for this building is the premises

i in Paul-street, lately occupied as livery stables

I bv Mr. Hatchwell. The situation is the only

f spot left unbuiltuponin the town. It is intended

t that the undertaking shall be carried out by
: shares, a great many of which have already

1 been applied for. Should the scheme be suc-

c cessful, we hope the structure will be such as

t tn do honour to the taste of the age, and a

credit to the town and neighbourhood.

—

! Somerset Gazette.

Perkin’s Method of Hkatino the Air
i in Buildings, &c.—Angier March Perkins,

i of Harpur-street, who had patents granted to

1 him for the above purpose in 1831 and 1832,

i intends to petition for a prolongation of the

r respective terms of sole using and vending the

s same. A notice has appeared in the London

|( Gazette to this effect, and application will be

r made to the Privy Council on the 11th of

J January next, to fix a day for the hearing of

t the matters contained in the said petition.

Cabinet Fire Engine.—An ingenious

and useful description of engine, for the sup-

pression of fires occurring suddenly in dwel-

ling-houses, &c., has lately been invented,

which, from its compactness, its extraordinary

power, and the facility with which it can be

brought to bear in cases of emergency, is

deserving of public notice. In outward ap-

pearance the engine in question resembles a

small cabinet or ornamental chest of drawers

upon casters. Upon removing the mahogany
top, however, a complete powerful fire-engine

is discovered worked by a folding handle, and
ready fitted with a hose long enough to reach
from the first floor to the garret, or to the

basement of a large house, and also furnished

with pipes and all necessary apparatus, so con-
trived as to be available at a moment’s notice,

and when not in use to be easily stowed away
upon the partition which divides the water
from the external covering of the cabinet. The
reservoir of this engine contains nearly a

hogshead of water; and the whole affair,

which may be easily worked with merely the

strength of one woman, another directing the

stream of water, does not occupy a space ex-

ceeding four feet square. It admits of being
made and fitted up in any ornamental shape
which may be desirable, and may be kept

ready charged within a room or in any passage
or corridor, where it would assume the appear-

ance of rather a handsome piece of furniture,

and from whence it can be wheeled in a
minute, and in another minute be distributing

such a stream of water as would effectually

drown any incipient fire whatever. As a proof

of its powers a small engine, not exceeding
three feet square, and worked by a lad, threw
a powerful stream of water completely over
the house of the inventor, Mr. Mcrcwether, of

Long-acre.
Discovery of Roman Buildings, &c.

—

There was lately discovered in a field near
Lilleyhorn, Gloucestershire, an extensive range

of Roman chambers, whose communications
with each other were distinctly marked, and
which in part exhibited the supports and bases
cf tesselated floors. They were bounded on
one side by a wall of great thickness, but the

limits of the whole have not yet been ascer-

tained. There were various sorts of ancient

brick-work, &c., and there were picked up
many fragments of red and coloured glazed
pottery, having various figures on them, antique

glass, many little implements, &c., numerous
coins in good preservation were also found,

from the reigns of Valerian to Allectus in-

clusive, comprehending the Roman British

cmp ire .— Gloucester Ch roniefe.

Improvements at Clef.thorpes, Lin-
colnshire.— Great improvements are now
going on at this favourite watering-place.

Upon the lands lately set out and sold for

building-ground, a great number of workmen
are employed. The row of houses now being
built near the High Cliff, at the Upper Thorpe,
will command an extensive view of the

German Ocean, and the opposite coast of

Holderncss. Building operations have also

commenced on the property of the Rev. Mr.
Mantell, of Louth, situate between the Upper
and Lower Thorpes, and a street is formed,
of the width of fifty feet, on both sides of

which houses are to be built, for the accom-
modation of families of the first respectability.

A Large Order for Bricks.—We learn

that the Birkenhead Warehousing Company
have engaged by contract the partners of a

celebrated brickmaking firm of the south of
England (who, we believe, made the bricks for

the Eastern Counties Railway) for the supply
against the next summer of 50,000,000 bricks,

for the building of their warehouses on the

southern margin of Wallasey Pool
;
and that

within the last week 300 operative brickmakers
have been sent from Kent to Birkenhead, and
have already commenced operations there.

—

Liverpool Paper.
Gas.—A newgas company has been started at

Liverpool, under the title of the “ Liverpool

Guardian Gas Company.” The company pro-

poses to fix the maximum selling price of gas

at 4s. Gd. per 1,000 cubic feet, and to limit the

maximum dividend to 7/. 10s. per cent, on the

capital. It is in contemplation to form a new
gas company in Hull, the profits of which are

to be devoted to the general improvement of

the town. A similar plan has been in opera-

tion for some time in Manchester, and works,
we are told, exceedingly well.

Lighthouse on theGoodwinSands.—Mr.
Bush has at length established in his caisson

upwards of 20 feet of the iron shaft or column
on the summit of which the lighthouse will be

placed. It is now above high-water mark, and
there is nothing to prevent its being finished

and ready to be illuminated by the 1st of
January next. This shaft penetrates through
the various iron chambers of the caisson, and
is firmly sustained in its perpendicular position

by two iron plumber blocks of great strength.

It is also further secured by iron stays or

braces, which are bolted to the- outer part of
the caisson, and attached to the top, as well as

the centre of the column. The new light is

proposed to have an elevation of 33 feet

above high-water mark, and to be approached

by a light, iron spiral stair, winding round tho

exterior of the column, within an octagon of

about 10 feet diameter, surmounted by a
plate-glass lantern. It appears that the

caisson, which is 30 feet in diameter, has re-

mained undisturbed in the same position in

which it was sunk, when occurred the un-

toward accident of the American bark being

driven against it, shortly after Mr. Bush had
partially fixed it, which completely frustrated

his original plan of making the superstructure

of solid masonry. The caisson is, however,

to be filled up with blocks of stone and con-

crete
;
the naval authorities of Deal have re-

ported to the Admiralty that they expect
mainland will be formed, the caisson forming
a nucleus for^accomplishing this most desirable

object.

Manchester Improvements.—The com-
mittee have laid before the public the outline

of their scheme for giving to the people of

Manchester the means of recreation by the

opening of parks and walks. They propose

the formation of four places of recreation, of

about thirty acres each
;

that a gymnasium, on
a large scale, be erected in each, free of charge

;

that, where possible, spaces be obtained for

ball-alleys, quoits, skittles, archery, and other

active sports, and available to players at a

charge merely to cover the implements of play

that may be used; that each park contain one
or more fountains of pure water

;
that nu-

merous seats be erected in proper situations

for general accommodation
;
that buildings be

erected where tea, coffee, and other refresh-

ments may be obtained, but where no intoxi-

cating liquors of any kind shall be allowed

;

that such parks be open to the public on all

days of the week
;
and that the gymnasium,

ball-alley, quoit, skittle, or archery grounds
shall be closed on Sundays. The committee
add that they have every reason to expect that

public baths, wash-houses, &cM free, or at

a merely nominal charge, will be erected

simultaneously with the promotion of the

parks and play-grounds.

—

Manchester Times.

Machines for Drying Clothes.—Ma-
chines for this purpose are used in the large

cotton-print works in the neighbourhood of

Manchester. These machines, which are

generally made of copper, somewhat resem-

ble a large or deep washir.g-tub, with the

sides peforated all over with holes about the

size of those in a common cullender. Tho
goods to be dried arc placed in this machine,
which is then made to revolve with great

rapidity, causing the contents to fly to the

sides, against which they are pressed by the

centrifugal force, and the moisture they con-

tain is thus sent off through the holes, leaving

the cotton or whatever it may be in a few
seconds nearly dry.

The Iron Trade.—The men in Stour-

bridge district, instead of wanting work, have

now more than they arc inclined to execute.

This and similar cases are the result of the

improved condition of the iron trade, in every

branch of which, with the exception of naling,

the greatest activity prevails : employment is

plentiful, the men are getting better wages,

and, consequently, many of them are disposed

to do less work. We believe there is not an

iron work in this district now standing
;
and

the price of iron, of almost every description,

has advanced since the last quarter-day, and

has still a tendency upwards. — IPorccster

paper.

New College at Glasgow.— Nineteen

individuals, ten of whom are resident in

Glasgow, have subscribed towards the build-

ing of the projected college, in connection

with the Free church, the sum of 19,000/.
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Thf. Toposcopk, a Nkw Instrument to

DETERMINE DURING THE NlGlIT THE TRUK
position of a Kiiik.—A curious instrument,

the invention of M. Scliwilirue (the mechanist

of the far-famed clock of Strsisburjr Cathedral),

is about to be established on the platform of the

same edifice; its object bein£ to determine,

during the night, the true position of lighted

objects in the distance, false impressions on the

subject being often of disastrous effect, as, for

example, in the ease of conflagration. The
apparatus in question, to which the inventor

has given the name of taposcojw, is composed,

according to the description, of two graduated

circles, with subdivisions marked by an infinity

of numbers. These circles, by their rotary

movement in inverse directions, furnish a mul-

titude of numerical combinations. A telescope,

moving with the upper circle, is fitted to the

apparatus
;
and, on directing this to the place

of the disaster, the instrument itself furnishes,

in measured numbers, its distance from Stras-

burg Cathedral.

St. James’s Pai.ack.— To increase the

accommodation requisite on state occasions,

and to complete the suite of apartments appro-

priated to drawing-rooms and levees, the Queen
has been pleased to give instructions to the

Office of Works, and workmen are now busily

occupied in the embellishment and restoration

of two more of the state rooms at this ancient

palace. The first is situate at the top of the

grand staircase, and was formerly called

“Queen Charlotte’s Guard-room; ” the win-
dows of this apartment look into the Colour-

court. The other is a spacious noble saloon,

looking into the Ambassadors’ Court, and
was anciently called the Ball-room. It Mae
most magnificently fitted up by George IV.,

in the style of Louis Quatorze, as a gorgeous

Banquetting-room. When finished the state-

rooms at St. James’s Palace will be the most
complete in Europe, and be at all times ready

for every ceremonial which the Queen may
be called on to give in support of the honour
and dignity of the British throne.

Giovanni Battista, the Architect and
Monk. — The celebrated monk of Mount
Carmel, Giovanni Battista, has arrived in

Berlin, in order to raise a fund for enlarging

his establishment, which is similar to the one

on Great St. Bernard. This individual, who
was originally an architect, obtained many
years ago the permission of the Sultan

Mahmoud to rebuild the monastery which the

Turks had destroyed, for fear it should be

turned into a fortress by the French. Having
obtained this permission, Battista made twelve

journies throughout Europe, in order to collect

the necessary funds for reconstructing the con-

vert. lie is now in his COtli year. He intends

to add an hospital to the charitable asylum.

Grimsby New Dock.—A public meeting

of the Grimsby Dock Company was held, pur-

suant to notice, at the Queens Head Inn, in

Grimsby, on the 20th ult, to receive the plan

and report of J. M. Rendel, Esq., the engineer

of the intended new railway dock and works

at this port, the Right lion. C. T. D’Eyncourt

in the chair. The plan was unanimously

adopted by the meeting. To meet the expen-

diture in completing these works and other

purposes, a capital of 320,0(1(1/. is proposed,

and the dock company has agreed to raise the

same by shares of 100/. each.

Tax on Air, Light, and Prudence.—

A

hundred years hence il will perhaps he scarcely

believed that a government existed in the

nineteenth century which prevented, hy taxa-

tion, the light of heaven from entering our
dwellings, and the free air from ventilating and
cleansing them; and which also prohibited,

hy impost, the possessors of property from in-

suring it against destruction hv fire.— Edin-
burgh Review for October, 1S-14.

Softening of Water for Domestic
Use.— It is calculated that the softening of the

London water for domestic use by the precipi-

tation of its lime would effect a saving of

200,000/. a year in soap alone.

New Hospital for Consumption at
Brompton. — These works are proceeding
rapidly; and it is expected that, in a few
months, the western wing will he roofed in,

and the interior ready to receive patients.

Nr.w Exeter Change.—This building is

now complete, and thrown open to the public.

It is lighted hy the bude light.

Queen Elizareth'r Hospital-, Bristol.
—The new school-huilding belonging to this

charity is, or rather will he, for it is hut just

commenced, •other edifice somewhat similar

to the Bristol Guildhall in regard to its style

of architecture, hut of very different character,

far less ornate— indeed, rather plain

—

but very

fur more extensive, since the total length of its

front will he 400 feet. Its site is a sloping

field of about four acres, on the side of Bran-
don-hill, between Bristol and Clifton

;
and the

building will stand about twenty-eight feet

above the level of the road, raised upon a

terrace extending along the main front, and
to which there will lie an assent hy a flight of
forty steps in the centre. The architects

employed are Messrs. Foster and Son, of

Bristol.— Companion to the Almanack.

The Cartoons in Danger. — A cor-

respondent of the Times sounds a note of

warning respecting the risk to which the car-

toons are exposed, which cannot he too soon

attended to. The buildings in which such
treasures of art are preserved should be placed

beyond the chance or the possibility of fire.

—

“ Some days since, a person passing through

the gallery in which they are placed observed
a dense smoke to pervade the apartment, pro-

ceeding apparently from the wainscotted parti-

tion behind the cartoons. An alarm was given,

the wainscot was torn down, and it was disco

vered that a beam in the wall, communicating
with the flue of a copper chimney, was, if not

in a state of flame, so much ignited as to

have endangered the Palace, if it had not been
discovered in that opportune manner.

Construction of Ice-houses.— Ice ha3
become a great article of export in America.
60.000 tons arc annually sent from Boston to

southern parts, the East and West Indies, &c.

The ice- houses near the lakes and ponds are im-
mense wooden buildings, holding 10,000 to

20.000 tons each
;

some of them, indeed,

cover half an acre of ground. They are

built with double walls—That is, with an inner

wall round, two feet from the outer one
;
and

the space between is filled with sawdust—

a

non-conductor, making a solid wall, imper-
vious to heat and air, and of 10 feet in thick-

ness.

—

Madras Athenaeum.

New Schools at Dukinfif.ld.—These
schools are rapidly approaching towards a state

of completion. The style of architecture

chosen by the architect, Mr. Shellard, of Man-
chester, is the Tudor English. The schools

arc being built partly from funds granted by
the National Society and the Board of Privy
Council, and partly hy donations raised hy the

late incumbent, the Rev. Joseph Taylor. They
are calculated to contain upwards of G00
children, and there is a house erected for the

master and mistress.

New Theatre at ?iIa nch ester. — The
corner stone of t lie Theatre Royal, Man-
chester, was laid on Monday last, hy Mr. John
Knowles, the proprietor, and holder of the

,

letters patent.

rniiiTjs.

Tenders delivered Dec. 7, 184-1, for building a

Public-house, to be called the Three Tuns, in New-
street, l’ctter-lane, for Messrs. Meux and Co.,

brewers. The quantities were delivered to each

contractor.—Samuel Beazlcy, Esq., Architect.

Mr. Nicholls

Mr. Brown
Mr. Winsland
Mr. Unwin . .. 1,520
Mr. Reynolds . .. 1,500
Mr. Williams . .. 1,497
Mr. Gerry . .. 1,439
Mr. Soden ... 1,410
Mr. Parkyn . . . 1 ,387

Mr. Bodgcr . . . 1 ,284

The above were not opened in the contractors’

presence; and Mr. Bodgcr's tendex was accepted.

Tenders delivered Dec. 6, 18-14, for the crec-

tion of Dwelling-houses, situated at Star-corner,

Bermondsey, for G. Drew, Esq.

—

G. Porter, Esq.,
Architect.

Messrs. Locke and Nesham . . . . <£3,539
Mr. Willson . .. 3,494
Mr. Wir.sland

Mr. Paul . . . 3,399
Messrs. R. and D. Young.. . . .. 3,396
Mr. Gerry . . . 3,386
Mr. Jay

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For 1,200 Tons of Wrought-iron Rails.—George
King, 62, Moorgate-street. Dec. 16.

For Building the proposed Lock-up Cells and
Turnkey’s Residence, at Wooden Box, Hartshorn,

Derbyshire.—John Mason, County Surveyor; or

Mr. Dewes, Solicitor, Ashby-de-la-Zoucb. De-
cember 17.

For the performance of the following works in

Harwich Harbour and the neighbouring Coast from

January 1, 1815, to December 31, 1847. Car-

penters, Masons, Bricklayers, Plasterers, Slaters,

Plumbers, Painters, Glaziers, and Smiths.—The
Commanding Royal Engineer, Harwich. Decem-
ber 17. For the performance of the like works,

with the addition of Paviors, and for the like

period, in the Ipswich Station.—Same address

and date as above.

For the supply of about 20,000 one year old

Wood, to be Ash, Hazel, Oak, or Hornbeam.—
Messrs. Dawson and Son, 74, Cannon-street.

For performing the Carpenter’s, Bricklayer’s,

Plumbers’, Painters', Glaziers’, and Slaters' Works
at the St. Marylebone Workhouse for the year

ensuing.—Thomas Thorne, at the Workhouse.

Dec. 18.

For the several works required in the erection

and completion of two Wings to the New Gaol,

Leeds
;
Residence for Schoolmasters and Matrons

;

Entrance Building and Chapel ; Out Offices ; and

Court Walls.—Messrs. Parkin and Backhouse,

Architects, 10, Albion-street, Leeds. Dec. 18.

For thi erection of a Church at Eccleshill, near

Bradford, Yorkshire.—Mr. Rawsthorne, Architect,

North-parade, Bradford. Dec. 19.

For the construction of Locomotive Engines and

Tenders for the Manchester, Bury, ar.d RosBcndale

Railway.—Mr. C. E. Cawley, Engineer, Railway

Office, Bury.—December 21.

For the supply of First, Second, and Third-

class Carriages to the Manchester, Bury, and Ros-

sendale Railway.— James Smithells, Secretary,

Railway Office, Bury.—December 21.

For the supply of 6,000 tons of Iron Rails, each

rail to be 16 feet in length, and weighing 65 lb. per

yard.—H. Parker, Secretary to the Great North of

England Railway Company, Darlington. Dec. 23.

For making a Sewer in the Town of Cambridge,

to be cylindricp . ;nd 2 feet .iiameter in the clear,

ler-gth about 385 yards, average depth about 9 feet.

—Frederick Randall, Clerk to the Commissioners,

Qambridge. Dec. 26.
• For the execution of Works necessary for the

completion of the whole of the Railway from

Shorcham to Chichester, being a distance of about

22.J miles.—Frederick Otley, Secretary, Brighton

and Chichester Railway Office, 4, Dean-street,

Too'ey-street. December 31.

For the erection of an Organ in the City Hall of

Glasgow, cost not to exceed 1,500/.—Mr. G. W.
Muir, Glasgow. January 1.

For Four Locomotive Engines and Tenders.

—

George King, 62, Moorgate-street, January 8.

For a Survey Plan and Valuation of the Town-
ship of Kimberworth, in Rotherham Yorkshire.

—

Mr. George Taylor or Mr. Richard Rhodes, Over-

seers of the Poor. January 8.

For completing the Railway from Bishopstoke to

Salisbury.—Alfred Morgan, Secretary, Nine Elms

Station, Vauxhall. January 10.

For the supply of i 1,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Yin. Casolani, Collector of

Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public

Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31, 1845.

COMPETITIONS.
The Committee of the. Association recently

formed in the Metropolis for the Construction of

Baths and Wash-houses for the Labouring Classes,

are desirous of obtaining Plans and Estimates for

the Erection and Fitting-up of the First Esta-

blishment. The general basis of the plan can be

seen at the Office, No. 3, Crosby-square. The
author of the plan considered the best by the

Committee will be selected to execute the work.
Plans for an Agricultural College to be erected at

Cirencester, to accommodate 200 pupils ar.d 6

tutors. The style is left to the taste of the archi.

toct. A Premium of 10 Guineas to the author of

the most approved plan.—Robert J. Brown, Esq.,
Hon. Sec. Cirencester. January 1.

Plans and estimates are required for a Pauper
Lunatic Asylum for the County of Somerset

;
the

building to accommodate 300 patients, and to con-

tain two Stories. The Committee of Visiting

Magistrates wish it to be cf a plain, cheerful cha-

racter, but will not further fetter the architect by

suggesting any particular arrangement as to the in-

terior, its ventilation, warming, or otherwise. The
ground selected contains 36 acres.—The Clerk of

the Pence. Taunton. A Premium of 100/. will be

adjudged for the best plan, and 50/. for the next

best.
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k
A V I N ( I dis-

cussed at some

length the more

minute beauties

of London and

its environs, we

must now make
a few observa-

tions relative to

those mansion-houses

which anciently did, and

in some cases, still form

such conspicuous suburb-

an objects. These are

each generallydesignated,

in the writings by which

they ate held or are un-

derlet, as “ the capital

mansion-house,” and ca-

pital mansion-houses
most of them were. In

these, red brickwork

forms a constituent part

;

they are replete with

carvings, both within and without; around

their eaves is mostly to be found a carved

oaken Corinthian modillion cornice, which,

while many stone edifices of the neighbour-

hood have gone to decay, still remains sound,

having escaped rot and fire. The fronts : of

such mansion-houses usually contain quaint

carvings in brickwoik, stone, or wood,

and frequently all those materials combined.

There are many fine specimens of window-

dressings still extant, to be found amid this

description of buildings; their doorways were

almost invariably beautiful, and sometimes

their chimneys were magnificent. Such man-

sions usually contained court-yards, or at least

halls paved with marble, with such excellence

of workmanship as ho jointing to be discover-

able except from diversity of colour; and around

their courts frequently exist covered colon-

nades. Floors of marquetry, superbly carved

chimney-pieces, curious rich plastering, and

carved doors and window shutters formed some

of their most prominent features. Most of

these houses were built by the rich merchants

of London between the early parts respectively

of ihe reigns of Charles II. and Georgell.; after

then, house architecture grew inure formal,

and exhibiting less invention, it gradually lost

its carvings. The doorways and windows were

generally mere copies from one and the same

source, and becoming, as it was termed, more

regular, they ceased to be so interesting.

Perhaps more than half this description of fine

dwellings have ceased to he occupied by the

class that built them, and are now occupied, at

moderated rents, as schools and private lunatic

asylums. All the outskirts and villages of

London, in fact all the towns of England, con-

tain many such houses, and they aie to be found

in all the places where line doorways are to he

met with ;
they generally had lolty apartments

and an unnecessary abundance of window-

i shutters; not unfrcquently one superb staircase

i of oak or mahogany: and where they were

I

grouped architecturally with their o'liee-

I buildings, often presented a splendid appeur-

; ance. This class of mansions has given

i way to the modern plain villa, with its root

i decorated with zinc guttering, and its chimneys

with zinc tubes. Walthamstow, Enfield, Cam-
berwell, and Greenwich contain fine speci-

mens. The magnificent pride of the iron-work,
wrought and beaten into the forms of leaves,

flowers, and armorial charges and cyphers, in

the gates leading up to these mansions is in-

comparable
;

in fact, the collection of the

patterns of such ancient, iron-work would
he a good undertaking. Where such mansions
still remain, we think they should he carefully

upheld, and if any slight alterations should he

required to suit them to modern ideas of com-
fort, such might be effected without direct

mutilation. But we think something like this

description of building ought to he restored,

the principal component materials of which
might he of white brick, stone, and red brick

;

those unaccciistomed to the endeavour, know
not what can he produced in brickwork alone.

b.

ELECTION OF SURVEYOR TO THE
DISTRICT OF ROTHERHITIIE

AND HATCHAM.

{December 1(5, 1844.)
No. of Vote*.

Elected—George Allen 27
Henry Glutton 1G

THE LATE ACCIDENTS AT OLDHAM
AND NORTH LEACH.

The Queen has been pleased to appoint
Sir Henry Thomas De la Beche, Knt., and
Thomas Cubitt, Esq., to be her Majesty’s
Commissioners for inquiring into the causes of

the falling of a cotton mill, at Oldham, and
as to the failure of part of the prison at

Northleach.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The

-

second ordinary general meeting of
the season was held on Monday evening last,

.Mr. Papworth in the chair. Several valuable
donations were announced to have been re-

ceived, and were laid on the table. James
Walker, Esq., F.R.S., was elected an hono-
rary member of the institute, and Mr. John
Whichchord, jun., of Maidstone, was elected

an associate.

A model and drawings were exhibited

illustrative of the removal of the lighthouse at

Sunderland, by Mr. Murray; and an abstract

of a paper that bad been presented to the

Institution of Civil Engineers on the subject
was read by one of the honorary secretaries.

This extraordinary work was undertaken in

consequence of the necessity that arose for

lengthening the pier. A wooden cradle was
fixed underneath the building, which weighs
three hundred and thirty tons, and it was then
moved on a temporary wooden railway a
distance of seven hundred and seventy feet.

The work was the more difficult in conse-
quence of an angle round which the lighthouse

had to be moved, and it had to be elevated

nearly two feet above the level it previously

occupied. The far greater part of the dis-

tance was accomplished in thirteen hours, after

all the preparations had been completed. The
lighthouse did not deviate in the least from
the perpendicular during the removal, and the

gas lights were kept burning all the time.

The thanks of the meeting were voted to

Charles Manby, Esq., secretary to the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers, for communicating
the abstract, and sending the models and
drawings.

A very interesting paper, describing some
remarkable tombs in the Valiev of Jchosbaphat,

near Jerusalem, was read by Mr. J. J. Scoles.

The tombs more particularly noticed were the

pillar of Absalom and the tomb of Zechariah.

Thelatter is cut entirely outof the solid rock. It

consists of a square base, decorated with Ionic

columns, and has a pyramid on the top. The
whole mass is supposed to be solid

;
it is the

height of the surrounding rock from which
it has been excavated, and is separated from
it by a space of ten feet. The pillar of
Absalom is near to the tomb, and is also

partiallv cut out of the rock, but on the

solid square base there is erected a conical top,

the interior of which is hollow. Near to these

ancient monuments is the cemetery within

which the apostles are supposed to have re-

tired during Christ’s agony on the mount.
Absalom’s pillar and Zechariah’s tomb have
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given rise to much spoliation respecting the

periods of their erection. Some travellers

have ascribed them to the periods in which the

individuals whose names they hear lived,

hut Mr. Scoles is of opinion that they are of
much more recent dates, and from the mixed
styles of architecture they exhibit, he conceive*

them to have been constructed by the Romans'
about the lime of Augii-tus : being situated

in the deep valley of Jehoshapiiat, that they
have escaped destruction during the many
sieges Jerusalem has endured. At the entrance
of the cemetery there are four columns, and
the interior consists of many chambers exca-

vated in the rock. The paper was received

with much applause, and the thanks of the

meeting were cordially given to Mr. Scoles

for his description of these interesting monu-
ments. The meeting then adjourned till the

13th of January.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS.

On Tuesday, the 10th inst., being the

seventy-sixth anniversary of the foundation of
the Royal Academy of Arts, a general assembly
of the Academicians was held at their apart-

ments in Trafalgar-square, when the following'

among numerous other premiums were

awarded :

—

To Mr. George Low, for the best drawings

of the Church of St. Mary, Woolnoth, the

silver medal.

To Mr. William Wood Deane, for the next

best drawings of the Church of St. Mary,
Woolnoth, the silver medal.

Sir M. A. Shee, the President, complimented
the students generally, on the ability and
diligence displayed ; such indeed was the

merit of the copies in painting and in architec-

tural drawing, that two medals instead of one
had been awarded in each class; but he re-

gretted to add that in the other classes a proper

zeal had not been manifested.

BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Letter III.

BY WILLOUGHBY WILTON.

To begin, where we left off in our last

letter, with the “ First Annual Report of the

London and Westminster Provident Associa-
tion and Savings’ Fund,” in order not to

mislead our readers, or he mislead by data,
we shall again repeat the synopsis of this

report, on which it is our purpose to discourse.

“The number of members who have joined

the association since its establishment amounts
to 315, amongst whom, 820.7 shares have
been subscribed for ; from the above, 32 shares

have become forfeited, and 5GJ shares have
been transferred, by which the number of

members have been reduced by 43, leaving

the association at present to consist of 272
members, holding 788 J shares.”

From this it appears that some members
have forfeited their shares ;

or, in other words,

whatever moneys they might have paid

thereon. These unfortunate speculators would
not have lost their money had it been depo-

sited in a Savings’ Bank : hut on the con-

trary would have received it hack with in-

terest after the rate of more than per cent,

per annum : for at the time this society pub-
lished its report, the interest on deposits in

the Savings’ Banks had not been reduced
by the Legislature. However, such is the

force of circumstances upon improvident or

misdirected members of your building so-

cieties.

Again, “ 56f shares have been transferred,”

which she.vs either the inability of the mem-
bers holding them to continue their subscrip-

tions, or an acquisition of good sense which

had dictated a wiser course of proceeding, and

some more profitable and safer channel of

investment. Perhaps they had learned to

follow the precept, “Thou shalt not follow

a multitude to do evil.” Exodus xxiii., 2.

There lies no mean between these hypothe-

tical inferences : either may he right, both will

scarcely be wrong.

But, still, with a reduction of 43 members,
the association consisted of 272 members
holding 78Si shares, or 2 -toVj shares a piece

at the time the report was promulgated.
“ Up to the present time 102£ shares have

been advanced to members upon mortgage,
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the average bom, a for such advance being 1,

1

771. 5a. may be considered the ashes of the

63 1. Os. lod.jper share, and '

capital paid off 12,270/.— in addition to which

there are 20V si,ares agreed to be advanced,

which will secure a bonus of 1 ,2S2/. las.; the

number of shares, therefore, at present to be

provided for, is thus reduced to 086.. As

this number annually decreases, so the asso-

ciation will approach nearer to its dissolution ;

the directors therefore urge the members to

assist them in obtaining this desired end as

soon as possible, and with that view, they

strongly recommend those who are desirous

of purchasing their own residences, or other

property for investment, to have their shares

advanced to them during the early stages of

the association.”

This paragraph merits serious consideration,

as from the very beginning of the institution,

“ I02j shares have been advanced to members

upon mortgage, the average bonus for each

advance being 63 1. Os. lOd. per. share, and the

amount of capital paid off 12,270/.”

The reader will observe here the slow pro-

gress made by the directors in getting poor

men to take up their shares
;

for while the

“ subscribing ” for shares of 120/. each, gives

a “ holding ” to members, provided 10s,

month be paid, the cautious,

“ Holding out to tire the others down,’’

become gainers in these 102 1 shares to the

extraordinary amount of 6,446/- which is

prudently added to 5,824/., which the man,

ambitious of house-property, further con-

tributes to make, the amount of capital paid oft'

12,270/ ;
that is to say, 102* multipled by 120/.

In other language, the parties who have taken

up these 1021 shares upon mortgage, have

covenanted to discharge a debt of 12,270/.,

by monthly instalments, which the directors

improve at compound interest, and which,

after all the explanations of these offered in our

second letter, we shall not again enter upon.

A debt, more than one-half of which they

have wildly sacrificed for the empty

boast of being “ owners of property,” which,

after all is not yet theirs, and in this “ un-

toward” age may never be theirs, nor their

children’s either, as we have pointed out in

our former letters.

AYe desire we may not be misunderstood,

as if we reasoned to dissuade men from labour-

ing with all their might to acquire wealth.

AYe beseech all men to work hard, to live

economically, to provide for their families, to

gain a good name in life, and bequeath an

honourable reputation to their posterity. We
entreat the poor man—no, he is not poor—he

is rich in independent power who is the man we

mean—the mechanic, the artisan, the day

labourer, the man who is some hours afoot

before December’s sun gilds the morn, and

who toils for hours after his glorious beams

have tinged the western seas to salute the

New AA'orld with another day—this is the

man whom we endeavour to persuade that

he can gain nothing from becoming the as-

sociate of the wealthier members of these

building societies. Let him hear our oracle-

the “Report” itself of “The London and

AA’estminster Provident Association and Sav-

ings’ Fund.”
“ The success that has attended the associa-

tion up to the present time, arising from the

number of shares that have been taken up,

induced the directors, at their last meeting,

to fix a proportionate premium upon all new
shares subscribed for alter that period ; so that

members now joining the association, or re-

quiring an additional number of shares, will

have to pay an entrance-fee of 71. per share,

excepting those parties who take up their

shares, to whom an entrance-fee of only 1/. 10s.

per share will be charged.”

From this let him “ read, mark, learn, and
inwardly digest” what we say. But in making
this honest and conscientious appeal to as-

pirants after house-property, we have well nigh

forgotten what the previous quotation from the

report saith :
—“ In addition to which there are

20| shares agreed to be advanced, which will

secure a bonus of 1,282/. 15s., shewing that

these shares yielded each a bonus of 62/. 1 Is. 6d.

nearly.” Here again we trace the monomania
of house-property. The parties who have been

indulged covenant to pay 2,460/. for 20$ shares

holocaust

!

AVhat is the meaning of these next words,

therefore, at present, the number of shares to

be provided for is thus reduced to 686* j*

Is it meant that this huge mass is to be

advanced to members upon mortgage, at

the awful sacrifice of 63/. or 62/. per share ?

AYe pause for a reply. As there is no fixed

number by which the series is to decrease till

the last share shall vanish, no man can tell

when “ the association will approach nearer to

its dissolution,’-’ though it requires no conjurer

to divine how “ its dissolution ” may be brought

about. The directors had need, therefore, to

urge the members to assist them in obtaining

this desired end as soon as possible, lest^‘ both

should grow together until the harvest,” when

that stern reaper, Time, shall put in his scythe,

and mow them down.

The last quotation we made from the report

is very rich. 102-1 shares have been taken up, i

and elated with this success, the directors re-

quire “an entrance fee of 7/- per share from

members now joining the association. Ibis

is rather a bull—nay, it is one—for the man

desirous of “holding” a share is a me?nber

before he joins the association, and he will

enjoy the felicity of companionship on agreeing

to pay 127/. for a share; or, if he takes up a

share, of giving the monied men 64/. 10s. lOd.

of a bonus. Truly this is playing at rich and

poor with a vengeance.

But to return to the calculation ;
let us sup-

pose a man takes four shares of 120/. each,

then the amount stands thus :

—

£120 X 4 = J?480 Amount of shares.

03 X 4 = 252 Do. of bonus.

Sum received by the bor-A ^228
rower /

to be paid off in ten years at 4 per cent, per

annum.

If we take the man’s loss of time, the contin-

gency of fines and office expenses, we may con-

sider the society gets full 5 per cent, in the

improvement of its capital. The amount is

simply 22/. 16s., to be repaid yearly by monthly

instalments ;
and also 9/. 2s. 6d. of interest on

the sum of 228/. borrowed. This makes a

monthly contribution

Borrowed money paid off .. £l 18 0

Interest on sum borrowed .. 0 15 6

2 13 G

or annually the sum of 31/. 18s. 5d. I he man
pays for 120 months 2/. 13s. 6d., which the

directors improve at 5 per cent, compound

interest, and make 404/. 14s. 4d. out of it, thus

training 176/. 14s. 4d. out of the original sum

of 228/.

But take 102* shares at 120/.= 12,270Z.

from which deduct bonus, = 6,44 6/., and

divide these 5,824/. by 120, the number of

months within which this sum must be repaid,

adding thereto the annual interest of 4/. per

cent.,Amounting to 232/. 19s. 5d., or in round

numbers 233/. : then we have a monthly

annuity for 10 years of 50/. 9s. 6d.; or of

605/. 14s. a year.

This sum improved at compound interest as

a monthly annuity of 50/. 9s. 6d. would in ten

years amount to the sum of 7.679/. 14s. 6d.

;

to this add the bonus, 6,446/., without im-

provement, and we have 14,125/. But im-

prove the bonus at 4 per cent, only, and we

have the sum of 9,541/. 13s. which, added to

the improved monthly annuity, gives the sum

of 17,221 /. 7s. 8d., being about a gain of

11,397/. on 102* shares.

AYe have taken no account of the ground-

rent and repairs, which must be paid yearly :

but take these on a house purchased for 228/.

at 5/. per annum, and the poor man would

have to pay 36/. 18s. 5d. for 10 years: that is

to say 3/. Is. lOd. monthly; which in 120

months the directors would improve at 5 per

cent, compound interest and make 458/., thus

gaining the sum of 230/. on a transaction

which originally cost them 228/. as the sum
lent to the poor man.

Sufficient is here shewn to satisfy any un-

prejudiced mind that the legislature has been

grossly misled in sanctioning the proceedings

of these building societies.

The ancient Mexican physicians had a pecu-

liar mode of curing diseases : they had conical

which they sweated their

skin. Few people among us voluntarily take

physic
;
probably few of the Mexicans crept

into the sweating hovel of the doctors out of

sheer amateurism
;
and mutatis mutandis, it

doth appear that few of the members holding

shares in the “ London and AVestminstcr

Provident Association and Savings’ bund ”

covet the sweating chambers of the capitalists,

or pretended capitalists, in this little stock ex-

change jobbing concern. God grant, men
say to him with the Psalmist, “ my times are in

thy hands,” and thus enjoying a healthier tone

of mind, they may trust rather to the good

will of Heaven, the resources of honourable

industry, and the wise security of other modes

of investing their savings, than in an associa-

tion wherein it is manifest that the benefits lay

all on one side.

AVith these remarks we close our present

letter ;
but shall add as a postscript a note that

1 has been sent to the editor on our first letter.

I Had we worked out the problem on Mr.

Short’s data, the unfortunate speculator would

have been in a much worse predicament than

the society actually blazoned him in.

“ Sir,—

M

r. AVilton, in his first letter on

the building societies, forms his calculation

on the supposition that the borrowers can obtain

70/. on each share, which is an error in practice.

The shares being put up to competition, they

are frequently sold for a much less sum, and

perhaps the average would be more correctly

stated at 55/., so that the profits of the capi-

talists will be considerably more than shewn in

his statement. If 500/. is borrowed on this

basis of the building societies, the calculation

will be as follows:—9 shares at 55/. per share

will produce 495/., nearly the sum required,

for which will be paid—

“ 9 shares, at 10s. per share per <

month 10 0

Interest 4s. per share ditto 1 16 0

Total monthly payment 6 G 0

Multiplied by 12

Making yearly payment to society 75 12 ^0

Total amount to be paid to the so-

ciety for 495/ £ 756 0 0

“If we borrow 500/. of a private individual,

the calculation will amount to the following:

—

500/. at 5/. per cent. perA £25 Q Q
f per

annum interest is .
. / \annum.

And to pay off the capi-\ £bQ 0 0 diUo.
tal in ten years . . .

. J

Multiplied by 10 years

0 0

10

hovels built,

of 120/., of which 1,252/, 15s. is a bonus, and I patients to exude the virus by the pores of the

A trifle in favour of this

plan £750 0 0

« And as the building societies will not close

their accounts until each share has produced

the 120/., instead of ten it may be twelve or

thirteen years, which ol course will add much

to the borrower’s expenses, as they would have

to continue their subscriptions and interest up

to that time.

“With regard to the plan of borrowing of a

private individual, there is no risk, besides the

advantages of paving 51, per quarter interest,

requiring only six attendances instead of

twelve, no fines
;

also the oO /. per annum to be

saved for paying the principal, might be em-

ployed beneficially, or at least put out, with

some of the hanking companies, as a per-

manent deposit, and produce 2 per cent., which

would pay the expenses of the mortgage deeds.

“ Your most obedient servant,

“ W. J. Shout.

2, Spring-terrace, Lambeth.

AYe must observe on Mr. Short’s letter,

that if the man pays 75/. 12s. a year by monthly

instalments of 61. 6s., he will, as the directors

improve his contributions at 5 per cent, per

annum, by the conversion monthly of his

mites into capital, have contributed in ten years

the sum of 958/. 10s. 10d., being 202/. 10s. lOd.

more than Mr. Short’s figures come to, as to

the transaction between the borrower of 500/.

from this building society and its wary

directors.

The transaction as between the private

individual and the borrower is simply an

annuity of 75/., which would at 5 per cent.
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amount to 943/. 6s. 9(1., being improved at

compound interest.

But we have done for the present with this
London and Westminster Building Society.
"We shall review its operations more in detail
in conjunction with some others which greatly
resemble the small loan societies, of which
we shall have occasion to say something to
our readers, among the class of borrowers

:

and we trust our remarks shall work on
their consciences, as regards their families,
like a well-digested homily.

THE WINDOW-TAX, OR DUTIES ON
LIGHT AND VENTILATION.

( Continued front page G15.)

The author of a philosophical work of some-
what rare merit* in dwelling upon the in-
fluence of light upon animal formations, re-
marks that

—

“ Some poor people having taken up their
abode in the cells under the fortifications of
Lisle, the proportion of defective infants pro-
duced by them became so great, that it was
deemed necessary to issue an order command-
ing these cells to he shut up.”

Here in England we think it no evil to turn
living rooms above ground into dark cells, by
our fiscal enactments. In the crowded lodg-
ing-houses of the poor there is not a dark
closet that does not contain a bed

;
and there

would be no dark closets, where they adjoin
an external wall, but for the window-duties.

It is much to be regretted that both the
public and the government, in the days of the
Reform Ministry, were so ill-informed upon
the subject discussed, that when Lord Althorp
was Chancellor of the Exchequer, the repeal of
the house-tax was preferred to that of the
window-duties. The repeal of both taxes,
however, was called for

;
and the government

of the day, not being wholly insensible to the
injurious operation of the latter, a pledge was
given to remove the evils complained of in the
case of all houses then built, and a bill (the 4th
k 5th of Wm. IV. c. 54) was actually intro-
duced and passed to carry out the object.

This pledge has been broken, and' the clear
unmistaleeable intention of Lord Althorp's act
has been deliberately evaded for the sake of
revenue. A brief reference to the discussions
which preceded the Act, and its subsequent
history, will shew that we do not make this
statement without foundation.

“Thursday, July 17, 1834.
“ Hr. Hume.— I hope there is no occasion

to remind the noble lord the Chancellor of the
Exchequer of the pledge he gave us some time
ago relative to the tax on windows. I am quite
sure that the noble lord is desirous of rendering
it as little oppressive as possible, and that if lie

cannot reduce its amount now, he will en-
deavour to do so next session. If the noble
lord would limit the tax to its present amount,
and allow every man who has paid the window
rate for an entire year to continue to pay the
same composition and to open additional
windows, it would be a very great relief.

It is not at all uncommon in old-fashioned
houses which contain a greater number of
windows than modern buildings, to see many
windows blocked up for the purpose of avoid-
ing the tax. If the noble lord would redeem
bis pledge, he wopld confer a very great boon
upon those parties.”t

In reply, Lord Althorp stated that he did
not remember having given any distinct pledge
on the subject, but that he should be prepared
to discuss the question when the Bill was in

committee.
The House resolved itself into committee

the following week, Wednesday, July 30, when
Lord Althorp rose and said

—

“ I have now to beg leave to bring up a
clause which was suggested to me by the hon.
member for Oxford, enabling persons to open
fresh windows in houses at present existing
iwithout any additional charge. As I apprehend
nhere will be no objection to the clause, it w ill

ae unnecessary for me to trouble the com-
mittee with any observations upon it. I will,

uherefore, only say that it cannot occasion any
i.-oss to the revenue

;
its only effect is to prevent

•nn increase of the revenue in the case of houses
'nlready existing."%

• “Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation,” p. 229.
t t “ Mirror of Parliament,” p. 2,75“ of vol, for 1834.
; $

" Mirror of Parliament,” p, 3,116,

We direct the attention of the reader to the
words in italics, because one means by which
the Commissioners of Stamps and Taxes have
evaded the Act has been by construing it to
refer not to houses then existing, but to then
existing occupiers. So that in every case
where an occupier of 1835 has opened ad-
ditional windows under the 4th&5thWm. 4,
c. 54, and then removed to another residence,
the commissioners have caused the new oc-
cupier to be surcharged for all the additional
windows

;
and this Mr. Goulburn (who had

not referred to the precise terms of Lord
Althorp’s speech, explained, to the deputation
of May last, was both the meaning of the law
and its design.

“ Lord Althorp’s words were, ‘ its effect will
he to prevent an increase of the revenue in the
case of houses already existing 1’ What effect
upon the revenue has really been produced?”

Produce of the window-duties for the years
ending

£ s. d.
April 5, 1835 1.177.G56 8 9
April 5, 1842 1,613,774 1 0

A large portion of this increase is of course
occasioned by the new houses erected since
1835, hut the full amount of the difference is

not to be thus explained. The increased
produce of the window-duties, it will be seen,
is in the proportion of nearly two-ffths within
seven years

;

but the population returns shew
that the increased number of houses within a
period of ten years, including the fourth-rate
tenements which pay no window-duty, is only
in the proportion of less than onc-ffth ,* leaving
a sum of at least 200,000/. per annum to be

j

accounted for by the rigid assessments of late
enforced

;
assessments more severe, vexatious,

and exacting than have ever been known since
the window-duties were placed upon the
statute-book.

-f^

Prior to 1835 the duty of assessment had
been somewhat negligently performed, and
perhaps there were few persons in the country
charged to the full amount of window-duty for
which they were liable. This, be it observed,
was not the fault of the public, if fault it were,
but of the government of the day. The occu-
piers of houses do not assess themselves to the
window-duty; no returns are left with them to
be filled up with the number of chargeable
windows, as in the case of other branches of
the assessed taxes. Indeed, not one person in
a thousand is at this moment aware for what
number of windows lie is really liable, shop-
windows, dairy-windows,andsome others being
exempt; and there being more than a dozen
Acts relating to t lie subject. J The assessor is

a government officer, whose duty it is to count
the windows of every house, and charge accord-
ingly.

It is important to note this fact, to estimate
correctly the value of state morality when it

gets entangled in a question of finance.

By accident, or more probably by the sinister
design ol some underling,—a design to which
Lord Althorp could not have been a party,

—

the words duly assessed were introduced into
the 4th & 5th William IV., chap. 54. Clause

7 provides that additional windows may be
opened free of duty “ by every person who is

or shall be duly assessed for the year ending
5th of April, 1835.” Without suspecting the
interpretation that would be put upon these
words, many thousand persons in all parts
of the country set about improving the
comfort and liealthfulncss of their habita-
tions by opening additional windows

;
and

what then did the government? A time
had come when the treasury was empty;
ministers were perplexed about ways and
means; “ the prince of the power of the air”
Hew from Somerset House to Downing-street,
and whispered into their ears this advice:—
“ A vast number of silly people have put them-
selves in your power by a blind credulity in the
faith of an Act of Parliament. None of these
persons were duly assessed in 1835

;
the mistake

was your own, but you may profit by it; take
their money."
The advice M'as followed.
In the history of modern governments we

• Inhabited houses iu England and Wales
>831. 1841.

.
-.481,544. 2,943,039.

T One contrivance is to get rid of the exemption of farm-
houses where a farmer takes in a lodger. The farm-house in
such cases is assessed as a lodging-house.

X The occupier is only bound to give notice of the opening
of new windows. r D

have never met with a parallel case to this
gross violation of the spirit of an unrepealed
act of legislation. The people of Pennsyl-
vania have renounced repudiation; shame’at
last has reached them

;
but British statesmen

have adopted the principle and yet defend it.

Every person, without a single exception,
who opened additional windows upon the faith
of Lord Althorp’s Act, was surcharged for the
increased number, some on one pretence, some
on another; this being a very common ground
of surcharge, that former window openings had
been stopped up with lath and plaster, and not
will) brick, as required by the law.* The case
was brought before the judges in innumerable
shapes, but in vain. The judges ruled in favour
of the injustice, deciding that whatever might
he a fair and reasonable excuse for a wrong
assessment, the words of the Act “ duly
assessed ” wore imperative.

The Act was loosely and carelessly worded
;

hut what is said in private life of the honour
of a tradesman who, in making out a bill of
charges, allows himself to take advantage of
clerical errors in his own favour, irstead of
hastening to correct them?
That the errors in this case have not been

rectified, and public faith kept, is not, of course,
the fault of Lord Althorp, he has retired from
public life

;
but the present Earl Spencer is

fully aware that no man is at libei ty entirely to
renounce responsibilities he has once assumed.
Earl Spenctr pledged the faith of governmertt
on the window-duties, and to Earl Spencer the
public may not unreasonably look for some
explanation of the sensein which that pledge was
given

;
the less unreasonably from the fact that

whatever blame the public or the present
ministry may seek to throw upon the Chairman
ol Stamps and Taxes, as a wrong interpreter of
the Act, or an unsafe adviser, the appointment
of that gentleman originated with his lordship,
and not with any member of the cabinet of Sir
Robert Peel.

The revenue derived from the window-
duties we do notdesiie to see wholly abolished.
1 he burden falls upon the owners of house
property, and would be borne without a
murmur if imposed in a less objectionable
form. To remedy the late injustice committed,
we would reduce assessments to the standard
of 1835, and collect them (as was proposed)
in the shape of a modified house-tax, or of
the present occupancy tax, which might be
increased for the purpose, and which is, in
part, but the old house-tax under a new name.
We submit the case as one of grave interest

in itself, and as belonging to a large question
of sanatory improvement which we had pro-
posed to discuss, but the apparent hopelessness
of the task has induced us, for the present, to
relinquish its further prosecution. Of what
avail has been all the recent agitation upon
the subject of cemeteries, drainage, abun-
dant supplies of water, or upon a really
efficient plan of medical reform ? A few
laborious investigators, to whom posterity
will decree statues, have shewn how the
a

!

in
!

Ja
j

mortalit .v °f the population may be
diminished and the physical enjoyment of life

increased by the most simple and economical
arrangements, and they address a government
beset with the ignorant, the doubting, and the
mercenary, who exclaim at every step ot
contemplated progress, “ There is a lion in
the path !

” and who see no moral turpitude
in a measure which, from mere indolence
or incapacity, robs their fellow-creatures of
the pure air of heaven, and the light of the
sun.

Artificial Marble.—A large factory is

about to be established in Berlin for manufac-
turing from plaster of Paris and solutions of
alum, a species of composition said to be
equal to the finest marble.

* One of these surcharge papers is now lying before us,
dated 1 28th October, 1841,” and its printed form, as issued
from Somerset House, will prove the fact to which we have
adverted,—that the public have nothing to do with their
own assessment to the window-duties, and practically, there-
fore, could but rarely be acquainted with the fact, whether
they were or were not “ duly assessed.” The printed words
over the money column are these :

—

Amount of Charge, being the Sum you would have
been liable to (for the Windows hereby charged;
if the Assessor hud duly assessed you.

£ s. d.
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TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES,
j

BY JAMES WYLSON.

( Continued from p. GIG.)

168. Baobabs. — Those Hoe's have been

known to acquire a perimeter of 435 feet, from

which it is inferred that they must live many

thousand years. A certain example in Africa

was. though erroneously, considered by Hum- !

bold't as the oldest organic monument of out-

planet. Adanson, a distinguished botanist,

made a deep cut in the side of. its trunk, from

which, on counting the concentric rings, he

ascertained the thickness which the tree had

acquired in three centuries
;
and, living already

acquainted with the growth of young trees, he

was thus enabled to make out an approximate

to its ape, which was 5,150 years. The
j

enormous dimensions of the trunk are stated

as bearing a striking disproportion to the

other parts; and examples are alluded to'

which, with a trunk 60 feet in circumference, I

were only 12 feet in height.

166. A still larger example than the above,
j

namelv, .34 feet in diameter, was seen by
j

Mr. Golberry, in the valley of the two Gag-
j

nacks, in Africa.

200. Greuw, in the year 1400, cut his name
on two baobabs; and’ Petiver did the same

J

thing 146 years afterwards. In 1746 Adanson
!

saw these trees, and in the period which had

elapsed since Petiver saw them—200 years

—

they had increased 7 feet in circumference.

201. Cypresses. — At Chapultepec, in

Mexico, there is one measuring 117 feet

10 inches round, which is spoken of as com-
posed of a single trunk : this the younger
Decandolle considers even older than the

baobab of Adanson.
202. At St. Maria del Tuli, in the province

of Oaxaca, there is one 118 feet in circum-

ference, but which, on a narrow examination,

proves to consist of three united trunks.

203. At Atlexo there is one 7b feet in girth.

204. In Persia there was one, mentioned by
Strabo, the girth of which was as much as five

men could span : that writer guessed it to be

2500 years old.

205. It is stated by Hunter, that in 177b
there existed, in the garden of the palace of

Grenada, cypresses which were celebrated in

the time of the Moorish kings, and were named
Cupressos de hi Iirgnn Sultana ,

from a sul-

tana who was seen sitting under them with a

lover, who was one of the Ahcncerrages :

their supposed age is between 800 and 600
years.

206. Miehaux, a Frenchman, in his splendid

work on the forest trees of the United States,

states the size of the largest stocks to be 120
feet high, and from 25 to 40 feet in circum-
ference above the conical base, which at the

surface of the earth is always three or four

times as large as the continued diameter of the

trunk.

207. The largest now known is near the

Lapn Maggiore.
208. Limes.— Decandolle mentions a lime

at Trons, in the Grisons, which had been al-

ready celebrated in 1424, and measured, in

1768, 51 feet in circumference : this tree he
calculated to be 583 years old.

209. That at the Chateau of Chaille, near
Melles, in the department of the Deux Sevres,
and which, in 1804, measured 15 metres round
(about 50 feet), Decandolle supposed to be
then 538 years old.

210. That author notices one at Depeham,
near Norwich, “ which, in 1664, was 8.j yards
in circumference hut it seems probable that
in this instance be is in error, as Sir Thomas
Browne mentions a lime at Depeham 48 feet

round at a foot and a half from the ground,
and 60 feet in height, and which most likely

M as the same tree.

211. The same author also informs us that
“ that which was planted at Fribourg, in 1476,
on occasion of the battle of Morat, lias now a
diameter of 1 3| feet.’’

212. Another example, and which is also

mentioned by Decandolle, is that at Henstadt,
in Wurteniberg, which in 1550 was so large
as to have need of props, and in 1664 measured
37 feet 4 inches in circumference.

213. The largest now known in England
grows in Moor Park, Herts.

214. From a list in No. 76 of The Builder,
it Mould appear that the lime has been known
in one instance to reach the age of 1,147 years.

215. \ em’s.—

T

hat at Hedsor, Bucks, mea-

sures above 27 feet in diameter; and, accord-

ing to a ratio, of growth deduced by Decan-

dolle, from careful observation of the annual

deposits of yew trees, must have attained the

astonishing age of 3,246 years. It is in full

health, surpassing all others at once in antiquity

and magnitude.
216. That in Brabourno Churchyard, Kent,

has attained the age of 3,006 years.

217. That at Fortingnl, Perthshire, men-
tioned by Pennant, in 1770 was 2,588 lines in

diameter, and would therefore lie from 25 to

26 centuries old.

218. Those of Crowhurst Churchyard,
Surrey, the same probably which are men-
tioned by Evelyn as measuring 1,287 lines in

diameter, must, according to the same autho-

rity, lie 14 J centuries old.

216. Those of Fountain’s Abbey, near
Ripnn, Yorkshire, u-ere well known as early

as 1155. Pennant says they were, in 1770,

1,214 lines in diameter (= 10 feet 1$ inches,

nearly), and which, according to Decandolle’s

method of computation, makes their age at

that time to have been above 12 centuries.

220. That in Gresford Churchyard, Wales,
is upwards of 31 feet in circumference, and is

probably not surpassed in the principality.

221. That in the Churchyard of Dibden, a
parish in the purlieu of the New Forest,

Hants, and the larger portion of which was
uprooted and laid prostrate during the severe

gale of Tuesday, the 30th of November, 1836,
is stated by Gilpin, in his “ Forest Scenery,”
in 1764 to he in the decline

;
its trunk hollow,

supporting three vast stems, and measuring
below them about 30 feet in circumference.
Long before its destruction a fissure had
taken place, dividing the trunk into two parts

;

and of the ivy which had grown up against the

interior portion of the trunk, one stem mea-
sured at its base 2 feet in circumference, and
Mas found when the tree fell to have upheld
it for many years, the larger roots being quite

decayed.

222. White, in his “ History of Selborne,”
mentions one in the churchyard measuring 23
feet in girth.

223. Beeches.—In Windsor-park, one near
Sawyer’s Lodge measured, at 6 feet from the

ground, 36 feet in circumference.
224. Near Oxenford Castle, Edinburgh-

shire, a beech was measured on the 6th of

June, 1763, and found to girth 16J feet at

3 feet from the ground. It then was in pro-

gress of decay.

22.5. At Ormiston Hull, Haddingtonshire, a

beech M-as measured on the 10th of May, 1762,

and found to he 18 feet 10 inches in girth.

This tree existed of late years, and was entire

when blown down in a storm. The trunk was
artificially scooped out into a shelter-house,

M-hich probably hastened its downfal.

226. At Newbottle Abbey, the seat of the

Marquis of Lothian, a few miles south of

Edinburgh, Professor Walker measured a

beech in 1786 which he M as of opinion must
have been planted between 1546 and 1560; its

trunk measured 17 feet in circumference at the

thickest part, and the span of the branches
was 89 feet; it contained 1000 feet of mea-
surable timber. This tree’ was blown down
shortly before 1806.

227. At Tavmouth, one similar to the above,

and apparently coeval with it, was blown down
when it had attained a girth exceeding 16 feet.

228. The following large beeches in Cob-
ham-park, Kent, were measured in girth at

3 feet from their roots :

—

31 feet 8 inches.

30 „ 3 „
30 „ 2 „
29 „ 8

2G feet 9 inches.

25 „ 4 „
25 „ 2 ,,

15 „ 4

226. Under Old Savoy Palace, London,
piles of beech were found in a state of perfect

soundness. After exposure to air, however, a

few weeks under cover, a coating of fungus had
spread over their surface.

230. Vines.— In Windsor Great Park, in

the gardens attached to Cumberland Lodge,
there is one that fills a house 235 feet long,
and the produce of which is prodigious.

231. The celebrated Hamburg vine at

Hampton Court has existed for upwards of a

century, and covers a space of 1 1 G square
yards

;
it is the exclusive property of the

Queen, and its produce is invariably sent to

the palace. It has been known one year to

produce 2,200 bunches, of nearly 1 lb. each,
realizing almost a ton weight.

232. A writer in the “ North American
Review ” mentions wild grape-vines of enor-

mous size. He says that whilst in the eastern

states, and, he might have added, in Europe,
“it rarely grows larger than a stout walking-
stick. In our western states it sometimes
surpasses in diameter the body of a full-grmvn

man. This fact we have verified by actual

measurement.”
233. Thorns.'—In Dalham-park, Suffolk,

there is one remarkable for its great size and
antiquity, as well as the manner in which it

grows— parted into separate stems.

234. Those in Bushy-park, from which it

has been thought to have probably derived its

name, arc generally supposed to have been in

existence at the time of Oliver Cromwell.

235. At Jardine Hall, Dumfriesshire, there

arc two hawthorns upwards of 130 years old.

236. The following were measured in their

girth at 3 feet from the roots :
—

9 feet 0 inches. I 7 feet 8J inches.

. 7 „ 9 „ |
7 „ 7

A GLANCE AT THE INTERIOR OF THE
CHURCHES IN THE DEANERY OF

SPARHAM, IN NORFOLK.
No. IX.

WITH NOTICES OF THEIR ACTUAL CONDITION.

“ Rebuild the spire ! did you *ay, Sir?— the

spire, Sir? Why, the thing's impossible: the art

has been lost for centuries.”
Paget's SI. Antholin’s

Twyford.—This church appears embedded
in the bosky glen—or heck, as the local phrase

is—through which trickles one of the earlier

affluents of the Wensum. A wicket near the

north-east angle of the chancel affords pic-

turesque access to the venerable pile from

the lawn of a fine mansion immediately ad-

joining. The edifice comprises a nave and

a chancel, hut without external indication

of this; also, a brick-built porch, with

diagonal buttresses, over which has been

raised a low steeple, crowned by an open hell-

cott of wood, where hangs a single bell. The
tower of this church—portions of which war-

rant us in assigning to it a Norman origin

—

stood at the west end, where a doorway into

it may yet be traced. The primitive roof has

wholly disappeared, giving place to a meagre
frame-work of tie-beams, king- posts, and
struts, unrelieved hy the least attempt at eccle-

siastical character: it is covered throughout
with pantiles.

The pointed doorway within the porch lias

its urchivolt set under a dripstone, or wood
moulding, springing from sculptured heads,

the hollow being enriched with little flowers.

Opposite the door we find a square Norman
font, supported on a round central stem with-

out base or capital, which features, however,
occur on the tour corner shafts encircling it.

The howl is lined with lead and has a drain

—

the cover a wretched affair indeed.

The windows are more than commonly
varied in style. Adjoining the porch in the

south wall occurs a single-light window, widely

splayed on both sides. Two others nearly simi-

lar to this are met with—one in the north

wall at the extremity of the nave hy the pulpit

seems to have afforded light into the rood-loft;

the other is at a much lower elevation in the

south-west corner of the chancel, and were the

vc.cala rjucstio of lychnoscopes more fully

established, we should have no doubt as to the

object supplied by this not uncommon feature.

A pointed window in the north wall of the

nave has three cinquefoiled lights below, its

upper portion being wrought in tracery that

approaches the flamboyant style. The cast

window is a lancet-shaped triplet with per-

forated spandrels, the whole comprised under
an equilateral arch : we need hardly refer to

the symbolism of the Trinity here. A doublo

lancet window occurs in the nave, and on tho

south wall opposite are two perpendicular ones,

each of three “ days,” and hooded by segmen-
tal arches within.

We have spoken of a lychnoscope : nearly

fronting it in the north wall of the chancel is

found a wide niche under an obtuse Tudor
arch, the jambs and soffits simply chamfered
at their edges

;
it occupies a low position im-

mediately under a square-headed window of

the character already described. This niche

has every indication of having been placed

there to serve the purpose of an Easter or

Holy Sepulchre
;

it may, without affecting this

vieur

,
be at the same time the site of the
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founder’s interment. We were pleased to find

a portion of one of the mullions restored in

stone, but heartily wish that the sordid brick-

work in the crockets had been at the same

time replaced by glazing. 1 he heads are in-

serted in projecting weather-mouldings, with

plain horizontal returns.

With the exception of a spacious oaken

pew lined with moreen, and appropriated, we
suppose, to the occupants ot 1 wyford Ilall,

the features of this church are less indicative

than ordinary of

“ The scandal

That desecrates our age,

An evil great as ever

Iconoclastic rage.”

The open seats, which, together with other

portions of the furniture, have elm for their

material, range longitudinally in the manner

of stalls in a cathedral choir. They are with-

out ornament of any kind
;
but the hack seat,

which is somewhat elevated above the others,

has a wainscotting of arabesque panels, the re-

mains of a former arrangement. On the north

side of a chancel some features of a higher

order constitute all that is now left of its

screen. A polygonal pulpit, with sounding-

board over it, and reading-desk beneath, occu-

pies the north-east angle of the nave, which is

supplied with a coved ceiling, the chancel

being open to the ridge.

The furniture of this last somewhat exceeds

the average condition. The altar-table, a

slender fabric, the rails of more substantial

form, and a plain church chest, have been

recently painted and groined; the former is

supplied with a handsome covering of dark

blue cloth, trimmed with black fringe. It is

devoid of a dossel or altar-screen
;

but the

decalogue appears on ihe south wall opposite

the pulpit, where a line engraving exhibits

Moses, Aaron, and Joshua grouped, with the

hallowed tablets in the foreground beneath.

The date does not appear, but we read the

imprimatur of “John Oreston, at the White
Horse, Without Newgate, London.” We
scarcely need remark that the position is not

in accordance with the rule laid down in the

82nd canon.

The pavement is unsually barren of in-

terest; only one brass can now be discovered
;

its inscription being hidden by the square

pew—a shield once undpr it no longer courts

inspection of the genealogist. We were

told that several collossal figures on the

walls, fresco paintings, have vanished at

no distant period beneath the triennial wash-

ings of lime, applied with no sparing

hand. Would that it were more generally

known and fell that “ clergymen are in

no small degree answerable for the havoc

that has been perpetrated by the churchwar-

dens !” A benatura, or holv-water-stoup,

thrown into a dark corner as you enter, and

the saddle of the ancient cross lying, slighted

as if the token were altogether worthless, in an

outer angle of the porch, are instances in

point which might very creditably have been

dispensed with. T wyford Church is dedicated

to St. Nicholas, and therefore, if the supposed

rule of orientation were strictly adhered to

should point 30 degrees south of east.

MINERALOGY.
BY HENRY G. MONTAGUE, ESQ., PROFESSOR

OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

{Continued from p. 017.)

It is in the nature of man to advance in

I discoverv, and every new fact elicited bv ob-

i servation or experiment serves as an additional

stimulant to urge him on his way. Our ac-

I
quired knowledge of the surface of the earth

: has also brought with it a more extended

< knowledge of the material of which it is coin-

j posed, and led to a series of inquiries at once

) pleasing and instructive to the philosophic

i observer, and to the community at large.

] The phenomena of calcareous beds have

n not been neglected, and it is to the careful

c examination of those we are indebted for a

k knowledge ofmany extinct species, or species

a analogous to those now existing; and it is not

tl the least singular to find that a vast portion of

tithe British strata on which we tread, and from

« which our agricultural and mineral riches are

d derived, is wholly composed of the remains of

o oceanic animals and vegetables peculiar to tro-

p pical seas, and so disposed in their generations

as to display an unbroken sequenccof events, ex-

tending over many ages, and embracing epochs

of years of which man previously could form np

conception. Calx, or the earth of oceanic ani-

mals, its properties as an earth, its varied

forms and combinations, were then more

strictly attended to by mineralogists and

chemists. Sir Humphrey Davy was the first

to discover its relationship to the metals.

Geologists within these few years past, as its

vast importance in the economy of nature was

forced upon their notice, have made some

feeble attempts to account for its disposition

and phenomena : thus Mr. Lyall attributed its

presence in such vast formations in the Pacific,

Southern, and Indian Oceans to submarine

springs, not taking into consideration their

immensity of breadth, and length, and depth
;

the circumstance that such springs could not

possibly exist; that latitude, and dip, and free-

dom from disturbing causes marked their

origin and increase. His conjecture, that rivers

might supply them, is still le^s tenable, for the

Red Sea, rapidly filling up with calcareous

deposits and coral formations, has not a single

river communicating with it; neither are

there any rivers to supply calx for the vast for-

mations in the Pacific; nor could all the rivers

in the world administer to the rapid and in-

satiable requirements of these immense repo-

sitories of calx.

On the other hand, it is well known that the

ocean waters hold very little lime in solution

or suspension, and that the suspended particles

in rivers are deposited within the immediate

area of action
;
that the lime-secreting animals

become more abundant and much more di-

versified as they near the surface of the water,

light and heat 'being as essential to the pro-

duction of lime, as to the production of

vegetable earth, both being governed in the

sum of their increase by the sum of light and

heat and local co-operative causes, and both

being influenced in their disposition by moving

causes. Many calcareous animals arc ex-

clusively confined to particular zones, and can

exist only in particular temperatures; others

change or modify their form and qualities,

diverge into species, decrease in size and

density of structure, and become partly or

wholly divested of their calcareous coverings.

Our leading chemists and geologists, unable

to trace effects to their first causes, contend

that the earths are produced by the disin-

tegration and decay of rocks, nay, they go

so far as to assert that such is the origin of

vegetable earths, which embrace so vast an

extent of the surface beds of the earth, and

are more particularly abundant in the extensive

deltas and plains of the earth. This, however,

is reversing the order of nature, for every

species of rock known to us, either contains,

or wholly consists of, animal remains, or is so

mechanically constituted as to exhibit an exact

conformity with the varying sedimentary de-

positions now taking place within the ocean

waters, lakes, and rivers, or in depressed

portions of the earth. It is repugnant to our

reasoning powers to travel out of nature in

search of primary causes, when those causes

are manifest in nature, and open to the ob-

servation of all men. Men of science begin

their labours of discovery where they should

end, and end where they should begin. Exa-

mine, for instance, shell marble, or limestone;

does not common sense teach us that it is

composed of marine animals, and the remains

of animals? in many specimens the form,

the internal configuration is not lost, the

brilliant display of colours is not impaired,

the disposition of the beds has remained

since the period when these creatures existed

unchanged, within seas and in zones favourable

for their propagation and increase; here we

are compelled to stop, or enter into the inter-

minable field of conjecture and speculative

science.

Let us begin with organic nature, examining

its powers of elaborating earths, and its varying

phenomena of action and result. Take, for

instance, the mosses on walls, the vegetable

bodies on the hills and plains; varying in form

and in earthy constituents, they increase and

propagate at the final expense of the elements,

and from them model the earths. They exist,

and pass through the allotted stages of life,

but not for themselves alone
;
they support the

animal creation, and during the whole period

in which the vital processes are carried on,

they contribute to the increase of the earth :

devoured by animals, their elaborated particles

are not lost—ceasing to exist, their consoli-

dated matter is added to the earth. The peats

and mosses exemplify this amazing increase in

a wonderful manner
;
springing up in narrow

valleys, depressed basins, and low lands deserted

by the sea, they continually add to the lower

bed on which they rest, but do not abstract

therefrom ;
foot after foot they rise, every new

vigorous shoot springing forth at the ex-

pense of its lower branch whence it sprang

;

the vegetable fibre, as removed from atmos-

pheric influences, and subjected to lateral

pressure, passes into the state of earth, and

thence into the state of plastic clay, and some-

times into the state of coal. Is it possible, 1 ask,

by our examining it in the latter states, that we
can form correct conceptions of its beginning?

Most assuredly it is not.

The like operations are manifest in the

formation and increase of calcareous matter

from the sandy or rocky bed of the ocean
;
the

coral architect springs up, and, like the lichens

and mosses, every successive living shoot builds

upon its predecessor, and so far from abstract-

ing its material from the base, it communi-

cates its vital juices thereto uritil the whole base

becomes converted into solid limestone-rock;

and in that rock who shall retrace the vital phe-

nomena long since passed away ? Why should

we entertain a doubt that lime is generated by

the vital process any more than that vegetable

earth is ? There must have been, there must be

still, a beginning for all compounds, and igno-

rance of chemistry, or contracted views of

geology, ought not to stand as a barrier to

discovery. The four elements of earth, air,

fire, and water, of ancient philosophy, have

made way for the four elements of oxygen,

hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon, ot the

moderns, and every day’s discovery threatens

further modifications and changes. Natural

philosophy has not at present an universally

acknowledged base on which to rest itself.

M. C. Fischer, the proprietor of the manu-
factory of porcelain at Pirkcnhammer, near

Carlsbad, has observed that the substance re-

sembling silicious concrete, which occurs in

the peat bogs near Frangensban, in Bohemia,
consists almost exclusively of the armour ot

some species of naviculaj : this Ehrenberg

confirmed; he also found other baccillnria in-

termixed. Original specimens of the silicious

concrete of the Isle of France and of Santa

Fiora, in Tuscany, which were analyzed by

Klaproth, shewed that they likewise consisted

almost exclusively of the envelopes of infusoria

of several genera of baccitlarin
,
yet sometimes

of the same and almost all still living species,

in conjunction with rare silicious specula of

fresh and sea-water sponges, without any inter-

vening binding material. Ehrenberg also

discovered that the ochraceous slimy substance

which sometimes covers the bottoms of marshy
brooks and moats, and which appears to have

been considered as a deposit of the oxide of

iron, is a very delicate baccillnria ,
which at

a red heat becomes like a red oxide of

iron, and contains much iron, but does not lose

its form either by the heat or upon being

treated with acids, and consequently possesses

silicious armour most approximating to that of

the genus gallionella. Numerous discoveries

have been made by the microscope of sub-

stances previously known only as particular

earths, and clays, and rocks, beingalinost wholly

composed of particular species of aninvalculae;

are not these to be adduced as proofs that

the earths derive their origin from vital

phenomena
;

the fixed and insoluble resi-

dues of animal substances, silicious shells,

bony coverings of shell-fish, containing a

large proportion of calcareous earth, &c. ?

New Nautical Invention. — A useful

invention is now in the act of being applied

to one of our men-of-war
;

it is called a

“ manoeuvrer,” and is the proposition of R. Fou-
lerton,Esq. ItconsistsofanArchimedian screw,

fitted through the dead-wood of the ship at

right angles with the keel, and set in motion

by the capstan, for the purpose of turning the

ship round, when, from calm weather, the

helm has no effect upon the vessel. It does

not project in any degree, so as to impede the

ships way through the water; and uui'-t he

highly useful in the case of a ship being

attacked by steamers or gun-boats, in bringing

the broadside to hear on them
;
or it may even

assist a ship in the act of staving.
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OLD ENGLISH CHAIRS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUII.DER.

Sin,—The above represents two of four

genuine Old English chairs belonging to

Thomas Charles, Esq., of Chillington-house,

Maidstone, Kent, who has an exceedingly curi-

ous collection relating to English antiquities.

The sketches are copied from drawings

made by Mr. Pretty of Northampton.

Little needs be said respecting these chairs,

except, that they are rather superior specimens,

and that a great number of them is to be

obtained in the cottages and farmhouses in

"Wiltshire and Gloucestershire, and I have

no doubt in other parts of the county.

I am Sir, &c.,

C. J. Richardson.

22, Brompton-crescent.

SOCIETY FOR IMPROVING THE DWELL-
INGS OF THE LABOURING CLASSES.

This society has lately put forth a state-

ment, accompanied by an engraved plan of the

fifteen houses now in course of erection in the

Lower-road, Pentonville. The following extract

fully explains the humane objects they have in

view, and the means by which they propose to

carry them out :

—

“The committee, feeling that no description

or reasoning, however accurate, is likely to

make such an impression on the public as an

actual experiment, have resolved to build a

certain number of houses, as models of the

different kinds of dwellings which they would

recommend for thelabouringclasses in populous

towns.

“ In the arrangement of these buildings, the

object has been to combine every point es-

sential to the health, comfort, and moral habits

of the industrious classes and their families,

reference being had to the recommendations of

the Health of Towns Commission, particularly

with respect to ventilation, drainage, and an

ample supply of water.

“ The buildings are of three different classes,

and designed to accommodate in the whole

‘wenty families and thirty single persons.

“I. Eight of the families are to occupy

each an entire house, with a living-room on the

ground-floor, having an enclosed recess or

closet large enough to receive beds for the

youths of the family, and two bed-rooms on

the upper floor.

“ 2 . The remaining twelve families are to be

distributed in six houses, each family occupy-

ing a floor of two rooms, with all requisite con-

veniences ;
and as the apartments on the upper

floor are to be approached through an outer

door distinct from that belonging to the lower

floor, their respective occupants will thus be

kept entirely separate, and each floor be vir-

tually a distinct dwelling.

“3. The centre building on the east side is

intended for the accommodation of thirty

widows or females of advanced age, each to

have a room, with the use of a wash-house

common to them all. It is proposed that the

general supervision of this establishment shall

be entrusted to a responsible resident.

“ The contracts entered into for the buildings

warrant the committee in the confident expec-

tation that, whilst securing a remuneratinrj rate

of interest on the outlay ,
they will be enabled to

afford to the occupants accommodations of a

very superior description to those at present

attainable by the labouring classes, and that

at a rent considerably lower than is now com-

monly paid . The committee hope and believe

also that the detailed statement, which it is
j

their intention at the proper season to lay
|

before the public, will encourage many bene- I

volent individuals to promote the erection in
j

their own neighbourhood of similar dwellings,

and thereby conduce to the moral as well as the

physical welfare of a large class of their poorer

brethren, who at present have not the op-

portunity of bringing up their families with

a due regard even to the decencies of life, and

are thus placed in circumstances tending greatly

to counteract the influence of all religious

instruction.

“The committee deeply regret that the limited

amount of funds hitherto placed at their dis-

posal obliges them to pause, and to question

how far they may be justified in undertaking

the erection of the whole of the buildings

contemplated by the society ; but they

are strongly encouraged to hope that the

marked expression of public feeling in reference

to the improvement of the dwellings of the

labouring classes, will lead to such a prompt

and liberal increase of contributions as will

enable them to complete their projected plan

by the approaching spring, and also to direct

their attention to the equally-important object

of model dwellings adapted to the agricultural

districts.

“ They think it right to add that the income

derived from the proposed buildings will be

devoted to the promotion of the general

objects of the society, and accounted for in

their annual report.”

METOPOLITAN IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY.

The meetings of the Metropolitan Improve-

ment Society have been resumed, and will

in* future be held on the first Thursday in

every month, at the offices of the society, 20,

Bcdford-street, Covcnt-garden. Al the meet-

ing on the 5th, the attention of the members

was chiefly directed to the contemplated new

street, which is to lead from the Houses of

Parliament to the neighbourhood of Belgrave-

square. This street will be one of noble dimen-

sions,— somewhat wider than Regent-street,

and, as originally proposed, the western front

of the Abbey and the Tower of the New
Houses of Parliament, would have been

visible throughout the whole line. This ob-

ject has been lost sight of in the plan now
adopted. The new street will make a crooked

bend at its eastern extremity to avoid pulling

down St. Margaret’s "Workhouse, and the

bend will be such as entirely to exclude the

view of the Abbey and Mr. Barry’s tower.

This mutilation of the original plan in its most

important architectural features has been

occasioned by an anxiety to avoid an increased

expenditure of about 15,000/., a sum quite

insignificant as compared with the magnitude

and importance of the contemplated improve-

ment. A remonstrance has been addressed

by the Society to the Commissioners on the

subject. A resolution was also passed at the

meeting to oppose a Bill about to be sub-

mitted to Parliament for inclosing a portion

of the public roadway in Lincoln’s-inn-fields,

adjoining the new law courts. The project is

to convert this roadway into a narrow foot-

path instead of completing the carriage com-

munication between the Strand and Holborn,

by widening the approaches to the south and

north

!

OLD ENGLISH CHAIRS.
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THE DWELLINGS OF TIIE WORKING
CLASSES INFERIOR TO THOSE OF THE
PAUPER AND THE PRISONER.

With how many comforts, how many
decencies, how many virtues, a clean, well-

ventilated dwelling is associated, nobody needs

to be informed ; such is to a family what
personal cleanliness is to an individual—

a

means of health, recreation, rest, and enjoy-

ment. Nor is it unimportant in a moral sense

—

“ For with the body’s purity, the mind
Acquires a secret, sympathetic aid.”

If your business leads you to the dwelling of

an artisan—one of the great race whose hands
make our wealth, our luxuries, our comforts

—

where are you likely to find them ? In a

gutterv back street, or stench-abdunding alley,

you climb a filthy stair; and in a close un-
ventilated room, parlour, kitchen, and all, you
find the entire family huddled together, for

cooking, eating, and sleeping. All the air

admitted is through the key-hole, or the broken
pane of a window that will neither open nor

shut. Neatness is impossible, and with the

best housewife her task is the pursuit of clean-

liness under difficulties ; for how can cleanliness

be attained where its first elements, air and
water, are with difficulty attainable ? The
husband, driven away by the noise, the stench,

and the discomfort of his little place, which
ought to be his home, is probably at the public-

house ; the children are in the gutter, and the

wife in suds, straw, or saucepans. The di-

lapidated habitations of the rich, abandoned by
their advance in the comforts and decencies of

life, degenerate into abodes of the poor. There
is no such thing thought of, with all our think-

ing, of providing the poor with habitations

fitted to their wants or means, unless they

become chargeable to us as paupers
;

then

indeed an Elizabethan palace rises proudly

from some dry and salubrious site. Com-
missioners, with a thousand a year, see that it is

provided with baths, infirmaries, and every

necessary of health. Doctors devise plans for

its ventilation; the best of clothing, and food,

and every thing else is advertised for. But,

unless a man is either wealthy or a pauper, no
care is taken to give him a decent abode

;

humble industry may hide its head where it

can ;
as long 'as it is in working order we take

no heed of it; but the minute it is demoralised

or depauperised, we have the most elegant

model-prisons to correct it, and the most
beautiful union-workhouses to lock it up in!

—

Bentley's Magazine.

RAILWAY INDICATOR.

There has just been published in Paris an

account of an instrumentforindicatingthe speed

of trains, and registering any undue excess; this,

it is expected, will act as a wholesome monitor

to engine drivers, and lessen the risk of railway

travelling, by rendering it impossible to escape

detection where a dangerous velocity has been

attained. This contrivance consists in a

governor, such as is commonly used in steam-

engines, and set in motion by the customary

;

gearing from one of the axles of the locomo-

: tive. To the vertical sliding portion of the

;
governor an index is attached, which passes

3 along a graduated vertical scale, and by the

1 height to which it reaches shews the degree of

8 speed attained ; any excess of speed produces

s a further elevation, and brings into play a

s second index, which is unconnected with the

f first, and which on the fall of the governor

r remains at its maximum height—a standing

t testimony against the negligence and reckless-

r. ness of the engineer. As a further precaution,

ii it is arranged that one of the balls of the

g
governor carries a hammer, which strikes a

Ii bell, and loudly calls for the attention of the

<1 driver. To prevent tampering with the indica-

ti tions of the instrument, the second or tell-tale

ii index is locked up, and the key remains in the

p possession of some superior officer, who alone,

a at the termination of a journey, can replace it

jit in its original position, ready for a new indica-

I

tition. The first index, which only takes a

ci cognizance of speed within the regulated limit,

is is open to the inspection of all in its nejgh-

bbourhood; and, if this be neglected or con-

ccealed, the bell protests most clamorously

Bjagainst the danger and the wrong

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF IIAND-RAILS
OF STAIRS.

BY MU. GEORGE RIDLEY.
No. II.

18 . The Trihedral Solid.—Any figure

consisting of three plane faces beside its base,

is a trihedral : thus the three faces of a trian-

gular pyramid is a trihedral. AVe have not

space to explain to the utmost extent the

properties of all the cases of this solid. In

carpentry, the nature of its angles has been

long known in the formation of the hipped

roof. In masonry, its principles are applied

with equal success in the construction of plain

oblique arches. Its uses are equally indispen-

sible in the principles of perspective, pro-

jection, dialing, &c.

19 . In the science of hand-railing, the late

Mr. Peter Nicholson has the merit of first

adapting its principles, in determining the

obliquity of the ordinates, required in tracing

out the contour of his face mould
; he also

with equal ingenuity applied the properties of

its solids angles, in determining the position

of the face mould upon the surfaces of the

plank, out of which the rail was cut.

20. It may be necessary here to observe,

that the angles of the trihedral are of two
kinds, one of which is that which forms the

angle or bevel of any two of its arrises which

constitute the sides of its superficial surfaces

;

the other is the angle, or bevel, formed by
the intersection of any two of the surfaces

which constitute the solid itself. This last

is sometimes called the dihedral angle, but is

more generally known by the name of the

solid angle, and is always considered as taken

with the legs of the bevel at right angles to

the arris which is common to both surfaces. Let

the lines A,B, B C, and A C (Fig 7) be the three

sides of a right-angled triangle, which forms

the base of a trihedral solid. Let the right-

angled triangle A B I), represent the develop-

ment of its vertical side, and the triangles

A D E, and B F E, the superficies of the two
remaining slanting sides. In this figure the

line A E, will require to be equal in length

to A C, D B equal to BF, and 1) 15 equal to

F C, moreover the line A I) will require to be
square to, or at right angles to D B ; B F at

right angles to B C; andD E at rightangles toAD.
Suppose, then, that the planes of the triangles

A B D and B C F are turned up on the lines

A B and B C, as if on hinges, until the lines

B F and B D meet each other ; and the tri-

angle A D 15 turned over upon the. line A D
until the point E falls upon C ; we should then

have before us the form of a trihedral solid.

If this solid be formed in wood, upon the

surfaces of which the letters of reference are

marked to correspond with those upon the

development of its surfaces, as shewn in the

figure, by a careful attention to the model, it will

be seen that the dihedral, or the solid angle

across the arris of the vertical surface, A B D, and
the inclined surface A D E will be the angle or

bevel B F C, as shewn by the development of

the triangle B F C. And the lines A E and
A C when united will form the arris of inter-

section of the slanting surface, and the plane of

the base of the trihedral.

21.

In carrying the use of the trihedral into

practice, let us suppose that its vertical face

A B D is but a portion of the face of a plane

passing vertically through the body of the

cylinder, as already described by Article 9,

and more particularly delineated in Fig. 8,

wherein the slanting surface A D C of the

trihedral is conceived to form a portion of a

plane cutting obliquely through the body of the

cylinder, and the base A B C of the trihedral

form, forming a portion of the same plane as

that of the base of the cylinder, we shall then

perceive the body of our cylinder encircled by
the body of the trihedral solid.

22. Now, as the plane of our cutting section
is to pass through three points given in posi-
ti >n on the surface of the cylinder, which, as
we have already observed, must agree with
throe corresponding points on the line of
heights, as laid down on the development of
»he central line of the rail ; and as the slanting

surface of the trihedral and the cutting plane

through the cylinder are both in the same
plane. It is, therefore, by laying down the deve-

lopment of this plane, that we are enabled to

apply the use of the beam-compass in de-

scribing the contour of the face-mould with

certainty.
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23. Thus in Fig. 9, let the circle A C B
represent the centre line of the plan of the rail

;

let the line N' R' represent the height of the

centre of the rail over the point A, the line

O' S' the height over the point C, and the line

M* P' the height over the point 13. Then
through the points A 13 and 13 G draw the lines

B D and 13 E, upon which draw the perpen-

dicular lines 13 F, B G, C 11, and A I make
B F and B G each equal to M' P' ; C H equal

to O’ S', and A I equal to X' R\ Through
the points G and I draw the line G D, cutting

the line B A produced in the point D ; and
through the points F and II draw the line F E,

cutting the line BC produced in the point E;
then through the points D and E draw D E,

which is the line or arris of intersection between
the plane of the base of the trihedral and the

plane of its slanting side; the foot of this

slanting surface will therefore rest on the

line D E, ai>d the inclination thereof will be
such that its plane will pass through the three

points on the surface of a cylinder, as we have
already noted. And, moreover, as a portion of
the base of the cylinder is included in the base
of the trihedral, so also will a corresponding
portion of the cylindric section be included on

the plane of the slanting surface of the trihedral,

which we have already described as the cutting

plane of the cylindric section.

24. In paragraph 9, and Fig. 2, we have
shewn the mode of producing the section of

a cylinder by the use of the beam compass;
but before this can be done, it is necessary to

have the position of a vertical plane passing

through the axial line of the cylinder, which

also is to be at right angles to the cutting plane

of the cylinder. The position, therefore, in

which our vertical plane must stand, is that

shewn by the line K L, which is to be drawn at

right angles through 0 to the line D E. By
changing the position of the vertical plane on
the line D B of the trihedral to the line Iv L,
as here shewn, while that of its inclined

surface remains in the same position, we shall

find that the dihedral or solid angle formed by
the intersection of the vertical and slanting

planes are at right angles, or square to each
other

;
and if from the point B, on the base of

the trihedral, we draw the line B L at right
angles to the line K L, we shall find the
height of the slanting surface over the point
L, to be the same as that over the point B.
The elevation of our vertical plane on the line

K L, will, therefore, be a right angled triangle,

whose hypothenuse, M K, is the intersecting

line, or arris, which the vertical surface forms

with the slanting surface of the trihedral : and
the perpendicular, L M, is equal to B F. Upon
this vertical surface let the perpendicular line,

O N, represent the axial line of the cylinder

;

and the perpendicular line, Q R, the line of in-

section formed by the surface of the cylinder,

with the vertical plane of the trihedral : here,

then, because the vertical plane of our trihedral

passes through the axial line of the cylinder;

therefore that portion of the intersecting line,

R N, will form one-half of the longitudinal

diameter of the ellipse; and the radius of

the cylinder will be equal to one-half the

transverse diameter, as shewn by the line N S,

from which the curve of the ellipse may be

described, as shewn in paragrap 9, Fig. 2

;

but that portion of the elliptic curve, requisite

for the centre line of our face mould, may he

obtained by drawing the ordinates, M T and

V P, at right angles to the line K M, cutting

the curve in the points P and T. The point

Y in the curve, which stands perpendicularly

over the point C on the plan, may also be

determined in the curve by drawing the cor-

responding ordinates, W C and X Y, in the

same manner as the ordinate M T.

ON THE APPLICATION OF CLAY PIPES

FOR HOUSE DRAINS AND SEWERS.
BY W. D. GUTHRIE, A.M., F.R.C.S.L., &C.

After much consideration of the best

system of the construction of main sewers, I

have at last arrived at such conclusions as

neither I nor any of those scientific friends

whom I have consulted on the subject, aro

able to detect any mistakes in. The first

leading principle which I am desirous shall

be distinctly understood is this, viz. : That
there is no other proper means of removing
the debris of houses, towns, and cities, whether
large or small, but through the agency of

water, which cannot be too abundantly

supplied.

llow properly to direct and duly to economise
water furnished for this purpose must hence

be a matter of paramount importance. That
none shall be wasted carelessly, and that ns

small a quantity may on all occasions bo
rendered as efficient as possible, are matters

of the greatest moment. These therefore are

my cardinal points.

It now became to me manifest that from

these premises the grand object would be, so

to proportion drains that the supply of water

would at all times be effectual in removing

soil and preventing depositions of all kinds.

This, it is clear, could only be done by

causing them to bear a proper ratio to the

roofage, and the size of tubes through which

water is conveyed to the house from which

the drain is to be led. Now if, as is almost

always the case, the water-pipe of an establish-

ment leading from the main, be only half an

inch, or say an inch, it struck me that there

could be no necessity for a construction of one
foot, one and a half, two, and even three feet

calibre to conduct this water and its accom-
paniments from the house into the common
channel or main street sewer, it having merely
acquired the addition of the soil. For ex-

ample, if I furnish a house with water by
means of a half-inch water-pipe, it is clear,

the most that a drain could ever be called upon
to accomplish, would he to afford a conduit

to the main sewer, but if water can flow

through a half-inch tube, it assuredly can meet
with no obstacle or hindrance to its progress

in a two or three inch tube, care being taken

that sufficient strength be given to the drain

tube.

The rule for the size of the drain-tube is

therefore simple, viz. to the calibre necessary

to carry off the water laid on, add that re-

quired for the reception of the lain or surface

water. This is readily calculated from the

indications of the rain gauges of the locality.

I conceive that the grand point in the ar-

rangments is never to have the capacity of

the sewer so vast, that the advantages of the

force of the water, which it is intended it

should transmit, shall be lost, which of course

must necessarily be the case, if such dispro-

portions occur as that which I have already

mentioned. The next point I had to establish

was the nature of the materials best calculated



<r the construction of conduits for sewerage,
> it was apparent no brick building or mason
ork (if my data be correct, of which I have
ow no doubt) could at all be made available

ir sizes so small as that which I contemplated
itroducing. I therefore consulted with the

lanufacturor of tubes of Terra Cotta and
ifferent other kinds of clav as to their ex-
ense, and the probable strength which might
e given to tubes of from two to eighteen
tches diameter, and the result was, in all re-

jects, so satisfactory, that I soon came to

te conclusion, that no house drains or private
iwers could, by possibility, he perfect in

teir operations, if built either of brick or
one, and that the substitution of strong tubes
f small calibre made of indestructible materials
ould be found an invaluable improvement,
.s the strength of the tubes which I propose
sing as conduits for sewerage has frequentlv
een questioned, I beg to submit the following
ict, which proves indisputably that objections

> my system, founded on this basis, are per-
’Ctly untenable. A few specimens of tire-

lay tubes were manufactured in the neigh-
ourhood of Glasgow by the Gaonkirton Coal
lompany, and these were, in the presence of
number of scientific and interested gentle-

len, tested by hvdraulio pressure, when it ap-

eared that it was not until a greater pressure
tan that equal to a perpendicular column of
ater 900 feet had been applied, that they
ould be burst! I was not present when the

xperiment was made, hut Mr. Smith of
>eanston, and several distinguished persons
•ho were, informed me of the fact. But a

loment's consideration will serve to convince
ny one that a conduit for any fluid must be
tronger, if formed in complete circles, than
7 made up of numerous small fragments
hich have no affinity for each other; in fact,

•hich only preserve a form or shape by the
beer force of their surrounding and super-

leumbent pressure. Two years have elapsed
ince I first mooted this idea, and I have much
atisfaction in now being able to state that

he principle was at once conceded bv scien-

ific persons while I was in London
;
and that

ince my return to Scotland, there has not
een a single sewer built either of stone or
rick in the town of Ayr—clay tubes have
ivariably superseded them. The Ayr ar-

angements, however, I am sorry T cannot
ltogether approve of, because no principle

eems to have been recognized
;
all that appears

a have been thought necessary, was the

doption of circular clay tubes, instead of the

Id expensive rude brick or rubble-built

rains. Notwithstanding this, the people are
nanimous as to the great advantage which
he tubes possess over the old system. The
izes employed are from nine to eighteen
nches dimensions, which, for .reasons here
tated, and which also appear in the body of
ny evidence, I entirely disapprove of for the

fttrposes of mere house drainage. The tubes
hould be made of fire-clay and glazed

;
the

dazing docs not add sensibly to the cost, and
rould be a great improvement. It may be in-

eresting here to remark, that I was particularly

truck during my stay in Ayr by observing
he loss which a community sustains from the
•ant of combined action.

If public companies, curators of local trusts,

aid private persons, were to digest properly
heir schemes, and cordially to co-operate, it

i easily demonstrable, that much economy
i every sense of the term would invariably

e experienced. In the town of Ayr they

<avc no Act empowering the authorities to

lause inhabitants to adopt such arrangements
? have recently been shewn to he indispen-

Inble for the protection and preservation of
ilqblic health

;
therefore every man who

isesires to improve his premises, entertains

aiat desire from a conviction of the necessity

nr making certain alterations, in order that

oie health and comfort of his family may bo

Icecured. But as there have, in this place,

een no public meetings to discuss the merits

f those suggestions, which have been offered

r»r the general improvement of the town,

e.’ery one must proceed as his own architect

Ir builder may choose to dictate, irrespective

If his next door neighbour's operations. Each
luho desires to lead his soil-drain into the

aiain, must make his own direct communication
it i th the main. I have endeavoured to point

itit the folly of such proceedings, by shewing

the parties the vast saving, which would

tm
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be effected if neighbours would only consult

each other, and harmoniously co-operate.

I shewed, to the satisfaction of competent

persons in Ayr, that if proprietors in the lower

and descending parts of streets would allow

the landlords on the higher grounds to make
connections with the private drains of those as

they descended, each bearing his own ex-

penses, or such proportion as might be required

to convey the tube past his property, that then

one connection only with the main would be

necessary for a number; the expense of

making which, if divided amongst a number,

would be comparatively trifling. This system

which I propose, I have no doubt will, ere

long, be universal, as its advantages are

obvious. Having sufficiently and satisfactorily

established the principle that all drains or

sewers ought to bear positive reference to the

quantity of water, &c. which it can be calcu-

lated they would be required to convey, and

having ascertained that in the case of small or

house drains, this was matter of easy accom-
plishment, I next directed my attention to the

common or main receiving sewers, and with a

view to shew that the same principle which
prevails in the small, will also be found to re-

gulate the large, I consulted scientific and

practical men as to the possibility of construct-

ing sewers into two, or three, or four pieces,

nstead of the common tedious, imperfect, and

expensive mode of brick building in cement or

mortar. I proposed the adoption of pieces of

fire-clay moulded in the most unobjectionable

forms, and of great strength, which requisite,

I was assured by the manufacturers, thickness

and high temperature would, in the case of

this, material being employed, be certain to

secure. The fixing upon the best configura-

tion, now started up as a new difficulty; at

last, however, 1 succeeded in convincing

myself and such scientific friends as took in-

terest in my pursuits, that the section of the

form represented in the accompanying sketch

is decidedly more perfect than any thing that

has hitherto been employed for sewering pur-

poses. It has also been asked what pressure

externally and internally would such a con-

struction as this withstand, the answer is

simple,—no superincumbent weight whatever

could crush it (this the manufacturers one and

all guarantee); the pressure which it would

bear from within would be in the direct ratio

of that from without; a glance at the diagram
will shew, that, like a brick-built circle, it has

no strength save that which it derives from the

pressure of the surrounding materials. The
cost of a sewer of the dimensions marked on
the diagram, would be about 18s. or 1/. per

yard. I find that fire-clay tubes 12 inches

diameter, and 12 inches in length, can he pur-

chased in Glasgow for 9d. per foot, or 2s. 3d. per

yard, which is exactly half the prices furnished

to me bv the London manufacturers. The
manner in which small or side drains are con-

nected with this kind of sewer is simple
;

cir-

cular openings of various diameters are left at

the time they are made in a great proportion of

the side pieces, a little above that part where
they rest on the invert, into which a tube of

from 3 to 12 inches may be inserted, as the case

might be.

The following is a calculation which I made
while in London in April 17th, 1843, with a
view to shew the economy which would be
effected by the adoption of small strong tubes

instead of brick-built sewers :

—

Brick-built, first class, 21. 10s. per yard
=4,400/. per mile.

Brick-built, medium class, 1/. 10s. per yard

=2,640/. per mile.

These are the prices of the Holborn and

Finsbury metropolitan district of sewers, fur-

nished to me by my friend Mr. Roe, Civil

Engineer.
Tubes of terra cotta or fire-clay :

—

Tubes of 1 foot 6 inches diameter, at 15s.

per yard= 1,320/. per mile.

Tubes of common brick clay :

—

Very best, 1 foot diameter, at 3s. per yard

=24 Gl. per mile.

Prices of drain-tubes in Glasgow, of common
clay, including flange of from one to two
inches:—

3 inches diameter, 6d. per yard.

6 inches diameter, 9d. per yard.

9 inches diameter, Is. per yard.

12 inches diameter, Is. 3d. per yard.

18 inches diameter, 2s. per yard.

Tubes of cast-iron, of 12 inches diameter,

would weigh about 2\ cwt. per yard, the cost

of which would he 6s. 6d. per cwt., or say

14s. fid. per yard, of a strength equal to 300
feet pressure, which would be= 1,276/. per

mile.

These prices, it is to be understood, are

merely approximations, as the manufacturers

were especially requested by me not to furnish

me with quotations less than the present whole-

sale prices of the articles
;

so, of course, if a

great demand were to take place for extensive

sewering operations, there can be no doubt the

materials could be had for little more than half

the prices I have mentioned, more especially

when it is known that the tubes can be manu-
factured with great rapidity by machines, driven

either by steam or horse power. I have myself

a working model for this purpose, which I

invented three years ago, and which operates

beautifully.

Earthenware pipes from the Shropshire Pot-
tery may be obtained through Messrs. Darby
and Co., Coal Brook Dale, Shropshire.

Fire-clay pipes, 4 inches diameter, Is. per
yard, and 6 inches diameter, Is. fid. per yard,
from the Garnkirk Fire-bricks, Glasgow.
There are a great many niceties to be at-

tended to in the reducing this system to practice,

so that its perfection may be completely brought
out, and its efficiency of operation secured.

The manner, for example, of connecting small
tubes with each other, and these again with
the great receiving or common sewer. The
mode of keeping sewers free from deposit

by flushing 1 have sufficiently explained in my
evidence. T may, however, remark that if the
tubular system of sewering were to be properly
conducted, that no such flushing apparatus as

that described by me, or any other contrivance
for this purpose, would ever be required

;
and

I am convinced that in a few years brick-built
sewers will be but the rare exceptions

;

whole
towns and cities will be sewered at small cost,

and more perfectly than it is possible to ac-
complish by brick building. I purpose as

speedily as possible publishing a small treatise

on sewering, in which I mean to shew the
objections which pertain to those colossal con-
structions that exist, and continue to be made
in the metropolis; the means best calculated to

remedy their defects
;
and lastly, describe the

kind of sewering which I think unobjectionable,
and what I would, therefore, recommend for

adoption in all cases where new sewers are
required.

In the mean time I shall only add, that it

will afford me great pleasure to communicate
with such parties as may desire to be informed
on this interesting and important subject, and
to furnish them with every information they
may require, or that I am possessed of.

New Soi.dkr.—Dissolve zink in muriatic
acid to saturation, add pulverised sal ammonia
to this solution, and after boiling it for a short
time it is ready for use. In using this com-
pound no cleaning of the metal is necessary,
however oxidized, and oil and other materials
are dispensed with. It is only necessary to

apply with a piece of sponge upon a stick, or
a feather, this solution to the part to be
soldered in place of the material now used, to

prevent oxidation and faciliate the flow of the

solder. Such is the efficacy, that if two pieces

of bar, possessing considerable surface, be wet
with this solution and pressed together, upon
the application of the soldering tool, the solder

will at once flow between the plates throughout,—Mechanics' Magazine,

§11

afti
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CAUTION TO BUILDERS.

On Saturday last a case was tried in the Court

of Common Pleas, before Lord Chief Justice

Tin dal, involving the responsibility of builders

for accidents resulting from their not carting

away the excavated soil of a newly-formed

drain.

The defendant (Gray) in the earlier part of

the present year was engaged in making some

extensive alterations—pulling down, repairing,

and rebuilding houses ; and it happened that

in the course of these alterations it became

necessary to make a drain communicating with

the main sewer. A drain was accordingly dug

for that purpose, but the gravel and excavated

soil which came from it were, instead of being

carted away, placed in the road, at a distance

of several feet from the kerb. 1 he defendant

was expostulated with on the subject, who said

that he would remove it as soon as lie could.

Unfortunately, however, for the plaintiff (Bur-

gess), the heap of gravel was still in the same

place on Sunday, the 28 th of July last. It

appeared that about half-past p o’clock in the

evening of that day the plaintiff', accompanied

by a friend named Crofts, was on his return

homeward in a chaise-cart, when one of the

wheels ran upon the heap of gravel in ques-

tion, and the plaintiff', who was driving, was

thrown by the shock into the road. The horse

in the cart being frightened, immediately

started off at a gallop wilh'the cart and Crofts,

who contrived to retain his seat, from which he

was soon, however, dislodged by the smashing

of the cart against the Mile-end turnpike gate.

The cart was broken to pieces and the harness

much damaged ; and upon going back to the

plaintiff’ himself, it appeared that his leg was

broken just above the ancle joint. The plaintiff

was laid up for six or eight weeks in conse-

quence of the accident, and his surgeon's bill

amounted to about 12/.

The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff"

—Damages 45/.

(Tovrrspontirnrc.

ON IRREGULARITY OF DESIGN IN
ARCHITECTURE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sin,—Consistency is the soul of design ;

and in writing upon the above-mentioned sub-

ject, I wish it to be distinctly understood that

my remarks will only refer to certain kinds of

architectural design, such as the Italian, the

Tudor, the Elizabethan, &c., and will not apply to

architecture generally ;
for nothing could pos-

sibly be more absurd than to erect a Grecian

temple (for instance) with the portico on one

side, and the building filled in with similar

eccentricities, as it would be in direct opposi-

tion to the leading principles and features of

that particular style of architecture for which

ancient Greece is so celebrated. The Italian,

the Tudor, the Elizabethan, See., are, however,

quite the reverse of this, and the architect is

left quite free to indulge his taste and fancy,

and in the generality of cases more effect is

produced by an irregular building, more art

displayed, and more comfort gained in its

arrangements than by a regular one. In nature

there is no such thing as uniformity ;
no two

hills are exactly alike, no masses of water or

groups of foliage are precisely similar, and the

landscape is as varied as it can possibly be, and
yet as beautiful as it is varied ;

ought we not

then to remember this fact when about to erect

a building in the country (for of course it is

out of the question in a town), and act accord-

ingly ? Take, for example, a mountainous

district; what erection can look better than a

noble castellated building, with its massive

towers, its lofty turrets, embattled parapets and
machicolations, its walls of various elevations,

its great diversity of windows,—in short, every

thing as irregular as possible, and yet as a

a whole presenting a very imposing appear-

ance ? Contrast this with the effect of a Grecian

building in a similar situation, its straight,

horizontal lines and rows of columns, all very

beautiful in themselves, but quite unsuited for

such a locality. Take another instance : a

small country villa in the Tudor style, situate

in a beautiful valley, and surrounded by wood
and water ; imagine this building to he of red

brick, with white stone dressings, with a porch
to the entrance doorway, with square and bay

windows filled in with quarry lights and

stained-glass, above them lofty roofs and pro-

jecting gables, with carved verge-boards and

pendants, and crowning all, the stacks of red

brick chimneys, with their shafts clustered

together, each shaft differing in pattern. Con-

trast the picturesque and rural effect of such a

villa with another erected in a square form,

with plain windows, Hat roofs, and low chim-

neys, and then judge which would form the

most pleasing object, and be most suited to the

surrounding scenery. Besides, in an irregular

building, a stranger will naturally feel curious

to know its internal arrangement, and how it is

contrived, so as to have a picturesque elevation,

without any sacrifice of the usual domestic

conveniences; and this feeling occasions him

to look upon an irregular building with pecu-

liar interest. Again, what can be more fitted

for an elevated situation than an Italian build-

ing, with its lofty companiles, its curious tiling,

its rich ornamental and overhanging cornices,

its diversity of windows, some grouped together

and others in single lights, and its ornamental

balconies, verandahs, and terraces ? I do not

know any thing which more improves the

features of a fine landscape than a commanding
pile of building, and nothing which injures it

more than a dull, heavy structure, as stiff and

uniform as a regular, unbroken scries of straight

lines can well make it. During the last tew

years, many beautiful villas have been erected

in different parts of England, but there is

much yet to be done towards improving the

public taste. It is not long since that I looked

over a large mansion in the course of erection,

the cost of which would be nearly 20,000/., and

yet the external appearance more resembled an

hospital or barracks than any thing else. This

ought not so to be.—Yours, &c.

Edward Manfred.

WINDOW DUTIES.

Sin,—In furtherance of the exposition of the

objectionable impost on light and air in dwelling-

houses, making dungeons of the habitations of

the middle and working-classes, I beg to call

your attention to a fact existing at the present

moment in King William-street, Strand. The
inhabitants of the south side of that street,

after a vain attempt with the Commissioners

to get that tax mitigated upon a certain

portion of their windows (which are curi-

ouslv situated), by representing their plan

of avoidance, if this tax was pressed for,

have, I believe universally, covered with a

skylight, the well-hole of an area at the hack

of each house reaching from the leads even

with the first-floor down to the basement,

into which no less than six nr seven lights

besides doorways open, including the ventila-

tors of two water-closets, thus making bor-

rowed lights of them, avoiding the tax, and

half poisoning themselves with the impure air

arising from their drains and cesspools, and

their ill-ventilated lower apartments.

If you think this fact worthy notice in

your valuable publication, it may be confirmed

by application to any of the residents;

while, for certain reasons, I remain, Sir,

yours,

Dee. 16, 1 Sit. Anonymous.

RED DRICK-WORK.

Sir,—

O

n reading over in last week’s num-
ber, your notice on red brick-work, I cannot let

the "opportunity pass without a remark which

is due to the town of High Wycombe, Bucks,

where there arc several fronts the brick-work oi

which is brought to the greatest perfection
;

large cornices, architraves, two fluted columns

part of the way down, and then reversed with

capital and base mouldings, and a fine door-

wav, very lofty, projecting forward, differ-

ing wonderfully from its almost next door

neighbour. The ceiling in the entrance-hall of

one is beautifully enriched, pains being taken to

preserve it from the whitewash brush,—which is

too often the ease through employing inex-

perienced persons.— Yours, &c.

A Subscriber, R. B. W.
Kensington.

THE NEW HOUSES IN JIOI.ROR.V.

Sir,—

T

have been rather surprised to see

that in the three model houses, in the

course of erection at the bottom of Plumtrcc-

cast-iron breast-summers without providing

them with a wrought-iron straining-bar or bolt.

The trifling expense that this addition would

have been, could not be of any importance, and

it is of such material consequence to the safety

of the houses, either in case of fire or excessive

weight. Had the girders in the mill at Oldham

been provided with this, the accident which

happened there could never have taken place.

—

1 remain, Sir, votir obedient servant,

Dec. 17, 1844. A .

CHURCH-BUILDING INTELLIGENCE, Ac.

New District Churches.—Great efforts arc

beiii"- made for the erection of churches in the

new districts constituted under the Parlia-

mentary measure of lust session, which pro-

vides for the division of the larger parishes

with a view to more extensive and efficient

superintendence. Since the 1st of April last

grants have been made in twenty of these t'tftc*

amounting to the sum of 5,225/., atid the total

sum contributed during the same pdjdod fih‘;

the purpose of obtaining increased ttcbonimq*

dation throughout England and Wales is

15,583/.—viz. for the erection of forty olid

new churches, and thd rebuilding, bnlAi giltg,.

&c., of fifty-one existing churches, by which

means 32,248 additional sittings will he ob-

tained, including free seats for 25,550 persons.

77ip New Church in Lambeth.—The new

Church which ha3 lately been erecteil at the

corner of Little York-strcet, und
(

Lower*

Marsh, Lambeth, in a densely-populated neigh-

bourhood, is nearly completed. It is builtju

white brick, and of very neat appearance.

The building is fire-proof, the rafters and

pillars supporting the roof being composed of

iron. The entrance is in the Lowei* Marih,

where a neat square tower has been erected

capable of holding eight bells, VHiich will

shortly be hung. There qte 300 frec-sittinfcs;

and room for 600 more persons.— The British

Magazine.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

The Warwick and Leamington Rajhea)/.

—On the 2nd inst., this newlv-formed lino

was opened to the public. The time occupied

in its construction, under the superintendence

of Mr. Stephenson, has been eighteen months.

The gradients are rather heavy, the steepest

being 1 in 100. Messrs. J. Jackson, LtJndon,

and J. Cumming, Birmingham, were the con-

tractors. The Kenilworth, the onlv inter-

mediate station, on the outskirts of the town,

is constructed of Kenilworth stone. That at

Leamington, in the Roman Doric style* Is

situate on the main road between Leaihlngtdn

and Warwick. The first feature of inlerfsl,

and one of the principal works, is that of the

Milburne Grange viaduct, composed of seven-

teen arches, of 31 feet span, built of toll,

brick, faced with stone and supported uy stone

piers: it cost 2,400/. The Castle Gutter

Brook Bridge is of three arches, of GO loot

span, composed of blue brick, and cost 1,400/.

The timber bridge, spanning three roads, is

formed of wood-work, with stone piers, 50

feet span, and has cost 940/. The viaduct

over t lie Avon consists of nine arches, of

60 feet span, and is the chief work upon the

line. It is built of blue brick, has cost 4,650/.

and commands a fine view of the A^on, and

of the demesne of the Hon. C, B. Percy* at

Guy's Clift’e.

Edinburgh and Granton Railway. 3 he

directors of the Edinburgh, Leith, and Granton

Railway having made application to the shoriff

to nominate and appoint a competent person

to superintend the working operations of the

tunnel through the city, we understand that

Mr. George Buchanan, civil engineer, has

licet) appointed for that purpose. Mr. Bucha-

nan's qualifications arc well known, and it is

to be hoped that his appointment will have

the effect of allaying any fears, that may have

been engendered in the public mind.

—

Edin-

burgh Evening Post.

Tunnel Bridge.—On Saturday last, the key-

stone of the tunnel bridge, near Sedgwick,

was put in bv Mr. John .Scfton, builder, who,

we believe, has the construction of the railway

bridges between Sedgwick and the Sedbcrgh

road! This is the first bridge yet keyed on the

Lancaster and Carlisle line. The work has

been inspected by Mr. Stephenson and Mr,

Mould, and highly commended.
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JVciv Railway Projects.— It is understood
that 246 schemes are lodged at the Board of
Trade. The next consideration is, how will

the Board of Trade deal with these matters?
It seems now to he understood that the Board
is engaged in dividing the lines into classes

—

that that done, it will express an opinion on
each project, and present it in the shape of a

report to parliament—but that an intimation
will be given to the promoters of the general
views of the Board sufficient to enable them
to determine for themselves whether they will

go forward or retire from the field.

—

Railway
Times.

Goliath Engines.—Four of the largest loco-

motives ever constructed are about to lie built

for the Sheffield and Manchester Railway.
The cylinders are to he eighteen inches, tlie

stroke two feet, the wheels, six of them four
and a quarter feet diameter, and all six

coupled. The weight of the engine alone,
when loaded with fuel and water will be 24 tons.

It is calculated that on a level they will draw
separately from 1,000 to 2,000 tons.

^Hiorrlliinra.

Ancient Roman Architecture.—Last
Thursday week, as some men were employed
digging for the purpose of forming a new
sewer in the New North-road, Iloxton, they
discovered, at a depth of about 20 feet below
the surface of the ground, a remarkable Roman
structure. The first presentiment they had of
approaching something wonderful was to find

themselves standing upon a hard flat surface
instead of the usual rough earth and stone.
The fact was immediately communicated to
the surveyor, who, in company with about a
dozen men, repaired to the spot. After some
little delay, it was determined that the tiles,

&c., should be taken up, and for that purpose
six men were selected to descend, who, after

some considerable delay, succeeded in raising
several large pieces of stone and tile, under-
neath which was discovered a small cellar or
vault, the dimensions of which were 3 feet in

length by 2| feet in width, and 3 feet 7 inches
in depth, strongly tiled throughout. Several
small vessels of earthenware were found, as

also a small urn, supposed to be of gold. The
excavation was immediately covered over, and
men placed to guard it. A more wonderful
specimen of ancient Roman architecture has
never been discovered

—

Times.

Phoposed Improvements in connec-
tion with Hungerford Briooe. — Last
week, at a meeting of the proprietors of the

Ilungerford and Lambeth Suspension Bridge
Company, the chairman said the original esti-

mated cost of the bridge was 104,500/. The
directors were now able to inform the pro-
prietors that the work would be completed,
including every expense, for the net sum of
102,800/., which they would see was less by
1,700/. than the estimate of 1838. But the
directors had now to ask the proprietors to

give them a sum of money to do that which
was not originally contemplated—they wanted
to pass from the Belvedere-road to Sutton-
street (a fine thoroughfare of 35 yards wide,
and built since the bridge was projected), so as

to obtain a good access to the York-road. The
directors found they would be able to carry
out this desired approach for less than 5,000/.,

including all expenses, and since the report
was written negotiations had taken place
which led the directors to hope Kiat the

property required would be obtained without
the expense of going to Parliament for an Act
for the purpose.

Importance of a Plentiful Supply of
Pure Water in Towns.— It is, perhaos, too
much to expect that people will be induced to

return to the natural beverage, so long as it is

supplied to them in the impure state in which
it reaches the inhabitants of London, and of

most large towns in this countrv—in fact, such
water is neither palatable nor wholesome, and
it is one of the evils affecting the public health

which calls most loudly for correction and the

remedy for which is by no means (ifficult.

Filtering does not purify water, as it can only

remove the impurities which are mechanically

suspended in it, and not such as are >n a state

of solution. Filtering cannot be successful

in depriving it of its deleterious properties:

we might as well attempt to remove the poison

from a solution of arsenic by filtering.— On the

Care of Health
,
by J. II. Curtis, Esq.

Testing of an Iron Bridge in Ireland.
—The lattice bridge which is built, over the
Royal Canal, on the Dublin and Drogheda
Railway, and whose span is 144 feet 6 inches,

was the subject of an interesting experiment on
the 13th inst. After taking out all the wedges
under the two west beams, by running one
engine and three carriages across three times,

the greatest deflection was two-tenths of an
inch, and each time the bridge resumed its

original position. The bridge was tested a

second time the same day by running a coupled
engine across, the weight of the tender, eight

carriages, and three trucks, averaging from
eighty to ninetv tons. This train of carriages

and engine was allowed to stand upon the

bridge until Mr. Hamilton, Sir J. Mucneill,
and Mr. M'Corinick, measured the deflection,

which was two-tenths of an inch, and when
the train moved off the bridge, it resumed its

original position.

—

Drogheda Conservative.

Proposed Tunnel under Glasgow.

—

The city of Glasgow is surrounded by great

lines of communication; on the north by its

great canals, the Forth of Clyde and Monk-
land, and the Edinburgh and Glasgow and
Garnkirk Railways, and on the south by its

magnificent river and harbour, with its com-
municating lines of railway. But these are

cut off from all means of communication with
each other by the densely populated city

which intervenes. At present an enormous
traffic passes over the streets in heavily-laden

carts and waggons, and the proposed scheme
is to connect by a great tunnel the southern
with the northern side of the city. This en-

terprise is promoted by some of the most
respectable and wealthy citizens of Glasgow,
and by the great companies whose immediate
interests it will so directly promote. The
estimate is under 150,000/.

Extraordinary Brick-making. — Mr.
Hudson's patent machine for making bricks is

tmly wonderful when compared with the
amount of labour it is capable of accom-
plishing, and the perfect manner in which it

completes its work. The stock-brick dies will

throw off four thousand bricks in a day, equal
in all respects to the first-rate article in the

market
;

whereas the ordinary number of
bricks produced by one man in a day, in the

usual mode of making them, is eight hundred!
—Hull Packet.

Royal Palace of Linlithgow.—Ttwill

he gratifying to learn that the ancient and
royal palace of Linlithgow has lately under-
gone extensive repairs, under the sanction and
at the expense of the government. This
venerable building forms one of the noblest

piles of ancient architecture in Scotland, and,

with the sweet and placid loch reposing
amidst the graceful undulations of the neigh-

bouring landscape, forms altogether an object

of much beauty and interest.— Edinburgh
If'itness.

Colchester Improvements.—A public

meeting, convened by the Mayor of Col-

chester, was held last Thursday week for the

purpose of forming an institution embracing the

following objects: A public reading-room,

a library for reference and circulation, a

museum, a lecture-room, and an observatory.

The project has the support of most of the

influential inhabitants both in the town and
neighbourhood.

Dundee Triumphal Arch.—The trium-

phal arch to he erected at Dundee to com-
memorate the landing of her Majesty and the

Prince Consort at that Royal burgh, last au-

tumn, is commenced. The subscription, with

the liberal donations of Lord Panmure, Lord
Douglas, and Viscount Duncan, at present

exceeds 1,500/.

New National Schools at Hull.

—

The expense of erecting these schools was
1,600/. They are built in the most substantial

manner, in the Tudor style, under plans

furnished by the Committee of Privy Council

on Education, and the National Society, and
will accommodate 650 children.

Lord Pembroke’s Town Residence.

—

The Earl of Pembroke's splendid mansion on
Carlton-terrace, which has been so long under-

going a course of decorative repair, is not

expected to be ready for the reception of his

lordship and establishment for a twelvemonth
at the earliest.

Use of the Arch among the Greeks.

—

Series of drawings made by the late Mr.
Dodwell during his travels in Greece display

the various doorways of Pclasgic fortifications,

from the lintel of single stones resting on
upright jambs, to the overlapping of the stones
until they reached each other, in the form of a
triangle, as in the gate of the lions, the entrance
into the treasury of Atrrcus, See. But the most
remarkable monument is the subterranean
chamber: complete plans and sections of that

extraordinary building arc given by Mr.
Donaldson in the supplement to the “Anti-
quities of Athens,” from which it appeared to

have been constructed in the form of a para-

bolic cone, of 48 feet in diameter at the base,

and 44 feet 6 inches in height, by means of
rings of regular masonry, overlapping each
other until they reached the apex, where the

aperture was closed by a flat stone. From
this and other buildings of a similar kind, there

is reason to infer that the ancient Greeks had
very imperfect notions of the arch. Mr.
Kinnard, in his “Description of the Antiquities

of Delos,” gives a representation of a portal or
gateway on the ascent of Mount Cynthus,
formed to support the Avail of the ancient
fortifications. The entrance was constructed

with ten large stones inclined to each other,

like those at the aperture into the great

Egyptian pyramid. It was perhaps the earliest

specimen of Pelasgie architecture in Greece,
displaying the first step towards the principle

of the arch. That it was known bv the Etrus-
cans seems evident from the remains of arches
and bridges now existing in the country of the

Volsci, in Italy; and the researches of tra-

vellers in that country, within the last few
years, have brought to light many curious
examples, anterior to the period of the Cloacaj

of Rome, and the tunnel of Albano by Ancus
Martius. Mr. Rennie is of opinion, from his

examination of the subject, that there exists no
sufficient evidence to establish the knowledge
or use of the arch among the Greeks.

—

Rail-
ivay Chronicle.

Indestructible Carbonic Paint.—

A

patent has recently been taken out. in America
by J. Weisman, of Philadelphia, for an indes-
tructible anti-corrosive pigment. The patentee
says—“ The nature of my invention consists

in combining the metal of carbon, or purified

graphite, with caoutchouc and shellac, together
with a small portion of acetate, or sugar of
lead

;
the ingredients being mixed with linseed

oil and spirits of turpentine.” Claim :

—

“ What I claim as my invention, and desire to

secure by letters patent, is the combination of
carbon, or pure graphite, with caoutchouc and
shellac, together with acetate of lead, linseed

oil, and spirits of turpentine, for the purpose
set forth, forming a perfectly indestructible

anti-corrosive pigment, which also serves the
purposes of anti-attrition.”

—

Franklin Insti-

tute.

The Smoke Nuisance.—Manchester is to

be reformed as to its smokiness. It seems
that last session an Act was passed by Par-
liament imposing a penalty of 40s. a week on
all furnaces in Manchester and Salford that
should not, after the 1st January next, consume
their own smoke

;
and at a recent meeting the

town council undertook to enforce the Act.
Some manufacturers have already adopted a
very simple and efficacious contrivance for the
purpose by driving a stream of atmospheric air

into the furnace.

Two New Police Courts.—An order
has passed the Privy Council appointing
Monday, the 30th instant, as the day when the

Union Mall Establishment will be removed
to the new court at Stones end, Borough

;

and that of Lambeth-street, Whitechapel, to

the one just finished in Kennington-lane. A
considerable change has been made in the
districts attached to each of the metropolitan
police-courts.

New Secession College, Edinburgh.

—

The college for the new secession from the

Established Church of Scotland is to be in Edin-
burgh. The sum required was 20,000/., and
10,000/. of this sum has been raised from as

many subscribers of 1,000/. each.

Proportion of Houses to Population
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND ENG-
LAND.—The total number of houses in the
United States is 1,300,000, while in England
we have 840,147—not half the quantity in

proportion to the population.
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Patent Self-adjusting Ruler.—The
round common rulers necessarily soil the paper

upon which the pen acts, hv transferring the

ink to if. To obviate this inconvenience, a

Mr. Schlesinger has invented a ruler which he

very properly calls self-adjusting, in which the

revolving part is concealed under a brass

barrel, so that the pen slides and leaves the

ruler perfectly clean and free from ink. This

improvement is so manifest, not onlv for the

advantage it affords in point of cleanliness and

the superior accuracy it gives in parallel

ruling, but for the speed with which it is used

in shading drawings. On the side opposite the

brass barrel is a scale for pencil ruling, divided

into inches and parts, and true as a parallel

ruler.

I MPROVESIKNTS IN SlJNDKR I.A N O. — 1 he

Lords of the Treasury have granted J50/.,

part of the Parliamentary grant for public

walks, &c., to the corporation of Sunderland,

in aid of a plan for providing a place of re-

creation for the inhabitants, the only condi-

tion of the grant being, that the ground, when
purchased, shall be legally and permanently

secured as a place of recreation for the

people. It is intended to purchase and lay

out Building-hill. The estimated cost is about

3,000/., the remainder of which will be raised

bv public subscription.

Strasbukg Cathedrae. — The Presse

states that the belfry of the Cathedral of Stras-

burg has deviated considerably from its per-

pendicular within a short time, and has in-

clined more than 6 feet, calculating between

the elevation of the summit and the base.

tfrciiUrrsL

Tenders delivtred for Works proposed to be

done at Forest II ill in Alterations and Additions to

the House, and in the Erection of a Lodge and

Stable, for — Dimmock, Esq.—Mr. Porter, Ar-

chitect, Bermondsey.
Messrs. King and Co., Islington £ 1 ,520

Mr. .lay, London- wall 1,1'.>2

Messrs. Young 4,120

Mr. Plummer 3,970

The quantities collected and supplied to the

builders, the tenders opened in their presence.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the supply of 6,000 tons of Iron Rails, each

rail to be 16 feet in length, and weighing 63 lb. per

yard.—H. Parker, Secretary to the Great North of

England Railway Company, Darlington. Dec. 23.

For making a Sewer in the Town of Cambridge,

to be cylindrical and 2 feet diameter in the clear,

length about 3bo yards, average depth about 9 feet.

Frederick Randall, Cleik to the Commissioners,

Cambridge. Dec. 26.

For the several works in the erection of the

East and North Walcot Dispensary, Bath.—Mr.

H. E. Goodridge, Architect, 7, lienrietta-strcet,

Bath. December 2$.

For the execution of Works necessary for the

completion of the whole of the Railway from

Shoreham to Chichester, being a distance of about

22 i miles.—Frederick Olley, Secretary, Brighton

and Chichester Railway Office, 4, Dean-street,

Tooley-street. December 31.

For a supply of Iron Rails and Chain.—William

Taylor, Secretary of the Great Southern and

Western Railway, 3, College-green, Dublin. De-

cember 31.

For the erection of an, Organ in the City Ilall of

Glasgow, cost not to exceed 1,500/.—Mr. G. W.
Muir, Glasgow. January 1.

For Re-pewing Leverington Church, near Wis-

hcach.—The Rev. Henry Jackson, Leverington, or

Mr. W. Adams, Architect, Wisbeach. January 7.

For Four Locomotive Engines and Tenders.

—

George King, 62, Moorgate-street, January 8.

For a Survey Plan and Valuation of the Town-

ship of Kimberworth, in Rotherham Yorkshire.

—

Mr. George Taylor or Mr. Richard Rhodes, Over-

seers of the Poor. January 8.

For taking down the present Bridge at Car-

rick-on-Shannon, and constructing a Stone Bridge

of five segmental arches, with its approaches ; build-

ing quays and harbour, forming wharfs, and deepen-

ing the bed of the river.—Edward Hornsby, Secre-

tary, Shannon Commissioners’ Office, Custom-

house, Dublin. January 8, 1813.

For completing the Railway from Bishopstoke to

Salisbury.—Alfred Morgan, Secretary, Nine Elms
Station, Vauxhall. January 10.

For the erection of the Railway Works between

Leeds and Bradford, including fencing, earthwork,

masonry, roads, and permanent way.—\\ illiam

Clarke, Secretary, Hunslet-lane Station, Leeds.

January 27, 1845.

For the execution of Works cn the Chester and

Holyhead Railway.— 1st. A distance of eight miles,

or thereabouts. 2nd. A distance of twenty-two

miles, or thereabouts. 3rd. A Tunnel through the

promontory of Penmaen Back, near Conway.

—

George King. Secretary, 62, Moorgate-street.

January 29, 1845.

For the. supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Vin. Casolani, Collector of

Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public

Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31, 1845.

COMPETITIONS.
The Committee of the Association recently

formed in the Metropolis for the Construction of

Baths and Wash-houses for the Labouring Classes,

are desirous of obtaining Plans and Estimates for

the Erection and Fitting-up of the First Esta-

blishment. The general basis of the plan can be

seen at the Office, No. 3, Crosby-square. The

author of the plan considered the best by the

Committee will be selected to execute the work.

Plans for an Agricultural College to be erected at

Cirencester, to accommodate 200 pupils and 6

tutors. The style is left to the taste of the archi-

tect. A Premium of 10 Guineas to the author of

the most approved plan.—Robert J. Brown, Esq.,

Hon. Sec. Cirencester. January 1.

Plans and estimates are required for a Pauper

Lunatic Asylum for the County of Somerset ;
the

building to nccominodate 300 patients, and to con-

tain two Stories. The. Committee of Visiting

Magistrates wish it to be of a plain, cheerful cha-

racter, but will not further fetter the architect by

suggesting any particular arrangement as to the in-

terior, its ventilation, warming, or otherwise. The

ground selected contains 36 acres.—The Clerk of

the Peace, Taunton. A Premium of 100/. will be

adjudged for the best plan, and 50/. for the next

best.

The directors of the Manchester and Birmingham

Railway Company have offered a premium of 20

Guineas for the best design for Carriages suited for

excursion trips and for private parties.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Communications have been received from the

following, and arc under consideration /
— “ An

Amateur,” on a new Materialfor making Bricks—
“ T. II. Cash,” on Window Glass—“An Old

Subscriber,” on the best Method of Book-keeping

for Builders—“ A Subscriber,” on Perforated

Zinc— << \ Regular Subscriber,” on the Reading

Competition—“ A Subscriber from the First,” on

the l
rarious Styles of Architecture—“ T. P.,” on

the best form for Pot Kilns for common red-ware
—“W.,‘” inclosi: g a sketch of a Chapel lately

erected at Byers-green, Durham.
“Ignis.”— We have not seen either the 11 Fire

Annihilator ” or a description of it ; the patent,

we believe, is only just enrolled.

“ Economy and Improvement.”—The Manches-

ter Corporation cleared upwards of 30,000/.

during the past year by supplying the inhabitants

with gas. The profits have been, or will be, ap-

plied to local purposes.

The Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution

of Civil Engineers have been received.

“ A Hereford Builder ” wishes to know where

“ Vitriaus Cloth," and “ Jeffery's Patent Marine

Glue,” can be obtained.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

January 7, 1815.—At the Hall of Commerce,

Threadneedle-street : 1,225 logs of St. Domingo

Mahogany of superior quality and large dimen

-

s jons._Thomas Edwards, Broker, 1, Pinncr’s-hall,

Great Winchester-street.

January 17, 1845.—At Garraway’s Coffee-house,

Cornhill : 10,000 Baltic and Swedish Deals and

Battens; 10.000 Colonial Yellow Pine and Spruce

Deals.—E. D. Warrington, broker. 15, New City

Chanibeis.

DY TENDER.

Pear, Apple, Plum, and Cherry Trees now grow-

ing on the site of Victoria-park, being together

683 Trees.—Particulars of each lot may he had at

the Office of Woods and Forests, 2. Whitehall

-

place, and at Mr. John Greig’s, Hacknev-wick, who

will also shew the trees. December 31.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, December 23. — Geographical
, 3,

Waterloo-place, 8$ p.m.; Medical, Bolt-court,

Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 21.

—

Zoological, Hanover-square,

8£ p.m.

AUVSETISEM ENTS.

TTIB TILES to suit, slate roofs in colour;

Jrl Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and

vortical ornaments ;
drains, many sizes, with plain or socket

joints; paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, tic., dif-

ferent colours; roofing, in Grecian or Italian styled, other

devices also, or plain; conduits, which do not injure pure

water; fire-bricks and tiles; clinkers, and out-door paving;

sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chiinncy-tops ;
also

tubular ami other flues of peculiar material, No agent, but

. depot at WHITKKRIARS. and 22, WATEIUI.ANE,
FLEET-STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PF.AKE’S Per-

sonal care, In supply genuine TERRO-METALLIC goods at

f..ir prices as per quality.

The TILERIES. TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, arc

near the centre of England, whence boats arc sent direct to

any inland place ; or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-

nies and elsewhere.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN

Toil NS and CO.’S PATENT S TUCCO
9J OEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Content hitherto in-

troduced :— It will effectually resist Damp. It will never

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discoloilK It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a cotnploto

Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never

requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep frcsll

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the onlv Cement that can he depended upon for export.

It is the onlv Cement that can be used with confidence by the

Sca-sidc. It may he used in the hottest or coldest Climates

nt anv season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may

he worked through the Winter, ns frost has no clfcct Upon it.

It mav he usedon the Inner Walls of new Houses, which

mav lie papered over or painted directly. llnofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain unduntlged by the

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement

now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary ami

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point Of

economy. ,

Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

declared that it requires only to be known, td bo universally

P
Specimens may be seen, and a prospectus fully dc^crifiing

r Cement and its mode of application, tngethe* with a

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, tuny

be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,

icapside, Ixindon : of whom also may he had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have hern covered with Romnil

other Cements, and which have become dirty mid ili.rd-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purims* than

White Lead Paint, which will frequently mine off in llukn,

-indirect chemical opposition with Cement; whereas

MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAIN P having an

affinity for Stucco, hinds itself with it. stopping the Miction,

thereby rendering the wall proof agninst weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stonc-likc effect, produccablc by no

r Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application, and

he used l>y any Paimer, in dny climate, even in tho

; exposed Marine situations.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COMPANY.
*« CLARIDGE’S PATENT,”

r.STADLISIIKb 1838.

THIS ASPHALTE is a Rituniinnus I^mo
stone, obtained from an inexhaustible Mihc at Pyri-

mont, in the Jura Mountains.
Previously to its introduction into this country, in 1838,

the Material had been used for many years in France, anti

from its great utility was extensively patronized by the Go-

vernment of that Country.

Among the various uses to which it can he applied, the

following may be enumerated •—For Foot- Pavements, public

and others; in the Carriage Approach to Mansions, Garden-

walks, and Terraces; the flooring of Kitchens and other

basement offices; nlsn of Coach Houses and Stables, Dog

Kennels, Ram Floors. Cow Houses. Piggeries, Poultry

Houses. Tun Rooms, and Mailings. For Roofing, Covering

of Railroad and orher Arches, the Lining of underground

Cellars near Rivers to prevent the ingress of the Tides ;
also

in Covering the ground-line of Walls, to prevent damji rising

(this application’ of the Axphalte of Sevsse! is particularly

recommended oy the Commissioners on tliq Fine Arts),

thereby rendering the basement stories in the worst situations

both drv and warm. It is an excellent Cement, as applied

to Docks, Breakwaters, or Walls built for resistance to tho

encroachment* of the Sea. For lining of Tanks, Fish-Ponds,

and other Hydraulic purposes. •
.

J. FARRELL, Secretary,

Scvsscl Asnhalte Company’s Works. “ Claridgc’s Patent,”

Stangate Depiit. London.

COMMISSIONERS OF FINK ARTS’ REPORT ON THE
MEANS OF PREVENTING DAMP IN WALLS.
THE DIRECTORS of the SEYSSEL ASPHALTE COM-

PANY have much pleasure in recommending to the notice of

Architects. Builders, and others, the application of THE
•\SPHALTK OF SKYSSF.L as the only effectual means of

preventing DAMP rising in WALLS. -

The following account- of its application is extracted from

“The Appendix to the Commissioners of Fine Arts’ Report,”

page IS.
1

. i

“ In I - .19 I superintended the construction of a house of

thr<o stories on the Lac d’Engllien. The foundation of the

building is constantly in wafer, about 194 inches below the

level u! the ground-floor. The entire horizontal surface of

the external and internal walls was covered, nt the level of

the internal cround-tomr. with a layer of Seysscl Asfhalte,

1 ,-s than half an inch thick, over which coarse sand wai

spread. .

“ .since the above date no trace of damp has shewn itself

round the walls of the lower story, Which are for the most

part painted in oil of a gray stone colour. It is well known

that the least moi-.turc produces round spots, darker or

lighter, on walls «o painted. Yet the pavement of the floor,

resting on the soil itself, is only about 24 inches above the

external surface of the soil, and only 194, at the utmost,

above that of the sheet of water.
“ The layer of Asphalte having been broken and reinovcdi

for the purpose of inserting the sills of two doors, spots in-

dicating the presence of damp have been since remarked at

the base of the door-posts.”
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 28. 1844.

WO years have

passed away
since we com-

mitted the first

Number of our

Journal to the

public, and we
have striven

during that time, we
hope not vainly, to im-

prove its efficiency and

render it more and more
worthy of its purpose and
the kind and growing-

favour with which it was

received. Its circulation

and influence have be-

come great, and we might

perhaps be pardoned if,

pointing to some of our

later articles, and to the

beauty of many of the

illustrations, we indulged in certain self

congratulations. So far, however, from this,

or from being in any degree disposed to

relax in our endeavours and remain satisfied

with The Builder as it is, we have been

actively engaged in making such arrangements

for the ensuing year, as will enable us to set

before our readers earlier and more varied in-

formation, and to increase in many other ways
its value. We have obtained the assistance of

a gentleman well known for his energy and
professional ability, and will spare no pains to

render this journal complete in all respects.

Of the intentions of our editor we shall not

speak now, leaving him to set them forth at

length in the ensuing Number. Suffice it to

say that they are more extensive than we have

yet avowed, and cannot fail to interest a

larger class of readers.

The proceedings of the various societies

connected with architecture, practical science,

and art, especially of the Royal Institute of

Architects, will be carefully reported by one

moving amongst them, and acquainted with

their working, so as to present in our journal a

faithful record of their proceedings (and it

will be the only one), which may safely be

referred to hereafter.

We have now only to offer our grateful

thanks to friends and correspondents
;

and,

with a confident hope that they will rally round

us with increased numbers, respectfully wish

them, and augur for ourselves,

& Ibappp flfto $?rar.

SOCIETY OF MASTER CARPENTERS.

A meeting of this society was held at the

Freemasons’ Tavern, Great Queen-street, last

Monday evening, for the purposes of electing

officers for the ensuing year, and taking into

consideration a petition to Parliament to abolish

the window-duties, or to so modify them as to

lead to a better system of ventilation. Mr.
Biers, the president, took the chair, and was
supported by Mr. Sparks, the vice-president.

With the exception of the treasurer and the

auditors, no alteration was made in the election

of officers. Mr. Higgs was appointed trea-

surer in the room of Mr. Lever, from whom a

letter was read, stating that after having served
the society to the best of his ability for a period
of thirteen years, severe ill health at last com-
pelled him to tender his resignation. Several
members present spoke in very complimentary
terms of the way in which Mr. Lever invariably
discharged his duties. A vote, expressive of
the regret which the society feel both as to the
resignation and the cause which led to it, was
unanimously passed, and, as a testimony of the
highest respect, Mr. Lever was elected an
honorary member. The auditors chosen were
Mr. Stephen, Mr. Burstall, sen., Mr. Locke,
and Mr. Gooch.

Mr. Biers introduced the subject of the
petition above referred to in a long and able
speech, pointing out the evils which sprung
from the present system of window duties,
which press with particular severity upon the
labouring classes, and expressing a firm belief
that an alteration for the better would take
place during the ensuing session, if means
such as they were then about to carry out
were generally adopted. Several members
joined in the discussion, particularly Mr.
Stephens, Mr. Burstall, sen., Mr. Locke, Mr.
Thomas Ridge, Mr. Higgs, and Mr. Gooch;
after which the following petition was deter-
mined upon, and at once received the signatures
of all present :

—

“ To the Honourable the Commons of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, in Par-
liament assembled.

“ The petition of the undersigned Master
Carpenters and Builders residing in and near
the metropolis,

“ Humbly sheweth,
“ That your petitioners are desirous of

adopting every improvement in construction
which may tend to promote the healthfulness
of dwelling-houses, in accordance with the
valuable evidence laid before your honourable
House by Sanatory Commissions, but that
your petitioners have daily reason to observe
that a fatal obstacle exists to the improvements
most needed, in the present mode of assessing
houses to the window duties.

“ 7 hat the window duties, as now assessed,
operate as a premium upon defective construc-
tion, the occupier having a direct interest
in blocking up every opening intended for the
admission of light and air that can possibly be
dispensed with, to lessen the burden of taxa-
tion.

“ That under the existing system, an un-
glazed aperture only 1 inches wide cannot be
made for purposes of ventilation in a cellar in
London without the payment of an average
duty of 8s. per annum, although such an open-
ing is now permitted to be made free of duty in
the town of Liverpool, by a local Act of last
session, 7 & 8 Viet. cap. 51.

“ That your petitioners are deeply impressed
with a conviction that the influence of light
and air are intimately connected with the
moral as well as the physical state of the
whole population. That the exclusion of light
is unfavourable to habits of personal cleanli-
ness, and that the crowded lodging-houses of
the poor become necessarily abodes of disease
when rendered by fiscal enactments gloomy
receptacles of dirt!

“ Your petitioners therefore pray your
honourable House to put an end to the serious
evils arising from this cause, by either a repeal
of the window duties or by such a limitation
of their present burden, that taxation may no
longer keep pace with improvement, and that
there may be no check or hindrance to the
construction of light, cheerful, and well-venti-
lated dwelling-houses for any class of the com-
munity.

“ And your petitioners will ever pray, &e.”

BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Letter IV.

BY WILLOUGHBY WILTON.

My first letter* on these societies was founded
on data which supposed that the borrower paid
no more than the surveyor’s valuation of the

premises, to wit, 315/.: that the buyer or
borrower took 4.J shares at 70/., which lie was
to liquidate in ten years by monthly instal-

ments of 3/. 3s., and a ground-rent of 5/. a

year. It assumed besides that 100 capitalists

and 100 borrowers constituted the society:

* The Builder, No. 95, pp. 589, 590.

and at the end of ten years it shewed a profit of
29/. with 5/. a year for ground-rent to each of
the capitalists.

I purposely omitted in that letter the cal-
culation of the bonus of 50/., which the
borrower gave to the capitalists ; but in my
second letter* I included the bonus in the
calculation, and shewed that the “debtor-
speculator” would be compelled to continue
his subscriptions for seventeen years and two
months, before he could get rid of his ob-
ligations to the “ Metropolitan, ”or any other
building society; and in that time his repay-
ment of 4S0/. would amount to 889/. in the
hands of the capitalists; and that he would thus
pay the capitalists “ twenty-two years and nine
months’ rent” for the pleasure of being his
own landlord.

My third letterf touched upon the “ London
and Westminster Provident Association and
Savings’ Fund;” and demonstrated that the
borrower does not participate in the profits,
but is compelled to allow usurious discount to
pay an illegal rate of interest ; and also to incur
liabilities which no prudent man would know-
ingly risk

; and, as in the former, that these
societies cannot terminate in ten years.

I had founded all my calculations upon the
data furnished by the Prospectuses of these
loan societies ; and my third letter was in type
before I had read any of the numerous
pamphlets that have been published for and
against these building societies, save and
except some notices of them which appeared
in The Builder, and for which I refer my
reader to the particular numbers in which
those notices are to be found.

I have endeavoured to reduce the question
to one of figures; and if I have uttered a hard
word against these societies, its appearance
was not required to guarantee the represen-
tations which the doctrine of numbers made of
the statements exhibited in the prospectuses.

I must now advertise the reader that
in these societies, as at first established,
the shares were fixed at 150/., in conformity
with the Act of Parliament; the monthly
subscriptions were 1/. a month per share:
and when there was money in hand, a meet-
ing was called, and any shareholder wish-
ing to purchase property sent in a tender,
stating how much less than the ultimate value
of his share he would take in consideration of

receiving immediate payment
; and the tender

offering the largest discount was entitled to the
preference; the property was purchased, and
mortgaged to the society, the shareholder kept up
his subscription of 1/. per share monthly until

these, with their profits, amounted to 150/. per
share, when those members who had not bor-
rowed received the 1 50/. also. The deeds were
then given up, and the society, the mortgages
having been paid off, was dissolved.

I understand that in the manufacturing dis-

tricts, some of these societies did well, and
closed their transactions in ten years. But
this success raised up new societies, in which
the shares were fixed at 120/., and the monthly
payments at 10s., and it has been to these last

I have hitherto directed my attention, and to

these I shall still confine my remarks. Now,
while it is perfectly true that a monthly subscrip-
tion of 1/., if improved at 5 per cent, com-
pound interest for ten years, would be suffi-

cient to meet the loan of 150/., it is equally
fallacious to assume, as the prospectuses do,
that when the shares are reduced -£th, and the
monthly payments }, the societies can close
in ten years, but must endure the full term
which the figures give in my second letter.

The position of those members who do not
borrow, but allow their monthly payments to

accumulate on the principle of compound
interest until these and the profits from the

borrowers make their shares 120/., requires no
illustration—there is to them a certainty of

profit without difficulty or risk; they pay 10s. a
month per share for a period of from nine
years and two months, says “ Common
Sense,” and are then to receive 120/. per

share, or interest at the rate of about 20 per

cent, per annum on the money paid in. This
is the share received by gentlemen well known
for their ability and habitual caution,—who will

not neglect their duty in a speculation from
which such enormous profits arc to be realized.

* The Builder, No. 96, pn. 601, 602, 603.

t Idem, No. 98, pp. 625, 620, 627.
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—who must know that the borrower cannot

purchase a house in ten years for 96 1. more

than lie would have paid in rent in that tune,

who require security for the womum value of

the 4 1 or 8 shares a man may purchase, each

at 120/ —who declare the borrower’s deposit of

1 / per share forfeited if he is unable to com-

plete his purchase. Now, as the only security

which the Act of Parliament contemplates is

the property bought, it is plain, these societies

are not building, but loan societies
;

they

cannot benefit the necessitous, nor enrich, or

even assist the industrious man in obtaining a

small property : for if he take S shares at 120/.

each, he bargains for 9G0/. : if he allow dis-

count 59/. per share, he takes 4S8/., and the

property bought with this he mortgages, anil

finds sureties for the payment besides of 4/2 1.

to the capitalists, or members who do not take

up their shares. Here, then, it appears that

the Act of Parliament is set at nought, and

that these societies are loan, not building

societies. Thus, without attempting to balance

the account, the transactions are epitomized—
8 shares at 120/.

each 4f9G0 0 0

Discount, 5 Ql. per

share 472 0 0

were implicated in “ this infamous conspiracy,

and no fewer than six members of 1 arlia-

ment were expelled for the " most sordid acts

of knavery.” It is often said there is no evil

to the person, or property, or character of

individuals in “ happy and merry England,

for which there is not a remedy. I will not now

venture my opinion on the foregoing quotation,

Imt state what the fixed fines will amount to in

six months, on a monthly payment of 5/. 12s.,

as I find them in the little work referred to

above; merely observing that these fixed

fines are exclusive of ordinary fines and

additional fines.

Balance borrowed.^488 0 0

Subscription on 8

shares at 6/. each 48 0 0

Interest on ditto,

or redemption
money 2/. 8s. each 19 4 0

Total annual pay-

ment 4 0

10 years' subscrip-

tion of 48/ 48000
10 rears’ interest at

l'g /. 4s 192 0 0

Total payments for

10 years 6/2 0 0

20 annual payments

of 48/ ^'960 0

Or 14 J years’ sub-

scription of 48/. . . 696 0

Ditto of Interest at

19/. 4s 278 8

Total sum paid ...,^97< 8

Less sura borrowed. . 483 0

Leaves a sum of -i’lsfi 8

paid above the sum which

had been received.

It is abundantly manifest from this rough

estimate, in which I have not looked at the im-

provement' of the monthly contributions, as in

my second letter, that these societies are

loan, not building societies, and cannot terminate

in ten years. If, however, a member wishes to

close his dealings with the directors at the end

of one year, to redeem the mortgage, on which

he has borrowed 4SS/., he can do so by paying

912 /., which, with the year’s subscription of

4 si., will make 960 /., which is the full amount

expressed to be secured in and by the mort-

gage. This statement has been controverted ;

but its truth appears indisputable.

rower, however, would gain little, even if his

first year’s subscription were allowed him.

Moreover, I have learned that members

holding unpurchased shares, who withdraw

during the first four years, not only do not

receive any portion of the profits, but incur a

forfeiture by so doing ;
for if the borrower

.... . . .1 , If T.1 Me m

18 fined as follows* :

—

Non-payment
of subscription.

Non-payment
of interest.

Total of fines.

£. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

0 4 0 0 2 0 0 6 0

0 12 0

1 S 0

2 12 6 1 6 3

4 4 0

6th do. 6 4 0 :l 2 0

And it appears by the rules of these

societies, “ Should the borrower neglect to pay

such fines until they amount to 12s. per share,

he shall he chargeable with an additional fine of

Is. per month per share until the same amount

to 20s., and afterwards with a fixed fine of

2s. Gd. per month per share on such arrears

until liquidated.”
“ Half of the above fines to he imposed for

the non-payment of interest.”

Here is a pretty smart scries which I will

leave the managers of these societies to answer

for, reminding them that about 113 years

ago, there flourished a “ Charitable Cor-

poration,” whose professed intention was

to lend money to the poor at legal intercut,

upon small pledges, and to persons of a

higher rank upon proper security, but the

cashier, who was member for Marlow, and the

warehouse-keeper disappeared in one day;

500,000/. was lost to the members— the peti-

tioners were reduced to extreme distress

for the deluded masses now came to Par-

liament—a secret committee investigated the

matter— many persons of rank and quality

* Hui'.din- Societies.—Proceedings -n the Court of Common
Sense, p. 25.

I venture to assert now that no borrower

who has once fallen into arrear with his

payments can ever overtake this increasing

series
:
people talk of screws having so many

threads to the inch ;
how much is the gain

per cent, in this score of fines ? But there is

a remedy for this, for the rules provide that

if the borrowers neglect to make these pay-

ments for six consecutive monthly nights the

society may—nay, are to—take possession of

the property mortgaged as security, abso-

lutely to sell the man’s “ freehold,” and “ out

of the proceeds, in the first place, discharge

all costs, charges, and expenses incurred;

secondly, reimburse the society all subscrip-

tions, fines, and other payments due, owing,

and payable under and by virtue of the rules,

or mortgage deed, or both ; and the surplus,

if any, is* to be paid to the borrower.”

The borrowers have no voice in this or

any other question which may he agitated,

resolved on, or carried into force by the

lenders ; for as soon as a member has bor-

rowed money

—

“ He shall be deemed to have withdrawn from

these societies in respect of any share or part of

share he may have jmrehased, and shall cease to

have or take any interest therein; but shall,

nevertheless, be subject to those rules as a mem-

lle is repudiated if he shew his face to speak

or vote, or use the privileges of the members

who remain lenders ;
and if he fail in six pay-

ments his “castle” is sold, and all his fine

speculations end in the words of Adam

“ Yet well if here would end

The misery ;
I deserved it, and would bear

^
My own deservings ;

but this will not serve ;

and, lifting up his eyes, he sees the only house

in which to seek shelter—the union workhouse.

It is shewn above that an annual payment of

4S/. as for subscription for ten years, and

interest or redemption money of 19/- 4s. per

annum, will in that time amount to 672/., as

the sum paid by the borrower; but if the

lenders imnrove the monthly contributions of

5/. 15s., or the 12ths of 67 /• 4s., f° r

months, at 5 per cent, per annum compound

interest, they will make S5 7/- 8s. out of the

borrower’s contributions, which gives a proht

of 1 85/. Ss. 1 d. And suppose the lenders consider

that the borrower has paid 672/. in ten years, he

will still have to pay 2S8 /. But this is not the

proper view of these 145 years; subscription of

48/. a year, and 19/- 4 s - interest, lhese

items, amounting to 67/. 4s., improved for 14*

years at 5 per cent, compound interest, will

give the lenders the sum of 1,396/-, or there-

abouts ; the payments being 5/. 15s. for 1/4

months consecutively.
. .

This is the true and legitimate way of viewing

the question; and I recommend the Lord

Chief Justice of the Court of Common Sense

to call the attention of the “ counsel for the

plaintiff, ” to this point when the examination

of the witnesses shall lie undertaken.

lienee, I infer, the counsel for the plaintiffs

in this court are below the mark by the sum of

421/. ;
and this makes all the difference in the

improvement of money, in which the borrower

is ro.v et praterea niliil.

There are yet some nice points to be con-

sidered in regard to the way in which interest is

charged and paid, which I reserve until another

opportunity.

DESCRIPTION OF THE IRON SHED AT

THE LONDON TERMINUS OF THE
EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY.

By William Evill, Jui., Grad. Inst., C.E.

(Read at a Meeting of the Institution of Civil

Engineers.)

Tins station, which was commenced in

1810, and has proceeded to its present state, a4

the funds of the company permitted, contains

the engineering, directoral, booking and other

offices, of the joint companies of the Eastern

Counties and the Northern and Eastern Rail*

ways :

—

The trains of each company run on the

same line for upwards of three miles; the

Northern and Eastern Railway branching off

from the Eastern Counties at Stratford.

The station is entirely built on arches; those

supporting the columns of the roof are semi-

circular, each of 25 feet span, and consist of

five rings of brickwork. They are detached

from the arches supporting the station, iti

order that they may not be affected by the

vibration caused by the trains.

The station itself forms three sides of a

rectangle, inclosing the shed on the north,

south,"and west sides; the trains running into

the shed from the east.

The shed consists of three elliptical roofs

of corrugated iron supported on columns.

The span of the centre roof is 36 feet, with a

rise of 9 feet
;
the height of the springing

line, above the rails, is 22 feet 6 inches. The

span of each of the side roofs is 20 feet

6 inches, with a rise of 4 feet
;
the height of

the springing line being 17 feet. The entire

length of the shed is 230 feet.

There are two rows of seventeen cast-iron

columns on each side. The columns arc 13

feet 9 inches apart, and are connected Imme-

diately over the capitals by a cast-iron ellip-

tical open girder, | inch in thickness. On this

girder runs a gutter, also of cast-iron, from

which the sides of the roof spring. The other

sides rest on a cast-iron gutter, let into the

hi ickwork of the station, supported by iron

brackets, and strengthened by wrought-iron

tie rods, running down through the brickwork.

The columns, which arc continued above the

first gutter, arc connected by cast-iron semi-

circular open panelling, and from the gutter

upon this the centre roof springs.

The corrugated iron is bolted to flanchcs

running the whole length of these gutters.

The columns are cast in two parts, the upper

being let 3 feet into the lower part. Pieces

arc cast on the columns to let into the girders

and panelling ;
thus, in connecting the columns

with the girders, panelling, and gutters, no

bolts whatever are used.

The base of each column rests on -a stone,

which is firmly bedded in concrete; the circu-

lar part is continued through the stone to the

hacking of the arches, where it is fixed in u

cast-iron shoe. At the end of the shed the

columns are doubled, and are cast stronger, us

they support one wall of the building.

There are three lines of rails, with a gauge

of 5 feet, under the centre roof,, and one lino

of rails and a platform, under each of the side

roofs.

'Flic corrugated wrought-iron roof is com-

posed of sheets of No. 16 wire gauge, or

'•ill inch in thickness. The arch is formed

l.v curving the sheets of iron, in the transverse

direction to the corrugated arches, and riveting

them together longitudinally.

The weight per foot of the corrugated iron

i< 3 lb.; the whole weight of the centre roof,

which measures 10,235 superficial feet, being

scarcely 13J tons, and each of the side roofs,

which measures 5,405 superficial feet, weighs

7} tons.

The roof is thoroughly drained, the water

running down the curve of the corrugation Into

the gutters, and thence through the columns,

to their base, whence drains are carried down

the backing of the arches below and through

the piers to the ground.

The roof was erected by Messrs. Walker

and Sons, of Bermondsey, who purchased the

patent of Mr. H. R. Palmer, the inventor and

patentee of the corrugated iron, at a

including fixing, of 6/. 10s. per square of 100

superficial feet, the whole cost of the tin co
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roofs being; 1,365/. They might, however,
now be erected for nearly half that cost, as the
patent has expired, and increased facilities for
manufacture have been provided.
The castings were made by Messrs. Bruith-

waite, Milner, and Co., and the shed was
designed by Mr. John Braithwaite, the engi-
neer to the Eastern Counties Railway, and
was erected under his superintendence.

Lightness and strength appear to be at-
tained by the corrugation of iron, insomuch
as a single sheet, so thin that it will not stand
alone in an upright position, will, after under-
going the process of corrugation, bear in a
vertical position, upwards of 700 lbs. without
bending. Its economy is manifest from the
savingiteffects in other materials usually used in
building, and the roofs already erected appear
to have tested its durability. This roof has
stood perfectly firm, and is not in the slightest
degree altered in form, although of a large
span.

Many corrugated roofs have been erected.
There is one of 40 feet span and 225 feet in
length in the entrance basin at the London
Docks

;
one in the St. Katherine’s Docks, and

others on the Birmingham, Great Western,
and Blackwall railways; they are, it is under-
stood, generally approved.

Mr. Palmer has lately taken out a patent
for corrugated cast-iron, which is now being
used for erecting a bridge near Swansea, in
South Wales. It consists of three arches;
two of them 48 feet span, and one of 50 feet
span. This corrugation requires no riveting,
as the joint is cast on the plate, and the con-
struction of the bridge is stated to be much
simplified by the use of iron in that form.

TIMBER—ITS TREATMENT AND USES.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

(Continued from p . G28 .)

237. Fir and Pine.—Near Astoria, in the
territory of Oregon, eight miles from the
embouchure of the river Columbia, exists a
fir measuring 46 feet round and 155 feet high.

238. Another, on the banks of the Umqua,
measures 57 feet in girth, and is 246 feet high.

239. At Roseneath Castle, Argyleshire,
there is, with many others of magnificent
dimensions, a silver fir upwards of 125 feet
high, and the stem of which, at 6 feet from
the ground, measures 7 feet in diameter

:

another nearly equals this.

240. There has existed on the [nches at
Aberdeen, beyond the memory of any living
individual, an immense trunk of Dceside fir,

girting perhaps 25 feet at the largest part, and
supposed to have been carried down the Dee
by some flood, and hauled on to one of these
little islands, which are now connected with
the main shore.

241. There is a noble tree of Scotch fir

growing on the estate of Brodie, in Moray-
shire, 15 feet in circumference.

242. There is a specimen of the Fir tribe
worthy of notice in the main street of Yoxford,
in Suffolk.

243. At Gordon Castle, a plank from an
immense tree, some 7 or 8 feet wide, is kept in
the hall, as a sample of Spey or Rothemurchus
growth.

244. Brindley said that Red Riga Deal, or
Pine-wood, would endure as long as oak in all

situations.

245. The trusses of the old part of the roof
of the Basilica of St. Paul, at Rome, which
were framed in 816, were sound and good in

1814, say a thousand years afterwards.
246. The large dormitory of the Jacobins’

Convent, at Paris, lasted 400 years.
247. Pontey, in his “ Forest Primer,” states

that some natural grown Scotch fir was known
to have been 300 years in the roof of an old
castle, and was as fresh and full of sap as
timber newly imported from Memel, that in

fact part of it was actually wrought up into
new furniture.

248. At Fulham Palace, there is in the
garden a pinaster upwards of 80 feet high, and
exceeding 12 feet in circumference.

249. Oriental Plane.—About three miles
from Constantinople, in the valley of Bujuk-
dere, there is an example which measures 150
feet in circumference, and incloses a space
80 feet round.

250. Pliny mentions a plane-tree in Lycia,
the hollow trunk of which was sufficiently

commodious to afford a night’s retreat to Lici-
nius Mutianus and eighteen followers: the
cavity measured 75 feet round, and the summit
of the tree was likened to a small forest.

251. Flint, the distinguished geographer,
mentions, under the appellation of Sycamore,
an example near Marietta, Ohio, measuring
15i feet in diameter; also one which lie had
seen on the Big Miami river, apparently
larger.

252. At Utica, in the State of New York,
the hollow trunk of an enormous specimen
was fitted up and used as a retail shop; after-
wards it was carried to New York for exhibi-
tion, and is probably that which follows :

—

253. A Number of the New York Traveller
relates that “A Sycamore tree of most singular
and extraordinary size has been brought to this

city from the western part of this state. The
interior is hollowed out, and will comfortably
accommodate some forty or fifty persons. It

is splendidly furnished as a sitting-room, and
contains every article of elegance and useful-
ness. It has a handsome piano, sofas, glasses,
and mirrors of fit and becoming style, and is

decorated with pictures and fancy articles.”
An English journalist thinks it probable that

the apartment was obtained in the lengthway
of the trunk, the diameter of it affording a
sufficiency of height from floor to ceiling.

254. Judge Tucker, of Missouri, fitted up an
ample and convenient study from a portion of a
hollow trunk, providing it with roof, stove,

&c. : in this instance the building was regu-
larly cylindrical.

255. Clark and others mention very large
examples, and Mr. Quin, in his late voyage
down the Danube, refers to one of vast dimen-
sions.

256. Herodotus informs us that Xerxes
when he invaded Greece, reposed a whole day
under un enormous plane, with the colossal
form and pleasant shade of which he was so
much delighted that he encircled it with a
collar of gold.

257. Poplar.— Sir Thomas Browne, in

mpntioningthe lime tree referred to in Art. 210,
describes also a poplar near Ilarling, as of
nearly the same dimensions.

258. In Hampton Court Park there is one
97 feet in height, and the branches of which
are so great, springing, as they do, near the
ground, that they give to the tree the appear-
ance of a group : it is 14 feet in circum-
ference.

259. Ivy.—At Gigean, near Montpelier,
Decandolle saw one whose trunk near the base
measured 6 feet round, and the immensity of
which, he says, was truly astonishing. If still

in existence, this tree is computed at 4}
centuries old.

260. Another, known to be forty-five years
old, was but 7i inches round; this was taken
as the datum from which the age of the pre-
ceding was estimated.

261. The writer saw about twelve years ago,
in the ruined castle of Rothesay, in the island

of Bute, ivy of very strong and ahundant
growth

;
many of the steins, from recollection,

being as much as 7 or 8 inches in diameter,
ami some of which had, when twigs, penetrated
small crevices in the massive walls, and grown
there till they rent the latter quite through.

262. See also Art. 221.

263. Olive.—In the Garden of Olives, at

Jerusalem, there arc now eight that are

believed to be at least 800 years old, there

being ancient documentary evidence which
proves their having existed anterior to the

taking of Jerusalem from the Saracens by the

Turku in 1043; according to other authorities,

however, all the tices near, during the siege of
Jerusalem, were cut down, although most
probably their roots, and among them those of
these eight, were left undisturbed.

264. The largest mentioned in Italy by
Pecconi is at Pescio; this tree, according to

Moschetlini, must be 700 years old.

265. Cedar of Lebanon.—Some now
growing there are said to he more than 30 feet

in circumference, ir. 1787 they were supposed
to be about 800 years old.

266. Pliny mentions its use in the temple of
Apollo at Utica.

267. Mahogany.—About October, 1843,
Messrs. Brondwood, the piano-forte manu-
facturers, gave 3,000/. for three logs, the

produce of a single tree.

—

Builder, p. 496.

268. Hondu.as logs arc occasionally as

much as 5 feet square.

269. Pear.—There is one growing in the
garden of the parsonage at Homelacy, in
Herefordshire, which once covered half an
acre of ground; now it occupies an amazing
Cpace, the branches delving into the ground,
taking root, and springing up into fresh trees,
after the manner of the banian-tree.

270. Acacia.—In the European Maqazine
for October, 1811, the Rev. James Willis,
writing to Sir John Sinclair on this tree, says,
“ t,,e largest growing in this country is on a
bed of pure chalk, in the gardens of Whitsbury
House, near Fordingbridge, belonging to Lord
Shaftesbury.”

27 L Dragon-tree.— In the Island of
lenerifle, in 1822, a tempest laid prostrate
a colossal and celebrated specimen of this tree,
which measured 45 feet in circumference near
the roots, and about 50 or 60 feet in height;
and which gigantic dimensions it had attained
as early as the fifteenth century. The trunk
parted into many branches in a candelabrum-
like fashion, each terminated with tufts of
leaves

;
the tree had continued to bear fruit as

well as leaves, and to evolve during the dog-
days the deep red liquor called dragon's-blood

,

which, when dried and become brittle by the
atmospheric action, is vended by the apothe-
caries.

272. Oranok.—Tt is stated that that in the
convent of Santa Sabina at Rome was planted
by St. Domenico in 1200; and that of Fondi
by St. Thomas d’Aquinas in 1278.

m. Apr, cot.—A fine specimen, planted in

1714, is growing in the garden of J.J. Deighton,
Esq., Hurston

;
it has a stem 3 feet in circum-

ference, and bears an ubundancc of fine-
flavoured fruit.

274. Ash.—One is recorded which was
24 feet in circumference, and another upwards
of 40.

275. In Cobham Park, Kent, two trees
measured respectively, at 3 feet from the roots,
13 feet 7 inches, and 12 feet 3j inches in
circumference.

276. Mulberry-tree, Shakspf.re’s.

—

Perhaps some reader of The Builder can
contribute some information respecting this.

277. Banian—See Art. 122, No. 91.
278. Alder.—Sec Art. 90, No. 84.

Erratum in Art. 181,5/4 line.— For “about
450,” read “ considerably above 300.”

NOVEL PROPOSITION TO KEEP DOVER
HARBOUR CLEAR OF SHINGLES

BY MEANS OF STEAM.

It is manifest that the shingles forming the
bar occasionally in front of Dover Harbour
would be removed by a continuous torrent of
water acting with a force against them ex-
ceeding that by which they were brought
there, and that the present tidal force cannot
he effective by any increase of water, because
such force is limited by the tidal height, and
by the time of the tide, and is doubly a dimi-
nishing force—first, in its advance and descent
to the points of its operation, and secondly, by
the opposition of the reflux of the tide in its

rise alter the ebb
;
and that the force of the

efflux water at mere tidal height can never be
equal to the influx water at the same height,
augmented by winds and currents.

It is also manifest that a force exceeding
that which brings the shingles in the front of
the harbour’s mouth could be obtained by
steam-engines with a system of pipes, stop-
cocks, and valves, to be served with the penned
water, and could be made to operate success-
fully in keeping the entrance of the harbour
clear; and consequently, that the depth of the
outer harbour, now left dry at low water,
would be thereby augmented. For example,
if the 380 yards of cast-iron pipe, 7 feet in
diameter (which, at 1 1/. per ton, cost 10,000/.),
when taken up, had been laid at a depth of
two or three fathoms below low water, in
lengths, radiating from a steam-engine power
fixed on the south-western pier head, or if

pipes at such a depth had been added to the
present sluices, and a stream of water forced
by steam power through them with a velocity
several times greater than that of the tide and
currents, there would not have been any cause
for the recent memorials to the Warden of the
Port and to his assistants.

It has been proved upon the best evidence,
that an extension of the south-western pier
into three or four fathom water at low water,
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STONE CONFESSIONAL CHAIR,
LENIIAM CHURCH, KENT.

PERSPECTIVE VIE W.
{From a Drawing by C. J. Richardson, Esq., F.S.A .)

would screen off the south-westerly pales, and

cause the shingles in their tangential passage

round the pier so extended to go in the di-

rection of Hope Point, and that a breakwater

refuge for shipping would be thereby effected

in storms. By such a work one side of a

refuge harbour would be provided. The only

objection started to the extension of this pier

has been the difficulties of getting vessels to

sea with the winds from the southward and

eastward. The question at issue is that of

getting vessels into the harbour, not out to sea.

It is suggested, as a preliminary to any

works in front of the harbour, that soundings

at equal distances from the coast, in the fronts

of the harbour and parade, in the direction of

fixed lines, marked out by stationary posts, set

out by certain hearings of the compass on the

shore, to the extent of eight fathoms water,

should be taken at various times of winds,

tides, and seasons, and registered on blank

maps prepared with the compass, bearing lines,

and points of distance drawn on them
;

by
which proceeding it is thought that some
knowledge might be obtained of what should

be done, and much expense in speculative

projects avoided. Sketches of such blank

maps, with the compass direction of the lines,

would be acceptable. If such maps, containing

the soundings taken in the manner before

mentioned, were seasonably, and tid ably, with

the various winds, published, they would be as

useful maritimely, as with reference to the

works necessary to remedy the defects of the

entrance to this harbour.— Correspondent of
the Dover Chronicle.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE TOWER OF
LONDON.

This ancient fortress is about to undergo

extensive alterations and improvements. A
new grand entrance will be made facing Upper
Thames-street, and will be approached by a

drawbridge. The Warders’-hall, now fronting

the Stone-kitchen, is to be destroyed, and a

new one to be erected, which, together with

the ticket-office and guard-room, will form the

buildings at the grand entrance. The two

archways almost at the extreme eastern end of

the fortress, leading to what is termed the Irish

barracks at the south-east angle, are to be re-

moved. The entire row of buildings on the

opposite side of the way is also to be demo-

lished, and the whole space of the rampart

wall will be cleared away. The houses front-

ing the barracks in a line with the King’s

Arms public-house, about forty in number, are

to share a similar fate. The alterations in-

tended immediately adjacent to the grand

parade are equally extensive. 1 he houses on

the right, after passing under the Bloody

Tower to the parade, now the residence of

some of the warders, will be destroyed, also

the guard-room ;
all the buildings contiguous

to the White Tower are to be swept away, so

as to throw that interesting and stately struc-

ture open to the view of the spectator, many of

its beauties being hidden by the unsightly

buildings that are attached to it. On the

ruins of the grand store-house is to be erected a

magnificent building for the accommodation of

SOO soldiers, the style of which is to be in

strict keeping with the White Tower. Exten-

sive excavations are now going on in order to

secure a good foundation, for which purpose

the whole of the burial-ground attached to St.

Peter’s ad Vincula has been devoted, the

bodies therein having been removed and de-

posited in a spacious vault. Some of the

buildings to the west of the parade are to be
pulled down to make room for more substan-

tial erections. The houses on the terrace,

known as the Map-office, are to be used as

officers’ residences, the roofs of which will be
made to correspond with the White Tower
and the intended new barracks. The Beau-

champ Tower, which stands on the west side

of the parade, will be thrown open to public

view, and when the records are removed to the

New Houses of Parliament, the White Tower
will be open for public inspection.

St. Martin’s Church, Hereford.

—

A prospect exists of the speedy completion of

this edifice under the superintendence of Mr.
Jenrrad, the architect. A committee has been
formed, a subscription entered into, and the

consecration will probably take place early in

the ensuing spring.

STONE CONFESSIONAL CHAIR, LENHAM
CHURCH, KENT.

The above relic of very ancient days

is worthy the pencil of a Cattermole ; it can

hardly be looked upon for an instant without

suggesting the dark figure of a monk reposing i

in the seat, and listening to a kneeling penitent

beside him. These stone confessional chairs

are very uncommon. As this is a complete

example with the kneeling stone and elbow

ledge by the side of the seat, we give,

besides the view, a plan, elevation, and sec-

tion of it. The date is probably early in

the 13th century. It is very nearly perfect,

and stands against the south side of the chancel,

at Lenham Church, near Maidstone, in Kent.

At the west end of the chancel, which is a very

large one, are sixteen stalls, which were for-

merly appropriated to the monks of St. Austin

when they visited their estate in this parish.

An interesting controversy took place a few

years since between the Rev. Samuel Denne and
David Wells, Esq., on the subject of stone

seats in the chancels of churches. Mr. Wells’

paper was published in the 3rd volume of the
“ Vetusta Monumenta ” of the Society of Anti-

quaries, while that of his opponent appeared

in the 10th volume of the “ Archwologia.”

[

Mr. Wells entertained the opinion that the

I
stone seats now occasionally to be found in

I chancels were originally intended for the offi-

|

ciating priest to rest himself on during the per-

formance of his sacred duties ; his words arc,

“ such seats are only to be found in the

chancel choir, of some distinguished chapel

where only the sacramental rites could be per-

formed with great solemnity, and they are in-

variably placed in the south wall; whence it is

clear that these stone seats were originally

designed for the officiating priest,” And
further on he says, “ The number of these

stone seats varied according to the dignity of

the place : in small rectories one, iq others

two ; some have three, &c.”

One of the general rubrics of the Roman
missal is, that when the celebrant is allowed to

rest himself, he shall be seated a coiinu

epistol/E juxta altare, i. e. near the

altar, and at the south horn of it.

Picart, in his ” Religious Ceremonies,” refers

to a rule in the Roman Catholic Church, which

directs that “The confessor must hear the

confession in the church at that part of it

which is furthest from the high altar, i.e. at

the bottom of the nave, which is most exposed

to the view of the people.”
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ELEVATION.

ON THE EXCAVATIONS OF THE ROCKY
CHANNELS OF RIVERS BY THE RECES-
SION OF THEIR CATARACTS.
During the late meeting of the British

Association at York, Mr. Featherstonhaugh
drew attention to the manner in which
extensive swampy districts upon the con-
tinent of North America have been drained
and rendered fit habitations for man. Dur-
ing his researches in that part of the
western hemisphere, he found evidences upon
all the rivers whose valleys were bounded by
lofty escarpments, that the gorge in which each
river flowed had been cut out of the land by
the recession of a cataract. The river Mississippi
flowed in a valley of this character. From
the Falls of St. Anthony to its mouth in the
Gulf of Mexico, the distance was about 2,000
miles, during the first 1,200 of which these
escarpments, varying from 100 to 450 feet in
height, were everywhere found, divided from
each other by a width varying from one to
two and a half miles, the valley being during
the greater part of this course thickly studded
with well-wooded islands, amongst which the
waters of the river flowed. Upon a level with
the surface of these islands were extensive
plains connected occasionally with lateral

valleys coming through the escarpments, the

soil of which was identically the same with

that of the islands, being a light vegetable

sandy soil much mixed up with decayed fresh-

water shells ; shewing that these soils were the

old muddy bottom of the river, deposited

when it occupied the whole breadth of the

valley from escarpment to escarpment. These,

and analogous appearances upon the courses

of other American rivers, especially the im-

mense lacustrine deposits separating Lake

Erie from Lake Huron, seventy miles in

breadth, were adduced as proofs of a great

diminution of the quantity of fresh water once

occupying the lakes, and the fluviatile courses

of that continent : indeed, from the difference

of level between a point on the Wisconsin

River and the channel of upper Fox River,

over which boats now pass in time of great

floods, the water communication betwixt the

Mississippi and Lake Erie seems to have been

uninterrupted. This portion of the paper

was intended to shew, that the quantity of

water in the rivers in ancient times so far ex-

ceed the quantity flowing in them at present,

that the cataracts in the rivers must have been

much more powerful, and that therefore the

process of excavation of the rocky channels of

section.

rivers by the recession of their cataracts, must

have been then effected in much shorter periods

of time than at present. From all these con-

siderations, and from the known fact that

the Falls of St. Anthony had not receded more

than twenty yards in the last 100 years, the

author drew the deduction that the whole

valley of the Mississippi, from the Falls of

St. Anthony to the point where the escarp-

ments terminate, had been excavated by the

recession of that cataract, and that the exca-

vation had proceeded at a much more rapid

pace than it does in our times. The author

next proceeded to explain the peculiar mecha-

nical power which streams employ in forming

their channels by the operation of cataracts,

and divided it into two methods, the molar or

grinding process, most common in mountain-

ous countries constituted of primary rocks,

and the subtracting or undermining power

exercised upon strata of a softer quality. To
illustrate the first of these methods, Mr.

Featherstonhaugh exhibited a beautiful pic-

torial view of a remarkable cataract in the

Cherokee country, called Ovnay Kay Amah,

or White Water, which he visited in 1837, and

which had not attracted the attention of any

other traveller. This cataract was at a point
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several miles from the extreme edge of the

mountain, and was upwards of 600 feet high,

the water falling in various pitches and declined

planes from the top to the bottom. Vi here-

ever the water found a depression in the

surface of the gneiss it lodged there, and on

the first fortuitous pebble coming into cavity

the work of destruction would begin, the

current incessantly whirling about the pebble,

and grinding the sides of the rock until a

pot-hole was formed. These were there in

great numbers, some of them four feet in

diameter, and six feet deep. Where great

numbers abounded, and parietes became at

length weak, and giving way, all the pot-holes

would coalesce in one. This process being

repeated in various portions of the rock, the

cohesion of the mass became diminished ;
and

at the season of periodical floods, huge masses,

weighing forty tons and upwards, would be

precipitated to the bottom. 1 his was the

state of the great fragments at the bottom of the

ravine, all of them bearing evidence of having

been dislocated by the power of the water

exercised upon the pot-holes. Such was the

method by which this gorge, several miles

long and about 600 feet in depth, had been

ground out of this mountain of gneiss. At

this locality were the evidences of the volume

of the river having once been at least ten

times larger than at present. A semi-circular

ledge of gneiss, at the top, east of the stream,

and 1,200 feet wide, was worn bare for a great

distance, and down its perpendicular face was

concave, as if the river had been projected

over the top, and the screen of water in face

of the concavity, and the concussion, and the

moisture, had produced the usual effect, of

peeling off the coats of the rock. It presented

much such an appearance as the rock at the

Horse-Shoe Fall at Niagara would do if the

water were to be so much diminished at that

point as to abandon it, and to be projected

only from the comparatively small fall of the

Schlossa, on the American side of the river.

For the other example of the subtracting, or

undermining power exercised in the recession

of cataracts, the Falls of Niagara were taken,

of which a flat view was given, together

with a section of the rocks. Mr. Feather-

stonhaugh had published a paper, in 1831,

explaining the recession of this cataract. It

is well known that the river Niagara flows

upon a bed of limestone from which it pro-

jects itself, and that this rock is supported by

a strong bed of friable shale upwards of seventy

feet thick. The moisture arising from the

screen of water, the current of wind

behind it, and the concussion, loosen and re-

move the shale, and the superincumbent lime-

stone losing its support falls down. In this

manner the cataract has receded at least six

miles from the Queenston heights. Mr. Fea-

therstonhaugh expressed an opinion that this

operation of excavating long channels of rivers,

as in the instance especially of the Mississippi,

may be considered in the class of providen-

tial arrangements, since by it the lakes,

swamps, and immense swampy surfaces become

drained, and rendered salubrious and produc-

tive habitations for man. There were many
other interesting points brought forward in

this paper, of which we have only room for

this abstract.

Co i.c itester Literary and Scientific

Institution.—We referred last week to the

formation of this institution. Since then, a

public meeting has been held, at which various

resolutions were agreed to, among them the

following

“

That the requisite funds be

raised, partly by donations and partly by

shares of 10/. each, bearing interest at 4 per

cent, per annum
;
and that as soon as the sum

subscribed be sufficient to justify such a step, a

convenient site'be selected, on which to erect an

appropriate building for the purposes of the

institution.” Before the meeting separated,

donations and subscriptions were announced

amounting to upwards of 700/.

Cost of French and English Rail-

ways.—The cost of the Paris and Rouen
Railway is put down by Mr. Laing, of the

Board of Trade, at 24,000/. per mile
;

Paris

and Orleans, 24,000/.
;

English passenger

railways generally, 34,000/.
;
and the average

of the Birmingham, Great Western, and

South-Western lines, 47,000/.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING THE IM-
PROVEMENT OF COTTAGES.

Some months since a society was formed

on the Northumberland and Durham borders

of Scotland for the improvement of the

cottages of the peasantry. The persons chiefly

instrumental in forming the society were Dr.

W. S. Gilley, of Durham, Mr. Ralph Carr,

and the Rev. Edward Fieldc, of Rennington.

The inauguration meeting was held at Alnwick,

Charles Bosanquet in the chair, and the

following resolutions were carried :

—

“ That a society be formed for encouraging

and recording the improvement of cottages in

the northern division of Northumberland.
“ That the thanks of the meeting be given

to Ralph Carr, Esq., for his exertions in pro-

moting the present meeting; to Mr. Fielde,

for his cordial advocacy of the measure ;
and

to Lord Frederick Fitzclarence, for his prac-

tical illustration of cottage improvement at

Etal.”

Dr. Gilley, while writing last week to the

editor of the Morning Herald, says :
—“ I am

happy in being able to add that the cause

continues to advance in Northumberland and

on the borders of Scotland
;
and I was lately

informed by an architect, who has had con-

siderable experience, that a spirit prevails

which leads him to expect a general improve-

ment in the habitations of the labouring

classes.

©orrfgpoiturnce,

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.
TO the editor of the builder.

Sir,— Your Leamington correspondent’s

condemnation of the Reading competition, I

consider rather premature
;

as far as I can

judge, every thing has been conducted

with perfect impartiality and fairness, with

but one exception, and that is, that several

designs, in which the conditions contained in

the printed instructions have not been complied

icith (and which are, therefore, incomplete),

have been admitted, and are submitted for the

opinions of the competitors, together with

those in which every condition has been com-

plied with, and all the required information as

to value of freehold ground-rents, drainage,

&c., has been furnished. These should, I

think, have been rejected, as each will naturally

be inclined to give the preference to those

designs which most resemble his own, and

therefore, those who have been at considerable

trouble and expense in obtaining information

and preparing their designs will labour under

considerable disadvantage, there being no in-

structions given for the guidance of the com-

petitors in delivering their opinions, which

might have obviated the difficulty. Trusting

you will excuse this intrusion upon the space

of your valuable journal,— l remain, Sir, your

obedient servant,

A Regular Subscriber.

Dec. 18, 1844.

THE choristers’ SCHOOL, MAGDALEN
COLLEGE, OXFORD.

Sir,—The Bursar of this institution, in his

letter to you of the 4th inst., states that the

successful competitor for the choristers’ school

never had a single glance at any of the designs

sent in to the care of the Bursar, and that he

had no facility or advantage allowed him which

had been refused to any other competitor. I

wouldjbrieflv ask, whether the circumstance of

Mr. Derick’s being allowed to send in his

design fourteen days after the others had been

forwarded, as required by the instructions, can

be called no facility or advantage? It is mere

Jesuislical sophistry to argue that such ad-

vantage had not been refused to any other

competitor; it never teas askedfor, for who, in

the name of common sense, would ever have

dreamt of asking from the commission per-

mission to send in his design fourteen days

after time, unless under the request for a pro-

longation, which should be, as usual in such

cases, made known to all the competitors?

When sucly sophistry as this is put forth in

exculpation of a palpable injustice, it is not

pressing the point logically too far to remind

Mr. Bursar that a useful' hint communicated

respecting designs unseen, may be quite as

valuable as a single glance not permitted

—

“ Vcrbxun sapienti.”—Your obedient servant,

Dec. 24, 18-14. <(>

fiHiwcllama.

Annual Destruction of Property by

Liohtnino.—The amount of damage occur-

ring annually to our public and other buildings

by lightning is of a very serious character.

A writer in Nicholson's Journal of Science

has estimated it at 50,000/. The following

are a few instances of its effects:—The

beautiful spires of St. Michael’s and St.

Martin’s, at Liverpool shattered
;

Christ s

Church, Doncaster, ruined
;

Spitalfields and

Streatham Churches set on fire
;

St. Martin’s,

St. Clement’s in the Strand, and Brixton

Churches
;
the fine old church of Exton in

Rutland
;

Stannington Church
;
the beautiful

tower of Magdalen College, Oxford
;
the tower

of St. Michael’s Church, at Cork, laid in

ruins; the fine granite chimney at the Royal

Victualling-yard, Plymouth; flax and cotton

mills at Hull. The greater part of these

were so shaken and damaged, as to demand

very extensive repairs. A thousand pounds

did not cover the expense of renovating the

spire of St. Martin’s, damaged by lightning in

1842.

Interior of tiie Earth.—The increase of

temperature observed in mines is about one

degree Farenheit for every fifteen yards of

descent
;
and, should the increase go on in the

same ratio, water will boil at the depth of

of 2,430 yards
;

lead melt at the depth of

8,400 yards; every thing be red hot at the

depth of seven miles; gold melt at the depth

of twenty-one miles ;
cast-iron melt at the

depth of seventy-four miles ;
soft iron melt at

the depth of ninety-seven miles : and, at the

depth of 100 miles, there must be a temperature

equal to the greatest artificial heat yet ob-

served—a temperature capable of fusing platina,

porcelain, and i ndeed every refractory substance

we are acquainted with. These temperatures

are calculated from Guyton Morveau’s cor-

rected scale of Wedgewood's pyrometer
;
and

if we adopt them, we find that the earth is fluid

at the depth of 100 miles from the surface;

and that, even in its present state, very little

more than the soil on which we tread is fit for

the habitation of organized beings.

Tiie Sago-palm Tree.—Of all the ^aim-

trees which are natives of Asia, the Sago-

palmist is one of the most useful and inter-

esting. The trunk and large leaves of the

sago-palmist are a powerful resource in the

construction of buildings
;

the first furnishes

planks for the carpenter, and the second a

covering for the roof. From the leaves are

also made cord, matting, and other articles of

domestic use. A iiquor runs from incisions

made in its trunk, which readily ferments, and

is both salutary and agreeable for drinking.

The marrow, or pith of the tree, after under-

going a slight preparation, is the substance

known by the name of sago in Europe, and

so eminently useful in the list of nutritious

food for the sick.

—

Dictionnaire d' Hisloire

Naturel/e.

The State Bed on Scarlet Room at

Chatsworth.—This room was so named

from containing the bed on which George II.

died. The bed and furniture are of crimson

silk damask. This, with the chairs and foot-

stools used at the coronation of King George

III. and Queen Charlotte, were the perquisites

of the fourth duke, as lord chamberlain of his

Majesty’s household. On the ceiling is the

painting of Aurora, or the morning star, chas-

ing away Night. In the centre compart-

ments between the windows are Diana turning

the Country People into Frogs, Diana Bath-

ing, Diana turning Actscon into a Stag, Diana

Hunting. In the corner compartments are—

Bacchus and Ariadne, Venus and Adonis,

Meleager and Atalanta, Cephalus and Procris.

Tapestry—Jupiter and Leda, Perseus and

Andromeda, Apollo and the Nymph Isis,

Minerva and Vulcan.

Hereford Improvements.—The Here-

ford Town Council contemplate the enlarge-

ment and improvement of their Guildhall.

Last week, at a special meeting of the council,

Mr. Leonard Johnson produced a plan of the

proposed alteration, which met with very

general approval. After various opinions had

been advanced with respect to the plan, it was

determined that as this was not the period

of toe vea" to enter upon the work, the

question be further taken into consideration at

the quarte»4y meeting in February next.
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Archeological Museum at Athens.

—

A letter from Athens, of November 14, says :—“The Government has conceived the idea

of founding a national Archaeological Museum,
in which are to be placed the various antiques

at present deposited in the Temple of Theseus,
as well as all that may be hereafter discovered
or purchased by the state. It is intended to

unite models of the ancient Greek buildings

still existing in Greece and elsewhere, as

well as casts of all inscriptions that are now
to he seen either in Greece or other countries,

copies of paintings, &e.
;

so that the new
museum will contain, either in original or
copies, the most remarkable objects remaining
of ancient Greece. Funds are to be applied

for to the chambers for carrying out this

design, and the new museum n to be placed
in the Acropolis.”

Cost of Sai.twood Tunnel.—Preliminary
works and previous expenses, 36,383/. 4s. 6d.

;

payments under contract, 72,332/. 19s. 7d.

;

Inspection, rent of land, sorting bricks, &e.,

820/. Is. 5d.
;
assumed value of plant, 3,006/.;

total cost of Saltwood tunnel, 1 12,542/. 5s. 6d.

Being at the rate of 118/. per lineal yard for

the whole tunnel
;

953 1
yards in length, or

half-a-mile and 73} yards; but upon a very
carefui admeasurement the tunnel proved to be
very little short of 954 yards. The bricks for

Saltwood tunnel were made ut Folkestone,
averaging five miles distant from the works

;

and the cost when delivered was 51s. per
thousand. The quantity of bricks used in the

construction of Blechinglev and Saltwood
tunnels, including the entrances, culverts,

shaft towers, and all contingent works, was as

follows:—Blechinglev, 14,696,005, or 11,099
per lineal yard; Saltwood, 10,186,246, or

10,677 per lineal yard.

—

Practical Tunnelling
,

bg F. IF. Simms,' C. E.
The New Dock, &c. at IIuli.. — Since

the issue of the prospectus of these works, a
very neat and well-finished lithographed plan
has been published, which is intended to be
widely circulated. Judging from the appear-
ance of this plan, we may hope to see a very
capacious dock, with a commodious basin, and
every needful facility for carrying on the most
extensive mercantile concerns. It is expected
the dock will be about 800 yards long, and
averaging about 200 yards wide, with a
splendid promenade from the lock to the
mouth of the basin. The outfall is to be
deepened and widened, and plenty of land is

laid down for building purposes on the east

side
;
a breakwater pier is to be erected on the

Burcum sand, nearly l£ miles in length.

—Hull Packet.

Cold-drawn Iron Tubing.—M. Hector
Ledru recently laid before the French Academy
of Sciences some specimens of cold-drswn
iron, and other tubing. A few years ago the

only tubing made in France, for gas and
other purposes, except lead tubing, was made
by hand. In England, iron-drawn tubing (by
heat), without soldering, was first made, and
was imported, by special permission, into

France on account of its vast superiority over
hand-made soldered tubes. Within the las':

two years the French have, in this branch of
manufacture, eclipsed the English, for they
now, by pressure, draw tubing cold, and it is

in every respect perfect, indeed much more
perfect than the hot-drawn tubing.

Public Walks, Baths, &c. — The sub-
scriptions for public walks, baths, &e., at Man-
chester, amount to 28,824/. The Town
Council of Hull have granted 500/. towards
making public baths, adjoining the new water-
works in that town. A highly influential
meeting has been held in Bristol, “for the
purpose of taking into consideration the pro-
priety of establishing publics baths and wash-
houses ” in that city

;
all parties were unani-

mous in their support of such a measure, and
the Bishop of the diocese took an active share
in the proceedings of the day.

Lead Mines in Derbyshire.—It is grati-
fying to learn that further speculations in the
lead-mining business in the Peak have just
emerged from contemplation to actual com-
mencement. The Watergroove Mine, Eynm,
greatly celebrated for its mineral riches, will
eventually be relieved from water by a sough
or level, which will branch off from the More-
wood sough, Middleton Dale, an expedient
which will undoubtedly require considerable
outlay.

—

Derbysii ire Reporter.

Bridge at Athlone. — Last month a
bridge was opened across the Shannon at

Athlone. The design is by Mr. Rhodes, en-
gineer to the Shannon Commission, and the
contractor was Mr. McMahon. The bridge
consists of three elliptic arches of 63 feet

span each, and a cast-iron swivel bridge of 45
feet span, and 24 feet breadth of roadway. In
forming the coffer-dams considerable difficulty

was experienced from the loose gravelly

nature of the soil. The swivel bridge was
constructed by Messrs. Mallett, of Dublin, and
notwithstanding the immense weight of the

framing, said to be nearly 300 tons, each leaf

can be opened or closed in about a minute, bv
the efforts of one man. The traverse rings,

which are of cast-iron, 24 feet diameter, and
weighing each about 16 tons, were turned in

the lathe. The style of the bridge is the

massive Roman, somewhat similar to that of
London-bridge.

Baths and Wash-houses in London.

—

It is the intention of the committee to commence
with forming four modclcstahlishinentsin popu-
lous districts—three on the Middlesex side, and
one on the Surrey side of the river Thames, the
number of such establishments to he increased

from time to time as circumstances may permit;
and it is also intended to afford assistance to

such districts nr parishes as may be disposed
to form similar establishments in their re-

spective localities. The first of the four model
establishments will he erected within about a
hundred yards of the city, at an expense of
from 7,000/. to 10,000/., and it is intended
to have about 100 baths and 150 wash-tubs,
with every accommodation for drying the

clothes of the poor when washed. The amount
of contributions already received is 6,500/.,

to which may be added 200/., voted last week
by the Court of Common Council.

The Royal Exchange.—On Monday,
the 16th inst., the long closed up avenue at the
east end of the ’Change, formerly Freeman’s-
court, was opened to the public. By this

opening, all sides of the new building were
cleared, and the shops and offices all round
became accessible. On the following Wed-
nesday a further step was made for public
accommodation by the throwing down of the
barriers of the portico at the west end, and the
opening of the merchants’ area to the free
access of the public. This interesting circum-
stance took place at eleven o’clock, and the
building remained open until dusk. On the
1st of January it will bo given up to the
merchants for their use.

Fleet Prison. — The Corporation of
London appear strongly disposed, we might
say determined, to purchase the Fleet Prison,
partly to prevent its passing into the hands of
individuals who might convert it into rookeries
and tenements which would be a disgrace to

the city, and partly for the purpose of erecting

a spacious avenue on its site, as a relief to

Ludgntc-hill in the event of the erection of a

viaduct over Holborn-bridge. Mr. R. Taylor
last week, in the Court of Common Council,
moved that a communication be opened with

the Commissioners of Woods and Forests to

ascertain upon what terms the prison can be
purchased. The subject was ultimately re-

ferred to the City Lands Committee.

New Churches.—At a meeting of the

Incorporated Society for Promoting the En-
largement, Building, and Repairing of Churches
and Chapels, held on the 16th instant, grants

were voted towards the erection of six new
churches, viz. at King’s Cross, Halifax

;
Little

Drayton, Market Drayton
;
Rhos-y-Cae, near

Holywell
;

South Milford, near Sherburn,
Yorkshire; Armitage-bridge, Huddersfield;

and North Moor Green, North Petherton. At
the same meeting it was determined to enlarge

the churches at Coniselift'e, near Darlington
;

Maross, near Lungharne
;
Arcley. Kings, near

Stourport
;
and Great Wilbraham, near Cam-

bridge.

Proposed New Church at Hereford.
—At the meeting of the Hereford Diocesan
Church Building Society, held on the 20th

instant (the bishop in the chair), the dean

culled attention to various plans of a proposed
new church for the parish of St. John’s. The
bishop of the diocese had kindly offered to

give 100/., the Queen Dowager 10/. and other

friends of the church had expressed their in-

tention of aiding in the work.

King William’s Statue in the City.

—

This colossal statue is at last on itsfpedestal

in King William-street, fronting London-
bridge. The figure is 15 feet 3 inches in

height, and weighs twenty tons. It was cut
out of two enormous blocks of granite, and the
work has occupied the artist (Mr. Nixon)
nearly three years. The dress of the statue
appears to be that of an admiral’s uniform,
a cloak hanging gracefully over the shoulders.
The right hand bears a scroll. The likeness
is considered admirable. Subsidiary pillars,

intended as points of refuge for the public in

crossing the open space of Eastcheap, will be
erected forthwith.

Enlarging of Deptford Dockyard.

—

There has been for some weeks a rumour that
it was the intention of the Government to in-

crease the dockyard establishment at Deptford.
The general activity which now prevails in that
yard proves that the rumour was well founded.
Two new building slips are being made, and
the erection of large timber sheds, mould lofts,

and other buildings for stores have been ordered
to be forthwith commenced.

Proposed Railway Station in the
City Road.—The Eastern Counties Railway
Company propose to extend their line from
the Shoreditch station to the City-road, near
Old-street.

Harwich Pier. — No Hess than three
applications will be made to Parliament during
the approaching session for leave to construct
a pier in the port of Harwich.

Dover Landing Jetty.— These works
are to be commenced forthwith, the South-
Eastern Railway Company having taken 300
shares in the speculation.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Thursday, January 2.

—

Zoological, Hanover-
square, 3 p.m.

Friday 3. — Botanical, 20, Bedford-street,

Covent Garden, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 4.—Asiatic, 14, Grafton-street, 2

p.m.
;

Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 P.M.

CcnBcrs.

Tenders delivered for the third Contract (C) of

the Leeds Borough Gaol, consisting of the Juvenile
and Female Cells, Chapel, &c.—Hirst and Moffitt,

of Doncaster, Architects. Perkin and Backhouse,
of Leeds, Inspectors for the Committee.

MASONS.
Wood and Tredale £7,270
Hogg and Tilney 6,499
Cliff and Iluslor 6,002

JOINERS.
Winn and Pawson 1,998
Wilson 1,987
Bulmcr 1,750
Woodhead 1,600
Gill 1,500

BRICKLAYERS.
B. Woolley 3,799
W. D. Boothman 3,612
Samuel Atack 3,500
T. Longley and Sons 3,445
I. and W. Garland 3,398

Tf.nders delivered for erecting Seven Fourth-
rate Houses in Mount-gardens, Westminster-bridge-
road, for Mr. Godfrey.—Messrs. Wiltshire and
Parris, Architects, Lambeth.

Messrs. B. and N. Sherwoods .. .£2,830
Mr. Robert Hicks 2,294

Mr. Robert Armstrong 2,290
Mr. John Willson 2,194

The quantities taken out and supplied to the

Builders, and the Tenders opened in their presence.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the execution of Works necessary for the

completion of the whole of the Railway from

Shoreham to Chichester, being a distance of about

22 J miles.—Frederick Otley, Secretary, Brighton

and Chichester Railway Office, 4, Dean-street,

Tooley-street. December 31.

For a supply of Iron Rails and Chairs.—William

Taylor, Secretary of the Great Southern and

Western Railway, 3, College-green, Dublin. De-
cember 31.

For 500 tons of hard Guernsey Granite.—G.

Clark, Clerk to the Guardians of the Brentford

Union, New Brentford. December 31.
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For 10,000 Larch Sleepers 9 feet long and 10

Inches thick for tLe Glasgow and Ayr Railway.—

December 31.
.

• „ „ ,

For the erection of an Organ in the City Hail of

Glasgow, cost not to exceed 1,500/.—Mr. G. W.

Muir, .Glasgow. January 1.

For laying the Pipes required m the Hull New

Vater Works.—Thomas Thompson, Esq.. Town

Clerk, Hull, or Mr. Thomas Wickstead, Old Ford,

hear London. January G.

’ For the supply of the following stones for

pavements, namely, York Flag of 3 inches and

2} inches thick, at per yard superficial ; Castle

Hill Stone, 2} and 1 j inches thickness, at ditto ;

Rock-hill of like respective thicknesses, at ditto;

Aberdeen Granite, half sovereigns, at per ton
;

Devonshire Kerb, at per yard run, &c.— Francis

Southgate, Clerk to the Paving Commissioners,

Milton, next Gravesend. January 7.

For Re-pewing Leverir.gton Church, near \' is-

bcach.—The Rev. Henry Jackson, Lcverington, or

Mr. W. Adams, Architect, Wisbeach. January 7.

For Four Locomotive Engines and Tenders.—

George King. 62, Moorgate-street, January 8.

For a Survey Plan and Valuation of the Town-

ship of Kimberworth, in Rotherham Yorkshire.—

Mr. George Taylor or Mr. Richard Rhodes, Over-

seers of the Poor. January 8.

For taking down the present Bridge at Car-

rick-on-Shannon, and constructing a Stone Bridge

of five segmental arches, with its approaches ; build-

ing quays and harbour, forming wharfs, and deepen-

ing the bed of the river.—Edward Hornsby, Secre-

tary, Shannon Commissioners’ Office, Custom-

house, Dublin. January 8, 1845.

For completing the Railway from Bishopstoke to

Salisbury.—Alfred Morgan, Secretary, Nine Elms

Station, Vauxhall. January 10.

For the erection of the Railway Works between

Leeds and Bradford, including fencing, earthwork,

masonry, roads, and permanent way.—William

Clarke, Secretary, Hunslet-lane Station, Leeds,

anuary 27, 1845.

For the execution of Works on the Chester and

Holyhead Railway.— 1st. A distance of eight miles,

or thereabouts. 2nd. A distance of twenty-two

miles, or thereabouts. 3rd. A Tunnel through the

promontory of Penmaen Back, near Conway.

George King. Secretary, 62, Moorgate-street.

January 29, 1845.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Vin. Casolani, Collector of

Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public

Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31, 1845.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

DY AUCTION.

January 7, 1815.—At the Halt of Commerce,

Threadneedle-strcet : 1,225 logs of St. Domingo

Mahogany of superior quality and large dimen-

sions; also 3 logs of Satin Wood.—Thomas Ed-

wards, Broker, 1, Pinner's-hall, Great Winchester

street.

January 17, 18 15.—At Garraway’s CofTee-house
l

Cornhill : 10,000 Baltic and Swedish Deals and

Battens; 10,000 Colonial Yellow Pine and Spruce

Dea i3 .—E. D. Warringto^, broker, 15, New City

Chambers. 4

DY TENDER.

Pear, Apple, Plum, and Cherry Trees now grow-

ing on the site of Victoria-park, being together

683 Trees.— Particulars of each lot may be had at

the Office of Woods and Forests, 2, Whitehall-

place, and at Mr. John Greig’s, Hackney-wick, who

will also shew the trees. December 31.

APPOINTMENT.
The Commissioners of Sewers for Westminster

and part of Middlesex are about to appoint a

Fourth Clerk of the Works at a salary of 120/.

per annum. The appointment in the first instance

will be for one year only, and take place at the

Office, No. 1, Greek-street, Soho-square, on

Tuesday, January 14.

COMPETITIONS.

The Committee of the Association recently

formed in the Metropolis for the Construction of

Baths and Wash-houses for the Labouring Classes,

are desirous of obtaining Plans and Estimates for

the Erection and Fitting-up of the First Esta-

blishment. The general basis of the plan cani be

seen at the Office, No. 3, Crosby-square. The

author of the plan considered the best by the

Committee will be selected to execute the work.

Plans for an Agricultural College to be erected at

Cirencester, to accommodate 200 pupils and 6

tutors. The style is left to the taste of the archi-

tect. A Premium of 10 Guineas to the author of

the most approved plan.—Robert J. Brown, Esq.,

Hon. Sec. Cirencester. January 1.

Plans and estimates are required for a Pauper

Lunatic Asylum for the County of Somerset ;
the

building to accommodate 300 patients, and to con-

tain two Stories. The Committee of Visiting

Magistrates wish it to be of a plain, cheerful cha-

racter, but will not further fetter the architect by

suggesting any particular arrangement as to the in-

terior, its ventilation, warming, or otherwise. The

ground selected contains 36 acres.— 1 he Clerk of

the Peace, Taunton. A Premium of 100/. will be

adjudged for the best plan, and 50/. for the next

best. January 22.

The Committee of the Art Union of London

offer the sum of 500/. for an Original Picture

illustrative of British History. Cartoons, six feet

by four feet six inches, are to be sent in (as will be

hereafter notified) by the 1st day of January, 1846,

and from these the selection will be made. Artists

must send specimens of their abilities as painters, if

required so to do. The successful candidate must

undertake to complete the finished picture, of the

same size as the cartoon, by the 1st of January,

1847, and to superintend the engraving. The

Committee wish it to be understood that their

object in giving so long a period for the preparation

of the cartoon is for the purpose of affording artists

sufficient time thoroughly to study the various

details of their compositions, and to produce in the

cartoon a completely finished and well-wrought

study for the picture. The Committee reserve to

themselves the right of withholding the premium if

works of sufficient merit be not submitted.

Current JDiituS of EUootl ant! JHrtntS.

December 24, 1844.
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Box, Turkey, bd. per ton.

.

2 0 0 — 5

Cedar, Pencil, per foot .. 0 0 3 — 0

Cuba 0 0 3 — 0

N. S. Wales 0 0 3*— 0

Green, per ton .. 5 5 0 — 9

Ebony, Ceylon, large .... 6 0 0 — 7

small .... 4 10 0 — 5

Madagascar, small 5 0 0 — 6

Lignum Vit.e, Jamaica .. 3 0 0 — 5

St. Domingo .... 8 0 0 — 12

Mahogany, Cuba, per foot 0 0 8 — 0

St. Domingo .... 0 0 9 — 0

Honduras 0 0 5}— 0
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—
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4 2 0 — 5
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.
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yellow .... 3 10 0 — 0

Miramichi & St. J olins 4 10 0 — 0

Wainscot Logs, 18 ft. each 5

Lathwood, Memel, &c. fm. 9

Deals, Gefle, 14ft. 3in. by 9 31

Stockholm 27

Gottenburg,12ft.3by9 26

Christiana, 1st & 2nd 28

St. Petersb’g, Memel,
Dantzic, 1 2f. 1 i 1 1 in. 18

Quebec yellow Pine,

first quality 17

second ditto 10.

• White Spruce, 120.. 16

Dantzic Deck, each.. 0

Plank, Dantzic Oak, load.. 9

Staves, Baltic, per 1200.. 130

Quebec Pipe, 1200 65

Puncheon 17
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ANNOUNCEMENT.
We perceive from a prospectus just sent to us

that the author of the papers which have appeared

from time to time in our pages headed “ Glances at

the Interior of the Churches in the Deanery of Spar-

ham, in Norfolk,’’ intends republishing the same

with very considerable additions, under the title of

" Sketches for an Ecclesiology of the Deaneries of

Sparham and Taverham, in Norfolk.” The work will

be published in post 8vo. monthly numbers, each

containing descriptive accounts of from seven to

ten churches, and will be rendered at the lowest

possible rate consistent with a bare return of the

charges incurred, that is, at certainly not more than

8d. per No. The deaneries of Sparham and Taver-

ham comprise forty-six churches, among them

several of very high architectural interest. The

work will be published by subscription.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“H. E. Kendall, jun/’—We are obliged for

the suggestion ; it will be acted upon in our next

number.
•
‘ tp,"—We received several communications on

the subject referred to in our correspondent's

postscript
,
and selected that onefor insertion which

apparently contained all the leading points of the

remainder.

F. Richardson.”

—

We have answered hit note

by post.
“ A Subscriber.”—Perforated plates of zinc are

chargeable to the window-duties “if so perforated

as to afford light, but not if so as to serve the

|

purpose of ventilation only." For additional in-

formation on this subject, we refer our correspondent

to No. 97 of The Builder.
“ T. H. Cash.”—The rate of duty on Crown

Glass is 73*. Grf. per cwt. The quantity charged

with duty in 1829 was 114,862 cwt.; in 1830,

96.5G5 cwt. ; in 1831, 100,086 cwt.; and in 1832,

103,902 cwt. It is difficult to form any precis

estimate of the value of the glass annually produy
j

in Great Britain; we believe, however, that .

cannot amount to less than 2,000,000/., nop employ

less than 50,000 workmen.
“ A Constant Reader.”

—

We have not seen either

the names or the amounts of the parlies willing to

contract for the erection of the Bristol Barracks.

Communications have been receivedfrom “ Dart-

ford” on Architectural Competition; and from

“George Snowball” on Flooring Dogs, with a

model. Both are under consideration.

CorrER—Brit. Cake, p. ton 84

Tile 83

Sheet, p. lb. 0

Old 0

South Arncr., ton 72

Iron, British Bars
;

6

Rods 6

Hoops 8

Sheets 8

Cargo in Wales, Bars 6

Pigs No. 1, Wales .. 3

No. 1, Clyde.. 2

Russian, c.c.n.d, . . 16

Swedish 9

Lead—British, Pig, p- ton 16

Sheet, milled .... 17

Shot, patent .... 19

Red or Minium .. 21

White 23

Litharge 20

Spanish Pig . . • • 16

Steel—Swedish Keg .... 15

Faggot 16

Tin—

I

n blocks, p.cwt. .. 3

Ingots 3

In Bars 3

Banca 3

Straits 3

Plates, p.box.225shts.

—

No. I. C. 13} by 10 in. 1

I.X 1

Spelter—On the spot, ton 22

Delivery 22

Zinc, English Sheet 32

Orsidew lb. 0

Quicksilver lb. 0

0 0—
0 0—
0 9 j

—

0 8J

—

0 0 —
5 0—
15 0—
5 0—
15 0—
0 0—

10 0—
17 6—
10 0 —
15 0 —
15 0 —
5 0 —
15 0 —
10 0 —
10 0-
0 0-
0 0-

15 6 —
10 0-
11 0-
11 0-
13 0-
5 0-
2 6 -

5 0-
11 0-
12 6 -

5 0-
0 0-
3 0-
4 6-

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

10 0

0 0

8 10 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

5 0

0 0
0 0

12 0
12 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Notice to inventors.—office
for PATENTS of INVENTIONS and REGIS-

I TRATION of DESIGNS, 20, Half-moon-street, Piccadilly.

Patent* obtained for the Uriited Kingdom and Foreign

Countries; Design* registered ;
printed instructions, contain-

intt the charges, forwarded gratis; and every information

given bv application, if by letter pre-paid, to Mr. M. Joscclm
1 Cooke, 20, Half-moon- street, Piccadilly.

NOTICE TO INVENTORS.

O FFICE FOR PATENTS OF INVEN-
TIONS and REGISTRATIONS of DESIGNS, 14

,

LincolnVmn-BdJ.-TI., printed INSTIIUCTIONS^
and every information upon the subject of PRO rELlION

for INVENTIONS, either by Letters Patent or the Design

Act*, mav be had by applying personally, or by letter, pre-

paid, to Mr. Alexander Prince, at the office, 14, Lincoln s-

•-n-fields.

1 11 0

1 17 o

22 15 0

0 0

0 0 0

0-00
0 0 0

TO ENGINEERS, DRAUGHTSMEN, &c.

S
TEPHENS’ RULING AND MECIIA-
nical DRAWING INK, for Engineers, Artists,

1 and Designers. This article will be found superior to the

best Indian Ink for the above purposes. It doesnot smear

with Indian-rubbcr, or wash off with water. It flows freely

from the drawing-pen, and never cor/odes or encrusts it. U
may be nsed on a plate or slab, with a camel s air bnish,

diluting it with water, or thickening it by drying, as required.

It has the advantage of being ready for immediate use.

Sold in conical-shaped Bottles, convenient for using from

I

without any stand, by the Inventor, Henry Stephens, 54

Stamford-strcet, Blackfriars-road. and by Booksellers and

|

Stationers, 6d. each.

E G.’s TRACING-PAPER.—It is

. warranted to take Ink. Oil >r Water-colour, and

1 is sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE

AGENTS, 51, LONG-ACRE at the following cash prices.

’ T1UN TRACINO-PAPER. .

60 by 40, at 14/. 0*. per Ream, or ’5s. Od. per Quire.

40 by 30, at 71. 0s. „ Iff
« ”

30 by 20, at it. 15s. „ 4a- °d - »
THICK TRACING-PAPER.

40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Cd. per Qu .

flhec/l.—
I Th i^be aifti fu 1 and unequalled article is allowed to be the

cheapest and most useful Paper hitherto introduced to the

|

public, as will be best proved by a trial.



SUPPLEMENT TO THE BUILDER
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9th, 1844.

A CYCLOPAEDIA
OF

THE NEW METROPOLITAN BUILDING -ACT,
IN WHICH ALL THE DETAILS OF THE STATUTE ARE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY,

SO AS TO BE INSTANTLY FOUND,

AND ACCOMPANIED BY EXTENSIVE REFERENCES AND COUNTER-REFERENCES TO THE SECTIONS OF
THE ACT ITSELF, AND ITS MINUTE PROVISIONS.

By ALFRED BARTHOLOMEW, Esq., F.S.A., Architect.

A.

ABUTMENTS. See Public teat/, buildings over; also
Chimneys hereafter built.

Account in writing for party-structures, within
21 days after the completion of the work it is the
duty of the person by whom the expense has been
incurred to deliver, to the adjoining owner of the
building or premises in respect of which such ex-
pense shall have been incurred, to include all pre-
liminary and incidental operations

; and if the work
shall have been executed by authority of the official

referees, a copy of such account is to be delivered
to them nt their office, subject to appeal within
10 days to the official referees; and if, within 10
days after the delivery of such account to the party
liable to pay the same, such partydo noteithcrappeal
against such account or pay the same, or if, within
10 days after the demand thereof, in conformity
with the certificate of the official referees, the
amount thereof, together with the costs of the
examination of the account as the official referees

shall certify, be not paid, then it ohall be lawful for

the person entitled thereto to recover the same, or
so much thereof as shall be then due, by the sum-
mary proceeding provided in this Act. s.47. See
also Expenses of works.

lCT (This new Building-) to come into operation
as to the districts and the officers to be appointed
in pursuance hereof, on the 1 st September, 1 S44 ,-

—

and as to buildings, streets, and other matters, on
the 1 st January, 1845 ;

and on the said 1st January
all the Acts mentioned in the schedule A, annexed to
the Act, except so far as in the said schedule is

otherwise provided, are repealed, s. 1 .

ct rules of, may be modified by the Commissioners
of Works and Buildings after being reported upon
by the official referees, either at their own sugges-
tion, or that of any interested party, s. 11 .

cts repealed, s. 1
,
and schedule A.

ctions for Damages. See Informalities in Distress.
ctions for penalties, limitation of. Proceedings

for penalty or forfeiture incurred under this Act
must be brought or commenced within six ca-
lendar months next after being incurred, s. 106.

ctions against person acting under this Act—
Regulation of. After the expiration of 6
calendar months next after the fact com-
mitted it shall not be lawful to bring any action
or suit against any person in respect of any
act or thing done or intended to be done in

pursuance of this Act
;
and if, 21 days at the least

before the commencement of the action or suit,
notice in writing of an intention to bring such
action or suit, and of the grounds of action,
be not given to every person against whom
such action or suit shall be brought, it shall not
be lawful for any person to bring any such action
or suit against any person in respect of any such
act ;—and if the cause or matter of any such
action or suit arise within the said city of Lon-
don or the liberties thereof, such action or suit
must be laid in the city of London, and not

1 elsewhere
; and if the cause of any action or

: suit arise in any part of the limits aforesaid out
i'of the said city of London and liberties thereof,
I then it must be laid and tried in the county
< of Middlesex, and not elsewhere ;—and in every
; such action or suit the defendant may plead the

5
general issue, and at the trial to be had thereof

t to give this Act and the special matter in evidence,
a and to prove that the matter or thing for which
i 6uch action or suit is brought was done in

r pursuance and by the authority of this Act ;

—

a and if upon the trial of such action it appear
! that the said matter or thing has been done by
t the authority or in pursuance of this Act, or if it

a appear that such action or suit was brought
b before the expiration of 21 days after such notice

g given as aforesaid, or if it appear that sufficient
si satisfaction was made or tendered before such
ai action was brought, or if upon plea of payment of
it money into court it shall appear that the plaintiff

has not sustained damages to a greater amount
than the sum paid into court, or if any such
action or suit be not commenced within the time
herein for that purpose limited, or if it be laid
in any other county or place than as aforesaid,
then and in every such case it shall be the duty of
the jury to find for the defendant

;
and if a verdict

be found for the defendant, or if the plaintiff in any
such action or suitbecome nonsuited, or discontinue
or suffer a discontinuance of any such action or
suit, or if judgment be given for the defendant
therein, on demurrer, or by default or otherwise,
then the defendant shall be entitled to have
judgment to recover full costs of suit, and to
such remedy for recovering the same as any
defendant shall have by law. s. 108.

Securityfor costs of such action. If the defendant
apply to the superior courtatWestminster in which
any action in respect of any matter or thinsr done
or intended to be done in pursuance of this Act,
is pending, or to any judge of any of the said
courts, it shall be lawful for such court or
any such judge to require the plaintiff to give such
security as such court or judge shall think fit for

the payment of all costs, charges, and expenses
incurred or to be incurred in and about the said

action, and which shall be or become payable by
him on the taxation thereof by the proper officer,

s. 109.

Addition to any building. Two days’ notice to be
given to the district surveyor before the com-
mencement of. s. 13. See Penalty.

Adjoining owner, s. 20.

Adjoining owner liable to pay expense of party fence-
walls, if used. s. 32.

Adjoining owner to pay for party-walls raised by
another party, if used. s. 31.

Adjoining and neighbouring property not to be
injured by raising of party fence-walls, s. 32.

Adjoining properties—Execution of Party-structures

on, viz.

—

Reparation of the party-walls by which premises
are parted

:

Pulling down and rebuilding of party-walls :

Raising of party-walls

:

Reparation of party fence-walls :

Rebuilding of party fence -walls :

Raising of party fence-walls :

Pulling down of timber partitions which part
buildings the property of different owners or
occupied by different persons, and building

in lieu thereof proper party-walls :

Pulling down of buildings built over public ways,
or having rooms or stories the property of
different persons, or occupied by different

persons, lying intermixed, for the purpose of
building proper party-walls or party-arches :

And generally the performance of other ne-
cessary works incident to the connection of

such party-walls or party fence-walls with the

premises adjoining

:

Iftheadjoiningownershallhave consented thereto,

or if, without such consent, the required notice

of such work shall have been given by or on
the part of the building owner to such adjoin-

ing owner, then, subject to such modification

as shall be made by virtue of the provision in

that behalf, and subject to the provision for

supplying the want of consent of the owners,
and subject moreover to the respective con-

ditions hereby prescribed with regard to such
works respectively, as well as to the payment
of the cost of such works, and to the sanction

or to the award of the surveyors or of the

official referees, as hereby prescribed in re-

ference thereto, it shall be lawful for every such
building owner and he is hereby authorized or

required to execute such works, s. 20 .

Agent for any owner of houses within the limits of

the Act disqualified from being official referee or

registrar, s. 95.

Agreements and Lenses (Building), existing modi-
fication of. See Building-leases, $-c.

Air, free circulation of. s. 32. See Party fence-
walls.

Aldermen. See Lord Mayor.

Alley (the word) to include any court, alley, pas-
sage, or other public place which can be used as a
footway only. s. 2 . See Widths.

Alleys and streets made or laid out before 1st January,
1845. See Already built (the term).

Alleys must each have two entrances of the full
width of the alley, and one of the two at the least
open from the ground upwards. Schedule I.

Already built (the term) used in reference to
buildings, to apply to buildings built before
the 1st January 1845, or commenced before that
day, and covered in and rendered fit for use w'ithin
12 calendar months thereafter; and, used in re-
ference to streets and alleys, to apply to all streets
or alleys made or laid out before that day, and
which shall be formed and rendered fit for use
within 12 calendar months therealter. s. 2 .

Alteration of any building. Two days’ notice to
be given to the district surveyor before the com-
mencement of. s. 13. See Penalty.

Altitude, buildings of the 2nd or warehouse class
are rated by only

;
the other classes by area and

number of stories, as well as by altitude. Schedule
C.

Amends, tender of. See Informalities in Distress.

Angles of Flues. See Flues, angles of.

Angle-chimneys. See Chimneys hereafter built.

Apertures, how affecting the thicknesses of external
walls. See Inclosing-walls.

Appeal to the official referees, any person may,
within 10 days from the delivering of an account
for party-structure, s. 47.

Appeal of lord mayor and aldermen, or of overseers,
against district-surveyor’s certificate in case of
ruinous buildings. See Ruinous buildings.

Appeal from convictions as to penalties—Proceedings
thereon. If any party be dissatisfied with tbe
decision of the justices in any case in which such
penalty may be proceeded for by conviction for
any offence in respect of which a penalty is by this
Act imposed, and if within 4 days after
such decision notice be given by or on behalf
of such party to the party appealed against
of his intention to appeal against such decision,
and of the grounds of such appeal, and if the
appellant enter into a recognizance, with two
sufficient sureties, conditioned to prosecute such
appeal, and to abide the order of the Court, and
to pay to the party appealed against such costs
(if any) as shall be awarded against him, it shall
be lawful for such party so dissatisfied to appeal
against such conviction to the justices of the
peace at their general Quarter Sessions of the
peace to be holden within 4 calendar months after
such conviction

;
and if within such period of

4 days such appellant have entered into such
recognizance as is herein required, then it shall
be lawful for such justices and they are hereby
empowered to proceed to hear and examine on oath
into the cause and matters of such appeal, and
to determine the same, and to award such costs
to be paid by either of the said parties as they
think proper

;
and the order, judgment, and

determination of the said justices shall be binding
and conclusive, s.105.

Application to official referees to modify, in certain

cases, the thicknesses of external walls. See
Inclosing-walls.

Arches separating buildings from public ways. See
Public way, buildings over.

Architect, If an official referee act as, to any
building within the limits of the Act, some other
competent person must be appointed by the Com-



2 SUPPLEMENT TO
missioners of Works and Buildings to act in that

case in conjunction with the other official referee.

Architect or Builder of 1st rate buildings of

the 2nd class, and of all buildings of the 3rd class,

to give notice to the official referees according

to the form (No. 6) in the Schedule of Notices,

or to the like effect
;

that all the walls of any

building over which they have control are built

to their full height, and all the timbers of

the floors, roofs, and partitions are fixed :
—

within 7 days after such notice, the official

referees shall survey the same, and shall with-

in 7 days after survey certify to such architect

or builder their approval, or if any part of the

walls, timbers, roof, or internal supports appear to

such official referees defective, insufficient, or inse-

cure, then within the said 7 days after such

survey they are to give to such architect or

builder notice of such parts as shall so appear to them
defective, insufficient, or insecure, which notice must
be in writing —and upon the receipt of such notice

it shall be the duty of the said architect or builder

to amend and strengthen such defective, insuffi-

cient, or insecure parts;—and during or withia a
period of 7 days after notice has been given to

the official referees that such works have been
amended or strengthened as aforesaid, it shall be
the duty of the official referees and they are hereby
required to inspect the same, or in default thereof
the said parts may be covered up ;—and upon com-
pletion of every such building it shall be the duty of
the architect or builder to give fresh notice to the

j

official referees, according to the form (No. 7) in

the Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect ;—and
thereupon, or within 7 days after such notice,

it shall be the duty of the official referees to

survey the same
;

and if upon such survey it

shall appear that such building has been built suffi

-

|

ciently strong, and is sufficiently set to be safe, then
within 14 days after such survey it shall be their duty

j

to certify accordingly, which certificate must be under
their hands and the seal of office of Registrar of Me-

|

tropolitan Buildings ;—and until such certificate shall

have been made, or until 14 days after such survey
!

shall have elapsed without the official referees having
|

given notice in writing that they are not satisfied, it
j

shall not be lawful to use such building for any pur-
pose whatever without the express authority in writ-

ing of the official referees under their bauds and the
;

seal of office of the Registrar of Metropolitan I

Buildings, s. 15. See Penalty for use.

Architectur Builder togive notice to the official referees

before the builder begins to build any building com-
prised in Schedule B, Parti. {See Supervision, spe-

cial)', and also, at the same time, to transmit
for their inspection the plans, elevations, and other
drawings which have been made for the same ;—and
forthwith the official referees shall proceed to survey
the situation of the intended building, to ascer -

tain whether such building can be erected on such
situation with due regard to the security of the

public ;—and from time to time the official referees

shall inspect the same to ascertain the suffi-

ciency thereof
;
and if such building or any part

thereof appear to such official referees defective,

insufficient, or insecure, then they are to give to

such architect or builder notice of such parts as

shall so appear to them defective, insufficient, or
insecure, which notice must be in writing ;—and
upon the receipt of such notice the architect or

builder shall amend and strengthen such defec-

tive, insufficient, or insecure parts ;—and within 7

days after such notice has been given to the offi-

cial referees that such works have been amended or
strengthened, the official referees shall inspect the
same, or in default thereof the said parts may
be covered up ;—and upon completion of such
building the architect or builder shall give fresh

notice to the official referees ;—and within 7 days
after such notice the official referees shall survey
the same

;
and if upon such survey it shall appear

that such building has been built sufficiently strong,
then it shall be their duty to certify accordingly
under their hands aud the seal of office of Regis-
trar ofMetropolitan Buildings ;—and until such cer-

tificate shall have been made, or until 14 days
after such survey shall have elapsed without the
official referees having given notice in writing that
they are not satisfied, it shall not be lawful to use
such building for any purpose whatever without the
express authority in writing of the official referees

under their hands and the seal of office of the
Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings

;
and if be-

fore the certificate of satisfaction shall have been
made, or if such 14 days shall have elapsed without
due notice in writing being given as aforesaid, any
such building shall be used for any purpose without
such express authority, then, on conviction thereof
before two justices of the peace, the occupier or
other person by whom such building shall be used
shallforfeit for such offence a sum not exceeding 100 1.

for every day during which such building shall be so
used without having obtaiued such certificate of

satisfaction or such express authority as aforesaid,

s. 16 . See Penallyfor use.

Area of building, to be determined by the number
of squares contained in the surface of any floor which
shall contain the greatest number of squares at or
above the principal entrance to such building

;
in-

cluding in such surface all the external walls
and party-walling belonging to such building, but
excluding from such surface the area of any attached
building, or office, area, balcony, or open portico.

Schedule C, Part I. s. 5.

Area, rates of buildings of the 1st or warehouse
class determined by, but become of a higher rate by

increase in altitude or in number of stories. Schedule

C, Part II. See Toll-houses and buildings built

for the purposes of trade.

Area. See Back-yard.

Areas required behind houses, Commissioners of

Works and Buildings have power to modify the

strict letter of the Act relative to, in cases of

buildings upon old sites, and upon the report of tbe

official referees therein, s. 12.

Areas. Every lowermost room or cellar in any exist-

ing building used or intended to be used as a sepa-

rate dwelling, must have an area of not less than

3 ft. wide in every part, from 6 in. below the floor

of such room or cellar to the surface or level of the

ground adjoining to the front, back, or external

side thereof, and extending the full length of such

side. And such area, to the extent of at least 5 ft.

long and 2 ft. 6 in. wide, must be in front of the

window of such room or cellar, and must be open,

or covered only with open iron gratings. Sche-

dule K.

Assistant-District-Surveyor. If at any time

it appear to the official referees that on account of

the pressure of business in any district, or on any

other account, the surveyor of that district cannot

discharge his duties promptly as regards the builders

and others engaged in building operations, and

efficiently as regards the purposes of this Act, such

official referees shall appoint any other district sur-

veyor to assist the surveyor of such district in the

performance of his duties, or if no district surveyor

can be spared from his own district, then appoint

some other competentpersonto give such assistance;

—

and such assistant-surveyor shall make returns and

act in all respects as if he had been appointed by

the Lord Mayor and aldermen, or by the justices,

to be the surveyor of such district
;
and every such

person shall be entitled to receive the fees payable in

respect of the services performed bg him. s. 75.

Assistant Surveyor in any county may not act

as justice of the peace for the same county, s. 69.

Attached buildings and offices now built or here-

after built (except greenhouses, vineries, aviaries,

or such like buildings), whether such buildings or

offices be attached to or detached from the buildings

to which they belong, to be deemed, in respect of

the walls thereof, and all other requisites, as

buildings of the rate to which they would belong

if they had been built separately. Schedule C,

Part VII. District-surveyor’s fee for attached or

detached building, distinctly rated (except any such

attached or detached building built at the same time

as the building to which It belongs, aud carried up
and covered in within 21 days after such building

shall have been covered in within the meaning of this

Act)
,
is such fee as is im posed in respect of additions

to or alterations of buildings of the rate to which

such attached or detached buildings shall belong.

Attendance of dislrict-surveyor, or of some other

person in his behalf, at his office, to be from 10

o’clock in the morning till 4 o’clock in the after-

noon, daily, Sundays, Christmas-day, and Good
Friday excepted, s. 72.

Attic Rooms, in the roof of any building herenfter

built or rebuilt, there must not be more than one

floor of
;

and such rooms must not be of a

less height than 7 ft., except the sloping part, if

any, of such roof, which slopiug part must not

begin at less thau 3 ft. 6 in. above the floor, nor

extend more than 3 ft. 6 in. on the ceiling of such

room. Schedule K.

Aviaries. See Attached buildings and offices.

Award, official referees’, relative to ruinous build-

ings. See Ruinous buildings.

Awards exempt from stamp-duty. s. 119.

Awards, certificates, and other documents, to be

deposited in the registrar’s office chronologically

and in classes, according to their subjects, s. 93.

Awards, recovery of money under—Distress—Im-
prisonment. If any party claim any sum of

money by this Act, or by any award or certifi-

cate or other proceeding in pursuance of or in

accordance with this Act, charged upon any
person in respect of any work done in pursuance

of or in accordance with this Act, it shall be

lawful for any one justice of tbe peace to sum-
mon the person on whom such sum is alleged to

be charged before any two justices, or, if the

matter arise within the district of the metro-
politan police, then before any police magistrate

having jurisdiction within that district
;
and if

such award or certificate be produced, or if such
other proceeding be proved by the oath of the

party claiming or of any other credible witness,

nnd if it be proved by the oath of such party or

other witness that such sum of money is still

due, then it shall be lawful for such justices or

such police magistrate, and they respectively are

hereby required, to issue a warrant to levy the

amount thereof, and also the costs of the pro-

ceediug, to be levied by distress of the goods and
chattels of the person in default

;
and if such

person have no goods and chattels whereon to

distrain, or if such goods and chattels be insuffi-

cient for that purpose, then it shall be lawful for

such justices or police magistrate, or for any
other justice or police magistrate, to commit the

person in default, until the amount of such sura

so due, and of such costs, shall have been fully

paid, or until the party shall be discharged by or

in accordance with the provisions of any Act for

the relief and discharge of insolvent debtors,

s. 102.

B.
BACK-YARD. Every house hereafter built or rebuilt

must have an inclosed or open space of at least one

square, exclusive of any building thereon, unless all

the rooms of such house can be lighted and ventilated

from the street, or from an areu of the extent of at

the least three-quarters of a square above the level

of the second story, into which the owner of the

house to be rebuilt is entitled to open windows for

every room adjoining thereto. And if any house

already built be hereafter rebuilt, then, unless all

the rooms of such house can be lighted and venti-

lated from the street, or from an area of the extent

of at the least three-quarters of a square, into

which the owner of the house to be rebuilt is en-

titled to open windows for every room adjoining

thereto, there must be above the level of the floor

of the third story an open space of at least three-

quarters of a square. Schedule K.

Balconies. See Roof-coverings.

Bank of England is under special supervision.

Schedule B, Part I.

Barons of the Exchequer, one of, to adminis-

ter declaration of official fidelity to official referees,

s. S7 ;
and Registrar, s. 90.

Basement. See Lowermost rooms.

Bethlehem Hospital is under special supervision.

Schedule B, Part I.

Bodies of Persons to be understood as meant by

the Act, although an individual only be mentioned. .

Boiler-furnaces. See Chimney -shafts.

Book for registering all notices, informations, and
complaints, district-surveyor to keep at his office,

and to enter therein every notice, information, or

complaint which shall be delivered or made to him,

and any proceeding thereon by him taken, s. 68.

Boundary-avall. s. 32. See Party fence-walls.

Breast -summers fixed to carry any front wall of a

building, if bearing at one end upon a party-wall,

must be laid upon a template or corbel of stone

or iron tailed at least two-thirds through such

wall
;
and such end must not be fixed into, and

must nothave its bearing solely upon, such party-

wall, but must be supported by a sufficient pier

built of brick or stone, or by an iron column, or

iron or timber story-post fixed on a solid founda-

tion. And if any such breast-summer have its

bearing at each end upon a party -wall, it must
be supported by at least two sufficient piers built

of brick or stone, or by iron columns, or by iron

or timber story-posts fixed on solid foundations,

and standing within and clear of the party walls.

Or any such breast- summer may bear upon con-

structed returns in the direction of its length of

4 ins. at least, coursed and bonded with the sub-!
stance of the party-wall or party-walls

;
and

such constructed roturns must be increased 1 in,,

at least for every 6 ft. in length that the

breast-summer may be otherwise unsupported#;

And if the height of the under side of any breast-;!

summer laid from party-wall to party-wall to

carry any external wall exceed 15 ft. from the

surface of the public foot pavement in front of

the building, there must be constructed re-

turns in the direction of the length of the breast-

summer from the inside of each party-wall of 8j

ins. at the least, and at the least of the full thick-

ness of such breast-summer
;
and every such

return must be increased l in. at the least

for every foot or part of a foot the breast-summer
may be in height from the surface of the public

foot pavement more than 16 ft., whether other-

wise supported or not. Schedule D, Part II.

Brewery. See Chimney -shafts.

Bridges are under special supervision. Schedule B,

Part I.

British Museum is under special supervision.

Schedule B, Part I.

Bromley Parish (Middlesex) included within the

operation of the Act. s. 3.

Builder whose duty it shall be to give two days’

notice to the district-surveyor at his office befure

commencing or altering any building is to be under-

stood, both in this provision aud elsewhere through-

out this Act, as the master builder or other person

employed to execute any work ; or if there be no

master builder or other person so employed, then

the owner of the building or other person for whom
or by whose order such work is to be done. s. 13.

Builder, in relation to special supervision of first-rate

buildings of the second class and of buildings of the

third or public building class, See Architect or

builder, Official referees, and Penaltiesfor use.
|

Builders who shall refuse to cut into or pull down

any work for the inspection of district-surveyor!

are to be required by the official referees to opei

and amend the same. See District-surveyor, s. 14,

Buildings, streets, and other matters regulatec

according to this new Act, from 1 st January, 1845,

. 1 .

Building, new and old. And upon sites of forraci

buildings, and the enlarging and altering of al

buildings of what nature soever, withia the limits

of the Act, hereafter to be built (except tbe buildings

comprised in schedule (B), and except sewers made

by or under the direction of any Commissioners ol

Sewers), so far as relates to building the same, anc

with regard to every such building either alreadj

or hereafter built (except the said buildings com-

prised in the said schedule (B), and except the sail

sewers), so far as relates to the rebuilding and the

enlarging or altering the same, and whether sucl

buildings be built or rebuilt on old or nei

foundations, or partly on old and partly on ne\

foundations, notwithstanding any thing contains

to the contrary In any Act of Parliament now ii
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force, every such building shall be built, rebuilt,

enlarged, or altered in reference to the walls,

whether external or party, and to the number and
height of the stories or rooms therein, the chim-
neys, the roofs, the timbers, the drains, the pro-
jections, and to any other parts or appendages of

every such building, and in the manner of the
materials, and in every other respect in conformity
with the several particulars, rules, and directions
which are specified and set forth in the several sche-
tales (C), (D), (E), (F), (G), (H), (I), (K),
according to the classes of buildings, and the
rates of such classes to which such buildings are
by the schedule (C) declared to belong

;
subject

to any other rules and directions in this Act con-
tained in the same behalf : and subject in every
case of doubt, difference, or dissatisfaction in

respect thereof, either between any parties con-
cerned or between any party concerned and the
surveyor of the district, to the determination of the
official referees, upon a reference of the matter in

question, according to the provisions of this Act
in that behalf, s. 5.

Building, before any is begun, and after 3 calendar
months’ suspension of the work, and in case of a
change of the builder, 2 days’ notice to be given
by the builder to the district-surveyor at his office,

under penalty to him in the first case only of treble

the amount of his fees, and also under penalty in

each of the three cases not exceeding 201. s. 13.

Building-contracts (Existing), modification of.

It shall not be lawful to execute any such con-
tract otherwise than in conformity with the pro-

visions of this Act
;
but either party may deviate

from such contract so far as any part thereof may
remain to be executed after this Act shall have come
into operation

;
and the alterations rendered neces-

sary by this Act shall be performed as if this Act
had been in force when such contract was entered
into

;
and if the parties thereto shall disagree

about the difference of the costs and expenses of
the works when performed according to the provi-

sions of this Act, and the works as stipulated for

in such contract, upon notice being given in writing
by one party to the other, either may refer the mat-
ter to the district-surveyor, who shall determine the
same, subject to appeal to the official referees

;
and

the award of such referees shall be final and bind-
ing on all the parties, as if such award had formed
part of the contract, and the costs of the reference
shall be borne by all or any or either of the parties

in such manner and proportion as the surveyor,
or in case of appeal, as the referees shall appoint.

Building-leases and agreements for leases (Exist-
ing), modification of. If it be made to appear to the
official referees that any rules by this Act prescribed

will prevent the due observance of or be at variance

with any such lease or agreement, and that the
objects of this Act may be obtained by modifying
such rules, either entirely or partially, in conformity
with such lease or agreement, it shall be lawful for

the said official referees by their award to authorize
such modification, subject to the approbation of the
Commissioners of Works and Buildings

; and sub-
ject to such modification, (or in default thereof), it

shall be the duty of such person (so bound) to erect

every building agreed to be built by such lease or

agreement according to the conditions rendered ne-
cessary by this Act, in the same or like manner as if

this Act had been passed and in operation at the

time of making such lease or agreement
;

and on
such completion of the works, and on giving to the

lessor and other owners of such building 14 days'

notice of his intention to apply to the official referees

on this behalf, the lessee or tenant may require the
official referees to ascertain what loss, present and
prospective, has been occasioned thereby, and having
regard to the respective terms and interests of the
lessee or tenant, the lessor and other owners of such
building, and to any profit, benefit, or advantage
which may hav£ accrued to such lessee or tenant
since the execution of such lease or agreement,
and which may appear to the said official referees

not to have been in the contemplation of the parties

to such lease or agreement at the time of the exe-
cution thereof, to determine whether he is entitled

to any and what compensation, by payment of mo-
ney, reduction of rent, or both, or otherwise

;
and

on the receipt of such requisition, and on proof of

due notice thereof having been given to the lessor

and other owners of such building, the official refe-

I rees are to proceed to ascertain if any and what loss

has been so occasioned, having regard as afore-

said of and by whom compensation is to be paid,

and in what proportions, and their decision in the
matter shall be final, s. 10 .

1 Building-owner, s. 20.

C.
C CALENDAR month to be always understood under

the Act by the word Month, s. 2.

C Camberwell parish included within the operation
I of the Act. s. 3.

jC Carriage-way, the existence of, brings public

j

places within the denomination of Streets, s. 2.

jC Cashier of the Commissioners of Works and Build-

I ings to receive annually from the Chamberlain of

1 London and the county treasurers of Middlesex,
I Surrey, and Kent, the contributions towards the

expenses of the official referees and registrar, s. 96.

jC Ceiling, plastered, not to be formed over any public

I way. See Public way, buildings over.

C Cellars. See Lowermost rooms.

C Certificates, awards, and other documents to be
arranged in the registrar’s office chronologically,

and in classes according to their subjects, s. 93.

Certificate, district-surveyors’ and official referees’

relative to ruinous buildings. See Ruinous build-

ings.

Certificate of qualification from examiners to be pro-
duced to the town clerk of London, or to the county
clerk of the peace, one week before the election of
district-surveyor, s. 66.

Certificate, official referees’, of work done by builder
contrary to Act. s. 18 . See Nuisance.

Certiorari. See Removal of orders, 8fc.

Cesspools. If there be a common sewer within

50 ft. from any front of or from the inclosure about
any house or other building, then a cesspool must
not be made for the reception of drainage from such
house or other building, unless there be, or shall be
built, a good and sufficient drain from such cess-

pool to such sewer. And cesspools under houses or

other buildings must be air-tight. Schedule H.

Chambers. See Inns of Court.

Chamberlain to receive and return, if claimed
within 6 years, surplus arising from sale of mate-
rials of ruinous buildings within the city and liber-

ties of London. s. 41.

Chamberlain of London to pay annually 1001. towards
the expenses of the official referees and registrar,

s. 96.

Change of builder, in case of, two days’ notice to be
given to the district-surveyor at his office under
penalty of not exceeding 201. s. 13. See Builder,

for definition of the term.

Chapel-doors. See Official referees and Overseers

of parishes.

Charing-Cross. The council has power to extend
the operation of the Act to any place within 12 miles
from. s. 4. See Gazette, Districts included, &c.

Charlton parish included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.

Chases and recesses. Tn every story, recesses may
be formed, but only with the consent and authority
of the official referees, and so that such recesses be
arched over, and the back of any such recess be
full 7 ins. from the centre of the party-wall in the

first or lowest story, and full 4 ins. from the

centre of the party-wall in any other story, and
so that the stability and sufficiency of such party-

wall be not injuriously affected thereby. Chases
required for the insertion of ends of walls, piers,

chimney jambs, withes of flues, metal pipes, or
iron story-posts, must not be left or be cut nearer
to the centre of a party-wall than 4 ins. at least,

nor within a distance of 9 ins. at least from any
front or back wall, and no two such chases must be

made within a distance of 7 ft. 6 ins. at least from
each other on the same side of a wall, and no such
chase must be formed wider than 9 ins. Schedule
D., Part IV.

Chelsea parish entirely included within the opera-

tion of the Act. s. 3.

Chimneys hereafter built or rebuilt:

—

Rules concerning construction. The foundations

and footings of every chimney and chimney-stack
(except angle- chimneys) must be built similar

to those of the wall in or adjoining to which it

shall be. And every chimney and chimney-stack

must be built from the foundation to the top

thereof without any corbelling over, whereby any
upper part of the brick-work thereof shall over-

hang any lower part of the brick-work on the

front thereof. But in buildings of the 1st rate

and extra 1 st rate, the jambs, breast, and flue of

any single chimney may be built upon brick, stone,

or iron corbels, above the ceiling of the 3rd story :

and in buildings of the 2nd and 3rd rates, the

jambs, breast, and flue in any single chimney
may be built upon brick, stone, or iron corbels

above the ceiling of the 2nd story thereof ; but

the projection both of such jambs and breasts

must not in any case exceed 9 ins. before the

face of the wall or stack to which the same shall

adjoin. And angle-chimneys may be built in the

internal angle of any building, with the breast

thereof not wider than 5 ft.
;
and properly sup-

ported on iron gilders, with brick arches, or on
strong stone landings, not less than 4 ins. thick,

tailed at least 9 ins. into each of the two walls

forming an angle.

Dimensions and materials. The jambs of every

chimney must not be less than 8^ ins. wide on
each side of the opening. The breast of every

chimney, and the front, back, withe, or partition

thereof, must be at the least 4 ins. thick of sound

bricks, properly bonded, and the joints of the

work must be filled in with good mortar or ce-

ment, and all the inside thereof, and also the out-

side or face thereof next the interior of any build-

ing, must be rendered or pargetted. And
no flue may be used for a smoke-flue which is

in any section of less internal diameter than

8£ ins.

Timber or wood-work.—No timber must be placed

over any opening for supporting the breast of any

chimney, but there must be an arch of brick or

stone over the opening of every such chimney, to

support the breast thereof, and an iron bar or

bars must be built into the jambs, at the least

9 ins. on each side, to tie in the abutments when-

ever the breast projects more than 4-J ins. from

the face of the wall, and the jamb on either side

is of less width than two-thirds of the opening.

And no timber or wood-work must be placed or

laid in any wall under any chimney- opening

within 13 ins. at least of the surface of the

hearth to the fireplace of such chimney-opening.

If timber or wood-work be affixed to the front of

any jamb or mantel, or to the front or back of
any chimuey or flue, it must be fixed by iron
nails or holdfasts, or other iron fastenings, not
driven nearer than 4 ins. to the inside of any flue

or to the opening of any chimney
;
and such tim-

ber or wood- work must not be nearer than 9 ins.

to the opening of any chimney. And no timber
must be laid or placed within 3 ins. of the face,

or breast, back, side, or jamb of any flue, or of
any chimney-opening, where the substance of
brick-work or stone-work shall be less than
8j ins. thick

;
nor must any flooring-board, bat-

ten, ground, skirting, or other lining or fitting of
wood, nor any wood staircase, nor any thing else

of wood, be fixed or placed against or near to the
face, or breast, back, side, or jamb of any flue,

fireplace, or chimney-opening, unless and uutil

the brick or stone-work constituting the same
shall have been thoroughly and efficiently ren-
dered or pargetted with proper mortar or stucco,
and such rendering must be in every case in ad-
dition to 4 ins. at least of solid fire-proof struc-
ture. Schedule F, s. 5.

Chimney (Open), with proper flue, every under-
ground room or cellar let as a separate dwelling
must have. Schedule K.

Chimneys, ruinous, repair of, &c. If a chimney-
shaft, chimney-pot, or other thing thereon, or the
eaves, or parapet or coping, or slates or tiles on
the roof, or any projection from the front walls of
any building, be in danger of falling, the district-sur-
veyor shall require the occupier of such building,
or if there be no occupier the owner thereof, to take
down or secure the same within 36 hours after notice ;—and if within the time specified such occupier, or
some other person interested in such building, do
not begin to take down or secure the same, and as
soon as the nature of the case will admit complete
such taking down or securing of the same, then
such surveyor shall give information thereof to a
justice of the peace, who shall proceed to cause such
chimney-shaft, chimney-pot, or other thing there-
on, or the eaves, or parapet or coping, or slates or
tiles on the roof, or projection from the front or
side wall of such building as shall be considered by
such surveyor in danger of falling, to be forthwith
taken down or secured

; and if there be no occupier
or known owner, then such justice shall direct that
the reasonable expenses, to be certified by the offi-

cial referees, be paid by the overseers of the parish
or place in which such building shall be situated

;

and if thereafter the owner of such building become
known, or if the building become occupied, then
the overseers of the poor shall recover the amount
of such expenses from such owner or from such
occupier as in the case of ruinous buildings ;

—

and if within the time limited the occupier, or
some other person interested in such building,
do not lake down or secure the same, then for
every day's default such occupier, or the owner
if there be no occupier, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding 51 . ;

and such occupier or
owner shall also pay the surveyor’s fees, and all

other costs, charges, and expenses attendant upon
any such taking down or securing the building; and
all such surveyor’s fees, and other costs, charges,

and expenses, may be recovered and levied in the
same manner as such penalty : but if the occupier
of such building be not bound by any lease or other
instrument to repair, reinstate, or secure the pre-

mises, such occupier may retain out of the rent pay-
able in respect of such premises all penalties, costs,

charges, and expenses attendant upon or arising

out of the taking down or securing, or the repairing

or rebuilding the same, as in the case nf any other

works the costs of which he is hereby required to

pay in the first instance, s. 43.

Chimneys, recovery of costs of. See Expenses of
works.

Chimneys, if raised at the expense of one party, to be
paid for by the adjoining party if afterwards used
by him to a raised building, s. 31.

Chimneys, &c. Compensation for injury by fall of.

If at any time any injury or damage be caused to

any part of an adjoining building, or to the internal

decorations and furniture, goods, wares, and mer-
chandize in such building, by the falling down from
any other building of any chimney-shaft, chimney-
pot, parapet, coping, or other thing (except any
such part of a party-wall as shall belong to and be

used conjointly by the owners or occupiers of the

buildings parted thereby), then the owner of the

building from which such part shall fall shall re-

imburse the expense to which the owner or occupier

may be put in making good such injury or damage,
in like manner as herein directed concerning the re-

imbursement of the expenses of ruinous party-

walls
;
and such costs shall be recoverable in the

manner hereinafter directed for the recovery of the

costs and expenses of executing works in pursu-

ance of this Act. s. 44.

Chimney-backs. The back of every chimney-
opening of every building (except backs of chimneys

in the lowest story of buildings of the 4th rate) in

the lowest story to be at the least 13 ins. thick, and
in every other story at the least 8j ins. thick from

the hearth to the height of 12 ins. above the mantel.

And the backs of chimney-openings in the lowest

story of buildings of the 4th rate, to be at least 8J ins.

thick. But chimney-backs in walls not party-

walls may be 4.j- ins. less in thickness. If two

chimneys be built back to back, the thickness

between them is to be at least of the thickness

hereinbefore described for the back of one chimney-

opening. Schedule F.

Chimney-breasts, &c. in new party-walls. In-

structions for, by adjoining owner. When the owner
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of any piece of vacant ground shall have obtained

the consent of the adjoining owner to build a party-

wall on the line of junctiou of their respective pre-

mises, then, 10 days at the least before beginning

to build such pary-wall, it shall be the duty of the

building owner to give the adjoining owner notice

thereof, according to the form (No. 16) in the Sche-

dule of Notices, or to the like effect; and if in

due time the adjoining owner give instructions

in writing, or by a plan and elevations or other suf-

ficient drawings, then it shall be the duty of the

building-owner to construct, if practicable,
such and so many chimney jambs, breasts, and flues

of chimneys in all such parts of such party wall as

shall be by such instructions required, and to leave

such recesses in every such wall as may be so re-

quired, but so that they be conformable with the

directions of this Act concerning party-walls and
chimneys

;
and thereupon the building owner may

claim and recover from the adjoining owner the

expenses of such work. s. 39. District-survey-

or’s fees for attending to the cutting away of chim-
ney-breasts for external walls,— £ s. d.

1st rate 330
Ditto extra 3 3 0

2nd ditto 2 2 0

3rd ditto 2 2 0

4th rate, containing more than 2

stories 110
4th rate, not containing more than

2 stories 0106
Not chargeable where the ordinary fees for build-

ing, or addition, or alteration are paid. Schedule L.

Chimney-pots, ruinous. See Chimneys, ruinous.

Chimney-pots, tubes, &c. Earthen or metal chim-
ney-pots, tubes, funnels, or cowls of any de-

scription whatsoever, higher than 4 ft. above the

brick or stone-work, must be fixed 2 ft. at least

into the brick or stone-work of the supporting flue.

Schedule F.

Chimney- shafts. Every chimney-shaft or flue

hereafter built, raised, or repaired must be carried

up in brick or stone-work all round, at least 4 ins.

thick, to a height of not less than 3 ft. above the

highest part of the portion of the roof, flat, or

gutter adjoining thereto, measured at the point of
junction. And the brick or stone-work of any
chimney-shaft (except that of a steam-engine,
brewery, distillery, or manufactory), must not
be built higher than 8 ft. above the slope, flat,

or gutter of the roof which it adjoins, mea-
sured from the highest point of junction, unless
such chimney-shaft be built of increased thickness,

or be built with and bonded to another chimney-
shaft, or be otherwise rendered secure. And the

chimney -shaft for the boiler-furnaces of any steam-
engine, or for any brewery, distillery, or manufac-
tory, may be erected of any height, so that it be
built in such manner and of such strength and
dimensions as shall be satisfactory to the official

referees, upon special application in each case.

Schedule F.

Chimney-shafts, ruinous. See Chimneys, ruinous.

Chimney-shafts, jambs, breasts, or flues of, already

built, or hereafter built, shall not be cut into for any
purpose other than the repair thereof, or for the
formation of soot-doors, or for letting in, removing,
or altering stove-pipes or smoke-jacks, except as

directed for building an external wall against an
old souud party-wall. Schedule F.

Chimney-slabs and Hearths. A slab or slabs of
brick, tile, stone, slate, marble, or other proper and
sufficient substance, at least 12 ins. longer than the
opening of every chimney when finished, and at least

1 8 ins. in front of the arch over the same, must be laid

before the opening of every chimney. And in every
floor, except the lowest floor, such slab or slabs
must be laid wholly upon stone or iron bearers, or
upon brick trimmers

;
but in the lowest floor they

may be laid on a brick fender, or bedded on the
solid ground. And the hearth of every chimney
must be laid and bedded wholly on brick or stone,
or other incombustible substance, which must be
solid for a thickness of 9 ins. at least beneath the
surface of any such hearth. Schedule F.

Chimney-stack. Two days’ notice to be given to
the district-surveyor at his office before begun to be
built, pulled down, rebuilt, cut into, or altered,

s. 13. See Penalty.

Christmas-day. District -surveyor’s office not
required to be attended on. s. 72.

Chronologically, as well as classed, all awards,
certificates, and documents, to be arranged in the
registrar’s office, s. 93.

Church-doors. See Official referees and Overseers
of Parishes.

Churchwardens. See Parish (the word).

Circus, for meaning of, see Street.

Class, alteration of. If any room, whether con-
structed within auy other building or not, or in-
cluded in the aforesaid classes or not, be used
at any time for the public or general congregation
of persons, then the building containing such room
is to be deemed a building of the 3rd or public building
class. Or if a building originally built, or subse-
quently altered, so as to bring it within any one
class, be subsequently converted into or used as a
building of another class, then it is to he deemed to
belong to such other class; and, as to it, all the
conditions prescribed with regard to buildiugs of
the same rate of such other class must be fulfilled,

as if it had been originally built of such class
;
sub-

ject to such modifications as shall be sanctioned by
the official referees on a special supervision thereof.
Or if a building be used partly as a dwelling-house

and partly for any purpose which would bring it

within the 2nd or warehouse class, then it is to

be deemed to belong to the 2nd class
;
and as to

it all the conditions prescribed with regard to

buildiugs of the same rate of such class must be
fulfilled as if it had been originally built of such
class, subject to such modifications as shall be
sanctioned by the official referees on a special super-

vision thereof. Schedule C, Parti, s. 5.

Classes and rates of buildings, to be, in cases of

doubt, difference, or dissatisfaction, determined by
the official referees, s. 5.

Classes or Rates, buildings not within. Buildings

not by this Act expressly assigned to any class or

rate of a class, shall be built in accordance with
such class and rate as shall be directed by the sur-

veyor, subject, as in other cases of doubt, differ-

ence, or dissatisfaction, to an appeal to the official

referees, s. 8.

Classes of Buildings are three

—

First, or Dwelling-

house class ; second, or Warehouse class ; third, or

Public Building class, which articles see.

Classed, in order, of the subjects, as well as chrono-

logically, all awards, certificates, and documents,
to be in the registrar’s office, s. 93.

Clerk of the Peace for the county to receive one
week before the election of a district-surveyor the

examiner’s certificate of due qualification, s. 66.

Close Fires. Every oven, furnace, cokel, or close

fire used for the purpose of trade or manufacture,
must be distant 6 ins. at least from any party- wall,

and must not be upon nor within a distance of

18 ins. of any timber or wood-work. And the floor

on or above which such oven, furnace, cokel, or

close fire shall be built or fixed must be formed and
paved under, and for a distance of 2 ft. all round
the same, with stone, brick, tile, or slate, at least

2 ins. thick, or other proper incombustible and
non-conducting materials. Schedule F.

Cockel. See Close fires.

Commissioner, for any owners ofhouses within the

limits of the Act, disqualified from being official

referee or registrar, s. 95.

Commissioners of Sewers. See Drainage of houses,

also Buildings, new and old.

Commissioners of the Treasury to appoint such fees

to be paid in respect of the services to be performed
by the official referees or by the Registrar of

Metropolitan Buildings, as shall be deemed re-

quisite to defray the expenses of office, or

incident to such services, and the salaries or other
remuneration of any persons employed under the

registrar in the execution of the Acts with the
sanction of the Commissioners of the Treasury, and
which are not otherwise provided for by this Act

;

and the balance, if any, shall be carried to the con-
solidated fund of the United Kingdom, and be paid

accordingly into the receipt of her Majesty’s Exche-
quer at Westminster ;

and the said commissioners to

regulate the manner in which such fees are to be
received, and in which they are to be kept, and in

which they are to be accounted for
;
and the regis-

trar to cause a list of the fees so appointed to be

fixed up in some conspicuous part of his office,

s. 98.

Commissioners (the) of Works and Buildings.

The expression to mean the Commissioners of her
Majesty's Woods, Forests, Land Revenues, Works,
and Buildings, s. 2.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings to appoint,

during their pleasure, a Registrar of Metropolitan
Buildings, and to appoint, if he be ill, or otherwise
unable to discharge the duties of office, or be ab-

sent, some other person to act temporarily in his

behalf, remunerated out of the registrar’s salary,

or otherwise, as the Lords of the Treasury shall

appoint, s. 89.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings to make
rules for regulating the execution of the duties of

the office of Registrar of Metropolitan Buildiugs.

s. 89.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings. If it shall

appear to the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings
that any documents made by the official referees

are contrary to law, or not complete in auy of the

requisite forms, or beyond the competence of the

said referees, either with regard to the provisions

of this Act, or any rules or regulations prescribed

for their guidance by the said commissioners, then
it shall be the duty of the said registrar to refuse to

affix the seal, and thereafter, if the said referees

shall so require, he shall report the matter, and the

particular grounds and reasons for his refusal, to

the said commissioners ; and upon the receipt of

such report the said commissioners shall authorize

the said registrar to affix the seal, or to confirm his

refusal, s.89.
Commissioners of Works and Buildings, Cashier of,

to receive annually from the Chamberlain of Lon-
don, and the county treasurers of Middlesex, Sur-
rey, and Keut, the contributions towards the ex-
penses of the official referees and registrar, s. 96.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings are, in case
an official referee act as architect to any building,

to appoint some other competent person to act in

that case in conjunction with the other official re-

feree. s. 80.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings to appoint
three or more architects, surveyors, or builders, to
examine, together with the official referees, candi-
dates for the office of district- surveyor, and from
time to time to prescribe such course of examina-
tion as to them may seem fit, and to make any
other rules for the regulation of such examination,
and the granting of certificates, subject to the ap-
proval of the said Commissioners of Works

and Buildings
;

and when such rules shall have
been registered by the Registrar of Metropolitan
Buildings, they shall continue to be in force until

they shall be amended, altered, or rescinded by
other rules to be made by such examiners and so
registered as aforesaid, s. 66.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings to determine,
in case of appeal, if buildings are liable to the
special supervision of the official referees, s. 6.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings, (subject to the
restrictions and regulations of) the official referees

may appoint one of their number, under their hands
and seal of the Registrar of Metropolitan Build-
ings, to make any inquiry or any survey which
shall appear to them either necessary or expedient
in order to enable them to determine any matters
in reference, s. 88.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings, with the
sanction of the official referees, may modify the
rules of the Act either entirely or partially, in con-
formity with an existing building-lease or agree-
ment. s. 10.

Commissioners of Works and Buildings, or any two
of them, empowered to modify rules of the Act ge-
nerally for the purpose of preventing its express
provisions from hindering the adoption of im-
provements, and of providing for the adoption
of expedients either better or equally well adapted
to accomplish the purposes thereof, if in the opinion
of the official referees the rules by this Act imposed
shall be inapplicable, or will defeat its objects, and
that by the adoption of any modification of such
rules such objects will be attained either better or as
effectually, such official referees reporting their

opinion thereon, stating the grounds ofsuch opinion
to the Commissioners of Works and Buildings

;

and although such official referees shall be of opi-
nion that such modifications are not requisite or
admissible, yet if any party interested present to
the official referees a representation, setting forth
the grounds whereon such modification is claimed,
the official referees are to report such representation,
as well as their opinion thereon, to the said com-
missioners, with the grounds of such their report
and opinion

;
and thereupon, if the said commis-

sioners think fit, it shall be lawful for them or any
two of them to direct the official referees to make
such order in the matter as may appear to them to
be requisite, s. 11 .

Commissioners of Works and Buildings have power to
modify the provisions of this Act as to existing
buildings tobe rebuiltin respect of the required area,
or in any other respect than the required height
and thickness of walls, if a full compliance with its

provisions would be attended by great loss and
inconvenience,—subject to the report of the official

referees, and to such terms as the said commissioners
may impose in that behalf, and provided such
buildings erected on the site of the old buildings be
as near as may be practicable to statute, s. 12 .

Commit, justices may, such persons as have no
goods, &c. upon which sufficient distress can be
made. See Awards, recovery of money under.

Companies to be understood as meant by the
Act, although an individual only be mentioned,
s. 2.

Compensation by neighbours, parts of whose
buildings may fall. See Chimneys, ruinous.

Compensation, reasonable, the official referees may
award to be paid to adjoining parties by parties

who rebuild a sound party-wall not condemnable.
s. 26.

Complaints (all) and proceedings thereon to be
entered by district-surveyor in his office register-

book. s. 68.

Concrete-work, cost of, may be claimed from
adjoining parties, s. 47.

Condemn (The district-surveyor is to) party-walls

made ruinous or dangerous by cutting away. s.

29.

Consent of adjoining owners. See Notice to, Sfc.

Consent of adjoining owners, supplying want of.

If adjoining premises be unoccupied, or if the
owner thereof cannot be found, or if the owner
although found cannot, by reason of legal disability

or otherwise, consent to the work, or if the owner
will notconsent thereto, or ifdifferences arise amongst
the parties concerned, then the notice required to

be given in respect of such work must be served

both on the district-surveyor and on the official

referees, in addition to such other parties entitled

to notice under this Act upon whom such notice can

be sowed, which must be according to the form
(No. 9) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the like

effect
;
and on the receipt of such notice the

district-surveyor shall give notice to the parties by
whom such work is to be executed, and to any one

or more surveyors or agents by them appointed, as

to the day and hour when he will view the pre-

mises, according to the form (No. 10) in the

Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect; and at

such time the surveyor of the district shall proceed

to inspect such premises accordingly, and to certify

to the official referees,

First, whether such work ought to be done
or not

;

Secondly, if the same ought to be done,

whether it ought to be done in the proposed
manner

;

Thirdly, the site whereon the party-wall

should be built ; and, with regard to intermixed

buildings, what party-arches may be necessary

over or under any rooms of such buildings so

intended to be rebuilt
;

Fourthly, the quantity of the soil or ground
or other parts of the premises (if any) neces-
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sary to be laid to or taken from the house of
the person desirous to rebuild to the house of
the person permitting him to erect a party-
wall or party-arch

;

Fifthly, the compensation (if any) which
should be made and paid by either the building
owner or the adjoining owner to the other in

lieu of the lessening either of the said buildings
by such party-wall or party-arch, or as a
satisfaction for such other injury (if any) as
shall be done or occasioned thereby to any of
the said parties

;

And upon receipt of such certificate the official

referees shall cause notice thereof to be given to
the parties or to such of them as are known

;

and if loilhin 7 daps after such notice to the
parties the certificate be not appealed against,
and if the official referees be of opinion that the
work is proper to be done, and the compensa-
tion is fair, then the official referees shall

confirm such certificate, and authorize the
building owner to proceed with the works as if

the consent of the adjoining owner had been
obtained ;

—

and if any parly concerned shall
appeal against the certificate of the surveyor
as to the work to be done, or as to the com-
pensation, or as to any other matter referred
to in such certificate in pursuance of the above
provisions, then the official referees shall ap-
point one of their number to survey the build-
ing in question

;
and for that purpose the

official referee so appointed shall give notice to

the parties, and to any one or more surveyors or
other agents by them appointed, as to the time
when he will view the premises ;—and at such
time it shall be the duty of such referee to view
such premises accordingly, and toinquireintothe
matters appealed against, and to certify to the

official referees his opinion thereon ;—and upon
such certificate being made it shall be lawful
for the official referees to make their award,
thereby either confirming or reversing or modi-
fying, as to them the case may seem to require,

the certificate of the surveyor, and appointing by
whom and in what proportions the expenses of
the surveys and of the reports thereon are to be
paid, and such award shall be final ;—and with
regard to any works by such award authorized,
so far as relates to the proceedings of the
building owner, if upon the making of the
award the periods of the notices by this

Act prescribed with regard to works of that
nature have elapsed, then immediately upon
the making of the award, but if such period

have not elapsed, then as soon after the making
of the award as such periods shall have elapsed,

it shall be lawful for the building owner, his

agents, servants, and workmen, to proceed to

execute the works, s, 24.

Consent of one of the principal Secretaries of State re-

quisite to render valid magistrates’ appointment of

districts and district-surveyors, ss. 64, 65.

Consent of all proper parties, in default of, the

official referees may authorize the pulling down of

party-structures and the laying together parts of

intermixed buildings, s. 34.

Consents by incapacitated persons. Consents by
this Act required to be given by the owner or

occupier of any building or ground on behalf of

incapacitated persons, if such owner or occupier

be a married female, not being a cestuique trust

in regard to the property to which suoh consent
relates, must be given by her husband

;
or if

such owner or occupier be an infant, idiot, or
lunatic, or cestuique trust, then by his or her
guardian, trustee, or committee

; or if such
owner or occupier, husband, trustee, guardian,

or committee, be not known or cannot be found,

then to protect the interests of such parties, as

well as to facilitate the purposes of this Act, the

official referees are, by writing duly sealed by the

Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, to give such
consent as may be requisite, upon such terms and
subject to such conditions as may seem fit to

them, having regard alike to the nature and pur-

pose of the subject-matter in respect of which
such consent is to be given, and to the fair claims
of the parties on whose behalf such consent is to

be given, s. 117.

constables. See Parish (the word).

construction and meaning of terms, used in this

VAct, when not altered by the context, s. 2.

contracts. See Building contracts (existing) mo-
lidifications of.

contributions of parties liable to bear the expense
ifof party structures, official referees to settle the
irproportions of. s. 50.

dpies of the awards, certificates and other docu-
oroents of the official referees, the registrar is to

;igive under his hand and seal to parties requiring
hche same, upon their tendering the expenses and
ecees relative thereto, s. 91

PIPINGS in danger of falling. See Chimneys,
Kruinous.

ppyholder, s. 50. See Expenses of works.

rrporations to be understood as meant by the
uAct although an individual only be mentioned, s. 2.

rirridors of 3rd class buildings, floors of, must be
rare-proof. Schedule C, Part VI.

sists. See Awards, recovery of money under.

i:uncil (her Majesty in) has power to extend the
psperations of the Act to any place within 12 miles

orom Charing Cross, one month’s notice being
iviven in the London Gazette before any such exten-

sion, and notice being affixed by official referees

and overseers on the doors of the churches and
chapels of the locality 3 weeks before any such
extension be taken into consideration by the Coun-
cil. s. 4.

Counting-houses. See Inns of Court.

County-rates to be raised for defraying the con-
tribution towards the expenses of the official re-
ferees and registrar, s. 96.

Courts, and other public places which can be used
as footways only, are by this Act denominated
alleys, s. 2 .

Court of Mayor and Aldermen of the city of London.
All the powers and authorities by this Act vested
in, may be exercised by the Court of Mayor and
Aldermen in the outer chamber of the Guildhall of
the said city. s. 45.

Court (Inns of). The rooms or chambers in Ser-
jeants’, Chancery-lane\ or in any of the four Inns of
Court, or any of the Inns of Chancery, or any
other inns set apart for the study or practice of
the law, and other buildings divided into rooms
or chambers, offices, or counting-houses, let

out or to be let in separate suites or sets, so far as
relates to the building of party-walls, the walls
or divisions between the several rooms and cham-
bers in such inns, or such buildings, belonging to and
communicating with each separate and distinct

staircase, shall be deemed to be party-walls within
the meaning of this Act, and as such must be built

in conformity with the regulations and clauses
herein contained relating to party-walls, s. 35.

Covenants to repair. See Chimneys, ruinous.

Covent Garden Market is under special super-
vision. Schedule B, Part I.

Covered in, when roof is. See District -surveyor,
relative to fees becoming due.

Crescent, for meaning of, see Street.

Cross-walls, how affecting the thicknesses of
external walls. See Inclosing ivalls.

Cutting into and pulling down work. The district-

surveyor may order, for his inspection
;
and on re-

fusal thereof by the builder, he is to give information
to the official referees, who are to hear the matter,
and determine relative thereto, and as to the ex-
penses thereof, and of application to them. s. 14.

Cutting away, party-walls made ruinous or dan-
gerous by, district-surveyor is to condemn, s. 29.

D.
DAMAGE caused by the work of parly fence-wall to
be made good by the person performing the same,
s. 32.

Damage to be made good by neighbours, parts of
whose buildings may fall. See Chimneys, ruinous.

Damage arising from erection of external wall against
party-wall—Cutting into footings and chimneys.
If it be necessary to excavate the ground against the
wall of any adjoining building for the purpose of
erecting a wall thereon, or for any other purpose,
it shall be lawful for the building owner so to do,
on condition that he at his own costs shore up and
underpin such wall, or such part thereof, to its full

thickness and to the full depth of such excavation,

with good sound stock bricks and tiles or slates

bedded in cement, or with other proper and suffi-

cient materials, in a workmanlike and substantial

manner
;
and if for the purpose of erecting such

external wall it be necessary to cut away part of the
footings of such party-wall on the side next to the
wall so to be built, and any part of the chimney-
breqsts and chimney-shafts belonging to the build-

ing about to be rebuilt as shall project beyond the
perpendicular face of such party-wall in the lowest
floor thereof; on giving notice of such intention
in writing to the owner of the adjoining build-

ing at least one calendar month before commencing
operations, according to the form (No. 15) in the

Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect, and on
the expiration of such notice, it shall be lawful for

the building owner and he is hereby authorized to

cut away such portions of the footings, breasts, and
chimney shafts aforesaid, but so that the same be
done, and the brick-work where cut be again made
good in cement, under the superintendence and to

the satisfaction of the surveyor, s. 28,

Damaged party-wall, making good of. If a party-
wall be so damaged and injured by such cutting

away as in the opinion of the adjoining owner or

occupier to be ruinous or dangerous, then, upon
application for that purpose, the district-surveyor

shall survey such wall
;
and if, upon the survey

thereof, it befound ruinous or dangerous, then con-

demn it ; and thereupon it shall be the duty of the
building owner to pull down and rebuild such party-

wall ;—and if in the opinion of the district-sur-

veyor or of the official referees such damage or in-

jury shall have been occasioned by want of due care

on the part of the building owner, then it shall be

the duty of such building owner, and he is hereby

required, to pull down and rebuild such party-wall,

at his own costs and charges, including therein all

the costs and expenses incident to such survey, and

the pulling down and rebuilding of such party-wall,

and the reinstating and making good all the inter-

nal finishings and decorations damaged thereby
;

and if the owner of the building to be rebuilt do not

proceed with all due despatch to pull down and re-

build such party-wall, and to reinstate and make
good all the internal finishings and decorations of

the adjoining premises, and to pay the costs and

charges and expenses of the survey, it shall be

lawjul for the adjoining owner so to do, and to

recover all the costs and expenses in respect thereof

from such owner, his heirs, executors, administra-

tors, or assigns, s. 29 ,

Declaration of official fidelity, district-surveyors
to make, before acting, under penalty of 5 1. per day.
s. 71 ;

official referees, s. 87 ; registrar, s. 90 .

Declaration, before lord mayor or justice of peace, of
notice to repair or pull down ruinous building not
being complied with. See Ruinous buildings.

Decorations, internal, to be made good by neigh-
bours, parts of whose buildings may fall. See
Chimneys, ruinous.

Decorations, internal, to be made good by a party
who rebuilds a sound party-wall not ccndemnable.
s. 26.

Delay of work to suit adjoining owner. If the ad-
joining owner, at anytime within 3 calendar months
after the receipt of notice from the building owner,
give notice of his desire that work be delayed, so as
to cause it to be executed at a more seasonable or
a more convenient time in reference to the business
or to the family or domestic arrangements of such
adjoining owner or his tenants, according to the
form (No. 18 ) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the
like effect, then within 7 days after the receipt of
the notice thereof, the building owner shall signify
his consent to or dissent from such modification or
delay

;
or if the building owner do not within such

7 days signify his consent to such modification or
delay, then it shall be lawful for the adjoining
owner and he is hereby entitled to require the
building owner to delay the work until the official

referees shall have determined thereon
;

and if

within 7 days thereafter application be made in
writing to the official referees, according to the
form (No. 19) in the Schedule of Notices, or to
the like effect, and notice thereof be given to the
building owner, according to the other form (No,
20 ), then within 10 days after such application it

shall be the duty of the official referees to signify
their decision thereon, and it shall be the duty of the
building owner to delay the same till the decision
of such official referees shall have been given

;
and

if within the period of 3 calendar months from
the date of the first notice such adjoining owner
do not make any objection or any requisition in con-
formity with this enactment, then, subject to the
provisions of this Act with regard to such works, it
shall be lawful for the building owmer to proceed to
execute the same. s. 22 .

Deptford parish included within the operation of
the Act. s. 3.

Deputy official referee. See Architect, also Com-
missioners of Works and Buildings.

Deputy district-surveyor, If any surveyor be pre-
vented by illness or unavoidable circumstances from
attending to the duties of his office, it is his duty,
subject to the previous consent and approval of
the official referees, to appoint some other surveyor
duly qualified as, to perform his duties for so long a
time as he shall be so prevented from executing
them

; and during such time such deputy shall
perform all the duties of 9uch surveyor,’ in all
respects as if he were the surveyor appointed or
confirmed under this Act; and such deputy sur-
veyor shall receive the fees payable in respeot of
the servicos so performed by him. s. 73.

Deputy surveyor, in any county, may not act as
justice of peace in the same county, s. 69 .

Detached buildings, district-surveyor’s fees for
See Attached buildings.

Digging, cost of, may be claimed from adjoining
parties, s, 47.

°

Discharged or fined, district-surveyor, upon the
complaint of any person iu writing under his hand
to the lord mayor and aldermen of the city of Lou-
don, or to the justices of the county, may be,
who demands or wilfully reoeives any higher fee than
entitled to under this Act, or if in his capacity of
surveyor he receive a fee for any act or omission in
respect of which he is not entitled to receive any
remuneration, or if lie refuse to refund any fee
wrongfully received by him in respect whereof the
official referees shall have made an order to that
effect, or if at any time he wilfully neglect his duty,
or behave himself negligently or unfaithfully in the
discharge thereof. 9 . 79.

Distilleries. See Use of buildings

;

also Chimney-
shafts.

Distress, informalities in. See Informalities in.
Distress, justices to issue, in case of default of pay-
ments under awards or certificates- See Awards,
recovery of money under.

Districts parochial. See Parish (the word).
Districts included within the operation of the Act

—

All such places lying on the north side or left bank
of the river Thames ns are within the exterior
boundaries of the parishes of Fulham, Hammer-
smith, Kensington, Paddington, Hampstead, Horn-
sey, Tottenham, Saint Pancras, Islington, Stoke
Newington, Hackney, Stratford-le-Bow, Bromley,
Poplar, and Shadwell:

Such part of the parish of Chelsea as lies north
of the said parish of Kensington :

All such parts and places lying on the south side

or right bank of the said river as are within the
exterior boundaries of the parishes ofWoolwich,
Charlton, Greenwich, Deptford, Lee, Lewis-
ham, Camberwell, Lambeth, Streatham, Toot-
ing, and Wandsworth :

And all places lying within two hundred yards
from the exterior boundary of the district

hereby defined, except the eastern part of the
said boundary which is bounded by the river

Lea. s. 3.

If, from the growing increase of the population,
or otherwise, it shall appear to her Majesty in

Council to be expedient that the provisions
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of this Act should be extended to any place

within twelve miles from Charing: Cross in the

city of Westminster, then it shall be lawful for

her Majesty in Council to direct, by order in

Council, that at or from a time to be named in

such order the provisions of this Act shall

apply to such places ;
and at or from such time

all such provisions, of whatever nature, whether

penal or otherwise, so far as they shall be

capable of application to such places, shall be

and are hereby declared to apply thereto as

if such places were expressly named herein
;

and notice of the time that any such extension,

is to be taken into consideration by the Privy

Council, shall be published in the London Ga-
zette one calendar month at least before such ex-

tension shall be so taken into consideration ;
and

3 weeks at least before such matter shall be so

considered it shall be the duty of the official

referees, and the overseers of the parishes

within which such parts or places are situate,

to cause copies of such proclamation to be

fixed on the doors of the churches and

chapels within such parishes
;
and every order

in Council made in pursuance of this enact-

ment shall be published in the London Gazette.

s. 4.

Districts and officers to be appointed, this new Act

to come into operation relative thereto on the 1st

September, 1844. s. 1.

Districts. At any time after this Act shall come into

operation, and from time to time, the lord mayor

and aldermen of the city of London, with reference

to the city of London and the liberties thereof, and

the justices of the peace for the county of Middle-

sex, the county of Surrey, the county of Kent, the

city and liberties of Westminster, and the liberty of

her Majesty’s Tower of London, in their General

Quarter Sessions respectively, or any adjournment

thereof, with reference to their respective counties,

city, and liberties shall, subject to the conseut of

one of her Majesty’s principal Secretaries of State,

appoint the districts to which the respective places

within their jurisdiction shall belong for the pur-

poses of this Act, and may unite, enlarge, and alter

such districts for the more convenient distribution

of business, s. 64. (No provision is made for the

appointment of districts within the county of

Essex, although a portion of the county is included

within the extent to which the Council may cause

the Act to operate.)

Districts : If the official referees so deem, they are to

make representation to the justices that they are

too extensive, and are to transmit with such repre-

presentation copies of the Register of Notices, s. 75.

Districts, in cases where any building, matter, or

thing may be deemed to be in several, or the dis-

trict may be doubtful, the official referees are to

de ermiuc which is to be considered the district

s. 82 .

District-surveyors must be discreet persons,

educated and skilled in the art and practice of

building, and full 30 years old (s. 64), to be ap-

pointed by the lord mayor and aldermen of the

city of Loudon, with reference to the city of Lon-
don and the liberties thereof, and by the justices

of the peace in their General Quarter Sessions

respectively, or any adjournment thereof, with
reference to their respective counties, subject to

the consentof one of her Majesty’s principalSecre-

taries of State, s. 65. Unless candidates for the

office of district-surveyors hereafter appointed,

except present district-surveyors appointed to new
districts, one week before the election of a surveyor

for any district created by this Act, or for any
district in respect of which the office of surveyor

may become vacant, produce a certificate, certify-

ing that they have been examined, and found to

be duly qualified for such office, to the town clerk

of the city of London, or to the clerk of the peace
for the county, city, or liberty, it shall not be
lawful for any justices to appoint any such person
to be surveyor, s. 66.

Tenure of office. District-surveyor to hold office dur-
ing the pleasure only of the said lord mayor
and aldermen and of the said justices respectively,

s. 67.

Functions generally. Every district-surveyor shall

see that all the rules and directions of the Act are
well and truly observed in and throughout his
district

;
and for that purpose, proceed from time

to time, upon the receipt of notice, or if from ig-

norance or neglect, or from any other circum-
stance, notice of any work intended to be done
have not been given, then upon such work being
observed by or being made known to him, to in-
spect the works intended to be done, or which
shall have been commenced, and to cause all the
rules and directions of thi3 Act in respect thereof
to be strictly observed

; attend and perform every
thing required of him by this Act, whether with
or without notice

;
inspect ruinous buildings and

projections in danger, at all times when needful,
and take all necessary measures thereupon

; sur-
vey all buildings built, rebuilt, enlarged, or
altered by or under the superintendence of a dis-

trict-surveyor within any other district to which
he shall be appointed by the official referees for
that purpose ; cause a book for registering all

notices, informations, and complaints to he at
all times kept at his office, and enter in such
book every notice, information, or complaintwhich
shall be delivered or made to him, and any pro-
ceeding thereon by him taken, s. 68.

Disqualifications. During the time any person shall
act as a justice of the peace for the county in
which his district shall be situated it shall not be
lawful for him to hold the office of surveyor or

of deputy or assistant- surveyor for any district,

s. 69.

Continuance ofpresent surveyors, 14 Geo. 3, c. 78.

The surveyors who at the time of this Act coming

into operation shall have been appointed under

the Act 14 Geo. 3, mentioned in the sche-

dule (A) to continue to be the surveyors for the

purposes of this Act, and for the districts assigned

to them at the time this Act shall come into ope-

ration, subject to such alteration of such districts

as may be made by virtue of any power in that

behalf, and to act in all respects as if they had

been appointed under this Act ; and every provi-

sion in this Act applicable to district-surveyors,

so far as relates to the exercise of the office of

surveyor, and to their remuneration in that be-

half, shall apply to them. s. 70.

Declaration of official fidelity — Penally for
acting without. Surveycy's before acting in pur-

suance of this Act shall make a declaration of

official fidelity, administered by the lord mayor
and aldermen in their Court of Aldermen, or by

the said justices of the peace in their respective

General Quarter Sessions, s. 71- (See form of

delaration in same section)
;
and if before making

such declaration any such surveyor act in pursu-

ance of this Act, he shall pay for every day’s of-

fence 5Z. s. 71.

Regulation of Duties : Offices—Attendance—Return

of name and residence. Every surveyor for the

city of London and the liberties thereof, to

have an office at his own expense, in such

public situation as shall be approved by the

lord mayor and aldermen
;

and it shall be

the duty of every other surveyor and he

is hereby required to have an office at his

own expense in some central part of the district

to which he shall be appointed, as shall be
approved by the justices of the peace in Quar-
ter Sessions within whose jurisdiction he shall

act
;

and every such surveyor shall by him-

self, or by some other person in his behalf,

attend at his office every day (
Sundays

,
Christ-

mas Day, and Good Friday excepted) from
10 o’clock in the morning till 4 o’clock in the

afternoon
;
and immediately upon his appoint-

ment, and from time to time upon every change
of his residence or of his place of business, or

oftener if required, every surveyor shall make a

return to the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings,

and to the overseers of the poor of every parish or

place within his district, of his name and place of

abode, and the place where such office shall be. s.72

Surveyor pro tempore—Duty of deputy—Fees. If

any surveyor be prevented by illness or any other

unavoidable circumstances from attending to the

duties of office, then forthwith he shall (subject

to the previous consent and approval of the offi-

cial referees) appoint some other surveyor, duly

qualified as aforesaid, as his deputy, to perform
his duties for so long a time as he shall be so

prevented from executing them
;
and during such

time aforesaid, such deputy-surveyor shall per-

form all the duties of such surveyor, in all re-

spects as if he were the surveyor appointed or

confirmed under this Act ; and such deputy-sur-

veyor shall receive the fees payable in respect of

the services so performed by him in such district,

s. 73.

Vacancies— Occasional services—Fees for services.

If any vacancy happen through the death or re-

moval of any surveyor, then, within one calendar

month thereafter, it shall be the duty of the lord

mayor and aldermen, or of the justices of the

peace in General Quarter Sessions or anyadjourn-
ment thereof, as aforesaid, to appoint a succes-

sor
;
and in the meantime the official referees

shall direct the surveyor of any one or more of

the other districts to perform the duties of sur-

veyor for the vacant district, or if no district -sur-

veyorcan be spared from his own district, appoint

some other competent person duly qualified as

aforesaid for that purpose ;
and every such sur-

veyor is hereby entitled to receive the fees pay-

able in respect of the services so performed by
him in such vacant district, s. 74.

Regulation of business—Assistant surveyors—Duties

of assistants—Fees. If it shall appear to the

official referees that the district appointed for any
surveyor is too extensive for the prompt dis-

charge of his functions, it shall be their duty to

represent such their opinion to the lord mayor and
aldermen of the city of London, or to the justices

of the peace with whom the appointment of a

surveyor for that district may rest, and for that

purpose to transmit with their letter of repre-

sentation a transcript of their Register of

Notices, with the results ;
and if at any time

it appear to such official referees that on account

of the pressure of business in any district, or

on any other account, the surveyor of that

district cannot discharge his duties promptly
and efficiently, they shall appoint any other

district-surveyor to assist the surveyor of such
district in the performance of his duties, or if no
district-surveyor can be spared from his own
district, then appoint some other competent
person to give such assistance

;
such assistant

-

surveyor to make returns and to act in all respects

as if he had been appointed by the said lord

mayor and aldermen, or by the said justices, to

be the surveyor of such district
;
and every such

person shall be entitled to receive the fees pay-
able in respect of the services so performed by
him. s. 75.

Superintendence of surveyors. It shall not be law-
ful for any district- surveyor to survey for the

purposes of this Act any building built, rebuilt,

enlarged or altered by or under his professional

superintendence, but such building must be sur-

veyed by another district-surveyor, or by ano-
ther surveyor to be appointed by the official

referee for that purpose, s. 76.

Surveyor's fees—Fees to be paid onlyfor work done
agreeably to Act. Upon the expiration of 1 calen-

dar month after the roof of any building erected

and surveyed under this Act shall have been
covered in, and all the walls thereof have been
built to their full heights, and the principal tim-

bers and floors shall have been fixed in their

places, and upon the expiration of 14 days after

the completion of any addition, alteration, and
repair, and upon the expiration of 14 days after

each special service shall have been performed,

and upon delivering to the owner of the building

an account of the fees incurred, and upon tender-

ing a receipt, signed loilh his Christian and surname,

and stating the amount of such account, and the

work done, it shall be lawful for the surveyor and
he is hereby entitled to receive from the builder,

or from the owner or from the occupier of the

building, for his time and trouble and expenses in

causing the rules, regulations, and direction of

this Act to be observed, the several fees specified

in the schedule of fees (L) ;
and if on tender of

such receipt any builder, owner, or occupier who
shall become liable to pay any such fee shall re-

fuse to pay the same, then, upon application, a

justice of peace shall summon the party com-
plained of in the first instance, and if he do not

appear, or fail to satisfy the justices as to the

refusal of payment, such justice shall issue his

warrant to levy the amount of such fee by dis-

tress and sale of the goods of the party so re-

fusing, and if such fee be paid by the occupier, he

shall be entitled to recover the amount thereof

from the owner : hut if the work have not been
done in every respect agreeably to this Act, it

shall not be lawful for any surveyor to receive

such fee ; and if he shall so receive it, upon
application to the official referees by any party

interested in the building in respect of which such

work shall have been executed, and upon its ap.

pearing that such fee has been received wrong-
fully, it shall be lawful for such official referees

and they are hereby authorized (if they think fit)

to order the said surveyor to refund such fees,

s. 77.

Surveyor's returns—Inspection of—Authentication

and effect of returns. Within 7 days after the

first day of every calendar month, every sur-

veyor shall make a return to the Registrar of

Metropolitan Buildings, enumerating therein the

number and nature of all the several works exe-

cuted within the previous calendar month under

his supervision, and the fees paid to him for the

same, and a copy of the list or Register of Notices

served upon him, with the results thereof, and

keep in his office a copy of such return
;
and

if any person shall apply to inspect the same, then

on the payment of one shilling it shall be open for
inspection at all reasonable times. Every such

return must be signed by such surveyor, and if

so signed it shall be deemed to be a certificate

that all the works enumerated therein have been

done in all respects agreeably to this Act, ac-

cordine to the best of his knowledge and belief,

and that they have been duly surveyed by him
;

but no such return shall be any protection from

or hindrance to any future proceedings in respect

of works not executed according to the provisions

of this Act, though the same have been done

before the making of such return, s. 78.

Penallyfor extortion, negligence, or unfaithfulness.
,

If any district-surveyor demand or wilfully re- i

ceive any higher fee than he shall be entitled to .

under this Act, or if in his capacity of surveyor

he receive a fee for any act or omission in respect

of which he is not entitled to receive any remu-
neration, or if he refuse to refund any fee wrong-

fully received by him in respect whereof the

official referees shall have made an order to that

effect, or if at any time he wilfully neglect his

duty, or behave himself negligently or unfaith-

fully in the discharge thereof, then and in every

or any such case it shall be lawful for any person

to present a complaint in writing under his hand

to the lord mayor and aldermen of the city of .

London, or to the Court of Quarter Sessions

having jurisdiction over the district for which

such surveyor shall act for the time being, at any

sessions of the peace, quarter or general, either

original, intermediate, or adjourned, and which

complaint shall set forth the nature and particu-

lars of the offence charged by the complainant

against any such surveyor ;
and the said lord

mayor and aldermen or Court of Sessions, as the

case may be, shall by order of court appoint a

time for hearing the said complaint, and a copy

of which order and of the said complaint shall be

served by or for the said complainant on the

said surveyor 10 days at least before the

time appointed for hearing such complaint
;
and

the said surveyor shall appear before the said

lord mayor and aldermen or Court of Sessions, as

the case may be, at the time aud place so ap-

pointed for hearing the said complaint, to an-

swer the same ;
and if, upon the hearing of

the complainant and of the surveyor, and the

evidence respectively produced by or for them, it

shall appear to the said lord mayor and aMerj

men or Court of Sessions, as the case may be, that

such complaint in whole or in part is well

founded, then it shall be lawful for the said lord

mayor and aldermen, or the said Court of Quarter

Sessions, as the case may be, and they are hereby
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respectively required, either to fine such surveyor

in such sum of money not exceeding 50/. as they
shall think fit, or to discharge him forthwith from
bis said office

;
and if for any such cause

such surveyor be discharged, he shall be incapable

of being again appointed a surveyor for the pur-
poses of this Act. s. 79.

District-surveyor to have 2 days’ notice given to

him by the builder— (by which term is to be under-
stood, both in this provision and elsewhere through-
out this Act, the master builder or other person

employed to execute any work, or if there be no
master builder or other person so employed, then

the owner of the building, or other person, for whom
or by whose order such work is to be done), and he

is hereby required to give to the surveyor, at his

office, notice in the terms specified in the form
(No. 1) contained in the Schedule of Notices an-

nexed to this Act, or to the like effect,

—

before the

following acts or events, that is to say,—before any
building shall be begun to be built ;—and also before

any addition or alteration, which by this Act is

placed under the supervision of the surveyor, shall

be made to any building and also before any
party wall, external wall, chimney-stack, or flues

shall be begun to be built, pulled down, rebuilt, cut

into or altered ;—and also before any opening shall

be made in any party-wall

;

—and also before any
other matter or thing shall be done which by this

Act is placed under the supervision of the sur-

veyor, except as herein is provided :—and if any
builder neglect to give such notice, or begin to

build, or do any of the things aforesaid, before such
notice, or before the expiration of such period

of 2 days, in every such case the party offend-

ing shall for every such default forfeit and pay to

such surveyor treble the amount of the fees which
such surveyor would have been entitled to receive

for bis trouble in inspecting the same, and shall

also forfeit for every such default a sum not

exceeding 20/. ;
and if for any period exceed-

ing 3 calendar months any builder, having duly

begun any building requiring compliance with !

the provisions of this Act, suspend the progress
(

of such building, and again go on with the

same, or if during the progress thereof the
!

builder be changed, then 2 days before such I

builder shall enter upon the performance of the

work, it shall be the duty of such builder to
!

give notice to the surveyor, and such notice

must be in the terms specified in the forms

(Nos. 2 and 3) contained in the Schedule of Notices

annexed to this Act, or to the like effect, and must
be given to the surveyor, or left at the surveyor’s

office, in like manner as is required upon beginning

any new building,—and if any builder make default,

or neglect to give or leave such notice, he shall

forfeit for every such offence a sum not exceeding

20/. :—and if any such building, chimucy or wall be

begun to be built, pulled down, rebuilt, cut into, or

altered as aforesaid, or be proceeded with after auy

suspension of t he progress thereof before such notice

has been given ;
or if such surveyor or the official

referees be refused admittance to inspect the same
premises,—theu such building or work shall be liable

to be abated as a nuisance under the provisions

herein contained;

—

and ifby reason ofany emergency

any act, matter, or thing placed under the supervi-

sion of the surveyor be required to be done imme-
diately, or before notice can be given to him, it

shall be lawful for the builder or any person to do

such act, matter, or thing so requisite, upon condi-

tion, that within 48 hours offer beginning to execute

such work notice thereof be given to the surveyor.

s. 13.

District-surveyor (in case of irregular building)

to give 48 hours’ notice according to the form (No.

4) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect,

to the builder, foreman, or principal workman on
the premises, to amend any irregularity which he

shall deem to have been committed iu building,

pulling down, rebuilding, cutting into, or altering

any part of any building, or party-wall or external

wall, or chimney-stack or flue, drains, cesspools, or

any work or other thing, and forthwith after the

expiration of such notice to proceed to inspect the

work ;—and if the work be so far advanced that he
cannot ascertain whether the irregularity has been

committed or not, or exists or not, it shall be

lawful for him and he is hereby empowered to order

any work to be cut into, laid open, or pulled down,

which shall in his opinion prevent his ascertaining

whether any such irregularity exists or not;

—

and if

within 4S hours the builder to which any such notice

shall have been givenrefuseorfail to amend any irre-

gular work, or if any such builder, when ordered

by the surveyor, refuse to cut into, lay open, or

pull down any work which shall in his opinion

prevent his ascertaining whether such irregular

work exists or not, then, as soon as conveniently

shall be, it shall be the duty of the surveyor to give

information thereof to the official referees;—and
upon the receipt of such information it shall be the

duty of such official referees and they are hereby
required to proceed to hear the matter, and if any
breach of the rules, regulations, and directions of

this Act be found to have been committed, or if

there appear good reason to suppose any such breach

has been committed and is concealed, it shall be

lawful for the official referees to direct by their

award that such building, party- wall, external wall,

chimney-stack, flue, or other thing, or such part

thereof as they shall deem necessary, shall be

amended, removed, cut into, laid open, or pulled

down ;—and all the costs, charges, and expenses
of the said work, and of the said application to the

official referees, shall be borne by such party or

parties as the official_referees shall determine, s. 14.

District-surveyor, in case any doubt, difference or

dissatisfaction arise with any parties relative to the

classes and rates of buildings, as determined by,

—

the official referees are to decide, s. 5.

District-surveyors, official referees may not act as.

s. 80 .

District-surveyors as well as official referees to have

the supervision of buildings of the 1st rate, of the

2nd or warehouse class, and buildings of the 3rd or

public building class, s. 6. See for exceptions

Schedule B, Part II.

District-surveyors may enter on premises. See
Enter on premises.

District-surveyors, refusal to admit, to inspect

premises, renders work liable to be abated as a

nuisance, s. 13.

District-surveyor and the overseers for the time being

of the parish or place in which the same shall be,

upon receiving information of any building being in

a ruinous and dangerous condition, shall apply

forthwith to the official referees to authorize a

survey to be made thereof ;—and thereupon the offi-

cial referees shall direct the surveyor to make such
survey ;—and then it shall be the duty of such

surveyor to act in all respects as in the case of a

survey of party-walls ;—and upon the receipt of the

certificate of the surveyor the official referees shall

cause a copy thereof to be transmitted, if the

premises be within the city of London, to the

Court of Lord Mayor and Aldermen, and if they be

elsewhere, then to the overseers of the poor of the

parish or place in which such premises shall be.

s. 40. See Ruinous buildings.

District-surveyor, if a chimney-shaft, chimney-pot or

other thing thereon, or the eaves, or parapet or

coping, or slates or tiles on the roof, or any pro-

jection from the front walls of any building, be

in danger of falling, shall require the occupier of

such building, or if there be no occupier then the

owner thereof, to take down or secure the same
within 3G hours after notice thereof shall have been

given ;—and if within the time specified such
occupier, or some other person interested in such

building, do not begin to take down or secure the

same, and as soon as the nature of the case will

admit complete such taking down or securing of

the same, then it shall be the duty of such surveyor

to give information thereof to a justice of the

peace,—and thereupon it shall be the duty of such

justice of the peace to proceed to cause such chim-

ney-shaft, chimney-pot or other thing thereon, or

the eaves, or parapet or coping, or slates or tiles

on the roof, or projection from the front or side

wall of such building as shall be considered by such

surveyor in danger of falling, to be forthwith taken

down or secured ;—and if there be no occupier

or known owner, it shall be lawful for such

justice to direct that the reasonable expenses, to

be certified by the official referees, be paid by the

overseers of the parish or place in which such

building shall be situated and if thereafter

the owner of such building become known, or if

the building become occupied, then it shall be

lawful for the overseers of the poor arid they arc

hereby entitled to recover the amount of such ex-

penses from such owner or from such occupier as

in the case of ruinous buildings hereinbefore pro-

vided for ;—and if within the time limited the

occupier, or some other person interested in such

building, do not take down or secure the same,

then for every day during which the same shall so

remain unrepaired or not sufficiently secured such

occupier, or the owner if there be no occupier,

shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding 5/. ;—
and such occupier or owner shall also pay the

surveyor’s fees, and all other costs, charges, and

expenses attendant upon any such taking down or

securing the building ;—and all such surveyor’s fees,

and other costs, charges, and expenses, may be

recovered and levied in the same manner as such

penalty -.—But if the occupier of such build-

ing be not bound by virtue of any lease or other

instrument to repair, reinstate, or secure the

premises, then such occupier is hereby entitled

to retain out of the rent payable in respect of such

premises all such penalties, costs, charges, and

expenses attendant upon or arising out of the

taking down or securing, or the repairing or re-

building the same, as in the case of any other

works the costs of which he is hereby required to

pay in the first instance, s. 43.

District-surveyor, upon application for that

purpose by an adjoining owner, to survey and

condemn a party-wall made ruinous or dan-

gerous by cutting away, and thereupon the

party who has injured the wall is to rebuild it

at his own expense, is to make good internal

finishings and decorations, and is to pay all

attendant fees and costs
;

and if he neglect

promptly to rebuild such wall, the adjoining

owner may do so, and recover of the other all the

like expenses, s. 29.

District-surveyor, separations between buildings

and public ways to be approved of by. See Public

way, buildings over.

District-surveyors to determine between parties, sub-

ject to appeal to the official referees, the difference

of costs and expenses of performing works accord-

ing to this Act, and which may be done contrary to

any existing building-contrnct. s. 9. See Building-

contracts, existing.

Dividing buildings for separate occupation. See

Party-wallsfor dividing buildings.

Division, after, how affecting insulated buildings.

See Insulated buildings.

Dock Company, St, Katharine, warehouse build-

ings of, in New- street, Cutler-street, and Hajdcn.

square, are under special supervision. Schedule
B, Part I.

Dock Companies, St. Katharine, near the Tower of
London, London, East and West India, and others,

by Act of Parliament, warehouses of, exempt from
supervision. Schedule B, Part II.

Documents and official records to he registered

by the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, s. 89 ;

to be arranged in the registrar’s office chronolo-
gically, and in classes according to their subjects,

s. 93.

Door-cases of warehouses to be recessed 2 ins.

Schedule D, Part II.

Doors and Door-frames of turrets, dormers,
lantern-lii'hts, and other erections on roofs may
be of wood. See Roof-covenngs.

Drainage of houses. With regard to the drains,

cesspools, and privies to buildings hereafter built,

so far as relates to the making thereof, from
the passing of this Act all the conditions, regula-

tions, and directions contained in the schedule H,
shall be duly observed and performed

;
and any

person offending in respect thereof shall be liable

to all the penalties and forfeitures by this Act
imposed in respect of any buildings either built

contrary thereto, or without due notice to the
surveyor appointed in pursuance of this Act to

inspect such buildings :—such drains are to con-
form (so far as relates to the communication thereof

with the sewers under the jurisdiction of the Com-
missioners of Sewers), to the regulations of such

commissioners now or hereafter in force unless repug-

nant to the directions contained in such schedule,

and to the extent to which such regulations are

not so repugnant, s. 51. Schedule H.

Drained properly, every under-ground room or

cellar let as a separate dwelling must be.

Schedule K.

Drains into sewers, of buildings of any class, and of
every addition thereto. Before the several walls of

any such building shall have been built to the

height of 10 feet from their foundations, the drains

thereof must have been properly built aud made
good (that is to say), if there be within 100 feet

from any front of the building, or from the inclosure

about the building, a common sewer into which it

is lawful and practicable to drain, then into such
common sewer ;—and if there be not in such situa-

tion and within such distance any such common
sewer, then to the best outlet that can be obtained,

—so as to render in cither case such drains available

for the drainage of the lowest floor of such building,

or addition thereto, and also of its areas, water-
closets, privies, and offices (if any).—And the inside

of the main drains under and from every build-

ing for carrying off soil must be in tranversc sec-

tion at least equal to a circular area of 9 ins.

diameter. And every such drain must be laid to a
fall or current of at the least half an inch to 10 feet,

and so that the whole of every such drain within

the walls of such building shall be wholly covered

over under the lowest floor, and independently

thereof.—And every such drain within the walls

of such building must be built and covered over

with brick, stone, or slate, so as render the
drain air-tight. And every part of such drain
inside and outside the walls of every building must
be built of brick, tile, stone, or slate, set in mortar
or cemeut. Schedule H.

Drawings of buildings comprised in Schedule B,
Part I., to be by the architect or builder trans-

mitted for inspection, with notice, to the official

referees, s. 1G. See Architect or Builder, also Official

referees, and Chimney-breasts.

Dwelling-houses. Sre First class.

E.
EAVES iu danger of falling. See Chimneys, ruinous.

Election of district -surveyor, void, if he have not

one week previously produced to the town clerk of
London, or to the county clerk of the peace, the

examiners’ certificate of due qualification, s. 66 ;

or unless consented to by one of the Principal

Secretaries of State, s. 65.

Embankment-walls are under special super-

vision. Schedule B, Part I.

Enter onpremises. The district-surveyor and offi-

cial referees may, at any time whilst auy building

is in course of construction, demolition, alteration,

or re-construction,—and if any person refuse to

admit them, during the customary working hours, to

iuspect such building, or refuse or neglect to

afford such surveyor or official referees every

assistance which may be reasonably required in

and about such inspection, then in every such case

on conviction thereof the party offending shall forfeit

for every such offence a sum not exceeding 20/. ;

and if at any time during such customary working

hours the surveyor or the official referees be refused

admittance to make inspection of any work, then

for that purpose it shall be lawful for such surveyor

or for such official referees, accompanied by a peace

officer, to enter upon the ground, building, aud

premises where the same shall be. s. 17-

Entry on premises to effect works. For the purpose

of facilitating and regulating the execution of any

works authorized by this Act, at any time between

the hours of six in the morning and seven in the

afternoon (Sundays excepted), the building owner,

or any other person acting in his behalf, may,

accompanied by a constable or other officer of the

peace, euter on the premises of the adjoining owner,

so far as may be necessary for executing such work

;

and if the outer door of such building be shut, and

being thereunto required the person therein refuse
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to open the same, or if such building be empty
and unoccupied, may break open such outer door ;

—

and if any fixtures, goods, furniture, or other thing

obstruct the building of an intended party -wall or

party-arch, or the pulling down any wall, parti-

tion, or other thing necessary to be pulled down
and removed in order to the building such in-

tended party-wall or party-arch, remove such
fixtures, goods, furniture, and things to some other
part of the same premises, or if there be no room on
the premises sufficient for that purpose, to remove
them to some other place of safe custody ;—and from
and after such entry, and at all usual times of

working, it shall be lawful for the builder employed
to erect such intended party-wall or party-arch,

and for his servants and all others employed by him,
to enter into and upon the premises, and abide

therein the usual times of working, as well for

the shoring up of the said building so broken into

and entered upon, and for taking down and removing
any party-wall, partition, wainscot, or other thing

necessary to be taken down and removed for the

purpose aforesaid, as to build such intended party-

wall or party-arch ;

—

and if in any manner any
such owner or other person hinder or obstruct any
workman employedfor any of the purposes aforesaid,

or wilfully damage or injure the said works, every
such person so offeuding shall forfeit for every such

offence a sum not exceeding 10 1. s. 36.

Evidence. The official referees may, by their sum-
mons in writing sealed with the seal of office of

the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, require
the attendance of any person who may be able to

give evidence in any matter of any reference to

them, and may require by such summons the
production of any documents to be mentioned
therein ;—and if in addition to the service of

such summons, an appointment of the time
and place of attendance in obedience thereto,

signed by one at least of the official referees
before whom the attendance is required, be also
served either together with or after the service of
such summons, then, if the party so summoned do
not attend in obedience thereto, such party shall be
liable to be proceeded against as for a contempt of
court ;—and every person whose attendance shall

be required shall be entitled to the like conduct-
money and payment of expenses as for and upon
attendance at any trial ;—and no person shall

be compelled to produce under any such summons
any writing or other document that he would not
be compelled to produce at a trial,—or to attend on
more than two consecutive days to be named in

such summons.—The official referees are respectively
authorized and required to administer an oath to

such witnesses as may come before them, or, in

cases where affirmation is allowed by law instead of

an oath, to take their affirmation
;
and if upon

such oath or affirmation any person making the
same wilfully and corruptly give false evidence, then
every person so offending shall be deemed to be
guilty of perjury, s. 85.

Evidence, effect of awards as. If on the trial or
hearing of any cause or matter in any court of law
or equity, or elsewhere, any copy of an award,
signed and sealed with the seal of the registrar,
be produced, then all judges, justices, and others,
are to receive the same as prima facie evidence of
the matters therein contained, s. 86.

Examiners appointed by the Commissioners of
Works and Buildings, being three or more archi-
tects, surveyors, or builders, together with the offi-

cial referees, are to examine any persons who may
present themselves for the purpose of obtaining cer-
tificate of qualification, to become candidates for the
office of district -surveyor

:

and for that purpose such
examiners shall from time to time appoint such times
as to them may seem fit, and from time to time
prescribe such course of examination as to them
may seem fit, and to make any other rules for the
regulation of such examination, and the granting
of certificates in respect thereof, subject to the
approval of the Commissioners of Works and
Buildings ; and when such rules are registered by the
Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings they shall con-
tinue in force until they shall be amended, altered,
or rescinded by other rules to be made by such ex-
aminers and so registered as aforesaid

;
and unless,

one week before the election of a surveyor for any
district created by this Act, or for any district in
respect of which the office of surveyor may become
vacant, there be (by or on the part of any person
being candidate for the said office) a certificate
of such examiners, certifying that he has been exa-
mined, and that he was thereby found to be duly
qualified for such office, produced to the town clerk
of the city of London, or to the clerk of the peace
for the county, city, or liberty, it shall not be
lawful for any justices to appoint such person to be
such surveyor, and if such person be so appointed
his election to such office shall be void. s. 66.

thereof, or of the occupier thereof, shall in the

first instance bear all costs and expenses by this

Act imposed on the owner, and shall perform all

duties by this Act imposed on such owner; sub-
ject to any right or claim which such person or

such occupier may have to be repaid such costs

and expenses, and to be indemnified in respect of

such duties, according to the provisions of this

Act, according to the nature and extent of the

covenants or agreements under which such person
or occupier may hold such premises, ns fully and
effectually as if such covenants or agreements
were herein recited, s. 111.

Expenses of cutting into and altering works, and
of application to official referees, upon the infor-

mation of district-surveyor, to be borne by such
parties as the official referees shall determine, s. 14.

Expenses, persons summoned by the official referees

to give evidence entitled to. s. 85. See Evidence.
Expenses of surveying, condemning, shoring, hoard-

ing, repairing, and demolishing ruinous buildings.

See Ruinous buildings.

Expenses of Works in Party-structures :

—

{Repayment of), s. 46, viz. :

—

First, Any party-wall hereafter built on the line

of junction of any two buildings;

Secondly, Any party-wall hereafter built on the
line of junction of any building and any vacant
ground or of vacant premises belonging to dif-

ferent owners or occupiers

;

Thirdly, A ruinous and defective party -wall
pulled down and rebuilt, either with the consent
of the adjoining owner, or in pursuance of the
condemnation thereof according to this Act

;

Fourthly, One or more timber partitions between
any two or more buildings pulled down, and a
party-wall built in lieu thereof

;

Fifthly, A new party-wall or parly-arch built in

lieu of any party-wall or party-arch between
intermixed properties pulled down, either with the

consent of the adjoining owner, or in pursuance
of the condemnation of such party -wall or party-
arch

;

Sixthly, Any party-wall built on the site of a
partyfence or party fence-wall, and used other-
wise than as a party fence-wall by the person
who shall not have built the same

;

Seventhly, Every other case of reimbursement
in respect of any party-structure.

The building owner at whose expense such work
shall have been executed may claim and recover
from the person who is entitled to the immediate
possession of the adjoining building or ground,
or who is in the immediate occupation thereof,
the following compensations

:

If a new party-wall or party-arch built on the line

of junction by one owner, made use of either
wholly or partially by the adjoining owner, then
the sum of money proportionate to the value of
so much of such party structure so made use of;

If chimney-jambs, chimney-breasts, and fiues,
set up in any party-wall, in pursuance of the
instructions of the owner of any adjoining vacant
ground, then a sum equal to the value thereof

;

If an unsound party-wall or other party structure
pulled down and rebuilt, then a sum of money
equal to a proper proportion of the value of the
new party structure, deduction being made for a
due proportion of the old materials, and also a
proportionate part of all expenses which shall be
necessary for pulling down the old party structure
in lieu of which such new party structure shall be
built

;

If a party-wall built in lieu of a timber partition
or other party structure, and made use of by
the adjoining owner, then a sum of money propor-
tionate to the value of so much of such new party-
wall as shall be so made use of, and also a pro-
portionate part of all expenses which shall be
necessary for pulling down the old timber parti-
tion or other party structure

;

If a party-wall or party -arch already built or here-
after rebuilt be used by any adjoining owner, then a
sum of money proportionate to the value of so
much of such party structure as the adjoining
owner shall use, deduction being made, where
proper, for the value of old materials

;

In every case the whole of the reasonable expenses
of shoring up the adjoining building, and of
removing any goods, furniture, or other things
therein, and of pulling down any wainscot or par-
tition thereof

;

And such surveyor's fees and any otherfees payable
in respect of any acts performed by the official

referees, and also such other costs (if any) as
may have been awarded by the official referees as
aforesaid in any of the cases provided for by
this Act;

And until such expenses shall be so paid every per-
son at whose expense such party structure shall
have been built is hereby entitled to and shall be
possessed of the sole property thereof, and of the
ground whereon it stands, and the same shall be
vested entirely in such person, s. 46.

Recovery of costs, (s. 47.)—Account. Within 21 days
after the completion of the work it shall be the
duty of the person by whom such expense shall
have been incurred to deliver to the adjoining
owner an account in writing of the expenses of
the work, including all preliminary and incidental
operations

; and if the icork shall have been exe-
cuted by the authority of the official referees, a
copy of such account shall also be delivered to
the official referees at their office

; and every such
account must contain

—

First, the number of rods and parts of rods of
brickwork, and all digging, and concrete, stone-

work, and other requisite materials, and the la-

bour required in executing so much of the work
as the owner of the adjoining building shall be
liable to pay, and of the respective prices thereof

;

Secondly, any deduction which such adjoining
owner shall be entitled to make therefrom on
account of the old materials of so much of the
wall or other structure pulled down which shall

have belonged to him ;

Also a true account of the expenses of all other
preliminary and incidental operations

;

And all such works must be estimated and valued
at such rates and prices as shall from time to

lime befixed by the official referees;
And if within 10 days from the delivery of such ac-

count any parly dissatisfied with the proportion of
the amount thereof charged to him appeal to the

official referees, then upon the receipt thereof (or
if in cases ofwant ofdue consent as aforesaid, such
account be delivered to the official referees as
aforesaid), the official referees shall examine such
account, and certify whether they approve or
disapprove of the items thereof, and whether the
rates and prices are duly charged, and whether
the proportion of the account charged to the
party appealing be duly charged, and also

appoint how and by whom the expenses of such
examination are to be borne, and also appoint
the time or times at which the amount of such
account and of such expenses payable by any
party are to be paid ;—and if they certify

their disapproval, or that the charges are not
duly made, or the amount fairly apportioned
with regard to the party appealing, then, before
any demand be made or any proceedings be
taken thereon, the account must be amended,
and again examined by the official referees, and
certified as aforesaid

;
and if the official re-

ferees certify their approval, then at the time
or times appointed by the said official referees it

shall be lawful for the person entitled to such
costs and expenses to demand the amount thereof

;

—and if, within 10 days after the delivery of
such account to the party liable to pay the same,
such party do not either appeal against such
account or pay the same, or if, within 10 days
after the demand thereof, in conformity with the
certificate of the official referees, the amount
thereof, together with the costs of the examina-
tion of the account as the official referees shall

certify, be not paid, then it shall be lawful for

the person entitled thereto to recover the same,
or so much thereof as shall be then due, by the
summary proceeding hereby provided, s. 47.

Reimbursement to occupiers. Unless there be some
covenant or agreement to the contrary between
the parties, the occupier may deduct from the
rents due or becoming due from him to his lessor
or landlord the amount of any such costs, charges,
and expenses payable by his lessor or landlord,
and the costs, charges, and expenses of any
distress and sale made on him through
the default of his lessor or landlord

;
and

the receipt for such payment shall be a suffi-
cient discharge to any occupier for so much money
as he shall have so paid, or which shall have been
so levied on his goods and chattels in pursuance
of this Act, and shall be allowed by such lessor
or landlord in part or full payment (as the case
may be) of the rent due to him by such occupier,
s. 48.

Recovery of expenses from different part owners.
When costs and expenses shall have been ascer-
tained and paid by the owner upon whom the
payment thereof shall have first fallen, then,
as to any building or tenement held under any
lease or agreement for a lease, or other agreement
for the occupation thereof, made before the coming
into operation of this Act, such owner may
recover the same from the persons now bound or
liable by law or by any existing contract to main-
tain and repair such buildings in respect of which
such costs and expenses have been incurred ;

—

but if any dispute or difference arise as to the
persons so bound or liable, then every such dispute
shall be referred to the official referees, who shall

ascertain and determine the persons bound or

liable to pay such costs and expenses, and in what
proportions they are to be paid, and their deci-
sion shall be final ;—and as to any building or
tenement to be held under any lease or agreement
for a lease, or other agreement for the occupation
thereof, made after the coming into operation of
this Act, except a lease renewable for ever on a

fixed fine or other customary payment, all such
costs and expenses shall be charged upon the
lessor granting such lease or making such agree-
ment, and not upon any lessee or sub-lessee
holding under any such lease or agreement,
subject, nevertheless, to any express covenant or
agreement made between any such lessor and
lessee in that behalf;—and in case of such excepted
lease such costs and expenses shall be charged
upon the lessee instead of the lessor, subject, as
aforesaid, to any express covenant or agreement
in that behalf between any such lessee and his

sub-lessee holding under such lessee upon other
than a fixed fine or customary payment as

aforesaid ;—and in default of such costs and
expenses being duly paid it shall be lawful for the

party to whom the same shall be payable and he
is hereby entitled to receive from the occupier
thereof the rents and profits of such building or
tenement, and for that purpose to give notice to

such occupier to pay over to him such rents
and profits

;
and thereupon, if such occupier fail

to pay such rent and profits accordingly, then it
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shall be lawful for the person to whom such costs
and expenses shall be payable to recover the same
from such occupier by the summary proceeding
hereby provided, in such proportions and at such
times as shall be appointed by the award of the
said official referees in that behalf ;—and after
such notice shall be given, and before such costs
and expenses shall be paid, it shall not be lawful
for any person otherwise entitled to receive
such rents and profits and he is disabled from
bringing any action, and from taking any pro-
ceeding at law or in equity to recover such rents
and profits :—but ifou the hearing of the applica-
tion for the warrant to levy such costs and ex-
penses by distresss, according to the provision of
this Act in that behalf, the occupier, not being
an owner, shew that he is not bound to pay in
respect of such building or tenement any rent or
profit, or that the amount of the rent or profit
payable by him is not sufficient, then it shall not
be lawful to issue such warrant, if there be no
rent due or accruing, or, if there be rent due or
accruing, then to the extent only of the amount
of such rent ;—and if such costs and expenses
or any part thereof remain unpaid, and if the
same or any future occupier be or become liable

to pay rent in respect of such building or tene-
ment, then, from time to time uutil the same be
paid, it shall be lawful to levy the same by dis-

tress, according to the provisions of this Act in
that behalf, upon the same or any such future
occupier, s. 49.

Official Referees to determine proportional con-
tributions — Recovery of excess paid by any
contributor. With regard to such costs and
expenses of works executed under this Act, so
far as relates to contribution thereto by persons
bound or liable to make contribution, for the pur-
pose of enabling the party upon whom the pay-
ment of such costs and expenses shall fall, either
in the first instance or subsequently, to obtain
contribution from other persons, being owners
according to the meaning of this Act, in like

degree, and so bound or liable to make con-
tribution, every such first- mentioned per-
son, (whether he be freeholder, copyholder,
leaseholder, mortgagee in possession, and what-
ever may be his interest, or the nature and
extent of such his interest, and whether he hold
in his own right or in right of others, and
whatever may be the kinds and degrees of
their respective interests), is entitled to a
contribution from every other person having
as owner an Interest in the premises, of whatever
kind or degree,—which contribution is to be
computed according to the amount of his interest

in proportion to that of other persons interested,

so far as such persons may be known, or can
be reached by process of any court of law or
equity ;—and it shall be lawful for any party
so interested to require the official referees

to settle and determine the same by their

award, and their decision shall be final;—and
if the person upon whom the payment of
such costs and expenses shall have fallen have
paid in respect of the interest of another or
others, either unknown or who could not
be reached by process of any court of law
or equity, more than his own just propor-
tion, then, on the production of such award,
duly made, signed, and sealed, it shall be lawful

for such person to have and exercise against
other parties against whom such award shall

be made the like remedies to compel payment
of money as are given for compelling the first

payment of such costs and charges of such ex-
penses. s. 5Q

I External-wall (the term) to apply to every outer
wall of buildings now built or hereafter to be built,

which (excepting the footing thereof on one side)

shall stand wholly upon ground of the owner of

such buildings, and shall not be used or intended to

be used as a party wall under the definition thereof
contained in this Act, whether the same shall adjoin
or not to other outer or to party-walls, s. 2.

E External-wall against a party-wall. If the owner of
one of the buildings parted by a party-wall rebuild
such building of a higher rate, and do not pull down
such party-wall and build a proper wall in lieu

thereof, then it shall be his duty to build up an
external-wall against such party-wall. s. 27 .

EExternal-wall, 2 days’ notice to be given to the
district-surveyor, at his office, before begun to
be built, pulled down, rebuilt, cut into, or altered,

s. 13. See Penalty.
EExternal-walls, stopping illegal openings in. See

Openings in external toalls.

EExternal-walls to buildings of whatever class must
be built of sound bricks or of stone, or of such
bricks and stone together, laid in and with mortar
or cement, in such manner as to produce solid
work

;
and every such wall must be carried up of

its full thickness to the under side of the plate
under the roof.—Nevertheless, in such walls,
besides all requisite openings for doors aud win-
dows, recesses may be formed, so that the back
thereof be 8j ins. at least thick, and so that the
stability and sufficiency of the work be not in-
juriously affected by making such recesses in
such walls.—There may be such wood and iron
as shall be necessary.—Every plate, lintel,
bond, corbel, being of wood, and every wood-
brick laid into any external wall, and all ends of
joists, of girders, and of the heads and sills of
partitions running into any external wall, must
be fixed at a distance from the external face of
the wall of 4 ins. at least.—The frames of
doors and windows must be fixed in reveals at a

distance from the external face of the wall of 4
ins. at least.—And shop-fronts must be fixed in
such manner as herein specially directed.—The
tiers of door-cases to warehouses must be fixed
in the openings left in such walls at a distance
from the external face of the walling of 2 ins. at
least.—But no timber must be laid into any exter-
nal wall in such manner or of such length as to
render the part of the wall above it wholly or in

great part dependent upon the wood for support,
or so that any such wood might not be with-
drawn without endangering the safety of the su-
perincumbent structure, except in the case of
breast-summers. Schedule D, Part II.

External- wall used as a party-wall to any building ad-
joining thereto (except an attached building or
office) : If the external wall of any building have
not such footings, or be not of such heights and
thicknesses, or be not built in such manner and of
the materials directed for party-walls of buildings
of the highest rate to which such wall shall adjoin,
then such external wall must not be used as a
party-wall for any such building ; but there must
be a distinct external wall, built as herein de-
scribed for external walls, of the rate to which it

shall belong.—But if such external wall to any
building already built be at least 13 in. thick
in every part, and be of sound and proper mate-
rials, and in good condition, then such wall maybe
used as a party-wall ;—but if the house of which
such wall forms a part be rebuilt within 5 years
from the time at which the wall shall have been
so first used as a party-wall, then such wall must
become subject to the provisions of this Act in re-
spect of party-walls, according to the class and
rate to which the said wall did first belong. Sche-
dule D, Part II.

Extra- parochial places. See Parish (the word).

F.

FAMILIES, different, occupation of buildings by,
brings separating walls within the denomination and
regulations of party-walls, s. 2 . See Party-walls
(the term).

Fee. If any district- surveyor demand or wilfully

receive any higher fee than he shall be entitled to
under this Act, or if in his capacity of surveyor he
receive a fee for any act or omission in respect of
which he is not entitled to receive any remuneration,
or if he refuse to refund any fee wrongfully received
by him in respect whereof the official referees shall

have made an order to that effect, he shall be fined
in such sum ofmoney not exceeding 50/. as the j ustices
shall think fit, or be discharged forthwith

;
and

shall be incapable of being again appointed a sur-
veyor for the purposes of the Act. s. 79.

Fees of district-surveyor to be paid by party ren-
dering ruinous or dangerous a party-wall by cutting
away. s. 29.

Fees, deputy district-surveyors, duly appointed, en-
titled to receive, s. 73.

Fees, assistant district -surveyors to receive all, pay-
able in respect of their services performed, s. 75.

Fees of district-surveyors and official refereees' in

respect of party structures recoverable, s. 46.

Fees appointed by the Commissioners of the Treasury
to be paid for the services of the official referees and
Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, the registrar
to cause a list of, to be fixed up in some conspicuous
part of his office, s. 98.

Feminine gender to be taken as intended by the Act,
although the masculine may alone be mentioned,
s. 2 .

Fences and Fence-walls, how affecting insu-
lated buildings. See Insulated buildings.

Fenders brick. See Chimney-slabs.

File, notices to the official referees the registrar is

to. s. 92.

Finishings, internal, to be made good by a party
who rebuilds a sound party-wall, not condemnable.
s. 26.

Fire-proof, questions relative to the meaning of
the term, official referees are to decide, being thereto
required in writing, s. 82.

Fire-proof accesses and stairs to buildings of the First

and Third Classes. Internal stairs of stone or other
incombustible substance to buildings of the first

class, must be set in, or fixed to, and be wholly
upborne by, fire-proof constructions, and must be
connected internally by landings, the floors of which
are fire-proof, and wholly upborne and supported
by fire-proof constructions, and must be connected
with the exterior entrance by passages, the floors

of which are fire-proof, and wholly upborne and
supported by fire-proof constructions.—And in

buildings of the third class, the floors of the halls,

vestibules, lobbies, corridors, passages, and the

stairs and landings, and all other ways of ingress

and egress within the building to and from all

rooms or apartments used for public congregation,

and to and from all galleries being part of, or being

connected with, any such room or apartment, must
be wholly supported, constructed, formed, made, and
finished fire-proof. Schedule C, Part VI.

Fire-places required to under-ground rooms and
cellars let as separate dwellings. See Chimneys,

open.

First or Dwelling-house Class. Buildings

built originally as dwelling-house3, or occupied,

or intended to be occupied as such. Schedule C,

Part I. s. 5. See Class, alteration of. Every

building of, must be built with some roadway, either

to it or to the inclosure about it, of such width as

will admit to one of its fronts of the access of a

scavenger’s cart of the ordinary size of such carts.

Schedule K.

First-rate, 1 st or dwelling-house class (district-
surveyor’s fee, new building, 3/. 10s.

;
addition or

alteration, 1/. 15s. Schedule L)
covering more if containing if in height more

than 10 7 stories, than 70 feet,
squares, and nud not more
not more than than 85 feet,
14 squares,

thickness of the external walls (subject to mo-
dification, as Inclosing walls to stories, which
article see) must be at the least 21 J inches from
the top of the footing up to the under side of
the floor next but three below the topmost floor

;

and at least 17a inches from thence up to
the underside of the floor next below the topmost
floor

;
and at least 13 inches from thence up to

the top of the wall ;—the thickness of the party-
walls must be at least 21 J inches from the top
of the footing up to the under side of the floor next
hut three below the topmost floor

;
and at least

17i inches from thence up to the under side of the
floor next below the topmost floor ; and at the
least 13 inches from thence up to the top of the
wall. Schedule C, Part II.

First-rate, (Extra) 1st or dwelling-house class (dis-
trict-surveyor’s fee, new building, 5/. 5s.; addition
or alteration, 21. 10s. Schedule L),
covering

than
squares,

more [if containing
’

* more than 7
stories,

if in height
more than
85 feet,

thickness of the external walls {subject to
dification, as Inclosing icalls of stories, which
article see), must be at least 2l£ inches from
the top of the footing up to the under side of the
floor next but two below the topmost floor, and at
least 17J inches from thence up to the top of the
wall; — thickness of the party-walls must be
at the least 2l£ inches from the top of the footiug
up to the under side of the floor next but three be-
low the topmost floor

;
and at the least 17j inches

from thence up to the under side of the topmost
floor; and at the least 13 inches from thence up
to the top of the wall. Schedule C, Part II.

First-rate buildings of the 2nd or warehouse class
are, subject to provisions of schedule C, placed
under the special supervision of the official referees
as well as of the district-surveyors, s. 6.

First-rate, 2nd or warehouse class, in height more
than 66 feet (district-surveyor’s fee, new building,
31. 10 s.

;
addition or alteration, 1 /. 15s. Schedule L),

thickness of the external walls {subject to mo-
dification, as Inclosing loalls of stories, which arti-
cle see), must be at the least 26 inches from the top
of the footing up to the level of 76 feet below the
topmost ceiling

;
and at the least 21 J inches from

thence to the level of 36 feet below the topmost
ceiling; and at the least 17] inches from thence up
to the top of the wall ;—and the thickness of tho
party-walls must be at the least 26 inches from
the top of the footing to the level of 76 feet below
the topmost ceiling; and at the least 21.i inches
from thence up to the level of 36 feet below the
topmost ceiling, and at the least 17 .} inches from
thence up to the level of the topmost ceiling

;
and

at the least 13 inches from thence up to the top of
the wall. Schedule C, Part III.

Fit, question relative to the meaning of the term,
official referees are to decide, being thereto required
in writing, s. 82.

Flat. See Roof coverings.

Floor (the word) to mean the horizontal platform
forming the base of any story, and to include the
timber or bricks or any other substance constituting
such platform, s. 2

. [We apprehend that as floors
are frequently placed purposely out of level, the dis-
pensing power of the Commissioners of Works and
Buildings will, on the requisite occasions, direct the
word “ horizontal ” to be omitted as tending to
defeat the obvious intention of the Act; and we
apprehend the medium level should be taken in ad-
measurements of altitude.]

Floor (basement). Areas must extend 6 in. below.
Schedule K.

Floors separating buildings from public ways. See
Public way, buildings over.

Flues, two days’ notice to be given to the dis-
trict-surveyor at his office before begun to be
built, pulled down, rebuilt, cut into, or altered.
8.13. See Penalty.

Flues, angles of. If any flue be built with suffi-
cient openings in it of size not less than 9 ins.
square, and with proper close iron doors and frames
inserted in such openings, so that every part of
such flue may be swept by machinery, then every
angle in such flue may be of any degree. But if

it be not so built, then every such angle must be
135 degrees at least. And every salient or pro-
jecting angle within a flue must be rounded off 4
ins. at least, and be protected by a rounded stone
or iron bar. Schedule F.

Footings. See Foundations of loalls.

Footway, unaccompanied by carriage-way, brings
a public place within the denomination of an alley.

s. 2. See Alleys, also Widths.

Foundations, old, buildings erected upon. See
Buildings, neio and old, for general regulations re-
lative thereto.

Foundation of Walls. Every external wall, party-
wall, and party fence-wall, must be built upon a
constructed footing, based upon solid ground,
or upon other sufficient foundation.

Footings :

—

Materials. Sound bricks or stone, or such bricks
and stone together, laid in and with mortar and
cement in such manner as to produce solid work.
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Width. The bottom of the footing of every exter-

nal wall and party-wall of the first rale at least

17$ in. wider than the wall standing thereon;

and the bottom of every footing of every external

wall and party-wall of the second and third rates

at least 13 in. wider than the wall standing

thereon ;
and the bottom of the footing of every

external wall and party-wall of the fourth rate,

and of every party fence-wall

,

at least 85 in.

wider than the wall standing thereon. The top

of the footing of every party fence-wall, and of

every external wall and party-wall, must be at

the least 4 in. wider than the wall standing

thereon.

Height. The footing of every external wall and

party wall of the first rate at least 11 in. high

above the foundation. Of every external wall

and party-walls of the second and third rates,

at least 8 in. high above the foundation. The
footing of every party fence-wall, and of every

external wall and party-wall of the fourth rate at

least 5 in. high above the foundation.

Depth beloio ground. The top of the footing of

every party feuce- wall and of every external wall

and party-wall at least 3 in. below the surface of

the lowest adjoining area or ground.
Depth below surface of lowest floor. The top of the

footing of every external wall and party-wall at

least 9 in. below such surface
;
and in any building

of the first class the surface of the earth or of any
paving on the outside (except the pavement of

any public way) must not at any time be raised

to within 6 in. of the surface of the lowest or first

floor of such building. Schedule D, Part I.

Fourth- rate, 1 st or dwelling-house class (dis-

trict-surveyor’s fees, new buildings more than 2

stories, 2l. 2s. ;
less, 1/. 10s. ;

addition or altera-

tion to buildings more than 2 stories high, 15s.
;

2 stories high, or less, 10s. Schedule L) :

not covering I if not contain- I if in height not

more than 4 ing more than more than 38
squares,

| 4 stories,
|

ft.,

thickness of the external walls (subject to modi-
fications, as Inclosing walls of stories, which article

see) must be at least 13 in. from the top of the

footing up to the under side of the floor next
below the topmost floor

;
and at least 83 in. from

thence up to the top of the wall ;—thickness of

party-walls must be at least 13 in. from the top of

the footing up to the under side of the floor next
but one below the topmost floor

;
and at least 83

in. from thence up to the top of the wall. Sche-
dule C, Part II.

Fourth rate, 2nd or warehouse class in height not
more than 22 ft. (district-surveyor’s fee, new
buiWings, 2 1. 2s. ;

addition or alteration, 1 /. Is.,

Schedule L), thickness of the external walls
(sub-

ject to modification, as Inclosing walls of stories,

which article see) must be at least 13 in. from
the top of the footing up to the level of 9 ft.

below the topmost ceiling
;
and at least 83 inches

from thence up 10 the top of the wall ;— thickness

of the party-wralls must be at least 13 in. from the

top of the footing up to the level of 16 ft. below the

topmost ceiling
;
and at least 8$ in. from thence up

to the top of the wall. Schedule C, Part III.

Freeholder, s. 50. See Expenses of works.

Front, one, of a building if taken down the height

of one story, or from the level of the second floor

upwards, party timber partitions, and the walls

under and over the same, are to be taken down and
party-walls substituted, notice being given to ad-
joining owner, s. 33.

Fulham parish included within the operation of the
Act. s. 3.

Furnace. See Close fires.

Furniture, expenses of removal of, for performing
party structures, recoverable, s. 46.

Furniture to be made good by neighbours, parts of

whose buildings fall thereon. See Chimneys, ruin-

ous.

G.
GAOLS are under special supervision. Schedule B,

Part I.

Gaol, workmen, labourers, and servants to be sent to,

for any term not exceeding a calendar month, in

default of paying fine. s. 19. See Penally.

Gas-Works. See Use of buildings.

Gazette (the London), publication to be mode in,

3 weeks before extending the operation of the Act
to any other places within 12 miles from Charing-
Cross, be taken into consideration by the Council,
and every order in Council pursuant thereto to be
published in the London Gazette, s. 4.

Good, questions relative to the meaning of the
term, official referees are to decide, being thereto
required in writing, s. 82 .

Goods, furniture, wainscot, partitions, and other
things, expenses of the removal of, for performing
party structures, recoverable, s. 46.

Goods, damage to. to be made good by neighbours,
parts of whose buildings fall thereon. See Chimneys,
ruinous.

Goods, distress upon. See Awards, recovery of
money under.

Good Friday, district-surveyor’s office not required
to be attended on. s. 72.

Gratings, iron, to areas. See Areas.

Green-houses. See Attached buildings and offices.

Greenwich parish included within the operation of
the Act. s. 3.

Ground, as well as party structures standing
thereon, sole property of, vests in the persons at

whose expense the work has been performed, till

due contribution of the expenses and of the fees of

the district-surveyor and official referees, s. 46.

Guildhall is placed under special supervision.

Schedule B, Part I.

Gutter. See Roof-coverings.

H.
HACKNEY parish included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.

Halls of third-class buildings, floors of, must be
fire-proof. Schedule C, Part VI.

Hammersmith parish included within the operation

of the Act. s. 3.

Hampstead parish included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.

Hearths. See Chimney-slabs.

Height. How affecting insulated buildings. See
Insulated buildings.

Heights of stories, how affecting thicknesses of

external walls. See Inclosing walls.

Heights of buildings to be ascertained by measuring
from the surface of the lowest floor to the under side

of the ceiling of the topmost story, at the highest

part thereof, whether within the roof or not. And
if there be no ceiling made, or intended to be made,
to the topmost story, then to the under side of any
tie-beam, collar-beam, or other substitute for a tie-

beam, to or within the roof of the building, and to the

highest part of such roof ; and the level of the

under side of such tie-beam, or such substitute for

a tie-beam, is in such case to be taken to mean the

ceiling of the topmost story. And if there be no
tie-beam, collar-beam, or other substitute for a

tie-beam to or within the roof of any building, then
up to 3 feet below the under side of the ridge-piece,

or substitute for a ridge- piece, to the roof of such
building. Schedule C, Part I. s. 5.

HEREAFTERtobebuilt(the term), used in reference to

buildings, to apply to all buildings to be builtorcom-
menced after 1stJanuary, 1845, or which, being com-
menced, shall not be covered in within 12 calendar

months thereafter ;—and, used in reference to streets

and alleys, to apply to all streets or alleys not laid

out before the said 1st January, or which, being
laid out, shall not be rendered fit for use within 12

calendar months thereafter, s. 2.

Hoarding or shoring. Lord Mayor and Court of

Alderman, and overseers without the city and liber-

ties, to cause to be done to ruinous buildings imme-
diately upon receiving from the official referees a

copy of the district-surveyor’s certificate, or to

appeal to the referees for confirmation or annulling
thereof. See Ruinous buildings.

Horizontal platform. See Floor.

Hornsey parish included within the operation of the

Act. s. 3.

Houses of Correction are under special supervision.

Schedule B, Part I.

I.

ILLNESS of Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings,

s. 89. See Deputy registrar.

Illness or unavoidable circumstances, in case of, dis-

trict-surveyor may appoint as his deputy some
other duly qualified surveyor (subject to the consent

and approval of the official referees), who is to act

and receive fees as a district-surveyor, s. 73.

Inclosing-walls to stories of buildings of what-
ever rate (thicknesses of). Of the first and second
classes, each wall of any such story throughout the

whole height thereof, from the top of the footing up
to the top of such story, and with all the sets-off in

addition required for such wall, to whatever rate or

whichever class it may belong, and throughout at

the least one-third of the whole length of such wall,

in piers properly distributed, must be of the fol-

lowing dimensions ( unless cross or return walls,

coursed and bonded with the inclosing walls, shall

in the opinion of the official referees, upon special

application to them in each particular case, give

sufficient strength with less thickness in such in-

closing walls) ; to first-class buildings story more
than 11 feet high, at least 13 inches; story more
than 15 feet high, at least 17$ inches. To second-

class buildings :—story more than 9 feet high, at

least 13 inches ;
story more than 12 feet high, at

least 17$ inches
;
story more than 15 feet high, at

least 21$ inches; story more than 18 feet high,

at least 26 inches. Nevertheless as to any
external wall of any building of the first class

in which there are no apertures or recesses, — if

there be another external wall and a cross-wall

of not less than 8$ inches thick coursing and
bonding with such external wall, or if two such

cross-ivalls occur within a length of 24 feet of

such wall, such external wall may be built of the

thickness of 13 inches, of any height not exceeding

18 feet, within any story, although the rate of the

wall may require a greater thickness, but always

upon condition that the substructure of such wall

be 4 inches thicker at the least than such super-

structure, and vertically under it.—And also if any
such wall be abutted by cross or return walls within

a length of 12 feet, and if not more than one aper-

ture or recess occur within such length of 12 feet,

and not more than one-half the quantity in length

be taken out of such compartment of a wall by any
such aperture or recess, such external wall may be

built of any thickness not less than 13 inches, not-
withstanding the rate of such wall may require a
greater thickness. Schedule D, Part I.

Inclosure. See Toll-house.

Informalities in distress. Notwithstanding

any defect of form in the proceedings rela-

tive to any distress for any sum of money to

be recovered by virtue of this Act, neither

the distress itself shall be deemed unlawful,

nor shall the party making the same be
deemed a trespasser ab initio; but if any
irregularity be committed by any party, then,

subject to the conditions in this Act prescribed

with regard to actions brought for any thing done
in pursuance thereof, the person aggrieved by such
irregularity is to recover full satisfaction for the

special damage only, and that by action on the

case, and not by any other action whatsoever.

s. 100 .

Tender of amends. If, before any action for any ir-

regularity or other proceedingbe brought, the party

who committed or caused to be committed any such
irregularity or wrongful proceeding make or cause

to be made tender of sufficient amends, then the

plaintiff shall not be entitled to recover in such
action

;
and although such tender shall not have

been made, yet if at any time before issue joined

the court in which such action shall be depending,

or a judge of any of the superior courts, grant

leave, it shall be lawful for the defendant to pay
into court any sum of money, by way of compen-
sation or amends, in such manner, and under
such regulations as to the payment of costs and
the form of pleading, as is and are customary and
in force in the said superior courts, s. 101 .

Informations (all), and proceedings thereon, to be

entered by district-surveyor in his office register-

book. s. 68.

Information (district-surveyors to give) to jus-

tices of the peace, of chimney-shafts, chimney-pots,

or other thing thereon, or the eaves, or parapet, or

coping, or slates, or tiles on the roof, or any pro-

jections from the front walls of any building in

danger of falling, not begun to be secured within

36 hours after notice. See Chimneys, ruinous.

Injury to be made good by neighbours, parts of

whose buildings fall. See Chimneys, ruinous.

Inns of Court, exempt from rules with regard to

party-arches between intermixed buildings, s. 34.

Insolvent debtors. See Awards, recovery of money
under.

Inspection of the awards, certificates, and other

documents of the official referees, the registrar is

to give to parties requiring the same, upon their

tendering the office-fees. s. 91.

Inspectors of prisons, places of confinement under

the inspection of, are under special supervision.

Schedule B, Part I.

Insulated buildings of the first or dwelling-house

class, and of the second or warehouse class, are

such as are distant from any public street or alley

one-third of the height thereof at the least
;
and if

the building do not exceed 24 feet in height, and be

distant at the least 8 feet; or distant from any

other building, or from ground not in the same
possession or occupation therewith, or connected

therewith only by a fence or fence-wall, at the least

30 feet ;
such buildings are not liable in respect

of the dimensions and materials thereof to the rules

and directions of the Act. Schedule C, Part VII.

Insulated buildings afterwards divided. But if any

such building be hereafter divided into two or more

distinct buildings, and the several parts of such

buildings so divided be not at the aforesaid distance

from each other, and from other buildings and

ground, then such several parts must be separated

from each other by such party-walls as are herein

prescribed for the rates to which such several parts,

if adjoining, would belong. And if such requisites

be not observed, then such several parts of such

buildings in respect of which they are not so ob-

served shall be deemed a public nuisance, and as

such be taken down, according to the provisions of

this Act in that behalf. Schedule C, Part VII.

Intermixed buildings, pulling down. Buildings

built over public ways, or having rooms or stories,

the property of different persons lying intermixed

(except Inns of Court herein provided for), so

far as relates to the pulling down and laying the

parts thereof to each other, if a party-wall or

party-arch cannot be built without pulling down such

buildings, and so laying parts thereof to each other,

and if in default of the consent of all proper parties

the official referees authorize such works, then it

shall be lawful for the owner of either of the said

buildings to execute the same, but so that the

party-walls or party- arches be conformable to the

provisions of this Act, and the directions of the

said official referees in their award made in that

behalf, s. 34.

Internal finishings and decorations of adjoining

building to be made good by the party who, injuring

a party-wall, causes its condemnation by the dis-

trict-surveyor. s. 29.

Iron girders. See Public way, buildings over.

Iron gratings to areas. See Areas.

Islington parish included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.

J
JOINT expense—Reparation and rebuilding of any

party-wall, party-arch, or external wall, used

wholly or in part as a party fence-wall, of the

owners of the buildings parted thereby, if such

party structure be so defective or so far out of

repair as to render it necessary to pull down and

rebuild the same, or any part thereof, then on

notice being given by the owner of one of the build-

ings to the adjoining owner, according to the form

(No. 8.) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the like
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effect, it shall be lawful for the building owner to

require a survey, certificate, and award, authorizing

the execution of such reparation or rebuilding, ac-
cording to the provisions in that behalf s. 25.

Justice of the Peace (the expression) to mean a
justice of the peace for the county, division, or
liberty within which a building or other subject-

matter, or any part thereof, is situate
;
unless it be

situate within the city of London or the liberties

thereof, in reference to which any matter or thing
elsewhere required or authorized to be done, either

by one or by two or more justices of the peace, may
be done, either by the lord mayor of the city of

London, or by any one, two, or more justices of the

peace for the said city
;
or unless the subject-

matter be situate in the district of any police-court
of the metropolis, in reference to which any matter
or thing elsewhere required or authorized to be done
by two or more justices may be done by one magis-
trate. s. 2.

Justices of the peace to appoint, alter, and change as

they deem fit (subject to the approval of the prin-
cipal Secretary of State) the districts and district-

surveyors under this Act. s. 64. See Districts,

also District-Surveyors.

Justices, The official referees to represent to, if

they think any district too extensive, and to send
them a copy of the Register of Notices relating

thereto, s. 75.

Justices, viz.—The lord mayor aud aldermen of the
city of London, with reference to the city of Lon-
don and the liberties thereof, and the justices of

the peace in their General Quarter Sessions re-
spectively, or any adjournment thereof, with re-

ference to their respective counties, are at any time
after this Act shall come into operation, and from
time to time, subject, nevertheless, to the consent of
one of her Majesty’s principal Secretaries of State,

to nominate and appoint as surveyors discreet per-
sons, of the full age of thirty years, and properly
educated and skilled in the art and practice of
building, s. 65.

Justices of peace. Within one calendar month after

vacancy in any district by the death or removal of
any surveyor, the lord mayor and aldermen, or the
justices of the peace in General Quarter Sessions or
any adjournment thereof, shall appoint a successor

;—andinthe meantime the official referees shall direct

the surveyor of any one or more of the other dis-

tricts to perform the duties of surveyor for the
vacant district, or if no district-surveyor can be
spared from his own district, appoint some other
competent person duly qualified ;—and every such
surveyor shall receive the fees payable in respect of

the services so performed by him. s. 74.

Justice of peace, no district-surveyor, or assistant or

deputy surveyor, may act as, in the same county,

s. 69.

Justices, lord mayor, and aldermen, district-sur-

veyors to hold office only during the pleasure of.

s. 67.

Justices of peace for counties to approve of in quarter

sessions of situation of district-surveyor’s office,

in public, central parts of districts, s. 72.

Justices of peace for counties and lord mayor and
aldermen of the city of London shall, if any sur-

veyor demand or wilfully receive any higher fee

than he shall be entitled to under this Act, or if in

his capacity of surveyor he receive a fee for any act

or omission in respect of which he is not entitled

to receive any remuneration, or if he refuse to re-

fund any fee wrougfully received by him in respect

whereof the official referees shall have made an
order to that effect, or if at any time he wilfully

neglect his duty, or behave himself negligently or

unfaithfully in the discharge thereof, if any person
present to them a complaint in writing, under his

hand, or to the Court of Quarter Sessions having
jurisdiction over the district for which such sur-

veyor shall act for the time being, at any sessions

of the peace, quarter or general, either original,

intermediate, or adjourned, and which complaint
shall set forth the nature and particulars of the

offence charged by the complainant against any
such surveyor ;

— and the said lord mayor and
aldermen or Court of Sessions, as the case may be,

shall by order of Court appoint a time for hearing

the said complaint, aud a copy of which order and
of the said complaint shall be served by or for the

said complainant on the said surveyor 10 days at

the least before the time appointed for the hearing
of such complaint ;—and the said surveyor shall ap-
pear before the lord mayor and aldermen or Court
of Sessions as the case may be, at the time and
place so appointed for hearing the said complaint,
to answer the same ;—and if, upon the hearing
of the complainant aud of the surveyor, and the
evidence respectively produced by or for them, it

shall appear unto the said lord mayor and aldermen
or Court of Sessions, as the case may be, that such
complaint in whole or in part is well founded, then
the said lord mayor and aldermen, or the said Court
of Quarter Sessions, as the case maybe, shall either

fine such surveyor in such sum of money not ex-
ceeding 50 1. as they shall think fit, or discharge him
forthwith from his said office ;—and if for any such
cause such surveyor be discharged, he shall be in-

capable of being again appointed a surveyor for the
purposes of this Act. s. 79.

Justice of peace, the district-surveyor is to give in-
formation to, if within 36 hours after notice, the
occupier, or other person interested in a building,
do not begin to take down or secure a chimney-
shaft, chimney-pot, or other thing thereon, or the
eaves, or parapet or coping, or slates or tiles on
the roof, or any projection from the front walls of
any building in danger of falling, and as soon as

the nature of the case will admit, complete such
taking down or securing of the same ;—and there-

upon it shall be the duty of such justice of the
peace to proceed to cause such chimney-shaft,
chimney-pot, or other thing thereon, or the eaves,

or parapet or coping, or slates or tiles on the roof,

or projection from the front [or side] wall of such
building as shall be considered by such surveyor
in danger of falling, to be forthwith taken down
or secured

;
— and if there be no occupier or

known owner, then it shall be lawful for such jus-

tice to direct that the reasonable expenses, to be
certified by the official referees, be paid by the
overseers of the parish or place in which such build-

ing shall be situated
;
— and if thereafter the

owner of such building become known, or if the

building become occupied, then the overseers of

the poor are to recover the amount of such ex-
penses from such owner or from such occupier

as in the case of ruinous buildings
;
— and if

within the time limited the occupier, or some
other person interested in such building, do
not take down or secure the same, then for every

day during which the same shall so remain unre-
paired or not sufficiently secured such occupier, or

the owner if there be no occupier, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding 51.

;
and such occupier or

owner shall also pay the surveyor’s fees, and all

other costs, charges, and expenses attendant upon
any such taking down or securing the building

;

and all such surveyor’s fees, and other costs,

charges, and expenses, may be recovered and levied

in the same manner as such penalty, s. 43.

Justices of peace, if upon builders being summoned
by district-surveyors they do not appear, arc to

issue warrants to compel their attendance, and if

they fail to enter into recognizances to amend the

work, they are to be committed to gaol till they do
enter thereinto, or till the building is amended,
and expenses and costs are paid;—justices may order

district-surveyor or other persons to demolish irre-

gular buildings, sell materials, and pay costs,

charges, and expenses,—return surplus to such
owner as official referees shall direct, and to recover

deficiency, if any, from occupier, s. 18 .

Justice of peace, if, on tender of a receipt, to any
builder, owner, or occupier liable to pay any fee,

he shall refuse to pay the same to a district-sur-

veyor, is to summon the party complained of in the

first instance, and if he do not appear, or if he fail

to satisfy the justice as to the refusal of pay-

ment as aforesaid, such justice to issue his war-
rant to levy the amount of such fee by distress and
sale of the goods and chattels of the party so re-

fusing, in like manner as poor’s rates arc by law
recoverable, and if such fee be paid by the occupier,

he shall be entitled to recover the amount thereof

from the owner : But if the work in respect of

which such fee shall become payable have not been

done in every respect agreeably to the directions of
this Act, it shall not be lawfulfor any surveyor to

receive such fee; and if he receive it, then, upon
application to the official referees by any party in-

terested in the building in respect of which such
work shall have been executed, and upon its ap-

pearing that such fee has been received wrongfully,

it shall be lawful for such official referees, and they

are hereby authorized (if they think fit) to order

the said surveyor to refund such fees. s. 77-

Justices, two, may levy by distress on goods of

owner or occupier, present or future, the amount
of deficiency after the sale of materials, to defray

the expense of surveys, appeal, hoarding, repairing,

securing, and pulling down ruinous buildings,

s. 42.

Justices may fine, and, in default, commit to gaol,

workmen, labourers, or servants. See Penalty.

Justices of Peace may fine not exceeding 100/. per

day, persons who occupy or use buildings in Sche-

dule B, Part I. before certified or authorized by

the official referees for use. s. 16 . See Supervi-

sion, special.

Justices to fine persons occupying or using buildings

of the first rate of the second class, and of the third

or public building class, before duly certified by the

official referees, or in default thereof, before the

lapse of certain time. See Penaltiesfor use, Official

referees, and Architect or builder.

Justices of peace may summon defaulters under any
award, certificate, or other proceedings ;

issue war-

rant of distress, and, if levy be insufficient, com-
mit to prison, s. 102 . See Awards, recovery of
money under.

K.
KENSINGTON parish included within the operation

of the Act. s. 3.

Kent, the county of, to contribute by way of rate,

annually, the sum of 80/. towards the expenses of

the official referees and registrar, s. 96.

L.
LABOURERS may be fined, and in default, be com-

mitted to gaol. See Penally.

Lambeth pnrish included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.

Lane, for meaning of, see Street.

Lea (the River). No extra extension of 200 yards

from the boundaries of parishes under the operation

of the Act, to apply to the eastern boundary, next

the River Lea. s. 3.

Leases and Agreements, building, modification

of existing. See Building leases, 8fc.

Leases, repairs under. See Chimneys, ruinous.

Leaseholder, s. 50. See Expenses of works.

Lee parish (Kent) included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.

Lessees and Tenants under any existing lease or
agreement, on giving 14 days’ notice to lessors and
other owners of their intention, may require the
official referees to ascertain what loss, present and
prospective, has been occasioned by the observance
of the provisions of this Act, and having regard to
the respective terms and interests of the lessee or
tenant, the lessor and other owners of such building,
and having regard to any profit, benefit, or advantage
which may have accrued to such lessee or tenant
since the execution of such lease or agreement, and
which may appear to the said official referees not to
have been in the contemplation of the parties to such
lease or agreement at the time of such execution
thereof as aforesaid, to determine whether he is

entitled to any and what compensation, whether by
payment of money or reduction of rent, or both,
or otherwise;— and on the receipt of such re-
quisition, and on proof of due notice thereof having
been given to the lessor and other owners of such
building, the official referees to proceed to ascertain
if any and what loss has been so occasioned, and,
having regard, as aforesaid, to such terms and
interest as aforesaid, and to such profit, benefit,

or advantage as aforesaid, to determine if any and
what compensation as aforesaid is to be paid in

respect thereof, and bywhom the same is to be paid,

and in what proportions ;—and their decision in

the matter shall be final, s. 10.

Lessors and other Owners to have 14 days’ notice
before the application of lessees and tenants to the

official referees to award compensation for loss

in complying with the Act, or in modifying any
existing building-lease or agreement, s. 10.

Letting as separate dwellings under-ground rooms
and cellars. See Lowermost rooms.

Levy, on goods of owner or occupier, present or
future, two justices may, the amount of deficiency

after sale of materials, to defray the expense of
surveys, appeal, hoarding, repairing, securing,
and pulling down ruinous buildings, s. 42.

Lewisham parish included within the operation of
the Act. s. 3.

Lobbi es of 3rd class buildings, floors of must be fire-

proof. Schedule C, Part VI.

Local jurisdiction. See Officers, having, &*c.

London, city, liberties, and suburbs of, to contri-

bute annually 100/. towards the expenses of the
official referees and registrar, s. 96.

Lord Mayor and Aldermen to appoint, alter, and
change as they deem fit (subject to the approval of
the principal Secretary of State) the districts and
district-surveyors within the city and liberties of
London, s. 64. See Districts.

Lord Mayor and Aldermen to approve of public situa-

tion of district-surveyors’ offices for the city of
London, s. 72.

Lord Mayor and Aldermen, proceedings of relative to

ruinous buildings. See Ruinous buildings.

Loss and inconvenience (great), in case of by
compliance with the provisions of the Act, on re-

building upon old sites, the Commissioners of Works
and Buildings have power, after the report of the

official referees, to permit modification, except with
regard to heights aud thicknesses of walls, s. 12 .

Lowermost rooms of houses, being rooms of which
the surface of the floor is more than 3 feel below the

surface of thefootway of the nearest street or alley,

and cellars—of buildings hereafter to be built or

rebuilt : If any such room or cellar be used or in-

tended to be used as a separate dwelling, then the
floor thereof must not be below the surface or level

of the ground immediately adjoining thereto, unless

it have an area, fireplace, and window as required for

rooms and cellars of existing buildings let separately

and used as a separate dwelling, and unless it be

properly drained. And every such lowermost room
or cellar in any existing building used or intended

to be used as a separate dwelling
; must have

an area not less than 3 feet wide in every part,

from 6 inches below the floor of such room or

cellar to the surface or level of the ground adjoining

to the front, back, or external side thereof, and ex-
tending the full length of such side. And such
area, to the extent of at least 5 feet long and 2

feet 6 inches wide, must be in front of the window
of such room or cellar, and must be open, or co-
vered only with open iron gratings. And thero

must be made for every such room or cellar an open
fireplace, with proper flue therefrom. And there

must be a window-opening of at the least 9
superficial feet in area, which window-opening must
be fitted with a frame filled in with glazed sashes, of

which at the least 4j- superficial feet must be made
to open for ventilation. Schedule K.

M.
MANSION-HOUSE, the, is under special super-

vision. Schedule B, Parti.

Manufactories. See Chimney-shafts.

Masculine gender, when used in this Act, to apply

also to the feminine gender, s. 2.

Materials, questions relative to, official referees are

to decide, being thereto required in writing, s. 82.

Materials of ruinous buildings, sale of. See Ruinous
buildings.

Meaning and construction of terms used in this Act.

s. 2 .

Merchandize, damage to, to be made good by
neighbouring party whose building may fall there-

on. See Chimneys, ruinous.

Metropolitan Police. See Awards, recovery of
money under.

Mews, for meaning of the term, see Street.
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Mews. See Alley, also Widths.

Middlesex, the county of to contribute byway of

rate annually the sum of 1,0007. towards the ex-

penses of the official referees and registrar, s. 96.

Modification of work to suit adjoining owner.

If the adjoining owner, at any time within 2 ca-

lendar months after the receipt of notice from the

building-owner, give notice of his desire that

any modification be made in the work, so as to

render it suitable to his premises, according to the

form (No. 18) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the

like effect, then within 7 days after the receipt of

such notice it shall be the duty of the building

owner to signify his consent to or dissent from such

modification or delay ;

—

and if the building-owner-

dissent from, or do not within such 7 days signify his

consent to such modification, then the adjoining-

owner may require the building-owner not to com-
mence the work until the official referees have deter-

mined thereon and if within 7 days thereafter ap-

plication be made in writing to the official referees,

according to the form (No. 19) in the Schedule of

Notices, or to the like effect, and notice thereof be

given to the building- owner, according to the other

form (No. 20), then within 10 days after such ap-

plication it shall be the duty of the official referees

to signify their decision thereon, and it shall be the

duty of the building-owner not to commence the

work till the decision of such official referees shall

have been given ;—and if within the period of 3 ca-

lendar months from the date of the first notice such
adjoining-owner do not make any objection or any
requisition in conformity with this enactment, then,

subject to the provisions of this Act with regard to

such works, the building-owner may proceed to

execute the same. s. 22 .

Month

—

the word to mean a calendar month, s. 2.

Mortgagee in possession, s. 50. See Expenses

of works.

N.
NEW and old buildings. See Buildings new and old

,

relative to general regulations.

Neighbouring or adjoining property not to be in-

jured by raising of party fence-walls, s. 32.

Notice, though neglected to be given, the district-

surveyor shall act as usual, s. 68.

Notice, 36 hours', district-surveyor to give to theoccu-
piersofbuildings, or to the owners in case of vacancy,
to secure chimney-shafts, chimney-pots, or other

things thereon, or the eaves or parapet, or coping,

or slates or tiles on the roof, or any projection from
the front walls of any building. See Chimneys,
ruinous.

Notice, in writing, any party may give to another, of

his intention to refer to the district-surveyor any
disagreement relative to the costs and expenses of

works performed according to the provisions of this

Act, differing from the works stipulated for in any
existing contract,—subject to final appeal to the

official referees, s. 9.

Notices to official referees, the registrar to receive,

file, and number, s. 92.

Notice, 14 days’, from Lord Mayor and Court of Al-

dermea, or from overseers to be given to owner, to

repair or pull down ruinous buildings. See Ruinous

buildings-

Notice, 14 days’, to be given by lessees and tenants to

lessors and other owners before requiring the offi-

cial referees to award compensation for loss in

complying with the Act, or in modifying any exist-

ing building lease or agreement, s. 10 .

Notice, 1 calendar month’s may be given by the

.owner of any premises parted by a fence-

wall, to the adjoining-owner, of his intention to

repair, pull down, and rebuild the same
;
and if the

wall be below the height of 9 feet from the ground
on either side, then he may either raise it to that

height or pull it down and rebuild it to that

height, upon condition that he pay all the expenses

thereof, s. 32.

Notice to, or consent of, adjoining owner. Unless the

adjoining owner consent, it shall not be lawful

jar the building-owner to execute works until he
have given notice thereof to such adjoining

owner t—and every such notice with regard to the

pulling down, rebuilding, or repairing of party

-

walls or party fence-walls must be given 3 calendar

months at least before the work is to be com-
menced ;—and every such notice with regard to the

pulling down and rebuilding intermixed walls and
timber partitions must be given 3 calendar months
at the least before such work is to be commenced ;

—

and every such notice must be in the form or to the

effect of the notice (No. S) for that purpose con-
tained in the Schedule of Notices. s. 21.

Notices (all) and proceedings thereon to be entered

by district-surveyor in his office register-book,

s. 68.

Notifications :

—

Married females — Infants, idiots, or lunatics

—Owners unknown—Buildings unoccupied—Im-
mediate landlord—Part ownership—Service of
notices—Damage arising from defective service—Requisites of notice. Notices by this Act re-

quired to be served upon the owner or occupier
of any building, fence, land, ground, or tenement,
must be given a3 follows :— If such owner be a

married female, other than a cestuique trust in re-

gard to such property, then to the husband of such
married female. If such owner be an infant, idiot,

or lunatic, or cestuique trust, then to the guardian,
trustee, or committee of such infant, idiot, or
lunatic, or cestuique trust. If such owner, hus-
band, trustee, guardian, or committee is not
known, or cannot be found, then to the occupier

ofsuch building, fence, land, ground, or tenement

to which it shall relate. If such building, fence,

land, ground, or tenement be unoccupied, then

such notice must be affixed to some conspicuous

part of such building, fence, land, ground, or

tenement, ataheightofnotmore than 9 feet from

the ground. And if the person in the occupation

of any building, fence, land, ground, or tenement,

in respect of which notice is to be given, allege

that he is a tenant from year to year, or for any
less term, or a tenant at will, and not the owner
thereof, within the intent and meaning of this Act,

then such notice must be given to the immediate
landlord of such occupier

; and such occupier is

to inform any person by whom such notice shall

be required to be given, or any other person

applying on his behalf, of the name, place of

residence, or place of business of such owner or

landlord, or of his agent or other person by whom
the rent of such building, fence, land, ground, or

tenement shall be received ;—and if such owner or

landlord be not in the receipt of the whole of the

rents or profits of such building, fence, land,

ground, or tenement, and if any notice shall be
served upon such owner or landlord, then, imme-
diately upon the receipt thereof, it shall be his

duty, and he is hereby required, to transmit to his

immediate landlord or his agent, and also to any
other person being part owner in such building,

fence, land, ground, or tenement, or in receipt of

the rents or profits thereof under the same imme-
diate landlord, or to the agent of such person, a

copy of such notice ;—and so on in turn it shall

be the duty of every landlord, agent, or other
person by whom such notice shall be received to

transmit it to any such landlord, agent, or other

person, being part owner of any such building,

fence, land, ground, or tenement, to the intent

that every person affected by the work or pro-

ceeding to which such notice relates may have
due notice thereof: But if it be served upon the

immediate landlord of the occupier, or upon his

agent, by or on behalf of the person by whom it

is hereby required to be served in the first in-

stance, then, although it may not be served by
such immediate landlord upon any other landlord

or owner, such service is to be deemed to be
sufficient service ;—nevertheless, if any owner
suffer damage by the failure of any other person,

being either the occupier or any person holding
under such owner, to serve such notice, then
such owner shall be entitled to recover the

amount thereof against such person by whom
such damage shall have been occasioned

;
and

every notice served under this clause on any
person must contain a copy of the provisions

thereof, so far as they require him to transmit
the same to his immediate landlord, or the agent
of such landlord, s. 112.

Mode of service upon occupier. If such notice be in-

tended for the occupier of any building or

ground, it must be given either personally or by
leaving the same with some inmate at the
premises, or it must be affixed as aforesaid,

s. 113.

Mode of service upon owners by delivery—Effect of
notice. Every such notice (except such notice as
may according to the provision in that behalf be
sent by post) must be given either personally or

by leaving the same with some inmate at the
usual place of abode of such party, or if that be
not known, then at his last known place ofabode

;—-and every such notice, when so given to

such persons respectively as aforesaid, or left at

the last known place of their respective abodes,

or when so affixed as aforesaid, according to the
cases hereinbefore mentioned, shall have the
same effects and consequences as if given to the
actual owner, s. 114.

Mode of service upon owners by transmission. If any
ownerupon whom notice isrequired to be served be
not within the limits of this Act, or have not within
the limits of this Act any agent acting in his

behalf in the matter of the premises to which the
notice refers, then it shall be lawful to give notice

by post letter, duly registered according to the
practice for the time being adopted with regard
to letters transmitted by post, but so that never-
theless such letter be posted in such time as will

afford to the person addressed, after the receipt

of such letter, the full period of notice required
in the case, s. 1 15.

Notices for surveyors and official referees. If the
notice relate to the surveyor, then such notice

must be served at the office of the surveyor
;
and if

to the official referees or any of them, such notice

must be left at the office of the Registrar of

Metropolitan Buildings, s. 116 .

Nuisances, all buildings not according to Act de-
clared to be, viz. buildings, drains, timber build-
ings, chimneys and flues, party- walls, party fence-
walls, external walls and projections, and every
other part of every building of every class, or rate

of any class, which shall be hereafter built, rebuilt,

enlarged, or altered within the limits of the Act,
contrary to the provisions hereof : if the same be not
built, rebuilt, enlarged, or altered in the manner
and of the materials, and in every other respect
according to and in conformity with the several
rules and directions which are in this Act particu-
larly specified

; and if any person build or begin to
build, or cause the building or beginning to build,

or alter or cause to be altered, or use or cause to be
used, any part of any ground or building, projec-
tion, drain, or other thing contrary thereunto, and
if in either of such cases it so appear by the certifi-

cate of the official referees, then the said building,
projection, drain, or other thing, or such part

thereof so irregularly built or begun to be built, or
so irreeularly altered or begun to be altered, or so
used, shall be deemed a nuisance ; and thereupon it

shall be the duty of the district-surveyor to summon
the builder before any two justices of the peace;—.and
if at the time and place appointed on such summons
such builder fail to appear, then the said justices, are
authorized, to issue a warrant under their hands and
seals to compel such builder to appear before such
justices, or any other two justices

;

and thereupon
such builder shall enter into a recognizance, in such
sum as the said justices shall appoint, for abating
and taking down the same within such convenient
time as the said justices shall respectively appoint,
or otherwise for amending the same and also for
paying the costs, charges, and expenses incurred by
the surveyor in laying the information and obtaining
the conviction, including such compensation for the
surveyor's loss of time as the said justices shall think

fit;—and if the party so required fail to enter into

such recognizance, then such justices or any justice

shall commit such builder to the common gaol
of the city, county, or liberty where the offence
shall be committed, there to remain without bail or
mainprize until he shall have entered into such re-

cognizance as aforesaid, or until such irregular

building shall have been abated or demolished or
otherwise amended, orsuch nuisance shallbe abated
or demolished by order of such justices respectively,
and until the costs, charges, and expenses
thereof, and of all operations and proceedings in
relation thereto, shalPhavebeen paid ;—and further,
if application be made to any two or more justices,

then thereupon it shall be their duty, and they are
hereby empowered, to order the surveyor or any
other person to abate or demolish such nuisance,
and to order the persons authorized by them so to
abate or demolish the same, to sell and dispose of the
materials thereof, and out of the moneys arising by
such sale to pay to themselves, and all persons by
them employed for such purpose, the reasonable
charges for abating or demolishing such nuisance,
and also such costs and expenses as aforesaid, and
to pay the surplus moneys arising by such sale (if

any) to such owner of the building as the official

referees shall determine to be entitled thereto ;

—

and
if the moneys arising by such sale be not sufficient to

pay such charges, then it shall be the duty of the
person entitled to the immediate possession of such
building, or the occupier, to make good the defi-

ciency, subject to reimbursement as hereinafter pro-
vided

;
and if he fail, then he shall be liable to the

same remedies for the recovery thereof as are by
this Act provided concerning the expense of taking
down ruinous buildings, and putting up hoards foe
the safety of passengers, s. 18.

Nuisances. See Use of buildings.

O.
OCCUPATION of buildings by different families,

bringstheirseparating walls within the denomination
of, and under the regulations of, party-walls, s. 2 .

Occupation, separate, of buildings. See Purty-wulls
for dividing buildings.

Occupation of ground or tenement otherwise than as
a tenant from year to year, or for any less term,
or as a tenant at will, constitutes the tenant an
owner for the purposes of the Act. s. 2.

Occupation of different grounds and buildings, how
affecting insulated buildings. Sec Jnsulated
buildings.

Occupiers and persons using first-rate buildings of
the second class and buildings of the third class
before duly certified by one official referee, to be sub-
ject to fine. See Penaltiesfor use.

Occupiers of buildings (or if vacant, owners) to secure
chimney-shaft, chimney-pot, or other thing thereon,
or the eaves, or parapet or coping, or slates or tiles

on the roof, or any projection from the front walls
of any building, if in danger of falling, under pe-
nalty and liability to make good all damage.
See Chimneys, ruinous.

Offences, prosecution of. Complaint—Summons
—Compulsory appearance—Distress—Imprison,
ment. It shallbe lawful to proceed by complaint
before any one justice of the peace or before a
police magistrate with regard to all offences
against the provisions of this Act for which no
other proceeding is provided ;—and it shall be
lawful for such justice to summon the party
against whom such complaint shall be made

;

who failing to appear in pursuance thereof, it shall
be lawful for such justice or magistrate, or any
other justice or magistrate, to issue a warraut
under his hand and seal to compel the appearance
of such party ;—and on conviction of the offender
before two justices or before any police magis-
trate, such justice or magistrate shall cause the
amount of the penalty imposed in respect
of such offence, and of the costs of any such
proceeding in respect thereof, to be levied by
distress of the goods and chattels of the offender

;

and if such offender have no goods and chattels
whereon to distrain, or if they be insufficient

for that purpose, such justices or magistrate, or
any other justice or magistrate, shall, either on
failure of such distress, or in the first instance,
commit the offender, for any period not ex-
ceeding 3 calendar months, or till he shall have
paid the full amount of such penalty and such
costs, s. 103.

Offensive objects and neighbourhoods. Party
fence-walls may, with consent of official referees,

be raised to screen from view. s. 32.

Office, district surveyor’s, to be at surveyor’s expense,
in such public situation as shall be approved by the
lord mayor and aldermen

;
and in each district with-
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out the city and liberties of London in some central
part of the district to which he shall be appointed, as
shall be approved by the justices of the peace in
Quarter Sessions within whose jurisdiction he shall
act

;
and every surveyor shall, by himself, or by

some other person in his behalf, attend at his office
every day (Sundays, Christmas Day, and Good
Friday excepted) from 10 o’clock in the morning
till 4 o’clock in the afternoon ;—and immediately
upon his appointment, and from time to time upon
every change of his residence or of his place of busi-
ness, or oftener if required, surveyor shall make a
return to the Registrarof Metropolitan Buildings, and
to the overseers of the poor of every parish or place
within his district, of his name and place of abode,
and the place where such office shall be. s. 72.

Office of Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, list of
fees to be fixed up in. s. 98.

Offices. See Inns of court.

Offices, attached. See Attached buildings and offices.

Officers having local jurisdiction are intended by
this Act whensoever referred to, without mention
of the locality to which the jurisdiction extends,
and such reference is to be understood to indicate
the officer having jurisdiction in that place within
which is situate the building or other subject-
matter, or any part thereof, to which such reference
applies, s. 2.

Officers and districts, this new Act to come into ope-
ration relative to the appointments of, on the 1st
Sept. 1844. s. 1.

Officers generally, appointments of, subject to regu-
lation by any future Act. The officers appointed
by virtue of this Act, so far as relates to their func-
tions, appointment, and tenure of office, are sub-
ject to any provision that may be made by any
Act of Parliament hereafter to be passed for as-
signing other duties than those to be imposed by
virtue of this Act

;
and such offices shall be held

pot only subject to the pleasure of the officers and
justices by whom such appointments shall be made,
but also subject to the provisions of any future Act
of Parliament in relation thereto, s. 99.

Official fidelity, to make declaration of before
acting, district-surveyors under penalty of 51. per
day, s. 71 ; official referees, s. 87 ; registrar, s. 90.

OfficialReferees (theterm) to mean the persons
appointed in pursuance of this Act to be official

referees of metropolitan buildings, s. 2 .

Official Referees :

—

Appointment of.—One of her Majesty’s princi-
pal secretaries of state, to appoint two per-
sons, being of the profession of an architect or
surveyor, to be official referees of metropolitan
buildings, and from time to time, as he shall

think proper, to remove such official referees,

and in their place to appoint other persons so
qualified ;—and while any person shall hold
the office of official referee he shall not act as
district-surveyor, either alone or with any partner
or by an agent, or act as official referee in the case

of any building or matter in which he shall act as
architect

;

—and if an official referee be employed
as architect as to any building or matter within
the limits of the Act, he shall report thereon to the
Commissioners of Works and Buildings, who
shall appoint some other competent person to act
in conjunction with the other official referee as to

such building or matter, s. 80 .

Their functions generally.—Such official referees

shall superintend the execution of this Act by the
several district-surveyors, and perform the seve-
ral matters to them respectively assigned by the

provisions of this Act, and determine all ques-
tions referred to them, whether expressly by this

Act or at the instance of any one or more of the
parties concerned, s. 81 .

Remuneration, Disqualification, Fees.—See Registrar.
Matters of reference—One referee may act.—If
any doubt, difference, or dissatisfaction in re-
spect of any matter within the limits of this Act
arise between any parties concerned, or between
any party and any surveyor, or between any two
surveyors, as to any act done or to be done in

pursuance of this Act, or as to the effect of the
provisions thereof, in any case, or as to the mode
inwhich the provisions and directions of this Act
are or ought to be carried into effect,—and par-
ticularly as to whether the requirements implied
in terras of qualification applied to sites, soils,

materials, or workmanship, or otherwise, and
denoting good, sound, fire-proof, fit, proper,
or sufficient, are fulfilled in certain cases,—or as
to the district in which any building, matter, or
thing is to be deemed to be situate, especially in

cases where such building, matter, or thing is

partly in one district and partly in another,—or as
to the expenses to be borne by the respective
owners of premises parted by the same party-
walls, or the proportions thereof,—or as to
the proportions of the expense to be borne
by the occupier or by the owners of premises
in respect of any work executed, or any other
matter whatever,

—

then it shall be lawful for
any party concerned to require the official referees
to determine such matter, but so that such requi-
sition be made in writing, and that it set forth,
either generally or otherwise, the matters in re-
spect of which the determination of the official

referees is required ;—and the determination of
such referees, or one of such referees, with the
assent of the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings,
as to all or any of the points in difference on
which such referees shall make their award, and
as to the costs, charges, and expenses of such
reference, shall be binding on all parties to such
reference, s. 82.

Award and powers ofreferees.—The official referees
shall exercise all such powers of arbitrators as they
would have had in case they had been appointed
under an order of her Majesty’s Court of Queen’s
Bench at Westminster

; and if such award be
given in writing, and be sealed by the official seal
of the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, it

shall be as effectual as if made under an order of
reference by such court, and shall be enforced by
the said court in all respects as if made under an
order of such court and it shall be binding
and conclusive against every person, including
the Queen’s Majesty, her heirs and successors,
claiming any estate, right, title, trust, use, or
interest in, to, or out of the said premises or auy
part thereof, either in possession, reversion, re-
mainder, or expectancy, and against every other
person whomsoever, s. 83.

Revocation of authority not to affect their award.—The power aud authority of the official refe-
rees shall not be revocable by any party to any
reference, without the consent of all parties
thereto

; and although any party shall not attend
upon such reference, it shall be lawful for such
official referees to proceed with the refereuce,
and to make their award, s. 84.

Taking of evidence.—The official referees may, by
summons in writing sealed with the seal of office
of the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, re-
quire the attendance of any person who may be
able to give evidence in the matter of any reference
to them, and to require by such summons the
production of any documents to be mentioned
therein ;—and if, in addition to the service of such
summons, an appointment of the time and place
of attendance in obedience thereto, signed by
one at least of the official referees before
whom the attendance is required, be also served,
either together with or after the service of such
summons, then, if the party so summoned do
not attend in obedience thereto, such party
shall be liable to be proceeded against as for
a contempt of court ;—and every person whose
attendance shall be required shall be entitled to
the like conduct-money and payment of expenses
as for and upon attendance at any trial ;

—

and no person shall be compelled to produce
under any such summons any writing or other
document that he would not be compelled to pro-
duce at a trial, or to attend on more than two
consecutive days to be named in such summons

;

—
and the official referees shall administer an oath
to such witnesses as may come before them, or,
in cases where affirmation is allowed by law in-
stead of an oath, take their affirmation

;
and

if upon such oath or affirmation any person
making the same wilfully and corruptly give
false evidence, then every person so offending
shall be deemed to be guilty of perjury, s. 85.

Effect of awards as evidence.—If on the trial or
hearing of any cause or matter in any court of
law or equity, or elsewhere, any copy of an
award, by the official referees, signed and sealed
with the seal of the said registrar, be produced,
then it shall be the duty of all judges, justices,
and others, and they are hereby required, to
receive the same as primd facie evidence of
the matters therein contained, s. 86.

Declaration of official fidelity.—Before any official

referee shall act in pursuance of his appointment,
he shall make a declaration of official fidelity, to

be administered by the Chief Baron or any other
of the Barons of her Majesty’s Court of Ex-
chequer. For form see s. 87.

Regulation of business—Delegation of powers.—Any
matter by this Act required, directed, or per-
mitted to be done by the official referees may be
done by either of them, with the assent of the
Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, unless ex-
press provision to the contrary be made, and if

done by any one of them with such assent, it

shall be as valid and effectual as if done by both
of them

;
and, subject to such restrictions and

regulations as may be made in that behalf by the

Commissioners of Works and Buildings, it shall

be lawful for the official referees to appoint one
of their number, under their hands and the seal

of the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, to

make any inquiry or any survey which shall

appear to them either necessary or expedient in

order to enable them to determine any matters

in reference, s. 88.

Official referees and overseers of parishes to cause

copies of proclamation made in the London
Gazette to be fixed on the doors of the churches and
chapels within parishes 3 weeks before the Council

take into consideration the extending of the limits

of the operation of the Act to any other place within

12 miles from Charing-cross. s. 4.

Official referees, if they think any district too exten-

sive, are to represent the same to the magistrates,

sending them also a copy of the district register of

notices, with the result ;—and if the official

referees are of opinion any district -surveyor, on
account of the pressure of business in any district,

or on any other account, cannot discharge his duties

promptly as regards the builders and others en-

gaged in building operations, and efficiently as re-

gards the purposes of this Act, they shall appoint

any other district-surveyor to assist the surveyor

of such district in the performance of his duties, or

if no district-surveyor can be spared from his own
district, then appoint some other competent person

to give such assistance, s. 75. See Assistant-

surveyors.

Official referees by their award may authorize such

modification (subject to the approbation of the

Commissioners of Works and Buildings) in the

rules of the Act as they may deem fit, in cases of
existing building-leases aud agreements, s. 10 .

Official referees have power, on application to them,
to modify in certain cases the thicknesses of ex-
ternal walls. See Inclosing walls.

Official referees to report to the Commissioners of
Works and Buildings relative to the propriety of
modifying the strict provisions of the Act relative
to areas and other matters (except the height and
thickness of walls) where buildings are to be re-
built on old sites, s. 12 .

Official referees to determine whether buildings are
liable to their special supervision, subject to appeal
to the Commissioners of Works and Buildings.

Official referees to determine in case of doubt, differ-
ence, or dissatisfaction relative to the classes and
rates to which buildings belong, s. 5.

Official referees, in case of appeal from the district-
surveyor, to determine the classes and rates accord-
ing to which buildings not comprised by the Act
within any class or rule shall be erected, s. 8.

Official referees to report to the Commissioners of
Works and Buildings if modifications should
be made in the strict rules of the Act

;
whether

from their own suggestion, or from that of any
interested party, s. 11 .

Official referees, immediately on any district becoming
vacant, and until the justices appoint a successor,
are to direct the surveyor of any one or more of
the other districts to perform the duties of surveyor
therein, or if no district-surveyor can be spared
from his own district, to appoint some other com-
petent person duly qualified ;—and every such
surveyor is hereby entitled to receive the fees pay-
able in respect of the services performed by him in
such vacant district, s. 74.

Official referees’ approval requisite for the due
appointment of deputies by district-surveyors, s.73.

Official referees may order district-surveyors to re.
fund fees wrongfully received, under pain of dis.
charge or fine by the justices, s. 79.

Official referees, on the information of district-sur-
veyors, in cases of irregular building, to proceed to
hear the matter, and if any breach of the rules,
regulations, and directions of this Act be found to
have been committed, or if there appear good rea-
son to suppose any such breach has been com-
mitted and is concealed, to direct by their award the
building, party-wall, external wall, chimney-stack,
flue, or other thing, or such part thereof as
they shall deem necessary, to be amended, re-
moved, cut into, laid open, or pulled down

;
and

all the costs, charges, and expenses of the sajd
work, and of the said application to the official

referees, shall be borne by such party or parties as
the official referees shall determine, s, 14.

Official referees may enter on premises. See Enter
on premises.

Official referees, refusal to admit, to inspect premises
renders work liable to be abated as a nuisance.
s. 13.

Official referees, in default of the consent of all

proper parties, may authorize the pulling down
of party structures and laying together parts of
intermixed buildings, s. 34.

Official referees, if auy party desire to raise a party
fence-wall so as to screen from view any offensive
object or neighbourhood, may authorize the same,
but not so as to obstruct the free circulation of the
air, or to injure the property adjoining to or in the
neighbourhood of such wall. s. 32.

Official referees, consent of, relative to materials of
floors and arches separating buildings from public
ways. See Public way, buildings over.

Official referees, buildings under supervision of, all

buildings of the Is/ rate of the 2nd or warehouse
class, and all buildings of the 3rd or public
building class (except the buildings excepted
by Schedule B, Part II.), subject to the pro-
visions in Schedule C, and elsewhere in this Act
made in respect thereof

;
as well as under the ordi-

nary supervision of the surveyor
;
and if any

difference arise as to whether any such building be
liable to such special supervision, the same shall be
determined by the official referees

; subject to an
appeal, at the instance of any party interested, to
the Commissioners of Works and Buildings, whose
decision in the matter shall be final, s. 6.

Official referees. Special supervision of lst-rate

buildings of the 2nd or public building class, and of

buildings of the 3rd class (except buildings excepted
by Schedule B, Part 1 1.) When all the walls of any
such building are built to their full height, and all

the timbers of the floors, roofs, and partitions

are fixed, it shall be the duty of the architect

or builder, and he is hereby required, to give notice,

thereof to the official referees, according to the form
(No. 6) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the like

effect
;
and if the official referees be of opinion that

such building is subject to special supervision,

then, within 7 days after such notice, it shall be

their duty to survey the said building ;—and if

they approve of the same, then, within 7 days

after such survey, to certify such approval, under
their hands, to the architect or builder;—or if

any part of the walls, timbers, roof, or internal

supports appear to such official referees defective,

insufficient, or insecure, then, within the said j

days after such survey, they are to give to such
architect or builder notice of such parts as shall

so appear to them defective, insufficient, or

insecure, which notice must be in writing ;—and
upon the receipt of such notice it shall be the

duty of the said architect or builder to amend
and strengthen such defective, insufficient, or

insecure parts ;—and, during or within a period

of 7 days after notice has been given to the

official referees that such works have been amended

?Wj
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or strengthened ns aforesaid, it shall be the duty of

the official referees, to inspect the same, or in default

thereof the said parts may be covered up ;—and,

upon completion of every such building, it shall be

the duty of the architect or builder to give fresh

notice to the official referees, according to the form

(No. 7) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the like

effect and thereupon, or xcithin 7 days after

such notice, it shall be the duty of the official

referees to survey the same and if upon such

survey it shall appear that such building has been

built sufficiently strong, and is sufficiently set to be

safe, then within 14 days after such survey it shall

be their duty, and they are hereby required, to cer-

tify accordingly, which certificate must be under

their hands and the seal of office of Registrar of

Metropolitan Buildings;—and, until such certi-

ficate shall have been made, or until 14 days after

such survey shall have elapsed without the official

referees having given notice in writing that they

are not satisfied, it shall not be lawful to use such

building for any purpose whatever without the

express authority in writing of the official referees

under their hands and the seal of office of the

Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings ;—and if,

before the certificate of satisfaction shall have been

made, or if such further 14 days as aforesaid shall

have elapsed without due notice being given in

writing as aforesaid, any such building subject to

special supervision shall be used for any purpose

without such express authority in writing, then,

on conviction thereof before two justices of the peace,

the occupier of such building or other the person by

whom such building shall be so used, shall forfeit

for such offence a sum not exceeding 2001. for

every day during which such building shall be so used

without having obtained such certificate of satis-

faction, or such express authority as aforesaid ;

—

and in determining the amount of any such penalty,

the justices shall have regard to the size and cha-

racter of the building, and to the nature and extent

of danger involved in the use of such building, and

to the amount of profit which might be derived from

such use thereof, s. 15.

Official referees. Special supervision of buildings in

Schedule B, Part I.—Before the builder begius to

build it shall be the duty of the architect or the

builder to give notice threof to the official referees,

and also, at the same time, to transmit for their in-

spection the plans, elevations, and other drawings

which have been made for the same
;
and forthwith

the official referees shall proceed to survey the situa-

tion of the iutended building, to ascertain whether

such building can be erected on such situation icith

due regard to the security of the public

;

and during

the progress of such building, such official referees

shall inspect the same to ascertain the sufficiency

thereof ;
and if such building or any part thereof

appear to such official referees defective, insufficient,

or insecure, they shall give to such architect or

builder notice of such parts as shall appear to them

defective, insufficient, or insecure, which notice must

be in writing;—upon the receipt of such notice

it shall be the duty of the said architect or builder

to amend and strengthen such defective, insuffi-

cient, or insecure parts
;
and during or within a

period of 7 days after notice has been given to

the official referees that such works have been

amended or strengthened, the official referees shall

inspect the same, or in default thereof the said parts

may be covered up,—and upon completion of every

such building it shall be the duty of the architect or

builder to give fresh notice to the official referees

gnd thereupon, or within 7 days ajter such notice,

the official referees shall survey the same
;
and if

upon such survey it shall appear that such building

has been built sufficiently strong, then it shall be

their duty to certify accordingly, which certificate

must be under their hands and the seal of office of

Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings ;

—

and until

such certificate shall have been made, or until 14

days after such survey shall have elapsed without

the official referees having given notice in writing

that they are not satisfied, it shall not be lawful to

use such building for any purpose whatever without

the express authority in writing of the official re-

ferees under their hands and the seal of office of the

Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings;—and if before

the certificate of satisfaction shall have been made,

or if such H du,Js have elapsed without

flue notice in writing being given, any such building be

used for any purpose without such express autho-

rity in writing, then, on conviction thereof before

two justices of the peace, the occupier or other

person by whom such building shall be so used shall

forfeit for such otfence a sum not exceeding 100 /.

for every day during which such building shall be

so used without having obtained such certificate

of satisfaction or such express authority as

aforesaid ;—and in determining the amount of such
penalty, it 6hall be the duty of the justices to have

regard to the nature and extent of danger iuvolved in

the use of such building, and to the amount of profit

which might be derived from such use thereof, s. 16.

Official referees to determine between parties, iu cases

of appeal from the district-surveyors, the difference

of costs and expenses of performing works accord-

to this Act, and which may be contrary to any ex-

isting building contract, s. 9.

Official referees are, upon the requisition of any les-

see or tenant, under any existing building lease,

or agreement (14 days’ previous notice being given
to the lessors and other owners), to ascertain what
loss, present and prospective, lias been occasioned
by the observance of the provisions of this Act, and
having regard to the respective terms and interests
of the lessee or tenant, the lessor and other owners
of such building, and having regard to any profit,

benefit, or advantage which may have accrued to

such lessee or tenant, since the execution of such

lease or agreement, and which may appear to the

said official referees not to have been in the contem-

plation of the parties to such lease or agreement at

the time of such execution thereof as aforesaid,—to

determine whether he is entitled to any and what

compensation, whether by payment of money or

reduction of rent, or both, or otherwise ;—and on the

receipt of such requisition, and on proof of due

notice thereof having been given to the lessor and

other owners of such building, it shall be the duty

of such official referees to proceed and ascertain if

any and what loss has been so occasioned, having

regard to such terms, interest, profit, benefit, or

advantage as aforesaid, to determine if any and

what compensation is to be paid in respect thereof,

and by whom, and in what proportions,—and their

decision in the matter shall be final, s. 10 .

Official referees to fix from time to time the rates and
prices according to which accounts for work and
materials in party structures are to be made out.

s. 47.

Official referees to have delivered to them at their

office a copy of every account for party structures

done by their authority, s. 47.

Official referees to settle contributions of all parties

liable to bear the expenses of party structures, s. 50.

Official referees, if within 10 days from the delivery of

any account for party structures any party dissatis-

fied with the proportion of the amount thereof

charged to him, appeal to,—or if in cases of want
of due consent, such account be delivered to the

official referees, it shall be their duty to examine

such account, and to certify whether they approve

or disapprove of the items thereof, and whether the

rates and prices are duly charged, and whether the

proportion of the account charged to the party ap-

pealing be duly charged, and also to appoint how
and by whom the expenses of such examination are

to be borne, and also to appoint the time or times at

which the amount of such account and of such ex-

penses payable by any party are to be paid

;

— and if they certify their disapproval, or the

charges are not duly made, or the amount fairly

apportioned with regard to the party appealing,

then, before any demand is made or any proceed-

ings are taken thereon, the account must be

amended, and again examined by the official refe-

rees, and certified as aforesaid;— and if the offi-

cial referees certify their approval, then at the time

or times appointed by the said official referees it

shall be lawful for the person entitled to such costs

and expenses to demand the amount thereof, s. 47.

Official referees to settle, in case of dispute, the pro-

portions of the materials of party-walls when
pulled down, and of the site, belonging to each

owner where an external wall has been built against

such party-wall. s. 30.

Official referees to order district-surveyor to survey

and certify state of ruinous buildings, upon the

respective application of himself and of the over-

seers,—to cause copy of certificate to be transmitted

to the Court of Lord Mayor and Aldermen of the

city of London, or to the overseers in other places,

—

and if the Lord Mayor and aldermen, or the over-

seers, appeal against such certificate, the official

referees are themselves to survey, certify, and

award in the case as they deem fit. s. 40.

Official referees to award reasonable compensation to

be paid to adjoining parties for loss by reason of

the rebuilding of a sound party-wall not condemn-
able. s. 26.

Official referees, on application of either party, are to

determine and certify the expense which an owner
may claim of an adjoining one who, after notice,

has himself neglected to stop up any opening in an
extevnal wall made without consent inwriting, s. 37.

Official referees to decide proportions and recipients

of division of surplus arising from sale of materials

of ruinous buildings, s. 41.

Old and new buildings. See Buildings, new and old,

relative to general regulations.

Old foundations, buildings erected upon. See Build-

ings, new and old, for general regulations relative

thereto.

Old materials, value of, to be allowed for in claims

for the recovery of costs of party structures, s. 46.

Openings in external walls abuttiug on other pre-

mises, stoppage of. If, without the consent in

writing of the owner of any ground or building,

any opening be made in any such wall, it shall be

lawful for such owner, to require the owner of the

premises in which such openiug shall be made to

stop up the same with brick or stone-work, as the

case may be, according to the form (No. 5) in the

Schedule of Notices, or to the like effect
;
and if

within one calendar month after such notice such
stoppage be not effected, then it shall be lawful for

such owner, either by himself or his workmen, with

tools, implements, and materials, to cause such
opening so to be stopped,—and he is also entitled

to be repaid the costs thereof
;
and with regard to

such costs, as far as relates to the adjustment there-

of, if such owner refuse to make payment, or if

there be any dispute as to the amount thereof, then,

on application for the purpose to the official re-

ferees, by either of the parties concerned, it shall

be lawful for the person by whom they have been
incurred, to refer the matter of such dispute to the

official referees, and to have their determination

thereon ;
— and it shall be the duty of such of-

ficial referees to give to the applicant a certificate

in relation thereto;— and if any party liable to

pay any sum of money under such certificate fail to

do so, then it shall be lawful for the party entitled

to such costs to recover the same in the manner
hereinafter provided for the recovery of the costs,

charges, and expenses of executing any works in

pursuance of this Act. s. 37.

Openings in party-walls may be made whereby two
or more dwelling-houses shall be united. And
with regard to any dwelling-houses which when
so united will contain more than 14 squares, if

such dwelling-houses shall be and continue to be

in the same occupation, then upon its being de-

clared by the official referees that in their opinion

the stability and security from fire of any or

either of such dwelling-houses will not be endan-

gered by making such openings, they may be made
accordingly. Schedule D, Part IV.

Openings in party-walls, to buildings of the

2nd class, must not be made wider than 6 ft.

nor higher than 8 ft. unless in each case, and
upon special evidence of necessity for convenience

or otherwise, the official referee shall previously

authorize larger openings. And the floor, jambs,

and head of every such opening must be com-
posed of brick or stone, or iron-work, throughout

the whole thickness of the wall ; and every such

opening must have a strong wrought-iron door

on each side of the party-wall, fitted and hung to

such opening without wood-work of any kind
;

and such doors must not be less than ^ in.

thick in the panels thereof
;
and each of such

doors must be distant from the other not

less than the full thickness of the party-wall.

Schedule C, Part IV. District-surveyor’s fee for

inspecting formation of openings in party-walls,

10s.
;
not chargeable where the ordinary fees for

building, or addition, or alteration, are paid.

Orders. See Removal of into superior Courts.

Other districts, surveyors of particular districts

to act in when specially appointed thereto by the

official referees, s. 68.

Oven. See Close fires.

Overseers. See Parish (the word).

Overseers of parishes and official referees to cause

copies of proclamation made in the London Gazette

to be fixed on the doors of the churches and chapels

within any parish 3 weeks before the Council take

into consideration the extending of the limits of the

operation of the Act to any other place within 12

miles from Charing-Cross. s. 4.

Overseers of the poor, of every parish or place within

his district,—every district-surveyor is, imme-
diately upon his appointment, and from time to

time upon every change of his residence or of his

place of business, or oftener if required, to make a

return to, and to the Registrar of Metropoli-

tan Buildings, of his name and place of abode, and
the place wliere such office shall be. s. 72.

Overseers, upon receiving information of any building

being in a ruinous and dangerous condition, shall,

with the district-surveyor respectively, apply forth-

with to the official referees to authorize a survey to

be made thereof
;
and the official referees shall

direct the surveyor to make such survey
;
and such

surveyor shall act in all respects as in the case of a

survey of party-walls ;—and upon the receipt of the

certificate of the surveyor, the official referees shall

cause a copy thereof to be transmitted, if the pre-

mises be within the city of London, to the Court
of Lord Mayor and Aldermen, and if they be else-

where, to the overseers of the poor of the parish or

place in which such premises shall be ;
— there-

upon such Mayor and Court of Aldermen, and
overseers, shall cause with all convenient speed

such ruinous building to be securely shored, or a

proper and sufficient hoard to be put up for the

safety of all passengers,—and to cause notice in

writing to be given to the owner of such building

to repair or pull down the same or any part thereof,

as the case may require, within 14 days then next

ensuing;— and if within the said 14 days the

repair or demolition be not begun, and be not com-
pleted as soon as the nature of the case will admit,

then, on a declaration being made before the said

Lord Mayor or a justice of the peace of such notice

having been so given, the said Lord Mayor and

Court of Aldermen, out of the cash in the chamber
of London, and every such overseer out of the

money in his hands, with all convenient speed, shall

order and cause such building, or such part thereof

so certified to be in a ruinous and dangerous condi-

tion as shall be necessary for the safety of the pas-

sengers, to be repaired or pulled down, or secured in

such manner as shall from time to time be requisite

:

but if such Lord Mayor and aldermen, or such over-

seers, appeal against such certificate, the official

referees shall proceed to survey, to certify, and to

award in all respects as in the case of an appeal

from the certificate of the surveyor with reference

to party-walls or intermixed buildings
;
aud if such

official’ referees certify that the said premises are

ruinous and dangerous, it shall be the duty of the

said Lord Mayor or the said overseers to repair or

pull down such building, s. 40.

Overseers to receive and return, if claimed within 6

years, surplus arising from sale of materials of

ruinous buildings without the city and liberties of

London, s. 41.

Owner (the word) to apply generally to every per-

son in possession or receipt either of the whole or

of any part of the rents or profits of any ground or

tenement, or in the occupation of such ground or

tenement, other than as a tenant from year to year,

or for any less term, or a tenant at will. s. 2.

Owner, adjoining, s. 20.

Owner, building, s. 20.

Owner or occupier, present or future,—two justices

may levy by distress on the goods of, the amount of

deficiency after sale of materials, to defray the

expense of surveys, appeal, hoarding, repairing,

securing, and pulling down ruinous buildings, s. 42.
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Owners, who propose to build party-walls or party

fence-walls between their vacant ground and other

vacant ground, or ground in a different occupation,

are to give one calendar month’s notice to the ad-

joining owner, with a description of their proposed
work, and without the consent in writing of the

latter the work cannot be built as party-structure

on two estates, but must be wholly on one, the

footings excepted, s. 38.

Owners and lessees to have 14 days’ notice before

the applications of lessees and tenants to the official

referees to award compensation for loss in comply-
ing with the Act, or in modifying any existing

building lease or agreement, s. 10 .

Owners of vacant buildings to secure chimney-shaft,

chimney-pot, or other thing thereon, or the eaves,

or parapet or coping, or slates or tiles on the roof,

or any projection from the front walls of any build-

ing, if in danger of falling, under penalty, and
liability to make good all damage. See Chimneys,

ruinous.

Owners to have 14 days’ notice from Lord Mayor and
Court of Aldermen, or overseers without the city

and liberties of London, to repair or pull down ruin-

ous buildings. See Ruinous buildings.

Owners to pay deficiency, if sale of materials of ruin-

ous buildings be insufficient to defray expenses

of surveys, certificate, condemnations, shoring,

hoarding, or pulling down ruinous buildings,

s. 42. See Ruinous buildings.

Owners of adjoining premises to stop up within a

calendar month openings in external walls made
without consent in writing on receiving notice (in

form No. 5), or the other owner may do so at the

expense of the former; but either party may, in case

of dispute relative to the expense, claim the determi-

nation and certificate of the official referees, s. 37.

P.

PADDINGTON parish included within the operation

of the Act. s. 3.

Palaces, royal, arc under special supervision.

Schedule B, Part I.

Pancras (St.) parish included within the ope-

ration of the Act. s. 3.

Parapets ia danger of falling. See Chimneys,

ruinous; also Chimneys, compensation for injury.

Parapets, if adjoining a gutter, must be carried

up 1 ft. at the least above the highest part of

such gutter, and above the level of the under side

of the gutter-plate must be at the least, in the

extra 1 st rate of the 1 st class, and in the 1 st

rate of the 2nd class, 13 ins. thick; and in

every other case, 83 inches thick. Schedule D,
Part II.

Pargetting. See Chimneys hereafter built.

Parish (the word) to include all parochial districts

and extra-parochial placesin which separate church-

wardens, overseers, or constables are appointed

;

and where two parishes have been united for eccle-

siastical purposes, then to include such united pa-

rishes. s. 2. By s. 3 of the Act its operation is

extended to all places lying within 200 yards from

the exterior boundaries of the external parishes

over which it is to operate, except the eastern boun-

dary by the river Lea.

Parishes and other places within districts. See Over-

Parties interested may require the official referees

to report to the Commissioners of Works and Build-

ings whether modifications should be made in the

strict rules of the Act. s. 11.

Partitions, expense of pulling down, for perform-

ing party structures, recoverable, s. 4G.

Party-arches. See Party-walls for dividing

buildings.

Party-arches, costs of. See Expenses ofworks.

Party Fence-walls, by which term is to be under-

stood any boundary wall parting the grounds belong-

ing to different owners or occupied by different

persons, if the owner of any of the premises parted

thereby give one calendar month's notice of his in-

tention to the adjoining owner to repair, pull down,

and rebuild the same, it shall be lawful for him so

to do ;
and if the wall be below the height of 9 ft.

from the ground on either side, then either to

raise it to that height, or to pull it down and re-

build it to that height, but upon condition that he

do pay all the expenses thereof ;—and if a building

be to be erected against such party fence-wall, and

such wall be not conformable to the requisites pre-

scribed for a proper party-wall for a building of that

class and rate, then it shall be lawful for the build-

ing owner to pull down such wall, but upon condition

that he pay alt the expenses thereof, and make good

every damage which shall accrue to such adjoining

premises by such rebuilding ;—but if thereafter the

adjoining owner use such party fence-wall for any

purpose to which, if it had not been pulled down
ami rebuilt, it would not have been applicable, then

to such extent as such adjoining owner shall so use

such wall the building owner shall be entitled to be

reimbursed the expenses of so pulling down and

rebuilding such wall But if any party desire to

raise such wall so as to screen from view any offen-

sive object or neighbourhood, then on application

to the official referees they may authorize such

work, but not so as to obstruct the free circulation

of the air, or to injure the property adjoining to

or in the neighbourhood of such wall. s. 32.

Party fence-walls between vacant grounds of dif-

ferent owners or in different occupations, are not

to be built as party-structures without one owner

give to the other a calendar month’s notice, with

a description of his proposal, and obtain his consent

thereto in writing, s. 3S. District-surveyor’s fee

for condemning a party fence-wall, 10s. 6d.

Party timber partitions, pulling down, costs of.

Sec Expenses of works. If one building be re-

built, or if one of the fronts of any such building
be taken down to the height of one story, or

for a space equal to one-fourth of such front from
the level of the second floor upwards, then without
the consent of the adjoining owner, but upon giving
the requisite notice, according to the forms (Nos.
11 , 12, 13), in the Schedule of Notices, or to the
like effect, it is the duty of the building owner to

pull down such timber partitions, and the walls under
or over the same, and in lieu thereof to build a
proper party-wall, at the expense of the owners of

all the premises parted thereby, s. 33.

Party- structures, costs of. See Expenses of
works.

Party structures, property of, and of the ground
whereon they stand, vest in the persons at whose
expense they are performed, till due contribution of
their expenses and of the fees of the official referees,

s. 46.

Party-wall (the term) to apply to every wall which
shall be used, or be built in order to be used, as

a separation of two or more buildings with a view
to the occupation thereof by different families, or

which shall be actually occupied by different

families,—and also every wall which shall stand
upon ground not wholly belonging to the same
owner to a greater extent than the projection of

its footing on one side. s. 2 .

District -surveyor's fees for inspecting and report-

ing to the official referees on party-walls, and
intermixed buildings :

—

Description.

Dwel-

ling-

Class.

Ware-

Class.

Public
Build-
ing

Class.

£ 8 . d. £. s. d. ^s. d.

1st rate 3 10 0 3 10 0 3 10 0

ditto ditto extra 5 5 0 5 5 0

5 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0

3rd ditto 2 10 0 2 10 0 2 10 0

•1th rate, containing more
than 2 stories 2 2 0 2 2 0

4th rate, not containing
more than 2 stories .... 1 10 0 2 2 0

Insulated building 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

Detached building built for

the purposes of trade or

For surveying party -walls

not kept in repair, and
consenting to notice of

repair being served .... 0 10 0 0 10 0

Building party and party-fence-walls next vacant

ground— Consent of adjoining owner, on vacant

ground at the line of junction of premises belong-

ing to different owners or in different occupations.

One calendar month before the owner of any piece

of vacant ground, or ground not hitherto built

upon, shall build any building adjoining to an-

other piece of vacant ground, or ground not

hitherto built upon, or build a fence-wall for such

piece of ground, he is to give to the owner or

occupier of such adjoining vacant ground notice

in writing, setting forth his desire to build a

party-wall or party fence-wall, and describing the

thicknesses and dimensions of such desired party-

wall or party fence-wall, according to the form

(No. 16) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the

like effect;—and if within such period of one

calendar month such adjoining owner shall sig-

nify his consent in writing, then the same must

be built partly on the ground of one of the said

owners or occupiers, and partly on the ground

of the other, and such last mentioned part

is to be paid for as is herein directed by such

other owner or occupier;—but if he do not signify

such consent, then it shall be the duty of the

building-owner to build an external wall for such

building, and fence-wall for such ground, entirely

upon his own ground, except as to the footings

thereof, s. 38.

Sound party -walls not condemnable—Rebuilding of.

If the owner of one of the adjoining buildings

desire to rebuild a sound party-wall, then, on

giving to the adjoining-owner the required notice

of 3 calendar months, according to the form

(No. 14) in the Schedule of Notices, or to the

like effect, such building-owner may pull down

and rebuild such party wall, but upon condition

that he reinstate and make good all the internal

finishings and decorations of the adjoining pre-

mises, and pay all the costs and charges thereof,

and also all the expenses incidental to the execu-

tion of the work, including therein the fees and

expenses of the survey, and the fees of the sur-

veyors, and any fees in respect of any services

performed by the official referees, and also such

reasonable compensation as to the said official

referees may seem proper for any loss ivhich the

adjoining-owner shall have incurred by reason of

such work. s. 26.

Reference to official referees. If while a sound

party- wall (against which an external wall shall

have been built, and which shall have been

suffered to remain) continues sound, the ad-

joining building be pulled down or rebuilt, and

such party-wall be pulled down, then the owner

of such adjoining building shall not be entitledI to

more than his just proportion of the materials

thereof, nor to more than his just proportion of

the ground on which such party-wall teas built,

nor shall he build on more than his just proportion

of the said ground, unless he shall have agreed

with and satisfied the owner of the building so

previously rebuilt for his half thereof ;
and

if the said owners cannot agree concerning the

division of such materials, or of such ground, or

of the building thereon, or concerning the reim-
bursement of the party first rebuilding as afore-

said, then the price and all matters in difference,

including the sale and purchase of the ground in

question, shall be settled by a reference to the

official referees, whose award shall be final, s. 30.

Site of party -walls. If buildings be of equal rate,

a party-wall must be built on the line of junc-
tion of such buildings, one-half on the ground of

the owner of one, and one-half on the ground of

the owner of the other of such buildings. If such
buildings be of different rates, then such wall must
be built on the line of junction thereof, to the

extent of only one-half of the thickness of a
wall required for the building of the lower rate

on the ground of such minor building. And if

such building of the lower rate be thereafter en-

larged or altered so as to become a building of a

higher rate, then the owner of such first-men-

tioned building of the higher rate for the time
being shall be entitled to receive from the owner
of such building of the lower rate such sum of

money as shall be a sufficient compensation for

the ground occupied by that portion of the party-

wall, which according to the rate of the building

enlarged ought to have been built by its owner on
his own ground, as well as the value of so much
of the wall itself as may be more than the owner
of such building of the lower rate had already paid

for. Schedule D, Part III.

Construction and materials ofparty-walls. Every part

thereof mustbe built ofsound bricks, orofstone, or

of such bricks and stone together, laid in and with
mortar and cemeut in such manner as to produce

solid work. And the bearing-ends of wooden
beams, breast- summers, girders, trimming-joists,

the ends of partition heads and sills, the bearing

ends of the main timbers of a roof, and wood-
bricks, may be laid into the substance of a party-

wall, but not within 4 in. of the centre of any
party-wall

;
and no other wood-work of any kind

must be laid into, placed upon, or be run or

driven into any part of the substance of any party-

wall. But if the ends of timbers be carried on

iron shoes or stone corbels, then such iron shoes

or stone corbels must be built into the wall at

least one-half of the thickness ofsuch wall. And
the top of every such party-wall must be finished

with one course of sound stock-bricks, set on
edge with good cement, or by a coping of any
other properly secured and sufficient waterproof

and fireproof covering. Schedule D, Part III,

Height of parly-walls above roof. If a party-wall

adjoin to any roof, it must be carried up and
remain 18 ins. at least above the part where the

party-wall and roof adjoin, measured at a right

angle with the back of the rafters of such roof.

And if any party-wall in any building of the 1st

class adjoin a gutter, it must be carried up, and
remain 2 ft. at leastabove the highest part thereof.

And if any party-wall in any building of the

2nd class adjoin a gutter, it must be carried up,

and remain 3 ft. at least above the highest part

thereof. If there be fixed within 5 ft. of a party-

wall, upon the flat or roof of the building, any

turret, dormer, lantern-light, or other erection

of combustible materials, then every such party-

wall must be carried up next to every such

turret, dormer, lantern-iiglt, or other erection,

and must extend 18 ins. higher and 18 ins. wider

than such erection on each side thereof. Sche-

dule D, Part III.

Party- walls for dividing buildings. Every wall to

divide any building into two or more distinct parts,

must be built as a party- wall, in the manner and

of the materials, and of the several heights and
thicknesses for party-walls of the highest rate of

building to which such party-wall shall belong or

adjoin, as prescribed in reference to the thicknesses

of party-walls in Schedule C. And if any building

already built, or which shall be hereafter built, be

converted, used, or occupied as two or more separate

buildings, each having a separate entrance and stairr

case, then every such building shall be deemed to

be two or more separate houses, and such separate

houses must be divided from each other by a party-

wall or party-arch or arches, built in the manner

and of the materials required for party-walls or for

party-arches for the class and rate to which the

largest of the buildings so divided shall belong.

Schedule D, Part. III.

Party- walls, if raised at the expense of one party, to

be paid for by the adjoining party if afterwards

used by him. s. 31.

Party-wall, party fence-wall not to be used as, un-

less of statute dimensions, s. 32.

Party- wall, 2 days’ notice to be given to the district-

surveyor before begun to be built, pulled down,

rebuilt, cut into, altered, or any opening be made

therein, s. 13. See Penalty.

Party-walls, costs of, see Expenses of toork.

Passages, public, of 3rd class building, floors of,

must be fire-proof, schedule C, Part VI.

Peace-Officer, district-surveyors and official refe-

rees accompanied by, may enter premises where they

are refused admittance. See Enter on premises.

Penalty, 5/. per day, district-surveyors liable to,

for acting before making declaration of official

fidelity, s. 71.

Penalty, Not exceeding 20Z. for commence-

ment (or re-commencement after 3 months’

delay), or after a change of the builder, without

2 days’ notice, and in the first case only treble fees

to the district-surveyor, except in cases ofemergency,

wherein the notice is to be given to the district-

surveyor within 48 hours after the commencement of

the work. s. 13.
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Penalty not exceeding 20 /. for refusing or neglecting

to admit and assist district- surveyor and official

referees. See Enter on premises.

Penalty not exceeding 5l. per day, and expenses, to

be paid by occupiers, or by owners of various

buildings, if roofs, chimneys, and projections from

front walls be not begun to be secured within 36

hours after notice from district-surveyors. See

Chimneys, ruinous.

Penalties for use of 1st rate buildings of the 2nd
class, and of buildings of the 3rd class. Until

certificate shall have been made by the official re-

ferees of their approval, or until 14 days after

survey by them shall have elapsed without their

having given notice in writing that they are not

satisfied, it shall not be lawful to use any such build-

ing for any purpose whatever, without the express

authority of the official referees under their hands

and the seal of office of the Reeistrar of Me-
tropolitan Buildings ;—and if before the cer-

tificate of satisfaction shall have been made,
or if such further 14 days shall have elapsed

without due notice being given in writing, any
building subject to special supervision shall be

used for any purpose without such express autno-

rity in writing, then, on conviction thereof before

two justices of the peace, the occupier of such build-

ing, or other the person by whom such building

shall be so used, shall forfeit for such offence

a sum not exceeding 200 1. for every day during

which such building shall be so used without

having obtained such certificate of satisfaction, or

such express authority as aforesaid; and in deter-

mining the amount of any such penalty, the justices

are to have regard to the size and character of

building, and to the nature and extent of danger
involved in the use of such building, and to the

amount of profit which might be derived from such
use thereof, s. 15.

Penalties, or forfeiture. Any party may sue or pro-

ceed for the same
;
and if not otherwise spe-

cifically appropriated, the person so suing or

proceeding is entitled to receive one-half

thereof for his own benefit, and the other half

shall be applied to her Majesty’s use, and shall

be paid to the sheriff of the county, city, or town
where the same shall have been imposed

;
and all

convictions before justices shall be returned to

the Court of Quarter Sessions, under the

provisions of Act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 46, for the

more speedy Return and levying of Fines, Pe-
nalties, and Forfeitures, and Recognizances es-

treated, and shall be paid to the sheriff of the

county, city, or town, and shall be duly accounted
for by him. s. 107.

Penalty not exceeding 50s. to be paid by any work-
man, labourer, servant, or other person employed in

any building, or in the alteration, fitting up, or de-

coration of any building, who wilfully, without the

direction, privity, or consent of the person causing
such work to be done, shall do any thing in or

about such building contrary to the rules and di-

rections of this Act, upon conviction thereof before

any two justices of the peace, upon the oath of one
or more credible witness or witnesses ; and if upon
or immediately after such conviction any such for-

feiture be not paid, then it shall be the duty of any
two justices of the peace to whom application

shall be made to commit the offenders, by warrant
under the hand and seal of such justices, to the

common gaol for any term not exceeding one calen-

dar month, at the discretion of such justices,

s. 19.

Piers, how affecting thicknesses of external walls.

See Inclosing walls.

Pipes of metal, or any other pipe or funnel for con-
veying smoke, heated air, or steam, must not
be fixed against or in front of any face of any
building in any street or alley, nor on the inside of

any building nearer to any timber or other com-
bustible material than 14 ins. Schedule F.

Place, for meaning of, see Street.

Platform. See Floor.

Plurality. See Singular number.

Police magistrate. See Awards, recovery of money
under.

Poplar parish included within the operation of the
Act. s. 3.

Porticoes. See Projections, external.

Prejudiced, no other person to be, through dis-

qualification of official referee, or registrar, s. 95.

Prisons, and places of confinement under inspection
of Inspectors of Prisons, are under special super-
vision. Schedule B, Parti.

Privy, if built in the yard or area of any building,
or under any street or alley, must have a door, and
be otherwise properly inclosed, screened, and fenced
from public view. Schedule H.

Profits or rents, of ground and tenements, persons
in the receipt of, taken within the meaning of the
Act to be owners, s. 2.

Projected buildings beyond the general line of build-
ings and from other external walls. Bow windows
or other projections of any kind, from buildings al-
ready built or hereafter to be rebuilt, must neither
be built with nor be added to any building on any
face of an external wall thereof, so as to extend
beyond the general line of the fronts of the houses
(which general line may be determined by the sur-
veyor), (except so far as is herein provided with
regard to porticoes projected over public ways,
and with regard to projections from face-walls and
shop-fronts), nor so as to overhang the ground be-
longing to any other owner, nor so as to obstruct
the light and air or be otherwise injuripus to the

owners or occupiers of the buildings adjoining there-

to on any side thereof. Schedule E. s. 5.

Projections in danger, the district-surveyor to

inspect at all times when needful, and to take the

measures necessary thereupon, s. 68. District

surveyor’s fee for the inspection and removal of

projections, 10s.

Projections, external, rules concerning. Porticoes

projected over public ways. The portico or porticoes

of any church, chapel, theatre, or other public build-

ing of the 3rd class : If the building of the same
shall have been previously sanctioned by the official

referees, by writing under their hands, and if objec-

tion be not made by any party interested within one
calendar month thereafter, and if upon such objec-

tion or appeal, her Majesty’s principal Secretary of

State acting for the Horae Department do not

decide in favour thereof, then such projections may
be built over the foot pavement of any street or

alley which shall be 50 ft. wide at the least.

Schedule E. s. 5.

Projections from face walls of buildings hereafter to

be built or rebuilt. Copings, parapets, cornices to

overhanging roofs, blocking courses, cornices, piers,

columns, pilasters, entablatures, facias, door,

and window dressings, or other architectural

decorations, forming part of an external wall, may
project beyond the general line of fronts in any street

or alley, but must be of the same materials as are by
this Act directed to be used for building the external

walls to which such projections belong, or of such
other proper and sufficient materials as the official

referees may approve and permit. And all balconies,

verandahs, porches, porticoes, shop-fronts, open in-

closures of open areas and steps, and water-pipes,

and all other projections from external walls not
forming part thereof (except such part of shop-
fronts, and the frames and sashes of the windows
and doors, in reference to the necessary wood-work
thereof), may stand beyond the general line of

fronts in any street or alley, but they must be built

of brick, tile, stone, artificial stone, slate, cement,
or metal, or other proper and sufficient fire-proof

materials
;

and they must be so built as not to

overhang the ground belonging to any other owner,
and so as to obstruct the light and air or be other-

wise injurious to the owners or occupiers of the

buildings adjoining thereto on any side thereof.

Schedule E. s. 5.

Projections from front walls in danger of falling. See
Chimneys, ruinous.

Projections from walls of buildings over public
ways. The walls of all buildings hereafter to be
built or rebuilt must be set back so that all pro-

jections therefrom, and also all steps, cellar-doors,

and area-inclosures, shall only overhang or occupy
the ground of the owner ofany such building, without
overhanging or encroaching upon any public way.
Schedule E. s. 5.

Projections from insulated buildings. If such
projections be at least 8 ft. from any public way,
and at least 20 ft. from any other building not in

the same occupation, they are excepted from the

rules and directions of this Act. Schedule E. s. 5.

Proper, questions relative to the meaning of the

term, the official referees are to decide, being thereto

required in writing, s. 82.

Property, sole, in party- structures (with that of

the soil whereon they stand), vests in persons at

whose expense they arc performed till due con-
tributions be made of tbeir expense and of the fees of

the district-surveyors and official-referees, s. 46.

ProSECUTiONSfor preventing neglect or evasion of this

Act—Notice of action. Atany time within 3 calen-

dar months after penaltyorforfeiture by anydefault
in complying with the provisions of this Act,

shall have been incurred, any surveyor appointed
or confirmed by virtue of this Act, and all other

persons, may commence and prosecute proceed-
ings for the recovery thereof, or for the recovery
of the expenses of pulling down or altering of any
building, against any owner, occupier, builder,

workman, or other person, or for any default

made in complying with the provisions of this

Act : But if such proceedings be taken by any
person except one of the surveyors, or except the

official referees, then 7 days’ notice of the in-

tention to commence such proceedings must be
given at the office of the surveyor of the district,

and at the office of the Registrar of Metropolitan
Buildings, s. 110.

Provisions of Act, modification of, in cases of re-

building upon old sites. See Commissioners of
Works and Buildings.

Public buildings. See Third class.

Public way, buildings over: the part thereof which ex-
tends over such way, if rebuilt, must be separated

from such public way, either by a floor or arch

formed of brick or stone, or of other incombustible
materials, subject to the consent of the official re-

ferees, or by a floor formed of iron girders and brick

arches or stone landings, or by an arch formed of

brick or of stone, which arch, if the span thereof

do not exceed 9 feet, must be of the thickness of 9
inches at least, and if the span exceed 9 feet, of 13in.

atleast; andsuchfioororarch, withitsabutments, must
be built in such manner as shall be approved of by the

surveyor

;

but there must not be formed over any
public way a ceiling of lath and plaster, or of lath

and cement. Schedule D, Part V. District-sur-
veyor’s fee for inspecting arch or stone floor over
public way, 10s.

;
not chargeable where the ordi-

nary fees for building, or addition or alteration, are
paid.

Public way, water from roofs, flats, gutters, pro-
jections, balconies or verandahs, not to drop upon.
Schedule C.

Q.
QUARTER Sessions, general. See Appealfrom con-

victionsfor penalties, for proceedings before.

Quay-walls are under special supervision. Sche-
dule B, Part I.

R.
RAILWAYS, buildings of, exempt from supervision.

Schedule B, Part II.

Raising of buildings, hereafter built, lawful, pro-
vided the parly and external walls and chimneys
thereof, when so raised, be of the prescribed materials

of and the several heights and thicknesses of the
rate such buildings shall be of when so raised ;

—

and buildings already built, although the walls
thereof be not of the thicknesses prescribed by
this Act, if, in the opinion of the district-surveyor,

such walls be sufficiently secure to allow of the rais-

ing thereof, it shall be lawful to raise any such
building already built to any additional height not
exceeding 10 feet

;
—and if any building be raised,

the owner thereof shall build up, at his own ex-
pense, the party-walls between his own and any
adjoining building, and all flues and chimney-stacks
belonging thereto ;—and if at any time the owner
of an adjoining building make use of any por-
tion of the part raised of such party-wall by
building against it, or otherwise, the owner of the
premises so first raised may claim and recover the
cost of a proportionate part of the portion which
shall be so used, together with the cost of such
parts of the chimney-stacks as belong thereto,

s. 31.

Rates of buildings of the 1st or dwelling-house class to

be ascertained by area of plan, and by altitude, and
by number of stories : of 2nd or warehouse class by
altitude only. See Area of buildings, Heights of
buildings, Stories, number of; also the several

rates, 1st, extra 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th.

Rates and Classes of buildings to be, in cases of
doubt, difference, or dissatisfaction, determined by
the official referees, s. 5.

Rates or classes, buildings not within. See Classes

or rates.

Rebuilding, materials to be used in. If any ex-
ternal wall or inclosure be at any time hereafter

taken down or otherwise demolished for the
height of one story, or for a space equal to one-
fourth of the whole surface of such external wall,

every part thereof not built in the manner and of
the several materials by this Act directed for

external walls must be taken down, and rebuilt

in such manner, and of such materials, and in all

respects as by this Act directed for external walls
hereafter to be built, according to the class and
rate of the building to which such external wall
or inclosure shall belong. Schedule D, Part II.

Receipt, signed with the Christian and surname of
district-surveyor, fees to be paid by builder op
owner upon tendering of. s. 77-

Receiver for any owner of houses within the limits

of the Act, disqualified from being official referee
or registrar, s. 95.

Recesses, how affecting thicknesses of external
walls. See Inclosing walls. May be left in certain
cases in walls, for which see Chases and recesses.

Recognizance. See Appeal from conviction for
penalties.

Recommencement of work after 3 calendar ninths’
suspension, notice of must be given bv the builder
to the district-surveyor in the form bfos. 2 and 3,
under penalty not exceeding 20/. s. 13. See Builder,
for definition of the term.

Refusal to admit the district-surveyor or official

referees to inspect premises renders the work liable
to be abated as a nuisance, s. 13.

Register (The registrar is to), all notices to the
official referees, and all matters which come under
their cognizance.

Registered, rules prescribed by the examiners for
examination of candidates for the office of district-
surveyor, and granting them certificates, to be, by
the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, after being
approved of by the Commissioners of Woods and
Works, s. 66.

Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings:

—

Appointment—Tenure of office—Rules—Seal—Re-
port of objections—Authority of Commissioners of
Works—Interim registrar. For the purpose of
duly recording relaxations of the requisitions of
this Act, made in pursuance of the provisions
hereof, and of providing for the revision from
time to time both of such relaxations and requi-
sitions, and of providing against the partial ex-
ercise of the powers of this Act, and for the more
effectually providing for the due recording of the
Acts of the official referees, and for exercising a
duecontrol thereon,—the CommissionersofWorks
and Buildings shall appoint a Registrar of Me-
tropolitan Buildings to hold his office during their
pleasure;—and subject to the provisions of this

Act, the said commissioners shall make rules for
regulating the execution of the duties of the office

of the said registrar and such registrar shall
keep a seal, and affix such seal to all documents
made by the said official referees, and required to
be sealed, and shall keep all the documents and re-
cords relating to the business of their office, and
register the same : but if it appear to such
registrar that any such documents are contrary to
law, or not complete in any of the requisite forms,
or are beyond the competence of the said offi-

cial referees, either with regard to the provisions
of this Act, or any rules or regulations prescribed
for their guidance by the said Commissioners
of Works and Buildings, the said registrar is

to refuse to affix the seal, and thereafter, if the
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said official referees shall so require, it shall
be his duty and he is hereby required to re-
port to the said commissioners the matter, and
the particular grounds and reasons for his refusal

;

and upon the receipt of such report it shall be
lawful for the said commissioners to authorize
the said registrar to affix the seal, or to confirm
his refusal if such registrar be ill, or otherwise
unable to discharge the duties of office, or if

he be absent, the said Commissioners may ap-
point some other person to act temporarily in
his behalf, and assign to such person such part of
the remuneration of the said registrar, or other-
wise remunerate him, as the Lords of the Treasury
shall appoint in that behalf, s. 89 .

Declaration nf official fidelity. Before any registrar
shall act in pursuance of his appointment, he is

to make a declaration of official fidelity, to be
administered by the Chief Baron, or any other of
the barons of her Majesty’s Court of Exchequer.
For form, see s. 90.

Custody and inspection ofrecords— Copies ofawards,
certificates, X(c. and fees therefor. Awards, certifi-
cates, and other documents relating to the
business of the official referees shall be kept in the
office of the Registrar of Metropolitan Build-
ings ;—and for the purpose of evidence or
otherwise, any party may, on pnyment of the
expense thereof, and of such fees as may be
appointed in that behalf, demand from the
registrar an inspection thereof, or a copy
thereof or extract therefrom : and on such
payment and demand such registrar shall give,
under his hand and seal of office, a copy of any
such award or any other document to the person
so demanding the same. s. 91 .

Office of registrar. The Commissioners of Works
and Buildings to appoint, in some central and
convenient situation within the city of London or
the city of Westminster, an office for carrying on
the business of the Registrar of Metropolitan
Buildings, and registering all documents relating
to such business

; and in such office such regis-
trar shall keep a register of all matters referred
to the official referees, and of all matters which
shall come under their cognizance in pursuance of
this Act

;
and also keep and preserve all docu-

ments connected with the duties of official

referees
;
and also receive all notices requiring

any act to be done by them
;

aud file and
number them in the order in which they are
received, s. 92.

Registration of awards, &;c. All the awards and
certificates, and all documents relating to the
business of the official referees shall be registered,
not only chronologically in the order in which
they are received, but according to the subject-
matters thereof, and also according to the order
ofand in relation to the provisions of this Act. s. 93.

Remuneration nf official referees and registrar.
Her Majesty to grant to each official referee and
to the registrar a salary not exceeding 1

,
000 /. by

the year, in four equal quarterly payments
;
and if

any such official referee or such registrar shall be
appointed, or shall die, resign, or be removed
from office, in the interval between two quarterly
days of payment, then he shall be entitled to a
proportionate part of the salary for the period
of the interval during which he shall hold such
appointment, s. 94.

Disqualification of official referees and registrar. If
any person be or become commissioner, receiver,
steward, or agent for or on behalf ofany owner of
houses within the limits of this Act, then such
person shall not be eligible to the office either of
official referee or of registrar under this Act

;

and if after having been appointed thereto he shall

become such commissioner, receiver, steward, or
agent, he shall cease to be qualified to hold such
office of official referee or registrar, and there-
upon such office shall be vacant, without preju-
dice, nevertheless, to any acts done by any such
person in his capacity of official refereee or regis-
trar, so far as other persons are affected thereby,
s. 95.

Fundsfor defraying expenses of the official referees
and registrar. The lord mayor and aldermen
of the city of London to direct the chamberlain
of the said city, and the justices of the peace
for the several counties of Middlesex, Surrey, and
Kent, to direct their treasurers to pay, by two
half-yearly payments in the months of June and
December in every year, to the cashier of the
Commissioners of Works and Buildings, on ac-
count of the said official referees and of the said
registrar, by way of contribution to such salaries,
viz. :

—

The city of London and the ^
liberties and the suburbs

j
the sum of . 100

thereof . .
J

The county of Middlesex . . . 1,000
The county of Surrey . . . 320
The county of Kent ... 80

1,500
And the said justices are to levy the same
by a rate upon the several parishes and
places within the limits of this Act, in such
amounts as to such justices may seem proper,
having regard to the assessed value of the inha-
bited houses and the buildings in such places re -

spectively, in addition to the county rate in re-
spect thereof

;
and for the purpose of levy-

ing such sums they shall be deemed to be part of
the county rate, and leviable by all the ways and
means by which a county rate is leviable, and
subject in all respects to the legal incidents of a
county rate. s. 96.

Payments of official referees and registrar. The
balance of the salaries to the official referees and
registrar shall be paid out of the consolidated
fund of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, s. 97.

Fees of office—List to be hung up in registrar's

office. The Commissioners of the Treasury shall

appoint such fees to be paid in respect of the
services to be performed by the official referees
or by the registrar as shall be deemed requisite
to defray the expenses of the said office, or inci-
dent to such services, and the salaries or other
remuneration of any persons employed under the
registrar in the execution of this Act, with the
sanction of the Commissioners of the Treasury,
and which are not otherwise provided for by this
Act

;
and the balance, if any, shall be carried to

the consolidated fund of the United Kingdom,
and be paid accordingly into the receipt of her
Majesty’s Exchequer at Westminster

; and it

shall be lawful for the Commissioners of the
Treasury to regulate the manner in which such
fees are to be received, and in which they are
to be kept, and in which they are to be accounted
for

;
and the registrar shall cause a list of the

fees so appointed to be fixed up in some conspicu-
ous part of his office, s. 98.

Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings may consent to
one official referee acting, except in any case in
which the Act provides otherwise, s. 88.

Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings, each district-
surveyor is, immediately upon his appointment,
and from time to time, upon every change of his
residence or of his place of business, or oftener if

required, to make a return to, and to the overseers
of the poor of every parish or place within his

district, of his name and place of abode, and the
place where his office shall be. s. 72.

Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings to register rules
prescribed by the examiners for the examination
of candidates, and for granting them certificates for
the office of district-surveyor, after they are ap-
pointed by the Commissioners of Woods and Works.
s. 66.

Registrar’s office to be in some central or conve-
nient situation within the city of Loudon or the
city of Westminster, and all awards, certificates,

or other documents of the official referees are to be
kept therein, ss. 91, 92.

Reinstatement, parties who rebuild a sound
party-wall not condemnable are to make, of all the
internal finishings and decorations of the adjoining
building, s. 26.

Removal of orders, &c. into superior courts—Cer-
tiorari. Any person may remove by certiorari,

or any other writ or process whatsoever,
into any of her Majesty’s Courts of Record at
Westminster, any order which shall be made by
virtue of or under this Act, and any other pro-
ceeding to be had touching the conviction of any
offender against this Act (except proceedings
touching the conviction of any person offending
for carrying on a trade or business offensive,

noxious, or dangerous, contrary to this Act,
otherwise than those herein-before specified), and
every such order and other proceeding is hereby
declared not to be so removable, s. 104.

Rents or profits of ground and tenements, persons
in the receipt of, taken within the meaning of the
Act to be owners, s. 2.

Repair, covenants to. See Chimneys, ruinous.
Repairs, materials used in old external walls or

other external inclosures of any building al-

ready built (except the inclosure of roofs, and
the flats, gutters, dormers, turrets, lantern-

lights, and other erections thereon), may be at

all times of the same sort as those of which such
external wall or inclosure has been already built.

Schedule D, Part II.

Repealed Acts. s. 1, and Schedule A.
Retaining-walls are under special supervision.

Schedule B, Part I.

Reveals. See External walls.

Road, for meaning of, see Street.

Roadway must be made to admit of a scavenger’9

cart of the ordinary width to one of the fronts of

every builing of the 1st class, or to the inclosure

about it. Schedule K.
Roof-coverings. The external parts of any roof,

flat, or gutter of any building, or of any projection

therefrom, and of any turret, dormer, lantern- light,

and other erection on the roof or flat of any building

hereafter built or rebuit, stripped, ripped, or un-
covered (except the door-frames and doors,

window-frames and sashes of such turrets,

dormers, lantern-lights, or other erections), must
be covered with slates, tiles, metal, glass, arti-

ficial stone, or cement (and such excepted

parts may be made of such wood as shall be neces-

sary), and the same and any projection therefrom,

and also balconies, verandahs, and shop-fronts

must be arranged and constructed, and so supplied

with gutters and pipes, as to prevent the water
therefrom dropping on to or running over any public

way. Schedule G.
Roof, one mouth after covered in, walls built to full

height and principal timbers fixed, and 14 days after

completion of addition, alteration, or repair, and
14 days after performance of special service, the

district-surveyor s fees become due from builder or

owner, and payable on the tender of a receipt signed
with the Christian and surname of surveyor, s. 77.

Roofs, ruinous. See Chimneys, ruinous.
Rooms or Cellars not constructed according to

Schedule Iv, not to be let separately or to be occu-

pied as dwellings after 1 st July, 1846.
Rooms in all attics and each other used or in-

tended to be used as a separate dwelling must be

of at the least the height of 7 feet from the floor to
the ceiling. Schedule K.

Row, for meaning of, see Street.

Royal Exchange is under special supervision.
Schedule B, Part I.

Ruinous buildings and projections in danger, the
district- surveyor to inspect at all times when need-
ful, and to take the measures necessary thereupon,
s. 68.

Ruinous Buildings :

—

Application to official referees—Survey—Notice to
lord mayor, 8(c. and to overseers— Shoring, hoard-
ing—Notice to parties—Repair—Appeal against
survey—Demolition. Upon receiving information
of any building being in a ruinous and dan-
gerous condition, the district -surveyor and
the overseers for the time being of the parish
or place in which the same shall be, shal
apply forthwith to the official referees to au-
thorize a survey to be made thereof;—an
thereupon the official referee shall direct the
dts/ncf-surm/ortomakesuchsurvey;—and there-
upon such surveyor shall act in all respects as in
the case of a survey of party-walls and upon
the receipt of the certificate of the surveyor,
the official referees shall cause a copy thereof
to be transmitted if the premises be within
the city of London, then to the Court of
Lord Mayor and Aldermen, and if they be
elsewhere, then to the overseers of the poor
of the parish or place in which such premises
shall be ;—and thereupon such mayor and
court of aldermen, and overseers, shall cause
with all convenient speed any such ruinous build-
ing to be securely shored, or a proper and snffi-

cient hoard to be put up for the safety of all

passengers, and to cause notice in writing to be
given to the owner of such building to repair or
pull down the same or any part thereof, as the
case may require, within 14 days then next en-
suing

;
— and if within the said 14 days the

repair or demolition thereof be not begun, and be
not completed as soon as the nature of the case
will admit, then, on a declaration being made
before the said lord mayor or a justice of the
peace of such notice having been so given, the
said lord mayor and court of aldermen, out of
the cash in the chamber of London, and every
such overseer of the poor out of the money in his

hands, shall, with all convenient speed, order
and cause such building, or such part thereof so
certified to be in a ruinous and daugerous condi-
tion as shall be necessary for the safety of the
passengers, to be repaired or pulled down, or
secured in such manner as shall from time to
time be requisite -.— but if such lord mayor and
aldermen, or such overseers, appeal against such
certificate, the official referees shall proceed to
survey, to certify, and to award in all respects as
in the case of an appeal from the certificate of
the surveyor with reference to party-walls or in-

termixed buildings
;
and if such official referees

certify that the said premises are ruinous and
dangerous, the said lord mayor or the said over-
seers shall repair or pull down such building, s.40.

Disposal of materials to pay costs—Payment of sur-

plus on demand—If no demand— City of London
or overseers to refund within six years. Lord
mayor and court of aldermen, or the overseers,

may sell and dispose of such of the materials as
they shall judge necessary, and out of the moneys
arising from the sale thereof reimburse to

themselves, the surveyors and official referees,

and every person by them respectively employed

for the purposes aforesaid, all the charges of the

survey and appeal, and of pucting up every such
hoard, and of repairing, pulling down, and se-

curing such premises, and of making good the

pavement, and of selling the said materials as

aforesaid, or so much thereof as the moneys
arising by such sale will extend to ;— and if

there be any surplus, after payment of all ex-

penses, then, upon demand thereof made by such
owner, it shall be the duty of the lord mayor, or

of the overseers, to account for and pay such
surplus of the moneys arising by such sale to the

owner of such building ;—or if there be any ques-

tion as to the person entitled to such surplus, or

as to the priority of title to such sum of such per-

sons so entitled, or as to the proportions to which

such persons are so entitled, then it shall be law-

ful either for the lord mayor or the overseers, or

for any person claiming to be so entitled, to refer

the matter to the determination of the official

referees, and their decision shall be final ;—and
if no such demand be made, then such sur-

plus shall, as regards places within the city

of London and the liberties thereof, be paid to

the chamberlain of the city, and as regards all

other places such surplus shall be paid to the

overseers, and added to the moneys raised as

rates for the relief of the poor of the parish or

place, and accounted for accordingly :—but at

any time within 6 years from the deposit of

such surplus, any such owner, his executors

or administrators, may claim and he and

they are entitled to recover such surplus

;

and the said lord mayor and aldermen of the city

of London, as regards the said city and liberties

thereof, are hereby required to pay such surplus

out of the cash iu the chamber of London
;
and

every overseer, as regards places not within the

said city or the liberties thereof, is hereby re-

quired to pay such surplus out of any moneys raised

or to be raised by any rate for the relief of the

poor. s. 41.

Deficiency to be paid by the owner; or occupier to

pay and deductfrom rent—Payment of money to
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Chamberlain or to the overseers. If the moneys

arising from such sale be insufficient to repay all

such expenses, then from time to time such defi-

ciency shall be paid by the owner of every such

building, being the person entitled to the immediate

possession thereof

,

if known
;
and if, on demand

thereof, such owner fail to pay such deficiency,

then it shall be lawful for the lord mayor for the

time being, if such ruinous building in question

be within the city of London or the liberties

thereof, or if elsewhere, for two or more justices of

the peace, to levy the amount thereof by warrant

under their hands and seals, by distress and sale

of the goods and chattels of such owner, if any

such can be found ;
and if no such owner can

be met with, or, being met with, shall not on de-

mand pay the said deficiency, and no sufficient

distress of the goods and chattels of such owner

can be found, then it shall be lawful for the

person who shall at any time thereafter occupy

any such building, or the ground where the same

stood, and he is hereby authorized and required,

to pay and deduct the same out of the rent

thereof; and if he neglect or refuse to pay
such deficiency, then the lord mayor, or two or

more such justices of the peace, shall cause

the same to be levied by distress and sale

of the goods and chattels of any occupier

of the premises, together with the costs of

every such distress and sale ;—and if the pre-

mises be situate within the city of London and

its liberties, it shall be the duty of the person by

whom the same shall be received, and he is

hereby required, to pay the amount to the cham-
berlain, to be by him from time to time placed to

the credit of the cash of the said city of London

;

and if the premises in respect of which such

money shall be received or recovered be notsituate

within the said city of London and the liberties

thereof, then to pay the amount received to the

overseers of the poor for the time being of the

parish or place where the premises shall be

situate, to be by them placed to the account of

the said parish, in aid of the poor-rate of the

parish or place, s. 42.

Ruinous chimney-shafts, pots, or other things

thereon, eaves, parapets, copings, slates, tiles, pro-

jections from front walls in danger of falling. See

Chimneys, ruinous.

Rules of the Act may be modified by the Commis-
sioners of Hr

orfcs and Buildings after being reported

upon by the official referees, either at their own sug-
gestion, or that of any interested party, s. 11.

Rules of the Act (except heights and thicknesses of

walls) may, after the report of the official referees,

in cases of rebuilding upon old sites, be modified

by the Commissioners of Works and Buildings, s.12.

Rules prescribed by the examiners for the examination

of candidates, and granting them certificates for

the office of district- surveyor, to be approved of by
the Commissioners of Woods and Works, and to be

registered by the Registrar of Metropolitan

Buildings, s. 66.

S.

SALE of materials of ruinous buildings. See Ruinous
buildings.

Scavenger’s cart of the ordinary width, every

building of the 1st class must have some roadway
which will admit such to one of its fronts, or to the

inclosure about it. Schedule K.
Seal, the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings to

keep one, and to affix the same to all documents
made by the official referees required to be sealed

;

but if it shall appear to the said registrar that any
such documents are contrary to law, or are not com-
plete in any of the requisite forms, or are beyond the

competence of the said official referees either with

regard to the provisions of this Act, or any rules or

regulations prescribed for their guidance by the said

Commissioners of Works and Buildings, then it

is the duty of the said registrar to refuse to

affix the seal,—and thereafter, if the said offi-

cial referees shall so require, it shall be his duty
to report the matter, and the particular grounds
and reasons for his refusal, to the said commis-
sioners

;
and upon the receipt of such report the

said commissioners shall authorize the said regis-

trar to affix the seal, or to confirm his refusal, s. 89.

Seal of office of Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings

to be attached to official referees’ certificates of

sufficiency of strength of buildings. Schedule B,
Part I. s. 16 .

Secreta ries of State, one of the principal, to appoint
two architects or surveyors as official referees, s. 80.

Secretaries of State, one of the principal, the appoint-
ment of districts and district surveyors by magis-
trates must have the consent of. ss. 64, 65.

Second or Warehouse Class. Buildings built

originally as warehouses, storehouses, granaries,

breweries, distilleries, manufactories, workshops,
or stables, or occupied or intended to be occu-
pied as such, or for a similar purpose. Schedule
C, Part I. s. 5. See Class, altei-utiun of.

Capacity of 2nd class buildings

;

Rates of, deter-
mined by altitude only. Schedule C, Part III.
Cubical contents, to be ascertained by measuring
according to the rule for ascertaining area, and
from the surface of the lowest floor up to the
under surface of the roof-covering. Schedule
C, Part I. If any building of this class

hereafter built or rebuilt contain more than
200,000 cubic feet, it must be divided by party-
walls, so that there be not in any one part
of such building more than 200,000 cubic feet

without party-walls. Schedule C, Part IV. See
Openings in party-walls. District-surveyor’s
fees : A further fee, equal to one-half of the
ordinary fees, to be paid in respect of every ad-

ditional 200,000 cubic feet, or any portion of

200,000 cubic feet, in any such building.

Roofs, to buildings of the 2nd class (in order to

prevent the formation of curbed roofs thereto),

the plane of the surface of must not incline

from the external or party-walls upwards at a

greater angle than 40 degrees with the horizon.

Schedule C, Part IV.
Second-rate, 1st or dwelling-house class (district-

surveyor’s fee, new building, 3l. 3s. ;
addition or

alterations, If. 10s., Schedule L),

covering more if containing 6 if in height more
than 6 stories, than 52 feet,

squares, and and Dot more
not more than 70 feet,

than 10

squares

;

thickness of the external walls must (subject to

modification as Inclosing walls of stories, which
article see) be at least 17s inches from the top

of the footing up to the under side of the floor

next but one below the topmost floor
;
and at the

least 13 inches from thence up to the top of the wall.

Thickness of the party-walls must be at least 17^

inches from the top of the footing up to the under
side of the floor next but one below the topmost
floor; and at the least 13 inches from thence

up to the top of the wall. Schedule C, Part II.

Second-rate, 2nd or warehouse class : more than

44 feet, and not more than 66 feet in height (dis-

trict- surveyors’s fee, new building, 3 1. 3s. ;
addition

or alteration, 1 1. 10s., Schedule L), thickness of the

external walls (subject to modification as Inclosing

walls of stories, which article see) must be at

least 21 jS inches from the top of the footing up to

the level of 58 feet below the topmost ceiling
;
and

at the least 17i inches from thence up to the level

of 22 feet below the topmost ceiling; and at the

least 13 inches from thence up to the top of the

wall. Thickness of the party-walls must be at
j

least 21 inches from the top of the footing up to
(

the level of 58 feet below the topmost ceiling
;

and at the least 17s inches from thence up to the

level of 22 feet below the topmost ceiling; and at
'

least 13 inches from thence up to the top of the

wall. Schedule C, Part III.

Separate dwellings, underground rooms and cellars, i

used as. See Lowermost rooms.

Separate entrances, how affecting division of build-
;

ings by party-walls. See Party-wallsfor dividing

buildings.

Servants, workmen, and labourers may be fined, and
in default be committed to gaol. See Penalty.

Sewers: see Drains. Commissioners of : see Drain-
j

age of houses, also Buildings, new and old.

Shadwell parish included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.

Sheriff : see Penalties, recovery of, relative to his

receipt thereof.

Shop-fronts. See Roof-coverings.
Shop-fronts, with their entublatures, shutters, pi-

lasters, and stall boards made of wood, if the

street or alley in which any such front is situate be of

less width than 30 ft., no part of such shop-front

must behigherthan 15 ft.
;
normust any part, except

the cornice, project from the face of a wall, whether
there be an area or not, more than 5 in.

;
nor

must the cornice project therefrom more than 13

in. If the street or alley be of greater width than

30 ft., no part of such shop-front, except the

cornice, must project from the face of a wall,

whether there be an area or not, more than 10 in.
;

nor must the cornice project therefrom more than
18 in. And the width of such street or alley must be
ascertained by measuring the same, as herein di-

rected with regard to the widths of streets and alleys.

And the woodwork ofany shop-front must not be fixed

nearer than 4® ins. from the centre line of aparty- wall.

And if such wood -work, be put up at such dis-

tance of 4* ins., then a pier or corbel built of stone
;

or of brick or other incombustible material, and
4^ ins. wide at the least, must be fixed in the line

of the party-wall, so as to be as high as such wood-
work, and to project one inch at the least in

front of the face thereof. And the height of every

shop-front must be ascertained by measuring from
the level of the public foot pavement in front of the

building. And every sign or notice-board fixed

against or upon any part of any house or other

building standing close to any public way must be
so fixed that the top thereof shall be within 18 ft.

at the most above the level of such public way.
Schedule E. See s. 5.

Shoring- up adjoining buildings, expenses of, re-

coverable. s. 46.

Shoring or hoarding, Lord Mayor and Court of Aider-

men in the city anti liberty of London, and overseers

in other places, to cause to be done to ruinous

buildings immediately upon receiving from the

official referees a copy of the district-surveyor’s

certificate, or to appeal to the referees for confirma-

tion or annulling thereof. See Ruinous buildings.

Sign-doards. See Shop-fronts.

Singular number, when used in the Act, to be
understood to apply to a plurality of persons and
things, s. 2.

Sites, questions relative to, official referees are to

decide, being thereto required in writing, s. 82.

Site of party-walls and party- fence or boundary-
walls. s. 32. See Party and parly-fence walls.

' Slates in danger of falling. See Chimneys, ruinous.

i Soils, questions relative to, official referees are to

j

decide, being thereto required in writing, s. 82.

|

Smoke-jacks and Soot-doors. See Chimney
shafts.

!
Sovereign, buildings in possession of, or em-

j

ployed for the use of, are under special supervision.

I

Schedule B, Part I.

Special services, district surveyor’s fees for, not
exceeding 21. as the special referees shall, by
writing under their hands, order and appoint, with
the consent of the Commissioners of Works and
Buildings.

Sound, questions relative to the meaning of the

term, official referees are to decide, being thereto

required iu writing, s. 82.

Square (public). For meaning of the term, see Street.

Square (the word) applied to any area or building,

contains 100 superficial feet. s. 2.

Stables. See Second class.

Staircases, how affecting division of buildings by
party-walls. See Party-wallsfor dividing buildings.

Stairs, internal, to buildings of the first class, if

of stone or other incombustible substance, they must
be set in, or be fixed to, and be wholly upborne by,

fire-proof constructions, and must be connected

internally by landings, the floors of which are fire-

proof, and wholly upborne and supported by fire-

proof constructions, and must be connected with

the exterior entrance by passages, the floors of

which are fire-proof, and wholly upborne and sup-

ported by fire-proof constructions. Schedule C,

Part VI.
Stairs and landings of third-class buildings, floors

of, must be fire-proof. Schedule C, Part VI.

Stamp duty. Every certificate and every award

required to be made or signed by the surveyor or

the official referees, exempt from. s. 118.

Steam-engine. See Chimney shafts.

Steward for any owner of houses within the limits

of the Act disqualified from being official referee or

registrar, s. 95.

Stoke-Newington parish included within the

operation of the Act. s. 3.

Stopping of illegal openings in external walls. See

Openings in external loalls.

Stories, inclosing walls to. For modification of

ordinary rules relative to thicknesses of external

walls generally, see Inclosing walls.

Stories, number of, to be counted from the foun-

dation upwards. And if the space in height between

the top of the footings and the level of the lowest

floor exceed 5 feet, then such space is to be considered

the lowest or first story
;
and in that case the level

of the lowest floor is to be considered 9 in. above

the top of the footing. Schedule C, Part I. s. 5.

Buildings of the 1st or dwelling-house class are

rated by the number of stories as well as by area

and altitude. Schedule C, Part II.

Story (the word) to include the full thickness of the

floor, as well as the space between the upper sur-

face of one floor and the under surface of the floor

next above it
;
or if there be no floor, then the space

between the surface of the ground and the under

surface of the floor next above it. s. 2.

Stove-pipes. See Chimney- shafts.

Stratford-le-Bow parish included within the

operation of the Act. s. 3.

Streatiiam parish included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.

Street (the word) to include every square, circus,

crescent, street, road, place, row, mews, lane, or

place along which carriages can pass or are intended

to pass, and that whether there be or be not, in

addition to the carriageway, a footway, paved or

otherwise, s. 2.

Streets, buildings, and other matters regulated ac-

cording to this new Act from January 1st, 1845. s. 1.

Streets and alleys made or laid out before 1 st January,

1845. See Already built (the term).

Streets alleys, and other ways. From the passing of

this Act, all the conditions, regulations, and direc-

tions contained in Schedule I, shall be duly observed

and performed; and if any person offend in re-

spect thereof he shall be liable to all the penalties

and forfeitures by this Act imposed in respect of any

buildings, either built contrary thereto, or without

duenoticeto thedistrict-surveyor. s.52. See Widths.

Sufficient, questions relative to the meaning of the

term, the official referees are to decide, being

thereto required, in writing, s. 82.

Summons, official referees may issue, to any person

able to give evidence, s. 85. See Evidence.

Sunday, district-surveyor’s office not required to be

attended on. 8.72.

Superior Courts. See Removal of orders into.

Supervision, special, and exemption. Every build-

ing or other structure mentioned in Schedule B,

Part I ., shall be subject to special supervision by the

official referees, according to the provisions of this

Act iu that behalf, and every such building or other

structure mentioned in the said Schedule B, Part

II., shall be exempt from supervision, s. 7.

Supervision, special, of buildings in schedule B,

Part I.—Notice of deficiences—Amendment—Ap-
proval by official referees—Notice of completion—

New survey certificate—Prohibition of use—Pe-
nalty. Buildings comprised in schedule B, Part

I. Before the builder begin to build the same, it is

the duty of the architect or the builder to give

notice to the official referees, and also, at the same

time, to transmit for their inspection the plans,

elevations, and other drawings made for the same ;

—

and forthwith the official referees are to proceed to

survey the situation of the intended building to

ascertain whether such building can be erected on

such situation with due regard to the security of

the public ;—and from time to time during the pro-

gress of such building, the official referees are to

:
inspect the same to ascertain the sufficiency thereof

;

! —and if such building or any part thereof appear

defective, insufficient, or insecure, then they are to

!

give to such architect or builder notice in writing

I of such parts as shall so appear to them ;—and upon
i the receipt of such notice it shall be the duty of the

j

architect or builder to amend and strengthen
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such defective, insufficient, or insecure parts ;—and
during or within a period of 7 days after notice has

been given to the official referees that such works
have been amended or strengthened, the official

referees are to inspect the same, or in default

thereof the said parts may be covered up ;—and upon
completion of every such building the architect or

builder is to give fresh notice to the official referees

:

—and thereupon, or within 7 days after such notice,

the official referees are to survey the same ; and
if upon such survey it shall appear such building

has been built sufficiently strong, then it shall be
their duty to certify accordingly, w’hich certificate

must be under their hands and the seal of office of

the registrar ;—and until such certificate shall have
been made, or until 14 days after such survey shall

have elapsed without the official referees having
given notice in writing that they are not satisfied,

it shall not be lawful to use such building for any
purpose whatever without the express authority in

writing of the official referees under their hands and
the seal of office of the registrar ;—and if before the

certificate of satisfaction have been made, or if such
14 days have elapsed without due notice in writing,

any such building shall be used for any purpose
without such express authority in writing, then, on
conviction thereof before two justices of the peace,

the occupier of such building, or other the person by
whom such building shall be so used, shall forfeit

for such offence not exceeding 100/. for every day
during which such building shall be so used without
having obtained such certificate of satisfaction or

such express authority
;
and, in determining the

amount of any such penalty, the justices are to have
regard to the nature and extent of danger involved
in the use of such buildiug, and to the amount
of profit which might be derived from such use
thereof, s. 16.

Supervision, special, buildings, of whatever class,

placed under: bridges, embaukment-walls, retaining

walls, and wharf or quay walls
; and her Majesty’s

royal palaces, and any buildingbeing in the possession
of her Majesty, her heirs and successors, or employed
for her Majesty’s use or service

;
any common

gaols, prisons, houses of correction, and places of
confinement under the inspection of the inspectors
of prisons

;
Bethlehem Hospital and the house of

occupations adjoining
;
the Mansion House, Guild-

hall, and Royal Exchange of the city of Lon-
don ; the offices and buildiugs of the Governor
and Company of the Bank of England already
erected, and which now form the edifice called
“ The Bank of England,” aud any offices and
buildings hereafter to be erected for the use of the

said governor and company, either on the site of,

or in addition to and in connection with, the said

edifice
;

the buildings of the British Museum
already erected or to be erected for the like pur-

poses ; the erections and buildings authorized

by an Act, 9 Geo. 4, for the purposes of a market
in Covent Garden

;
the warehouses of or be-

longing to the Saint Katharine Dock Company,
commonly called the New-street and Cutler-street

Warehouses, and the Haydon -square Warehouses,
purchased by the said company from the East-India
Company; and all other buildings exempted by the

Building- Act (14 Geo. 3), and by this Act repealed,

except buildings included in the second part of this

schedule. Schedule B (see ss. 5 & 7), Part I.

Supervision, buildings, of whatever class, exempted
from : the warehouses of or belonging to the Saint

Katharine Dock Company, situate in the parish of
Saint Rotolph-without- Aldgate, and in the pre-

cinct of Saint Katharine, near the Tower of London,
in the county of Middlesex; the warehouses and
buildings of or belonging to the London Dock
Company, comprehended within the wall of the said
company, as set forth in Act 9 Geo. 4 ;

the ware-
houses and buildiugs of or belonging to the East
and West India Dock Company, established by an
Act made in the first year of the reign of her present
Majesty

; the buildings erected, or to be erected,

by the Loudon and Birmingham Railway Company,
established and incorporated by Act 3 Wm. 4,
within and in connection with the works of their

railway, by virtue of the several Acts relating
thereto

;
and the buildings and structures belonging

to any other dock or railway authorized to be ex-
ecuted by any Act of Parliament. Schedule B,
Part II.

Sureties. See Appealfrom conviction for penalties.

Surplus from sale of materials of ruinous buildings,

disposal of. s. 41. See Ruinous buildings.

Surrey, the county of, to contribute by way of rate
annually the sum of 320/. towards the expenses of
the official referees aud registrar, s. 96.

Survey may be made by one official referee, s. 88.

Survey of ruinous buildings, official referees to au-
thorize the district- surveyor to make, upon the
respective applications of himself and of the over-
seers, and in case of appeal, by the Mayor and
aldermen, or by the overseers, from the district-

surveyor’s certificate, are themselves to re-survey
the premises, s. 40.

Survey certificate and award, one owner de-
siring to repair or rebuild any party- structure, may
require, s. 25.

Surveyor (the word) to apply to all surveyors to

be appointed in pursuance of this Act, or whose
appointment is confirmed by this Act, and also to
all deputy or assistant surveyors to be appointed
under this Act. The words “ the surveyor,' 1

used without any addition, to mean the surveyor
in whose district the buildings, street, or alley, or
other subject-matter, shall be, or any deputy or
assistant surveyor duly acting in his behalf, s. 2.

See District-surveyor.

Suspension of buildings for 3 calendar months.

See Re commencement

;

and relative to requisite

fresh notice, see District -surveyor.

T.

TEMPORARY Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings

to be appointed by the Commissioners of Works and
Buildings (if the registrar be ill or otherwise unable

to discharge the duties of office, or be absent) re-

munerated out of the registrar’s salary, or other-

wise, as the Lords of the Treasury shall direct,

s. 89.

Tenants, otherwise than as from year to year, or

for less terms, or at will, considered under the Act
as owners, s. 2 .

Tender of amends. See Informalities in distress.

Tender of district-surveyor’s receipt. See District-

surveyor.

Tenure of office. See District-surveyor.

Terms used in this Act, meaning and construction of.

s. 2. See them severally.

Thickness of walls and footings to be ascertained

by measuring only the thickness or width of which

such walls or footings shall have been originally

built. Schedule C, Part I.

Third or Public Building Class: Buildings,

built originally as churches, chapels, or other places

of public worship, colleges, halls, hospitals, theatres,

public concert-rooms, public ball-rooms, public

lecture-rooms, public exhibition-rooms, or rooms
occupied or intended to be occupied as such, or for

similar purposes, or otherwise used or intended

to be used, either temporarily or permanently,

for the assemblage of persons in large numbers,
whether for public worship, business, instruction,

debate, diversion, or resort. Schedule C, Part I.

s. 5. See Class, alteration of. Requisites for de-

termining the rate of : if buildings of the 3rd or

public building class correspond in form or struc-

ture or disposition with dwelling-houses, then the

rates thereof are to be determined by the same rules

as the rates of the 1 st or dwelling house class
;
and

the thicknesses of the external and party walls, and
the width of the footings thereof, are to be at least

4 ins. more than required for the external and
party-walls, and the footings thereof, of buildings

of the same rate of the 1st or dwelling-house

class, unless the official referees, on special

supervision in each case, shall otherwise appoint

:

But if they correspond in form or structure or

disposition with warehouses, or buihlings of the

2ud class, then the rates thereof are to be determined

by the same rules as the rates of the 2nd or

warehouse class ;
and the thickness of the external

and party-walls, and the width of the footings

thereof, are to be at least 4 ins. more than re-

quired for the external and party -walls, and
the footings thereof, of buildings of the same rates

of the 2nd or warehouse class, unless the official

referees, on special supervision in each case, shall

otherwise appoint:—But if they do not correspond

in form and structure, (or in either), with buildings

of the 1st or 2nd classes, or any of them, then such

buildings are to be subject, as to walls or other

construction, to the special approval of the official

referees. Schedule C, Part V.
Third, or public building class, buildings of, are (sub-

ject to provisions of schedule C) placed under the

special supervision of the official referees, as well

as of the district- surveyors. 9. 6.

Third-rate, 1st or dwelline-bouse class (district-

surveyor’s fee, new building, 2/. 10s. ;
addition

or alteration, 1/. 5s.)

covering more
than 4 squares,
and not more
than6squan

ntaining 5
stories,

if height more
than 38 feet,

and not more
than 52 feet,

thickness of the external walls (subject to modifi-

cation, as Inclosing voalls of stories, which article

see), at least 17s inches from the top of the foot-

ing up to the under side of the floor next but

two below the topmost floor; and at least 13

inches from theuce up to the top of the wall J

thickness of the party- walls at least 17jj inches

from the top of the footing up to the under side of

the floor next but two to the topmost floor
;
and at

least 13 inches from thence up to the under side

of the topmost floor ; and at least 85 inches from

thence up to the top of the wall. Schedule C, Part 1 1

.

Third-rate, 2nd or warehouse class more than 22 feet,

and not more than 44 feet high (district-surveyor’s

fee, new building, 2/. 10s.; addition or alteration,

&c. 1 /. 5s., Schedule L), thickness of the exter-

nal walls (subject to modification, as Inclosing

walls of stories, which article see), at the least

17£ inches from the top of the footing up to the

level of 2S feet below the topmost ceiling, and at

least 13 inches from thence up to the top of the wall

;

thickness of the party-walls at least 17a inches from

the top of the footing up to the level of 28 feet below

the topmost ceiling; and at least 13 inches from

thence up to the level of the topmost ceiling
;
and

at the least 8j inches from thence up to top of the

wall. Schedule C, Part III.

Tiles, in danger of falling, see Chimneys, ruinous.

Toll-houses and buildings built for the purposes

of trade, if situate 15 feet at least from any other

building, aud not of an area of more than one

square and a half, and the height whereof does

not exceed 12 feet from the ground to the highest

point of the roof, may be inclosed with any mate-

rial whatsoever
;

but the roof thereof must be

covered as herein directed with regard to roofs,

and the chimney and flue (if any) must be built as

herein directed with regard to chimneys and flues.

Schedule C, Part VII.
Tooting parish included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.

Tottenham parish included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.
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Town-clerk to receive, one week before election o
any district-surveyor for the city of Loudon, the ex-
aminer’s certificate of candidate’s due qualification,

s. 66.

Trade, detached buildings for the purposes of, see
Toll-houses.

Trimmkrs-brick, See Chimney-slabs.
Treasury, the Lords of the, may assign temporary

Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings remuneration
out of the registrar’s salary, or otherwise, as they
may direct, s. 89.

U.
UNDERGROUND rooms let as separate dwellings.

See Lowermost rooms.
United parishes. See Parish (the word).
Use of Buildings :

—

Occupation of cellars or rooms unfit for dwellings.

From and after the 1st July, 1846, it shall not be
lawful to let separately to hire as a dwelling any
such room or cellar not constructed according to
the rules specified in the schedule K, nor to

occupy or suffer it to be occupied as such, nor to
let, hire, occupy, or suffer to be occupied any
such room or cellar built underground for any
purpose (except for a warerooin or storeroom) ;

—

and if any person wilfully let or suffer to be oc-
cupied in manner aforesaid any underground
cellar or room, contrary to the provisions of this

Act, then, on conviction thereof before two jus-
tices of the peace, such person shall be liable to

forfeit for every day during which such cellar or

room shall be so occupied not exceeding 20 s. :

—

and one-half of such penalty shall go to the per-
son who shall sue for the same, and the other
half to the poor of the parish in which such cellar

or room shall be situate ;—and on or before the

1st January, 1845, it shall be the duty of the
overseers of the poor, and they are hereby
required, to report to the official referees the

number and situation of the dwellings within

their respective parishes of which any under-

ground room or cellar shall be so occupied, and
thereupon the official referees are to direct such
notice to be given to the owners and occupiers of

such dwellings as shall appear to such official

referees to be best calculated to give to such
owners or occupiers full knowledge of the exist-

ence, nature, and consequences of this enactment

;

—and the district-surveyors are to give full effect

to the directions of such official referees in this

behalf, s. 53.

Buildings near dangerous businesses as to fire—Nexo
businesses—Prohibition after 20 years. It shall

not be lawful hereafter to erect any building of

any class nearer than 50 ft. from any building

which shall be in use for the manufacture of gun-
powder or of detonating powder, or of matches
ignitablc by friction or otherwise, or other sub-
stances liable to sudden explosion, inflammation,

or ignition, or of vitriol, or of turpentine, or of

naphtha, or of varnish, or of fireworks, or painted
table-covers, and any other manufacture dan-
gerous on account of the liability of the mate-
rials or substances employed therein to cause
sudden fire or explosion :—but if a building

already existing within 50 ft. from any such
building be hereafter pulled down, burnt, or

destroyed by tempest, such building may be
rebuilt :—and it shall not be lawful for any
person to establish or newly carry on any
such business, either in any building or

vault or in the open air, at a less distance

than 40 ft. from any public way, or than
50 ft. from any other building, or any vacant
ground belonging to any other person than his

landlord ;—and if any such business be now car-

ried on in any situation within such distances,

then from the expiration of the period of 20 years

after the passing of this Act it shall not be law-

ful to continue to carry on such business in such
situations:—and if any person erect any building

in the neighbourhood of any such business con-
trary to this Act, then, on conviction thereof be-

fore two justices, he shall forfeit a sum not exceed-

ing 50/. for every day during which such building

shall so remain near to such dangerous business :

—

or if any person establish anew any such business,

or carry on any such business contrary to this

Act, then, on conviction thereof before two jus-

tices, such person shall be liable to forfeit for

every day during which such business shall be so

carried on a sum not exceeeding 50/. as the said

justices shall determine, and it shall be law-
ful for the justices also to award to the prose-

- cutor such costs as shall be deemed reason-

able :—and if the offender either fail or refuse to

pay such penalty and costs immediately after

such conviction, then they may be levied by dis-

tress of the goods and chattels of the person con-

victed
;
or if there be no such distress, then such

person shall be committed to the common gaol or

house of correction for any time not exceeding

6 calendar months, at the discretion of such jus-

tices, and that by warrant under the bands and
seals of two or more justices of the peace, s. 54.

Buildings near noxious businesses—Neiv businesses—
Prohibition after 30 years. It shall not be law-

ful hereafter to erect any buildings of the first or

dwelling-house class nearer to than 50 ft. from

any building which shall be in use for the busi-

ness of a blood-boiler, bone-boiler, fellmonger,

slaughterer of cattle, sheep, or horses, soap-boiler,

tallow-melter, tripe-boiler, aud any other like

business offensive or noxious :—but if a building

already existing within 50 ft. be hereafter burnt,

pulled down, or destroyed by tempest, such build-

ing may be rebuilt:—aud it shall not be lawful

I for any person to establish or newly carry on any
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such business, either in any building or vault or

in the open air, at a less distance than 40ft. from

any public way, or than 50 ft. from any other such

buildings of the 1 st or dwelling-house class:—
and if any such business be now carried on in

any situation within such distances, then, from

the expiration of the period of 30 years from the

passingof thisAct, it shall cease tobe lawful to con-

tinue to carry on such business in such situation,

save as is hereinafter provided :—and if any person

erectany building in the neighbourhood of any such

business contrary to this Act, then, on conviction

thereof before two justices, he shall forfeit a

sum not exceeding 501. for every day during

which such building shall remain near to any

such offensive or noxious business ;—or if any

person establish anew any such business, or carry

on any such business contrary to this Act, then,

on conviction thereof before two justices, such

person is hereby made liable to forfeit for every

day during which such business shall be carried

on a sum not exceeding 501. as the said justices

shall determine
;
and the justices may award to

the prosecutor such costs as shall be deemed
reasonable :—and if the offender either fail or re-

fuse to pay such penalty and costs immediately

after such conviction, then they may be levied by
distress of the goods and chattels of the person
convicted ; or if there be no such distress, then

such person shall be committed to the common
gaol or house of correction for any time not ex-
ceeding 6 calendar months, at the discretion of

such justices, and that by warrant under the

hands and seals of two or more justices of the

peace, s. 55.

Penalty enforceable only at a Special Sessions—Mi-
tigation of noxiousness of businesses. Every such
penalty hereinbefore imposed shall be enforceable

only at a special sessions of the peace summoned
for that purpose, or on an appeal as hereinafter

provided, or on a trial as hereinafter provided
;

and notwithstanding the said term of 30 years

shall have expired, if any party charged with
carrying on such business shew that in car-

rying on such business all the means then known
to be available for mitigating the effect of such
business in any such respect have been adopted,

then such justices may receive evidence thereof,

and according to such evidence mitigate the

penalty, notwithstanding the said period of 30
years shall have expired, if it shall appear to the

justices, whether at petty sessions as aforesaid,

or on appeal, or on trial by jury, as herein

provided, that the party carrying on any such
business shall have made due endeavours to carry

on the same with a view to mitigate, so far as

possible, the effects of such business, then,

although he hath not adopted all or the best

means available for the purpose, yet justices may
suspend the execution of their order or determi-

nation, upon condition that within a reasonable

time, to be named, the party convicted do adopt
such other or better means as to the said justices

shall seem fit, or before passing fiual sentence,

and without consulting the prosecutor, to make
such order touching the carrying on of such busi-

ness as shall be by the said Court thought expe-
dient for preventing the nuisance in future, s.56.

Mitigation of penalty by superior Courts .—But
if the matter in respect of which, such penalty

shall be incurred come before any superior

Court it shall be lawful for such Court to ex-
ercise such power of mitigating such penalty
or of suspending the execution of any judgment,
order, or determination in the matter, or to make
such order touching the carrying on of such
business, as to the Court shall seem fit in the

case. s. 56.

Conviction and appeal as to certain trades not speci-

fied. If any person be dissatisfied with the deci-

sion of such justices with regard to any business
offensive, noxious, or dangerous, and to any build-

ing erected or continued within any such distance
as aforesaid therefrom, and if within 4 days after

such decision, notice be given to the party
appealed against, by or on behalf of such person,
of his intention to appeal, and if he enter into

a recognizance, with two sufficient securities,

conditioned to try such appeal, and to abide the
order of the Court, and to pay to the party
appealed against such costs (if any) as shall be
awarded against him, then it shall be lawful for
such party so dissatisfied to appeal against such
conviction to the justices of the peace at their
general Quarter Sessions of the peace to be
holden within 4 months after such conviction for
the place in which such premises shall be situ-

ate :—and if the premises be situate within the city

of London and liberties thereof, then the appeal
must be to the Quarter Sessions thereof

; or if the
premises be situate in the counties of Middlesex,
Kent, or Surrey, or in the city and liberties of
Westminster, or in the liberties of her Majesty's
Tower of London, then to the Quarter Sessions
thereof respectively, as the case shall be :—and if

within the above-mentioned period such appellant
shall have entered into such recognizance ns
herein required, and if within one calendar month
thereafter he give notice of the grounds of such
appeal, then it shall be lawful for such justices,
and they are hereby empowered, to proceed to
hear and examine on oath into the causes and
matters of such appeal, and to determine the
Barae, and to award such costs to be paid by the
said parties as they think proper:—and the order,
judgment, and determination of the said justices
in their respective sessions shall be binding and
conclusive upon all parties, s. 57.

Trial by jury at Quarter Sessions. If before con-

viction by two such justices the party com-
plained against desire to have the matter tried by

a jury, and enter into a recognizance to try such
matter without delay, and to pay all costs of trial

if a verdict be found against him, then such mat-

ter may be tried at the next practicable Court of

Quarter Sessions, or whensoever the court shall

appoint
;
and thereupon, or on the application

of such party, the said Court of Quarter Sessions

shall issue their warrant or precept to the sheriff

or other proper officer (as the case may be), re-

quiring him to return a competent number of

persons qualified to serve on juries according

to the provisions of 6 Geo. 4 ;
and the said Court

of Quarter Sessions shall, by precept, from
time to time as occasion may require, call be-

fore them respectively every person who shall

be thought proper or necessary to be examined
as a witness before them on oath concerning the

premises.

View of the premises. And if the Court think fit, they

may authorize the jury to view the place in ques-

tion in such manner as they shall direct, and
command the attendance of such jury, and of all

such witnesses and parties as shall be necessary

or proper ;—and the said jury shall inquire

and try, and determine by their verdict whether
the business in question be offensive or noxious,

and whether the party in question have done any
act whereby the penalty hereby imposed in re-

spect thereof has been incurred ;—and, subject to

the power hereinbefore conferred of mitigating

such penalty, or suspending their judgment,
order, or determination thereon, or making such
order touching the carrying on of the business

aforesaid, the said Court of Quarter Sessions

shall give judgment according to such verdict, and
shall award the penalty (if any) incurred by the

defendant, and shall and may (if they see fit)

award to either of the parties such costs as they

may deem reasonable ; which verdict, and the

judgment, award, order, or determination there-

upon, shall be binding and conclusive. 6. 58.

Appeals to Quarter Sessionsfor Surrey, to Sessions at

Southwark ; for Kent, to Sessions at Greenwich. If

an appeal be made to the General Quarter Ses-

sions of the peace for the county of Surrey or the

county of Kent, the jury (if any) to be impannelled

in pursuance of this Act, and all parties required

to attend the Quarter Sessions for the said coun-
ties, pursuant to such application, shall be im-
pannelled and required to attend at some general

or special adjournment of the said Quarter Ses-

sions to be held within 6 weeks next after the

original sessions and if the matter relate to the

county of Surrey, such adjournment shall be to

some convenient place in the borough of South-
wark

;
and if the matter relate to the county of

Kent, such adjournment shall be to some conve-

nient place in the borough of Greenwich ;—and
such times and places shall be appointed by the

justices of the said counties respectively assem-
bled at such original sessions ;

and from time to

time every further meeting of the said sessions,

for any thing to be done upon such application,

shall beappointed at or within the space of 3 weeks
from the last meeting

;
and from time to time

the justices of the peace for the said counties of

Surrey and Kent respectively, shall make such

adjournment and hold such sessions as there shall

be occasion, s. 59.

Common law and statutory remedies not affected.

This Act shall not be deemed to authorize any
person to cary on any such business either within

such limits or otherwise, or any business which
it is unlawful to carry on within any limits or in

any manner contrary to any public, local, or pri-

vate Act of Parliament, or otherwise contrary to

to law
; nor to affect, abridge, or restrain the

right, the duty, or the power of any person, whe-
ther private person or public officer, to prosecute,

either civilly or criminally, any person who shall

carry on within the limits of this Act any offen-

sive, noxious, or dangerous business, s. 60.

Regulation or removal, by purchase, of trades deemed
nuisances. If two-thirds in number of the in-

habitant householders of any parish in which any
offensive, noxious, or dangerous business shall be

carried on, present a memorial to her Majesty in

Council, stating the existence of such offensive,

noxious, or dangerous business in such parish or

the neighbourhood thereof, and praying the

removal of such business therefrom, and thereby

engaging to provide compensation to the persons

carrying on the same, either at the expense of

the memorialists, or by means of a rate to be

levied on the inhabitants of the said parish, or

such part thereof as may be affected by such
business, it shall be lawful for her Majesty to

refer the matter to the Lords of the Committee of

Privy Council for Trade to consider the character

of such business, whether it be offensive, noxious,

or dangerous
;

and if it appear to be so, and
that there are no means of rendering it other-

wise by the adoption of methods available, with-

out unreasonable sacrifice on the part of the per-

son by whom it is carried on, then it shall be
lawful for her Majesty, by order in Council, to

direct that the removal of such business may be
purchased, either at the expense of the memo-
rialists or by means of a rate as aforesaid, as to
her Majesty shall seem fit, and also to direct the
sheriff of the county or other proper person in the
parish or liberty in which such business is car-

ried on to summon a jury, according to the pro-
visions of an Act, 4 Viet., intituled “ An Act to

enable her Majesty’s Commissioners of Woods to

make a new Street from Coventry-street to Lon £>

Acre, and for other Improvements in the Me-
tropolis,” to determine what compensation shall

be paid to the party carrying on such business

for the removal thereof, and to the owner and oc-

cupier of the premises for the restriction of the

use of his buildings for such purpose
;

and if

within 3 calendar months after the verdict of

such jury shall be given, and judgment thereon,

the inhabitants of such parish or neighbourhood
pay or tender such compensation, then within 3
calendar months from the payment or tender of

such compensation it shall cease to be lawful for

the party carrying or such business to continue
the same, and for any owner or occupier thereof

either to carry on or to permit to be carried on
such business in the same or any part of the

same premises, s. 61.

Funds for defraying compensation. If her Majesty
by such order direct the compensation to be
paid by means of a rate, it shall be lawful for the

overseers of the parish to raise such sum as shall

be necessary, either as a separate rate in the

nature of poor’s rate, or as part of the

poor’s rate
;

or if in pursuance of the

memorial of the inhabitants of such part of the

said parish as shall be affected by the said busi-

ness it be appointed by such order in Couucil
that such last-mentioned inhabitants defray such
compensation, then it shall be lawful for the said

overseers to raise such sum as shall be necessary

for that purpose, s. 62.

Exemption of public gas-works. The provisions of

this Act in reference to businesses dangerous
in respect of fire or explosion, or offensive

or noxious, shall not be deemed to apply to

any public gas works heretofore established

within the limits of thisAct
;
and if by any Act of

Parliament now in force relating to gas compa-
nies to which such works belong, any extension

of such works, or any additional works, or any
other works, be authorized to be erected or sub-
stituted, such provisions shall not be deemed to

apply to any such extension, addition, or substi-

tution within the limits of the district now
lighted from such first-mentioned works.

Distilleries. And such provisions shall not be deemed
to apply to any premises entered or used for the

purpose of distillation or the rectification of

spirits under the survey of the Commissioners of

Excise or their officers, s. 63.

V.
VACANT districts, justices to appoint new surveyors

to, within one calendar month, s. 74. See Justices

of the peace, also Official referees, for appointment,
permanent and temporary.

Ventilation. See Backyard.
Verandahs. See Roof coverings.

Vestibules of 3rd class buildings, floors of, must be
fire-proof. Schedule C, Part VI.

Vineries. See Attached buildings and offices.

W.
WAINSCOT, expenses of pulling down for perform-

ing party structures recoverable, s. 46.

Wandsworth parish included within the operation

of the Act. s. 3.

Wares, damage to to be made good by neighbours,
parts of whose buildings may fall thereon. See
Chimneys, ruinous.

Warehouse. See Second class.

Water-closets. See Drains, also Privy.

WHARF-walls are under special supervision. Sche-
dule B, Part I.

Widths (measured at right angles to the course of

the way from front to front, iu every part thereof)
;

of steeets (excepting any mews) to be 40 feet at

least
;
but if the buildings fronting any street be

more than 40 feet high from the level of the street,

then such street must be of a width equal at the

least to the height of the buildings above such
level

;
alleys and every mews must be of the width

of 20 feet at the least, but if the buildings fronting

any alley, or to any mews, be more than 20 feet

high from the level of the alley or mews, then such
alley or mews must be of a width equal at the least

to the height of the buildings above such level.

Schedule I.

Will, tenants at, not considered by the Act as

oioners. s. 2.

Windows of rooms more than 3 feet under ground
and to cellars let as separate dwellings must be at

least 9 superficial feet, and be glazed, of which
feet must open for ventilation. Schedule K.

Windows. See Back yard.
Window-frames and sashes of turrets, dormers,

lantern-lights, and other erections on roofs, may be

of wood. See Roof-coverings.

Woolwich parish included within the operation of

the Act. s. 3.

Workmanship, questions relative to, official referees

are to decide, being thereto required in writing,

s. 82.

Workmen may be fined, and, in default, sent to gaol.

See Penalty.

Y.
YARDS, open. See Back-yard.
Yearly tenants, and tenants for less terms, not con-

sidered under the Act as owners, s. 2.
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